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%  The  AAUW  College  Faculty  Program, 

which  began  in  the  southeastern  United  States  in  1962 

with  a  three-year  grant  from  the  Rockfeller  Brothers 

Fund,  has  been  extended  to  other  states  including  Cali- 
fornia, Illinois,  Michigan,  Minnesota,  Ohio,  Oregon, 

Texas  and  Washington.  The  Program  is  just  beginning 

in  New  Mexico,  Nevada,  Pennsylvania  and  Virginia, 

and  it  is  expected  that  there  will  be  award  winners  from 

these  states  in  graduate  schools  in  the  fall  of  1967.  Its 

purposes  are  to  provide  additional  excellent  faculty 

members  to  meet  the  critical  shortage  in  higher  educa- 
tion, and  to  offer  to  women  college  graduates,  of  35 

years  of  age  or  older,  preparation  for  a  second  career  of 
their  choice.  Since  1962,  126  women  have  received 

awards  for  a  year  of  graduate  study.  Address  inquiries 

for  further  information  about  the  Program  to:  College 

Faculty  Program,  AAUW  Educational  Center,  2401 

Virginia  Avenue,  N.W.,  Washington,  DC.  20037. 

£  Did  you  know?  — Our  median  class  is 
1948.  Fifty  percent  of  Chatham  alumnae  have  been 

graduated  since  that  year.  — Approximately  twenty  per- 
cent have  been  graduated  since  I960,  which  means  that 

one-fifth  of  all  our  alumnae  have  received  degrees  dur- 

ing President  Eddy's  administration.  — And  his  six  years 
at  Chatham  are  only  a  little  more  than  six  percent  of  its 

ninety-seven  years  of  existence.  — The  student  body 
today  is  larger  than  the  total  number  of  graduates  in  the 

thirties.  — These  statistics  could  prove  that  in  spite  of 

our  venerable  age — we  are  young  at  heart. 

0  Dr.  James  S.  Kinder,  who  will  be  re- 
membered by  many  alumnae  as  chairman  of  the  educa- 

tion department,  writes  of  pleasant  visits  with  Elva 

Bogren  Goodwin,  '39,  in  Japan,  and  Helen  Moon  Cheng 

Cheang,  '40,  in  Hong  Kong  on  a  recent  trip  around  the 
world.  Since  leaving  Pittsburgh,  Dr.  Kinder  has  been 

affiliated  with  San  Diego  State  College  in  California. 

Cover  picture:  Fifth  Avenue  entrance  to  Woodland 
Road  —  Winter  1905 



Nancy  Williams  Signed  by  The  Met 

Miss  Williams 

On  September  21,  1965  Chatham  College  awarded  a  Special  Citation  to  Nancy 

Williams,  class  of  1954,  in  recognition  of  her  outstanding  ability  and  distinguished 

accomplishment  in  the  field  of  music. 

On  August  1,  1966  Miss  Williams  further  demonstrated  that  outstanding  ability 

and  added  to  her  distinguished  accomplishments  by  signing  a  two-year  contract  with 
the  Metropolitan  Opera.  Performing  with  the  company  at  the  new  Metropolitan 

Opera  House  at  Lincoln  Center,  she  will  sing  seventeen  roles. 

In  preparation  for  reaching  her  operatic  goal,  Miss  Williams  has  appeared  with 

several  opera  companies,  including  Pittsburgh,  in  concert  performances  and  has  per- 
formed for  four  years  with  the  Metropolitan  Opera  Studio. 

Organ  Music  for  Christmas 
Mr.  Russell  G.  Wichmann,  professor  of  music  and  chairman  of  the  Chatham  music 

department,  has  recorded,  in  time  for  the  holidays,  a  delightful  selection  of  Christmas 

music.  The  high  fidelity,  long  play  album  was  recorded  in  the  Chatham  College  Chapel 

by  True  Image  Recordings  of  Pittsburgh. 

Chatham  alumnae  may  bring  the  magnificent  sound  of  the  Chapel  organ  into  their 

own  homes  by  ordering  Organ  Music  for  Christmas  through  the  College  Bookstore. 

(See  order  form  on  back  cover  for  details.)  The  colorful  gift  package  jacket  design 

is  by  Mr.  Jerry  Caplan,  chairman  of  the  art  department. 

Side  One 

Nativity  Suite   Wilbur  Held 
O,  Come,  Emanuel;  Silent  Night;  Shepherds;  The  Three  Kings;  Joy  to  the  World. 

March  of  the  Tin  Soldiers   Felix  Petyrek 

The  Christmas  Tunes   Wayne  Barlow 
Joseph  Dearest;  Void  le  Noel;  Veni,  Immanuel. 

Les  Petites  Cloches   Richard  Purvis 

Improvisation  on  "God  Rest  You  Merry"   Myron  J.  Roberts 
Side  two 

Greensleeves   Richard  Purvis 

Noel      Louis-Claude  Dacquin 
A  Christmas  Cradle  Song   Authur  W.  Poister 

Chorale  Prelude  on  "Silent  Night"   Samuel  Barber 

Paean  on  "Divinum  Mysterium"   John  Cook 
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Chatham  Wins  Award 

In  the  Fourth  Award  Program  for  Educational  Institutions  for  the  Performance  and  Promotion  of 

American  Music,  Chatham  College  was  declared  a  winner  of  $500  and  an  Award  of  Merit  in  the  cate- 
gory of  the  privately  endowed  college  or  university.  The  competition  is  sponsored  by  the  National 

Federation  of  Music  Clubs  and  by  ASCAP,  the  donor  of  the  supporting  grant. 

Winning  equal  awards  in  the  same  category  were  Carnegie  Institute  of  Technology  and  Willamette 

University.  Bowdoin  College  and  Western  College  for  Women  received  Honorable  Mention  and 

Awards  of  Merit.  Dr.  Walter  Hendl,  Musical  Director  of  the  Chautauqua  Symphony,  was  chairman  of 

the  panel  of  judges. 



Introducing .... 

Gift  and  Estate  Planning  «*> 
The  Economy  of  Giving 

Federal  Tax  Laws  Encourage  Gifts  to 
Chatham  College 

Federal  income  and  estate  tax  laws,  usually  considered 

burdensom,  can  be  very  rewarding  to  people  who  make 
gifts  to  educational  institutions.  The  rewards  come  in  the 

form  of  special  tax  deductions  and  exemptions  which  actu- 
ally lower  the  taxes  these  donors,  or  their  estates,  would 

otherwise  have  to  pay.  A  comprehensive  study  of  an  in- 

dividual's financial  status  often  reveals  how  a  donor  may 
make  a  large  gift  to  a  college  without  sacrificing  financial 

security  for  himself  or  his  family. 

Under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Reinald  McCrum,  Secretary 

of  the  College,  Chatham  has  established  a  Gift  and  Estate 

Planning  Program  as  one  phase  of  its  total  development 

program.  While  it  does  not  replace  the  continuing  need 

for  annual  gifts  and  capital  gifts  from  all  sources  of  sup- 

port, it  does  offer  a  very  valuable  service  to  Chatham  alum- 
nae who  might  contemplate  a  substantial  gift  to  the  College. 

The  program  is  administered  through  the  Development 

Committee  of  the  Chatham  Board  of  Trustees  headed  by 

Mr.  Francis  B.  Nimick,  President  of  the  Dollar  Savings 

Bank  of  Pittsburgh.  Final  action  on  any  one  of  the  plan's 
various  forms,  however,  is  taken  only  in  collaboration  with 

the  donor's  own  attorney. 

New  Concept  in  Alumnae  Giving 
The  Gift  and  Estate  Planning  Program,  a  new  concept 

in  alumnae  giving,  is  designed  to  serve  those  alumnae  and 

others  who  already  have  the  desire  to  aid  Chatham  College. 

It  is  not  a  fund  raising  campaign  such  as  the  annual  Alum- 
nae Fund,  but  a  program  offering  expert  counseling  in 

planning  for  future  substantial  gifts  to  the  College  without 

endangering  the  family's  financial  stability. 

Federal  tax  laws  encourage  gifts  to  education  in  several 

ways.  Practically  all  such  gifts  can  now  be  deducted  to  the 

extent  of  30  per  cent  of  the  donor's  adjusted  gross  income, 
and  under  the  tax  law  enacted  in  1964,  it  is  no  longer  nec- 

essary to  keep  charitable  gifts  within  the  current  year's 
limitation.  Gifts  in  excess  of  30  per  cent  of  income  can 

now  be  carried  over  and  deducted  during  the  five  succeed- 
ing years.  Mr.  McCrum  realistically  points  out  that  no  gift 

plan  can  actually  make  money  for  a  prospective  donor,  but 

the  actual  cost  is  always  less  than  the  dollar  amount  donated. 

This  is  particularly  true  in  gifts  of  appreciated  securities. 

Estate  Tax  Takes  Big  Bite 
Federal  estate  taxes,  generally  payable  within  15  months 

of  death,  apply  if  an  individual's  estate  is  valued  at  more 
than  $60,000 — and  the  rates  are  high  enough  to  cause 
concern.  The  Federal  estate  tax  is  a  graduated  tax  ranging 

from  3%  to  77%.  The  larger  the  estate,  of  course,  the 

higher  the  tax — and  the  property  may  be  taxed  again  and 
again  as  each  beneficiary  dies. 

Too  often  there  is  a  misconception  as  to  what  must  be 

included  in  an  estate  for  tax  purposes.  Home,  securities, 

bank  accounts,  miscellaneous  assets,  life  insurance,  jointly 

owned  property,  business,  and  even  some  employee  death 
benefits  are  taxable.  If  these  total  $60,000  or  more,  the 

estate  is  subject  to  Federal  estate  taxes. 

Life  Income  Plan 
Through  the  Gift  and  Estate  Planning  Program,  a  person 

desiring  to  help  the  College — and  at  the  same  time  make 

his  future  financially  secure — may  take  advantage  of  Chat- 

ham's Life-Income  Plan.  Essentially,  the  Life  Income  Plan 
works  in  this  way.  The  donor-investor  enters  into  an  agree- 

ment with  Chatham  whereby  he  or  she  turns  over  a  certain 

Mrs.  Van  der  Voort Mr.  McCrum 
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amount  of  securities  or  cash  to  the  College.  The  College 

than  applies  this  investment  to  its  endowment  fund  port- 

folio. During  his  or  her  lifetime  the  donor-investor  re- 

ceives an  annual  income,  paid  quarterly  or  semi-annually, 

based  on  the  declared  rate  of  Chatham's  entire  investment 

portfolio.  Upon  the  donor's  death,  the  investment  which 
the  donor  has  made  becomes  a  gift  to  Chatham  College.  An 

option  may  be  exercised  by  the  donor  whereby  one  of  his 

or  her  survivors  may  be  named  a  beneficiary  for  the  earned 

income  from  the  plan. 

Charitable  Remainder  Trust 

Another  plan  which  can  amplify  the  financial  security  of 

a  person's  beneficiaries  and  eventually  strengthen  the  work 
of  Chatham  College  is  the  Charitable  Remainder  Trust. 

The  judicious  use  of  this  type  of  trust  provides  a  life- 
time income  for  the  beneficiary,  and  upon  his  or  her  death, 

the  entire  trust  goes  to  the  educational  institution.  The 

investment  of  the  amount  realized  in  reduced  estate  taxes, 

made  possible  by  the  establishment  of  the  charitable  re- 
mainder trust,  can  add  substantially  to  the  annual  income 

of  the  beneficiary. 

MONEY  SAVED  THROUGH  PLANNING 
•  How  it  Can  Benefit  YOUK  BENEFICIARY  and  EDUCATION 

Original 

ULTIMATE  BENEFICIARIES You  Can  Leave 

Estate 

Unplanned 

Planned* 

for  EDUCATION 

$  160,000 
$110,258 $117,492 $  16,000 

L  i 200,000 127,501 
140,664 

20,000 
Single 250,000 148,565 163,005 

25,000 
Persons 300,000 169,302 197,346 

30,000 1    VI  WUIIW 

400,000 210,029 253,476 
40,000 
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500,000 250,145 308,471 50,000 tvS 700,000 326,844 417,536 70,000 

U 
1,000,000 436,668 574,244 100,000 
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  .   .   i^eV            ranlfrrl  fnr  his;  ™ii«t  dnrlnp  life  under  the  hlnnneri 

^m           disposition  than  under  the  unplanned  disposition. 

Estate  planning,  of  course,  is  not  solely  for  the  benefit  of 
millionaires.  Persons  with  estates  of  $100,000  or  more  can 

benefit,  too,  and  every  one  should  draw  up  a  formal  will 

regardless  of  the  size  of  his  or  her  estate. 

Any  person  who  plans  to  make  a  bequest  to  Chatham 

College,  and  who  is  not  taking  full  advantage  of  the  charita- 
ble deductions  allowed  by  law  in  his  annual  income  tax 

return,  should  seriously  consider  anticipating  part  of  his 

bequest  by  making  annual  gifts  of  cash  or  other  property 
in  amounts  that  will  utilize  the  deduction,  reserving  the 

life  income  to  himself  and — if  he  so  desires — to  his  wife 
if  she  survives  him. 

These  are  critical  years  ahead  for  higher  education,  par- 

ticularly for  the  private  liberal  arts  college,  and  financial 

support  from  alumni/ae  and  friends  will  become  increas- 
ingly important.  The  Gift  and  Estate  Planning  Program 

offers  several  ways  in  which  Chatham  alumnae  can  help 

their  alma  mater  to  retain  its  nationally  recognized  educa- 
tional program. 

Requests  for  detailed  information  should  be  addressed  to 

Mr.  Reinald  McCrum,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania 15232. 



Dr.  Earl  K.  Wallace  Honored 

Two  distinctive  honors  have  been  bestowed  upon  Dr. 

Earl  K.  Wallace,  professor  emer- 
itus of  chemistry. 

Alumnae  and  friends  will  be 

pleased  to  know  that  Dr.  Wal- 

lace's name  will  continue  to  be 
part  of  Buhl  Hall  of  Science  where 

he  served  so  many  years  as  teacher 

and  chairman  of  the  department 

of  chemistry.  Upon  completion  of 

the  major  renovation  of  Buhl  Hall 

in  November,  a  bronze  placque 

was  placed  at  the  entrance  to  the 
main  lecture  hall.    It  reads: 

THE  EARL  K.  WALLACE  LECTURE  HALL 

honoring  a  preeminent  teacher 

who  served  as  Professor  of  Chemistry 

from  1925  to  1965 

A  second  significant  honor  came  to  Dr.  Wallace  this  fall 
when  he  was  chosen  to  receive  the  annual  award  of  the 

Pittsburgh  Section  of  the  American  Chemical  Society. 

Since  the  establishment  of  this  award  in  1932,  it  has  been 

given  each  year  to  a  member  of  the  community  who  has 

done  work  worthy  of  note  toward  increasing  chemical 

knowledge,  promoting  industry,  benefiting  humanity,  or  ad- 
vancing the  work  of  the  Pittsburgh  Section  of  the  ACS.  In 

receiving  the  1966  Pittsburgh  Award  for  outstanding  serv- 
ice to  chemistry,  Dr.  Wallace  joins  a  group  of  illustrous 

scientists,  teachers  and  industrialists  who  have  been  similar- 

ly honored  for  their  contributions  to  science. 

Chatham  Receives  Portrait 

A  portrait  of  William  Pitt,  the  Earl  of  Chatham  ( 1708 

1778)  has  been  presented  to  Chatham  College  by  the  Inter- 
national Business  Machines  Corporation. 

Pitt  the  Elder,  the  Great  Commoner,  was  the  first  de- 
fender of  American  liberties  to  raise  his  voice  in  a  British 

Parliament.  He  was  the  British  Prime  Minister  who  said 

of  the  Stamp  Act  trouble,  "I  rejoice  that  America  has  re- 

sisted." Unlike  many  other  Empire-builders,  he  based  his 
conception  of  world  power  on  the  bedrock  of  liberty  and 

democracy  for  all. 

The  painting  shows  this  courageous  and  independent 

man  in  his  robes  of  state  posing  at  a  table  on  which  lie  the 

Magna  Carta  and  a  map  of  North  America.  The  artist, 

Richard  Brompton  (1734-1782),  painted  this  portrait  as 

a  study  from  life  for  the  celebrated  life-size  painting  that 
now  hangs  in  the  National  Gallery. 

Marjorie  Wayne  Wechsler 
Art  Fund  Established 

President  Edward  D.  Eddy  announced  on  October 

31,  1966,  the  establishment  of  the  Marjorie  Wayne 

Wechsler  Art  Fund  in  memory  of  Mrs.  Richard 

Wechsler,  class  of  1946. 

Made  possible  through  gifts  from  her  family  and 

friends,  the  fund  will  be  used  for  the  enrichment  of 

teaching  in  the  field  of  art,  including  an  award  for 

outstanding  student  effort  and  the  purchase  of  works 
of  art. 

A  Memorial  to  Rachel  Carson 

A  particularly  fitting  memorial  to  Rachel  Carson,  Class  ol 

1929,  is  the  new  library  for  the  scientific  disciplines  in  the 

recently  renovated  Buhl  Hall  of  Science.  One  of  America': 

most  distinguished  author-naturalists,  Miss  Carson's  beauti- 
ful and  memorable  prose  brought  the  magic  of  the  sea,  the 

winds  and  currents,  and  all  life  in  the  ocean  and  along  its 

beaches  to  thousands  of  readers.  It  is  hoped  that  the  read- 

ing room  will  appropriately  and  appreciatively  commem- 
orate her  great  talent,  courage,  and  extraordinary  scientific 

curiosity  and  enthusiasm.  A  bronze  placque  at  the  entrance 
reads: 

THE  RACHEL  CARSON 

MEMORIAL  READING  ROOM 

honoring  a  distinguished  alumna 

of  Chatham  College  who  enriched 

her  time  by  the  beauty  of  her  writing 

Space  for  more  than  100  current  journals  and  2500  books 

provide  resources  for  all  students  and  faculty  members  in 

astronomy,  biology,  chemistry,  mathematics,  physics  and 

psychology.  Individual  carrel  desks,  carpeting,  air  condi- 
tioning, good  lighting,  and  an  accoustical  ceiling  provide 

the  surroundings  and  atmosphere  that  help  to  make  reading 

a  pleasure. 
Members  of  the  Class  of  1929  and  more  than  300  former 

science  majors  have  been  invited  to  apply  their  gifts  to  the 

1966-67  Alumnae  Fund  to  the  cost  of  furnishing  and  equip- 
ping the  Rachel  Carson  Memorial  Reading  Room. 



Dr.  Wing-tsit  Chan 
Gillespie  Professor  of  Philosophy 

Dr.  Wing-tsit  Chan,  professor  of  Chinese  culture  and 
philosophy,  has  joined  the  Chatham  College  faculty  as  the 

rfirst  Anna  Randolph  Darlington  Gillespie  Professor  of 

Philosophy.  The  Gillespie  Endowment  was  created  by  a 

gift  to  the  College  in  1963  for  "the  enrichment  of  the 

College's  work  in  philosophy  and  related  disciplines."  The 
donor  is  Miss  Mabel  Lindsay  Gillespie  who  has  served  as  a 

Chatham  Trustee  for  many  years. 
Professor  Chan  comes  to  Chatham  from  Dartmouth 

College  where  he  has  taught  since  1942,  serving  for  four 

years  as  chairman  of  the  Division  of  the  Humanities.  A 

naturalized  U.  S.  citizen,  Dr.  Chan  was  born  in  Kwangtung, 

China,  and  was  graduated  from  Lingnan  University.  He 

earned  the  master's  and  doctoral  degrees  at  Harvard  and 
returned  to  his  alma  mater  where  he  became  dean  of  the 

university  and  professor  of  philosophy.  He  taught  at  the 

University  of  Hawaii  before  going  to  Dartmouth,  and  has 

been  visiting  professor  or  distinguished  lecturer  at  Michi- 

:  gan  State  University,  Columbia,  Cornell,  Chicago,  Wesley- 
an,  Smith,  Wellesley  and  Bryn  Mawr. 

The  author  of  six  books,  Dr.  Chan's  latest  volumes  in- 
clude A  Source  Book  of  Chinese  Philosophy,  Instructions 

for  Practical  Living  and  other  Neo-Confucian  Writings  by 

Wang  Yang-ming,  The  Way  of  Lao  Tzu,  and  The  Platform 
Scriptures:  the  Basic  Classic  of  Zen  Buddhism.  In  addition, 

he  has  contributed  chapters  on  Chinese  philosophy  and 

religion  to  21  books  and  has  published  over  70  articles. 

Last  year  Dr.  Chan  undertook  a  detailed  study  of  the 

status  of  Chinese  philosophy  in  Communist  China.  The 

research  was  supported  by  the  Rockefeller  Foundation,  the 

American  Philosophical  Society,  the  Social  Science  Research 

Council,  and  Dartmouth  College. 

One  of  the  nation's  leading  Asian  scholars,  Dr.  Chan  has 
assisted  Chatham  in  choosing  other  eminent  scholars  from 

all  over  the  nation  for  the  1966-67  series  on  China.  He 

will  present  one  of  the  lectures  on  Traditional  Religions 

and  Today. 

Students  and  Alumnae  Bring 
Chinese  Student  to  Chatham 

In  the  fall  of  1965,  when  the  study  of  China  was  selected 

for  the  1966-67  non-western  series,  Chatham  students  de- 

cided that  the  study  could  be  greatly  enhanced  by  the  pres- 
ence of  a  student  from  China.  The  idea  grew  into  a  plan, 

committees  were  formed,  and  the  money-raising  began. 

Following  a  college-wide  campaign  that  raised  $800,  the 

committee  approached  the  Alumnae  Association  for  finan- 

cial assistance  in  the  project.  With  the  approval  of  Presi- 
dent Eddy,  the  executive  board  voted  to  contribute  the 

proceeds  from  a  February  theater  benefit — the  Circle-in- 

the-Square  production  of  The  Trojan  Women. 
The  combined  assets  of  the  student  fund,  the  alumnae 

benefit  proceeds,  and  generous  scholarship  aid  from  the 

College  made  possible  the  final  realization  of  the  student 

goal  when  the  admissions  committee  selected  Sapphire 

Lai-Ping  Yuen  from  seventeen  applicants. 

\  / 

Born  in  Canton  Province,  China,  Sapphire  moved  with 

her  family  to  Hong  Kong  at  the  time  of  the  Communist 
revolution  when  she  was  five  years  old.  Having  grown  up 

in  British  Hong  Kong,  she  has  studied  English  for  twelve 

years  and  speaks  with  a  charming  British-Chinese  accent. 

Sapphire  has  completed  one  year  at  Hong  Kong  Uni- 

versity, but  due  to  the  British  three-year  university  system 
she  is  a  member  of  the  junior  class  at  Chatham.  She  is 

carrying  a  full  course  schedule  as  an  economics  major. 

Several  speaking  engagements  a  month  have  kept  her  busy. 
One  of  these  took  her  to  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Area  Alumnae 

Club  where  she  spoke  about  life  in  the  free  city  of  Hong 

Kong.  Sapphire  commented  that  she  is  tremendously  im- 
pressed by  the  size  of  our  country,  and  particularly  by  the 

lawns  and  gardens.  With  more  than  five  million  people 

in  Hong  Kong,  even  the  very  wealthy  can  not  enjoy  such 
luxuries. 

The  eldest  of  six  children  in  a  family  of  very  modest 

means,  Sapphire  has  demonstrated  her  ability  to  be  inde- 
pendent by  working  to  attend  the  university.  Her  trip  to 

Pittsburgh  is  her  first  time  away  from  Hong  Kong. 



Seventy-five  delegates,  from  as  near  by  as  Shadyside  and 
as  far  away  as  Minneapolis,  attended  the  Alumnae  Council 

held  on  campus  Tuesday  and  Wednesday,  October  25-26. 

The  two-day  program  included,  in  addition  to  the  regular 
fall  meeting  of  the  executive  board,  workshop  sessions  for 

club  representatives,  class  secretaries  and  reunion  chairmen, 

and  Alumnae  Fund  workers.  Meeting  also  were  four  stand- 
ing committees:  nominating,  scholarship,  student  relations, 

and  publications.  Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  presided 
at  all  business  sessions. 

Providing  pleasant  interludes  in  the  work  schedule  were 

a  lecture  by  Margaret  Webster,  the  noted  actress  and  direc- 
tor who  was  on  campus  as  a  Chatham  Visitor,  and  the  dress 

rehearsal  for  the  student  production  of  the  musical  The  Boy 

Friend.  A  tour  of  Rea  House  gave  Council  members  an 

opportunity  to  see  the  newest  dormitory  facility,  the  gift 

of  James  C.  and  the  late  Julia  Dodge  Rea.  It  is  located  on 

the  upper  side  of  Beatty  Hall  and  directly  across  the  road 

from  Mellon  Hall.  On  Tuesday  morning  alumnae  were  in- 
vited to  visit  several  classes. 

At  the  closing  session  President  Eddy  addressed  the 

group,  and,  in  speaking  about  the  future  of  the  College, 

announced  plans  for  a  new  complex  of  buildings  to  be 

known  as  the  Chatham  Forum.  Forming  a  second  quadran- 

office  for  class  secretaries.  Until  last  year,  when  the  Modified 

Group  Reunion  Plan  went  into  effect,  class  secretaries  were 

elected  at  each  five-year  reunion  to  serve  for  the  next  five 
years.  This  will  still  be  true  for  those  classes  observing  the 

25th,  30th,  35th,  etc.,  but  for  the  classes  participating  in 

group  reunions,  the  secretaries  will  be  elected  to  serve  until 
the  next  scheduled  reunion. 

Eight  Alumnae  Scholars  Named 

The  Alumnae  Scholarship  Committee,  following  its  meet- 

ing at  Council,  announced  its  selection  of  Alumnae  Scholars 

for  the  1966-67  academic  year,  six  from  the  three  upper 
classes  and  two  freshmen. 

Linda  Hauser,  senior  from  Wilkinsburg,  Pennsylvania, 

continues  for  the  fourth  year  as  the  Luella  P.  Meloy  Alum- 
nae Scholar.  A  sociology  major,  Linda  worked  last  year  for 

Action  Housing,  and  this  year  is  a  student  assistant  in  the 

college  library.  She  is  the  sister  of  Dorothy  Hauser  Fritts 

'54,  and  Nancy  Hauser  Bowser  '59. 
Gisela  Kreuger,  junior,  has  requalified  for  the  third  year 

as  the  Laberta  Dysart  Alumnae  Scholar.  A  German-born 
naturalized  citizen  from  New  Castle,  Pennsylvania,  Gisela 

has  chosen  biology  as  her  major. 

The  Forty-third 
gle,  the  Forum  will  include  three  buildings:  a  Library;  a 

Student  Center  housing  all  food  service  areas  and  meeting 

rooms;  a  300-seat  Auditorium  to  be  used  for  concerts, 
recitals,  lectures,  etc.  Preliminary  plans  have  been  drawn, 

but  no  date  has  been  set  for  construction  to  begin. 

Fall  Business  Meeting 

The  Tuesday  evening  section  of  Alumnae  Council  was 

scheduled  as  an  open  meeting  to  which  all  alumnae  were 

invited.  The  business  meeting  was  called  to  order  by  Mrs. 

Van  der  Voort  following  dinner  in  Mellon  Hall. 

There  were  two  main  items  of  business  on  the  agenda: 

the  election  of  two  members  to  the  nominating  committee; 

and  a  vote  on  the  proposed  revision  of  the  Bylaws.  Marion 

Monks  Campbell,  '44,  and  Carol  Moran  Russell,  '58,  were 
unanimously  elected  to  the  nominating  committee  for  three- 

year  terms. 

The  revision  of  the  Bylaws  was  passed,  also,  bringing 

about  two  major  changes  in  procedure.  The  two  members 

of  the  nominating  committee  hereafter  will  be  elected  with 

the  other  elective  offices  as  part  of  the  election  by  mailed 

ballot  in  April;  and  there  will  be  only  one  regularly  sched- 
uled Association  business  meeting,  the  annual  meeting  held 

at  reunion  time.   One  other  revision  concerns  the  term  of 

The  Harriet  Duff  Phillips  Alumnae  Scholar  this  year  is 

Vivian  Lowery,  senior  political  science  major  from  Cleve- 
land, Ohio.  Vivian  is  president  of  Honor  Board  and  works 

as  receptionist  in  Berry  Hall. 

The  new  Herbert  Lincoln  Spencer  Alumnae  Scholar  is 

Sarah  Marks,  freshman  from  Auburn,  New  York.  In  addi- 

tion to  being  the  grandniece  of  Dean  Mary  Helen  Marks, 
Sarah  is  an  excellent  student.  She  has  received  advanced 

credit  through  examination  in  Latin,  and  has  exempted 

freshman  English  as  a  result  of  Advanced  Placement  work 

in  high  school. 

Mary  Vanderwart  from  Oakland,  New  Jersey,  became  the 

1967  Alumnae  Scholar  last  year  and  has  requalified  for  her 

senior  year.  She  is  a  psychology  major  and  works  as  a  stu- 
dent assistant  in  the  department. 

For  the  third  year  Yvette  Bourgeois,  junior  from  Dallas, 

Texas,  holds  the  1968  Alumnae  Scholarship.  Yvette  is  a 

Chatham  Scholar,  a  political  science  major,  and  works  with 
Action  Housing. 

Jennifer  Gearhart,  sophomore  from  Pittsburgh,  continues 
as  the  1969  Alumnae  Scholar.  She  also  is  a  Chatham  Scholar 

and  works  for  Action  Housing. 

The  freshman  chosen  to  receive  the  1970  Alumnae  Schol- 

arship is  Frances  Conkey  from  Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania. 

She  has  earned  advanced  credit  in  French,  and  is  interested 
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in  music  and  drama.  Frances  is  serving  as  a  dormitory  as- 
sistant in  Woodland  Hall. 

The  Scholarship  Committee:  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  '60, 

chairman,  Janet  Murray  Newton  '42,  Peggy  Thompson 

Weil  '49,  Amy  Botsaris  '53,  college  registrar,  and  Mrs.  Van 
der  Voort  and  Mrs.  Swisshelm,  members  ex  officio. 

Club  Activity  Reported 

The  Council  workshop  for  club  representatives,  under 

the  chairmanship  of  Sally  Beck  Lee,  was  attended  by  rep- 
resentatives from  eleven  clubs.  Their  reports,  as  well  as 

those  coming  from  club  presidents  who  were  not  able  to 

be  present,  indicate  considerable  activity  in  club  areas 

across  the  country. 

In  Pittsburgh,  four  clubs  are  active.  Decade  V  (1911- 
1920)  continues  to  have  regular  monthly  meetings  except 

during  the  mid-winter  when  many  members  are  in  the 
south.  The  Downtown  Club  also  meets  monthly  the  year 

round — luncheon  for  alumnae  employed  in  the  city  the 

first  Wednesday  of  each  month  at  the  Woman's  City  Club 
in  the  Penn  Sheraton  Hotel. 

The  Mt.  Lebanon  Club  has  scheduled  four  speakers  for 

the  year:  Miss  Sapphire  Yuen,  the  Chatham  student  from 

dent  Eddy  speak  at  a  dinner  at  the  Harvard  Club.  Honored 

with  Dr.  Eddy  were  Mrs.  Eddy,  Mrs.  Robert  Van  der 

Voort,  president  of  the  Alumnae  Association,  and  Miss 

Nancy  Hofsoos,  assistant  director  of  admissions. 

Dr.  Stephen  Borsody,  professor  of  history,  spoke  on 

"Europe  1966"  to  Chicago  alumnae  and  their  husbands. 
The  New  York  City  Club  members  and  their  guests  heard 

Dr.  Ann  Freeman,  associate  professor  of  history,  present 

an  illustrated  lecture  on  "The  Earliest  World  of  the 

Greeks."  Dr.  Frank  Lackner,  assistant  professor  of  psychol- 
ogy, accompanied  Mrs.  Van  der  Voort  and  Mrs.  Swisshelm 

to  Cleveland  where  he  spoke  to  members  and  several  par- 

ents of  present  students  on  "The  Control  of  Behavior." 
Miss  Doris  Crozier,  assistant  to  President  Eddy,  and  Miss 

Peggy  Donaldson,  director  of  admissions,  spent  an  entire 

day  in  Buffalo  attending  and  speaking  at  three  events 

planned  by  the  Buffalo  Alumnae  Club.  These  included  a 

breakfast  for  high  school  counselors,  a  luncheon  for  alum- 
nae, and  a  tea  for  prospective  students  and  their  mothers. 

The  following  day  they  attended  the  same  number  of  events 

in  Rochester,  New  York,  again  planned  by  alumnae  al- 
though there  is  no  organized  club  there.  Miss  Donaldson 

and  Mrs.  Swisshelm  met  with  alumnae  in  Washington, 

D.  C.  at  a  Sunday  afternoon  meeting. 

Alumnae  Council 

Hong  Kong;  Mr.  Arthur  Bergholz  on  "Bergholz  and 

Books;"  Miss  Marion  Leslie  of  the  Pittsburgh  Post-Gazette 

on  "Early  Pittsburgh  Families;"  and  a  Chatham  student 

who  participated  last  summer  in  "Operation  Crossroads 
Africa."  The  members  of  the  club  have  chosen  Crossroads 
Africa  as  a  project,  and  are  selling  pecans  to  raise  money 

to  enable  another  Chatham  student  to  participate. 

A  new  local  club  is  in  the  process  of  organization — as 
yet  unnamed,  its  membership  includes  alumnae  from  I960 

through  1966.  Their  purpose  is  to  serve  the  College  and 

to  participate  in  as  many  college  events  as  possible.  Even 

without  formal  organization,  they  have  already  taken  on  a 

service  project  for  the  Alumnae  Association,  that  of  pro- 
viding most  of  the  evening  callers  for  the  Alumnae  Fund 

telephone  campaign. 

Another  newly  organized  group  is  the  Chatham  Alumnae 

Club  of  Minnesota,  centered  mainly  in  Minneapolis  and 

St.  Paul.  Although  small  in  number,  they  hope  to  make  the 

College  better  known  in  their  area  by  working  with  pro- 

spective students  for  admissions,  and  by  having  a  college- 
related  program  to  which  their  friends  and  high  school 
counselors  will  be  invited. 

Six  out-of-town  clubs  have  had  speakers  from  the  College 
for  their  fall  meetings.  Boston  alumnae  invited  husbands 

and  parents  of  present  students  to  join  them  to  hear  Presi- 

Alumnae  in  Southern  California,  in  spite  of  their  great 

distance  from  the  College,  plan  three  meetings  a  year.  A 

program  on  "New  Trends  in  the  Teaching  of  Reading" 
was  presented  at  a  luncheon  meeting  in  October.  The  mem- 

bership of  the  New  Jersey  Club  is  so  widely  scattered 

that  they  have  planned  three  regional  meetings  for  mid- 
winter and  a  spring  luncheon  meeting  at  which  they  plan 

to  have  a  college  speaker.  Plans  are  under  way  in  Balti- 

more for  a  joint  meeting  with  the  alumnae  clubs  of  Con- 
necticut, Wells  and  Wheaton  Colleges. 

The  majority  of  the  clubs  have  held  parties  for  entering 

freshmen  and  returning  students,  and  have  assisted  the 

admissions  office  by  entertaining  prospective  students  and 

their  mothers.  Although  not  organized  as  clubs,  several 

alumnae  in  Cincinnati,  Ohio  and  in  Westchester  County, 

New  York  have  served  in  this  way. 

Alumnae  Day—June  3,  1967 
Soon  after  the  first  of  the  year  details  of  the  program  for 

Alumnae  Day  will  be  sent  to  the  secretaries  of  the  follow- 
ing reunion  classes:— 1902,  1907,  1912,  1917,  1922,  1927, 

1932,  1937,  and  1942  having  five-year  reunions;  1948, 
1949,  1950,  and  1951  attending  as  a  group  under  the 

modified  plan;  and  1966  returning  for  a  first  reunion. 



Alumnae  Fund  Participation  Sets  New  Record 
The  1965-66  Alumnae  Fund,  which  closed  on  June  30,  1966,  reached  an  all-time  high  in  percentage  of  participation. 

Of  the  total  number  of  3750  alumnae  who  were  solicited  either  by  telephone  or  mail,  2028  or  54  percent  contributed. 

This  represents  a  very  creditable  and  substantial  gain  over  the  30  percent  in  1960-61. 

The  1965-66  Fund  Report 
Individual  Gifts  to  Alumnae  Fund   $28,349.50 

Special  Scholarships       1,525.00 

Matching  Gifts  from  Corporations    1,025.00 

Class  Reunion  Gifts 

1916       $    500.00 

1931           526.64 

1941        1,455.84 
   2,482.48 

Departmental  Gifts   (Library,  Art, 

Music,  Psychology  Departments)    415.00 

Dean's  Fund       100.00 

Special  Trustees  Fund  (Alumnae)       500.00 

Crossroads  Africa  Project     465.00 

Theatre  Benefit  for  Chinese  Student    600.00 

Bequest       200.00 

Alumnae  Club    33.76 

Savings  and  Loan  Dividend      10.00 

Participation  By  Classes 
1898 

100% 
1923 53% 

1944 

56% 

1900 

50% 

1924 

30% 1945 

60% 

1902 

43% 

1925 

43% 

1946 

56% 

1904 

100% 

1926 

54% 

1947 

60% 

1905 

50% 

1927 

48% 

1948 

49% 

1906 

50% 

1928 

17% 

1949 

47% 

1907 

100% 
1929 

60% 

1950 

52% 

1908 

50% 

1930 

51% 

1951 

54% 

1909 

40% 

1931 

63% 

1952 

54% 

1910 

50% 

1932 

64% 

1953 50% 

1911 

57% 1933 

60% 

1954 

50% 

1912 

27% 

1934 

62% 

1955 

67% 

1913 

63% 
1935 

53% 

1956 

51% 

1914 

56% 

1936 

47% 

1957 

52% 

1915 
50% 

1937 

52% 

1958 

65% 

1916 

100% 

1938 

57% 
1959 

48% 

1917 

68% 

1939 

65% 

1960 

58% 

1918 

55% 

1940 

55% 

1961 

42% 

1919 
57% 

1941 

86% 

1962 

50% 

1920 

60% 

1942 

57% 
1963 

41% 

1921 

43% 

1943 

54% 

1964 

45% 

1922 

43% 

1965 

46% 

Total  from  all  sources     $35,706.74 

This  evidence  of  alumnae  support  is  the  result  of  the  work  of  125  volunteers  who  worked  on  the  1965-66  Fund  cam- 
paign. Their  names  were  listed  in  the  Spring  Recorder. 

The  1966-67  Fund  is  now  in  progress  with  the  telephone  campaign  completed  during  the  month  of  November.  Alice 

Chattaway  Kittle  and  Amy  McKay  Core,  co-chairmen,  and  the  alumnae  office  staff  take  this  opportunity  to  express  their 
thanks  to  the  90  Pittsburgh  alumnae  who  made  more  than  3000  calls  in  the  interest  of  alumnae  support  for  the  College. 

Grace  Davis  Mechling  '24 
Helen  Sawyer  Ryman  '29 
Maxine  Cuden  Adler  '34 
Margaret  Eichleay  Storer  '35 
Lola  Wright  Crawford  '36 
Margaret  McBride  McMaster  '37 
Lillian  Taylor  Franz  '37 
Juliet  Weller  Gump  '37 
Mary  Deemer  Nagel  '38 
Lois  Kramer  Boyd  '38 
Mary  Jane  McCutcheon  Guy  '38 
Mary  Travers  Scort  '38 
Jean  Cate  Joseph  '40 
Jean  Curry  Burt  '40 
Nancy  Over  Bowdler  '40 
Jane  Viehman  '40 
Louise  Caldwell  Criss  '41 
Jean  McGowan  Marshall  '41 
Carol  Bostwick  McConnon  '42 
Alison  Croft  Armstrong  '42 
Janet  Murray  Newton  '42 
Alice  Spellmire  Girts  x'42 
Jane  Fitzpatrick  McGough  '43 
Marian  Lambie  Arnheim  '43 
Dorothy  Minneci  McCabe  '43 
Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  '43 
Barbara  Findley  Copeland  '44 
Martha  Harlan  Kaufman  '44 
Joan  Knauss  Fitzpatrick  '44 
Marion  Monks  Campbell  '44 

Dorothy  Firth  Benter  '45 
Louise  Baehr  Larson  '47 
Marjorie  Bennett  Sherts  '47 
Gloria  Loller  Lewis  '47 
Lucille  McKay  Geddis  '48 
Eva  Christy  Frangoulis  '49 
Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  '49 
Lee  Corey  Hanson  '50 
Jane  Steele  Edmundson  '50 
Shirley  Elliott  Johnston  '51 
Elsa  Morris  Cameron  '52 
Mary  Lee  Oehlschlager  Schardt  '52 
Marilyn  Toner  Wiley  '52 
Estheretta  Marcus  Kress  '53 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54 
Jane  Simpson  Irvin  '54 
Vicki  Sneathen  Petsinger  '54 

Sally  Beck  Lee '55 
Nancy  Smith  Bierwerth  '55 
Barbara  Beacham  Volk  '56 
Nancy  Gellman  Rubenstein  '57 
Hannah  Honig  Kamin  '57 
Patricia  Martin  Kennedy  '58 
Carol  Moran  Russell  '58 
Claire  Rubenstein  Sachnoff  '58 
Marilyn  Steinman  Roth  '58 
Carol  Parker  Berkman  '59 
Barbara  Hesse  Tabachnick  '60 
Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  '60 

Joanne  Kretz  Weiss  '60 

Kathryn  McLaughlin  Elder  '60 
Glenda  Rich  DeBroff  '60 
Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs  '60 
Dorothy  Seif  Kapp  '61 
Laura  Campbell  '62 
Ruth  Ghering  Biro  '62 
Vicki  Hartung  '62 
Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  '62 
Mildred  Stewart  '62 
Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  '62 
Sherwood  Troutman  Freeman  x'62 

Jane  Alexander  Givens  '63 
Claire  Zavarich  Thorp  '63 

Judy  Anderson  Wilden  '64 Carol  Baker  Wildemann  '64 
Ruth  Ann  Maier  Bengtson  '64 
Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  '64 
Martha  Richards  Cummings  '64 
Valarie  Valentine  '64 
Linda  Wason  Bardonner  '64 
Linda  Weinberg  Rosenzweig  '64 
Susan  Atherton  Kleine  '65 
Linda  Breitel  Paez  '65 
Susan  Haas  Nordby  '65 

Beverly  Hamilton  '65 
Mary  Krein  Howarth  '65 

Nancy  Speck  '65 Linda  Burkhouse  '66 

Martha  Coyne  '66 
Sage  Tower  Mumma  '66 
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from  the 

secretary's ciesK  ♦  ♦  ♦ 

Operation  Alumnae 

Questions  about  the  organization  and  operation  of  the 

Alumnae  Association  have  been  coming  to  my  desk  fre- 
quently enough  to  make  me  realize  that  it  has  been  too 

long  since  such  information  has  been  published.  These  are 

the  basic  facts  about  our  organization  and  purpose. 

Article  1,  Section  2  of  the  constitution  states  that  the 

purpose  of  the  Association  shall  be  to  further  the  interests 

of  Chatham  College  and  of  education  in  general,  to  promote 

a  spirit  of  fellowship  among  its  graduates  and  former  stu- 
dents, and  to  strengthen  their  relationship  with  the  College. 

The  activities  of  the  alumnae  office  staff — the  director 

and  one  full-time  secretary — include  everything  that  con- 
cerns alumnae  and  their  relationship  to  the  College.  We 

want  to  be  of  service  to  all  alumnae  in  any  way  we  can,  and 

we  hope  that  you  will  feel  free  to  call  upon  us  at  any  time. 

One  of  the  office  functions,  and  the  basis  for  almost  every- 

thing we  do,  is  the  keeping  of  alumnae  records.  These  in- 
clude a  class  file,  a  master  file  with  cross  reference  of  maid- 

en and  married  names,  a  geographic  file  by  cities  and  states, 

a  complete  file  of  addressograph  plates  for  mailing,  and  a 

file  containing  individual  records  of  annual  giving  to  the 

Alumnae  Fund.  Perhaps  these  statistics  will  serve  to  em- 

phasize the  importance  of  informing  us  of  name  and  ad- 
dress changes. 

The  Alumnae  Association  is  governed  by  an  elected  exec- 
utive board  which  operates  under  a  constitution  and  bylaws. 

The  board  holds  three  regularly  scheduled  meetings  each 

year,  and  special  meetings  at  the  call  of  the  president.  We 

are  represented  on  the  College  Board  of  Trustees  by  three 

alumnae  trustees  who  serve  three-year  terms  on  a  rotating 

basis.  All  other  officers  serve  two-year  terms.  Election  is 
by  mailed  ballot  in  April  each  year.  A  roster  of  the  present 

officers  and  a  listing  of  alumnae  club  locations  and  presi- 
dents appear  on  the  inside  back  cover  of  this  issue. 

As  a  department  of  the  College,  the  Alumnae  Association 

operates  on  a  budget  provided  by  the  College.  In  turn,  all 

of  the  money  raised  through  our  annual  giving  program, 

the  Alumnae  Fund,  is  given  to  the  College  to  be  used  in  the 

academic  program  and  to  support  eight  alumnae  scholar- 
ships. 

We  operate  on  the  college  fiscal  year — July  1  through 

June  30  of  the  following  year— and  conduct  an  annual  fund 
campaign  in  the  fall  of  each  fiscal  year. 

These  are  the  basic  facts.  In  our  effort  to  answer  ques- 
tions we  may  have  raised  others,  but  we  are  always  willing 

to  answer  them  if  we  can. 

1966  Questionnaire  Progress 

Last  May  a  questionnaire  was  mailed  to  each  of  the  3800 

Chatham  alumnae.  By  mid-November  approximately  one 
third  of  that  number  have  been  completed  and  returned  to 
the  alumnae  office. 

The  questionnaire  was  designed  to  serve  four  major  pur- 

poses: 1)  to  furnish  up-to-date  biographical  data  for  the 
alumnae  office  files;  2 )  to  give  each  alumna  an  oppottunity 

to  express  her  ideas  and  constructive  criticisms  about  the 

activities  of  the  Alumnae  Association  and  the  College;  3 ) 

to  offer  the  individual  alumna  a  means  of  identifying  her- 

self with  some  of  these  activities;  4)  to  provide  the  alum- 
nae office  and  Association  officers  with  information  for 

future  planning  and  reference. 

Our  interest  in  what  Chatham  alumnae  are  doing  is  not 

just  idle  curiosity.  In  addition  to  the  statistical  data  so  nec- 
essary to  the  operation  of  the  alumnae  office,  serveral  other 

administrative  offices  have  use  for  the  kind  of  information 

you  can  provide.  For  instance,  Dr.  Lily  Detchen,  director 

of  evaluation  services,  is  doing  a  study  of  the  graduate 

work,  either  in  progress  or  completed,  by  Chatham  gradu- 
ates. Miss  Joan  Van  Tassel,  director  of  placement,  has  great 

need  for  more  detailed  information  about  the  business  ca- 

reers of  alumnae.  The  public  relations  office  would  like  to 

know  your  reactions  to  the  various  college  publications. 

These  are  only  a  few  of  ways  in  which  the  questionnaires 
are  used. 

If  your  questionnaire  is  one  of  those  not  yet  returned — 

and  you  still  have  it —  please  send  it  in.  Or — send  a  post 
card  request  to  the  alumnae  office  and  another  will  be 
mailed  to  you. 

Yearbooks  Available 

The  business  manager  of  the  College  yearbook  has  com- 
pleted an  inventory  of  back  copies  of  the  Cornerstone.  The 

following  years  are  available  at  the  reduced  price  of  $3.50 

per  copy:  1957  (30  copies);  I960  (10);  1963  (58); 
1965  (7);  and  1966  (23). 

To  order,  send  check  payable  to  Chatham  College  to 

Linda  Whitlock,  Cornerstone  Business  Manager,  Chatham 

College,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232.  The  price  includes 
handling  and  mailing  charges. 

R.H.S. 
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class   news 

+ — ... 

In  Memoriam 

Margaret  Easton  '91 (Mrs.  Frank  R.  Liggett) 
July  4,   1966 

Margaret  Dodds  x'02 (Mrs.  John  E.  Nelson) 
October  24,  1966 

Irene  Cowan  x'04 
(Mrs.  Watson  Marshall) 

October  17,   1966 

Elsa  Jarecki  '05-'06 (Mrs.  William  Vatcher) 
June  29,  1966 

Helen  Thompson  '16 (Mrs.  R.  E.  Dinkey) 
February  12,  1966 

Lillian   Weihe   '16 
(Mrs.  Clyde  H.  Whitwell) 

April  22,  1966 

Ethel  Davis  '19 
(Mrs.  John  S.  Thorpe) 

July  21,  1966 

Ethel  Spencer  x'19 
June  10,  1966 

Bernice  Blackburn   '26 
(Mrs.   Floyd  C.  Downey) 

April  6,  1966 

Harriet  E.  Clark  '26 
March  31,  1966 

Dorothy  Humphrey  '32 (Mrs.  Leonard  Hedrick) 

July  5,  1966 

Harriet  McKnight  '42 
(Mrs.  Dwight  Browning) 

November  28,  1965 

Adelyne  Supowitz  '44 (Mrs.   Abner   Crumb) 
September  8,  1966 

Marjorie  Wayne  '46 (Mrs.  Richard  Wechsler) 
October  4,    1966 

*t*  '         '"'         "°         "         "" 

14 
Mary  Savage  Lewis   (Mrs.) 

138  Marham  Road 
Munhall,  Pa.   15120 

Eleanor  Boyer  Church  reports  justifiable 

pride  in  her  son  Walter's  twins,  Walter  and 
Laura  aged  five.  They  live  in  Atlanta,  Geor- 

gia. Her  son  John  is  manager  of  the  Fox 
Chapel  Branch  of  the  Pittsburgh   National 

Bank.  Eleanor  and  her  daughter  Martha 
planned  to  attend  the  inauguration,  October 
14,  of  Miss  Ruth  Adams  as  president  of 
Wellesley  College,  Martha  as  official  visitor 
from  Wilson  College  and  Eleanor  as  a  past 
president  of  the  Wellesley  College  Alumnae 
Association.  A  projected  trip  to  the  Holy 
Land  may,  we  hope,  become  a  reality. 

Janet  Brownlee  sent  greetings  to  the  class 
as  she  was  about  to  embark  on  a  three-week 
tour  of  her  beloved  Scotland.  We  wish  for 
her  a  safe  and  happy  journey. 

Pauline  Burt  is  saddened  by  the  death  of 
her  sister  Mary  Burt  Foster  (April,  1966) 
in  Fremont,  California.  The  class  extends 
deep  sympathy. 

Adeline  Colebrook  Voight,  our  artist  mem- 
ber, is  still  kept  very  busy.  Her  daughter 

Ellen  is  now  in  Crockett,  Kentucky  doing 

some  special  work  for  a  Mennonite  Pub- 
lishing  house. 

Juanita  Husband  Harrison  found  Septem- 
ber 10,  1966  marked  by  two  memorable 

events:  The  enlistment  of  her  grandson, 
Jay  Hahn,  in  the  United  States  Navy,  and 
the  marriage  of  her  granddaughter,  Margaret 

June  Di  Nicola,  to  Charles  William  Cun- 
ningham, Jr.  The  wedding  took  place  in 

the  United  Brethern  Church  in  Mt.  Pleas- 
ant, Pennsylvania.  Las  Vegas,  Nevada  will 

be  their  temporary  home  as  rhe  bridegroom 
is  serving  with  the  United  States  Air  Force 
at  Nellis  Air  Force  Base. 

Phoebe  Knight  Nicholas  and  her  husband 
are  planning  a  visit  to  their  daughter 
Phoebe  and  her  family  in  St.  Louis,  Mis- 
souri. 

Martha  Kroenert  is  making  her  tempo- 
rary home  in  the  Passavant  Nursing  Center, 

Reed  and  Roberts  Streets,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania. 

Mary  Little  Aiken  is  still  her  cheerful, 
courageous  self  in  spite  of  a  few  vicissitudes 
which  prevented  her  usual  sojourn  at  the 
seashore. 

Margaret  McBurney  Rigdon  spent  a  long 
holiday  with  her  son  and  four  grandsons 
in  Georgia,  and  last  summer  she  was  in 
Cleveland  for  the  birth  of  her  last  (?) 
grandson.  She  finds  that  the  climate  in 
Texas  agrees  with  her  better  than  that  of 
Ohio  but  is  now  planning  a  trip  to  Mexico 
for  a  change  of  altitude. 

Ada  Maiden  McClure  is  contented  in  the 
Allegheny  Lutheran  Home  in  Johnstown 
where  she  is  getring  excellent  care. 

Mildred  McWilliams,  after  eight  weeks 
spent    in    Chautauqua    and    Buffalo,    New 

York,  was  once  more  lured  back  home 
( September  13)  by  rhe  melodic  strains  of 
the  Pittsburgh   Symphony. 

Hazel  Rider,  we  are  happy  to  report,  has 
completely  recovered  from  an  artack  of 
pneumonia  and  has  assumed  her  club,  social 
and   religious   duties. 

Ethel  Williams  Keister  presented  to  Miss 

Porter's  School  in  Farmington,  Connecticut 
The  Encyclopedia  of  World  Art  in  honor 
of  her  four  granddaughters  who  graduated 
there:  Susan  Ratcliffe  Fuller  1958,  Missy 
Ratcliffe  Zimmerman  1962,  Phyllis  Fraser 
Semple  1964,  and  Carol  Keister  Semple 
1966.  This  year  Ethel  took  her  family  on  a 
trip  to  Williamsburg,  Virginia  instead  of 
going  abroad.  She  is  still  inrerested  in  the 
Opera  Workshop  here  at  the  College  and 

especially  thrilled  by  the  outdoor  produc- 
tion of  The  Dialogues  of  the  Carmelites  by 

Polenc  which  Ethel  considered  superlative 
in  every  respecr.  Of  course  she  and  her 
daughter,  Mrs.  Horton  S.  Semple,  went  to 
New  York  for  the  opening  of  the  Metro- 

politan Opera  Cleopatra  in  Lincoln  Center, 
September    16. 

Personally,  I  am  doing  nothing  worth- 
while and  trying  to  like  it. 

16 
DEATHS 

Dorothy  Errett 
Box  36  D 

Chatham,  Pennsylvania   19318 

Helen  Thompson  Dinkey,  February  12, 
1966 

Lillian    Weihe    Whitwell,   April   22,    1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Adella  Stewart  Anderson  (Mrs.  Henry  B.), 

c/o  The  Methodist  Manor  House,  Mid- 
dleford  Road,  Seaford,  Del.,  19073 

E ranees  Boale  Belding  (Mrs  H.  Ross), 
4609  Bayard  St.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.,   15213 

Seba  South  McCaw  (Mrs.  T.  W.),  4930 
Lunar  Drive,  Columbus,  Ohio  43214 

With  great  sorrow  we  reporr  the  passing 

of  rwo  of  our  classmates.  Our  sincere  sym- 
pathy is  extended  to  their  loved  ones.  Books 

in  their  memory  have  been  given  by  the 
class  to  the  College  Library.  Also,  we  grieve 
with  Martha  Gibbons  Millspaugh  over 
the  death  of  her  mother,  September  23, 
1965;  and  with  Helen  Steele  Truxal  over 
the  sudden  death,  shortly  before  our  re- 

union,    of    her    grandson,     Todd     Wilson 
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Dougherty,    son    of    Martha    Jane    Truxal 
Dougherty   of   the  class   of    1943. 

All  of  you  who  wete  not  so  fottunate  as 
to  have  been  present  at  out  fiftieth  reunion 
were  sadly  missed  by  those  of  us — Frances, 
Rebekah,  Alice  Donaldson,  Leila,  Margaret, 
Melba,  Mildred,  Kathryn,  Helen,  Mary 

Jane,  Grace,  Jeanne  and  Dorothy — who  so 
greatly  enjoyed  seeing  each  other  and  rem- 

iniscing. Rose  had  planned  to  be  there, 
but,  at  the  last  minute,  was  taken  ill. 

At  the  business  meeting  following  the 
luncheon,  Helen  Truxal  presented  to  Presi- 

dent Eddy,  as  a  gift  from  our  class,  a 
check  for  S500.00.  Concerning  this,  Dr. 

Eddy  has  written:  "I  hope  that  you  will 
express  to  the  members  of  the  Class  of 
1916  our  very  real  appreciation  for  the 
splendid  reunion  gift.  We  are  particularly 
proud  that  every  member  of  the  class  parti- 

cipated. And  I  hope  that  all  of  you  will 
be  proud  when  you  see,  on  the  door  of  the 

faculty  office  in  the  'new'  Buhl  Hall,  the 
designation  of  your  reunion  contribution." 

Rebekah  Crouse  Costanzo  had,  during  the 
summer,  a  pleasant  visit  with  her  uncle  in 
Dover,  and  three  of  their  grandchildren 
visited  her. 

Edna  Gaw  Colvin  reports  a  rather 
secluded  life,  of  necessity  due  to  her  hus- 

band's fifteen-year  confinement  to  a  wheel- 
chair. She  says,  "I  am  well,  busy  and  en- 
joying my  family  and  friends."  She  greatly 

appreciates  hearing   from  classmates. 

Rosemary  Geary  had  recovered  sufficient- 
ly from  her  June  4th  ailment  to  be  able 

to  attend  Decade  V  meeting  the  following 
week,  where  she  enjoyed  seeing  some  of 
the  girls. 

Martha  Gibbons  Millspaugh  was  greatly 
disappointed  over  not  being  able  to  join 
us  for  the  reunion.  A  molar  infection, 
followed  by  sinus  and  ear  trouble  prevented 
her  making  the  anticipated  trip.  She  hoped 
for  a  reunion  picture.  Alas!  none  was  taken. 

Over  Labor  Day  weekend,  "Fairy"  visited 
friends  at  Sun  City,  a  retirement  settlement 
near  Hemet,  California.  While  there,  she 

drove  to  Lawrence  Welk's  retirement  center 
with  its  glorified  trailers,  golf  course,  swim- 

ming pool,  recreation  center,  club  house, 
restaurant  and  air-conditioned  living  quar- 
ters. 

At  the  reunion,  we  had  a  nice  message 
from  Alice  Laidlaw  Hicks.  Although  they 
sent  no  special  news,  we  are  glad  to  have 
heard  from  Amelia  Slater  and  Grace  Wood- 
row,  who  very  graciously  offers  to  assist 
yours  truly  in  gathering  news  from  you 
Pittsburghers. 

On  reunion  day,  we  had  a  too-brief 
glimpse  of  and  chat  with  Melba  Martin 
lngersoll.  We  appreciated  her  coming  for 
even  those  few  moments  on  a  Saturday 
when  Frank  is  at  home  needing  her  faith- 

ful care. 

Kathryn  Robb  Dunn  and  David  went 
with  me,  by  car,  to  Pittsburgh,  June  3. 
En  route,  we  stopped  at  Somerset  for  a 
visit  and  lunch  with  her  daughter  Lyn, 
her  husband,  Richard  Shellenberger,  and 
their  interesting  children.  David  was  hon- 

ored, June  5,  by  the  church  at  Turtle  Creek, 
Pennsylvania,  on  the  occasion  of  the  fiftieth 
anniversary  of  his  ordination  there.    On  a 

recent  very  delightful  day's  visit  with  me 
here,  Kathryn  and  David  told  me  of  their 
activities  since  the  reunion — a  church  con- 

ference at  Mercersburg,  a  week's  visit  in Somerset,  and  a  trip  to  Chautauqua,  New 
York    in    August. 

Jeanne  Mahey  Smith  had  "a  grand  sum- mer, meeting  old  friends  and  hearing  of 
their  fabulous  trips  to  interesting  places 
here  and  in  foreign  parts;  bowling  on  the 
green,  Civic  Light  Opera  and  long  Sunday 
drives  plus  good  dinners  after  morning 

services." Helen  Steele  Truxal  spent  most  of  her 
summer  with  her  daughter  Helen  in  New 
England,  where  their  families  were  all  to- 

gether for  a  week.  Also,  all  spent  a  week 
in  Pittsburgh. 

Adella  Stewart  Anderson  journeyed  with 
her  son  to  Pittsburgh  the  last  week  in 
June  when  he  attended  his  twenty-fifth 
Edgewood  High  School  class  reunion.  She 

writes,  "No  people  evet  had  more  fun  than 
we."    She  saw  many  old-time  friends. 

Three  of  our  number  enoyed  extensive 
travel  during  the  year: 

Mary  Jane  Stratton  experienced,  in  re- 
ality, a  "wonderful"  dream  she  had  since 

a  student  in  Miss  Bronson's  Bible  Class. 
Late  in  April,  with  five  other  church  mem- 

bers, two  from  eastern  Pennsylvania  and 
eleven  from  Houston,  Texas,  she  flew  for 
visits  to  Rome  (Catacombs,  Colisseum, 

St.  Petet's  Cathedtal,  et  al);  Athens;  Cairo 
(Sphinx,  Pyramids,  Mosque  of  Omar,  King 

Tut's  Tomb  and  trip  on  the  Nile);  Beirut; 
Biblos  Baalback;  Damascus;  Jerusalem 

(Dome  of  the  Rock,  Holy  Sepulchre,  Geth- 
semane,  Bethlehem,  Nazareth,  King  Solo- 

mon's Stables).  Walking  across  "No  Man's 
Land"  to  Israel  they  visited  the  University Museum  with  the  Dead  Sea  Scrolls. 

Frances  Boale  Belding  had  "a  hectic, 
but  nice  summer."  Coming  north  from  her 
winter  in  Florida,  she  attended,  in  Wash- 

ington, D.C.,  the  D.A.R.  National  Con- 
gress as  a  delegate  of  the  Pittsburgh  Chap- 
ter. Thence  to  Pittsburgh  to  arrange  to 

move  to  her  new  location.  In  May,  came  a 
trip  to  Ireland  and  Scotland  under  the 
auspices  of  the  Gaelic  Society  of  Pittsburgh, 
led  by  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Robshaw.  Louise  Rein- 
icke  Thorite  and  Helen  Blair  Baumann  were 

also  memebrs  of  the  party.  Frances  was  en- 
thused with  the  friendly  Irish  people,  their 

wit  and  chatm;  the  green  fields,  stone 
fences,  gorse  hedges,  historic  castles,  abbeys, 

Irish  minstrels.  They  visited  St.  Patrick's 
grave,  Blarney  Castle  (yes,  she  kissed  the 

stone),  the  Giant's  Causeway  and  the  gtave of  Yeats,  where  Dr.  Robshaw  read  from 

his  poems.  They  were  afforded  "red-carpet" treatment  when  the  mayors  of  Galway  and 
Londonderry  dined  with  them  and  were 
presented  by  the  visitors  with  replicas  of 
the  seal  of  Pittsburgh  sent  by  the  mayor. 
The  climax  was  Dublin,  where  the  Geor- 

gian Society  gave  a  reception  for  them  and 
they  were  entertained  by  the  Irish  Players. 
Of  late,  Frances  has  been  very  busy  ar- 

ranging door  prizes  for  a  D.A.R.  Benefit, 
Fashion  Show  and  Luncheon  Bridge  in 
November.  Also  she  is  chairman  for  the 
D.A.R.   State   Conference   dinner. 

Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  and  "Pat" spent  the  summer,  from  June  30  to  August 

26,  on  an  "easy-going"   7000-mile  trip  to 

Canada.  It  included  Niagara  Falls;  Prince 

Edward  Island  where  they  visited  "Green 
Gables"  farmhouse;  five  days  at  Baddeck, 
where  Alexander  Graham  Bell  spent  his 
summers;  a  trip  over  scenic  Cabot  Trail; 
Halifax;  Evangeline  country:  St.  John, 
N.B.;  and  back  in  the  U.S.A.,  Campabello, 
the  Great  Stone  Face  and  a  visit  with  the 
family,  including  three  grandchildren,  in 
New  Jersey,  and  on  south  to  the  welcome 
sight  of  home.  Gertrude  greatly  regrets 
having  missed  our  teunion. 

Early  in  September  Leila  Hill  Lytle  re- 
turned from  a  ttip  to  Panama  with  Jim  in 

time  to  celebrate  her  birthday  at  a  family 
party.    She  sends  greetings  and  best  wishes. 

The  highlights  of  your  secretary's  sum- mer, in  addition  to  the  reunion,  were  the 

delightful  fellowship  with  the  Dunns  en- 
route  to  Pittsburgh;  a  visit  there  with 
niece  Patsy  and  het  family  and  the  trip 
back  to  Chatham  with  her  and  the  child- 

ren as  company;  a  week's  visit  with  the twins,  niece  Jane  and  her  four  children 
at  Bethany  Beach,  Delaware  and  a  visit 
to  "The  Cloisters"  at  Ephrata,  Pennsylvania. 
Volunteer  work  at  the  Day  Center  and 
Community  Hospital  and  frequent  baby- 

sitting with  my  grand-nephews  and  grand- 
niece  fill  my  days  delightfully. 

18 Martha  Temple  Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

Route  1 

Hart,   Michigan   49420 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Naomi  Davidson  Nass  (Mts.  Louis  J.), 
175  Prospect  Street,  East  Orange,  New 

Jersey  07017 
Elinor  Goldsmit  Hast  (Mrs.  J.  J.),  5100 

Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsbutgh,  Pennsylvania 
15232 

The  following  letter  from  Kamala  Cor- 
nelius Asirvatham  contains  a  plea  fot  help 

from  her  classmates  and  friends  in  the 
United  States: 

14  Spencer  Road 
Bangalore  5,  India 

Dear  Friends: 
I  wish  to  thank  the  Alumnae  Secretary 

for  sending  me  the  Recorder  and  the  news 
of  all  that  is  going  on  in  the  College.  I 
appreciate  getting  up  to  date  news. 

Martha  Patrick  also  keeps  in  close  touch 
with  me.  I  enjoy  her  friendly  letters  from 
time  to  time  which  give  me  intimate  news. 

My  above  address  is  my  permanent  ad- 
dress of  my  home  in  Bangalore,  but  I  have 

to  go  from  time  to  time  to  Madras  as  at 
present  my  husband  has  been  invited  by 
The  Madras  Christian  College  to  lecture  to 
post-graduate  students  till  Match,  1967.  I 
stayed  in  Madtas  from  June  till  August. 
Due  to  some  urgent  work  I  have  come  to 
Bangalore  but  shall  be  going  back  and  forth 

to  Madras  and  Bangalore.  I  can't  stay in  Madras  all  the  months.  I  have  many 
things  to  see  to  in  Bangalore 

My  eldest  daughter,  Vasanti  Selver,  is  in 
Great  Neck,  L.  I.  and  my  second  daughter, 
Premi,  has  settled  with  her  little  family  in 
London  since  May  1966.  Now  I  have  only 
my  Padmini,  my  youngest  daughter,  living 
with  her  family  in  the  Air  Force  Station  in 
Bangalore.     This,   of   course,    is    a   comfort 13 



to  me.   I  miss  my  daughters,  but  my  various 
activities  keep  me  very   busy. 

We  are  at  present  in  great  difficulty  and 
hardship  in  India  due  to  the  devaluation  of 
the  rupee.  There  is  much  discontent  and 
trouble  everywhere.  Food  scarcity  is  in- 

creasing and  the  prices  of  food  are  rising 
every  day.  There  is  all  over  the  country 
general  unrest  and  troubles  of  various  kinds. 
The  plight  of  the  poor  is  pitiable.  Young 
mothers,  due  to  lack  of  nourishing  food, 

can't  nurse  their  babies.  In  order  to  satisfy 
hunger  they  feed  the  babies  with  tea  or 

coffee.  We  can't  get  fresh  milk,  very  ex- 
pensive. Powdered  milk  we  don't  get;  if we  find  it  in  the  market  it  is  sold  like 

gold.  Thousands  of  babies  die.  I  wish  some 
of  my  friends  and  classmates  could  send 
me  packets  of  powdered  milk  which  I  can 
give  to  nursing  mothers  and  also  for  little 
older  babies  who  can  be  fed  with  powdered 
milk.  I  can  distribute  it  to  deserving 
mothers  and   babies. 

You  can  send  anything  that  is  a  food 

in  "Food  Parcel".  Government  allows  food 
and  they  do  not  charge  any  customs  duty 
on  any  food.  The  only  thing  is  the  trouble 
you  will  have  in  packing  and  sending  it  to 
me  to  Bangalore  5,  India.  Dry  fruits  also 
will  be  helpful.  Please  do  what  you  can. 
A  small  parcel  will  not  be  expensive.  This 
in  only  a  suggestion.  I  shall  be  ever  grate- 

ful for  anything  you  can  send. 
We  have  had  a  little  rain  but  not  enough 

for  the  crops,  so  the  people  are  much 
worried,  as  the  Northwest  Monsoon  has 
been  a  failure.  Now  in  October  we  hope 
to  get  Northeast  Monsoon  and  we  hope 
and  pray  that  will  at  least  be  better.  In 
India  we  have  to  depend  on  Monsoon 
seasons  for  our  food  crops. 

Please  do  whatever  you  can  for  our  needy 

people. 
With  my  best  regards  and  good  wishes, 

Yours  sincerely, 
Kamala   Asirvatham,  Class  of   1918 

Mottie  Davidson  Nass  and  her  husband 
celebrated  their  45th  wedding  anniversary 
on  September  18th.  They  are  enjoying  their 
new  apartment  and  keeping  busy. 

Lala  Fournier  Babbitt  sends  greetings  to 

the  class  and  says,  "How  I'd  love  to  see 

you  all." 
Eleanor  Fuller  McMurray  is  living  with 

her  brother  in  Pittsburgh.  They  spent  sev- 
eral months  in  San  Luis  Obispo,  California, 

this  winter.  She  enjoys  the  parties  of  Dec- 
ade V.  She  sees  Janet  Hill  and  Ruth  Long 

and  sometimes  meets  Rachel  Alexander 
Christie  at  the  College  Club. 

Janet  Hill  wrote  from  Cambridge  Springs, 
Pennsylvania,  where  she  was  spending  a 
restful  vacation. 

Charlotte  Hunker  Hays  and  Byers  spent 
the  usual  six  months  in  North  Carolina. 
They  stopped  overnight  with  Gus  Rogers 
in  Paris,  Kentucky,  on   the  way   down. 

Ruth  Kaufjman  Morrison  writes  that  this 
is  the  first  time  in  eight  years  that  they 
have  spent  twelve  months  in  Florida.  Their 
time  is  taken  up  by  gardening,  church  and 
club  work.  She  would  enjoy  a  call  from 
anyone  spending  the  winter  in  St.  Pete! 

Ruth  Long  is  enjoying  retirement  and 
sends  greetings. 

Dot  Minor  Cary  and  Emmett  spent  two 
months  in  Tucson  this  winter,  the  worst 

one  in  fifty  years — rain,  hail,  sleet,  snow — 
the  works.  They  both  had  Asian  Flu  and 

spent  a  month  after  their  return  fully  re- 
covering from  it.  They  enjoy  their  grand- 
children and  the  activities  of  Music  for 

Mt.  Lebanon. 

Florence  Younkins  Fowler  has  had  a  busy 
year.  Her  daughter  Evelyn  is  living  nearby 
while  her  husband  has  been  in  Vietnam. 

He  was  shot  down  over  Vietnam  on  Jan- 
uary 26th.  They  think  he  is  a  prisoner 

but  have  had  no  word.  Florence  sends  love 
to  all  the  girls. 

Your  secretary  thanks  all  of  you  who 
rerurned  your  cards.  My  year  has  been 
saddened  by  the  death  on  July  29th  of  my 
husband,  Willbur  W.  Patrick. 

22 Betty  Dean  Boon 
203   Roup  Avenu< 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   1520C 

20 Ethel   L.  Perry 

5437  Ellsworth  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen  Bennett  Nelson  (Mrs.  King  H.  R.), 
409  Glenview  Blvd.,  St.  Petersburg, 
Florida  32018 

Catherine  Caughey  Johnson  (Mrs.),  245 

Melwood  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- 
vania 15213 

Elizabeth  Davidson  Davidson  (Mrs. 
George),  Washington  Plaza,  Apt.  617, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15219 

Julia  Aspinwall  Dunlap  has  built  a  new 
home  but  her  address  remains  the  same. 

I  visited  Catherine  Caughey  Johnson  at 
her  home  on  September  24th  and  found 
her  recuperating  and  in  good  spirits. 

Williard  Crane  Peebles  loves  Florida  and 
recommends  it  as  a  good  retirement  location. 

Elizabeth  Belle  Davidson  is  busy  keeping 

pace  with  her  three  men — husband  and 
two  sons. 

Edna  Faddis  Stevens  is  retired  but  keeps 
her  hand  in  by  teaching  Spanish  part  time. 

Elizabeth  Fleming  has  been  busy  caring 
for   her   lawn   during   a   very   dry   summer. 

We  are  sorry  to  learn  of  the  death  of 

Gladys  Fournier  Todd's  husband  Lewis  last 
November. 

Margaret  Hare  Hurst-Brown  has  been 
globe  trotting  much  the  same  as  last  year. 

Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  is  delighted  about 
the  approaching  marriage  of  her  son  Frank 
in  the  late  winter. 

Elizabeth  Shipley  Brainerd's  interests  are divided  between  her  travels  with  Howard 
and  their  many  grandchildren. 

Virginia  Wilcox  Gilbert  also  is  busy  with 
her  grandchildren  and  her  church  work. 

Gladys  Wilson  Green  enjoys  trips  to  Ber- 
muda with  Ed  when  he  takes  time  out 

from  his  busy  architectural  work. 

Your  secretary,  Ethel  Perry,  enjoyed  a 
vacation  trip  to  Canada  and  the  Gaspe 
Penninsula. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty  Wilson  Lorenz  (Mrs.  Lloyd),  Edge 
water  Gardens,  3275  Pinellas  Point  Drivi 
South,  St.  Petersburg,  Florida  33712 

Helen  Allison  Dunbar  wrote  that  Bor. 
and  Ina  had  spent  a  day  and  night  with 
her  and  Jane  Taylor  last  fall.  They  joir 
the  rest  of  us  in  looking  forward  to  oui 
forty-fifth  reunion  on  June  3,  1967. 

Peg  Barnes  traveled  from  Florida  tc 
Massachusetts  last  year  but  spent  most  ol 
the  two  months  with  her  sister  in  New 

Jersey. 

Beulah  Boggs  Coffindoffer  is  living  or 
her  farm,  one  mile  from  Shinston,  Wesi 
Virginia.  Her  daughter  and  family  live  in 
Morgantown.  Grandson  Russell  is  seven- 

teen and  the  twins,  Sidney  and  Carney, 
are  fifteen. 

Dot  Burleigh  Courtney  and  her  husband 
spent  Christmas  with  their  daughter  Louise 
in  Monroe,  Louisiana.  The  New  Yeat 
found  them  at  the  South  Padre  Island  in 
Texas.  In  February  they  were  helping 
their  youngest  daughter,  Dottie,  move  into 
her  new  house  in  Villanova  and  also 
helping  to  welcome  her  new  baby  into  the 
world.  This  summer  they  have  been  busy 
entertaining  the  grandchildren  at  White 
Pines,  their  summer  cottage. 

Ina  Connelly  Cross  writes  that  one 
daughter  is  in  California  and  the  other  in 
Boston,  but  that  she  is  rooted  in  Bay  Village. 

We  express  our  sympathy  to  Leah  Davis 
Mead  in  the  death  of  her  sister,  Ethel 

Davis  Thorpe  '17,  who  passed  away  on 
July  21,  1966.  Leah  and  her  husband 
hoped  to  see  Florence  Soloman  Ellis  while 
on  a  trip  to  New  Jersey. 

Rose  Gorzo  Rapach  sends  her  love  to  the 

girls. 
Sally  Greves  had  a  successful  wrist  oper- 

ation this  summer.  Although  living  in 
Greensburg,  she  is  a  member  of  the  Fort 
Ligonier  Poetry  Society  and  has  had  poems 
published  in  its  magazine. 

Harriet  Hill  Kraus  and  her  husband  have 

spent  a  quiet  year.  There  have  been  trips  to 
St.  Louis,  Washington,  D.C.  and  Washing- 

ton, Pennsylvania  to  visit  the  children  and 
grandchildren.  The  latter  are  six  in  number. 
Hat  would  love  the  see  any  P.C.W.  con- 

temporaries at  her  home  at  any  time. 

Anne  Jay  is  still  in  the  education  field. 
She  is  on  a  twelve-month  contract  with  one 
month  vacation.  Three  weeks  of  that  were 
spent  in  Nova  Scotia  in  July  where  she 
enjoyed  the  delightful  weather,  especially 
at  Cape  Breton.  In  March  she  attended  an 

Elementary  Principal's  National  Conven- 
tion in  Oregon,  and  then  spent  the  week- 
end  in  Hollywood   with   cousins. 

Ruth  Keck  Schell  writes  that  they  are 

enjoying  life  to  the  fullest  and  very  grate- 
ful for  that.  She  is  looking  forward  to  our 

reunion. 

Anne  Kiskaddon  Griggs  and  her  husband 
were  delighted  to  spend  a  few  minutes  with 
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Florence  and  Byron  Knapp  in  Florida  last 
winter.  When  at  the  Pennsylvania  Bar 
Convention  at  Bedford  Springs,  Anne  spent 
an  afternoon  with  Harriet  Barker  Thomp- 

son and  Martha  McKibben  Tantnall's  sister, 
Mary  Adeline. 

Florence  Newmaker  Knapp  and  Byron 
were  in  Florida  for  three  months.  Their 
daughter  Pat  and  her  family  returned  to 
the  United  States  in  July  after  two  years 
in  Paris  where  her  husband  was  Assistant 
Secretary  to  N.A.T.O.  The  second  daughter, 
Susie,  is  flying  home  from  Paris,  bringing 

her  closest  French  friend  for  a  month's  visit 
in  the  United  States.  Newny  wonders  if 

her  "feeble"  French  is  equal  to  conversing 
with  her.  Son  John  and  his  family  are  still 
happily  located  in  State  College. 

Jane  Taylor  took  her  vacation  in  April, 
going  to  California  to  visit  her  niece.  Now 

she  says  that  she  has  to  "stay  put." 

Betty  Wilson  Lorenz  writes  that  they 

have  been  busy  furnishing  their  air  condi- 
tioned apartment  and  studying  for  a  writ- 

ten driver's  examination,  which  both  passed. 
Floyd  goes  fishing  two  or  three  times  a 
week,  both  go  in  the  pool  every  day  that 
they  can,  and  have  a  screened  porch  where 
they  eat  all  their  meals. 

Ella  May  Wilson  Clark  had  hoped  to  get 
to  Pittsburgh  on  their  travels  this  summer, 

but  couldn't  make  it.  She  and  Monty  partic- 
ularly enjoyed  a  week  in  Baxton  State  Park 

in  Maine. 

Your  secretary  spent  last  Thanksgiving 
in  Kittanning  with  Mabel  Shaffer,  and  an 
additional  few  days  there  again  this  summer. 

Get  ready  to  come  back  to  college  next 
June  3rd,  girls. 

24 
Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,   Pennsylvania    15228 

Having  heard  from  about  one-third  of 
the  class  mailing  list  this  year,  things  seem 
to  be  on  an  even  keel  with  nothing  earth- 
shaking  happening,  but  many  are  doing 
interesting  things. 

Gertrude  Mixer  Henry,  in  her  continuing 
skilled  volunteer  Red  Cross  service  to  mili- 

tary families,  was  assigned  last  year  to  New 
Orleans  to  work  with  families  affected  by 
Hurricane  Betsy.  She  found  the  damage 
unbelievable.  Husband  Norton  is  active  in 
the  Republican  Party  in  his  area. 

"Billie"  Hibbs  Williams  finally  closed out  the  old  homestead  in  Brownsville. 
Daughter  Flo,  who  was  with  Brookings 
Institute  in  Washington,  was  married  in 
April,  and  Billie  is  back  at  substitute-teach- 

ing in  the  Mt.  Lebanon  schools. 

With  Louise  Hamilton  Haase's  daughter 
Martha,  class  of  1962,  living  near  her  now, 
both  are  active  in  the  North  Jersey  Chatham 
Alumnae  Club  and  Louise  is  becoming 
quite  skilled  at  babysitting  for  three  grand- 

sons all  under  five. 

Educators  Hedwig  Pregler  and  Lenore 
Allen  are  both  enjoying  retirement  but  lend 
their  help  to  community  groups. 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  has  been  an  able 
president  of  the  YWCA  in  Greensburg  but 
has  taken  time  out  for  some  foreign  travel 
with    her    husband. 

Grace  Davis  Mechling  is  in  her  sixth 
year  of  handling  wedding  receptions  for 

the  Forest  Hills  Women's  Club,  gives  sev- 
eral book  reviews  a  year,  and,  with  the 

illness  of  her  daughter's  husband,  is  a 
champion  babysitrer  for  three  grandchildren. 

Martha  Glandon  Luthringer  and  Marshall 
had  a  memorable  trip  abroad  this  summer. 
Under  the  guidance  of  a  Chicago  TV  per- 

sonality they  took  in  all  of  the  music  festi- 
vals and  operas  in  Salzburg,  Bayreuth, 

Verona,   London   and   Edinburgh. 

Best  wishes  came  from  Ruth  Baxter  Hill 

in  Georgia  where  her  husband  is  still  teach- 
ing (they  visited  their  son  in  Oregon  this 

summer);  from  Virginia  Lilley  Christ  who 
enjoys  retirement  in  Hawley,  Pennsylvania 
and  Florida;  from  Alberta  Sexauer  Ressler 
who  still  loves  Bristol  Village  in  Waverly, 
Ohio;  from  Helen  Errett  Hourdequin  whose 

husband's  heart  attack  has  slowed  down 
their  fishing  and  beach  activities;  from 
Marian  Stewart  Smith  who,  with  two  daugh- 

ters married  now,  just  golfs  and  plays 
bridge;  and  from  Helen  Leggett  Corbett 
whose  daughter  has  received  her  Ph.D.  and 
is   teaching  at   Boston   College. 

Your  secretary,  after  thinking  she  was 
retired  and  being  a  fire-horse  substitute  for 
the  public  schools,  is  now  the  public  rela- 

tions director  for  the  Animal  Rescue  League 
of  Pittsburgh  under  a  Mellon  grant.  To 
her  surprise,  she  found  Hedwig  Pregler 
and  Dean  Barbara  Lewis  on  the  board  of 
directors. 

26 Gertrude  Bradshaw 
515  South  Aiken  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Rimer  Hooton  (Mrs.  Donald  W.), 
5105  Sandy  Cove  Avenue,  Sarasota,  Flor- 

ida 33581 

Florence  Samberg  Evans  (Mrs.  Arthur), 
401  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- 

vania 15206 

DEATHS 

Alice  Gross  Puff  and  Harriet  Clark  have 
both  died  since  the  last  Recorder  was  pub- 

lished. We  shall  miss  them  greatly.  As  is 
our  custom,  donations  have  been  made  to 
the  College  for  books  to  be  placed  in  the 
Library  in  their  memory.  To  their  families 
and  friends  we  extend  our  love  and  deepest 
sympathy. 

Our  reunion — I  hesitate  to  even  think 
the  word  Fortieth,  let  alone  write  it — was 
fun  and  seven  classmates  came  to  celebrate 
it.  We  were  entranced  to  hear  about  Louise 

Harcum  Einstein's  study  in  Japan,  her  Far 
Eastern  travels  last  summer,  and  of  the 
wonderful  new  adventure  awaiting  her  and 
her  husband.  They  were  off  to  Washington 
to  complete  their  arrangements  to  go  to 
Taiwan  where  they  will  teach  English  while 
on  leave  from  Youngstown  University. 

Marion  Johnson  Kipp  came  with  her 

daughter,  Kathy  McKelvey  '62,  who  had 
just  received  her  doctor's  degree  in  mathe- 

matics from  Carnegie  Institute  of  Technol- 
ogy and  was  on  her  way  to  Iowa  where 

both  she  and  her  husband  are  on  the  faculry 
of  Cornell  College.  Marion  has  an  art 
supplies  shop  in  Indiana  where  she  sells  her 
own  hand-wroughr  jewelry. 

Mabel  Breitweiser  Hann  brought  her 
young  granddaughrer  who  seemed  like  a 
promising  Chatham  potential.  The  others 
of  the  seven  were  Helen  Bromley,  just  re- 

tired from  teaching,  Mary  Ailes  Sechler, 
Carrie  Timothy  Mountford  and  Gertrude Bradshaw. 

Five  classmates  visited  with  us  by  mail. 

Ruth  Bodner  Decker's  delight  is  her  first 
granddaughter.  Connie  Clarke  Russ  was 
just  back  from  a  holiday  in  the  Florida 

Keys  when  she  wrote  "This  is  a  voice  from the  past!  .  .  Life  has  been  good  to  Jack 
and  me — three  cihldren  and,  at  present,  five 
grandchildren  ...  I  became  a  social  worker 
and  now  am  a  case  supervisor,  and  have 
done  a  good  bit  of  graduate  work  in  that 
field."  Although  Connie  was  graduated 
from  the  University  of  Michigan  we  still 
count  her  as  one  of  us  and  were  delighted 
to  know  that  she  feels  some  kinship  too. 
Of  particular  interest  to  Pittsburghers  was 

her  post  script:  "My  nephew,  Maurice 
Cohill,  is  your  newest  juvenile  court  judge. 

Of  course  we  are  all  proud  of  him." 
Marie  Pannier  Townhill  reported  that 

her  son  was  married  last  year,  that  her 
daughter  is  in  Theatre  School  at  Kent 
State  University,  and  that  her  own  activi- 

ties include  working  two  days  a  week  for 
Planned  Parenthod  in  Cleveland,  her  last 
year  as  president  of  the  League  of  Women 
Voters  of  Hudson. 

Audrey  Reebel  Early  and  her  husband 

have  purchased  a  "really  delightful  coopera- 
tive apartment  directly  on  the  Gulf  at  St. 

Petersburg  Beach."  Although  Pittsburgh 
will  continue  to  be  home,  they  will  spend 
at  least  six  months  each  year  in  Florida. 

Catherine  Sayers  continues  to  fill  her  days 
with  many  interests  that  include  the 
Waynesburg  Hospital,  Waynesburg  College, 

Children's  Aid  Society,  "all  of  which  are 
very  time  consuming  but  interesting",  she writes.  She  is  looking  forward  to  a  trip 
to  England  next  spring. 

So — Fortieth  Reunion  or  no — there's  lots 
of  life  in  the  old  girls  yet!  Take  heart, 
Class  of  1966.  We  could  write  a  sequel 

to  Walter  Pitkin's  book  Life  Begins  at  Forty 
called  Life  Begins  with  the  Fortieth. 

And  now  for  September's  news: Ruth  G.  Adams  continues  as  a  secretary 
at  South  Hills  High  School.    She  reported 
that   she    thoroughly   enjoyed    her   vacation 
in  Williamsburg  last  summer. 

Elizabeth  Koehn  Butler  was  sorry  to  miss 
reunion  but  they  always  conflict  with  the 
closing  of  her  school  and  it  is  impossible 
to  get  away.  She  writes  she  is  busier  than 
ever  with  a  new  course  in  the  humanities 

and  that  "teaching  becomes  more  fasci- 
nating and  more  time-consuming  every 

year."  Her  family  are  all  in  the  same 
places  they  where  when  she  last  reported: 
her  mother  in  Oshkosh,  her  daughter  and 
family  in  the  suburbs  of  Detroit.   She  says 
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that  she  plans  to  retire  one  of  these  days 
— but  not  just  now. 

Dorothy  Schmidt  Clark  says  she  has  no 

news  to  report  and  adds:  "I  do  so  enjoy 
reading  the  Recorder  and  the  news  of  the 

other  class  members."  Dorothy,  you  may 
remember,  married  Harriet's  brother,  so  her 
death  was  a  very  special  loss  to  her. 

Abigail  Cressuell's  time  since  her  retire- 
ment is  taken  up  by  her  part-time  work  at 

the  library  and  the  church  work  which  she 
enjoys.  She  was  pleased  to  add  in  her  note 

that  Joan  Biordi  '62,  who  received  her 
Ph.D.  in  chemistry  from  Carnegie  Tech 
and  is  doing  post-doctoral  work  at  Cam- 

bridge University  on  a  NATO  Fellowship 
(Spring  Recorder),  was  one  of  her  English 
students  at  Ellwood  City  High  School. 

Margaret  E.  Good,  one  of  our  associate 

members,  writes:  "At  long  last  you  are 
hearing  from  me."  She  has  just  retired  from 
the  office  of  the  Public  School  Employe's Retirement  Board  in  Harrisburg.  I  wish 
you  could  all  see  the  clipping  she  enclosed 
from  the  Sharon  Herald  of  last  June  22 
telling  of  her  manifold  activities.  Here  is 

part  of  it.  "Miss  Good  has  been  employed 
by  the  Department  of  Public  Instruction 
for  the  past  quarter  of  a  century  and  has 
served  the  commonwealth  under  eight  gov- 

ernors, four  superintendents  of  public  in- 
struction and  four  secretaries  of  the  retire- 

ment   board. 

"During  her  service  in  Harrisburg  she 
has  been  active  in  civic,  fraternal  and 
church  activities  being  a  member  of  Areme 
Chapter  No.  192,  Order  of  the  Eastern 

Star;  secretary  of  the  Ladies'  Auxiliary  of Riverside  Fire  Co.  No.  15;  Wednesday 
Club,  Civic  Music  Association  and  Harris- 

burg Community  Theatre. 

"She  plans  to  spend  her  retirement  by 
dividing  her  time  between  Harrisburg, 
Mercer  and  Chautauqua,  N.Y.  She  is  the 
president  of  the  1940  Class  of  the  Chautau- 

qua Literary  and  Scientific  Circle." 
Margaret  left  us  at  the  end  of  her  soph- 

omore year  to  attend  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh where  she  could  obtain  her  degree 

in  one-and-a-half  years  instead  of  two. 
Since  reading  the  news  clipping  of  her 
retirement  we  can  understand  why  Margaret 
was  always  a  young  woman  in  a  hurry.  We 
salute  you,  Margaret,  and  hope  you  get  to 
our  next  reunion. 

Marion  Johnson  Kipp  writes,  "Indiana 
University  of  Pennsylvania  opened  its 
classes  last  Thursday  so  I  am  in  the  usual 
full  swing  of  teaching  four  classes  in  math- 

ematics." She  reminds  me  that  I  promised 
to  make  a  trip  to  Indiana  and  visit  her  in 
her  shop.    And  I  still  mean  to. 

Julia  Kadlecik  Little,  who  did  not  get  to 
reunion,  told  us  why  in  the  first  part  of  her 

interesting  letter.  I  quote:  "Now  for  my 
little  piece.  I  was  sorry  to  miss  the  class 
reunion,  as  I  promised  I  would  come,  and 
really  intended  to,  until  Helen  Gross  wrote 
to  me  of  Alice  passing  away.  After  that  I 

just  couldn't  bear  to  come  and  her  not  be there.  Since  we  have  been  friends  for  so 
many  years,  it  was  a  very  personal  loss 
for  me.  All  these  years  we  have  corres- 

ponded, exchanged  gifts  during  the  holi- 
days, and  visited  one  another  in  our  homes. 

The  same  goes  for  Henrietta.  She  never 

came  to  California  that  she  didn't  spend some  time  with  me.   The  two  in  the  whole 

class  that  were  so  close  to  me  would  not  be 
there,  and  this  I  could  not  bear.  Many 
other  class  members  have  passed  this  way 
on  their  way  to  Hawaii  or  the  Orient,  but 
none  have  ever  cared  to  stop  or  call  me. 
So  I  will  never  again  return  for  a  reunion. 

"However,  this  does  not  mean  I  am  not 
interested  in  the  College,  for  we  have  a 

very  active  group  here  and  I  attend  regu- 
larly. From  time  to  time  we  have  a  college 

representative  and  the  President  has  met 
with  us.  So  I  am  interested.  I  also  like 
to  know  what  each  and  every  one  of  you 

are  doing;  but  I  just  can't  come  without 
Alice  and  Henrietta  being  there." 

Julie  continues  to  give  us  a  report  on  her 
activities  since  she  last  wrote — and  activities 
is  a  good  word!  They  have  been  through 
Africa  from  the  Cape  to  Cairo;  through 
the  Holy  Land;  around  the  world;  a  second 
trip  to  the  Orient,  including  Saigon  where 
they  saw  some  bombing.  And  they  have 
other  trips  planned!  Her  son  was  married 
last  December  and  his  work  will  take  him 
to  foreign  lands.  They  always  travel  by 

way  of  Alaska,  so  now,  she  says  "it  may 
be  by  way  of  Alaska  and  Timbucktoo,  to 

see  our  son  and  daughter  too."  In  addition to  their  travels,  interest  continues  in  Scout 
work,  the  Hospital  Auxiliary,  teaching 
adult  education  one  day  a  week,  and  the 
Republican   Club. 

Eleanor  Fulton  McCracken  reports  that 
she  spent  her  vacation  at  Sandy  Lake  in 

Mercer  County  when  she  wasn't  with  her son  and  his  family  near  Philadelphia. 

Carolyn  Timothy  Mountford's  most  in- 
teresting experience  of  the  "hot,  humid 

summer"  was  attending  her  first  Interna- 
tional Convention  of  Delta  Kappa  Gamma 

in  Cleveland  in  August.  In  addition  to 
hearing  outstanding  speakers  she  enjoyed 

the  "Tops  of  the  Pops"  concerts  by  the Cleveland   Summer   Orchestra. 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler — bless  her — knows 
how  eagerly  the  class  secretary  waits  for 
replies  to  her  pleas  for  news  for  the 
Recorder,  and  wrote  a  note  for  this  edition. 

Of  the  reunion  she  says,  "Returning  to 
campus  is  a  worthwhile  experience  in  itself, 
and  renewing  old  friendships  is  always  most 

exciting!"  Her  time  is  taken  up  with 
shopping  for  "back-to-school"  clothes  for 
six  of  her  eight  grandchildren.  She  baby 
sits,  too,  for  she  has  a  daughter  and  son-in- 
law  doing  graduate  work  and  a  daughter 
substitute-teaching.  Three  of  her  four 
children  live  near  by.  But  her  family  pre- 

occupations do  not  interfere  with  her  vol- 
unteer hospital  work,  her  attendance  at  the 

Carnegie  Travel  lectures  and  short  trips 

with  friends.  She  ends  with,  "Of  course, 
I  am  most  grateful  for  good  health,  and  this 

I    most   sincerely    wish    for    all    of    you.!" 

Gertrude  Bradshaw,  your  new  secretary, 

wishes  to  echo  Mary's  last  sentence.  My 
most  exciting  experience  last  year  was  to 
take  my  name  off  the  list  of  substitute 
teachers  in  April  and  to  set  out  by  car  for 
a  leisurely  trek  to  Pottland,  Oregon  where 
8,500  other  Methodist  women  were  gath- 

ered for  their  Quadrennial  Assembly.  Mother 
and  a  friend  of  hers  went  with  me,  and  in 
the  thirty-eight  days  we  took  for  our  travels 
we  made  a  long  loop  across  the  country, 
stopping  in  the  Indian  Country  and  the 
Grand  Canyon,  up  the  Monterey  Peninsula 

from  Los  Angeles,  from  San  Francisco  up 
the  Redwood  Highway  to  Portland,  then 
home  the  northern  route.  I  am  ready  to 
start  out  again. 

28 Jane  Willard  Stephenson 
(Mrs.  J.  G.) 

529  Collier  Road,  N.W. 
Atlanta,  Georgia   30318 

Margaret  Cousley 
5811  Stanton  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ann  Aber  Buck  (Mrs.  John),  3233  N.E. 
34th  Street,  Fort  Lauderdale,  Florida 

33308 
Margaret  Port  Arens  (Mrs.  Fredinand), 

71 -A  Water  Street,  Chatham,  Massachu- setts 02633    (temp.) 

Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson,  South  Gate  Post 
Office,  Sarasota,  Florida  33579 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Anne  Louise 
Blessing  Leslie  whose  husband  passed  away 

in  January  1966  after  only  a  day's  illness. She  keeps  busy  baby  sitting  with  her 

daughter's  three  sons  and  now  a  little  girl 
of  Russell's.  He  returned  to  Pittsburgh  in 
July  as  resident  in  Orthopedic  Surgery  at 
Presbyterian  University  Hospital.  Carl  is  in 
the  service,  and  Linda  a  sophmore  at  Hills- 

dale College  in  Michigan.  In  September 
Anne  went  back  to  teaching  kindergarten 
at  the  Boggs  Avenue  Public  School  in  Mt. 
Washington. 

Kay  Caldu-ell  Mayer  is  very  active  in  the 
Virginia  Association  of  Workers  for  the 
Blind,  being  on  the  Board  of  Directors  and 
secretary  of  the  Northern  Virginia  Chap- 

ter. She  has  made  several  trips  to  Pitts- 
burgh and  has  heard  from  Hilda  Gustafson 

Jones  who  retired  from  Kaufmanns. 

Betty  Corey  Wallis  answered  my  card 
even  though  she  did  not  have  any  special 
news  other  that  she  and  her  family  are 
fine.    Wish  more  of  your  would   reply. 

Margaret  Cousley  and  a  friend  spent  eight 
weeks  in  Europe  this  summer  seeing  the 
Netherlands,  Scandanavia,  Germany,  Aus- 

tria, Italy,  Switzerland,  France  and  London. 
While  they  were  waiting  at  the  airport  they 
met  Genie  Negley  McLean  and  Tom  who 
were  coming  to  spend  the  weekend  with 

Anna  Negley  Brunot,  '27  and  her  husband in   Greensburg. 

We  were  sorry  to  hear  of  the  death  of 
Dr.  Anna  L.  Evans,  our  class  advisor,  on 

December  3rd,  1965  in  Lancaster,  Pennsyl- 
vania. It  would  be  nice  to  give  something 

to  the  Library  in  her  memory,  so  when  we 
have  our  next  reunion  keep  this  in  mind 
when  we  ask  for  contributions.  Mardy  Jones 
Ruthart  saw  a  lot  of  Dr.  Evans  and  she 
always  asked  about  her  girls. 

Suzanne  Finlay  Heller's  husband  John 
retired  as  head  of  the  Classics  Department 
at  the  University  at  Urbana,  Illinois,  but 
will  continue  to  teach.  Susan  is  in  New 

Hampshire  where  her  husband  teaches  geol- 
ogy. Mary  lives  in  Los  Angeles,  but  spent 

last   summer   with   the   Hellers   while   her 
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husband  studied  for  state  architecture  exams. 
She  worked  on  her  music  and  gave  a  voice 
recital. 

Dot  Floyd  Warren's  son  John  is  at 
Wooster  this  year,  having  been  president 
of  the  National  Honor  Society,  editor  of 
the  year  book,  and  sports  writer  for  the 
school  and  local  papers  his  last  year  in  high 
school.  Charlotte  is  a  sophomore  in  high 
school,  plays  in  the  band,  plans  and  makes 
her  own  clothes.  I  was  sorry  to  hear 
Brad  had  a  serious  operation  this  past 
spring  and  hope  he  is  fine  now. 

Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh  is  proud  of  her 
first  grandchild,  Deborah,  born  December 
14th,  1965. 

Hardy  Jones  Ruthart  still  cannot  say 

"no"  and  is  president  of  the  Lancaster 
County  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs 
1966-68.  Bobby  graduated  in  June  with  an 
associate  degree  in  applied  science  from 
Paul  Smith  College,  New  York  and  is 
going  to  Oklahoma  State  University  for 
two  more  years  in  hotel  management. 
This  summer  he  was  at  the  desk  in  the 
Deauville  Hotel  in  Atlantic  City.  Mardy 
was  in  Pittsburgh  this  summer  and  had 
lunch  with  some  of  the  girls. 

Alice  Mahood  Torrens  is  still  in  the 
catering  business.  Her  husband  retired 
in  January  1965,  but  has  suffered  with 

severe  arrhritis.  Alice's  mother  was  91  in 
October  and  enjoys  coming  downstairs 
every  evening.  Bob  is  Food  Director  at 
New  Mexico  University  in  Las  Cruces, 
New  Mexico. 

Betty  Malcolm  Clemens'  son-in-law  is 
in  the  service,  and  no  doubt  there  are 
several  others  among  the  families  of  our 
class  members. 

After  a  ten  year  silence  Pat  McCurdy 
Busbnell  writes  that  she  has  been  teaching 
all  these  years  and  busy  raising  three  boys. 
Rod,  the  youngest,  graduated  from  Rutgers 
in  June  and  was  married  August  27th  to 
a  local  girl.  They  are  living  in  Washington, 
D.C.  where  Rod  is  attending  Georgetown 
Law  School.  Jeff  is  with  the  Peace  Corps 
in  Ghana,  Wesr  Africa.  He  is  a  geologist 
and  a  graduate  of  the  University  of  Buffalo. 
Doug,  the  oldest,  is  married,  living  in 
Hamburg  and  has  two  girls,  2  and  3  years 
old.  Pat  is  an  Elder  in  the  Wayside  Presby- 

terian Church  and  virally  interested  in 
civil  rights  and  social  welfare.  She  has 
chaperoned  a  group  of  high  school  young 
people  the  last  two  summers — this  year  to 
work  with  Spanish  and  Negro  migrant 
workers  in  Southern  New  Jersey,  and  last 
year  ro  Chicago.  This  summer  she  also 
visited  Evy  Newton  Flickinger  in  Hudson, 
Ohio  and  had  lunch  with  Marie  Pannier, 

'26  Chatham  graduate. 

Tass  Craig  Morgan  has  four  grandchil- 
dren all  living  in  Pittsburgh,  so  they  can  be 

enjoyed  and  no  doubt  keep  Tass  busy. 
Her  daughter  Ann  has  a  boy  5  VS  and  two 
girls  3!/2  and  IV2 — the  last  born  on  her 

grandfather's  birthday.  Virginia  has  a  boy 3   months  old  . 

Leona  Newcome  Meier  had  a  delightful 
seven  weeks  trip,  driving  over  8000  miles 
in  25  states.  While  in  Pittsburgh  she 

"showed  off"  our  campus  to  her  friend 
who  was  very  much  impressed.   They  spent 

a  couple  of  days  with  Josephine  Mang  Muir 

'29. 

Kay  Owen  went  with  some  cousins  to 
Fontant  Village  in  the  Smokies,  and  then 
to  Chicago  for  most  of  the  summer. 

Mildred  Parrill  Gilmore  had  a  month's 
visit  in  Europe,  going  to  Germany,  Austria, 
Italy,  Switzerland  and  Yugoslavia.  Henrietta 
Spelsburg  Coston  and  her  husband  visited 
Mildred  in  July. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Gina  Ray  Ran- 
dall who  lost  her  mother  last  November 

1965.  She  was  ninety  years  old  and  a  re- 
markable woman,  being  active  in  mind  and 

body   till   her   illness. 

In  the  Ringgold  Lutheran  Parish  at  Tim- 
blin,  Pennsylvania  a  Schulmerich  Carillon 
was  presented  to  the  two  churches  by 
Deane  Reed  Blackburn  and  her  sister  Ann 
in  memory  of  their  mother  and  father.  The 
family  has  been  going  there  to  their  Little 

Red  House  for  many  years.  Ann's  daughter 
has  a  new  son  and  "this  is  as  close  as  I 
will  ever  come  to  being  a  grandmother," said  Deane. 

Betty  Porter  Steinmiller's  daughter  Sally 
had  an  eventful  year.  In  November  they 
moved  into  a  new  home  in  Canton,  Ohio; 

on  the  30th  Sally  was  in  a  bad  car  ac- 

cidenr;  her  husband's  car  was  hir  on  his 
way  home  from  rhe  hospital;  and  his  draft 
orders  were  waiting  for  him  when  he  got 
home.  His  orders  took  him  to  Frankfort, 
Germany,  and  Sally  followed  him  in 

August  with  Betty's  help  in  renting  the house  and   packing. 

Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  and  her  sister 
Honor  moved  last  April  to  Florida  into 
a  new  house  they  designed  and  had  built 
in  a  new  section  of  Sarasota.  They  would 
love  to  see  any  of  you  who  come  their way. 

Jane  Willard  Stephenson's  husband  re- 
tired in  June,  1966  after  43  years  wirh 

Westinghouse.  They  have  made  several 

visits  to  daughter  Barbara's  new  vacarion home  at  Santa  Rose  Beach,  Florida.  In 
July  a  wind  storm  uprooted  a  100  ft.  tree, 
causing  it  to  fall  across  the  garage  and 
doing  more  than  $2000  damage  to  two 
cars,  a  boar  and  other  equipment  stored 
there. 

Ruth  Work  Miller  and  Bob  traveled 
through  Europe  by  air,  train  and  bus.  On 
their  return  they  toured  the  west  coast  to 
Banff  and  Lake  Louise.  Their  sons  live  in 

Elkharr,    Indiana   and    Sewickley,    Pennsyl- 

As  your  secretary  I  enjoy  reading  your 
letters  and  wish  that  space  permitted  prim- 

ing them  in  full.  I  hear  from  Miss  Mae 
MacKenzie,  our  Piano  teacher  when  we 
were  in  college,  and  when  she  gave  up  her 
srudio  last  year  she  sent  me  some  duet 
books   which   I   have   enjoyed   using. 

It  has  been  eight  years  or  more  since 
we  have  heard  from  the  following  mem- 

bers: Ruth  Gillander  Wehner,  Kay  Hart- 
man  Mensch,  Hortense,  lbach  Knoll,  Violet 
Musselman  hove,  Clara  Osgood,  Bessie 
Rosen  Birshtein,  Miriam  Stage  Riordan, 
Harriette  Young  White.  If  you  have  any 
news  of  them  or  any  others  please  let  me 
know. 

30 
Marian  Haines  Schap 

(Mrs.  Edward  M.) 
34  West  Franklin  Avenue 
Naperville,  Illinois  60540 

Viola  Chadwick  Rosso 
(Mrs.  C.  Anthony) 

61  Darby  Road 
Paoli,   Pennsylvania   19301 

Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe 
(Mrs.   Richard  E.) 

247   Maple   Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15218 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Collins  Pierce  (Mrs.  William  B.), 

1925  Squaw  Run  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania  15238 

Mary  Louise  Miller  Pitcairn  (Mrs.  Thomas 
F. )  Royal  York  Apartments,  3955  Bige- 
low  Boulevard,  #903,  Pirtsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania   15213 

Mary  Peters  Wilhelm  (Mrs.  Robert  H.), 
1911  N.E.  59th  Court,  Ft.  Lauderdale, 
Florida  33308 

Dorothy  Reitz  Claney  (Mrs.  K.  Preston), 

1043  Old  Gate  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania 15235 

Mary  Elizabeth  Woodworth,  400  Swiss- 
vale  Avenue,  Apt.  36,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania   15221 

Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  to  Mary 
Louise  Miller  Pitcairn  whose  husband, 
Thomas  F.,  died  suddenly  on  Thanksgiving 
morning,    1965. 

The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Polly 
Bickhart  Garratt  whose  mother  passed 
away  on  August  5  after  a  long  illness;  to 
Sally  Johnson  Bailey  in  the  loss  of  her 
mother  June   7. 

Marian  Reporting: 

Ruth  Beech  Armentrout's  husband  re- 
tired in  September.  He  has  been  vice  presi- 

denr  in  charge  of  marketing  for  Wear-Ever. 

Polly  Bickhart  Garratt  was  in  Pittsburgh 
from  January  until  late  August  due  to  her 
mother's  illness.  Frank  commuted  from 
Coshocton  weekly.  In  March  they  slipped 
away  to  visit  Ann  Saxman  Underwood  and 
Jim  in  Sea  Isle,  Georgia.  Polly  reports  her 
daughter  Sue  adopted  a  five-day  old  boy  in 
February  and  also  that  Sue  and  Dave 
Wollard  have  a  new  home  on  the  lake  in 
Tacoma.  Frank  Jr.  finds  fishing  in  the 
Pacific  Northwest  an  enjoyable  dividend 
along  with  his  teaching.  Polly  and  Frank 
plan   to  fly  out  for  the   holidays. 

Marie  Bowser  Lower's  mother  has  been 
hospitalized  with  a  broken  hip  since 
September  2.  Too  bad  about  your  plans 
to  see  Hawaii,  Marie!  Can  you  put  them 

on  ice?  Marie's  grandson  Brian  is  now  a 
first-grader  and  Jeffrey  is  in  fourth. 

Doris  Bushnell  continues  with  the  Red 
Cross  in  San  Francisco  and  writes  that  their 
work  is  three  rimes  as  heavy  as  a  year  ago, 
due  to  recruiting  and  clearing  personnel 
for  the  Far  Easr.  She  plans  an  October 
vacarion  at  her  cabin  in  the  North  Carolina 
mountains    and    catches    some   patio    living 
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periodically   by   visiting   a    friend    in    Santa 
Barbara. 

Viola  Chaduick  Rosso's  three  sons  all 
graduated  this  year.  John  finished  at  Haver- 
ford  and  entered  University  of  Pennsylva- 

nia graduate  school.  Edwin,  after  a  busy 
senior  year  of  football,  track,  band  and 
chorus  at  Great  Valley  high,  will  attend 
Villanova  University.  David  enters  high 
school  from  Valley  Forge  Junior  High.  The 
family  went  to  Maine  for  two  ten-day  vaca- 

tions. Vi  attended  reunion  luncheon  last 

June  and  visited  with  thirty-one  members 

of  the  class  of  '31,  plus  a  dozen  from  other classes. 

Helen  Ensminger  Hughes  vacationed  in 
Wisconsin.  She  continues  active  in  the 
Chicago  Alumnae  Club,  and  will  open 
her  home  for  the  December  tea  for  new 
and  prospective  Chatham  students. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  and  husband  Ed 
vacationed  in  the  southwest  in  June.  Their 
older  son  was  married  in  August  in  Clarks- 
ville,  Indiana.  Marian  played  a  piano  re- 

cital at  North  Central  College  in  March. 

Sally  Johnson  Bailey's  daughter  Nancy 
was  married  to  Ronald  M.  Sokol  last  De- 

cember 19.  Sal  reports  that  her  son  is  As- 
sociate Ag  Editor  for  Missouri  University 

and  an  extension  instructor.  Sal  keeps  busy 
teaching  and  taking  summer  school  courses. 

Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe  is  still  in  Pitts- 
burgh. She  did  not  move  to  Houston, 

since  her  husband  will  soon  terminate  his 
work  there.  Ethel  reports  she  saw  Nancy 
Mcllwain  Sweet  in  Pittsburgh  last  summer. 

Nancy's  father-in-law  died  and  the  funeral 
was   in   Philadelphia. 

Peg  Loefjler  Loftus  visited  Mary  Ludlow 
in  Connecticut  in  June.  She  wined  and 

dined  Dot  Thompson  Seif  upon  Dot's 
return  from  Europe.  Peg  keeps  busy  on 
the  library  board  and  plans  an  October 
vacation. 

Meredith  Murray  Heckman's  travels  take 
her  to  Allentown  and  Coraopolis  to  see  the 
eight  grandchildren,  and  in  October  to  Elk 
Grove  Village  north  of  Chicago  to  daugh- 

ter Janet.  Meredith  boned  up  with  a 
course  on  new  math  last  winter,  since  she 
continues  as  a  substitute  teacher.  She  also 
enjoys  reading,  gardening,  entertaining  and 
leisure. 

Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein  became  a 
grandmother  in  May  when  David  Hillel 
Topol  was  born  to  her  daughter  Barbara. 
In  July  Eleanor  and  her  husband  Frank 
enjoyed  a  week  in  Paris,  another  on  the 
Lido  Beach,  ten  minutes  from  Venice  by 
speed  boat,  and  ten  days  in  the  Holy  Land 
where  they  were  impressed  by  the  magni- 

ficent Kennedy  Memorial,  the  building  that 
houses  the  Dead  Sea  Scrolls. 

Thank  you,  Mary  Peters  Wihelm,  for 
sitting  down  to  write  a  reply  before  un- 

packing your  bag.  Mary  just  returned  from 
Florida  where  she  and  Bob  are  building  a 
home  at  Imperial  Point,  Ft.  Lauderdale 
and  after  December  1  they  will  be  at  new 
address  given  above.  Her  daughter  Molly 
married  her  childhood  sweetheart,  John 
Lewis,  after  graduating  from  Denison  Uni- 

versity magna  cum  laude  in  June.  Elsie 
McCreery  Longwell  and  Dr.  Longwell  at- 

tended the  wedding. 

Mary  Louise  Towar  Potter  and  husband 
Francis  enoyed  the  summer  in  the  North 
Carolina  mountains.  They  will  return  to 
their  home  in  Ormond  Beach,  Florida, 
where  they  have  lived  since  Francis  retired 

eight  years  ago.  Mary  Louise's  mother 
makes  her  home  with  them.  Women's 
symphony  group  and  D.A.R.  absorb  Mary 
Louise's  time. 

Dorothy  Thompson  Seif  enjoyed  visit- 
ing relatives  in  England  during  July.  Dot 

accompanied  a  group  of  Winchester-Thur- 
ston girls  who  flew  to  Switzerland  to  attend 

school.  En  route  they  spent  a  week  in 
London  and  had  several  days  in  Paris 
before  flying  home.  Dot  also  visited  Rome. 
On  September  4  Dorothy  entertained  for 
her  parents  in  honor  of  their  60th  anni- 

versary. Son  Jim  returns  to  Yale  after  an 
interesting  summer  assisting  a  local  polit- 

ical candidate.  Her  daughter  Dottie  Seif 

Kapp  ('61)  is  building  a  new  home  near Butler. 

Vi  reporting: 

Vi  Rosso  has  seen  Louise  Dickenson 

several  times  this  spring  and  summer,  al- 

though Louise  didn't  go  to  Paoli  or  Maine 
and  her  visits  were  missed.  Louise's  niece Barbara  was  with  her  all  summer. 

Justina  Gill  Beggs  writes  that  her  daugh- 
ter Nancy  was  graduated  from  Michigan 

State  University  in  June,  went  to  Chicago 
to  become  an  airline  stewardess,  and  is 

now  "flying  the  friendly  skies  of  United." 
Justina's  husband  David  is  painting  lots  of 
beautiful  abstracts,  while  she  is  teaching 
French  in  the  Jonesville,  Michigan,  High 
School. 

Winjred  Hartman  W'hiteman  has  de- 
cided to  retire  from  teaching  and  enjoy 

her  new  home.  Her  husband  Sonny  is 
overworked  but  likes  it.  Their  sons  are 

both  engineers,  Larry  with  Stackpole  Car- 
bon Co.,  and  Harry  with  Speer  Carbon 

and  living  at  home.  Larry  and  his  wife  live 
near.  They  have  two  sons:  Mike,  seven, 
and    Mark,    who    is    starting    kindergarten. 

Martha  Henderson  Lewis  and  her  mother 
had  a  wonderful  trip  to  the  west  coast 

last  year,  visiting  Mart's  daughter  and 
Gordon's  relatives.  Mrs.  Henderson  had  a 
cataract  operation  early  in  1966  and  is 

doing  well.  Thomas,  Mart's  son,  is  going 
to   school   and   working. 

Mary  King  Guckert  retired  in  June  1965 

from  her  job  as  librarian  at  Fulton  Elemen- 
tary School.  She  and  Jack  are  both  well 

and  Mary  enjoys  doing  the  things  she  never 
had   time   for   when  teaching. 

Martha  Leathers  Stewart  is  having  a 
glorious  time  with  her  three  grandchildren, 
sometimes  at  Chautauqua.  Her  daughter 

lives  in  Chicago  and  has  an  eight-month- 

old  boy.  Martha's  son  graduated  from  Pitt 
Law  School  this  summer  with  honors,  ac- 

cepting the  class  diploma  at  Commence- 
ment. The  Dean  of  the  Law  School  has 

taken  him  into  his  firm  in  Pittsburgh. 

Mart's  son  has  two  boys,  ages  four  months 
and  two  years.  Mart  has  visited  with 
Mary  Frye  Llewellyn,  Lida  Fischler  Lampe 

('31)  and  Mary  DeMotte  Sutphen  ('29) recently. 

Elizabeth  McBurney  lives  alone  in  their 
lovely  old  home  but  gave  up  her  position 
outside  to  take  care  of  things.  Her  parents 
died  in  1956  and  1959.  Libbey  keeps  on 
her  toes  and  in  touch  with  community 
affairs  as  Secretary  of  East  Washington Borough. 

Mary  Mears  DeWeese  and  husband  have 
been  in  McKeesport,  Pennsylvania,  for 
about  twenty  years.  Leslie  retired  from 
U.S.  Steel  Corporation  three  years  ago 
and  is  enjoying  selling  real  estate  and  in- 

surance. They  are  active  in  church,  enjoy 
bridge,  and  Mary  does  Y.W.C.A.  volunteer 
work.  They  recently  spend  a  weekend  with 
Berry  Hall  roommate  Marie  Bowser  Lower 
in   New   Bethlehem. 

Mary  Louise  Miller  Pitcairn's  daughter 
Betsy  is  in  France  on  a  Fulbright  Scholar- 

ship at  the  Palais  Universitaire  in  Stras- 
bourg. Mary  Lou  has  no  relatives  except 

her  daughter  and  son-in-law.  She  keeps 
busy  with  Chatham  Opera  Workshop, 
Garden  Club,  and  Shadyside  Boys  Club. 

Betty  Palen  Cullen  writes  that  although 
her  husband  is  still  recuperating  from  two 
operations,  everything  is  now  running 
smoothly.  They  have  two  married  sons,  C. 

Wesley,  Jr.,  and  Cole,  and  two  grand- 
daughters. 

Dorothy  Reitz  Claney  moved  into  a  new 
home  on  March  22.  On  April  28  she  fell 
and  broke  both  wrists  and  was  in  casts  for 
eight  weeks.  Meanwhile  her  husband  had 
a  heart  attack.  Dorothy  is  now  out  of  casts 
and  able  to  drive  the  car,  while  her  hus- 

band   is   slowly   recuperating. 

Alice  Sheridan  McClain  moved  to  New 
York  seven  years  ago  when  her  husband 
Austin  became  president  of  Marts  and 
Lundy,  Inc.  Their  son  Austin,  Jr.,  a  civil 
engineer  from  Yale,  works  in  New  York 
City.  His  six-year-old  son  is  named  Austin 
III.  Alice's  daughter  Anne  graduated  from 
Connecticut  College  for  Women,  married 
a  Yale  man,  worked  at  Harvard  Medical 
School  as  a  researchist  for  two  years  while 
her  husband  did  his  Ph.D.  at  M.I.T.  Anne 
now   lives    in   Middletown,   New   Jersey 

Lois  Watt  Cooper,  after  recovering  from 
a  broken  hip  last  spring,  has  just  returned 
from  a  wonderful  trip  to  Europe  with  her 
husband   Henry. 

Ethel  reporting: 

Eleanor  Diskin  Houghton  is  taking  off 
for  Europe.  She  and  Bernard  retired  from 
directing  a  social  agency  in  Cleveland  in 
June  1965  and  went  to  Florida  and  Mexico 
last  winter  and  to  Maine  in  summer.  They 
have  two  darling  grandsons,  half  past  two 
and  not  quite  one. 

Lucille  Jackson  Strauss  had  just  re- 
turned from  the  American  Chemical  Society 

meeting  in  New  York,  keeping  abreast  as 
a  librarian  with  new  developments  in  sci- 

entific literature.  She  and  Jerome  enjoyed 
Paris,  Naples,  Rome,  London  last  spring. 

The  fields  or  red  poppies  and  Hadrian's villa  were  of  special  pleasure.  Lucille 
would  like  ro  know  of  any  alum  sons  or 
daughters  who  come  to  Penn  State  Uni- versity. 
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Constance  Wolfe  Harrison 

(Mrs.  J.   Parker) 
5019  Montoya  Drive 
El  Paso,  Texas  79902 

Alice  MacKenzie  Swain 
(Mrs.  William  T.,  Jr.) 

26  Chesnut  Street 
Dillsburg,  Pennsylvania   17019 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Florence  Bouldin  Chase  (Mrs.  Maurice), 

2327  Taggart  Court,  Wynnwood,  Wil- 
mington, Delaware  19803 

'Elizabeth  Lupton  Peterson  (Mrs.  Ivar  H.), 1701  North  Kent,  Apt.  805,  Arlington, 
Virginia  22209 

Bertha  Phillips  Brown  (Mrs.  James  B.), 
710  South  Hanley  Road,  Apt.  11-B, 
St.  Louis,  Missouri  63105 

DEATH 

Dorothy  Humphrey  Hedrick,  July  5, 
1966  in  Lajolla,  California.  A  note  of 
sympathy  was  sent  to  Mr.  Hedrick  and  a 
book  has  been  purchased  for  the  College 
Library  in  memory  of  Dorothy  in  behalf 
of  the   class. 

Alice  Bair  is  still  teaching  at  Peabody 
High  School;  during  the  summer  she  at- 

tended the  Institute  for  Advanced  Srudy  in 
History  at  Berea  College,  Berea,  Kentucky. 

Caroline  Bickell  Morris'  son  John  is  a 
second  lieutenant  on  active  Army  duty; 
daughter  Mary  Lou  is  a  junior  at  Grove 
City  College. 

Louise  Blank  Lecky  reports  the  biggest 
thing  in  the  Lecky  family  is  the  birth  of 
their  first  grandchild,  Douglas  Charles  Ash- 
worth.  Louise's  daughter  Diane  is  now 
working  for  Fisher  Scientific  Company  in 
Pittsburgh. 

Flo  Bouldin  Chase's  husband  has  retired 
due  to  illness  and  they  have  moved  to 
Wilmington,  Delaware,  near  daughter  and 
family.  Son  Bruce  enters  Williams  this 
month  and  second  daughter  Debbie,  junior 
high    school. 

Cody  and  Merritt  Wilson  spent  some 
time  in  the  Far  East  and  Europe  in  Feb- 

ruary. In  Hong  Kong  they  were  knocked 
down  by  a  street  car  necessitating  hospital- 

ization where  Cady  learned  two  words  of 
Cantonese.    Wonder  what? 

Marion  Brindle  Miller's  daughter  Vir- 
ginia was  married  June  14  to  George 

Jansen,  traffic  engineer  in  research  and 
survey  in  San  Francisco.  Son  Robert  has 
given  up  private  law  practice  and  is  teach- 

ing commercial  law  at  the  University  of 
Oklahoma;  the  youngest  Miller  is  a  soph- 

omore at  the  University  of  Michigan. 

Betsy  Dearborn  Sour  en  is  looking  for- 
ward to  our  35th  reunion,  as  several  others 

seem  to  be;  recently  she  was  elected  sec- 
retary of  the  New  Jersey   Chatham   Club. 

Charlotte  Graham  Dight  says  no  news 
at  all;  her  life  seems  to  be  going  on  an 
even  keel. 

]ean  Houghtelin  Phillips  has  enjoyed  a 
busy  summer  with  both  boys  home.  She 
and  Jack  had  a  lovely  Florida  vacation  in 
April. 

Margaret  lams  Jenkins'  husband  wrote 
she  was  recovering  nicely  from  an  oper- ation. 

Lillian  Lafbury  Wills  says  that  except 
for  travelling  around,  she  remains  the 
same — happy,  busy  and  enjoying  middle- 
age.  She  and  Vince  celebrated  their  35th 
wedding   anniversary    August    15th. 

Katherine  Lee  Sisco  enjoyed  a  three- 
week  auto  trip  covering  fifteen  states,  sight- 

seeing  and    visiting    relatives    and    friends. 

Rita  Lefton  Pincus  says  with  both  daugh- 
ters married,  she  has  time  for  more  com- 

munity activities;  she  is  serving  now  as 
president  of  her  Temple  Sisterhood. 

Alice  MacKenzie  Strain  sent  a  copy  of 
her  6th  and  latest  book  published  this 
summer — a  delightful  volume  of  poetry 

entitled  "Pennsylvania  Profile".  Her  hus- 
band is  executive  director  of  the  Presby- 

terian Homes  of  Central  Pennsylvania. 
Daughter  Kathleen  received  her  Doctor  of 
Philosphy  degree  this  summer  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Pennsylvania  where  she  is  an 
assistant  professor  of  English.  Elizabeth  is 
cataloguer  of  rare  books  at  the  library  of 
Wesleyan  University  in  Middletown,  Con- 

necticut. Alice  herself  is  still  the  busiest 
of  this  busy  family.  Her  poetry  has  been 
printed  in  Italy,  India,  Australia,  England, 
Canada  and  Turkey,  as  well  as  in  this 
country.  One  of  her  most  surprising  sales, 
however,  was  an  order  for  her  books  from 
Soviet  Russia.  This  is  a  good  time  for 
me  to  mention,  since  she  never  does,  that 
Alice  is  included  in  every  issue  of  Whos 
Who  of  American  Women,  the  American 
Committee  Member  of  Studie  Scambi  Inter- 
nazionali,  and  last  year  was  named  Honor- 

able Poet  Laureate  of  Scotland,  from  whence 
she  came  to  us  as  a  vivacious,  apple- 
cheeked,    friendly     freshman.      Remember? 

Sally  Miller  Brash  and  her  family  are 
always  doing  interesting  things.  Eddie  is 
editor  for  Life  Science  Library  and  has 
just  finished  making  a  picture.  Sally  is 
drama  consultant  for  the  Get-Set  project 
for  pre-school  children  in  Philadelphia; 
husband  Gene  has  retired  from  his  sales 

career   and    is   enjoying   substitute-teaching. 

Dottie  Russell  and  Bea  Andrews  Dims- 
dale  represented  the  class  at  Alumnae  Day 
at  the  college  this  year.  Dottie  is  Director 
of  Social  Work  at  Columbia  Hospital  in 
Pittsburgh. 

Sara  Stevenson  continues  teaching  in 
Indiana  and  spending  vacations  at  home  in 

Pittsburgh;   she  says   "hello"   to  all. 

Constance  Wolfe  Harrison's  father  died 
in  November  1965,  and  at  the  moment  of 
writing  this,  just  received  word  of  the 
death  of  her  nephew,  Owen  Lewis  Wolfe, 

Jr.  in  New  York.  Husband  Parker  is  cruis- 
ing on  the  Caronia  for  a  couple  months  in 

the  Mediterranean  and  Black  Sea  area, 

from  which  trip  he  returns  early  in  De- 
cember. 

Mary  Wooldridge  Beyer  says  Stu  is  an 
instructor  at  the  State  Universiry  of  New 
York  at  Albany,  where  he  is  working  on 
his  doctorate  at  the  same  time.  Daughter 
Christine  will  be  a  high  school  senior  this 
term.  Mary,  too,  is  looking  forward  to  our 
reunion  next  June. 

Where  are  all  the  others?  I  looked 

forward  to  hearing  from  you,  since  it's 
next  best  to  a  visit.  Doesn't  anyone  ever 
pass   through   El   Paso? 

34 
Helen  Walker  Empfield 

(Mrs.  James  W.) 
828  Judson  Avenue 
Evanston,  111.  60202 

Margaret  White 
1302  Singer  Place 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Berkey  Reichley,  (Mrs.  Norman  P.), 
2939  N.  Nottingham  St.,  Arlington, 
Virginia  22207 

]ane  Mitchell  Carpenter  (Mrs.  T.  B.), 
1393  Youngstown  Country  Club  Drive, 
Youngstown,  Ohio  44505 

Mary  Post  Forsythe  (Mrs.  Louis  C),  9 
Fourth  Avenue,  Union  City,  Pennsyl- 

vania   16438 

Eunice  Shatzer  Stentz  (Mrs.  Edgar  L.), 

Carriage  Hill,  646  Spring  Road,  Glen- 
view,  Illinois   60025 

Seven  class  members — Helen  Bixler 
Watts,  Anne  McCullough  Frey,  jean  Walk- 

er Fox,  Helen  Walker  Empfield,  Margaret 
White,  Ellen  Yeager  Husak,  and  Mary  ]ane 
Young — attended  the  Alumnae  luncheon 
on  June  4th  when  Dorothy  Schenck  Van 
der  Voort  took  office  as  President  of  the 

Alumnae  Association.  According  to  cus- 
tom, the  class  presented  her  with  a  corsage. 

We  are  very  proud  of  Dot;  she  comes  to 
the  presidency  after  a  three-year  term  as 
Alumnae  Trustee  of  Chatham  College.  She 
is  one  of  four  associate  chairman  of  the 
Pittsburgh  1966  United  Fund  campaign 
and  is  a  member  of  its  Board  of  Directors. 
Since  1956  Dot  has  been  a  director  at 

Lawnvue  Acres  Children's  Home  in  Wex- 
ford, Pennsylvania,  and  is  on  the  board  of 

the  Pittsburgh  Area  Council  of  United 

World  Federalists.  The  Van  der  Voort's 
daughter  Betsy  is  a  member  of  the  1966 
graduating  class. 

Ruth  Maxwell  Doyle's  daughter  is  also  a 
1966  Chatham  graduate. 

In  June  Ruth  Berkey  Reichley  moved 
to  the  new  home  they  built  in  Arlington, 

Virginia.  Both  of  Ruth's  boys  are  in  high 
school. 

The  biggest  news  reported  by  Hazel 
Ellwod  McClure  is  the  arrival  of  a  grand- 
daughter. 

Rose  Hollingsworth  Stambaugh  has  a 
grandson,  W.  Dick  III,  born  to  their  oldest 
son.  Her  second  son  is  in  St.  Petersburg 
Junior  College  and  the  two  younger  boys 

are  in  high  school.  Rose's  thirteen-year-old daughter  is  still  having  treatment  for  the 
polio  she  suffered  ten  years  ago,  and  this 
year  had  muscle  transplants  in  her  left 
hand  and  left  foot,  and  is  temporarily 

having  home-bound  instruction  for  8th 

grade. It's  a  grandson  for  Eunice  Shatzer  Stentz. 
We  were  pleased  to  hear  that  Eunice  is 
moving  to  Glenview,  Illinois. 
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Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell's  daughter 
Anne  graduated  from  Waynesburg  College 
the  last  of  May.  In  June  Marta  finished 
her  first  year  at  Pikeville  College,  Kentucky; 
and  son  Bob  finished  his  first  year  at  Duke 
University  Law  School  and  was  married 
in  Durham,  North  Carolina  to  a  Richmond, 
Virginia  girl.  Peggy  sent  a  warm  invitation 
to  clasmates  and  husbands  to  drop  in  on 
the  Maxwells.  She  saw  Ann  Irwin  Hoffman 
and   her  husband   last  spring. 

It  was  two  weddings  for  Marjorie  Hardie 
Brown.  Her  eldest  son  Craig  was  married 
August  6th  to  Lynn  Nielson,  also  of  Mt. 
Lebanon;  and  Bruce  was  married  Septem- 

ber 3rd  to  Jean  McClintock.  Both  older 
boys  are  out  of  the  Navy  now,  and  all 
three  sons  are  in  college.  Marj  is  teaching 
English  at  South  Hills  High  School. 

At  the  close  of  the  spring  term  at  the 

University  of  Pennsylvania,  Synnove  Haug- 
ham  went  to  Scandinavia  where  she  spent 
most  of  her  time  in  Norway  doing  re- 

search for  her  doctor's  dissertation.  This 
winter  she  will  audit  two  classes  at  Penn 

while  writing  her  dissertation,  and  con- 
tinue her  weekly  voice  lesson. 

Ruth  Husak  Merz  was  unable  to  attend 
the  June  luncheon  because  her  son  was 
home  on  leave  after  completing  basic 
training. 

And  reunion  weekend  found  Jean  Lude- 

buhl  Fischer's  son  John  graduating  from 
Culver  Military  Academy;  he  is  now  at- 

tending the  University  of  Pittsburgh  at 

Tirusville,  Pennsylvania.  Jean's  older  son Charles  was  graduated  from  Allegheny 

College,  and  has  a  2nd  Lt.'s  commission in  the  Air  Force. 

Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  says  she  always 
enjoys  hearing  all  the  news  of  her  class- 

mates. Her  no.  1  son  graduated  from  Col- 
lege in  June  and  entered  law  school  at 

Ole  Miss.  Her  daughter  is  a  senior  in 
high    school. 

Anne  McCullough  Frey  has  resigned  her 
teaching  job  at  Shadyside  Academy,  though 
she  expects  to  do  some  substitute-teaching 
there.  In  August  Anne  and  her  husband 
left  for  a  seven  week  trip  to  Italy  and 
Switzerland.  They  expected  to  spend  a  few 
days  in  Geneva  with  Eleanor  Harbison 
Bream  and  her  husband  Gray. 

Marion  Starkey  Hamlet  wrote  that  she 
is  still  teaching  school.  Her  children  are 
growing  up.  Debbie  is  a  junior  in  high 
school  and  is  continuing  her  art  training. 
Jeff  is  in  junior  high,  and  Susie  graduated 
from  6th  grade  in  June. 

Ellen  Y  eager  Husak' s  son  John  has 
finished  his  stint  with  the  Army,  including 
a  year  in  Viet  Nam,  and  plans  to  attend 
Penn  State  early  in  1967  to  study  forestry. 
Alan  is  continuing  graduate  studies  at 
Carnegie  Tech  under  a  NASA  grant.  Ellen 
says  her  clinic  work  at  the  Child  Health 
Conference  is  a  stimulating  outlet  for  her. 

We  received  letters  with  no  special  news 
from  Madeline  Lee  Sale,  Mary  Louise  Mar- 

tin, Harriet  Tyler  Martin,  and  )ean  Walker 
Fox;  though  Jean  did  say  she  had  just 
finished  a  paper  with  a  dull  high-sounding 
title  for  the  British  Museum. 

In  June  Margaret  White  talked  with  or 
had  notes  from  Berenice  Beamer  William- 

son,  Eleanor   Ewing    Wilson,   Jane  Fisher, 

Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker,  Marjorie  Lari- 
mer, Frances  Lorimer  Hepburn,  and  Thelma 

Stacker  Trost.  Our  great  thanks  to  Margaret 
for  all  she  did  to  make  Alumnae  Day  the 
happy  time  it  was.  The  class  extends  its 
sympathy  to  Margaret  on  the  death  last 
February  of  the  brother  with  whom  she 
made  her  home. 

For  the  Empfields,  Alumnae  Day  was  an 
unexpected  trip  to  Pittsburgh,  and  a  chance 
to  see  old  friends  I  would  not  see  at  a 
regular  reunion  time.  My  husband  and  I 

enoyed  the  President's  reception  and  the dinner  at  Benedum  Hall,  and  recommend 
it  to  all  of  you.  We  have  one  son  in  the 

Navy  and  the  rest  of  the  "children"  dis- tributed   between    jobs   and    school. 

Our  thanks  to  all  of  your  who  took  the 
time  to  write,  and  to  all  who  contributed 
to  our  treasury. 

36 Mary  Jane  Carmichael   Garvin (Mrs.  E.  W.,  Jr.) 
108   Kings   Highway 

Rosslyn   Farms 
Carnegie,  Pennsylvania   15106 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
(Mrs.   R.   Allen) 

4014  Castle  Drive 
Midland,   Michigan   48642 

MARRIAGE 

Dorothea  Wirth  Bickel  to  Mr.  Francis  F. 

Carpenter 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Miriam  Brunt  Smith  (Mrs.  Edward  C), 
311  Baron  Hill  Road,  Conshohocken, 
Pennsylvania   19428 

Nancy  Jane  Davis,  526  South  Braddock 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania   15221 

Betty  McLaughlin  Bryant  (Mrs.  F.  W. ), 
303  North  Shore  Lane,  Culver,  Indiana 
46511 

Ruth  Rosen  Harlz  (Mrs.),  1231  Murdock 
Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania   15217 

Dorothea  Wirth  Carpenter  (Mrs.  F.  F.), 

1506  Beechwood  Blvd.,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania   15217 

Our  thirtieth  reunion  was  a  fun  affair 
for  those  of  us  able  to  attend.  Many 

thanks  to  Nancy  Henderson  O'Dell  and  her 
committee.  Nineteen  members  of  the 
class  were  on  hand  for  one  or  all  of  the 
events. 

Jean  Andress  Berger  and  her  husband 
Bill,  have  bought  a  condominium  apart- 

ment in  Boca  Raton,  Florida  and  hope  to 
spend  their  winters  there  away  from  the 
cold  and  snows  of  Wisconsin. 

Harriet  Bannatyne  Moelmann's  youngest 
child,  Larry,  spent  the  summer  as  a  mem- 

ber of  Experiment  in  International  Living 
with  a  family  in  France.  He  is  now  a 
freshman   at  Princeton. 

Mary  Virginia  Broun  Bowden  lost  the 
rest  of  the  summer  to  hepatitis  after  our 
reunion  in  June.  Her  daughter  Kathy 
entered    Randolph    Macon   this   year. 

Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Garvin's  daugh- ter   Katie    is    a    sophomore    at    Gettysburg 

College  and  her  younger  daughter,  Jane, 

is  a  boarding  student  at  Winchester-Thurs- 
ton. Son  Jim  is  a  junior  at  the  local 

high  school. 

Joan  Dodds  Shrader  won  the  ladies'  golf 
championship  at  Longue  Vue  Country 
Club.  Her  daughter  is  at  Ellis  and  son 
John   is  a  sophomore  at  Lehigh. 

Ruth  Frost  keeps  busy  with  her  job 
and    church    work. 

Jane  Griffith 
Washington  Un 

son,  is  a  junior 

Rachel  Jones 
in  the  American 

is   managing   "a of   residents   of 
Oakmont. 

Potter's  daughter  entered 
lversity.  Jack,  her  athletic 
in  high  school. 

Donaldson  has  been  active 
Field  Service  program  and 

corner  store"   for  the  use 
the   Presbyterian   Home   In 

Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden's  older  son suffered  a  bout  with  meningitis  but  has 

recovered.  He  is  a  sophomore  at  Waynes- 
burg. On  their  return  trip  after  taking 

their  younger  son,  Bill,  to  camp  this 
summer,  the  family  spent  the  weekend  with 
Helen  Brown  Buchanan.  This  is  the  first 
time  that  Helen  and  Sally  had  seen  each 
other  since  their  twenty-fifth  reunion.  The 
Bowdens  were  also  in  Nags  Head,  North 
Carolina. 

Charlotte  Ley  Glover's  daughter  "Char" graduated  from  Drexel  Institute  of  Tech- 
nology last  June.  She  is  now  a  buyer  at 

Hess's  in  Allentown,  Pennsylvania.  "Char's" 
husband  is  finishing  his  master's  in  civil 
engineering.  Charlotte's  son  Allen  is  a 
senior  in  high  school.  The  family  vaca- 

tioned at  Wrightsville  Beach,  North  Caro- 
lina. 

Helen  Lindsay  Lee's  elder  son  is  in  the 
Army  and  is  now  stationed  in  Thailand. 
Her  daughter  Normandie  entered  Chatham 
as  a  freshman.  Helen  is  active  with  the 
Pittsburgh  Guild  of  Flower  Arrangers. 
She  has  had  a  book  published  on  flower 
arrangements. 

Jean  Meader  Lindsay  spent  three  weeks 
at  Tawas  City,  Michigan,  after  writing 
notes   to  get  news   for  the   Recorder. 

Elizabeth  Saffer  vacationed  in  Europe 
this  summer. 

Virginia  Wertz  Potter  reports  the  birth 
of   a   grandson. 

Remember  our  class  gift  checks  should 

be  made  payable  to  "Chatham  Alumnae 
Class  Account"  and  sent  to  Mary  Jane Garvin. 

38 
Helen  Finkel  Eger 

(Mrs.    Bernard) 

301  Quaker  Road Edgeworth,  Pennsylvania  15134 

Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer 
(Mrs.   Willard   A.) 

705    Eighteenth   Ave. 
Munhall,   Pennsylvania    15120 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sarah  Marks  Volkwein  (Mrs.  Edward  L.), 

5837  East  University  Boulevard,  Apart- 
ment C,  Dallas,  Texas  75206 

Jane  Miller  Marshall  (Mrs.),  3  Crestview 
Drive,  Oil  City,  Pennsylvania   16301 
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The  class  wishes  to  extend  its  sympathy 
to  Helen  Thomas  Nevin  on  the  death  of 

het  mother  last  Octobet.  Helen  is  "shooting 
for"  a  much  needed  vacation  aftet  her 
son  Tom  returns  to  W&J  for  his  Sohpo- 
more  year. 

Our  sympathy  goes  also  to  Mary  Deemer 

Nagel.  Her  husband's  mother  passed  away 
on  July  2nd  and  her  father  on  July  3rd. 
George  and  Mary  are  grandparents!  George 
William  the  III  was  born  on  February  4, 
1966.  His  father  graduated  from  C.I.T. 

in  June  of  '65.  Mary  Lou  is  a  sophomore 
at  Carnegie  Tech  and  John  is  a  freshman 
at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  in  Phil- 

adelphia. Charles  is  in  high  school  and 
Harry  in  junior  high.  Mary  is  the  newly 
elected  treasurer  ( 2  year  term )  of  the 

Forest  Hills  Woman's  Club.  In  church 
she  is  a  member  of  the  nominating  com- 

mittee and  is  fellowship  chairman  in  the 

Woman's  Association.  No  wonder  she 
has  lots  of  reasons  for  not  getting  her 
housework  done! 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt  spent  two  weeks 
in  Yugoslavia,  Bulgaria,  Rumania,  and 
Hungary  this  past  year.  She  has  been 
doing  research  in  aesthetics  when  not  on 
tour. 

Catheryn  Cottrell  Deemer's  biggest  news 
now  is  the  marriage  of  her  son  Art  on 
September   10. 

Virginia  Leaman  Cummings  is  teaching 

in  "Schools  for  Dependent  Children"  in 
Okinawa  this  coming  year.  She  left  on 
August  12th  for  ten  months. 

Kathryn  Arnold  Dague  had  no  particular 
news  to  report. 

Marjorie  Chubb  Randall's  youngest  son 
enters  college  (Universiry  of  Oregon)  this 
month.  She  reports  that  it  is  rather  lone- 

some and   quiet   now. 

Ruth  Kleitz  Buel  and  het  family  spent 
another  busy  summer.  In  June  they  spent 
2  weeks  in  Miami  Beach,  then  in  July  they 
took  their  trailer  and  traveled  through  the 
New  England  States  as  far  north  as  Fundy 
National  Park  in  New  Brunswick,  Canada. 
College  is  pretty  close  now  that  Barbara 
is   in    11th   grade. 

Our  "Holiday  Inn  Girl"  Christine  Price 
Cannon  is  anxiously  awaiting  son  Tom's 
return  from  Germany  with  his  bride  of 

last  December.  Chris  hasn't  seen  him  for 
32  months.  Their  inn  has  just  about  com- 

pleted the  addition  of  40  more  rooms! 

Sally  Reese  Warick  continues  in  her 
capacity  as  secretary  of  the  First  Methodist 

Church.  Sally's  pastor  and  one  from 
England  exchanged  pulpits  for  6  weeks. 
The  English  minister,  his  wife,  a  teen-aged 
daughter  and  son  and  an  8-year-old  boy 
stayed  with  the  Warricks.  They  had  a 
delightful     and     inspiring     time     together. 

Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott  expects  her  life 
to  be  very  quiet  by  Recorder  time.  Her 
AFS  student  went  home  to  Chile  in  June. 
Elizabeth  urges  everyone  to  look  into  this 
Exchange  Student  Program.  It  is  an  en- 

riching experience.  Her  older  son  Peter 
capped  this  year  in  England  with  a  stint 
on  a  Kubbutz  in  Israel.  He  is  now  a 
freshman  at  Columbia.  Her  younger  son 
Tom  will  be  a  frosh  at  Harvard. 

Elizabeth  Slocum  Haldeman  reports  that 
her  life  remains  active  and  interesting. 
She  has  taken  up  golf  to  fill  the  void  of 
children  going  off  to  school;  one  to  Penn 
State  and  one  to  Duke  University  (one 
still   in  High   School  but  not  for   long). 

Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer  states  that  she 

has  none  of  the  "empry  nest  syndrome." 
Her  youngest  son  Alan  leaves  for  college 
this  fall,  Douglas  is  entering  law  school, 
Rick  is  working  on  his  doctorate  and 
teaching  philosophy.  Glen  is  still  with  the 
Research  Center  of  U.S.  Steel — his  only 
disability  is  a  numb  arm  from  writing 
checks  to  three  universities!  As  for  Flor- 

ence, she  is  still  a  social  worker  for  the 
Retarded    Children    Association. 

Not  much  news  from  Dorothea  Hunter 

Haas.  She's  really  busy  getting  2  boys  off 
to  college.  Mike  will  be  a  senior  at  John 
Hopkins  and  Gary  will  go  to  W&J. 

Betty  MacDonald  Flecker  reported  that 
Alice  graduated  from  the  University  of 
Michigan  in  June,  1965  and  was  married 

on  July  10,  1965  to  William  R.  Mac- 
Donald,  Jr.  (no  relation).  They  are  living 
in  Glen  Ellyn,  Illinois.  Carl,  Jr.  was  mar- 

ried to  Roberta  Botchers  in  Dayton,  Ohio 
— July  30th  of  this  year.  He  is  a  junior  at 

Pitt  Dental  School  and  his  wife  "Bobbye" is  teaching  at  Colfax  School.  Sara  Joe  is  a 

senior  at  St.  Maty's  Notre  Dame  and  is 
a  history  major  and  plans  to  do  post 
graduate   work    next   year. 

Dorothy  Hauk  Bryen  sends  greetings  to 
all.  The  Bryens  had  a  wonderful  trip  to  the 
West  and  Mexico  this  summer.  They  are 
now  pouring  over  travel  literature  planning 
their  first  trip  to  Europe  next  summer. 
Becky  is  a  junior  and  a  majorette.  Dottie 
said  they  all  find  it  very  exciting  living  so 
close  to  New  York  City. 

Chita  Cate  Beal  and  Bill  have  been  home 
all  summer  while  the  children  have  trav- 

elled. Jean  (17)  took  Pete  (14)  for  a 
visit  to  her  family  in  Peru  where  she 
was  an  exchange  student  last  yeat.  On  the 
way  they  visited  their  South  American 
guest  from  Bogata.  They  ate  both  leatning 
to  speak  fluent  Spanish.  Chita  will  teach 
again  this  year  at  W.P.S.D.  Jean  is  looking 
for  a  college  and  is  quite  intetested  in 
Chatham.  Terry  is  still  in  the  Army  and 
Nancy  is  teaching  in  New  York. 

Everyone  is  fine  and  busy  at  the  home 
of  Eleanor  Meanor  Croyle.  Barbara  (24) 

is  writing  copy  for  Foley's  Department 
Store  advertising.  Bob,  Jr.  (23)  is  a  2nd 
year  law  student  at  the  University  of  Texas. 
Philip  (17)  is  a  senior  in  high  school — 
figuring  out  where  to  go  next  year.  Ginny 
Menchen  Morrison  and  Dave  visited  the 
Croyles  in  August.  Eleanor  saw  them  in 

Atlanta  for  their  son's  wedding  in  March. 

Sally  Marks  Volkuein  says  that  there  is 

never  a  dull  moment  in  her  life.  Edward's 
engagement  to  Jane  Kirksey  of  Greens- 

boro, North  Carolina  has  just  been  an- 
nounced— the  wedding  is  December  28th. 

Honey  is  teaching  in  Baltimore  County, 
Maryland  and  Fred  is  expecting  his  first 
child   in  November. 

Dorothy  Kirkland  Manthey  reports  that 
her  daughter  Linda,  now  19,  has  completed 
her  first  year  at  the  University  of  Indiana  in 

elementary  education.  Linda  worked  as  a 

nurse's  aide  at  Kane  Hospital  and  found 
the  utterly  fascinating.  Bill  is  working 
for  the  Army  Corps  of  Engineers,  the  Flood 
Control  Division.  For  some  time  Dorothy 
has  been  secretary  to  the  president  of  the 
Arthur  W.  Schmid  Co.  They  are  engineers 
who  design  and  build  machinery  and  equip- 

ment for  the  manufacture  of  glass.  A  large 

percentage  of  their  work  has  been  in  Com- 
munist countties.  Dara  Diamond  Hake's 

daughter  Susan  spent  the  summer  with 
the  Mantheys  while  she  was  wotking  at 

Chatham's  Day  Camp.  Susan  is  majofing in   voice. 

Helen  and  I  wish  to  thank  you  all  for 

such  interesting  and  newsy  cards.  Helen's daughtet  Tetry  has  completed  her  first  year 
as  Vassar  College.  She  is  returning  to 
school  early  to  help  welcome  the  freshman 

class  of  '70.  Jon  is  a  senior  at  Staunton 
Military  Academy  and  is  in  the  throes 
of  college  catalogues!  Helen  is  taking  a 
fascinating  course  at  Old  Economy.  This 
prepares  her  to  be  a  guide! 
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Eleanor  D.  Hackett 

905  Maryland  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232 

Helen  Lohr  Wright 
(Mrs.  John  E.) 

904  Fairmont  Street 
Latrobe,  Pennsylvania   15650 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  M.  Arthur  Anderton  (Mrs.  John  G.), 
6317  Kellogg  Avenue,  McLean,  Virginia 
22101 

Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson  (Mrs.),  1334 

O'Shaughnessy  Avenue,  N.  E.,  Huntsville, Alabama  35801 

Ellen  Marshall  Gilmore  (Mrs  Addison), 
504  North  Neville  Stteet,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania    15213 

Eleanor  reporting: 

Jean  Aungst  Talbot  has  been  busy  with 
work  in  the  shop  and  a  number  of  proj- 

ects they  have  had  in  mind  fot  yeats. 

Elinor  Bissell  Offill  and  Paul  spent  their 
summer  at  the  Cape  baby-sitting  their 
grandsons,  ages  2  and  3.  In  August,  daugh- 

ter Linda  had  twins,  a  boy  and  a  girl, 

so  the  Ofnll's  now  have  four  grandchil- 
dren. Paul  is  very  busy  as  Director  of 

Development  and  teachet  of  English  at  the 
Wooster  School.  Elinor  keeps  busy  as 
Chief  Speech  and  Hearing  Pathologist  at 
Waterbury    Rehabilitation   Center. 

Helen  Moon  Cheang  reports  that  her 

sister  Sally,  Sally's  husband  and  their  son 
came  from  Chicago  to  visit  her.  Sally's husband  is  a  professor  at  the  Univetsity  of 

Chicago.  Helen's  daughter  Elizabeth  is  in school  in  England.  Heien  has  given  up 
teaching  but  has  two  private  pupils.  Helen 
has  some  bad  news:  her  husband  Arthur 
has  glaucoma  and  a  goitet  and  she  has  not 
heard  from  her  two  sisters  and  two  brothers 
who  live  in  various  parts  of  China  where 
the  Red  Guard  is  active — unfortunately 

they  were  "born  to  the  wrong  class"  as far    as    the    Red    Guards    are    concerned. 
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Helen  was  pleased  that  Dr.  James  Kinder, 
former  professor  at  Chatham  visited  with 
her  when  he  was  on  a  tour  of  Hong  Kong. 

Margaret  Christie  Graham  has  a  master's 
degree  in  Library  Science  and  on  October 
1st  started  to  work  as  full-time  librarian 
in  the  Buffalo  Central  Library.  Husband 
Barrie  worked  on  fans  in  the  Mont  Blanc 
Tunnel.  Barrie,  Jr.  started  to  Clarkson 
College  in  Potsdam,  New  York  this  fall. 
Keith  will  be  a  senior  at  Wellesley.  Anne 
lives  in  Coronado,  California.  Sarah  is  un- 

decided as  yet. 

Betty  Craujord  Colbert  has  big  news. 
She  passed  the  National  Test  (10  hours 
long)  to  become  a  Registered  Parliamen- 

tarian. She  is  now  one  of  about  400 

in  the  United  States,  one  of  1 1  in  Pennsyl- 
vania, and  one  of  5  in  Allegheny  County. 

This  is  all  under  the  National  Association 
of  Parliamentarians  and  is  the  result  of 

about  five  years  study — off  and  on!  Britt, 
her  oldest  boy,  is  a  sophomore  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Denver.  Billy,  her  youngest,  is 
in  eighth  grade  at  the  Academy.  Husband 
Bill  has  caught  his  breath  after  running 
for    judge    and    is    happy    being    a    lawyer. 

Jean  Curry  Burt  reports  that  daughter 
Anne  will  be  a  junior  at  Carnegie  Tech, 
and  son  Alan  a  senior  in  high  school.  She 
saw  Peggy  Christie  Graham  and  Rachel 
Kirk  Bobo  at  their  30th  Wilkinsburg  High 
School  Reunion. 

Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson  moved  to 
Alabama    from    California    in    November, 
1965.  She  likes  Huntsville,  a  bustling 
boom  town  with  its  citizens  coming  from 
all  parts  of  the  U.S.A.  She  works  for 
Brown  Engineering  Company,  an  aerospace 
company,  and  is  doing  her  bit  toward 

"landing    on    the    moon." 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended 
to  Eleanor  Gangloff  Morris  on  the  death 
of    her    husband,    Frederick,    on    May    9th, 
1966.  He  was  an  outstanding  surgeon  and 
former  Chief  of  Staff  at  Shadyside  Hospi- 

tal before  they  moved  to  Jones  Mills,  Penn- 
sylvania. Eleanor  is  still  working  at  her 

clinic. 

Eleanor  Hackett  enjoyed  Reunion  Day. 
I  attended  both  seminars  and  the  luncheon. 
I  was  the  only  one  from  our  class  attending 
the  first  seminar.  Kay  Rutter  Hingely 

joined  me  for  the  second.  Marianne  Mc- 
Callister  Martin  was  busy  that  morning 
helping  our  reunion  chairman,  ]ean  Cate 
Joseph,  and  Ruth  Swisshelm.  At  lunch 
the  classes  from  1937  to  1943  were  at  one 

table.  Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree,  '39,  Frances 
Mahaffey  Thompson's  sister,  Marianne 
Martin,  Mary  Baldwin  '38,  Doris  Chatto 
Kimball  '39,  Amy  McKay  Core  '43  and  I 
ate  together.  I  had  a  delightful  trip  in  the 
west  this  summer.  It  included  Seattle, 
Washington,  a  Phi  Chi  Theta  convention 
in  Portland,  Oregon,  a  beautiful  drive  down 
the  coast  to  San  Francisco,  Yosemite  Na- 

tional Park  and  Lake  Tahoe. 

Jane  Hanauer  Kirk  and  her  husband  are 
rattling  around  in  their  house  now  that 
their  son  is  completing  three  years  in  Army 
Security  and  their  daughter  entered  nurses 
training  this  fall.  Jane  is  still  a  bridge 
addict. 

Audrey  Horton  Skillman  always  looks 
forward  to  reading  about  her  classmates  in 

the  Recorder  so-o,  girls,  keep  the  news 
flowing  in.  We  all  want  to  read  about 
you  and  yours.  Her  oldest  child,  Priscilla, 
graduated  from  Penn  State  University,  for 
one  year  taught  elementary  school  in  Shaler 
Township  (near  Pittsburgh)  and  on  June 
18th,  1966  married  Charles  W.  Meier. 
They  will  live  in  Denver.  Gordon  Richard 
graduated  from  the  U.S.  Merchant  Marine 
Academy,  Kings  Point,  June  1st,  1966  and 
will  srudy  with  the  Savannah  Program  this 
autumn.  He  will  sail  as  a  3rd  engineer  on 
the  U.S.  Savannah  next  year.  The  young- 

est, Rebecca,  is  at  Penn  State.  Husband 
Paul  works  for  Blaw  Knox  Company  and 
Audrey  has  been  substitute-teaching  in  art. 
On  September  5  th  she  left  for  a  month  of 
sightseeing  in  Scotland.  Jane  Scott  Brunt- 
jen  saw  the  painting  Audrey  had  in  the 
1966  Associated  Artists  of  Pittsburgh  Show. 
Congratulations  Audrey! 

Carrie  Lou  Kinzer  Trapp  and  her  hus- 
band left  the  middle  of  September  to  cele- 
brate their  25th  wedding  annivetsary  by 

flying  around  the  world  making  stops  in 
the  Orient — Thailand,  Hong  Kong  and 

Japan. Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  says  she  is  feeling  old 

now  that  Ellen  Marshall  Gilmore's  son  is 
working  with  her. 

Patricia  Krause  Koscso  has  been  substi- 
tute-teaching in  grades  one  through  eight 

and  now  understands  the  new  math.  She 
is  also  a  Camp  Fire  Advisor.  The  family 

had  a  month's  camping  trip  to  the  Black 
Hills  plus  a  National  Convention  of  Twin 
Mothers  at  Sioux  Falls. 

Louise  Lean  Fontaine  says  her  daughter 
Lynn  entered  Emory  University,  Atlanta, 
Georgia  this  fall. 

Helen   reporting: 

It  seems  I  just  finished  this  report  for 
last  year  and  it  is  time  to  do  it  again.  All 
I  can  report  is  a  very  full  summer  with 
our  son  Jack  being  married  on  September 
3.  He  will  finish  his  senior  year  at  Gettys- 

burg College.  Our  daughter  Carole  is  now 
in  8th  grade. 

Ruth  Mengel  Roosa  says  their  family  is 
diminishing  with  Paul  married  and  Jeanie 
going  to  Ohio  Wesleyan  this  year.  Their 
25th  wedding  aniversary  was  celebrated  in 
May  at  Myrtle  Beach  in  spite  of  the  rain. 
Instead  of  a  family  vacation  this  summer 
they  turned  their  backyard  into  a  swim- 

ming pool  and  really  enjoyed  it. 

Mary  Ellen  Ostergard  Lutz  was  glad  to 
say  nothing  unusual  had  happened.  Their 
older  daughter  was  graduated  from  West- 

ern College  for  Women  and  is  now  assis- 
tant to  the  Director  of  Admissions  there. 

She  met  Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  this 
summer  bringing  her  daughter  there  for 
an  interview. 

Nancy  Over  Bowdler  said  since  their 
cat  died  in  October  she  and  Bob  took  their 
first  worry  free  vacation  in  seventeen  years. 
This  spring  they  went  to  England  and 
Ireland  and  saw  enough  to  make  them 
want  to  go  back  again. 

Katherine  Rutter  Hingeley  reports  that 

their  son,  Jim,  Jr.,  is  a  sophomore  at  Har- 
vard and  that  she  is  teaching  once  again. 

It   is   a   new   private   school   in   the   South 
Hills   area   called   the   Village   Academy. 

Aethelburga  Schmidt  Eden  and  husband 
took  a  cruise  on  the  S.  S.  France  last  winter. 
In  June,  while  on  vacation  at  Avalon,  she 
met  one  of  our  classmates,  Polly  Sommer- 
feld  Lidel.  She  and  her  family  were  on 
vacarion  there,  too,  so  the  girls  enjoyed 
chatting  and  being  amazed  at  meeting  at 
such   a  place  aftet  all   those  years. 

Mary  Lou  Shoemaker  Hockensmith  says 
things  are  just  great.  She  is  planning  to 

go  to  Pitt  for  her  master's  degree  in speech  therapy. 

Frances  Shoup  Brant  and  Bob  had  a 
wonderful  trip  across  Canada  this  summer. 

They  stopped  at  Banff,  went  to  the  Colum- 
bian Ice  Fields,  over  to  Vancouver  and 

crossed  Puget  Sound  by  ferry.  They  went 
down  the  Pacific  Coast  and  up  the  Colum- 

bia River  valley  through  Washington,  Ore- 
gon and  Idaho  to  Montana  and  Glacier 

National  Park.  She  is  starting  her  fourth 
year  of  teaching  and  is  going  to  night 
school  at  Pitt. 

Alida  Spinning,  after  a  busy  year  of 
teaching,  was  glad  for  vacation  which  took 
her  to  Madison,  Wisconsin  to  the  Phi  Delta 
Gamma  National  Convention.  Also,  she 
spent  much  time  back  and  forth  between 
Wilkinsburg  and  her  house  in  the  country 
at  Mars,  Pennsylvania. 

Kay  Thompson  Mitchell  says  that  after 
two  weddings  this  summer  they  are  moving 
to  a  smaller,  but  quieter,  house.  Their 
daughter  was  married  in  June  and  their 
son  in  July.  No.  3  son,  John,  is  at  Carnegie 
Tech.  She  will  start  her  fourth  year  of 
teaching  organ  at  the  high  school. 

Jean  Watson  Williams  says  she  is  back 
in  school.  She  is  going  full-time  this 
semester  as  California  requires  thirty 
hours  after  graduation  and  a  major  before 

she  can  get  a  teaching  certificate.  It  isn't easy,  but  she  loves  it.  Her  menage  is  now 
down  to  one  husband,  two  children  and 
two  collies  since  the  big  kids  went  to 
college   at   Berkeley. 

Inez  Weldon  was  on  her  way  September 
6  for  a  trip  to  Ireland  where  she  planned 
to  rent  a  car  and  see  the  country. 

Nancy  Wilson  Patterson  said  she  was 
rushing  around  getting  Betsy  to  Wellesley 
for  her  first  year.  Tommy  is  in  first  year 
medical  school  at  Columbia  and  Laurie  in 
5th  grade.  They  spent  July  in  Hampton 
Bay,  Long  Island  and  plan  to  build  a  house 
there.  Their  church  life  is  busy  and  re- warding. 

Mary  Wolff  Gamble  reports  their  house 
is  rebuilt  and  nearly  refurnished  after  their 

tornado  tragedy  of  last  year.  She  is  teach- 
ing part-time  this  fall  at  Indiana  University 

campus  in  South  Bend. 

PegiV  Jane  Ewer  Wright  says  things  are 
about  the  same  in  Uniontown.  Their  older 

son,  Rick,  is  a  sophomore  at  Bethany  Col- 
lege and  Boyd  is  in  his  junior  year  at 

McDonogh  School.  She  is  looking  forward 
to  a  trip  to  Greece  in  April  with  the 
Jefferson  Medical   School  group. 

Marjorie  Johnson  Ward  had  just  re- 
turned  from   Connecticut  where   their   son 
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Alan  was  married.  He  is  Lieutenant  in  the 
Army  and  is  now  in  Germany.  His  wife 
will  join  him  and  they  will  be  there  for 
two  years.  Marjories  brother  is  in  Korea, 
so  she  says  her  family  has  dispersed  to 
distant  lands.  She  enjoys  the  same  general 
routine   here. 

Rosanne  Martin  says  her  new  curriculum 
in  nursing  is  exciting  and  challenging. 
She  is  now  seriously  pursuing  plans  for  a 

one  year  "Grand  Tour"  of  the  United 
States  in  a  camper — possibly  in  '67 — more 
likely  '68.  She  is  finding  that  getting  pre- 

pared is  a  year's  job  in  itself. 

Nelle  Richards  Offutt  says  a  wedding, 
a  college  and  a  high  school  graduation 
within  ten  days  in  June  reduced  their  six 
at  home  to  three.  Their  oldest  son  is 
flying  for  the  Navy,  their  second  teaching 
school  outside  of  Rochester,  N.Y.,  and 
their  third  working  for  Gulf.  Jane  is 
entering  Allegheny,  Tom  is  in  9th  grade 
and  Marianne  in  6th.  Aside  from  keeping 
track  of  everyone  this  summer  she  man- 

to  get  in  a  little  golf. 

42 
Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt 

(Mrs.   Richard   R.) 
Box  544,  R.D.  5 

Gibsonia,   Pennsylvania    15044 

Anne   Driver  Tourney 
(Mrs.  Martin  J.) 

"Wedgewood,"   Cole   Road 
Wexford,   Pennsylvania    15090 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty  Baker  Patterson  (Mrs.  Robert  C. ), 
205  Halladay  Avenue,  Sufneld,  Con- 

necticut 06078 

Jean  Paris  Watt  (Mrs.  Gilbert  M.),  199 
Hays  Street,  Venetia,  Pennsylvania   15367 

Alice  McKain  Porter  (Mrs.  Richard  A.), 
5th  and  Oak,  Hendersonville,  North 
Carolina  28739 

Elizabeth  Rowse  Pray  (Mrs.  Glen  A.), 
2776  South  Benton  Street,  Denver, 
Colorado  80227 

DEATH 

The  death  of  Harriet  McKnight  Brown- 
ing, last  fall,  came  as  a  shock  to  all  of  us. 

A  number  of  years  ago  Harriet  suffered  a 
severe  illness  with  polio.  She  showed  great 
fortitude  then  when  she  was  bed-ridden 
for  a  number  of  months.  At  the  time 
Harriet  died  she  was  ill  with  cancer.  Once 
again  much  was  expected  of  her.  The 
class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy  to  her 
husband  and  her  three  boys.  A  contri- 

bution has  been  made  to  the  Library  in 

Harriet's   memory. 

Margaret  Anderson  spent  the  summer 
with  her  parents  visiting  relatives  in 
Sweden  and  was  fortunate  enough  to 
attend  an  informal  reception  given  by  King 
Gustav  at  his  summer  palace  in  Halsing- 
borgon  July  4th. 

Betty  Baker  Patterson's  daughter  Vicki 
is  at  Sullins  College  in  Virginia  and  her 
son  Bob  is  a  senior  at  Citadel. 

Jane  Chantler  had  a  delightful  vacation 

in  San  Juan  and  St.  Thomas.  Well,  she's still  the  travel  manager  for  the  Union 
National  Bank,  so  that  figures.  Jane  begins 
her  eleventh  year  as  advisor  to  the  Junior 
Auxiliary  of  the  Butler  Hospital  where  she 
works  with  the  daughter  of  Mary  Ida 
McFarland  Shannon. 

Sunny  Croft  Armstrong  is  busy  building 
a  house  on  the  Clarion  River  near  Cooks 
Forest.  Sunny  would  like  to  see  any  of  us 
that  come  up  that  way. 

Ruth  Demmler  Benner  has  a  son,  Paul, 
in  the  Navy  and  a  daughter,  Jean,  at 
Avonworth.  They  spent  their  vacation  at 

Nag's  Head,  North  Carolina. 

From  New  Orleans,  Dottie  Lou  Evans 
Kimball  wrote  that  they  would  travel  to 
Boston  this  fall  to  enroll  Priscilla  at  Lasell 
Junior  College.  Peggy  Matheny  Bailey  and 
D.  J.  were  looking  forward  to  their  arrival. 

To  celebrate  Ralph's  tenth  year  as  rector at  St.  Andrews  the  Kimballs  were  to  tour 

Europe  this  fall.  Can't  think  of  a  nicer 
celebration.  The  Bailey's  spent  a  golfing 
holiday  in  the  Bahamas. 

Jean  Paris  Watt  and  family  (son  in 

college,  daughter  at  Winchester-Thurston) 
spent  their  vacation  at  Chautauqua  along 
with  Jean   Patterson   Bliss  and   her   family. 

Betty  Hazeltine  Webber's  oldest  daugh- 
ter is  at  the  Westminster  Choir  College 

in  Princeton  and  her  second  daughter,  a 
high  school  senior,  spent  the  summer  at 
the  University  of  Durham  in  England 
attending  the  American  Institute  for  For- 

eign Study  Program.  The  youngest,  Timmy, 
started    kindergarten    this    fall. 

Barbara  Maerker  Baum's  oldest  is  at 
Duquesne  and  the  other  two  are  in  high 
school. 

Jane  McClung  Since/1  sent  her  daughter 
Pamela  off  to  Monticello  College  for 
Women  this  fall.  Jane  still  loves  Winnetka 
and   the   beaches   of   Lake   Michigan. 

While  delivering  her  daughter  Ann  at 
Queens  College,  Alice  McKain  Porter  met 
another  Chatham  alumnae,  Barbara  Cooper 

Hepburn  '43,  enrolling  her  daughter. 
Helen  Moore  Sacco  sends  greetings  from 

the  Poconos  and  Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn 
from  Grosse  Pointe,  where  she  spent  her 

summer   "cleaning  up  after  the  kids." 

Janet  Murray  Newton,  back  in  Pitts- 
burgh again,  has  resumed  bridge  with 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon.  Janet  has  a 
daughter  at  Penn  State  and  a  boy  entering 
kindergarten.  In  between,  one  in  high 
school,  one  in  junior  high  and  one  in  grade 
school. 

It  all  started  with  "Dear  Mr.  Moon," and  Midge  Norris  Wherry  is  now  writing 
poetry,  composing  atonal  music  and  taking 
a   lively   interest   in   color   photography. 

Two  Dobermans  and  a  stray  cat  keep 

Jane  Smith  O'Neill  busy  while  Megan  is in   school. 

Mary  Elizabeth  Rope  LaHue  reports  that 
son  Greg  entered  Rollins  this  fall.  The 
LaHues  bought  a  27-foot  sloop  this  summer 
so  you  know  what  kind  of  a  summer  they 
had.  Her  husband  is  general  sales  manager 
for  Xerox. 

Team  teaching  in  the  Denver  Public 
Schools  keeps  Elizabeth  Rowse  Pray  busy. 
One  son  is  at  Colorado  State  and  the  other 
in  high  school. 

Helen  Shellkopf  Cline's  life,  with  church, 
civic,  school  and  Scout  activities,  was  in- 

terrupted by  a  delightful  visit  to  Nova 
Scotia  where,  she  says,  the  deep  sea  fishing 
is  wonderful.    Now  its  back  to  the  projects. 

Mary  Singer  Sampson  is  busy  at  the 
College  Student  Personnel  Institute  in 
Claremont  with  counseling  and  helping  to 
edit  a  new  journal  of  abstracts  on  college 
students  services.  She  came  as  far  back  east 
this  fall  as  Ohio  when  she  enrolled  her 
daughter  Ellen  at  Antioch.  Her  two  teen- 

age sons  and  their  father  are  trying  to 
convince  her  that  back-packing  is  the  way to   go. 

Mary  Alice  Spellmire  Grits  has  a  son 
at  Cornell  (Engineering  School)  and  a 

daughter  in  high  school.  Her  husband's firm  designed  the  new  South  Hills  Village. 

The  class  has  at  least  one  daughter  at 

Chatham,  Claire  Stewart  Burkhart's  daugh- ter Sally.  Her  oldesr  daughter  has  been 
teaching  in  Nassau  for  the  last  three  years. 

Florence  Succop  Klotz  had  a  vacation 
that  few  of  us  could  top.  She  and  her 
husband  visited  Churchill,  Manitoba,  on 
Hudson  Bay,  which  is  almost  as  far  north 
as  the  Artie  Circle.  While  there  they  met 
a  woman  who  had  known  Dr.  Doutt  when 
she  was  there  collecting  flora,  back  in  the 
days  when  we  were  in  college.  They 
brought  back  some  tundra  and  watched 
white  whales  being  processed.  Her  second 
son  was  married  this  fall  and  the  young- 

est   entered    kindergarten. 

We  were  saddened  to  hear  of  the  death 

of  Marjorie  Wood  Yearick's  father  this  fall. He  and  her  mother  had  celebrated  their 
golden  wedding  anniversary  just  a  few 
weeks  before.  Marjorie  and  her  husband 
celebrated  their  twenty-fifth  this  fall.  Their 
daughter  was  graduated  from  the  College 
of  Wooster  in  June. 

Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  is  enjoying 
her  work  as  Librarian  at  West  Deer.  Mar- 

den spent  a  day  with  Miss  Dysart  last 
summer  when  she  was  here  for  a  short 
visit.  Unfortunately  I  was  out  of  town  at 

the  time  and  missed  her  visit.  I've  been 
busy  with  real  estate  and  four  teenagers. 
Incidentally  our  tour  of  duty  at  this  post  is 

up.  We've  enjoyed  hearing  from  all  of 
you.    Remember,  1967  in  our  reunion  year. 

44 Dorcas  Leibold 
23  Amberson  Gardens 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15213 

Helen  Springer  Edmunds 
(Mrs.   Chester) 

215  Jefferson  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania    15228 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Anna  Mae  Devlin  Leuis  (Mrs.  John  T.), 
224  South  Highland  Avenue,  Los  Angeles, 
California  90036 

Barbara  Pindley  Copeland  (Mrs.  James 
D.),  728  Valleyview  Road,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania.    15216 
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Portia  Geyer  McCoy  (Mrs.  John  N.),  150 
Ridge  Pike,  Apt.  315,  Lafayette  Hill, 
Pennsylvania   19444 

Martha  C.  Hutchinson,  Box  735,  R.D.  1, 
Hopwood,  Pennsylvania   15445 

Lucy  Ann  hham  Staley  (Mrs.  A.  C. ),  141 
Hoodridge  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- 

vania 15228 

Ruth  Lynch  McFarland  (Mrs.  C.  Robert), 
20518  Acre  Street,  Canoga  Park,  Cali- 

fornia 91306 

Nancy  Jane  Maxwell  Patterson  (Mrs. 
William  H.),  2608  Stirrup  Lane,  Alex- 

andria, Virginia  22308 

Nancy  Stauffer  Grantham  (Mrs.  J.  P.),  533 
Bryn  Mawr  Lane,  N.W.,  Atlanta,  Geor- 

gia 30327 

DEATH 

Adelyne    Supowitz    Crumb,    September    8, 
1966 

The  class  extends  its  very  sincere  sym- 

pathy to  Adelyne's  brother  and  sister  who 
survive  her.  A  gift  has  been  made  by  the 
class  to  the  Chatham  Library  in  her 
memory. 

Marion   reporting: 

Jean  Bacon  Smith  writes  that  they  spent 
the  summer  in  Maine  at  the  Hurricane 
Island  Outbound  School  where  Knut  taught 
rock  climbing.  They  returned  to  Aspen 
in  October  with  plans  to  enter  Eric  in  ski 
school  this  winter  at  the  ripe  old  age  of 
four. 

Norma  Bailey  McLean  reports  that  every- 
one is  fine.  They  vacationed  at  their 

summer  home  in  Chestnut  Ridge. 

A  four-thousand-mile  trip  in  their  camp- 
ing trailer  all  over  Florida  was  enjoyed 

by  Gladys  Bistline  Belz  and  family  this 
summer. 

From  Peggy  Craig  Murray  comes  news 
that  Agnes  Conner  was  married  this  sum- 

mer. Peg  would  like  to  have  her  address 
if  one  of  you  could  send  it  along. 

Jeanne  DeHaven  Uhl  feels  as  though  a 
whole  new  way  of  life  has  begun.  She  is 
teaching  chemistry  and  nutrition  to  stu- 

dent nurses  at  Kentucky  Southern  College. 
Son  John  is  beginning  his  freshman  year 
in  the  School  of  Engineering,  University 
of  Cincinnati.  The  youngest  children,  twins 
Kevin  and  Wayne,  are  enthusiastically 
starting  first  grade. 

Off  to  Princeton  this  fall  went  Barbara 

Findley  Copeland's  son.  Barbara  writes  that 
Anne  is  still  at  home  to  keep  her  feeling 
needed  with  such  important  questions  as 

"Mom,  where's  your  charge-a-plate."  Seems 
as  if  the  "empty  nest  syndrome"  you  wrote about  must  be  common  with  many  of  our 
classmates  this  year,  Barbara. 

Still  traveling  in  seven  states  as  part  of 
her  work  is  Evlyn  Fulton.  Evlyn  enjoys 
seeing  Lu  Ann  lsham  Staley  who  is  back 
in  Pittsburgh. 

Patricia  Leonard  Bodle  wants  to  know 

"When's  anybody  going  to  stop  in?"  Every- 

one is  fine  with  son  Bob  still  aiming  for 
a  trip  to  the  moon  and  daughter  Trish 

about  to  get  "cheerleader's  knee".  Patty 
is  still,  according  to  her  version,  "tottering" around    the   tennis   court  and    Grayladying. 

Getting  ready  to  move  and  trying  to  sell 
their  old  house  was  keeping  Ruth  Laird 
Grant  busy.  Their  daughter  Christine  is 
a   sophomore  at   Swarthmore. 

With  the  three  children  in  school  this 
year,  Joanne  Knauss  Filzpatrick  has  gone 
back  to  teaching  psychology  to  nursing 
students  at  Presbyterian  Hospital.  Joanne 

is  "sure  the  problems  will  be  worked  out 

by  the  end  of  the  semester." 
Kelly  Jones  Clowes  sends  regards  to 

everyone.  Daughter  Nancy  is  a  freshman 
at   Marietta   College. 

"Keeping  up"  with  the  six  children 
keeps  Ruth  Jenkins  Allen  well  occupied. 
The  youngest  is  now  in  first  grade  and  the 
oldest  a  junior  at  Brandeis. 

Lu  Ann  lsham  Staley  writes  that  they  are 

being  transferred  again  before  she's  even had  a  chance  to  see  everyone.  Lu  Ann  sent 
her  second  son  off  to  school  this  year. 

A  delightful  family  vacation  at  Ponte 
Verda,  Florida  in  July  was  enjoyed  by 
Martha  Harlan  Kaufman  and  family.  The 
airlines  strike  caught  them  so  they  rented 
a  car  for  the  drive  home  and  looked  over 
a  few  southern  colleges  en  route.  Lynn  is 
a  junior  and  a  Rockette  with  the  band. 
The  Mt.  Lebanon  band  is  looking  forward 
to  a  trip  to  the  Cotton  Bowl  in  Dallas  on 
December  31.  Betsy  is  captain  of  the 
junior  high  cheerleading  squad. 

Peggy  Donaldson ,  Jane  Humphrey 
Agriesti,  Betty  Monroe  Musselman  and  I 
met  at  the  Reunion  luncheon  in  June  and 
Martha  Harlan  Kaufman  and  Marion 
Monks  Campbell  and  their  husbands  at- 

tended the  dinner  at  Benedum  Hall  that 
evening. 

Thank  you  for  your  cards.  I  wish  we  had 
room  to  put  them  in  verbatim. 

Dorcas   reporting: 

Mickey  McCullough  Lohmeyer  and  hus- 
band Paul  were  looking  forward  to  a  vaca- 

tion in  England,  Ireland  and  Scotland  in 
October.  Their  daughter  Sue  is  now  a 
sophomore  at  Carnegie  Tech  and  brother 
Jim  is  college-hunting  as  he  is  now  a  high 
school   senior. 

Marylou  Osterling  Druschel  is  returning 
to  school,  the  University  of  Tennessee  in 

Knoxville,  to  work  on  a  master's  degree 
in  Library  Science,  now  that  her  girls  are 
well  started  in  school,  one  being  in  4th 
grade,  the  other  in  6th.  She  reports  Scout 
and  church  activities  as  well  as  recent  vaca- 

tions in  Pennsylvania,  Ohio  and  Florida. 

Mary  Lou  Reiber  Peter  and  her  family 
had  a  wonderful  vacation  through  the  east 

this  past  summer.  Moreover,  she's  joined 
the  grandmother's  set.  Her  oldest,  Barbie 
and  husband  Mike,  have  a  beautiful  little 
girl  five  months  old.  Next  in  line,  Diane 
is  a  sophomore  in  college,  Evan  is  in  10th 
grade  and  Doug  in  4th. 

Jean  Rigaumont  Wilson  seems  to  have 
been  doing  considerable  traveling  over  the 
past  year.  In  December  they  went  to 
California  with  a  week  out  for  skiing  in 
Squaw  Valley;  in  June  it  was  Florida  and 
in  July,  Cape  Cod.  Son  Wayne,  now  16, 
spent  the  summer  in  France  with  trips  to 
Germany,  Italy,  and  Switzerland. 

Cynthianne  Say  Calhoun  has  a  new 
"daughter"  who  will  be  living  with  the 
family  for  a  year.  She  is  from  Finland 
and  the  placement  is  part  of  the  Christian 
Youth  Exchange  Program.  Their  summer 
was   spent  at   Chautauqua  Lake. 

Helen  Heath  Smith's  note  is  so  typically 

Helen  that  I  quote  it  intact.  "Completed 
one  big  job  this  year — Study  Committee 
for  United  Presbyterian  Women.  Know 

more  about  "women  in  today's  world"  than 
I  care  to  know.  Vegetable  garden  espe- 

cially productive  this  year;  didn't  have  to 
buy  any  vegetables  or  salad  greens  for  four 
months.  Prize  Bibb  lettuce  (prize  unofficial 
but  undeniably  deserved ) .  Encouraged  by 

Peg  Craig,  Janet  McCormick  and  Agnes 
Conner,  all  of  whom  married  fairly  re- 

cently, I  painted  front  door  blue — old 
Amish  custom  to  denote  marriagable 
female  in  residence.  This  represents  change 

of  approach;  previously  had  red  door.  Busi- 
ness as  usual.  No  vacation.  Currently  tired 

of  tanned,  eager,  rested,  energetic  people 

returning  from   theirs." 
Betty  Spierling  Arentson  reports  that  they 

have  seen  much  of  the  country  this  past 
year.  The  family  all  went  to  New  York 

City  in  May  to  bid  bon  voyage  to  Betty's parents  who  were  spending  their  50th 
wedding  aniversary  in  the  Mediterranean. 
In  June  they  drove  to  the  Grand  Canyon 
and  then  up  to  spend  three  weeks  in  their 
cabin  in  northern  Utah.  September  found 

Betty  and  her  husband  having  a  week's 
golfing  in  Canada. 

Nancy  Stouffer  Grantham  has  been  on 
the  move  again.  Her  husband  Joe  was 
transferred  to  Atlanta,  Georgia  and  they 
now  live  in  a  pretty  little  house  with  a 
creek  and  a  forest  of  Jock  pines.  Nancy 
is  teaching  Spanish  at  Avondale  High 
School. 

Janet  Swanson  Wood  reports  that  things 
are  quiet  around  the  Wood  household,  as 
Judy  started  her  first  year  at  Theil  College. 

Mark,  ̂ ge   15,  is  already  a  six-footer. 

Patty  Wright  Motheral  is  still  in  Pitts- 
burgh where  husband  Knox  is  an  assistant 

vice  president  at  Mellon  Bank.  They  have 
two  teen-age  daughters,  one  of  whom  is 
a  freshman  at  Wheaton  College  and  the 

other  in  10th  grade  at  Winchester-Thurs- 
ton. Patty  has  a  Saturday  job  in  a  gift  shop 

on  Walnut  Street. 

And  just  to  catch  up  with  reporter 
Dorcas  Leibold,  you  will  find  her  still  at 
the  old  stand  as  executive  director  of  the 
Pittsburgh  Travelers  Aid  Society.  Much 
of  her  travel  over  the  past  year  has  been  in 
connection  with  her  agency  with  some  fun 
and  games  mixed  in.  May  found  her  in 
Puerto  Rico  attending  the  Biennial  of  the 
National  Travelers  Aid  Association  with 

a  week's  side  trip  to  the  lovely  island  of 
of  St.  Thomas.  In  September  she  was  off 
for  a  week  in  Cape  May,  New  Jersey  prior 
to  the  big  event  of  all  social  workdom,  the 
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International  Conference  of  Social  Work 
which  meets  every  two  years  in  different 
parts  of  the  world  and  this  year  was  held 
in  Washington,  D.  C.  Dorcas  felt  like 
a  member  of  the  United  Nations  listening, 
as  she  did,  to  international  authorities 
addressing  the  3000  delegates  in  different 
languages  over  translating  earphones.  In 
addition,  there  have  been  sevetal  trips  to 
New  York  in  connection  with  committee 
work  for  the  national  organization  during 
which  time  she  has  spent  fascinated  hours 
at  the  Lincoln  Center  for  the  performing 
Arts — a  must  for  any  New  York  visit. 

46 Peggy  Riffle  Kirby 
(Mts.  Thomas  M.) 

3048   Silverview   Drive 
Cuyahoga  Falls,  Ohio  44221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty  Anthon  Arvan  (Mrs.  Louis  C),  2507 
Childs  Lane,  Alexandria,  Virginia  22308 

Janet  Bovard  Poole  (Mrs.  Charles  T.), 
1019  Strout  Stteet,  Silver  Spring,  Mary- 

land 20901 

Susan  Campbell  McConnell  (Mrs.  H.  H.), 
22435  Grove  Point,  St.  Clair  Shores, 
Michigan  48081 

Sally  Cook  Collins  (Mrs.  B.  S.),  19  Win- 
throp  Road,  Hingham,  Massachusetts 
02043 

Marjorie  Couch  Lynn  (Mrs.  Robert),  1700 
Cambridge  Circle,  Southampton,  Penn- 

sylvania   18966 

Helen  Croak  Johnson  (Mrs.  W.  C),  Box 
1309,  Christiansted,  St.  Croix,  U.  S.  Vir- 

gin Islands  00821 

Doris  Fairfield  Jamison  (Mrs.  J.  B.),  15 
Windycrest  Road,  Beaver  Falls,  Pennsyl- 

vania  15010 

Jane  Field  Taylor  (Mrs.  B.  Frank),  536 
Okinawa  Street,  U.S.  Naval  Station,  May- 
port,    Florida    32227 

Ruth  Perry  Parker  (Mrs.  Charles  E.),  5692 
Shangri  La  Drive,  Parchment,  Michigan 
49004 

Doris  Rowand  Schroth  (Mrs.  Charles),  76 
Herrontown  Road,  Princeton,  New  Jersey 
08541 

Glorianna  Sandquist  Luley  (Mrs.  Howard), 
2327  Fairway  Road,  Huntingdon  Valley, 
Pennsylvania   19006 

Marion  Staples  Jorgensen  (Mrs.  Charles 
W.,  Jr.),  97-B  Tierney  Drive,  Cedar 
Grove,  New  Jersey  07009 

Virginia  Van  Kirk  Hilborn  (Mrs.  Ellis  A.) , 
702  Third  Avenue,  Farmville,  Virginia 
23901 

DEATH 

Marjorie   Wayne   Wechsler,  October  4,  1966 

The  class  is  deeply  saddened  by  Marjorie's untimely  death  following  a  long  illness. 
We  extend  our  sincere  sympathy  to  her 
husband,  Dr.  Richard  Wechsler,  and  theit 
three  children.  A  class  gift  to  the  Chatham 
Library  has  been  made  in  her  memory. 

From  all  reports  the  class  reunion  was 
a  great  success  but  far  too  small — only 

fifteen  were  able  to  make  it.  Let's  hope 
the   25th   brings  us   out  in   great   numbers. 

A  note  of  business — it  is  ttaditional  for 
classes  to  make  a  special  25th  reunion  gift 
to  the  College.  Those  who  attended  our 
20th  worked  out  some  details  and  you  will 
be  receiving  a  letter  from  either  Peggy 
Korb  Smith  or  Jean  White  Markell,  co- 
chairmen  of  the  project.  It  is  essential 
that  we  have  100%  participation  to  make 
it  a  success. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Nancy  Means 
Creed  on  the  death  of  her  husband,  Don, 
on  February  26,  and  to  Ruth  Ann  Weigel 
Gourley  whose  young  son  died  last  year 
following   open   heart   surgery. 

Vacationers  are  in  the  news.  Carol 
Thome  King  and  family  had  a  wonderful 
trip  to  Yellowstone  Park.  They  probably 
passed  Kitty  Lancaster  Cone  and  her  family 
who  also  took  a  camper  from  Denver  to 
Yellowstone. 

Arline  Levinson  Rosenberg  was  off  for 
a  holiday  in  Mexico  City  where  she  planned 
to  use  her  Chatham  Spanish  if  she  remem- 

bers it  after  20  years. 

Another  camping  family  was  Sally  Cook 
Collins  and  her  four  who  went  all  the  way 
to  California  to  visit  her  family.  Her  oldest 
entered  the  University  of  New  Hampshire 
this   fall. 

Both  Marjory  Elliott  Weiner  and  Lois 
Jean  Jackson  Ritenbaugh  report  New  Eng- 

land vacations.  Lois  Jean  says  it  was  a 
bteak  from  being  a  full-time  referee  for 
her  three  boys. 

Martha  Coate  Challener  writes  that  Dick 
has  just  completed  a  book  on  American 
foreign  policy.  She  and  Doris  Roward 
Schroth  live  near  each  othet  now  and  are 
delighted  that  theit  children  get  along 
beautifully. 

Ginny  Uber  Haug  hated  to  miss  the  re- 
union, but  in  addition  to  her  four  chil- 

dren she  has  cared  for  six  welfare  babies  in 
the  past  six  months.  Her  oldest  daughter, 
a  recent  Homecoming  Queen,  is  at  college 
in  Illinois. 

Sally  Villing  Hughes'  oldest  boy,  Bill, 
attends  the  University  of  Notre  Dame,  and 
Mariellen  Roche  Duval  and  Gene  are  proud 
that  their  son  Dave  has  received  a  full 

tuition  ROTC  scholarship  to  Purdue  Uni- 
versity. Their  daughter  Lynn  has  her  eye 

on  Chatham  for  next  year. 

The  thitd  genetation  of  Marian  Lean 

Christie's  family  is  attending  Chatham. 
Janet  Christie  is  a  freshman  this  year. 

Janet  and  Fran  Hilbish  Logue's  daughtet 
graduated   from   high   school   together. 

Mickey  McKee  Barnes  and  Marty  Yorkin 

Berman  have  both  completed  their  master's degrees.  Marty  is  considering  going  on  for 
her  doctorate  in  counseling.  Mickey  is 
about  to  be  transferred  again  to  the  New 
York    area. 

Eva  Caloyer  Nassikas'  daughter  hopes  to 
apply  to  Chatham  this  year.  Eva  visited 
Betty  Anthon  Arvan  this  summer. 

Miriam  Egger  Hosack's  most  exciting 
news  concerns  their  oldest  son,  Larry,  who 

spent  the  summer  in  Japan  under  the 
Americans  Abroad  Program  of  the  Amer- 
ican  Field  Service.  Penny  Myers  Smith  has 
a  daughter  with  an  AFS  scholarship  to 
Zurich,  Switzerland.  Penny  is  teaching 
humanities  in  high  school  and  takes  her 
classes  to  hear  many  of  the  lectures  at 
Chatham. 

We  have  a  number  of  teachers  in  our 
ranks  this  year.  Harriet  Hoffman  continues 
to  teach  fifth  grade;  Sue  Norton  Board  will 
substitute  in  addition  to  all  het  other  activ- 

ities; Bee  Kiester  Farneth  is  starting  to 
teach  kindergarten;  Betsy  Ross  Penrose  is 
teaching  medical  secretaries  in  a  business 
college;  and  Ginny  McDermott  is  easing  her 
way  back  into  nursing  by  instructing  on  a 
part-time  basis  at  Presbyterian-University 
Hospital. 

Roberta  Carpenter  Morel  has  been  work- 
ing in  a  school  development  office  since 

December.  Having  her  oldest  in  junior 
high  gives  her  some  free  time. 

Jan  Bovard  Poole  will  spend  some  time 
with  het  mother  this  year  while  Charles 
is  in  Vietnam.  She  visited  Carol  Thome 
King  and  Mary  Lou  Burkhart  Crawford 
this   summer. 

Lucy  Dorsey  was  too  busy  at  the  bank  to 
make  the  reunion.  She  spent  a  marvelous 
vacation  right  in   Florida. 

Joan  Titus  Dunlop  has  become  involved 
with  her  music  again — violin  lessons,  string 
quartet,  etc.  Her  family  spent  the  holidays 
in   Washington   and    Philadelphia. 

Helen  Gilmore  Reinhart  is  enjoying 
doing  secretarial  work  as  a  change  from  the 
nursery  school  routine. 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  has  again  had 
some  of  her  paintings  accepted  for  a  show 
at  the  Baltimore  Museum  of  Art  and  the 
Peale  Museum,  as  well  as  an  exhibition 

in   "The  Vertical  Gallery." 

Grace  Savage  Freeble  writes  that  her 
husband  had  a  coronary  last  fall  but  is  on 
the  way  to  complete  recovery.  Her  son  is 
a  pre-med  student  at  Pitt  where  he  received 
freshmen  honors  last  spring. 

Linnea  Lundstedt  Evans'  two  oldest  girls 
are  in  college,  and  her  sons  are  achieving 
great  things  in  the  Boy  Scouts. 

Doris  Fairfield  Jamison  is  all  wrapped 
up  in   the  new   house   they   have   built. 

Helen  Hunter  White  and  her  family 
have  become  land-lubbers  after  seven  years 
of  boating.  They  want  to  do  some  land 
traveling  before  the  children  get  too  grown 

up.  She  says  college-hunting  will  be  coming 
much  too  soon. 

Priscilla  Hendryx  sends  happy  news  that 
she  is  planning  to  be  married  this  winter 
to  a  man  worth  waiting  for — a  San  Fran- 

ciscan eager  to  stay  there!  All  our  best 
wishes  for  your  happiness. 

Ouida  McGehee  Young's  oldest  is  re- 
turning ro  Hiram  College  for  his  sopho- 

more year.  Her  "little  girls"  are  15  and 
16.  She  says  she's  just  a  wee  bit  touchy 
about  this  20  year  bit  but  was  sorry  to  miss 
the  Reunion. 

Emily  Sawders  Laisy  corrects  the  last  Re- 
corder.    They    adopted    a    lovely    daughter, 
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Stephanie  instead  of  a  son,  Stephan.    The 
children  are  fine. 

Nancy  Means  Creed  and  her  children 
spent  the  summer  with  Jane  Field  Taylor 

in  Florida  where  Jane's  husband  is  sta- tioned. 

Florence  Ostien  Chew  tells  us  that  her 

four  children  and  the  dog  spent  the  sum- 
mer circulating  the  mumps  among  them- 

selves. 

Jean  White  Markell  and  Peggy  Korb 
Smith  have  very  kindly  consented  to  be 
co-chairmen  of  our  25th  Reunion  Project. 
Jean  spent  a  week  in  England  with  Bud, 

and  Peggy  sent  her  little  (6'5")  son  off to  college. 

No  special  news  but  greetings  and  best 
wishes  to  all  from  Jeannie  Thompson 
Johnson,  Helen  Parkinson  Gambridge, 
Helen  Jane  Shriner  lrvin,  Joan  Davies 
Bream,  Nancy  Showalter  Thompson  and 
Lulu  Copetas  Blazakis.  Lu  says  she  recently 

toured  the  Chatham  campus  and  it's  absol- 
utely fabulous.  Lets  remember  that  for 

our  next  reunion. 

I  will  be  teaching  sixth  grade  this  year. 
Thanks  for  the  wonderful  response — it  was 
delightful   to  hear   from  all  of  you. 

48 
Carol  Lenz  Houck 
(Mrs.    Donald    L.) 

215    Mt.    Vernon    Road 
Snyder,  New  York  14226 

Wandalea  Johnson  Smith 
(Mrs.    Robert   A.) 

135    Ridgeview    Drive 
Beaver,  Pennsylvania   15009 

ENGAGEMENT 

Phyllis  Dornberger  to  Kenneth  Taylor  of 
England 

BIRTHS 

Jean  Hadfield  Smith,  a  son,  Theodore 
Russell,  March   12,  1966 

Alary  Ann  Houck  Brown,  a  son,  Matthew 
Houck,  August  4,  1965 

Betty  L'Hote  Franks,  a  son,  Peter  Gros- 
venor,  May  13,  1966 

Lucille  McKay  Ceddis,  fourth  daughter, 
Amy  Elizabeth,  February  24,  1965 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marianne  Boggs  Campbell  (Mrs.  Bill  C), 
Box  85,  Lower  River  Road,  Gallipolis, 
Ohio  45631 

Marie  Cohn  Chiles  (Mrs.  John  H.),  14 
Bouton  Green,  Baltimore,  Maryland 
21210 

Martha  Enright  Schaff  (Mrs.  Sage),  73 
Hopson  Avenue,  Branford,  Connecticut 
06405 

Charlotte  Exley  Eck  (Mrs.  Henry  C,  Jr.), 
1111 — 12th  Avenue,  Huntington,  West 
Virginia   25701 

Honey  Holland  Rank  (Mrs.  Dale  C.) ,  1408 
Allegheny  Avenue,  Arlington,  Texas 

76010 

Janet  Kirkup  Marville  ( Mrs.  Robert  C. ) , 
57  Balsam  Road,  Briarcliff  Manor,  New 
York  10510 

Olga  Petrovitch  Longstreth  (Mrs.  R.  D.), 
2016  Van  Hise  Avenue,  Madison,  Wis- consin 53705 

Mary  Jane  Picard  Pursell  (Mrs.  J.  R.  Ill), 
1635  North  Autumn  Drive,  Peoria,  Illi- 

nois 61604 

Virginia  Sager  Peterson  (Mrs.  Charles), 
2820  Heritage  Avenue,  N.  W.,  Canton, 
Ohio  44708 

Ruth  Shaffer  Loughney  (Mrs.  J.  H.),  4716 
Ellsworth  Avenue,  Apt.  419,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania  15213 

Rita  Ullon  Doig  (Mrs.  H.  F.,  Jr.),  556 
Bradford  Avenue,  Westfield,  New  Jersey 
07090 

Anne  Wallace  Huntemer  (Mrs.  R.  J.), 
425  Branham  Lane,  San  Jose,  California 

95123 

Carol  reporting: 

Jerry  Kimball  Wells  has  been  collecting 
books  for  their  new  high  school  library 
and  put  on  a  sock  dance  attended  by  800 kids. 

Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong  entertained  a 
group  of  Chatham  students  for  dinner 
together  with  a  Swedish  exchange  student 
who  spent  the  weekend  with  them. 

Ginger  Long  Carlson  and  her  family 
have  joined  the  camping  trail.  The  Carl- 

son's rented  a  trailer  and  toured  Pennsyl- 
vania, and  later  headed  for  Texas  via  the 

Smokey  Mountains. 

Mary  Aiken  Brown  is  another  addition 
adder  (rooms  to  the  house,  not  to  the 

family).  "Ake"  sees  Miss  Marks  occasion- 
ally and  says  "It's  always  a  treat." 

Donnie  Exley  Eck  and  Dorothy  Doolittle 
Col/ins  were  luncheon  guests  of  Marie 

Cohn  Chiles  at  her  home.  Marie's  husband 
is  a  regional  attorney  for  Humble  Oil. 

The  west  beckoned  again  to  Helen  Ober- 
mayer  Sellers  and  her  family.  This  year 
HAO  said  they  visited  many  of  the  Na- 

tional Parks  they  missed  the  last  time  out. 
HAO  spoke  to  Amy  Gage  Skallerup  when 
they  stopped  in  Iowa  City.  Amy  sent  her 

card  back  with  no  news  but  a  "bit  of 

green." 

Mary  Alma  Lapsley  is  truly  the  "travel- 
ingest"  classmate.  Last  fall  she  and  her 
mother  were  in  Italy  and  Ireland.  This 
spring  she  went  to  Mexico  and  the  Mayan 
ruins,  this  summer  to  Jackson  Hole  and 
Yellowstone  Park,  and  this  fall  to  Hawaii. 
What's  the  secret,  Mary? 

See  the  U.S.A.  in  a  Volkswagen  bus 

was  the  song  Bobbie  Mueller  Baylor's 
family  sang  this  summer.  Williamsburg, 
Virginia,  Myrtle  Beach,  South  Carolina,  and 
Atlanta,  Georgia  were  some  of  their  stops. 

At  last  solitude!  Henrietta  Meyer  Gar- 
rett's Ginny  Joins  the  all-day  school  crowd. 

Both  youngsters  are  in  school  now. 

Sally  Geary  Hansen  is  taking  flute  lesson: 
and  they  recently  purchased  a  pipe  orgar 
which  necessirated  some  remodeling.  Sail) 
entertained  the  Cincinnati  girls  who  ar< 

students  at  Chatham  at  a  '"'back-to-school' 
party  in  September. 

Sally  Boggs  Campbell  was  recentlj 
elected  the  first  woman  board  member  oi 
the  National  Association  of  Broadcaster; 

in  its  45-year  history.  Sally  ran  into  i 
former  roommate,  Betty  Johnston  Smith 
who   was   visiting   her   sister   in   Gallipolis 

No  startling  news  but  always  busy  witr 
their  growing  families  are  Marge  Cald 
well  Berlin,  Bonnie  Beck  Melhorn,  Nornit 
MacMillan  Morris,  Betty  Albach  Weamer 
Dottie  Berg  Groomes  and  Nancy  Mac 
Donald  Sutherland. 

The  last  card  to  arrive  was  Honey  Hoi 
land  Rank's  with  the  address  of  theii 
newly  completed  dream  house. 

As  usual  it  was  a  swift,  busy  year  foi 
the  Houcks.  Don,  Sr.  spent  a  month  ir 
traction  in  the  hospital  last  February.  1 
taught  sewing  in  summer  school  for  sis 
weeks,  and  we  trailered  to  Massachussetts 
Maine  and  the  Northeast.  Donnie  has  nov, 
reached  the  ripe  old  age  of  16,  and  Cyn 
thia  was  elected  to  the  National  Junioi Honor  Society. 

Many  thanks  to  all  of  you  who  re- 
sponded to  my  annual  call  for  dollar  bills 

I  enjoyed  your  cards  and  letters,  the  mosi 
rewarding  part  of  this  job. 

Wandalea  reporting: 

Wilma  Moore  Stoebener  and  her  hus 

band  are  still  showing  and  breeding  Lab- 
rador Retrievers.  They  also  hunt  with 

them  and  are  learning  to  cook  and  like 
wild  ducks,  geese,  quail,  pheasant  anc 

grouse. Barbara  Rodgers  Schlegel  is  teaching 

junior  high.  The  four  children  are  swim- 

ming, taking  guitar  lessons  and  "goinj 

in   all   directions." 

Mary  Lou  Stone  Clarke's  oldest  boy  ii 
a  sophomore  at  the  University  of  Michi- 

gan. She  and  Ed  play  tennis  and  ski  in 
their    respective    seasons. 

Doni  Vail  Rea  has  both  girls  in  high 
school  and  is  involved  with  them  in  church 

activities  and  music  lessons.  They  all  vaca- 
tioned in  Michigan  and  Canada. 

Anne  Wallace  Huntemer  reports  school 
for  all.  The  children  are  in  the  third  and 
eighth  grades  and  she  and  Bob  are  studying 
Scuba  and  Japanese  in  preparation  for  theii 
next    assignment    in    Japan    next    summer. 

Ruth  Zucker  Bachman  is  the  proud 
owner  of  our  first  Eagle  Scout,  son  David. 
He  is  a  freshman  and  Anne  is  in  seventh 
grade.  Ruthie  and  her  husband  went  tc 
Europe  this  summer  and  had  a  marvelous 
time.  Now  she  is  taking  a  refresher  in 
nursing  in  preparation  for  returning  to 

the  profession  after  fifteen  years  of  volun- 
teer  work    in    community    organizations. 

Eleanor  Robinson  Hastings  also  an- 
swered her  card  with  no  special  news  but 

it  was  nice  to  hear  from  her. 
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50 
Mercedes  Urda  Cowles 

(Mrs.   David) 
1536  Laurel  Road 

Ambridge,   Pennsylvania    15003 

BIRTHS 

Patricia  Hammer  Spiesman,  a  daughter, 
Sarah  Jane,  October  28,  1965 

Ritae  Harbert  Hutson,  a  son,  Kevin 
Thomas,  February  27,   1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sally  Altmayer  Buske  (Mrs.  Walter  C,  Jr.) , 
4411  Lincoln  Street,  Hollywood  Hills, 
Florida  33021 

Marion  Baker  Powell  (Mrs.  Thomas  C. ), 
376  Stillwell  Avenue,  Kenmore,  New 
York  14217   (Temporary) 

'Elizabeth  Bassett  McMahon  (Mrs.  James 
D.),  165  North  Village  Avenue,  Rock- 
ville  Centre,  Long  Island,  New  York 
11570 

Barbara  Bil/eter  Whitlinger  (Mrs.  J.  E.), 
Brodwood  Drive,  Stamford,  Connecticut 
06902 

Shirley  Brendel  Culver  (Mrs.  Arthur), 
4089  Surrey  Drive,  Allison  Park,  Penn- 

sylvania  15101 

Jacqueline  Davis  Templeton  (Mrs.  Wil- 
liam, 1645  Hilton  Road,  Findlay,  Ohio 

45840 

Carolyn  Edwards  Holmberg  (Mrs.  Clyde), 
3700  California  Street,  San  Francisco, 
California  94118 

Maxine  Frankenstein  Stern  (Mrs.),  4848 
Alameda,  Apartment  2107,  Corpus 
Christi,  Texas  78412 

Suzanne  Harris  Bartlett  (Mrs.  Charles), 
3611  East  Davies  Place,  Littleton,  Colo- 

rado 80120 

Catherine  He! f rich  Leffler  (Mrs.  Carey  H., 
Jr.),  27  Lochmoor  Boulevard,  Grosse 
Pointe  Woods,  Michigan  48236 

Mary  Louise  Hook  Bash  (Mrs.  John), 
2036  Murdstone  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania  15241 

Joan  Howard  Labriola  (Mrs.  Robert),  210 
East  Hartwich  Avenue,  State  College, 
Pennsylvania    16801 

Betty  hanger  feathers  ("Mrs.  Robert),  84 Glenview  Drive,  New  Martinsville,  West 
Virginia  26155 

Nancy  Leinen  Chelwick  (Mrs.  George), 
7  Swan  Terrace,  Greenwich,  Connecticut 
06830 

Marilyn  Lopez  Dalton  (Mrs.  William), 
1320  Donna  Beth  Avenue,  West  Covina, 
California  91791 

Dorothy  Paxton  Gosden  (Mrs.  Freeman, 
Jr.),  211  Barlock  Avenue,  Los  Angeles, 
California  90049 

Janet  Raymond  Fusia  (Mrs.  Joseph),  778 
Fourteenth  Street,  Oakmont,  Pennsyl- 

vania  15139 

Delilah  Reese  Custer   (Mrs.  H.  L.),   1525 
Woodacres   Drive,   McLean,   Virginia 

\   22101 

Mildred  Sherman  Taylor  (Mrs.  Charles, 

Jr.),  Box  T,  North  Conway,  New  Hamp- shire 03860 

Sally  Stuempfel  Damm  (Mrs.  Robert  C), 
1108  Priscilla  Lane,  Alexandria,  Virginia 22308 

Janet  Watson  Lloyd  (Mrs.  Carl  E.),  117 
Moorefield  Drive,  Gahanna,  Ohio  43020 

Sally  Altmayer  Buske  reports  that  they 
are  enjoying  their  new  home  and  com- 

munity. Barbara,  13  and  Walter,  8  and 
their  parents  vacationed  in  Sarasota  for 
two  weeks  this  summer. 

Marion  Baker  Powell's  husband  has  been 
transferred  to  Chicago.  Marion  and  the 
boys  are  staying  with  her  mother,  tempo- 

rarily,  until   they   find   a   new   home. 

Dolores  Baney  Conley  and  husband 
Duane  traveled  to  Ashville,  North  Caro- 

lina, Atlanta,  Georgia,  and  Montgomery, 
Alabama  on  a  combination  business  and 
pleasure  trip. 

Gertrude  Beiswenger  Tourtellot  has  been 
doing  some  traveling  with  Carl  now  that 
Margaret  and  Peter  are  both  in  school.  The 
highlight  this  year  was  a  trip  to  The  Clois- 

ters at  Sea  Island,  Georgia  in  April  for 
their  15th  anniversary.  They  also  spent 
their  usual  summer  in  New  Hampshire. 

Shirley  Bemis  Martin's  twelve-year-old- 
son,  Arthur,  was  a  local  Soap  Box  Derby 
winner  this  year  so  they  had  a  trip  to 
Akron,  Ohio.  Shirley  highly  recommends 

Soap  Box  Derbying  to  all  families  of  11- 
15 -year-old  boys.  The  Martin  family  had 
a  nice  camping  trip  to  Canada  this  sum- 

mer, too. 

Barb  Black  Bloomstrom  reports  that  at 
the  Cincinnati  Area  Chatham  Alumnae 
luncheon  last  May  the  class  of  1950  was 
the  best  represented  with  the  most:  Judy 
Sutherland  Latimer,  Barb  Illig  Rahenkamp 
and  Barb,  herself. 

Ann  Carpenter  Morris  had  sad  news  to 
report.  Her  mother  passed  away  very  sud- 

denly on  August  22.  Please  accept  our 
condolences,  Carpy.  After  five  weeks  in 
the  hospital  last  spring  Carpy  says  that 
she  is  fine  now.  She  reports  that  they  had 
a  nice  vacation  with  her  sister  and  family 

in  Florida  in  May.  Ann's  oldest  boy  is 
in  fourth  grade  and  the  little  girl  in 
kindergarten. 

Sully  Baux  Stevens  called  me  one  day 
and  we  had  a  delightful  telephone  visit. 
She  asked  me  to  please  convey  her  thanks 
to  all  of  you  who  sent  her  cards.  She  said 

she  is  "on  wheels"  these  days  ....  either in  bed  or  in  a  wheel  chair.  Her  sons  are 

growing  up  to  be  big  boys — Bobby,  13, 

is  5'3",  and  Grant,  12,  is  5'2".  Sully  has 
been  in  and  out  of  three  hospitals  this 

year. 
Lee  Corey  Hanson  reports  that  1966 

marks  the  year  that  she  acquired  an  MA 
degree  in  anthropology  from  Pitt.  She  is 
now  relaxing  and  catching  up  on  long- 
neglected  aspects  of  her  life — namely, 
husband,  household,  and  two  Scottish  Deer- 
hounds.  The  Hansons  are  parparing  for  a 
particularly  happy  Christmas  holiday  this 

year  since  Lee's  parents  will  be  visiting them  from  their  home  in  Guam. 

Olive  Mae  Cowles  Lindell  writes  to  tell 
us  of  their  particularly  wonderful,  happy 

and  exciting  year.  They  have  a  new  daugh- 
ter (an  American  Field  Service  student 

from  Italy).  Their  own  daughter  Fae  was 

elected  "Sweetheart"  of  the  F.F.A.,  son 
Jeff,  15,  made  varsity  quarterback  of  the 
high  school  football  team,  and  their  A.F.S. 
daughter,  Simonette  Mauro,  was  nominated 
for  homecoming  queen.  Fae  received  a 
trophy  for  being  the  outstanding  4-H  girl 
in  home  economics.  With  three  teenagers 
and  two  small  boys,  age  8  and  10,  the 
Lindell   family   has   lots  of  activities. 

Mary  Jane  Crooks  Rech  spent  a  brief 
vacation  at  the  El  Conquistadore  in  Puerto 
Rico  last  February — without  the  crew — 
Peter,  18  months,  Kim,  5,  Tim,  7,  and 
Susan,  8.  M.J.  started  the  summer  as  chair- 

man of  the  "Store  on  Wheels"  at  their 
hospital.  Also,  in  politics,  she  worked  in 
a  winning  campaign  for  a  close  friend. 
Later  M.J.  realized  that  she  too  was  on  the 

ballot  (no  competition)  so — she's  the  new 
County  Committee-woman.  She's  also  the 
general  ticket  chairman  for  a  five  com- 

munity GOP  picnic  where  they  expect  up- 
words  of  2500  people.  Throw  in  a  little 
ballet,  Brownies,  Book  Worm  Club,  swim- 

ming, and  tennis  lessons  for  the  mob, 
swim  teams,  and  on  and  on — already  she  is 

dreaming  of  next  February's  vacation — Jamaica,   she   hopes. 

Betty  Davis  Herzberg  is  again  a  student 
at  Chatham — taking  secondary  education 
courses.  After  three  semesters  of  part-time 
study  she  hopes  to  receive  a  teaching 
certificate  to  teach  high  school  chemistry. 
Her  son  is   13  and  her  daughter   11. 

Corky  Davis  Anderson  had  a  delightful 
reunion  with  Trade  Beiswenger  Tourtellot 
and  her  husband  Carl  in  Cleveland  this 
summer.  She  is  looking  forward  to  seeing 
everyone   at   our  reunion   next   June. 

Ruth  Fabry  went  with  her  parents  to 
Lake  Placid  and  Vermont,  and  also  to 
Florida  last  winter.  This  summer  Ruth 
went  to  New  York  for  some  plays  and shopping. 

Kathleen  Fisher  Amnion's  family  is  get- 
ting ready  for  a  busy  season  of  community 

theatre  in  Orange  City,  Florida.  Don  intro- 
duced children  Amy  and  Doug  to  theatre 

life  last  season  with  roles  in  Miracle 
Worker.  Leah  is  in  10th  grade,  Doug  in 
7th  and  Amy  in  4th.  Matt,  at  21/i,  keeps 
everyone  busy.  Kathleen  continues  her 
social  work  job  with  the  Florida  DPW 
and  teaches  kindergarten  in  Sunday  School. 

Margery  Hamilton  Strotz,  still  enchanted 
with  California,  is  enjoying  life  with  two 
teenagets  and  Bobby,  age  11,  and  their 
new  addition — a  swimming  pool.  She  is 
making  definite  plans  to  attend  the  reunion. 

Ritae  Harbert  Hutson  reports  that 
Timmy,  6,  Brian,  41/2>  and  Lisa,  2,  are 
all  proud  of  their  new   brother. 

Jean  Howard  Labriola's  husband  Bob 
received  his  Doctor  of  Education  degree 
and  they  have  moved  to  State  College 
where  he  is  a  professor  at  Pennsylvania 
State  University.  Jean  Ann,  5,  is  in  kin- 

dergarten  and    Rob,   4,   in   nursery   school. 

Barbara  lllig  Rahenkamp  reports  that 
she,    too,   enjoyed   that   alumnae   luncheon 
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in  Cincinnati.  She  went  with  Jerry  Kim- 
ball Wells  who  lives  in  Lexington,  Ken- 

tucky. 

Penny  Jones  Groh  asked,  "What  re- 
union?" We're  on  the  "Modified  Plan" 

now  and   its  our  year  in    1967. 

Betty  Lunger  Feathers  and  family  spent 

an  enjoyable  vacation  at  Deer  Valley  "Y" Camp  in  August.  The  Feathers  family 
moved  into  their  new  home  in  October. 
Betty  also  reported  that  her  father  died  in 
June.    Please  accept  our  condolences,  Betty. 

Nancy  Leinen  Chelwick  received  a  B.S. 
in  elementary  education  in  May,  after  5 
years  of  night  classes,  and  is  teaching  first 
grade  in  Greenwich.  Nancy,  George  and 
the  boys  enjoyed  their  sailing  dinghy  this 
summer  and  now  are  looking  forward  to 
the  snow  for  skiing.  They  moved  to  their 
new  home  in  June. 

Joan  MacMillan  Newcomb  says  that  they 
all  like  the  mid-west  very  much,  but  were 
happy  to  spend  three  months  on  Lake  Erie 
this  summer  and  escape  the  heart  of  Kansas 
City,  Missouri.  Joan  reports  that  she  lost 
her  mother  last  May.  Our  sympathy  to 

you,  Joan. 

Dottie  MacPhee  Hunter  reports  that  all 
is  well  with  them  in  Miami.  Cathy  loves 
second  grade  and  Beth  at  4  wants  to  learn 
to  read  and  do  all  her  sister  does.  Dottie 

and  Burke  are  busy  as  "advisors"  for  the 
Junior  High  Young  Peoples  Society  at 

church,  and  Dottie  is  a  "Pink  Lady"  vol- 
unteer at  the  hospital. 

Gail  McConner  Mumma  is  keeping  busy 
with  Brownies  and  Junior  Scouts  while 
her  husband  is  in  Korea  for  13  months. 
Sue,  10,  Barbie,  8,  and  Bill,  7,  provide 
company  and  excitement  but  they  are  all 
counting  the  days  until  August  1,  1967. 
They  plan  to  spend  Christmas  in  Fort 

Lauderdale  this  year  with  Gail's  parents. 
Lois  Mars  Mignogna  reports  that  after 

going  to  Niagara  Falls,  Canada  last  sum- 

mer ('65)  they  decided  to  stay  close  to 
home  and  "See  Pennsylvania  First"  by 
touring  Gettysburg  and  the  Pennsylvania 

Dutch  country  this  summer  ('66).  They 
also  went  camping  with  the  Cowles  family 
in  Ohio  and  with  them  visited  with  Jeanne 
Wilkofsky  Bloomstein   and   her   family. 

Evelyn  Moffit  Liebouitz  is  teaching  sec- 
ond grade  in  North  Willow  Grove,  having 

completed  her  master's  degree  at  Temple 
University.  Her  girls  are  growing — Gayle 
in  6th  grade  and  Ronda  in  4th.  Bern  (her 
husband)  is  associate  director  of  the  Ger- 

iatrics  Center  of   Philadephia. 

"Cookie"  Raspaldo  Hulme  called  me  to 
say  that  her  parents  were  visiting  with  them 
for  a  month  and  she  forgot  to  send  her 
card.  Her  husband  Skip  was  promoted  to 
vice  president  in  charge  of  product  planning 
for  his  company.  Skippy,  12,  is  in  7th 
grade,  Charlie,  10,  in  5th,  and  Leslie,  5, 
in  kindergarten. 

Judith  Riccardi  Zeiller's  two  children  are 
in  Gulliver  Academy — Dobbie  in  her  sec- 

ond year — junior  kindergarten,  and  Tee  in 
nursery  class.  Her  husband  Warren  did  an 

L  and  M  commercial — "Warren  the  Aquar- 
ist."  He  is  the  curator  at  the  Seaquarium and  has  done  other  TV  work  for  BBC  in 
England   and  for  Educational  TV  here. 

Lennie  Rothschild  Klein  reports  that  last 
winter  she  enjoyed  playing  Roxane  in  their 
little  theatre  production  of  Cyrano  De 
Bergerac.  Besides  more  acting  this  winter 
she  plans  to  take  a  Red  Cross  Nurses  Aid 
course.  The  Klein  family  is  looking  for- 

ward to  a  cruise  to  Nassau  Easter  week. 

Betty  Schneider  DeBono  reports  that 
Little  Bill  is  in  kindergarten  and  Lorin  in 
4th  grade.  They  spent  a  month  at  Sag 
Harbor  this  summer.  Betty  took  a  quick 
trip  to  Dubuque,  Iowa  before  going  back 
to  teaching  this  fall. 

Dobie  Seale  Warren's  was  the  first  reply 
I  received,  all  the  way  from  Hawaii.  Dobie 
is  deeply  involved  in  the  art  world  there  in 
Hawaii.  She  took  2nd  prize  in  a  watercolor 
show  and  an  honorable  mention  in  another 
show.  Late  in  July  she  flew  to  the  mainland 
for  a  watercolor  workshop  near  Carmel,  Cal- 

ifornia. In  August,  as  a  family,  they  flew 
to  the  Big  Island  of  Hawaii  where  they 
camped  for  8  days.  The  Hawaii  Volcanoes 
National  Park  was  especially  interesting. 
Now  the  children  are  back  in  school! — 
Anne,  10th  grade,  Janet,  7th  and  Bruce,  4th. 

Andrea  Smith  Cox  reports  from  Ber- 
muda. She  and  Michel  have  four  children 

— 3  boys  and  1  girl — and  the  same  ad- 
dress. This  year  Anthea  is  busy  as  president 

of   Bermuda   Junior    Service   League. 

Jane  Steele  Edmundson  had  a  nice  vaca- 
tion  in   Stone   Harbor   this   summer. 

Ann  Thompson  Johnston  reports  that 
life  is  as  usual — busy,  hectic  and  fun  with 
four  kids  to  keep  her  busy.  Kyle,  5,  started 
to  kindergarten  so  she  has  only  one  at 
home  now. 

Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham  has  four 
children  also,  Carolyn,  13,  David,  11V2> 
Joan,  10  and  Susan  41/2-  For  their  annual 
August  vacation  they  took  their  company 
trailer  and  criss-crossed  the  state  of  Colo- 

rado seeing  lovely  views,  climbing  moun- 
tains, playing  in  the  sand  dunes  and  going 

to  church  in  the  very  modern  chapel  at 
the  Air  Force  Academy. 

Jeane  Wilkofsky  Bloomstein  s  Marcia  is 
in  3rd  grade  and  Marc  Jeffrey  in  kinder- 

garten. Eli  had  a  mild  coronary  in  May 
and   is   very   slowly   recuperating. 

Barbara  Billeter  Whitlinger,  Virginia 
Capone  Palguta,  Jane  Harbison,  Nancy 
Hughes  Evans  and  Barbara  Miller  Gregg 

all  sent  "Hi,  but  no  news"  cards.  Thanks, 

girls. And  now  the  Cowles  crew  news.  We, 
like  the  Lindell  family,  have  an  added 

"daughter."  We  have  a  student  practical 
nurse,  Nancy  Bechtol,  living  with  us.  She 
will  be  here  until  her  course  is  finished  in 
February.  Ivan,  WVi,  spent  most  of  the 
summer  at  Valley  Forge  Military  Academy 
Summer  Camp,  and  Stephanie,  5,  is  going 
to  nursery-kindergarten.  This  summer  we 
picked  Ivan  up  at  his  camp  and  as  a  family 
went  camping  in  Maryland,  Delaware  and 

Pennsylvania  for  a  week.  We've  camped almost  every  weekend  since  Easter  and  are 
regretfully  thinking  of  folding  our  Nim- 
rod  up  for  the  winter. 

Many  thanks  to  all  of  you  for  answering 
my  request  for  news  and  to  those  of  you 
who  sent  money  for  our  special  25th  Anni- 

versary Fund.  If  you  haven't  contribute* 
as  yet,  it's  never  too  late,  or  too  little 
Here's  hoping  I'll  see  YOU  at  the  reunioi 
on  June  3. 

52 
Sally  Weissberg  Nussbaur 

(Mrs.  Paul 
1256  Beechwood   Boulevar 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  1520' 

Patricia  Nauman  Krame 
(Mrs.   John 

517  Elm  Stree 
Martins  Ferry,  Ohio  4393: 

MARRIAGES 

Patricia  Hopkins  to   R.   C.   Shoyinka 

Nancy   Paul   Earley    to    Robert   Baughmai 

Sally  Turle  Ripple  to  C.  Hamill  Warner 

Sally    Weissberg  Feldman  to  Paul  Nussbaun 

BIRTHS 

Joan  Brechin  Sonnenberg,  a  son,  Rober 
Thomas,  September,  1966 

Betty  Cornell  Hirsch,  a  son,  Joseph  Went 
worth  III,  October  26,  1965 

Ann  Estey  Barbour,  a  daughter,  Susai 
Elizabeth,  May,  1965 

Jane  Oelling  Gould,  two  sons,  Mark,  Marcl 
17,   1965,  Eric  James,  August  17,   196l 

Joan  Paul  Miller,  a  son,  Mark  Paul,  Sep 
tember    19,    1964. 

Florence  Schwartz  DeWalt,  a  daughter 
Caroline  Tealie,   May    12,    1966 

Vange  Seitanakis  Beldecos,  a  son,  Johi 
Nicholas,  March  1,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Judy  Bierman  Linowes  (Mrs.  Harry),  622( 
Clearwood  Road,  Bethesda,  Marylanc 20034 

Nancy  Brady  Haught  (Mrs.  James  A.,  Jr.) 
6-KH  Lake  Shore  Drive,  Charleston 
West  Virginia  25312 

Mary  Budke  Longenberg  (Mrs.  William) 
3116  Jubilee  Trail,  Dallas,  Texas  75225 

Dorothy  Davis  Egan  (Mrs.  John),  15( 
Warwick  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvanii 
15241 

Anne  DeShazo  Robertson  (Mrs.  Thomas) 
6016  Chesterbrook  Road,  McLean  Vir 

ginia   22101 
Laura  Fisher  Booth  (Mrs.  Harold),  6806 

N.  W.  20th  Place,  Gainesville,  Floridi 

32601 
Doris  A.  Fritschi,  834  Washington  Avenue 

Apartment  203,  Carnegie,  Pennsylvanii 
15106 

Artie  Gianopulos  Helgason  (Mrs.  Sigur- 
der),  5  Benton  Road,  Belmont,  Massa- chusetts  02178 

Nancy  Hawley  Mertz  (Mrs.  Arthur  R.) 
1200  Maple  Avenue,  Turtle  Creek,  Penn- 

sylvania   15145 
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Joan  Hebrank  Smith  (Mrs.  William),  12 
Rowan  Avenue,  Greensburg,  Pennsyl- 

vania   15601 

Patricia  Hopkins  Shoyinka  (Mrs.  R.  O.), 
13  Andrews  Road,  Eastchester,  New 
York    10709 

Tomi  Jones  Miller  (Mrs.  Jack  R.),  4-E 
Regency  Arms,  Catherine  Street,  High- 

land Falls,  New  York  10928 

Nancy  McFarland  Pollock  (Mrs.  Russell), 
39  Lyndale  Drive,  Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio 
44022 

Nora  Patterson  White  (Mrs.  C.  L.,  Jr.), 
5317  La  Taste  Avenue,  El  Paso,  Texas 
79924 

Nancy  Paul  Baughman  (Mrs.  Robert), 
Box  218,  Brookville,  Pennsylvania  15825 

Belva  Seitz  Warren  (Mrs.  William),  3220 
Auburn  Road,  Indianapolis,  Indiana 
46224 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet  (Mrs.  J.  Philip), 
Witherow  Road,  R.  D.  3,  Sewickley 
Heights  Estates,  Pennsylvania   15143 

Sally  reporting: 

Ane  DeShazo  Robertson  and  her  family 
have  returned  to  the  United  States  after  a 

tour  of  duty  abroad  for  the  State  Depart- 
ment. The  Robertson's  return  trip  took 

them  from  Geneva  to  Amsterdam  to  Lon- 
don to  New  York,  Maine,  and  across  the 

country  to  Los  Angeles  and  the  Western 
National  Parks.  For  the  next  three  years, 

Ann's  husband  Tom  will  be  stationed  in 
Washington,  D.C. 

While  traveling  around  the  country 
Judy  Beirman  Linowes  keeps  in  touch  with 
our  class.  In  New  Orleans  she  saw  Janet 
Fitzsimminons  Carr  and  her  husband  Bob. 
While  making  a  plane  stop  in  Atlanta, 
Georgia,  Judy  called  Barb  Stephenson 
Bruner.  According  to  Judy,  Delores  Dean 
is  working  on  her  Ph.D.  in  Erie,  Pennsyl- 

vania. Our  sympathy  to  Deanie  on  the 
recent  death  of  her  mother. 

Ann  Estey  Barbour  is  teaching  a  group  of 
exceptional  children  in  Westmoreland 
County.  Ann  is  now  only  three  credits 
short  of  certification  in  special  education. 
She  has  been  going  to  school  part  time 
since  graduation   from   Chatham. 

The  severing  of  India-Pakistan  relations 

rearranged  Tomi  Jones  Miller's  life  last 
year.  Tomi  and  the  children  were  evac- 

uated from  India  after  a  week  of  bombing. 
They  stayed  in  Bierut,  Lebanon  for  3 
months  and  rerurned  to  Jack  in  India  for 

Christmas.  In  February,  1966,  the  Miller's 
returned  to  the  United  States  after  a  vaca- 

tion stop  in  Madrid,  Spain.  Tomi  and  the 
children  are  at  West  Point  while  Jack  is 

on  a  year's  tour  of  duty  in  Viet  Nam. 

Mary  Jean  Hague  Pross's  husband 
Myron  had  a  13-week  vacation  this  year  so 
they  bought  a  camper  and  went  exploring 
the  upper  peninsula  of  Michigan. 

By  next  year  Barb  Miller  Fores ti  hopes 
to  have  a  new  address.  Barb  and  Roy  have 
to  untangle  a  few  problems  with  the 
county  before  they  start  building  their 
house. 

Kathy  Costanzo  Both  is  teaching  for  the 
Moon  Union  Schools.  Making  plans  to  be  in 
Pittsburgh  for  the  reunion  is  Ann  Orner 
Davidson.  Nancy  Kelly  Hilland  sends  re- 

gards to  all.  Martha  McLaughlin  Filers 
wonders  if  we  should  have  a  dinner  dance 
with  the  other  classes  joining  ours  for  the 

reunion.  The  Vassamillet's  are  now  a 
camping  family,  according  to  Edie  Pennoyer 
Vassamillet. 

This  past  year  has  been  an  exciting 
one  for  me.  I  remarried  in  February,  Paul 
and  I  bought  a  new  house  in  June,  and  we 
moved  in  August.  I  have  enjoyed  being 
class  secretary  these  five  years  and  I  hope  to 
see  many  of  you  at  our  reunion  on  June 

3,  1967. 

Pat  reporting: 

Sally  Turle  Warner  was  married  June  18 

and  "inherited"  two  boys,  ages  21  and  18. 
She  and  Ham  saw  N.  J.  Fast  Flender,  hus- 

band and  baby  boy  at  a  party  in  New 
York  in  June. 

Vange  Seitanakais  Beldecos  writes  that 
Nick  has  been  promoted  to  general  man- 

ager of  Westinghouse's  Bettis  Atomic  Power Laboratory. 

Janie  Smyser  Naylor's  husband  is  now 
wire  chief  in  the  Squirrel  Hill  Telephone 
Office  just  over  the  hill  from  Chatham. 
Our  sympathy  to  Janie  on  the  death  of  her 
mother  last  October. 

Ginny  Smalley  Sweet  and  family  have 
moved  across  rown  and  now  have  a  golf 
course  for  a  back  yard,  and  all,  narurally, 
are  playing  golf.  Ginny  has  seen  Jo  Cole 
Gourley,  Marilyn  McCord  Abercrombie  and 
Fifi  Rougraff  around  town. 

Doris  Warner  Brown  had  lunch  in  the 
spring  with  Judie  Bierman  Linowes, 
Marilyn  Morgan  Henderson  and  Barbara 
Mills   Foresti. 

Nora  Patterson  White's  Lyle  is  now  a 
lieutenant  colonel  and  is  commanding  a 
batallion  in  Korea  for  the  next  13  months. 
The  Whites  moved  to  El  Paso,  Texas  from 
Ft.  Leavenworth,  Kansas  and  Nora  keeps 
busy  with  the  three  children  and  all  the 
activities  that  go  along  with  being  a 

parent. 
Joan  Brechin  Sonnenberg  and  Fred  were 

planning  a  vacation  in  Bermuda  at  Thanks- 
giving. 

Peggy  Hallam  Justice  and  family  still 
love  living  on  the  ocean  in  Ft.  Pierce,  but 
look  forward  to  seeing  snow  at  Christmas 
when  they  come  to  Pittsburgh. 

Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner  writes  of 
buying  a  second  home  in  Santa  Rosa  Beach, 
Florida  where  they  will  spend  a  month  in 
winter  and  long  summer  weekends  with 
children   Mindy  and   Will. 

Carolyn  Cunningham  Halter  has  six 
children;  the  oldest,  a  high  school  soph- 

omore, the  youngest  a  third-grader.  And 
she  finds  time  to  take  ballet  lessons  with 
her  rhree  daughters  and  to  sing  with  the 
Los  Angeles  Symphonic  Chorus.  The  Cho- 

rus has  performed  at  the  Hollywod  Bowl 
and  on  TV.  Carolyn  hopes  to  get  back 
east  next  summer  and  would  love  to  be 
there  for  a  Chatham  reunion. 

Fiji  Rougraff  returned  the  end  of  Sep- 
tember from  three  weeks  in  Europe.  While 

there  she  spent  a  weekend  with  Carla 

Ausenda.  '51,  in  Milan,  catching  up  on 
ten  year's  news.  Carla  is  married  and  has 
a    four-year-old   daughter. 

Writing  of  marvelous  summer  vacations 
and  plans  for  winters  busy  with  varied 
organization  activities  and  volunteer  duties 
were  Elly  Patterson  Blacker,  Beverly  Roush 
Johnston,  Florence  Schuartz  DeWalt, 
Marilyn  Wolfert  Zimmerman,  Jody  Shelley 
Davis  and  Marilyn  Toner   Wiley. 

It  was  great  to  hear  from  so  many  of 
you — as  always — and  please  write  next 
year!  Barbara  Bell  Gribbon  and  Charlie 
spent  a  day  with  John  and  me  in  New 
York  last  February.  They  have  two  girls 
and  live  in  New  City,  New  York  where 
Barb  writes  a  column  for  the  local  news- 

paper. 
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BIRTHS 

Barbara  Young  Hopkins 

(Mrs.   John) 
222   Rockingham   Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15238 

Joan  Brown  Thompson,  a  son,  David 
Matthew,  May   5,   1966 

Sally  Dietrich  Bailey,  a  daughter,  Sheyl 
Dian,   May   20,    1966 

Elsie  Gage  Balano,  a  son,  Richard  Moulton, 
August   11,    1966 

Joan  Hagler  Saklad,  a  son,  Scott  Alan, 
March  15,  1966 

Jane  Miller  Sumner,  a  daughter,  Lorring 
Anne,  September  9,  1965 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Meg  Berger  Canon  (Mrs.  Robert),  4428 
Smithfield  Street,  Shadyside,  Ohio  43947 

Mary  Katherine  Coleman  Thomas  (Mrs. 

Lioyd),  105  Snyder  Circle,  Corry,  Penn- 
sylvania  16407 

Anne  Fullenworth  Sampson  (Mrs.  Harold) , 
9326  Fairfax  Street,  Alexandria,  Vir- 

ginia 22309 

Margaret  Harig,  365  West  End  Avenue, 
Apartment  402,  New  York,  New  York 
10024 

Carolyn  Hirshberg  Gorman  (Mrs.  E.  T.), 
7615  Clive  Place,  North  Springfield, 
Virginia  22151 

Jean  Hulse  Souleret  (Mrs.  William), 
Country  Lane,  Collinsville,  Connecticut 

06022 
Ramona  McCombs  Panson  (Mrs.  A.  J.), 

5637  Callowhill  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania  15206 

Nancy  Miller  Houard  (Mrs.  Richard), 

136  South  20th  Street,  La  Crosse,  Wis- 
consin 54601 

Norma  Rearic  Schenker  (Mrs.  Andrew), 

600  Dover  Lane,  Ellwood  City,  Pennsyl- 
vania  16117 

Marie  Richards,  2455  Laketon  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh,  Pennsylvania    15221 29 



Miriam  Santisteban  Wysocki  (Mrs.  Louis 
F.),  18860  Santa  Barbara,  Fountain 
Valley,  California  92708 

Charlotte  Saul  Davis  (Mrs.  Richard),  2558 
Beechwood  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania  15217 

Marilyn  Stilley  Spalding  (Mrs.  G.  W.), 
224  Robinhood  Lane,  McMurray,  Penn- 

sylvania  15317 

Katbie  Wragg  Batson  (Mrs.  G.  B.),  R.D. 
#1,  Potsdam,  New  York  13676 

In  the  world  of  politics,  habelle  Allias 
is  now  working  for  the  Joint  State  Govern- 

ment Commission  as  a  technical  operations 
officer  doing  research  for  members  of  the 
Legislative.  Isabelle  spent  a  week  in  Atlan- 

ta, Georgia  at  the  National  BPW  conven- 
tion. 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  and  her  mother 
had  a  wonderful  winter  cruise  to  the  West 
Indies.  Mary,  Ted  and  the  children  also 
vacationed  for  two  weeks  on  Long  Island, 
and  spent  two  weekends  with  Barbara 
Maloy  Titelman  and  family.  Barbara  re- 

ports they  are  finally  going  to  get  their 
new  home  under  construction  after  many 

years  of  off-and-on  planning. 

Pat  Bennett  Nicholson  is  working  with  a 
a  Camp  Fire  Group  and  Sunday  school 
classes,  now  that  Heather  and  Mark  are 
back  at  school  and  just  Jamie  is  at  home. 

Life  is  busy  with  ordinary  routines  for 
Meg  Berger  Canon  with  four  of  their  six 
children  now  in  school.  Bob  is  pastor  of 
the  Presbyterian  Church  in  Shadyside,  Ohio. 

Bo  Bolger  Collett  reports  a  quiet  year 
with  all  going  well.  Bo  ran  into  Delia 

Williams  (associate  '54)  at  a  party 
right  across  the  street.  She  also  saw  Janie 
Core  McCombs,  her  roommate  our  fresh- 

man year,  after  almost  fourteen  years.  Janie 
and  her  family  spent  a  delightful  week 
skiing  in  Canada  and  also  took  their  annual 
summer  trek  to  Maine.  Janie  is  teaching 
four-year-olds  at  West  Hill  School  and 
daughter  Heidi   is   in  junior  high. 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley  called  me  while  in 

town  on  a  stopover  to  a  Women's  Club 
convention  in  Chicago.  Lois  and  Frank 
went  to  Mexico  this  fall  for  their  vacation. 

Joan  Brown  Thompson's  good  news  was 
that  Frank  is  now  assistant  personnel  di- 

rector at  Carnegie  Tech.  Joan  is  working 
part-time  at  Tech  and  keeping  busy  at 
home  with  David  and  Lynn. 

I  was  very  happy  to  hear  at  long  last 
from  Jerry  Corba  Wilson.  Would  you  be- 

lieve that  her  twins  are  now  ten  and  Gary 

is  six?  The  family  vacationed  in  Wiscon- 
sin. Reg  is  busy  all  the  time  with  his 

practice  at  West   Penn   Hospital. 

Sally  Dietrich  Bailey's  new  daughter 
Sheryl  joins  sisters  Sally  and  Susan  and 

brother  John.  The  Bailey's  have  com- 
pleted an  addition  to  their  85-year-old 

home. 

Nancy  Erny  Johnstin  has  joined  the 

"heard-from  group"  again.  Nancy  and 
family  vacationed  on  the  Jersey  Shore.  The 
three  boys  are  back  at  school  and  daughter 
Margery  is  in  kindergarten. 

At  a  Chatham  alumnae  meeting  in  Cleve- 
land, Nancy  Ford  Bunzli  saw  Althea  Hock- 

ensmith  Lozick.  Dee  Ginert  Farmer  and  my 

sister  Lois  Flyte  ('51).  Nancy's  husband Fred  travels  constantly  all  over  South 
America  and  Mexico  while  she  keeps  the 
domestic  life  rolling  with  Ann,  7,  John,  4, 
and  Jimmy,  21   months. 

Marline  Frost  Ewing's  best  news  this 
year  was  the  promotion  of  Jim  to  vice 
president  of  Ketchum,  Macleod  and  Grove. 
Marline  is  busy  as  vice  president  of  PTA, 
a  den  mother,  and  singing  in  the  church 
choir. 

Elsie  Gage  Balano's  card  was  written 
while  in  the  hospital  after  the  birth  of  her 
son,  Richard.  John  and  Carrie  are  staying 
with  Elsie's  brother  on  the  Island. 

Another  future  little  leaguer  has  joined 
the  household  of  Joan  Hagler  Saklad  with 
the  birth  of  Scott.  Joan  has  been  busy  on  a 
committee  to  change  the  elementary  school 
hours  to  a  single  session. 

From  down  Kentucky  way,  Laura  Ham- 
mer lnglis  reports  that  the  family  traveled 

through  New  England  for  their  vacation 
and  found  Ruth  to  be  a  good  traveler. 
The  Army  is  keeping  Bill  busy  at  the 
hospital  and  he  is  preparing  for  his  boards 
also. 

Jean  Hulse  Souleret  and  family  have 
settled  into  a  new  home  in  Connecticut 
since  Bill  was  transferred  to  the  home  of- 

fice in  Hartford.  Jean  and  Bill  have  be- 
come avid  square  dancers,  western  style. 

Jean  had  a  wonderful  reunion  with  Carolyn 
Hirshberg    Gorman   and    husband. 

Ann  Hutchinson  Winterling  and  her 
family  spent  a  month  on  the  sandy  beaches 
and   rugged   coast  of  Maine. 

Mary  Alice  Jackson  Regan  and  the  chil- 
dren went  to  New  York  to  see  the  sights 

while  Bob  was  there  on  business.  They 
also  went  to  Trunkeyville  again  and  son 
Keith   is   becoming   quite   the   fisherman. 

Jackie  Legros  Hall  is  busy  with  church 
work,  is  president  of  her  circle  group,  a 

den  mother,  and  a  Children's  Hospital 
volunteer.  All  this  with  four  active  boys 
and  husband  Fred,  who  was  recuperating 
from  an  operation,  and  some  modeling  in 

her  "spare  time." 

Marlyn  Lenchner  Applebaum  and  Jack 

returned  to  Israel  for  a  month's  vacation. 
They  now  have  an  electronics  parts  busi- 

ness over  there.  With  all  the  children  in 

school,  Marlyn  will  use  her  free  time  work- 
ing as  president  of  her  Synagogue  Sister- 

hood. 

Janet  Loos  Seibert  and  her  girls  were 
at  Indiana,  Pennsylvania  for  a  month. 
Janet  is  still  working  at  St.  Francis  Heart 
Hospital  in  open  heart  surgery  and  pedi- 
atrics. 

Janet  Miller  Sumner  has  a  family  of 
girls,  Valerie,  7,  Mimsie,  3,  and  Lorring, 
now  1  year  old.  The  baby  restricted  their 
activities  this  summer  but  they  did  take 
a  trip  to  San  Antonio,  returning  through 
LBJ    country. 

Nancy  Miller  Houard  has  finally  settled 
after  five  years.    Dick  is  a  urology  surgeon 

at  Gundersen  Clinic  in  La  Crosse,  Wiscon 
sin.  Within  ten  minutes  of  their  home 
they  have  swimming  and  boating  in  sum 
mer,  hunting  in  fall  and  the  ski  slopes  ii 
winter.  Nancy  says  her  door  is  alway 
open   to   classmates   who   travel   their   way 

Nan  Norris  is  taking  English  and  matl 
courses  at  Pitt  this  fall. 

Brazil  and  Venezuela  were  the  vacatioi 
spots  for  Lois  Potts  Adelson  and  her  hus 
band.  They  also  took  the  children  to  Maim 

for  two  weeks  of  "togetherness." 
Charlotte  Saul  Davis  has  returned  t< 

Chatham  this  year  as  an  instructor  in  thi 
political  science  department.  Good  luck  t< 
you,  Charlotte,  from  the  class.  Her  daugh 
ters  spent  the  summer  at  camp  near  Man 
istique,  Michigan  and  Charlotte  and  he 
son  went  camping  in  the  Hiawatha  Nation 
al  Foresr,  combining  vacation  and  a  visi 
with   the  girls. 

Bobbie  Senior  Stewart  and  family  had  i 
Lebanese  girl  as  a  house  guest  for  a  week 
a  very  enjoyable  experience. 

New  England  was  well-traveled  by  class 
mates  this  year  as  Lois  Sherry  Schworn 
and  her  family  also  vacationed  there.  Li: 
has  visits  with  her  sister  and  family  front 
Pirtsburgh,  and  her  morher  from  Cali 
fornia. 

Vicki  Sneathen  Petsinger  and  family  trav 
e!ed  to  New  York  City,  through  New 
England,  to  Cape  Cod  for  three  weeks,  anc 
back  home  by  way  of  Niagara  Falls. 

Tush  Starzynski  Collier  is  busy  meetinj 

deadlines  as  a  staff  member  of  the  "New 
York  Eslator"  (sort  of  a  local  New  Yorkei 
magazine. 

Maryanne  Taptich  Barnes  and  Bill  flew 
to  Florida  in  February  to  attend  a  medi- 

cal meeting  and  went  over  to  Nassau 
for  a  few  days.  While  in  Florida,  Mary- 

anne saw  Angle  Ottino  Stahl  and  hei 
husband.  Jay  7,  went  to  camp  at  Pioneei 
Ranch  for  the  first  time,  an  experience  foi 
both   child   and   parents. 

Jo  Ann  Trevaskis  Evans'  children,  Deb. 
11,  Bob,  9,  and  Doug,  8,  are  sailors, 
swimmers  and  tennis  players,  a  very  athletic 
family.  The  whole  family  went  to  Ver- 

mont for  a  vacation. 

Kathie  Wragg  Batson  and  her  husband 
are  experiencing  the  joys  and  trials  of 
homeownership,  since  building  their  new 
home  last  fall. 

Sophie  Yanchewski  Engles  and  family 
spent  the  entire  summer  at  the  Gypsy 
Trail  in  Carmel,  New  York  where  they 

enjoyed  swimming,  sailing,  fishing,  horse- 
back  riding,   etc. 

Shirley  Hartman  Heil,  Jane  Rowlett 
Stuart  and  Marion  Orr  Michel  had  no 

special  news  to  report  but  did  return  their 
cards.  I  hope  a  few  more  of  you  will  do 
this  so  we  can  keep  in  touch. 

The  Hopkins  household  has  had  a  quiet 
year.  We  visited  my  sister  who  lives  on 
a  lake  in  Ohio,  and  had  a  vacation  at 
Tides  Inn,  Virginia  the  end  of  September. 
Heidi  is  now  two  and  has  made  me  decide 
that  its  the  parents  who  need  the  vitamins, 
not  the  children. 
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Joanne  Cochran  Ellery 

(Mrs.  Clifford  C.) 
5139   72nd  Court 

Indianapolis,  Indiana  46250 

MARRIAGES 

Ann  I.  Hawthorne  to  Major  William  Lewis, 
December  18,  1965 

Patricia   L.   Singer   to   Louis   Talotta,    May, 
1965 

Joan    Wilkinson    Hedrick    to    Richard    L. 
Zook,  Spring,   1966 

BIRTHS 

Barbara  DeLaney  Broun,  a  daughter,  Cyn- 
thia Eileen,  April  6,  1966 

Linda  Dupnak  Wise,  a  daughter,  Clair,  Jan- 
uary 29,  1966 

Patricia   Egry    Curreri,   a   daughter,    Regina 
Dawn,  February  12,  1966 

Nancy    Hannon    Gordon,    a    son,    Timothy 
Hannon,   January   21,    1966 

Daisy    Marks    Mendelsohn,    a    daughter, 
Catherine  Asher,  February  8,  1966 

Judith   Pitasky   Markstein,   a   son,   William 
Edward,  March    12,    1966 

Sue  Scott  Fenstermaker,  a  daughter,  Martha 
Susan,  July  22,   1966 

Patricia   Singer  Talotta,    a   son,   Jon    Myer, 
May   18,  1966 

Marilyn    Waid  Stilley.   a   son,   Scott   Emer- 
son, January  14,  1966 

Sara   Weise  Hall,  a  son,   Stephen   Gregory, 
August   13,   1965 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  B.  Bailey,  2715  Kilgore  Avenue, 
Raleigh,  North   Carolina   27607 

Mimi  Brice  Bishop  (Mrs.  Alfred  A.), 
4305  Centre  Avenue,  Pittsburgh  Penn- 

sylvania   15213 

Barbara  De  Laney  Broun  (Mrs.  Raymond 
Q.),  908  Maxwell  Lane,  Colorado 
Springs,  Colorado  80909 

Linda  Dupnak  Wise  (Mrs.  A.  J.),  42 
Homestead  Avenue,  Stratford,  Connecti- 

cut 06497 

Virginia  Had  field  Berry  (Mrs.  David  T.), 
636  South  Kickapoo  Street,  Springfield, 
Missouri  65804 

Capt.  Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis,  CMR,  3288, 
APO  New  York,  New  York  09132 

Suzanne  Klopp  Seyler  (Mrs.  David  A.), 
Box  522,  New  Fairfield,  Connecticut 
06810 

Mary  Koehler  Peterson  (Mrs.  R.  A.), 
Glenwoods,  North,  Box  747,  Gales 
Ferry,  Connecticut  06335 

Barbara  Komlyn  Ruano  (Mrs.  William), 
220  Iola  Avenue,  Glenshaw,  Pennsyl- 

vania  15116 

Barbara  Krantz,  24  Amelia  Circle,  Little 
Silver,  New  Jersey  07739 

Jacy  Kurtz  Meyers  (Mrs.  Karl),  2332 
Marbury  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania 
15221 

Chung  Wha  Lee  Iyengar  (Mrs.  Raja), 
33  Simpson  Road,  Ardmore,  Pennsyl- vania 19003 

Daisy  Marks  Mendelsohn  (Mrs.  Ronald), 
137-40  45th  Avenue,  Apartment  1-K, 
Flushing,  Long  Island,  New  York  11355 

Elm  Musson  Brower,  (Mrs.  R.  E.),  9-E, 
535  East  86th  Street,  New  York,  New 
York  10028 

Carol  Meanor  Piggford  (Mrs.  Roland  R.), 
29  Glen  Keith  Road,  Glen  Cove,  Long 
Island,  New  York   11542 

Grace  Nardulli  Regutti  (Mrs.  Carl),  3299 
Warrington  Road,  Shaker  Heights,  Ohio 
44120 

Carol  Schmitt  Schug  (Mrs.  Robert),  1152 
Yellowstone  Road,  Cleveland  Heights, 
Ohio  44121 

Cynthia  Snider  Greene  (Mrs.  I.  A.),  400 
N.E.  143rd  Street,  Miami,  Florida  33161 

Charlene  Sparks  Ferguson  (Mrs.  James), 
1 1  Broadmoor  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania  15228 

Joanne  Sterling,  1202  Ridgecrest  Drive, 
S.E.,   Albuquerque,   New   Mexico    87108 

Christie  Walter  Rinehart  (Mrs.  Stanley 
M.,  Ill),  7  Brevoort  Place,  Chappaqua, 
New  York  10514 

Judith  Wanderer,  914  Peach  Tree  Road, 
Apartment  4-L,  Claymont,  Delaware 
19703 

Sara    Weise  Hall    (Mrs.   John   D.),   Apart- 
ment   289-10    Corry    Village,    Gainesville, 

Florida  32601 

Shirley  Zierer  Byers  (Mrs.  William),  28 
Saxon  Road,  Worcester,  Massachusetts 
01602 

Lots  of  new  addresses  again  this  year  as 
our  rather  small  class  continues  to  spread 
across  the  country. 

After  leasing  their  home  in  California, 
Barbara  Komlyn  Ruano  and  family  have 
returned  to  Pittsburgh  to  spend  the  year 
with  parents  so  the  Ruano  daughters  can 
experience  a  real  winter,  and  so  Barb  and 
Bill  can  renew  friendships  and  become  re- 
acquainted  with  the  area. 

Joanne  Sterling  has  rerurned  to  Albu- 
querque from  Denver  afrer  completing  her 

work  with  the  government  project  there. 
At  present  she  is  working  at  a  Job  Corps 
center  while  continuing  her  doctoral  stud- 

ies  at   the   Universiry   of   New   Mexico. 

Good  news  from  the  Berrys  as  Jinny 
Hadfield  Berry  reports  that  David  has 
been  promoted  to  Major.  Also  a  change 
of  pace  with  him  teaching  ROTC  at  a 
Missouri  State  College. 

Busy  year  ahead  for  Chung  Wha  Lee 
Iyengar  who  reports  a  new  address,  plans 
to  complete  her  Ph.D.  in  chemistry  at 
Bryn  Mawr,  and  has  scheduled  visits  to 
her  father-in-law  in  India  and  her  mother 
in  Korea. 

From  Florida  comes  word  that  Sally 
Weise  Hall  and  family  should  be  spend- 

ing a  pleasant  winter  there  while  John 
attends  the  University  of  Florida  graduate 
school. 

Dana  Rose  Sleppy  is  glad  to  be  back  to 
her  washer  and  drier  after  spending  the 
summer  with  the  whole  family  at  a  Boy 

Scout  camp  where  Bob  was  Camp  Di- 
rector. The  children  loved  it  but  Mom 

really  missed  her  modern  conveniences. 

After  a  wonderful  year  in  Hawaii,  Sunny 
Koehler  Peterson  is  back  in  Connecticut 
where  Dick  is  the  executive  officer  on  the 
nuclear  sub,  Tinosa.  She  is  glad  to  be 
home  but  life  in  Hawaii  was  one  long 
vacation.  Their  stay  was  saddened  toward 

the  end  when  Sunny's  father  suffered  a 
severe  stroke  while  visiting  them.  How- 

ever, excellent  care  and  time  have  aided 
Mr.  Koehler  and  he  is  progressing  well  on 
the  road  to  recovery. 

The  big  news  from  Barbara  Douglas 
Lissfelt  is  that  she  finally  learned  to  drive. 
Now  comes  the  family  chauffeuring  chores. 

Joyce  Kiesewetter  is  enjoying  her  after- 
kindergarten  hours  touring  the  countryside 
in  her  new  convertible.  She  spent  the 
summer  working   for   Operation   Headstart. 

Patty  White  Payne  and  Nancy  Hannon 
Gordon  had  their  sons  baptized  at  the 

same  service  on  Easter  Sunday.  Patty's husband  Bud  has  a  full  schedule  this  year 
with  over  four  hundred  students  enrolled 

in  his  science  classes,  plus  evenings  de- 
voted to  Poverry  Program  reaching.  Nancy 

goes  back  ro  teaching  at  the  nursery  school 
level  this  year. 

Besides  planning  a  trip  to  the  Near  East 

for  the  coming  spring,  Lois  Katz  Blau- 
feld's  project  for  the  year  is  a  return  to 
college  weight.  She  visited  with  Daisy 
Marks  Mendelsohn  and   family   in   August. 

Liz  Miller  MacDonald  is  still  in  love 
with  Seattle.  She  says  it  is  good  to  be  out 
of  New  York  and  working.  Liz  is  in  the 
acting  company  of  the  Repertory  Theatre 
where  Pirie  is  associate  director. 

Each  year  I  expect  a  new  address  for 
Marilyn  Smallwood  Searle,  but  have  none 
yet.  She  and  Ed  are  building  a  home  by 
the  sweat  of  their  brow.  Last  year  she  was 

a  carpenter's  apprentice.  This  year  she  is 
a  painter  and  plumber's  helper.  The  end must  be  in  sight.  Now  this  is  a  real 
do-it-yourself   project. 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau  returns  to  part-time 
nursing  after  spending  an  all-summer  va- 

cation in  California. 

Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe  is  taking  ad- 
vantage of  her  middle  USA  location  to 

travel.  The  Groppes  visited  Texas  and 
Mexico  at  Christmas  and  Seattle  and  San 
Francisco  in  June.  Carole  Williams  joined 
them  in  San  Francisco  for  a  reunion. 

Willy,  incidentally,  is  the  president-elect  of 
the  California  Association  of  Cytotechnol- 
ogists.     Congratulations! 

No  vacation  this  year  for  Marilyn  Miles 
Oliphant  who  stayed  at  home  to  care  for 
her  beautiful  new  mare.  Marilyn  had  to 
brush  up  on  her  riding  skills  since  she 
suffered  a  rather  bad  fall  the  first  time  she 
tried  her. 
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Electra  Pelrolias  Agras  and  family  spent 
most  of  this  summer,  and  hopefully  many 
more  to  come,  in  their  newly  acquired 
summer  home  in  Ocean  City,  New  Jersey. 

Jacy  Kurtz  Meyers  and  Karl  visited  with 
Elm  Musson  Brower  and  Roger  in  New 
York  before  the  Meyers  embarked  on  a 
Caribbean  cruise  in  January.  Jacy  is  presi- 

dent of  the  Parkway  Chapter  Women's American  ORT  this  year.  Meanwhile,  Elm 
is  as  involved  as  always  in  a  multitude  of 
activities.  One  of  the  most  recent  projects 
is  remodeling  their  recently  purchased 
co-op  apartment — taking  wallpaper  off  by 
hand.  She  is  president  of  the  New  York 
Alumnae  Club. 

Haven't  heard  from  Carolyn  Houghlin 
Joiner  for  a  while.  Happy  to  hear  that  all 
is  well  in  Beaver  Falls.  After  vacationing 
in  the  Smokies,  Don  began  work  on  his 

master's  in  religious  education  at  Pitt. 

After  working  for  nine  years,  Shirley 
Zierer  Byers  is  finding  life  at  home  quite 
a  change.  Bill  was  ordained  in  June  and  is 
now  a  minister  at  All  Saints  Episcopal 
Church  in  downtown  Worcester. 

Buncie  Douds  Campbell  and  husband 
spent  three  weeks  touring  England,  Hol- 

land, Germany,  and  Austria.  Don,  who 
teaches  German,  had  a  good  opportunity 
to  speak  the  language.  Buncie  says  she 

didn't  speak,  which  isn't  the  Buncie  I  re- member. 

In  response  to  those  who  ask  Mary 
Irwin,  who  has  spent  three  years  in  D.C., 
if  she  has  ever  met  any  famous  persons, 

she  can  now  reply,  "yes."  The  President, 
Lady  Bird,  Lynda,  Dr.  Billy  Graham  and 
son  all  sat  behind  her  at  a  church  service, 

after  which  Mary  shook  the  President's 
hand.    "He  is  a  huge  man,"  says  Mary. 

Vat  Egry  Curreri  writes  that  they  spent 
a  delightful  vacation  on  Cape  Cod  giving 
Bill  a  much  needed  rest  after  a  month  of 
doing  open  heart  surgery. 

Raising  children,  chickens,  vegetables 
and  entertaining  lots  of  company  kept 
Bette  Topley  Jack  sufficiently  occupied  this 
summer. 

Joan  Wilkinson  Zook  is  still  in  Costa 
Mesa  and  is  employed  as  a  social  worker 
by  Orange  County. 

Used  to  see  Patsy  Singer  Talotta  fre- 
quently at  the  East  Hills  Shopping  Center 

when  we  lived  in  Pittsburgh,  but  she  never 
responded  for  the  Recorder.  She  finally 
came  through  this  year.  Her  husband  Louis 
is  an  interior  designer.  And,  of  course, 
she  has  a  beautiful  baby  boy! 

Suzanne  Klopp  Seyler  got  back  into  the 
nursing  field  this  summer  as  a  camp  nurse 
for  six  weeks.  All  worked  out  well  because 
the  boys  were  able  to  accompany  her. 

Each  year  Barb  Krantz  gets  a  little  fan- 
cier. Her  new  home  has  a  game  room 

with  a  built-in  bar  and  a  pool  table.  She 
spent  a  week  in  Puerto  Rico,  arriving  in 
time  to  greet  Hurricane  Faith. 

Linda  Dupnak  Wise  and  family  (one 
boy  and  three  girls)  are  settled  in  Connect- 

icut.    Her    husband    is    flying    with    TWA 

From  Grace  Nardulli  Regulti  comes  the 
report  of  the  purchase  of  a  large  older 
home  in  Shaker  Heights.  Carl  received  his 
MBA  from  Pitt  in  April  and  accepted  a 
job  with  Diamond  Alkali  as  a  senior  de- 

velopment specialist. 

Back  in  the  teaching  field  is  Delight 
Reed  Dann  who  is  starting  her  second  year 
in  a  cooperative  nursery  school.  With  her 
youngest  in  kindergarten,  Meg  Floyd  Kauf- 

man hopes  to  do  some  "subbing"  this  year. 

Rose  Fossee  Weyhmann  is  busy  with 
church  work  since  her  election  to  the 
Church  Council  in  January.  Rose  was  in 
Pittsburgh  in  November  when  she  was  a 

bridesmaid  in  her  brother's  wedding  party. 

Had  an  interesting  note  from  Jean 
Gumpel  de  W  underlich  who  remains  active 
in  social  work  in  Guatemala.  She  repre- 

sented her  country  at  the  Fourth  Inter- 
American  Conference  on  Malnutrition  in 
Panama. 

Judy  Pitasky  Markstein  spent  an  excit- 
ing spring  in  New  York  City  with  her 

family.  They  accompanied  Don  who  worked 
there  for  three  months  for  his  firm. 

With  two  in  school  this  year,  Carol  Crissy 
Hill  has  a  busy  schedule  of  Brownie  troop 
meetings  and  civic  and  volunteer  work. 
Recently  she  discovered  that  Tee  Spearhas 
O'Connor  '57,   lives   nearby. 

Carol  Stolley  Hastie  has  been  working 
since  February  for  a  community  action 

project  sponsored  by  the  Pittsburgh  Anti- 
Poverty   Program. 

Quite  a  few  of  the  girls  have  no  special 
news  but  send  greetings.  All  are  busy  with 
the  daily  activities  of  their  families  and 
express  a  desire  to  see  any  classmates  who 
venture   into   their  parts   of  the   country. 

Greetings  from  the  Pittsburgh  area  are 
extended  by  Barbara  Evans  Danver,  Esther 
Rothman  Greenwald,  Janet  Schmultz  Lee 
and  Sue  Scott  Fenstermaker.  Elsewhere  we 

hear  from  Barb  DeLaney  Brown  in  Colo- 
rado Springs,  Peggy  Pattison  Moore  in 

Rye,  New  York,  Martha  Kavalosky  Frew 
in  Rockville,  Maryland,  Joanne  Hammond 
McDonald  in  New  York,  Marilyn  Waid 
Stilley  in  Warren,  Ohio,  Pinkus  Weinhold 
Aloes  in  Lebanon,  New  Jersey,  and  Marge 
Marr  Salmon  in  Port  Chester,  New  York. 

Glad  I'm  almost  to  the  end.  My  legs 
are  tired.  No  I  haven't  learned  to  write  with 
my  toes.  Seems  we  country  folk  acquire  an 
occasional  field  mouse.  Cliff  is  out  of  town 
so  I  must  face  this  crisis  the  best  way  I 
know  how.  And  that  is  to  avoid  contact 

by  keeping  my  feet  off  the  floor. 

Otherwise  the  Ellery's  are  pretty  well. 
We  spent  a  month  this  summer  in  Pitts- 

burgh and  Rehoboth  Beach.  We  were  gone 
just  long  enough  for  our  lawn  to  burn  out 

completely  so  we  are  spending  a  "pleasant" fall  putting  in  a  new  one.  We  have  also 
become  racing  enthusiasts  and  attended  the 

"Indy  500" — the  big  event  of  the  year  in 
Indianapolis.  Clifford  is  a  big  second- 
grader,  Liz  goes  to  nursery  school,  and 
Becky  and  Debbie  stay  at  home  to  bug 
Mom. 

Thanks  for  the  mail!  I  thoroughly  en- 
joy each  card  and  letter.  Until  next  year, 

continue  to  be  happy  and  keep  busy. 
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BIRTHS 

Carol  Moran  Russell 
(Mrs.  Robert  H.,  Jr.) 

124  Byron  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania    15237 

Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow 
(Mrs.  Samuel) 

218V2   Frey  Street 
Endicott,  New  York  13760 

Benita  Biggard  Rapport,  a  son,  Clifford 
Dean,  April  3,   1966 

Peggy  Burgette  Newman,  a  daughter,  Alia 

Joy,  August  12,   1966 

Ruth  Cooper  Klodell,  a  son,  Michael, 
December  14,  1965 

Carol  Fraser  Hall,  a  daughter,  Jessica  Eliz- 
abeth, September  17,  1965 

Patricia  Gregory  Barrett,  a  daughter,  Jera 
Anne,  August  31,   1966 

Carol  Jeffreys  Heiser,  a  daughter,  Kristen 
Lee,  April  29,  1966 

Martha  Lasky  Sanders,  a  son,  Alan  David, 
January  15,  1966 

Patricia  Martin  Kennedy,  a  son,  Vern 
Martin,  August   14,    1966 

Betty  Lou  McCoy  Yermack,  a  son,  Eric 
Douglas,  May  20,   1966 

Carol  Moran  Russell,  a  daughter,  Jennifer 
Carol,  May  10,  1966 

Phyllis  Prinzo  McShea,  a  son,  Gregory 
Joseph,  September  3,  1966 

Wilfred  Richards  Harper,  a  daughter,  Amy 
Richards,  March  24,   1965 

Ann  Sheckler  Powell,  a  son,  Corey  Steven- 
son, January   7,   1966 

Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein,  a  daughter,  Rita 
Claire,  April   13,   1966 

Susan  Smith  Anderson,  a  daughter,  Kathryn 
Wetherall,  January  15,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Asche,  Bellevue  Manor,  Apt.  6, 

624  West  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- 
vania 15202 

Barbara  Berg  Morrison  (Mrs.  Victor),  4105 

Ridgeview  Road,  Harrisburg,  Pennsyl- 
vania  17112 

Carol  Cowley  Ross  (Mrs.  C.  Bruce),  Box 

565,  Blacksburg,  Virginia  24060 

Jacqueline  Del  Campo  Gallagher  (Mrs. 
William  J.),  3065  Porter  Street,  N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20009 

Lorrie  Edwards  Troyer  (Mrs.  William), 
1820  Metzerott  Road,  #36,  Adelphi, 
Maryland  20783 

Virginia  Fichtel,  2130  Wightman  Street, 
Apt.  23,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15217 

Carol  Fraser  Hall  (Mrs.  John  P.)  6231 
De  Loache  Avenue,  Dallas,  Texas  75225 

Nancy  Galley,  220  South  Home  Avenue, 
Apt.  308,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15202 

Sally  Johnston  Woods  (Mrs.  J.  M.),  1133 
Little  Lehigh  Road,  Emmaus,  Pennsyl- vania   18049 
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lnna  Komarnitsky  Hays  (Mrs.  Ronald 
M.),  1315  June  Avenue  South,  Minne- 

apolis, Minnesota  55416 

At  Rin  Lee  Kim  (Mrs.  Jai  Won),  3800 
Waldo  Avenue,  Apt.  3-F,  Bronx,  New 
York  10463 

Judy  Murdoch  Weymark  (Mrs.  James), 
%  Mrs.  Robert  Murdock,  124  Park 
Drive,  Vermilion,  Ohio  44089 

Myrna  Samuels  Blower  (Mrs.  Donald), 
5096  West  Michigan  Avenue,  Ypsilanti, 
Michigan  48197 

Barbara  Sandford,  50  Golden  Gate  Avenue 
Apt.  616,  San  Francisco,  California 
94102 

Claud ette  Smith  Cooper  (Mrs.  Ross  A.), 
2438  Augustina  Drive,  Warren,  Mich- 

igan 48091 

Marlene  Suran  Davis  (Mrs.  Richard  G.), 
Box  254,  Cow  Path  Road,  R.  D.  1, 
Telford,   Pennsylvania    18969 

Barbara  Weitsman  Marks  (Mrs.  Robert), 
5 1 1  Tearose  Lane,  Cherry  Hill,  New 
Jersey  08034 

Marcia   reporting: 

Eight  years  after  graduation  from  Chat- 
ham we  find  our  classmates  still  adding 

to  the  population  explosion  but  never  too 
busy  to  actively  participate  in  community 
affairs  and  pursue  their  personal  interests. 

For  Libby  Anthon  Petrolias  it  was  an 
exciting  summer  during  which  she  acted 
in  two  summer  stock  productions  at  a  local 
theatre.  She  and  John  are  anticipating  a 
wonderful  winter  vacation  in  Puerto  Rico 
and  the  Virgin  Islands. 

Ruth  Cooper  Klodell  is  pleased  to  re- 
port that  Carl  recently  opened  his  own 

office  in  the  practice  of  ophthalmology. 

A  well-earned  ten-week  tour  of  Europe 
was  Nancy  Galley's  diversion  this  summer. 
Nancy  received  her  Masters  of  Nursing 
Education  degree  from  Pitt  and  is  now 
employed  as  chairman  of  the  Medical- 
Surgical  Nursing  Department  at  Allegheny 
General  Hospital. 

Baby  Jera  was  a  timely  arrival  for  the 
Recorder.  Patricia  Gregory  Barrett  wrote 
her  news  from  the  hospital.  Pat  plans  to 
continue  teaching  a  course  in  child  develop- 

ment at  Kent  State  University. 

Kay  Harper  Kerr  visited  "Noonie"  Leet 
Stark  and  her  family  in  Dunedin,  Florida 
last  winter. 

Carol  Jeffreys  Heiser  has  made  the  ad- 
justment from  a  working  woman  to  the 

role  of  mother  and  homemaker — and  loves 
it. 

Teaching  math  and  science  part  time  is 
Martha  Lasky  Sanders,  who  also  is  enjoying 
her  new  son. 

Enjoying  rural  life  in  Crown  Point, 
Indiana  is  Carole  Koko  Ward,  complete 

with  a  pony  and  a  small  "harvest."  Tom 
has  a  new  County  Republican  appointment 
and   received  a  promotion   at  U.   S.   Steel. 

Carole  is  active  in  A.  A.  U.  W.  and  several 
other  organizations,  is  still  teaching  and 
taking  courses  at  night.  She  would  love  to 
hear  from  all  Chathamites  passing  through 
her  territory. 

Phyllis  Prinzo  McShea  and  Gene  have 
been  busy  fixing  their  home.  They  and 
Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite  with  their 
children  visited  in  Philadelphia  this  sum- 

mer with  Nancy  Knuth  Thoman  and  her 
family. 

After  a  summer  of  camping  and  travel- 
ing, Myrna  Samuels  Blower,  Don  and 

Bradley  have  returned  from  Colorado  to 
Michigan  where  they  will  both  continue teaching. 

Following  a  lovely  vacation  in  Mexico, 
Barbara  Sanford  returned  to  a  challenging 
and  stimulating  job  for  the  Bureau  of 
Employment  Security  of  the  Department  of 
Labor  in  the  office  of  Farm  Labor  Service. 
Her  work  takes  her  into  California,  Ari- 

zona, Nevada  and  Hawaii  and  involves 
evaluating,  developing  and  implementing 
programs  for  the  respective  state  depart- 

ments of  employment. 

Since  Susan  Smith  Anderson's  activities 
are  best  described  by  her,  the  following  is 

quoted  from  her  letter.  "At  present  I'm working  with  a  group  of  American  women 
here  on  a  project  with  a  small  pueblo  about 
two  hours  away  from  Barranquilla.  The 
town  has  no  vaccination  program,  no  rabies 
control,  no  kinder  much  less  pre-kinder 
for  the  children,  a  devastating  population 
explosion,  and  the  faint  beginnings  of  an 
awareness  of  their  problems  but  no  way  of 
knowing  how  to  go  about  it.  With  typical 

"Gringo"  efficiency  we're  starting  with  the 
birth-control  which  surprisingly  enough  a 
group  of  the  women  from  the  town  asked 

us  to  help  start.  We've  got  the  Doctor, 
the  inter-uterine  devices  and  the  date  set 

for  explanation  and  insertion.  If  we  don't 
run  into  ecclesiastical  difficulties  it  may 
turn  out  to  be  the  first  town  with  a  pro- 

gram of  this  kind  in  South  America.  I'm 
going  as  a  'living  example,'  but  I'm  really 
more  interested  in  working  with  the  chil- 

dren that  are  already  there.  .  .  ."  Suzie 
and  Don  will  be  on  home  leave  during 
December  and  January  and  will  soon  after 
be  moving  to  Bogota. 

Happily  settled  in  their  130-year  old 
country  house,  Denise  Zadeik  Chatfield 
and  Hale  are  both  continuing  their  teach- 

ing. Hale's  second  volume  of  poetry  will 
be  published  this  winter. 

Many  of  our  classmates  had  a  good 
year,  but  nothing  newsworthy  to  report. 
Carole  Ashman  Briggs,  Benita  Biggard 
Rapport,  Peggy  Burgette  Newman  and  Joan 
Herman  Coleman  send  their  regards  to  all. 

My  own  good  news  this  year  is  over- 
shadowed by  the  fact  that  my  father  passed 

away  quite  unexpectedly  on  August  31. 
After  spending  some  time  in  Pittsburgh  I 
returned  to  Endicott,  New  York  where  Sam 
and  I  have  been  living  since  February. 
Sam  accepted  a  position  with  I.B.M.  as  a 
senior  systems  analyst  and  finds  his  new 

field  challenging  and  "fun."  We  took  full 
advantage  of  the  many  lakes  near  us  and 
enjoyed  swimming  and  sailing  and  explor- 

ing this  part  of  New  York  State. 

I  missed  hearing  from  some  of  you  this 

year  and  hope  you'll  bring  us  up  to  date for  the  next  issue  of  the  Recorder. 

Carol    reporting: 

It  is  difficult  to  believe  an  entire  year 
has  passed  since  last  I  heard  from  so  many 
of  you,  and  as  always,  there  is  interesting 
and  welcome  news  to  report.  Moving  is 
always  an  event  frequently  reported  by  our 
classmates  and  this  year  is  no  exception. 
After  spending  two  weeks  vacationing  in 
Florida  last  winter,  Anna  Liadis  Zervos 
and  family  started  building  their  new  home 
and  hoped  to  be  in  by  November.  Mean- 

while, Anna  and  Maria,  age  3,  are  trying 
to  adjust  to  the  absence  of  Angelo  who 
started  school  this  fall.  Having  just  re- 

cently built  and  moved  into  their  new 
home,  Barbara  Weitsman  Marks  says  that 
she  would  love  to  have  company  if  anyone 
plans  to  be  in  the  area.  Bob  will  be  on 
the  teaching  staff  of  Temple  University 
Dental  School  and  the  staff  of  Albert 
Einstein  Medical  Center. 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper  and  family 

gladly  traded  living  half-packed  for  5 
months  in  a  builder's  old  model  home  with 
struggling  to  grow  grass  in  their  big  new 
house,  having  finally  moved  last  spring. 
Blacksburg,  Virginia  is  the  new  home  of 

Carol  Cowley  Ross'  family  since  Bruce became  the  new  Director  of  Alumni  Affairs 
for  Virginia  Polytechnic  Institute.  While 
her  three  children  are  in  school,  Carol  has 

been  having  fun  exploring  their  new  sur- roundings. 

Joe's  accepting  a  new  position  as  a  sen- 
ior systems  analyst  with  Air  Products  and 

Chemicals,  Inc.  resulted  in  the  moving  of 

Sally  Johnston  Woods  and  family  to  Allen- 
town.  The  Woods  family  has  always  been 
an  active  one,  and  among  other  things, 
Joe  and  Sally  have  accepted  the  responsi- 

bility of  serving  as  advisors  for  rhe  Junior 
High  School  Westminster  Fellowship  pro- 

gram of  their  church  beginning  this  fall. 
After  two  "marvelous"  years  in  Europe, 
Carol  Fraser  Hall  moved  to  Dallas  where 
John  is  associated  with  a  law  firm.  Just 

recently  they  purchased  a  two-story  Geor- 
gian house  which  they  are  in  rhe  process 

of  remodeling.  In  addition  to  being  active 
in  a  number  of  civic  and  political  organi- 

zations, Carol  has  "even  managed  to  put 
her  European  French  to  use  by  substitut- 

ing at  a  private  girls'  school."  By  tagging 
along  with  John  on  some  business  trips, 
she  has  visited  Washington,  D.C.  and 
California  and  spent  a  winter  vacation  in 
Acapulco  and  Mexico  City. 

I  am  always  so  impressed  and  proud  of 

the  number  of  girls  who  are  srill  continu- 
ing theit  education  as  well  as  keeping  busy 

as  career  girls  or  homemakers.  After  a 
vacation  in  New  York  City,  Barbara  Asche 
has  returned  to  complete  the  work  on  her 

M.S.  degree.  Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braith- 
waite has  enrolled  again  at  Pitt  and  hopes 

to  finish  work  on  her  master's  in  library science.  She  keeps  in  practice  by  helping 

the  local  Parent's  Association  with  the 
school  library.  With  both  Robin  and 
Steven  in  school  this  fall,  Marilyn  Stein- 
man  Roth  is  attending  the  Graduate  School 
of  Library  and  Information  Science  at  Pitt 

working  roward  a  master's   degree. 
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Lorrie  Edwards  Troyer  had  the  oppor- 
tunity this  summer  to  take  Public  Health 

Nursing  courses  at  Duke  in  preparation 

for  master's  degree  work  in  the  fall.  How- 
ever, the  draft  changed  their  plans,  but 

the  Troyers  are  pleased  with  Bill's  new 
assignment  at  Walter  Reed  Army  Insti- 

tute of  Research  in  Washington  as  a  Cap- 
tain in  the  Army  Medical  Corps  for  3  years. 

Sonia  Kurtz  Matlick  applied  for  and  re- 

ceived a  fellowship  to  get  a  master's  degree 
in  special  education  for  the  mentally  handi- 

capped. She  began  this  fall  as  a  full  time 
student  at  Michigan  State  University  and 
will  complete  the  requirements  within  a 
year.  Upon  graduation,  she  plans  to  teach 
or  pursue  research  in  methods  of  teaching 
the  retarded.  Sonia  has  a  particular  inter- 

est in  this  field  since  her  older  son,  Scott, 
age  6V2,  was  diagnosed  as  severely  retarded 
when  he  was  three.  Last  April,  Scott  was 
admitted  to  a  home  for  the  retarded  and 

has  adjusted  well.  Three-year-old  Greg  and 

family  thoroughly  enjoy  Scott's  four-day visits  at  home. 

Like  many  of  us,  Sandy  Whitmyre 
Young  has  settled  down  to  a  typical  sub- 

urban routine.  After  a  camping  vacation 
in  Florida,  the  Youngs  are  resuming  their 
activities  in  church  and  community  work. 
Sandy  is  serving  as  chairman  of  the  week- 

day kindergarten  in  her  area  as  well  as 
being  active  in  scouting  activities,  the 

church's  Woman's  Association,  and  PTA. 
Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein  plans  to  continue 
her  tutoring,  bowling,  and  possibly  take 

an  oil  painting  class  when  she's  not  busy with  Elizabeth  and  Rita  Claire.  Freddie 

Richards  Harper's  sport  is  golf  and  she 
has  enjoyed  playing  frequently  this  sum- 
mer. 

Blaine  Rockwood  Staples  writes,  "It's 
been  a  sad  and  busy  year  since  the  last 
note  from  you.  Dick  passed  away  sud- 

denly on  Thanksgiving  Day,  November  25, 

1965,  the  day  Carrie  was  16  months  old." 
I  would  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to 
extend  the  sincere  sympathy  of  our  class 
to  Elaine  upon  the  untimely  death  of  her 
husband.  They  are  still  in  West  Virginia, 
but  the  trips  to  Orchard  Park  and  Pitts- 

burgh grow  more  frequent.  Elaine  and 
Carrie  have  seen  Pat  Curry  Tryon  and  her 
family  who  are  living  in  East  Aurora,  New 
York.  Pat  and  John  have  three  girls — 
Elizabeth,  Adeline,   and   Katie. 

Betty  Lou  McCoy  Yermack  is  very  busy 
just  keeping  up  with  her  three  boys.  Larry 
is  now  project  manager  in  charge  of  the 
tape  recorder  project  for  the  OGO  satellites 
at  the  RCA  Space  Center  in  Princeton. 
The  Yermacks  see  Anna  Belle  Irwin  Few 
and  Bill  and  their  son  William  Timothy 
pretty  often.  For  the  past  year,  Jo  Rita 
Latella  Reiter  has  been  writing  a  column 
in  the  Boston  Sunday  Herald  of  classical 
record  reviews  with  an  occasional  music 

book  review.  Jo  Rita  says  that  reviewing 
records  fits  in  very  conveniently  with  house 
and  child  care.  Tom  began  his  academic 
career  in  the  first  grade  while  Greg,  5, 
and  Ed,  3,  are  looking  forward  to  a  pleas- 

ant but  snowy  winter  at  home. 

Until  next  year,  thank  you  for  writing 
and  so  promptly  responding  to  my  requests 
for  news. 

60 
Kathryn  McLaughlin  Elder 

(Mrs.  J.  H.) 
210  Delano  Drive 

Pirtsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15236 

Susan  Decker 
220  East  87th  Street 

New  York,  New  York  10028 

MARRIAGES 

Norma  Hunt  to  Ed  Mahle 

Ruth  Pincus  to  Damodar  Gujarati,  Novem- 
ber 26,  1965 

Marcia  Rubinoff  to  Gordon  L.  Rosenthal 

III 
Gayle  Thomas  to  Samuel  O'Gusta  Harris 

III,  September  21,   1966 

Marie-Paule  Visentin  to  Daniel  Van  de 
Wiele,  April  10,  1965 

BIRTHS 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore,  a  daughter, 
Elizabeth  Park,  March   31,   1966 

Carol  Koepke  Brown,  a  daughter,  Molly 
McGinley,  October   17,   1965 

Barbara  Kurtz  Brody,  a  son,  April  21,  1966 

Alice  Lochner  Kruiten,  a  daughter,  Jean- 
nette  Geetruida,  August  13,  1966 

Bette  Nadel  Balk,  a  son,  Marshall  Louis, 
May   16,    1966 

Jill  Putnam  Huston,  a  son,  James  Chris- 
tian, March  20,   1966 

Patricia  Ross  Stoycos,  a  daughter,  Sarah 
Marshall,  June  10,  1966 

Debora  Rothman  Phillips,  a  son,  Ronald 
Eric,  August  2,   1966 

Joan  Shultz  Shirley,  a  son,  Lars,  March  16, 
1964,  and  a  daughter,  Kirsten,  March 

5,   1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Joan  Beckley  Clark  (Mrs.  Robert  F.),  475 
Los  Cerros  Drive,  Greenbrae,  California 

94904 
Sorel  Berman,  37  Addington  Street,  Brook- 

line,  Massachusetts  02146 

Nancy  Cohen  Stein  (Mrs.  Herbert),  1235 
Formosa  Avenue,  North,  Hollywood, 
California  90046 

Tela  Cohn  Zasloff  (Mrs.  Joseph  J.),  6444 
Monitor  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania 
15217 

Barbara  Friedman  London  (Mrs.  R.  L. ), 
453  Hilltop  Drive,  Madison,  Wisconsin 

53711 

Betty  Goodridge  Westgard  (Mrs.  James 
B.),  11  North  36th  Street,  Terre  Haute, 
Indiana  47801 

Enid  Gruskin  Sapira  (Mrs.  Joseph  D.), 

1248  Cherbourg  Street,  Lexington,  Ken- 
tucky 40504 

Norma  Hunt  Mahle  (Mrs.  E.  L.),  15871 

St.  Mary's,  Detroit,  Michigan  48227 

Emma  Rae  Jones  Hershey  (Mrs.  Colii 
H.),  1906  Wightman  Street,  Pittsburgh 
Pennsylvania   15217 

Nancy  Levendorf  Recht  (Mrs.  Orville) 
3120  San  Juan  Drive,  Fullerton,  Cali fornia  93632 

Anne  Linhart  Hearn  (Mrs.  Peter),  801 
Westview  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pennsyl vania   10119 

Alice  Lochner  Kruiten  (Mrs.  J.  C. ),  3! 
Moody  Place,  Staten  Island,  New  Yorl 
10310 

Virginia  Long  Springen  (Mrs.  Keith  G.) 
548  Putnam  Road,  Merion  Station,  Penn 

sylvania     19066 

Andrea  Lopen,  220  East  87th  Street,  Nev 
York,  New  York  10028 

Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  (Mrs.  T.  V.,  Jr.) 
777  Bellflower  Blvd.,  #29,  Long  Beach 
California  90815 

Marjorie  Marcus  Krinzman  (Mrs.  E.  R.) 
43  Glover  Road,  Needham,  Massachu 
setts  02192 

Berenice  McGrew  Fitzgerald  (Mrs.  J.  R. ) 
906  Longview  Court,  Wilmington,  Dela ware  19803 

Ann  Meyer  Klein  (Mrs.  Marvin  A.),  14K 
Academy  Lane,  Melrose  Park,  Pennsyl 
vania   19117 

Sally  Miller  Genelli  (Mrs.  Thomas  J.) 
29  East  4th  Street,  New  York,  Nev York  10003 

Marilyn  Moss,  160  Fayette  Street,  Morgan 
town,  West  Virginia  25605 

Ruth  Pincus  Gujarati  (Mrs.  Damador) 
185  West  Houston  Street,  New  York 
New  York  10014 

Glenda  Rich  DeBroff  (Mrs.  Robert),  544* 
Albermarle  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Penn 
sylvania    15217 

Patricia  Ross  Stoycos  (Mrs.  Alexander  V.) 
727  Farmingdale  Road,  Lancaster,  Penn 
sylvania    17603 

Marcia  Rubinoff  Rosenthal  (Mrs.  Gordor 
L.  Ill),  110  Braebarton  Boulevard 
Steubenville,  Ohio  43952 

Susan  Schlotterer  Davis  (Mrs.  Phillip) 

%  Schlotterer,  4517  Middle  Road,  Alli- 
son Park,  Pennsylvania    15101 

Anne  McChesney  Smith  Wright  (Mrs 
William  E.),  125  Baxter  Drive,  Apart- 

ment G-4,  Athens,  Georgia  30601 

Milanie  Souza  Romanski  (Mrs.  Charles). 
1008  Cedar  Street,  Crossett,  Arkansas 71635 

Gayle  Thomas  Harris  (Mrs.  Samuel  O. 
Ill),  5017  Caryn  Court,  Apartment  102, 
Alexandria,  Virginia  22312 

Claire  Tober,  912  Ivy  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania  15232 

Charlotte  Todd  DeLuca  (Mrs.  Matthew), 

105  Monoghan  Street,  Aliquippa,  Penn- 
sylvania 15001 

Marie-Paule  Visentin  Van  de  Wiele  (Mrs. 
Daniel ) ,  3 1  Valentine,  France 
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Virginia  Wilson  Keith  (Mrs.  Fred  W.), 
31  Haven  Road,  Wellesley,  Massachu- 

setts 02181 

Judith  Woodruff  Laughlin  (Mrs.  W. 
Philip),  17602  Towne  Crest  Drive, 
Gaithersburg,  Maryland  20760 

Elaine  Zavos  Zweig  (Mrs.  Neal  F.),  6324 
Morrowfield  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania 15217 

Sue  reporting: 

This  year  saw  Ginny  Long  Springen, 
Nancy  Levendorf  Recht,  Norma  Hunt 
Mahle,  Bohbi  Friedman  London,  Margie 
Marcus  Krinzman  and  Berenice  McGrew 
Fitzgerald  all  move  into  new  abodes. 
Norma  must  have  had  the  hardest  move 
of  all,  though,  because,  while  skiing  on 
her  honeymoon,  she  broke  an  ankle!  All 
is  back  to  normal  now.  Norma  is  working 
as  a  biochemist  for  Parke-Davis,  while  her 
husband  is  in  the  U.S.  General  Accounting 
Office  in  Detroit. 

Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  is  an  assistant 
professor  of  sociology  at  California  State 
at  Long  Beach,  awaiting  the  end  of  Toms 
stint  as  a  medical  officer  in  the  Navy.  The 

Willis'  took  advantage  of  being  on  the West  Coast  to  take  a  Hawaiian  vacation. 
Both  Sorel  Berman  and  Joanne  Kretz 
Weiss  are  excited  with  their  experiences 
in  teaching.  Sorel  spent  the  summer  at  an 
NDEA  Institute  for  Advanced  Study  in 
English  at  UCLA,  capping  off  the  venture 
with  some  traveling,  during  which  she 
bumped  into  Lois  Klein  Schochet  whom 

she  hadn't  seen  in  years.  This  fall,  Sorel 
will  be  teaching  creative  writing,  advanced 
placement  and  a  new  humanities  program 
in  American  lit  and  American  history, 
and  also  participating  in  a  Harvard  Semi- 

nar in  curriculum  development  as  well  as 
teaching  Sunday  School!  Joanne  taught 
summer  school — a  remedial  program  in 
math  and  reading  financed  by  the  Federal 
Government.  She  enjoyed  her  summer 
get-to-gether  with  Lauranne  Gay,  Margie 
Roessler,  Patty  Evans  Burns  and  Arleen 
Campbell  Timmons. 

Bev  Carter  Bush  is  enjoying  her  work 
in  Juvenile  Court  in  Pittsburgh  and  re- 

ports that  Claire  Tober,  a  former  colleague, 
is  now  with  the  Board   of  Education. 

Picture  Ginny  Long  Springen  in  her  new 
olde  house,  filled  with  3  daughters  plus 
small  furry  animals,  including  one  from 
Gayle  Thomas;  Nancy  Levendorf  Recht 
and  her  two  little  ones  moving  into  a  new 
house  as  Orv  was  made  a  partner  in  a  law 
firm  in  Fullerton;  Nancy  active  in  AAUW 
and  the  Law  Wives  of  Orange  County 
(volunteer  work  interviewing  people  for 
Legal  Aid  and  Lawyer  Reference);  Bobbi 
Friedman  London,  Ralph  (still  on  the 
computer  sciences  faculty  at  the  University 
of  Wisconsin)  and  Maria  moving  into 
their  new  home;  Lucy  Gray  Gilligan  not 

believing  Lisa's  already  in  first  grade! 

Nancy  Cohen  Stein  reports  that  from 
her  new  home,  she  rubs  elbows  with 
David  McCallum  and  George  Chakiris. 

Margie  Marcus  Krinzman  and  Ed — 
with  2  year-old  Stephen — bought  a  home 
in  Needham  while  Ed  is  preparing  for  his 
ophthalmological    residency.     From    Phila- 

delphia, Claire  Judd  Schweriner  reports 
that  she  is  corresponding  secretary  of  the 

women's  auxiliary  of  Delaware  Valley  Col- 
lege, and  Judy  Levine  Weintraub  reports 

the  only  addition  to  her  family  this 
year:  a  Scottish  Terrier  named  Tibby.  She 
and  Herb  visited  Rome  and  stopped  off 
in  Tunisia  to  see  her  brother  Steve,  who  is 
in  the  Peace  Corps  there.  Moving  to 
Carlisle,  Pennsylvania  are  Sandy  IDeBroff) 
and  Ron  Roth  with  Susan  and  Debbie. 

Carol  Koepke  Brown  reports  two  excit- 
ing events:  the  birth  of  their  daughter 

Molly,  and  Keith's  new  job  with  the 
Council  of  Churches  which  is  sponsoring 
a  North  Hills  Youth  Ministry  pilot  pro- 

gram in  which  he  is  essentially  a  mission- 
ary to  unchurched  teenagers. 

Busy  as  recording  secretary  for  the  Rye 
League  of  Women  Voters  is  Amy  Marcus 
Kellman,  who  is  also  working  part-time  at 
the  Westchester  Library  System  Head- 

quarters as  well  as  tending  house  for  her 
husband   and   two  lovely  daughters. 

Berenice  McGrew  Fitzgerald  reports  that 
Jim,  now  armed  with  his  Ph.D.,  is  at  the 
experimental  station  of  DuPont.  She  is 
happily  fixing  up  her  new  aparrment.  Mary 
Anne  Koenig  Pomputius,  who  is  submerged 
in  Chinese  bronzes  (Art  History,  Pitt), 
was  glad  to  receive  a  visit  from  Dr.  Olga 
Russell,  who  braved  rhe  1 1  ft.  sunflowers 
blocking  the  path  to  their  front  door  to 
visit  en  route  to  a  new  position  at  the 
University  of  Maine.  Bill  is  happily  filling 

requests  for  reprints  of  an  article  he  pub- 
lished in  a  pathology  journal.  Billy  and 

Mary  Alice  are  just  fine. 

Ann   (Curry)  and   George   Haux  bought 
the    old    house  they    were    living    in    in 
Skaneateles  and  Ann  is  busy  with  the  two 
children. 

Betty  Goodridge  Westgard's  husband  Jim 
is  an  assistant  professor  in  the  physics  de- 

partment at  Indiana  State  University.  They 
and  their  two-year-old  son,  Bill,  moved  into 
an  enormous  old  house  in  Terre  Haute. 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  gave  birth  to 
Elizabeth  Park  in  March  and  has  taken  the 
time  to  become  involved  as  a  Director  of 
the  Alumnae  Association.  She  writes  that 
it  has  been  most  rewarding  and  a  great 
privilege  and  wishes  more  of  the  class 
could  be  involved  with  the  workings  of  the 
Association.  In  Chicago  as  part  of  her  job 
(she  also  went  to  Denver  for  a  convention 
on  housing),  Andrea  Lopen,  who  recently 
joined  the  National  Committee  Against 

Discrimination  in  Housing,  didn't  have 
time  for  much  but  business.  She  was  in- 

terviewing key  people  in  the  current  hous- 
ing dispute.  Andrea  and  I  will  be  working 

together  on  a  dinner  for  NCDH  in  April. 

Arleen  Boyda  Porter  reports  a  meeting 
of  the  clan:  Carol  Koepke  Brown,  Kathy 
O'Donnell  Watson  and  Hannah  Brush  Van 

Horn  ('61).  The  Porters  took  a  trip  to 
see  her  brother  captain  Harvard's  football team  last  fall. 

After  a  trimester  in  Washington  with 
The  Rand  Corporation  (with  Tela  on 
horseback! ) ,  Tela  (Cohn)  and  Joe  Zasloff 
returned  to  Pitt  until  their  December  de- 

parture for  Vientiane,  Laos,  after  which  it 
was  back  to  Rand,  this  time  in  Santa 
Monica  .   .   .  then   back  to  Pitt.    I  caught 

them   in   Washington    in   June   and    had    a 
delightful  visit. 

Laleh  Bakhtiar  Ardalan,  with  Mani  and 
Iran  in  good  hands,  is  working  as  head  of 
the  audio-visual  section  of  the  public  rela- 

tions department.  National  Iranian  Oil 
Company.  Nader  is  field  architect  for 
NIOC  and  has  built  theatres,  country  clubs 
and  homes.  The  Ardalans  helped  uncover 
several  ancient  sites  digging  with  Professor 
Ghirshman,  head  of  the  French  Archeolog- 
ical  Museum  in  Iran.  Nel  described  a 
marvelous  six-week  vacation  on  an  arche- 
ological,  historical  and  architectural  tour 
of  Iran  with  a  rest  at  the  Caspian. 

I  moved  last  fall  from  working  with 
Ethiopia  to  join  a  small  firm  handling  pub- 

lic relations  and  fund  raising  for  the 
Embassy  of  Viet  Nam  in  Washington,  the 
NAACP  and  the  International  Rescue  Com- 

mittee.    It's    keeping    me   out   of    trouble. 

Kay    reporting: 

In  her  first  letter  to  us  since  leaving 
Chatham,  Marie-Paule  Visentin  Van  de 
Wierle  writes  of  her  marriage  in  the  north 
of  France  (a  blessing  was  offered  by  her 
uncle,  a  priest  who  came  from  Verona), 

honeymoon  (a  short  trip  to  the  "Chateaux 
de  la  Loire";  then  a  longer  one  to  Venice 
"of  course"),  and  the  home  she  and  her 
husband,  a  central  heating  contractor,  have 

at  the  foot  of  the  Pyrenees.  "Everything about  Chatham  is  dear  to  me  and  I  am 

glad  to  keep  in  touch  through  the  Recorder. 
We  have  nothing  like  that  in  French  uni- 

versities and  it  is  too   bad  indeed." 

Anne  Turner  Arnold  has  retired  from 
public  school  teaching  and  is  giving  private 
art  lessons  to  children  and  adults  at  home. 

The  Arnolds  spent  two  weeks  in  Fort 
Lauderdale  this  spring,  and  Anne  went  to 

New  England  during  Paul's  Army  Reserve summer  camp. 

Very  matter-of-factly,  Sally  Swartz 

Baldus  lists  her  "news"  in  dramatic  pro- 
gression. ( 1 )  Sally  is  program  coordinator 

at  the  Pittsburgh  Council  for  International 
Visitors.     (2)    In  May,   David   was   elected 
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Democratic  committeeman.  (3)  They've 
just  returned  from  a  marvelous  month  in 
Europe! 

Donna  Vignevic  Painter  is  very  pleased 

about  Walt's  promotion  to  Radar  Engi- 
neering Group  Leader  for  RCA.  The  new 

job,  the  children,  and  some  boating  and 
camping  have  added  up  to  a  busy  season 
for  them. 

The  McCulloughs  (Nina  Rhoades)  have 
had  a  hectic  year.  Bob  has  been  away  for 
most  of  it  working  with  new  IBM  com- 

puters, while  Nina  copes  at  home  with  the 

boys,  Tracie  Lynn,  and  life  in  general.  She's 
working  on  that  oh-so-stylish  grey  hair 
she's  wished  for  since  she  was  16! 

Acting  as  board  member  of  the  Irene 
Kaufman  Center  and  chairman  of  its  pre- 

school committee,  settling  into  a  new  home, 
writing  publicity,  organizing  a  television 
show — whew!  Glenda  Rich  DeBroff  cer- 

tainly has  plenty  to  do  with  that  "freedom" 
she's  gained  since  both  children  are  in school. 

Kathy  O'Donnell  Watson's  first  daughter 
started  kindergarten  this  term,  leaving 

"only"  three  more  at  home. 

This  summer  Mary  Peck  Galloway  and 
her  family  enjoyed  several  long  peaceful 
weekends  at  their  Canadian  cottage.  While 
Dick,  captain  in  the  Air  National  Guard, 
spent  two  weeks  with  Uncle  Sam,  Mary 
did  some  redecorating  and  got  Ricky  ready 
for   nursery   school. 

While  she  was  teaching  high  school 
history  in  Chicago  and  he  was  working  on 
his  Ph.D.  in  economics  at  the  University 
of  Chicago,  Ruth  Pincus  Gujarati  met  her 

future  husband.  Now  they've  switched 
locale  to  Greenwich  Village  and  reversed 
roles.  He  is  teaching  (Labor  Economics  at 
New  York  City  College )  while  she  works 

on  her  degree  (a  master's  in  American 
Civilization  at  N.Y.U. ). 

Only  a  few  details  stand  between  Joan 

Munroe  and  her  Ph.D.  "Biochemical 
Preps,"  orals,  thesis  research,  write-up,  and 
defense.  It  fairly  staggers  the  housewife's imagination! 

The  day  before  her  son  was  born,  Debby 

Rothman  Phillips  received  her  master's  in 
psychology.  This  fall  she'll  continue  in  the 
Ph.D.  program  while  teaching  French  part- 
time.  Bill  is  doing  research  in  laser  ma- 

terials for  RCA. 

Pat  Ross  Stoycos  and  her  newly  en- 
larged family  find  Lancaster  loaded  with 

charm  and  extremely  friendly.  Al  is  still 
with  Armstrong  Cork  Company. 

The  class  extends  deep  sympathy  to 

Carole  Smith  Petro  on  her  father's  death 
in  June.  Carole  is  busy  with  plans  for  the 
Buffalo  Alumnae  Group  and  intends  to 
spend  a  half  day  each  week  as  a  volunteer 
at  the  Albright-Knox  Art  Gallery  . 

Joan  Shultz  Shively  took  a  minute  from 
her  time-motion  studies  (she  needs  more 
of  the  former  and  less  of  the  latter)  to 
catch  us  up  on  her  life  since  leaving 
Chatham.  The  centers  of  her  activities  are 

listed  above,  in  the  "Births"  section.  Jon 
hopes  to  finish  his  doctorate  in  metallurgy 
at  Case  Institute  of  Technology  next  June. 

"Glad  to  be  back  in  the  U.S.A.!"  writes 
Anne  McChesney  Smith  Wright  after  the 
3000-mile  move  from  Vancouver,  British 
Columbia.  Gene  received  his  Ph.D.  this 

June  (Vanderbilt — political  science)  and  is 
teaching  at  the  University  of  Georgia. 
Anne  is  teaching  seventh-grade  social  srud- 
ies.  Their  side  trips  have  included  the  last 
two  Easters  in  San  Francisco  and  the  sum- 

mer of  1965  in  Ann  Arbor,  where  Gene 
attended  a  colloquium  and  Anne  studied 
German. 

Marilyn  Mercur's  operatic  career  is  build- 
ing up  steam.  This  summer  she  made  her 

professional  debut  as  Frasquita  in  Carmen 
and  Elvira  in  Italian  Girl  in  Algiers  with 
the  Central  City,  Colorado,  Opera  Associa- 

tion's five-week,  nationally-known  festival. 
She  sang  a  concert  version  of  Italian  Girl 
in  a  Central  Park  performance  conducted 
by  Emerson  Buckley. 

A  roomy  house  with  roses,  pears  and 
grapes  in  the  yard  and  a  brand  new  kitchen. 
That's  Laddie  Lochner  Kruiten's  translation 
for  Cloud  9-  Sharing  it  with  her  and  the 
rest  of  the  family  is  baby  Jeannette,  who 
is  exactly  what  the  older  girls  ordered. 

Ginny  Lund  Browne  has  resumed  her 

"one  great  love" — ballet  dancing,  and 

plans  earnest  work  on  it  this  fall.  She'll be  a  Republican  member  of  the  election 
board  in  Arizona,  too. 

In  the  "no  real  news,  but  .  .  ."  category 
are:  Judy  Woodruff  Laughlin  and  Ann 
Meyer  Klein,  who  have  new  homes;  Jill 
Putnam  Huston,  who  has  a  new  baby 
(Hanky,  her  oldest,  is  in  first  grade); 
Bette  Node!  Balk,  who  also  has  a  new  baby, 
and  who  has  discovered  that  one  of  het 

neighbors  is  Arleen  Boyda  Porter's  sister- 
in-law;  Dibbie  Spurr  Holloway,  who  took 
a  4000-mile  trip  with  husband,  baby,  and 
dog  in  a  two-seater  car;  Morissa  Bernstein 
Lundy,  who  visited  Pittsburgh  this  summer 
and  Boston  in  Octobet;  Jane  Sandford,  our 
gadabout,  who  toured  Hawaii,  Nassau,  and 
Miami  Beach. 

Just  before  the  news  deadline,  Gayle 

Thomas  Harris'  wedding  announcement  ar- 
rived. That  makes  her  kitten,  son  of  Ginny 

Long  Springen's  Twinkle,  community  prop- 
erty. 

The  Elders  returned  to  the  grind  from 
six  sunny  weeks  in  Ocean  City,  New  Jersey. 
In  our  search  for  a  new  home,  we  met  Pat 

Mabon  Johnson's  ('59)  parents,  who  had 
lived  right  in  the  same  suburb.  The  ill 
wind  which  blew  your  secretary  into  the 
same  job  for  her  entire  high  school  class 
(700)  did  have  the  one  benefit  of  renew- 

ing interests  in  old  friends.  One  was 
Bernice  Rosenberg  Prinz,  who  was  a  Chat- 

ham freshman  with  us.  She  has  twin  boys 
born  in  1963,  and  her  husband  Bill  is  an 
administrative  specialist  with  IBM.  Their 
address:  1840  London  Road,  Abington, 
Pennsylvania   19001. 

Many  thanks  for  all  your  replies!  Please, 
many  more  next  year. 

-•€{}£••• 
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Laura  Campbell 

5505  Kentucky  Avenuu 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania   1523^ 

Barbara  Friedell  Moon 

(Mrs.  Elgin  N.,  Ill 
5812  Howe  Streel 

Pittsburgh,   Pennsylvania    15233 

Lila  Latham  McGrouthei 
(Mrs.  Robert  M.,  Jr.) 

3300  Clay  Stree 
San  Francisco,  California  9411! 

Jo  Mitchell   Soltmar (Mrs.  Herbert  S.) 

148  Greenbrier  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  1522C 

ENGAGEMENT 

Barbara  Bunker  to  Brian   Faughnan,  to  bf 
married  November   19,   1966 

MARRIAGE 

Susan  Black  to  Richard  Ray  Elwell,  Decern 
ber  4,  1965 

Judy  Malmquist  to  Richard  Banz,  Septem 
ber,  1966 

BIRTHS 

Carol  Black  Radack,  a  son,  Daniel  Mark 
April    11,    1965 

Alice  Carson  Scott,  a  son,  David  Alan 

June   25,    1966 

Sally  Clarke  Veil,  a  daughter,  Jodie,  Octo 
ber  2,  1965 

Linda  Clinton  Eaton,  a  third  daughter 
Martha  Ellicott,  August  25,   1966 

Ruth  Goldberg  Checker,  a  daughter,  Alisoi 
Beth,  July  5,  1965 

Judy  Halko  Sphon,  a  second  daughter 
Susan  Marie,  July  22,  1966 

Ann  Kleinschmidt  Newlin,  a  daughter 
StefHer  Ann,  September  13,  1965 

Rhoda  Kramer  Yanus,  a  daughter,  Barban 
Judith,  August  2,   1966 

Lynn  Leister  Rojahn,  a  son,  Christophe 
Carl,  February  21,   1966 

Amy  Parker  Doty,  a  daughter,  Alicia 
March   12,   1966 

Sherwood  Troutman  Freeman,  a  daughtet 
Meighan,  September  5,  1965 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman,  a  son,  Paul  Chris 
topher,  August  19,  1966 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar,  twins,  a  boy  and  ; 
girl,  October  10,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts  (Mrs.  Stanley),  4-J 
Palm  Avenue,  Calcutta  19,  W.  Bengal 
India   (until  April  1967) 

Karen  Bait,  3712  Hamilton  Avenue,  Phil 
adelphia,  Pennsylvania   19104 

Carol  Baumann  Knox,  (Mrs.  Walter  E.) 
Box  281,  Sunderland,  Massachusett 01375 
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Susan  Berg,  383  Arguello  Blvd.,  San  Fran- 
|    cisco,  California  94118 

Carol  Black  Radack  (Mrs.  David  H.), 
7702  Royston  Street,  Annandale,  Vir- 

ginia 22003 

Susan  Black  Elwell  (Mrs.  Richard  R.), 
%  U.S.  Peace  Corps,  Niamey,  Niger, 
Africa 

Faith  Buchner,  3706  Hamilton  Avenue, 
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania  19104 

Carol  Jo  Bullen,  %  MR  A,  833  South 
Flower  Street,  Los  Angeles,  California 
90017 

Barbara  Bunker  (Mrs.  Brian  Faughnan 
after  November  19,  1966),  566  Kingston 
Road,  Princeton,  New  Jersey  08540 

Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins  (Mrs.  Harry  P. 
Jr.),  2202  Mimosa  Lane,  Houston,  Texas 
77019 

Dottie  Christman  Lilja  (Mrs.  John),  1722 
North  LaSalle  Street,  Apt.  3,  Chicago, 
Illinois  60614 

Linda  Clinton  Eaton  (Mrs.  Charles  H.), 
762  Auburn  Avenue,  Buffalo,  New  York 
14222 

Carol  Comtois  Witmer  (Mrs.  I.  J.),  2740 
Tillia  Street,  Allison  Park,  Pennsylvania 
15101 

Sara  Dalglish  Torrence  (Mrs.  Robert  J.), 
822  Wescott  Street,  Syracuse,  New  York 
13210 

Nancy  Dax  Biamonte  (Mrs.  Alfred  J.), 
1  Washington  Square  Village,  10-H, 
New  York,  New  York  10012 

Harriet  Dietz,  257  South  38th  Street, 
Philadelphia,   Pennsylvania    19104 

Frances  Dunlap,  127  Atherton  Hall,  Uni- 
versity Park,  Pennsylvania   16802 

Barbara  Elder  Streveler  (Mrs.  Gregory  P.), 
Box  878,  Petersburg,  Alaska  99833 

Barbara  Friedell  Moore,  5812  Howe  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania   15232 

Renee  Georgian  Boulis  (Mrs.  M.  N. ), 
1117-C  Glennan  Road,  Presidio  of  San 
Francisco,  California  94129 

Harriet  Gray,  2675  Haverford  Road,  Co- 
lumbus, Ohio  43221 

Ruth  Goldberg  Checker  (Mrs.  Armand) 
105  Rydal  East  Apartments,  Jenkintown, 
Pennsylvania  19046 

Martha  Haase  Carson  (W.  C),  31  Wood- 
land Avenue,  Glenridge,  New  Jersey 

07028 

Judy  Halko  Sphon,  Route  2,  Woodmere, 
Canton,  New  York  13617 

Julie  Helgesen  Keiluhn,  Apt.  4-B,  3142 
Greenfield  Road,  Royal  Oak,  Michigan 
48072 

Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  (Mrs.  H.  K.),  14-B 
Parkway  Village,  Cranford,  New  Jersey 
07016 

Elaine  Kessler  Ruben  (Mrs.  Philip),  4402 
Los  Feliz  Boulevard,  #104,  Los  Angeles, 
California   90027 

Katherine  Kipp  McKelvey  (Mrs.  David), 
615  Second  Avenue,  South,  Mt.  Vernon, 
Iowa    52314 

Nancy  handy  Oleinick  (Mrs.  Irving),  4137 
Greenvale  Drive,  Cleveland,  Ohio  44121 

Karen  Leyonmark  Geary  (Mrs.  James), 
New  Market,   Virginia   22844 

Julia  Loubris  Hanson  (Mrs.  John),  126 

N.  Wycombe  Avenue,  Lansdowne,  Penn- 
sylvania 19050 

Judy  Malmquist  Banz  (Mrs.  Richard),  539 
Wellington  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 60657 

Nancy  McQuillan,  5706  Walnut  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232 

Jeanette  Mikkelson  Lamar  (Mrs.  William 
P.),  415  West  Scharbauer  Drive,  Apt. 
25,  Midland,  Texas  79701 

Etta  Mueller  Moredock  (Mrs.  MacLain  J.), 
339  West  9th  Street,  Erie,  Pennsylvania 
16502 

Heather  Muir  Meacham  (Mrs.  John), 
S37-9  South  University  Place,  Stillwater, 
Oklahoma  74075 

Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman  (Mrs.  Marsh- 
all), 1225  Oakview  Drive,  Iowa  City, 

Iowa  52240 

Jane  Saunders  Pauline  (Mrs.  Gary),  314 
Telford  Avenue,  Dayton,  Ohio  45419 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride  (Mrs.  Richard 

L.),  91-18— 104th  Street,  Richmond 
Hill,  Long  Island,  New  York  11418 

Pat  Sinn  Bloomgarden  (Mrs.  Barry),  118 
Overlook  Terrace,  Roslyn  Heights,  New 
York  11577 

Susan  Sohnlein  Harsh  (Mrs.  Donald  E.), 
1149  Sells  Avenue  West,  Apt.  C,  Co- 

lumbus, Ohio  43212 

Carole  Sprinchorn,  1325  Garfield,  Apt. 
514,  Denver,  Colorado  80206 

Nancy  Stein  Elman,  (Mrs.  Marvin)  1319 
Murdoch  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania 
15217 

Ethel  Woefel  Fiederer  (Mrs.  Gerald), 
3504  Hamilton  Street,  Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania  19104 

Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  (Mrs.  John), 
3200  Bethel  Church  Road,  Bethel  Park, 
Pennsylvania   15102 

Alice  Yankura,  29  Brook  Street,  Mt.  Kisco, 
New  York   10549 

Ginger  reporting: 

I  wish  you  all  could  read  the  letter  I 
received  from  Terri  Abrams  Zionts.  Aside 
from  managing  a  household  staff  of  nine, 
not  to  mention  Stan  and  the  two  boys, 
Terri  finds  time  to  teach  50  pupils  (grades 
1-8)  at  the  American  International  School, 
also  English  to  non-English  speakers  two 
nights  a  week  and  then  attend  Hindu  classes 
two  nights  a  week.  With  this  busy  sched- 

ule Terri  and  Stan  have  traveled  through 

much  of  India.  They  are  thoroughly  en- 
joying India  and  plan  to  travel  through 

Israel  and  Europe  on  the  way  home  in 

April. 

Raising  a  family  is  the  full  time  job  of 
Wendy  Barton  Christner.  With  Richard  in 
school,  Wendy  has  3-year-old  David  and 
the  year-old-twins  to  watch  over  at  home. 

While  Walt  is  doing  graduate  work  at 
the  University  of  Massachusetts,  Carol  Bau- 
mann  Knox  is  working  as  a  research  assist- 

ant on  RNA  synthesis  in  Ascaris  eggs. 

After  a  year  in  Brazil,  Nancy  Bennett 
Thieme  and  her  husband  Al  expect  to  re- 

turn to  the  states  in  November.  Al  has,  for 
the  past  year,  served  as  a  consultant  on  a 
transportation  survey  for  the  World  Bank. 
Nanci  has  been  teaching  silkscreening  (in 
Portuguese)  and  is  now  busy  writing,  for 

a  women's  club,  a  report  on  social  welfare 
work  in  one  of  the  Brazilian  states. 

Dr.  Joan  C.  Biordi,  the  recipient  of  a 

NATO  post-doctoral  fellowship  is  now  en- 
gaged in  research  at  Cambridge  University. 

Joan  received  her  Ph.D.  from  Carnegie 
Tech  this  year.    Congratulations! 

Home  decorating  and  a  very  active  year- 
and-a-half-old  son  have  temporarily  retired 
Carol  Black  Radack  from  teaching.  Dave 
is  with  IBM  as  a  computer  analyst.  Carol 
often  sees  Penny  Ulman  Schwartz  who  lives 
in  nearby  Baltimore. 

Margie  Brown  is  now  on  the  last  lap  of 
her  medical  studies,  expecting  to  receive 
her  M.D.  in  June  1967.  At  the  moment 
plans  for  an  internship  are  still  incomplete. 

Faith  Buchner  has  been  kept  busy  visit- 
ing Chatham  classmates  in  Pittsburgh  and 

serving  as  treasurer  of  a  Neighborhood 
Association. 

Carol  Jo  Bullen  is  now  a  part  of  "show 
biz,"  having  joined  the  cast  of  Sing-Out  '66 for  the  summer  months.  She  has  stayed  on 
and  is  teaching  junior  and  senior  English 
in  the  Sing-Out  High  School.  Carol  wrote 
that  she  is  impressed  with  the  effectiveness 
of  this  group  and  inspired  with  the  spirit 
that  seems  to  be  spreading  around — sing- 
outs  are  being  formed  everywhere. 

"At  last  I  have  exciting  news  to  report! 
.  .  ."  writes  Barb  Bunker.  She  will  be 
married  on  November  19th  to  Brian  Faugh- 

nan, a  research  physicist  with  R.C.A.,  and 
also  has  officially  received  her  M.Ed.  Con- 

gratulations and  best  wishes. 

Never  a  dull  moment  would  explain 
exactly  the  year  Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins 
has  had  teaching  emotionally  disturbed  chil- 

dren. Chitry  has  been  living  in  Houston 
for  the  past  year  while  Harry  engages  in 

post-doctoral  work. 

After  several  years  in  retailing,  Betsy 

Cording  returned  to  school  for  her  teacher's certificate  and  is  now  teaching  sixth  grade. 
Betsy  and  her  roommate  are  also  owners 
of  a  two-bedroom  house  in  surburban Atlanta. 

Sally  Clarke  Veil  is  keeping  busy  with 
two  children  and  entertaining  Chathamites 
Faith  Buchner,  Alice  Carson  Scott  and  Judy 
Schenk  Eley  in  August.  Fred  recently 
changed  jobs  and  is  now  with  Koppers  Co., 
Inc.  in  the  labor  relations  department. 

Dottie  Christman  Lilja  has  completed 

her  M.A.  in  political  science  and  was  em- 
ployed by  a  research  firm  in  St.  Paul.    She 
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and  John  recently  moved  to  Chicago  and 
Dottie  is  looking  forward  to  renewing 
Chatham  acquaintances  in  the  area. 

I  don't  yet  know  how  I  got  this  job  but 
confess  I've  enjoyed  it,  at  least  receiving 
the  mail.  Since  the  last  Recorder  I've 
moved  within  the  GSPIA  organization  from 
registrar  to  admissions  officer.  In  June  I 
sublet  my  apartment  (furniture  and  all), 
spent  a  month  in  Europe,  running  into 
Miss  Freeman  in  Rome,  and  returned  to 
Pittsburgh  to  babysit  a  Golden  Retriever 
and  an  11 -room  house.  Now  I  am  settled 
in  a  new  apartment.  Thanks  to  all  of  you 
who  replied — hope  to  hear  from  everyone 
next  time. 

Barbara  reporting: 

Being  an  alumnae  reporter  here  in  Pitts- 
burgh has  its  advantages  since  there  is  a 

group  of  us  who  see  each  other  regularly. 

Vicki  Hartung  has  completed  her  master's in  Library  Science  at  Pitt  and  works  in  the 
cataloging  department  at  Duquesne  Uni- 

versity Library.  She  has  become  an  expert 

babysitter  for  Claire  Zavarich  Thorp's  son, 
Charles  Monroe,  IV,  and  for  her  nephew, 

Toni  Hartung  Albitz's  son  Steven.  In  ad- 
dition to  being  a  new  mother,  Claire  con- 
tinues work  on  her  master's  in  fine  arts 

at  Pitt.  Vicki  has  spent  some  time  with 
Linda  Clinton  Easton  and  her  family  in 
Buffalo,  staying  with  her  two  older  chil- 

dren, Debbie  4V5>  and  15-month-old  Ann, 
her  god-daughter,  while  Linda  was  in  the 
hospital  having  her  third  daughter,  Martha. 

Linda's  husband  Charles  is  with  General 
Motors  Corporation  in  Buffalo.  This  sum- 

mer Vicki  heard  from  Jane  Chittenden 
Hopkins  who  is  living  in  Houston  where 
Harry  is  doing  post-doctoral  work  in  chem- 

istry at  Rice.  Also,  the  "grape-vine"  has reported  that  Lee  Baratelli  should  be  home 
soon  after  spending  a  year  traveling  through 
Europe,  Africa  and  Egypt. 

Ruth  Ghering  Biro  is  also  a  part  of  the 
Pittsburgh  Chatham  group.  She  works  with 
Vicki  at  the  Duquesne  University  Library 
where  she  is  in  charge  of  the  African  Col- 

lection, and  is  participating  in  the  Regional 
Council  for  International  Education  at  Indi- 

ana, Pennsylvania,  working  on  South  Amer- 
ican education.  Ruth  and  husband  Bill, 

who  is  working  in  German  at  Pitt,  traveled 
for  six  weeks  in  a  dozen  European  countries 
this  summer.  The  highlight  was  a  stay  in 

Hungary  with  Bill's  family,  his  first  visit since  he  left  there  in  1957.  Ruthie  was 
particularly  interested  in  seeing  life  be- 

hind the  "Iron  Curtain"  where,  she  reports, 
the  food  was  delicious  but  prices  very  high. 
Budapest  is  a  beautiful  city,  but  it  lacks  a 
large  tourist  trade  and  there  is  little  money 
to  spend  for  the  upkeep  of  its  historic 
landmarks.  The  Biros  have  bought  some 
land  near  Seven  Springs  and  plan  to  build 
there  in  the  future. 

Marcia  Hammond  Deem  and  Connie  Mer- 
lino  Tamburo  met  at  the  community  pool 
this  summer.  With  two  lively  children, 
Bobby  5,  and  Molly  3,  Marcia  has  found 
time  to  take  a  coutse  in  creative  dramatics 
and  to  work  on  props  for  the  Pittsburgh 
Opera  Association,  and  she  and  Dick  have 
joined  the  Pittsburgh  Oratorio  Society. 

This  was  a  hectic  summer  for  Judy 
Halko  Sphon.    While  Dick  was  in  a  six- 

week  training  program  prior  to  a  transfer 
to  Canton,  New  York,  Judy  lived  with 
relatives  and  her  second  daughter  was  born. 
They  are  now  settled  in  their  new  home  in 
Canton. 

Julie  Helgesen  Keiluhn  always  was  our 
class  contest  winner,  and,  true  to  form,  she 
won  a  Tempest  convertible  in  a  safe-driv- 

ing contest  in  July.  Jack  is  now  assistant 
manager  of  the  Detroit  office  and  they  are 
living  in  Royal  Oak,  Michigan.  Julie  is 
painting,  designing  and  making  rugs,  and 
working  part  time  in  an  insurance  office. 

From  Harriet  Gray  comes  the  sad  news 

of  her  mother's  death  in  October,  and  I 
know  that  we  all  send  our  sympathy  to 
Harriet  and  her  father.  She  is  working  for 
her  Ph.D.  in  zoology  at  Ohio  State  and 
keeping  house  with  her  father.  This  sum- 

mer they  went  to  their  summer  home  in 
Maine  and  spent  some  time  at  Monhegan 
Island. 

Katie  Kerrigan  Miller  is  teaching  biology 

and  working  on  her  master's  in  biology  at 
Indiana.  This  summer  Katie  sang  at  Fran 

Dunlop's  sister's  wedding,  and  Fran  de- 
signed and  made  the  wedding  gown  and 

veil.  Fran  has  been  teaching  in  Washing- 
ton County  for  three  years,  but  returned 

this  fall  to  school  at  Penn  State  where  she 

will  be  getting  her  master's  in  social studies. 

Liza  Elers  McCraren  and  her  husband 
saw  Buck  and  Marty  Haase  Carson  and 

their  three  boys  on  the  Carson's  way  back 
to  New  Jersey  to  live.  The  McCrarens  ex- 

pect to  move  to  Columbia,  Missouri  in 
the  near  future.  Billy  Carson  has  started  to 
school  and  Marty  is  singing  with  the  North 
Jersey  Oratorio  Society. 

Bonnie  Glass  Perlman  is  living  in  Tren- 
ton, New  Jersey  and  leading  a  busy  life  as 

housewife  and  mother  of  two-year-old 
Jeffrey.  This  summer  she  heard  from 
Brenda  Siegel  who  was  on  a  vacation  in 
Spain  and  Portugal,  and  from  Sue  Berg 
who  is  enjoying  her  work  in  the  Head 
Start  Program  in  San  Francisco. 

I  am  teaching  instrumental  music  in  the 
Pittsburgh  Public  Schools  and  working  on 

my  master's  in  musicology  at  Pitt.  I  still 
sing  at  Calvary  Church  and  am  a  member 
of  the  Pittsburgh  Oratorio  Society. 

Lila  reporting: 

Elaine  Kessler  Ruben  and  Phil  are  fight- 
ing the  freeways  and  smog  in  Los  Angeles 

but  apparently  love  it  because  they  con- 
sider themselves  "semi-permanent"residents. 

They  returned  to  Pittsburgh  for  two  weeks 
this  summer  and  make  frequent  trips  south 
of  the  border.  Phil  did  a  year  of  advanced 
study  in  dentistry  at  U.S.C.,  and  Casey  will 

start  on  her  master's  soon  while  continuing to  teach. 

Kathy  Kipp  McKelvey's  thesis  "On Coherent  Sets  of  Characters  of  Finite 

Groups"  won  her  a  Ph.D.  in  mathematics 
from  Carnegie  Tech  in  June.  She  and  Don 
are  assistant  professors  at  Cornell  College 
in  Iowa. 

Rhoda  Kramer  Yanus  has  forsaken  150 

children  for  one  and  loves  being  a  full-time 
mother  and  housewife.   She  has  spent  some 

time  with  Carol  Black  Radach  and  Penny 
Ulman  Schwartz  and  their  families. 

Julia  Loubris  Hanson's  husband  John  is 
now  working  toward  his  Ph.D.  in  mechan- 

ical engineering  at  University  of  Pennsyl- 
vania and  she  has  been  fortunate  enough 

to  be  transferred  from  the  Allegheny  Coun- 
ty to  the  Philadelphia  Board  of  Assistance. 

Sally  McGuigan  Dauer  finds  New  York 
more  exciting  every  day.  No  longer  a 
working  woman,  she  is  enjoying  her  leisure 
time  tremendously.  Sally  and  Molly  Fletcher 
Abt  spent  a  pleasant  evening  together  in 
New  York. 

Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  reports  that 
she  misses  the  fun  of  the  mail  she  received 
as  class  secretary.  Vince  was  elected  State 
Committeeman  (R)  from  their  district, 
and  is  busy  with  his  work  in  the  District 

Attorney's  office,  his  private  law  practice 
downtown,  and  his  evening  office  recently 
opened  in  Sharpsburg. 

Heather  Muir  Meacham  is  head  of  all 

women's  residence  halls  (3800  women)  at 
Oklahoma  State  University  in  her  capacity 
as  assistant  director  of  housing  for  women. 
John  has  three  more  years  to  go  on  his Ph.D.  in  psychology. 

Cleveland  has  attracted  Irving  and  Nancy 
Landy  Oleinick.  He  is  director  of  the 
Reading  Improvement  Center  and  Nancy  is 
a  post-doctoral  fellow  in  the  department  of 
biochemistry,  Western  Reserve  University 
School  of  Medicine.  Nancy  received  her 
Ph.D.  in  biochemistry  from  Pitt  in  June. 

Kathleen  Otto  McDowell  has  graduated 

from  first  grade  to  tutoring  and  is  "attempt- 
ing" a  course  in  oil  painting.  She  and  her 

husband  continue  to  enjoy  life  in  New 

England. 

Chatham's  interests  in  the  Chicago  area 
are  being  enthusiastically  looked  after  by 
Mary  Loughran  Fell  as  president  of  the 
Chicago  Alumnae  Club.  She  reports  that 

everybody's  favorite  professor,  Dr.  Borsody, 
spoke  at  the  club's  annual  husband-wife 
dinner  on  November  5.  Mary  and  Joe  en- 

joyed a  camping  trip  through  the  Shenan- 
doah Valley  in  October. 

Your  new  class  secretary  has  begun  her 
fifth  year  of  teaching.  Life  as  a  wife  and 
teacher  is  more  fulfilling  than  I  ever  imag- 

ined it  could  be.  I  do  abound  with  alumnae 
news.  Renee  Georgian  Boulis  and  Susan 
Berg  both  live  within  five  minutes  of  our 
apartment.  Renee  is  the  mother  of  a  truly 
beatuiful  baby  boy,  and  Susan  is  working 

diligently  for  the  Office  of  Economic  Op- 
portunity, making  frequent  trips  to  Oregon. 

Bob  and  I  spent  a  delightful  evening  with 
Judy  Malmquist  Banz  and  her  charming 
husband  when  they  honeymooned  in  San 
Francisco.  Last  year  at  Christmas  time, 

Dr.  Borsody  attended  an  American  Histori- 
cal Society  conference  in  San  Francisco. 

Anna  Crone  Nagy,  Renee  Georgian  Boulis, 
Karan  Kvam,  Carol  Hartman  and  I  had  the 
pleasure  of  joining  him  for  lunch.  He  met 
us  with  open  arms — which,  incidentally, 
were  filled  with  dozens  of  red  roses — and 
we  all  had  a  marvelous  visit  with  him. 

We  gave  him  a  grand  tour  of  the  immed- 
iate Bay  area.  His  delight  with  San  Fran- 

cisco was  matched  only  by  our  own  as  we 
treasured  our  day  with  him. 
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Jo  reporting: 

Amy  Parker  Doty  joined  the  diaper- 
changing  circuit  with  the  arrival  of  Alicia 
last  spring.  The  Dotys  have  purchased  a 
home  and  1  54  acres  in  the  country  so  they 
now  have  room  for  visitots. 

Two  classmates  studying  on  other  cam- 
puses are  Beth  Platz  and  Barbara  Rogers. 

Beth  is  finishing  her  first  year  of  post-grad- 
uate work  at  the  University  of  Maryland, 

and  Barbara  will  complete  requirements  for 
her  M.S.  at  Simmons  School  of  Library 
Science  in  January  1967. 

Betsy  Potter  Oiler  sailed  in  the  Flying 
Dutchman  National  Championships  in  Chi- 

cago this  summer.  She  and  Tom  now  have 
two  boats  to  maintain  and  sail. 

Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman  reports  that 
Marshall  is  engrossed  in  his  orthopedic 
surgery  residency  at  the  State  University  of 

Iowa.  Linda's  days  are  filled  with  Lisa, 
Jimmy  and  numerous  domestic  projects  now 
that  the  Acketmans  have  purchased  their 
first  home. 

After  moving  seven  times  within  two 
months,  Jane  Saunders  Pauline,  Gary  and 
Beth  are  finally  settled  in  Dayton. 

Judy  Schenk  Eley  notes  that  John  got 

his  feet  wet  this  summer  teaching  "Basic 
American  Government."  He  has  one  more 
year  of  course  work  for  his  Ph.D.  Judy 
is  still  working  at  the  National  Academy  of 
Sciences. 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride  and  her  hus- 
band Richard  left  for  Europe  in  May  1966 

where  they  expect  to  remain  for  a  year  of 
driving,  sightseeing  and  camping. 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel  and  daughter  Sara 
Lynn  spent  a  busy  summer  visiting  in 
Alabama  and  Philadelphia.  An  excursion 
to  Nantucket  was  on  their  agenda  for  the 
fall.  Gail  reports  that  Joan  Schafer  latum 
has  a  son  born  on  June  30th. 

Nancy  Stein  Elman  is  writing  her  doc- 
toral thesis  in  the  field  of  counselor  educa- 
tion. Between  sentences,  her  mind  wanders 

to  remodeling  the  large  home  she  and 
Marvin  have  purchased. 

Volunteer  work  at  a  local  hospital  fills 
Mildred  Stewart's  leisure  moments.  She  is 
a  legal  secretary  at  Pittsburgh  National 
Bank.  Mildred  writes  that  Joan  Thomas 
Maxwell  and  Rip  are  now  living  in  Hart- 

ford, Connecticut.    They  have  a  small  son. 

Penny  JJlman  Schwartz  has  returned  to 
student  status  after  two  years  of  teaching 
Spanish  at  an  all-boys  high  school.  Penny 
plans  to  obtain  her  M.A.  in  Spanish.  Mike 

inoculated  Pen4y  with  the  "ski  bug"  and 
they  spent  a  ski  weekend  in  Vermont  with 
Carol  Black  Radack  and  het  husband  Dave. 

Motherhood  has  recently  rearranged  Zoe 

Warwick  Sherman's  life  with  the  arrival 
of  Chris.  Peter  is  now  a  consultant  for 
Metropoliran  Life  Insurance  Company. 

Two  busy  homemakers  are  Sara  West- 
lake  Delmar  and  Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer. 
Sara  keeps  active  with  gardening,  painting 
and  redecorating.  The  exciting  news  of  the 

twins'  arrival  came  just  minutes  before 
Recorder  press  time.  Gretchen's  latest  de- 

light is  her  new  home  on  a  two-acre  lot,  a 

perfect  playground  for  children  Amy  and 
Fritz.  Jack  finished  graduate  school  and  is 
a  market  analyst  for  Crucible  Steel.  Gret- 

chen is  "still  writing  and  still  not  selling." 

There  is  news  from  some  of  our  asso- 
ciate class  members,  also.  Ruth  Goldberg 

Checker,  after  two  years  of  primary  teach- 
ing, has  retired  to  motherhood  with  her 

one-year-old   son,  Alison. 

Carole  Sprinchorn  is  working  in  the 
Government  Documents  Division  of  the 

Denver  Public  Library  and  doing  commu- 
nity theater  work  on  the  side.  In  October 

Carole  left  for  a  vacation  in  Budapest, 
Vienna  and  Germany. 

Pat  Sinn  Bloomgarden  had  been  avidly 
designing  a  yarn  crewell  embroidery  kit 
which  she  hoped  to  sell  to  a  large  chain 
store,  but  redecorating  the  ranch  house  she 
and  Barry  bought  has  taken  precedence 
over  enterprise!  The  Bloomgardens  have  a 
4  Vi  -year-old  son,  Jimmy. 

Sherwood  Troutman  Freeman  and  Bill 
have  three  little  girls.  Between  babies, 
Sherwood  was  graduated  from  Pitt  and  has 
accumulated  a  few  credits  toward  her  mas- 

ter's degree.  Bill  is  a  systems  engineer  for 
Mine  Safety  Appliances  Company.  Sher- 

wood sees  Joyce  Helsing  Marlowe  when 
she  comes  north  to  visit. 

This  reporter  is  busy  correspnidng  with 
other  classmates: — Pat  Sinn  Bloomgarden 
and  Terri  Abrams  Zionts,  and  Sue  Vernon 

Leinwand,  who  is  embarking  on  a  two-year 
stint  in  San  Juan,  Puerto  Rico  with  Marty 
and  their  two  daughters.  Marty  is  with 
IBM.  We  travel  vicariously  by  entertaining 

foreign  visitors,  and  our  1 '/^-year-old  Deb- 
bie keeps  us  entertained  and  active. 
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Nancyann  Greco  Moran 

(Mrs.  Lawrence  A.) 
140  Grove  Street,  Apt.  5-C 

Stamford,  Connecticut  06902 

Martha  Richards  Cummings 
(Mrs.   Robert  V.) 
3437  Fifth  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania   15213 

Carolyn  Tamplyn  Ward 
(Mrs.  David  B.) 

1538   Scenery  Ridge  Drive 
Bridgeville,  Pennsylvania  15017 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner 
(Mrs.  John  N.,  Ill) 

3876  Route  8 
Allison  Park,  Pennsylvania  15101 

ENGAGEMENT 

Judy  Germaux  to  Robert  J.  Page 

MARRIAGES 

Karen  Blomquist  to  Russell  Stuckman,  May 
14,  1966 

Carol  Ann  Daugherty  to  John  W.  Heier- 
man,  September  4,  1965 

Mary  MacConnell  to  William  Joseph  Ferry, 
May  7,  1966 

Ruth   Anne  Maier   to   Bruce   P.   Bengtson, 
May  28,  1966 

Angela  Patrizio   to  Walton  Smith,  August 

20,  1966 

Nancy  Pierson   to  John   P.   Tolley,   August 

13,  1966 

Janet   Saperstein    to    Dr.    Malcolm    Slifkin, 

July   31,    1966 

Susan    Uptegraff    to    Robert    P.    Endersbe, 
June  25,  1966 

BIRTHS 

Ellen     Brown     Derby,    a     daughter,    Ellen 
Macfarland,  December  18,  1965 

Elizabeth   Fellows   Klemm,   a   son,   Edward 
Albert  III,  January  1,  1966 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker,  a  son,  James  Wil- 
liam II,  December  12,  1965 

Margatet    Fulwiler    Jernstedt,    a    daughter, 
Greta  Ann,  July  17,  1966 

Antonia    Hartung    Albitz,    a    son,    Steven 
Andrew,  May  5,   1965 

Ruth  Ibbotson  Connell,  a  son,  David  Erik, 

June  27,  1966 

Nancy    Moore    Orlando,    a    son,    Demetri, 
September  11,  1965 

Nancy    Munson    McCormack,    a    daughter, 
Erin  Elizabeth,  January   17,   1965 

Catherine  Parrish  Bauer,  a  son,  Brian   Ed- 
ward, May   19,   1966 

Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig,  a  daughter,  Jessica 

Lynn,  June   14,   1966 

Suzanne   Ward  Flanigan,  a  daughter,  Con- 
stance, December  27,  1965 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Judith  Anderson  Wilden  (Mrs.  Richard), 
3529  Willett  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- vania 15227 

Joan  Bailey,  175  Kings  Highway,  Wood- 
mont,  Milford,  Connecticut  06460 

Catherine  Barley  Paiste  (Mrs.  D.  P.), 

Harrington  Road,  Westminster,  Massa- chusetts 01473 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman  (Mrs.  Rus- 
sell), 2263  South  York,  #203,  Denver, 

Colorado    80210 

Christine  Burley,  313  East  90th  Street, 

Apt  2-B,  New  York,  New  York  10028 

Barbara  R.  Caplan,  808  West  End  Avenue, 
New  York,  New  York  10025 

Suzanne  F.  Clewell,  Hq.  Sq.  Box  2036, 
1604  AB  Gp.  APO  New  York  09856 

Joyce  Cordelia  Chew  (Mrs.  M.  C,  Jr.), 
16  Main  Street,  Swedesboro,  New  Jersey 08085 

Carol  Daugherty  Heierman  (Mrs.  John 
H.),  3906  Ralph  Srreet  South,  Seaford, 
Long  Island,  New  York  11783 

Dorothy  Driscoll  Smock  (Mrs.  Robert  W.), 

9500  Leamington  Avenue,  Skokie,  Illi- nois 60077 

Grace  Emley,  1101  Maiden  Lane  Court, 
Ann  Arbor,  Michigan  48114 
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Karen  Elliott,  56  Jane  Street,  1-G,  New 
York,  New  York  10014 

Elizabeth  Fellows  Klemm  (Mrs.  Edward), 
3  Rockland  Road,  Danvers,  Connecticut 
01923 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker  (Mrs.  James  W.), 
Qtrs.  6625-A  Snow  Road,  Fort  Sill, 
Oklahoma  73503 

Beverly  Fretz  Nelson  (Mrs.  Charles  G.), 
1612  Richardson  Street,  Columbia,  Mis- 

souri 65201 

Margaret  Frye  Wilcox  (Mrs.  Alfred),  1700 
Benjamin  Franklin  Parkway,  Apt.  2202, 
Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania   19103 

Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt  (Mrs.  Chris), 
3401  North  Charles  Street,  Baltimore, 
Maryland   21218 

Karin  Gemassmer,  Rennbaumstr.  72,  567 
Opladen   (Rhld.)   Germany 

Julianne  Givner  Reppenhagen  (Mrs. 
Charles),  29  Gaylore  Drive  West,  Amity- 
ville,  Long  Island,  New  York  11707 

Merle  Gotthelf,  2715  Smith  Avenue,  Balti- 
more, Maryland   21209 

Millicent  Grossman  Zacher  (Mrs.  Jules), 
%  Peace  Corps,  Washington,  D.C. 

Gwenn  Gurnack,  45  Tudor  City  Place,  Apt. 
2009,  New  York,  New  York  10017 

Jane  Hantman  Perrin  (Mrs.  Donald  L. ), 

3437  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania 15213 

Antonia  Hartung  Albitz  (Mrs.  Frederick), 
525  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- 

vania 15206 

Susan  Haskell  Clokey  (Mrs.  Frank ) ,  Apt. 
101-G,  Hunter  Hill  Drive,  Hagerstown, 
Maryland  21740 

Wendy  Haskell,  Graduate  School  of  Social 
Work,  University  of  Connecticut,  Storrs, 
Connecticut  06268 

Lucille  Hillman,  Valerie  Valentine  and 
Grace  Wilson,  5713  Elwood  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232 

Ruth  Ibbotson  Connell  (Mrs.  David  W.), 
4408  Skyview  Terrace,  Gibsonia,  Penn- 

sylvania 15044 

Janet  Kessling  Boesse  (Mrs.  Klaus),  312 
Mt.  Carmel  Avenue,  Glenside,  Pennsyl- 

vania 19038 

Justine  Ladish  Carbonnel  (Mrs.  D.  B.), 
653  West  Chestnut  Street,  Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania  17603 

Amy  Lisonbee  Barlow  (Mrs.  Clinton  P.), 
6186  Leesburg  Pike,  Falls  Church,  Vir- 

ginia 22044 

Mary  MacConnell  Ferry  (Mrs.  William  J.), 
1116  Bourbon  Street,  New  Orleans, 
Louisiana  70116 

Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson  (Mrs.  Bruce 
P.),  1905  Squaw  Run  Road,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania   15238 

Nancy  McBride  French  (Mrs.  Donald), 
5025  Roland  Avenue,  Baltimore,  Mary- 

land 21210 

Mary  Ann  McCormick,  The  Belevedere, 
Apt.  307,  2896  James  Avenue  South, 
Minneapolis,  Minnesota  55401 

Marianne  McGuire,  5923  Hampton  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15206 

Ann  Miller,  %  Zoology  Department,  Uni- 
versity of  Maryland,  College  Park,  Mary- 

land 20740 

Nancy  Moore  Orlando  (Mrs.  Richard  A.), 
25  Alpine  Street,  Cambridge,  Massachu- setts 02138 

Barbara  Ann  Muller  Siegel  (Mrs.  F.  W. 
Jr.),  1332  East  Randolph  Court,  Apt.  3, 
Milwaukee,  Wisconsin  53212 

Martha  Mulligan,  111  East  80th  Street, 
Apt.  2-A,  New  York,  New  York  10021 

Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass  (Mrs.  George  E.), 
282  North  Franklin  Street,  Apt.  C,  Dela- 

ware, Ohio  43015 

Margaret  Mylander,  3800  Canterbury  Road, 
Baltimore,  Maryland  21218 

Linda  M.  Nevin,  155  East  37th  Street, 

3-B,  New  York,  New  York  10016 

Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  (Mrs.  John  P.),  719 
South  Trenton  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania 15221    (Mailing  address) 

Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  (Mrs.  Micha), 

4354  Murray  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 
sylvania  15217 

Suanne  Pollack  Singer  (Mrs.  Howard), 
625  Edward  Avenue,  Cuyahoga  Falls, 
Ohio  44221 

Patricia  Prycl  Klahr  (Mrs.  David),  5517 
South  University  Avenue,  Apt.  3,  Chi- 

cago, Illinois  60637 

Rebecca  Rife,  5719  Elwood  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pennsylvania  15232 

Ronnie  Rittmaster,  333  East  34th  Street, 
New  York,  New  York  10016 

Alice  Ropes,  15  Knox  Street,  East  Malvern, 
Melbourne,  Victoria,  Australia 

Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin  (Mrs.  Malcolm), 
5610  Kentucky  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania   15232 

Joan  Scott,  47  Adelphi  Avenue,  Providence, 
Rhode  Island  02906 

Natalie  Selkovitz  Lustig  (Mrs.  Arnold  S. ) , 

200  Colony  Court,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- vania 15205 

Constance  Shane  Davis  (Mrs.  Martin), 

George  School,  Bucks  County,  Pennsyl- 
vania 18940 

Barbara  Silverman  Freed  (Mrs.  Alan), 
2724  Crooks  Road,  Apt.  23,  Royal  Oak, 
Michigan  48072 

Linda  Simmons,  2231  Hall  Place,  N.  W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20007 

Sarah  TerBush  Drescher  (Mrs.  Donald  R.), 
2889  Chamberlain  Road,  Akron,  Ohio 44313 

Elizabeth  Warner  Kluder  (Mrs.  Ralph), 
211  North  Professor  Street,  Oberlin, 
Ohio  44074 

Laura  Smith,  100  Ridge  Avenue,  Oxford, 
Ohio  45056 

Bette  Watson  Merchant  (Mrs.  M.  David 

868  Lancaster  Avenue,  Syracuse,  Ne- 
York  13210 

Mary  Ann  Wrigley  Church  (Mrs.  Jami 
B. ),  2527  Blackmore  Street,  Saginav 
Michigan  48602 

Linda  Young,  1113  Shippan  Avenue,  Stan 
ford,  Connecticut  06902 

Nancy  reporting: 

Marian  Friedman  Siegel  writes  that  sr 
is  now  teaching  French  in  a  junior  hig 
school  in  Hingham,  Massachusetts,  and  th; 
she  spent  the  summer  taking  two  gradual 
courses  at  Boston  College. 

Margie  Frye  Wilcox,  now  a  children 
librarian  (trainee)  at  the  Free  Library  ( 
Philadelphia  is  working  part-time  towat 

her  master's  in  Library  Science  while  hu 
band  Chub  is  attending  the  University  ( 
Pennsylvania  Law   School. 

Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt  is  busy  wit 
new  arrival  Greta  Ann  while  husband  Chr 
finishes  his  doctoral  thesis  at  Johns  Hoj kins. 

Karin  Gemassmer,  after  a  wonderful  yei 
in  Paris  where  she  received  a  Certifical 

d'Etudes  Politiques,  is  continuing  her  srue 
ies  of  economics  and  political  science  at  th 
University  of  Cologne,  writing  a  thesis  fc 

her  diploma  on  DeGaulle's  Eastern  Eurc 
pean  politics.  (Tutorial  memories,  am 

one?) 

Another  of  our  classmates  abroad,  Jud 
Germaux  describes  her  Peace  Corps  expi 
rience  in  Thailand  as  thoroughly  enjoyabli 
She  will  be  returning  home  to  a  Jun 
wedding  and  then  to  settle  near  Wak 
Forest,  North  Carolina,  where  Bob  will  b 
attending  the  seminary. 

Julie  Givner  Reppenhagen,  still  teachin 
seventh  and  eighth  grade  science,  now  hi 
a  new  house  which  she  and  Charles  at 

busy  "painting  and  repairing." 
Claudia  Grogan,  working  as  assistar 

director  of  admissions  at  Pitt,  sends  greei 
ings.  So  does  Sue  Haskell  Clokey  who  i 
now  a  guidance  counselor  for  the  elemer 
tary  schools  in  Waynesboro,  Pennsylvani; 
Greetings  and  news  of  new  arrival  Davi 
Erik  also  come  from  Ruth  Ibbotson  Cor, 
nell.  Toni  Hartung  Albitz  and  husban 
Fred,  a  free  lance  writer  and  producer  c 
radio  and  television  commercials,  are  bus 
with  their  new  son  Steven  Andrew. 

Millie  Grossman  Zacher  and  husban 
Jules  have  entered  the  Peace  Corps  fo 
training  for  work  in  Kenya,  Africa,  wher 
she  will  be  teaching  biology  and  Jule 
will  be  teaching  history.  Sounds  like 
wonderful   experience! 

Gwenn  Gurnack  wrote  a  marvelous  let 

ter.  She  is  still  working  for  an  advertisin. 
agency  in  New  York.  She  writes  that  sh 
is  "progressing  rapidly"  on  the  guitar,  ha 
written  words  and  music  to  original  song; 

"three  of  which  have  been  copyrighted  am 
two  of  which  are  on  the  way  to-being  pub 
lished,"  and  she  is  hopeful  for  a  promotioi 
to  cub  copywriter!  She  says  she  has  beei 

"writing  ads  like  crazy." 

Jane  Hantman  Perrin,  now  a  proud  doc 

tor's  wife,  is  teaching  reading  at  Westing 
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house  Junior  High  while  Ron  is  interning 
at  Montefiore  Hospital. 

Wendy  Haskell,  who  spent  the  summer 
working  with  retarded  children,  is  again  at 
the  University  of  Connecticut  continuing 
her  graduate  studies  in  social  work.  This 

year's  schedule  combines  field  work  at  the 
Connecticut  Valley  Hospital  with  classes 
on  campus  in  psychiatric  social  work. 

Sue  Johnson  is  still  "plugging  away"  at 
Red  Bank  High  teaching  U.S.  History, 
which  she  combines  with  being  senior  class 
advisor.  Sue  took  a  trip  to  the  Southwest 
this  summer  and  on  the  way  back  got  a 
tour  of  New  Orleans  from  Mary  MacCon- 
nell  Ferry  and  husband  Bill.  Mary  started 
a  new  job  this  fall  as  a  teacher  of  freshman 
English  in  New  Orleans. 

Judi  Krasner  Barbarosh  writes  that  she 
and  George  spent  part  of  their  summer 
traveling  through  Russia,  Poland  and 
Czechoslovakia.  Judi  is  again  teaching  the 
mentally  retarded  in  the  Army  Dependent 
School  at  Stuttgart  while  George  continues 
his  work  at  the  Psychiatric  Clinic.  He  plans 
to  go  into  a  doctoral  program  after  they 
leave  Army  life. 

Karen  Eliott  is  living  in  the  Village  and 
working  for  a  publishing  company.  She 
sends  news  of  two  other  classmates,  Betsy 
Strong  Bunting  now  living  in  California 
and  Sally  Foote  Hubby,  who  now  has  a 
daughter,  Elizabeth  Adams,  born  last  June. 

Marty  Fay  Africa  is  working  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  California,  Berkeley,  as  a  radio- 
isotope technician  while  her  husband  Bruce 

is  a  graduate  student  in  biochemistry.  She 
has  started  on  her  final  B.A.  credits  and 

plans  graduate  school  in  English  or  com- 

munications. Marty  writes,  "I'd  wager  that 
I  get  to  see  more  Chatham  people  as  a 
resident  of  the  West  Coast  than  anyone  on 

the  East  Coast." 

Beth  Fellow  Klemm  sent  news  of  an 
exciting  year.  She  and  Skip  moved  into 

their  new  house  just  in  time  for  baby  Ted's 
arrival  on  New  Year's  Day.  Skip  also  has 
received  a  promotion. 

Another  of  our  associate  alumnae,  Justine 
Ladish  Carbonell,  sends  greetings  from 
Lancaster  where  husband  Delfin  is  a  pro- 

fessor at  Franklin  and  Marshall. 

Larry  and  I  are  both  back  at  school 
again,  he  as  a  graduate  student  and  I  as  a 
teacher  in  Faitfield.  I  spent  the  summer  at 
an  N.D.E.A  Institute  for  French  Teachers 
in  Fairfield.  The  summer  was  both  inter- 

esting and  enjoyable,  if  somewhat  exhaust- 
ing. We  have  moved  to  a  new  apartment 

in  Stamfotd  and  are  glad  of  the  change  to 

"city"  life.  Thanks  to  all  of  you  for  the 
great  response  to  the  questionnaires.  If 
you  are  in  Stamford,  we  always  have  room 
for  a  guest. 

Linda  reporting:  (Marty's  news  is  included) 

Our  class  seems  to  be  constantly  "on  the 
go."  It  is  hard  to  keep  track  of  them  as 
they  travel  from  East  to  West,  serve  in  the 
Peace  Corps,  and  squeeze  in  glamorous 

vacations  'round  the  world.  Back  in  the 
States  after  two  years  of  service  with  the 
Peace  Corps  in  Brazil  is  Tracy  Quarry. 
Before   leaving   South   America    she   spent 

nine  weeks  touring  the  continent.  Future 

plans  for  Tracy  will  be  just  as  adventure- 
some. She  will  work  with  the  Jobs  Corps 

in  Washington,  D.C.  until  January;  then 
she  is  enrolled  at  The  American  Institute 
for  Foreign  Trade  in  Phoenix,  Arizona.  In 
between  times,  she  will  squeeze  in  a  trip 
to  Hawaii. 

Another  traveler  is  Suzanne  Clewell  who 

is  teaching  fourth  grade  this  year  in  Ber- 
muda at  the  Dependent  School  at  Kindley 

Air  Force  Base.  She  would  love  to  have 
any  Chathamites  give  her  a  call  if  they  get 
to  the  island  this  year.  Suzanne  has  just 
purchased  a  motor  bike  and  is  interested  in 
scuba  diving.  During  the  summer  she  at- 

tended graduate  school  at  Lehigh  Univer- sity. 

From  "down  under"  Alice  Ropes  sends 
her  greetings.  She  loves  Australia  and  is 

teaching  at  a  private  girl's  school  in  Mel- bourne. She  says  the  kangaroos  are  even 
funnier  to  watch  than  imagined  and  she 
thoroughly  enjoys   the  British   way  of   life. 

From  Minneapolis,  comes  word  from 
Mary  Ann  McCormick  who  welcomes  us 
to  come  and  visit.  After  receiving  her 
M.S.  in  speech  pathology  and  audiology 
from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh,  she 
spent  the  summer  working  for  Project 
Headstart  in  Pittsburgh.  While  in  Pitts- 

burgh she  saw  Tracy  on  her  rerurn  to  the 
States.  Now  she  has  started  her  new  job  as 

a  speech  pathologist  at  the  Kenny  Rehabil- 
itation Institute.  Another  Northwesterner, 

Barbie  Muller  Siegal,  writes  that  she  and 
Fred  are  househunring  in  Milwaukee.  Barbie 
is  a  secretary  to  the  American  Bowling 
Congress  and  her  husband  is  a  salesman 
of  packaging  products  for  Alcoa. 

Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson's  husband 
Bruce  is  organist  and  choir  director  at  the 
Fox  Chapel  Presbyterian  Church  in  Pitts- 
burgh. 

Contemplating  graduate  school  at  the 
University  of  Chicago  is  Patricia  Prycl 
Klahr  where  Dave  is  on  the  graduate  faculty 
at  the  School  of  Business.  Pat  will  do 

social  work  in  Chicago's  South  Side  until 
January. 

After  her  August  wedding,  Angela 
Patrizio  Smith  spent  two  glorious  weeks  in 

San  Francisco.  "Towards  the  end,"  writes 
Angela,  "we  were  practically  able  to  drive 
the  cable  cars  as  we  had  spent  so  much 

time  on  them."  While  on  the  coast  she 
saw  Marty  Fay  Africa  and  talked  to  Roz 
Benaroya.  Roz,  she  reports  is  married  and 
living  in  Seattle.  Back  in  Washington, 
D.C.  life  continues  its  hectic  pace  for  the 
Smiths.  Angela  is  still  teaching  sixth  grade 
and  going  to  American  University  at  night. 
She  hopes  to  finish  het  M.A.  by  summer. 
Wallie  works  in  the  computer  department 
fot  General  Electric  and  is  teaching  a  com- 

puter course  in  the  evening.  He  also  finds 
time  to  take  courses   toward   his  doctorate. 

Several  classmates  have  returned  to  Pitts- 
burgh. Happy  to  be  back  is  Bonnie  Po- 

dolsky  Theiner  who  has  returned  after  three 
years  in  Boston.  Bonnie  graduated  from 
Boston  University  last  January  and  is  now 
teaching  at  Bnai  Emunah  Synagogue  and 
attending  graduate  school  at  Pitt  in  the 
field  of  counselor  education.  Micha  is 
teaching    biochemistry    at    Carnegie    Tech. 

Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  is  back  temporarily 
and  is  an  economic  researcher  for  the  Re- 

gional Economic  Development  Institute,  Inc. 

Nancy  had  a  "garden  wedding"  at  her  par- 
ents' home  in  Connecticut  and  John's  family 

came  from  England  for  the  ceremony.  John 
is  an  engineer  for  Westinghouse  and  the 
Tolleys  plan  to  eventually  make  their  home 
in  England. 

After  two  years  in  Philadelphia,  Martha 
Richards  Cummings  is  living  in  Oakland. 
She  loves  her  new  job  in  public  relations 
at  Mellon  Bank.  Bob  received  his  M.D. 
degree  from  Hahnemann  Medical  School 
and  is  interning  at  Montefiore  Hospital. 
The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Marty  on  the 
recent  death  of  her  mother. 

Marianne  McGuire  has  a  new  job  as  the 
Director  of  Public  Relations  for  the  United 
Mental  Health  Services  of  Allegheny  Coun- 

ty. She  feels  Dr.  Lackner's  psych  classes 
really  come  in  handy  in  understanding  some 
of  the  problems  involved.  Future  plans 
for  Marianne  include  a  trip  to  England. 
She  reports  than  Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin 
had  a  truly  beautiful  wedding. 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker,  Catherine  Par- 
rish  Bauer,  and  Nancy  Moore  Orlando  are 
busy  with  early  morning  formulas  for  their 
new  sons.  Ellie  is  at  Fort  Sill  while  Bill, 
just  back  from  Vietnam,  attends  an  Army 
School.  Then  they  plan  to  go  to  Texas  for 
a  tour  of  duty.  Candy  is  an  active  member 
of  the  Cleveland  Alumnae  Club  and  is 
enthusiastically  serving  as  the  alumnae 
representative  for  the  Cleveland  area. 
Nancy  has  moved  to  Boston  where  Richard 

is  a  publisher's  representative  for  the  Mc- Millan Company. 

It  was  a  baby  girl  for  Nancy  Munson 
McCormick.  Erin  Elizabeth  keeps  Nancy 

busy  and  the  McCormacks  are  house-hunt- 
ing as  they  have  outgrown  their  apartment 

with  new  baby  plus  dog.  Nancy  saw  Marty 
Fay  Africa  and  Julie  Givner  Reppenhagen 
this  summer.  She  spent  two  weeks  at 
Chatham  (Cape  Cod)  and  collected  some 
old  furniture  which  will  keep  her  busy refinishing. 

Dividing  her  time  between  substitute 
teaching  in  the  Baltimore  schools  and  teach- 

ing art  to  incurables  is  Nancy  McBride 
French.  Husband  Don  is  the  assistant  min- 

ister at  the  Roland  Park  Presbyterian 
Church. 

Still  in  the  academic  grind  are  Ann 
Miller  and  Geraldine  Palkovitz.  Ann  is  a 

teaching  assistant  at  the  University  of  Mary- 

land and  finishing  her  master's  thesis. 
Gerry  is  working  on  her  doctorate  in  guid- 

ance and  counseling  and  is  a  graduate  assist- 
ant at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  Gerry 

feels  quite  at  home  there  as  Joanne  Weiner 
Miller,  Donna  Kivall  and  Susan  Cohn  ate 
studying  under  the  same  program  with 
Nancy  Stein  Elman  on  the  faculty. 

Congratulations  to  Joan  Bailey  and 
Carole  Dela  Motte.  Both  received  their 

master's  degrees  last  spting.  Joan  has  be- 
gun work  on  her  Ph.D  in  philosophy  and 

will  be  an  assistant  instructor  at  Yale 

teaching  existential  philosophy  to  under- 
graduates. Carole  is  equally  as  busy.  She 

is  working  on  her  Ph.D.  in  clinical  psychol- 
ogy and  has  just  begun  a  new  program  in 

rehabilitation    psychology    at    Western    Re- 
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serve  University.  This  year  she  will  be 
interning  at  Metropolitan  General  Hos- 

pital. Carole  saw  Dee  Driscoll  Smock  and 
sent  along  her  new  address. 

Many  of  us  have  combined  graduate 
study  with  full-time  work  and  will  finish 
our  degrees  this  year.  Nancy  Beal  teaches 
fourth  grade  at  the  Friends  Seminary  in 
Manhattan  while  studying  at  the  Bank 
Street  College.  Keeping  up  with  her  art, 
Nancy  takes  etching  at  Pratt  and  goes  to 
Cooper  Union.  Another  Chatham  artist, 
Barbara  Caplan,  is  finishing  course  work 
for  her  M.A.  in  fine  arts  and  education  at 
Columbia.  She  works  in  the  University 
Library.  Phyllis  Fox  Catz  is  teaching  tenth 
and  eleventh  grade  English  and  working 
towards  her  M.A.  at  Temple  University. 

Back  from  Paris  is  Beverly  Fretz  Nelson 
where  husband  Chuck  studied  under  a 
French  Government  grant.  The  Nelsons 
are  now  located  in  the  midwest  where 
Chuck  is  an  assistant  professor  of  political 
science  at  the  University  of  Missouri.  Bev 
reports  that  three  hours  stand  between  her 

and  her  master's.  She  hopes  to  finish  by 
January. 

We  are  happy  to  hear  that  Suanne  Pol- 
lock Singer  has  recuperated  after  her  auto 

accident  last  spring.  She  has  a  new  job 
as  a  lay  reader  for  the  Akron  Public  Schools 

grading  English  themes  of  "D"  students. 
To  qualify  for  the  position,  she  went  back 
to  school  for  six  weeks  this  summer.  Eric 

is  now  an  active  two-year-old  and  Howard 

is  a  pediatric  resident  at  Children's  Hos- 
pital. They  expect  to  remain  in  the  Akron 

area  for  two  more  years. 

Ellen  Brown  Derby  is  a  busy  mother  of 
two  little  ones  but  still  finds  time  to  actively 
participate  in  the  local  chapter  of  the  Beta 
Sigma  Phi  International  Sorority.  Glenn  is 
a  sales  management  trainee  for  Gliddon 
Paint  Co. 

At  the  University  of  Michigan  we  find 
two  alumnae,  Barbara  Morris  Stock  and 
Grace  Emley.  Barbara  is  working  toward 
her  Ph.D.  in  psychology  in  the  field  of 
emotionally  disturbed  children.  She  worked 

this  summer  at  the  University's  fresh  air 
camp  for  delinquent  and  socially  malad- 

justed teen-age  boys.  Lee  enters  his  junior 
year  in  medical  school.  Grace  is  working 
in  the  pharmacology  department  of  the 
medical  school  doing  research  on  a  medi- 

cation study.  She  took  a  vacation  to  New 
Jersey  and  spent  some  time  with  Barb 
Caplan.  While  walking  around  campus 
Grace  was  surprised  to  meet  Dr.  Adelman! 

"If  anyone  is  in  the  area,"  she  says,  "they 
are  more  than  welcome  to  come  and  stay 

with  me." 

Kitty  Barley  Paiste's  news  is  a  new  home 
"  'way  out  in  the  country."  During  a  brief 
trip  to  Pittsburgh  to  attend  her  sister's graduation  from  nursing  school,  she  saw 
Valerie  and  Lucille.  Grace  Wilson  visited 
her  often  while  she  was  at  Harvard  Sum- 

mer School. 

Graduating  ftom  Cornell,  associate  mem- 
ber Christine  Burley  has  begun  her  nursing 

career  at  the  Lying-in  Hospital  of  New 
York.  Her  future  plans  include  a  two- 

months'  jaunt  westward  to  California. 

Still  in  love  with  the  West  is  newly-wed 
Karen  Blomquist  Struckman  who  continues 

to  remain  in  Denver  after  a  late  spring  wed- 
ding. Russ,  an  alumnus  of  Drexel,  is  a 

bridge  design  engineer  for  the  Colorado 
Department  of  Highways. 

Dottie  Evans  Fulton  reports  that  Bob 
has  changed  jobs  from  the  Office  for  the 
Blind  to  Family  Service  where  his  work 
consists  primarily  of  family  and  marriage 
counseling.  Both  are  active  in  the  local 
Employ  the  Handicapped  committee  and 
are  on  the  County  Health  and  Welfare 
Council. 

Carol  Baker  W  ildemann  is  doing  re- 
search for  the  Health  and  Welfare  Associ- 

ation in  Pittsburgh.  She  saw  Bette  Watson 
Merchant  on  her  return  from  her  Peace 

Corps  assignment  in   Africa. 

A  newsy  letter  from  Carol  Daugherty 
Heierman  has  kept  us  abreast  of  her  where- 

abouts since  graduation.  The  summer  of 

'64  she  remained  in  Pittsburgh  to  teach  at 
the  Chatham  Laboratory  School  of  Music. 
Afterward,  she  won  a  scholarship  to  the 

marvelous  Aspen  School  of  Music  in  Colo- 
rado where  she  ran  into  our  former  class- 

mate, Sarah  Franklin.  New  York  City 
claimed  her  the  following  year  where  she 
continued  voice  at  Juilliard  and  worked 

part  time  at  Lincoln  Center's  Philharmonic 
Hall.  "Marriage  and  master's  degrees  seem 
to  be  compatible,"  says  Carol.  "John  will have  his  MB. A.  soon  and  I  will  have  a 

M.A.  in  music  from  Hunter."  Meanwhile 
studies  continue  in  voice  at  Juilliard  and 
she  is  free-lancing  in  the  New  York  area. 
Just  for  fun  and  relaxation  the  Heiermans 
topped  off  their  summer  semester  with  a 

"pseudo-camping"     venture     to     California 

with  tent  and  supplies  stuffed  into  the 
back  of  a  sports  car.  Much  of  the  camping 
fell  by  the  wayside  and  they  retreated  to 
motel  life. 

As  for  myself,  (Linda  Wason  Bardonner) 
I  am  still  teaching  in  Hampton  Township 

and  will  finish  my  master's  this  winter. 
During  the  summer  I  was  the  director  of 
the  Oliver  Kaufmann  Pre-School  in  Squirrel 
Hill  and  have  decided  that  I  would  rather 
teach  than  be  an  administrator.  John  is 
finishing  dental  school  this  year  and  is 
going  in  the  Army  before  starting  private 

practice. 

Carolyn  reporting: 

Pittsburgh  was  the  scene  for  two  lovely 
alumnae  weddings.  Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin 
and  her  husband,  who  is  a  clinical  micro- 

biologist at  Allegheny  General  Hospital, 
have  settled  in  Shadyside.  Janet  is  teaching 

again  at  Peabody  High  School  and  is  work- 
ing toward  her  master's  degree  in  the  art 

of  teaching  English  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh.  Susan  Uptegraff  Endersbe  was 
also  a  summer  bride.  She  and  her  new 
husband,  Robert,  chose  a  lovely  place  for 
their  wedding  reception — Mellon  Hall  gar- 

dens. This  fall  Susan  begins  her  second 
year  of  teaching  at  Plainfield  High  School, 
while  Robert  attends  Rutgers  University 
and  works  in  the  development  laboratories 
of  Federal  Pacific  Electric  Company  in 
Newark. 

Congratulations  to  Toba  Schwaber  for 

receiving  her  master's  degree  at  Columbia 
University!  After  a  summer  trip  to  Cali- 

fornia,  where   she   stopped    to   visit   some 

1964  alumnae,  Toba  began  work  this  fall  I 

as  Baltimore  City  Hospitals'  first  psychiatric 
social   worker,   in    which   capacity    she   will 
work  on  a  new,  experimental  acute  psychi- 

atric unit. 

There  certainly  are  lots  of  busy  and  I 
ambitious  people  in  our  class.  Barbara 
Silverman  Freed  is  teaching  first  grade  and 
taking  some  courses  toward  her  permanent 
certification.  Linda  Simmons  is  putting 
her  Arts  course  knowledge  to  good  use  in 
the  publications  department  of  the  Na- 

tional Gallery  of  Art  in  Washington,  D.C. 
After  a  year  in  the  Army,  Sally  TerBush 
Drescher  and  husband  Don  are  living  in 
Akron  where  both  have  returned  to  their 

old  jobs;  Don  as  a  chemical  engineer  and 
Sally  as  a  literature  research  chemist.  Linda 
Weinberg  Rosenzweig  and  her  husband 
had  an  interesting  trip  to  Maine  and  Nova 
Scotia  in  July.  Mary  Ann  Wrigley  Church 
and  her  husband  have  bought  a  new  house  i 
and  are  busy  fixing  and  getting  settled. 
This  past  year  Joanne  Zweig  Friedman 
worked  as  an  administrative  assistant  for  a  ! 
sociology  resarch  project  at  Carnegie  Tech.  I 
The  basic  area  of  study  was  that  of  the 
role  of  women,  specifically  college  women. 
While  she  was  working,  she  took  night 
school  courses  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh to  qualify  for  the  graduate  school 
of  psychology.  This  September  she  began 
graduate  work  with  the  aid  of  a  graduate 
assistantship   in   testing. 

Two  of  our  Peace  Corps  Volunteers  have 
rerurned  this  summer  from  Africa.  Lolly 

Smith  says  she  is  "in  the  middle  of  some 
sort  of  transition  from  teaching  in  Africa 
to  doing  something  constructive  in  the 

diaphanous  web  of  the  Great  Society." After  their  return  from  Tanzania,  Africa, 
Bette  Watson  Merchant  and  her  husband 
Dave  have  gone  to  Syracuse,  New  York, 
where  Bette  will  teach  seventh  and  eighth 
grade  social  studies  while  Dave  works  on  a 
graduate  degree  in  political  science  and 
East  Africa  Studies. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  some  of  our 

associate  members  this  time.  Karin  Rum- 
stedt  Babb  is  living  on  a  beautiful  three- 
thousand-acre  ranch  on  the  outskirts  of  Los 

Angeles.  She  says  that  "they  film  many movies,  television  shows,  and  commercials 
on  the  ranch  so  there  is  always  something 

going  on."  Sally  Taylor  Pleasants  says  she 
is  just  recuperating  from  their  move  to  an 
old,  new  house.  Suzanne  Ward  Flanigan 
is  enjoying  life  taking  care  of  her  two 
little  girls.  She  also  keeps  in  close  touch 
with  two  of  her  former  roommates,  Beth 

Fellows  Klemm  and  Nancy  Munson  Mc- 
Cormack.  Judy  Wentworth  is  settling  down 
to  a  job  in  the  department  of  pathology 

at  the  University  of  Chicago  after  a  sum- 
mer tour  of  Europe.  She  said  that  she 

used  Miss  Freeman's  four  tours  of  Rome 
and  found  them  extremely  helpful. 

As  for  your  reporter,  Carolyn  Tamplin 
Ward,  my  days  this  fall  are  rather  lonely 

since  my  husband  Dave  is  at  Officers  Can- 
didate School  for  the  Coast  Guard  in 

Yorktown,  Virginia  until  the  end  of  Jan- 
uary. I  will  be  kept  busy,  I  am  sure,  with 

my  first-year  group  in  a  non-graded  school 
in  Mt.  Lebanon.  Hopefully  in  February 
Dave  and  I  will  be  sent  to  guard  the  coast 
of  some  fascinating  place  like  Hawaii  or 
California. 
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*-\  s~\  Susan  Coleman 

Y^\r~\      52  South  Morton  Avenue,  Apt.  A V^/V_/  Morton,  Pennsylvania  19070 

Bonnie  Markey 
1900  South  Woodland  Road 
Shaker  Heights,  Ohio  44122 

Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 
(Mrs.  William  C.) 

471  North  Armistead  Street,  Apt.  11 
Alexandria,  Virginia  22312 

Sharon  Smith 
58  Pinckney  Street 

Boston,  Massachusetts  02114 

Sage  Tower  Mumma 
(Mrs.  Michael  J.) 
1418  Severn  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15217 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Barbara    Lee    Hewitt    to    Jonathon    Orloff, 
Portland,  Oregon 

Lesley  Smith  to  Doctor  James  A.  McGregor 

Judy  Stone  to  Reyes  Ramos 

MARRIAGES 

Leslie  Caplan  to  Alan  L.   Itskowitz,  June, 
1966 

Susan   Cohn   to  Paul   F.   Brenner,   Septem- 
ber 4,  1966 

Osiris    M.    Cornejo    to    Ilham    Al-Nouri, 
June  24,  1966 

Jane  Coulter  to  Herbert  Burger,  October  1, 
1966 

Anna  M.  Cox  to  James  C.  Allred,  June  25, 
1964 

Carole  Early  to  Samuel  H.  Cupps,  August 
20,  1966 

Marilyn  Elder  to   G.   Raymond   Hodil,  Jr., 
August  20,   1966 

Judith  Fellows  to  Karl  R.  Duchek,  July  2, 
1966 

Alice  Graham  to  Paul  R.  Weber,  June  IS, 
1966 

Cordis  Heard  to  Theodore  William  Fejer, 
June  6,  1966 

Katherine  S.   Hoover  to   John   Scott   Hill, 
June  25,  1966 

Katheryn   Hopkins   to   Donald   J.   Macher, 
August  20,  1966 

Carol   Beth   Levin    to   Edward    Alan    Hill, 
January  16,  1966 

Penelope  Langston   to  William   Kerr  Zol- 
linger, Jr.,  April  9,  1966 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  to  David  McCrum 
Mitchell,  October  3,  1964 

Nancy  C.  Persson  to  Gary  D.  Klock,  Sep- 
tember 3,  1966 

Elizabeth   A.    Pincus   to   Dan   B.    Candler, 
June  12,  1966 

Nancy   Ross   to   George   A.   Delatush,   Jr., 
June  25,  1966 

Nancy   Russell   to   Richard    Ross,   June   4, 
1966 

Helen  M.  Scofield  to  Richard  J.  Ramagli, 
August  13,  1966 

Sandra  Smith  to  James  W.  Mueller,  Janu- 
ary  22,    1966 

Carolyn  Smyser  to  Paul   Ludwig   Hammer, 
August  6,  1966 

Janice    Thomas    to    H.    B.    Harton    Wolf, 
November  12,  1966 

Sage  Tower  to  Michael  Jon  Mumma,  Au- 
gust 20,  1966 

Susan    Ward   to    Howard    Swartz,    June    4, 
1966 

Jean  Wiest  to  John  S.  Chamberlin,  August 
13,   1966 

BIRTHS 

Anna  Cox  Allred,  a  son,  Erik  Owen,  Au- 
gust 29,  1965 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  Mitchell,  a  son, 
Clark  David,  July  15,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Pamela  Armstrong  Lakin  (Mrs.  Michael), 
4761 — 21st  Avenue,  N.E.,  Seattle,  Wash- 

ington 98105 

Jacqueline  Cain,  615  Palmer  Road,  Yon- 
kers,  New  York  10701 

Suzanne  Callas  Francis  (Mrs.  David  B. ), 
6923  Thomas  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania    15208 

Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz  (Mrs.  Alan),  3502 
First  Avenue,  Apt.  20,  San  Diego,  Cali- 

fornia 92103 

Susan  Cohn  Brenner  (Mrs.  Paul,)  621-B 
South  New  Braunfels  Street,  Apt.  24-B, 
San  Antonio,  Texas  78203 

Osiris  M.  Cornejo  Al-Nouri  (Mrs.  Ilham), 
519  South  Pine  Stret,  Lansing,  Michigan 48933 

Jane  Coulter  Burger  (Mrs.  Herbert  F. ), 
630  South  Negley  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania   15232 

Martha  Coyne,  Karen  Gofj  and  Barbara 
Wallace,  807  St.  James  Street,  Pitsburgh, 
Pennsylvania   15217 

Nancy  Dechter,  2502  San  Antonio,  Apt.  8, 
Austin,  Texas  78705 

Adair  Douglass,  262  Hyslip  Avenue,  West- 
field,  New  Jersey  07090 

Carole  Early  Cupps  (Mrs.  Samuel  H.), 
28202  Hoover  Road,  Warren,  Michigan 48093 

Marilyn  Elder  Hodil  (Mrs.  G.  Raymond), 
Parker  Towers,  Apt.  11-A,  Building  3, 
104-60  Queens  Boulevard,  Forest  Hills, 
New  York  11375 

Judith  Fellows  Duchek  (Mrs.  Karl  R.), 

3505  Chamberlayne  Avenue,  Apt.  K-103, 
Richmond,  Virginia  23227 

Jarene  Frances,  215  Comstock  Avenue, 
Syracuse,  New  York  13210 

Irene  Eraser,  909  South  5th  Street,  Apt. 
330,  Champaign,  Illinois  61820 

Hannah  Gilman,  %  Peace  Corps  Represen- 
tative, U.S.  Embassy,  Seoul,  Korea 

Sally  Goedicke  Payne  (Mrs.  Dan),  3131 
Sixth   Street,  Boulder,  Colorado   80302 

Alice  Graham  Weber  (Mrs.  Paul  R.),  1006 
Vermont  Avenue,  Apt.  7,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania   15234 

Ann  Greenhouse  Klein  (Mrs.  Steven), 
520  Stinchcomb,  Apt.  6,  Columbus,  Ohio 

43202 
Raquel  Halty,  Graduate  Center  203  A,  6 
Ash  Street,  Cambridge,  Massachusetts 02138 

Cordis  Heard  Fejer  (Mrs.  Theodore  Wil- 
liam), 122  Le  Moyne  Parkway,  Oak 

Park,  Illinois  60302 

Barbara-Lee  Hewitt  and  Ann  Sparks,  211 
South  Evaline  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania  15224 

Katherine  Hoover  Hill  (Mrs.  John  Scott), 

127  Cambridge  Drive,  Wilmington,  Del- 
aware 19803   (temporary) 

Katheryn  Hopkins  Macher  (Mrs.  Donald 
J.),  191  Dexter  House,  Sherry  Lake 
Apartments,  Butler  Pike  Road,  Con- 
shohocken,  Pennsylvania  19428 

Patricia  Kane,  119  Robert  Lane,  Apt.  B, 
Wilmington,  Delaware  19807 

Ruthe  Klein,  Ewing  Hall,  University  Park, 
Pennsylvania   16802 

Sandra  Kretz,  384-C  Annette  Court,  Somer- 
set, New  Jersey  08873 

Donna  Kwall,  907  Tower  C,  3955  Forbes 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania   15213 

Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill  (Mrs.  Edward  A.), 

Daleville  Inn,  Apt.  611,  Daleville,  Ala- 
bama 36322 

Emily  B.  Marshall,  24  Athinon,  Kiffisia, 
Athens,  Greece 

Betsy  McGregor,  2827  28th  Street,  N.W., 
Apt.  42,  Washington,  D.C.  20008 

Judith  Parry,  %  Peace  Corps  Director, 
American  Embassy,  Tunis,  Tunisia 

Nancy  Persson  Klock  (Mrs.  Gary  D.), 

6327  Howe  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsyl- 
vania 15206 

Elizabeth  Pincus  Candler  (Mrs.  Dan  B.), 
3020  Knight  Street,  Apt.  209,  Dallas, 
Texas  75219 

Ann  E.  Plummer,  6327  Howe  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pennsylvania  15232 

Ann  S.  Quenin,  5544  Fairoaks  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pennsylvania  15232 

Nancy  Ross  Delatush  (Mrs.  George  A.,  Jr.), 
2208  Phelps  Road,  Apt.  B-2,  Adelphi, 
Maryland  20783 

Nancy  Ruehl,  8343  Donell  Drive,  Holly 
Hill  Apartments,  Apt.  C-7,  Forestville, 
Maryland  20028 

Nancy  Russell  Ross  (Mrs.  Richard),  119 
Clay  Street,  Elizabeth,  Pennsylvania 15037 43 



Catherine  St.  Clair,  131  Casey  Drive, 
South,  San  Francisco,  California  94080 

Andra  Sandson,  79  North  Broadway  Street, 
Apt.  B-l,  White  Plains,  New  York 
10603 

Helen  Scho field  Ramagli,  (Mrs.  Richard 
J.),  50  Connecticut  Avenue,  Apt.  8, 
Norwalk,  Connecticut  06850 

Carol  Sheldon,  1722  19th  Street  N.W., 
Apt.  705,  Washington,  D.C.  20009 

Sandra  Smith  Mueller  (Mrs.  James  W. ) , 
214  North  Vine  Avenue,  Tucson,  Ari- 

zona 85719 

Carolyn  Smyser  Hammer  (Mrs.  Paul  L.), 
209  North  Dithridge  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania  15213 

Judy  Stone,  Box  259,  Durango,  Colorado 
81301 

Susan  F.  Taylor,  6923  Thomas  Boulevard, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15208 

Janice  Thomas  Wolf  (Mrs.  B.  Harton), 
2713  A  Willow  Court,  Hopkinsville, 
Kentucky  44240 

Maureen  Thomas,  316  Allen  Street,  Uni- 
versity Park,  Pennsylvania  16802 

Anna  Lisa  Tooker,  2841  -  44th  Avenue 
South,  Minneapolis,  Minnesota  55406 

Jane  Trader,  215  West  Walnut  Street, 
Oxford,  Ohio  45056 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort,  3303  Fifth  Avenue, 
Apt.  9,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15213 

Sue  Ward  Swartz  (Mrs.  Howard),  44 
Jackes  Avenue,  Apt.  803,  Toronto  7, 
Ontario,  Canada 

Linda  Whitmyre,  95  North  Broadway, 
Apt.  Cl-6,  White  Plains,  New  York 
10603 

Jean  Wiest  Chamberlin,  (Mrs.  John  S.), 
5840  Bartlett  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Penn- 

sylvania 15217 

Patty  Williamson,  Garrett  Theology  Semi- 
nary, 2121  Sheridan  Road,  Evanston, 

Illinois  60201 

Immediately  following  graduation  each 
year  a  letter  is  sent  from  the  alumnae  office 
to  all  former  students  of  that  class  inviting 
them  to  become  associate  members  of  the 

Alumnae  Association.  The  following  for- 
mer students  have  replied  to  the  invitation 

and  are  now  associate  members  of  the  Class 
of  1966. 

Elizabeth  Blanton  Chappelle  (Mrs.  William 
T.),  64  Ridgeway  Avenue,  Setauket, 
Long  Island,  New  York   11785 

Rebecca  L.  Blasingame,  1350  North  Astor 
Street,  Chicago,  Illinois  60610 

Anna  Cox  Allred  (Mrs.  James  C),  42 
Riverview  Road,  Rocky  Hill,  Connecricut 
06067 

Deanna  Hickox,  6227  North  Villard  Ave- 
nue, Portland,  Oregon  97217 

Margaret  Elizabeth  Kern,  1123  Edgewood 
Drive,  Charleston,  West  Virginia  25302 

Heather  Martin  Price  (Mrs.  James  W.,  Jr.), 
44018  North  Date  Avenue,  Lancaster, 
California  93534 

Adrienne  Mazo,  304  Holswade  Drive, 
Huntington,  West  Virginia  25701 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  Mitchell  (Mrs. 
David  McC),  2934  Kings  Mill  Road, 
Bethel  Park,  Pennsylvania  15102 

Jeanne  E.  Menzie,  49  Holland  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pennsylvania  15235 

Patricia  E.  Mullen,  124  Oakwood  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15229 

Kathleen  Platz  Buresch  (Mrs.  David  C), 
364  Copperfield  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania    15210 

Joan  Stahlbrodt,  41  Parker  Drive,  Pittsford, 
New  York   14534 

Susan   reporting: 

Barbara  Brenman  will  return  to  the 
states  after  spending  the  summer  with  her 
parents  in  Igmir,  Turkey  and  settle  down 
to   civilized   things! 

Sally  Brown  Lincoln  wants  her  friends  to 
know  that  John  has  been  transferred  in 
case  the  news  is  not  included  in  the  class 

of  '65.  Chances  are  that  they  will  be  liv- 
ing in  Manhattan  for  John  is  working  for 

Harleco  Reagents  in  New  York  City  and 
they  look  forward  to  seeing  many  of  their 
Dartmouth  friends  who  are  living  in  the city. 

Linda  Burkhouse  is  teaching  in  the 
Scholars  Program  at  South  Hills  High 
School,  Pittsburgh. 

Kathy  Birris  also  is  teaching  in  the  Pitts- 
burgh area — algebra  and  plane  geometry  at 

Mt.  Lebanon  High  School. 

Anita  Cadaallader  Horowitz  is  enjoying 
being  married  and  traveling. 

Leslie  Caplan  ltskouitz,  another  happy 

married  woman,  is  working  on  her  master's 
at  San  Diego  State  and  Alan  is  head  medi- 

cal officer  on  the  U.S.S.  Pickaway. 

Diana  Cole  spent  the  summer  in  Siena, 
Italy  studying  voice  and  will  continue  her 
study  this  fall  at  the  New  England  Con- servatory. 

Susan  Cohn  Brenner  writes  that  in  ad- 
dition to  getting  married  she  has  been 

playing  golf  diligently,  but  still  has  not 
broken   100. 

Jane  Coulter  Burger  will  be  combining 
marriage  and  education  as  she  is  working 

on  her  master's  in  educational  research  and 
psychology  at  Pitt. 

Marty  Coyne  has  had  a  busy  summer. 

Besides  working  for  Family  and  Children's Service  in  Pittsburgh,  she  was  in  Jean 

Wiest's  wedding  and  is  having  a  gay  time 
living  with  Barb   Wallace  and  Karen  Goff. 

Louise  DeCarl  spent  the  summer  work- 
ing as  a  legal  secretary  in  the  patent  de- 

partment of  Borg-Warner  Corp.  in  Chi- 
cago. She  is  still  planning  to  enter  law 

school  this  fall  and  was  accepted  at  both 
Chicago  and  Washington,  but  in  late  July 
had    still    not    decided    which    school    she 

would  enter.  By  now  she  should  be  settlec 
somewhere  and  hope  that  she  is  happy  wit! 

her  decision. 

Nancy  Dechter  is  continuing  her  study 
in  psychology  at  the  University  of  Texas 
and  planned  to  visit  Dr.  Hood  and  Mr 
Woodward,  ex-Chatham  faculty  in  Septem- 

ber. Jerilyn  Donahoe  loves  working  for  the 
Urban  Redevelopment  Authority  of  Pitts- 
burgh. 

Adair  Douglas,  has  also  been  successful 
in  acquiring  a  good  teaching  job.  She  is 
teaching  1 1th  grade  U.S.  History  and 
World  Cultures  at  Scotch  Plains  High 
School,  Scotch  Plains,  New  Jersey. 

I  certainly  enjoyed  hearing  from  all  who 
replied  and  thank  you  for  sharing  news 
about  what  you  have  been  doing  with  the 
rest  of  us  in  the  class.  As  for  me,  I  am 
really  enjoying  team  teaching  and  am 
fortunate  to  be  working  with  a  group  of 
excellent  teachers  and  challenging  students. 
Though  the  last  couple  of  weeks  have  been 
hectic  with  moving  into  the  apartment  and 
teaching  chores,  I  am  very  happy  with  my 
new  life  in  the  Philadelphia  area  and  can 
not  wait  until  December  28rh  when  it  will 

be  complete,  for  this  is  Jim's  and  my  big 

day. 

Bonnie  reporting: 

Again  this  year  several  graduates  have 
settled  in  the  Pittsburgh  area.  Since  that 

big  day  in  Alice  Graham  Weber's  life, 
she's  been  busy  with  lesson  plans  for  her 
twelfth-grade  English  class  in  the  Upper 
St.  Clair  District,  while  husband  Paul  has 
been  working  as  a  methods  analyst  for 
Wheeling  Steel  Corporarion.  In  August 
they  visited  Barb  Crick  and  then  attended 

Helen  Schofield's  wedding. 

Also  teaching  English  in  the  Pittsburgh 
area  is  Judy  Howard.  After  spending  a 
thoroughly  delightful  summer  in  Europe 

she's  ready  to  settle  down  to  the  real  world. 
Another  new  teacher  is  Karen  Goff  who  is 
keeping  up  an  apartment  in  Pittsburgh 
with  Barb  Wallace  and  Marty  Coyne. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  happily  writes  of  her 
engagement  to  Jon  Orloff,  a  nuclear  physics 
doctoral  srudent  at  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. She's  now  living  with  Ann  Sparks, 
loves  apartment  life  and  her  job  as  a  claims 
representative  with  Liberty  Mutual  Insur- ance Company. 

Marty  Friday,  like  so  many  class  mem- 
bers who  flocked  to  Boston,  enjoyed  work- 

ing in  the  psychology  service  of  a  V.A.  hos- 
pital up  there.  Now  she  looks  forward  to 

attending  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  to 

work  on  a  master's  in  psychology. 

Also  continuing  her  education  is  Jarene 
Frances  who  started  this  summer  to  work 

on  a  master's  in  journalism  at  Syracuse 
University.  She  also  works  part  time  as  a 
switchboard  operator  in  a  local  hospital. 
This  fall  Irene  Fraser  is  attending  the  Uni- 

versity of  Illinois  in  political  science.  She 
spent  the  summer  working  at  the  Regional 
Council  for  International  Education  in 

Pittsburgh.  Raquel  Halty,  another  ambi- 
tious one,  writes  that  after  taking  three 

graduate  courses  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 
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urgh,  she  is  contiuing  her  studies  of  the 
.omance  languages  at  Harvard  Graduate 
chool  of  Arts  and  Sciences. 

Katby  Hopkins  Macher  writes  that  while 
er  hubby  Don  is  studying  at  the  Univer- 
ity  of  Pennsylvania  Dental  School  she  is 
lusily  teaching  ninth-grade  English  and 

vorking  toward  a  master's  of  education  at 
Temple  University. 

Carole  Early  Cupps  has  been  substitute 
eaching,  getting  her  apartment  in  shape, 
nd,  in  general,  recovering  from  her  wed- 
ling  and  honeymoon  trip  to  Bermuda.  Her 
msband  Sam  is  an  IBM  salesman. 

After  a  lovely  wedding  in  New  York 
lity,  Anne  Greenhouse  Klein  and  Steve 
jnjoyed  fixing  up  their  apartment  in 

lolumbus.  Now  he's  back  in  the  grind  at 
Dhio  State  Medical  School  while  she's 
eaching  government  and  economics  to 
iwelfth-graders. 

Peace  Corps  volunteer  Hannah  Gilman 
Is  taking  off  for  Korea  to  teach  conversa- 
.ional  English  in  a  high  school  over  there. 
She  spent  an  exciting  three  months  training 
in  Hawaii  and  writes  it  is  truly  a  paradise, 
but  the  language  is  murder! 

Mamie  Elder  had  a  wonderful  summer 
with  her  wedding  on  August  20th.  Ray  is 
an  ecomonic  analyst  for  Standard  Oil  of 
New  Jersey.  Judy  Fellows  Duchek  is  a 
programmer  for  the  Highway  Departmenr 
of  Virginia,  while  her  husband  Karl  is  an 
accountant. 

Kathy  Hoover  Hill  will  be  traveling  with 
Scott  this  fall.  Scott  is  finishing  his  mas- 

ter's degree  in  chemical  engineering  at 
MIT,  and  this  last  semester  takes  them 
first  to  Oak  Ridge,  Tennessee  and  then  to 
Bound  Brook,  New  Jersey.  In  February 

they'll  be  settling  down,  though  they've  no idea  where  as  yet. 

As  for  myself,  Bonnie  Markey,  I  spent  a 
grand  seven  weeks  touring  Europe  with 
Pickle  Prouty.  Now  I  look  forward  to 
doing  medical  social  work  at  Mt.  Sinai 
Hospital  in  Cleveland.  A  warm  welcome 
is  extended  to  all  those  who  are  passing 

I  through  the  Cleveland  area. 

^Marjorie  reporting: 

Pat  Kane  has  begun  a  two-year  course  of 
study  in  the  Winterthur  Program  in  Early 
American  Culture,  a  cooperative  program 
of  the  Henry  Francis  du  Pont  Winterthur 
Museum  and  the  University  of  Delaware. 
She  finds  the  museum  an  exciting  and  beau- 

tiful place,  and  writes  that  she  is  fast  be- 
coming a  Wilmingtonite. 

Lory  King  is  attending  graduate  school 
at  Johns  Hopkins,  studying  contemporary 
English   literature. 

Ruthe  Klein  is  on  the  Dean  of  Women's 
Staff  at  Penn  State,  as  senior  resident  for 
Ewing  and  Cross  Halls,  and  is  working 

part-time  toward  a  master's  in  education. 
Her  area  of  study  is  student  personnel  ad- 

ministration in  higher  education. 

Sandy  Kretz  writes  that  she  spent  the 
summer  working  as  a  maid  at  Yellowstone 
Park  with  Jackie  Cain.  She  raved  about 
the  wonders  of  a  summer  out  in  the  fresh 

air  after  that  grueling  senior  year!  This 
next  year  she  will  be  working  for  her 

master's  in  political  science  at  Rutgers. 

Donna  Kwall  is  attending  graduate 
school  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh, 
studying  counselor  education  at  the  NDEA 
Institute. 

Penelope  Langston  Zollinger  is  attend- 

ing the  University  of  Pittsburgh's  Gradu- ate School  of  Library  and  Information 
Science,  while  husband  Bill  is  in  his  fourth 
year  of  medical  school  there. 

Vivian  Lazur  writes  that  she  has  received 
a  National  Science  Foundation  Fellowship 
with  which  she  is  pursuing  her  studies  in 
the  Natural  Sciences  at  Carnegie  Tech, 

working  toward  a  master's. 
Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill  is  with  her  hus- 

band at  Fort  Rucker,  Alabama,  where  he  is 

with  the  Judge  Advocate  General's  Staff  of the  U.S.  Army.  She  has  not  accepted  a 
teaching  job  so  she  will  be  free  to  go  with 
Ed  at  temporary  duty  stations.  Instead, 

she  is  learning  to  play  bridge!  I'm  sure 
many  of  us  envy  her  her  free  time. 

Betsy  McGregor  has  a  job  editing  a 
weekly  and  monthly  Bulletin  at  the  Peace 
Corps  Department  of  Career  Information 
Service.  She  writes  that  she  loves  her  job 
and  Washington  and  has  an  old  friend 
there,  as  Miss  Tascketta  is  now  the  assistant 
director  of  that  department. 

Nancy  McNabb  writes  that  she  is  now 
employed  as  a  research  assistant  at  the 
McNeil  Laboratories,  Inc.,  in  Fort  Wash- 

ington, Pennsylvania. 

Rebecca  Mark  has  been  busy  during  the 
summer  taking  a  graduate  course,  doing 
social  work,  traveling,  and  working  with 
the  highly  controversial  Maryland  governor 
race. 

Bonnie  Marks  is  attending  Graduate 
School  at  Columbia.  Her  area  of  study  is 
graduate  faculties  in  German. 

Judy  Parry  has  spent  the  summer  at 
Brown  University  studying  for  her  forth- 

coming career  of  teaching  English  in  Tu- 
nisia for  the  Peace  Corps.  Her  courses 

sound  rather  staggering — French,  Arabic, 
teaching  English  as  a  foreign  language,  and 
background  and  culture  of  Tunisia.  Study 
time  was  14  hours  a  day,  but  she  loved  it 
and  was  very  anxious  to  get  going. 

Deanna  Hickox,  an  associate  member  of 
our  class,  will  also  be  working  in  the  Peace 
Corps.  She  graduated  from  Lewis  and  Clark 
College  in  Portland,  Oregon,  and  will  teach 
high  school  math  in  Uganda.  Her  training 
will  be  at  Columbia  in  New  York. 

As  for  me,  Margie  Morrison  Hofer,  I 
am  working  as  typist  and  general  helper 
for  three  special  consultants  and  the  assist- 

ant to  the  Director  of  the  National  Collec- 
tion of  Fine  Arts,  Smithsonian  Institution. 

All  those  many  hours  spent  in  Art  classes 
are  finally  proving  worthwhile!  The  job  is 
much  fun,  and  I  am  learning  a  great  deal. 
Bill  is  still  stationed  at  the  Army  Exhibit 
Unit  here  in  Alexandria,  but  is  due  for 

discharge  in  February — O  happy  day.  It 
was  fun  to  hear  from  everyone,  and  I  hope 

ir  won't  be  another  whole  year  before  I 
hear  again. 

Sherrie  reporting: 

Associate  class  member  Mary  Bruce  Mc- 
Culloch  Mitchell  sounds  busy  teaching  at 
the  Victoria  Modeling  School  in  Bethel 
Park,  Pennsylvania,  and  taking  care  of 
redheaded  Clark,  while  Dave  is  an  account 
assistant  with  the  Ketchum,  MacLeod,  and 
Grove  Advertising  Agency. 

Dan  and  Sally  Payne  have  moved  to 
Boulder,  Colorado,  and  would  love  to  see 
any  Chathamites  who  might  be  in  the  area. 

After  her  September  wedding  Nancy 
Persson  Klock  is  teaching  fifth  grade  at  the 
Fairview  Elementary  School  in  the  Fox 

Chapel  school  district.  Nancy's  husband Gary  is  a  graduate  student  in  G.S.I.A.  at 
Carnegie. 

Betsy  Pincus  Candler  and  her  new  hus- 
band are  now  living  in  Dallas,  Texas, 

where  Dan  is  a  research  engineer  for  the 
Mobil  Oil  Corporation. 

Jeff  Potter  wrote  from  Hilo,  Hawaii, 
that  the  Peace  Corps  Training  Program  is 

"like  running  off  a  pier  at  full  speed  .  .  . 
a  dynamic,  self-critical,  idealistic,  antibu- 

reaucratic  bureaucracy."  As  of  September 
23,  Jeff  will  be  stationed  in  Thailand, 
where  she  will  teach  English  and  physical 
education. 

Ann  Quenin,  after  a  summer  abroad  in 

Europe,  Turkey  and  Greece,  is  a  free-lance 

copywriter  for  Home's  advertising  depart- 
ment and  is  sharing  an  apartment  in  Pitts- 

burgh with  Janie  Lanigan. 

Another  Pittsburgh  resident  is  Helen 
Read,    who    is    doing    medical    research. 

The  teaching  profession  is,  as  usual, 
very  popular  with  Chatham  graduates. 
Madelon  Rose  is  a  sixth-grade  teacher  in 
Chicago,  after  spending  the  summer  in 
East  Troy,  Wisconsin,  as  a  counselor  for 
Hull  House,  a  settlement  house  camp. 

Nancy  Ross  Delatush  is  teaching  French 
and  physical  education  at  the  Cynthis  War- 

ner School  in  Tacoma,  Maryland,  and 
George  is  an  MA  candidate  in  English  at 
the  University  of  Maryland. 

Nancy  Ruehl  took  some  guidance  and 
counseling  courses  during  the  summer  at 
Catholic  University  in  Washington  and  is 
now  entertaining  some  lucky  third-graders 
in  Forestville,  Maryland.  Ruehly  reports 
that  she  spent  a  swinging  weekend  in 
Hazelton,  Pennsylvania,  where  she  was  in 

Susie  Cohn  Brenner's  wedding,  along  with Sherrie  Smith. 

Nancy  Russell  Ross  is  studying  at  the 
Graduate  School  of  Social  Work  at  the 

University  of  Pittsburgh,  and  Richard  is 
an  educational  specialist  with  the  Pitts- 

burgh Diocesan  School  Board.  The  Rosses 
are  busy  making  plans  to  build  a  house 
they  hope  to  have  completed  by  next  sum- 
mer. 

Living  in  San  Francisco  and,  naturally, 
loving  it,  is  Catherine  St.  Clair.  Cathy  is 
a  stewardess  with  Pan  American  Airlines 
and  finds  her  flights  to  Hawaii,  Panama 
City,  and  Tokyo  very  exciting. 

On  the  other  side  of  the  country,  Andra 
Sandson    is    a    staff   assistant    in    Computer 45 



Operations  for  the  American  Telephone 
and  Telegraph  Company  in  White  Plains, 
New  York. 

Carol  Sheldon,  in  Washington,  D.C.,  is 
a  staff  member  at  the  Washington  Center 
for  Metropolitan  Studies,  a  non-profit  re- 

search and  educational  organization  funded 
by  the  Ford  Foundation  and  the  Meyer 
Foundation. 

Lesley  Smith  plans  to  work  in  Montreal, 
Canada,  where  her  fiance,  Dr.  James  Mc- 

Gregor, is  at  McGill  University. 

Sandi  Smith  Mueller  is  also  teaching 
at  the  high  school  in  Palo  Verde,  Arizona, 
and  living  in  Tucson,  while  Jim  is  a  grad- 

uate student  in  anthropology-archaeology. 
They  have  found  that  Arizona  is  hotter 
and  more  humid  than  advertised. 

I  had  a  fantastic  summer  seeing  every 
corner  of  the  U.S.A.  with  Lois  Welsh. 

When  we  weren't  visiting  friends,  among 
them  Clare  Stebbins  in  Quincy,  Illinois, 
Bibi  Boles  in  Van  Nuys,  California,  and 
Jackie  Cain  and  Sandy  Kretz  in  Wyoming, 
we  pitched  a  tent  and  got  as  comfortable 
as  possible  sleeping  on  the  ground.  Aside 
from  that  11,000  mile  jaunt  I  squeezed  in 
a  couple  of  Chatham  reunions — one  at 

Carole  Early  Cupp's  wedding,  and  later  at 
Susie  Cohn  Brenner's  wedding.  I  have, 
at  last,  settled  down  to  a  job  with  the 
New  England  Telephone  and  Telegraph 
Company  in  Boston.  Thanks  for  all  the 
letters,  group,  please  keep  them  coming. 

Sage  reporting: 

Pat  Mullen  reports  that  she  is  hunting 

a  job  "with  the  ranks  of  the  unemployed 
liberal  arts  English  majors,"  and  Carolyn 
Smyser  Hammer  expected  to  be  looking 
for  a  job  around  the  end  of  September. 
First  she  wanted  time  to  recover  from  her 
trip  to  the  Bahamas  with  her  husband 
Paul  in  August. 

Ann  Sparks  is  working  at  Western  Psych 
and   is  studying  clinical  psychology  at  Pitt. 

Joanie  Stahlbrodt  is  now  teaching  5th 
grade  in  Penfield,  New  York  and  is  also 
studying  part  time  at  the  University  of 
Rochester.  She  was  maid  of  honor  in 

Sage  Tower  Mumma's  wedding  in  August. 
Sage  and  Mike  honeymooned  in  Jamaica 
and  are  now  back  in  Pittsburgh.  Mike  is 
continuing  work  on  his  Ph.D.  in  physics, 
and  Sage  is  planning  to  take  some  courses 
in  chemistry  at  Pitt  during  the  second 
trimester. 

Sue  Taylor  is  enjoying  a  supervisor 
training  program  at  Bell  Telephone  and  is 
looking  forward  to  continuing  training  at 
Fort  Knox.  She  was  in  Pat  Turcotte 

Olsen's  and  Suzy  Callas  Frances'  weddings 
over  the  summer. 

Judy  Stone  says  that  she  is  now  a  full 
fledged  Vista  volunteer  and  is  working  in 
the  small  Spanish-American  community  of 
Santa  Rita.  She  is  working  in  community 
development,  and  has  started  a  newspaper 

for  the  community  and  a  small  scale  tutor- 
ing program.    Her  fiance,  Reyes,  is  a  doc- 

toral   candidate    in    sociology    at    the    Uni 

versiry  of  Colorado. 

"Goodman"  Trader  is  studying  micrc 
biology  and  has  a  teaching  assistantship. 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  spent  the  summe 
apprenticing  and  acting  at  the  Totem  Pol 
Playhouse.  She  is  now  teaching  French  a 
Sewickley  Area  High  School  in  Westmore land  County. 

Barb  Wallace  is  working  for  the  Cath 
olic  Social  Service  of  Allegheny  County 
and  is  based  in  Pittsburgh. 

Sue  Ward  Swartz,  whose  husband  How 
ard  is  in  Law  School  at  the  University  o 
Toronto,  is  working  in  merchandizing  a 
a  large  department  store  in  Toronto  and 
teaching  piano  in  her  spare  time. 

Naomi  Waterston  reports  that  she  is  ii] 
Graduate  School  at  Tufts  University  anc 
is  studying  child  development  in  the  Eloit 
Pearson  Department  of  Child  Study. 

Patty  Williamson,  who  is  in  a  joini 
MA  program  in  religion  at  Garrett  anc 
Northwestern,  worked  this  summer  in  New 
York  City  at  the  Jewish  Theological  Semi 
nary  of  America.  She  saw  Binky  Wu  a  few 
times.  Binky  is  now  making  perfume  anc 
contemplating   going   to   medical   school. 

Linda  W hitmyre  is  presently  working 
for  AT.  and  T.  as  a  computer  program- 

mer. This  summer  she  worked  for  tht 

International  Voluntary  Service  in  Ger- 
many and   Austria. 
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recorded  by 
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in  the 

Chatham  College  Chapel 

ORDER  FORM 

Please  send  ....  album  (s) — Organ  Music  for  Christmas 

Price:   $4.25  including  tax  TO 

and  handling  charges. 

Check  payable  to  CHATHAM  COLLEGE           

in  the  amount  of  $   enclosed.    

Mail  to  The  Book  Store,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232 Zip  Code 
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0  A  gift  of  approximately  $20,000  ha 
come  to  Chatham  College  through  the  bequest  of  Ml 

Norman  L.  Shaw  of  Pittsburgh.  His  wife,  who  diec 

in  1961,  was  Grace  Gill  Shaw,  associate  member  of  thi 

Class  of  1910.  The  legacy,  which  is  unrestricted  as  t< 

its  use  by  the  College,  has  been  added  to  the  genera 

endowment  by  action  of  the  Board  of  Trustees. 

0  The  first  project  of  the  newly  organ 

ized  Junior  '60  Alumnae  Club  was  the  sponsorship  0 
a  benefit  showing  of  A  Man  for  All  Seasons  on  April  1( 

at  The  Kings  Court  Theater.  Students,  faculty,  admin 

istration,  and  Pittsburgh  area  alumnae  were  invited  ti 

participate.  The  proceeds  have  been  designated  fo 

scholarship  aid  to  a  foreign  student  at  Chatham  for  thi 
1967-68  academic  year. 

Q  Programmed  Instruction  was  the  sub 
ject  for  discussion  at  the  Fifth  Annual  Alumnae  Semina 

for  Educators  held  on  campus  on  April  26,  1967.  Fol 

lowing  dinner  in  Mellon  Hall,  the  group  of  alumna* 

who  are  teachers  in  Pittsburgh  area  schools  moved  ti 

the  Earl  K.  Wallace  Lecture  Hall  to  hear  Dr.  Jerry  G 

Short,  Program  Director,  Instructional  Systems  Study  o 

the  American  Institutes  for  Research,  discuss  the  ad 

vances  in  programmed  instruction  and  their  meaning 
for  the  classroom  teacher. 

0  Miss  Mary  Helen  Marks,  Dean  Emer 
itus,  was  hospitalized  for  several  months  last  fall.  He 

many  alumnae  friends  will  be  glad  to  know  that  she  ha 

returned  to  her  apartment  at  the  Arlington,  515  Soutl 

Aiken  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232. 

£  The  photography  for  the  article  oi 
Buhl  Science  Hall  was  done  by  three  members  of  thi 

Chatham  community.  Mr.  William  J.  Jungels,  instructo 

in  English,  has  shown  some  of  his  work  in  the  Threi 

Rivers  Arts  Festival  and  as  part  of  a  two-man  show  a 
Chatham  last  fall.  Lee  Macey,  a  member  of  the  senio. 

class,  also  has  exhibited  in  the  Three  Rivers  Festival 

She  has  had  work  published  in  The  Point,  and  in 

booklet  prepared  by  the  Mayor's  Committee  on  Humai 
Relations.  Mr.  Benjamin  B.  Richards,  college  librarian 

persues  photography  as  a  hobby. 

Cover  picture:  Students    at    work    in    the    new    math 

physics  laboratory  in  Buhl  Hall. 



Dr.  Cbmura 

Biology 

CRABS  and  LABS 
EGOS  and  EGGS 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54 

In  April  1966  the  Louise  C.  Buhl  Hall  of  Science  was 

closed  to  undergo  extensive  renovations,  and  with  that 

began  one  of  the  newest  and  most  interesting  chapters  in 
Chatham  history. 

Former  science  majors  and  members  of  the  class  of  1929 

who  have  contributed  to  the  furnishing  of  the  Rachel  Car- 
son Memorial  Reading  Room,  and  members  of  the  classes 

of  1916,  1931  and  1941  who  assigned  their  reunion  gifts 

to  the  renovation  project,  are  perhaps  familiar  with  the 

story.  For  other  alumnae,  this  may  be  their  first  introduc- 

tion to  the  "new"  science  building. 
My  tour  began  with  a  visit  to  the  new  math-physics 

laboratory  located  on  the  left  of  the  main  entrance.  Its 

gleaming  chrome  and  green  cabinets  attract  the  eye,  and 

invite  the  viewer  to  step  in  and  examine  the  equipment. 

Under  the  chairmanship  of  Dr.  William  A.  Beck,  the  math- 

physics  department  has  developed  and  expanded  greatly. 

Whether  it's  in  demonstrating  the  shining  air  track  that 
dominates  one  side  of  the  lab  (its  arrival  coincided  nicely 

with  the  re-opening  of  the  Science  Hall  last  fall),  or  in 
describing  his  year  of  teaching  at  the  Jesuit  College  in 

Bagdad  while  on  leave  in  1965-1966,  enthusiasm  is  the  key- 

note to  Dr.  Beck's  approach. 
At  the  present  time  the  department  averages  three  to 

five  majors  a  year  with  the  students  deeply   involved  in 

Mary  Sheehan 



Greenhouse  under  construction 

independent  projects.  Undoubtedly,  "the  bright,  attractive! 
lab  serves  as  an  inducement  to  these  students — a  grea> 

contrast  to  the  dingy,  dark  rooms  used  before,"  comments 
Dr.  Beck.  His  students  moved  into  the  new  quarters  or 

November  1st,  having  been  temporarily  located  in  Mellor 

Hall  library  during  the  first  six  weeks  of  the  semester. 

Directly  across  the  hall  is  the  office  of  Dr.  Joost  H 

Kiewiet  de  Jonge,  lecturer  in  astronomy.  This  department 

was  added  in  1957,  and  judging  from  the  number  of  upper- 
classmen  taking  the  course,  it  has  become  a  very  popular 

part  of  the  curriculum. 

Dr.  Kiewiet  de  Jonge,  thoughtful  and  slow-spoken, 

makes  a  deep  impression  upon  the  listener.  He  favors  "an 

18th  century  drawing-room  approach  to  science,"  and  de- 
plores the  lack  of  mathematical  intelligence  on  the  part  of 

most  people  today.  His  interests  are  varied — the  Swiss 

method  of  education,  politics,  trips  to  Europe  to  visit  mem- 
bers of  his  family. 

During  the  weeks  when  construction  work  was  being 

completed,  Dr.  Kiewiet  de  Jonge  also  conducted  his  labs 

in  Mellon  Hall.  It  is  quite  a  change  for  him  now  to  meet 

his  class  in  the  superbly  equipped  Earl  K.  Wallace  Lecture 
Hall.  For  those  who  remember  this  dark  room  with  its 

rows  of  old  desks,  rising  tier  on  tier,  the  contrast  is  indeed 

great.  Its  attractive  yellow  desks,  arranged  so  that  all  can 

see  equally  well,  and  its  facilities  for  overhead  projection 

make  it  a  model  lecture  hall  for  the  use  of  all  departments. 

Math-Physics  Lab 

Dr.  Beck 



Mr.  Richards 

Rachel  Carson  Memorial  Reading  Room 

Dr.  Paulson 

Chemistry  Lab 

In  the  center  of  Buhl  Hall,  and  extending  throughout 

the  three  floors,  are  several  environmentally-controlled 
rooms.  The  room  on  the  first  floor  is  the  property  of  the 

biology  department  and  contains  both  warm  and  cold 

chambers  for  experimental  work.  A  tour  with  Dr.  Norman 

D.  Chmura,  chairman  of  the  department,  was  all  too  short. 

The  facilities  for  upperclass  independent  work  are  abso- 
lutely matchless.  Work  areas,  including  small  labs  and 

desk  space,  are  provided  for  all  tutorial  students,  making  it 

possible  for  each  student  to  keep  all  of  her  experimental 

materials  together  in  one  place.  An  aura  of  concentrated 

study  pervades  the  department — indeed,  the  entire  build- 

ing— and  certainly  the  work  being  produced  by  the  science 
majors  attests  to  this.  We  passed  one  senior  surrounded  by 

underclassmen  as  she  was  engrossed  in  lab  work  on  her  tu- 
torial, Water  Balance  and  Salt  Regulation  in  the  Land  Crab. 

It  was  with  a  certain  feeling  of  squeamishness  that  I  accom- 

panied Dr.  Chmura  into  the  environmentally-controlled 

room  where  another  senior  was  working  on  Photo-Sensitiv- 
ity in  Cockroaches. 

Most  of  the  biology  majors  plan  to  continue  with  work 

at  the  graduate  level;  at  the  end  of  February  one  had  been 

accepted  at  the  University  of  California  at  Berkeley,  another 

at  the  University  of  Oregon,  and  still  another  in  the  Grad- 

uate School  of  Public  Health  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. "They  are  excellent  students,"  commented  Dr. 

Chmura.  "It  is  no  exaggeration  to  say  that  at  least  half 

of  their  work  is  original  research." 
The  equipment  of  the  biology  department  will  be  further 

enhanced  this  summer  with  the  construction  of  a  green- 
house adjacent  to  the  west  end  of  the  building  and  easily 

accessible  to  both  the  Wallace  Lecture  Hall  and  the  lab- 
oratories. 

In  the  environmentally-controlled  area  on  the  basement 

level  is  the  animal  room  shared  by  the  biology  and  psy- 

chology departments.  Here,  again,  are  individual  work 
areas  for  uninterrupted  work  on  tutorials. 

The  psychology  department  is  under  the  chairmanship  of 

Dr.  James  C.  Diggory  who  left  the  University  of  Pennsyl- 
vania after  twenty-four  years  to  come  to  Chatham  last  fall. 

Dr.  Diggory 's  plans  for  the  psychology  department  are  high- 
ly stimulating.  In  the  animal  lab  the  day  I  visited  it,  there 

was  an  incubator  with  five  dozen  eggs  in  it.  "We  are  going 

into  the  poultry  business,"  Dr.  Diggory  told  me.  "When 

these  eggs  hatch  (the  'due  date'  was  March  5  or  6),  we'll 
watch  those  baby  chicks  from  the  moment  they  break  out 

of  the  shell.  The  students  will  observe  every  stage  of  their 

development." 



Dr.  Diggory 
Psychology  Lab 

In  another  part  of  the  lab,  Dr.  Diggory  has  designed  and 

constructed  a  machine  for  "imprinting" — a  process  whereby 
the  chicks,  at  the  very  early  age  of  6  to  15  days,  will  re- 

spond to  certain  objects  placed  before  them. 

There  are  twenty-one  senior  psychology  majors  this 
year,  and  their  tutorial  subjects  are  wide  in  scope:  Attitude 

Changes  in  Young  Negro  Children  as  a  Result  of  Project 

Head  Start;  Human  Concept  Formation;  How  Novelty  of  a 

Visual  Pattern  and  Complexity  of  a  Visual  Pattern  Affect 

the  Interest  of  a  Young  Child  are  some  random  examples. 

Housed  in  a  bright  corner  room  on  the  lower  level  of 

Buhl  Hall  is  the  Rachel  Carson  Memorial  Reading  Room. 

I  was  introduced  to  this  lovely  room  by  the  best  possible 

person,  Mr.  Benjamin  B.  Richards,  the  college  librarian. 
The  walnut  book  shelves  and  individual  carrels,  the  decor 

of  natural  tones  accented  by  bright  red,  and  the  enormous 

stone  fireplace  are  most  inviting.  An  adjacent  room  houses 

the  stock  of  bound  scientific  journals. 

On  the  second  floor  of  the  building  resides  the  chemistry 

department  headed  by  Dr.  Mark  C.  Paulson.  Here  again  one 

senses  the  spirit  of  independent,  meaningful  study.  Dr. 

Paulson  has  lived  through  two  science  department  moves, 

the  previous  one  at  Bardley  College,  and  swears,  "Never 

again!"  The  chemistry  department,  perhaps  more  than  any 
of  the  sciences,  suffered  from  the  absence  of  lab  space  dur- 

ing the  renovation.   Make-up  lab  sessions  were  still  being 

completed  as  late  as  the  end  of  February. 

The  new  chemistry  lab  facilities  are  outstanding.  Onlj 

one,  the  organic  lab,  is  conventional  in  nature,  and  hen 

Dr.  Paulson  pointed  out  the  excellent  hood  system  whicl 
clears  the  air  of  noxious  fumes  and  odors. 

The  facilities  for  independent  work  are  limitless.  Al 

ready,  visitors  from  other  colleges  have  examined  the  inno 
vations  at  Chatham  with  the  idea  of  emulating  them.  T< 

mention  a  few  examples:  instead  of  one  large  laboratory 

for  freshman  chemistry,  there  are  now  four  smaller,  inter 

connecting  labs,  each  equipped  with  sprinklers  in  case  o: 
fire.  The  old  freshman  lab,  located  at  the  end  of  the  hall 

has  been  divided  into  smaller  labs  where  upperclassmer 

have  their  own  facilities  and  desk  space. 

The  environmentally-controlled  room  on  the  second  flooi 
houses  chemistry  equipment  requiring  specific  tempera 

tures.  Much  of  this  priceless  equipment  was  moved  tc 

Mellon  Institute  during  the  summer  months  to  insure  it; 

protection  while  the  department  was  being  rebuilt. 

My  tour  of  the  new  science  facilities  ended  here,  and  i 

was  with  a  sense  of  enormous  pride  in  Chatham  that  . 

left  Buhl  Hall.  The  College  has  taken  another  great  stridf 

forward,  and  I  hope  that  in  time  each  alumna  will  have 

the  opportunity  to  see  for  herself  how  very  well  it  ha.' 
been  done.  How  exciting  it  would  be  to  come  back  anc 

start  all  over  again — this  time  as  a  science  major! 

Dr.  Kiewiet  de  Jonge 



Contrasts 

in 

European  Education 

Miss  Crozier 

Miss  Doris  B.  Crozier,  assistant  to  President  Eddy  and 

assistant  professor  of  anthropology,  spent  three  weeks  in 

March  on  a  seminar  and  field  study,  Contrasts  in  European 

Secondary  and  Higher  Education,  conducted  by  the  Com- 
parative Education  Society.  The  participants  were  college 

and  university  administrators  and  secondary  school  super- 
intendents from  all  over  the  United  States. 

Miss  Crozier  tells  the  story  of  her  interesting  trip  in  her 
own  words: 

"I  had  received  the  list  of  participants  in  advance,  but 
it  was  only  when  we  began  to  assemble  in  the  SAS  Lounge 

at  Kennedy  Airport  that  I  realized  how  many  people  there 

are  in  a  group  of  104. 

"Our  work  began  immediately,  for  Dr.  William  Brick- 
man,  president  of  the  Comparative  Education  Society,  de- 

livered an  introductory  lecture  on  the  backgrounds  of 

European  education  while  we  were  waiting  to  board  the 

plane.  These  airport  lectures,  punctuated  by  interesting 

announcements  of  plane  departures  to  all  parts  of  the 

world,  were  a  regular  feature  of  the  trip.  We  frequently 

attracted  quite  a  crowd  of  listeners  on  these  occasions. 

"I  shall  not  attempt  to  outline  the  whole  trip,  but  the 
itinerary  included  London,  our  first  stop,  Aix-en-Provence 
and  Marseilles  in  France,  Florence,  Italy,  Moscow,  Russia, 

and  Rostock  and  East  Berlin  in  East  Germany. 

"In  every  place,  we  visited  secondary  schools  and  talked 
with  the  faculty,  and  at  each  university  we  talked  with  the 

Rector  and  had  conferences  with  faculty  members  and  stu- 

dents. Of  course,  we  did  not  make  all  of  these  visits  'en 

masse'.  We  divided  into  small  groups  according  to  our 
particular  interests.  In  this  way  we  had  the  opportunity  to 

talk  on  an  almost  one-to-one  basis  with  faculty  and  admin- 
istration. 

"The  contrasts  between  the  things  we  saw  in  each  coun- 
try were  great,  but  there  were  many  continuities  too.  In 

England,  France  and  Italy,  everyone  we  talked  with  was 

enthusiastic  about  the  changes  which  will  be  introduced  in 

the  educational  systems  of  their  countries.  They  were 

eager  to  ask  our  advice  on  some  things  which  we  had  al- 
ready tried.  In  Russia  and  East  Germany  they  were  equally 

eager  to  show  us  their  schools  and  classes,  and  to  point 

out  their  great  advances. 

"Of  course,  I  was  especially  interested  in  the  students. 
When,  on  a  Saturday  night,  we  met  at  the  London  School 

of  Economics  with  a  group  of  student  leaders,  I  could 

almost  have  closed  my  eyes  and  thought  I  was  back  home. 

All  the  complaints  were  so  similar,  even  to  Vietnam  and 

dormitory  regulations. 

"In  Italy  and  France  the  students  complained  bitterly 
about  their  lack  of  freedom  to  choose  courses,  large  lecture 

classes,  lack  of  contact  with  the  faculty,  and  the  fact  that 

they  receive  no  guidance  except  from  other  students. 

"In  East  Germany  and  Russia  the  students  feel  that  they 
have  a  great  deal  of  freedom  and  involvement  in  the  ad- 

ministration through  their  student  groups — Free  German 
Youth  and  the  Komsomal — which  are  almost  completely 

responsible  for  student  life  outside  of  the  classroom,  and 

which  are  involved  also  in  deciding  stipends  awarded  to 

students.  A  student  leader  at  the  University  of  Rostock 

said,  "We  have  no  important  conflict  or  problem  with  the 
administration.  We  are  both  interested  in  the  best  pos- 

sible education." 
"We  had  a  wonderful  time  talking  education  with  the 

others  in  our  group  and  with  all  of  the  people  we  met. 

The  trip  had  its  lighter  moments,  too.  When  we  walked 

into  the  charming  office  of  the  headmistress  of  a  British 

school,  there  in  a  basket  in  a  sunny,  flower  filled  alcove 

was  her  beautiful  bull  dog  who  rose  to  greet  us  with  great 

majesty.  The  headmistress  assured  us  that  he  came  to  school 

every  day.  And  in  an  Italian  secondary  school,  when  we 

returned  to  the  faculty  room  for  our  discussion  with  the 

Italian  teachers,  there  on  the  table  were  bottles  of  wine 

and  cookies  for  our  delectation — at  eleven  o'clock  in  the 

morning!" 



,-Y-^S 

on 
the 

m  campus . . . 
Ninety-fifth 

Baccalaureate  and  Commencement 

May  28,  1967 

The  fathers  of  three  members 

of  the  Class  of  1967  will  be 

the  principal  participants  in  the 
Baccalureate  and  Commence- 

ment programs  on  Sunday, 

May  28. 

^L  Dr.  Eugene  Dawson,  president 

^^N^^t^S^,         oi    Colorado    Women's    College, r-.      r-.  will    deliver    the    Baccalaureate Dr.  Daivson 
address  in  the  College  Chapel  at 

10:30  A.M.  Assisting  in  the  services  will  be  the  Reverend 

John  A.  Phillips  of  Kennett  Square,  Pennsylvania.    Their 

daughters,  Lolita  Dawson  and  Gail  Phillips,  will  receive 

their  degrees  later  in  the  day. 

Chatham  College's  95th  Commencement  will  be  held  at 
Carnegie  Music  Hall  at  3:00  P.M.  The  speaker  will  be 

Ambassador  Sol  M.  Linowitz,  U.S.  Representative  to  the 

Organization  of  American  States  (OAS),  whose  daughter 

June  is  a  member  of  the  graduating  class. 

Ambassador  Linowitz,  a  sum- 

ma  cum  laude  graduate  of  Ham- 
ilton College  and  Cornell  Law 

School,  is  a  member  of  the  New 

York  State  Regents'  Advisory 
Committee  on  Educational  Lead- 

ership, a  trustee  of  the  Inter- 
American  Foundation  of  the 

Arts,  vice  chairman  of  the  Board 

of  Trustees  of  the  John  F.  Ken- 
nedy Center  for  the  Performing  Arts,  and  a  member  of 

the  Council  on  Foreign  Relations. 

Before  accepting  President  Johnson's  appointment,  Am- 
bassador Linowitz  was  chairman  of  the  board  of  Xerox 

Corporation  and  Xerox  International.  He  also  has  served 

as  chairman  of  the  State  Department  Advisory  Committee 

on  International  Organizations  and  chairman  of  the  Na- 

tional Committee  for  International  Development. 

\ 

Ambassador  Linowitz 

/-r\  ; 

Dr.  Hallowell 

Named 

Mary  Helen  Marks  Visiting  Professor 

One  of  the  nation's  leading  cultural  anthropologists,  Dr. 
A.  Irvin  Hallowell,  has  been  appointed  as  the  Mary  Helen 

Marks  Visiting  Professor  for  the  first  semester  of  the  1967- 
68  academic  year.  An  authority  on  relationship  between 

personality  and  environment,  Dr.  Hallowell  is  professor 

emeritus  of  anthropology  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania 

and  curator  of  social  anthropology  at  the  University 
Museum. 

He  is  a  member  of  the  Permanent  Council  of  the  Inter- 

national Congress  of  Anthropological  and  Ethnological 

Sciences  and  past  president  of  the  American  Anthropologi- 
cal Association,  American  Folklore  Society  and  the  Society 

of  Projective  Techniques.  He  also  was  a  Guggenheim 

Fellow  and  a  Viking  medalist  in  general  anthropology. 

Dr.  Hallowell's  field  work  has  been  conducted  principally 
among  the  Algonquian  peoples  of  North  America.  His 

focal  points  of  professional  interest,  as  represented  in  his 

published  works,  have  included  kinship  and  social  organi- 

zation, folklore,  culture  and  personality,  psychological  di- 

mension of  human  evolution  and  the  history  of  anthro- 
pology. 

Having  received  the  B.S.,  M.A.  and  Ph.D.  degrees  from 

the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  Dr.  Hallowell  was  awarded 

an  honorary  Sc.D.  by  the  University  in  1963.  At  that  time 

he  was  cited  for  his  important  contribution  "to  our  under- 
standing of  human  nature  in  the  long  perspective  of  evolu- 

tion" and  for  "sharpened  insight  into  the  connection  be- 

tween personality  and  social  environment." 
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Dr.  Andrews' 
Paper 

Published 

Dr.  J.  Cutler  Andrews,  professor  of  history  and  chair- 

man of  the  history  department,  has  completed  a  three-year 

term  as  president  of  the  Pennsylvania  Historical  Associa- 
tion. His  presidential  address,  delivered  at  the  annual 

meeting  of  the  Association  on  October  21,  1966,  has  been 

published  in  the  January  issue  of  Pennsylvania  History. 

In  his  paper,  The  Gilded  Age  of  Pennsylvania,  Dr.  An- 
drews devotes  most  of  his  attention  to  an  overview  of  the 

Commonwealth  in  the  late  decades  of  the  last  century  with 

emphasis  on  the  economic  and  social  aspects  of  that  period. 

According  to  Dr.  Andrews,  this  "was  a  period  of  tremen- 
dous industrial  growth,  of  increasing  urbanization,  of  forces 

making  for  both  cultural  homgenity  and  heterogenity,  of 

political  corruption  and  political  reform,  of  technical 

changes  that  made  life  more  comfortable  and  somewhat 

more  unstable,  of  the  gradual  diversion  of  the  profits  of 

large-scale  business  into  expenditures  for  the  public  wel- 
fare, and  of  a  kind  of  sober  piety  chiefly  characteristic  of 

rural  Pennsylvania  and  of  segments  of  middle-and  upper- 
class  groups  of  its  urban  society. 

"No  one  individual  dominated  the  culture  of  the  Gilded 
Age  in  Pennsylvania  to  the  same  degree  that  Benjamin 

Franklin  influenced  Pennsylvania  culture  in  the  second 

half  of  the  eighteenth  century.  Yet  Pennsylvania  was  very 

much  a  part  of,  and  in  fact  a  dynamic  element  in,  the 

process  of  scientific  and  industrial  change  that  in  the  next 

century  would  place  American  civilization  at  the  center  of 

the  world  stage." 

Editorial  Board  Appointed 

A  committee  was  appointed  last  summer  by  Dorothy 

Van  der  Voort,  president  of  the  Alumnae  Association,  to 

study  and  evaluate  the  Alumnae  Recorder.  The  purpose  of 

the  evaluation  was  to  determine  in  what  ways  the  magazine 

might  be  revised  and  improved  to  better  serve  its  reading 
audience. 

Prior  to  a  meeting  of  the  committee  on  October  26, 

1966,  the  members  studied  the  alumnae  magazines  of  other 

women's  colleges  and  the  statistics  from  the  Recorder  sec- 
tion of  the  alumnae  questionnaire.  This  advance  study  and 

a  morning  devoted  to  discussion  resulted  in  four  basic 

recommendations:   1)  that  class  news  must  continue  to  be 

a  major  part  of  each  issue,  but  that  it  should  be  streamlined 

to  conserve  space;  2)  that  at  least  12  pages  of  each  issue 

should  be  devoted  to  news,  articles,  and  editorial  content; 

3)  that  consideration  should  be  given  to  new  design  for 

cover  and  format;  and  4)  that  an  editorial  board  of  five 

members  should  be  appointed  to  work  with  the  editor  as  an 

advisory  committee. 

To  fulfill  the  fourth  recommendation,  Mrs.  Van  der 

Voort  has  appointed  the  following  alumnae  to  serve  as 

members  of  the  editorial  board:  Helen  H.  Smith,  '44, 

chairman;  Rachel  Kirk  Bobo,  '40;  Lois  Applegate,  '31; 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan,  '54;  Sue  Allardice,  '59. 
There  was  time  to  incorporate  only  a  very  few  of  the 

board's  suggested  changes  in  this  issue,  but  work  is  already 
in  progress  for  a  new  look  for  Fall  1967. 

The  Marjory  Rea  Laughlin  House 

At  the  bequest  of  the  late  Mrs.  H.  Hughart  Laughlin, 

Chatham  College  has  received  the  Laughlin  home  and 

property  on  Woodland  Road.  In  announcing  the  new  ad- 

dition to  the  campus  President  Eddy  said  that  it  is  ex- 
pected that  it  will  serve  as  a  residence  hall  for  students 

and  will  include  library-study  facilities. 

The  College  Board  of  Trustees  has  voted  to  name  the 

property  the  Marjory  Rea  Laughlin  House. 

Home  of  the  Laughlin  family  for  more  than  fifty  years, 

it  is  one  of  the  large  family  residences  on  Woodland  Road 

built  at  the  time  of  the  Michael  L.  Benedum  and  James 

Rea  houses,  both  of  which  were  presented  as  gifts  to  the 
College. 

The  twenty-two  room  house  is  located  directly  across 
the  road  from  Andrew  W.  Mellon  Hall  and  is  situated 

between  the  James  and  Julia  Rea  House  and  Berry  Hall. 



Caplan  Works 
Exhibited 

Mr.  Jerry  Caplan,  assistant  professor  of  art  and  chairman 

of  the  art  department,  had  a  showing  of  his  recent  works 

at  the  Pittsburgh  Plan  for  Art  from  March  20  through 

April  9.  The  exhibit  included  sculptures,  watercolors,  and 

glazes,  the  latter  a  new  element  in  the  Caplan  technique. 

In  a  review  of  the  show  in  The  Pittsburgh  Point,  Myrna 

Schwalb  calls  Mr.  Caplan  an  artist  in  love  with  life.  She 

says,  in  part,  "This  is  the  work  of  a  man  in  love  with  life, 
who  sees  beauty — and  humor — in  the  most  mundane  ob- 

jects, who  enjoys — and  permits  us  to  enjoy  with  him." 
A  Pittsburgh-born  artist,  teacher  and  lecturer,  Mr.  Cap- 

lan received  his  bachelor  and  master  of  fine  arts  degrees  in 

painting  and  design  from  Carnegie  Institute  of  Technology. 

After  further  study  in  Painting  and  Sculpture  at  the 

Art  Student's  League  in  New  York  and  at  the  University 
of  North  Carolina,  he  taught  at  the  Rochester  Institute, 

Rochester,  New  York,  at  the  Tyler  School  of  Fine  Arts  of 

Temple  University,  and  at  the  College  of  Steubenville, 
Ohio. 

At  present  Mr.  Caplan  is  conducting  a  seminar  on  mod- 
ern art  at  the  Pittsburgh  Plan  for  Art,  and  he  has  been 

invited  by  the  Frick  Commission  to  lecture  on  the  current 

scene  in  art.  He  is  a  past  president  of  the  Associated  Art- 
ists of  Pittsburgh,  and  has  served  on  the  boards  of  the 

Society  of  Sculptors  of  Western  Pennsylvania,  the  Pitts- 
burgh Watercolor  Society,  the  Pittsburgh  Plan  for  Art,  and 

the  Three  Rivers  Artist  Advisory  Committee. 

Student  Honors 

Woodrow  Wilson  Fellowships 
Two  Chatham  seniors  have  been  awarded  Woodrow 

Wilson  Fellowships  which  will  provide  one  year  of  grad- 
uate education  with  tuition,  fees  and  a  living  stipend  paid 

by  the  Foundation.  Nancy  R.  Freudenthal,  history  major 

from  Baltimore,  Maryland,  and  Carol  Mason,  zoology 

major  from  Upper  Darby,  Pennsylvania,  were  two  of  the 

1,259  winners  in  the  national  competition. 

Receiving  honorable  mention  were  two  other  seniors, 

Heather  Bastow,  political  science  major  from  Amherst, 
Massachusetts,  and  Mary  Vanderwart,  psychology  major 

from  Oakland,  New  Jersey.  Miss  Vanderwart  has  been 

the  1967  Alumnae  Scholar  for  two  years. 

Crossroads  Africa 

Two  sophomores  have  been  selected  by  Crossroads  Africa 

to  spend  nine  weeks  this  summer  experiencing  international 

relations  on  a  person-to-person  basis  with  African  villagers. 

Sarah  Bornstein,  a  political  science  major  from  Philadel- 

phia, Pennsylvania,  is  currently  the  president  of  Chatham 

Community  Government.  Marjory  Kaplan,  a  Pittsburgh 

resident  student,  is  considering  political  science  as  her 

major  and  has  served  this  year  as  assistant  feature  editor  of 

the  Arrow.  After  a  week  of  orientation,  the  girls  will  be 

doing  blue-collar  work  with  a  group  of  eight  or  nine  other 
American  and  Canadian  students  and  their  African  counter- 

parts under  the  direction  of  an  experienced  leader.  As 

Crossroaders,  they  will  have  the  opportunity  to  meet  politi- 

cal, labor,  and  religious  leaders  of  their  adopted  African 
countries. 

Heinz  Summer  Study  Abroad 

Pamela  Davis,  a  junior  French  major  from  Hampton 

Falls,  New  Hampshire,  has  received  the  1967  Heinz  Sum- 
mer Study  Abroad  Award  to  study  French  language  and 

literature  in  France.  Established  in  1961  by  Mrs.  Clifford 

Heinz,  the  award  is  available  to  a  sophomore  or  junior  for 

travel  and  study  abroad  in  a  field  related  to  her  major  or 

for  research.  The  recipient  is  selected  by  a  faculty  com- 
mittee and  is  expected  to  share  her  experiences  with  the 

college  community  upon  her  return.  A  Chatham  Scholar, 
Miss  Davis  is  an  assistant  feature  editor  of  the  Arrow  and 

a  member  of  Campus  Keys. 

Foreign  Affairs  Scholars  Program 

Vivian  Lowery,  senior  Alumnae  Scholar  from  Cleveland, 

Ohio,  is  the  recipient  of  a  fellowship  from  the  Foreign 

Affairs  Scholars  Program  for  graduate  work  in  international 

relations.  She  will  enter  Columbia  University  as  a  candi- 

date for  the  master's  degree  in  international  affairs.  The 
program  is  administered  by  Howard  University  in  Wash- 

ington, D.C.,  and  is  funded  by  the  Ford  Foundation.  Miss 

Lowery  has  served  recently  as  president  of  Honor  Board. 
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class   news 

11 
Edna  M.  Reitz 

1022  Findley  Drive,  West 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

If  we  go  on  the  assumption  that  no  news 
is  good  news,  1911  news  must  be  good  for 
it  is  very  spatse. 

Sara  Carpenter,  Ruth  Phelps  and  Edna 
Reitz  had  a  small  fifty-fifth  reunion  at  the 
June  luncheon. 

Sara  is  renewing  her  acquaintance  with 
the  campus  through  the  eyes  of  her  grand 
niece,  Elizabeth  Ziegler,  a  freshman,  living 
in  Dilworth  Hall. 

lrma  Diescher  Messier  says  she  is  well 

and  full  of  her  "old  bounce"  after  last 

year's  attack  of  shingles. 
Elma  Trussel  Bannen  and  Belle  Mc- 

Clymonds  Marshall  both  have  good  days 
and  bad  days  but  are  interested  in  alumnae 
affairs. 

Other  class  members  are  presumably 
well  and  active. 

13 
Elizabeth  S.  McCague 

864  Thorn   Street 
Sewickley,  Pa. 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  writes  that  her 
husband,  after  years  of  eye  trouble,  at  last 
found  encouragement  and  was  operated 
upon  in  July.  His  trouble  is  keratitis  and 
the  doctors  expect  a  successful  outcome. 
Faye  thought  that  some  one  with  similar 
trouble  might  be  encouraged  to  hear  this. 
Her  own  health  has  improved,  and  she 
would  like  to  see  all  her  classmates. 

Lucile  Atkinson  Baker  is  busy  with  the 

usual  occupations.  Her  husband's  physical state  is  still  such  that  many  things  he 

formerly  took  care  of  fall  to  Lucile's  lot. 
Lucile  has  many  pictures  and  possessions 
gathered  from  her  travels  which  she  wishes 
she  could  share  with  Decade  V,  were  she  in 
Pittsburgh.  She  speaks  especially  of  what 
she  brought  from  Indonesia  and  the  inter- 

est her  pictures  and  collections  would  add 
to  any  talk  on  that  country.  I  am  sure  we 
all  wish  we  could  be  treated  to  such  a  pro- 
gram. 

It  is  not  hard  to  believe  Helen  Blair 

Baumann  when  she  says  she  hasn't  settled 
down  yet!  Helen  is  enjoying  her  church, 
College  Club  activities,  Decade  Club,  her 
friends,  and  color  T.V.,  so  life  for  her  is 
still  full  of  zest.  The  trip  to  Ireland  and 
Scotland  which  was  in  anticipation  last  year 
was  realized  and  Helen  loved  everything 
about  it.  Frances  Boale  Belding  and  Louise 
Reinicke  Thome  were  also  on  the  trip 
which  was  sponsored  by  the  Gaelic  Society 
of  Pittsburgh,  and  the  three  favored  Decade 

In  Memoriam 

Mabel  Sadler     Prep.  '88-'89 (Mrs.  Thomas  G.  Hill) 
1966 

Clara  Louise  Negley  x'94 (Mrs.  George  H.  Flinn) 
December  18,  1966 

Marjory   Rea     Prep.   '02 (Mrs.  H.  Hughart  Laughlin) 
December  16,  1966 

Annie  Craig  Davison     D.H.  '12 Mrs.  J.  Frank  McClurg) 
March  17,  1967 

Ellinore  Salinger  x'18 (Mrs.  Bertram  R.  Coleman) 
November,  1966 

Nora  Lorene  Weichel  '31 (Mrs.  Richard  F.  Thompson) 

July  20,  1966 

Amelia  Iacovetti  '34 (Mrs.  Lawrence  R.  Smith) 
(February  5,  1967 

Sally  Hamilton  Francis  '49 (Mrs.  Stanley  H.  Mayhall) 
November  5,  1966 

members  with  a  ttiple  account  of  their 
experiences.  Helen  again  was  hostess  to 

Decade  at  the  Christmas  meeting  in  De- 
cember. 

As  I  write  this,  Christine  Cameron  Bryan 
may  have  already  departed  on  a  trip  to 
California  to  visit  her  sons — Jack  in  the 
Los  Angeles  area  and  Duncan  in  San  Fran- 

cisco.  Christine  has  a  grandson  in  Vietnam. 
Laila  Clark  Ament  and  I  had  our  annual 

Recorder  visit  by  phone.  Mrs.  Dilley, 

Laila's  auntie,  is  keeping  well  and  looking 
forward  to  her  103rd  birthday  in  May.  It 
will  be  about  the  time  the  Recorder  gets  in 
the  mail  and  let  me  speak  for  all  of  our 
class  in  extending  congratulations  to  Mrs. Dilley. 

Helen  Craig  Culley  will  be  returning 
soon  from  a  year  abroad.  Last  May  she  set 
forth  with  her  daughter  and  family  as  her 
son-in-law  was  having  a  sabbatical  and  go- 

ing to  Austria  to  study.  He  has  been  a 
Fulbright  researcher  at  the  University  of 
Vienna.  From  May  to  July  their  time  was 
spent  traveling  in  Europe. 

Elizabeth  Donehoo  Stoltz's  letter  came, 
as  usual,  from  Palm  Desert,  California 
where  she  and  her  husband  spend  the  win- 

ter months  from  November  to  April.  Eliz- 

abeth's sister,  Catherine  Houston,  who  at- 
tended Dilworth  Hall,  had  been  east  on  a 

visit,  so  drove  home  to  California  with 
Elizabeth  and  Mr.  Stoltz.  After  visiting 
their  daughters  in  the  Los  Angeles  area 
they  went  to  Palm  Desert.  Elizabeth  has 

taken  up  golf,  as  she  says,  "in  my  old  age." Louise  Fletcher  requested  that  every  one 
be  told  she  is  still  around.  I  can  vouch  for 

that  as  we  had  several  little  get-togethers 
at  Chautauqua  in  August.  In  October 
Louise  had  a  cataract  operation  and  is  go- 

ing through  the  follow-up  adjustment 
period  now.  Fortunately  she  was  able  to  get 
back  to  Sarasota  for  the  winter  where  she 
is  in  touch  with  Frances  Boale  Belding. 
Louise  attended  a  Chatham  party  at  the 

home  of  Ruth  Wilkinson,  '28,  and  her 
sister  from  Pittsburgh.  They  happen  to 
have  as  their  doctor  the  son  of  our  Emma 
Osterloh, 

Emma  Ceiselhart  Osterloh  says  that 
Recorder  time  comes  around  so  quickly  she 

hasn't  time  to  muster  up  any  exciting  news. 
Daughter  Betty  drove  down  and  took 
Emma  to  her  home  in  Connecticut  for  a 
six-week  stay  last  summer. 

It  isn't  always  possible  for  Jeanne  Gray 
Orcutt  to  get  to  Decade  meetings  so  we 
don't  see  her  as  often  as  we  should  like. 

All  Jeanne's  children  and  thirteen  grand- children visited  her  at  some  time  or  other 
during  the  summer  and  fall. 

Sylvia  Wayne  Gotham  is  well  and  again 
wintering  in  Ft.  Lauderdale,  Florida  wirh 
her  brother  Marc.  When  in  Cleveland 
Sylvia  continues  to  divide  her  time  between 

her  own  apartment  and  her  brother's  home in  Lakewood,  having  many  friends  in  both 
places.  Sorrow  came  to  Sylvia  in  October 
in  the  death  of  her  beloved  niece,  Marjorie 
Wayne  Wechsler,  also  a  P.C.W.  graduate, 
class  of  1946. 

If  any  one  comes  across  a  book  of  poetry 
with  the  interesting  title  of  Reflections  on 
a  Gift  of  Watermelon  Pickle,  look  in  it 

for  some  of  Mildred  Weston  Rogers' 
poems.  Her  poetry  has  also  been  appearing 
in  other  anthologies,  viz.  The  Discovery  of 
Poetry  by  Sanders  and  Language  for  Daily 
Use,  Harbrace  Edition.  The  big  event  of 
their  year  was  a  trip  to  England,  Spain, 
and  France  where  she  and  Mr.  Rogers 
drove  themselves  around  in  rented  cars. 
Mr.  Rogers  was  interviewing  people  to  get 
material  for  a  book  called  Ladies  Bountiful, 
published  February  first.  It  is  the  story  of 
women  behind  the  genius  of  men  like 
D.  H.  Lawrence,  James  Joyce,  etc.,  and 

Mildred  rates  it  as  "fascinating." 
Both  Grace  Wilson  and  Martha  Young 

McKeon  wrote  "nothing  new  to  report." 
Grace  is  still  doing  some  volunteer  work  at 
Brooklyn  Hospital  and  the  Y.W.C.A.  She 
visited  her  niece  and  family  in  Sewickley 
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again  over  Christmas,  and  enjoyed  a  tele- 
phone visit  with  Christine  Bryan. 

Life  for  me,  Belly  McCague.  has  been 
going  along  about  as  usual.  During  the 
year  I  had  pleasant  visits  in  Chambersburg, 
Packanack  Lake,  New  Jersey,  Chautauqua, 
and  Cincinnati.  In  Cincinnati  I  greatly  en- 

joyed visiting  Florence  Keys  Sisler's  daugh- 
ter, Lucy  Ann  Watson  and  her  family.  I 

also  made  a  flying  trip  to  New  York  in 
October  to  attend  a  Penn  Hall  Alumnae 
luncheon  as  I  had  been  named  chairman 

of  Penn  Hall's  Alumnae  Giving  Fund  for 
1966-1967. 

15 Jane  Johnston 
4720  Centre  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Mary   Estep   Starr    (Mrs.   Caryl   E.),   5903 
Murray  Avenue,  Bethel  Park,  Pa.   15102 

Apparently  there  has  not  been  much 
activity  among  the  members  of  the  Class 
of  1915  as  I  have  very  little  news  to  report. 

Mary  Estep  Starr  is  living  with  her 
daughter  and  her  family. 

Betty  Cameron  Frank  and  Mary  Ruth 
Jeffrey  report  no  news  of  interest  but  send 
greetings  to  everyone. 

Olga  Losa,  who  usually  has  interesting 
travel  to  report,  spent  the  month  of  March 
in  Pompano  Beach,  Florida. 

Louise  Rohm  Johnson's  interest  has 
been  that  of  family  affairs.  She  visited  her 
son,  Major  Robert  Johnson,  Retired,  in 
Georgia;  also  attended  the  wedding  of  her 
oldest  granddaughter. 

As  for  your  secretary,  she  has  been  at 
home  except  for  a  couple  of  short  trips. 

17 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol 

(Mrs.  O.  C.) 
32   Shady  Drive  West 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Martha  Crandall  Noyes  reports,  "We 
have  enjoyed  visits  with  Helen  Pardee 
Nichol  and  her  sister  Elizabeth,  and  also 
quick  surprise  stops  at  our  home  by  Ruth 
and  Roy  and  Dot  and  George.  Drop  in 
often,  the  rest  of  you.  Charles  is  active 

and  fine  again.  I'm  now  agile  after  a 
broken-hip  escapade.  We  spent  Thanks- 

giving at  Jim's  with  the  four  grandsons. Daughter  Martha  is  now  on  a  government 
grant  investigating  music  opportunities  for 
youth  through  symphonies  and  high  schools 

of  twelve  cities." 
Martha  Dunbar  Say  and  her  husband 

are  serving  another  six-month  visitation 
assignment  with  the  First  Presbyterian 
Church,  Fort  Lauderdale,  Florida.  She  says, 

"This  year  we  have  the  experience  of  liv- 
ing in  the  Church's  Retirement  Manor,  so 

you  see  we  are  gradually  easing  into  re- 
tirement living.  Another  way  to  measure 

our  years  is  by  our  oldest  granchild,  Beth 
Calhoun,  who  was  accepted  at  Grove  City 

College  last  fall.  "Happy  Hill,"  Chau- 
tauqua, is  our  family  reunion  spot  during 

the  summer." 
Dorothy  Stoebener  Markell  left  Pitts- 

burgh with  George  in  January  for  a  three- 
month  visit  with  her  sister  Edna  in  Deer- 
field  Beach,  Florida.  Both  she  and  Martha 
are   looking   forward   to  seeing  each   other. 

Jane  Errett  entertained  Betty  McClelland 
Crawford,  Louise  Reinecke  Thome  and 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol  for  a  week  in  Sep- 

tember at  her  summer  home  in  Bethany 
Beach,  Delaware.  Although  the  weather 

did  not  cooperate,  and  Marjorie  Errett,  '19, 
was  hospitalized  with  a  hand  badly  cut  by 
a  window  blown  out  in  a  storm,  we  did 
enjoy  being  together.  Our  chief  project 

was  trying  to  find  Pinewater  and  Shawn's Hideway.  Earlier  in  the  summer,  Louise 
had  a  memorable  trip  to  Ireland  and  Scot- 
land. 

Mona  Crytzer  Nagel  was  quite  a  traveler 

the  past  year.  January  found  her  in  Ari- 
zona, February  and  March  in  Florida,  July 

in  Alaska,  Lake  Louise  and  Jasper,  and  in 
between  times,  she  relaxed  at  her  home  at 
the  seashore. 

Edna  Evans  Peterson  is  kept  busy  substi- 
tute-teaching in  a  public  school  near  her 

home. 

Ruth  Gokey  Walters  and  Roy  visited 
their  doctor  son  in  Warren,  Pennsylvania 
at  Thanksgiving,  then  drove  east  to  New 
Jersey  to  spend  the  holidays  with  Roy  Jr. 
and  Harriet's  families.  "Winter  finds  us  in 
an  apartment  in  Buffalo,  New  York.  When 

the  first  bird  appears,  we'll  trek  back  to  our 
cottage  on  Chautauqua  Lake  for  the  sum- 

mer." 

I  was  very  glad  to  hear  from  Agnes 
Dorman  Walling.  For  the  last  twenty 
years,  she  has  been  living  in  a  cooperative 
apartment  in  St.  Petersburg,  Florida.  In 
the  summers,  she  visits  her  daughter  and 
family  in  Falls  Church,  Virginia,  and  then 
spends  four  or  five  months  at  Ashville, 
North  Carolina.  She  is  always  glad  to  see 
College  and  Dilworth  Hall  friends. 

Est  ell  e  Shepard  White  and  Bert  drove 
out  to  Washington  State  where  they  spent 

Thanksgiving  with  Bert's  sister.  Christmas 
found  them  at  their  son's  home  in  Cali- 

fornia. From  there,  they  drove  on  to  Lake 
Chapala,  Mexico  where  they  enjoyed  the 
Mexican  sunshine  and  flowers  for  the  rest 

of  the  winter.  Her  daughter  Betty's  hus- band, Theodore  Lockwood,  has  been  elected 
President  of  Trinity  College,  Hartford, 
Connecticut. 

Dr.  Elizabeth  White,  our  honorary  class 
member  from  the  faculty,  has  published  a 
delightful  book  entitled  Remembered  Days. 
It  is  a  family  history  with  charming  de- 

scriptions of  life  at  the  turn  of  the  century. 

Greetings  to  all  the  rest  from  Leah 
Claster  and  Marianne  Rea  Hamilton. 

That  very  important  milestone,  our  50th 
Anniversary,  will  be  here  in  a  few  weeks, 
so  we  are  eagerly  anticipating  a  reunion 
with  everyone  returning  to  the  College. 
Do  your  best  to  be  there. 

21 Margaret  Gilfillan 
1950  Washington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lois    Farr    Hamilton     (Mrs.    Russell    J.), 
2416  Sahuara  Avenue,  Tucson,  Arizona 

85716 
Mary    Sprowls    Spragg    (Mrs.    Walter    S.), 

R.   D.   #1,  Box  311,  Monongahela,  Pa. 15063 

The  sympathy  of  us  all  goes  out  to 
Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  in  the  death  of  her 
husband   in   October.    Her   daughter   Lois, 

with  her  three-year-old,  is  staying  with  het 
mother   while   her   husband   is   in   Vietnam. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  is  again  in 
Florida  for  four  months,  continuing  to  en- 

joy their  retirement  years.  She  hears  from 
Hazel  Curry  Koehler,  whose  son  and 
daughter  are  both  married,  and  who  has 
several  grandchildren. 

Probably  none  of  us  had  ever  traveled 
by  dog  sled  until  Mabel  Shaffer  included 
this  method  of  transportation  last  summer 
on  a  second  trip  to  Alaska.  She  also  used 
more  comfortable  methods,  going  by  ship 
up  the  Inside  Passage  to  Juneau  and  by 
plane  to  Anchorage  and  Fairbanks.  She 
visited  Edith  on  the  way  home,  and  spent 
two  weeks  with  Ella  Martin  when  Ella 
returned  from  a  long  hospital  stay.  Ella 
is  better  now  and  we  hope  has  good  health 
ahead. 

Louise  Montgomery  says  she  keeps  busy 

just  keeping  out  of  trouble.  Edith  Pew 
spent  some  weeks  in  Texas  this  winter  and 
took  a  theatre  trip  to  New  York. 

The  youngest  of  our  class  is  naturally  the 
last  to  retire.  Mary  Byrd  Russell  Buckley 
has  now  given  up  her  government  position, 

and  writes  that  "it  will  be  nice  not  having 
to  get  up  at  0430  and  commute  seventy 

miles  per  day." You  will  all  be  sorry  to  learn  of  the 
death  of  the  oldest  brother  of  Gladys  Sulli- 

van Peters.  Gladys  has  a  granddaughter 
from  Connecticut  attending  Winchester- 
Thurston  in  Pittsburgh. 

Building  a  summer  home  on  Baker  Lane 
in  Rector  has  occupied  Mary  Reed  Reeves. 

Lois  Farr  Hamilton  loves  her  new  home 
in  Tucson  and  keeps  busy  with  her  garden 
and  volunteer  work  at  two  libraries,  one  at 
Holy  Cross  Hospitality  House  for  Mexican 
and  Negro  children  and  adults.  Lois  also 
paints,   and   enjoys   her  grandchildren. 

Wilma  Davis  Kennedy  expected  to  be  in 
California  for  the  month  of  April  and  is 
making  plans  for  a  trip  around  the  world. 

Marcella  Collier  Desjardins  was  in  Flor- 
ida for  part  of  the  winter,  and  was  looking 

forward  to  another  happy  summer  at  their 
cottage  on  Crystal  Lake  with  her  eight 

grandchildren. 
Stella  Espy,  Marcella  Geary,  Ada  Lou 

Andrews  Day  and  Lucile  Long  Haseltine 
report  that  they  are  well  and  busy.  I  can 
say  the  same  with  appreciation  for  all  the 
responses  received. 

23 Eliza  Peterson 
116  North  Fairfield  Street 

Ligonier,  Pa.  15658 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  McCormick  Means    (Mrs.  Hobart 
L.),  220  South  Home  Avenue,  Apt.  404, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

Mary    McKinney    Wilson     (Mrs.    Howard 

M),  Gateway  Towers,  Apt.    11-E,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15222 

Marion  Moffett  Barnes   (Mrs.  Francis  N.), 
505    Grove    Street,   Apt.    22,    Sewickley, 
Pa.  15143 

Marcia    N orris    Herr     (Mrs.    G.    Barrett), 
King    George    Avenue,    Colonial    Park, 
Harrisburg,  Pa.  17109 

Harriet  Barker  Thompson  had  a  delight- 
ful visit  with  Martha  McKibben  Tatnall 

and  her  husband  who  are  "so  busy  they 
don't    know    they    are    retired,"    and    also 
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attended  an  interesting  conference  for 
Democratic  Women  in  Washington  which 
included  a  tea  at  the  White  House  and  a 
meeting  with  President  and  Mrs.  Johnson. 

Harriette  Boners  Sime  makes  the  most 
of  educational  opportunities  on  Long  Island, 
goes  frequently  to  New  York  City,  and 
enjoys  golf  and  walking  on  the  beach. 

Jean  Bumgarner,  Margaret  Foster  Berg- 
strom,  Margaret  McRoberts  Egbert,  Lyda 
Hamilton,  Betty  Mason  Richards  and  Mar- 

ion Rainey  Johnston,  all  busy  with  com- 
munity activities,  send  their  greetings  to 

everyone. 

Dorothy  McCormick  Means,  Mary  Mc- 
Kinney  Wilson  and  Marion  Moffett  Barnes 
have  become  apartment  dwellers.  Mary  has 
a  view  of  the  Allegheny  River,  and  enjoys 
the  convenience  of  living  downtown.  Mar- 

ion planned  a  winter  trip  to  the  West 
Coast. 

Marie  Ohle  Craig,  still  in  Phoenix,  is 
doing  work  for  the  Republican  Party  and 
the  Cancer  Society,  and  is  singing  in  a 
church   choir. 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser's  son  was 
drafted  from  his  surgical  residency  and 

sent  to  a  captain's  life  in  Korea.  His 
bride,  a  nurse,  is  also  doing  hospital  work 
there,  and  both  are  interested  in  a  Korean 
orphanage. 

The  response  from  the  Medicare  Set  has 
been  wonderful — and  not  a  Golden  Age 
Club  anywhere!  I  am  fortunate  to  be  on 
the  Ligonier  Valley  Library  board  at  the 
time  it  is  receiving  the  gift  of  a  beautiful 
new  library  from  the  Richard  King  Mellon 
Foundation. 
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Lois  Brown  Nabors 

(Mrs.  A.  B.) 
48  Charles  Street 

Uniontown,  Pa.   15401 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Marian  Frank  Patterson  (Mrs.  A.  Gordon), 
18  Lyman  Circle,  Shaker  Heights,  Ohio 
44122 

Elizabeth  Archibald  Andruss  and  her 
husband  have  returned  from  a  five-month 
trip  around  the  world.  They  visited  Aus- 

tralia, New  Zealand,  Singapore,  India, 
Egypt  and  Europe. 

Louise  Bumgarner  and  her  sister  Jean 
are  busy  all  the  time — attending  the  Fox 
Chapel  Town  Hall  series,  buying  for  the 
gift  shop,  and  entertaining. 

Sarah  Chisholm  Springer  makes  many 
pilgrimages  to  Pittsburgh  to  see  Sally  Lou 

and  her  family.  In  Uniontown,  it's  lots  of 
hospital  work,  D.A.R.,  College  Club,  etc. 

Katharine  Dashiell  Roberts  and  her  hus- 
band enjoyed  a  visit  to  Seattle  last  summer 

with  their  son  John.  She  meets  many 
Chatham  College  graduates  in  Ft.  Lauder- 

dale, enough  to  start  a  club.  Why  not  do 
it,   Katharine? 

Helen  Gokey  Denigan  and  husband  Ted 
are  enjoying  retirement  activities  which  in- 

clude gardening,  traveling  and  visiting 
their  children.  Ann  lives  in  Denver  with 
her  three  children,  and  Ted  will  leave  soon 
with  his  family,  three  boys  and  a  girl,  to 
live  in  Texas. 

Louise  Graham  Brown  reports  the  birth 
of  a  son,  Christian  Chamberlain  Plumb,  to 
her  daughter  Barbara  who  continues  as 
Home    Furnishings    writer    for    the    New 

York  Times  Magazine.  Louise  poured  at 
a  tea  given  by  the  General  Federation  of 

Women's  Clubs  at  Headquarters  in  Wash- 
ington, in  honor  of  Princess  Irene  of 

Greece. 

Margaret  Herron  continues  to  enjoy  her 
retirement  and  travels  frequently  to  mat- 

inees in  New  York,  to  Philadelphia,  Boston 
or  Washington.  She  does  her  share  of 
church,  garden  club  and  college  club  work, 
and  is  also  affiliated  with  A.A.U.W. 

Last  year  we  received  a  newsy  letter  from 
Kathryn  Kelty  Tea,  and  this  year  a  wel- 

come one  came  from  her  twin  sister, 

Dorothy  Kelty  Fairchild.  She  and  her  hus- 

band have  sold  their  Men's  Shop  prior  to retirement.  She  is  proud  of  her  daughter 
Kathryn,  a  notable  artist  who  has  had 
many  showings  of  her  work,  but  her  great- 

est achievement  is  the  five  grandchildren 
which  Dottie  enjoys  so  much.  Dotty  was 
looking  forward  to  a  happy  reunion  with 
her  twin,  Kate,  in  Aptil. 

Harriet  McCaw  Hale,  who  moved  about 
two  years  ago  to  a  new  home  in  Columbus, 
quite  near  friends  and  relatives,  sends 
greetings  to  all  her  former  classmates. 

Jean  McColl  Horton  and  Art  enjoyed  a 
trip  last  fall  to  California  and  Hawaii,  and 
[o  the  Bahamas  in  December. 

Frances  Rolfe  is  enjoying  the  sunshine 
in  Phoenix,  Arizona  this  winter  after 
spending  Christmas   in  Connecticut. 

Marshall  and  Mary  Shane  Muir  are  very 
happy  in  their  new  home  in  northern 
New  Jersey.  Marshall  has  retired  from  a 
regular  pastorate,  but  is  kept  busy  preach- 

ing as  a  substitute  in  nearby  churches. 
They  visited  in  Pittsburgh  in  September 
when  the  Bellefield  Presbyterian  Church 
celebrated   its   100th  Anniversary. 

Elizabeth  Stevenson  McQuiston  contin- 
ues her  activity  with  the  Pittsburgh  College 

Club.  Last  summer  she  and  Bryce  visited 
her  sister  Sarah  in  Claremont,  California. 
At  a  recent  wedding  there  was  a  small  class 
reunion,  since  Bee,  Louise  Graham  Brown, 
Helen  Ahlers  Patton  and  Sarah  Hunter 
Drake  were  there. 

This  year  Sally  Springer  helped  with 
the  gathering  of  news.  We  thank  all  of 
you  who  wrote,  and  only  wish  we  had 
heard  from  all  the  others.  My  only  news 
is  the  marriage  of  my  daughter  Virginia  to 
William  J.  Kearney  on  October  22,  1966. 
They  are  living  in  Chicago. 

/~\  | — 7  Kathryn  McPeake  Arnold 

J     /  (Mrs.  F.  W.,  Jr.) /  i   J.  108  West  Fairmeadows  Drive 
Canonsburg,  Pa.  15317 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret    McEwen    Swanson     (Mrs.    Emil 
T. ) ,   311   Dogwood  Drive,  Park   Forest, 
111.  60466 

Ruth  Powell,  502  Second  Street,  California, 
Pa.  15419 

Class  of  1927  Fortieth  Reunion,  June 
3td,  on  campus.  Do  plan  to  come  and 
help  make  it  our  biggest.  The  commit- 

tee:— Isabel  Epley,  Rae  Stevenson  Bair  and 
Anna  Negley  Brunot. 

Mary  Harner  Britton  and  husband  flew 
to  Madrid  on  March  8  for  a  21 -day  revisit 

to  Spain,  Mr.  Britton's  native  country.  They 
traveled  by  autobus  to  Seville,  Cordoba, 
Granada  and  Malaga. 

Elizabeth  Hewitt  Holland,  with  her  hus- 
band Dr.  Ralph  Holland,  is  on  a  world 

tour  to  see  the  Church  at  work  in  many lands. 

Margaret  Johnston  McClintock  is  spend- 
ing the  winter  in  Florida,  golfing  and  play- 
ing bridge. 

Dulcina  Marshall  Walker  and  husband 

toured  Europe  during  the  summer  of  '66 and  will  visit  the  Scandinavian  countries 
this  year. 

Catherine  McRoberts  Gunia  flew  to  Los 
Angeles  in  January  to  visit  at  Seal  Beach 
Leisure  World  with  her  brother  and  his wife. 

Eleanor  Mowry  McKelvey  and  husband 
enjoyed  a  relaxing  Caribbean  cruise  in 
November. 

Anna  Negley  Brunot,  with  her  husband, 

her  sister,  and  her  sister's  husband,  had  a 
delightful  two-week  Caribbean  cruise  over 
the  Christmas  holidays,  more  or  less  in 
celebration  of  their  tenth  wedding  anni- versary. 

Frances  Ray  Dunlevy  and  a  friend  spent 
five  weeks  last  summer  driving  through 
lesser  known  parts  of  France,  looking  up 
medieval  architecture,  pre-historic  caves, 
Merovingian  tombs,  and  art  works.  They 
visited  in  Sion,  Switzerland,  where  the 

oldest  organ  in  Europe,  in  playable  con- 
dition, is  located — dated   1390  A.D. 

Mary  K.  Reed  Lose  spent  the  month  of 

May  '66  on  a  delightful  trip  to  Europe. 

Irene  Stout  Carskadon  visited  her  "old 
home  town''  in  October,  and  was  present 
at  the  dedication  of  the  beautiful  new 
church  in  which  she  had  worked  before 

going  to  California  to  live. 
Inez  Wallis  had  a  wonderful  trip  by  auto 

to  San  Francisco  last  summer,  going  west 
via  Louisville,  Hot  Springs,  Dallas,  El  Paso, 
Mexico,  and  Phoenix.  In  San  Francisco 
they  enjoyed  baseball  at  Candlestick  and 
took  in  the  Shrine  Convention.  On  the 
return  trip  by  plane,  they  were  caught  in 
the  air   lines  strike. 

Grace  Wilson  is  planning  for  this  sum- 
mer a  jaunt  from  her  home  in  Daytona 

Beach,  Florida,  to  Point  Barrow,  Alaska. 

Adeline  Crown  Jubelirer  and  her  hus- 
band went  to  Spain  in  March,  to  the  Costa 

del  Sol  to  play  golf  at  Marbella.  They  go 
often  to  Lexington,  Massachusetts  to  visit 
their  daughter,  her  husband,  and  two 

grandchildren. 
Our  best  wishes  for  complete  recovery  to 

Martha  Worthington  Herriott  who  has 
spent  many  weeks  on  an  enforced  holiday 
from  her  work  at  Washington  and  Jeffer- 

son College  with  a  broken  leg,  and  to 
Mary  Scott  Scott  who  suffered  a  heart 
attack  some  time  before  Christmas. 

Ella  English  Daub  mentioned  in  her 
letter  that  her  mothet  is  nearly  87.  I  am 
sure  that  many  of  you,  as  I  do,  have  fond 
memories  of  Mrs.  English  and  join  me  in 
sending  her  greetings  and  our  best  wishes. 

Isabel  Epley  is  "just  doing  the  every  day 

routine  of  teaching." 
Eleanor  Ewing  Buterbaugh's  son  is  chief 

psychologist  at  Apple  Creek  Hospital  in 

Ohio;  her  daughter-in-law  is  the  "perfect 
one,"  and  her  granddaughter  is  "a  joy." 

Margaret  Gibson  McCrum  has  her  own 
business  of  supplying  Gas  Lanterns — some 
of  hers  are  lighting  the  Chatham  campus. 

She   collects   Early   American    lighting    de- 13 



vices,  and  attends  the  conventions  of  the 
Eatly  American  Industries  Association  and 
the  Rushlight  Club  of  Boston.  Last  year 
they  went  to  Salem,  North  Carolina  which 
was  settled  by  the  Moravians,  a  group  of 
the  same  people  who  settled  in  Pennsyl- 

vania. Her  interest  extends  to  the  Early 
American  Glass  Club  of  Pittsburgh,  of 
which  she  is  a  director,  and  to  the  Presby- 

terian-University Hospital  Aid  Society,  for 
which  she  is  program  chairman  this  year. 
To  keep  busy,  she  is  a  member  of  the  Mt. 
Lebanon  Chatham  Group,  is  having  a  fling 
with  French  at  the  Y.W.C.A.  and  German 
at  the  Mt.  Lebanon  High  School  evening 
classes.  Margaret  has  three  grandsons — all 
the  same  age — Timothy,  and  two  adopted 
ones,  Dennis  and  James. 

Miriam  Kirkel,  after  thirty  years,  has 
left  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  and  Falk 
School.  After  doing  some  part-time  teach- 

ing at  Point  Park  College,  liking  the  feel- 
ing of  moving  and  expansion,  she  has 

joined  the  faculty  as  associate  professor 
of  education.  Her  scope  of  teaching  in- 

cludes music  appreciation,  music  educa- 

tion, piano  workshop,  children's  literature 
to  early  childhood,  and  elementary  educa- 

tion. In  addition,  Miriam  finds  time  for 
supervision  of  education  seminars. 

Grace  Wilson,  in  addition  to  taking  ex- 
tended trips,  is  teaching  in  adult  education, 

through  the  Junior  College  in  Daytona 
Beach,  social  studies  and  special  classes  in 
American  vs.  Communism,  a  required 
course  in  Florida  schools.  This  winter  she 
is  learning  to  transcribe  Braille,  is  working 
for  the  Red  Cross  Blood  Bank,  and  the 
Mental   Health   Association. 

Ruth  Scrivens  Pospishil  has  the  honor 
of  being  president  of  the  Mt.  Lebanon 

Area  Chatham  Alumnae  Club.  She  won't 
say  so,  but  we  learn  from  Ruth  Swisshelm 
that  she  is  doing  an  excellent  job. 

Emelyn  Taylor  Roblffs  is  substituting 
this  year  for  the  Dean  of  Women  at  the 
University  of  Portland,  who  is  finishing 
work  for  her  doctorate.  This  has  been  a 
very  interesting  year  for  Emelyn  and  she 
has  done  some  thinking  in  retrospect 
about  the  sage  decisions  of  Miss  Coolidge 
and  Miss  Marks,  Minerva,  the  one  and 
only,  crumbs  at  dinner  on  Sunday,  and  a 
thousand  other  things  we  of  1927  would 
have  to  talk  about. 

Plan  to  come  to  reunion,  and  then  we 
can  talk. 

29 Dorothy  Appleby  Musser 
(Mrs.  Frederick) 

345   North  Ninth  Street 
Indiana,  Pa.  15701 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret    Constant   Jones    (Mrs.    Charles), 
179    Lake    Shore    Drive,    Chicago,    111. 
60611 

Ruth  Hunter  Stvisshelm    (Mrs.  Robert  I.), 
372  South  Highland  Avenue,  Apt.  308, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

Lois    Parker    Stewart     (Mrs.    George    L. ), 
Schenley    House,     North    Craig     Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Louise  Sutton  Ivory    (Mrs.  Dixon  L.),  151 
West    Maple    Avenue,     Langhorne,     Pa. 
19047 

The  Rachel  Carson  Memorial  Reading 
Room  in  Buhl  Hall  of  Science  has  been 

furnished  and  equipped  through  the  gener- 

ous gifts  of  former  science  majors  and 
members  of  the  Class  of  1929  whose  con- 

tributions to  the  1966-67  Alumnae  Fund 
have  been  designated  for  this  purpose. 
Of  the  65  graduate  and  associate  members 
of  the  class,  41  (63%)  have  either  paid 

or  pledged  a  gift  in  Rachel's  memory. Additional  contributions  made  between 
now  and  June  23  will  be  credited  to  the 
project.  Checks  should  be  made  payable 
to  Chatham  College  and  mailed  to  Ruth 
Swisshelm  in  the  Alumnae  Office. 

Please  keep  in  mind  that  we  are  only 
two  years  away  from  our  40th  reunion 
when  we  hope  to  have  a  sum  which  we 
will  be  proud  to  present  to  the  College  in 
memory  of  all  classmates  who  have  died 
since  we  entered  as  freshmen.  Contribu- 

tions to  this  Class  of  1929  Memorial  Gift 
Fund  are  entirely  separate  from  annual 
gifts  to  the  Alumnae  Fund,  and  may  be 
sent  either  to  your  secretary  or  to  Ruth 
Swisshelm.  The  money  is  on  deposit  in  a 
special  savings  account  and  will  continue 
to  earn  interest  until  June  1969.  To  date, 
12  members  have  paid  the  total  amount 
of  their  pledges  and  5  others  are  making 
annual  paymenrs.  How  about  all  the 
others?  We  will  fall  far  short  of  our  goal 
without  the  support  of  everyone. 

Martha  Ackelson  Smith  and  Allan  ac- 
quired a  granddaughter  and  a  grandson  in 

1966,  children  of  their  son  and  daughter. 
The  Smiths  planned  a  spring  vacation  in 
Mexico. 

Dorothy  Appleby  Musser's  big  news  is 
out — a  trip  to  Africa  with  her  husband 
and  children.  The  Mussers  enjoyed  another 
exciting  vacation  together  last  July  when 
they  took  a  float  trip  down  the  Middle 
Fork  of  the  Salmon  River — white  water 
all   the  way! 

Erma  Bachman  Stewart,  who  teaches  in 
Butler  High  School,  has  a  new  grandchild. 
Her  son  Tom  and  his  family  live  in  Clear- 

field, Utah. 

Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  left  the  United 

States  in  November  for  a  year's  tour  of 
service  in  Asia.  After  visiting  Japan  and 
Hong  Kong,  they  are  now  in  South  Viet- 

nam where  Glenn's  work  with  the  Pocket 
Testament  League  takes  them  into  the 
most  troubled  areas.  Lucretia  described 
visits  to  the  outposts  of  the  Special  Armed 
Forces  less  than  a  mile  from  the  Cam- 

bodian border  and  to  the  Mekong  Delta 
via  armed  helicopter.  She  is  possibly  the 
only  American  woman  to  have  witnessed 
the  fighting  at  such  close  range.  This,  and 
visirs  to  the  military  hospitals,  have  made 
her  realize  that  the  war  is  very  serious  and 
very  real. 

Clara  Boyd  Bond  has  sold  her  home  in 
Florida,  and  is  enjoying  part-time  work  in 
the  rental  office  of  the  Grosvenor  Park 
Apartments,  Rockville,  Md.  Clara  has  five 
grandchildren,  three  in  Winston-Salem, 
N.C.,  and  two  in  Baton  Rouge,  La. 

Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  is  recovering  from 
a  leg  fracture  resulting  from  a  fall  on  wet 
leaves.  The  Kilgores  returned  from  Europe 
last  June  just  in  time  to  say  goodbye  to 
their  daughter  and  son-in-law  who  were 
leaving  for  Japan  where  both  will  serve 
for  two  years  in  the  Hiroshima  Hospital. 
Ellen  and  Lee  expect  to  visit  them  this 
summer.  Ellen  also  reports  a  new  grand- 
daughter. 

Kay  Crawford  Stancati  has  supervised 
volunteer  staff  members  and  foreign  assign- 

ments for  the  American  Red  Cross  for  the 

past  eight  years.  Her  husband  is  a  college 
biology  teacher,  and  son  Michael  is  a  col- 

lege student.  Kay  attends  Chatham  alum 
nae  meetings  in  Chicago  but  seldom  see: 

any  '29ers.  Perhaps  she  and  Peg  Constan. 
Jones  can  get  together  since  we  hav< 
"found"   Peg  again  in  Chicago. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Mary  De 
Motte  Sutphen  whose  mother  passed  awa) 
last  June.  In  addition  to  acting  as  secre 
tary  for  her  husband  in  his  general  insur 
ance  business,  Mary  is  chairman  of  the 
Blood  Bank,  substitute  worker  at  Lakewooc 
Library,  and  active  in  the  Jamestowr 
Y.W.C.A.   and    the   Y.W.C.A.    Hospital. 

Our  sympathy,  also,  to  Elsie  Duncar, 
Harrison  whose  mother  died  in  July  fol 

lowing  a  stroke.  Elsie's  son  Scott  has  re turned  from  Vietnam  and  is  now  witl 
his  wife  and  two  children  in  Milwaukee 
where  he  is  serving  his  residency  at  the 
Orthopedic  Hospital. 

Bessie  Friedman  Wasser  reports  three 
married  children,  four  grandchildren,  anc 
complete  recovery  from  her  bad  fall  las: 
spring. 

Enid  Frulh  McFarland's  husband  is  ar 
ophthalmologist  in  Phoenix,  and  her  sor 
in  interning  at  Jefferson  Medical  College 
in  Philadelphia.  After  vacationing  in  Mon 
tana  last  summer,  and  spending  Christma; 
at  Pebble  Beach,  the  McFarlands  are  plan 
ning  to  spend  the  month  of  July  in  Hawaii 

Lillian  Green  Surbled  and  her  sistei 
visited  five  countries  in  Europe  last  sum mer. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Marion  Hal, 
Verner  in  the  loss  of  her  father  and  hei 
brother  in  the  past  year.  Since  theii 
deaths,  the  family  business  has  been  sole 
and  Marion  fills  her  time  with  other  ac 
tivities.  She  has  three  grandchildren,  anc 
she  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Europe  last  fall. 

Jane  Haller  McCafjerty  finds  that  teach 
ing  ninth  grade  keeps  her  abreast  of  the 
latest  in  styles,  hairdos,  and  slang.  She  i: 
looking  forward  to  getting  re-acquaintec 
with  her  grandchildren  when  her  daughter 

Nancy  Watts,  x'55,  returns  to  Washingtor from  Hawaii  this  summer. 

Mary  Louise  Jones  sends  us  the  happj 
report  that  she  is  in  complete  good  healtf 
again,  and  busy  with  her  mimeo  busines! 
which  includes  hand-lettered  sketches,  fanq 
formats,  travel  brochures,  etc. 

Mary  Kolb  is  deeply  saddened  by  the 
November  death  of  her  dear  friend,  Esthei 
Beiswanger,  with  whom  she  planned  anc 
built  her  home  at  High  Horizon  Farm 
Mary  enjoyed  an  exceptional  honor  wher 
she  was  invited  by  Secretary  of  State  Rusl 
to  attend  a  National  Foreign  Policy  Con- 

ference for  Educators  on  June  16-17,  1966 
The  Conference  highlighted  current  foreigr 
policy  issues,  and  provided  a  forum  foi 
discussion  of  world  affairs  with  high  rank- 

ing officers  of  the  State  Department.  She 
attended  all  sessions  of  the  Conference,  anc 
came  away  with  great  enthusiasm  for  what 
she  had  learned. 

Josephine  Mang  Muir  spent  last  Eastei 
in  Florida  and  a  summer  vacation  in  the 
Poconos.  A  visit  from  Leona  Newcomi 

Meier,  '28,  was  a  summer  highlight. 
When  Anna  Miller  Nolan  was  in  Pitts- 

burgh to  attend  her  brother-in-law's  funeral 
in  January,  she  visited  with  Evelyn  Thomp- 

son   Wible  and  other  Chathamites.    Anna 
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spends  about  half  the  school  year  doing 
substitute-teaching  at  Margate  Junior  High 
School. 

Helen  Myers  Knox  and  her  husband 
continue  their  careers,  as  teacher  of  ad- 

vanced French  at  Hempfield  Senior  High 
School  and  school  district  supplier  for 
Eberhard  Pencil  Company  respectively.  A 
new  granddaughter  brings  the  total  to  five. 

Katherine  Reebel's  academic  interests,  as 
professor  of  social  work  at  the  University 
of  Michigan,  are  concerned  mainly  with 
the  very  young  and  the  very  old.  In  ad- 

dition to  her  teaching,  she  serves  as  social 

work  consultant  to  the  Veteran's  Adminis- 
tration Hospitals  in  Ann  Arbor  and  Dear- 

born, and  to  the  Orthopedic  Clinic  in 
Detroit.  Kay  spent  the  Christmas  holidays 
with  her  father  and  sister,  Audrey  Reebel 

Early,  '26,  in  Florida. 
As  Director  of  Professional  Relations, 

Optometric  Extension  Progtam  Foundation, 
Inc.,  Martha  Stem  was  one  of  two  staff 
members  representing  her  organization  at 
the  69th  Congress  of  the  Ametican  Opto- 

metric Association  in  Boston  last  June. 
During  a  recent  eastern  trip  to  Williams- 

burg, she  saw  the  filming  of  a  sequence  of 
Lassie  and  was  able  to  take  stereo  pictures 
of  many  of  the  scenes. 

A  snapshot  of  Mary  Lou  Succop  Bell's 
new  granddaughter  verifies  her  description 

of  "gorgeous." 
En  route  to  the  Delta  Tau  Delta  con- 

vention in  Portland,  Oregon  last  summer, 
Anne  Textor  Thompson  stopped  for  a 
week  of  dude-ranching  in  the  Tetons.  She 
hoped  to  see  Betty  MacColl  during  a  spring 
vacation  in  Florida.  Daughter  Jane  is  a 
junior  high  school  teacher,  and  Marcia  does 
social   work   in   Cambridge,  Massachusetts. 

Dorothy  Warner  has  added  dressmaking 
to  her  spare-time  hobbies  of  knitting  and 
furniture  antiquing.  She  continues  as  secre- 

tary to  the  general  engineering  manager  of 
Bell  Telephone  Company. 

Kay  Watkins  Strauss'  younger  son  grad- 
uated from  Western  Reserve  College  in 

June  1966.  Pete,  the  older  son,  has  re- 
turned from  military  service  to  his  position 

as  customer  service  manager  for  the  Man- 
hasset  branch  of  Abraham   Straus. 

Peg  Woolridge  Flier's  reply  came  in  the 
form  of  a  new  booklet  of  verses,  Notes 
from  the  Fifers,  Vol.  2,  1967.  The  poems 

are  warm  and  sensitive — Peg's  personality 
shines  through  each  one. 

Vi  Eichleay  Petty  recently  returned  from 
Nassau  where  she  met  her  newest  grand- 

daughter. Her  oldest  son,  Bob,  has  re- 
turned from  two  years  in  Mozambique, 

Kenya. 
With  the  November  marriage  of  her 

son,  Jean  Huff  Bailey  has  finally  acquired 
a  daughter.  Tom  and  his  wife  live  in  New 
York  where  he  is  employed  by  an  invest- 

ment banking  firm.  After  next  October  1, 

when  Jean's  husband  will  retire  after  more 
than  40  years  with  H.  J.  Heinz  Company, 
the  Baileys  look  forward  to  seeing  the 
world. 

Janet  Kutcher  Balr  and  her  husband, 
a  Presbyterian  minister  in  Mason  City, 
Illinois,  have  two  married  sons  and  eight 
grandchildren.  One  lives  in  California,  and 
the  other  is  with  the  U.S.  Food  for  Peace 
Program  in  Recife,  Brazil. 

After  living  in  Chicago,  Buffalo,  Mich- 
igan   City    and    Indianopolis,    hois    Parker 

Stewart  has  returned  to  Pittsburgh.  Since 

her  husband's  retirement  from  the  steel 
business,  both  he  and  Lois  have  become 

associated  with  their  children's  business, 
Hyde  Travel  Service  in  Webster  Hall — a 
rather  unique  situation  with  the  parents 
employed  by  the  children! 

Louise  Sutton  Ivory,  a  reading  specialist 
for  grades  one  through  twelve  in  the  Lang- 
horne  area,  served  last  summer  as  psychol- 

ogist at  an  evaluation  and  research  center 
near  West  Chester. 

In  making  calls  for  the  Rachel  Carson 
Reading  Room  fund,  Ruth  Swisshelm 
finally,  after  all  these  years,  reached  Ethel 
Getty  Ditty.  She  and  her  husband  keep 
their  home  base  in  Summerville,  Pa.  (P.O. 
Box  95),  but  spend  much  of  their  time  in 
the  Florida  Keys,  although  their  trailer 
home  suffered  major  damage  in  a  hurricane 
last  fall.  Another  call  brought  the  news 

that  Alienne  Mong  Van  Cleve's  husband 
has  had  a  long  serious  illness.  They  live 
at  3807  Callo  Altar  Streer,  Tucson,  Arizona 
85716.  And  Carrie  Duvall  Leffler  sang  the 
praises  of  the  wonderful  climate  and  the 
beautiful  blue  grass  country  around  their 
home  in  Lexington,  Kentucky. 

Ruth  talked  also  with  Grace  Sherman 
Fullerton  in  Salem,  Oregon.  In  an  effort  to 
up-date  her  teaching  certificate,  Grace  is 
spending  two  days  and  nights  each  week 
in  Portland  where  she  does  substitute 
teaching  during  the  day  and  takes  a  course 
each  night.  Her  son,  Captain  Gordon 
Fullerton,  an  Air  Force  test  pilot,  was 
named  to  the  team  of  astronauts  for  the 
Air  Force  Manned  Orbiting  Laboratory 
Program.    Daughter  Ann  is  in  sixth  grade. 
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Lois  Applegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Genevieve  Anthony  Brush  (Mrs.  Fred- 
erick),  494   Marietta   Place,   Pittsburgh, 

Pa.  15228 
Ann  Bateman  Lewis    (Mrs.  Edward,   10341 

South  Leovitt  Streer,  Chicago,  111.  60643 
Edith  Beale  Asper    (Mrs.   Linn   W.),  P.O. 

Box  451,  Juneau,  Alaska  99801 
Frances  Fiske,   333  East  49th  Street,  New 

York,  N.Y.  10017 
LaVerda  Dent  Moran    (Mrs.  Thomas,  Jr.), 

841  California  Avenue,  Apt.  308,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15202 

Adelaide   Lasner  Sachs    (Mrs.    Meyer   H. ), 
4601      Fifth     Avenue,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 15213 

Linda    Munroe    Sutherland    (Mrs.    Wilbur 
C),  607   Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15206 

Anne  Ritenour  Harbison    (Mrs.  Frank  M., 
Jr.),  2836  Palmer  Avenue,  New  Orleans, 
La.  70118 

Mary    Stuart,    2021    Fontana   Avenue,    Las 
Vegas,  Nev.  89106 

Roberta    Williams   Pullen    (Mrs.    William 
L.),  725  Viewmont  Avenue,  Johnstown, 
Pa.  15905 

DEATHS 

Nora  Weichel  Thompson  (Mrs.  Richard 
F. ),  July  20,  1966.  A  note  expressing 
the  sympathy  of  the  class  was  sent  to 

Nora's  husabnd  and  family. 

Perfect  weather,  a  large  turnout  of  class- 
mates,   and    a    delightful    all-day    program 

combined  to  make  our  35th  reunion  a  day 
to  remember.  Our  reunion  gift  of  S526.64, 
slightly  more  than  the  S500  goal  set  in 

1961,  was  presented,  in  Bea  Lewis'  words 
read  by  your  secretary,  to  President  Eddy, 
who  asked  permission  to  assign  it,  along 
with  gifts  from  the  classes  of  1916  and 
1941,  to  the  renovation  of  Buhl  Science 
Hall.  Three  placques  in  suitable  places  in 
the  building  will  commemorate  the  gifts. 
In  view  of  this,  it  was  particularly  fitting 
that  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Earl  K.  Wallace  were 
seated  with  us  at  the  reunion  luncheon. 
A  stroll  along  Woodland  Road  to  attend 
the  reception  given  by  Presidenr  and  Mrs. 
Eddy,  and  later  to  Benedum  Hall  for  a 
delightful  outdoot  buffet  supper,  brought 
the  day  to  a  fine  climax. 

Thanks  to  all  who  replied  to  the  cards, 
and  especially  to  all  who  contributed  to 
the  Reunion  Gift.  Bea  Lewis  reports  that 
she  is  going  out  as  much  as  possible,  and 
that  she  would  welcome  a  visit  from  any  who 
can  stop  to  see  her.  In  response  to  a  sug- 

gestion for  a  small  "off-season"  reunion,  I 
would  be  glad  to  meet  all  who  are  inter- 

ested on  June  3,  at  12:30  P.M.,  at  Stouffer's Oakland  Restaurant.  Please  call  me  (531- 
8209)    so  I  can  make  a  reservation. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn  reports 
progress  toward  completion  of  their  cabin 
in  the  Endless  Mountains  in  northeast 

Pennsylvania,  Dick,  Jr.'s  search  for  the  right 
college,  Dick,  Sr.'s  weekend  flight  instruc- tion, and  her  own  involvement  with  real 
estate  work,  School  Board  and  Library 
Commission.  Ebie  felt  in  the  minority  at 
reunion — no   grandchildren! 

An  early  morning  fire  on  November  4 
did  considerable  damage  to  Edith  Beale 

Asper's  home  in  Juneau.  Following  a  brief 
stay  in  a  hotel  and  later  in  an  apartment, 
they  returned  to  a  still  unfinished  house 
in  time  for  Christmas  with  the  boys.  Linn, 
Jr.  is  a  first  year  student  at  the  University 
of  Washington  Law  School,  and  Jim  is  a 
sophomore  at  the  University  of  Oregon. 
The  second  big  event  of  the  winter  was  the 
January  inauguration  of  the  new  Governor, 
Walter  J.  Hickel.  Lots  of  snow,  not  too 

cold,  and  one  real  five-day  "blow"  covers the  Alaska  weather  picrure. 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout's  older  son,  Bill, 
is  completing  his  thesis  for  a  Ph.D.  degree 
in  mathematics  at  Purdue.  Don  is  a  junior 
at  Penn  State. 

Dorothea  Crawford  Macy  and  her  hus- 
band enjoyed  a  vacation  in  Bermuda  last 

summer,  and  planned  a  winter  trip  to 
California.  Their  youngest  daughter  was 
married  on  December  23  and  now  lives 
with  her  lawyer  husband  in  Washington, 
D.C. 

It  was  nice  to  have  Ramona  Crawford 
Shirey  and  husband  Paul  with  us  in  June, 
her  first  trip  back  for  a  reunion.  The 
Shireys  now  have  nine  grandchildren. 

Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher  and  her 

husband  can  see  the  intra-coastal  Waterway 
from  their  new  home  at  Hobe  Sound. 

Their  youngest  daughter  is  now  married 
and  they  are  enjoying  their  retirement 
away  from  northern  cold  and  snow. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  is  extended  to 
Lida  Fischler  Lampe  whose  husband  died 

last  May  15  after  a  very  brief  illness.  Lida's younger  son  was  graduated  from  Grove 
City  College  on  our  reunion  day,  and  is  to 
be  married  this  coming  June. 15 



Margarel  Jefferson  is  busier  than  ever  as 

Headmistress  of  St.  Anne's  School,  Char- 
lottesville, Virginia,  since  they  have  moved 

into  their  new  buildings.  Last  summer 
Margaret  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Seattle,  Yellow- 

stone Park  and  the  Grand  Tetons,  and 
plans  to  study  at  the  University  of  Virginia 
this  year. 

Kay  James  McCann  completed  a  course 
in  oriental  art  at  Stanford  last  June,  took 
two  painting  courses  during  the  summer, 
and  is  now  studying  the  natural  history  of 
the  Califotnia  coast  at  San  Jose  State  Col- 

lege. Field  trips  for  the  Audubon  Society 
and  conservation  work  for  the  AAUW 

have  included  two  state  conferences,  ex- 
ploration of  the  new  Point  Reyes  Seashore 

Park,  watching  the  amazing  concentration 
of  migrating  geese,  ducks,  cranes,  etc.,  in 
the  Sacramento  River  Valley,  and  conduct- 

ing several  bird  counts  in  Palo  Alto's  Foot- 
hill Park.  In  addition  to  this  exhausting 

schedule,  Kay  made  a  trip  to  Denver  in 
April   to  visit  her  mother  and   brother. 

Florence  Jones  Maddox's  younger  son,  a 
Lt.  JG,  is  stationed  at  the  Long  Beach, 
Califotnia,  Naval  Yard.  Daughter  Diane  is 
chief  of  service  at  the  Computer  Center 
of  the  University  of  Cincinnati. 

Addie  Lasner  Sachs  and  Meyer  have 
bought  a  six-room  apartment  in  University 
Square,  and  Addie  says  the  price  is  right 
for  overnight  guests.  On  the  same  floor 

they  found  Lou  Turner  Crookston's  broth- 
er-in-law, who  had  engaged  Lucille  Laugh- 

lin  Logan's  husband  Earl  to  help  with  the 
decorating. 

Margaret  Marsh  Symonds  was  sorry  to 
miss  reunion,  but  she  and  her  husband 
enjoyed  a  trip  west  during  June  and  July. 

Peg's  son  Bill,  who  was  discharged  from 
the  Navy  last  fall  and  is  working  in  Van 
Wert,   Ohio,   will    be   married   in   May. 

Our  sympathy  to  Anne  Norcross  Brock- 
schmidt  whose  father  died  during  the  time 
that  het  husband  was  hospitalized  for 
surgery. 

Anne  Ritenour  Harbison's  husband 
Frank  suffered  a  stroke  some  months  ago 
and  they  have  moved  to  a  house  better 
suited  to  their  needs.  They  found  the 
baths  at  Hot  Springs,  Arkansas,  helpful, 
and  planned  a  trip  to  Palm  Springs  to 
spend  February  and  March  in  the  desert 
sun.  Both  of  their  sons  are  married,  Frank, 
Jr.  and  his  family  living  close  enough  for 
weekend  visits,  and  Joe  in  Houston,  Texas. 

Beverly  Robison  Smith  finds  life  on  the 

Bay  of  Naples,  Florida,  much  to  their  lik- 
ing, and  would  welcome  visits  from  class- 

mates. 

Although  Kay  Rockwell  Potter  was  in 
Pittsburgh  several  times  last  year,  she 
missed  the  reunion.  On  that  weekend  she 
and  Bill  saw  her  father  receive  an  honorary 
degree  from  a  university  in  Oshkosh,  and 
dedicated  an  oil  portrait  of  her  mother  to 
be  hung  in  the  lobby  of  Mercy  Hospital. 
In  October  Kay  went  to  West  Point  for  the 

dedication  of  her  mother's  portrait  in  Benet 
Hall.  Mrs.  Rockwell  was  a  direct  descend- 

ant of  Sylvanus  Thayer,  "father  of  the 
U.S.  Military  Academy."  Several  weeks' rest  in  Arizona  was  on  the  calendar  for 

mid-winter.  The  Potters  are  enjoying 
shallow-water  fishing  in  Bianka,  Jr.,  and 
deep-sea  fishing  and  a  trip  to  Bimini  aboard 
Bianka  II,  their  34-foot  fishing  boat. 

Roberta   Rode   Johnson's   husband   Lati- 

mer has  continued  to  improve  since  a 
heart  attack  last  year.  In  July  they  visited 
son  Bob,  a  consultant  engineer  with  IBM 
in  Chicago.  Following  a  November  trip 

to  Florida,  they  returned  in  time  to  wel- 
come son  Richard  and  his  wife,  home  for 

the  holidays  from  Pomona,  California 
where  he  is  branch  manager  of  the  First 
Western  Bank.  Their  youngest  son,  Nor- 

man, will  graduate  from  Baldwin  High 
School  and  is  college  bound.  The  Johnsons 
planned  an  April  trip  to  Atizona. 

Lucilla  Scribner  Jackson  and  her  hus- 
band had  a  long  trip  last  fall  to  Austtalia, 

Bangkok,  Hong  Kong  and  Japan.  They 
now  have  six  grandchildren,  ranging  from 
a  few  months  to  seven  years  of  age. 

Lois  Sproull  Hinckley  is  enjoying  her 
term  as  president  of  the  Sarasota  Branch  of 
AAUW.  Daughter  Nancy  is  serving  with 
the  Peace  Corps  in  Thailand,  and  there  are 
three  small  granddaughters  in  the  Hinckley family. 

Mary  Stuart,  now  living  in  Las  Vegas, 
is  making  progress  in  recovery  from  her 
illness,  although  she  still  is  not  able  to 
write.  She  is  alert,  interested  in  activities, 
tries  to  improve  her  typing,  and  enjoys 
having  friends  visit  her.  Best  wishes,  Mary, 
for  your  complete  recovery  soon! 

Helen  Wonders  McCormick  feels  that 
the  most  important  news  is  that  we  did 
fulfill  our  pledge  of  a  reunion  gift  to  the 

College.  Helen's  daughter  Jane  is  teach- 
ing Latin  at  the  George  School  in  Bucks 

County.  Helen  saw  Louise  Ehrl  Heasley 
in  November  when  she  was  recovering 
from   surgery. 

While  Olive  Wycoff  MacCarthy  and 
Parker  were  at  Nags  Head  in  August, 
Florence  and  William  Maddox  and  Martha 
and  Walter  Stout  visited  there  also.  Earlier 
the  MacCarthys  had  gone  to  Charleston, 
South  Carolina,  and  in  the  fall  they  saw 
/Margaret  Ray  McDowell  and  her  husband 
at  his  office  at  Boston  University. 

Your  secretary  enjoyed  a  flight  to  Cal- 
ifornia in  September,  and  three  days  at 

the  Greenbrier  in  October.  Jury  duty  in 
February  held  up  the  pteparation  of  these 
notes. 

When  Ruth  Swisshelm  was  in  New 

York  in  March,  she  "found"  Frances  Fiske 
(known  to  us  as  Ruth  during  the  year  she 
spent  as  a  member  of  our  class).  Frances, 
after  many  years  in  the  publishing  field, 
has  recently  moved  into  public  relations 
and   fund   raising   with   a   New   York   firm. 
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Eleanor  McClimans  Muncaster 

(Mrs.  Harold  E.) 
1356  Navahoe  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Louise  Metzgar  lams 
(Mrs.  Charles  W.,  Jr.) 
100   Hoodridge   Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marian   Baughman  Monroe    (Mrs.  Vaughn 

W.),  "High  Point,"  Star  Route,  Jensen 
Beach,  Fla.  33457 

Elizabeth     Cline    Blake     (Mrs.    William), 
275    Bartley    Avenue,    Mansfield,    Ohio 
44906 

Marguerite    Cunliffe    Gape     (Mrs.    Charles 
A.),  479  Walnut  Street,  Meadville,  Pa. 16335 

Marjorie    Hopkins,     1681     The    Alameda! 
Apt.  18,  San  Jose,  Calif.  95126 

Estous    Lee    Davidson     (Mrs.    John    H.), 
1004    Redstone   Road,   Washington,    Pa.  I 
15301 

Helen   McCreery  Jovanovic    (Mrs.   Michael 
K.),     P.O.     Box     214,     Freeport,     Grand 

Bahama 

Carolyn    Fierce    May    (Mrs.    Robert    A.), 
8-N   Hampton   House,   Hagysford   Road, 
Narberth,  Pa.   19072 

We  hear  from  Evelyn  Aliff  Dautlickl 
that  her  husband  Joe  has  recovered  from| 
his  long  illness  and  is  back  at  work  at  his! 
new  job  as  industrial  relations  director  fori 
the  company.  Jay  and  his  bride  live  in] 
Winston-Salem,  North  Carolina,  where  he 
is  in  his  third  year  of  graduate  study  in 
biochemistry.  Susie  graduated  in  June 
from  Bucknell  and  teaches  music  in  the 
public  school.  Cory,  a  junior  at  Chatham, 
has  begun  her  tutorial  in  psychology.  Evy 
is  still  teaching. 

Sara  Allison  Allman  mentions  having  at- 
tended a  New  Jersey  Chatham  Alumnae 

Club  meeting  where  slides  of  the  campus 
were  shown. 

Dorothy  Ballantyne  Milliken  has  had 
two  teenagers  from  Argentina  living  with 
them  through  the  World  Organization  for 

Cultural  Exchange.  Dot's  husband  Ed  has recovered  from  a  coronary  and  is  back  to 
full  activity.  Ginny  was  graduated  in  June 
from  West  Virginia  Wesleyan  College,  and 
in  October  married  Mr.  Hugh  Buzzard. 

She  is  teaching  foutth  grade  in  Mounds- 
ville,  West  Virginia. 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson  is  enjoying  her 
two  daughters  who  are  still  in  school,  and 
also  her  five  grandchildren.  She  does 
volunteer  work  with  Goodwill  Industfies, 

and  enjoys  her  remodeled  "town  house"  in Shadyside. 

Some,  who  have  no  particular  news  to 
teport,  send  greetings.  Among  this  group 
are  Jean  Blair  Hodgin,  Genevieve  Davis 

Crawford,  Jessie  Doudna  Phillips,  Char- 
lotte lams,  Mary  Johnston  Krudener  and 

Edith  McBane. 

Betty  Allen  Clarke  has  been  attending 
the  monthly  luncheons  of  the  Downtown 

Alumnae  Club  at  the  Woman's  City  Club. 
On  the  Dayton,  Ohio  Reserve  Teachers 

Staff,  Clara  Condon  Bair  has  been  enjoying 
the  experience  of  teaching  in  various  types 
of  schools  from  carpeted  air-conditioned 
buildings  to  old-fashioned  ill-equipped ones. 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape  is  now  a  certi- 
fied Home-School  Visitor,  having  taken 

classes  at  Westminster  College  for  quali- 
fication. Last  summer  she  again  helped 

run  the  Kiwanis  Club  Pancake  Palace  at 
Crawford  County  Fair.  She  plans  to  go  to 
Cheyenne,  Wyoming,  this  summer  to  visit 
Charlie's   folks. 

One  has  to  make  up  for  basking  in  the 
Arizona  sunshine  during  the  winter,  claims 
Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller,  so  she  and  Ed 
wotked  through  the  summer  after  their 
winter  sabbatical.  On  a  quick  trip  to  New 
York  and  Boston  they  left  daughter  Carol 
in  Binghamton,  New  York,  where  she  is 
teaching  first  grade.  Dot  is  doing  part-time 
work  as  a  cataloger  in  addition  to  her  part- 
time  work  as  science  librarian,  and  has 

been  president  of  the  faculty  women's 
group. 
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This  spring  Marjorie  Hopkins  will  have 

a  book  published  by  Parents'  Magazine Press.  For  the  young,  if  not  slow,  reader, 
it  is  a  picture  book  entitled  The  Three 
Visitors.  Grandma  and  Grandpa  buyers, 
please  take  notice!  Marj  is  teaching  eighth 
and  ninth  grades. 

Gene  Llewellyn  Price  is  looking  for- 
ward to  a  visit  in  June  from  her  son 

Roger,  Claudia  and  grandson  Todd. 

Estous  Lee  Davidson's  daughter  Lee 
(Mrs.  Roger  Davidson)  is  living  in  Ber- 

muda with  her  two  children.  John  David- 
son, Jr.,  will  graduate  from  Pitt  Law  School 

in  June,  and  daughter  Mary  will  graduate 
from  Denison  University  that  same  month. 

We  hope  that  Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur 
will  make  a  speedy  recovery  from  recent 
surgery.  She  reported  having  a  wonderful 
auto  trip  to  California  last  summer. 

The  class  sends  most  sincere  sympathy  to 
Ruth  Ludebuehl  Early.  Her  mother  passed 
away  on  May  31,  and  on  December  18  her 
husband,  Joseph  Early,  died  after  suffering 
a  coronary.  Ruth  is  staying  in  Fairmont 
and  continuing  her  work  at  the  Library. 
She  wished  to  express  her  great  apprecia- 

tion of  the  many  sympathetic  messages  re- 
ceived from  classmates. 

Eleanor  ]ane  McClimans  Muncaster's 
son  Hugh  graduated  from  Parsons  College 
in  June  and  is  now  in  the  U.S.  Army  at 
Ft.  Gordon,  Georgia.  David  is  a  freshman 
at  Indiana  State  University  at  Terre  Haute. 

A  telephone  call  from  Helen  McCracken 
Bennett  revealed  that  daughter  Sue  is  on 
the  Mt.  Lebanon  High  School  Aqua  Club 
diving  squad.  Son  Wes  is  a  1st  Lieutenant 
in  the  Strategic  Air  Command  Titan  II 
Missile  Team  at  Little  Rock,  Arkansas. 
Crackers  has  been  doing  case  work  at  the 
Ward  Home  for  Children  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

Louise  Metzgar  lams  reports  that  son 
Bill  graduated  in  June  from  Northwestern 
Medical  School  and  is  a  surgical  intern  at 
Johns-Hopkins  Hospital  in  Baltimore.  He 
and  his  wife  Pam  are  the  proud  parents  of 
Christine  Louise  born  May  18,  1966.  Son 
Charles  D.,  who  graduated  in  February  in 
business  administration  from  Parsons  Col- 

lege, is  in  the  midst  of  job  interviews  and 

the  "when  and  if"  of  military  service. 
Louise,  Charles  and  Dan  enjoyed  a  Jamaica 
vacation   last   spring. 

A  card  from  Mary  Crumay  Kehe-w  re- 
ported the  birth  of  their  first  grandchild 

that  morning,  the  son  of  their  daughter 
Ann  who  lives  in  Baltimore.  Their  second 
daughter,  Amy,  graduates  from  Grove  City 
College  in  June  in  elementary  education. 
Sara,  the  youngest,  is  a  sophomore  at  Hood 
College.  Mary  is  doing  substitute  teaching 
and  her  chief  teaching  joy  is  a  homebound 

eleven-year-old  boy  who  has  a  heart  con- 
dition. 

Nancy  J.  Longnecker,  in  her  twenty-sixth 
year  with  Koppers,  is  assistant  to  the 
director  of  public  relations.  Her  eighty- 
nine-year-old  father,  for  whom  she  keeps 
house,  is  in  good  health.  Nancy  has  en- 

joyed some  interesting  travels — in  I960  to 
France  and  the  British  Isles,  1962  to 
Portugal  and  Spain,   1964  to  Scandinavia. 

Jane  Metzger  Epstine  has  two  grand- 
daughters, Abby  Louise,  2,  and  Lesa  Belle 

Morrison,  4.  The  four-year-old  will  be  the 
third  generation  to  go  to  Winchester  this 
fall.  Jane  is  the  only  woman  vice  president 
of  the  YM&WHA,  a  member  of  the  board 

at  Montefiore  Hospital  and  a  director  of 
the  Montefiore  Ladies  Aid  Society. 

A  phone  call  from  Ruth  Morgan  Lans- 
herry  when  she  was  in  Pittsburgh,  told  us 
of  her  new  grandchild,  Charles  Thomas, 

born  July  31,  1966.  Ruth's  daughter  Eliz- abeth married  an  attorney  and  they  live 
in  Washington,  D.C.  Ruth  is  kept  busy 
commuting  between  her  home  in  Somerset 

and  her  mother's  home  in  Pittsburgh. 
After  spending  the  first  winter  in  seven 

years  in  Warren,  Dorothy  Newell  sailed 
on  April  10th  on  the  New  Kungsholm  to 
visit  the  smaller  ports  and  places  she  has 
never  been,  such  as  the  Azores  in  azaelea 
time,  Spain  for  the  camellias,  the  wine 
country  of  France,  apple  blossom  time  in 
Normandy,  Holland  in  tulip  time,  the 
Channel  Islands,  Wales  and  the  Isle  of 

Man.  Last  year's  African  Safari  included 
visits  to  the  famous  "Treetops"  and  the  Mt. 
Kenya  Club,  jeep  trips  to  see  the  wild 

animals,  and  a  gold  miner's  dance  at  a 
compound   in  Johannesburg. 

Ruth  Nirella,  at  Peabody  High  School, 
was  busy  with  Oklahoma! ,  the  senior  class 
play.  After  her  trip  to  Spain,  Portugal, 
Sicily  and  the  Middle  East  two  years  ago, 
Ruth  visited  Nova  Scotia  and  the  Shake- 

speare Festival  at  Stratford,  Ontario.  This 
summer  it  will  be  the  seashore  and  a  tour 
in  her  new  Pontiac. 

The  Christmas  blizzard  in  Philadelphia 
sent  Carolyn  Pierce  May  and  her  husband 
to  the  Reef  in  January,  returning  in  March 
to  their  new  apartment.  Bob,  Jr.,  is  a  Lt. 
in  the  Air  Force.  We  are  sorry  to  hear 

of  the  death  of  Carolyn's  brother,  Audley, in  Spain. 

Gertie  Ray  Mann  and  Carey  visited 

Ruth  Early  in  Fairmont  aftet  Ruth's  hus- band  died. 

Ruth  Ross  has  retired  from  teaching  be- 
cause of  poor  health.  We  hope  things  will 

be   better  for  you,  Ruth. 

Helen  Rowand  Dunkle's  daughter  Chris- 
tina is  teaching  in  Oakmont  High  School, 

and  Maryann  is  a  freshman  at  Allegheny 
College.  This  keeps  Helen  busy  sending "care"  packages. 

No  weddings,  grandchildren  or  gradua- 
tions for  Vi  Sekey  Jessop.  The  third  and 

last  college  education  in  the  family  will 
be  finished  next  year  when  Jennifer  will 
graduate   from  Chatham. 

Jean  Saul  had  a  fall  on  the  ice  in  De- 
cember, but  fortunately  no  bones  were 

broken. 

The  class  is  sorry  to  learn  that  Genevieve 
Shi  bier  Karn's  mother  died  in  November. 
Her  son  Bill  is  back  in  the  States  and 

studying  for  his  master's  at  Pitt. 
Life  is  busy  for  Sallie  Stevenson  Foster. 

Susan  graduated  from  Grinnel  College  last 
May,  spent  the  summer  srudying  ceramics 
with  Marguerite  Wildenheim  in  Califor- 

nia, and  has  been  accepted  again  for  fur- 
ther study  this  summer.  Nancy,  a  junior  at 

Carleton  College,  spent  last  summer  digging 

in  the  13th  century  Indian  ruins  at  Grass- 
hopper, Arizona  with  the  University  of 

Arizona  Archaeological  Field  School.  Will, 
an  Eagle  Scout,  is  a  high  school  sophomore. 
Sallie  continues  to  work  full  time  in  public 
welfare  and  her  husband  still  teaches  at 

Scripps  College. 

Martha  Stuart  Muhlheizler  and  her  fam- 
ily still  find  North  Carolina  an  ideal  place 

to  live.  They  are  continuing  in  the  beef 

business,  raising  some  choice  "steaks." Daughter  Judith  is  teaching  English  at 
Memphis  State  University,  having  received 
her  master's  last  summer. 

Lillian  Wilson  Ruckel's  son  Bob  is  a 
student  at  Bethany  College,  and  Linda  is  a 
lOth-grader. 

Miriam  Young  White  became  a  grand- 
mother last  November  when  son  David 

and  his  wife  Carol  had  a  baby  girl,  Julie 

Carol  White.  Daughter  Susan  is  at  New- 
port School  for  Girls,  Newport,  Rhode 

Island  this  year.  Mim  is  still  teaching 
music  at  Hastings  so  she  and  her  husband 

enjoy  a  busy  schedule. 

35 
Prudence  Goodale  Martin 

(Mrs.) 1156  Murray  Hill  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 
(Mrs.  George  Wm.) 

1220  Princeton  Avenue 
Natrona  Heights,  Pa.  15065 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Katherine  Dangerfield  Buckmaster    (Mrs.), 
579  North  4th  Street,  Telford,  Pa  .18969 

Eleanor  Harbison  Bream    (Mrs.   C.   Gray), 
U.S.     Mission,     80     Rue     de     Lausanne, 
Geneva,  Switzerland 

Winifred     Jeffries     Saxon      (Mrs.     Donald 
B.),    244    South    Main    Street,    Hornell, N.Y.  14843 

Ruth  Jubb  Graf}   (Mrs.  Frederick  G.),  71 
Glenhurst  Drive,  Oberlin,  Ohio  44074 

Gretel  Trog  Simmons   (Mrs.  Emmet),  328 
Slayton     Avenue,    Daytona    Beach,     Fla. 
32019 

Virginia   Watkins  DeMers    (Mrs.   L.  W.), 
Plantation   Apartments,   6-43,   7061    Old 
Kings  Road,  Jacksonville,  Fla.  32217 

Dorothy    reporting: 

Helen  Birmingham  Proctor  is  working 
full  time  on  market  research  projects,  now 
in  the  publishing  field  in  Rye,  New  York. 

She  belongs  to  the  Women's  National Republican  Club,  New  York  City,  and 
spends  her  spare  time  working  at  the 
Institute  of  Rehabilitation  Medicine,  where 
she  will  be  secretary  of  the  auxiliary  board 
for  another  two  years. 

The  past  year  has  been  a  sad  one  for 

Marion  Burns  Sabina.  Her  daughter  Lynn's husband  died  January  11,  as  a  result  of 
injuries  received  in  an  automobile  accident 
in  March  last  year.  Beside  his  wife,  he 
leaves  three  children,  Pamela,  Kevin,  and 
14-month-old  Gregg.  The  class  extends  its 
sincere  sympathy. 

Elizabeth  Cober  O'Donnell  is  still  teach- 
ing and  two  of  her  girls  are  in  college — 

Kathy,  a  junior  at  the  University  of  Indi- 
ana, and  Patty,  a  freshman  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  Oklahoma.  Judy  is  a  sophomore 

in  high  school. 

Katherine  Dangerfield  Buckmaster  is 
still  living  at  Faraway  Farm,  but  finds 
houses  and  housing  developments  creeping 
up  all  around,  thus  the  new  address  for 
the  same  location. 

Margaret  Eichleay  Storer  is  now  a  full- 
time  kindergarten  teacher,  and  last  summer 

started  her  climb  toward  a  master's  degree 
in  reading  and  language  arts  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Pittsburgh.    Beside  all  this,  she 
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is  house  chairman  for  Harmarville  Rehabil- 
itation Center.  Daughter  Margaret  is  col- 

lege hunting. 

Jean  Engel  Reppun's  family  is  growing 
up.  Martha  will  graduate  from  the  Univer- 

sity of  Hawaii  this  summer,  Charlie  is  a 
sophomore  at  Hamilton,  and  Tom  plans  to 
attend  the  University  of  Puget  Sound  next 
fall. 

Lois  Ewing  Unger's  reply  came  just  in 
time  to  include  a  granddaughter  in  this 

year's  news.  She  was  born  on  February  9, 
1967  to  daughter  Melissa  and  husband 
James  Eberz.  Herbert,  Jr.  is  in  the  Air 
Force  stationed  at  Lackland,  Texas.  They 
also  have  a  teenage  son  at  home. 

Shirley  Gordon  Emley's  oldest  son  is 
married,  and  daughter  Grace  is  a  medical 
technologist  at  the  University  of  Michigan 
Hospital.   Jonathan  is  at  Kiski. 

Last  summer  Eleanor  Harbison  Bream's 
husband  received  an  assignment  to  the  U.S. 
Mission  in  Geneva,  as  executive  ofHcet  of 
the  U.S.  Delegation  to  the  17-nation  (since 
France  withdrew)  Disarmament  Confer- 

ence. They  were  delighted  to  have  Anne 

McCullough  Frey,  '34,  and  her  husband 
visit  them  briefly  while  touring  Europe. 
Last  September  Eleanor  and  Gray  drove  to 
Greece  via  Yougoslavia,  and  covered  prac- 

tically all  of  the  accessible  mainland  before 
taking  the  ferry  back  across  the  Adriatic 
Sea  to  Brindizi  and  thence  up  the  east 
coast  to   Italy. 

Caroline  Hesse  Ender  has  almost  more 

substitute-teaching  than  she  can  handle  and 
still  have  time  for  babysitting  with  het 
two  grandchildren.  Last  summer  she  and 
her  84-year-old  father  enjoyed  a  trip  west, 
but  Caroline  plans  to  be  at  home  this  sum- 

mer and  invites  all  for  a  visit  and  swim 
in   their   pool. 

Winifred  Jeffries  Saxon  is  sorry  to  have 
missed  our  last  reunion.  She  enjoys  church 
and  club  activities,  and  a  vacation  in 
Florida. 

The  class  extends  its  sincere  sympathy  to 
Louise  Leadman  Falter  whose  father  died 
last  summer  following  a  heart  attack.  The 
family  felt  sadness  at  parting  with  Helgi 
Sindrason,  the  A.F.S.  exchange  student 
from  Iceland  who  lived  with  them  last 
year.  On  a  brighter  note  Louise  reports 
the  purchase  of  a  cottage  at  Lake  Chau- 

tauqua and  the  anticipation  of  happy  times 
there. 

Prudence  reporting: 

Gail  Mouromsef  Keith  and  her  husband 
enjoy  the  Reno,  Nevada  climate,  many 
visitors  from  the  east,  and  their  activities 
in  church  work  and  in  the  mining  engi- 

neers society. 

Anna  Claire  Snyder  Milford,  Director  of 
Nursing  Service  at  Richmond  Memorial 
Hospital  and  mother  of  three  active  sons 
(John,  a  seniot  at  University  of  Richmond; 
Dale  in  second  year  of  fine  arts  at  Rich- 

mond Professional  Institute;  Jim,  15,  in 

high  school),  says  "I  definitely  reject  the 
thought  of  a  quiet  old  age — couldn't  take 

it!" 
Virginia  Schiveinsberg  Hyde  often  ac- 

companies her  husband  on  business  trips 
to  L.A.  and  other  glamour  spots. 

Gretel  Trog  Simmons,  with  three  grown 
daughters  and  grandchildren,  is  now  teach- 

ing in  elementary  school  and  helping  the 

Girl   Scouts.    She   says   temptingly,   "Don't 

just    drive    through — stop."     They    live    in 
Daytona  Beach,  girls! 

Helen  Wilson  Houston's  daughter  Jean 
was  married  April  1.  Daughter  Roberta  is 
a  high  school  senior.  Both  sons  are  lawyers 
in  Pittsburgh. 

Dorothy  Taylor,  in  addition  to  her  work 
at  U.S.  Steel  Research,  devotes  her  whirl- 

wind energies  to  music,  investment  coun- 
seling and  Pilot  Club. 

Mary  Dolores  Steinecke,  living  in  Sara- 
sota, reports  a  very  satisfying  routine — 

braille,  church  and  AAUW. 

Gertrude  Russell  Lydic's  son  Clark  is  a 
sophomore  in  electrical  engineering  at 
Lafayette.  Son  Jim  is  deciding  on  which 
college  to  enter. 

Virginia  Watkins  DeMer's  husband 
Larry  is  a  hospital  administrator  in  Jack- 

sonville, Florida.  Teenage  daughter  Genie 

is  specially  interested  in  dancing.  The  De- 
Mers  family  enjoys  visits  to  Nassau. 

Eleanore  Splane  Trullinger,  on  a  recent 
sabbatical  leave,  has  been  doing  graduate 
work  at  Adelphi  University,  and  plans  to 
return  to  teaching  as  chairman  of  the 
mathematics  department,  Syosset,  L.I.  She 
and  husband  Jim  are  close  enough  to  New 
York  City  to  enjoy  the  theatre  and  opera. 
Their  two  sons  are  in  college. 

I  received  a  wonderful  letter  from  John 
A.  Sproull  writing  for  Charlotte  Wright 
Sproull,  who  has  long  been  a  hospital 
patient.  Their  daughters,  Kathleen  and 
Lucy,  are  married  and  have  children.  Son 
John  teaches  math  at  New  Kensington 
High  School.  Charlotte  sends  greetings  to 
all  her  friends  from  Torrance  State  Hospi- 

tal, Jamison  Building,  Torrance,  Pa.  15779. 

Mary  Seaver  Hewitt  and  her  Mellon 
Banker  had  a  wonderful  Christmas  and 
New  Years  holiday  in  St.  Croix,  Virgin 
Islands. 

Dorothy  Wood  Clarke's  son  Richard 
graduated  with  honors  from  Rensselaer 
(outstanding  senior,  etc.),  was  married  on 
August  20  to  Miss  Mary  Ann  Tacy,  and 

is  now  working  on  his  mastet's  degree. Barb  is  a  senior  at  Bucknell.  Among 

Dorothy's  many  pasttimes  is  volunteer  work with  American  Field  Service. 

Greetings  from  Vida  Hurst  Kerr  and 
Don  who  live  in  Murrysville  with  sons 
David  and  Andtew. 
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Mrs.  Betty  Bevan  Winkler 

710  College  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Louise  Johnson  Purnell 
(Mrs.  David) 

141  South  30th  Street 
Camp  Hill,  Pa.  17011 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Elizabeth    Kidney   Moss    (Mrs.),   Chatham 
Towers,  Apt.  4-B,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15219 

Florence  Kinley  Mercer  (Mrs.  L.  R.),  6601 
Radnor  Road,  Chevy  Chase,  Md.  20015 

Betty    Kraus    Meads     (Mrs.    William    E.), 
P.O.  Box  10272,  Phoenix,  Ariz.  85016 

Margaret  McBride  McMaster  (Mrs.  Gilbert 
B.),    Ill    Robinhead    Lane,    McMurray, 
Pa.  15317 

Betty    McCarty    Boyd     (Mrs.     Harry    J.), 
14  Line  Oaks   Road,   Sea  Pines,   Hilton 
Head  Island,  S.C.  29928 

Eugenie     Miller     Snell     (Mrs.     Charles 
42-30    Douglaston    Parkway,    L.I.,    NY 
11363 

Jane    Seaman    Berg     (Mrs.    Richard    W.) 
624   Trotwood   Circle,   Trotwood   Acre 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15241 

Anne  Specht  Lohr    (Mrs.   J.  Edgar),   62 
Villa  Grande  Avenue,  South,  St.  Peter; 
burg,  Fla.   33707 

Mary   Stanton   Borum    (Mrs.   Charles   L.)| 
80    Beach    Avenue,    Woodmont,    Conn 
06465 

Alice   Viehman   Shiffman    (Mrs.   Bernard) 
12    Pierrepont    Street,    Brooklyn,    N.Y 11201 

Mary    Watson    Seed    (Mrs.    Douglas    A.)| 
223  Main  Street,  Salem,  N.H.  03079 

Dorothy  Whitehead  Heinig   (Mrs.  William 
T.),    763    Fox    Hunt    Trail,    Deerfield III.  60015 

The  experience  of  gathering  news  for 
five  years  has  been  an  enjoyable  and  rel 
warding  one  for  your  two  secretaries.  Each 
year  we  received  more  responses  and  more 
notes  of  appreciation  from  you.  We  thank 
you  for  this  as  we  look  forward  now  to 
seeing  you  at  our  Thirtieth  Reunion  on 

June  3,  1967. 
Gretchen  Adams  Dennison  sends  appre- 

ciation and  best  wishes  to  the  class. 

Connie  Bell  Sedgwick  keeps  busy  with 
her  work  for  the  Montanari  Clinical  School 
for  emotionally  disturbed  children.  Connie 
and  son  Dwight  took  a  whitlwind  trip 
through  Switzerland  in  March  last  year. 
Dwight  was  one  of  seventeen  Georgia  Tech 
students  chosen  to  take  a  ten-week  trip  to 
Germany,  Poland  and  Russia  during  the 
summer.  He  is  a  senior  this  year  and  will 

start  on  his  master's  degree  in  the  fall. 
We  were  sorry  to  hear  of  the  passing  of 

Connie's  other  son,  Sedgie,  last  August. 
We  extend  our  deepest  sympathy  to  the 
Sedgwicks. 

Betty  Bevan  Winkler  is  busy  making 
plans  for  our  reunion.  Her  daughter  Helen 
became  engaged  at  Christmas  and  began 
working  as  a  receptionist  at  Crump  Inc.  in 
January.  Son  Henry  is  working  on  his 

master's  degree  at  Ohio  Universiry  and  will 
probably  go  into  the  service  after  the 
school  term. 

Elizabeth  Bradley  will  be  leaving  for  a 
European  vacation  on  May  26. 

Martha  Branch  Culbertson  and  husband 
had  a  wonderful  three  weeks  in  Europe 
last  April.  Her  family  boasts  two  fresh- 

men; Alan  at  Ohio  Wesleyan  and  Anne 
in  high  school.  For  Christmas  these  two 
freshmen  enrolled  their  mother  in  an 

eight-week  sewing  course,  complete  with 
textbook  and  much  homework. 

Mildred  Brown  Mclntyre's  daughter 
Claudia  was  married  in  March  last  year 
and  is  now  living  with  her  husband  in 
Montevideo,  Uruguay.  (Embassy)  Son 
Charles  is  at  home  this  year  taking  courses 
in  architecture  at  Kent  State  University. 

Mildred's  four  granddaughters  keep  her 

busy  bur  delighted.  Lowe's  "Sea-Still" — making  fresh  water  from  sea  water  aboard 
boats — was  introduced  at  the  New  York 
Boat  Show.  They  hope  for  great  things  in 
the  domestic  and  foreign  markets. 

Shirley  Campbell  Berg's  family  is  prac- 
tically grown  up.  Gretchen  is  a  private 

secretary,  attends  Northeast  Broadcast 
School,  and  hopes  to  get  into  radio  work 
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■  ': 
by  spring.  Peter  and  Geoffrey  are  at  Yale, 
junior  and  freshman  respectively.  Russ  is 
still  in  electronics  at  Avco,  and  Shirley  does 
some  substitute-teaching.  In  summer  they 
manage  several  week-end  trips  with  the 
trailer  and  without  the  young  people  who 
are  otherwise  engaged. 

Nancy  Divert  Seagren's  oldest  son,  Barry, 
is  in  his  second  year  at  Covenant  Seminary 
in  St.  Louis.  Dean,  a  junior  at  Cornell,  is 
majoring  in  physics.  Bill  is  a  ninth-grader 
at  Shady  Side  Academy. 
One  of  our  busiest  classmates  is  Elsie 

Dressier  Helsel.  Just  read  what  she  wrote! 

"I  am  busier  than  ever,  if  that  is  possible, 
but  enjoying  every  minute.  This  has  been 
a  big  writing  year  with  four  publications. 
And  I  have  a  new  job  as  Associate  Editor 
of  Mental  Retardation  Abstracts,  and  will 

'moonlight'  as  a  Consultant  to  the  MR 
Division  of  Planning  and  Grants  here  in 
Ohio  in  the  area  of  Protective  Services. 
I  have  also  been  appointed  to  the  Advisory 
Committee  of  the  MR  Division  of  the 
U.S.  Public  Health  Service  in  Washington. 
My  children  are  busy,  too.  Bill  will  prob- 

ably be  teaching  English  next  year  in 
Pennsylvania  and  living  in  our  home  there. 
Robin,  our  CP,  works  two  days  a  week  in 
the  CP  Workshop,  and  Margie  is  whizzing 
along  in  the  acceletated  program  here  in 
Upper  Arlington.  Life  has  been  very  good 

to  us  and   we  are  grateful." 
Early  in  June  Helen  Ferber  Wikert  will 

be  leaving  for  a  vacation  in  their  new 
Airstream  trailer.  Daughter  Diane  will 
graduate  from  Fox  Chapel  Area  High 
and  plans  to  enter  Pittsburgh  Art  Institute 
in  September.  Son  Ray  lives  in  Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin,  and  works  for  Pittsburgh  Plate 
Glass,  Paint  Division,  as  a  chemical  engi- 

neer. Helen  is  proud  of  her  new  grandson, 
Paul  Raymond  Wikert,  born  January  24, 
1967. 

Martha  Jane  Gerwig  Rial  was  in  New 
York  with  her  husband  when  the  blizzard 
hit.  It  was  Tuesday  evening  and  they  could 

see  any  play  they  wished!  Martha  Jane's son  Frank  is  a  roommate  of  Nancy  Divert 

Seagren's  son  Bill  at  Shady  Side  Academy. 
Fred  graduated  last  June  from  Mercersburg 
Academy  and  is  now  an  engineering  stu- 

dent at  Carnegie  Tech. 

Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell  is  already 
excited  about  seeing  everyone  at  the  re- 

union on  June  3.  At  least  twenty  of  our 
classmates  have  indicated  they  are  planning 
to  attend.  We  hope  that  many  more  will 
join  us. 

We  learned  that  Lois  Haseltine  Moses' 
son  has  graduated  from  college  and  is 
married.  James,  the  second  of  her  three 
sons,  is  in  Vietnam.  Daughter  Ann  Louise 
is  a  senior  at  Penn  Hills  High. 

Marguerite  Heggie  Bryson  and  husband 
enjoyed  a  carefree  week  in  New  York  City. 
Son  Michael  is  serving  as  editor  of  the 
Pitt  Student  Directory.  He  was  one  of 
fourteen  selected  for  the  national  leader- 

ship honorary,  Omicron  Delta  Kappa,  was 
elected  to  Student  Government  as  a  Sen- 

ator, and  will  be  the  delegate  from  Pitt's 
Chapter  to  the  Sigma  Chi  convention  in 

Miami  in  June.  And  he's  still  on  the 
Dean's  list!  Jeanie's  a  sophomore  at  Penn 
Hills  High  taking  project  English  and 
project  geometry. 

Louise  Johnson  Purnell  enjoys  working 
in  the  local  water  company  office  five  hours 
a  day.    Son  Dave  is  a  junior  at  Princeton 

and  John  is  in  sixth  grade.  Husband  Dave 
is  with  Laurel  Pipe  Line  Co. 

Betty  McCarty  Boyd  moved  from  Pitts- 
burgh to  a  beautiful  ocean  beach  and  year- 

round  golf.  When  you  get  to  South  Caro- 
lina, she  wants  you  to  stop  in  and  enjoy 

all  this  with  her. 

For  relaxation,  Margaret  McBride  Mc- 
Master  has  been  taking  piano  lessons.  She 
will  be  celebrating  the  30th  with  a  new 
house.  Ready  or  not,  the  family  is  moving 
to  McMurray  on  April  26th. 

The  most  interesting  news  came  from 
Eugenie  Miller  Snell.  She  is  now  a  pro- 

ducer with  Genesius  Productions  Inc.,  27 
Bank  Street,  New  York  City,  10014.  (If 
you  are  in  New  York,  phone  WA  4-6626). 
They  are  producing  a  play  on  Broadway  in 

October.  It  is  "Song  of  the  Grasshopper" 
by  Alfonso  Pasco,  one  of  Spain's  foremost modern  playwrights.  The  director  is 
Charles  Bowden  and  the  star  will  be  Alfred 
Drake.  They  go  into  rehearsal  on  August 
14  and  will  have  a  five-week  out-of-town 
tout  before  the  Broadway  opening.  Travel- 

ing with  Charles  has  been  exciting,  too. 
He  was  promoted  to  Manager  Line  Services 
for  all  Burler  Aviation  last  fall.  They  were 
stuck  in  the  great  snow  of  Chicago  and 
then  again  in  Boston.  We  hope  they  had 
sunshine   on   the   West   Coast   in    February. 

Margaret  Peebles  Knauerhause  enjoys 
working  part  time  for  her  local  Cable  TV 
Company.  Son  Erik  is  a  freshman  at  Penn 
State,  Vicki  a  junior  in  high  school,  and 
Suzanne  in  ninth  grade.  They  will  be 
moving  to  Chillicothe,  Ohio  about  June   1. 

Jane  Phifer  Gwyer's  son  Gwilym  is 
home  from  his  tour  of  duty  with  the  Navy 
and  is  working.  Jane  wishes  she  knew  how 
to  write  a  book  so  she  could  record  some 
of  his   hilarious  experiences. 

Jean  Phillips  Horn  is  enjoying  her  job 
as  medical  secrerary.  Her  husband  is  sales 
manager  of  Southern  Fabricating  Company. 

In  June,  1966,  son  Jack  received  his  mas- 
ter's in  industrial  engineering,  and  he  and 

his  wife  moved  to  Smyrna,  Georgia,  where 
he  is  employed  as  an  operations  analyst  for 
Lockheed  Aircraft.  Their  daughter,  Cynthia 
Leigh,  was  born  on  December  17,  1966. 

Jean's  daughter  Janice  is  still  attending  the 
University  of  Alabama. 

Martha  Potter  Koerner  and  husband  Vic 

are  trying  to  keep  up  with  a  growing  fam- 
ily. Their  daughter  Terry,  a  bio-chemist, 

is  working  in  Boston.  Fred  is  in  his  third 
year  at  Monmouth  College,  and  Jim  is  in 
his  third  year  at  Mt.  Lebanon  High  School. 

1966  was  highlighted  for  Kay  Pyle  by  a 
trip  to  Mexico  City  and  to  Yucatan  where 
she  accumulated  much  interesting  material 
on  the  Aztecs  and  Mayas,  which  she  puts 
to  good  use  in  her  Latin  American  geogra- 

phy classes. 
Helen  Royston  Hollingsworth  and  fam- 

ily were  moving  to  Portland,  Oregon,  in 
March.  Helen  regrets  that  she  will  have 
to   miss   the  reunion. 
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Dorothy  Sargent  Garrison  has  two  sons 
in  the  Navy.  Tom,  who  is  married  now, 
is  in  a  data  system  school  in  San  Francisco, 
and  Bob  is  a  hospital  corpsman  stationed 
in  Japan.  Dot  and  Wally  flew  to  San 
Francisco  for  a  week  at  Thanksgiving.  Dot 
continues  her  teaching  at  Wilkinsburg 
High  School. 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling,  encouraged  by  her 
family,  is  still  absorbed  in  oil  painting  at 
the  Cleveland  Institute  of  Art.  Judy,  a 
sophomore  at  Wellesley,  took  two  of  her 

mother's  paintings  back  to  school  with  het. 
Pete  is  in  ninth  grade. 

We  extend  our  deep  sympathy  to  Naomi 
Sayre  Steck  whose  father  died  while  visit- 

ing Naomi  in  September.  He  was  buried 
near  his  home  in  Miami,  Florida.  Betty 
Mahood  Arthurs  and  her  husband  repre- 

sented all   Naomi's  friends  down  there. 
E/sa  Stiefelmaier  Talbott  sent  no  news 

this  time  but  "got  the  ball  rolling"  by  en- 
closing a  check  toward  our  class  gift. 

Lillian  Taylor  Franz  and  Bill  enjoyed 

an  October  vacation  in  the  Smoky  Moun- 
tains and  North  and  South  Carolina.  En- 

route  home,  Lillian  talked  on  the  phone 

with  Mary  Yellig  Early's  daughter.  Betty 
Grace  Maxwell,  Martha  Torrence,  Betty 
Williams.  Betty  Winkler  and  Lillian  had 
an  enjoyable  holiday  dinner  at  the  Top  of 
the  Towers. 

Thayer  Thompson  Russ  writes  that  her 

son  Eddie  is  studying  for  his  master's  de- 
gree at  Pitt.  He,  Marianne  and  grand- 

daughter live  close  by. 

Mary  Travers  Scott's  daughter  Nancy 
was  married  on  June  4,  1966,  to  Glenn 
Jenks.  He  has  entered  the  Episcopal  Semi- 

nary in  Philadelphia  and  Nancy  is  teaching 
in  the  School  for  The  Deaf  in  Philadelphia. 
In  February  Mary  visited  her  other  daugh- 

ter in  Midland,  Michigan,  and  spent  some 
time  with  Mary  Jane  Addy  Braley  while 
her  daughter  was  teaching. 

Mary  Watson  Seed  is  president  of  United 
Church  Women  in  Greater  Lawrence,  New 
Hampshire.  This,  with  her  candy  business, 
keeps  her  very  busy.  Kathy,  a  senior  in 
high  school,  plans  to  go  to  college. 

Olive  Wilson  has  withdrawn  from  social 
activities  to  work  intensively  on  the  several 
books  she  has  written  about  her  art  work, 
and  which  she  illustrates  with  her  own 

colored  photographs.  However,  as  a  dele- 
gate, she  attended  the  national  convention 

of  the  Colonial  Dames  of  the  Seventeenth 
Century   in  Washington,   D.C.,  this   spring. 
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Alma  Mocker  Bacon 

(Mrs.  William) 
Box  49,  R.R-  #1 

Clayton,  Ohio  45315 

Elizabeth  Pensom   Fox 
(Mrs.  Gerald) 

335  Churchill  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary   Jane   Kerr   Leonard    (Mrs.    Rowland 
K.),    1218    Whitby    Road,    Richmond, 
Va.  23227 

Mabel  King   Weitzel    (Mrs.  C.  E.),   2544 
Edgewood  Road,  Bridgeville,  Pa.  15017 

Hortense    Norton    Seedlock     (Mrs.    Robert 

F.),    Quarters     60,    Fort    Bel  voir,     Va. 22060 
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Alma  reporting: 

Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  is  really  enjoying 
Japan,  where  her  husband  is  with  Alcoa. 
She  has  traveled  a  lot  in  Japan  and  South- 

east Asia  this  past  year;  has  taken  courses 
in  Japanese  dollmaking,  woodcarving,  flow- 

er arranging  and  brush  painting;  and  for  a 
while  taught  English  at  a  Japanese  high 
school.  She  is  looking  forward  to  our  next 
reunion,  even   from  Japan! 

Peg  Cooper  Uptegraff's  daughter  #1 
received  her  master's  degree  at  Pitt  and 
was  married  in  June  1966  at  Heinz  Chapel, 
with  the  reception  at  Mellon  Hall  because 

she  was  graduated  from  Chatham.  Daugh- 
ter #2  is  in  pre-med  at  Penn  State.  The 

twins,  12,  will  join  their  parents  for  the 
Chautauqua  1967  season.  Five  of  the 
Uptegraffs  (#1  was  busy  elsewhere)  flew 
in  their  Piper  Aztec  to  Freeport,  Nassau, 

etc.,  last  March.  They  hope  to  go  to  Mex- 
ico this  year. 

Kay  Cuthbert  Hardee  sent  a  Christmas 

letter  she  started  in  1960,  but  couldn't  find 
time  to  finish  until  1966.  During  this 
time  she  was  for  a  while  the  medical  di- 

rector of  the  Bryn  Mawr  Treatment  Coun- 
cil for  Alcoholics,  one  of  the  first  of  its 

kind  using  public  health  nurses  and  family 
doctors.  She  and  Pearson  spend  their  vaca- 

tions on  their  cruiser,  which  they  bought 
in  1964,  and  have  made  many  ftiends 
among  the  boat  owners  who  belong  to  the 
U.S.  Power  Squadron.  Owning  a  springer 
spaniel  has  led  to  the  development  of 
another  hobby — entering  dog  shows,  not 
for  breed  but  for  obedience. 

June  Feick  helped  her  parents  celebrate 
their  fifty-fifth  wedding  anniversary  in  De- 

cember. The  low  balance  in  our  class  sav- 
ings account  bothers  June. 

Mary  Gregg  Stockton's  daughters  are 
both  students  at  Carnegie  Tech,  where 
Mary  still  works. 

Betty  Hobbs  Dougherty  had  just  re- 
turned to  McKeesport  from  British  Hon- 

duras where  the  family  goes  each  year  for 
light  tackle  fishing.  Her  oldest  son  has 
been  married  four  years,  her  daughter  for 
two  years,  and  one  son  remains  at  home. 
The  family  planned  to  return  to  British 
Honduras  this  spring,  and  to  go  to  Norway 
in  July. 

Millicent  Hoyt  Faison  flew  to  Mexico 
City  recently  with  her  husband  for  a  week. 
Later  a  camping  trip  was  planned  for  the 
sake  of  their  son,   10,  and  daughter,  7. 

Esther  Jackson  spent  a  week  in  Puerto 
Rico  last  summer.  Her  mother  lives  near 
Esther  now,  in  Silver  Spring,  Maryland. 

Jean  Keenan  Farrill  is  still  teaching 
second  grade  near  Cleveland.  Her  oldest 
daughter  is  finishing  her  doctorate  after 
getting  a   two-year   $10,000   fellowship. 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  is  having  a 
memorable  year  or  two.  Last  April  Row- 

land became  executive  director  of  the 
United  Givers  Fund  of  Richmond,  Henrico 
and  Chesterfield  Counties.  The  family 
moved  to  Richmond  in  September,  one 
daughter  was  married  in  December,  and 
another  daughter  will  be  married  in  August. 

Genevieve  Love  Smith  is  still  teaching 
at  Point  Park  College,  which  has  become 

a  four  year  institution.  Genevieve's  new 
spelling  program  was  published  by  Apple- 
ton-Century  Crafts  last  spring  and  is  doing 
well. 

The  class  extends  deep  sympathy  to 
Letilia  Mahajjey  Andree  whose  father  died 
January  13.  Letitia  is  still  teaching  at 
Liberty  School. 
Amy  McBride  Bell  continues  to  enjoy 

life  in  Lewisburg.  In  her  spare  time  she 
is  learning  to  play  the  organ. 

You'll  notice  that  Alma  Mocker  Bacon's 
address  has  been  changed  back  to  the  old 
one  in  Clayton,  Ohio.  We  returned  last 
December  after  sixteen  months  in  Ankara, 
Turkey,  where  my  husband  was  General 
Social  Welfare  Adviser  to  the  Republic  of 
Turkey  for  the  United  Nations.  Our  three 
children  attended  school  there.  We  found 
living  in  a  different  culture  completely 
fascinating.  Last  summer  we  spent  a  month 
driving  through  Eastern  Europe.  In  eastern 
Czechoslovakia  we  visited  four  villages 
looking  for  relatives  who  might  have 
stayed  behind  even  after  seventy  years  but 

didn't  really  expect  to  find  anyone.  Much 
to  our  surprise  we  found  my  mother's 
uncle,  his  son,  wife  and  two  children — 
relatives  I  had  never  known  about.  Then 
we  visited  with  Jarmila  in  Prague.  She  is 
fine,  looks  very  well,  and  finally  got  the 
chance  to  do  what  she  always  talked  about 

doing  back  in  1936-37 — she  showed  me 
her  beautiful  city  of  Prague.  Her  husband 
and  her  son  are  well,  too.  She  asked  about 
everyone  and  she  wants  to  be  remembered. 

Beth  reporting: 

Ellen  Morehead  Lewis'  oldest  son  Eric 
is  at  the  University  of  South  Carolina. 
Lance  is  a  junior  in  high  school,  and 
Bruce  is  a  freshman,  showing  a  keen  interest 
in  electronics.  Ellen  spends  much  of  her 

time  doing  Bill's  office  work. 
Hortense  Norton  Seedlock  is  the  new 

"first  lady"  at  Fort  Belvoir,  Virginia,  where 
Maj.  Gen.  Seedlock  recently  became  com- 

manding general  of  the  U.S.  Army  Engi- 
neer Center  and  Fort  Belvoir.  Bob,  Jr.  and 

his  wife  came  for  Christmas  from  Fort 
Carson,  Colorado,  on  their  way  to  Fort  Ben 
Harrison,  Indiana,  and  then  to  U.S.  Army, 
Hawaii.  Beth  paid  a  later  visit  to  Quarters 
60,  coming  from  Anchorage  where  she 
works  at  Headquarters,  U.S.  Army,  Alaska. 
Walter  is  a  sophomore  at  Virginia  Poly- 

technic Institute,  and  Marion,  the  youngest, 
is  a  high  school  junior. 

Lillian  McFetridge  Wilson  has  been  busy 

the  past  two  years  as  president  of  the  Uni- 
versity of  Virginia  Hospital  Auxiliary. 

They  had  Bob  Hope  for  a  benefit  perform- 
ance and  raised  $20,000  to  furnish  the 

new-born  special  care  unit  at  the  hospital. 
Florence  Ray  reports  that  she  continues 

to  enjoy  Seattle  and  the  University  of 
Washington  where  Medicare,  Poverty,  and 
Civil  Rights  Programs  make  great  demands 
on  the  School  of  Social  Work. 

Florence  Smith  Hess  and  her  youngest 
daughter  expect  to  pay  a  visit  to  Chatham 
this  spring.  Her  oldest  child  will  enter 
medical  school  in  the  fall,  and  her  second 

daughter  is  at  Duke  where  she  is  a  class- 

mate of  Betty  Slocum  Haldeman's  daugh- 
ter. 

Betty  Speer  Schenck  is  enjoying  her  new 
role  as  a  grandmother.  Daughter  Gretchen 
will  be  graduated  in  June  from  Denison, 
and  plans  to  enter  graduate  school  in  the 
fall. 

Betti  Rindlaub  Lord  is  teaching  remedial 
speech  in  Philadelphia,  and  also  has  private 
clients.    Betty  visited  with  Esther  Jackson 

while  attending  a  convention  in  Washinj 
ton,  DC,  and  enjoyed  seeing  Madge  Mill 
Eulenstein  and  Virginia  Gunning  when  si 
was  in  Pittsburgh  last  summer. 

Ruth  Ross  Duer  is  in  charge  of  six  cas 
workers  and  a  secretary-receptionist  at  tl 
new  St.  Helena  branch  office  of  the  We 

fare  Department. 
Rose  Marie  Weller  Black  reports  th: 

their  daughter  Marjorie,  a  senior  at  Wii 
Chester  Thurston,  was  chosen  as  her  schooll 
representative  in  the  American  Field  Se 
vice  Summer  Abroad  Program.  She  spei 
two  months  with  a  German  family  nei 

Hamburg,  an  enriching  and  rewarding  e:' perience.  Harry  III,  a  junior  at  Alleghenj 
was  his  college  conference  wrestling  chan, 
pion  last  year.  Rosemary  is  in  first  gradi 
Posie  is  secretary  of  three  organization 
and  is  busy  with  college  visitations. 

Helen  Starkey  Dixon  reports  nothin 
but  snow-digging  in  Chicago  this  winte 

and  Ruth    Wyant  Riggs  just  says  "Hello. 
Doris  Chatto  Kimball  is  working  for  a 

interior  decorator  in  the  old  Edgewoo 
Station,  and  will  be  doing  the  buying  fo 
a  new  gift  shop  in  the  old  baggage  roorr 
Molly  is  12,  Rich  10,  and  Amy  8. 

Many  thanks  for  sending  your  cards  bac 
so  promptly.  We  are  still  in  Pittsburgh 
but  Jerry  is  now  busy  with  the  constructioi 

of  the  new  steel  plant  in  Midland.  Charle' 
is   a   happy  first-grader. 

41 Mary  Bertha  Richard 
414  Brilliant  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1521: 

Ruth  Strickland  Clarl 
(Mrs.  Chester  H.) 

Cat  Rock  Road,  Box  2( 

Garrison,  N.Y.  1052^ 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  (Mrs.  James  L.) 
5026  Allisonville  Road,  Indianapolis 
Ind.  46205 

Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber  (Mrs.  Rob- 
ert A.),  185  MacAlpine  Road,  Ellicoti 

City,  Md.  21043 
Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  (Mrs.  Johr. 

H.),  Longfellow  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa 
15215 

Ruth  reporting: 

Our  sympathy  goes  to  Betty  Annt 
Bacon  Kerestes  whose  husband  passed  awaj 
in  January.  Did  you  know  that  Betty 

Anne's  daughter  Margaret  is  a  freshman  ai Chatham? 

Jeanne  Anne  Ayres  Widgery  was  one 
of  the  eight  who  attended  our  twenty-fifth 
reunion  in  June.  We  all  were  so  delighted 
about  her  new  book,  The  Adversary,  and 
went  home  with  autographed  copies.  The 

Widgery's  summer  plans  include  a  trip  tc 

England  and  Wales  to  visit  Rolande's  fam- ily. While  there,  Jeanne  Anne  will  da 
research  for  her  new  novel  which  is  one- 
third  done  already!    56,000  words! 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  thinks  she  may 
write  a  book  on  how  to  empty  old  houses 
and  remodel  apartments.  She  and  Jim 
moved  after  twenty  years  in  the  same 
house.  Immediately  afterwards  she  had  tc 
empty  the  house  she  was  born  in,  as  an 

encore!  We  are  sorry  to  hear  that  Jim's 
mother  died,  and  that  Alice's  mother  is 
very  ill. 
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Elizabeth  Frey  Wicke  is  delighted  with 
her  job  as  a  social  worker  with  neglected 
children.  She  also  works  at  being  a  wife 
and  mother,  which  also  suits  her  just  fine! 

Dotlie  Geschuindt  Schieber  and  Bob  are 
back  in  Baltimore  where  they  started 

twenty-five  years  ago.  Bob  is  Plant  Man- 
ager at  the  Westinghouse  Molecular  Divi- 

sion. Son  David  graduates  from  seminary 
in  May,  and  oldest  daughter  Jan  is  mar- 

ried and  lives  in  Ohio.  Linda,  the  young- 
est, is  a  sophomore.  Dottie  was  sorry  to 

miss  our  twenty-fifth  reunion,  and  really 
doesn't  feel  that  old! 

Also  sorry  not  to  have  been  here  is 
Jean  Hammer  Schoman.  Husband  Earl 
has  two  church  charges,  and  Nancy  is  tops 
in  fifth  grade.  The  only  subject  Jean 

hasn't  taught  is  Shop  in  her  duties  as  sub- stitute teacher! 

Natalie  Lambing  Paige  and  her  mother 
toured  England,  Scotland,  and  Ireland  by 
car,  and  came  home  with  a  Border  Terrier 
by  the  name  of  Hanley  Castle,  but  called 
Annie.  Being  lovers  of  the  sea,  the  Paige 
family  stays  afloat  as  much  as  possible. 
Natalie  and  Peter  took  a  trip  down  the 
Inland  Waterway  last  October.  Betsy  Col- 
baugh  Mahaffey  was  visiting  so  there  was 
much  catching  up  on  news.  Son  Peter  is  a 
sophomore  at  the  University  of  New 
Hampshire,  Douglas  in  his  last  year  at 
Choat,  and  Lee  will  go  to  boarding  school 
next  year. 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  now  lives 
across  the  street  from  her  roommate  Jean 
McGowan  Marshall.  Jack  is  Chairman  of 
Liberal  Arts  and  Sciences  Department  of 
Point  Park  College,  and  they  are  grand- 

parents! Linn  had  a  son  November  18, 
1966,  James  Eric  Bowman.  Ted  is  some- 

where on  the  "Shark,"  the  nuclear  sub- marine. 

Carol  Martin  is  another  who  was  sorry 
to  have  missed  the  twenty-fifth.  She  took 
the  Roamer  Tour  and  visited  Ottawa, 
Montreal  and  Quebec  for  a  lovely  vacation 
last  summer. 

When  Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner  wrote, 
the  big  Chicago  snow  had  fallen,  and  they 
were  digging  their  way  out.  Ted,  17,  grad- 

uated in  June,  and  is  college  searching. 
Christopher,  13,  and  Sandy,  12,  are  in 
junior  high.  A  trip  to  Jamaica  was  planned 
for  April. 

Adelaide  Mitchell  Hughes,  our  globe- 
trotter, on  her  way  back  from  Australia, 

stopped  in  Honolulu  to  see  Helen  Weller 
Tkach.  Husband  Jim  travels  a  lot,  so  Mitch 
goes  on  one  or  two  overseas  jaunts  a  year. 
In  May  she  is  off  to  Europe.  (When  you 
are  in  New  York,  Mitch,  give  me  a  call. 

I'm  only  40  miles  north).  Son  Jim  is  in 
first  year  medical  school  at  Stanford. 

Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg's  daughter 
Beth  is  married,  and  son  John  will  be  off 
to  college  in  the  fall. 

Ruth  Gracy  Suttner  is  still  teaching  fifth 
grade,  and  has  three  high-schoolers.  Living 
in  California,  she  wanted  to  brag  about  the 
weather,  but  then  it  started  to  rain,  buckets, 

as  she  was  writing.  You  can't  win  them all! 

As  for  Ruth  Strickland  Clark  ('tis  I) 
my  roaming  days  are  about  over.  Chet 
retires  from  the  Air  Force  in  June  as  a 
Lt.  Col.  after  twenty  years  of  active  duty. 
I  should  write  a  book  on  what  it  is  like 

to  move  29  times  in  25  years!    Pam  grad- 

uated from  Parsons  College  in  February, 
and  plans  to  substitute  teach  until  June. 
Then  we  are  going  to  Europe  to  visit  all 
the  lovely  friends  we  made  during  our  five 

years  there. 

Mary  Bertha  reporting: 

Our  25th  was  the  best  reunion  yet,  al- 
though only  nine  classmates  attended,  plus 

seven  husbands.  We  were  delighted  to 
have  Miss  Marks  as  our  guest  at  both 
luncheon  and  dinner.  Following  the  lunch- 

eon, Jean  Marshall  presented  our  Class 
Reunion  Gift  of  $1,455.84  to  President 
Eddy.  It  represented  contributions  from 
86%  of  the  class  membership,  and  has 

been  put  to  good  use  in  the  newly  reno- 
vated Buhl  Science  Hall.  The  reunion 

wound  up — as  all  '41  reunions  seem  to 
do — at  Jean  and  Butch  Marshall's  home where  we  saw  movies  of  our  graduation 
day,  courtesy  of  Ruth  Strickland  Clark  and 
Chet,  who  had  taken  the  pictures.  The 
Clarks  and  the  movies,  after  25  years,  had 
finally  caught  up  with  a  reunion.  It  was  a 
great  day,  and  we  thank  the  Marshalls  for 
rheir  hospitality  and  the  Clarks  for  the 

entertainment  and  the  "late,  late  show." 
A  word  to  the  many  who  missed  the  25th: 

Come  and  have  fun  in  '71! 
Eleanor  Asp  Stahl  has  completed  a  phi- 

losophy of  education  course  at  Utica  Col- 
lege and  is  teaching  business  subjects  at 

Rome  Academy.  John  is  industrial  rela- 

tions and  personnel  manager  of  Alcoa's Rome  Cable  Division.  Son  John  is  a  high 
school  junior,  and  daughter  Carol  teaches 
English  in  Norwich,  New  York,  while 

working  on  her  master's. 
Dorothy  Goff  Stiteler  is  using  her  col- 

lege Spanish  while  an  exchange  student 
from  Chile  is  living  with  them  this  year. 

He  is  their  youngest  son's  age  and  fits  into 
the  family  quite  well.  In  June  they  went 
to  San  Diego  to  the  wedding  of  their  Air 
Force  son,  and  could  not  attend  reunion. 

Jane  Pierce  Eaton  and  Pat  celebrated 
their  25th  Anniversary  with  a  month  in 
Europe.  Patty  was  studying  in  Italy  all 
summer,  so  three  Eatons  had  a  family  re- 

union in  Rome.  Sons  John  and  David  are 
in  Fairbanks,  Alaska  and  Bowling  Green, 
Ohio,  respectively.  Pat  was  in  a  serious 
automobile  accident  in  October,  but  has 
now  nearly  recovered  from  head  injuries 
and  multiple  facial  fractures.  Jane  is  teach- 

ing a  class  of  21   third-graders. 
Mildred  Rudinsky  Kochanski  continues 

to  plod  towatd  a  master's  in  elementary education,  no  small  job  with  three  active 
sons  aged  4,  6,  and   15. 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz's  son  David  is 
an  enthusiastic  second-grader.  John  is  tak- 

ing night  courses  toward  an  M.B.A.,  and 
Eleanor  continues  in  social  work. 

Jane  Shidemantle  Cross'  tentative  sum- 
mer plans  call  for  camp  for  the  girls  and 

a  trip  to  Europe  for  Jane  and  Bob,  depend- 
ing on  his  summer  research  program. 

Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz  is  so  sorry  she  and 
Ed  missed  reunion.  They  were  in  Biloxi 
that  week  and  could  not  juggle  dates  and 
planes  and  sitters  to  include  Pittsburgh 
and  Chatham. 

Julia  Wells  Jackson  writes:  "I  ran  into 
Pat  Kent  Alter  at  parent's  weekend  at 
Washington  and  Lee  last  fall.  We  were 
each  visiting  our  student  sons.  It  was  so 
nice  to  see  Pat  again  who  is  as  charming 

as  ever."  We  heartily  agree  with  those sentiments. 

Charlotte  Wolf  Beckman's  daughter 
Mary  is  now  an  R.  N.  at  Toledo  Hospital. 
Carl,  17,  is  a  high  school  junior  and  works 
for  a  veterinarian  in  his  free  time,  while 
Alan,  almost   11,  is  enduring   5th  grade. 

Sue  Woolridge  Fishburn's  answer  was 
short  and  sweet:  "No  news  is  good  news! 

Just  plain   busy,  that's  all." I,  Mary  Bertha,  enjoyed  a  wonderful 
fall  vacation  in  Virginia  and  North  Caro- 

lina which  included  another  visit  to  Wil- 
liamsburg and  the  Smokies.  The  Outer 

Banks  were  a  new  part  of  the  world  to  me 
and  the  best  part  of  the  trip. 

Thanks  for  the  mail.  It's  truly  a  delight 
to  receive,  and  I  enjoy  every  reply.  Only 

one  complaint.  You  guessed  it — not  enough 

replies.  So  let's  get  with  it  the  next  time 
the  postman  brings  your  Class  News  post 
card.  Like  Christmas,  it  comes  but  once 

a  year   .   .   .! 

43 
Patricia  Blue  Byers 

(Mrs.  C.  A.) 
121    Race    Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15218 

Dorothy   Marshall   Autore 
(Mrs.  Joseph  J.) 

313    Hastings    Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sara    Birrell    Niedringhaus     (Mrs.    Clark), 
4677     Norma     Drive,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 15236 

Elizabeth    Esler    Duncan    (Mrs.    William), 
506  Roslyn  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Elizabeth  Maroney  Aiello    (Mrs.  William), 
192    Loma    Del    Escolar,    Los    Alamos, 
N.  Mex.  87544 

Dorothy   Minneci  McCabe    (Mrs.   John   J., 
Jr.),   133   Penham   Lane,  Pittsburgh,   Pa. 15208 

Marian    Teichman    McKone    (Mrs.    Joseph 

F.),  USDLG  Indonesia,  APO  San  Fran- 
cisco, Calif.  96356 

Claranne    Von    Fossen    Johnson    (Mrs.    R. 
Curtis),    1400   Mariposa   Street,  Boulder, 
Colo.   80302 

Louise  Wallace  Menges  (Mrs.  Robert  H.), 
1912   Alta   Vista   Avenue,   Munster,   Ind. 
46321 

Jean  Archer  Rothermel's  second  son 
spent  last  summer  in  France,  and  this  sum- 

mer the  Rothermels  will  have  a  French 

teenager  living  with  them.  In  the  mean- 
time, Jean  is  back  at  college  studying 

library  science. 

Mary  Campbell  Eckhardt  is  busy  with 
their  anrique  business.  Daughter  Lynne 
works  in  Wilmington,  Delaware,  and  son 
Robert  expects  to  enter  Harvard  in  the 
fall.  A  sailing  trip  around  the  Exuma 
Islands  in  the  Bahamas  is  being  planned. 

Two  weddings  this  year  for  Nancy  Doerr 
Wilson — one  daughter  married  last  June 
and  another  to  be  married  in  May.  A 
German  boy  has  lived  with  them  this  year, 
attending  school   with  their  son   Rick. 

Janice  Goldblum  is  curriculum  consul- 
tant in  the  central  administrative  offices  of 

the  Los  Angeles  school  district. 

Louise  Haldeman  Richardson 's  daughter 
Barbara  was  married  in  April  1966.  Four- 

teen-year-old Cindy  was  hospitalized  as  the 
result  of  a  tobagganing  accident. 
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Claire  Horwitz  Klein,  busy  with  com- 
munity activities,  was  on  the  program  for 

Carnegie  Library  Biennial  Program  Services 
Institute.  Sons  Alan  and  Evan  are  16  and 
11,  respectively. 

Eleanor  Keffer  Hoon  and  Bill  enjoyed  an 
Indian  Summer  cruise  on  the  Queen  Eliza- 
beth. 

Marian  Lambie  Arnheim's  sons  are 
both  freshmen  this  year,  David  at  Yale, 
and  Dan  at  Shady  Side  Academy.  Daughter 
Louise  is  in  fifth  grade  at  Linden  School 
and   studies  ballet  at  Chatham. 

Altbea  Lowe  McCalmont  is  chairman  of 
the  behavioral  sciences  department  at  Point 
Park   College. 

Amy  McKay  Core,  in  her  capacity  as 
Alumnae  Fund  Chairman,  expresses  her 
appreciation  for  the  help  of  the  many 
classmates  who  worked  on  the  1966-67 
campaign. 

Nina  Maley  Ross'  children  range  in  age from    19   to   9- 

Connie  Meyer  Waldschmidt's  three  sons 
are  Chad,  a  freshman  at  Hillsdale  College 
in  Michigan,  Bob,  a  sophomore  at  Fox 
Chapel  High  School,  and  the  youngest  who 
belongs  to  The  Idlers — three  guitars,  drum 
and  singer — who  practice  at  home.  Sum- 

mers are  spent  at  Conneaut  Lake. 

Two  trips  to  New  York  is  Jeannette 

Myers  Erler's  news  this  year. 
Dorothy  Minneci  McCabe,  after  moving 

from  Le  Roi  Road  to  Penham  Lane, 
planned  a  trip  to  Florida  in  March.  Daugh- 

ter Patti  is  a  junior  at  Winchester-Thurston. 

Two  sons,  15  and  10,  and  two  daughters, 
13  and  7,  keep  Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley 
busier  now  than  when  they  were  youngsters. 

Janet  Ross,  still  with  the  West  Area 
YWCA,  traveled  to  California  last  summer 

by  way  of  the  Trans-Canada  Highway,  and 

visited  her  sister,  Ruth  Duer,  '39,  in  St. Helena. 

Mary  Schweppe  Hoffman's  three  daugh- 
ters went  in  as  many  different  directions 

last  summer — Mimi  to  France,  Mary  to 
Chautauqua,  and  Becky  to  summer  school. 

Prisculla  Sweet  Bentley  reports  a  busy 
family.  One  son  is  a  junior  at  Clemson 
University;  the  other  will  graduate  from 
Westminster  School  for  Boys  in  June. 
Husband  Bob,  a  civilian  after  22  years  in 
the  Navy,  is  personnel  officer  at  the  new 
Georgia  Mental  Health  Institute;  and 
Priscilla  is  chairman  of  the  English  de- 

partment at  Dykes  High  School. 

Peggy  Suppes  Yingling's  daughter  Ann 
is  married  and  teaches  sixth  grade  in 
Bethel  Park,  and  June  and  Molly  will 
graduate  from  high  school  and  junior 
high  in  June. 

A  June  1966  move  to  Indiana,  following 

Bob's  transfer  in  March,  was  the  big  event 
for  Louise  Wallace  Menges  last  year. 
Daughter  Merrily,  now  a  senior  at  Indiana 
University,  studied  in  Sweden  and  Russia 
last  summer.  Sally  is  working  for  a  year 
before  starting  to  college,  Bobby  is  a  jun- 

ior at  Munster  High  School,  and  David 
is  in  kindergarten.  Louise  returned  to 
Pittsburgh  in  December  to  attend  the 
Chemical  Society  dinner  honoring  her 
father. 

Marion  Kieffer  Arnold's  sons  are  Mike, 
17,  and  Doug,  14.  Husband  Tom  works 
with  the  computer  recently  installed  in  the 

lab    at    Vanderbilt    Hospital    Clinical    Re- 
search Center. 

Gloria  Silverstein  Goldberg  and  her  hus- 
band celebrated  their  twentieth  anniversary 

with  a  Scandinavian  trip.  Gloria  is  work- 

ing part  time  as  a  teacher's  aid  in  a  learn- ing center  for  educationally  disadvantaged 
children. 

Peggy  Wragg  Bender's  family  is  growing 
up.  Allen  and  John  are  junior  and  fresh- 

man at  University  of  Southern  Florida; 
Jane  is  a  high  school  junior;  Roy,  Jr.  is 
in  junior  high  school,  and  Robin  in  sixth 

grade. I,  Pat  Byers,  have  four-year-old  Chuckie 
at  home,  while  Paul  is  a  junior  and  Kris  a 
sophomore  in  high  school.  Dorothy  Au- 
tore's  help  in  preparing  the  class  news  is 
very  much  appreciated,  considering  how 
busy  she  is  with  five  youngsters,  the  young- 

est just  three.  It  is  not  too  soon  to  begin 
thinking  about  our  25th  reunion   in   1968. 

45 Martha  Cox  Hartman 
(Mrs.  Howard   N.) 
1635  Thomas  Road 
Wayne,  Pa.   19087 

Patsy    Speers    Bradley 
(Mrs.  Charles  C.) 

1004  Wilde  Avenue 
Drexel  Hill,  Pa.  19026 

MARRIAGE 

Virginia  Volkay  to  Grenville  K.   McVikar, 
July  29,   1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Virginia  Alexander  McKeag    (Mrs.  Charles 
E.),    14   Huyler   Road,   Somerville,  N.J. 
08876 

Jane  Beck  Jameson    (Mrs.   William),    137 
Woodlawn  Drive,  Westfield,  Pa.  16950 

Hertha  Bergmann  Caylor    (Mrs.  John   S. ), 
2906  Mude  Street,  Riverside,  California 
92506 

Virginia    Harper    Dale     (Mrs.    Lewis    C), 
640     McKee     Avenue,     Monessen,     Pa. 
15062 

Edith  Succop  Dibble   (Mrs.  Theodore  R.), 
878  Calle  Yucca,  Thousand  Oaks,  Calif. 

91360 
Jane  Wood  Ziercher  (Mrs.  Jack),  53  Pow- 

hatan Path,  Oakland,  N.J.  07436 

Mary  Jane  Youngling  Tygard   (Mrs.  Ralph 
E.),     1201    McKenna    Way,    R.D.    #7, 
Greensburg,  Pa.   15601 

Janny  Beck  Jameson's  daughter  Priscilla 
is  a  freshman  at  Chatham,  as  is  my  daugh- 

ter Pam.  Both  girls  report  Chatham  is  the 

"greatest."  Janny  is  doing  some  substitute- 
teaching  and  Bill  is  president  of  the  school 
board.    Their  sons  are  12  and  16. 

Janet  Brewster  Reynolds'  husband  John 
is  now  at  Lockport  Sears  (that  romantic 
little  town),  but  they  have  not  moved  as 

yet. 

Professional  work  plus  being  United 
States  Representative  for  Paris  American 
Academy  of  Music  is  keeping  Pauline 
Basenko  Thomas  busy.  Her  daughters, 
Paula,  15  and  Lilli,  11,  are  also  musically 
active.  Pauline  expects  to  make  her  first 
trip  abroad   this   summer. 

Helen  Cleiver  Armstrong  is  still  teach- 
ing fifth  grade,  and  Marion  Coben  is  still 

playing  the  piano,  both  happy  in  what 
they  are  doing. 

Miriam  Davis  Schellhaas'  daughters  are 
both  in  high  school,  and  the  older  one 
was  Homecoming  Queen  last  fall. 

Harriet  Fleming  Muryn  is  busy  trying 
to  keep  up  with  her  boys  aged   14  and  11. 

The  Pasadena  Star  News  can  now  boast 
of  having  our  Louise  Flood  Egan  as  a 
columnist. 

June  Collins  Hopkins'  son  Bill,  and 
Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout's  daughter  Sue 
were  both  American  Field  Service  Ex- 

change Students  last  summer,  Bill  in  Tur- 
key and  Sue  in  Germany  and  Italy.  In 

January,  Sue  represented  New  Jersey  at 
the  Youth  in  Government  Week  in  Wash- 

ington, and  Bill  represented  Maine. 

Barbara  Hansen  Cummings'  daughter 
Suzanne  will  be  an  exchange  student  this 
summer   in   Holland. 

Janet  K.  Kennedy  has  been  in  Boston 
since  1948.  She  arrived  as  a  graduate 
student  in  social  work  from  Smith,  and 
for  the  past  fifteen  years  has  been  at  the 

Judge  Baker  Guidance  Center — a  children's 
psychiatric  clinic.  For  the  past  eight-and- 
a-half  years  she  has  helped  to  run  its  resi- 

dential treatment  center. 

The  Skating  Club  Carnival,  with  300- 
400  costumes,  has  Audry  Heston  Kidder 

going  in  circles,  or  maybe  it's  figure  eights. 
Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh,  with  Kenny  and 

the  children,  went  to  Mexico  for  Easter. 
Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  had  a  quick  ten-day 
trip  to  London  with  Jack  last  fall,  and 
spent  Christmas  with  the  family  in  Mon- 
tego  Bay,  Jamaica. 

Edith  Succop  Dibble  expects  to  move  in 
June.     (Note  new  address). 

Lois  Lutz  Pierce  is  moving  to  Dayton, 
but  has  no  new  address  as  yet.  Jane  Wood 
Ziercher  loves  her  new  address  and  the 

whole  family  is  in  the  swing  of  things  with 
church,   school,   etc. 

Nina  McAdams  Handloser  is  doing  some 
substitute-teaching  in  kindergarten,  and 
spent  two  weeks  last  summer  cruising  on  a 

friend's  40'  sailboat.  The  cruise  was  spon- 
sored by  their  Yacht  Club  and  took  them 

to  Catalina  Island,  Ensenada,  Mexico,  and 
the  Todos  Santos  Islands,  Mexico. 

Betty  McCrory  McBride  will  be  getting 
her  oldest  off  to  college  next  fall.  The 
McBrides  spent  last  summer  camping  their 
way  to  the  West  Coast  with  trailer  and 
six  children. 

Petie  McFall  Schall  is  still  active  in  the 

Symphony  Young  Peoples  Concerts  and 
P.T.A.  Anyone  living  in  her  Ward  will 
have  an  opportunity  to  help  vote  Petie  in 
as  Republican  Committee  Woman  in  May. 

Jeanne  McKeag  Steele  sends  her  love  to 
all  from  Reynoldsburg,  Ohio.  John  is  with 
the  Federal  Bureau  of  Roads.  John,  Junior, 
is  a  freshman  at  Ohio  State,  Ellen  is  at- 

tending Ohio  University,  and  Charles  is 
a  junior  in  high  school. 

The  class  sends  sympathy  to  Jane  Meub 
Evans  on  the  loss  of  her  mother  in  January. 

Marie  Minnemeyer  Huston's  husband 
was  named  "Boss  of  the  Year"  by  the 
Jaycees  of  Manassas.    Congratulations! 

Jane  Murray  Blair,  still  active  in  scout- 
ing and  P.T.A. ,  spent  five  wonderful 

weeks  in  Michigan  last  summer. 

Emily  Noll  Zerbe  and  I  must  have 
crossed  paths  some  place  last  summer. 
The  Zerbes  trained  to  Montana,  then  drove 
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to  Glacier  National  Park,  Waterton  Park, 
Banff,  Lake  Louise  and  Jasper  in  the 
Canadian  Rockies,  then  on  to  Seattle.  They 
flew  back.  We  flew  to  Vancouver,  visited 
Seattle  and  Victoria,  then  boarded  the  train 
to  come  east  with  stops  at  Jasper,  Lake 
Louise,  and  Banff. 

Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hunt's  son  Bill  will 
graduate  from  Harvard  in  June  and  has 
announced  his  engagement  to  Stephanie 
Pearce  of  Rumson,  New  Jersey.  Andrea  is 
a  student  at  Winchester-Thurston,  and 
Betsy   is   in   school   in   Ligonier. 

Jean  Thomas  Fisher  has  a  daughter  in 
the  same  junior  high  where  she  teaches 
and  an  older  daughter  in  high  school. 

Helen  Truxal  Noyes  missed  our  last  re- 
union for  a  good  reason — she  was  receiving 

her  master's  degree  that  day.  Young  David is  now  at  Exeter,  Martha  is  at  home,  and 
Helen  is  teaching  English. 

Virginia  Volkay  McVickar  is  the  interior 
decorator  at  Gimbels,  South  Hills  Village, 
and  is  also  doing  some  free  lance  writing. 
Husband  Gren  is  a  stock  analyst. 

Tillie  Wilcox  Moncrief  reports  seeing 
Portia  Geyer  McCoy  often.  The  Moncriefs 
have  taken  up  skiing  and  enjoyed  a  week 
at  Killington,  Vermont. 

Mary  Jane  Youngling  Tygard  has  moved 
to  the  woods  (literally)  in  back  of  Moun- 

tain View  Inn  off  Route  30.  They  are 
learning  to  be  country  cousins  by  trowel 
and  error.  Ralph  is  now  controller  with 
Vasco  Metals  in  Latrobe. 

Polly  Wilson  Ackenheil  is  back  after  a 
marvelous  year  in  France.  She  is  busy 
working  on  our  25th  Reunion  and  has 
high  hopes  fot  help  from  all  of  us. 

Martha  Cox  Hartman  is  in  bed  with  her 

"back  out  of  whack,"  so  while  she  lolls  in 
bed  dreaming  of  her  vacation  in  Europe 
next  summer  with  Howard  and  the  chil- 

dren, I  have  been  reporting  for  both  of  us. 
Coxie  is  still  busy  with  the  League  of 
Women  Voters  and  my  most  exciting  activ- 

ity is  working  as  a  volunteer  guide  at  the 
Philadelphia  Museum  of  Art. 
We  had  lots  of  notes  this  time  and  it 

was  wonderful.  There  was  no  great  news, 

but  "hellos"  from  hois  Allshouse  Harnack, 
Alice  Demmler,  Alice  Hanna  Ference, 
Janet  Harkless  Beattie,  Virginia  Harper 
Dale,  Helen  Robinson  Forsyth,  Gertrude 
Schmeichel  Hutson  and  Patty  Smith  Joyner. 

47 Patty  Jaycox  Shaw 
(Mrs.  Dayne) 

38  Colonial  Drive 
McKeesport,  Pa.   15135 

Gloria  Molinatto   Spellacy 
(Mrs.  John  D.) 

823  Sweetleaf  Road 
Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

MARRIAGE 

Lucy  Beale  Bond  to  Charles  F.  Nowak, 
June,  1966 

BIRTH 

Ruth  Grasso  Vaughn,  a  daughter,  Kimberly 
Ruth,  December  22,  1966 — sixth  child, 
fourth  daughter 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Virginia  Beale  Nowak  (Mrs.  Charles  F.), 
151  West  Mariposa  Street,  Phoenix, 
Ariz.  85013 

Margaret    Cavanaugh    Boylan     (Mrs.    Ray- 
mond ) ,    66    Oregon    Trail,    Pittsburgh, 

Pa.  15234 

Georgiana  Gilliland  Denniston    (Mrs.  Phil- 
ip), 54  Silver  Saddle  Lane,  Rolling  Hills 

Estates,   Calif.   90274 
Margaret    Harkins    Smith    (Mrs.    J.    Val), 

88  River  Bend  Drive,  Chesterfield,  Mo. 
63017 

Marie    Huot    Kenyon    (Mrs.    Wilfred    N, 
Jr.),    578    Carriage    Circle,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15205 

Alene  Hutton  Sage    (Mrs.   Enos   B.),   744 
Derrick  Road,  Bradford,  Pa.   16701 

Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald    (Mrs.   A.  O. ), 
6754    Rolando    Knolls    Drive,    La    Mesa, 
Calif.   92041 

Leslie  Lees  Birch   (Mrs.  Edmund  J.),  1628 
East  Alaska  Street,  West  Covina,  Calif. 

91790 
Josephine   McKendrick   Tobie    (Mrs.    Alan 

F.),   1781   New  Holland  Pike,  Lancaster, 
Pa.  17601 

Joy  Milliken  Thompson    (Mrs.  Dana  H.), 
Box  414-A,  R.D.  #2,  New  Kensington, 
Pa.   15068 

Margaret  Schumacher  Meyer    (Mrs.    Rex), 
4219  East  Colter  Street,  Phoenix,   Ariz. 
85018 

Jeanne    Versaw    Perkins     (Mrs.    Lawrence 
H.),    233    Hilands    Avenue,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15202 

Patty  reporting: 

I  enjoyed  getting  reacquainted  with  all 
of  you  if  only  via  the  postman.  I  hope 
more  answer  my  cards  next  year. 

Greetings,  but  no  news,  from  Ruth 
Arnold  Harmon  and  Rosemary  Hoge  Mil- 
liken. 

Ann  Lee  Alexander  reunioned  before 
Christmas  at  the  King  Edward  with  Gloria 
Molinatto  Spellacy,  Pat  Gersmann  Joseph 
and  Rusty  Baird  Grinder. 

Patti  Balch  Lando  plans  to  vacation  in 
Mexico  City  and  Acapulco  with  Bob. 
Daughter  Sandi  is  waiting  to  hear  from 
college,  and  son  Mark  is  a  sophomore  at 

prep  school. 
Margie  Bennett  Sherts  vacationed  at  the 

shore  last  summer  with  Gloria  Loller 

Lewis  and  Rusty  Baird  Grinder  and  fam- 
ilies. 

Elva  Braziell  Hively  is  kept  busy  with 
sophomore  and  senior  high  school  students. 
She  had  a  Florida  vacation  and  an  annual 
visit  with  June  Davies  Rush. 

Helen  Brown  Michaels  and  family,  in- 
cluding Helen  Jeanne,  4Vl,  and  Eileen,  2, 

enjoyed  a  vacation  in  San  Francisco.  Our 
sympathy  to  Helen  on  the  death  of  her 
father  in  October. 

Alice  Burns  Kasimirsky  is  enjoying 
warm  Florida  weather,  is  busy  with  tennis 
business,  and  invites  all  Florida  vacationers 
to  visit  her  in  St.  Petersburg. 

Margaret  Cavanaugh  Boylan  is  enrolled 
in  the  counselor  education  program  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh  on  a  full-time 
basis,  and  plans  to  have  her  M.A.  by  June. 

"Children  love  a  book-totin'  Mom,"  she 
says. 

Ruth  DeHaven  Rigg  vacationed  in  San 
Francisco  last  summer,  and  co-authored  a 
research  paper  that  was  published  in  Feb- ruary. 

Peggy  Dodge  Poindexter  is  working  on 
the  Symphony  Fund  drive  in  Pleasant  Hills. 

Elite  Goldfarb  Hirsh  and  family  are 
moving  to  New  York  City  after  seventeen 
years  in  Glencoe,  Illinois. 

Pat  Gersmann  Joseph  reports  Herb's 
promotion  to  Office  Collection  Force  ( In- 

ternal Revenue ) .  Pat  has  recovered  from 
a  serious  accident  which  occurred  in  Sep- 

tember, 1965,  and  visited  with  Ellen  Card 
Donne/1  in  Boston  this  winter. 

Gi  Gi  Gilliland  Denniston  was  visited 

by  Joan  Wiley  Nutting  while  Gi  Gi  was 
living  in  Florida.  Joan  is  a  tournament 
bridge  player  these  days.  Gi  Gi  and  family 
recently  moved  to  California  where  her 
children  have  found  the  delight  of  surfing. 
Flip  is  a  freshman  at  Stanford  and  plans  to 
spend  next  year  on  campus  in  Germany. 

Ruth  Grasso  Vaughn  traveled  from 
Texas  to  Florida  to  Erie,  Pa.,  via  station 
wagon  and  camper,  She  spent  the  summer 
aboard  their  yacht  (the  Ruth  M.),  then 
cruised  the  Great  Lakes,  the  Mississippi, 
and  finally  back  to  Texas. 

Else  Greger  Miller  reports  all  children 
in  school,  grades  1,  3,  4  and  6. 

Vicki  Haverstick  Myers  loves  North 
Carolina,  but  would  like  to  see  some 
Chathamites   once   in   a   while. 

Marie  Huot  Kenyon's  daughter  Suzanne 
attends  Pratt  Institute  in  Brooklyn,  study- 

ing art.  Marie  and  her  younger  daughter 
live  in  Pennsbury  Village.  Marie  is  busy 
with  her  job  at  Oliver  Tyrone  Corp.,  and 
vacationed   in   the  Bahamas   in  June. 

Lee  Hutton  Sage's  son  is  studying  for- 
estry at  Paul  Smith's  College  in  the Adirondacks.  The  family  has  moved  back 

to  the  Sage  family  farm  in  Bradford,  and 

Lee  is  busy  taking  care  of  a  fifteen-room 
house. 

Alice  Kells  enjoyed  dining  with  Presi- 
dent and  Mrs.  Eddy  and  Dean  and  Mrs. 

Henderson  ar  a  January  Chatham  alumnae 
meeting  in  San  Francisco. 

Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald 's  daughter Barbara  is  a  sophomore  at  San  Diego  State 
College.     Son   Bruce   is   2Vi- 

Angle  King  Seduick  announces  husband 
Bob's  new  position  as  director  of  George 
Washington  University's  Tidewater  Center, 
which  is  composed  of  350  graduate  stu- 

dents. He  is  also  director  of  his  own  con- 
sulting firm,  Administrative  Research  Asso- 

ciates. Their  son  Curt  is  in  tenth  grade  and 
became  an  Eagle  Scout  in  December. 
Daughter  Betsy  is  in  junior  high  and  is 
also  active  in  Scouting.  Angie  works  with 
the  Girl  Scout  Service,  Lay-Readers  for 
High  School,  and  is  University  representa- 

tive at  Fort  Monroe  Wives'  Club. 

Gloria  reporting: 

Mary  Alice  Kline  /Morris'  oldest  daugh- 
ter, Marty,  will  enter  West  Virginia  Uni- 

versity next  fall  in  music  education.  Mary 
Alice  and  Betty  Fleck  Hendrickson  visit 
together  now  that  they  call  West  Virginia home. 

After  nine  months  of  renting,  Leslie 
Lees  Birch  is  busy  settling  the  family  in 

their  new  west  coast  home.  Ed's  latest  spy case  resulted  in  the  arrest  of  a  German 
Sgt.  at  March  Air  Force  Base.  The  girls 
look  forward  to  using  their  pool  this  sum- 

mer, and  Leslie  is  enjoying  being  reunited 
with  her  brother  and  sister  after  many 

years. 
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Another  communication  from  the  west 
coast  is  from  Lois  Powers  Moore  whose 
family  enjoys  the  daily  sunshine  and  the 
70-80  degree  winter  weather.  Tom,  Jr., 
a  junior  at  Penn  State,  and  Ed,  a  ninth- 
grader,   are   both   six-feet-plus. 

Peg  Schumacher  Meyer  hopes  they  never 
have  to  leave  Arizona.  Her  latest  project 
is   the   transcription   of   braille. 

And  would  you  believe  that  in  the  fall 
it  will  be  kindergarten  for  Marty  Steward 

Dimmick's  youngest  and  college  for  the 
oldest?  College  in  the  fall  for  Jessie  Smith 

James'  oldest,  too. 
Norma  Trozzo  Hopkinson  and  Sam  are 

planning  a  Bermuda  vacation  with  the 
Conleys  (Dolores  Baney)  this  year. 

Nancy  Walters  Cobetto  writes  of  a 
luncheon  reunion  with  Nancy  McDonald 
Sutherland,  and  of  making  arrangements 
and  accompanying  songstress  Betty  Gillett 
and  husband. 

Laura  Wiley  Robertson  and  family  will 
remain  in  Rome  for  another  year  or  more. 

Last  summer's  boat  trip  took  them  to  the 
desolate,  cold  North  Cape  of  Norway.  This 
year  they  will  bring  the  children  to  the 
States  for  a  quick  visit  in  July. 

Reports  of  busy  lives  but  no  "news" 
came  from  Virginia  LeFurgy  Tubbs,  La- 
Verne  Lowar  Scott,  Barbara  Mason,  Peggy 
McSwigan  Friday,  Janet  Thomas,  and  Joan 
Werner  Peterson  who  mentioned  our  pleas- 

ant reunion  last  June. 

And  speaking  of  last  June,  the  reunion 
was  fun — perfect  weather,  good  com- 

pany, lovely  surroundings,  luscious  hors 

d'hoeurves  and  punch,  and  a  gourmet  sup- 
per. Sorry  you  couldn't  all  be  here.  Hope 

to  see  you  next  time.  And  it's  not  too soon  to  begin  thinking  about  our  25th 
reunion  gift  to  the  College.  Start  filling 
those  piggy  banks! 

49 Eva  Christy  Frangoulis 
(Mrs.  Michael) 

275  Cascade  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

Jean  Fraser  Bailey 
(Mrs.   Oakland) 
194  Lynn  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15236 

Ann  Shane  Perkey 
(Mrs.  Nevin  B. ) 

38  McMunn  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15205 

Corrine  Welch  Patton 
(Mrs.  James  M.) 

224  Sleepy  Hollow  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Henrietta    Biasing    Marthens    (Mrs.    Jack), 
154  South  Martha  Street,  Lombard,  111. 
60148 

Kathleen    Dalzell,   4116   Ocean    Drive, 
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea,  Florida  33308 

Louise    Diehl,     121     East    DuBois     Street, 
DuBois,  Pa.   15801 

Sally    Dougan    Augustine    (Mrs.   W.    W.), 
41  Pardoe  Street,  Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

Barbara  Evans  Dismukes  (Mrs.  A.  R.,  Jr.), 
215  Hunt  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Shirley  Lawrence  Mason  (Mrs.  J.  I.),  3866 
Pima  Lane,  Las  Vagas,  Nev.  89109 

prances    O'Neil    Kerr     (Mrs.    Clark    R.), 
434  Main  Street,  Latrobe,  Pa.  15650 

Shirley    Patterson    Kroske    (Mrs.    William 
B.),     133     Bateview    Drive,    Greenville, 
S.C   29607 

Lois    Planck    Russell     (Mrs.    Robert    E.), 
6875   Downs  Street,  Worthington,  Ohio 43085 

Joyce  Robinson  Hauck    (Mrs.  Charles  R.), 
26  Caswallen   Drive,  West  Chester,  Pa. 
19380 

Alice    Vandermark    Stanton     (Mrs.    Jack), 
1460     Blackmore     Road,     Cleveland 
Heights,  Ohio  44118 

Patty    Williams  Ho/man    ( Mrs.  James   L. ) , 
8     Pebble    Hill     Drive,     Fairport,    N.Y. 
14450 

DEATH 

Sally  Francis  May  hall,  November  5, 
1966.  We  exrend  our  sincere  sympathy  to 
her  husband  and  family.  A  class  gift  has 
been  made  to  the  Library  in  memory  of 
Sally  and  the  four  other  classmates  who 
have  died  since  graduation:  Helen  Echel- 
meyer,  Ariana  Powell  Hall,  Catherine 
Stauffer  Monteverde  and  Margaret  Baltzer 
Brunko. 

Jeanne  Baiter  Alexander  wrote  just  be- 
fore leaving  for  their  annual  trip  to  Puerto 

Rico.  Her  children  are  Lee,  a  high  school 

sophomore,  and  Lynn,  a  sixth-grader. 
Lu  Berry  Wenneker  and  family  returned 

to  their  home  (1120  Wightman  Street, 
Pittsburgh  15217)  in  August  after  spend- 

ing the  summer  camping  all  over  Greece, 
and  attending  the  theater  festivals  in 
Epidaurus  and  Athens. 

Elaine  Beyer  Zivkovich  and  family  had 
a  long  weekend  trip  to  the  Shenandoah 
Valley  in  October.  We  extend  our  sympa- 

thy to  Elaine  whose  father  died  last  August. 
Irma  Cathcart  Prine  and  her  husband 

spent  two  weeks  in  Florida,  and  they  got 
together  with  Marjorie  Alexander  Brink- 
worth  and  Don  in  December.  Irma  has 
been  elected  Elder  of  her  Presbyterian 
Church,  is  active  in  the  League  of  Women 
Voters,  and  is  consultant  to  their  Scout Troop. 

Elizabeth  Christy  Snell  enjoyed  a  skiing 
vacation.  They  have  two  cheerleaders  in 
the  family,  Tina  in  senior  high,  and  Lindy 
in  junior  high.  Tommy  is  swimming 
A.A.A.  and  Jimmy  is  in  kindergarten. 

Barbara  Evans  Dismukes  took  their 

Golden  Retriever  to  Indianapolis  for  breed- 

ing; the  result  in  February — "seven  gor- 

geous golden   babies!" Mary  K.  Fletcher  Anderson  says  Mt. 
Vernon  is  their  town.  She  and  Lois  Ann 
Planck  Russell  have  been  trading  recipes 
and  visits. 

Jean  Forward  Frank  is  taking  two 
courses  at  Chatham,  at  the  same  time  keep- 

ing up  with  the  ski  craze.  Jean  broke 
her  arm  in  December,  not  skiing,  but  re- 

ports complete  recovery. 

Jean  Fraser  Bailey's  two  teen-age  sons 
and   10-year-old  daughter  keep  her  busy. 

Bobby  Hanson  Helm,  busy  with  P.T.A., 
hospital  auxiliary,  teaching  4-year-olds  at 
church,  and  YMCA  building  fund  drive, 
hopes  to  make  it  from  Wisconsin  to  our 
reunion. 

Louise  Heineman  Harper  reports  the 
usual  family  activities,  but  quiet  mornings 
with  both  children  in  school. 

Barbara  Hoge  Dansak  says  Art's  business 
is  developing  and  they  and  their  children — 

teen-age    son    and    six-year-old    daughter — 

enjoy  the  70°  winter  weather  in  Phoenix. 
Betty  Junk  Weltman,  like  most  of  us 

continues  to  be  busy  with  church  anc 
neighborhood  activities. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  taught  in  the  Ve 

nango  County  Headstart  Program  last  sum- 
mer after  a  week's  orientation  at  th{ 

University  of  Connecticut  at  Storrs  (a  va- 
cation for  the  rest  of  the  family! ) . 

Ann  Lanicker  Ulrich  says  a  jet  trip  tc 
California  was  the  highlight  of  their  year 
In  San  Diego,  they  visited  a  destroyei 
bound  for  Vietnam,  a  thrilling  but  sober- 

ing experience. 
Jane  Linton  Smith  is  teaching  corrective 

reading  full  time  in  the  Westfield  schools 
They  have  become  campers  and  are  looking 
forward  to  seeing  Newfoundland  and 
Labrador  next  summer. 

Marjorie  Livezy  Sims  is  teaching  3rd 
grade  again  this  year.  They  are  looking 
forward  to  a  grand  celebration  in  June 
when  husband  John  receives  his  B.S.  de- 

gree after   9  years  of  part-time   school! 
Eleanore  Luthringer  Matson  and  Ray  at- 

tended a  meeting  of  the  Chemical  Market- 
ing Research  Association  in  San  Juan,  and 

Eleanore  is  "working  again"  as  financial 
secretary  at  the  Valley  Presbyterian  Church. 
Their  children,  Ginger,  13,  Barbara  Jean, 

9,  John,  6,  and  Scott,  3,  are  involved  in 
singing,    Scouting,   camping,    riding,   etc. 

Olga  Mamula  Kaish  is  teaching  two 
adult  education  classes,  one  on  physical 
fitness  for  women,  and  an  Americanization 
class,  and  she  is  serving  as  vice  president 
of  Central  New  York  Water  Resources 
Council.  Her  husband  is  with  General 
Electric,  and  has  been  promoted  to  Lt. 
Col.  in  Marine  Corps  Reserve.  Their  four 
children  are  aged  2,  5,  7  and  9- 

Marilyn  Marks  Zelt's  oldest  son  grad- 
uates from  high  school  this  year.  We  ex- 
tend our  sympathy  to  Marilyn  whose 

mother  died   last  November. 

Carol  McCollough  Stride  and  family 
have  been  transferred  back  to  Pittsburgh. 
She  hopes  to  see  everyone  at  Reunion. 

Jean  McGregor  Kondrat  and  family, 
their  house  torn  up  for  five  months  while 
being  enlarged  from  7  to  10  rooms,  escaped 
for  four  weeks  via  camper  trailer  to  Yose- 
mite  and  Yellowstone  Parks.  Jeff  is  15  and 
6'  tall,  and  the  twins  are   13. 

Jean  Moreledge  Michaelian  is  very  hap- 
pily settled  in  Virginia  where  they  are  still 

considered  "Yankees."  Her  parents  are  on 
a  95-day  cruise  around  the  world,  following 

Dr.  Moreledge's  retirement. 
Carolyn  Mountford  DeFrance  is  back  in 

college  taking  courses  to  renew  her  teach- 
ing certificate. 

Joan  Nusbaum  Cone  and  family  plan  to 
tour  the  country  by  camper  this  summer. 
Husband  Art  has  written  a  book  on  fishing 
which  is  being  published  by  Macmillan 
and  should  be  on  the  market  next  fall. 

Fran  O'Neil  Kerr  is  back  east  again 
after  6  interesting  years  on  the  West  Coast. 

Shirley  Patterson  Kroske  moved  to 
Greenville,  South  Carolina,  where  husband 

Bill  has  taken  a  new  position  with  an  ad- 
vertising agency.  She  says  Pittsburgh  is 

only  4  hours  away   in  her  little  Cessna. 
We  all  wish  to  express  our  deepest 

sympathy  to  June  Reed  Shaffer  whose  hus- 
band Ed  died  on  January  7,  1967. 
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Mary  Lou  Rider  is  taking  a  course  in 

group  guidance  techniques  at  Western  Re- 
serve, and  an  adult  education  class  in  ad- 

vanced  bridge. 

Virginia  Rix  Markle  had  a  week  in  San 
Francisco  while  husband  Bob  attended 

school,  and  enjoyed  renewing  acquaintances 
with  Barbie  Moore  Hageman  and  Hal. 

Joyce  Robinson  Houck  is  still  partici- 
pating in  mother-daughter  field  hockey, 

with  the  field  getting  longer  and  Joyce's 
breath  shotter!  Will  she  be  able  to  play 
with  her  3-year-old  when  she  reaches 
junior  high?     Stay  tuned! 

Ann  Shane  Perkey  is  teaching  kinder- 
garten and  plans  to  become  permanently 

certified  in  elementary  education.  They 
enjoyed  a  Christmas  visit  from  Timmy 
Mountford  DeFrance  and  her  family. 

Mary  Shumaker  Drake  is  missing  the 
cold  less  and  enjoying  Houston  more.  Our 
deepest  sympathy  to  Mary  whose  mother 
died  last  October. 

Beverly  Stein  Johnston  attended  the  Na- 
tional Association  of  Independent  Schools 

Conference  in  New  York. 

Katie  Trench  Pittman's  husband  Frank 
was  made  an  engineering  manager  of  the 
Westinghouse  Molecular  Electronics  Divi- 
sion. 

Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  is  active  in 
Caderte  Scouting,  P.T.A.,  the  College  Club, 

and  the  children's  play  group  called  the 
"Pretenders."  Their  camping  spirit  will 
take  them  on  a  trip  to  New  England  and 
Nova  Scotia  this  year.  The  Ellsworths  and 
Smiths  (Jane  Linton)  live  only  a  block 
apart  and  attended  the  Army-Navy  game 
together. 

Candy  Walker  Hyser  and  family  en- 
joyed a  vacation  at  Ocean  City,  New  Jersey. 

We  want  to  thank  those  of  you  who  re- 

turned your  cards  saying  "hello!"  even 
though  you  had  no  special  news — Jeanne 
Anderson  Nesbit,  Electra  Anthon  Caloyer, 
Liz  Barnhart  Blaine,  Ruth  Brodnax  Craig, 
Mary  Jane  Ewing  Sipe,  Patricia  Hardy 
Butts,  Peggy  Thompson  Weil,  Jean  Tsgaris 
Karidis  and  Mary  Elizabeth   Wiles  Knight. 

To  everyone:  we  are  glad  that  so  many 
of  you  plan  to  attend  our  reunion  Satur- 

day, June  3.  It  promises  to  be  the  most 
enjoyable  yet!  Arrange  now  to  be  on  hand. 

We'd  love  to  see  you!  Your  responses 
make  our  work  less  of  a  job  and  more  of 
a  joy! 

51 Marigolden  Guest  Tritschler 
(Mrs.  Donald) 

37   Fifth  Avenue 
Sarasota  Springs,  NY.   12866 

Jeanne  Hoy  Dible 
(Mrs.  Leonard  F.) 
18  Pennwood  Road 
Lebanon,  Pa.  17042 

BIRTHS 

Marilyn    Black    Auchterlonie,    a    daughter, 
Amy  Pike,  December  10,  1966 

Emily  Seaberg  Barends,  a   daughter,  Emily 
Sophia,   July   26,    1966,   fifth   child,   sec- 

ond  daughter 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carla    Ausenda    Dara    (Mrs.    Dario),    Via 
Roentgen   2,  Milano,   Italy 

Dorothy  Dath  Buttyan   (Mrs.  William  R.), 
1309    South    Ola    Vista,    San    Clemente, 
Calif.   92672 

Anne  DeShazo  Robertson    (Mrs.  Thomas), 
6016    Chesterbrook    Road,    McLean,    Va. 
22101 

Doreen  Dorsey  Heller  (Mrs.  Larry),  55  East 
Lorain  Street,  Oberlin,  Ohio  44074 

Anne    G.    Gibb,    "Weber"    of    Pitt's    Bay Road,  Pembroke,  Bermuda 
Norma  Gittins  Stoffer   (Mrs.  V.  L.),  5423 

Eastman  Drive,  Lorain,  Ohio  44053 
Ann  Marvin    Weaver    (Mrs.  James),   7366 

Garden   Street,   Riverside,  Calif.   92504 
Laura   Miksch   Diaz,    (Mrs.    Albert),    R.D. 

#1,  Box  339,  Monongahela,  Pa.   15063 
Emily  Seaberg  Barends    (Mrs.   Frans),  852 
Wynnewood  Road,  Camp  Hill,  Pa.  17011 

Paula    Show    Harvey     (Mrs.    E.    P.),    501 
Holly  Road,  Yeadon,  Pa.  19050 

Peggy  Tucker  Thompson    (Mrs.  Peter  T. ), 
915    Harvard    Avenue,    Swathmore,    Pa. 
19081 

Patricia  Whitehall  Kirk  (Mrs.  Charles  H.), 
30  rue  Jacques  Musch,  Embourg  (Liege), 
Belgium 

G-G  reporting: 

Eleanor  Balent  Young  and  her  family 

have  joined  the  campers'  ranks  and  covered 
Mt.  Rainier,  Olympic  National  Park,  Pacific 
beaches,  parrs  of  the  Cascade  Mountains, 
and  parts  of  Oregon  via  the  sleeping  bag 
and  tent  route.  Eleanor  is  also  taking  ele- 

mentary education  courses. 

Ann  Crouse  Harvey  and  Dave  have  been 
in  the  Chicago  area  since  December  when 
he  took  a  new  job  with  Fisher  Scientific 
Company.  They  hope  to  be  in  their  new 
home  in  Griffith,  Indiana  by  mid-April. 
Ann  is  planning  to  come  to  reunion. 
Anne  de  Shazo  Robertson,  Tom,  and 

the  boys  returned  from  Switzerland  in  July 
and  are  busily  adjusting  to  life  in  the 
States.  Anne  is  working  on  a  Ph.D.  in 
clinical   psychology   at   Catholic   University. 

Madelyn  Engelhardt  Sayles  is  forever 

grateful  to  the  Machinists'  Union — she  and 
Bert  were  stranded  in  Spokane,  Washing- 

ton, by  the  airline  strike  and  had  a  fabulous 
rrip  home  in  a  rented  car. 
Norma  Jean  Gittins  Stoffer  met  Jean 

Wilkovsky  at  an  AAUW  meeting  shortly 

after  N.J.  and  Van's  move  to  Lorain,  Ohio. 
While  N.J.  goes  to  meetings,  Van  is  build- 

ing a  pipe  organ  in  the  basement. 

Andy  Holden  Loudon  is  the  associate 
editor  of  a  new  Wall  Street  publication, 
Mergers  and  Acquisitions. 

Shippa  Hoy  Dible  is  moving  again — 
which  will  make  five  houses  in  a  little 
over  a  year.  Len  has  been  promoted  to 

production  manager  of  Alcoa's  Davenport, 
Iowa,  works,  so  they  must  leave  the  pres- 

ent home  which  they  lived  in  only  three 
months. 

Alice  Ann  Jones  Winner  and  son  Chris 
are  coming  home  for  the  1967-68  school 
year.  A. A.  will  stay  with  her  father  and 
get  the  education  ctedits  she  needs  to  teach 
at  the  American  International  School  in 
Vienna,  and  Chris  will  spend  his  first  year 
in  an  American  school.  A. A.  says  she 
never  wants  to  work  as  hard  again  as  she 
and  George  did  this  fall  opening  theit 
laundromat. 

Pat  Kennedy  Earley  has  held  several 
posts  in  the  League  of  Women  Voters.  She 
and  her  family  took  their  first  trip  west, 
and  also  spent  several  days  in  New  York 
City  where  Pat  had  lunch  with  Joan  Young 
Drugmond    and    Mary    Jane    Regal    Hage- 

meister.  In  August,  Donna  Bischoff  Mees 
visited  Pat. 

Our  sympathy  to  Louise  Larson  McGeary 
on  the  death  of  her  fathet  in  July.  She 
and  Hunter  and  their  son  did  some  travel- 

ing last  year,  from  Florida  to  Cape  Cod  to 
Niagara  Falls  to  the  Poconos — not  all  at once! 

A  report  of  good  health  and  nothing 
new  from  Lois  Franke  Lee,  and  a  hello 
from  Marilyn  Black  Auchterlonie  whose 
sons  are  enjoying  their  new  sister. 

As  for  the  Tritschler's,  we're  all  thunder- 
struck at  the  sheer  energy  of  toddler 

Charles  and  waiting  for  the  snows  to  melt 
so  the  second  season  of  the  Saratoga  Per- 

forming Arts  Center  will  begin.  To  all 
who  may  come  this  way  to  see  it  or  go  on 
to  Expo  67,  please  call.  Confirm  your  res- 

ervations at  reunion! 

Shirley  Elliott  Johnston  reporting  for 
Shippa: 

Patricia  Meyer  Kovacs  spent  the  summer 
in  Nantucket  and  a  winter  vacation  in 

Jamaica. Laura  Miksch  Diaz  drove  with  her  hus- 
band, mother  and  two  daughters  to  Florida 

last  June,  arriving  in  Dunedin  just  two 
hours  ahead  of  hurricane  Alma.  Added  to 
this  excitement,  daughter  Tami  was  stung 
by  a  scorpion  and  had  to  be  treated  at  the 
local  hospital! 

Nanna  Moore  Pollitt  has  returned  to 
college  to  complete  certification  to  become 
a  high  school  librarian,  now  that  all  four 
children  are  in  school.  Don  has  been  pro- 

moted to  assistant  manager  of  the  Fruit 
and  Vegetable  Division  of  the  American 
Agriculture    Marketing    Association. 

Patricia  O'Keeje  Beede  has  also  returned 
to  college  as  a  graduate  student  at  the  State 
University  of  New  York  in  Albany,  aiming 

for  a  master's  in  education.  Pat  and  her 
family  enjoyed  trips  to  Washington,  D.C., 
and  Cape  Cod. 

Rosella  Petraglia,  while  vacationing  in 
Hawaii,  was  delightfully  surprised  at  Wai- 
kiki  Beach  to  meet  Dr.  Thomas  H.  Hamil- 

ton, the  President  of  the  University  of 
Hawaii.  All  '51ers  will  remember  Dr. 
Hamilton  who  was  Vice  President  of  Chat- 

ham when  we  were  in  school.  Rosella  also 
visited  Stella  Pavlofj  in  Los  Angeles  on  the 
way  back  from  Hawaii. 

Elizabeth  Rudisill  Beadle  started  the 
New  Year  right  by  winning  a  Mustang 
Fastback  from  Philadelphia  radio  station WIBG!   ! 

Emily  Seaberg  Barends'  oldest  children, 
Jenny  Ann,  9,  and  Frans,  7,  are  members 
of  a  competitive  swim  team. 

Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek  spent  ten  days 
in  Acapulco  in  February.  Now  that  the 
youngest,  Bart,  is  in  kindergarten,  Marlene 
is  spending  more  time  on  the  bookkeeping 
at  E.  J.  Stovicek  Company. 

Norma  Smith  Watters  and  husband  Les 
spent  their  sabbatical  leaves  from  February 
through  August,  1966,  traveling  33,697 
miles  by  car  within  the  United  States.  They 
also  purchased  a  lot  on  the  Island  of 
Montserrat  in  the  Carribean  and  planned 
to  go  there  during  spring  vacation.  Norma 
took  comprehensive  examinations  to  qual- 

ify for  the  doctoral  program  at  Pitt. 

Marguerite  Sullivan  Hannon  has  ttaveled 
with   husband   Jack   to    Florida,   California, 
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Las  Vegas,  New  York,  Greenbrier,  Capon 
Springs,  Washington,  D.C.,  Cleveland,  Erie 
and  Detroit  where  he  is  opening  training 
centers  with  a  unique  programmed  instruc- 

tion. "Mugs"  is  busy  also  with  four  chil- dren and   their  related  activities. 

Peggy  Tucker  Thompson,  her  husband 
and  four  children  spent  last  yeaf  in  Cam- 

bridge, England,  with  a  two-week  April 
holiday  in  France  and  Geneva  where  they 
stayed  fot  two  days  with  Anne  DeShazo 
Robertson.  During  June,  July  and  August 
they  lived  in  a  tent  and  toured  England, 
Scotland,  Wales,  France,  Italy,  Switzerland, 
Germany,  Holland  and  Belgium.  Peggy 

highly  recommends  this  way  of  "doing" Europe  with  four  children  on  $18.00  a 

day.  They  saw  Phyl  Dornberger  ('48) on  a  bench  outside  of  Wells  Cathedral, 
England,  and  pitched  their  tent  next  to 
Helen  Primrose  Andersen  in  Edinburg 

Municipal  Campground.  "A  fantastic  ad- 
ventute  for  all  of  us  and  we're  counting 
the  years  to  our  next  sabbatical,"  says Peggy. 

]oann  Walthour  has  our  deepest  sympa- 
thy in  the  sudden  death  of  her  father  in 

January.  In  July,  1966  Joann  and  a  friend 
flew  to  London  to  attend  the  Tenth  Inter- 

national Summer  School  of  the  Nursery 
School  Association  of  Great  Britain  and 
Northern  Ireland  at  New  College,  Oxford. 
After  a  month  in  England,  they  went  on  to 
Amsterdam  and  Copenhagen,  and  sailed 
home  on  the  Queen  Mary. 

Pat  Whitehill  Kirk  is  enjoying  her  ad- 
venture in  Europe  where  her  husband  is 

the  Group  Head  of  Computer  Programmers 
with  the  Belgium  Air  Defense.  The  chil- 

dren attend  the  local  school,  and  have  be- 
come quite  fluent  in  French.  They  will  be 

in  Liege  until  June,  and  then  will  make 
another  move  somewhere  in  Europe  before 
returning  to  California  by  June  of  1968. 

Joan  Young  Drugmand  is  "thinking 
snow"  since  they  bought  a  piece  of  Ver- 

mont. They  now  have  a  chalet  located  at 
Jay  Peak  ski  area. 

Lois  Young  Flyte  is  going  to  sell  some 
things  she  sews  at  the  newly-opened  Wo- 

men's Exchange  in  Chagrin  Falls.  The 
Flytes  traveled  east  last  summer,  and  made 
a  trip  to  Canada  via  Niagara  Falls. 

Peg  Shafer  Shuck,  Audrey  Sommers 
Whigham  and  Martha  Whaley  Webster 
hope  to  see  all  of  us  at  our  reunion  on 
June    3rd. 

As  for  the  Johnstons,  we  are  enjoying 

every  detail  of  the  building  of  our  "dream 
house"  where  we  expect  to  move  in  June. 
See  you  on  June  3rd! 

53 
Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz 
(Mrs.  Richard  M.) 

1155   Firwood  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

Jeannine  English  Abel 
(Mrs.  R.  W.) 

Beatty  Run  Road,  R.D.   3 
Franklin,  Pa.   16323 

ENGAGEMENT 
Marie  Damiano   to   Guy  V.  Carricato.    An 

October  wedding  is  planned 

MARRIAGE 

Kathryn  Litzenberger  to  George  F. 
Jr.  on  May  28,  1966 

Merge, 

BIRTHS 

Catherine    Cornish    Montgomery,    a   daugh- 
ter, Margaret  Anne,  May  22,  1966 

Diane  Gray  Hall,  third  daughter,  Amanda, 
December   14,   1966 

Betty   King   Olson,   first   child,   a   daughter, 
Kristen  Lee,  February  27,  1966 

Helen  Means  Pounds,  an  adopted  daughter, 
born  in  December  1965 

Jane  Montgomery  Dickey,  a  son,  William 
Montgomery,  July    14,    1966 

Elaine    Vincic   Herman,    a   daughter,   Susan, 
April  2,  1966 

Mary   Carol!    Williams   Hofer,   a   daughter, 
Angelique  Marie,  June  6,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanor  Bailey  Reese  (Mrs.  C.  D.,  Jr.), 
1011  Cheyenne  Road,  Scotia,  N.Y.  12302 

Mana  Baiter  Marcus  (Mrs.  Bruce  W.),  320 
West  End  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y. 10023 

Joanne  Bridges  Milick  (Mrs.  Eugene  H.), 
5231  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15232 

Catherine  Cornish  Montgomery  (Mrs.  Wil- 
liam L. ),  1801  South  Sooner  Road, 

Midwest  City,  Okla.  73110 
Jane  Dumot,  720  South  Negley  Avenue, 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15232 
Bunny  Eraser  Bell  (Mrs.  Richard  F.),  15 

Old  Forge  Lane,  Sudbury,  Mass.  01776 
Helen  Halpern  Berkson  ( Mrs.  Harold ) , 

2816  Belair  Drive,  Bowie,  Md.  20715 

Peggy  Harbison  Hendrickson  (Mrs.  Don- 
ald E. ),  571  South  Braddock  Avenue, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15221 
Betty  King  Olson  (Mrs.  Robert  P.),  17815 

Fernway  Road,  Shaker  Heights,  Ohio 
44122 

Kathryn  Litzenberger  Merge  (Mrs.  George 
F.,  Jr.),  145  Oakville  Drive,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.    15220 

Barbara  MacDonald  Whalen  (Mrs.  Henry 
C,  Jr.),  9815  Blackburn  Avenue, 
Livonia,  Mich.  48150 

Jean  Maize  Franklin  (Mrs.  Richard),  5800 
Prince  Edward  Way,  Dayton,  Ohio 
45424 

Nancy  McGhee  Mangold  (Mrs.  Raymond 

J.,  Jr.),  Lake  Shore  Drive,  Lake  Val- 
halla, Montville,  N.J.  07045 

Helen  Means  Pounds  (Mrs.  William),  33 
Prince  Street,  West  Newton,  Mass.  02165 

Jane  Montgomery  Dickey  (Mrs.  Wm. 

Henry),  940  Dorseyville  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.    15238 

Bobby  Pratt  Ahlers  (Mrs.  Wm.  K.,  Jr.), 
3040  High  Pointe  Court,  Bloomfield 
Mills,  Mich.  48013 

Jean  Ritchie  Clift  (Mrs.  George)  786 
Beach  Road,  Fairfield,  Conn.  06430 

Priscilla  Sanford  Johnson  (Mrs.  Heinz 
H.),  P.O.  Box  311,  Randolph  Air  Force 
Base,  Tex.  78145 

Alice  Snook  Kalla  (Mrs.  R.),  1728  Beech- 
wood  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Jean  Siveitzer  Bower  (Mrs.  Paul  R.,  Jr.), 
5132  Riverbirch  Drive,  North,  Colum- 

bus, Ohio  43224 
Marilyn  Vandermay  Ostendorf  (Mrs.  Fred- 

erick G.),  33  Great  Road,  East  Green- 
wich,  R.I.  02818 

Marjorie  Whitfield  Piker  (Mrs.  Fred  K.), 
13801  Lake  Street  Extension,  Minne- 
tonka,  Minn.  55343 

Phyllis  reporting: 

Sincere  sympathy  to  Diane  Barratt  Swift 
whose  mother  was  killed  in  an  auto- 

mobile accident  in  Ohio,  November,  1966. 

Miraculously,  her  father  survived  and  is 
doing  well.  Diane  is  teaching  piano  for 

the  children's  choir  at  church,  and  is  busy 
with  four  children,  ages  8,  4,  2,  and  14 
months. 

Sheila  Burke  Loefjler  also  has  four  chil- 
dren, and  is  a  substitute  teacher  in  the  grade 

schools.  She  performed  in  the  Junior 
League  production  of  Peter  and  the   Wolf. 

Greetings  from  Alice  Berry  Adams  and 
Catherine  Cornish  Montgomery  who  are 
busy  with  their  families.  Alice  and  this 

reporter  see  each  other  every  week  "before 
and  after"   at  the  beauty  parlor. 

Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte  and  her  husband 

are  planning  a  trip  to  the  mid-west  thisj 
summer   with    their   four   daughters. 

Cynthia  Fortanier  Wagar  and  family  are 
excited  about  their  new  Sedan  Cruiser  that 
will  sleep  six.  Bill  will  be  getting  his 
master  of  science  degree  in  June.  Cynthia 
has  been  in  touch  with  Sylvia  Wales 
Graham,  and  Carmen  Gardner  Reeve  who 
has   five  children. 

Elizabeth  Franz  Purdum  is  still  trying  to 
promote  better  understanding  of  the  social 
and  educational  needs  of  the  mentally  re- 

tarded by  continuing  as  director  on  the 
board  for  the  Monterey  Peninsula  Associ- 

ation for  Retarded  Children.  Elizabeth's 
husband  Bill  graduates  with  his  M.A.  in 

June. 

Bunny  Eraser  Bell  and  family  enjoyed 
visiting  the  historic  spots  around  Boston 
during  their  vacation.  She  and  husband 
Dick  went  to  a  Chatham  dinner  in  Boston 
and  met  President  Eddy  for  the  first  time. 

Lois  Glazer  Michaels  is  busy  with  her 
family  and  also  as  president  of  Ladies 
Hospital  Aid  Society,  P.T.A.,  and  human 
relations  committees.  The  Michaels  sum- 
met  at  Wellfleet,  Massachusetts  and  winter 
in  Florida. 

Diane  Gray  Hall  is  Republican  State 
Committeewoman  for  Dauphin  County,  her 
third   term. 

Helen  Halpern  Berkson  and  family  are 
pleased  to  be  back  in  the  east  after  all 
those  years  on  the  west  coast.  They  are 
hoping  this  move  will  be  permanent  and 

are  looking  for  a  home.  The  Berkson's 
enjoyed  their  summer  vacation  at  Yellow- 

stone National  Park. 

Sincere  sympathy  to  Lynn  Hann  Baxter 
whose  father  passed  away  in  August,  1965. 
Lynn  was  graduated  from  Westminster 
College  in  New  Wilmington  last  spring, 
and  is  now  teaching  at  Sharon  Junior  High 
School  since  her  three  children  are  all  in 
school. 

Peggy  Harbison  Hendrickson  is  spending 
this  year  with  her  family  in  Pittsburgh, 
while  her  husband  is  in  command  of  an 
army  aviation  section  in  Vietnam.  She  is 
teaching  at  the  Home  for  Crippled  Chil- 

dren, and  enjoys  a  monthly  get-to-gether 
with  Marie  Damiano,  Jean  Schofield  Fornof, 

Barbara  Logan  Brown  and  Marie  Rich- 

ards, '54. Sally  Hoffman  Spangler  is  busy  with  the 
Tarn  O'Shanters  All  Girl  Fife-Baton-Drum 
Corps  and  is  director  of  the  Jr.  Corps, 
known  as  the  Kiltie  Kadets.  She  is  also 
vice  chairman  of  Somerset  County  Young 

Republicans,  does  substitute-teaching,  and 
looks  after  three  children. 

Last  spring  Marion  Gallup  Drummond 
went  on   a   concert   tour   with   an   Oberlin 
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violinist,  and  she  is  still  performing  at  the 
piano  and  vocally.  Her  three  children  are 
all  playing  the  violin.  When  her  boys 
played  in  a  concert  in  Columbus,  she  visited 
with  Jean  Siveitzer  Bower. 

Natalie  Kaufman  Levant  is  enjoying  a 
player  piano  which  her  husband  won  as  a 

contestant  on  "Concentration." 
Nancy  J.  Lutz  traveled  this  past  year  in 

a  professional  capacity — in  April  to  New 
York  City  to  attend  the  National  Science 

Teachers'  Convention;  in  June  to  Miami Beach  to  attend  the  annual  convention  of 
the  National  Education  Association. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Jean  Sweitzer 
Bower  and  Marcia  McDowell  Bennett  on 
the  death  of  their  mothers. 

Many  thanks  to  Sally  Crum  Ferrell  for 
her  news  to  this  secretary. 

Your  secretary  is  now  a  real  "scribe," 
helping  Dick.  He  recently  formed  his  own 
company,  the  R.  M.  Spitz  Company,  and 
yours  truly  is  secretary  and  bookkeeper. 
We  attended  a  scrap  convention  in  Los 
Angeles,  and  were  amazed  at  the  amount 
of  paper  work  that  piled  up  while  we  were 
gone.  Charlie,  11,  still  plays  the  drums, 
Billy,  the  accordian,  piano  and  clarinet,  and 
Kathryn,  the  piano.  Needless  to  say,  the 
Spitz  household  is  noisy! 

Jeannine  reporting: 

Two  classmates  are  including  activity  in 
the  League  of  Women  Voters  in  their  busy 
routines.  Gloria  Palmer  Hadsell  also  works 

part-time  in  a  doctor's  office  now  that  her 
youngest  is  in  nursery  school.  Mary  Carroll 
Williams  Hofer  has  been  concentrating  on 
constitutional  revision  for  Pennsylvania  and 
apportionment  in  her  League  work.  Her 
family  now  has  a  thirteen-foot  trailer  in 
which  they  plan  to  travel  this  summer. 
Mary  Caroll  hears  regularly  from  Kather- 
ine  Derrick  Zubal  and  says  she  will  be 
happy  to  furnish  her  address  for  any  of 
our  classmates  who  wish  to  have  it. 

Summer  can't  come  too  soon  for  campers 
Ann  Stoehr  Grupe  and  family.  They  have 
traveled  as  far  south  as  Myrtle  Beach. 

Ann's  husband  is  in  data  processing  with 
Crucible  Steel  in  Pittsburgh 

Barbara  MacDonald  Whalen  and  her 

Texas-bred  family  moved  to  Michigan 
when  Hank  was  promoted  to  the  home 
office  of  Ford  Motor  Company.  Bambi 
sounded  unenthusiastic  about  adjusting  to 
northern  winters  again. 

Also  in  a  new  community  are  Jean 
Ritchie  Clift  and  physician  husband, 
George,  who  has  opened  his  practice  in 
internal  medicine  and  endocrinology  in 
Fairfield,  Connecticut. 

Representing  Chatham  at  the  inaugura- 
tion of  the  new  president  of  Massachusetts 

Institute  of  Technology  was  Helen  /Means 
Pounds.  Husband  Bill  is  now  Dean  of  the 
Sloan  Graduate  School  of  Business  Man- 

agement of  M.I.T. 

Marilyn  Vandermay  Ostendorf  says  she 
has  no  exciting  news;  she  just  keeps  busy 
sewing,  ironing,  chauffering,  and  decorat- 

ing her  new  home. 

Susan  Smith  Schweitzer  was  planning  to 
quit  work  at  Eastman  Kodak  in  the  spring 
and  hopes  to  begin  building  a  new  home 
on  lakefront  property  on  Lake  Ontario  this 
summer. 

Alice  Snook  Kalla  and  Dick  bought  an 
old  house  and  have  wielded  the  hammer, 
painted,  and  plumbed.  They  planned  a  ski 
trip  to  Colorado  in  March. 

Trish    Wilkinson    is   always   on   the   go. 
This  year  it  was  working  in  Niagara  Falls, 
Canada,  then  a  vacation   in  Greece. 
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Not  quite  as  far  but  just  as  enjoyable 

was  Jane  Smith  Donaldson  and  Bob's  trip 
to  New  York  City  in  October. 

Elaine  Vincic  Berman  had  just  returned 
from  a  21/2  month  trip  to  Capetown,  South 
Africa  and  Israel,  with  her  three-year-old 
and  ten-month-old  children  in  tow.  She 
said  it  was  great  fun  reading  Christmas 
cards   in   February. 

This  secretary,  Jeannine  English  Abel, 

has  had  the  usually  eventful  year.  High- 
lights were  two  weeks  in  New  England 

playing  chamber  music,  and  the  opportu- 

nity to  play  Maria  in  "Sound  of  Music"  in summer  theater. 
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Elizabeth  Graham  Williams 

(Mrs.  J.  E.) 

461   Lynn  Drive 
Berea,  Ohio  44017 

Joan    Monahan    McFalls 
(Mrs.  Thomas  L. ) 

19  Brunswick  Street 
Pittsfield,  Mass.  01201 

BIRTHS 

Kay  Avers  Headley,  a  son,  Charles  Edward, 
February  26,   1966 

Linda    Cunningham    Bhame,    a    daughter, 
Elizabeth  Ann,  June  11,  1966 

Angela  Fee  Levy,  a  daughter,  Lisa  Michelle, 
November  15,  1966 

Mary  Jo  Irwin  Kelly,  a  son,  Edward  Bren- 
dan, January   18,   1967 

Patti  Johnson  Bogar,  a  son,  Scott 
Barbara   Ann   Kelley   Linkous,    a   daughter, 

Georgia  Ann,  January   11,   1967 
Joan  Monahan  McFalls,  a  daughter,  Jenni- 

fer   Suzanne,    born    December    5,    1966, 
adopted  February  15,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sally   Beck   Lee    (Mrs.   William   P.),    589 
Audubon  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Yvonne   Brooks    Saxton    (Mrs.    Peter    R.), 
16314    South    Lotus    Drive,    Cleveland, 
Ohio  44128 

Marilyn  Campbell  Kahn    (Mrs.  Frank  R.), 
5801   Pine  Terrace,  Ft.   Lauderdale,  Fla. 

33313 
Linda    Cunningham    Bhame     (Mrs.    Carl), 

7240  Wynhill  Drive,  Atlanta,  Ga.  30328 
Dorothy    Erdley    Goetz     (Mrs.    John    E.), 

1644     Pinetree     Road,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15243 

Barbara    Freas    Cole    (Mrs.    William),    79 
3rd     Infantry     Road,     Ft.     Leavenworth, 
Kans.   66027 

Lorraine    Hixenbaugh    Haas    (Mrs.    Carl), 
900    MacBeth    Drive,    Monroeville,    Pa. 
15146 

Patti  Johnson   Bogar    (Mrs.    Sidney),    313 
Fairmont  Road,  Ridgewood,  N.J.  07452 

Molly    Lenhardt    Rouden     (Mrs.    Clifford 
E.),    1686    Sheffield   Drive,   Norristown, 
Pa.   19401 

Mary     Kay     Moseley     Kamath     (Mrs.     G. 

Sanjiv),   15   Wedgewood  Road,  Welles- 
ley,  Mass.  02181 

Carla   Norberg    Gaut    (Mrs.    Charles    H.), 
550    Hansell    Road,    Wynnewood,    Pa. 
19096 

Betty  Woods  Goodwin  (Mrs.  Charles  W. ), 
1021    Highmont    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15232 

Dorothy     Yeomans    Homer     (Mrs.),     119 
Roosevelt  Boulevard,  Florham  Park,  N.J. 
07932 

Libbie  reporting: 

Working  for  the  Chatham  Alumnae 
Fund  was  fun,  reports  Barb  Beecham  Volk. 
Their  family  vacation  at  a  ranch  in  the 
Tetons,  and  a  week-long  sail  (parents 
only)  on  Chesapeake  Bay,  made  summer 
1966  a  memorable  one. 

The  thrill  of  moving  into  their  own 
home  was  experienced  by  Yvonne  Brooks 
Saxton  and  family  in  November.  Yvonne 
continues  her  work  in  Public  Health  Nurs- 

ing, part  time,  and  enjoyed  a  reunion  with 
Jill  Burnham  Bowser  in  May. 

Marilyn  Campbell  Kahn's  glowing  ac- count of  her  new  home  and  the  wonderful 

outdoor  life  her  family  lives  is  so  appeal- 

ing that  she  could  easily  be  Florida's 
major  promoter. 

Helping  "a  little"  with  husband  Mi- 
chael's architectual  practice  and  enjoying 

daughter  Marika's  growing  activity,  keep Eleanor  Carroll  Molnar  happily  busy. 

Linda  Cunningham  Bhame  likes  living 
in  Atlanta  where  Carl  is  a  consultant  in 
the  textile  trade,  and  they  can  pursue  their 
interest   in   the   theatre  and   opera. 

Being  elected  Elder  of  the  First  Presby- 
terian Church,  a  wonderful  family  camping 

trip  to  Yellowstone  Park,  and  Chicago's 
"Big  Snow"  were  Nancy  Follett  Waichler's 
interesting   news   items. 

Zoe  Ghiates  Lalos  and  Ted  enjoyed  three 
weeks  in  Europe  last  May. 

With  her  youngest  son  in  nursery 
school,  Lois  Gilpin  Pollock  has  time  for  a 
class  in  weaving. 

Marcia  Glazer  Arnold's  interesting  part- 
time  work  at  Pitt  involves  the  "Communi- 

cation in  Guidance  Project"  of  which  she 
is  project  editor.  Marcia  plans  a  trip  to  the 
West  Coast  in  May  and  hopes  to  see  some 
alumnae  there. 

New  activities  for  Jean  Graham  Rhodes 

include  Girl  Scouting  this  year.  Carla  Nor- 

berg Gaut  put  Jean's  family  to  work  paint- 
ing the  Gaut's  new  home  last  summer. 

Marilyn  Hill's  vacation  in  Hawaii  en- abled her  to  visit  Nancy  McCafferty  Watts 
and  family.  Marilyn  is  planning  a  visit  to 
the  Soviet  Union  with  the  Citizen  Ex- 

change Corps  this  year. 

"Just  busy  with  four  daughters,"  writes 
Janet  Hoy  Sterling,  but  that's  not  all.  Ser- ving as  Sunday  School  superintendent  and 
helping  with  the  Head  Start  program 
claim  a  share  of  her  time  also. 

Marie  Kibler  Gaertner  is  still  a  staunch 
member  of  our  kindergarten  teachers  group. 

Finding  old  friends  from  Pittsburgh  is 
never  a  problem  for  Claire  Koller  Runger. 
A  group  of  them  get  together  for  dinner 
frequently  in  Houston. 

Ruth  Levinson  Kalish  is  enjoying  her 
nursery  school  teaching,  and  had  a  lively 
reunion  with  the  families  of  Dottie  Bigg 
Milstein  and  Sandy  Blumberg  Sonneborn 
last  summer. 

Kay  Avers  Headley  and  Mary  Jane  Kahn 
send  greetings  to  everyone. 
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The  Williams  are  looking  forward  to  a 
move  to  the  Pittsburgh  area  in  June.  I 
have  been  teaching  nursery  school  this  year 

and  enjoy  working  with  the  "little  people" again.  Collecting  and  reporting  your  news 
is  a  pleasant  duty  for  me.  Thanks  so  much, 
all  of  you  who  took  the  time  to  answer 
and  send  your  contributions.  See  you 

in  '68! 

Joan  reporting: 

Marion  Thome  Wright  visited  Nancy 
Boyce  in  Washington,  D.C.  after  Christmas 
this  year. 

A  trip  to  Hawaii  for  Barbara  McVicker 
Martin  and  her  husband  occured  last  fall. 

Barbara's  latest  enterprise  is  the  14-member 
"Fox  Chapel  Baja  Marimba  Band." 

Ruth  Oberheim  Webb  is  chairman  of  an 

art  contest  for  her  Junior  Women's  Club. Patricia  McCormick  Goodrich  has  been 
winning  prizes  for  her  portrait  paintings, 
and  selling  portraits  and  sketches.  She  has 
visited  with  hois  Gilpin  Pollock  in  Wil- 

mington, Delaware,  and  heard  from  Muriel 
Oakes  Prien  concerning  her  trip  to  Russia, 
Warsaw,  Budapest,  Berlin  and  Madrid  last 
summer. 

Palti  Johnson  Bogar,  besides  new  home 
and  new  baby,  has  been  cast  as  Mary  in  a 

forthcoming  local  production  of  "Mary, 
Mary."  She  keeps  in  touch  with  Judy Torin  Orr  and  had  news  of  Helen 

"Smokey"  Stover  who  some  of  you  may 
remember  from  freshman  year.  Smokey 
lives  in  Wayne,  New  Jersey  and  has  three 
children. 

Nancy  Walker  DeWard  is  teaching  sixth 
grade  and  serves  on  the  state  bylaws  com- 

mittee of  AAUW. 

Carta  Norberg  Gaut  is  working  part 
time  as  a  chemist  at  University  of  Pennsyl- 

vania Hospital.  Both  she  and  B.  J.  Woods 

Goodwin  are  enjoying  new  homes.  B.J.'s 
mother  is  in  her  fifth  year  as  resident  di- 

rector at  Fickes  Hall. 

Carol  Warnecke  Harris  has  caught  up 
on  fourteen  years  of  news  in  her  letter. 
Aftet  leaving  Chatham,  Carol  received  her 
B.S.  at  Wilson  College  and  then  her 

master's  degree  at  Cornell  University.  She 
taught  for  three  years  before  marrying 
Robert  E.  Harris.  Winston-Salem,  North 
Carolina  and  now  Topsfield,  Massachusetts 
have  been  her  homes.  There  are  three 
children  in  the  Harris  family,  John,  5, 
Elizabeth,  3,  and  James,   10  months. 

Marilyn  "Pat"  Smith  Jankowski  has  had 
recent  contact  with  Charles  LeClair,  Dean 

and  Professor  of  Painting  at  Temple  Uni- 
versity. He  had  an  exhibit  in  New  York 

and  contributed  some  of  his  paintings  for 
a  special  exhibition  at  her  church. 

Greetings  but  no  particular  news  from 
Mary  Kay  Sanner  Hooper,  Natalie  Stern 
Miller,  Marion  Sweeney  Guthrie,  Betsy 
Musser  Anderson,  Anne  Cohen  Winkel- 
man  and  Sally  Seiple  Tullai, 

The  mainland  will  soon  be  welcoming 
Nancy  McCafferty  Watts  and  her  family. 
In  May  they  will  return  from  Hawaii  and 
settle  in  the  Washington,  D.C.  area  where 
Bill  will  be  working  at  the  Pentagon. 

My  news,  Joan  Monahan  McFalls,  con- 
sists mainly  of  our  new  daughter  who 

arrived  in  the  nick  of  time  to  be  included 
in  the  Recorder  this  year.  Any  other  news 
from  Pittsfield  is  superfluous! 

I — I  | — 7         Elizabeth  Backes  Montgomery 

■~\     /  (Mrs.) \J  J.  543    South   Aiken   Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker 
(Mrs.  Walter  E.) 
1 18  Country  Lane 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15229 
BIRTHS 

Patricia  Alogna  Riess,  a  daughter,  Dana 
Corinne,  October  11,  1966 

Lynn  Backus  Wilson,  a  daughter,  Ramah, 
August  4,   1966 

Dorothy  Dieckmann  Harman,  a  daughter, 
Susan  Louise,  November  13,  1966 

Mary  Elliott  Donaldson,  a  daughter,  Jenni- 
fer Lynn,  December  27,  1966 

Carol  LaRoza  Andrews,  a  daughter,  Lauri 
Ellen,  May  10,   1966 

Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky,  a  daughter,  Emily 
Alice,  December  21,  1966 

Rhoda  Wietsman  David,  a  daughter,  Pam- 
ela Jane,  July  10,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Patricia   Alogna    Riess    (Mrs.   Daniel   M.), 
13100    Yorktown    Drive,     Bowie,    Md. 20715 

Lynn   Backus    Wilson    (Mrs.    Harold    H.), 
6   Crum    Ledge    Lane,    Swarthmore,    Pa. 
19607 

Grace   Cherry    Greene    (Mrs.    Robert),    11 
McKeever    Place,    Apt.    19-C,    Brooklyn, 
N.Y.   11225 

Sandra  Esman  Chernew    (Mrs.   Irwin   M.), 
154    Buchanan    Court,    Sausalito,    Calif. 
94965 

Marcia    Froimson,    3915    College    Avenue, 
Beaver  Falls,  Pa.  15010 

Janice     Goldman     Coppersmith     (Mrs.     S. 
James),   5    East    14th    Street,   Apt.    819, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10003 

Carol  Grim  Le  Clere    (Mrs.   William   E.), 
5809   Community    Drive,   Winans   Lake, 
Brighton,  Mich.  48116 

Joan    Long    Pahl    (Mrs.    Donald    L.),    75 
Maple  Avenue,  Cameron,  W.Va.  26033 

Alice  McGee  Collins    (Mrs.  Carver),   531 
Indianola  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 

Terry  McNamara,   5718  Ellsworth  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Lily  Abu  Nasser  Leonard   (Mrs.  Graham), 
P.O.  Box  2701,  Beirut,  Lebanon 

Kathleen  Meyer  Abrahamson  (Mrs.  Ernest), 
56    Riverlawn    Drive,    Fair    Haven,    N.J. 
07701 

Blanche  Mooney,  Regina  House,  4600-1 6th 
Street,   N.W.,   Washington,   D.C.   20011 

Gisela   Paoli   Villapana    (Mrs.   Cesar   H.), 
%    General    Electric,    Box    1086,    Hato 
Rey,  Puerto   Rico  00919 

Elizabeth    Russell    Pugh     (Mrs.    Emerson 
W.),   Brandon   Drive,   Mt.   Kisco,   N.Y. 10549 

Ann  Scott  Byers  (Mrs.  Vincent  W.),  4783 
Rosalia  Drive,  New  Orleans,  La.  70127 

Betty  Sekedy    V enables    (Mrs.   Harold   J.), 
3585    Strandhill   Road,   Shaker   Heights, 
Ohio  44120 

Jane  Stocker  Burfoot    (Mrs.   Frederick   R., 

Jr.),  5901   Glouchester  Avenue,  Spring- 
field, Va.  22150 

Nancy  Teeters  Bunce    (Mrs.  Charles  W.), 
1605     Lexington     Road,    Pueblo,    Colo. 
81001 

Carol   Vogel,   222   Melwood   Avenue,   Apt. 
505,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Eleanor    Wills    Myers    (Mrs.    James    R. ) , 
6400  First  Avenue,  St.   Petersburg,  Fla. 

33710 

Belts  reporting: 

Things  haven't  changed  much  since  last 
year — people  are  still  moving,  having 

babies  (a  big  swing  to  daughters,  tho'), 
and  Polly  Fleming's  still  raising  a  ruckus 
in  Europe!  This  time,  she  and  Mary 

Pensyl,  '63,  slept  through  Switzerland  on 
their  way  home  from  Milan  and  a  vaca- 

tion in  Italy  and  Switzerland,  and  ended 
up  illegally  in  Djon,  France.  Needless  to 

say,  they  don't  know  how  it  happened,  and 
you  can  bet  that  after  seven  hours  of  ex- 

planation the  customs  officials  weren't really  convinced — just  tired!  Polly  renews 
her  invitation  to  anyone  visiting  London. 

Lynn  Backus  Wilson  and  Hal  have 
found  a  home  in  the  Philadelphia  area; 
and  Barbara  Baker  Kreindler  and  Herb 
are  looking  for  one.  Hal  is  now  with 
United  Engineers  &  Constructors  of  Phila- 

delphia. Herb  Kreindler  has  become  a 

manager  with  General  Electric's  Missile  & 
Space  Division  in  Valley  Forge,  and  Bar- 

bara says  she'll  be  anxious  to  hear  from other  alums   in  Philly  once  they  get  there. 

Sandy  Esman  Chernew  is  thrilled  with 
San  Francisco.  Nick  finished  his  residency, 
entered  the  Army,  and  was  assigned  to  Ft. 
Baker,  California,  where  his  office  is  only 
"feet"  from  the  Bay  and  almost  directly 
under  the  Golden  Gate  Bridge.  They  live 
in  Sausalito,  half  a  block  from  Steffi  Ruben 

Klein.  Nick  replaced  Sterne's  husband, 
Zeke,  at  Ft.  Baker,  and  the  two  families 
see  each  other  often. 

Mary  Killen  Cochran  welcomed  her  old 
roommate,  Keay  Baker  Hathaway,  and  fam- 

ily for  a  wonderful  visit  last  fall.  Keay 
brought  a  letter  Mary  had  written  to  her  in 
1953  when  she  learned  they  were  to  room 

together.  "How  embarrassing  to  read  old 
letters!"  One  of  the  children  came  out  of 

the  toybox  wearing  Mary's  dink — they're still  laughing! 

Jean  Mcllwraith  McCally  writes  of  an 

exciting  year:  "The  Peace  Corps  began  an 
experimental  affiliation  with  Antioch  Col- 

lege here  in  June,  starting  with  an  ad- 
vanced training  program  for  college  jun- 

iors (75)  for  Rural  Community  Develop- 
ment in  Colombia.  As  part  of  the  training 

program,  horsemanship  was  a  requirement. 

So,  I  ended  up  teaching  'horse  science'  to PC  trainees  all  summer;  and  spent  the  most 
fascinating  hours  with  these  kids.  It  was 

my  job  to  teach  them  EVERYTHING 
there  is  to  know  about  horses  in  20  hours 
of  instruction,  including  care,  management, 

veterinary  medicine,  riding,  jumping,  shoe- 
ing, etc.  Well,  it  was  such  a  success  that 

we  had  another  training  program  this 
fall,  artists  of  Ecuador,  and  I  did  the  same 
thing  from  November  through  January  for 

them."  And  still,  she  has  time  for  Mike, 
the  boys,  and  their  farm. 

Alice  McGee  Collins  is  another  class- 
mate distinguishing  herself  in  areas  out  of 

the  ordinary.  She's  become  the  student 
pastor  of  two  little  churches  on  the  out- 

skirts of  Pittsburgh.  "I'm  still  working 
on  my  degree  (Bachelor  of  Divinity),  but 
when  these  churches  were  without  a  min- 

ister I  just  couldn't  resist  the  chance  to 
try  my  hand.  I  was  surprised  they  would 
accept  a  minister  of  the  female  sex,  but 
things  have  worked  out  better  than  I  ex- 

pected." Alice  also  finds  time  to  costume 
the  Chatham  drama  department  produc- tions. 
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Out  on  the  Michigan  frontiet,  Carol 
Grim  LeClere  and  Bill  have  settled  in  their 
authentic  log  cabin  home  just  20  minutes 

from  Ann  Arbor.  It's  complete  with  pri- 
vate lake  and  glorious  views,  and  Carol 

extends  an  open  "invite"  to  those  who'd 
like  a  tour  of  the  house  and  a  "dip  or 

skate,  depending  on  the  season.  You  can't 
beat  our  rates!"  Carol's  teaching  nursery 
school  four  mornings  a  week. 

Our  guitarist  in  Wisconsin,  Marilyn 
Grady  Candler,  has  finally  gone  all  out  in 

letting  her  hair  grow  "so  I'll  look  the 
part!"  She  and  George  are  trying  to  stir 
up  some  "action"  in  their  PTA  as  co- 
chairmen,  and  George  is  choir  direcror  at 
their  new  church. 

The  rest  of  the  replies  were  filled  with 

glowing  accounts  of  what  isn't  new.  Ginny Ladish  Angulo  has  been  home  all  year 
waiting  for  some  of  us  to  visit.  Now, 
rather  than  holding  her  breath  too  long, 

she's  decided  to  bring  her  young  son  to 
the  States  to  show  him  off  this  summer. 
Dottie  Devine  Agnew  has  added  piano 
lessons  to  her  weekly  schedule.  She  visited 
Irene  Patterson  Stchert  last  summer  and 

enjoys  living  close  to  Dolores  O'Neill 
Cooper.  Jo  Long  Pah!  has  been  doing  sub- 

stitute teaching  and  is  "gradually  picking 
up  those  awful  education  credits  I  resisted 
at  Chatham."  After  teaching  for  three 
years,  Patricia  Alogna  Reiss  is  happy  to  be 
just  a  housewife,  mother,  and  decorator  of 
their  new  home. 

Barbara  Johnston  Tredennick,  Nancy 
Kasper  Nixon,  Kathy  lannuzzo  and  Nancy 
Cannon  Cocke  join  everyone  in  sending 
their  best  to  you  all. 

That's  all.  Have  another  good  year;  and 
please  remember  that  under  the  new  sys- 

tem, our  group  reunion  with  the  classes  of 
1956,  1958,  and  1959  will  be  held  in 
June,  1969. 

Lynn  reporting: 

Sue  Feldman  Cohen  has  gone  back  to 
piano  lessons  after  12  years,  and  is  busy 
with  PTA  and  Synagogue  groups.  They 
will  be  traveling  to  Mexico  City  and  Wash- 

ington, DC.  in  May,  and  were  in  Cali- 
fornia in  February. 

Jackie  Miller  Ross  has  a  new  English 
setter,  and  lists  among  her  numerous  activ- 

ities— squirrel    taming    (??). 
Gisela  Paoli  Villapana  sends  greetings 

and  says  that  with  both  children  in  school 
for  half  a  day  she  has  time  for  fixing  up 
their  new  house. 

Children  in  school  and  more  time  for 
activities  is  also  reported  by  Maggie  Poolos 
Yeotis.  She  has  been  keeping  up  with  her 
art  work  along  with  church  and  civic  work. 

Maggie's  husband  was  appointed  municipal 
judge  and  has  an  election  this  April,  so  she 
is  busy  campaigning.  They  went  to  Cali- 

fornia to  see  Michigan  State  in  the  Rose 
Bowl. 

Mimi  Skinner  Wainwright  and  Bill  are 
going  to  Quebec  in  June  where  he  will 
present  a  paper  to  an  international  philos- 

ophy congtess.  Mimi  is  still  teaching  but 
plans  to  quit.  They  were  at  the  New  Jersey 
shore  last  summer  and  had  a  cabin  at 
Missouri   State   Park. 

Nancy  Teeters  Bunce  has  four  children, 
7,  6,  5,  and  2.  They  are  happily  settled 
in  Pueblo  where  Chuck  is  an  auditor  of 
the  First  National  Bank  of  Pueblo.    Busy 

with  all  of  the  usual  activities,  Nancy  wel- 
comes Chathamites,  and  has  heard  from 

Sally  Schmidt  Gregerson  and  from  Barbara 

Scott  Smith  who  has  two  children.  Nancy's 
big  news  was  a  visit  from  Dr.  Henry  Bug- 
bee.  She  saw  he  was  speaking  at  a  nearby 
state  college  and  invited  him  for  lunch. 

Carol  Vogel  is  still  traveling  but  has 
branched  out.  Now  her  trips  take  her  to 
New  Orleans  and  Dallas  instead  of  just 
Altoona  and  Johnstown.  Carol  will  be 
teaching  at  the  University  of  Illinois  this 
summer  in  the  library  science  program. 

Rhoda  Weitsman  David  says  David  is 
now  senior  chemical  research  analyst  with 
Mobile  Chemical  Company  in  New  York City. 

Three  classmates  have  moved  south. 
Ellie  Wills  Meyer,  in  Florida,  says  Jim  is 
teaching  at  the  junior  college,  she  does 
substituting,  and  they  enjoy  the  water 
sports.  Ann  Scott  Byers,  in  New  Orleans, 
talks  of  the  differenr  way  of  life  in  the 
south.  They  spent  Christmas  in  Florida. 
Jane  Stocker  Burfoot,  in  Virginia,  is  get- 

ting used  to  their  first  move.  Fred  is  with 
the   Army  Engineers   in   Washington,   D.C. 

Just  hello  and  best  wishes  from  Gail 
Miller  Maiolo  and  Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein. 
Sheila  Stevens  Otto  is  still  coordinating 

the  volunteer  pre-school  program  and  work- 
ing with  CFM. 

My  year  has  been  busy  with  being  assist- 
ant Girl  Scout  leader,  work  on  the  PTA 

board,  and  continuing  as  a  reporter  for 
our  weekly  newspaper.  We  finally  sold 
our  other  house  after  a  year  and  are  back 
ro  one  mortgage  instead  of  two. 
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Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger 

(Mrs.  Elliott) 
1332  Blue  Jay  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15216 

Arlene  Goldstein  Reich 
(Mrs.  Samuel  J.) 

1234  Meadowlark  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

MARRIAGES 

Cynthia  Berry  to  Juta  Vanda  in   1963 
Peggy    Fullick    to    Dr.    Ronald    Longacker, 

June  5,   1966 

BIRTHS 

Ruth    Cooper    Huber,    a    daughter,    Heidi, 
August  29,  1966 

Myrna  Deaktor  Prince,  a  son,  Jon  Harvey, 

July  28,   1966 
Barbara   Heck    Reeser,    a    daughter,    Karen 

Elizabeth,  March  2,  1966 
Pat    Mabon    Johnson,    a    daughter,    Megan 

Elizabeth,  February  25,  1966 
Diana    Montgomery    Montgomery,    a    son, 

Ian  Bruce,  November  23,  1966 
Carole  Parker  Berkman,   a   daughter,    Fran 

Ellen,  November  20,  1966 
Ann  Reynolds   Wise,  a  son,  Jeffrey  James, 

May  18,  1966 
Barbara    Rubin    Levendorj,    a    son,    Joshua 

Brett,  October  30,   1966 
Marie  Smith  Smith,  a  son,  Anthony  James, 

January   14,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy   Adler   Eisenfeld    (Mrs.   Arnold   J.) 
470     Prospect     Street,     Apt.     34,     New 
Haven,  Conn.  06511 

Sue  Allardice,  225  East  Swissvale  Avenue, 
Apt.  9,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15218 

Sally  K.  Anderson,  7722-D  Eastern  Avenue 
Dallas,  Tex.  75209 

Deborah     Brog    Bernstein     (Mrs.     Alan), 
627     Dahlia     Drive,     Monroeville,     Pa. 
15146 

Martha  Campbell  Lane    (Mrs.  Calvin),  22 
Wheeler  Road,  Simsbury,  Conn.  06070 

Nancy   Canale,   2230  Tilbury   Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15217 

Joan    Davis    Hackett    (Mrs.    Robert    N.), 
2165    Clairmont    Drive,    Pittsbutgh,    Pa. 
15241 

Marcia  Fallon,   101   Manorview  Road,  Apt. 
104,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15220 

Beverly   Fleishman    Pimsleur    (Mrs.    Paul), 
164  West  17th  Avenue,  Columbus,  Ohio 

43210 
Elaine   Frank    Sloan    (Mrs.    Howard    R.), 

267     Rollins     Avenue,     Rockville,     Md. 
20852 

Margaret  Fullick  Longacker    (Mrs.   Ronald 
W.),    5910    Kantor    Street,    San    Diego, 
Calif.   92122 

Saralee    Gelman    Fine    (Mrs.    Robert    A.), 
4101     North    Lake    Drive,    Milwaukee, 
Wise.   53211 

Barbara  Goldfdrb  Thorpe    (Mrs.   Richard), 
5834  Ferree  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Ruth    Gottesman    Leigh    (Mrs.    Norman), 
9827   Lauren   Lane,  Niles,   111.   60648 

Syada  Greiss  Daief   (Mrs.  Gamal  El),  215 
Sharia   Ramses,   Cairo,   Egypt  U.A.R. 

Barbara  Heck  Reeser    (Mrs.   David),   1064 
Terrace  Avenue,  Wyomissing,  Pa.  19610 

Elizabeth  Heim  Searight    (Mrs.  John  W. ), 
54    West    Nippon    Street,    Philadelphia, 
Pa.   19119 

Barbara    Hughes    Schroder    (Mrs.    F.    A.), 

%   Capt.   F.   A.  Schrader,  Compt.   Divi- 
sion,    Headquarters     USAREUR,     APO 

New  York  09403 

Ruanne    Krislett    Young    (Mrs.    Richard), 
3310    Underwood    Boulevard,    Houston, 
Tex.  77025 

Mary   Ann   Martucci,    220    East   Hamilton 
Avenue,    Apt.     12,    State    College,    Pa. 16801 

Harriet  Moore   Clements    (Mrs.    Thomas), 

11    St.    Mary    Abbot's    Terrace,    London, 
W  14,  England 

Jinnie  Nabors  Kearney   (Mrs.  William  J.), 
520    West    Aldine    Avenue,    Apt.    502, 
Chicago,   111.   60657 

Sue  Quad  Croel    (Mrs.  Philip  M.),   4041 
Rivershell  Lane,  Lansing,  Mich.  48910 

Judith    Ritter,    1929    North    Howe    Street, 
Chicago,  111.  60614 

Elinor    Roeger    Nyhus     (Mrs.     Paul    G.), 
6900   Pacific   Avenue,   Wildwood   Crest, 
N.J.  08260   (home  address) 

Barbara  Shapiro  Stein    (Mrs.   Stanley  M.), 
6667    Ridgeville   Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 15217 

Marie  Smith  Smith    (Mrs.  James  G.),   17 
Janet     Terrace,     New     Hartford,     N.Y. 13413 

Danna    Vance   Mitchell    (Mrs.    Peter   R.), 
200  Pine  Street,  Syracuse,  N.Y.  13224 

Dorothy   Whitfield  Purdy   (Mrs.  Kenneth), 
47     Melrose     Avenue,     Harmon,     N.Y. 10520 

Joan    Winters    George     (Mrs.    Jack    M. ), 
1773-A    Kings   Court,    Columbus,    Ohio 
43212 

Helen  Yanko,  4301   Spruce  Street,  Section 
B,  Philadelphia,  Pa.   19104 

It  appears  that  more  than  ever  the  class 
of  1959  continues  to  be  on  the  move. 
Now  living  in  Columbus,  Ohio  is  Joan 
Winters    George,    where   Jack    is    assistant 29 



professor  of  medicine  at  Ohio  State  Medi- 
cal School.  Eleanor  Roeger  Nyhus  is  now 

back  in  the  United  States  after  spending  27 
months  in  Haiti.  Ellie  expects  that  her 
Washington  stay  will  be  temporary,  and 
that  they  will  be  reassigned  overseas  next 

year. 
Diane  Montgomery  Montgomery  dashed 

off  a  quick  note  from  Bremerhaven,  Ger- 
many in  the  midst  of  packing  to  return 

home  to  Pittsburgh  where  Dick  will  be 
attending  Carnegie  Tech.  We  also  received 
a  card  from  Betsy  Lylle  Suatoni  enroute  to 
Erie,  Pennsylvania  where  Frank  will  begin 
his  orthopedic  residency.  Harriet  Moore 
Clements  reports  her  move  to  London,  En- 

gland where  Tom  is  employed  by  Esso 
Europe. 

It  appears  that  classmates  turn  up  just 
about  everywhere.  While  Christmas  shop- 

ping in  Lansing,  Susie  Quad  Croel  stopped 
to  see  an  exhibit  at  a  local  store.  The 

show  was  Lois  Shook  Becker's  and  now 
several  of  the  paintings  are  being  exhibited 
permanently  in  the  Croel  living  room.  This 
year  Lois  also  had  showings  at  the  January 
furniture  show  in  Chicago  and  at  the 
Atlanta  gift  show. 

Than  Metro  Tsoukas'  brief  note,  an 
editors  delight,  reported  two  eventful  hap- 

penings in  1966;  her  three-week  holiday  in 

Greece  and  her  husband's  appointment  as 
chief-of-surgery  at  Tuxedo  Park  Hospital 
in  New  York. 

Nancy  Sherwood  Wilcox  began  a  new 
career  this  year  as  a  part-time  editor-writer 
for  Fideler  Textbook  Publishers.  She  is 

thrilled  with  the  challenge  this  job  pro- 
vides, and  would  appreciate  any  comments 

from  classmates  who  have  used  these  text- 
books in  the  classroom. 

Our  congratulations  to  Ruth  Gottesman 
Leigh  on  her  recent  marriage.  Also  newly 
married,  Peggy  Fullick  Longacker  has 
transferred  her  studies  toward  a  Ph.D.  in 
linguistics  to  the  University  of  San  Diego 
where  her  husband  is  a  member  of  the 
linguistics  faculty. 

The  recipient  of  her  PTA's  "Teacher  of 
the  Year"  award,  Bette  Jo  Bergad  Green- 
berger  continues  her  busy  round  of  activ- 

ities. She  and  Howard  spent  the  summer 
traveling  in  Sweden,  Norway,  and  Den- 
mark. 

An  January  telephone  call  from  Win- 
chester-Thurston offering  a  third-grade 

teaching  position,  and  only  24  hours  to 
make  her  decision,  has  taken  Sallie  Mc- 
Quiston  Schneider  back  to  teaching  and 

Laura  to  kindergarten  at  her  mother's  old 
school.  Martha  attends  nursery  school,  and 
all  of  the  Schneiders  are  happy  with  their 
new  way  of  life.  A  new  Star  Sraft  Constel- 

lation Camper,  complete  with  kitchen  and 
sleeping  space  for  eight,  will  take  the  fam- 

ily camping  again  this  summer,  probably 
back  to  Jekyll  Island  and  the  Tampa  area. 
Last  summer  Sallie  was  in  charge  of  a 
Bible  School  in  the  Larimer  Avenue  sec- 

tion, and  one  of  their  field  trips  was  to 
WTAE-TV  where  Sue  Allardice  showed 
them  the  workings  of  a  TV  studio. 

Regards  are  sent  to  all  of  you  from 
Lynne  Hughes  Mayer,  now  engaged  with  a 
very  active  Alumnae  Club  in  Chicago,  and 
from  Alma  Salvetti  Jennings  who  reports 
a  recent  appearance  as  soloist  with  the  Col- 

lege Community  Orchestra. 

Bobby  Einhorn  Chester  sends  her  re- 
gards, as  well  as  those  of  her  two  over-seas 

correspondents,  Beverly  Fleishman  Pimsleur 
in  Germany  and  Harriet  Clements  in  Lon- 

don. Regards  were  also  sent  by  Barbara 
Reeser  now  living  in  Wyomissing,  Penn- 

sylvania, and  jointly  by  neighbors  Judy 
Davis  Levitan  and  Ellen  Goldsmith  Gold- 

berg. We  have  heard  also  from  Sally  Head 

Mulcahy,  Ann  Reynolds  Wise,  Diane  Men- 
del son  Cummins,  Marie  Smith  Smith  and 

Pat  Mabon  Johnson,  and  locally  from 
Gloria  Horowitz  Klein,  Carole  Glass  Gott- 

lieb and   Barbara  Shapiro   Klein. 

The  Greenbergers  are  thrilled  and  kept 

terribly  busy  with  our  newest  venture — 
a  cheese,  pastry,  gift  and  gourmet  food 
shop  called  THE  SWISS  COLONY  in  the 
South  Hills  Village  Mall.  The  Reichs, 
both  deeply  involved  in  organizations,  still 
manage  to  bowl  quite  a  bit  and  sneak  in 
a  trip  or  two  when  we  get  the  chance. 

We  both  ask  you  to  excuse  the  editorial 
chopping  of  some  very  lovely  letters.  We 
received  dire  warnings  concerning  the  im- 

portance of  brevity  in  this  issue  and  we 
had  to  be  ruthless  in  our  cutting.  Perhaps 
by  next  year  we  will  have  mastered  the 
technique — anyhow,  please  give  us  a  chance 
to  practice. 

61 Sally  Williams  Vasse 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

125  Gracelawn  Avenue,  Apt.  #310 
Flint,  Michigan  48505 

Susan  Smith  Balika 
(Mrs.  Arthur  A.) 

24603  E.  Oakland  Road 

Bay  Village,  Ohio  44140 

Ruth  Fingeret  Weiss 
(Mrs.   Leonard) 

566  Worthington  Drive 
Bridgeport,  West  Virginia  26330 

Janice  Horovitz  Printz 
(Mrs.  Morton) 

196-05B  65th  Crescent 
Fresh  Meadows,  L.I.,  New  York  11365 

MARRIAGES 

Marie  Elson  to  J.  E.  Kilcarr 
Margaret  Ferguson  to  Leo  Goldstone,  May 

1,   1965 
Judith  Hicks  to  Harold  E.  Musser 

Jacqueline    Nadolny     to    Karl     B.     Rosen- 
berger,  August  6,  1966 

Anne  Sauers  to  John  H.  Brassert 

BIRTHS 

Judith  Allan  Mitchel,  a  daughter,  Cynthia 
Elaine,  August  9,  1966 

Hannah    Brush     Van    Horn,    a     daughter, 
Karla  Elizabeth,  May  13,   1966 

Joan    Godfried    Wyler,    a   daughter,    Susan, 
January  24,   1967 

Alma   Jones   Gadd,   a   son,   Scott,   October 
26,  1966 

Elizabeth    Johnson    Harper,    a    son,    Isaac 
Norton  Rendall  III,  December  27,  1966 

Joan  Levine  Gilder,  a  son,  David  Matthew, 
August  21,   1966 

Sharon  Norton  Tomalin,  a  son,  Alec  Paul, 
January   6,   1967 

Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin.  a  son,  Paul  Joseph, 
May   7,   1966 

Adair     Sidford     Alworth,     a     son,     David 
Thomas,  November  13,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Benita  Acheson,    %   Mrs.  Beckerborg,   73C 
Shadeland     Avenue,     Drexel     Hill,     Pa 

19026 
Carol   Bretz,    333    East    53rd    Street,   New 

York,  N.Y.   10022 
Marianne   Byrn    Caple    (Mrs.    Charles    E. ) 

646  Chestnut  Street,  S.W.,  Grand  Rapids 
Mich.  49502 

Harriette  Cohen,  765  UN  Plaza,  New  York 
N.Y.  10017 

Barbara    Easton    Marks     (Mrs.    James    H. 
Jr.),    140    Great    Road,    Maple    Shade 
N.J.   08052 

Judith  Elliott  McNeirney   (Mrs.  John  C.) 
11784  Portage  Road,  Box   100,  R.D.  3 
Vicksburg,  Mich.  49097 

Marie    Elson    Kilcarr    (Mrs.    J.    E. ),    40£ 
North     Oxford     Street,     Arlington,    Va. 
22203 

Alice   E.    Evans    (Ens.   USNR),   USQ113. 
U.S.  Naval  Base,  Newport,  R.I.  02844 

Gail    Farnum    McGuire    (Mrs.    Timothy). 
1328   Wightman   Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa 
15217 

Margaret  Ferguson  Goldstone   (Mrs.  Leo), 
14  Passage  Do  Gueselin,  Paris  15e,  France 

Eila     Foster    Amdur     (Mrs.     David     M.), 

4359-L  Springcreek  Drive,  Dayton,  Ohio 45405 

Karlena  Glemser,   2445   Lyttonsville  Road, 
Silver  Spring,  Md.  20910 

Frances    Goodside    Feigert     (Mrs.    Frank), 
925  Dayton  Drive,  Galesburg,  111.  61401 

Judith    Hicks    Musser    ( Mrs.    Harold    E. ) . 

2300  Overlook  Road,  Apt.   502,  Cleve- 
land Heights,  Ohio  44107 

Mary  Jennings  Quickel   (Mrs.  Kenneth  E., 
Jr.),     1012    Sherwood    Drive,    Apt.    F, 
Durham,  N.C.  27705 

Brenda  Jones,   3  Wyatt  Circle,  Somerville, 
Mass.  02143 

Mary   Louise   Kaylor   Maury    (Mrs.    James 
R.),  Forest  Hills  Road,  Newburgh,  N.Y. 
12550 

Shirley    Lewis    Minner    (Mrs.    Gene    L. ), 
114-4    Nimitz    Drive,    West    Lafayette, Ind.  47906 

Barbara    Nielan.     3030-30th     Street,    S.E., 
Washington,  D.C  20020 

Barbara    Paull,    6211     Kentucky    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

Anne    Putnam,    302    East    Street,    Warren, 
Pa.  16365 

Geraldine  Reisker  Edwards  (Mrs.  Guy  H.), 
111-A   Hunter   Hill   Road,   Hagerstown, 
Md.  21740 

Anne    Sauers    Brassert     (Mrs.    John    H.), 
3955  Bigelow  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15213 

Dorothy  Self  Kapp   (Mrs.  Marshall),  Kap- 
penglen,  Jones  Road,  R.D.  6,  Butler,  Pa. 16001 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis   (Mrs.  John  M.),  66 
Day  Street,  Fredonia,  N.Y.  14063 

Joyce    Teegardin,    2630    Canterbury    Road, 
Columbus,  Ohio  43221 

Sally  reporting: 

Traveling  to  parts  of  Europe  and  Asia 
last  year  were  Nigar  Abbasi  Husain  and 
Shahid,  who  took  little  Ayesha  on  her 
first  "home  leave"  to  Pakistan  via  Europe; 
and  Margaret  Ferguson  Goldstone  and  Leo, 
who  spent  a  month  in  Egypt  including  a 
visit  to  the  temples  of  Abu  Simbel  now 
being  re-sited  under  the  auspices  of 
UNESCO  and  the  Egyptian  government. 
The  Goldstones  hope  to  holiday  this  year 
in  the  States  as  Margaret  would  like  to 

show   Leo,   who    is    an   Englishman,    "that 
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there  is  more  to  the  U.S.  than  New  York 

and  Washington,  D.C."  Margaret  is  Con- 
sultant to  the  Office  of  Mass  Communi- 
cation, UNESCO,  while  Leo  is  Chief  of 

Education  Statistics  for  UNESCO.  They 
have  seen  Marjorie  Hanson  on  her  several 
visits   to   London   and   Paris. 

In  addition  to  a  continually  busy  do- 
mestic life  with  21/i-year-old  Loren,  and 

"little  Cynthia  crawling  all  over  the  place," 
Judy  Allan  Mitchel  is  an  increasingly  active 

member  of  Reading's  League  of  Women 
Voters  and  a  Chatham  Alumnae  Repre- 

sentative. She  is  still  planning  to  finish  the 

M.Ed,  degree  at  Tufts  "as  soon  as  I'm 
free-er."  Barry  received  his  5-year  pin 
from  AVCO  as  a  staff  scientist. 

Two  other  busy  mothers  are  Hannah 

Brush  Van  Horn,  whose  Karla  is  "just 
about  ready  to  crawl;"  and  Robin  Askin 
DeKleine,  who  is  also  teaching  Sunday 
school  while  Bill  is  taking  evening  grad- 

uate courses  at  Rutgers  in  addition  to  being 
an  institutional  representative  for  the  Boy 
Scouts  and  a  deacon  in  the  Reformed 
Church  in  America.  The  DeKleines  plan 

to  go  fishing  in  Canada  this  summer  "with- 
out children"  before  getting  Kelly  ready for  school  in  the  fall. 

Shirley  Lewis  Minner  and  Fran  Keenan 
Bonfigli  have  both  been  teaching  again  this 
year.  Under  the  Title  I  program,  Shirley 
took  her  19  sixth-graders  on  several  field 
trips  last  summer — the  most  exciting  one 
aboard  a  Navy  Destroyer  from  Chicago  for 
a  3-hour  cruise  on  Lake  Michigan.  Gene 

received  his  master's  degree  in  mechanical 
engineering  last  August  and  is  working 

steadily  toward  the  Ph.D.  Fran's  husband 
John  has  a  new  job  as  a  social  worker  at 
Somerset  State  Hospital.  Fran  had  lunch 

with  Danni  Karp  Bloom  "whose  children 
are  adorable." 

Joyce  Teegardin  is  working  on  a  master's 
degree  in  rehabilitation  counseling  at  Kent 
State  University  and  is  traveling  all  over 
Ohio  doing  field  work  and  internship. 

"Doctor"  Marianne  Byrn  Caple  is  work- 
ing in  enzymology  as  a  research  chemist 

for  the  botany  department  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  California — Davis  Campus.  She 

received  her  Ph.D.  in  chemistry  from 
Berkeley  in  September  1966.  Two  of  her 
articles  have  been  published  in  the  Journal 
of  the  American  Chemical  Society.  Mari- 

anne saw  several  Chathamites  at  a  dinner 
for  President  Eddy  and  Dean  Henderson 
in  San  Francisco  and  is  very  impressed  by 

the  reports  of  Chatham's  progress,  espec- 
ially the  new  science  building.  The  Caples 

took  a  17 -day  trip  with  two  other  couples 
in  a  private  plane  to  Ohio  and  Michigan 
last  summer.  Chuck  is  now  office  manager 
for  the  Weyerhaeuser  Company  Distribu- 

tion Centet  in  Sacramento. 

A  correction  and  an  apology:  through  a 
typographical  error  the  name  of  Liz  Jones 

Sheehan's  daughter  was  published  last 
year  as  Keith.  It  should  be  Kerith  Leah. 

One  small  "r"  makes  a  difference  and  we 
are  sorry. 

Your  reporter  has  been  learning  about 
labor  unions,  as  I  was  appointed  to  a 
committee  of  the  Michigan  Library  Asso- 

ciation which  is  investigating  the  implica- 
tions of  a  recent  Public  Act  which  gives 

public  employees  the  right  to  bargain 
collectively.  As  a  reference  librarian  I 

daily   feel  the  effects   of  the  "information 

explosion,"  and  as  a  "faculty  wife"  I  am 
again  enjoying  the  academic  life  of  a  small 
college.  We  spent  some  time  last  summer 
in  Maine  and  the  Thousand  Islands,  and  a 
weekend  at  the  Stratford  (Ontario)  Shake- 

speare Festival — a  "tradition"  to  which  we 
are  again  looking  forward  this  year. 

Sue  reporting: 

Sue  Hocker  Ballay  is  Alumnae  Repre- 
sentative for  the  Cincinnati  area,  is  on  the 

board  of  trustees  for  the  performing  arts 
center  in  her  suburb,  and  is  also  directing 
Bus  Stop  for  another  drama  group.  Joe  is 
still   with   the   University. 

Martha  Bulkley  Hostetter  was  moving 
in  March  to  Harrisburg  where  her  husband 
will  be  the  minister  of  Covenant  Presby- 

terian Church.  Martha  is  busy  with  Junior 
League,  and  entertained  Brenda  Purdon 
Stober  and  Bob  last  fall.  The  Stobers  are 

house-hunting,  and  Brenda  is  working  on 
her  thesis. 

Mary  Louise  Kaylor  Maury  and  husband 
Jim  have  bought  a  home  in  Newburgh 

since  Jim's  return  from  Southeast  Asia.  Mary Lou  is  a  steward  at  the  Air  Force  Officers 
Wives  Club  and  works  with  the  Red  Cross. 
She  and  Jim  spent  a  weekend  with  Karen 
Tiedy  Ream  and  Bob. 

Sue  Jessop  McGowan  plans  to  go  back 

to  school  for  a  master's  in  sociology  next 
year.  Anne  Putnam,  a  frequent  visitor  at 

the  McGowan's,  and  Sue  planned  to  take 
Linda  Morgan  out  on  the  town  before  her 
March  4th  wedding. 

Daughter  Kathy  keeps  Jean  Thonen 
Nickel  busy,  but  she  did  find  time  to  ac- 

company Nick  to  Cleveland  for  a  weekend 
and  we  spent  the  day  talking  and  shopping. 

Donna  Gagliardi  Marinofsky  is  an  active 
member  of  the  Boston  Alumnae  Club.  She 
and  Bruno  spent  five  days  in  New  York 
with   the   Stobers. 

Yours  truly  has  been  working  as  a  Sun- 
day School  consultant  for  the  first  and 

second  grades,  and  I  am  still  teaching  the 
C  scale  to  my  piano  students.  We  spent 
several  weeks  in  Florida  last  June  following 
a  lithographers  convention,  and  not  too 
long  after  writing  this  I  will  be  leaving 
with  the  children  for  another  visit  in  the 
Florida  sun.  Hope  to  hear  from  more  of 
you  next  year. 

Ruth  reporting: 

Joan  Cercone  Gilson  reports  a  vacation 
trip  to  Ft.  Lauderdale,  Florida,  highlighted 
by  a  boat  tour  on  the  waterways  around 
Miami  Beach,  and  a  visit  with  Mary  Booth 
Fassett  Roberts  when  she  went  to  Elmira, 

New  York,  to  attend  her  brother's  wed- ding  in   November. 
The  sixth  move  in  seven  years  has  taken 

Barbara  Easton  Marks  to  a  new  location  in 
New  Jersey  where  she  is  teaching  French 
and  language  arts  in  a  Cherry  Hill  junior 
high  school,  and  husband  Jim  is  teaching 
industrial  arts  in  a  junior  high  school  out- 

side of  Philadelphia.  Barb  attended  Anne 

Sauers  Brassert's  lovely  wedding  last  sum- mer. 

Having  completed  her  master's  degree in  history,  Alice  Evans  is  now  completing 

the  16-week  officer's  training  program  in the  Navy. 

Fran  Goodside  Feigert  has  moved  to 

what  she  refers  to  as  "the  small,  typical 
mid-western   town"   of  Galesburg,   Illinois, 

where  Frank  is  an  instructor  in  political 
science  at  Knox  College.  Fran  completed 

her  master's  in  library  science  in  June, 
after  which  she  and  Frank  vacationed  in 
New  York  for  a  month. 

Besides  teaching  4th  grade  in  Severna 

Park,  Maryland,  Carol  Lemke  Keil  is  work- 
ing on  her  master's  in  liberal  arts  at  Johns 

Hopkins,  taking  courses  that  stress  the 
history  of  ideas.  Carol  and  Elmer  enjoyed 
a  trip  to  Williamsburg  and  the  Smoky 
Mountains   last   fall. 

Sue  Linder  is  working  as  copy  editor  for 
Encyclopedia  Americana,  and  is  an  officer 
in  the  largest  Reform  Democratic  Club  in 
New  York.  She  was  a  delegate  to  the  state 
convention  this  year. 

Aftet  attending  the  1966  summer  session 
at  the  University  of  Kansas,  Elizabeth 
Waite  vacationed  in  the  Colorado  Rockies, 
and  later  in  Georgia,  before  returning  to 
teach  her  7th  and  8th  grade  Spanish  classes 
in   Baldwin- Whitehall. 

It  has  been  a  busy  year  for  the  Weiss 
family.  We  have  expanded  the  first  store 
that  we  opened  last  March,  and  opened  our 
second  store  in  November  in  Fairmont, 

West  Virginia,  about  25  miles  from  Clarks- 
burg. I  am  kept  extremely  busy  between 

working  in  the  stores,  taking  care  of  the 
two  children,  and  participating  in  various 
business  and  social  organizations.  I  was 
a  little  disappointed  with  the  alumnae 
response  this  year.  I  hope  to  hear  from 
more  of  you  next  year. 

Jan   reporting: 

This  year  several  of  our  classmates  re- 
port new  additions  to  their  families,  but 

this  certainly  doesn't  seem  to  restrict  theit 
"extra-curricular"  activities.  Libby  Jones 
Gadd  manages  to  keep  busy  with  a  newly- 
formed  garden  club  as  well  as  with  little 
Scott  and  Jenny. 

Adair  Sidford  Ahvorth,  in  addition  to 
keeping  track  of  three  sons,  in  recording 

secretary  of  the  Junior  Woman's  Club  of Cedar  Grove  and  managed  to  win  another 

first  place  in  the  Club's  State  contest. 
Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin  sends  news  of 

her  first  child,  and  reports  that  she  keeps 
in  touch  with  Betsy  Waite  and  Dottie  Sief 
Kapp  as  well  as  with  Margaret  Brenneman, 
who  is  still  at  the  Chicago  Public  Library. 

Jackie  Nadolny  Rosenberger  divides  her 
time  between  being  a  housewife  and  work- 

ing as  a  medical  social  worker  at  Children's Hospital  in  Pittsburgh.  She  and  Karl 
were  married  in  their  small  church  in 

Carnegie  and  honeymooned  in  the  Adiron- 
dacks.  This  May  they  plan  a  trip  to 
Nassau.  Karl,  an  accountant,  received  his 
M.B.A.  in  June  1966. 

Sue  Childs  Matheson  accompanied  Jim 

on  a  business  trip  to  Mexico — their  first 
trip  out  of  the  U.S.  They  have  been 
studying  Spanish  in  adult  education,  and, 
since  some  of  their  friends  speak  no 
English,  they  put  this  knowledge  to  good 

use. 
As  of  March  1,  Eila  Foster  Amdur  and 

David  are  residents  of  Dayton,  Ohio.  David 
is  the  new  assistant  director  of  the  Jewish 
Community  Council  of  Dayton.  Their 

new  apartment  is  part  of  an  800  unit  self- 
contained  apartment  community  and  has 
a  beautiful  view.  Eila  is  sorry  to  leave 
her  position  as  a  team  leader  in  the  Fort 
Pitt  School,  but  plans  to  return  to  teaching. 
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Ronnie  Friedman  Kanterman  worked  last 
spring  and  summer  in  the  Brentwood 
Schools  where  she  taught  a  special  reading 
class  under  the  government  poverty  pro- 

gram. The  children  had  emotional  prob- 
lems which  interfered  with  their  studies, 

and  Ronnie's  job  included  visits  to  the 
homes  of  these  twenty  children  and  a  de- 

tailed case  study  of  each. 

Danni  Karp  Bloom  sends  the  exciting 
news  of  a  goal  in  sight — she  expects  to 

receive  a  master's  in  library  science  in 
June. 

Donna  Lange  continues  doing  movie  and 
theatre  reviews  and  still  finds  time  for 

much  far-flung  travel.  On  her  itinerary 
this  past  year  were  Washington,  D.C.  in 
cherry  blossom  time,  the  boardwalk  in 
Atlantic  City,  and  the  views  in  the  Pocono 

Mountains.  In  addition,  she  writes,  "I 
took  off  for  two  weeks  by  car  to  Yellow- 

stone National  Park  where  I  got  acquainted 
with  the  bears.  They  come  right  up  and 
look  in  the  car  windows.  Had  other  first- 

hand views  of  elk,  moose  and  deer  in  a 
beautifully  natural  setting.  Took  oodles  of 
pictures.  The  Grand  Tetons  were  equally 

impressive." 
The  Printz's  joined  the  ranks  of  devoted 

campers  last  summer  after  spending  several 
days  on  the  shores  of  Long  Island  Sound. 
Even  with  two  small  boys,  we  enjoyed  the 
peace  and  seclusion  so  much  that  we  heart- 

ily recommend  camping  as  the  perfect 
tranquilizer  for  city  dwellers  who  need  an 
occasional  escape.  There  were  two  exciting 
happenings  for  us  this  past  year — I  had 
first  paintings  included  in  a  community 
art  show  last  June,  and  Morty  was  awarded 
a  Public  Health  Service  Travel  Award  for 
the  Biochemistry  Congress  in  Japan  this 
August.  We  hope  to  squeeze  in  a  visit  to 
Pittsburgh  before  he  leaves.  My  thanks  to 
all  for  your  prompt  replies. 

63 
Jane  Alexander  Givens 

(Mrs.   David   J.) 
336   South  Graham   Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Nancy  Beach 
444  East  84th  Street 

New  York,  NY.  10028 

Nancy  Fendrich 
336  East  86th  Street,  Apt.  4-H 

New  York,  N.Y.   10028 

Martha   McCallister  Thaeler 
(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 

943  "B"  Street,  Hillcrest 
Meadville,  Pa.  16335 

MARRIAGES 

Mary  Cook  to  Donald  Guy,  June  18,  1966 
Margaret  Folino  Buswell  to  Barry  W.  Huff 
Sara  Lord  Norris  to  David  Nissen 
Mary   E.    Riley   to   Anthony    Smith,   March 

11,  1967 
Helen  Roessing  to  Clifton  M.  Monroe,  Jr., 

August  27,  1966 
Sandra  Rossio  to  Bruce  Molinaroli 
Deborah    Wolowitz    to    Dale    H.    Cowan, 

M.D.,  January   28,    1967 

BIRTHS 

Betty     Bennett     Morrow,     a     son,     Clark 
Edward,  April  20,  1966 

Susan    Bullock    Bell,    a    daughter,    Rebecca 
Charles,  November  5,   1966 

Linda  Cooper  Brodson,  a  son,  Stephen 

Patricia  Dobyat:  Lupton,  twin  sons,  Jona- 
than Baker  and  Christopher  Lane,  Aug- 

ust 20,  1966 

Bonnie  George  Sivitzer,  a  son,  Brian  Rob- 
ert, February  8,   1967 

Susan  Herb  Reicbard,  a  daughter,  Katherine 
E.,  May  14,  1966 

Susan  Johnson  Dyer,  a  daughter,  Amy 
Hart,  November  16,  1966 

Veronica  Kotulak  Benson,  a  son,  Michael 
Howard,  September  2,  1966 

Susan  Rockwell  Coen,  a  son,  Timothy 
James,  November  16,  1966 

Dianne  Rubin  Newman,  a  daughter,  Karin 
Suzanne,  April   8,   1965 

Nancy  Sander  Haas,  a  daughter,  Kathryn 
Leslie,  December  5,  1966 

Susan  Shields  Kopp,  a  son,  Danny,  August 
27,   1966 

Barbara  Shullman  Young,  a  son,  Joel 
Michael,  May  18,  1966 

]anice  Skeloski  Matey,  a  son,  Christopher 
John,  October  28,  1966 

Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington,  a  son,  William 
Robert,  July   16,   1966 

Judith  Strain  Barton,  a  daughter,  Jennifer 
Lynne,  August  9,  1966 

Nancy  Welsh  Lees,  a  second  daughter, 
Colleen,  October  10,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Rebecca  Albright  McLay  (Mrs.  William  S., 

Jr.),    4991    Northlawn    Drive,    Murrys- 
ville,  Pa.  15668 

Margaret  Alexander  Sprenkla  (Mrs.  Robert 
M. ),  Princeton  Road,  Lake  Carmel,  N.Y. 
10512 

Susan  Bullock  Bell   (Mrs.  James  J.),  1565 
Lincoln  Avenue,  Alameda,  Calif.  94501 

Patricia    Burda    Sliwinski     (Mrs.     Stanley, 
Jr.),  540  Lansdale  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15228 

Janice    Carver    King     (Mrs.    George),    17 
School  Street,  Exeter,  N.H.   03833 

Mary  Cook  Guy  (Mrs.  Donald  C.) ,  9202-D 
Orchard  Street,  Urbana,  111.  61803 

Linda   Cooper  Brodson    (Mrs.  John),   643 
De    Tamble    Avenue,    Highland     Park, 
111.  60035 

Anna  Crone  Nagy   (Mrs.  Jules  G.),  3420 
Jordan  Road,  Oakland,  Calif.  94602 

Patricia  Dobyan  Lupton    (Mrs.   W.   Baker, 

Jr.),   2326   East   Tremont   Court,    Rich- 
mond, Va.  23225 

Jane  Eisenberg,  339  East  58th  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.    10022 

Nancy   Fleming   Demoise    (Mrs.   Charles), 
361    South   Fairmont   Street,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15232 

Margaret   Folino    Huff    (Mrs.    Barry   W.), 
730    Wyngold     Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15237 

Dolores  Freedman  Hentschel  (Mrs.  Thomas 
D. ),     2107     North     Kennicott     Drive, 
Arlington  Heights,  111.   60004 

Bonnie    George    Sivitzer     (Mrs.    Robert), 
P.O.    Box    284,    Route    3,   Bedford,   Pa. 

15522 

PLEASE 

inform  the  Alumnae  Office 

of 
name  and  address  changes 

Rachel  Gorr  Johnson   (Mrs.  Theodore  O), 
3011      Center     Street,     Bethlehem,     Pa. 
18017 

Nan   Hall   Lombardi    (Mrs.   Joseph),   236 
East  81st  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Carolyn    Hill    Warner    (Mrs.   Edward   A.), 
625-B     Daniels     Street,     Raleigh,     N.C. 27605 

Pamela   Johnson    Fenner    (Mrs.    Paul    T.), 
694   Boston    Post   Road,   Weston,   Mass. 
02193 

Susan     Johnson     Dyer     (Mrs.     Paul     A.), 
%    Winchester   School,   Sheffield,   Mass. 02157 

Barbara    Kessel    Bloxsom    (Mrs.    Raymond 

A.),    2911     Central    Park,    Apt.    B-12, 
Topeka,   Kans.   66611 

Barbara  Laikin,   101   Beacon  Street,  Boston, 
Mass.   02116 

Judith     Launer    Palkovitz     (Mrs.     Harry), 
1800   Jefferson    Park   Avenue,   Apt.    29, 
Charlottesville,  Va.  22903 

Elaine   Mazer   Myers    (Mrs.    Howard    N.), 

2621     Frederick     Avenue,     North,     Mil- 
waukee, Wise.   53211 

Lois  McCune,    220   C   Street,   S.E.,   Wash- 
ington,  D.C.   20003 

Ann    Niedermeyer    Fox     (Mrs.    Alan    J.), 
250   Woodhaven    Drive,   Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15228 

Sara  Lord  Norris  Nissen  (Mrs.  David),  37 
Duncan   House,   Fellows   Road,   London, 
NW  3,  England 

Mary    Pensyl,    58    Grange    Road,    Ealing, 
London,  W  5,  U.K.,  England 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker    (Mrs.   Malcolm  B.), 

11850  Edgewater  Drive,  Apt.  208,  Lake- 
wood,  Ohio  44107 

Susan  Popky  Harris   (Mrs.  Mark  J.),   1409 
37th  Avenue,  Seattle,  Wash.  98122 

Lucy  Resnick  Derechin  (Mrs.  Michael  M.), 
6711    Munsey    Street,    Hyattsville,    Md. 20784 

Mary    Riley    Smith    (Mrs.    Anthony),    Box 
61,  FPO  New  York  09510 

Helen  Roesing  Monroe    (Mrs.  Clifton  M., 
Jr.),    5300    Post   Road,   Apt.    249,   East 
Greenwich,    R.I.    02818 

Carolyn   Rogers  Flood    (Mrs.   R.   Robert), 
3135   Driscoll   Drive,   San   Diego,   Calif. 
92117 

Sandra    Rossio    Molinaroli    (Mrs.    Bruce), 
69-60    108th   Street,   Forest  Hills,   Long 
Island,  N.Y.  11375 

Joan  Salay,  Department  of  Poultry  Science, 
University  of  Guelph,  Guelph,  Ontario, 

Canada 
Nancy  Sander  Haas   (Mrs.  David  R.),  307 

West  Wayne  Avenue,  Wayne,  Pa.  19087 
Barbara  Sandrovich,   501   East  87th  Street, 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 
Barbara    Shullman    Young    (Mrs.    Stephen 

R.),  26-E  Hasbrouck  Apartments,  Ithaca, 
N.Y.    14850 

Louise    Sonneberg,     106    Manheim    Street, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19144 

Lillian  Steiner  Levine    (Mrs.   Stephen   B. ) , 
2572    Kemper    Road,    Cleveland,    Ohio 44128 

Nancy     Welsh    Lees     (Mrs.    Joseph    K.), 
Stratford  Apartments  G-10,  Shipley  and 
Naomans    Roads,    Wilmington,    Del. 
19803 

Deborah    ̂ Wolowitz    Cowan     (Mrs.     Dale 
H.),    1900    Lyttonsville    Road,    #1208, 
Silver  Spring,  Md.  20910 

Jane  reporting: 

Hopefully,  each  of  us  has  managed  to 
hang  on  to  a  degree  of  individuality;  how- 

ever,   it    seems    increasingly    easier    with 
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each  annual  blurb  in  the  Recorder  to  gen- 
eralize about  the  goings-on  you  report! 

This  year  there  was  great  activity  in  the 
line    of   chasing    babies. 

We  may  assume  that  the  classmate  hav- 
ing achieved  the  greatest  degree  of  pro- 

ficiency in  this  area  is  Sudy  Bullock  Bell. 
According  to  my  unofficial  calculations, 
she  is  the  sole  individual  in  this  portion 

of  '63  have  mothered  two  off-spring. 
The  four  Bells  will  return  to  Dartmouth 
this  summer  when  Jim  leaves  the  Navy. 

Other  busy  mothers  include  Betty  Ben- 
nett Morrow,  Meg  Alexander  Sprengle, 

Jos  Browning  Cerul,  Betsy  Snydacker  Cot- 
tington  and  Ellen  Block  Blumenthal.  Betsy 
is  able  to  find  some  time  for  continued 

redecorating  of  their  new  "old"  home,  and 
Ellen  and  daughter  Linda  were  anticipat- 

ing Mickey's  return  from  Vietnam  in March. 

We  stay-at-homes  might  feel  justifiably 
envious  of  Bobbie  Fellabom  Emerick  and 

Stevie  Cooperman  Parker,  who  each  re- 
ported major  journeys  during  the  past  year. 

In  September  Bobbie  was  lucky  enough  to 

tag  along  when  husband  Dick's  company sent  him  to  England  and  Germany.  Stevie 
and  Alan  headed  in  the  other  direction, 
spending  a  memorable  two  weeks  in  Japan. 
They  were  especially  fortunate  in  having  as 

"guides"  the  family  of  a  Japanese  neighbor 
from  California,  thus  seeing  the  country 
in  a  way  most  tourists  never  could.  In 
July  they  will  move  to  Cleveland  where 
Alan  will  take  his  surgical  residence  at  the 
Cleveland  Clinic. 

Pethaps  it's  not  quite  a  "first,"  but 
Kathy  Haas,  daughter  of  Nancy  Sander 
Haas,  took  her  first  airplane  ride  at  age 
six  weeks.  The  pilot  was  father  Dick,  who 

couldn't  wait  any  longer  to  introduce  her 
to  the  pleasures  of  his  occupation. 

Anna  Crone  Nagy  is  looking  forward 
to  retirement  from  her  job  with  a  stock 
brokerage,  with  a  good  deal  of  impetus 
for  this  move  provided  by  their  new  home. 

Furthermore,  Anna  reports,  it's  been  sug- 
gested at  work  that,  with  all  her  "inside" information  on  what  makes  the  market 

tick,  she  should  be  able  to  rerire  for  good 
in  five  years! 

It  appears  that  we'll  miss  Margie  Con- 
ner's name  among  the  credits  on  Broad- 

way for  a  while.  She's  working  for  her 
degree  in  elementary  education  at  Brooklyn 
College,  in  a  program  for  people  who  will 

teach  in  "disadvantaged"  areas.  This  is  an 
outgrowth  of  her  deep  interest  in  a  young 
boy  whom  she  tutored  in  her  lower  East 

Side  neighborhood,  and,  although  she's  just 
begun  the  formal  training  program,  she's 
convinced   she's   found  her  niche. 

Mary  Cook  Guy,  the  newest  bride  in 
this  fourth  of  the  class,  finds  both  mar- 

ried life  and  graduate  work  in  library 
science  highly  appealing.  Both  she  and 
Donald  are  students  at  the  University  of 
Illinois.  Half  of  another  srudent  couple, 
Jan  Carver  King,  reports  having  coupled 
a  new  job  in  the  Computation  Center  of 
the  University  of  New  Hampshire  wirh 

part-time  study  in  sociology.  Next  fall 
she  expects  to  be  an  instructor  in  computer 
science   in   the   math   department   there. 

Gail  Bloom  Verlin  extends  an  offer  of 

free  "concert"  tickets  and  congenial  com- 
pany to  anyone  in  the  Camden,  New  Jersey 

area.   The  music  will  be  provided  by  their 

new  stereo  system  and  the  welcome  by  Gail 
and  husband  Mike,  who  will  receive  his 
medical  degree  in  June. 

Since  the  last  Recorder,  I've  retired 
from  elementary  teaching  and  am  wotking 
as  a  computer  programmer  for  the  Na- 

tional Cash  Register  Company,  the  un- 
likely result  of  a  degree  in  hisrory  and 

three  years  of  teaching  seven-to-ten-year- 
olds.  Your  lerters  this  year,  as  usual,  have 
been  a  pleasant  interlude  in  the  tunnel 
months.  On  paper  you  sound  like  a  bunch 
of  people  it  would  be  very  nice  to  run 
into  again! 

Fender  reporting: 

One  of  the  pleasant  surprises  which 
comes  as  a  result  of  this  job  is  receiving 
a  phone  call  from  a  class  member  whom 

I  haven't  spoken  with  since  June  of  '63. 
Pam  Johnson  Fenner  thought  she  was  go- 

ing to  miss  my  deadline  for  responding  so 
she  called  me  from  Boston.  After  recover- 

ing from  the  initial  shock  we  had  a  delight- 
ful chat.  Pam  and  her  husband  Paul  have 

bought  a  four-bedroom  home  in  Weston, 
Massachusetts,  right  on  the  Boston  Post 
Road.  Pam  reporrs  that  daughter  Liesel  is 
now  almost  two.  If  any  of  you  are  in  rhe 
Boston  area,  the  welcome  mat  is  always 

out  at  Pam's. Rachel  Gorr  Johnson  reports  that  during 

the  past  year  she  has  "just  mainly  been 
a  mother!"  With  twins  that  is  a  full-time 

job.    Please  note  Rachel's  new  address. 
Bonnie  George  Switzer's  son  Brian 

Robert  was  just  two  days  old  when  Bonnie 
responded  to  the  questionnaire.  Bob  is 
doing  post  doctoral  work  at  the  National 
Heart  Institute  of  the  National  Institute  of 
Health  in  Washington.  Bob  and  Bonnie 
will  be  thete  for  two  years  and  then  they 
have  tentative  plans  for  a  year  in  Munich. 

Sue  Hunt  Roose  is  still  working  on  her 
M.A.  in  government.  She  and  Jack  had  a 
wonderful  trip   to  Europe   last  spring. 

Sue  Herb  Reichard  recently  underwent 
major  spinal  surgery  at  the  Temple  Uni- 

versity Hospital,  and  will  be  laid-up  for  at 
least  six  months.  I  am  sure  I  speak  for  the 
class  when  I  say  that  we  all  wish  her  a 

speedy  recovery  and  let's  hope  that  this 
is  the  last  operation.  Daughter  Katherine 
is  almost  a  year  old. 

Nancy  Fleming  Demoise,  having  re- 

ceived her  master's  in  education,  is  teach- 
ing chemistry.  Her  husband  Chuck  is  on 

the  verge  of  receiving  his  Ph.D.  and  aftet 

that,  Nancy  says  "who  knows."  Do  keep 
us  posted! 

Some  of  us  have  always  been  destined 
for  that  exciting  life,  and  Sheila  Grobe 
Rossbach  is  one  such  person.  Sheila  mar- 

ried a  lawyer,  received  her  master's  in social  work  from  Smith  College,  and  with 
her  husband  moved  to  Wiesbaden,  Ger- 

many. I  wish  I  had  the  space  to  report 

all  of  Sheila's  doings.  She  currently  has 
two  jobs.  The  first  is  with  the  U.S.  Air 
Force  Child  Guidance  Clinic  as  a  clinical 
social  worker.  The  othet  .  .  .  she  has  a 
fellowship  from  a  German  Foundation 
which  enables  her  to  gain  experience  as  a 
German  case  worker  wirh  a  German  family 
agency  in  preparation  for  joining  the  fac- 

ulty at  the  German  Academy  of  Social 
Work  as  a  field  work  supervisor.  Wow! 

Sheila's  husband  Ande  is  taking  his  cur- 
rent law  boards  and  polishing  his  doctoral 

dissettation  in  international  corporate  law. 
After  this,  he  may  accept  a  position  for 
next  fall  as  counsel  to  the  Common  Market 
in  Brussels.  Afrer  all  Sheila  has  done  to 
adjust  to  the  language  and  customs  of 

Germany,  she'll  have  to  go  through  the 
same  process  in  Belgium.  Sheila  and  Ande 
will   be  visiting   the   States  this  summer. 

Nan  Hall  Lombardi,  husband  Joe  and 
son  Chrisropher  are  living  in  New  York 

City.  Joe  is  the  architect  on  "Instant 
Rehab,"  the  48-hour  rehabilitation  of  slum 

dwellings  which  I'm  sure  you've  all  read 
about.  Since  he  also  is  involved  in  experi- 

mental housing  in  San  Francisco,  the 

Lombardi's  will  be  dividing  their  time  be- 
tween the  two  cities.  Also,  they  recently 

bought  a  brownsrone  in  New  York  and 
are  working  on  plans  for  rhe  renovation. 

Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  and  Steve 
are  in  Washington,  DC.  where  Steve  is 
doing  his  radiology  residency  at  Geotge 
Washington  University  Hospital  and  she 
is    attending    the    University    Law    School. 

Judy  hauner  Palkovitz  and  Harry  are 
in  Charlottesville,  Virginia  for  two  years 
where  he  is  doing  his  residency  in  neurol- 

ogy at  the  University  of  Virginia  Hospital. 
Judy,  with  her  M.A.  in  metropolitan  stud- 

ies from  Syracuse,  is  a  researcher  for  the 
Institute  of  Government  at  the  University 

of  Virginia.  Judy  reports  that  she'd  be delighted  to  lead  any  of  us  on  her  special 
tour  of  Monticello.  Lucky  Judy,  she  and 
Harry  are  going  to  Puerto  Rico  and  St. 
Thomas. 

Barbara  Kessel  Bloxsom  and  her  hus- 
band Ray  had  an  experience  they  will  never 

forget  when  rheir  apartment  in  Topeka, 
Kansas  was  ravaged  by  that  tornado  which 

we  all  read  abour.  Fortunately,  they  weren't there  at  the  time  and  they  have  been  able 
to  pick  up  the  pieces  and  move  to  a  new 
apattment.  I  wish  I  could  show  you  all 
the  pictures  Batb  sent  to  me  of  the  de- 

struction. Barb  is  srill  teaching  third 
grade  and  Ray  is  in  his  last  semester  of 
law  school  and  is  also  working  for  a  law 
firm.  They  both  hope  to  remain  in  Topeka 
after  Ray  graduates. 

Particularly  rewarding  is  the  response 

received  each  year  from  the  associate  mem- 
bers of  our  class.  Doe  Friedman  Hentschel 

and  her  husband  Tom  moved  into  their 

first  "real"  house  this  fall.  Their  son 
Brian  is  13  months  old  and  he  has  appar- 

ently inherited  Doe's  enthusiasm  and  ener- 
gy.   Doe  even  gives  credit  to  HD&B! 

Patti  Dobyan  Lupton  and  her  husabnd 
Baker  are  up  to  their  ears  in  babies;  twin 
boys  wete  born  in  August  and  their  first 
son  is  iVl-  Baker  is  attending  the  Univer- 

sity of  Richmond  for  his  master's  in  busi- ness administration,  while  still  working  for 
Westinghouse.  Because  of  the  increase  in 
the  Lupton  family  they  moved  in  April, 
and  an  open  invitation  is  extended  to  all 
who  would  like  some  real  Southern  hos- 

pitality. 
Sue  Hill  Warner  and  husband  Ed  are 

living  in  North  Carolina  where  he  is  an 
engineering  student  at  North  Carolina 
State  University  and  Sue  is  teaching  third 
grade  in  Raleigh. 

The  response  to  this  year's  questionnaire 
was  pretty  good,  although  there  are  some 

obvious  absences  which  I'll  have  to  con- 
centrate on  next  year.  If  any  of  you  are 

ever  in  New  York,  do  look  me  up  as  I'd 
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love  to  see  you  all.  I  can  be  found  in  the 
phone  book,  or  at  the  Morgan  Guaranty 
Trust  Company  where  I  am  doing  foreign 
exchange  work  in  the  International  Divi- 

sion. I'm  sure  we  could  rally  enough 
'63ers  who  are  in  the  area  for  a  quasi- reunion  of  our  own. 

Marly   reporting: 

Sally  Mercke  is  back  in  the  States  after 
finishing  her  work  in  the  Peace  Corps  in 

June  1966.  She  had  a  leisurly  trip  home- 
ward via  Egypt,  Greece,  Italy,  France,  and 

England  where  she  visited  with  Lucille 
Davis  and  Ba  Norris,  then  spent  an  eve- 

ning with  Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach  in  Weis- 
baden.  Adjustment  to  the  USA  was  via 
Nancy  Fendrich,  Sue  Bradley  and  Ellen 
Rush  in  New  York,  and  Jocelyn  Browning 
Cerul  and  Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline  in 
Pittsburgh.  At  present  Sally  is  working 
at  the  Arthur  D.  Little  Company  in  Boston. 

She  writes  that  she  misses  Togo,  but  it's 
good  to  have  her  home  again  just  the  same. 

Greetings  from  Margot  Myers  Clark, 
who  continues  as  a  case  worker  at  the 

Welfare  Department  in  Indiana.  The  De- 
parrment  was  the  scene  of  a  labor  dispute 
in  the  summer  when  a  newly  organized 
independent  union  and  an  eleven  day 
strike  led  to  recognition  and  pay  raises. 
Margot  writes  that  they  are  working  on 
all  areas  of  improvement  in  their  bargain- 

ing sessions  because  public  welfare  is  in 
dire  need  of  changes. 

Susan  Johnson  Dyer  and  her  husband 
Paul  moved  to  the  Berkshires  in  Septem- 

ber, where  Paul  teaches  English  and  psy- 
chology at  the  Winchester  School.  She 

loves  their  way  of  life  and  the  charming 
surroundings,  and  writes  that  daughter 

Amy,  as  the  only  faculty  child,  is  the  cen- 

ter of  the  boys'  attentions. 
By  her  efforts  and  campaigning,  Ann 

Niedermeyer  Fox  helped  save  the  day  when 
the  existence  of  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse 
was  threatened  last  yeat;  she  also  put  in 
some  time  working  there  on  sets,  lighting, 

etc.  Her  latest  news  is  a  "new"  old  house 
recently  acquired  in   Mt.   Lebanon. 

A  fabulous  trip  to  the  west  coast  high- 
lighted the  summer  for  Judy  Paulsen 

Webb.  She  is  still  teaching  and  sends 
greetings  to  everyone. 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker  has  moved  back  to 
Cleveland  where  her  husband  took  a  posi- 

tion with  IBM  in  the  fall.  In  Septembet 
she  visited  Bunny  Boonyaprasop  Osata- 
nanda  in  Thailand.  Bunny  now  has  three 
lovely  children.  In  December  Sandy  Rossio 
and   her  husband   visited   the  Tuckers. 

Diane  Phillips  is  contributing  what  she 

terms  a  "little  bit"  to  the  fight  against 
poverty.  In  October  she  left  Seven  Hills 
Neighborhood  House  to  become  discussion 
leader-supervisor-administrative  assistant  of 
the  Cincinnati  VISTA  Training  Center. 
After  her  contract  for  this  training  cycle 
was  over  she  began  another  new  job  in 
December  as  a  field  service  worker  for  the 
Greater  Cincinnati  Federation  of  Settle- 

ments and  Neighborhood  Centers. 

Carol  Pike  Maynard  is  still  working  at 
the  United  Aircraft  Research  Labs.  She 
writes  that  Sue  Rockwell  Coen  is  nearby, 

and  that  Sue's  son  Timmy  is  absolutely adorable. 

Mary  Riley  Smith  is  living  in  London 
after  spending  six  months  in  Paris  where 

she  worked  for  NATO  and  studied  French. 
After  her  wedding  in  March  in  a  tiny 
country  church,  she  and  her  husband  plan 
to  stay  in  London  for  about  two  years. 
Visitors  welcome! 

In  November  1966  Sue  Rockwell  Coen 
was  blessed  by  the  arrival  of  Timothy 
James.  After  teaching  in  the  spring,  Sue 
spent  a  relaxing  summer  during  which  Jim 
went  to  night  school.  Jim  left  for  Guam 
for  three  months  in  January,  and  will 
probably  go  back  again  later  in  the  year, 
so  Sue  is  spending  much  of  the  time  at 
home  in  Pennsylvania. 

Since  her  marriage  in  August  Helen 
Roesing  Monroe  has  moved  to  Rhode 
Island,  where  her  husband  is  in  sales. 
Helen  is  substitute  teaching  in  art,  French, 

English,  Latin  "and  anything  else  they  call 
me  for,"  and  teaching  art  in  adult  educa- tion classes. 

When  Dianne  Rubin  Newman  wrote, 

she  was  enduring  an  eight-week  sitting 
still  period  while  recuperating  from  a 
skiing  accident  in  Sugarbush,  Vermont, 
where  she  broke  her  ankle. 

As  for  myself,  I  could  repeat  last  year's news  and  it  would  be  accurate.  We  at- 
tended various  sailing  regattas  in  the  sum- 

mer and  had  a  marvelous  time — no  tro- 
phies, but  we  never  came  in  last!  In 

November  we  moved  to  our  present  ad- 
dress, a  home  nearer  town  which  we  are 

renting.  I  enjoyed  all  your  notes  this  year. 

Let's   hope  there  will   be  more   next  year. 

Nancy  reporting: 

New  babies  and  graduate  work  seems  to 
be  the  recurring  theme  this  year  for  the 
Class  of  1963. 

Barb  Shullman  Young's  Joel  arrived  5 
weeks  before  they  left  Guam  and  now  has 

adjusted  to  the  routine  of  father's  new  life 
as  a  graduate  student  and  has  convinced 
his  mother  to  start  too.  Judy  Strain  Bar- 

ton reports,  however,  "Jennifer  confirms 
the  rumor  that  being  a  mother  is  more 

fun."  Husabnd  Richard  is  busy  as  a  fresh- 
man member  of  the  House  of  Representa- tives. 

Jan  Skeloski  Matey  is  enjoying  her  new 
baby  and  helping  husband  John  as  a  di- 

rector of  the  local  Junior  Achievement 
Program.  Nancy  Welsh  Lees  and  her  two 
daughters  are  able  to  share  the  fun  with 
Joe  now  that  he  has  completed  his  doctor- 

ate and  has  more  leisure  time.  They  had  a 
wonderful  time  with  Jack  and  Sue  Hunt 
Roose  while  vacationing  last  summer. 

Louise  Sonnenberg  receives  her  M.D. 
this  June  and  will  be  interning  in  the 
Philadelphia  area.  She  is  following  her 
presidential  pattern  by  being  recently 
elected  president  of  the  Alumnae  Associa- 

tion of  the  Howard  School  for  Girls. 

Caroline  Whaley  is  finishing  up  her  doc- 
toral thesis  and  hopes  to  teach  in  one  of 

the   Philadelphia  area  colleges  this   fall. 

Carolyn  Rogers  Flood  is  doing  graduate 
work  and  is  in  the  midst  of  settling  in  a 
new  house.  Debbie  Woloivitz  Cowan  is 
busy  moving,  too.  After  honeymooning  in 
Spain,  Portugal,  and  Morocco,  she  is  set- 

tling down  in  Cleveland  where  Dale  is 
senior   resident. 

Since  I  last  reported,  I've  moved  and. 
have  acquired  a  cat  and  new  Labrador 

puppy.  I'm  now  working  for  First  Na- 
tional City  Bank's  new  Travel  Division  and 

have  plans  to  visit  Russia  and  Greece  this 
fall.  Thanks  for  the  newsy  responses — we 
seem  to  be  a  busy  group. 
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Marsha    Richards   Bingler 

(Mrs.  John  H.) 

5401-A  Sanger  Avenue 
Alexandria,  Va.  22311 

Myra  Hull  Gillum (Mrs.  Gary  P.) 

5428  South  Woodlawn  Avenue 
Chicago,  111.  60615 Patricia  J.  Papp 

3  Bayard  Road,  Apr.  3 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Jane  K.  Tobey 

33  Lee  Street 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02139 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Penny  D.  Barley  to  Thomas  R.  Yerg 
Diane  D.  Butout  to  Paul  Grafton  Neimann 

(July   1,   1967  wedding  planned) 
Judith  Goslee  to  Dennis  N.  Dias 
Patricia  J.  Papp  to  Lt.  (jg)  Sidney  D. Bremen 

Jane  Tobey  to  Michael  P.  Eden  (An  Aug- 
ust wedding  planned) 

Diane  Wirsig  to  Tom  Gerrity 

MARRIAGES 

Suzanne  Acher  to  Louis  Dawes,,  December 
17,  1966 

Joan  Bretz  to  James  E.  Pierce,  November 
24,  1966 

Pamela  Davis   to   Hugh    Paul    McGee,   Jr., 
April  23,   1966 

Elaine  Hillman  to  Michael  Moroney,  Octo- ber 22,   1966 

Myra  Hull  to  Gary  P.  Gillum,  August  20, 
1966 

Mary  Krein  to  David  Scott  Howarth,   June 
11,  1966 

Linda  Lanius  to  Dr.  Jack  E.  Tomlins,  July 

3,  1966 Deborah   Potter  to   Reno   Thomas   Simone, 

July  16,  1966 Dorothy    Raymond    to    Yasuhiro    Matsui, March  1966 

Patricia   Scarry    to    Ralph    W.    Jones,    Jr., 

July  1966 Rina  Sigal  to  Dr.  Amiel  Segel,  August  7, 
1966 

Virginia    Stretton    to    Douglas    G.    Smith, 
February  25,   1967 

Ellen  Titles  to  James  Weil,  June  26,  1966 
Susan  Vansant  to  Jarold  M.  Bartz,  Septem- ber 3,   1966 

BIRTHS 

Penny  Embry  McGoey,  a  daughter,  Gillian 
Elisabeth,  December  10,  1966 

Linda  Marsh  McGurk,  a  son,  Gregory  Scott, 
September  20,  1966 

Janet    Simpson    Prescott,    a    son,    Edward 

Simpson   ("Ned"),  September  24,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Suzanne  Archer  Daives  (Mrs.  Louis),  448 
East  Lake  Road,  Rushville,  N.Y.  14544 

Patricia  Anne  Baisler  and  Rebecca  C.  Ben- 
nett, 2241  Sacramento  Street,  Apt.  8, 

San  Francisco,  Calif.  94115 
Joan  Bretz  Pierce  (Mrs.  James  E. ),  1717 

Henry  Streer,  Champaign,  111.  61820 
Barbara  Brubaker  Despard  (Mrs.  Victor 

R.,  Ill),  230  Eshelman  Road,  Lancaster, 
Pa.   17601 
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Sarah  Coruin,   5852  Maeburn  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15217 

Farnces  Darr  Aley   (Mrs.  G.  Thomas,  Jr.), 
25  Idlebrook  Lane,  Matawan,  N.J.  07747 

Pamela  Davis  McGee   (Mrs.  Hugh  P.,  Jr.), 
241     Newport    Avenue,    Apt.    6,    Long 
Beach,  Calif.  90803 

Penny   Embry   McGoey    (Mrs.   Robert  J.), 
Scarsdale    Manor    Apartments,    #T-0 
North,     Garth     Road,     Scarsdale,     N.Y. 
10583 

Virginia  Fisher  O'Leary    (Mrs.  T.  Morgan, 
Jr.),    2900     Lancaster     Street,     Livonia, 
Mich.  48154 

Karen    M.    Fried,    600    East    Front    Street, 
Apt.  3-D,  Plainfield,  N.J.  07060 

Judith     Haberman    Katz     (Mrs.     Robert), 
Shikun    Elhanani    Building    5,    Apt.    56, 
Kiryat  Hayouel,  Jerusalem,  Israel 

Patricia    Hammerstein    Goldman    (Mrs.    F. 
James),  5231   Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15232 

Linda  P.  Harris,  2495   South  York  Street, 
Apt.  301,  Denver,  Colo.  80210 

Carol  Hartman,  2133  Union  Street,  Apt.  1, 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  94123 

Sarah    P.    Hendon,    233    G    Street,    S.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20024 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney    (Mrs.   Michael), 
27  St.  Fabiano  Drive,  Chelmsford,  Essex, 
England 

Sidney-Anne  Hudig,  57  Mt.  Vernon  Street, 
Boston,  Mass.  02108 

Lynne  Jack  Porterfield    (Mrs.  James),  218 
East  Main  Street,  Kent,  Ohio  44240 

Gay    H.    Jackson,    3955     Forbes    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Nancy  R.  Johnson,  25  Inman  Place,  Cam- 
bridge, Mass.  02139 

Linda  Kates  Meyer   (Mrs.  John  S.),  4025 
Arizona    Street,    Apt.    21,    San    Diego, 
Calif.  92104 

Evelyn    Kinast    McElhaney    (Mrs.    Ronald 
N),  3-D  Yale  Drive,  R.R.  #2,  Univer- 

sity Estates,  Storrs,  Conn.  06268 
Bridget  Kumutat  Allen   (Mrs.  Richard  P.), 

%  Office  of  Student  Residence,  Lafayette 
College,  Easton,  Pa.  18042 

Karen    C.    Kvam,    2900    Scott    Street,    San 
Francisco,  Calif.  94123 

Janie    Lanigan,     Ridgefield     Road,     North 
Salem,  N.Y.  10560  (home  address) 

Julie  Mamolen,  205  East  77th  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

Shirley    L.    McNerney,    1    Arsenal    Square, 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

.  Patricia  McNeill,   9305   Holly  Oak  Court, 
Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Frances  K.  Meyers,   809  East  State  Street, 
Ithaca,  N.Y.   14850 

Constance   Morey   Perucci    (Mrs.    Ronald), 
1212   Garden   Street,   Apt.   4,   San    Luis 
Obispo,  Calif.  93401 

Sandia  Mountain  Rosche  (Mrs.  Robert  T.), 
46    Trivet    Lane,    Wethersfield,    Conn. 
06109 

Niki  Neese  Lallande    (Mrs.  Joseph),  7660 
Gifford   Street,   Apt.   204,   Norfolk,   Va. 
23518 

Janice  L.  Patterson,  Woodland  Road,  R.D. 
2,  Jeannette,  Pa.  15644 

Debbie  Potter  Simone   (Mrs.  R.  Thomas), 
1977   East  6th  Street,  Claremont,  Calif. 
91711 

Pamela  Proksa  Patt   (Mrs.  P.  Jules),  5923 
Cherrywood     Terrace,     Greenbelt,     Md. 
20770 

Carolyn    Quad   Asquith    (Mrs.   Peter   D. ), 
1620  Arlington  Road,  Bloomington,  Ind. 
47401 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui  (Mrs.  Yasuhiro), 
5934    Ellwood     Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15232 

Sarah  Richards  Nurminen    (Mrs.  John  I.), 
603    Greenspring    Drive,    Gibsonia,    Pa. 
15044 

Patricia  Scarry  Jones  (Mrs.  Ralph  W.,  Jr.), 
422    East   Seneca   Avenue,   Ithaca,   N.Y. 
14850 

Barbara  Anne  Schneider,  527  Morris  Ave- 
nue, Elizabeth,  N.J.  07208 

Rina  Sigal  Segel  (Mrs.  Amiel),  1560  Pel- 
ham   Parkway,   South,   Apt.   2-H,   Bronx, 
N.Y.   10461 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott   (Mrs.  Edward  C. ), 
250     Beverly      Boulevard,      Apt.      B-ll, 
Upper  Darby,  Pa.   19082 

Sandra  Small,  812  Anslow  Street,  Durham, 
N.C.  27705 

Nancy  Speck,   5621   Hobart  Street,  Apt.  6, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Jill  Squire  Popish    (Mrs.  Paul  W.),   3411 
Wayne  Avenue,  Bronx,  N.Y.  10467 

Virginia    Stretton    Smith     (Mrs.     Douglas 
G. ),    734    East    Grand    River    Avenue, 
Okemos,  Mich.  48906 

Christina  Suansen    Cummings    (Mrs.   John 
A.),    4306    North     Shallowford     Road, 
Apt.  D-2,  Chamblee,  Ga.  30005 

Madeleine   Teviotdale,    958    Lincoln    Street, 
Eugene,  Oreg.   97401 

Ellen     Tilles     Weil     (Mrs.     James),     50 
Knightsbridge   Road,   Great   Neck,   Long 
Island,  N.Y.   11021 

Betsy  Ann  Unangst,  8814  Hawthorne  Lane, 
Apt.  203,  Laurel,  Md.  20810 

Susan    Vansant    Bartz    (Mrs.    Jarold    M.), 
626    William    Street,    Key    West,    Fla. 

33040 
Ingrid    von    Dattan,    One    Arsenal    Square, 

Suite  3,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 
Marcia   Webb  Buxton    (Mrs.  Thomas  L. ), 

%     Cuerpo     de     Paz,     Apartado     524, 
Huancayo,  Peru,  S.A. 

Elaine    Wenger,    700    South    Court    House 
Road,  Apt.  304,  Arlington,  Va.  22204 

Martha   Wilson,  2702  Dumbarton  Avenue, 
N.W.,  Washington,  D.C.  20007 

Diana    Wirsig,    International    House,    Uni- 
versity of  Chicago,  Chicago,  111.  60680 

Barbara   Ann    Zitko,    1428    South   Avenue, 
Apt.  2-D,  Plainfield,  N.J.  07060 

Marsha  reporting: 

Susie  Archer  Dawes  and  Lou  are  settled 
now  after  their  December  wedding  and 
Florida  honeymoon.  Lou  is  teaching  high 
school  physical  education  and  coaching 
track  and  soccer.  Susie  likes  her  job  as 

Youth  and  Women's  Program  Director  at 
the  Canandaigua   (N.Y.)    Family  YMCA. 

Several  classmates  are  pursuing  graduate 
degrees.  Sue  Atherton  Kleine  is  working 

full  time  toward  completion  of  her  master's 
degree  in  history  at  the  Universiry  of  Pitts- 

burgh in  April,  and  hopes  to  go  on  as  far 
as  possible  on  a  doctorate  before  husband 
Doug  graduates  next  year.  She  attended 
the  summer  weddings  of  Mary  Krein 
Howarth  and  Myra  Hull  Gillum  and  sees 
a  lot  of  Nancy  Speck,  Ellie  Raden  and Mary. 

Joan  Bretz  Pierce  has  completed  her 
course  work  and  now  must  finish  her  thesis 

for  a  master's  in  economics  from  the  Uni- 
versiry of  Illinois.  She  is  working  as  an 

admissions  assistant  in  the  Graduate  School 
of  Library  Science  and  her  husband  is  a 
doctoral  candidate  in  economics  at  the 
University. 

Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer  is  making  good 
progress  toward  her  Ph.D.  in  English  at 
Michigan  State,  having  passed  the  qualify- 

ing exam  in  October  and  getting  her  M.A. 
officially  in  March. 

Ginny  Damato  has  her  master's  in  edu- cation from  the  University  of  Bridgeport 
2/3  completed.  The  last  year  for  her  was 
a  changing,  exploratoty  one.  She  did  some 
substitute  teaching  and  tutoring,  casework 

for  the  Connecticut  State  Welfare  Depart- 
ment, looked  into  positions  in  market  re- 
search and  personnel  recruitment,  and  is 

presently  exploring  teaching  possibilities  in 
Europe.  She  leaves  for  Southhampton, 
England  on  June  6. 

After  spending  September  in  Europe, 
Becky  Bennett  and  Patty  Baisler  have 
settled  in  San  Francisco.  They  both  love 
it,  which  is  understandable  from  the  report 
that  they  spent  two  weeks  in  Mexico  and 
Squaw  Valley  and  are  planning  a  trip  to 
Hawaii  in  the  spring. 

Penny  Barley  attended  Middlebury  Col- 
lege summer  graduate  school  in  Spanish, 

and  then  taught  school  until  February 
when   she  entered   Peace   Corps   training. 

Sheila  Bennett  Harris  is  working  in  her 

husband's  light  fixture  store.  On  trips 
during  the  last  year  they  saw  Jill  Squire 
Popish  and  Adrienne  Sivins  in  New  York, 
Sidney  Hudig  in  Boston,  and  Pam  Stirba 
Russell  in  Allentown,  Pennsylvania. 

Diane  Brouarsky  Levine  and  her  hus- 
band David,  a  physician  in  the  Army  for 

two  years,  have  been  stationed  in  Seoul, 
Korea  since  March.  She  sounded  very  en- 

thusiastic about  the  prospect  of  either 

teaching  English  there  or  doing  social  wel- 
fare work  with  an  international  service 

organization. 
Diane  Brutout,  happily  planning  her 

summer  marriage,  is  currently  teaching 
political  science  at  Slippery  Rock  State 
College.  Her  fiance,  Paul,  is  working  for 
the  Court  of  Common  Pleas  in  Allegheny 
County    (Pittsburgh). 

Pam  Davis  McGee  and  husband  Hugh 
are  settled  in  Long  Beach,  California.  He 
is  an  ensign  in  the  Navy  and  assigned  to  a 
mine  sweeper. 

Frances  Darr  Aley  writes  that  her  family, 
especially  the  twin  boys,  keep  her  busy. 
Jane  Tobey  visited  them  at  Christmas  time. 

Frances  hopes  to  get  her  master's  degree 
after  they  make  their  next  move  sometime 
this  year. 

Penny  Embry  McGoey,  her  husband  who 
is  an  attorney,  and  new  daughter  Gillian 
live  in  Scarsdale,  New  York. 

Janie  Plaster  Biggard  still  likes  teaching 
7th  and  8th  grades  at  Western  Pennsyl- 

vania School  for  the  Blind. 

Your  reporter  spent  a  busy  summer  and 

fall  involved  in  Senator  Bogg's  re-election campaign.  I  hear  from  Linda  Kates  Meyer 
often.  John  and  I  were  in  New  Orleans  for 
five  days  in  February  ( I  joined  him  there 
after  a  business  trip),  and  accidentally  ran 
into  Lynn  Schreiber  Glasser  and  Steve  on 
Bourbon  Street!  It  was  good  to  hear  from 
all  of  you  who  returned  the  questionnaires. 

Myra  reporting: 

Basking  in  their  own  villa  in  sunny 
Southern  Italy,  Sandy  Geldman  Forquer 
and  husband  Tim  have  been  learning  how 
to  live  with  infrequent  electric  power,  and 
are  enjoying  watching  their  tangerine  trees 
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blossom.  Sandy  is  taking  advantage  of 

Tim's  job  location  by  attending  Berlitz 
classes  to  learn  Italian;  she  writes,  "We 
are  now  awaiting  the  arrival  of  the  warm 
weather  and  days  on  the  beach.  Arivider 

la!" 
Nancy  Gettes  is  taking  graduate  courses 

in  biology  and  chemistry  at  the  University 
of  Pennsylvania,  where  she  is  on  the  Dean 

of  Women's  Staff  as  a  resident  advisor. 
Nancy  plans  to  enter  medical  school  this 
September,  either  at  Temple  University  or 
at   Penn. 

Judy  Goslee  finds  herself  in  a  whirl  of 
preparations  (PR  expert  Ann  McClure  is 
handling  all  announcements)  for  her  June 
10th  wedding  in  Georgetown,  Delaware. 
Denny  works  as  a  Pittsburgh  sales  official 
for  Bethlehem  Steel  Corporation. 

Ever-enthusiastic  Susie  Haas  Nordby 
still  loves  her  job  with  pre-primary  chil- 

dren, and,  up  against  the  perpetual  chal- 

lenge of  housekeeping,  writes,  "Bulging closets  mean  we  must  move.  But  where  is 

our   dream   house?" 
Judy  Haberman  Katz  has  a  new  job — 

editorial  assistant  of  the  Israel  Universities 

Press,  part  of  the  Israel  Program  for  Scien- 
tific Translations.  Her  work  deals  with  the 

publications  in  humanities  and  social 
sciences,  and,  just  for  the  fun  of  it,  Judy 
is  also  taking  several  courses  at  the  Hebrew 
University. 

Beverly  Hamilton  looks  forward  to  re- 

ceiving her  master's  degree  in  April,  1968 
from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  School  of 

Social  Work,  whereupon  she  plans  "to 
migrate  to  a  large  east  coast  city." 

Carol  Hartman  will  shortly  be  winding 
up  het  job  in  the  personnel  department  of 
the  Emporium.  She  plans  a  visit  east  and 
then  is  bound  for  Mexico  and  Hawaii. 

Future  hopes  include  a  job  in  public  rela- 
tions work. 

Sallie  Hendon  is  personal  secretary  to 
the  executive  director  of  the  Washington, 
D.C.  Tuberculosis  Association.  She  is  most 
enthusiastic  about  working  one  evening 
weekly  at  the  Washington  International 
Center. 

It  was  fun  getting  together  again  with 
Sara  Heslep.  Currently  studying  English 
at  the  University  of  Chicago,  she  has  been 
accepted  at  the  University  for  graduate 
work  in  her  field.  Sara  fills  her  spare  time 
with  participation  in  the  Episcopalian 

Young  People's  Organization  and  in  two 
on-campus    choirs. 

Spending  the  summer  in  Oxford  as  a 
research  worker  in  psychology,  Elaine  Hill- 
man  Moroney  fell  in  love  not  only  with 
the  charms  of  the  English  countryside,  but 

also  with  those  of  her  "Irish  JFK"  Michael. 
Married  in  picturesque  St.  Aloysius  Church, 
she  and  Mike  honeymooned  through 
France,  Switzerland,  Italy,  Austria  and 
Germany.  Very  happy  in  their  new  house, 
Elaine  enjoys  learning  Italian  and  bridge 
with  Mike  and  making  shopping  excursions 
to  London. 

Nancy  Johnson  has  a  new  "challenging, 
frustrating,  and  rewarding"  job  as  a  social worker  for  the  Massachusetts  Commission 
for  the  Blind.  Requiring  much  field  work, 

her  job  has  provided  "new  insights  into 
blindness  and  into  the  aging  process,  not 

to  mention  poverty."  Unfortunately,  re- 
cently-converted   ski    enthusiast    Nancy    is 

now   recovering   from   a   badly   broken    leg, 
injured  on  a  Vermont  Ski  outing. 

After  an  exciting  cross-country  trip, 
Linda  Kates  Meyer  is  working  for  an  aero- 

nautical company  while  husband  John 
serves  as  a  Naval  Legal  Assistance  Officer. 
They  are  taking  advantage  of  the  San 
Diego  climate  to  participate  actively  in 
numerous  outdoor  sports,  even  to  Honda- 
ride  and  to  watch  a  Tijuana  bullfight. 

Eager  to  get  back  to  the  books,  Evie 
Kinast  McElhaney  has  applied  for  fall  ad- 

mission to  the  University  of  Connecticut 
and,  in  fact,  has  been  studying  ahead :  Ron 

is  teaching  her  college  algebra  for  a  re- 
quired math  course!  Evie  enjoyed  seeing 

Doe  Adamson  on  campus;  Doe  is  working 

on  her  master's  in  political  science. 
Mary  Krein  Howarth  had  a  lovely  wed- 

ding, for  which  Ellie  Raden  sang  and 
Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer  served  as  matron  of 
honor.  She  and  David  honeymooned  in 
Bermuda,  where  they  ran  into  vacationing 
/*//  Squire  Popish  and  husband  Paul. 

Mary's  Law  Center  office  has  been  moved 
to  Webster  Hall — "of  all  places!"  Mary  is most  enthusiastic  about  her  library  school 
computer  course,  but  regretfully  reports 
the  death  of  Topsy,  her  faithful  black 
Saab.  Mary,  Sue  Atherton  Kleine  and  Sage 
Toner  Mumma  are  enjoying  organizing  a 
new  alumnae  club  for  the  graduates  of  the 
sixties. 

Karen  Kvam  is  working  for  Blue  Cross- 
Blue  Shield  as  a  work  measurement  analyst 
determining  future  costs  for  Medicare  and 
other  Federal  programs.  Coffee  breaks  are 
lively  with  political  discussion,  and  Karen 

writes  that  she  is  "tutoring,  taking  clarinet 
lessons,  and  saving  tons  of  money!" 

Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  and  Jack  were 
married  in  New  Orleans,  after  which  they 
visited  Mexico,  New  Mexico  and  Denver. 
Now  they  are  looking  forward  to  moving 
to  Albuquerque,  New  Mexico,  where  Jack 
will  teach  Portuguese  at  the  Universiry. 
They  plan  to  buy  an  old  adobe  house  and a  dog. 

Ann  McClure  is  pleased  to  report  a 
promotion  at  U.S.  Steel  where  she  is  now 
working  for  the  assistant  director  of  public 
relations.  In  addition,  Ann  recommends 
socializing  with  Duquesne  law  students  as 
a  most  enjoyable  activity. 

Linda  Marsh  McGurk  and  Jack  are 
thrilled  with  son  Greg,  and  Linda  wrires 

that  making  his  chrisrening  dress  "was 
like  another  tutorial  almost"  but  that  "it 
actually   came   out   rather   successfully." 

As  for  me,  Myra,  I  received  my  MA.  in 

May  and  had  a  hectic  but  wonderful  sum- 
mer working  as  an  arts  and  crafts  instruc- 

tor and  planning  our  wedding.  With  the 
timely  help  of  maid-of-honor  Nancy  John- 

son and  bridesmaids  Barbara  Zitko  and 

Jennifer  Lewis,  '68,  everything  went  well. 
Driving  Gary's  tiny  sportscar,  we  arrived 
bag  and  baggage  in  Chicago,  where  Gary 
is  now  a  student  of  Ph.D.  economics,  and 

I  am  secretary  and  editor  for  the  recently- 
retired  chairman  of  the  obstetrics  and 

gynecology  department.  Although  I  plan 
to  teach  next  year,  the  work  is  delightful, 
as  is  Chicago,  and  our  Christmas  trip  home 
was  a  joy.  On  the  way  back  we  stayed 
overnight  with  Lynne  Jack  Porterfield  and 
husband  Jim.  Jim  is  getting  his  degree  in 
philosophy  at  Kent  State  Universiry,  where 

Lynne,   a    Slippery    Rock   graduate,    is   en- 

thusiastically  studying   for   her  master's   in dramatics. 

Pat  reporting: 

Debbie  Potter  Simone  and  husband  Tom 

are  both  working  for  advanced  degrees — 
he  for  his  Ph.D.  in  English  at  Claremont 

and  she  for  her  master's  in  library  science 
at  Immaculate  Heart  College.  Debbie  re- 

ports that  her  scholarship  work  in  Chat- 

ham's library  has  "more  than  paid  off." 
It  seems  that  library  science  has  been 

the  chosen  vocation  of  many  1965  alumna! 

Dotty  Raymond  Matsui  and  Martha  Rep- 
man  are  also  engaged  in  this  area  of  study. 
Dotty  is  at  Pitt  while  her  husband  Yas  is 
continuing  his  program  at  Carnegie  Tech. 

Martha  is  a  library  trainee  for  the  Phila- 
delphia Library  System  and  is  doing  part- 

time  study  in  this  area  at  Drexel. 
A  few  of  our  classmates  have  shown  such 

proficiency  in  their  fields  that  they've  al- ready received  promotions.  Give  us  your 
secrets,  Jinny  Powell  and  Barb  Schneider! 
Barb  has  been  promoted  from  private  secre- 

tary to  adminisrrarive  assistanr  with  the 
MAl  Equipment  Corporation  (Data  Proc- 

essing) in  Elizabeth,  New  Jersey.  She  oc- 
casionally sees  two  other  New  Jerseyites, 

Karen  Fried  and  Barb  Zitko.  Jinny  has  a 
challenging  and  exciting  job  with  Huot 
Associates  of  Mel  Richman  in  Pittsburgh 

as  a  full-time  commercial  artist  "handling a  variety  of  advertising  brochures,  ads, 

slides,  presentations,  etc."  She  also  studies 
ceramics  wirh  Frank  Ross  at  Carnegie  In- 

stitute Museum. 

From  Baltimore  comes  Jenia  Royster 

Brown's  delightful,  newsy  letter.  Jenia  is 
a  caseworker  at  the  Baltimore  Department 
of  Public  Welfare,  and  is  contemplating  a 
return  to  the  academic  world  to  obtain  her 

master's  in  social  work.  Meanwhile,  Jenia's 
spouse,  Taylor,  has  a  year  and  a  half  to  go 
at  the  University  of  Maryland  Law  School. 

Via  Jenia  comes  word  of  Nicki  Neece 

Lallande.  She's  living  in  Norfolk,  Virginia, 
while  husband  Joe  travels  rhe  oceans  deep 

for  Uncle  Sam.  This  spring  she's  planning to  meet  Joe  at  various  European  ports  as 
the  Navy  moves  him  around.  Bon  voyage, 

Nicki!! 

From  our  narion's  capital  comes  word  of 
Myra  Mensh  and  her  job  as  editorial  assist- 

ant on  the  American  Journal  of  Psychiatry. 

Jan  Patterson  is  teaching  this  term  in 
the  Hempfteld  Area  School  District  as  a 
remedial  reading  teacher  in  two  junior 

high  schools.  The  program  is  government- 
sponsored  and  is  designed  for  culturally- 
educationally  deprived  children.  Jan  is 

working  for  her  teacher's  certification  at 
Pitt,  and  has  also  completed  about  one 

half  of  the  requirements  for  her  master's in   clothing  and   textiles  at   Penn   State. 

Susan  Michaels  Orringer  is  still  teach- 
ing first  grade  in  Pittsburgh,  bur  she  and 

Mark  will  be  leaving  the  city  next  year 

upon  Mark's  graduation  from  Pitt  Medical 
School,  moving  then  to  wherever  Mark  will 
do  his   internship   in   surgery. 

Sandia  Mountain  Rosche  is  quite  a  busy 
young  wife  and  mother,  having  moved  into 
a  new  colonial-rype  house,  and  taking  care 
of  year-old   Amy. 

Another  happily-married  classmate  who 
resides  in  Connecticut  is  Joan  Montgomery 
Waltz.  She  and  Fred  are  spending  some  of 
their     spare     time     working     with     young 
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people — Fred  as  youth  director  of  their 
church,  and  Joan  as  advisor  to  the  Girl 
Scout  senior  planning  board.  While  Joani 
does  some  part-time  secretarial  work  for 
her  Dad  and  takes  care  of  daughter  Kristin, 
Fred  works  as  a  systems  analyst  for  Phoenix 
Mutual  Insurance  Company. 

Two  of  our  teaching  classmates  are  find- 
ing that  wonderful  three-month  summer 

vacation  the  perfect  time  for  travel.  Beverly 
Miller,  a  second-grade  teacher  in  Croton- 

on-Hudson,  New  York,  spent  all  her  "new- 
ly-earned savings"  on  a  "splendid  splurge" 

last  summer,  a  seven-week  tour  of  London 
and  the  Continent.  Bev  may  go  to  grad- 

uate school  full  time  next  year  to  earn  a 

master's  in  the  teaching  of  reading.  Similar news  comes  from  Claudia  Miller,  a  French 

teacher  at  Allderdice  High  School.  How- 
ever, she  has  her  trip  to  Europe  to  look 

forward  to — this  summer.  Then  Claudia 

says,  it's  back  to  the  academic  world  and 
graduate  school  next  fall! 

Patsy  Scarry  Jones  is  a  sixth-grade 
teacher  at  the  Interlaken  Central  School. 
Patsy  and  Ralph  had  a  carefree  wedding 
trip  to  beautiful  Bermuda  and  then  had  to 
settle  back  into  the  academic  world  when 

September  came  since  Ralph  is  still  study- 
ing at  Cornell. 

Eileen  Raden,  still  studying  voice  at  the 
Playhouse  and  singing  with  the  Mendel- 

sohn Choir,  participated  in  a  live  TV  per- 
formance of  Queen  Sabboth  with  the  Beth 

Shalom  Choral  Society  in  observance  of 
Jewish  Music  Month.  Ellie  is  moving  this 
spring  to  Philadelphia  where  she  will  work 
for  the  Philadelphia  Youth  Opportunity 
Center. 

In  February,  as  I  write  this  report  for 

the  Recorder,  I'm  doing  it  from  a  slightly 
elevated  position  .  .  .  like  from  about  three 
feet  in  the  air!  Sid  is  due  to  return  from 
DaNang,  Vietnam  shortly,  on  March  12th, 

after  a  year's  tour  of  duty;  and  we're  to  be 
married  on  April  8th.  Although  I  received 

my  ring  "by  proxy"  in  August,  I  absolutely 
will  not  say  "I  do"  until  he's  beside  me! 
I  still  love  teaching  at  Ellis,  but  I  must 
leave  it  behind  next  year  since  Uncle  Sam 

is  taking  Sid  and  me  to  Boston  for  a  final 

tour  of  duty.  Actually,  I'm  quite  excited 
about  seeing  all  the  Chathamites  who  live 
in  the  Boston  area — one  of  whom  is  my 
former  roommate  Jane  Tobey,  Come  Aug- 

ust Jane  will  be  "Mrs.",  and  we're  hoping 
the  four  of  us  can  get  together  often  in 

Boston.  Can't  wait!  A  happy  year  to  all 
of  you! 

Jane  reporting: 

Diane  Wirsig  is  completing  work  on  her 

master's  degree  in  English  at  the  University 
of  Chicago.  She  and  her  finance,  Tom 
Garrity,  are  proud  to  announce  their  first 
arrival!  Details  remain  a  bit  sparse,  but 

the  Vietnamese  child's  name  is  Kim. 
Sandy  Small,  having  completed  her 

master's  degree  in  history,  is  job  hunting 
in  Durham,  North  Carolina.  Virginia 
Stretton  Smith  and  her  husband  Douglas 
have  moved  to  Lansing,  Michigan,  where 
she  will  start  teaching  in  the  fall. 

Also  teaching  are  Ellen  Tilles  Weil  and 
Rina  Sigal  Segel.  Ellen  is  teaching  third 
grade,  and  Rina,  having  received  her 
master  of  science  degree  in  education,  is 
now  teaching  fourth  grade. 

Lynn  Swartz  Jacobson  loves  her  new  job 
as  assistant  to  the  director  of  planning  at 
West  Penn  Hospital.  After  a  camping 
fiasco  with  the  Harrises,  (Shiela  Bennett), 
she  and  Blair  have  vowed  to  travel  as 

"typical  tourists"  in  the  future. 

/*'//  Squire  Popish  reports  that  Paul  is 
enjoying  his  internship  in  pediatrics.  They 
are  heading  for  the  Virgin  Islands  about 
the  time  this  goes  to  print. 

Ronya  Sieg  Sallade  is  still  with  Project 
TALENT  and  sends  her  best  to  all. 

Martha  Wilson  left  Pittsburgh  last  fall 
to  join  the  staff  of  Julius  Garfinckel  and 
Company  in  Washington,  D.C.  Just  out- 

side Washington,  Elaine  Wenger  has  a 
new  job  as  secretary  for  two  young  lawyers. 

lngrid  von  Dattan  has  seen  many  Chat- 
hamites due  to  Susan  Archer  Danes'  wed- 

ding, living  with  Shirley  McNerney,  and 
working  in  Boston  where  so  many  of  us 
seem  to  congregate. 

Marcia  Webb  Buxton  and  husband  Tom 
are  with  the  Peace  Corps  in  Peru.  They 
are  involved  in  community  development 
work  in  Indian  communities  located  in  the 
Andes.  They  were  thrilled  to  see  Mrs.  Joan 
Becker,  Chatham  Librarian,  when  she  and 
her  husband  were  in  Lima  at  Christmas time. 

After  moving  into  a  new  house  and 
greeting  their  son  Ned,  Janet  Simpson 
Prescott  and  husband  Ed  are  finally  finding 
time  to  enjoy  Philadelphia,  where  Ed  is  on 
the  faculty  of  University  of  Pennsylvania, 
Wharton  School. 

Pam  Stirba  Russell  and  Bill  have  be- 

come great  "camping  nuts"  and  are  waiting 
for  warm  weather  so  they  can  haul  the 
sleeping  bags  out  from  storage. 

Key  West,  Florida  now  has  a  potter, 
courtesy  of  Susan  Vansant  Bartz.  She  and 
Jarold  are  under  the  hot  sun  while  he  is 
serving  as  an  officer  aboard  the  USS  Sea 
Poacher. 

News  from  our  associate  class  members 
was  a  bit  sparse  but  hopefully  more  will 
be  heard  from  next  year.  Judi  Wetlaufer 
Clinton  is  working  part-time  in  a  small 
art  gallery,  fulfilling  credits  as  a  fine  arts 
major,  and  taking  care  of  Marshall  IV! 
She  and  Peter  have  seen  Sally  Treduell 

Duff  frequently.  They  also  spent  a  delight- 
ful evening  at  Sam  and  Jackie  Smyth  Gaw- 

throp's   new   home   outside   Philadelphia. 
Tina  Suensen  Cummings  and  John  have 

moved  south.  Tina  is  teaching  three  days 

a  week  at  the  Children's  Hospital  in 
Atlanta  as  well  as  tutoring  in  the  after- 

noons. She  and  John  had  a  grand  vacation 
in  New  Orleans,  and  then  went  home  to 
Chicago  for  the  holidays. 

It's  hard  to  believe  a  whole  year  has 
gone  by  since  our  last  issue!  After  com- 

pletion of  graduate  school  and  a  heavenly 
trip  to  Hawaii,  I  finally  joined  the  ranks 
of  the  employed.  I  have  thirty  first-graders 
in  Canton,  Massachusetts.  Weekends  are 
devoted  to  skiing  and  initial  planning  for 
a  summer  wedding.  A  huge  thank  you  to 
all  who  responded.  May  you  have  a  healthy 
and  happy  year. 
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MISSING    PERSONS" 
Mail  has  been  returned  from  the  graduates  listed  below.  Some  have  been  listed  as  "lost"  for  some  time,  others  in  recent 
months.  Please  scan  the  names  and  send  any  information  you  may  have  to  the  Alumnae  Office.  Your  help  will  be  greatly 

appreciated. 

1899 

Florence  Parry  Carmack  (Mrs.  F.  P.) 

1915 

Janet  Campbell 
1920 

Mary  Jamison  Hamilton  (Mrs.  Roy  H.) 

1922 

Dorothea  Blackmore  Lemmon 

(Mrs.  James  R.) 
Emma  Held 

1923 

Mary  Brown  Shinkle  (Mrs.  J.  B.) 
Sarah  H.  MacGonagle 
Laura  Morris  Furman  (Mrs.  Carl  B.) 

1924 

Adelaide  Fitzgerald  Olney  (Mrs.  Clarke) 

1925 

M ary  Archibald  Boehr  (Mrs.  Sidney  M.) 
Rose  Marie  Beck  DeCourcey  (Mrs.) 

1926 

Margaret  V.  Parilla 

1927 

Margaret  Hagan  Brown 
(Mrs.  Theodore  G.) 

Amelia  White  Strong  (Mrs.  Howard) 

1928 

Helen  Parkins  Fry  (Mrs.  Robert  M.) 
Miriam  Stage  Riordan  (Mrs.  Robert  J.) 
Esther  Stayman  McGrew 

(Mrs.  Kenneth  A.) 

1929 

Josephine  Duvall 
Ruth  Lenon  Dieffenbacher 

(Mrs.  Robert  L.) 
Theodosia  Parke 

C.  Leone  Stitzinger  Henley 
(Mrs.  Julian  C.) 

1930 

Velma  Duvall  Hazlett  (Mrs.  Malcolm) 
Martha  E.  Johnston 

1931 

Genevieve  Anthony  Brush 
(Mrs.  Frederick) 

Naomi  Bowser  Rimer  (Mrs.  J.  T.) 
Anne  C.  Bozic 

Julia  Connell  Callahan  (Mrs.  Francis) 
Elinor  Martin  Vaughan  (Mrs.  Harold  R. 

1933 

Margaret  Husband  Hawxhurst 
(Mrs.  Malcolm) 

1936 

Jean  Andress  Berger  (Mrs.  C.  W.) 
Sara  Babic  Morrow  (Mrs.  Wm.  M.) 
Mary  King  Vandersluis  (Mrs.  George  J.) 

1937 

Elizabeth  J.  Belden 
Anne  Fiske  Kirk  (Mrs.  Wm.  F.) 

Jean  McNair 
Betty  Yohe  Welling  Carson  (Mrs.) 1938 

Mildred  Boyer  Kostora  (Mrs.  Lee  H.) 
Helen  Mitchell  Carpenter 

(Mrs.  Robert  P.) 

1939 

Gene  Detwiler  Davis  (Mrs.  James  O.) 
Jane  Foster  Frye  (Mrs.  Monroe  T.) 
Alice  Williams  Shaeffer  (Mrs.  LeRoy) 

1940 

Jean  Burry  Patten  (Mrs.  Samuel  M.) 

1941 

Rosemary  Barck  Spiro  (Mrs.) 

Helen  Hecht  O'Conner  (Mrs.  Charles  L.) 
1942 

Dorothy  Andrews  Phillips  (Mrs.  R.  V.) 
Gladys  Cooper 
Ruth  Patton  Kamuf  (Mrs.  Nelson  C.) 

1943 

Betty  Brown  Porter  (Mrs.  John  G.) 
Lorraine  Wolf  Regan  (Mrs.  William  C.) 

1944 

Mary  Brown  Trego  (Mrs.  D.  Neal) 
Dale  Kirsopp  Robb  (Mrs.  Raymond) 
Helen  Mackie  Callahan  (Mrs.  Charles  C.) 

1945 

Agnes  Mae  Conner 
Flora  Justus  Maxwell  (Mrs.  Hugh  P.) 
Marion  Leach  Wild  (Mrs.  Vern) 
Catherine  Mitz  Herron  (Mrs.) 
Virginia  Ricks  Andry  (Mrs.  Carl  F.) 
Martha  Wray  Cohen  (Mrs.  I.) 
E.  Louise  Yeiser  Threan  (Mrs.  Earl  R.) 

1946 

Marjorie  Lansing  Strailey  (Mrs.  Robert  L 
Jean  Purvis  Bowman  (Mrs.  Roger) 

1947 

Vivian  Ruth  Ericson 

Mary  Ann  Graziano 
Betty  M.  McKee  (Capt.) 

Helen  McMillin  Alder 

(Mrs.  Wm.  Hamilton) 
Marjorie  Mohn  Young  (Mrs.  Charles  M.) 
Janet  Petty  Gray  (Mrs.  Glen  I.) 

1948 

Nancy  Murray  Briggs  (Mrs.  Nelson  A.) 
Doris  Smith 1949 

Rhea  Turner  Risdon  (Mrs.  Don) 
Patricia  Yeiser  Griffiths  (Mrs.  Edward  K.) 

1950 

Dorothy  Joan  Fort 
Jocelyn  Griffith  McLinden  (Mrs.  Hugh  J.) 
Jean  L.  Haggart 
Fern  Simmen  Sone  (Mrs.  Robert  T.) 
Nancy  Tanner  Shaffer  (Mrs.  John  R.) 
Mary  Wright 

1951 
Rita  Howard 

Joan  ReymannMcCain  (Mrs.  Robert  C.) 
Joan  Swanson  Whelan  (Mrs.  Thomas  J.) 1952 

Louise  Breeden  Douglas  (Mrs.  Robert) 
Nancy  Burress  Duthie  (Mrs.  A.  C.) 
Victoria  Hui-sen  Li 
Joan  E.  Pugsley 

Genny  Whitehair  Gorman  (Mrs.  Robert) 

1953 

Margaret  Rodgers  Kesl  (Mrs.  William  A.) 

1954 
Nancy  Hopkins  Davies  (Mrs.  Kirk  R.) 
Mercedes  Sabish  Wittman  (Mrs.  R.  J.) 

1955 

Prema  Rajan  Sastri  (Mrs.  D.  N.) 
1957 

Gayle  Conaway  Haines  (Mrs.  William  F.) 
Val  Kay  Johnson  Hill  (Mrs.  George) 
Carol  Zoretich  Latchem  (Mrs.  Edwin  T.) 

1958 

Judy  Murdoch  Weymark  (Mrs.  James) 

1959 

Mary  Gilmour  Arnold  (Mrs.  Joseph  L.) 
Ruth  McMillen 

)  1961 
Ruth  M.  Jones 

Mary  Alice  (Ginger)  Robinson 
1963 

Zebun  Kahn  Islam  (Mrs.  Mohammed  M.) 

Virginia  Wade  Lieber  (Mrs.  Michael) 
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EXECUTIVE  BOARD 

President   Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  '34 
First  Vice  President   

  Marianne    McCallister    Martin    '40 

Second  Vice  President   Sally  Beck  Lee   '55 
Recording  Secretary   

  Katherine  Rutter  Hingeley  '40 
Corresponding  Secretary   

  Nancy  Over  Bowdler   '40 
Alumnae   Trustees      

  Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  '36 
Jean  McCowan  Marshall  '41 

Peggy  Matheny  Bailey  '42 

Directors   Jean  Cate  Joseph  '40 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  '41 
Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  '60 

Amy  McKay  Core  '43 
Cwen  Bach  Lammert  '51 

Nominating  Committee  Co-Chairmen   

  Mary   Bertha    Richards  '41 
Nancy  Smith  Bierwerth  '55 

Bylaws  Committee  Chairman   • 

  Louise  Baehr  Larson  '47 
Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs   

  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  '29 

ALUMNAE  CLUBS 

Downtown  _ 

Mt.  Lebanon  Area 

North  Suburban _ 

  Miss  Helen  Ryman  '24 
50  Academy  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

  Mrs.  B.  K.  Pospishil 

(Ruth  Scrivens  x'27) 
295  Shadowlawn  Drive, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

  Mrs.  William  J.   Barnes 

(Maryanne  Taptich  '54) 1  12  Woodshire  Drive, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Mrs.  Edna  McKee  Houston  '04 
724  South  Negley  Avenue, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

  Mrs.  Charles  A.  Peterson 

(Edna  May  Evans  x'17) 3541   Laketon  Road, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Pittsburgh  Junior  Sixties   Mrs.  David  Howarth 

(Mary  Krein  '65) 6202  Howe  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Decade  IV_ 

Decade  V_ 

Southern  California 

Washington,  D.  C._ 

  Mrs.  Eldred  F.  Tubbs 

(Virginia  LeFurgy  '47) 730  West  1  1th  Street, 
Claremont,  Calif.  9171  1 

  Mrs.  Samuel  O.  Harris 

(Gayle  Thomas  '60) 5017  Caryn  Court,  #102, 
Alexandria,  Va.  22312 

  Mrs.  Joseph   Fell 

(Mary  Loughran  '62) 329  V2  Woodland  Avenue, 
Winnetka,  III.  60093 

Baltimore,  Maryland   Mrs.  Helmut  F.  Cascorbi 

(Ann  Morgan  '50) 7902  Roldrew  Avenue, 
Baltimore,  Md.  21204 

Chicago,    Illinois- 

Boston,   Massachusetts   Mrs.   James  Booth 

(Joan  Anderson  '59) 199  Mt.  Auburn  Street, 

Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Minnesota   Mrs.   Ronald  M.  Hays 

(Inna  Komarnitsky  '58) 1315  June  Avenue,  South, 

Minneapolis,  Minn  55416 

Northern  New  Jersey   Mrs.  D.  J.  Shombert 

(Mary  Louise  Matvey  '54) 199  Chaucer  Drive, 

Berkeley  Heights,  N.  J.  07922 

Buffalo,  New  York   Mrs.  William  P.  Petro 

(Carole  Smith  '60) 171   Halwill  Drive, 

Snyder,  N.  Y.  14226 

New  York  City   Mrs.  Roger  E.  Brower 

(Elm  Musson  x'56) 535  East  86th  Street, 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Cleveland,  Ohio   

Columbus,  Ohio- 

  Mrs.  Harry  L.  Farmer 

(DeLores  Gintert  '54) 2992  Chadbourne  Road, 

Shaker  Heights,  Ohio  44120 

  Mrs.  Carl  J.  Agriesti 

(Jane  Humphreys  '43) 3194  El  Paso  Drive, 
Columbus,  Ohio  43204 

Creensburg,  Pennsylvania   Mrs.  John  J.  Bonfigli 

(Frances  Keenan  '61 ) 344  North  Pennsylvania  Avenue, 
Creensburg,  Pa.   15601 

Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania 

North  Philadelphia   Mrs.  Richard  P.  Colbert 

(Barbara  Jane  Evans  '56) 
1715  Addison  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa.   19146 

__Mrs.  J.  Kenneth  Delmar 

(Sara  Jane  Westlake  '62) 1 00  Stanton  Road, 
Havertown,  Pa.  19083 

Delaware  Valley 
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0  The  Girls  Who  Change  Your  Mm 

(p.  3)  is  the  first  of  a  series  of  articles  about  Chathar 
alumnae  whose  careers  demonstrate  that  a  liberal  an 

education  can  lead  to  interesting  jobs  in  almost  ever 

area  of  employment  for  women.  Helen  Smith,  th 

author,  should  herself  be  one  of  those  included  in  thi 

exploration  of  the  field  of  communications.  She  opei 

ates  her  own  advertising  agency,  Smith  and  Armbruste 

Inc.,  in  Monroeville,  Pennsylvania,  and  shares  her  man 

talents  in  her  volunteer  work  with  the  United  Presb) 
terian  Church  U.S.A.  Miss  Smith  has  served  as  func 

raising  consultant  for  the  Alumnae  Association,  an 

currently  is  chairman  of  the  Recorder  editorial  board  an 
an  alumnae  member  of  the  Chatham  Board  of  Trustee 

0  An  Open  House  for  Seniors  from  th 
Pittsburgh  area  secondary  schools  was  held  on  campu 

on  Saturday,  September  30,  1967.  The  program  fc 

prospective  students  and  their  mothers  was  co-sponsore 
by  the  Admissions  Office  and  the  Alumnae  Associatiot 

Following  the  welcoming  remarks  of  Dorothy  Schenc 

Van  der  Voort  and  President  Edward  D.  Eddy,  the  ser 

iors  attended  a  session  on  "College — What  It  Means  T 
Me"  conducted  by  Chatham  students,  and  their  mothei 

participated  in  seminar  discussions  on  "College  Today 
with  four  members  of  the  college  faculty.  Campus  tout 

and  a  reception  in  Mellon  Hall  completed  the  progran 

Alumnae  volunteers,  under  the  chairmanship  of  Cordeli 

Suran  Jacobs  and  Gwen  Bach  Lammert,  served  as  regii 
trars  and  aides. 

9  Organ  Music  for  Christmas,  the  hig 

fidelity,  long  play  album  recorded  last  year  by  Russe 

G.  Wichmann,  chairman  of  the  music  department,  in  th 

Chatham  College  Chapel,  is  again  available  through  th 

College  Book  Store.  This  delightful  selection  of  Christ 

mas  music  in  its  colorful  gift  package  jacket  designe 

by  Mr.  Jerry  Caplan,  chairman  of  the  art  departmen 

may  be  purchased  by  using  the  order  form  on  page  41 

0  The  new  cover  design  is  the  work  c 

Sue  Allardice,  the  artist  member  of  the  editorial  boarc 

She  is  responsible,  also,  for  the  layout  for  the  stor 

beginning  on  the  next  page. 



Debbie  Little  '67 

THE  GIRLS  WHO  CHANGE  YOUR  MIND 
HELEN    HEATH   SMITH    '44 

Chances  are  very  good  that  you  have  been  motivated  to 

some  kind  of  opinion  or  action  by  the  work  of  the  Chatham 

alumnae  who  are  the  subject  of  this  article.  In  this  day  of 

fantastic  communications  capabilities,  and  communications 

failures  almost  equally  fantastic,  the  knowledge  that  there 

are  some  clean-upright-and-trustworthy  Chatham  graduates 
sprinkled  in  the  melange  may  be  somewhat  consoling. 

The  industry  of  communications  arts  is  relatively  small 

in  relation  to  its  influence  and  to  the  volume  of  super- 

heated controversy  carried  on  by  its  admirers  and  detractors. 

This  country  has  about  30,000  newspaper  reporters,  around 

**'
 



85,000  persons  engaged  in  radio  and  television  broadcast-i 
ing,  and  possibly  as  many  as  150,000  advertising  and  public 

relations  professionals.  Added  to  these  principal  categories 

are  magazine,  technical,  and  book  writers  and  editors.  All 

in  all,  not  a  very  large  segment  of  the  working  population. 

The  industry's  wage  scale  cuts  a  wide  swath.  A  beginner 
may  start  with  a  paycheck  as  slim  as  $60  a  week,  while  at 

the  top  are  annual  salaries  in  six  figures.  Almost  every 

level  between  these  two  extremes  is  well-represented. 
How  many  Chatham  alumnae  are,  or  have  been,  engaged 

in  this  field  full-time  or  part-time,  or  are  related  to  the 

field   through   their   husbands'   employment   is   difficult   to 

(
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Many  editors,  including 

ours »^eJ\now/ that  they'd 

much  prefer  a  wide  liberal 

arts  background  to  a  jour- 

nalism major.   I  gather 

this  is  also  true  of  many 

other  fields.  \ 

estimate.  However,  the  sampling  of  full-time  communica- 

tions professionals  furnished  by  the  alumnae  files  is  prob- 
ably as  representative  as  any  group  in  this  kaleidoscopic 

field  could  be.  Among  them  are  a  newspaper  reporter,  a 

book  editor,  a  public  relations  field  executive,  a  design 

coordinator,  a  television  graphic  artist,  two  agency  copy- 

writers, an  agency  radio-television  writer-producer,  an  ad- 
vertising account  executive,  and  a  former  agency  owner 

who  is  now  free-lancing. 

Debbie  Little,  at  the  Pittsburgh  Post-Gazette,  is  on  hei 

maiden  voyage.  "Working,"  she  says,  "is  so  much  more 
physically  strenuous  than  college  that  I  find  myself  collaps- 

ing when  I  get  home  at  night." Debbie  entered  the  communications  field  with  the  same 

special  preparation  virtually  all  Chatham  graduates  have 

had — none.  Her  beginning  at  the  Post-Gazette  will  be 

familiar  in  another  way,  too,  to  girls  embarking  on  news- 

paper careers;  she  started  in  the  women's  department.  Once 
the  women's  department  represented  not  only  the  begin- 

ning, but  the  end,  of  opportunity  for  women  on  news- 
papers. Now  the  horizons  are  considerably  wider,  but  the 

route  is  hardly  less  arduous.  Debbie  is  now  a  general 

assignment  reporter,  a  title  she  equates  with  "garbage  can.' 
The  job  has  included  movie  reviews,  obituaries,  short 

stories,  wedding  announcements,  and  feature  articles,  and 

Debbie  concedes  that  the  general  assignment  route  is  a 

"great  way  to  learn  the  business."   She  finds  excitement  in 
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the  variety  of  her  daily  work  schedule,  and  in  the  many 

different  kinds  of  people  she  meets. 

"Newspaper  work  is  teaching  me  to  be  alert,"  she  adds. 

'It's  very  possible  to  get  a  story  on  my  lunch  hour  if  I 

<eep  my  eyes  open." 
Long  past  her  career-launching  days  is  Helen  Ryman, 

grand  dame  of  Pittsburgh  advertising  women.  Helen  is 

just  one  year  short  of  Social  Security,  but  considerably  short 

Df  retiring:  "I  am  going  to  do  part-time  PR  assignments, 
ivriting  and  editing  mostly  .  .  .  ready  to  do  some  serious 

writing  .  .  .  still  working  with  Council  House  Mental 

Health  project,  outlining  a  plan  for  volunteer  recruitment 

.  .  editing  Woman's  City  Club  Bulletin  .  .  .  working  with 
Project  Outreach,  supervising  preparation  of  a  newsletter 

ivith  girls  who  cannot  spell  or  type,  but  who  have  ideas 

ind  a  drive  to  be  different." 

The  advertising  field  was  young  when  Helen  began  writ- 
ing copy  for  Joseph  Home  Company  in  1926.  She  went 

from  there  to  the  women's  department  of  the  Pittsburgh 
Press,  then  to  the  Chicago  Herald-Examiner,  and  back  to 
Pittsburgh  to  the  Roosevelt  Hotel  where  her  promotion 

icumen  earned  her  the  job  as  sales  manager. 

J^T^^H r^Ki'rfdfei- 
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Helen    Ryman    '24 

Helen  was  instrumental  in  establishing  the  Pittsburgh 

Playhouse  as  a  community  institution.  Her  promotion 

campaigns  put  the  Playhouse  on  the  list  of  things-to-do  in 

Pittsburgh.  Then  in  1942  she  joined  one  of  the  City's 
older  advertising  agencies,  Ensign  Advertising  ( now  W. 

Craig  Chambers,  Inc.)  and  eventually  became  vice  presi- 
dent. In  1951,  she  opened  her  own  agency  and  operated  it 

until  four  years  ago.  Since  then  she  has  been  teaching  and 

free-lancing. 

An  innovator  with  a  reputation  for  follow-through  and 

getting-the-job-done,  Helen  Ryman  has  consistently  applied 
her  considerable  talents  to  civic  and  charitable  purposes  as 

well  as  to  earning  a  living.  Of  her  perennially  heavy  sched- 

ule of  good  deeds  she  says,  "It  keeps  you  off  the  streets." 
At  least  two  Chatham  alumnae  have  combined  interest 

in  the  theater  with  their  advertising  careers.  "It's  not  an 
accident  that  I  have  been  most  interested  in  the  assignments 

that  bordered  on  the  show  business  field,"  writes  Peggy 

Matheny  Bailey,  '42,  Boston  advertising  account  executive. 

"As  long  as  I  can  remember  I've  been  a  theater  buff.  I  was 
only  five  years  old  when  I  played  my  first  professional  role 

— Tinker  Bell  in  'Peter  Pan'  with  the  Clare  Tree  Major 

Children's  Theater  Company  in  Atlanta."  Peggy  directs 
and  acts  with  a  local  little-theater  group  that  celebrates  its 

golden  anniversary  this  year.  For  ten  seasons  she  made 

frequent  appearances  with  summer  stock  at  Boothbay  Play- 
house and  Deertrees  Theatre  in  Maine.  She  is  a  member 

of  Equity  and  of  the  American  Federation  of  Television 

and  Radio  Artists  (AFTRA),  and  sometimes  stars  on  radio 
and  TV  commercials  in  Boston. 

One  of  Peggy's  directing  assignments  was  an  hour-long 
musical  fashion  show  for  the  supperclub  of  the  Americana 

Hotel  in  both  New  York  and  Hollywood,  Florida.  The 

performers  were  forty-three  children,  some  as  young  as 
AYi.  The  first  rehearsal  was  chaos,  she  reports,  until  she 

recruited  a  handsome  male  associate  to  charm  the  moppets' 
mothers  out  of  earshot. 

After  several  agency  stints  that  included  personal  public 

relations  for  the  Kennedy  family,  and  Christian  Herter's 
successful  campaign  for  governor,  Peggy  became  a  specialist 

in  advertising,  marketing,  and  promotion  of  products  sold 

ro  women — Wamsutta  sheets  and  towels,  Curity  diapers, 

Carter's  knitwear,  Chatham  blankets,  Cott  beverages,  Pepsi 

Peggy  Matheny  Bailey  '42 

Cola,  Underwood  deviled  ham,  Sheraton  Hotels,  Cluett 

Peabody's  "Sanforized"  process,  Salada  Tea,  as  well  as  many 
regional  and  local  accounts. 

Until  quite  recently,  Peggy  was  an  account  executive  for 

Kenyon  &  Eckhardt's  Boston  office.  Because  of  the  many 
evenings  required  by  her  work,  she  has  now  elected  to 

free-lance.  She  doesn't  expect  the  free-lancing  to  provide 
much  added  leisure,  but  her  work  schedule  will  be  more 

nearly  under  her  personal  control.  She  wants  more  time 

for  the  church  youth  work  she  and  her  husband  do,  for 

Republican  party  activities,  for  teaching  creative  writing 

at  Boston  Ad  Club,  working  for  charitable  causes,  and  for 

her  newest  enthusiasm — golf. 

Ruth  Garland  Lesko,  '56,  was  a  drama  major  at  Chatham, 

and  did  a  year's  graduate  work  in  drama  at  Yale.  She  acted 
off-Broadway  for  two  years,  and  keeps  her  hand  in  the 

dramatic  field  with  such  extra-curricular  things  as  directing 

for  the  Twin  Towers  Arts  Festival  in  Pittsburgh's  North 
Hills  and  doing  publicity  for  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse. 

The  drama  training  has  been  handy,  too,  for  the  regional 

radio  and  television  material  she  writes  and  produces  for 



Ruth   Garland   Lcsko   '56 

Lando,  Inc.,  Pittsburgh  advertising  agency.  Among  her 

current  productions  are  "Cooking  from  A  to  Zelda,"  a  five- 
minute  cooking  show  sponsored  by  Foodland  Supermarkets 

on  WTAE-TV,  other  Foodland  commercials,  Mabro  ( home 

remodeling),  and  Roth  Rug  Co.  Her  past  work  includes 

commercials  for  Drake's  Bread,  Vimco  spaghetti,  Lincoln 
Homes,  Giant  Eagle  supermarkets  and  Sun  Drug  Stores. 

In  a  former  agency  job,  Ruth  found  herself  in  competi- 

tion with  her  husband.  She  was  working  on  Alcoa's  intro- 
duction of  aluminum  cans  for  soft  drinks,  while  her  hus- 

band, whose  competitive  agency  worked  for  J&L  Steel 

Company,  was  laboring  in  behalf  of  soft  drinks  in  steel 

cans.  "For  a  long  time,"  Ruth  recalls,  "our  dinner  table 

conversation  was  very  guarded." 



Ruth  fell  into  the  advertising  business  accidentally.  Ap- 

plying for  a  job  as  a  feature  writer  for  Seventeen  Magazine 

in  New  York,  she  was  talked  into  working  in  the  advertis- 

ing department  instead.  The  persuasion  "wasn't  too  hard," 

she  remembers,  "because  the  advertising  job  paid  a  heckuva 

lot  more,  and  I  found  I  took  to  it  like  a  duck  to  water." 
One  of  many  Chatham  women  handling  home  and  career 

quite  successfully,  Ruth  advises,  "My  husband  said  I'd  better 
tell  you  I  have  a  full-time  housekeeper  to  take  care  of  the 

children,  so  you  don't  think  I  chain  them  to  a  wall  during 

the  day."  Daughter  Tanya  is  a  first-grader  this  year;  son 
Hud  is  three. 

Gorham  sterling,  Dutch  Boy  paint,  and  Bristol  Myers 

copy  rolls  out  of  the  typewriter  of  Rosalind  Case  Reynolds, 

'55,  at  The  Marschalk  Co.,  New  York.  She  also  had  time 

recently  to  roll  out  a  children's  book  which,  if  published, 

will  be  called  "Whale  of  a  Tale"  and  will  help  young 
readers  to  make  up  their  own  stories.  Past  work  includes 

copy  for  Hellmann's  mayonnaise,  Gold  Medal  Flour,  and 
Pillsbury. 

Roz  began  communicating  in  a  copy  pool,  typing  other 

people's  copy.  Then  came  retail  work  for  a  small  agency, 
a  stint  with  a  larger  agency,  and  finally  Marschalk. 

The  whole  Reynolds  family  enjoys  action.  Roz  and  her 

lawyer  husband  ride  and  bicycle  in  Central  Park,  regularly 

swim,  sun,  and  have  massages  in  health  clubs.  Son  Gerald 

swims,  shoots,  plays  LaCrosse.  One  of  the  family's  three 
cats  just  had  kittens.  They  live  in  Grade  Square  about  two 

blocks  from  Mayor  Lindsay,  a  man  also  interested  in  action. 

Last  August  Roz  went  on  "The  Match  Game"  for  a  lark 
and  won.  She  advises  other  alumnae  to  try  their  hands. 

Begin,  she  advises,  in  advance  of  your  next  New  York  trip 

by  writing  Resell  Barnhard,  The  Match  Game,  375  Park 
Avenue. 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo,  '40,  says  her  career  in  communications 
started  under  the  tutelage  of  Hazel  Shupp  (now  Mrs.  P. 

W.  Hutson,  retired )  in  advanced  composition  at  Chatham. 

"Soon,"  she  says,  "I  fell  in  love  with  putting  words  together 

and  gave  up  the  idea  of  being  a  chemistry  major." 

Rachel's  first  job  was  with  an  advertising  agency  all 
right,  but  putting-words-together  had  to  wait  a  bit;  her 
main  duty  was  clipping  competitive  beer  ads.  She  endured 
this  state  of  affairs  for  three  months,  then  moved  to  the 

Bulletin  Index,  a  Pittsburgh  news  magazine,  now  defunct, 

which  served  as  a  training  ground  for  dozens  of  would-be 
writers  in  the  area.  In  this  job  she  acquired  a  wealth  of 

experience,  but  no  other  wealth  to  speak  of,  and  one  day, 

incensed  by  an  undeserved  brow-beating  administered  by 

the  publisher,  she  dramatically  quit.  ("One  of  my  finer 
moments." ) 

After  two  years  back  at  Chatham  as  field  secretary, 

Rachel  joined  the  Pittsburgh  Press  as  a  general  assignment 

reporter  and  put  words  together  for  five  enjoyable  years. 

At  this  stage  of  her  career  she  took  time  out  for  home 

and  motherhood,  returning  some  years  later  as  a  writer 
with  Price  &  Price,  Pittsburgh  advertising  agency. 

Except  for  one  more  career-leave  of  five  years,  she  has 
continued  with  Price  &  Price,  doing  radio,  newspaper,  and 

general  copywriting  for  a  long  list  of  accounts,  including 

Thrift  Drug,  Otto  Milk,  National  Union  Insurance,  and 
Swift  Homes. 

Rachel  represents  a  narrowing  breed  of  communications 

writers— much  in  demand — with  the  versatility  to  move 
smoothly  from  one  kind  of  writing  to  another,  changing 

subject  material,  point  of  view,  and  media  rapidly,  often 

many  times  in  a  few  hours. 

"The  communications  trade 
has  the  advantage,  for  a  woman, 

of  being  the  sort  of  thing  one 

can  go  back  to.  I  suspect  the 

average  woman  is  in  and  out  of 
the  business  world  at  least  twice 

in  her  lifetime,  and  not  all  trades 

equip  one  to  do  this." 
Rachel  Kirk  Bobo,  '40 

She  points  out,  and  exemplifies  with  her  own  writing 
career,  that  the  communications  field  is  one  which  can  be 

abandoned  and  re-entered  with  reasonable  ease — an  im- 

portant consideration  for  women  whose  varying  family 

responsibilities  govern  their  availability  in  the  job  market. 

For  Sue  Allardice,  '59,  communication  is  principally  a 
matter  of  graphic  art.  As  an  artist  in  the  promotion  depart- 

ment of  WTAE-TV,  Sue  designs  and  produces  the  station 

identification  and  program  promotion  slides  shown  on 

Channel  4,  Pittsburgh.  She  also  designs  and  executes  art- 

work for  print  media — newspaper  and  magazine  ads,  book- 
lets and  billboards. 

Like  many  of  her  compatriots  in  communications,  she 

began  her  career  with  lowly  duties  in  a  job  only  remotely 

related  to  her  present  work.  Her  first  stop  was  the  adver- 
tising department  of  the  Mt.  Lebanon  ( Pittsburgh )  News 

where  she  worked  as  an  advertising  saleswoman.  Her  next 

step  was  to  Joseph  Home  Co.  as  a  fashion  copywriter. 

From  Home's,  she  moved  to  WTAE.  She  still  does  some 
copywriting,  but  devotes  her  major  effort  to  her  preferred 
medium,  art. 

Both  in  her  work  and  as  a  hobby,  Sue  is  proficient  at 

photography.  She  paints,  principally  in  watercolor,  and  has 
exhibited  locally  at  the  Three  Rivers  Arts  Festival  and  in 

two  one-man  shows  (Central  Blood  Bank  and  Pittsburgh 

Press  Club ) .  She  is  secretary,  archivist,  and  librarian  for 

the  Visual  Communications  Society  of  Pittsburgh  (formerly 
the  Art  Directors  Society). 

Sue  sees  many  possibilities  for  career-minded  women  in 



television,  although  there  is  still  evidence  of  wage  differen- 
tials between  women  and  men.  She  believes  that  the  rapidly 

growing  network  of  educational  television  stations  opens 

up  an  exciting  future  for  the  industry.  Meanwhile,  for 

immediate  excitement  she  recommends  cave  exploring, 

climbing,  and  camping  with  American  Youth  Hostel,  of 
which  she  is  an  enthusiastic  member. 

"It's  my  observation  that 
equal  pay  for  equal  work  is  still 
a  live  issue  for  women  in  this 

area    of    the    industry     (televi- •  \     II 
sion) . 

Sue  Allardice,  '59 

Marion  Swannie  Hall,  '45,  has  the  remarkable  distinction 
of  staying  with  the  same  employer  from  the  summer  fol- 

lowing her  graduation  until  the  present  moment.  The 

company  for  which  she  works,  IBM,  is  large  enough,  how- 
ever, to  have  provided  the  brief  false  start  and  the  initial 

maid-of-all-work  stint  that  seem  to  characterize  the  typical 
career  story. 

Marion  took  a  seven  week  training  course  for  IBM's 
systems  service  program,  a  technical  course  rife  with  dia- 

grams and  flow  charts.  When  it  was  all  over,  she  requested, 

and  got,  an  advertising  job  instead,  and  in  IBM's  very 
young  advertising  department  she  learned  to  perform  all 

the  steps  in  writing,  designing,  and  producing  promotion 

materials  in  a  variety  of  print  media. 

From  that  point  on,  Marion's  career  skirts  the  typical 
and  invades  the  distinguished.  Since  I960,  she  has  been 

coordinaror  of  IBM's  corporate  design  program,  a  job  that 
takes  her  into  the  fields  of  architecture,  product  design, 

graphics,  interior  design,  exhibition  development,  and  audio 
visuals. 

Last  year  she  added  an  additional  area  to  her  impressive 

repertoire — the  management  of  IBM's  department  of  arts 
and  sciences.  This  department  operates  the  IBM  art  gallery 

on  East  57th  Street  in  New  York,  manages  the  Company's 
large  fine  arts  collection,  and  controls  its  program  of  tour- 

ing shows.  The  latter  program  currently  has  on  tour  seven 

art  shows  and  four  shows  comprised  of  working  models  of 
the  inventions  of  Leonardo  da  Vinci. 

Marion's  corporate  design  responsibilities  keep  her  in 
touch  with  some  thirty  different  company  locations  in  this 

country  and  abroad,  and  require  frequent  travel,  including 

a  yearly  trip  to  Europe.  The  most  interesting  aspect  of  her 

job,  she  says,  is  the  opportunity  to  work  with  some  of  the 

world's  most  talented  designers,  artists,  and  architects. 
Marion  is  a  director  of  the  American  Institute  of  Graphic 

Arts  and  a  member  of  the  Arts  Advisory  Council  of  the 
New  York  Board  of  Trade. 

If  your  junior  high  and  highschool  young  people  receive 

new  English  textbooks  published  by  Harper  &  Row,  you 

can  take  solace  in  knowing  that  their  editing  and  produc- 
tion has  been  in  the  competent  hands  of  a  Chatham  alumna, 

Mary  Loughran  Fell,  '62. 
Mary's  Chatham  major  in  French  prepared  her  in  typical 

fashion  for  her  first  job  as  advertising  supervisor  for  Ameri- 

can Hospital  Supply  Corp.  Her  internship  in  the  communi- 

cations business  was  swift  and  thorough.  "I  had  to  paddle 

fast  to  keep  my  head  above  water,"  she  recalls.  Her  husband, 
trained  in  printing,  aided  with  regular  cram  sessions  in 

graphic  arts,  which  often  lasted  far  into  the  night. 

After  two-and-a-half  years,  Mary  decided  to  make  a  move 

she  describes  as  "from  bedpans  to  books."  She  joined 
Harper  &  Row  as  assistant  director  of  promotion  in  the 

publisher's  textbook  division,  Evanston,  Illinois. 
In  this  position  she  used  all  the  knowledge  gained  from 

her  two-and-a-half  years  of  production  cramming.  She 
did  creative  writing,  supervised  design,  layout,  and  printing 
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production.  A  year  later,  she  moved  into  the  editorial  de- 
partment where  she  is  working  currently.  Now  responsible 

for  the  actual  preparation  of  texts,  she  finds  her  work  "very 

challenging  and  very  rewarding." 
Mary  has  just  completed  a  term  as  president  of  the 

Chicago  chapter  of  Chatham  alumnae.  With  the  Junior 

Chamber  of  Commerce  wives'  organization,  she  has  been 
working  with  underprivileged  children  in  a  Chicago  settle- 

ment house. 

As  members  of  a  ballroom  dance  group,  she  and  her 

husband  are  recent  first-place  trophy  winners.  By  way  of 

contrast,  Mary  is  the  proud  owner  of  a  pair  of  ten-pound 

Sears  men's  work  shoes,  necessary  accoutrements  for  the 
hiking  trips  she  and  her  husband  habitually  take.  Equipped 

for  these  forays  into  the  wilderness,  Mary  describes  herself 

as  a  "vision  of  loveliness"  with  backpack,  ten-pound  clod- 
hoppers, and  baggy  jeans. 

Out  in  San  Francisco,  Priscilla  Hendryx  Salter,  '46,  ex- 
hibited some  reluctance  to  discuss  her  job  as  a  regional 

public  relations  executive  for  Westinghouse.  "With  our 

Pittsburgh  headquarters  almost  3,000  miles  away,  I've  man- 

aged to  keep  them  wondering  for  years,"  she  explains.  And 

she  has  a  valid  point;  what  headquarters  wouldn't  wonder 
about  an  employee  who  takes  Walter  Cronkite  on  an  under- 

water trip  in  a  deep  submersible? 

Priscilla  reports  that  part  of  her  work  is  writing  softsell 

feature  stories.  She  might  well  have  described  them  as 

"softshell,"  because  her  favorite  area  of  work  is  associated 
with  Westinghouse  underseas  developments.  It  was  in  this 

capacity  that  she  sent  Walter  Cronkite  on  his  deep  dive, 

and  that  she  met  reknowned  marine  engineer  Jacques 

Cousteau.  To  add  to  her  understanding  of  her  undersea 

subjects,  she  bravely  and  briefly  took  up  scuba  diving — 

"but  never  again." 
Priscilla  works  with  the  Western  winners  of  the  West- 

inghouse scholarships  for  high  school  seniors  with  unusual 

science  aptitudes.  She  reports  this  as  "one  of  my  most 
stimulating  activities  .  .  .  the  kids  are  brilliant  and  interest- 

ing." 

Working  with  all  news  media,  including  the  trade  press, 

Priscilla  says,  "I  am  writing  about  Poseidon  missile  launch- 
ers one  day,  radio  telescopes  the  next,  and  refrigerators 

half-an-hour  later."  She  came  to  her  present  job  with  ex- 
perience in  both  newspaper  reporting  and  agency  work, 

and  found,  unexpectedly,  that  working  for  one  company  can 

be  as  demanding  as  working  for  many  different  clients.  A 

rather  attractive  fringe  benefit  of  her  career  is  that  it  led 

her  to  an  editor  who  blue-pencilled  "Hendryx"  and  sub- 

stituted "Salter." 
Priscilla's  job  is  exciting  and  varied.  She  sets  up  press 

conferences,  works  with  photographers  on  many  different 

kinds  of  assignments,  answers  a  constant  barrage  of  "wild" 

telephone  questions.  "But  in  the  end,"  she  says,  "all  roads 

lead  to  the  typewriter,  and  I'm  eternally  grateful  to  Mrs. 

Shupp  for  teaching  me  to  write  a  sentence." 
Among  our  sampling  of  Chatham  graduates  in  communi- 

cations, Priscilla  is  one  of  several  who  mention  gratefully 

their  undergraduate  training  in  "the  typewriter  and  the 
sentence."  Possession  of  skills  with  these  two  tools  would 
no  doubt  be  lauded  by  all  alumnae  who  have  had  to  make 

a  living  for  any  period  of  time.  As  preparation  for  a  satis- 

fying job,  there  is  ample  evidence  that,  along  with  a  liberal 
arts  education,  they  are  enough. 

"The  nicest  fringe  benefit  was 
marrying  an  editor  I  met  through 

the  job." 
Priscilla  Hendryx  Salter,  '46 



CHATHAM  REPRESENTED  by  ALUMNAE 

at  ACADEMIC  CONVOCATIONS 

During  the  past  three  years  forty-one  alumnae  have  ac- 
cepted the  invitation  of  President  Eddy  to  represent  him 

and  Chatham  College  at  inaugurations,  convocations,  dedi- 
cations and  anniversary  celebrations  all  over  the  country. 

They  have  donned  cap,  gown  and  Chatham  hood  to  march 

in  academic  processions  with  representatives  of  hundreds  of 

other  instiutions  of  higher  learning,  and  have  been  honored 

guests  at  all  of  the  events  that  are  part  of  such  celebrations. 

Their  letters  to  President  Eddy  tell  of  their  pride  in 

representing  their  alma  mater  and  their  pleasure  in  par- 
ticipating in  these  festive  occasions. 

Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein,  '57,  attended  the  dedication  of  the 
Franklin  F.  Moore  Library  at  Rider  College;  Elizabeth  Cober 

O'Donnell,  '35,  the  inauguration  of  John  Ralph  Haines  as  presi- 
dent of  Monticello  College;  Jane  O'Neill  Cox,  '41,  a  convocation 

at  C.  W.  Post  College;  Nancy  Guosden  Curry,  '50,  the  inaugura- 
tion of  Frederic  W.  Ness  as  president  of  Fresno  State  College;  and 

Margaret  Graham  Lathrop,  '42,  the  dedication  of  the  campus  of 
the  York   (Pa.)   Junior  College. 

Patricia  Smith  Joyner,  '45,  represented  Chatham  at  the  inaugu- 
ration of  Wesley  N.  Haines  as  president  of  Franklin  College; 

Katherine  Reebel,  '29,  a  member  of  the  faculty  at  the  University 
of  Michigan,  the  inauguration  of  Harold  E.  Sponberg  as  president 

of  Eastern  Michigan  University  of  Ypsilanti;  and  Roberta  Bills, 

'59,  the  inauguration  of  Bruce  Dearing  as  president  of  the  State 
University  of  New  York  at  Binghamton  (Harpur  College). 

Virginia  LeFurgy  Tubbs,  '47 ',  attended  the  inauguration  of  Rich- 
ard Carleton  Gilman  as  president  of  Occidental  College;  Martha 

Holland  Rank,  '48,  the  inauguration  of  James  M.  Moudy  as 
chancellor  of  Texas  Christian  University;  Lillian  McFetridge  Wil- 

son, '39,  the  Seventy-fifth  Anniversary  celebration  at  Randolph- 

Macon  College;  and  Mary  Duff  Miller,  '31,  the  inauguration  of 
Wilbert  E.  Locklin  as  president  of  Springfield  College. 

In  her  native  Puerto  Rico  Gisela  Paoli  Villapana,  '57,  repre- 
sented the  College  at  the  inauguration  of  the  Right  Reverend 

Theodore  E.  McCarrick  as  president  of  Catholic  University.  Myrtle 

Sexauer  Cobb,  '29,  was  President  Eddy's  representative  at  the 
inauguration  of  John  David  Alexander,  Jr.,  as  president  of  South- 

western University  at  Memphis  where  she  is  a  member  of  the 
faculty. 

Ann  Curry  Haux,  '60,  attended  the  inaugutation  of  James 
Everett  Perdue  as  president  of  the  State  University  of  New  York 

at  Oswego;  Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard,  '39,  the  inauguration  of 
Arthur  L.  Schultz  as  president  of  Albright  College;  Carolyn  Pierce 

May,  '33,  the  inaugutation  of  George  D.  Culler  as  president  of 
the  Philadelphia  College  of  Art;  and  Marian  Jobson,  '23,  the 
inauguration  of  Joseph  P.  McMurray  as  president  of  Queens 
College. 

Other  representatives  included  Elizabeth  Albach  Weamer,  '48, 
who  attended  the  inauguration  of  Elizabeth  J.  McCormack, 

R. S.C.J. ,  as  president  of  Manhattanville  College  of  the  Sacred 

Heart;  Jane  Meub  Evans,  '45  the  inauguration  of  Albert  LeRoy 
Pugsley  as  president  of  Youngstown  University;  Mary  Ida  Mc- 

Farland  Shannon,  '35,  the  dedicatory  services  for  the  Butler  County 

(Pa.)  Community  College;  Frances  K.  Meyers,  '65,  the  inaugura- 
tion of  Albert  Edward  Holland  as  president  of  Hobart  and  William 

Smith  Colleges;  Anna  Liados  Zervos,  '58,  the  inauguration  of  the! 
Very  Reverend  Malcolm  Carron  as  president  of  the  University  on 

Detroit;  and  Harriet  Rosser,  '54,  the  inauguration  of  Ray  L.I 
Heffner  as  president  of  Brown  University. 

Peggy  Matheny  Bailey,  '42,  an  alumnae  member  of  the  Chathaml 

Board  of  Trustees,  was  President  Eddy's  representative  at  thej 
inaugutation  of  Ruth  M.  Adams  as  president  of  Wellesley  College.) 

Mary  Bovard  Schivartz,  '50,  attended  the  inaugutation  of  Archibald] 
M.  Woodruff  as  chancellor  of  the  University  of  Hartford;  Alene 

Hutton  Sage,  '47,  the  inauguration  of  the  Vety  Reverend  Reginald 
Redlon,  O.F.M.,  as  president  of  St.  Bonaventure  University;  Karen 

Blomquist  Struckman,  '64,  the  inaugutation  of  Maurice  B.  Mitchell 
as  chancellor  of  the  University  of  Denver;  and  Nancy  Stauffer 

Grantham,  '44,  the  Centennial  Convocation  of  Morehouse  College.! 

Elizabeth  Rowse  Pray,  '42,  attended  the  Academic  Festival  cele- 

brating the  changing  of  the  name  of  Colorado  Women's  College 

to  Temple  Buell  College;  Jane  Shidemantle  Cross,  '41,  the  inaugu- 
ration of  Motley  J.  Mays  as  president  of  Elizabethtown  College; 

Carole  Smith  Petro,  '60,  the  inauguration  of  Martin  Meyerson  as 
president  of  the  State  Univetsity  of  New  York  at  Buffalo;  Mary 

Louise  Weber  McClenahan,  '39,  the  inauguration  of  Bernard 
Schroder  Adams  as  president  of  Ripon  College;  Isabelle  Allias, 

'54,  the  Centennial  Convocation  at  Lebanon  Valley  College;  Joan 

Anderson  Booth,  '59,  the  inauguration  of  Burton  Crosby  Hallowell 

as  president  of  Tufts  University;  and  Stephanie  Ruben  Klein,  '57, 
the  inauguration  of  Robert  Joseph  Wert  as  president  of  Mills 
College. 

Five  alumnae  participated  in  convocations  at  institutions  whete 
their  husbands  are  members  of  the  faculty;  Sarah  Stevenson  Foster, 

'33,  the  inauguration  of  Mark  Curtis  as  president  of  Scripps 

College;  Mary  Jane  Knapper  Wallhausser,  '55,  the  inaugutation 
of  Carl  Gustaf  Fjellman  as  president  of  Upsala  College;  Phyllis 

Ingraham  Stout,  '45,  the  Bicentennial  Convocation  at  Rutgers 

University;  Helen  Means  Pounds,  '53,  the  inaugutation  of  Howard 
W.  Johnson  as  president  of  Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology; 

and  Marigolden  Guest  Tritschler,  '51,  the  inauguration  of  Joseph 
C.  Palmountain,  Jr.,  as  president  of  Skidmote  College.  Mrs. 
Tritschler  also  attended  the  inauguration  of  Harold  Clark  Martin 
as  chancellor  of  Union  College. 

Alumnae  volunteers  continue  to  play  a  vital  role  in  their 

service  to  the  College,  and  it  is  with  sincere  appreciation 

that  President  Eddy  takes  this  opportunity  to  recognize 

those  who  have  represented  him  and  the  College. 

DANFORTH  GRADUATE  FELLOWSHIPS 

The  Danforth  Foundation  announces  the  fourth  competi- 

tion for  its  Graduate  Fellowships  for  Women.  The  objec- 
tive of  the  program  is  to  find  and  develop  college  and 

secondary  school  teachers  among  that  group  of  American 

women  whose  preparation  for  teaching  has  been  postponed 

or  interrupted.  Information  and  application  materials  may 

be  secured  by  writing  to  Laura  Bornholdt,  Director  of 

Graduate  Fellowships  for  Women,  The  Danforth  Founda- 
tion, 607  Norrh  Grand  Boulevard,  St.  Louis,  Missouri 

63103.   Nomination  by  an  institution  is  not  required. 

Registration  for  the  required  tests  closes  January  2,  1968. 

Awards  will  be  announced  on  or  about  April  25,  1968. 
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class   news 

02 
Elsa  Braun  Searing,  who  for  many  years 

has  served  as  secretary  of  the  Class  of  1902, 
died  on  July  29,  1967.  Mrs.  Searing  was 
devoted  to  her  alma  mater  and  was  a  past 
president  of  the  Alumnae  Association.  At 
the  request  of  her  family,  memorial  gifts 
have  been  made  to  the  Chatham  Forum 
Fund,  and  a  bronze  placque  will  be  placed 
in  the  future  Library  of  the  College. 

14 Mary  Savage  Lewis 
(Mrs.   E.   B.) 

138  Marham  Road 
Munhall,  Pa.    15120 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Eleanor   Boyer   Church    (Mrs.   Walter   S.), 
1051  North  Negley  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15206 

Eleanor  Boyer  Church  attended  the  in- 
auguration of  the  president  at  Wellesley 

College  October  14th  and  moved  Ocrober 
25th  with  only  ten  days  warning.  Al- 

though adjusting  to  apartment  living  she 
suffered  most  of  the  winter  from  bursitis 

in  her  left  arm  and  shoulder.  Her  daugh- 
ter Martha,  happy  with  her  new  job  at 

Wilson  College,  had  a  five  week  tour  of 
the  Far  East,  flying  by  the  polar  route  from 
New  York  to  Tokyo,  then  from  Hong 
Kong  to  Bankok  and  Nepal.  She  spent 
one  week  in  Calcutta,  one  week  in  North 
India,  and  one  in  South  India  at  Lady 
Doke  College  where  she  visited  Miss  Clapp 
who  had  resigned  from  Wellesley  to  aid  in 
the  administration  of  this  college.  Martha 
then  flew  to  Teheran,  to  Istanbul,  to  Athens 
and  then  home,  having  crossed  the  inter- 

national date  line  twice.  The  Atlanta  twins, 
Walter  and  Laura,  go  to  first  grade  this 
year  and  are  in  separate  classes  for  the  first 
time  in  their  school  experience.  As  founder 
of  the  Social  Service  Board  at  Presbyterian 
Hospital,  Eleanor  was  awarded  an  orchid 
and  honored  by  being  declared  a  member 
of  the  Board   for  life. 

Janet  Brownlee  was  in  Pennsylvania  in 
July  for  the  reunion  of  189  Brownlees. 
In  1913  her  Aunt  Janet  read  a  paper  at 
the  reunion;  this  year  Janet  read  a  paper 

on  the  "Brownlees  of  Scotland."  Letters 
from  missionary  friends  in  Jordan  state  that 
the  T.  B.  Sanitarium  where  Janet  taught 
English  to  the  student  nurses  was  taken 
over  by  the  Army  in  the  recent  crisis.  The 
Arab  warden  of  the  Garden  Tomb  was 
killed.     Janet    spent    some    time    there    in 

In  Memoriam 

Vera   Lewis     D.H.  '08 (Mrs.  A.  C.  Williamson) 
January    15,    1967 

Elsa  Braun  '02 (Mrs.  Charles  A.  Searing) 

July  29,  1967 

Florence  Van  Wagener  '05 (Mrs.  Rutledge  K.  Shaw) 

June  6,   1966 

Edith  Gray  '06 (Mrs.  B.  E.  Winrow) 
February  28,   1967 

Rosalie  Supplee  '  1 1 August   23,    1967 

Virginia  L.  Hooff  '19 September  15,  1967 

Catherine  Caughey  '20 (Mrs.  Johnson) 
September  11,  1967 

Helen  Gokey  '25 (Mrs.   Edward   P.   Denigan) 
September  22,  1967 

Viola  Eichleay  x'29 (Mrs.  H.  William  Petty) 
April    16,    1967 

Dorothy    Daub    '30 May  6,  1967 

Pauline   Mason   '30 (Mrs.  Eugene  L.  Skinner) 
May  6,    1967 

Jean  McNair  '37 May    1,    1963 

Margaret  Brown  '44 (Mrs.  James  L.  Green) 
September   1967 

Marjorie  Harter  '44 (Mrs.   Robert  D.   Steigerwalt) 
August   1,   1967 

1953   and    1960  and  does   not  know   what 
the  future  of  the  Garden  Tomb  will  be. 

Pauline  Burt,  now  hale  and  hearty,  has 
given  up  the  care  of  her  cottage  at  Lake 
Willoughby  and  spent  her  spring  vacation 
at  Cape  Cod,  to  be  greeted  upon  arrival 
by  eight  inches  of  snow.  Her  summer  was 

spent  "in  the  quiet  secluded  mountain  and 
lake  country  of  northern  Vermont  far  from 
this  world  of  summer  riots,  wars  against 

aggression  and  increasing  taxes!"  What bliss! 

Juanita  Husband  Harrison  reports  two 
weddings  and   the  birth  of  her  first  great- 

grandson,  Charles  William  Cunningham, 
July  26,  1967,  in  Las  Vegas  where  his 
father  is  serving  in  the  U.S.  Air  Force. 
Her  grandson  John  Hahn  was  married  to 
Jane  Pekonin  on  August  5th  in  Mt.  Pleas- 

ant, Pennsylvania,  and  the  wedding  of  her 
granddaughter  Rebecca  Kathryn  Blakemore 
to  Edgar  Lee  Avirett,  Jr.  was  an  event  of 
September  2nd  in  Tallahassee,  Florida. 
Both  young  folks  are  students  at  Florida 
State  University. 

Phoebe  Knight  Nicholas  rejoices  in  her 
blessings;  good  health  and  the  return  of 
daughter  Phoebe  and  her  family  to  the 
Pittsburgh   district. 

Martha  Kroenert  is  still  a  patient  in  the 

Passavant  Nursing  Home,  Reed  and  Rob- 
erts Streets.   Do  send  catds! 

Mary  Little  Aiken  is  recuperating  at 
home  aftet  successful  eye  surgery  but  eager 

to  be  able  to  "get  up  and  go."  One  of  her 
five  grandsons  is  enrolled  as  a  student  at 

W.  &  J.  this  term,  to  Mary's  delight. 

Marguerite  McBurney  Rigdon,  after  en- 

joying the  three  week's  visit  of  four strenuous  grandsons,  embarked  on  a  rrip 
to  London,  England  for  the  month  of 

September. 
Ada  Maiden  McClure  is  improved  in 

health  so  that  she  can  take  part  in  the 
activities  of  the  Lutheran  Home  in  Johns- 

town where  she  now  makes  her  home. 

Mildred  McWilliams  is  so  healthy  and 
wealthy  that  she  travels  extensively;  even 

when  she  is  "at  home"  she  is  usually  "on 
the  go."  Her  usual  itinerary  is  St.  Peters- 

burg, Chautauqua  and  Buffalo,  New  York. 

Hazel  Rider  reports  a  recent  illness  that 
requires  rest  and  care.  Our  best  wishes  for 
a  speedy   recovery. 

Ethel  Williams  Keister  sent  no  personal 
news  so  I  shall  report  what  I  see  in  the 

papers.  Ethel's  grandson,  Lt.  Stephen  Rat- cliffe,  a  graduate  of  the  Salisbury  School 
in  Connecticut  and  the  Citadel,  Charleston, 
South  Carolina  was  married  on  August 
12th  to  Rita  Ann  Fredericks  in  New  Mil- 

ford,  New  Jersey.  Ethel's  grandsons  John 
Kemp  Fuller,  Jr.,  John  Gait  Zimmerman, 
Jr.,  and  Harton  Singer  Semple,  Jr.,  were 
members  of  the  wedding  party.  The  young 
folks  will  make  their  home  for  the  next 
two  years  in  Adana,  Turkey  where  Lt. 
Ratcliffe  is  serving  with  the  U.S.  Air 

Force.  Ethel's  granddaughter,  Carol  Semple, 
was  the  winner  of  the  1967  Western 

Pennsylvania  Women's  Golf  Championship and  came  home  from  Hollins  School  for 
a  barn  dance  debut  party  given  by  her 
grandmother    and    her    parents,    Mr.    and 
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Mrs.   Harton   Singer  Semple  of   Sewickley, 
on  September  7th. 

Personally,  I  am  still  longing  for  new 
worlds  to  conquer  but  so  far  have  found 
nothing. 

16 Dorothy   Errett 
Box  36  D 

Chatham,  Pennsylvania  19318 

Frances  Boale  Belding,  after  selling  her 
home  in  Sarasota,  Florida,  and  renting  a 
furnished  apartment  there  for  the  winter 
months  (beginning  about  the  middle  of 
January)  has  been  busy  this  summer 
changing  furniture  in  her  Pittsburgh  apart- 

ment. In  June  she  was  one  of  a  party  of 

six,  including  Louise  Reinecke  Thome,  '17, 
who,  in  Montreal,  boarded  a  Holland- 

American  Line  vessel,  visited  Expo  '67, 
cruised  to  the  Gaspe,  up  the  Saguenay 
River  and  down  to  New  York  via  Cape 
Cod. 

Edna  Gaw  Colvin  writes  that  life  for 

them  goes  on  at  an  even  keel — a  little 
more  slowly  each  year — but  they  are 
"well  and  contented." 

Martha  ("Fairy")  Gibbons  Millspaugh 
was  anticipating  a  Chatham  Alumnae  Club 
meeting  in  September  at  the  home  of 

Julia  Kadelsik  Little,  '26,  who  planned  to 
show  her  travel  pictures  from  the  Orient 
and  Africa. 

Leila  Hill  Lytle  had  some  happy  news. 
Her  younger  son,  Jim,  a  major  in  the 
U.S.   Army,  was  married  on  April   1. 

My  request  for  news  evoked  the  follow- 

ing "poetic"   gems. 

From  Margaret  Lee, 

"No  tales  to  tell, 
No  yarns  to  spin; 
Home,  sweet  home 

That's  where  I've  been." 

From  Melba  Martin  Ingersoll: 

"Your  rhymes  are  very  clever. 
My  reply's  the  same  as  ever: 
'No  news  but  war  and  taxes 
And   now  and  then — the  weather'  ". 

Also,  a  third  production  comes  from 
Amelia  Slater: 

"To  the  mountains   I  went; 
Three  weeks  I  spent. 
The  weather  was   perfect, 
The  people  pluperfect; 
The  speakers  were  good 
And  so  was  the  food. 
Then  back  I  came 

To  routine  tame." 

Mildred  Nichols  Kohman  spent  the  sum- 
mer at  Lakeside,  Ohio.  During  August, 

her  daughter  and  son-in-law  and  their 
four  children  visited  her.  Mildred  was 

planning  a  trip  late  in  September,  destina- 
tion unknown  at  time  of  writing. 

We  have  had,  and  will  have,  some  ad- 
ditional travelers  from  our  number. 

Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  and  "Pat"  cel- 
ebrated her  birthday,  June  23,  by  flying 

by  National  Airlines  jet  from  Tampa, 
Florida,  to  Los  Angeles;  thence  by  Pan 
American  to  Honolulu.  They  found  the 
islands,  which  they  visited  by  small  jet 
travel,  simply  delightful.  The  Hawaiians 
use  these  jets  as  casually  as  we  use  autos 

and  busses.  Accommodations,  all  with 
lanais,  were  unusual;  food  was  outstand- 

ing and  at  every  meal  they  found  a  Vanda 
orchid  at  one  of  their  places.  Mountains, 
several  active  volcanoes,  beaches,  gardens, 
rice  paddies,  coffee  and  pineapple  planta- 

tions, leis  in  greeting  at  airports  and  at 
luau,  and  most  friendly  people  who  are 
proud  of  their  statehood,  made  it  a  trip 
which  they  highly  recommend.  On  their 
return,  via  San  Francisco,  they  spent  ten 
days  in  California. 

More  distant  travelers  were  David  and 
Kathryn  Robb  Dunn  who  flew  in  May  to 
Japan  to  visit  their  daughter  Barbara  and 
family  at  Sendai,  a  large  city  in  northern 
Japan.  Barbara  has  a  new  daughter  named 
for  Kathryn.  They  greatly  enjoyed  the 
trip  by  jet  plane  and  also  the  fast  Japansee 
trains.  They  were  greatly  impressed  by  the 
friendliness  and  courtesy  of  the  people. 

In  the  offing  is  another  journey,  the 

Mediterranean  cruise  on  the  "Coronia"  by 
Helen  Steele  Truxal  and  Dorothy  Stoeb- 

ner  Markell,  '17. 
Adella  Stewart  Anderson,  now  living  at 

Seaford,  Delaware,  early  in  July  went  by 
Pullman,  which  she  greatly  enjoyed,  from 
Wilmington,  Delaware,  to  Boston,  Mass- 

achusetts. There  her  daughter  and  family 
met  het  and  they  drove  to  New  Harbor, 
Maine,  where  Adella  stayed  at  an  old- 
fashioned  boarding-house  where  they  served 
family-style  meals.  En  route  back,  she 
visited  her  son  and  his  family  in  Con- 

necticut. Adella  wishes  with  many  of 
the  rest  of  us  that  she  could  promote  more 
use  of  good  trains. 

Jeanne  Mahey  Smith  reports  a  busy, 
pleasant  summer,  including  a  drive  with 
her  husband,  in  May,  to  Madison,  Wiscon- 

sin, for  his  University  of  Wisconsin  class 
reunion.  They  enjoyed  beautiful  Lake 
Mendota,  a  series  of  reunion  luncheons, 
banquets  and  even  breakfasts.  En  route 
home,  they  visited  with  old  friends  in 
Detroit  and  Northville,  Michigan,  and 

Toledo,  Ohio.  At  home,  "Bowling  on  the 
Green'  began  in  May  and  continued 
throughout  the  summer.  Civic  Light  Opera 
during  the  summer  brought  enjoyment,  as 
did  one  of  the  performances  of  the 
Opera  Workshop  at  Chatham  College 
Chapel. 

Mary  Jane  Stratton  has  had  to  curtail 

activities  because  of  the  "inevitable  creep- 
ing up  of  the  infirmities  of  age."  She  is 

enjoying  her  home  even  with  its  burden- 
some responsibilities. 

Grace  Woodrow  says  that  "retirement 
continues  to  be  fine"  with  time  to  do  some 
things  not  before  possible  and  still  enough 
responsibility  to  prevent  getting  to  the 

"creaking,    idling   condition." 
Rebekah  Crouse  Costanzo  and  Rosemary 

Geary  both  send  greetings  but  report  no 
news. 

As  for  your  secretary,  life  is  interesting 

with  frequent  baby-sitting  with  my  niece's 
children.  In  early  June,  I  had  a  week's 
visit  in  Alliance,  Ohio,  with  niece  Patsy's family.  On  the  return  trip  by  car  from 
Pittsburgh,  Louise  Reinecke  Thome  came 
with  my  sister  Jane  and  me  to  visit  with 
her  daughter  Mannie  Wright,  whose  hus- 

band's place  of  ministry  had,  a  short  time 
before,  been  moved  to  Lancaster,  Pennsyl- 

vania.   During  her  visit,  Louise  and  Mannie 

entertained    Kathryn    Dunn,    Jane    and    me 
at    a    delicious    lunch,    including    famous  I 
Reinecke   pop-overs.     We   greatly   enjoyed 
hearing   from   Kathryn  about   their  trip   to 

Japan. "1   /^\  Martha   Temple   Patrick 
><  (Mrs.  W.  W.) 

-L  V   )  George  Washington  Hotel 
Washington,  Pa.  15301 

DEATH 

Ellinore  Salinger  Coleman    (Mrs.  Bertram 
R.)   in  November  1966. 

Rachel  Alexander  Christie  reports  that 
Bob  still  works  and  that  she  is  often  busier 
than  she  likes  to  be  with  various  activities. 

A  letter  from  Kamala  Cornelius  Asir- 
vatham  brings  a  cordial  invitation  to  visit 
her  at  their  bungalow  at  14  Spencer  Road, 
Bangalore  5,  India.  Her  husband  has  re- 

tired, but  unfortunately  has  been  ill  for 
the  past  six  months.  Kamala  describes  the 
colorful  display  of  flowers  in  their  garden 
— roses,  hybiscus,  morning  glory  creepers, 
bouganvillea — and  fruit  trees  bearing  coco- 

nuts, mangoes,  bananas  and  avocados.  She 
tells,  also,  of  the  extreme  poverty,  discon- 

tent and  unrest  in  her  country,  and  asks  us 
to  remember  them  in  our  prayers.  She  holds 
little  hope  of  attending  our  50th  reunion 
next  year,  but  wishes  that  she  could  join 
us  on  that  special  occasion. 

Mollie  Davidson  Nass  and  many  others 
are  looking  forward  to  our  50th  reunion 
on  June  8,   1968. 

Janet  Hill  writes  of  meeting  Ellen  Crowe 

in  Stouffer's  in  August.  Ellen  was  in  our 
class  for  two  years  but  graduated  from 
Carnegie  Tech  Drama  School.  She  will 
retire  from  the  faculty  of  Centenary  Col- 

lege in  Hackettstown,  New  Jersey,  in  May 

1968.  Janet  is  still  in  the  City  Law  De- 
partment and  hears  from  Ruth  Long, 

Eleanor  Fuller  McMurray,  and  Emilie  Kates 

Logue  whose  cards  indicate  that  she  con- 

centrated on  Ireland  on  this  year's  trip  to Europe. 

Charlotte  Hunker  Hays  and  her  husband 
still  enjoy  North  Carolina  from  April  to 
October,  and  they  would  be  happy  to  see 
any  who  might  travel  their  way  at  Webster. 

Charlotte  writes  that  Bett's  daughter  Sally 
(18)  suffered  severe  facial  injuries  in  a 
bad  automobile  accident  in  California,  but 
they  are  thankful   that  she  is   still  alive. 

Ruth  Long,  who  has  been  busy  and 
keeps  well,  joins  Charlotte  in  sending 

greetings  to  all. 

Claire  Klein,  '43,  daughter  of  Annetta 
Marks  Horowitz,  writes,  "Mother  broke 
her  hip  on  Christmas  Eve  and  at  that  time 
was  in  the  hospital  for  8  weeks.  On 
May  23,  she  had  a  mild  stroke  and  went 
to  St.  Francis  Hospital,  and  at  the  moment 

(September)  is  still  there  as  several  com- 
plications set  in.  In  the  next  few  weeks 

we  hope  to  move  her  to  Negley  House  for 
further  recuperation.  She  asked  to  send 

regards  to  all  in  her  class." 

We  are  sorry  to  hear  of  Annetta's  ill- ness and  hope  that  she  will  soon  be  much 
better.  Thanks  to  her  daughter  for  writing 
to  us. 

Ruth  Kaufjman  Morrison,  who  visited 
her  sister  in  Pittsburgh  in  July,  has  enjoyed 
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Florida  where  the  summer  was  not  too 
hot.  She  hopes  to  come  to  our  reunion 
next  spring. 

Dorothy  Minor  Cary  writes  that  they 

"stayed  at  home  last  winter  because  it 
was  such  'nice'  weather  until  March  hit  us. 
We  won't  let  the  early  winter  days  fool  us 
this  year." 

Florence  Younkins  Fowler  says,  "This 
has  been  a  busy  but  quiet  year  for  me. 
There  has  been  no  word  from  nor  about 

my  son-in-law  who  is  supposedly  a  prisoner 
in  Vietnam.  I  help  when  I  can  with  my 
daughter  and  her  four  boys  who  live  a 

month  at  Kitty  Hawk   Beach   in   July." 
Thanks  to  all  who  sent  in  cards.  I 

hope  to  see  many  of  you  at  reunion  next 
June. 

France,  and  are  proud  to  report  the  posses- 
sion of  nine  grandchildren. 

Life  goes  on  about  as  usual  for  your 
secretary  and  she  urges  you  to  be  thinking 
about  our  50th  reunion  in   1970. 

20 
Ethel   L.   Perry 

5437  Ellsworth  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen  Bennett  Nelson   (Mrs.  King  R.  H. ), 
409   Glenview   Avenue,    Daytona   Beach, 
Fla.  32018 

Rita   Criste,   University  Courts   Apts.,  Apt. 
O,    813    University    Street,    Carbondale, 
111.  62901 

Margaret    Hare    Hurst-Brown     (Mrs.    K. ), 
The     White     House,     Regent     Square, 
London,  England 

Helen   Horix  Fairbanks    (Mrs.   Frank   B.), 
4906     Bayard     Street,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15213 

DEATH 

We  deeply  regret  the  passing  of  Catherine 
Caughey  Johnson  on   September   11,   1967, 
but   we  are   thankful   that   her   suffering   is 
over. 

Elizabeth  Davidson  Davidson  reports 
that  life  goes  on  as  usual. 

We  apologize  that  last  year's  listing 
moved  Helen  Bennett  Nelson  from  Day- 

tona Beach  to  St.  Petersburg  and  make  the 
correction  by  listing  her  proper  address 
above. 

Edna  Faddis  Stevens  and  her  husband 
expect  to  spend  part  of  this  winter  in  the 
south  with  their  two  daughters. 

Elizabeth  Fleming  and  her  sister  had  an 

interesting  trip  to  Expo  '67  and  down 
through  New  England  this  summer. 

Margaret  Hare  Hurst-Brown  still  spends 
her  time  between  London,  England  and 
Williamsburg,  Virginia,  and  enjoys  her 
international  family. 

Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  has  moved  to 
the  King  Edward  Apartments  since  her 

son's  marriage  last  winter. 
Minnie  McGreiv  Croyle  is  quite  con- 

tent with  her  apartment  life  in  the  Shady- 
side  area. 

Mary  Stevenson's  reply  came  in  last 
year  too  late  to  make  the  Recorder,  but 
she  wrote  that  she  is  secretary  and  one  of 
the  incorporators  of  the  Historical  Society 
of  West  Newton,  and  she  has  been  busy 
with  the  restoration  of  the  oldest  house 
in  the  area  which  had  belonged  to  her 
great-great-grandfather. 

Gladys  Wilson  Green  and  Ad  have 
rerurned    from    a    trip    to    Belgium    and 

22 
Margaret  M.  Barnes 

415  Summer  Avenue 
New  Castle,  Pa.   16101 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Rose    Gorzo    Rapach    (Mrs.    Michael    B.), 
810  Peachtree  Road,   Apt.  E,  Greentree, 
Claymont,  Del.   19730 

Helen  Allison  Dunbar  was  one  of  the 

six  attending  our  forty-fifth  reunion.  It 
was  such  a  pleasant  day  that  she  thinks 
we  should  start  planning  now  for  our 
fiftieth. 

Peg  Berry  man  how  stutter  was  sorry  to 
have  missed  reunion.  She  fell  on  the 
ice  in  February,  breaking  her  hip.  She 
has  a  pin  in  it  and  has  graduated  to  walk- 

ing with  a  cane.  Beavy  is  still  working, 
although  he  could  retire. 

Beulah  Boggess  Coffindoffer  came  to  re- 
union and  then  spent  the  remainder  of  the 

weekend   with  Jane,   Ina  and   Bonn. 

Margaret  Brown  Spurr  serves  on  several 
boards,  plays  a  lot  of  golf  and  bridge, 
teaching  bridge  occasionally  when  a  group 
urges.  She  has  six  gorgeous  grandchildren 
and  one  unmarried  son  at  home. 

Betty  Dean  Boots  has  been  busy  house- 
hunting and  preparing  to  move.  She  says, 

"Hello  to  all  the  girls." 
Dot  Burleigh  Courtney  had  a  wonderful 

year,  having  spent  two  months  in  Greece, 
Yugoslavia  and  Southern  Italy,  with  a 
memorable  tour  of  the  Greek  Islands.  She 
has  had  the  usual  summer  with  visits  from 
the  children   and  eleven  grandchildren. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  is  extended  to 
Kathryn  Carter  Kuenzel  whose  husband 
passed  away  July  23rd  after  being  ill  since 
January.  Kathryn  is  back  at  her  office  job 
which,  she  says,  occupies  her  mind  and 
helps  to  fill  her  days.  She  extends  best 
wishes  to  all. 

Bonn  Connelly  rates  the  journey  back 
to  reunion  second  only  to  one  other — that 
of  Columbus  in  1492.  She  and  Ina  came 
on  Friday  and  spent  the  weekend  with 
]ane  Taylor.  Later  they  spent  a  week  at 
Chautauqua. 

Ina  Connelly  Cross  expressed  her  en- 
joyment at  being  with  the  group.  She 

and  her  daughter  Emily  toured  the  Scandi- 
navian countries  during  the  summer. 

Rose  Gorzo  Rapach  would  have  come 
to  reunion  had  she  received  a  notice.  It 
evidently  did  not  reach  her  when  she 

moved.  After  her  husband's  retirement 
they  decided  upon  the  convenience  of 
apartment  living  and  moved  from  Wil- 

mington. Rose  was  quite  busy  as  a  sub- 
stitute  teacher   until   her   husband's   illness. 

Micky  Gray  Harlor  sends  her  love  to 
1922  classmates,  recalling  the  happy  days 
together.  She  and  Don  live  in  Cleveland 
and  spend  the  winters  on  Sanibel  Island, 
Florida. 

From  the  Tarentum  Valley  News  we 
learn  that  Anne  Jay  retired  after  40  years 
of     service     as     elementary     principal     of 

Arnold  schools.  The  article  notes  that 
Anne  has  kept  up  with  the  latest  teaching 
techniques  through  study  at  Margaret  Mor- 

rison, Columbia,  Pitt  and  Stanford.  More 
than  800  children  presented  her  with  gifts 
and  cards  at  a  surprise  party  in  her  honor. 

Anne  Kiskadden  Griggs  is  another  who 
was  sorry  to  have  to  miss  reunion  but 
sends  her  best  to  all. 

Florence  Newmaker  Knapp  was  so  in- 

volved with  Byron's  fiftieth  high  school 
class  reunion  that  she  didn't  make  it  to 
her  own.  They  spent  a  month  in  Florida 
last  winter,  and  then  took  the  Argentina 
to  South  America  as  far  as  Buenos  Aires, 

enjoying  shore  stops  and  marvelous  weather on   the  way. 

Susan  Scott  Tucker  missed  the  reunion 
while  on  vacation  with  her  husband  in 
Detroit.  Still  busy  with  her  painting  and 
teaching  art,  Susan  had  a  pen  and  ink 
drawing  show  in  Mt.  Lebanon  last  March 
and  a  show  of  paintings  at  the  Oakland 
Mellon  Bank  in  October.  In  between  she 
sees  her  children  and  seven  grandchildren. 

Florence  Solomon  Ellis  and  her  husband 
had  a  wonderful  trip  to  Venezuela  with  a 
group  of  newspaper  men.  Her  daughter 

and  family  are  visiting  her  husband's mother  in  London.  The  oldest  grandchild 
is   thirteen. 

Jane  Taylor,  after  the  reunion  and  a 
quiet  summer,  planned  an  October  trip 
to  California. 

Florence  Wilson  Lorenz  and  her  hus- 
band feel  quite  settled  after  a  full  year 

in  Florida  where  they  enjoy  their  apart- 
ment and  pool.  Even  their  travels  this 

year  have   been  within   the  state. 

Ella  May  Wilson  Clark  and  her  husband 
came  north  in  May  for  his  fiftieth  reunion 
at  Amherst.  After  spending  the  summer 
at  Garden  City,  Long  Island,  where  son 
Roger  lives,  and  in  Maine  and  Cape  Cod, 
they  returned  to  Kiski  in  August  to  visit 
with  old   friends. 

Your  new  secretary  undertook  the  job 
with  many  misgivings,  but  it  has  been 
fun  hearing  from  the  ones  who  answered 
so  promptly.  On  reunion  day  I  attended 
one  of  the  morning  lectures,  then  met  the 
others  in  Woodland  Hall  for  lunch.  Our 
class  meeting  was  in  the  faculty  lounge  in 
Falk  Hall — business  nil,  but  lots  of  remi- 

niscing— followed  by  a  reception  at  Presi- 
dent Eddy's  home,  a  tour  of  Benedum 

Hall,  and  a  buffet  supper  served  on  the 
porch  and  terrace.  Then,  with  no  school 
bells  ringing  this  fall,  I  went  off  to  Cape 
Cod  where  my  sister  and  her  husband  are 

building  a  house  overlooking  Martha's Vineyard  Sound.  I  spend  many  weeks  with 
them   at   Falmouth   and   Naples,   Florida. 

24 
Helen  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Judging  from  those  who  replied  (10  out 
of  37)  and  those  I  see  locally,  we  seem  to 
be  healthy,   busy  and  mellowed. 

Martha  Crowley,  silent  for  a  long  time, 
reveals  that  she  is  now  retired  from  private 

school  teaching,  has  been  directing  a  li- 
brary in  Poughkeepsie,  but  is  now  back  liv- 

ing in  New  York  with  her  family. 13 



Esther  Miller  Kagan,  as  a  Rabbi's  wife, 
shares  her  husband's  enthusiasm  for  teach- 

ing in  a  Roman  Catholic  college,  and 
directing  a  new  counseling  center  in  New 
York  City.  Her  oldest  son  is  soon  to  grad- 

uate as  a  doctor.  Her  second  son,  who  was 
graduated  from  Harvard  with  all  the 
highest  honors,  is  taking  graduate  work 
in  films  and  T.V.,  and  was  an  interpreter 
to  a  group  that  went  this  year  to  Russia 
and  three  satellite  countries. 

Martha  Glandon  Luthringer  travels  with 
her  husband  on  business  and  convention 
trips  all  over  the  country,  had  a  nice  visit 
with  Louise  Hamilton  Haase  and  her  hus- 

band, enjoys  being  on  a  couple  of  building 
committees  for  community  projects,  and 

can't  wait  until  her  husband  retires  next 
May  to  travel  more. 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton,  now  in  her 
third  year  as  YWCA  president  in  Greens- 
burg,  is  part  of  a  new  community  aid 
organization  called  FISH,  identified  by 
this  Christian  symbol  of  old.  They  help 
the  citizenry  in  emergencies  through  the 
use  of  a  telephone  answering  service. 
Barb  has  found  it  a  real  close-up  on 
humanity. 

Grace  Davis  Mechling  has  added  book 
reviews  to  the  many  club  activities  she 
handles   like  a  pro. 

Stella  Wagenfehr  Shane  has  retired  from 
her  school  visitor  job  and  is  enjoying  her 
free  time. 

Leanore  Allen,  at  long  last,  has  time  to 
attend   and   enjoy   the  Chatham   lectures. 

Helen  Errett  Hourdequin  still  goes  to 
Mexico  every  winter. 

Ruth  Baxter  Hill,  still  a  professor's 
wife,  was  surprised  at  the  pleasant  weather 
in  Georgia  this  summer. 

Virginia  Lilley  Christ,  still  spending 
six  months  in  the  Poconos  and  six  in 
Florida,  discovered  down  there  that  the 
wife  of  Vaughn  Monroe,  the  singer,  is  a 
1933   Chatham  graduate. 

Helen  Leggett  Corhett,  at  lunch  with 
me  at  the  Press  Club,  gave  the  details  of 

her  Ph.D.  daughter's  wedding  last  spring. A   real   creative  offspring! 

26 
Gertrude   Bradshaw 

515   South  Aiken  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Isabel     Armour,     213     Pocahontas     Trail, 
Georgetown,  Ky.  40324 

Louise    Harcom    Einstein     ( Mrs.    Sylvan ) , 
4890    Glenwood    Avenue,    Youngstown, 
Ohio  44512 

Helen  Simons  Polhemus   (Mrs.  Oscar  M.), 
15  Park  Avenue,  Littleton,  N.H.  03561 

Our  class  was  fortunate  this  year  in  not 
making  the  vital  statistics  section  of  the 
papers.  Since  we  last  reported  to  the 
Recorder  we  have  gone  busily  and  happily 
about  our  jobs,  be  they  professional  (for 
money,  that  is)  or  volunteer;  be  they 
baby  sitting,  exploring  interests  that  the 
extra  time  afforded  by  retirement  makes 
possible,  or  discovering  new  spiritual  di- 
mentions  to  life. 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler  writes:  "Return  to 
volunteer   work    at   the    hospital    gift   shop 
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always  seems  to  mark  the  end  of  summer 
for  me  .  .  .  and  getting  six  of  my  eight 

grandchildren  outfitted  in  'back  to  school' 
clothes  is  another  pleasant  fall  experience 

.  .  .  I've  had  a  quiet  but  busy  summer 
with  three  of  my  four  children  moving 
into  new  homes.  Enjoyed  Alumnae  Day 
at  College  in  June,  the  only  one  of  our 
class  there,  but  still  found  many  to  talk  to 
and  that  beautiful  campus  to  see  and  be 

proud   of!" Abigail  Cressivell  says,  "I  am  truly  en- 
joying my  retirement — perhaps  it  should 

be  called  semi-retirement  since  I  work  in 
the  Elwood  City  Library  three  hours  a 
day,  five  days  a  week.  I  enjoy  this  con- 

tact with  the  public." 
From  Eleanor  Fulton  McCracken  we 

hear  rhat  she  is  still  librarian  "in  a  school 
ravaged  by  summer  riots"  although  she 
was  away  on  a  five  week  cruise  to  Iceland 
and  Scandinavia,  including  Leningrad, 
while  this  was  going  on. 

Alice  Greves  reports  that  both  she  and 
her  sister  are  retired  and  dividing  their 

time  between  Greensburg,  her  Aunt  Alice's 
in  Irwin,  and  Lake  Worth,  Florida.  She 
is  well  and  happy  and  tells  of  her  inter- 

est in  "a  group  called  The  Inter- Varsity 
Christian  Fellowship  which  tries  to  help 
college  students  to  really  find  Christ.  I 
don't  know  whether  or  not  there  is  such 
a  group  at  Chatham,  but  how  I  wish 
there  were,  and  had  been  before  we  left 

in    1926,  and   that   they   had    reached   me." 
I  hope  Miss  Kerst  sees  this  letter  from 

Ruth  Justice  Rowley.  "Millard  retired  the 
first  of  May  and  we  have  been  buzzing 
about  like  demented  wasps  ever  since  .  .  . 
We  went  to  Washington,  D.C.  to  spend 
some  time  with  Jennifer,  our  younger 
daughter,  who  is  a  research  economic 

analyst  there."  Then  followed  a  trip  to 
Pittsburgh,  a  visit  with  Millard's  mother 
"who  is  91  and  going  strong;  bought  a 
trailer  and  went  to  Ohio  where  our  other 
daughter,  husband  and  family  live.  They 
are  trailer  buffs  .  .  .  they  took  their  family 
and  trailer  and  we  took  ours,  and  we  spent 
three  weeks  with  them  at  a  lake  in  Ohio. 

Then — having  polished  off  the  relative 
route,  as  Millard  said,  we  have  been  in 
Rhode  Island,  Cape  Cod,  Letchworth  Park, 
New  York,  and  various  spots  else.  Our 
community  theater  is  burgeoning  here.  I 
was  in  Look  Homeward,  Angel  in  Febru- 

ary and  directed  Never  Too  Late  in  April. 

I  am  playing  Grandma  in  Albee's  The American  Dream  in  September;  so  we  are 
set  here  for  a  month  while  that  is  in 
rehearsal.  Then  we  are  off  to  South  Caro- 

lina for  a  month  and  a  half.  We  are 

foot-loose  and,  I'm  afraid,  completely  ir- 
responsible ...  at  the  moment  it's  great 

fun  just  to  enjoy  ourselves.  Ir's  kind  of  a 
yummy  dessert  after  a  lifetime's  living  that on  the  whole  has  been  most  pleasant.  I 

wish  all  my  friends  the  same." 

Elsie  McElwain  Emery's  big  news  is 
that  on  July  8th  her  sixth  grandchild, 
John  Lawrence,  was  born;  which  makes 
the  count  five  boys,  one  girl.  Her  hobbies, 
she  reports,  are  painting  and  taking  care 
of  her  Afghan  hound. 

Audrey  Reebel  Early  is  another  of  our 
class  who  has  taken  to  the  Florida  sun. 

She  writes:  "Jim  is  now  retired  and  our 
time   is   spent   between   Pittsburgh   and    St. 

Petersburg   Beach,   Florida,   where  we  have 
bought   into  a  co-operative  apartment  situ- 

ated directly  on  the  Gulf  of  Mexico  .  . 
During    the    summer    we   take   off   on    an 
occasional   jaunt   to   near   or   far  places. 

Word  from  Helen  Simons  Polyhemui 
empties  our  letter  pouch  for  this  Recorder 
Helen  writes  that  when  her  husband  re- 

tired they  moved  to  Littleton,  New  Hamp- 
shire, to  be  near  nine  of  their  ten  grand 

children.  Littleton  is  in  the  heart  of  thel 

ski  and  maple  sugar  area,  "near  several towns  in  which  we  served  churches,  so  wel 
frequently  run  into  people  we  have  known 

for  many  years."  Because  we  missed  print- 
ing news  from  last  year  we  will  quote 

from  her  1966  Christmas  letter.  "After 
nine  years  at  Guilford  College  we  are 
moving  back  to  the  North  Country  . 
The  South  and  its  people  have  been  very 
kind  to  us,  and  we  leave  them  regret-l 
fully  .  .  .  Since  we  had  to  make  a  choice,] 
the  scales  were  heavily  weighted  by  our 
young  folks  in  New  Hampshire,  by  the) 
associations  of  nearly  39  years  as  members 
of  the  New  Hampshire  Conference,  and 
by  our  love  for  the  people  and  mountains 
of  this  beautiful  land  .  .  .  So,  we  come 

back  for  our  final  years  to  our  first  love." 
Your  secretary  is  spending  a  great  deal 

of  time  helping  wives  of  foreign  students 
with  the  intricacies  of  the  English  language. 
Every  Tuesday  afternoon  we  have  a  group 
at  the  First  Methodist  Church,  Cenrre  and 
S.  Aiken  Avenues.  If  anyone  reading  this 
is  free  all  or  some  Tuesday  afternoons 
from  1:30-3:30,  and  is  interested  in  talk- 

ing to  women  from  around  the  earth, 
please  call  me — 682-7000.  We  have  a 
wonderful   time,  and   we   need  you. 

28 Jane  Willard  Stephenson 
(Mrs.  J.  G.) 

529  Collier  Road,   N.W. 
Atlanta,  Georgia  30318 

Margaret  Cousley 
5811  Stanton  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Gladys  Cummins  McConnell  (Mrs.  J.  A.), 
15  Cherokee  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Ruth  Dennis,  2028  Upton  Avenue,  Toledo, 
Ohio  43620 

Monica  Keyser  Foster    (Mrs.   D.   V.), 
15   Elm  Street,  Dallas,  Pa.   18612 

Kathryn  Letterman  Lynch,    (Mrs.  Arthur), 
439    86th    Avenue,    St.    Petersburg,   Fla. 
33706 

Peg    Port   Arens    (Mrs.    Ferdinand),    179 
Deer  Meadow  Lane,  Chathamport,  Mass. 
02633 

Miriam  Stage  Bostwick    (Mrs.  R.  H.),  12 
Overlook  Road,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

Mina    Teichert    McKain     (Mrs.),    527    C 
Street,  Carlisle,  Pa.   17013 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Kay  Caldwell 

Mayer  who  keeps  busy  except  on  her  va- 
cations with  her  family  in  the  Pittsburgh 

area. 

Betty  Corey  Wallis  and  her  husband  go 
places,  but  their  trips  are  planned  for 
leisurely  traveling  and  are  not  exciting  to 
anyone  but  them,  so  she  says. 

Margaret  Cousley  represented  us  at  the 
alumnae  meeting  in  June.  She  spent  her 
vacation   at  Chautauqua. 



Ruth  Dennis  sold  her  mother's  home 
and  is  living  near  Toledo  University  and 
nearer  her  school.  A  neighbor  is  a  1956 
Chatham   graduate,   Sheila   Stevens   Otto. 

Suzanne  Finley  Heller  and  her  husband 
were  in  London  again  this  summer  where 
John  was  working  at  the  British  Museum. 
They  traveled  through  France,  Scandinavia, 
Germany,  and  Switzerland.  Mary  and  her 
family  were  there  also,  her  husband  work- 

ing with  an  architectural  firm  and  Mary 
singing  in  the  London  Bach  Society.  Susan 
is  living  in  Philadelphia  while  her  hus- 

band is  teaching  geology  at  Temple  Uni- 
versity. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  to  Dorothy 
Floyd  Warren  in  the  death  of  her  husband, 
on  May  28,  1967,  and  to  Alice  Mahood 
Torrens  whose  husband  Ted  died  April 
1,  1967. 

Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh's  husband  had  a heart  attack  while  on  their  vacation  in 
Wyoming  in  August,  1966,  but  is  back 
at  work  now.  Fran  was  in  the  hospital 
several  times  this  past  year  and  I  talked 
to  her  the  day  after  she  came  home 
after  an  operation  in  July.  Her  daughtet 
Barbara  was  on  the  way  from  Orlando  to 
stay  with  them  for  a  while. 

Mardy  Jones  Ruthart  was  in  Pittsburgh 
this  summer  and  saw  some  of  our  class 
members.  Bob  was  elected  an  Elder  in 
their  Presbyterian  church. 

Mildred  Parrill  Gilmore  and  her  hus- 
band took  a  trip  to  the  West  Indies  last 

Christmas. 

Betty  Piel  writes  that  "the  last  seven 
years  have  been  the  most  productive  years 
and  have  brought  much  personal  satis- 

faction." Having  a  doctorate  and  being 
the  chairman  of  the  Department  of  Foreign 
Languages  is  quite  an  honor  and  we  are 
proud  of  you,  Betty.  She  takes  necessary 
trips  to  professional  meetings  during  the 
year,  taught  in  summer  school  this  sum- 

mer, and  in  August  went  on  a  pleasure 
trip  to  New  England  and  Montreal  with 
members  of  a  bridge  foursome. 

I  received  a  nice  letter  from  Peg  Port 
Arens  in  October  1966,  too  late  for  the 
RECORDER.  Ferd  had  retired  in  Novem- 

ber 1965  and  they  bought  a  home  just 
five  minutes  from  three  beaches,  a  golf 
course,  and  the  village.  Unfortunately  Ferd 
did  not  live  long  enough  to  enjoy  it. 
A  letter  received  this  September  brought 
the  sad  news  that  Ferd  had  died  suddenly 
on  January  6,  1967.  Their  two  boys  are 
married — Sandy,  living  in  New  Jersey,  has 
a  17-months-old  boy;  Fritz,  in  Columbus, 
Ohio,  a  9-months-old  boy.  Both  families 
spent  their  vacations  with  Peg  this  sum- 

mer. Her  father  died  in  March  of  1965, 
and  her  mother  is  living  in  Florida  where 
Peg  spent  a  few  months  this  spring.  Our 
deepest   sympathy   to   Peg   and   her   family. 

Betty  Porter  Steinmiller,  Del  and  Mary 
came  to  Atlanta  in  June  and  we  had  such 

a  good  time.  Bob  Frederick,  Sally's  hus- 
i  band,  was  at  Fort  Benning,  Columbus, 

Georgia.  He  is  stationed  in  Germany  and 
was  on  a  Rifle  and  Pistol  team  sent  to  the 
States  for  matches  at  various  camps,  but 
Sally  could  not  come  with  him.  He  re- 

turned with  the  Steinmillers  to  Pittsburgh 
and  then  flew  back  to  Germany  after  seeing 
his  family  in  Ohio. 

Gina  Ray  Randall's  son  George  received 
his  M.A.  in  English  at  the  University  of 
New  Hampshire  and  reported  to  the  Army 
at  Fort  Knox,  Kentucky  in  October  1966. 
Mary  graduated  from  the  College  of 
Wooster  in  June  1967,  and  Trudy  finished 
all  but  her  student  teaching  at  Paterson 
State   College. 

Greetings  from  Deane  Reed  Blackburn 
who  may  fly  up  with  Barbara  and  me  next 
June   for   reunion. 

We  did  not  hear  until  this  year  that 
Bessie  Rosen  Birshstein  lost  her  mother 
in  1965.  Our  belated  sympathy  to  you, 
Bessie. 

So  glad  to  hear  from  Miriam  Stage  Bost- 
wick.  She  is  now  owner  of  a  successful 

women's  specialty  shop,  "The  Dress  Box." She  has  excellent  help  which  gives  her 
an  opportunity  to  go  to  New  York,  Europe, 

or  wherever,  and  "just  work  enough  to 

keep  me  busy  and  out  of  trouble." 
Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  and  her  sister 

entertained  some  Chatham  alumnae  at  their 
new  home  in  Sarasota  last  December; 

Louise  Fletcher  '13,  Frances  Boale  Belding 
'16,  Ruth  Rimer  Hooton  '26,  Lois  Sproull 
Hinckley  '31,  and  Dolores  Steinecke  '35. 

Ruth  Work  Miller  and  Bob  had  a  week's cruise  to  Bermuda  in  October  1966,  a 
Caribbean  cruise  over  Easter,  and  toured 
the  British  Isles  in  May.  They  spent  the 
summer   in  Canada  at  Lake   Ahmic. 

My  husband  had  a  heart  attack  Novem- 
ber 12th,  1966  while  listening  to  the 

Auburn-Georgia  Tech  game.  He  is  fine 
now  and  able  to  go  fishing  again.  We 
flew  to  Buffalo  for  a  meeting  at  the  West- 
inghouse  office  in  April  for  five  days,  stay- 

ing with  the  Steinmillers.  In  July  we 

spent  a  week  at  Barbara  and  John's  sum- mer home  at  Santa  Rosa  Beach  on  the 
Gulf,  and  then  went  on  to  Belleair  Beach. 
At  the  annual  Synodical  meeting  of  Georgia 

in  June  I  was  honored  with  a  Life  Mem- 
bership in  the  Women  of  the  Church  for 

having  served  as  Registrar  and  Treasurer 
of  the  Synodical  Training  School  for  four 
years  and  Business  Manager  for  the  last 
three  years. 

I  want  to  thank  those  of  you  who  sent 
letters  and  checks.  For  the  rest  of  you, 
please  send  some  word  and  a  check  before 
our  40th  reunion  next  June,  so  we  will 
have  many  letters  to  read  and  a  nice  gift 
to  give  to  the  College  in  memory  of  Dr. 
Evans. 
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Marian  Haines   Schap 

(Mrs.  Edward  M.) 
34  West  Franklin  Ave. 
Naperville,  111.  60540 
Viola  Chadwick  Rosso 

(Mrs.  C.  Anthony) 

61   Darby  Road 
Paoli,   Pa.    19301 

Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe 
(Mrs.   Richard   E.) 

247  Maple  Ave. 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth    Beech    Armentrout    (Mrs.    Murray), 
12     Lakeside     Blvd.,     Van     Buren     Bay, 
Dunkirk,   N.Y.    14048 

Florence    Bouldin    Chase    (Mrs.    Maurice), 
1801    Cravers    Lane,    Wilmington,    Del. 19803 

Alice    Hewitt    Murphy     (Mrs.    Clell    P.), 
1255   East  25th   Street,  San   Bernardino, 
Calif.  92404 

Amelia    Lockard    Welker     (Mrs.    William 
H.),  Box  758,  Roseville,  Calif.  95678 

Margaret  Loeffler  Loftus   (Mrs.  Frank  G.), 
15-C,  Chatham  Center  Apartment  Tower, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15219 

Sara   Reamer  Matlack    (Mrs.   Edwin),   310 
Crum  Creek  Road,  Media,  Pa.  19063 

DEATHS 

Dorothy  Daub,  May  6,  1967 
Pauline  Mason  Skinner,  May  6,    1967 
We   are   saddened    by    the   passing   of   two 
of   our   classmates.     Our    sincere    sympathy 
is  extended   to  their  loved  ones.    Books   in 
their    memory    are    being    placed    in    the 
Chatham    Library. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  is  extended  to 
several  classmates  who  have  lost  members 
of  their  families  during  the  past  year:  to 
Amelia  Lockard  Welker  whose  husband 
Bill  died  on  Novembet  28,  1966;  to  Betty 
Palen  Cullen  in  the  loss  of  her  husband 
Charles  on  September  4,  1967;  to  Viola 
Chadwick  Rosso  whose  brother  died  in 

August,  1967;  to  Marie  Bowser  Lower 
whose  mother  died  in  January,  1967;  to 
Elise  Searing  Loxterman  whose  mother 
died  in  July,  1967;  and  to  Dorothy 
Thompson  in  the  loss  of  her  father  in 
December,  1966. 

Catherine  Backofen,  still  at  Schenley 
High  School  as  a  libtarian,  went  on  a 
N.E.A.  tour  of  Scandinavia  and  says  it 

was  "Quite  a  trip!    Quite  a  summer!" 
Myra  Boor  Fuller  reports  teaching  two 

classes  at  Allegany  Community  College 
in  Cumberland,  Md.,  plus  the  usual  club, 
church,  and  golf,  with  long  weekends  with 
husband  Denton  to  New  Orleans,  New 
York,  Florida.  Her  daughter  Martha  is  an 
assistant  in  the  microbiology  lab  at  Alfred 
State  Tech  near  Wellsville,  N.Y. 

Marie  Bowser  Lower  and  husband  Lloyd 

went  to  Europe  last  April  with  the  Pitts- 
burgh Press  Club.  They  visited  England, 

France,  East  and  West  Germany,  Austria, 

Italy,  Spain  and  Porrugal.  Marie  is  teach- 
ing English  III  instead  of  Latin  this  year. 

Miriam  Bulger,  after  two  wonderful 
months  in  the  British  Isles,  is  back  teach- 

ing in  Mt.  Lebanon.  For  the  first  time 
Miriam  met  many  relatives  in  Scotland, 
Isle  of  Man,  and  England.  She  also 
mastered  driving  a  right-hand-drive  car, 
with  a  four-speed  gear  shift,  on  the  left 
side  of  the  road. 

Doris  Bushnel!  completed  25  years  with 
the  American  Red  Cross  in  June.  Her 
office  was  busy  recruiting  staff  for  Alaska 
floods  in  August,  plus  all  staff  to  and  from 
Vietnam  going  through.  She  hoped  to  see 
friends  in  Washington,  D.C.  en  route  to 
het    North   Carolina    cabin    in    October. 

Vi  Chadwick  Rosso  is  getting  used  to 
having  a  son  with  his  M.A.  in  Latin  and 
Greek  and  another  with  a  motorcycle. 
Her  youngest  she  must  now  look  up  to 
also — even  at  the  age  of  15. 

Dorothy  Collins  Pierce  moved  last  No- 
vember into  a  house  she  had  loved  for 

many  years.    There  is  a  view   for  miles  in 
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all  directions.  In  December  she  was  chair- 
man of  the  40th  Anniversary  Symphony 

Ball  and  continues  as  vice-president  in 
charge  of  special  events.  With  her  husband 
she  visited  Anne  Saxman  Underwood  and 

Jim  in  Sea  Isle,  Ga.  last  fall.  Her  grand- 
sons, ages  4  and  7,  visited  her  this  summer. 

Betty  Daugherty  Dennis  reports  that 
their  oldest  daughter,  Doreen,  with  her 
husband  and  3  children,  lives  in  San  Mateo, 
Cal.  Son  Fred  is  an  Ensign  in  the  Navy 
and  is  due  to  report  to  Mediterranean  area. 
Their  daughter  Lynda,  husband,  and  baby 

live  in  the  Dennis's  guest  house. 
Louise  Dickenson  was  busy  with  P.S.E.A. 

affairs  this  summer,  so  had  to  be  content 
with  a  week  at  Virginia  Beach  when  she 
took  her  niece  Barbie  home  after  a  summer 

in  Pittsburgh  as  Louise's  guest.  Barbie  is 
taking  this  year  of  school  in  Carnegie, 
sharing  the  apartment  with  Louise  and 
Binkie,  the  chihuahua. 

Helen  Ensminger  Hughes  opened  her 
home  in  October  for  the  Chicago  Alumnae 
Club  annual   tea   for  prospective  students. 

Dorothy  Fisher  Maury  had  just  returned 
from  a  very  rainy  vacation  at  Rehoboth 
and  Williamsburg  when  she  wrote.  Her 
children  are  scattering:  Virginia  off  to 
school  in  Wisconsin,  Bill  in  Kansas,  and 
Sam  moving  to  Birmingham. 

Imogene  Flanagan  Truman  has  been  tak- 
ing her  second  year  in  the  School  of  Social 

Work,  and  still  has  busy  summers  at  camp. 
Daughter  Brigid  teaches  art  in  Seattle  and 
son  Barry  is  in  college. 

Justina  Gill  Beggs  is  beginning  her 
eleventh  year  of  teaching  French  in  Jones- 
ville,  Michigan.  David  is  still  chief  de- 

signer for  his  company  (toy  manufacturer) . 
Wendy,  their  older  daughter,  with  husband 
David  lives  in  South  Bend,  Indiana.  They 

have  three  children.  Teena's  young  daugh- 
ter, Nancy,  was  married  December  10, 

1966  in  Jonesville.  She  has  just  recently 
returned  to  live  with  Justine  and  David 
since  her  husband  was  drafted. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  and  husband  Ed 
visited  friends  in  Connecticut  and  Maine 
and  toured  Nova  Scotia  in  August.  They 
spent  several  days  in  Pittsburgh  with  Doro- 

thy Thompson  Seif  and  Dottie  Self  Kapp, 
'61. 

Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman  has  kept 
her  promise  of  last  year  to  retire.  She 
keeps  busy,  however,  in  their  new  home 
surrounded  by  some  forty  acres,  or  at  their 
cabin  on  a  ten-acre  plot  that  borders  Cla- 

rion River  Dam.  Her  younger  son,  Harry, 
planned  to  marry  on  November  4th,  mak- 

ing a  busy  fall  for  the  family. 

Martha  Henderson  Lewis  now  has  a 

grand-baby  namesake,  Martha  Ellen  Valore, 
born  on  January  14.  Martha  is  busy  with 
her  home  and  tending  to  the  needs  of  an 
elderly  friend  who  lives  with  her  and  her 
mother.  Her  son  Tom  has  transferred  to 
Ohio  State  to  finish  his  college  work. 

Alice  Hewitt  Murphy  plans  to  attend  our 
1970  reunion.  Her  activities  include  being 
principal  of  Vermont  and  Cajou  Elemen- 

tary Schools  in  San  Bernardino,  presiding 
High  Worthy  Priestess  with  her  husband, 
Clell,  as  Watchman  of  Shepherds,  San 
Gorgonio  White  Shrine,  president  of  the 
International  Club  of  the  Supreme  Worthy 
High  Priestess,  Dorothea  E.  Shaffer.    Alice 

is  the  official  representative  as  she  travels 
in  Hawaii  and  Canada.  Christmas  vacation 

she  and  Clell  spent  in  the  Hawaiian  Is- 
lands. This  summer  she  visited  Mexico, 

Panama,  Trinidad,  Lisbon,  France,  and  the 
British  Isles.  Alice  has  5  children  and  9 
grandchildren.  Her  husband  works  for  the 
City  Water   Department. 

Danica  lvanovich  Henninger  writes  of 
the   wonderful    trip   she   and   Joe   took    in 
1965.  They  met  their  son  Mike,  then  a 
lieutenant  in  the  service,  and  toured  Portu- 

gal. In  Spain  they  met  painter  friends, 
hired  a  car,  and  visited  Granada,  Seville, 
Toledo,  etc.  They  photographed  old  walls 
and  rubble  until  their  children  laughingly 

said — "Material  for  future  water  colors!" 

Sally  Johnson  Bailey  cancelled  plans  for 
Europe  for  a  kidney  stone.  She  has  a  new 
grandchild,  Julie  Nelle,  born  in  July  to  son 
Richard  and  wife,  who  both  teach  at  the 
university  nearby.  Sal  is  teaching.  She  was 
in  the  hospital  in  July  with  an  infection. 
Have  a  better  vacation  next  summer,  Sal! 

Ethel  Lehman  Grabe  continues  as  a  so- 

cial worker  at  Children's  Hospital.  Her 
son  Charles  is  recuperating  from  injuries 
in  Vietnam  in  January.  Sallie  is  at  Pres- 

byterian Children's  Village  in  Rosemont, 
Pa.  after  receiving  a  master's  degree  from 
the  University  of  North  Carolina.  Elinor, 
who  lives  in  Pittsburgh,  has  a  second  son, 
Scott  Low  Wilson.  Ethel  and  Dick  will 
visit  their  oldest  daughter  near  San  Diego 
and  see  the  rest  of  the  4  grandchildren, 
and  then  see  Charles  and  Pam  in  Arizona. 

Amelia    Lockard    Welker   was    east  this 
summer  to  see  her  family.    She  moved  to  a 

small  apartment  after  Bill's  death.  Her son  and  family  are  close  by. 

Peg  Loeffler  Loftus  has  a  new  address 
and  a  cliff  dweller's  view.  She  and  Frank 
took  an  extended  vacation  from  October  to 
May  in  the  New  Jersey  area.  They  find  the 
apartment  quite  different  from  suburban 
living  and  really  like  the  gypsy  life  best. 

Nancy  Mcllwain  Sweet  has  been  recuper- 
ating from  a  broken  hip  since  Labor  Day 

1966,  and  was  able  to  walk  down  the  aisle 
without  a  cane  when  her  younger  daughter, 
Prue,  was  married  August  22.  Cobutn  has 

given  up  his  work  as  college  English  pro- 
fessor to  devote  his  time  to  research  for  a 

biography  of  William  H.  Miner  (native 
of  Chazy  and  founder  of  Miner  Founda- 

tion) and  to  be  in  charge  of  the  Alice  T. 
Miner  Colonial  Collection. 

Mary  Louise  Miller  Pitcairn  sees  Lois 
Watt  Cooper  occasionally,  but  says  the 
Royal  York  is  too  big  to  have  it  happen 
often. 

Marcy  Murray  is  fine  and  enjoys  seeing 
Chathamites  at  California  Alumnae  Club 
meetings.  She  is  sorry  Alice  Hewitt  Murphy 
is  so  far  away. 

Meredith  Murray  Heckman  enjoyed  sum- 
mer visits  by  all  9  grandchildren.  She  con- 

tinues her  substitute  teaching  and  Joe  is 
still   running   his   drug   store. 

Veronica  Netopil  Morrone  flew  abroad 
to  visit  relatives  and  friends  on  both  sides 
of  the  Iron  Curtain.  She  spends  a  day  a 
week  in  social  work  and  enjoys  her  house 
and  hobbies. 

Eleanor  Nevins  Ruhenstein  plans  to  be 
at  our  next  reunion.    She  manages  to  see 

her  grandson  David  almost  every  month. 
Last  June  she  had  a  wonderful  trip  through 
Brittany,  France,  enjoying  the  coast  and 
cuisine.  She  recommends  La  Baule  as  a 
fabulous   resort. 

Ruth  O'Donnell  Gallagher  still  works 
for  Kraft  Foods.  Het  daughter  has  3  lovely 
little  girls  and  lives  in  South  Hills.  Ruth 
flew  to  California  in  the  summer  of  1966 
to  visit  her  son,  who  has  since  married  and 
has  a  baby  girl.  Ruth  was  pleased  to  hear 
from  Nancy  Mcllwain  Sweet  after  35  years!  j 

Mary  Peters  Wilhelm  flew  to  Hawaii  in  t 
June.  She  and  Bob  enjoy  living  in  Florida, 
including  going  to  the  beach.  They  were  | 
expecting  their  daughter  Molly  and  hus-  1 
band  for  a  September  visit.  They  visited  \ 

in  Ames,  Iowa  and  Washington  since  mov-  j 
ing  to  Florida. 

Louise  Peterson  Jamesson  has  been  teach- 

ing social  studies  "umpteen"  years  at  Lin-  j den  School.  She  and  Charlton  drove  through 
England,  Scotland  and  Wales  last  year 
with  some  left-hand  driving  hair-raising 

experiences. 
Sally  Reamer  Matlack  is  improving  after 

knee  surgery.  She  and  Ed  moved  to  a  new 
home  in  Media,  Pa.  this  fall  after  26  years 
in  Lansdowne.  The  Matlack  Brothers  have 
sold  their  business,  so  Sally  and  Ed  will 
spend  their  time  between  Media  and  Fort 
Lauderdale. 

Dorothy  Reitz  Claney  reports  that  both 
of  her  arms,  broken  this  time  last  year,  are 
now  fine,  and  her  husband  is  improving 

after  last  year's  illness.  Dorothy  was  in  the 
Eye  and  Ear  Hospital  from  April  to  June 
for  eye  surgery,  but  is  much  better  and full  of  pep. 

Elise  Searing  Loxterman's  husband  has 
been  retired  for  two  years  and  they  love 
it.  They  have  a  greenhouse  and  garden, 

enjoy  golf  and  bridge.  Elise's  mother,  Elsa 
Braun  Searing,  '02,  was  89  when  she  died. 
Elise's  oldest  granddaughter  is  in  junior 
high  in  Elkhart,  Indiana.  Three  other 
grandchildren  provide  admission  to  the 
children's  zoo  when  on  a  visit. 

Dorothy  Thompson  Seif  drove  to  Las 
Vegas  in  August.  In  June  she  attended 

her  son  Jim's  commencement  at  Yale  and 
stayed  for  a  week's  institute.  Her  first 
grandchild,  Karl  Kapp,  is  a  living  doll. 

Mary  Louise  Towar  Potter  was  glad  to 
return  to  their  Florida  home  after  a  rainy, 
cold  summer  in  the  North  Carolina  moun- tains. 

Louise  Vallowe  Spinelli  is  teaching  again. 
She  expected  her  daughter  home  from 
Chautauqua  Assembly  briefly  before  start- 

ing the  sophomore  year  at  Mercyhurst  Col- 

lege in  Erie.  Louise  enjoyed  Dr.  Eddy's 
newsletter  and  was  reading  the  book  rec- 

ommended. She  is  president  of  Steel  Val- 
ley B.P.W.  Club  for  a  second  year. 

Lois  Watt  Cooper  and  Henry  have  taken 
several  short  trips  to  Florida,  North  Caro- 

lina and  Chicago,  and  planned  a  fall  cruise 
to  the  West  Indies.  They  have  7  grand- 

children, aged  one  month  to  six  years, 
with  only  one  boy  in  the  lot. 

Mary  Elizabeth  Woodworth's  apartment 
building  was  robbed  again  this  year.  At 
Christmas  and  Thanksgiving  she  visited  St. 
Petersburg  and  Nassau.  This  summer  she 

went    on    the    maiden    voyage    of    "Delta 
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Queen"  up  the  Cumberland  to  Nashville, Tenn.,  then  via  Cunard  Line  from  New 

York  to  Expo  '67,  where  she  saw  DeGaulle at  close  range.  A  weekend  in  Jennerstown 
and  one  at  Lake  Canadohta  completed  her 
summer. 
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Constance  Wolfe  Harrison 

(Mrs.  J.  Parker) 
5019  Montoya  Drive 
El  Paso,  Texas  79902 

Alice  MacKenzie  Swain 
(Mrs.  William  T.,  Jr.) 

26  Chestnut  Street 
Dillsburg,  Pennsylvania  17019 

MARRIAGE 

Alice  Bair  to  Mr.  L.  Ogden  Albright, 
thereby  happily  acquiring  three  children 
and  five  grandchildren.  Their  address  re- 

mains the  same,  623  Whitney  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  out  to  Sally 
Miller  Brash  whose  husband  Eugene  died 
suddenly  after  a  very  brief  illness  on  De- 

cember 21,  1966;  and  also  to  Flo  Bouldin 
Chase,  whose  husband  Maurice  died  in 

May  following  a  long  illness.  Flo's  son 
Bruce  is  a  sophomore  at  Williams  College 
in   Massachusetts. 

We  are  happy  with  Charlotte  Graham 
Dight  at  the  birth  of  her  first  grand- 

daughter, Jennifer  Louise;  and  with  Rita 
Lefton  Pincus  at  the  birth  of  a  grandson. 
I  wonder  how  many  grandchildren  our  class 
can  claim. 

Helen  Matz  Grant  announces  the  mar- 
riage of  her  daughter  Kathy  to  a  New 

York  attorney  last  winter.  Helen's  son 
David  and  his  wife  are  also  in  New  York, 
at  Columbia  University,  after  six  years  in 
London  and  Athens. 

Carolyn  Bickell  Morris'  son,  a  1st  Lt. 
with  U.S.  Army  Transportation  in  Oki- 

nawa, was  married  there  last  March  to 
Sally  Wheeler. 

Mary  Wooldridge  Beyer's  daughter  Chris- 
tine entered  Middlebury  College  this   fall. 

Ruth  Fugh  McMurtry's  family  is  busily 
engaged  in  the  pursuit  of  learning.  Ginger, 
who  was  graduated  from  Mount  Holyoke 
in  June,  is  now  at  the  University  of  Wis- 

consin Graduate  School  of  Political  Science; 
Randy  received  his  Ph.D.  in  organic  chem- 

istry at  the  University  of  Colorado  in  Au- 

gust; and  Larry  will  receive  his  master's 
degree  in  history  at  Colorado  State  Uni- 

versity  this  fall. 

Catherine  Cochran  Schaeffer's  son  Lee 
worked  in  audio-visuals  at  Syracuse  Uni- 

versity this  summer. 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Mary 
Frances  Tarr  Peat  whose  mother  died  in 
September  1966.  Mary  Frances  is  busy 
with  Garden  Club  and  several  study  clubs. 

Katherine  Lee  Sisco  was  happy  to  be 
recovered  from  an  operation  in  March 
in  time  to  come  to  reunion  in  June. 

Among  our  travelers  are  Marion  Stone 
Howard  who  visited  New  Hampshire,  Tex- 

as, Florida  and  New  York;  Marion  Brindle 
Miller  whose  trip  to  Europe  included  Rus- 

sia and  countries  they  had  missed  on  other 

trips;  Carolyn  Morris  who  enjoyed  Colo- 
rado and  Florida;  Marie  Hahn  Lewis  who 

vacationed  at  Cape  Cod;  Lillian  Lafbury 
Wills  who  visited  Kitty  Ireland  while  in 
Texas;  Sally  Brash  who  took  a  trip  to 
Mexico  with  Helen  McCracken  Bennett 

'33;  and  Dottie  Russell,  Catherine  Schaeffer 
and  others  who  enjoyed  many  little  trips. 

Many  classmates  have  written  about  in- 
teresting employment  and  activities,  for 

instance  our  busy  doctor,  Jo  Herrold  Spon- 
heimer,  and  Dottie  Russell  who  has  an 
interesting  new  job  at  Columbia  Hospital. 
Sara  Stevenson  and  Ruth  McMurtry  teach 
full  time,  while  Lillian  Wills  combines 

part-time  teaching  with  all  sorts  of  com- 
munity activities.  Marie  Lewis  works  in  the 

sales  analyzing  department  of  the  Hahn 
Packing  Company,  and  Mary  Beyer  works 
for  Manpower.  Sally  Brash  continues  her 

work  with  the  Children's  Theatte  and 
Headstart,  and  Georgia  Meinecke  Weldon 
is  still  comptroller  of  the  Verona,  N.J., 
Service  League  Thrift  Shop  which  main- 

tains a  day  nursery  for  working  mothers. 
Betsy  Dearborn  Souren  plans  programs  for 
local  nursing  homes,  while  Peggy  Price 
Guyton  is  happy  in  her  library  work  and 
other  activities.  Rita  Pincus  is  very  busy 
as  the  president  of  her  Sisterhood. 

Your  correspondent,  Alice  Swaim,  has 
signed  a  contract  with  Folkways  Records 
for  a  poetty  record  to  come  out  this  winter, 

and  a  brochure  "Beneath  a  Dancing  Star" 
was  published  in  Italy  in  September. 

Retirement  plans  are  making  their  first 

appearance  this  year.  Harriet  Osman  Lund- 
quist  and  her  husband  are  having  a  43'6" 
boat,  The  Ariel,  built  this  winter,  and  plan 
a  shakedown  cruise  next  summer.  In  1969, 
they  plan  to  live  on  it  and  cruise  within  a 
770-mile  range. 

Lil  Wills  and  her  husband  are  retiring 
next  July  to  St.  Petersburg,  Florida,  where 
they  will  be  near  grandchildren  and  friends. 

Caroline  Brady  Wilson  is  convinced  that 
Chatham  refines  the  spirit  and  the  mind, 
and  hopes  that  the  Class  of  1932  can  make 
a  special  gift  to  the  College  at  our  next 
reunion  in  1972.  That  sounds  fine — how 
about  it,  girls?  Alice  Bair  Albright  has 
already  sent  a  check  for  the  petty  cash  de- 

partment of  the  class  treasury  which  pays 
for  secretarial  mailing  expenses.  The  pres- 

ent balance,  on  deposit  in  the  Chatham 
Alumnae  Class  Account  through  the  alum- 

nae office,  is  $37.11. 

Everyone  who  attended  reunion  had  a 
grand  time.  Too  bad  more  could  not  be 
there,  but  all  the  news  helps  a  lot.  Thank 
you  so  much  for  sending  it  in. 

34 
Helen  Walker  Empfield 

(Mrs.  James  W.) 
828  Judson  Avenue 
Evanston,  111.  60202 

Margaret  White 
1302  Singer  Place 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marjorie   Gibson   Shoemaker    (Mrs.   Edwin 
A.),   P.O.    Box  442,  Grove   City,   Ohio 43123 

Harriet  Tyler  Martin    (Mrs.    Paul   N. ),    2 
Oak  Ridge  Park,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

DEATH 

Amelia  Iacovetti  Smith,  February  5, 
1967.  The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to 

Mally's  husband  and  family.  A  gift  has 
been  made  to  the  Library  in  her  memory. 
She  died  after  a  long  illness,  having  de- 

veloped multiple  sclerosis  soon  after  her 
graduation  and  marriage. 

We  extend  our  sympathy,  also,  to  Bere- 
nice Beamer  Williamson  and  to  Helen 

Bixler  Watts,  both  of  whom  lost  their 
fathers  this  year. 

Hazel  Elluood  McClure  wrote  to  say 
"hello"  and  let  us  know  how  much  she 
enjoys  reading  about  everyone. 

Jean  Hamilton  Charlesworth's  oldest  son, 
Jim,  received  his  Ph.D.  in  Biblical  Studies, 
and  left  in  September  for  the  University  of 
Edinburg  on  a  Fulbright  Fellowship.  Het 
youngest  son,  Art,  is  studying  at  Duke  for 
his  doctorate  in  math.  Jean  invited  every- 

one to  visit  her  in  the  library  of  the  Sea- 
breeze Junior  High  School,  Daytona  Beach, 

Florida. 

Ruth  Husak  Merz  had  a  trip  to  Cali- 
fornia in  June,  visiting  parents  and  her 

sister's  family.  Ruth's  daughter,  her  hus- 
band, and  four-year-old  daughter  live  in 

the  North  Hills  area,  and  her  son,  a  mem- 
ber of  the  Air  Force,  is  stationed  at  McCord 

Air  Base   near  Tacoma,  Washington. 

Denver,  Colorado  is  the  home  of  Ann 

Irwin  Hoffman's  granddaughter.  At  home, 
Ann  has  one  son  working  and  playing 
organ  in  a  combo,  and  a  younger  son  is 
a  senior  in  high  school  and  playing  guitar 

with  another  group.  Ann's  husband  has 
made  a  complete  recovery  from  a  stroke 
suffered  a  year  ago. 

Mexico  was  the  vacation  destination  for 
Eleanor  Kenworthy  Clements. 

Luise  Link  Ely  sent  the  picture  of  their 
daughter  Lynn  Luise  that  appeared  with 
the  announcement  of  her  engagement  to 
G.  Harrison  Houston,  3rd.  Lynn  is  a 
senior  at  Mount  Holyoke. 

Jean  Ludebuehl  Fisher's  youngest  son, 
John,  is  a  sophomore  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh,  Titusville  campus.  Their  oldest 
son,  Charles,  a  2nd  Lt.  in  the  Air  Force, 
was  married  in  August. 

Ann  McCullough  Frey  and  her  husband 
had  a  delightful  weekend  in  Meadville 

when  they  attended  Charles  Fisher's  wed- ding. In  April,  the  Freys  spent  three  weeks 
in  Portugal  and  Madeira.  Anne  is  president 
of  the  Rectors  Guild  of  her  church,  and 
busy  with  the  Bazaar. 

Mary  Louise  Martin  and  her  sister  had  a 

trip  to  Expo  '67  in  July. 
The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Eleanor 

Post  Forsythe  on  the  sudden  death  of  her 
husband,  Louis  C.  Forsythe,  on  July  27, 
1967,  in  Union  City,  Pennsylvania,  where 
they  made  their  home. 

Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  had  a 
busy  summer  with  daughter  Ellen  and  three 
grandchildren  home  from  Paris  for  two 
months,  and  their  son-in-law  Bernard  there 
for  a  month  with  them;  and  there  was  a 

French  cousin  for  a  "baby-sitter"  with  visits from  two  French  nephews  and  friends. 
When  Dot  wrote,  they  were  planning  a 
home  wedding  on  September  23,  1967, 
for  Betsy,  Chatham   1966. 
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Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton  has  finished 
a  busy  rewarding  year  as  Worthy  Matron 
of  the  Kittanning  Order  of  the  Eastern 
Star.  Avanelle  is  still  counselor  at  Kittan- 

ning High  School.  She  hopes  to  attend 
Alumnae  Day  next  year. 

Harriet  Tyler  Martin  reported  a  wonder- 
ful trip  to  San  Francisco  and  Hawaii.  The 

Martins  have  purchased  a  house  in  West- 
port,  Connecticut,  on  a  private  road  that 
goes  to  the  river  and  a  boat  landing. 

We  were  happy  to  hear  how  much  Jean 
Walker  Fox  and  her  husband  enjoyed 
Alumnae  Day  this  year,  but  very  sad  to 
learn  from  Jean  that  she  had  been  ill 
and  hospitalized,  and  that  Dick  had  suf- 

fered another  coronary. 

Ellen  Yeager  Husak's  oldest  son  is  work- 
ing for  the  Post  Office  and  living  at  home, 

and  her  younger  son  is  now  a  doctoral 
candidate  in  civil  engineering  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  University.  The  class  extends  its 
sympathy  to  Ellen  on  the  death  of  her 
mother  last  December. 

As  for  your  secretaries,  /Margaret  White 

reports  that  "vacation  was  mostly  spent 
working  on  the  house  and  disposing  of 

some  things."  She  attended  a  convention 
of  the  American  Guild  of  Organists  at 
Lancaster,  Pennsylvania,  with  side  trips  to 
the  Pennsylvania  Dutch  area  and  the  Eph- 
rata  Cloisters.  Margaret  sees  Marjorie  Lari- 

mer occasionally.  In  August,  I  (Helen) 

had  a  wonderful  trip  to  Expo  '67  with  my 
youngest  son,  my  daughter  and  grand- 

daughter. We  have  two  boys  in  high 
school,  one  working,  and  our  oldest  son 
stationed  on  the  USS  Franklin  D.  Roosevelt. 

36 
Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Garvin 

(Mrs.  E.  W.,  Jr.) 

108  King's  Highway, 
Rosslyn  Farms 

Carnegie,  Pa.   15106 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
(Mrs.  R.  Allen) 

4014  Castle  Drive 
Midland,  Mich.  48642 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Miriam    Brunt    Smith    ( Mrs.    Edward   C. ) , 
266  Amherst-Butler  Pike,  Conshohocken, 
Pa.   19428 

Agnes   Ralston,    5530   Fifth   Avenue,   Apt. 
B-5,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Jean  Andress  Berger's  youngest  daughter 
was  married  on  September  30th,  and  then 
Jean  and  her  husband  left  for  the  Far  East. 
Before  leaving,  the  Bergers  were  apartment- 
hunting  and  hoped  to  sell  their  home  in 
Milwaukee.  They  plan  to  winter  in  Boca 
Raton. 

Harriet  Bannatyne  Moelmann  became  a 
grandmother  in  January  when  daughter 
Lynda  had  a  son.  Harriet  and  John  trav- 

eled to  Puerto  Rico,  England  and  Hawaii 
this  year,  and  visited  Port  Bannatyne  in 
Scotland.  Jack,  their  eldest  son,  is  a  1st 
Lt.  in  the  Air  Force,  stationed  in  Massa- 

chusetts. Larry,  their  youngest,  made  the 

Dean's  List  at  Princeton. 

Mary  Virginia  Broun  Bowden  and  her 
husband  spent  three  weeks  in  Europe,  a 

welcome  change  after  Mary  Virginia's  year- 
long  bout   with   hepatitis.    Their   daughter 

Kathie  returned  to  Randolph-Macon  Wom- 
an's College  for  her  sophomore  year. 

Olga  Catizone  Bonaddio  is  working  at 

Pitt's  Graduate  School  of  Public  Health 
on  a  long  range  study  of  the  biological 
effects  of  exposing  food  to  radiation.  The 
project  is  under  contracts  with  the  Atomic 
Energy  Commission  and  the  Food  and 
Drug  Administration. 

Mary-Stuart  Clements  Harriman  contin- 
ues as  librarian  for  3-M  Tape  Research. 

Son  Ed,  who  received  his  M.A.  from  the 
London  School  of  Economics  and  is  now 
working  on  his  Ph.D.  there  in  political 

sociology,  worked  last  summer  in  Jerusa- 
lem under  Dr.  Eisenstadt,  head  of  refugee 

relocation  for  the  Israeli  government. 
Daughter  Alice  was  married  in  June  and 
she  and  her  husband  are  students  at  the 
University  of  Minnesota. 

Sympathy  is  extended  to  Edna  Dague 
Rigg  who  lost  her  mother  this  summer. 

Joan  Dodds  Schroder  was  busy  this  sum- 
mer with  her  niece's  wedding  to  an  English 

boy.  Joan's  golf  suffered,  but  she  hoped 
to  defend  her  title  at  Longue  Vue  before 
leaving  for  a  fall  vacation  at  Ocean  City. 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan's  husband answered  for  her  as  Fran  was  involved  in 
American  Legion  Auxiliary  work.  She  was 

elected  Eighth  District  President  and  at- 
tended the  national  convention  in  Boston. 

Her  husband  thought  he  had  retired  when 
they  moved  to  Florida,  but  he  too  is  a  Post 
Commander  and  Eighth  District  Chaplain. 
Their  son  Robert  was  married  at  Christ- 

mas time,  and  daughter  Ann  takes  flight 
lessons  and  works  as  a  model  and  photog- 

rapher. The  family  spends  some  time  in 
the  Bahamas  where  they  own  property. 

Jane  Griffith  Potter's  daughter  Susan worked  in  Yellowstone  National  Park  this 
summer  before  starting  her  second  year  at 
Washington  University  in  St.  Louis. 
Charles,  Jr.,  is  a  senior  in  high  school,  and 
Carolyn  is  in  ninth  grade. 

Betty  Guckelherger  Roantree  still  enjoys 
tutoring,  mostly  in  math,  and  teaching 
bridge.  Her  son  Tom  received  his  M.A. 
degree  at  Pitt  and  is  now  with  I.B.M.  in 
Akron.  Daughter  Kathleen  was  graduated 
from  Penn  State  and  is  teaching  English  at 
Gateway  High  School  this  year.  Younger 
daughter  Sheryl  is  a  junior  at  Penn  State. 

Nancy  Henderson  O'Dell  underwent  a 
sub-total  thyroidectomy  this  summer  but  is 
fine  now.  Daughter  Nancy  Leah,  who  was 
graduated  from  Endicot  Junior  College,  is 
now  a  student  at  the  Art  Institute  of  Pitts- 

burgh. Son  Herbert  was  married  a  year 

ago  and  is  working  for  his  M.A.  in  Thea- 
tre Arts  at  Penn  State  University.  Husband 

Bill  continues  to  enjoy  his  golf. 

Marian  Johnson  Woodfield  is  college- 
hunting  for  daughter  Sally  who  will  gradu- 

ate from  Pine  Crest  School  in  Fort  Lauder- 
dale this  year.  Son  Jeff  is  a  senior  at  Wash- 

ington and  Lee,  and  another  son,  John,  is 
a  doctor  with  the  Mayo  Clinic  specializing 
in  gastroenterology,  is  married  and  has  a 
daughter.  Daughter  Barbara  is  an  archi- 

tect and  is  married  to  an  architect,  lives  in 
Rye,  New  York,  and  has  two  children.  The 
Woodfields  love  living  in  Florida. 

Libby  Klingensmith  Bowden,  her  hus- 
band and  two  sons  enjoyed  a  Gateway  Tour 

of  Europe  this  summer.  Sally  is  employed 
with  the  Child  Welfare  Service,  while  Bob 
is   on   the   faculty   at   Waynesburg  College. 

Charlotte  Lee  Glover  and  her  husband 
traveled  to  the  University  of  Virginia  to 
enter  their  son  Allen  there,  and  then  con- 

tinued on  to  Florida  to  visit  Charlotte's 
father.  Their  daughter  Charlotte  resides  in 
Morristown,  New  Jersey,  where  her  hus- 

band is  with  Bell  Telephone  Laboratories. 
Charlotte  is  working  part-time  in  the  Elli- 

ott Company  library  in  Jeannette. 

Helen  Lindsay  Lee  wrote  from  the  Lee 
Farm  in  St.  Johnsbury,  Vermont,  which  is 

not  far  from  President  Eddy's  summer  re- treat. Although  Helen  said  that  she  had  a 

quiet  summer,  she  planned  a  one-man  art 
show  this  fall,  and  has  been  invited  to  give 
a  flower  arrangement  program  in  New 
York  at  the  Metropolitan  Museum  of  Art 
to  the  Symposium  of  the  Flower  Show 
School. 

Helen  Martin  Woods  cruised  to  Bermuda 

last  spring,  built  and  decorated  a  new 
home,  celebrated  the  first  birthday  of  her 

daughter's  son,  and  packed  her  son  Hugh 
off  to  Pitt  Graduate  School.  She  is  now 
settled  down  to  a  quiet  life  in  Weirton, 
West   Virginia. 

Carol  Pfordt  Davis  and  her  husband 
spent  vacation  time  with  Paul  and  Mar- 

garet Eichleay  Storer,  '35,  at  the  Storer 
cottage  on  Lake  Michigan.  Carol's  pride 
and  joy  is  her  grandson  Robbie  who  has 
started  to  nursery  school. 

Agnes  Ralston  did  not  have  time  for 
vacation  this  year — too  busy  moving  into 
her  new  apartment;  and  Ginny  Wertz 
Potter  sent  her  regards,  having  no  special 
news  to  report. 

Margaret  Rowe  Hustead's  husband  Jim 
has  retired  and  is  dreaming  of  the  green 

hills  of  Pennsylvania.  They  find  the  Okla- 
homa weather  too  warm.  Their  son  Jim  is 

a  sophomore  at  Vanderbilt  University,  and 
daughter  Virginia  is  a  high  school  senior. 
The  baby  of  the  family  is  eleven-year-old 
Charlie. 

Jean  Wallace  Bishop  vacationed  on  Lake 
Erie.  Her  daughter  Bonnie  is  in  Florence, 

Italy,  at  the  University  of  Syracuse  For- 
eign  Study   Program. 

Lola  Wright  Crawford's  son  Slater  is  at 
Columbia  University  working  for  his  Ph.D. 

The  Crawford's  older  daughter  is  at  Vassar 
and  the  younger  daughter  is  at  the  Ellis 
School.  Lola  and  Jim,  along  with  Helen 
and  Ed  Lee,  helped  Fred  and  Dot  Swan 
Mercer  celebrate  a  wedding  anniversary. 

Ruth  Simpson  Woolford  is  busy  as  a 

"jack-of-all-trades"  in  a  stationery  store  in 
Wayne.  Daughter  Judy  lives  near  Prince- 

ton, and  another  daughter,  Nancy,  and  her 
husband  live  in  Reading.  Son  Sam  is  in 
high  school.  The  Woolfords  have  one 
granddaughter. 

Katrina  Utne  Brown  and  her  family  vis- 
ited Norway,  swam  in  the  Olsobjord, 

climbed  the  snow-covered  peak  of  Britti- 
horn,  and  spent  a  few  days  in  the  town  of 

Utne  on  the  Utnfjord.  Katrina's  elder  son is  a  freshman  at  the  University  of  Arizona. 

All  future  travelers  in  Michigan,  please 
note  .  .  .  Jean  Maeder  Lindsay,  your  class 

secretary,  lives  only  three  blocks  from  1-75 

Expressway.  You  can't  miss  it  .  .  .  you  can smell  the  Dow  Chemical  Company! 
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Your  local  secretary,  Mary  Jane  Car- 
michael  Garvin,  traveled  in  Europe  this 
summer.  She  and  her  husband  attended  the 
Million  Dollar  Round  Table  Conference 
in  Lucerne,  Switzerland  for  a  week.  Upon 
returning  to  New  York  City,  they  met  their 
daughter  Katie,  a  student  at  Gettysburg 
College,  at  Kennedy  Airport  and  saw  her 
off  to  Amsterdam.  She  spent  the  month  of 
July  digging  at  an  anthropology  find  near 
Winchester  Cathedral  and  the  month  of 
August  touring   the  Continent. 

At  our  30th  class  reunion,  those  present 
decided  that  we  should  present  a  35th  re- 

union gift  to  the  College.  To  date  we  have 
approximately  S350,  which  includes  S35.37 
left  over  from  our  reunion  party.  You  have 
all  been  notified  and  we  hope  you  will 
contribute.  Make  your  checks  payable  to 
Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account  and  mail 
to  your  class  secretary.  Many  thanks  to 
those  who  have  already  done  so,  especially 
to  the  two  who  have  sent  in  the  total 
amount  to  earn  interest  until  the  gift  is 
made  in   1971. 

38 
Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer 

(Mrs.  Willard) 
705    18th  Avenue 

Munhall,  Pa.   15121 

Helen  Finkel  Eger 
(Mrs.  Bernard) 

301   Quaker  Road 
Edgeworth,  Pa.  15143 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mildred  Boyer  Kostora  (Mrs.  Lee  H.),  69 
Riverbank  Drive,  Stamford,  Conn.  06903 

Marjorie  Chubb  Randall  ( Mrs.  John  A. ) , 
1718  Grevelia  Street,  Apt.  C,  South  Pas- 

adena, Calif.  91030 
Virginia  Leaman  Cummings  (Mrs.), 

D.O.D.  Overseas  Dependent  Schools, 
Zone   14,  APO,  San  Francisco  96331 

Jean  Lemmon  Crick  (Mrs.  Edwin  R.,  Jr.), 
11134  Wilson  Mills  Road,  Chardon, 
Ohio  44024 

Sarah  /Marks  Volkuein  (Mrs.  Edward  L. ) , 
9968  Fuertes  Drive,  LaMesa,  Calif.  92041 

Martha  Wycoff  Cross  (Mrs.  Ralph  R.), 
825  Audrey  Place,  Dayton,  Ohio  45406 

Well,  classmates,  we  stand  on  the  thresh- 
old of  our  30th  reunion!  Until  then,  we 

have  the  following  news  to  report: 

Kathryn  Arnold  Dague  and  nine-year-old 
David  left  Patty  at  West  Suburban  Hos- 

pital, Oak  Park,  Illinois,  to  begin  her 
nursing  career.  Son  Rusty  has  started  his 
sophomore  year  at  Wheaton. 

Marjorie  Chubb  Randall,  who  has  moved 
after  seventeen  years,  would  like  to  attend 

our  30th  reunion  but  can't  plan  that  far ahead. 

Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott  writes  that  de- 
spite earth-shaking  events  in  Detroit  this 

summer,  all  thtee  of  her  men  worked  there. 
Paul  and  Elizabeth  drove  east  when  their 
sons  returned  to  college  and  returned  via 
Pittsburgh  to  visit  their  families. 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel  reports  that,  in  ad- 
dition to  ironing  lots  of  shirts  and  attend- 

ing the  Clubwomen's  Conference  at  Penn 
State,  she  will  help  with  our  reunion.  John 
is  a  sophomore  at  University  of  Pennsyl- 

vania, Mary  a  junior  at  Carnegie-Mellon 
University,  Charles  is  in  high  school,  and 
Harry  is  in  junior  high. 

Dora  Diamond  Hake's  daughter  Sue 
graduated  last  May  Phi  Beta  Kappa  from 
Chatham.  She  is  now  teaching  music  at 
Francis  Scott  Key  Memorial  Junior  High 
School.  Bill  is  a  freshman  at  Gettysburg 
College. 

Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer  can't  believe 
it's  going  to  be  our  30th  reunion!  She 
and  Glenn  visited  their  oldest  son,  Rick, 
who  teaches  philosophy  at  the  University 
of  Washington  in  Seattle.  David  is  in  the 
second  year  of  law  school,  and  Alan  is  a 
sophomore  at  Penn  State.  Florence  is 
assistant  executive  director,  Retarded  Chil- 

dren's Association,  Allegheny  County. 
Glenn  is  with  US  Steel  Research  Center. 

Dorothy  Hauk  Bryen,  Jimmy  and  Becky 
have  returned  from  a  thrilling  tour  of 
eleven  European  countries.  Now  Becky,  a 

high  school  senior,  joins  the  "looking-for- 
college"   group. 

Dottie  Hunter  Haas  and  Ben  are  really 
traveling,  a  Caribbean  cruise  last  March 
and  a  trip  to  Europe  in  October.  Son  Mike 
is  a  lieutenant  at  Fort  Benning,  Georgia, 
and  Gary  has  started  his  second  year  at 
W.  &  J. 

Helen  Johnson  Montgomery  now  has  a 

"stiff  lower  back"  due  to  a  fusion  of  verte- 
brae, but  she  is  her  usual  gay  self.  Daugh- 

ter Susan  is  an  honor  history  student  at 
Denison  University,  and  Sam  entered  West 
Virginia  University  this  fall. 

Ruth  Kleitz  Buel  had  a  busy  summer — 
two  weeks  in  Florida,  and  travel-trailer 
trips  to  Letchworth  State  Park,  New  York, 
and  Nags  Head,  North  Carolina.  Barbara, 

a  high  school  senior,  is  a  "going-to-college" candidate  and   Virginia   is   in   8th  grade. 

Elite  Krause  Schlossbach  is  the  proud 
grandmother  of  Daniel  Paul  Warden,  born 
November  8,  1965,  and  Steve  Stewart 
Warden,   on   February    17,    1967. 

Bea  Lynch  Perrin  is  busy  as  secretary  of 
the  Board  of  Trustees  and  chairman  of  the 
nursing  committee  at  Montefiore   Hospital. 

Eleanor  Meanor  Croyle  keeps  busy  with 
League  of  Women  Voters,  golf,  bridge,  etc. 
Bob,  Jr.,  24,  is  in  his  last  year  of  law 
school  at  Texas  Univetsity;  Barbara,  a 

working  girl,  is  talking  of  a  spring  wed- 
ding; and  Philip,  18,  is  at  Stanford.  Father 

Bob  is  fine.  Eleanor  keeps  in  touch  with 
Ginny  Mencken   Morrison. 

Peggy  Perry  Huessener's  children  are 15  and  12.  She  is  chairman  of  the  College 
Club  New  York  Theater  Tour,  on  the 
Board  of  Fox  Chapel  Town  Hall,  golfs, 
gardens   and   travels. 

Chris  Price  Cannon  had  a  wonderful 
Christmas  when  her  son  brought  his 
lovely  German  bride  home.  They  now 
live  close  by.  Chris  suggests  Holiday  Inn 
for  our  reunion. 

Sally  Reese  Warrick  says  we  are  "getting closer  to  the  front  of  the  book  ( The 

RECORDER)  each  year."  Sally  is  now 
head  librarian  at  Citizen's  Library,  Wash- 

ington, Pennsylvania.  Dick,  Jr.,  is  an  Army 

instructor  and  Dick,  Sr.,  is  still  in  "the 
insutance  world." 

Janet  Riddle  Brinker  had  just  returned 
from  Ogunquit.  She  is  W.  A.  Chairman 
at  the  Episcopal  Church  and  teaches  fourth 
grade  on  Sunday.  Riddle  is  also  busy  with 
Cazenovia   College   Auxiliary. 

Phyllis  Schaeffer  Geffel  is  in  love  with 
the  Northwest  (i.e.,  Seattle,  Washington). 
Melissa  is  a  senior  at  the  University  of 
Washington,  Jan  a  high  school  junior,  and 
Chris  a  freshman.    Phyllis  is  a  caseworker. 

Edith  Thompson  is  one  of  many  who 
are  looking  forward  to  our  reunion. 

Dottie  Ringler  Creutzer  and  Willard 
had  another  of  theit  fantastic  trips,  and 
are  now  in  the  throes  of  remodeling  their home. 

As  I  write  this  I  (Helen)  am  in  Spring- 
field, Ohio.  Jan  graduated  from  Staunton 

Military  Academy  in  June  and  is  now  a 
third  generation  freshman  at  Wittenberg 
Univesrity.  He  worked  at  the  Dashields 
Locks  all  summer.  Terry  worked  in  Boston 
this  summer  and  has  since  returned  to 
Vassar  College  for  her  junior  year.  Bern 

and   I   are  enjoying   each   other's   company. 
Dottie  and  I  have  enjoyed  hearing  from 

you  and  hope  to  see  you  all  in  June.  Start 
planning  now  to  attend  our  30th  reunion. 
Save  June  8,  1968.    That  is  the  day! 
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Eleanor  D.  Hackett 

905  Maryland  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Helen    Lohr   Wright 

(Mrs.  John  E.) 
904  Fairmont  Stteet 
Latrobe,  Pa.    15650 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean  Burry  Patten    (Mrs.  Samuel  M.),  811 
Nottingham  Road,  Syracuse,  NY.  13224 

Margaret    Dunseath    Wilson     (Mrs.),    450 
Stevens     Drive,     Apt.     301,     Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15237 

Janet    C.    Ross,    2817    Westbrook    Drive, 
Apt.  212,  Fort  Wayne,  Indiana  46805 

Catherine  Thompson  Mitchell    (Mrs.  Loyal 
A.),    211     Belmont    Road,    Butler,    Pa. 

16001 

Helen  reporting: 

This  report  reminds  me  of  what  I  always 
say  of  the  Christmas  season.  I  have  known 
this  for  a  year,  but  here  I  am  hurrying  to 
meet  the  deadline.  This  has  been  one  of 

the  faster  years  for  us.  Jack  went  through 
major  surgery  in  March,  but  we  managed 

to  all  attend  Jack,  Jr.'s  graduation  from 
Gettysburg  College  in  June.  He  is  now 
working  in  the  banking  business  and  he 
and   his  wife   live   in   Harrisburg. 

Jean  Aungst  Talbot  says  they  have  been 
quite  busy  reproducing  a  pair  of  Queen 
Anne  banquet  tables,  and  have  done  some 
major  construction  and  finishing  at  their 
home. 

Janet  Brennan  Aull  says  she  is  still  liv- 
ing a  contemporary  life  in  her  Victorian 

home.  Ray,  Jr.  is  a  lieutenant  in  the 
Marine  Corps,  Carol  is  married  to  a  young 

lawyer  and  her  baby  makes  Pat  a  grand- 
mother, and  Kalia  is  six-and-a-half  now. 

Janet  says  life  is  full  of  good  things  for 
all  of  us  in  spite  of  our  troubled  world. 

Margaret  Christy  Graham  and  Barrie 
were  about  to  go  to  the  West  Coast  to 
visit  their  No.  1  and  No.  3  daughters  who 
live  in  Coronado.  No.  2  daughter  gradu- 

ated from  Wellesley  College  last  June  and 
is  now  living  in  England.  Barrie,  Jr.  is  a 

sophomore  at  Clarkson  College  taking  en- 
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gineering.     Peggy    has    been    a    full-time 
librarian  for  a  year  now. 

Ruth  Clark  Nelson  said  they  had  just 
taken  their  son,  David,  to  start  his  fresh- 

man year  at  Colby  College.  Stephen  is  a 
junior  in  high  school.  Ruth  is  working 

part  time  as  a  social  worker  at  the  South- 
western Maine  Health  Information  Center. 

Nancyann  Cockerille  Gleichert  sent  her 
card  from  Detroit  where  they  were  attend- 

ing a  convention.  Their  daughter  Ann 
is  married  and  teaching  in  Fort  Worth, 
Texas.  Gregg  is  a  sophomore  at  Baylor 
University.  Nancyann  is  teaching  in  an 
adult  education  program  for  high  school 
drop-outs,  and  is  busy  with  adult  Camphre 
training  and  Sunday  School  work.  In 

October  they  planned  a  month's  vacation 
around  the  east  coast.  They  just  swam  and 
watered  their  eternally  dry  Texas  grass 
this  summer.  To  answer  your  question — 
NO! 

Fay  Cumbler  Nelson  wrote  me  a  long 
lerter.  Their  son  Jack  was  married  in 
August.  He  is  in  the  setvice  so  the  plans 
could  not  be  too  definite,  and  many  other 
things  went  wrong  in  the  preparations. 

The  climax  came  when  the  bride's  sister, 
two  minutes  before  the  wedding,  dropped 

Jack's  ring  down  a  crack  in  the  chapel 
steps.  A  commercial  note — Dow's  New 
Bathroom  Cleaner  will  remove  a  combina- 

tion of  shaving  cream  and  silly  soap  from 
a  new  car  finish,  without  leaving  a  trace! 

Jean  Curry  Burt  has  both  of  their  chil- 
dren in  college  now — Anne  is  a  senior  at 

Carnegie-Mellon  University  in  the  home 
economics  department,  and  Alan  is  a  fresh- 

man at  Kenyon  College  taking  the  pre- 
medical  course. 

Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson  moved  back 
to  Pittsburgh  in  April  to  accept  a  position 
of  secretary  with  the  Henry  C.  Frick  Edu- 

cational Commission  with  Mary  Kolb,  '29, 
as  its  Executive  Director.  She  misses  liv- 

ing in  the  South,  but  this  opportunity  and 
challenge  was  too  good  to  turn  down.  She 
had  an  enjoyable  summer  playing  golf 
with   her  old   golf  cronies. 

The  class  expresses  its  sympathy  to  Jane 
Hanauer  Kirk  whose  father  died  in  August. 

Rachel  Kirk  Boho  sends  just  a  "hello" as  she  is  on  the  Editorial  Board  and  knows 
we  have  to  conserve  space.  Carrie  Louise 
Kinzer  Trapp  also  reports  nothing  special 
this  year — just  well  and  happy. 

Louise  Lean  Fontaine  and  her  family 

had  just  arrived  home  from  a  month's 
touring  of  Europe.  Their  daughter  Lynn 
is  a  sophomore  at  Emory  University  in 
Atlanta,  Georgia,  and  Tom,  Jr.  is  a  senior 
in  high  school  this  year. 

Anne  Ludlow  Kinney  says  their  oldest 
children  are  both  juniors  in  college  this 
year,  Rob  at  the  University  of  Delaware 
and  Harriet  at  Allegheny  College.  Anne  is 
teaching  one  elementary  French  course  this 
fall  in  an  adult  education  program. 

Eleanor  reporting: 

The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Mari- 
anne McCallister  Martin  upon  the  death 

of  her  father  this  year. 

About  October  1st,  Rosanne  "Posy" 
Martin  started  her  "dream  jaunt" — friend, 
dog,    cat,    bicycles,    small    car    and    various 

other  things — all  of  them  dependent  upon 
a  lovely  camper  named  Herman — for  a 
year  or  so  of  having  a  look  at  this  country 
of  ours.  They  will  follow  the  seasons, 
see  the  land  and  the  people.  Posy  is  leav- 

ing Calfiornia  with  many  regrets  along 
with  the  anticipation  for  the  trip.  She  says 
now  she  will  become  one  of  the  unem- 

ployed or  one  of  the  partially  retired.  She 
hopes  to  see  some  of  you  on   the  way. 

Betty  Ann  Morrow  Joslyn  writes  that 
Dave  is  a  sophomere  at  Northwestern  and 
Ann  is  in  sixth  grade.  She  continues  to  do 
ladies  auxiliary  type  of  work  here  and 
there. 

Meo  Ostergard  Lutz  says  her  life  is  a 
continual  round  of  communinty  and  church 
activities  and  family,  but  it  is  stimulating 
and  fun.  Her  older  daughter  is  graduated 

from  college  and  is  in  the  admissions  de- 
partment of  Western  College  for  Women. 

Her  second  daughter  is  a  junior  at  Syracuse 
and  her  14-year-old  son  is  very  tall.  She 
saw   Ruth  Demmler  Benner  this  summer. 

Nelle  Richards  Offutt's  children  are  liv- 
ing all  over  the  United  States  this  year — 

Jim  and  Becky,  her  eldest,  are  stationed  as 
Lt.  j.g.  in  San  Diego;  Bill  flew  as  the 
steward  on  the  Alcoa  Forecast  plane;  Bob 
worked  in  town;  Jane  was  a  counselor  at 
Camp  Redwing;  Tom  went  to  Boy  Scout 
Junior  Leaders  Training  Camp  in  New 
Jersey,  the  World  Jamboree  in  Idaho  and 
the  Order  of  the  Arrow  Conference  in 
Nebraska;  Marianne  went  to  camp  for  a 
month.  Nelle  and  her  husband  played 
golf  in  between  packing  and  unpacking 
for  all. 

Frances  Shoup  Brant  is  still  teaching 
and  working  with  organ  and  choirs  at  her 
church.  She  took  a  short  trip  into  Mexico 
and  now  feels  there  is  nothing  like  the 
good  old  United  States. 

Alida  Spinning  and  Mary  Wolf}  Gamble 
enjoyed  a  good  year  and  extend  greetings 
to   all   their   classmates. 

Virgina  Stahl  Walker  writes  that  in  be- 
tween business  trips  to  Atlantic  City  and 

State  College  she  was  busy  this  summer 
remodeling  her  home.  She  frequently  gets 
together  with  Amy  McBride  Bell,  Class  of 
1939,  who  lives  in  Lewisburg. 

Catherine  Thompson  Mitchell  moved 
one  mile  north  to  the  township  and  was 
amazed  at  what  she  had  accumulated  in 
21  years  in  the  same  house.  Her  taste  for 
furniture  has  changed  from  Early  Ameri- 

can to  Barouque  Victorian.  The  family 

enjoyed  a  trip  to  Expo  '67. 
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Helen   Shellkopf  Cline 

(Mrs.  Harold  E.) 
2  Bevington   Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Joan  Myers  Rankin (Mrs.  Harry  W.) 
101  Cherry  Avenue 
Huoston,  Pa.  15342 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Andrews  Phillips    (Mrs.   R.   V.), 
118  Hampton  Road,  Garden  City,  L.I., 
N.Y.   11530 

Jane    Campbell    Fair     (Mrs.    Herbert    J.), 
9  Tammy  Terrace,  Wayne,  N.J.   07470 

Gladys    O.    Cooper,    American   Embassy 
USIS,  APO  New  York  09697 

Betty  Gahagen  Lindsay  (Mrs.  Alex  H.), 
Iron  Bridge  Road,  R.D.  #1,  Freeport, 
Pa.   16229 

To  those  of  you  who  missed  our  25th 
reunion,  we  missed  you!  The  sixteen  of 
us  who  made  it  had  a  grand  afternoon  of 
reminiscing  and  catching  up  on  news. 
And  now  for  some  more  catching  up: 

Mauky  Anderson  enjoyed  three  weeks  of 
relaxation  on  the  beaches  of  Flotida  in 

June,  and  a  visit  to  Expo  '67  this  summer. 
Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  has  begun 

her  third  year  as  junior  high  librarian, 
and  highly  recommends  library  science  as 
an  ideal  mid-life  career.  Daughter  Ellen 
is  a  senior  in  high  school,  and  the  family 
is  looking  forward  to  their  new  homo  on 
the  island  after  her  graduation  in  June. 
The  Dahlstedt  address  after  June  1968 
will  be  2613  Bay  Avenue,  Beach  Haven 
Gardens,  Long  Beach  Island,  New  Jersey 
08008. 

Betty  Baker  Patterson's  son  Bob,  Jr. 
graduated  from  the  Citadel  last  June  and 

is  going  to  law  school.  Vickie  is  a  sopho- 
more at  Sullins  College,  and  Glen  in  8th 

grade.  Pattersons  and  Fairs  got  together 
for  a  good  visit  last  winter. 

Jean  Burchinal  Purvis  reports  on  her 

family:  Joe  III,  22,  graduated  from  Haver- 
ford,  and  now  has  a  graduate  assistantship 
in  physics  at  the  University  of  Rochester. 
He  is  to  be  married  in  June.  Bill,  19,  is 
in  his  second  year  at  Juilliard  School  of 
Music.  Bob,  17,  Sally,  16,  and  Tom,  12, 
are  in  Butler  High  School.  Jean  says  she 

does  part-time  public  relarions  "when  the 

spirit  moves  her." Jane  Campbell  Fair  was  busy  getting 

ready  to  move,  looking  forward  to  "more 
time  and  less  house."  Son  Bob,  in  the 
Navy,  is  due  to  leave  for  overseas  after  a 
year  in  San  Diego,  where  Jane  and  Herb 
visited   him   in  May. 

Jane  Chantler  journeyed  to  Puerto  Rico 
for  a  week  in  the  spring,  stopping  in 
Miami  on  the  way  home.  As  part  of  her 
job  as  travel  agent  at  Union  National 
Bank  in  Butler,  she  visited  fashion  houses 
to  learn  about  fashions  of  the  Caribbean — 
nice  work!  Jane  is  also  presidenr  of  Butler 
County  Council  of   Republican  Women. 

Sunny  Croft  Armstrong  reports  things 
perking  along  per  normal  in  Fox  Chapel 
suburbia.  Tom  II  is  a  junior  in  high 
school,  Alison  in  8th  grade.  The  family 

works  weekends  on  "Alison  Lodge"  on  the Clarion  River,  but  planned  to  take  time 

off  in  October  to  visit  Expo  '67. 
Ruth  Demmler  Benner  is  thankful  for 

her  20  four-year-olds  in  nursery  school  to 

keep  her  "young  at  heart,"  now  that  her own  are  away.  Jean  is  in  Geneva  College, 
and   Paul  in   his  second  year  in  the  Navy. 

Biggest  news  of  the  year  comes  from 
Jean  Paris  Watt.  Son  Bob  is  married,  and 
Jean  and  Gib  are  grandparents!  Grandma 
isn't  ready  for  the  rocking  chair  yet, 
though — she's  gone  back  to  college!  Jean 
is  studying  sociology  at  Pitt,  as  are  son 
Bob  at  University  of  Toledo,  and  daughter 
Carolyn  at  Ohio  University. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Margie  Graham 
Lathrop  who  lost  her  morher  in  May.  Her 
summer    was    busy    with    wedding    plans. 
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, Daughter  Virginia  was  married  September 
2,  and  is  living  in  California.  Margie  and 
Earl  expect  to  visit  them  this  winter.  One 
son  is  a  sophomore  at  Williams,  and  one 
in  junior  high. 

Betty  Hazeltine  Webber  sent  two  off  to 
college  this  fall.  Stormi  is  a  junior  at 
Westminster  Choir  College,  and  Pauli  a 
freshman  at  Bucknell.  Bill  and  Kathy  are 
in  7th  and  8th  grades,  and  Tommy  in  1st. 
Like  most  of  us,  Betty  finds  it  very  quiet 
around  the  house  these  days! 

Margaret  Hibbs  Keller  is  working  in  the 
Passport  Office  at  the  State  Department. 
Her  Air  Force  husband  has  returned  from 

a  year  in  N.E.  Thailand,  and  is  in  Head- 
quarters Command  at  Boiling  AFB.  Their 

two  children  are  in  college — son  at  Penn 
State,  and  daughter  at  Smith. 

Marjorie  Higgins  Phillips'  family  va- 
cationed in  Jamaica  this  summer.  Bill  is 

managing  editor  of  the  newspaper  in 
Tallahassee,  and  Marjorie  started  Septem- 

ber 1  as  a  social  worker.  Their  daughter 
is  a  sophomore  at  Florida  University,  son 
in  high  school,  and  youngest  in  junior 
high. 

Phyllis  Keister  Semple  still  has  her  two 
younger  daughters  at  home.  A  son  was 
graduated  from  Yale,  the  oldest  daughter 
will  graduate  from  Wheaton  next  spring, 
and  the  second  daughter  is  a  sophomore  at 
Hollins. 

Barbara  Maerker  Baum  reports  one  son 
a  junior  at  the  University  of  West  Virginia, 
another  a  high  school  senior,  and  daughter 
a  sophomore. 

Jane  McClung  Sincell  has  found  a  great 
job,  8:00  A.M.-12:00  Noon,  which  leaves 
her  plenty  of  time  for  the  beach  in  sum- 

mer and  bridge  in  winter!  Daughter 
Pamela  is  a  sophomore  at  Valparaiso  Uni- 

versity, and  son  Jim  a  senior  in  high 
school. 

Alice  McKain  Porter  is  sorry  to  have 
missed  the  reunion,  and  wonders  if  there 
are  any  Chatham  grads  living  around 
Hendersonville,  N.C.  Her  daughter  is  a 
sophomore  at  Queens  College,  son  a  senior 
in  high  school  and  president  of  the  student 
body,  and  the  youngest  is  a  freshman. 

Janet  Murray  Newton  wrote  her  card 
from  the  Poconos,  where  she  and  Bob  were 
attending  the  Pennsylvania  Municipal  Au- 

thorities Association  Convention.  Her  score 
is:  two  in  college,  two  in  between,  and 
one  in  1st  grade.  For  the  first  time  in 
21  years,  all  are  in  school! 

Ruth  Notz  Carland's  oldest  son,  Richard, 
is  a  freshman  at  Thiel,  and  youngest 
daughter,   Maureen,    began   kindergarten. 

Jean  Patterson  Bliss  also  has  a  daughter 
at  Wheaton  College,  and  a  son  at  Mercers- 
burg  Academy.  She  spent  the  summer  at 

Chautauqua,  antique-shopping  with  Jean 
Watt,  Ellen   Wiik,  and   Barbara  Copeland. 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon  and  Jane 

Smith  O'Neill  say  "Hi!,"  but  no  news. 
Jane  says  they're  still  "on  the  animal  kick, 
on  the  farm." 

Dorothy  Purkiss  Linke  has  received  her 
Reading  Specialist  License — the  first  in 
Indianapolis.  Now  she  is  doing  a  semester 
of  research  with  three  7th  grade  classes  to 
complete  her  specialist  in  education  degree 

from  Butler.  Dorothy  and  her  daughter 
spent  two  weeks  touring  the  Hawaiian 
Islands.  Bobbie  is  a  sophomore  at  Indiana 
University  with  a  radio-television  major. 

Elizabeth  Rouse  Pray  had  the  honor  of 
representing  Chatham  at  Colorado  Wom- 

an's College's  renaming  ceremonies,  now 
Temple  Buell  College.  Son  George  is  a 
senior  at  Colorado  State  College  and  Jon  a 

senior  in  high  school.  Elizabeth  is  teach- 
ing 5th  grade,  and  she  and  Glen  have 

taken   up   square   dancing. 

Nancy  Scott  Ralston  missed  our  reunion 
because  daughter  Dede  graduated  from 
high  school  that  week.  She  is  now  at 
Lincoln  College,   Illinois. 

Betty  Steffler  Baker  is  still  teaching  6th 
gtade.  Son  Richard  is  completing  his 

master's  in  public  relations.  Daughter 
Kathleen  is  a  sophomore  at  Miami  Uni- 

versity. Dick  has  been  made  vice  president 
of  Show   Barton,  Inc.  this  year. 

Claire  Stewart  Burkhart  had  an  "intet- 
ational"  summer,  with  a  student  from 
Ghana,  Africa  making  his  home  with  them, 
and  an  English  college  student  for  week- 

ends. Their  own  students  are  scattered — 
oldest  teaching  school  in  Nassau,  Bahamas, 
middle  one  a  junior  at  Chatham,  the 

youngest  a  freshman  at  Carnegie-Mellon University. 

Florence  Succop  Klotz  and  John  cele- 
brated their  25th  wedding  anniversary  with 

a  three-week  trip  to  Europe  in  July.  See- 
ing Mont  St.  Michel  and  Chartres  brought 

back  memories  of  a  freshman  history  re- 
port for  Miss  Dysart.  They  visited  scenes 

of  the  Reformation,  climbed  Mont  Blanc 
by  telepherique,  and  Matterhorn  by  cable 
car,  and  enjoyed  the  plane  flight  both  ways. 

Marjorie  Wood  Yearick  has  three  in 
college.  Daughter  Peggy  is  a  teaching 

assistant  at  Pitt  while  getting  a  master's 
degree  in  Biology.  Anne  is  at  D.T.  Wat- 

son School  of  Physiatrics  and  will  get  her 

degree  in  physical  therapy  from  Theil  Col- 
lege in  June.  Kathy  is  a  freshman  at 

Slippery  Rock,  and  plans  to  be  a  physical 
education  major.  Pat  and  Chip  are  still 

in  high  school,  and  "Ma  and  Pa  are  getting 
a  little  greyer  on  top  and  a  little  rounder 

in  the  middle." 
Mina  Woy  Wonders  is  teaching  3rd 

grade  at  Building  #1,  Gateway  District. 
Son  Bob  is  a  sophomore  in  high  school, 
and  daughter  Mary  Beth  will  graduate  from 
Otterbein  College  in  June. 

Your  new  secretaries,  Helen  Shellkopf 
Cline  and  Joan  Myers  Rankin  seem  to  have 

gotten  a  late  start — we  haven't  quite 
reached  the  college  age  yet!  Helen's  Karen is  a  senior  in  high  school,  and  Tommy  is 
in  junior  high.  The  family  vacationed  at 
Nags  Head  on  the  Outer  Banks,  plus  some 
long  weekends  for  golf.  Helen  is  still 
teaching  3-year-olds  in  nursery  school  two 
mornings   a  week   at  the  church. 

Joan  lost  her  mother  in  January.  The 
Rankins  vacationed  at  Chautauqua  and 
Washington,  D.C.,  and  the  boys  are  now 
in  grades  11,  7,  and  4.  We  acquired  a 
full-time  assistant  minister  on  our  church 
staff  this  fall,  and  look  forward  to  a  full 
program  for  the  winter.  In  answer  to 
numerous  questions,  Houston,  Pa.  is  25 
miles  south  of  Pittsburgh,  near  Washing- 

ton,  Pa.    If  you   ever   rode   the  old   street- 

car    (now    extinct)     to    W.&J.    you    went 
right  through   it! 

This  has  been  a  pleasure,  hearing  from 
all  of  you.  So  many  are  educating  their 
children,  and  so  many  are  continuing  their 
own  education  and  doing  worth-while  jobs. 

Could  be  we're  prejudiced,  but  we  think 
that  '42  is  a  class  to  be  proud  of! 

44 
Dorcas  Leibold 

23  Amberson  Gardens 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Helen  Springer  Edmunds 
(Mrs.  Chester) 

215  Jefferson  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean  Bacon  Smith  (Mrs.  Knut  J.),  Box  63, 
Morganton,  N.C.  28655 

Norma   Bailey   McLean    (Mrs.   Orison   S. ), 
1222    Harvest    Drive,    Monroeville,    Pa. 
15146 

Lucy    Ann    Isham    Staley     (Mrs.    A.    C), 
2552    Garfield    Street,    Davenport,    Iowa 52803 

Ruth  Laird  Grant    (Mrs.  Russel  J.),  Route 

#1,  Parkersburg,  W.Va.   26101 
Patricia  Leonard  Bodle    (Mrs.   Robert  A.), 

1262    Wales    Street,    High    Point,    N.C. 

27262 
Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer    (Mrs.  Paul 

F. ),    33    Crows    Nest    Road,    Btonxville, N.Y.   10708 

Lillian  Sheasby  Bauer  (Mrs.  Robert),  1503 

Argyle  Road,  Berwyn,  Pa.   19312 

DEATHS 

It  is  with  extreme  sorrow  that  we  announce 

the  death  of  two  of  our  classmates:  Mar- 
jorie Harter  Steigerwalt  in  August  and 

Margaret  Browne  Green  in  September.  To 
their  families  and  loved  ones  we  all  ex- 

tend our  very  sincere  sympathy.  Gifts  to 
the  Chatham  Library  have  been  made  in 
their   memory. 

This  year  the  news  from  our  1944  class- 

mates fairly  bristles  with  young'uns  off  to 
college.  How  come  they're  THAT  old  and we  are  still  so  YOUNG!  In  spite  of  frantic 
plans  for  matriculating  youngsters  in 
everything  from  first  grade  through  higher 

education,  many  busy  '44  wives  and mothers  have  found  time  to:  1)  move; 

2 )  travel;  3 )  engage  in  extra  curricular 
activities,   as    witness    the   following: 

Evelyn  Glick  Bloom,  wife  of  the  execu- 

time  editor  of  one  of  Pittsburgh's  special 
newspapers,  the  Jewish  Chronicle,  has  the 
most  timely  news  in  view  of  the  recent 
Arab-Israeli  crisis.  Her  husband,  who  was 
on  a  news  assignment  in  Israel,  and  Evelyn 

got  out  just  a  half  hour  before  the  out- 
break of  the  six  day  war.  What  a  story 

they  can  probably  tell!  Other  than  this 
Evelyn's  life  is  spent  with  her  two  girls, 
15  and  12,  and  two  boys,  14  and  9,  and 

two  girl  scout  troops,  as  if  her  own  weren't time-consuming  enough! 

Jean  Bacon  Smith  and  family  have 
deserted  Aspen  for  a  year-round  Outward 
Bound  School  located  in  the  Blue  Ridge 
Mountains  of  North  Carolina.  Husband 

Knut  is  rock  climbing  and  rescue  special- 
ist; son  Eric  is  starting  kindergarten  and 

daughter  Ingrid,  age  2,  will  be  following before  long. 
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Norma  Bailey  McLean  and  family  spent 
their  vacation  in  Washington,  D.C.  while 
Orison  attended  a  psychology  convention 
there.  The  children  are  in  the  4th,  6th 
and  8th  grades.  Susie  visited  Aunt  Peg 
(Peggy  Matheny  Bailey,  class  of   1942). 

Gladys  Bistline  Belz  is  still  teaching 
piano.  The  family,  including  her  two 
children,  were  among  the  many  to  visit 

Expo  '67,  Quebec  City  and  New  England this  summer. 

Joan  Bowdle  Turnbull,  spent  six  weeks 
in  Europe  last  spring  ending  with  the 

Rotary  Convention  in  Nice,  and  Joan  can't think  of  anything  nicer  for  a  French 
teacher  who  will  show  many  new  slides 
to  her  class. 

Jeanne  DeHaven  Uhl,  is  still  teaching 
chemistry  at  Kentucky  Southern  College 

on  a  part  time  basis.  Son  John  is  a  sopho- 
more at  University  of  Cincinnati,  and  son 

Bob  is  trying  to  decide  which  college  to 
go  to  in  1968.  Husband  John  spent  time 
in   Europe  as   a   consulting  engineer. 

Peggy  Donaldson  is  still  carrying  on  at 
Chatham  and   sends  greetings  to  everyone. 

Barbara  Findley  Cope/and  recently  re- 
turned from  another  wonderful  Chautauqua 

vacation.  Son  Jim  is  a  sophomore  at 
Princeton,  and  Anne  is  a  high  school 
junior. 

Evelyn  Fulton  is  still  carrying  on  for 
the  Presbyterian  Church,  but  took  a  month 
off  for  a  well-earned  vacation  in  California. 

Still  house-hunting  is  Portia  Geyer  Mc- 
Coy around  Philadelphia.  Their  search 

was  deferred  temporarily  while  they  en- 
joyed six  weeks  at  Stone  Harbor,  New 

Jersey   in  spite  of  rain,  fog  and   jelly  fish! 

The  Ayes  (Gladys  Heimert)  covered 
10,000  miles  on  a  seven  week  family 
camping  trip  last  summer  (1966)  and 
then  took  off  with  husband  Tom  in  the 
spring  for  a  relaxing  trip  to  Hawaii.  Son 
Ralph  is  wondering  which  college  to  enter 
in  another  year  and  daughter  Pam,  15,  is 
testing  her  skills  in  water  and  snow  skiing. 

Lu  Ann  Isbam  Staley  and  family  have 
moved  from  Pittsburgh  to  Davenport, 
Iowa  which  they  are  finding  much  to  their 
liking.  The  boys  are  at  Princeton  and  St. 

Andrews.  One  of  the  Staley's  first  visitors 
was  Evlyn  Fulton,  that  ever  lovin'  para- 
petetic. 

Other  college  enrollees  are  two  daugh- 
ters of  Ruth  Jenkins  Allen.  Ruth  keeps 

busy  with  the  other  four  children  still  at 
home,  however. 

Kelly  Jones  Clowes'  news  isn't  as  action- 
packed  as  others,  but  it  seems  to  have  had 
some  good  results  anyway.  Kelly  spent 
considerable  time  in  the  hospital  having 
knee  surgery,  but,  since  this  was  in  Pitts- 

burgh, many  Chatham  classmates  visited 
and  kept  her  time  occupied.  We  all  wish 
her  well. 

Ruth  Laird  Grant  is  continuing  to  enjoy 
life  in  West  Virginia.  She  is  attempting 
an  art  program  for  8th  graders. 

Dorcas  Leibold's  activities  of  the  past 
year  include  a  Christmas  holiday  family 
gathering  at  home  of  brother  Jack  in 
Phoenix,  Arizona;  presentation  of  a  paper 
at  a  national  Travelers  Aid  meeting  in 
Buffalo  in  the  spring;  attendance  at  gradu- 
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ation  of  nephew  from  Culver  in  June; 
cancellation  of  a  September  cruise  because 
of  hurricanes  and  plans  to  be  aboard  one 

of  Queen  Elizabeth's  last  runs  in  October. 
Patrica  Leonard  Bodle  spent  a  busy  sum- 

mer, including  selling  their  house  and 
moving  into  a  pretty  new  one.  Son  Bobby 
is  a  rising  high  school  senior  and  daughter 
Trish  a  ninth-grader. 

Ruth  Lynch  McFarland  has  sons  enter- 
ing college,  Fred  to  Pierce  College  for 

engineering,  and  John  to  Westmont  Col- 
lege on  early  admission  and  honors  for 

pre-med.  Son  Tom,  a  Life  Scout,  is  enter- 
ing high  school.  Husband  Bob  is  still  with 

A.E.C.  working  on  a  liquid  sodium  project. 
Ruth  and  daughter  Lois  Ruth  spent  a  week 
together  at  Girl  Scout  Camp  this  summer. 

Ann  McClymonds  Turnock  has  returned 
from  a  4,000-mile  camping  trip  to  the 

Grand  Tetons  and  Yellowstone.  Nick's  en- 
tire family,  20  persons  from  four  widely 

separated  states  and  ranging  in  ages  from 

71  to  2Yz  years,  held  a  family  reunion  "on 
wheels."  Daughter  Ann,  who  was  touring 
Southeast  Asia  this  summer,  could  not  be 
present  but  returned  in  time  for  her  junior 
year  at  Chatham.  Christine  entered  Penn 
State,  and  Jim  attended  a  wrestling  training 
camp  in  July  in  preparation  for  a  varsity 
slot  at  Churchill   High  School. 

Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer  reports 
that  they  have  been  living  in  the  New 
York  City  area  since  February  and  find  it 
very  exciting.  She  is  doing  volunteer  work 
for  the  Committee  to  Rescue  Italian  Art. 

Betsy  Meader  Downing  has  returned 
from  three  months  at  their  lake  home  and 
Bill  is  busy  with  his  book.  Their  older 
daughter  helped  uncover  an  ancient  culture 
on  the  Snake  River,  son  John,  16,  took  a 
22-day  canoe  trip,  and  their  younger 
daughter  went  to  Girl  Scout  camp  in  Wis- 

consin. Betsy  is  busy  with  the  usual 
"motherly"  things — teaching  Sunday 
School,  College  Club,  etc.  She  mentioned 

their  interest  in  Dr.  Eddy's  Letter  to  a Student. 

Mary  Lou  Oesterling  Druschel  spent  a 

traveling  summer  with  trips  to  Expo  '67, the  New  England  States,  Mississippi  and 
Florida.  Mary  Lou  rerurned  to  work  as 
a  research  assistant  in  biochemistry  at  the 
University  of  Tennessee. 

Becoming  a  "stateside"  housewife  again 
has  involved  many  adjustments  for  LU 
Sheasby  Bauer,  but  she  has  enjoyed  getting 
their  home  in  Philadelphia  organized.  Bob 
is  a  national  accounts  executive  for  Kop- 
pers  on  the  east  coast.  Lil  and  Portia  Geyer 
McCoy  meet  frequently  for  lunch.  Tillie 
Wilcox  Moncrief  lives  in  Lancaster  so 
everyone  got  together  at  the  Bauers  and 
had  a   nostalgic  evening. 

Helen  Smith  puts  things  so  well  I  have 

to  quote  from  her  card.  "I  notice  a  hippy 
tendency  unassociated  with  Haight-Ashbury 
and  that  my  patience  is  more  easily  taxed 

these  days  (how  easily  everything  else  is)." 
In  a  few  more  delightful  lines  Helen  re- 

ports she  really  has  no  special  news.  I 
presume  everyone  knows  that  Helen  is 
chairman  of  the  editorial  board  for  the 

Recorder,  and  is  beginning  a  three-year 
term  as  an  alumnae  trustee. 

Still  in  Atlanta,  Nancy  Stauffer  Gran- 
tham   is   teaching    Spanish    in    high    school 

and  finds  that  Jean  Sweet  teaches  English 
where  her  youngsters  go  to  school.  Nancy 

represented  Chatham  at  the  100th  anni- 
versary  convocation   of   Morehouse  college. 

Justine  Swan  Quigley  returned  to  her 
fifth  year  of  teaching  third-graders  this 
fall.  Charlotte  is  at  Pepperdine  in  Los 
Angeles  for  her  sophomore  year,  Joy  is  16 
and  Dororhy  10.  Justine  hopes  to  make 
it  to  a  reunion  soon. 

Thank  you  for  returning  your  cards  and 
please,  next  time  let  us  hear  from  everyone. 

46 Peggy  Riffle  Kirby (Mrs.  T.  M.) 

3048  Silverview  Drive 
Cuyahoga  Falls,  Ohio  44224 

MARRIAGE 

Priscilla  Hendryx  to  Mr.  Jack  Salter 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Marjorie  Brown  Bortz  (Mrs.  William  M.), 
13664  Redhill  Avenue,  Apt.  D,  Tustm, 
Calif.  92680 

Mary     Louise     Burckart     Crawford     ( Mrs. 
Thomas  I.),  3435  West  Durango  Street, 
Phoenix,  Ariz.  85009 

Lula   Copetas   Blazakis    (Mrs.   John),    705 
Bairn  Road,  Carnegie  Hill,  Yardley,  Pa. 19067 

Jane  Field  Taylor   (Mrs.  B.  Frank),  Quar- 
ters 416,  Marine  Corps  Schools,  Quan- 

tico,  Va.  22134 
Priscilla  Hendryx  Salter    (Mrs.  Jack),  440 

Lombard    Street,    San    Francisco,    Calif. 94133 

Nancy    Means    Creed    (Mrs.    Donald    L. ), 
2304-C  Golden  Gate  Drive,  Greensboro, 
N.C.  27405 

Margaret    McKee    Barnes     (Mrs.    G.    B.), 
530     Alden     Avenue,     Westfield,     N.J. 
07070 

Jean    Purvis   Bowman    (Mrs.    Roger),    112 
Pine    Ridge     Road,     Fayetteville,     N.Y. 
13066 

Emily   Sawders   Laisy    (Mrs.   Albert   W.), 
235   West  Lafayette  Avenue,  Baltimore, 
Md.  21217 

Ronnie    Staples    Jorgensen    (Mrs.    Charles 
W. ),     120     Lakewood     Avenue,     Cedar 
Grove,  N.J.   07009 

Carol   Thome   King    (Mrs.   William    C), 
%    Gulf   Eastern   Company,    z    rurtman 
Street,  London,  England 

Virginia  Vogt  McDermott  (Mrs.  John  F.), 
1307     Knollwood    Drive,    Park    Forest, 
Monroeville,  Pa.   15146 

Vacationers  are  in  the  news  again.  Louise 
Myers  Duerring  was  off  to  Ocean  City  but 
returned  home  in  time  to  take  care  of  a 
litter  of  Weimaraner  puppies.  Another 
visitor  to  Ocean  City  was  Joan  Davies  Bream 
who  is  still  claiming  that  absolutely  no 
one  had  aged  at  the  twentieth  reunion. 

Joan  Titus  Dunlop  visited  with  Ruth 

Perry  Parker  on  their  way  to  Expo  '67. 
She  says  Ruth  looks  great  and  has  five 

lovely  daughters.  Joan's  husband  is  head- 
ing a  Boy  Scout  encampment  in  South 

Dakota  with  Souix  Indians.  Look  for  an 

arricle  on  this  "first"  in  Boy's  Life  maga- zine. 

Both  Patty  Eldon  Carpenter  and  Marjorie 

Couch   Lynn   enjoyed   New   England   vaca- 



tions.  Patty's  eldest  daughter  is  at  Denison 
University.  Lois  Jean  Jackson  Ritenbaugh 
spent  a  relaxing  vacation  at  their  cottage, 
or  as  relaxing  as  anything  can  be  with 
numerous  sons. 

Three  of  our  members  had  a  little  re- 
union in  New  Jersey  this  summer.  Mari- 

ellen  Roche  Duval,  Helen  Hunter  White 
and  Micky  McKee  Barnes  all  wrote  about 
their  gabfest.  Mariellen  is  getting  two 
ready  for  college,  and  hosted  three  boys 
from  England,  Italy,  and  Afghanistan  as 
part  of  the  American  Field  Service  Pro- 

gram. Micky's  oldest  daughter  will  be  a freshman  at   Pembroke. 

Marty  Yorkin  Berman  and  Carol  Thome 
King  report  wonderful  holidays  touring 
Spain,  France,  Italy,  Portugal,  and  England. 

Carol's  big  news  is  their  move  to  London. 
She  welcomes  all  visitors.  Marty  has 

finished  her  master's  degree  and  is  con- 
sidering several  job  possibilities.  Her  big 

news  is  a  daughter  off  to  Chatham.  Her 

daughter  will  meet  another  classmate's 
daughter — Eva  Caloyer  Nassikas  is  de- 

lighted that  her  Ricka  is  in  Chatham's freshman  class. 

By  the  time  the  Recorder  arrives  a  num- 
ber of  us  will  be  back  teaching — Penny 

Myers  Smith,  Betsy  Ross  Pervorse,  Harriet 
Hoffman  and  Helen  Gilmore  Reinhart. 
Harriet  is  doing  departmental  teaching  this 
year  and  will  supervise  several  student 

teachers  from  Indiana.  Penny's  daughter  is 
off  to  Mt.  Holyoke.  Gilly  reports  enjoying 
the  company  of  Mary  Ann  Yocky,  Doris 
Rowand  Schroth  and  Mary  Coate  Challener 
who  live  in  her  area. 

Our  most  sincere  symparhy  to  Betsy  Ross 
Pervorse  on  the  death  of  her  father  who 
has   lived  with   her  for  several  years. 

Chickie  Sawders  Laisy  has  bought  a 
hundred-year-old  house  in  Baltimore  which 
they  are  enjoying  immensely,  and  hula 
Copetas  Blazakis  has  a  lovely  new  house 
just  across  the  river  from  Trenton  in 
Yardley,   Pennsylvania. 

Roberta  Carpenter  Morel  tells  us  that  at 
last  she  has  some  real  news — she  has  be- 

come a  grandmother  of  a  beautifully  baby 
girl  born  to  her  daughter  in  July! 

Many  of  our  classmates  report  on  chil- 
dren off  to  college  this  year.  Evie  Matthews 

Reese  has  a  son  at  Union  College.  Evie  is 
teaching  a  creative  arts  workshop  for  junior 
high  girls.  Linnea  Lundstedt  Evans  has 
two  in  college  this  year,  and  her  oldest 
daughter,  Donna,  graduated  cum  laude  from 
the  Moore  College  of  Arts  and  is  planning 
a  career  in  design. 

Sally  Cook  Collin's  daughter  is  at  the 
University   of  New   Hampshire. 

Ouida  McGehee  Young  has  a  son  who  is 
a  junior  in  chemistry.  Ouida  is  working 
on  a  publication  for  her  church  which  she 
finds  very  stimulating.  She  tells  us  she 
hates  to  admit  it  but  she  does  lay  claim 
to  a  few  wrinkles  after  all  these  years. 

Who  doesn't? 

Sally  Smith  Cross  has  a  college-bound 

daughter  off  to  St.  Mary's  in  North  Caro- 
lina, and  Ginny  Uber  Haug's  oldest  girl  is 

a  sophomore  at  Augustana  College.  An- 
other of  her  girls  was  an  exchange  student 

in  Northern  Germany  this  summer. 

Arlene  Levinson  Rosenberg  is  doing 
psychiatric  social  work  with  the  Mental 
Health  Clinic  at  the  University  of  Con- 

necticut. She  says  it's  great  working  with 
the  college  generation. 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  is  doing  free 
lance  fashion  illustrating  and  finds  time 
to  act  as  chairman  of  the  League  of  Women 
Voters. 

Lucy  Spriggs  Dorsey  has  been  made 
State  Registrar  for  the  Colonial  Dames  of 
the  XVII  Century  as  well  as  being  vitally 
involved  with  the  activities  of  the  Ameri- 

can Institute  of  Banking. 

Ronnie  Staples  Jorgensen  tells  us  that 
after  three  moves  in  two  years  they  are 
finally  settled,  and  with  all  her  children  in 
school  she  plans  to  work  as  a  secretary 
for  a  C.P.A. 

Jeanne  Thompson  Johnson  has  been 
working  with  teen-age  programming  for 
the  Y.W.C.A.,  and  Agnes  Filippelli  Walsh 
reports  that  with  all  five  children  in  school 
she  plans  to  take  a  nap  every  afternoon. 

Doris  Sisler  White  hopes  to  see  more 
of  Chatham  and  the  Pittsburgh  girls  since 
her  sister  has  moved  there  recently.  She 

says  they've  passed  two  milestones — a  son 
of  driving  age  and  a  daughter  who  finally 
lost  her  braces. 

Doris  Fairfield  Jamison  attended  a  uro- 
logical  convention  with  her  husband  in 
New  York  and  spent  a  lovely  afternoon 
with  Mary   Wells  Karlson. 

Mildred  Kovacs  Rubenstein's  daughter 
spent  the  summer  at  Northwestern  Uni- 

versity attending  the  National  High  School 
Institute. 

Jean  White  Markell's  daughter  Leigh 
has  returned  from  being  an  exchange  stu- 

dent in  Switzerland,  and  Peggy  Korb 

Smith's  son  Bob  has  returned  to  Duke  Uni- 
versity for  his  sophomore  year.  Peggy  and 

Jean,  co-chairmen  of  our  25th  reunion 
fund,  take  this  opportunity  to  thank  those 
who  have  already  replied  to  their  Septem- 

ber letter,  and  to  urge  the  others  to  help 
us  reach  our  100%  goal. 

Jane  Field  Taylor  sent  us  a  new  address 

and  is  looking  forward  to  "shore  duty" and   living   in  the  Washington,   D.C.   area. 

Florence  Ostien  Chew  has  three  in  school 
and  only  one  at  home,  which  will  give 

her  time  to  "catch  up"  on  things. 
Marty  Coate  Challener  is  spending  a 

busy  year  as  president  of  the  P.T.A.  and  in 
charge  of  the  University  Wives  New- 

comers. Her  husband  Dick  has  several 

books  going — one  to  come  out  soon  en- 
titled Admirals,  Generals  and  American 

Foreign  Policy.  He  is  also  doing  one  for 
Harper  and  Row  on  John  Fostet  Dulles. 

No  special  news  but  greetings  and  salu- 
tations to  all  from  Helen  Jane  Shriner 

lrvin,  Nancy  Showalter  Thompson  and 
Jane  McPherson  Graber. 

Your  secretary  thanks  you  all  for  writ- 

ing. It  is  a  delight  to  hear  from  you.  I'm 
still  teaching  school.  It's  an  advantage  in 
a  way  because  our  idiot  dog  has  had 
rwenty-four  puppies  in  the  last  year  and  a 

half,  so  instead  of  "stars"  for  good  work 
I  offer  puppies.  The  parents  hate  me  but 

the  kids  think  I'm  great! 

48 Joy  Wilson  Douglas (Mrs.  W.  Bruce) 

1607  Holland  Street 
Cumberland,  Md.  21502 

Virginia  Long  Carlson 
(Mrs.  C.  Lloyd) 

1916  Garrick  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marie  Cohn  Chiles   (Mrs.  John  H.),  3440 
Wickersham,  Houston,  Texas  77027 

Charlotte  Exley  Eck   (Mrs.  Henry  C,  Jr.), 

12 1-1 0th    Avenue,    Huntington,    W.Va. 
25701 

Anne     Kennard,     2307     South     Goebbert 
Road,  Apt.  208,  Atlington  Heights,  111. 60005 

Shirley   Morrow   Hedenberg    (Mrs.   John), 
1511     Fairmont    Street,    Cheswick,    Pa. 
15024 

Marian    Murray    Deutzel     (Mrs.    William 
H.),   6740   Vesper   Avenue,   Van  Nuys, 
Calif.  91405 

Shirley    Notovitz    Steen     ( Mrs.     Samuel ) , 

700  Biltmore  Way,  #9-J,  Coral  Gables, Fla.  33134 

Elizabeth    Ross    Kuhn     (Mrs.    Lester    A.), 
3  Echo  Lane,  East  Brunswick,  N.J.  08816 

Rita  Ullom  Doig    (Mrs.   H.   F.,  Jr.),  221 

Wychwood  Road,  Westfield,  N.J.  07090 
Anne  Wallace  Huntemer  (Mrs.  Robert  J.), 

110  Roundtable  Drive,  Unit  7,  Apt.   1, 

San  Jose,  Calif.  95111 

Joy  reporting: 

Ginger  and  I  take  over  secretrial  duties 
for  the  next  few  years.  The  19th  reunion 
was  an  opportunity  to  renew  acquaintances 
with  classmates  and  College,  and  rejoice 
in  the  academic  spirit  of  our  alma  mater. 

Our  next  "official"  reunion  will  be  our 
25th  when  a  gift  will  be  in  order.  Those 
of  us  present  voted  to  request  each  of  you 
to  contribute  a  minimum  of  five  dollars 

each  year  to  the  25th  Reunion  Fund. 
Please  make  checks  payable  to  Chatham 
Alumnae  Class  Account  and  mail  to  either 
Ginger  or  me.  We  will  see  that  they  are 
deposited  in  a  special  savings  account  to 
earn  interest  between  now  and  1973.  Some- 

time before  then  we  hope  to  have  an  "in- 
between"  reunion,  perhaps  1970.  Mean- 

while, express  your  wishes  through  your 
class  secretaries. 

I  was  escorred  in  June  by  my  elder  son 
because  Bruce  was  in  Pittsburgh  Eye  and 
Ear  Hospital  following  an  operation  for  a 
detached  retina.  He  recovered  satisfactorily 
and  I  enjoyed  being  a  Pittsburgher  again. 
Son  Dick  is  a  senior,  sophomore  Robert  is 
a  football  player,  and  Liz,  7,  is  a  mascot. 
Like  others,  we're  college  shopping. 

Marie  Cohn  Chiles  has  moved  for  the 

fifth  time  in  three  years — back  to  Houston. 
She  is  enjoying  symphony  and  museum 
activities  again,  and  is  learning  Braille  as 
a  part  of  her  work  with  the  Lighthouse  for 
the  Blind,  to  transcribe  books  for  children. 

Shirley  Morrow  Hedenberg  was  moved 

by  the  Highway  Department.  She  is  work- 
ing on  her  last  sixteen  credits  toward  read- 
ing specialist  accreditation.  Her  older 

daughrer  is  a  freshman  at  Edinboro,  Don 
is  a  sophomore  in  high  school,  and  Jackie 
is   beginning  junior  high. 
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No  news  is  good  news  from  Alary  Aiken 
Brown,  Dorothy  Berg  Groomes,  Jean  Had- 
field  Smith  and  Mary  Ann  Houck  Brown. 
Wonderful  summer  vacations  were  good 
news  from  others.  Helen  Obermayer  Sellers 
and  family  enjoyed  Puerto  Rico  and  the 
Virgin  Islands  in  August.  HAO  reports 
that  son  Joe,  a  freshman,  likes  girls  but 
David,  sixth  grade,  prefers  pets. 

Bobbie  Mueller  Baylor,  George,  and 
their  minister  took  a  group  of  fifteen  high 
school  students  on  a  canoe  trip  down  the 
Allegheny  River.  They  enjoyed  it  so  much 
that  they  are  planning  to  buy  a  family 
canoe  next  summer.  Her  children  are  in 
the  1st,  4th,  6th  and  9th  grades  and  she  is 
substitute  teaching  math,  chemistry  and 
German. 

Janet  Kirkup  Marville  is  willing  to 
settle  for  her  trip  to  California  and  Hawaii 
with  family  as  the  big  news  for  1967. 
I'd  second  that! 

Carol  Lenz  Houck  and  family  camped 
at  Gettysburg,  Washington,  Williamsburg 
and  Shenendoah  this  summer,  then  son 
Don  left  on  a  three-day,  167-mile  bike 
trip  and  a  50-mile  canoe  trip.  Ah,  youth! 
Cynthia  visited  Ocean  City,  but  Missy  kept 
the  old  folks  at  home  company. 

Dottie  Doolittle  Collins  and  Rip  re- 
laxed for  two  weeks  at  a  Pennsylvania 

Dutch  Inn  in  Downingtown,  then  picked 
up  nephew  Bill,  age  15,  for  his  annual 
summer  visit.  The  rest  of  his  family  spent 
a  late  August  week  with  the  Collins. 

Nancy  McDonald  Sutherland  left  baby 
at  home  this  summer  when  she  and 
Jack  took  the  other  six  children  to  New 
York  for  a  week.  She  claims  that  a  fam- 

ily that  size  shakes  up  even  the  most 

blase'  New  Yorker! 

Jinny  Queenth  Berman  reports  a  visit 
to  Hawaii  and  California  this  summer. 

23-year-old  Stephen  is  now  married  and 
living  in  California.  Martina,  18,  is  a 
freshman  at  Auburn  University.  Ricki,  17, 
is  color  sargeant  in  the  high  school  honor 
guard,  and  Mickey,  Jr.  is  in  2nd  grade 
and  wants  to  be  a  soldier.  Jinny  missed 
seeing  Ann  Wallace  Huntemer  in  San 
Francisco  before  they  left  for  Japan. 

Shirley  Lawrence  Grasso  said  they  va- 
cationed in  Massachusetts  in  August  and 

plan  to  go  south  for  Christmas.  Children 
are  now  ages   10  and  7. 

Frances  Henry  Fitch  is  still  teaching 
full  time.  Bill  is  a  senior  in  high  school 
and  her  youngest  is  now  in  6th  grade. 

Travel  continues  to  be  Mary  Alma  Laps- 
ley's  major  interest  with  Cape  Cod  on  the 
itinerary  last  summer  and  a  trip  to  Europe 
— her  seventh — in  the  fall.  She  also 
planned  to  visit  Athens  and  the  Greek  Isles. 

Nornie  MacMillen  Morris  reports  that 
son  Richard  is  a  freshman  at  Grove  City 
College,  Jeff  is  a  high  school  junior,  and 
Ronnie  is  in  junior  high. 

Hilda  Fish  Bricker  was  awarded  a 

master's  degree  in  education  from  Duquesne 
this  spring  and  is  glad  to  have  those  school 
days  behind  her  and  only  first-graders 
before  her.  Daughter  Patti  enjoyed  Uni- 

versity of  Chicago  this  summer. 

Gina  Barkley  Robertson  says  it's  nothing 
new,   but   three    boys,   organ    lessons,    and 

church    activities    are   enough    to   keep    her busy. 

Betty  Albach  Weamer  is  working  on  a 

master's  degree  at  Manhattanville  College, 
in  the  field  of  education.  Two  of  her  three 
daughters  are  away  at  school  this  year. 

Honey  Holland  Rank  has  been  in  her 
dream  house  for  a  year  now,  in  which  time 
she  and  Dale  have  entertained  all  their 
kin,  sold  seven  acres  of  property,  and  given 
birth  to  a  new  neighborhood.  She  extends 
a  hospitable  invitation. 

Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong  is  entertain- 
ing a  sixteen-year-old  girl  from  England 

this  year,  under  the  American  Field  Service 
program.  Her  oldest  daughter,  Cathy,  is 
college-shopping  for  next  fall,  just  as  we 
were,  twenty  years  ago. 

Mary  Jane  Humbert  Upshaw  had  a  less 
fortunate  summer.  Her  father  was  in  a 
nursing  home  and  her  mother  broke  her 
hip.  They  are  both  home  now,  but  she  is 

at  wit's  end  trying  to  run  one  home  in 
Virginia  with  three  children  and  one  in 
Pennsylvania  with  six  nurses  and  a  house- 

keeper. We  hope  your  Year  of  Trouble 
will  soon  be  over,  Mary  Jane.  Her  son 
Larry,  15,  is  at  Hampton  Roads  Academy, 
Jill  is  11,  and  four-year  old  Chipper  is  in 
nursery  school.  Jack  is  enjoying  civilian 
life  and  is  working  on  Polaris  subs — navi- 

gation and   launch   equipment. 

Grace  Migliore  Frances'  daughters  are 
now  in  third  and  sixth  grades,  so  she  is 
doing   medical  social   work   part  time. 

Jane  Picard  Pursell  reports  that  she  is 
loving  kindergarten  teaching,  and  that  the 
first   three   weeks   are   the   hardest. 

Sally  Geary  Hansen  is  taking  advantage 
of  a  brand  new  Conservatory  of  Music 
building  at  University  of  Cincinnati.  She 
is  studying  flute  and  taking  two  music 
courses.  Dick  and  Gerry  Kimball  Wells 
visited  in  June.  Their  Linda  is  also  a 
college    freshman. 

Our  number  1  career  girl,  Marianne 
Boggs  Campbell ,  announces  that  after 
seventeen  years  as  manager  of  WJEH  in 
Gallipolis,  Ohio,  she  has  resigned  to  ac- 

cept a  position  as  director  of  community 
affairs  with  AVCO  Broadcasing  Corp.  She 
works  with  five  television  and  six  radio 

stations,  in  seven  locations,  from  Washing- 
ton, D.C.  to  San  Francisco,  to  extend  their 

involvement  in  their  communities.  Sally's office  is  in  Cincinnati,  so  she  maintains  a 

permanent  residence  in  the  Sheraton  Gib- 
son Hotel,  and  commutes  weekends  via 

company  plane  to  her  home  in  Gallipolis 
and  Bill.  In  her  spare  (?)  time,  she  serves 
as  first  vice  president  of  the  Ohio  Federa- 

tion of  Business  &  Professional  Women's Clubs. 

Bruce  and  I  enjoyed  entertaining  Layton 
and  Ceil  McKay  Geddis  and  daughter 
Chris,  and  Tom  and  Jessie  Gilbert  Chew 
and  Ginnie  and  Geoff  at  the  lake  this 

summer.  'Twas  like  old  times.  Thank  you 
for  your  generous   response  of  news. 

Ginger  reporting: .  . 

Mary  Lou  Stone  Clarke  is  enthusiastic 
about  being  back  in  school.  She  is  attend- 

ing Oakland  University,  taking  a  course  in 
Chinese  history.  When  daughter  Charlotte, 
age   11,  no  longer  comes  home  for  lunch 

next  year,  Mary  Lou  plans  to  take  more 
courses.  She  and  her  family  spent  the 
summer  in  their  garage  building  a  sailboat 
and  were  hoping  to  float  it  before  the  ice 
arrived.  Her  oldest  is  a  junior  at  Ann 
Arbor  this  year. 

For  almost  a  year  now  Ruthie  Zucker 
Bachman  has  enjoyed  every  day  as  staff 
nurse  at  Presbyterian-University  Hospital. 
Since  the  end  of  August  she  has  been  an 
instructor  in  the  School  of  Nursing,  a  job 
she  loves.  Ginny  Vogt  McDermott  is 
there,  too.  Ruthie  and  family  spent  their 
summer  weekends  at  their  farm  in  Fayette 
County.  Son  David,  age  16,  worked  in  the 
herpetology  department  at  the  Carnegie 
Museum,  while  Anne,  age  13,  went  to 
camp  for  two  months.  Husband  Jim  is 
still  very  active  in  Scouting.  Ruthie  par- 

ticipated in  the  Moving-Up  Day  exercises 
last  spring.  Her  cousin,  ninth  member  of 
her  family  to  attend  Chatham,  graduated 
this  year. 

A  card  from  her  husband's  secretary informs  us  that  Marian  Murray  Deutzel 
is  in  Switzerland  until  the  end  of  this 

year. 

No  special  news  since  they  settled  into 
their  new  home  last  February,  but  Char- 

lotte Exley  Eck  is  delighted  with  Hunting- 
ton and  the  friendly  people  they  have  met there. 

Carol  Watson  Smith  is  caught  up  in  the 

hustle  and  bustle  of  their  teenagers'  busy 
schedules,  not  to  mention  her  own  activi- ties. 

Doni  Vail  Rea  had  a  busy  and  wonderful 
summer,  dividing  her  time  between  the 
"Shore"  and  "college-looking."  She  spent 
several  days  at  Grand  Chapter  for  her 
Eastern  Star  Chapter  and  looks  forward 
to  next  year  already.  A  daughter  learning 

to  learn  keeps  her  always  "on  the  go." 
After  many  long  years  of  labor,  Anne 

Kennard  finished  her  dissertation  and  was 
graduated  from  Loyola  University,  Chicago, 
in  June  this  year.  She  now  has  a  Ed.D. 
degree  in  educational  psychology.  She 
specializes  in  tests  and  measurements  as  a 
research  associate  with  the  Milwaukee 
Board  of  School  Directors.  However,  in 
November  she  started  a  new  job  as  co- 

ordinator of  testing  and  research  for  the 
elementary  public  schools  of  Elk  Grove 
Village,  Illinois.    Congratulations,  Anne 

Many,  many  thanks  to  all  who  responded 
to  my  earnest  request  for  news  in  a  hurry. 
Blame  my  lateness  in  getting  the  cards 
out  on  a  fantastically  wonderful  summer  in 
England  and  duties  as  president  of  the 

Mannequins'  Guild.  As  to  the  former,  the 
only  cultural  shock  I  experienced  was 
upon  returning  from  Europe  (we  had  a 
super  week  in  Paris).  As  to  the  latter, 
the  models  in  Pittsburgh  have  been  nego- 

tiating for  a  raise  since  last  November  and 
only  recently  succeeded  in  obtaining  one. 
The  main  thing  that  keeps  me  busy,  how- 

ever, is  a  group  of  100-plus  juniors  and 
seniors  at  Peabody  High  School.  Oh,  yes, 

and  then  there's  the  house  we  are  waiting 
to  be  finished.  Meanwhile,  back  at  the 
asylum.  .  .  .  The  19th  reunion  was  simply 
great.  The  menu  alone  should  have  lured 
the  most  died-in-the-wool  stay-at-home. 
The  lectures  were  stimulating,  and  the 
auld  lang  syne  was  the  best  of  all. 
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|~~ I  S"\  Mercedes  Urda  Cowles 
l-M      )  (Mrs.  David) 
V_J  \J  1536  Laurel  Road 

Ambridge,  Pa.  15003 

BIRTHS 

Louise    Anderson    Spence,    a    son,    Gary 
Thomas,  July   15,   1966 

Nancy    Beamer   Stewart,    a   daughter,    Lucy 
Lynn,  September  22,   1966 

Shirley  Chelsted  Nichols,  a  son,  Eric  Dan- 
iel, August   1,  1967 

Ann    Morgan    Cascorbi,    a   daughter,    Alice 
Marie,  March   1966 

Anne  Pennoyer  Newcomb,  a  son,  William 
Christopher,  December  20,  1965 

Martha  Scott  Bennett,  a  son,  Jeffrey  Rine- 
hart,  March   1,   1967 

Jane  Steele  Edmundson,   a    daughter,   Jane 
Hults,  May   17,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Berkman  Roth   (Mrs.  Stanley,  Jr.), 
200  East  78th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10021 

Shirley     Chelsted     Nichols      (Mrs.     James 
L.),    Fairhill    Road,    Box    58,    Hatfield, 
R.D.   1,  Pa.    10440 

lean  Conelly  Gilmore  (Mrs.  D.  L.),  12023 
Devilwood  Drive,  Rockville,  Md.  20854 

Ann     Craig    Lee     (Mrs.     Donald),     3225 
Kennebec  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15234 

Maxine   Frankenstein   Stern    (Mrs.),   4320 
Paradise    Road,    Apt.    951,    Las    Vegas, 
Nev.  89109 

Margery    Hamilton    Strotz     (Mrs.    Charles 
N.),  8234-A  Ravina  Drive,  Ft.  Wayne, 
Ind.  46803 

Adelaid    King    Glass    (Mrs.    Donald    E. ), 
2600  El  Camino  Real,  Palo  Alto,  Calif. 
94306 

Florence  Lake  Gray   (Mrs.  Leslie  M.,  Jr.), 
445  Magee  Road,  Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

Nancy    Leinen    Chelwick    (Mrs.    George), 
7  Swan  Terrace,  Greenwich,  Conn.  06830 

Dorothy    MacPhee    Hunter     (Mrs.     Burke 
M.),  11191   S.W.  60th  Avenue,  Miami, 
Fla.   33156 

Barbara  Mader  Knight    (Mrs.  W.  J.,  Jr.), 
324  Montclair  Street,  Chula  Vista,  Calif. 
92011 

Carol  Norton  Diffenderfer   (Mrs.  Walter), 
710   Drexel   Hills   Blvd.,  New   Cumber- 

land, Pa.  17070 
Florita   Reiner  Linett    (Mrs.  Joseph),   942 

Monte     Verde     Drive,     Arcadia,     Calif. 
91006 

]ane  Steele  Edmundson    (Mrs.   John   H. ), 
402    East    Waldheim    Road,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15215 

Auretta  Searle  Harmon   (Mrs.  James),  216 
Hyeholde  Street,  Coraopolis,  Pa.  15108 

Judith    Sutherland    Latimer    (Mrs.    Tom ) , 
88    Oak    Hill    Road,    Chappaqua,    N.Y. 
10514 

Nancy  Tanner  Shaffer  (Mrs.  J.  R.),  %  Lt. 
Col.  John  R.  Shaffer,  U.S.  MILGPVEN, 
Aptdo  11441  del  Este,  %  U.S.  Embassy, 
Caracas,  Venezuela 

Jessie    Tomlin    McCurdy     (Mrs.    R.    D.), 
5814    Stanton    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15206 

Janet  Watson  Lloyd  (Mrs.  Carl  E.),  298-A 
Pine  Hollow,  Trafford,  Pa.  15085 

Mona  Werner,  450  Perrysville  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.    15229 

Priscilla  Ballard  Pfalzer,  now  that  her 
boys  are  both  in  school,  has  gone  back  to 
teaching  kindergarten.  Everything  has 
changed    except    the    5-year-olds,    they    are 

refreshingly  the  same.  Their  family  found 
time  to  pack,  unpack  and  pack  again  this 
past  summer.  They  went  to  Los  Angeles, 
San  Diego,  San  Francisco,  Seattle,  and 
Victoria,  B.C.,  then  home  to  unpack  and 

pack  again  in  time  to  be  off  for  a  vaca- 
tion at  Stone  Harbor,  N.J.  Then  home 

again  in  time  to  get  everyone  ready  to 
go  back  to  school.  Son  Trich,  12,  built 
a  car  and  raced  in  the  local  Soap  Box Derby. 

Dolores  Baney  Conley  thoroughly  en- 
joyed the  class  reunion  even  though  there 

weren't  very  many  present!  Do  has  ac- 
companied Duane  on  several  business  trips. 

A  highlight  of  the  summer  was  a  trip  to 
Bermuda  with  Norma  Trozzo  Hopkins  and 
husband  Sam.  Also,  as  a  committee 
woman  in  her  township,  she  was  involved 
in  trying  to  inspire  voters  for  the  general 
election   in   November. 

Nancy  Beamer  Stewart  says  that  last 
year  she  was  reading  coordinator  for 
Burrell  Schools — then  came  Lucy!  Now 
she  is  teaching  third  grade  and  supervising 
student  teachers.  She,  too,  enjoyed  the 
reunion  and  missed  a  lot  of  faces. 

Midge  Beetle  Winnicki  saw  her  first- 
born, Alison,  off  to  college  this  September. 

The  Winnickis  brought  Alison  to  Bethany 
and  spent  a  few  wonderful  days  with  the 
Cowles.  Lois  Mars  Mignogna  and  family 
entertained  us  all  at  a  picnic  and  we  three 
gals  had  a  marvelous  gabfest. 

Shirley  Bemis  Martin  reports  that  she 
never  received  any  announcements  of  the 
reunion — poor  mail  service,  probably.  The 
seven  Martins  went  camping  in  New  York 
State  and  Quebec  and  spent  6  days  at 

Expo  '67. Harriet  Brotzman  Boedecker  feels  that 
she  is  much  too  young,  but  her  daughter 

is  contemplating  Chatham  next  fall.  Har- 
riet is  working  full  time  as  assistant  Town 

Clerk  in  Sudbury.  Husband  Bob  travels  a 
lot.  Son  Robert,  14,  is  a  semi-pro  singer — 
classical! 

Shirley  Chelsted  Nichols'  new  son  is 
"her"  baby  to  their  three  year  old  daugh- 

ter. Their  oldest  son  is  a  freshman  in  high 
school,  and  her  husband  is  now  director 
of  advertising  and  sales  promotion  of 
Univac  Division  of  Sperry  Rand,  bringing 
about  their  move  from  Long  Island  to  the 
Philadelphia  area. 

Lee  Corey  Hanson  has  during  the  past 
year  joined  the  great  body  of  educators. 
Her  srudents  are  DOGS  and  their  owners 
in  the  Animal  Rescue  League  Class  in 
Schenley  Park.  She  says  that  she  behaves 
like  a  drill  sargeant — shouting  orders 
"Heel,"    "Sit,"   "Come,"    etc. 

Jackie  Davies  Templeton  is  teaching 
third  grade.  Her  children  are  in  4th,  5th, 
and  7th  grades,  so  they  have  band,  Cub 
Scouts,  music  lessons,  etc.  plus  church  and 
college  activities.  Jackie  received  her 
M.Ed,  degree  from  Case  Western  Reserve 
on  September  8,  1967. 

The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Ann 
Denigan  Richardson  whose  mother,  Helen 
Gokey  Denigan,  class  of  1925,  died  in 
September  1967. 

Ruth  Fabry  continues  to  send  me  cards 
periodically  from  her  travels,  one  recently 
from  Lake  Placid  where  she  went  on  va- 

cation    accompanied     by    her    6-month-old 
daschound. 

Kate  Fisher  Ammon  reports  that  life 
gets  fuller  with  senior  high,  junior  high, 

elementary  school  and  nursery  school  PTA's this  year,  and  the  New  Theatre  group 
presentation  of  Teahouse  of  the  August 
Moon  with  Don  directing.  October  1 

brought  Kate's  promotion  to  Family  and 
Children's  Supervisor  for  a  newly  formed unit  with  State  Welfare  in  Deland.  She 
went  to  Biloxi,  Mississippi  for  the  APWA 
Southeast  regional  conference,  returning  in 
time   for   jury   duty. 

P.  D.  Good  Rudd  and  Al  were  fortu- 
nate to  have  Grandma  take  over  while  they 

spent  1  Yi  weeks  in  Hawaii  last  March 

plus  a  cruise  home  on  the  "Lurline." Sandy,  2,  is  at  home  while  the  boys  are  in 
high  school  on  one  schedule  and  two  other 
girls  in  grade  school  on  another  schedule. 
P.  D.  has  a  part-time  job  transporting  high 
school  students  from  school  at  noon  to  a 
hospital  downtown  and  then  back  again  in 
the  late  afternoon — a  new  Federal  Educa- 

tion set-up. 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans  reports  that  they 
have  been  at  camp  this  past  summer  as 
usual,  and  had  another  good  year. 

Nancy  Leinen  Chelwick  received  her  de- 
gree in  elementary  education  from  the 

University  of  Bridgeport,  Connecticut  in 
June  1966.  Last  September  she  began  her 
teaching  career  in  the  first  grade,  Parkway 
School,  Greenwich,  Connecticut.  George 
and  the  boys  (Chip,  16,  Tom,  13,  and 

Jeff,  9)   are  very  helpful. 

Joan  MacMillen  Newcomb  still  enjoys 

being  the  alumnae  representative  for  ad- 
missions  in   Kansas   City. 

Dottie  MacPhee  Hunter  reports  a  larger 
house  complete  with  a  swimming  pool  and 
patio,  an  acre  of  land,  lots  of  trees,  good 
school,  and  frendly  neighbors.  Brownie 
Scouts,  Church  and  Hospital  Auxiliary  oc- 

cupy her  spare  time. 

Rita  McEldowney  Spalding  is  still  paint- 
ing, had  a  wall  hanging  accepted  in  the 

Three  Rivers  Arts  Festival,  and  was  pre- 
paring for  a  one  man  show  in  the  Penn 

Hills  Library.  Her  mother  died  in  July,. 
Please   accept  our  sympathy,   Rita. 

Ann  Morgan  Cascorbi's  news  came  too 
late  for  last  year's  Recorder,  but  she  had  a 
trip  to  Europe  to  meet  her  new  in-laws, 
then  the  birth  of  a  daughter  in  March 
1966,  and  next,  a  return  visit  from  her 
in-laws  for  six  weks.  In  December  Helmut 
will  finish  his  residency,  and  they  hope  to 
take  a  2-3  month  vacation.  Andy  is  still 
active  in  ACS  and  the  Chatham  Alumnae 
Club,    but   has   retired  to    be   a   housewife. 

Anne  Pennoyer  Newcomb  complains  that 

I  don't  leave  enough  time  to  write  before 
the  deadline.  But,  if  I  leave  too  much 
time  everyone  puts  it  aside  and  forgets  to 

send  me  news!  How  would  it  be  if  I  didn't 
remind  you  and  you  just  send  me  news 
around  the  first  or  second  week  in  Septem- 

ber? You  made  the  news  this  year,  Anne, 
with  lots  of  time  to  spare! 

Marilyn  Rickel  Hetzel  and  her  three 
children  were  in  Columbia  Hospital  for 
various  kinds  of  surgery  including  two 
emergency  appendectomies.  The  children 
are  all  in  junior  high — 12,  13,  and  14 
years  old.    George  continues  on  the  Wilk- 
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insburg  School  Board.  Marilyn  is  bazaar 
chairman  at  church  and  dance  class  chair- 

man at  College  Club  this  year. 

Lennie  Rothschild  Klein  also  lost  her 
mother  this  past  year.  Our  sympathies  to 

you,  Lennie.  She  feels  "ancient"  with  her 
oldest  son  13  and  the  "little  one"  almost 
10.  She  and  Bob  spend  much  time  now- 

adays as  spectators  at  all  the  sports.  They 
are  still  active  in  little  theatre  with  Bob 
now  in  The  Odd  Couple. 

Martha  Lou  Scott  Bennett  has  added 
another  little  boy  to  their  group  so  now 
has  to  add  on  to  their  house!  August 
brought  a  Chatham  friend  as  a  most  wel- 

come resident  to  Lancaster,  Nancy  Garlow 

Hoop,  '52.  Martha  says  that  with  Lan- 
caster being  such  a  tourist  attraction,  sutely 

some  of  the  class  of  1950  must  be  among 
the  thousands  who  visit  there  each  year. 
If  you  are  one  of  rhem  she  would  be  de- 

lighted to  hear  from  you.  Martha,  you  may 
very  well  see  the  Cowles  family  next 

summer.  My  husband's  brother  Howard lives   in  Lancaster. 

Dodie  Seale  Warren  and  family  had  a 
pleasant  voyage  by  ship  from  Hawaii  to 
Vancouver,  then  across  Canada  to  Winni- 

peg by  train,  and  on  to  South  Carolina  by 
plane.  Bill  and  the  children  stayed  with 
his  parents  there  while  Dodie  went  to 

Flat  Rock,  N.C.  to  study  with  Eliot  O'Hara, a  famous  watercolorist.  Then  they  all  flew 
to  California  to  visit  friends,  and  Dodie 
again  left  her  family  and  went  to  paint 
for  a  week  at  Carmel.  It  was  a  wonderful 
summer  they  will  all  long  remember. 

Jane  Steele  Edmundson  missed  the  re- 
union because  of  having  the  baby,  but  had 

a  wonderful  visit  with  Anne  Carpenter 
Morris,  Trudie  Bieswenger  Tourtellot, 
Penny  Jones  Groh  and  Barb  Whiteside 
Harris.  They  moved  around  the  corner 
in  August,  and  Johnny  started  3rd  grade 
this  year.  John  began  a  new  job  in  April 
as  head  of  the  Erwin  Massey  office  in 
Pittsburgh,  administering  offices  in  Hous- 

ton, Texas,  and  Kansas  City,  Missouri. 

Nancy  Tanner  Shaffer  is  no  longer 

"lost"  thanks  to  a  card  from  her  mother. 
Mrs.  Tanner  reports  that  Nancy  taught 
chemistry  and  mathematics  during  her  stay 
of  over  four  years  in  Venezuela.  She  is 
the  mother  of  four  boys  and  two  girls,  and 
her  mother  says  she  looks  the  same  as  she 
did  when  we  were  in  school.  She  has 
been  to  Pennsylvania  and  California  in 
the  past  two  years.  She  would  love  to 
hear  from  any  of  the  girls  who  would  like 
to  write  to  her — mail  is  very  welcome 
down  there. 

Mary  Lou  Tedesco  Nasser  sent  her 
youngest  off  to  school  this  year,  and  she 
is   still   teaching. 

Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham  is  doing 
some  kindergarten  substituting  because  her 
youngest  is   now   in   kindergarten. 

Jeanne  Wilkofsky  Bloomstein's  family 
spent  10  days  at  an  American  Institute  of 
Industrial  Engineers  Convention  in  Toronto 

with  a  side-trip  to  Expo  '67  last  May. 
In  April  they  visited  Eli's  sisters  in  Rhode 
Island  and  Boston,  Massachusetts.  Jeanne 
has  more  leisure  now  that  Marc  is  in  1st 
grade  and  Marcia  in  4th. 

And  now  for  the  Cowles  news.  We  still 

have   our   "daughter"    Nancy   Bechtol,   who 

is  now  a  licensed  practical  nurse  at  Sewick- 
ley  Hospital.  Ivan  spent  another  summer 
at  Valley  Forge  Military  Academy  and  is 
now  in  seventh  grade  at  Mt.  Gallitzen 
Academy  where  classes  are  small  and  he 
gets  the  individual  attention  he  needed. 
Stephanie  is  in  first  grade.  After  we  picked 
Ivan  up  at  camp,  we  camped  our  way  to 

Expo  '67,  and  then  camped  on  the  way home  in  the  St.  Lawrence  Parks  near 
Cornwall,  Ontario.  Since  February  I  have 

been  a  Tupperware  dealer — for  fun  and 

profir! Many  thanks  for  the  news  and  also  for 
the  contributions  to  the  25th  Anniversary 
Fund.    Have  you   sent  yours? 

52 
Sally  Weissberg  Nussbaum 

(Mrs.   Paul) 
1256  Beechwood  Boulevard 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Patricia  Nauman   Kramer 
(Mrs.  John) 

517  Elm  Street 
Martins  Ferry,  O.  43935 

MARRIAGE 

Anne  Braddon  to  William  Hansen,  Febru- 
ary  11,   1967 

BIRTHS 

Dana  Bretton  Colsky,  a  son,  Jonathan 
Samuel,  December    16,   1966 

Alice  Dykema  Oehlschlager,  a  daughter, 
Carol  Lee,  July  29.  1966 

Mary  Jean  Hague  Pross,  a  daughrer,  Myra 
Jean,  August  22,  1967 

Nancy  Kelly  Hilland,  a  son,  Derek  An- 
drew, May  10,  1967 

Joanne  Shelley  Davis,  a  daughter,  Nancy 
Barrett,  January  27,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Anne  Braddon  Hansen   (Mrs.  William  A.), 
425   East  63rd  Street,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10021 

Joan    Brechin    Sonnenberg    (Mrs.    C.    F. ), 
1253    Holy    Cross    Drive,    Monroeville, 
Pa.   15146 

Mary  Budke  Longenberg    (Mrs.  William), 
3216  Rolling  Knoll,  Dallas,  Texas  75234 

Barbara  Clark  Samuelson   (Mrs.  Roger  B.), 
%    Clark,    Box   578,    Stockbridge,    Mass. 
01262 

Ira  Davisson  Ketcham    (Mrs.  James),  298 
Ocean     Avenue,     Lawrence,     L.I.,     N.Y. 11559 

Mary    Louise    Franz    Uhl     (Mrs.    Byron), 
1661    Industrial    Way,    Belmont,    Calif. 

94002 Nancy    Galey    Wigton    (Mrs.   Calvin), 
Blackburn   Farm,  Blackburn   Road,  R.D. 
1,  Sewickley,  Pa.   15143 

Nancy  Garlow  Hoop,    (Mrs.  E.  Paul,  Jr.), 
1320     Foxcroft     Drive,     Lancaster,     Pa. 
17603 

Nancy     Harrold    Kohman     (Mrs.     Wayne 
E. ),  37  Birtersweet  Trail,  Wilton,  Conn. 06897 

Janet   Houston   Rhein    (Mrs.   Joseph   P.), 

241    McClenaghan    Mill    Road,    Wynne- 
wood,  Pa.   19096 

Tomi  Jones  Miller  (Mrs.  Jack  R.),HQ2D 
18th  ARTY,  APO  New  York  09171 

Nancy    Kelly    Hilland     (Mrs.     Carl    B.), 
815    North    Oleander   Avenue,    Daytona 
Beach,  Fla.  32018 

Lois  MacGregor  Stewart  (Mrs.  Daniel  C.)> 
34    Sequoia    Drive,    R.D.    3,    Box    267, 
Export,  Pa.  15632 

Barbara  Mills  Foresti    (Mrs.   Roy  J.,  Jr.), 

301    Willington    Drive,    Silver    Spring, 
Md.  20904 

Adele    Moslener    Karlovitz     (Mrs.     Bela), 
1441     Pueblo     Drive,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15228 

Barbara    Russell    McKown     (Mrs.    C.    J.), 
.331    West   Hamilton    Avenue,   Apt.    A, 
State  College,  Pa.  16801 

Barbara    Stephenson    Bruner     (Mrs.    John 
J.),    1328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W., 
Atlanta,  Georgia  30327 

Virginia     W  eating    Kryzuicki     (Mrs.     W. 

A.),  5575  Dominion  Road,  Santa  Mon- 
ica, Calif.  93454 

Sally  reporting: 

Kathy  Costanzo  Both  is  teaching  the 
sixth  grade  at  Moon  Union  School.  The 
Boths  spent  their  vacation  in  the  state  of 
Washington. 

Last  spring,  Christine  Metro  Kachulis 
and  her  husband  Tom  took  a  trip  to  Puerto 
Rico  and  the  Virgin  Islands. 

Judy  Bierman  Linowe's  husband  Harry 
was  elected  president  of  the  District  of 
Columbia  Cettified  Public  Accountant 

group.  Judie  has  been  busy  with  her  new 
home  and  four  children. 

Back  in  Pennsylvania,  but  the  wrong 
end,  says  Janet  Houston  Rhein,  who  moved 
to  Wynnewood  from  New  Jersey.  The 
move  was  necessary  when  husband  Joe 
rook  the  position  of  vice  president  with  a 
company   in   Philadelphia. 

Nancy  Kelly  Hilland  has  had  a  busy 
summer  with  the  birth  of  #5  child,  4th 
son,  and  a  move  to  Florida  while  husband 
Carl  is  on  his  overseas  tour  of  duty  in 
Saigon,  Vietnam  for  a  year. 

Martha  McLaughlin  Filers  is  working  as 
the  school  librarian  at  the  school  her  chil- 

dren attend.  She  worked  from  January  to 
June  cataloguing  the  books  and  setting  up 
regular  library  procedures.  The  Ellers  had 

an  enjoyable  trip  to  Expo  '67  in  August. 
Martha's  husband  Dick,  a  reporter  for  the 
Cleveland  Plain  Dealer,  discovered,  on  an 

assignment  to  meet  with  a  group  of  busi- 
ness women  from  Vietnam  and  Thailand, 

that  he  was  interviewing  a  Chatham  grad- 
uate, Mrs.  Oranut  Boonyoprasop  Osata- 

nanda,  class  of  1960.  "Bunny"  was  equally 
surprised  to  meet  someone  with  a  Chat- 

ham connection.  ( Further  details  and 
picture  with  the  1960  Class  News). 

Our  traveling  girl,  Tomi  Jones  Miller, 
is  now  in  Northern  Germany.  Her  hus- 

band Jack  is  the  commanding  officer  of 
the  2nd  Battalion,  18th  Artillery,  and  is 
also  senior  officer  on  the  Post.  Because  of 

Jack's  position,  Tomi  is  honorary  president 

of  just  about  every  ladies'  organization and  very  busy.  All  the  Millers  think  that 
Germany  is  rhe  nicest  tour  of  duty  they 
have  ever  had. 

M.  J .  Hague  Pross  is  retiring  from 
teaching  to  take  care  of  her  new  daughter. 
M.  J.  also  keeps  busy  directing  three 
church   choirs. 

Just  back  from  five  weeks  in  Iceland, 
says  the  card  from  Artie  Gianopulos  Helga- 
son.  Artie,  her  husband  and  their  son 
the  endless  night  life  due  to  the  midnight 

sun. Dolores  Dean,  who  has  taught  English 
in  the  Ridgeway   (Pa.)   Area  Schools  since 
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1961,   received   her   M.A.    in  Teaching   at 
Gannon  College  in  June  1967. 

Our  sympathy  to  Joan  Fisher  and  her 
mother  on  the  recent  death  of  her  father. 
Joan  is  assistant  principal  of  the  Roberts 
School  in  Penn  Hills. 

Nancy  Garlow  Hoop  has  moved  again, 
the  fourth  time  in  ten  years.  The  Hoops 
enjoyed  the  strange,  exotic  scenery  and 
are  enjoying  their  new  location  in  Penn- 

sylvania  Dutch   country. 

They  moved  even  though  the  house 

wasn't  quite  finished,  writes  Barb  Mills 
Foresti.  Although  they  are  busy  with  the 
finishing  details,  they  are  already  enjoying 
their  new  home  and  the  surrounding 
woods. 

Edie  Pennoyer  Vassamillet  and  her  fam- 
ily have  an  eight-month-old  foster  baby 

living  with  them. 

Janey  Oellig  Gould,  Doris  Fritschi  and 
Barbara  Firth  Armstrong  are  keeping  busy 
with  their  families  and   other  activities. 

I   have  enjoyed   receiving   the   cards   and 
letters,    so    keep    on    writing    to    the    new 
secretary   who    will    be    elected    at   our    re- 

union on  June  8,  1968.    See  you  there! 
Pat  reporting: 

Ann  Hafer  Berry  wrote  between  mov- 
ings — from  their  summer  home  at  Con- 
neaut  Lake  back  to  Meadville  for  the 
winter.  Husband  Chuck  travels  a  great 

deal  for  Revley  Marine  Engines,  and  Ann's 
activities  are  many,  from  superintendent 
of  Sunday  School,  board  member  of  League 
of  Women  Voters,  etc.,  to  starting  and 
continuing  the  Meadville  Co-Operative 
Nursery.    Her  boys  are  aged  15,  11  and  7. 

Barb  Stephenson  Bruner  sent  her  new 
address  special  delivery  and  reports  that 
they  are  thrilled  with  their  new  home. 
Barb  continues  to  teach  at  Emory  Medical 
School  and  is  in  private  pediatric  practice 
with  two  other  physicians.  Both  she  and 
her  mother  plan  to  be  in  Pittsburgh  on 

Reunion  Day — Barb's  16th  and  her  moths- 
er's  40th. 

Sally  Scragg  Campbell  is  still  working 
at  Qamp  Lejeune  and  is  expecting  Jim 
home  soon  from  Vietnam. 

Evelyn  Skalican  Nestor  has  gone  back 

to  school  this  fall  to  work  on  her  teacher's 
certificate. 

Ann  Wood  Pawky k  and  family  spent 
seven  weeks  this  summer  touring  the 
USA,  and  Sally  Turle  Varner  and  Ham 
had  a  17-day  cruise  from  Bermuda  to  Rot- 

terdam. Sally  talked  with  Ann  Gibb  in 
Bermuda  and  had  lunch  with  N.  /.  Fast 
Flender  in  New  York. 

Nora  White  Patterson's  husband  will  be 
home  from  Korea  by  press  time.  They  are 
looking  forward  to  spending  the  next  year 
and  a  half  in  Boston  while  Lyle  works 

on  his  master's  degree  at  Babson  Insititute. 
Bev  Roush  Johnston  and  Ralph  had  a 

glorious  week  in  Puerto  Rico  and  Dorado 
Beach,  and  Bev  plans  to  resume  substitute 
teaching. 

Muriel  Spindell  Tonkin  has  found  a 
neighbor  in  Ann  Braddon  Hansen,  and, 
along  with  travel  and  volunteer  work,  still 
finds  time  to  keep  in  touch  with  Davey, 
Judie,  N.  J.  and  Charlie. 

Busy  with  summer  vacations,  club  activi- 
ties, home  and  children,  but  taking  time 

to  send  greetings,  were  Jody  Shelley  Davis, 
Peggy  Justice  Hallam,  Janie  Smyser  Nay- 
lor,  Marilyn  Wolfert  Zimmerman,  Pat 
Printz  Harris,  Sally  Marks  Griffin  and 
Nancy  Paul  Farley. 

I  am  looking  forward  to  our  class  re- 
union— surely  it  must  be  this  year!  Many 

thanks  to  all  of  you  who  have  written.  I 
hope  the  rest  of  you  are  just  saving  up 
your  news  until  you  see  us  all  on  June  8, 
1968  when  our  class  returns  with  1953, 
1954  and  1955. 

I — i     A  Barbara  Young  Hopkins 
I-n/I  (Mrs.  John) 

\_)^T  222  Rockingham  Road Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 
BIRTHS 

Nancy  Boeklen  Hutchinson,  a  son,  Timothy 
Robert,  August  8,   1966 

Nancy   Ford  Bunzli,   a   daughter,   Margaret 
Helen,  September  13,  1966 

hois    Thompson    Anderson,    a    son,    David, 
November   15,   1966 

Kathie     Wragg     Batson,     a     son,     Nathan 
Allen,  January  22,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marilyn   Bickmore   Boleky    (Mrs.   L.    How- 
ard), 132  Timberland  Court,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa.  15229 

Nancy    Boeklen    Hutchinson     (Mrs.    Kent 
M. ) ,    Cricket    Drive,    Sturbridge,    Mass. 01655 

Mary    Katherine    Coleman    Thomas     (Mrs. 
Lloyd   W.),   %    Lt.   Lloyd   W.   Thomas, 
F.V.   3143218,  Box  253,  U.S.A.F.   Hos- 

pital, PACAF,  APO  San  Francisco,  Calif. 

96274 
Helene  Crow  Johnson    (Mrs.  Robert  W. ), 

Mountainside      Road,      Mendham,     N.J. 
07945 

Nancy    Fingal    Mauro     (Mrs.     Louis     J.), 
160     Linden     Avenue,     Emerson,     N.J. 
07630 

Marline  Frost  Ewing   (Mrs.  James  E.  Ill), 
7001  Woodland  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15202 

Nancy    Ford    Bunzli     ( Mrs.     Alfred     R. ) , 
%     Lubrizol     Espanola     S     A,     General 
Collegos,  Madrid   16,  Spain 

Joan  Frasher  Koerner  (Mrs.  Henry),   1055 
South    Negley    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15217 

Elsie     Gage     Balano     (Mrs.     James     W.), 
%  UNIDO,  Felderhaus,  Rathausplatz  2, 
1010  Vienna,  Austria 

Nancy  Hemphill  Fullerton   ( Mrs.  Robert ) , 
General    Delivery,    Windemere,    Fla. 
32786 

Marlyn  Lenchner  Applebaum   ( Mrs.  Jack ) , 
8  Hashoshanim,  Zahala,  Israel 

Janet   Loos   Seibert    (Mrs.),    1608    Church 
Street,   Indiana,   Pa.    15701 

Norma  B.    Rearic,    314    Fountain    Avenue, 
Ellwood  City,  Pa.  16117 

Miriam  Santisteban    Wysocki,   M.D.    (Mrs. 

Louis   F.),  4042   Ondine   Circle,   Hunt- 
ington Beach,  Calif.  92647 

Charlotte     Saul     Davis      (Mrs.     Richard), 
5632    Marlboro    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15217 

Barbara  Senior  Stewart    (Mrs.   Harry  M.), 
825  Eden  Road,  Lancaster,  Pa.  17601 

Barbara  Shatto  Freeman    (Mrs.   John  O.), 
18      Parmelee     Drive,     Hudson,     Ohio 
44236 

Lois    Sherry    Schworm     (Mrs.    Jack    D.), 
3638  Forest  Garden  Avenue,  Baltimore, 
Md.   21207 

Christine  Simmons,  M.D.,   26  Evans  Way, 
Apt.  2-B,  Boston,  Mass.  02115 

Marilyn  Stilley  Spalding  (Mrs.  James  W.), 
224   Robin   Hood  Lane,  McMurray,  Pa. 
15317 

Lois    Thompson    Anderson     (Mrs.    Robert 
D.),  170  Townsend,  Pelham,  N.Y.  10803 

Patricia     Yount    Hudson     (Mrs.     William 

H.),  #503  La  Croisette,  Roche-Beranger 
Chamrorisse,  Isere  38,  France 

Isabelle  Allias  is  still  helping  to  keep  the 
government  moving  in  Harrisburg,  having 
done  a  study  on  automotive  safety.  She 
spent  some  vacation  time  in  New  York 
and  West  Virginia  and  also  a  week  in 
Puerto  Rico. 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  and  family  en- 
joyed two  weeks  in  New  Jersey  and  Long 

Island,  Labor  Day  weekend  with  Barbara 
Maloy  Titelman  and  family.  Barbara  has 
been  busy  moving  and  getting  settled  into 
their  new  home.  Her  address  remains  the 
same.  She  is  active  in  the  Community 
Theatre  and  is  now  president  of  the  organ- 
ization. 

A  new  house  under  construction  for  their 
family  of  eight  has  been  keeping  Meg 
Berger  Canon  busy  these  days.  Meg  has 
done  some  substitute  teaching  in  the  local 
schools. 

Marilyn  Bickmore  Boleky  has  also  been 
occupied  this  past  year  with  planning, 
designing  and  building  a  new  home. 
Marilyn  and  family  spent  their  vacation 
again  at  Nags  Head  and  were  joined  by 

Alice  Berry   Adams,   '53,   and    family. 

New  baby  Timothy  and  the  completion 
of  their  dream  house  keeps  Nancy  Boeklen 
Hutchinson  busy,  in  addition  to  the  usual 
things  with  children — Cub  Scouts,  Girl 
Scouts,  nursery  school,  etc. 

Bo  Bolger  Collett  spent  their  vacation 
in  the  heart  of  the  White  Mountains  in 

New  Hampshire.  Bo  talked  to  Pat  Yount 
Hudson  before  Pat  left  for  France.  Bill 
Hudson  is  working  for  S.O.V.I.R.E.L.,  a 
French  glass-making  concern  and  they  will 
be  there  five  to  seven  years.  After  a  quick 
Berlitz  course  in  French  before  leaving, 
they  spent  a  marvelous  time  sightseeing 
through  the  French  Alps  and  the  Chartreuse 
Valley. 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley  and  Frank  had  a 
wonderful  four-week  vacation  in  Europe 
and  the  Scandinavian  countries,  stopping 

in  England,  Belgium,  Holland,  Germany 
and  France.  They  ended  their  trip  in  Oslo, 

Norway,  where  Lois'  brother  and  family 
are  living.  A  quick  stop  in  Pittsburgh  to 
pick  up  Kent  and  Kyle  from  Grandma, 
and  then  back  to  Nassau. 

From  another  part  of  the  world  came  a 
letter  from  Kate  Coleman  Thomas.  She, 

Pete,  Kathy,  5,  and  Pery,  21/2,  live  in 
the  Philippines  while  Pete  is  stationed  at 
Clark  Field.  Kate  has  been  active  in  Red 

Cross  and  has  helped  set  up  mother-baby 
care  classes  with  the  help  of  the  Red  Cross 

Hospital   and    R.N.'s    club.     The   Thomas' 
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will  return  to  the  States  in  January  but 
as  yet  do  not  know  where  they  will  be 
stationed. 

Sally  Dietrich  Bailey  and  family  spent 
a  wonderful  summer  at  the  shore  and  tak- 

ing some  side  trips  around   the  country. 

We  have  many  world  travelers  among 
our  classmates  this  year.  Nancy  Ford  Bunzli 
is  now  living  in  Madrid.  Fred  will  be 
handling  sales  in  Spain  and  Portugal,  and 
they  are  planning  to  remain  over  there 
indefinitely. 

Moving  back  to  Pittsburgh  after  six 
years  is  Marline  Frost  Ewing.  Her  hus- 

band Jim  is  now  vice  president  of  market- 
ing and  planning  at  Ketchum,  Macleod 

and  Grove.  Marline  is  busy  settling  into 
their  lovely  old  home  in  Ben  Avon. 

Billie  Fuellenwortb  Sampson  and  family 
are  on  the  move  these  days.  Harold  and 
Billie  went  to  Santo  Domingo  in  Decem- 

ber, spent  February  in  Acapulco,  took  the 
children  to  Los  Angeles  for  three  weeks 
in  June  and  a  trip  to  Ocean  City  in  August. 
They  are  investing  in  some  property  in 
Acapulco  so  hope  to  spend  more  time 
there.  Billie  took  a  ticketing  course  from 
United  Airlines  and  is  helping  a  friend 
with   her  travel  agency. 

Helping  a  candidate  for  school  commit- 
tee in  November  is  keeping  Joan  Hagler 

Saklad  occupied  with  40,000  voters  to 
reach  in  Newton.  Building  an  addition 
to  their  home  has  been  time  consuming, 
also. 

Laura  Hammer  Inglis  and  Bill  traveled 
to  Pasadena  in  time  for  the  Rose  Bowl 
Parade  and  game  last  January.  Painting 

lessons,  and  Ruth  now  in  the  "terrible 
two"   stage,   keep   Laura  busy. 

It  was  nice  hearing  from  Georgianne 
Hosapes  Molnar  again.  She  and  her  family 
spent  most  of  the  summer  at  the  shore. 
Georgianne  is  serving  her  second  term  as 
president  of  Roselia  Foundling  and  Mater- 

nity Hospital  Auxiliary.  While  on  vaca- 
tion she  visited  with  her  sister-in-law 

Helen  Collier  Hosapes,  another  Chatham 

girl. 
Jean  Hulse  Souleret  and  Dottie  Hauser 

Fritts  and  husbands  met  for  a  reunion  this 
summer,  after  many  years,  at  the  American 
Shakespeare  Festival  at  Stratford,  Con- 

necticut to  see  Midsummer's  Night's  Dream. 

Trunkeyville  was  the  vacation  site  again 
for  Mary  Alice  Jackson  Regan  and  family. 
After  spending  the  summer  around  the 
pool  and  busy  with  the  Little  League,  Mary 
Alice  hopes  to  do  more  substitute  teaching 
now  that  both  children  are  in  school. 

Jackie  Legros  Hall  does  part-time  model- 

ing and  has  been  president  of  two  women's 
groups   this  past  year. 

From  Israel  comes  word  from  Marlyn 
Lenchner  Applebaum.  They  are  now  living 
in  Zahala  permanently  and  find  life  quite 
exciting  after  the  war. 

Janet  Loos  Seibert  and  family  now  live 
in  Indiana  and  are  trying  to  adjust  to 
small  town  life  after  New  York  City. 

Janet  is  working  at  Children's  Hospital 
in  intensive  care.  Laura,  the  eldest  girl, 
had  emergency  surgery  in  May  for  osteo- 

myelitis, but  is  much   better  now. 

Mary  Lou  Matvey  Shombert's  husband 
Don  is  now  associate  professor  of  chemistry 
at  Douglass  College,  Rutgers.  Mary  Lou 
has  spent  the  first  of  two  years  as  president 
of  the  New  Jersey  Alumnae  Club.  During 
a  week  in  Pittsburgh  Mary  Lou  hoped  to 
have  time  for  a  visit  to  Chatham. 

Nan  Norris  went  to  Expo  '67  on  vaca- tion and  found  it  very  enjoyable.  She  is 
taking  a  Shakespeare  course  at  Pitt,  a  nice 
change  of  pace  from  her  work. 

A  trip  to  Phoenix,  Los  Angeles  and 
Seattle  provided  a  pleasant  summer  for 
/Marion  Orr  Michel  who  has  been  busy 
house-hunting  for  a  move  to  New  Jersey. 

Harriet  Rosser  attended  a  session  at  the 
University  of  Rhode  Island  within  the 

framework  of  a  children's  theatre  work- 
shop. One  of  the  staff  members  was 

Sylvia  Demmer  from  the  Education  Drama 
Association,   Birmingham,   England. 

Along  with  mothering  a  large  litter  of 
poodle  puppies,  and  watching  her  three 
children  and  a  yardful  of  neighbor  children 
in  their  pool,  Lois  Shapiro  Schaefer  has 
not  had  time  to  be  bored. 

Jane  Rowlett  Stuart  and  family  joined 
the  exodus  from  Florida  to  North  Carolina 
for  their  vacation.  The  children  are  kept 
occupied,  leaving  lots  of  time  for  Jane  and 
Jim  to  relax,  play  golf  and  tennis. 

Bobbie  Senior  Stewart  reports  that  Harry 
has  built  a  new  dentist  office,  and  with 
moving  from  the  old  house  to  their  new 
location,  they  have  stayed  close  to  home 

this  summer.  Manny  Thome  Wright's 
C55)  husband  is  the  new  pastor  of  a 
church   near   Bobbie. 

Hudson,  Ohio  is  the  new  home  of 
Barbara  Shatto  Freeman  where  husband 
John  is  the  Akron  Division  Manager  of 
Ryan  Homes.  Barbara  says  that  Hudson 
is  like  a  little  bit  of  New  England  set 
down   in   Ohio. 

Lois  Sherry  Schworm  has  been  busy 
getting  settled  into  their  new  home  after 
a  move  to  Baltimore.  Lois  had  a  reunion 

with  Helen  Halpern  Berkson  ('53)  and her  family. 

Heard  again  from  Chris  Simmons  after 
a  stretch.  Chris  has  finished  her  pediatric 
residency  at  Johns  Hopkins  and  is  now 
at  Boston  Flasting  Hospital  doing  a  fellow- 

ship in  pediatric  hematology.  For  sun  and 
relaxation,  Chris  had  a  vacation  in  St. 
Croix  and  also  spent  a  week  at  Cape  Cod 
acting  as  pediatrician  for  her  five  nieces 
who  were  visiting  grandparents. 

Rose  Spoa  is  teaching  kindergarten  and 
is  president  of  the  Lawrence  County  Co- 

ordinating Council  of  Pennsylvania  State 
Educational  Association.  She  spent  a  week 
at  the  Penn  Hall  workshop  at  Wilson 
College  and  also  a  few  days  at  Asbury  Park. 

Tush  Starzynski  Collier  and  family  vaca- 
tioned in  North  Carolina.  Tush  is  serving 

as  president  of  the  Mid-Hudson  Writers 
Guild. 

Marilyn  Stilley  Spalding  has  been  on 
the  move  lately.  After  eight  years  in  Birm- 

ingham, Alabama,  Jim  was  transferred  to 
New  York.  They  built  a  house  and  en- 

joyed it  only  six  weeks  when  they  learned 
they  were  coming  to  Pittsburgh.  Marilyn 
says  they  have  built  their  fourth  and  last 
home  now — they  hope! 

A  new  and  bigger  house  was  needed  b; 
Lois  Thompson  Anderson  and  husband  t( 
accommodate  their  six  boys.  They  spen 
their  summer  vacation  at  Southold,  Loni 
Island. 

One  of  our  famous  Chatham  alumnae 
Nancy  Williams  Rtdinger,  sang  on  open 
ing  night  at  the  Met  this  year.  Our  goo< 
wishes   and   congratulations   to   Nancy. 

Kathie  Wragg  Batson's  second  son  am Andrew,  now  two,  keep  her  stepping. 

Sophie  Yanchewski  Engels  and  famil; 
went  to  Maine  twice  in  July  and  took  : 
trip  to  Maryland,  Washington  and  Virginia 
Sophie  and  her  husband  are  planning  t< 

buy  and  open  a  girl's  camp  next  summer 
Jerry  Corba  Wilson,  Elsie  Gage  Balam 

and  Nancy  Miller  Howard  reported  n< 

special  news,  but  Elsie's  new  Vienna  ad dress  sounds  intriguing. 

The  Hopkins'  big  news  this  year  is  ou 
son  David  Crandall,  adopted  in  May.  H 
was  four  months  old  and  it  is  so  mucl 

fun  having  a  baby  around  again.  Heidi 
now  three,  is  pleased  with  brother  David 
We  visited  my  parents  in  Lancaster  am 
my  sister  Lois  in  Ohio  this  summer. 

56 
ENGAGEMENT 

Joanne  Cochran  Eller (Mrs.  Clifford  C.) 

5139  72nd  Cour 
Indianapolis,   Ind.   46251 

Mary  Alice  Irwin  to  Dr.  James  W.  Butlet 
to  be  married  November  4,  1967 

MARRIAGE 

Sandra     Sheriff     Evankovich     to     Normal 
Horrocks,  February   3,   1967 

BIRTHS 

Joanne  Cochran   Ellery,   a   daughter,   Kath 
leen  Patricia,  July  10,  1967 

Virginia    Hadfield    Berry,     a     son,     Davie 
Joseph,  February,   1967 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau,  a  son,  William  Doug 
las,  January  23,  1967 

Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe,  a  daughter,  Alisoi 
McKee,  March  3,  1967 

Sarah     Newton     Vanderslice,     a     daughter 
Betsy,  September  29,  1966 

Patricia  White  Payne,  a  son,  Albert  Ernes 
III,  February  10,  1966 

Shirley  Zierer  Byers,  a  son,  Douglas  Swain 
II,     born     February     9,     1967,     adopte< 

June  9,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ardeth    Criss    Drew     (Mrs.    Roger),    12: 
Great    Oak    Lane,     Pleasantville,    NY 
10570 

Barbara  Jane  Evans  Colbert   (Mrs.  Richarc 
P.),   1715   Addison  Street,  Philadelphia 
Pa.  19146 

Mary  Alice  Irwin    (Mrs.  James  W.  Butle 
after  November  4,  1967),  415  Kennebe* 
Street,     Apt.     608,     Washington,     D.C 
20021 

Nancy   Kellermeyer   Archer    (Mrs.   Rober 
N.),  4745  West  Sycamore  Street,  Green 
dale,  Wise.  53129 

Suzanne   Klopp   Seyler    (Mrs.    David    A.) 
3    Karen    Drive,    New    Fairfield,    Conn 
06810 
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Barbara   Komlyn    Ruano    (Mrs.   William), 
2119  Ann  Street,  Concord,  Calif.  94520 

Caroline  Mapp  Cuneo    (Mrs.  Nicholas  F.), 
35     Amherst    Road,     Port    Washington, 
L.I.,  N.Y.  11050 

Mary  Jo   McKee   Groppe    (Mrs.   Carl   W., 
Jr.),    835    North    Marion    Street,    Oak 
Park,  111.  60302 

Carole  Meanor  Piggford  ( Mrs.  Roland  R. ) , 
30  Fuller  Road,  Albany,  N.Y.   12205 

Barbara  Miller  Tindall  (Mrs.  Gerald  W.), 
4297  Hopkins  Road,  Youngstown,  Ohio 
44511 

Elizabeth    Miller    Tutchings     (Mrs.     Pirie 
M.),  350  Central  Park  West,  New  York, 
N.Y.   10025 

Salt  Moore  Sharaf  (Mrs.) ,  429  Pope  Street, 
Menlo  Park,  Calif.   94025 

Janet    Schmults    Lee    (Mrs.    Charles    H.), 
Box  54,  #2,  McDonald,  Pa.  15057 

Carol    Stolley    Hastie     (Mrs.    James    K. ), 
7125    McPherson    Boulevard,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15208 

Some  exciting  events  are  in  store  for 
Mary  Irwin  in  the  coming  months.  Shortly 
after  her  wedding  in  the  Third  Baptist 
Church  in  Washington,  D.C.,  she  and  her 
husband-to-be  are  to  spend  a  year  in  Eng- 

land where  he  will  be  doing  research  in 
nuclear  physics. 

Barbara  Komlyn  Ruano  writes  that  they 
are  back  in  California  after  their  year  in 
Pittsburgh.  Bill  is  teaching  sixth  grade 
in  a  new  school  especially  designed  for 
team  teaching.  On  the  way  back  home  they 
made  a  delightful  two  week  tour  through 
Mexico. 

It  seems  that  Sally  Weise  Hall  will  be 
spending  a  few  more  winters  in  the  Florida 

sunshine.  John  received  his  master's  de- 
gree in  engineering  and  has  accepted  a  job 

with  the  Florida  Gas  Company  at  Winter 
Park.  No  new  address  yet — still  house 
hunting. 

Dana  Rose  Sleppy  and  family  vacationed 
at  the  Jersey  Shore  after  spending  the 
summer  with  Bob  at  Camp  Semiconon 
where  he  was  camp  director.  Dana  has 
been  working  with  emotionally  disturbed 
children  during  the  winter  and  finds  it 
most  rewarding. 

Some  of  our  classmates  manage  a  small 
reunion  now  and  then.  Janet  Schmults  Lee 
and  Pat  Miles  Claypoole  and  families  got 
together  in  August  while  the  Lees  were  in 

Michigan.  Janet's  husband  Chuck  has  been 
named  pastor  of  the  Gladden  U.P.  Church 
in  MacDonald,  Pennsylvania. 

Charlene  Sparks  Ferguson  visited  with 
Bette  Topley  Jack  and  Nancy  Wallace 
Bridges  this  summer.  All  three  are  busy 
with  their  lively  young  ones. 

Daisy  Marks  Mendelsohn  has  met,  in 
New  York,  Barbara  Schwartz  Kohn  who 

started  to  Chatham  with  us.  Barbara's 
husband  Gene  directs  the  New  York  office 
for  John  Warnceke.  Aside  from  that  news, 
Daisy  came  up  wth  her  own  tidbit  for  the 

day.  Says  she,  "Sculpture  class  last  year 
was  a  real  bust.  ..." 

Perhaps  some  of  you  Pittsburghers  have 
had  the  pleasure  of  viewing,  on  WTAE, 
the  work  of  Ruth  Garland  Lesko  who  is 
producing  Cooking  from  A  to  Zelda. 

Buncie  Douds  Campbell  spent  the  sum- 
mer at  Scranton  where  Don  taught  in  an 

NDEA    Institute.     Recently   he   was    made 

foreign    language    co-ordinator    at    the    Mt. 
Lebanon    High    School. 

Mixing  business  and  pleasure,  Rose 
Fossee  Weyhmann  spent  three  weeks  in 
California  this  summer,  including  five  days 
on  the  Monterey  Peninsula  where  Walt 
attended  a  physics  conference. 

After  twelve  and  a  half  years,  writes 
Sunny  Koehler  Peterson,  Dick  has  gotten 
his  first  shore  duty.  He  has  orders  to  the 
Director  of  the  Executive  Department  of 
the  Submarine  School  in  New  London. 

Best  of  all  they  don't  have  to  leave  their 
lovely   home. 

Marilyn  Miles  Oliphant  spent  most  of 
the  summer  with  her  hand  in  a  cast.  She 
broke  it  in  a  fall  when  her  horse  hit  a 
chuckhole,  but  Marilyn  is  itching  to  saddle 

up  again. 
Our  sympathy  to  Barbara  Miller  Tindall 

whose  mother  passed  away  in  May.  The 
Tindalls  have  moved  back  to  Youngstown. 

Jinny  Hadfield  Berry  has  been  learning 
to  play  guitar  this  past  year.  Perhaps  to 
soothe  the  rufHed  brow  after  a  hectic  day 
with  six  young  children? 

Suzanne  Klopp  Seyler's  new  address  re- 
flects only  a  change  from  Post  Office  box 

to  delivery.  Suzanne  is  back  in  nursing  as 
a  public  health  nurse  working  for  a  visiting 
nurse  agency. 

Some  how  I  neglected  to  record  the 

birth  of  Patty  White  Payne's  little  boy  last 
year.  With  two  older  children  in  school 
Patty   really  enjoys   his   company. 

Carole  Meanor  Piggford's  husband  has 
accepted  the  position  of  an  Assistant  Pro- 

fessor and  Director  of  Admissions  at  the 

Graduate  Library  School  of  the  State  Uni- 
versity of  New  York  at  Albany. 

Still  no  new  address  for  Marilyn  Small- 
wood  Searle  although  they  moved  five 
acres  of  grass,  planted  four  hundred  and 
fifty  evergreens  and  took  time  off  to  visit 

Expo   '67  and   Pittsburgh. 

Sandy  Sheriff  Horrocks  reports  the  pur- 
chase of  a  new  home  in  Upper  St.  Clair. 

Norman  is  a  native  of  Manchester,  En- 
gland and  teaches  in  the  Library  School 

at  Pitt. 

This  is  the  last  year  in  Philadelphia  for 
Pat  Egry  Curreri  whose  husband  Bill  has 
started  his  last  year  at  the  University  of 
Pennsylvania  Hospital  as  Chief  Surgical 
Resident.    Next  summer  comes  Army  duty. 

Mary  Bailey  has  completed  her  thesis 
for  her  M.S.  in  Nursing  at  Duke.  At 
present  she  is  teaching  senior  nursing  stu- 

dents at  a  Diploma  School  of  Nursing  at 
Rex  Hospital  in  Raleigh.  She  spent  a 
delightful  vacation  traveling  to  Niagara 

Falls,  Muskoka  Lake,  Ontario  and  Expo  '67. 
Good  news  from  Judy  Pitasky  Markstein. 

This  year  Don  was  admitted  to  the  part- 
nership of  Price  Waterhouse  and  Com- 

pany. 
Cynthia  Snider  Greene  feels  that  she  has 

an  ideal  location  in  her  new  Miami  home. 
She  enjoys  the  convenience  of  living  in 
the  city  but  has  a  wooded  nursery  area 
across  the  street  to  give  her  a  rural  illusion. 

From  New  Mexico  we  hear  that  Joanne 
Sterling  is  back  in  school  again!  She  re- 

ceived   a    Research    Fellowship    from    the 

Vocational  Rehabilitation  Administration 
and  will  attend  the  University  of  New 
Mexico  to  finish  her  doctoral  residency. 
She  and  Joan  Wilkinson  Zook,  who  lives 
in  California,  keep  in  contact  by  phone 
and  are  attempting  to  plan  a  meeting  at 
some   geographical   midpoint. 

Now  that  Lorrie  Barry  Hoskin's  young 
ones  are  growing  up,  she  has  become  more 
active  in  the  League  of  Women  Voters  and 
had  a  thoroughly  enjoyable  time  at  the 
state  convention  in  San  Francisco  last 
spring. 

Lorrie  Barofsky  Schmookler  was  in  an 
auto  accident  in  December  and  was  out  of 
commission  for  seven  months.  She  still 

wears  a  neck  brace.  Some  of  Lorrie's  fabric 
collages  are  being  shown  at  a  New  York 
store  and  she  is  hoping  for  a  show  next 
spring. 

Had  a  nice  long  note  from  our  European 
correspondent,  Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis.  She 
and  Bill  are  still  touring  whenever  possible. 
They  were  in  Munich  at  Christmas,  Lon- 

don, Dublin  and  Edinburg  in  the  spring, 
and  Bavaria,  Switzerland  and  Italy  in  the 
summer. 

Linda  Dupnak  Wise  says  that  Connecti- 
cut is  the  best  place  yet.  Jake  is  flying 

co-pilot  on   International  TWA. 

Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe  and  Carl  have 
said  goodbye  to  Leavenworth.  Carl  is  now 
an  Associate  in  Medicine  on  the  North- 

western University  Staff  at  Cook  County 
Hospital.  Carole  Williams  was  honored  to 

be  chosen  godmother  for  Mary  Jo's  newest arrival.  Willie,  who  is  the  proud  owner 
of  a  new  Oldsmobile  convertible,  took 
office  in  September  as  president  of  the 
California  Association  of  Cytotechnologists. 

This  has  been  an  important  year  for 
Shirley  Zierer  Byers — her  first  as  a  min- 

ister's wife.  That,  plus  the  added  thrill  of 
adopting  their  little  boy,  has  made  1967  a 
year  to  remember.  Shirley  is  involved  in 
church  activities  with  much  of  her  time 

spent  in  interpreting  Spanish  to  aid  refu- 
gees in  getting  settled. 

With  all  her  children  in  school  Jacy 
Kurtz  Meyers  is  spending  more  time  with 
Women's  American  ORT  where  she  is 
serving  on  the  Pittsburgh  Regions  Board. 
Karl  and  his  partner  (stockbrokers)  are 
contemplating  opening  a  fifth  branch  of 
their  firm. 

Sue  Scott  Fenstermaker  had  a  wonder- 
ful visit  with  Grace  Nardulli  Regutti  in 

Grace's  new  home  last  fall.  This  summer 
Sue  and  family  vacationed  in  Cook  Forest. 
Grace  and  Carl  had  a  respite  from  the 
northern  winter  in  December  when  they 
traveled  to  Hollywood  Beach,  Florida  where 
they  atended  a  CSMA  convention. 

Nothing  new  from  Barbara  Krantz  but 
she  plans  to  remedy  the  situation  this  year 
if  possible  with  a  new  car,  new  job,  new 
location  and  a  trip  to  Europe.  We  will  be 
watching  for  the  results  next  year. 

Salt  Moore  Sharaf  will  be  working  in  a 

psychiatric  clinic  this  fall,  supervising  chil- dren and  social  workers. 

Joyce  Kiesewetter,  who  taught  in  Head- 
start  this  summer,  will  be  team  teaching 
this  school  year. 

With  the  arrival  of  her  new  son,  Sonya 
Klein  Vernau  still  finds  time  to  work  part 
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time  at   Allegheny   General   and   keep   busy 
with  P.T.A.  activities. 

Both  Sally  Newton  Vanderslice  and 
Esther  Rothman  Greenwald  enjoyed  sum- 

mer vacations  at  the  shore.  The  Vander- 
slices  are  lot  hunting  for  a  perfect  place  to 

build  "the  house."  Esther  is  looking  for- 
ward to  a  quiet  fall  with  both  girls  off  to 

school. 

Greetings  come  from  Joanne  Hammonds 
McDonald  who  is  kept  busy  with  her 
basset  pup.  In  addition  to  that,  she  is 
secretary  of  the  New  York  City  Chatham 
Alumnae  Club,  of  which  Elm  Musson 
Brower  is  president.  Elm  is  busy  as  usual 
with  the  Municipal  Arts  Society,  the  Mu- 

seum of  the  City  of  New  York  school 

guides,  and  is  trying  to  find  a  show  to  re- 
vive for  off  Broadway.  Son  Hugh  attends 

the  Episcopal  School. 

Meg  Floyd  Kaufman  and  Peggy  Pattison 
Moore  just  slipped  in  with  last  minute 

"hellos."  Meg,  whose  youngest  is  in  first 
grade,  hopes  to  substitute  this  year. 

Thanks  for  the  lovely  cards  and  letters. 
I  wish  it  were  possible  to  convey  the 
warmth  and  contentment  contained  in 
them. 

The  Ellerys  have  had  a  good  year.  July 
marked  the  high  point  with  the  arrival  of 
our  long  awaited,  much  anticipated  daugh- 

ter, Kathleen  Patricia.  The  two  male  mem- 
bers of  the  family  are  deeply  involved  in 

football  at  this  time  with  young  Clifford 
playing  on  a  YMCA  team  coached  by  his 
father.  With  Liz  in  kindergarten  and 
Becky  in  nursery  school  I  have  only  Debbie 
and  Kathy  at  home  full  time.  Life  is  busy 

but  we  wouldn't  have  it  any  other  way. 
So-long  until  next  year. 
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Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow 

(Mrs.  Samuel) 
218V2    Frey   Street 

Endicott,  NY.  13760 

Carol  Moran  Russell 
(Mrs.   Robert  H.) 

124  Byron  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15237 

BIRTHS 

Elizabeth    Farmerie    Seaborn,    a    daughter, 
Laura  Christine,  March   1,   1967 

Barbara  Goodstein  Se/bst,  a  daughter,  Jac- 
queline Lee,  April  6,   1967 

Kay    Harper   Kerr,    a   son,    Glenn   Lindsey, 
February   5,   1967 

lnna    Komarnitsky    Hays,    a    son,    Michael 
Stefan,  December  12,  1965 

Airin  Lee  Kim,  a  daughter,  Doris  Miwon, 
April  5,  1967 

Betty    Ann    Maruca    Wolke,    a    daughter, 
Leslie  Ann,  January   18,  1967 

Elizabeth    McFarland    Wilson,    a    daughter, 
Caroline  Daly,  June  14,  1967 

Judy    Moore    Goehring,    a    daughter,    Ellen 
Moore,  June  10,  1967 

Wilfred  Ann  Richards  Harper,  a  daughter, 
Heidi  Brooks,  Septembet  29,   1966 

Barbara    Weitsman    Marks,    a    son,    Jeffrey 
Scott,  August  27,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carol  Ashman  Briggs  (Mrs.  Keith  D.), 
SQ  121,  Braim,  Abadan,  Iran  (After 
January   1968) 

Barbara  Asche,  245  Lincoln  Avenue,  Apart- 
ment 304,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

Jean    Babb    Ersoz     (Mrs.    Namik),    2139 
Clairmont  Drive,  Bridgeville,  Pa.  15017 

Linda  Behrend  Kaufman  (Mrs.  G.  Arnold), 
Brooklandville,   Md.    21022 

Patricia     Gregory     Barrett      (Mrs.     Gerald 

Van),  1401  Beechwood  Boulevard,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15217 

Wendy    Hammond    Evarts    (Mrs.    J.    M.), 
25  Deacons  Lane,  Wilton,  Conn.  06897 

Anna  Belle  Irwin  Few    (Mrs.  W.  E.,  Jr.), 
460    Woodland    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15237 

Carol  Jeffreys  Heiser    (Mrs.    S.    S.),    1812 
Clark  Plaza,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

lnna     Komarnitsky     Hays      (Mrs.     Ronald 
M.),    5857    Creek   Valley    Road,   Edina, Minn.  55435 

Airin    Lee    Kim    (Mrs.    Jay    Won),    6278 
Upolo  Place,  Honolulu,  Hawaii  96821 

Rosemary  Leet  Stark    (Mrs.   Raymond  V.), 
37    Ferncliffe   Road,  Morris   Plains,  N.J. 
07950 

Anna   Liadis   Zervos    (Mrs.    Peter)     23415 
Edinburg  Place,  Southfield,  Mich.  48075 

Patricia  Martin  Kennedy    ( Mrs.  James  V. ) , 
2415     Collins     Road,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 15235 

Judy   Murdock   Kohl    (Mrs.   Herbert),   66 
West    88th    Street,    New    York,    NY. 
10024 

Jo  Ann  Osenider  Reames  (Mrs.  B.  E.,  Jr.), 
183   Windward   Circle,  Ormond   Beach, 
Fla.   32074 

Elaine    Rockwood    Staples     (Mrs.    Richard 

C),    66-B    Williamsburg    Square,    Wil- 
liamsville,  N.Y.  14221 

Judy  Rogers  Guy   (Mrs.  D.  M.,  Jr.),  320- 
101st    Street,    Apt.    4,    Bellevue,    Wash. 

98004 Myrna    Samuels    Blower     (Mrs.    Donald), 

4260    English    Oak    Drive,    Apt.     L-4, 
Doraville,  Ga.   30040 

Marcia  reporting: 

For  the  past  ten  years  we  of  the  Class 

of  '58  have  juggled  husbands,  babies  and 
homemaking  with  jobs,  classes,  and  com- 

munity activities — all  successfully.  Our 
babies  are  now  little  people  going  off  to 
school,  and  we  continue  to  do  much  more 
of  the  same  in  our  additional  free  time. .  .  . 

Thespian  Libby  Anthon  Petrolias  con- 
tinues enthusiastically  with  her  favorite 

pastime — summer  stock.  She  also  worked 
with  the  Playhouse  Musical  Comedy  Work- 

shop and  Actor's  Lab,  plus  some  industrial shows  and  work  at  Pitt. 

In  their  rare  leisure  hours  Jean  Babb 

Ersoz  and  her  family  are  engaged  in  deco- 
rating and  gardening  at  their  new  home. 

Jean  has  been  appointed  clinical  assistant 
professor  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
Medical  School  and  medical  director  of 

inhalation  therapy  at  the  Presbyterian  Uni- 
versity Hospital.  Both  are  certainly  im- 
pressive accomplishments. 

Two  trips  to  Canada — one  to  Montreal 
for  Expo  '67  and  another  to  Niagara  Falls 
kept  the  family  of  Benita  Biggard  Rapport 
happily  busy  during  the  year.  Part  of  their 
summer  was  spent  in  Myrtle  Beach,  South 
Carolina. 

Peggy  Burgette  Newman  is  working 
diligently  to  master  the  art  of  playing  the 
piano  and  organ.  Obie  continues  to  attend 
school. 

Our  sympathy  to  Betty  Farmerie  Seaborn 
who  lost  her  father  in  May.  Betty  writes 
that  George  has  begun  work  toward  his 

master's  degree  in  quality  control. 

I  caught  Pat  Gregory  Barrett  as  she  wa: 
on  her  way  out  the  door  of  her  new  home 
She  was  leaving  for  London,  where  hej 
husband  was  to  deliver  a  lecture.  Frorr 

there  they  planned  to  tour  Paris,  Brussels 
and  Amsterdam.  We  extend  our  deepesi 

sympathy  to  Pat  whose  mother  passed 
away,  ironcially,  on  the  same  day  hei 
daughter  was  born  last  year. 

Nancy  Galley  assumed  a  new  position  as 
assistant  professor  in  nursing  at  the  Alle- 

gheny County  Community  College.  She 
vacationed  in  Denver,  Colorado  last  yeai 
and  visited  with  Pat  Kappel  Lloyd. 

Marcia  Katz  Kresh  vacationed  in  the 

Bahamas  and  spent  some  time  in  Atlantic 
City  and  Ventnor.  She  writes  that  she  is 
now  able  to  play  whole  tunes  on  the  guitar 

and  took  a  course  at  Pitt  during  the  sum- mer. 

Martha  Lasky  Sanders  is  still  teaching 
mathematics  and  attending  graduate  school 
Paul  has  been  made  director  of  an  English 
department  at  Tech. 

The  New  Amercians  Program  in  Morris- 
town,  New  Jersey  has  a  new  chairman — 

Rosemary  Leet  Stark.  Noonie's  most  recent 
project  was  teaching  English  to  eight  adult! 
who  spoke  only  foreign  languages.  This 
led  to  her  current  job  of  organizing  tht 
facilities  to  teach  reading  and  writing  tc 
illiterate  and  semi-literate  people.  Noonit 
is  buzzing  with  enthusiasm  over  her  new 
"adventure." 

Betty  Ann  Maruca  Wolke  is  enjoying 

her  "bald  baby  girl."  Bob,  who  is  i 
nuclear  chemist,  was  promoted  to  the  rani 
of  full  professor  in  the  chemistry  depart 
ment  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Active  and  happy  is  Claire  Rubensteit, 
Sachnoff.  She  and  Ronnie  vacationed  ir 
Puerto  Rico  and  also  visited  Gettysburg 
and  New  England.  Claire  had  occasion  tc 
see  a  number  of  our  classmates  over  th< 

past  year:  Ruth  Cooper  Klodell,  Barbare 
Goodstein  Selbst,  Pat  Gregory  Barrett  anc 
Jan  Miller  Schmidt. 

Myrna  Samuels  Blower  and  Don  spen- 
the  summer  traveling  thtough  the  southerr 
states  to  decide  where  their  next  residencf 
would  be.  Don  accepted  a  teaching  posi 
tion  in  Atlanta,  Georgia,  and  after  theii 
exhausting  summer,  Myrna  looked  forwarc 
to  settling  there. 

Marilyn  Steinman  Roth  continues  t< 

work   toward   a  master's  degree  at  Pitt. 

When  Ann  Scheckter  Powell's  three  boy: 
are  not  keeping  her  busy,  she  devotes  som< 
of  her  spare  time  to  the  Allegheny  Alii 
ance,  a  liberal  independent  Democrati< 
organization  in  Pittsburgh. 

Some  of  our  classmates  who  current!} 

enjoy  a  "status  quo"  but  wish  to  senc 
regards  to  everyone  are  Kay  Harper  Kerr 
Joan  Herman  Coleman,  Dede  McFarlanc 
Wilson,  Janice  Miller  Schmidt  and  Phylli. 
Prinzo  McShea. 

Pat  Tanton  Blayden  looks  forward  tc 
reading  all  about  us,  and  also  to  seeinf 

us  when  we  "reune!" 
Biggest  news  from  the  Kublanows  i: 

that  Sam  was  promoted  to  manager  of  th< 
production  control  systems  department  ai 
I. B.M. -Endicott.  We  vacationed  with  chil 
dren  and  friends  on  Cape  Cod  this  summei 

and  made  frequent  trips  to  Pittsburgh  dur- 
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I  ing  the  year.  We  are  in  the  throes  of  build- 
ing a  house  which  provides  us  with  a 

unique  blend  of  joy  and  aggravation! 

I  enjoyed  hearing  from  so  many  of  you 
this  year.  Thank  you  for  your  prompt 
responses. 

Carol  reporting: 

Ten  years  ago  at  this  time  we  were 
deeply  involved  in  such  industrious  pur- 

suits as  tutorials,  student  teaching,  Philos- 
ophy of  Life  papers,  and  the  worrying  and 

wondering  about  after  Chatham,  what? 
Was  that  really  TEN  years  ago?  Was  that 
ONLY  ten  years  ago? 

For  Vinnie  Fichtel  time  has  been  mov- 
ing quickly.  In  June  of  this  year,  she 

accepted  a  position  as  Human  Relations 
Representative  with  the  Pennsylvania  Hu- 

man Relations  Commission.  The  Commis- 

sion's programs  include  the  investigation 
of  complaints  of  discrimination  and  edu- 

cation toward  changing  practices  and  atti- 
tudes to  achieve  equal  opportunity.  Vinnie 

finds  her  work  challenging  and  hopes  she 
may  help  to  find  some  of  the  answers  to 
the  problems. 

Barbara  Sanford  is  very  happy  with  her 
work  with  the  Farm  Labor  Service  of  the 
U.S.  Department  of  Labor  and  has  had  a 
promotion  since  last  year.  Her  responsi- 

bilities have  involved  Barbara  in  two 
Indian  conferences  in  Albuquerque  and 
Salt  Lake  City,  and  she  hoped  to  attend 
a  conference  of  Rural  Youth  in  Washing- 

ton, D.C.  in  October.  If  Barbara  takes  her 
vacation  in  Hawaii  as  planned,  she  should 
get  in  touch  with  Airin  Lee  Kim  who  has 
been  living  there  for  the  past  year.  The 
Kims  find  their  new  home  an  ideal  place 
to  live,  especially  with  two  small  children. 
They  are  hoping  eventually  to  visit  their 
home,  Korea,  since  they  have  now  come 
half  way. 

If  not  Hawaii,  how  about  a  vacation  to 
Florida  in  a  self-contained  travel  trailer? 
Freddie  Richards  Harper  says  it  is  perfect 
for  the  needs  of  a  young  family.  In  fact, 
they  are  presently  making  plans  to  pur- 

chase an  even  larger  trailer  for  future 
family  ventures.  Sandy  Whitmyre  Young 
also  believes  in  traveling  with  the  family 
at  vacation  time.  They  spent  a  week  on 
the  Outer  Banks  of  North  Carolina  on 
the  remote  island  of  Ocracoke.  Anxious 

to  see  humanity  again,  they  did  an  about- 
face  and  spent  a  week  in  one  of  the  most 

crowded  places  they  could  find —  Expo  '67. 
Winter  is  the  perfect  time  to  travel  ac- 

cording to  Inna  Komarnitsky  Hays  who 
took  six  weeks,  the  station  wagon,  and 
three  boys  across  the  mid-west  and  south 
to  California  last  February.  Perfect,  I 
suppose,  if  you  live  in  Minnesota.  How- 

ever, it  seems  April  is  not  the  month  to 
leave  sunny  Arizona  for  Pennsylvania  as 

Barbara  Bath  O'Callaghan  can  attest  to  hav- 
ing made  such  a  trip  to  visit  her  parents. 

She  ended  up  with  pneumonia  from  all  the 
rainy  weather. 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper  writes  that  the 

weather  couldn't  have  been  more  congenial 
for  their  vacation  onWolf  Lake  near  Bald- 

win and  for  their  visit  to  Interlachen 
National  Music  Camp  and  Sleeping  Bear 
Dunes.  At  home  again,  Diane  is  in  second 
grade  while  Lynda  is  on  the  waiting  list 
for  nursery  school  so  she  can  get  away 
from    Big    Bad    Bill.     At    2Vi    he    is    the 

neighborhood  bully.  Sally  Johnston  Woods 
says  that  with  both  Joey  and  Jim  in  school, 
it  has  been  quite  a  let  down  after  their 

busy  summer.  Her  work  in  the  Allen- 
town  Juniot  Women's  Club,  the  A.A.U.W., 
and  the  new  responsibility  as  alumnae 
representative  will  help  keep  Sally  busy. 

The  big  news  reported  by  Anna  hiadis 
Zervos  is  their  new  home  which  they  built 
and  moved  into  last  April.  Angelo  is  in 

first  grade,  while  Maria,  4,  is  Anna's  home companion.  Even  with  three  daughters  to 
keep  her  on  her  toes,  Barbara  Coodstein 
Selbst  managed  a  visit  to  Chatham  last 
May.  In  the  spare  time  that  Betty  Lou 

McCoy  Yermack's  three  sons  allow  her, 
she  serves  on  the  boards  of  the  League  of 
Women  Voters,  the  local  nursery  school, 
and  the  adult  school  where  she  is  teaching 
Spanish   conversation  one   evening  a  week. 

Lorrie  Edwards  Troyer  has  been  accepted 

into  Catholic  University's  master's  pro- 
gram in  nursing  and  is  anticipating  a 

"wild  year"  trying  to  meet  class  and  home 
schedules.  Barbara  Asche  completed  her 
M.S.  degree  in  nursing  education  at  Pitt 
in  April,  1967  and  moved  to  a  new  apart- 

ment in  May.  This  September  she  began 
teaching  in  the  new  nursing  department 
at  Allegheny  County  Community  College. 
Sonia  Kurtz  Matlick  also  was  granted  her 

master's  degree  in  special  education  this 
past  year  and  will  be  working  in  a  class 
of  twelve  trainable  retarded  children,  ages 

9-14,  assisted  by  a  teacher's  aide.  Eventu- ally they  will  move  into  a  school  now 
under  construction  which  will  offer  new 

and  unique  facilities  for  retarded  children. 
When  complete,  there  will  be  a  sheltered 
workshop,  residence  hall  for  part-time  care 
of  the  children,  a  pet  shop,  swimming  pool, 
and  a  day  care  center  for  the  severely 
retarded.  It  will  be  a  privilege  and  chal- 

lenge for  Sonia  to  be  part  of  this  program. 

Elaine  Rockivood  Staples  and  Pat  Gard- 
ner spent  a  marvelous  week  in  Miami 

Beach  this  summer.  Both  Elaine  and  her 
daughter  Carrie  are  in  school  this  fall, 
which  indicates  this  will  be  a  busy  year 
for  them.  A  cruise  to  Bermuda  in  May  and 
a  trip  to  Boston  in  August  were  Barbara 

Sickles  Bernstein 's  vacation  highlights.  At 
home,  Elizabeth,  4,  and  Rita,  U/z>  are 

Barbara's  delights. 
Carol  Cowley  Ross  has  just  entered  the 

"golden  age  of  chauffeuring"  what  with 
kindergarten,  junior  choir,  brownies  and 
cub  scouts,  and  Bobbie  Weitsman  Marks 
has  her  hands  full  with  her  daughter  and 
two    sons. 

Just  under  the  wire  came  a  letter  from 
Lois  Ingham  Peeler.  After  a  busy  summer 
when  she,  Yorke,  the  boys  and  the  dog 
enjoyed  their  new  camping  equipment  on 
a  trip  to  New  Brunswick  and  Nova  Scotia, 
Yorke  is  engaged  again  in  his  work  as 
minister  in  charge  of  student  work  for  the 
State  Conference  of  their  church.  Lois  will 

again  be  involved  with  high  school  stu- 
dents— she  is  referee  for  the  area  high 

school  basketball  team  and  is  thinking  of 

applying  for  the  position  of  truant  officer — 
and  is  the  advisor  for  an  ecumenical  youth 
group  from  the  Congregational,  Episcopal 
and   Roman  Catholic  churches. 

Please  make  note  that  under  the  newly- 
adopted  group  reunion  plan,  our  class  will 
hold  its  next  reunion  in  June  1969  with 

the  members  of  the  classes  of  '56,  '57,  and 

'59.  It  should  be  lots  of  fun  so  begin 
making  your  plans  now.  (Note  to  Lois 
Peeler:  Yorke  can  attend  his  10th  at 
Princeton  without  the  anticipated  argu- ment! ) 

60 Kay  McLaughlin  Elder 
(Mrs.   John   H.) 

527  Coal  Valley  Road 
R.D.  #2,  Clairton,  Pa.  15025 

Sue  Decker 
220  East  87th  Street 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 
MARRIAGES 

Susan  Gordon  to  Noel  Arnold  Levin,  Janu- 
ary  12,   1967 

Andrea  Lopen  to  Ira  H.  Jolles,  May  7,  1967 
Marjorie   Roessler   to    Doyle   W.   McDufry, 

July   8,   1967 Marcia  Smiley   to   Edward   Kung,   July   29, 1967 

BIRTHS 

Ann  Curry  Haux,  a  daughter,  Heather  V., 
November  3,  1966 

Lee    Davidson    Davidson,    a    son,    Stephen 
Roger,  May  1,   1966 

Pat   Evans    Burns,    a    son,    Thomas    Evans, 

May  5,  1967 
Betty     Goodridge     Westgard,     a     daughter, 

Anne,  November  16,  1966 
Norma    Hunt    Mahle,    a    daughter,    Anne 

Elizabeth,  June  19,  1967 
Faith  Magdovitz   Willis,  a  daughter,  Sarah 

Cathryn,  January  5,   1967 
Marjorie    Marcus    Krinzman,    a    daughter, 

Karen  June,  July  31,  1967 

Berenice  McGreiv   Fitzgerald,    twins,   Rich- 
ard James  and   Rebecca   Anne,   February 

6,  1967 
Ann  Meyer  Klein,  a  daughter,   Diane  Eve, 

October  5,  1966 
Ruth    Pincus    Gujarati,    a    daughter,    Joan, 

July  22,  1967 Nina    Rhodes    McCullough,    a    daughter, 
Sharon  Lee,  June  30,  1967 

Gayle    Thomas    Harris,    a    daughter,    Linda Anne 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Arlene  Boyda  Porter   (Mrs.  Larry  J.),  321 
Witherby  Drive,  Kettering,  Ohio  45429 

Ellen    Clark    Bode    (Mrs.    Fred    A.),    744 
Second  Street,  Dunellen,  N.J.  08812 

Sandra  DeBroff   Roth    (Mrs.   Ronald   M.), 
106    Sunset   Drive,   Mt.    Holly    Springs, 
Pa.   17065 

Barbara     Eckel     Goettler     (Mrs.     Ralph), 

2751  Kent  Road,  Columbus,  Ohio  43221 
Lauranne    Gay,     133-B     Tierney     Avenue, 

Cedar  Grove,  N.J.  07009 

Anne  Glass,   3504  Hamilton  Street,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.   19104 

Betty    Goodridge    Westgard     (Mrs.    James 
B.),     1237     North     10th    Street,    Terre 
Haute,  Ind.  47801 

Susan  Gordon  Levin   (Mrs.  Noel  A.),  145 

East  47th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 
Lucy   Gray    Gilligan    (Mrs.    Raymond    ].), 

127     Reed     Avenue,    Port    Washington, 
L.I.,  N.Y.  11050 

Enid    Gruskin    Sapira    (Mrs.    Joseph    D.), 
1248   Cherbourg   Court,   Lexington,   Ky. 
40504 

Naomi    Kipp    Smith    (Mrs.    Eugene    A.), 
%     General     Delivery,    Juneau,     Alaska 

99801 
Andrea  Lopen  Jolles    (Mrs.   Ira   H.),    185 

West    End    Avenue,    New    York,    N.Y. 10023 
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Faith  Magdovitz  Willis   (Mrs.  T.  V.,  Jr.), 
4531    Montair,   #2,   Long  Beach,  Calif. 
90808 

Berenice  McGrew   Fitzgerald    (Mrs.   James 
A.),  3349  Altamont  Drive,  Wilmington, 
Del.  19803 

Sally    Miller    Genelli    (Mrs.    Thomas    J.J, 
108  West  15th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10011 

Gail   Peters,    81    Addington   Road,   Brook- 
line,  Mass.  02146 

Ruth    P incus    Gujarati    (Mrs.    Damador), 
302  East  88th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10014 

Marjorie    Roessler   McDuffy    (Mrs.    Doyle 
W.),    %    Roessler,    385    Holiday    Park 
Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15239 

Audrey    Rosen    Sandson     (Mrs.    Gerald), 
11915  Parklawn  Drive,  Apt.  101,  Rock- 
ville,  Md.  20852 

Dorothy    Schall   Schireiger    (Mrs.    James), 
5965  Dashwood  Drive,  Bethel  Park,  Pa. 
15102 

Joan   Schultz   Shively    (Mrs.  Jon),   21730 
Napa  Street,  Canoga  Park,  Calif.  91304 
2720  Russell  Street,  Berkeley,  Calif. 

Susan  Schlotterer  Davis    (Mrs.   Philip   J.), 
2720     Russell     Street,    Berkeley,     Calif. 
94705 

Marcia  Smiley  Kung   (Mrs.  Edward),  3200 
Fifth   Avenue,   Apt.    17,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15213 

Yseult   Snepvangers,    1160    Third    Avenue, 
New  York,  N.Y.   10021 

Ellen  Snodgrass  Owens    (Mrs.  Henry  A.), 
2118    Oakdale    Avenue,    Glenside,    Pa. 
19038 

Milanie   Souza   Romanski    (Mrs.   Charles), 
3315    Valleston    Parkway,   Toledo,    Ohio 
43607 

Isabelle  Spurr  Holloway    (Mrs.   James  A., 
Jr.),    735    Grandview   Road,   York,   Pa. 
17403 

Gayle  Thomas  Harris   (Mrs.  Samuel),  818 
Green  Street,  Alexandria,  Va.  22314 

Claire  Tober,    121    Chestnut   Hill   Avenue, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19118 

Donna    Vignevic    Painter    (Mrs.    Walter), 
R.D.    #1,   Sugar  Camp   Road,   Venetia, 
Pa.  15367 

Coral  Wigent  Burke  (Mrs.  Paul  L.),  6402 
Stoneham  Road,  Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Judith     Woodruff    Laughlin     (Mrs.    W. 
Phillip),     3     Sussex    Avenue,    Chatham, 
N.J.  07928 

Susan  reporting: 

Twins  were  a  surprise  to  Jim  and  Bere- 
nice McGrew  Fitzgerald  and  they  arrived 

six  weeks  early  at  that.  Such  an  unexpected 
bounty  made  apartment  living  a  little  tight, 
so  all  four  moved  into  their  own  four-bed- 

room, two-story  colonial  house  in  Wil- 
mington. Jim  is  still  with  DuPont  but 

Berenice  has  given  up  her  test  rubes  for 
a  while. 

A  whirlwind  courtship  of  nine  weeks 
(to  the  day)  culminated  on  January  12th 
in  the  marriage  of  Sue  Gordon  and  Arnold 
Levin,  a  New  York  attorney  specializing 
in  labor  relations.  Between  trips  to  Cali- 

fornia, Arizona,  Miami,  Nassau  and  Wil- 
liamstown,  the  Levins  found  time  to 
celebrate  publication  of  the  revised  edition 

of  Arnold's  book,  Successful  Labor  Rela- tions. 

Sue  filled  me  in  on  some  class  news: 
that  Pat  Erb  Meyer  and  Phil  are  planning 

to  move  into  a  new  house  in  Virginia; 
that  Charlotte  Hogg  spent  two  weeks  in 
India  at  a  Peace  Corps  conference,  stopping 
in  Greece  on  her  way  home;  and  that 
Ginny  Long  Springen,  Keith  and  their 
three  children  are  fine. 

"Bunny"  Boonyoprasop  Osantananda,  on 
a  12-week  American  tour  with  46  Viet- 

namese women  business  executives,  was 
surprised  to  find  herself  being  interviewed 
in  Cleveland  by  Richard  Ellers,  husband  of 
Chatham    graduate    Martha    McLaughlin 

Mr.    Ellers   interviewing   "Bunny" 

Ellers  '52.  Bunny  is  research  and  planning 
chief  for  the  Thai  government's  Board  of Export  Promotion,  and  with  the  others, 
was  observing  American  business  in  action. 

Andrea  Lopen  married  Ira  Jolles,  New 

York  City's  Director  of  Taxes,  this  spring 
in  a  beautiful  (I  was  there)  ceremony  at 

New  York's  St.  Regis  Hotel.  They  honey- 
mooned in  Greece  and  Turkey,  returning 

enviously   bronzed   and   relaxed. 

Enid  Gruskin  Sapira,  Joe,  Lee  and 
Andrea  will  be  returning  to  Pittsburgh 
next  summer  where  Joe  will  take  up  his 
position  as  assistant  professor  of  medicine 
at  Pitt  Medical  School. 

Bobbie  Hesse  Tabachnick  writes  that 
Teddy  started  his  own  private  practice  in 

psychiatry  in  Pittsburgh  and  that  she's  busy decorating  his  office.  Both  Allen  and 
Jimmy  are  in  school  which  gives  Bobbie 
at  least  a  few  hours  a  day  to  be  a  lady. 

Nancy  Levendorf  Recht,  who  was  look- 
ing forward  to  the  October  visit  of  Todd 

and  Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy,  is  keeping 
busy  with  the  AAUW  Bulletin  and  as 
editor  of  the  PTA  Newsletter. 

Joanne  Kretz  Weiss  and  Frank  had  a 

pleasant  summer  "beaching"  with  2'/i- 
year-old  Gretchen,  and  enjoyed  reunions 
with  Patty  Evans  Burns,  Penny  Cherpes. 
Arlene  Campbell  Timmons,  Laurie  Gay 
and  Margie  Roessler  McDuffey.  Frank  re- 

ceived his  master's  degree  in  metallurgical 
engineering  from  Pitt  last  spring  and  is 
now  manager  of  quality  control  for  Penn- 

sylvania Engineering  Corporation  in  New 
Castle.  Fortunately  the  new  job  did  not 
require  a  move  from  their  home  in  North 
Hills.  Joanne  is  a  Great  Books  discussion 
leader  and  teaches  a  Saturday  morning 
class  in  Christian  Doctrine. 

I  quote  MAK  (Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pom- 
putius)    verbatim    as    I    hate    to    edit    her 

news.  She  writes:  "am  working  with  the 
J.  C.  Leff  Collection  learning  connoisseur- 
ship  or  museum  curatorship  plus  research 

on  my  oriental  pots  and  gee-gaws.  For 
recreation — learning  scuba  diving.  Bill  is 
in  the  process  of  publishing  another  paper 
besides  his  teaching  and  studying.  Tech- 

nically he's  a  junior  associate  staff  man  at 
V.A.  Hospital  and  part  of  the  Medical 
School  faculty  at  Pitt.  Billy,  our  8-year-old 
City  Kid,  prefers  horses  to  piano  lessons 
but  does  nicely  with  both.  Mary-Alice, 
2  years  old  (let  me  brag),  has  a  vocabu- 

lary of  over  100  words  and  probably  as 

many  curls." 
Joan  Beckley  Clark  reports  that  the 

Clarks  are  exploring  California.  This  win- 
ter, after  taking  a  ski  lodge  at  Lake  Tahoe, 

Bob  had  R.B.,  5,  Stewart,  4,  and  Emily,  3, 

all  on  skis  by  springtime.  Joan  is  involved 
in  an  arts  and  crafts  program  at  the 
Marin  County  Juvenile  Hall,  and  in  the 
planning  of  a  California  hisrorical  sites 
tour  held  in  conjunction  with  a  book  on 
the  subject  published  by  the  Junior  League. 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  is  reluctantly 
relinquishing  her  term  as  a  member  of 
Chatham's  alumnae  executive  board.  She 
enjoyed  both  a  talk  by  Dr.  Borsody  at  a 
pot  luck  supper  in  Chicago  and  dinner 
with  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Eddy  in  the  spring. 

Who  else  would  receive  her  Ph.D.  (in 

psychology  from  Emory  University)  stand- 
ing next  to  a  6'  7"  giant?  Faith  Magdovitz 

Willis,  who,  as  assistant  professor  in  so- 
ciology at  Cal  State,  found  time  to  give 

birrh  to  Sarah  Cathryn  on  January  5th. 

Next  year,  Tom  leaves  the  Navy  for  a  resi- 
dence  in   surgery   in    Atlanta. 

Our  politickers  have  been  busy:  Barbara 
Eckel  Goettler  traveling  to  New  Orleans 
and  Scottsdale  to  National  Republican  Party 
meetings  (as  well  as  moving  into  a  new 
home);  and  Amy  Markus  Kellman.  who, 
aside  from  working  two  days  a  week  at  the 
Westchester  Library  System  and  reviewing 
books  in  a  monthly  column  for  Grade 
Teachers  Magazine,  finds  time  for  the 
League  of  Women  Voters  and  the  Rye 
Democratic  Party,  of  which  Sy  is  a  com- 

mitteeman and  she  a  member  of  the  finance 
committee. 

Norma  Hunt  Mahle  quit  work  in  April 
in  preparation  for  the  birth  on  June  19th 
of  Anne  Elizabeth.  Lee  Davidson  Davidson 
writes  that  she  is  being  bullied  around 
by  the  terrible  two,  Stephen  and  Jennifer, 
but  still  finds  time  to  work  part  time  at 
the  Bookmatt. 

Pat  Evans  Burns  squeezed  in  a  trip  to 
Florida  before  the  arrival  of  her  second 
son   in  May. 

Ed  and  Claire  ]udd  Schweriner  took  a 
trip  to  Bermuda  and  enjoyed  taking  Randi 
to  the  seashore  this  summer. 

A  new  house  and  a  new  baby  were  in 

store  for  Jim  and  Betty  Goodridge  West- 
gard  this  year,  baby  Anne  joining  Billy, 
now  three.  Jim  is  still  on  the  faculty  at 
Indiana  State  University. 

Joe  and  Tela  Cohn  Zasloff  returned  to 
Pittsburgh  from  a  long  sray  in  Laos  just 
days  before  Joe  began  teaching  at  Pitt. 
Security  clearance  allowed  Tela  to  become 
more  involved  in  helping  Joe  with  his 
work  for  the  Rand  Corporation. 
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Larry  and  Arlene  Boyda  Porter  bought 
their  first  home  and  are  both  working  for 

their  master's  degrees  at  the  University  of 
Dayton. 

Greetings  come  from  Sorel  Berman,  who 
is  teaching  English  at  Brookline  High 
School,  Bobbie  Friedman  London,  who  is 
enjoying  painting,  Nancy  Cohen  Stein,  who 
is  getting  a  kick  out  of  learning  to  play  the 
guitar,  and  Ellen  Clarke  Bode,  who  is  tak- 

ing courses  for  her  elementary  teaching 
certificate,  substituting,  and  enjoying  camp- 

ing and  square  dancing  as  a  family. 

Another  quote  I  can't  bear  to  leave  out 
comes  from  Ann  Curry  Haux:  "Heather 
V.  Haux — born  November  3,  1966.  Good 
thing  George  likes  women!  Three  girls, 
me,  girl  dog,  cat,  and  as  of  April,  girl 
horse.  His  only  ally  was  our  canary  named 

Herbert  and   he  died   last  winter.   .    .   ." 

I'm  still  addicted  to  New  York  and  over 
compulsive  when  it  comes  to  my  job  which 
(shades  of  my  tutorial!)  is  fund  raising 
account  executive  for  the  Roger  Baldwin 
Foundation  of  the  American  Civil  Liberties 

Union,  that  is,  its  tax-exempt  arm.  Any 
ideas  from  any  civil  libertarians,  latent 
or  otherwise,  would  be  welcomed! 

Kay  reporting: 

Address  changes  figure  strongly  in  our 

classmates'  news.  Joan  Shultz  Shipley's 
husband  Jon  got  that  Ph.D.  in  metallurgy 
from  Case  Institute  of  Technology  and 
then  accepted  a  position  with  Atomic  In- 

ternational, a  division  of  North  American 
Aviation.  Joan  gives  California  life  rave 
notices! 

Husbands'  transfers  re-located  Dibbie 
Spurr  Holloway  and  Judy  Woodruff  Laugh- 
lin.  Beth  Laughlin  began  first  grade,  and 
sister  Anne  is  in  nursery  school.  The 
Holloways  enjoyed  seeing  George  and 
Ann  Curry  Haux  and  their  three  beautiful 
girls  on  the  way  home  from  a  Canadian 

vacation.  Dibbie  is  doing  Children's 
Theater  for  Junior  League  and  working  in 
the  x-ray  department  of  York  Hospital. 

Dottie  Schall  Schweiger  loves  their 
brand  new  house  and  is  busy  installing 
the  lawn,  drapery  rods,  etc.  Former  owners 
of  the  home  Walt  and  Donna  Vignevic 
Painter  bought  had  already  put  in  finish- 

ing touches — including  a  38'  x  30'  heated 
swimming  pool! 

Her  last  State  Register  closed — for  awhile, 
anyway — Marjorie  Roessler  McDuffey  and 

Doyle  spent  a  month's  honeymoon  in 
Las  Vegas  and  Southern  California.  Doyle's 
job  requires  a  lot  of  travel,  but  they  are  in 
Houston  just  now. 

The  Kungs  (Marcia  Smiley)  are  hooked 
on  a  new  sport:  sailing.  This  with  golf, 
tennis,  skiing  and  her  job  in  Chatham 
Admissions  leaves  Marcia  little  spare  time 
to  learn  to  cook  (or  not  overcook)  Chinese 
food.  Husband  Ed  is  a  research  supervisor 
with  Jones  and  Laughlin. 

Claire  Tober  has  been  a  social  worker  at 

Woodville  State  Hospital,  and  began  an- 

other master's  degree  in  September  at  the 
University  of  Pennsylvania  with  work  at 
Haverford  State  Hospital  as  part  of  her 
placement. 

In  early  August,  Naomi  Kipp  Smith  was 
packing    for    a    move    to    Juneau,    Alaska, 

where  Gene  will  be  a  budget  and  manage- 
ment analyst  for  the  state. 

Jane  Patterson  will  finish  the  "twenty- 
fifth  and  last  grade,"  her  senior  residency 
in  OB-GYN  at  Kaiser  Hospital  in  Los 
Angeles  in  June. 

A  quick  resume  of  Marilyn  Mercur's 
singing  activities:  participation  in  a  four- 
week  Mozart  Symposium  conducted  by 
George  Schick  of  the  Metropolitan  Opera, 
followed  by  well-received  performances  of 

"Marriage  of  Figaro"  in  Brevard,  North 
Carolina  and  Chautauqua,  New  York.  She 
sang  holiday  services  in  the  Catskills  in 
October.  Touring  Boston  and  environs  and 

attending  Andrea  Lopen's  beautiful  and 
elegant  wedding  rounded  out  the  year. 

Our  deep  sympathy  goes  to  Joan  Munroe 
on  the  death  of  her  father.  Oral  exams 

passed,  Joan  has  only  the  thesis  to  finish 
for  her  Ph.D. 

The  peripatetic  Wrights  (Anne  McChes- 
ney  Smith)  have  traveled  all  over  the 
southeastern  and  central  United  States. 
Anne  worked  with  Head  Start  last  summer. 

Debbie  Rothman  Phillips  finished  a 
summer  internship  in  school  psychology 
and  will  continue  another  through  the  year 
along  with  a  part-time  position  as  school 
psychologist  in  Plainsboro,  New  Jersey. 
Meanwhile  little  Ronald  is  one  year  old — 
the  age  of  exploration. 

Adding  to  her  many  social  and  com- 
munity activities,  Glenda  Rich  Debroff  is 

looking  forward  to  being  active  on  the 
Alumnae  Association  nominating  commit- 
tee. 

Mothers  of  four  new  daughters,  Ruth 
Pincus  Gujarati,  Ann  Meyer  Klein,  Nina 
Rhodes  McCullough,  and  Gayle  Thomas 
Harris,  send  greetings.  Gayle  is  still  with 
the  Legislative  Reference  Service  and  is 
redecorating  the  new  home.  Nina  hopes 
to  get  back  to  reading  chemical  formulae 

on  the  job  this  fall — if  she  hasn't  for- 
gotten how! 

Squibs  on  other  classmates:  Jack  and 
Laddie  Lochner  Kruiten  took  their  girls 
to  Holland  for  ten  weeks  with  his  family 
there.  Getting  a  brand  new  home  built 
and  decorated  plus  volunteer  work  at  the 
local  mental  health  clinic  occupies  Marcia 

Rubinoff  Rosenthal.  Just  one  trip  to  Ber- 
muda and  a  couple  to  Florida  for  Jane 

Sanford  this  year!  Carole  Smith  Petro  is 
taking  two  courses  at  Canisius  College  and 
working  with  the  Buffalo  Historical  So- 

ciety. As  reward  for  her  work  since  college 
graduation,  Anita  Gessler  Hecht  has  been 
promoted  to  assistant  to  the  treasurer  and 
controller  of  a  major  publishing  house. 
Pat  Ross  Stoycos  enjoys  the  Lancaster 
AAUW  and  singing  in  a  choir  there. 
Teaching  Vacation  Bible  School  gave  Mary 
Peck  Galloway  two-thirds  of  a  notion  to  go 
back  to  work.  Hank  Huston  (Jill  Putnam 
Huston)  is  assistant  principal  in  the  North 
Allegheny  School  System.  And  Bette  Node! 
Balk  sends  regards. 

Jay  Elder  began  first  grade  across  the 
street  from  our  new  home,  which  is  about 

as  "decorated"  as  it  could  be  in  a  busy 
and  happy  year.  Visiting  Bill  and  Carole 
Smith  Petro  and  their  bright  little  girls 
highlighted  a  long-weekend  trip  to  Expo '67  this  fall. 
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Laura    Campbell 

5502  Kentucky  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Barbara  Friedell  Moore 
(Mrs.  Elgin  N.) 

5812   Howe   Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Lila    Latham    McGrouther 
(Mrs.  Robert  M.,  Jr.) 

3300  Clay  Street 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  94115 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts (Mrs.  Stanley) 

55  Argyle  Park 
Buffalo,  NY.  14222 ENGAGEMENTS 

Nancy  McQuillan  to  Peter  Bolanis 
Judith  Mitchell  to  Richard  Rodzinski 
Mildred  Stewart  to  James  Cooke  McGough. 

A   December  wedding   is  planned. 

MARRIAGE 

Susan  Berg  to  C.  Henry  Veit,  May  28, 
1967 

BIRTHS 

Nanci  Bennett  Thieme,  a  son,  Alfred 
Thieme  III,  July   1967 

Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins,  a  daughter, 
Katherine  Traylor,  June  2,  1967 

Nancy  Dax  Biamonte,  a  daughter,  Nicole, 

July  1967 Barbara  DeAngelis  Helmstadter.  a  daugh- 
ter, Susan,  January  23,  1967 

Lisa  Elers  McCraren,  a  son,  Peter  Alexan- 
der, March  26,  1967 

Jane  Hardimon  Libbing,  a  son,  Kenneth 
Frederick,  June  2,   1967 

Julie  Helgesen  Keiluhn,  a  son,  John  An- 
drew, September  13,  1967 

Marva  Jo  Hard  Harris,  a  son,  Eugene 
Edward,  Jr.,  adopted  March  8,  1967, 
born  July  19,  1966 

Katie  Kerrigan  Miller,  a  daughter,  Frances 
Karen,  March  11,  1967 

Karen  Leyonmark  Geary,  a  daughtet,  Leslie 
Jewel,  March  9,  1967 

Sally  McGuigan  Dauer,  a  son,  John  Lloyd, 
October  7,  1966 

Shirley  Neely  Brown,  a  son,  Thomas  Scott, 
April  21,  1967 

Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman,  a  daughter, 
Laura  Danielle,  July  17,  1967 

Jane  Saunders  Pauline,  a  son,  Douglas 
Stuart,  August   7,   1967 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel,  a  son,  James  Walter, 
April  5,  1967 

Nancy  Stein  Elman,  a  daughter,  Deborah 
Ann,  January  23,  1967 

Georgette  Vernaccini  Coombs,  a  daughter, 
Susan  Georgette,  January  28,    1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nanci  Bennett  Thieme  (Mrs.  Alfred,  6110 
Brook  Drive,  Falls  Church,  Va.  22044 

Susan   Berg    Veit    (Mrs.    C.   Henry),    101 
Mayfair     Drive,     San     Francisco,     Calif. 
94118 

Carol  Black  Radack   (Mrs.  David  H),  222 
Aikane    Street,    Kailua,    Oahu,    Hawaii 

96734 Pat  Brauman  Wolf   (Mrs.  Aaron),  Elmen- 
dorf    Air    Force    Base,    30-352E    Cherry 
Drive,  APO  Seattle,  Wash.  98742 

Margie   Brown,    M.D.,    202    Hunton    Hall, 
Medical  College  of  Virginia,  Richmond, 
Va.  23219 

Alice  Carson  Scott    (Mrs.  David  J.),   120 
Willow  Drive,  Lower  Burrell,  Pa.  15069 
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Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins  (Mrs.  Harry 

P.),  559  Terrance  Avenue,  N.E.,  Atlan- 
ta, Ga.   30307 

Dottie  Christman  Lilja  (Mrs.  John),  2017 
Girard  Avenue  South,  Minneapolis, 
Minn.   55405 

Sara  Clarke  Veil  (Mrs.  F.  W.),  6  Box- 
wood Court,  Huntington  Station,  L.I., 

N.Y.    11746 
Sara  Dalglisb  Torrence  (Mrs.  R.  J.),  2591 

Locust  Lane,  Allison  Park,  Pa.  15101 
Nancy  Dax  Bi-amonte  (Mrs.  A.  J.),  944 

Park  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 
Barbara  DeAngelis  Helmstadter  (Mrs. 

Dan),  Parmenter  Road,  Route  1,  Hud- 
son, N.H.  03051 

Barbara  Elder  Streveler  (Mrs.  G.  P.),  Na- 
tional Park  Service,  Glacier  Bay  Na- 
tional Monument,  Gustavus,  Alaska 

99826 
Liza  Elers  McCraren  (Mrs.  J.  P.,  Jr.), 

Route  1,  Box  4,  Dexter,  N.M.  88230 
Ruth  Goldberg  Checker  (Mrs.  Armond), 

1202  Oliver  Road,  Huntington  Valley, 
Pa.  19006 

Susan  Goldstein,  2000  South  Eads  Street, 
Apt.   208,  Arlington,  Va.   22202 

Juliana  Helgesen  Keiluhn  (Mrs.  John 
H.),  3  Connecticut  Street,  West  Bar- 
rington,   R.I.   02806 

Marvo  Jo  Hord  Harris  (Mrs.  Eugene), 
840  Cherokee  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15219 

Jean  Karakitsos  V  aseliades  ( Mrs.  Lee ) , 
920  East  Houston,  Pasadena,  Texas 
77501 

Lynn  Leister  Rojahn  (Mrs.  Theodore  C), 
10-6  Calle  Salamanca,  Torrimar,  Baya- 
mon,  Puerto  Rico  00619 

Jean  MacDougall  Roche  (Mrs.  Miles),  17 
Aylesbury   Drive,  St.  Louis,  Mo.   63132 

Sally  McGuigan  Dauer  (Mrs.  John  L.), 
300  Broadway,  Dobbs  Ferry,  N.Y.  10522 

Nancy  McQuillan,  925  St.  James  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Jeannette  Mikkelson  Lamar  (Mrs.  William 
P.),  1804  Oak  Street,  Manhattan  Beach, 
Calif.  90266 

Judith  Mitchell,  317  West  105th  Street, 

#5-D,  New  York,  N.Y.   10025 
Etta  Mueller  Moredock  (Mrs.  M.  J.), 

Albuquerque  Academy,  6400  Wyoming 
Boulevard,  Albuquerque,  N.M.   87111 

Barbara  Rogers,  345  East  69th  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

Judith  Schenk  Eley  (Mrs.  John  W.),  4322 
Rowalt  Drive,  #102,  College  Park,  Md. 
20740 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride  (Mrs.  Richard 

L. ),  777-A  Boulevard  East,  Weehawken, 
N.J.  07087 

Susan  Starzynski,  209  West  Newton  Street, 
Boston,  Mass.  02116 

Ann  Fox  Stebbins,  2587  South  Bayshore 
Drive,  Apt.  H3-F,  Miami,  Fla.  33133 

Lee  Tarullo,  5405  Walnut  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15232 

Sherwood  Trautman  Freeman  (Mrs.  Wil- 
liam R.),  7192  Park  Manor  Place, 

Bethel  Park,   Pa.    15102 

Georgette  Vernaccini  Coombs  (Mrs.  Rob- 
ert T.),  3831  Irongate  Lane,  Bowie, 

Md.  20715 

Ethel  Woefel  Fiderer  (Mrs.  Gerald),  7203 
Cresheim  Road,  Philadelphia,  Pa.   19119 

Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  (Mrs.  John  J.), 
8  Allendale  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Alice  Yankura,  Box  83,  South  Salem,  N.Y. 
10590 

Ginger  reporting: 

After  two  years  and  50,000  miles  through 
20  countries  in  Europe,  Scandanavia,  Eng- 

land, Africa,  the  Middle  East  and  some- 

where behind  the  "iron  curtain,"  Lee Baratelli  has  returned  to  the  U.S.A.  and 

plans  to  sit  and  do  nothing  requiring  seri- 
ous thought  for  at  least  two  months.  Lee, 

after  21/2  years  with  IBM,  sold  everything 
and  with  a  friend  set  out  to  see  the  world. 

They  hitchhiked,  lived  the  life  of  perma- 
nent students  on  holiday,  and  had  all  the 

added  excitement  of  fleeing  the  floods  in 
Italy  and  being  in  Israel  working  when  the 
war  broke  out  in  June.  Lee  encourages 
everyone  to  do  what  she  did  and  guarantees 
you  will  return  looking  and  feeling  younger 
and  immediately  start  planning  your  next trip. 

Nanci  Bennett  Thieme,  who  has  spent 

the  last  two  to  three  years  writing  me  let- 
ters about  the  social  and  economic  con- 

ditions of  Thailand  and  Brazil,  was  now 
only  able  to  write  me  about  her  new 
interest,  son  Alfred.  At  the  very  bottom 
of  the  card  Nanci  was  able  to  squeeze  in 

some  information  on  Al's  new  position 
with  the  Intra-American  Development 
Bank,  and  commented  that  for  actually 

living  in  the  USA  again,  the  Thieme's  ate finding  it  quite  an  interesting  country. 
Nanci  also  mentioned  that  Joan  Schafer 

Tatum,  x'62,  had  come  to  Falls  Church 
from  Newport  News  for  a  short  visit. 

The  big  news  from  Sue  Berg  Veit  is 
the  announcement  of  her  marriage  in  May. 
Sue  is  still  working  for  the  San  Francisco 
Regional  Office  of  the  OEO  in  Community 
Action  Programs. 

Carol  Black  Radack  dashed  off  a  note  to 
me  as  she,  Dave,  and  Danny  were  driving 
across  country  from  Washington  to  San 
Francisco.  The  Radacks  destination  was 
Pearl  Harbor.  Dave  was  transferred  by 
IBM  and  Carol  writes  that  they  are  looking 
forward  to  an  exciting  two  years  in  Hawaii. 

Sue  Black  Eluell  dashed  off  a  quick  note 

to  report  that  the  Elwell's  are  having  a  ball 
in  Niger  and  are  waiting  for  Chatham 
visitors  whom  they  can  take  touring.  Sue 
writes  that  one  of  the  great  assets  of  Niger 
is  that  the  government  is  one  of  the  most 
progressive  and  stable  in  Africa. 

In  June  Margie  Brown  received  her 
M.D.  and  is  now  officially  Dr.  Brown, 
currently  serving  her  pediatric  internship 
at  the  Medical  College  of  Virginia  in  Rich- 

mond. Margie  has  not  made  definite  plans 
yet  for  a  specialty  but  is  considering  pathol- 

ogy along  with  pediatrics.  Congratulations, 
Margie,  and   best  wishes   for  the  future. 

Traveling  and  settling  into  a  new  job 
has  kept  Faith  Buchner  quite  busy  this 
year.  Faith  is  now  working  in  the  per- 

sonnel department  of  the  City  of  Phila- 
delphia where  she  is  responsible  for  writ- 

ing job  announcements,  reviewing  applica- 
tions and  preparing  examinations  for  a 

number  of  positions.  She  is  enrolled  in 
course  work  at  University  of  Pennsylvania 
which  will  be  relevant  to  the  new  job. 

Every  year  Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins 
seems  busier  than  the  year  before.  This 
year  Chitty  has  kept  up  the  whirlwind 
pace  with  a  fast  Christmas  trip  to  Los 
Angeles     (where    she    talked    briefly    with 

Elaine  "Casey"  Kessler  Rubin),  Mexico, 
Las  Vegas  and  the  Grand  Canyon.  In 
June  Katherine  arrived,  and  in  September 
the  Hopkins  left  Houston  to  settle  in 
Atlanta  where  Harry  is  assistant  professor 
of  chemistry  at  Georgia  State. 

It  seems  as  though  most  of  the  people 
I  heard  from  have  recently  moved  or  are 
in  the  process.  Dottie  Christman  Lilja  and 
John  returned  to  Minneapolis  at  the  end  of 
August.  They  have  bought  a  five-bedroom, 
sixty-year-old  house  in  the  city,  and  as  if 
this  were  not  enough,  Dottie  is  expecting 
to  do  some  part-time  work.  John  recently 
joined  Dura-Process  Company  as  comp- 
troller. 

Sally  Clarke  Veil  has  been  settled  in 
Huntington  Station,  Long  Island  almost  a 

year.  Sally's  husband  Fred  was  promoted and  transferred  last  November  by  Koppers 
Company,  Inc.  He  is  now  the  manager  of 
industrial  relations  at  the  Farmingdale 

plant. 
Nancy  Dax  Biamonte,  husband  Fted, 

and  baby  Nicole  are  looking  forward  to 
spring  when  they  will  leave  Manhattan 
for  a  house  in  the  country.  By  then  her 
husband  will  be  in  a  new  job  which  will 
take  him,  (and,  hopefully,  wife  and  baby) 
to  Europe  frequently. 

Newly  settled  in  a  four-bedroom  house 
on  45  acres  full  of  apple  trees  and  blue- 

berries are  Barbara  DeAngelis  Helmstadter, 
Dan  and  the  two  children.  They  have  been 

busy  getting  acquainted  with  the  country- 
side and  the  people,  and  have  ventured  to 

the  ocean  and  to  Boston,  less  than  an  hout 

away,  for  sightseeing.  Barb  extends  a  wel- 
come to  any  Chathamites  living  in  the 

area. 

To  round  out  the  world-wide  distribu- 

tion of  this  part  of  the  class  of  '62  we  find Pat  Brauman  Wolf  in  Alaska  for  the  next 

three  years.  Pat's  husband  Aaron  com- pleted his  residency  in  psychiatry  in  June 
and  is  now  in  the  Air  Force. 

A  postcard  from  Betsy  Cording  reported 
that  she  had  just  returned  from  a  trip 
to  the  Pennsylvania  mountains,  and  was 
looking  forward  to  visiting  her  roommate 

at  Chatham,  Joseftna  "Titi"  Baradello,  who 
was  married  in  April  and  is  now  living  in 
Washington,   D.C. 

Ann  Fox  Stebbins,  in  a  note  to  the 
alumnae  office,  sent  her  new  address  and 
accounted  for  the  years  since  she  left 

Chatham: — graduation  from  State  Univer- 
sity of  Iowa,  one  year  at  Katherine  Gibbs 

School  in  New  York,  thtee  years  with 
a  brokerage  firm  in  Chicago,  followed  by 

an  operation  for  a  spinal  fusion  in  Septem- 
ber 1965.  Now  recovered,  she  is  living, 

working  and   enjoying  the  sun  in   Florida. 

The  past  year  has  managed  to  slip  by, 
like  the  one  before,  without  my  noticing. 

My  moving  and  traveling  have  been  cur- 
tailed, but  in  April  I  extended  a  business 

trip  into  pleasure  and  visited  Lynn  Leister 
Rojahn  in  Coral  Gables,  Florida.  I  was 
glad  to  have  the  opportunity  to  see  Lynn 
and  Ted  because  shortly  after  I  returned  to 
Pittsburgh  Lynn  wrote  that  they  had  been 
transferred  to  Puerto  Rico.  Recently  I  was 
roused  out  of  bed  by  a  phone  call  from 

Susan  Baird  Blake,  x'62.  Susie  and  David 
and    the    children    were    driving    back    to 
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Detroit,  where  David  is  a  member  of  the 
,  faculty   at  Wayne   State  University.     It  has 
been  good  hearing  from  you  all,  even 
.though  the  response  was  only  50%! 

Barbara  reporting: 
Word  from  the  second  section  of  the 

[ '  alphabet  suggests   that   the   stork   has   been 
'busy  this  year: — 4  boys  and  1  girl.  Liza 
Elers  McCraren  and  her  husband,  proud 
parents  of  Peter,  are  still  living  in  New 
Mexico.    Jane  Hardimon  Libbing  and  Fred 

'  have  bought  some  property  in  Quebec  on 
the  St.  Lawrence  where  they  plan  to  spend 

:  summers  with  their  family.  Here  in  Pitts- 
burgh, Marva  Jo  Hord  Harris  and  Eugene, 

.  in  addition  to  adopting  a  son,  Eugene,  Jr., 
have  moved  into  a  new  home. 

The    Keiluhn's    just    made    the    deadline 
with  news  of  Jon,  born  on  September  1 3th. 

:  Jack  and  Julie  are  living  in   Rhode  Island 
where  Jack   is   in   the   Navy   doing  photog- 

raphy work. 

In  addition  to  being  a  wife  and  mother, 

•  Katie  Kerrigan  Miller  is  starting  back  to 
1  teaching  and  this  summer  she  worked  on 
:  her   master's   at    Indiana    University.     Katie 
reports  that  Fran  Dunlop  has  completed 

'  work   on    her   master's   at   Penn   State,   and 
is  teaching  in  Rochester,  New  York.  Katie's 

,  daughter,   incidentally,   is   Fran's    namesake. 
Marty   Haase  Carson   and    Bonnie   Entin 

Perlman  both  write  that  they  are  busy  with 

1  family    and    community    activities.     Marty 
'  and  Buck's  three  boys  are  growing  rapidly: 
Billy  is  in  first  grade  and  Bobby  in  nursery 

1  school.     This    summer   the   Carsons   visited 

'  Pittsburgh  with  the  Elmans  (Nancy  Stein), 
:  the  Deems  (Marcia  Hammond)   and   Craig 
and  Gail  Payne  Bryan. 

Joyce  Helsing  Marlowe  and  Claude,  still 

'  in  Tennessee,  have  bought  a  house  which 
;  they     are     busy    painting    and     plastering. 
This  summer  the  Marlowes  were  visited  by 

:  Sherry    Trautman    Freeman    and    her   three 
daughters. 

Vicki  Hartung,  as  usual,  is  a  wealth 
of  information  about  classmates.  The  apart- 

ment on  Marchand  Street  is  still  open 
house  for  transients  of  the  Chatham 
variety.  In  addition  to  a  busy  social  life, 
Vicki  also  is  working  on  her  M.S.  in 
history,  and  playing  hockey.  Linda  Clinton 
Eaton  and  Charles  and  their  three  daugh- 

ters visited  in  Pittsburgh  this  summer  with 
Vicki. 

I've  become  a  full-time  student  once 
again,  at  Pitt  where  I  am  working  for  my 

master's  in  music.  Thank  you  all  for  your 
response  to  the  Recorder.  I'd  like  to 
answer  all  of  your  letters  personally  but 
.  .  .  this  will  have  to  suffice. 

Lila  reporting: 

Lynn  Leister  Rojahn  describes  San  Juan, 

Puerto  Rico  as  a  "tropical  paradise."  She and  Ted  are  now  settled  in  their  new  home 
and  invite  anyone  passing  through  to  please 
look  them  up. 

Karen  Leyonmark  Geary  is  managing  to 
take  care  of  her  six-month-old  daughter, 
and  help  Jim  develop  a  museum  and  a 
Civil  War  battlefield  right  in  the  heart  of 
Shenandoah  Valley.  She  invites  anyone 
traveling  that  way  to  stop  by  and  perhaps 
play  a  round  of  golf — their  house  is  virtu- 

ally  surrounded   by   an   eighteen   hole   golf 
course. 

Rhoda  Cramer  Yanus  finds  time  to  be 
active  in  some  community  organizations, 
but  most  of  her  time  is  spent  taking  care 
of  her  daughter.  Carol  Black  Radack  and 
family  stopped  overnight  at  her  house  on 
their  way  to  their  new  home  in  Hawaii. 

Elaine  Kessler  Rubin  visited  Pittsburgh 
in  September  and  stayed  overnight  in  the 
dorm  with  her  sister  Alice,  a  senior  at 
Chatham.  She  describes  it  as  giving  her  a 

"strange  feeling,"  and  says  it  brought  back a  lot  of  memories.  She  and  Phil  have 

been  making  weekend  trips  to  San  Fran- 
cisco, Lake  Tahoe,  and  Palm  Springs. 

Casey  is  still  teaching  first  grade,  while 
Phil  develops  his  dental  practice  in  Los 
Angeles. 

Dottie  Mar  Villers  is  also  teaching,  but 
on  the  high  school  level,  and  she  has 
finished  her  M.S.  degree  at  the  University 
of  Southern  California. 

Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  is  excited 

about  Vince's  change  of  jobs.  He  is  now 
a  resident  counsel  for  the  Associates  Dis- 

count Corporation.  Both  he  and  Connie 
are  involved  in  the  Allegheny  County 
Young  Republicans;  Connie  is  art  editor 
for  its  publication. 

Judy  Mitchell  is  pursuing  her  interest  in 
art  by  taking  night  courses  at  Columbia 
University.  She  is  working  at  Columbia, 
helping  M.A.  and  Ph.D.  candidates  locate 
college  teaching  posts  throughout  the  world. 
Her  greatest  enthusiasm  is  reserved  for 

her  fiance  "of  New  York  City  and  Rome, 
Italy."  She  spent  a  month  in  Italy  this 
summer  and  hopes  to  be  married  a  year 
from   now. 

Many  of  our  classmates  will  be  delighted 

to  hear  of  Nancy  McQuillan's  engagement 
to  Peter  Bolanis,  a  favorite  of  the  '62 
Chathamites.  Nancy  has  begun  a  new  job 
as  fashion  coordinator  at  Saks — with  four 
months  of  the  year  off!  She  reports  that 
Dee  Stuart  is  vacationing  in  the  British 
Isles. 

From  the  Erie,  Pennsylvania  Times-News 
we  learn  that  Etta  Mueller  Moredock  and 
her  husband  have  left  that  city,  where  he 
was  a  minister  at  the  Church  of  the  Cove- 

nant, to  go  to  New  Mexico  where  he  is 
now  teaching  religion  and  philosophy  at 
Albbuquerque  Academy,  and  serving  as 
chaplain  of  the  private  school  for  boys. 

Your  secretary  has  begun  her  fourth  year 

teaching  eighth-graders  in  one  of  Oakland's poverty  areas.  Once  again,  I  am  enjoying 
it  more  than  ever.  I  am  quite  dedicated  to 
these  children — they  are  so  deserving  of 

one's  affection.  I  had  the  opportunity  to 
spend  one  month  on  a  Federal  project 
this  summer  in  which  I  developed  curricu- 

lum which  would  be  meaningful  for  the 
disadvantaged  youth  of  the  district.  My 
contact  with  Chatham  friends  has  contin- 

ued. Bob  and  I  spent  a  terribly  funny 
afternoon  with  Susan  Berg  Veit  and  Elaine 
Kessler  Rubin  and  their  respective  hus- 

bands last  Christmas.  Recently,  Sally  Mc- 
Guigan  Dauer  surprised  and  delighted 
me  by  calling  from  New  York  and  talking 
for  a  half  hour!  Regretably,  I  said  goodbye 
this  month  to  Renee  Georgian  Boulis.  She 
left  San  Francisco  for  Georgia,  as  Matt 
was  transferred  there  on  the  last  leg  of  his 

Army  committment.    Thanks  for  everyone's 
response.   Hope  to  hear  from  you  next  year. 

Terri  reporting: 

Congratulations  to  Barbara  Rogers  who 
completed  her  requirements  for  an  M.S.  at 
Simmons  College  in  January  and  is  now 
employed  as  a  reference  librarian  at  the 
Federal  Reserve  Bank  of  New  York.  Ellen 
Schreiber  McBride  also  has  a  new  job  as 
an  art  editor  for  Holt,  Rinehatt  and  Win- 

ston in  the  textbook  depattment.  After  a 
year  of  travel  in  Europe,  Ellen  and  Richard 
are  now  living  in  New  Jersey  with  a  beau- 

tiful view  of  the  New  York  skyline.  Rich- 
ard is  with  Nopco  Chemical  Company  in 

Newark. 

Plenty  of  new  houses  to  report  this  year! 
Nancy  Stein  Elman  wishes  she  had  more 

time  to  "putter,"  but  between  new  baby 
Deborah,  teaching  at  Pitt,  and  finishing 

her  Ph.D.  thesis,  she's  a  busy  gal.  Nancy 
and  Mary  did  reunion  with  Marty  Haase 

Carson  and  "Her  Three  Sons,"  Marcia 
Hammond  Deem,  and  Gail  Payne  Bryan, 
when   Marty   visited   Pittsburgh. 

Amy  Parker  Doty  and  Richard  spent 
much  of  their  summer  painting  their  house 

and  planning  a  new  patio.  Amy  is  a  full- 
time  housewife  in  the  summer,  but  once 
school  resumes  and  Richard  returns  to 
teaching  in  Rochester,  Amy  becomes  a 

part-time  research  technician  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Rochester  Medical  Center. 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel's  house  has  turned 
out  to  be  a  "perpetual  project!"  The 
Naftel's  summer  plans  included  a  three- 
week  antique  hunting  expedition  in  New 

England  (after  which  they  may  need  an- 
other home  just  for  storage,  according  to 

Gail).  Sara  Lynn,  now  four  years  old,  is 
still  ttying  to  decide  whether  or  not  little 
Jim  can  stay. 

Sherwood  Trautman  Freeman  also  re- 
ports a  new  address,  but  this  time  they 

can't  quarrel  with  their  neighbors.  On  one 
side  they  have  racing  horses!  Sherwood, 
Bill  and  his  own  stable  of  girls  ( Sher- 

wood, Anne  and  Meighan )  traveled  to 
Kingsport,  Tennessee  to  see  Claude  and 
Joyce  Helsing  Marlowe  and  all  enjoyed 
the  visit  immensely. 

"Class  of  '62  artist  makes  good"  may  be 
the  headline  in  the  Pittsburgh  newspapers 
any  day  now.  Zoe  Warwick  Sherman,  who 
is  teaching  oil  painting  for  the  art  depart- 

ment of  the  Upper  Saint  Clair  Women's Club,  does  commission  portraits  and  paints 

for  herself,  has  been  chosen  as  the  "great 
artist"  in  her  Women's  Club  sponsored 
art  show  at  the  big  local  shopping  center. 

Son  Chris  approves  of  Mommy's  other 
"involvements:"  Hospital  Auxiliary  unit 
chairman,  Arts  and  Crafts  Center  teacher 
and  student,  and  occasional  substitute 
teaching.  Peter  Sherman  is  now  with 

Ugite  Gases  Incorporated.  Zoe's  blue ribbons  for  painting  would  go  well  with 

Sonny  Sohnlein  Harsh' s  and  Donald's trophies.  The  Harshes  belong  to  a  sports 
car  club  and  try  to  find  a  rally  to  attend 
every  weekend.  With  more  confidence  and 
equipment,  they  may  move  from  the 
novice  class  to  the  expert  category.  Sonny 

stays  in  rally  "shape"  by  chauffering  Mike 
to  nursery  school,  but  Donald  drives  him- 

self  to   classes.    He   is   working   full   time 
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for  Chemical   Abstracts   and   part  time  on 
his    Ph.D.    in   chemistry. 

When  my  card  arrived,  Penny  Ulman 
Schwartz  and  husband  Michael  were  tour- 

ing Europe  in  a  Karman  Ghia.  Penny's 
mother  reported  that  Penny  had  been  at- 

tending Johns  Hopkins  day  school  and  had 

only  one  course  to  complete  her  master's degree  work,  but  the  trip  was  too  good 
to  pass  up. 

Judy  Schenk  Eley  and  John  traveled 

during  the  summer,  too.  They  claim  they've become  enthusiastic  campers,  after  a  trip 

ro  Expo  '67  with  a  stopover  at  the  Thou- 
sand Islands.  Judy  and  John  reunioned 

with  Alice  Carson  Scott,  Dave  and  David. 

Judy  is  still  working  on  a  part-time  basis 
with  the  National  Academy  of  American 
Sciences,  while  John  prepares  for  his 
Ph.D.  comprehensive  examinations  in  po- 

litical  science. 

On  their  regular  trip  to  the  Daytona 

"500,"  Gail  Payne  Bryan  and  Craig  took 
Cragie  and  Laura  along  for  their  first 
look  at  the  ocean.  To  recuperate  ( ? ) , 
Craig  and  Gail  had  a  vacation  by  them- 

selves in  Virginia  Beach  before  settling 
down  for  the  asphalt  season. 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar  writes  that  twins 
are  lots  of  fun  after  the  hectic  first  few 
months.  Sara  has  even  found  time  to  take 
a  few  courses  in  sewing  and  painting. 
Ken  Delmar  keeps  busy  with  his  yard, 
Army  Reserves  and  his  musical  combo. 
Does  Ken  occasionally  play  a  trumpet 
lullaby  for  Shea  and  Shari,  Sara? 

In  the  "not-much-new-but-regards-to-all" 
category,  we  have  Georgette  V ernaccini 
Coombs  who  is  busy  with  a  new  baby  and 
a  new  house,  Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman, 
and  Jane  Saunders  Pauline,  who  has 

"evened-off"  her  family  with  arrival  of 
Douglas  to  balance  Beth,  3. 

It's  hard  to  know  where  to  begin  re- 
porting the  events  of  the  Zionts  family. 

We  left  our  house  in  Calcutta,  India  on 
March  31st  and  spent  two  months  travel- 

ing through  the  Middle  East,  Europe  and 
England  with  our  two  sons,  David,  3V^> 
and  Michael,  2.  The  children  were  re- 

markably adaptable  and  moderately  inter- 
ested. Our  trip  was  far  easier  once  we 

picked  up  our  Volkswagon  camper-bus 
and  quit  plane-hopping.  We  returned  to 
the  U.S.  on  May  31st  and  spent  a  month 
in  Pittsburgh  so  the  children  and  their 
doting  grandparents  and  great-grandparents 
could  get  re-acquainted.  Early  in  July,  we 
moved  to  Buffalo  where  Stan  is  a  professor 
at  the  State  University  of  New  York  at 

Buffalo.  We've  made  two  visits  to  Pitts- 
burgh since  our  move  and  have  finally 

consolidated  our  three  households:  Pitts- 
burgh, Calcutta  and  traveling.  We  even 

added  a  puppy,  a  miniature  Schnauzer  we 

call  Bina  Das,  to  complete  our  "air  of  per- 
manence." After  a  year  of  British-style 

nursery  school  in  Calcutta,  David  is  en- 
tranced by  American  methods  and  toys  at 

his  new  school.  Michael,  Stan  and  I  are 
doing  the  work  of  our  eight  servants  in 
India  and  enjoying  being  back  in  the 

U.S.  We're  not  promising  to  stay  home, 
however.  Once  the  ttavel  bug  has  bitten — ! 
Stan  is  arguing  for  South  America  next, 

but  I'm  holding  out  for  Australia!  A 
final  word  of  thanks  for  all  those  on  my 
list  who  found  the  time  to  answer  my 
queries. 
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Nancyann  Greco  Moran 

(Mrs.  Lawrence  A.) 

27  Golden  Hill  Street,  2-8 
Milford,  Conn.  06460 

Martha   Richards   Cummings 
(Mrs.  Robert  V.) 

Carriage  House,  Apt.  F-3 
126  Jamesville   Avenue 
Syracuse,  N.Y.    13210 

Carolyn   Tamplin    Ward 
(Mrs.  David   B.) 

Building    12-P-3 Governors   Island 

New  York,  N.Y.   10004 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner 
(Mrs.  John  N.) 

5254-A  McNeil  Drive,  South 
Ft.  Bliss,  El  Paso,  Texas  79906 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Karen  Gemassmer  to   Dr.   Dielrich   Ehle 

Claudia  Grogan  to  William  Charles  Bren- neisen,  Jr. 

Sandra  Heisler  to  Harvey   Shapiro 
Sue  Johnson   to   Lt.   George  J.   Pollin 

MARRIAGES 

Judith   Germaux  to   Robert   Jo   Page,   May 
6,   1967 

Virginia   Host    to    Robert    E.    Himmelrich, 
August  12,  1967 

Marcia  Mann   to  E.  Bruce  Butler,  July   1, 1967 

Mary    Ann    McCormick    to    James    Linden 
Tucker,  September  9,  1967 

Ronnie   Rittmaster  to   Joseph   M.   Brenner, 
September  1967 

Alice  Elizabeth  Ropes  to  John  J.  Turnbull, 
October  2,  1967 

Jo    Ann    Rymer    to    Robett    P.    Lightcap, 
August  6,  1966 

Linda  Simmons  to  Robert  Lawrence  Bacon, 
May  20,  1967 

BIRTHS 

Catherine    Barley    Paiste,    a    son,    Dillwyn 
Parrish  V.,  August  22,  1967 

Phyllis  Fox  Catz,  a  daughter,  Sheryl  Lynn, 
June  9,   1967 

Millie  Grossman   Zacher,   a   daughter,   Jill, 

July  23,   1967 
Doris     Haukland     Nielssen,     a     daughter, 

Ingrid  Karen,  July  6,  1966 
Suanne    Pollack    Singer,    a    son,     Andrew 

Carl,  February  28,   1967 
Sally    Taylor    Pleasants,    a    son,    Matthew 

Taylor,  December  26,  1966 
Sally  TerBush  Drescher,  a  daughter,  Kristen 

Croll,  July  8,  1967 
Linda    Weinberg    Rosenzweig,    a    daughter, 

Amy  Claire,  January  6,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sandra    Allen    Jensen     (Mrs.    Patrick    V.), 
636   S.    W.   Maplecrest   Drive,   Portland, 
Ore.   97219 

Mary    August    Taylor     (Mrs.     Job,     III), 
River   House,    1600   South   Joyce   Street, 
Arlington,  Va.  22202 

Harriet    Bass    Little    (Mrs.    Timothy    F.), 
1 14    North    Willard    Street,    Burlington, 
Vt.    05401 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman  (Mrs.  Russell), 
1852  South  Dahlia  Street,  Denver,  Colo. 

80222 
Ellen     Brown     Derby     (Mrs.     Glenn    E.), 

1816     Smith     Lane,     Arlington,     Texas 

76010 

Christine    Burley,    401     East    89th     Street, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Barbara   R.    Caplan.    115    East    9th    Street, 

#12-J,  New  York,  N.Y.   10003 
Mary  Case  Snow   (Mrs.  Kenneth  B.;,   131 

Ocean  Street,  Lynn,  Mass.  01902 
Suzanne  F.  Clewell,  3435  R  Street,  N.W., 

Washington,  D.C.   20007 
Joyce    Cordelia    Cheiv     (Mrs.    Milton    C, 

Jr.),   Aberdeen   East   Apartments,   A-ll, 

Sutton  Drive,  Matawan,  N.J.  077 '47 Carol    Daugherty    Heierman     (Mrs.    John 
H. ),   51   Intervale  Lane,  Roslyn  Estates, 
L.I.,  N.Y.   11577 

Dorothy     Driscoll    Smock      (Mrs.     Robert 
W.),    2325    Illinois    Road,   Northbrook, 
111.  60062 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker    (Mrs.   James  W.), 
5586    Carter    Street,    Apt.    1,    Petshing 
Park,  Fr.  Hood,  Texas  76544 

Phyllis  Fox  Catz    (Mrs.   Sanford  J.),   309 
Llewellyn  Road,  Ambler,  Pa.  19002 

Margaret  Frye   Wilcox   (Mrs.  A.  H.),   136 
West   Aliens   Lane,   Bldg.   E,   Apt.    3-D, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19119 

Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt    (Mrs.   George 
C),   Woodmere   Drive.    Hanover,   N.H. 
03755 

Judith    Germaux   Page    (Mrs.    Robert    J.), 
323  West  Pine  Street,  Wake  Forest,  N.C. 27587 

Millicent   Grossman    Zacker    ( Mrs.   Jules ) , 

52-700  Welch  Road,  Bethayres-Hunting- 
don  Valley,  Pa.   19006 

Susan   Haskell   Clokey    (Mrs.    Frank),    13 
Aspen  Court,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Wendy  Haskell,   1129  Beacon  Street,  Apt. 
4,  Brookline,  Mass. 

Sandra    Heisler,    Day    Hollow    Road,    R.D. 

#1,  Owego,  N.Y.   13827 
Virginia   Host   Himmelrich    (Mrs.    Robert 

E.),  834  Washington  Avenue,  Apt.  610, 
Carnegie,  Pa.   15106 

Garland  Mackroth,  Landovet  House,   3201 
Landover  Street,  Alexandria,  Va. 

Marcia.    Mann    Butler     (Mrs.    E.    Bruce), 

240  N  Stteet,  S.W.,  Apt.  E-711,  Wash- 
ington,  D.C.   20024 

Nancy    McBride    French     (Mrs.    Donald), 

505    West    University    Parkway,    Balti- 
more, Md.  21210 

Mary  Ann  McCormick  Tucker  (Mrs.  James 
L.),    48    Groveland   Terrace,   Apt.    113, 
Minneapolis,  Minn.  55411 

Nancy  Moore  Orlando   (Mrs.  Richard  A.), 
9  Oriole  Avenue,  Providence,  R.I.  02906 

Barbara  Morgan  Bevis    (Mrs.  Donald  M.), 
1151    York    Street,    Apt.    504,    Denver, 
Colo.   80206 

Barbara  Muller  Siegel    (Mrs.   F.   W.,  Jr.), 
5320  Roswell   Road,  N.E.,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

30305 
Nancy   Munson   McCormack    (Mrs.    James 

B.),   36   Dora  Avenue,  Waldwick,  N.J. 07463 

Susan    Offill,    235    East    87th    Street,   Apt. 
12-H,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Catherine  Parrish  Bauer  (Mrs.  Edward  G.), 
5222    Glenhill    Avenue,    N.E.,    Canton, 
Ohio  44705 

Nancy  Pierson  Tolley   (Mrs.  John  P.),  201 
Osage  Lane,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15208 

Tracy   Quarry,    %   The  American   Institute 
for  Foreign  Trade,  Thunderbird  Campus, 
Phoenix,   Ariz.    85001 

Rebecca  Rife,   5507   Elmer  Street,  Apt.   5, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Ronnie  Rittmaster  Brenner    (Mrs.   J.   M.), 
1005  Barracks  Street,  New  Otleans,  La. 
70116 
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Alice  Ropes  Turnbull  (Mrs.  John  J.), 
Flat  7,  24  Rosella  Street,  Munnumbeena, 
Victoria,  Australia   (until  1-1-68) 

Jo  Ann  Rymer  Lightcap  (Mrs.  Robert 
P.),  210  Toner  Street,  Latrobe,  Pa. 
15650 

Toba  Schwaber,  3412  Janellen  Drive,  Balti- 
more, Md.  21208 

Linda  Simmons  Bacon  (Mrs.  R.  Lawrence), 
4424  Reservoir  Road,  N.W.,  Washing- 

ton, D.C.  20007 

Laura  Smith,  3020  O  Street,  N.W.,  Wash- 
ington, D.C.  20007 

Bonnie  Taschler,  %  Milton  College,  De- 
partment of  Speech  and  Drama,  Milton, 

Wise.  53563 
Sally  Taylor  Pleasants  (Mrs.  John  M.), 

5924  North  Washington  Boulevard,  Ar- 
lington, Va.  22205 

Sally  TerBush  Drescher  (Mrs.  Donald  R.), 
2466  Giant  Oaks  Drive,  Upper  Sr.  Clair, 
Bridgeville,  Pa.  15017 

Suzanne  Ward  Flanigan  (Mrs.  Barry),  99 
Copeland  Road,  N.W.,  B-46,  Atlanta, 
Ga.  30305 

Bette  Watson  Merchant  (Mrs.  M.  David), 
%  Harvey  Martens,  Maxwell  School, 
Syracuse  University,  Syracuse,  NY. 
13210    (after  January  1968) 

Linda  Weinberg  Rosenzweig  (Mrs.  Rich- 
ard L. ),  6922  Meade  Street,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa.  15208 

Joanne  Zweig  Friedman  (Mrs.  Leonard 
M.),  260  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15206 

Carolyn  reporting: 

Mary  August  Taylor  is  working  at  the 
Smithsonian  Institution  as  a  research  as- 

sistant to  Dr.  Martin  Buzas  in  the  Depart- 
ment of  Invertebrate  Paleontology.  Her 

husband  Job  is  a  Lieutenant  in  the  Navy 
and  an  aide  to  Vice  Admiral  Masterson. 

"Times  don't  seem  to  change  much," 
wrote  Joan  Bailey.  "Here  I  am  getting 
ulcers  over  a  thesis  again."  She  received 
her  master  of  philosophy  degree  in  June 
and  is  now  busy  on  her  thesis  for  her 
doctorate,  after  which  she  would  like  to 
teach. 

Harriet  Bass  Little  moved  from  Marlboro 
College  to  Burlington  where  her  husband 

Tim  is  getting  his  master's  degree  in 
European  history  at  the  University  of 
Vermont.  Harriet  is  working  as  a  secretary 
to  the  Director  of  Student  Activities  at 
the  University. 

Still  sounding  like  the  Chamber  of  Com- 
merce, Karen  Blomquest  Struckman  extends 

a  welcome  to  anyone  traveling  through 
Colorado  to  stop  and  stay  with  them  in 
their  new  home.  One  very  exciting  news 
item — anyone  driving  by  Manitou  Springs, 
Colorado,  towards  Pikes  Peak  next  summer 

will  drive  over  one  of  her  husband  Russ's 
bridges  (he's  a  design  engineer  for  the 
Colorado  State  Highway  Department). 
Karen  also  mentioned  that  Barb  Caplan 
visited  her  in  August.  Besides  visiting 
Karen  on  her  trip  out  west,  Barb  stopped 
to  see  Bibi  Boles  in  Los  Angeles  and  Marty 
Fay  Africa  in  San  Francisco.  When  I 
talked  with  Barb  the  first  week  in  Septem- 

ber, she  was  recuperating  from  a  busy  first 
day  of  teaching  at  The  Hewitt  School  in 
New  York  City,  where  she  teaches  art  at 
the  elementary  level  and  lectures  on  art 
history  at  the  secondary  level. 

After  a  "fun  packed"  leisurely  year  of 
teaching  in  Bermuda,  Suzanne  Cleuell  is 
back  in  Washington,  D.C.  teaching  an  un- 

graded class  of  seven,  eight,  and  nine- 
year-olds  in  Montgomery  County,  Mary- 

land. She  spent  a  busy  summer,  too,  com- 

pleting work  for  her  master's  degree  in elementary  education  at  Lehigh  University. 

Dorothy  Cohn  Porper  is  teaching,  too, 

at  Churchill  High  School  while  her  hus- 
band finishes  his  senior  year  as  a  dental 

student   at   Pitt. 

Joyce  Cordelia  Chen's  little  Gabrielle 
is  like  most  14-month-olds — busy  every 
moment!  Joyce  plans  to  take  her  second 
sculpture  course  and  perhaps  some  paint- 

ing lessons  this  year,  while  her  husband 
Milt  is  working  for  Bell  Labs.  Joyce  saw 
Kitty  Barley  Paiste  and  Grace  Wilson  in 
Boston  this  summer.  Joyce  and  Milt  also 

have  frequent  visits  from  Valerie  Valen- 
tine. 

After  having  completed  all  course  re- 
quirements for  her  doctorate  in  clinical 

psychology,  Carol  DelaMotte  has  accepted 
a  job  as  the  first  staff  psychologist  at 
Cuyahoga  County  Department  of  Child 

Welfare's  new  Metzenbaum  Children's  Cen- 
ter. The  Center  serves  as  a  receiving  home 

for  children  who  must  be  taken  from  their 
homes  and  who  will  eventually  be  placed 
in  foster  homes.  In  addition,  Carol  hopes 
to  complete  her  dissertation  this  year,  as 
well  as  serve  on  the  advisory  committee 
for  the  special  music  therapy  program  for 
mentally  disturbed  and  retarded  children 
at  the  Cleveland  Music  Settlement  School. 

Another  busy  one  is  Grace  Emley  who 
says  she  begins  work  at  6:45  A.M.  and 
gets  out  of  class  at  6:30  P.M.  Grace  is 

enrolled  in  a  master's  degree  program  at 
Western  Michigan  University  in  Kala- 

mazoo, and  she  is  also  taking  a  course  at 
the  University  of  Michigan  where  she  con- 

tinues to  work.  Grace  is  also  writing  a 

paper  for  publication  soon. 

Dorothy  Evans  Fulton  is  working  three 
days  a  week  as  a  placemenr  specialist  with 
retarded  residents  at  Western  State  School 
and  Hospital  in  Canonsburg,  Pennsylvania. 
Dottie  finds  her  job  of  developing  job 
openings  in  the  community  and  doing 

job  placements  for  residents  in  the  "dis- 
charge" unit  very  interesting  and  challenge- 

ing,  plus,  she  says,  it  gives  her  more  time 
with  Laurel. 

This  past  summer  Beverly  Fretz  Nelson 
attended  the  Univetsity  of  Colorado 
(Boulder)  for  graduate  work  in  adult 
basic  education,  and  now  she  is  conducting 

adult  education  tutoring  programs  in  mid- 
Missouri  for  a  nine-county  regional  agency 
of  the  Office  of  Economic  Opportunity. 
Her  husband  Charles  is  an  assistant  pro- 

fessor of  political  science  at  the  University 
of  Missouri. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  our  associate 
members  once  again. 

Catherine  Barley  Paiste  took  time  to 

dash  off  a  letter  before  the  two  o'clock 
feeding  of  her  new  baby,  Wyn.  New 
baby,  plus  two  English  setters,  makes  quite 
a  house-full.  Kitty  was  very  excited  to  tell 
of  her  success  at  playing  Cupid — Grace 

Wilson  plans  to  marry  one  of  the  Paiste's best  friends  in  October. 

Christine  Burley  is  still  enjoying  her 
work  at  the  New  York  Hospital  and  plans 

to  start  graduate  work  in  nursing  at  New 
York  University  some  time  this  year. 

Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther  is  not  only 
keeping  herself  busy  raising  two  boys, 
ages  4  and  2,  but  also  in  organizing  an 
Arts  Fair  for  the  Junior  League  of  Reading. 
It  will  be  a  two  and  three  dimensional 
show  for  all  the  Berks  County  art  students 
in  the  secondary  schools.  Her  husband 
George  is  the  Deputy  Secretary  of  Labor 
and  Industry  with  the  Shafer  Administra- tion   in   Harrisburg. 

As  for  your  reporter,  Carolyn  Tamplin 
Ward,  my  husband  Dave  and  I  have  finally 
settled  in  New  York  City  where  Dave  is 
stationed  with  the  Coast  Guard  for  the 

next  two  and  one  half  years.  We're  in  a 
perfect  spot — on  Governors  Island — just 

off  the  tip  of  Manhattan  with  a  bitd's  eye 
view  of  Miss  Liberty  and  a  10  minute 
ferry  ride  away  from  the  big  city.  I  love 
my  new  job  with  the  American  Field 

Service — I'm  "looking  after"  (through  let- 
ters and  visits)  75  foreign  students  from 

32  countries  who  have  come  to  the  U.S. 
to  srudy  in  high  schools  arcoss  the  country 
for  a  year.  I  know  what  a  popular  place 
New  York  is  for  trips  or  short  visits,  and 

we'd  welcome  any  and  all  to  come  see 
us  on  our  island. 

Marty  reporting: 

In  a  chatty  note  Ruth  Anne  Majer 
Bengston  reported  that  she  gave  a  full 
length  recital  at  Chatham  last  April.  She 

is  continuing  as  Mr.  Wichmann's  assistant at  the  Shadyside  Church.  Husband  Bruce, 
who  is  organist  and  choir  director  at  Fox 
Chapel  Presbyterian  Church,  gave  three 
recitals  in  New  York  last  spring. 

After  two  wonderful  years  at  Tiffany's in  New  York  as  the  assistant  to  the  vice 
president  and  later  personnel  secretary, 
Marcia  Mann  Butler  is  now  living  in 
Washington,  D.C.  where  her  husband 

Bruce  is  working  on  his  master's  degree  in international  law  at  Georgetown  and 
George  Washington  Universities. 

Traveling  on  a  stern-wheelet  steamboat 
down  the  Ohio  and  Cumberland  Rivers 

("just  like  Mark  Twain")  gave  Nancy 
McBride  French  a  real  taste  of  river  life 

this  past  summer.  While  Nancy  is  teach- 
ing math  at  Roland  Park  Countty  School, 

Maryland,  her  husband  Don  is  serving  his 
assistantship  at  Roland  Park  Presbyterian 
Church. 

We  send  besr  wishes  to  Mary  Ann  Mc- 
Cormick  Tucker  on  her  recent  marriage. 
Her  husband  Jay  is  a  third  year  student 
at  the  University  of  Minnesota  Law  School. 
Mary  Ann  is  continuing  as  speech  pathol- 

ogist at  Kenny  Rehabilitation  Institute  in 
Minneapolis. 

Graduate  srudy  at  the  University  of 
Michigan  in  a  joint  program  of  educarion 
and  psychology  is  keeping  Barbara  Morris 

Stock  busy.  Barbara's  two  major  projects 
for  the  fall  semester  were  teaching  an 

educational  psychology  course  at  the  Uni- 
versity and  working  on  a  projecr  involving 

elementary  students  in  a  perceptual  experi- 
ment measuring  kinesthetic  after  effect. 

Barbara  and  her  husband  Lee,  who  is  a 
senior  medical  student  at  the  University, 
will  be  moving  to  San  Francisco  for  four 
months  in  Janaury  where  Lee  will  be 
working  with  an  opthalmologist  until  his 
intetnship  begins. 
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Barbara  Mueller  Siegel  writes  from 
Atlanta,  where  her  husband  Fred  is  a 
sales  engineer  with  Alcoa,  that  she  is 
doing  part-time  library  work.  The  Siegels 
have  recently  acquired  an  English  sheepdog 
which  they  plan  to  show  and   breed. 

An  invitation  to  visit  comes  from  Nancy 
Munson  McCormack  who  recently  moved 
into  a  four-bedroom  huse.  Daughter  Erin 

is  now  "swimming  for  real"  and  talking 
constantly.  Nancy  also  writes  that  she 
plans  to  go  back  to  substitute  teaching  one 
day  a  week  starting   in  January. 

After  working  for  the  summer  at  the 

Reader's  Digest  Almanac  doing  research 
and  some  copy  editing,  Susan  Offill  re- 

turned rhis  fall  to  teaching  at  the  Dalton 
School  in  New  York  City.  Sue  mentioned 
in  her  note  that  she  occasionally  sees 
Barbara  Caplan  and  Nancy  Beal. 

Building  a  new  home  is  keeping  Candy 
Parrish  Bauer  involved.  Her  husband  Ed 

changed  jobs  in  July  and  is  now  a  re- 
search metallutgist  for  Metallurgical  Engi- 

neer United  Engineering  Foundry.  Candy 

adds  that  little  Brian   "is  into  everything." 
Angela  Patrizio  Smith  received  her 

master's  degree  in  education  in  June.  She 
is  teaching  sixth  grade  in  Montgomery 
County,  Maryland  while  her  husband  Wally 
works  as  computer  consultant  for  Inform- 

atics, Inc.  This  past  summer  Angela  taught 

two  classes  of  beginning  bridge  for  chil- 
dren ages   12-14. 

The  Urban  Redevelopment  Authority  of 
Pittsburgh  now  claims  the  talents  of  Nancy 
Pierson  Tolley  who  works  there  as  an 
administrative  aide.  (This  position,  Nancy 
wrote,  was  formerly  held  by  Chathamite 
Judy  Launer  Palkovitz).  Her  co-workers 
include  Suzie  Callas  Francis,  Jeri  Dona- 

hue and  Emmy  Hill.  Nancy's  husband 
John  is  an  engineer  with  Westinghouse 
Electric. 

Associate  class  membet  Bonnie  Podolsky 

Theiner  is  working  on  her  master's  degree 
in  counseling  and  guidance  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Pittsburgh  Graduate  School  of  Edu- 
cation. She  is  also  busy  tutoring  Hebrew 

and  teaching  a  synagogue  confirmation 
class.  Her  husband  Micha  is  assistant  pro- 

fessor of  biological  sciences  and  chemistry 
at  Carnegie-Mellon  University. 

Volunteer  work  for  the  hospital  and  the 

hospital  wives'  groups  keeps  Suanne 
Pollack  Singer  active.  Her  husband  How- 

ard is  senior  resident  in  pediatrics  at  Akron 

Children's  Hospital.  Other  big  news  from 
the  Singers  was  the  arrival  of  Andrew 
Carl. 

Tracy  Quarry  has  had  an  exciring  year. 
She  went  to  Hawaii  last  December  for  a 

"two  week  vacation,"  came  home  in  March 
and  left  again  for  Hawaii  after  two  weeks. 
While  there,  she  worked  for  Avis-Rent-A- 
Car.  She  returned  from  Hawaii  Septembet 
10  to  begin  working  for  a  degree  in 
foreign  trade  at  the  American  Institute  for 
Foreign  Trade  in  Phoenix,  Arizona. 

Since  graduation  Nancy  Redmond  has 
studied  art  and  Italian  in  Florence  which 
she  described  as  a  marvelous  experience; 
taught  leading  and  arithmetic  to  adults  on 
a  government  program  in  Utica,  New 
York;  and,  worked  and  studied  at  the 
University  of  Chicago  while  also  taking 
courses    at    the    Art    Institute    of    Chicago 

In  order  to  combine  her  interests  in  art 

and  education,  she  is  a  full-time  student 
this  year  at  the  Art  Institute. 

Best  wishes  also  go  to  associate  class 
member  Alice  Ropes  Turnbull  on  her 
recent  marriage.  Her  husband  John  is  a 
Banhen,  Australia  Rules  Football  Umpire. 

Alice  writes,  "After  the  first  of  the  year, 
it's  high  adventure  for  the  Turnbulls  as  we 
sightsee,  work  and  visit  our  way  around 

the  woild." Rob  and  I  (Marty  Richards  Cummings) 
are  now  living  in  Syracuse,  New  York 
where  Rob  is  a  first-year  resident  in  ob- 

stetrics and  gynecology  at  the  Upstate 
Medical  Center.  I  am  working  as  a  claims 
representative  for  the  American  Mutual 
Insurance  Company. 

Nancy  reporting: 

It's  back  to  teaching  again  for  many  of 
our  classmates  this  year.  Jo  Ann  Rymer 
Lightcap  is  teaching  English  in  the  Latrobe 
Junior  High.  She  and  husband  Robert,  an 
attorney,  vacationed  in  New  England  this 
summer  and  stopped  in  New  Hampshire  to 
visit  Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt,  husband 
Chris  and  daughter  Greta  in  their  new 
home.  Susan  Uptegraff  Endersbe  is  also 
teaching  while  husband  Robert  is  busy 
working  and  attending  Rutgers.  Bonnie 
Taschler  is  now  an  instructor  in  the  Speech 
and  Drama  Department  of  Milton  College 
in  Wisconsin.  Bonnie  returned  last  spting 
from  eight  months  in  Europe  where  she 
worked  as  an  education  counselor  for  the 

Army  in  Germany,  taught  in  the  overseas 
division  of  the  University  of  Maryland  in 
Turkey  and  traveled  to  Greece,  Italy  and 
Austria.  She  plans  to  return  to  Getmany 

again  in  the  summer  and  is,  in  the  mean- 
time, busy  directing  a  play. 

Congratulantions  to  Janet  Saperstein 

Slifkin  who  received  her  master's  degree from  Pitt.  She  is  teaching  at  Peabody  again 
and  is  developing  into  a  gourmet  cook  in 

her  spare  time,  much  to  husband  Malcolm's 
delight.  Another  classmate  in  the  Pitts- 

burgh area,  Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig  is 

working  at  Pitt  toward  a  master's  in  li- brary science.  When  she  is  at  home,  young 
daughter  Jessica  keeps  her  busy.  Sally 
TerBusb  Drescher  is  also  in  the  Pittsburgh 
area  once  again.  The  Dreschers  spent  last 
Christmas  in  Arizona  and  California,  with 

a  "wild  weekend"  in  Las  Vegas,  and  then 
returned  to  Akron  to  complete  the  move  to 
Pittsbutgh  and  a  new  house.  The  arrival 
of  daughter  Kristen  in  July  has  helped  to 
keep  Sally  busy. 

From  around  the  world  in  Karachi, 
Pakistan,  comes  a  fascinating  letter  from 
Bette  Watson  Merchant.  Bette  is  working 
for  the  Investment  Advisory  Center  of 
Paksistan  while  Dave  is  an  intern  with 
the  American  Embassy  Office.  Since  Dave 
is  enrolled  in  the  Masters  of  International 
Public  Administration  Program  at  Syracuse 
Universtity,  Bette  and  Dave  will  not  be 
returning  to  Syracuse  until  August  of 
1968.  Bette  writes  that  Karachi  is  an 
interesting  city  to  live  in  and  that  they 
have  enjoyed  discovering  Pakistan.  She 

writes,  "Perhaps  the  most  interesting  aspect 
of  Pakistan  is  its  Islamic  nature — for  Amer- 

icans, a  religious  state  is  most  intriguing, 

if   frustrating   at   times." 
Busy  new  mother  Linda  W einberg 

Rosenzweig  is  working  on  her  master's  in 

history  this  year.  She  finds  her  time  quite 
filled  by  two  new  projects:  lovely  daughter 

Amy  and  the  new,  old  house  she  and  Rich- 
ard have  bought  and  are  in  the  midst  of 

refurnishing. 

From  Michigan,  Mary  Ann  Wrigley 
Church  reports  that  she  is  using  her  spare 
time  to  redecorate  her  house  and  refmish 
some   furniture. 

News  of  new  jobs  comes  from  two  class- 
mates. Linda  Young  has  traded  students 

for  computers  and  is  enjoying  being  a 
programmer  for  IBM  in  White  Plains, 
New  York.  Joanne  Zweig  Friedman,  while 
furnishing  a  new  apartment  and  continu- 

ing her  graduate  studies  at  Pitt,  has  taken 
on  the  added  responsibilities  of  being  as- 

sistant director  of  Pitt's  Testing  Service. 

After  her  May  wedding  in  Washington's National  Cathedral,  Linda  Simmons  Bacon 
and  her  husband  spent  two  weeks  on  the 
island  of  Hawaii  and  one  week  in  San 

Francisco  visiting  relatives.  Linda  is  work- 
ing as  an  archivist,  editing  the  Woodrow 

Wilson  Papers  at  the  Library  of  Congress. 

News  of  new  jobs,  too,  comes  from 
some  of  our  associate  members.  Karen 

Rumstedt  Babb  has  a  new  job  as  a  "mail- 
man," which  she  reports  is  quite  an  ex- 

perience. She  and  Al  still  find  time  to 
enjoy  their  ranch  and  son  Paul  who  is  in 
kindergarten  this  year.  Sally  Taylor 
Pleasants  writes  of  her  new  son  Matthew 

and  of  John's  promotion  to  manager  of  the 
Institute  Cleaning  Plant.  Suzanne  Ward 
Flanigan  reports  that  they  love  Atlanta, 
where  they  have  moved  since  Barry  was 
promoted  to  district  manager;  they  also 
love  their  new  boxer  puppy. 

Larry  and  I  have  returned  to  Milford 
and  to  a  new  apartment.  (I  feel  com- 

pletely qualified  to  write  a  handbook  on 
moving! )  Larry  is  working  at  Yale  as  a 
research  assistant  and  is  also  completing 

his  master's.  I  am  in  my  fourth  year  of 
teaching  French  and  still  enjoying  it. 
Thanks  for  the  good  response.  We  always 
welcome   visitors. 

Linda  reporting: 

After  2  years  in  Iran,  Garland  Mackroth 
is  back  in  the  States  teaching  third  grade 

at  a  Washington,  D.C.  girls'  school.  Upon completion  of  her  teaching  tour  in  Tehran, 
she  worked  in  a  film  (James  Bond  type!) 
and  traveled  extensively  through  Russia, 

India,  Pakistan,  Afganistan,  Kuwait,  Tur- 
key, Egypt,  Israel  and  Lebanon.  She  was 

back  in  time  to  be  in  Linda  Simmons' 
May  wedding  and  reports  frequent  visits 
with  M.  C.  August  Taylor. 

Another  traveler,  Judy  Germaux  Page, 
toured  in  India,  Israel,  Jordan,  Egypt, 

Greece,  Italy,  London  and  Amsterdam  on 
her  way  home  from  her  Peace  Corps  as- 

signment in  Thailand.  Newly  married  to  a 

seminary  student,  she  is  a  reading  special- 
ist in  a  North  Carolina  elementary  school 

district. 

After  mastering  Swahili,  Millie  Gross- 
man Zacher  and  Jules  are  at  home  in 

Philadelphia  far  from  the  Peace  Corps  in 
Kenya,  Africa.  Jules  is  a  systems  analyst 
with  National  Drug  and  working  on  a 
M.A.  in  international  economics,  while 
Millie  is  trying  to  find  time  to  squeeze  in 
the  credits  for  her  Ph.D.  in  English  in 
between     feedings     for     baby     Jill.      The 
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Zachers    hope    for    an   overseas    assignment 
with  Richardson-Merrill  Drugs. 

Retired  math  teacher  Doris  Haukland 
Nielssen  is  a  full-time  homemaker  now 
that  baby  Ingrid  is  here,  and  hopes  to 
experiment  with  some  of  those  recipes  she 
has  been  clipping  from  magazines  and 
never  tried.  The  Nielssens  bought  a  sum- 

mer cottage  on  a  lake  and  enjoy  fishing, 
sailing,  Canadian  sunsets,  and  a  fireplace 
in  the  evening.  Another  former  teacher, 
Jane  Hantman  Perrin  will  be  basking  in 
the  Florida  sunshine  while  Ronald  serves 

his  2-year  residency  at  Tyndall  Air  Force 
Base  in  Panama  City.  Julie  Givner  Rep- 
penhagen  also  retired  from  teaching  and  is 
busy  raising  a  new  floppy-eared  schnauzer. 
Things  have  been  quiet  on  Long  Island 
except  for  some  skiing  last  winter  and 
visits   with   Nancy   Alunson   McCormack. 

New  careers  are  the  news  for  several 

classmates.  After  completing  her  master's in  social  work  from  the  University  of 
Connecticut,  Wendy  Haskell  is  working 
at  Beth  Israel  Hospital.  She  divides  her 
time  between  case  work  with  indigent 
families  and  patients  in  the  psychiatric 
clinic.  Wendy  extends  a  warm  welcome  to 
anyone  living  or  visiting  in  the  Boston 
area.  Gwenn  Gurnack  is  now  a  full  copy- 

writer for  Lennen  and  Newell,  Inc.  Adver- 
tising in  New  York.  She  is  taking  courses 

at  the  New  School  of  Social  Research. 
Her  former  roommate  Margie  Frye  Wilcox. 

who  has  a  newly-acquired  master's  in  li- 
brary science,  is  a  children's  librarian  with 

the  Free  Library  of  Philadelphia  while 
husband  Chub  finishes  his  final  year  of  law 
school. 

From  Germany,  Karin  Gemassmer  sends 
news  of  her  engagement  to  Dr.  Dielrich 
Ehle,  a  lawyer.  She  plans  to  receive  her 
diploma  from  the  University  of  Cologne 
in  political  science  and  economics,  and  to 
be  married  next  summer.  Claudia  Grogan 
has  set  her  wedding  date  for  November. 
She  is  still  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
as  the  assistant  director  of  admissions. 
Another  prospective  bride,  Sue  Johnson, 
is  still  hard  at  work  teaching  in  Red  Bank, 
New  Jersey.  She  reports  that  former  class- 

mate Pam  Cox  Moore  has  a  baby  girl, 
Tracy,  and  is  living  in  Virginia  where  her 
husband   Pat   is   a  Naval   physician. 

Happy  to  be  back  in  Pittsburgh  is  Sue 
Haskell  Clokey  who  is  busy  job-hunting 
while  husband  Frank  practices   law. 

News  from  Bourbon  Street  is  that  resi- 
dent Mary  MacConnell  Ferry  is  now  the 

assistant  chairman  of  the  Archbishop 
Chapelle  English  department  and  advisor 
to  the  Literary  Club  and  a  student  literary 
journal. 

Jan  Kessling  Boese's  main  "work"  is 
baby  Kirsten  who  is  bi-lingual  at  19 
months.  Jan  has  taken  a  German  course 
to  keep  up  with  her  daughter  and  plans 
to  add  French.  Klaus  is  associated  with  the 

Fidelity  Bank  in  Philadelphia  in  the  in- 
ternational division.  The  big  adventure 

for  the  Boeses  this  year  was  a  flight  to 

Seattle  to  visit  Klaus's  grandmother  and  the 
Pacific  Northwest.  Judy  Wentuorth  visited 
Jan  on  a  trip  to  Philadelphia  and  there 
are  frequent  visits  with  Phyllis  pox  Catz 
who  lives  only  minutes  away.  Jan  reports 

that  Phyllis's  new  baby  Sheryl  is  a  "little 
dear." 

Margaret  Fulu-iler  Jernstedt  is  very 
proud  of  her  husband  Chris  who  received 
his  Ph.D.  at  Johns  Hopkins  and  accepted 
an  assistant  professorship  at  Dartmouth 
College.  The  Jernstedts  have  built  a  home 
in  New  Hampshire.  Marian  Friedman 
Siegel  reports  that  Bill  is  in  his  last  year 
of  Dental  School  and  hopes  to  get  an 
internship   next  yeat. 

Congratulations  to  Marty  Fay  Africa  who 
received  her  B.A.  in  English  from  Berkeley. 
She  plans  to  get  her  secondary  teaching 
credentials  and  a  MA.  in  art  history.  Bruce 
finishes  his  Ph.D.  in  biochemistry  this  year 

and  is  considering  a  post-doctoral  fellow- ship. 

Three  more  credits  and  newly-married 
Virginia  Host  Himmelrich  will  have  her 

master's  in  language  arts  at  Pitt.  Her  hus- band Bob  tests  and  counsels  students  at 

Pittsburgh  Automation  Institution.  The 

Himmelrich's  enjoy  league  bowling  and 
golfing.  Sandy  Heisler  was  a  bridesmaid 

in   Ginny's  wedding. 

Not  much  news  but  greetings  from  Mary 
Shaker  who  has  been  teaching  French  to 
gifted  elementary  children  in  Cleveland. 

After  a  6,000  mile  trip  with  a  travel 
trailer  and  2  large  dogs,  your  reporter  is 
now  an  Army  wife  in  Texas.  I  finished  my 

master's  at  Pitt,  and  John  received  his 
D.M.D.  and  is  now  a  Captain  in  the  Army 
Dental  Corps  at  Fort  Bliss  for  two  years. 
We  love  the  warm  southwestern  climate 
and  the  proximity  to  Mexico  and  the  west, 
but  miss  the  trees  and  greenery  of  Pennsyl- 

vania where  we  plan  to  return  after  our 
tour  of  duty  is  over. 
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Susan  Coleman  Heckman 

( Mrs.  James  D. ) 
52  South  Morton  Avenue,  Apt.  A 

Morton,  Pa.  19070 

Bonnie   Markey 
44  East  81st  Street 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 
(Mrs.   William   C.) 

471  North  Armstead  Street,  Apt.  11 
Alexandria,  Va.  22312 

Sharon  F.  Smith 
58  Pinckney  Street 

Boston,  Mass.  02114 

Sage  Tower  Mumma 
(Mrs.  Michael  J.) 

1418   Severn   Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Judith  Howard  to  Michael  Reilly 
Christina  Langueruela  to  Victor  Mendoza 
Vivian  Ann  Lazur  to  Bill   Brautley 
Hilary  Prouty  to  Robert  Mickle  Miles  Van 

Rensselaer.     An    October    28th    wedding 
was   planned 

MARRIAGES 

Jackie  Cain  to  Philip  Miller,  June  10,  1967 
Barbara  Crick  to  Harold  A.  Klingsporn, 

July   8,    1967 
Barbara  Lee  Hewitt  to  Jonathan  Orloff, 

April    22,    1967 
Ruthe  Klein  to  Robert  Kaplan,  Septem- 

ber 10,   1967 
Barbara  LeFevre  to  Tom  Falknor,  June 

12,   1965 

Rebecca    Mark    to    Zeke    Orlinsky,    March 
23,    1967 

Heather   Martin    to    James    W.    Price,    Jr., 
October  24,  1964 

Elizabeth  Marty  to  Kenneth  Curtis  Welch 
II,  June  10,  1967 

Paula    Mysell    to    Robert    L.    Evans,    Jr., 

June  1966 
Jane  Nobel  to  Mark  W.  Maxwell,  Septem- ber  18,  1966 

Sheila  Sadin  to  Donald  Nevins,  December 1966 

Lesley  Smith  to  Dr.  James  A.   McGregor, 

July  24,  1967 Adrienne    Mazo    to    Dennis    Cohen,    June 
25,   1967 

Ann  Sparks  to  George  S.  Haight  III,  June 

17,   1967 
Rachel  Stein  to  F.  Michael  Gragg,  August 

25,  1967 

Jane    "Goodman"    Trader    to    T.    Richard 
Moore,  December  27,  1967 

Betsy    Van   der   Voort    to    J.    Paul    Aland, 
September  23,   1967 

BIRTHS 

Heather  Martin  Price,  a  daughter,  Heather 
Elizabeth,  October  21,  1965 

Nancy  Russell  Ross,  a  daughter,  Holly 
Marie,  February  28,  1967 

Patricia  Turcotte  Oleson,  a  son,  Christo- 
pher Michael,  June  20,  1967 

Susan  Ward  Swartz,  a  daughter,  Ellen 
Ruth,  June  7,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Pamela  Armstrong  Lakin    (Mrs.  Michael), 
35  West  University,  Alfred,  N.Y.  14802 

Elizabeth    Blanton    Chappelle    (Mrs.    Wil- 
liam T. ),  83  Edwards  Street,  Apt.   3-A, 

Roslyn  Heights,  L.I.,  N.Y.  11517 
Becky    Blasingame,    1    Square    Gutenberg, 

Brussels  4,  Belgium 
Barbara  Brenman,  516  West  Melrose,  Apt. 

205,  Chicago,  111.  60657 
Sally  Brown  Lincoln    (Mrs.  John  A.),  39 

Maple    Avenue,    Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.10706 
Lynette    Burley    McNally    (Mrs.    Harry    J., 

Jr.),    6009    Walnut    Street,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15206 

Anita  Cadwallader  Horowitz   (Mrs.  Martin 
M. ),  239  Edgewood  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15218 

Jackie    Cain    Miller    (Mrs.    Philip),    145 
East  27th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

Leslie   Caplan   ltskoivitz    (Mrs.    Alan    L.), 
3939    Kansas    Street,    San   Diego,   Calif. 

92104 
Susan    Cohn    Brenner    (Mrs.    Paul),    11-C 

Circle  Drive,  Tiburon,  Calif.  94920 

Martha  Coyne,  4134  Murray  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15217 

Barbara    Crick    Klingsporn     (Mrs.    Harold 
A.),  420  River  Road,  Apt.  A,  Chatham, 
N.J.  07928 

Louise   DeCarl,    525    West   Cornelia,   Apt. 
102,  Chicago,  111.  60657 

Nancy     Dechter,     2408     Longview     Street, 
Apt.  20,  Austin,  Tex.  78705 

Judith   Fellows   Duchek    (Mrs.   Karl   H.), 

Claremont    Court,    Apt.    5B,    Bernards- 
ville,  N.J.  07924 

Jarene   Frances,    1    Bank    Place,    Hopewell, 

N.J.  08525 
Irene  Fraser,    106  East  Healey   Street,  Apt. 

13,  Champaign,  111.  61820 
Marjorie    Friday,     25    Queensberry    Street, 

Apt.  2,  Boston,  Mass.  02215 
Inta  Gale  Carpenter    (Mrs.   T.   Bruce),   85 

Scotland  Road,  1-A,  Pueblo,  Colo.  81001 
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Karen   Goff,   5542   Fair  Oaks  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15217 

Alice   Graham   Dietz    (Mrs.   P.   R.),  8498 
Richmond     Highway,     302,    Alexandria, 
Va.   22309 

Raquel    Halty,    20    Ware    Street,    Apt.    9, 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Isabel    Hausner,    25     Sutton    Place    South, 

Apt.  1-L,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 
Barbara  Lee  Hewitt  Orloff  (Mrs.  Jonathan), 

6350    Marchand    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15206 

Deanna  Hickox,  Peace  Corps,  %  Nabisinsa 
S.S.S.,     Box     3027,     Kampala,    Uganda, 
Africa 

Katherine    Hoover    Hill    (Mrs.    John    S. ), 
15-5B    Mount    Pleasant    Village,    Route 
#10,  Morris  Plains,  N.J.  07950 

Mal/ory   King,   %   Mrs.  King,  405   North 
Charles    Street,    Balitmore,   Md.    21201 

Ruthie  Klein  Kaplan  (Mrs.  Robert),  5631 
Phillips  Avenue,  Apt.   3,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Sandra  Kretz,   1255   New  Hampshire  Ave- 
nue,    N.W.,     Apt.     417,     Washington, 

D.C.  20036 
Donna  Kuall,  1001  Tower  C.  3955  Forbes 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 
Cristina  M.  Lagueruela,  7150  S.W.    130th 

Street,  Miami,  Fla.  33156 

Penelope    Langston    Zollinger    (Mrs.    Wil- 
liam), 310  Oak  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

45219 
Vivian   Ann   Lazur,    164   Mapledale   Drive, 

Munhall,  Pa.   15120 
Barbara  LeFevre  Falknor    (Mrs.   Thomas), 

1712    Valdosta    Drive,   Cincinnati,   Ohio 
45246 

Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill  (Mrs.  Edward),   13 
Crain    Street,   Fort   Rucker,   Ala.    36360 

Rebecca  Mark  Orlinsky    (Mrs.  Zeke),  924 
North    Carolina    Avenue,    S.E.,    Apt.    1, 
Washington,  D.C.   20003 

Emily    Marshall,    Itilou     12,    Ambelokepi 
602,  Athens,  Greece 

Elizabeth    Marty     Welch     (Mrs.     Kenneth 
Curtis,    II),    2865    Adrian    Street,    San 
Diego,  Calif.  92110 

Adrienne    Mazo     Cohen     (Mrs.     Dennis), 
4297   Chandler   Drive,   Apt.   A,   Colum- 

bus,  Ohio   43213 
Nancy    McNabb    and    Emily    Doyle,    1300 

Rose    Lane,    Apt.    C-3,    Flourtown,    Pa. 
19031 

Jeanne    Menzie,    49    Holland    Road,    Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15235 

Shadbano    Mirza    Ahmad     (Mrs.    Sohail), 
1    Kela    Nagar,    Morris    Road,    Aligark, 
U.P.,   India 

Paula  My  sell  Evans   (Mrs.  Robert  L.,  Jr.), 
331-A    Harvard    Street,    Apt.    2,    Cam- 

bridge, Mass.  02139 
Jane    Nobel    Maxwell    (Mrs.    Mark   W.), 

216  West  89th   Street,  Apt.   5-D,   New 
York,  N.Y.  10029 

Laura  Oliva,   2628  Woodlea  Place,  N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20008 

Judith    Parry,   College   Moyen   de   Garcons, 
Route  de  Mahdia,  Sfax,  Tunisia 

Celia    Paul,    ill    East    43rd    Street,    New 
York,  N.Y.  10017 

Margaret  Paulson,    5200   Blackstone   Street, 
Chicago,  111.  60615 

Nancy    Persson    Klock     (Mrs.    Gary    D. ) , 
2547    North   Moreland   Boulevard,   Apt. 
8-B,  Cleveland,  Othio  44120 

Jennifer  Piehler,   58  Pinckney  Street,  Bos- 
ton, Mass.  02114 

Jennifer    Potter,    Teachers    College,    Maha- 
sarakam,  Thailand 

Helen  Read,  5510  Ellsworth  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.    15232 

Nancy  Ruehl,   3001    Branch   Avenue,   Apt. 
134,  Washington,  D.C.  20023 

Sheila  Sadin  Nevins   (Mrs.  Donald),   1000 
Eighth  Avenue,  Seattle,  Wash.  98104 

Catherine   A.    St.    Clair,    540    Lake    Street, 
Apt.  1,  San  Francisco,  Calif.  94118 

Andra    Sandson,    30    Lake    Street,    White 
Plains,  N.Y.  10603 

Susan  Saunders,  24   Brownell  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15232 

Carol  Sheldon,   2505   Chain   Bridge   Road, 
N.W.,  Washington,  D.S.  20016 

Lesley  Smith  McGregor    (Mrs.   James  A.), 
2618    North    Mountain    Avenue,   Clare- 
mont,  Calif.  91711 

Sandra  Smith   Mueller    (Mrs.   James   W. ), 
314    North    Tyndall    Avenue,    Tucson, Ariz.    85719 

Ann    Sparks    Haight     (Mrs.    George    S. ), 
45-B   Erringer   Place   Apartments,   Man- 
heim   and    Erringer    Place,    Philadelphia, 
Pa.  19144 

Joan  Stahlbrodt,   178  Meigs  Street,  Apt.  4, 
Rochester,  N.Y.  14607 

Rachel    Stein    Gragg    (Mrs.    F.    Michael), 
2121     North    Country    Club,    Apt.     10, 
Tucson,   Ariz.   85714 

Judith   Stone,    1155    Sherman   Street,   Apt. 
33,  Denver,  Colo.  80203 

Susan  Taylor,   703   South   Negley   Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Janice   Thomas    Wolf    (Mrs.    B.    Harton), 
25  Clovelly  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

Maureen  Thomas,  804  South  Allen  Street, 
Apt.  10,  State  College,  Pa.  16801 

Jane    Trader    Moore     ( Mrs.    T.    Richard ) , 

Box  70,  Letterkenny  Army  Depot,  Cham- 
bersburg,  Pa.  17201 

Patricia    Turcotte    Olesen     (Mrs.    Roger), 
7402    South   Yates    Boulevard,   Chicago, 
111.  60649 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Aland  (Mrs.  J.  Paul), 
237  Grandview  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15211 

Barbara    Wallace,    5542    Fair   Oaks    Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Naomi     Waterston,     27     Prospect     Street, 
Reading,  Berks,  England 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Eric  J.), 

900  Memorial  Drive,  Apt.  1704-S,  Cam- 
bridge, Mass.  02138 

Patrice    Williamson,    2303    Ridge   Avenue, 
Evanston,  111.  60201 

Susan  reporting: 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn  had  a  small 
wedding  with  Alice  Graham  Weber  as  her 
attendant.  Her  husband  Hal  is  working 
for  Esso  and  Barbara  is  teaching  French  at 
Dayton  High  School  in  Springfield,  N.J. 

Jackie  Cain  Miller  and  Philip  are  attend- 
ing Columbia  Graduate  School  this  fall, 

Philip  in  the  School  of  Businesss,  and 
Jackie  in  the  School  of  Social  Work. 

Janie  Coulter  Burger  has  almost  com- 
pleted her  thesis  in  educational  research, 

and  is  working  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh with  the  Field  Service  and  Research 

in  the  government-sponsored  "Project  Fol- 

low Through." 
Louise  DeCarl  has  found  her  niche  in 

law  and  will  continue  her  study  at  Loyola 

University.  Louise  was  in  Rachel  Stein's 
wedding  on  August  24th. 

Susan  Cohn  Brenner  loves  married  life 

and  San  Francisco.  She  is  studying  counsel- 
ing at  San  Francisco  State  College  this  year. 

Both  Kathy  Birris  and  Linda  Burkhouse 

are  combining  graduate  school  and  teach- 
ing. Kathy  is  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh in  secondary  education  and  math, 
and  Linda  is  studying  history  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon   University. 

Nancy  Dechter  expects  to  get  her  MA. 
in  social  psychology  in  February  and  then 
return  to   Pittsburgh. 

Both  Jerilyn  Donahoe  and  Suzi  Callas 

Francis  enjoy  their  work  at  Urban  Re- 
development Authority  of  Pittsburgh.  Jeri- 

lyn entered  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
Graduate  School  of  Public  and  Interna- 

tional Affairs  this  fall.  Suzi  writes  that 

Dave  passed  his  qualifiers  in  May  and  ex- 
pects to  have  his  degree  in  medical  elec- 

tronics  in  a  year  and  a  half. 

Lynette  Burley  McNally  is  kept  busy 
writing  for  Fairchild  Publishing,  Inc., 

Women's  Wear  Daily,  and  The  Pittsburgh 
Point. 

Barbara  Brenman  has  moved  north  and 
loves  Chicago  where  she  is  working  at  the 
Social    Security    Administration    Center. 

Leslie  Caplan  Istkowitz  will  either  teach 
or  go  to  graduate  school  while  her  husband 
finishes  his  service  duty  in  the  Navy. 

Pam  Armstrong  Lakin  and  Mike  traveled 
through  California  and  Oregon  and  visited 
their  families  before  returning  to  New 
York  where  Mike  is  teaching  German  at 
Alfred  University. 

It  was  so  good  to  hear  from  Becky 
Blasingame.  She  loves  Europe  and  is  kept 
busy  working  for  International  Telephone 
and  Telegraph  and  taking  courses  at  the 
University  of  Brussels. 

It  was  marvelous  to  hear  how  many 
friends  have  had  such  a  successful  first 

year  and  good  to  know  that  most  were 
satisfied  and  doing  well.  As  for  me,  I 

couldn't  be  happier.  Jim  and  I  had  a 
wonderful  summer  traveling  in  the  North- 

east and  Canada,  and  now  I  am  again 
involved  in  team  teaching  in  the  fifth  and 
sixth  grades  while  Jim  is  in  his  third  year 
at  Jefferson  Medical  College. 

Connie  reporting: 

Isabel  Hausner,  after  sampling  some 
courses  in  graduate  school  and  in  law 
school  at  N.Y.U.,  concurrently,  has  de- 

cided against  law  and  for  political  science. 
This  year  she  has  a  graduate  assistantship 
in  problems  of  international  organizations 
and  non-western  civilizations,  and  a  new 
address  in  New  York  City.  Isabel  reports 
that  Jane  Gross,  who  has  returned  from  a 
trip  to  Europe,  is  her  next  door  neighbor 

in  Apt.  1-K.  Also  from  Isabel's  newsy 
letter  we  learn  that  Jane  Nobel  Maxwell's husband  is  a  Ph.D.  candidate  in  American 

studies  at  Columbia  Teacher's  College. 
Jane  graduated  from  N.Y.U.  in  June  and 
is  taking  some  extra  science  courses  before 
entering  medical  school. 

Returning  to  the  classroom  this  fall  were 
several  classmates.  Judy  Howard  and 

Karen  Goff  continue  to  teach  in  the  Pitts- 
burgh area.  In  addition  to  teaching  Judy 

is  also  studying  for  her  master's  in  English at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  and  has 
been  busy  preparing  for  December  16, 
1967,  at  which  time  she  and  Michael 
Reilly,  a  Duquesne  graduate  of  1964,  plan 
ro  take  the  big  step.    This  year  Karen  is 
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teaching  English  and  reading  to  high 
school  freshmen  and  is  also  attending 
University  of  Pittsburgh  in  education. 
Karen  enjoyed  reunioning  with  Ann 

Quenin  and  Carole  Cupps  at  Beth  Marty's 
wedding  and  also  vacationing  in  Puerto 
Rico  with  roommate  Barb  Wallace  this 
summer. 

Carole  Early  Cupps  is  teaching  first  grade 

and  also  making  graduate  courses  in  edu- 
cation   and    psychology   at    Michigan    State. 

Ann  Greenhouse  Klein  resumed  teach- 
ing after  a  summer  of  relaxation  and  re- 

search in  adolescent  psychology  at  Ohio 
State  University.  Kathy  Hopkins  Aiacher 
continues  to  teach  high  school  English  and 

will  complete  her  master's  at  Temple  Uni- 
versity in  education.  She  sponsored  the 

school  newspaper  this  year  and  was  quite 
pleased  that  several  of  her  editors  received 
full  scholarships  to  leading  schools  of 
journalism. 

Marty  Friday  retited  from  her  job  as 
psychiatric  social  worker  at  Metropolitan 
State  Hospital  in  Massachusetts  and  is 
attending  Boston  University  in  social  psy- 

chology. Another  ambitious  class  member 
is  Irene  Eraser  who  is  attending  University 
of  Illinois  in  none  other  than  political 
science. 

Kathy  Hooter  Hill  worked  in  the  chil- 

dren's room  of  the  Morristown  Library, 
but  is  now  planning  to  work  toward  her 

master's  in  library  science  at  Rutgers  Uni- 
versity. Scott  is  working  at  an  Esso  re- 

search center. 

Congratulations  go  to  Jarene  Frances 

who  recently  completed  her  master's  in journalism  at  Syracuse  Unviersity.  After 
two  weeks  of  traveling  around  the  midwest, 
Jarene  has  settled  in  the  quiet  town  of 
Hopewell,  easily  accessible  to  New  York 
City  and  Philadelphia,  and  is  doing  public 
relations  for  the  Division  of  Mental  Health 
and  Hospitals  of  the  State  of  New  Jersey. 

Raquel  Halty  also  finished  her  master's 
in  Spanish  literature  at  Harvard  University. 
She  has  been  appointed  as  an  instructor 
in  the  Department  of  Modern  Literature  at 
Northeastern  University  in  Boston  where 
she  will  teach  Spanish  and  possibly  French. 

Mrs.  Hickox,  Deanna's  mother,  writes 
that  Deanna  has  been  with  the  Peace  Corps 
in  Africa  since  January  after  having  gradu- 

ated from  Lewis  and  Clark  College  in  Port- 
land, Oregon,  a  year  ago  June. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff  was  happily  mar- 
ried in  April  and  has  settled  in  Shadyside 

while  Jon  srudies  for  a  doctorate  in  physics 
and  she  works  with  aged  and  medicare  for 
the  Information  and  Refetral  Service  of 
Allegheny  County.  She  and  Jon  bought 
camping  equipment,  and,  along  with  their 
two  German  shepherds,  roughed  it  in  West 
Virginia  over  the  summer  weekends. 

Judy  Fellows  Duchek  continues  to  do 
computer  programming,  this  time  for  Bell 
Telephone  Laboratories  in  New  Jersey. 

As  for  myself,  Bonnie  Markey,  I  have 
recently  retired  from  my  job  in  the  social 
work  department  at  Mount  Sinai  Hospital 
in  Cleveland,  where  I  worked  primarily 
with  teenage  unwed  mothers,  and  have 

moved  to  the  "big  city"  of  New  York 
where  I  am  working  toward  my  master's 
in  social  work  at  Columbia  University. 

Pat  Kane  is  continuing  work  on  a 

master's  in  Early  American  Culture  at  the Winterthur  Museum.  Her  summer  was 
spent  in  research  for  her  thesis  on  17th 
century   Connecticut   chests! 

Marjorie  reporting: 

Rut  he  Klein  Kaplan,  a  recent  bride,  is 

hoping  to  finish  her  M.Ed,  in  student  per- 
sonnel  administration  this  year.  Her  new 
husband  is  a  graduate  srudent  in  metal- 

lurgy at  Carnegie-Mellon   University. 

Sandy  Kretz  is  enjoying  her  new  job  as 
a  management  intetn  with  the  Office  of 
Economic  Opportunity,  having  received  her 
M.A.  in  political  science  from  Rutgers  in 

a  year  she  describes  as  full  of  great  ex- 

periences. 
Donna  Kwall  has  completed  her  M.Ed, 

in  counselor  education  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh  and  is  going  on  to  work  toward 
her  Ph.D.  in  that  field  this  year. 

Cristina  Lagueruela  has  received  her 

mastet's  in  government  at  the  University 
of  Miami  and  expected  to  be  teaching 
there  in  the  fall. 

Fenny  Langston  Zollinger,  after  15 
credits  of  graduate  work  in  library  science, 

spenr  six  months  working  in  the  hema- 
tology lab  at  Presbytetian  Universiry  Hos- 

pital in  Pittsburgh.  Her  husband  Bill  was 
graduated  from  medical  school  in  May,  and 
they  have  now  moved  to  Cincinnati  where 
Bill  is  serving  a  surgical  internship  at  Cin- 

cinnati General  Hospital  while  Penny  goes 
job-hunting. 

Vivian  Ann  Lazur  will  be  planning  a 
wedding  and  teaching  biology  at  Wilkins 
Junior  High  in  Pittsburgh — a  busy  scedule! 

Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill  will  be  substitute 
teaching  this  fall  while  her  husband  Ed 
continues  to  serve  as  a  lawyer  with  the 
Staff  Judge   Advocate,  U.S.  Army. 

Rebecca  Mark  Orlinsky  is  working  at  the 
Peace  Corps  in  the  East  African  division 
while  her  new  husband  Zeke  is  an  investi- 

gator for  the  Equal  Employment  Oppor- 
tunities Commission. 

Elizabeth  Marty  Welch  will  be  substitute 

teaching  in  San  Diego  and  studying  read- 
ing education  at  San  Diego  State.  Her  hus- 

band Curtis  is  serving  as  an  Ensign  in  the Navy. 

Nancy  McNabb  writes  that  her  life  has 

been  normal  except  for  a  "dream  vacation 
in  Madrid,  Spain."  She  is  presently  shar- 

ing an  apartmant  in  Philly  with  Emily 
Doyle. 

Paula  Mysell  Evans  and  her  husband 

Rob  both  finished  M.A.T.'s  at  Harvard  in 
June  and  spent  the  summer  at  the  Bread- 
loaf  School  of  English  in  Middlebury,  Ver- 

mont. This  fall  they  are  teaching  French 
and  English  respectively  in  the  Boston 
area. 

Judy  Parry  is  teaching  English  with  the 

Peace  Corps  in  Sfax,  Tunisia  and  "loving 
it."  She  writes  that  she  spent  a  challeng- 

ing summer  teaching  poetry  to  a  group  of 
aspiring  poets. 

Celia  Paul  is  at  Columbia  and  expects  to 

complete  her  master's  in  social  work  this 
year.  She  is  considering  working  in  Africa 
when  she  finishes  here. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  some  of  the 
associates,  too.  Barbara  LeFevre  Falknor 
is  teaching  7th  and  8th  grade  social  srud- 

ies in  an  inner-city  school  in  Cincinnati 
while  her  husband  Tom,  who  plans  a 
career  in  banking,  works  on  his  M.B.A. 
in   finance  at  the  University  of  Cincinnati. 

Heather  Martin  Price  is  busy  taking 
care  of  her  little  daughter  Beth  while  Jim 
works  as  an  architectural  engineer  at 
Edwards  Air  Force  Base.  They  live  in  the 
Mojave  Desert,  and  as  Heather  wrote  they 
were  experienceing  their  first  rain  in  sev- 

eral months! 

As  for  me,  Margie  Morrison  Hofer,  I 
am  still  at  the  National  Collection  of  Fine 
Arts  hete  at  the  Smithsonian,  where  I  am 
secretary  to  the  Curator  of  Contemporary 
Art.  NCFA  is  busily  preparing  for  the 

opning  of  its  "new"  building — the  reno- 
vated Patent  Office  Building — next  spring, 

and  my  husband  Bill,  who  finished  his 
Army  obligation  last  February,  is  working 
here  also  as  consulrant  designer  to  the 
architect  in  charge  of  the  renovation.  Be 
sure  and  come  see  this  new  museum  if 

you're  in  Washington  after  next  May.  It's a  beautiful  place! 

Sherrie  reporting: 

Margaret  Paulson  is  enjoying  Chicago 
and  the  University  of  Chicago,  where  she 

is  working  on  her  master's  thesis  in  anthro- 
pology. Marg  spent  the  summer  working 

part-time  for  the  universiry's  data  process- 
ing center  and  got  a  chance  to  see  a  few 

things  besides  books  around  Hyde  Park. 

Nancy  Persson  Klock  is  a  vocational 
worker  at  Mount  Sinai  Hospital  in  Cleve- 

land, and  Gary  is  a  consultant  with  the 
firm  of  Ernest  and  Ernest. 

Texas  is  not  really  so  far  away,  accord- 
ing to  Betsy  Pincus  Candler.  Karen  l^ake, 

'67,  stopped  by  in  March,  and  Carole 
Snenson,  '67,  in  June.  When  Betsy  wrore 
she  and  Dan  were  planning  a  trip  east  in 
September  to  visit  family  and  friends. 

Ambassador  to  Thailand,  Jeff  Potter,  re- 
porrs  that  the  second  six  months  of  Peace 
Corps  life  is  easier  than  the  first,  once  you 
have  geared  your  pace  of  life  to  that  of 
your  host  country.  Jeff  plans  a  December 
trip  to  Indonesia  and  the  famed  island  of 
Bali,  and  hopes  to  spend  next  summer 
traveling  in  Europe  before  returning  home. 

Pickle  Prouty  has  been  helping  to  keep 
the  Chatham  fires  burning  in  Boston,  where 

she  shared  an  apartment  with  Clare  Steb- 
bins  and  worked  for  D.  C.  Heath  Publish- 

ing Company.  Her  fiance,  Bobby,  is  a 
graduate  of  Washington  and  Lee  College 
and  Law  School,  and  is  currently  stationed 
at  Fort  Devens,  Massachusetts,  where  he  is 
a  First  Lt.  in  the  U.S.  Army  Intelligence 
Corps. 

Ann  Quenin  has  a  new  job  as  a  copy- 
writer with  Ketchun,  MacLeod,  and  Grove, 

a  Pittsburgh  advertising  agency.  Q.'s  repe- toire  on  rhe  guitar  is  still,  incredibly, 
growing,  and  she  keeps  neighbors  Goff  and 
Wallace  entertained.  She  planned  a  ttip 
to  Turkey  in  September  to  visit  her  family. 

Greetings  from  Helen  Read,  who  re- 
ports that  she  saw  a  lot  of  the  Pittsburgh 

crowd  this  year,  especially  with  her  handy- 
dandy  motor  scooter.    Helen  began  a  new 
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job  as  assistant  chemist  at  Koppers  Co.  on 
October  2. 

Nancy  Ruehl  is  busy  with  her  third 
grade  class,  and  has  also  been  taking 
courses  in  guidance  and  counseling  at  Cath- 

olic University  in  Washington,  D.C.  She 
saw  Susie  Cohn  Brenner  over  Labor  Day 
weekend. 

Holly  Marie  has  been  keeping  her 
mother,  Nancy  Russell  Ross,  busy,  while 
pop  Richard  is  a  vocational  rehabilitation 
counselor  in  the  Federal  O.E.O.  program. 
Nancy  hopes  to  return  to  graduate  school 
in   urban    affairs    in    January. 

After  her  December  wedding  and  the 
completion  of  an  M.A.  degree  in  history 
from  Carnegie-Mellon  in  June,  Sheila 
Sadin  Nevins  is  teachig  tenth  and  eleventh 
grade  history  at  Lake  Washington  High 
School  near  Seattle,  while  Don  is  an  intern 
at  Virginia  Mason  Hospital.  They  had  a 
marvelous  trip  out  to  the  West  Coast  and 
find  the  Northwest  a  delightful  place  to 
be — the  humidity  is  slightly  lower  than 
Pittsburgh. 

Another  West  Coast  convert  is  Catherine 
St.  Clair,  whose  job  as  an  airline  hostess 
now  includes  flights  to  Vietnam,  as  well 
as  Hong  Kong,  Bankok,  and  Hawaii.  Cathy 
spends  her  free  time  furnishing  her  apart- 

ment in  Early  American  ala  Oriental. 

Carol  Sheldon  sent  her  "hello"  in  be- 
tween classes  at  George  Washington  Uni- 

versity, where  she  is  studying  for  her 
M.A.T.  degree. 

Lesley  Smith  McGregor  and  her  new 
husband  Jamie  spent  their  honeymoon 
sailing  the  seas  of  Maine  and  New  Bruns- 

wick, after  two  weeks  in  Carmel,  Cali- 
fornia. Before  her  July  wedding,  Lesley 

was  taking  courses  in  art  and  Oriental 
history  and  working  as  a  model. 

As  for  me,  Sherrie  Smith,  after  a  year 
of  the  9-to-5  ritual  in  the  business  office 
of  the  New  England  Telephone  Company, 

the  allure  of  a  student's  vacations  got  the 
best  of  me  and  I  am  now  studying  for  an 
Ed.M.  degree  at  Boston  University,  just 

working  part-time  for  the  telephone  com- 
pany. Former  Chathamite  Jennifer  Piehler 

and  I  love  apartment  living  in  Boston,  and 
have  seen  a  surprising  number  of  familiar 
faces  around  town.  Thanks  for  the  news, 
gang,  hope  to  hear  from  more  of  you  next 

year. 
Renny  Mazo  Cohen  sends  greetings  from 

Columbus,  where  Dennis  is  a  student  at 
Ohio  State  Medical   School. 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  Mitchell's  hus- 
band Dave  has  a  new  job  as  advertising 

manager  for  B.  K.  Elliot.  The  Mitchells 

had  a  fabulous  trip  to  Expo  '67,  and  Mary 
Bruce  also  got  a  chance  to  see  Pam  Byerly 
Stuckart  last   summer. 

Jeanne  Menzie  is  teaching  seventh  and 
ninth  grade  social  studies  at  Forest  Hills 
Junior  High  in  Pittsburgh,  as  well  as 
taking  courses  in  library  science  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh. 
Sage  reporting: 

Ann  Sparks  Haight  is  now  working  on 
her  M.A.  degree  in  psychology  at  Temple 
University,  while  her  husband  George  is  in 
his  second  year  at  the  Medical  School  at 

Temple.  Ann  attended  Bohbi  Hewitt  Or- 
lop's wedding   in   April. 

Rachel  Stein  Gragg  and  her  husband 
Mike  are  both  working  for  doctorate  de- 

grees at  the  University  of  Arizona,  Rachel 
in  government  and  Mike  in  chemical  engi- neering. 

Susan  Taylor  is  planning  to  work  for  a 
M.A.  degree  in  English  at  Pitt.  Sue  reports 
that  she  visited  Pat  Turcotte  Olesen  in 

Chicago  and  that  she  was  in  Pickle  Prouty's wedding  in  October. 

Jan  Thomas  Wolf  is  waiting  anxiously 
for  her  husband  Harton  to  come  home 
from   Vietnam,   but   is   managing   to   keep 

busy     working     for     Automated     Personnel 
International. 

Maureen  Thomas  is  continuing  her  stud- 
ies in  the  doctoral  program  in  social  psy- 

chology at  Penn  State.  She  was  fortunate 
enough  to  be  awarded  an  NDEA  fellowship 
for  this  year. 

Barbara  Wallace  went  to  Puerto  Rico  for 
a  vacation  at  the  end  of  the  summer,  and 
is  now  working  for  an  advanced  degree  in 
social  work  at  Pitt. 

Naomi  W aterston  is  teaching  this  year 
at  an  English  public  school.  Her  class 
consists  of  about  30  five-year-olds,  whom, 
as  she  says,  she  hopes  she  can  understand. 

Naomi  now  has  a  master's  degree  in  early 
childhood  education,  which  she  received 
from  Tufts. 

Patti  Williamson  is  working  on  a  gov- 
ernment financed  sociological  research  proj- 

ect at  Northwestern.  She  has  temporarily 

discontinued  her  master's  work  in  religion, 
but  has  not  completely  forsaken  the  aca- 

demic world. 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  is  working 

as  a  job  analyst  in  the  personnel  depart- 
ment of  the  New  England  Merchants  Na- 
tional Bank.  Her  husband  Rick  is  now  in 

Harvard  Business  School. 

Pat  Mullen  is  trying  life  on  the  west 
coast  for  a  while.  She  plans  to  stay  in  Los 
Angeles  for  about  a  year  and  then  return 
to  Pittsburgh. 

Joan  Stahlbrodt  is  teaching  fifth  grade 

in  Rochester,  New  York.  She  was  in  Pitts- 
burgh in  early  September  to  attend  the 

wedding  of  Judy  Graytock,  '67,  and  Bill Dengler. 

As  for  me,  Sage,  I  am  now  working 
toward  a  M.S.  in  chemistry  at  Pitt,  while 
Mike  continues  to  work  toward  his  Ph.D. 
We  are  hoping  to  be  finished  soon,  and  we 
are  looking  forward  to  living  in  another 

part  of  the  U.S. 

ORDER  FORM 

ORGAN  MUSIC  for  CHRISTMAS  recorded   by    RUSSELL   G.    WICHMANN 

in  the  Catham  College  Chapel 

Please  send 

TO: 

album  (s)    @  $4.25  each,   including  tax  and  handling  charges, 

Check  payable  to  CHATHAM  COLLEGE   in  the  amount  of  $   

Mail  order  to  THE  BOOK  STORE,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Zip  Code 

_  enclosed. 
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CLASS  REUNION  SCHEDULE  ■  1968  through  1977 

Have  you  wondered  when  your 

next  class  reunion  wilt  be? 

This  chart  will  provide  the 

answer  for  each  of  the  years 

through  1977. 

From  the  25th  through  the  50th 

(in  bold  type)  reunions  are  held 

every  five  years. 

Before  the  25th,  classes  meet  in 

groups  of  four  as  scheduled  on 

the  chart. 

This  year's  reunion  on  June  8, 
1968,  will  include  1918  (50th), 

1923,  1928,  1933,  1938,  1943 

(25th),  the  group  of  1952, 

1953,  1954,  1955,  and  a  1st 

reunion  for  1967. 

The  entire  Alumnae  Day  pro- 

gram is  open  to  all  alumnae. 

Plan  to  attend  whether  it  is  your 

reunion  year  or  not.  You  will 

be  most  welcome. 

ALUMNAE  DAY 

June  8,  1968 
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0  The  Chatham  College  Centennial  Plan- 
ning Commission,  under  the  chairmanship  of  Mr. 

Leonard  G.  Doran,  Secretary  of  the  College,  has  met 

several  times  during  the  winter  months  to  consider  ideas 

for  celebrating  the  event  in  the  Fall  of  1969.  The  fol- 

lowing persons  are  serving  as  members  of  the  Commis- 
sion: two  trustees,  Mr.  Francis  B.  Nimick,  Jr.,  and 

Helen  H.  Smith,  who  is  also  an  alumna;  two  alumnae 

representatives,  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore,  of  Chicago, 

and  Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort,  president  of  the 

Alumnae  Association;  Dr.  Willard  Arnett  and  Dr. 

Donald  G.  Adam  of  the  faculty;  students  Naida  Karoly, 

sophomore,  and  Mary  Alice  Brannin,  junior;  and  from 

the  administration,  Mrs.  Nancy  J.  Brem,  director  of 

public  relations,  and  Dr.  Carl  A.  Trendler,  director  of 

special  projects. 

0  The  Girls  at  Center  Stage  ( p.  6 )  is  the 
second  in  a  series  of  articles  about  alumnae  whose 

careers  demonstrate  that  a  liberal  arts  education  can 

lead  to  interesting  jobs  in  almost  every  area  of  employ- 
ment for  women.  The  author,  Rachel  Kirk  Bobo,  was 

one  of  those  interviewed  for  the  opening  article  on  the 

field  of  communications.  Of  her  own  stage  experience 

she  says,  "I  was  an  enthusiastic,  if  untalented,  actress  in 
the  days  when  you  had  to  crawl  in  a  window  for  a  Stage 

Left  entrance."  Pre-1950  alumnae  will  recall  the  ques- 
tionable stage  facilities  in  old  Dilworth  Hall. 

^  Laura  Kreps  Holding,  a  graduate  of 
the  class  of  1894,  was,  at  the  time  of  her  death  on 

November  11,  1967,  the  oldest  living  member  of  the 

Chatham  Alumnae  Association.  Mrs.  Holding  was  born 

on  December  9,  1873  at  Brownsville,  Pennsylvania. 

The  widow  of  the  late  James  C.  C.  Holding,  a  former 

Pittsburgh  steel  executive,  she  had  lived  for  many  years 

in  Forest  Hills,  Queens,  New  York.  She  is  survived  by  a 

daughter,  Miss  Laura  Anne  Holding  who  accompanied 

her  mother  on  her  last  visit  to  the  campus  several  years 

ago,  two  sons,  James,  Jr.,  and  Allen  K.  Holding,  a  grand- 

son and  three  great-grand-children. 



From  one  of  the  first  to  one  of  the  finest,  that  is  the 

;cord  of  Chatham's  progress  in  her  99  years  of  trial,  of 
nange,  and  of  growth  as  an  independent  liberal  arts  col- 
;ge  for  women. 

The  major  development  program  upon  which  Chatham 

ow  embarks,  her  first  such  program  in  12  years,  is  filled 

rith  exceptional  challenge  and  promise.    I  welcome  this 

pportuniry  to  present  the  basic  concepts  to  you.    I  hope 

ou  are  going  to  be  as  excited  about  these  new  Chatham 

levelopments  as  those  of  us  on  the  campus  assuredly  are. 

The  aim  of  the  program  is  to  insure  the  continuation  of 

he  high  quality  of  the  Chatham  educational  experience — a 

'evel  of  quality  which  is  recognized  here  at  home,  in  the 
lation  and  abroad. 

'  Specifically  the  program  calls  for  the  construction  of 

;hree  interrelated  buildings  to  be  known  as  the  Chatham 

'Forum  and  for  a  doubling  of  Chatham's  endowment.  The 
broposed  location  of  the  Forum  is  shown  in  the  accompany- 

ing plot  plan. 

The  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library 

At  the  outset,  let's  talk  about  the  first  of  the  three  build- 

ings which  will  be  included  in  the  Forum.  Chatham's  most 
obvious  need  is  for  new  and  enlarged  library  facilities. 

The  Middle  States  Association  pointed  this  out  bluntly  in 

its  recent  evaluation  report  on  Chatham.  The  present 

library,  charming  as  it  is,  is  too  small  and  cannot  be 

expanded. 
Our  library  collection  now  totals  76,000  volumes.  To 

maintain  the  quality  of  our  educational  program  the  col- 
lection must  be  doubled.  This  will  provide  a  strong  basic 

undergraduate  library.  In  addition,  Chatham  can  draw 

upon  and  contribute  to  the  other  libraries  of  the  area 

through  the  Pittsburgh  Regional  Library  Council. 

The  concept  of  the  new  library  is  based  on  the  belief 

that  no  educational  building  should  be  constructed  with 

but  one,  narrow,  presently  conceived  function  in  mind. 

The  whole  field  of  library  science  and  of  information 

retrieval  is  on  the  edge  of  substantial  new  developments 

which  will  change  many  of  the  present  ways  of  library 

operation. 

THE 
DREAM 

OFA 
NEAR 

TOMORROW 
by  Edward  D.  Eddy 



The  proposed  new  library  will  be  adaptable  to  many 

uses  and  will  provide  space  for  at  least  150,000  volumes 
and  carrels  for  300  students.  It  will  contain  more  than 

40,000  square  feet  as  compared  with  9,756  square  feet 

in  the  present  structure. 

Thanks  to  the  splendid  gift  of  more  than  two  million 
dollars  from  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Richard  K.  Mellon,  the  new 

library,  which  will  be  named  for  Jennie  King  Mellon  of 

the  Class  of  1887,  can  be  planned  to  meet  both  present 

and  future  needs.  The  present  library  will  continue  to 

stand  and  will  be  renovated  for  other  academic  purposes. 

Lecture  Hall-Little  Tbeare 

The  second  building  in  the  Forum  complex  will  be  the 

Lecture  Hall-Little  Theatre.  At  present  there  is  no  group 
facility  on  the  campus  which  seats  more  than  170  except 

the  Chapel  with  a  capacity  of  720.  The  only  drama,  lecture 
and  recital  facilities  are  makeshift  in  nature.  Such  functions 

are  inappropriate  to  the  Chapel  which  was  given  to  the 

College  as  a  place  of  worship. 

The  new  Lecture  Hall-Little  Theatre  will  provide  a 
comfortable  seating  capacity  for  300  to  400.  It  will  be 

designed  to  be  in  almost  constant  use  as  a  lecture  hall, 

audio-visual  classroom,  conference  center,  theater  and  recital 

hall  to  serve  the  campus  and  the  community.  It  will  be 

connected  with  the  facilities  of  WQED,  the  Pittsburgh 
educational  television  station  which  is  affiliated  with  the 

National  Educational  Television  Network. 

The  uses  of  this  building  will  be  directed  toward  the 

question:  "What  is  man  trying  to  say  about  himself  and 

his  condition?"  With  this  facility  at  hand  Chatham  will 
be  able  to  expand  her  call  on  musicians,  writers,  artists, 

sociologists,  anthropologists,  actors  and  playwrights — in- 

deed upon  all  who  have  something  to  say  about  the  con- 
dition of  man. 

Student-Faculty  Center 

The  third  building  in  the  Forum  will  be  the  Student- 
Faculty  Center.  Primarily  it  will  be  a  dining  facility  for 

students,  faculty  and  guests  of  the  College,  designed  to 

encourage  the  almost  lost  art  of  intelligent  conversation. 

The  exchange  of  points  of  view  among  knowledgeable 

people  adds  an  essential  dimension  to  liberal  education. 

The  present  dining  area  in  Woodland  Hall  is  completely 

outmoded.  Food  must  be  prepared  and  served  on  three 

different  levels  in  spaces  which  have  been  altered  and  re- 
modeled several  times  since  Woodland  was  built  in  1909. 

Students  eat  hurried,  noisy  meals  in  one  large  area. 

The  new  dining  facility  will  include  a  number  of  smaller 
rooms  with  distinctive  decorative  motifs.  Students  in  a 

seminar  may  dine  with  their  professor.  Language  classes 

may  practice  their  linguistic  skills  in  daily  conversation. 

Students  and  faculty  may  continue  their  discussion  with 

visiting  lecturers  and  artists  across  the  dining  table. 

The  accommodations  will  include  facilities  for  larger 

numbers  who  must  dine  quickly  to  keep  to  class  schedules, 

as  well  as  an  informal  rathskellar  for  snacks  and  for  lat< 

evening  arguments. 

In  addition  to  dining  spaces  the  Center  will  include  meet 

ing  rooms,  lounges,  and  a  greatly  enlarged  bookstore.  The 

third  floor  will  provide  critically  needed  additional  facilities 

for  the  Department  of  Art,  encompassing  scuplrure,  paint 

ing,  drawing  and  ceramics.  Space  will  be  available  for  both 

art  majors  and  non-majors  as  well  as  faculty  members,  sc 
that  all  may  have  the  opportunity  to  express  and  develop 
creative  interests. 

Endotvment 

A  substantial  increase  in  our  endowment  funds  is  urgent- 
ly needed  to  maintain  present  quality  and  to  undergird 

Chatham's  continuing  development.  Additional  endowment 
funds  are  needed  especially  for  faculty  salaries  and  student 

scholarships.  Chatham's  current  compensation  of  faculty  is 
excellent  by  national  standards,  but  each  year  requires  a 

major  adjustment  if  Chatham  is  to  maintain  its  competitive 

position.   This  is  essential. 

Additional  scholarship  funds  are  urgently  needed  to 

attract  and  retain  the  outstanding  and  deserving  scholars 

who  contribute  signficantly  to  Chatham's  high  level  of 
academic  quality.  In  the  face  of  rapidly  rising  educational 

costs  Chatham  must  strive  to  maintain  its  broadened  socio- 

economic diversity  among  students  and  not  deny  the  op- 
portunity for  a  Chatham  education  to  a  truly  deserving 

student. 

It  is  a  great  pleasure  to  report  that  in  addition  to  the 

handsome  gift  from  the  Richard  King  Mellons,  three 

million  dollars  has  been  subscribed  by  Chatham's  Trustees 
and  special  friends,  so  that  we  may  now  count  a  total  of 
five  million  dollars  secured  toward  the  seven  million  dollar 

goal  which  will  be  sought  from  voluntary  contributions  in 
the  first  phase  of  the  program. 

A  recent  article  in  Fortune  (October,  1967)  entitled 

"Private  Colleges:  A  Question  of  Survival"  points  to  the 
crucial  crossroad  confronting  privare  colleges — either  ad- 

ditional voluntary  support  must  be  forthcoming  or  the 

private  institution  must  turn  to  state  and  Federal  rax 

funds.  The  response  of  Chatham  Trustees  and  friends 

strongly  encourages  us  to  believe  that  Chatham  will  be 
able  to  maintain  its  private  character.  So  does  the  growing 

record  of  alumnae  participation  and  support.  When  the 

alumnae  capital  fund  drive  is  launched  next  fall,  we  will  be 
counting  on  each  of  you. 







Lu   Wenneker 

it  Center  Stage 
by  Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  '40 

Breathes  there  a  woman  with  soul  so  dead  who  never, 

never  in  her  growing-up  years  envisioned  her  name  in 
lights  and  herself  bowing  to  the  applause  of  millions? 

Chatham  alumnae  who  spent  their  extra-curricular  col- 
lege hours  learning  lines  and  rehearsing  have  mostly  gone 

into  teaching  or  speech  correction  or  some  other  worthy 

but  unglamorous  aspect  of  their  field,  but  a  handful  of 

"slightly  insane  and  thoroughly  masochistic"  graduates  have 
brought  the  daydream  to  life. 

The  quotes  are  from  one  of  them,  Bibi  Boles,  '65,  a 
beautiful  and  sensitive  actress  who  has  been  storming  the 

stages  and  the  film,  television  and  radio  studios  of  Southern 

California  for  two  years  with  some  success  ( "My  Three 

Sons,"  "The  Nurses,"  classical  repertory ) . 

"I  plan  to  keep  working  for  as  long  as  I  can  face  the 

very  depressing  and  discouraging  fight  for  parts,"  Bibi  says. 

"I  cannot  recommend  acting  as  a  field  unless  one  cannot 

possibly  exist  without  it." 

Obviously,  Bibi  can't  imagine  life  without  the  theater, 

at  least  partly  because  she  grew  up  "with  it  and  in  it." 
Her  parents  are  both  actors,  and  her  childhood  was  spent 

in  summer  theater  and  film  and  recording  studios.  Con- 
sequently she  chose  Chatham  rather  than  a  drama  school 

because  she  wanted  to  "widen  my  perspective."  Although 

she  was  a  drama  major  because  "I  couldn't  escape  it"  she 
valued  most  the  courses  in  arts,  English,  philosophy  and 

history  .  .  .  learning  the  "ways  and  means  of  finding  infor- 

mation." 
Between  professional  engagements,  she  is  still  working 

on  techniques  of  breath  control,  singing,  body  control  and 

mechanics,  as  well  as  Shakespearean  styles. 

Another  Chatham  graduate  who  hears  the  "roar  of  the 

greasepaint"  is  Elizabeth  Miller  MacDonald,  '56.    Behind 

her  she  has  a  year  of  postgraduate  work  at  the  Royal 

Academy  of  Dramatic  Art  in  London,  acting  with  the 

Pittsburgh  Miniature  Theater,  secretarial  work  ("in  order 

to  eat")  for  various  theater  people  including  Robert  White- 
head, who  initiated  the  Lincoln  Repertory  Theater.  In 

1963,  she  married  Pirie  MacDonald  Tutchings,  and  the 

young  couple  toured  together  with  the  national  company 

of  "Mary,  Mary."  She  then  worked  with  her  husband's 
summer  theater  in  Delaware. 

For  the  past  two  years,  Elizabeth  has  been  acting  with 
the  Seattle  Repertory  Theater  where  her  husband  has  been 

associate  director.  Elizabeth  has  done  such  parts  as  Mary 

Warren  in  "The  Crucible,"  Mariane  in  "Tartuffe,"  Anya 

in  "The  Cherry  Orchard,"  Viola  in  "Twelfth  Night,"  and 

Cecily  in  "The  Importance  of  Being  Ernest."  This  year, 
except  for  January  in  Seattle,  the  MacDonald-Tutchings 

are  in  Cambridge,  where  Pirie  has  a  Rockefeller  grant  for 

study  at  Harvard  and  Elizabeth  is  taking  classes  in  pottery, 

jewelry  and  French. 

Though  she  has  performed  at  school  and  women's  clubs 
since  early  childhood,  she  never  thought  of  concentrating 

on  drama  at  college.  "I  wanted  a  broader  base,"  she  ex- 

plains. "Chatham  helped  to  prepare  me  to  prepare  for 
a  life  in  the  theater.  If  I  wanted  or  expected  more  than 

that,  I  would  not  have  stayed  in  a  liberal  arts  college." 
Speech  therapy  is  a  good  field  for  women,  Elizabeth 

thinks.  "It's  fascinating,  and  there's  always  a  demand — 

which  is  certainly  not  true  of  the  theater  in  general." 

Despite  that  rueful  observation,  don't  take  Elizabeth 
MacDonald's  name  off  the  call  boards  yet. 

A  somewhat  more  optimistic  view  of  the  professional 

theater  is  taken  by  Eugenie  Miller  Snell,  who  has  been  a 

part  of  it  for  most  of  the  time  since  her  Chatham  gradu- 
ation in  1937 — and  whose  red-haired,  green-eyed  beauty 

seems  unmarked  by  all  those  busy  years. 

Even  the  quick  closing  of  the  first  presentation  of 

Genesius  Productions,  Inc.  last  September  failed  to  quench 

her  spirit.  She  and  her  three  feminine  associates  are  already 

planning  a  second  drama,  "Five  in  the  Afternoon,"  which 
won  an  award  from  the  National  Council  on  the  Arts. 

Genesius'  first  production,  "Song  of  the  Grasshopper," 
starring  Alfred  Drake,  closed  after  four  Broadway  per- 

formances, but  Eugenie  was  considered  buoyed  by  the 

presence  in  New  York  or  on  tryouts  of  Lois  Hazeltine 

Moses,  Gretchen  Adams  Dennison,  both  '37,  and  Mary 

Virginia  Brown  Bowden,  '36  and  their  husbands. 
After  her  many  college  roles,  including  Malvolio  in 

"Twelfth  Night,"  Emily  Dickinson  in  "Brittle  Heaven," 

Queen  Elizabeth  in  the  1935  May  Day  and  leads  in  "Death 

Takes  a  Holiday,"  "Bill  of  Divorcement,"  and  "Little 

Women,"  Eugenie  took  her  M.A.  in  drama  at  Western 
Reserve  University,  which  in  1951  invited  her  back  to 

play  the  lead  in  a  musical  play  written  by  Lynn  Riggs  to 

commmemorate  WRU's  125th  anniversary. 



In  1939  and  '40,  she  toured  with  a  General  Electric  show 

and  then  played  it  at  the  New  York  World's  Fair.  From 
1941-45,  she  took  roles  at  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse  and 

Pittsburgh  Children's  Theatre  and  directed  the  Savoyards 
(Gilbert  and  Sullivan  devotees). 

The  following  two  years,  Eugenie  acted  with  the  U.S. 

Army  Special  Services  in  Europe.  She  also  directed  "The 
Mikado"  on  the  French  Riviera,  using  G.I.s  and  stars  of 
the  Nice  Opera  and  French  films.  The  Army  experience 

was  "fascinating,"  and  not  the  least  fascination  was  meeting 
a  dashing  British  Guardsman,  Charles  Snell,  whom  she 

married  in  Pittsburgh  in  1947.  Until  1957,  she  was  more  or 

less  inactive,  but  then,  back  in  London,  she  played  on 

BBC-TV  and  ITV  for  two  years. 

Her  husband,  who  is  now  assistant  vice-president  of 

operations  with  Butler  Aviation  Company  in  New  York, 

has  always  encouraged  her,  and  Eugenie  feels  the  field  of 

drama-speech  is  a  good  one  for  women. 

Thirty  years  after  Eugenie,  Ellen  Goldbloom  Kight  grad- 

uated as  a  drama  major.  She  married  a  manufacturer's 
representative,  got  settled  into  an  apartment,  and  by  Sep- 

tember was  ready  to  start  her  career.  She  heard  there  was 

a  job  at  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse  and  applied,  without 

knowing  what  it  was.    It  was  theater,  wasn't  it? 
The  job  turned  out  to  be  assistant  to  the  director  of 

public  relations,  a  new  aspect  of  theater  for  Ellen,  but  very 

important,  since  the  Playhouse  had  a  rebuilding  job  to  do 

and  a  job  of  communicating  to  the  Pittsburgh  area.  She 

is  taking  dance  classes  and  hopes  to  get  back  to  acting 

again  when  she's  a  little  more  practiced  in  housekeeping. 
Her  experience  has  included  teaching  creative  dramatics 

at  a  fine  arts  camp  and  serving  as  apprentice  at  the  Grist 

Mill  Musical  Playhouse  in  Andover,  New  Jersey. 

Lucille  Laughlin  Logan,  '31,  was  an  English  major  and 
taught  at  Shady  Side  Academy  for  23  years,  but  theater 

was  always  an  interest — "good,  bad  or  indifferent,  I  loved 

it  all,"  she  says.  During  her  teaching  years,  she  wrote  many 
plays  for  her  first-graders.  But  drama  was  just  a  hobby 
until  she  and  her  husband  were  spending  the  summer  in 

their  vacation  home  near  Jennerstown,  Pa.,  site  of  the 

Mountain  Playhouse. 

The  directors  of  the  Playhouse,  friends  of  the  Logans, 

wanted  to  do  a  Pennsylvania  Dutch  play,  and  Lucille  had 

just  read  a  book  with  that  setting.  So  she  volunteered  to 

write  a  three-acter,  "just  as  if  I  knew  how."  Apparently 

she  knew  how,  all  right,  for  "Apple  in  the  Attic"  has  been 
presented  seven  times  at  four  summer  theaters.  She  and 
the  author  of  the  book  have  become  close  friends  and 

collaborate  on  revisions  after  almost  every  run.  The  play 

has  been  optioned  once  to  a  Broadway  producer,  and 

Lucille  feels  that  it  may  yet  catch  on. 

"I'm  not  agressive  about  anything  except  this  play.  I 

think  it's  good,"  she  says.    (How  about  it,  Eugenie?) 
As  women   doctors  often  go  into  pediatrics,   Chatham 

graduates  in  drama  seem  to  gravitate  toward  children' 

theater.  Perhaps  the  doyenne  of  children's  theater  in  thi 
United  States  is  Rita  Criste,  70,  who  held  three  jobs  fo 

many  years:  assistant  professor  of  dramatic  production  a 

Northwestern  University  School  of  Speech,  supervisor  o 

drama  for  the  public  schools  in  the  Evanston,  Illinois  area 

and  director  of  the  Children's  Theater  of  Evanston.  Thi 
latter  job  she  just  left  at  the  end  of  1967;  she  retired  fron 

the  public  schools  in  1963  and  from  Northwestern  in  1966 

She  was  a  pioneer  in  teaching  by  television  ( "Hov 

lucky  I've  been  in  the  time  and  place  in  which  I've  lived!  "I 
and  has  frequently  given  lecture-demonstrations  on  creativi 
drama  for  children  throughout  the  United  States  am 
Canada. 

The  Evanston  Children's  Theater  recently  did  a  play  b 

another  Chatham  alumna,  Beatrice  Lewis,  '31.  The  pla) 

"Snow  Treasure,"  about  the  Norwegian  resistance  to  Hitlei 
was  very  popular  during  World  War  II,  but  then  becam 

out  of  date.  Now  it's  history,  and  the  children  love  it  agair 
Bea  has  written  about  a  dozen  plays  for  youthful  audi 

ences,  mostly  in  connection  with  the  Pittsburgh  Children' 

Theater.  Her  version  of  "The  Emperor's  New  Clothes"  wa 

done  at  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse  Junior,  and  "David  am 

the  Giant"  recently  turned  up  on  the  stage  of  a  Texa 
junior  high  school.  But  now  her  time  is  mostly  spent  ii 

researching  and  writing  a  history  of  the  Carnegie  Tec! 
Drama  School. 

Besides  her  work  for  young  theater  fans,  Bea  did  a  gooi 

deal  of  dramatic  writing  for  radio  in  its  great  days.  Sh 

created  two  series  for  Pittsburgh  stations  and  many  show 

for  a  packaged  program  concern.  Her  first  plays,  whil 

still  in  college,  were  one-acters  written  for  Drama  Leagu 
Competitions  at  the  instigation  of  Miss  Vanda  Kerst,  Ion, 

head  of  the  speech  department.  Bea  won  third  prize  wit! 

her  very  first  effort.  In  the  thirties,  she  worked  with  man 

Little  Theater  groups  and  for  two  years  wrote  a  communit 

theater  column  for  the  Sunday  Press. 

"I  always  liked  getting  ideas  over  through  dialogue, 

she  says.  "But  now  I'm  out  of  the  way  of  thinking  in  term 

of  theater.  Theater  just  isn't  as  exciting  ...  it  used  to  b 

something  you  looked  forward  to." 

Knickeity-Knockerty  Players:  "St.  George  and  the  Dragon' 
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Still  very  active  indeed  in  children's  theater  is  Madge 

filler  Eulenstein,  '39.  She's  written  43  plays,  had  23  publ- 
ished in  the  United  States  and  England  and  some  trans- 

)lanted  into  Japanese,  Swedish,  Afrikaans  and  Braille, 

ihe's  even  been  the  subject  of  at  least  three  master's  theses! 

"Children's  theater  is  an  excellent  field,  "Madge  says. 

It's  not  overcrowded,  and  I  probably  do  better  financially 

han  most  professional  writers." 
Although  she  was  an  accomplished  campus  actress  and 

tarted  speech  lessons  at  eight,  she  never  had  "the  slightest 

iesire"  to  act  professionally.  She  never  took  any  writing 
zourses  at  Chatham,  but  had  always  written  fantasy,  even 

as  a  child.  Her  first  play,  "Knave  vs.  Knight,"  a  meller- 
drama,  was  written  to  serve  as  a  fund-raiser  for  the  Verse 

Choir's  spring  vacation  trip.  While  Madge  was  taking  her 

master's  at  Western  Reserve,  Miss  Kerst  asked  her  to  try 

a  children's  play  for  the  speech  majors.  The  result,  "The 

!Prince  of  Pantoufla,"  was  produced,  shown  to  Drama 
•Critic  Harold  Cohen  and  his  wife,  who  passed  it  along  to 

the  director  of  the  Pittsburgh'  Children's  Theater  .  .  .  and 
a  career  was  born! 

In  the  next  few  years,  Madge  wrote  a  half  dozen  plays 

for  the  Children's  Theater  and  also  acted,  "But  I  hated 

touring."  She  also  taught  at  two  city  high  schools,  a  private 
studio  and  Chatham,  Margaret  Morrison  and  Duquesne. 
In  1949,  she  took  off  for  New  York  to  write  for  television 

and  managed  to  crack  the  Canadian  network,  but  not  the 

big  time.  So  she  was  receptive  in  1951  to  an  offer  from 

two  theatrical  friends  to  write  and  direct  for  a  new  chil- 

dren's theater,  the  Knickerty-Knockerry  Players.  She's  been 
at  it  ever  since  except  for  about  ten  years,  when  she  was 

taking  care  of  her  children  while  they  were  small. 

Knickerry-Knockerty  plays  to  about  10,000  children  a 

year,  mostly  in  Pennsylvania,  Ohio,  New  York  and  Con- 
necticut. 

The  theater  is  a  family  interest  with  Eulensteins.  H. 

Robert,  an  attorney  and  teacher  of  law,  performs  with  the 

Little  Lake  Theater  and  Mt.  Lebanon  Players.  Betsy,  10, 

writes  plays  for  school  and  loves  to  act.  H.  Robert,  Jr., 

1 1 V2,  stage  manages  his  sister's  shows  in  their  basement 
theater,  but  his  compelling  interests  are  scientific. 

KJPMWOt/Sf 
Courses  in  drama-speech  do  not  always  lead  to  the  wings. 

In  fact,  most  Chatham  graduates  of  that  department  are 

probably  teaching  or  doing  clinical  work. 

And  that  suits  Lu  Beery  Wenneker,  '49,  just  fine. 

"I  had  no  idea  of  making  the  professional  theater  a 

career,"  says  Lu,  who  took  two  majors,  speech  and  art,  at 
Chatham  and  has  combined  them  into  a  full  and  satisfying 

life.  Lu  is  head  of  the  fine  arts  department  at  Ellis  School 

in  Pittsburgh,  teaching  art  history  and  drama. 

Lu,  who  starred  in  the  O'Neill  trilogy  and  the  Sophocles 

"Antigone"  at  Chatham,  doesn't  take  the  easy  way  with  her 

teen-agers.  They've  done  Shakespeare's  "Tempest,"  "Skin 

of  Our  Teeth,"  the  Benjamin  Britten  opera,  "Noyes 

Fludde,"  and  Aristophanes'  "The  Frogs,"  among  other things. 

Though  presently  a  teacher,  Lu  started  as  a  costume 

designer  for  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse,  played  eight  roles 

there  and  had  a  season  in  summer  stock  at  Ogonquit, 

Maine.  She  also  worked  as  a  display  artist  at  Gimbels, 

which  she  left  in  1953  for  motherhood.  In  1958,  she  went 

back  to  Chatham  for  education  courses  and  two  years  later 
started  at  Ellis. 

Lu  married  one  of  her  Chatham  teachers,  Dr.  Jerry 

Wenneker,  associate  professor  of  drama.  They  are  the 

parents  of  a  son,  15,  and  daughters  13  and  10.  In  addition 

to  being  wife,  mother,  teacher-administrator,  Lu  is  still  a 

student,  working  on  a  Ph.D.  in  art  history  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  Pittsburgh.  Two  years  ago,  she  won  a  Fulbright 

fellowship  for  study  in  Florence,  and  the  entile  Wenneker 

family  spent  the  year  in  Italy  and  Greece. 

Of  course,  there's  Frances  Meyers,  '65,  who  is  teaching 
basic  speech  and  doing  speech  correction  at  Brooklyn 

College.  She  thinks  college  teaching  is  one  of  the  best 

fields  available  for  women,  but  she's  at  Brooklyn  because 
she  wanted  to  be  in  New  York,  where  the  theater  action  is. 

Many  teachers  in  the  city  are  continuing  their  own  pro- 
fessional training  or  playing  occasional  roles  on  and  off 

Broadway — and  Frances  still  has  her  hopes  high. 

After  graduation  from  Chatham,  ("We  need  a  decent 

stage! " ) ,  Frances  went  to  Cornell  for  her  master's.  As 
a  graduate  assistant,  she  worked  on  costumes  one  year  and 

taught  speech  and  worked  on  props  for  the  University 

Theater  the  second  year.  Last  spring,  she  delivered  a  paper 

on  "The  Rhetoric  of  Napoleon  Bonaparte"  at  the  Eastern 
States  Speech  Convention,  and  the  Brooklyn  offer  followed. 

For  the  future — a  start  on  a  Ph.D.  in  a  year  or  so,  when 

she's  made  the  choice  among  theater  history,  dramatic 
literature  or  speech  correction. 



Norma  Trozzo  Hopkinson,  '47,  is  a  speech  major  who 

has  achieved  standing  in  a  field  that's  at  one  remove — 
hearing.  Now  clinical  assistant  professor  and  associate 

member  of  the  Graduate  Faculty,  School  of  Medicine,  Uni- 
versity of  Pittsburgh,  Norma  has  a  staggering  schedule  of 

laboratory,  clinic  and  classroom  work  and  finds  it  all  most 

rewarding. 

Her  major  interest  centers  around  the  study  of  behav- 
ioral responses  of  patients  with  certain  ear  pathologies  to 

a  variety  of  auditory  signals,  and  she  has  presented  seven 

papers  at  national  conferences  and  authored  or  co-authored 
three  brief  research  reports  and  twelve  clinical  or  research 

publications. 

In  1967,  she  designed  a  training  program  for  the  first 

sub-professional  staff,  including  writing  a  computer  pro- 
gram to  teach  the  diagnostic  of  the  hearing  problem.  In 

'68,  her  main  concern  will  be  with  a  National  Institutes  of 

Health  study  of  "cochlear  dysfunction"  in  an  out-patient 

population.  A  far  cry  from  the  medium  in  "Blithe  Spirit" 
and  the  ballet  dancer  in  "The  Time  of  Your  Life,"  two 
favorite  roles  at  Chatham. 

Norma  took  her  M.A.  at  Northwestern  University  in 

speech  pathology  and  audiology  while  teaching  at  Chatham 

during  the  school  year.  The  same  year,  1949,  she  married 

Sam  Hopkinson,  then  started  a  five-and-a-half  year  stint  as 

instructor  and  hearing  consultant  at  the  Pittsburgh  Hear- 
ing Society.  In  1955,  she  went  to  the  Eye  and  Ear  Hospital 

as  a  clinical  audiologist,  then  as  supervisor  of  the  clinical 

audiology  program  for  adults  and  school  age  children. 

While  she  worked  full-time,  she  studied  for  the  Ph.D.  and 

that  required,  Norma  points  out,  "a  spouse  who  is  patient, 

indulgent, 'emotionally  strong  and  helpful." 

She's  always  been  "extremely  proud"  of  her  liberal  arts 

training  at  Chatham.  "Although  many  individuals  of  a 
scientific  bent  tend  to  negate  the  importance  of  a  general 

exposure  in  the  college  years,  when  it  might  have  been 

wise  to  be  learning  the  second  law  of  thermodynamics, 

I  have  never  heard  a  disparaging  word  about  Chatham  in 

this  context,"  says  Norma.  "I  have  noted  only  respect  for 

its  program  and  perhaps  some  envy." 

In  spite  of  a  schedule  for  which  the  word  "busy"  is 
downright  relaxing,  Norma  enjoys  attending  athletic  and 

social  events  at  the  junior  high  school  where  her  husband 

is  the  principal,  and  she  likes  to  cook,  though  she  has  a 
woman  once  a  week  to  clean  and  iron. 

Marianne  Boggs  Campbell,  '48,  took  a  speech  major, 
along  with  majors  in  economics  and  history,  as  preparation 

for  law.  She  never  dreamed  of  a  career  in  broadcasting, 

but  today  she  is  director  of  community  affairs  for  AVCO 

Broadcasting  Corporation,  with  radio  and  television  stations 

jJ^fi2)i 

in  Cincinnati,  Dayton,  Columbus,  Indianapolis,  San  Antonio, 

Washington  and  San  Francisco.  She  was  the  first  and  so 

far  only  woman  director  on  the  National  Association  of 

Broadcasters  board,  the  first  woman  appointed  to  the  Radio 

Code  Board,  a  president  of  the  Ohio  Association  of  Broad- 

casters, only  woman  to  serve  on  the  Small  Business  Ad- 
ministration Advisory  Council  for  Ohio  and  on  the  board  of 

directors  of  the  Gallipolis,  Ohio  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

And  that's  just  a  sampling  of  her  honors.  Is  it  any  wonder 
she  was  chosen  one  of  the  top  ten  women  of  I960  by  the 

American  Business  Women's  Association? 

Marianne  went  to  AVCO  just  last  year  after  17  years  a< 

general  manager  of  radio  station  WJEH-AM-FM,  Galli- 

polis, which  she  put  on  the  air  in  1950.  Under  her  manage- 

ment, the  stations  gained  national  attention  for  community- 

oriented  and,  incidentally,  profitable  operation.  Her  testi- 
mony before  the  FCC  several  years  ago  was  outstanding 

and  proved  that  radio  can  become  an  integral  part  of  its 
community. 

In  her  new  job,  she  travels  to  the  various  stations  to  heir, 

them  extend  their  community  involvement.  This  include; 

a  great  many  speeches.  For  example,  in  December,  she 
addressed  the  national  staff  conference  of  the  American 

Cancer  Society  and  in  January,  spoke  to  the  ACS's  Ohic 
Division  Crusade  Training  meeting.  In  February,  she 
moderated  four  bridal  fashion  shows  for  KYA  in  Sar 

Francisco.  In  March,  she  spoke  at  the  Distributive  Educa- 
tion Clubs  of  America  leadership  conference  in  Kentucky 

and  was  program  chairman  for  the  national  meeting  ir 

Chicago  of  the  Association  for  Professional  Broadcasting 

Education.  She  is  delighted  that  a  new  airport  in  Gallipolis 

makes  it  easy  to  commute  from  her  home  on  the  400-acre 
family  farm  to  Cincinnati,  where  she  maintains  a  weekda) 

residence  in  the  Sheraton  Gibson  Hotel.  Her  Gallipolis 

housekeeper  has  been  with  the  family  for  20  years,  sc 
Marianne  has  time  free  of  household  chores  so  she  anc 

husband  Bill  can  enjoy  their  weekends  together. 

"I  couldn't  be  doing  what  I  am  now  if  I  did  not  have 

such  a  devoted  and  cooperative  husband,"  she  says — anc 
understanding  husbands,  sure  of  their  own  identities,  seerr 

to  be  a  prerequisite  for  married  carreer  women. 

Drama  and  speech  is  a  good  field  for  women,  Marianne 
believes,  whether  it  leads  to  a  career  or  to  more  effective 

participation  in  community  activities.  "There  is  no  sub- 
stitute for  the  ability  to  speak  clearly  and  concisely,"  she states. 

"Chatham  was  ideal.  Small  classes  meant  hard  study,  anc 

our  professors  were  the  best.  I  wouldn't  change  one  thing 

about  my  basic  college  education  at  Chatham." 
No  matter  where  they  are,  behind  the  footlights,  a  micro- 

phone, a  teacher's  lectern  or  a  playwright's  desk,  oui 

Chatham  speech  graduates  are  happy  with  the  life  they've 
chosen — or  that's  chosen  them.  And  they're  a  credit  tc 
their  college.    ■ 
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ALUMNAE-STUDENT 
RELATIONS  AT  CHATHAM 

Two  of  the  busiest  members  of  the  Alumnae  Association 

executive  board  this  year  are  the  co-chairmen  of  the  alum- 

nae-student relations  committee,  Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs,  '60, 

and  Gwen  Bach  Lammert,  '51.  The  name  of  the  committee 
is  self-explanatory,  and  the  program  has  been  the  respon- 

sibility of  the  first  vice  president  with  one  of  the  directors 

appointed  by  the  ptesident  to  serve  as  co-chairman. 
On  the  firm  foundation  established  by  two  former  vice 

presidents,  Vange  Seitanakis  Beldecos,  '52,  and  Marianne 

McCallister  Martin,  '40,  the  activities  have  multiplied  until 
the  program,  or  the  necessary  preparation  for  it,  continues 

on  a  year-round  schedule. 

A  successful  program  must  have  a  starting  point  and  ours 

begins,  wherever  possible,  with  the  prospective  student. 

This  fitst  contact  is  accomplished  in  three  ways: 

1)  In  club  areas  we  follow  the  common  practice,  at  least 

among  women's  colleges,  of  the  club-sponsored  tea  or  coke 
party  to  which  eligible  secondary  school  juniors  and  seniors 

and  their  mothers  are  invited.  Usually  held  during  the 

Thanksgiving  or  Christmas  holidays,  ptesent  students  are  at 

home  to  setve  as  sources  of  first-hand  information  about  the 

College,  and  the  mothers  have  an  opportunity  to  see  in  the 

alumnae  a  glimpse  of  what  their  daughters  may  become 

after  four  years  at  Chatham. 

2 )  Eighty-two  alumnae  in  twenty-nine  states  serve  officially 
as  representatives  for  the  college  admissions  department. 

They  are  carefully  selected  by  the  admissions  and  alumnae 

directors,  and  they  receive  an  official  three-year  appoint- 
ment from  President  Eddy.  These  representatives  receive 

all  college  publications  including  the  ARROW,  visit  high 

schools  in  their  geographic  areas  with  the  Chatham  ad- 
missions counselor,  represent  Chatham  at  college  nights, 

and  conduct  intetviews  with  prospective  students  who 

cannot  visit  the  campus. 

3)  A  Prospective  Students  Open  House,  co-sponsored  by 
the  Alumnae  Association  and  the  Admissions  Office,  is  held 

on  campus  the  last  Saturday  in  September.  This  is  for 

secondary  school  juniors  and  seniors  and  their  mothers 

from  the  Pittsburgh  area.  The  president  of  the  Alumnae 

Association  presides  at  the  program  in  which  President 

Eddy  and  members  of  faculty,  staff  and  student  body  par- 
ticipate. The  committee  calls  upon  present  students  and 

recent  alumnae  to  serve  as  registrars,  hostesses  and  guides 

for  campus  tours. 

Progressing  from  the  prospective  to  the  actual  student, 

a  letter  of  welcome  is  sent  to  each  entering  freshman  soon 

aftet  orientation  week.  No  attempt  is  made  to  explain  the 

Alumnae  Association  at  this  time.  It  is  solely  a  friendly 

gesture  and  an  offer  of  any  service  we  might  render  from 

the  alumnae  office.  Another  "friendly  gesture"  activity  is 
the  back-to-school  party  given  by  a  number  of  alumnae 

clubs  for  the  entering  and  returning  students  from  their 

areas.  These  usually  take  place  in  late  August  or  early 

September. 
When  the  Alumnae  Council  meets  on  campus  late  in 

October  the  committee  meets  with  student  leaders  of  all 

campus  organizations  to  discuss  ways  in  which  the  alumnae 
can  serve  the  students  and  vice  vetsa.  From  these  discus- 

sions come  some  of  the  best  ideas  for  future  activities. 

Students  are  frequently  called  upon  to  participate  in 

Council  sessions.  For  one  program  a  student  from  each 

class  was  invited  to  present  a  frank  evaluation  of  the  Col- 

lege as  she  saw  it,  her  reasons  for  choosing  Chatham,  and 

an  assessment  of  how  it  was  living  up  to  her  expectations. 

It  was  interesting  to  note  the  stages  of  development  from 

the  exuberant  freshman  to  the  poised  senior.  It  was  notable, 

also,  that  there  was  no  evidence  of  restraint  in  exptessing 

their  very  candid  opinions  just  because  they  were  speaking 
to  alumnae. 

The  Alumnae  Association,  through  the  Alumnae  Fund, 

supports  eight  scholatships,  two  in  each  class.  We  keep 
in  close  touch  with  these  Alumnae  Scholars,  and  honor 

them  at  a  pre-holiday  dinner  each  December.  The  Scholars 

for  the  1967-68  academic  year  are: 

Seniors — Yvette  Bourgeois,  Dallas,  Texas,  and  Gisela 
Krueger,  New  Castle,  Pennsylvania. 

Juniors — Bobbi  Franklin,  Portland,  Oregon,  and  Jennifer 
Gearhart,  Pittsburgh. 

Sophmores — Fiances  Conkey,  Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania, 
and  Sally  Marks,  Auburn,  New  York. 

Freshmen — Norma  Schreiber,  New  Britain,  Connecticut, 

and  Shelley  Stuart-Bullock,  Ossining,  New  York. 

The  Recorder  is  distributed  to  all  seniors,  Alumnae 

Scholars,  alumnae  daughters,  and  to  all  dormitories  and  the 

Infirmary.  The  Alumnae  Association  also  provides  an 

annual  subscription  to  The  New  Yorker  for  the  Infirmary. 

This  year,  at  the  request  of  the  students,  the  committee 

arranged  for  three  career  discussion  sessions  with  alumnae. 

Meeting  from  7:00  to  8:00  P.M.  on  February  28,  March  12 

and  April  4,  three  recent  alumnae  talked  infotmally  about 

their  careers: — Debbie  Little,  '67,  newspaper  journalism; 

Sue  Allardice,  '59,  art  in  advertising  and  television;  Diane 

Brutout  Neimann,  '65,  college  teaching  and  work  with  the 
Juvenile  Court. 

After  mid-year  exams  are  over  and  the  long  winter  slump 

sets  in,  students  are  invited  to  avail  themselves  of  the  hos- 
pitality of  local  alumnae,  usually  in  groups  of  two  to  four 

for  Sunday  evening  supper.  The  alumnae  committee  enlists 

the  hostesses,  and  students  are  asked  to  sign  up  in  their 

dorms  if  they  would  like  to  enjoy  the  pleasant  change  of  a 

home-cooked  meal  in  a  family  atmosphere.  An  occasional 

breakdown  in  communications  may  cause  momentary  con- 
sternation, but  for  the  most  part  the  atrangements  happen 

as  scheduled. 

In  the  past  we  have  entertained  the  members  of  the 
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senior  class  at  a  variety  of  brunches,  teas,  luncheons  and 

evening  parties.  This  year  two  dinners  were  scheduled  on 

consecutive  nights,  providing  a  choice  of  time  for  the  senior 

guests.  Seating  was  arranged  at  tables  for  six  with  an  alumna 

hostess  at  each  table.  Two  hours  passed  quickly  over  a  good 

dinner,  lively  conversation,  a  pleasant  welcome  by  the  presi- 
dent, Dorothy  Van  der  Voort,  and  a  brief  description  of  the 

mysterious  workings  of  the  Alumnae  Association  by  Cor- 
delia Jacobs. 

At  the  Closing  Convocation  in  May  the  members  of  the 

senior  class  receive  the  college  colors  to  replace  their  class 

colors,  and  are  formally  inducted  into  the  Alumnae  Asso- 
ciation. Also  at  this  time  the  Annual  Alumnae  Award,  an 

engraved  silver  bowl,  is  presented  to  an  outstanding  senior 

by  the  president  of  the  Association.  And,  to  make  her 

induction  complete,  each  senior  receives  a  certificate  of 

membership,  a  fact  sheet  about  the  Alumnae  Association, 
and  the  inevitable  card  to  be  filled  out  and  returned  to  the 

alumnae  office  as  the  basis  for  the  permanent  record  file 
for  still  another  class  of  Chatham  Alumnae. 

This  is  the  basic  story  of  alumnae-student  relations.  Add 
to  this  a  variety  of  small  services  by  the  alumnae  office 

staff — from  providing  addresses  of  former  students,  to 

alumnae  housing  for  individuals  and  touring  choir  mem- 
bers, to  filling  requests  for  alumnae  job  counseling  in 

major  cities,  to  assistance  in  student  fund-raising  projects — 
we  do  our  best  to  oblige.  R.  H.  S. 

COOPERATION-ALUMNAE  STYLE 

Through  the  cooperation  of  several  alumnae  in  three 

widely  separated  cities,  three  present  seniors  have  enjoyed 

eastern,  southern  and  western  hospitality  while  pursuing 
academic  activities. 

Early  in  December  Kathleen  Kratt,  with  Dr.  W.  Dale 

Richey,  associate  professor  of  chemistry,  traveled  to  Hous- 
ton, Texas  to  attend  the  11th  Robert  A.  Welch  Foundation 

Conferences  on  Chemical  Research.  They  were  met  at  the 

airport  by  Marie  Cohn  Chiles  ('48)  and  her  husband  and 
taken  to  the  Chiles  home  for  dinner.  Later  in  the  evening, 

other  Houston  alumnae  and  their  husbands  joined  them 

there  to  see  pictures  and  be  brought  up  to  date  on  the 

College.  Kathleen  was  housed  for  two  nights  with  Eleanor 

Meanor  Croyle  ('38)  and  the  third  night  with  the  Chiles. 

Dr.  Mary  Bradshaw  ('27),  a  member  of  the  faculty  at 
American  University,  made  her  apartment  headquarters  for 

Karen  Frick  who  spent  two  January  weeks  in  Washington, 

DC.  to  interview  twenty-four  Congressmen  and  eight  com- 
mittee staff  members.  All  of  this  was  part  of  the  research 

for  her  tutorial — an  examination  of  the  various  roles  which 

members  of  the  House  Judiciary  Committee  played  in  the 

passage  of  the  1966  Civil  Rights  Act. 

From  March  29  to  April  4  Patricia  Elio  attended  the 

American  Chemical  Society  National  Convention  in  Sar.l 
Francisco  with  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Gerst  Gibbon.  Dr.  Gibbon. 

assistant  professor  of  chemistry,  presented  a  paper  at  the 

conference.  Patricia's  hostess  in  San  Francisco  was  Barbara 

Sanford   ('58)  who  generously  shared  her  apartment. 

Naturally,  these  things  do  not  "just  happen."  Word 
travels  around  campus  that  the  alumnae  office  can  arrange 

almost  anything — any  time,  any  place — and,  with  the 
cooperation  of  obliging  alumnae  such  as  these,  it  is  almost true. 

New  York  Club  at  United  Nations 

Another  form  of  alumnae  cooperation  was  responsible 

for  a  very  successful  venture  in  New  York  City.  On  Febru- 
ary 28  more  than  five  hundred  persons  from  the  alumnae 

clubs  of  ten  colleges  met  at  the  United  Nations  for  a  late 

afternoon  tour,  cocktails  in  the  Delegates  Dining  Room, 

and  to  hear  Lord  Caradon,  permanent  representative  of  the 

United  Kingdom,  speak  about  the  work  of  the  ambassadors 

to  the  United  Nations.  The  participating  colleges  were 

Barnard,  Briarcliff,  Chatham,  Goucher,  Hollins,  Mills, 

Mount  Holyoke,  Randolph-Macon,  Skidmore  and  Sweet 
Briar.  The  group  is  already  working  on  plans  for  another 

joint  project  for  1969. 

Ten  College  Group  Meets  at  Wells 

The  association  presidents  and  alumnae  directors  of 

another  cooperating  group  of  ten  colleges  held  their  third 

annual  meeting  on  April  4-5  at  Wells  College.  The  pre- 
vious meetings  were  held  at  Sweet  Briar  and  Connecticut. 

In  addition  to  these  three  and  Chatham,  the  group  in- 

cludes Bryn  Mawr,  Goucher,  Hollins,  Randolph-Macon, 
Skidmore  and  Wheaton.  The  purpose  is  to  discuss  new 

ideas  in  alumnae  relations,  and  to  consider  the  solutions 

to  problems  common  to  all  of  the  member  colleges.  This 

year  Dorothy  Van  der  Voort,  president  of  the  Chatham 

Alumnae  Association,  was  responsible  for  planning  the 

program  and  presiding  at  the  sessions. 

WOODROW  WILSON  DESIGNATES 

1968-69 
Three  Chatham  seniors  have  been  placed  on  the  Honor- 

able Mention  List  of  the  Woodrow  Wilson  Fellowship 

Program: — Pamela  Davis  from  Dover,  New  Hampshire, 

whose  major  is  French  literature;  Alice  Ireland,  a  mathe- 
matics-computer science  major  from  Millville,  New  Jersey; 

and  Kathleen  Osmond,  a  political  science  major  from  Mon- 
roeville,  Pennsylvania. 

Miss  Davis,  a  Chatham  Scholar  and  member  of  Phi  Beta 

Kappa,  also  has  received  a  Fullbright  Grant  for  a  year's 
study  in  France.  She  plans  to  do  her  graduate  work  in 
18th  century  theatre. 
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In  Memoriam 

Margaret  Bowden  78 
1964 

Kate  Acheson  x'85 
(Mrs.  Cadmus  Gordon) 

February  17,  1961 

Mary  Baldwin  '86 
(Mrs.  H.  H.  Robertson) 

April  14,  1964 

Laura  May  Kreps  '94 
(Mrs.  James  C.  Holding) 

November  11,  1967 

Gertrude  Jenny  Prep.  '99-'01 1967 

Leila  Colvin  Prep.  '01 -'02 
(Mrs.  J.  H.  McCrady,  Jr.) 

1967 

Alice  M.  Young  x'07 December  1967 

Irma  Diescher  '11 
(Mrs.  George  Messier) 
November  18,  1967 

Elma  Trussel  '11 
(Mrs.  William  J.  Bannen) 

March  16,  1968 

Frances  Cameron  '12 
(Mrs.  Francesca  Doane) 

June  1967 

Hazel  N.  Rider  '14 February  14,  1968 

Martha  Kroenert  x'14 February  5,  1968 

Eleanor  McElvany  x'17 (Mrs.  Peter  Yakovich) 
November  22,  1967 

Janet  Lockhart  Hill  '18 January  21,  1968 

Gertrude  Bair,  '19 (Mrs.  W.  H.  Wood) 
September  29,  1967 

Edna  Dague  '36 (Mrs.  E.  C.  Rigg) 

January  10,  1968 

Margaret  Rowe  '36 (Mrs.  James  M.  Hustead) 
February  7,  1968 

Thayer  Thompson  '37 (Mrs.  Edmond  V.  Russ) 
November  17,  1967 

Anne  Watson  '48 (Mrs.  John  M.  Lofton) 
March  15,  1968 

Margaret  Ann  Shafer  '51 (Mrs.  Donald  L.  Shuck) 
November  1,  1967 

11 
DEATHS 

Edna  M.  Reitz 
1022  Findley  Drive  West 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

The  class  regretfully  reports  the  deaths 
of  three  members:  Rosalie  Supplee  on  Au- 

gust 23,  1967  after  many  years  of  semi- 
invalidism;  Irma  Diescher  Messier  who 
died  instantly  when  struck  by  a  car  on 
November  18,  1967;  and  Elma  Trussel 
Bannen  on  March  16,  1968  after  being  in 
poor  health  for  some  time. 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Clarissa 
Blakeslee  Ingle  whose  husband  Charles 
passed  away  in  the  summer  of  1967. 

Belle  McClymonds  Marshall  continues  to 
reside  at  Negley  House. 

Rachel  McQuiston  Kelly  and  Maggie 

McCullough  Hoffman  seem  to  be  quite  ac- 
tive in  their  respective  homes  in  New  York 

City  and  Albany. 

Sara  Carpenter  and  Edna  Reitz  keep 
track  of   1911   news  in  Pittsburgh. 

13 Elizabeth  S.  McCague 
864  Thorn  Street 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Grace  M.    Wilson,    123   Linden  Boulevard, 
Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  11226 

Eaye  Atkinson  McCune  and  her  husband 
still  like  living  in  Florida.  They  enjoy 
gardening  on  their  large  lot.  Charles  has 
not  yet  surmounted  his  eye  troubles. 

Lucile  Atkinson  Baker's  husband  had  the 
misfortune  to  break  a  hip  and  is  in  a  nurs- 

ing home,  so  Lucile  is  busier  than  ever,  but 
mentions  being  cheered  by  hearing  from 
the  rest  of  us.  Says  she  marvels  at  the  ca- 

reers of  the  younger  alumnae  when  she 
reads  the  Recorder.  She  sent  in  a  picture 
of  several  candidates  for  queen  of  a  Mid- 
Winter  Ball  which  included  her  attractive 

granddaughter. 

It  is  good  to  know  that  Helen  Blair  Bau- 
mann  is  still  enjoying  living  in  the  city  so 
much.  She  disclaims  doing  anything  spec- 

tacular, but  continues  to  be  intetested  in 
her  church  and  the  nearby  attractions  at  the 
College  Club  and  Carnegie  Institute.  Helen 

keeps  in  touch  with  friends  and  is  a  faith- 
ful attendant  at  Decade  V  meetings. 

There  is  a  chance  that  Christine  Cameron 
Bryan  will  get  to  Pittsburgh  this  spring 
and  we  are  hoping  to  see  her.  At  the  time 
of  her  writing  she  was  just  recovering  from 

a  spell  of  flu. 

Laila  Clark  Ament  had  a  nice  visit  in 
Washington  last  spring  with  Donna,  her 
granddaughter  who  has  a  position  there. 
When  I  talked  with  Laila,  she  reported  that 
her  auntie,  Mrs.  Dilley,  was  well.  All  will 
be  glad  to  hear  that  and  will  be  thinking  of 
her  when  she  has  her  104th  birthday  in 
May. 

Lack  of  space  forbids  me  to  relate  the 

details  of  Helen  Craig  Culley's  experiences 
abroad,  but  she  had  a  wonderful  time  in 
those  fourteen  months.  She  and  her  daugh- 

ter's family  traveled  all  over  Europe  for 
two  months  before  settling  down  in  Vienna. 

Elizabeth  Donehoo  Stoltz  and  her  hus- 
band have  again  been  wintering  in  Palm 

Desert,  California.  They  report  delightful 

weather,  a  little  golf,  and  the  fun  of  watch- 
ing the  grandchildren  grow  up.  They  hope 

to  get  to  Pittsburgh  some  time  this  summer. 

Louise  Fletcher  has  not  had  a  very  com- 
fortable year  since  she  had  to  have  a  second 

cataract  operation  and  this  time  there  were 
complications.  I  am  sure  we  all  sympathize 
with  Louise.  Fortunately  she  was  able  to  get 
back  to  Sarasota  for  the  winter.  Not  long 

before  writing  me  she  had  been  to  a  meet- 
ing of  the  A.A.U.W.  branch  which  was 

held  at  the  home  of  the  president,  Mrs. 
Hinckley.  It  so  happens  that  both  Mrs. 
Hinckley  and  the  vice-president,  Dolores 
Steinecke,  are  graduates  of  our  college. 

From  Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh  we  get 
the  report  that  everything  is  about  as  usual 
— even  another  vacation  in  Connecticut. 
And  Jeanne  Gray  Orcutt  and  Grace  Wilson 
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report  "no   news"  except  that  Grace   has   a new  address  as  indicated  above. 

The  year  1967  did  not  treat  Sylvia 
Wayne  Gotham  very  well.  She  was  taken  ill 
in  Florida,  had  to  be  brought  home,  and 
was  in  the  hospital  for  four  months.  It  is 
wonderful  to  be  able  to  report  now  that 
she  is  completely  recovered,  back  in  Florida 
for  the  rest  of  the  winter,  and  enjoying 
life  again.  She  hopes  to  see  Faye  McCune 
while  in  the  south.  Is  considering  making 
a  move  when  she  returns  in  May  and  taking 
an  apartment  in  the  building  where  her 
brother  lives.  Sylvia  sends  love  to  all. 

My  card  to  Mildred  Weston  Rogers 
reached  her  just  after  she  and  her  husband 
had  returned  from  London  again  where  they 
had  been  doing  more  research  for  their 
writing.  Mr.  Rogers  appeared  for  an  inter- 

view about  his  book  Ladies  Bountiful  on 

"The  To-day  Show"  on  February  fourteenth. 
Mildred's  poems  continue  to  appear  in  the 
anthologies,  the  two  latest  being  "Eight 
Lives  and  Under"  and  "Creatures  in  Verse," 
both  published  by  Macmillan. 

Martha  Young  McKeon  writes  that  life 

goes  on  about  as  usual,  including  some  free- 
lance editorial  work  when  she  feels  so  in- 

clined. She  takes  great  interest  in  her  four 
lively  grandchildren.  Was  planning  to 
spend  February  in  Florida  and  hoped  to  see 
Sylvia  Gotham  there.  Martha  always  has  the 
welcome  mat  out  for  any  of  us  that  may 
get  up  her  way. 

The  class  secretary  spent  her  spring  "va- 
cation" in  the  Sewickley  Hospital,  but  in 

July  and  August  went  off  on  visits  as  usual. 
And  in  October  I  had  a  brief  visit  in  Cham- 
bersburg  where  I  enjoyed  seeing  the  big 
improvements  at  Penn  Hall. 

17 
DEATHS 

Jane  Elizabeth  Errett 
Chatham,  Pa.  19318 

15 Jane  S.  Johnston 
4720  Centre  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Louise  Rohm  Johnson  as  usual  spent  the 
winter  in  Hollywood,  Florida,  but  will  re- 

turn to  Wilson,  New  York  for  the  summer. 
In  November  Louise  had  the  pleasure  of 
attending  the  wedding  of  her  grandson, 
Douglas  Foss,  in  East  Aurora,  New  York. 

Mary  Estep  Starr  leads  an  interesting  life 
with  her  daughter  and  family.  Three  chil- 

dren mean  a  lively  household.  She  and  Olga 
Losa  left  in  February  for  a  Caribbean  cruise 
which  must  have  been  most  enjoyable.  Olga, 
who  is  our  world  traveller,  had  a  nice  trip 

last  summer,  "A  Through-the-Lens  Tour" of  the  Scandinavian  countries. 

We  are  pleased  to  report  that  Mary  Ruth 
Jeffery  is  achieving  success  with  her  writ- 

ing. A  one-act  comedy  received  third  prize 
in  a  playwriting  contest  last  spring.  The 
December  issues  of  the  Carnegie  magazine 

contained  an  article  entitled  "Zoroaster  and 
the  Star  of  the  East."  Congratulations, Mary. 

Betty  Cameron  Frank  is  busy  with  com- 
munity affairs  and  family  life.  She  sends 

greetings  to  all. 

Your  secretary  has  nothing  eventful  to 
report  except  a  tour  of  Eastern  Canada  in- 

cluding a  visit  to  Expo  '67. 
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Eleanor  McElvaney  Yakovich   ( Mrs.  Peter ) , 
November  22,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Martha   Dunbar   Say    (Mrs.    D.   L.),   P.O. 
Box   129,  Wahmeda,  Chautauqua,  N.  Y. 
14722 

Edna    Evans    Peterson    (Mrs.    Charles    A), 
5    Grant   Street,    Apt.    2-C,   Greensburg, 
Pa.  15601 

Lillian  Fisher  Liohtenstuhl  ( Mrs.  William ) , 
320  North   Shore   Drive,   Miami   Beach, 
Florida  33141 

Pauline    McCaw    Patterson    ( Mrs.    L.    M. ) , 
4325  Lesher  Drive,  Dayton,  Ohio  45429 

The  main  event  which  involved  all  of 
us  was  our  50th  Reunion  at  the  College  in 
June.  Seven  of  us  sat  down  together  in  the 
big  dining  room.  Each  of  us  found  as  her 
place-card,  a  vision  of  her  old  self.  These 
portraits  were  reprints  from  our  old  Class 
Album,  furnished  by  Ruth  Swisshelm. 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol  made  a  bright  speech 
as  she  presented  our  gift  of  $1,030,  a  sum 
which  made  us  feel  proud.  For  this  accom- 

plishment we  may  thank  the  class  members 
who  proposed  and  managed  the  ten-year 
plan,  and  also  some  members  who  gave 
generously.  The  money  will  be  used  to  fur- 

nish outdoor  benches  for  leisure  hours  on 
the  campus.  Four  of  the  husbands  joined  us 

in  the  afternoon  for  the  President's  Recep- tion, and  later  for  the  dinner  of  barbecued 
steaks  on  the  terrace  of  the  Benedum  man- 

sion, overlooking  East  Liberty.  The  weather 
was  kind  and  we  had  a  happy  time.  This 
secretary  believes  that  her  classmates  chose 

very  fine  husbands.  We  were  able  to  con- 
tinue our  reunion  and  reminiscing  when 

we  gathered  on  Saturday  night,  as  Louise's 
guests,  in  Carol  Thome  King's  lovely  home in  Fox  Chapel.  On  Sunday,  partings  began 
but  some  of  us  visited  with  Martha  and 
Charles  Noyes  in  their  home  in  Butler. 
Now  we  look  forward  to  our  next  reunion. 

Martha  Crandall  Noyes  takes  pride  in 

Jim  and  his  family,  and  in  Martha's  prog- ress in  music  and  in  her  occupation  with 
IBM  computer  programming.  Martha  and 
Charles  have  enjoyed  a  Caribbean  cruise, 

entering  ports  which  they  did  not  see  be- 
fore. 

Martha  Dunbar  Say  and  her  husband 
continue  their  winter  work  in  Florida 
churches,  and  their  summer  social  life  in 
Chautauqua  where  they  gather  the  younger 
generations  about  them,  and  also  entertain 
their  traveling  friends.  Their  children  gave 
them  a  luxurious  time  at  Williamsburg  to 
celebrate  their  Golden  Wedding,  in  ad- 

vance, last  fall. 

Edna  Evans  Peterson  sends  greetings  to 
all  from  Greensburg.  She  lives  there  now 
with  her  sister,  Marge,  who  is  not  well. 

Lillian  Fisher  Liohtenstuhl  and  her  hus- 
band own  a  home  in  Miami  Beach  near  to 

relatives.  Their  son,  who  has  two  daughters, 
lives  in  Pittsburgh,  but  frequently  visits 
them. 

Ruth  and  Roy  Walters  lead  a  double  life, 
on    Chautauqua    Lake    in    summer    and    in 

Ridgewood,  New  Jersey  in  winter.  Thei 
sons  and  daughters  surprised  and  delighteo 
them  with  a  Golden  Wedding  party  in  De 
cember  in  Ridgewood  with  a  full  family 
reunion.  We  sorrowed  with  Ruth  last  fal 
when  she  lost  her  beloved  sister,  Heler. 

Gokey  Denigan,  '25. 
Pauline  McCaw  Patterson  moved  to  Day- 

ton, Ohio,  where  she  is  near  to  her  daugh- 
ter Eleanor  and  is  able  to  enjoy  the  com- 

pany of  four  grandchildren.  She  also  de-j 
votes  time  to  volunteer  work  in  the  Ketter- 

ing Memorial  Hospital. 

Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford  is  now| 
thriving  on  regular  meals  after  a  tedious! 
time  of  hospital  tests.  During  the  reunion! 
her  spirits  hit  a  low  point  because  she  had 
to  miss  the  celebration  after  she  had  been 
at  the  heart  of  planning  for  it.  We  tried  to 
carry  some  of  it  to  her  in  her  hospital 
bed,  but  we  knew  that  was  not  good 
enough.  Now  she  has  been  able  to  travel  to 
Bill's  home  in  Robinson,  Illinois  for  a 
family  reunion.  She  is  president  of  Devade 
V.  One  granddaughter  has  announced  her 

engagement. 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol  is  one  who  gets 

around,  with  a  son  in  Cincinnati,  a  daughter 
in  Crown  Point,  Indiana,  a  sister  in  Butler 
County,  and  an  appetite  for  culture  in 
Martha  Dunbar's  company  at  Chautauqua, 
where  she  also  visited  Ruth  and  Roy.  At 
home  she  engages  in  church  activities  in 
Mount  Lebanon. 

Louise  Reinecke  Thome  is  hard  to  find. 
She  visits  Phoebe  in  Cleveland  and  helps 
with  algebra  lessons;  Mannie  in  Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania  where  your  secretary  gets  a 
swift  glimpse  of  her;  Jack  in  California; 

and  unless  the  President's  tax  cramps  her 
style,  she  will  visit  the  Kings  in  London, 
whence  she  receives  bright  youthful  letters. 
Louise  did  not  get  her  12  children  but  she 
has  13  grandchildren,  and  so  competes  with 
Ruth  Walters. 

Estelle  Shepard  White  and  Bert  send 
greetings  from  Sanibel  Island,  on  the  Gulf 
Coast  of  Florida,  near  the  Caloosahatchee 
River,  far  away  from  Connecticut  snow. 
Marian  and  her  husband  are  doing  nicely  in 

Merry  Acres.  Soon  Betty's  husband  will  be- 
come President  of  Trinity  College  in  Hart- 
ford, Connecticut. 

Dot  Stoebener  Markell  has  colorful  mem- 
ories of  a  cruise  on  the  Mediterranean,  with 

tours  to  miscellaneous  inland  cities.  The 
surgeons  have  ministered  to  her  affected 
eye,  and  now  they  allow  her  to  go  to  the 
beauty  parlor  and  even  to  Florida  for  an 
extended  visit. 

Nell  Trimble  Shumaker  sends  loving 
greetings  from  Belle  Vernon.  After  eight 
years  in  London,  her  daughter  Mary  Lou 
and  family  are  at  home.  She  and  her  brothet 
Elmer  arranged  a  lovely  Golden  Wedding 
celebration  for  their  parents. 

Miss  Elizabeth  White  sounded  gay  as 
we  chatted  on  the  telephone.  Living  in 
Wilmington,  Delaware,  she  is  near  het 
nephews.  One  of  them  has  placed  her  in 

the  third  stage  of  life — the  "Aren't  you  re- 
markable" age. 

To  follow  the  interests  and  travels  of  us 
old  ladies,  a  secretary  needs  a  good  Atlas 
and  she  will  learn  world  geography.  Sc 
much  development  from  that  small  group 

who  once  planted  a  tulip  bed  on  the  Col- 



iilege  Campus.  An  estimated  count  of  grand- 
Jichildren  shows  58,  but  all  the  returns  may 
I  not  be  in  yet.  And  they  ate  all  Aces.  Two 
I  of  them  ate  engaged. 

Your  new  secretary  still  lives  in  her 
comfortable  small  home  in  this  village, 
near  to  friends  and  relations,  playing  for 
church  and  an  occasional  pretty  wedding, 
with  some  baby-sitting,  watching  the  old 
generations  re-appear  in  the  new  one. 

119 
Elinor  McEllroy  Guthrie 

(Mrs.  Sidney) 
131  Edgewood  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

DEATHS 

Virginia  Hooff,  September  15,  1967 

Gertrude  Bair  Wood,  September  29,  1967 

Margaret  Workman  Witherspoon  reports 
that  New  York  is  so  exciting  that  she  is 
happy  to  stay  home  and  let  her  husband  do 
the  traveling.  Their  children  are  far  away 
— Nancy  in  Caracas,  and  Maurice,  Jr.  in 
Canada,  Australia  and  New  Zealand. 

Marjorie  Errett  writes  from  Aiken,  South 
Carolina,  where  she  has  taken  a  house  for 
the  winter  months.  She  and  her  Pekinese 

"Pug"  are  enjoying  the  spring-like  weather 
with  budding  flowers  and  trees.  She  ex- 

pects Brownie  Bovard  to  stop  on  her  way 
south. 

Viola  Cox  sends  word  from  Santa 
Barbara,  California  that  she  still  thinks  this 
the  perfect  retirement  place.  She  is  busy 

with  church  and  club  activities  and  "lots" 
of  bridge  luncheons.  August  was  spent  with 
her  nephew  in  Duluth  and  December  in 
Mexico  City. 

Rachel  Buck  Reinken  still  enjoys  life  in 
Irvington,  Virginia.  She  and  her  husband 
took  a  five-week  trip  to  the  Scandinavian 
countries  last  summer.  They  left  in  Febru- 

ary for  Florida.  She  reports  15  grand- 
children— 3  in  college. 

A  letter  from  Augusta  Rogers  regrets  she 
was  too  late  for  news  in  the  last  Recorder. 
Her  home  and  hobbies  keep  her  busy.  She 
finds  Paris,  Kentucky  a  pleasant  place  to 
live — full  of  childhood  friends  and  relatives, 
and  a  relaxed,  easy  life. 

Marjorie  Barron  McKelvey  is  still  living 
in  the  Perry  Avenue  home,  rounding  out 
39  years  there.  Her  husband  Paul  and  son 
are  still  in  General  Practice.  A  new  grand- 

son arrived  last  January. 

A  note  from  Martha  Brownlee  Bovard 

enroute  south,  reported  a  wonderful  week- 
end visit  with  Marjorie  in  Aiken.  Brownie 

hoped  to  see  Lex  in  Miami.  Her  daughter 
Janet,  class  of  1946,  and  children  have  been 

with  her  while  Janet's  husband  (a  Lt. Colonel  in  the  Air  Force)  has  been  in 
Vietnam.  Brownie  looks  forward  to  our 
reunion  in  1969. 

A  letter  from  Mary  Crawford  tells  me 
news  of  classmates  but  little  of  her  own 
doings.  However,  I  know  she  keeps  busy 
as  she  has  been  coming  to  Decade  V  meet- 

ings with  Elizabeth  McCague,  class  of  1913. 

News  comes  from  Hartford  and  Dorothy 
Clarke  Albright.  She  and  her  husband  en- 

joy visits  from  their  children  and  grand- 
children who  live  in  California,  Oregon  and 

Ohio.  She  still  hopes  someone  from   1919 
will  be  near  Hartford  and  call. 

Helen  Bell  Frost  called  but  had  nothing 
new  to  report.  Her  oldest  granddaughter 
will  enter  West  Virginia  University  this 
fall. 

A  surprise  call  from  Henrietta  Leopold 
tells  me  she  is  still  at  work  at  Psychiatric 
Hospital.  She  hopes  to  see  some  of  you  in 

June  1969. 

I  am  sorry  to  report  the  deaths  of  two 
classmates — Virginia  Hooff  and  Gertrude 
Bair  Wood.  Our  sincere  sympathy  goes  to 
their  families. 

Nothing  new  from  your  secretary.  Life 
just  goes  on  as  usual.  Thanks  for  your  let- 

ters, and  I  am  sorry  that  I  can  not  include 
all  the  news  you  send.  Just  remember  our 
50th  Reunion  in  1969.  Hope  many  of  you 
can  come. 

23 Eliza  Peterson 

116  North  Fairfield  Street 
Ligonier,  Pennsylvania  15658 

21 
Margaret  Gilfillan 

1950  Washington  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Ella  F.  Martin,  209  Hillwood  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15209 

The  sympathy  of  the  Class  goes  out  to 
Lucile  Long  Haseltine  whose  mother  died 
in  October,  and  to  Marjorie  Caughey  Mus- 
grave  in  the  loss  of  her  twin  sister,  Cather- 

ine Johnson,  '20. 
Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  spent  Christmas 

in  Texas  with  her  daughter  Marcia,  and 
later  went  to  California.  Her  daughter  Lois 
will  be  in  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.  where  her 
husband,  Major  Snider,  is  stationed  after  a 
year  in  Vietnam.  Ella  Martin  gave  up  her 
apartment  and  is  living  with  her  niece  for 
the  present. 

I  had  the  pleasant  surprise  of  a  call  from 
Hazel  Curry  Koehler  and  her  attractive 
daughter  who  now  lives  in  this  area.  Hazel 
looks  well  and  has  many  interests.  1  also 
met  Gladys  Sullivan  Peters  at  a  Ladies  Day 
lunch  of  the  City  Farmers  Club.  Her  son- 
in-law,  Dr.  Ossman,  is  leaving  Chatham  to 
take  the  Chair  of  Political  Science  at  the 
new  Eisenhower  College  at  Seneca  Falls, 
N.  Y. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  was  enjoy- 
ing the  winter  at  Oceanside,  California 

quite  literally  since  their  apartment  had  a 
marvelous  view  of  the  ocean.  She  had  been 
back  to  Uniontown  and  down  through 
Virginia  last  summer. 

"Watching  eight  grandchildren  grow  is 
my  most  important  preoccupation  these 

days,"  writes  Marcella  Collier  Desjardines. 
"We  are  remodeling  our  cottage  on  Crystal 
Lake  to  make  room  for  them  all.  My  hus- 

band still  practices  law  at  a  terrific  rate 
and  we  plan  to  spend  March  in  Tucson. 

Kindest  regards  to  all." 
Marjorie  Caughey  Musgrave  also  finds 

great  enjoyment  in  her  two  grandchildren, 
the  older  now  in  school. 

Cards  returned  by  Louise,  Mary,  Liz,  Peg 
and  telephone  calls  with  Stella,  Edith, 
Lucile,  Marcella  and  Ada  Lou  all  repeat  the 
same  message — no  special  news  but  busy, 

or,  as  Mabel  Shaffer  put  it,  "every  day  full 
to  overflowing  as  a  retired  life  should  be." 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Julia  Matthews  Kirk  (Mrs.  R.  Myron), 
1052  Darlington  Road,  Holiday,  Florida 

33589 
Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  (Mrs.  Carl,  Jr.), 

21  Cherry  Road,  Kingston,  R.  I.  02881 

The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Harriet 
Barker  Thompson  on  the  death,  in  Septem- 

ber, of  her  brother  John,  a  Presbyterian 
minister  in  Canton,  Ohio. 

Betty  Mason  Richards  is  very  busy  as 
usual.  All  her  grandchildren  are  now  in 
school. 

Marie  Ohle  Craig  is  still  keeping  up  her 
political,  charitable  and  church  activities 
in  spite  of  not  feeling  well. 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  is  spending  a 

year  on  the  Island  of  Malta  where  her  hus- 
band is  visiting  lecturer  in  economics  at 

the  Royal  University.  They  had  an  adven- 
turous trip  through  Germany,  Czecho- 

slovakia, Austria  and  Yugoslavia  on  their 
way  and  find  the  island  tremendously  in- teresting. 

Marion  Rainey  Johnston  has  finished 
making  her  home  into  apartments  and  finds 
it  most  convenient. 

We  also  received  greetings  and  good 

wishes  from  Jean  Bumgarner,  Dorothy  Mc- 
Cormick  Means  and  Marion  Moffett  Barnes 
but  no  special  news. 

Please  keep  the  8th  of  June  for  our  re- 
union. You  will  hear  the  details  later. 

25 Lois  Brown  Nabors 

(Mrs.  A.  B.) 48  Charles  Street 
Uniontown,  Pa.  15401 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Katherine  Dashiell  Roberts  (Mrs.  Cyril 
H.),  6701  Northeast  61st  Drive,  Ft. 
Lauderdale,  Fla.  33308 

Kathryn  Kelty  Tea  (Mrs.  Clark  A.),  443 
Fox  Hills  Drive,  Bloomfield  Hills,  Mich. 48013 

DEATH 

Our  class  has  been  saddened  by  the  death 
of  Helen  Gokey  Denigan  on  September  22, 

1967.  She  was  always  a  gay,  vivacious  per- 
son and  will  be  missed  by  her  many  friends. 

We  extend  our  deepest  sympathy  of  her family. 

Helen  Abler s  Patton  wrote  to  me  of 

Gokey's  illness.  She  and  John  often  see  Ted 
Denigan  who  lives  nearby  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

A  note  from  Amelia  Aiello  Cangi  says 

she  and  Bill  are  enjoying  retirement  with 
mixed  feelings.  Last  summer  they  visited 
their  son  Joe  in  Dayton,  and  friends  in 
Pittsburgh  and  Chicago. 

Louise  Bumgarner,  Margaret  Herron  and 
Bee  Stevenson  McQuiston  sent  greetings 
but  no  special  news.  At  the  College  Club 
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Bee  sees  Sally  Hunter  Drake  and  Bertha 
Pitts  Olander.  The  College  Club  is  celebrat- 

ing its  60th  Anniversary  this  year,  and  as 
past  presidents  Bee  and  Louise  Graham 
Brown  are  being  honored.  Louise  still 
travels  a  lot  as  second  vice-president  of  the 

General  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs,  and 
recently  stopped  in  New  York  from  Provi- 

dence, R.  I.  to  visit  her  daughter  Barbara 
and  grandson  Christian. 

Sarah  Chisholm  Springer  and  Bill  are 
busy  with  all  the  usual  activities,  hospital 
and  D.A.R.  work,  bridge  playing,  etc.  Last 
summer  they  enjoyed  an  extended  trip 
through  the  southwest.  They  were  happy 
this  year  to  welcome  a  granddaughter, 
Amanda  Brooke  Menge,  who  lives  nearby 
in  Pittsburgh. 

Katherine  Dashiell  Roberts  and  Cyril  en- 
joy the  Florida  sunshine,  their  pool  and 

patio.  Last  June  their  son  was  transferred 
from  Seattle  to  Cape  Kennedy,  so  they  now 
can  see  the  four  grandchildren.  Cyril  spends 
much  time  in  a  wheel  chair,  but  they  are 

limited  in  activity  only  by  {Catherine's  hik- 
ing ability. 

A  most  welcome  letter  came  from  Marian 
Frank  Patterson.  She  and  Gordon  have 
moved  back  to  Cleveland  and  are  enjoying 
retirement  by  traveling  and  involvement  in 
community  affairs — the  Church  Guild  and 

volunteer  library  work.  She  says,  "Right 
now  we  are  getting  our  cameras  and  walk- 

ing shoes  ready  to  start  on  a  trip  to  Morocco 
and  Portugal.  We  expect  to  join  Jim  and 
Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney  in  the  Balearic 
Islands  and  spend  some  time  with  them  be- 

fore we  fly  home  in  time  for  Easter."  Last 
summer,  while  visiting  Montreal  during 

Expo  '67,  they  had  a  thrilling  unexpected 
reunion  with  Bee  and  Bryce  McQuiston  and 
Ray  and  Dave  Bair  in  a  hotel  lobby  there. 
Marian  sends  best  wishes  to  THE  class. 

After  a  period  of  inactivity  caused  by  a 
cataract  operation  last  year,  Frances  Rolfe 
was  off  again  on  a  nine-week  luxury  tour  of 
Europe  aboard  a  chartered  Pullman  Land 
Cruiser.  The  highlight  was  going  through 
Grimael  Pass  with  snow  piled  twenty-four 
feet  high  on  each  side  of  the  road. 

The  extent  of  my  travels  has  been  to 
Chicago  last  fall  to  welcome  twin  grandsons 
born  to  Jinnie  and  Bill  Kearney.  They  are 
named  William  Brown  and  David  Nabors 
Kearney.  Sally  Springer  and  I  see  each  other 
often  as  we  play  in  two  bridge  clubs  and 
are  involved  in  our  active  D.A.R.  chapter. 

I  regret  the  scarcity  of  news.  You  who 

don't  write  should  know  we  are  all  in- 
terested in  every  one  in  the  class.  As  the 

years  pass,  our  old  friends  become  more 
precious. 

27 Mrs.  Mae  Jones  Proesl 
207  East  Second  Avenue 

DuBois,  Pa.  15801 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Alma  Adams  Hartman  (Mrs.  C.  A.),  1329 
Westchester  Avenue,  Winter  Park,   Fla. 
32789 

Ella  English  Daub  (Mrs.  John  C),  16 
Castle  Shannon  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15228 
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M.  Elizabeth  Hewitt  Holland  (Mrs.  R. 

L.),  c/o  Mrs.  Ralph  L.  Possell,  702  East 
7th  Street,  Anderson,  Ind,  46012 

Margaret  Johnston  McClintock  (Mrs.  Ray), 
1216  Bell  Run  Road,  Fairmont,  W.  Va. 
26554 

Emelyn  Taylor  Rohlffs  (Mrs.  W.  G.), 
6215  S.  W.  California  Street,  Portland, 
Ore.  97219 

/^  s->l  Dorothy  Appleby  Musser 

){J\  (Mrs.  Fred  A.) 
A  y_J  345  North  Ninth  Avenue 

Indiana,  Pa.  15701 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Moira  McCreery  Murphy  (Mrs.  Bertram  L., 
Jr. ) ,  4636  Bayard  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15213 

Anna  Miller  Nolen  (Mrs.  Milton),  5800 
Margate  Boulevard,  Apt.  211,  Margate, 
Fla.  33063 

Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell  ( Mrs.  James  A. ) , 
5023  Frew  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15213 

DEATH 

Viola  Eichleay  Petty  (Mrs.  H.  William), 

on  April  16,  1967.  A  gift  to  the  Chat- 
ham Library  has  been  made  by  the  class 

in  Vi's  memory. 

Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  spent  last  spring 
in  Vietnam  assisting  Glen  in  his  work  with 
the  Pocket  Testament  League.  They  made 
frequent  trips  to  the  battle  zones,  arriving 

by  jeep,  truck,  helicopter  or  dug-out  canoe 
— always  to  the  pleased  amazement  of  the 
troops.  During  their  tour  of  duty,  they  were 
the  guests  of  a  Chinese  gentleman  from 
Saigon  who  made  his  home  and  servants 
available  to  them.  At  this  time  they  were 
permitted  an  interview  with  President  Ky 
at  the  Palace.  The  Wagners  are  now  in 
Naples,  Florida,  where  Glen  is  recuperating 
from  an  illness.  Both  boys  are  married  as 

well  as  their  "adopted"  son,  Jerry  May,  son 
of  a  German  missionary. 

Rachel  Carson's  biography  will  be  ready 
for  publication  in  the  fall.  The  writer 
earnestly  requests  anyone  having  photo- 

graphs, letters  or  anecdotes  to  make  them 
available  to  him.  He  is  especially  curious 
to  know  where  she  obtained  the  goat  used 
as  mascot  at  our  hockey  game.  Write:  Mr. 
Philip  Sterling,  Kirby  Lane  North,  Rye, 
New  York  10380. 

Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  has  had  a  lovely 
year.  In  April,  she  and  her  husband  spent 
two  weeks  in  Japan  visiting  their  daughter 
Susan  and  new  granddaughter.  In  June, 
they  visited  Italy,  and  later  in  the  summer 
had  trips  to  Michigan  and  Arizona.  There 

are  some  rewards  to  having  one's  family 
grown  and  settled!  This  winter  Ellen  has 
enjoyed  the  Chatham  morning  lecture  series 
on  Africa. 

Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  and  Chuck  divided 

their  Christmas  holidays  between  their  son's family  in  Milwaukee,  where  Scott  is  a 
member  of  the  hospital  staff,  and  their 

daughter's  family  in  Wayne.  They  vaca- tioned in  Florida  this  spring. 

Lucille  Evans  Lynch  continues  her  work 
with  Goodyear  Rubber  Company  in  Akron, 

Ohio.  Her  husband  is  on  the  staff  of  th 
Westminister  Church  in  that  city.  She  look 
forward  to  retirement  in  1969  and  also  t 
attending  our  reunion. 

Bessie  Friedman  Wasser  sends  greetings  I 
She  and  Sam  visited  their  daughter  and  he! 
family  in  Forest  Hills,  New  Jersey  ii February. 

Enid  Fruth  McFarland  and  her  husbanc 

enjoyed  a  wonderful  vacation  at  the  Maun;! 
Kea  Beach  Hotel,  Hawaii,  last  July.  Thi:j 

year  they  expect  to  visit  Australia.  Theii 
son,  Henry,  is  a  resident  in  neurology  ai 
Jefferson  Medical  College,  Philadelphia. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Ethel  Getty\ 
Ditty  whose  daughter  passed  away  suddenly 
at  Frederick  Memorial  Hospital.  Dr.  Dona 

Ditty  was  associate  professor  of  home  eco- 
nomics and  chairman  of  the  department  of 

home  economics  at  Hood  College.  At  the 
request  of  the  faculty  and  students,  a  Dona 
D.  Ditty  memorial  fund  has  been  estab- 

lished to  provide  scholarships  to  deserving 
and  needy  students.  Dr.  Dirty  was  listed  in 
Who's  Who  in  American  Education  and 

was  a  prominent  member  of  home  eco- 
nomics organizations. 

Lillian  Green  Surbled  continues  her 
teaching  of  Latin  and  French  at  Keystone 
Oaks  Senior  High  School.  Shovelling  snow 
and  cutting  grass  on  their  suburban  acre 
seems  to  constitute  a  large  part  of  their 
extra-curricular  activity. 

Marion  Hall  Verner  is  keeping  busy 

since  her  retirement,  ice-skating,  learning 

to  play  golf  and,  at  present,  serving  as  vice- 

president  of  the  South  Suburban  Women's Club.  She  reports  a  new  granddaughter, 
Suzanne. 

Mary  Louise  Jones  reports  good  health 
and  no  complaints.  She  continues  hei 
mimeograph  work. 

Junietta  Kalbitzer  Pollock  spent  most  ol 
last  summer  touring  the  Pacific  Northwest 
with  her  husband  and  daughter.  Daughtei 
Julia,  a  sophomore  at  Chatham,  plans  tc 
spend  the  summer  in  Vienna  studying  Ger- 

man under  the  auspices  of  Classroom! 
Abroad. 

Although  Mary  Kolb  continues  her  work 
with  the  Frick  Commission  she  is  going 

"country."  Mary  is  now  the  owner  of  three 
horses  and,  as  a  reward  for  her  interest  ir 

gardening,  took  three  prizes  at  the  West- 
moreland County  Fair  last  fall — a  first  foi 

potatoes  and  seconds  for  broccoli  anc 
onions.  On  January  7th  she  participated  ir 

a  panel  program  on  TV  Channel  4 — "A 
Tribute  to  George  Washington  Carver.' Hope  many  of  you  were  fortunate  enough 
to  see  her. 

Janet  Kutscher  Bair's  husband  enterec 
semi-retirement  on  January  1  of  this  yeai 
and  is  now  busy  as  minister  of  visitation  ir 
the  First  Presbyterian  Church,  Jacksonville 
Illinois.  She  reports  that  the  change  frorr 
a  large  parsonage  to  a  small  apartment  re 
quires  quite  an  adjustment!  Her  son  Jirr 
continues  with  North  American  Aviation 
Anaheim,  California.  Son  Bill  and  family 
are  in  Ithaca,  New  York,  where  he  is  doing 
graduate  study  at  Cornell  University  ir 
agricultural  economics  and  sociology,  wit! 
a  view  to  continuing  his  work  with  the 
"Food  for  Peace"  program. 



I  Betty  MacColl  has  been  assisting  Mr. 
terling  with  material  for  his  biography  of 

^Rachel  Carson.  She,  too,  would  like  to 
know  where  Rachel  got  the  goat.  Kay  Mc- 

i  Claren  Sutherland's  daughter  Nancy,  is 
itspending  a  winter  vacation  with  Betty,  with 
■the  thought  of  moving  to  Florida  per- 

manently when  her  father  retires  next  year. 

I  Josephine  Mang  Muir  hopes  for  a  trip 
to  Australia  and  the  South  Pacific  Islands  if 

i  President  Johnson  does  not  object;  other- 
wise, she  will  vacation  in  the  Canadian 

('Rockies  and  Bermuda. 

Ann  Miller  Nolen  finds  plenty  of  time 
for   relaxation    since   moving    into   a    con- 

dominium   apartment.    She   continues    sub- 
stitute  teaching    at    Margate   Junior    High 

f  School. 

Katherine  Reebel  was  invited  to  the 

'White  House  in  October  of  last  year  to 
I  witness  the  signing  of  the  rehabilitation 

[amendments — H.R.  12257.  She  received 
|  the  pen  used  in  the  ceremony  as  a  memento. 
jKay  has  been  elected  a  ruling  elder  in  the 
}  Fitst  Presbyterian  Church  in  Ann  Arbor, 

I  and  has  been  appointed  to  the  Veteran's 
Administration  central  office  for  a  five-year 

|  term  as  advisor  to  the  Social  Work  Com- 
mittee. 

Frances  Reeder  Battaglia  reports  that  all 
three  of  her  children  have  married  in  the 
past  year  and  a  half.  Mark  received  his 

mastet's  degree  in  landscape  architecture 
from  Michigan  University  and  is  living 
with    his    wife    in    Boston.    A    daughter, 

I  Deborah  Frances,  born  last  October,  makes 
Frances  a  member  of  the  Grandmothers 
Club.  Mark  and  several  associates  have  won 

first  prize  in  a  national  landscape  competi- 
tion sponsored  by  the  city  of  St.  Louis  for 

a  downtown  mall.  Cathy  lives  in  California 
with  her  husband,  head  of  the  western  divi- 

sion of  Universal  Publications.  She  is  doing 
I  photographic  modeling  and  has  recently 
taped  a  TV  commercial.  Charles  was  mar- 

ried while  interning  at  Los  Angeles  County 
Hospital.  He  is  now  in  the  U.  S.  Naval 
Reserve,  stationed  at  Camp  Pendleton, 
California. 

Mary  Lou  Succop  Bell  sends  greetings. 
Her  new  home  is  quite  a  change  after 
thirty-two  years  at  the  same  address. 

Evelyn  Thompson  Wible  writes  "no 
news".  She  enjoys  the  frequent  visits  of  her 
four  grandsons.  The  Wibles  had  a  pleasant 
trip  to  the  West  Coast  last  October. 

Dorothy  Warner's  trip  to  New  Orleans 
last  fall  proved  to  be  a  ball!  She  continues 
her  work  with  the  Bell  Telephone  Com- 
pany. 

Kay  Watkins  Strouss  has  happily  ac- 
quired a  daughter  with  the  marriage  of  her 

son,  Henry,  last  July.  Also,  she  now  has 
good  reason  to  commute  to  New  York  City. 

Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm,  keeper  of  our 
40th  Reunion  Gift  Fund  in  the  alumnae 

office,  reports  as  follows:  18  paid-up 
pledges  of  $25  or  more,  5  partially  paid 
pledges,  (leaving  30  graduates  and  14  asso- 

ciate members  still  to  be  heard  from ) ,  and 
a  total  of  $705,  plus  interest,  in  the  Fund 
to  date.  With  only  a  year  to  go  until  our 

40th  and  the  College's  100th,  we  hope  that we  will  be  hearing  soon  from  those  who 
have  not  yet  participated.  Make  checks  pay- 

able to   Chatham   Alumnae   Class   Account 

and  mail  to  Ruth  in  the  alumnae  office. 
AND,  it  is  not  too  soon  to  be  making  plans 
to  attend  the  reunion  in  June  1969.  We 
hope  that  everyone  will  make  a  very  special 

effort  to  come  for  this  one — we  aren't  get- 
ting any  younger,  you  know! ! 

Your  secretary  and  her  family  returned 
from  their  African  safari  with  varying  re- 

actions. She,  her  daughter  and  son  loved  the 
outdoor  life  and  contacts  with  tribes  com- 

pletely untouched  by  civilization.  Fred,  Jr. 
brought  home  17  ttophies.  Fred,  Sr.  de- 

clares he  will  never  come  closer  to  Africa 
again  than  from  a  jet  30,000  feet  in  the  air. 
A  trail  ride  from  Jasper  into  British  Colum- 

bia is  in  the  making  for  next  July,  and, 
we  are  leaving  for  Grand  Bahama  and 
Florida  as  soon  as  I  put  this  in  the  mail. 

Editor's  addenda:  Ellen  Kilgote  brought  a 
copy  of  the  Peoples  Natural  Gas  Company 
VOICE  to  the  alumnae  office  to  show  me  a 

two-page  spread  about  "Musser's  Christmas 
Kingdom."  Knowing  that  Dorothy  would 
not  report  on  this  herself,  I  am  taking  ad- 

vantage of  my  editotial  prerogative  to  men- 
tion it  here.  How  else  would  we  know  that 

Musser  Forests,  Inc.,  covers  10,000  Indiana 
County  acres,  embraces  100  farms,  and 
produces  50,000,000  trees  a  year?  Or  that 
Musser  Christmas  trees  decorate  homes  in 
all  of  the  50  states?  Or  that  son  Fred,  Jr., 
and  daughter  Nancy  are  acrive  participants 
in  the  business  with  father,  Fred,  Sr.?  Or 
that  daughter  Nancy  looks  so  much  like 
mother  Dorothy  that  I  had  to  look  twice 
to  be  sure  which  one  was  in  the  picture? 

R.  H.  S. 

31 
Lois  Applegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Genevieve  Anthony  Brush  (Mrs.  Frederick), 
308  North  Monroe  Street,  Titusville,  Pa. 
16354 

Marianne  Anthony  Sanner  (Mrs.) ,  50  West 
Marshall  Street,  West  Chester,  Pa.  19380 

Margaretta  Barr,  3217  Glanzman  Road, 
#73-H,  Toledo,  Ohio  43614 

Elizabeth  Brandon,  Patterson  Arms,  #7-A, 
Beaver  Falls,  Pa.  15010 

Viola  Smith,  525-A  Todd  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15221 

It  has  been  most  gtatifying  to  receive 
your  lettets.  We  hope  that  those  who  did 
not  reply  kept  silence  only  because  there 
was  nothing  new  to  share.  Many  letters 
revealed  a  genuine  fondness  for  relaxed 
living  in  retirement  or  semi-retirement,  and 
almost  all  expressed  joy  and  happiness  in 
life  itself,  and  particularly  in  the  grand- 

children. We  have  no  current  address  for 
three  of  our  classmates:  Naomi  Bowser 

Rimer,  Ann  Bozic,  and  Julia  Connell  Calla- 
han. If  anyone  has  a  clue,  please  notify  the 

alumnae  office. 

For  myself,  the  years  are  good.  Best  of  all 
has  been  the  eliminating  of  vigorous  activi- 

ties which  left  little  time  for  leisure  and  the 

things  I've  always  hoped  to  do.  Last  fall  I 
took  a  short  driving  vacation  to  New  Eng- 

land, stopping  for  a  day  in  Sturbridge  Vil- 
lage and  turning  homeward  after  visiting 

Acadia  National  Park. 

Margaretta  Barr's  heartwarming  letter 
explained  her  long  silence.  For  ten  years 
she  was  Director  of  the  Public  Library  in 
Princeton,  New  Jersey,  and  lived  near 
Eleanor  Dearborn.  In  1965  she  retired  be- 

cause of  ill  health  and  moved  to  Toledo  to 
be  near  her  sister.  After  surgery  and  the  use 
of  trial  drugs,  her  health  is  improved,  and 
she  hopes  soon  to  do  part-time  work.  She 
follows  our  class  news  with  great  enjoyment 

(and  particularly  her  sister's  class:  1929), 
and  is  much  impressed  with  the  expansion 
of  the  College. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn's  involve- 
ment in  school  board  and  communiry  serv- 

ices leaves  little  time  for  real  estate  work. 
Last  fall  E.  B.  and  Dick  took  a  trailer  trip 
through  the  west,  spending  some  time  along 
the  Idaho  Yankee  Fork  of  the  Salmon  River 
in  the  heart  of  the  old  gold  mining  country. 
Dick,  Jr.,  is  a  freshman  at  Juniata  College, 
Huntington,  Pennsylvania. 

Edith  Beale  Asper  and  Linn  left  Juneau 
on  December  23  to  attend  the  wedding  of 
their  elder  son,  Linn,  in  Imley  City, 
Michigan.  The  young  Aspers  met  when 
Linn,  Jr.,  was  working  on  the  fetry  and  his 
future  bride  was  coming  to  Juneau  to  be 
with  her  sister.  After  the  ceremony  Edie  and 
Linn,  Sr.,  went  to  Las  Vegas,  stopped  in 
Oregon  to  look  in  on  Jim  (a  juniot  at  the 
University  of  Oregon ) ,  and  in  Seattle  where 
the  newlyweds  are  continuing  their  studies 
(Linn  has  one  more  year  in  law  school). 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout  and  Walter  ate 
looking  forward  to  two  commencements  in 
1968.  Younger  son  Don  will  be  graduated 
from  Pennsylvania  State  University.  Elder 
son  Bill  completed  his  Ph.D.  in  mathema- 

tics at  Purdue  last  August,  and  his  wife 

completed  her  master's  degree.  However, 
the  formal  ceremony  will  take  place  in 
June  1968.  Bill  is  teaching  statistics  at  the 
University  of  Illinois. 

Elizabeth  Brandon  sold  her  home  in 

Beaver  Falls  to  Geneva  College  for  a  girl's 
dormitory,  and  has  moved  into  an  apart- 

ment. She  left  on  December  15  for  her 
sixth  annual  trip  to  Florida.  With  secre- 

tarial work  taking  up  part  of  her  time, 
Betty  spends  the  test  of  the  days  enjoying 

leisurely  southern  living,  and  being  out-of- 
doors. 

Geraldine  Brinley  Leech  is  thrilled  at 

being  grandmothet  to  daughtet  Linda's  first child.  They  are  looking  forward  to  the  time 
when  Ralph  can  retire. 

Sally  Cecil  Faisst  and  her  husband  spent 
the  Christmas  holidays  abtoad  —  with 
friends  in  Switzerland  and  a  week  in 
Madrid.  Sally  mentioned  the  use  of  4th  of 
July  sparklers  and  lighted  candles  as 
Christmas  ttee  decorations  in  some  Europe- 

an countties,  but  reported  that  they  did  not 
seem  to  have  fires. 

Dorothea  Crawford  Macy  comes  to  Pitts- 
burgh often  to  visit  her  family.  She  and  Ted 

planned  to  return  to  Arizona  this  winter. 
Two  years  ago  they  visited  Betty  Daugherty 
Dennis  in  Santa  Fe,  New  Mexico.  Both  of 

Dode's  daughters  are  married,  and  there  are 
three  grandchildren. 

Ramona  Crawford  Shirey  writes  enthu- 
siastically of  life  with  nine  grandchildren. 

The  Shirey's  youngest  daughter,  Pamela, 
was  married  last  year  and  is  continuing  her 
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work  with  the  Children's  Aid  Society, 
supervising  35  children  in  foster  homes. 
Ramona  has  been  occupied  with  Montgo- 

mery Homemakers  groups,  connected  with 
the  Cooperative  Extension  Service  of  Penn 
State.  Paul  is  thinking  of  retiring  in  a  year 
or  so,  and  they  think  they  will  have  enough 
to  do  taking  care  of  their  home  and  their 
apartments. 

LaVerda  Dent  Moran  says  that  when 
Tom  retired  in  1966  they  moved  into  an 
apartment,  but  eight  months  later  he  was 
working  full  time  again  as  a  consulting 
engineer,  and  LaVerda  accepted  a  two-day- 
a-week  teaching  assignment.  They  both  re- 

tired "for  good"  at  the  end  of  January  and 
left  for  Florida  in  February.  If  they  decide 
to  settle  there  permanently,  LaVerda  prom- 

ises to  come  back  for  that  40th  reunion. 

Helen  Domhoff  Neely's  eldest  daughter, 
Shirley  Brown,  '62,  gave  the  Neelys  their 
second  grandchild  last  April.  John,  Jr.,  was 
graduated  from  Princeton  in  June,  was  mar- 

ried the  next  day,  and  is  now  stationed  at 
Fort  Jackson,  South  Carolina.  The  young- 

est, Mary  Lou,  is  a  sophomore  at  Duke  Uni- 
versity. 

Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher  is  selecting 
new  furniture  for  their  home  in  Hobe 
Sound,  Florida,  and  commenrs  that  each 
time  they  have  to  go  north  they  wonder 

why  they  do  it.  They  still  have  their  Cleve- 
land house,  but  hope  to  sell  it  this  summer. 

Christmas  was  spent  in  Houston,  Texas, 
where  their  youngest  daughter  and  family 
live.  The  rest  of  the  family  is  scattered : 
daughter  Gay  and  family  have  been  trans- 

ferred to  Chicago,  and  Joan  is  looking  for- 
ward to  a  year  in  France  where  her  husband 

will  do  graduate  study  at  the  Sorbonne. 

Gertrude  Ferrero  Pratber  hopes  to  be  in 
Pittsburgh  some  time  for  longer  than  a 
weekend  so  that  some  of  us  may  get  to- 

gether for  a  chat. 

Lida  Fischler  Lampe  is  alone,  now  that 
her  younger  son  was  married  last  June,  but 
she  manages  to  keep  busy. 

Margaret  Forrester  Runnette's  children 
are  all  married  now.  Daughter  Ann  was 
married  to  Thomas  Laurence  Piper,  III,  in 
April,  1967,  in  New  York,  and  is  a  secre- 

tary at  Kidder  Peabody.  Their  second  son, 
Bill,  is  an  assistant  secretary  at  the  Manu- 

facturers Hanover  Bank  in  New  York,  and 
lives  in  Darien,  Connecticut.  Charles,  III, 
is  a  lawyer  for  Pan  American,  and  lives  in 
Forest  Hills,  New  York.  Peg  hopes  to  do 
still  more  traveling  in  between  visiting  the 
children — to  Florida  in  the  winter  and 
Canada  in  the  summer. 

Ruth  Haddock's  mother  is  with  her  now, 
having  been  in  California  for  about  ten 
years.  Ruth  says  she  does  not  even  get  to 
alumnae  meetings  in  Chicago,  but  is  always 
happy  to  meet  passersby  who  visit  the 
campus  at  DeKalb.  She  came  to  Pittsburgh 
last  August  and  was  much  impressed  by  the 
new  buildings,  particularly  Chatham  Center. 

Kay  James  McCann  was  forced  to  spend 
two  months  recuperating  from  a  fall  early 
in  1967,  bur  since  then  has  been  involved 
in  all  of  her  favorite  activities — Audubon 
Society,  A.A.U.W.,  Palo  Alto  Art  Club,  and 
League  of  Women  Voters.  Kay  has  some  of 
her  paintings  on  display  at  her  church  and 
the  local  library. 
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Margaret  Jefferson,  Headmistress  of  Saint 

Anne's  School,  was  preparing  for  a  school 
evaluation  in  April.  Last  summer  the  school 
housed  a  three-week  graduate  summer  ses- 

sion for  independent  educators.  Margaret 

spent  last  year's  vacation  in  Maine,  visiting 
Noushka  Turner  in  Connecticut  on  the  way 
home. 

Florence  Jones  Maddox  and  husband 

William  are  enjoying  his  five-week  vaca- 
tions. Last  summer  they  took  trips  to  North- 

ern Michigan,  the  Kentucky  hills,  and 
Chicago.  Later  on  they  drove  to  Florida, 
stopping  in  Atlanta  to  visit  relatives  and 

friends,  and  to  attend  William's  40th  re- 
union at  Georgia  Tech.  Their  younger  son, 

Dave,  is  a  Lt.  JG  at  Long  Beach  Shipyard, 
where  he  is  in  charge  of  repairing  the 
destroyer  MADDOX!  When  he  leaves  the 
service  in  August,  he  plans  to  enter  gradu- 

ate school. 

Lucile  Laughlin  Logan  had  a  memorable 
trip  to  Bogota,  Columbia,  early  in  1968. 
She  was  thrilled  with  the  people,  the 

scenery,  the  mountains,  the  acres  of  wild- 
flowers,  and  the  new  taste  of  tropical  fruits. 
While  in  Bogota,  Lucile  visited  missionary 
friends  whose  older  daughter  is  living  with 
the  Logans  while  attending  Westminster 
College.  The  second  daughter  will  join 
Lucile  and  Earl  next  year.  The  Logans  are 

delighted  to  have  acquired  "at  this  stage  of 
our  lives  a  ready-made  family  of  a  lovely 

teen-ager  and  another  on  the  way!" 
Beatrice  Lewis  comments  that  this  year 

news  is  scarce,  but  reports  that  she  and 
Addie  Lasner  Sachs  had  a  gay  time  on  Octo- 

ber 21  when  they  shared  a  40th  reunion  of 
their  Schenley  High  School  class  as  Chat- 

ham Center. 

Elsie  McCreery  Long-well  and  her  hus- 
band are  very  proud  to  announce  the  birth 

of  their  first  grandchild  in  May,  1967,  the 
son  of  their  daughter  Joan. 

Helen  Miller  was  ill  most  of  1967.  Sur- 
gery and  traction,  following  an  auto  acci- 
dent, kept  her  in  and  out  of  the  hospital. 

She  is  now  working  on  a  part-time  basis 
and  hopes  that  this  can  soon  be  extended 
to  full  time. 

Linda  Munroe  Sutherland  feels  fortunate 
to  have  all  three  sons  located  in  Pittsburgh. 
Two  are  married  and  the  third  has  just 
graduated  from  college.  The  grandchildren 
make  Linda  very  happy,  and  she  keeps  busy 
with  many  interests. 

Vartanouch  Paranoukian  Turner  and  hus- 
band Dick  attended  Carnegie-Mellon  home- 

coming, and  while  in  Pittsburgh  they  drove 
around  our  campus.  Last  June,  daughter 

Anne  Arnold,  '60,  became  the  mother  of  a 
son — the  first  boy  in  Noushka's  family  for 
70  years.  Noushka  is  busy  with  her  hus- 

band's business,  Turner  Realty,  piano  les- 
sons, church  and  community  activities. 

Isabelle  Patterson  Konold,  still  in  social 
work  with  D.P.W.,  had  a  busy  fall  with  a 

trip  to  Expo  '67,  several  weeks  in  Florida, 
and  several  weekend  trips,  plus  a  visit  from 
California  relatives.  She  enjoyed  a  surprise 
call  from  Gerry  and  Ralph  Leech,  and 
would  welcome  visits  from  classmates 
traveling  on  Routes  1 1  and  30  through 
Chambersburg. 

Margaret  Ray  McDowell's  husband  has 
resigned  his  post  as  Dean  of  Social  Work 

at  Boston  University,  and  is  now  in  thi 
Social  Welfare  Section  of  the  Nationa 
Council  of  Churches  in  New  York.  The) 
will  move  to  New  York  when  their  thirc 
daughter,  Evelyn,  completes  high  school  ir 
June.  After  Evelyn  enters  nursing  school 
Margaret  hopes  to  accompany  John  on  some 
of  his  trips — -perhaps  to  a  conference  in 
Helsinki,  Finland,  next  summer.  Last  sum- 

mer they  enjoyed  a  trip  to  California  via 
Canadian  railroads. 

Anne  Ritenour  Harbison  and  Frank 
went  to  Naples,  Florida,  for  the  month  of 
February  to  escape  the  cold  in  New  Orleans. 
Anne  thinks  that  keeping  well  is  a  real 
challenge  these  days,  and  is  grateful  for  her 
luck  and  happiness. 

Kay  Rockwell  Potter's  youngest  son, 
Larry,  was  married  last  May,  providing  a 
good  reason  for  a  large  family  reunion.  The 
Potters  have  13  grandchildren.  Following 

eye  surgery  on  June  13,  Kay  is  now  look- 
ing at  the  world  through  blue-tinted  con- 

tacts. Kay  and  Bill  traveled  down  through 
the  Keys  and  to  the  Islands  on  Bianka  III. 
Their  boat  is  completely  fitted  for  deep-sea 
fishing  and  cruising,  even  to  air-condition- 

ing. Kay  adds  that  her  trips  to  Pittsburgh 
are  too  brief,  so  she  encourages  friends  to 
call  them  when  in  Florida. 

Viola  Smith  is  now  head  of  the  English 
department  at  Wilkinsburg  High  School, 
and  is  planning  a  trip  to  Jamaica  in  June. 
When  her  sister  Margaret  came  to  live  with 
her  several  months  ago,  they  moved  to  a 
new  location. 

Doris  Thomas'  note  says  that  she  is  Pro- 
fessor, Dean  of  Foreign  Students,  Dean  of 

International  Studies,  and  Director  of  Adult 
Studies  Program  at  C.  W.  Post  College, 
Long  Island  University.  In  this  program, 
250  men  and  women  25  years  of  age  and 
older,  earn  baccalaureate  degrees. 

Olive  Wycoff  MacCarthy  and  Parket 
went  to  Florida  and  Nassau  late  last  win- 

ter; in  August  to  Nova  Scotia,  around  the 

Gaspe  Peninsula  and  to  Expo  '67;  and 
then  shipped  daughter  Marti  off  for  exten- 

sive traveling  in  Europe.  They  planned  to 
go  to  Hawaii  this  spring. 

Lois  Sproull  Hinckley  is  running  for 

public  office,  a  seat  on  the  Town  Commis- 
sion of  Longboat  Key,  the  island  commun- 

ity where  she  and  Bob  live.  Although  there 
are  fewer  than  a  thousand  voters,  there  are 

some  issues  in  hot  dispute  and  local  politi- 
cal life  is  vigorous,  with  two  candidates  for 

every  vacant  place.  Lois  will  know  the  out- 
come on  March  21.  In  the  meantime,  Lois 

is  President  of  the  Sarasota  Branch  of  the 
AAUW  and  feels  extremely  lucky  to  have 
a  very  capable  and  friendly  group.  Their 
daughter  Nancy  is  due  home  this  spring 
from  a  serve  with  the  Peace  Corps  in  Thai- 

land. She  will  return  via  Australia,  Israel, 

Greece,  Italy,  Spain  and  as  many  othet 
places  as  funds  will  allow.  She  may  not 
settle  permanently  in  Florida — no  skiing 
there!  Lois  concluded  with  a  poignant  com- 

ment on  the  times  that  our  class  has  lived 

through.  "What  convulsive  years  .  .  .  and 
it  doesn't  look  as  though  things  are  going 
to  be  any  calmer  for  the  class  of  1968. 

Their  prospect  seems  to  be  one  of  accelerat- 
ing, interlocking  complications.  I  wish 

them  courage  and  wisdom,  and  hope  that 
in  the  21st  century  they  will  be  looking 
forward  as  we  do  to  the  class  news  in  The 

Recorder." 
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Louise  Metzgar  lams 

(Mrs.  Charles  W.,  Jr.) 
100  Hoodridge  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Eleanor  McClimans  Muncaster 
(Mrs.  Harold  E.) 

1356  Navahoe  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Virginia  Hall  McAlleese  (Mrs.  John) ,  R.D. 
3,  Coudersport,  Pa.  16915 

Marjorie    Hopkins,     1179    Brace    Avenue, 
Apt.  3,  San  Jose,  Calif.  95125 

Edith   McBane,    4630    Fifth    Avenue,    Apt. 
141,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Helen  McCreery  Jovanovic    (Mrs.   Michael 
K.),    P.O.    Box    214,    Freeport,    Grand 
Bahama 

Sarah  Ochiltree  McKain  (Mrs.  Stowell  B.), 
1104    Farragut    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15206 

We  want  to  thank  all  of  you  who 
answered  our  cards.  Jean  Blair  Hodgin, 
Genevieve  Davis  Crawford  and  Mary  John- 

son Krudener  had  no  particular  news  but 
sent  greetings  to  all.  Our  class  of  1933  is 
looking  forward  to  its  35th  reunion  in 
June.  We  hope  everyone  will  make  a  con- 

centrated effort  to  be  there. 

Sara  Allison  Allman's  daughter  Sally  is 
a  freshman  at  Baldwin-Wallace  College, 
and  the  Allmans  are  getting  used  to  the 

"quiet"  around  the  house. 

The  nicest  event  this  past  year  in  Dorothy 

Ballantyne  Milliken's  life  was  the  birth  of 
"Chuck"  to  Ann  and  Jim,  and  "Beth"  to 
Ted  and  Mary,  all  on  the  same  day  in  May. 
Now  Anne  and  Jim  have  three  boys,  and 
Ted  and  Mary  a  boy  and  a  girl.  Youngest 
daughter,  Ginny,  is  still  teaching  in 
Moundsville,  West  Virginia.  Ed  has  a  new 
plant  in  Harmarville  which  is  taking  all  of 
his  time.  The  usual  activities  of  church. 
Garden  Club,  bowling  and  College  Club 
help  to  keep  Dot  out  of  mischief. 

This  past  year  Helen  Chambers  Swartz 
has  taken  an  active  part  in  an  organization 

named  "One  Parent  Family  Organization." 
No,  she  doesn't  have  any  children,  but  any- 

one separated  from  his  mate,  either  by  death 
or  divorce,  is  eligible  if  he  is  of  good  moral 
character.  The  group  gets  together  every 
Saturday  night  either  in  a  recreation  room 
or  at  the  home  of  one  of  its  members,  for 
dancing,  refreshments,  etc.  In  other  words, 
it  is  a  good  time  club  and  brings  together 
people  similarly  siruated  in  life.  Besides, 
Helen  is  taking  dancing  lessons.  She  is  still 
working  in  the  Bureau  of  Outdoor  Recrea- 

tion in  the  Department  of  the  Interior,  al- 
most five  years  from  retirement.  Then  there 

is  choir  rehearsal  and  an  occasional  meet- 
ing during  the  week.  So  you  see  our  Helen 

is  quite  busy. 

This  year  Clare  Condron  Bair  is  teaching 
special  education  in  the  local  high  school 
in  Centerville,  Ohio,  and  for  that  reason 
she  cannot  plan  too  far  in  advance  for  our 
reunion. 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape  reports  the 
summer  of  1967  was  marked  by  fires  in  her 
life.  First  Trinity  Cathedral  had  a  fire  the 

Sunday  before  her  daughter's  wedding. 
They  did  have  the  ceremony  in  the  Cathe- 

dral Chapel  and  the  reception  in  the  dining 

room,  in  spite  of  smoke  odor.  Then  the 
shoe  store,  where  she  worked  all  summer, 
had  smoke  and  water  damage  from  a  fire  in 

a  drug  store  in  the  same  building.  It's  an 
experience  that  she  doesn't  want  again.  For her  vacation,  she  and  her  mother  drove  to 

Cheyenne,  Wyoming,  and  enjoyed  the  en- 
tire 4000  miles.  This  summer,  she  returns 

to  school  for  more  credits. 

The  reunion  date  may  come  at  a  busy 
time  for  Jessie  Doudna  Phillips.  Daughter 
Anne  is  graduating  from  Vassar  and  son 
David  from  high  school,  both  in  reunion 
week.  Anne  may  teach  after  graduation  and 
David  is  registered  at  W.  &  J.  College. 
Their  third  child,  John,  is  in  seventh  grade. 

Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller  says  the  biggest 
event  of  the  year  for  the  Fullers  was  mainly 
professional — a  move  into  a  magnificent 
new  four-million-dollar  science  center.  Ed's 

department  moved  in  August,  but  Dot's 
library  didn't  make  it  until  January.  The 
move  itself  was  a  nightmare  of  confusion 
but  now  they  are  reasonably  well  settled. 

Dot  is  "purring"  with  joy  over  her  hand- 
some, spacious  quarters.  She  was  in  Pitts- 

burgh for  a  day  last  April  for  her  father's funeral.  She  doubts  that  she  will  make  the 

reunion  as  they  leave  in  August  for  a  nine- 
month  trip  around  the  world  ( in  spite  of 
travel  tax )  so  the  budget  ( time  and  money ) 
may  not  permit  any  preliminary  jaunts. 

Virginia  Hall  McAleese  is  now  living  in 

Potter  County.  Johnny  and  two  other  Pitts- 
burgh physicians  accepted  positions  to 

organize  a  new  hospital  in  Coudersport, 
Pennsylvania.  It  has  been  quite  a  challenge 
to  staff  the  hospital  with  qualified  specialists 
as  well  as  to  be  responsible  for  the  purchase 
of  equipment,  etc.  They  built  a  home  in  the 
mountains  and  Ginny  says  it  is  beautiful 
country  up  there.  She  misses  her  friends 
and  makes  the  160-mile  trip  to  Pittsburgh 
frequently.  Ginger  will  graduate  from  Rol- 

lins College  in  June,  and  Anne  is  a  sopho- 
more at  Queens  College,  Charlotte,  North 

Carolina. 

Marjorie  Hopkins  would  like  to  be  in 
Pittsburgh  in  June  but  is  afraid  school  will 
keep  her  fettered.  She  is  planning  a  study 
trip  to  Germany  and  France  for  a  month 
this  summer.  She  has  two  more  picture 
books  to  be  published  late  in  1968  and 
early  1969.  Grandparents  are  welcome  to 
take  note! 

Charlotte  lams  has  a  nephew,  Jay  D. 
lams  III,  of  Madison,  Wisconsin,  who  will 
graduate  from  the  Universiry  of  Wisconsin. 
Charlotte  plans  to  fly  out  for  the  occasion. 

Teaching,  going  to  school,  visiting  her 
grandchildren  and  traveling  a  bit  keeps 
Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur  occupied.  She  is 
planning  to  come  to  the  reunion  and  is 
looking  forward  to  seeing  everyone. 

Gene  Llewellyn  Price  cannot  make  the 
reunion  because  she  is  flying  to  Omaha  to 
visit  her  son  Rodger,  Claudia  and  grand- 

son, Todd,  who  will  be  three  years  old  in 
August. 

Ruth  Ludebuehl  Early  spent  part  of  her 
vacation  last  summer  on  an  escorted  tour  of 

Expo  '67,  and  part  was  spent  with  Jay, 
Barbara  and  Bobby.  She  also  visited  Joe's grave  in  Missouri  and  spent  some  time  in 
the  Smokies.  She  is  hoping  to  go  to  Yellow- 

stone Park  in  August.  She  still  enjoys  her 
library  work  at  Marion  County  Public Library. 

Edit h  McBane  has  moved  to  an  apartment 
on  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh.  She  says  this 
bare  facr  in  no  way  indicates  what  an  up- 

heaval it  was  to  move  from  a  house  which 

had  been  her  home  for  almost  forty-eight 
years.  In  1967,  Edith  wound  up  twenty-five 
years  as  a  member  of  various  church  boards 
at  the  national  level.  She  could  not  be  re- 

elected to  the  Commission  on  Ecumenical 
Mission  and  Relations  of  the  United  Pres- 

byterian Church  because  she  had  served 
the  maximum  of  twelve  years.  Edith  com- 

mented that  her  reply  card  seemed  "full  of 
years"  and  wondered  why! 

E.  J.  McClimans  Muncaster  and  her  hus- 
band took  a  cruise  last  fall  to  Santa  Dom- 
ingo, Aruba  and  South  America  on  a 

freighter-passenger  ship.  Son  Hugh  is  a 
sergeant  in  the  U.  S.  Army  and  has  been  in 
Korea  for  almost  a  year.  David  is  a 
sophomore  at  Indiana  State  University, 
Terre  Haute,  Indiana.  Step-daughter  Amy 
and  her  husband  had  their  first  child,  John, 
in  August,  1967. 

Helen  McCracken  Bennett  is  no  longer 
working  as  a  case  worker  for  Ward  Home 
for  Children.  She  is  now  doing  volunteer 
work  two  days  a  week  at  Woodville  State 

Hospital  where  her  father  was  once  superin- 
tendent. Last  summer  she  spent  her  vacation 

in  Mexico  with  Sally  Miller  Brash.  Sue  is 
in  eleventh  grade,  and  Wes  is  Captain  of  a 
crew  at  a  Tactical  Missile  Complex,  Kedena 
Air  Force  Base,  Okinawa. 

Louise  Metzgar  lams  announces  the  mar- 
riage of  their  youngest  son,  Charles  Daniel, 

to  Eileen  McNally  of  Crafton.  The  wedding 

took  place  the  evening  of  February  9  dur-. 
ing  the  worst  ice  storm  and  traffic  jam  that 
Pittsburgh  has  seen  in  many  years.  Some 
friends  could  not  attend  at  all,  but  many 
managed  to  get  to  the  St.  Clair  Country 
Club  later  in  the  evening  for  the  reception. 
Early  in  March  Dan  left  for  a  tour  of  Army 

duty  in  Vietnam. 

Dorothy  B.  Newell  is  recovering  nicely 
from  an  operation.  She  tells  us  of  a  lovely 
cruise  last  spring  on  the  Kungsholm  to  the 
Azores,  the  wine  and  chateau  country  of 
France,  and  to  some  seldom  visited  places  in 
the  British  Isles.  She  traveled  many  high- 

way miles  during  the  summer  months  in 

her  car  named  "Homer."  She  left  early  in 
March  for  a  Mediterranean  cruise  but  hopes 
to  be  on  hand  for  reunion. 

Ruth  Nirella  has  been  busily  producing 

plays  at  Peabody  High  School — Oklahoma! 
last  spring,  and  a  political  play,  First  Lady, 
this  year.  Ruth  appeared  in  a  successful  TV 
show  entitled  The  Thirty-ninth  Witness. 
She  vacationed  in  Ocean  City,  finishing  with 
a  motor  tour  to  the  Carolinas.  Ruth  invites 

all  '33-ers  to  the  Salmagundi  get-togethers 
the  third  Saturday  of  each  month.  Ruth  is 
a  member  of  a  special  committee  for  the 
Board  of  Education  to  plan  activities  for 
the  Great  High  Schools. 

Gertrude  Ray  Mann  tells  of  her  family 

reunion  at  Christmas.  She  says  this  isn't 
really  Recorder  news,  but  we  feel  that  with 
the  passing  of  the  years,  no  news  is  more 
important  than  that  of  our  families.  Ger- 

trude's husband  Cary  was  home  after  three 
months  on  business  in  South  America; 

Cary,  Jr.,  came  from  Boston;  and  Bob  came 
from  Iowa  City  where  he  holds  a  graduate 
assistantship  at  the  University  of  Iowa.  They 
also  had  three  other  graduate  students  as 
holiday  guests. 
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Edith  Rial  Benford  is  still  living  in 
Greensburg,  although  they  have  a  farm  at 
Buffalo  Mills,  seven  miles  from  Bradford, 
Pennsylvania.  Their  son  John  is  married 
and  is  a  stock  broker,  and  son  Tom  is  a 
Plant  Quarantine  Inspector  for  the  U.  S. 
Department  of  Agriculrure  in  New  York 
City.  Edie  says  she  is  now  a  blonde. 

Ruth  Ross  has  retired  from  teaching  and 
is  enjoying  housekeeping  and  some  private 
rutoring. 

Helen  Rowand  Dunkle,  Vi  Sekey  Jessop 
and  Jean  Saul  send  greetings  and  hope  to 

join  us  in  June.  Vi's  daughter  Jennifer  will 
be  graduated  from  Chatham  on  May  26. 

Sarah  Stevenson  Foster  will  miss  the  re- 
union because  at  that  time  her  daughter 

Nancy  will  be  graduating  from  Carleton 
College. 

Last  October  Dorothy  Gleason  Van 
Wickle  was  elected  vice  president  of  the 
Pennsylvania  Music  Association.  She  is  still 
a  member  of  the  audition  committee  for  the 
Tuesday  Musical  Club  and  also  on  the 

board  of  the  Pittsburgh  Piano  Teacher's 
Association.  Last  summer  they  vacationed 
on  an  island  650  miles  north  in  Canada, 
and  in  December  flew  to  Jamaica  for  a  holi- 
day. 

Estous  Lee  Davidson's  son  John  was 
graduated  from  University  of  Pittsburgh 
Law  School,  is  practicing  in  Houston, 
Texas,  and  on  October  14  was  married  to 

Cathy  Beard.  Daughter  Mary,  a  1967  grad- 
uate of  Dennison  University,  will  be  mar- 
ried in  May  to  a  University  of  Michigan 

law  student. 
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Mrs.  Prudence  Goodale  Martin 

1156  Murray  Hill  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 
(Mrs.  George) 

1220  Princeton  Avenue 
Natrona  Heights,  Pa.  15065 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  (Mrs.  C.  Gray), 
Geneva  Department  of  State,  Washing- 

ton, D.  C.  20521 

Margaret  Smith  Whitaker  (Mrs.  Reginald), 
525-A  Todd  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Frances  Stifel  Sternloff  (Mrs.  Donald  F. ), 
4  Hilarita  Circle,  Belvedere  Tiburon, 
Calif.  94920 

Virginia  Watkins  DeMers  (Mrs.  L.  W.), 
2152  McFarlane  Avenue,  Lake  City, 
Florida  32055 

Louise  Leadman  Faller  writes  that  she 
and  Bob  had  a  delightful  summer,  going 
back  and  forth  to  their  cottage  at  Lake 
Chautauqua  where  they  indulge  their  en- 

thusiasm for  sailing.  With  their  youngest 

off  to  college,  they're  enjoying  the  novelty 
of  doing  just  as  they  please! 

Even  in  a  temperature  of  30  below  zero, 
Winifred  Jeffries  Saxon  wrote  us  a  warm 
note,  saying  she  is  active  in  club  and  church 
activities  in  Hornell,  N.  Y.  She  sends  greet- 

ings to  all  our  classmates. 

Jane  McQuiston  Webb  loves  the  State  of 
Florida  and  has  taken  up  golf.  She  has  had 
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"quite  an  eventful  year"  because  daughter Pat  married  in  Plantation,  Florida;  son 

N.  Douglas  is  in  the  service  in  Massachu- 
setts; daughter  Roberta  is  a  freshman  at 

Rider  College,  New  Jersey;  and  son  Robert 
is  a  senior  in  Pompano  High  School. 

Helen  Birmingham  Proctor  says  the 
brightest  moments  of  this  year  have  been 
the  Alumnae  Board  meetings  which  have 
brought  her  back  ro  the  campus  after  quite 
an  interval.  She  wishes  we  could  all  meet 

"our  eight  wonderful  Alumnae  Scholars." 
Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  to  Helen,  who 
recently  lost  her  father. 

Catherine  Boyd  Hawley  has  become 
fascinated  with  birdwatching  and  spends 
much  time  planning  grounds  and  garden 
so  as  to  attract  a  great  variety  of  our 
feathered  friends.  Son  Chick  is  at  Rollins 
College,  daughter  Kitty  at  Mt.  Vernon 
Junior  College.  Their  oldest  daughter  is 
married  and  has  two  beautiful  daughters  of 

her  own,  and  Cass's  youngest,  Freddy,  is  in 
the  local  junior  high  school. 

Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  wrote  briefly 
from  Geneva,  Switzerland,  where  she  and 
her  husband  Gray  are  stationed.  Gray  is 
still  with  the  Disarmament  Conference  and 

on  this  subject  she  says,  "I'm  sure  the  news- 
papers in  the  States  keep  one  abreast  of  how 

the  non-proliferation  treaty  is  progressing 

(or  not  progressing?)."  State  Dept.  people are  trained  not  to  say  much. 

Jean  Engel  Reppun  wrote  a  good  letter 
from  Hawaii,  reporting  on  herself,  her  doc- 

tor husband,  and  their  wonderful  big  flock 
of  children.  With  several  now  in  college 
or  abour  to  enter,  she  says  the  Reppuns  are 

"suffering  from  maltuition."  Among  the 
thousands  of  eager  tourists  hopping  to 
Hawaii  nowadays,  she  hopes  to  greet  some 
who  are  from  Chatham  College. 

Prudence  Goodale  Martin,  who  works  as 
a  secretary  for  a  Foundation,  had  three 
operations  last  year,  but  has  recovered  well 
and  sends  warm  good  wishes  to  the  Class. 

Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  continues  in  her 
private  law  practice  and  Keith  is  a  clinical 
psychologist  in  Beverly  Hills,  California. 
Two  of  their  daughrers  are  attending  Stan- 

ford University — Martha  as  a  freshman  and 
Susan,  a  junior.  Ellen  is  in  tenth  grade. 
Ruth  would  love  to  be  visited  by  any  class- 

mate who  travels  to  the  vicinity  of  Santa Monica. 

Along  with  her  home  chores  and  church 
secretarial  work,  Gertrude  Russell  Lydic  is 

kept  busy  writing  to  two  sons  in  college — 
one  at  Allegheny  College  and  one  at 
Lafayette  College.  The  latter,  Clark,  a  junior 
electrical  engineering  major,  has  been 
elected  treasurer  of  the  Kappa  Sigma  Fra- 
terniry  chapter  on  campus. 

This  past  year  Virginia  Schweinsberg 
Hyde  traveled  ro  Puerto  Rico,  Palm  Springs, 
California  and  Las  Vegas,  in  addition  to 
journeying  to  their  Florida  home  many 

rimes.  The  Hyde's  have  gained  two  new 
members  for  their  family  circle.  A  grand- 

daughter, Brenda  Sue,  was  born  to  Gretchen 
and  her  husband  on  June  20,  1967.  Daugh- 

ter Janer  was  married  to  Bob  DeHaven  on 
November  25,  1967  and  is  teaching  Spanish 
at  Moon  Junior  High  School. 

The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Mar- 
garet    Smith     Whitaker     whose     husband, 

Reginald  Whitaker,  died  on  June  28,  196' Peg  is  now  living  in  Wilkinsburg  an 
would  be  happy  to  renew  old  friendship 
She  and  Margaret  Stockdale  Jenkins  ha\ 
been  seeing  each  other  and  catching  up  c 
happenings  over  the  years  of  separation. 

Dolores  Steinecke  and  Helen  Wilsc 
Houston  replied  bur  said  they  have  nothic 
newsy  to  report. 

While  attending  a  districr  meeting  < 
the  Business  and  Professional  Wome; 
Dorothy  Taylor  met  Louise  Vallou 

Spinelli,  '30.  Other  Chathamites  in  tf 
Monroeville  chapter  are  Helen  Smith,  'A- 
and  Evlyn  Pulton,  '44. 

Dorothy  Wood  Clarke  reports  their  fir 
grandchild,  David  Edward  Clarke,  born  t 
Richard  and  Mary  Ann  in  March  196 
They  live  in  Troy,  New  York.  Dor  and  Te 
combined  business  and  pleasure  last  ye; 
on  a  vacation  through  the  south,  includir 
Gatlinburg,  Tennessee  and  Atlanta. 

Dorothy  Woodward  Evans  flew  to  Cal 
fornia  to  greet  her  first  grandchild,  Richai 
Lee  Parker,  born  December  13,  1967  i 
Janice  and  her  husband,  Dr.  William  Pa 

ker  of  Costa  Mesa.  Dot  and  George's  sc David  received  a  B.S.  in  electrical  enginee 
ing  from  Purdue  University  and  is  no 
employed  in  Phoenix,  Arizona. 

Our  thanks  to  those  who  responded,  bol 
with  news  and  checks  for  our  class  reunic 
gift.  We  hope  to  hear  from  many  mo 
next  year. 
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MARRIAGE 

Mary  Lee  Trimble  Brirta: 

(Mrs.  Raymond  F. 
47  Newgate  Roe 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  152C 

Martha  G.  Torrem 
607  Fremonr  Stre 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  152C 

Mary    Petty    Brittain    to    Mr.    Philip    ̂  

Ogreen 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Elizabeth  Eisaman  Washington  (Ml 
Neil),  222-B  Franklin  Avenue,  Vande 

grift,  Pa.  15690 
Florence  Kinley  Mercer  (Mrs.  L.  R. ) ,  66C 

Radnor  Road,  Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Betty    Kraus    Meads    (Mrs.    William    E. 
4402  North  36th  Street,  #39,  Phoeni 
Ariz.  85018 

Eugenie    Miller   Snell    (Mrs.    Charles), 
Park    Avenue,    Apt.    18-H,    New    Yor 
N.  Y.  10016 

Margaret  Peebles  Knauerhause    (Mrs.   Or 

R.),  353  Plyley's  Lane,  Chillicorhe,  Oh 45601 

Mary  Petty  Ogreen  (Mrs.  Philip  W.),  101 
East  Meda  Avenue,  Glendora,  Calif. 

Helen    Royston    Hollingsworth     (Mrs.    . 
Bradford,  Jr.),  3240  S.  W.  100th  Stree 
Portland,  Ore.  97225 

DEATH 

We  deeply  regret  the  passing  of  Thay. 
Thompson  Russ  (Mrs.  Edmund  V.,  Sr. 
on  Novmeber  17,  1967.  To  her  family  ar 
loved  ones  we  extend  our  very  since 

sympathy. 



We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Connie  Bell 
Sedgwick  and  Jean  Phillips  Horn,  both  of 
whom  lost  their  mothers  this  year,  and  to 
Micki  McBride  McMaster  whose  father  died 
early  in  January. 

With  this  issue  Mary  and  I  take  over 
secretarial  duties  for  the  next  five  years.  At 
our    30th    reunion    Betty    Bevan    Winkler, 

'  Helen  Chabot  Swartz,  Betty  Grace  Hammer 
Maxwell,    Louise    Johnson    Purnell,    Betty 

•  Lewis  Williams,  Micki  McBride  McMaster, 
Isabel  Silvis  Sterling,  Lillian  Taylor  Franz, 

,  Mary  Travers  Scott,  Mary  Lee  Trimble 
Brittain,   Martha  Torrence,   Alice   Viehman 

|  Shiffman,  and  Olive  Wilson  enjoyed  catch- 
ing upon  all  the  news  of  the  past  five  years. 

Betty    Winkler   and    Louise   Purnell   thank 
i  you  for  the  checks  you  sent  for  the  gift  to 
i  the  college  and  all  the  news  you  sent  in 
these  past  five  years. 

Constance  Bell  Sedgwick's  son  Dwight 
I  received  his  degree  in  industrial  engineer- 

ing at  Georgia  Tech  and  is  now  working  on 

his  master's  degree.  Connie  has  retired,  and she  and  Frank  have  redecorated  her 

mother's  condominium  apartment  at  Deer- 
field  Beach,  making  a  "home  away  from 
home." 

Betty  Bevan  Winkler's  son  Henry  was 
married  January  1,  1968,  and  since  last 
September  has  been  a  psychology  professor 
at  Ohio  State  University  (Belmont  County 
Branch ) . 

Since  October  Martha  Branch  Culbertson 
has  been  commuting  forty  miles  almost 
daily  to  see  Neil  who  is  slowly  recovering 
in  a  Jamestown,  New  York  hospital  from 
an  automobile  accident.  Hopefully,  he  will 
be  home  in  another  month.  With  Martha's 
parents  in  and  out  of  the  hospital  this  last 
year  and  Neil  where  he  is,  their  two  teen- 

agers, Alan  and  Anne,  have  been  a  marvel- 
ous help. 

Mildred  Brown  Mclntyre  and  Lowe  have 
purchased  a  luxury  home  on  wheels  in 
which  they,  their  children,  and  grand- 

children hope  to  make  many  wonderful 
trips.  Daughter  Claudia  and  husband  will 
return  to  the  States  from  Montevideo  in 
July,  and  son  Charles  is  a  frequent  visitor 
to  Chatham. 

Shirley  Campbell  Berg's  son  Peter  grad- 
uates from  Yale  in  June  and  Geoff  will  be 

half  way  through.  Shirley  tutors  in  math 
and  also  serves  as  a  substitute  teacher. 

Margaret  Brewer  Dowler's  son  Dave  is 
majoring  in  industrial  design  at  Syracuse, 
and  son  Landy  transferred  to  Penn  State 
where  he  is  majoring  in  landscape  archi- 
tecture. 

Nancy  Diven  Seagren's  entire  family  at- 
tended son  Barry's  wedding,  December  1,  in 

Switzerland  to  an  English  girl  he  had  met 
when  both  were  students  in  Switzerland. 
Barry  and  bride  are  now  in  Willow  Grove, 
Pa.  where  he  is  completing  his  year  of 
student  internship  at  Calvary  Presbyterian 
Church.  Before  returning  home,  Nancy  and 
family  traveled  in  Italy  and  Switzerland. 

Sally  Donaldson  Stall  and  husband  are 
living  in  Cambridge,  Massachusetts  for  just 
this  year  while  Robert  spends  his  sabbatical 
leave  from  Oberlin  College  studying  at 
Massachusetts  Institute  of  Technology. 
Sally,  to  keep  in  touch  with  her  teaching, 
is  taking  graduate  courses  at  Lesley  College. 

Her  oldest  son  was  married  in  September 

and  is  studying  for  his  master's  degree  at Ohio  University.  Her  daughter  is  studying 
at  the  University  of  Wisconsin,  and  her 
youngest  son  is  a  junior  at  Western  Reserve 
Academy  in  Hudson,  Ohio. 

Helen  Ferber  Wikert  and  husband  travel 
as  much  as  possible  in  their  Airstream 

trailer,  visiting  Expo  '67  and  the  New  Eng- 
land States.  Daughter  is  studying  interior 

design  at  the  Art  Institute  of  Pittsburgh. 
Helen  and  family  have  just  celebrated  the 
first  birthday  of  their  first  grandchild. 

Looking  after  the  needs  of  five  young- 
sters and  three  dogs  keeps  Mary  Follansbee 

Buck  quite  busy,  but  she  still  finds  time  to 
do  community  work.  Mary  and  Herman 
have  three  ready  for  college  in  the  fall — 
the  twins  and  Herman's  older  son.  Herman 
is  a  delegate  to  the  Pennsylvania  Constitu- 

tional Convention  where  he  finds  the  con- 
vention work  quite  stimulating. 

Martha  Jane  Gerwig  Rial  went  with  Jack 
to  his  mid-winter  meeting  in  New  York 
City.  This  year  they  were  confronted  with 
the  garbage  strike,  last  year  they  had  the 

"big  snow."  Her  two  sons  are  both  sopho- 
mores— Fred  at  Carnegie-Mellon  and  Frank 

at  Shady  Side. 

Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell  and  Mary 
Jane  Addy  Braley  have  nothing  spectacular 
to  report,  but  send  their  greetings. 

1967  was  a  year  that  the  Lois  Haseltine 
Moses  family  will  never  forget.  Their 

second  son  Jim  returned  from  a  year's  duty with  the  25th  Infantry  in  Vietnam,  with 
orders  to  spend  the  next  seventeen  months 
in  Germany.  He  and  his  fiancee  were  mar- 

ried and  are  now  living  in  Germany  with 
their  new-born  son — coming  home  in  July. 

Second  son  Warren  received  his  master's 
degree  in  social  work  at  the  University  of 
Connecticut,  and  in  October  he  and  his  wife 
presented  Lois  and  Campbell  their  first 
grandson.  Third  son  Bob  has  enlisted  in  the 
navy  and  is  serving  on  a  supply  ship  out  of 
Sasebo,  Japan.  Daughter  Ann  graduated 
from  high  school  and  is  now  attending  the 
College  of  Wooster.  Lois  and  Campbell 
acquired  an  apartment  in  Manhattan  where 
he  spends  half  his  time  as  Medical  Director 
of  the  American  Heart  Association.  Being 
free  to  travel,  Lois  is  enjoying  every  minute 
of  it. 

Mary  Heumann  Lore's  only  daughter  is 
married  and  living  in  Philadelphia;  the  old- 

est son,  Ayars,  is  a  second  lieutenant  with 
the  army  engineers  in  Korea;  second  son, 
Nedis,  is  a  junior  at  Lehigh  University; 
and  the  youngest  son  is  in  eighth  grade. 
Mary  keeps  busy  doing  volunteer  work, 

playing  golf,  and  traveling  with  her  hus- band. 

Since  Florence  Kinley  Mercer's  daughter 
Lynn  is  a  freshman  at  Rollins  College  in 
Winter  Park,  Florida,  and  son  Tom  is  a 
sophomore  at  Carnegie-Mellon,  Florence 
has  more  time  to  travel  with  Lyle  and  do 
some  redecorating.  They  plan  to  spend 
several  weeks  in  Florida  at  Naples  and  Key 
Largo. 

Betty  Lewis  Williams  is  kept  quite  busy 
on  her  Headstart  Program  at  the  Fairy  wood 
School  in  the  Pittsburgh  area.  Last  fall 
Betty,  Betty  Grace  Maxwell,  Betty  Winkler 
and  Martha  Torrence  spent  a  weekend  at 
Bedford  Springs. 

Betty  McCarty  Boyd  highly  recommends 
Hilton  Head  Island,  South  Carolina,  where 
she  and  Harry  have  lived  for  almost  a  year. 
They  love  the  people,  the  climate,  the  golf, 
and  the  ocean. 

Micki  McBride  McMaster's  daughter 
Kitty  was  married  last  summer.  Since  Micki 
now  lives  only  a  few  miles  from  Grace 
Crutchfield  Christenson,  she  sees  her  quite often. 

A  big  event  for  Eleanor  Marshall  Watters 
and  husband  this  year — a  granddaughter, 
their  first  grandchild,  and  the  first  girl  in 
both  families  for  thirty-five  years! 

Eugenie  Miller  Snell  finds  her  new 
address,  right  at  34th  Street,  quite  con- 

venient. Charles  is  now  vice-president  of 
operations  for  Butler  Aviation.  As  soon  as 
they  are  really  settled,  Eugenie  will  be  job- 
hunting  now  that  Song  of  the  Grasshopper 
has  closed. 

Jane  Phifer  Gwyer's  third  and  last  child 
is  now  at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsyl- 

vania. Jane,  with  her  church  secretary  work, 
and  Herb,  with  his  many  commitments  on 
local,  district,  and  conference  level  of  the 
Methodist  Church,  are  kept  quite  busy. 

Being  semi-retired,  Jean  Phillips  Horn 
now  works  only  four  or  five  days  per 
month.  Daughter  Janice  graduated  from 
the  University  of  Alabama  and  is  now 
teaching  first  grade  in  Muscle  Schoals.  Jean 
is  doing  a  lot  of  traveling  with  her  husband 
who  is  sales  manager  with  South  Fabricat- ing Company. 

Kay  Pyle  and  Lillian  Taylor  Franz  send 

their  greetings.  Kay  visited  Expo  '67  and has  visited  in  Tennessee.  Lillian  is  kept 
busy  at  Carnegie-Mellon  and  visiting  her 
mother,  who  suffered  a  stroke  and  is  now 
in  a  nursing  home. 

The  latest  news  from  Naomi  Sayre  Steck 
is  that  she  has  been  appointed  to  the  Bucks 
County  Economic  Opportunity  Board. 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling  is  now  oil  painting 
and  has  even  sold  some  of  her  paintings. 
Daughter  Judy  is  a  junior  at  Wellesley,  and 
Pete  is  a  sophomore  in  high  school. 

Elsa  Steifelmeyer  Talbot  doesn't  recom- mend a  December  wedding.  Daughter  Sue 
was  married  December  2nd. 

One  of  your  secretaries,  Martha  Torrence, 
is  quite  busy  with  her  position  as  principal 

of  two  elementary  schools  in  Shaler  Town- 
ship, and  with  her  duties  as  president  of 

Chalfant  House  Evening  Club. 

The  second  of  your  secretaries,  Mary 
Trimble  Brittain,  is  now  on  a  trip  around 
the  world  with  her  husband. 

At  the  time  of  this  writing,  Dorothy 
Whitehead  Heinig  will  have  met  hef  first 
grandchild,  William  Theodore  Heinig  II.  In 
June  she  and  Bill  will  go  to  Colotado  for 
Doris'  graduation  from  the  University  of 
Colorado.  They  hope  things  go  better  than 
last  January  when  Dorothy  spent  a  week 
in  the  Denvet  hospital  with  a  blood  clot  in 
her  leg  and  Bill  broke  his  ankle  skiing. 
Suzanne  is  a  junior  at  Lake  Forest  College. 

Olive  Wilson,  for  the  third  year,  is  con- 
tinuing as  recording  secretary  for  the 

Colonial  Dames  of  the  Seventeenth  Cen- 
tury. 
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MARRIAGE 

Alma  Mocker  Bacon 
(Mrs.  William) 
Box  49,  R.R.  1 

Clayton,  Ohio  45315 

Elizabeth  Pensom  Fox 
(Mrs.  Gerald) 

335  Churchill  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Florence  Ray  to  Donald  E.  Stier 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Elva  Bogren   Goodwin    (Mrs.   Robert  P.), 
16-B    Piccadilly   Mansions,    6    Po    Shaw 
Road,  Hong  Kong,  B.  C.  C. 

Gene   Detwiler  Davis    (Mrs.),   401    Shady 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Hortense    Norton    Seedlock    (Mrs.    Robert 
F.),  706  Berry  Street,  Falls  Church,  Va. 
22042 

Florence    Ray    Stier     (Mrs.    Donald    E.), 
10204  N.  E.  21st  Place,  Bellevue,  Wash. 
98004 

Beth  reporting: 

In  a  note  to  the  alumnae  office,  Elva 
Bogren  Goodwin  told  of  being  ensconced 
temporarily  in  the  Mandarin  Hotel  in  Hong 
Kong  while  awaiting  their  furniture  to 
arrive  from  Japan.  Elva  visited  Chatham 
when  she  was  in  Pittsburgh  last  fall,  and 
delivered  a  book  on  flower  arranging  which 
she  had  carried  all  the  way  from  Japan  to 
present  to  the  Library.  The  beautifully 
bound  and  illustrated  volume  was  wel- 

comed enthusiastically  by  both  the  Library 
and  the  art  history  department. 

Peggy  Cooper  Uptergraff's  daughter  Sue 
is  back  in  Scottdale  following  a  teaching 
stint  in  Plainfield,  New  Jersey.  Judy  is  one 
girl  in  three  hundred  in  the  chemistry  lab 
at  Penn  State.  She  is  a  sophomore  pre-med 
student.  Son  Roy  III  will  enter  eighth  grade 
as  a  dorm  student  at  Shadyside,  and  Kath- 

leen will  wait  until  she  is  in  the  ninth 
grade  to  leave  the  nest. 

Katharine  Cuthhert  Hardee  and  her  hus- 
band visited  friends  in  the  mission  field 

in  Ecuador,  and  she  had  the  opportunity  of 
seeing  a  portion  of  South  America  as  it 
really  is,  not  as  tourists  see  it.  Although  Kay 

didn't  go  to  practice  medicine,  the  mission doctor  was  away  during  the  time  she  was 
visiting  so  she  had  the  opportunity  of  han- 

dling a  number  of  emergencies  that  came 
to  the  mission. 

Betty  Jane  Duckwall  Laubach  had  no 
special  news,  but  sent  greetings  to  every- 
one. 

June  Feick  is  now  doing  case  work  and 
home  finding  for  Child  Welfare  Services. 
She  loves  the  work  and  wishes  she  had 
switched  jobs  sooner.  If  anyone  in  or  near 
Allegheny  County  would  like  a  foster  child, 
call  June. 

May  Gregg  Stockton's  job  and  home  keep 
her  busy.  Her  two  daughters  are  in  the 
Cameron  Choir,  and  went  on  a  tour  to 
Washington  and  Philadelphia  to  sing  for 
the  high  schools  and  churches  in  that  area. 

Helen  Harris  Davis  has  been  made  ad- 
ministrative assistant  to  the  whole  nursing 

department.  Her  daughter  Marta  was  ac- 
cepted  for  a  four-year  medical  technology 
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program,  and  this  means  that  the  end  of 
the  Davis  degree  gathering  is  in  sight. 

Totty  Hoyt  Faison  had  an  opportunity  to 
see  slides  of  the  college  and  hear  about  life 
on  the  hill  these  days  from  a  senior  and 
one  of  the  chemistry  professors  who  were 
in  Houston  for  a  special  meeting.  Boy 
Scouts,  Brownies,  Little  League,  choir, 
swimming  lessons,  and  church  basketball 
keep  Totty  on  the  go,  but  she  does  manage 
to  play  some  bridge,  do  volunteer  hospital 
work,  and  be  active  in  D.A.R. 

Ivy  Huetter  McLaughlin  spent  a  busy 
year  redecorating  their  house  from  top  to 
bottom.  They  are  now  making  plans  for  a 

trip  to  Spain  and  Portugal  during  Scott's spring  vacation  from  school.  Everything  is 
ready,  even  the  Spanish  Lessons. 

Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels  teaches  art  to 
little  children,  and  enjoys  puttering  in  her 

own  studio.  She  says  she  hasn't  done  any- 
thing for  posterity  yet.  Two  of  her  daugh- 

ters are  at  Smith,  and  one  is  in  Thomas 
Jefferson  Junior  High  School. 

Jean  Keenan  Farrill's  son  Jack  is  a 

freshman  at  Cornell.  Her  daughter's  fiance returned  safely  from  Vietnam,  so  they  are 
looking  forward  to  a  wedding  in  July.  Jean 
is  still  teaching  second  grade. 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  joined  the 

"grandmother  set"  in  July  when  David's 
wife  gave  birth  to  a  boy.  Dottie  Jo  was 
married  in  August  to  an  Irish  Quaker  and 
is  living  in  Dublin.  Linda  will  get  her  BA. 
in  June  when  her  husband  gets  his  M.A. 
from  the  University  of  North  Carolina. 

Mary  Lou  is  a  freshman  at  Whittier  Col- 
lege. Rowland  enjoys  his  job  helping  to 

solve  the  problems  of  the  changing  south. 
They  are  both  still  active  in  the  Society  of 
Friends.  They  live  right  off  route  95  on  the 
main  line  north  and  south  and  would  love 
to  see  any  of  you  as  you  are  traveling  by. 

Genevieve  Love  Smith  is  still  doing  the 
same  work,  still  thinks  Point  Park  College 
is  great,  still  lives  at  Chatham  Center,  and 
is  still  happily  married.  John  spent  some 
time  last  year  in  Japan  for  Pittsburgh  Plate 
Glass  Industries,  and  will  be  in  Italy  this 
year.  Genevieve  hopes  to  join  him  there  if 
their  vacations  fit. 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree  and  her  husband 
have  been  busy  this  winter  doing  over  their 
second  floor.  Last  summer  they  took  a  trip 
to  the  West  Coast. 

We  wish  to  express  our  sympathy  to  Alma 
Mocker  Bacon  on  the  death  of  her  mother 
last  fall. 

As  for  the  Foxes — I  think  I  am  busy  and 
active  until  I  read  your  cards,  and  then  I 
wonder  just  what  I  have  accomplished.  We 
are  still  living  on  Churchill  Road,  but  since 

Jerry's  job  will  be  completed  in  the  sum- mer, we  are  waiting  to  hear  where  we  will 
be  sent  this  time.  Many  thanks  to  all  of 
you  for  sending  in  your  cards  so  promptly. 

Alma  reporting: 

Amy  McBride  Bell  writes  that  in  addi- 
tion to  taking  organ  lessons  she  is  involved 

as  an  officer  in  the  local  A.A.U.W.,  the 
church,  the  county  Red  Cross,  and  the 
Lewisburg  Civic  Club.  She  has  been  help- 

ing John  this  year  in  his  position  as  head 
of  the  Central  Pennsylvania  Section  of  the 

Mechanical  Engineers.  They  have  had  jaunts 
to  Canada,  New  York,  the  shore,  and  home] 
to  Pittsburgh. 

Hortense  Norton  Seedlock  reports  a  new 
address,  now  that  her  husband  has  retired 
from  the  Army,  but  only  until  this  sum- 

mer because  then  they  plan  to  move  to 
New  York  City  after  last  child,  Mary 
Marion,  finishes  high  school.  Hortense  now 
has  three  married  children  away  from  home. 

She  says,  "If  I  can  load  the  children  with  ] 
enough  junk  maybe  we  can  fit  into  an 
apartment  (no  snow  or  mow)  and  I  shall 

visit  the  museums  daily." 
Betti  Rindlaub  Lord  says  that  she  had  a  j 

fascinating  trip  last  summer  to  the  Hawai-  ! 
ian    Islands,    and    on    the    way    home    she 
motored  through  western  United  States.  She 
still  teaches,  has  private  cases,  and  works  in 
parochial  schools  on  Saturdays. 

Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson's  family 
just  goes  along  like  any  other  with  two 
teenagers.  Diane  enters  Colorado  State  Uni- 

versity this  fall  to  study  animal  science. 
High  school  sophomore  Scott,  Jr.,  is  reap- 

ing the  rewards  of  soccer-torn  knee  liga- 

ments, leg  in  cast,  and  crutches.  "Scott  con- tinues his  interest  in  flying  (it  comes  in 
handy  for  business  trips)  and  I  try  to  go 

three  ways  at  once,"  says  Mary  Jane. 

Mary  Bea  Weibel  McEwen  writes  about 

her  family:  a  daughter  at  Monmouth  Col- 
lege, a  son  starting  at  Purdue  this  fall,  and 

another  son  in  eighth  grade. 

Posie  Weller  Black  is  serving  on  Car- 

negie High  School's  committee  of  the  Amer- 
ican Field  Service  exchange  student  pro- 

gram, and  is  currently  "Mutti"  to  an  AFS student  from  Germany.  She  is  also  on  the 
board  of  the  Carnegie  Civic  Symphony  and 
executrix  of  two  estates.  Harry  III  will 
graduate  from  Allegheny  College  in  June, 

Marjorie  is  a  freshman  at  Sweet  Briar  Col- 
lege, and  Rosemary  trudges  along  in  second 

grade. 
Doris  Chatto  Kimball  has  spent  this  year 

helping  Bob  to  recover  from  a  heart  attack, 

but  reports  that  he's  as  good  as  new.  They 
became  grandparents  January  6  with  the 
arrival  of  RSK  IV.  Molly  (13)  has  taken 
over  the  cooking  and  sewing.  Ricky  (11)  is 
the  yard  and  snow  man.  Amy  ( 8 )  is  the 

diplomat." 

After  being  with  the  United  Nations  in 

Turkey,  my  husband  decided  to  go  to  Viet- 
nam as  a  social  worker  for  AID,  the  Agency 

for  International  Development.  The  rest  of 
us  had  to  stay  behind,  and  I  am  now  a 
full-time  teacher.  Bill  was  home  for  three 
weeks  at  Christmas,  and  I  expect  him  again 
in  June.  Next  year  I  expect  to  see  all  of 

you  at  our  thirtieth! 

41 Mary  Bertha  Richards 
414  Brilliant  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Ruth  Strickland  Clark 
(Mrs.  Chester  H.) 

Cat  Rock  Road,  Box  20 
Garrison,  N.  Y.  10524 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanore  Asp  Stahl  (Mrs.  John  H.),  534 
South  Lincoln  Avenue,  Lebanon,  Pa. 
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■Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber  (Mrs.  Robert 
I     A.),  735  Woodcrest  Road,  Radnor,  Pa. 

19087 

Jean  Hammer  Schoman  (Mrs.  Carl  F. ), 
252  Jacob  Street,  Kittanning,  Pa.   16201 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  (Mrs.  John 
H.),  615  Field  Club  Road,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15238 

.Allison  J.  Meyer,  233  Edgewood  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

Sra.  Yvonne  Simoens  da  Silva,  Rua  Carlos 
Goes  327,  Apt.  502,  Leblon-Rio-GB- 
Brasil 

,Ruth  A.  Succop,  7018  Penn  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15208 

'Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz  (Mrs.  Edward),  38 Turner  Court,  Princeton,  N.  J.  08540 

Helen  Weller  Tkach  (Mrs.  Walter  R.), 
201  Seventh  Street,  APO  San  Francisco, 
Calif.  96553 

Ruth  reporting: 

Our  sympathy  goes  to  Eleanor  Asp  Stahl, 
whose  mother  died  in  September.  We  also 
hope  her  father  has  recovered  from  his  ill- 

ness. John  was  transferred  from  the  Rome, 

N.  Y.  plant  to  ALCOA's  Lebanon,  Pa.  plant 
in  November.  Son  John  has  been  accepted 
at  Colgate  Pre-Medical  School,  and  his  sis- 

ter Carol  is  about  to  complete  her  master's, and  teaches  school. 

Both  of  Gladys  Patton  McNeill's  sons 
are  in  college,  Gary  at  Hiram  and  Brad  at 

Cornell.  Gladys  acquired  her  master's 
several  years  ago  from  Syracuse,  and  teaches 
7th  grade.  She  and  Paul  are  thinking  of 
taking  up  skiing  but  so  far  it  is  just  a 
consideration! 

Again  we  send  our  sympathy  to  Jane 
Pierce  Eaton  whose  father  died  in  August, 
after  a  long  illness.  Jane  and  Pat  were 
awaiting  the  arrival  of  son  John  who  is 
stationed  in  Alaska.  He  will  be  discharged 

in  May.  Jane  says,  "Oh  happy  day!"  Patty 
is  in  college,  and  David  and  his  wife  pre- 

sented them  with  their  first  grandchild,  a 
girl.  We  are  glad  to  report  Pat  is  98% 
recovered  from  that  terrible  accident. 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  presented  a  paper 
this  fall  at  the  Ohio  Welfare  Conference. 
She  says  it  brought  her  a  new  experience. 
A  gentleman  apologized  for  not  recognizing 
her  as  a  celebrity  when  they  had  met  for 
lunch  earlier  that  day!  Eleanor  keeps  very 
busy  with  welfare  work  and  an  active  third- 
grader. 

Jane  Shidemantle  Cross  says,  as  usual, 
plans  for  summer  are  indefinite.  The  girls 
want  to  go  to  the  shore,  she  wants  to  re- 

model the  house,  and  Bob  has  to  spend 
part  of  the  time  teaching.  I  wonder  who 
will  win? 

We  had  a  lovely  letter  from  Yvonne 
Simoens  da  Silva.  Our  sympathy  goes  to 
her  due  to  the  death  of  her  mother  in  July. 
Daughter  Monica  Botkay  has  a  Brasilian 
scholarship  to  Eastern  Washington  College 
in  Cheney,  Washington.  Her  son  Carlos 
Henrique  Botkay  is  16,  and,  mother  re- 

ports, tall  and  handsome.  He  would  like 
very  much  to  correspond  with  a  girl  his  age 
from  the  U.  S.  Yvonne  is  a  busy  person. 

She  directs  8  pages  of  a  women's  section 
in  a  Rio  paper,  writes  a  daily  column  in 
another  paper,  and  has  a  governmental  job. 

Alice  Steinmark  Andrews'  big  news  is 
the  forthcoming  marriage  of  her  daughter 
next  summer.  The  young  man  is  a  chemical 
engineer  at  Carnegie-Mellon,  and  the 
bride-to-be  is  a  music  major  at  the  same 
institution. 

After  a  traumatic  summer,  Elinor  Weibel 
Stoltz  and  family  are  settled  nicely  in 
Princeton.  They  are  ready  to  act  as  guides 
to  all  who  have  sons  interested  in  the  Uni- 

versity. They  miss  Chicago  and  their  lovely 
house,  but  think  Princeton  is  great. 

I  think  Julia  Wells  Jackson  has  more  off- 

springs in  college  than  any  other  '41  grad- 
uate. The  two  oldest  boys  are  in  pre-medical 

school.  David  is  a  junior  at  Washington 
and  Lee,  and  Thomas  is  a  freshman  at  the 
University  of  North  Carolina.  Then  there 
is  one  more  to  go — Roger  is  a  ninth-grader. 
At  the  time  of  writing,  she  and  Richard 
were  heading  for  Florida  and  some  surgical 
meetings  on  the  way. 

We  are  most  happy  to  report  that 

Charlotte  Wolf  Beckman's  husband  Carl  is 
recovering  from  his  heart  attack  in  January, 
but  is  still  in  the  Toledo  Hospital.  Daughter 
Mary,  who  works  in  the  emergency  room 
of  the  same  hospital,  was  to  be  married 
April  6th. 

Susan  Woolridge  Fishburn  is  fine  after 
her  bout  with  surgery  in  April,  and  still 
helps  John  in  his  law  office.  Mary  is  at  the 
University  of  Iowa,  and  Alice,  about  to 
graduate,  wants  to  go  there,  too.  Jack  is  a 

junior  in  high  school,  and  Bill  is  a  ninth- 

grader. 
Your  reporter  Ruth  Strickland  Clark  still 

lives  in  Garrison,  worrying  over  a  150-year- 
old  house.  Chester  is  the  proud  owner  of  an 
advertising  and  public  relations  agency  in 
Newburgh,  N.  Y.,  and  Pam  is  a  social 
worker  in  and  for  the  City  of  New  York. 

Mary  Bertha  reporting: 

Our  sympathy  goes  to  Mildred  Johnson 
Rexroad  whose  son,  James  Harvey,  passed 
away  last  May. 

Jeanne-Anna  Ayers  Widgery,  our  Author, 
has  completed  two-thirds  of  her  new  novel! 
The  five  Widgerys  had  five  wonderful  weeks 
last  summer  touring  England  and  Wales 
where  Jeanne-Anna  did  research,  soaked  up 
plenty  of  atmosphere  for  the  book. 

Ann  Butler  Stewart,  back  from  her  first 
trip  west,  was  much  impressed  by  real 
Indians,  cowboys  and  Las  Vegas  in  that 
order.  She  is  now  a  full-time  reference 
librarian.  Last  spring  Ann  went  to  England 
to  visit  David  who  is  studying  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  London.  Second  son  Dick  is  at 
General  Motors  Institute,  and  John  is  a 
high  school  junior. 

Dottie  Geschwindt  Schieber  and  Bob 
love  their  new  home  in  Radnor,  Pa.,  their 
twelfth  move  in  26  years!  Linda  is  at  Ash- 

land College,  Dave  is  an  assistant  minister, 
and  their  eldest,  Jan,  is  married.  The  stork 

is  not  even  in  sight,  but  Dottie  says,  "I 
can't  wait  to  become  a  grandma." 

Kittanning,  Pa.  is  now  home  to  Jean 
Hammer  Schoman  and  Carl,  and  they  are 
rediscovering  the  joys  of  town  life.  Carl  is 
minister     of     Faith     United     Presbyterian 

Church  to  which  he  was  called  just  before 
Christmas. 

Pat  Kent  Alter  was  en  route  to  Palm 
Beach  for  her  first  viewing  of  her  first 
great-niece.  Pat  and  George  acquired  a 
daughter-in-law  in  June;  they  are  well 

pleased  with  No.  1  son's  choice. 

Mary  Kinter  McEldowney  and  Bob  spent 
five  weeks  last  fall  touring  the  British  Isles. 
Daughter  Alice  is  now  at  Pitt  getting  her 
master's  in  education. 

Natalie  Lambing  Paige  and  Peter  found 
the  old  homestead  quiet,  empty,  and  son- 
less  last  fall  when  Lee  entered  Choate  and 
Douglas  entered  Lehigh.  Peter  Otis  is  a  la- 

crosse star  at  the  University  of  New  Hamp- 
shire. All  the  Paiges,  including  mama,  ski 

at  the  drop  of  a  snowflake.  The  boys  and 
pa  are  champion  sailors  and  have  the  hard- 

ware to  prove  it. 

Happy  to  be  back  at  the  organ  again  is 
Anne  Lindsay  York.  She  now  plays  for  a 
number  of  church  services.  Son  Kenneth  is 

working  toward  a  Ph.D.  in  physics.  Mar- 
garet is  joining  the  faculry  at  Bryn  Athyn 

College,  and  Janet  will  graduate  from  high 
school. 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  and  Jack 
spent  Christmas  with  their  grandson  in 
Idaho  Falls  where  son-in-law  Ted  is  train- 

ing nuclear  submariners.  Jack  is  now  Dean 
of  the  Evening  Division  at  Point  Park College. 

Carol  Martin  reports  no  earth-shaking 
news — just  busy  with  her  job  plus  church 
and  community  activities.  From  far  away 
Carlisle,  Pa.  she  still  roots  loyally  for  the 

Pirates,  hopes  '68  will  be  their  Big  Year. 

Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner  and  Bob  are  off 
to  Scottsdale,  Arizona  for  a  winter  vacation 
and  golf.  Their  Ted  is  a  happy  freshman  at 
Monmouth  College. 

Since  September  Allison  Meyer  has  been 
with  Goodwill  Industries  as  secretary  in 
the  Rehabilitation  Department.  She  plans 
to  do  graduate  work  at  Pitt  this  summer. 

Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg  and  Jack 
had  to  bring  both  their  mothers  back  to 
Pittsburgh  from  Florida  because  of  ill- 
health.  Son  John  is  a  freshman  at  Grove 
City,  and  daughter  Beth  and  husband  now 
live  in  Philadelphia. 

Dottie  Oliver  Friday's  travel  agency, 
Gulliver's  Travels,  continues  to  flourish.  In 
June  her  eldest  son  will  be  graduated  from 
medical  school,  and  her  second  son  from 
LaSalle.  The  latter  has  been  accepted  for 
the  Peace  Corps.  No.  3  son  is  a  high  school 
sophomore  and  Elizabeth  a  freshman  at 
Wittenberg  University. 

An  obituary  notice  in  the  Pittsburgh 
Press  called  our  attention  to  the  death  of 

Jane  O'Neill  Cox's  mother  on  February 
23rd.  We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Jane  and her  family. 

I,  your  pen  pal  for  the  second  year, 
(just  3  more  years  to  go )  had  a  great  New 
England  vacation  in  September,  loved  the 

Cape  and  Martha's  Vineyard.  Currently  I'm in  the  throes  of  estate-settling,  since  my 
father  died  last  June,  and  preparing  to  move 
to  Michigan. 
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Patricia  Blue  Byers 

(Mrs.  C.  A.) 
121  Race  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore 
(Mrs.  Joseph  J.) 

313  Hastings  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jane  Evans  Linsenmeyer  (Mrs.  Roy  F.), 
776  Pahumele  Place,  Kailus,  Oahu, 
Hawaii  96734 

Mary  Louise  Henry  Moore  (Mrs.  Kenneth), 
214  Clopper  Avenue,  Greensburg,  Pa. 
15601 

Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti  (Mrs.  Carl  J.), 
261  Thornwood  Drive,  Granville,  Ohio 
43023 

Jane  McCall  Downing  (Mrs.  Harold  S., 
Jr.),  108  Mt.  Lebanon  Boulevard,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15228 
Janet  McCormick  McDole  (Mrs.  Clayton 

J.),  9951  Lake  Washington  Boulevard, 
Apt.  #306,  Bellevue,  Wash.  98004 

Barbara  Steele  Mangan  (Mrs.  William  J.), 
15  Highland  Circle,  Wayland,  Mass. 
01778 

Margaret  Suppes  Yingling  (Mrs.  John  E.), 
1025  North  Highland  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15206 
Lorraine  Wolf  Regan  (Mrs.  William  C), 

U.  S.  Army  Composite  Group,  APO 
New  York  09757 

While  Pat  was  arranging  your  cards  be- 
side her  typewriter  in  preparation  for  pre- 

paring the  class  news  the  next  morning, 
she  was  unaware  that  a  terrible  fire  was 
building  up  inside  an  attic  wall.  Within  a 

few  hours  it  had  destroyed  the  Byer's  new- ly remodeled  third  floor  with  all  of  son 

Paul's  belongings,  and  had  sent  them  all 
out  into  zero  weather  to  watch  helplessly 
as  water  from  the  fire  hoses  turned  the 
entire  house,  inside  and  out,  into  a  mass 
of  ice.  Fortunately,  they  smelled  the  smoke 
before  retiring  and  were  able  to  get  the 
children  out.  Chi  narrowly  escaped  with 
his  life  as  he  slammed  a  trap  door  on  the 
flames,  an  act  which  possibly  saved  the  rest 
of  the  house. 

The  questionnaires  and  Pat's  rough  notes 
from  your  cards  were  all  that  could  be 
salvaged  from  her  materials.  The  rest  was 
frozen  to  the  table  and  lost.  The  news  that 
follows  is  the  result  of  the  joint  efforts  of 
your  other  secretary  and  Ruth  Swisshelm  in 
the  alumnae  office. 

Of  course  our  big  news  this  year  is  our 
25th  reunion  on  June  8,  and  many  class- 

mates are  planning  to  attend.  Perhaps  Amy 
McKay  Core  has  the  best  idea.  She  writes, 

"If  I  were  living  outside  Pittsburgh,  the 
25th  reunion  would  mean  a  trip  and  a 
pleasant  break  in  the  everyday  routine.  Such 

an  occasion  calls  for  that  anyway,  so  I'm 
planning  for  that  change  of  scene  (and 
avoiding  several  crosstown  trips)  by  stay- 

ing in  the  dorm  on  Friday  night.  I  invite 
all  of  the  rest  of  you  to  join  me!  Anyone 

for  spaghetti  at  Sodini's?"  Amy's  current 
activities  include  the  chairmanship  of  the 
Chatham  Alumnae  Fund  (Have  you  made 
YOUR  contribution?),  YWCA  Council, 
W  &  J  Auxiliary  Board,  and  The  Herb 
Society  of  America. 

Margaret  Anderson  Thompson  will  miss 
reunion  for  a  very  good  reason — June  8  is 
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her  oldest  daughter's  wedding  day.  Daugh- 
ter Mimi  will  graduate  from  Mary  Burn- 

ham  School,  and  Susie  is  in  the  ninth  grade 
at  Country  Day  School.  Margaret  is  active 
in  the  Stamford  Junior  League  and  Chil- 

dren's Aid  of  Connecticut. 

Margie  Ballard  Brine's  daughter  Bonnie 
was  married  last  June  and  is  living  in 
Baltimore.  Harry,  Jr.,  is  an  S.A.E.  pledge  at 
Penn  State.  Margie  lists  bowling,  reading, 

and  watching  the  stock  market  as  her  hob- 
bies, the  latter  a  result  of  belonging  to  an 

investment  club. 

When  Florence  Croyle  Beal  replied,  she 
and  Russ  were  ready  to  leave  for  a  two- 
week  trip  to  Barbados,  Grenada,  and  per- 

haps Trinidad.  Their  son  Andrew  is  a  fresh- 
man at  Carnegie-Mellon  University,  and 

daughters  Nancy  and  Beverly  are  in  the  8th 
and  4th  grades.  Florence  is  completing  a 
year  as  president  of  her  garden  club. 

Mary  Evelyn  Ducey  Crahtree's  life  re- 
volves around  the  theatre.  She  and  her  hus- 

band Paul  operate  the  Cumberland  County 
Playhouse  in  Crossville,  Tennessee.  In  addi- 

tion to  acting,  designing  costumes,  and 
directing,  Mary  Evelyn  is  also  teaching 
creative  drama  in  the  grade  school — 957 
children,  5  days  or  27  hours  a  week!  The 
Crabtree  family — mother,  father  and  seven 
children,  ranging  in  age  from  22  to  6 — 
made  theatre  history  when  they  all  per- 

formed in  "Tennessee  U.  S.  A.",  which  Paul 
wrote  (music,  lyrics  and  book),  directed 

and  produced.  Mary  Evelyn  says,  "If  I 
sound  proud,  I  am!"  She  will  tell  more  at reunion  about  her  family,  their  new  home 
which  she  designed,  and  all  of  their  many 
activities. 

Nancy  Doerr  Wilson's  two  daughters  are 
married,  Nancy  in  June  1966,  and  Peggy 
in  May  1967.  Son  Rick  is  a  midshipman 
at  the  United  States  Naval  Academy.  More 
about  her  activities  at  reunion,  also. 

Jane  Fitzpatrick  McGough  and  Ginny 
Hendryx  Shank  are  serving  as  co-chairmen 
of  the  class  reunion  committee,  and,  of 
course,  hope  to  see  a  large  number  on 
campus  that  day.  Jane  and  Walter  spent  an 
enjoyable  month  in  Europe  last  year. 

Florence  Frey  Burnite  and  her  husband 

are  planning  a  trip  to  celebrate  their  "rich- ly blessed  marriage  which  will  be  25  years 

old  on  June  2nd." 
Eleanor  Garrett  Gittings,  in  addition  to 

church,  club  and  Girl  Scout  activities, 
teaches  camping  courses,  has  travel-camped 
all  over  the  United  States,  and  has  par- 

ticipated in  archaeological  "digs."  Daughter Nora,  21,  will  be  graduated  from  Grove 
City  College  this  year.  Matthew  is  thirteen. 
"Pinky"  hopes  that  Nora's  graduation  and 
our  reunion  will  not  conflict. 

Janice  Goldbloom,  who  spent  two  years 
in  France  (one  at  the  University  of  Paris), 
and  one  year  traveling  around  the  world, 

is  currently  "specialist"  writer-developer  of 
projects  for  Specially  Funded  Programs  for 
the  Los  Angeles  City  School  District.  She 
is  sorry  that  it  will  not  be  possible  for  her 
to  come  east  for  reunion. 

Barbara  Heinz  Barone,  so  busy  with  those 
eight  children  from  3  to  19  years  of  age, 
hinted  that  there  might  be  more  time  to 
attend  the  50th,  but  will  try  for  this  one. 

Claire  Horwitz  Klein,  who  says  "abso 
lutely"  she  will  be  at  reunion,  is  office 
and/or  member  in  more  organizations  thai 
we  have  space  to  report,  but  lists  as  note 
worthy  her  two  years  as  president  of  th< 
Pittsburgh  Conference  of  Jewish  Women 
Her  two  sons,  Alan  and  Evan,  are  17  anc 
12. 

Vance  Hyde  Feinberg,  mother  of  three 
delightful  daughters  and  free-lance  writer 
is  also  employed  full  time  as  an  advertising) 
copy  chief  and  co-ordinator  of  special! 
events.  (We  could  use  you  for  our  reunion) 
event,  Vance.  Sorry  you  will  not  be  able  to attend. ) 

Miles  Jannouch  Price  says  that  her  chil-i 
dren,  Christine,  18,  and  Edward,  16,  are] 
doing  all  of  the  things  she  wanted  to  do,  I 
such  as  summering  in  Montana  and  skiing  I 
in  Austria.  We  are  looking  forward  to  see- 

ing Miles  on  the  8th. 

Elinor  Keffer  Hoon,  who  keeps  busy  as 

receptionist  for  her  husband,  an  ophthalmol- 
ogist, plans  to  keep  her  reunion  attendance 

record  intact — hasn't  missed  one  yet! 

Marian  Lambie  Arnheim's  oldest  son, 
David,  18,  is  a  sophomore  at  Yale;  second 
son,  Daniel,  is  a  sophomore  at  Shady  Side 
Academy;  and  11-year-old  Louise  is  in  sixth 
grade  at  Linden  School.  Marian  says  she  is 

"still  writing — still  unpublished",  and  is 
currently  "looking"  at  modern  art.  The Arnheims  will  have  two  reunions  in  a  row 

— Talk's  25th  Medical  School  reunion  is  the 
weekend  before  ours. 

Connie  Lauer  Stein  enjoyed  a  pre-reunion 
visit  with  former  roommate  Jean  Sweet 
Bentley  in  Atlanta  last  fall,  and  hopes  to 

continue  to  "catch  up"  on  news  in  June. 
When  she  wrote  she  was  leaving  to  attend 
a  two-week  Institute  on  Public  Affairs  in 

Washington  as  a  representative  of  Nash- 
ville, Tennessee.  Mark,  18,  is  a  freshman  at 

Harvard,  and  Joy,  15,  a  sophomore  in  high 
school. 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore,  in  addition  to 
her  work  as  class  secretary  and  being 
mother  to  five  children,  aged  11,  10,  9,  5 

and  3,  is  interested  in  sewing,  grapho- 
analysis,  and  spending  the  summers  in  the 
oldest  country  log  cabin  in  Western  Penn- 

sylvania. 
Jane  McComb  Angevine,  whose  husband 

was  recently  elected  a  trustee  of  Chatham 
College,  experts  to  be  in  New  York  on 
June  8  to  meet  her  oldest  daughter,  Bunny, 
on  her  return  from  a  year  at  the  University 
of  Paris.  Their  three  other  daughters  are 

Sherry,  18,  Kathy,  141/J,  and  Barbara,  11. 

Janet  McCormick  McDole  has  moved 
into  a  new  apartment,  and  has  had  the 
pleasure  of  selecting  new  furniture  for  it, 

even  to  a  new  piano,  "for  me,  the  frosting 
on  the  cake,"  she  says.  She  hopes  to  come 
from  Seattle  to  see  everyone  on  the  8th. 

Connie  Meyer  Waldschmidt  has  "com- 
promised" on  reunions — they  are  going  to 

her  husband's  25th  at  Allegheny.  Charles, 
19,  is  a  sophomore  at  Hillsdale  College, 
and  Robert,  16,  a  junior  at  Fox  Chapel 

High  School. 

Dorothy  Minneci  McCabe,  an  enthusiastic 
member  of  the  reunion  committee,  say, 

"Only  our  cooperation  will  make  the  re- 
union successful."  She's  so  right! 



Jeannette  Myers  Erler  was  looking  for- 
:  ;ard  to  a  week  in  New  York  as  a  pleasant 
.  reak  in  the  winter  routine. 

I.  Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley's  oldest  son, 
.,  ,om,  played  varsity  football  at  Fox  Chapel 
I  igh  School  and  can  now  help  his  busy 

i  [Other  with  the  driving  chores.  It's  an 
[  rtive  family  with  Barbara  still  swimming 
|  a  the  YM  &  WHA  team  and  the  two 
juunger  children  in  Boy  Scouts  and  Brown- 
I  :s.  Marj  has  been  Amy's  co-chairman  for 
[lie  Alumnae  Fund  this  year  and  will  be 
:nairman  next  year. 

I  Gloria  Silverstein  Goldberg  is  seriously 
I  rmsidering  a  trip  from  Palo  Alto  for  re- 
nion.  We  certainly  hope  that  it  becomes 

I  reality.  Her  two  children  are  John,  15Vi, 
nd  Lauren,  13VJ- 

.  According  to  all  available  reports,  we 
ave  two  grandmothers  and  they  seem  to 
■e  quite  happy  about  it.  Jane  McCall 
downing,  a  busy  real  estate  saleswoman, 
ias  two  grandchildren,  and  Barbara  Steele 
Siangan  has  one.  A  second  move  in  four 
ears,  after  so  many  years  in  Pittsburgh,  has 
aken  the  Steeles  to  Wayland,  a  suburb  of 
Joston,  where  Bill  has  become  the  general 
nanager  of  the  Credit  Bureau  of  Greater 
3oston,  and  where  Barbara  is  enjoying  the 
mrsuit  of  her  interest  in  primitive  antiques, 
ihe  will  not  make  reunion  due  to  high 
chool  graduation  for  Kathy. 

Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  loves  her  work 
is  minister  of  two  mission  supported 

.hurches,  and  wonders  why  they  didn't 
nove  into  the  city  years  ago.  Oldest  daugh- 
:er  Ann  is  married,  June  is  a  freshman  at 
Chatham,  and  Molly  is  at  Ellis.  Ed  is  re- 

fueling all  atomic  naval  ships  and  traveling 
to  different  ports. 

Since  their  arrival  in  Djakarta,  Indonesia 
in  July  1966,  one  or  all  of  Marian  Teich- 
mann  McKone's  family  have  been  to  Japan, 
Hong  Kong,  the  Philippines,  Thailand, 
Singapore,  and  the  islands  of  Sumatra,  Bali, 
Kalimantau  and  Sulainesi.  Marian  is  active 

in  the  American  Women's  Association  and 
the  Women's  International  Club  of  Dja- 

karta, and  plays  Mah  Jongg,  a  very  popular 
game  with  the  Indonesians. 

Martha  Jane  Truxal  Dougherty's  five  boys 
and  her  work  with  the  Allegheny  County 
Medical  Society,  Columbia  Hospital  Guild, 
Crescent  Hills  Civic  Club,  and  the  College 
Club  keep  her  very  busy,  but  she  is  going 
to  find  time  for  reunion,  too. 

Claranne  Von  Fossen  Johnson,  whose 
husband  is  chairman  of  the  department  of 
chemical  engineering  at  the  University  of 
Colorado,  lists  herself  as  housewife  and  re- 

tired ( ? )  psychologist.  She  will  be  too  busy 
at  that  time  of  year  to  come  back  for  re- 

union. Her  daughter  Julie  Anne  is  14. 

Attendance  at  reunion  for  Louise  Wallace 

Menges  depends  upon  the  date  of  Bobby's 
graduation  from  high  school.  Merrily,  after 
three  years  at  Muskingum,  will  graduate 
from  Indiana  University  in  January  1968. 
She  spent  the  summer  of  1966  in  Sweden 
and  Russia.  Sally  entered  Indiana  Univer- 

sity last  fall  and  wants  to  be  an  air  line 
hostess.  David  is  six. 

Well,  in  spite  of  fire,  water  and  ice,  there 
is  the  news  as  we  see  it.  Five  others  re- 

sponded with  the  news  that  they  plan  to 
come    in    June:    Jean    Archer    Rothermel, 

Peggy  Dietz  Abele,  Jean  DeWoody  Bailey, 
Elizabeth  Esler  Duncan  and  Nina  Maley 
Ross.  We  hope  that  YOU  will  be  joining 
them. 
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Martha  Cox  Hartman 

(Mrs.  Howard  N.) 
1635  Thomas  Road 

Wayne,  Pa.  19087 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley 
(Mrs.  Charles  C.) 

1004  Wilde  Avenue 
Drexel  Hill,  Pa.  19026 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Flora    Justus    Maxwell     (Mrs.    Hugh    P.), 
8504     Forest     Avenue,     Munster,     Ind. 
46321 

Lois  Lutz  Pierce  (Mrs.  H.  J.,  Jr.),  57  East 
Rahn  Road,  Dayton,  Ohio  45429 

Emily   Noll   Zerbe    ( Mrs.   John   E. ) ,   The 
Knoll,    Froebe    Road,    R.D.    1,    Venetia, 
Pa.  15367 

Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hurtt  ( Mrs.  William  C. ) , 
166  North  Dithridge  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15213 

Virginia    Volkay    McVickar     ( Mrs.    Gren- 
ville  K.),   746  Gypsy  Lane,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15228 

Jane    Wood    Ziercher    (Mrs.    Jack),    2746 
Brandon  Road,  Columbus,  Ohio  43221 

Charlotte     Wray     Cohen     (Mrs.     I.),     511 
Roslyn  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Ye  old  scribes  are  sitting  here  drinking 
tea  and  reading  all  your  news.  I,  Coxie,  and 
family  had  a  stupendous  three-week  trip  to 
Europe  last  summer.  We  arrived  in  Instan- 
bul  for  the  earthquakes.  I  am  now  back  to 
teaching  piano  again  plus  being  a  leader 
for  a  Cadette  Troop.  My  two  cheerleaders 

keep  me  unbelievably  busy  with  their  activi- ties. 

Marie  Minnemeyer  Houston  had  an  un- 

fortunate spill  in  Garfinkel's  resulting  in one  broken  foot  and  phlebitis.  We  all  hope 
she  is  navigating  by  now. 

Patty  Smith  Joyner  and  family  enjoyed 
a  grand  trip  to  California  last  summer. 

Jane  Murray  Blair  is  still  active  in  PTA 
and  has  a  Cadette  Troop.  She  reports  the 

teen  phase"  is  aging  her. 

Betty  McCrory  McBride  is  busy  as  the 
wife  of  a  college  Dean  and  mother  of  six. 
Her  oldest,  Sue,  is  a  freshman  at  Wittenberg 
University. 

Marjorie  Selleck  Ireland  is  active  in  push- 
ing for  legislation  to  raise  teacher  salaries. 

Carta  Gregson  Dubs'  daughter  Andrea  is 
a  junior  at  Chatham.  Greg  is  in  high  school 
and  Michael  in  kindergarten.  Carla  is  busy 
with  Social  Welfare,  United  Fund,  and 
clearing  four  acres  of  Connecticut  woods. 
She  reported  lunching  with  Marion 
Swannie  Hall  in  New  York. 

Tillie  Wilcox  Moncrief  has  a  daughter 
at  the  University  of  Connecticut.  The 
family  spent  the  summer  at  Stone  Harbor. 

Ruth  Ford  Woodward  has  daughters  9, 
13,  and  16,  and  has  an  eye  on  Chatham 
for  her  sixteen-year-old. 

Dorothy  Barrett  Braden's  daughter  Sandra 
left  Westminster  College  for  marriage  and 

is  now  in  Texas.  Her  younger  daughter  is  a 
sophomore  at  Westminster  and  fourteen- 
year-old  Laird  is  at  home. 

June  Collins  Hopkins'  family  of  boys 
spans  the  ages — from  a  four-year-old  pre- 

schooler to  high  school  junior,  to  a  Har- 
vard freshman. 

Miriam  Davis  Schellhaas  has  a  daughter 
at  Grove  City  College  and  one  more  at 
home. 

Ours  seems  to  be  a  class  of  travelers.  Louise 
Flood  Egan  had  a  quick  look  at  Hawaii  and 
Japan  (where  sister  Marge  is  with  the 
Embassy)  last  summer.  Later  she  took  her 
children  back  to  Pittsburgh  and  Lake  Erie 
for  a  family  reunion.  I,  Patsy,  saw  Louise 
and  her  lovely  half-dozen  in  October  while 
on  a  vacation  trip  with  Charlie  through 
California.  Louise  is  doing  a  little  free-lance 
work  just  to  keep  her  hand  in  and  is  play- 

ing lots  of  tennis  to  keep  in  shape  for  car 
pooling  the  children.  I  am  busy  as  a  volun- 

teer guide  at  the  Museum  and  expect  to  be 

busier  with  Chatham  Alumnae.  It's  great 
having  a  daughter  at  Chatham. 

Harriet  Fleming  Muryn  reports  the  usual 
athletic  activities  with  a  couple  of  boys  plus 
an  exciting  trip  to  Expo. 

Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh  has  boys  at 
Bowdoin  College  and  Denison  University, 
and  she  and  Ken  were  off  to  Hawaii  in 
March  with  daughter  Laurie. 

Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  reports  a  busy  life 

with  Playhouse  Ball,  Opera  Benefit,  Shake- 
speare Festival,  Head  Start  teacher,  and 

mother  of  a  twelve-year-old  Judo  yellow 
belt  and  a  sixteen-year-old  debater,  jazz 
musician  and  science  experimentalist.  She 

also  managed  to  fit  in  trips  to  Miami,  Scotts- 
dale,  and  Puerto  Rico,  and  one  to  Pitts- 

burgh to  meet  with  the  alumnae  reunion 
committee  of  which  she  is  chairman. 

Marian  Uptegraft  Sunnergren  reports  that 
husband  Ed  will  be  working  in  Mexico  for 
several  months.  She  and  the  children  hope 
to  join  him  for  a  family  vacation. 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 
Emily  Noll  Zerbe  and  Marion  Cohen  who 
lost  their  mothers  during  the  past  year. 
Marion's  musical  activities  were  curtailed 
in  meeting  the  responsibility  of  family 

during  her  mother's  crucial  illness. 
We  had  no  special  news  but  nice  notes 

with  hello's  to  all  from  Helen  Clewer  Arm- 
strong, Jannie  Beck  Jameson,  Virginia  Har- 

per Dale.  Nina  McAdams  Handloser,  Petie 
McFall  Schall  and  Trudy  Schmeichel  Hut- 

son. 

47 Patricia  Jaycox  Shaw (Mrs.  Dayne) 

38  Colonial  Drive 
McKeesport,  Pa.  15135 

Mrs.  Gloria  Molinarto  Spellacy 

823  Sweetleaf  Road 
Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

BIRTH 

Marjorie  Evans  McNeillie,  a  daughter,  Mary 
Ruth,  September  16,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lucille  Bealle  Nowak  (Mrs.  Charles  F.), 
1220  West  Palo  Verde  Drive,  Phoenix, 
Ariz.  85013 
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Jocelyn  Beeson  Schroder   (Mrs.  Frank  J.), 
1736    Sevenoaks    Road,    Jackson,    Mich. 
49203 

Barbara   Gill  Gregory    (Mrs.  T.   M.,  Jr.), 
17112    Eastview    Drive,    Chagrin    Falls, 
Ohio  44022 

Eleanor  Goldfarb  Hirsh    (Mrs.  Edgar  R.), 
5    Todd    Court,    East    Williston,    L.    I., 
N.  Y.  11596 

Margaret    Harkins    Smith     (Mrs.    J.    Val), 
440     Maple     Avenue,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15218 

Joan  Kaufmann  Mendelsohn  ( Mrs. ) ,  4  East 
88th  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y.   10028 

Ruth   Melvin   Hasley    (Mrs.  T.   J.),   5762 
Ravensburg    Drive,    Apt.    A-718,    Palos 
Verdes  Peninsula,  Calif,  90274 

Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson    (Mrs.  James  L.), 
110   Hawthorne   Place,    Portland,   Texas 
78374 

Martha    Raup    Wheatly    (Mrs.    John    C), 
R.F.D.  138,  A-L,  Del  Mar,  Calif.  92014 

Patty  reporting: 

Ann  Lee  Alexander  finds  life  at  Univer- 
sity of  Pittsburgh  Graduate  Library  School 

exciting,  and  is  interested  in  hearing  from 
anyone  who  might  enjoy  librarianship. 

Betty  Anderson  spent  three  wonderful 
weeks  touring  Scandinavian  countries  last 
summer  with  a  group  from  Pitt,  and  re- 

newed acquaintance  with  Mary  Lou  Wal- 

lace Frazee  at  Westinghouse's  Bettis  Atomic Plant. 

Jottie  Beeson  Schroder  and  Frank  have 
moved  into  their  new  home  in  Jackson, 
Michigan. 

Helen  Brown  Michaels  is  busy  with 
church,  choir,  and  children  in  kindergarten 
and  nursery  school. 

Alice  Burns  Kasimirsky  enjoyed  a  trip 
to  the  Smoky  Mountains  with  her  family 
last  summer. 

Mary  Chambers  Gibbons  is  attending  the 
undergraduate  school  of  social  work  at  Pitt 
and  was  delighted  that  her  credits  from 
Chatham  were  accepted. 

Peggy  Dodge  Poindexter  is  kept  busy  in 
church  and  Girl  Scouts  and  also  is  chairman 
for  the  symphony  drive  for  Pleasant  Hills. 
Allan  is  assistant  Boy  Scout  leader  and 
chairman  of  the  Education  Committee  at 
church.  They  spent  last  Christmas  in  Texas. 

Dorothy  Fennel!  Stebler  happily  reports 

her  son  Eddie's  safe  return  from  Vietnam, 
and  that  she  is  teaching  ceramics.  Her  hus- 

band is  presidenr  of  National  Consumer's Association  for  the  second  year. 

Pat  Gersmann  Joseph  says  her  brief  news 
this  year  is  that  her  daughter  Randy  enters 
college  in  the  fall,  and  Judy  is  busy  in 
drama  in  high  school. 

Barbara  Gill  Gregory  has  a  new  job  in 
social  work  and  a  new  home  in  Cleveland, 
Ohio. 

Ellie  Goldfarb  Hirsh,  lucky  gal,  has  just 
returned  from  Jamaica  where  she  stayed  at 
the  Racquet  Club  and  played  tennis.  She 
enjoys  living  in  New  York  City  and  sees 
Joan  Kaufmann  Mendelsohn  once  in  a 
while. 

Else  Greger  Miller,  another  lucky  gal, 
planned  a  rrip  to  Hawaii  this  winter. 
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Isabel  Griffith  Borland  and  family  are 

returning  to  East  Wallingford,  Pennsyl- 
vania, from  California.  Daughter  Nancy, 

15,  is  schooling  in  Pittsburgh,  and  son 
David,  13,  will  attend  school  near  Phila- 
delphia. 

Vicki  Haverstick  Myers  spent  Christmas 
in  Pittsburgh,  and  gave  a  program  on  Pitts- 

burgh for  her  Book  Club  series  on  cities. 

Lee  Hutton  Sage  had  the  honor  this  year 
to  represent  Chatham  at  the  Inauguration 
of  the  15th  President  of  St.  Bonaventure 
University  at  Olean,  New  York.  Daughter 
Chris  plans  to  attend  Chatham  in  the  fall. 

Alice  Kelts  is  teaching  biology,  chemis- 

try, and  earth  science  in  a  private  girl's school,  and  is  taking  a  course  at  National 
Science  Foundation  Institute  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  California. 

Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald  is  recuperat- 
ing from  an  operation,  and  daughter  Bar- 
bara was  married  on  February  24. 

Dayne  and  I  spent  several  weeks  in 
Europe  last  summer  with  our  daughters, 
Tricia,  15,  and  Becky,  14.  This  winter  we 
have  added  another  daughter  to  our  family, 
Sabine  Kosenow,  17,  a  German  American 
Field  Service  student  who  has  been  a  real 

joy  in  our  home.  I  hope  to  hear  from  more 
of  you  next  year.  As  you  can  tell  by  my 
section  of  news,  very  few  girls  answered 

my  cards. 

Gloria  reporting: 

Mary  Alice  Kline  Morris  is  really  en- 
thused about  teaching  4th  grade — her  first 

venture.  She  writes  that  oldest  daughter 

Marry,  a  freshman  at  West  Virginia  Uni- 
versity, has  the  leading  role  of  Maria  in 

West  Side  Story.  Of  course,  Mom  and  Dad 
are  proud!  We  were  sorry  to  hear  of  your 

father's  death  on  January  12,  1968,  Mary 
Alice.  Please  accept  our  sympathy. 

Last  May  Dolly  Larson  Webb  and  hus- 
band brought  a  35-foot  Chris  Craft  all  by 

themselves  up  the  Inland  Waterway.  Don't 
feel  too  bad,  Dolly,  just  'cause  daughter 
Patty  is  20  years  old.  Son  John  plans  a 
midwestern  college  in  the  fall. 

"Happy  existence"  is  how  Virginia  Le- 
Furgy  Tubbs  describes  the  "activities  avail- 

able for  middle-aged  home-makers  with 

elementary  and  junior  hi  children."  That's 
great,  Ginny,  but  we  don't  like  the  sound 
of  "middle-aged." 

The  Scotts  found  out  that  gambling 

doesn't  pay  during  a  brief  stop  at  Las  Vegas 
on  their  way  to  California  recently,  accord- 

ing to  Vernie  Lowar  Scott. 

Josie  McKenrick  Tobie  and  group  have 
finally  adjusted  to  life  in  Lancaster,  Pa. 
after  \Vl  years.  The  girls  are  very  fond  of 
their  long-awaited  horse  which  grazes  in 

the  neighbor's  six-acre  pasture,  and  Josie and  Alan  have  fond  memories  of  their 
recent  visit  to  the  West  Indies  and  Antigua. 

The  Fridays,  she's  Marjorie  McSwigan, 
had  just  returned  from  two  weeks  in  San 
Francisco,  Los  Angeles,  and  Las  Vegas. 

News  from  Arcadia,  California  and  Lois 
Power  Moore  is  that  Tom,  Jr.  recently  be- 

came engaged  and  is  serving  with  the  Army 
Engineers  in  Germany.  The  Moores  en- 

joyed a  round   of  engagement  parties  and 

festivities  during  Tom's  November  vis home.  Now  Lou  is  busy  sending  goodies  i 
her  favorite  soldier  overseas. 

Doris  Snyder  Hookway  is  looking  fo 
ward  to  news  from  everyone  and  thinks  tl 
Chatham  expansion  program  sounds  exci 
ing — she  hopes  our  class  will  do  its  part. 

It  was  nice  of  Mary  Stewart  Dimmick  X 

thank  me  for  "staying  on  the  job."  Wis more  folks  would  write  in,  Mary. 

Janet  Thomas  comments  that  she  woul 
prefer    teaching     in     Florida     rather    tha 
Bethel  Park,  particularly  on  a  day  when 
was  five  below  at  Greater  Pitt  Airport. 

Hello  from  Janice  Wilson  Bader  wh 
says  she  had  a  telephone  reunion  wit 
Elaine  Sauerwein  Mathison  when  Bob  an 

she  were  in  Chicago  recently.  We're  sorr 
you  missed  the  class  reunion,  too,  Janice- 
try  to  make  the  25th. 

Our  sympathies  to  Carol  Wise  Walp  am 
family  on  the  sudden  death  of  her  mothei 
November  16,  1967. 

Laura  Wiley  Robertson  again  greets  u 
from  Rome,  after  a  visit  back  to  the  State 
with  the  children  last  July  via  London  an. 

Expo  '67,  and  a  Christmas  tour  of  Tunisii 

Now  what's  the  matter  with  the  rest  o 

you — can't  you  even  say  hello  on  that  retur 
post  card?  In  any  event,  I  am  looking  foi 
ward  to  a  "swing"  through  Atlanta,  Hou; 
ton  and  Los  Angeles  in  the  spring  for  m 
employer,  USS  Chemicals,  Mainstay  Depan 
ment  (we  have  a  fancy  little  gadget  thj 
goes  around  the  country  coating  sewe 

pipe).  No,  I'm  not  like  Ed  Norton,  but  w do  have  offices  in  those  places. 

49 Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbi 
(Mrs.  Russell 1239  Old  Leechburg  Roa 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523 

Betry  Junk  Weltma (Mrs.  W.  C,  Jr. 

11532  Gardenia  Driv 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523 

Marilyn  Marks  Ze 

(Mrs.  Albert  R. 217  Navajo  Roa 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1524 

Barbara  Watson  Wagne 
(Mrs.  Henry  J. 

805  Norvell  Driv 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523 

BIRTHS 

Claudia  Bullers  Janke,  a  daughter,  Jennife 
November  24,  1967 

Naomi    Garlick    Kinard,    a    son,    Winstoi 
September  19,  1966 

Shirley  Lawrence  Mason,  twin  sons,  Kevi 
and  Kyle,  October  3,  1966 

Elizabeth  Walker  Hyser,  a  son,  Mark  Wall 
er,  March  7,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Louise  Diehl,    38   Revere   Road,   Apt.    1' 
Drexel  Hill,  Pa.  19026 

Barbara  Graff lin  Cooper  (Mrs.  James  K.; 
41  Ridgeview  Avenue,  Greenwich,  Com 
06830 

Patricia  Hardy  Butts   (Mrs.  Donald),  750 
Venice  Court,  Falls  Church,  Va.  22043 



enita    Heifer   Lear    (Mrs.    Danny),    915 
Palermo  Avenue,  Apt.  202,  Coral  Gables, 
Fla.  33134 

Aarjorie  Livezey  Sims   (Mrs.  John),  R.R. 

:  '  1,  Box  440-O,  Richmond,  Ind.  47374 
tlga  Mamula  Kaish  (Mrs.  J.  Edward),  102 
Southwest  Way,  Camillus,  N.  Y.  13031 

'.an    Mattern    Myers    (Mrs.    Madison    J.), 
1  3973  Canning  Avenue,  San  Diego,  Calif. 
1  92111 
arol    McCullough    Stride     (Mrs.    Vernon 

■  C),    242    Hunt    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
I  15215 

etty  Melvin  Nix    (Mrs.  Laurence),   1316 
Pennsburg  Boulevard   South,  Pittsburgh, 

I  Pa.  15205 

''.'irginia  Van  Scoy  Armin  (Mrs.  C.  Perry), 
,  815    Bemidji    Avenue,    Bemidji,    Minn. 

,\  56601 

I'orinne   Welch   Patton    ( Mrs.  James  M. ) , 
554   Trotwood   Ridge   Road,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15241 

i 

eanne  reporting: 

Marge  Alexander  Brinkworth  is  trying  to 
Jrop  many  outside  activities  so  that  she  can 
levote  more  time  to  her  writing.  Next  year 
.11  of  her  five  children  will  be  in  school. 

Jeanne  Baiter  Alexander  was  packing 
;or  their  annual  Puerto  Rican  trip.  Her 
>ldest,  Tie,  is  16  and  driving.  Lynn,  13, 

's  in  7th  grade. 

I  Ruth  Brodnax  Craig  says  that  they  also 
lave  reached  a  milestone  since  their  16- 
i'ear-old  is  now  driving.  They  rented  a 
irailer  and  toured  Florida  during  Christmas 
Vacation.  While  traveling  they  stopped  to 
.visit  colleges. 

Claudia  Bullers  Janke  has  found  the 

'fountain  of  youth"  in  their  new  daughter, 
lisanne,  11,  Rolf,  9,  and  Daddy  all  agree. 

i  Ruth  Clarkson  Brown  is  busy  being  a 

'full-time  mother.  Her  children  are  Julie, 
2,  Lisa,  5,  Stephen,  8,  and  Alison,  11. 

',  Ann  Lanicker  Ulrich  is  busy  working iwith  her  husband  Richard  in  a  new  busi- 
ness, Ulrich  Shipping  Agency.  Their  oldest 

son,  David,  is  a  freshman  at  Clarion  State 
College. 

Lu  Berry  Wenneker,  Eva  Christy  Fran- 
goulis,  and  Jannie  Couch  St.  Clair  report 

no  news  but  send  a  big  "hello."  Jannie 
hates  to  think  how  many  years  have  slipped 

by  since  we  were  "young  and  gay." 
Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit  thanks  you  for 

answering.  Pulling  your  post  cards  from  the 
mail  box  brightened  many  a  cold  January 
morning.  I  have  been  kept  busy  with  substi- 

tute teaching  in  the  first  and  second  grades. 

Betty  reporting: 

Mary  Kay  Fletcher  Anderson  is  currently 
working  with  the  Head  Start  program  as 
Director  of  Volunteers  in  Mt.  Vernon, 
Ohio.  They  had  a  great  vacation  in  Florida 
during  Christmas  vacation. 

Naomi  Garlick  Kinard  and  family  now 
live  in  an  antique  Victorian  Shake  house  in 
the  middle  of  Annapolis,  Maryland.  She  is 
in  the  process  of  refinishing  the  house,  tak- 

ing piano  lessons,  and  on  weekends  she  is 
a  tour  guide  for  Historic  Annapolis.  She 
invites  you  all  to  come  and  she  will  give 
you  the  two-hour  tour. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm  is  struggling  with 
her  Hospital  Country  Festival  while  trying 
to  plan  a  vacation  to  Florida.  In  between 
all  this  she  has  become  interested  in  the 
sport  of  Curling,  and  barring  any  broken 
bones,  she  hopes  to  continue  since  it  is  a 
lot  of  fun. 

Louise  Heineman  Harper  had  a  hectic 
year.  Her  husband  spent  some  time  in  the 
hospital  in  February,  her  father  died  in 
April,  and  her  mother  had  a  very  serious 
illness  and  recovery  period.  Her  youngest 
is  in  school  and  she  is  now  able  to  do  some 
outside  work. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  is  still  teaching  train- 
able retarded  children  in  Venango  County, 

Pennsylvania.  She  attended  a  seminar  on 
brain  damaged  children  in  Philadelphia. 
Her  10-year-old  spent  his  Christmas  vaca- 

tion in  the  hospital  with  a  ruptured  spleen, 
but  is  fine  now. 

Shirley  Lawrence  Mason  writes  that  they 

"hit  the  jackpot"  in  Las  Vegas  with  the 
birth  of  twin  boys.  Her  husband  Jim  is 
Superintendent  of  Schools  for  Clark  County, 
Nevada.  This  62,000  pupil  school  district 
increases  by  4  to  6  thousand  pupils  a  year 
and  presents  quite  a  challenge. 

Marjorie  Livesey  Sims  moved  to  Rich- 
mond, Indiana  last  summer  where  John  is 

now  working  for  Avco.  She  is  working  as  a 
Home-School  Counselor  for  a  new  junior 
high  school. 

Greetings  but  no  news  from  Sally  Dou- 
gan   Augustine   and   Betty   Junk    Weltman. 

Marilyn  reporting: 

Eleanore  Luthringer  Mattson  enjoys  the 
activities  of  the  Cleveland  Chatham  Club 
in  addition  to  her  other  activities  centered 
around  the  children,  school  and  church.  She 
is  a  Girl  Scout  troop  leader  and  financial 
secretary  of  the  church. 

Olga  Mamula  Kaish  was  glad  to  see 
everyone  at  the  class  reunion  last  spring. 
She  is  working  part  time  as  a  counselor  on 
the  staff  of  the  Dean  of  Women  at  Syracuse 
University. 

Marilyn  Marks  Zelt's  oldest  son  is  a 
freshman  at  Grove  City  College  this  year. 
She  keeps  busy  with  her  painting  and 
church  activities,  in  addition  to  her  family. 

Carol  McCollough  Stride  is  glad  to  be 
back  in  Pittsburgh  and  busy  getting  settled. 
Her  girls  hope  to  put  a  horse  in  the  barn! 

Jean  McGregor  Kondrat  writes  that  her 
family  will  move  to  Dallas,  Texas  in  June. 
Her  children,  age  15  and  twins  13,  look 
forward  to  ski  weekends  in  New  Mexico 
and  vacations  in  Mexico  or  Colorado. 

Clara  Miklos  Hoon  accompanied  Bob  last 
July  on  a  business  trip  to  Europe  for  a 
month.  They  spent  the  Christmas  holiday 
season  in  Jamaica.  Both  Mike  and  her  hus- 

band are  learning  to  play  golf. 

Joan  Morledge  Michaelian  is  busy  with 
her  four  children  and  their  activities.  She 

enjoyed  a  trip  to  Pittsburgh  last  summer 
and  a  drive  through  Chatham  campus. 

Carolyn  Mountford  DeFrance  has  just 
renewed  her  teaching  certificate  at  Youngs- 
town  University.  Her  sons  Bill  and  John 
helped    her   with    modern    math.    David,    a 

second-grader,  lives  for  ice  skating.  Timmy 
and  Bill  enjoyed  a  Christmas  visit  from 
Ann  Shane  Perkey  and  family. 

Jo  Nusbaum  Cone  enjoyed  a  weekend 
visit  with  Jean  McGregor  Kondrat  and 

family.  Art's  fishing  book,  Fishing  Made 
Easy,  has  been  selected  by  the  Outdoor  Life 
Book  Club  as  their  May  selection.  They 
ordered  50,000  copies!  Jo  is  busy  substi- 

tuting and  running  for  the  Colts  Neck 
School  Board  on  a  ticket  with  5  men  for  3 

Shirley  Patterson  Kroske's  family  have 
been  "South  Carolinians"  for  a  year  and  a 
half  and  are  enjoying  it.  Children  are  now 
10,  14,  and  16.  Shirley  is  teaching  music 
in  a  day  school,  does  organ  substitute  work, 
and  serves  as  registrar  of  the  Greenville 
Chapter  of  American  Guild  of  Organists. 
Her  family  enjoys  trips  in  their  Cessna. 

Pat  Pew  Simpson  is  director  of  a  "Head- 
Start  and  Catch-Up"  program  for  culture- 
deprived  children  sponsored  by  her  church. 
She  also  teaches  the  college-age  Sunday 
School  Class,  and  is  taking  two  education 
courses  at  the  local  branch  of  the  Univer- 

sity of  Texas  to  complete  her  teaching  cer- 
tificate. She  occasionally  gets  a  chance  to 

wave  to  her  husband  and  8-year-old  daugh- 
ter as  they  pass  in  the  driveway! 

Mary  Lou  Rider  spent  last  summet's  vaca- tion in  the  hospital.  She  is  learning  to  play 
golf  and  can  hardly  wait  for  spring.  Her 
life  as  a  guidance  counselor  is   never  dull. 

Ginny  Rix  Markle's  family  enjoyed  a 
4-week  drive  to  show  the  children  "The 
East"  last  summer.  Bonnie's  quite  interested 
in  figure  skating  and  John  is  almost  a  man 
now.  Ginny  is  on  the  board  for  an  antique 
show  in  San  Diego  next  summer  and  busy 
with  Girl  Scouts. 

Bobby  reporting: 

Ann  Shane  Perky  returned  from  a  pleas- 
ant three-day  trip  to  New  York  City  just 

as  the  garbage  strike  was  making  things 
unpleasant.  She  is  taking  entrance  tests  to 
enroll  in  Pitt  Graduate  School  and  son 
David  will  be  choosing  his  college  soon. 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan  is  recovering 

rapidly  from  a  recent  emergency  appendec- 

tomy. 

Peggy  Thompson  Weil  teaches  four-year- 
olds  at  a  Shadyside  Church  Nursery  School. 
Although  she,  Andy  and  the  children  still 
ski  together,  she  admits  to  taking  along  her 
knitting  for  those  last  hours  of  the  day. 
Children  Wendy,  13,  and  Peter,  10,  each 

have  a  horse  which  they  care  for  them- selves. 

Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  is  employed  as 
a  medical-secretary  to  a  surgeon.  She  and 
family  camped  out  at  Myrtle  Beach,  S.  C, 
then  toured  New  England  last  summer.  She 

hopes  Pittsburgh  '49ers  will  plan  some- 
thing groovy  for  our  reunion  in  '69  to  in- clude husbands. 

Now  that  Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  has  chil- 
dren in  senior  high,  junior  high  and  grade 

school,  she  rounds  out  her  days  with  PTA, 
Sunday  school  teaching  and  volunteer  work 
at  Kane  Hospital. 

Corinne  Welch  Patton  and  family  are 
comfortably  settled  in  their  new  home 
which  she  and  Jim  designed  themselves. 
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Eleanor  Weaning  Atwell  and  surgeon- 
husband  had  a  lovely  combined  meeting  and 
pleasure  trip  last  spring  to  England,  Scot- 

land and  Ireland,  including  rounds  of  golf 
at  St.  Andrews  and  Gleneagles.  Amy,  13, 
skis  and  will  be  a  freshman  at  Ellis  next 
year.  Bobby,  16,  skis,  golfs,  and  shakes 
the  house  with  his  electric  guitar.  He  will 
be  a  junior  at  Shady  Side  Academy. 

Miz  Wiles  Knight  has  been  elected  vice 
president  and  program  chairman  of  the 
Rochester  branch  of  MENSA.  She  and  Clem 
spent  a  week  at  Expo  last  May  and  planned 
to  visit  relatives,  friends  and  maybe  some 
classmates  in  the  vicinity  of  Fort  Lauderdale 
in  March. 

Greetings  but  no  news  from  Ginny  Van 
Scoy  Armin  and  Candy  Walker  Hyser. 

Thanks  for  all  those  friendly  responses. 
Going  to  the  mail  box  was  pure  pleasure 
this  month,  because  of  you.  Speaking  for 
myself,  the  requirements  of  five  children, 
ages  five  through  13,  and  two  kitties  (one 
thinks  he  should  sleep  in  the  lid  of  this 

rypewriter)  plus  a  variety  of  "busy-work" ranging  from  open  housing  and  peace  to  a 
friendly  YMCA  guitar  seminar,  occupy  my 
life.  The  children  got  their  first  face-full 
of  the  Atlantic  Ocean  last  summer  and 
would  like  to  go  back  tomorrow.  See  you  in 
'69-  Cheers. 

51 
Madelyn  Engelhardt  Sayles 

(Mrs.  B.  J.,  Jr.) 
523  South  Murtland  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15208 

Rosella  Petraglia 
105  Virginia  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15211 

BIRTH 

Shirley    Elliott    Johnston,    a     son,    Jeffrey 
Elliott,  May  18,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney    (Mrs.   James   R. ), 
461     Woodland    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15237 

Nancy  Baker  Fekety   (Mrs.  F.  Robert,  Jr.), 
812  Berkshire  Road,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 
48164 

Miranda  Blair,   108  Central  Avenue,  Staten 
Island,  N.  Y.  10301 

Anne   Crouse  Harvey    ( Mrs.   Rolland   D. ) , 
1308  Berkenshire  Lane,  Elk  Grove  Vil- 

lage, 111.  60007 
Shirley   Elliott   Johnston    (Mrs.    James   J., 

Jr.),   467    Fielding   Avenue,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15235 

Lillian   Goucher  Lehman    ( Mrs.   Herbert ) , 
1 1   Von  Debon  Lane,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 
14617 

Barbara  Hoy  Dible  (Mrs.  Leonard  F. ),  351 
Manor  Drive,  Bettendorf,  Iowa  52722 

Alice    Jones    Winner    (Mrs.    George    J.), 
Strassergasse    8-12/11/4,    Vienna    1190, 
Austria 

Nancy    Perry    Vesely    (Mrs.    Melvin    N.), 
5134  Frich  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15227 

Joan  Reymann  McCain   (Mrs.  Robert  C. ), 
31  Deerfield   Road,  Murray   Hill,  N.  J. 
07971 

Elizabeth  Rudisill  Beadle  (Mrs.  Theodore), 
1418  Remington  Road,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
19151 

Beverly  Sandberg  Minor    (Mrs.   Cecil   J.), 
139     Ipswich     Road,     Topsfield,     Mass. 
01983 
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Sarabelle  Segmiller  Krapfel    (Mrs.   J.   R.), 
3720  Meadow  Lane,  Lodi  Estates,  Saline, 
Mich.  48176 

Peggy  Tucker  Thompson    (Mrs.  Peter  T.), 
925   Strath  Haven  Avenue,  Swarthmore, 
Pa.  19081 

DEATH 

Margaret  Shafer  Shuck  (Mrs.  Donald  L.), 
November  1,  1967.  The  class  is  deeply 

saddened  by  Peggy's  sudden  death,  caused 
by  a  cerebral  hemorrhage.  A  note  express- 

ing the  sincere  sympathy  of  the  class  was 

sent  to  Peggy's  husband  and  family.  She  is 
survived  by  her  husband,  a  son  and  a 
daughter,  her  parents  and  one  sister.  A  class 
gift  to  the  Chatham  Library  has  been  made 

in  Peggy's  memory. 

Maddie  and  Rosella  reporting: 

Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney  was  happy  to  be 
at  our  1967  reunion  and  hopes  for  a  big- 

ger "20th."  (So  do  we,  Nancy.)  She  is 
attending  the  Communiry  College  in  Pitts- 

burgh, looking  forward  to  more  biology  and 

a  "pickled  cat." 
Thanks  to  Esther  Bender  Shaffer,  our 

"lost"  Rita  Howard  isn't  lost  at  all.  Rita 
is  a  Navy  nurse  in  Japan,  due  home  this 
summer.  While  on  a  western  trip,  the 
Shaffers  visited  Ann  Gould  Moore  in 
Colorado.  Ann  in  turn  had  the  first  reunion 
in  15  years  with  Eleanor  Balent  Young 
and  family  in  Seattle,  and  the  Youngs  also 
vacationed  the  Northwest  and  Vancouver 
Island. 

Being  president  of  the  Women's  Asso- citaion  at  Westminster  Presbyterian  Church 
will  keep  Suzanne  Blair  Murray  hopping 
besides  having  6th  Grade  Sunday  School. 
Since  Edith,  13,  Kimberly,  12,  and  Jenni- 

fer, 8,  were  in  the  same  wedding  last  sum- 
mer, and  this  might  be  a  preview  of  the 

future,  Suzie  and  Roger  may  encourage 
three  elopements. 

Other  than  a  trip  to  Fort  Lauderdale, 
Florida,  Eleanor  Colvin  Wiley  and  Tom  are 
keeping  up  with  the  activities  of  Jeff  (9th 
grade)  and  Sue  (6th  grade). 

Dorothy  Dodworth  Scullin,  at  news 
gathering  time,  was  dashing  about  the  house 
getting  it  in  shape  to  be  photographed  for 
a  design  composition  entered  by  their  archi- 

tect. Dortie  has  started  painting  again.  She 

was  accepted  for  the  third  year  in  the  Bet- 
shire  Arts  Association,  exhibitioned  in  Pitts- 
field  Museum,  was  in  painting  classes  in  the 
Summer  Institute  of  Arts  and  Science.  We 

wish  her  good  luck  on  her  future  one-man 
show.  Ann  de  Shazo  Robertson  and  Tom 
dropped  in  to  see  the  Scullins  on  theit  way 
to  Vermont  skiing.  Ann  is  continuing  on 
her  Ph.D.,  interning  next  year  at  Bethesda 

Naval  Hospital.  The  four  boys  are  adjust- 
ing to  Ametican  life,  and  the  Robertsons 

plan  to  be  in  the  Washington  area  another 
year  and  a  half. 

Natalie  Eger  Novick  and  Ivan  are  active 
in  community  and  business  activities,  par- 

ticularly as  president  of  Wightman  School 
PTA  and  in  sight  conservation  work. 
Howard,  15,  Billy,  12,  and  Phyllis,  9,  are 

growing  fast. 

Shirley  Elliott  Johnston's  new  son,  Jef- 
frey, brother  to  Jill  and  Jay  Tommy,  had  a 

future  Chathamite  as  "nursery-mate,"  the 
new  daughter  of  Jane  Steele  Edmundson, 

'50.  Jeffrey's  early  arrival  made  it  possib 
for  "Mommy"  to  attend  our  reunion  an 
didn't  complicate  moving  into  the  Johi 
ston's  latger  new  home.  Even  though  Shirk 
doesn't  have  her  own  kindergarten  this  yea 
she  still  is  teaching  Sunday  School,  is  o 
the  church  kindergarten  committee  and  i 
Juliette  Lowe  chairman  for  the  East  D; 
trict  of  the  Girl  Scouts.  The  Johnstons  wet 

Expo  '67  visitots. 

Marigolden  Guest  Tritschler  and  famili 
spent  all  last  summer  at  Lake  Champlair 
and  saw  some  shows  and  plays  in  Ne^ 

York  City  in  January.  "G-G"  reported  tha 
Peggy  Clifford  recently  had  a  children' book  published. 

Sorry  to  hear  Jeanne  Hoy  Dible  ha< 

been  in  the  hospital.  "Shippa"  seems  to  b< settled  in  her  new  home,  hopefully  to  sta; 
awhile,  having  lived  in  five  houses  in  jus 
18  months.  She  sees  Ivy  Watson  Bain 

often  at  bridge  club.  Shippa  and  Ivy's  hus bands  work  together  for  Alcoa. 

State-side  since  August,  1967,  Alice  Am 
Jones  Winner  is  working  on  a  teaching 
certificate  at  Elizabethtown.  Son  Chris  i 

experiencing  his  first  taste  of  life  in  thi 
U.S.A.,  adjusting  well  to  typical  Americai 
boy  activities,  although  finds  the  work  mucl 
easier  than  in  Vienna.  In  June,  aftet  prac 
tice  teaching,  Alice  Ann  will  be  homewarc 
bound  and  a  possible  teaching  assignmen 
in  Vienna. 

Pat  Kennedy  Barley  sorrowfully  can 
celed  reunion  reservations  at  the  last  min 
ute  but  later,  as  a  consolation,  had  a  grea 
vacation  on  the  Virgin  Islands  and  Puert< Rico. 

Anna  Mae  Landefeld  Eckert  had  just  re 
turned  from  skiing  in  Austria  at  news  dead 

line.  "MacFuddy"  talked  to  Kathryn  Jone 
Schurman  who  has  gone  back  to  school  fo 

teaching  credits  while  doing  part-tim 
kindergarten  teaching. 

Expo  '67  was  well  represented  by  '51en 
including  Louise  Larson  McGeary,  who  als* 
traveled  to  Sarosota,  Florida,  and  Nag 
Head,  and  Patricia  Meyer  Kovacs,  who  i 
working  part-time  for  the  Center  of  Oc 
cupational  Mental  Health. 

Laura  Miksch  Diaz  announced  that  he 

husband  was  nominated  by  the  Governor  o 

Pennsylvania  as  a  judge  for  the  Wotkman' Compensation  Board,  and  still  has  his  pri 

vate  law  practice.  Laura  joined  the  "pierce' ears"  crowd. 

With  all  the  traveling  Chathamites,  Stell 
Pavloff  was  disappointed  that  she  tan  int 
nary  a  one  of  them  during  her  two  month 
in  Europe  last  summer.  Stella  enjoys  teack 
ing  in  California  and  hopes  to  see  some  c 
her  friends  in  Pittsburgh  this  summer. 

We  extend  our  deep  sympathy  to  Nanc 
Perry  Veseley  on  the  death  of  her  father  o 
December  26,  1967.  Nancy  enjoyed  bein 
on  the  job  every  day  during  the  construe 

tion  of  the  Veseley 's  new  home  last  yea 
and  is  still  putting  the  finishing  touches  o 
the  interior  decorating.  Children  are  Caro 
11,  and  Edward,  7. 

A  move  to  New  England  from  Ohio  wa 
a  Christmas  gift  for  Beverly  Sandber 
Minor.  Cecil  is  manager  of  the  Process  In 
strumentation  Sales  at  the  West  Lynr 
Massachusetts,  plant  of  General  Electric. 



i  I  Sarabelle  Segmiller  Krapfel  extends  best 
:  gards  to  all  and  invites  any  class  mem- 
w;r  to  stop  by  if  ever  Ann  Arbor  way. 

,  Peggie"  moved  to  Michigan  just  one  week 
[  rter  attending  the  reunion  and  loves  Ann 
I  rbor  where  Dick  is  vice  president  of 

j  rgus,  Inc.  Son  Richard,  11,  has  a  remark- 
I  ole  list  of  athletic  trophies  and  honors,  and 
Km,  6,  is  following  in  his  footsteps.  Brad, 
I],  is  in  nursery  school. 

|c  Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek  and  family's 
i  itogetherness"  is  an  18-foot  Mercruiser.  Jan 
I.  driving  and  college-looking;  Larry,  Jr., 
|  md  Mark  earned  football  letters  this  year; 

■  ric's  and  Neal's  intramural  tag  football 
liam   won   the   league   championship.   Bart 

lives  first  grade.  Marlene  didn't  improve 
l!er  Spanish  on  their  two  trips  to  Mexico 

I  i'.ivj  and  Acapulco,  but  seems  to  be  doing lireat  at  sewing.  Her  real  challenge  is  get- 
ling   deeper   into  the   fascinating   world   of 
business    with    Larry    and    the    building    of 
heir  new  plant  and  office. 

I  Norma  Smith  Walters  and  Les  are  en- 
'oying  an  extended  auto  trip  out  west. 

I,  Marguerite  Sullivan  Harmon  keeps  on 
(he  constant  go  traveling  with  Jack  whose 
i raining  centers  are  progressing.  He  has 
opened  a  new  one  in  England.  The  Han- 
nons  have  become  horseback  riding  en- 

thusiasts, and  hope  soon  to  build  a  new 
dome  in  Fox  Chapel. 

Like  so  many  others,  Peggy  Tucker 
[Thompson  was  disappointed  she  missed  our 
11967  reunion,  but  graduation  activities  at 
iSwarthmore  College,  where  Peggy  has  a 
■part-time  job  as  supervisor  of  dramatics, 
made  it  impossible. 

Currently  involved  in  a  school  musical 
Iwith  150  parents,  Martha  Whaley  Webster 
is  active  with  our  New  Jersey  Alumnae 
group.  Betty  was  amazed  how  our  Chatham 
icampus  has  changed  when  she  visited  Pitts- 

burgh over  Thanksgiving. 

Joyce  Wilde  Rownd  claims  "haven't  any 
fascinating  news"  but  we  happen  to  know 
that  she  and  Dan  took  a  quick  trip  to 
Europe  last  summer  while  the  children  were 
off  to  camp. 

It  was  a  fun  summer  of  camping  for 

Mary  Lou  Wilkinson  McCall's  family  of 
seven,  having  bought  a  tent,  sleeping  bags, 
and  a  trailer.  They  camped  their  way  to 
Quaker  Lake,  Pennsylvania;  then  Mary 

Lou's  parents  and  sister  joined  the  group 
to  make  10  in  the  small  trailer  to  Expo  '67, 
then  on  to  Margate,  New  Jersey  before  re- 

turning to  Alabama.  For  contrast,  the  Mc- 
Calls  spent  Thanksgiving  on  the  beautiful 
white  beach  at  Panama  City,  Florida.  Mary 

Lou  puts  New  Orleans  on  everyone's  "must 
visit"  list. 

Although  Joan  Young  Drugmand  prefers 
warmer  climate,  the  family  likes  snow 
country,  accounting  for  the  many  trips  to 
Vermont.  Troop  committees  keep  Joan  busy 
with  David  working  to  make  Eagle  Scout 
and  Ellen  and  Jane  in  Girl  Scouts.  The 
Drugmands  plan  a  trip  to  Sea  Island  and 
Hilton  Head,  Georgia  for  golf  and  relaxa- 
tion. 

Lois  Young  Flyte  works  one  day  a  week 
in  the  school  library,  does  playground  duty, 
is  a  deacon  in  the  Presbyterian  Church, 
superintendent  of  the  junior  department  in 
Sunday  School,  and  is  in  an  exciting  Book 

Club.  Lois  and  Howie  attended  a  Cleveland 
Chatham  Alumnae  Dinner  with  Larry  and 
Marlene  Shettle  Stovicek,  Don  and  Joann 
McCord  Wilson. 

Your  class  secretaries  include  themselves 

with  those  who  say,  "hi — no  exciting 
news":  Gwen  Bach  Lammert,  Eleanor 
Balent  Young,  Ann  Crouse  Harvey,  Jane 
Feiler  Miller,  Lois  Franke  Lee,  Marian  Jaf- 
furs,  Peggy  Kennelly  Murphy,  Shirley 
Kerchner,  Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride,  Adele 
Pfeifer  Ferianc,  Marilyn  Pfohl  Donnelly, 
Audrey  Sommers  Whigham,  and  Elaine 
Stevenson  Bolanis. 

Thank  you  for  the  enjoyable  letters.  We 
wish  we  could  have  shared  them  as  received, 
and  apologize  for  the  editorial  chopping 
but  orders  for  brevity  prevail.  However, 

"keep  those  letters  coming,"  and  we'll  try to  do  better  next  year. 

Also,  many  thanks  to  all  those  answering 
our  plea  to  replenish  our  class  mailing 
fund.  Have  you  done  your  share? 
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BIRTH 

Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz 
(Mrs.  Richard  M.) 

1155  Firwood  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

Jeannine  English  Able 
(Mrs.  R.  W.) 

Beatty  Run  Road,  R.D.  3 
Franklin,  Pa.  16323 

Susan  Smith  Schweitzer,  a  daughter,  Sandra 
Lynne,  June  12,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanor    Bailey    Reese    ( Mrs.    C.    D.,    Jr. ) , 
9443  Doral  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

Alice  Berry  Adams  (Mrs.  James  W. ),  1866 
Tilton  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

Thelma  Fiore  Lacerte    (Mrs.   Richard  C), 
1134     Margaret     Drive,     Princeton,     111. 61356 

Joan  Fischer  Boyd  (Mrs.  Arthur  D. ),  1020 
The  Parkway,  Mamaroneck,  N.  Y.  10543 

Elizabeth    Frantz    Purdom     (Mrs.    William 

H.),  707-C  Route  8,  Stonybrook  Road, 
Gales  Ferry,  Conn.  06335 

Helen    Halpern    Berkson     ( Mrs.    Harold ) , 
12001  Whipporwill  Lane,  Rockville,  Md. 
20852 

Margaret  Harbison  Hendrickson  (Mrs. 
Donald  E.),  Route  2,  Box  315,  Califor- 

nia, Md.  20619 

Ute  Geyer  Leon  (Mrs.  Jose),  Rio  de  la 
Plata  250,  Dept.  42  (San  Isidro),  Lima, 
Peru 

Marilyn  Hann  Baxter   (Mrs.),  958  Wood- 
land Road,  Sharpsville,  Pa.  16150 

Barbara  MacDonald   Whalen    (Mrs.  H.  C, 
Jr.),  31616  West  Chicago  Street,  Livonia, 
Mich.  48150 

Jean  Maize  Franklin  (Mrs.  Richard),  6679 
Hubbard  Drive,  Dayton,  Ohio  45424 

Estheretta     Marcus     Kress     (Mrs.),     5619 
Kentucky  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Mary  Irene  MofJitt,  104  Petry  Street,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10014 

Roberta  Roscoe  Stewart  (Mrs.  William  S.), 
3304    Sierra    Oaks    Drive,    Sacramento, 
Calif.  95825 

Marie    Timothy    Obermann    (Mrs.    F.    W., 
Jr. ) ,  65  Windsor  Way,  Berkeley  Heights, 
N.  J.  07922 

Marilyn  Vandermay  Ostendorf  (Mrs.  F. 
G.),  5773  Pray  Street,  Bonita,  Calif. 

92002 
Jeannine  reporting: 

It  occurs  to  me  that  the  Class  of  1953 
has  reached  some  kind  of  plateau.  Not  one 
of  the  class  members  who  sent  me  their 
news  had  a  birth  to  report!  A  couple  of  gals 
sounded  almost  breathless  as  they  wrote 
their  replies  midst  the  packing  boxes  and 
crates.  Elite  Bailey  Reese  had  just  moved 
back  to  Pittsburgh  and  Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte 

had  left.  Thelma's  husband  has  been  pro- 
moted to  works  chief  metallurgist  for  the 

new  Jones  and  Laughlin  steel  mill  in  Hen- 
nepin, Illinois. 

Out  military  members  are  still  on  the 

move.  Betty  Frantz  Purdum's  husband,  Bill, 
is  now  commanding  officer  of  the  USS 
Thomas  Jefferson  SSBN618.  She  complains 

that  she  doesn't  feel  "old  enough"  to  be 
the  Captain's  lady.  We  rejoice  with  Peggy 
Harbison  Hendrickson  that  Don  returned 
safely  from  Vietnam.  He  will  be  in  Test 
Pilot  School  at  the  Patuxent  River  Naval 
Ait  Station  for  ten  months  and  then  will 
be  reassigned.  Peggy  wishes  they  were  a 
little  closer  to  Washington,  one  of  het 
favorite  cities. 

Gloria  Palmer  Hadsell  works  as  a 

teachet's  aide,  helping  with  elementary 
children  on  the  playground  and  in  the 
cafeteria.  She  is  still  active  as  a  Republican 
committeewoman.  The  usual  household 
duties  with  three  girls,  a  husband,  and  a 
dog  are  enough  for  Diane  Gray  Hall.  She 
was  planning  two  weeks  of  skiing  at  Stowe 
in  February.  Diane  Barratt  Swift  joined  the 
housekeepers  when  she  lost  her  maid.  She 
now  finds  a  full  career  in  watching  four 
"Indians"  (9,  5V^>  iVl,  2),  chauffeuring, 
and  teaching  Sunday  School.  Her  next-door 
neighbors  moved  to  San  Antonio  and  met 
Judy  Welch  Layton  and  Priscilla  Sanford 
Johnson  and  their  families. 

New  approaches  to  education  in  the  Pitts- 
burgh Public  Schools  has  proved  to  be  an 

interesting  project  fot  Lois  Glazer  Michaels. 
Milt  is  now  chief  of  hematology  at  Alle- 

gheny General  Hospital.  They  have  been 
touring  the  western  and  south-eastern  parts 
of  Pennsylvania  with  the  children.  Lynn 
Hann  Baxter  writes  that  she  is  working  on 

her  master's  at  Westminster  and  teaching 
in  Sharon.  She  had  a  visit  last  summer  with 
Elite  Bailey  Reese  and  Jean  Wilkins  Meyer. 

With  the  addition  of  a  new  music  room 
Marion  Gallup  Drummond  finds  it  possible 
to  have  piano  students  at  home  as  well  as 
at  Heidelberg  College  in  Tiffin,  Ohio.  Two 
of  her  children  are  playing  violin  and  a 
thitd  the  cello. 

Now  that  the  four  children  are  all  in 
school  Sheila  Burke  Loefjler  is  teaching 
under-educated  children  in  grades  one 
through  six.  She  remains  active  in  the 

Juniot  League  theater,  her  latest  contribu- 
tion being  Sinbad  in  Sinbad  the  Sailor. 

Jan  Geiersbach  Barr  is  also  branching  out 
with  both  children  in  school.  She  has  been 
studying  tole  painting  and  paper  mache 
sculpture. 

Hoping  to  be  in  her  new  house  in 
February  is  Sally  Hoffman  Spangler.  She 
still  has  her  Fife  and  Drum  Corps  and  is 

doing    some    substitute    teaching.    She    at- 
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tended  the  National  School  Board  Conven- 
tion in  Portland,  Oregon  last  April.  Already 

moved  into  her  house  is  Alice  Berry  Adams. 
She  looks  forward  to  a  vacation  in  Puerto 
Rico  in  May  and  then  reunion  in  June. 

Betsy  Lee  Mendicino  says  she  has  no 
news  but  we  are  glad  to  hear  from  her, 
anyway. 

Barbara  Logan  Brown  reports  that  her 
husband  became  assistant  principal  of 
Ingomar  Junior  High  School  after  twelve 
years  in  the  classroom.  Among  his  teachers 
are  Chatham  alumnae  Arlene  Campbell 
Timmons  and  Jill  Putnam  Huston,  both 

class  of  1960.  Barbara's  family  is  planning 
a  summer  safari  in  their  new  camping 
trailer.  Ann  Stoehr  Grupe  and  her  family 
are  experienced  campers  and  are  already 

looking  forward  to  the  summer.  Ann's  hus- band joined  American  Hardware  Supply 
Company  of  Butler  as  information  services 
manager. 

This  secretary,  Jeannine  English  Abel,  has 
another  busy  year  to  report.  It  included  a 
busy  teaching  schedule,  several  oratorio 
engagements,  appearances  with  the  Antiqua 
Players  of  Pittsburgh,  and  the  role  of  Anna 
in  The  King  and  I  ( I  also  directed  the  pro- 

duction). As  I  compile  our  class  news  I  am 
looking  forward  to  three  engagements  with 
the  Erie  Philharmonic  Orchestra. 

Phyllis  reporting: 

Bunny  Eraser  Bell  and  husband  Dick  had 
a  fun  week-end  in  New  York  Ciry  in  Janu- 
ary. 

Helen  Halpern  Berkson  is  busy  getting 
settled  in  their  new  house,  and  also  as  assis- 

tant Troop  Leader  for  her  daughter's 
Brownie  Troop.  Husband  Harold  is  chief 
of  the  biological  and  ecological  section  of 
the  National  Estaurine  Study.  Helen  re- 

ports that  she  has  been  seeing  Lois  Sherry 

Schworm,  '54. 

Jane  Smith  Donaldson  has  been  busy, 
busy,  busy  doing  substitute  teaching,  buying 
boats  and  traveling.  She  and  her  family  are 

now  the  proud  owners  of  a  19'  6"  cabin 
cruiser  which  sleeps  three.  This  summer  is 
already  booked  up  with  various  boat  trips. 
They  also  plan  ro  spend  several  weeks  on 
an  ore  carrier.  Jane  also  reports  that  she 
and  the  boys  were  in  Pittsburgh  during 
the  riots  in  Detroit.  However,  her  husband 
Bob  was  home  and  it  was  quite  a  hectic 
time  since  their  home  is  at  Fourteen  Mile 
and  rhe  riots  went  out  to  Seven  Mile.  Jane 
will  not  be  able  to  attend  our  reunion,  but 

she  sends  her  regards  and  hopes  that  any- 
one going  to  Detroit  will  visit  her. 

Susan  Smith  Schweitzer  and  her  husband 
are  building  a  cottage  on  Lake  Ontario,  and 
Susan  is  looking  forward  to  a  wonderful 

summer  of  swimming  and  "eating  sand" with  the  baby! 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Alice  Snook 

Kalla  whose  mother  died  on  New  Year's 
Eve.  Since  Snooky's  four  boys  are  all  in 
school  now,  she  is  taking  piano  lessons  and 
a  course  in  weaving. 

Marilyn  Vandermay  Ostendorf  had  an 
interesting  and  educational  trip  from  coast 
to  coast  going  to  a  new  job  and  a  new  home 
in  sunny  California.  She  had  a  nice  reunion 
with  Squeak  and  John  Golden  in  Dallas. 
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Elaine  Vincic  Berman  worked  part  time 
with  emotionally  disturbed  students  this 
past  fall.  She  is  looking  forward  to  a  re- 

turn trip  to  Israel  this  May  but  hopes  to  be 
back  in  time  for  our  reunion.  They  are 
also  busy  house  hunting. 

Mary  Carroll  Williams  Hofer  is  busy 
doing  church  work  and  keeping  up  with 
her  three  children,  Don  (D.  L.),  10, 
Andrea,  7,  and  Angelique,  1.  Husband  Don 
is  a  general  supervisor  for  Household 
Finance  Corporation. 

As  for  your  reporter,  Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz, 
I  am  really  looking  forward  to  our  fifteenth 

reunion  in  June.  I  can't  quite  believe  it  has 
been  that  long  since  our  care-free  college 
days  when  the  most  important  things  were 
getting  reports  in  on  time,  dating,  and 
deciding  which  pair  of  jeans  to  cut  up  for 
shorts!  I  sincerely  hope  that  we  will  have 
one  hundred  percent  present  for  our  re- 

union. I  know  we  will  have  a  great  program 
as  our  capable  co-chairmen  are  Marcia 
(Mack)  McDowell  Bennett  and  Alice 
Berry  Adams, 

May  I  take  this  opportunity  to  thank  you 
for  your  response  for  class  news  every  year. 
I  have  thoroughly  enjoyed  reading  your 
letters,  and  I  really  appreciare  some  of  the 

"short  novels"  that  good  friends  took  the 
time  to  write  to  me.  As  you  know,  I  have 
not  personally  answered  any  of  them!!  But 
I  loved  hearing  from  you.  I  promise  to  be 
present  at  our  reunion  just  to  make  sure 
that  two  other  girls  are  elected  secretaries. 
Maybe  then  I  will  have  the  time  for  some 
letters  of  my  own.  It  has  been  a  pleasure 
working  with  Jeannine  English  Abel — my 
thanks  to  all.  Phyl. 

55 Elizabeth  Graham  Williams 

(Mrs.  J.  E.) 
North  Drive,  Beech  Hills 

R.D.  2,  Jeannette,  Pa.  15644 

Joan  Monahan  McFalls 
(Mrs.  Thomas  L.) 

19  Brunswick  Street 
Pittsfield,  Mass.  01201 

MARRIAGE 

Janine  Jordan  Williams  to  George  C.  New- 
lin,  December  23,  1967 

BIRTHS 

Kay    Avers    Headley,    a    daughter,    Susan 
Elizabeth,  May  2,  1967 

Barbara    Braun    Bajoras,    a    son,    William 
Michael,  April  5,  1967 

Eleanor  Carroll  Molnar,  a  daughter,  Michelle, 
May  4,  1967 

Zoe    Ghiates    Lalos,    a    son,    Stefan    Peter, 
December   10,   1967 

Molly  Lenhardt  Rowden,  a  daughter,  Janet 
McKenley,  June  8,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sally   Beck   Lee    (Mrs.   William   P.),    624 
Trotwood    Ridge    Road,    Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15241 

Jill  Burnham  Bowser  ( Mrs.  Wayland  W. ) , 
264    East    South    Street,    Worthington, 
Ohio  43085 

Gayle   Crane    Wheeler    (Mrs.   James   M.), 
284     Canterbury      Drive,     Frederickton, 
New   Brunswick,  Canada 

Elizabeth    Fawcett    Coleman     (Mrs.    James 
F.),  9  Pinecliff  Road,  Chappaqua,  N.Y. 
10514 

Ethel   Gottesman   Barafj    (Mrs.    Louis   5 
5901    Phillips    Avenue,    Pittsburgh, 
15217 

Lorraine    Hixenbaugh    Haas    (Mrs.    Can 
210    West    Chapel    Ridge    Road,    Pii 
burgh,  Pa.    15238 

Patricia  Kirk  Volbrecht   (Mrs.  Walter  E 
107    Briarwood    Drive,    Carpentersvil 
111.  60110 

Nancy  McCafferty   Watts   (Mrs.  Williarr 
12428  Stafford  Lane,  Belair,  Bowie,  l/\ 20715 

Regma   McDonald   O'Rourke    (Mrs.    Del 
aid),  8713   Liberty  Lane,  Potomac,  Ml 20854 

Muriel  Oakes  Prein    (Mrs.   Erich),   Schol 

of  Psychology,  Georgia  Institute  of  Teq 
nology,  Atlanta,  Ga.  30332 

Dolores    Olsavick,    541    East    78th    Stre< 
New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Natalie    Stern    Miller    (Mrs.    Craig),    7! 
Bowhill    Road,    Hillsborough,    Call, 

94010 Marion    Sweeny    Guthrie    (Mrs.    George 
1425     Hains     Street,     Richland,    Wasl 

99352 Marianne  Thome    Wright    (Mrs.   Robert 
1111  McGrann  Boulevard,  Lancaster,  P 

17601 

Libbie  reporting: 

Barbara  Beacham  Volk  successfully  can 

paigned  for  the  office  of  Justice  of  tfc 
Peace  in  Carnegie  last  November.  Sh 
has  attended  a  twelve-week  school  fc 
new  "Squires"  and  is  enjoying  her  intn 
duction  to  fundamental  law,  although  sh 
suspects  the  Constitutional  Convention  wi 
decide  to  eliminate  the  office  eventuall; 
We  salute  you,  Squire  Volk! 

Caring  for  her  growing  family  an 
watching  six-year-old  Tommy  enthusiastic 
ally  skip  off  to  first  grade,  has  provide 
Barbara  Braun  Bajoras  with  a  busy,  n 
warding   year. 

A  thoughtful  tribute  was  paid  to  Marily 
Campbell  Kahn  by  her  fellow  teachers  i 
Plantation,  Florida.  They  elected  he 
Teacher  of  the  Year  at  the  close  of  th 

1967   term. 

Art  continues  to  capture  Eleanor  Carro 
Molnar's  spare  time.  During  the  past  yes 
she  has  served  as  chairman  of  the  Unior 
town  Friends  of  Art  and  has  taught  ai 
workshop  classes. 

Linda  Cunningham  Bhame  invites  us  a 
to  visit  Atlanta.  She  has  found  it  to  be 

"great  place  to  live"  and  is  enjoying  he 
church  school  teaching  and  committe 
work.  Linda  wonders  if  any  of  us  hav 
information  about  our  former  classmat 
Doris  (Dorrie)  Lawrence. 

Enthusiasm  over  Expo  '67  was  expresse 
by  several  classmates  including  Nancy  Fo, 
lett  Waichler.  Her  family  also  enjoyed 
trip  to  Florida  which  included  visitin 
Cape  Kennedy.  Nancy  and  Mary  Jo  Mc 
Kee  Groppe,  who  recenrly  moved  to  Oa 
Park,  have  been  reminiscing. 

Zoe  Ghiates  Lalos  was  surprised  to  dii 

cover  Reggie  McDonald  O'Rourke  at  th 
grocery  store  one  day.  Their  husbands  ar 
both  with  I.B.M.  in  the  D.C.  area. 

Plans  for  a  new  home,  A.A.U.W.  activ 
ities  and  garden  club  have  kept  Lois  Gilpi; 
Pollock  very  busy  this  year. 



,  Marcia  Glazer  Arnold  had  a  wonderful 

1  I  ip   to   the   West   Coast    last   yeat   and    a 
leasant  summer  at  the  shore  with  her 

.  iiildren.  Her  husband  Larry  is  busy  with 
i  lis  practice  and  actively  involved  with  the 

iinior  Achievement  Program. 

,|  A  promotion  to  programming  adult  edu- 
1  ation  classes  and  special  programs  for  the 
!  Jniversiry  of  California  extension  in  San 

j  'rancisco  was  just  one  of  Marilyn  Hill's 
"'!  "xperiences  last  year.  She  also  spent  three 
,j  veeks  in  the  Soviet  Union  getting  to  know 
Jj  People  through  Citizen  Exchange  Corps 
■j  Seminars  in  six  cities. 

■I  i   Janet    Hoy    Sterling    is    doing    substitute 
It!  teaching    and    joins    her    family    in    their 

lew    winter    recreation,    skiing.     She    and 

■J  ,ier  twin,  Joanne  O'Roark,   were  planning 
February  reunion   in   Santa  Barbara. 

Patti  Kirk  Volbrecht's  excitement  over  a 
J  lew  job  and  a  new  home  was  clouded  by  a 
i  erious  hand  injury  suffered  by  her  hus- 
I  )and,  Walt,  shortly  before  Christmas.  For- 
'unately,  the  doctors  were  able  to  save  his 

'  land  which  will  require  several  operations 
j  -o  complete  the  healing  process. 

Doing  medical  and  general  library  work 

|  it  Pittsburgh's  Veteran's  Administration 
I  Hospital  and  attending  Carnegie-Mellon 
!  lectures    keeps    Mary   Jane   Kahn   occupied. 

i  Kay  Avers  Headley  and  Molly  Lenhardt 

■  -Rowden  send  greetings  to  all  and  are 
'  looking  forward  to  the  reunion  in  June. 

,     Jay,  Jay  G.  and  I  moved  to  our  "country" 
home   in   June   and   are   enjoying   it   more 

ireach   day.    I'm   teaching   full   time,   playing 
! 'bridge  and  helping  to  start  a  garden  club. 

Please   make   every  effort   to   join   us   at 
the   reunion.     Angie   and    Dottie   are   mak- 

.jing  plans  with  each   one  of  you   in  mind. 
jSee  you  there! 

Joan  reporting: 

Carla  Norberg  Caut  had  the  unique  ex- 
;  perience  this  year  of  being  one  of  four 
:  women  aboard  the  United  Aircraft  Turbo- 
ttain  when  it  reached  170.8  miles  per  hour 
on  the  Pennsylvania  Railroad  Test  Track 

'  in  New  Jersey.  Besides  such  pioneering, 
Carla  is  also  a  part-time  chemist  at  the 
University  of  Pennsylvania  Hospital. 

Nancy  Walker  DeWard  is  extremely 
busy  these  days  as  chairman  of  the  Reading 
and  Study  Skills  Department  at  a  juniot 

high  school.  A.A.U.W.  still  claims  Nan's 
time  as  legislation  chairman,  and  she  has 
been  chosen  to  appear  in  the  1967  edition 
of   Outstanding  Civic  Leaders  of  America. 

The  great  Northwest  has  claimed  Marion 
Sweeny  Guthrie  and  her  family.  Her  hus- 

band is  working  in  metallurgy  at  Battelle 
Northwest.  They  would  love  to  see  any- 

one in  the  area. 

Betty  Woods  Goodwin  has  been  cover- 
ing Central  America  on  vacations.  She 

has  seen  Barbara  Freas  Cole,  who  is  now  in 
Ankara,  Turkey  with  her  husband,  Colonel 
William  Cole. 

Reggie  McDonough  O'Rourke  encour- 
ages anyone  who  can  to  work  with  mentally 

retarded  children  as  she  has  this  past  year 
as  a  volunteer.  Sounds  like  a  most  reward- 

ing job. 

Home  again  to  Maryland  for  the  first 
time  in  fifteen  years  is  Nancy  McCafferty 
Watts.  It  has  taken  her  no  time  to  get 
involved  in  Scouting,  full-time  employment 
and  other  activities.  Six  children  made 

her  trip  from  Honolulu,  cross-country  in  a 
motor  home,  quite  eventful.  Bill  is  now 
a  Lieutenant  Colonel  and  commutes  to  the 
Pentagon. 

Anne  Cohen  Winkelman  is  planning  on 
seeing  everyone  at  reunion.  She  is  still 
attending  American  University  and  hopes 
to  graduate  soon. 

Working  with  disturbed  children  is 
Nancy  Reynolds  Rdesinski.  The  Teacher- 
Mom  Program  she  is  working  in  sounds 
most  interesting. 

Greetings  have  come  from  Mary  Kay 
Moseley  Kamath.  Ruth  Oberheim  Webb 
and  Barbara  Kelley  Linkous. 

Pat  Jankowski  Smith  is  the  busiest  girl 

around.  Active  in  the  Women's  League  of 
Rutgers,  church  activities,  Red  Cross  Do- 

nors' Program  and  hostessing  foreign 
teachers,  she  also  spent  the  summer  at  a 
Stanford  University  program  helping  de- 

sign a  satellite. 

Mannie  Thome  Wright  has  had  over 
100  visitors  to  her  new  home  in  Lancaster. 
She  and  her  husband  vacationed  in  Mexico 
last  summer  and  stayed  with  Ellie  Malpass 

Peth,  '52,  who  lives  in  Mexico  City. 

As  for  the  McFalls,  we  are  looking  for- 
ward to  reunion  in  June.  As  president  of 

the  Junior  League  of  Pittsfield,  I'll  be travelling  to  Colorado  Springs  in  early  May 
for  the  annual  convention.  Volunteer  ac- 

tivities, house  renovations  and  children 

keep  us  very  busy.  I'll  look  forward  to 
seeing  you  all  at  our  class  reunion  in 

June   '68. 
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Elizabeth  Backes  Montgomery 

(Mrs.) 

543  South  Aiken  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker 
(Mrs.  Walter  E.) 
118  Country  Lane 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15229 
MARRIAGE 

Marilyn  Crawford  to  Henry  C.  Flood,  Jr., 
Fall  1967 

BIRTHS 

Nancy  Cannon  Cocke,  a  son,  Stephen  Ross, 
atrived  December  21,  1967 

Joyce  Dull  Sepp,   a  daughter,  Kara  Joyce, 

July  29,  1966 
Janice  Goldman  Coppersmith,  a  son,  Scott 

Mayer,   born   September   20,    1967,      ar- 
rived December  20,  1967 

Judy  Kohn  Goldie,  a  son,  Michael  Robert, 
November    25,    1966,    and    a    daughter, 
Anita  Beth,  January  17,  1968 

Alice  McGee  Collins,  a  son,  Robert  Gareth, 
February  20,  1958 

Gail   Miller   Maiolo,    a   daughter,    Patricia, 
March  14,  1967 

Mildred  Schulte  Pastor,  a  son,  Danny,  May 
16,  1967 

Ann   Scott    Byers,    a    daughter,    Samantha, 
June  18,  1967 

Carolyn   Spark    Hitchcock,    a    son,    Thomas 
Spark,  December  3,  1966 

Rosalie   Stern    Wolfe,    a   daughter,    Sandra 
Elizabeth,  February  18,  1967 

Marlene   Valentine  Daugherty,  a  son,  Eric 
Richard,  November  8,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Patciria  Alogna  Riess  (Mrs.  Daniel  M.), 
306  Regent  Drive,  Buffalo  Grove,  111. 60090 

Lynn  Backus  Wilson  (Mrs.  Harold  H., 
Jr.),  421  Old  State  Road,  Berwyn,  Pa. 

19312 Barbara  Baker  Kreindler  (Mrs.  Herbert), 

30  Henley  Road,  Overbrook  Hills,  Phil- 
adelphia, Pa.  19151 

Keay  Baker  Hathaway  (Mrs.  Frank),  2530 
Tuscarawas  Road,  Beaver,  Pa.  15009 

Debra  Berman  Kramer  (Mrs.  Robert  H.), 
1611  Tier  Drive,  Bridgeville,  Pa.  15017 

Nancy  Cannon  Cocke  (Mrs.  William,  IV), 
5418  Gardner  Drive,  Erie,  Pa.  16509 

Marilyn  Crawford  Flood  (Mrs.  Henry  C, 
Jr.),  941  St.  James  Street,  Pittsburgh, Pa.  15232 

Jennie  Lou  Dunlap  Blackmore  ( Mrs.  George 
S.),  1949  Governor  Drive,  N.W.,  Ro- 

anoke, Va.  24019 
Sandra  Esman  Chernew  (Mrs.  Irwin  M.), 

3245  Beechwood  Boulevard,  Apt.  F-8, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Nan  Feldman  Gross  (Mrs.  Martin),  208 
Ridgeway  Road,  Wyncote,  Pa.  19095 

Marcia  Froimson,  780  Boylston  Street,  Apt. 
9-E,  Boston,  Mass.  02116 

Janice  Goldman  Coppersmith  (Mrs.  S. 
James),  10450  Wilshire  Boulevard,  Apt. 
1-B,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90024 

Carol  Grim  Le  Clere  (Mrs.  William  E.), 
8  Edgemere  Road,  Marblehead,  Mass. 01945 

Nancy  Kasper  Nixon  (Mrs.  Richard  R.), 
328  Wayland  Road,  Cherry  Hill,  N.  J. 
08034 

Judy  Kohn  Goldie  (Mrs.  Irving),  2732 
East  Verde  Avenue,  Anaheim,  Calif. 
92805 

Joan  Long  Pahl  (Mrs.  Donald  L.),  81 
North  Avenue,  Cameron,  W.  Va.  26033 

Mary  MacNoughton  Belcher  (Mrs.  Rob- 
ert), 751  Heavenly  Lane,  Cincinnati, 

Ohio  45238 

Kathleen  Meyer  Abrahamson  (Mts.  Ern- 
est), North  Midland  Avenue,  Uppet 

Nyak,  N.  Y.  10960 
Blanche  Mooney,  1601  Buchanon  Street, 

N.W.,  Washington,  D.  C.  20011 
Gisela  Paoli  Villafana  (Mrs.  Cesar  H. ), 

154  Moradilla  Street,  Milaville,  Rio 
Piedras,  Puerto  Rico  00926 

Brenda  Saul  Foguel  (Mrs.),  2751  Beech- 
wood  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Ann  Scott  Byers  (Mrs.  Vincent  W.),  4416 
Alexander  Drive,  Metairie,  La.  70003 

Barbara  Scott  Smith  (Mrs.  Terry),  10908 
Hunt  Cliff  Drive,  Apt.  10,  Owings 
Mills,  Md.  21117 

Althea  Speerhas  O'Connor  (Mrs.  Patrick), 
HQNSAUER,  APO  New  York,  09128 

Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty  (Mrs.  Rich- 
ard L.),  3608  Wildwood  Drive,  End- 

well,  N.  Y.  13760 
Carol  Vogel,  200  East  36th  Street,  Apt. 

12-F,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10016 

Belts  reporting: 

We're  on  the  move  again  this  year — 

toward  fancy  vacations!  "Pete"  Alogna 
Riess  and  Dan  celebrated  his  new  J.D.  de- 

gree by  Travelling  through  Spain  and  Por- 
tugal in  July;  they  must  have  just  missed 
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Barbara  Baker  Kreindler  and  Herb  who 

spent  two  weeks  in  Spain  in  August.  Mini- 
skirted  Polly  Fleming's  travels  were  limited 
to  the  British  Isles  (including  a  sailing 

event  on  the  Isle  of  Wight  with  "Prince 
Philip,  Prince  Charles,  Princess  Anne,  and 

me! "and  a  week  in  Wales)  and  the  United 
States  this  year,  but  she  plans  to  rectify 
this  inactivity  (which  has  caused  her  to 
lose  20  pounds)  by  boating  to  Norway  in 
April.  Chin  up,  Pol — we  feel  for  you! 

Ginny  Ladish  Angulo  got  tired  of  wait- 
ing for  visitors  and  came  to  Pittsburgh  for 

three  months  in  July.  She's  resumed  her 
vigil  though,  and  we're  all  welcome  any- 

time. Jennie  L.  Dunlap  Blackmore  is  look- 
ing for  friendly  faces  in  Roanoke — she  says 

"the  mat's  out  and  pot's  on."  Dottie  De- 
vine  Agnew,  Pete  (just  made  vice-president 
of  his  company),  and  family  vacationed  in 

the  South  last  summer.  It  was  Dortie's  first 
experience  with  the  ocean  and  she  loved 
it.  And  Sandy  Esman  Chernew  and  Nick 
travelled  across  the  country  in  May,  taking 
in  as  many  sights  as  possible  before  he  left 
for  Vietnam  in  June.  They  were  looking 

forward  to  "rest  and  recreation"  in  Hawaii 
in  March  and  returning  to  Pittsburgh 
where  Nick  will  be  on  the  staff  of  Monte- 
fiore  Hospital  in  June. 

With  possibly  one  exception,  our  class- 
mates are  involved  in  clubs,  committees, 

associations,  campaigns,  and  organizations 
from  A.  A.  U.  W.  to  Arts  and  Flowers. 
The  exception  (there  has  to  be  one  to 
prove  a  rule)  expresses  it  in  verse: 

I've  delivered  up  no  babies 
not  singleton  or  twins  .  .  . 

I've  played  some  supermarket  games 
but've  not  been  one  who  wins  .  .  . 

I  haven't  traveled  anywhere 
especially  near  or  far  .  .  . 

But  I  have  sat  and  dteamed  of  trips 
(inside  the  brand  new  car)  .  .  . 

I  activate  appliances 
day  after  casual  day  .  .  . 

Their  motors  link  the  silences 

of  home,  when  Gregg's  away  .  .  . 

A  couple  of  German  Shepherd  dogs 
are  company  I  keep  .  .  . 

No  cards,  no  clubs,  no  civic  jazz 
I  sleep  untroubled  sleep  .  .  . 

I'm  not  big  on  entertainment 
even  movies,  just  a  few  .  .  . 

What  I  really  want  to  say  is — 

I'd  rather  know  what's  new  with  you! 

Signed, 
Dull-as-dishwater  Nancy  Kasper  Nixon 

(who  studies  calligraphy  secretly). 

And  some  are  teaching,  too:  Mary  Kil- 

leen  Cochran  is  a  teacher's  aide  for  Project 
Headstart;  Joyce  Dull  Sepp  has  switched 
from  subbing  to  teaching  eight  friends  to 

play  bridge  (don't  know  that  that's  any 
less  nerve-racking);  Jo  Long  Pahl  is  teach- 

ing 6,  7,  and  8th  grades  at  a  country 
school;  Carol  LaRoza  Andrews  is  back  at  it 

while  running  "Bedlam,  Inc.  with  a  black 
refrigerator  in  the  kitchen"  on  the  side; 
Jean  Mcllwraith  McCally's  still  working 
with  and  teaching  Peace  Corps  trainees  in 
horsemanship  and  horse  science,  and  con- 

templating a  master's  in  educational  guid- 
ance; and  I'm  in  3rd  grade  (sometimes,  I think,  literally). 
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Marilyn  Grady  Candler  (in  between 
playing  the  organ  at  church),  Dorothy 
Dieckmann  Harman,  Nancy  Kingham  Gard- 

iner, Mary  Elliott  Donaldson,  and  Kathy 
lannuzzo  are  looking  forward  to  our  re- 

union and  say  "Hello"  in  the  meantime. 
Janni  Goldman  Coppersmith  and  Sandy 
Gilbert  Goldsmith  staged  their  own  at  the 
home  of  mutual  friends  in  Los  Angeles, 
where  Janni  and  Jim  have  finally  settled 
after  bouncing  through  four  major-city 

moves  in  three  years.  If  you're  interested 
in  decorating  hints,  these  new-homes  people 
are  really  doing  some  lovely,  and  original, things. 

Best  closing  comment  is  from  Nancy 

Gellman  Rubenstein:  "Nothing  new.  Judy 
is  ten,  Billy  is  seven,  and  I  must  be  100!" Have  a  good  year! 

Lynn  reporting: 

Keay  Baker  Hathaway  is  back  in  the 
frozen  north  after  some  years  in  Florida. 
She  says  her  children  are  having  fun  in 

the  snow — the  little  ones  didn't  remember 
it. 

Gisela  Paoli  Villafana  travelled  to  the 
states  last  November  with  her  husband. 
They  stopped  in  Pittsburgh  and  she  saw 
Nancy  Galley,  Joyce  Dull  and  Barbara 
Ashe.  She  also  stopped  at  Chatham  and 
reports  it  looking  the  same.  Gisela  is  hop- 

ing to  come  back  again  for  class  reunion. 

Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky  is  house  hunting. 
She  says  Vic  is  happy  in  his  work  on  Nike 
X  at  the  Bell  Telephone  Lab  in  Whippany. 

Our  sympathy  to  Mildred  Schulte  Pastor 
on  the  death  of  her  father  last  September. 
Mildred  saw  Ginny  Ladish  Angulo  last  fall. 
Mildred  says  her  fourth  child  has  caused 
more  turmoil  in  eight  months  than  the 
other  three  in  seven  years. 

Ann  Scott  Byers  is  settling  down  in  their 
new  house.  With  one  in  kindergarten  and 
one  in  nursery  school  Ann  has  some  peace 
and  time  to  sew. 

Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein's  husband  has  ac- 
cepted a  National  Institute  of  Health  Fel- 

lowship in  the  anaesthesia  department  at 
the  University  of  Pittsburgh  Medical  School. 
Rose  and  her  three  boys,  aged  8,  6,  and  3, 
hope  to  be  able  to  spend  the  summet 
months  with  him  in  Pittsburgh. 

Carolyn  Spark  Hitchcock's  husband 
Peter  is  devoting  full  time  to  his  travel 
agency.  They  spent  two  weeks  in  Mexico 
in  February  1967,  and  last  fall  traveled  to 
Japan,  Taiwan,  Hong  Kong,  Bangkok  and 
Singapore.  Carolyn  has  been  named  in 

this  year's  publication  of  Outstanding 
Young  Women  of  America  for  her  partic- 

ipation in  community  and  political  activi- 
ties in  Hibbing,  Minnesota. 

Tee  Speerhas  O'Connor  writes  from 
Stuttgart,  Germany,  where  they  went  last 
July  for  a  three-year  stay.  Tee  says  they 
are  having  a  wonderful  time  walking.  There 
are  paved  paths  through  the  woods  so  off 
they  go,  stroller  and  all.  She  and  Pat  have 
taken  short  trips  alone  to  Liechtenstein  and 
to  the  Ahr  Valley,  and  they  hope  to  get  to 
Paris  this  spring.  Tee  is  studying  German. 
Four  of  the  children  are  in  school,  but 
two  are  still  at  home. 

Rosalie  Stern  Wolfe  is  busy  chauffeurin 
the  older  children  and  taking  care  of  th 
baby.  She  and  Dick  went  to  the  We: 
Coast  last  October,  visiting  Los  Angele: 
San  Francisco  and  Las  Vegas. 

Jane  Stacker  Burfoot  reports  Rickie  i 
thitd  grade  and  Jamie  in  nursery  schoo 
They  are  building  a  house  to  be  read 
next  summer.  Fred  is  with  the  Board  c| 
Engineers  for  Rivers  and  Harbois,  and  the 
find  life  in  Washington,  D.C.  continuall exciting. 

Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty  misses  be 
ing  close  to  New  York  City.  Dick  is  pet 
sonnel  manager  of  the  IBM  plant.  Sh 
says  with  three  pre-schoolers  life  is  will 
all  the  time. 

Carol  Vogel  has  a  new  job  with  a  man 
agement  consulting  firm.  Nelson  Associates! 
Inc.,  which  does  work  for  educational  in; 
stitutions  and  libraries.  She  has  been  as 

signed  to  projects  in  Iowa,  and  now  in  thi| 
Miami,  Florida  area.  Carol  sings  the  praise,; 
of  New  York  City  as  a  place  to  live,  ant| 
she  has  a  great  list  of  restaurants  for  any| 
one  visiting.  Most  of  all,  Carol  insists,  Newi 
York  is  friendly,  if  you  give  the  people  A 
chance. 

Rhoda  Weitsman  David  is  singing  th(| 
blues  about  a  bad  winter  of  flu,  ear  infeci 
dons  and  all-round  sickness.  Rhoda  spen, 
their  last  vacation  in  New  York  City  doing 
all  the  tourist  things  the  natives  miss,  anc 

finally  got  to  the  United  Nations. 
Ann  Yanko  Wilkinson  wrote  about  hei 

"splendid  and  terrible"  daughter,  and  hei 
full-time  job  at  the  University.  Last  sum- 

mer she  and  John  went  to  Geneva,  Paris. 
London,  Vienna  and  Venice,  and  came 
home  on  a  slow  boat.  They  hope  to  repeal 
the  trip  this  summer. 

My  year  has  been  busy.  I  am  in  the  proc- 
ess of  disengaging  myself  from  PTA  and 

Girl  Scouts,  being  firmly  convinced  they 

are  glorified  busy  work,  but  I  am  still  re- 
porting for  our  North  Hills  newspaper.  We 

spent  a  glorious  week  on  the  Jersey  shore 
last  year  and  are  planning  to  return  this 
summer. 

59 Elaine  Bloom  Greenbergei 

(Mrs.  Elliott) 
1332  Blue  Jay  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15243 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1524? 
Arlene  Goldstein  Reich 

(Mrs.  Samuel  J.) 
1234  Meadowlark  Drive 

BIRTHS 

Sally  Head  Mulcahy,  a  daughter,  Wendj 

Lynn,  August  24,  1967 
Joan  Winters  George,  a  daughter,  Septem- ber 6,  1967 

Earla  Sue  Smith  McNull  Jr.,  a  daughter 
Sarah  Howe,  May  2,  1967 

Ellie  Roeger  Nyhus,  a  son,  Paul  Anton 
February  27,  1967 

Sally  Manfredi  Guthrie,  a  son,  Stever 
Richard,  August  13,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sally  K.  Anderson,  2957  East  Brinklej 
Street,  Dallas,  Texas  75205 

Bette  Jo  Bergad  Greenberger  (Mrs.  How- 
ard L.),  4  Washington  Square  Village 

Apt.  16M,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10012 



Zynthia  Berry  Vanda  (Mrs.  Juta),  548 
Cora  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1 5208 

luth  Cooper  Ruber  (Mrs.  James),  72  Mo- 
hawk Drive,  Mohican  Heights,  Yonkers, 

N.  Y.  10710 
Garcia  Fallon,  North  Kendall  Drive,  Apt. 
D-224,  Bldg.  7749,  Miami,  Fla.  33156 

'alarie  Gordon  Segal  (Mrs.  Gerald  A.), 
1017  Verduga  Avenue,  Burbank,  Calif. 
91501 

Mizabeth  Heim  Searight  (Mrs.  John  W. ), 
100  East  Gowen  Avenue,  Philadelphia, 
Pa.  19119 

Irace  L.  Hershberger,  425-T-A  Chatham 
West,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 

letty  Lou  Hulings  Millikin  (Mrs.  An- 
thony), 168  Kambler  Drive,  Bridgeville, 

Pa.  15017 
iarbara  Hughes  Schroder  (Mrs.  F.  A. ) , 
c/o  Major  F.  A.  Schrader,  Finance  Offi- 

cer Advanced  Class,  U.  S.  Army  Finance 
School,  Ft.  Ben  Harrison,  Ind.  46216 

Vinifred  Latham  Anderson  (Mrs.  Richard 
P.),  1007  Church  Lane,  Yeadon,  Pa. 
19050 

\iarylou  Linsinger  Gault  (Mrs.  Jarnes), 
3123  Guilford  Road,  Rockford,  111.  61107 

ietsy  Lytle  Suatoni  (Mrs.  Frank  J.,  Jr.), 
3181  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

'Aary  Ann  Martucci,  Apt.  2114,  650  Parlia- 
ment Street,  Toronto  5,  Ontario,  Canada 

larbara  McCahan  Frank,  M.D.  (Mrs.  Da- 
vid), McKinley  Road,  Wexford,  Pa. 

15090 
luth  McMillen,  629  Pennsylvania  Avenue, 
Oakmont,  Pa.  15139 

~)iana  Montgomery  Montgomery  (Mrs. 
Richard),  706  Summerlea  Street,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15232 
innie  Nabors  Kearney  (Mrs.  William  J.), 
532  South  Catherine  Street,  La  Grange, 
111.  60525 

ilexa  Nelson  Plantz  ( Mrs.  Albert  R. ) , 
315  Howard  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

"\usanne  Quad  Croel  ( Mrs.  Philip  M. ) , 1740  Bates  Street,  Birmingham,  Mich. 
48009 

~)oris  Redman  Foster  (Mrs.  John  K.,  Jr.), 830  Leslie  Road,  Meadville,  Pa.    16335 
ilice  Rexer  Kolek  (Mrs.  Anthony  F.), 
5025  Windover  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15205 

}eannette  Roux  Seaman  (Mrs.  William 
A.),  1011  East  Cumberland  Street,  Leb- 

anon, Pa.  17042 
Alma  Salvetti  Jennings  ( Mrs.  Brook  H. ) , 
4  Stanton  Place,  Pittsburgh,  N.  Y. 
12901 

luth  Scott  Sims  (Mrs.  Frederick  A.),  280 
River  Road,  G-31-F,  Piscataway,  N.  J. 
08854 

Vancy  Sherwood  Willcox  (Mrs.  William 
B.),  574  Eloise  Drive,  Benton  Harbor, 
Mich.  49022 

Oanna  Vance  Mitchell  (Mrs.),  200  Polk 
Street,  Syracuse,  N.  Y.  13224 

Sandra  Wagner  Gross  (Mrs.  Eston  M.), 
2737  Woodbine  Avenue,  Evanston,  111. 
60601 

Joan  Winters  George  ( Mrs.  Jack  M. ) , 
2627  Johnston  Road,  Columbus,  Ohio 
43221 

Helen  Yanko,  4504  Pine  Street,  Philadel- 
phia, Pa.  19143 

Sylvia  Angelo  Gosztonyi  received  the 
Doctor  of  Law  degree  from  Duquesne  Uni- 

versity last  June,  and  is  employed  in  the 
practice  of  patent  law  with  Mobay  Chemi- 

cal Company. 

Judy  Davis  Levitan's  new  addition  is  a 
rather  monstrous  St.  Bernard  who  keeps 
them  busy  while  Debbie  attends  first  grade 
and  Kenny  nursery  school.  The  Levitans 
built  a  summer  cottage  in  the  mountains 
which  they  used   for  skiing  this  winter. 

Just  returned  from  a  marvelous  trip  to 
Israel,  Myrna  Deaktor  Prince  is  now  back 
doing  volunteer  work  at  the  hospital  and 
taking  care  of  her  son. 

Belte  Jo  Bergad  Greenberger  has  been 
busy  decorating  her  new  apartment.  This 

summer  the  Greenberger's  had  a  great 
vacation  touring  Yugoslovia,  Turkey  and 
Greece.  The  climax  of  the  trip  was  the 
hiring  of  a  yacht  and  leisurely  exploring 
every  archeological  site  they  could  find 
along  the  Aegean. 

Marty  Jo  Campbell  Lane  reports  that 
Cal  is  an  associate  professor  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Hartford.  The  Lanes  recently 
built  an  addition  to  their  home  and  look 
forward    to   filling    it   with    antiques. 

Recently  settled  in  a  new  home  is  Ruth 
Cooper  Huber.  The  Hubers  are  delighted 
with  the  fruit  trees  and  shrubs  on  their 
grounds.  She  claims  to  be  a  typical  proud, 
prejudiced  mom  who  can  hardly  wait  for 
our  class  reunion  to  show  off  her  seventeen- 
month-old  Heidi. 

Barbara  McCahan  Frank  received  her 

M.D.  degree  from  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh School  of  Medicine  in  1963,  served 

her  internship  at  Shadyside  Hospital,  and 

completed  a  two-year  residency  at  Chil- 
dren's Hospital.  In  addition  to  providing 

pediatric  services  at  the  Russelton  office  of 
the  New  Kensington  Valley  Medical  Group, 
Barbara  is  also  in  charge  of  the  West 
Deer  Township  school  health  program. 
Her  husband  is  an  engineer  with  Dravo 
Corporation. 

Back  in  Pittsburgh  after  a  period  in 
Germany  with  the  U.  S.  Navy,  Diana 
Montgomery  Montgomery  is  doing  part- 
time  "home"  work  translating  a  survey  for 
her  former  employer,  Maynard  Research 
Council,  while  husband  Dick  is  studying 
at  Carnegie-Mellon. 

Harriet  Moore  Clements,  still  in  London, 

drove  to  Geneva  in  January  to  visit  Fran- 
coise  Thelin  Sadik.  Do  you  remember? 
She  spent  her  junior  year  with  us  and 
would  like  to  hear  from  you.  Her  address 
is  55  Route  de  Florissant,  Geneva  1200, 

Switzerland.  Harriet's  twin  boys  are  now 
going  to  seperate  nursery  schools  which  is 
working  out  very  well. 

Ginny  Nabors  Kearney  and  her  former 
roommate,  Dotty  Whitfield  Purdy  may 
wish  to  contact  Harriet  for  advice  since  they 
both  have  twin  boys.  Ginny  recently  moved 
from  Chicago  to  La  Grange,  Illinois.  Dotty 
is  now  back  east  after  having  spent  4Vi 

years  in  California  while  her  husband  serv- 
ed in  the  Navy.  Ken  is  working  in  Man- 

hattan as  a  commercial  manager  for  the 
New  York  Telephone  Company,  while 
Dotty  keeps  busy  with  the  local  A.A.U.W. 
Chapter. 

Joan  Winters  George  has  moved  into  a 
new  contemporary  style  home.  The  Georges 
recently  had  their  third  daughter.  Jack  is 
director  of  the  Clinical  Research  Center 
at  Ohio  State  University  and  has  received 
a  Research  Career  Development  Grant 
starting  July,  1968. 

This  past  summer  Barbara  Hughes 
Schrader  rerurned  from  Germany  to  Fort 
Harrison,  Indiana  where  they  will  be  sta- 

tioned until  June.  While  the  Schraders 
are  happy  to  be  back  in  the  U.S.A.,  they 
miss  Germany  and  all  the  travel  they  were 
able  to  do  abroad  with  their  three  boys. 

Pat  Mabon  Johnson  reports  a  near  crash 
of  shopping  carts  with  Sharon  McTaggert 
who  left  during  our  sophomore  year  to 
marry  Hal  Mehaffey.  They  and  their  three 
children  live  at  364  Hillside  Road,  King 
of  Prussia,  Pennsylvania  19406,  where  Hal 
is  with  the  G.  E.  Space  Center. 

Earla  Sue  Smith  McNaull  is  looking  for- 
ward to  her  impending  move  to  Stamford, 

Conn.,  made  necessary  by  Colin's  new   job. 
Sandra  Smith  Lyter  reports  that  Irv  is 

now  assistant  principal  at  "his"  junior high  school  and  serving  his  third  year 
on  Bradford  City  Council.  Sandy  is  an  as- 

sistant den  mother  and  also  finds  time  for 

A.A.U.W.  and  Republican  Women's  Coun- 
cil. This  past  year  the  Lyters  visited  with 

Barbara  Heck  Reeser  and  Elaine  Carberry 
Allison  and  their  families. 

Marie  Smith  Smith  is  busy  as  chairman 
of  the  Antique  Club  of  Newcomers  and 
she  is  still  teaching  piano.  Jim,  manager 
of  the  Liberty  Mutual  office  in  New  Hart- 

ford, is  also  acting  as  promotional  director 
for  the  greater  Utica  Winter  Carnival. 

Hoping  to  be  reassigned  overseas  with 
the  Foreign  Service  for  another  two-yeat 
tour  is  Ellie  Roeger  Nyhus  and  husband. 
She  sends  her  greetings  and  good  wishes 
to  all  classmates. 

Sally  Manfredi  Guthrie  is  still  living  in 
Peters  Township  where  her  husband  Dick, 

having  received  his  master's  degree  from West  Virginia  University,  is  still  teaching 
in  the  local  high  school. 

Still  active  in  the  Chicago  Alumnae 
Club  is  Lynne  Hughes  Mayer,  who  reports 
that  Chatham  is  very  popular  in  the 
"Windy   City." 

Delighted  to  be  back  in  the  beautiful 
Pennsylvania  Dutch  Country,  where  Bill 
accepted  the  pastotate  of  a  new  church,  is 
Jan  Roux  Seaman.  She  is  doing  substitute 
teaching  and  is  also  kept  busy  with  church 
work. 

Elaine  Rosen  is  now  ar  Pitt  working  on 

a  master's  degree  in  social  work. 
Doris  Redman  Foster  recently  moved  to 

Meadville,  Pennsylvania,  where  John  is 

spending  this  year  as  a  full-time  graduate 
student  at  Allegheny  College.  He  is  work- 

ing on  his  master  of  education  in  social 
studies. 

Susie  Quad  Croel  is  now  living  in  Birm- 
ingham, Michigan,  where  Phil  has  a  new 

job  with  Tab  Products.  In  addition  to  her 
own  two  daughters,  Susie  was  kept  busy 

last  year  with  a  four-year-old  foster  daugh- 
ter. 

Holly  Wilbar  Johnston  and  family  va- 
cationed in  the  historic  Chesapeake  Bay 

area  last  summer.  Her  husband  Dave  is 

an  artorney  for  the  Pennsylvania  Depart- 
ment of  Highways. 

Alice  Rexer  Kolek  called  us  just  in  time 
to  send  her  regards.  Alice  recently  built 
a  new  home  near  rhe  Pittsburgh  Airport. 
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She  corresponds  frequently  with  Sally  Head 
Mulcahy,  who  also  sends  greetings. 

Your  reporters  had  a  very  easy  job  this 
year  as  the  responses  were  scant.  We  hope 
to  hear  from  more  of  you  as  we  write  our 
last  article  next  year.  Our  best  regards  to 
all  of  you. 

61 
Sally  Williams  Vasse 
(Mrs.  William  W.) 
1644  Euclid  Avenue 
Flint,  Mich.  48503 

Ruth  Fingeret  Weiss 
(Mrs.  Leonard) 

566  Worthington  Drive 
Bridgeport,  W.  Va.  26330 

Janice  Horovitz  Printz 
(Mrs.  Morton) 

196-05B  65th  Crescent 
Fresh  Meadows,  L.  I.,  N.  Y.  11365 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Karlena  Glemser  to  Frederick  E.  Warnock, 
February,  1968 

MARRIAGES 

Marjorie  Hanson  to  Barry  Honig,  February 
2,  1968,  in  Israel 

Anne  Putnam  to  William  Heselton  Malli- 
son,  November  4,  1967. 

BIRTHS 

Angle  Blumberg  Levenstein,  a  son,  Nicho- 
las, June  1,  1967 

Martha  Bulkley  Hostetter,  a  daughter, 
Lynne  Margaret,  April  6,  1967 

Barbara  Easton  Marks,  a  daughter,  Kristine 
Hyde,  March  7,  1967 

Marilyn  Eckert  Winters,  a  daughter,  Eliza- 
beth Holliday,  July  19,  1966 

Judith  Elliott  McNierney,  a  son,  John 
Frederick,  October  4,  1967 

Carol  Ewing  Goff,  a  son,  Steven,  Septem- 
ber 26,  1967 

Mary  Booth  Fassett  Roberts,  a  daughter, 
Harriet,  December  19,  1967 

Shirley  Lewis  Minner,  a  son,  Brian  Lee, 
April  15,  1967 

Jacqueline  Nadolny  Rosenberger,  a  son, 
Scott  Andrew,  February  11,  1968 

Brenda  Purdon  Stober,  a  son,  Robert  Chris- 
topher, April  25,  1967 

Dorothy  Self  Kapp,  a  son,  Karl  Marshall, 
April  7,  1967 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis,  a  son,  John  Sinkus, 
October  12,  1967 

Jean  Thonen  Nickel,  a  son,  Ernst  William, 

Jr.  ("Nicky"),  May  19,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nigar  Abassi  Husain   (Mrs.  Shahid),  6601 
Millwood    Road,    Kenwood    Park,    Md. 
20034 

Benita  Acheson,  c/o  Kelley,  9  Bank  Street, 
Smethport,  Pa.  16749 

Judith  Allan  Mitchel   (Mrs.  Barry  J.),  70 
Longview  Road,  Reading,  Mass.  01867 

Hannah  Brush  Van  Horn    (Mrs.  Neil  Y.), 
216     Hillcrest     Road,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15238 

Martha  Bulkley   Hostetter    (Mrs.   Robert), 
521  Peffer  Street,  Harrisburg,  Pa.  17102 

Marianne   Byrn    Caple    (Mrs.   Charles   E.), 
2463    Godwin    Avenue,    S.    E.,    Grand 
Rapids,  Mich.  49507 

Joan  Cercone  Gilson   (Mrs.  G.  K.),  Chel- 
bourne    Plaza,    Apt.    118,    Elkins    Park, 
Pa.  19117 
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Susan   Childs  Matheson    (Mrs.  James  E.), 
251     Washington    Avenue,     Palo    Alto, 
Calif.  94301 

Harriette    Cohen,     229    East    29th    Street, 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10016 

Barbara    Easton    Marks    (Mrs.    James    H., 
Jr.),     1798-C    Belle    Drive,    Annapolis, 
Md.  21401 

Judith  Elliott  McNierney   (Mrs.  John  C). 
R.R.    3,    Box    114E,    Hemlock    Heights, 
Killingworth,  Conn.  06417 

Susan  Engel  Golden   ( Mrs.  Philips ) ,  9908 
Southall  Road,  Randallstown,  Md.  21133 

Alice   Evans    (Ens.    USNR),    VT6,   Naval 
Air  Station,  Pensacola,  Fla.  32508 

Ronna  Friedman  Kanterman   (Mrs.  Larry), 
5462     Beacon     Street,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 15217 

Karlena  Glemser,  441  \   MacArthur  Boule- 
vard, Washington,  D.  C.  20007 

Glorianne  Hubert  Robbi    (Mrs.  Anthony), 
Hopewell-Woodville      Road,      R.  D.      1, 
Hopewell,  N.  J.  08525 

Mary    Jennings    Quickell     (Mrs.    Kenneth 
E. ),    2711    Hollywood    Drive,    Decatur, Ga.  30033 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan   (Mrs.  Jon  G. ), 
83  Summer  Street,  North  Amherst,  Mass. 01059 

Brenda  Jones,   17  Gray  Street,  Cambridge, 
Mass.  02138 

Mary    Louise    Kaylor   Maury    (Mrs.    James 
R.),   21    Forest  Hills   Road,   Newburgh, 
N.  Y.  12550 

Barbara  Levine,    155   East  91st  Street,   #6- 
D,  New  York,  N.  Y.   10028 

Sue    Linder,    230    East    79th    Street,    New 
York,  N.  Y.  10021 

Jacqueline     Nadolny     Rosenberger     (Mrs. 

Karl  B.),  914  North  Meadowcroft  Ave- 
nue, Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

Barbara   Nielan,    1301    South   Scott   Street, 
Arlington,  Va.  22204 

Barbara  Pings  Rawley    (Mrs.  Wayne,   III), 
1424    Crescent   Street,    Iowa   City,    Iowa 
52240 

Brenda  Purdon  Stober   (Mrs.  R.  W.,  Jr.), 
606  Center  Bay  Drive,  West  Islip,  L.  I., 
N.  Y.  11795 

Anne    Putnam    Mallinson     (Mrs.    William 

H.),   Box   366,  Conewango  Street,   Rus- 
sell, Pa.  16345 

Martha   Sanner    Grover    (Mrs.    Elliot    B.), 
207  Lincoln  Street,  Kennett  Square,  Pa. 
19348 

Anne    Sauers    Brassert     (Mrs.    John    H.), 
4920    Centre    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15213 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis  (Mrs.  John  M. ),  209 
Clubview  Drive,  McMurray,  Pa.  15317 

Christina   Taylor   Reid    (Mrs.    Donald    M., 

Jr.),  720  Country  Club  Road,  Wilming- 
ton, N.  C.  28401 

Joyce  Teegardin,    1428   King  Avenue,  Apt. 
15,  Columbus,  Ohio  43212 

Ruth  reporting: 

Both  Robin  Askin  DeKleine  and  Hannah 
Brush  Van  Horn  traveled  last  summer. 
Hannah  and  her  husband  spent  a  week 
last  September  in  Colorado  Springs  and 
Aspen,  Colorado.  Robin  and  Bill  traveled 
to  Canada  for  a  five-day  fishing  trip  dur- 

ing the  summer.  Robin  also  reports  that 
she  joined  a  community  choral  group,  and 

is  now  "back  at  the  piano"  as  accompanist. 
She  was  also  elected  president  of  her  wom- 

en's group  at  church. 

Marianne  Byrn  Caple  is  now  a  senior 
chemist  at  Parke-Davis  &  Co.,  doing  re- 

search in  organic  synthetic  chemistry.  Hav- 

i 

ing  been  in  California  so  long,  she  says  si 
loves  every  minute  of  the  snow  in  Mich 

gan. 

Joan  Cercone  Gilson  thought  she  kne 
how  to  sew  until  she  took  a  tailorir. 
course  at  the  Adult  School  last  fall.  SI 
spent  a  pleasant  day  with  Claire  Jua 
Schweriner,  '60,  in  December,  and  si 
also  visited  with  Mr.  Ashman,  who  is  no 
Business  Manager  at  Beaver  College. 

Barbara  Easton  Marks  is  enjoying  dei 
orating  their  new  townhouse  in  charminj 
historic  Annapolis,  as  well  as  sailing  an 
waterskiing  on  Chesapeake  Bay. 

Two   children,   a   church   choir   and   rh 
March  of  Dimes  keep  Marilyn  Eckert  Wit] 
ters   quite    busy.    She   was    town    Mother 
March    co-chairman   this   year   and   toppej 
last  year's  contributions  by  10%. 

Building  and  moving  into  a  new  horn 
has  kept  Judith  Elliott  McNierney  quit] 

busy  this  year.  Her  husband  John  is  no\j 
with  the  Gilmore  Research  Laboratory,  | 
part  of  the  Upjohn  Company.  She  and  he| 
daughters  spent  a  very  enjoyable  summel 
on  Peak's  Island  in  Maine. 

Alice  Evans  has  a  most  interesting  jot 
She  is  a  student  control  and  records  office 
in  the  Pre-Helicopter  Instruments  Squadroi 
of  the  Naval  Air  Training  Command.  Shi 

is  also  a  part-time  instructor  in  academic! 
at  the  Naval  School  of  Aeronautical  Sci 
ences.  As  a  Navy  Ensign,  she  has  travellec 
to  all  pans  of  the  United  States,  Canada 
Mexico,  and  eight  countries  of  Europe. 

Jan  reporting: 

Karlena  Glemser  plans  to  be  married  ii 
August  to  Fred  Warnock  who  will  begii 
work  on  a  Ph.D.  in  engineering.  Karlen; 
will  continue  her  work  in  the  Office  o 

Anthropology  at  the  Smithsonian  Institute 

Sue  Scheiner  Druskin  and  Leonard  ar< 
living  in  Minneapolis  where  Sue  is  usinj 

the  training  from  her  master's  in  socia work  as  a  social  worker  for  the  Minneapo 
lis  Public  Schools.  She  is  a  member  of  i 
local  singing  group,  and  has  toured  Europe 
with  them  three  times. 

Maggie  Ferguson  Goldstone  and  Leo  art 
both  employed  by  UNESCO.  They  an 
looking  forward  to  traveling  in  Kenya  thi: 
summer  (including  a  safari!)  for  the  con 
ference  of  African  Ministers  of  Education. 

Another  traveler  is  Marge  Hanson  Honi{ 
who  was  married  to  Barry  Honig  in  Israe! 
in  February  of  this  year.  Barry  will  bt 
doing  post-doctoral  work  in  physics  ai 
Harvard  next  year.  Marge  is  working  or 
her  dissertation  at  Columbia. 

"Jess"  (Sue  Jessop)  and  Jon  McGowar, 
now  live  in  North  Amherst,  Massachusetts 

Jon  is  teaching  in  the  department  of  me- 
chanical and  aero-space  engineering  at  the 

University  of  Massachusetts,  and  Jess  ii 
working  on  her  M.  A.  in  sociology.  She 
is  enjoying  Amherst  and  university  life 
and,  among  other  things,  brushing  up  or 
her  bridge  game  and  taking  a  course  in 
copper  enameling. 

Mary  Jennings  Quickel  and  Ken  expeo 
to  spend  another  year  in  Atlanta  where 
Ken  is  with  the  Communicable  Disease 

Center,    then    they   will    leave    for    "some- 



i/here"  where  Ken  will  work  on  a  fellow- 
Ihip  in  endocrinology.  Last  year  they  had 
wonderful  vacation  in  Bermuda. 

Sue   Hocker   Ballay   directed    Bell,    Book 
nd  Candle  and   Romanoff  and  Juliet  for 
le    Community    Theatre    this    past    year. 

loe,   who   is   assistant   professor   of   design 
it  the  University  of  Cincinnati,  is  looking 
[forward  to  more  graduate  work  in  the  fall. 
i  .ittle   Jamie    will    be    starting    to    kinder- 
;arten.   The   Ballays   traveled   to   Expo   last 

rear. 

I  From  Mary  Booth  Fassett  Roberts  — 

'.  .  .  have  had  the  usual  busy,  housewifey, 
■olunteer  stuff,  children,  etc.,  type  of  year 
I  .  .  Am  provisional  chairman  for  the 

"unior  League  this  year,  on  the  advisory 
board  of  the  Child  and  Family  Service, 
\ltar  Guild  at  church,  and  most  recently 
lamed  to  the  Board  of  the  Humane  So- 
liety!  .  . 

I  Carol  Ewing  Goff  is  kept  busy  with 
Cevin  and  little  Steven.  David  works  for 

'he  Celanese  Corporation. 

J  Susan  Engel  Golden  and  Phil  are  living 
n  their  new  home,  built  last  year.  Sue  is 
i  Chatham  Alumnae  Representative  in  the 
Baltimore  Area.  They  spend  weekends 
hunting  in  antique  shops  for  the  oil  lamps 

rhey  collect.  Sue's  hobby  of  baking  led  to 
her  winning  a  blue  ribbon  in  the  Mary- 

land Srate  Fair  last  summer. 

•  The  Printzes  are  visiting  in  Pittsburgh 
as  this  news  is  being  written;  Morty  is 
presenting  a  paper  at  the  Biophysical  So- 

ciety meetings.  Barry  will  be  in  first  grade 
next  year  and  David  in  kindergarten.  I  am 
kept  busy  with  work  on  the  executive 
boards  of  our  cooperative  nursery  school 
and  the  elementary  school  P.T.A.  I  am 
Jstill  painting,  somewhat  encouraged  by 
(having  sold  two  works  at  our  community 
art  show  last  summer.  I  enjoyed  hearing 
from  all  of  you  on  my  new  list.  Have  a 
pod  year! 

Alumnae  Office  reporting: 

Due  to  the  resignation  of  Susan  Smith 

'Balika  as  class  secretary,  her  section  of  the 
class  was  solicited  for  news  by  Mrs.  Swiss- 

jhelm.  We  know  that  Susan's  third  child 
.arrived  around  the  first  of  the  year,  but 
we  have  no  further  details. 

Libby  Jones  Gadd  is  keeping  busy  with 
a  Y.  W.  C.  A.  sponsored  pre-school  pro- 

gram, a  small  but  active  garden  club,  and 
with  her  two  youngsters — Jenny,  4,  who  is 
clamoring  to  learn  everything  at  once,  and 
Scott,  1,  who,  at  the  falling  age,  main- 

tains a  constant  shade  of  black  and  blue. 

Mary  Lou  Kaylor  Maury's  husband,  Cap- 
tain James,  is  a  navigator  in  the  U.  S.  Air 

Force.  Mary  Lou  would  love  to  see  any 
classmates  who  might  be  in  the  Newburgh, 
New  York  area. 

Donna  Lange,  who  continues  as  a  drama 
writer  for  The  Valley  Independent  in  Mon- 
esson,  still  rates  travel  uppermost  in  her 

activities.  A  September  visit  to  Expo  '67 
and  to  Quebec  City  brought  back  memories 
of  French  classes  at  Chatham.  On  one  of 
several  trips  to  New  York  to  see  plays, 
Donna  saw  Ingrid  Bergman  in  More  State- 

ly Mansions  by  Eugene  O'Neill,  who  was 
her  tutorial  subject. 

After  spending  most  of  last  summer  at 
Johns  Hopkins,  where  she  is  studying  for 
the  master  of  liberal  arts  degree,  Carol 
Lemke  Keil  and  her  husband  toured  Flor- 

ida. They  especially  enjoyed  traveling  down 
through  the  Keys. 

Barbara  Levine  is  a  psychiatric  social 
worker  in  the  Child  Guidance  Clinic  at 
Metropolitan   Hospital,   New   York   City. 

Shirley  Lewis  Minner,  who  retired  from 
teaching  before  Brian  Lee  arrived,  is  now 
a  home-bound  teacher  for  two  students 
who  are  hospitalized.  Her  husband  is  now 
well  started  on  his  Ph.D.  thesis  with  June 
1969  as  his  goal  for  completion.  After 

spending  the  summer  on  his  parent's  farm, they  stopped  in  Columbus  for  a  brief  visit 
with  Joyce  Teegardin  on  the  way  back  to 
Lafayette. 

After  five  years  of  work  as  a  manage- 
ment specialist  in  the  Defense  Department, 

Kathryn  Messina  Gamble  says  it  is  great 

to  be  a  "plain  old  housewife."  She  and 
her  husband  recently  purchased  part  owner- 

ship in  the  Baltimore  Orioles  Baseball 

Club,  and  plan  to  spend  the  summer  cheer- 
ing them  on  to  another  world  champion- 
ship season. 

Jackie  Nadolny  Rosenberger  and  Karl 
moved  into  rheir  new  home  in  Mt.  Leban- 

on in  plenty  of  time  to  welcome  the  arrival 
of  Scott  Andrew.  Karl  is  comptroller  for 
the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse. 

Barbara  Neilan,  who  received  her  M.  D. 
in  1966,  is  serving  her  medical  residency 
ar  Washington,  D.  C.  General  Hospital. 

Sally  reporting: 

Best  wishes  to  recent  bride  Anne  Put- 
nam Mallison  and  her  Bill,  who  honey- 

mooned in  Bermuda  where  they  were 
pleasantly  surprised  to  find  Betsy  Johnson 
Harper  and  Randy  in  the  lobby  of  theit 
hotel!  The  Harpers  were  there  to  show 
their  American  Champion  Standard  Schnau- 
zer  in  the  Bermuda  Kennel  Club  Dog 
Show.  On  their  way  home  the  Mallinsons 

also  saw  Carol  Bretz,  Pat  D'Alvia  Foley, 
and  Liz  Jones  Sheehan  in  New  York.  Last 
spring  Anne  helped  to  converr  an  old 
barn  into  The  Warren  (Pennsylvania) 
Summer  Theatre,  and  appeared  there  in 
Streetcar  Named  Desire  and  The  Mad- 

woman of  Chaillot.  While  Bill,  who  is 
Warren  District  Plant  Supervisor  for  Bell 
Telephone,  attended  meetings  in  Pitts- 

burgh, Anne  spent  a  day  with  Arlene  Sin- 
kus  Lewis,  who  "retired  from  the  teaching 
profession  in  June  and  picked  up  the  role 

of  mother  in  October."  The  Lewises  moved 
to  McMurray,  just  outside  of  Pittsburgh, 
when  John  was  promoted  to  financial  ana- 

lyst in  the  budget  department  of  Allegheny 

Ludlum,  and  they  are  now  "ensconced  in 
the  suburban  routine  typical  of  Barbecues- 

ville,  and  love  it." 

New  sons  are  also  keeping  Jean  Thonen 
Nickel  and  Brenda  Purdon  Stober  busy. 
Jean,  whose  husband  is  a  tax  manager  for 
Sheppard  &  Company,  also  has  3-year-old 

Kathy  to  help  with  little  "Nicky,"  and says  she  would  love  to  hear  from  anyone 
visiting  Pittsburgh.  The  Stobers  built  a 
new  house  during  the  summer,  and  en- 

joyed a  visit  from  Martha  Bulkley  Hostet- 
ter  and  Bob,  who  have  "  a  precious  little 
daughter  also  born  last  April." 

Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin  loves  all  her 

jobs  "as  wife,  mother,  dietitian,  nurse, 

gardener,  etc.,"  while  her  hsuband  "Jake" is  enjoying  his  new  job  as  intetnal  auditor 

for  all  May  Company  (Kaufmann's)  op- 
erations in  Pittsburgh.  The  Jakabcsins  vis- 

ited Dottie  Seif  Kapp  and  family  last  sum- 
mer at  their  beautiful  new  home  in  Butler 

County.  The  Kapps  have  enjoyed  visits 
from  several  other  classmates  too,  includ- 

ing Betsy  Johnson  Harper,  Randall,  and 
son  Randy,  and  Carol  Lemke  Keil  and 

Elmer.  Dottie  says  "Kappenglen"  is  only 
10  miles  off  the  Pennsylvania  Turnpike  and 

would  love  to  see  anybody;  she  is  "trying 
ro  work  up  to  a  reunion  within  a  reunion 

for  rhe  day  student  gang  in  1971."  Her 
husband  Marshall  is  working  with  com- 

puters as  an  engineer  for  Koppers  Com- 
pany, and  is  having  fun  teaching  night 

school  at  the  Butler  Community  College. 

Dottie  received  a  masrer's  degree  in  his- 
tory from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh,  but 

lists  her  job  now  as  "mother"  to  young 
Karl.  Dottie  also  keeps  in  touch  with 
Elizabeth  Waite,  who  is  back  to  teaching 

7th  and  8th  grade  Spanish  in  the  Baldwin- 
Whitehall  Schools,  having  received  a  mas- 

ter of  arts  degree  from  the  University  of 
Kansas  in  October.  Margaret  Brenneman  is 
now  assistant  professor  in  charge  of  the 
music  library  at  Roosevelt  University  in Chicago. 

Judy  Rubenstein  Rubenstein  is  keeping 
quite  busy  with  three  children,  substitute 
teaching  in  high  school  and  Sunday  school, 
taking  a  Hebrew  course,  helping  at  her 

husband's  store,  RICHARD'S  SHOES,  and 
still  finds  time  to  be  active  in  many  civic 

organizations.  The  Rubensteins  were  plan- 
ning to  see  Marlene  Scbweig  Hartstein  and 

Harriette  Cohen  in  New  York  on  their 

way  to  a  Caribbean  cruise  in  February.  It 
looks  like  they  just  missed  Marilou  Querns, 
who  seized  a  sudden  golden  opportunity 
and  is  now  flying  as  a  stewardess  for  Trans 
Caribbean  Airways,  which  will  take  her 
from  various  points  in  the  United  States 

to  San  Juan  and  Aruba,  as  well  as  Ger- 
many, Spain,  and  England.  She  will  be 

based  in  New  York  (but  has  no  new  ad- 
dress to  report  yet)  and  hopes  to  see 

some  Chathamites  travelling  on  TCA,  as 
well  as  those  living  in  the  New  Yotk  area. 

Marilou  also  "ran  into"  Melinda  Scott  Sny- 
der while  skiing  at  Camelback  last  March. 

Karen  Tiedy  Ream  and  Bob,  who  is  a 

steel  salesman  for  Wheeling  Steel  Corpora- 
tion, enjoyed  a  trip  to  Williamsburg,  Vir- 

ginia, last  summer,  Karen  keeps  in  touch 
with  Mary  Lou  Kaylor  Maury  and  Judy 
Hicks  Musser. 

Barbara  Pings  Rawley  is  "enjoying  life 
and  keeping  busy"  in  Iowa,  where  they 
have  bought  a  small  house  and  hope  to  do 
some  gardening  and  weekend  camping  in 
the  many  nearby  places.  Wayne  received 
his  master  of  library  science  degree  from 
the  University  of  Pittsburgh  in  June  and 
is  Reserve  Book  Room  Librarian  at  the 
University  of  Iowa  until  July  1968,  when 
he  will  become  the  Undergraduate  Librarian 
for  that  University. 

Your  reporter  enjoyed  a  weekend  visit 
from  Joyce  Teegardin,  who  is  a  vocational 
rehabilitation  counsellor  and  is  working 

on  final  requirements  for  a  master's  degree 
in  "Rehab,"  between  frequent  professional 
conferences.   Joyce   toured   the   Ohio   State 
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Fair  with  Shirley  Lewis  Minner  and  family 
when  they  were  in  town,  and  reports  that 

Shirley's  new  son  is  "a  real  cutie."  The 
Vasses  acquired  "The  Vassalage,"  a  large, 
middle-aged  urban  house,  last  summer  and 
are  enjoying  all  its  attendant  joys  and 

perils.  I  "retired"  from  the  library  profes- sion in  December  and  to  celebrate  we  flew 
to  California  to  enjoy  the  holidays  with 

Bill's  family  in  Pasadena.  Back  in  Flint,  I 
spent  much  time  on  the  campaign  to  sus- 

tain Flint's  Open  Housing  Ordinance  in 
the  recent  referendum.  As  of  this  writing 
(the  morning  after)  the  results  are  in  fa- 

vor by  only  43  votes;  if  the  see-saw  re- 
mains on  that  side,  Flint  will  be  the  first 

dry  in  the  nation  to  approve  such  an  or- 
dinance by  popular  referendum!  Although 

the  demands  of  academic  life  keep  our 
noses  to  the  grindstone  most  of  the  time, 
we  look  forward  to  another  brief  but  glori- 

ous cultural  feast  this  summer  at  the  Strat- 
ford Festival  of  Canada.  It  was  wonderful 

to  hear  from  so  many  of  you  this  year,  and 
I  look  forward  to  even  more  news  next 

year. 

63 
Nancy  W.  Beach 

444  East  84th  Street 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Nancy  Fendrich 
336  East  86th  Street,  Apt.  9-C 

New  York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Martha  McCallister  Thaeler 
(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 

943  B  Street,  Hillcrest 
Meadville,  Pa.  16335 

Jane  Alexander  Givens 
(Mrs.  David  J.) 

366  South  Graham  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Gail  Bloom  Verlin 
( Mrs.  Michael ) 

Northway  Apartments,  4-G 
Benjamin  Franklin  Bridge  Plaza 

Camden,  N.  J.  08102 
MARRIAGES 

Grace  Bailey,  to  John  D.  Miller,  June  10, 
1966 

Janet  Greenlee  to  Kalil  A.  Rohanna,  No- 
vember 23,  1963 

Catherine  T.  Heckler  to  Dr.  Michael  Ro- 
main,  August  1965 

Barbara  Laikin  to  Dan  Funkenstein,  De- 
cember 10,  1967 

Joan  Salay  to  Dr.  John  A.  S.  Green,  Feb- 
ruary 10,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Margaret  Alexander  Sprenkle,  a  daughter, 
Elizabeth  Alexander,  November  29,  1967 

Marion  Jo  Blank  Glick,  a  son,  Bradley, 
February  1,  1967 

Pat  Burda  Sliwinski,  a  daughter,  Staley 
Beth,  December  25,  1967 

Stephanie  Cooperman  Parker,  a  daughter, 
Jennifer  Sara,  January  6,  1968 

Annette  Frank  Fisch,  a  daughter,  Debbie, 
January  1,  1965 

Janet  Greenlee  Rohana,  a  son  and  a  daugh- 
ter, Thomas  on  March  12,  1965,  and 

Jane  Elizabeth  on  March  5,  1966. 
Sue  Hill  Warner,  a  daughter,  Amy  Lynn, 

November  19,  1967 
Susan  Hunt  Roose,  a  daughter,  Deborah 

Eleanor,  August  6,  1967 
Barbara  Kessel  Bloxsom,  a  daughter,  Jen- 

nifer Lynne,  November  13,  1967 
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Martha  McCallister  Thaeler,  a  son,  Robert 
Douglas,  September  23,  1967 

Margot  Myers  Clark,  a  daughter,  Alexis 
Ann,  May  6,  1967 

Ann  Niedermeyer  Fox,  a  daughter,  Kris- 
tine,  November  9,  1967 

Susan  Popky  Harris,  a  daughter,  Laura 
Beth,  June  4,  1967 

Carolyn  Rosen  Lebovitz,  a  son,  Richard 
David,  October  5,  1967 

Nancy  Sander  Haas,  a  daughter,  Kathryn 
Leslie,  December  5,  1966 

Paulette  Schultz  Krause,  a  daughter,  Jen- 
nifer Ruth,  October  27,  1967 

Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington,  a  son,  Bill, 

July  16,  1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Rebecca  Albright  McLay  (Mrs.),  Ever- 
green Road,  Sylvan  Hills,  Hollidaysburg, 

Pa.  16648 
Patricia     Allen     Rourke     ( Mrs.     Robert ) , 

11609    Vantage    Hill    Road,    Apt.    1-A, 
Reston,  Va.  22070 

Grace  Bailey  Miller  (Mrs.  John  D.),  1642 
South  Braddock  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15218 

Betty    Bennett    Morrow     (Mrs.     Melvin), 
1935  A  Street,  Lincoln,  Neb.  68502 

Ellen   Block   Blumenthal    (Mrs.   Max   E.), 
5720     Pimlico     Road,     Baltimore,     Md. 21209 

Susan   Bullock   Bell    (Mrs.   James  J.),   Sa- 
chem  Village,   Apt.   78,   West   Lebanon, 

N.  H.  03784 
Patricia    Burda    Sliwinski     (Mrs.     Stanley, 

Jr.),  419  Kennedy  Street,  Juneau,  Alaska 

99801 Janice  Carver  King    (Mrs.  George),  Ports- 
mouth Avenue,  Exeter,  N.  H.  03833 

Stephanie    Cooperman    Parker    (Mrs.    Alan 
H.),  24455  Lake  Shore  Boulevard,  Apt. 
910,  Euclid,  Ohio  44117 

Nancy   Fleming   Demoise    (Mrs.   Charles), 
5    Cherry   Lane,   East   Patchogue,    L.    I., 
N.  Y.  11772 

Winifred   George  Switzer    ( Mrs.    Robert ) , 
1001    Rockville   Pike,   Apt.    927,   Rock- 
ville,  Md.  20852 

Virginia  Golletti  Fletcher    ( Mrs.   Roland ) , 
5    Darlington    Road,    Beaver    Falls,    Pa. 
15010 

Rachel  Gorr  Johnson  (Mrs.  Theodore  O.), 
3229    Forest    Road,    Bethel    Park,    Pa. 
15102 

Janet  Greenlee  Rohanna   (Mrs.  Kalil  A.), 
R.D.  No.  1,  Marianna,  Pa.  15345 

Nan    Hall   Lombardi    (Mrs.    Joseph),    237 
East    32nd    Street,    New    York,    N.    Y. 
10016 

Carolyn  Hill   Warner    (Mrs.   Edward  A.), 
1624    Lorraine    Road,    Raleigh,    N.    C. 27607 

Susan  Johnson  Dyer   ( Mrs.  Paul  A. ) ,  c/o 

St.     Mark's     School,     Southboro,     Mass. 01772 
Elissa    N.    Karp    and    Celeste    Paul,    5930 

Walnut  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 
Jacqueline    Ketterer,    c/o    Instituto    Brazil 

Estados  Unidos,  Praca  Sao  Salvador  #57 

Campos,  Estado  Do  Rio,  Brazil 
Veronica  Kotulak  Benson   ( Mrs.  Richard ) , 

104   Austin   Hall,   Sardi    Road,   Murrys- 
ville,  Pa.  15668 

Barbara   Laikin   Funkenstein    (Mrs.    Dan), 
101  Beacon  Street,  Boston,  Mass.  02116 

Henrietta  Lenz  Sheikh   (Mrs.  A.  M. ),  501 
East    87th    Street,    New    York,    N.    Y. 
10028 

Ellen  Levy,   1285   Commonwealth  Avenue, 
Brighton,  Mass.  02135 

Jane  F.  Martin,  418  William  James  Bui! 
ing,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Lois   McCune    Flowers    (Mrs.   James   C 
P.O.  Box  805,  Perrine,  Fla.  33157 

Sally  L.  Mercke,   15  Linnaean  Street,  Cai 
bridge,  Mass.  02138 

Sandra    Mollenauer    Jarka     (Mrs.     Rola 

G.),  1025  East  Jersey  Street,  Apt.  C-! 
Elizabeth,  N.  J.  07201 

Judy  Myers,   c/o  Dept.   of  Zoology,   In. 
ana  University,  Bloomington,  Ind.  474 

Sara  Norris  Missen    (David  H.  S.),  Flat 

14  Saint  Alban's  Street,  Haymarket,  Lc 
don,  S.W.  1,  England 

Judith   Paulsen    Webb    (Mrs.  J.   Richarc 
222    Northview    Drive,    Brookfield, 44403 

Diane  Phillips,  1425  N  Street,  N.W.,  A 
211,  Washington,  D.  C.  20005 

Lucy    Resnick    Derechin    (Mrs.    Michae! 
6711     Munsey     Street,     Landover,     Tit. 
20784 

Mary  Riley  Smith    (Mrs.   Anthony),   37 
Upton  Street,  N.W.,  Washington,  D. 20016 

Helen  Roesing  Monroe    (Mrs.  Clifton  r 
Jr.),    11116    Zebulon    Pike,    Burnsvil Minn.  55378 

Joan  Salay  Green    (Mrs.  John  A.),  Ha 
let    West    Apartments,     1749-D    Cha 
plain  Drive,  Baltimore,  Md.  21207 

Barbara    Sandrovich,    407     Laveen    Stre 
Wilmerding,  Pa.  15138 

Janice    Skeloski    Matey     (Mrs.    John    G 

1237    Bay   Road,    #10-A,   Webster, Y.  14580 

Louise    Sonnenberg,    Lankennau     Hospit 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19151 

Judith   Strain   Barton    (Mrs.   Richard   A 
5019  36th  Street,  North,  Arlington,  \ 22207 

Susan  Wilson,  Via  del  Presto  di  San  M: 
tino  8,  Florence,  Italy 

Deborah     Wolowitz    Cowan     (Mrs.     Di 
H.),    20    Lexington    Square,    Euclid, 
44143 

Claire  Zavaricb  Thorp    (Mrs.   Charles  J 
III),    309   South   Linden   Avenue,   Pit 
burgh,  Pa.  15208 

Jane  reporting: 

How  does  one  compose  a  neat  openi 
generalization  with  which  to  launch  tl 
section  of  class  news?  I  thought  a 
thought  about  this,  re-read  your  lette 
and  came  to  the  conclusion,  by  no  mea 
reluctantly,  that  there  was  to  be  no  su 
thing!  Your  infinite  variety  allows  me 
report  just  one  display  of  unanimity  (a 
you  must  agree  that  it  is  highly  insign: 
cant) — that  is,  that  100  per  cent  of  t 
babies  born  to  the  members  of  this  fii 
of  the  class  who  responded  to  the  qui 
tionnaires  were  daughters! 

Becky  Albright  McLay,  who  received  r 
master's  degree  in  history  from  Carneg 
Mellon  University  last  June,  is  teachi 
and  living  in  the  family  home  in  Hoi 
daysburg. 

Distant-most  among  us  is  Pat  Bur 
Sliwinski  who  finds  herself  this  year 
Juneau,  Alaska.  Stan  is  fulfilling  his  mi 
tary  obligation  as  a  doctor  for  the  Pub 
Health  Service  at  a  two-man  clinic  whi 
serves  the  Flingit  Indians,  Eskimoes,  ai 
Coast  Guardsmen  in  the  area.  Pat  repo. 
that  the  weather  on  the  day  of  daught 

Staley  Beth's  christening  (incidentally, 
Christmas  baby)  was  warmer  than  in  Pit 
burgh,   and   that  the   scenery  is   absolute 



sectacular,  altogether  a  far  cry  from  my 
wn  mental  image  of  Alaska. 

I  Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline  plans  to  retire 
:rom  teaching  at  about  the  same  time  she 

ampletes  her  master's  degree.  She's  been 
I'oing  work  in  the  natural  sciences,  particu- 
irly  biology  and  chemistry,  at  Carnegie- 
Tellon  University,  which,  for  the  benefit 
jf  you  out-of-towners,  is  the  new  designa- 
■  on  for  that  place  we  used  to  call  "Tech." 

'.  Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle,  now  the  moth- r  of  two  young  ladies,  finds  time  each 
reek  to  do  volunteer  work  for  a  local 
:brary  and  has  just  begun  a  term  on  the 
loard  of  Directors.  Perhaps  she  ought  to 
rire  Mary  Cook  Guy,  the  gal  with  all  the 
hort  names,  who  will  have  completed  her 
egree  in  library  science  in  August!  Mary 
jnd  Don  are  still  at  the  University  of  Illi- 
lois  where  he  is  a  Ph.D.  candidate,  special- 

izing in  the  Soviet  economy.  Mary  hints 
hat  a  trip  to  Russia  might  add  spice  to 
heir  life  but  adds  that  it  hardly  seems 
ikely. 

Ellen  Block  Blumenthal  and  daughter 
.inda  were  delighted  to  welcome  their 
msband  and  father,  respectively,  safely 
>ack  from  Vietnam.  They  have  bought  a 
lew  home  in  Baltimore,  and  Linda  is  al- 
eady  attending  nursery  school. 

Apparently  Stephanie  Cooperman  Parker 
las  retired,  temporarily  at  least,  from  the 
ky-diving  she  was  indulging  in  a  while 
lack.  Motherhood,  she  admits,  has  its  com- 
lensations.  The  Parkers  are  now  in  Cleve- 
and  where  Alan  is  doing  his  residency 
raining  in  surgery  at  the  Cleveland  Clinic, 
nd  I  got  the  impression  that  Stevie 

loesn't  consider  Cleveland  a  satisfactory ubstitute  for  California. 

Betty  Bennett  Morrow,  on  the  other 
land,  is  thrilled  about  her  relocation  to 
he  city  of  Lincoln,  Nebraska,  after  having 
pent  three  years  in  a  small  rural  town, 
•lei  is  studying  math  and  computer  sci- 
nce  in  the  graduate  school  of  the  Univer- 
ity  of  Nebraska.  Jan  Carver  King  and 
Jeorge  visited  the  Morrows  last  summer 
in  their  way  to  California.  Jan  has  begun 
eaching  computer  programming  in  the 
nath  department  at  the  University  of  New 

Hampshire  and  reports,  "I've  never  worked 
o  hard  in  my  life." 

Newest  bride,  Grace  Bailey  Miller,  and 
ler  husband  John  are  both  teaching  school, 
irace  at  Swissvale  High  School  in  subur- 
lan  Pittsburgh.  She  had  previously  been 
loing  graduate  work  in  theater  arts  at  the 
Jniversiry  of  Denver. 

The  prospect  of  a  trip  abroad  in  the 
pring  has  kept  Linda  Cooper  Brodson 
rom  complete  despair  over  a  winter  of 
now,  Asian  flu,  and  the  tax  season  (John 
s  a  C.P.A.).  Also,  she  has  done  quite  a 
ot  of  painting  and  feels  she  has  made 
;reat  strides,  as  her  art  work  is  no  longer 
onfined  to  a  special  niche  behind  the 
urnace. 

My  sincerest  admiration  goes  out,  again, 
o  Margie  Conner,  who  is  continuing  to 
vork  in  a  program  of  preparing  people  to 
each  in  the  city  ghetto,  a  job  she  can 
peak  knowledgeably  about,  for  she  is  cur- 
ently  teaching  a  slow  second  grade  in  the 
Jedford-Stuyvesant  section  of  Brooklyn.  I 
lesitate  to  re-interpret  Margie's  letter,  for 
ear    that    I    might    blanket    some    of    the 

genuine  enthusiasm  which  comes  through 

in  her  own  words,  "All  my  kids  are  black 
and  they  are  nice,  vital,  intetesting  chil- 

dren. The  fact  is,  they  wouldn't  be  so  slow 
if  the  school  came  up  with  some  way  to 
compensate  for  what  the  home  cannot  do. 
This  is,  of  course,  up  to  the  new  teachers, 
but  1  can  tell  you  that  it  is  a  hard  goal  to 

meet.  At  any  rate,  I  can  say  that  I've 
finally  found  my  slot — there's  no  job  like 

this." 

Nancy  Fendrich  reporting: 

First,  before  I  cause  too  much  confu- 
sion, my  apologies  for  urging  every  one  to 

attend  our  FIFTH  Reunion  this  June.  I 
automatically  assumed  that  since  this  is  our 
Fifth  year  out  of  Chatham  that  we  would 

be  reuning.  We  aren't — not  this  yeat  any way.  Guess  it  was  wishful  thinking  on  my 
part.  Anyhow,  hope  to  see  you  all  when 
we  do  in  1970,  when  we  will  come  back 
with  the  classes  of  1960,   1961   and   1962. 

Had  a  nice  note  from  Bonnie  George 
Switzer.  She  and  her  husband  Bob  are 

busy  preparing  for  a  year's  stay  in  Munich 
beginning  in  September.  Bob  has  a  fellow- 

ship from  the  Public  Health  Service  to  do 
bio-chemical  research  in  Noble  Prize  Win- 

ner Professor  Lynen's  lab.  They  are  both 
taking  lessons  in  German.  Bonnie  has  her 

hands  full  with  her  "mischievous"  son 
Brian  who  is  almost  a  year  old,  but  still 
finds  time  to  take  a  course  in  ceramics 
and  to  progress  to  the  stage  where  she  is 

ready  for  her  own  potter's  wheel.  The 
Switzers  extend  a  welcome  to  any  '63er 
who  is  in  the  Washington,  D.  C.  area. 

We'd  all  bettet  hurry  as  September  is  fast 
approaching. 

I  am  pleased  to  hear  that  at  last,  after 
five  months,  Susie  Herb  Richard  is  out  of 
the  hospital.  Sue,  her  husband  George  and 
daughter  Kathy  ate  a  family  again  and 
Sue  is  busy  adjusting  to  full-time  mother- 

hood, just  in  time  to  catch  Kathy  at  that 
devilish  stage.  The  Richards  also  extend 
a  welcome  to  any  of  us  who  are  in  the 
area — an  invitation  which  ]an  Skeloski 
Matey  and  husband  John  have  already 
utilized. 

As  I  had  anticipated,  Sheila  Grohe  Ross- 
bach's  newsy  note  was  a  delight.  Het  life 
continues  to  be  full  of  excitement  gar- 

nished with  that  international  flavor.  Sheila 

reports  from  her  "modest  Schloss  on  the 
banks  of  Father  Rhine"  that  she  is  still 
very  much  involved  in  social  work,  deal- 

ing not  only  with  local  German  clients 
but  also  with  the  U.  S.  Air  Force  Child 
Guidance  Clinic.  Her  description  of  her 
work  was  fascinating  even  though  it  did 
confuse  me.  Sheila  and  her  international 

lawyer  Ande  were  home  last  summer  visit- 

ing family  and  friends.  Let's  hope  they 
return  again  soon  so  that  more  of  us  can 
hear   of   their  experiences    first-hand. 

Rachel  Gorr  Johnson  continues  to  be 

kept  quite  busy  with  her  ever-growing 
twins.  Her  husband  Ted  took  a  new  job 
which  brought  them  back  to  Pittsburgh — 
another  '63er  to  join  the  crowd  already thete. 

Ann  Frank  Fisch  completed  her  MA. 
degree  in  Mediterranean  Studies  at  Bran- 
deis  University,  and  is  now  teaching  an- 

cient   and    world    histories    in    a    Brooklyn 

high  school.  Anne  too  must  join  the  tanks 
of  those  always-on-the-go  mothers  and  ca- 

reer women  as  daughter  Debbie  is  now 
three  years  old. 

Nancy  Fleming  Demoise  and  husband 
Chuck  have  joined  us  New  Yorkers  or 
suburbanites  thereof.  Chuck  received  his 
Ph.D.  last  summer,  and  in  the  fall  they 
moved  to  Long  Island  where  he  is  a  post- 

doctoral fellow  in  the  medical  division  of 
Brookhaven  National  Laboratory.  Nancy 
is  teaching  high  school  chemistry. 

Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  expects 
to  graduate  from  Law  School  this  summer 
and  her  husband  Steve  will  finish  his  resi- 

dency in  August.  Good  grief!  A  doctot 
and  a  lawyer  in  one  family! 

Pam  Johnson  Fenner's  long  newsy  letter 
was  most  welcome.  She  has  been  busy 
fixing-up  their  home,  redecorating,  sewing, 
taking  courses  at  the  Boston  and  Cam- 

bridge Adult  Education  Centers,  and  trying 
to  keep  up  with  her  daughter  Liesel  who 
is  at  that  age.  How  Pam  still  finds  time  to 
entertain  in  lavish  style  is  beyond  me,  yet, 

that  New  Year's  Eve  Arabian  Bachanalia 
sounded  like  wild  fun! 

Sue  Hunt  Roose  quit  working  last  sum- 
mer, and  since  then  she  and  Jack  have  two 

additions  to  their  household  —  Rusti,  a 
Saint  Bernard  Puppy,  and  Debbie,  their 
daughter  born  in  August.  That  sounds  like 
having  two  babies  around! 

Patti  Dobyan  Lupton  is  still  full  of 
energy  after  all  of  these  years.  In  addition 
to  a  confession  that  she  has  become  quite 

attached  to  the  southern  "Rebel"  way  of life,  Patti  gave  a  very  vivid  description  of 

what  it's  like  to  bring  up  three  boys,  in- 
cluding twins.  Her  oldest  is  about  to  enter 

school.  She  seems  to  have  latched  onto  an 

enviable  system — not  only  does  she  steal 
one  day  a  week  all  for  herself  to  do  volun- 

teer work  in  community  projects,  shop, 
etc.,  but  husband  Baker  is  sending  Patti 
and  the  children  to  Florida  for  a  month 
of  sun,  surf  and  rest. 

Jane  Eisenberg  is  living  in  New  Yotk 
Ciry  and  is  working  as  an  assistant  to  the 
Deputy  Commissioner  of  the  Department 
of  Sanitation  of  New  York  City.  I  imagine 
that  was  a  particularly  fascinating  job  dur- 

ing rhis  fair  city's  latest  crisis — the  garbage 
strike!  Jane  is  also  a  graduate  student  in 
political    science   at   New   York   University. 

Marion  Jo  Blank  Glick  writes  of  her 

active  life  with  a  growing  family — one  in 
first  grade,  one  in  nursery  school  and  a  new 
baby  boy.  Jo  and  her  husband  took  a  trip 

to  England  last  spring,  and  she's  been  tak- ing courses  at  a  local  university. 

And  I  .  .  .  life  is  going  on  as  usual  with 
not  too  many  changes.  I  am  still  working 
at  the  Morgan  Guaranry  Trust  Company  in 
the  international  money  market,  foreign 
exchange  field.  Susan  Bradley  and  I,  since 
we  both  work  on  Wall  Street,  have  lunch 
together  quite  often,  giving  us  a  chance  to 
catch  up  on  gossip.  I  love  hearing  from 
every  one  although  I  do  wish  some  of  you 
had    gone    into   a   wee    bit    more    detail. 

Marty  reporting: 

Barbara  Kessel  Bloxsom  and  husband 
Ray  both  had  a  busy  1967.  Barbara  retired 
from   teaching   third   grade   and   stays   busy 
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and  happy  with  Jennifer.  Ray  finished  law 
school,  passed  his  exams  for  the  Kansas 
Bar  Association,  and  now  works  with  a 
Topeka  law  firm. 

A  note  from  Judy  Launer  Palkovitz  tells 
us  she  is  taking  graduate  courses  while 
working  full  time  at  the  Institute  of  Gov- 

ernment, University  of  Virginia.  Husband 
Harry  will  complete  his  residency  in  neu- 

rology in  July  1969. 

A  promotion  was  earned  by  Bonnie  Ann 
LoBue  at  Rockefeller  University,  where  she 
is  now  head  of  the  Biological  Preparation 
Department.  Bonnie  still  finds  time  to 
travel — last  year  to  Arizona  at  Christmas, 
and  skiing  weekends  in  New  England.  She 
is  also  working  on  the  local  Ambulance 
Corps. 

Sally  Mercke  has  moved  into  the  posi- 
tion of  program  administrator  at  Arthur  D. 

Little,  Inc.,  for  an  industrial  development 
management  training  program  for  thirteen 
Africans  from  six  countries.  Weekends  are 
filled  with  visitors,  trips  to  New  York  and 
infinite  ski  trips.  The  many  other  Chatham- 
ires  in  the  area  can  feel  free  to  drop  in  at 

her  new  apartment,  furnished  in  "Early 

Mercke." 
A  new  job  for  Howard  with  a  law  firm 

in  Milwaukee  sent  Elaine  Mazer  Myers  to 
Wisconsin  to  live  in  November  1966. 
Elaine  has  been  working  as  a  school  social 
worker  with  the  Milwaukee  Public  Schools 

— a  different  sort  of  challenge,  says  Elaine. 

They  hope  to  move  into  their  first  "house" home  in  the  spring. 

Margot  Myers  Clark  is  very  happy  in  her 
new  role  as  mother  to  an  active,  inquisi- 

tive daughter;  Alexis  appears  to  be,  and 
rightly  so,  the  most  wonderful  part  of  the 

Clark's  world.  Margot  was  in  Pittsburgh 
twice  last  year  and  visited  with  Diane  Brut- 
out  Neimann  and  Lolly  Smith. 

The  grapevine  has  found  Judy  Myers 
for  us;  Judy  is  now  at  Indiana  University 
in  Bloomington,  busily  working  on  her 
Ph.D.  in  zoology. 

It's  always  fun  to  hear  from  associate members  of  our  class.  A  new  member  this 

year  is  Janet  Greenlee  Rohanna.  Janet  grad- 
uated from  Ohio  University  in  June  1963, 

Phi  Beta  Kappa  in  sociology.  After  two 
years  of  teaching,  she  and  Kalil,  a  chemis- 

try teacher,  have  a  7  5 -acre  farm  where  they 
raise  sheep,  beef  cattle  and  their  two 
children. 

Cassie  Heckler  Romain,  after  leaving 
Chatham  in  1961,  transferred  to  Columbia 
University  School  of  Nursing  to  receive  a 
B.S.  degree  in  1964.  After  several  interest- 

ing positions  in  New  York,  and  marriage 
to  Michael,  they  have  moved  to  Middle- 
town  and  have  been  busy  setting  up  Mi- 

chael's dental  practice.  Cassie  is  now  Mi- 
chael's nurse,  and  finds  it  fun  and  reward- 

ing to  watch  his  practice  grow. 

Cassie  sends  news  of  three  other  one- 
time Chathamites.  Joy  Johnson  Mills  and 

Barbara  Binkert  also  transferred  to  Colum- 
bia with  Cassie.  Joy  is  now  in  Taiwan  with 

her  husband.  Barbara  joined  the  Neurologi- 
cal Institute  at  Columbia  Medical  Center 

after  receiving  her  degree.  Carol  Llewellyn 
Dean  has  moved  to  Colorado  with  her 
husband  and  two  young  children. 
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Sue  Hill  Warner  and  husband  Edward 
now  reside  in  Raleigh,  where  Edward  is 

employed  in  an  engineer-architect  firm 
while  working  on  his  master's  degree  in 
mechanical  engineering.  Sue  keeps  busy 
with  their  new  daughter,  and  finds  time  to 
do  some  tutoring  in  reading. 

Jane  Martin  wrote  a  fascinating  letter 
from  Kenya,  where  she  is  doing  anthrop- 

ologic comparative  studies  for  a  Child 
Development  Research  project  financed  by 
Carnegie  Corporation  through  Harvard  and 
University  College  (Nairobi).  The  work 

includes  field  trips  "up-country"  to  test 
children  of  various  tribes,  and  a  concen- 

tration on  a  particular  community  and  its 
children.  The  work  sounds  like  H.D.  &  B. 
come  to  life,  and  Jane  is  enjoying  it  as 
well  as  the  country  and  the  people. 

As  for  myself,  Marty,  I  "rented"  in  May and  spent  the  summer  learning  to  keep 
house  (finally!)  and  waiting  and  watching 
in  awe  and  suspense  until  I  joined  the 

ranks  of  happy,  frustrated  motherhood.  Ac- 
cording to  "the  charts,"  Rob  at  five  months 

is  the  size  of  an  eleven-monther,  and  he's 
composite  of  angel  and  imp.  Bruce  has 
received  a  couple  promotions  as  he  moved 
to  a  different  department,  same  company, 
and  he  continues  to  teach  some  night 
courses  besides.  Many  thanks  to  all  of  you 
who  replied  to  my  pleas  for  news  this 
year — I  certainly  enjoyed  hearing  from  you. 

Nancy  Beach  reporting: 

It  was  wonderful  to  hear  from  so  many 
old  friends — almost  100%  response  this 
year.  Wish  I  could  have  the  whole  Re- 

corder for  the  good  news  from  all. 

Ba  Norris  Missen  sends  us  greetings  from 

London.  She  and  David  are  theatrical  "an- 
gels" (watch  for  the  Man  in  the  Glass 

Booth — their  latest  and  headed  for  Broad- 

way), busy  with  David's  public  relations firm,  and  quaffing  the  ale  with  Guy  and 
Luli  Davis  Wareing.  Super! 

Di  Phillips  is  immersed  in  practical  poli- 
tics— a  true  child  of  Ye  Olde  Modern  So- 

ciety. After  a  "worthwhile,  totally  involv- 
ing experience"  as  a  staff  member  of  the 

National  Advisory  Commission  on  Civil 
Disorder,  Di  worked  on  a  research  project 

and  is  now  the  state  coordinator  of  citizens' 
groups  for  a  Senatorial  nominee. 

Although  Ann  Niedermeyer  Fox  is  busy 
as  wife  and  mother  of  three,  she,  too,  car- 

ries on  in  our  apparent  tradition  of  in- 
volvement. Ann's  focus — -the  American 

Association  of  University  Women. 

Susan  Popky  Harris  is  now  program  di- 
rector of  the  reading  program  for  poverty 

area  elementary  schools  in  Seattle.  Mark  is 
doing  some  exciting  film  work  and  has  an 
Academy  Award  Nomination  for  his  movie 
on  saving  the  redwoods  in  California. 

New  homes  seem  to  be  another  common 

experience  for  the  Class  of  63.  Judy  Paul- 
sen Webb,  Carolyn  Rodgers  Flood,  Pinky 

Rosen  Lebovitz  and  families  are  busy  set- 
tling in.  Helen  Roesing  Monroe  has  the 

added  attraction  of  a  "pot  shop" — kiln  and 
clay,  that  is — in  their  basement. 

"Nothing  new"  says  Betsy  Phelps  Tuck- 
er. Zebun  Kahn  Islam  and  family  visited, 

and  Betsy  extends  the  same  warm  welcome 

to  all  friends  in  the  area.  Lucy  Resnic 
Derechin  and  husband,  complete  with  chi 
dren  and  dogs,  will  be  off  to  Californ 
soon  where  Michael  will  do  work  in  heme 
tology  at  U.C.L.A.  Sandy  Rossio  Molinoro 
sends  greetings  to  all. 

Sue  Rockwell  Coen  and  baby  Timmy  ai 

eagerly  awaiting  Jim's  homecoming  froi 
overseas  duty.  Sue  reports  that  Timmy  : 

a  "true  delight."  Sue  Johnson  Dyer  senc 
cheery  greetings.  The  Dyers  are  a  bus 
faculty  couple  along  with  Elena  Love  Gai, 

lard  and  husband  at  St.  Mark's  School. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  Bobbie  Laike 
Funkenstein.  Dan  is  a  fourth  year  medica 
student  at  Harvard,  and  Bobbie  is  a  psy 

chiatric  social  worker  at  Childrens'  Hos 

pital. 
I'm  finding  my  job  with  First  Nations 

City  Bank  more  fascinating  every  turn 
This  year  my  travels  tooks  me  to  the  Sovie 
Union — a  most  revealing  and  rewardini 
experience.  Wish  it  could  be  a  part  o 
Chatham's  basic  curriculum. 

Thanks  again  for  all  the  news. 

Gail  reporting: 

As  a  newcomer  to  the  post  of  class  sec 
retary,  I  am  thoroughly  enjoying  mysell 
and  love  to  hear  from  so  many  of  m 
classmates  again.  Thanks  to  all  the  fas 
replies!  Twas  appreciated! 

Starting  in  the  west,  word  comes  fron 
Debbie  Wolowitz  Cowan  and  Dianne  Rubit 
Newman,  representing  Euclid  and  Akron 
Ohio  respectively.  Debbie  has  a  new  job,  be 
ing  consultant  on  federal  programs  to  th- 
superintendent  of  Cleveland  Public  Schools 
This  is  in  addition  to  being  a  patient  wifi 
and  helper  to  physician  husband  Dale 
Debbie  and  Dianne  both  cheered  up  th> 
mailman  who  serves  our  apartment,  witl 

their  most  colorful  felt  tip  pens.  Dianne' 
witty  reply  to  the  question  of  new  job 

was  "chauffeur,  cook,  steno,  slave."  She' still  going  to  school  (a  trait  found  in  a) 
most  all  people  on  my  list)  and  has  begui 

a  master's  in  ancient  history  at  Akron  Uni 
versity.  Presently,  she  combines  hieroglyph 
ics  and  Egyptology  with  skiing,  and  hus 
band  Herb  adds  his  new  law  practice  ti 
this  combination.  What  an  active  family 
While  attending  a  Chatham  Alumnae  meet 
ing,  Dianne  met  Betsy  Phelps  Tuckei 
Ohio  is  getting  smaller  every  day. 

Stopping  off  in  Pittsburgh,  we  fin< 
Paulette  Schultz  Krause  busily  being  wife 
substitute  teacher,  and  most  recently  th< 
mother  of  a  delightful  daughter  (I  quoti 
Paulette).  She  reports  that  Pat  Burda  Sli 
winski  is  busy  keeping  house  in  Alaska 
That's  what  I  call  really  "getting  awa; 

from  it  all." Heading  south  to  Baltimore,  Joan  Sala 
Green  greets  us  as  the  bride  of  this  sec 
tion  of  our  class.  She  was  just  married  a 
I  wrote  this  class  news,  and  had  recenth 

received  a  master's  degree  in  food  service 
from  University  of  Guelph  in  Canada.  Thi 
new  bridegroom  is  an  electro  chemist  witl 
Research  Institute  for  Advanced  Studies  ir 
Baltimore.  Looks  like  1968  is  her  year 
Judy  Strain  Barton  leads  us  into  Virginis 
and  into  her  new  home.  Her  husband  is  s 
staff  member  of  Post  Office  and  Civil  Serv 
ice  Committee,  U.  S.  House  of  Representa 



dves.  Daughter  Jennifer,  aged   l'/i.  is  en- 
tertaining the  household  with  her  "antics." 

Barb  Shullman  Young's  newsy  letter 
brings  our  tour  to  Ithaca  where  she  and 
Steve  are  up  to  their  ears  in  education  at 
Cornell.  Steve  is  finishing  at  Sloan  Insti- 
:ute  of  Hospital  and  Medical  Care  Admin- 

istration of  the  Graduate  School  of  Busi- ness and  Public  Administration  and  will 
get  his  M.B.A.  in  June.  Barb  joins  him  in 

'degrees,  with  her  M.A.,  also  due  in  June. 
She  has  been  in  grad  school  since  last 
('ear,  and  had  an  assistantship  in  counsel- 

ling in  home  economics.  "Joel,  age  2, 
[won't  know  what  to  do  with  mother  home 

jail  day,"  to  quote  Barb.  Life  is  not  dull in  the  Young  household!  Barb  saw  Nan 
Hail  Lombardi  and  spoke  to  Nancy  Beach, 
is  well  as  had  a  surprise  visit  from  Linda 
Cooper  Brodson  and  John  who  were  re- 

turning from  Expo.  Seems  that  Barb  is 
running  her  own  Chatham  alumnae  chap- 
ter. 

A  quick  trip  to  Italy  finds  Susan  Wilson 

working  at  Berenson's  Villa  "I  Tatti"  in 
Florence.  This  is  the  Harvard  University 
Center  for  Italian  Renaissance  Studies,  and 

jit  is  Susan's  2nd  year.  I  quote  Sue:  "I 
love  it  here."  And  her  letter  shows  that 
Italy  and  Susan  are  very  happy  together. 

Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington  just  made  my 
deadline  with  her  news  of  a  fabulous  trip 

to  Mexico,  expansion  of  Bob's  store  (home 
furnishings,  anyone? )  and  a  most  active 
bundle  of  energy,  Bill  aged  1  Vi-  Betsy 
sounds  most  happy  and  very  much  a  part 
pf  suburban  Chicago. 

It  is  very  logical  (and  also  sneaky)  that 

pur  "tour"  ends  up  in  my  neck  of  the 
(woods,  the  Philadelphia  area.  But  I'm 
pleased  to  say  that  this  area  is  well- 
populated  with  Chatham  alumnae.  First, 
Louise  Sonnenberg  is  at  Lankenau  Hospital 
as  an  intern,  having  earned  her  degree  one 

day  before  "our  household."  She  was  the 
.first  to  answer  my  letter,  and  being  an  in- 

itern's  wife,  I  know  how  busy  Louise  is. 
Her  comment  on  news  was,  "I  am  a  busy 
and  happy  intern."  And  that's  quite  a  lot! 

Nancy  Sander  Haas  is  located  in  Wayne. 

'She  is  occupied  with  daughter  Kathy  who 
'has  walked  since  nine  months.  She  is  also 
[substituting  elementary  school  in  Radnor 
and  Upper  Merion  townships.  Her  husband 
Dave  is  a  pilot,  and  one  easily  sees  no  bore- 

dom for  Nancy. 

Caroline  Whaley  has  been  teaching  at 
Temple  University,  Western  Civilization, 
,no  less.  She  is  working  on  her  doctorate  in 
^history,  and  for  novelty,  took  her  three- 

'week  semester  break  in  the  form  of  a  jaunt 
to  India.  Lucky  gal!  I've  not  gotten  to- 

gether with  her  for  lunch  yet,  but  hope  to 
|do  so  before  the  next  Recorder. 

As  far  as  the  Verlin  household  (former- 
ly Gail  Bloom)  goes,  things  are  relatively 

.quiet.  Mike  is  at  Albert  Einstein  Medical 
Center  as  an  intern.  Because  of  all  his 

inight  duties,  I've  lots  more  free  time  than 
I  ever  did,  and  now  am  sewing,  knitting, 

'and  studying.  I'm  still  working  for  a  mas- 
ter's degree  in  music  history  at  Temple University  and  continually  see  Mr.  Clifford 

Taylor  ( formerly  at  Chatham ) .  Also  on  a 
large  wall  in  the  music  building  hangs  a 
most  vibrant  work  by  Mr.  LeClair,  also 
formerly  of  Chatham.   So  even  at  Temple, 

with  all  its  thousands  of  students,  I'm  sur- 
rounded by  Chatham.  We  are  remaining  in 

Philadelphia  because  Mike  will  be  a  first- 
year  resident  in  internal  medicine  at  Ein- 

stein in  July.  I'm  still  teaching  music  in 
Cherry  Hill.  Come  and  visit  if  you're  in 
the  area.  We'd  love  to  see  you. 

65 Myra  Hull  Grillum 
(Mrs.  Gary  P.) 

2213  East  69th  Street 
Chicago,  111.  60649 

Patricia  Papp  Breman 
(Mrs.  Sidney  D.) 

1397  Furnace  Brook  Parkway 

Quincy,  Mass.  02169 

Marsha  Richards  Bingler 
,(Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.) 

1308  Lancaster  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

Jane  Tobey  Eden 
(Mrs.  Michael  P.) 

1397  Furnace  Brook  Parkway 

Quincy,  Mass.  02169 
ENGAGEMENTS 

Penelope  D.  Barley  to  Daniel  W.  Wolboldt 
(June  29,  1968  wedding  planned) 

Bibi  Boles  to  Sam  Evans  (April  6,  1968 
wedding  planned ) 

Beverly  Miller  to  Kenneth  W.  Blessinger 
Maxine  Ruter  to  Daniel  Martin  Horowitz 

(August  11  wedding  planned) 

MARRIAGES 

Patty  Baisler  to  Ronald  Van  Amberg,  Au- 
gust 19,  1967 

Rebecca  Chapin  Bennett  to  James  E.  Wal- 
lace, Jr.,  August  26,  1967 

Carol  A.  Craven  to  Kenneth  S.  Kratz,  July 
8,  1967 

Judy  Goslee  to  Dennis  Dias,  June  10,  1967 
Carol  Hartman  to  Lieutenant  (j.g.)  Thom- 

as King  Elden,  July  8,  1967 
Ann  McClure  to  John  E.  Hall,  August  26, 

1967 
Susanne  Newton  to  Laird  Robert  Kelly, 

February  17,  1967 
Patricia  Orleans  to  Melvyn  B.  Siegel,  Octo- 

ber 1,  1967 
Patricia  Papp  to  Lt.  Sidney  D.  Breman, 

April  8,  1967 
Jane  Tobey  to  Michael  P.  Eden,  August 

19,  1967 
Diana  Wirsig  to  Thomas  P.  Gerrity,  June, 

1967. 

BIRTHS 

Diane  Browarsky  Levine,  a  son,  Adam 
Samuel,  December  12,  1967 

Genie  Eickele  Haldenwang,  a  daughter, 
Michele  Marie,  January  25,  1968 

Sandy  Ellis  Kercher,  a  daughter,  Kimberly 
Joyce,  November  4,  1967 

Linda  Harris  Howard,  a  son,  Harold  Wayne, 
Jr.,  August  30,  1967 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney,  a  daughter,  Cath- 
erine May,  July  9,  1967 

Linda  Kates  Meyer,  a  daughter,  Laura  Mi- 
chele, December  13,  1967 

Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney,  a  son,  David 
Nelson,  December  1,  1967 

Linda  Marsh  McGurk,  a  daughter,  Shan- 
non, February  2,  1968 

Susan  Michaels  Orringer,  a  son,  Jeffrey 
Scott,  December  7,  1967 

Pamela  Proksa  Patt,  three  sons,  Abraham, 

Issac,  Jacob,  December  25,  1967  and  De- 
cember 26,  1967 

Pamela  Stirba  Russell,  a  daughter,  Jenni- 
fer Lee,  September  9,  1967 

Susan  Soule  Cox,  a  son,  Butler  Schermer- 
horn,  Jr.,    (Sam),   October    18,    1967 

Christina  Swansen  Cummings,  a  son,  John 
Randall,  May  16,  1967 

Mary  Jane  Tremble  Baumann,  a  son,  Ul- 
rich  Roberts,  December  27,   1967 

Judith  Wetlaufer  Clinton,  a  son,  Jesse 
Nash,  December  4,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Suzanne   Archer   Dawes    (Mrs.   Louis),   49 
Wood  Street,  Canandaigua,  N.  Y.  14424 

Patricia   Baisler   Van   Amberg    (Mrs.    Ron- 
ald),  1700  Beach  Street,  San   Francisco, 

Calif.  94123 

Penelope    D.    Barley,    5440    Fifth    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Barbara    E.     Bauman,     c/o    Peace     Corps, 
American    Embassy,   Kabul,   Afghanistan 

Rebecca  Bennett  Wallace   (Mrs.  James  E.), 
44     Cervantes     Boulevard,     #302,     San 
Francisco,  Calif.  94123 

Linda    Berg,    535    Pelham    Road,    Philadel- 
phia, Pa.  19119 

Linda  Breitel  Paez    (Mrs.  Mario),  219  Ur- 
ban Drive,  Verona,  Pa.  15147 

Joan  Bretz  Peirce    (Mrs.   James   E.),    1130 
South    Michigan     Avenue,     Apt.     2913, 
Chicago,  111.  60605 

Barbara    Brubaker    Despard     (Mrs.    Victor 
R.,    Ill),    41    Greenlawn    Road,    Paoli, 
Pa.  19301 

Diane    Browarsky    Levine     (Mrs.    David), 
548th    General    Dispensary,    APO    San 
Francisco,  Calif.  96301 

Sally    Broun    Lincoln     (Mrs.    John),     39 

Maple  Avenue,   Hastings-on-Hudson,  N. Y.  10706 
Diane  Brutout  Neimann    (Mrs.  Paul),  604 

Maple  Lane,  Sewickley,  Pa.   15143 
Rosemary    Cesarone,    5713    Elwood    Street, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Sarah   Corwin,    17   Locust  Street,   Pittsford, 

N.  Y.  14534 

Carol    Craven    Kratz    ( Mrs.    Kenneth    S. ) , 

c/o  Hotel  Jolly,  Taranto,  Italy 
Francie  Darr  Aley    (Mrs.  G.  Thomas),   12 

Stagecoach  Road,  Medfield,  Mass.  02052 
Sandy    Ellis    Kercher    (Mrs.    David),    634 

East  Thornton  Lake  Drive,  Albany,  Ore. 

97321 Ginny     Fisher    O'Leary     (Mrs.     Morgan), 
10862     Valley    View    Drive,    Brighron, 
Mich.  48116 

Sandy  Geld  man  Forquer    (Mrs.  Timothy), 
c/o  Hotel  Jolly,  Taranto,  Italy 

Michele    Goorland    Tuchman     (Mrs.    R.), 

735  Kappock  Street,  Apt.  H-12-D,  Bronx, N.  Y.  10463 

Judy    Goslee   Dias    (Mrs.    Dennis),    1352 
Pennsbury   Boulevard    South,    Pittsburgh, Pa.  15205 

Susan  Haas  Nordby   (Mrs.  David  O.),  636 
South    Linden    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15208 

Patricia    Hammerstein    Goldman    (Mrs.    F. 

James),  120  North  Homewood  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15208 

Linda  Harris  Howard    (Mrs.   Harold  W. ), 
1165     Florence     Street,     Aurora,     Colo. 
80010 

Carol  Hartman  Elden    (Mrs.   Thomas  K.), 
c/o   Naval    Station    Legal   No.    2,    FPO 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  96651 

Sarah  P.  Hendon,  101  G.  Street,  S.W.,  Apt. 
A-419,  Washington,  D.  C.  20024 

Sara    C.    Heslep,    5336    South    Greenwood 
Avenue,  Chicago,  111.  60615 

Sidney    Hudig,    57    Mount    Vernon    Street, 
Boston,  Mass.  02108 
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Lynne  Jack  Porlerfield  ( Mrs.  James ) ,  2 1 7 
East  Main  Street,  Kent,  Ohio  44240 

Gay  H.  Jackson,  318  East  Jefferson  Street, 
Iowa  City,  Iowa  52240 

Nancy  Johnson  and  Barbara  Zitko,  341 
Broadway,   Cambridge,   Mass.   02139 

Heather  Johnston,  318  East  Jefferson,  Iowa 
City,  Iowa  52240 

Linda  Kates  Meyer  (Mrs.  John  S. ),  2430 
Lincoln  Street,  San  Diego,  Calif.  92104 

Sheila  Kieran,  21  Jones  Street,  Apt.  5- 
Rear,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10014 

Bridget  Kumutat  Allen  (Mrs.  Richard  P.), 
40  South  Water  Street,  Lewisburg,  Pa. 
17837 

Karen  Kvam,  c/o  Hotel  Bergland,  6450 
Solden,  Oetzel-Tirol,  Osterreich 

J  ante  Lanigan,  246  East  62  nd  Street,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10021 

Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  (Mrs.  Jack  E.), 
1126  Stanford  Drive  Northeast,  Albu- 

querque, N.  M. 87106 
Linda  Marsh  McGurk  (Mrs.  John  L.,  Jr.), 

68  Bourne  Street,  Auburndale,  Mass. 
02166 

Ann  McClure  Hall  (Mrs.  John  E.),  649- 
TB  Elm  Spring  Court,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15220 

Judith  A.  Meub,  Shirley  McNerney  and 
Ingrid  von  Dattan,  1  Arsenal  Square, 
Apt.  3,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Frances  K.  Meyers,  29  Monroe  Place, 
Brooklyn,  NY.  11201 

Susan  Michaels  Orringer  (Mrs.  Mark  B.), 
550  North  Broadway,  Balrimore,  Md. 
21205 

Beverly  Miller,  Owen  Hall,  W-731,  Michi- 
gan State  University,  East  Lansing, 

Mich.  46824 

Constance  Morey  Perrucci  (Mrs.  Ronald), 
2001  Monterey  Street,  San  Luis  Obispo, 
Calif.  93401 

Susanne  Newton  Kelly  (Mrs.  Laird  R.), 
131  44rh  Srreet,  Manhattan  Beach,  Calif. 
90266 

Patricia  Orleans  Siegel  (Mrs.  Melvyn), 
Cedarbrook  Hill,  Apr.  B-920,  Wyncote, 
Pa.  19095 

Janice  Patterson,  411  Waupelani  Drive, 
Apt.  D-320,  State  College,  Pa.   16801 

Eileen  Raden,  1436-A  67th  Avenue,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.  19126 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui  (Mrs.  Yasu- 
hiro),  611  West  Bradley  Avenue,  Cham- 

paign, 111.  61820 
Ronya  Seig  Sallade  (Mrs.),  423  Dennis- 

ton  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 
Sandra  Small,  1030  Broad  Street  Exten- 

sion, Sumpter,  S.  C.  29150 
Jacqueline  Smyth  Gawthrop  (Mrs.  Samuel 

M.,  Jr.),  R.D.  1,  Chester  Springs,  Pa. 
19425 

Nancy  Speck,  665  Maryland  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15232 

Pamela  Stirba  Russell  (Mrs.  William  L.), 
R.D.  #1,  Zionsville,  Pa.  18092 

Virginia  Siretton  Smith  (Mrs.  Douglas 
G.),  734  East  Grand  River  Avenue, 
Okemos,  Mich.  48864 

Christina  Swansen  Cummings  (Mrs.  John 
A.),  6233  Glade  Street,  Mt.  Washing- 

ton, O.  45230 

Betsy  Unangst,  101  G  Street,  S.W.,  Apt. 
A-419,  Washington,  D.  C.  20024 

Susan  Vansant  Bartz  (Mrs.  Jarold  M.), 
849-A  Sigsbee  Road,  Key  West,  Fla. 
33040 

Marcia  Webb  Buxton  (Mrs.  Thomas  L. ), 
12251  S.E.  59th  Street,  Bellevue,  Wash. 
98804 
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Judith    Wetlaujer    Clinton     (Mrs.    Peter), 
50  Ashland  Avenue,  Buffalo,  New  York 
14222 

Ellen    Wetzel  Mialky    (Mrs.   Edward   M.), 
32  Deshon  Court,  Butler,  Pa.   16001 

Margaret     Whiting,    c/o    Emma    Willard 
School,  Troy,  New  York  12181 

Martha  L.    Wilson,   2723  O  Street,  N.W., 
Washington,  D.  C.  20007 

Diana   Wirsig  Gerrity    (Mrs.  Thomas  P.), 
107    Spring    Srreet,    Watertown,    Mass. 
02172 

Marsha  reporting: 

Susie  Archer  Dawes  and  Lou  enjoyed  a 

happy  year  which  included  two  weeks  vaca- 
tion in  Wyoming  with  Lynn  Schreiber 

Glasser  and  Steve.  Lou  plans  to  go  to 
graduate  school  in  the  fall. 

After  receiving  her  M.A.  in  European 
history  from  Pitt  in  August,  1967,  Sue 
Atherton  Kleine  is  teaching  social  studies 
at  Fifth  Avenue  High  School  in  the  Hill 

District.  She  describes  the  job  as  a  "real 
challenge — to  say  the  least."  She  still  sees 
a  lot  of  Nancy  Speck,  Mary  Krein  How- 
arth  and  Elite  Raden. 

Other  classmates  who  are  pursuing  grad- 
uate degrees  include  Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer. 

She  received  her  M.A.  in  English  from 
Michigan  State  University  in  June,  1967 

and  is  "still  plodding  along  with  a  year- 
and-a-half  to  go  for  the  doctorate."  Hus- 

band Rick  is  a  doctoral  candidate  in  bio- 
chemistry. 

Ginny  Damato  is  teaching  high  school 

English  and  speech  in  Trumbull,  Connecti- 
cut and  hopes  to  finish  her  M.S.  in  educa- 

tion this  summer,  go  to  Mexico  for  the 
Olympics,  and  move  to  Westchester,  N.  Y. 
to  teach  in  the  fall. 

Ginny  Fisher  O'Leary  is  very  busy  as  a 
lecturer  in  psychology  in  the  Graduate 
School  of  Nursing  at  the  University  of 
Michigan  while  also  finishing  work  on  her 
Ph.D.  in  social  psychology  at  Wayne  State 
University,  which  she  hopes  to  complete 
by  September  or  December. 

From  the  Westfield,  New  Jersey  Leader, 

we  learn  that  Barbara  Bauman's  Peace 
Corps  group  assignment  in  Afghanistan  is 
taking  her  to  the  rural  areas  to  participate 
in  mass  immunization  against  smallpox  and 
cholera. 

Sheila  Bennett  Harris  is  meeting  lots  of 
interesting  people  while  working  in  her 

husband's  new  lighting  showroom  in  the 
North  Hills  area.  She  enjoyed  seeing  Pam 
(Stirba)  and  Bill  Russell  and  their  new 

daughter  on  New  Year's  weekend.  She  is also  chairman  of  a  program  for  young 

mothers  in  the  area,  Mother's  Day  Out, 
which  offers  a  stimulating  change  from 
household  toil. 

Becky  Bennett  Wallace  reports  she  is  en- 
joying married  life.  Her  husband  is  in  law 

school.  She  and  Patty  Baisler  Van  Amberg 

were  in  each  other's  wedding. 

Bibi  Boles  is  to  be  married  in  April 
when  Sam  returns  from  Vietnam.  He  will 
have  five  more  months  in  the  Army  and 
then  will  return  to  graduate  work  at  UCLA 
and  Bibi  will  continue  acting  whenever 

possible. 

Joan  Bretz  Peirce  (please  note  correc- 
tion of  spelling! )  and  husband  Jim  are  en- 

joying living  in  Chicago.  Jim  is  the  busi- 
ness economist  for  a  large  corporation  and 

Joan  is  assistant  to  the  international  econ- 
omist of  a  large  Chicago  bank.  She  has  to 

complete  a  thesis  to  receive  her  M.A. 

Diane  Brouarsky  Levine  writes  that  she, 
David  and  new  son  will  return  to  the  U.S. 
in  March.  When  David  gets  out  of  the 
Army  in  July  he  will  begin  his  Ph.D.  in 
preventive  medicine  and  Public  Health, 
either  at  Johns  Hopkins,  Berkeley  or  the 
University  of  Seattle.  Diane  then  hopes  to 
teach  part  time  or  take  a  graduate  course. 

After  spending  an  enjoyable  year  in  New 
York  City,  Sally  Brown  Lincoln  reports 
that  in  January  her  husband  was  trans- 

ferred to  Los  Angeles  as  salesman  fot  Amer- 
ican Hospital  Supply  Company.  They  were 

both  looking  forward  to  the  change.  Sally 

was  in  Carol  Hartman  Elden's  wedding  in 

July,  1967. 
Carol  Craven  Kratz  finds  living  in  Ta- 

ranto,  Italy  (a  small  town  in  the  heel  of 

the  boot)  "interesting,  challenging  and 
frustrating."  Her  husband  is  working  for 
Westinghouse  there,  as  is  Sandy  Geldman 

Forquer's  husband.  The  four  of  them  spend 
much  time  together.  Anyone  going  to 
Italy   is   invited   to   visit   them. 

Pam  Davis  McGee  began  doing  social 
work  for  the  Los  Angeles  Department  of 
Social  Service  in  Long  Beach  last  May 
when  husband  Hugh  left  for  nine  months 
of  patroling  off  Vietnam  in  a  Navy  mine 
sweeper. 

Sandy  Ellis  Kercher  reports  that  they  are 
enjoying  the  beautiful  State  of  Oregon, 
where  Dave  is  an  administrative  trainee 
with  a  pulp  and  paper  company.  Sandy  is 
busy  with  new  daughter  Kimberly  and  is 

enjoying  the  climate  which  permits  yeat- round  golfing. 

Janie  Flaster  Biggard  still  adores  teach- 
ing and  finds  her  work  at  the  School  for 

Blind  Children  quite  rewarding. 

Linda  Breitel  Paez  received  her  master's 
in  library  science  from  Pitt  in  April  and 
was  elected  to  Beta  Phi  Mu,  International 

Library  Science  Honor  Society  after  gradu- 
ation. She  is  now  the  assistant  head  of  the 

order  section  at  the  new  University  of 
Pittsburgh  Hillman  Library,  a  job  she  finds 
very  exciting.  She  sees  a  lot  of  Mary  Krein 
Howarth  who  recently  joined  the  library 

staff.  Linda's  husband  has  been  promoted 
to  senior  engineer  with  the  Allis-Chalmers Company. 

As  for  your  reporter,  I  left  Senator 

Boggs'  office  in  March,  1967  to  work  in 
the  newly  opened  Romney  for  President 
Committee  Headquarters  in  downtown 
Washington.  Although  I  was  only  there  for 
three  months,  it  was  a  fascinating  experi- 

ence^— and  much  hard  work.  During  the 
summer  months  I  was  busy  getting  ready 
to  move  back  to  Pittsburgh  in  the  fall 
(looking  for  a  place  to  live,  etc.)  and  did 

manage  to  tag  along  with  John  on  a  two- 
week  business  trip  south  to  Mississippi  and 
New  Orleans.  We  moved  October  1.  John 

is  working  in  the  U.  S.  Attorney's  office and  is  getting  lots  of  trial  experience.  I 
enjoyed  seeing  Sally  Brown  Lincoln  and 

Carol  Hartman  Elden  at  Carol's  wedding  in 
July.  It  was  great  to  hear  from  so  many 
of  you  this  year! 



News  from  Associate  class  members: 

Linda  Berg  graduated  from  the  Univer- 
sity of  Pennsylvania  in  1965  and  has  been 

teaching  primary  grades  in  a  Philadelphia 
public  school.  She  recently  completed  work 

for  her  master's  degree  in  elementary  edu- 
cation at  Temple  University. 

Vrancie  Darr  Aley  and  family  are  now 
living  in  New  England  where  Tom  has  a 
new  job  as  national  sales  manager  for  Syl- 

vania's  Hospital  Communications  Systems. 
They  see  a  lot  of  Sid  and  Patti  Brenman 
and  Mike  and  Jane  Eden. 

Penny  Embry  McGoey  is  busy  "Gillian- 
raising  and  loving  it!"  Husband  Bob  was 
recently  appointed  Assistant  District  At- 

torney in  Westchester  County,  N.  Y.  Pen- 
ny requests  that  anyone  knowing  the  where- 

abouts of  Peggy  Redmond  Bittner  please 
let  her  know. 

Myra  reporting: 

Georgetown,  Delaware,  was  the  scene 

of  Judy  Goslee  Dias'  June  wedding,  in 
which  Rosemary  Cesarone,  Carol  Craven 
Kratz,  and  Ann  McClure  Hall  served  as 

bridesmaids.  Ann  writes,  "It  was  truly 
beautiful — the  reception  was  held  under  a 

marquis  in  her  yard."  After  a  honeymoon 
at  St.  Maarten's  in  the  West  Indies,  Judy 
and  Dennis  returned  to  Pittsburgh  and 
Judy  to  work  at  Mellon  Bank. 

In  August  Ann  McClure  Hall  took  the 
long  walk,  and  after  a  Cape  Cod  honey- 

moon she  and  Jack  renamed  to  Pittsburgh, 
where  Ann  continues  her  public  relations 
work  at  U.  S.  Steel.  At  home  Ann  keeps 
busy  learning  to  cook  and  arguing  with 
Jack,  a  second  year  law  student  at  Du- 

quesne,  that  "ramifications"  and  "lines  of 
reasoning"  are  every  bit  as  important  as the  decisions  themselves.  Mr.  Ossman  would 
be  proud  of  her. 

Carol  Hartman  Elden,  at  whose  July 
wedding  Sally  Broun  Lincoln  was  matron 
of  honor,  has  been  having  a  long  Philip- 

pine honeymoon.  Stationed  at  Subic  Bay, 
husband  Tom  is  a  legal  officer,  and  Carol 
is  teaching  piano  lessons,  tutoring,  partici- 

pating in  a  volunteer  reading  group  for 
rhe  local  elementary  schools,  and  working 
on  a  committee  that  entertains  Marines  in 
training  for  Vietnam.  The  Eldens  spent  a 

week  in  Hong  Kong  and  even  "got  a  peek 
at  Communist  China,  too!" 

David,  who  has  been  wotking  on  a  re- 
search project  for  Mellon  Bank,  and  Susie 

Haas  Nordby  have  been  living  in  London 

near  Regent's  Park  and  "are  neighbors  with 
the  best  zoo  and  its  inhabitants."  Travel 
has  been  exciting  for  the  Nordbys,  who  in 
November  were  in  garbage-struck  Rome, 

"it  had  a  quaint  medieval  flavor,"  and  who 
at  Christmastime  visited  Paris,  "a  rainy 
but  lovely  fairyland."  Susie  returned  to 
Pittsburgh  in  February,  where  she  is  pre- 

paring their  "first  and  final  house"  for 
David's  arrival  later.  We  extend  our  sym- pathy to  Susan  whose  father  died  in  March. 

Sandy  Geldman  Vorquer  writes  of  a 
blissful  life  of  relaxation,  social  activity 
(especially  with  neighbor  Carol  Craven 
Kratz),  and  travel.  She  and  Tim  played 
Lord  and  Lady  for  awhile  in  a  castle- 
converted  hotel  in  Ireland,  and  other  trips 
have  included  Sicily,  Greece,  and  the  United 

States.  Summer  was  especially  marvelous 

with  a  long  visit  from  Sandy's  sister  Linda, 
a  Chatham  senior.  Sandy  closes,  "Carol  and 
I  amuse  ourselves  by  fighting  spinal  menin- 

gitis epidemics,  helping  a  tad  with  the 
Sicilian  earthquake  crisis,  and  cooking 
brownies  and  chocolare  chip  cookies  to 
keep  our  men  happy.  Our  best  regards  to 

all." 

Judy  Haberman  Katz  and  husband  Rob- 
ert visited  the  United  States  last  spring, 

"returning  to  Israel  just  in  time  for  the 
beginning  of  the  pte-war  tension.  Since  the 
war  we  ( and  the  rest  of  the  country! ) 
have  been  doing  some  travelling  in  the 
new  territories,  and  of  course  getting  used 

to  living  in  re-united  Jerusalem." 
Bev  Hamilton  writes  that  she  is  finishing 

het  graduate  work  at  Pitt  School  of  Social 

Work  .  .  .  "finally!"  Bev,  who  will  receive 
her  master's  in  April,  has  accepted  a  posi- 

tion starting  in  May  at  Presbyterian- 
University  Hospital  as  a  medical  social 
worker.  Congratulations,  Bev! 

Linda  Harris  Howard's  husband,  a  ser- 
geant in  the  Air  Force,  is  stationed  at 

Lowry  Air  Force  Base  in  Denver.  While 
Harold  attends  school  part  time  in  engi- 

neering, Linda  attends  to  "Diapers!  Di- 

apers! Diapers!" 
Sara  Heslep  is  pleased  to  report  a  re- 

cent promotion  at  the  admissions  office  of 
the  University  of  Chicago;  she  will  shortly 

assume  the  position  of  assistant  to  the  Co- 
ordinator for  Government  Fellowships  and 

Training  Programs.  Sara  is  kept  busy  with 
the  tutoring  of  a  Japanese  student  in  Eng- 

lish, and  with  singing  in  the  Collegium 
Musicum  Chorus  and  the  Episcopal  Student 
Concert  Choir.  She  is  particularly  looking 

forward  to  Vivaldi's  "Gloria"  as  an  Easter 
work. 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  knows  what 

she  means;  she  describes  herself  as  "a  pro- 
fessional Mom,  and  a  doting  one  at  that." The  red  tape  has  been  frustrating  but 

Elaine  and  Mike  are  making  arrangements 
to  return  to  the  United  States  and  are  dy- 

ing to  show  off  the  irresistable  Catherine. 

From  her  picture,  she's  a  charmer  indeed. 

Sidney  Hudig  has  the  glamorous  job  of 
managing  the  Galletia  Clothing  Boutique  in 

Miller's  shoe  store.  Sidney  went  sailing  last 
summer  and  fall,  and  "finally  bought  skis 
in  hopes  of  becoming  a  good  skier."  Sid- 

ney also  spent  "a  fantastic  Mexico  vacation 
last  year  'way  down  at  the  bottom  of  Baja 

California." 
Lynne  Jack  Porterfield  is  up  to  her  eye- 

brows in  drama  work  at  Kent  State  Uni- 

versity. Aspiring  to  receive  her  master's this  summer,  she  is  reading  and  writing 
for  her  thesis  on  the  first  female  Restora- 

tion playwright  to  earn  a  living  from  the 
theatre.  In  addition,  Lynne  is  Director  of 
Family  Plays  for  Kent  State  University  and 
the  Ohio  Department  of  Mental  Hygiene 
and  Correction. 

Congratulations  to  Heather  Johnston,  to 
whom  was  recently  awarded  a  master  of 
science  degree  from  the  State  University  of 
New  York  at  Buffalo.  Heather  writes: 
spent  the  summer  as  a  unit  leader  in  Girl 
Scout  camp  outside  Cincinnati,  with  time 

out  for  Diane  Brutout  Neimann's  wedding. 
Plan   to   go   back   this   summer   as   business 

manager.  Spent  first  semester  living  in  a 
cottage  on  a  lake — very  Thoreau;  but  I 
plan  to  move  to  Iowa  City  very  soon — 
close  to  where  the  action  is  (and  incident- 

ally the  computer),  as  it  were.  Future  plans 
remain  the  same:  perpetual  student  syn- 

drome." 

Nancy  Johnson  is  leading  a  tranquil  life 
in  Boston  as  a  caseworker  for  the  Massa- 

chusetts Commission  for  the  Blind.  Nancy, 
who  is  living  with  Barbara  Zitko  and  two 
others,  is  planning  a  March  vacation  to 
California. 

John  and  Linda  Kates  Meyer  had  a  happy 
1967.  John  took  the  California  bar  exam  in 
August,  and  the  news  that  he  had  passed 
arrived  just  in  time  to  greet  little  Laura. 
Now  living  in  a  house  and  the  owners  of 
an  endearing  Bassett  hound,  Linda  and 
John  love  the  climate,  the  slower  pace  of 
living,  and  the  variety  of  things  to  do. 
However,  after  staying  in  California  for 
two  years,  the  Meyers  are  looking  forward 
to  a  trip  east  this  June. 

Evie  Kinast  McElhaney  desctibes  little 

David  as  "a  real  H.  D.  and  B.  practicum!" 
Evie  has  been  very  absorbed  in  political 
involvement.  A  convinced  opponent  of  the 
war  in  Vietnam,  she  has  been  knocking 

on  doors,  taking  polls,  and  distributing  lit- 
erature. Also  she  has  been  doing  some  typ- 

ing at  home;  "it's  extra  money,  and  it  keeps 

my  hands  in  shape  for  Ron's  thesis!" 
Mary  Krein  Hoivarth  tells  of  the  Junior 

Sixties  Alumnae  Club  successes  with  the 
Man  for  All  Seasons  and  Gone  with  the 
Wind  benefits,  and  of  an  exciting  whirl- 

wind tour  to  Europe — seven  cities  in  two 
weeks!  The  Battle  of  the  Gnats  spiced  up 

the  Howarth's  camping  vacation  in  August 
to  Expo.  Mary's  Christmas  present  from 
Pitt  was  a  master's  degree  in  library  sci- 

ence, and  she  is  now  a  systems  analyst  at 

the  University's  new  Hillman  Library. 

Bridget  Kumutat  Allen  enjoys  her  posi- 

tion as  a  "full  time  'hausfrau'."  Richard 
joined  the  staff  at  Bucknell  University,  and 

now  "we  and  two  semi-German  shepherds 
live  in  a  quaint  little  old  house  about  fifry 

feet  from  the  Susquehanna  River." 
Karen  Kvam  sends  her  greetings  from 

her  work  at  a  ski  resort  not  too  far  from 
Innsbruck,  Austria.  Karen,  who  traveled 

part  of  the  four  months  with  Barbara  Zit- 
ko, visited  many  European  counrties  and 

spent  several  very  enjoyable  weeks  with 
Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  in  London. 

Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  and  Jack  ate  the 
proud  owners  of  a  new  contemporary  house 
and  a  new  dachsund  puppy.  Jack  is  enjoy- 

ing his  associate  professorship  at  his  alma 
mater,  the  University  of  New  Mexico,  and 
Linda  is  taking  beginning  Portuguese  at 
the  University.  She  enjoys  the  chance  to 
use  her  Spanish  with  the  large  Mexican 

population.  The  Tomlins  like  the  south- 
western sun,  the  side-trips  to  Mexico,  and 

a  more  relaxed  pace  of  living. 

Blissfully  taking  care  of  a  punning  hus- 
band, two  active  young  ones,  and  a  per- 

petually mischievous  puppy  (with  the  mis- 
leading name  of  Lambchop),  Linda  Marsh 

McGurk  couldn't  be  happier.  She  and  Jack 
bought  a  "dream  of  a  house — 150  years 
old,  colonial  two-story  with  barn,  spacious 
yard    wirh    roses   and    lilacs,    and    complete 
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with  white  picket  fence  covered  with  trum- 
pet vines.  What  a  welcome  change  after 

a  small  apartment  and  a  grumpy  land- 

lord!" After  taking  education  courses  this  summer 
(bur  no  practice  teaching  yet),  I  (Myra 
Hull  Gillum)  have  since  been  teaching 
English  and  sponsoring  the  school  paper  in 
a  suburban  junior  high  school.  With  a  dy- 

namic principal,  inrerested  faculty,  and 
children  who  have  a  good  sense  of  humor, 
I  thoroughly  enjoy  my  job,  even  though  it 
certainly  is  a  lot  of  work.  Gary  is  in  his 
second  year  ar  the  University  of  Chicago 
and  still  loves  economics  as  much  as  ever. 

Pat  reporting: 

Much  news  has  come  from  members  of  our 
class  who  conrinue  to  be  involved  in  the 

academic  world,  either  as  students  or  teach- 
ers.  Nearing  completion  of  work  on  their 

master's  degrees  are  Martha  Repman  (li- 
brary science  at  Drexel ) ,  Beverly  Miller 

(teaching  of  reading  at  Michigan  State 
University),  and  Janice  Patterson  (cloth- 

ing and  textiles  at  Pennsylvania  State  Uni- 
versity). Next  fall  Beverly  intends  to  re- 

turn to  "the  other  side  of  the  desk"  and 
teach.  She  and  her  fiance  apparently  share 
a  love  for  this  vocation;  and  they  will,  in 
years  to  come,  be  molding  young  minds 
out  in  the  midwest.  Janice  is  presently 
working  on  her  thesis  proposal,  but,  this 

summer  she  deserted  the  "hallowed  halls." 
Janice  and  her  mother  spenr  six  weeks  trav- 

elling in  Europe  in  "Petunia,"  a  new  V.  W. 
Then  it  was  back  to  the  U.S.A.,  grad 
school,  and  work.  However,  the  Christmas 
break  gave  Janice  an  opportunity  to  visit 
with  Dottie  Raymond  Matsui  and  Yas. 
Dottie,  I  understand,  is  working  as  a  high 
school  librarian  in  Urbana,  Illinois,  while 
Yas  is  involved  in  work  on  his  M.F.A.  at 
the  Universiry  of  Illinois. 

Francie  Meyers  writes  of  the  "breather" 
she's  taking  before  beginning  work  on  a 
Ph.D.,  but  it  doesn't  sound  like  much  of  a 
resr  to  me!  Having  received  her  M.A.  in 
theatre  and  speech  from  Cornell  last  June, 
she  is  now  living  in  Brooklyn  Heights  and 
teaching  speech  and  doing  speech  correc- 

tion work  ar  Brooklyn  College. 

One  of  our  teachers,  Maxine  Ruter,  is 
also  keeping  quite  busy  these  days.  Her 
attentions  are  divided  berween  her  fourth 

grade  class  in  Livingston,  N.  J.,  and  mak- 

ing plans  for  an  August  1 1  wedding.  Can't 
help  wondering  if  those  attentions  are 
evenly  divided,  Max! 

Max  has  been  "in  touch"  with  several  of 
our  former  classmates.  Among  them  are 
Joan  Montgomery  Waltz,  Patsy  Scarry 
Jones,  and  Jill  Squire  Popish.  Joan  and  her 
family  live  in  Woodbridge,  Conn.,  and 
husband  Fred  is  a  senior  methods  analyst 
for  Phoenix  Mutual  Life — Hartford. 

Patsy  writes  about  a  new  addition  to  the 

Jones  family,  Taurus.  He's  an  SPCA  "spe- 
cial" and  can  do  NO  tricks!  (Well,  Patsy, 

that  is  some  kind  of  a  distinction! )  Be- 
sides her  work  as  a  sixth  grade  teacher 

Mrs.  Jones  has  become,  in  her  words,  "an 
auction-haunter"  who  is  "absolutely  indis- 

criminate when  it  comes  to  buying  things." 
Although  husband  Ralph  is  busy  with  grad- 

uate srudies  in  chemistry  at  Cornell,  he 
enjoys  raking  time  out  to  refinish  some  of 

Patsy's  "super  finds."  Sounds  good! 
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Good  news  from  Susan  Michaels  Or- 
ringer  and  Pam  Proksa  Patt.  Boys!  Boys! 
Boys!  Susan  and  husband  Mark,  who  is 
doing  his  internship  in  surgery  at  Johns 
Hopkins  Hospital,  are  the  very  proud  par- 

ents of  a  young  son.  Pam  and  Jules  Patt 
have  three  new  babies,  all  boys!  Pam  tells 

of  six  exciting  weeks  spent  in  Israel  dur- 

ing the  June  war.  "Lovely  place  if  you  can 
duck  fast  enough! )  )  says  Mrs.  Patt.  Now 

Pam's  exciting  days  continue  as  she  carries 
out  her  duties  as  "mother  extraordinaire." 

The  "working  world"  has  claimed  many 
of  our  classmates.  A  letter  from  Ellie  Raden 
in  Philadelphia  made  me  absolurely  dizzy 
wirh  its  resume  of  her  busy  schedule.  El- 

lie's  major  job  is  rehabilitation  counselor 
for  rhe  Bureau  of  Vocarional  Rehabilita- 

tion at  a  halfway  house  in  Philadelphia. 
She  also  attends  graduate  school  at  Temple 
University  Evening  Division  in  the  field 
of  rehabilitation,  teaches  music,  conducts 

the  youth  choir  at  the  Reformed  Congre- 
gation Keneseth  Israel  in  Elkins  Park,  is  a 

member  of  rhe  Singing  City  Choir  (which 
sings  at  the  Academy  of  Music  with  the 
Philadelphia  Orchestra  and  Eugene  Or- 
mandy),  and  is  a  youth  advisor  with  the 
Pennsylvania  Federation  of  Temple  Youth. 
You  gave  the  understatement  of  the  year 

when  you  said  you  were   "busy,"  Ellie! 

I  hadn't  even  caught  my  breath  when 
Lynn  Schreiber  Glasser's  letter  came.  She 
describes  her  career  as  "whirlwind,"  and  I certainly  musr  agree  wirh  her.  For  the  past 
two  years  Lynn  has  been  the  publications 
editor  for  the  Institute  of  Continuing  Legal 
Education  at  the  University  of  Michigan 
Law  School  where  husband  Sreve  will  finish 

in  June.  In  her  capacity  our  former  class- 
mate supervises  a  staff  of  ten,  is  responsible 

for  the  production  and  publication  of  nu- 
merous books  and  brochures,  and  travels 

across  the  country  making  conference  ar- 
rangements for  institute  programs.  Is  there 

more?  Yes!  Lynn  was  recently  elected 
vice  presidenr  of  Seminar  Consulrants,  Inc. 
and  has  been  a  consultant  to  American 
Trial  Lawyers  Association  for  whom  she 
edited  the  book,  Winning  Trial  Tactics. 
Although  it  seems  unbelievable,  Lynn  and 

Steve  managed  to  take  the  time  to  vaca- 
tion in  Wyoming  last  summer  with  Su- 
zanne Archer  Dawes  and  Lou. 

Barb  Schneider  and  Jane  Levitt  are  both 
working  in  New  York  City.  Barb  received 
a  promotion  from  her  firm  and  is  now 
working  in  the  regional  office  as  the  ex- 

ecutive secretary  for  the  Eastern  Regional 

Marketing  Manager.  Impressive  title!  Mean- 
while, in  another  part  of  the  big  city,  Jane 

is  working  for  rhe  India  Council  of  the 

Asia  Society,  which  all  sounds  like  fasci- 
nating work. 

Another  member  of  our  class  has  a  job 

with  real  "internarional  flavor,"  a  writer 
for  the  Peace  Corps  ar  its  Washington 
Headquarters.  The  writer  is  Myra  Mensh. 
So,  if  you  see  a  Peace  Corps  brochure,  mag- 

azine article,  or  press  release,  it  might  have 
been  written  by  Myra.  Myra  is  going  to 

get  some  first-hand  international  experi- 
ence on  her  three-week  vacation  to  Israel. 

While  there  she  will  stay  with  Judy  Ha- 
berman  Katz,  her  former  roomate,  and 

Judy's  husband  Robert. 

By  the  time  this  Recorder  goes  to  press 
Miss  Susanne  Newton  will  be  Mrs.!  Her 
husband,  Laird  Robert  Kelly,  is  in  public 

relations  work  for  T.W.A.  and  is  sweepir 
Susanne  off — first  to  Porrugal  for  wh 
sounds  like  a  terribly  romantic  honeymoc 
and,  then,  to  California  where  the  Keif 
will  live. 

Niki  Neese  Lallande  and  I  are  boi 

Navy  wives  with  our  husbands  completir 
their  last  years  of  obligared  service.  Ni 
and  Joe  are  stationed  in  Norfolk,  Va.  Jot 
ship  is  home-ported  there,  but,  as  Ni 

wrote,  this  doesn't  mean  that  Joe  is  2 
ways  at  home.  Last  year  he  was  gone  fi 
seven  months  on  a  Mediterranean  cruis 
Niki  followed  the  ship  for  three  month 
but  was  able  to  see  Joe  only  three  tim 
due  to  the  Middle  East  and  Greek  crist 
Although  her  travels  would  have  be< 
much  more  enjoyable  with  hubby  alon 
Niki  still  enjoyed  Europe  (Northern  E 
rope,  Italy,  Crete,  and  Athens ) .  Upon  h 
rerurn  to  the  States  Niki  attended  Beci 

Bennett's  wedding  with  Genia  Royst 
Brown  and  Taylor.  She  is  now  working  fi 
the  Welfare  Dept.  as  a  social  worker 
the  Family  Service  Division,  and  plans 
spend  her  spare  rime  with  Joe  on  the 
new,  small  sailboat. 

After  all  the  excitement  of  our  weddii 
and  a  marvelous  week  in  Bermuda,  S 
and  I  happily  settled  down  to  the  deligf 

ful  routine  of  married  life.  We're  living Boston  where  Sid  is  the  Naval  Reser 
Officer  School  Program  Officer  (What 
handle! )  for  rhe  Commandant  of  the  Fii 

Naval  Districr.  I,  too,  have  become  acti' 
in  Naval  organizations,  such  as  the  Of. 

cers'  Wives  Club  and  the  Navy  Relief  S 
ciety.  We  are  thoroughly  enchanted  wi 
Boston  and  will  miss  the  city  and,  mc 

especially,  our  friends  when  we  lea\ 
We've  found  rhat  many  of  our  colle, 
friends  live  in  the  area.  My  former  root 
mate,  Jane  Tobey  Eden,  and  Mike  live 
the  same  apartment  building  as  we  d 
Many  an  afternoon  dinner  has  been  a  t 
late  because  Janie  and  I  have  extended  o 
enjoyable  afternoon  coffee  break!  Franc 
Darr  Aley  and  family  also  live  only  a  she 

drive  from  us.  And,  we've  all  spent  sors 
very  enjoyable  hours  visiting  in  their  lov 
ly  new  home.  To  sum  it  up,  the  Brema are  very  happy. 

Before  I   close  I'd   like  to  thank  all 
you  who  took  the  time  to  reply.  It  is  su> 
fun  to  hear  from  all  of  you,  and   I  loi 
forward  to  it  each  spring.  Do  have  a  goi 

year,  everyone! 

Jane  reporting: 

Nancy  Speck,  in  her  second  year  at  ti 
Universiry    of    Pittsburgh    Law    School, 
helping  to  administer  the  Moot  Court  Pr 
gram,   and    had    a   note   published    in   t 
March  issue  of  the  Pitt  Law  Review  on  t 
study    of    wisdom    and    constitutionality 

Pennsylvania's  recenrly  enacted  parental 
ability  statute. 

A  new  home  and  the  arrival  of  Jennif 
have  been  keeping  Pam  Stirba  Russt 
busy.  She  still  finds  time  however,  to  £ 
tively  participate  in  the  Dames  Club 
Lehigh  University  where  Bill  is  workii 
part  time   for   his   Ph.D.   in   economics. 

Ginny   Stretton   Smith   and   Doug,   bu 
with     landscaping     and     remodeling     th< 
home,  have  also  found  time  to  partake 

the   hunting    and    fishing   Michigan's    lak and    woodlands   provide.    Ginny   has    bei 



ienjoying  the  variety  and  flexibility  of  sub- 
stituting in  the  local  secondary  schools. 

Susie  Vansant  Bartz  and  Jerold  are  fin- 
ally settled;  for  the  next  two  years,  at 

least!  They  are  building  a  rwenty-four 
foot  catamaran  to  use  in  the  waters  sur- 

rounding their  new  home.  A  nice  way  to 
be  settled! 

If  you're  ever  in  the  Troy,  N.  Y.  area, 
Peggy  Whiting  would  love  to  see  you. 
She  is  very  pleased  with  teaching  and  her 

new  location.  She's  even  tried  skiing!  El- len Titles  Weil  also  remains  enthralled 
with  teaching.  Since  August,  Sandy  Small 
has  been  an  instructor  in  history  and  politi- 

cal science  at  Clemson  University.  Con- 
gratulations on  your  new  position,  Sandy! 

Susan  Soule  Cox  "retired"  from  Child 
Welfare  as  a  social  worker  in  August  be- 

fore "Sam's"  arrival  in  October.  In  Decem- 
ber they  moved  from  Yarmouth  to  Bethel, 

Maine,  where  they  managed  the  Sudbury 
Inn  and  Harry  was  full-time  ski  instructor. 
With  the  last  snows  in  April  they  were  to 

move  on,  but  didn't  know  where  when 
Susie  wrote.  She  saw  John  and  Sally  Brown 
Lincoln  and  Jim  and  Becky  Bennett  Wal- 

lace at  Patty  Baisler  Van  Amberg's  wed- 
ding. 

Barbara  Zitko  spent  an  exciting  summer 
in  Europe,  traveling  with  Karen  Kvam 
part  of  the  time.  While  in  England  she 
visited  Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  and  new 
baby.  She  moved  to  Cambridge  and  her 
new  job  at  A.  D.  Little,  a  managerial  and 
scientific  consultant  firm,  in  October. 

Having  spent  two  glorious  weeks  in 
California  last  summer,  Ingrid  von  Dattan 
now  devotes  weekends  to  ski  trips  in  Ver- 

mont. Life  is  never  dull  as  she's  living 
with   Judy    Meub    and    Shirley    McNerney'. 

Martha  Wilson  is  still  captivated  by 
Washington.  She  is  now  an  assistant  buyer 
of  glass  and  china.  By  the  time  this  gets  to 
print,  she  and  Martha  Repman  will  have 
spent  some  sun-filled  days  in  San  Juan  and 
St.  Thomas! 

Ronya  Seig  Sallade  recently  returned 
from  a  three-week  trip  to  Japan.  She  is 
now  with  the  International  Division  of 
American  Institutes  for  Research,  and  is 
involved  with  a  project  concerning  the 
evaluation  of  a  programmed  course  for 
teachers  who  are  instructors  of  English 
as  a  secondary  language. 

Although  working  at  West  Penn  Hospi- 
tal part-time,  Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson  is 

devoting  more  time  to  the  cultivation  of 
domestic  talents.  Jill  Squire  Popish  reports 

that  she  is  "still  reading  Doubleday  books," 
and  looking  forward  to  a  European  vaca- 

tion in  May. 

It  sounds  as  though  Diana  Wirsig  Ger- 

rity  hasn't  sat  still  for  a  minute  this  past 
year.  A  week  after  receiving  her  master's 
degree,  she  and  Tom  were  married.  They 
honeymooned  in  California  and  Mexico, 
(including  a  camping  spree  at  the  bottom 
of  the  Grand  Canyon ) !  While  Tom  is  fin- 

ishing his  Ph.D.  at  M.I.T.,  Diana,  after 
spending  a  few  months  running  a  com- 

puter, divides  her  time  between  fashion 
modeling  and  editing  manuscripts  for  the 
Atlantic  Monthly  Magazine.  The  Gerritys 
are  also  anticipating  future  travels.  Their 
dream  is  Aspen  and  spring  skiing. 

After  a  move  from  Atlanta,  Georgia, 

(which  they  loved),  Tina  Swansen  Cum- 
rnings,  John,  and  their  latest  addition, 
Randy,  are  delighted  to  be  back  in  the 
midwest  again.  John  is  now  with  American 
Hospital  Supply  Corporation.  In  between 
caring  for  their  new  home  and  baby,  Tina 
manages  to  do  some  substitute  teaching 
and  devotes  one  day  a  week  to  the  cerebral 
palsy  nursery  school. 

Judy  Wetlaufer  Clinton  and  Peter  are 

planning  a  "caravan"  camping  trip  to  the 
west  coast  with  Jim  and  Sally  Tredwell 
Duff.  The  group  will  include  two  children 
and  three  golden  retrievers!  A  bit  hectic, 

perhaps,  but  fun! 

Time  is  of  the  essence  to  Janie  Tremble 
Baumann.  She  also  has  two  babies  who 
keep  her  hopping,  but  she  loves  it!  She 
and  Uli  were  looking  forward  to  a  few 
weeks  in  Florida  in  March. 

After  our  wedding,  Mike  and  I  spent 
a  glorious,  but  much  too  brief,  week  in 
Bermuda.  These  past  months  have  found 
Mike  at  Polaroid  and  North  Eastern  Uni- 

versity and  me  in  front  of  thirty  first- 
graders  whom  I  adore.  We  are  still  en- 

chanted with  New  England  and  divide  our 

time  between  Boston's  south  shore  and 
New  Hampshire's  ski  slopes.  This  annual 
opportunity  to  catch  up  on  each  other's news  is  so  enjoyable.  A  tremendous  thank 
you  to  all  who  replied. 
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1630  Petunia  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15210 

Carol  Mason 
2122  Dwight  Way,  No.  1 

Berkeley,  Calif.  94704 

Sheila  Tegner  McAteer 
255  Park  Lane 

Douglaston,  L.  I.,  N.  Y.,  11363 

Jo  Messersmith Dickinson  School  of  Law 
Carlisle,  Pa.  17013 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Barbara  Blodorn  to  Howard  Kronenberg, 
wedding  planned  in  the  Spring  of  1968. 

Mary  Boresz  to  David  Pike,  date  set  tenta- 
tively for  July  6,  1968. 

LoLita  Ann  Dawson  to  Raymond  Smith 
Pfeiffer,  to  be  married  June  22,  1968. 

Mary  Cheffings  Eaton  to  R.  Scott  Fogler, 
wedding  to  be  in  June  1968. 

Lauren  Nagler  to  Mark  A.  Tuckfelt. 
Louise  Royster  to  James  Brown.  An  Au- 

gust 24th  wedding  is  planned. 
Evi  Tamm  to  Jack  Metcalf,  a  1967  gradu- 

ate of  Washington  and  Jefferson  College, 
and  an  accountant  with  Arthur  Young 
and  Co.,  of  Pittsburgh. 

MARRIAGES 

Penelope    June    Anderson    to    David    Mc- 
Clung  Gladwell,  July  1,  1967 

Meryl    H.    Berman    to    Robert    Guzinsky, 
September  24,  1967 

Jane    Birmingham    to    Lt.    James    Terrance 
Hanley,  September  23,  1967 

Beverly  Blazey  to  Richard  C.  Palmer,  June, 
1907 

Leigh  Cluthe  to  Geoffrey  Tilder. 
Marilyn  Haines  Doeller  to  Lt.  Alexander 

Blain  IV,  September  23,  1967 
Jo  Ann  Eustace  to  Frederick  G.  Walther, 

August  5,  1967, 

Lenore  Fellner  to  Kenneth  Lessall,  Octo- ber 1,  1967 

Diane  Furrer  to  Robert  James  Holzheimer, 
December  30,  1967 

Judith  Ann  Gilbert  to  Samuel  Alton  Liv- 
ingston, January  7,  1968 

Ellen  Goldbloom  to  John  W.  Kight,  III, 
October  28,  1967 

Connie  Lynne  Gray  to  Ronald  O.  Voight, 
August,  1967 

Judith  M.  Graytock  to  William  Dengler, 
September  2,  1967 

Constance  Jones  to  Robert  Veron  Crites, 
August  25,  1967 

Martha  King,  to  Charles  R.  Evans,  Jr., 

June  17,  1967 
Sarah  Leuthy  to  Michael  Roe  Chamberlain, 

June  9,  1967 
Trudy  Levin  to  Arnold  W.  Cushner  on 

September  5,  1964 
Nora  Levy  to  William  Bancroft  Johnston, 

July  29,  1967 
Joanne  M.  Locurcio  to  Kenneth  W.  Pavia 

on  September  4,  1965 
Margo  McKay  to  James  Mulligan,  August 

26,  1967 
Linda  McPhilliamy  to  George  Nielsen, 

June  24,  1967 
Mary  Lou  Patrick  to  H.  P.  Mcjunkin.  Mac 

is  a  mechanical  engineer  for  Allis  Chal- 
mers. 

Eileen  Richey  to  Thomas  Robert  Hepler, 
Jr.,  on  December  9,  1967 

Mary  Schlitt  to  John  Kostalos,  Jr.,  May 

20,  1967.  John  is  an  engineer  at  West- 
inghouse    Research   and    Development. 

Catherine  Shelburne  to  John  J.  English, 

Jr.,  June  17,  1967.  They  are  both  in 
the  Peace  Corps  in  the  Marshall  Islands 
District. 

Susan  Slagle  to  Thomas  D.  Young,  Decem- 
ber, 1964.  Tom  is  assistant  production 

manager  of  Western  Lithograph  Co.  of 
Texas. 

Carol  Swenson  to  Charles  L.  Foss,  Jr.,  Jan- 

uary 20,  1968.  Charley  was  recently  re- 
leased from  active  duty,  United  States 

Army. 

Linda  VanDoren  to  John  McKean  Garlick, 
June  17,  1967.  John  is  employed  by  the 
New  York  Stock  Exchange  and  is  doing 
graduate  work  in  philosophy  at  the  New 
School  of  Social  Research. 

Janet  Washburn  to  Edgar  D.  Grana,  Sep- 
tember 2,  1967.  Ed  is  a  graduate  stu- 

dent in  theatre  arts  at  the  University  of 
Iowa. 

Marianne  Williams  to  Lt.  John  Yatsco, 

June  29,  1967.  John  is  in  the  United 
States  Air  Force. 

BIRTHS 

Natalie    Dingle    Bazzell,    daughter,    Erica 
Loren,  July  11,  1967 

Joanne  Locurcio  Pavia,  a  son,  Kenneth  W., 
Jr.,  August  8,   1966  and  a  daughter,  Ria 
Leigh,  October  8,  1967 

Susan  Slagle  Young,  a  daughter,  Meredith, 
September  2,  1965 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Penelope  Anderson  Gladwell  (Mrs.  David 
M.),  2023  Lydia  Street,  Ashland,  Ky. 41101 

Patricia  Bandomer  Rugh  (Mrs.  Kenneth 

A„  Jr.),  1277  Woodland  Avenue,  Plain- 
field,  N.  J.  07060 
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Heather  M.  Bastow,  310  Harvard  Street, 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02139 

Meryl  Berman  Guzinsky  (Mrs.  Robert), 

1312  Pennsbury  Boulevard,  South,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15205 

Bonnie  Birks.  Mary  Ruth  Rosenberger, 
1000  Conestoga  Road,  Apt.  B-223,  Rose- 
mont,  Pa.  19010 

Betty  Jane  Birmingham  Hanley  (Mrs. 
James  T.),  403  West   11th  Street,  Apt. 
1,  Del  Rio,  Texas  78840 

Barbara  L.  Blodorn,  5911  Howe  Street, 
Apt.  2,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Mary  C.  Boresz  and  Margaret  M.  Mc- 
Donald, 1220V-I  31st  Street,  N.  W., 

Washington,  D.  C.  20007 
Cary  Cadman,   3449  Peel  Street,  Montreal 

2,  Quebec,  Canada 
Georgia  Ann  Canellos,  318  John  Street, 

Apt.  3,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.  48104 
Leigh  Cluthe  Tilden,  ( Mrs.  Geoffrey  G. ) , 

Regency  Village,  Apt.  20-C,  North  Plain- 
field,  N.  J.  07063 

Betsy  M.  Crone,  1190  West  Belvedere 
Avenue,  Baltimore,  Md.  21210 

Ellen  L.  Dailey,  218  South  Street,  Wal- 
tham,  Mass.  02154 

Susan  H.  Davis,  15  Euston  Road,  Brighton, 
Mass.  02135 

LoLita  Ann  Dawson,  109  East  Lake  Road, 
Penn  Yan,  N.  Y.  14527 

Natalie  Dingle  Bazzell  (Mrs.  Creamer), 
7006  Frankstown  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15208 

Marilyn  Doeller  Blain  (Mrs.  Alexander, 
IV),  404  North  16th  Street,  Apt.  3, 
Killeen,  Texas  76541 

Carol  Ann  Corell,  Zayde  B.  Dotts,  Kath- 
erine  D.  Laemmle  and  Barbara  I.  New- 

man, 340  East  80th  Street,  Apt.  19-F, 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10021 

Mary  C.  Eaton  and  Carol  Pogash,  1724 
21st  Street,  N.  W.,  Apt.  4,  Washington, 
D.  C. 20009 

Phyllis  Epstein,  334  North  Craig  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Joann  Eustace  Walther  ( Mrs.  Fred  G. ) , 
295  Harvard  Street,  Apt.  506,  Cam- 

bridge, Mass.  02138 
Mary  Louise  Farmer  and  Louise  Royster, 

4817  Centre  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15213 

Lucille  Finger  Harding  ( Mrs.  Read  P. ) , 
37  Larimer  Street,  Piney  Point,  Md. 
20674 

Judith  Fletcher,  36  Moon  Hill  Road,  Lex- 
ington, Mass.  02173 

Jacqueline  Flynn,  5527  Ellsworth  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Diane  Furrer  Holzheimer  (Mrs.  Robert 
J.),  3443  Beechwood  Road,  Cleveland 
Heights,  Ohio  44118 

Nancy  Freudenthal,  6  Ash  Street,  Room 
254,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Alexis  Generalovich  Laner  (Mrs.  Nicho- 
las), 912  Liberty  Street,  Meadville,  Pa. 

16335 

Judith  Gilbert  Livingston  (Mrs.  Samuel 
A.),  2941  St.  Paul  Street,  Baltimore, 
Md.  21218 

Virginia  R.  Gold,  Jr.,  All  Walnut  Ave- 
nue, Syracuse,  N.  Y.  13210 

Ellen  Goldbloom  Kight  (Mrs.  John  W.), 
28  Oakhurst  Circle,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15215 

Connie  Gray  Voight  (Mrs.  Ronald  O.), 
1002  San  Carlos,  Apt.  219,  Laredo, 
Texas  78040 

Judith  Graytock  Dengler  (Mrs.  William 
E.),  1145  Oxford  Road,  N.  E.,  Atlanta, 
Ga.  30306 
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Jill  Haas  Hobson  (Mrs.  Lawrence  B.,  Jr.), 
346  East  10th  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y. 10009 

Linda  Hauser  Stavros  (Mrs.  Anthony  J.), 
619  North  St.  Clair  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15206 

Suzanne  W.  Hershey,  6018  Walnut  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Emily  L.  Hill,  400  South  Aiken  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Patricia  Jalowick,  5527  Ellsworth  Avenue, 
Apt.  102,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Pamela  E.  Johnson,  5420  Ellsworth  Ave- 
nue, Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Constance  Jones  Crites  (Mrs.  Robert), 

Plantation  Manor  Apartments,  St.  Thom- 
as, Virgin  Islands  00801 

Duel  Kiesler,  3421  Dent  Place,  N.  W., 
Washington,  D.  C.  20007 

Martha  ¥'■  .  ■  .  :  -ns  (Mrs.  Charles  R.,  Jr.), 
Rho<J  W  ad  '.-uilding,  Apt.  3-D,  War- 

wick     ,  artp  ■', .-;,  Aberdeen,  Md.  21001 
Pamela  y.  Kipt  f-]ind  June  B.Linowitz,  1808 

Connea'ajf  -V.enue,  Apt.  603, 
Sandra  M.  Lafe,  3035  Dent  Place,  N.  W., 

Washington,  D.  C.  20007 
Karen  L.  Lake  and  Judy  A.  Light,  5930 

Howe  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Kala  Lapidus  Paul  (Mrs.  James  L. ),  1230 

Kings  Road,  Corvallis,  Ore.  97330 
Elaine  Levitt,  Indiana  University,  GRC 

Box  D-318,  Bloomington,  Ind.  47401 
Joan  C.  Lessing  and  Jeanne  H.  Osterhout, 

144  East  84th  Street,  Apt.  7-F,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Sarah  Leuthy  Chamberlain  (Mrs.  Michael 

R.),  Peace  Corps,  Micronesia-Eastern 
Caroline  Islands,  (Mapingamarangi) 

96941 Nora  Levy  Johnston  (Mrs.  William  B.), 
Whitenights  Street,  Somerset,  England 

Deborah  W.  Little,  5544  Fair  Oaks  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Judith  Ann  London,  528  Shady  Avenue, 
Apt.  No.  5,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Vivian  A.  Lowery,  414  West  120th  Street, 
No.  612,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10027 

Lee  E.  Macey,  1140  Sutter  Street,  Apt.  504, 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  94109 

Kathleen  Marchant,  409-A  Chiswick  High 
Road,  London  W.4,  England 

Kathryn  McCleery,  ARC  Center/Clubmo- 
bile  Unit,  Long  Binh,  APO  San  Fran- 

cisco, Calif.  96266 
Shannon  F.  McGuire,  404  East  83rd  Street, 

New  York,  N.  Y.  10028 
Margaret  McKay  Mulligan  (Mrs.  James 

H.),  1313  Hendricks  Street,  Columbia, 
S.  C.  29203 

Linda  McPhilliamy  Neils  en  ( Mrs.  George ) , 
3820  Westerly  Drive,  Fort  Worth,  Texas 
76116 

Nina  M.  Miller,  1107  West  Wolfram 
Street,  Chicago,  111.  60657 

Lauren  Nagler,  Russell  Conwel  Cooney 
Place,  No.  204,  13  Columbia  Avenue, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19122 

Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt  (Mrs.  Norman  L.), 
2350  James  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

Susan  M.  Plaut,  145  East  27th  Sreet,  Apt. 
7-P,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10016 

Anne  P.  Plunkett,  219  Avenue  B,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10009 

Carol  Pusin,  5120  Kenilworth  Avenue,  Apt. 
3,  Hyattsville,  Md.  20781 

Iris  Raskin  and  Rose  Chasanov,  2004-6 
Lombard  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19146 

Melanie  Redhead  Applebaum  (Mrs.  Ed- 
ward H.),  4055  Spruce  Street,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.  19104 
Joan  Reisner,  504  South  42nd  Street,  Phil- 

adelphia, Pa.  19104 

Eileen    Richey   Hepler    (Mrs.   Thomas   R. 
Jr.),    DeWalt   Manor   Apartments,    R.D 
No.  1,  Mechanicsburg,  Pa.  17055 

Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg    (Mrs.  John),  23! 
Lehigh  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Mary    Schlitt    Kostalos    (Mrs.    John,    Jr.) 
6621    Wilkins    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa 
15217 

Catherine    Shelburne    English     (Mrs.    Joht 

J.,   Jr.),    Peace   Corps   Majuro,   Marshal 
Islands  District,  United  States  Trust  Ter 
ritory  96960 

Judith    Siegel.    Flint    Hall,    Mt.    Olympu 
Drive,  Syracuse,  N.  Y.  13210 

Audrey  Smith,  273  North  Dithridge  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Jean    Sour,    235    East    83rd    Street,    Nev 
York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Sandra  Stewart  Shasby   (Mrs.  D.  Michael) 
111  Seale  Street,  Palo  Alto,  Calif.  94301 

Barbara  Jane  Subow,  400  East  77th  Street 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10021 

Carol  Swenson  Foss  (Mrs.  Charles  L.,  Jr.) 
39    Glenbrook    Road,    Stamford,    Conn 
06902 

Evi   Tamm,    5851    Douglas   Avenue,   Pitts 
burgh,  Pa.  15217 

Mary    Vanderwart,    521    Wellington   Street 
North,  Hamilton,  Ontario,  Canada 

Linda    Van    Doren    Garlick     (Mrs.     Joht 

McK.),  44  West  94th  Street,  Apt.  2-A 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10025 

Janet    L.     Walker,    Bryn    Mawr    Graduati 
Center,  North  Roberts  Road,  Bryn  Mawr 
Pa.  19010 

Janet  Washburn  Grana   (Mrs.  Edward  L.) 
505  Grandview  Courts,  Iowa  City,  low: 

52240 
Jane  E.  Weigel,  116  Fourth  Avenue,  Broom 

all,  Pa.  19008 
Susan  P.    Whitfield.    15   River  Hill  Apart 

ments,    Van    Renssalaer    Boulevard,    Al 

bany,  N.  Y.  12204 
Mariann     Williams    Yatsco     (Mrs.    John) 

5461  Lofino  Court,  Dayton,  Ohio  4542' 
Sylvia   Woods,    197   Kelton  Street,  Apt.  4 

Allston,  Mass.  02134 
Helene  P.   Zerwick,    1024  Jessamine  Way 

Fort  Lee,  N.  J.  07024 
Jane  I.  Ziskind,  831  Mulford  Street,  Evans 

ton,  111.  60202 

Immediately  following  graduation  eacl 
year  a  letter  is  sent  from  the  alumnae  office 
to  all  former  students  of  that  class  inviting 
them  to  become  associate  members  of  thi 
Alumnae  Association.  The  following  for 
mer  students  have  replied  to  the  invitatior 
and  are  now  associate  members  of  the  Clas: 
of  1967. 

Phyllis    Berman,    400    Kings    Point    Drive 
Apt.   823,  North  Miami   Beach,   Florid; 

33160 
Beverly  Blazey  Palmer,    (Mrs.  Richard  C. ) 

980  King  Avenue,   Building   8,  Apt.   5 
Columbus,  Ohio  43212 

Anne    E.    Clark,    Box    224,    University    o) 
Colorado,  Eldorado  Springs,  Colo.  8002! 

Lenore    Fellner    Lessall    (Mrs.    Kenneth) 
401  East  65th  Streer,  New  York,  N.  Y 
10021 

Jacqueline    Gibbs    Howells    (Mrs.    Roben 
D.),  352   South  Seffner  Street,  Marion 
Ohio  43302 

Madelyn  Gorcboff,  2420  Indian  Hill  Road 
Lynchburg,  Va.  24503 

Margaret  Higgins  Green  (Mrs.  James  H.) 
1000  Union  Street,  Seattle,  Wash.  98101 

Jane   Hope   Ross    (Mrs.   Richard   R.),   53 
Putnam  Avenue,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02135 

Judith   B.   Howland,   40   Old   Farm   Road 
Darien,  Conn.  06820 



,Theodora   F.    Jones,    4628    Bayard    Street, 
Apt.  313,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Joan   Kirschbaum,    417    4th   Street,   S.   E., 
Washington,  D.  C.  20003 

Sandra  Korman,  208  North  Portage  Path, 
No.  104,  Akron,  Ohio  44303 

\Trudy  Levin  Cushner   (Mrs.  Arnold  W. ), 
1497-A,   Manor   House   Lane,   Lancaster, 
Pa.  17603 

\joanne  Locurcio  Pavia  (Mrs.  Kenneth  W.), 
1310  East  279th  Street,  Suite  53,  Euclid, 
Ohio  44132 

I  Nancy  E.  Lynch,  813  Augusta  Road,  West- 
over  Hills,  Wilmington,  Del.  19807 

\Ilka    Minter    Boyer     (Mrs.    Neil),    44-15 
Colden    Street,    Flushing,    L.I.,    N.    Y. 
11355 

i  Mary  Lou  Patrick  Mcjunkin    (Mrs.  H.  P., 

Jr.),  2505  North  Frederick  Avenue,  Mil- 
waukee, Wise.  53211 

\Carol    A.    Porter,    285    Jefferson    Avenue, 
Washington,  Pa.  15301 

Martine    RoBards    Grosko    (Mrs.    John    J., 

Jr.),  2001  Old  Concord  Road,  Apt.  2-A, 
Smyrna,  Ga.  30080 

i  Susan   Slagle   Young    ( Mrs.   Thomas   D. ) , 
9027    Gaylord    Drive,    Apt.    No.     118, 
Houston,  Texas  77024 

Cooky  C.  reporting: 

Four   strong    winds   have   blown   us   far 
•since   May.   Mary    Eaton,    in   the   first   year 

of   a   master's   program    at   John    Hopkins School   of   Advanced   International   Srudies, 
is  specializing  in  South  Asia. 

"Still"  Mary  Boresz  is  also  in  Washing- 
ton. She  is  working  as  a  graduate  assistant 

while    attending    American    University    in 
Urban  Affairs.  She  directs,  as  part  of  her 
assistantship,  the  independent  research  proj- 

ects   of    thirty    Washington    Semester    stu- 

1"  dents. 

Three  graduates,   unable   to   drag   them- 
■  selves  away  from  the  academic  atmosphere, 
i  have   become  administrators   in  varying  ca- 
I  pacifies.   Cary  Cadman   is   director  of  part- 
l  time  employment  at  McGill  University  in 
|  Montreal.   She  landed  the   job  immediately 
after  her  term  of  service  with  Expo  ended 

I  in  October.  Cary  reports  having  seen  Lucy 
\  Hilmer    and    Linda    Van    Doren    Garlick, 
|  both  of  whom  are  in  New  York. 

LoLita  Dawson  is  development  officer 
at  Keuka  College,  where  she  does  every- 

thing from  fund-raising  to  writing  founda- 
|  tion  proposals.  LoLita  has  her  own  home 
j  on  Keuka  Lake,  one  of  the  New  York 
Finger  Lakes.  Anyone  passing  through  the 
Rochester-Syracuse  area  is  invited  to  view 
beautiful  scenery  and  drink  local  wine. 

Leigh  Cluthe  Tilder  is  working  for  Som- 
|  erset  County  College,  a  new  and  growing 
college  in  New  Jersey — so  new  and  grow- 

ing that  it  has  barely  chosen  a  site  to  de- 

velop on.  Leigh's  husband  Geoffrey  is  with 
Banker's  Trust  Company  of  New  York. 

Jo  Ann  Eustace  Walther  teaches  high 
school  English  at  Cambridge  High  and 
Latin  School.  Fred  is  a  first  year  doctoral 
student  at  M.I.T.  This  summer  Jo  Ann 
hopes  to  return  to  school  at  one  of  the 
local  universities. 

Jo  Ann,  along  with  Mary  Rosenberger 
and  Bonnie  Birks,  served  as  attendants  in 

Penny  Anderson  Glarwell's  wedding  in 
July.  Penny  and  Dave  have  bought  a 
home  in  Ashland,  Kentucky  where  Dave  is 

a  computer  programmer  for  Ashland  Oil 
and  Refining  Company.  Penny  is  teaching 
twenty-two  students  of  Appalachia,  her 
own  contribution  to  the  poverty  program, 
in  the  Boyd  County  Schools.  Both  Penny 
and  Dave  lead  a  youth  group  in  Ashland. 
This  summer  Penny  hopes  to  pick  up  a 
few  courses  at  Marshall  University. 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer,  who  started  with 
us  at  Chatham,  graduated  from  the  Uni- 

versity of  Michigan  in  June,  1966  with  a 
B.A.  in  psychology.  She  is  now  teaching 
special  education  at  Grove  Ciry  High 

School  while  working  on  her  master's  in 
guidance  and  helping  to  develop  a  per- 

sonality test  with  an  Ohio  State  University 
Hospital  psychiatrist.  Her  husband  Richard 
is  in  medical  school  at  Ohio  State. 

Barbara-Lee  Buxton  Van,  Sciver  is  doing 

volunteer  work  for  the  Jniii'  >.  -jXeague  in 
Pittsburgh,  where  Stephen  is  ̂ igbloyed  as 

a  securiry  analyst  for  Mellon  I  ■'•-■'!. 
Erica  Loren  takes  up  much  of  mother 

Natalie  Dingle  Bazzell's  time.  Yet  Nat 
somehow  manages  to  do  some  substituting 
for  the  Pittsburgh  Public  Schools,  an  acti- 

vity which  has  made  her  decide  to  teach. 
She  is  now  back  at  Chatham  fot  her  educa- 

tion certificate.  Cteamer  is  doing  commu- 
nity organization  work  for  Hill  House. 

Jane  Birmingham  Hanley  worked  as  a 
caseworker  with  Child  Welfare  Services  of 

Allegheny  County  until  the  end  of  Janu- 
ary, when  she  left  Pittsburgh  to  join  Terry 

at  Laughlin  Air  Force  Base  in  Del  Rio, 
Texas  where  he  is  attending  flight  school. 

Barbara  Blodorn  is  working  for  Mellon 
Bank.  Much  of  her  time  is  taken  up  by 
preparations  for  her  spring  wedding. 

Patricia  Bandomer  Rugh  teaches  deaf 
children  at  Bruce  Street  School  for  the 
Deaf  in  Newark,  New  Jersey.  She  is  also 

attending  Newark  State  Teacher's  College 
for  an  advanced  degree  in  special  educa- 
tion. 

Meryl  Berman  Guzinsky  is  doing  pro- 
tein research  with  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh Graduate  School  of  Public  Health. 
Maggie  is  planning  her  assault  on  the 
world  of  scientific  study  when  she  someday 
publishes  or  perishes  in  one  of  the  rarely 
read  scientific  journals.  Her  husband  Rob- 

ert is  an  insurance  salesman  in  Pittsburgh. 

Following  her  interest  in  archaeology, 

Ellen  Dailey  is  attending  Brandeis  Uni- 
versity in  Mediterranean  studies.  She  will 

be  part  of  an  archaeological  excavation  at 
Ashdod  this  summer,  after  which  she  will 
tour  London,  Paris,  Rome  and  Athens. 
Ellen  plans  to  return  to  Brandeis  in  the 
fall. 

Betsy  Crone,  actively  pursuing  a  career 
in  political  science,  is  helping  Maryland 
revise  its  constitution.  She  served  as  a  re- 

search assistant  to  the  convention  itself, 
and  has  now  turned  her  energies  toward 

a  post-convention  program  designed  to  re- 
cord their  significant  work  and  to  educate 

the  apathetic  electorate  so  that  it  will  be 

able  to  vote  for  the  constitution  in  May's 
referendum.  Betsy  wishes  to  hint  to  all 
Maryland  voters,  in  a  non-partisan  way, 
that  they   must  vote  for  the   constitution. 

Marilyn  Haines  Doeller  Blain  is  in  Kil- 
leen,    Texas    while    Alexander    is    serving 

with   the   Second    Armor   Division   of   the 
United  States  Army. 

Georgia  Canellos  is  attending  the  Uni- 

versity of  Michigan  for  a  master's  in  eco- 
nomics. She  is  also  working  toward  a  cer- 

tificate in  Russian  and  East  European  Stud- ies. 

Lenore  Fellner  Lessall,  associate  member 

of  our  class,  is  attending  New  York  Uni- 
versity in  history.  Her  husband  Kenneth 

is  an  executive  with  the  Glemby  Company. 

In  July  Susan  Schnapf,  Nina  Miller, 

Judy  Fletcher,  Lynn  Hillman  and  I  at- 
tended Nora  Elizabeth  Levy's  wedding  to 

William  B.  Johnston  of  Street,  Somerset, 
England.  Nora  is  currently  attending  school 
in  Bristol  to  earn  her  teaching  certificate. 

After  seven  months  of  being  a  govern- 
ment bureauctat  for  the  Social  Securiry  Ad- 

ministration, I  have  given  up  government 

issued  pen-pushing  for  the  more  creative 
and  infinitely  more  satisfying  world  of 
psychiatric  social  work  with  Philadelphia 
State  Hospital.  Iris  Raskin,  my  roomate, 

is  momentarily  leaving  her  job  with  Hous- 
ing and  Urban  Development  to  join  me; 

she  plays  sax  in  our  salvation  army  band. 

Liz  reporting: 

Graduate  schools  are  where  you  will 

find  many  67'ers: — Margaret  Higgins 
Green,  statistical  research  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Washington's  Virginia  Mason  Re- search Center;  Pamela  Johnson,  English 
and  teaching  certification  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  University;  Nancy  Freudenthal,  me- 

dieval history  at  Harvard  University;  and 
Gini  Gold,  political  science  at  Syracuse 
University. 

We  also  have  our  share  of  teachers  in 

the  schools  this  year.  Diane  Furrer  Holz- 
heimer  and  Lucille  Finger  Harding  are 
teaching  in  Cleveland  Heights,  Ohio,  and 

Piney  Point,  Maryland  respectively.  Su- 
zanne Hershey  takes  the  6th  grade  through 

their  paces  at  Minodeo  Elementary  School 
in  Pittsburgh.  Her  duties  include  advising 

the  newspaper  staff.  To  relax  from  every- 
day trials,  Suzanne  plays  her  long-wished 

for  harp  and  studies  foreign  languages. 
Connie  Gray  Voight  is  teaching  7th  grade 
English  and  reading  in  Laredo,  Texas.  Her 
students  are  predominantly  Spanish-speaking 
students.  The  most  fabulous  teaching  as- 

signment of  all  is  the  one  that  Connie 
Jones  Crites  and  Robert  share  while  they 
teach  and  enjoy  a  year  in  the  sun  in  St. 
Thomas,  Virgin  Islands. 

Jane  Hope  Ross  is  combining  kinder- 
garten teaching  and  graduate  study  in 

Chelsea,  Massachusetts.  She  hopes  to  finish 
her  master's  in  elementary  guidance  and 
counseling  at  Boston  University  next  year. 
A  similar  course  is  being  followed  by 
Alice  Crist  Hunter  who  is  substitute  teach- 

ing in  the  Elmira  Public  Schools  and  work- 
ing toward  an  education  degree  at  Elmira 

College  in  New  York. 

Since  June  28,  1967,  Carol  Heinz  has 
been  with  the  Peace  Corps  in  Brazil. 

While  touring  Europe  last  summer,  El- 
len Gold  bloom  Kight  received  a  long  dis- 

tance proposal.  Naturally  she  said  "yes" and  is  now  happily  working  at  the  Pitts- 
burgh Playhouse  as  an  assistant  in  public 

relations  to  the  Communiry  Affairs  office. 
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Judith  Gilbert  Livingston  is  a  computer 

programmer  for  the  Social  Security  Ad- 
ministration in  Baltimore,  Maryland.  Also 

with  a  new  job  is  Emmy  Hill,  who  is  en- 

joying W.  &  J.  frat  patties  and  Pittsburgh's Urban  Redevelopment  Authority. 

Lynn  Hillman  sent  an  amusing  lettet  to 
tell  us  that  after  a  trying  term  of  art 
courses  at  Maryland  Institute  she  is  escap- 

ing to  the  Bahamas  and  London.  She  plans 
to  work  and  live  peacefully  in  London  be- 

fore moving  on  to  non-Western  places. 
Sounds  like  fun! 

It  was  so  good  to  heat  from  Judith 
Graytock  Dengler  who  is  the  administtator 

for  all  of  Alabama's  Head  Start  Programs. 
Judy  has  had  a  chance  to  learn  about 
Southern  politics,  Geotge  Wallace  style. 

//'//  Haas  Hobson  has  some  unusual 
ideas  up  her  sleeve.  She's  writing  a  series of  stories  and  doing  casework  in  New 
York  City.  Jill  plans  to  begin  painting  and 
sculptute  in  her  own  studio  at  home  while 
husband  Larry  works  as  a  free-lance  artist. 

Jacqueline  Gibbs  Howells  and  husband 

Bill  won  a  trip  to  Maimi  with  IBM's 
100%  Club.  Jackie  reports  that  besides 
her  little  girl,  Laura,  she  busies  herself 
with  bowling  and  tefinishing  antiques. 
Jackie  writes  that  Alexis  Mashuta  Sellins 
had  a  baby  girl  in  Octobet,  1967.  Alexis 
finished  one  year  at  Chatham  and  gradu- 

ated ftom  the  University  of  Louisville  last 

June. 

As  for  me,  Liz,  it  was  a  pleasure  to 

hear  from  all  my  classmates.  I'm  teaching 
basic  language  arts  skills  in  the  Adult  Ed- 

ucation Component  of  the  Pittsburgh  Pub- 

lic Schools.  At  night  I'm  studying  urban 
affairs  at  the  Univetsity  of  Pittsburgh  and 

taking  up  space  at  Chatham's  library. 

Cookie  M.  reporting: 

It  was  great  fun  to  receive  news  from 
the  other  side  of  the  world.  Sara  Leuthy 
Chamberlain  and  Mike  are  spending  their 
Peace  Corps  days  in  Micronesia  teaching 
English.  Kapingamarangi  is  an  island  para- 

dise where  mail  reaches  them  only  once 
evety  two  months.  They  are  truly  happy 
with  their  new  native  friends,  and  they 
love  living  in  bamboo  huts  and  on  diets  of 
coconuts,  bteadfruit,  and  fish.  How  exotic! 

Nora  Levy  Johnston  is  also  living  out- 
side the  country  in  Somerset,  England, 

where  her  husband  is  an  economist,  and 
she  is  studying  education  at  Redland  Col- 

lege, Bristol.  Kathy  Marchant  sends  word 
from  England,  too.  She  is  in  London,  and 
is  optimistic  that  the  Btitish  home  office 
will  declare  her  a  desirable  alien  so  she 
can  stay  permanently. 

Elaine  Levitt  is  perfecting  her  beautiful 
French  accent  as  she  prepares  for  a  mas- 

ter's degree  in  French  at  Indiana  Univer- 
sity. Afrer  this,  she  will  teach.  Also  in  grad- 

uate school  is  Judy  Light.  She's  at  Pitt  in 
the  Department  of  Educational  Research, 
and  is  living  with  Karen  Lake,  who  is  real- 

ly enjoying  her  job  as  an  assistant  in  clin- 
ical psychology  at  Westetn  Psychiatric  In- 

stitute and  Clinic. 

Shadyside  is  still  a  bastion  of  Chatham- 
ites,  with  Judy  London  there,  working  as 

a  research  assistant  with  the  Mayor's  Com- 
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mittee  on  Human  Resources  (OEO  agency 
in  Pittsburgh).  Debbie  Little  has  become 

a  budding  young  journalist  for  the  Pitts- 
burgh Post-Gazette,  but  plans  to  leave  in 

the  spring  and  move  on  to  Boston  for  a 

possible  stint  in  gtad  school.  Aftet  a  seven- 
year  lapse,  Debbie  has  resumed  skiing,  and 
longs  for  New  England  mountains.  News 
from  Chatham  via  this  grapevine  is  that 
Laughlin  House  is  finally  and  beautifully 
finished. 

Nancy  Lippman  is  back  in  Pittsburgh 
after  a  jaunt  around  Europe  with  Teg  Mc- 
Ateer.  They  helped  in  the  restoration  of 
works  of  art  in  Florence,  in  between  cul- 

tivating the  art  of  cafe  sitting.  Nancy  is 
thinking  of  tetutning  to  that  historic  city. 

Members  of  Chatham's  politically-minded 
crew  stationed  in  Washington  are  Dale 
Kiesler  and  Meg  McDonald.  Dale  is  em- 

ployed by  the  Food  Stamp  Program  (U.S. 
Dept.  of  Agticulture),  and  deciding  the 
fate  of  retailers  who  violate  this  program, 
in  addition  to  taking  courses  in  poli  sci 

and  doing  volunteer  work  for  a  congress- 
man. Meg  is  living  with  Mary  Boresz  in 

Geotgetown  and  working  on  the  staff 
of  Sen.  Peter  H.  Dominick  of  Colorado, 
with  hopes  of  working  in  his  Denver  office 
(shades  of  skiing?).  Pottery  classes  and 
singing  Georgetown  ate  keeping  het  busy. 

Way  down  south,  Margo  McKay  Mulli- 
gan and  Jim  are  in  Columbia,  South  Caro- 

lina, where  he  is  a  graduate  student  in 

chemistry  at  the  University  of  South  Caro- 
lina. She's  working  in  the  library  thete. 

A  few  members  of  our  class  are  seeing 
the  insides  of  the  armed  forces.  Martha 
King  Evans  and  her  husband  Charles,  a 
second  lieutenant  in  the  U.S.  Army  Ordi- 

nance Corps,  are  finding  army  life  pleasant 
in  Abetdeen,  Maryland.  Linda  McPhilliamy 
Nielsen  and  her  husband  George,  who  is 
a  captain  in  the  Army  and  an  instructor 
pilot  in  the  helicopter  school,  are  in  Fort 
Worth,  Texas.  Linda  is  successfully  apply- 

ing her  education  courses  to  teaching  fifth 
grade,  and  writes  that  she  spent  a  few  days 
with  Connie  Gray  Voight  and  her  husband 
in   Monterey,   Mexico   during   Christmas. 

Sandy  Korman,  an  associate  member  of 

our  class,  is  completing  her  master's  de- gree at  University  of  Akron,  where  she 
got  her  B.A.  Sandy  is  studying  speech  pa- 

thology and  audiology,  and  would  like  to 
hear  from  girls  in  our  class,  especially  to 
compare  notes  with  anyone  else  studying 

speech. 
In  the  big  city,  Joan  Lessing  loves  work- 

ing for  the  Association  of  the  Bar  of  the 
City  of  New  York.  She  shares  an  apartment 
Jeanne  Osterhout,  while  they  explore  the 
wonders  of  New  York. 

Kammy  McCleery  is  participating  in  an 
unusual  activity.  As  a  field  recreation  work- 

er with  the  Ametican  Red  Cross  in  Viet- 
nam, she  spent  a  rewarding  Christmas  di- 

recting choirs  and  singing  for  over  8,000 
marines,  and  has  visited  several  of  rhe  ma- 

jor areas  of  battle  during  her  six  month 
stay  in  Danang. 

Tonya  Hines  Pentz  and  Steve  are  now 
in  the  Peace  Corps  in  Turkey.  They  both 
completed  their  degrees  at  Putdue  last  year. 

Tonya's  home  address  is  608  Dayton  Ave- 
nue, Fort  Wayne,  Indiana.  46807. 

As  for  me,  Cookie,  I  am  at  University  oi 
California,  Berkeley,  working  for  a  Ph.D 
in  zoology  and  marine  biology  (still  study- 

ing crabs)!  A  big  university  is  quire  £ 
startling  change  after  small  college  living 
This  area  is  definitely  the  pulsating  centei 

for  what's  happening  in  our  generation 
politically,  musically,  and  otherwise.  Acros! 

the  bay,  in  San  Francisco,  I've  seen  Let 
Macey,  who  is  living  with  Lory  King.  '66 
and  apprenticing  in  a  photographer's  stu- dio. Neither  of  us  can  believe  the  gorgeou: 
northern  California  scenery.  Susie  Cohr, 
Brenner  and  I  exchanged  old  Chatham  an 
ecdotes  while  lunching  in  Chinatown.  Hei 
husband  is  stationed  out  here  in  the  Army 
And,  I  managed  to  get  back  to  the  chill; 
east  at  Christmas  and  saw  Lolly  Lowery  ir 
New  York,  where  she  is  developing  intc 
a  great  political  scientist  at  Columbi; 
School  of  International  Affairs. 

Many  thanks  to  you  all  fot  sending  it 
the  news! 

Teg  reporting: 

Andy  Moss  writes  from  New  York  Citi 
that  she  has  "settled  into  the  9  to  5  busi 
ness  world."  After  a  summer  in  Europe  (in 
cidently  we  ran  into  each  other  in  Paris) 
she  is  now  writing  copy  fot  Ogilvy  anc 

Mather,  an  advertising  firm.  She's  keepini up  with  all  the  artistic  events  in  the  cit; 
and  often  sees  Kathy  Osage,  who  is  work 
ing  for  Montgomery  Ward.  Right  no? 
they're  apartment  hunting  together. 

Dara  Murphy  spent  the  summer  workini 
on  Nantucket  and  made  enough  money  t< 
take  off  for  Europe  in  Septembet.  While  ii 
London,  she  stayed  with  Kathy  Marchan 
who  is  working  there  and  taking  diam; 
courses  at  night.  Now  the  two  of  then 
want  to  go  to  Australia!  For  the  time  be 

ing,  Dara's  earning  money  again  workin; for  a  bank  in  Boston. 

Judy  Murray,  like  Cary  Cadman,  ha 

gone  north  to  Canada.  She's  currentl; 
srudying  at  the  University  of  Totonto  ii 
Theater  Arts  and  T.V.  Production.  If  an: 
of  you  are  up  that  way,  you  can  hear  he 
on  the  student  tadio  station  where  shi 

broadcasts  a  "Report  on  Quebec"  twice  ; week. 

Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt  sends  word  that  she' 
still  being  a  housewife  in  Pittsburgh  when 
her  husband  Norman  is  a  Technical  Serv 
ice  Engineer.  The  difference  this  year  fo 
Ruth  and  Nathalie  Osgood  Simsak  is  tha 
without  studying  they  can  do  theit  job 
full  time.  Nat  and  her  husband  Matr 
spent  a  terrific  summer  touting  Europe  ii 
a  VW  camper  bus.  Marty  passed  his  Ph.D 

qualifiers  in  October  '67,  and  they  hav> 
hopes  that  he'll  finish  his  thesis  in  psy 

chology  by  September  '68.  They  saw  Pegg_ Ernst  Shriner  and  Rick  over  Christmas 

and  report  that  they  are  presently  stationec 
in  Puerto  Rico  until  Rick  finishes  his  tim. in  the  Navy. 

We  have  several  Chatham  alums  repre 
senting  us  in  the  Capital  City.  Carol  Pogasi 
is  living  with  Mary  Eaton  and  studying 
Ametican  Government  at  Georgetown 
Carol  Pusin  is  now  an  instructor  with  th 
Westinghouse  Learning  Corp.  in  the  Jol 
Corps  Washington  Project.  The  D.  C 
crowd  are  all  happy  in  their  respective 
positions   and    absolutely   love   the   city. 



Philadelphia  seems  to  be  another  gath- 
ering place  for  our  class.  Lauren  Nagler 

is  studying  hard  at  Temple  University  in 

psychology.  She's  engaged  to  Mark  Tuck- 
felt  and  they  plan  to  marry  when  he  fin- 

ishes Medical  School  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh.  Iris  Raskin  writes  that  she 
worked  for  eight  months  with  the  Social 
Services  branch  of  the  Public  Housing  Ad- 

ministration. She's  recently  decided  that 
"being  a  bureaucrat"  wasn't  for  her  and 
has  just  changed  her  job.  She's  now  doing casework  for  the  State  Mental  Hospital 
in  Philadelphia.  She  and  Cooky  Chasanov 
share  an  apartment,  they  both  love  the  city 

and  Iris  is  really  looking  forward  to  "work- 
ing with  people  again."  Also  in  Philadel- 

phia is  Joan  Reisner,  who  is  a  production 
assistant  for  WHYY,  Channel  12.  She 
mentioned  seeing  Madelyn  Gorchofj  in 
September.  I  ran  into  Madelyn  this  sum- 

mer too,  in  London.  She  looks  great. 

Moving  west,  we  find  Eileen  Richey 
Hepler  newly  married  and  living  outside 
of  Harrisburg,  Pa.  Her  husband  Tom  is  a 

graduate  of  Dickinson  College  and  is  em- 
ployed by  the  Harrisburg  School  System. 

Eileen  is  working  for  the  Commissioner  of 
Mental  Health  of  Pennsylvania. 

Back  in  the  shadow  of  Chatham,  Louise 
Royster  is  living  in  Shadyside  with  Louise 

Farmer.  She's  studying  for  her  master's  in 
political  science  at  Pitt  while  her  fiance 
Jim  Brown  is  finishing  his  last  year  in 
architecture  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  Not  far 
from  Louise  and  Louise  is  Mary  Ruddell 
Lindburg.  Jack  is  now  a  civil  engineer 
with  Richardson,  Gordon  and  Assoc,  and 
Mary  is  doing  casework  for  the  Allegheny 
County  Board   of  Assistance. 

From  the  Associates'  Corner: 

Trudy  Levin  Cushner  writes  that  she 
graduated  from  the  New  York  State  Uni- 

versity at  Buffalo  in  August  '67.  She  and 
her  husband  Arnold  have  just  moved  to 
Lancaster,  Pa.,  where  he  is  teaching  Eng- 

lish at  Franklin  and  Marshall  and  she  is 
doing  some  substitute  teaching.  Trudy 

doesn't  have  any  children  yet,  but  Joanne 
Locurcio  Pavia  has  been  busy  in  that  de- 

partment. Her  two  new  babies  must  really 
keep  her  running.  Last  year  when  she  and 
Ken  were  living  in  Rochester,  New  York, 
she  managed  a  small  import  shop  called 

'"The  First  One."  That  was  before  the  real 
'"first  one,"  Ken,  Jr.  Her  husband  is  a corporation  consultant  in  Euclid,  Ohio. 

Nancy  Lynch  graduated  last  June  from 
the  University  of  Delaware  with  a  B.A.  in 

political  science  and  history.  She's  living 
at  home  in  Wilmington  and  working  as  a 
reporter  for  the  News-Journal  Co.  and  my 

guess  is  that  she's  probably  also  spending a  lot  of  time  on  the  tennis  courts. 

As  for  "Traveling  Tegner,"  like  Andy 
Moss,  I've  finally  settled  here  in  New  York 
City,  but  not  in  the  '"9  to  5  business 
world"  just  yet.  I  spent  a  fantastic  summer 
traveling  through  Europe  with  Nancy 

Lippmann  in  a  successor  to  the  old  "green 
machine."  In  September,  after  three  months 
and  12  countries,  I  ended  up  in  Copen- 

hagen, Denmark,  with  no  money  so  I  de- 

cided to  get  a  job  and  stay  a  while.  I've 
only  just  returned  to  this  country  and  am 
still  searching  the  job  market.  Copenhagen 

was  simply  marvelous  and  I'm  having  a 
hard  time  keeping  myself  away  from  the 
SAS  offices  before  next  fall  when  I  plan 
to  go  back  for  a  year  or  so.  I  was  to  Carol 

Swenson  Foss'  wedding  at  the  end  of  Janu- 
ary. Swens  looked  beautiful  in  her  grand- 

mother's lace  veil,  and  I  also  saw  Dara 
Murphy,  Ginny  Gold,  Barbara  Crick  Klings- 
porn,  '66,  and  Margie  Morrison  Hofer, 
'66.  Until  next  year  .  .  . 

Jo  reporting: 

Among  rhose  continuing  their  education 
are  Cookie  Schiffman,  who  is  working  to- 

wards a  master's  degree  in  speech  pathology 
at  the  University  of  Maryland;  Jean  Sour, 
who  is  earning  an  M.A.  in  science  educa- 

tion at  Columbia  University  Teacher's  Col- 
lege; Lou  Vanderwart,  who  loves  Canada 

and  her  study  of  physiological  psychology 
at  McMaster  University;  and  Janie  Ziskind, 
who  is  working  in  a  master  of  arts  of  teach- 

ing program  at  Northwestern  University, 
as  part  of  which  she  is  teaching  chemistry 
part-time  at  Evanston  Township  High 
School. 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  and  John  want  all 
Chathamites  to  stop  and  see  the  pictures 
they  took  on  their  honeymoon  in  Africa. 
Mary  is  studying  fresh  water  ecology  at 
the  University  of  Pittsburgh  under  a  Na- 

tional Science  Foundation  traineeship  pro- 

gram. Trina  Shelburne  English  and  her  hus- 
band are  teaching  English  to  the  natives  on 

the  island  of  Aur  Aur.  Trina  and  John 
will  be  in  Micronesia  for  two  years.  They 
left  for  the  islands  from  San  Francisco 

June  21. 
Combining  work  and  study,  Judy  Siegel 

is  head  resident  of  a  woman's  dorm  at 
Syracuse  Universiry  while  she  is  doing 
graduate  work  at  Maxwell  School  of  Citi- 

zenship and  Public  Affairs.  She  plans  to 
study  through  the  summer  and  finish  in 

January.  Judy's  "boss"  is  Carol  Carew  Mc- Gregor, former  Director  of  Residence  Halls 

at  Chatham  in  1965-66.  Carol's  husband, 
Bill,  is  also  studying  at  Maxwell. 

Before  her  January  wedding,  Carol  Swen- 
son Foss  was  employed  by  Southern  New 

England  Telephone  Company.  As  soon  as 
she  and  Charley  get  settled  in  their  first 
home,  Carol  will  again  join  the  working 
world.  Guests  at  the  wedding  included 
several  Chatham  alumnae — Patricia  Foss 

Shaw  ('62) ,  Gini  Gold,  teg  McAteer, 
Barbara  Crick  Klingspom  ( '66 ) ,  Kathi 
Hoover  Hill  ('66),  Kristin  Jellison  Castell 
('66),  and  Margie  Morrison  Hofer  ('66). 
Dara  Murphy  was  a  bridesmaid. 

Evi  Tamm  is  working  for  Pennsylvania 
State  Senator  Jack  E.  McGregor  in  his 
Pittsburgh  office.  Her  job  covers  everything 
from  working  for  the  Pittsburgh  Penguins 
hockey  team,  of  which  Senator  McGregor 
is  president,  to  meeting  Governor  Shafer 
on  one  of  her  many  trips  to  the  Capitol 
in  Harrisburg.  In  addition  to  this,  she  and 

Jack  ( Metcalf,  not  McGregor )  are  plan- 

ning a  summer  wedding — "finally!" 

Among  the  newlyweds  who  are  working 
or  studying  are  Linda  VanDoren  Garlick, 
who  is  doing  both  by  working  for  her 
master's  in  social  casework  at  Columbia 
University  as   well   as   doing  field   work   in 

Harlem;  Janet  Washburn  Grana,  who  is 
sceretary  to  senior  surgical  residents  at 
Universiry  Hospitals;  and  Marianne  Wil- 

liams Yatsco,  who  is  a  social  worker  in 

Dayton. 

Jane  Weigel  is  putting  her  Spanish  ma- 
jor to  good  use  in  her  work  at  Wyeth  In- 

ternational Limited  where  she  is  assistant 
to  the  administrative  assistant  to  the  ex- 

ecutive vice-president.  She  has  an  apart- 
ment near  Bonnie  Birks  and  Mary  Rosen- 

berger  and  sees  them  often. 

As  always,  Sue  Whitfield  is  up  to  her 
elbows  in  activity.  Sue  is  public  relations 

director  and  coordinator  of  "Volunteers 
Tie-line,"  a  non-partisan  political  commit- 

tee which  operates  throughout  New  York 
State  supplying  information  on  state  pro- 

grams and  legislation  through  2,400  wom- 

en volunteers.  Her  job  consists  of  "all 
sorts  of  things,"  including  giving  speeches 
to  men's  and  women's  groups,  devising 
questionnaires  on  state  programs  to  indi- 

cate grass  roots  sentiment  which  state  of- 
ficials might  find  helpful,  doing  lots  of 

PR  work  on  the  volunteers,  writing  re- 
ports and  a  periodic  newsletter,  and  at- 

tending social  functions  on  both  the  gov- 
ernmental and  grass  roots  levels. 

Pam  Zerwick  is  teaching  tenth  grade 
English  at  Tappan  Zee  High  School  in 
New  Jersey.  She  enjoys  living  near  New 
York  City  and  visits  its  museums  and 
theaters  often.  Especially  recommended  are 
Man  of  La  Mancha  and  Pearl  Bailey  in 
Hello,  Dolly! 

Mary  Lou  Patrick  Mcjunkin,  an  asso- 
ciate alumnae,  graduated  from  Meredith 

College  in  Raleigh,  North  Carolina,  with 
a  degree  in  mathematics.  She  and  Mac  live 
in  Milwaukee,  where  she  is  working  for 
First  Wisconsin  Bank. 

Sue  Slagle  Young,  also  an  associate  mem- 
ber of  the  class,  reports  that  she  and  Tom 

love  Texas — "no  more  northern  winters 
for  us!"  They  moved  to  Houston  last 
March  and  have  been  sightseeing  through- 

out that  part  of  the  country  as  much  as 
possible.  Tom  is  busy  with  his  new  job  at 
an  advertising  and  printing  company,  while 
Meredith  is  keeping  Sue  on  the  go 

It  was  wonderful  to  hear  from  so  many 

of  the  alumnae.  Although  I  did  not  men- 
tion it  in  the  paragraphs  above,  everyone 

I  heard  from  said — in  one  way  or  othet — 

how  much  she  is  "enjoying  life!"  which 
really  is  the  kind  of  news  which  should 
be  shared! 

Right  now,  I'm  studying  for  finals.  I 
have  found  law  school  to  be  a  very  chal- 

lenging experience,  not  only  academically, 

but  also  in  trying  to  adapt  to  a  men's 
school  after  going  to  a  women's  college for  four  years. 

Like  Judy  Siegel,  I  am  working  as  a 
house  resident  while  going  to  school.  This, 
too,  is  a  challenge.  All  in  all,  this  has 
been  quite  a  year  for  me. 

I  am  very  happy  about  being  a  brides- 
maid in  former  roommate  Doe  Adamson's 

('66)  April  20  wedding  to  Peter  Mc- 
Callum,  a  representative  for  a  Hartford  in- 

surance company.  Sherry  Smith  ('66)  is maid  of  honor. 
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0  The  election  of  Mary  Virginia  BrowD 

Bowden,  '36,  to  the  Chatham  College  Board  of  Trustees 
has  been  announced  by  Mr.  Arthur  E.  Braun,  board 

chairman.  She  previously  served  as  an  alumnae  trustee 
from  1964  to  1967.  Mrs.  Bowden  is  senior  economic 

analyst  with  New  York  Life  Insurance  Company,  and 

was  one  of  ten  nationally  prominent  women  who  partici- 

pated in  the  symposium  on  "The  Public/Private  Woman" 
held  on  campus  last  winter. 

£  Dr.  J.  Cutler  Andrews,  chairman  of  the 

department  of  history  at  Chatham,  was  honored  at  the 

1968  Spring  Council  Meeting  of  the  Pennsylvania  His- 
torical Association  when  he  received  a  certificate  ex-i 

pressing  appreciation  "for  his  exceptional  services  as 

president  of  the  Association"  during  his  three-year  term 
of  office  from  1963  to  1966. 

0  The  back  cover  of  this  issue  presents  a 

unique  opportunity  for  Chatham  alumnae  to  own  orig- 
inal watercolors  of  four  campus  scenes.  Those  who  have 

seen  the  paintings  have  been  very  favorably  impressed 

with  the  quality  and  beauty  of  the  artist's  work.  A  full 
set  is  on  display  in  the  alumnae  office. 

0  The  alumnae  office  is  now  well  settled 

in  its  new  location  on  the  first  floor  of  Beatty  Hall.  A 
cordial  invitation  is  extended  to  all  alumnae  to  visit 

our  spacious  and  attractive  quarters. 

0  Lois  Applegate,  '31,  who  prepared  the 
copy  for  The  College  on  the  Hill,  wishes  to  make  the 

following  acknowledgments: — to  Laberta  Dysart's 
CHATHAM  COLLEGE:  The  First  Ninety  Years  as  the 

source  of  all  historical  material;  to  Helen  Smith,  chair- 
man of  the  editorial  board,  for  valuable  aid  in  deciding 

on  the  final  format;  to  Sue  Allardice  for  the  art  work  and 

layout;  and  to  Ruth  Swisshelm  for  searching  the  archives 

for  pictures. 



The  College  on  the  Hill 
Human  beings,  whether  acting  individually  or  in  groups, 

seem  to  accomplish  the  most  when  under  the  greatest 

pressure.  In  the  ninety-nine  years  since  1869,  there  prob- 
ably has  never  been  a  period  in  the  history  of  Chatham 

when  the  College  has  been  free  of  the  need  for  expanded 

physical  facilities,  higher  salaries  for  faculty,  or  more 
endowment.  Each  time  additional  funds  have  been  needed 

to  provide  these  necessities,  the  Trustees,  with  the  help  of 

loyal  presidents,  alumnae  and  friends,  set  to  the  task  and 

accomplished  it. 
That  Chatham  has  been  able  to  survive  two  World  Wars 

and  the  years  of  the  Great  Depression  and  to  grow  in  spite 

of  obstacles,  has  been  the  result  of  the  determination,  loy- 
alty and  courageous  spirit  of  many  dedicated  people.  That 

Chatham  College  has  today  a  substantial  standing  in  the 

academic  field  is  due,  in  part,  to  the  philosophy  of  a  for- 



mer  president  who  said,  "The  difficult  we  do  at  once;  the  impossible 

takes  a  little  longer." 
Almost  a  century  has  gone  by  since  Chatham  was  founded.  As  a  pre- 

lude to  the  observance  of  the  Centennial  in  1969  and  to  the  eventual 

construction  of  the  Chatham  Forum,  we  relate  on  these  pages  the 

growth  of  the  campus  from  the  single  building  of  the  original  Berry 

Hall  and  its  ten  acres  on  the  hilltop  to  the  present  fifty  acres  and  twenty 

buildings  on  both  sides  of  Woodland  Road. 

With  inspiration  out  of  the  past,  we  approach  the  responsibilities 

of  the  future  with  the  same  determination,  loyalty  and  courageous 

spirit  of  those  dedicated  people  who  have  shown  us  the  way. 

Chatham  College,  originally  Pennsylvania  Female  College  and  one  of 

the  oldest  colleges  for  women  in  the  United  States,  was  chartered  on 

December  11,  1869.  From  that  date  the  faculty,  with  the  authority  of 

the  Board  of  Trustees,  was  empowered  to  grant  degrees  in  the  liberal 

arts  and  sciences.  The  Trustees  purchased  the  property  and  mansion 

of  Mr.  George  A.  Berry  on  Murray  Hill  above  Fifth  Avenue,  and  im- 
mediate plans  were  made  to  adapt  it  for  use  as  a  college  building. 

On  June  8,  1871,  the  cornerstone  was  laid  for  the  first  extension 

to  Berry  Hall.  Dr.  Beatty,  Secretary  of  the  Board  of  Trustees,  had 

an  able  champion  in  the  family  physician  of  the  community,  who  de- 
clared, on  laying  the  cornerstone,  that  he  knew  of  no  reason  why  a 

girl's  brain  was  not  as  capable  of  being  educated  as  was  a  boy's. 
Invitations   to   the   ceremony   stated    that   trains   would   leave  Union 

The  entrance  foyer  to  Old  Berry  Hall,  circa  1949 
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Alumnae  meeting,  old  Dilwortb  Hall  chapel,  circa  1902 

Station  at  4:20  P.M.  and  that  carriages  would  meet  the  guests  at 

Roup  Station. 

During  the  eighties  and  nineties  the  growth  of  the  student  body 

presented  an  acute  need  for  larger  facilities.  In  addition  to  a  fourth 

floor  being  constructed  atop  the  original  Berry  Hall,  there  were  two 

major  building  programs.  Dilworth  Hall,  named  for  Joseph  Dilworth, 

a  member  of  the  original  Board  of  Trustees  and  whose  bequesr  of 

$10,000  formed  the  nucleus  for  the  building  fund,  was  completed  in 

1889.  The  massively  built  structure,  with  its  Romanesque  arches  and 

turrets,  reflected  the  influence  of  a  famous  architect  of  the  period, 

Henry  Hobson  Richardson.  The  three-story  building  housed  a  chapel- 
auditorium,  class  and  dormitory  rooms,  science  laboratories  and  an  art 
room  in  the  tower. 

The  last  addition  to  the  Berry  Hall  complex  was  a  gymnasium, 

built  in  1892.  It  was  completed  in  1897  when  a  second  story  was 
added  to  accommodate  a  music  hall. 

The  first  completely  new  dormitory,  Woodland  Hall,  was  erected  in 

1909.  Furnishings  were  provided  by  the  alumnae.  Like  Berry  Hall, 

Woodland  has  undergone  many  changes  in  its  almost  sixty  years.  The 

first  was  the  addition  in  1930  of  a  new  south  wing  which  doubled  the 

capacity  of  the  dining  hall  and  provided  dormitory  space  for  fifty 

students.  In  1950  the  present  dining  hall  was  added  through  funds 

raised  by  the  Alumnae  Association.  While  breakfast  is  served  in 

several  of  the  present  dormitories,  the  dining  halls  in  Woodland  con- 
tinue to  be  the  crowded  center  for  all  other  food  service. 

Old 

Dilworth 

Hall 



Chatham— 1869 

The  drawing  above,  showing  the  original  Berry  Hall  (white)  in  relation  to  the  pres- 
ent campus  ( light  brown ) ,  depicts  graphically  the  extension  of  the  college  property 

during  Chatham's  first  century. 
Twenty  years  passed  before  any  other  new  buildings  were  constructed.  A  grant  of 

$100,000,  contingent  upon  other  gifts  of  $400,000,  was  made  by  the  Buhl  Foundation 

toward  the  building  of  a  science  hall.  The  Louise  C.  Buhl  Hall  of  Science,  completed 

in  1930,  was  named  for  Mrs.  Henry  Buhl,  Jr.,  who,  along  with  her  husband,  had  been 

interested  in  promoting  education  for  women.  Dr.  Earl  K.  Wallace,  professor  of 

chemistry,  working  with  the  architect,  was  responsible  for  much  of  the  planning  of  the 

interior.  In  addition  to  the  facilities  for  the  teaching  of  biology,  chemistry,  physics 

and  astronomy,  the  building  housed  an  unusual  master  clock  which  recorded  time  in 

split  seconds,  and  a  six-inch  telescope  made  by  astronomer  John  Brashear. 
The  exterior  appearance  of  Buhl  Science  Hall  looks  much  the  same  today  as  it  did 

thirty-eight  years  ago,  but  in  1966  the  interior  was  once  again  made  "modern"  by  a 
complete  renovation  and  the  installation  of  the  most  up-to-date  laboratory  equiment. 

(See  Recorder,  Spring  1967,  for  a  detailed  account  of  the  "new"  Buhl.)  One  of  the 
interesting  features  of  the  building  is  the  stone  tablet  above  the  front  entrance. 

Through  a  plan  conceived  by  Dr.  Wallace  and  carried  out  with  the  helpr  of  science 

majors,  the  names  of  twenty-eight  prominent  scientists  living  in  1930  were  chisled  in 
the  stone. 
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By  1931  a  new  library  was  essenrial  to  the  growth  and 

standing  of  the  College.  For  many  years  the  library  space 

on  the  first  floor  of  Berry  Hall  had  been  inadequate.  A 

new  building  became  a  reality  when  Miss  Anne  Irwin  Laugh- 

lin  of  Philadelphia  gave  $100,000  in  memory  of  her  grand- 

father, James  A.  Laughlin,  one  of  the  founders  of  the  College 

and  the  first  president  of  the  Board  of  Trustees. 

That  Laughlin  Library  in  1968  can  no  longer  accommodate 

the  76,000  volume  collection,  nor  provide  adequate  refer- 

ence and  study  space  for  today's  650  students,  is  witness 
to  the  growth  and  expansion  of  the  past  thirty-seven  years. 
Thar  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Richard  H.  Mellon  have  made  a  gift  of 

more  than  two  million  dollars  for  the  Jennie  King  Mellon 

Library,  which  will  be  an  important  part  of  the  Chatham 

Forum  complex,  is  witness  to  their  faith  in  the  future  of 

the  liberal  arts  education  for  women  and  in  Chatham  Col- 

lege as  a  major  institution  of  higher  learning. 

With  the  acquisition  of  the  former  Hicks  home  on  Fifth 

Avenue — now  named  Grenville  House  in  honor  of  the  wife 

of  the  Earl  of  Chatham — a  temporary  location  has  been 

provided  for  more  than  15,000  bound  volumes  of  periodicals. 

During  the  decade  of  the  forties  the  College  acquired 

several  properties  on  Woodland  Road  which,  in  addition  to 

increasing  the  size  of  the  campus,  provided  much  needed 

dormitory  space  for  the  growing  student  body.  The  first  of 
these  came  in  1940  when  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Paul  Mellon  deeded 

(The  James  A.  Laughlin  Memorial  Library 



their  property  adjoining  the  campus  to  the  College.  Andrew  Mellon  Hall,  named  for  Mr.  Mel- 

Ion's  father  and  former  Secretary  of  the  Treasury,  was  so  ideally  suited  for  college  use 
that  it  was  put  to  use  as  a  dormitory  almost  as  soon  as  it  was  vacated.  The  spacious  rooms 

on  the  first  floor  and  the  swimming  pool,  bowling  alleys  and  ballroom  on  the  ground  floor 

are  still  in  almost  daily  use  for  social  and  recreational  functions. 

The  large  and  attractive  carriage  house  on  the  Mellon  property  was  converted  into  an 

art  center.  New  partitions  and  flooring  created  music  and  art  studios,  a  music  library  and 

a  recital  hall.  During  World  War  II  the  second  floor  rooms  were  requisitioned  for  dormi- 
tory space,  but  since  1948  the  building  has  been  used  entirely  for  music  and  is  known  as 

the  Music  Center. 

In  1943  the  Fickes  home  become  a  part  of  the  campus,  the  first  addition  on  the  east  side 

of  Woodland  Road.  In  1946,  when  there  was  again  an  urgent  need  for  dormitory  rooms,  a 

three-story  wing  was  added  joining  the  original  home  with  the  carriage  house. 

The 
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The  first  occupant  of  the  house  located  on  the  south  side  of  Wood- 

land Hall  was  Dr.  Henry  D.  Lindsay,  seventh  president  of  the  College, 

who  moved  in  with  his  family  in  December,  1910.  In  1945,  when  it 

was  converted  for  dormitory  use,  the  house  was  named  Lindsay  Hall 

in  his  honor.  In  more  recent  years  it  has  undergone  further  renovation 
and  is  now  the  Infirmary. 

Since  1945  the  President  of  Chatham  College  has  lived  in  Gregg  House. 

This  spacious  home,  located  on  Woodland  Road  near  Wilkins  Avenue, 

was  given  to  the  College  by  the  descendants  of  Mr.  John  R.  Gregg. 

The  second  property  acquired  across  Woodland  Road  was  the  resi- 

dence of  the  late  William  Holdship  Rea  and  his  wife  Mary  Childs  Rea. 

Named  Beatty  Hall,  the  house  was  put  into  use  as  a  dormitory  in  1948. 

Speaking  at  the  dedication  ceremony,  Mrs.  Charles  Spencer  (Mary 

Acheson,  class  of  1883)  remarked  that  she  and  Mr.  Rea  had  both  become 

members  of  the  Board  of  Trustees  in  September,  1902,  and  that  the 

College  owed  its  survival  in  the  early  years  of  this  century  to  the  dedi- 
cated efforts  of  this  man.  The  name  Beatty  was  chosen  to  honor  Dr. 

William  Trimble  Beatty,  first  pastor  of  the  newly  organized  Shadyside 

Presbyterian  Church  and  the  first  Secretary  of  the  Board  of  Trustees.  At 

present  Beatty  Hall  is  the  temporary  location  of  the  alumnae  office 
and  several  other  administrative  offices. 

From  Matriculation  Day,  1948,  until  the  end  of  1953,  the  campus  was 

in  an  almost  constant  state  of  upheaval.  Somehow  the  college  communi- 
ty survived  the  inconvenience  of  displaced  classrooms  and  offices,  the 

noise  and  dirt  of  demolition  operations,  the  sight  of  gaping  holes  in  the 

ground,  and  the  presence  everywhere  of  construction  crews  and  materials. 

{Andrew  W.  Mellon  Hall 



However,  the  end  results — five  new  buildings — were 

well  worth  the  ordeal.  Actually,  there  were  six  build' 

ings.  While  major  buildings  were  coming  down  anc 

going  up  at  the  top  of  the  hill,  a  new  dean's  residence 
was  built  on  Woodland  Road  on  the  slope  below  the 

Library  and  the  Chapel.  It  was  named  Mary  Achesor 

Spencer  House. 
Through  anonymous  gifts  of  almost  $500,000,  the 

dream  of  a  new  Chapel  became  a  reality  and  the  cor- 
nerstone was  laid  in  February,  1949.  An  importani 

feature  of  the  white-spired,  Georgian  structure  i< 

the  four-manual  Moller  organ  which  was  designed  by 

Russell  G.  Wichmann,  chairman  of  the  music  depart- 
ment. Its  5000  pipes  are  in  seven  sections,  each 

of  which  is  a  complete  organ.  The  Carillon  bells 

which  are  played  each  evening  before  dinner  and 

before  certain  programs  in  the  Chapel,  are  rung  alsc 

to  announce  one  of  the  newer  campus  traditions,  "Toe- 
Dabbling  Day."  When  the  bells  are  heard  early  on  a 
spring  morning,  the  news  is  out  that  classes  are 

suspended  for  the  day  and  students  may  do  as  they 
like. 

A  new  physical  education  building  became  a  ne- 
cessity before  the  old  gymnasium  wing  of  Berry  Hall 

could  be  razed.  Again  through  the  generosity  of  a 

number  of  anonymous  donors,  the  new  Gymnasium  was 

built  on  the  old  McCargo  property  on  West  Woodland 

The 
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Braun  Hall,  The  Administration  Building 

Road.  The  two-story,  red  brick  structure  provides  suit- 

able space  and  equipment  for  every  kind  of  physical  in- 
struction. 

The  greatest  single  change  on  campus  occurred  in  1952 

and  1953  when  it  became  necessary  to  tear  down  Berry  and 

Dilworth  Halls,  now  structurally  unsafe  and  a  fire  haz- 

ard, to  make  room  for  the  new  three-building  complex 
which,  with  Buhl  Science  Hall,  Laughlin  Library  and  the 

Chapel,  completed  the  present  quadrangle.  To  preserve  a 

small  portion  of  old  Berry  Hall,  Harriet  Duff  Phillips 

and  her  class  of  1902  had  two  of  the  Gothic  doors  refin- 

ished,  inscribed,  and  set  into  the  end  wall  of  the  Li- 

brary Browsing  Room.  Two  lecterns  were  made  from  the 

newel  posts  of  the  main  stairway,  and  two  gavels  from  the 
bannister. 

Braun  Hall,  which  houses  administrative  and  faculty 

offices,  the  book  store  and  snack  bar,  was  named  for  Mr. 

Arthur  E.  Braun,  a  member  of  the  Board  of  Trustees  since 

1923.  Elected  president  of  the  Board  in  1924,  Mr.  Braun 

continues  to  serve  in  that  capacity  today.  In  her  history 

of  the  College  Miss  Dysart  notes  that,  in  naming  the 

building,  the  trustees  recorded,  "Mr.  Braun's  confiden- 
tial gifts  to  the  new  building  are  merely  the  most  recent 

of  his  benefactions  to  the  College  .  .  .  The  use  of  any  other 

name  would  seem  out  of  place." 
The  Laura  Falk  Hall  of  Social  Studies  was  made  possi- 

ble by  the  Maurice  and  Laura  Falk  Foundation  which  pro- 

vided $350,000  for  its  construction.  Class  rooms  occupy 

the  firsr  and  second  floors.  The  college  post  office,  audio- 
visual department,  placement  office,  telephone  and  central 

service  facilities  are  on  the  ground  floor. 

The  Buhl  Foundation,  once  again  a  benefactor,  gave 

$350,000  for  a  Hall  of  Humanities  which  was  named  in 

memory  of  Dr.  Coral  Helen  Coolidge  who  served  as  dean  of 

the  College  from  1906  to  1914,  as  acting  president,  1914-15, 
and  returned  in  1922  to  become  president,  the  office  she 

held  until  her  death  in  1933.  Those  alumnae  whose  privi- 

lege it  was  to  know  Miss  Coolidge  can  attest  to  her  gra- 
cious presence  and  deep  devotion  to  the  College.  Her  wit, 

her  deep  sense  of  humor,  and  her  complete  loyalty  to  the 

ttaditions  and  aims  of  higher  education  for  women  added 

to  the  dignity  and  stature  of  this  truly  remarkable  woman. 

Sunday,  May  2, 1954,  was  a  day  of  celebration  at  Chatham. 

The  fresh,  spring  green  of  new  grass  and  shrubbery  covered 

the  construction  wounds  of  the  past  few  years,  and  warm, 

bright  sun  shone  down  on  the  hundreds  of  students,  faculty, 

alumnae  and  friends  who  were  present  for  a  memorable  oc- 
casion— the  dedication  of  four  new  buildings,  Braun,  Falk 

and  Coolidge  Halls  and  the  Gymnasium.  It  should  be  noted 

that  each  of  these,  as  well  as  the  Chapel,  was  made  possi- 

ble by  the  gifts  of  individuals  and  foundations  who  be- 
lieved in  the  future  of  Chatham  College.  Dr.  Theodore  A. 

Distler,  then  President  of  Franklin  and  Marshall  College, 

closed  his  dedication  address  with  a  fitting  quotation  from 
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Erasmus:  "Everyman  and  Everywoman  will  be  convinced  rhat  wholehearted  study 
of  the  humanities  will  lead  to  virtue  and  thence  to  faith,  and  finally  to  a  knowl- 

edge of  things  Divine  within  the  limits  of  man's  intellectual  powers." 
Since  1959,  either  by  construction,  gift  or  purchase,  seven  buildings  and 

their  surrounding  grounds  have  become  part  of  the  campus.  The  Dilworth 

name  was  carried  on  when  a  new  dormitory,  built  in  1959  on  property  adja- 

cent to  the  Music  Center,  was  named  in  honor  of  Joseph  Dilworth,  a  founder 

and  Trustee.  Members  of  the  Dliworth  Hall  Association,  alumnae  of  the  pre- 
paratory school  that  was  part  of  the  campus  from  1872  until  1917,  were  guests 

at  the  laying  of  the  cornerstone  and  dedication. 

Benedum  Hall,  formerly  "Greystone"  and  home  of  the  late  Michael  L.  Bene- 
dum,  became  a  part  of  Chatham  College  in  April,  I960,  a  gift  from  the  Claude 

Worthington  Benedum  Foundation.  The  Foundation  was  created  by  the  elder 

Mr.  Benedum  as  a  memorial  to  his  son  who  died  in  World  War  I.  The  bequest 

included  eight  acres  of  landscaped  grounds  surrounding  the  mansion,  the 

garage  which  is  now  the  Art  Center,  greenhouses,  and  the  Childs  home  at 

the  entrance  to  Woodland  Road.  The  latter  property  had  been  leased  by  the 

College  since  1950  and  was  named  Gateway  House.  It  was  once  the  home  of 

Mary  Childs,  granddaughter  of  General  Thomas  Howe  ( for  whom  Howe  Spring 

on  the  Benedum  estate  was  named),  and  later  the  wife  of  William  Holdship 

Rea.  (See  Beatty  Hall)  Benedum  Hall,  built  in  1911,  is  elegant  in  every 

detail  and  has  provided  a  second  center  for  social  events  on  campus.  The  wide 

veranda  and  terrace  overlooking  the  city  is  the  scene  of  the  Alumnae  Reunion 

Dinner  each  June.  Mr.  Benedum,  one  of  America's  foremost  oil  wildcatters, 
was  born  the  same  yaer  in  which  Chatham  was  founded.  In  this  lifetime  he 

was  very  fond  of  his  neighbor  on  Woodland  Road  and  took  a  deep  interest  in 

the  education  of  young  people. 

Two  properties  were  acquired  by  purchase  in  1962  and  1963  to  provide 

needed  dormitory  space.  Alumnae  will  no  doubt  recall  the  stately,  three-story 
Georgian  home  which  faces  the  point  where  West  Woodland  and  Woodland 

Roads  meet.  It  has  been  named  Berry  Hall,  not  in  any  sense  a  replacement 

of  the  original,  but  to  keep  the  name  as  part  of  the  campus. 

Gateway 

House 
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The  Fifth  Avenue  apartments,  which  are  now  known  as  Pelletreau  Hall,  are 

situated  directly  below  the  Library  and  are  joined  to  the  campus  by  lighted 

steps  up  the  landscaped  hillside.  Named  for  Miss  Helen  E.  Pelletreau,  Presi- 

dent of  the  College  from  1878  to  1894,  they  provide  a  different  type  of  dormi- 

tory living.  Each  unit  has  been  adapted  for  living  and  study  space  for  four 

students,  and  a  first-floor  apartment  in  each  section  has  been  set  aside  as  a 

reception  and  typing-study  area. 

All  of  the  east  side  of  Woodland  Road  between  Fickes  and  Berry  Halls  be- 
came part  of  the  campus  with  the  gifts  of  the  Rea  and  Laughlin  properties. 

Rea  House  was  the  gift  of  Mr.  James  C.  and  the  late  Julia  Rea  in  November, 

1965,  while  Laughlin  House,  next  door,  came  as  a  bequest  from  Mrs.  H.  Hugh- 

art  Laughlin  (Marianne  Rea  '00)  in  the  spring  of  1967.  Both  of  these  spacious 
residences  were  built  at  about  the  same  time  as  Benedum  Hall,  and  have  been 

transformed  into  exceptionally  lovely  dormitories.  The  basement  of  Rea  House 

has  been  converted,  through  student  planning  and  decorating,  into  an  attractive 

campus  Coffee  House. 

Chatham's  ninety-nine  year  history  of  growth  and  improvement  is  a  record 
of  dedicated  effort  and  loyal  support  by  every  segment  of  the  college  commu- 

nity. As  Chatham  enters  her  centennial  year  it  is  clear  that  the  efforts  must 
continue  undiminished. 

The  first  and  most  obvious  need  is  for  a  new  library.  The  present  build- 

ing, charming  as  it  is,  has  simply  been  outgrown.  The  collection,  which 
now  totals  about  76,000  volumes,  should  be  doubled.  Student  study  spaces 

must  be  increased,  and  provision  must  be  made  for  the  new  developments  in 

library  science,  information  retrieval,  and  the  integration  of  all  learning  re- 
sources. 

Chatham  also  urgently  needs  a  central,  modern  dining  facility  with  adja- 

cent spaces  for  co-curricular  activities  and  essential  college  services.  The 

new  student-faculty  center  will  combine  large  and  small  dining  areas,  food 
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preparation  and  service  on  one  level,  a  rathskellar,  and  spaces  for  student 

and  faculty  activities. 

Finally,  Chatham  needs  a  multi-purpose  lecture  hall-little  theatre  seating 

approximately  350.  The  Chapel,  currently  used  for  such  purposes,  is  an  in- 
appropriate setting  for  many  lectures  and  dramatic  performances.  The  new 

hall  will  have  facilities  for  lectures,  audio-visual  screenings,  conferences,  stage 
productions,  and  recitals.  It  will  also  be  connected  with  WQED,  the  Pittsburgh 
educational  television  channel. 

At  Chatham  the  pursuit  of  knowledge  can  and  should  be  integrated  with 

the  daily  life  of  the  student.  The  new  concept  of  the  Chatham  Forum  is  an 

attempt  in  structural  form  to  bring  together  the  primary  concerns  of  the  con- 

temporary student:  reading  and  studying,  listening  and  learning,  and  the  enjoy- 
ment of  intelligent  conversation. 

The  Forum  is  essential  to  Chatham's  continuing  program  of  distinguished 
services  to  young  people,  to  the  community,  and  to  the  wider  sphere  of  higher 

education.  It  will  be  a  fitting  step  into  the  second  century. 

Aerial  View 

Varum  Site 
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Frank  A.  Hayes 
1919-1968 

Frank  Hayes  was  my  friend  and  colleague  for  more  than  thirteen  years. 

He  was  a  proud  and  gentle  man  whose  intense  interests  ranged 

from  theoretical  problems  in  nuclear  physics  to  symbolic  logic  and 

the  terrible  dilemmas  created  by  the  moral  indifference 

which  so  often  divides  and  destroys  men. 

I  cannot  recall  ever  turning  to  him  with  a  problem  for  which 

he  could  not  suggest  a  reasonable  approach  or  a  relevant  source. 

He  shared  with  the  ancient  Greek  philosophers  the  conviction  that  the 

scholarly  life — the  life  of  contemplation  and  preoccupation 

with  eternal  things — is  the  life  most  worth  having. 

His  profound  interest  and  unique  talent  in  combining  photography  with 

philosophy  reflected  his  belief  that  the  beauty  of  things  seen 

transforms  the  quality  of  our  thoughts  and  that  the  interpretation  of 

the  visual  image  is  an  indispensable  part  of  the  beauty  of  things  seen. 

The  eternal  idea,  he  believed,  is  grasped  only  in  the  most  intimate 

cooperation  of  the  eye  and  the  mind. 

But  Frank  Hayes'  intense  love  of  beauty  in  thought  and  image, 
though  certainly  a  gift  that  graced  his  life  and  drew  some  to  him 

in  almost  unparalleled  appreciation  and  devotion,  was  also  clearly 

an  enormous  burden  insofar  as  ugliness,  disorder  and  indifference  brought 

to  his  life  pain  and  sorrow  that  none  of  us  ever  fully  shared. 

||  Frank  Hayes  was  a  man  who  loved  the  good  in  a  world  that 

.1  sacrifices  justice  in  the  pursuit  of  power  and  self-interest. 
I  He  was  a  man  who  loved  beauty  in  a  world  that  seeks  wealth  and  convenience, 

I  though  the  price  is  intolerable  ugliness. 

I  He  was  a  man  who  knew  that  the  value  of  all  things  is  inseparable 

I  from  the  mind  that  knows  and  loves;  but  he  had  to  live  in  a  world  in  which 

I  persons  are  often  more  dispensable  than  machines. 

And  Frank  Hayes  loved  above  all  things 

companionship  and  the  dialogue  through  which  persons  are  revealed  to  persons; 

and  yet  he  was  "a  man  stricken  with  .  .  .  solitude"  because  his  own  voice 
was  too  gentle  to  compete  with  the  multitude  of  voices  that  praises  things 

instead  of  communicating  with  persons. 

If  we  are  shocked  and  saddened  by  the  tragedy  and  the  immensity  of  our  loss 

in  losing  Frank  Hayes,  we  ought  now  to  do  all  we  can, 

in  whatever  brief  time  we  ourselves  have  left,  to  create  a  world  in  which 

such  men  will  not  lose  their  "taste  for  living  among"  us. 
Such  a  task  of  course  is  difficult. 

But  in  the  words  of  Baruch  Spinoza,  who  was  Frank  Hayes'  favorite  philosopher, 

"all  things  excellent  are  as  difficult  as  they  are  rare." 
A  tribute  by  Dr.  Willard  E.  Arnett 

Chairman  of  the  Department  of  Philosophy 
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Forty-fifth  ALUMNAE  COUNCIL 
CONVENES  on  CAMPUS 

Beautiful  fall  weather  welcomed  sixty-six  delegates  to 

campus  for  the  Forty-fifth  Alumnae  Council  on  Monday, 
October  21,  1968. 

Morning  sessions  included  a  club  workshop  under  the 

direction  of  Peggy  Korb  Smith  '46,  second  vice  president. 
The  following  representatives  participated  in  the  discus- 

sion: Peggy  Tucker  Thompson  '51,  Philadelphia;  Carol 

Lenz  Houck  '48,  Buffalo;  Marianne  Byrn  Caple  '61,  Detroit; 

Dorothy  Whitehead  Heinig  "hi,  Chicago;  Eleanore  Luth- 

ringer  Mattson  '49,  Cleveland;  Marie  Timothy  Obermann 

'53,  New  Jersey;  Sharon  Smith  '66,  Boston;  Coral  Wigent 

Burke  '60,  and  Barbara  Whiteside  Harris  '50,  Washington, 

DC;  Carol  Cristiano  Raymond  '59,  New  York  City;  and 

Vicki  Sneatben  Petsinger  '54,  Mt.  Lebanon,  Pittsburgh. 
[Since  attendance  seems  to  be  one  of  the  common  problems 

of  all  clubs,  we  urge  you  to  affiliate  with  a  Chatham  club 

if  there  is  one  in  your  area.  Check  the  list  on  the  inside 

back  cover  of  this  issue.  Through  club  membership  you 

will  enjoy  association  with  other  Chatham  alumnae,  and 

you  will  be  serving  the  College  by  participation  in  club 

projects.] 

Meeting  at  the  same  time  with  Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  '45, 
chairman  for  reunions,  were  class  secretaries  and/or  re- 

union chairmen  for  classes  ending  in  4  and  9,  the  group 

from  the  fifties— 1956,  1957,  1958,  1959— and  1968,  all 

of  whom  will  be  celebrating  on  June  7,  1969.  A  continu- 

ation of  the  campus-oriented  program  of  the  past  several 

years  has  been  recommended,  perhaps  with  some  additional 
features  in  observance  of  the  Centennial  Year. 

The  nominating  committee,  under  the  chairmanship  of 

Carol  Moran  Russell  '58,  held  a  preliminary  meeting  to 
select  nominees  for  offices  to  be  filled  for  next  year — first 
vice  president,  alumnae  trustee,  recording  secretary,  three 

directors,  and  two  members  of  the  nominating  committee. 

The  final  report  of  this  committee  will  be  presented  at 

the  February  meeting  of  the  executive  board  for  its  ap- 
proval, and  ballots  will  be  mailed  by  the  middle  of  April. 

The  scholarship  committee — Helen  Birmingham  Proctor 

'35,  chairman,  Lee  Corey  Hanson  '50,  Ruth  Anne  Maier 

Bengston  '64,  and  Amy  Botsaris  '53,  director  of  financial 
aid — selected  the  following  students  as  the  eight  Alumnae 
Scholars  for  1968-69: 

Bobbi  Franklin,  senior  from  Portland,  Oregon,  the  Harriet 

Duff  Phillips  Scholarship. 

Jennifer   Gearhart,   senior   from   Pittsburgh,   Pennsylvania, 

the  1969  Alumnae  Scholarship. 

Sally  Marks,  junior  from  Auburn,  New  York,  the  Herbert 

Lincoln  Spencer  Scholarship. 

Constance  Wiencek,  junior  from  Cleveland,  Ohio,  the  1970 

Alumnae  Scholarship. 

Diane  Price,  sophomore  from  Newtown,  Connecticut,  the 
Luella  P.  Meloy  Scholarship. 

Shelley   Stuart-Bullock,    sophomore    from    Ossining,    New 
York,  the  1971  Alumnae  Scholarship. 

Kathleen  Ferraro,  freshman  from  Ridgway,  Pennsylvania, 

the  Laberta  Dysart  Scholarship. 

Frances  Keally,  freshman  from  Oak  Park,  Illinois,  the  1972 
Alumnae  Scholarship. 

The   members   of   the   executive   board   will   honor   these 

Alumnae  Scholars  at  a  pre-holiday  dinner  on  December  10. 
Following  a  buffet  luncheon  in  Mellon  Hall,  Patsy  Speers 

Bradley  '45,  president,  presided  at  the  Council  business 
session. 

In  addition  to  reports  of  the  morning  sessions,  Cordelia 

Suran  Jacobs  '60,  first  vice  president  and  chairman  of 
alumnae-student  relations,  spoke  about  the  activities  taking 

place  this  year.  A  very  successful  Prospective  Students 

Open  House,  co-sponsored  by  the  Admissions  Office  and 
the  Alumnae  Association,  was  held  on  campus  on  October 

5.  Diane  Brutout  Neimann  '65,  co-chairman  of  the  student 
relations  committee,  presided,  and  several  members  of  the 

Pittsburgh  Junior  Sixties  Club  served  as  registrars  and 

aides.  Mrs.  Jacobs  and  Mrs.  Neimann  met  with  student 

leaders  on  October  18  to  discuss  ways  in  which  the 
Alumnae  Association  can  be  of  service  to  the  students.  In 

November,  three  arm-chair  career  discussions  will  take 

place  providing  an  opportunity  for  interested  students  to 
talk  with  alumnae  in  the  fields  of  government,  social  work, 

and  administrative  secretarial  positions.  In  this  area,  but 

not  part  of  the  arm-chair  series,  two  other  alumnae  have 
served  as  career  consultants:  Marianne  Boggs  Campbell 

'48,  director  of  community  affairs  for  AVCO  Broadcasting 

Company,  spoke  about  women  in  broadcasting  and  com- 

munications; Jo  Messersmith  '66,  second  year  student  at 
Dickinson  Law  School,  talked  with  students  interested  in 

going  into  the  legal  field. 

The  program  following  the  business  meeting  was  pre- 
sented by  Mr.  Leonard  G.  Doran,  Secretary  of  the  College, 

who  spoke  first  about  the  progress  of  plans  for  the  Cen- 
tennial Year  observance  and  the  building  of  the  Chatham 

Forum,  and  then  introduced  Chatham's  new  executive 
Dean,  Dr.  Eugene  Hotchkiss.  Dean  Hotchkiss  explained 

that  his  remarks  were  based  upon  first  impressions  of  a 

newcomer,  but  went  on  to  describe  what  the  Centennial 

Fund,  particularly  the  part  designated  for  endowment,  will 
mean  to  the  academic  future  of  the  College. 

A  tour  of  Laughlin  and  Rea  Houses,  and  a  visit  to  the 

new  alumnae  headquarters  in  Beatty  Hall  preceded  dinner, 

after  which  three  seniors,  Sarah  Bornstein,  Bobbi  Franklin 

and  Kathleen  Perrone,  talked  informally  about  their  per- 
sonal views  on  religion.  Their  frank  statements  may  have 

startled  some  members  of  the  audience,  but  none  could 

help  being  impressed  by  their  honesty  and  their  willing- 
ness to  share  with  us  their  thoughts  on  such  a  personal  subject. 
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CHATHAM  COLLEGE  ALUMNAE  ASSOCIATION 
i 

Annual  Giving — July  1 ,  1  967  to  June  30,  1  968 

Individual  Gifts  to  Alumni  Fund 

Unrestricted            $   24,739.91 
Designated    for    Scholarships    8,289.40 
Designated    for   Departments    400.00                    $   33,429.31 

Class   Memorial   Gifts  to   Library    72.50 

Alumnae   Club    Gifts    286.84 

[Non-alumnae  Gifts    298.1  5 

.Matching  Gifts  from  Corporations  and  Foundations 

Aetna  Life  and  Casualty    1  5.63 
Air  Products  and  Chemicals,  Inc    20.00 

Allegheny  Ludlum  Steel  Corporation    50.00 
Bristol    Laboratories    10.00 

Carpenter  Steel   Foundation    10.00 
Champion    Paper   Company    25.00 

Clark    Equipment   Company   '.      25.00 
Columbia   Gas  System    (Pennsylvania)    20.00 
Esso    Education    Foundation    105.00 

Ford    Motor   Company    100.00 
General  Electric  Foundation    5.00 

Glidden    Company       100.00 
Gulf  Oil  Corporation   Foundation    290.00 

Harris- Intertype    Foundation       10.00 
International  Business  Machines  Corporation    445.00 
Koppers  Company,    Inc    132.50 
McNeil    Laboratories,    Inc    25.00 
Mellon   National   Bank  and  Trust  Company    5.00 

Midland-Ross   Corporation    25.00 
MONY,  Mutual  of  New  York    10.00 
National  Cash   Register  Foundation    47.50 
Olin  Mathieson  Chemical  Corporation    50.00 
Pittsburgh    National    Bank    10.00 
Pittsburgh  Plate  Glass  Foundation    115.00 
Rohm   and    Haas   Company    45.00 
Towers,  Perrin,   Forster  and  Crosby,    Inc    15.00 
United  Aircraft    25.00 

Warner-Lambert    Pharmaceutical    Company    30.00 
Westinghouse  Educational  Foundation    25.00 
Young  and  Rubicam   Foundation    12.50                           1,803.13 

Marjorie  Wayne  Wechsler  Art   Fund    1,432.25 

Miscellaneous       21  1  .56 

Alumnae  Gifts  to  Forum  Fund    10,902.00 

TOTAL  alumnae  giving  from  all  sources       $   48,435.74 

Percentage  of  participation  —  55.9% 

Record  of  Participation  by  Classes 

1898 100% 
1899 100% 
1900 100% 
1904 100% 
1905 50% 
1906 100% 
1907 100% 
1908 100% 
1909 25% 

1910 100% 
191  1 25% 
1912 33% 

1913 64% 

1914 50% 
1915 66% 

1916 70% 
1917 70% 

1918 66% 

1919 
64% 

1920 
50% 

1921 
69% 

1922 
70% 

1923 50% 
1924 

49% 

1925 50% 
1926 50% 
1927 

47% 

1928 50% 

1929 
46% 

1930 50% 

1931 50% 
1932 

70% 

1933 
65% 

1934 
65% 

1935 50% 
1936 

60% 

1937 
61% 

1938 

68% 

1939 

60% 

1940 

70% 

1941 

62% 

1942 

63% 

1943 
68% 

1944 

58% 

1945 
57% 

1946 

39% 

1947 

64% 

1948 50% 

1949 
53% 

1950 53% 

1951 

50% 

1952 
58% 

1953 50% 

1954 
50% 1955 

70% 

1956 
50% 

1957 
55% 1958 
68% 

1959 
50% 

1960 

63% 

1961 
50% 

1962 

68% 

1963 
50% 

1964 

48% 

1965 56% 
1966 

45% 

1967 
33% 
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ALUMNAE  REPRESENTATIVES  for  ADMISSIONS  SERVE  in  MANY  AREAS 

Chatham  alumnae  are  called  upon  to  serve  the  College 

in  a  number  of  different  capacities:  elected  offices,  club 

activities,  fund  raising,  committees,  representing  Chatham 

at  convocations  and  inaugurations  in  various  parts  of  the 

country,  and  assisting  the  admissions  directors  in  their 

work  with  prospective  students. 

Alumnae  in  key  areas  are  appointed  by  President  Eddy 

to  serve  three-year  terms  as  local  representatives  for  ad- 

missions. According  to  the  college  catalog,  they  "work 
with  the  admissions  office  to  inform  prospective  students 

and  their  parents  about  the  College,  to  act  as  good-will 
emissaries,  and  to  aid  the  College  in  selecting  the  most 

desirable  applicants." 
In  fulfilling  these  requirements,  the  alumnae  represen- 

tative is  called  upon  to  visit  secondary  school  guidance 

counselors,  to  attend  and  present  Chatham  material  at 

high  school  college  nights,  to  interview  prospective  stu- 
dents, and  to  submit  written  reports  to  the  admissions 

office.  Of  course,  in  all  of  these  duties,  she  works  very 

closely  with  the  admissions  directors. 

To  keep  her  informed  about  all  of  the  current  develop- 

ments at  the  College,  she  receives  all  publications  includ- 
ing the  student  newspaper,  and  she  spends  some  time  with 

the  admissions  director  when  she  comes  to  call  on  schools 

in  her  area. 

Although  the  job  of  alumnae  representative  is  classified 

as  "volunteer"  it  is  much  more  demanding  than  many 
activities  which  come  under  rhat  category.  For  that  reason, 

and  for  the  splendid  job  they  are  doing,  we  take  this  op- 

portunity to  thank  the  eighty-six  alumnae  who  are  cur- 
rently serving  as  alumnae  representatives. 

ARIZONA:  Barbara  Hoge  Dansak  '49,  Phoenix;  Jennine 

Johnson  Jackson  '58,  Tucson. 

CALIFORNIA:   Mary  Singer  Samson  '42,  Arcadia;  Kath- 

erine  James  McCann  '31,  Palo  Alto;  Nancy  Levendorf 

Recht   '60,    Fullerton;    Elaine   Kessler   Rubin    '62,    Los 

Angeles;  Pat  Baisler  Van  Amberg  '65,  San  Francisco. 

COLORADO:  Elizabeth  Rowse  Pray  '42,  Denver. 

CONNECTICUT:  Rosemarie  Pysh  '56,  New  Haven;  Carol 

Pike  Maynard  '63,  Hartford;  Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 

'66,  Darien;  Mary  Lynott  Norman,  '48,  Ridgefield. 
FLORIDA:  Anna  Aber  Buck,  '28,  Fort  Lauderdale. 

GEORGIA:  Priscilla  Sweet  Bentley  '43,  Atlanta. 

HAWAII:  Jean  Engel  Reppun  '35,  Kaneohe. 

ILLINOIS:  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  '60,  Chicago;  Marian 

Lean   Christie   '46,  Northfield;  Nancy  Follett    Waichler 
'55,  Oak  Park. 

INDIANA:  Helen  Taylor  McCurdy  '43,  Evansville;  Louise 

Eddy  Davis  '52,  New  Albany;  Margery  Hamilton  Strotz 

'50,   Fort  Wayne;   Joanne   Cochran  Ellery    '56,   Indian- 
apolis. 

KANSAS:     Sallie    McQuiston    Schneider    '59,    Shawnee 
Mission. 

KENTUCKY:   Barbara  Wig  Rahenkamp  '50,  Lexington. 
18 

MAINE:  Ruth  Clark  Nelson  '40,  Portland. 

MARYLAND:  Coral  Wigent  Burke  '60,  Bethesda;  Jo 

Wilson  Douglas  '48,  Cumberland;  Susan  Engel  Goldei 

'61,  Randallstown;  Judy  Gilbert  Livingston  '67,  Balti 

more;  Dolores  Adamson  McCallion  '66,  Laurel. 

MASSACHUSETTS:  Sharon  Smith  '66,  Cambridge;  Bev- 

erly Sandberg  Minor  '51,  Topsfield;  Ellen  Card  Donnel 

'47 ,  Milton;  Jane  Tobey  Eden  '65,  Quincy;  Helen  Mean. 

Pounds  '53,  West  Newton. 

MICHIGAN:  Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn  '42,  Grosse  Pointe 

Marianne  Byrn  Caple  '61,  Livonia. 

MINNESOTA:  Inna  Komarnitsky  Hays  '58,  Minneapolis 

MISSOURI:  Ann  Hutchinson  Winterling  '54,  St.  Louis. 

NEW  JERSEY:  Glorianne  Hubert  Robbi  '61,  Hopewell 
Anne  Braddon  Hansen  '52,  Teaneck;  Margaret  McKei 

Barnes  '46,  Westfield;  Martha  Haase  Carson  '62,  Glei Ridge. 

NEW  YORK:  Mary  Booth  Eassett  Roberts  '6l,  Elmira 

Martha  Richards  Cummings  '64,  Syracuse;  Margare 

Whiting  '65,  Troy;  Caroline  Mapp  Cueno  '56,  Por 

Washington;  Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer  '44,  Bronx 

ville;  Pat  Kappel  Loyd  '58,  Huntington;  Elizabeth  Reet 

Dann  '56,  Rochester;  Carol  Smith  Petro  '60,  Buffalo. 

NORTH  CAROLINA:  Margaret  Siviter  Emery  '56,  Char Iotte. 

OHIO:  Betsy  Phelps  Tucker  '63,  Lakewood;  Deboral 

Wolowitz  Cowan  '63,  Euclid;  Ruth  Craig  Murray  '44 

Akron;  Barbara  Black  Bloomstrom  '50,  Cincinnati;  Am 

Greenhouse  Klein  '66,  Columbus;  Arleen  Boyda  Porte 

'60,  Kettering;  Barbara  Miller  Tindall  '55,  Youngstown 

Mary  Peck  Galloway  '60,  Toledo. 

OREGON:  Emelyn  Taylor  Rohlffs  '27,  Portland. 

PENNSYLVANIA:  Judy  Davis  Levitan  '59,  Elkins  Park 

Diane  Gray  Hall  '53,  Harrisburg;  Barbara  Maloy  Titel 

man  '54,  Hollidaysburg;  Patricia  Ross  Stoycos  '60,  Lan 

caster;  Marcia  Smiley  Kung  '60,  Philadelphia;  Sail 

Johnston  Woods  '58,  Emmaus;  Cora  Davis  Andersoi 

'50,  Erie;  Martha  Yorkin  Berman  '46,  Washington 

Barbara  Heck  Reeser  '59,  Wymossing;  Peggy  Tucke, 

Thompson  '51,  Swarthmore. 
RHODE  ISLAND:  Harriet  Rosser  '54,  Pawtucket. 

TEXAS:  Carol  Eraser  Hall  '58,  Dallas;  Millicent  Hoy 
Eaison  '39,  Houston. 

VIRGINIA:  Barbara  Whiteside  Harris  '50,  Alexandria 

Lillian  McFetridge  Wilson  '39,  Charlottesville;  ]ud[ 

Launer  Palkovitz  '63,  Charlottesville;  Mary  Jane  Ker 

Leonard  '39,  Richmond;  Nanci  Bennett  Thieme  '62 
Falls  Church. 

WASHINGTON:  Judi  Morris  Guy  '58,  Bellevue. 

WASHINGTON,  DC:  Mary  Riley  Smith  '63. 

WEST  VIRGINIA:  Joan  Mering  Power  '53,  Charleston 
Barbara  Williams  Wilson  '54,  Huntington;  Juniettt 

Kalbitzer  Pollock  '29,  Wheeling;  Betty  Fleck  Hendrick 

son  '47,  Bridgeport;  Ruth  Laird  Grant  '44,  Parkersburg 
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DEATH 

Kathryn   Robb   Dunn,    April    15,    1968,   at 
■    Lancaster.  Pennsylvania 

It  is  indeed  grievous  to  record  the  pass- 
ing of  our  beloved  Kathryn,  our  sweet 

,;inger.  The  class  members  extend  deepest 
sympathy  to  David,  their  sons,  daughrers 
and  grandchildren.  David  writes  appreci- 

atively of  our  gift  to  the  college  library  of 
i  book  in  memory  of  Kathryn. 

Also,  heartfelt  sympathy  goes  to  Helen 
Steele  Truxal  in  the  sudden  death  on  July 
,23  of  her  daughter,  Martha  Jane  Dougherty, 
,class  of  1943,  wife  of  Dr.  Wilson  Dougher- 
, 

And  ]eanne  Mahey  Smith  has  suffered 
great  bereavement  in  the  sudden  death  on 
August  8  of  her  husband  Carman.  We 
deeply  sympathize  with  Jeanne. 

Our  congratulations  to  Leila  Hill  Lytle 
upon  the  atrival  of  a  granddaughter,  Barba- 

ra Louise  Lytle,  on  June  3-  Leila  sends  best 
.wishes  to  all. 

Frances  Boale  Belding,  during  July,  had 
a  tour  of  Nova  Scotia  with  a  Columbia 

University  classmate.  She  found  it  a  "beau- 
tiful and  interesting  place."  En  route  home, she  visited  with  a  friend  in  New  York  for 

a  few  days  and  enjoyed  some  plays. 

Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  and  "Pat" 
drove  ro  New  Jersey  for  rhe  monrh  of  May. 
On  the  way  home  to  Florida,  they  stopped 
to  see  David  Dunn  in  Lancaster. 

Edna  Gaw  Colvin  writes  that  "news  is 
about  the  same  as  it  was  last  year." 

Martha  Gibbons  Millspaugh  tells  of 
D.A.R.  and  Chatham  group  acrivities;  also 

of  her  purchase,  for  protection,  of  a  "mis- 
chievous, destructive,  swell-dispositioned 

.  Schnauzer  pup,"  resembling  the  dog  in 
"Petticoat  Junction." 

Margaret  Lee  says  that  from  her  "choice" 
new  apartment  she  can  see  the  Chatham 
College  buildings  through  her  field  glasses. 
She,  Grace  and  Melba  had  lunch  together 
on  August  10. 

Mildred  Nic bolls  Kohman  spent  the 
summer  and  early  aurumn  ar  Lakeside,  Ohio, 

In  Memoriam 

Louise  Straub     Spec.  '93-94 
(Mrs.  Henry  O.  Evans) 

August  24,  1968 

Edith  Hespenseide     Prep.  '01 -'03 (Mrs.  Demps  Godlove) 
April  1,  1966 

Katherine  Louise  Kane     D.H. 
(Mrs.  William  W.  Smith) 

May,  1968 
Mary  Riddle     D.H. 

(Mrs.  Edward  B.  Pry) 
1968 

Josephine  Kirker  x'01 (Mrs.  William  B.  Ray) 
April  30,  1968 

Gladwin  Coburn  '09 
(Mrs.  Frank  Challinor) 

April  3,  1968 

Eva  M.  Cohen  '09 (Mrs.  Leo  H.  Jackson) 

June  10,  1968 

Mary  Kathryn  Robb  '16 (Mrs.  David  Dunn) 
May  15,  1968 

Annetta  Marks  '18 
(Mrs.  J.  J.  Horowitz) 

August  12,  1968 

Katherine  Munroe  '26 (Mrs.  Roberr  B.  Heppenstall) 
April  24,  1968 

Dororhy  M.  Burgess  '29 (Mrs.  Parkin  R.  Jones) 
June  29,  1968 

Ruth  F.  O'Donnell  '30 
(Mrs.  Gallagher) 

September  20,  1968 

Martha  Jane  Truxal  '43 (Mrs.  Wilson  Dougherty) 

July  23,  1968 

— > — + 

+■ 

where    her    grandchildren    visired    her    at 
various  times. 

Adella  Stewart  Anderson  journeyed  by 
train  (which  she  greatly  enjoys)  from 
Wilmington,  Delaware,  to  New  Haven, 
Connecticut,  to  visit  her  son  and  his  wife 
on  his  fiftieth  birthday.  Her  daughter  Jane 
mer  her  there  and  took  her  by  car  to  East 

Walpole,  Massachusetts,  for  Jane's  forry- eighth  birthday.  At  Methodist  Manor 
House,  Seaford,  Delaware,  where  Adella  is 

a  guest,  she  can  enjoy  travel  pictures,  lec- 
tures and  an  excellent  library.  Also,  there 

are  classes  in  arts  and  crafrs. 

Mary  Stratton  writes,  "Life  goes  on,  but at  a  slower  pace.  Most  of  my  activities  are 
limired."    She  sends  best  wishes  to  all. 

We  greatly  appreciate  notes  from  Rebek- 
ah  Crouse  Costanzo,  Rosemary  Geary,  Melba 
Martin  Ingersoll,  Amelia  Slater  and  Grace 
Woodrow,  even  though  they  reporr  no 

personal  news.  They  send  "greetings  to  the 

'girls'." 

Wirh  the  rest  of  the  Errett  clan,  your 
secretary  has  been  eagerly  awaiting  all 
summer  the  arrival  home  from  a  two-year 
absence  in  Saigon  of  nephew  Russell.  His 
mosr  recent  letter  gives  September  15  as 
his  departure  date.  A  very  pleasant  week 
was  spent  in  July  at  Bethany  Beach,  Dela- 

ware, wirh  niece  Jane,  her  four  children  and 

niece  Patsy's  thirteen-year-old  twins.  Chadds 
Ford,  on  Brandywine  Creek,  is  not  far  from 
Charham,  and  on  Seprember  7  we  attended 
a  review  of  eighteenth  cenrury  history  in  a 
re-enactment  of  the  Battle  of  the  Brandy- 
wine,  with  local  citizens  depicting  the  Red 
Coats,  the  Continental  soldiers  and  the 
Hessians.  Also,  the  paintings  of  the  Wyeths, 
well  known  artists  of  Chadds  Ford,  were 

exhibited.  In  a  beautiful  park  in  the  vicini- 
ty, are  old  headquarters  of  General  Wash- 

ington and  the  Continental  Army. 

18 Martha  Temple  Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

426  E.  Wheeling  Street 

Washington,  Pa.  15301 
NEW  ADDRESS 

Ruth  Long,  789  Penn  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15221 

Dorothy  Minor  Gary  (Mrs.  Emmett  F.), 

900  Washington  Road,  Apt.  512,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.    15228 

DEATHS 

Janet  Lockhart  Hill,  January  21,   1968 

Annetta  Marks  Horwitz,  August  12,  1968 
We  are  saddened  by  the  passing  of  two 

of  our  classmates.  Our  sincere  sympathy  is 
extended  to  their  loved  ones. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  is  extended  to 
Charlotte  Hunker  Hays  whose  husband 
Byers  died  on  August  31,  1968. 

And  to  Ruth  Long  whose  mother  died  in 
October  1967. 

And  to  Kamala  Cornelius  Asirvatham  in 
the  death  of  her  youngest  sister  in  May 
1968  in  Bangalore. 

A  letter  from  Kamala  brings  the  news 
that  her  husband   is   still   seriously   ill  and 
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Kamala  herself  is  not  too  well.  They  have 
enjoyed  the  visit  of  theit  second  daughter, 
Premi,  who  came  out  from  London  to  see 
them.  Their  eldest  daughter,  Vasanti,  who 
used  to  live  in  Long  Island,  is  now  in 
Switzerland  with  her  husband  who  is  on 
sabbatical  leave.  She  expected  to  visit  her 
parents  in  October.  The  third  daughter 
lives  in  Bangalore  and  sees  rhem  frequently. 
Kamala  was  sorry  to  miss  our  reunion. 

"How  I  wish  I  had  the  chance  of  being 
with  you  all.  Please  give  my  best  wishes 
to  all  my  classmates.  Tell  them  I  shall  be 
glad  if  they  could  come  and  visit  me  some- 

time." 
Mollie  Davidson  Nass  reports,  "All  is 

well  here.  We  are  planning  to  travel  in 

the  fall." 
Eulalia  Foamier  Babbit  writes  that  her 

granddaughter  Martha  Williams  is  with 
her  most  of  the  time.  She  is  a  junior  at 
Kent  University  and  through  her  Lala  is 
getting  a  second  college  education,  strangely 
different  from  the  one  she  had  at  Chatham. 
She  sends  greetings  to  everyone. 

Ruth  Kaufman  Morrison  writes,  "I  was 
sorry  my  doctor  didn't  approve  of  my  being 
at  the  reunion."  She  says  she  would  be 
glad  to  have  any  of  her  classmates  call  at 
her  home  when  passing  through  St.  Peters- 
burg. 

Ruth  Long  is  enjoying  her  new  apart- 
ment. 

Dorothy  Minor  Cary  says,  "I  have  really 
nothing  to  report  as  I  do  nothing.  I'm supposed  to  be  improving  bur  sometimes  I 

have  my  doubts." 

Winona  Stirling  Hopwood  wtites,  "No interesting  news.  Just  the  usual  trip  from 
Florida  to  Pennsylvania  for  the  summer 
and  back  to  Florida  in  the  fall.  Our  fam- 

ily all  well,  busy  and  happy.  Oldest  grand- 
child in  college  and  other  two  preparing  to 

go." Florence  Younkins  is  sorry  she  couldn't be  at  the  reunion.  She  spent  the  month  of 
July  with  her  daughter  and  family  at  Kitty 
Hawk,  N.C.,  and  in  January  had  a  lovely 
three  week  trip  to  Hawaii.  Says  she  is  well 
and  keeps  busy  with  her  house,  yard  and 
grandchildren. 

Our  50th  Reunion  at  the  college  in  June 
was  much  enjoyed  by  those  of  us  who  were 
thete.  We  were  sorry  more  of  our  class 
could  not  enjoy  it  with  us. 

I  stayed  at  Mellon  Hall  as  did  Mollie 
Davidson  Nass  and  her  husband.  Mollie 
and  I  went  to  the  lecture  in  the  morning 
and  saw  beautiful  slides  on  English  Cathe- 

drals. At  lunch  we  were  joined  by  Dorothy 
Minor  Cary,  Ruth  Long  and  Eleanor  Fuller 
McMurray.  At  each  place  was  a  beautiful 
corsage  of  yellow  roses  and  the  interesting 
place  cards  provided  by  Ruth  Swisshelm — 
pictures  of  each  of  us  taken  from  our  year- 
books. 

At  5:30  we  went  to  the  reception  at  the 

President's  home  which  was  followed  by the  delicious  steak  dinner  served  on  the 
terrace  at  the  beautiful  Benedum  estate.  It 
was  a  fitting  climax  to  a  very  pleasant  day. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  sent  in  cards 
and  letters.  It  is  a  pleasure  to  hear  from 

you. 
20 
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Ethel  L.  Perry 

5437  Ellsworth  Avenue 
Pittsbutgh,  P.  15232 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Gladys  Fournier  Todd  (Mrs.  Lewis  S. ), 
1941  Lexington  Avenue,  Warren,  Ohio 44485 

Imogene  Armstrong  reports  that  she  is 
active  in  A.A.U.W.  and  church  work  as 
well  as  telephone  work  for  the  Republican 
Party,  which  indicates  that  she  is  much 
better  than  for  some  time.  She  also  refers 
to  her  pride  in  the  great  success  of  her 
architect  nephew  in  the  buildings  of  the city. 

Julia  Aspinwall  Dunlap  reports  enjoy- 
ment of  their  life  of  retirement  in  the 

home  they  built  two  years  ago. 

Betty  Davidson  Davidson  still  enjoys  her 
busy  life  and  made  a  point  of  attending  the 
Alumnae  Luncheon  in  June  when  her  sister 
Molly  teturned  for  her  50th  reunion. 
Betty  and  I  were  the  only  representatives  of 
1920  thete  this  year,  but  I  am  looking  for- 

ward to  seeing  more  of  you  at  the  100th 
Anniversary  of  the  College  in  1969  and  our 
own  50th  in   1970. 

Elizabeth  Fleming  has  returned  from  a 
six  weeks  leisurely  trip  through  New  En- 

gland which  she  thoroughly  enjoyed. 

Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  has  advanced 
from  president  to  chairman  of  the  board 
of  Horix  Manufacturing  Company,  but  still 
finds  time  for  bridge  and  weekend  trips. 

Gladys  Wilson  Green  and  Ed,  jaunting 
as  usual,  spent  three  weeks  in  England  and 
Scotland  last  spring,  and  met  Louise  Thome 
and  some  of  her  family  in  Philadelphia 
Airport.  Their  oldest  son,  Andy,  received 
his  Ph.D.  from  the  University  of  Pennsyl- 

vania in  May  and  is  now  working  in 
Belgium  as  a  foreign  representative. 

Helen  Bennett  Nelson  and  her  husband 
are  keeping  well  and  are  very  proud  of 
their  son,  King  Bennett  Nelson.  He  is 

management  assistant  of  Metrametrics  Cor- 
poration of  Arlington,  Va.,  and  his  wife  is 

working  on  her  master's  degree  at  Geotge 
Washington  University  under  a  Ford  Foun- 

dation Gtant. 

Minnie  McGrew  Coyle  and  her  sister 
have  much  the  same  arrangement  as  last 

year,  but  go  out  very  little  because  of  exist- 
ing conditions. 

Eleanor  Trimble  Peel  sees  Peg  Hamilton 
Chick  when  she  visits  a  mutual  friend  in 
Washington,  and  occasionally  hears  from 
Harriet  Hill  Kraus.  Eleanor  and  her  sister 
are  taking  a  ctuise  this   fall. 

22 Margaret  M.  Barnes 
415  Summer  Avenue 

New  Castle,  Pa.  16101 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Betty   Dean   Boots,    5444   Baywood    Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Helen  Allison  Dunbar  writes  that  Mary 
Dunbar  Patton  passed  away  May  3,  1968 
after  a  long  and  lingering  illness.  Mary 
was  a  member  of  our  class  during  our 
freshman  year.  Our  sincere  sympathy  goes 
out  to  Helen  and  her  husband. 

Peg  Berryman  Lowstutter  said  she  has 
been  doing  real  well  this  past  yeat — no 
more  broken  bones — and  is  thankful  to  be 
alive  and  able  to  get  about.  Her  husband 
is  still  working. 

Betty  Bean  Boots  finds  her  new  small 
small  apartment  very  satisfactory  and  will 
have  a  guest  from  Florida  this  fall.  This 
season  she  will  be  president  of  the  Thurs- 

day Afternoon  Club  of  Wilkinsburg.  Work- 
ing on  the  program  has  kept  her  busy. 

Dot  Burleigh  Courtney  and  husband 
spent  another  winter  in  Europe — Austria, 
Germany  and  Switzerland.  The  high  light 
was  visiting  the  little  German  village  where 
her  grandfather  was  born.  After  many 
years  he  returned  to  place  a  stained  glass 
window  in  the  family  church  honoring  his 
parents.  A  beautiful  church  and  a  beautiful 
window,  says  Dot.  They  are  having  the 
usual  busy  summer  with  the  family.  Their 
twelfth  grandchild  arrived  in  January. 

Bon  Connelly  visited  with  Jane  Taylor 
and  had  a  wonderful  time  with  Jane  and 
Helen  Dunbar.  Bon  had  no  real  news  of 
herself  but  would  like  us  to  know  that 
Marion  Slocum,  her  roommate  for  two 

years,  is  quite  ill  in  a  nursing  home.  Her 
address  is  Avalon  Manor,  Marsh  Pike, 
Hagerstown,  Maryland.  I  am  sure  some  of 
you  will  wish  to  send  her  a  card. 

Ina  Connelly  Cross  said  "no  big  trips 
this  year,  but  this  being  campaign  year,  it 
will  be  interesting  just  to  be  at  home.  She 
was  busy  with  three  grandchildren  from 
California  on  a  three  week  visit. 

Leah  Davis  Mead  reports  that  time  flies 
by  in  Perryopolis  and  she  and  Morris  ate 
busy  with  various  hobbies  and  are  well 

and  happy.  Now  that  they  are  near  Pitts- 
burgh she  hopes  to  see  some  of  her  college 

friends.  They  have  three  grandchildren  in 
New  Jersey. 

Rose  Gorzo  Rapach  hopes  to  do  some 
welfare  work  this  winter.  She  has  done 
some  traveling  and  substitute  teaching  but 
most  of  her  interests  have  been  devoted  to het  family. 

How  nice  to  hear  from  Anne  Jay!  Her 
first  year  of  retirement  has  been  a  most 
enjoyable  one.  She  spent  part  of  the  fall 
in  Sarasota,  Florida  and  later  five  months 
on  Siesta  Key.  In  April  she  took  a  South 
American  cruise,  especially  enjoying  the 
trip  to  Machu  Pichu  and  Cuzco  getting 
some  almost  unbelievable  pictutes.  July 

was  spent  in  the  Black  Hills,  Yellowstone 
and  the  Grand  Tetons. 

Ruth  Keck  Shell  said  they  are  still  en- 
joying life  with  a  busy  schedule  and  sends 

greetings  to  all  of  '22. Anne  Kiskaddon  Griggs  has  had  a  happy 

and  meaningful  activity  this  past  year  in 
helping  establish  the  Grace  Orthodox 
Presbyterian  Chapel,  which  presently  meets 
at  the  Holiday  Inn  at  Sewickley.  Feeling 
that  the  present  Presbyterian  Church  and 
the  National  Council  of  Churches  have  be- 

come so  liberal,  the  new  social  gospel  so 
well  rooted,  it  would  be  impossible  to 
change  it.  Last  July  a  new  church  was 
opened  for  the  area  west  of  Pittsburgh 
with  the  confessions  and  beliefs  of  the 

original  Presbyterian  Church.  Their  grand- 
children live  a  mile  and  a  half  distant,  so 

they  enjoy  them.  Anne  sends  best  wishes 
to  all  of  1922. 



Florence  Neivmaker  Knapp  and  husband 

jspent  three  months  at  Myer's  Beach  and .Delray,  Florida,  arriving  home  to  enjoy  the 
flowering  shrubs  blooming  in  all  their 
glory.  They  planned  a  fall  trip  to  Concord, 
Massachusetts,  to  visit  their  daughter  and 
family,  then  on  to  Philadelphia,  Wilming- 

ton and  Falls  Church,  Virginia.  Their  son 
John  and  family  of  Falls  Church  and  close 
friends  of  theirs  will  spend  a  week  at  the 
Knapp  camp.  Newnie  said  there  will  be 

:  twelve  for  each  meal  but  they  will  get 
everyone  in  on  the  act.  Their  granddaugh- 

ter Pam  became  Phi  Beta  Kappa  in  her 
'junior  year  at  Wellesley.    Proud  grandma. 

Susan  Scott  Tucker  had  a  trip  to  Maine 
|visiting  her  older  daughter  and  family. 
•  She  is  still  painting  and  had  two  large 
loils  in  the  A.A.P.  show.  Both  paintings 
Iwere  sold. 

Jane  Taylor  had  Bon  Connelly  for  a  visit 
which  was  too  short,  Jane  felt,  but  still 

I  very  enjoyable.  Due  to  her  sister's  illness 
)she  did  nor  plan  to  go  to  California  until 
fall.  She  did  take  a  trip  to  Williamsburg, 
jbut  the  hundred  degree  temperature  was 
not  in  her  favor. 

Carolyn  Titzell  and  her  sister  spend  three 
winter  months  at  the  Gulf  Stream  Hotel 
in  Lake  Worth,  Florida.  They  have  a 
wonderful  time  with  season  theatre  tickets, 
Round  Table  lectures  and  something  doing 
every  minute.  Her  name  appears  in  Marquis 

Who's  Who  of  American  Women  for  1968 
for  her  work  on  National,  State  and  Local 
Historical  Commissions.  Congratulations 
Carolyn! 

Elizabeth  Wilson  Lorenz  said  they  plan 
to  come  to  Pittsburgh  for  the  first  time  since 
leaving  two  years  ago  for  Florida.  They 
had  a  spring  trip  to  Charleston,  South 
Carolina,  and  in  May  flew  to  Nassau. 
Aside  from  that  they  enjoy  their  apartment 
and  pool. 

Beulah  Boggus  Coffindojjer  sent  her  news 
notes  after  being  away  several  weeks.  She 
said  she  still  lives  in  Shinnston  and  her 

only  child,  Ina  Jackson,  lives  in  Morgan- 
town.  She  has  two  grandsons,  one  seven- 

teen, and  one  nineteen  who  is  in  medical 
school  at  West  Virginia  University. 

Being  your  class  secretary  proves  inter- 
esting and  we  had  a  good  response,  but  we 

would  like  to  hear  from  those  who  failed 
to  reply.  I  spent  two  months  in  Naples, 
Florida  with  my  sister  and  her  husband, 
and  rhen  returned  with  them  for  three 
weeks  of  spring  on  Cape  Cod.  I  expect  to 
return  for  the  fall  season.  The  summer 
has  passed  quickly  with  a  few  short  trips 
and  trying  to  coax  my  garden  into  bloom- 

ing. I  hope  all  1922  members  will  begin 
planning  for  their  contributions  to  the 
Chatham  Centennial  Fund  Campaign  so 
that  we  may  be  proud  of  our  efforts. 
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Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Cook  Ortner  (Mrs.  Elmer  A.), 
Box  387,  Chautauqua,  N.Y.  14722 

Helen  Errett  Hourdequin  (Mts.  L.  Remy), 
16  Captain  Wylly  Road,  Jekyll  Island, 
Ga.  31520 

On  the  brink  of  our  45th  reunion,  and 
after  letters,  phone  calls  and  sleuthing,  I 
have  been  rewarded  with  some  news. 

Two  "silent  ones"  have  come  through. 
Olive  Keck  Comfort,  widowed,  and  after 
living  23  years  in  Pleasantville,  New  York, 
has  a  contented  way  of  life  there  and 
rurns  down  offers  to  live  with  her  daughter 
and  three  granddaughters  in  Massachusetts 
or  with  her  son  in  California.  She  devours 
the  Recorder  news. 

Florence  Steele  Bullock  continues  to  teach 
in  the  Philadelphia  Public  Shcools  as  she 
has  for  20  years,  likes  it  and  works  it  in 
with  a  retired  husband,  one  single  son  in 
St.  Paul,  and  one  married  with  five  children 
in  Baltimore. 

Grace  Davis  Mechling  has  felt  the  loss 
of  her  young  and  fatally  ill  son-in-law, 
ending  long  periods  of  taking  care  of  her 
three  granddaughters.  Also,  a  badly  sprained 
foot  has  temporarily  suspended  activity  on 
those  numerous  and  purposeful  projects  in 
Forest  Hills. 

Several  are  still  enjoying  the  good  life 

through  their  own  or  their  husband's  re- 
tirement. Martha  Glandon  Luthringer  and 

Marshall's  latest  trip  was  a  month's  thorough tour  of  Alaska. 

Helen  Errett  Hourdequin  has  changed 
their  permanent  address  from  Delaware  to 
Georgia  and  much  golf.  With  three  courses 
within  a  mile,  their  favorite  is  one  over- 

looking the  Atlantic  Ocean. 

Marian  Taylor  Clark,  since  her  husband's retirement  from  a  busy  car  dealership, 
divides  her  time  between  their  cottage  at 
Penn   State  and  fishing  in  Florida. 

Virginia  Lilley  Christ  still  spends  half 
the  year  in  the  Poconos,  and  the  other  half 
at  Edenlawn  Plantation  on  the  east  coast 
of  Florida  in  happy  retirement. 

Ruth  Baxter  Hill  says  all  is  well  in 
Georgia  but  she  may  have  a  new  address 
by  next  year. 

Marion  Stewart  Smith  has  a  rffcovered- 
from-surgery  husband  and  finds  pleasure 
in  her  two  married  daughters,  one  in 
Pittsburgh  and  one  in  New  York. 

Stella  Wagenfehr  Shane  loves  retirement 
and  is  all  set  for  reunion,  and  Lenore  Allen 
is  finally  catching  up  on  everything  from 
dental  work  to  traveling. 

Heduig  Pregler  subbed  for  an  ailing 
principal  of  four  schools  during  the 

teacher's  strike  last  spring,  has  been  teach- 
ing at  the  School  for  the  Blind,  is  teaching 

a  night  course  on  elementary  curriculum 
and  curriculum  development  at  Duquesne 
University,  and  is  serving  on  the  public  re- 

lations committee  of  the  YWCA  and  on 
the  official  board  of  her  church.  Retired, 
did  you  say? 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  landed  in  the 
hospital  after  nearly  falling  over  a  precipice 
while  touring  the  Grand  Canyon  of  Penn- 

sylvania. Her  heavy  activities  with  the 
Greensburg  YWCA  and  other  civic  groups 
have  been  curtailed,  but  not  for  long,  you 
can  be  sure. 

Calling  around,  I  found  that  Billie  Hibbs 
Williams,    after    a    heart   attack    two    years 

ago,  retired  after  fourteen  years  of  substi- 
tuting. She  fills  her  forced  inactivity  now 

with  book  clubs  and  her  married  daughter 
in  Washington,  D.C.  Elsie  Goldberg  Rosen- 
shine's  life  centers  still  around  her  two 
daughters,  one  a  secretary  and  the  other 
still  in  school.  Carolyn  Lohr  Steele,  with 
her  retired  husband,  spends  much  time 
trekking  to  Philadelphia  to  see  their  two 

grandsons. 
As  for  your  secretary,  she  retired  officially 

the  first  of  this  year  and  is  volunteering  on 
four  fronts,  not  only  surviving  but  enjoy- 

ing it. 

26 Gertrude  Bradshaw 

515  South  Aiken  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Isabel  M.  Armour,  459  Jayson  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15228 

Marjorie  Barnhart  Molyneaux  (Mrs.  Law- 
rence G. ),  Linden  Place  West,  Apt.  404, 

201   Grant  Street,  Sewickley,  Pa.   15143 

Louise  Harcom  Einstein  (Mrs.  Sylvan), 
167  Upland  Avenue,  Youngstown,  Ohio 
44512 

Dorothy  Swan  Miller  (Mrs.  Preston),  2510 
Las  Positas,  Santa  Barbara,  Calif.  93105 

DEATH 

Katherine  Munroe  Heppenstall,  April  24, 
1968 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler  had  three  especially 

exciting  "happenings"  this  past  summer. 
In  May,  she  took  a  trip  to  Williamsburg 
with  Helen  Ryman;  on  Alumnae  Day  her 
ninth  grandchild  was  born  (  which  accounts 
for  her  absence  from  the  Campus  that  day) ; 
and  in  August  she  and  two  of  her  children 
plus  families  visited  Les  Cheneaux  Islands, 

in  northern  Michigan,  scene  of  her  family's summer  home,  and  they  all  loved  it  just 
as  she  had.  Looking  toward  next  June  she 

says:  "I  still  live  within  walking  distance 
of  campus;  I  have  room  for  visitors  and 
will  be  glad  to  have  any  of  you  stay  with 

me." 

Louise  Harcom  Einstein  and  husband 
are  back  from  their  year  of  teaching  in 
Taiwan,  Formosa.  Since  such  an  experience 
is  timeless  we  would  love  to  have  a  report 
next  fall.  As  of  now  Louise  is  supervising 
srudent  teachers  who  are  English  majors 

and  is  faculty  advisor  for  a  newly  organ- 

ized sorority.  She  writes:  "When  the pressures  and  problems  of  those  rwo  groups 

had  me  ready  to  climb  the  walls,  I've wished  I  were  back  in  Taiwan  where  stu- 
dents trust  people  over  35,  where  the  pace 

is  slower,  where  affluence  and  permissive- 
ness aren't  in  evidence,  and  life  is  more 

like  it  was  'in  our  day'!" 
Elizabeth  Hubbard  Ewing  and  husband 

have  returned  from  a  two  months  trip  to 

Europe  "just  wandering  around  with  most 

of  the  time  in  England,  which  we  love." Both  sons  are  married;  the  older  one  lives 
in  Atlanta,  works  for  an  investment  firm, 

has  a  "dear  wife  and  three  darling  chil- 
dren; the  younger  one  is  in  Colorado 

Springs    "working   on   some   sort   of   secret 
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deal."  They  see  Ruth  and  Don  Hooton 
once  in  a  while  since  Ruth's  brother  and 
his  wife  live  in  Delray.  She  wants  her 
classmates  to  stop  and  see  her  if  they  come 
her  way. 

Eleanor  Fuhon  McCracken  reports  that 
she  has  done  nothing  notable  in  the  last 
year.  (That  was  in  reply  to  a  poorly 
worded  query  asking  what  was  her  most 
memorable  experience  since  we  last  went 
to  press.)  However,  on  April  1st  she  was 
the  victim  of  an  attempted  purse-snatching. 

He  didn't  get  the  purse  but  she  still  has 
two  battered-looking  knees.  (I  think  that 
qualifies  as  memorable,  all  right.) 

Marion  Johnson  Kipp  and  Orval  have 
returned  from  a  fabulous  trip  to  Alaska. 
Three  of  the  seven  weeks  were  spent  in 
Juneau  with  daughter  Naomi,  whose  hus- 

band is  a  budget  analyst  for  the  State  of 
Alaska,  and  of  course  Joel  and  Jennifer, 
aged  six  and  three,  added  to  their  delight. 
Then  they  all  took  off  for  a  sight  seeing 
trip  into  the  Yukon.  It  required  two  days 
to  go  by  boat  and  train  and  40  minutes 

to  return  to  Juneau  by  jet!  "The  scenery 
was  really  inspiring  to  Orval,"  she  wrote, 
"who  painted  three  water  colors  and  made 
many  sketches  while  we  were  there."  They 
had  left  their  car  in  Vancouver,  so  for  the 
return  trip  they  put  it  and  themselves  on 
the  train  and  went  through  the  Canadian 
Rockies  to  Winnipeg  where  they  again 
drove,  this  time  headed  south  to  Mt.  Ver- 

non, Iowa,  where  daughter  Katherine  and 
her  husband  are  on  the  faculty  of  Cornell 
College.  It  was  good,  she  said,  to  be  home 
again  with  the  rest  of  her  family — son 
John,  who  is  assistant  minister  at  Calvary 
U.P.  Church  in  Indiana,  a  member  of  the 
philosophy  faculty  at  the  University,  and 
the  father  of  David,  Robert,  and  Katherine. 
Marion  retired  from  teaching  last  June  and 

she  reports  "already  I  am  wondering  how 
I  ever  found  time  to  teach." 

Ruth  Justice  Rowley  says  that  since 
Millard  retired  a  year  ago  they  have  been 
flitting  hither  and  yon  like  butterflies  and 
that  she  is  only  back  in  town  long  enough 
to  do  a  stint  or  two  with  the  Civic  Theatre. 

The  "stint"  consists  both  of  acting  and 
directing.  Last  February  she  played  Mme. 

Desmontes  in  Anouie's  Ring  Around  the 
Moon,  and  directed  Sartre's  No  Exit  which 
opened  late  in  September.  She  has  been 

playing  Grandma  in  Albee's  American 
Dream  off  and  on  for  a  year.  As  for  their 
travels — last  winter  saw  them  through  Cape 
Hatteras,  Myrtle  Beach,  Charlston,  Florida 
and  the  Keys;  summer  found  them  in  the 
Thousand  Islands  and  Virginia  Beach. 
After  her  show  is  over  they  are  leaving  for 
two  months  to  wander  through  Kentucky, 
Tennessee,  Alabama,  and  perhaps  Louisi- 

ana if  time  holds  out.  They  will  be  home 
for  Christmas  and  for  their  theatre  produc- 

tion of  Inge's  Picnic.  "Our  experiences 
have  not  been  memorable"  she  writes,  "but 
our  footsteps  go  on  pleasant  paths.  We're 

lucky!" 
Elise  Moller's  most  memorable  experi- 

ence of  the  past  year  is  her  first  full  year 
of  retirement,  after  five  years  of  partial 
retirement  from  professional  work  so  that 
she  and  a  friend  could  get  started  on  a 
small  summer  cabin  business  in  the  Laurel 
Highlands  of  southwestern  Pennsylvania. 
Her  mountain  home  is  on  the  western 
slope  of  Laurel   Ridge  and  she  says   their 
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Jeep  got  them  in  and  out  every  day  in  bad 
weather.  She  writes  that  Pennsylvania 
mountains  are  very  satisfying  every  season 

of  the  year.  She  concludes;  "It  is  satisfying, 
too,  to  find  use  for  professional  skills  in 

our  very  rural  mountain  community." 

Ruth  Rimer  Hooton  writes,  "My  trip 
to  San  Francisco  was  prompted  by  my  great 
desire  to  see  our  newest  granddaughter. 
Jane,  our  youngest  child,  had  her  first  baby 
February  12th  ...  In  spite  of  the  fact 
that  Carolyn  is  our  seventh  grandchild,  the 
thrill  and  excitement  has  been  equal  with 
all  of  them.  Six  of  the  grandchildren  live 
in  Pittsburgh.  John,  the  oldest  of  our 
three  children,  has  two  boys  and  a  girl. 
Virginia,  our  other  daughter  has  three 

boys."  Ruth  and  Don  have  lived  in  Sara- 
sota for  three  years.  Although  Don  is  busy 

with  the  lawn,  he  has  time  for  fishing  and 
helping  to  build  sets  at  Sarasota  Players 
where  they  produce  semi-professional  plays 
from  October  to  May. 

Catherine  Sayers,  after  suffering  a  rather 
severe  heart  attack  a  year  ago  and  doing 
nothing  but  sit  for  six  months,  is  now  in 
orbit  again.  She  is  doing  substitute  volun- 

teer work  at  the  hospital,  is  president  of 

the  Woman's  Club,  secretary  of  AAUW, 
and  counsellor  to  the  Hospital  Auxiliary 
Board.  Last  summer  she  drove  south  in 
her  new  air-conditioned  LeMans  and  visited 
Ruth  Baxter  Hill  in  Gainesville,  Ga.,  and 
Eleanor  Taylor  in  Atlanta. 

Helen  Simons  Polhemus  writes  that  after 
a  delightful  spring  trip  back  to  North 
Carolina,  their  home  for  nine  years,  a 
series  of  mishaps  overtook  them  which 
made  them  feel  jinxed:  severe  sciatica 
complicated  by  a  fall  for  her;  an  operation 
for  Poly  and  later  a  fall  which  cracked 

one  of  his  ribs:  "Through  all  this,"  she 
writes,  "it  is  wonderful  to  have  our  four 
families  of  children  and  grandchildren 

near  enough  to  run  in  and  out." 
Constance  Clark  Russ  retired  a  year  ago 

after  seventeen  years  in  social  work.  After 

her  husband's  retirement  in  October,  they 
headed  south  for  the  winter.  On  the  trip 
north  in  April  they  stopped  to  see  son 
Clarke,  an  orthopedic  surgeon  and  the 
father  of  three  sons.  They  frequently  see 
daughter  Jean  who  lives  with  her  husband 
and  ten-year-old  daughter  in  nearby  Hunt- 

ington, Long  Island.  Their  youngest  daugh- 
ter, Elizabeth  Ann,  lives  in  a  Boston  sub- 
urb, and  her  husband,  who  completed  his 

doctorate  in  aeronautics  and  astronautics 
at  M.I.T.  in  June,  is  now  doing  research 
there.  They  have  three  small  children.  In 
spite  of  having  suffered  a  sprained  back, 
Constance  has  found  time  to  take  part  in 
an  AAUW  srudy  group  as  well  as  to  join 

the  Woman's  Club. 

Estelle  Silverman  Small's  husband  passed 
away  after  forty-two  years  of  marriage. 
We  know  the  agony  of  such  a  break  and 
send  her  our  deepest  love  and  sympathy. 
It  must  be  some  satisfaction  to  know  that 
some  part  of  him  still  walks  the  earth  in 
the  person  of  their  seventeen-year-old  grand- 

son, Doug,  who  entered  Purdue  University 
this  fall  to  begin  his  studies  in  aeronautical 
engineering.  Estelle  is  on  a  trip  to  Los 
Angeles  and  Honolulu  with  friends  as  this 
goes  to  press.  We  hope  that  this  will  be 
a  balm  to  her  wound  which  only  time  can 
lessen.    Our  love  goes  with  her. 

Dorothy  Swan  Miller  must  have  had 
time  cutting  her  roots  in  Racine  after 
years  of  residence.  However,  Santa  Barba 
is  a  lovely  place,  and,  in  addition,  her  sisi 
and  Virginia  Glandon  Hackett  live  thei 
Daughter  Laurel  is  in  San  Francisco  woi 
ing  on  her  M.A.  in  music  at  San  Francis 
State. 

Gertrude  Bradshaw:  I  had  a  bad  tir 
thinking  of  the  answer  to  what  was  t 
most  memorable  experience  during  the  I, 
year.  Then  suddenly  my  mother  went 
the  hospital  for  tests.  At  95 -plus  one 
apprehensive.  Now,  with  all  tests  provii 
negative,  our  household  has  again  resumi 
its  usual  pleasant  turbulence. 
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Jane  Willard  Stephensc 

(Mrs.  J.  G 
529  Collier  Road,  N.\ 

Atlanta,  Georgia  303' 
Margaret  Cousl 

1018  Euclid  Aveni 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  152( 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen  Gordon,  The  Chesterfield,  Apt.  92 
1801  East  Twelfth  Street,  Clevelan 
Ohio  44114 

Kathryn  Letterman  Lynch  (Mrs.  Arthur 
6351  2nd  Palm  Point,  St.  Petersbu. 
Beach,  Fla.  33706 

Eugenie  Negley  McLean  (Mrs.  Thom 
W. ),  Gateway  Towers,  Apt.  25-C,  Pitt 
burgh,  Pa.   15222 

Mina  Teichert  McKain  (Mrs.  Charles  J. 
1121  Louise  Avenue,  Morgantown,  ^ 
Va.  26505 

Betty  English  Beadling  sent  a  letter  ar 
check  in  August.  She  changed  jobs  la 
year  from  one  department  to  another  i 
the  United  Rubber  Workers — the  Skillt 
Trades  Department.  She  is  also  active  i 
the  Business  and  Professional  Women 
Club.  Sorry  she  did  not  get  to  the  reunio 
as  she  usually  does. 

Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh  and  Jim  dro\ 
to  Sarasota  one  day  in  May  to  see  Rut 
Mary   Wilkinson. 

"Sorry  not  to  attend  the  reunion."  Si 
Friedman  Bigg  spent  more  time  with  h( 
children  in  Illinois  and  Ohio  than  they  ha 

planned. 
Leona  Newcome  Meier  spent  the  summf 

at  home  and  expects  to  teach  two  mot 
years,  but  is  not  moving  east  when  sh retires. 

Mildred  Parrill  Gilmore  and  her  hu: 

band  took  a  cruise  in  June  on  the  ne' 
Swedish-American  ship,  Kingsholm,  ro  th 
St.  Lawrence  River,  the  Saguenay  Rive 
Quebec,  Cape  Breton,  and  Bermuda.  Sh 
had  to  work  an  extra  four  weeks  this  sun" 
mer  and  attended  a  four  day  worksho 
for  her  teaching  job. 

Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  drove  home  fror 
the  reunion  via  the  Great  Smoky  Moue 
tains.  Her  sister,  Honor,  took  the  pictur 
of  those  who  attended   reunion. 



Hope  you  received  the  letter  all  about 
the  reunion.  Because  of  it,  I  have  included 
less  news  for  the  Recorder.  Write  me 
whenever  you  have  time  as  it  is  always 
nice  to  hear  from  you. 
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Marian  Haines  Schap 

(Mrs.  Edward  M.) 
34  West  Franklin  Avenue 

Naperville,  111.  60540 

Viola  Chadwick  Rosso 
(Mrs.  C.  Anthony) 

61  Darby  Road 
Paoli,  Pa.  19301 

Ethel  Lehman  n  Grabe 
(Mrs.  Richard  E.) 
247  Maple  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Geraldine  Anderson  Daum  (Mrs.  Robert 
J.)  1615  Olympia  Fields  Street,  Sara- 

sota, Fla.  33580 

Pauline  Bickhart  Garratt  (Mrs.  Frank  Jr.), 
2180  Forest  Hill  Drive,  Coshocton,  Ohio 
43812 

Eleanor  Diskin  Houghton  (Mrs.  Bernard), 
5195  Sandy  Beach  Ave.,  Siesta  Key, 
Sarasota,  Fla.  33581 

Amelia  Lockard  Welker  (Mrs.  William 
H.),  3541  Whitney  Ave.,  Apt.  314, 
Sacramento,  Calif.  95821 

Helen  M.  Sprott,  11049  St.  Mary's  Lane, Mokena,  111.  60448 

DEATH 

Ruth  O'Donnell  Gallagher,  September  20, 1968 

We  are  saddened  to  learn  of  Ruth's  pass- 
ing, and  we  extend  the  sincere  sympathy  of 

the  class  to  her  family.  A  class  gift  to  the 
Chatham  Library  has  been  made  in  her 
memory. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  is  extended  to 
■Pauline  Gibson  Gilsdorf  whose  husband 
died  in  August  1967,  and  to  Eleanor  Nevins 
Rubenstein  in  the  loss  of  her  husband  in 
September  1968. 

Geraldine  Anderson  Daum  took  an  early 
retirement  from  Carnegie  Library  of  Pitts- 

burgh in  February,  and  moved  to  Sarasota, 
Florida  in  March.  She  invites  any  mem- 

bers of  our  class  who  travel  to  stop  by. 

Best  wishes,  Gerry  and  Robert!  We'll  miss 
you  around  Pittsburgh. 

Catherine  Backofen  speaks  of  a  rough 
year  for  those  who  teach  in  Pittsburgh. 
First   the   strike,   then   the   riots,   and   adds, 

"Who  knows  what  awaits  us  in  September 
'68!"  Catherine  enjoyed  a  N.E.A.  spon- 

sored tour  of  New  England  and  the  Mari- 
time Provinces  in  July. 

Polly  Bickhart  Garratt  moved  into  her 
new  home  last  year.  She  and  Frank  visited 
their  children  and  two  grandsons  in 
Tacoma  in  August.  Polly  plans  to  attend 
reunion   in   1970. 

Myra  Boor  Fuller  wrote  while  crossing 
Canada  via  train.  She  and  Denton  were 
enroute  to  Alaska  and  boat  on  inland 
waterway. 

Vi  Chadwick  Rosso  at  last  has  a  daugh- 
ter of  her  own.  Middle  son  Edwin  mar- 

ried Nancy  Beetem  July  20  at  the  First 
United  Presbyterian  Church  in  Paoli,  Pa. 
They  will  live  in  nearby  Newtown  Square. 
John  was  best  man  and  David  an  usher. 
John  has  finished  his  first  year  of  work  on 
his  Ph.D.  at  Penn  in  Philadelphia.  David 
is  applying  for  college  for  1969,  and  Vi  is 
teaching  after  a  five-months  vacation. 

Dot  Collins  Pierce  is  the  new  president 

of  the  Women's  Association,  Pittsburgh 
Symphony  Society — a  big  job!  Congratu- 
lations! 

Betty  Daugherty  Dennis  was  in  Pitts- 

burgh to  attend  her  niece's  wedding  last 
summer.  She  talked  with  Dode  Crawford 

Macy  '31.  Betty  enjoyed  summer  visits from  daughtet  Donna,  her  husband  and 
three  children,  and  later  from  son  Lt.  j.g. 
F.  L.  Dennis,  III,  who  is  stationed  in 
Turkey.  Her  other  daughter  Lynda,  hus- 

band Bill  and  baby  Dan  live  on  their 
place,  which  is  nice  for  all. 

Eleanor  Diskin  Houghton  wrote  from 
Weld,  Maine  where  she  and  Bernard  have 
spent  many  summers.  They  are  retired 
now  and  can  stay  for  the  September  foliage. 
They  have  sold  their  Cleveland  home  of 
seventeen  years  and  are  building  in  Sara- 

sota, Fla.  After  November  12  they  will 
be  happy  to  have  visitors  from  the  class  of 
1930  at  the  new  address.  They  plan  to 
continue  summering  in  Maine. 

Justina  Gill  Beggs  teaches  mornings  and 
Dave  paints  beautiful  abstract  compositions 
in  acrylic.  He  is  planning  to  exhibit  later. 
Wendy,  their  older  daughter,  is  busy  with 
her  four  children.  Wendy  and  David  live 
in  Indiana.  Nancy  flew  to  Germany  August 
2  to  join  her  husband  Doug  Lamberson  in 
Karlsrhree  where  they  will  be  for  a  year. 
Nancy  speaks  French,  Spanish,  and  Italian 
but  no  German! 

Imy  Flanagan  Truman  received  her 
M.S.W.  in  June  1967,  and  has  returned  to 
counseling. 

Pauline  Gibson  Gilsdorf  is  continuing 
her  work  at  the  Laboratory  of  Psychologi- 

cal Studies,  Stevens  Institute  of  Technology. 
She  has  been  pleased  that  the  alumni  and 
students  of  Newark  State  College  in  Union, 
N.J.  have  set  up  a  full  4-year  scholarship 
in  the  name  of  her  late  husband.  This 
was  granted  for  the  first  time  this  past 
spring. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  and  husband  Ed 
toured  South  America  for  three  weeks  last 
summer,  attending  music  and  dance  events 
in  each  city.  They  found  Machu  Picchu  and 
Iguassu  Falls  exciting. 

Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman  did  not 
take  time  to  write  family  news  as  she  had 
just  returned  from  visiting  her  brother 
Bill  who  was  very  ill  in  Chicago.  Thanks, 
Winnie,  for  the  check  for  the  Dysart  fund. 
We  wish  your  brother  a  speedy  and  com- 

plete recovery. 

Martha  Henderson  Lewis  sounds  as  full 

of  pep  as  when  she  was  an  undergrad- 
Her  mother  and  son  are  with  her.  Her 
daughrers  and  their  families  are  fine.  Mart 

says   "We're  all  going  strong!" 

Danica  Ivanovich  Henninger's  husband 
Joe  went  to  London,  Paris,  and  Spain  with 

a  painter  friend  while  she  and  the  friend's 
wife  went  to  Mexico.  She  reports  Mexico 
City  fabulous  with  archeological  museums, 
markets,  restaurants.  She  loved  the  old 
colonial  towns  of  Cuernevaca,  San  Miguel 

d'allende,  and  Taxco  where  she  bought 
silver  jewelry.  Dan's  daughter  Dana  is  a 
secretary  at  U.C.L.A.  Mike  works  at  the 
Union  Bank  in  L.A.  since  graduating  from 
Berkeley.  Mark  is  in  his  last  year  at 
U.C.L.A.  as  a  philosophy  major. 

Lucille  Jackson  Strauss  says  the  library 
takes  most  of  her  time  and  now  anothet 
revision  of  the  book  on  scientific  and  tech- 

nical libraries  is  in  process.  She  visited 
Portugal  and  enjoyed  it  despite  knowing 
little  of  the  language.  She  attended  the 
Special  Library  Association  dinner  in  Pitts- 

burgh honoring  Gerry  Anderson  Daum  and 
plans  to  see  all  of  us  at  the  1970  reunion. 

Sally  Johnson  Bailey  spent  two  weeks  in 
Denver,  and  flew  to  the  British  Isles  for  a 
three-week  tour  which  included  lots  of 
plays.  Her  daughter  Nancy  granduated 
from  University  of  Missouti,  St.  Louis 

campus,  and  Nancy's  husband,  Ron,  from 
Washington  University  Law  School  and  has 
passed  his  Bar  exams.  Sally  lunched  with 
Peg  Loftus,  Louise  Dickenson,  and  Lou 
Valloue  Spinelli  while  in  Pittsburgh  in 

July. Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe  and  husband  Dick 
were  planning  to  take  that  trip  to  the 
West  Coast  in  August.  Their  son  Charles 
has  recovered  from  a  serious  wound  and  is 

working  on  his  master's  at  Pitt  in  inter- national relations.  She  enjoyed  having  all 
the  children  home  for  Christmas — a  total  of 
13  with  grandchildren. 

Peg  Loeffler  Loffj/s  and  Frank  are  still 
enjoying  city  life.  She  said  it  was  great  to 
see  Sally  Bailey,  Lou  Spinelli  and  Dickie 

and  gab  about  the  class  of  '30.  Peg  saw Amelia  Lockard  Welker  in  Sacramento  in 
the  spring  and  talked  with  Doris  Bushnell 
in  San  Francisco. 

Nancy  Mcllwain  Sweet  has  had  a  busy 

year  baby  sitting  and  "getting  to  know" their  only  grandchild,  Debbie  Louise,  who 
was  one  on  September  4.  Coburn  had 

major  surgery  in  June,  but  made  a  re- 
markable recovery.  They  live  only  twelve 

miles  from  Plattsburgh  where  both  mar- 
ried daughters,  Connie  and  Prue,  live. 

Nancy  plans  to  be  at  reunion   in   1970. 

Mary  Louise  Miller  Pitcairn  sends  best 
wishes  with  her  check  to  the  Dysart  fund. 
Thank  you,  Mary  Louise. 

Sally  Reamer  Matlack  found  it  hard  to 
get  used  to  having  no  neighbors  but  now 
likes   it  very  much.    They  have   room   for 
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their  dogs  to  run  and  have  beautiful  flower 
and  vegetable  gardens.  Ed  and  his  brother 
sold  their  business  a  year  ago,  but  Ed  still 
keeps  busy.  Sally  saw  many  of  the  Chatham 
group  in  Philadelphia  at  a  luncheon  for 
freshmen. 

Ann  Saxman  Underwood  reports  that  her 
husband  Jim  was  a  delegate  (4th  time)  to 
the  Republican  Convention,  but  she  did 
not  go — too  late  hours!  Ann  expects  to  go 
to  Sea  Island,  Georgia,  January  2,  1969 
and  would  enjoy  seeing  anyone  should  a 
trip  to  Florida  take  them  that  way. 

Dot  Thompson  Self  went  island  hopping 
to  Puerto  Rico  and  the  Virgin  Islands 
where  she  learned  the  joy  of  snorkeling. 
She  then  attended  Audubon  Camp  in  Maine 
and  went  birdwatching.  In  June  she  visited 
the  Schaps  near  Chicago  after  attending 
the  Biology  Advanced  Placement  Confer- 

ence at  Miami  University  in  Ohio.  Her 
son  Jim  is  in  Pitt  Law  School. 

Louise  Valloue  Spinelli  is  settling  down 
to  school  after  a  busy  summer  as  delegate 
to  the  B.P.W.  State  Convention  at  the 
Hilton  in  June;  then  rwo  weeks  at  the 
Washington  Inn,  Virginia  Beach,  in  July. 
During  the  year  she  attends  the  Spinelli 
concerts    at    Chatham.     No    relationship! 

Lois  Watt  Cooper  and  Henry  enjoyed 
their  cruise  last  fall  to  the  West  Indies  and 
South  America.  Their  son  passed  his  Ohio 
Bar  exams  and  has  located  in  Cleveland. 

Other  interests  are  their  seven  grandchil- 
dren and  an  apartment  they  have  bought 

in  Fort  Lauderdale.  They  will  divide  their 
time  between  Florida  and  Pittsburgh. 

Mary  Elizabeth  W  oodworth  still  finds 
many  interesting  places  to  visit.  This  year 
she  went  on  a  Caribbean  Cruise  on  the 
Santa  Paula  to  Haiti,  Jamaica,  Aruba, 
Caracas,  and  Fort  Lauderdale.  While  a 
guest  ar  Lake  Canadota  she  drove  to  New 

Hope,  Peddlers'  Village,  and  Washington's 
Crossing,  Pa.  "What  a  welcome  change, 
after  a  school  year  disturbed  by  riots!" she  adds. 

Does  anyone  know  where  to  reach 
Velma  Duvall  Hazlett,  Martha  Johnston, 
and  Renee  Mattman  Rothschild?  If  so, 
please  let  your  secretary  know. 

Most  sincere  thanks  to  all  the  girls  for 
their  cards,  and  letters,  their  suggestions, 
pledges,  and  several  checks,  including  the 

Centennial  Fund.  Let's  keep  in  mind  that 
our  40th  reunion  is  only  one  year  away. 
We  hope  to  add  a  nice  reunion  gift  to  our 
scholarship  fund  in  honor  of  Miss  Dysart. 
There  is  still  time  to  send  word  of  your 
activities  and  a  check  before  June   1970. 
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MARRIAGE 

Constance  Wolfe  Harrison 
(Mrs.  J.   Parker) 

5019  Montoya  Drive 
El  Paso,  Texas  79902 

Alice  MacKenzie  Swaim 
(Mrs.  William  T.,  Jr.) 

26  Chestnut  Street 
Dillsburg,  Pa.    17019 

Margaret  Eisaman  to  the  Rev.  Stephen  A. 
Muranyi,  minister  of  the  United  Presby- 

terian Church  at  Eau  Claire,  Pennsyl- 
vania, on  January  22,   1968. 
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NEW  ADDRESSES 

Beatrice  Andrea's  Dimsdale  (Mrs.  Law- 
rence), 8141  Campbell  Street,  Apt.  301, 

Kansas  City,  Mo.  64131 

Florence  Bouldin  Chase  (Mrs.  Maurice), 
1801  Cravers  Lane,  Wilmington,  Del. 19803 

Marion  Brindle  Miller  (Mrs.  Fred  H.), 
766  Big  Hill  Road,  Dayton,  Ohio  45419 

Catherine  Cochran  Schaefjer  (Mrs.  Lee 
E.),  Keister  Road,  R.D.  4,  Slippery 
Rock,  Pa.  16057 

Margaret  Eisaman  Muranyi  (Mrs.  Stephen 
A.),   Box    212,   Eau   Claire,   Pa.    16030 

Lillian  Lafbury  Wills  (Mrs.  M.  Vincent), 
7602  17th  Avenue,  North,  St.  Peters- 

burg, Fla.  33710 

Our  sympathy  and  heartfelt  wishes  for  a 
complete  recovery  go  out  to  Carolyn  Bickell 
Morris  who  underwent  rwo  operations  in 

July,  followed  by  X-ray  treatments.  Her 
daughter  Mary  Lou  graduated  from  Grove 
City  College  in  June,  and  is  now  an 
executive  secretary  at  Wilmington  Trust 
Company  and  able  to  live  at  home  and 
keep  Carolyn  company.  Her  son  John  is 
back  from  Okinawa  and  working  for  the 
Dupont  Company  in  New  York. 

Among  our  proud  grandmothers  are 
Betsy  Dearborn  Souren  with  3;  Rita  Lefton 
Pincus,  2;  Marion  Stone  Howard,  2;  Lil 

Lafbury  Wills,  a  new  granddaughter  mak- 
ing 4,  and  Ruth  Grafman  Weiner  expect- 
ing her  third. 

Wedding  bells  rang  on  June  15  for  Lee 
Schaeffer,  Jr.,  son  of  Catherine  Cochran 
Schaefjer,  and  Judy  Maxwell;  both  began 
teaching  this   fall. 

On  October  21,  1967,  Grace  Mabie 

Wilson,  '64,  daughter  of  Cody  Brady  Wil- 
son, and  Mark  Thomas  Sundelin  were 

married.    They  make  their  home  in  Boston. 

In  December,  Cooke  McGough,  son  of 
Mary  Cooke  McGough,  married  Mildred 
Stewart,  a  1962  Chatham  graduate.  He  is  a 
trust  officer  at  Mellon  National  Bank. 

Also  in  December,  the  youngest  son  of 
Viola  Swenson  Leeper  was  married  to  a 
lovely  girl  from  Virginia. 

Among  our  travelers  are  Betsy  Dearborn 
Souren,  who  has  had  three  European  trips, 
and  now  a  fourth  to  Portugal  this  fall; 
Marion  Stone  Howard  and  Wayne  revisited 
the  British  Isles  in  August;  Libby  Euing 
Cogbill  and  Mac  spent  the  summer  at  their 
cottage  at  Van  Buren  Point;  Charlotte 
Graham  Dight  splits  her  time  between  her 
homes  in  Butler  and  Delray  Beach,  Florida; 
Lil  Lafbury  Wills  and  Vince  retired  to  St. 
Petersburg,  Florida,  and  are  enthusiastic 
about  their  new  activities;  Rita  Lefton 
Vinous  and  Irving  went  to  Israel  this  spring 
for  a  vacation;  Alice  Bair  Albright  had  a 
six-week  seminar  at  Westminster  College, 
followed  by  a  vacation  in  the  Bahamas; 
Viola  Sivenson  Leeper  and  Don  visited 
Germany,  Switzerland,  Italy  and  England 
where  they  spent  a  week  with  friends  in 
their  three-hundred-year-old  home;  Jean 
Muller  Knetsche  spenr  rhe  summer  on  their 
island  in  Canada  (what  memories  these 
words   bring  back  to  me);   Katherine  Lee 

Sisco  and  her  husband  and  niece  took  ; 
trip  to  California  that  included  fifteei 
states  and  many  points  of  interest;  San 
Stevenson  spends  weekends  and  vacation 
in  Pittsburgh  when  not  teaching  Latin  am 
English  in  Indiana,  Pa.;  Harriet  Osmai 
Lundquist  and  her  husband  launched  am 
christened  their  retirement  dream  boat 
Ariel,  on  July  25,  and  next  May  they  wil 
set  off  for  the  Bahamas,  Virgin  Islands 
and  other  exotic  places,  and  will  no  longe 
have  a  fixed  address.    Happy  sailing! 

Catherine  Cochran  Shaeffer  has  been  ap 
pointed  assistant  professor  of  special  edu 
cation  at  Slippery  Rock  State  College.  Shi 
and  Lee  are  building  a  small  house  jus 
off  campus  and  welcome  visitors. 

Mary  Wooldridge  Beyer  is  busy  with  he: 
family  and  new  job  with  General  Electrii 
at  Schenectady,  New  York. 

Peggy  Price  Guyton  is  a  happy  librariat 
and  home-maker. 

Mary  Frances  Tarr  Peat  is  busy  wirf 
Garden  Club  and  is  serving  this  year  a: 
president  of  the  Johnstown  Art  League 
founded  in  1884. 

Alice  Bair  Albright's  step-son  is  a  senioi 
at  Findlay  College,  Ohio,  where  he  is  presi 
dent  of  Student  Government  and  on  th< 
Dean's  List. 

Marion  Brindle  Miller  and  her  husbanc 
have  moved  to  their  new  home  for  retire 
ment. 

Your  secretary  had  two  poetry  program: 
put  on  in  her  honor  by  the  Harrisburg 
Pa.,  Library  and  also  Radio  Station  WHI 
in  Harrisburg.  Our  daughter  Kathleen  ii 
now  a  professor  of  English  at  the  Univer 
sity  of  Massachusetts. 

Our  class  treasury  now  has  a  balance  ol 
$42.41;  keep  the  dollars  coming  in,  girls 

Also,  the  Chatham  Centennial  Fund  Cam- 
paign is  underway,  and  we  all  will  have 

an  opportunity  to  do  something  big  for  it 
More  of  this  later! 
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Helen  Walker  Empfielc 

(Mrs.  James  W.) 

828  Judson  Avenue 
Evanston,  111.  60202 

Margaret  White 
1302  Singer  Place 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Synnove  Haughom,  1205  Lisbon  Street. 
Lewiston,  Maine  04140 

Frances  Lorimer  Hepburn  (Mrs.  John  N.): 
148  Roselawn  Avenue,  N.E.,  Warren, 
Ohio  44483 

Ruth  Miller  Allen  (Mrs.  Frank),  10091 
Paradise  Boulevard,  Treasure  Island, Florida  33706 

Berenice  Beamer  Williamson  reports  that 
her  family  is  well  and  that  she  still  enjoys 
her  part-time  job. 

After  fifteen  years  Harriet  Cole  Lewis 
likes  Florida  better  than  ever  now  that 
her  son  and  his  wife  and  the  one  and  only 
grandchild,   Cole   Phillip   Lewis,  live  there. 



.  Daughter    Christine    has    moved    to     San 
I  Diego,   California. 

Hazel  Ellwood  McClure  and  her  husband 
1  spent  five  weeks  in  Europe  this  summer. 
,  Hazel  will  teach  Head  Start  in  Jeannette, 

!  Pennsylvania  again   this   winter. 

Volunteer  work  keeps  Edna  Geiselhart 
Thorp  busy.  She  is  co-chairman  of  the 
Christmas  Bazaar  at  her  church  again  this 

1  winter.  The  Thorps  have  had  short  trips 
to   New    Hampshire,   Oklahoma   City,   the 

,  Adirondacks,  and  Canada. 

Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell's  youngest 
'  daughter  presented   them  with  a   beautiful 
■  granddaughter.  Her  son  graduated  from 
Duke  Universiry  Law  School  with  honors 
and  is  now  associated  with  the  Taft  law 
firm  in  Cincinnati,  Ohio. 

In   June    1968,   Jean   Hamilton   Charles- 
i  worth  flew  to  Jerusalem,  Israel,  where  her 
husband  had  been  invited  to  participate  in 
the    Summer     Institute    on    Near    Eastern 

I  Civilization    at    the    Hebrew    Archaelogical 
,  School.    This   Institute   is   only   for   Profes- 
l  sors  of  Religion  in  American  Colleges  and 
Universities. 

The  middle  of  August,  Synnove  Haugh- 
hom  took  a  position  in  the  Art  Department 
of  Bates  College,  Lewiston,  Maine.  Her 
duties  are  numerous,  but  Synnove  says  she 
spends  most  of  her  time  in  the  Treat 
Gallery  which  features  exhibits  besides  its 
own  collection.  After  she  gets  settled  in 
her  new  apartment  the  end  of  September, 
she  hopes  to  work  on  her  dissertation. 

Rose  Hollingsworth  Stambaugh's  news 
is  family  news.  Dick,  Jr.  is  program  di- 

rector  at  KYA,   San    Francisco,   California; 
I  Chris  is  a  junior  at  the  University  of  Flor- 

ida,  and   Jim   is   a   Junior   College    sopho- 
,  more;  Nelson  is  senior  class  president  in 
high   school   and   Phyllis   is   an   enthusiastic 

'  lOth-grader. 

Anne  Irwin  Hoffman's  granddaughter,  2, lives  in  Aurora,  Colorado  where  her  son 
Phil  and  his  wife  built  a  new  house.  The 

middle  boy,  Eric,  has  finished  Basic  Train- 
ing at  Fort  Dix,  New  Jersey,  and  Mark, 

•  the  youngest  son,  is  a  freshman  at  Miami 
University,  Oxford,  Ohio.    Anne  has  joined 

■  the   Tuscarowas   County   Art  Guild,   paints 
!  "to  please  me  and  for  fun." 

Luise  Link  Ely  wrote,  "just  now,  as  has 
:  happened    to    so    many    of    you,    a    grand- 
i  daughter  .  .   .  Noel  Luise.    Mary  Margaret 
Robb    knit   Noel    a    pink    topper    with    a 

tassel!"   Linkie  reports   her  third   children's book   is   in   the   slow   hands   of   the   editor. 

'  The   class   sends   its   sympathy  to   Luise  on 
the    death    of    the    mother,    November    29, 

p  1967. 

It  is  a  grandson  for  Jean  hudebuehl 
Fisher,  Kenneth  Charles  Fisher.  Her  older 
son  is  a  1st  Lieutenant  in  the  Air  Force, 
at  Pease  Air  Base  in  New  Hampshire.  Her 

'  younger  son  is  attending  Duquesne  Uni- 
versiry. 

Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  writes  that 
they   finally   had   a   wedding.    Thomas,   her 

1  #2  son,  was  married  June  1,  1968;  he 
will  finish  law  school  next  June.  #1  son 
Peter  is  at  Montana  State  University  as 
teaching  assistant  in  the  art  department. 
#3    son    Rush,    Jr.    works    in    Memphis, 

|  Tennessee  where  daughter  Patti  is  at  South- 

western.   The  class  expresses   its  sympathy 
to  Alice  on  death  of  her  father  last  October. 

In  February  1968,  Anne  McCullough 
Frey  and  her  husband  visited  Santiago, 
Buenos  Aires  and  Rio  de  Janerio.  On 
September  first  they  left  for  three  weeks  in 
northern  Italy  and  Switzerland  where  they 
expected  to  see  Eleanor  Harbison  Bream 

'35,  and  her  husband.  At  home,  Anne  is 
president  of  the  Rector's  Guild  at  the Church  of  the  Redeemer. 

Mary  Louise  Martin  is  still  secretary  to 
the  Superintendent  of  Schools  in  Carlisle, 
Pennsylvania.  She  is  also  editor  of  the 
AAUW  Newsletter.  This  summer  Mary 
Louise  traveled  through  the  Smokies  with 
her  sister  Carolyn,  class  of  1941. 

In  June  Ruth  Miller  Allen  went  to 

Rochester,  New  York  for  the  w-edding  of 
her  niece,  and  then  spent  three  days  visit- 

ing her  sister  in  Tarentum,  Pennsylvania. 
Ruth  says  it  is  the  same  job,  but  a  new 
home   address. 

Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort's  family 
and  travel  news  combines.  Daughter  Ellen, 
Barnard  and  the  three  little  Huets  have 
moved  from  Paris  to  Strasbourg,  France. 
Daughter  Betsy,  class  of  1966,  was  mar- 

ried last  September  to  J.  Paul  Aland  and 
they  are  traveling  in  Europe  and  expect  to 
winter  in  Germany.  In  December  Dot  and 
Bob,  with  son  Dave  and  his  wife  Sue,  ex- 

pect to  go  to  Strasbourg  to  spend  Christmas 
with  the  Huets  and  the  Alands.  Dot  is  to 
head  the  Alumnae  Special  Gifts  division 

for  Allegheny  County  in  Chatham's  Cen- tennial Fund  campaign,  and  is  very  active 
with  the  United  Fund. 

Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton  continues  as 
counselor  in  Kittanning  Senior  High 
School.  She  is  beginning  a  two  year  term 
as  President  of  the  Alpha  Theta  Chapter 
of  Delta  Kappa  Gamma,  and  is  serving  as 
a  Grand  Chapter  committee  member  for 
the  Order  of  the  Eastern  Star. 

It  is  family  news  from  Marion  Starkey 
Hamlet.  Debbie  is  a  freshman  at  Mt.  Hol- 
yoke  College  where  she  will  have  a  duel 
major  in  applied  art  and  English.  Jeff  is 
a  sophomore  at  Loomis  Prepararory  School 
in  Hartford,  and  Susan  is  a  freshman  at  the 

Chaffee  School,  girl's  division  of  Loomis. 
Marion  is  teaching  English  in  Hartford. 

When  Harriet  Stephenson  Stearns  wrote, 

she  had  just  returned  from  a  "tour  of  her 
young."  She  has  a  grandson,  Ronald  Mac- 
Donald  Stearns  III,  born  December  16, 
1967.  Her  son  and  his  wife  live  in  Roselle, 
Illinois.  Daughter  Mary  (Mrs.  Gary  L. 
Esch )  is  still  in  New  Mexico  and  works 
at  White  Sands  as  a  statistician.  Ellen  and 
Jean  are  also  through  college;  Ellen  lives 
and  works  in  Louisville,  Kentucky,  and 
Jean  is  in  New  York  City.  Liz  is  a  junior 
at  Florida  State  University.  Harriet  said 
she  enjoyed  riding  down  Woodland  Road 

to  show  Liz  "my  old  haunts." 

The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Jean 
Walker  Fox  on  the  death  of  her  husband. 

Dick  died  April  25,  1968  after  an  emer- 
gency operation.  Jean  went  back  to  work 

at  Carnegie  Institute,  at  the  request  of  the 

director,  to  supervise  termination  of  Dick's work  under  his  National  Science  Founda- 
tion Grant.  Jean  said  she  is  still  limping 

from  a  broken  ankle  of  last  January. 

Olive  Walker  Beatty's  news  combines 
family  and  travel.  Her  son,  Dr.  Robert  W. 
Beatry,  was  to  leave  in  September  for 
Germany  where  he  will  serve  with  the 
United  States  Army.  His  wife  and  eleven- 
month-old  son  plan  to  join  him.  Daughter 
Judy  and  her  family  live  in  Ocean  City, 

New  Jersey.  Olive's  husband  is  the  archi- tect  for  the  American  Embassy  at  Neamy, 
Africa  and  they  were  planning  another  trip 
to  Africa  with  a  stop-over  in  Germany. 

Ellen  Yeager  Husak  reports  that  she  is 
busy  with  home  chores  for  their  two  sons 
who  are  still  with  them,  and  her  volunteer 
work  with  the  Public  Health  Department 
in  Child  Health  Conferences.  The  class 
extends  its  sympathy  to  Ellen  on  the  death 

of  her  father  last  November.  Ellen's  older 
son,  John,  is  working  at  the  post  office,  and 
Allen  is  working  on  the  last  phase  of  his 
doctoral  dissertation. 

In  July  Mary  Jane  Young  and  her  room 
mate  enjoyed  a  wonderful  trip  through  the 
Pacific  Northwest  .  .  .  Banff,  Lake  Louise, 
Harrison  Hot  Springs,  Victoria,  Seattle, 
Portland,  and  San  Francisco.  Then  they 
visited  friends  in  California  and  Texas. 

Mary  Jane  says  she  is  still  working  for  the 
Department  of  Commerce  in  Washington, 
D.C.,  and  is  fairly  active  in  her  P.E.O. 
chapter. 

As  for  your  secretaries,  Margaret  White 
says  she  has  no  news  and  that  the  Recorder 
would  save  space  on  her  this  time. 

I,  Helen,  have  a  part-time  job  as  library 
technician  with  the  Chicago  Public  Library. 
There  will  be  three  Empfield  boys  in  col- 

lege this  year,  as  our  oldest  son  has  re- 
turned from  rwo  years  active  duty  with  the 

Navy  Reserve,  and  just  one  Empfield  boy 
in  High  School. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  answered  my 
letters.  And  special  thanks  to  those  who 
sent  money  for  our  treasury.  It  was  fun 

to  discover  Hazel  Ellwood  McClure's  hus- 
band once  lived  next  door  to  me  in  Blairs- 

ville,  Pennsylvania.  Eight  of  you  said  you 
planned  to  attend  our  35th  Reunion  in 
1969.  I  expect  to  see  YOU  then,  and, 
hopefully,  many  more. 

36 Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Garvin (Mrs.  E.  W.,  Jr.) 

108  King's  Highway 

Rosslyn   Farms 
Carnegie,  Pa.   15106 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
(Mrs.  R.  A.) 

4421  Gladding  Court 
Midland,  Mich.  48640 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean  Andress  Berger  (Mrs.  C.  W.)  13390 
West  Bluemound  Road,  Elm  Grove, 
Wise.   53122 

Mary -Stuart  Clements  Harriman  (Mrs.  Ben- 
jamin R.),  Blocks  Corner,  Hatfield 

Heath,  N.  Bishop's  Stortford,  Herts, 
England 

Louise  Ruch  Culbertson    (Mrs.  Gene  A.), 
305    Yuma    Court,   Boulder   City,   Nev. 
89005 

Ida   Mae    Ulmer   Pierce    (Mrs.    Amor    F .) , 
326  North  Maclay  Street,  San  Francisco, 
Calif.  91340 
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Dorthea  Wirth  Carpenter  ( Mrs.  Francis 
F.),  3  Salem  Circle,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15238 

DEATHS 

Edna  Dague  Rigg.  January  10,  1968 

Margaret  Rotve  Hustead,  February  7,   1968 

We  were  saddened  by  the  passing  of  two 
of  our  classmates.  Books  in  their  memory 
have  been  placed  in   the  Chatham  Library. 

Jane  Dowler  Elder  is  working  as  a 
librarian  at  Carnegie  Library  of  Pittsburgh 
where  she  often  meets  former  school  chums 
and  old  friends.  Son  Paul,  Jr.,  is  living  in 
Colorado  Springs,  and  daughter  Sara  is 
in  her  second  year  of  graduate  work  at  the 
University   of   North   Carolina. 

South  of  Pittsburgh,  on  Route  19,  on 
the  way  to  Washington,  Pennsylvania,  is  a 
furniture  store  designated  as  the  Manor 

House,  where  Nancy  Henderson  O'Dell's 
daughter  Nancy  Leah  is  a  decorator. 

Nancy's  son  Herbert  is  at  Penn  State 
where  he  is  in  his  last  year  working 

toward  a  master's  degree  in  fine  arts. 
Nancy  is  busy  working  on  the  thirteenth 
annual  Opera  Workshop  of  Chatham  Fash- 
ionlogue  Benefit.  She  is  also  a  volunteer 

at  South  Side  Hospital  and  the  Woman's 
Auxiliary  of  Southminster  Presbyterian 
Church  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

Agnes  Ralston  is  still  with  Regional 
Industrial  Development  Corporation,  play- 

ing a  little  golf  in  the  summer  and  skiing 
in  the  winter. 

Our  sympathy  is  extended  to  Harriet 
Bannatyne  Moelmann  who  lost  her  mother 
July  26th,  1968.  Son  Jack  is  a  captain 
in  the  Air  Force  in  Wiesbaden,  Germany, 
and  son  Larry  is  a  junior  at  Princeton. 

This  summer  has  been  a  happy  and  sad 
one  for  Carol  Pfordt  Davis.  A  second 
grandson  arrived  in  June  to  their  older 
daughter,  Susan,  in  Devon,  Pennsylvania. 
Carol  and  her  husband  had  his  older 
brother,  Robbie,  aged  four,  as  a  house 
guest  for  two  weeks.  After  his  departure, 
plans  were  going  ahead  for  their  daughter 

Carolyn's  wedding  on  August  10th  when 
Carol's  mother  passed  away  a  week  before 
the  wedding.  Now  both  daughters  are  in 
the  Philadelphia  area  as  their  new  son-in- 
law  is  in  his  last  year  at  the  University  of 
Pennsylvania,  Wharton  School. 

From  the  San  Francisco  Bay  area,  Betty 
McCook  Mills  writes  that  she  spends  her 
time  between  the  ranch  and  Lake  Tahoe. 
Since  her  youngest  son,  Tom,  entered  the 
University  of  the  Pacific  this  fall,  she  has 
no  one  at  home  and  has  returned  to  teach- 

ing part  time.  Another  son,  David,  is  a 
senior  at  the  University  of  the  Pacific.  Her 
two  older  children,  Bob  and  Joanne,  are 
married,  and  Betty  and  her  husband  are 
grandparents  of  a  girl  and  boy. 

Doris  Pierce  received  a  card  from  Katrina 
Utne  Broun  from  Oslo,  Norway,  saying 

she  was  taking  an  eight  week's  summer 
course  in  Norwegian.  Doris  is  looking 
forward  to  retirement  after  thirty  years 
with  the  McKeesport  Area  School  District. 
She  hopes  to  move  to  Fort  Lauderdale, 
Florida,  when  she  sells  her  home. 
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If  you  ever  travel  to  Wayne,  Pennsyl- 
vania, look  up  Ruth  Simpson  Woolford 

for  she  conducts  a  party  shop  there.  Ruth 
is  a  grandmother.  Her  daughter,  Judy,  has 

"an  absolutely  perfect  two-year-old."  Nancy, 
the  younger  daughter,  is  married  and  work- 

ing as  a  medical  secretary.  Their  son  Sam 
is  a  high  school  senior  and  a  member  of 
the  National  Honor  Society  along  with 
being  an   outstanding  athlete. 

The  mail  strike  in  Canada  almost  pre- 
vented news  from  Alary  Adah  Trussell 

Gray.  Their  family  summers  at  Lake 
Memphramagog  in  Quebec.  Daughter  Anne 
is  entering  her  last  year  at  Smith,  and  son 
Christopher  will  enter  Washington  and 
Jefferson  this  fall. 

Charlotte  Ley  Glover  sends  greetings  to 

Prances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  finds  her 
job  as  president  of  the  American  Legion 
Auxiliary  for  the  eighth  district  in  Florida 
challenging  and   rewarding. 

Olga  Catizone  Bonaddio  has  returned 
to  teaching  as  an  assistant  professor  in 
biology  at  Allegheny  Community  College. 
She  was  delighted  to  find  Jane  Seaton 
Young  is  also  on  the  staff. 

Two  of  our  classmates  report  daughters 

at  Chatham.  Jody  Dodds  Shrader's  daugh- 
ter Nancy  is  living  at  Woodland  Hall. 

Helen  Lindsay  Lee's  daughter  Normandie 
is  a  junior  and  is  spending  this  year  in 
France.  Helen  did  a  flower  arrangement 
program  at  the  Metropolitan  Museum  of 
Art  for  the  National  Council  of  State 
Garden  Clubs. 

While  her  husband  and  son  fished  for 
salmon  in  Alaska  this  summer,  Jane  Grffiith 
Potter  and  her  daughter  vacationed  in  San 
Francisco,  Seattle,  and  Vancouver.  She  has 
a  daughter  at  Washington  University  and 
one  at  the  Grier  School.  Charles,  Jr.  is  a 
freshman  at  Colgate. 

Mary-Stuart  Clements  Harriman  was  kind 
to  dash  off  a  note  while  packing  to  move 
to  England  for  a  four-year  stay.  Her 
husband  Ben  has  been  appointed  scientific 
liaison  man  for  the  3M  Company  for 
Europe.  One  of  the  family  is  already  there 
as  Ed  is  working  on  his  doctorate  at  the 
London  School  of  Economics.  Mary-Stuart 
has  a  grandson,  Richard  Benjamin  Stocton. 
Anyone  going  to  Britain?  She  would  like 
to  see  you.  They  have  bought  a  charming 
400-year-old  Elizabethan  cottage  with  a 
thatched   roof — but  with  central  heat! 

There  is  another  grandmother  in  our 
midst  and  she  claims  to  be  typical.  Jean 
Andress  Berger  has  a  granddaughter.  The 
Bergers  have  become  apartment  dwellers, 
dividing  their  time  between  Milwaukee 
and   Boca   Raton,  Florida. 

Our  sympathy  goes  to  Ruth  Frost  who 
lost  both  her  parents  this  year.  Ruth  is 
still  living  at  home,  but  is  considering 
moving  to  an  apartment. 

We  have  all  read  about  Mary  Virginia 

Broun  Bowden's  exciting  career  in  the 
Chatham  Newsletter.  Congratulations,  Mary 

Virginia.  Her  husband  has  a  new  assign- 
ment for  American  Telephone  and  Tele- 
graph directing  many  of  the  systems  pro- 
grams    involving    urban     and     educational 

problems.  Son  Burk  is  a  physicist  at  Stai 
ford  and  daughter  Kathie  is  in  her  thii 

year  at  Randolph-Macon  Woman's  Colleg 
Although  Ruth  Rosen  Harlz  said  she  di 

not  have  any  news,  she  did  ask  how  v< 
make  out  the  checks  for  our  35th  Reunic 
class  gifts.  I  was  more  than  happy  to  lep 
that  all  checks  are  made  out  to  Chathai 
Alumnae  Class  Account  and  are  to  b 
mailed  to  your  local  secretary.  Our  fur 
now  stands  at  $672.18.  So  send  your  te 
dollars  per  year  as   agreed. 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay  has  been  occupic 
this  past  year  building  and  furnishing 
new  house  and  getting  ready  for  a  weddin, 
Her  daughter  Beth  was  married  June  15ti 
and  moving  day  was  June  24th.  Son  Bi 
is  in  the  Army,  and  his  wife  is  living  wil 
the  Lindsays  and  teaching  in  the  Midlan 
area. 

Your  local  secretary,  Mary  Jane  Ca 
Michael  Garvin,  has  just  returned  from  tl 
University  of  Miami  where  son  Jim  w; 
enrolled  as  a  freshman.  Previous  to  th; 
the  Garvins  were  at  Lake  Placid  for  a  wee! 
and  in  July  traveled  to  San  Francisco  f< 
the  Million  Dollar  Round  Table  Confe 
ence.  After  the  conference  Mary  Jane,  hi 
husband,  and  Jane,  who  is  a  junior  ; 
Winchester  Thurston,  toured  Californ 
from  San  Diego  to  British  Columbi 
Daughter  Katie  is  in  her  last  year  at  Getry 
burg,  where  she  is  head  resident  at  Hubi 
Hall. 
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MARRIAGE 

Mary  Deemer  Nagi 
(Mrs.  George  W. 
234  Cascade  Roa 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1522 

Helen  Johnson  Montgomei 
(Mrs.  Samuel  W. 
21    Franklin   Stre 

Uniontown,  Pa.  1540 

Emily  Smith  Storkerson  to  The  Reveren 
Gene  Goll 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jeannette  Bartels  Wolfe  (Mrs.  Williai 
L.),  3652  Overbrook  Lane,  Houstoi 
Texas   77027 

Mary  Alice  Buckmaster,  9944  Gerald  Stree 
Granada  Hills,  Calif.  91344 

Sara  Marks  Volkwein  (Mrs.  Edward  L.] 
4508  Third  Street,  #23,  La  Mesa,  Cali 

92041 Sarah  Reese  Warrick  (Mrs.  Richard  M.; 
P.O.  Box  320,  Washington,  Pa.   15301 

Emily  Smith  Goll  (Mrs.  Gene),  St.  Mark 
Episcopal  Church,  Southboro,  Mas: 01772 

There  we  stood  in  our  academic  caps  an 
gowns,  so  serious,  so  dedicated,  and  s 
young!  Thirry  years  later  a  few  of  us  ; 
our  Thirtieth  Reunion  stared  at  our  clai 
picture  which  Mary  Deemer  Nagel  ha 
added  to  a  bulletin  board  of  messages  an 
letters  from  absent  members.  Present  wer 
Barbara  McCormick  Tener,  Ruth  Kleil 
Buel,  Mary  Baldwin.  Edith  Thompson 
Mary  Deemer  Nagel.  Helen  Johnson  Mon, 



\omery,  Lois  Kramer  Boyd,  Cynthia  Cate 
leal,  Beatrice  Lynch  Perrin,  Florence  Gibbs 
Momeyer,  Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer,  Mary 
Margaret  Schmitt,  Helen  Thomas  Nevin 
ind  Sarah  Reese  Warrick.  We  were  not  so 
;erious,  the  yeats  sat  lightly  on  out 
ihoulders,  and  we  chatted  about  out  absent 

:tiends.  (Now  you  will  know  bettet  than 
;o  stay  away.)  All  in  all,  a  most  pleasant 
eunion! 

Out  class  expresses  its  grateful  thanks  to 
Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer  and  Helen  Finkel 
Iger  who  were  our  class  secretaries  for  the 
ast  five  years.  Theirs  was  a  good  job, 
veil  done! 

Your  response  ro  our  plea  for  class  news 
vas  most  gratifying.   Thank  you  very  much. 

Kay  Arnold  Dague  and  Mary  Baldwin 
:end  their  greerings  to  everyone  with  prom- 
ses  of  longer  messages  next  year. 

Chita  Cate  Beal  was  spending  a  week  in 
Mew  York  at  a  math  workshop  learning 
he  Cuisenaire  method  to  teach  modern 
nath  to  primary  teachers.  Chita  says  she 
will  be  putting  up  hems  the  rest  of  the 
vacation  time,  a  practical  application  of  the 
nath. 

Martha  Bright  Wolfe  was  in  Canada  at 
he  time  of  our  reunion.  Her  daughter 

Bllie  graduated  from  Penn  State  in  Decem- 
ser,  married  George  Holes  in  January,  and 
s  now  in  the  Dominican  Republic  with 
let  husband  working  for  the  Peace  Corps. 
Fred  is  a  junior  in  Muskingum  College  and 
fUchard  a  freshman  in  Swarthmore.  Hus- 
jand  Larry  and  his  brothet  Tony  ate  part- 
ler  architects  presently  doing  a  whole  new 
:oo  fot  Pittsburgh — most  interesting  for 
:he  whole  family.  Marrha  sends  everyone 
aer  best  love. 

From  California,  Marge  Chubb  Randall 
writes  that  she  likes  to  read  about  every- 

body in  our  class  and  hopes  our  reunion 
was  a  success.   We  missed  you,  Marge! 

Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott  sent  her  regards 
:o  us  in  Spanish  which  she  and  Paul  study 
it  night  school  in  preparation  for  their 

:rip  ro  Chile  to  visit  their  "Octavio"  and 
!iis  family.  They  urge  anyone  who  has  a 
:hance  to  make  a  home  for  an  exchange 
student.  It  is  an  expetience  which  adds  a 

whole  new  dimension  to  one's  life.  This 
summer  son  Tom  was  in  Europe  for  ten 
weeks,  and  older  son,  Peter,  worked  in 
New  York  City. 

Associate  Cathryn  Cottrell  Deemer  writes 
that  her  first  grandchild,  Julie  Anne 
Deemer,  was  born  August  17,  1968  to  Dick 
and  Kathy,  her  eldest  son  and  his  wife. 
Son  Art  and  Judy  are  both  teaching  school. 
Art  is  a  second  year  graduate  srudent.  Karen 
is  to  wed  Don  Bennett  Septembet  28,  1968. 
Son  Bruce  will  enter  his  senior  year  of 
high  school.  Cotty  and  Art  are  planning 
i  ttip  to  Hawaii. 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel  helped  to  cater  two 
weddings  at  her  church  this  summer.  She 

attended  the  Pennsylvania  Clubwomen's 
Conference  at  Penn  State  in  July,  and  went 
with  her  family  and  son  Bill  and  his  wife 
pn  a  camping  trip  to  Montreal  in  August 
after  daughter  Mary  finished  work  as  a 
:ook  at  Camp  Henry  Kaufmann  and  before 
John    was    due    to    register    for    his    junior 

year  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania. 
Mary  L.  is  a  senior  this  fall  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon.  Sons  Charles  and  Harry  are  active 

in  their  dad's  Scout  Troop. 

A  new  address  will  be  reported  as  soon 
as  Dora  Diamond  Hake  and  her  family 
move  to  a  home  near  their  present  address. 

Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy 
to  Helen  Finkel  Eger  whose  husband  Ber- 
nard  died  on  August  10.  Daughter  Terry, 
a  senior  at  Vassar,  worked  for  the  A.P.A. 
Repertoire  Company  office  in  New  York 
rhis  summer.  Son  Jan  is  a  sophomere  at 
Wittenberg   University. 

It's  "Aloha"  to  Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer 
and  Glenn  who  ttaveled  to  Hawaii  and 
dream  of  retiring  there  some  day.  Flo  is 

busy  as  ever  as  Associate  Director  of  Re- 
tarded Children's  Association.  Douglas  was 

married  in  June  and  is  in  his  last  year  of 
law  school.  Rick  is  reaching  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Washington  and  Alan  is  a  ju- 
nior at  Penn  State. 

Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy 
to  Hespie  Godlove  Gillette  whose  mothet 
died  in  April,  1966.  Hespies  children  are 
sixteen,  fifteen,  and  fourteen  and  keep  her 
busy  driving  from  one  activity  to  another. 
With  her  usual  verve,  Hespie  is  involved 
as  a  Gray  Lady  in  hospital  work,  has  been 
a  substitute  in  the  Pensacola  schools,  teaches 

Sunday  School  and  sings  with  the  Pensa- 
cola Fiesta  Chorus.  Honestly,  Hespie,  when 

do  you  find  the  time? 

"My  sons,  the  doctors"  will  soon  be 
Helen  Griffith  Wrights'  ptoud  saying.  Fol- 

lowing in  the  footsteps  of  Helen's  husband, 
who  is  presidenr  of  the  staff  at  St.  Francis 
General  Hospital,  George  III  is  in  his 

second  year  at  the  University  of  Pennsyl- 
vania Medical  School.  David  graduated 

from  Harvard  and  entered  Tulane  Medical 
School  in  September. 

Dotty  Hauk  Bryen  is  "launching"  daugh- ter Becky  on  her  college  career  at  Queens 
College  in  Charlotte,  North  Carolina,  where 
Becky  hopes  to  take  up  elementary  educa- 

tion. The  whole  family  took  a  lovely  West 
Indies  cruise  in  the  spring.  Jimmy  and 
Dotty  are  planning  to  rest  at  Hilton  Head 
Island  now  that  Becky  is  settled. 

With  one  Dotty  relaxing,  anothet  Dotty, 
Dorothea  Hunter  Haas  continues  to  see  the 
world.  Ben  and  she  toured  the  British 
Isles  with  an  alumni  group  from  Allegheny 
College. 

I,  Helen  Johnson  Montgomery,  envy 
both  of  you.  In  just  this  last  week  and  a 
half  we  settled  sophomote  Sam  in  West 
Virginia  University,  transported  daughter 
Susan  to  enter  a  graduate  fellowship  at  the 
University  of  Wisconsin,  (Susan  graduated 
Phi  Beta  Kappa  and  summa  cum  laude 
from  Denison  University  in  Ohio  in  June) 
and  lived  through  three  extremely  hectic 
opening  days  at  our  high  school.  Did  you 
ever  know  that  a  computer,  while  schedul- 

ing classes,  can  become  confused  and  tefuse 
to  assign  lunch  hours?  Well,  it  can!  My 
husband  Ward  is  now  an  instructor  in  lab 
techniques  at  our  area  technical  school. 

I  wish  we  had  joined  Ruth  Kleitz  Buel 
and  her  family  as  she  ttaveled  to  California 
and  the  Pacific  Coast  in  their  travel  trailer. 

She  says,  "All  was  unforgettably  beautiful!" 

It  must  have  been  a  grand  vacation  before 
Barbara  entered  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh and  Virginia  entered  seniot  high 
school. 

Dorothy  Kirkland  Manthey  amusingly 
teporrs  living  in  the  same  house,  working 
in  the  same  place  ( secretary  to  the  presi- 

dent of  Arthur  W.  Schmid  Company),  and 
having  the  same  daughter  Linda,  who  is  a 
senior  in  elementary  education  at  Indiana 

Universiry  of  Pennsylvania.  We  wouldn't want  you  to  change,  Dottie. 

Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy  to 
Beatrice  Lynch  Perrin  on  the  death  of  het 
husband  Hatry  on  September  10. 

Sarah  Marks  Volkwein  sends  her  new 

address  and  news  of  her  children.  Sally's oldest  son,  Fred,  received  his  Ph.D.  from 
Cornell,  is  married,  and  has  made  Sally  a 
grandmothet.  Son  Edward  is  married  and 
is  srudying  at  the  University  of  Virginia 
aftet  three  and  a  half  years  in  the  Navy. 

Honey  is  matried  to  a  doctor  who  is  intern- 
ing in  Tulsa,  Oklahoma. 

Eleanor  Meanor  Croyle  writes  that  her 
daughter  Batbata  was  married  July  6  to 
Paige  Butler,  Jr.  They  are  back  from 
Acapulco  and  settled  in  their  apartment. 
Virginia  Mencken  Morrison  and  Dave  flew 
down  for  the  wedding.  There  was  much 
fun  all  the  way  around.  Bob  Jt.  finished 
Law  at  the  University  of  Texas  and  now 
sports  an  LLB  degree.  He  took  the  Bar  in 
June  and  is  now  waiting  for  the  Army. 
Phil,  who  is  nineteen  years  old,  was  a  life 
guard  this  summer  and  is  a  sophomore  at 
Stanford  this  fall.  Anyone  coming  Houston 
way  is  invited  to  call  and  come  see  Bob 
and  Eleanor. 

Margaret  Perry  Huessener's  occupations include:  on  the  Board  of  Fox  Chapel  Town 
Hall;  co-chairman  of  the  Fall  Bazaar  of 
Fox  Chapel  Episcopal  Church;  chairman  of 
the  Pittsburgh  College  Club  New  York 
Theatre  Tour.  Her  children  are  sixteen  and 
thirteen.  Her  activities  include  golf,  knit- 

ting and  needlepoint. 

Sarah  Reese  Warrick  looks  forward  to 
the  teturn  of  her  son  Dick  from  Vietnam, 

where  he  is  serving  with  the  Ninth  Divi- 
sion in  the  unbelievable  heat  of  the  Mekong 

Delta.  He  is  due  home  October  24.  Sally 

is  secretary  to  the  Director  and  the  Asso- 
ciate Directot  of  the  New  Citizen's  Library. 

She  enjoys  her  work  with  a  staff  that's  fun to  know,  and  she  enjoys  het  contacts  with 
the  high  school  girls  who  help  keep  her 

young  by  reminding  her  a  new  hair-do 
looks  cool  and  hemlines  aren't  below  the knee.  Her  husband  Richard  continues  in 
the  insurance  world.  He  is  busy  twenty- 
five  hours  a  day,  eight  days  a  week,  and  in 
his  spate  time  he  keeps  active  as  a  Boy 
Scout  Commissioner. 

Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer  and  her  hus- 
band, Willard,  are  planning  a  trip  to 

Australia. 

Phyllis  Schaejfer  Geffel's  daughter  Melis- sa has  graduated  and  is  now  associate 
planner  for  Snohomish  County,  a  lively, 
hard  working  young  group  of  geographers. 
Her  two  boys  are  in  high  school  and 
Phyllis  would  remind  us  that  all  over 

America  women  are  celebrating  the  "te- 

turn to  school." 
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Alary  Margaret  Schmitt  is  attending  a 
seminar  on  Africa  in  Africa.  She  sends 

good  wishes. 

Associate  Emily  Smith  Storkerson  Goll 
is  now  living  in  Southboro,  Massachusetts. 
Her  husband  died  a  year  ago  and  she  has 
remarried.  Her  new  husband,  Gene  Goll, 

is  the  Episcopal  Minister  of  St.  Mark's Church  in  Southboro.  Emily  has  had  four 
children,  one  of  whom  is  dead,  and  Gene 

has  three  children.  Beaver  was  Gene's home  town. 

Helen  Thomas  Nevin  writes  that  her 

son  Tom  is  in  his  senior  year  at  Washing- 
ton and  Jefferson.  Her  grandson  Joey 

enters  first  grade. 

Edith  W.  Thompson  participated  in  the 
Billy  Graham  Crusade  August  30  to  Sep- 

tember 8  in  Pittsburgh.  Through  all  the 
years  since  we  graduated  from  college, 
Edith  has  taught  in  the  Sunday  School  at 
First  Presbyterian  Church  in  Pittsburgh, 
and  has  considered  this  to  have  been  a 
wonderful  privilege.  Besides  working,  she 
has  been  a  busy  housekeeper  for  her  aunt 
and  herself. 

Martha  Wycoff  Cross  is  active  in  the 
college  club  group  in  Dayton  and  enjoys 
the  study  groups.  Her  daughter  is  sixteen, 
a  junior  in  high  school,  and  she  has  fallen 

heir  to  Martha's  golf  clubs.  Martha's  hus 
band  is  working  towards  his  doctorate. 

40 
Helen  Lohr  Wright 

(Mrs.   John   A.) 
904  Fairmont  Street 
Latrobe,  Pa.   15650 

Eleanor  D.  Hackett 

912  Maryland  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  (Mrs.  R.  L.),  912  Mary- 
land Avenue,  Apt.  8-B,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

15232 

Rosanne  Martin,  P.O.  Box  24,  Santa  Cruz, 
Calif.  95060 

Madge  Medlock  Watt  (Mrs.  George  C), 
54  Forest  Drive,  Short  Hills,  N.J.  07078 

Pauline  Sommerfeld  Liebel  (Mrs.  C.  Rob- 
ert), 1103  Royal  Oak  Drive,  Chagrin 

Falls,  Ohio  44022 

Helen  reporting: 

I  sent  the  cards  out  early  this  time,  but 
did  not  receive  too  many  replies.  However, 
I  was  rewarded  with  a  wonderful  letter 
from  Helen  Cheng  Cheang  bringing  us  up 
to  date  on  herself  and  family.  Her  husband, 
who  is  an  architect,  has  not  been  well,  but 
is  improving.  Their  oldest  daughter,  Eliza- 

beth, was  home  on  holiday  after  four  years 
of  school  in  England.  She  will  resume  her 
studies  in  dietetics  in  the  technical  college 
at  Leeds  University.  Their  second  daughter 
will  be  a  senior  (pre-college)  at  the  St. 

Stephen's  School.  Their  third  daughter  is 
fourteen  in  tenth  grade  high  school.  She 
writes  a  great  deal  and  has  an  excellent 
command  of  English.  Their  youngest,  and 
only  son,  is  seven  and  a  half.  She  says  he 
is  a  solace  to  her  in  her  old  age.  In  the 
fourteen    years    they    have    been    in    Hong- 
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Kong,  life  has  been  placid.  The  weather 
is  always  hot  and  humid  there,  around 
ninety  degrees,  which  she  says  makes  her 
look  and  feel  wilted  all  the  time.  She  has 
done  quite  a  bit  of  teaching,  from  fifth 
grade  to  the  senior  year  in  college,  but  is 
now  resting,  being  a  lady  of  leisure  and 
waxing  fat — measurements  close  to  five  by 
five.  After  so  many  years  P.C.W.  days 
seem  an  eon  ago,  although  in  some  re- 

spects she  can  recall  vividly  her  life  there. 
About  two  years  ago  she  had  a  nice  visit 
with  Dr.  Kinder,  and  a  few  months  ago 

with  Elva  Bogren  Goodwin,  '39. 

Ruth  Bauer  Greenawalt,  after  substitut- 
ing for  ten  years,  is  teaching  art  full  time 

from  kindergarten  to  sixth  grade.  Their 
family  is  quite  grown  up.  Dawn  is  mar- 

ried and  lives  in  Edinboro,  Pa.,  Susie  is  a 
senior  at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsyl- 

vania, and  the  "baby"  is  a  senior  in  high 
school. 

Elinor  Bissell  Offill  reports  a  major  re- 
moval for  Paul  and  herself.  In  June  she 

left  Wooster  School  in  the  Waterbury 
Rehabilitation  Center.  Paul  has  joined  the 
staff  of  Young  Life  in  New  York  and  will 
be  working  in  the  Tower,  East  Side,  teach- 

ing in  a  Street  Academy  for  drop-outs  and 
doing  administrative  work  and  fund-rais- 

ing. They  will  be  living  in  the  "ghetto" 
area  there  as  soon  as  they  can  find  an  apart- 

ment and  she  expects  to  be  working  in  that 
neighborhood.  Their  son  Dave  was  mar- 

ried early  in  the  year,  then  he  and  his 
bride  graduated  from  the  University  of 
North  Carolina  in  June.  This  summer  they 
spent  a  month  in  Colorado  and  California 
and  welcomed  their  fifth  grandchild. 

Peggy  Christy  Graham  says  their  oldest 
daughter,  Anne,  married  Lt.  G.  Curtis 
Gibby,  U.S.N.,  August  3  in  Coronado, 
California  and  they  attended.  Keith  (No.  2 

daughter)  has  been  accepted  by  the  Phila- 
delphia Temple  University  Teacher  Corps 

Program.  She  just  returned  from  a  year 
abroad,  so  Peggy  and  Barrie  spent  two 
weeks  with  her  in  London  and  Paris.  The 
other  two  children  are  still  in  school. 

Nancyann  Cockerille  Gleichert  agrees  that 
this  was  a  fast  year  just  passed.  She  is  still 
involved  with  volunteer  work  and  teach- 

ing "high-school  drop-outs." 

Betty  Crawford  Colbert  went  back  to 
teaching  this  past  wintet  at  Sewickley 
Academy.  She  teaches  in  the  morning  and 
has  afternoon  classes  in  American  and 
World  History  which  have  been  a  great 
challenge  and  much  fun.  Their  son  Britt 
will  be  a  senior  at  the  University  of  Den- 

ver. Billy  is  a  sophomore  at  Sewickley 
Academy. 

Jean  Curry  Burt  says  their  daughter  Anne 

graduated  from  Carnegie-Mellon  Univer- 
sity in  June  and  was  married  August  10. 

She  will  work  at  Children's  Hospital  as  a 
therapeutic  dietitian.  Their  son  is  a  sec- 

ond year  pre-med  student  at  Kenyon  Col- 
lege. 

Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson  took  a  quick 
tour  of  Germany  and  Switzerland  this 
spring.  The  highlights  were  viewing  the 
horrendous  Berlin  wall  and  a  slanted  tour 
of  East  Berlin.  The  Rhine  Valley,  with  its 
medieval  castles,  presented  a  majestic  pic- 

ture.     Luzerne     was     very     beautiful     with 

happy,  fun-loving  people  and  a  shopper's 
paradise.  This  summer's  vacation  was  spent 
fishing  and  golfing  in  the  Thousand  Islands. 
She  was  re-elected  president  of  the  North 
Hills  Women's  Golf  Association  and  is 
kept   quite   busy. 

Eleanor  Gangloff  Morris  says  no  special 
news — still  working  and  living  in  the  same 
place  and  at  the  same  pace. 

Audrey  Horton  Skillman's  card  came  toe 
late  last  time  due  to  her  being  in  the  hos- 

pital. Now  all  is  fine  with  them  with  theii 
family  growing.  Priscilla  is  married  and 
they  both  teach  in  Connecticut.  Gordon  is 
married  and  lives  in  Galveston,  Texas 
Rebecca  and  Michael  plan  to  be  married  in 

September. 
Carrie  Louise  Kinzer  Trapp  and  Charlie 

had  several  trips  this  year.  During  the 
winter  they  went  to  the  Caribbean  and  tc 
England  in  June — business  for  him,  all 
pleasure  for  her. 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  moved  into  the  same 
building  where  Eleanor  Hackett  lives.  She 
is  glad  not  to  have  to  worry  about  grass 
plumbers,  storm  windows,  etc.  Kirk  startec 
to  Dickinson  College  on  September  11. 

Patricia  Krause  Koscso's  card  came  toe 

late  last  time.  She  said  the  "kids"  are 
growing  like  weeds,  but  fun.  She  die 
substitute  teaching  in  the  school  year,  anc 
spent  the  summer  on  a  stepladder  patching 

and  painting  this  "old  house." 
The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Louist 

Lean  Fontaine  on  the  death  of  her  fathei 
this  year. 

Anne  Ludlow  Kinney  has  been  tutorinf 
deficient  French  students  and  teaching  8tr 

and  9th  graders  in  Sunday  School.  Harriet 
20,  is  a  senior  at  Allegheny  College  this 
year.  Son  Rob,  23,  is  a  senior  at  the  Uni 
versity  of  Delaware.  Sons  Charles,  16,  anc 
Mike,  14,  are  still  at  home. 

Ada  Lee  Mangum  Clark  thinks  there  i( 
no  place  like  Florida  to  enjoy  life  and  worl 
too.  She  teaches  kindergarten  in  an  air 
conditioned  room  with  more  than  enougf 

equipment.  Their  home  is  on  the  Gul: 
where  they  can  swim  and  sail  from  theii 
back  yard.  They  welcome  company  there 
Their  son  John  is  a  junior  in  high  school 
and  daughter  Carol  is  married  and  lives  ir 
Poughkeepsie,  New  York. 

Eleanor  reporting: 

Roseanne  Martin  has  been  moving  witf 
her  whole  household  in  Herman,  the  truck 
since  November,  1967,  seeing  lots  of  won 
derful  U.S.A.  She  will  head  wesrwarc 

again  in  October  covering  the  southwest 
enroute  home.  She  had  a  great  visit  wit! 
Eleanor  McKinley  Wright  in  Mobile  anc 
was  introduced  to  some  Alabama  food.  Il 
any  of  you  are  planning  a  similar  trip,  sh( 
warns  that  a  year  is  not  really  long  enougf 
for  such  a  venture  because  she  feels  she 
has  missed  as  much  as  she  has  seen. 

Ruth  Mengel  Roosa  has  been  busy  witf 
Children's  Aid  Society.  Her  oldest  daugh 
ter  was  in  a  bad  accident  last  winter  a' 
college  but  has  miraculously  recovered;  hei 
middle  daughter  starts  to  Mount  Unior 
College    this    fall;    her    youngest    daughtei 



is  a  junior  in  high  school;  her  married 
I  son  lives  in  Annapolis.  She  and  Paul  cele- 
i  brared  rheir  27rh  wedding  anniversary  by 
!  going  to  Kentucky  and  Tennessee  to  see 
j  the   Cumberland   Gap   and   the   Hermitage. 
In   March    she   and    Paul    spent   a   week   at 
Jekyll  Island,  Georgia. 

Mary    Ellen    Ostergard   Lutz   and    family 
had   quite   a   year — two   daughters   married, 

I  a    granddaughtet    arrived    and    a    teenage 
'  driver-to-be  quite  soon. 

Katherine  Rutter  Hingeley   continues   to 
,  teach    at    the    Village    Academy    in    Bethel 
.  Park    and    finds    the   work    interesting   and 
!  rewarding.    Her  son  is  a  senior  at  Harvard 
this  year. 

Mary    Louise    Shoemaker    Hockensmith 
has  had  a  wonderful  year  including  a  trip 

j  to  Florida  last  winter. 

Frances  Shoup  Brant  had  a  trip  to  Cali- 
fornia this  summer.  While  she  thought  the 

country  in  the  north  was  nice,  she  still 
i  prefers  good  old  Pennsylvania.  She  is 
|  still  working  with  a  mentally  retarded  ju- 
l  nior  high  group  and  playing  the  organ 
i  at  church. 

Alida  Spinning  and  Mary  Wolf}  Gamble 
:  extend   best  wishes  to   all   their   classmates. 

Nancy  Wilson  Patterson  and  her  family 

went  to  Newark,  Ohio,  for  son  Tommy's 
wedding,  September  7,  1968.  The  couple 

J  were  married  in  an  Episcopal  service  in 
the  Baptist  church.  Her  husband  Tom 
performed  the  ceremony.  Tom  ran  into 
Paul  Offill  in  New  York  City.  The  Oralis 
are  moving  to  a  slum  ghetto  area  to  work. 
Nancy  and  Tom  have  remodeled  their 
little  dream  house  in  Hampton  Bays,  N.Y. 

Jane  Viehman  vacationed  in  the  west  this 
summer  and  visited  California  for  the  first 
time. 

Eleanor  D.  Hackett.  In  July  I  spent 
a  week  at  Windermere  House  in  Winder- 

mere, Ontario,  Canada.  In  August  my  par- 
ents and  I  visited  my  niece  and  her  hus- 

band in  Newport,  where  he  is  stationed 
with  the  Navy,  and  then  toured  Cape  Cod. 
I  am  happy  to  have  Rachel  Kirk  Bo  bo  as  a 
neighbor  in  the  apartment  building  in 
which  I  live. 

42 Joan  Myers   Rankin 
(Mrs.  Harry  W.) 

101  Cherry  Avenue 
Houston,  Pa.   15342 

Helen  Shellkopf  Cline 
(Mrs.  Harold  E.) 
2  Bevington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  (Mrs.  Rich- 
ard R.),  2613  Bay  Avenue,  Beach  Haven 

Gardens,  Long  Beach  Island,  N.J.  08008 

Betty  Baker  Patterson  (Mrs.  Robert  C), 
53  Farmington  Avenue,  Long  Meadow, 
Mass.  01106 

Mary  Elizabeth  Balmer  Irgens  (Mrs.  Wil- 
liam E.),  1050  Vermont  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15234 

lane  Campbell  Pair  (Mrs.  Herbert  J.), 
9  Tammy  Terrace,  Wayne,  N.J.  07470 

Margaret  Graham  Lathrop  (Mrs.  Earl  S.), 
5265  Madison  Avenue,  Trumbull,  Conn. 
06611 

Margaret  Hibbs  Keller  (Mrs.  R.  C),  2406 
North  Quincy  Street,  Arlington,  Va. 22207 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon  (Mrs.  Robert 
R.),  624  Orchard  Hill  Drive,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15238 

Mary  Elizabeth  Rope  LaHue  (Mrs.  Roy 
C),  24  Whitecliff  Drive,  Pittsford,  N.Y. 14534 

Jane  Wilmont  Conrad  ( Mrs.  Charles ) , 
2914  Cocklebur  Trail,  Decatur,  Ga. 
30032 

It  must  be  a  sure  sign  that  I'm  on  my 
second  hitch  as  Class  Secretary  when  I  have 
trouble  remembering  maiden  names!  Post- 

cards just  aren't  big  enough  for  '42  news- — 
especially  when  my  arms  aren't  as  long 
as  they  used  to  be! 

Mauky  Anderson  spent  the  summer 
taking  care  of  her  father  who  was  recuper- 
atiing  from  a  broken  hip  and  reports  that 
he  is  now  getting  along  very  well. 

Betty  Baker  Patterson  moved  to  Massa- 
chusetts in  March,  and  daughter  Vickie 

graduated  from  Sullins  College  in  June. 
Older  son,  Bob,  Jr.,  is  engaged  and  plan- 

ning a  late  fall  wedding.  Glen,  14,  has 
entered  high  school  and  she  and  Bob  keep 
busy  with  golf,  bridge,  etc. 

Co-chairman  of  the  Cinderella  Ball, 
Carol  Bostwick  McConnon  reports  that 
son  Wick  is  a  senior  at  Shady  Side  Acad- 

emy, and  daughter  Cathy  is  working  in 
Boston. 

Jane  Campbell  pair  finally  got  a  view 
in  their  new  home  in  New  Jersey.  They 
went  to  California  in  May  to  see  son  Bob 
before  he  left  for  Vietnam  in  July.  Getting 
settled  has  helped  make  the  time  until  he 
returns  pass   more   quickly. 

Our  "traveling  agent"  Jang  Chantler 
went  to  Southern  California  for  quick 
training  that  ended  with  a  day  of  familiari- 

zation with  Disneyland,  flew  to  New  York 
for  a  few  days  of  theatre  and  fashions,  is 
beginning  her  second  year  as  president  of 
the  Butler  County  Council  of  Republican 
Women,  and  is  trying  to  train  an  over- 

grown Irish  Setter  to  become  a  gentleman! 

How's  that  for  becoming  involved? 

Finishing  "Alison  Lodge"  in  Cook's  For- 
est has  kept  Sunny  Croft  Armstrong  busy 

for  the  past  year.  She  says  they  sleep 
twelve  without  resorting  to  sleeping  bags 
and  love  company,  so  if  anyone  gets  up 
their  way,  they  would  love  to  have  them 
visit — right  off  Gravel  Lick  Road,  easy  to 
find  back  in  the  forest!  Son  Tom  is  now  a 
senior  and   Alison  a  freshman. 

Besides  teaching  nursery  school,  Ruth 
Demmler  Benner  is  writing  a  paper  on 
Persian  an  for  a  literary  club,  has  finished 
designing  her  Christmas  Card,  and  spends 
her  spare  time  writing  to  their  22-year-old 
son,  Paul,  who  is  on  the  Battleship  New 
Jersey  heading  for  Vietnam,  and  getting 
news  of  home  relayed  to  Jeannie,  their 
19-year-old  college  sophomore. 

Anne  Driver  Tourney  is  barely  keeping 
up  with  her  three  teen-agers  and  her  89- 
year-old  mother  who  is  joining  her  to  fly 
out  to  the  University  of  Minnesota  to  visit 
their  fourth  child  at  college  there. 

Jean  Paris  Watt  is  still  keeping  up  with 
her  son,  daughter-in-law,  and  daughter  in 
pursuing  the  academic  life  at  college — and 
hopes  they  all  make  it!  Gib  is  fine,  bear- 

ing up  well  under  the  intellectual  strain  of 
having  all  of  his   family   in  college! 

Betty  Gahagen  Lindsay  understated  when 
she  said  it  had  been  a  big  year  for  them. 
Carol  married  Bill  Kronen  last  November 
and  they  are  living  in  one  of  the  old  houses 
on  the  farm  which  Bill  is  managing.  Al 
married  Patricia  Waddell  in  Tucson  in 

June,  after  graduating  from  W  and  J.  He 
and  Trish  live  in  Pittsburgh  where  he  has 
entered  Law  School  and  Trish  teaches  home 
economics  in  Brentwood.  John  has  been 
in  the  Army  for  almost  a  year  and  goes 
to  Vietnam  this  winter.  Charlie  is  a  sopho- 

more at  Bryn  Athyn  College,  Jim  a  junior 
in  high  school,  and  Laurie  is  active  in 
school.  Music,  Rainbow,  Andy  and  Tom 
(5  and  3)  keep  Betty  happy.  Alec  is  still 
busy  with  law,  farm  and  bank — also 
amateur  radio.  Betty  helped  het  mother 
and  father  celebrate  theit  50th  Anniversary 
in  May  in  Los  Angeles.  And  we  think 
we're  busy! 

Mary  Alice  Spellmire  Girts  says  they  got 
son,  Rob,  washed,  sewed  and  householded 
in  his  apartment  for  his  4th  year  at  Cornell 
in  engineering  physics.  Daughter  Muff 
won  a  three-year  scholatship  to  Ellis  and 
has  started  her  2nd  year.  They  enjoyed  a 

weekend  of  motor  and  sail-boating  and  a 
concert  at  Chautauqua,  then  a  week  at  Cape 
May  and  Ocean  City.  Mary  Alice  plans  to 
study  piano  and  teach  a  jewelry  course  at 
Arts   and   Ctafts   Center   this   year. 

Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn  says  she's  getting 
to  know  Chatham  pretty  well  these  days 
since  daughter  Nancy  is  in  the  freshman 
class,  and  she  has  just  signed  up  for  her 
second  hitch  as  Alumnae  Representative. 

As  of  now,  all  their  'birds  have  flown  the 
nest'  but  she  hasn't  been  home  long  enough 
to  realize  the  pros  and/or  cons. 

Grace  Mary  Horton  Haller  spends  most 

of  her  time  dtiving — due  to  the  kid's schooling.  They  were  getting  ready  to  take 
son  Hal  back  to  Boston  for  his  senior  year 
at  M.I.T.  Marjorie  is  a  senior  in  high 
school  and  they  have  been  visiting  colleges 
— and  they  still  have  rwo  more  to  go! 

Barbara  Maerker  Baum  hears  from  Jane 

Chantler  but  hasn't  seen  her  in  ages.  Dick 
finishes  at  Duquesne  this  year.  Son  Bob  is 
going  to  Robert  Morris,  and  daughter  Carol 
has  two  more  years  in  Peabody  High 
School. 

D.  J.  and  Peggy  Matheny  Bailey  play  a 
lot  of  golf,  do  a  lot  of  chutch  work  (Peggy 
is  the  first  woman  Vestryman  at  their 
church )  and  work  themselves  silly  in  a 
little  theatre  group  they  are  devoted  to. 
She  still  keeps  her  hand  in  advertising  with 
more  free-lance  assignments  than  she  bar- 

gained for  when  she  left  the  agency  busi- 
ness. They  are  happy,  healthy  and  very, 

very  grateful — a  typical  "Peggy"  state  of mind! 
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Jane  McClung  Sincell's  exciting  news  is 
her  daughter  Pamela's  engagement,  with 
the  wedding  date  set  for  August  16,  1969. 
Their  son  is  a  freshman  at  Southern  Illinois 
University.  Jane  has  a  terrific  new  job  as 
secretary  to  the  Head  of  the  Lower  School 
at  North  Shore  Country  Day  School — 8:00 
to  12:00,  five  days  a  week,  nine  months  a 

year — and   you   can't   beat   that! 

Janet  Murray  Newton  says  I  know  what 

she's  doing — being  President  of  our  Forest 
Hills  Women's  Club  and  trying  to  get  class- 

mates more  deeply  involved!  Daughter 
Barb  graduates  from  Penn  State  in  Decem- 

ber, and  the  others  are  progressing  grad- 
ually through  the  educational  system — she 

trusts. 

This  news  has  to  be  from  Jean  Patterson 

Bliss  even  though  it  wasn't  signed — but  so 
neatly  written!  They  spent  another  great 
summer  at  Chautauqua,  where  Jean  and 
Gib  Watt  are  their  next-door  neighbors. 
Jean  went  antiquing  with  Ellen  Copeland 
Wiik  and  Barbara  Copeland.  They  were 
home  from  the  lake  for  two  days  and  drove 
their  daughter  to  Arizona  where  she  is 
transferring  for  her  senior  year.  Their  son 
is  in  his  third  year  at  Mercersburg  Academy. 

Except  for  the  fact  that  Alice  Provost 
McCutcheon  moved  in  September,  she  says 
things  are  as  usual.  They  are  still  in  the 
same  school  district  and  have  the  same  zip 
code. 

Dorothy  Purkiss  Linke's  daughter  Bob- 
bie worked  at  the  State  Library  this  sum- 
mer writing  publicity  releases.  She  is  a 

junior  at  Indiana  University  in  radio-tele- 
vision. Dorothy  received  her  educational 

science  degree  this  summer  in  the  area  of 
reading  and  English.  Her  thesis,  at  Butler 
University,  was  based  on  work  done  with 
math-tract  classes  (the  slowest  achievers 
in  junior  high).  Sewing,  painting  (walls), 
and  housecleaning  consumed  the  summer 
days  after  the  schooling  was  done.  She  is 
now  back  at  School  101,  teaching  the 
mentally  retarded  who  are  educable  and  are 
placed  in  our  regular  schools  for  their 
education.  These  teen-agers,  ranging  from 
twelve  to  sixteen  years  of  age,  need  much 
love  and  encouragement.  What  a  reward- 

ing career! 

Mary  Elizabeth  Rope  LaHue  has  a  son 
in  Taiwan  in  the  U.S.A. F.  The  other  three 
are  still  at  home.  They  spent  21/^  weeks 
sailing  again  this  summer — across  Lake 
Ontario  at  night  and  through  Canada  into 
the  St.  Lawrence.  She  flew  back  to  Cali- 

fornia for  a  family  visit  and  is  involved 

this  year  in  more  Scout  work,  "patterning" 
a  cerebral  palsy  child,  some  art  work,  clubs 

and  volunteer  "Inner  City"  teaching  work. 

Elizabeth  Roicse  Pray  studied  a  little 
Spanish  this  summer  and  is  teaching  fifth 
grade  again.  Their  oldest  boy  spent  his 

spring  semester  on  "World  Campus  Afloat" 
— went  to  South  America  and  Europe. 
Their  younger  son,  Jon,  enters  Colorado 
State  University  this  fall. 

Nancy  Scott  Ralston' s  daughter  Dede 
is  a  sophomore  at  Lincoln  College  in  Illi- 
nois. 

Betty  Steffler  Baker's  son  Richard  re- 
ceived a  master's  degree  in  public  relations 

this  spring  and  is  working  in  Columbus, 
Ohio,  for  the  Ohio  Education   Association. 
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Kathleen  is  a  junior  at  Miami  University, 
majoring  in  journalism,  and  worked  as  a 
feature  writer  on  the  local  newspaper  this 
summer.  Dick  is,  as  always,  busy  this  time 
of  year  manufacturing  the  1969  calendars. 
Betty  is  still  teaching  sixth  grade — a  con- 

siderable challenge  since  the  class  is  reach- 
ing the  40  mark. 

A  new  way  of  life  and  a  different  per- 
spective seem  to  be  in  order  for  Clare 

Stewart  Burkhart  since  her  family  is  all 
grown  up.  Their  oldest  daughter  was 
married  in  July  and  is  living  and  teaching 
elementary  school  in  Nassau  in  the  Baha- 

mas. Their  second  daughter  is  a  biological 
science  senior  at  Chatham  and  was  super- 

visor of  the  Highland  Park  Children's  Zoo 
this  summer.  The  third  daughter  is  a 
sophomore  at  Carnegie-Mellon  University 
studying  architecture,  and  spent  her  third 
summer  as  set-designer  for  the  Sherwood 
Forest  Theatre.  Claire  is  still  a  kinder- 

garten teacher,  and  active  in  Pittsburgh 
Council  for  International  Visitors  through 
which  they  enjoy  many  international  guests 
in  their  home. 

Florence  Succop  Klotz  and  her  family 
vacationed  this  year  in  the  Northwest 
Territories — Yellow-Knife  on  Great  Slave 
Lake  and  also  to  the  Canadian  Rockies. 
Since  school  started,  she  is  trying  to  ad- 

just to  being  all  alone  at  home  for  the  first 
time  in  25  years.  Our  sympathy  in  the  loss 
of  her  father-in-law,  who  had  been  part  of 
their  family  for  almost  that  long. 

Marjorie  Wood  Yearick  and  her  family 
are  hosts  to  an  Ametican  Field  Service 
student  from  Australia.  She  will  be  with 
them  for  a  year  and  will  graduate  from 
Churchill  Area  High  School  with  their 
daughter  Pat  in  June.  They  are  having  fun 

learning  all  about  the  land  "down  under." Marjorie  is  also  becoming  more  involved 
in  the  Community  Service  Program  at 
church  and  feels  that  the  Yearicks  are  in 
for  a  lively  and  interesting  year! 

Co-secretary  Joan  Myers  Rankin  "dis- 
covered America"  with  her  family  this 

summer,  trailer-camping  to  California  and 

back.  Joan  says  it's  the  only  way  to  go! 
None  in  college  yet,  unless  you  can  count 
Jamie  (13)  studying  piano  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon.  Paul  (10)  is  taking  ttumpet 
lessons  at  school  and  Jay  (17)  plays  the 

bag-pipes.  If  you  would  like  to  be  "turned- 
on,"  just  drop  in  some  day  when  they  are 
all  practicing  at  once! 

The  Cline's  were  host- family  to  a  15- 
year-old  Exchange  Student  from  San  Juan, 
Argentina,  last  winter  and  thoroughly  en- 

joyed our  No.  2  son,  Cesar  Alberto 
Savastano.  With  limited  Spanish,  we  man- 

aged to  acquire  quite  a  vocabulary  of  Ar- 
gentine slang  and  sent  quite  a  few  choice 

teen-age  expressions  home  with  Al!  Now 
we  are  looking  forward  to  hosting  a  couple 
from  London,  England,  for  two  weeks  in 
a  Rotary  Exchange  Program.  Karen  entered 
Thiel  College  as  a  freshman  with  aspira- 

tions of  becoming  a  physical  therapist. 
Tom  is  in  ninth  grade  and  a  charter  mem- 

ber of  a  "Hand-Bell  Choir"  (fondly  called 
the  "Ding-a-Lings"  in  our  household). 
Harold  and  Helen  still  fight  the  golf  course 
and  the  bowling  lanes,  plus  the  usual 
church,  community  and  volunteer  activi- 

ties, which  somehow  seem  to  increase  each 

year 

It  was  so  much  fun  to  hear  from  all  o: 
you  that  I  think  I  will  make  a  career  o: 
letter-writing  this  year  because  you  reall] 

just  get  a  'taste  of  news'  on  that  littl< 

postcard! 
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Dorcas  Leibolc 

2  Bayard  Road,  Apt.  2-A 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1521  = 
Marion  Springer  Edmund; 

(Mrs.  Chester) 

215  Jefferson  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1522S 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Portia  Geyer  McCoy   (Mrs.  John  N.),  605 
Bradley  Place,  Lafayette  Hill,  Pa.   19444 

Martha  C.  Hutchinson,  68  Belmont  Circle. 
Uniontown,  Pa.  15401 

Kelly  Jones   Clowes    (Mrs.  James   P.),   32 
Fairfax  Avenue,  Wheeling,  W.Va.  26003 

Marion  reporting: 

If  one  theme  runs  through  our  news  this 
year,  it  is  that  we  are  a  busy  and  happy 
group  and  find  these  middle  years  to  be 

good  ones. 

Norma  Bailey  McLean  writes  that  they 
have  had  a  busy  summer  with  trips  to 
Atlantic  City  and  New  England  and  two 
family  weddings  in  which  their  daughter 
Susan,   14,  served  as  a  bridesmaid. 

Gladys  Bistline  Belz  found  a  month  long 
vacation  in  the  west  visiting  National  Parks 
so  delightful  that  she  and  Paul  were 

tempted  to  become  "middle  age  drop-outs" 

and   just  travel  on  and  on." 
Joanne  Bowdle  Turnbull  writes  of  a 

pleasant  and  quiet  summer  at  home  which 
included  a  visit  from  Mary  Sampson  Eck- 

man  and  family.  It's  back  to  school  for  her now.  With  her  first  class  at  7:00  A.M., 
evening  activities  are  really  curtailed. 

Certainly  a  very  worthwhile  summer  was 
spent  by  Betty  Bush  Sinclair.  They  rented 
a  Dodge  Motor  Home  and  the  whole  fam- 

ily drove  to  the  Cheyenne  Indian  Reserva- 
tion in  Montana  where  they  stayed  at  a 

Catholic  Mission  helping  "medically  and 
domestically."  Johnny,  19,  a  junior  at 
Guilford  College,  worked  at  an  Indian 
camp,  and  David,  18,  a  freshman  at  St. 
Andrews,  worked  on  a  ranch.  Betty  worked 

in  the  lab  and  her  husband  "doctored"  at 
the  government  hospital.  She  plans  to  do 
some  part-time  work  in  a  hospital  lab  this 
fall. 

Barb  Caldwell  Blackburn  works  one  day 
a  week  for  the  Red  Cross  at  the  Home  for 
Crippled  Children,  and  continues  to  sing 
alto  in  the  East  Liberty  Presbyterian  Church 
choir.  John  is  in  his  senior  year  at  Shady 
Side  and  Liz  is  in  6th  grade  at  Edgewood. 

Peg  Craig  Murray  sends  no  news  but  is 
hoping  to  see  everyone  at  the  Reunion. 

Jeanne  DeHaven  Uhl  and  John  are  enter- 

ing that  period  of  their  lives  when  they'll have  two  children  in  college  at  once  for 
what  seems  like  forever.  At  present  John 
is  at  the  University  of  Louisville  and  Bob 
at  Rose  Tech.    Jeanne   has   been   teaching 



nutrition  and  chemistry  for  two  years  at 

I'Kentucky  Southern  College. 

t  Evlyn  Fulton  is  excited  about  a  coming 
hrip.  Traveling  as  a  representative  of  the 
:  Commission  on  Ecumenical  Mission  and 
Relations  of  the  United  Presbyterian 
!|Church,  she  leaves  on  December  5  for 
three  months  in  Africa.  Her  plans  call  for 
her  to  go  out  through  Iran,  to  stop  briefly 
at  Beirut,  to  spend  Christmas  week  in 
.Egypt  with  friends,  then  ten  days  in 
Ethiopia,  and  to  arrive  finally  in  Nairobi, 
IKenya  on  January  4  for  two  months.  Evlyn 
will  work  in  a  hostel  for  girls  coming  from 
(the  villages,  getting  them  ready  for  em- 

ployment in  the  city.  She'll  come  home 
through  Zambia  and  Cameroun,  arriving 
back  about  March  10. 

|  Nellie  Ireland  Phillips  enjoyed  a  vaca- 
tion in  Europe  in  August.  She  speaks  for 

most  of  us  when  she  writes  that  the  chil- 
dren are  growing  up  much  too  fast.  Rich- 

ard is  married  and  continues  his  srudies  in 
Isociology  at  Northern  Illinois  University. 
David  entered  Western  Michigan  this  fall. 
Janice,  a  graduate  of  Pitt  School  of  Nurs- 

ling, is  working  at  Magee  Hospital,  and 
Nancy  is  in  junior  high. 

Lu  Ann  Isham  Staley  finds  the  Iowa 

country  air  "fantastic."  The  girls,  1 1  and 
13,  already  look  like  healthy  little  Iowans. 
Eldest  son  Craig  is  in  Vietnam.  Their 
second  son  entered  the  University  of  Iowa 
this  fall. 

We  were  sorry  to  learn  that  Joanne 
Knauss  Fitzpatrick  had  a  brain  operation 
last  summer.  She  writes  that  she  is  feeling 
reasonably  well.  We  all  wish  her  a  quick 
return  to  good  health.  John  is  in  8th 
grade  at  Taylor  Allderdice,  Janer  in  7th 
and  Jean  in  3rd  grade.. 

Ruth  Laird  Grant  writes  that  life  goes 
pleasantly  along  with  gardening,  anrique 
hunting,  and  a  class  in  conversational 
French  included  in  her  activities.  Their 
oldest  daughter  graduates  from  Swarthmore 
in  the  spring. 

A  disorganized  summer  was  so  nice, 

Patty  Leonard  Bodle  says  she's  tempted  to 
stay  disorganized  the  rest  of  the  year.  Short 
trips  to  the  beaches  and  to  the  mountains, 

all  kinds  of  fishing  and  much  "doddering" about  the  tennis  courrs  added  up  to  a  good 
vacation.  Jean  Archer  Rothermel  and 
Dan  stopped  by  for  a  visit.  Trish  is  in 
10th  grade,  and  Bob,  Jr.,  srarted  at  Florida 
Institute  of  Technology  this  fall. 

Ruth  Lynch  McFarland  and  her  daughter 
came  east  in  August  for  the  80th  birthday 
of  her  father,  a  remarkable  man  still  taking 
canoe  trips  to  the  Adirondaks  and  Canada. 
Pittsburgh  Press  readers  may  remember  the 
article  on  him  a  few  years  back  when  he 
had  a  group  of  boys  on  a  long  canoe  trip 
on  the  rivers.  The  McFarlands  spent  a 
week  in  San  Francisco  and  one  in  Zion 

National  Park  in  September.  Fred  is  study- 
ing for  the  ministry  at  Covenant  College 

in  Tennessee,  and  John  is  a  pre-med  major 
at  Westmont  College.  Living  with  them 
this  year  is  the  son  of  friends  who  are 
missionaries  in  Guaremala.  He  will  finish 
his  last  two  years  of  high  school  with  Tom. 
Ruth  enjoys  meeting  with  Edie  Succop 
Dibble   who    lives    just   40    minutes   away. 

While  in  Pittsburgh  Ruth  visited  with 
Nancy  Raup  Palmer,  and  I  very  much  en- 

joyed seeing  her  too. 

As  for  this  secretary,  Marion  Springer 
Edmunds,  I  returned  tb  work  part  time  last 
year  and  almost  succeeded  in  turning  back 
the  clock,  too,  since  I  have  many  of  the 
same  co-workers  as  when  I  left  in  1950. 

We're  doing  research  in  air  pollution.  We 
enjoyed  a  vacation  at  Otisco  Lake  and  also 
a  trip  through  New  England  and  to  Quebec 
City.  Our  daughter  is  in  11th  grade  and 
our  son  in  8th. 

Thank  you  for  your  cards  and  thanks 
also  to  those  who  sent  a  dollar  for  the 

class  treasury.  We  hope  everyone  is  mark- 
ing off  Reunion  Day  next  June  7  for  a  trip 

back  to  Chatham. 

Dorcas  reporting: 

This  year's  news  for  the  class  of  1944 
started  arriving  during  your  reporter's  ab- 

sence from  the  country,  so  if  it  seems  that 

I'm  pulling  things  together  to  make  a  dead- line, I  am! 

Unfortunately  not  many  of  our  class- 
mates responded  to  the  call  for  news  this 

year.  Those  that  did,  however,  seem  to  be 
leading  interesting,  busy  lives  with  many 
exciting  interludes  along  the  way. 

Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer  spoke  en- 
thusiastically about  the  job  she  has  at  the 

Museum  of  Modern  Art.  Incidentally, 
daughter  Sue  has  finished  Carnegie-Mellon, 
and  son  Jim  is  off  for  the  University  of 
Maine  this  fall. 

Betty  Monroe  Musselman  reports  that  she 
has  just  returned  from  six  weeks  in  France 
and  Switzerland,  which  she  spent  along 
with  daughter  Peggy  who  has  finished  her 
second  year  with  the  Foreign  Language 
League  School. 

Mary  Lou  Reiber  Peter  spent  some  time 
at  camp  this  summer.  She  reports  that  hei 
two  daughters,  who  incidentally  married 
brothers,  have  settled  down  in  Chicago  and 
Baltimore,  which  is  somewhat  distant  from 
the  old  homestead  in  Los  Angeles. 

Nearer  at  hand  is  Helen  H.  Smith  who 

is  still  in  Pittsburgh,  and  always  has  some- 
thing going  on!  She  wrires  so  graphically 

that  I  quote  her  reply:  "My  former  partner 
gave  me  an  oil  painting  kit  a  couple  of 
years  ago.  I  stored  it  in  the  closet  for  a 
long  time;  finally  got  it  out  early  this  year 
and  discovered  an  interesting  thing — you 
don't  have  to  be  able  to  draw  to  paint.  Lots 
of  fun.  Thus  far  friends  are  confiscating 

enough  pieces  to  keep  house  from  inunda- 
tion with  canvasses.  How  long  can  this 

last?  Painting  favorite  subjects — fruits  and 
vegetables.  Always  wainted  to  retire  and 

open  produce  stand.  Maybe  we'll  sell  pic- 
tures of  produce  along  with  real  things. 

Still  backward  segment  of  public  that  en- 
joys recognition  of  subject  in  art — maybe 

enough  to  humor  one  equally  backward 
amateur  painter.  Have  plenty  of  subject 

material  in  backyard  vegetable  garden."  A future  Chatham  Grandma  Moses,  maybe? 

Betty  Spierling  Arentson  writes  that  she 
decided  to  return  to  her  old  job  as  per- 

sonnel director  of  a  department  store  be- 

fore she  "rusts  out." 

Nancy  Stauffer  Grantham  is  another  class- 
mate who  has  been  traveling  with  her 

daughter.  Nancy,  who  is  chairman  of  the 
foreign  language  department  at  the  high 
school,  took  off  with  her  daughter  for  a 

summer's  motor  tour  through  Mexico. 

Mary  Lee  Ullom  Hoy  in  Pittsburgh  re- 
ports that  her  daughter  will  be  finishing 

her  senior  year  at  Winchester-Thurston this  year. 

As  I  hinted  at  the  beginning  of  this  bit, 
your  reporter,  Dorcas  E.  Leibold,  is  just 
back  from  three  glorious  weeks  spent  in 
Japan,  Taiwan  and  Hong  Kong.  I  almost 
went  mad  trying  to  take  pictures  with  two 
cameras,  soak  in  the  dramatic  contrasts  of 
beauty  and  squalor,  antiquity  and  modern, 
all  amdist  the  vitality  and  industry  of  teem- 

ing humanity,  and  at  the  same  time  to  keep 
my  fitting  appointments  with  the  tailor,  a 
must  for  any  visitor  to  Hong  Kong.  And 
so  another  year  has  rolled   by! 

46 Peggy  Riffle  Kirby (Mrs.  Thomas  M.) 

3048  Silverview  Drive 
Cuyahoga  Falls,  Ohio  44224 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Louise  Burckart  Crawford  (Mrs. 
Thomas  I.),  P.O.  Box  6218,  Phoenix, Ariz.   85005 

Lula  Copetas  Blazakis  (Mrs.  John),  705 
Briarwood  Court,  Yardley,  Pa.  19067 

Nancy  Means  Hudson  (Mrs.  Carrol  C), 
517  Derby  Court,  Gastonia,  N.C.  28052 

Glorianna  Sandquist  Luley  (Mrs.  Howard 
G.),  1970  Shady  Oak  Circle,  Allison 
Park,  Pa.   15101 

Carol  Thome  King  (Mrs.  William  C), 
77  Oakwood  Court,  London  West  14, 

England 
Sara  Villing  Hughes  (Mrs.  William  J.), 

910  Valleyview  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15243 

Jean  White  Markell  (Mrs.  George,  Jr.), 

600  Jennings  Landing,  Battle  Creek, Mich.   49015 

MARRIAGE 

Nancy  Means  Creed  ro  Carrol  C.  Hudson, 

January   1968 

BIRTH 

Marge  Mistrik   Sweeney,   a   daughter,   Bar- 
bara Louise,  January  18,  1968 

Would  you  believe  it's  only  three  years until  our  25th  reunion?  Peggy  Korb 
Smith  asks  us  to  please  remember  the  25th 
gift  fund.  It  needs  100%  participation  to 
make  it  a  success.  Send  your  gifr  any 
time — preferably  now — to  Mrs.  Robert  F. 
Smith,  540  Miranda  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15241.  Make  checks  payable  to  Chatham 
Alumnae  Class  Account. 

Chatham  is  blessed  with  another  daugh- 
ter of  a  '46er.  Ouida  McGehee  Young  de- 

levered  her  eldest  daughter  to  the  fourth 
floor    of    Woodland    Hall.     She    says    the 
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freshman  orientation  program  is  wonderful 
but  those  steps  are  just  too  much  for  her. 

It's  no  wonder  since  she  has  had  orthopedic 
surgery  on  her  leg,  followed  by  a  long 
recovery  period. 

Marty  Yorkin  Berman's  daughter  has 
been  named  a  Chatham  Scholar  while  her 
other  daughter  is  in  the  Master  of  Medicine 
Science  Program  at  Pembroke.  Marty  is 
really  missing  them  but  is  continuing  to 
work  as  a  guidance  counselor  in  high 
school. 

Ginny  Uber  Haug  became  a  grandmother 
on  August  28,  when  daughter  Karen  had 
a  lovely  little  girl.  A  sad  note,  however, 

since  Ginny's  father  died  the  same  day 
her  daughter  Cheryl  returned  from  Ger- 
many. 

We  also  extend  our  sincere  sympathy  to 
Bee  Kiester  Farneth  whose  mother  and 
father  died  within  six  weeks  of  each  other. 
Bee  is  teaching  second  grade  this  year.  She 
sent  me  pictures  of  her  family  which  really 
made  my  day. 

Two  more  class  members  had  children 

marry  this  year.  Grace  Savage  Freeble's  son 
was  married  and  hinnea  Lunstedt  Evans' 
daughter. 

Speaking  of  marriages,  we  offer  our  best 
to  Nancy  Means  Hudson.  She  and  her  new 

husband,  Carrol,  will  visit  Nancy's  son 
Donnie  in  Germany  and  then  tour  Europe. 

Lois  Jean  Jackson  Ritenbaugh  and  Dottie 
Groves  Carson  spent  some  time  together  on 
their  vacations  in  Ocean  City.  Helen  Park- 

inson Gambridge  also  saw  Dottie  this  sum- 
mer. Parky  tells  us  her  son,  a  high  school 

junior,  is  a  mere  6'7" — she  wants  to  know 
if  any  of  us  can  top  that? 

Flo  Ostien  Chew  visited  Helen  Brown 
Michaels  at  Levittown  this  summer  during 
vacation. 

Lula  Copetas  Blazakis  is  still  dreaming 
of  their  family  vacation  to  Bermuda. 

Another  great  vacation  was  the  tour  of 
Europe  enjoyed  by  Doris  Fairfield  Jamison 
and  her  two  daughters. 

The  two  "Mamas"  stayed  home,  but 
Kitty  Lancaster  Cone  and  Fenny  Myers 
Smith  each  had  a  daughter  studying  in 

Europe  this  summer.  Kitty's  going  back  to 
school  part  time  so  she  won't  be  the  only 
"illiterate"  in  her  family.  Penny  is  teach- 

ing still  and  claims  she  has  one  son  who  is 

surely  headed  toward  being  a  hippie — 
complete  with  artistic  and  musical  leanings 
and  hair. 

Doris  Rowand  Schroth  has  started  teach- 
ing again,  too.  She  sees  Marty  Coate 

Challener  often  and  had  a  lovely  visit  with 
Chickie  Sawders  Laisy  this  year. 

Ginny  Vogt  McDermott  is  now  on  the 
teaching  faculty  of  Presbyterian-University 
Hospital.  She  has  seen  Dean  Marks  and 
Dr.  Phyllis  Martin  in  the  course  of  her 
work. 

Jan  Bovard  Poole  is  happy  to  tell  us  her 
husband  is  home  from  Vietnam  and  now 
stationed  in  Washington,  D.C.  When 
Charles  is  discharged  they  plan  to  move  to 
New  Mexico  where  they  have  a  son  in  col- 
lege. 
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Helen  Hunter  White's  oldest  girl  is  oft 
to  college,  and  Jean  White  Market's  num- 

ber one  girl  will  be  a  freshman  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Michigan.  Jean's  son,  a  high 
school  junior,  was  on  a  golf  team  which 
won  the  state  championship. 

Jean  Purves  Bowman's  oldest  girl  is  a 
junior  in  college  and  Jeannie  is  working  in 
the  lab  for  husband  Rog. 

Gloriana  Sandquist  Luley  has  a  senior  at 
Lehigh  University  this  year  and  she  is  most 
happy  to  be  moving  back  to  Pittsburgh, 
where  Howard  will  be  working  with  the 
Pennsylvania  Health  Department. 

Joan  Titus  Dunlop  and  family  took  a 
fascinating  trip  on  one  of  the  early  pioneer 
trails  from  Montana  to  Walla  Walla,  Wash- 

ington. Her  husband  is  using  this  material 

for  his  new  book  called  "Great  Trails  of 
the  West."  Joan  is  a  member  of  a  recorder- 
string  group  which  will  be  holding  con- 

certs again  this  fall. 

Miriam  Egger  Hosack  says  their  whole 
family,  including  college  son  and  two  high 
school  sons,  are  deeply  involved  in  the 
American  Field   Service  Program. 

Patty  Eldon  Carpenter's  older  daughter 
is  a  sophomore  at  Dennison  University 
while  her  younger  girl  is  in  the  sixth 
grade.  The  difference  in  age  is  most  inter- 

esting and   fun,  too. 

Sally  Smith  Cross  tells  us  her  daughter 
graduates  from  Junior  College  this  year 
and  the  whole  family,  except  for  Sally,  has 

taken  up  sail  planing.  Sally  says  she's  hung 
up  on  board  meetings. 

Micky  McKee  Barnes  is  working  part 
time  in  the  local  library  and  Ruth  Teplitz 
Goodman  is  working  as  a  free  lance  fashion 
illustrator. 

Roberta  Carpenter  Morel  is  both  moving 

and  changing  jobs.  She's  excited  but  will miss  her  little  granddaughter. 

Sally  Parker  Herrup  may  someday  be  the 

"mother  of  a  president."  Her  son  attended 
the  Democratic  Convention  and  came  back 
with  plans  to  run  for  president.  We  can 

say  "we  knew  her  when — ." 
Betty  Rains  Thorton  spent  the  summer  in 

an  ankle  cast.  Her  twins  are  at  Andover, 
and  Liza  is  in  fifth  grade. 

Barbara  Work  Coleman  is  up  to  her 

ears  in  civic  affairs  because  she  hasn't 
learned  that  little  magic  two  letter  word — 
"no",  but  she  loves  it  anyway. 

Mariellen  Roche  Duval's  husband  Gene 
was  in  a  very  serious  auto  accident  which 
took  all  winter  and  most  of  the  spring  as  a 
recovery  period.  The  Duvals  will  have 
three  in  college  next  year  and  Mariellen 

says  that's  the  time  her  hair  will  turn completely  gray. 

Carol  Thome  King  is  still  urging  us  all 
to  visit  her  in  London  where  they  are  hav- 

ing a  wonderful  time.  They  recently  met 

and  talked  with  the  Queen's  husband.  They 
introduced  themselves  as  "The  Kings  of 
Buckingham  Road,  Pittsburgh" — royalty meets  royalty. 

Helen  Gilmore  Reinhard  and  children 
spent  a  lovely  vacation  in  Stone  Harbor, 
and  Joan  Davies  Bream  still  enjoys  Ocean 

City  the  "most."  Evie  Matthews  Reece  am 
her  family  sailed  the  rivers  on  a  28-foo 
cruiser. 

No  special  news  but  "hellos  and  bes 
wishes"  from  Delores  Knoll,  Helen  Shrine: 
Irvin,  Harriet  Hoffman  and  Marjory  Couc). 
Lynn.  Jane  Field  Taylor  sends  her  best 

too,  and  says  for  once  they  don't  have  t new  address.  Jean  Thompson  Johnson  re 
ports  that  all  five  are  well  and  sends  u: 
her  love. 

Thank  you  all  for  your  wonderful  letter! 
and  also  for  your  response  to  our  failing 
class  treasury.  If  you  have  not  yet  had  i 
chance  to  send  your  treasury  contribution 
please  send  it  to  the  Alumnae  Office.  Mj 
older  son  was  to  start  college  this  fall  bu 
an  old  football  injury  is  sending  him  to  th( 
hospital  instead  for  at  least  the  first  quar 

ter.  My  "baby"  is  a  senior  in  high  school 
and  I  still  expect  the  sixth  grade  to  pa] 
attention  for  I  ask  lots  of  questions. 

48 Joy  Wilson  Dougla: (Mrs.   W.    Bruce) 
1607  Holland  Stree 

Cumberland,  Md.  215(K 

Virginia  Long  Carlsor (Mrs.  C.  Lloyd) 

1916  Garrick  Driv< 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523: 

MARRIAGE 

Phyllis  Dornberger  to  Mr.  Kenneth  Taylo: 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty  Albach  W earner  (Mrs.  A.  C.) ,  R.D.  1 
Chester  Springs,  Pa.  19425 

Phyllis  Dornberger  Taylor  (Mrs.  Kenneth) 
Somerset,  England 

Mary  Forney  Snyder  (Mrs.  Mark  E. ),  115( 
El  Medio  Avenue,  Pacific  Palisades,  Calif 

90272 
Amy  Gage  Skallerup  (Mrs.  Harry),  101( 

Tyler  Aveue,  Annapolis,  Md.  21403 

Sally  Geary  Hansen  (Mrs.  Wilbur  V.) 
621  Tusculum  Avenue,  Cincinnati,  Ohk 
45226 

Mary  Lynott  Norman  (Mrs.  John),  Coope 
Road,  Ridgefield,  Conn.  06877 

Nancy  Murray  Briggs  (Mrs.  Nelson  A.) 
43  Summer  Street,  Andover,  Mass.  018K 

Betsy  Ross  Kuhn  (Mrs.  Lester  A.),  Edit 
Lane,  East  Brunswick,  N.J.  08816 

Virginia  Sager  Peterson  (Mrs.  Charles) 
714  Vierfield  Drive,  North  Canton,  Ohi( 
44720 

Helen  Suckling  Beckert  (Mrs.  Ernest  W.) 
917  Wible  Run  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa 15209 

DEATH 

Anne  Watson  Lofton,  March  15,  1968 

Anne's  friends  are  deeply  saddened  by  he; 
untimely  death.  A  note  expressing  th< 
sincere  sympathy  of  the  class  was  sent  tc 
Anne's  husband  John  and  their  two  sons 
and  a  class  gift  to  the  Chatham  Librarj 

has  been  made  in  Anne's  memory. 



I  Ginger  reporting: 

Remember,  gals,  that  our  next  reunion — 
Jour  25th — is  scheduled  for  1973,  but  that 
(we  are  aiming  at  having  an  interim  one  in 
!  1970.  We  hope  when  you  read  this  you 
will  sit  right  down  and  write  a  check  for 
our  Reunion  Gift  to  the  College.  A  gift  of 
over  $225.00  has  already  been  made,  given 
[by  one  person.  If  you  would  make  out 
[your  check  for  $25.00,  or  send  approxi- 

mately $6.00  a  year  between  now  and 
1973,  we  could  as  a  class  give  our  Alma 
.Mater  around  $2,000.00.  How  about  it? 

[It's  even  tax  deductible.  We  wonder  if 
!you  realize  how  much  there  is  to  gain  in 
,this  day  by  supporting  our  excellent  small 
(liberal  arts  college,  and  there  is  certainly 
<  nothing  to  lose  by  donating  the  money  we 
iwould  so  easily  let  slip  through  our  fingers 
[for  relatively  meaningless  and  worthless 
jobjects.  I  know;  I  speak  from  experience. 
;Thanks  to  all  who  contributed  to  the 
Postage  Fund.    Love  ya  all. 

I  send  a  figurative  bouquet  to  Hilda  Fish 
\Bricker  for  the  first  card  returned,  on  which 
she  reports  that  in  between  getting  Patti 
I  ready  for  Grove  City  College  (graduation 
iwith  high  honors,  no  less! )  and  chauffer- 
ting  candy-striper  Debbie  to  Columbia  Hos- 

pital, she  and  Dick  still  managed  to  find 
jtime  to  play  golf  and  go  to  several  square 
dancing  conventions.  Perhaps  Debbie  will 

jrun  into  Nornie  MacMillen  Morris's  son 
SRichard,  a  sophomore  at  Grove  Ciry  this 
year.  Nornie  says  she  finds  it  hard  to  be- 
ll lieve  it  has  been  twenty  years  since  we 
[graduated  and  since  she  and  George  were 
married. 

Gini  Barkley  Robertson  had  a  "just 
great"  trip  to  California. 

Shirley  Lawrence  Grasso  guesses  they 
(are  a  typical  suburban  family — Brownies, 
jWebelos,  chorus,  PTA,  church  circle,  gar- 

dening, and  the  like.  But  what  isn't  so 
[typical  is  that  she  works  part  time  for  an 
[orthopedic  surgeon,  studies  piano  again, 

and  gives  the  children  lessons.  That's  typi- 
Ical?  She  had  to  "slow  down"  a  bit  be- 

cause her  mother  has  been  very  ill.  Hope 

fher  mother  feels  better  now. 

Marj  Caldwell  Berlin,  Jack  and  children 
put  in  a  pool  last  summer,  and  she  has  to 
[admit  she  finds  it  delightful;   it  even  beats 
la  cottage,  she  says. 

Billie  Lapsley,  thoroughly  enjoying  her 
airline  instructor  job,  travels  every  oppor- 

tunity she  gets.  How  would  you  like  to 
fly  to  Disneyland  just  for  the  day?  Or  fly 
to  Greece,  just  to  visit  some  places  you  had 
missed  on  other  visits?  Get  this:  the  Greek 
Isles,  Kentucky,  Boston,  Toronto,  San 
Francisco,  throughout  New  England. 
Where,  oh,  where  does  an  old  Chatham 
grad  go  to  become  an  airline  instructor, 
iBillie?    Line  forms  on  the  right. 

Church,  civic  affairs,  and  growing  girls 

keep  Janet  Kirkup  Marville  hopping.  She's 
I  not  complaining  a  bit,  though;  she  loves 
every  minute  of  it. 

Honey  Holland  Rank  sounds  especially 
proud  of  their  new  house  which  is  begin- 

ning to  look  like  home,  and  of  their  two 
boys,  who  not  only  help  out  enormously 
around  the  house  but  also  excell  in  the 

drums,  piano  and  dance.    She  "got  rid"  of 

a  troublesome  gall  bladder  last  November. 
This  October  she  plans  to  go  to  Philadel- 

phia and  Atlantic  City  to  a  surgical  meet- 
ing. She  and  Hao  Obermayer  Sellers  and 

husbands  plan  to  get  together  in  Phila- 
delphia.   No  old  stay-at-home  is  Honey. 

On  the  other  hand,  Susie  Harton  Conk- 
lin  claims  to  be  a  stay-at-home  of  sorts, 
since  she  has  an  almost-two-year-old  around 

the  house.  Is  there  \  anyone  who  doesn't know  what  she  means? 

Susie  talked  with  Mary  Aiken  Brown 
recently  when  she  called  her  to  get  her 

grandmother's  watermelon  pickle  recipe, 
which  Susie  assures  us  is  Ummmmmmm, 
marvelous!  Of  course,  everyone  who  ever 

tasted  Mary's  sticky  buns  knows  she  has 
some  really  super  recipes  in  her  family. 

Mary  herself  reports  "no  news,"  except that  the  family  is  growing  fast  (age  range 
now  of  five  children  is  from  16  down  to  5), 
with  one  driver  at  last  to  help  with 
errands. 

A  nice  note  from  Bonnie  Beck  Melhorn 

reveals  that  she  has  been  working  as  li- 
brarian in  their  elementary  school.  Her 

husband  has  been  made  the  acting  head  of 
the  Geoscience  Department  at  Purdue  Uni- 

versity. Having  just  acquired  a  horse,  they 
find  riding  a  wonderful  way  to  keep  away 
the  unwanted  middle-age  spread! 

A  record  of  some  kind  or  other  has  been 

set  by  Mary  Ann  Houck  Brown — she  is 
looking  forward  to  being  in  the  same 
house  for  four  years  in  a  row! 

Imagine,  if  you  can,  that  Betty  Albach 
Weamer  managed  to  complete  her  work 

for  her  master's  degree  in  English  from 
Columbia  University  amid  all  the  chaos 
there  this  spring.  Her  youngest  daughter 
starts  high  school  this  year.  Merger  of  the 
New  York  Central  and  Pennsylvania  Rail- 

roads accounts  for  their  move  to  the  Phila- 
delphia area. 

Wish  all  of  you  could  have  read  the 
hilarious  account  of  Nancy  McDonald 

Sutherland's  vacation,  which  I  am  sure 
would  provoke  gales  of  laughter  from  even 
the  dourest  Scot.  Irma  Brombeck,  move 
over.  Indian  Lake  and  Ocean  City  must 
still  be  reeling  from  the  impact  of  Nancy, 

Jock,  seven  children,  their  wonderful  house- 
keeper Katie,  and  a  nephew  they  picked  up 

along  the  way.  Mac  issues  fair  warning  to 

teachers:  she  says  she'll  soon  wipe  from their  faces  those  smiles  they  flashed  at  her 
back  in  June!  !  ! 

Dottie  Doolittle  Collins,  after  a  lovely 
vacation  in  San  Juan  and  St.  Thomas  in 
early  spring,  spent  much  time  with  their 
nephew  Bill  out  in  the  countryside,  srop 
watch  in  hand,  as  he  practiced  his  run- 

ning. This  is  the  seventh  summer  Bill  has 
spent  with  Dottie  and  John.  May  we  say 
what  a  nice  aunt  and  uncle  to  have? 

Mary  Lynott  Norman  and  John  are 
anxiously  waiting  to  move  to  their  house 
being  built  on  a  lake  named  after  Norman 
John!  !  !  John  is  now  professor  of  history 
and  government  at  Pace  College,  West- 

chester (try  that  for  initials)  and  also  at 
the  Graduate  School  of  Fairfield  Univesriry. 

She  keeps  busy  working  on  her  master's degree  and  should  finish  this  fall.  This 
year  all  four  daughters  will  be  in  school. 

Dottie  Berg  Groomes  sounds  very  con- 
tented with  their  three  teenagers  who  keep 

the  house  noisy  and  busy.  Swimming, 
golf,  and  college-shopping  for  daughter 
Cindee  are  all  part  of  the  Good  Life  for 
Dottie  and   family. 

Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong  reports  a 
busy,  hectic,  but  memorable  year.  The 
arrival  of  their  English  A.F.S.  student, 
Carol,  last  August  caused  their  house  to  be 
invaded  by  teenaged  girls  every  weekend. 
Jean  reports  a  happy  relationship  with 
Carol  from  start  to  finish.  Not  the  least 

to  enjoy  this  happy  situation  was  twelve- 
year-old  Christopher.  After  a  seige  of 
mono,  the  year  ended  on  a  smooth  note 
for  Cathy,  who  is  entering  Mt.  Holyoke. 
Sister  Missy  will  certainly  miss  her  ( no 
pun  intended).  A  wonderful  trip  to  show 
Carol  historical  Williamsburg  this  spring 
added  further  excitement  to  Jean  and 

Clyde's  year. 

Back  in  the  swing  of  things  in  Houston, 
Marie  Cohn  Chiles  is  on  the  Houston 

Symphony  Board  again  and  also  the  Board 
of  Holly  Hall  for  the  Elderly.  Marie  and 

John  enjoyed  the  ski  slopes  of  Vail,  Colo- 
rado, recapturing  some  of  their  Swiss 

honeymoon  atmosphere. 

Sally  Geary  Hanson  reports  a  busy  year 
( what  other  kind  could  Sally  have? )  as 

they  moved  into  their  contemporary-style 
home  in  December  and  in  January  cruised 
again  on  the  same  Swedish  ship  they  were 
on  three  years  ago.  She  and  Will  got  to 
Caracas,  a  new  port  for  them.  In  May 
Ruth  Swisselm,  Pat  Kennedy  Farley,  Barb 
Black  Bloomstrom.  Nancy  Herdt  Hall, 
Marilou  Haller  Swensson,  Janice  Wilson 

Bader,  and  others,  were  at  Sally's  for  a luncheon.  Two  weeks  at  a  Chamber  Music 
Center  at  Bennington  College  provided  an 
off-beat  vacation,  which  they  loved. 

To  prove  that  once  an  Arrow  editor, 
always  an  Arrow  editor,  Audrey  Bigelow 
Baur  is  now  editing  the  newspaper  for  their 
200-family  civic  association.  Or,  as  Audrey 

says,  "Back  to  the  rubber  cement!"  Fred is  now  manager  of  an  Engelhard  division 
in  Philadelphia  and  commutes  daily  from 
Morristown.  Freddie,  Kurt,  and  John  are 
growing  at  a  mad  pace  these  days. 

Wandalea  Johnson  Smith  is  "jest  a  gal 
who  can't  say  no,"  and  so  she  is  paying 
for  it  by  being  chairman  of  ways  and  means 
for  her  Women's  Club  this  year,  which 
means,  among  all  those  other  things  we 
all  know  about — the  myriad  phone  calls, 

listening  to  excuses  of  less  busy  women — 
being  in  charge  of  the  Annual  Antique 
Show  and  Sale  in  March.  Headache  pow- 

ders gratefully  accepted.  So,  Wandalea 

pleads,  "You  all  come."  With  her  young- 
est in  kindergarten  she  finds  it  strangely 

quiet  around   the   house. 

Ceil  McKay  Geddis.  Layton,  and  four 
daughters  enjoyed  a  marvelous  summer 
seeing  America  First.  Gettysburg,  Hershey, 
Lancaster,  Las  Vegas,  Hoover  Dam,  Lake 
Mead,  Grand  Canyon — well,  you  name  it, 
they  went  there.  In  spite  of  the  excitement 
of  first  train  ride  for  rhe  girls  and  their 
first  time  West,  Pittsburgh  looked  very 
good  upon  their  return.    Funny  thing,  that. 

Jerry  Kimball  Wells,  now  the  "runt  of 
the    family,"    although    the    metaphor    is 
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difficult  to  imagine,  has  been  working  as  a 
secretary  at  the  University  of  Kentucky. 
Cataloging  new  books  at  the  junior  high 
school  and  being  on  the  election  board  add 

a  little  spice  to  Jerry's  life.  She  claims  she 
didn't  want  to  go  anywhere  this  summer 
because  the  house  is  air-conditioned  and 
too  comfortable  to  leave. 

Betty  L'Hote  Franks  reports  a  wonderful 
vacation  at  Stone  Harbor.  Peter,  two,  keeps 
the  house  jumping. 

Carol  Lenz  Houck  reports  that  in  the 
Ah,  Youth  Department  son  Don,  Jr.  took 
a  550-mile  bike  trip  around  Lake  Ontario, 

averaging  over  100  miles  a  day.  He'll  enter 
college  this  fall,  while  Cynthia  will  be  a 
high  school  senior  and  Missy  a  6th  grader. 
They  managed  to  get  in  a  few  days  camp- 

ing this  year. 

An  envelope  from  the  Avco  Broadcasting 
Corporation  disclosed  a  letter  from  Mari- 

anne Boggs  Campbell,  Director  of  Com- 
munity Affairs,  who  is  now  also  the  presi- 

dent of  the  Ohio  Federation  of  Business 

and  Professional  Women's  Clubs  this  year. 
Life  sounds  very  exciting  for  Marianne 
and  Bill,  who  spent  a  fun  weekend  at 
Hilton  Head,  South  Carolina — right  on  the 
ocean — combining  pleasure  and  a  national 
board  meeting.  She  plans  to  spend  a  day 
on  the  Chatham  campus,  talking  with  stu- 

dents about  opportunities  for  women  in 
Broadcasting. 

The  Carlsons  seem  to  have  completed  a 
full  circle;  we  are  back  in  Churchill 
Borough,  where  we  had  our  first  house  in 
1951.  New  grass  has  sprouted  up,  and 
Whiteys  petunias,  roses,  and  chrysanthe- 

mums are  bustin'  out  all  over.  Lisa  is  a 
high  school  senior  and  is  contemplating 

Chatham  next  year,  much  to  Ma's  delight. 
Bobby  is  a  sophomore  and  Erika  a  fresh- 

man. I've  gone  back  to  school,  too — model- 
ing school,  that  is.  I've  decided  to  try  my hand  at  directing  the  Barbizon  School  of 

Modeling,  a  school  new  to  Pittsburgh  but 
old  to  New  York  City.  However,  I  could 
use  a  few  more  hours  in  the  day. 

An  inveterate  sentimentalist,  I  avidly 

"ate  up"  your  news  as  it  arrived  and  sat 
back  to  fondly  recall  memories  of  our  days 
at  Chatham  .  .  .  while  trying  at  times  to 
swallow  a  lump  in  my  throat.  Something 
about  old  friends  being  gold  and  all 
that  .  .  . 

Having  undertaken  to  write  the  class 
news,  I  now  realize  no  one,  but  no  one, 
can  appreciate  the  amount  of  time  and 
work  Ruth  Swisshelm  spends  lovingly  on 
The  Recorder.  Ruth,  you  delete  this  on 
pain  of  having  an  old  Pennsylvania  Dutch 

hex  put  on  you;  so  don't  you  dare!  [I 
wouldn't  think  of  it!  It  is  music  to  my ears.    Thanks.    R.S.] 

Just  want  to  tell  you  all  before  I  turn 
this  over  to  Joy  that  ]ean  Hadfield  Smith 
sent  me  a  few  pages  from  Good  House- 

keeping on  which  there  appeared  an  article 
by  none  other  than  your  other  class  secre- 

tary, Joy  Wilson  Douglas.  I  am  seething 
with  jealousy.    And  now  .  .  . 

Joy  reporting: 

Thanks  for  your  kind  response  to  my 

cards.  Like  many  of  you,  I'm  occupied  with 
children  in  school,  civic  and  church  respon- 
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sibilities,  and  some  substitute  teaching.  Dick 
is  a  freshman  at  Western  Maryland  Col- 

lege, so  we  filled  the  void  with  a  hand- 
some, delightful  Uruguayan  boy  through 

the  American  Field  Service  program.  With 
son  Bob  a  member  of  the  football  team, 
we  have  girls  flocking  to  our  doorstep! 

Betsy  Ross  Kuhn  responded  with  a  newsy 
letter  about  her  move  to  New  Jersey  after 
eleven  happy  years  in  Rochester.  Les  is 
now  sales  promotion  manager  for  his  firm. 
She's  involved  with  church  choir  and 

circle,  PTA,  Junior  League,  Women's Club,  and  swimming  at  the  Y!  Paul  and 
his  dad  are  active  Scouters,  David  is  play- 

ing the  electric  organ  with  a  combo,  and 
Janet  just  started  to  school.  The  Kuhns 
visited  Jessie  Gilbert  Chew  and  Tom  in 
Swarthmore,  and  Betsy  has  met  Randy 
Ullom  Doig,  Audrey  Bigelow  Baur  and 
Phyllis  Ingram  Stout  at  local  alumnae 
functions.  Her  brother,  Dr.  John  Ross, 
Jr.,  is  now  Director  of  the  Cardiovascular 
Division  of  the  University  of  California, 
San  Diego,  School  of  Medicine,  and  is 
doing  a  great  deal  of  research  work  in  the 
field.    We  may  be  hearing  of  him! 

Ruth  Zucker  Bachman  is  a  clinical  in- 
structor in  medical-surgical  nursing  at  the 

Presbyterian  University  Hospital  School  of 
Nursing.  She  frequently  sees  Ginny  Vogt 
and  Norma  Trozzo  Hopkinson  in  their 
professional   capacities. 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Helen 
Suckling  Beckert  and  her  husband,  who 
both  lost  their  fathers  this  summer.  Her 
boys  are  in  the  seventh  and  third  grades, 
Lizi  in  the  second. 

Wilma  Moore  Stoebener  is  selling  and 
appraising  real  estate.  She  and  Harry  and 
their  Labrador  retrievers  vacationed  in 
Canada. 

Charlotte  Exley  Eck  visited  with  ex- 
roomie  Janice  Wilson  Bader  in  Cincinnati 
last  spring. 

Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett  traces  a  familiar 

pattern  of  Suburbia.  She's  breaking  routine with  a  Junior  Great  Books  Leadership 
Training  course. 

Bobbie  Mueller  Baylor  is  enrolled  in  the 

School  of  Education  at  Pitt,  and  says  it's easier  than  teaching.  Mark  is  a  sophomore 
and  drum  major  of  West  Mifflin  South 

High.  The  family  vacationed  in  New  Eng- 
land, where  they  enjoyed  the  kayak  that 

her  husband   built. 

Ruth  Shaffer  Loughney  has  both  chil- 

dren in  college — Patrick  at  Georgetown's School  of  Foreign  Service,  and  Ellen  at 
Waynesburg.  She  teaches  English  at  Fifth 
Avenue  High  School  in  Pittsburgh. 

Mary  Lou  Stone  Clark  has  a  senior  at 
Michigan.  She  is  enrolled  for  a  second 
year  at  Oakland  University  in  Berkley, 
Michigan. 

Doni  Vail  Rea  reports  that  they  vaca- 
tioned "down  East"  and  in  Canada  this 

summer,  and  hope  to  do  the  Poconos  and 
Williamsburg  this  fall.  Daughter  Gini  was 
life  guard  at  the  Philadelphia  Girl  Scout 
camp.  Doni  is  Worthy  Matron  of  her 
Eastern  Star  chapter  this  year,  plus  church 
and  music  activities. 

Mary  Ruth  Forney  Snyder  subscribes  I 
the  theory  that  the  family  that  plays  tc 
gether  stays  together.  She  says  all  six  o 
them,  including  six-year-old  Robby,  pla 
tennis  all  year,  and  ski  and  water  sli 
according  to  the  season.  She  also  has  tw 
in  college.  Their  new  home  with  th 
romantic-sounding  address  overlooks  th 
blue  Pacific  and  Los  Angeles. 

Eleanor  Robinson  Hastings  has  a  daugh 
ter  matriculating  at  Mary  Washington  Co] 
lege,  and  a  son  in  the  first  grade!  She  say 

it's  different  to  be  alone,  but  she'll  manag 
to  fill  her  time  doing  some  feature  writin 
for  the  Canton  Repository. 

Barbara    Rodgers    Schlegel    is    taking 
vacation    from    junior    high    teaching    thi 

year,  but  is  enrolled  in  some  "fun"  course at  the  Univesrity  of  Alberta. 

Hao  Obermayer  Sellers  and  family  va 
cationed  at  Puerto  Rico  and  St.  John  thi 
summer.  She  is  expecting  a  visit  fror 
Honey  Holland  Rank  in  October.  Docto 
husbands  conveniently  share  mutual  friend: 

Suzy  Sutton  Hepler  is  beginning  he 

eleventh  year  as  a  "home-bound"  teachei She  is  instigating  a  private  reunion  wit 
Suz  Harton  Conklin,  Carol  Lenz  Houci 
Wandalea  Johnson  Smith,  Henrietta  Meye 
Garrett,  Doni  Vail  Rea.  Shirley  Morrot 
Hedenberg,  and  Ruthie  Zucker  Bachma. 
and  their  husbands  this  fall. 

Grace  Migliore  Frances  enjoyed  a  tri; 

to  Hemisfair,  Austin,  and  Mexico.  She' substituting   also. 

Phyllis  Dornberger  Taylor's  card  cam 
in  March,  announcing  that  she  had  marrie 
an  Englishman  and  had  been  living  ii 
England  for  over  a  year.  She  was  appai 
ently  visiting  in  Pittsburgh  at  the  tim 
she  wrote.  She  loves  her  new  environmec 
and  sends  best  wishes  to  all  her  classmate 

And  from  Marge  Reckard,  Carol  Watso: 

Smith,  and  Jane  Picard  Pursell,  who's  bac at  kindergarten,  we  send  a  pride  of  cheer 
hellos. 
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Mercedes  Urda  Cowle 

(Mrs.  David 1536  Laurel  Roa 
Ambridge,  Pa.    1500, 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Elizabeth  Bassett  McMahon  (Mrs.  Jame 

D.),  15  Terrell  Avenue,  Rockville  Cen 
tre,  L.I.,  N.Y.  11570 

Fidelis  Baux  Stevens  (Mrs.  Robert  T.) 
1547  Tiffany  Ridge,  Bridgeville,  Pa 15017 

Eva  M.  Bowser,  28  Jonquil  Place,  Pitts 

burgh,  Pa.   15228 
Janet  Crowe  Gustafson  (Mrs.  Ronald  E.) 

1154    Galaxy     Circle,     Bridgeville,    Pa 15017 

Ruth  E.  Fabry,  518  Third  Street,  Nortl 
Versailles,  Pa.  15137 

Joan  Howard  Labriola  (Mrs.  Robert  J.) 
733  Holmes  Street,  State  College,  Pa 
16801 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans  (Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.) 
922  Morewood  Parkway,  Cleveland,  Ohi( 
44116 



Jean  A.  Kaiser,  350  Vernon  Street,  #101, 
Oakland  Calif,  94610 

Florence  Lake  Gray  (Mrs.  Leslie  M.,  Jr.), 
506  Osborne  Lane,  Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

'  Marilyn  Lopez  Dalton  (Mrs.  William  K.), 
140  Linda  Lane,  West  Lafayette,  Ind. 
47906 

Gail  McConnor  Mumma  (Mrs.  Harry  F.), 
Quarters  O-l,  (NSD),  Mechanicsburg, 
Pa.  17055 

Rhoda  McKercher  Kern  (Mrs.  Albert  W., 
Jr.),  2496  Saddle  Drive,  Allison  Park, 
Pa.  15101 

Maryhelen  Porter  Heim  (Mrs.  William), 
885  Clubview  Boulevard,  South,  Worth- 
ington,  Ohio  43085 

Marilyn  Rickel  Hetzel  (Mrs.  George),  3 
Scenery  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Jane  Steele   Edmundson    (Mrs.   John   H.), 
402    East   Waldheim    Road,   Pittsburgh, 

Pa.   15215 

Frances  Thompson  Johnston  (Mrs.  William 
C,  III),  1235  Lakemont  Drive,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15243 

Jessie    Tomlin     McCurdy     (Mrs.     Rene), 
R.D.   #3,  Box  212,  Hummelstown,  Pa. 

17036 

Louise  Anderson  Spence  was,  for  a  brief 
six  months,  a  weekly  newspaper  columnist. 

'  Her  column,  "One  Woman's  View,"  ap- 
peared weekly  in  the  Wilkinsburg  Gazette 

i  during    the    time    her    father    owned    the 

i  paper.    Now,  alas,  she's   just  a   housewife 
\  again. 

Nancy   Beamer  Stewart   says   that  while 
i  their   friends   are   looking   for   colleges    for 
J  their  children,  the  Beamers  are  looking  for 

i  a    nursery    school    for    two-year-old    Lucy. 
1  Nancy    is    busy   with    Stewart   Construction 
}  Company,   P.S.E.A.,   third-graders   and    stu- 
■  dent   teachers    in    Burrell    School    District. 
With  their  new  science  program,   she  says 
she  may  even  try  experiments  with  white 
rats  (again!  !  !   ). 

Shirley  Bemis  Martin  is  in  the  antique 
business.  She  and  a  friend  have  opened  a 

shop  in  St.  Marys  called  "Antiques  and 
Originals."  They  invite  any  of  you  driving on  Route  219  or  255  to  come  and  see 

;  them! 

Janet     Crowe     Gustafson     reports     that 
they    have    had    quite   a    year   adjusting    to 
Pittsburgh    after     12    years    in    California. 
They  all  enjoy  the  snow  and  the  change  of 
seasons.     Ann    and    Margaret    are    both    in 
Middle    School    this    year    and    Carol    is    a 

:  junior  in  high  school.    Jan  is  active  in  the 
League   of   Women    Voters    in    Upper    St. 

,  Clair  Township — a   grear  way   for   a   new- 
1  comer  to  learn  about  her  locale. 

Jacky  Davies  Templeton  is  teaching  third 

grade  and  helping  out  with  the  children's 
choirs  at  church.  Bill  is  professor  of  eco- 

nomics and  chairman  of  the  business  de- 
partment at  Findlay  College  in  Findlay, 

Ohio.  Daughter  Karen  is  in  9th  grade  and 
plays  rhe  flute.  Sons  Bill  and  Jeff  are  in 
the  7th  and  6th  grades  respectively.  The 

;  family  went  to  both  Expo  '67  and  Hemis- 
fair  '68,  enjoying  borh  expositions  and  the 

opportunity    to    become    better    acquainted 
with  more  of  our  beautiful  country. 

Corky  Davis  Anderson  and  Bill  spent  a 
few  hours  in  March  with  Ann  Carpenter 
Morris,  her  husband  and  two  children  when 
they  went  with  the  Erie  Ski  Club  for  a 

week's  skiing  in  Aspen.  This  summer  has 
been  busy  with  camps,  sailing  lessons, 
swimming,  picnicing,  etc. 

Ruth  Fabry  flew  on  a  Cook's  Tour  to 
London,  Paris,  the  Riviera,  Switzerland  and 
Rome,  then  an  individual  trip  to  Venice, 
Cortino,  Milan,  West  Berlin,  East  Berlin 
and  Frankfurt  where  she  drove  a  car  to 
the  Rhine  all  by  herself. 

Rita  Harbert  Hudson's  husband  Cliff  was 
injured  in  a  hunting  accident  on  the  first 
day  of  deer  season  last  year.  After  three 
months  in  the  hospital  and  a  long  recuper- 

ation at  home,  he  finally  returned  to  work 
on  June  1  and  is  doing  fine.  Timmy  is  in 
3rd  grade  and  Brian  in  1st.  Lisa,  at  4,  is 
patiently  waiting  her  turn  to  ride  the  school 
bus,  while  Kevin,  2Vi,  keeps  Rita  company. 

Lois  Mars  Mignogna's  son  John  is  a 
senior  in  high  school,  and,  having  his 

driver's  license,  is  busy  chauffering  the  fam- 
ily. Rachel  is  in  the  8th  grade  and  taking 

drama  at  the  Playhouse  School  again  this 
year.  The  Cowles  and  Mignogna  families 
spent  a  delightful  weekend  at  the  Mignogna 
"farm"  this  summer. 

Gail  McConnor  Mumma's  letter  was  too 
late  to  be  included  in  the  last  Recorder, 
but  she  reported  that  her  husband,  a  Lt. 
Col.  in  the  Army,  is  working  at  a  Naval 

Depot  under  Department  of  Defense  juris- 
diction, and  they  are  living  in  quarters  at 

Olmstead  Air  Force  Base.  Gail  has  a  junior 
Girl  Scout  Troop  and  a  Cub  Den. 

Jinx  Neal  McCreary,  who  says  that  her 
attempt  to  see  if  blondes  have  more  fun 
went  over  like  a  lead  ballon,  has  been  busy 
organizing  an  S.P.C.A.  and  getting  the 
building  built  to  house  it.  Working  at 
election  headquarters,  taking  a  course  in 
anthropology  at  the  Bradford  campus  of 
Pitt,  and  attending  a  workshop  to  prepare 
for  a  Federally  sponsored  remedial  reading 
program  for  underprivileged  children  have 
kept  her  quite  busy.  She  and  Bob  planned 
to  return  to  Curacao  and  Caracas,  Vene- 

zuela for  10  days  this  fall.  Last  year  they 
toured  the  Orient  for  a  month — Japan, 
Hong  Kong,  Singapore,  Thailand  and 
Hawaii. 

Carol  Norton  Difjenderjer  called  me 
long  distance  and  it  was  great  to  hear  her 
voice  again!  Carol  is  teaching  10th  grade 
English  and  promotes  Chatham  to  all  of 
her  students!  Randy  is  a  senior  in  high 
school  after  spending  the  summer  at  Chico 
State  College  in  California  on  a  National 

Science  Scholarship.  He's  a  National  Merit 
Scholarship  Finalist.  Wendy,  in  the  9th 
grade,  divides  her  time  between  the  back  of 
a  horse  and  the  swimming  pool.  And  Jan, 

their  "Mad  Man  with  a  Microphone"  is  in 
the  7th  grade.  His  room  is  an  electronic 
maze!  Last  year  the  family  spent  their  time 
in  Canada — Expo,  Gaspe  Penninsula,  Nova 
Scotia,  and  wandered  as  far  south  as  Geor- 

gia. Carol  wants  to  know;  was  Betty 
Schiueider  DeBono  at  Expo  67  the  third 
week  in  June,  1967?  Carol  was  sure  that 

she  saw  her  but  couldn't  quite  catch  up  to 
her  in  the  crowd.    Last  January  Carol  was 

a  delegate  to  the  Poetry  and  Prose  Con- 
ference at  Pitt.  She  ran  into  Gail  McCon- 

nor Mumma  at  an  affair  in  Mechanicsburg 
and  they  discovered  that  their  husbands  are 
fraternity  brothers. 

Lenore  Rothschild  Klein  enjoys  doing 
hospital  volunteer  work,  and  she  and  Bob 
find  it  quite  a  challenge  to  be  raising  a 
teenager — Gary,  14,  who  is  busy  with  sports 
activities,  guitar  playing  and  singing.  They 
still  enjoy  their  little  theatre  activities. 

JoAnn  Rounsley  has  fond  memories  of  a 
delightful  summer  spent  touring  Spain, 
Porrugal  and  North  Africa.  Now  she  has 
returned  to  teaching  and  numerous  activi- 

ties including  education  committees,  being 
chairman  of  two  A.A.U.W.  groups,  bridge 
parties,  fashion  shows,  and  so  it  goes! 

Dodie  Seale  Warren  was  one  of  the  first 

to  reply  all  the  way  from  Hawaii.  Dodie  is 
still  teaching  watercolor  painting  and  win- 

ning prizes  now  and  them.  She  and  Bill 
and  the  children  are  hoping  to  come  to  the 
Mainland  next  summer — maybe  even  to 
the  Pittsburgh  area. 

Betty  Schweider  DeBono,  who  was  hos- 
pitalized last  March,  is  feeling  better  now 

but  has  had  to  give  up  teaching.  After  al- 
most 15  years,  it  seems  great  to  be  a  lady 

of  leisure.  Daughter  Lorin  is  in  junior 
high  now.  Bill,  in  2nd  grade  and  a  real 
outdoor  boy,  wants  to  surf,  catch  a  striped 
bass  bigger  than  Dad,  and  own  a  speed 
boat.  The  DeBonos  became  members  of  the 

boating  clan  this  summer — spent  every 
weekend  on  their  27-ft.  Cris  Craft.  They 
also  had  a  wonderful  two  weeks  in  Florida 

in  February.  They  ended  up  buying  prop- 
erty in  West  Palm  Beach  with  the  thought 

of  someday  retiring  there. 

Joan  Steele  Edmundson  reports  that  they 
took  a  trip  to  California  last  fall  and  to 

Florida  in  March.  Janey  is  in  the  "get  into 
everything"  stage. 

Judy  Sutherland  Latimer  finds  it  hard  to 
believe  that  a  year  has  passed  since  they 

came  to  Chappaqua.  They  are  delighted 
with  the  town,  the  excellent  schools,  the 
enthusiastic  tennis  players,  the  nearness  of 

good  skiing  and  very  friendly  neighbors. 
She  says  that  Tom  could  do  without  his 

commuting  to  the  city,  but,  one  can't  have everything! 

Ann  Thompson  Johnston  reports  that 
finally  all  four  kids  are  in  school.  They 
have  a  lovely  new  home  with  lots  of  badly 
needed  roaming  room,  and  in  May  Ann 

had  her  first  "sans  kids"  vacation.  She  flew 
to  Florida  and  left  everyone  with  a  house- 

keeper— and  they  all  survived!  Ann  re- 

ported also  that  Barbara  Berkman  Roth's father  died  in  September.  Please  accept 
our  sympathy,  Barbara. 

Jessie  Tomlin  McCurdy's  oldest  daughter, 
Yolanda,  entered  Wilson  College  in  Sep- 

tember, the  recipient  of  the  Sarah  Wilson 
Scholarship,  and  their  youngest,  Sarah, 
began  first  grade  at  St.  Joan  of  Arc  School, 
Hershey,  Pa.  In  between,  the  other  six 
are  in  various  stages  of  pursuing  their 
education.  As  Den  Mother,  Jessie  pursues 
6  or  8  Cub  Scouts  weekly,  and  Rene  is  on 
the  Boy  Scout  committee.  Paul  was  initiated 
into  the  Order  of  the  Arrow  at  Hidden 
Valley  in  August. 
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Joanne  Wilkofsky  Bloomslein  reports  the 
usual  quiet  routine.  Marcia,  in  5th  grade, 
still  plays  the  piano,  and  Marc  Jeffrey,  in 
2nd  grade,  seriously  pursues  his  bugs,  frogs, 
etc.  Eli  is  still  exercising  regularly  under 

doctor's  orders  and  feeling  very  well. 

Esther  Peters  Bleikamp,  Barbara  Wig 
Rahenkamp  and  Barbara  Miller  Gregg  sent 
greetings  but  no  special  news. 

And  now  for  the  Coii-les  news.  We  sold 
our  old  Nimrod,  and  in  our  newer,  larger 
one  we  spent  a  week  at  Blackwater  Falls 
State  Park,  West  Virginia,  enjoying  the 
delightful  mountain  atmosphere.  Ivan  is 
in  the  8th  grade  at  Mt.  Gallitzen  Academy 
and  plays  on  the  football  team,  while 
Stephanie  is  in  2nd  grade.  In  addition  to 
selling  Tupperware,  I  took  a  Red  Cross 
Volunteer  course  and  am  helping  at  the 
Blood  Canteen  occasionally. 

Many  thanks  to  all  who  sent  postage 
money  and/or  contributions  for  the  Special 
25th   Anniversary   Fund. 

52 Judith  Bierman  Linowes 
(Mrs.  Harry) 

6220  Clearwood  Road 
Bethesda,  Md.   20034 

Barbara    Firth   Armstrong 
(Mrs.  Robert  S.) 

102   Yorkshire   Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron 
(Mrs.   Mortimer) 

1706  Williamsburg   Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet 
Witherow  Road,  R.D.  3 

Sewickley  Heights,  Pa.  15143 

Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
(Mrs.  John  J.) 

1328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W. 
Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 

BIRTHS 

Artie    Gianopulos    Helgason,    a    daughter, 
Anna  Loa,  October  1967 

Jane    Oellig    Gould,    a    fifth    son,    Steven 
Richard,  March  3,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Anne  Braddon  Hansen  (Mrs.  William  A.), 
623  Winthrop  Road,  Teaneck,  N.J. 
07666 

Dorothy  Davis  Egan  (Mrs.  John),  37 
Baldwin  Street,  Hudson,  Ohio  44236 

Barbara  Drexler  Eley  (Mrs.  Richard),  766 
New  West  Townsend  Road,  Lunenburg, 
Mass.  01462 

Ann  Hater  Berry  (Mrs.  C.  S.),  110  Red 
Oak  Lane,  Route  #1,  Lewisville,  Texas 
75067 

Tomi  Jones  Miller  (Mrs.  Jack  R.),  Re- 
search Triangle  Inst.  ORED,  R&D  Di- 
vision, Box  200,  ARMISH/MAAG,  APO 

New  York  09205 

Nancy  Kelly  Hilland  (Mrs.  Carl  B.),  366 
Euclid  Avenue,  Daytona  Beach,  Fla. 
32018 

Pauline  Massy  Hill  (Mrs.  John  L.),  210 
Falconhurst  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 

Mary  Oehlschlager  Schardt  (Mrs.  George 
H.),  2844  Orlando  Place,  Pittsburgh, Pa.  15235 

Ann  Orner  Davidson  (Mrs.  W.  K.),  6702 
North  Michigan  Avenue,  Kansas  City, 
Mo.  64118 

Nora  Patterson  White  (Mrs.  C.  L.,  Jr.), 
44  Howe  Street,  Framingham,  Mass. 
01701 

Evangeline  Seitanakis  Beldecos  (Mrs.  Nich- 
olas), 1336  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa.   15217 

Anne  Stapledon  Keffer  (Mrs.  Karl),  41 
Windmill  Road,  Armonk,  NY.  10504 

Judie  reporting: 

The  reason  we  missed  Pat  Baris  Davidson 
at  reunion  is  that  she  and  her  husband 
were  in  Israel  where  he  presented  a  paper 
at  the  International  Medical  Meeting.  All 
is  well  with  the  Davidsons  with  Lynn  in 
8th  grade,  Jane  in  5th,  Barbara  in  nursery 
school,  and  Mom  taking  courses  to  keep  her busy. 

From  California  Pat  Boyd  Royer  writes 
that  because  of  her  interest  in  group  dy- 

namics, she  has  returned  to  College  ( San 

Jose  State)  to  get  a  master's  in  psychology. 
She  can  go  only  part  time  as  Cheryl  is  in 
nursery  school,  Howard  in  3rd  grade  and 
Ken  in  8th.  Although  it  will  be  several 
years  before  she  finishes,  Pat  is  most  en- 

thusiastic about  it. 

Betty  Cornell  Hirsch  was  sorry  to  have 
missed  the  reunion.  She  finds  it  hard  to 
believe  that  her  oldest  is  now  in  junior 
high.  She  teaches  Sunday  School,  is 
circle  chairman  at  her  church,  and  she 

has  signed  up  for  the  court-visiting  pro- 
gram in  Buffalo.  All  this,  plus  her  2nd 

season  of  skiing,  has  kept  Betty  busy  and happy! 

With  four  children  back  in  school,  Ira 
Davisson  Ketcham  sends  her  regrets  for 
not  attending  our  reunion  but  hopes  to 
make  it  next  time.  She  has  taken  up  sell- 

ing real  estate. 

"Nothing  exciting"  has  happened  to 
Louise  Eddy  Davis,  except  a  lovely  sum- 

mer spent  at  Chautauqua.  She  sends  her 
best  to  everyone. 

Harry  and  I  have  had  a  wonderful  sum- 
mer. Our  eldest  son  Jeff  was  Bar  Mitzvah 

on  our  16th  anniversary  (July  6th)  so  it 
was  a  very  special  celebration.  Ronni, 
10Vi,  is  in  5th  grade;  Gary,  IVi,  in  3rd, 

and   our   "baby"   Stevie   is   in   kindergarten. 

It  was  wonderful  seeing  so  many  girls  at 
reunion.  Everyone  looked  the  same — even 

after  16  years;  For  those  who  didn't  come, 
do  try  for  our  next  one.  It  was  just  won- 

derful renewing  old  friendships.  Let's  hear from  more  of  you  next  year. 

Elsa  reporting: 

Marilyn  Morgan  Henderson  went  to 
Hawaii  the  early  part  of  September  to 

meet  her  husband  Jack  for  a  week's  re- union. Jack  has  been  commanding  a 
battalion  in  Vietnam  since  February.  Mari- 

lyn has  been  keeping  busy  the  past  year  as 
chairman  of  the  China  Committee  for  the 

Fairfax  Area  League  of  Women  Voter 
and  was  in  Chicago  in  April  as  a  delegati 
to  the  National  Convention  of  the  League 

Nancy  Kelly  Hilland  also  spent  a  weel 
in  Honolulu  in  June  while  her  husbanc 
Carl  was  on  leave  from  Vietnam.  Carl  i 
due  back  to  the  States  in  November  an( 
they  anticipate  a  move  to  Washington. 

Peggy  Justice  Hallam  spent  most  of  thi 
summer  taking  courses  to  earn  a  B.A.  it 

education.  This  fall  she  is  doing  teacher' 
aide  work  and  teaching  art  courses  in  thi 

high  school.  Peggy's  children  are  both  ii senior  high  this  year. 

Nancy  Galey  Wigton  writes  she  is  nov 
employed  as  a  part-time  secretary  to  thi 
Visiting  Nurse  Association  as  well  as  work 
ing  for  Shields  Church.  G.G.  and  famifl 
spent  their  vacation  at  Bethany  Beach 
Delaware. 

Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers  is  lookin/ 
forward  to  getting  back  to  work  at  thi 

school  library  and  enjoying  an  "old-fash 
ioned"  Thanksgiving  at  Greenfield  Village 
Michigan.  Martha  spent  a  week  in  Augus 
at  Saratoga  Springs,  New  York. 

Barbara  Mills  Foresti  was  among  thosi 
attending  our  reunion  this  year.  Barbari 
and  family  are  still  in  the  process  of  finish 
ing  their  new  home  and  kept  busy  wit! 
P.T.A.,  4H  and  Boys  Club  activities. 

Nancy  McFarland  Pollock  was  one  O: 
the  many  who  wrote  to  say  she  was  sorn 
to  miss  our  class  reunion.  Nancy  did  visi 
with  Joan  Hebrank  Smith  and  Helen  Bar 
hour  McKelvey  while  at  their  high  schoo 
reunion  this  summer. 

Our  reunion  this  past  June  was  enjoyed 

I'm  sure,  by  all  who  attended.  There  wai 
ample  time  to  visit  with  everyone  througf 
lunch,  class  meeting,  a  lovely  reception  a 

President  Eddy's  home,  plus  a  delightfu 
dinner  on  Benedum  terrace.  My  thanks  tc 
all  who  planned  and  worked  to  make  it  i fine  day. 

Barbara  A.  reporting: 

Artie  Gianopulos  Helgason  reports  tha: 

in  addition  to  the  news  of  her  daughter': 
birth,  a  big  thrill  for  seven-year-old  Thor 
they  all  had  a  wonderful  few  days  or 

Martha's  Vineyard  this  summer.  I  heartily 
agree  with  her  wish  to  return  again  anc 

again. Joanne  Vinkelhor  Blum  catches  us  up  or. 
her  varied  doings.  With  two  daughters 
ages  seven  and  five,  and  a  husband  who  ii 
president  of  Point  Park  College,  Joannt 
continues  her  own  career  as  chairman  oi 

Point  Park's  education  department.  Sh« 
asks  who  will  conduct  a  seminar  regarding 
the  wife  and  mother  with  a  career?  Sounds 

busy,  Joanne! 

We,  the  Armstrongs,  are  settling  intc 
fall  after  a  busy  summer  and  a  wonderful 
trip  throuugh  the  Carolinas.  Rob  is  a  high 
school  freshman,  Carol  a  third-grader,  and 
Laura  is  in  kindergarten.  Time  is  a  bil 
freer  now,  but  I  also  feel  older.  As  a  new 
class  secretary,  my  job  was  made  easy  for 
my  first  try  at  reporting.  However,  I  would 
much  prefer  to  hear  from  more  of  you  next time. 
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Ginny  reporting: 

Fifi  Rougraff,  returning  from  a  late  sum- 
mer vacation  in  Nags  Head,  N.C.  writes  of 

I  enjoying  the  reunion  especially  since  she 
igot  a  chance  to  catch  up  on  all  the  news 
with  Shirley  Gorman  Aitken  and  Ann 
-.Stapledon  Keffer. 

Beverly  Roush  Johnston  spent  part  of 
'the  summer  in  California  and  Upper  Mich- 
ligan  with  her  family  and  relatives.  Along 
with  redecorating  her  home  she  plans  to  do 
substitute  teaching  again  in  junior  and 

!  senior  high  math  and  work  with  the  Girl 
;  Scouts. 

Ann  Orner  Davidson  will  be  enjoying 
her  children  on  the  trek  schoolward  this 

•fall  by  teaching  kindergarten.  She  did 
■substitute  teaching  in  that  line  last  year 
'along  with  participating  in  the  Head  Start 
.program  in  the  spring.  Additional  courses 
at  Central  Missouri  State  helped  prepare 
'her  for  the  new  challenge. 

Oregon  seems  to  agree  with  Jane  Oellig 
[Gould.  Her  husband  Al  takes  the  two  older 
boys  into  the  mountains  to  camp  and  ski 
while  Jane  keeps  tabs  on  Mark,  age  3, 
;Eric,  age  2,  and  baby  Steven. 

j  Edie  Pennoyer  Vassamillet  has  cared 
|  for  three  adorable  foster  babies  for  the  past 
|  two  years.    Since  they  were  between  babies 
this  summer,  they  camped  throughout  the 
jState  of  Maine,  climbing  Mt.  Katahdin  and 
•  canoeing    on     the    Allagash    Wilderness 
Waterway  with  daughters  Laura  and 
]Martha. 

News  from  Helene  Mueser  Pande  was 
very  welcome  since  most  of  us  had  lost 
touch  with  her.  Typical  suburban  house- 

wife that  she  is,  she  lends  a  helping  hand 
jwherever  needed  on  community  projects 
and  PTA.  Her  husband  started  his  own 
business  last  summer  manufacturing  and 
selling  a  unique  line  of  specialty  coatings 
for  the  marine  industry  that  may  be  ap- 

plied under  water.  Her  sons  are  enjoying 
their  exposure  to  skin-divers,  and  twin 
daughters,  age  4,  keep  her  humming. 

The  Sweests  toured  the  North  East  stop- 
ping wherever  anything  proved  of  interest. 

'  Christmas  always  has  an  added  lustre  with 
a  Florida  vacation  with  all  four  grand- 

parents. Julia  Arnold  Eva  and  I  have 
much  in  common  lately  since  our  husbands 
are  mutually  involved  in  a  new  corporation 
they  started. 

Barbara  B.  reporting: 

Joanne  Shelley  Davis  spent  a  week  at  a 
lake  near  Bar  Harbor,  Maine  and  some 

time  in  the  Catskills  this  summer.  Jody's 
jboys  are  in  3rd  grade  and  kindergarten  and 
i  Nancy,  at  \Vj,  is  working  hard  toward  a 

degree  in  "getting  into  the  most  number 
of  things  in  one  day." 

Sarah  Jane  Smyser  Nay  lor,  after  12  years 
away  from  work,  is  back  in  part-time  nurs- 

ing. She  is  busy  in  P.T.A.,  in  church  work, 

and  is  president  of  her  Nurses'  Unit. 
Husband  Geff  moved  up  to  being  wire 
chief  in  the  East  Liberty  Central  Telephone 

office.  Her  family's  hobbies  are  bee  keep- 
ing, winter  camping  and  Junior  Olympic 

wrestling. 

Doris  Warner  Brown  enjoyed  a  wonder- 

ful "chatty"  luncheon  in  the  spring  with 
Judy  Bierman  Linowes,  Barb  Mills  Foresti, 
and  Barb  Harris,  (50),  at  Marilyn  Morgan 

Henderson's  home.  She  and  her  family 
traveled  through  Florida  this  summer. 

Sally  Weissberg  Nussbaum  and  Paul 
made  it  to  the  evening  part  of  the  reunion. 
She  felt,  as  we  all  did,  that  we  looked 
pretty  much  the  same  after  16  years. 

Marilyn  W'olfert  Zimmerman  missed  the 
reunion  but  visited  the  campus  with  Dick 
and  the  3  children  in  April.  They  all 
happened  to  be  in  Washington,  D.C.  and 
Chicago  during  the  riots.  Marilyn  and 
Dick  toured  9  countries  in  Europe  in  the 

fall  of  '67. 
LaRue  Thompson  still  lives  in  The 

Virgin  Islands.  She  works  at  the  Pelican 
Beach  Club,  a  small  resort  hotel.  For  a 
complete  change  of  climate  she  spent  June 
in   Switzerland. 

Our  June  reunion  was  great.  Twenty- 
nine  were  there  for  part  or  all  of  the  day. 
Eva  Fisfis  Strategos  brought  her  daughter 
Sylvia,  hoping  to  interest  her  in  entering 
in  1971.  I  spent  Sunday  with  her  and  her 
family  before  flying  back  to  Atlanta  with 
my  mother  ,who  was  there  for  her  40th 
reunion. 

John,  the  children,  Carmen,  and  I  spent 
July  at  our  beach  house.  John  and  I  drove 
to  New  Orleans,  my  first  visit,  for  3  days, 
where  I  tried  unsuccessfully  to  contact  Janet 
Fitzsimmons  Carr.  Bourbon  Street  is  quite 
an  eye-opener!  I  am  still  in  pediatrics,  but 
I  left  private  practice  September  1st  except 
for  some  limited  referral  work.  Now  I 
divide  my  time  between  teaching  and 
supervision  of  house  staff  and  medical 
srudents  in  the  outpatient  clinics  at  the 
hospital  as  an  associate  in  pediatrics  at 
Emory  University  School  of  Medicine,  and 
working  with  a  comprehensive  health  cen- 

ter funded  by  O.E.O.  for  patients  in  a 

poverty  area  of  Atlanta.  It  is  all  interest- 
ing work  and  leaves  me  much  more  time 

with  my  family. 

I — I      A  Barbara  Young  Hopkins 
l~\/\  (Mrs.  John) 

W     ±"  222  Rockingham  Road Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Meg  Berger  Canon  (Mrs.  Robert),  4427 
Smithfield  Street,  Shadyside,  Ohio  43947 

Bo  Bolger  Collett  (Mrs.  William  K.) ,  5023 
N.W.  18th  Place,  Gainesville,  Fla.  32601 

Sally  Ernst  Peterson  (Mrs.  Paul  E),  14138 
Runnymede  Street,  Van  Nuys,  Calif. 
91405 

Laura  Hammer  Inglis  (Mrs.  William  D.), 
3324  Cornelia  Drive,  Louisville,  Ky. 
40220 

Carolyn  Hirshberg  Gorman  (Mrs.  E.  T. ), 
4225  Petal  Court,  P.O.  Box  X-315,  Fair- 

fax, Va.  22030 

Nancy  Miller  Howard  (Mrs.  Richard  S.), 
2390  Valley  Road,  LaCrosse,  Wise. 
54601 

Marion  Orr  Michael  (Mrs.  Robert) ,  R.R.  2, 
Stockton,  N.J.   08559 

Christine  Peters  Ossman  (Mrs.  Albert  J., 
Jr.),  102  State  Street,  Seneca  Falls,  N.Y. 
13148 

Barbara  Senior  Stewart  (Mrs.  Harry  M.), 
1616  New  Holland  Pike,  Lancaster,  Pa. 17601 

Patricia  Yount  Hudson  (Mrs.  William 
H. ),  4  rue  Alex.  Bertereau,  Neuilly 
R/Seine  92,  France 

Ann  Zionts  Plottel  (Mrs.  Phillip),  112 
Irwin  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

Isabelle  Allias  is  keeping  busy  this  hectic 
political  year  with  the  Joint  State  Govern- 

ment Commission,  and  enjoyed  a  good 
vacation  in  the  Bahama  Islands. 

Hilton  Head,  S.C.  was  the  vacation  spot 
of  Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  and  family  this 
year.  Their  neighbor  in  the  next  cottage 
turned  out  to  be  another  Chatham  girl, 

B.  J.  Woods  Goodwin  '55. 

Pat  Bennett  Nicholson  and  family  en- 
joyed camping  out  at  the  lake,  antique 

hunting,  and  visiting  historical  spots  in 
Southern  Ohio.  With  the  children  all  in 
school  now,  Pat  will  have  time  for  her 

Camp  Fire  group  and  DAR  activities. 

Meg  Berger  Canon  managed  to  do  some 
of  the  inside  work  on  their  new  home, 
taught  science  at  the  high  school  and  kept 
the  house  going  for  six  youngsters.  Meg 
also  studied  on  a  government  grant  at  a 

NSF  summer  institute.    My  hat's  off  to  her. 
Glad  to  hear  from  Jeanne  Bishop  Righter 

who  keeps  busy  doing  private  tutoring. 
She'd  love  to  see  anyone  passing  through 
as  they  live  only  three  blocks  from  Chatham. 

Bo  Bolger  Collett's  news  is  of  husband 
Bill's  appointment  to  the  University  of 

Florida  School  of  Dentistry.  Bo's  been 
busily  getting  settled  into  a  new  home  and 

enjoying  side  trips  to  Florida's  many  tourist 

spots. I  had  lunch  with  Lois  Bradley  Fegley 
who  was  home  from  Nassau  visiting  her 
family.  Life  is  continuing  to  move  along 
well  for  them. 

Joan  Brown  Thompson  and  family  took 

their  vacation  at  the  Jersey  shore  and  visit- 
ing the  Pennsylvania  Dutch  country.  Lynn 

is  in  nursery  school  this  year,  and  Joan  has 

been  busy  at  home  with  David  who  hasn't been  well.   We  hope  for  a  speedy  recovery 

A  wonderful  educational  and  fun  trip 
through  Lewisburg,  Hershey,  Lancaster  and 
Gettysburg  was  enjoyed  by  Sally  Dietrich 
Baily  and  family.  Sally  is  active  with 
Women's  Club,  a  Cadette  Scout  Troop, 
and  is  neighborhood  consultant  for  the 
Scouts. 

Anne  Fuellenuorth  Sampson  and  family 
have  been  spending  a  lot  of  time  in  Ocean 
City  since  they  acquired  a  town  house 
there.  Her  daughter  is  becoming  quite  an 

equestrian. 

Had  a  nice  long  newsy  letter  from  Elsie 
Gage  Balano,  now  in  Vienna,  Austria. 
Jim  was  sent  over  there  for  one  year  work- 

ing wth  the  United  Nations  Industrial  De- 
velopment organization.  Their  first  two 

weeks    proved    very    eventful    when    they 
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found  their  place  surrounded  by  policemen. 
It  seems  the  upstairs  neighbor  was  a  crook 
and  used  their  address  as  a  front.  After  a 
steady  stream  of  victims  looking  for  the 
crook  and  a  visit  from  Interpol,  life  set- 

tled down.  The  children  are  becoming  bi- 
lingual, thanks  to  the  maid. 

A  vacation  in  Maine  and  the  White 
Mountains  in  New  Hampshire  was  enjoyed 
by  Joan  Hagler  Saklad  and  family.  Joan 
keeps  herself  active  with  politics,  organiza- 

tions and  adult  education  courses. 

This  has  been  quite  a  big  year  for  Laura 
Hammer  Inglis.  Laura  and  Bill  adopted  a 
son,  William,  born  February  20,  and  moved 
to  Louisville,  Ky.  Bill,  now  out  of  the 
service,  begins  as  a  pulmanary  instructor  in 
medicine  at  the  University  of  Louisville 
Medical  School.  Ruth,  now  3V2.  is  enjoy- 

ing her  new  role  as  big  sister  and  mother's 
helper. 

Shirley  Hartman  Heil  is  busy  showing 
four  dogs.  They  bought  a  farm  for  dogs, 

horses,  etc.  but  haven't  had  the  time  or 
courage  to  build  a  house  and  move  out. 

We  wish  to  express  our  deepest  sympathy 
to  Jean  Hulse  Souleret  on  the  loss  of  her 
mother,  Mrs.  Malcolm  Hulse. 

Jackie  Legros  Hall  has  been  elected  to 
her  church  senate  and  is  social  chairman  at 
the  Racquet  Club. 

After  emergency  surgery  last  fall,  Janet 
Loos  Seibert  is  feeling  well  again  and  work- 

ing in  the  intensive  care  at  Children's  Hos- 
pital. 

Watching  the  construction  of,  and  finally 
moving  into  their  new  home  has  kept 
Nancy  Miller  Howard  busy. 

Maggie  Morgan  Rasor  is  teaching  U.S. 
History  in  junior  high  school  and  is  also 
the  athletic  director.  Maggie  and  Bill  spent 
two  wonderful  weeks   in  Hawaii. 

Angle  Ottino  Stahl  will  soon  be  a  coun- 
try woman  with  the  completion  of  their 

new  home  on  a  fifteen  acre  farm  complete 
with  horses,  sheep,  cows,  and  a  goat.  Angie 
and  her  husband  took  a  trip  to  the  Orient, 
seeing  Japan,  Hong  Kong  and  Bangkok. 

Lois  Potts  Adelson  and  her  husband  va- 
cationed out  of  the  country  also.  They  had 

a  thrilling  trip  to  Chile,  Peru  and  Ecuador. 
With  the  help  of  Indian  guides,  they  shot 
the  rapids,  and  caught  salmon  and  trout 
in  the  mountains  of  Chile. 

Jane  Rowlett  Stuart's  husband  was  one 
of  the  doctors  on  call  at  the  recent  Repub- 

lican convention  in  Miami,  and  Jane 

couldn't  even  get  into  the  place.  The 
Smarts  spent  their  vacation  at  their  favorite 
spot  in  North  Carolina. 

Florida  was  the  site  for  the  vacation  of 
Bobbie  Senior  Stewart  and  family  this  year. 
With  the  children  all  in  school,  Bobbie  will 
have  time  to  spend  as  chairman  of  the 
Junior  League  Thrift  Corner. 

Audrey  Sbanaberger  Kellermeyer  and 
Bob  spent  a  fabulous  month  touring  Japan. 
On  the  way  home  they  stopped  in  Hawaii 
for  two  weeks,  getting  in  some  surfing. 
They  brought  back  25  minature  orchids  to 
add   to   their  collection   in   the  greenhouse. 

Lois  Sherry  Schworm  has  spent  the  sum- 
mer taking  trips  to  Connecticut  and  Penn- 
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sylvania,  and  having  guests  from  Pennsyl- 
vania and  California.  Lois  will  be  a  hos- 

pital volunteer  and  president  of  a  Jewish 
War  Veterans  Auxiliary  this  winter. 

Vicki  Sneathen  Petsinger  and  family 
spent  three  weeks  in  Ocean  City  this  sum- 

mer. Vicki  will  keep  busy  this  year  being 
president  of  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Area  Alumnae 
Club. 

Rose  Spoa  attended  the  NEA  convention 
at  Dallas  and  is  still  active  in  PSEA  work 
for  Lawrence  County. 

Teaching  an  adult  education  course  in 
creative  writing  will  keep  Tush  Starzynski 
Collier  occupied,  plus  doing  some  free- 

lance manuscript  editing. 

Joyce  Tinnemeyer  Schafer's  husband  had 
a  serious  accident  resulting  in  back  injury. 
We  hope  that  Bill  is  on  the  road  to  re- 

covery. Joyce  has  been  doing  substitute 
teaching  and  has  gone  back  to  college  to 
pick  up  education  credits. 

Sophie  Yanchewski  Engels  and  her  hus- 

band are  now  the  proud  owners  of  a  girl's 
camp  in  Naples,  Maine,  called  "Camp 
Pinecrest."  The  camp  offers  all  sports, 
drama,  ballet,  sailing,  etc.  It  is  for  girls 
6  to  16  so  anyone  who  would  like  to  send 
their  daughters  to  camp  can  contact  Sophie 
at  49  Andrew  Avenue,  Oakland,  N.J.  With 
the  summer  season  over,  Sophie  will  return 
to  teaching  this  fall. 

No  special  news  to  report  but  greetings 
to  all  from  Kathie  Wragg  Batson,  Mary 
Lou  Matvey  Shombert,  Gerry  Corba  Wilson 
and  Marilyn  Bickmore  Boleky. 

The  Hopkins  have  no  special  news  to  re- 
port this  year,  but  I  do  want  to  thank  all 

the  girls  who  have  answered  my  cards  over 
the  past  five  years.  I  have  had  such  fun 
reading  them  all  and  getting  the  news  con- 

densed for  the  Recorder.  Marline  Frost 
Ewing  has  graciously  accepted  the  job  of 
being  the  new  class  secretary.  Please  be  as 
good  to  her  as  you  have  been  to  me  these 

past  years. 

56 Joanne  Cochran  Ellery 
(Mrs.  Clifford  C.) 

5139 -72nd  Court 
Indianapolis,  Ind.  46220 

BIRTHS 

Buncie  Douds    Campbell,   an   adopted   son, 
David  Edward,  born  August  28,   1968 

Carolyn  Houghlin  Joiner,  a  daughter,  Leah 
Marie,  March  4,  1967 

a   son,    Henry   Neal, Lois    Katz    Blaufeld, 
April  3,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lorraine  Barofsky  Schmookler   (Mrs.  Jacob 
B.),  87   Park  Avenue,  Glen  Rock,  N.J. 

07452 

Carole  Crawford  Ferguson  (Mrs.  Charles 
E.),  Route  2,  Fairview,  Pa.  16415 

Joanne  Dawson  Waltmann  (Mrs.  Gerald), 
1117  Third  Avenue,  Dover,  Dela.  19901 

Linda  Dupnak  Wise  (Mrs.  A.  J.),  12 
Soundview  Avenue,  Stamford,  Conn. 

06902 

Patricia  Egry  Curreri  (Mrs.  Peter  W.) 
135  Devonshire  Drive,  San  Antonic 
Texas  78209 

Barbara  Evans  Danver  (Mrs.  W.  Milton) 
19  Seminole  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pi 
15228 

Rose  Fossee  Weyhmann  (Mrs.  Walter  V.) 
198  Windsor  Court,  New  Brightor 
Minn.  55112 

Joanne  Hammond  McDonald  (Mrs.  Joh 

W.,  Jr.),  93  Stokeley  Street,  Washint 
ton,  Pa.   15301 

Mary  Houghlin  Joiner  (Mrs.  Don  J.) 
4000  Impala  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pi 15239 

Mary  Alice  Irwin,  2401  Calvert  Stree 
N.W.,  Apt.  630,  Washington,  D.C 20008 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau  (Mrs.  Walter  M.) 
4164  Rockwood  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pi 
15227 

Barbara  Krantz,  15030  Southwest  80t 
Avenue,  Miami,  Fla.  33158 

Daisy  Lou  Marks  Mendelsohn  (Mrs.  Ror 
aid),  137-40 — 45th  Avenue,  Flushing 
L.I.,  N.Y.   11355 

Carole  Meanor  Piggford  (Mrs.  Roland  R.) 
Red  Coach  Trail,  R.D.  #4,  Ballsto 

Spa,  N.Y.   12020 
Elizabeth  Miller  Tutchings  (Mrs.  Piri 

M.),  140  West  86th  Street,  Apt.  J-/ 
New  York,  N.Y.  10025 

Frances  Palermo  Stengel  (Mrs.  R.  M.) 
1263  Rosemont  Lane,  Abington,  Pi 

19001 

Judith  Pitas  ky  Markstein  (Mrs.  Donal 
F. ),  112  High  Point  Drive,  Springfielt 

N.J.  07081 

Joanne  Pople  Brown  (Mrs.  Robert  K.) 
14  Trotwood  Drive,  R.D.  #4,  Columbii 
S.C.  29209 

Margaret  Siviter  Emery  (Mrs.  Milton  G 

Jr.),  525  Brookforest  Lane,  Charlotti N.C.  28207 

Marilyn  Waid  Stilley  (Mrs.  Emerson),  5 
Oriole  Drive,  New  Martinsville,  W.  Vi 
26155 

Sarah  Weise  Hall  (Mrs.  John  D.),  62 
Dunraven  Drive,  Winter  Park,  Fli 
32789 

Joan  Wilkinson  Zook  (Mrs.  Richard  L.) 
13791  Purdy  Lane,  Garden  Grove,  Cali: 

92641 
Sara  Yanason  Chandrasekhar  (Mrs.  Bellu 

S.),  2558  Derbyshire  Road,  Clevelanc 
Ohio  44106 

Let's  sock  it  to  you  right  off.  JUNE  1 
1969  IS  REUNION  DAY!  !  Other  classe 
included  in  this  group  reunion  will  b 
1957-58-59.  Come  and  see  what  13  year 
will  do.  It's  not  all  bad  either  becaus 
some  of  us  have  mellowed.  SO  .  .  .  PLAI 
AHEAD  .  .  .  COME  .  .  .  REMEMBE1 
AND  ENJOY. 

Everyone  is  on  the  go.  There  has  beei 
lots  of  moving  and  lots  of  traveling 
Joanne    Hammonds    McDonald    and     Bil 



have  done  both.  Bill  has  accepted  a  posi- 
i  tion  teaching  political  science  at  W.  and  J. 
which  necessitated  a  move  from  New  Yotk 
to  Washington,  Pa.  They  spent  five  weeks 
in  Europe  duting  the  summer,  mostly  in 
Yugoslavia. 

Buncie  Douds  Campbell  and  her  husband 
.  also  spent  five  weeks  touring  Austria,  Ger- 

many and  England.  She  arrived  home  ex- 
pecting to  teach  this  fall,  but  had  a  hasty 

change  of  plans  with  the  arrival  of  David 
•  for    adoption.     What    a    great    reason    to 
1  retire! 

Also  among  the  European  travelers  were 
.  Sunny  Koehler  Peterson  and  family  who 

vacationed  in  England  and  Germany.  Dick's new  orders  take  him  to  the  Submarine 

School  as  Director  of  the  Executive  Depart- 
,  ment,  so  they  happily  remain  in  Con- 

necticut. Sunny  is  working  with  the  Red 
Cross  as  a  Gray  Lady  at  the  Submarine 
Base  Medical  Center. 

i 

]acy  Kurtz  Meyers  and  Karl  spent  a 
month    in    Europe    returning    via    the    S.S. 

:  Rotterdam  complete  with  a  storm  at  sea. 
Must  have  been  an  exciting  conclusion  to 
a  memorable  ttip. 

While  writing  of  Europe  we  must  men- 
tion Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis  who  has  been 

our  overseas  correspondent  for  some  time 
.  now.  Annie,  by  the  way,  has  now  attained 

1  the  rank  of  Major.  By  the  time  she  gets 
back  to  the  States  she  will  have  seen  most 
of  Europe.  She  hopes  to  be  back  in  this 

,  country  somewhere  by  mid-summer,  but 

expects  Bill's  next  assignment  to  be  Viet- nam. 

With  the  three  children  in  school  Cyn- 
thia Snider  Greene  is  able  to  spend  time 

acting  as  Girl  Friday  to  Irv  who,  this 
;  summer,  opened  his  own  graphic  arts  and 
i  advertising   agency — Irv   Green    Associates. 

Rose  Fossee  Weyhmann  is  anticipating 
becoming  the  owner  of  a  split  level  town- 
house  if  it  ever  gets  finished.  Walt  is  now 
associate  professor  of  physics  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Minnesota. 

Busy,  busy,  busy  Elm  Musson  Brower  is 
as  diversified  as  ever  in  her  interests  and 
activities,  but  was  hoping   to   find   time   to 

'  spend    November    in    Grenada    as    she    did 
.  last  year. 

Betty  Knox  Jesse  and  family  toured 
Kentucky  and  Tennessee  for  a  week,  fol- 

;  lowed  by  an  eight-day  trip  to  the  Bahamas 
for  Bill  and  Betty.  Barbara  Krantz  joined 

the  Jesse's  for  a  pleasant  reunion.  Mean- 
while, Barb  has  made  the  big  move  that 

she  has  been  contemplating — to  Miami 
and  into  a  home  complete  with  a  pool. 

Let's  go  visiting  this  winter. 

One  of  our  class  is  gaining  recognition 
in  the  art  world.  Susan  Bergman  Gurrenz, 
whose  work  may  be  found  in  private  col- 

lections around  the  country,  is  planning  a 
one  man  show  at  the  Arts  and  Crafts  Cen- 

1  ter  in  April  and  another  one  man  show  at 
the     Gallery     Downstairs,     Shadyside,     the 

•  following  December. 

Liz  Miller  Tutchings  has  taken  a  job 
with  Theatre  Communications  which  is  set 
up  by  the  Ford  Foundation  to  work  with 
professional  groups  around  the  country. 
Pirie  is  directing  plays  everywhere  from 
Louisville  to  Seattle,  says  Liz. 

Happy  to  report  that  Lorrie  Barofsky 
Schmookler,  while  not  yet  fully  recovered 

from  last  year's  auto  accident,  is  getting 
around  pretty  well.  The  Schmookler's  are 
enjoying  their  new  home  and  hope  to  start 
work  on  the  old  barn  on  their  property 
when  they  finish  wotk  in  the  house. 

Sharlene  Sparks  Ferguson  spent  the  hot 
summer  playing  the  sometimes  delightful, 
tedious  game  of  Home  Improvement. 

Spending  her  summer  in  that  same  gen- 
eral line  was  Sonya  Klein  Vernau  who 

moved  to  her  new  home  in  April.  She  and 
Walt  managed  to  steal  a  week  in  Miami 
Beach  where  they  attended  the  Florist  Con- 

vention. Still  busy  nights  at  the  hospital, 
Sonya,  this  fall,  will  become  assistant  clini- 

cal coordinator  in  OB  and  pediatrics.  So 
there! 

Speaking  of  impressive  titles,  Carole 
"Willy"  Williams  is  engaged  in  profes- 

sional activities  that  sound  mighty  im- 
pressive. She  is  on  the  board  of  directors 

of  the  California  Association  of  Cytotech- 
nologists  and  laision  representative  from 
that  group  to  the  American  Society  of 
Cytology.  I  was  so  impressed  that  I  used 
the  dictionary  to  find  out  the  atea  involved. 

That's  an  important  field  to  work  in  this 
day  and  age.   Have  you  a  dictionary? 

Not  much  new  with  Meg  Floyd  Kauf- 
man except  that  the  Kaufmans  visited  with 

Marilyn  Miles  Oliphant. 

There  is  a  new  house  in  Sally  Newton 

Vanderslice's  future  with  her  husband,  who 
is  an  architect,  drawing  up  the  plans. 

This  will  be  another  year  of  waiting  for 

Jinny  Hadfteld  Berry  with  David  in  Viet- 
nam for  a  second  tour,  due  to  come  home in  May. 

Martha  Kovolovsky  Frew  and  Ralph  had 
a  fine  time  on  their  visit  to  New  York  City, 
her  first  opportunity  to  see  Fun  City. 
Martha  managed  to  see  Bette  Topley  Jack, 
their  first  get-together   in  several  years. 

Among  this  year's  travelers  was  Esther Rothman  Greenwald  who  slipped  pff  to 
Puerto  Rico  with  David  in  the  spring,  to 
the  shore  with  the  family  this  summer, 
and   was   heading   for  New   York  this   fall. 

Had  a  cute  card  from  Chung  Wha  Lee 
Iyengar.  Raja  is  teaching  at  the  Universiry 
of  Pennsylvania.  Chung  received  her  Ph.D. 
in  chemistry  at  Bryn  Mawr,  but  no  job, 
she  says. 

Grace  Nardulli  Regutti's  youngest  started 
nursery  school  this  year  leaving  Grace  more 
time  for  club  and  organization  work  and 
guitar  lessons.  Perhaps  we  can  persuade 
her  to  perform  at  the  renuion.  How  about 
it,  Grace? 

If  you  send  out  enough  self-addressed 
post  cards,  sooner  or  later  people  get  the 
message — or  return  one.  Johnnie  Sawyer 
Barbrow  finally  came  through.  She  took  a 
linguistics  course  from  Carol  Stolley 
Hastie's  husband  Jim  last  year,  received  her 
MA.  in  English  from  Carnegie-Mellon,  and 
is  currently  teaching  at  the  South  Campus 
of  the  Community  College. 

Joanne  Sterling  was  visited  by  Joan  Wilk- 
inson Zook  and  daughter  this  summer.  She 

says  she  couldn't  drag  them  away  from  the 

Indian  dances.  Joanne  is  working  on  her 
doctoral  dissertation  and  is  employed  as 
director  of  rehabilitation  services  at  a  new 
community  health  center. 

All  is  well  with  Caroline  Mapp  Cuneo 
who  is  still  teaching  and  enjoying  her  new 
home. 

It  was  off  to  Boy  Scout  Camp  for  Dana 
Rose  Sleepy  and  family  where  Bob  was 
camp  director  for  the  third  year. 

Joyce  Kiesewetter  spent  the  summer 
studying  at  Union  Theological  Seminary 
and  lolling  on  the  beaches  at  the  Hamptons. 

Nancy  Meyer  Kane  was  in  Indianapolis 
but  it  must  have  been  during  one  of  our 

little  summer  jaunts  so  we  didn't  meet, 
unfortunately.  Nancy  talked  with  Carolina 
Johnson  Kiggins  at  Christmas  and  says  that 
all  is  fine  at  the  Kiggins  household. 

Florida  resident,  Sally  Weise  Hall,  busy 

with  her  new  house  and  John's  new  job, vacationed  in  Pennsylvania  in  July,  but 
deferred  a  trip  to  Key  West  and  beaches 
until   October   when   it  was   a   mite   cooler. 

Patty  White  Payne  visited  Tennessee, 
Mississippi  and  Arkansas  this  summer.  The 
children  were  thrilled  with  their  first  flight. 

Christie  Walter  Rinehart  is  enjoying 

village  life  with  easy  access  to  New  York 

City,  forry  miles  away.  Stan  is  education editor  at  Thomas  Y.  Cornell  Company, 
Publishers. 

Pleased  to  be  within  commuting  distance 

to  New  York  City  is  Judy  Pitasky  Mark- 
stein  whose  husband  Don  was  transferred 

to  the  New  York  office  of  Price  Watet- house. 

Traveling  was  out  for  Lois  Katz  Blaufeld 
this  year  with  the  arrival  of  son  Henry,  but 
she   is   hoping  to  get  to   Israel   next  year. 

Janet  Schmults  Lee  mailed  her  card  as 
she  was  about  to  depart  for  a  camping  trip 
to  Texas.  Hope  it  was  fun.  Janet  has  been 
involved  in  planning  the  reorganization  of 
the  Division  of  Nursing  at  Allegheny  Gen- 
eral. 

A  great  thrill  for  Carole  Schmitt  Schug 
this  year,  with  all  the  kids  in  school,  is  a 

solo  shopping  trip  to  the  supermarket  for 
the  fitst  time  in  ten  years.  Our  sympathy 
to  Carole  who  losf  her  mother  this  spring. 

From  Sue  Scott  Fenstermaker  comes  news 

of  her  husband  Lloyd's  promotion  to  assis- 

tant superintendent  of  the  100"  mill  at  the 
United  States  Steel's  Homestead  District Works.  The  Fernstermakers  spent  some 
time  at  Black  Water  Falls,  West  Virginia 
this  summer. 

Delight  Reed  Dann  spent  much  of  the 
summer  in  Canada,  but  is  back  teaching 

nursery  school  and  busy  with  organization 
work. 

Nancy  Wallace  Bridges  and  family  va- 
cationed most  of  the  summer  in  a  cabin 

they  built  on  a  small  lake  in  Hampton, 
New  York.  Although  household  activities 

keep  her  busy,  Nancy  still  does  some  pri- vate dury  nursing. 

Carolyn  Houghlin  Joiner  is  living  in  a 
lovely  split-level  parsonage  in  Holiday  Park 
just    east    of    Pittsburgh.     Don    completed 
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work  for  his  master's  in  religious  education 
at  Pitt,  and  is  now  pastor  of  Holiday  Park 
United  Methodist  Church. 

A  friendly  hello  from  Mary  Bailey  who 
is  still  teaching  student  nurses.  Mary  vaca- 

tioned in  Boston  and  Plymouth  this  sum- 
mer. 

Greetings  also  come  from  Barbara  Evans 
Danver,  Barbara  DeLaney  Brown  and  Alary 
Alice  lrivin.  Alert!  We  have  a  lost  class- 

mate. Barbara  Miller  Tyndall.  last  known 
in  Youngstown,  Ohio  is  missing.  Can  you 
help  us?  Notify  the  alumnae  office  if  you 
know  of  her  whereabouts. 

The  Ellerys  have  had  another  good  year. 
Each  one  is  better  than  the  previous  one. 
We  enjoyed  a  summer  of  many  short  trips 
afforded  by  our  central  location  in  the 
beautiful  state  of  Indiana,  and  a  few  longer 
jaunts  to  Pittsburgh,  Chicago  and  upper 
Lake  Michigan  and  Mackinac  Island.  This 
fall  we  embarked  on  another  football  season 

at  the  Y  where  son  Clifford's  team,  coached 
by  his  father,  won  the  local  championship. 
This  will  be  another  year  of  school  chauf- 
feuring  duties  for  me.  For  while  Liz  rides 
the  bus  to  first  grade,  Becky,  in  morning 
kindergarten,  and  Debbie  in  afternoon  nurs- 

ery, each  require  separate  rides  in  different 
directions,  with  Kathy  P.  going  along  for 
the  ride. 

As  I  have  said  before,  it  was  a  great 
honor  to  act  as  your  class  secretary.  Per- 

haps sometime  in  the  future  I  may  again 
have  the  privilege.  See  you  at  the  reunion! 

Don't  forget! 

58 
Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow 

(Mrs.  Samuel) 
305  Warren  Street 

Vestal,  NY.   13850 

Carol  Moran  Russell 
(Mrs.  Robert  H. ) 
124  Byron  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 
MARRIAGES 

Patricia  Gardner  to  Linford   S.   Macdonald, 
June   1968 

Jean   White  to  Charles  L.  Jacobs,  Jr.,  June 
22,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Anna  Liadis  Zervos,  a  son,  Limperis  Peter, 
August  28,  1968 

Susan  Smith  Anderson,  a  second  daughter, 
Cristina  Lee,  May  7,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carol    Ashman    Briggs     (Mrs.    Keith    D.), 
SQ  121,  Braim,  Abadan,  Iran 

Virginia    Fichtel,    660    Boas    Street,    Apt. 
1710,  Harrisburg,  Pa.  17102 

Patricia  Gardner  Macdonald   (Mrs.  Linford 
S.),  Radcliff  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Patricia  Gregory  Barrett  (Mrs.  Gerald  V.), 
225     Croyden     Road,     Rochester,     NY. 

14610 

Kathleen    Hilton    Bucar     (Mrs.    Thomas), 
12  Dianne  Terrace,  Marian,  Mass.  02739 
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Judy  Moore  Goehring  (Mrs.  Raymond  R.), 
McKinney  Road,  Wexford,  Pa.  19090 

Judy  Murdoch  Kohl  (Mrs.  Herbert), 

%  English  Dept.,  University  of  Cali- 
fornia, Berkeley,  Calif.  94720 

Ann  Reynolds  Urban  (Mrs.  J.  Stewart), 
504  Howe  Road,  Merion  Station,  Pa. 19066 

Judi  Rogers  Guy  (Mrs.  Dan  M.,  Jr.),  8612 
N.E.  14th  Street,  Bellevue,  Wash.  98004 

Susan  Smith  Anderson  (Mrs.  Donald), 
National  City  Bank,  Apartado  Aerro 
#4134,  Bogota,  Colombia 

Marlene  Suran  Davis  (Mrs.  Richard  G.), 
10311  Crimson  Tree  Court,  Columbia, 
Md.  20143 

Jean  White  Jacobs  (Mrs.  Charles  L.,  Jr.), 
54  East  Marshall  Street,  Norristown,  Pa. 
19401 

Marcia  reporting: 

Most  of  us  are  now  enjoying  the  "status 
quo."  Car  pools  are  a  way  of  life — inbe- 
tween  we  engage  in  diverse  activities  in 
and  out  of  the   home. 

Libby  Anthon  Petrolias  faces  a  troop  of 
Brownies  after  completing  a  Girl  Scout 
Leadership  program.  Just  for  fun  and 

"escape"    Libby  continues   with   her   acting. 

Another  Girl  Scout  Leader,  Benita  Big- 
gard  Rapport,  also  is  busy  with  community 
activities. 

Jean  Dym  Glushien  is  currently  involved 
in  such  varied  activities  as  the  Animal 
Rescue  League,  West  Penn  Hospital  Guild, 
crewel  embroidery  class  and  breeding  mini- 

ature Schnauzers.  Husband  Tommy  is  a 

staff  anesthesiologist  at  West  Penn  Hos- 
pital.   Their  daughter   Abby  is  now  seven. 

Betty  Farmerie  Seaborn  and  her  family 
enjoyed  a  trip  to  the  gold  mining  country 
in  Northern  Canada  where  George  was 
born. 

With  the  entire  summer  free  from  teach- 

ing, Nancy  Galley  was  able  to  travel — first 
to  Puerto  Rico  where  she  visited  Gisela 

Paoli  Villafana,  '57,  then  to  Long  Island for  a  few  days  with  Pat  Kappel  Lloyd. 

Pat  Gardner  Macdonald  married  in  June 
and  since  has  traveled  to  Puerto  Rico,  the 

Virgin  Islands,  New  York,  England,  Scot- 
land and  Ireland.  Daughter  Christie  is  in 

the  seventh  grade. 

Also  vacationing  in  Europe  this  summer 
was  Patricia  Gregory  Barrett  with  Jerry, 
who  gave  a  paper  in  Amsterdam.  Jerry  is 
now  an  associate  professor  at  the  University 
of  Rochester  and  the  Barretts  are  enjoying 
their  new  home. 

Island  hopping  to  Aruba,  St.  Croix  and 
Bermuda  happily  occupied  the  family  of 
Joan  Herman  Coleman.  Joan  is  now  vice 
president  of  Cancer  Care  in  her  area. 

Carole  Koko  Ward  combined  travel  and 
politics  during  the  year  in  spite  of  a 
broken  leg  (the  skate  board  went  the  other 
way! )  and  a  bout  with  emphysema.  Carole 
is  the  Republican  publicity  coordinator  in 
her  area  and  served  as  a  delegate  to  the 
county  and  state  conventions.   After  visiting 

her  parents  in  Mexico,  she  toured  the  soutl 
ern  part  of  the  country. 

A  trip  to  Israel  comes  highly  recon 
mended  by  Martha  Lasky  Sanders,  wh 
enjoyed  every  mintue  of  her  vacation  ther 

American's  Program  for  Neighborhoc 
House  continues  to  occupy  most  of  Ros, 

mary  heet  Stark's  time.  Ray  returned  I 
work  for  G.  E.  last  February  as  manager  ( 
the  employee  relations  management  trail 

ing  program. 
Janice  Miller  Schmidt  has  both  childre 

in  school  and  is  now  even  more  involve 
in  community  activities. 

Traveling  is  still  very  much  a  part  < 

Barbara  Sanford's  work.  She  received 
promotion  in  March  and  attended  a  nation; 
conference  on  rural  youth  in  Washingtoi 
When  on  vacation  Barbara  traveled  eve 
more — to  the  Islands  of  Maui  and  Kaua 
Hawaii. 

With  two  of  her  three  boys  in  schoi 
Ann  Sheckter  Powell  is  now  able  to  devoi 

more  time  to  political  activities. 

Marilyn  Steinman  Roth  completed  wot 

for  her  master's  degree  at  the  Gradual 
School  of  Library  and  Information  Scient 
at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  She  is  no' 
serving  as  the  staff  librarian  at  St.  Margi 
ret's  Hospital. 

Denise  Zadeik  Chatfield  is  enjoying 

stimulating  "musical"  year.  She  now  giv< 
lessons  to  15  private  students  and  has  o 
ganized  a  third  choir  at  her  church.  Sb 
plans  to  direct  a  folk  mass  which  will  it 
elude  guitars,  banjos,  and  enthusiastic  hig 
school  and  college  age  singers — a  new  e> 
perience  for  Denise  and  the  church  an 

one  which  she   hopes   "both  will   survive. 

Phyllis  Prinzo  McShea  and  Myma  San. 
uels  Blower  send  their  regards  to  everyom 

Sam  and  I  spent  most  of  the  summe 
getting  settled  in  our  new  house.  Sal 
received  a  promotion  and  is  now  a  projei 
manager  in  charge  of  operations  planninj 
still  with  IBM. 

Pat  Tanton  Blayden  has  seen  many  face 
come  and  go  to  Chatham  since  the  Class  c 

'58  roamed  the  campus,  and  she  looks  foi 
ward  to  seeing  all  of  us  agin  in  June.  Care 

and  I  hope  you'll  all  plan  to  be  at  our  clai reunion.  Any  special  suggestions?  Dro 
us  a  line. 

Carol  reporting: 

In  reading  the  mail  from  my  fellow  clas; 
mates,  I  was  happy  to  hear  some  of  th 
girls  already  planning  to  return  to  Chathar 
in  June  for  our  class  reunion.  Lorri 
Edwards  Troyer  writes  that  the  Chathar 
reunion  is  her  pleasure  goal  this  year.  He 
education  goal  has  almost  been  reached  a 

she  is  on  the  last  lap  of  her  master's  pre 
gram  with  just  6  more  credits  to  take  an> 
the  writing  of  the  dissertation.  The  Troye 
family  is  faring  well  with  Bill  III  in  firs 
grade,  Steve,  5Vi,  in  nursery  school,  an> 
Daddy  Bill  beginning  to  look  at  facult 
positions  as  he  anticipates  his  return  C 
civilian  life  in  October  1969.  Lorrie  ha 
had  some  perfectly  delightful  visits  fron 
Barbara  Asche  and  Nancy  Galley  this  yeai 



Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein  is  planning  to 
come  to  the  reunion — Goody  made  her 
'swear  in  blood  she  would  come!  The 
JBernsteins  had  a  grand  summer  with  vaca- 

tions at  the  New  Jersey  seashore.  The  ex- 
citing thing  in  their  lives  at  the  moment 

'is  that  they  are  in  the  process  of  looking 
for  a  house — "after  all  this  time,  my  hus- 

band who  loves  apartment  living,  has 

decided  to  move." 

Barbara  Weitsman  Marks  already  made 
a  return  visit  to  Chatham  this  past  summer. 
She  took  Amy,  3,  and  Stevie,  6,  to  see  her 

'old  room  in  Mellon  Hall  and  they  were 
very  impressed.  She  said  the  school  looked 
,lovely. 

"At  last,  all  3  children  are  in  school." 
'To  still  keep  busy  Carol  Cowley  Ross  took 
:a  night  school  course  in  real  estate  last 
^spring  and  in  May  passed  the  state  exam. 

'At  present,  she  is  busy  substitute  teaching 
and  selling  real  estate  in  addition  to  being 
,a  housewife  and  mother. 

Sandy  Whitmyre  Young  and  family  have 
been  busy  with  church  and  community 
activities.  This  past  year  Sandy  served  as 
director  for  their  Vacation  Church  School 
[and  is  currently  serving  on  the  Board  of 

'Deacons  in  their  church.  Now  that  the 
,young  Youngs  are  in  school,  she  is  teaching 

'in  the  Head  Start  Program  working  with 
"culturally  deprived"  children — a  job  Sandy 
finds  very  rewarding. 

Airin  Lee  Kim  writes  that  the  Kims  are 
doing  fine  in  Hawaii,  enjoying  the  lovely 
'beaches,  trade  winds,  and  the  hula  dances. 
'But  theit  biggest  news  is  that  they  are 
'finally  going  home  to  Korea  in  September 
[for  a  visit!  !  Jai  Won  will  return  home 
'the  end  of  October,  but  Airin  and  children 
;will  try  to  stay  long  enough  to  be  able 
:to  return  with  her  parents  who  are  plan- 

ning a  world  tour  including  some  U.S.  State 
'Department  invitartions.  Their  son,  age  4, 
understands  a  good  bit  of  Korean  and  is 

'excited  about  learning  more  from  his  grand- 
'parents. 

This  has  been  another  busy  year  for  the 
Staples  gals.  Elaine  Rockwood  Staples  be- 

gan teaching  senior  English  in  Orchard 
iPark  full  time  last  January  and  is  continu- 

ing this  fall.  In  addition,  she  is  taking 
•evening  courses  at  S.U.N.Y.A.B.  toward  a 

master's  degree.  Carrie  is  going  to  nursery Ischool. 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper  writes  that  she 
has  no  real  news  like  babies  or  new  houses, 
but  the  family  is  busy  with  church  work 
and  Parents  Club  at  school.  She  says, 

"Hello   to  all."    Greetings   to  everyone  are 
!also   forwarded    from   Anna  Liadis   Zervos. 
'Angelo  is  in  second  grade  now  and  Maria 
keeps  busy  by  helping  take  cate  of  her  new 

'baby  brother. 

Congratulations   are    in    order    for    Mary 
■  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite.  She  finished  her 

:  master's    in    library    science    and   graduared 
■  from  Pitt  in  June.  She  has  been  working 
part-time  for  PPG  in  an  arrangement  where 

•  she  does  most  of  the  work  at  home  with  a 

weekly  visit  to  the  library  to  maintain  com- 
'munications.  A  classmate  and  neighbor, 
.Annabelle  Irwin  Few,  has  been  assisting 
.  Mary  Anne  in  her  work  with  the  local 
:  elementary  school  library.  So  Tim  Few, 
:  age  2,  and  Dale  Braithwaite,  age  iVi,  have 
i  spent     some    afternoons    playing    together 

while  their  mothers  catalogued  books  and 
visited.  The  Braithwaites  shared  an  ocean- 
front  home  on  the  New  Jersey  shore  with 
Nancy  Knuth  Thoman  and  family  for  a 

week  this  summer.  With  Nancy's  fout  chil- 
dren and  Mary  Anne's  two,  there  were  six 

children  under  age  7  which  made  for  a 
hectic  week  but  one  they  hope  to  repeat. 

Another  type  of  library  project  is  the 
interest  of  Barbara  Berg  Morrison.  She 
tells  stories  every  Saturday  at  the  Colonial 
Park  Library  to  between  30-50  childten. 
Her  greatest  thrill  has  been  the  opening 
of  a  Community  Day  Care  Center  which 
has  been  the  result  of  a  2VS  year  commu- 

nity effort.  Barbara  and  Vic  were  chairmen 
of  the  Heart  Fund  for  Cumberland  County 
this  past  February  and  this  year  Barbara  is 

secretary  of  the  PTA — "keeping  busy  keeps 

me  young." The  Russells  have  had  a  good  year  with 
a  relatively  calm  and  toutine  way  of  life. 
Most  of  my  activities  ate  family  and  com- 

munity centered.  I'm  chairman  of  our 
local  Women's  Club  scholarship  committee 
and  am  happy  to  serve  Chatham  as  a  mem- 

ber of  the  Executive  Board  this  year. 
Chauffering  Jimmy  back  and  forth  to 
nursery  school  is  an  extra  added  attraction 
this  year,  but  I  have  been  enjoying  my  time 
alone  with  Jennifer,  age  2.  Hearing  from 
all  of  you  has  made  me  look  forward  to 
the  reunion  with  incteased  excitement.  I 
hope  to  see  many  of  you  there. 

A  letter  to  Ruth  Swisshelm  in  the 
alumnae  office  tells  of  Carol  Ashman 

Briggs'  new  location  in  Abadan,  Iran. 
They  are  happy  and  comfortable  in  spite 
of  120-130  degree  heat,  thanks  to  thick 
walls  and  air-conditionets — no  primitive 
living  for  missionaries  any  more,  even 
a  man-servant  in  the  kitchen!  After  7 
months  of  language  srtidy  in  Tehran,  crates 
packed  15  months  earlier  in  Ohio  were 
unpacked  and  within  24  hours  were  in 
place.  The  children  are  in  school  and 
Darr  is  serving  two  congregations,  one 
English  and  one  Petsian.  The  Briggses 
would  welcome  news  from  classmates. 

Susan  Decker 
220  East  87th  Street 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Kay  McLaughlin  Elder 
(Mrs.  J.  H.) 

527  Coal  Valley  Road 
R.D.  #2,  Clairton,  Pa.  15025 

ENGAGEMENT 

Gail  Peters  to  Frederick  Fox,  M.D. 

MARRIAGE 

Melanie  Souza  to  Billy  Ralph  Matthews 

BIRTHS 

Nancy   Cohen   Stein,   a   son,   Matk    Steven, 
Novembet  9,  1967 

Margaret     Cooke     Skidmore,     a     daughter, 
Heather  Cooke,  July  2,  1968 

Ann  Curry  Haux,  a  daughter,  Holly  Ann, 

July  30,   1968 

Patricia    Erb    Meyer,    a    daughter,    Rachel, 
June  27,  1968 

Barbara    Friedman     London,     a     daughter, 
Karen  Beth,  July  4,  1968 
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Claire    Judd    Schweriner.    a     son,    Jeffrey 
Howard,  January  12,  1968 

Lois  Klein  Schochel,  a  son,   Michael,  July 
22,  1968 

Joanne  Kretz    Weiss,   a   son,   Eric   Christo- 
pher, May  8,  1968 

Faith  Magdovitz   Willis,  a  son,  Tom  Vann 
III,  May  23,  1968 

Marcia  Rubinoff  Rosenthal,  a  son,  Gordon 
Lee  IV,  October  4,  1967 

Isabelle  Spurr  Holloway.  a  daughter,  Kath- 
erine  Stewart,  March  31,  1968 

Barbara    Stone    Hollander,    a    son,    David 
Louis,  May  16,  1968 

Anne  Turner  Arnold,  a  son,  David 

Marie-Paule    Visentin     Van    de     Wiele.    a 
daughter,  Dominique,  January  23,   1958 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marlyn  Billig.  5647  Hampton  Stteet,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Ann  Caviris  Tsoucaris  (Mrs.  James),  28 
Stanton  Drive,  Monessen,  Pa.   15062 

Nancy  Cohen  Stein  (Mrs.  Herbert),  2020 
Ashland  Avenue,  Santa  Monica,  Calif. 
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Tela  Cohen  Zasloff  (Mrs.  Joseph  J.),  217 

Lytton  Avenue,  Pittsbutgh,  Pa.  15213 

Sandra  DeBroff  Roth  (Mrs.  Ronald  M.), 

3016  Northgate  Avenue,  Youngstown, 
Ohio  44505 

Barbara  Eckel  Goettler  (Mts.  Ralph)  2630 
York  Road,  Columbus,  Ohio  43221 

Patricia  Erb  Meyer  (Mrs.  Philip),  13116 
Pebbles  Lane,  Fairfax,  Va.  22030 

Roselyn  Frankenstein,  230  North  Craig 
Street,  Apt.  403,  Pittsbutgh,  Pa.  15213 

Susan  Gordon,  10-11  Ellis  Avenue,  Fair 
Lawn,  N.J.  07410 

Enid  Grwskin  Sapira  (Mrs.  Joseph  D.), 

2747  Royal  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Janet  Heller  Howell  (Mrs.  Fred  E.),  72 
Durland  Drive,  Elmira,  N.Y.   14905 

Barbara  Hesse  Tabachnick  (Mis.  Theo- 

dore), 1283  Beechwood  Boulevard,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15206 

Charlotte  Hogg.  165  West  66th  Street, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10023 

Naomi  Kipp  Smith  (Mrs.  Eugene  A.), 
Box  682,  Juneau,  Alaska  99801 

Lois  Klein  Schochet  (Mrs.  Gordon),  239-B 
South  8th  Avenue,  Highland  Park,  N.J. 
08904 

Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  (Mrs.  Wil- 

liam F.,  Jr.),  346  Locust  Street,  Pitts- 
butgh, Pa.  15218 

Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  (Mrs.  Tom  V., 

Jr.),  3595  Cloudland  Drive,  Stone  Moun- tain, Atlanta,  Ga.  30083 

Marilyn  Mercur.  1950  Gough  Street,  San 
Francisco,  Calif.  94109 
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Joan  Munroe,  2223  Woodview  Court,  Apt. 
11,  Madison,  Wise.  53713 

Bette  Nadel  Balk  (Mrs.  Phillip),  116  Oak 
Park  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15243 

Marcia  Rubinoff  Rosenthal  (Mrs.  Gordon 
L.,  Ill),  4609  Lexington  Drive,  Steuben- 
ville,  Ohio  43925 

Susan  Schlotterer  Davis  (Mrs.  Philip  J.), 
4517  Middle  Road,  Allison  Park,  Pa. 
15101 

Marcia  Smiley  Kung  (Mrs.  Edward),  2321 
Sansom  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.   19103 

Anne  Smith  Wright  (Mrs.  William  E.), 
107  Estelle  Avenue,  Athens,  Ga.   30601 

Ellen  Snod grass  Owens  (Mrs.  Henry  A.), 
18619  Collins  Street,  Apt.  32,  Tarzana, 
Calif.  91356 

Melanie  Souza  Matthews  (Mrs.  Billy 
Ralph),  P.O.  Box  257,  Ozark,  Ark. 
72949 

Sally  Swartz  Baldus  (Mrs.  David  C),  470 
Prospect  Street,  #75,  New  Haven,  Conn. 
06511 

Marie-Paul  Visentin  Van  de  Wiele  (Mrs. 
Daniel),  rue  Georges  Clemenceau,  31 
Labarthe-de-Riviere,  France 

Sue  reporting: 

This  seems  to  have  been  a  quiet,  settling- 
in  year  for  much  of  our  class.  Faith 
Magdovitz  Willis  has  temporarily  retired 
from  teaching  with  two  infants  to  care  for. 
Tom  is  doing  a  residency  in  surgery  at  the 
Emory  University  hospitals.  Sandy  De  Broff 

Roth's  husband,  Ronnie,  has  completed  his 
stint  in  the  Army  and  is  practicing  obstetrics 
and  gynecology.  Sandy,  Ronnie,  Debbie, 
Susan  and  Pamela  moved  to  Youngstown 

where  they've  met  Ruth  Cooper  Klodell and  Barbara  Stein  Heimann.  Bobbie  has 
three  children  and  is  finishing  school  at 
Youngstown  University.  David  is  a  labor 
relations  advisor. 

Nancy  Cohen  Stein  has  a  new  house,  a 

new  baby  and  a  back-to-school  regime  to 
keep  up  with.  Keeping  up  with  a  handful 
of  children  is  busying  Bobbi  Hesse  Tabach- 
nick,  Margie  Marcus  Krinzman,  Berenice 
McGrew  Fitzgerald,  Norma  Hunt  Mahle, 
Betty  Goodrich  Westgard  and  Jimmy  Long 

Springen.  Barbara  Kurtz  Brody's  family 
spent  two  weeks  on  Long  Beach  Island  this 
summer.  Patty  Evans  Burns  broke  up  her 
housewifely  chores  with  trips  to  Florida, 
Nassau  and  New  Orleans.  Bobbie  Fried- 

man London's  Maria,  who  entered  nursery 
school  this  fall,  is  entertained  by  her  baby 
sister,  Karen  Beth.  Ditto  Claire  Judd 

Schweriner's  Randi  and  her  baby  brother 
Jeffrey  Howard.  Joanne  Kretz  Weiss  has 
been  organizing  several  Junior  Great  Books 
discussion  groups  in  the  North  Hills  area. 

Gretchen's  third  birthday  present  was  a 
baby  brother,  Eric  Christopher. 

Sandy  Roth's  three  girls  have  nothing  on 
Ann  Curry  Haux — she  now  has  four!  Ann 
and  George  have  taken  up  leather  crafting 
and  Ann  is  still  painting,  carving  and  horse- 

back riding  in  Skaneateles. 

Ralph    and    Barbara   Eckel  Goettler    are 
busy   campaigning   for   Nixon  and   settling 
into    their    new    home    with  their     three 
children. 
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Kudos  to  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore, 

recently  elected  to  Chatham's  Board  of Trustees  by  the  Alumnae  Association.  The 
birth  of  Heather  Cooke  was  followed  by  a 
month  in  Maine.  The  summer  also  brought 

visits  with  all  of  Margaret's  roommates. 
Arlene  Boyda  Porter,  busy  as  Dayton's Alumnae  Representative  and  excited  by  a 
year  of  substitute  teaching,  plans  to  teach 
full  time  in  about  two  years,  when  she  will 

have  completed  her  master's.  Nancy  Leven- dorf  Recht  is  chairing  an  AAUW  study 

group  in  Society's  Reflections  in  the  Arts and  working  in  the  Community  Nursery 
School  where  Larry  and  Toby  are  enrolled. 
She  bumped  into  Natalie  Barish  who  is 
teaching   biology  at  Cal   State  at  Fullerton. 

Another  politicker  is  Amy  Markus  Kelt- 
man.  She  and  Sy  worked  for  McCarthy  be- 

fore Amy  started  working  in  New  York  as 
an  associate  cataloger  for  Library  Journal 
Cards  two  days  a  week.  Sorel  Berman  at- 

tended an  NDEA  Institute  at  Carnegie  this 
summer.  But  she  still  loves  Boston  living 
and   returned   this   fall   to   resume  teaching. 

I'm  happy  to  report  that  Gordon  and Lois  Klein  Schochet  adopted  a  baby  boy 
this  fall.  Gordon  is  teaching  political 
science  at  Rutgers.  Keith  and  Carol  Koepke 
Brown  dropped  their  little  ones  with  their 
inlaws  and  headed  a  section  of  106  teen- 

agers on  a  North  Hills  Youth  Ministry  trip 
to  Europe.  The  whole  experience  sounded 
thrilling.  Carol  said  they  learned  as  much 
about  themeselves  in  community  living 
as  about  Europe. 

Charlotte  Hogg  gave  up  Washington  and 

the  Peace  Corps  for  New  York.  She's 
working  as  special  assistant  to  our  Com- 

missioner of  Human  Resources  and  kicking 
up  a  storm  in  City  Government.  Sue 
Gordon  is  now  off  on  a  European  jaunt. 

I'm  looking  forward  to  visiting  Joe  and 
Tela  Cohn  Zasloff  in  their  new  home  in 
Pittsburgh.  They  are  back  from  Southeast 
Asia  for  the  time  being  and  Joe  is  teaching 
at  Pitt.  Ira  and  Andrea  Lopen  Jolles  have 
returned  from  a  much-enjoyed  trip  to 
Dubrovnick  and  the  Riviera  (with  a 
Chagall).  I  am  still  trying  to  raise  funds 
for  the  American  Civil  Liberties  Union  and 
attended  their  Biennial  Conference  this 

June  in  Ann  Arbor. 

A  late  note  from  Mary-Anne  Koenig 

Pomputius  says,  "Bill  bought  me  a  rebuilt 
old  home  in  Edgewood  for  Christmas — half 
dozen  fireplaces,  dozen  rooms,  oak  beams. 
Our  only  problem  is  misplacing  Mary-Alice. 
We  "excavated"  a  window  seat  and  found 
some  family  silver.  Removed  a  ton  of 

plaster  from  Billy's  room  and  found  a 
marvelous  handmade  brick  fireplace.  Re- 

garding academia,  the  art  history  depart- 
ment of  Pitt  sent  me  (expenses  paid!)  to 

New  York  City  to  poke  around  galleries 
and  museums  for  several  days  .  .  .  My  baby 
brother,  John  Steven,  married  Pennie 

Mastantuono,  '68.  Billy  served  as  page  and 
Mary-Alice  as  flower  girl.  John  and  Pennie 

are  now  in  Brazil  with  the  Peace  Corps." 
MAK  reports  also  that  she  saw  Enid 
Gruskin  Sapira  and  Joe  on  a  river  cruise 
and  garden  party  for  new  Pitt  faculty;  that 
Diane  Keck  Osbon  and  Ozzie  have  built 
a  new  home  in  Ohio;  that  Bea  Langer 
visited  Pittsburgh  briefly  in  March  to  discuss 
her  thesis  (art  history — Pitt),  and  then  re- 

turned  to   Vienna. 

Kay  reporting: 

There  were  many  more  replies  thai; 
usual  this  year,  and  your  reporter  thank 
you.  But  some  cards  are  so  very  interesting 
that  housewifery  becomes  terribly  dral 
when   they  arrive. 

Naomi  Kipp  Smith  had  been  living  in  i 
log  cabin  ( ! ) ,  but  has  moved  to  a  new 

duplex  in  Glacier  Valley.  She's  been  play ing  with  the  Juneau  Little  Symphony  anc 
has  done  a  little  chamber  music.  If  an] 

alums  take  the  "Inland  Passage"  ferry  trip the  Smiths  would  welcome  them. 

That  ten  year  absence  from  her  violir 
forced  Coral  Wigent  Burke  back  to  lessons 
They  paid  off — the  Arlington  Symphony 
accepted,  then  promoted  her.  A  messagi 
for  those  of  you  whose  husbands  hav< 
National  Institutes  of  Health  Researd 
Grants:  please  file  accurae  reports.  Th< 

overtime  you  save  could  be  Paul's. 

While  Joan  Munroe's  Ph.D.  thesis  wai 
at  the  typist's,  she  replied  to  our  quer; with  news  of  her  move  to  Madison  to  worl 
in  the  labs  of  David  Green  on  some  aspect; 
of  mitochondrial  (part  of  a  cell  when 
energy  is  produced)  membranes.  Then,  it 

a  red  P.S.:  "Passed!"  Congratulations 
Dr.  M.! 

Debbie  Phillips  Rothman  began  a  fas 

cinating  job  this  fall — a  private  practio 
in  behavior  therapy.  Bill  is  doing  researd 

in  photochromies. 

Three  classmates  rejoined  the  communi 
cators  after  long  absences.  Gail  Peters  re 

ports  that  she's  been  with  DC  Heath  am 
Company  in  Boston  for  eighteen  months 
After  their  wedding  in  October,  she  and  he 
husband  will  live  in  Falls  Church,  Va. 

Our  sympathy  to  Yseult  Snepvangers  01 
the  death  of  her  father.  She  is  now  man 
ager  of  subsidiary  and  foreign  rights  fo 

Charles  Scribner's  Sons. 
"Jeep"  Snodgrass  Owens  has  retired  afte 

five  years  of  teaching.  Henry  is  a  broke 
with  Hayden,  Stone,  Inc.  in  California. 

Like  Jeep,  Gayle  Thomas  Harris  is  goinj 
in  for  the  joys  of  homemaking  full  timi now. 

Bette  Nadel  Balk,  Marcia  Rubinoj, 

Rosenthal,  and  Marie-Paule  Visentin  Va> 
de  Wiele  write  enthusiastically  about  thei 
newly-built  homes.  Son  Lee  is  anothe 

favorite  subject  of  Marcia's.  Marie-Paul is  continuing  to  teach,  and  has  a  womai 
care  for  Dominique  while  she  does. 

Kate  Holloway's  arrival  must  have  onl 

slightly  slowed  her  mother's  dash  througl her  civic  jobs.  Dibbie  Spurr  Holloiva 
also  finds  time  to  raise  corn! 

Her  son's  birth  and  her  husband's  avo 
cation,  politics,  have  made  Barbara  Ston, 
Hollander's  year  full  and  exciting.  Tom  wa 
a  McCarthy  delegate  to  the  Chicago  con 
vention. 

David  and  Sally  Swartz  Baldus  spent  las 
winter  in  Harrisburg  at  the  Constitutiona 
Convention  and  the  spring  in  PittsburgI 

selling  the  results  of  it.  Now  they're  of 
to  Yale  to  begin  David's  doctorate  in  law 

Promotions  in  our  news:  Anne  Turne 
Arnold  relates  that  her  husband  is  assistan 



investment  officer  of  Mellon  Bank.  Anne  is 

busy  with  one-year-old  David,  and  Paul  is 
working  on  his  M.B.A.  which  will  be  com- 

pleted at  Christmas. 

Jill  Putnam  Huston  is  attending  Pitt 
Graduate  School  at  night.  Hank  is  now 
assistant  principal  at  North  Allegheny  High 
School. 

.  Al  Stoycos  has  also  moved  up — to  assis- 
tant treasurer  of  Armstrong  Contracting 

and  Supply  Company,  Inc.,  an  Armstrong 
Cork  subsidiary.  Pat  Ross  Stoycos  works 
for  a  branch  of  the  Lancaster  Public  Library, 
among  other  diversions. 

|  New  employment  has  taken  Edward  and 
Marcia  Smiley  Kung  to  Philadelphia.  He 
[is  now  the  director  of  operations  research 
,for  Insurance  Company  of  North  America. 
■Marcia  will  continue  to  work  for  the  ad- 

missions office  as  a  part-time  field  repre- 
sentative. 

I  Others  have  changed  jobs.  Anita  Gessler 
fiecht  has  a  title  of  sorts  with  Olivetti 
Underwood  Corporation — supervisor  of  al' 
Inon-exempt  personnel  (about  500)  doing 
Bob  evaluation  and  wage  and  salary  ad- 

ministration. Marilyn  Mercur  works  for 
Ithe  director  of  the  San  Francisco  Opera 
Company — and  finds  California   beautiful. 

Two  more  of  us  are  doing  post-graduate 
Work.  Glen  Rich  DeBrofj  has  sandwiched 

tredits  toward  her  master's  in  library  science 
between  trips  this  year.  She's  also  been on  the  Alumnae  Association  nomination 
Committee,  and  intends  to  help  compile  a 
gourmet  cookbook.  Carole  Smith  Petro  is 
back  at  Canisius  College  this  fall  for  two 
nore  courses. 

"Greetings,  but  not  much  news''  from 
Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy,  Anne  Smith 
Wright,  Jane  Sanford,  Dottie  Schall 
Schweiger,  Joan  Shultz  Shively,  Mary  Peck 
Galloiray,  Laddie  Lochner  Kruiten,  Anne 

Meyer  Klein,  Kathy  O'Donnell  Watson, 
Margie  Roessler  McDufjy  and  Nina  Rhodes 
\McCullough. 

Your  reporter  was  delighted  to  run  into 

'Claire  Tober  on  the  beach  in  Ocean  City, 
pT.J.  in  August.  Claire  likes  her  tasks  deal- 

ing with  adolescents  at  a  state  hospital,  and 

s  working  toward  her  master's  in  social work. 

The  latest  project  at  the  Elders  is  an 
attempt  to  reorganize  a  defunct  unit  of  the 
league  of  Women  Voters.  And  the  con- 

tinuing referee,  cook,  valet  routine.  Cheers! 
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Barbara  Freidell  Mitchell 

(Mrs.  James  G. ) 
5812  Howe  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Laura  Campbell  Miller 
(Mrs.  Allan  L.) 

235  East  22nd  Street,  Apt.  14-D 
New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

Lila  Latham  McGrouther 
(Mrs.  Robert  M.,  Jr.) 

3300  Clay  Street 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  94115 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts 
(Mrs.   Stanley) 

116  Ranch  Trail 
Williamsville,  N.Y.  14221 

MARRIAGES 

Maxine  Basson  to  Richard  Vasquez,  Febru- 
ary 10,  1968 

Ginger  Campbell  to  Allan   L.  Miller,  May 
4,   1968 

Barbara    Friedell    to    James    G.    Mitchell, 
December  20,  1967 

BIRTHS 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts,  a  daughter,  Rebecca 
Jo,  May   19,   1968 

Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins,  a  daughter,  Eliz- 
abeth Rossiter,  May  13,  1968 

Dottie  Christman  Lilja,  a  daughter,  Emily 
Sharon,  April  7,  1968 

Barbara  Elder  Streveler,  a  son,  Thomas 
Edward 

Marcia  Hammond  Deem,  a  son,  Douglas 
Richard,  October  7,  1967 

Elaine  Kessler  Ruben,  a  daughter,  Jill 
Renee,  June  26,   1968 

Joy  Klee  Kleeman,  a  daughter,  Linda 
Carolyn,  September  28,   1967 

Ann  Kleinschmidt  Newlin,  a  daughter, 
Shelley  Kay,  May  19,  1968 

Nancy  handy  Oleinick.  a  daughter,  Molly 
Faye,  March  3,  1968 

Lynn  Leister  Rojahn,  a  daughter,  Michelle 
Lynn,  August  16,  1968 

Mary  Loughran  Fell,  a  daughter,  Karyn 
Ida,  March    10,   1968 

Jo  Mitchell  Soltman,  a  daughter,  Lauren 

Joy,  July  25,  1967 

Kathie  Otto  McDowell,  a  son,  Malcolm  III, 
December  29,   1966 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Maxine  Bosson,  285  Lynn  Shore  Drive, 
Lynn,  Mass.  01902 

Joan  Biordi,  560  Allenby  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15218 

Patricia  Brauman  Wolf  (Mrs.  Aaron), 
30-352  East  Cherry  Drive,  Anchorage, 
Alaska  99504 

Carol  Jo  Bullen,  P.O.  Box  37,  Odawara, 
Kanagawa,  Japan 

Alice  Carson  Scott  (Mrs.  David  J.),  2674 
Elaine  Drive,   Lower  Burrell,  Pa.    15069 

Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins  (Mrs.  Harry  P., 
Jr.),  521  Emory  Circle,  N.E.,  Atlanta, 
Ga.  30307 

Sara  Clark  Veil  (Mrs.  Fred  W.),  222 
Wyngate  Road,  Coraopolis,  Pa.   15108 

Linda  Clinton  Eaton  ( Mrs.  Charles  H. ) , 
3015  Randall  Road,  Ransomville,  N.Y. 
14131 

Carol  Comtois  Witmer  (Mrs.  I.  J.),  616 
Ashburnham  Road,  Pontiac,  Mich.  48057 

Nancy  Dax  Biamonte  (Mrs.  Alfred  J.), 
16  Cooper  Drive,  Ossining,  N.Y.  10562 

Barbara  DeAngelis  Helmstadter  (Mrs. 
Dan),  Route  1,  Hudson,  N.H.  03051 

Frances  Dunlap,  23  South  6th  Street,  Du- 
Bois,  Pa.   15801 

Liza  Elers  McCraren  (Mrs.  Joseph  P.,  Jr.), 
Route  3,  Box  5  7- A,  Marion,  Ala.  36756 

Patricia  Foss  Shaw  (Mrs.  Patrick  W.),  940 
Stanford  Avenue,  Apt.  405,  Baton  Rouge, 
La.  70808 

Ruth  Ghering  Biro  (Mrs.  William  L.),  631 
Maryland  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Victoria  Hartung,  6330  Marchand  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15206 

Juliana  Helgesen  Keiluhn  ( Mrs.  John  H. ) , 
50  Enterprise  Drive,  Brunswick,  Me. 04011 

Marva  Jo  Hord  Harris  (Mrs.  Eugene),  206 
Roosevelt  Street,  Gary,  Ind.  46404 

Joan  Karakitsos  Vaseliades  (Mrs.  Lee), 
13506  Haversham  Street,  Houston,  Texas 

77024 

Elaine  Kessler  Ruben  (Mrs.  Philip),  840 
South  Holt  Avenue,  Los  Angeles,  Calif. 
90035 

Arlene  Koegler,  Gateway  605,  2563  Dole 
Street,  Honolulu,  Hawaii  96822 

Nancy  Landy  Oleinick  (Mrs.  Irving),  3727 
Meadowbrook  Street,  Cleveland,  Ohio 44118 

Mary  Loughran  Fell  (Mrs.  Joseph),  334 
Park  Avenue,  Glencoe,  111.  60022 

Judy  Malmquist  Banz  ( Mrs.  Richard  D. ) , 
1077  Sheridan  Road,  Winnetka,  111. 
60093 

Nancy  McQuillan  Bolanis  ( Mrs.  Peter  G. ) , 
925  St.  James  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15232 

Mary  Elizabeth  Meek,  12  Simpson  Drive, 
Huntington,  W.  Va.  25701 

Judith  Mitchell.  317  West  92nd  Street, 

Apt.  #35,  New  York,  N.Y.  10025 
Heather  Muir  Meacham  ( Mrs.  John ) ,  1 

Hillcrest  Court,  Alfred,  N.Y.  14802 

Shirley  Neely  Brown,  (Mrs.  Thomas  C. ), 
Stratford   Lane,  McMurray,  Pa.   15317 

Kathleen  Otto  McDowell  (Mrs.  Malcolm 
H.),  9  Arrowhead  Drive,  Glastonbury, Conn.  06033 

Elizabeth  Platz,  4313  Knox  Road,  Apt.  504, 

College  Park,  Md.  20740 
Elizabeth  Potter  Oiler  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.), 

930  Stratford  Street,  Dearfield,  111.  60015 

Susan  Starzynski,  128-A  Oxford  Street, 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02140 

Ann  Stebbins,  P.O.  Box  695,  Miami,  Fla. 

33145 
Mildred  Stewart  McGough  (Mrs.  James 

C),  315  Heritage  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15235 

Carol  Sprinchorn  Colter  (Mrs.  William), 
300-16  Diamond  Village,  Gainesville, 
Fla.    32601 

Sherwood  Trautman  Freeman  (Mrs.  Wil- 
liam R.),  285  Lincoln  Drive,  Bridgeville, 

Pa.   15017 

Penny  XJlman  Schwartz  (Mrs.  Michael  J.), 
6006  Hunt  Ridge  Road,  Baltimore,  Md. 
21210 
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Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  (Mrs.  John  J.), 
4283  Luna  Course,  Liverpoole,  N.Y. 
13068 

Ginger  reporting: 

Koppers  Company,  Inc.  has  kept  Sally 
Clarke  Veil  and  her  family  on  the  move. 

After  18  months  on  Long  Island  the  Veil's 
have  returned  to  Pittsburgh  where  Fred  is 
now  assistant  labor  relations  manager  at  a 
Koppers  plant.  Sally  reported  that  she  re- 

cently visited  with  Helen  Hirsch  Bostock, 
Ethel  Woefel  Fiderer,  Faith  Buchner,  and 

Anne  Glass,  '60. 

Marriage  has  apparently  brought  retire- 
ment to  Maxine  Basson  Vasquez  who  writes 

that  she  is  now  just  "enjoying"  Boston. 
Maxine's  husband  Richard  is  a  computer 
systems  analyst. 

I  don't  think  many  people  are  as  busy  as 
Faith  Buchner.  Each  year  Faith  writes  of  a 
new  outside  activity.  This  year  she  is  in- 

volved with  two  Girl  Scout  groups  as  well 
as  her  continued  graduate  studies,  travels, 
visits  with  classmates  and  full  time  job. 

Carol  Black  Radack  is  thoroughly  enjoy- 
ing life  in  Hawaii.  She  describes  it  as 

fascinating,  beautiful,  casual,  friendly,  glor- 
ious, etc.  .  .  .  I'm  sure  Carol  could  have 

gone  on  for  pages. 

While  caring  for  her  "model  baby," 
Dottie  Christman  Lilja  is  still  keeping  in 
touch  with  her  interests  and  is  active  in 

community  affairs.  I'm  quite  sure  her  par- 
ticipation in  the  League  of  Women  Voters 

will  keep  Dottie  quite  busy  this  fall. 

All  the  work  that  comes  with  settling 
into  a  new  house  is  keeping  Terri  Abrams 
Zionts  busy,  yet  she  still  squeezes  in  time 
for  varied  outside  activities.  Stan  is  now 
teaching  at  the  Graduate  School  of  Business 
of  the  State  University  of  New  York  at 
Buffalo. 

Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins  is  now  settled 
in  Atlanta  whete  Harry  is  assistant  profes- 

sor of  chemistty  at  Georgia  State  College. 

"Chitty"  writes  that  her  life  consists  of 
baby  bottles  and  diapers.  She  had  a  chance 
to  catch  up  on  old  and  current  news  when 
Vicki  Hartung  visited  last  Thanksgiving, 
and  she  saw  Lee  Baratelli  at  Christmas. 

Carol  Jo  Bullen  soon  departs  for  Japan 
where  she  will  teach  English  in  the  Inter- 

national Ttaveling  School  of  the  UP  WITH 
PEOPLE  casts.  Carol  Jo  has  been  working 
with  these  youngsters  since  they  arrived  in 
the  United  States  for  their  summer  tour. 

She  encourages  all  alumnae  to  "keep  theif 
eyes  open"  for  UP  WITH  PEOPLE  visits in  their  cities. 

Life  could  not  have  been  more  hectic  for 
me  this  summer.  After  the  wedding  I 
thought  I  could  just  get  oriented  to  the 
housekeeping  routine  and  get  settled  at  out 
new  address.  No  sooner  were  Allan  and  I 
back  from  the  Virgin  Islands  than  we  wete 
on  our  way  to  New  York.  Allan  is  the 

labor  relations  manager  for  Borden's,  Inc., 
and,  aftet  a  three-month  break  to  re-settle, 
I  am  again  behind  a  desk  as  executive  assis- 

tant to  a  vice  ptesident  of  Sloan-Kettering 
Institute.  All  the  moving  about  has  at  least 
given  me  a  chance  to  visit  with  or  talk  to 
classmates — we  saw  Lynn  Leister  Rojhan 
in   San   Juan,   Puerto    Rico,   and   I    recently 
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heard  from  Susan  Baird  Blake  who  is 
settled  outside  of  Detroit  where  David  is 
teaching  political  science  at  Wayne  State 
University.  Sorry  there  was  not  more  re- 

sponse from  this  patt  of  the  class — maybe 
next  year. 

Barbara  reporting: 

As  I  sit  at  the  typewriter  at  the  last 
possible  moment  before  the  deadline  to 
assemble  yout  news,  I  wonder  if  I  am 
always  the  last  to  get  my  news  into  the 
Alumnae  Office.  I  tationalize  that  it  gives 
you  all  the  chance  to  get  all  your  news  in, 

but  actually  I  haven't  changed  my  wtiting 
habits  much  since  Chatham  days.  I  apolo- 

gize for  the  short  un-informative  postcard 
which  you  received — I  have  really  enjoyed 
and  appreciated  your  return  letters — but  too 
much  goes  on  at  the  beginning  of  Septem- 

ber. I  am  back  teaching  instrumental  music 
at  five  elementary  schools  in  Pittsburgh,  and 
as  much  as  I  enjoy  it,  it  is  hard  to 
get  back  into  the  routine  after  a  year  as 
a  student  at  Pitt.  I  have  finished  my  course 

work  for  my  master's  in  music  at  Pitt  and 
have  "only"  to  write  my  thesis  which  I 
plan  to  do  this  year.  Jim  and  I  were  mar- 

ried here  in  Pittsburgh  last  Christmas.  We 

had  planned  to  "elope"  but  our  friends 
wanted  to  attend  the  ceremony  and  so  we 
had  a  small  service  followed  by  a  gatheting 

at  Vicki  Hartung's  apartment.  Jim  is  in  his 
final  year  (we  hope)  of  graduate  work  in 
computer  science  at  C.M.U.  and  we  will 
probably  both  be  attending  graduations  in 

June. 
Among  Chathamites  still  here  in  Pitt- 

burgh  is  Marcia  Hammond  Deem.  In  ad- 
dition to  having  her  third  child,  Marcia  is 

also  busy  singing  in  the  choir  at  the  Beulah 
Church,  and  directing  the  Youth  choir  and 
a  dramatics  group.  Also  a  new  mother  is 
Barbara  Elder  Streveler.  Barbara  and  her 

family  are  living  in  Alaska  where  her  hus- 
band is  in  the  Park  Service,  and  they  wel- 
come visits  from  any  and  all  Chathamites. 

A  lettet  ftom  Liza  Elers  McCraren  came 
to  me  this  year  from  Alabama  where  she 
and  her  husband  and  son  Peter  are  living 
for  10  months  while  Joe  attends  a  govern- 
menr  Fisheries  School  there.  Mama  Jo 
Harris  also  moved  this  year  from  Pittsburgh 

to  Gary,  Indiana.  I  wasn't  able  to  talk  with 
her  personally  but  Marva's  morher  told me  that  Eugene  had  been  transferred  and 
rhey  moved  to  Gary  in  August.  Jack  and 
Julie  Helgesen  Keiluhn  have  also  moved 
this  year  from  Rhode  Island  to  Maine, 
where  Jack  is  stationed  as  a  photographer 
in  the  Navy.  We  were  glad  to  have  a  visit 
from  Julie  and  Jack  and  their  son  Jon 
while  we  were  in  Maine  this  summer.  At 

present  the  Keiluhns  are  on  a  canoe-camp- 
ing trip   in  Wisconsin. 

Among  classmates  who  are  busy  being 
housewives  and  mothers  are  Marty  Carson, 
Helen  Bostock  and  Judy  Sphon.  Both 
Marty  and  Helen  are  living  in  New  Jersey 
and  Marty  is  Alumnae  Representative  fot 
Chatham  in  her  area.  Her  three  boys  are 
all  in  school  so  she  is  finding  some  time 
for  outside  activities.  Helen  has  seen 
Marty  at  an  alumnae  luncheon  and  also 
visited  with  othet  Chathamites:  the  Keil- 

uhns, Fred  and  Sally  Clarke  Veil,  Faith 

Buchner  and  Anne  Glass  ('60),  and  Jerry 
and  Ethel  Woefel  Fiderer  and  their  daugh- 

ter.   Judy   Halko   Sphon   and   her   husband 

Dick  have  taken  up  canoeing  this  summe. 
In  addition  to  being  mother  to  two  girl 
Judy  has  also  been  playing  some  golf. 

Ruth  Ghering  Biro  has  become  an  it 
srructor  in  Library  Science  ar  Duquesn 
University  in  the  School  of  Education.  I 
addition  to  teaching,  Ruth  and  her  husban 
are  also  involved  in  a  business  compan 
which  deals  with  land  development  i 
Somerset  County,  Scenic  View  Land  Con 
pany,  Inc.  .  .  .  Bill  is  a  student  at  Pitt  i 
geology  and  will  be  making  a  trip  to  Sout 
America  early  next  year.  Another  worl 
ing  housewife  is  Joyce  Helsing  Marlow, 
who  is  a  professional  worker  for  the  Gi, 
Scouts  in  Tennessee.  Joyce  is  also  teachin 
swimming  for  the  Red  Cross,  and  her  hu: 
band  Claude  is  beginning  work  on  h 

master's  degree.  The  Marlowes  are  plar 
ning  a  ttip  to  Pittsburgh  at  Chtistmas  t 
visit  the  Trautmans.  Katie  Kerrigan  Millt 
is  keeping  busy  teaching  biology  to  hig 
school  students,  working  on  her  master 
degree,  and  being  a  wife  and  mother.  Ht 
husband  Sealy  has  sold  his  Atlantic  statio 
and  the  Millers  are  enjoying  some  tim 
together  before  he  enters  another  busines 

In  Philadelphia,  Hap  Dietz  has  finishe 

her  master's  in  political  science  and  hi 
one  course  left  to  complete  coutse  work  fc 
her  Ph.D.  Hap  spent  three  months  th 
spring  in  Europe  doing  research  on  a  pr< 
ject.  She  spent  two  months  working  i 
Belgrade  at  the  Institute  of  Social  Science 

and  one  month  "wandeting."  Vicki  Ha 
tung  is  working  on  her  master's  here  i Pittsburgh  at  Duquesne  University  in  tr. 
histoty  department.  In  addition  to  bein 
a  student,  Vicki  works  full  time  as  a  libra 
ian  at  the  Duquesne  Library.  This  summf 
she  visited  many  Chathamites  includin 
Jim,  me  and  my  family  in  Maine,  an 
Linda  Clinton  Eaton,  Charles,  and  the 

three  daughters  in  Buffalo.  In  Buffali 
Vicki  also  saw  Judy  Wetlaufer  Clinto 

('64),  Linda's  sister-in-law,  and  the 
traveled  to  Chicago  where  she  staysd  wit 
Mary  Loughran  Fell,  Joe,  and  their  daugl 
ter,  in  their  new  apartment.  Vicki  als 
moved  into  a  new  apartment  this  summe 
Howevet  she  is  still  on  the  same  block  an 
welcomes  any  visits  and  calls  from  Cha 
hamites   passing   through    Pittsbutgh. 

Lila  reporting: 

Elaine  "Casey"  Kessler  Ruben  writes  thi 

she  is  active  in  the  "Dental  Wives"  grou in  Los  Angeles.  Phil  is  practicing  dentisti 
in  Inglewood  and  Beverly  Hills.  Case 
hopes  to  visit  Pittsburgh  in  Novembe 
I'm  sure  there  are  many  there  who  ai 
anxious  to  see  Jill  Renee. 

Mary  Loughran  Fell  received  the  nice 
gift  of  all  for  her  fifth  anniversary — Kary 

Ida.  She  and  Joe  have  moved  in  "ttad 
tional  retail  fashion"  to  an  apartment  ovf 
Joe's  store.  Viki  Hartung  spent  five  daj with  them  in  August. 

Julia  Loubris  Hanson  is  wotking  wit 
the  Department  of  Public  Welfate  in  Phi 
adelphia  as  a  social  worker  in  Protectiv 
Services.  After  John  finishes  his  disserts 

tion  for  his  Ph.D.,  it's  bye-bye  Phill' hello  ?   ?   ?   ?   ? 

Kathie  Otto  McDoivell  and  Mac  ai 

pretty  well  settled  in  Glastonbury.  Mac  : 

delighted  with  his  new  job.   Kathie's  brott 



|er's  wedding  brought  them  back  to  Pitts- 
burgh, giving  her  a  chance  to  see  the  Chat- 

ham campus  again. 

Heather  Muir  Meacham  is  now  a  lady  of 

^eisure,  spending  most  of  her  time  decorat- 
ing their  first  home  with  their  "Early  Attic" 

.furniture.    John    will    complete   his   Ed.D. 
Ithis  year  and  has  accepted  a  position  as 
counseling     psychologist     with     the     State 
.University  of  New   York   Agriculture  and 

jTechnical  College. 

Greetings,  but  no  additional  news  are 
jsent  by  Jeanette  Mikkelson  Lamar,  Jo 

'Mitchell  Soltman,  Lynn  Leister  Rojahn, 
\Nancy  Landy  Oleinick,  Ann  Kleinschmidt 

'<Neirlin,  and  Joy  Klee  Kleeman. 

\  My  life  has  remained  satisfying  and 
'happy.  I  am  still  teaching  in  a  gherto  area 
:of  Oakland.  When  I  visited  Pennsylvania 
Ithis  summer,  I  spent  an  afternoon  with 
•Sally  McGuigan  Dauer,  who  was  also 
visiting  her  family.  After  she  put  her 
'darling  son  down  for  a  nap,  we  drove 
'through  Chatham  and  looked  at  the  new 
'dorms.  Sally  said  that  Judy  Malmquist 
'Banz  is  now  living  in  Switzerland.  Inci- 

dentally, Bob  and  I  spent  an  evening  with 

'•Johanna  Turich  Huntley  as  they  passed 
through  San  Francisco  on  their  way  to  live 

in  Japan  for  two  or  three  years.  That's  all 
'for  now.    I  trust  that  if  any  of  you  visit 
:San  Francisco,  you  will  call  and  say  hello. 
I 

:[Editor's  note: — Through  one  of  those 
.'errors  which  we  think  can  never  happen, 
tTerri  Zionls  did  not  receive  her  materials 
for  class  news  and  her  section  of  the  class — 
>Amy  Parker  Doty  through  Alice  Yankura — 
Mid  not  receive  a  request  for  news.  Several 
are  mentioned  in  other  parts  of  the  news, 
|and  we  have  included  all  of  the  new  ad- 

dresses we  know  about.  We  know,  also, 
jthat  two  class  members  are  serving  as 

(presidents  of  alumnae  clubs:  Mildred  Stew- 
itrt  McGough,  the  Pittsburgh  Junior  Sixties, 
land  Sara  Westlake  Delmar,  the  Philade- 

lphia Delaware-Main  Line  Club.  Gail 
Siegrist  Naftel  was  one  of  several  recent 
graduates  who  served  on  the  committee 

■for  the  alumnae-sponsored  Prospective  Stu- 
ident  Open  House  on  campus,  October  5. 
iWe  have  offered  our  apologies  to  Terri  in 
person  when  we  were  together  at  a  meet- 

ing in  Buffalo.  Since  the  omission  was 
discovered  too  late  to  get  in  touch  with 
each  one  of  you,  all  we  can  do  before  press 
time  is  to  say  that  we  are  very  sorry,  and 

that  we  can  "almost"  guarantee  that  it  will 
tot  happen  again.      R.H.S.] 
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Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward 

(Mrs.  David  B.) 

Building   12-P-3, 
Governor's   Island 

New  York,  NY.  10004 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner 
(Mrs.  John  N,  III) 

5254-A  McNeil  Drive  South 
Fort  Bliss,  El  Paso,  Texas  79906 

Martha  Richards  Cummings 
(Mrs.  Robert  V.) 

126  Jamesville  Avenue,  Apt.  F-6 
Syracuse,  N.Y.   13210 

Nancyann  Greco  Moran 
(Mrs.   Lawrence   A.) 

27  Golden  Hill  Avenue,  Apt.  2-8 
Milford,  Conn.  06460 

MARRIAGES 

Karin    Gemassmer    to    Dr.    Dietrich    Ehle, 
April  27,   1968 

Barrie    Jean    Miller    to    Thomas    Gregory, 
December  28,  1967 

Tracy     Quarry     to     David     Hawley     Gill, 
August  24,  1968 

Bonnie    Taschler    to     Michael     C.     Casey, 
August  24,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Julie  Givner  Reppenhagen,  a  daughter, 
Kristen   Elizabeth,  October  26,   1967 

Mary  Jane  Hantman  Perrin,  a  daughter, 
Laura  Sue,  February  27,   1968 

Antonia  Hartung  Albitz,  a  son,  Christian 
Robert,   February   1,   1968 

Janet  Kessling  Boese,  a  son,  Alexander 
John,  June  13,  1968 

Nancy  McBride  French,  a  daughter,  Amy 
McBride,  July  13,  1968 

Barbara  Morris  Stock,  a  son,  Aric  Louis, 

July  24,  1968 

Barbara  Muller  Siegel,  a  daughter,  Rebecca 
Ridgway,  May  8,  1968 

Nancy  Munson  McCormack.  a  daughter, 
Shannon  Kathleen,  November   3,   1967 

Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass,  a  son,  Charles 
Edwin,  August  9,  1968 

Linda  Simmons  Bacon,  a  daughter,  Kath- 
erine  Highland,  May  3,  1968 

Mary  Ann  Wrigley  Church,  a  son,  Robert 
Brownlee,  October  14,  1967 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner,  a  daughter,  Court- 
ney Wason,  December  31,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carol  Baker  Wildemann  (Mrs.  Donald 

G. ),  6543  Northumberland  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15217 

Joan  E.  Bailey.  Box  198,  Henniker,  N.H. 
03242 

Mary  Case  Snow  (Mrs.  Kenneth  B.),  5 
Sagamore  Avenue,  Winthrop,  Mass. 
02152 

Suzanne  Clewell.  Frankfurt  Elementary 
School  #2,  APO  New  York  09757 

Dorothy  Cohn  Porper  (Mrs.  Robert),  333 
Oakville  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15220 

Joyce  Cordelia  Chew  (Mrs.  Milton  C,  Jr.), 
5537  Beeler  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther  (Mrs.  George 

C),  310  Wyoming  Boulevard,  Wyomis- 
sing,  Pa.   19610 

Diane  Del  Bello  Dilendik  (Mrs.  John  R., 
Jr.),  1650  Harvard  Street,  N.W.,  Apt. 
312,  Washington,  DC.  20009 

Karen  Elliott,  581  Duboce  Avenue,  San 
Francisco,  Calif.  94117 

Martha  Fay  Africa  (Mrs.  Bruce  B.),  28 
Curlew  Road,  Quincy,  Mass.  02169 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker  (Mrs.  James  W. ), 
Off.  Stu.  Det.  HHC,  DLIWC,  Presidio 
of  Monterey,  Calif.  93940 

Beverly  Fretz  Nelson  (Mrs.  Charles  G.), 
1103  St.  Ann  Court,  Columbia,  Mo. 

65201 

Marian  Friedman  Siegel  (Mrs.  William), 
17200  Whitcomb  Street,  Detroit,  Mich. 48235 

Margaret  Frye  Wilcox  (Mrs.  A.  H.),  305 
Wadsworth  Avenue,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 19119 

Karin  Gemassmer  Ehle  (Mrs.  Dietrich), 

5  Koln-Bayenthal,  Thomas-Mannstr.  3, 
Germany 

Rachel  Goldberg,  5500  Darlington  Road, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Claudia  Grogan  Brenneisen  (Mrs.  William 
C,  Jr.),  420  North  Chestnut  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

Gwenn  Gurnak,  21  Burnside  Drive,  Short 
Hills,  N.J.  07078 

Jane  Hantman  Perrin  (Mrs.  Ronald  L.), 
6453  Nicholson  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15217 

Toni  Hartung  Albitz  (Mrs.  Frederick  H.), 
205  Vine  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

Susan  Haskell  Clokey  (Mrs.  Frank),  61 

Jane  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10014 

Wendy  Haskell,  12  Ransom  Road,  Apt.  8, 
Brighton,  Mass.  02135 

Doris  Haukland  Nielssen  (Mrs.  Arild  S.), 
Box  557  Gold  River,  British  Columbia, 
Canada 

Sandra  Heisler  Shapiro  (Mrs.  Harvey  M. ), 
44  North  Broadway,  White  Plains,  N.J. 10603 

Janet  Kessling  Boesse  (Mrs.  Klaus),  85 

Rue  Faubourg-St.  Honore  (Chez  Dol- 
lois),  75  Paris,  8e,  France 

Judi  Krasner  Barbarosh  (Mrs.  George), 
408  Wadsack  Drive,  Norman,  Okla. 
73069 

Amy  Lisonbee  Barlow  (Mrs.  Clinton  P.), 
2113  South  Randolph  Street,  Arlington, 
Va.  22204 

Frances  MacConnell  Ferry  (Mrs.  William 

J.),  7116  Wilty  Street,  Metairie,  La. 
70003 

Nancy  McBride  French  (Mrs.  Donald),  28 
Church    Street,   Gouvernor,   N.Y.    13642 

Mary  Ann  McCormick  Tucker  (Mrs.  James 
L.),  Rt.  3,  Box  392,  Excelsior,  Minn. 

55331 
Barrie  Miller  Gregory  (Mrs.  Thomas), 

DeVeaux  School,  Lewiston  Road,  Niag- 
ara Falls,  N.Y.   14305 

Nancy  Moore  Orlando  (Mrs.  Richard  A.), 
Marlboro,  Vt.  05344 

Barbara  Morris  Stock  (Mrs.  E.  Lee),  2040 

Pauline  Boulevard,  #1-A,  Ann  Arbor, 
Mich.  48103 

Barbara  Muller  Siegel  (Mrs.  Frederick  W., 

Jr.),  3489  Sante  Fe  Trail,  Doraville, 
Ga.  30040 
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Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass  (Mrs.  George  E. ), 
163  Wesrwood  Avenue,  Delaware,  Ohio 
43015 

Susan  Offill,  512  East  88th  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.   10028 

Angela  Patrizio  Smith  (Mrs.  Walton  E.), 
4  Ewing  Court,  Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  (Mrs.  Micha), 
5946  Phillips  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Suanne  Pollack  Singer  (Mrs.  Howard), 
%  Capt.  Howard  Singer,  Headquarters 
806th  Medical  Group  (SAC),  K.  I. 
Sawyer  Air  Force  Base,  Mich.  49842 

Patricia  Prycl  Klahr  (Mrs.  David),  15 
Exeter  Street,  London,  WCZ,  England 
(January  to  June  1969) 

Tracy  Quarry  Gill  ( Mrs.  David  H. ) ,  Cam- 
pus Box  302,  American  Institute  for 

Foreign  Trade,  P.O.  Box  191,  Phoenix, 
Ariz.  85001 

Nancy  Redmond,  1439  East  53  rd  Street, 
Chicago,  Illinois  60615 

Rebecca  Rife,  1326 -35th  Street,  N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.   20007 

Ronnie  Rittmaster  Brenner  (Mrs.  Joseph 
M. ) ,  922  Ursulines  Street,  New  Orleans, 
La.  70116 

Ellen  Rosenthal  Sosnow  (Mrs.  Lawrence), 
1172  Park  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10028 

Karin  Rumstedt  Bahb  (Mrs.  Alfred  W.), 
1082  Detroit  Avenue,  South,  Concord, 
Calif.  94520 

Joan  Scott,  1S8  Fishers  Road,  Bryn  Mawr, 
Pa.   19010 

Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig  (Mrs.  Arnold  S. ), 
21  Oakville  Court,  Apt.  T-A,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15220 

Linda  Simmons  Bacon  (Mrs.  R.  Lawrence), 
3075  Clay  Street,  San  Francisco,  Calif. 
94115 

Laura  Smith,  Peace  Corps  Project,  Box 
8205,  University  of  Miami,  Coral  Gables, 
Fla.  33124 

Bonnie  Taschler  Casey  (Mrs.  Michael  C), 
38643  Beloit  Street,  Fremont,  Calif. 
94536 

Sally  Taylor  Pleasants  (Mrs.  John  M.), 
3424  South  Stafford  Street,  Arlington, 
Va.  22206 

Susan  Uptegraff  Endersbe  (Mrs.  Robert  P.), 
611  North  Chestnut  Street,  Scottdale, 
Pa.  15683 

Valerie  Valentine,  %  Compton  Advertising 
Agency,  111  West  Jackson  Boulevard, 
Chicago,  111.  60604 

Elizabeth  Watson  Merchant  (Mrs.  M. 
David),  %  Mrs.  John  G.  Watson,  485 
Gramatan  Avenue,  Mt.  Vernon,  N.Y. 
10552 

Grace  Wilson  Sundelin  (Mrs.  Mark),  29 
Concord  Avenue,  Cambridge,  Mass. 
02138 

Susan  Wolpert,  310  West  85th  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10024 
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Carolyn  reporting: 

Carol  Baker  Wildemann  has  decided  to 
retire  from  the  working  world  to  become 
a  full-time  student  once  again.  While 
husband  Don  completes  his  Ph.D.  in  psy- 

chology, Carol  will  join  him  at  Pitt  to 

begin  her  master's  degree  in  educational research.  In  anticipation,  or  so  it  may 
seem,  the  Wildemanns  have  recently  moved 
to  a  new  apartment — with  a  study!  The 
camping  bug  has  also  bitten  Carol  and 
Don;  their  summer  journey  down  through 
the  Skyline  Drive  and  Outer  Banks  in 
North  Carolina  sounded  marvelous. 

Another  camping  enthusiast  is  Phyllis 
Fox  Catz.  However,  what  began  as  an 
ambitious  and  exciting  four-week  adventure 
across  the  country  with  her  husband  San- 
ford  and  daughter  Sheryl  came  to  a  very 
abrupt  and  most  unfortunate  end  midway 
through  the  journey.  As  they  were  head- 

ing back  from  California,  their  car  was  hit 
head-on,  and  they  spent  the  remainder  of 
their  vacation  in  the  hospital.  We  are 
surely  thankful  to  know  that  the  injuries 
were  only  minor — not  a  very  pleasant  way 
to  spend  a  vacation,  though!  Phyllis  also 
mentioned  that  Millie  Grossman  Zacher 
and  family  are  neighbors  and  that  up  until 
August,  when  they  moved  to  Paris,  Janet 
Kessling  Boese  and  her  family  made  up  the 

third  member  of  their  local  "Chatham-in- 

miniature." Harriet  Bass  Little  writes  that  with  some 
regret  she  and  Tim  will  be  leaving  lovely 
Burlington,  Vermont  in  December  after 

a  "great  year"  at  the  University  where  Tim 
has  been  a  graduate  student  and  teaching 
fellow.  They  are  not  sure  as  yet  where 

they  will  be  headed  for  Tim's  Ph.D. Harriet  has  been  busy  as  the  secretary  of 
the  German  department  at  the  University 
and  with  her  continued  involvement  in 
singing  and  acting;  in  fact  both  she  and 
Tim  had  parts  in  The  Best  Man  this  sum- 

mer. On  a  visit  to  Washington,  D.C.  in 

June,  there  was  a  grand  old  Chatham  re- 
union with  most  of  the  64'ers  living  in 

the  D.C.  area — and  that's  quite  a  bunch! 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman's  newsy 
note  was  a  delight,  as  usual.  Her  life  con- 

tinues to  be  busy  and  full  of  excitement 

running  what  she  calls  "the  Struckman 
Hotel  .  .  .  make  your  reservations  early." 
In  addition  to  running  her  own  "rest 
stop"  for  cross-country  travelers  and  Chat- 
hamites,  Katen  has  found  volunteer  work 

for  Recording  for  the  Blind  most  reward- 
ing and  stimulating,  and  enthusiastically 

suggests  it  to  anyone  who  has  a  few  free 
hours  a  week.  The  unit  that  she  is  in- 

volved with  in  Denver  records  on  tape 
textbooks  for  college  students,  and  she 

added  that  Dr.  Elliott's  Social  Disorganiza- 
tion has  been  taped.  Another  important 

delight  is  making  trips  to  the  sites  of  her 

husband's  bridges  to  watch  the  physical 
creation  of  his  designs.  Russ  is  the  assis- 

tant highway  engineer  for  the  Colorado 
Department  of  Highways. 

Barbara  Caplan,  after  studying  ceramics 
at  the  Greenwich  House  Pottery  in  New 
York,  which  she  says  is  now  her  avocation, 
spent  one  glorious  month  traveling  in 
Israel. 

A  letter  postmarked  Germany  began, 

"I  have  finally  made  it  to  the  country  of 
my  major!"   Who  else  but  Suzanne  Clewell! 

She  is  now  in  Frankfurt  teaching  fourtl 
grade  and  German  (of  course).  Th 
school  is  one  of  two  American  Elementar 

Service  Dependents  Schools  in  Frankfur' 
With  all  of  Germany  waiting  to  be  e> 
plored,  she  is  eagerly  shopping  for  a  cai 

If  any  64'ers  get  to  Frankfurt  this  yeai 
she  would  love  to  see  them  for  "some  goo 

German  'Gemutlichkert'!" 
Carol  Daugherty  Heierman  is  almo: 

finished  with  her  graduate  study  at  Hunte 
College  in  ethnomusicology  and  is  in  th 
midst  of  completing  her  thesis  in  additio 
to  singing  in  the  New  York  area. 

Beverly  Fretz  Nelson  continues  to  b 
busy  with  her  work  in  adult  education  fc 
a  rural  nine-county  War  on  Poverty  agenc 
in  mid-Missouri.  This  summer  she  als 
had  the  opportunity  to  become  part  of  th 
staff  at  an  adult  education  institute  at  th 
University  of  Missouri  in  Kansas  City. 

It  is  always  good  to  hear  from  our  assc 
ciate  members,  and  Catharine  Barley  Paiste 
newsy  letter,  as  usual,  was  most  welcomi 
Busy  with  her  one-year  old,  two  dogs  an 
her  home,  Kitty  still  finds  time  for  mon 
During  the  spring  she  tutored  three  chi 
dren  in  math  and  reading,  and  parti; 
leadership  of  a  Girl  Scout  troop.  Wit 

the  arrival  of  fall,  it's  back  to  teachin 
nursery   school    again — energy   unboundec 

Happy  to  hear  from  Kathleen  Coyi 
Guenther.  too.  She  and  her  family  move 
this  past  winter;  they  bought  her  granc 

mothet's  home.  Kathy  and  her  two  son 
most  recent  excitement  was  trying  to  local 
Daddy  on  TV  at  the  Republican  Convei 
tion  this  summer. 

And  I  (Carolyn)  .  .  .  our  island  exi 
tence  in  the  shadow  of  Manhattan  towe. 
still  continues  to  be  an  interesting  an 

unique  experience.  Just  a  ten-minute  fen 
ride  separates  the  bustle  of  the  Ciry  froi 

the  solitude  of  Governors'  Island.  Much  i 
our  delight,  Dave  and  I  have  discovete 
during  the  year  that  NYC  is  a  popul; 

stopping  place  for  travelers — hope  to  s< 
more  of  you  as  you  pass  through  in  tr 
coming  year. 

Many  thanks  to  all  who  replied  to  rr 
plea  for  news — I  thoroughly  enjoyed  hea 
ing  from  you! 

Linda  reporting: 

Marian  Friedman  Siegel  and  Bill  movt 
to    Detroit    the    end    of    June.     Bill    has 
dental   fellowship    at   Sinai    Hospital    for 

year. 

My  questionnaire  to  Margie  Frye  Wilcc 
caught  her  in  complete  turmoil.  She  is  i 
transit  for  the  sixth  time  in  three  year 
Chub  accepted  a  position  in  Milwauki 
after  his  May  graduation  from  Law  Schoi 
at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  and  no 
this  fall  he  changed  law  firms  and  will  r, 
back  to  Philadelphia  and  begin  apattmei 
hunting  once  again.  Another  move  w; 
made  by  Janet  Kessling  Boesse  this  sumrrn 
and  she's  back  in  Europe  with  Klaus  ar 
the  children.  Klaus  is  an  administrate 
assistant  at  the  French  affiliate  of  tr 

Fidelity  Bank  in  Philadelphia.  The  Boesi 
plan  to  remain  in  Paris  for  12  to  1 
months  and  then,  hopefully,  find  mo 
permanent  roots  in  Philadelphia.  Also  c 
the    continent    is    Karin    Gemassmer    Eh 



who  sent  us  her  change  of  address  and  news 
of  her  recent  marriage  in  Germany  to  an 
attorney. 

Mary  Jane  Hantman  Perrin  keeps  busy 
with  her  two  little  girls  and  teaching  ad- 

vanced biology  part-time  at  Winchester- 
Thurston.  She  is  anxious  for  Ron's  return 
from  the  Air  Force  in  Korea,  where  he 
serves  as  a  commander  of  a  base  hospital, 
and  their  return  to  civilian  life.  Ron  plans 
to  take  his  residency  in  radiology. 

Living  a  very  suburban  life  complete 
with  station  wagon  is  Julie  Givner  Reppen- 
bagen.  She  keeps  busy  with  ther  volunteer 

work  with  the  Girl  Scouts  and  Woman's 
Junior  League  in  Amityvillle,  plus  raising 
her  delightful  towhead  Kristen,  while 
Charlie  architecturally  changes  the  local 
community.  Mary  MacConnell  Ferry  visited 
her  this  summer  and  so  did  Janet  Kessling 
Boese  and  family  before  they  flew  to  Patis. 

Toni  Hartung  Albitz  and  Fred  have 

bought  their  "forever"  house  in  Edgewood. 
Now  they  are  awaiting  a  German  Shepherd 
puppy  and  their  family  will  be  complete. 
Another  new  home-owner,  Mary  McConnell 
Ferry  was  settled  in  suburban  New  Orleans 
before  school  opened  in  September  and 
she  rerurned  to  her  teaching  duties.  Since 
Bill  had  never  seen  the  city,  Mary  took 
him  on  a  quick  sight-seeing  trip  of  New 
York  this  summer. 

Living  in  Greenwich  Village  is  Sue 
Haskell  Clokey  who  is  a  merchandise  ana- 

lyst for  a  department  store  and  Frank  is 
m  attorney  for  N.B.C.  Also  working  in 
New  York  is  Given  Gurnack  who  is  still  in 

advertising.  She  is  launching  the  fall  cam- 

paign for  the  "Tigress"  fragrance  by 
Faberge — "Tigress:  Are  You  Wild  Enough 
To  Wear  It?"  She  had  lunch  at  the  Plaza 
with  Judy  W  entworth  Mullan,  Sue  Haskell 
Clokey  and  Val  Valentine  who  was  en  route 

to  London.  "They  all  looked  great  and 
seemed  busy  and  happy,"  reports  Gwenn. 
Can  you  believe,  girls,  it  will  be  five  years 
in  June  since  we  left  Chatham? 

Energetic  Millie  Grossman  Zacher  is 
getting  a  gypsy  foot.  When  Jules  finishes 

his  master's  they  hope  to  take  an  assign- 
ment abroad.  Meanwhile,  they  vacationed 

this  summer  in  California  and  Tijuana. 
From  Oklahoma,  Judy  Krasner  Barbarosh 
reports  that  she  is  still  teaching  special 
education  and  George  has  two  more  years 
to  go  for  his  Ph.D. 

Your  reporter,  Linda  Wason  Bardonner, 
is  busy  with  the  activities  one  gets  involved 
in  living  on  an  Army  Post.  We  plan  to 

%o  to  California  this  fall  in  between  John's 
hunting  trips,  and  in  June  we  head 
for  greener  pastures  in  Pennsylvania  where 
John  will  open  his  private  practice. 

Marty  reporting: 

The  Organists'  Guild  Convention  brought 
Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengston  and  her  hus- 

band Bruce,  who  is  organist  and  choir 
director  of  the  Fox  Chapel  Presbyterian 
Church,  to  Denver,  Colorado  this  year. 
They  also  traveled  to  Chautauqua,  Tangle- 
wood,  and  finally  to  Hanover,  New  Hamp- 

shire to  visit  Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt, 
her  husband  Chris,  and  their  two  little 
girls.  Bruce  will  be  playing  a  recital  at 
Chatham  on  December  15. 

Enjoying  her  new  daughter  Amy  and 
her  new  home  in  Upstate  New  York  is 
Nancy  McBride  French  whose  husband  Don 
is  now  the  Pastor  of  the  First  Presbyterian 

Church  of  Gouverneur.  Nancy  writes,  "We live  in  a  10+  room  house  and  would  love 

to  see  anyone  on  their  way  to  Montreal." 

Mary  Ann  McCormick  Tucker  also  re- 
ports that  she  and  Jay  are  enjoying  their 

new  home  and  their  rwo-year-old  golden 
retriever  which  they  inherited.  Mary  Ann 
is  the  speech  therapist  in  the  Wayzata 
School  System  and  Jay  is  the  assistant  legal 
counsel  with  the  Gold  Bond  Stamp  Com- 

pany. Mary  Ann  relates  that  she  saw 
Tracy  Quarry  Gill  and  her  husband  when 
they  stopped  to  visit  on  their  honeymoon 
and  that  she  also  saw  Linda  Nevin  in 
Minneapolis. 

In  a  short  note  Marianne  McGuire  wrote 
that  she  had  a  fabulous  vacation  in  San 
Francisco  and  Carmel  this  summer.  Mari- 

anne is  now  the  director  of  public  relations 

at  Allegheny  General  Hospital  in  Pitts- 
burgh. 

We  send  best  wishes  to  associate  class 
member  Barrie  Jeanne  Miller  Gregory  on 
her  marriage.  Both  Barrie  and  her  husband 
Thomas  are  teachers.  Barrie  teaches  Span- 
ish. 

Associate  class  member  Nancy  Moore 
Orlando  writes  of  a  move  to  Vermont  and 
a  new  job  at  Marlboro  College  for  Richard. 

Having  received  her  master's  degree  in 
psychology  last  December,  Barbara  Morris 
Stock  and  her  husband  Lee  traveled  cross 
counrry  to  San  Francisco  where  they  lived 
for  three  months  while  Lee  worked  at  the 
University  of  California  in  ophthalmology 
research  and  Barbara  worked  as  a  psycholo- 

gist for  the  San  Francisco  schools. 

"Happenings"  seem  to  be  the  order  of 
the  day  for  Nancy  Alunson  McCormack. 
Nancy  and  Jim  joined  the  Wycoff  Com- 

munity Players  who  produced  Guys  and 
Dolls  this  fall.  The  McCormacks  also  par- 

ticipated in  the  Fresh  Air  Fund  Program 
by  having  a  boy  from  New  York  City  with 

them  for  the  summer.  In  her  "spare  time" Nancy  reports  that  she  enjoys  sewing  and 
serving  as  a  substitute  teacher  in  remedial 
reading. 

A  new  baby  and  a  new  home  are  keeping 
associate  member  Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass 
occupied.  Marge  writes  that  the  twins, 
Cathy  and  Betsy,  are  four  years  old  now 
and  a  big  help  with  their  new  little  brother, 
Charles  Edwin. 

Last  spring  Angela  Patrizio  Smith  and 
Wallie  had  a  delightful  ten-day  vacation  in 

Nassau.  They  also  visited  Expo  '67  in Montreal  during  the  previous  October.  Last 
December  they  bought  a  Cape  Cod  style 
home  in  Bethesda.  Angela  continues  as  a 
sixth  grade  teacher  and  Wallie  is  now  a 
full-time  professor  at  George  Washington 
University,  teaching  computer  courses.  The 
Smiths  saw  Alice  Ropes  Turnbull  and  her 
husband  John  this  year. 

Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  and  John  spent  a 
delightful  three  weeks  last  spring  in  Eng- 

land where  Nancy  was  thrilled  to  see 
Queen  Elizabeth  at  the  Trooping  of  the 
Colours   ceremony  in  London.    Nancy   still 

works   for   the   Urban    Redevelopment   Au- 
thority of  Pittsburgh. 

"In  late  August  and  early  September  we 
took  a  twelve-day  trip  by  a  car  to  Wash- 

ington, D.C.,  Williamsburg,  Jamestown 
and  Philadelphia  and  saw  all  the  historical 

and  cultural  sights,"  writes  associate  mem- 
ber Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner.  Bonnie  has 

just  completed  a  master  of  education  degree 
in  counseling  and  guidance  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Pittsburgh.  Her  husband  Micha  is 
assistant  professor  of  biological  sciences 
and  chemistry  at  Carnegie-Mellon  Univer- 
sity. 

Suanne  Pollack  Singer  and  her  husband 
Howard,  who  completed  his  residency  in 
pediatrics  in  June,  are  now  stationed  on 
the  upper  peninsula  of  Michigan  with  the 
Air  Force. 

Nancy  Redmond  is  still  going  to  the 
Art  Institute  of  Chicago,  and  she  is  also 
teaching  arrs  and  crafts  and  ceramics  part 
time  in  a  senior  center  on  the  southside 
of  Chicago. 

Gourmet  cooking  and  decorating  her 
French  Quarter  apartment  are  keeping 
Ronnie  Rittmaster  Brenner  busy.  Ronnie 
and  her  husband  Joe,  who  is  a  Fellow  in 
pulmonary  diseases  at  Tulane  Medical 
School,  have  enjoyed  traveling  in  Louisiana 
and  staying  in  some  ante-bellum  planta- tions. 

Robb  and  I  (Marty  Richards  Cummings) 
are  still  in  Syracuse.  Robb  is  a  second-year 
resident  in  obstetrics  and  gynecology  at 

Upstate  Medical  Center.  I  am  now  an 
employment  interviewer  with  the  New 
York  State  Employment  Service. 

Nancy  reporting: 

Although  the  responses  this  year  were 
fewer  than  usual,  the  news  was  as  inter- 

esting as  always.  Travel  was  prominent  in 
many  letters.  Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin  and 
husband  Malcolm  combined  business  and 

pleasure  by  going  to  Scandinavia  where 
Malcolm  presented  a  paper  at  the  Inter- 

national Congress  of  Virology  in  Finland. 

The  Slifkin's  then  toured  the  other  Scan- 
dinavian countries  and  found  the  Norweg- 

ian fiords  a  special  highlight  of  the  trip. 
Toba  Schwaber  also  attended  a  conference 
in  Finland,  the  International  Congress  for 
Social  Welfare.  Toba  is  now  supervising 
two  graduate  students  from  the  Maryland 
School  of  Social  Work. 

Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig  finds  her  time 
filled  with  studies  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh  Library  School  and  with  keeping 
up  with  rwo-year  old  daughter  Jessica. 
Arnold  has  been  appointed  assistant  vice 
president  of  the  C.  S.  McKee  Company. 
Two  other  busy  mothers  also  took  time  to 

report  their  activities  to  us.  Linda  Sim- 
mons Bacon  and  husband  Larry  have  moved 

to  Larry's  hometown,  San  Francisco.  They 

finished  remodeling  their  "Victorian  flat" 
just  in  time  for  the  arrival  of  baby  Kath- 
erine.  Larry's  new  job  takes  him  literally 
all  over  the  world,  and  Linda  is  looking 
forward  to  being  able  to  travel  with  him 
soon.  In  the  meantime,  she  is  loving  every 
minute  of  life  in  San  Francisco.  Mary  Ann 
Wrigley  Church  finds  that  the  year  has 
really  flown  since  baby  Bobby  arrived.  She 
has   been  taking  courses  at  Delta  College 
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and    is    anxiously    awaiting    another    skiing 
season. 

I  was  delighted  to  hear  from  Bonnie 
Taschler  Casey  soon  after  her  wedding. 
Bonnie  met  Michael  at  Milton  College  in 
Wisconsin.  They  were  married  in  the 
University  of  Detroit  Chapel,  and  then 

had  an  outdoor  reception  at  Bonnie's  sis- 
ter's home.  As  Bonnie  writes,  they  then 

decided  to  "follow  Horace  Greeley's  urg- 
ing" and  ended  up  in  California. 

Susan  Uptegraff  Endersbe  and  Robert 
have  had  a  busy  year.  In  February  they 
moved  into  their  new  house  and  have  since 
been  busy  with  paint  brushes  and  lawn 

mower.  They  are  also  pleased  with  Robert's new  position  as  an  industrial  engineer  in 
the  family  transformer  business. 

While  working  again  this  year  for  IBM, 
Linda  Young  has  begun  an  M.  S.  in  com- 

puter science  at  the  School  of  Engineering 
and  Science,  Pratt  Institute.  After  a  good 
summer,  Linda  also  is  looking  forward  to 
the  skiing  season. 

Two  brief  notes  brought  news  from  as- 
sociates. Sally  Taylor  Pleasants  wrote  to 

say  "hello"  and  give  her  new  address. 
Karin  Rumstedt  Babb  and  Al  have  just 
bought  a  new  home  in  San  Francisco.  Al 
has  returned  to  the  University  of  Cali- 
fonia  Hastings  School  of  Law  in  San  Fran- 

cisco. Their  son  Paul  has  entered  first  grade 

this  year.  Karin  is  working  as  a  mail  dis- 
tribution clerk. 

Larry  and  I  spent  six  weeks  of  our  sum- 
mer vacation  in  Europe — chaperoning  a 

group  of  students  (of  French,  of  course) 
from  my  school.  We  visited  England  and 
Switzerland  and  stayed  for  four  weeks  at 
the  Institute  Culturel  de  Vichy,  where  the 
students  attended  classes.  We  found  Paris 
to  be  surprisingly  free  of  tourists,  which 
was  much  to  our  liking  after  the  crush  of 
London  and  much  to  our  advantage  for 
sight-seeing.  As  you  can  imagine,  I  was 
delighted  to  be  in  France  again  and  I 
especially  enjoyed  having  Larry  discover 
the  French  food,  wine  and  people  for  him- 

self. We  had  a  most  enjoyable  trip.  Thanks 

again  to  all  of  you  who  answered.  We'd 
love  to  see  anyone  traveling  through  Con- 
necticut. 

Last  minute  notes  bring  news  of  three 
classmates: 

Pat  Prycl  Klahr  reports  that  she  and  her 
husband  David  are  enjoying  their  sojourn 
in  Scotland  where  David  is  doing  research 
in  the  cognitive  development  of  children 
at  the  new  University  of  Stirling.  In  Jan- 

uary they  will  move  to  London  for  six 
months  where  David  has  a  Fullbright  Lec- 

tureship at  the  University  of  London  and 
Pat  hopes  to  work  at  the  British  Museum. 
They  will  return  to  Chicago  in  June. 

Tracy  Quarry  Gill  and  her  husband 
David,  whom  she  met  during  Peace  Corps 
training,  are  now  studying  at  American 
Institute  for  Foreign  Trade  and  preparing 
to  return  to  South  America. 

David  and  Elizabeth  Watson  Merchant 
returned  in  February  from  a  year  in 
Karachi,  Pakistan.  David  has  completed 

his  master's  degree  in  international  public 
administration.  They  are  at  Elizabeth's 
home  until  they  decide  where  they  will 
locate. 
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Susan  Coleman  Heckman 

(Mrs.  James   C.) 
52  South  Morton  Ave.,  Apt.  A 

Morton,  Pa.   19070 

Bonnie  L.  Markey 
44  East  81st   Street 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 
(Mrs.  William  C.) 

19  Cherry  Street 
Darien,  Conn.  06820 

Sharon  F.  Smith 
6  Ellsworth  Street,  Apt.  12 

Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Sage  Tower  Mumma 
(Mrs.  Michael  J.) 
1418  Severn  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

ENGAGEMENT 

Bonnie  Markey  to  Roger  Alan  Seasonwein 

MARRIAGES 

Dolores  Adamson  to  Peter  McCallion 

Linda   Burkhouse    to    Stanley   L.   Obernyer, 
April  6,  1968 

Diana  Cole  to  Edward  J.  Roberts 

Marty  Friday  to  Thomas  M.  Roberts,  July 

5,  1968 

Raquel  Halty  to  William  Rotch   Ferguson, 
June  22,  1968 

Judy  Howard  to  Michael  Reilly,  December 
16,  1967 

Kristin   Jellison   to   Ralph   E.   Casteel,  No- 
vember 11,  1967 

Donna  Kwall  to  John  T.  Smith,  Jr.,  August 
22,   1968 

Christina  Lagueruela  to  Victor  G.  Mendoza, 
Jr.,  December  28,  1967 

Vivian  Lazur  to  William  Brantley,  October 
14,   1967 

Berry  Marshall  to  Dale  E.  Hoak,  April  1968 

Judith  Lynn  Parry  to  Harl  Pike,  September 
26,  1967 

Margaret   Paulson    to   John    P.    Falk,    June 
16,    1968 

Jennifer  Potter  to   Paul   M.   Silver,   August 

31,  1968 

Hilary  Prouty  to  Robert  M.  M.  Van  Rens- 
selaer, October  28,  1967 

Nancy  Ruehl  to  David  P.  Gallagher,  April 
20,  1968 

Lois    Welsh    to    Thomas    E.    Byrne,    III, 
August  24,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Mary    Bruce    McCulloch    Mitchell,    a    son, 
Robert  Eaken,  March  27,  1968 

Nancy  Persson  Klock,  a  daughter,  Kimberly 
Anne,  December  12,  1967 

lean   Weist  Chamberlin,  a  son,  Eric  Chris- 
topher, July  12,  1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dolores  Adamson  McCallion  (Mrs.  Pete 
G.),  Milestone  Manor,  Laurel,  Md 
20810 

Barbara  L.  Brenman,  516  West  Melros 
Street,  Apt.  205,  Chicago,  111.  60657 

Linda  Burkhouse  Obernyer  (Mrs.  Stanle 
L. ),  2522  Columbia  Avenue,  Pittsburgh 
Pa.   15213 

Lynette  Burley  McNally  (Mrs.  Harry  J 

Jr.),  5618  Woodmont  Street,  Pittsburgh Pa.  15217 

Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz  (Mrs.  Alan  L. ) 
3437  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pi 
15213 

Susan  Jane  Cohn  Brenner  (Mrs.  Paul) 
Quarters  813A,  Ft.  Barry,  Sausalitc Calif.  94965 

Diane  Cole  Roberts  (Mrs.  Edward  J.) 
58A  Colburn  Road,  Wellesley  Hill: 
Mass.  02181 

Anna  Cox  Allred  (Mrs.  James  C),  651 
Longwood  Road,  Little  Rock,  Ark.  7220 

Martha  Coyne,  5807  Elmer  Street,  Pitt: 
burgh,  Pa.   15232 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn  (Mrs.  Harold) 
42  Cadogan  Place,  London  S.W.  1 

England 

Nancy  Dechter,  740  South  Hobart  Blvd 
Apt.  9,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90005 

Adair  Douglas,  3712  Hamilton  Street,  Phi: 
adelphia,  Pa.  19104 

Emily  Doyle,  1300  Rose  Lane,  Apt.  C-: 
Flourtown,  Pa.   19031 

Carole  Early  Cupps  (Mrs.  Samuel  H.) 
3556  Queenswood  Blvd.,  Toledo,  Ohi 
43606 

Judith  Follows  Duchek  (Mrs.  Karl  R.) 
22  Centre  Street,  Cambridge,  Mass  0213 

Irene  Fraser,  903  South  Fourth,  Apt.  ; 

Champaign,  111.  61820 

Marjorie  Friday  Roberts  (Mrs.  Thomas ) 
13182  Larchdale  Road,  Apt.  A-6,  Laure 
Md.  20810 

Hannah  Gilman  and  Brenda  Hilken,  16 

West  71st  Street,  New  York,  N.'i 

10023 

Alice  Graham  Weber  (Mrs.  Paul  R] 
126-C  Jamestown  Court,  Pittsburgh,  P; 
15216 

Raquel  Halty  Ferguson  (Mrs.  William  K.] 
376-A  Harvard  Street,  Cambridge,  Mas 02138 

Judith  Howard  Reilly  (Mrs.  Michael; 
1006  Vermont  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  P; 15234 

Kristin  Jellison  Casteel  (Mrs.  Ralph  E.) 
368  East  Merrimack  Street,  Lowell,  Mas: 
01852 

Patricia  Kane,  2  Lynwood  Place,  Nc 
Haven,  Conn.  06511 

Margaret  E.  Kern,  407J  Medical  Cente 
Apts.,  West  Virginia  University,  Morgar 
town,  W.  Va.  26505 



Mai  lory  King,  1140  Sutter  Street,  San 
Francisco,  Calif.  94101 

Ruthe  Klein  Kaplan  (Mrs.  Robert),  80 
Broad  Meadows  Blvd.  #5445,  Columbus, 
Ohio  43214 

Donna  Kuall  Smith  (Mrs.  John  T.,  Jr.), 
200  North  Negley  Avenue,  Apt.  D-57, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Christina  Lagueruela  Mendoza  (Mrs.  Victor 
G.,  Jr.),  44  S.E.  14th  Street,  Apt.  208, 
Boca  Raton,  Fla.  33432 

Vivian  Lazur  Brantley  (Mrs.  William),  24 
Pattern  Street,  Apt.  1-7,  Watertown, 
Mass.  02172 

Barbara  LeFevre  Falknor  (Mrs.  Thomas 
E.),  630  Rugby  Row,  Apt.  F,  Winston- 
Salem,  N.C.  27106 

Berry  Marshall  Hoak  (Mrs.  Dale  E. ),  33 
Eton  Avenue  #3,  London  N.W.  3, 
England 

Renny  Mazo  Cohen  (Mrs.  Dennis),  406 
Thurber  Drive  West,  Apt.  9,  Columbus, 
Ohio  43215 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  Mitchell  (Mrs. 
David),  2934  Kings  Mill  Road,  Bethel 
Park,  Pa.   15102 

Betsy  McGregor.  1724  Q  Street,  N.W. 
Washington,  D.C.  20008 

Shadbano  Mirza  Ahmad  (Mrs.  Sohail), 
I  Kela  Nagar,  Morris  Road,  Aligarh, 
U.P.,  India 

Patricia  Mullen,  5  Guard  Hill  Road,  West- 
port,  Conn.  06880 

Judith  Parry  Pike  (Mrs.  Harl),  52  rue  de 
Remanda  #7,  Sfax,  Tunisia 

Nancy  Persson  Klock  (Mrs.  Gary  D.), 
1357  Chesterland  Avenue,  Lakewood, 
Ohio  44107 

Betsy  Pincus  Candler  (Mrs.  Dan  B.), 
4309  Lomo  Alto,  Apt.  6,  Dallas,  Texas 
15219 

Ann  Plummer  Crawford  (Mrs.  J.  W.,  Jr.), 
521  Gettysburg  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15206 

Jennifer  Potter  Silver  (Mrs.  Paul  M.),  5 
Woodland  Drive,  Rye,  N.Y.  10580 

Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer  (Mrs.  Rob- 
ert M.  M.),  389-A  Grant  Road,  Fort 

Devens,  Mass.  01433 

Helen  Read.  Tamworth,  N.H.  03886 

Madelon  Rose,  1649  East  50th  Street,  Apt. 
11-B,  Chicago,  111.  60615 

Nancy  Ross  Delatush  (Mrs.  George  A., 
Jr.),  8465  Glenn  Dale  Road,  Apt.  202, 
Greenbelt,  Md.  20770 

Sheila  Sadin  Nevins  (Mrs.  Donald),  137 
Barbaree  Way,  Tiburon,  Calif.  94920 

Lesley  Smith  McGregor  (Mrs.  J.  M.),  405 
Prince  Arthur  West,  Apt.  12,  Montreal 
18,  Quebec,  Canada 

Sandi  Smith  Mueller  (Mrs.  James  W.), 
830  South  Hamlin  Avenue,  Park  Ridge, 
111.  60068 

Carolyn  Smyser  Hammer  (Mrs.  Paul  L. ), 
104  Newburn  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15216 

Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis  (Mrs.  Roger),  1 
Granger  Place,  Rochester,  N.Y.  14607 

Clare  Stebbins,  305  South  16th  Street, 

Quincy,  111.  62301 

Rachel  Stein  Gragg  ( Mrs.  F.  Michael ) , 
4430  East  Pima,  #4,  Tucson,  Ariz. 
85716 

Judy  Stone.  1349  Race  Street,  #5.  Denver, 
Colo.  80206 

Janice  Thomas  Wolf  (Mrs.  B.  Harton), 
144-24  37th  Avenue,  #3M,  Flushing, 
N.Y.   11354 

Jane  Trader  Moore  (Mrs.  T.  Richard), 
1819  Clark  Stteet,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Patricia  Turcotte  Olesen  ( Mrs.  Roger ) , 
R.D.  1,  Oxford,  N.J.  07863 

Susan  Ward  Suartz  (Mrs.  Howard),  8 
Fraserwood  Avenue,  Toronto,  Ontario, 
Canada 

Naomi  Waterson.  12  Blenheim  Road, 
Caversham,  Reading,  Berks,  England 

Lois  Welsh  Byrne  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.,  Ill), 
622A  Morns  Avenue,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa. 
19010 

Linda  Whitmyre.  %  United  States  Embassy, 
Kaula  Lampur,  Maylasia 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Eric  J.), 

24  Peabody  Terrace,  #1704-S,  Cam- 
bridge, Mass.  02138 

Patrice  Williamson.  135  Rodge  Avenue, 
Evanston,  111.  60602 

Susan  reporting: 

Lynn  Burkhouse  Obernyer  went  to  St. 
Thomas  for  her  honeymoon  with  Stan. 
Presently,  they  both  are  doing  graduate 
work.  Lynn  hopes  to  get  her  M.A.  in  his- 

tory in  1969.  Then  they  plan  to  go  to 
Denver  where  Stan  will  finish  his  graduate 
work. 

Jackie  Cain  Miller  finished  M.S.W.  and 
is  employed  in  an  experimental  community 
mental  health  clinic  in  Coney  Island. 

Jackie  attended  Margaret  Paulson's  wed- 
ding and  saw  Jeff  Potter.  Betsy  McGregor. 

Sherrie  Smith  and  Kathy  McNamara. 

Leslie  Caplan  ltskowitz  and  her  husband 
have  rerurned  to  Pittsburgh  where  Alan  is 
a  medical  resident  at  Montefiore  Hospital. 
Leslie  is  teaching  English  at  Greenfield 
Junior  High  this  fall. 

Suzi  Callas  Francis  is  still  working  at  the 
Urban  Redevelopment  Authority  with  Jeri- 
lyn  Donahoe,  Emmy  Hill  and  Nancy  Pier- 
son  Tolley.  Suzi  and  Dave  spent  two  weeks 
this  summer  in  New  Hampshire  and  Maine. 

Janie  Coulter  Burger  has  completed  her 
M.A.  in  educational  research  and  earned  a 
specialist  diploma  in  educational  research. 
This  fall,  Janie  continues  her  work  in  Proj- 

ect Follow  Through  by  evaluating  the 
handicapped  and  retarded  children  in  the 
Cleveland  area. 

Susan  Jane  Cohn  Brenner  writes  that  she 
is  halfway  to  getting  her  degree  in  coun- 

seling and  worked  as  a  counselor  in  the 
summer.  Susan  and  Paul  like  California 
so  much  that  they  plan  to  stay  in  San 
Francisco  post-army. 

Diane  Cole  Roberts  has  had  a  very  spe- 
cial year.  Along  with  getting  married, 

Diane  received  her  M.A.  in  voice  from  the 
New  England  Conservatory.  She  is  singing 
with  Cambridge  Opera  Company.  Also, 
Diane  is  a  soloist  at  a  local  church  which 
will  sponsor  Ed  and  Diane  in  a  joint 
recital  in  the  spring.  On  October  31,  Diane 
and  her  sister  will  give  a  duet  recital  at  the 
Gardner  Museum. 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn  write  from  En- 
gland where  Harold  is  being  loaned  to 

Esso  Europe  for  about  one  year.  Barb 
plans  to  take  courses  in  London.  They 
hope  to  take  short  trips  while  they  are 
abroad.  Barb  urges  that  anyone  who  goes 
to  London  will  call  her  (BEL  1468).  Any- 

one for  a  trip?  ?  ?  ?  ? 

Louise  DeCarl  is  entering  her  third  year 
at  Loyola  Universiry  Law  School  and  says 

"I  am  doing  better  than  I  ever  did  at 
Chatham!  !!!!!!"  Also,  Louise  is  work- 

ing for  Raymond,  Mayer,  Jenner,  and  Block 
law  firm  as  a  docket  clerk.  Louise  is  still 
uncertain  about  a  particular  field,  but  has 
narrowed  it  down  to  some  aspect  of  com- 

mercial law. 

Nancy  Dechter  received  her  M.A.  in 
experimental  social  psychology  and  is  work- 

ing for  Audience  Studies  Inc.  This  firm  has 
the  interesting  task  of  testing  audience 
reactions  to  T.V.  commericals,  and  to  pilot 
shows  and  Screen  Gem  Movies.  Nancy  is 
in  a  training  program  to  become  project 

director.  Nancy  went  to  Raquel  Halty's 
wedding  and  spent  some  time  with  Linda 
Breitel  Paez. 

As  for  myself,  Susan  Coleman  Heckman, 
I  am  still  teaching  fifth  and  sixth  grades  at 
the  same  school.  This  coming  year  will  be 
challenging  for  I  will  be  involved  in  the 
teacher  training  program,  student  sched- 

uling, Student  Council  sponsor,  etc.  Jim  is 
in  his  fourth  year  at  Jefferson  Medical 
College  and  is  trying  to  decide  on  where  to 
do  his  internship.  We  have  made  the  first 
of  many  trips  to  look  at  hospitals,  but  as 
of  now  Jim  is  still  undecided. 

Bonnie  reporting: 

Hannah  Gilman  returned  from  Korea  in 

January,  as  she  had  been  "medically  evac- 
uated;" she  spent  four  months  recouperat- 

ing  and  loafing  at  home.  Presently  she  is 
working  in  Brooklyn  and  Staten  Island  as  a 
field  representative  for  the  Youth  program 
of  the  Red  Cross,  and  living  with  classmate 
Brenda  Hilken. 

Congratulations  to  Katy  Hopkins  Macher, 

who  completed  her  master's  in  education  at Temple  University  this  June.  She  and  Don 
spent  a  wonderful  second  honeymoon  this 
summer  traveling  through  the  New  Eng- 

land states.  They  also  enjoyed  a  visit  from 
Irene  Fraser.  Irene  spent  the  greater  part 

of  her  summer  in  Washington,  D.C.  work- 

ing with  Comsat.  She  received  her  master's 
in  February  at  University  of  Illinois  and  ex- 

pects to  take  prelims  in  May,  1969. 

After  a  wedding  in  Northridge,  Cali- 
fornia, Raquel  Halty  Ferguson  and  Bill 

spent  their  honeymoon  at  Caneel  Bay  Plan- 
tation on  St.  John  in  the  Virgin  Islands. 

Raquel  met  Bill  while  both  were  in  the 
Spanish  graduate  program  (1966-67)  at 
Harvard.     Bill    is    a    poet    and    owns    The 
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Ferguson  Press,  specializing  in  limited 
editions  of  poetry.  They  are  enjoying  their 
share  of  a  Victorian  house  in  Cambridge, 

while  Raquel  continues  to  teach  at  North- 
eastern  University. 

Also  teaching  again  this  fall  in  Mt.  Leb- 
anon is  Judy  Howard  Rei/ly.  She  and  Mike 

bought  a  five-year-old  Appaloosa  (horse), 
named  Nikki-G,  which  they  hope  to  show 
next  season. 

Marty  Friday  Roberts  completed  her 

master's  degree  this  summer  and  planned  to 
continue  for  her  Ph.D.  in  social  psychol- 

ogy when  she  and  Tom  returned  to  Boston. 
They  enjoyed  their  summer  in  Laurel, 
Maryland,  but  look  forward  to  Boston  again 
as  soon  as  the  Army  allows. 

Kathy  Hoover  Hill  and  Scott  still  love 
Morristown,  although  they  were  almost 
evicted  for  possessing  their  cat,  Tippy,  and 
they  are  moving  in  December  a  few  miles 
from  theit  present  place.  This  spring  they 

visited  Kathy's  sister  at  Wells  College 
where  they  met  the  chaplain,  Dr.  Morrill, 
who  has  since  joined  the  Chatham  faculty. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orlof}  writes  that,  al- 
though she  and  Jon  are  still  in  Pittsburgh, 

their  hearts  belong  to  Portland,  Oregon, 
and  they  look  forward  to  when  they  can 
move  there.  Jon  is  on  the  last  leg  of  his 
doctoral  thesis  and  hopes  to  teach  in  Port- 

land next  year.  Bobbie  continues  to  work 
with  the  aged  for  the  United  Fund,  and 

will  be  formally  ttained  in  handling  "sui- 
cides" for  the  agency's  upcoming  Suicide 

Prevention  Center.  Bobbie  nostalgically 
notes  that  she  and  Ann  Quenin  attended 
Song  Contest  at  which  time  the  graduating 
class  (our  sister  class)  sang  New  Frontier 
to  the  class  of  1966. 

As  for  me,  I  have  been  busy  getting 
ready  for  a  November  wedding  and  getting 
our  apartment  ready  in  New  York.  Roger 
is  a  1962  graduate  of  University  of  Michi- 

gan, and  is  currently  director  of  client  ser- 
vices at  Roper  Research  Associates,  Inc. 

Our  address  after  November  12  will  be 
1010  Fifth  Avenue,  New  York,  NY. 
10028. 

Marjorie  reporting: 

Kristin  Jellison  Casteel,  whom  I  saw  in 

January  at  Carol  Swenson  Foss'  (68)  wed- 
ding, reports  she  was  married  last  Novem- 

ber and  is  still  working,  though  in  a  new 
department,  at  Keydata  in  Boston. 

Pat  Kane  received  her  master's  in  June from  Winterthur  Museum  in  Delaware  and 
is  now  working  as  Assistant  Curator  of  the 
Gavuan  Collection  at  the  Yale  University 
Art  Gallery.  She  extends  an  invitation  to 
all  to  come  visit  her  there  and  view  the 

gallery's  great  treasures. 

Rathe  Klein  Kaplan  informs  me  that  her 
husband  Bob  received  his  Ph.D.  from  Car- 

negie-Mellon University  in  June,  and  they 
are  now  in  Columbus  where  Bob  is  a  re- 

search metallurgist  at  Battelle  Memorial 
Institute  while  Ruthe  wotks  in  the  Student 
Employment  Office  at  Ohio  State.  They 
have  also  added  to  their  family — a  German 
Shepherd  puppy  named  Amigo! 

Sandy  Kretz  loves  working  at  VISTA 
and   plans   to  go  to  grad   school  part  time 
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in   the  fall.    Sandy  also  said   she  was   glad 
to  see  Jeff  Potter  this  summer. 

Donna  Kwall  Smith,  aftet  her  late  sum- 
mer wedding,  is  completing  course  work 

for  her  Ph.D.  in  counseling,  and  is  also 
working  full  time  as  personnel  and  pro- 

gram co-ordinator  of  University  Housing  at 
Pitt.  Meanwhile,  her  husband  John,  serv- 

ing as  assistant  secretary  of  the  University 
of  Pittsburgh  and  its  Board  of  Trustees  and 
also  staff  assistant  to  the  Chancellor  of  the 
University,  has  completed  his  course  work 
and  is  a  candidate  for  his  Ph.D.  What  a 

busy  life! 

Christina  Lagueruela  Mendoza  writes 
that  her  new  husband  Victor  is  an  ac- 

countant with  IBM  and  is  studying  for  his 

master's  in  finance  at  Florida  Atlantic  Uni- versity. 

Vivian  Lazur  Brantley  received  her  mas- 

ter's in  natural  science  from  Carnegie- 
Mellon  in  June,  and  then  moved  to  Massa- 

chusetts with  her  husband  Bill  who  is  serv- 
ing his  tour  of  duty  with  the  Army  at  the 

Army  Material  and  Mechanics  Research 
Center  in  Watertown. 

Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill  spent  last  semester 
teaching  kindergarten.  Ed  is  still  with  the 

U.S.  Army  Judge  Advocate  General's  Corps. 

Berry  Marshall  Hoak  sent  a  long  letter 
— she  met  her  husband  Dale  at  her  tutorial 
meeting  when  he  was  a  history  instructor 
at  Chatham!  They  were  married  last  April 

in  Greece,  and  after  a  "fairytale  honey- 
moon on  Mykonos"  they  are  in  London where  Dale  is  now  working  on  his  Ph.D. 

in  Tudor  history  at  the  British  Museum 
undet  Cambridge  University,  and  Berry 
will  be  teaching  4th  grade  at  an  American 
school.  Berry  says  London  is  quite  a  meet- 

ing place  fot  Chathamites — she  has  recently 
seen  Barb  Crick  Klingsporn  and  Peggy 

Whiting  '65. 
Elizabeth  Marty  Welch  writes  that  her 

husband  Curt  was  promoted  to  lieutenant 
j.g.  in  the  Navy  aftet  spending  7  months 

off  the  coast  of  Vietnam.  Liza's  keeping 
busy  working  as  coordinator  of  academic 
services  for  the  Oceanic  Research  Institute. 

Betsy  McGregor  spent  the  summer  in 
Europe  with  her  twin  sister  and  Sherrie 
Smith.  Her  future  plans  were  indefinite  at 
the  time  of  this  writing. 

Shadbano  Mirza  Ahmad  writes  from 
India  that  she  is  working  toward  her 

master's  in  sociology  at  Delhi  School  of 
Economics,  Delhi  University,  while  Sohail 
is  a  lecturer  in  microbiology  at  the  Medi- 

cal College  at  Aligarh. 

A  long  and  happy  letter  comes  ftom 
Judy  Parry  Pike,  who  has  been  teaching 
Peace  Corps  volunteers  how  to  teach  En- 

glish as  a  foreign  language.  Her  husband 
Harl  is  also  a  Peace  Corps  volunteer  who 
has  one  more  year  to  go,  so  Judy  will  be 
spending  another  year  in  Tunisia.  She  spent 
a  short  two  weeks  in  the  States  in  July  at 
which  time  she  saw  Helen  Scofield  Ramagli. 

News  comes  from  the  associates,  too. 
Betsy  Kern  is  entering  her  second  year  at 

the  Medical  School  of  West  Virginia  Uni- 
versity. During  the  summer  she  worked  in 

a  Charleston  hospital  pathology  department 
as  an  extern.  We  wish  her  luck  on  the  long 
road   ahead   to  doctor-dom! 

Heather  Martin  Price  also  sent  a  lonj 
letter.  Jim  has  passed  the  first  step  toward 
becoming  a  professional  mechanical  engi 
neer,  and  has  started  a  part  time  desigi 
and  rendering  service  which  they  hope  wil 
grow  to  full  time  eventually.  Heather  i 
keeping  busy  painting  the  kitchen  and  car 
ing  for  her  lively  red-headed  Beth! 

Now,  where  shall  I  {Margie  Morrison 
Hoferj  begin  with  my  news?  Bill  and 
had  an  exciting  and  rewarding  evening  oi 
May  3rd,  when  the  Smithsonian  Institu 
tion  in  Washington  opened  its  new  Na 
tional  Collection  of  Fine  Arts,  where 
was  a  secretary  and  Bill  was  the  consultan 
designer  and  overseer  of  all  constructioi 
for  all  the  exhibit  systems  used  in  th 
building.  The  opening  was  quite  somi 
affair,  attended  by  many  dignitaries  includ 
ing  the  President,  Mrs.  Johnson,  and  Lynd; 
Bird.  The  formal  gowns  of  some  of  th 

avant-garde  artists'  wives  were  as  fascinat 
ing  as  the  bigwigs!  It  was  quite  a  night  o 
triumph   for  Bill. 

Almost  as  much  of  a  triumph  for  us  wa 
our  purchase  of  a  new  house  this  summei 
We  have  moved  east,  since  Bill  has  a  net 
job  as  a  designer  with  a  New  York  in 
dustrial  design  firm.  After  spending  all  o 
August  painting,  unpacking,  planting  chry 
hanthemums,  etc.,  I  have  gone  to  work  a 
personal  secretary  for  the  New  Canaai 
Board  of  Education,  and  I  love  it.  Any 

body  need  a  teaching  job? — let  me  know 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  for  the  news — 

hope  next  year  you'll  all  answer.  I  wouli also  like  to  extend  a  welcome  to  all  whi 
would  like  to  stop  and  put  our  spare  bed 

room  to  use.   We'd  love  to  see  any  and  all 

Sherrie  reporting: 

From  my  corner  of  the  ring,  Chathari 
College  For  Knowledge  grads  are  continu 
ing  to  hold  down  the  academic  fort,  botl 
as  graduate  students  and  teachers.  Margare 
Paulson  Falk  continued  her  work  in  anthrc 

pology  this  year  at  the  University  o 
Chicago,  then  she  and  John  had  a  lat 
summer  trip  to  England  before  tackling  th 
fall  semester. 

Nancy  Persson  Klock  was  very   enthusi 
astic    about    substitute    teaching    in    Shake 
Heights,  Ohio,   but  more  excited  about 
new  house  and  Kimberly. 

Graduate  school  is  in  the  offing  fo 
Betsy  Pincus  Candler,  who  has  been  work 
ing  for  the  Dallas  County  Child  Welfar 
Unit.  Although  their  winner  was  disquali 
fied,  Betsy  and  Dan  had  a  grand  time  a 
the  Kentucky  Derby  visiting  with  some  o 
Dan's  Carnegie-Mellon  classmates. 

Jeff  Potter  Silver  finished  her  Peace  Corp 
assignment  in  Thailand  last  January  ani 
worked  as  a  staff  member  in  Hawaii  fo 

six  months.  Her  month's  vacation  in  Jun 
was  jammed  with  lots  of  reunions  up  ani 
down  the  East  Coast  with  Betsy  McGregor 
Kathy  McNamara,  Sherrie  Smith,  Margare 
Paulson  Falk.  Doe  Adamson  McCallion  ani 
Jackie  Cain  Miller.  Paul,  a  1966  Yali 
and  also  a  return  Peace  Corps  voluntee 

from  Thailand,  is  "sweating  the  draft"  a 
presnt,  but  will  hopefully  be  a  law  studen 
at  the  University  of  Chicago. 

An  English  sheepdog  named  Timmy  pre 
vides    Hilary    Prouty    Van   Rensselaer   witl 



lots  of  daily  running  exercises,  as  long  as 

Timmy  stays  out  of  Pickle's  prized  rose garden.  Bob  hopes  to  join  a  New  Jersey 
law  firm  after  his  Army  career  ends  in 
October  and  after  the  Van  Rensselaers  re- 

turn from  a  West  Coast  vacation. 

Helen  Read  resigned  as  a  chemist  in 

polymer  physics  to  return  to  "the  best  of 
all  places,"  New  Hampshire's  White  Moun- 

tains, where  her  cats  are  happy  hunting 
field  mice  while  Helen  teaches  in  a  local 
high  school. 

Another  member  of  the  academic  world 
is  Madelon  Rose,  who  received  her  M.A. 
in  social  work  last  June  after  completing  a 
two  year  program  at  the  School  of  Social 
Service  Administration  at  the  University 
of  Chicago.  Maddie  is  now  a  school  social 

worker  in  Chicago's  public  schools. 

The  Prince  George  County,  Maryland 
third  graders  continue  to  be  enlightened  by 
Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher,  whose  husband 
Dave  is  a  medical  student  at  Georgetown 
University.  Ruehlie  and  Dave  hope  to  join 
the  Chatham  West  crowd  next  year,  as 
Dave  would  like  to  intern  in  Oakland  or 
San  Diego. 

Another  teacher  is  Nancy  Ross  Delatush. 
who  has  a  new  job  teaching  French  in  the 
Bel  Alton  School  in  La  Plata,  Maryland. 

During  the  past  year  Nancy  Russell  Ross 
has  been  working  as  a  caseworker  for  the 
Allegheny  County  Board  of  Public  Assis- 

tance, at  the  same  time  trying  to  keep 
house  and  keeping  up  with  Holly,  who  is 
now  a  super-active  one-and-a-half-year-old. 
Richard  is  a  supervisor  for  the  training  of 
hard-core  unemployables  for  work  with 
Westinghouse  Electric. 

The  Bay  Area  now  claims  Shelia  Sadin 
Nerins  and  Don,  who  is  a  resident  in  psy- 

chiatry at  the  University  of  California 
Medical  Center.  The  Nevins  have  had  a 
grand  time  exploring  the  many  facets  of 
San  Francisco. 

San  Francisco  is  also  Cathy  St.  Clair's 
base  for  her  many  flights  to  Saigon  and 

Taipei  as  head  stewardess  on  Pan  Am's  R 
and  R  runs.  She  flew  in  the  opposite  direc- 

tion last  spring  for  a  marvelous  European 
vacation. 

Carol  Sheldon  received  her  MAT  degree 
from  Georgetown  University  in  June,  as 
well  as  completing  her  first  six  months  of 
teaching  in  the  Model  School  Division. 
This  summer  she  participated  in  a  Reading 
Institute  run  by  the  school,  where  they 
experimented  with  lots  of  exciting  projects. 

Carol's  description  of  the  use  of  Polaroid 
cameras  in  the  classroom  was  fascinating. 
She  also  had  a  delightful  visit  from  Becky 
Blasingame,  on  vacation  from  her  job  in 
Brussels. 

After  a  summer  in  Flagstaff,  Arizona, 
Saudi  Smith  Mueller  and  Jim  headed  for 
Chicago,  where  Jim  will  be  a  visiting  stu- 

dent at  Northwestern  in  African  Studies, 
while  Sandi  teaches  biology.  The  Muellers 
already  miss  the  Arizona  sun. 

As  for  me,  Sherrie  Smith,  I've  had  a 
great  year  trying  to  keep  the  first  graders 
from  eating  their  crayons  and  the  third 
graders    from    painting    their    faces — all    a 

part  of  being  an  elementary  art  teacher  in 
Stoneham,  Massachusetts,  while  continuing 

work  on  my  master's  at  Boston  University. 
It's  been  a  year  of  many  reunions,  partic- 

ularly the  weddings  of  Doe  Adamson  Mc- 
Callion.  Bibi  Boles  Evans  and  Margaret 
Paulson  Talk,  topped  off  by  a  fabulous 
European  tour  this  summer  with  Betsy  Mc- 

Gregor and  our  sisters.  Highlights  were 
Sligo,  Ireland,  where  we  stayed  with  Laura 
Oliva.  and  Brussels,  where  Becky  Blasin- 

game was  a  lovely  hostess.  I'm  looking forward  to  this  year,  since  it  seems  that 
the  Boston  area  is  being  taken  over  by 
Chatham  grads. 

Rennie  Mazo  Cohen  writes  that  she  is 
doing  social  work  at  the  Franklin  County 
Welfare  Department  in  Columbus,  where 
Dennis  is  a  third  year  medical  student  at 
Ohio  State  University. 

Sage  reporting: 

Helen  Scofield  Ramagli  reports  that  she 
is  still  teaching  while  her  husband  Rich  is 
attending  Southern  Connecticut  full  time 
working  on  a  degree  in  education.  She  also 
reports  seeing  Judy  Parry  while  she  was  in 
the  States  between  Peace  Corps  stints. 

Clare  Stebbins  is  now  at  Southern  Illi- 
nois University  studying  secondary  educa- 
tion, majoring  in  English. 

Rachel  Stein  Gragg  and  husband  Mike 
spent  time  this  summer  in  San  Francisco, 
Lake  Tahoe,  Yosemite,  Sequoia,  and  Ore- 

gon, but  they  are  now  back  in  Tucson 
where  they  are  finishing  up  their  graduate 
studies  at  the  University  of  Arizona;  Mike 
is  studying  chemistry  while  Rachel  is  in 

government. 

Out  of  the  Army  and  happily  ensconsed 
in  Flushing,  New  York  are  Janice  Thomas 
Wolf  and  her  husband  Harton.  Harton 
has  exchanged  his  Vietnam  duty  for  that 
of  a  banker,  where  he  works  in  the  bond 
division.  Janice  reports  that  she  sees  Joan 

Lessing  ('67),  Brenda  Hilkin,  and  Hannah Gilman  quite  often. 

Jane  "Goodman"  Trader  Moore  and 
Richard  are  now  back  in  Western  Penn- 

sylvania. "Goodman"  is  presently  teaching 
biology  at  the  Penn  Hills  Senior  High 
School. 

Sue  Ward  Swartz.  Howard  and  daughter 
Ellen  had  to  make  a  sudden  move  this 
summer  as  they  were  burned  out  of  their 
apartment.  They  seem  to  have  survived 
well,  however.  Howard  has  started  his 
last  year  at  Law  School  while  Sue  spends 
time  caring  for  the  baby  and  getting 
"over-involved,"  as  she  puts  it. 

The  great  news  from  Lois  Welsh  Byrne 
is  about  her  recent  marriage  to  Tom,  who 
is  an  attorney  in  Philadelphia.  Lois  is  in 
graduate  school  at  Temple  working  on  a 
master's  in  educational  media. 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  has  a  new 
job  in  Boston  where  she  and  her  husband 
are  now  living.  She  is  a  personnel  inter- 

viewer at  New  England  Merchants'  Nation- al Bank.  Lynn  also  reports  seeing  various 
Chatham  alums  during  the  past  year. 

Patty  Williamson  has  a  new  job  as  the 
assistant  project  director  for  a  new  publi- 

cation being  produced  by  the  Association  of 

College  Admissions  Counselors  and  the 

3M  Company.  Patty's  job  will  consist 
mainly  of  designing  and  conducting  a  field 
test  of  the  first  edition  this  winter. 

Jean  Weist  Chamberlin  and  Lesley  Smith 
McGregor  send  greetings  but  no  news. 

Pat  Mullen,  an  associate  member  of  our 
class,  reports  that  she  is  now  living  in  a 
converted  barn  in  Westport,  Connecticut. 
She  expects  to  get  involved  in  Harkness 
House  of  Ballet  Arts  in  New  York,  where 
she  will  be  working  on  a  pilot  program 
teaching  ballet  on  the  college  and  uni- 

versity level.  In  addition  to  planning  for 
this,  Pat  has  completed  most  of  the  re- 

quirements for  her  master's  in  English.  All that  remains  is  the  writing  of  her  thesis. 

Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis  and  husband 
Roger  have  taken  up  residence  in  Rochester 
where  Joanie  is  teaching  5th  grade.  Roger 
is  a  draftsman  in  a  Rochester  firm. 

As  for  your  reporter,  Sage  Tower 
Mamma,  I  have  been  busy  with  a  job  as 
research  assistant  in  the  Department  of 
Biophysics  and  Microbiology  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Pittsburgh.  Mike  is  almost 
finished  with  his  Ph.D.  work  so  we  are 
looking  forward   to  leaving  the  University. 

I  was  in  Rochester  in  April  for  Joan 

Stahlbrodt  Lewis's  wedding.  I  have  also 
been  busy  with  the  Chatham  Junior  Sixties 
Club  which  was  organized  for  graduates  in 
the  60's  from  the  Pittsburgh  area. 
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Mary  Ann  Denning 

4605  Chester  Avenue, 

Apt.  8-204 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19143 

Goldie  Jaffee 
6615  Northumberland   Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Zelda  Lipschutz 

903-3,  445  Oakland  Street 
Morgantown,  W.  Va.  26505 

Georgia  McKee 
166  North  Dithridge  Street,  3-E 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Elinor  A.  Scheirer 
Harrison  House, 

222  West  Lane  Avenue 
Columbus,  Ohio  43201 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Marcia  Binstock  to  Louis  Swartz  of  Pitts- 
burgh 

Chilton  A.  Richardson  to  Gordon  Gary 
Trace 

Cherie  Stanglein  to  Glen  Bliwise 

Constance  Swjantek  to  Michael  A.  Simons, 
a  dental  school  student 

Merry  White  to  Gregory  D.  Zeigler,  Phi 

Delta  Theta,  a  1968  graduate  of  Wash- 
and  Jefferson  College,  and  a  teacher  at 

Storm  King  School  at  Cornwall-on-the- 
Hudson,  New  York.  A  June  1969  wed- 

ding is  planned 

Faith  Yoho  to  Jack  S.  Jaycox 

MARRIAGES 

Kathleen  Carlson  to  William  Louis  Schu- 
chat,  June  8,  in  Chatham  Chapel 
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Beckey  Conrad  to  Larry  Hahn,  August  24, 
in  Middletown,  Pa. 

Jane  Cooper  to  John  Charles  Dickinson, 
August  24. 

Jill  Dworkin  to  Irwin  Jay  Eisner,  August 

6,  1968.  Irwin  has  a  master's  degree  in 
communication  from  Penn  State  Uni- 
versity 

Patricia  Rosanne  Elio  to  Dennis  Richard 

Cash,  August  24,  1968.  Dennis  gradu- 
ated from  Carnegie-Mellon  University 

and  is  finishing  a  master's  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Illinois. 

Susan-  Lenore  Esterman  to  Warren  Jay 
Borish,  June  9,  1968.  Warren  is  a 
third-year  law  student  at  Temple  Uni- 
versity. 

Leslie  D.  Greene  to  Frederic  Neal  Her- 
skowitz,  June  30,  1968.  Fred  is  a  sec- 

ond-year  medical   student. 

Judy  Herbst  to  Steven  Wayne  Goozh,  June 
30,  1968.  Steve  is  a  dental  student  at 
Georgetown  University. 

Mary  Lou  Hutchins  to  Bartlett  H.  Mc- 
Guire,  July  13,  1968.  Bartlett  is  a  law- 

yer, practicing  in  New  York. 

Kathie  Kratt  to  James  D.  Neeley,  Jr.,  July 

20,  1968.  Pat  Elio  '68  and  Jennifer 
Cearhart  '69  were  bridesmaids 

Carol  Baker  Kuhn  to  Stephen  Roy  Silver, 
June  29,  1968 

Bobbi  Livingston  to  Robert  S.  Reitzes, 
June  22,  1968 

Pennie  Mastantuono  to  John  Steven  Koenig, 
June  15,  1968 

Jan  C.  Miller  to  Randall  M.  Khaler,  Au- 
gust 24,  1968 

Barbara  llene  Morgan  to  Stanley  R.  Spiegel- 
man 

Pamela  Poch  to  John  R.  Fetter 

Audrey  S.  Pysh  to  Steven  William  Theis 

Ann  Huntley  Robinson  to  Leslie  de  Bene- 
dicts Risch,  August  1,  1966 

Davida  Tunis  to  Richard  Warren  Philips, 
June  22,  1968.  Richard  is  a  systems 
analyst  for  White  Weld  and  Company, 
New  York  City 

BIRTHS 

Audrey  Pysh  Theis,  a  daughter,  Kimberly 
Anne,  January  2,  1968 

Ann  Robinson  Risch,  a  son,  Alexander  de 
Benedictus,  May  28,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy  Banchiere.  1  Robinson  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15213 

Sally  Barnett,  20  East  46th  Street,  Suite 
1501,  New  York,  NY.  10017 

Vera  Berkovitz  Greenberg  (Mrs.  Lesley), 
6605  Rosemoor  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Yvette  Bourgeois,  449  South  Evaline  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15224 
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Sabra  Burdick  and  Sandra  Hochhauser, 
1032  North  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15221 

Kathleen  Carlson  Schuchat  (Mrs.  William 
L.),  1251  Wanda  Lee  Drive,  Ellisville, 
Mo.  63011 

Becky  Conrad  Hahn  (Mrs.  Larry),  3907 

Donna  Jane  Apartments,  #B-302,  Har- 
risburg,  Pa.  17109 

Jane  Cooper  Dickinson  (Mrs.  John  C. ), 
127-K  Marina  Garden  Apartments,  Edi- 

son, N.J.  08817 

Pamela  Davis,  Box  262,  Newfields,  N.H. 
03856 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  (Mrs.  Irwin  J.),  430 

Chatham  Park  Drive,  Apt.  2-C,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15220 

Harriet  Dye,  15  Piggott  Road,  Medford, 
Mass.  02155 

Pat  Elio  Cash  (Mrs.  Dennis  R.),  163 
Navato  Street,  Apt.  3,  San  Rafael,  Calif. 

94901 
Susan  Esterman  Borish  (Mrs.  Warren  J.), 

3555  Red  Lion  Road,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
19114 

Linda  Geldman  and  Eleanor  Wait,  99  Bank 

Street,  Apt.  4-Q,  New  York,  NY.  10014 

Emily  Greenaway,  29  Fairfield  Street,  Bos- 
ton, Mass.   02116 

Leslie  Greene  Herskowitz  (Mrs.  Frederic 
N),  2505  Lindsay  Avenue,  Apt.  11, 
Louisville,  Ky.  40206 

Jane  Grissel,  %  General  Delivery,  Emory 
University,  Atlanta,  Ga.  30322 

Judy  Herbst  Goozh  (Mrs.  Steven  W. ), 
12203  Academy  Way,  Apt.  14,  Rock- 
ville,  Md.  20853 

Alexandra  Hoch,  %  Our  Lady  of  the  Pillar 
Parish,  P.O.  Box  7581,  Corpus  Christi, 
Texas  78415 

Mary  Holland  and  Helen  Lanigan,  14 
Pinckney  Street,  Boston,  Mass  02114 

Catherine  Horowitz  and  Alice  Kessler,  57-A 
St.  Paul  Street,  #1,  Brookline,  Mass. 02146 

Mary  Lou  Hutchins  McGuire  (Mrs.  Bart- 
lett H.),  207  East  74th  Street,  New 

York,  NY.  10021 

Alice  Ireland,  5  Calde  Place,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15213 

Jenifer  Johnson,  ̂ AA  Washington  Street, 
Middletown,  Conn.  06457 

Ann  Joseph,  122  South  West  Street,  Car- 
lisle, Pa.  17013 

Kathleen  Kratt  Neeley  (Mrs.  James  D. 

Jr.),  100  Fairview  Square,  5-R,  Ithaca, NY.  14850 

Gisela  Krueger  and  Gail  Young,  1127 
Indiana,  Apt.  30,  Lawrence,  Kan.  66044 

Carole  Kuhn  Silver  (Mrs.  Stephen  R. ), 
188  Manor  Crescent,  New  Brunswick, 
N.J.  08904 

Jennifer  Lewis,  310  Harvard  Street,  Cam- 
bridge, Mass.  02139 

Sherlene  Lindquist,  Shaw  Hall,  Syracus 
University,  775  Comstock  Avenue,  Syrs 
cuse,  NY.   13210 

Roberta  Livingston  Reitzes  (Mrs.  Robert) 
South  4  Tower,  Apt.  117,  4600  Sout 
Four  Mile  Run  Road,  Arlington,  Vi 
22204 

Sara  Llewellyn,  %  Department  of  Anthrc 
pology,  University  of  Manchester,  Mar 
Chester   13,  England 

Ann  McCall,  Pamua,  British  Solomo 
Islands 

Judith  Mclntyre  Murray  (Mrs.  Jack  G. ] 
5622  Woodmont  Street,  Pittsburgh,  P; 
15217 

Alexis  McMillan,  2844  Wisconsin  Avenui 
N.W.,  Apt.  507,  Garfield  House,  Was! 
ington,  D.C.  20007 

Elinor  Marks,  235  East  12th  Street,  Ap 
5-C,  New  York,  N.Y.  10003 

Pennie  Mastantuono  Koenig  (Mrs.  Joh 
S.),  %  Mrs.  William  F.  Pomputius,  Jt 
346  Locust  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1521 

Jan  Miller  Kaler  (Mrs.  Randall  M.),  585 
Morrowfield  Avenue,  Apt.  8,  Pittsburgl 
Pa.  15217 

Leslie  Miller,  5941  Alder  Street,  Pittsburgl 
Pa.  15232 

Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman  (Mrs.  Stank 
R.),  5821  Walnut  Streer,  Pittsburgh,  P; 
15232 

Kathryn  Osmond  and  Georgia  McKee,  16 
North  Dithridge  Street,  Apt.  3-E,  Pitt: 
burgh,  Pa.   15213 

Cecelia  Paape,  Box  3119,  Eugene,  On 

97403 

Pamela  Poch  Fetter  (Mrs.  John  R.),  43 
East  77th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  1002 

Patricia  Pronovost,  321-323  Beverly  Roa< 
Apt.  307,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

Chilton  Richardson,  1930  Wightman  Stree 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Caroline  Roth,  1813 -35th  Street,  N.W 
Apt.  9,  Washington,  D.C.  20007 

Marianne  Schlittler,  Furfeldstr  20,  Riehei 
Basil,  Switzerland 

Susan  Sheppard,  46  Broad  Street,  Hami 
ton,  N.Y.   13346 

Barbara  Stern,  279  East  44th  Street,  Ne1 
York,  N.Y.  10017 

Mary  Templeton  and  Ann  Getman,  23 
Columbia  Streer,  Apt.  3,  Cambridgi 
Mass.  02141 

Amanda  Timney,  %  Dept.  of  Pharmaco 
ogy,  Harvard  Medical  School,  Bostoi 
Mass.  02115 

Davida  Tunis  Philips  (Mrs.  Richard  W.) 
42-60  Main  Street,  Apt.  2-R,  Flushin; 
L.I.,  N.Y.    11355 

Laurel  Weiss,  1240  Lexington  Avenui 
Apt.  53,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Jacqueline  Yates,  5860  Hobart  Street,  Pitt! 
burgh,  Pa.  15217 



Immediately  following  graduation  each 
year  a  letter  is  sent  from  the  alumnae 
office  to  all  former  students  of  that  class 
inviting  them  to  become  associate  members 
of  the  Alumnae  Association.  The  following 
former  students  have  replied  to  the  invita- 
tation  and  are  now  associate  members  of 
the  Class  of  1968. 

Edna  Bergman,  1610  Nelson  Court,  Hew- 
lett, L.I.,  N.Y.  11557 

Carol  Ann  David,  342  South  Highland 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Mary  Louise  Day,  5804  Brookside  Drive, 
Chevy  Chase,  Md.  20015 

Patricia  Edwards  Isbam  (Mrs.  Alfred  C). 
HHC,  2WD,  Support  Brigade,  APO 
New  York  09165 

Merle  Fainstein,  3827  State  Stteet,  Erie, 
Pa.   16508 

Barbara  Krause  Pegg  (Mrs.  William  L. 
Jr.),  37  North  Passaic  Avenue,  Chatham, 
N.J.  07928 

Martha  Larkin  Komm  (Mrs.  Alan  L. ), 
3  Bayard  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Sharon  Litchfield,  532  Waller  Road,  Hins- 
dale, 111.  60521 

Ann  Robinson  Risch  (Mrs.  Leslie  B. ), 
663  N.W.  115th  Streer,  Miami,  Fla. 
33168 

Candice  Saly,  1122  Havana  Avenue,  Johns- 
town, Pa.  15904 

Cynthia  Spears  Sparrow  (Mrs.  Victor  H., 
Ill),  62  Highland  Avenue,  Somerville, 
Mass.  02143 

Mary  Ann  reporting: 

Hi!  It's  hard  to  believe  that  we're  re- 
porting news  about  the  class  of  '68  already. 

Everybody  whom  I  have  heard  from  sounds 

as  though  they've  found  plenty  to  keep them  busy. 

Quite  a  few  decided  to  stay  in  Pirtsbutgh 
to  work.  Vera  Berkowitz  Greenberg  is 
doing  medical  research  at  Montefiore  Hos- 

pital and  Marcia  Binstock  is  working  at 
Westinghouse  Electric  in  the  Tele-Com- 

puter Center.  Sabra  Burdick  is  sharing  an 
apartment  with  Sandy  Hochhauser  and  their 
new  cat.  Sabe  is  a  caseworker  for  the 
Allegheny  Board  of  Assistance  and  reports 

that  she  really  misses  the  Class  of  '68. 
Nancy  Banchiere  is  training  to  be  a  buyer 

for  Home's.  Carol  David  is  busy  attending 
classes  at  Pitt  and  working  full-time  in  the 
psychology  department  there. 

Pam  Davis  will  be  in  Grenoble,  France 
studying  French  literature  on  a  Fullbright 
Scholarship  until  June.  Then  she  plans  to 
travel  around  Europe  on  the  back  of  a 
motorcycle. 

Kathy  Carlson  Schuchat  and  her  new 
husband  are  both  working  for  the  Mon- 

santo Company.  Kathy  is  a  biochemist  with 
the  Life  Science  Division  and  Bill  is  a 
design  engineer. 

Sally  Barnett  is  living  in  New  York 
City,  working  for  the  International  Soft- 

ware Corporation  and  having  a  good  time. 
Diane    Savage    has     moved     back    to    the 

southwest,  Houston,  Texas,  where  she  is 
working  in  the  personnel  department  of 
Gulf  Oil  Corporation. 

Betty  Adams  reports  that  she  spent  most 
of  the  summer  boating  and  is  now  attend- 

ing secretarial  school  in  Baltimore. 

Becky  Conrad  Hahn  and  her  new  hus- 
band, Larry,  have  returned  from  rheir 

honeymoon  to  St.  Croix  and  are  borh  teach- 
ing near  Harrisburg.  Diane  Savage,  Jen- 

nifer Jessop  and  I  were  in  the  wedding; 
Sally  Barnett,  Cory  Dautlick,  and  John  and 

Judy  Siehl  also  attended — making  it  a 
small  Berry  Hall  reunion. 

As  for  me,  I've  been  living  in  Phila- 
delphia, working  in  the  tax  department  of 

Fidelity  Bank,  and  loving  the  idea  of  being 
out  of  school  and  on  my  own. 

Goldie  reporting: 

Molly  Day,  an  associate  of  the  Class  of 

'68,  will  complete  her  senior  year  at  Wheel- 
ock  College  in  Boston  and  student  teach 
in  the  third  grade.  She  also  spent  six 
months  traveling  in  France.  How  lucky 
can  ya  be? 

Boston  seems  to  be  the  "in"  place  and 
has  attracted  many  Chatham  grads.  Har- 

riet Dye  is  at  Tufts  University,  taking 
elementary  education.  She  also  attended 

Radcliffe's  publishing  procedures  course 
this  past  summer  and  doesn't  know  whether 
she'll  teach  or  go  inro  publishing.  Which- 

ever she  picks,  Harriet  says,  "This  is 
definitely  my  last  nine  months  of  school." Another  Bostonian  is  Cathy  Horowitz  who 
is  teaching  first  grade  in  Randolph,  Mass. 
She  had  a  nice  vacation  before  starting 

work,  though:  a  month's  travel  through five  European  countries.  Cathy  is  shating 
an  apartment  with  Alice  Kessler,  also 
teaching. 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  really  pleasantly 

surprised  us  with  her  marriage  and  is  act- 
ing like  a  marvelous  wife  and  housekeeper. 

She's  also  busy  teaching  sixth,  seventh  and 
eighth  grades  in  Pittsburgh. 

Pat  Elio  Cash  expects  to  be  in  San  Fran- 
cisco working  as  a  chemist  while  Dennis 

is  employed  by  Standard  Oil  of  California 
as  a  chemical  engineer.  Pat  was  a  brides- 

maid in  Kathie  Kratt  Neeley's  wedding 
earlier   in   the  summer. 

Susan  Esterman  Borish  (alias  Suz)  sat 

around  all  summer  waiting  for  her  furni- 
ture to  arrive.  I  artended  her  wedding,  as 

did  Barbara  Stern,  Bobbi  Livingston  Reit- 
zes,  Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  and  Cathy  Horo- 

witz. I  had  to  see  Sue  as  a  bride  with  my 

own  eyes  to  believe  it  and  she  was  a  beau- 
tiful one.  She's  teaching  eighth  grade English  in  Philly. 

Leslie  Greene  Herskowitz  is  doing  so- 
cial work  for  the  Jewish  Social  Service  in 

Louisville,  Ky.  while  husband  Fred  studies 
medicine  for  his  second  year. 

Jane  Grisell  is  in  grad  school  at  Emory 
University,  School  of  Sociology,  specializing 

in  mental  retardation.  Wonder  if  she'll come  back  with  a  southern  accent? 

Ellen  Guzum  Hutton  is  still  looking  for 
a  job  as  a  French  teacher,  but  in  the  mean- 

time  is    busy   with   her   husband   Tim  and 

six-year-old  daughter  Jennifer.  After  grad- 
uation, Ellen  and  Tim  went  on  vacation  to 

Bermuda.  She  says,  "We  were  chased  by 
a  10'  shark,  and  I  spoke  to  Adam  Clayton 
Powell  on  Bimini.  (The  two  events  ate 

unrelated) !" Judy  Herbst  Goozh  expects  to  be  work- 
ing while  Steve  continues  in  dental  school. 

Betsy  Bosson,  Cathy  Horowitz  and  Leenie 
Love  all  attended  her  wedding. 

Alexandra  Marie  Hoch  (alias  Sam)  is  a 
parish  worker  and  kindergarten  teacher  as 
an  extension  volunteer  with  the  Catholic 
Church.  Is  Corpus  Christi  ready  for  you, 
Sam? 

Sandy  Hochhauser.  a  high  school  class- 
mate along  with  Pern  Weiner  Canter, 

Jenny  Jessop  and  yours  truly,  is  in  a  train- 
ing program  for  neuropsychobiology 

(WOW)    at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Judy  Hormats,  who  left  Dr.  Knolle's class  with  a  wealth  of  information,  is  pres- 
ently living  in  New  York  and  might  teach 

in  its  public  school  system.  Do  we  have 
another  Sandy  Dennis  in  our  midst? 

Mary  Lou  Hutchins  McGuire  reports  that 
Pam  Matthias,  Patti  McBride,  Merry  White 

and  Audrey  Smith,  '67,  did  a  great  job  as 
bridesmaids  in  her  wedding. 

As  for  me,  Goldie,  I  had  a  great  summer 

being  a  rennis  bum  along  with  Alice  Kes- 
sler. Mrs.  Blayden  still  can't  figure  out where  I  learned  to  serve  the  way  I  do. 

I'm  presently  teaching  French  at  South 
Junior  High  School  in  Monroeville,  Pa.  as 

part  of  my  master's  degree  program  at  the University  of  Pittsburgh.  Pirtsburgh  just 
isn't  the  same  without  all  you  girls,  al- 
rhough  Chatham  seems  to  go  on  with  a 

"new  sea  of  purple  heads."  It  was  good 
to  hear  from  all  of  you.    Keep  writing. 

Zelda  reporting: 

Ann  Joseph,  who  is  going  to  Dickinson 
Law  School,  was  a  gopher  at  the  Republi- 

can Convention.  She  goes  for  food,  goes 
for  coffee,  etc.  The  last  I  heard  she  could 
be  anywhere  between  Miami  and  the  Vitgin 
Islands. 

Many  people  are  attending  graduate 
school,  or  are  taking  some  further  educa- 

tion. (If  you  have  a  B.A.  and  can  type, 
you  can  be  a  secretary ) .  Kelley  Maclsaacs 
is  studying  anthropology  at  Catholic  Uni- 

versity of  America.  Jennifer  Johnson  is 
studying  for  a  M.A.T.  in  music  at  Wesleyan 
University  in  Middleton,  Connecticut.  Chris 
Joyce  is  training  for  a  teaching  position  at 
John  Robert  Powers.  Sarah  Llewellyn  is 

studying  social  anthropology  at  the  Uni- 
versiry  of  Manchester,  England.  And  I  am 

studying  psychology  at  West  Virginia  Uni- 
versity in  Morgantown. 

Among  those  who  are  working,  Alice 
Kessler  is  teaching  first  grade  in  Framing- 
ham  Massachusetts.  Kathie  Kratt  Neeley 
is  a  research  chemist  at  the  Soil  and  Nu- 

trition Lab  at  Cornell  where  husband  Jim 
is  a  graduate  student.  Barbara  Krause  Pegg 

is  working  for  the  Social  Security  Admin- 
istration in  Manhattan,  and  is  probably 

very  proud  of  husband  Bill  who  has  com- 
pleted the  New  York  Bar  exam. 
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Marsha  Lane  Camilla  is  an  eligibility  tech- 
nician at  the  Maryland  Department  of  Wel- 

fare in  Baltimore.  Jennifer  Lewis  is,  at 
last  report,  looking  for  a  job  in  Boston. 
Sharon  Litchfield  is  off  to  England  for  a 
job  in  public  relations  and  advertising,  and 
plans  to  go  to  graduate  school  after  that. 
And  Ann  McCall  is  teaching  English  in 
Melanasia — Pamua  in  the  British  Solomon 
Islands.    That  sounds  like  fun!  !  ! 

Georgia  reporting: 

Several  of  us  are  still  going  to  school. 

I'm  at  graduate  school  in  history  at  Pitt; Kathy  Osmond  is  there  in  political  science. 
Alexis  McMillan  is  at  Georgetown  Univer- 

sity in  political  science,  and  Meg  Sand- 
ridge  is  also  there  in  law.  Marcia  Mount 
is  at  University  of  Pennsylvania  specializing 
in  child  welfare  in  the  School  of  Social 

Work.  Chilton  Richardson  is  going  part- 
time  to  graduate  school  (biology)  at  Pitt 

while  taking  Donna  Dalton  McCall's  place 
as  laboratory  assistant  in  biology  at  Chat- 

ham. Caroline  Roth  was  "girl  Friday"  to 
two  Japanese  bankers  for  the  Japanese 
Deveolpment  Bank  this  past  summer,  and 
is  now  at  George  Washington  getting  an 
M.A.  in  anthropology. 

Elinor  Marks  found  a  temporary  niche 
as  a  caseworker  with  the  New  York  City 
Department  of  the  Social  Sciences.  Pennie 
Mastantuono  Koenig  and  John  spent  Sep- 

tember in  Brazil  training  for  the  Peace 

Corps.  They  will  be  working  in  education- 
community  development  in  Sergipe,  a  small 
state  in  the  Northeast  of  Brazil.  Closer  to 
home,  Jan  Miller  Kahler  is  working  as  an 

executive-trainee  for  Kaufmann's  Depart- ment Store,  while  her  husband  is  a  student 

at  Pitt.  Leslie  Miller  is  working  as  a  sys- 
tems engineer  for  IBM,  having  spent  ten 

weeks  of  the  summer  at  a  training  course 
in  Detroit.  Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman 
is  a  technical  writer  for  Maynard  Research 
Council;  Stanley  works  at  Bettis  Atomic 
Power  Lab  ( Westinghouse)   as  an  engineer. 

There  are  also  two  happy  "mommies"  in 
our  group — Audrey  Pysh  Theis  and  Ann 

Robinson    Risch.     Audrey's    husband    is    a 

fourth  year  medical  student  at  Pitt,  and 

Ann's  is  assistant  manager  of  production, 
control,  and  distribution  for  the  National 
Brewing  Company. 

Marsha  Otterman  is  teaching  kinder- 
garten, and  Pali  Pronovost  teaches  second 

grade  at  Julia  Ward  Howe  Elementary 
School  in  Mount  Lebanon,  Pennsylvania. 

Ellie  reporting: 

It  seems  as  though  most  Chathamites 
cannot  relish  the  thought  of  staying  away 
from  academia.  Susan  Sheppard  is  working 
towards  a  master  of  arts  in  teaching  degree 
in  French  at  Colgate  University  and  reports 
that  graduate  school  is  great  so  far.  Barbara 
Stem  is  attending  Teachers  College  at  Col- 

umbia University  for  a  master's  degree  in 
special  education.  Connie  Sujanlek  is  at 
the  Graduate  School  of  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh,  specializing  in  library  and  in- 

formation sciences.  Faith  Yoho  is  also  at 
Pitt  studying  English;  she  resigned  her  job 

with  Kaufmann's  in  favor  of  continuing 
the  academic  grind.  Ellen  Witt  is  taking 
up  school  psychology  at  the  University  of 
Maryland.  Gail  Young,  pursuing  studies 
in  social  psychology  at  the  University  of 
Kansas,  writes  that  furnishing  the  apart- 

ment she's  sharing  with  Gisela  Krueger  is 
a  major  undertaking;  she  offers  the  sug- 

gestion of  the  year — "spinster  showers." 

After  spending  the  summer  galavanting 
all  over  Europe,  Leslie  Tarr  finds  her  thirst 
for  adventure  temporarily  cured.  She  is 

settling  down  to  graduate  work  in  com- 
munity organization  at  the  Columbia  Uni- 
versity School  of  Social  Work.  Laurie 

Weiss  traveled  this  summer  in  France  and 
joins  Leslie  at  the  Columbia  University 
School  of  Social  Work. 

A  few  of  our  alums  actually  are  going  to 

work  for  a  living  in  the  "real  world." Mary  Templeton  is  very  excited  about  her 
job  as  a  research  correspondent  with  Mutual 
Funds  State  Street  Bank  and  Trust  Com- 

pany in  Boston,  Massachusetts.  She  is 
sharing  an  apartment  with  Ann  Getman. 
Sue  Thomas  worked   as   an   auditing   clerk 

in  a  department  store  in  Wilmington, 
Delaware,  this  summer  and  is  now  begin- 

ning a  stint  as  a  secretary  to  two  professors 
of  economics  at  the  University  of  Penn- 

sylvania. She  tells  us  that  she's  sworn  off 
bridge  in  favor  of  hearts  and  is  learning  to 
cook  something  besides  Mexican  food.  She 

hopes  for  graduate  school  within  a  year — 
in  English  or  communications.  Mandy 
Timney  is  a  research  assistant  in  the  de- 

partment of  pharmacology  of  the  Harvard 

Medical  School.  She's  looking  forward  to 
the  experience  of  living  in  Boston.  Merry 
White  represents  us  with  American  Ex- 

press  in   Akron  as  a  travel   representative. 

Eleanor  Wait  has  been  working  since 
last  February  as  a  writer  (speeches,  book- 

lets, film  strips,  articles)  in  the  public  rela- 
tions department  of  Westinghouse  Electric 

Company  in  New  York  City,  as  well  as 
some  free  lance  work.  She  shares  an  apart- 

ment with  Linda  Geldman  who  is  doing 
rehabilitation  work  with  Cerebral  Palsy. 

One  of  our  ossociate  members,  Candy 

Saly,  is  attending  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh at  Johnstown  while  taking  a  corre- 

spondence course  from  London  in  the 
Montessori  method  of  education. 

As  for  me,  Ellie.  I've  changed  my  plans 
radically,  from  going  to  Germany  and 
France  for  a  year  to  attending  Ohio  State 
University  in  Columbus.  Once  I  was 
offered  a  four-year  fellowship-assistantship 
toward  a  Ph.D.  in  curriculum  and  instruc- 

tion, I  decided  that  Europe  could  wait  until 
next  summer.  I  attended  Kathy  Carlson 

Schuchat's  wedding  in  June  with  Susie 

Sheppard  and  also  saw  some  '67ers  at 
Sylvia  Woods  Mudenda's  wedding  on  Au- 

gust 31.  After  a  summ'er  of  teaching, 

tutoring,  and  typing  (Yes,  Chatham's  tu- torial does  prepare  you  for  the  outside 
world! ) ,  I  am  approaching  graduate  school 
with  some  trepidation,  not  in  the  least 
caused  by  the  prospect  of  cooking!  And  the 
traumas  of  multiversity  life  have  given  rise 

to  fond  memories  of  Chatham's  emphasis on  the  individual.  I  enjoyed  receiving  all 
of  your  replies  this  summer,  and  I  hope 
you  all  have  a  rewarding  year  ahead. 

ALUMNAE      DAY 

Saturday,  June  7,  1969 

REUNION   CLASSES 

1904 1919 -50th          1934 1956-  1957 

1909 1 924                      1 939 1958  -  1959 

1914 1 929                      1  944  -  25th 
1968 

.-----■■...... 

ALL  alumnae  are  welcome 

.--.--.---------1 
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Now  Enjoy  in  Your  Home  or  Office  . . . 

C/ 

CHATHAM  IN  WATERCOLORS 

Superb  Sparkling  Painting 

by  Davis  Gn 

Yes!  Right  now  you  can  enjoy  an  exciting  ai 
colorful  new  idea  in  decorating  your  family  rooi 

library,  student's  room,  office — A  gift  to  delight  tl 
eye  and  stir  the  spirit ! 

What  better  time  .  .  .  the  most  nostalgic  seas< 
of  the  year  ...  to  treat  yourself,  or  someone  ne, 
you,  to  a  rare  gift  that  recalls  the  splendor  of  t] 
campus  in  all  its  brillance  ...  so  universal  in  i 
beauty  and  appeal  that  even  friends  of  alumni  w 
be  delighted  to  own  these  paintings  expertly  re 
dered  with  the  unmatched  spontaneity  and  fres 
ness  only  possible  with  watercolors. 

The  Chapel 

(Actual  matted  size  of  each  11"  x  14") 

ifeilki 

Woodland  Hall Laughlin  Library 

r   MAIL   THIS    NO-OBLIGATION    COUPON    TODAY   

College  Watercolor  Group 
P.O.  Box  56,  Skillman,  New  Jersey  08558 

Gentlemen:  Please  send  me  immediately  the  Chatham 
Watercolors  indicated  below,  at  $12.50  for  the  set  of  4, 
or  $3.50  each. 

□  Please  send  the  paintings  matted,  ready  for  framing. 

□  Please  send  the  paintings  framed  (with  glass). 
I  have  enclosed  the  additional  $4.00  per  painting. 

My  check  or  money  order  for  $     is  enclosed. 
If  I  am  not  completely  satisfied,  I  understand  I  may 
return  them  for  a  full  refund. 

   The  Chapel 

   Woodland  Hall 

Name      

   Laughlin  Library 
   Mellon  Hall 

Address      

City,  State,  Zip 

Artist  Davis  Gray  was  chosen  to  do  the  series  becai 
of   his   ususually   fine,  free   technique   which   has   won   h 

national  recognition 
a  n  award  -  w  i  n  n  i  r 
watercolorist.  He  h 
captured  in  these  pail 
ings  the  very  essence 
Chatham. 

Each  full-color  scei 

measuring  11"  x  1< matted,  is  individual rendered  (NOT 

printed  reproductio; 
on  the  finest  watercol 

paper. 

The  very  low  price 
Mellon  Hall  $3.50  for  each  painti: 

matted  and  ready  f 
framing  (only  $12.50 

ordered  in  sets  of  four)  is  possible  only  as  an  introducto 
offer  of  the  College  Watercolor  Group,  a  gathering  of  expe 
watercolorists  who  seek  to  create  the  widest  possible  appi 
ciation  for  the  medium  of  watercolors — and  to  introdu 
you,  reacquaint  you,  or  renew  your  delight  in  the  marveloi 
spontaneous,  and  refreshing  world  of  watercolors. 

For  your  convenience,  you  can  also  order  these  distincti 
paintings  framed  with  glass  in  handsome,  hand-craft 
frames  of  grey-brown  wood  with  inset  of  soft-toned  gr. 
linen,  delicately  highlighted  with  inner  border  of  gold  tri: 
to  add  dignity  and  beauty  to  any  decor  and  color  schen 
These  are  available  for  an  additional  $4.00  per  paintin 
shipping  and  handling  charges  included. 

So,  at  a  fraction  of  the  actual  value  of  this  rare  set,  j 
make  this  initial  offer — with  full  money-back  return  prii 
leges.  For  a  perfect  gift  to  yourself — to  alumni  and  frien 

alike— FOR  IMMEDIATE  'DELIVERY,  RETURN  TH NO-OBLIGATION  COUPON  TODAY. 

An  addition  of  distinction  to  any  dec 
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0  The  Alumnae  Scholarship  Fund  has 
been  substantially  enriched  this  year  by  contributions 

given  in  memory  of  Edith  N.  Stanton,  class  of  1902. 

Following  her  death  on  November  26,  1968,  Mr.  Charles 

A.  Stanton  and  Mr.  Roger  F.  Stanton  suggested  that, 

rather  than  flowers,  their  sister  would  prefer  contribu- 
tions to  her  alma  mater.  Miss  Stanton,  who  has  lived  in 

California  since  her  retirement,  was  a  past  president  of 
the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association.  She  was  well  known 

in  Pittsburgh  for  her  long  years  of  service  as  executive 
director  of  the  Y.W.C.A. 

£  Miss  Doris  Crozier,  who  for  the  past 

five  years  has  been  assistant  to  President  Eddy  and  assis- 
tant professor  of  anthropology,  will  leave  Chatham  at 

the  end  of  the  1968-69  academic  year.  She  will  become 
the  first  dean  of  the  new  coordinate  college  for  women 

at  Kenyon  College  in  Gambier,  Ohio.  Miss  Crozier  will 

go  to  her  new  career  with  the  very  best  wishes  of  the 
Chatham  Alumnae  Association.  She  has  been  a  good 

friend,  and  a  gracious  and  enthusiastic  speaker  on  many 
alumnae  programs. 

£  Once  again  attention  is  directed  to  the 
back  cover  advertisement  for  Chatham  scenes  painted  by 

Davis  Gray  of  the  College  Watercolor  Group.  After  the 

paintings  were  offered  in  the  December  issue,  40  orders 

were  placed  for  a  total  of  104  individual  scenes.  In 
March  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association  received  a 

check  for  $142.08  in  commissions  on  these  orders,  a 

very  much  appreciated  bonus. 

9  Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54,  a  former ARROW  editor  and  member  of  the  Recorder  editorial 

board,  assumed  the  reporter's  role  again  to  conduct  the 
interviews  and  assemble  the  material  for  VOICES  on 

the  CAMPUS:  1968-1969,  beginning  on  the  next  page. 
In  view  of  the  fact  that  action  has  been  taken  on  several 

of  the  issues  mentioned  during  the  interviews,  informa- 
tion pertinent  to  rhese  decisions  has  been  summarized 

in  a  companion  article  on  page  9- 



Voices  On  Campus:  1968-1969 
'While  building  dreams  anew, 
Seeking  for  ail  that's  true  .  .  ." 

The  words  are  familiar  to  most  Chatham  graduates,  but 

today's  dreams  are  not  the  same  as  those  of  thirty,  twenty, 
even  five  years  ago.  The  search  for  truth  continues,  but 

the  means  of  seeking  it  are  changing. 

Across  the  world  students  have,  depending  upon  how 

you  view  it,  either  "agitated  for"  or  "rightfully  secured"  a 
stronger  voice  in  college  government.  France,  Mexico, 

Japan,  Spain,  the  United  States — all  have  supplied  arenas 
in  which  students  have  wrestled  for  greater  rights. 

What  is  happening  at  Chatham?  Are  her  students  au 

courant  with  the  rest  of  college  youth?  How  do  they  differ? 

In  an  effort  to  answer  these  questions,  a  member  of  the 

Recorder's  editorial  board  talked  with  ten  members  of  the 
Chatham  community,  all  of  whom  were  extremelv  helpful 
and  most  generous  with  their  time. 

Those  interviewed  were  President  Edward  D.  Eddy; 

Executive  Dean  Eugene  Hotchkiss;  Dr.  Frances  Eldredge, 

professor  of  English;  Dr.  Richard  L.  Morrill,  Chaplain  and 

assistant  professor  of  religion;  Mr.  Francis  B.  Nimick,  vice 

chairmen  of  the  Chatham  Board  of  Trustees;  Sarah  Born- 

stein,  senior  and  immediate  past  president  of  Chatham 

Community  Government  (CCG);  Risa  Ellovich,  senior, 

chairman  of  Honor  Board;  Cathleen  O'Daniel,  junior, 
chairman  of  House  Board;  Cheryl  Olkes,  junior,  ediror  of 

THE  ARROW;  and  Evie  Lewis,  junior,  CCG  president 
for  1969-70. 

Perhaps  the  best  jumping-off  point  would  be  a  statistical 

picture  of  present  freshmen,  the  class  of  1972.  The  figures 

are  based  on  the  results  of  a  survey  prepared  by  the  Amer- 

ican Council  on  Education,  Office  of  Research,  to  "present 
national  normative  data  on  the  characteristics  of  students 

entering  college  as  first-time,  full-time  freshmen  in  1968." 
Included  among  the  358  institutions  participating  in  the 

survey  were  Amherst,  Hamilton,  Briarcliff,  Connecticut, 

Wheaton,  and  locally  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  and 

Carnegie-Mellon  University. 

Over  86%  of  incoming  Chatham  freshmen  had  an  aver- 

age grade  in  high  school  of  "B"  or  better  (71%  in  other 

four-year  women's  colleges);  almost  40%  had  had  original 
writings  published  as  compared  with  21.5%  in  other  col- 

leges. Among  the  major  influences  in  their  decision  to 

attend  Chatham,  82.1%  listed  the  academic  reputation  of 

the  College.  A  few  more  telling  statistics: — 92.3%  were  of 
the  opinion  that  students  should  be  actively  involved  in 

decisions  concerning  curriculum;  42.7%  felt  that  military 

service  should  be  voluntary;  34%  considered  that  colleges 

had  been  too  lax  on  student  protests.  During  the  previous 

year,  60%  had  argued  with  a  teacher  in  class;  84.2%  had 

read  poetry  not  required  for  a  class;  91.3%  had  visited  an 

art  gallery  or  museum;  22.7%  had  participated  in  a  politi- 

cal campaign  outside  of  high  school;  54.1%  had  partici- 
pated in  political  discussions. 

What  of  upperclassmen?  What  are  their  concerns  at 

Chatham?  On  September  7,  1968,  members  of  the  Student 
Officers  Conference  at  Chatham  ratified  the  DECLARA- 

TION of  RIGHTS  of  the  COLLEGE  STUDENT: 

"College  students  are  adults  and  must  be  regarded  as  such.  There- 
fore, students  have  the  right  to  participate  actively  in  the  decisions 

that  affect  student  life. 

"Consequently,  students  must  have  the  right  to  share  in  the  de- 
cisions that  determine  the  nature  of  their  educational  experience. 



"Consequently,  students  must  be  able  to  acquire  informatioi 
about  and  exert  influence  upon  the  involvements  and  the  prior 
ities  of  the  institution  of  which  they  are  a  part. 

"If  such  rights  are  violated,  neglected,  or  ignored,  students  have 
the  obligation  to  secure  these  rights  in  order  to  fulfill  their  re 

sponsibilities  as  adults  in  the  college  community." 
The  students  have  been  far  from  reluctant  to  pursue 

these  rights.  While  they  have  "evidenced  a  basic  willing 

ness  to  work  through  existing  structures,"  as  Dr.  Morril 
put  it,  they  have  involved  themselves  in  college  budgeting 

parietals,  and  have  attempted  to  prove  a  "latent  night"  t( 
attend  faculty  meetings.  ( In  case  parietal  is  a  new  won 

to  you,  as  it  was  to  this  reporter,  it  comes  from  the  Lath 

parietalis,  a  wall,  and  in  its  current  application  mean, 

"resident  within,  or  pertinent  to  life  within,  the  building 

of  a  college.") 
Throughout  the  interviews,  certain  themes  and  idea 

kept  recurring.  The  following,  in  no  set  order,  are  the 

topics  that  concern  Chatham  students  today: 

1.  Student  participation  in  all  phases  of  college  govern 
ment. 

2.  The  curriculum. 

3.  Social  regulations. 

4.  Relationship  with  other  local  colleges,  through  cross 

registration,  shared  library  service,  a  common  calendar 
5.  Co-education. 

6.  Self-scheduled  exams. 

7.  Attrition. 

Student  participation  in  college  affairs  has  taken  some 

long  strides  in  the  past  few  years.  One  of  the  innovation 

introduced  by  Dr.  Eddy  is  the  President's  Roundtabk 
Held  at  two  or  three  week  intervals  in  his  office,  it  is  opei 

to  any  student  and  they  are  free  to  discuss  any  topic  witl 

the  President.  Subjects  range  from  the  college  budge 

(after  this  particular  session,  a  copy  of  the  current  budge 

was  published  in  the  Arrow — a  "first")  to  salaries  for  the 
maintenance  staff  ( a  hot  issue  last  year )  to  relatively  mino 

complaints.  Student  views  about  the  Roundtable  rangee 

from  "pretty  successful — it  gives  you  an  opportunity  to  ai 

problems"  to  "not  very  worthwhile — there  are  too  man; 

ways  to  skirt  a  subject." 

Perhaps  chief  among  Dr.  Eddy's  innovations  in  studen 
life  is  his  decision  to  have  student  members,  appointed  b; 

students,  serve  on  eight  of  the  thirteen  standing  commit 

tees.  Among  these  is  the  President's  Advisory  Committee 
which  has  three  sudent  members.  The  President  has  turnee 

ro  this  group  for  counsel  on  such  subjects  as  the  college 
calendar  and  the  selection  of  a  new  executive  Dean.  Stu 

dents  serve  on  the  Curriculum  Committee  ( "very  active, 

according  to  one  student  member.  "We  meet  at  8:00  A.M 

sometimes  in  order  to  discuss  ideas  and  new  approaches." ) 
the  Financial  Aid,  Library,  Non- Western  Studies,  Religiou 

Life,  and  Special  Occasions  Committees.  Some  of  these 

are  more  active  than  others — those  less  active  are  regardet 
as  somewhat  suspect  by  the  students,  although  they  are 

quick  to  admit  that  very  few  other  colleges  have  student 



participating  on  faculty  committees. 

Probably  unique  at  Chatham  is  the  policy,  also  estab- 
lished by  President  Eddy,  that  prospective  faculty  members 

are  interviewed  by  a  student  committee,  usually  six  in 

number  and  at  least  half  of  whom  will  be  majors  in  the 

candidate's  field.  Candidates  who  are  later  hired  have  con- 
fessed that  this  was  their  most  difficult  interview.  There 

have  been  at  least  two  occasions  recently  when  applicants 

were  rejected  on  the  basis  of  student  opinions. 

Chatham  Community  Government  received  qualified 

praise  among  both  faculty  and  students.  Sarah  Bornstein 

considers  it  a  workable  organization.  "We  are  living  in  a 
community,  and  each  member  must  realize  rhat  certain 

regulations  must  be  adhered  to  for  the  good  of  all."  Sarah, 
intelligent,  extremely  articulate,  and  well-respected  by  all 

groups  on  campus,  is  representative  of  today's  more  re- 
strained student  leaders. 

Last  November  4,  when  a  midnight  rally  was  held  on 

campus,  Sarah,  in  refusing  to  lead  a  march  to  the  Presi- 

dent's home,  expressed  her  ideas  this  way:  "We  are  here 
to  demonstrate  not  our  anger,  apathy,  or  alienation,  but 

our  concern,  our  sense  of  responsibility,  and  our  support 

for  srudent  rights.  We  are  here  in  support  of  the  con- 
cept of  community,  that  is,  people  coming  together  for 

common  interests,  common  concerns,  and  common  gains." 
While  expressing  her  satisfaction  in  having  chosen  Chat- 

ham, she  yet  quoted  another  srudent  with  whom  she  agreed 

as  saying:  "Chatham  is  a  challenge.  Like  the  Peace  Corps, 
there  is  so  much  to  be  done." 

Evie  Lewis,  the  new  CCG  President,  is  a  most  enthusi- 

astic and  engaging  person.  As  soon  as  she  took  office,  Evie 

distributed  a  questionnaire  in  an  effort  to  determine  the 

areas  in  which  CCG  could  best  serve  the  community.    In 

the  three  hundred  questionnaires  that  were  completed  and 

returned,  the  following  subjects  received  the  greatest  atten- 
tion: social  rules;  library  priveleges  with  the  University  of 

Pittsburgh  and  Carnegie-Mellon  University;  a  re-evaluation 

of  the  grading  system;  a  re-evaluation  of  the  Financial  Aid 

program.  [Roughly  30rr  of  the  students  receive  some  type 
of  financial  aid;  their  greatest  complaint  seems  to  be  that 

this  help  decreases  as  they  advance  through  their  four  years 

in  college.  Since  the  alumnae  are  very  much  involved  in 

financial  aid  through  the  annual  Alumnae  Fund,  this  com- 
plaint was  checked  out  in  the  Financial  Aid  office.  Miss 

Amy  Botsaris  '53,  Director  of  Financial  Aid,  explains  it 

this  way:  "Facts  will  prove  that  every  student's  financial 
need  is  met  by  financial  aid.  After  the  freshman  year  the 

amount  is  adjusted  annually  to  meet  the  current  need.  Cir- 
cumstances may  indicate  a  change  to  a  greater  or  lesser 

amount  of  aid,  or  it  may  remain  the  same.  However,  every 

student  who  applies  for  financial  aid  and  needs  it.  receives 

it.  There  are  few  colleges  in  the  country  that  can  make 

that  statement.  The  only  requirement  is  that  the  student 

is  expected  to  do  the  best  she  can  in  her  academic  work 

and  in  her  job  performance."] 
In  looking  to  the  future,  Evie  Lewis  hopes  for  complete 

autonomy  in  the  area  of  social  rules;  greater  srudent  par- 
ticipation in  college  governing;  and  greater  student  interest 

in  their  academic  powers."  It  is  only  fair  to  state  that  the 
number  involved  in  CCG  and  in  faculty-student  commit- 

tees is  only  a  small  segment  of  the  student  body.  The  ac- 

tivists are  few  in  number.  The  majority  of  students  con- 
tinue to  air  their  complaints  (via  the  Student  Opinion 

Board,  THE  ARROW,  or  just  general  griping),  but  they 
do  not  take  an  active  role  in  college  affairs. 

Ask  a  student  a  question  about  the  curriculum  and  you 
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will  be  deluged  with  suggestions,  criticisms,  opinions. 

Unquestionably,  the  Basic  Curriculum  is  due  for  study.  In 

1963  several  changes  were  made  in  area  requirements: 

twelve  hours  of  course  work  required  in  the  Social  Sciences, 

twelve  hours  in  the  Natural  Sciences,  and  fifteen  hours  in 

the  Humanities  ( thus  reducing  the  Arts  Course  to  three 

semesters  in  an  effort  to  step  up  the  content ) .  Aside  from 

these  and  some  individual  course  changes,  no  major  revi- 
sions have  occurred  in  the  Basic  Curriculum  since  it  was 

instituted  in  1946.  The  Curriculum  Committee  has  given 

this  subject  high  priority  on  its  current  agenda. 

Students  have  suggested  such  changes  as  the  dropping 

of  the  speech  requirement  aside  from  remedial  work  when 

necessary;  the  inauguration  of  the  Arts  Course  in  the  ftesh- 

man  year;  greater  uniformity  among  departments  in  tutor- 

ial requirements;  and  changing  to  a  pass-fail  system  in 
physical  education,  and  possibly  in  Basic  Curriculum 

courses,  so  that  these  grades  will  not  be  part  of  the  cumu- 

lative average  (one  faculty  member  commented  that  Chat- 

ham students  are  "too  grade-conscious"). 
The  Arts  Course  drew  both  high  praise  and  condemna- 

tion. Dr.  Eldredge  confessed  that  it  was  "one  of  the  strong- 

est drawing  cards  of  the  College  to  me."  Two  members  of 
the  senior  class  described  it  as  being  the  most  important 

course  they  have  studied  at  Chatham,  but  that  there  w, 

great  disparity  among  students  in  preparation  for  it.  Mar 

students  expressed  a  preference  for  taking  a  course  in  on 

one  of  the  arts,  thus  permitting  far  greater  depth  in  stud 
The  tutorial  continues  to  be  a  controversial  favorit 

Dr.  Eldredge  explained  that  the  English  department  is  tr 

ing  a  new  approach  by  offering  a  series  of  seminars  lea< 

ing  into  the  tutorial,  described  in  the  college  catalog  ; 

"advanced,  largely  independent  studies  in  particular  prol 
Iems  in  literature  .  .  .  open  to  qualified  junior  and  senk 

majors  only." Dr.  Morrill  commented  that  he  would  like  to  see  Pitt 

burgh  used  as  a  "laboratory"  for  some  courses,  an  id( 
that  was  echoed  by  students,  particularly  those  interests 

in  education  and  political  science. 

When  the  subject  of  social  regulations  is  raised,  a  di 

cussion  of  the  Honor  System  is  bound  to  follow.  B01 

faculty  and  students,  with  perhaps  one  exception,  who! 

heartedly  endorsed  the  system  in  the  academic  area.  Ri: 

Ellovich  described  the  social  area,  with  which  she  is  d 

rectly  concerned,  as  "somewhat  gray,"  a  problem  of  son 

year's  standing.  In  an  effort  to  bring  some  sort  of  ordi 
to  the  current  confusion,  the  Honor  Board  published  ri 

following  statement  at  the  opening  of  the  fall  semester: 



Ilf  the  girl  has  broken  a  rule  which  the  student  body,  through 

JHonor  Board  and  other  due  process,  has  recently  tried  to  change, 

,and,  if  that  rule  still  exists  in  spite  of  the  attempt  to  change  it, 

ithen  there  is  no  obligation  to  report  the  girl,  or  for  her  to  re- 

'port  herself. 
■The  above  process  insures  that  rules  under  the  Honor  System  are 
inot  haphazardly  changed;  yet  the  process  further  confirms  the 
j  Honor  System  as  a  flexible  code  having  as  its  base  the  definition 
lof  an  Honor  offense  as  an  offense  against  the  generally  accepted 

norms  of  behavior  of  the  Chatham  College  community. 

Both    Risa   and    Cathy    O'Daniel    expressed    themselves 
very   freely  on   the  current  college  issues.    Cathy   put    it, 

"Certainly  one  of  the  most  explosive  issues  this  year  is  the 
'statement  prepared  by  student  officers  that  students  are  to 

I  be  viewed  as  mature  adults."  These  girls  have  found  the 

'faculty  to  be  "academically  approachable"  at  any  time,  and 

[very  cooperative  to  work  with  on  joint  committees.  "On 
|  the  Curriculum  Committee,"  Risa  commented,  "we  don't 
line  up  as  students  versus  faculty  members.  In  any  in- 

'  stance,  there  will  be  representatives  of  each  group  on 

j  opposing  sides  of  a  question." 
Cheryl  Olkes  praised  the  open-door  policy  of  Chatham 

:  faculty.   Generally,  every  student  who  was  interviewed  felt 

that  this  outstanding  attribute  of  Chatham — the  warm  fac- 

1  ulry-student  relationship — was  still  very  much  in  practice. 
Cheryl,  an  attractive  and  very  vocal  student  leader,  said 

that  the  tutorial  program  was  her  main  reason  for  coming 

to  Chatham,  although  she  would  prefer  to  see  an  Honors 

Program  in  its  stead.  She  is  an  active  student,  carrying  five 

courses,  working  twenty  hours  a  week  on  THE  ARROW 
and  nine  hours  as  student  assistant  in  the  Public  Relations 

office.  Her  editorials  have  shown  an  incisiveness  often 

lacking  in  student  writing.  THE  ARROW  has  termed  this 

"Fight  Year,"  and  the  students  give  the  impression  that 
they  will  stick  firmly  to  their  convictions. 

There  is  a  strong  movement  afoot  for  a  closer  relation- 

ship with  other  local  institutions  of  higher  learning.  Cer- 
tainly a  common  callendar  would  facilitate  the  matter  of 

cross-registration  for  courses. 

Mr.  Nimick,  speaking  from  the  point  of  view  of  a 

Trustee,  stated  that  an  inventory  is  being  made  of  possible 

areas  where  joint  efforts  can  be  made  by  all  of  the  colleges. 

Many  students  are  eager  to  have  the  opportunity  to  enroll 
at  the  other  local  institutions  in  courses  not  available  at 

Chatham. 

A  workable  library  system  embracing  the  five  schools  is 

not  too  far  away.  Every  student  interviewed  mentioned  the 

great  need  for  this,  suffering,  as  they  all  do,  from  the  in- 
adequacies of  the  present  Library,  and  waiting,  not  too 

patiently,  for  the  new  Library  to  be  constructed. 



And  what  of  co-education?  At  least  some  membeis  of 

the  faculty  and  administtation  seem  to  favor  the  idea.  The 

problems  of  the  small,  women's,  liberal  arts  college  in 

today's  wotld  of  complex  universities  are  manifold.  "We 

must  look  at  it,"  explained  Mr.  Nimick.  "Small  colleges 
are  having  difficulties  throughout  the  country.  Enrollment 

is  dropping  off.  Perhaps  co-education  can  solve  some  of 
these  difficulties.  We  are  not  going  to  jump  into  it,  but 

we  are  going  to  examine  it  from  every  angle." 

"The  real  validity  of  Chatham,"  Dr.  Eddy  feels,  "lies 

in  its  relationship  to  the  city.  This  is  where  its  'unique- 

ness' can  be  found.  There  are  other  small  women's  colleges. 
There  are  other  excellent  liberal  arts  schools.  There  are 

almost  none  that  pair  these  qualities  and  can  match  Chat- 

ham's location." 
Oddly  enough,  it  is  the  students  who  ate  the  most 

questioning  about  the  advisability  of  co-education.  These 
are  a  few  typical  remarks: 

"I  specifically  wanted  a  women's  college.  I  did  not  want 

to  compete  with  men  in  the  classroom." 
"Last  summer  I  was  at  Penn  Summer  School.  The  girls 

there  were  afraid  to  express  themselves  in  the  classroom 

and  constantly  took  on  the  menial  jobs  in  any  student 

project.  I  didn't  like  the  situation.  I'm  very  glad  I  came 

to  Chatham." 
"I'm  on  the  fence  about  it.  While  I  feel  it's  easier  to 

become  involved  in  student  affairs  at  a  women's  college, 
the  separation  of  the  academic  and  social  atmosphere  is 

not  wholly  normal." 
Undoubtedly,  the  next  few  years  will  see  many  changes 

other  than  the  decision  for  or  against  co-education.  Stu- 
dents have  shown  that  they  can  take  an  active,  responsible 

role  in  college  government,  and,  consequently,  that  role 

probably  will  become  increasingly  significant.  There  will 

be  changes  in  the  curriculum,  perhaps  primarily  ones  that 

will  free  the  student  from  too  many  requirements,  thus 

allowing  greater  latitude  in  choosing  courses  in  particular 

disciplines  as  well  as  more  electives.  Cross-registration, 
now  a  strong  possibility,  may  offer  one  solution  to  the 

problem  of  attrition,  one  that  is  assuming  somewhat  large 

proportions  among  women's  colleges  today. 
The  students  have  come  a  long  way  in  advancing  social 

regulations,  and,  in  the  not  too  far  future,  it  is  quite  possi- 
ble that  they  will  control  all  of  the  decisions  in  this  area. 

They  are  aware  that  in  so  doing  the  College  will  surrender 

its  role  "in  loco  parentis,"  and  this  will  present  the  student 
with  new  problems.  They  are  ready  to  accept  the  challenge. 

This  is  the  way  it  is  at  Chatham  today.  The  students, 

like  their  counterparts  across  the  country  and  the  world, 

are  active,  articulate,  and  proving  themselves  to  be  mature 

adults.  Unlike  some  of  their  fellow  students,  they  have 

elected  to  move  through  existing  channels.  They  are  in 
revolt,  but  it  is  a  bloodless  rebellion. 

As  those  familiar  words  go,  rhey  are  "shaping  their  lives 

to  be  mansions  of  beauty  to  endure" — beauty  as  they  see  it. 
S 



VOICES  brine  action 
1  If  it  is  important  to  relate  what  is  being  said  on  campus, 
t  is  even  more  essential  to  report  on  the  progress  being 

nade  in  answer  to  what  the  VOICES  are  saying.  The  "seek- 

ng"  is  resulting  in  action,  and  perhaps  through  it  the 

Chatham  Community  will  be  "building  dreams  anew." 

funiors  Win  Key  Privileges 

For  the  past  two  years  members  of  the  senior  class  have 

;njoyed  the  privileges  of  a  system  of  keys  to  residence  halls 
n  which  all  curfew  hours  are  waived.  Under  the  rules  of 

he  system  a  key,  when  used,  must  be  signed  out  for  each 

Kcasion  and  returned  the  next  morning.  Registration  of  a 

lestination  where  the  student  can  be  reached  is  mandatory 

or  all  sign-outs.  Parental  permission  is  required  in  which 

he  parents  agree  that  the  student  "uses  her  own  discretion 
)n  all  occasions  and  for  all  conditions  pertaining  to  her 

wer-night  absences."  The  key  system  has  proved  effective 
ind  satisfactory  for  seniors. 

On  January  31,  1969,  after  a  semester  of  careful  consid- 
eration by  the  members  of  the  ad  hoc  committee  on  social 

regulations  (composed  of  faculty  members,  two  trustees, 

in  alumna — Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  '34 — students 
ind  two  Deans ) ,  the  announcement  was  made  granting  a 

similar  system  of  keys  to  members  of  the  junior  class.  It 

became  a  reality  after  parental  permission  had  been  assured 

and  the  problem  of  locks  and  security  for  individual  dormi- 
tories had  been  worked  out. 

Cross-College  Registration 
The  Pittsburgh  Council  on  Higher  Education,  of  which 

President  Eddy  is  chairman,  announced  in  February  a  new 

plan  for  cross-college  registration  among  the  five  member 

institutions — Carlow  College  ( formerly  Mount  Mercy  Col- 

lege), Carnegie-Mellon  University,  Chatham  College,  Du- 
quesne  University,  and  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

In  making  the  announcement  at  a  news  conference,  Presi- 

dent Eddy  said,"  The  new  program  will  not  only  make  it 

possible  for  the  sharing  of  the  City's  vast  educational  re- 
sources, but  for  the  further  development  of  Pittsburgh  as  a 

major  center  of  higher  education  in  the  nation."  Hopefully 
the  program  will  lead  to  academic  enrichment,  and  better 

use  of  faculty  time  and  physical  resources  among  the  five 
schools. 

Under  the  experimental  program,  which  will  begin  in 

September  1969,  a  junior  or  senior  full-time  student  at  any 
of  the  participating  schools  will  be  allowed  to  enroll  in 

one  course  outside  his  own  institution  during  one  term  or 

semester.  Certain  necessary  guidelines  will  be  in  effect, 

and  in  each  case  of  cross-registration  the  approval  of  the 

dean   or   the  student's   advisor  must   be  obtained   prior   to 
registration. 

New  Calendar  for  1969-70 
One  of  the  major  concerns  of  the  students  has  been  a  re- 

vision of  the  college  calendar.  A  minor  change  was  made 
several  years  ago  when  provision  was  made  to  complete 
course  work  before  the  Christmas  holiday,  but  study  week 

and  exams  were  still  scheduled  in  January  after  vacation. 

By  action  of  the  faculty  at  a  special  meeting  on  Febru- 

ary 19,  a  new  calendar  for  1969-70  was  adopted. 

Fall  Semester 
Spring  Semester 

Freshmen  arrive Aug.  31 
Classes  begin 

Jan.  19 
Registration Sept.  3, 4 Spring  vacation 

Mar.  1 3  to 

Classes  begin Sept.  5, 6 
Mar.  30 

Thanksgiving 
Nov.  26  to End  of  classes 

May  6 

vacation Dec.  1 Study  period 

May  7-11 
End  of  classes Dec.  10 Final  exams 

May  12-20 
Study  period Dec.  10-14 

Commencement 
May  24 

Final  exams 
Dec.  15-20 

This  calendar,  which  puts  Chatham  on  approximately 

the  same  schedule  as  the  other  four  colleges,  is  expected  to 

facilitate  cross-registration.  Also,  ir  fulfills  the  urgent  de- 

sire on  the  part  of  the  students  for  finals-before-Christmas. 

Curriculum  Revision 

While  each  of  the  foregoing  decisions — junior  keys, 

cross-college  registration,  new  calendar — required  careful 

and  detailed  consideration,  the  question  of  curriculum  re- 
vision is  one  which  cannot  be  quickly  or  easily  resolved. 

However,  the  wheels  have  been  set  in  motion  and  the  pre- 
liminary steps  have  been  taken  to  implement  the  work  to 

be  done. 

Following  a  report  by  Dean  Hotchkiss  to  the  Board  of 
Trustees  in  February,  the  Trustees  passed  the  following 

resolution:  "Resolved  that  the  Board  of  Trustees  welcomes 

the  proposal  of  the  curriculum  committee  to  examine  the 

Chatham  curriculum  and  degree  requirements  and  to  rec- 
ommend major  changes  it  may  find  desirable.  The  Trustees 

recognize  the  basic  importance  of  a  strong  and  viable  cur- 
riculum to  a  strong  and  viable  college.  The  Trustees  pledge 

rheir  support  to  the  efforts  of  the  curriculum  committee 

and  the  faculty  in  this  direction.  The  Trustees  hope  that 

this  review  may  be  completed  early  in  the  fall  term  of 

1969." 

This  resolution  prepared  the  way  for  the  passing  of  a 

three-part  motion  at  the  March  faculty  meeting: 
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1.  That  the  faculty  support  a  study  of  the  curriculum  of 

the  College,  leading  to  a  redefinition  of  its  goals,  a  restate- 
ment or  reaffirmation  of  graduation  requirements,  and,  if 

appropriate,  a  restructuring  of  its  content. 

2.  That  this  study  be  undertaken  by  an  ad  hoc  committee 

of  the  faculty;  the  President's  advisory  committee,  meeting 
with  its  student  members,  is  requested  to  make  recommen- 

dations concerning  structure  and  membership  of  this  com- 
mittee at  the  next  ( April )  meeting  of  the  faculty. 

3.  That  the  administration  of  the  College  be  urged  to  pro- 
vide financial  support  for  the  study,  as  requested  by  the 

ad  hoc  committee. 

The  Tutorial  Question 

"If  1969-70  is  the  year  of  the  Great  Experiment,  let's 
make  it  the  GREAT  Experiment.  The  new  calendar,  cross- 
registration,  and  impending  curricular  revision  promise  a 

transfusion  of  positive  academic  blood  into  the  community. 

It  is  time  to  do  something  about  the  eternal  victim  of  perni- 

cious anemia,  the  tutorial."  These  words  from  an  editorial 
in  the  February  28  issue  of  The  ARROW  express  rather 

pointedly  the  general  feeling  of  the  students  about  the 
tutorial. 

A  petition,  signed  by  two-thirds  of  the  members  of  the 
present  junior  class  and  presented  at  the  March  faculty 

meeting,  requested  the  faculty  to  adopt  an  experimental 

program  of  options  to  the  tutorial  for  the  academic  year 

1969-70.  President  Eddy,  in  urging  the  faculty  to  give  the 
petition  very  serious  consideration,  said  that  the  students, 

in  questioning  the  value  and  necessity  of  the  tutorial  in  its 

present  form,  were  motivated  by  a  genuine  concern  to  get 

the  most  out  of  the  educational  experience. 

The  matter  rests  here  for  the  moment.  In  all  probability, 

according  to  Dean  Hotchkiss,  the  tutorial  committee  will 

make  some  suggestions  for  revisions  for  1969-70,  and 
these  will  constitute  an  important  item  for  discussion  by 
the  ad  hoc  committee  as  it  studies  the  whole  curriculum. 

Pass— Fail  Option 

The  primary  purpose  of  a  pass-fail  system  is  to  permit 

full-time  students  to  engage  in  courses  of  value  to  their 
academic  programs,  but  for  which  the  grading  system  has 

acted  as  a  deterrent  to  participation. 

Chatham  students  may  elect  one  course  each  semester 

under  the  pass-fail  option.  It  is  not  applicable  to  courses 
taken  to  fulfill  the  basic  curriculum,  junior  or  senior  level 

Education  courses,  or  courses  taken  by  juniors  and  seniors 

in  their  major  subject. 

The  usual  prerequisites  or  other  requirements  of  entrance 

into  a  class  continue  in  effect,  and  students  are  expected  to 

meet  all  course  requirements  including  attendance,  papers 
and  examinations.  Once  a  course  has  been  declared  as 

pass-fail  no  change  is  permitted. 
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Opportunities  for 

Volunteer  Tutors 

In  every  urban  area  there  are  many  high  school  student 

who  are  in  need  of  help  to  prepare  for  college  entrance 

And,  in  every  urban  community  there  are  college  graduate 

who  are  well  qualified  to  give  that  help  through  individua 

or  group  tutoring.  Getting  the  two  together  seems  to  b 

the  major  problem. 

In  Pittsburgh,  the  thirty  member  colleges  of  the  Women' 
Alumnae  Club  Council  are  attempting  to  do  somethin; 

about  this  problem  by  recruiting  volunteers  for  two  rype 

of  tutoring  at  the  high  school  level. 

The  first,  a  program  in  academic  subjects,  uses  the  facil 

ities  of  the  East  Liberty  Presbyterian  Church  and  is  ap 

proved  by  the  Pittsburgh  Board  of  Education.  Classes  mee 

for  2 -hour  sessions  on  Monday  and  Thursday  nights  durin; 
the  school  year. 

A  second  option  is  to  tutor  potential  college  women  fron 

ghetto  area  high  schools  who  are  not  sufficiently  prepare 

for  college  work  on  a  one-to-one  basis.  Arrangements  fo 

getting  student  and  tutor  together  at  a  convenient  time  an< 
place  are  handled  individually. 

At  the  kindergarten  and  elementary  level  another  pre 

gram  is  offered  in  Pittsburgh  and  in  a  number  of  othe 

metropolitan  areas.  The  School  Volunteer  Association, 

fully  accredited  national  organization,  works  through  th 

public  schools.  The  Association  offers  training  session 

for  the  volunteer  who  is  usually  assigned  to  a  school  in  he 

own  area.  A  volunteer  works  during  the  school  hour; 

guarantees  a  minimum  of  two  hours  per  week,  and  assist 

the  regular  teacher  in  academic  subjects  as  well  as  in  music 

art,  library  and  recreation. 

The  Chatham  Alumnae  Association,  as  a  member  of  th. 

Women's  Alumnae  Club  Council,  suggests  that  any  one  o 
these  services  could  provide  a  tremendously  rewardin; 

type  of  volunteer  work  for  alumnae  in  the  Pittsburgh  ares 

To  volunteer,  or  to  request  further  information,  call  o 

write  to  WACC  TUTORING  PROJECTS  COORDINA 

TOR,  Mrs.  Allan  Brodsky,  2716  Clare  Street,  Glenshaw,  Pa 

15116  (Telephone:  486-0774).  Mrs.  Brodsky  is  a  membe 
of  the  Beaver  College  Alumnae  Club.  OR,  call  Mrs.  Swiss 

helm  in  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Office  (441-8200,  ext.  216) 

Although  the  above  information  is  specifically  for  alum 

nae  in  the  Pittsburgh  area,  there  are  similar  opportunitie 

in  every  city.  Consult  the  telephone  directory  for  the  Schoo 
Volunteer  Association.  Consult  the  local  school  boan 

about  individual  tutoring  programs.  This  is  a  voluntee 
service  in  which  some  Chatham  alumnae  are  already  in 

volved.    Many  more  are  needed. 



Fall  Honors  Lists  Include 
Alumnae  Relatives 

Five  alumnae  daughters  are  among  the  students  whose 

names  were  announced  by  Dean  Eugene  Hotchkiss  when 

the  Honors  and  Dean's  Lists  for  the  first  semester  were  re- 
leased in  February. 

Seniors  Sally  Burkhart  and  Ann  Turnock  achieved 

Honors  and  the  Dean's  List.  They  are  the  daughters  of 

Claire  Stewart  Burkhart  '42,  and  Ann  McClymonds  Turnock 

'44,  both  of  Pittsburgh.  On  the  senior  Dean's  List  are 

Andrea  Dubs,  whose  mother  is  Carla  Gregson  Dubs  '45, 
of  New  Canaan,  Connecticut,  and  Lynne  Osterloh,  grand- 

daughter of  Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh  '13,  both  of  Pitts- 
burgh. Sally  Burkhart  also  has  won  an  honorable  mention 

in  the  annual  competition  conducted  by  the  Woodrow 

Wilson  National  Fellowship  Foundation  to  find  the  best 

future  college  teachers  in  the  United  States  and  Canada. 

Janet  Christie,  on  the  junior  class  Dean's  List,  is  from 

a  real  Chatham  family — mother,  Marian  Lean  Christie  '46; 

grandmother,  Mary  Tipper  Lean,  Special  'l6-'18,  both  of 

Northfield,  Illinois;  and  aunt,  Louise  Lean  Fontaine  '40, 
of  Washington,  D.C. 

In  rhe  sophomore  class  Diane  Berman,  daughter  of 

Martha  Y  or  kin  Berman  '47,  of  Washington,  Pennsylvania, 

achieved  High  Honors  and  the  Dean's  List. 
Two  Alumnae  Scholars  also  appear  on  the  lists:  senior 

Jennifer  Gearhart  on  the  Dean's  List,  and  junior  Sally 

Marks  on  the  High  Honors  and  Dean's  Lists.  Sally  is  a 
grandniece  of  Dean  Emeritus  Mary  Helen  Marks.  And 

Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  Ruth  Swisshelm  is  proud  of 

her  cousin-by-marriage,  Beverly  Swisshelm,  who  is  on  the 

sophomore  Honors  and  Dean's  Lists. 

CENTENNIAL 

ALUMNAE  DAY 

Saturday,  June  7,   1969 

1969  Reunion  Classes 

1 899  1 924  1 956 

1904  1929  1957 

1909  1934  1958 

1914  1939  1959 

1919  1944  1968 

ALL  alumnae  are  WELCOME 

Overnight  accommodations  available 

for  alumnae  and  husbands 

Use  special  Reunion  Brochure 

for  ALL  reservations 

MEMO  to:   CHATHAM  ALUMNAE 

From:  THE  ARROW   Staff 

Be  IN  on  what's  going  ON  at  Chatham. 
This  form  and  a  check  for  $7.50  will  order  a  1969-70  subscription  to 

the  weekly  college  newspaper,  published  September  through  May  ex- 
cept during  scheduled  vacations. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS  . 

Zip  Code- 

Please  make  check  payable  to  THE  ARROW,  Chatham  College. 

Mail  to  Circulation  Manager,  THE  ARROW,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
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100 1869-1969 

On  December  11,  1969,  Chatham  College  will  reach 

a  significant  milestone- — a  100th  birthday.  One  hundred 
years  of  life  is  a  noble  achievement  for  any  institution, 

particularly  if  it  has  lived  those  years  in  true  dedication 

to  its  purpose  for  being.  Certainly  Chatham  can  claim  that 
distinction. 

As  a  college  of  liberal  arts,  it  has  from  its  beginning 

been  concerned  with  preparing  young  women  to  meet  the 

varying  circumstances  of  life  with  a  fund  of  useful  knowl- 

edge, with  a  clear  and  discriminating  understanding,  and 

with  a  readiness  to  adjust  and  act  responsibly.  (Quoted 

from  the  college  catalog. ) 

Birthdays  usually  are  celebrated  with  parties — gala,  ex- 
pensive affairs  that  are  over  in  a  few  short  hours  and  very 

soon  forgotten.  The  Chatham  Centennial  Commission,  the 

committee  charged  with  the  responsibility  of  planning  the 

birthday  observance,  has  taken  that  responsibility  very 

seriously,  and,  after  careful  consideration  of  many  sug- 
gestions, has  reached  a  decision.  The  Chatham  Centennial 

is  to  be  a  projection  into  the  second  hundred  years.  What 

better  time  to  evaluate  its  mission  in  higher  education? 

What  more  appropriate  time  to  plan  for  its  future? 

The  major  events  marking  the  anniversary  will  take 

place  next  fall.  There  will  be  guest  speakers,  exhibitions 

including  an  alumnae  art  show,  musical  and  dramatic  pro- 

ductions, and  an  all-college  open  house  for  alumnae,  friends 

of  the  College,  and  the  community.  Perhaps  the  most  sig- 

nificant event  for  this  "look-ahead"  year  will  be  the  ground- 
breaking for  the  new  buildings — the  Jennie  King  Mellon 

Library,  the  student-faculty  center,  and  the  lecture  hall- 
little  theater. 

The  alumnae  birthday  celebration  will  begin  on  Reunion 

Day,  June  7.  Here,  too,  the  program  will  take  the  forward 

look,  but  there  will  be  plenty  of  time  for  reminiscing. 

After  all,  that's  what  reunions  are  for. 
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If  present  plans  become  reality  in  the  fall,  the  annu£ 
Alumnae  Council  will  be  extended  from  its  usual  one  da 

program  to  two  or  three  days,  and  will  be  an  open  meetin 
to  all  alumnae. 

Come  to  Chatham  on  Alumnae  Day,  June  7,  and  hel 
to  start  the  celebration.  Full  information  about  the  fal 

program  will  be  forthcoming  as  soon  as  all  details  ar 
complete. 

Ruth  Swiss heln 

HUNDREDS  seek  HUNDREDS 
for  the  HUNDREDTH 

The  Alumnae  Division  of  the  Centennial  Fund  is  holdinj 

its  own.  In  fact,  if  the  response  in  money  equals  the  mag 

nificent  efforts  of  our  many  volunteers,  this  capital  fun< 

campaign  will  surely  surpass  its  goal  of  SI 50,000.  We'i 
like  to  name  a  few  of  the  women  who  are  in  charge  o 

the  geographic  campaigns  now  in  progress  across  thi country. 

Our  Allegheny  County  chairman,  Amy  McKay  Core,  '43 
has  194  volunteers  to  keep  her  busy. 

In  the  Boston  metropolitan  area,  Joan  Anderson  Booth 

'59,  is  serving  as  chairman.  She  has  15  alumnae  workinj with  her. 

Joan  Swannie  Ruch,  '49,  is  heading  up  a  group  of  fou 
loyal  Chathamites  who  are  working  in  the  Buffalo  area. 

In  the  Chicago  Club  area,  Mary  Loughran  Fell,  '62,  i 
the  very  fine  chairman  for  18  solicitors. 

Eleanore  Luthringer  Mattson,  '49,  president  of  the  Cleve 
land  Club,  is  responsible  for  13  hard-working  volunteers. 

Long   Island   has   been   organized   by   Eleanor   Goldfarl 
Turn  to  page  4( 
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PENNSYLVANIA 
FEMALE  COLLEGE 

Vol.  I June  8,  1883 No.  1 

EDITORS 

Grace  Watson  Warmcastlc  77 

Sara  N.  Johnston  77 

The  Association  has  a  membership  of  109.  Of 
these,  31  are  married.  There  have  been  six  deaths: 

one  from  Class  of  74,  two  from  76,  two  from  77, 

and  one  from  'S2.  There  are  thirty  grandchildren 
claiming  the  protection  of  the  P.  F.  C. 

A  fter  you  have  read  my  columns, 

Linger  just  a  iittle  while, 

U  nto  me  you  owe  a  debt  now. 

Many  ate  the  friends  you  loved, 

N  amed  upon  my  pages  here. 

A  re  you   glad    to   learn   their   doings, 

E  ven    if   but  once   a   year? 

R  ound  our  Alma  Mater  gathering, 

E  very  one  should  promise  here, 

Conttibutions  brief  or  lengthy, 

O  n  my  pages  to  appear. 

R  ead  by  sistets  that  are  absent, 

D  cubly  dear  your  words  will  seem, 

E  very   line  will    bring  a   memory, 

R  escued   from  life's  rushing  stream. 

looking  back 

As  the  College  prepares  to  obsetve  the  Centennial  Year  by  evaluating 
its  present  and  future  mission  in  higher  education,  the  Recorder  takes 

one  brief,  backward  glance  to  its  inauguration  in  1883 — eighty-six 
years  of  continuous  publication,  one  of  the  oldest  alumnae  magazines 
in  the  country.    The  masthead,  poem,  and  text  are  from  Vol.   1,  No.   1. 

"F.very   editor    of   a    newspaper    pays    tribute    to    the    devil." — La    Fontaine. 

Since  the  history  of  Eve  was  written,  down  to  the  present  time 

when  Henry  James,  Jr.,  writes  such  disparaging  things  about  our 

sex,  various  have  been  the  opinions  expressed  by  men  with  regard 

to  woman.  Shakespeare  says  "Fraility,  thy  name  is  woman,"  and 

Milton  calls  her  "Fairest  of  creation."  To  all  these  agreeable  things 
we  assent;  as  to  our  follies,  we  own  to  them  also,  but  there  is  good 

reason  for  their  existence,  for  some  one  in  Adam  Bede  says,  "I'm 

not  denyin'  women  are  foolish;  God  Almighty  made  'em  to  match 

the  men."  But  when  they  say  women  have  no  business  ability,  we 
rebel;  and  we  graduates  of  the  P.  F.  C.  are  going  to  prove  it  as  far 

as  we  are  concerned  by  publishing  a  real  newspaper. 

The  main  object  of  this  paper  is  to  create  more  interest  in  the 

Alumnae  Association.  But  why  is  there  such  a  lack  of  interest?  The 

place  where  we  have  spent  so  many  happy  days,  formed  warm 

friendships,  and  acquired  such  stores  of  knowledge,  should  be  dear 

to  us,  and  when  we  have  the  opportunity  once  a  year  of  meeting 

these  friends,  talking  over  old  times  and  airing  our  knowledge,  we 

should  avail  ourselves  of  it.  But  how  many  do? 

There  are  over  one  hundred  names  on  our  roll,  and  though  two- 
thirds  of  these  live  in  Pittsburgh  or  within  a  few  hours  of  it,  still 

we  seldom  have  more  than  one-fourth  the  number  present,  and 

each  year  the  meetings  grow  "smaller  and  beautifully  less."  To 
those  who  say  the  meetings  are  dull  and  uninteresting,  we  say,  come 

and  help  make  them  more  entertaining.  To  be  sure,  "the  feast  of 
reason  and  the  flow  of  soul"  is  not  such  as  would  be  expected  from 
a  learned  body  of  men,  yet  is  as  well,  for  we  are  safe  from  all  danger 
of  mental  indigestion. 

Thete  is  another  way  by  which  we  can  show  our  interest  in  the 

Association,  for  if  this  paper  meets  with  your  favor  ,and  is  con- 
tinued another  year,  we  beg  you  will  cooperate  with,  and  aid  our 

successors  in  their  difficult  task.  If  you  are  asked  to  write  some- 
thing, do  so;  anything  will  be  acceptable,  a  letter  or  poem,  or 

article  on  any  subject  — 

"The  meaning  doesn't  matter,  if  its  only  idle  clatter 

Of  a  transcendental  kind." — 

And  now,  with  greeting  to  each  alumna,  and  best  wishes  to  the 

Class  of  '83,  the  RECORDER  comes  to  you,  asking  indulgence  for 
all  faults,  and  promising,  with  your  aid,  to  be  better  in  the  future. 

  The  printing   of   this  paper   cost  fifteen  dollars,   and 

all  incidental  expenses,  such  as  sending  the  notices,  are  borne  by  the 

persons  sending  them.  We  do  therefore  beg,  if  this  paper  has  been 

of  any  interest  to  you,  has  recalled  old  college  days,  and  classmates 

dear,  you  will  help  to  swell  its  columns  and  defray  its  expenses. 
13 



class   news 

11 
Edna  M.   Reitz 

1022  Find  ley  Drive  West 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15221 

Clarissa  Blakelee  Ingle  is  moving  to 
Drexell  Hill,  back  to  the  home  where  she 
began  her  married  life.  She  and  her  son 
are  both  busily  engaged  in  social  service 
projects,  she  in  peace  projects  and  he  with 
youth  groups.  He  is  an  architect  in  the 
Park  Service. 

Sara  Carpenter  is  busy  caring  for  her 
invalid  sister,  and  Belle  McClymonds  Mar- 

shall lives  quietly  in  Negley  House. 
No  news  came  from  Rachel  McQuistou 

Kelly  or  Maggie  Mae  McCullough  Huff- 
man at  this  time,  but  Maggie  Mae  visited 

Pittsburgh  at  Thanksgiving. 
Edna  Reitz  attended  Alumnae  Council 

in  October,  and  later  made  some  contacts 
for  the  Centennial  Fund.  It  is  interesting 
to  follow  another  in  the  series  of  changes 
in  which  we  have  had  a  part. 

+.   

13 Elizabeth  S.  McCague 
864  Thorn  Street 

Sewickley,   Pa.    15143 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  and  her  hus- 
band have  both  had  operations  in  the  past 

year  and  Mr.  McCune  was  to  have  a  corneal 
transplant  late  in  February.  Faye  men- 

tioned that  her  sister  Merle,  whom  I  am 
sure  we  all  remember,  lost  her  husband 
last  September. 

Lucile  Atkinson  Baker  continues  to  keep 
very  busy  and  says  her  travels  nowadays 
are  all  in  imagination  and  memory.  She 
speaks  of  P.  C.  W.  May  Days,  plays,  etc., 
and  comments  on  how  quiet  it  was  in 
those  days  with  no  airplanes  and  few  cars. 

Helen  Blair  Baumann's  reply  to  my  re- 
quest for  news  took  the  form  of  a  nice 

chatty  phone  call.  She  said  I  should  just 

report  for  her  that  the  "needle  is  stuck" — as  her  activities  remain  the  same,  church, 
College  Club,  Decade  V,  and  lectures  at 
Carnegie  lnsritute.  Your  may  be  sure  that 
Helen   enjoys  them  all. 

The  trip  to  Pittsburgh  to  which  Chris- 
tine Cameron  Bryan  was  looking  forward 

when  I  wrote  last  spring  did  materialize 
and  she  and  Betty  Frank  met  Jeanne, 
Helen,  Laila,  and  me  downtown  for  lunch. 
It  was  great  fun  to  be  together.  Christine 
had  had  a  phone  conversation  with  Grace 
Wilson  just  before  she  wrote  me. 

Laila  Clark  Ament  continues  with  her 
usual  activities.  She  reports  that  her 
auntie,  Mrs.  Dilley,  is  quite  well  and 
looking  forward  to  her  105th  birthday  in 

May.  I'm  sure  we  shall  all  be  wishing 
Mrs.   Dilley  a  happy   birthday. 
When  Helen  Craig  Culley  wrote,  she 

said    her   part   of   the   country    was    having 
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In  Memoriam 

Helene  Harmount  Prep  x'97 (Mrs.   Charles  Wooldridge) 
October   17,   1968 

Roberta   Quail      DH 
(Mrs.  John  H.  Bragdon) 

Fall  1968 

Edith  N.  Stanton   '02 November  26,  1968 

Carrie  C.  Alford  x'05 (Mrs.  John  C.  Archer) March    1968 

Mary  Savage    14 
(Mrs.  Edward  B.  Lewis) 

December   7,   1968 

Bessie  B.  Wright  x'14 (Mrs.  A.  A.  Schlegel) 
January   12,   1969 

Eleanor  Fuller  '18 (Mrs.  Louis  S.  McMurray) 
October  5,  1968 

Josephine  Paul  '18 (Mrs.  William  C.  Means) 
October  31,  1968 

Edna  Faddis  '20 (Mrs.   Roberr   Stevens) 
December  25,  1968 

Laura  Morris  '23 (Mrs.  Carl  B.  Furman) 
December   1966 

Miriam  Buchanan  '25 (  Mrs.  Alexander  C.  Canlield,  Jr. ) 
December  24,  1968 

Eugenie  E.  Negley  '28 (Mrs.  Thomas  W.  McLean) 
December  18,  1968 

Betty   Guckelberger   '36 (Mrs.  Thomas  C.   Roantree,    Jr.) 
December  2,   1968 

Jane  Terry  '37 (Mrs.  William  A.  Richardson) 

June  1968 
Irma   Cathcart   '49 (Mrs.  Charles  W.  Prine,  Jr.) 

December  25,  1968 
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a  very  definite  taste  of  winter.  She  had 
to  be  pulled  out  of  the  ditch  twice.  So 
far  Helen  was  succeeding  in  avoiding  last 

year's  history  of  broken  bones.  She  is 
contemplating  a   trip   later   in   the  year. 
The  note  that  came  from  Elizabeth 

Donehoo  Stoltz  was  written  from  their 
home  in  Bradford,  Ohio  and  not,  as  is 
usually  the  case,  from  California.  Due  to 
an  operation  which  Mr.  Stoltz  had,  the 
departure  for  California  had  been  delayed, 

but  they  were  just  about  to  go,  and  Eliza- 

beth  was   counting  on   the  desert  sunshii 
to  benefit  her   husband. 

It  was  good  to  learn  that  Louise  Fletch 
had  been  able  to  get  back  to  Sarasota  fi 
the  winter.  She  is  grateful  to  have  escap( 
the  cold  weather.  Louise  enjoys  the  met 

ings  and  study  groups  of  the  A.A.U.'V and  speaks  again  of  her  pleasant  contac 
there  with  Mrs.  Hinckley  and  Dolor 
Steinecke  who  are  both  graduates  of  Cha 
ham.  She  also  finds  Chautauqua  friends 
Sarasota. 

It  is  interesting  to  hear  from  Emn 
Geiselhart  Osterloh  that  her  granddaugl 
ter,  Lynne,  will  graduate  from  Chatha 
this  spring.  Emma  also  reports  that  h 
grandson  Bob  is   now   in  Vietnam. 

Jeanne  Gray  Orcutt  has  thirteen  gran 
children  and  their  visits  are  a  joy  to  he 
She  says  they  come  to  her  nowadays  i 
sread  of  her  going  to  visit  all  of  ther 
Jeanne  had  one  piece  of  bad  luck  this  pa 
year  in  having  burglars  get  into  her  hou 
while  she  was  out  of  town. 

For   the   sixteenth   winter   Sylvia    Wayi 
Gotham   returned   to   Fort  Lauderdale  wii 
her   brother    Marc.     They    love   the    life 
the  warm   weather   there  and   when    Sylv 
wrote  they  were  planning  to  go  on  a  cruis 
Sylvia    has    given     up    her    apartment 
Cleveland  and  hopes  to  get  another  in  tl 
same  building  and  on  the  same  floor  whe 

her    brother's    apartment    is.     She   hopes 
any   of   us   go   to   Forr  Lauderdale   w-e  wi 
get   in   touch   with   her.     The   phone   nur 
ber  is   566-7575   but  unlisted,  as  they  g 
their  calls  through  the  switchboard.    Sylv 
sends  her  love  to  all. 

Mildred  Weston  Rogers  wrote  from  Ga 
litzin  having  just  returned  from  Ne 
England.  She  and  her  husband  have  ni 
been  out  of  the  U.S.A.  since  they  can 
back  from  London  in  January  of  last  yea 

Mr.  Rogers'  book,  "Ladies  Bountiful,"  can out  in  London  last  September  and  receive 
a  lot  of  newspaper  coverage,  the  best  i 
which  Mildred  says  was  a  long  appraisal 
the  Literary  Supplement  of  the  Londc 
Times.  Mildred  herself  is  still  getting  reco, 
nition  for  her  poems.  This  year  th< 
have  appeared  in  two  new  anthologie 
"On  City  Streets"  published  by  M.  Evai 

and  Company  of  New  York  and  "Impac whose  publisher  is  M.  Dent  and  Sons  < 

Toronto.  One  sentence  in  Mildred's  letti 
appealed  to  me  as  being  applicable  t 
most  of  us:  "It  seems  as  if  we  are  alwa^ 

too  busy  to  tell  how  busy  we  are!" From  Grace  Wilson  comes  a  statemei 
which  covers  her  activities  when  she  say 

"The  aged  are  helping  the  aged!"  1 other  words  Grace  is  still  doing  volunte< 
work  at  the  Brooklyn  Hospital  and  i 
the  Y.W.C.A.  And  we  can  be  sure  th; 
what  Grace  does,  she  is  doing  well. 



Martha  Young  McKeon  reports  that  life 

in  her  family  circle  is  routine  "except  for assorted  colds  and  two  broken  limbs 

among  the  grandsons."  She  repeats  her cordial  invitation  to  all  of  us  to  come  to 
see  her  in  Toronto. 

This  secretary  of  yours  did  a  bit  of 
visiting  here  and  there  last  spring  and 
summer,  but  otherwise  has  been  doing  the 
usual  things  in  Sewickley.  Laila  and  I 
enjoyed  being  at  Chatham  for  part  of 
Alumnae  Council    Day   in   October. 

15 Jane  Johnston 
4720  Centre  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15213 

NEW  ADDRESS 
Olga   E.   Losa,    136   Centennial   Ave.,    Apt. 

104  Normandy,  Sewickley,  Pa.    15143 

Mary  Ruth  Jeffrey's  chief  writing  en- 
deavor this  past  year  was  the  compilation 

of  the  history  of  the  last  ten  years  of  the 
College  Club  for  its  sixtieth  anniversary 
celebrarion  last  October.  This  combined 
with  the  history  of  the  first  fifty  years 
was  printed  in  a  very  attractive  volume. 

Olga  Losa  took  four  young  grand  nieces 
to  Ocean  City  fot  a  week  and  had  an  en- 

joyable time.  She  also  made  a  memorable 
visit  to  historic  New  Castle,  Delaware. 

Betty  Cameron  Frank  is  justly  proud  of 
her  grandson,  who  is  a  student  at  Yale, 
having  been  honored  by  a  four-year  Na- 

tional Honor  Scholarship.  Betty  expects 
to  sell  her  house  soon  and  move  into  an 
apartment. 

Mary  Estep  Starr  and  family  spent  a 
pleasant  month  in  Chautauqua.  We  are 
happy  to  report  that  Mary  is  making  a 
fine   recovery   from  a   fractured   hip. 

I  am  sorry  that  your  secretary  has  noth- 
ing interesting  to  report. 

17 Jane  Elizabeth  Errett 
Chatham,  Pa.  19318 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Agnes    Dorman    Walling.    (Mrs.    Arthur), 

Pennsylvania   Hotel,   St.   Petersburg,   Fla. 
33731 

Martha    Dunbar    Say    (Mrs.    D.    L. ) ,    330 
South  Cypress  Street,  Virginia  Apt.  610, 
Pompano    Beach,    Fla.    33060     (Winter 
address ) 

Edna    Evans    Peterson    ( Mrs.   Charles    A. ) , 
763   Cabin   Hill   Drive,  Greensburg,   Pa. 
15601 

Well  here  we  are  again,  now  facing  that 
75th  birthday  or  looking  back  at  it. 
Can  you  believe  it?  And  yet  the  letters 
come  in  telling  about  cruises,  journeys 
east  and  west,  or  north  and  south,  or  even 
all  around  rhe  circuit  of  our  country.  New 
grandchildren  appear  and  older  ones  get 
married.  Each  of  us  has  some  mal-func- 
tioning  part  that  causes  aches  and  pains 
or  loss  of  mobility  or  even,  sadder  perhaps, 
a  restricted  diet.  So  we  can  all  sympa- 

thize with  each  other  and  keep  on  travel- 
ing. 

Leah  Claster  writes  from  Pittsburgh  that 
she  hopes  for  an  opportunity  to  be  with 
members  of  the  class  at  a   furure  reunion. 

Martha  Crandall  Noyes  reports  a  Carib- 
bean cruise  and  two  weeks  in  Florida.  She 

and  Charles  also  attended  a  Daedalion 
convention  of  World  War  I  fliers.  Since 
this   was   in   Dayton,  Ohio   she  had  a  visit 

with  Pauline  McCau  Patterson,  and  also 
with  their  son  Jim  and  four  grandsons. 
Then  with  daughter  Martha  they  had  a  tour 
through  the  beautiful  lake  district  of  Wis- 
consin. 

Martha  Dunbar  Say  still  calls  Chau- 
tauqua home,  but  during  this  winter  Dr. 

Say  is  still  Visitation  Minister  of  the  First 
Presbytetian  Church  of  Fort  Lauderdale. 
She  reporrs  the  arrival  of  a  grandson  in 
the  Pietz  home  in  Saginaw,  Michigan. 
Edna  Evans  Peterson  cherishes  fond 

memories  of  her  associations  with  College 
alumnae  when  she  lived  in  Pittsburgh. 
Now  she  devotes  her  time  to  the  care  of 
her  sister  Margie,  who  is  helpless.  To- 

gether they  have  a  pleasant  apartment,  and 
kind  friends  are  nearby. 

Ruth  Gokey  Walters  reports  a  healthful 
and  happy  year.  We  associate  Ruth  with 
Jamestown  and  the  Lake,  but  she  seems  to 
flit  in  and  out  of  Ridgewood,  New  Jersey. 

As  a  family  parry  they  went  to  the  Baha- 
mas for  a  Phi  Gam  convention.  In  the 

Christmas  season  two  grandsons  were  mar- 
ried, at  which  time  they  had  a  brief  re- 

union with  another  grandson,  a  Navy 
brother  from  Vietnam. 

Katharine  Keck  Van  Kirk  says  she  has 
traveled  rhe  deepest  valley  with  the  death 
of  her  husband,  Scott,  in  March.  And 
yet  she  has  realized  the  immeasurable  sat- 

isfaction of  the  love  and  loyalty  of  sons 
and  daughters  and  their  children.  Two 
sons  are  physicians,  in  Pittsburgh  and 
Chambersburg.  One  daughter  lives  in 
Pittsburgh,  and  one  in  Youngwood.  There 
are  fourteen  grandchildren.  Kay  lives  in 
West  Newton,  and  would  enjoy  a  visit 
from  any  alumna. 

Betty  McClelland  Crawford  has  had  a 
somewhat  strenuous  year  wirh  a  wedding, 
and  also  family  gatherings  in  her  apart- 

ment. Moreover  she  has  been  President  of 
Decade  V  Club,  and  I  heard  tell  that  she 
looked  very  pretty,  presiding. 

Helen  Pardee  Nichol  found  it  wise  to 
live  the  life  of  a  lady,  taking  things  more 
slowly  while  visiting  her  daughter.  Helen 
eats  to  gain  weight,  not  to  lose  it.  Gradua- 

tions of  grandsons,  and  the  wedding  of  one 
contributed  to  grandmotherly  pleasure. 

Louise  Reinecke  Thome  spent  the  early 
months  of  the  year  in  England  with  the 
Kings;  summer  in  Happy  Holler,  sur- 

rounded by  children.  Later  she  visited 
Lancaster,  Pennsylvania,  and  Cleveland, 
Ohio.  She  sorr  of  resolved  to  settle  down 
at  home  in  1969,  but  now  it  is  California 
in  January  and  Texas  in  February.  For 

April  Fool's  Day  she  will  stay  at  home, 
maybe. 

Dorothy  Stoebner  Markell's  beloved 
young  people  are  in  Michigan,  successful 
in  school  and  sports.  One  of  them,  at  least, 
looks  down  on  her  from  six  feet,  five.  Dot 
says  they  are  such  nice  kids.  Somewhat 
later  than  the  birds  she  and  George  took 
off  for  Florida  after  some  rather  crowded 
days  of  sewing,  visiting  and   parties. 

Miss  White's  letter  expresses  great  ap- 
preciation for  the  messages  she  has  received 

from  the  Class  of  1917.  She  also  con- 
gratulates us  all  for  the  growth  and  suc- 

cess of  the  College. 

Your  secretary  went  into  retiremenr  but 
she  came  right  out  again.  Temporarily,  at 
least,  she  is  back  at  her  old  position  as 
head  of  the  Public  Library  of  West  Chester, 
the  county  seat  of  Chester  County,  Pa. 
Her  work  is  probably  as  interesting  as  any 
work  can  be,  in  the  midst  of  books  on  all 

sorts  of  subjects  and  of  all  eras.  Interesting 
names  of  this  vicinity  are  the  Brandywine, 

Valley  Forge,  the  Wyeths,  three  genera- 
tions, Longwood  Gardens  and  Winterthur 

Museum. 

19 Elinor  McEllroy  Guthrie 
(Mrs.    Sidney   C.) 

131  Edgewood  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15218 

Margaret  Brand  writes  from  California 
that  she  has  no  special  news.  She  broke 
her  hip  several  years  ago  and  must  still 
use  a  cane.  Though  she  will  not  be  able 
to  come  to  our  reunion  she  sends  greetings 
to  all  classmates  of  1919. 

At  long  last,  word  from  Marg  Hamilton 
Chick.  She  is  busy  taking  vitamin  pills  to 
keep  up  with  seven  grandchildren,  and  is 

sorry  she  hasn't  been  on  some  sort  of  space 
flight  to  lend  glamour  ro  1919.  Sounds 
like  the  Marg  of  old  college  days! 

Martha  Brounlee  Bovard's  life  has  been 
made  more  interesting  by  her  daughter 

Janet's  family  being  stationed  in  Wash- 
ington. Brownie  has  a  great-grandchild 

and  hopes  to  have  pictures  to  show  in 
June.  As  I  recall,  Brownie  had  our  class 
baby    and    now    our    first    great-grandchild. 

Viola  Cox  still  enjoys  a  busy  life  in 
Santa  Barbara  which  she  calls  the  perfect 
retirement  spot — near  perfect  climate,  a 
beautiful  beach  ( ? ) ,  and  an  all-year-round 
resorr  city.  Vi  is  president  of  the  Vista 
del  Monte  Association  and  at  work  on  a 
rummage  sale. 

Marjorie  Errett  is  also  enjoying  her  re- 
tirement and  her  new  house  in  the  pine 

woods  of  Bethany  Beach.  The  latch  is  out 
to  her  friends.  She  and  Brownie  hope  to 
drive  to  Pittsburgh  in  June. 

Mary  Crawford,  while  ill  this  winter,  en- 
tertained herself  by  reading  Rachel  Car- 

son's "soul-satisfying  books."  Mary  has 
been  coming  quite  often  to  our  Decade  V meetings. 

Marjorie  Barron  McKelvey  reports  two 
new  grandsons,  making  a  grand  total  of 
eleven  grandchildren.  She  and  Paul  are 
srill  holding  down  the  same  old  corner  at 
Perry  and  Vine  Srreets,  and  Paul  is  still 
practicing,  sharing  an  office  with  Paul,  Jr. 
She  hopes  to  be  here  for  our  50th. 

Betty  Stevenson  Porter  is  sorry  she  can- 
not come  for  our  reunion  in  June.  She 

enjoys  life  in  Florida  and  is  happy  to  have 
a  daughter  and  family  near  by. 

Rachel  Buck  Reinken  was  about  to 
leave  for  Florida  when  she  sent  her  card. 
She  hopes  to  see  us  all  in  June.  She  went 

to  her  husband's  reunion  at  Annapolis 
last  year  so  plans  to  bring  him  to  hers. 
Hope  rhere  are  other  husbands  who  will 
come,  too. 

Gus  Rogers  leads  a  busy  life  in  Paris, 
Kentucky.  Though  she  reports  no  special 
news,  she  finds  much  to  occupy  her  time. 
She  has  many  friends,  a  large  family  of 
cousins,  and  her  hobbies  of  sporrs,  bridge, 
music,  stamp  collecting,  etc. 

Varleska  Jarecki  Whiting  comments  that 
our  anniversary  has  crept  up  very  quierly. 
She  looked  forward  to  a  visit  from  Brownie 
and  Marjorie  in  March,  and  wishes  some 

other  "old  girls"  would  look  her  up  when in  Florida. 

Margaret  Workman  Witherspoon  gladly 
gave  up  retirement  to  work  in  the  office 
of  the  Brooklyn  Rotary  Club.  New  York, 

for   her,   is   still   "unbearably   exciting." 

15 



Here  in  Pittsburgh,  Henrietta  Leopold, 
Floss  Farr  Betz,  Helen  Bell  Frost  and  I  all 
seem  to  keep  busy  at  work  and  play.  We 
meet  occasionally  at  Decade.  And  a  few 

last  words — "Don't  forget  our  50th  Re- union.    Remember: 

"Let  tempus  fugit. 
To  us  that  will  mean 

We're  all  just  1919." 

21 Margaret  Gilfillan 
1950  Washington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

NEW  ADDRESS 
Margaret  Wills  Dodds  (Mrs.  Archie), 

1139  Indiana  Avenue,  Cape  May,  N.J. 
08204 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  and  her 
husband  were  already  at  Oceanside,  Cat. 
for  rhe  winter  when  she  returned  her  card. 
Her  son-in-law  has  received  his  Ph.D.  and 
is  teaching  at  Marquette  University,  Wis- 
consin. 

Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  visited  her  daugh- 
ter at  the  Plattsburg  A.F.B.  and  took  a  trip 

through  New  England.  The  death  of  both 
her  brothers  within  a  year  has  been  a  great 
loss  and  our  sympathy  goes  out  to  her.  To 
Elizabeth  Murphy  Walter,  also,  whose 
older  brother  died  in  January.  Liz  was 
planning  to  go  with  her  husband  to  Flor- 

ida for  the  late  winter. 
Edith  Pew  and  Stella  Espy  went  to  New 

York  with  the  College  Club  theater  trip 
group,  and  Edith  is  attending  lectures  at 
Pitt. 

Mary  Reed  Reeves  enjoyed  an  Hawaiian 
tour  last  fall.  She  is  very  proud  of  her 
son  who  has  received  his  Doctor  of  Law 

degree.  Her  four  grandchildren  now  in- 
clude  a    little   namesake. 

The  card  of  Wilma  Davis  Kennedy  last 
year  was  returned  much  too  late  to  be 
included  (as  will  yours  unless  I  get  it  by 
the  middle  of  February — office  ruling,  not 
mine).  She  was  just  leaving  on  a  Medi- 

terranean cruise  which  would  include  ex- 
tended  travel   through   Spain  and   Portugal. 

The  death  of  the  mother  of  Helen  Tre- 
loar  McGarrity  in  January  marks  the  pass- 

ing of  the  last  parent  of  any  of  our  class 
and  we  all  join  in  extending  our  sympa- 

thy to  Helen. 
Mabel,  Ella,  Ada  Lou,  Marcella  Geary 

and  Lucille  all  reported  themselves  busy 
but  with  no  special  news. 

/"""N  /^^k  Harriet  Barker  Thompson 

J    -I  (Mrs.    Edward    J.) 
Si  v  _  1  911    Presqueisle  Street 

Philipsburg,  Pa.  16866 
NEW  ADDRESS 
Margaret  Foster  Bergstrom  ( Mrs.  Edward 

W.),  25  S.E.  13th  Street,  Boca  Raton, 
Fla.  33432 

DEATH 
Laura   Morris  Furman,    December    1966. 

We  were  saddened  to  learn  at  Reunion 
that  Laura  had  died  but  we  had  no  defi- 

nite information.  Since  then  Catherine 

Sayers,  '26,  has  informed  me  that  she  died in  Florida  after  an  illness  of  several.months 
To  her  daughter,  son  and  sister,  the  class 
extends   its   belated   sympathy. 

1968  was  a  sad  year  for  Dorothy  Mc- 
Cormick  Means,  Marion  Rainey  Johnston 
and    Lillian   Silverman    Berkman    who    lost 

their  husbands.  The  class  extends  their 
deepest  sympathy. 

Harriette  Bowers  Sime,  who  has  done 
graduate  work  at  twelve  universities  since 

her  master's,  is  active  and  on  the  go  in- 
cluding a  trip  to  the  Virgin  Islands  at 

Thanksgiving.  Her  sad  news  was  the 
death  of  her  wonderful   mother. 

Jean  Bumgarner  keeps  light-hearted  in 
spite  of  having  to  use  a  cane,  a  different 
one  to  suit  the  occasion.  She  is  president 

of  the  Petal  and  Twig  Garden  Club,  at- 
tends the  Town  Hall  Series  in  Fox  Chapel, 

and  is  a  member  of  the  College  Club  where 
she  offers  to  sponsor  a  class  reunion  lunch- 

eon. She  and  Louise  make  pilgrimages  to 
the  shore  spring  and  fall  where  they  see 
Justine  Kress  Kreps. 

Josephine  Dickey  is  delighted  to  keep 
occupied  on  a  semi-retired  basis.  She 
attends  alumnae  meetings  in  New  York 
and  wonders  how  long  Chatham  will  con- 

tinue without  becoming  co-ed. 
/Margaret  Foster  Bergstrom  and  Ed  have 

happily  exchanged  New  York  City  living 
for  the  serenity  of  Boca  Raton,  Florida 
and  will  be  glad  to  see  anyone  coming 
their  way. 

Marjorie  Garner  Schmeltz  and  Marion 

Rainey  Johnston  sent  letters  of  apprecia- 
tion last  summer  for  the  Reunion  letter. 

Martha  Leslie  Stewart  sent  a  card  from  the 
Poconos. 

Lyda  Hamilton  says  she  is  just  doing 
the  usual  things  that  a  busy  retiree  does. 
She  and  her  two  sisters  enjoy  country living. 

Helen  Kutscher  Petty  and  Hiram  are 
still  living  active  lives  but  expect  to  retire 
the  end  of  this  year.  Helen  has  enjoyed 
teaching  for  eighteen  years  but  says  it  is 
a  challenge  to-day.  Hiram  rerired  from 
active  General  Practice  eleven  years  ago  to 

become  Ashland  City  County  Health  Com- 
missioner. They  have  three  daughters,  two 

sons-in-law  who  are  Air  Force  Majors,  and 

six  grandchildren.  Janet,  Chatham  '47, with  ther  husband,  an  engineer  with 
I.B.M.,  and  three  children  live  in  Boulder, 
Colorado. 

Elizabeth  Mason  Richards  reports  no  re- 
tirement for  Stan  and  herself.  She  is  con- 

centrating on  work  as  a  Deaconess  and 
gives  book  reviews.  Their  two  children 
travel  a  lot  in  connection  with  their  work. 
Caroline,  who  is  executive  secretary  for 
Dean  Ford  of  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and  Sci- 

ences at  Harvard,  is  at  present  on  a  three 
months  leave  of  absence  in  India  with 
Experiment  in   International  Living. 

Julia  Matthews  Kirk  says  life  goes  on 

too  quickly  but  stays  interesting  in  Holi- 
day, Florida.  She  sends  greetings  and  best 

wishes  to  all  the  class  and  promises  to  come 
to  our  fiftieth  reunion. 

Dorothy  McCormick  Means  with  Eliza 
enjoyed  representing  our  class  at  the  Fall 
Alumnae  Council  Meeting. 

Helen  McKenzie  Jamison  and  John  left 

Chicago  in  1961  and  retired  to  a  ninety- 
five  acre  farm  fourteen  miles  from  Ashe- 
ville,  North  Carolina.  They  are  blessed 
with  three  married  daughters,  ten  grand- 

children, excellenr  health,  and  enjoy  horse- 
back  riding,  golf  and  garden. 

Martha  McKibbin  Tatnall  and  Tom 
could  hardly  wait  to  get  to  Water  Isle  in 
the  Virgin  Islands  to  soak  up  the  sun  after 
a  nasty  bout  with   the  flu   at  Chrisrmas. 

Mary  McKinney  Wilson  enjoys  living  in 
Gateway  Towers  for  convenience  and  the 
interesting    view    of    river    traffic    on    the 

Allegheny.    In  October  she  drove  to  Nev 
Hampshire    and    Vermont    with    a    friend 

Margaret  McRoberls  Egbert  proudly  an 
nounces  the  arrival  of  a  new  granddaugh 

ter,  Jennifer. Marion  Mofjet  Barnes  and  her  husbam 
have  decided  to  keep  on  the  go  as  lonj 
as  they  are  able.  At  present  they  are  oi 
the  West  Coast.  Their  two  sons  and  famil 
ies  live  near  in  Sewickley. 

Marie  Ohle  Craig,  now  a  public  spirits 
citizen  of  Phoenix,  Arizona,  has  founi 
time  to  travel  to  Mexico,  and  had  a  dc 
lightful  tour  in  October  to  Denmark 
Portugal,  Spain  and  England  with  a  con 
genial  parry  of  five. 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  and  Cai 
completed  a  trip  around  the  world  i 

September  following  a  year's  residenc on  the  Island  of  Malta.  Carl  received 
Fulbright  award  from  the  United  State 
government  as  Visiting  Lecturer  in  Ecc 
nomics  at  the  Royal  University.  Lack  c 
space  forbids  description  of  an  unusua 
trip  to  out  of  the  way  places  partly  spen 
visiting  professors  and  students  in  Kabu 
India  and  Japan.  Having  tea  with  th 
Moslem  President,  an  audience  with  Mr: 
Indira  Ghandi,  and  meeting  America 
Ambassador  Chester  Bowles  were  higr 
light  experiences  in  India.  Unexpecte 
thrills  included  flying  down  the  Mekon 
River  over  South  Vietnam  at  tree-top  levt 
due  to  a  typhoon  on  the  China  Sea,  io. 
lowed  by  a  forced  landing  in  Cantor 
China,  where  they  were  subjected  to  gur 
point  surveillance  of  Communist  guards  fc 
twelve  hours  with  no  food  or  water  an 
much  propangandising.  After  spendin 
thirteen  months  near  Pammunjon,  Korei 
rheir  son  Bill,  an  Army  doctor,  and  h; 
wife,  a  Red  Cross  nurse,  returned  to  th 
United  States.  Bill  began  residency  i 
General  Surgery  in  Boston  Ciry  Hospiti 
and  Mary  is  on  the  staff  of  Children 
Hospital.  At  Reunion  Marjorie  wrote  an 
invited  any  of  the  class  to  visit  them  i 
Kingston,   Rhode   Island   and  go   sailing. 

Eliza  Peterson  says  she  gives  most  of  he 
time  to  the  Library  and  Historical  Societ 
in  Ligonier.  Her  help  to  me  has  bee 
invaluable. 

Helen  Sapper  Rider  takes  family  prid 
and  finds  life  full  supervising  her  farn 
For  the  information  of  those  who  attende 
Reunion  Matilda  had  her  calf,  a  heifer,  i 
September  so   Helen   is  in  business. 

Louise  Wilson  Matthews  and  her  hu: 
band  are  in  the  process  of  selling  thei 
home  of  thirty-one  years  and  trying  to  d( 
cide  where  to  retire.  They  hate  to  leav 
their  friends  and  year-old  granddaughte 
in  Cincinnari. 
My  son-in-law,  Bard  Thompson,  ha 

been  appointed  Dean  of  the  Graduat 
School  at  Drew  University.  I  was  so  happ 

Dorothy  and  Eliza  could  visit  me  ovei 
night  the  end  of  August.  There  is  a 
open  invitation  to  all  the  class  to  do  th 
same.  Your  cooperation  has  made  th 
office  of  class  secretary  a  real  joy. 

25 Lois   Brown    Naboi 
(Mrs.   A.   B. 

48   Charles    Stree 
Unionrown,  Pa.   1540 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Elizabeth  Stevenson  McQuiston  (Mrs.  W 

Bryce),  2506  Hollywood  Drive,  Pitt! 
burgh,  Pa.  15235 



DEATH 
Miriam   Buchanan  Canfield,   December   24, 

1968 

Helen  Ahlers  Patton  and  John  have 
both  enjoyed  good  health  this  year,  and 
are  looking  forward  to  the  summer  at  their 
mountain  home  in   Deep  Creek,  Maryland. 

Elizabeth  Archibald  Andruss  and  her 
husband  have  built  a  home  in  Bloomsburg 

where  they  expect  to  live  after  Dr.  Andruss' 
retirement.  He  has  served  for  thirty  years 
as  president  of  Bloomsburg  State  College. 
Next  fall,  they  leave  for  a  tour  of  south- 

ern and  eastern  Africa. 
Alary  Archibald  Kline  and  her  husband 

are  spending  the  winter  in  Mexico. 
Louise  Bumgarner  sends  greetings  but 

no  news. 
{Catherine  Dashiell  Roberts  writes  from 

sunny  Ft.  Lauderdale  where  she  and  Cyril 

have  lived  for  five  years.  Cyril's  health 
has  improved  this  year.  Her  children  have 
contributed  to  the  population  explosion  by 
adding  three  more  grandchildren — there 
are  now  ten.  One  of  their  sons  worked  on 
the  Apollo  program  for  eighteen  months, 
but  now  lives  in  Seattle.  Katherine  ex- 

tends an  invitation  to  visit  them.  She  is 
looking  forward  to  our  1970  reunion  and 
a  look  at  the  new  campus. 

Volunteer  work,  activity  in  various  or- 
ganizations, and  a  growing  family  help 

Margaret  Herron  to   lead   an   active   life. 
Louise  Graham  Broun  is  kept  busy 

traveling  to  state  conventions  as  First  Vice- 
President  of  the  General  Federation  of 

Women's  Clubs.  This  spring  she  will 
visit  Michigan,  Arizona,  Nebraska,  Okla- 

homa, Massachusetts,  Wisconsin  and  Colo- 
rado. 

Catherine  Humbert  Good's  welcome  let- 
ter from  Hawaii,  the  first  since  I  became 

secretary,  arrived  just  in  time  for  the  news. 
Kay  went  to  live  with  her  daughter,  son- 
in-law  and  three  teen-aged  grandchildren 

in  Oahu,  Hawaii  after  Joe's  death  in  1959. 
She  finds  running  her  own  business,  Cer- 

amics Un-Limited,  Inc.,  very  exciting.  Four 
years  ago  she  won  the  National  Ceramic 
Award  in  Los  Angeles.  Her  son  and  family 
also  live  in  the  islands.  He  works  for  C. 
Brewer  Sugar  Co.  Kay  loves  Hawaii  and 

doesn't  miss  the  cold,  ice,  fall  leaves,  dirt 
and  dust  of  Pittsburgh.  She  sends  love 
and  Aloha,  and  extends  a  cordial  invita- 

tion to  any  classmates  who  travel  to  Hawaii 
to  visit  her.  Kay,  could  we  perusade  you 
to  come  to  the  reunion  in  1970? 
Who  travels  more  than  Trances  Rolfe? 

Last  summer  she  enjoyed  a  tour  of  Artie 
Norway  and  Finland — the  beautiful  fjords, 
glaciers  and  icebergs  of  deep  blue  and 
green  are  a  sight  never  to  be  forgotten. 

Mary  Shane  Muir  and  Marshall  enjoy 
life  in  an  active  community  in  northwest 
New  Jersey.  He  has  completely  recovered 
from  a  serious  illness  last  year.  Both  their 
sons  are  ministers.  John,  who  lives  in 
Hinsdale,  Illinois,  is  director  of  Camps 
and  Retreats  for  the  United  Church  of 
Christ  for  Illinois.  Jim  is  pastor  of  the 
Presbyterian  Church  of  Willingboro,  New 
Jersey.  Mary  and  Marshall  enjoy  their 
five  grand-children. 

Bee  Stevenson  McOuiston  writes  from 
her  new  home  in  Blackridge  where  she 
and  Bryce  moved  last  fall.  She  regrets 
that  her  daughter  Sallie  Ann  and  family 
were  transferred  to  Kansas  City  last  sum- 

mer. Bee  enjoyed  having  lunch  with 
Marian    Frank   Patterson   when   she   visited 

her    daughter,    Nancy,    who    lives    in    Fox 
Chapel. 

Sally  Chisholm  Springer  and  I  have  no 
particular  news.  We  are  both  well  and 
busy.  Sally  enjoys  her  two  grandchildren, 
and  I  my  five — all  under  five  years  of  age. 
I  was  so  happy  to  hear  again  from  all 
those  who  wrote.  It  is  not  too  soon  to  be 
making  plans  to  attend  the  reunion  in 
1970.  Do  make  a  special  effort  to  come 
to  this  one — our  45th! 

27 
Mrs.  Mae  Jones  Proesl 

207   East   Second   Avenue 
DuBois,  Pa.    15801 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Lima    Corpening    Bingaman    (Mts.    Joseph 

H. ) ,  255  Ixora  Circle,  Ridgewood  Park, 
Venice,  Fla.  33595 

Ella   English   Daub    (Mrs.   John    C),   631 
2B      Oaklynn     Court,      Pittsburgh,      Pa. 
15220 

Elizabeth    Hewitt    Holland    (Mrs.    R.    L. ) , 
5807    Shoal    Creek   Blvd.,    Austin,    Tex. 
78757 

Margaret  Johnston  McClintock  (Mrs.  Ray), 
5^01    N.W.    2nd    Avenue,    Boca    Raton, 
Fla.  33423 

Dulcina   Marshall    Walker    (Mrs.    William 
P.),    3615    Rugby  Drive,   Toledo,   Ohio 
43614 

In  spite  of  problems,  the  1927  news  has 
made  the  Recorder  this  year.  Since  no  one 
one  has  heard  from  Mae  Proesl  after  ac- 

cepting the  duties  of  secretary  in  June 
1967,  Ella  English  Daub  has  been  serving 
as  acting  secretary.  However,  a  trip  to 
Florida  at  deadline  time  interfered  with 
news  collecting  so  your  former  secretary, 
Kathryn  McPeake  Arnold,  has  filled  in. 
We  do  hope  to  hear  from  Mae  before 
next  year!  A  SPECIAL  NOTICE  from 

Ella:  "We  have  been  working  for  our 
College  ever  since  the  Freshman  Follies. 
Do  not  flag  yet!  Keep  the  five  dollar 
checks  coming,  please.  Make  them  payable 
to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account,  and 
mail  them  to  me  at  the  above  address. 
This  will  be  the  only  notice  this  year. 
We  have  passed  the  $400  mark — which 

isn't  very  far  very  fast.  The  money  already 
paid  is  earning  interest  so  let's  have  some 
more  principle.  Stars  for  S50  checks  to 
Ruth  All  man  Jones,  Dulcina  Marshall 
Walker  and  Sallie  Everson  Bright,  Half 
stars  for  $25  checks  to  Adeline  Crown 
Jubelirer  and  Bernice  Keener,  and  thanks, 

of  course,  to  all  who  have  paid  "on  ac- 

count'." 

The  1967  reunion  was  so  enjoyable  that 
Marybelle  Carroll  Emerick  is  already  look- 

ing forward  to  1972.  We  hope  that  many 
others  feel  the  same  way  and  that  the 
enthusiasm  will  spread  to  those  who  have 
not  been  back  to  campus  for  too  long  a 
time. 

Clara  Colteryahn  brings  us  up  to  date 
on  her  travels.  In  1967  she  went  to  the 
Isle  of  Wight  and  then  to  Copenhagen 
and  the  fjord  country  of  Norway.  Last 
summer  she  spent  her  holiday  at  an  art 
and  resort  colony  on  the  rocky  coast  of 
New  England. 

Our  card  and  Dave  and  Rae  Stevenson 
Bair  arrived  at  the  same  time  at  the  home 
of  Elma  Corpening  Bingaman,  the  Bairs 
for  an  overnight  visit.  Elma  and  Joe  sold 
their  North  Carolina  home  and  were  mov- 

ing in  March  to  their  new  Florida  location 
and  much  more  leisure. 

Ella  Daub  and  John  moved  last  August 
and  she  retired  from  the  Mt.  Lebanon 
Library  on  November  1.  She  says  she 
will  never  be  a  gourmet  cook,  but  broils  a 
mean  hamburger  and  loves  being  a  parasite. 

From  her  apartment  window,  Harriet 
Evans  enjoys  a  view  of  the  snow-capped 
Sandia  Mountains  and  of  the  Sangre  de 
Cristo  Mountains  at  Same  Fe.  However, 
having  broken  her  arm  in  a  fall  on  the 
snow  in  Albuquerque  last  December,  she 
would  prefer  that  it  would  stay  in  the 
mountains.  Harriet  works  part  time  as  a 
technical  writer  and  editor  for  the  Bureau 
of  Engineering  of  the  Universiry  of  New 
Mexico. 

Eleanor  Ewing  Buterbaugh.  busy,  well, 

and  "young  at  heart,"  looks  forward  to 

reading  news  from  all  the  "gals." Eleven  months  of  the  year  Mary  Harner 

Britton  is  "Mrs.  Methodist,"  but  'Match  is 
travel  month  for  the  Brittons.  Last  year 
they  toured  the  southeastern  states;  this 
year  by  car  through  the  southwest  and  on 
to  the  Pacific. 

Margaret  Johnston  McClintock 's  new  ad- dress is  in  a  new  complex  right  on  a  golf 
course.  She  will  be  spending  the  summer 
in  West  Virginia,  but  hopes  in  a  few 
years  to  stay  in  Florida  the  year  round. 
We  are  all  invited  to  visit! 

Miriam  Kirkel's  main  job  in  the  fast- 
growing  education  department  at  Point 
Park  College  is  in  the  placement  and  su- 

pervision of  student  teachers.  For  relaxa- 
tion, her  four-year-old  grandniece  has  her 

dancing  all  over  the  place.  "Can  you  pic- ture me  cavorting  around  like  a  Troll, 

Titania,  or  a  waltzing  flower???"  asks Miriam. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Dulcina  Mar- shall Walker  whose  husband  William  died 
suddenly  in  January  1968.  Dulcina  has 
moved    to    an    apartment    and    is    teaching. 

The  class  extends  sincere  sympathy,  also, 
to  Anne  Negley  Brunot  whose  sister,  Genie 

McLean   '28,  died  on  December   18,    1968. 
Mary  Katherine  Reed  Lose  vacationed 

last  summer  in  Avalon,  N.J.,  and  an- 
nounces the  arrival  of  their  third  grand- 

child, Reed  William  Lose. 

"Far  Away  Places"  is  the  theme  song  of 
Grace  Wilson,  Christmas  1967  in  Hawaii; 
November  1968  in  Africa,  a  tour  which 
ended  in  an  exciting  camera  safari  in  East 
Africa;  Summer  1969,  a  sentimental  jour- 

ney to  her  grandfather's  Ireland  and  on to  the  British  Isles.  In  between,  Grace  is 

a  "not  too  bad"  first  mate  on  her  friend's 
cabin  cruiser  as  they  sail  the  inland  water- 

ways of  Florida.  She  hopes  eventually  to 
live  in  Hawaii,  but  she  promises  to  come 
back  for  the  1977  reunion. 

Our  thoughts  of  sympathy  are  extended 
to  Mary  Jewell  Barr  whose  husband 
passed  away. 

f~\  s~*\  Dorothy  Appleby  Musser 
)  V_J  (Mrs.  Fred  A.) 

Si  \^J  345  North  Ninth   Street 
Indiana,  Pa.    15701 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jane  Haller  McCafferty  (Mrs.  Charles  H), 
406  Spring  Hill  Road,  Hagerstown, 
Md.  21741 

Martha  Stem,  15106  Dickens  Street,  Sher- 
man Oaks,  Cal.  91403 
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DEATH 
Dorothy  Burgess  Jones  (Mrs.  Parkin  R.) 

on  June  29,  1968  in  Sarasota,  Florida. 
A  note  of  sympathy  was  sent  to  Doro- 

thy's husband,  and  a  book  has  been 
placed  in  the  Chatham  Library  in  her 
memory. 

Dorothy  Apple  Adelson  and  her  hus- 
band vacationed  in  the  south  this  spring. 

Her  three  grandchildren  occupy  a  most 
important  place  in   her   life. 

Dorothy  Appleby  Musser  has  enjoyed 

several  gettogethers  with  '29ers  is  the  past 
year.  The  eleven  who  met  in  Indiana  last 
June  spent  a  pleasant  afternoon  reminiscing 
and  making  plans  for  reunion.  The  Mussers, 
as  rhis  is  written,  are  ready  to  leave  for 
a  winter  vacation  in  the  South  Pacific 
Islands — Hawaii,    Fiji,    Samoa    and    Tahiti. 

Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  and  Glenn  have 

spent  the  last  two  years  in  Naples,  Flor- 
ida, so  Glenn  could  be  near  his  doctor. 

He  has  now  recovered  sufficiently  that  he 
was  to  leave  on  March  1st  for  a  Pocket 
Testament  League  survey  of  Indonesia. 
Later,  when  he  goes  to  Vietnam,  Lucretia 
expects  to  join  him.  The  Asian  tour  will 
be  climaxed  by  a  trip  around  the  world. 
In  the  meantime,  Cretia  will  visit  her  son 
and  family  in  Chicago.  She  is  anticipating 
the  pleasure  of  seeing  old  friends  at  re- 
union. 

Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  and  her  husband 
enjoyed  an  early  vacation  in  Eleuthra. 
Their  daughtet  Sue  and  her  husband,  who 
had  been  serving  on  the  staff  of  a  Japanese 
hospital,  have  now  moved  to  New  Haven, 
Conn.,  whete  their  second  daughter  was 
born. 

Kay  Crawford  Stancati  was  brought  face 
to  face  with  the  passage  of  time  when,  at 
a  fund  raising  meeting  of  the  Chicago 
Chatham  Club,  the  speaker  mentioned 

"  'way,  'way  back  in  the  twenties."  In 
spite  of  this  she  plans  to  attend  our 
fortieth.  Kay  continues  her  work  as  Red 
Cross  Coordinator  of  Volunteer  Service  to 
military  families;  her  husband  is  a  college 
biology  teacher  and  her  son  is  a  college 
student   majoring   in   mathematics. 

Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  reports  two  grand- 
children in  1968 — Christopher  Scott  Har- 

rison and  Charles  Gregory  Hamilton.  Her 
son  Scott  (and  family)  is  at  Vanderbilt 
University  where  he  is  taking  a  special 
course  in  hand  surgery. 

Lilliam  Green  Surbled  continues  teach- 
ing at  Keystone  Oaks  High  School.  She 

also  will  be  on  hand  on  June  7. 
Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  and  Bob  en- 

joyed a  new  experience  when  they  at- 
tended the  January  opening  of  the  first 

one-man  show  of  their  musician-turned- 
artist  son  in  Stockbridge,  Mass.  Ruth 
hopes  that  lots  of  her  office  work  for  the 
June  7  reunion  will  be  opening  reserva- 

tions from  '29ers.  While  in  Chicago  re- 
cently, Ruth  enjoyed  telephone  conversa- 

tions with  Peg  Constans  Jones  and  Kay 
Stancati. 

Mary  Louise  Jones  reports  her  special 

events  as  follows:  a  "non-recurrence"  re- 
port from  her  doctot;  Kay  Strouss'  delight- 

ful letters;  Erma  and  Glenn  Stewart's  late 
summer  visit;  Peg  Fifer's  mid-December visit;  and  the  notes  on  her  Christmas  cards. 
Mary  Lou  hopes  to  be  able  to  attend  the 
reunion. 

Mary  Kolb  has  been  kind  enough  to 
consent  to  serve  as  your  reunion  chairman. 
If  you  have  any  suggestions,  please  get   in 
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touch  with  het  at  High  Horizon  Farm, 
R.D.  #1,  Bolivar,  Pa.  15923,  or  with  me. 
We  both  hope  this  will  be  a  memorable 
occasion  and  will  welcome  any  ideas. 

Mary  continues  her  part-time  work  with 
the  Frick  Foundation.  On  January  5th, 
she  appeared  on  Channel  4  T.V.  as  the 
able  modetator  of  a  panel  discussion  com- 

memorating the  birthday  of  George  Wash- 
ington Carver. 

Betty  MacColl  visited  Pittsburgh  early  in 
January  to  attend  the  marriage  of  her 
brother  Sandy.  Unfottunately,  she  was  in 
the  city  for  such  a  short  time  that  very 
few  of  her  friends  had  the  pleasure  of 
seeing  her. 

In  addition  to  her  teaching  at  Michigan 

University,  Katherine  Reebel  serves  as  pres- 
ident of  the  Senior  Citizen's  Guild  of  Ann 

Arbor,  Ruling  Elder  of  the  First  Presby- 
terian Church,  Ann  Arbor,  consultant  to 

the  Veterans  Administration  Office  on 
hemodialysis,  and  consultant  to  the  Social 
Work  Council.  She  spent  the  Christmas 
holidays  with   her   family  in   Florida. 

Frances  Reeder  Battaglia's  daughter 
Cathy  is  busy  doing  T.V.  commercials  and 
fashion  modeling  in  Los  Angeles.  She  is  a 
most  attractive  and  talented  girl.  Son 
Charles  will  leave  the  service  in  July  but 
will  remain  in  Los  Angeles  for  four  more 
years  in  hospital  residency,  specializing  in 
ear,  nose  and  throat.  Fran  will  attend  the 
reunion. 

Ethel  Rendelman  Fritchman's  son,  Ver- 
non, Jr.,  is  attending  night  classes  at 

George  Washington  University  to  get  his 

master's  degree  in  corporation  law.  The 
Fritchmans  vacationed  in  Flotida  this 
spring. 

Helen  Sawyer  Ryman  has  been  busy 
working  on  the  Chatham  Centennial  Fund 
Drive.  In  addition,  she  continues  as  Altat 
Guild  director  of  the  downtown  Trinity 
Cathedral  and  keeps  an  active  interest  in 
the  International  Scholarship  program  of 
P.E.O.  Helen  and  Waltet  spent  Chtistmas 
with  daughter  Sue  and  two  grandchildren 
in  Glenview,  111.  Roxanna  Ryman  Coop, 
younger  daughter,  has  been  named  one  of 
the  Outstanding  Young  Women  of  1968, 
in  recognition  of  her  work  in  organizing 
a  volunteer  program  for  a  mental  hospital 
near  her  home  in  Maryland. 

Martha  Stem  continues  as  Director  of 
Professional  Relations  of  the  Optometric 
Association.  Following  the  71st  Annual 
Congress  of  this  organization  she  was 
asked  to  serve  on  the  Board  of  Directors 
of  Volunteers  for  Vision,  a  program  to 
assist  under-privileged  children  toward 
academic  readiness.  She  is  also  optometric 
correspondent  to  Academic  Quarterly  Mag- 

azine. In  May  1968,  the  Optometric 
World  Magazine  in  a  series,  Profiles  in 
Professionalism,  published  an  article  en- 

titled The  O.E.P.  Story:  Martha  Stem 
A.B. — A  Symbol.  The  article  lauds  her 
as  a  charming  and  proficient  member  of 
the  official  family  of  the  Optometric  Ex- 

tension Program.  Martha  plans  ro  attend 
the  reunion. 

Mary  Lou  Succop  Bell  wrote  when  she 
and  her  husband  were  enroute  home  from 
a  vacation  in  Naples,  Florida.  She  hopes 

ro  be  at  reunion  which,  she  says,  "sounds 
delightful,  though  a  little  hard  to  believe 

in,  numerically." Anne  Textor  Thompson  and  Bob  are 
vacationing  in  North  Miami,  Florida,  this 
spring.  Their  oldest  daughter,  Jane,  will 

receive   her   master's   degree   in   June   from 

Cranbrook  Academy  of  Fine  Arts  in  the 
field  of  graphics  and  print  making,  and 
will  be  married  in  July.  Daughtet  Marcia 
will  return  to  college  in  the  fall  to  work 

toward  her  master's  degree  in  Community 
Development.  Anne  entertained  a  group 
of  '29ers  ar  her  summer  home  in  Zelien- 

ople  in  October.  All  guests  reported  "a 

wonderful  time!" Evelyn  Thompson  Wible  has  two  new 
grandchildren,  making  a  total  of  five  boys 
and  one  brand  new  granddaughter.  Her 
son  Lee  has  passed  his  National  Board 
examinations  in  anesthesiology.  Evelyn 
will  attend  the  reunion  on  June  7th,  even 

though  it  is  the  date  of  her  fathet's  ninety- first  birthday.  Happy  bitthday,  Mr.  Thomp 

son! Dorothy  Warner  was  the  guiding  spirit 
behind  a  get-togethet  at  the  Hilton  Hotel 
in  November.  Your  secretary  (for  one) 

can  attest  that  it  was  a  completely  enjoy- 
able aftetnoon,  with  lots  of  reunion  ideas 

in   the  air.    Many  thanks,  Dot. 
Margaret  Woolridge  Fifer  and  her  hus 

band  released  their  newest  booklet  of 

poems,  Notes  From  the  Fifers,  in  January 

of  1969.  The  poems  are  so  charming- 
as  is  the  cover  of  the  booklet — that  to  read 
the  first  one  is  to  continue  through  th 
entire  book.    Congratulations,   Fifers! 
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NEW  ADDRESSES 

Genevieve    Anthony    Brush    (Mrs.    Freder- 
ick),   251    Pine    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15237 

Elizabeth   Brandon.   2106   Seventh   Avenue 
Beaver  Falls,  Pa.   15010 

La  Verda  Dent  Moran    (Mrs.  Thomas  J.) 

1945    Shady   Oak   Circle,    Allison   Park 
Pa.   15101 

Elizabeth    Johnston.     789     Penn     Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

Elinor  Martin   Vaughn    (Mrs.   Harold   R.) 
%  H.  D.  Martin,  Holiday  Towers,  Apt. 

712,  200   Highland   Avenue,   State  Col- 
lege, Pa.  16801   (Temporary) 

Ann  Norcross  Brockschmidt    (Mrs.  C.  L.), 
640  Alonda  Drive,  Lafayette,  La.  70501 

Margaret  Ray  McDowell  (Mrs.  John),  223 
Hillside  Avenue,  Bergenfield,  N.J.  07621 

Kay  Rockwell  Potter    (Mrs.  William   S.), 
250  Casuarina  Concourse,  Coral  Gables Fla.  33143 

Thanks  to  all  who  replied  to  our  re- 
quest for  news;  it  was  good  to  hear  from 

you.  Greetings  but  "nothing  special"  from Sara  Hunter  Nelson.  Agnes  McKain.  Mary 
Duff  Miller,  and  Isabelle  Patterson  Konold. 
Our  sympathy  to  Anne  Ritenour  Harbison 
who  lost  her  husband  two  weeks  before 
Christmas. 

Betty  Babcock  Hull  has  completed  het 
second  year  as  vice  president  of  the  Alex 
andria  (Va.)  Church  Women  United,  and 

has  accepted  the  chairmanship  of  Alex- 
andria's Mothers'  March  of  Dimes  Cam 

paign.  Married  daughtet  Myra  Gillum 
'65,  is  teaching  English  while  het  husband 
is  studying  for  a  Ph.D.  at  the  University of  Chicago. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn  says  thatl 
the  "R.C.  Dearborn  family  seems  to  bd 

eternally  too  busy."  Son  Dick  is  a  sopho-| 
more  at  Juniata  College,  majoring 
music.    The  Dearborn  cabin  on  their   100 



acre  farm  in  northeastern  Pennsylvania  is 
still  not  quite  finished  after  four  years 

of  labor.  She  concluded  "I  don't  see  how 
the  pioneers  ever  managed  to  build,  fight 
Indians  and  raise  crops,  all  at  the  same 

time." 
Edith  Beale  Asper  writes  that  the  weath- 
er in  Juneau  has  been  cold  and  dry,  with 

high  Taku  winds.  Because  of  the  cold 
many  pipes  have  been  frozen,  but  the 
Aspers  let  the  water  run  and  have  had 
good  luck  so  far.  Juneau  needs  rain  and 
warmer  weather  ro  refill  the  reservoir. 

Edie's  family  spent  Christmas  with  her 
and  Lynn,  Sr.,  and  the  senior  Aspers  plan 
to  go  to  Washington  and  Oregon  this 
summer  to  attend  two  graduations:  Lynn, 
Jr.,  from  the  Law  School  of  the  University 
of  Washington;  and  Jim  in  Business  Ad- 

ministration  from  the  University  of  Oregon. 
Our  sympathy  to  Martha  Bradshaw  Stout 

who  lost  her  husband  early  in  November. 
Keeping  busy,  Martha  has  enrolled  in  an 
Adult  Education  typing  class,  and  has 
volunteered  for  rehabilitation  therapy  at 
Magee  Hospital  for  post-surgical  patients. 
Son  Don  plans  to  be  married  in  the  late 
summer  to  Mary  Steinmiller,  daughter  of 

Betty  Porter  Steinmiller,  '28.  Don  is  an 
examiner  in  the  Patent  Olfice  in  Washing- 

ton, D.C.,  and  has  started  night  law  school 
at  George  Washington  University. 

Clairborne  Brown  Ziegler,  after  two  hip 
operations,  is  now  able  to  walk  ten  blocks. 
She  has  retired  from  library  work,  is  sorry 
she  is  not  younger  so  she  could  work  in 

the  "Head  Start"  program,  and  may  do  so 
anyway  if  the  "walking"  continues  to  im- 

prove. Clai  deplores  the  chaos  caused  by 
the  murder  of  Dr.  Martin  Luther  King 
and  the  shambles  left  by  the  political  con- 

vention last  summer.  As  a  result  of  racial 
tensions  and  other  unrest,  many  streets  of 
Chicago  are  unsafe,  even  for  Universiry 
students  unless  they  travel  in  cars  or  in 
groups. 

Sara  Cecil  Faiist's  letter  came  from  The 
Homestead  where  she  and  Harold  spent  a 
week-end  in  January.  During  1968  Sally 
and  Harold  did  a  lot  of  traveling.  They 
were  thrilled  to  attend  the  Republican 

Convention.  "The  speeches  were  not  dull, 
regardless  of  what  the  mass  media's  an- 

nouncers said.  We  were  exhausted  just 
attending  the  sessions  and  have  real  re- 

spect for  the  people  who  did  all  the  work." 
In  October  they  went  to  Mexico  City  for 
the  Olympics  and  continued  on  to  Acapulco 
to  the  same  hotel  where  they  spent  their 
honeymoon.  Sally  also  does  the  usual 
community  volunteer  work. 

Dorthea  Crawford  Macy  comes  to  Pitts- 
burgh often  to  see  her  mother.  Dode  has 

two  married  daughters  and  three  grand- 
children, and  usually  goes  to  Arizona  for 

winter  vacations. 

Ramona  Crawford  Shirey  has  ten  grand- 
children now.  As  a  result  of  major  surgery 

in  the  summer  of  1968,  she  has  become 
interested  in  some  new  and  less  strenuous 

hobbies:  needlepoint  and  collecting  old- 
time  buttons.  If  anyone  has  any  with  pic- 

tures on  them  and  would  care  to  send  them 
to  Ramona,  she  would  be  delighted  to  have 
them  for  her  collection.  Paul  is  planning 
to  retire  this  summer  and  turn  the  busi- 

ness over  to  one  of  their  sons-in-law. 
Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher  is  putting 

all  her  energy  into  recovering  from  a  fall 
at  their  Cleveland  home  last  Labor  Day. 
Her  leg  was  broken  near  the  hip  joint, 
and   at    the   end    of   January    she    was    still 

using  a  walker.  As  soon  as  Clara  is  able 
to  travel,  they  plan  to  return  to  Florida, 
leaving  the  sale  of  the  Cleveland  house 
to  a  real  estate  agent.  They  were  delighted 
to  have  all  three  daughters  home  at  some 
time  during  the  Chrisrmas  holidays,  but 
Clara  will  be  happier  when  they  are  back 
in  Florida  and  can  relax  in  the  sun. 

Gertrude  Ferrero  Prather's  youngest, 
Mike,  will  be  graduated  from  Yale  in  June 
and  is  planning  on  graduate  work.  Daugh- 

ter Lynne  is  with  Playwright  Unit,  look- 
ing for  a  new  theater. 

Lida  Fischler  Lampe  saw  much  of  Mar- 
tha heathers  Stewart,  '30,  at  Chautaqua, 

N.Y.,  last  summer,  as  they  both  have  cot- 
tages there.  In  the  fall  Lida  met  Beverly 

Robinson  Smith  at  a  wedding. 
Ruth  Haddock  continues  as  Dean  of 

Women  at  Northern  Illinois  Univetsity, 
but  took  time  out  last  summer  for  a  trip 

ro  Europe.  She  visited  the  fjords  of  Nor- 
way, the  Danish  countryside  and  some 

relatives  in  Switzerland. 

Our  sympathy  to  Kay  James  McCann 
who  lost  her  monther  in  March,  1968. 
She  stayed  with  Linda  Monroe  Sutherland 
when  in  Pittsburgh  at  that  time.  In  June, 
Kay  and  Ray  camped  in  Sequoia  and 
Kings  Canyon  National  Park;  and  in  Sep- 

tember they  camped  on  the  Mendocino 
Coast  and  Prairie  Creek  Redwoods  State 
Park.  Kay  is  active  in  the  Santa  Clara 
Valley  Audubon  Society  and  the  AAUW, 
being  head  of  AAUWs  study  section  on 
regional  government.  Kay  feels  that  the 
most  significant  sight  of  the  year  (for 
them)  was  the  flight  of  200  white  pelicans 
overhead  and  later  watching  the  birds  float- 

ing on  two  large  rafts  a  hundred  feet away. 

Margaret  Jefferson  lived  through  school 
evaluation  last  April;  went  to  Seattle  in 
July;  and  is  now  back  at  work,  recovering 
from  surgery.  If  all  goes  well,  she  will  be 
going  to  California  in  March  for  some 
meetings  and  alumnae  visits. 

Florence  Jones  Maddox'  youngest,  Dave, 
was  married  in  Indiana  before  Christmas, 
and  the  newlyweds  returned  to  Stanford 
for  Dave  to  continue  his  srudies.  Flo  and 
William  are  planning  a  long  trip  west 
this  spring.  Their  itinerary  includes  Tulsa, 
Beaumont  (Texas),  San  Diego,  Vancouver, 
Salt  Lake  City  and  Bryce  Canyon. 

Adelaide  Lasner  Sachs'  most  important 
"conttibution  to  our  life  and  times  is 
grandmotherly  devotion  to  four  dear  little 

granddaughters."  Addie's  newest  interest 
is  "Decoupage" — a  delightful  hobby  which 
has  overpowered  the  Sachs  apartment  with 
paint,  varnish,  wax,  scissors,  etc. 

Betty  Marshall  has  retired  from  active 
library  work,  but  finds  more  than  enough 
to  keep  her  busy  with  house,  yard  and  an 
occasional   bit  of  library  work. 

Elsie  McCreery  Longuell  and  husband 
go  often  to  Cincinnati  where  their  daugh- 

ter lives — "to  spoil  the  babies,"  Elsie  says. 
They  were  all  in  Florida  for  Christmas  and 
visited  with  Alary  Peters  Wilhelm  and  her 
husband  in  their  new  Fort  Lauderdale 
home. 

Helen  Miller  is  anxious  to  return  to 

adoption  work  after  a  three-month  absence 
as  a  result  of  a  car  accident  two  years  ago. 

Ann  Norcross  Brockschmidt  has  moved 
to  Lafayette,  La.,  to  be  near  her  married 
daughter  and  her  growing  family.  Ann 
took  a  quick  trip  to  Pittsburgh  last  April 
and  was  quite  impressed  by  the  changes  in 
the  city. 

Vartanoush  Parounakian  Turner's  daugh- ter Anne  and  family  has  moved  from 

Bethel  Park,  Pa.,  to  Hamden,  Conn.  Noush- 

ka's  youngest  daughter,  Louise,  was  married 
last  December  and  will  live  in  Hong 
Kong  for  five  years  where  her  husband  is 
employed  by  an  importing  firm. 

Margaret  Ray  McDowell  and  husband 
are  now  living  in  Bergenfield,  N.J.,  since 
John  works  for  the  National  Council  of 
Churches  in  New  York.  Their  eldest 

daughter  and  husband  are  teaching  mis- 
sionaries at  the  Philippine  Wesleyan  Col- 

lege. Their  middle  daughter,  Janet,  is  a 
senior  at  Boston  University  and  the  young- 

est is  in  the  School  of  Nursing  at  Rutgers 
University. 

Kay  Rockwell  Potter's  big  news  this 
spring  is  their  house-building,  a  new  expe- 

rience for  them.  It  is  located  on  a  wide 
canal  a  few  minutes  from  South  Biscayne 

Bay  (just  across  from  "Nixon-land").  To relieve  some  of  the  frustrations  of  living 
in  small  quarters,  Kay,  Bill  and  Baron 
(their  big  German  shepherd  dog)  often 

go  out  on  "Bianka  III."  Three  of  Kay's sons  and  their  families  are  in  Miami;  the 
other   two  are   in   Pittsburgh. 

Lucilla  Scrihner  Jackson's  three  children 
are  married  and  have,  among  them,  six 
grandchildren.  Lucilla  and  Bill  planned  a 
long  trip  in  April  (some  business  and 
some  pleasure)  to  Australia,  New  Zealand, 
Indonesia,  India,  Iraq,  Burma,  and  then 

home  through  Europe.  When  she's  at home,  Lucilla  does  gardening,  a  little  golf 
and  enjoys  the  class  news  in  the  Recorder. 

Viola  Smith  called  ro  say  that  she  had 
taken  a  sabbatical  leave  this  semester  from 
teaching  English  at  Wilkinsburg  High 
School,  and  planned  to  use  part  of  the 
time  for  a  trip  to  Portugal  in  April.  Viola 
also  told  us  that  she  had  received  a  letter 

from  Elinor  Martin  Vaughn  which  ex- 
plained why  we  have  had  no  address  for 

Elinor.  The  Vaughns  have  been  out  of 
the  country  for  almost  five  years  while 
Harold  has  been  working  on  engineering 
projects  on  rhree  major  continents.  When 
Harold  retired  last  September,  they  visited 
Tokyo,  Hong  Kong,  Bangkok,  the  Holy 
Land,  Australia,  Finland,  Denmark,  Sweden 
and  England  before  returning  to  the  U.S. 

They  will  be  with  Elinor's  father  until 

they  secure  permanent  quarters.  Elinor's son  was  married  last  fall,  and  her  daughter 
Beverly  and  husband  rerurned  from  three 
years  in  Italy. 

Lois  Sproull  Hinckley  was  elected  a 

Commissioner  of  Longboat  Key  ( the  Sara- 
sota community  where  the  Hinckleys  live) 

last  March.  After  ten  months  as  a  public 
official,  Lois  thinks  community  duties  are 
frustrating  and  wearying,  brought  about, 
perhaps,  because  she  is  a  minority  of  one. 
She  is  still  involved  in  AAUW,  Girl  Scouts 
and  a  local  environmental  health  study 

group.  The  Hinckleys  came  to  West  Vir- 
ginia to  spend  Christmas  with  their  son 

and  his  family,  but  were  very  glad  to  get 

back  to  Florida  sunshine  after  "the  gray, 
short  northern  winter  days."  Lois  sends 
warm  greetings  to  all. 

Last  May,  Olive  XCycoff  MacCarthy  and 
Parker  joined  three  other  couples  for  a 
tour  of  Hawaii.  Later  they  headed  for 
Pennsylvania  and  Virginia,  stopping  in 
Pittsburgh  to  visit  with  the  Walter  Stouts 
(Martha  Bradshaw),  and  the  Robert  Hulls 
(Betty  Babcock)  in  Alexandria,  and  their 
elder  daughter  Marti,  back  from  a  year 
of    traveling    in    Europe.     Olive    continues 
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to   grow    flowers,    read    books,   play    bridge 

and  baby-sit  for  Beth's  growing  family. 
There  isn't  much  new  with  me.  I  spent 

my  vacation  at  Montego  Bay,  Jamaica,  and 
was  surprised  at  the  warm  tropical  air  (in 
November ) ,  the  deep  green  vegetation  and 
the  tremendous  air  traffic  on  the  north 
shore.  The  country  was  not  quite  as  plush 
as  the  travel  folders  indicated,  but  we 
found  the  natives  friendly  and  many  of 
them  working  hard  to  improve  their  home- 
land. 
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Helen    McCracken    Bennett 

(Mrs.   John  W.) 
459  Sage  Drive 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15243 

Dorothy  Ballantyne  Milliken 
( Mrs.  Edward ) 

67   Locksley   Drive 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Virginia  Hall  McAleese  (Mrs.  John),  Twin 

Pines    Road,    Hilton    Head    Island,    S.C. 
29928 

Marjorie    Hopkins,    20    Hillpack    Avenue, 
Apt.  2-A,  Great  Neck,  L.I.,  N.Y.  11021 

Phyllis   Lehew   Mac  Arthur    (Mrs.   W.   O.), 
/    Over    Ridge    Court,    Baltimote,    Md. 
21210 

Edith    L.    McBane,    %    P.    A.    Rishberger, 
617     South     Sixth     Street,     Indiana,    Pa. 
15701 

Helen     McCreery     Eckels     (Mrs.)      11627 
Canal  Drive,  Apt.  4,  North  Miami,  Fla. 
33161 

Edith   Rial  Ben  ford    (Mrs.  John   D.),   Box 
73-B,  R.D.    1,  Buffalo  Mills,  Pa.   15534 

There  has  been  much  interest  expressed 
relating  to  our  35th  Reunion.  Seventeen 
classmates  attended  the  Reunion  Luncheon 
and  rejoiced  in  the  academic  spirit  of  our 
alma  mater.  Later  we  had  a  delightful,  nos- 

talgic class  meeting,  renewing  friendships 
and  gathering  news.  Our  faithful  secretaries, 
Louise  Metzgar  lams  and  Eleanor  J.  Mc- 
Climans  Muncaster,  are  to  be  commended 
for  their  years  of  conscientious  service. 
Dorothy  Ballantyne  Milliken  and  Helen 
McCracken  Bennett  were  appointed  to  fulfill 
the  secretarial  duties  for  the  next  five  years. 
Those  of  us  present  agreed  to  defer  discus- 

sion of  a  class  gift  to  the  College,  but  to 
consider  the  matter  at  our  next  reunion. 
Late  in  the  afternoon  a  number  of  husbands 

joined  us  for  a  reception  at  President  Eddy's 
home,  followed  by  a  buffet  supper  on  the 
terrace  of  Benedum  Hall.  We  missed  the 
classmates  who  were  unable  to  attend. 

Helen  reporting: 

Greetings  and  best  regards  were  re- 
ceived from  Sara  Allison  Allman,  Helen 

Rowand  Dunkle  and  Genevieve  Shibler 
Karn. 

Evelyn  Alliff  Dautlick's  daughter  Cory, 
who  graduated  from  Chatham  with  the 
class  of  1968,  is  employed  at  Western 
Psychiatric  Hospital  in  Pittsburgh  and  plans 
to  attend  graduate  school  in  the  fall.  Jay 
is  a  Captain  in  the  Medical  Corps  stationed 
at  Fort  Sam  Houston,  San  Antonio,  Texas. 
He  and  his  wife  Susan  enjoy  their  loca- 

tion, and  she  is  teaching  Mexican  and 
Italian  children  in  third  grade.  Joe  has 
many  cross-country  trips,  and  Ev  continues 
to  teach   11th  and  12th  grades. 

Too    bad    I   am   unable    to   pass    on    the 
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impressive  personalized  stationery  used  by 
Marian  Baughman  Monroe.  At  the  top  is 
a  two-inch  sky  blue  band  with  white  out- 

lined stars,  a  crescent  moon,  and  Vaughn's 
signature.  How  apropos!  Her  newsy  let- 

ter reports  that  she  and  Vaughn  love 
their  new  home  in  Florida  at  the  junction 
of  the  Indian  and  St.  Lucie  Rivers,  on  a 

peninsula  called  Sewall's  Point.  It  is  a small  community  on  the  Atlantic  Ocean 
fifty  miles  north  of  Palm  Beach.  Vaughn 
continues  to  be  busy  in  the  entertainment 
field,  doing  many  shows  for  civic  organiza- 

tions along  with  night  clubs  in  Reno  and 
Las  Vegas.  He  had  just  completed  a  rwelve- 
day  cruise  on  the  S.  S.  France  as  a  guest 
of  the  French  Line  in  exchange  for  singing 
two  shows  during  the  entire  Caribbean 
cruise.  Marian  fulfills  many  demands  as 
his  business  manager,  travels  with  him, 
and  when  at  home  prepares  for  the  next 
trip.  Candace,  27,  and  her  husband,  Major 
Jerry  T.  Wagner,  Army  Air  Command,  are 
currently  at  Fort  Rucker,  Alabama,  where 
he  is  a  senior  instructor  in  helicopters 
following  a  year  in  Vietnam.  They  have 
two  children,  Jerry,  Jr.,  6,  and  Carrie 
Merrell,  4.  Christina,  24,  spent  a  year  in 
Copenhagen  and  traveled  through  Europe 
for  the  third  time.  At  present  she  is  secretary 
to  the  Dean  of  Education  at  Boston  Uni- 

versity. Next  summer  the  Monroes  plan  a 
tour  of  Germany  plus  a  working  trip  to 
the  Far  East. 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson's  daughter  Cyn- 
thia was  married  last  August,  and  Linn 

will  go  to  college  in  September.  Evy  now 
has  six  grandchildren.  Between  visits  with 
her  family,  she  still  works  in  the  rehabili- 

tation and  training  of  young  adults  at 
Goodwill  Industries. 

Helen  Chambers  Swartz  regrets  that  she 
arrived  at  Chatham  one  week  late  as  she 
attempted  to  tie  in  the  reunion  with  a  trip 
to  Pittsburgh.  She  is  elated  that  her  niece, 
Emily  Chambers,  is  enrolled  at  Chatham, 
class  of  1972. 

Mary  Crumay  Kehew  and  Nox  miss 
their  girls.  Sarah  and  Amy  are  in  Boston, 
and  Ann  lives  in  Denver.  Mary  visits  Ann 
and  their  two-year-old  grandson  as  often 
as  possible.  She  continues  with  her  reg- 

ular home-bound  teaching  and  some  sub- 
stitute  teaching. 

Genevieve  Davis  Crawford,  since  we  last 
heard  from  her,  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Mexico 
and   another   to   New   Orleans. 

Jessie  Doudna  Phillips'  only  daughter, 
Anne,  was  married  on  February  8.  She  is 
teaching  in  New  Jersey,  and  her  husband, 
a  graduate  of  Harvard  College  and  Yale 
Law  School,  is  employed  as  a  law  clerk  for 
a  Justice  of  the  Minnesota  Supreme  Court. 
David  is  a  freshman  at  W&J,  and  Johnny 
is  in   8th  grade. 

Virginia  Hall  McAleese's  husband  John 
retired  last  June  after  more  cardiac  Trouble. 
They  were  expecting  to  move  into  their 
new  retirement  home  in  March,  and  Ginny 
extends  a  cordial  invitation  to  all  classmates 

vacationing  in  Hilton  Head.  While  wait- 
ing for  their  house  to  be  completed,  they 

spent  two  months  in  Naples,  Florida.  Gin- 
ger was  graduated  from  Rollins  College 

last  June  and  is  teaching  in  Atlanta, 
Georgia.  Anne  is  a  junior  at  Queens  Col- 

lege in  Charlotte,  North  Carolina. 
Marjorie  Hopkins  enjoys  teaching  in 

Great  Neck.  Her  second  children's  book, 
The  Glass  Valentine,  is  on  the  market,  and 
a  third  book  will  be  published  this  spring. 
She   is   pleased    with   all   the  gratifying   re- 

marks in  the  Parents'  Magazine  publica- 
tion. 

Charlotte  lams  claims  her  only  news 
concerns  her  nephew  Jay  Donald,  who  is 
in  his  first  year  of  medical  school  at  the 
University  of  Wisconsin.  He  is  to  be 
married  in  June  to  a  nursing  student  at 
the   University. 

A  very  busy  year  for  Phyllis  Lehew 
MacArthnr  included  a  summer  trip  to 
Europe,  two  weeks  in  Pittsburgh  in  August, 
a  new  position  as  reading  specialist  as  a 
change  from  classroom  teaching,  and  mov- 

ing into  a  new  apartment  in  October.  The 
Christmas  holidays  were  divided  between 

visits  at  Bill's  and  with  daughter-in-law 
Kathleen's  family. 
Gene  Llewellyn  Price  welcomed  her 

second  grandson,  Randall,  in  Ocrober,  and 
flew  to  Omaha,  Nebraska,  to  take  care  of 
Todd.  She  is  looking  forward  to  an  early 
summer  visit  from  Roger  and  his  family, 
and  in  the  fall  she  plans  to  begin  teaching 

piano   in   her  home. 
Ruth  Ludebuehl  Early  toured  Glacier, 

Yellowstone  and  Teton  National  Parks 

with  Jay,  Barbara  and  Bobby  last  summer. 
She  also  spent  Christmas  with  them  along 

with  Barbara's  parents.  For  the  past  five 
years  she  has  enjoyed  her  interesting  work 
at  the  public  library. 

Last  fall  Edith  McBane  moved  tempo- 

rarily into  her  cousin's  home.  As  this  is written,  she  is  recuperating  in  the  Indiana, 
Pa.,  hospital  from  a  severe  siege  of  flu. 
She  invites  news  from  her  Pittsburgh 
friends.  We  have  been  concerned,  Edith, 
and  hope  you  will  quickly  regain  your 
strength. 

Eleanor  McClimans  Muncaster  happily 

reports  het  son  Hugh's  return  from  Army service  in  Korea.  He  is  now  a  sales 

trainee  for  Jones  &  Laughlin  Steel  Com- 
pany in  Chicago.  Hal  and  E.  J.  had  an 

extended   trip   to  California   last  fall. 
Helen  McCreery  Eckels,  following  her 

divorce  from  Michael  Jovanovic,  finds  it 
easier  to  use  her  former  name.  She  says 
she  is  very  happy  living  in  Florida. 

Louise  Metzgar  lams  and  her  family 
have  been  much  concerned  about  their 

youngest  son,  Dan,  who  was  stationed  at 
Pleicu  in  Vietnam  since  last  March,  and 
were  relieved  and  happy  when  he  returned 
home  safely  on  February  7  for  a  45 -day 
leave.  Husband  Charles  received  a  busi- 

ness promotion  the  same  week,  so  Louise 
feels  that  good  news  often  comes  double. 
She  keeps  busy  as  secretary  of  the  Mt. 

Lebanon  Woman's  Fotthightly  Review, 
and  is  finding  a  class  in  silk  screen 
printing   very   interesting. 

Ruth  Morgan  Lansberry's  husband  Tom 
is  completing  a  20-year  term  as  judge,  but 
is  not  ready  to  retire.  They  were  most 
interested  in  the  election  of  President 
Nixon,  having  entertained  him,  as  Vice 
President,  at  a  luncheon  in  their  home. 
They  have  one  grandson,  Tommy,  who 
lives   in   Silver  Spring,  Maryland. 

As  for  me,  Sue's  teenage  activities  keep 
me  busy.  She  will  graduate  from  Mt. 
Lebanon  High  School  in  June,  and  we  have 
been  involved  in  the  hectic  college-looking 
pace.  Wes  has  completed  an  18-month 
assignment  as  Captain,  Crew  Commander, 
and  instructor  with  a  Tactical  Missile 
Group  in  Okinawa.  As  of  this  writing,  he 
is  en  route  to  the  States  for  a  joyous  re- 

union before  reassignment  to  Lowry  Air 
Force  Base  in  Denver.  Last  summer  Sally 

Miller    Brash,    '32    and    I    sailed    on    the 



Michaelangelo  to  Italy,  visited  there,  and 
went  on  to  Switzerland  and  England.  My 
role  as  secretary  was  undertaken  with  many 
misgivings,  but  it  has  been  a  pleasure  to 
receive  your  warm,  friendly  responses.  Un- 

til next  spring,  sincere  good  wishes  to  you 
all. 

Dorothy  reporting: 
Dorothy  Newell  spent  her  first  winter 

in  ten  years  in  Warren,  Pa.,  due  to  the 
cancelling  of  an  intended  cruise.  However, 
she  is  sailing  on  a  North  Cape  cruise  in 
June.  Last  year  a  cruise  on  the  Gripsholm 
took  her  to  the  Greek  Islands,  southern 
Russia,  Venice,  Majorca,  and  Portugal 
where  she  bought  some  lovely  woolens. 
Dot  plans  to  come  to  Pittsburgh  this 
spring  to  visit  her  two  Dorothy  B.  Newell 
Scholarship  students  at  Chatham. 

Ruth  Nirella  is  finding  it  very  difficult 
to  teach  these  days.  Last  summer  she  went 
to  the  seashore,  Cape  Cod,  Niagara  Falls, 
and  the  Canadian  Shakespeare  Festival  at 
Stratford,  Ontario.  Her  spare  time  is  taken 
up  with  her  sorority,  church  circle,  theatre 
or  opera. 

Since  her  husband  Carey  was  in  Bag- 
dad, Iraq,  for  eight  months  for  Westing- 

house,  Gertie  Kay  Mann  and  her  sister 

Virginia  Randall,  '28,  went  to  visit  him 
last  July.  In  addition  to  Bagdad,  their 
five-week  trip  took  them  to  Lisbon,  Major- 

ca, Rome,  Malta,  Athens,  Beirut,  Lebanon, 
Istanbul,  Lucerne  and  London.  The  entire 
Mann  family  was  home  for  Christmas. 

The  Jessups  iVi  Sekey)  had  their  last 
college  commencement  when  their  young- 

est daughter,  Jennifer,  graduated  from 
Chatham  in  June,  and  their  last  wedding 
when  she  was  married  in  December  to 
Mr.  T.  A.  Beckett  ( son  of  Rachel  Greer 

Beckett  '31). 
Sarah  Stevenson  Foster  and  Joe  drove 

to  Northfield,  Minnesota,  in  June  for 

Nancy's  commencement  at  Carleton  Col- lege, then  on  to  Pittsburgh  to  visit  family 
and  old  friends.  Both  daughters  are  work- 

ing, Susie  as  a  social  worker  in  Riverside, 
California,  and  Nancy  as  an  assistant  cura- 

tor at  the  State  Museum  in  Tucson,  Ari- 
zona. Will  is  a  senior  in  high  school. 

Sally  continues  as  a  social  worker  and  Joe 
as  a  professor  at  Scripps  College. 

Martha  Stuart  Muhlheizler  and  her  hus- 
band keep  young  and  healthy  through  the 

constant  activity  on  their  farm  in  North 
Carolina  and  their  mutual  interest  in  their 
growing  beef  herd.  Daughter  Ann  has 
two  children,  and  daughter  Judy  teaches 
English  at  Memphis  State  University, 
Memphis,  Tennessee. 

Betty  Clarke  visited  her  sister,  Constance 

Russ  '26,  and  her  husband  in  Longboat 
Key,  Florida,  where  they  have  been  spend- 

ing the  winter. 

Estous  Lee  Davidson's  youngest  daugh- 
ter, Mary,  graduated  ftom  Denison  Uni- 

versity and  was  married  to  Daniel  Berger. 
They  are  now  in  Colombia,  South  America, 
with  the  Peace  Corps. 

Jean  Saul  has  fortunately  recovered  from 
her  fall  on  June  8.  Twelve  days  were 
spent  in  Westmoreland  Hospital  for  leg 
surgery  to  remove  a  blood  clot,  but  she  is 
happy  to  have  her  leg,  scar  and  all. 

I  have  had  a  most  exciting  year.  Our 
youngest  daughter,  Ginny,  had  her  first 
child,  Timothy  Hugh  Buzzard,  in  Septem- 

ber. In  February  '69  our  oldest  daughter, Anne,  had  her  fourth  son,  William  Garrett 
Brown.    That  makes  six  grandsons  and  one 

granddaughter  for  Ed  and  me.  In  March 
we  moved  to  a  smaller  home,  but  still  in 
Churchill,  and  we  keep  busy  with  our 
usual  activities.  Many  thanks  to  all  of 
you  who  took   time  to  send  us  your  news. 
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Mrs.  Prudence  Goodale  Martin 

1156  Murray  Hill  Avenue 
Pirtsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 
(Mrs.  George  Wm.) 

1220   Princeton   Avenue 
Natrona  Heights,  Pa.  15065 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Esther   Ferree    Watson    (Mrs.    Robert   L. ), 

167    Cross   Ridge   Road,   Coraopolis,   Pa. 
15108 

Mary   [Catherine   Rodgers   Moses    (Mrs.    A. 
Henry),    20    Hillsborough    Drive,   West 
Harrford,  Conn.   06107 

Virginia    Watkins  DeMers    (Mrs.   L.   W.), 
2165   S.W.  23rd  Avenue,  Ft.  Lauderdale, 
Fla.   33312 

Helen  Birmingham  Proctor,  who  does 
editorial  work  for  a  publisher  of  invest- 
menr  books  and  services  in  Rye,  New 
York,  writes  that  her  trips  to  Chatham 
College  as  a  member  of  the  Alumnae 
Board  are  most  rewarding. 

While  daughter  Margaret  studies  at 
Beloit  College,  Margaret  Eichleay  Storer 
keeps  very  busy  teaching  kindergarten  and 
artending  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  as 
a  graduate  student  working  for  teacher 

certification  and  master's  degree. 
Three  of  Jean  Engel  Reppun's  sons  are 

in  college  on  the  mainland:  Charlie  a 
senior  at  Hamilton,  Tom  a  sophomore  at 
the  Universiry  of  Puget  Sound  at  Tacoma, 
and  Paul  a  freshman  ar  Harvard.  Martha, 
their  eldesr,  is  working  for  Pan  American 
Airlines  in  Honolulu,  and  thanks  to  her, 
Fred  and  Jean  are  presenrly  leaving  for 
Europe  wirh   Martha  as  escort. 

Prudence  Goodale  Martin  has  traveled 
many  rimes  this  past  year  to  Cambridge, 
Massachusetts  to  visit  her  daughtet  Steph- 

anie and   husband. 
The  class  extends  sincete  sympathy  to 

Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  who  lost  both 
parents  in  1968.  Her  mother  died  in  July 
and  her  father  in  December.  Eleanor  made 

two  emergency  trips  home  from  Geneva 
last  summer,  and  rhen  in  October  she  and 

Gray  returned  to  the  United  States  per- 
manently. Many  of  their  possessions  were 

lost  or  misplaced  due  to  the  dock  strike. 

Since  Gray  has  now  retired  from  the  For- 
eign Service,  rheir  plans  are  indefinite. 

They  may  move  into  their  home  in  Mc- 
Lean, Virginia.  However,  at  present  Elea- 

nor is  residing  at  150  Oakhurst  Road, 
Pittsburgh  15215,  and  is  making  plans  to 
leave  soon  on  a  trip  to  Australia,  New 
Zealand  and  other  Pacific  areas. 

This  winter,  while  working  for  the 
Chatham  College  Centinnial  Fund  as  a 
section  chairman,  Jane  Harmeier  Nims 
has  had  a  chance  to  renew  old  acquainr- 
ances  and  make  new  friends  among  Chat- 

ham graduates.  Daughter  Martha  Jane  is 
a  junior  at  Duke  Universiry  and  her  par- 

ents traveled  there  for  the  Duke-North 
Carolina  football  game.  The  Nims  also 
enjoyed  a  long  weekend  at  Pinehurst, 
North  Carolina  and  a  vacation  in  Bermuda 
last  fall.  At  this  writing  they  are  planning 
a  spring  cruise. 

Caroline    Hesse   Ender    has    developed    a 

new  interest — wrestling — since  son  Dave, 
15,  is  wrestling  for  Liberty  High  School. 
Bill,  Caroline  and  Dave  traveled  to  Wash- 

ington, D.C.  for  the  Inaugural  they  termed 

as  "just  great."  The  Ender  family  rented 
a  house  boat  to  sightsee  around  the  Thou- 

sand Islands  last  August  and  enjoyed  it  so 
much  they  are  planning  a  house  boat 
caravan  on  Lake  Powell,  Colorado  in  1970 

and  are  "looking  for  some  takers."  From 
the  beautiful  scenery  pictured  in  rhe  Na- 

tional Geographic  Magazine  for  July,  1967 

they  should  have  a  good  response.  Caro- 
line and  Bill  also  enjoyed  a  long  weekend 

with  Bob  and  Louise  Leadman  Falter  at 
State  College  where  they  attended  the 
Maimi-Penn  State  football  game.  The 
Fallers  also  commuted  to  Lake  Chautauqua 
last  summer  and  by  rhe  time  you  read  this 
will  be  in  Europe  where  they  will  rent 
a  car  for  sightseeing. 

Marie  Martin  had  a  delightful  vacation 
in  Hawaii  last  fall. 

Mary  Ida  McFarland  Shannon  and  hus- 
band Dean  vacationed  in  Bermuda  in 

October  1967  and  in  the  Caribbean  last 
October.  Vancouver,  Canada  is  their 

planned  destination  for  this  coming  sum- 
mer. The  three  Shannon  children  are 

busy  receiving  their  educations.  Bonnie  is 
working  for  her  Doctor  of  Philosophy  de- 

gree at  the  Universiry  of  Toronto,  Canada. 
David  graduared  last  June  from  Allegheny 
College  and  is  now  a  freshman  at  the 
Univesriry  of  Pirtsburgh  School  of  Den- 

tistry. Mary  Ann  is  a  sophomore  at  Chat- 
ham College  and  loves  it. 

Golf  and  swimming  interest  Jane  Mc- 
Quiston  Webb.  Also,  she  and  Douglas 
ate  planning  a  ttip  to  Bainbridge  Island, 
Washington  this  summer.  Their  oldest 
daughter,  Patricia,  was  married  in  Decem- 

ber 1967.  N.  Douglas,  Junior  is  with 
the  army  in  Germany.  Roberta  is  a  sopho- 

more at  Rider  College  in  New  Jersey,  and 
Robert  a  freshman  at  Palm  Beach  Junior College. 

Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  sends  warm 

greerings  to  the  class  from  Santa  Monica, 
California.  Oldesr  daughter,  Susan,  will 
graduate  from  Stanford  this  June;  Marrha, 
second  child,  a  sophomore  at  Stanford,  is 
spending  six  months  in  England  on  the 
Stanford-in-Britain  Program;  Ellen,  young- 

est daughter,  is  in  11th  grade.  Ruth  and 
Keith  both  continue  in  their  professions 
and  enjoy  the  work. 

Gail  MouromsefJ  Keith  and  her  engineer 
husband  George  love  the  western  life  in 
Reno.  They  are  active  in  church  work 
and  take  frequent  trips  in  Nevada  and 
California.  George  will  speak  before  the 
AIME  convention  in  Pittsburgh  in  May. 

Gertrude  Russell  Lydic,  her  sister,  and 
their  husbands  were  in  a  hold-up  in  a 
Pirtsburgh  drugstore  just  before  Chrisrmas. 
No  one  was  hurt,  but  they  all  lost  their 
wallets.  Forresr  and  Gertie  have  two  sons: 
Jim,  a  sophomore  at  Allegheny,  and  Clark, 
a  senior  at  Lafayette. 

Virginia  Schweinsberg  Hyde  and  her 
Ed,  while  artending  a  convention  in  New 
York  City,  spent  a  delightful  evening  with 
Eleanor  Splane  Trullinger.  The  Hydes 
proudly  announce  that  their  daughter  in 
Rochester  had  a  baby  boy  on  Dec.  14. 
His  sister  is  IVi-  Their  other  daughter  is 
in  graduate  school  at  Pitt  and  teaching 

Spanish. 
The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 

Mary  Seat  er  Hewitt  in  the  death  of  her 

farher.     Mary    and    Ken    had    a    "fabulous 
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year"  visiting  their  son  Frank  in  Munich, 
skiing  in  the  Austrian  Alps  at  Innsbruck, 
and  later  sailing  among  the  Btitish  Virgin 

Islands.  On  Frank's  holiday  in  April,  he 
and  Mary  went  touring  through  lovely 
Spain  in  his  V.W.  station  wagon.  Frank 
has  completed  his  International  law  train- 

ing, has  a  master's  degree,  and  a  position 
in   New   York  City. 
Anna  Claire  Snyder  Milford  and  her 

husband  John  will  have  two  June  grad- 

uates: John  Jr.  will  receive  his  master's degree  in  hospital  administration  from 
Virginia  Commonwealth  University,  and 
Dale  will  receive  a  B.A.  from  the  same 
university  where  he  is  a  fine  arts  major. 
Youngest  son,  Jim,  is  a  junior  in  high 
school.  Anna  Claire  is  still  Director  of 
Nursing  Service  at  Richmond  Memotial 
Hospital,  and  still  very  much  interested  in 
news  from  Chatham! 

Dolores  Steinecke  sent  cordial  greetings 
to  her  classmates. 

Margaret  Stockdale  Jenkins  writes:  "Still 
enjoying  my  library  work  here  at  the  Pub- 

lic Library  in  Oakmont.  Son  Chip  is 

working  on  his  master's  in  business  ad- 
ministration and  plans  to  be  married  in 

August.  Daughter  Christy  and  family  (3 
children)  still  live  in  Southern  Illinois. 
Paul  and  I  head  that  way  as  often  as 

possible." Dorothy  Taylor,  in  addition  to  her  job 
at  U.S.  Steel,  investment  counseling,  and 

activities  in  the  Pilot  Club  (a  women's 
service  organization),  is  building  a  house 
for  herself  in  Monroeville,  for  completion 
in  late  spring! 

Helen  Wilson  Houston  sent  a  good  let- 
ter reporting  on  her  husband,  two  sons 

(both  lawyers),  two  daughters  and  grand- 
children. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  to  Dorothy 
Wood  Clarke  whose  mother  died  in  De- 

cember.   Dot  sends  best  wishes  to  all. 

Dorothy  W  ooduard  Evans  and  husband 
George  enjoyed  a  two-week  vacation  in 
Florida  last  March.  In  the  fall  they  flew 
to  Phoenix,  Arizona  to  visit  son  David 
who  works  there,  and  then  rented  a  car 
to  drive  to  California  by  way  of  the  Gtand 
Canyon.  In  Costa  Mesa,  California  they 
visited  their  daughter  Janice,  her  husband 
and  their  nine-month-old  son. 

Vida  Hurst  Kerr  says  she's  "down  on  the 
farm,  busy  with  a  home-grown  crop  of 

boys  .  .  ."  That  means  husband  Don,  sons 
Andy  (15),  David  (4),  a  spaniel  (16) 

named   "Hey  You,"   and   213,999   bees! 
Alice  Stockton  Albert  has  recovered  well 

enough  from  bacterial  endocarditis  to  en- 

joy her  family's  activities  and  a  little  golf. 
She  and  Bill  have  a  married  daughter 
Anne  (a  grandson),  and  two  boys  in 
school.    Good  luck,  Alice! 

Please  keep  in  mind  that  we  are  only 
one  year  away  from  our  35th  reunion 
when  we  hope  to  have  a  sum  which  we 
will  be  proud  to  present  to  the  college. 
Contributions  to  this  gift  fund  are  entitely 
separate  from  the  annual  gifts  to  the  Alum- 

nae Fund  and  may  be  sent  either  to  Ruth 
Swisshelm  or  one  of  your  secretaries.  The 
money  is  in  deposit  in  a  special  savings 
account  and  will  continue  to  earn  interest 
until  June  1970.  Our  thanks  to  those  who 
have  paid  in  full  and  to  those  making 
payments.  How  about  all  the  others?  We 
will  fall  far  short  of  our  goal  without  the 
support  of  each  one.  Checks  should  be 
made  payable  to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class 
Account. 
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Martha  Torrence 

607  Fremont  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15209 

Mary  Trimble  Brittain 
(Mrs.  Raymond  F. ) 

47  Newgate  Road 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15202 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Elsie    Dressier   Helsel    (Mrs.    Robert   G.), 

Longview    Heights    Road,    Rt.    4,    Box 
169-A,  Athens,  Ohio  45701 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling   (Mrs.  James  G.,  Jr.), 
8474     Lucerne     Drive,     Chagrin     Falls, 
Ohio  44022 

Mary    Watson    Seed    ( Mrs.    Douglas    A. ) , 
524  South  Broadway,  Salem,  N.H.  03079 

DEATH 

Jane  Terry  Richardson  (Mrs.  William  A.) 
in  June  1968  following  a  very  long 
illness.  The  sympathy  of  the  class  is 
extended  to  her  family. 

Betty  Kraus  Hilsdorf  had  a  wonderful 
trip  to  Japan,  via  freightet,  and  after  a 
vacation  there,  joined  her  son  Bonn,  his 
wife  Ritsuko,  and  her  five  grandchildren 
in  Okinawa.  Bonn  is  stationed  there  as 
Chief  Petty  Officer,  regular  Navy.  Her 
other  son,  John,   is   in  Phoenix. 

Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell,  Martha 
Torrence,  Betty  Bevan  Winkler,  Betty  Lewis 
Williams  got  together  for  a  weekend  at 
Cacapon  State  Park  in  Berkley  Springs, 
W.Va.  and  had  so  much  fun  they  decided 
to  make  it  an  annual  outing.  During  the 
summer,  Martha  had  a  delilghtful  trip  to 
Nova  Scotia,  and  found  Cabot  Trail  breath- taking. 

Several  classmates  have  joined  the  motor- 
home  brigade.  Mildred  Brown  Mclntyre 
and  her  family  travel  extensively  in  theirs. 
She  writes  that  Lowe  and  she  continue 

to  be  blessed — daughters  Joan  and  Claudia 
had  baby  boys  in  February  1968,  making 
a  total  of  six  grandchildren.  Claudia  and 
her  family  returned  to  the  states  from 
Uruguay  after  a  two-year  absence.  Shirley 
Campbell  Berg  traveled  to  Nova  Scotia  in 
their  Airstream  last  summer.  Her  children 
are  in  business  now,  except  Geoff,  who  is  a 
pre-med  student  at  Yale  and  active  in 
Civil   Rights. 

Louise  Johnston  Purnell  is  back  to  office 
work — a  nine  months  job — fund  raising 
for  the  Harrisburg  Polyclinic  Hospital 
Building  Fund.  She  and  Dave  had  a 
leisurely  trip  to  Georgia  to  visit  son  David 
who  is  an  aerospace  engineer  with  Lock- 

heed Aircraft,  then  later  to  Maine  where 
their  son  John  was  at  a  camp  on  Lake 
Sebago. 

Julie  Weller  Gump  says  the  days  are 
never  long  enough  for  what  she  has  and 

wants  to  do.  The  "Gab  'n'  Eat"  group  is 
still  going  strong. 

This  will  be  a  big  year  for  the  Sterlings! 
Izzy  Silvis  is  in  the  throes  of  preparing  for 

her  daughter  Judy's  graduation  from 
Wellesley  in  May;  then  Judy  will  be  mar- 

ried later  in  the  summer  to  an  M.I.T. 

marine  biologist.  "Iz"  is  finding  little 
time  in  which  to  indulge  her  own  interest 
in  oil  painting.  She  and  Jim  are  planning 
a  trip  to   Australia. 

Martha  Jane  Gernig  Rial  and  Jack 
attended  the  Mid-Winter  Trust  Conference 
in  New  York  in  February. 

Sincere  sympathy  is  extended  to  Mary 
Elizabeth  Eisaman    Washington  whose  hus- 

band was  killed  in  a  horrible  automobile 
accident  early   in  January. 

"Absolutely  delighted  with  granddaugh- 
ter Lisa  Brown"  is  Miki  McBride  Mc- 

Master,  who  is  busy  "being  the  middle 
generation"  and  is  also  trying  to  be  slightly 
active  in  the  League  of  Women  Voters  in 
the  area  of  town  planning. 

Betty  McCarty  Boyd  is  still  enjoying 

Hilton  Head  Island  life  although  it  isn't as  tropical  this  winter  as  the  odds  would 
lead  one  to  believe.  However,  she  and 
Harry  can  still  play  golf  as  there  is  no 
snow.  Betty  had  a  visit  with  Sally  Ander- 

son Amtsberg  at  Hilton  Head  this  winter. 
In  her  note,  Sally  tells  of  having  a  note 
from  Margaret  Robb,  our  class  sponsor. 
Miss  Robb  has  a  new  apartment  in  Boulder, 
Colorado,  and  is  preparing  to  retire  in 

June. 

Sally  Donaldson  Stoll  and  Bob  spent 
last  year  in  Cambridge  while  Bob  studied 
at  M.I.T.  Sally  took  advantage  of  a  year 
free  from  teaching  to  indulge  herself  in 
several  different  art  areas.  This  year  they 
have  settled  down  into  their  normal  lives, 
Bob  back  teaching  at  Oberlin  College  and 

Sally  teaching  kindergarten  on  a  half-time basis. 

A  vacation  on  Mt.  Desert  Island,  Maine 

was  enjoyed  by  Kay  Pyle,  who  is  wonder- 
ing now  where  she'll  plant  her  gladiolas  for 

springtime  enjoyment! 

Dorothy  Motheral  Porter's  oldest  daugh- 
ter has  two  sons,  and  her  youngest  daughter 

is  attending  Greenwich  Country  Day  School. 
Dottie  and  Bill  had  a  good  trip  to  Jamaica 
last  year. 

A  new  position  in  the  Legal  and  Legis- 
lative Depattment  of  National  United 

Cerebral  Palsy  is  Elsie  Dressier  Helsel's 
news.  She  is  their  representative  in  Wash- 

ington, with  offices  in  the  Dodge  House. 
Elsie  and  Bob  have  moved  to  Athens,  Ohio, 
where  Bob  is  the  new  chairman  of  the 

mathematics  depattment  of  Ohio  Univer- 

sity. 

Neil  Culbertson,  husband  of  Martha 
Branch,  is  back  at  work  after  five  months 
in  the  hospital  and  a  lengthy  recuperation 
at  home.  Alan,  their  son,  has  returned  to 

college,  pretty  well  recovered  from  multi- 
ple injuries  received  in  an  accident  last 

Match. 

Dee  Whitehead  Heinig.  Chicago  Alum- 
nae Club  representative  to  Alumnae  Coun- 
cil, finds  her  post  an  interesting  one.  All 

her  children  were  home  for  Christmas, 
bringing  their  families  (one  grandson!) 
with  them.  Jeff  works  for  DuPont,  Don  is 
a  med  student  at  Colorado,  and  Suzanne 
graduates  from  Lake  Forest  College  this 

June. 

The  Inauguration  was  fun  and  excite- 
ment for  Florence  Kinley  Mercer,  because 

so  many  of  their  personal  friends  are  in 
high  government  positions.  Son  Tom  is  a 
junior  at  Carnegie-Mellon,  and  daughter 
Lynn  is  a  sophomore  at  Rollins  College 
in  Florida. 

Several  members  of  the  class  sent  their 

greetings  and  said  they  looked  forward  to 

reading  class  news.  Muff  Potter  Koerner's daughter  is  a  biochemist  doing  research 
work  at  Massachusetts  General  Hospital. 

Elsa  Steifelmaier  Talbott  is  looking  for- 
ward to  an  Hawaiian  vacation  as  an  anti- 
dote to  the  "flu"  bug.  Mary  Follansbee 

Buck  has  three  children  who  are  college 
freshmen  this  year!    Mary  Jane  Addy  Braley 



enjoys  getting  together  with  the  old  gang 
for  lunch  when  she  comes  Co  Pittsburgh 
for  a  visit.  Pats  Netting  Morehead  and 
her  husband  are  still  going  to  all  high 
school  games  because  their  son  Kenneth 
plays  the  drum  in  the  band.  She  says 
hers  is  a  busy,  noisy  household! 
Two  members  of  our  class  have  new 

ministers  in  their  families.  Nancy  Diven 

Seagren's  son  Barry  will  finish  at  Covenant 
Seminary  in  May.  They,  Barry  and  his 
wife,  will  spend  two  years  in  Switzerland 
where  he  will  be  teaching  and  counseling 
at  a  Foundation  supported  by  the  Reformed 
Presbyterian  Church.  Son  Dean  is  a  grad- 

uate student  at  Purdue  where  he  is  teach- 
ing and  studying  in  the  physics  department. 

Mary  Travers  Scott's  son-in-law  will  grad- 
uate from  the  Philadelphia  Episcopal  Semi- 
nary in  May,  and  son  Doug  from  V.P.I, 

in  May.  Mary  and  Scotry  had  a  wonderful 
trip  last  June  to  celebrate  theif  30th  wed- 

ding anniversary — a  week  in  San  Francisco, 
then  two  weeks  in  Hawaii. 

Harriet  Erickson  Kirk's  family  is  reach- 
ing all  kinds  of  milestones  this  year;  son 

Carey,  studying  for  his  Ph.D.  at  Vander- 
bilt,  will  be  married  in  May.  Daughter 
Jane  attended  the  University  of  Grenoble 
(and  the  Olympics)  during  her  junior 
year,  and  will  graduate  from  Lake  Erie 
College  this  June.  Youngest  son  Tom 
enters   Akron   University    next    fall. 

Connie  Bell  Sedguick  and  Frank  are 
contemplating  a  trip  to  Australia  via  Pago 
Pago  and  New  Zealand.  Connie  and  Frank 
enjoy  spending  their  weekends  at  a  con- 

dominium in  Deerfield  Beach.  Their  son 
Dwight  is  working  on  his  MA.  and 
teaches    high    school    in    Atlanta,    Georgia. 

A  Caribbean  cruise  was  enjoyed  by 
Elizabeth  Bradley  during  the  early  winter. 
Elsie  Hopkins  Edgar  says  her  five  children 
and   three  grandchildren   keep   her   busy. 

Time  marches  on,  we  all  get  older,  hus- 
bands prepare  to  retire,  take  sabbaticals, 

etc.  Our  children  are  through  college, 
grandchildren  are  the  interest  of  the  mo- 

ment. As  your  secretary,  Mary  Trimble 
Brittain,  I  am  finding  it  a  bit  hard  to 
return  to  earth!  Last  year,  Ray  and  I  took 
a  four  months  trip,  traveling  by  ship, 
plane  (44  different  flights!),  and  auto- 

mobile. We  sailed  through  the  South 
Pacific,  stopping  at  several  of  the  islands, 
to  New  Zealand  and  Australia.  We  flew 
to  Indonesia,  Bali,  Singapore,  Malaysia, 
Thailand.  Spent  a  month  in  India,  Nepal, 
Kashmir,  West  Pakistan,  Hong  Kong, 
Taiwan,  two  weeks  in  Japan,  and  two 
weeks  in  Hawaii.  After  returning  home 
the  middle  of  May,  we  baby-sat  grandchil- 

dren most  of  the  summer  and  early  fall. 
Our  youngest  daughter,  Elizabeth,  spent 
last  year  studying  in  Greece,  and  returned 
to  College  of  Wooster  from  which  she 

will  graduate  this  June.  In  "spare"  mo- 
ments, I  am  still  active  in  the  Winchester- 

Thurston  Alumnae  Association,  the  Har- 
marville  Rehabilitation  Center,  and  the 
church.  It  is  gratifying  to  hear  from  so 
many  classmates  in  response  to  our  request 
for   news. 
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Martha  Torrence,  who  underwent 

open  heart  sutgery  early  in  Febru- 
ary, died  on  Easter  Sunday.  We 

are  deeply  saddened  to  lose  a  dear 
classmate  and  our  co-secretary. 

Beth  Pensom  Fox 
(Mrs.  Gerald) 

Main   Street 

Gladstone,    N.J.    07106 

Alma  Mocker  Bacon 

(Mrs.  William) 
Box  49,  R.R.  1 

Clayton,  Ohio  45315 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Doris    Chatlo    Kimball     (Mrs.    Robert    S., 

Jr. ) ,   420   Locust   Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15218 

Helen  Harris  Davis    (Mrs.   Arthur  L.),  40 
Brown  Street,  Brookline,  Ma.  02146 

Hortense    Norton    Seedlock     (Mrs.    Robert 
F.),  477    Field   Point   Road,   Greenwich, 
Conn.   06830 

Lorine   White,    124  La  Crosse  Street,  Apt. 
302,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15218 

Beth  reporting: 

This  was  a  mixed  up  year  for  the  Foxes. 
Aftet  renting  our  house  for  two  years,  we 
decided  to  buy  it.  That  was  in  January — 
in  February  we  were  transferred!  How- 

ever, this  is  a  wonderful  area,  especially 
for  an  eight-year-old  boy.  Our  welcome  mat 
is  out  to  any  of  you. 

It  doesn't  seem  like  five  years  since  our 
last  reunion.  Time  must  go  faster  now. 
I  have  asked  Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff  to 
organize  a  committee  to  make  plans  for 
our  30th. 

Helen  Archer  Fardig  drove  to  Minnesota 
for  the  February  15th  wedding  of  het 
oldest  daughter,  Marsha,  picking  up  daugh- 

ter Leslie,  her  husband  and  baby  in 
Oberlin,  Ohio,  on  the  way.  Daughter 
Elaine,  a  freshman  at  Lycoming  College, 
toured  the  Soviet  Union  last  July,  having 
studied  Russian  for  four  years  in  high 
school.  Allison,  9,  and  David,  8,  are  still 
at  home. 

Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff  still  keeps  busy 
doing  too  much!  Daughter  Sue,  Chatham 

'64,  is  back  in  Pittsburgh  with  her  hus- 
band, and  teaching  history  and  English  in 

junior  high  school.  Daughter  Judy  is  a 
junior  pre-med  at  Penn  State.  The  twins 
are  in  8th  grade,  one  at  Winchester-Thurs- 

ton and  one  at  Shady  Side  Academy. 

Genevieve  Gibson  Hansen's  husband 
took  an  early  retirement  from  U.S.  Steel 
in  1967.  They  spend  the  summers  in 
Manasquan,  N.J.,  where  they  enjoy  boat- 

ing, fishing,  and  trying  to  keep  trim  with 
bicycling.  During  the  winter  Genevieve 
works  with  the  Red  Cross  and  League  of 
Women  Voters.  She  hopes  to  get  to  re- 
union. 

Mary  Gregg  Stockton  is  back  in  the 
routine  of  office  and  home  after  a  bad 
fall  in  May  which  took  her  away  from 
work  for  ten  weeks.  Her  oldest  daughter, 
Linda,  who  will  graduate  from  Carnegie- 
Mellon  in  June,  hopes  to  do  something 

"romantic"  like  the  Red  Cross,  Vista,  or 
the  Peace  Corps. 

Katherine  Cuthbert  Hardee's  Christmas 
letter  desctibed  their  experiences  in  Ecua- 

dor. The  trip  was  far  beyond  theit  wildest 
dreams  in  experience,  pleasure,  and  the 
learning  and  understanding  of  a  different 
culture.  Kay,  for  the  last  two  years,  has 
concentrated  her  major  efforts  on  her  pri- 

vate practice  of  medicine,  and  on  her 
special  interest  in  alcoholism. 

Gene  Detuiler  Davis  is  back  in  Pitts- 
burgh now,  and  extended  an  invitation  to 

visit  her  at  reunion  or  any  other  time. 

Betty  Duckuall  Laubach  sends  greetings 
to  everyone. 

Jennie  Ferralli  spent  a  delightful  month 
in  Europe  last  summer  and  is  already 

planning   a   "return   trip." Milltcent  Hoyt  Faison  reports  that  1968 
was  a  traveling  year  for  her  family.  They 

visited  Hemisfair  '68,  and  then  Geotge 
and  George,  Jr.,  spent  a  week  in  Mexico 
City  at  the  Olympics.  Between  Christmas 
and  New  Years  they  flew  to  Des  Moines, 
Iowa,  for  a  family  gathering.  Her  children, 
anxious  to  be  in  snow,  had  their  wish  but 
in  zero  weather.  After  19  years  in  Texas, 
Totty  wonders  how  they  ever  survived  the 

cold. Ivy  Huetter  McLaughlin,  retired  from 
working,  is  catching  up  on  her  reading 
and  bridge-playing,  and  trying  to  keep  up 
with  her   16-year-old  son. 

Our  sympathy  is  extended  to  Esther 
Jackson  whose  mother,  Eva  Cohen  Jackson 
09,  died  in  June.  Esthet  still  enjoys  her 
work   at   N.I.H. 

Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels  played  hookey 
from  school  in  October  and  flew  with 
Emetson  to  visit  inspiring  Israel,  colorful 
and  drab  Turkey,  and  diversified  Greece 
and  some  of  the  islands  of  the  Aegean  Sea. 
Their  oldest  daughtet  spent  her  last 
semester  at  Smith  College  traveling  with 
Senator  McCarthy  and  is  now  with  CBS 
News  in  Washington,  D.C.  Emily  is  a 
music  majot  at  Smith,  and  Janet  is  a 
dramatic  sophomore  in   high   school. 

Jean  Keenan  Farrill  is  still  teaching 

second  grade.  Daughter  Barbara  was  mar- 
ried last  July,  and  oldest  daughter  Diane 

is  in  Central  America — Guatemala  and  El 
Salvador — on  a  Shell  Oil  Fellowship  to 

finish  her  doctor's  thesis.  Son  Jack  is  back 
at  Cornell,  so  Jean  and  Kathy  rartle  around 
alone  except  for  the  constant  influx  of 
high   school    ftiends. 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree  has  joined  the 
retired  members  of  our  class,  and  is  helping 
with  the  Chatham  Centennial  Fund  cam- 

paign to  fill  some  of  her  new  free  time. 

Alma  reporting: 

A  surprise  letter  from  Elva  Bogren  Good- 
uin  in  Hong  Kong  tells  us  that  she  hopes 
to  be  at  our  30th,  come  June,  by  combin- 

ing that  trip  with  visits  to  othet  parts  of 
the  world.  Their  big  trip  this  past  year  was 

a  45-day  trip  around  the  world  with  visits 
to  Nepal  and  India,  and  a  drive  through 
beautiful  Austria  which  they  had  missed 
while  living  in  England. 
Amy  McBride  Bell  and  her  husband 

are  involved  in  church  and  community 
activities    in    Lewisburg. 

Mary  McCullough  Abbott's  oldest  daugh- 
ter is  through  college,  and  her  second 

daughter  is  a  junior  at  Washington  Uni- 
versity in   St.   Louis. 

Hortense  Norton  Seedlock  has  three 
married  children,  one  grandson,  and  a 
daughter  in  college. 

Betli  Rindlaub  Lord's  mother  has  been 
quite  ill,  and  her  aunt  was  to  celebrate  her 
101  sc  birthday  in  March.  Betti  still 
teaches,  does  some  acting,  studies  and 
travels. 

Florence  Smith  Hess  reports  that  her 
oldest,  Bruce,  was  married  last  year.  She 
has  two  daughters  at  Duke  University  and 
a  thirteen-year-old  at  Friends  School.  Flo 
is  thinking  of  going  to  work  part  time  in 
the  fall,  after  25  years  of  volunteer  and 
board  jobs. 
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Betty  Speer  Schenck  raves  about  the  fact 
that  she  now  has  two  granddaughters. 
Besides  being  busy  in  her  studio  with 
hand-built  ceramics,  wheel  work,  and 
papier-mache,  Betty  is  chairman  of  the 

Pink  Frolic  for  Pittsburgh's  Civic  Light 
Opera. 

Helen  Slarkey  Dixon  is  busy  working 
on  a  library  science  degree  and  planning 
for  a  family  vacation  in  Europe  this  sum- 
mer. 

Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson  says  her 
crop  of  gray  hair  has  multiplied  since 
Scott,  Jr.  (a  high  school  junior)  started 
to  fly  last  summer.  Daughter  Diane  is  a 
freshman   at  Colorado   State. 

Mary  Lou  Weber  McClenahan  is  teach- 
ing retarded  young  adults  at  the  County 

Hospital.  Daughter  Cathy,  after  two  years 
of  Peace  Corps  in  Kenya,  now  attends 
graduate  school  at  the  University  of  Wis- 

consin; Janie  is  the  mother  of  Mary  Lou's 
only  granddaughter;  Marge  finishes  high 
school  this  year;  Bill  III  is  in  eighth  grade. 

Mary  Bee  Weibel  McEtcen  reports  the 
biggest  event  for  her  family  this  year  was 

the  arrival  of  theit  first  grandchild,  Barb's 
daughter.  Second  child,  Richard,  is  a 
freshman  at  Purdue;  Peter  is  in  ninth 
grade.  The  empty  nest  syndrome  is  not 
happily  anticipated  at  this  point,  Mary  Bee 
says. 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball  has  had  a  wish 
fulfilled  .  .  .  she  and  her  husband  bought 
the  house  they  had  rented  when  they 

were  first  married.  Now  they're  having  a 
second  honeymoon  with  wall-to-wall  chil- 

dren. Bob  is  the  new  Potentate  of  Syria 
Temple  in   Pittsburgh. 
Now  about  the  Bacons — social  worker 

husband  returns  from  Vietnam  in  June, 
after  two  years  in  Saigon  with  AID,  the 
Agency  for  International  Development. 
Luckily  Bill  got  home  every  four  months 
or  so.  Last  summer  the  girls  and  I  met 
him  at  Helsinki  for  the  International  Con- 

ference of  Social  Work,  and  we  were  able 
to  absorb  Scandinavian  culture,  except  for 
all  those  open-faced  sandwiches!  In  be- 

tween  times   I   teach  junior   high  math. 
Again  this  year  Beth  did  more  than  her 

share  of  gathering  the  news  by  sending 

out  cards  to  the  entire  class.  That's  a 
true   friend,   and   I'm   grateful. 

See  you  at  our  thirtieth  in  June! 

41 Mary  Bertha  Richards 
P.O.  Box  42 

Lexington,  Mich.  48450 

Ruth   Strickland  Clark 
(Mrs.  Chester  H.) 

Cat  Rock  Road,  Box  200 
Garrison,  NY.   10524 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanore    Asp    Stab!    (Mrs.    John    H.),    7 
Pennwood   Road,  Lebanon,   Pa.   17042 

Helen    Weller   Tkach     (Mrs.    Walter    R.), 
The    White    House,    Washington,    D.C. 
20501 

Ruth  reporting: 

Our  author  Jeanne  Anna  Ayres  Widgery 
is  in  the  process  of  final  revision  of  her 
new  novel,  and  still  English  department 
chaitman  at  Winchester-Thurston.  The 
Widgerys  have  been  doing  some  traveling. 
Carolyn  spent  the  summer  in  Greece  as 
an  American  Field  Service  student.  Rolande 
was  in  South  Ametica  twice  this  past  year, 
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and  four  of  the  family  went  to  the  Virgin 
Islands  for  Christmas  while  Catherine 
skied  in  Quebec.  Quoting  Jeanne  Anna, 

"All  of  you  who  knew  how  unathletically inclined  I  was  will  be  amused  that  all 

three  girls  are  active  and  good  in  sports." Carolyn  is  like  her  mother  in  one  way; 
she  is  the  Yearbook  editor. 

I  had  a  nice  Christmas  letter  from 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  with  lots  of  news. 
Son  John  was  married  last  June  and  Alice 
and  Jim  love  having  a  daughter.  Jimmy 
is  in  his  third  year  of  law  school  and  lives 
in  the  same  building  as  John  and  Ann. 
Both  boys  work  in  the  new  store  which 
makes  Jim  a  happy  father.  The  store  has 
won  three  national  awards  and  is  nomi- 

nated for  a  fourth.  Alice  is  busy  keeping 
up  with  her  family  and  civic  work.  She 
goes  to  Monongahela  frequenrly  to  see  her 
mother  who   is   still   hospitalized. 

Shirley  Clipson  Clarke  has  been  off  and 
about,  too.  She  and  Jamie  flew  to  San 
Francisco  in  the  fall  to  visit  Cindy  and 
did  lots  of  sight-seeing  in  Tahoe,  Carmel, 
and  the  Big  Sur.  Then  before  Thanksgiv- 

ing she  was  off  with  friends  to  Cooks 
Forest.  While  here  a  cat  adopted  her.  The 
fun  began  at  home  when  she  made  a 
formal  introduction  of  the  kitty  to  her 
Basset. 

"Haven't  seen  or  heard  from  a  fellow 

classmate  in  so  long,"  wrote  Elaine  Fitz- wilson  Anderson.  Occasionally  she  hears 
from  Shiney  and  Steiny,  but  othet  than 
that  she  learns  about  us  from  the  RE- 

CORDER. Life  is  busy  and  exciting  for 
the  Andersons.  Two  offsprings  are  in 
college,  one  in  high  school,  and  one  in 

junior  high.  Tom's  business  that  he  started 
five  years  ago  takes  him  around  the  world. 
And  lucky  Elaine  goes  with  him  as  much 
as  possible.  Their  last  sojourn  was  to 
South  and  Central  America. 

Elizabeth  Frey  Wicke  reports,  "I'm  still doing  social  work  on  behalf  of  neglected 

children  for  the  Department  of  welfare." She  added,  also,  that  she  had  joined  the 
happy   ranks   of   grandmothers   a   year   ago. 

Jean  Hammer  Schoman  says  that  they 
are  busy  beavers  in  Kittanning,  Revetend 
Schoman  has  a  very  active  chutch,  and 

daughter  Nancy  (12)  keeps  things  a  con- 
stant "happening"  with  all  her  youth  ac- 

tivities. Jean  teaches  Sunday  School,  is 

president  of  the  Women's  Association  of the  Faith  United  Presbyterian  Church,  and 

runs  a  free  nursery  school  for  underprivi- 
leged   four-year-olds. 

1968  has  been  a  big  year  for  Beth 
Houard  Smith  and  her  family.  Dick  retired 
from  the  Navy  in  July,  and  is  working  for 
Computet  Sciences  Corporation  as  a  sys- 

tems analyst.  Young  Carl  was  selected  for 
a  cluster  group  class  at  school.  Beth  does 
the  usual  PTA,  with  an  exciting  extra 
chore  as  Little  League  scorekeeper.  Gram 
Smirh  and  her  friend  came  from  Boston 
to  spend  the  winter  in  La  Jolla.  Beth  says 
everyone  should  come  to  San  Diego  for 
its   200th    birthday. 

Same  old  news  says  Natalie  Lambing 

Paige;  summer  afloat,  winter  on  "slats"  or flat  on  her  back  if  she  gets  too  jazzy  on 
those  slats!  The  Paiges  cruised  the  Inland 
Watetway  to  Florida  again  last  fall,  and 
plan  a  teturn  trip  in  May.  Peter,  the 
oldest,  is  engaged  to  be  married  in  June, 
after  graduation  from  the  University  of 
New  Hampshite.  Douglas,  a  Lehigh  sopho- 

more, is  a  Phi  Gamma  Delra  on  the  hockey 
team.    Lee,  the  youngest  and  tallest,  is  at 

Choate.  During  spring  vacation  Lee  wi 
be  treated  to  skiing  at  Aspen,  Coloradc 
Natalie  is  fund  raising  for  Chatham,  worl 

two  days  a  week  in  a  children's  shop,  an attends  the  Foreign  Policy  Lectures  in  th 
City.  She  loves  reading  about  everyor 
in  rhe  RECORDER. 

We  are  sorry  to  learn  that  Anne  Lindsc 
York  has  had  a  long  session  at  Temp 
Hospital.  Jim  is  with  Bethlehem  Ste< 
and  gives  lots  of  time  to  the  Boy  Scout 
Daughter  Margaret  is  on  the  college  fa> 
ulty  at  Bryn  Arhyn.  Kenneth  is  happi! 
married  and  in  the  computer  business  ft 
Burroughs  Manufacturing.  Janet,  th 
youngest,  is  a  freshman  in  college. 

"Happy  to  repott  two  grandsons,  Sco 
and  Eric  Bowman."  This  from  Mary  Lin 
Marks  Colbaugh.  Jack  is  Dean,  Evenin 
Division  of  Point  Park  College.  Mai 
Linn  is  doing  her  thing  at  suburban  fun 
raising,  church  work,  etcetera,  and  even  hi 
time  to   read   occasionally. 

Someone  once  said  "Go  West,"  so  Can Martin  took  this  journalistic  propaganc 
to  heart  and  plans  to  do  just  that,  th 
summer.  In  the  meantime,  she  is  busy  ; 
Dickinson  College,  church,  AAUW,  con 

munity  activities,  social  life  and  hous> 
work!  ! 

Adelaide  Mitchell  Hughes  had  a  brii 
"stopover"  visit  with  Sis  and  Walter  (Hele 
Weller  Tkach)  at  the  airport  when  thf 
came  through  from  Honolulu  on  the 
way  to  Washington,  D.C.  Walter  is  tf 
new  personal  physician  to  President  Nixoi 
As  you  probably  remember  from  earlii 
RECORDERS,  Walter  (Colonel  USAF 
was  the  White  House  Doctor  under  tf 

Eisenhower  Administration.  Adelaide's  sc 
Jimmy  is  in  his  third  year  of  medic 
school  at  Stanford.  Last  summer  he  worke 
in  a  hospital  in  Jamaica.  Jim  still  doi 
a  lot  of  traveling  and,  you  all  guessed  i 
Adelaide  goes  with  him  much  of  the  tim 
Last  fall  it  was  a  month  in  Europe. 

Louise  Mclntyre  Casner  was  on  a  plar 
enroute  to  Pittsburgh  when  she  wrote  hi 

news.  "On  the  fly"  she  said  she  was  goin 
to  Beaver  to  see  her  mother  who  was  i 
the  hospital.  We  hope  all  is  well  by  no^ 

Bob  is  being  transferred  to  New  York,  < 
there  is  some  mad  house-hunting.  Te< 
their  nineteen-year-old,  is  in  Vietnam,  an 
the  fifteen-and-fourteen-year-olders  are  i 

high  school.  In  January,  "Weasie"  was  i Hawaii  AND  Palm  Springs,  and  Februai 
finds   her  in  London  and   France. 

Your  reporter  "stayed  put"  in  Garrisoi New  York  for  three  years!  After  29  movi 
all  over  the  world  in  25  years,  I  feel  lit 

a  homesteader!  My  gad-about  classman 

make  me  wonder  if  I  haven't  gotten  tc entrenched.  Chet  is  now  a  profession: 
writer  with  three  out  of  four  cover  storii 
in  the  last  five  months.  He  hopes  in  th 
near  future  to  do  nothing  but  writ' 
However,  he  still  has  proprietary  intere 
in  his  advertising-public  relations  agent 
to  pay  bills!  Pam,  the  number  one  an 
only  child,  teaches  this  year  at  a  Gree 
Orthodox  School  for  underprivileged  chi 
dren  of  broken  homes.  I,  too,  am  fun 

raising  for  Chatham  when  I'm  not  workin part  time  at  an  art  gallery.  The  renume 

ation  is  dubious  but  it's  loads  of  fui 
Fifteen  '4l-ers  are  on  my  WHERE  AR 
YOU  LIST! 

Mary  Bertha  reporting: 

M-Day  for  Eleanore  Asp  Stahl  and  Joh 

is   April    1,  when  they  move  into  the   ne' 



home  they  are  building.  Daughter  Carol, 
still  teaching  in  Rome,  N.Y.,  got  her 

master's  in  January.  Young  John  is  a 
pre-med   freshman  at  Colgate. 
We  gained  a  new  grandma  on  January 

9  when  Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg's 
grandson  was  born.  All  thrilled,  Mae  was 
off  in  a  flash  to  Philadelphia  to  see  him. 

Another  recent  granny  is  Dorothy  Oliver 

Friday.  It's  a  boy  too,  Master  Matthew 
Friday.  Gulliver's  Travels  now  boasts  a staff  of  nine,  and  President  Dottie  is  the 

busiest.  She  "moonlights"  as  well,  lectut- 
ing  on  travel  at  a  La  Roche  College  night 
course. 

Jane  O'Neill  Cox  reports  a  wonderful Christmas  at  a  ranch  in  Tucson.  As  for 
her  daughters,  Margaret  had  ten  weeks  in 
Europe  last  summer  and  will  graduate 
from  Mount  Holyoke  in  June.  Nancy 
is  a  Dickinson  College  sophomore,  and 
Janet  a   tenth-grader. 

Back  at  the  old  stand  presiding  over 
Grade  3  is  Jane  Pierce  Eaton.  Son  John, 
now  home  from  Alaska,  is  at  Bowling 
Green  University  and  will  be  married  this 

summer.  The  post  card  wasn't  adequate  to 
describe  the  one-year  old  light  of  her  life, 
grandchild    Erica   Eaton. 

Congratulations  to  Eleanor  Scbaffer 
Kautz!  On  February  1  she  became  Director 
of  Social  Services  of  the  Montgomery 
County  (Ohio)  Child  Welfare  Board 
which  cares  for  2,700  children.  Another 
feather  in  her  cap  is  that  the  national  pro- 

fessional magazine,  Child  Welfare,  is  pub- 
lishing an  article   by  author  Eleanor. 

Jane  Shidemantle  Cross  did  substitute 
teaching  in  the  Lancaster  schools  last 
semester.  This  semester  she  is  at  Franklin 
&  Marshall  in  the  education  department 
helping  to  supervise  srudent  teachers. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Eleanor  Tiel 
Rinne  who  teaches  senior  English  at  Mt. 
Lebanon  High.  Husband  John  is  at  Con- 

nelly Tech.  Younger  son  Danny  is  an 
uncomplicated,  delightful  seventh-grader. 
Eric  is  majoring  in  Asian  studies  at  Pitt. 
A  summer  trip  to  England  and  Scotland  is 

in  Eleanor's  plans,  also  retirement  from 
teaching  befote  long. 

Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz  and  Ed,  sans  chil- 
dren, had  a  great  trip  to  California  last 

summer.  Currently  she  is  embroiled  in  an 
art  class,  College  Club,  library  work  in 

Elizabeth's  school,  theme  correcting  in 
Eddie's  school,  plus  gardening,  all  with much  enjoyment. 

Charlotte  Wolf  Beckman's  good  news  is that  her  husband  has  recovered  from  that 
heart  attack  and  has  returned  to  his  pulpit 
full  time.  Carl,  Jr.  is  a  freshman  at  the 
University  of  Toledo.  Alan  shines  as  a 
junior  high  school  bandsman,  and  daugh- 

ter Mary,  now  married,  is  continuing  her 
nursing  career   in   Cincinnati. 
Up  to  their  ears  in  tax  work  were  Sue 

W ooldridge  Fishburn  and  her  lawyer  hus- 
band. Alice  and  Mary  are  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Iowa.  The  latter  will  graduate  in 
nursing  in  June,  and  Jack  will  enter  next 
fall.  The  youngest  Fishburn,  Bill,  is  a 
high  school  sophomore. 

I,  your  correspondent,  have  been  doing 
some  traveling  plus  moving  to  Michigan. 
Last  April  we  found  that  New  Orleans 
and  the  Gulf  Coast  is  the  ideal  spot  for 
spring  vacation.  In  October  we  had  a 
wonderful  trip  to  San  Francisco  and  north- 

ern California  after  the  big  move  to  Mich- 
igan in  September.  Williamsburg  at 

Thanksgiving  was   also    fun.     Since   then   I 

have  been  enjoying  my  first  Michigan 
winter,  Lake  Huron,  my  cat  Calico,  and 
my  good  friends  with  whom  I  live.  Our 
house  overlooks  the  lake  which  today 
resembles  the  Arctic  Ocean,  but  in  summer 
it  requires  endless  hours  of  ship-watching. 

43 Jean   Archer  Rothermel 
(Mrs.    Daniel    A.) 

11  Bolton  Place,  Radburn 
Fair   Lawn,    N.J.    07410 

Marian    Lambie   Arnheim 
( Mrs.  Falk  K. ) 

114  West  Lyndhurst  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Mary     Campbell    Eckhardt     ( Mrs.     Robert 

H. ),     North     Street,     Litchfield     Conn. 06759 

Edith  Cole,  2867  Maplewood  Lane,  Allison 
Park,  Pa.   15101 

Florence  Frey  Burnite   (Mrs.  David),   1901 
Hampden  Boulevard,  Reading,  Pa.  19604 

Mary  Louise  Henry  Moore  (Mrs.  Kenneth), 
1 390   Creekside   Drive,   Apt.    4,   Walnut 
Creek,   Cal.   94596 

Nina  Maley   Ross    (Mrs.    Robert   P.),    120 
Merrie    Woode    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15235 

Marian    Teichman    McKone    (Mrs.    Joseph 
F.),    Stafford    House,    L-6,    5555    Wis- 
sahickon      Avenue,      Philadelphia,      Pa. 
19144    (Temp.) 

Louise   Wallace  Menges   (Mrs.  Robert  H.), 
2700  Chapel  Hill  Road,  Pittsbutgh,  Pa. 
15235 

DEATH 
Martha   Jane   Truxal   Dougherty,    July    23, 

1968 

Arch  reporting: 

It  is  with  great  sadness  that  we  record 
the  death  of  Martha  Jane.  It  seemed 
especially  poignant  since  we  had  enjoyed 
seeing  her  as  her  usual  vivacious  self  at 
reunion  in  June.  We  extend  our  sincere 
sympathy  to  her  husband,  Wilson,  and 
their  five  sons,  and  to  her  mother  and 
sistet.  The  class  has  placed  a  book  in  the 
Chatham  Library  in  her  memory. 

About  thirty  of  us  attended  one  or  an- 
other of  the  reunion  activities.  The  high- 
light for  me  was  dinner  at  dusk  on  the 

lawn    at    Benedum    overlooking    the    city. 
Pat  Blue  Byers,  back  in  her  home  after 

the  destructive  fire,  has  son  Paul  at  Pitt, 
Kris,  a  senior  in  high  school,  and  Chuckie 
in  kindergarten.  Pat  is  business  chairman 
of  the  Edgewood  district  for  the  United 
Fund. 

Edith  Cole  has  become  a  homeownet, 

commuter,  gardener,  fire-builder  and  mort- 
gage-worrier all  in  one  fell  swoop.  She  is 

a  physical  therapist  and  part-time  Army 
Reserve  officer. 

Mary  E.  Campbell  Eckhardt  missed  re- 
union to  see  her  mother  receive  an  Hon- 

orary Award  at  Wells  College.  Son  Robin 

is  at  Harvard,  and  Mary's  antique  business is  flourishing.  They  sailed  to  the  Bahamas 
in   March. 

Barbara  Cooper  Hepburn's  daughtet 
Kathy  was  married  in  August  and  is  back 
at  school.  Her  son  is  a  junior  in  high 
school,  and  she  and  Jim  are  celebrating  a 
25th  anniversary. 

Marion  Cruciger  Nichol's  oldest  daugh- 
ter, Carol,  is  a  freshman  at  Lake  Etie 

College.    The  two  younger  children,  Linda 

and    Bill,   are   in   the   8th   and    4th   grades. 
The  Baileys  (Jean  DeWoody)  do  their 

traveling  in  the  fall  (the  Canadian  Rockies 
and  West  Coast  last  September)  and  the 
spring  (two  weeks  in  Florida)  so  they 
can  spend  the  summer  on  the  farm  with 
the  horses  and  cows. 

Virginia  Ditges  suggests  that  Abingdon, 
with  its  beautiful  Virginia  mountains  and 
good  summer  theater,  is  a  good  place  to 
visit  and  to  live.  She  has  a  special  interest 
in  arts  and  crafts. 

Peggy  Dietz  Abele  reports  Ralph,  Jr.,  a 
junior  at  Allegheny,  Jennifer  at  Pitt,  and 
Peggy  herself,  still   in   the  fourth  grade! 

Nancy  Doerr  Wilson  and  Fred  are  tak- 
ing a  sabbatical  from  being  fond  grand- 

parents and  are  traveling  to  Europe  in 
May.  Both  girls  are  married,  and  Rick  is 
in  his  second   year  at  the  Naval  Academy. 

Jane  Fitzpatrick  McGough's  Jane  Ellen 
is  a  junior  at  Ellis,  Tom  a  wrestling  sopho- 

more, and  Hugh  and  Marita  in  the  6th 
and  7th  grades.  Jane  keeps  busy  with 
volunteer  hospital  work  and   teaching. 

Pinky  Garrett  Gitting's  daughter  Nora 
was  graduated  from  Grove  City  in  June 
and  is  teaching  in  Monroeville.  Her  wed- 

ding will  be  in  June.  Matt,  14,  is  busy 
with  scientific  experiments  and  learning 
Japanese.  Dan  and  Pinky  are  involved  in 
Scouting  and  teaching  a  conservation  course. 

Janice  Goldblum  is  working  with  the 
poverty  area  programs  of  the  Los  Angeles 
city  school  district.  She  vacationed  in 
Jamaica,  Puerto  Rico  and  New  York  City. 

Louise  Haldeman  Richardson  is  enjoy- 
ing her  granddaughter.  Younger  daughter 

Cindy  is  a  cheerleader  at  Churchill  Area 

High.  Louise  Menges  is  now  Louise's neighbor. 
Ginny  Hendryx  Shank  was  sorry  to  miss 

reunion,  but  was  consoled  by  her  trip  to 
the  Virgin  Islands  to  celebrate  theif  25th 
anniversary  and  to  visit  daughter  Lyn, 
who  runs  a  photography  studio  there. 
Sally  will  graduare  from  Lynchburg  in 

June. 

Claire  Horowitz  Klein's  mother,  Annetta 
Marks  Horowitz,  class  of  1918,  died  in 

August.  Our  sympathy  to  Claire.  Claire's family  and  her  father  spent  the  holidays 
in  Israel.  In  March  Claire  presided  at  the 

Carnegie  Library  Biennial  Program  Ser- 
vices Institute  for  the  Tri-State  area.  She 

and  Seymour  planned  a  trip  to  Las  Vegas 
and  the  West  Coast  in  Aptil.  Alan  is  a 
freshman  at  Duquesne  and  Evan  is  in 

grade  school. 
Peg  Johnson  Milton  is  attending  the 

University  of  Arizona  for  post-mastet's work  in  remedial  reading.  She  will  be  a 
reading  consulrant  in  Bowie,  Arizona.  She 

flew  to  North  Carolina  for  daughter  Chris' wedding  in   November. 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont  and  Nina 

Maley  Ross  send  greetings. 

Our  news  is  that  both  boys  are  in  col- 
lege in  Ohio — Wooster  and  Kenyon.  We 

enjoyed  Amy  Core's  visit  in  January  en route  to  the  Herb  Society  convention,  and 

Marian  and  Marianne  McKone's  visit  in 
November.  I  am  writing  this  just  before 
Dan,  Patty  and  I  leave  for  a  February 

trip  to  Hawaii.  Dan  goes  on  an  educa- 
tors' tour  to  Russia  in  April. 

An  unsigned,  air  mail  card  says, 
".  .  .  After  our  cruise  to  Vancouver,  San 
Francisco,  Los  Angeles,  Mexico,  Panama 
Canal,  Nassau,  and  finally  Miami,  we  plan 
to  spend  some  time  in  Pittsburgh  ...  I 
plan  to  stay  a  little  longer.    Roy  will  have 
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to  fly  back  early."  By  the  process  of  elim- ination, we  have  decided  that  this  has  to 
be  from  Jane  Evans  Linsenmeyer — she  has 
the  only  husband  named   Roy! 

Marian    reporting: 

Thank  you  all  for  sending  back  the  post- 
cards ...  it  was  like  Reunion  all  over 

again!  Nothing  dramatic  has  happened  to 
the  Arnheims  since  then,  which  may  be 
just  as  well.  Dave  is  in  his  junior  year  at 
Yale,  a  history  of  art  major.  Dan  got  his 

driver's  license  in  October  and  has  been 
chauffering  Louise  to  ballet  lessons,  danc- 

ing school,  etc.,  which  is  marvelous  for 
everybody  and  helps  me  find  the  energy 
for  projects  like  this! 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore's  card  came  in 
immediately  to  cheer  me  on.  As  ex-class 
secretary,  she  knew!  She  wishes  that  she 
had  some  interesting  news  for  the  Re- 

corder, but  the  "happenings"  at  her  house 
are   more   for   the   Humpty   Dumpty   set. 

jane  McCall  Downing  glows  right 

through  the  postcard  as  she  writes,  "I  had 
two  weddings  in  1968,  Patty's  and  Diane's. 
I  can't  imagine  what  I'll  do  in  '69  for  an 
encore.  Chip  will  graduate  in  June  from 
Mt.  Lebanon  High  School,  and  the  real 

estate  business  is  great!" Janet  McCormick  McDole  did  have  some 
dramatic  moments  since  Reunion,  where, 

she  says,  "It  was  good  to  see  1943  looking 
so  maturely  chic."  She  was  on  a  murder- 
trial  jury  that  was  locked  up  for  two 
weeks.  Then,  in  October  on  vacation  in 
California,  she  and  Clate  picked  up  a  plane 
crash  victim  in  Death  Valley.  Janet  talked 
with  Janice  Goldblum.  picking  up  a  con- 

versation started  twenty  years  ago  in  Pitts- 

burgh, and  comments  that  Janice's  work  in Watts  sounds  very   interesting. 
Amy  McKay  Core  reports  Gordon  a 

sophomore  at  W&J,  Philip  a  senior  at 
Westtown  School,  and  Amy  Jane  entered 

there  as  a  sophomore  last  fall.  "Between 
vacations  and  Parent's  Day,  it  is  nice 
to  be  free  to  do  my  own  "thing,"  which 
this  year  has  been  raising  pledges  for  the 

Chatham  Centennial  Fund." 
Dorothy  Anne  Minneci  McCabe  and 

Jack  are  delighted  that  Patti  is  a  happy 
freshman   at  Briatcliff  College. 

Jeannette  Myers  Erler  checks  in  to  say 
no  big  news,  but  she  is  looking  forward  to 
some  business   trips   with  Jack. 

Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  delivered  her 
card  to  me  in  person,  so  we  could  chat. 

Tom,  who  won  two  "Most  Valuable  Play- 
er" awards  in  football  this  fall,  is  a  senior 

awaiting  "the  word"  from  college.  Bar- 
bara, Bobby  and  Jane  are  athletic  and 

active. 
Thanks  to  Janet  Ross  for  sending  along 

the  YWCA  brochure,  so  I  could  see  how 
busy  she  is!  Janet  says  they  are  planning 

for  a  new  building — "We  have  8V2 
acres  and  lots  of  hope!"  She  has  a  brand- 
new  niece  named — Janet  Elizabeth  Ross! 

Class  philosopher  for  '69  is  Mary Schweppe  Hoffman,  whose  daughter  Nancy 

attends  Penn  State.  ".  .  .  so  we  (Paul, 
Nancy,  Beck  and  I)  flew  to  the  Orange 

Bowl.  Penn  State's  victory  should  be  an 
inspiration  for  a  whole  year — no  odds  are 

too  great!" 
Gloria  Silverstein  Goldberg  says,  "A 

month's  tour  of  the  American  and  Canad- 
ian National  Parks  last  summer  provided 

marvelous  photographic  possibilities  with 

splendid   results." 
Barbara    Steele    Mangan    and    Bill    cele- 
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brated  their  twenty-fifth  anniversary  in 
August.  Their  younger  daughter,  Kathy, 
is  a  freshman  at  Denison  University. 

"Much  to  my  surprise.  Bill  and  I  are 
keeping  both  busy  and  happy,  now  that 

neither   chick   nor   child    is   in   the   house!" 
Delighted  to  hear  from  Marian  Teich- 

man  McKone  who  has  returned  from 

Djaharte,  Indonesia.  Her  husband  has  re- 
turned to  Thailand  for  a  year  of  flying 

duty.  She  and  daughter  Marianne  are 
living  in  Germantown,  and  will  depart 
again  in  August  or  September.  Gussie  re- 

ports visiting  with  Jean  Archer  Rot  her- 
mel.  Lib  Esler  Duncan,  Amy  McKay  Core 
and  Peggy  Suppes  Yingling. 

"It's  great  to  be  back,"  says  Louise  Wal- 
lace Menges,  whose  family  has  moved  to 

the  Churchill  area  where  Dave  is  in  sec- 
ond grade.  Merrily  is  with  the  Cook 

County  Welfare  Department  in  Chicago 
and  lives  with  Sally,  who  is  working  for 
Marshall  Fields.  Bobby  is  a  freshman  at 
Purdue. 

P.  J.  Wragg  Bender's  oldest  son,  Allen, 
graduated  last  summer  from  the  University 
of  Southern  Florida  and  is  working  on  his 

master's  degree  there.  John  and  Jane  are 
attending  St.  Petetsburg  Junior  College, 
and  Ray  and  Robin  are  in  junior  high. 
P.  J.  sends  good  wishes  to  the  class,  as  did 
Peggy  Suppes   Yingling. 

Dorothy  Home  Mollenauer's  married 
daughter,  Linda,  is  an  editorial  assistant  at 
the  Charles  Merrill  Publishing  Co.  in 
Columbus,  and  Dorothy  is  busy  keeping 
up  with  Bob,  20,  David,  12,  and  her  very 
active   husband. 

And  Kay  Von  Fossen  Johnson's  daugh- 
ter Julie  is  also  a  high  school  senior  in 

the  "year  of  decision." I  felt  really  rewarded  to  get  a  letter 
back  from  Lorny  Wolf  Regan,  who  has 
been  living  in  Frankfurt  for  eleven  years. 
Their  oldest  daughter,  Kathy,  is  in  het 
second  year  at  Mary  Mount,  and  Susan,  17, 
will  enter  college  next  summer.  Anne  is  a 
sophomore  in  high  school,  Ellen  in  eighth 

grade,  and  Mary  in  sixth  .  .  .  "It's  an Eddie  Cantor-type  family!  Bill  has  taken 
much  teasing,  but  proudly  proclaims  that 
he  is  a  specialist.  The  Germans  really 
feel  sorry  for  him — some  of  them  look  at 
me  slightly  askance — no  boys!  !  We  are  all 
happy  here — have  a  delightfully  big,  old- 
fashioned  house;  foyer,  entrace  hall,  kit- 

chen, powder-room,  living-room,  dining- 
room  and  library  on  the  first  floor;  three 
bedrooms  and  barhs  on  each  of  the  second 
and  third  floors.  It  has  been  interesting 

to  stay  so  long  in  one  place — and  a  chal- 
lenge. All  the  girls  speak  German — I  had 

to  learn  early  to  get  things  done  and  food 
on  the  table.  Every  once  in  a  while  I 
have  to  laugh — studied  French  and  Span- 

ish at  'PCW,  went  to  Trieste  Chad  to 
learn  Italian,  then  here  to  Germany! 
Hindsight  is  great!  Keep  hoping  to  make 

a  reunion  some  day — hope  it's  sooner  than 
the   50th.    Greetings  to  all  .   .   .   Lorny." 
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LOOK  AHEAD! '45's 

25th  — 
in  no 

Martha  Cox  Hartman 
(Mrs.  Howard  N.) 
1635  Thomas  Road 
Wayne,  Pa.    19087 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley 
(Mrs.  Charles  C.) 

1004   Wilde   Avenue 
Drexel  Hill,  Pa.   19026 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Lois  Allshouse  Harnack    ( Mrs.  Edwin  R. ) , 

947     Harvard     Road,    Monroeville,    Pa. 
15146 

Marion  Cohen,  838  Cooper  Landing  Road, 
Cherry  Hill,  N.J.  08034 

Agnes    Conner    Davis    (Mrs.    James    M.), 
10505     Benbrook     Street,     Dallas,    Tex. 
75228 

Janet  Harmless  Beattie    (Mrs.  Thomas  A.), 
909  Ogden  Dunes,  Portage,  lnd.  46368 

Helen     Robinson     Forsyth     (Mrs.     Roben 
D.),  118  Diana  Drive,  Poland,  O.  44514 

MARRIAGE 
Agnes    Conner    to    James    M.    Davis,    July 

30,   1966 

Ours  is  still  a  class  of  travelers.  Ruth 
Ford  W oodward  saw  Europe  last  summer 
with  the  family.  Her  oldest  will  enter 
Chatham  in  September.  Ruth  Jenkins 

Horsburgh  spent  March  in  Nassau  and  Flor- 
ida while  Ken  was  off  on  a  safari  in  Africa. 

Tish  Heston  Kidder  and  Fred  went  tc 

Spain  in  February.  Marion  Updegraff  Sun- 
nergen  swam  in  the  Atlantic,  Gulf  ol 
Mexico,  Pacific,  and  many  motel  pools 
during  their  trip  to  Mexico  last  year. 
Marion  should  compare  notes  with  Ginnie 
Alexander  McKeag.  She  and  Jack  did 
Mexico  in  the  fall.  The  McKeag  children 
all  ride  their  show  horses  and  six-teen- 
year-old  Sally  and  her  horse  won  rhe  State 
Championship  last  year  in  the  English 
Pleasure  Class.  Patty  Smith  Joyner  and 
Archie  were  in  Florida  in  January.  They 
traveled  to  New  England  with  the  boy: 
last  summer  and  wound  up  their  trip  ai 
Stone  Harbor.  Louise  Flood  Egan  took  hei 
two  oldest  with  her  to  Japan  last  summei 
for  a  reunion  with  her  United  State: 

Embassy  sistet  Marjorie.  Larer  in  the  sum- 
mer she  piled  all  six  little  Egans  in  the 

car  and  drove  to  a  ranch  in  Wyoming. 
Louise  is  currently  running  columns  in 

two  different  papets.  Marjorie  Mayhall  re- 
visited much  of  Canada  with  her  morher. 

They  took  a  second  look  at  Quebec  City, 
the  Gaspe  Peninsula,  and  Nova  Scotia  a: 
well  as  lots  of  New  England.  Martha  Cox 
Hartman  with  Howard,  Carolyn  Cosei 
Lamp!  with  Jack,  and  Palsy  Speers  Bradley 
with  Charlie,  all  vacationed  in  Bermuda 
within  a  few  weeks  of  each  other.  Let: 
get  together  on  this  the  next  time,  girls. 
Petie  McFall  Schall  must  have  had  the 
most  exciting  trip  of  us  all.  She  and 
Allen  attended  the  Inaugural  Ball  in  Wash- 

ington. 
The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 

Helen  Truxal  Noyes  on  the  sudden  loss 

of  her  sister,  Martha  Jane,  '43.  Edith 
Succop  Dibble  has  been  in  a  wheel  chait 
with  a  fractured  left  femur.  We  hope 

that  by  publicaiton  time  she  will  be  on  her 
feet  again.  She  reports  that  Ruth  Lynch 

McFarland,  '44,  lives  nearby  and  has  been 
a  great  help.  Emily  Noll  Zerbe  had 
pneumonia  but  is  now  recovered.  Marion 
Cohen  lost  her  mother  last  year  and  she 
has  been  staying  with  her  father  in  Cherry 
Hill,    New    Jersey..     She    reports    the    dust 



is  collecting  on  the  piano  but  she  is  en- 
joying new  friends  and  a  more  domestic 

lfe. 
Marie  Minnemeyer  Houston  has  been 

covering  the  college  circuit  with  her  fifteen- 
year-old  twin  sons.  Helen  Robinson  For- 

syth has  adopted  a  "think  young"  attitude 
as  a  result  of  her  job  as  Director  of  Service 
to  Military  Families  Department  of  the 
Red  Cross. 

Much  of  the  news  this  time  centers  on 
our  college  age  children.  Grace  Benner 
Crosbie  has  a  son  at  Carnegie-Mellon. 
Janet  Hark/ess  Beattie  has  one  at  Bethany, 
Audrey  Heston  Kidder  at  University  of 
Michigan,  Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh  at 
Bowdoin  and  at  Denison,  Trudy  Schmei- 
chel  Hutson  at  the  University  of  Maine, 
and  Lois  AUsbouse  Harnack  at  Indiana 
University  of  Pennsylvania.  Eleanor  St. 

Clair  Hurtts'  son  Bill  is  finishing  at  the Wharton  Graduate  School  of  Business. 
Jannie  Beck  Jameson  has  a  son  at  Penn 

State  and  Patsy  Speers  Bradley  one  at  Cor- 
nell, as  well  as  each  having  a  daughter  in 

the  junior  class  at  Chatham.  Polly  Wilson 
Achenheil  is  also  represented  at  Penn  State 

with  a  daughter.  Carla  Gregson  Dubs' 
daughter  will  graduate  this  year  from 
Chatham.  Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout  has  a 
daughter  at  Radcliffe,  Jane  Meub  Evans,  a 
freshman  daughter  at  Denison.  Carolyn 

Morgan  Meller's  daughter  is  at  Pitzer  in Southern  California,  and  Miriam  Davis 

Schellhaas'  daughter  attends  Grove  City 
College. 

By  way  of  information  that  came  to 
the  alumnae  office,  we  learn  that  Luceille 
Egan  Fleming  is  president  of  Dunhill  of 
Harrisburg,  a  national  computerized  per- 

sonnel service. 
There  was  no  great  news  from  Helen 

Cleuer  Armstrong  and  Jean  Dahell  Mc- 
Millan but  they  responded  to  our  cards 

with  cheery   "hellos." 
Polly  Wilson  Ackenheil  and  Carolyn 

Cosel  Lampl  are  working  on  plans  for  our 
25th  reunion  next  year.  Start  thinking 

"Chatham  in  '70"  right  now.  We  will 
be  rhere,  will  you? 

47 Patty    Jaycox    Shaw 
(Mrs.   Dayne) 

3S  Colonial   Drive 
McKeesport,  Pa.  15135 

Mrs.   Gloria   Molinatto   Spellacy 
823  Sweetleaf  Road 

Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Marian  Arras  Wallace  (Mrs.  James  E. ), 

452    Fruirwood    Terrace,    Williamsville, 
-    N.Y.   14221 
Patti  Batch  Lando  (Mrs.  R.  N.),  142  West 

Lyndhurst  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 
Margaret  Cavanaugh  Boy  Ian  (Mrs.  Ray- 

mond J.),  214  Lynn  Haven  Drive,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15228 

Isabel  Griffiths  Borland  (Mrs.  David), 
5  Oak  Knoll  Drive,  Wallingford,  Pa. 
19086 

Barbara  Mason,  1515  Ward  Avenue,  Apt. 
404,  Honolulu,  Hawaii  96822 

Patty  reporting: 

Greetings,  but  no  news,  from  Ruth 
Arnold  Harmon,  Jottie  Beeson  Schrader, 
Margie  Bennett  Sherts,  Peggy  Dodge  Poin- 
dexter  and  Ruth  Grasso  Vaughn. 

Patti     Balch     Lando     and     family     have 

bought  a  charming  carriage  house  in  Pitts- 
burgh. Their  daughter  is  a  student  at 

Boston   University. 
Alice  Burns  Kasimirsky  reports  that  the 

sunshine  is  wonderful  in  St.  Petersburg. 
However,  she  and  her  family  vacationed 
in  the  Smokey  Mountains  last  summer. 
Alice  recommends  it  for  relaxation  and 
recuperation  from  middle  age  drag. 

Jane  Campbell  Little  does  the  publicity 
for  the  Mt.  Lebanon  P.T.A.  Council,  finds 

time  to  take  a  three-year  writing  course 

from  Famous  Writer's  School,  and  also  is 
taking  Russian  language  and  history  courses. 
She  and  her  husband  are  also  active  in 
church   music. 

Margaret  Cavanaugh  Boylan  and  her 
family  have  moved  into  a  new  home.  She 
is  engaged  in  psychological  conuseling  and 
teaching  in  a  private  academy  in  Mt. 
Lebanon. 

June  Davies  Rush  spent  a  busy  fall 
checking  out  colleges  for  her  daughter  Jan, 
a  National  Merit  semi-finalist.  She  also 
has  a  daughter  in  junior  high  school  and 
an  eleven-year-old.  June  does  substitute 
teaching  in  the  Keystone  Oaks  School  Dis- 

trict where  Bob  is  again  running  for 
School  Board. 

Pat  Gersmann  Joseph  relaxed  in  Florida 
last  summer  and  has  been  doing  regular 
substitute  work  in  Pittsburgh  schools  this 
winter.  Daughter  Randy  is  transferring 

from  Chatham  to  "who  knows  where  to 
major  in  drama,"  and  daughter  Judy  is  a 
sophomore  at  Taylor  Allerdice.  Herb  con- 

tinues doing  speaking  engagements  for 
Internal  Revenue  Service  to  accountant 

groups  and  C.P.A.'s. 
Elite  Goldfarb  Hirsh's  older  daughter  is 

at  the  University  of  Rochester,  and  her 
fourteen-year-old  is  quite  an  artist.  Ellie 
is  teaching  11th  grade  English  this  year. 
She  enjoys  meeting  old  friends  when  they 
visit  New  York,  and  was  looking  forward 
to  a  spring  visit  with  Rosemary  Hoge 

Milliken   and   Phyllis  Ingraham   Stout   '45. 
Vicki  Haverstick  Myers  relates  that  this 

is  the  last  year  to  have  three  daughters  in 
different  schools — elementary,  junior  high 
and  senior  high.  Kathy,  the  oldest,  and 
Vicki  spent  Thanksgiving  in  New  York 
enjoying  the  art  galleries.  Vicki  is  still 
doing  market  research,  interviewing,  and 
supervising.  In  her  spare  time  she  works 
with   30  Girl   Scouts. 

Rosemary  Hoge  Milliken  is  tutoring 
children  with  severe  reading  disabilities, 
work  which  she  enjoys  and  finds  very 
rewarding. 

Lee  Hutton  Sage's  daughter  Chris  is  a 
freshman  at  Chatham,  and,  if  you  can 
believe  this,  son  Enos  is  a  junior  at  Syra- 

cuse University  and  the  father  of  a  beauti- 
ful little  girl.  Lee  finds  her  role  as  a 

grandmother  rather  hard  to  believe  since 
her  youngest  child  is  in  kindergarten  this 

year. 
The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Esther 

Kennedy  Macdonald  whose  father  died  in 
June.  In  addition  to  this  sad  news,  Esthet 
reports  that  her  husband  was  hospitalized 
for  a  severe  stomach  operation,  and  her 
son-in-law  received  a  medical  discharge 
from  the  Marines  due  to  illness.  On  the 
brighter  side,  daughter  Barbara  is  working 
and  son  Bruce  is  in  kindergarten. 

Each  year  at  this  time  I  realize  how 
much  I  enjoy  hearing  from  you.  I  want 
to  especially  thank  Vicki  for  the  delightful 
picture  of  her  family.  Dayne  and  I  both 
lost   our    fathets    in    the    past   year.     How- 

ever, we  are  looking  forward  to  the  sum- 
mer when  we  take  Becky  and  Tricia  to 

Europe  to  meet  our  A.F.S.  daughter  in 
Germany  and  take  her  with  us  to  Italy, 
Spain   and    Portugal. 

Gloria  reporting: 

Angle  King  Sed  wick's  husband  is  busier 
than  ever  as  director  of  George  Washing- 

ton University  Center  which  has  doubled 
in  size  in  the  last  two  years.  Son  Curt 
graduates  from  high  school  and  daughter 
Betsy  from  junior  high. 

In  addition  to  teaching  again  this  year, 
Mary  Alice  Kline  Morris  is  back  at  school 
taking  one  course.  The  family  has  been 

enjoying  daughter  Marty's  appearances  in 
West  Virginia  University's  musical  produc- tions and  in  the  leading  role  in  an  opera. 
Son  Steve  will  enter  the  University  of 
Cincinnati  School  of  Architecture  in  the 
fall. 

Virginia  LeFurgy  Tubbs  found  a  course 
in  linguistics  at  the  Claremont  Colleges  to 

be  demanding  but  challenging.  She  con- 
tinues to  serve  as  president  of  the  South- 

ern  California   Chatham   Alumnae  Club. 

The  climate  and  "aloha  spirit"  are  keep- 
ing Barbar  Mason  very  contented  in  Hono- 

lulu where  she  has  been  living  since 
October  1967.  She  is  buyer  for  sleepwear 
and  robes  for  the  five  Liberty  House  stores 
on  the  island  of  Oahu.  Buying  trips  to 

New  York  and  weekend  trips  to  the  neigh- 
boring  islands   have  kept  her   busy. 

Nancy  McCleery  Mullen  has  been  teach- 
ing sewing  and  math  (not  modern)  for 

the  past  seven  years  at  Steubenville  High 

School.  "If  anyone  ever  passes  through 
Steubenville,  please  stop,"  says  Nancy — she  never  sees  anyone  from  college. 

Jane  McCormick  Lohr.  while  doing  some 
substitute  teaching,  has  been  giving  some 

thought  to  a  master's  degree  in  library science,  but  needs  a  shove.  Okay,  Jane, 
shove  off! 

"We're  on  our  way  'round  the  mulberry 

bush,"  writes  Mary  Lou  Michel  Tiernan. Children  in  four  different  schools  this 

year,  with  Charlie  at  home — he  graduates 
from  high  school  in  1984.  The  Tiernans 
do  physical  and  mental  fitness  at  home  so 

they  can  walk  to  commencement  and  com- 

prehend the  "new"  ideas. Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson  will  miss  the 
mild  winters  of  Texas.  Jim  started  a  new 
job  in  Denver  and  will  be  commuting 
weekends  until  the  family  joins  him  after 

son  Neal's  graduation.  Jackie  has  been 
doing  YWCA  work  which  she  hopes  to 
continue  in  Denver. 

Lois  Poa  er  Moore  is  a  mother-in-law. 
Tom,  Jr.  was  married  on  August  17  and 
took  his  bride  to  Germany  where  he  is 
with  the  Army  Engineers.  Lois  shares  her 
new  Camaro  on  weekends  with  son  Ed 

who  is  6' 5".  No  wonder  she  doesn't  win 
out  every  weekend! 

Jessie  Smith  James'  children  are  present- 
ly representing  three  levels  of  schooling — 

a  girl  in  college,  a  boy  in  11th  grade,  and 
the  youngest  in  4th.  And  she  feels  that  14 
years  at  the  same  address  is  something  in 
this  transient  society. 

"Heilo  to  all"  from  Doris  Snyder  Hook- 
way  who  is  fully  recovered  from  surgery 
in  August  and  enjoying  the  nicest  first 
grade  she  has  ever  had. 

From  Roberta  Suann  Tipton  comes  news 

of  a  happy  October  reunion  with  room- 
mate Norma  Trozzo  Hopkinson  in  Harris- 
burg,  and   a   tour   of    Spain,   Portugal   and 
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Morocco  in  November.  Roberta  is  publicity 
director  for  the  Advertising  Club  of  Central 
Pennsylvania,  editor  of  their  monthly  bulle- 

tin "The  Advocate,"  and  busy  with  her  job 
in  the  advertising  department  of  the  Patri- 

ot-News Company  newspapers. 
Nancy  Walters  Cobelto  had  just  returned 

from  her  first  trip  to  the  West  Coast.  Jack 
had  meetings  in  San  Francisco  and  from 
there  they  went  down  the  coast  line. 

Greetings  from  Janet  Thomas  who  is 
looking  forward  to  tennis  again  this  sum- 

mer, from  Peggy  McSwigan  Friday  whose 
children  are  growing  up,  and  from  Joan 
Werner  Peterson  who  looks  forward  to 
gardening  this  summer. 

It  was  fun  hearing  from  you  all — keep 
those  cards  and  letters  coming,  folks.  My 
latest  interest  is  learning  to  play  the  organ 
— had  a  Hammond  delivered  last  month 
and  have  started  lessons.  I  have  a  long 

way  to  go,  but  I'll  let  you  know  when  I'm ready  for  my  first  recital. 

49 Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 
(Mrs.  Russell) 

1239  Old  Leechburg  Road 
Pittbsurgh,  Pa.  15239 

Betty  Junk  Weltman 
(Mrs.  W.  C,  Jr.) 

11532  Gardenia  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Marilyn  Marks  Zelt 
(Mrs.  Albert  R.) 
217  Navajo  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15241 

Carol  McCullough  Stride 
(Mrs.  Carl  V.) 
242   Hunt  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15215 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Elaine  Beyer  Zivkovich    ( Mrs.    Peter   N. ) , 

5329  South  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  Bethel 
Park,  Pa.   15102 

Henrietta   Biasing   Mart  hens    (Mrs.   Jack), 
2948  Wildwood  Drive,  Allison  Park,  Pa. 
15101 

Claudia  Bullers  Janke   (Mrs.  Robert),  542 
Eastbrook  Road,  Ridgewood,  NJ..  07450 

Kathleen    Dalzell.    4608    El    Mar    Drive, 
Lauderdale-by-the-Sea,  Fla.  33308 

Louise  Diehl.  3  Leatherwood  Lane,  Wheel- 
ing, W.Va.  26003 

Ada    Jean    Eraser    Bailey     (Mrs.    Oakland, 
Jr.),    321    Toura   Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15236 

Barbara  Grafflin  Cooper   (Mrs.  James  K.), 
31  Ridge  Brook  Road,  Greenwich,  Conn. 

06830 
Jean    McGregor   Kondrat    (Mrs.    Raymond 

R.),   %   Utilux  Pty.  Ltd.,  P.O.  Box  68, 
Kingsgrove,  Sydney,  NSW,  Australia 

Avis  Ochsenhirt  Moore   (Mrs.  E.  W.,  Jr.), 
561  Maywood  Lane,  Lisle,  111.  60532 

Joan    Sirannie   Ruch    (Mrs.    Paul    E. ),    92 
Hunters  Lane,  Williamsville,  N.Y.  14221 

Rhea  Turner  Risdon   (Mrs.  Don  W.),  392 
Jamaica  Street,  Aurora,  Colo.   80010 

DEATH 

Irma  Cathcart  Prine.  December  25,  1968. 

We  are  saddened  to  learn  of  Irma's  sud- 
den and  untimely  death  in  an  automobile 

accident  on  Christmas  day.  We  extend 
the  sincere  sympathy  of  our  class  to  her 
husband  and  their  six  children,  and  to 
her  mother.  Irma  was  teaching  in  the 
Shaw  Avenue  School  in  McKeesport  with 
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the  Urban  Teacher  Corps,  experimenting 
with  techniques  to  develop  a  more  effec- 

tive educational  involvement  with  a 
group  of  students  who  have  been  called 

"culturally  deprived."  A  book  has  been 
placed  in  the  Chatham  Library  in  her memory. 

Jeanne  reporting: 
Marge  Alexander  Brinkworth  has  dropped 

volunteer  work  in  the  publicity-writing 
field  to  devote  more  time  to  free-lance 
writing.  She  is  contemplating  a  move  to 
Philadelphia  this  summer. 

Mimi  Altman  Russell  teaches  sixth  grade 
English  and  math.  She  and  her  three 
youngest  sons  are  involved  in  the  theater, 

having  appeared  in  Finian's  Rainbow,  Sum- 
mertree,  and  The  Impossible  Years.  Rich, 
the  oldest,  is  the  wrestler. 

Jeanne  Baiter  Alexander  paused  from 
packing  for  Puerto  Rico  to  answer  her 
card.  Lee  will  enter  Penn  State  and  Lynn 
is  ready  for  high  school. 

Elaine  Beyer  Zivkovich  is  deep  in  mud 
waiting  for  the  contractor  to  begin  work 
on  an  addition  to  their  house.  David  is  in 

first  grade  and  Bobby  will  go  to  kinder- 

garten. Ruth  Brodnax  Craig  was  hostess  to  an 
exchange  student  from  Guatemala  while 
her  daughter  Sue  spent  ten  weeks  as  a 
student  in  Buenos  Aires. 

Claudia  Bullers  Janke  has  moved  back 
to  New  Jersey;  Eva  Christy  Frangoulis 
hopes  to  see  many  of  us  at  our  next  sched- 

uled reunion  in  1971  when  we  return  with 
the  classes  of  1950,  1951  and  1952;  Ruth 
Clarkson  Broivn  has  taken  up  ice  skating 

in  her  "old  age"  to  the  delight  of  her  four 
children;  Ann  Lanicker  Ulrich  left  her 

husband's  "employ"  and  accompanied  him 
to  Bermuda  for  a  winter  vacation;  and 

Lu  Beery    Wenneker  says    "Hello." Jean  Forward  Frank  is  studying  music 
and  philosophy  at  Chatham.  The  sports- 
minded  Frank  family  enjoys  skiing,  ice 
skating,  and  year-round  tennis,  their  son 
having  become  a  tennis  pro. 

I,  Jeanne  Nesbit,  have  enjoyed  reading 
your  replies.  Thank  you  for  sending  them. 
Substitute  teaching  in  the  primary  grades 

keeps  me  in  touch  with  the  "little  ones." 

Betty  reporting: 

Louise  Diehl,  after  four  moves  in  a  two- 
year  span,  has  settled  in  Wheeling,  West 
Virginia  as  executive  director  of  the  Upper 
Ohio  Valley  Girl  Scout  Council.  She 
still  misses  the  Philadelphia  area  with  its 
proximity  of  the  seashore  and  availability 
of  antiques,  but  she  keeps  busy  with  her 
two  cats  and   9,000  youngsters. 

Barbara  Evans  Dismukes  has  been  sub- 
stitute teaching  in  her  area  schools  for  the 

past  year,  and  is  very  involved  with  their 
four  Golden  Retrievers.  Wall-to-wall  dogs! 
They  are  now  being  trained  for  tracking 
so  if  you  lose  anything,,  call  Barbara. 

Mary  Jane  Ewing  Sipe  is  doing  volunteer 
braille  transcribing  for  the  Beaver  County 
Branch  of  the  Pennsylvania  Association  for 
the  Blind.  Involving  textbook  material 
for  blind  students  at  Geneva  College,  she 
finds  it  both  engrossing  and  rewarding. 
This  and  two  teen-agers  keep  the  Sipe 
household  hopping. 

Jean  Fraser  Bailey  had  just  come  back 
from  a  wonderful  trip  to  Fort  Lauderdale 
and  the  Bahamas,  the  first  trip  for  Oak  and 
her  without  the  children  in  a  long  time. 

Eloise  Haase  is  still  teaching,  is  active  in 

church  work,  Pi  Lambda  Theta  Wester 
Pennsylvania  Alumnae  Chapter,  plus  man 
other  things.  She  spent  last  Easter  vac 
tion  in  Nassau  and,  as  usual,  wished  sf 
could  stay  longer. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm  writes  how  snov, 
it  has  been  in  Wisconsin  this  year,  tf 
children  having  had  many  days  off  becaui 
of  bad  weather.  Bill,  the  eldest  son,  is  1 

and  anxious  to  get  his  driver's  license,  tf 
13-year-old  is  acting  like  a  "typical  tee 
ager,"  the  11-year-old  girl  is  in  fifth  grad 
and  the  littlest  one  is  now  in  kindergartei 
Ralph  continues  to  travel  all  over  tl 
country,  so  once  in  a  while  Roberta  ge 
to  go  along.  Her  year  was  saddened  by  tl 
sudden  death  of  her  father  in  May,  but  hi 
mother  still  lives  in  Butler. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  spent  last  summi 
directing  rhe  Venango  County  Headsta 
Program,  an  enormous  job,  but  with  gre 
rewards  in  watching  the  children  who  toe 
part  in  the  8-week  session.  After  this  tl 
family  took  an  extended  New  Englan vacation. 

Shirley  Lawrence  Mason  still  loves  livin 
in  the  Golden  West,  and  sends  her  regarc 
to  everyone. 

Jean  Mattern  Myers  invites  everyone  i 
San  Diego,  California  in  the  year  1969  ft 
the  200th  anniversary  of  the  founding  of  tl 

city,  the  birthplace  of  California.  Her  hu 
band  is  a  computer  programmer  for  tl 
University  of  California.  In  their  fri 
time,  they  enjoy  camping  and  boating,  an 
have  been  to  Guaymas,  Sonora,  Mexit 
four  times.  Jean  also  wrote  that  her  fathi 
died  last  October. 

The  Weltman  clan  is  also  kept  preti 
busy,  what  with  church,  garden  club,  an 
three  active  youngsters.  Thanks  to  all  < 
you  who  sent  me  your  news. 

Marilyn  reporting: 

Eleanore  Luthringer  Mattson,  in  additio 
to  her  full-time  job  as  homemaker,  fine 
time  to  continue  as  financial  secretary  : 

church,  become  re-qualified  as  a  water-safe! 
swimming  instructor,  serve  as  an  instructc 
at  the  Chagrin  Valley  Racquet  Club  la 
summer,  serve  as  president  of  her  loc 
Chatham  Alumnae  Chapter,  and  assist  tr 

leaders  of  her  daughter's  Girl  Scout  Troo] There  is  no  such  thing  as  a  spare  momei 
at  the  Mattson  household. 

Barbara  Moore  Hagaman  is  busy  wit 
Cub  Scouts  and  P.T.A.  If  anyone  mentiot 
P.T.A.  president  to  her  again  she  will  ru 
fast  the  other  way.  She  hopes  to  be  i 

Pittsbutgh  in  June  to  see  what  the  "new town  looks  like  by  now. 

Joan  Morledge  Michaelian  is  still  quil 
busy  with  her  four  children  and  their  acth 

ities.  Her  biggest  "chore"  at  present  : being  Cub  Scout  den  mother.  She  enjoye 
a  drive  through  the  Chatham  campus  la; 
fall. 

Jo  Nusbaum  Cone  and  husband  enjoye 
a  visit  with  Jean  Riihiluoma  French  an 
her  family  in  Bermuda  while  they  wet 
thete  on  a  fishing  trip.  The  Cones  als 
enjoyed  quail  hunting  in  the  Ozarks  i 
December.  Their  oldest  son,  Steve,  is 
freshman  at  Coe  College,  and  Artie  is 
sophomore  at  Mt.  Hermon.  Jo  keeps  bus 
with  the  family,  three  dogs,  and  substitui 

ing. 

The  biggest  news  from  Frances  O'Ne, Kerr  is  their  plan  for  a  summer  exchang 
of  churches  and  home  in  Plymouth,  En 
gland.  They  will  be  there  for  two  month 
while  Russ  serves  the  Nutley-Plain  Methc 



dist  Church.  Meanwhile,  the  rest  of  the 

family  plans  to  do  lots  of  sight-seeing. 
Shirley  Patterson  Kroske  is  college-shop- 

ping for  Debbie,  who  is  seventeen  and  a 
senior  this  year.  Doug  is  fifteen  and  Mark 
eleven.  This  year  Shirley  is  directing  choirs 
in  the  Presbyterian  Church. 

Pat  Pew  Simpson  is  doing  a  new  "thing" 
this  year,  teaching  junior  high  science.  Pat 
says  that  it  is  great  fun  and  the  curriculum 
is  on  a  par  with  the  science  she  learned  in 
college,  sometimes  even  more  advanced! 
She  has  the  same  school  hours  as  Edith, 
who  is  now  in  fourth  grade. 

Mary  Lou  Rider  sends  greetings  to  all 
and  hopes  for  more  and  better  things  next 
time. 

Carol  reporting: 

Joyce  Robinson  Hauck's  children  are 
finally  all  in  school,  ranging  from  kinder- 

garten to  11th  grade.  Joyce  is  a  licensed 
real  estate  saleswoman  in  Pennsylvania 
now.  She  also  is  having  the  last  laugh 
over  all  those  who  chided  her  on  her 
collection  of  odd  facts.  Two  summers  ago 
she  won  S  1,100  on  Jeopardy  simply  by 
remembering  totally  useless  information. 

Ann  Shane  Perkey  is  still  teaching  kin- 
dergarten and  going  to  graduate  school. 

Her  husband  Nevin  was  made  assistant 
vice  president  of  Pittsburgh  National  Bank 
and  will  be  attending  the  University  of 
Wisconsin  Graduate  School  of  Banking 
this  summer.  Their  eldest  son  is  a  fresh- 

man at  Indiana  University.  Doug,  15,  and 
Tom,  9,  just  put  up  with  the  rest  of  them, 
she  says.  Ann  sees  Betty  Melvin  Nix,  a 
neighbor,  quite  often,  and  hoped  to  see 
Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  in  February  on  a 
trip  to  New  York.  Their  Christmas  visit 
with  Timmy  Mountford  DeFrance  was 
cancelled  due  to  flu  and  bad  weather. 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan  has  taken  up 
substitute  teaching  in  the  Pittsburgh  kin- 

dergarten and  pre-primary  school  program 
since  Mary  Ann,  5,  is  now  an  active  kinder- 
gartner.  Her  husband  Bob,  after  managing 
several  H.  &  R.  Block  income  tax  offices 
for  rhree  years,  has  taken  the  job  of  City 
Manager  for  the  Johnstown  area.  This 
means  they  will  be  moving  to  Johnstown 
in  May  or  June. 

Beverly  Stein  Johnston  still  teaches  sec- 

ond grade  at  St.  Edmund's  Academy,  and husband  Art  is  still  with  U.S.  Steel.  They 
are  prep  school  shopping  for  their  son 
Bruce  who  finishes  8th  grade  next  year. 
Daughter  Deb  is  in  5  th  grade  at  Winches- 

ter-Thurston. A  lovely  time  was  had  by 
all  on  a  trip  to  Williamsburg  and  Virginia 
Beach. 

Joan  Swannie  Ruch,  after  eleven  years  of 
being  a  career  girl,  has  spent  the  last  six 
enjoying  home  and  family.  Their  daughter 
is  in  kindergarten  and  their  son  in  nursery 
school.  Swannie  is  finding  out  all  about 
car  pools,  P.T.A.  and  all  the  rest! 

Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  and  her  family 
joined  the  local  theater  group  for  lots  of 
fun.  Her  husband  Bob  had  a  ball  perform- 

ing in  "Barefoot  in  the  Park"  and  "My 
Fair  Lady"  while  she  and  daughter  Peggy 
worked  backstage.  Mary  Lou  is  also  active 
in  the  College  Club  and  is  a  song  and 

dance  gal  in  "Once  Upon  a  Mattress,"  their 
scholarship  fund-raising  play  rhis  year. 

Mickey  McK.ee  Barnes,  '47,  is  also  in  the 
chorus.  Mary  Lou  also  enjoys  her  part- 
time  job  as  medical  secretary  to  a  surgeon 
and  had  great  fun  hostessing  wedding  re- 

ceptions at  the  church.   Peggy  is  a  junior  in 

high  school,  which  means  college  hunting 
soon. 

Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  has  gone  back  to 
substitute  teaching  in  the  elementary  grades 
and  finds  it  good  to  be  back  in  school. 

Rhea  Jane  Turner  Risdon  is  now  a  social 
worker  for  the  Deparrment  of  Welfare, 
and  is  on  a  State  Department  scholarship 
in  the  Graduare  School  of  Social  Work  at 
the  University  of  Denver.  She  expects  to 

complete  her  master's  degree  in  1970.  Don, 
her  husband,  retired  from  the  Air  Force  in 
1964  and  is  now  in  the  nursery  and  land- 

scaping business.  Their  oldesr  daughter, 
Sheldon,  15,  is  a  sophomore  in  high  school, 
Susie,  14,  in  9th  grade,  Scottie  in  7th  grade, 
Becky  in  4th  grade,  and  Cole  in  3rd  grade. 
Becky  had  brain  surgery  in  1964  for  a 
rumor  and  has  had  many  cobalt  treatments. 
However,  she  is  in  school  every  day  now, 
and  so  far  holding  her  own. 

Virginia  Van  Scoy  Armin  and  her  hus- 
band Perry  adopted  a  boy,  Robert  David, 

on  March  30,  1968.  They  have  two  daugh- 
ters, Jennifer  in  2nd  grade,  and  Pamela  in 

nursery  school.  Perry  teaches  American 
history  at  Bemidj  State  College. 

Candy  Walker  Hyser  has  three  sons, 
Chris,  14,  John,  11,  and  Mark,  2,  who  has 
rop  priority  with  them  all.  Candy  had  a 
trip  to  Chatham  with  her  niece  last  fall 
and  met  Jean  Karidis  and  her  daughrer 
Cindy.  It  was  Prospective  Students  Open 
House  for  high  school  seniors.  She  thought 
the  campus  looked  beautiful! 

Corinne  Welch  Patton  manages  to  keep 

busy  with  church.  Newcomers  Club,  Wom- 
en's Club  and  Chatham  Area  Alumnae  Club 

activities.  Her  husband  Jim  is  as  busy  as 
ever  with  his  trust  work  at  Pittsburgh 
National  Bank.  John,  Alice  and  Billy  are 
in  6th  grade,  2nd  grade,  and  kindergarten, 
in  that  order. 

Eleanor  Wenning  Atwell  and  family  are 
avid  skiers,  which  has  changed  their  atti- 

tude about  snow.  She  and  husband  Bob 
attended  a  surgical  meeting  last  fall,  and 
had  a  chance  to  enjoy  some  great  theater 
experiences.  They  will  be  college-hunting 
for  son  Bob,  16,  who  will  be  a  senior  at 
Shady  Side  Academy  next  year.  Amy,  13, 
is  a  freshman  at  Ellis  School. 

Eleanor  Shaver  Mitchell,  husband  Mitch, 
and  Maurie,  10,  were  camping  in  Florida 
when  she  wrote.  Mark,  19,  and  Mike,  17, 
were  holding  down  jobs,  school  and  the 
dog  at  home.  They  stopped  in  Atlanta, 
hoping  to  see  Frances  Koos  Patterson,  but 
she  was  ill  with  the  flu.  Mitch  srarted  his 
own  advertising  agency  a  year  ago  in  their 
remodeled  attic,  and  Eleanor  went  back  to 
school  to  learn  how  to  be  his  secretary- 
treasurer. 

Martha  Sutton  Ammon,  husband  Jim, 
daughter  Sarah,  13,  and  son  David,  9,  live 
fairly  tranquil  lives.  Jim  is  a  golfer  and 
Marrie  plays  lots  of  tennis.  They  spend 
their  winter  vacation  somewhere  in  the 
Caribbean,  and  in  the  summer  they  go 
somewhere  in  the  United  States  with  the 
children.  As  a  member  of  the  executive 
board  of  the  Community  Church,  Martie 

is  trying  to  help  resolve  the  racial  ques- tion. 

Mary  Shumaker  Drake,  Peggy  Thompson 
Weil,  and  Mizzie  Wiles  Knight  have  no 
news,  but  send  their  greetings  to  all.  We 
extend  our  sympathy  to  Bobbie  Watson 

Wagner  whose  sister,  Anne  Lofton,  '48, 
died  last  spring.  I  am  filling  in  for  Bobbie 
who  has  resigned  as  secretary  for  this  sec- 

tion of  the  class. 

51 
Madelyn  Engelhardt  Sayles 

(Mrs.   B.  J.,  Jr.) 

523  South  Murtland  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15208 

Rosella  Petraglia 

105  Virginia  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15211 

BIRTHS 

Jean  Graham  Hague,  a  son,  Thomas  Ed- 
ward, January  28,  1969- 

Patricia  Kennedy  Farley,  a  son,  Robert 
Christopher,  April   2,   1968 

Babrara  Sidehammer  Donaldson,  a  son, 

Mark,  June  25,   1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Carla  Ausenda  Dara  (Mrs.  Dario),  % 

Carlo  Ausenda,  8  F  Corso  Magenta, Milan,  Italy 

Eleanor  Balent  Young  (Mrs.  Paul  R.),  314 
111th  Avenue,  S.E.,  Bellevue,  Wash. 

98004 Suzanne  Blair  Murray  (Mrs.  Roger  K.), 
410  Meridian  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15228 

Doreen  Dorsey  Heller  (Mrs.  Larry),  284 
Forest  Street,  Oberlin,  O.   44074 

Anne  Holden  Loudon  (Mrs.  Malcolm  J.), 
27  Schermerhorn  Street,  Brooklyn 

Heights,  N.Y.    11201 
Alice  Ann  Jones  Winner  (Mrs.  George  J.), 

Strassergasse  8—12/11/4,  Vienna  1190, 
Austria 

Anna  Mae  Landefeld  Eckert  (Mrs.  Walter 

P.),  473  Woodland  Hills  Drive,  Pitts- 
burgh ,Pa.  15235 

Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride  (Mrs.  Albert, 

Jr.),  604  Trotwood  Ridge  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15241 Lorrie  Norr  Blumberg  (Mrs.  Leonard), 

507  Claflin  Avenue,  Mamaroneck,  N.Y. 10543 

Marguerite  Paoly  Marshall  (Mrs.  Arnaud 
T.),  695  Ridgewood  Road,  Rochester, Mich.  48063 

Joan  Parson  Van  Voorhis  (Mrs.  Morton), 
110  Oakview  Drive,  Morgantown,  W.Va. 26505 

Mary  Jane  Regal  Hagemeister  (Mrs. 
George),  154  Alpine  Trail,  Sparta,  N.J. 
07871 

Doris  Seese  Bell  (Mrs.  Kenneth),  Colton 
Road,  R.F.D.  #4,  Mahopac,  N.Y.  10541 

Sarabelle  Segmiller  Krapfel  (Mrs.  J.  R. ) , 

429  Sulgrave  Drive,  Whitehall,  Colum- 
bia, S.C.  29210  (After  June  15,  1969) 

Joyce  Stephens  Evans  (Mrs.),  Godfrey 
Road  Easr,  Weston,  Conn.  06880 

Marguerite  Sullivan  Hannon  (Mrs.  John 

W.,  Jr.),  135  Millview  Drive,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15238 

Joan  Walthour,  1840  Water  Street,  Indi- 
ana, Pa.  15701 

Patricia  Whitehill  Kirk  (Mrs.  Charles  H.), 

306  North  Siesta  Street,  Anaheim,  Cal. 

92801 
Biology  credits  at  Community  College 

mount  for  Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney,  but  she 
took  time  to  go  with  husband  Jim  to 
California  and  New  York.  Nancy  found 

the  audience  of  "Hair"  nearly  as  weird  as 
the  actors,  but  the  performance  wild  and exciting. 

The  1968  deadline  was  missed  by  Ethel 

Anderson  Mesloh,  and  quite  understand- 
ably with  all  their  bouts  with  the  doctors. 

Daughter  Stephanie  fell  out  of  a  tree  break- 
ing both  wrists,  son  Karl  had  jaw  surgery, 

youngesr  Nickey  picked  up  impetigo;   then 
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after  several  bouts  of  flu,  son  Fred  fell  out 
of  a  car  and  was  seriously  injured.  All  this 
happened  while  husband  Karl  was  working 

out  of  town.  We  didn't  hear  from  Ethel 
this  year,  but  certainly  hope  life  is  now 
brighter. 

Given  Bach  Lammert,  who  enjoyed  her 
two-year  term  on  the  Alumnae-Student  Re- 

lations committee,  has  been  busy  with  PTA 
and  church  activities,  but  took  time  out 
last  summer  to  vacation  in  Ontario. 

Who  said  51'ers  are  getting  old?  Eleanor 
Balent  Young  reveals  the  secret  to  feel  10 
years  younger — learn  to  water  ski.  This  was 
accomplished  by  the  Young  family  on  a 
camping  vacation  at  Lake  Wenanatchie  on 
the  east  side  of  the  Cascade  Mountains. 
Eleanor  has  been  taking  courses  in  early 
childhood  education,  teaching  a  cooperative 
nursery  school,  and  keeping  up  with  the 
activities  of  five  children. 

Marilyn  Black  Auchterlonie  had  a  great 
Christmas  in  Naples,  Florida  with  her  folks. 
Son  Jimmie,  15,  is  a  debater;  Rich,  14,  is 
a  sports  and  people  lover,  and  Amy,  2  is 

loved  by  all.  At  a  Chatham  "do"  last 
spring,  Marilyn  got  together  with  Barbara 
(Bunny)  Hyde  Asbury,  Sarabelle  Segmiller 
Krapfel  and  Nancy  Baker  Fekety. 

Our  news  questionnaire  arrived  in  the 
middle  of  crates  and  boxes  as  Suzanne  Blair 
Murray  and  family  moved  into  their  new 
home.  Daughters  Edith,  Kim  and  Jennifer 
are  thrilled  to  have  a  swimming  pool  in 
the  backyard.  The  Murrays  spent  a  quiet 
four  weeks  at  their  summer  cottage  in 
Michigan.  Suzie  is  looking  forward  to  a 
more  relaxed  pace  now  that  her  term  as 

president  of  the  church  Women's  Associa- tion is  over. 

While  children  Jeff  and  Sue  keep  Eleanor 
Colvin  Wiley  on  the  go,  husband  Tom  is 
doing  well  in  his  own  fabricating  company 

in  conjunction  with  being  a  manufacturers' representative. 
With  only  a  few  months  of  internship 

at  Bethesda  Naval  Hospital  Psychology 
Clinic  to  be  completed  for  a  very  reward- 

ing Ph.D.,  Anne  DeShazo  Robertson  loves 
clinical  and  research  work,  and  looks  for- 

ward to  work  outside  the  academic  domain 
next  year.  During  a  research  trip  to  the 
Pennsylvania  School  for  the  Deaf  in  Pitts- 

burgh, "Shazo"  walked  over  our  campus 
and  discovered  the  "young"  looking  stu- 

dents. The  greatest  revelation  was  the 
change  in  Pittsburgh,  and  trying  to  find  the 

"old"  groovy  spot,  the  Carousel  ( long  time 
gone  and  torn  down)    . 

A  great  idea  for  Pittsburghers — the  high- 
light of  Shirley  Elliott  Johnston's  summer 

was  their  vacation  spent  at  the  Pittsburgh 
Hilton  Hotel  showing  the  children  the  city 
( being  a  native  Pittsburgher,  Shirley  hesi- 

tates to  admit  she  had  never  seen  the  Block- 
house). Twenry-month-old  Jeffrey  keeps 

his  mother  trailing  after  him  while  Jill  and 
Jay  Tommy  are  in  school.  Shirley  is  regis- 

trar for  the  church  kindergarten  and  nursery 
school  and  teaches  Sunday  School. 

Norma  Jean  Gittens  Stoffer  has  90  sec- 
ond-graders in  her  reading  class  who  are 

delighted  and  awed  by  the  fact  that  she 

really  knew  the  author  of  "Mrs.  Doodle- 
punk"  (Dorothy  Doduorth  Scullin).  Norma 
Jean  and  Van  continue  classes  at  Baldwin 
Wallace  and  plan  to  pursue  their  latest 
hobby,  golf,  in  North  Carolina  for  spring 
vacation. 

Not  much  news  from  Colorful  Colorado 
according   to   Ann   Gould   Moore,    but   the 
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family  had  a  three-week  vacation  in  Cali- 
fornia last  summer. 

Jean  Graham  Hague,  on  leave  of  ab- 
sence since  December  1968,  hopes  to  re- 

turn to  Allegheny  General  Hospital  where 
she  has  been  evening  supervisor  for  the 
past  six  years.  It  was  very  nice  of  little 
Thomas  Edward  to  arrive  just  in  time  for 
our  Recorder  news  deadline.  Jean  and 
Fred  took  their  sons,  aged  12,  11  and  8, 
on  a   trip   to   Williamsburg   for   Christmas. 

Believe  it  or  not,  Barbara  ("Shippa") 
Hoy  Dible  has  had  the  same  address  for  a 
whole  year,  and  has  become  involved  in 
volunteer  work  with  retarded  children. 
The  Dibles  vacationed  in  Canada  and  Upper 
New  York  State  for  a  family  reunion. 

"Shippa"  and  Ivy  Watson  Baird  are  neigh- 
bors. Ivy  is  still  enchanted  with  Iowa, 

being  elementary  school  librarian  plus 
mother  and  homemaker,  and  can  hardly 
believe  that  her  boys  are  already  in  high 
school,   junior  high   and   4th   grade. 

Pat  Kennedy  Earley,  whose  life  is  never 
dull,  says  that  Jeff,  14,  Pete,  12,  and  Janet, 
7,  claim  their  new  brother  is  smarter, 
better  behaved  and  better  looking  than 
they  are.  The  Earleys  had  a  wonderful 
visit  from  the  Donna  Bischoff  Meess  family. 

Last  summer  Louise  Larson  McGeary  and 
family  (husband  Hunter  and  son  Hunter, 

Jr.,  8)  flew  to  California  for  a  month's vacation  and  returned  by  train,  enjoying 
stops   enroute. 

Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride  recently  be- 
came a  member  of  the  "New  Home  Owners 

Club"  and  loves  being  surrounded  by  a 
number  of  Chathamites  from  other  classes. 

"Mel"  and  family  vacationed  in  Wyoming 
last  summer. 

Everyone  would  agree  with  Pat  Meyer 
Kovacs  that  celebrating  Christmas  with 
her  children  on  St.  Maartens  Island  in  the 
Caribbean  beats  shoveling  snow.  David  is 

in  9th  grade,  Lynn  in  6th,  and  Pat  con- 
tinues to  work  part  time  for  the  Center  of 

Occupational  Mental  Health.  The  Kovacs 
spent  part  of  last  summer  in  California. 

Do  you  know  the  thrill  of  receiving  a 
new  Dodge-Charger  wrapped  with  a  big 
red  bow  on  it  for  a  Christmas  present? 
Laura  Miksch  Diaz  does — a  gift  from  her 
husband.  May  will  mark  15  years  as 
church  organist  for  Laura. 

In  the  midst  of  major  remodeling 

Patricia  O'Keefe  Beede  almost  lost  our 
news  request  card,  but  made  the  deadline 
to  tell  us  all  is  fine  and  life  goes  too  fast 
in  the  usual  uproar  of  raising  boys. 

Marguerite  Paoly  Marshall  has  been  "out 
of  touch"  while  moving  around,  but  now 
is  happily  settled  in  Michigan.  Husband 
Arn  is  a  Labor  Relations  Director  and  their 
three  sons  are  teenagers.  Music  is  still  an 
important  part  of  life.  Last  September, 
Marguerite  attended  a  Detroit  Alumnae 
Club  luncheon  to  hear  Peggy  Donaldson 

speak. It  was  a  great  reunion  with  many  Chat- 
hamites for  Stella  Pavloff  on  her  visit  and 

tour  of  the  new  Pittsburgh  last  summer 
before   returning   to  teach   in   Los   Angeles. 

Nancy  Perry  Vesely  found  it  a  great 

thrill  making  12-year-old  Carol's  first  long 
gown  for  Rainbow  Girls.  Edward  is  a 

typical,   active   8-year-old. 
Not  many  nursery  school  teachers  have 

their  own  special  "helpers"  but  Adele 
Pfeifer  Ferianc  does.  Her  youngest  daugh- 

ter goes   along   the   three  mornings   Adele 

teaches  at  her  church  nursery  school.  I: 

the  afternoon,  "Mother's  little  helper takes  leave  of  her  duties  to  trot  off  t 
regular  kindergarten. 

An  active  and  exciting  1968  is  putting  i 
mildly  for  Mary  Jane  Regel  Hagemeiste; 
In  the  midst  of  moving  into  their  nei 
two  story  colonial,  of  which  M.  J.  designe 
every  inch,  she  and  George  took  a  stria! 
Girl  Scout  Troop  to  Canada  and  Niagar 
Falls.  In  July,  George  was  elected  Mayoi 
in  August,  it  was  out  to  Long  Island  fc 
total  collapse  and  rest;  in  October,  a  nic 

luncheon  with  "Mugs"  Sullivan  Hanno 
in  New  York;  in  November,  to  Atlanti 
City  for  the  League  of  Municipalities  cor 
vention  with  George  re-elected  to  anothe 
term  on  its  Board  of  Directors;  on  Nei 

Year's  it  was  skiing  at  Stratton  Mountai 
in  Vermont.  Then  on  January  17,  the  er 
tire  Hagemeister  family  packed  for  th 
Inauguration  in  Washington,  D.C.  and  th 
Inaugural  Ball  at  the  Shoreham.  Somehov 
in  between  all  this,  M.  J.  has  been  Pipe 
for  the  Girl  Scout  Council  and  has  a  nc 

job  on  the  G.S.C.  Board. 
Emily  Seaberg  Barends  claims  she  an 

Frans  are  typical  child-orientated,  suburba 
parents  to  their  five  children,  Jerry  1  ] 
Frans  9,  Jamie  7,  Andrea  4,  and  Emily  \ 
Morocco  was  particularly  enjoyed  on  the. 
three-week  vacation  last  September,  whic 
also  included  Spain  and  Portugal. 

It  was  a  wonderful  surprise  to  receive 
long  distance  call  from  Sarabelle  Segmilh 

Krapfel.  "Seggie"  was  hardly  settled  i 
Michigan  when  Argus  corporate  office 

were  moved  to  a  "should  be  permanent location  in  South  Carolina.  Dick,  a  vie 
president  of  Argus,  Inc.,  is  participating  i 

the  Master's  Golf  Tournament  in  August; Georgia. 

The  change  of  climate  from  Houston  t 
New  York  hasn't  been  too  hard  for  Dor, 
Seese  Bell's  family.  The  children,  Kara  Le 
6,  Dan  11,  Jane  15,  and  Steve  in  the  lit 
grade,  love  the  snow.  Maybe  betwee 

husband  Ken's  too-frequent  business  trip 
including  two  foreign  assignments  eac 
year,  Doris  will  get  her  wish  to  return  t 
Pennsylvania. 

The  thrill  of  the  year  for  Marlene  Sbetti 

Stovicek  was  daughter  Jan's  announcemer 
that  she  wants  to  go  to  Chatham.  No1 
they  are  waiting  nervously  to  see  if  Cha 
ham  likes  Jan  as  much  as  she  likes  Cha 
ham.  They  have  completed  the  new  buile 
ing  for  their  business  where  Marlene  work 

part  of  every  day  for  Larry.  She  "relaxes by  refereeing  homework  every  night,  sev, 
ing,  and  taking  dancing  lessons.  She  als 
relaxed  at  Montego  Bay  with  ten  friend 
last  March,  at  San  Juan  in  May  wit 
Mother,  plus  two  weeks  in  August  at 
cottage  at  Madison  on  Lake  Erie. 

Marlene  got  to  see  Alice  Ann  Jone 
Winner  before  she  finished  the  1967-196 
college  year,  received  her  teaching  certif 
cate  at  Elizabethtown  College,  and  re 
turned  to  Vienna  with  son  Chris.  Thank 

to  Marlene's  sharing  her  Christmas  car' 
with  us,  we  learn  that  Alice  Ann  find 
teaching  great  fun  and  a  challenge  ii 
spite  of  being  a  novice  and  the  tremendou 
amount  of  work.  She  teaches  25  childrei 
from  1 1  different  nations.  Husband  Georg 
is  planning  to  do  some  writing  now  tha 
he   has    retired. 

We  disagree  with  Barbara  Sidehame 
Donaldson  that .  anyone  would  dare  say 

"Who     is    this    Nut?"     just    because    w> 



haven't  heard  from  her  for  so  many  years. 
Quote  from  Barbara,  "Life  has  been  so simple  and  wonderful  and  uncomplicated 
that  I  really  never  feel  I  have  any  news 
unless  I  have  the  great  miracle  of  birth  to 

report,  and  not  everyone  thinks  that's  so 
great."  Therefore,  after  Barbara's  teaching 
for  five  years,  we  are  grateful  to  Mark  for 

joining  the  Donaldson's  three  older  chil- 
dren, aged  15,  13  and  10. 

Audrey  Sommers  Wigbam's  note  began, 
"I'd  like  to  tell  you  the  following  news: 
I've  been  nominated  for  Homemaker-of- 
the-Year;  Bob  has  retired  at  40;  we've 
bought  an  80-foot-yacht  which  we  plan 
to  tour  the  world  in;  and  our  four-year-old 

Sheila  has  been  placed  in  fifth  grade.  I'd 
like  to  tell  you,  but  who'd  believe  it." 
Audrey,  we  are  sure  many  more  share 
your  daydreams,  but  thanks  anyway  for 

saying   "hi"   to  all. 
Last  November,  Elaine  Stevenson  Bolanis 

acquired  a  new  sister-in-law,  Chathamite 

Nancy  McQuillan  Bolanis,  '61.  Elaine  has 
no  problem  being  idle  since  husband  Bill's 
candy  store-restaurant  has  been  relocated 

in  East  Liberty  due  to  that  areas'  renova- tion. 

Growing  interest  in  horses  prompted 

Marguerite  Sullivan  Hannon's  family  to 
follow  the  shows.  After  the  usual  frustra- 

tions and  joys,  their  new  home,  with  stable 
for  their  horses,  was  completed  in  Fox 
Chapel.  Future  plans  indicate  a  pack  trip 
in  Montana. 

Bertha  Thompson  Thompson  announced 
that  husband  Bard  has  been  appointed 
Dean  of  the  Graduate  School  of  Drew 
University.  Bert  and  all  are  well  and  happy. 

Anyone  in  the  area  of  Indiana,  Pa.  is 
invited  to  stop  in  to  see  Joan  Walthour, 
who  is  teaching  at  the  college. 

Joan  Young  Drugmand  reports  running 
back  and  forth  between  Harrington  Park, 
N.J.  and  Vermont.  Son  David,  in  high 
school,  is  wrapped  up  in  sports,  and 
daughters  Ellen  and  Jane  get  dragged  to 

all  his  games.  Joan  hasn't  yet  decided  if 
this  will  make  the  girls  sports  fans  or 
haters. 

After  a  marvelous  ten-day  trip  to  Lon- 
don, England,  it  is  back  to  the  usual  activ- 

ities for  Lois  Young  Flyte — church,  League 
of  Women  Voters,  Chatham  Alumnae 
Group  of  Cleveland,  volunteer  work  at  the 

school  library,  along  with  her  children's 
interests.  Lois  was  proud  to  hear  about 
the  wonderful  future  of  Chatham  when 
Mr.  Leonard  Doran  spoke  at  the  Cleve- 

land  Alumnae   Dinner. 

Our  "Hello — no  news"  classmates  in- 
clude Esther  Bender  Shaffer,  Natalie  Egar 

Novick,  Jane  Feiler  Miller,  Margaret  Ken- 
nelly  Murphy,  Shirley  Kerchner,  Anna 
Mae  Landefeld  Eckert  and  Marilyn  Pfohl 
Donnelly. 

As  for  your  secretaries,  Maddie,  busy 
with  the  activities  of  Penny,  14,  John,  7, 

and  Gregory,  4,  can't  wait  'til  Greg  goes 
to  kindergarten  next  fall.  Then  she  plans 
to  spend  all  afternoons  in  the  bath  tub 
eating  bon  bons. 

Rosella,  enthusiastic  about  her  position 

at  U.S.  Steel  with  the  corporation's  Medi- 
cal Director,  always  manages  to  squeeze  in 

time  to  travel  and  see  the  world,  the  latest 
trip  being  to  the  Bahamas  last  November. 

Your  secretaries  are  truly  delighted  with 
every  word  we  receive  from  you  and  ap- 

preciate all  prompt  replies.  Again  we  say, 

"keep  those  letters  coming." 
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Diane    Barratt    Swift 
(Mrs.   Carlton   H.) 

4313    San   Carlos   Drive 
Fairfax,   Va.   22030 

Frances   Rohrich    Habe 
(Mrs.  Frank  J.,  Jr.) 

R.D.  1,  Box  64,  Plum  Run  Road 
Canonsburg,  Pa.  15317 

MARRIAGES 
Jean     Maize     Franklin     to     Dr.     Emil     P. 

Kmetec,  September  21,   1968 
Trisha    Wilkinson  to  Frank  R.   Bloomfield, 

November    1968 

BIRTHS 

Katherine    Coleman    Thomas,    a    daughter, 
Karen  Anne,  August  5,   1968 

Marie   Damiano    Carricato.   a   son,   Michael 
Domenic,  July  28,  1968 

Margarethe   Gatschherger  Sigmund,   a    son, 
Nikolaus  Alexander,  November  18,  1967 

Betty    King    Olson,    a    son,    Robert    King, 

July  1,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Diane    Barratt    Swift    (Mrs.    Carlton    H.), 

10404    Trumpeter    Court,    Vienna,    Va. 
22180   (after  August  10,  1969) 

Mana    Baiter    Marcus     (Mrs.    Bruce    W.), 
333  West  End  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y. 10023 

Joanne  Bridges  Milich    (Mrs.  Eugene  H.), 
269    Ken    Forest    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15216 

Sheila  Burke  Loeffler    (Mrs.  Lawrence  E. ), 
927    Hillsdale    Avenue,    Hillsdale,    N.J. 
07462 

Kay    Coates    Lynch     (Mrs.     R.    D. ) ,    327 
Newbold   Avenue,   Mooresxown,    N.J. 
08057 

Betty    Lou    Colhurn    Dobbs    (Mrs.    Alfred 
A.,   Jr.),   Box   42,   U.S.    Naval    Station, 
FPO  Seattle  98791 

Mary  Coleman  Thomas    (Mrs.  Lloyd  W.), 
198  Deluna   Road,  Fort  Walton   Beach, 
Fla.   32548 

Jean  Donaghue  Katarincic    (Mrs.  Joseph), 
230    Montclair    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,   Pa. 15229 

Thelma   Fiori  Lacerte    (Mrs.    Richard   C. ), 
766  Mayfair  Drive,  Princeton,  111.  61356 

Joan  Fischer  Boyd   (Mrs.  Arthur  D.),  605 
Oakhurst      Drive,      Mamaroneck,      N.Y. 10543 

Margarethe    Gatschherger    Sigmund     (Mrs. 
Hellmut),    1180    Wien,    Wilbrandtgasse 

45,  Austria 
Margaret  Harbison  Hendrickson  (Mrs.  Don- 

ald   E.),    1504    Community    Road,    Ed- 
wards, Cal.  93523 

Sally    Hoffman    Spangler     ( Mrs.     James ) , 
630     Cloverhill      Road,     Somerset,     Pa. 
15501 

Joanne    Lindenfelser    Crispen     (Mrs.     Ray 
G.),   2615   Colfax   Street,   Evanston,   111. 
60201 

Jean  Maize  Kmetec    (Mrs.   Emil   P.),   112 
South     Garland     Avenue,     Dayton,     O. 
45403.     (After    July     1,    1540    Cornell 
Drive,  Dayton,  O.  45406) 

Estheretta     Marcus     Kress     (Mrs.),     6344 
Walnut   Street,   Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15206 

Ann    Matlack    Wieland    (Mrs.    Ralph   G.), 
2254    Tudor    Drive,    Cleveland    Heights, 
O.   44106 

Mary   Irene   Moffitt,    1970    Baldwin    Drive, 
Reynoldsburg,  O.  43068 

Nancy  Patterson  Courtney  (Mrs.  Graham), 
755    Old    Mill    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15238 

Priscilla  Sanford  Johnson  (Mrs.  Heinz  H. ), 

14214  Turtle   Rock,   San   Antonio,  Tex. 

78232 Barbara   Stokes   McCracken    (Mrs.    Richard 
M.),  5900  Barnes  Avenue,  Bethel   Park, 
Pa.   15102 

Elaine    Vincic    Berman     (Mrs.    Edel ) ,     10 
Vanderpool      Drive,     Morristown,     N.J. 
07960 

Julia    Welch    Layton     (Mrs.    Harold,    Jr.), 
3101     North     Laurel     Avenue,     Tucson, Ariz.   85716 

Patricia   Wilkinson  Bloomfield   ( Mrs.  Frank 

R.),     5450     Fallbrook     Avenue,    Wood- 
land Hills,  Cal.  91364 

Fran  reporting: 

In  addition  to  the  usual  housekeeping 
chores,  a  number  of  classmates  are  engaged 
in  other  interesting  pursuits.  Sheila  Burke 

Loeffler  is  working  with  socially  malad- 
justed children.  Jeannine  English  Abel  has 

been  teaching  and  working  on  her  concert 
schedule.  Katherine  Coleman  Thomas  is 
teaching  prenatal  classes  at  Elgin  Hospital. 
Marian  Gallup  Drummond  has  twenty- 
three  piano  students,  and  Sally  Hoffman 
Spangler  teaches  and  works  with  the  high 
school   band. 

Other  news  comes  from  Diane  Gray  Hall 
who  has  been  elected  to  the  Harrisburg 
Charter  Commission,  and  from  Elizabeth 
Frantz  Purdum  who  writes  a  social  column 
for  the  local  paper. 

Husbands  are  also  in  the  news.  Peggy 
Harbison  Hendrickson  reports  that  Don 
has  finished  Test  Pilot  School.  Janet  Mc- 
Kain  Fawcett's  husband  Dave  has  been 
appointed  to  the  Allegheny  Court  of  Com- mon Pleas  as  a  judge. 

Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte  and  Joan  Fischer 

Boyd  are  busy  decorating  their  new  homes. 
The  following  classmates  send  greetings 

to  all:  Marjorie  Beard  Kelley,  Alice  Berry 
Adams,  Amy  Botsaris,  Lou  Colborn  Dobbs, 
Marie  Damiano  Carricato,  Sally  Crum 

Ferrell,  Lois  Glazer  Michaels,  Helen  Hal- 
pern  Berkson,  Lynn  Harm  Baxter,  Nancy 
Hegan  Wadsuorth,  Betty  King  Olson, 
Barbara  Logan   Broun  and   Nancy  Lutz. 

Diane  reporting: 

First  off,  special  thanks  to  co-chairmen 
Al  Berry  Adams  and  Marcia  McDowell 
Bennett  for  making  our  reunion  such  a 

great  one,  and  to  Nancy  Hofsoos  for  do- 
nating her  apartment  for  the  parry  after- 
ward. It  was  such  fun  seeing  so  many 

of  you  again,  and,  for  the  benefit  of  those 
who  weren't  there,  we've  held  up  nicely 
and  are  pretty  well-preserved,  considering. 
Do  hope  more  of  you  will  be  able  to  make 
it  to  the  next  reunion.  Start  planning  now 
for  June   1972! 

This  seems  to  be  our  year  for  catching 

up  on  back  news  from  people  we  haven't heard  from  in  ages.  Associate  member 
Dr.  Gretel  Gatschherger  Sigmund  wrote 

that  she  is  still  working  for  Austrian  Air- 
lines, and  had  just  returned  to  Vienna 

from  Dallas  where  she  took  part  in  the 
North   Atlantic   fares    negotiations. 

From  Barbara  MacDonald  Whalen  comes 
word  that  they  have  been  in  Michigan  for 
almost  three  years  now  and  the  children 
have  finally  lost  their  Texas  drawls.  The 
Whalens  had  a  delightful  vacation  on  Lake 
Van  Etten  last  summer.  They  hope  to  visit 
Mexico  in  the  fall  without  their  three  live 

wires.  Bambi  hasn't  been  back  to  her  old 
home  town  of  San  Luis  Potosi  in  nine 

years  and  says  that  her  accent  is  becom- 
ing horrid.  Hope  the  trip  works  out  for 

you,  Bambi  .   .  .  wish  I  could  go  along! 
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All  sorts  of  news  from  Jean  Maize 
Kmetec.  She  met  her  husband  at  Wright 
State  University  where  he  is  a  professor  of 
biology  and  Jean  was  in  charge  of  the 
freshman  biology  labs  and  doing  some 
teaching.  Jean  has  now  stopped  working 
in  favor  of  being  a  full-time  mother  to 

Emil's  two  children,  Jeff.  7,  and  Jamie,  9, 
as  well  as  to  her  own  three  girls,  Janet  12, 
Julie,  7,  and  Jeri,  4.  It  must  be  quite  a 

household!  The  Kmetec's  will  be  moving 
into  their  new  home  in  July. 

Another  stranger  heard  from  was  Ann 
Matlack  Wieland,  who  wrote  of  her  mar- 

riage in  1954  and  three  fairly  grown  up 
children,  Jeffrey,  14,  Mark,  12,  and 
Linda,   10. 

Four  children  and  all  that  goes  with 
them  are  keeping  Nancy  McGhee  Mangold 

busy  these  days.  The  Mangold's  biggest 
joy  is  the  beautiful  area  in  which  they 
live,  where  they  skate  on  the  lake  in  the 
winter  and  swim  in  it  in  summer,  a  great 
place  to  raise  children. 

All  is  well  and  fairly  routine  with 
Jane  Montgomery  Dickey  and  her  family. 
She  reports  that  Nancy  Patterson  Courtney 
now  lives  just  two  miles  from  her  and  their 
daughters  are  second-graders   together. 

Gloria  Palmer  Hadsell  is  still  working  as 

a  teacher's  aide  at  Memorial  School,  is 
working  on  the  Chatham  Centennial  Fund 
campaign,  and  keeps  busy  with  daughters 
Sidney,  10,  and  Heidi,  6.  Her  involvement 
in  Republican  politics  and  the  shock  of 
victory  proved  a  bit  too  much  and  she 
landed   in   the  hospital   for  nine  days. 

Holly  Sherrard  DeMart  writes  of  a  nine- 
week  trip  to  California  in  their  trailer 
last  summer  and  of  plans  for  short  trips 
in  a  new  trailer  this  summer.  Herbie,  13, 
will  go  to  Scotland  and  England  with  his 
Scout  troop  while  Nancy,  10,  keeps  her 
parents  company.  Herb  is  still  teaching 
at  the  Naval  Academy,  and  Holly  invites 
all  future  D.C.  sightseers  to  visit  them  in 
Severna  Park. 

A  delightful  cruise  on  an  ore  carrier 
last  summer  (courtesy  of  Great  Lakes 
Steel),  and  plans  for  a  winter  trip  to  Las 
Vegas  and  Southern  California  were  the 
big  news  items  from  Jane  Smith  Donald- 

son. She  does  substitute  teaching  and  at- 
tempts to  keep  up  with  her  1 1  -and-9-year- 

olds. 

Alice  Snook  Kalla  says  that  four  boys 
and  all  of  the  activities  associated  with 
them  are  more  than  enough  to  keep  her 
busy.  However,  with  Dick  on  the  Ski 
Patrol,  Snookie  finds  time  to  ski  when  the 
weather  permits. 

The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Jean 
Sweitzer  Bower  on  the  sudden  death  of  her 
father  in  November,  just  27  months  after 

her  mother's  death.  Jean  reports  that  Paul 
has  changed  jobs  (still  in  sales,  though) 
and  that  she  is  working  part  time  for  a 
Columbus   department  store. 

Judy  Welch  Lay  ton  moved  to  Tucson  in 

November  and  has  decided  to  "make  her 
mint"  in  the  real  estate  business.  She 
would  love  to  hear  from  any  Chathamites 
who  might  get  out  her  way. 

Apparently  Marge  Whitfield  Piker  has 
not  been  heard  from  for  a  long  time  either 
since  her  news  this  time  goes  all  the  way 
back  to  her  marriage  in  1956!  She  says 
that,  compared  to  most  of  the  class,  noth- 

ing exciting  or  even  notorious  ever  hap- 
pens to  her  or  her  family.  While  her 

husband  is  acting  as  a  Cub  Scout  den 

"mother,"    Marge   is    completing    her    third 
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year  as  a  Girl  Scout  leader.  Last  summer 
she  attended  a  10-day  conference  on  Girl 
Scout  Adult  Training  at  Camp  Macy,  the 

National  Training  Center.  The  Piker  chil- 
dren are  Eileen,  11,  Keith,  10,  and 

Michael,   almost   3. 
Although  Trisha  Wilkinson  Bloomfield 

didn't  return  her  questionnaire,  she  did 
send  a  Christmas  card  in  mid-February  (!), 
so  I  will  pass  on  her  news.  She  met  Frank 
while  skiing,  was  married  in  November, 
and  is  still  trying  to  get  settled  in  their 
new  home.  Trisha  will  stay  with  Ginn  & 
Company  while  Frank  works  part  time 
and  continues  his  pre-veterinary  studies. 
She  was  planning  a  February  trip  to  Ari- 

zona where  she  hoped  to  see  Judy  Layton, 
Anne  Beaumont  Sanborne  and  Dee  Rofey 
Ober,  two  former  members  of  our  class. 

"Nothing  new  to  report,"  wrote  Mary 
Carroll  Williams  Hofer,  "just  keeping  busy 
with  all  the  things  mothers  of  three  chil- 

dren normally  do,"  M.  C.  did  mention that  Catherine  Derrick  Zubal.  who  was  in 

our  freshman  class,  now  has  eleven  chil- 
dren and  a  new  boat! 

Marie  Timothy  Obermannn,  Claire  Mc- 
Grael  Johnston  and  Shirley  Myers  Simcik 

say  "Hello"  to  all. 
The  Swift  household  continues  to  be  a 

veritable  "chaos  corner"  with  four  abnor- 
mally active  children.  I  hope  there  will  be 

less  noise  and  confusion  once  we  move  into 
our  new  and  larger  house  this  summer. 
I  got  away  from  it  all  last  summer  for  a 
week  by  myself  in  San  Antonio  where  I 
had  a  marvelous  time  visiting  and  gossip- 

ing with  Judy  Layton  and  Priscilla  Sanford 
Johnson  and  listening  to  Judy  play  the 
piano.  (That  was  before  Judy  moved  to 
Arizona.)  I  also  attended  a  delightful, 
small  Chatham-type  luncheon  given  by 

Judie  Bierman  Linoues,  '52,  at  which  the 
gossip  flowed  while  I  poured. 

Thanks  to  all  who  responded  to  our  plea 
for  the  class  treasury.  If  you  are  among 
those  who  might  still  like  to  contribute, 
you  may  send  your  dollar,  or  check  made 
payable  to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Ac- 

count, directly  to  the  alumnae  office  where 
our  treasury  is  on  deposit. 
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Carla   Norberg   Gaut 

(Mrs.  Charles  H. ) 
550   Hansell   Road 

Wynnewood,   Pa.    19096 

Jean   Graham   Rhodes 
(Mrs.   George  H.) 

5947    Murdoch   Avenue 
Bethel  Park,  Pa.   15102 

MARRIAGE 
Ethel    Gottesman    Baraff    to    A.    Leo    Weil 

II,  August  2,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Sandy    Blumherg    Sonneborn,    a    daughter, 
Susan,  April  15,  1968 

Barbara    Braun    Bajoras,    a    daughter,    Jill 
Marie,  June  27,  1968 

Nancy  Follett   Waichler,  adopted  daughter, 
Leslie  Zhoni,  May  20,  1968 

Marcia   Glazer  Arnold,    a   daughter,   Alissa 
B.,  May   19,  1968 

Lavinia    Grimes    Simons,    a    son,    Andrew, 
August    16,    1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Rosalind  Case  Reynolds  (Mrs.  William  T.), 

405   East  56th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10022 

Martha  Conner  Hamilton  (Mrs.  Everett 

N.),  150  Underwood  Avenue,  Greens- 
burg,  Pa.   15601 

Joan  Evans  Taylor  (Mrs.  Frederick  G.), 
6381  Clark  State  Road,  Gahanna,  O. 

43020 Elizabeth  Fawcett  Coleman  (Mrs.  James 
F.;,  6742  Town  Lane  Road,  McLean, 
Va.  22101 

Zoe  Ghiates  Lalos  (Mrs.  Theodore  A.), 
Underwood  Road,  Montville,  N.J.  07045 

Lois  Gilpin  Pollock  (Mrs.  Warren),  202 

Hackney  Circle,  Surry  Park,  Wilming- 
ton, Del.    19803 

Ethel  Gottesman  Weil  (Mrs.  A.  Leo,  II), 
5901  Phillips  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Lavinia  Grimes  Simons  ( Mrs.  Thomas  L. ) , 

3  Winthrop  Road,  Rosslyn  Farms,  Car- 
negie, Pa.  15106 

Janine  Jordan  Neulin  (Mrs.  George  C. ), 
42  Whippoorwill  Road,  Chappaqua, 
N.Y.   10514 

Mary  Lenhardt  Rowden  (Mrs.  Clifford  E. ), 
26899  Wolf  Road,  Bay  Village,  O. 44140 

Marjorie  Mounts  Hartz  (Mrs.  Lawrence 

R.),  3902 -60th  Street,  North,  St. 
Petersburg,   Fla.   33713 

Carla  reporting: 

Kay  Avers  Headley  and  family  enjoyed 

a  week's  vacation  at  Stone  Harbor,  New 
Jersey  last  summer.  Then  they  embarked 
on  a  new  adventure  in  camping  made  in- 

teresting by  having  two  of  their  four 
children  in  diapers.  More  camping  trips 
are  anticipated  for  this  summer,  so  all  in 

all  it  wasn't  that  bad! 
Barbara  Beacham  Volk,  better  known  as 

the  "Perry  Mason  of  Rosslyn  Farms," 
thinks  she  may  have  to  go  to  law  school 
to  keep  up  with  her  duties  as  Justice  of 
Peace.  Barb  and  husband  Dick  had  a 
wonderful  week  skiing  at  Vail,  Colorado 

in  January.  Teaching  fifth  grade  in  Sun- 
day School  keeps  her  alert  too! 

Sandy  Blumberg  Sonnerborn  and  Barbara 
Braun  Bajoras  are  very  busy  with  five  chil- 

dren— both  have  three  boys  and  two  girls — a    full    house. 

Last  year  Marilyn  Campbell  Kahn 
taught  adult  night  classes  in  science  and 
social  studies  for  kindergarten  teachers, 
contrasting  to  her  daily  first-grade  classes. 
A  vacation  in  the  Smokies  in  North  Caro- 

lina and  a  quick  trip  to  Pittsburgh  with 
the  children  was  a  nice  change  of  pace 
before  school  started  again. 

Landscaping,  ceramics,  decorating,  illus- 
trating. Arts  Festival  planning,  art  patron 

for  her  daughters  and  refuge  for  artists 

occupies  Eleanor  Carroll  Molnar's  time. 
Suggie  has  been  doing  the  landscape  design 
for  all  the  new  buildings  husband  Mike 
designs,  including  the  Uniontown  Public 
Library.  She  is  also  arts  and  humanities 
chairman  for  the  Greater  Uniontown 
Chamber  of  Commerce,  and  redecordated 

the  dining  room  and  bar  of  the  Union- 
town  Country  Club. 

Fred  and  Joan  Evans  Taylor  are 
thoroughly  enjoying  a  new  life  in  their 
historic  old  home.  The  original  part  is 
about  160  years  old.  Joan  finds  her  weekly 
volunteer  work  in  an  inner-city  nursery 
school  most  satisfying. 

Greatest  event  for  Nancy  Follett  Waich- 
ler was  the  arrival  of  Leslie  with  final 

adoption  proceedings  complete  with  a 
Navajo  middle  name.  Nan  was  general 

chairman   of   the   Woman's   College   Board 



Forum    on     February    25,    with    a    distin- 

!  guished  panel   of  speakers   discussing   "The 
Woman's  College:   Dinosaur  or  Dynamite, 
The  Trend  to  Co-education." 

Zoe  Ghiates  Lalos  delighted  in  seeing 
the  girls  at  the  reunion.  Zoe  hopes  to 

take  advantage  of  the  "Big  City"  after 
moving  near  New  York  from  the  Wash- 

ington, DC.   area. 
A  visit  to  Washington  before  the  Inaug- 

uration was  quite  exciting  for  Marcia 
Glazer  Arnold  and  husband  Larry.  Marcia 
has  retired  from  her  professional  life  at 
Pitt  to  be  with  baby  Susan. 

Lavinia  Grimes  Simons  had   just  moved 
i  but  was  not  settled  into  her  new  contempo- 
:  rary   home   designed    by   architect   husband 
Tom. 

Still  much  absorbed  in  organizing 
:  courses  in  the  language  arts  for  the  Uni- 

versity of  California  Extension  in  San 
Francisco  is  Marilyn  Hill.  She  is  looking 
forward  to  spending  a  month  in  Japan  in 
the  late  fall. 

Janet  Hoy  Sterling  is  teaching  a  class 
of  eight  trainable  junior  high  retarded 
students  one  hour  a  day  and  finding  this 
field  of  special  education  quite  interesting 

I  and  rewarding.  She  also  teaches  Sunday 
i  School,  leads  the  junior  choir,  and  says 
her  family  is  taking  up  skiing. 

Molly  Lenhardt  Rowden's  husband  Cliff 
is  now  on  the  metallurgical  staff  of  Repub- 

lic Steel  Corporation.  She  loves  living 
near  Lake  Erie  and  sees  Ruth  Levison 

Kalish  and  Dotty  Bigg  Milstein  occasion- 
ally. 

Sending  greetings  along  with  the  others 
is  Marie  Kibler  Gaertner. 

Such  fun  for  me  talking  to  Libby 
Graham  Williams,  Mary  Ellen  Donaghue 
Ploeger,  Mary  jane  Kahn.  Pat  Gordon 
Moore,  Janet  Loos,  Angle  Fee  Levy,  Ann 
Cohen  Winklemen,  Barbara  Wagner  Fre- 
dette,  Yvonne  Brooks  Saxton  and  Dottie 
King  Lind  at  the  reunion.  A  July  fishing 
trip  to  Canada  with  our  sons  was  most 
rewarding,  and  an  October  trip  to  Quebec 
with  just  Chuck  was  more  than  rewarding. 
I  have  retired  from  paid  employment  to 
full-time  volunteer.  Your  notes  wete  de- 

I  lightful  and  I  loved  every  bit  of  news  you 
sent. 

Jean  reporting: 
Pat  McCormick  Goodrich  is  enjoying  a 

busy  art  career,  attending  lectures  and 
classes  in  Bethlehem  and  New  York.  Dur- 

ing the  year  she  has  sold  three  paintings, 
won  a  first  prize,  and  in  March  exhibited 
in  a  four-man  show  at  the  Pennsylvania 
Playhouse. 

Still  busy  with  Junior  League,  Joan 
Monahan  McFalls  is  now  serving  her  sec- 

ond term  as  president  and  planning  a  trip 
to  California  in  May. 

Ruth  Oberheim  Webb  writes  that  family 
life  is  about  the  same,  but  that  they  did 
enjoy  a  month  of  touting  California  last 
summer. 

Scouting  and  all  the  other  activities  con- 
nected with  a  growing  family  keep  Marion 

Sweeney  Guthrie  on  the  go!  She  extends 
an  invitation  to  anyone  in  her  area  to 
visit  and  says  she  is  also  looking  forward 
to  the  20th  reunion.  By  that  time  her 
oldest  daughter  may  be  applying  for  ad- 

mission to  Chatham,  or  possibly  a  son  if 
the  present  trend  continues. 

Mannie  Thorne  Wright  has  been  substi- 
tuting as  a  kindergarten  teacher,  and  had 

just  returned  from  a  trip  to  Williamsburg. 

The  Wrights  are  planning  a  future  trip  to 

England  to  visit  Mannie's  sister. The  Research  Institute  for  the  National 
Art  Education  Association  has  kept  Barbara 
Wagner  Fredette  traveling.  She  had  been 
to  Salt  Lake  City,  and  was  going  to  New 
York  as  an  instructor  in  March.  Summer 

plans  include  a  two-week  trip  to  Seattle 
to  give  a  workshop  in  elementary  art  edu- 

cation at  Seattle  Pacific  College.  On  this 
trip  she  will  be  accompanied  by  her  two 
sons,  aged    12   and    14. 

"We  survived  the  big  rain,"  writes 
Nancy  Walker  DeWard  from  California. 
Nan  is  still  teaching,  but  will  be  retiring 
in  June  to  keep  up  with  her  busy  family 
and  continue  her  work  with  A.A.U.W. 
She  reports  a  new  interest,  golf,  and  is 
looking  forward  to  seeing  Joan  Monahan 
McFalls  in  the  spring. 

A  busy  family  of  scouts,  both  boy  and 
girl,  and  a  full-time  job  keep  Nancy  Mc- 
Cafjerty  Watts  hopping.  Six  out  of  eight 
in  the  family  are  registered  in  scouring 
and  two  of  the  oldest  boys  worked  during 

the  Inaugutation  in  Communications  Cen- 
ters and  at  the  Inaugural  Ball.  Nancy  is  a 

store  manager  for  Top  Value  Enterprises. 
She  also  reports  that  her  cousin  Marilyn 
Hill  had  a  wonderful  trip  to  Russia  last 
summer. 

Marjorie  Mounts  Hartz  and  her  family 
are  now  enjoying  life  in  sunny   Florida. 

As  for  the  Rhodes,  we  made  our  annual 
trip  to  the  shore  and  to  visit  the  Gauts  in 
Philadelphia  last  summer.  In  Septembet 
we  returned  to  Atlantic  City  to  attend  a 
convention.  All  of  you  who  did  not  at- 

tend the  reunion  missed  a  great  day  at 
Chatham.  Start  planning  now  for  the  next 
one  in  1973.  Your  letters  were  most 
interesting  and  we  are  sorry  we  cannot 
include  all  the   news — keep   writing! 
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Elizabeth  Backes  Montgomery 

(Mrs.) 

543  South  Aiken  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15232 

Lynn   Wilner  Hawker 
(Mrs.  Walter  E.) 
118  Country  Lane 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15229 
MARRIAGES 
Marcia    Froimson     to     Richard     S.     Baum, 

Fall   196S 

Jacqueline    Miller   Ross    to   James    E.    Van 
Doren,  September  6,   1968 

Carol    Vogel    to    Ralph    H.    Scrivens,    July 
1968 

BIRTHS 

Dorothy  Devine  Agneiv.  a  daughter,  Decia 
Jeannette,  June  30,   1968 

Gail  Miller  Maiolo.  a  daughter,  Deborah 
Jenny,  May  31,   1968 

Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky,  a  daughter,  Eliza- 
beth, May  2,   1968 

Magdalene  Poolos  Yeotis,  a  daughter,  July 

29,  1967 
Rhoda  Weitsman  David,  a  daughter,  Val- 

erie Ann,  November  13,   1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Barbara  Baker  Kreindler  (Mrs.  Herbert), 

15  White  Birch  Drive,  Dix  Hills,  Hunt- 
ington, L.I.,  NY.  11743 

Keay  Baker  Hathauay  (Mrs.  Frank),  175 
Dravo  Avenue,  Beaver,  Pa.  15009 

Sandra  Esman  Cherneir  (Mrs.  Irwin  M.J, 
5620  Marlborough  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Marcia  Froimson  Baum   (Mrs.  Richard  S. ), 

780  Boyleston  Street,  Apt.  9-G,  Boston, Mass.   02199 

Carol   Grim   LeClere    (Mrs.   William   E.), 
100    Beacon    Street,   Marblehead,    Mass. 01945 

Barbara  Johnston   Tredennick    (Mrs.   John 
T. ),    124    Alberta    Avenue,    Johnstown, 
Pa.  15905 

Nancy   Kingham   Gardiner    (Mrs.   William 
T.),  P.O.  Box  98,  Westfield,  Tex.  77377 

Barbara    Madson    Shannon     (Mrs.    Clayton 
P.),    1536    Jenkins    Drive,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15241 

Jean  Mcllwraith  McCally    ( Mrs.  Michael ) , 
1490  Corry   Street,   Yellow   Springs,   O. 
45387 

Alice    McGee    Collins    (Mrs.    Carver),    33 

East  Poplar  Street,  West  Nanticoke,  Pa. 18634 

Jacqueline  Miller  Van  Doren    (Mrs.  James 
E. ) ,  Park  Street,  Box  82,  Hagman,  NY. 12086 

Blanche     Mooney,     304     South     Fairmont 
Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Jane   Pattie    Vyssotsky    (Mrs.   Victor    A.), 
Rural    Route     1,    Box     119,    Mendham, 
N.J.  07945 

Ann     Scott     Byers     (Mrs.     Vincent     W.), 
4416     Alexander     Drive,     Metairie,    La. 70003 

Barbara    Scott    Smith     (Mrs.    Terry),    209 
Cambridge  Avenue,  King  of  Prussia,  Pa. 

19406 
Eleanor    Skinner    Wainu  right    (Mrs.    Wil- 

liam J. ) ,  2863   North  Downers  Avenue, 
Milwaukee,  Wis.  53211 

Jane  Stacker  Burfoot    (Mrs.   Frederick   R., 
Jr.),    9711     Galsworth     Court,     Fairfax, Va.  22030 

Carol    Vogel    Scrivens    (Mrs.    Ralph    H), 
200  East  36th   Street,   Apt.    10-G,  New 
York,  NY.   10016 

Betts   reporting: 

Hope  the  lack  of  news  this  year  means 

you're  all  saving  it  for  the  reunion!  Lynn 
Backus  Wilson  writes  that  she'll  be  there 
on  her  way  back  from  Portland,  Oregon, 
and  San  Francisco — sounds  fancy!  She 

and  Hal  vacationed  in  Jamaica  "to  see  if 
it  was  still  the  same  after  1 1  years."  Jean Mcllluraith  McCally  and  family  were  so 
happy  with  their  vacation  last  fall  at 
Trekking  Inns  (good  horses,  low  cost,  no 
Americans )  in  the  British  Isles  that  they 

sound  like  they'll  be  off  again  first  chance they  get. 

Dorothy  Dieckmann  Harman  and  David 
are  on  their  way  to  Ft.  Lauderdale  this 
spring  for  a  month  of  sunshine  for  daugh- 

ter Anne  who  began  the  year  with  monon- 
ucleosis. While  vacationing  at  Lake  Erie 

last  August,  they  had  fun  reminiscing 
with  Mildred  Schulte  Pastor  and  family. 

On  a  real  "toot"  south,  Ginny  Ladish 
Angulo  and  Carlos  visited  Argentina,  Uru- 

guay, Chile  and  Peru  in  December.  Ginny 
again  extends  their  welcome  to  any  of  you 
traveling  to  South  America.  Across  the 
world,  Polly  Fleming  also  renews  her  in- 

vitation to  touring  Chathamites  for  after- 
noon tea.  Polly  still  adores  England.  She 

had  a  wonderful  holiday  skiing  a  Nor- 

wegian valley  in  April.  "I  loved  Norway, 
where  everybody  breaks  into  song  at  a 
whim,  even  singing  American  folksongs 
I'd  never  heard  of."  A  first-in-three-years 
visit  from  her  parents  and  one  from 
Carolyn  Spark  Hitchcock  and  Pete  topped 
off  a  good   1968. 
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Barbara  Johnston  Tredennick  joined  her 
husband,  in  Europe  on  an  ophthalmic  sur- 

gery fellowship,  for  a  wonderful  two-weeks 
tour;  then  home  to  settle  Jack  in  his  new 
ophthalmology  office.  Sandy  Esman  Cher- 

new  and  son  took  advantage  of  Neil's R&R  and  visited  him  in  Hawaii  last 
March.  In  April,  she  bought  a  house  and 
Neil  finally  came  home  from  Vietnam  in 

June. 
A  note  to  Mrs.  Swisshelm  in  the  alum- 

nae office  brings  us  up  to  date  on  Marcia 
Froimson  Baum.  Dr.  Baum  is  director  of 
the  newborn  clinics  at  Beth  Israel  Hospital, 
one  of  four  pediatricians  working  in  a 
child  care  program  in  the  Roxbury  ghetto, 
and  an  instructor  in  pediatrics  at  Harvard 
Medical  School.  Marcia  is  working  as  a 
speech  pathologist  and  teaching  two  grad- 

uate courses  in  speech  pathology,  one  at  a 
university  affiliated  state  school  for  re- 

tarded patients,  and  another  at  Emerson 
College.  She  was  pleased  to  represenr  Chat- 

ham at  the  inauguration  of  Morris  Abrams 
as  chancellor  of  Brandeis  University. 

If  you  don't  mind  an  occasional  foot- 
wetting,  California  must  be  the  place  to  be. 
Judy  Kohn  Goldie  reports  a  busy,  happy 
life  and  Nancy  Kasper  Nixon  and  Rick 
loved  every  minute  of  their  tour  of  the 
state  last  fall  (they  also  had  time  for  a 
stop  in  Las  Vegas  which  added  to  the 
general  impression). 

The  range  of  activities  we're  all  in- 
volved in  keeps  getting  broader.  Marilyn 

Grady  Candler  writes,  "George  and  I  are now  a  husband  and  wife  team  at  our 

church — he's  choir  director  and  I'm  full- 
time  organist.  My  first  two  funerals  were 

unnerving,  but  otherwise  I'm  having  great 
fun."  Among  other  things,  Barbara  Baker 
Kreindler  has  opened  a  small  children's 
boutique  business  in  their  home!  Alice 
McGee  Collins,  in  addition  to  her  sermon- 
writing  and  responsibilities  as  interim 
preacher  at  a  local  Baptist  Church,  is  now 
leading  monthly  discussions  for  the  Wilkes 

Collge  Faculry  Women's  organization.  She 
and  Carver  are  in  the  process  of  buying 
a  big,  old  10-room  home  which  will  give 
her  space  for  a  studio,  so  the  brushes  must 
still  be  flying.  And  Carol  Grim  LeClere 
and  Bill  have  apparently,  somewhat  out  of 

necessity,  become  real  estate  nuts.  They're moving  to  Washington,  D.C.  in  June  for 

two  years,  so  will  rent  the  "oldie"  in Marblehead  (which  they  own),  renr  a 
home  in  Washington,  and  summer-vacate 

to  their  cabin  in  Michigan.  They're  fine, but  frequently  confused,  and  very  busy 

papering  and  painting  "all  by  the  ocean 

roar!" Dorothy  Devine  Agnew  and  Pete  have 
kept  up  with  Irene  Patterson  Sichert  and 

Dolores  O'Neill  Cooper  and  report  them and  their  families  both  well.  Dottie  has 

every  minute  full  and  happy  with  chauffer- 
ing,  feeding,  etc.  Mary  Elliott  Donaldson 
fits  the  same  description,  but  she  must 
have  some  spare  seconds  because  they  have 
been  trying,  since  a  year  ago  February,  to 
adopt  a  little  Korean  girl  through  the 
Pearl  Buck  Welcome  House.  Baby,  when 
she  comes,  will  make  five  little  Donaldsons. 

Last  of  the  "hellos"  comes  from  Kathy lannuzzo  who  still  loves  her  work  as  a 
social  worker  at  the  School  for  the  Blind. 

Sorry  I'll  miss  seeing  many  of  you  at 
the  reunion,  but  "enjoy!"  as  I've  enjoyed 
this  term  as  your  secretary.  Have  another 
good   year! 
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Lynn   reporting: 

The  big  news  from  Jackie  Miller  Van 
Doren  is  moving  into  an  old  hotel  (circa 
1900-1915).  It  has  18  rooms  (all  bed- 

rooms), door  transoms,  13  acres  of  woods, 
and  a  real  barroom  with  taps  and  a  20-foot 
bat.  They  are  busy  restoring  and  refurnish- 

ing, and  taking  care  of  four  girls,  three 
dogs  and  a  cat. 

Gisela  Paoli  Villafana  is  secretary  of  the 
Exchangette  Club  of  Millaville,  works  with 
community  activities  for  a  group  of  men- 

tally retarded  children,  and  is  taking  guitar 
lessons.  She  had  a  nice  visit  last  summer 
with  Nancy  Galley.  If  airlines  can  promise 
her  a  flight  to  Pittsburgh  without  a  detout 
to  Cuba  she  may  make  it  to  reunion. 

Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky  also  has  an  old 
Victorian  house,  and  she  has  discovered 

that  Helene  Crowe  Johnson,  '54,  is  her 
neighbor. 

Maggie  Poolos  Yeotis'  husband  was 
elected  Probate  Judge  last  fall  after  having 
served   as   a   municipal   judge. 

California  living  seems  to  agree  with 
Stephanie  Ruben  Klein.  Harvey  is  pathol- 

ogist at  the  Mount  Zion  Hospital  and 
Medical  Center,  and  is  president  of  the 
Friends  of  the  Sausalito  Library.  Stephanie 
handles  the  annual  book  sale  and  is  in 
charge  of  the  volunteer  program  in  the 
local  school  district. 

Eleanor  Skinner  Wainuright  says  Bill  is 
teaching  philosophy  and  religious  studies 
at  the  urban  campus  of  the  University  of 
Wisconsin.  Mimi  is  in  PTA  and  the  usual 

things.  Her  daughter  said,  "How  is  it 
that  we're  new  in  town  and  already  you're 

a  big  deal  in  everything?" Jane  Stocker  Burfoot  is  continuing  to 
be  hostess  to  foreign  visitors  including  stu- 

dents from  South  America,  Korea  and 
Africa.  She  also  sold  about  S500  worth 
of  cards  and  calendars  for  UNICEF. 

In  addition  to  her  marriage,  Carol  Vogel 

Scrivens'  news  is  settling  into  a  new  apart- 
ment and  a  new  job.  She  is  now  librarian 

of  a  special  materials  collection  for  teachers 
of  handicapped  children  at  Hunter  College. 

Rhoda  Weitsman  David  is  looking  for- 
ward to  one  daughter  in  nursery  school, 

one  in  kindergarten  and  only  the  baby  at 
home. 

There  is  no  special  news  from  the 
Hawkers.  Karen  started  junior  high  school 
this  year  and  I  am  beginning  to  realize 
what  the  early  teens  are  all  about.  We 
visited  Jane  Stocker  Burfoot  in  Washing- 

ton, D.C.  last  fall  and  had  a  marvelous 
time.  On  the  way  to  our  vacation  last 
summer  we  stayed  overnight  with  Lynn 
Backus  Wilson  in  their  new  home. 

Don't  forget  Class  Reunion.  From  the 
replies  I  received,  it  doesn't  look  as  though 
our  class  will  be  too  well  represented. 
Other  classes  sharing  in  the  group  reunion 
on  June  7  will  be   1956,   1958  and   1959. 
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Elaine  Bloom   Greenberger 

(Mrs.   Elliott) 
1332    Blue  Jay   Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15243 

Arlene   Goldstein   Reich 
(Mrs.  Samuel  J.) 

1234  Meadowlark   Drive 
Pirtsburgh,  Pa.   15243 

BIRTHS 

Myma  Deaktor  Prince,  a   daughter,   Alyssa 
Marlin,  January  19,  1969 

Roberta  Einhorn  Chester,  a  daughter,  Cecil 
Anne,  June   18,   1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Nancy   Adler  Eisenfeld    (Mrs.   Arnold  J.) 

65     Forest    Hill     Road,     North    Haven 
Conn.     06473 

Nancy   Canale.    5556  Covode  Street,   Pitts 
burgh,  Pa.    15217 

Elaine    Frank    Sloan     (Mrs.    Howard    R.) 
5022    Alra    Vista    Road,   Bethesda,    Md 

20014 
Nancy  Mauser  Bowser  (Mrs.  Ralph),  8051 

Teasdale    Avenue,    University    City,    Mc 

63130 Grace  L.  Hershberger,   166  Noble  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15205 

Ruanne    Krislett    Young     (Mrs.    Richard) 
1221  Pine  Chase,  Houston,  Tex.  7705 

Harriet  Lipscher  Felman   (Mrs.  Leon),  19; 
Sunny  Wood,  Box  413,  Hazelwood,  Mc 

63042 Sallie  McQuiston  Schneider    (Mrs.  Richar* 
R.),  8100  West  72nd  Street,  Overlam 
Park,  Kan.  66204 

Carol    Parker    Berkman     (Mrs.     Ronald) 
2273    Bechwood    Blvd.,    Pittsburgh,    Pj 
15217 

Steliane  Parthemos  Karfes  (Mrs.  Frank  J.) 
6775     Hickory     Hill     Drive,     Mayfiel 
Heights,  O.  44124 

Elinor    Roeger    Nyhus     (Mrs.    Paul    G.) 
%  Anton  Roeger,  6900  Pacific  Avenue 
Wildwood  Crest,  N.J.  08260 

Alma  Salvetti  Jennings    (Mrs.   Brook   H.) 
2417     Foxfield     Drive,     Glenshaw,    Pa 
15116 

Ruth    Scott    Sims     (Mrs.    Frederick    A.) 

Tonetta  Lake  Park,  Brewster,  N.Y.  1050' 
Ear/a    Sue   Smith    McNaull    (Mrs.    Charle 

C,  Jr.),  22  Hackett  Circle  North,  Stam 
ford,  Conn.  06902 

Marie    Smith     Smith     (Mrs.     James    G.) 
12201     Espalier    Place,    Rockville,    Md 20854 

Danna   Vance  Mitchell    (Mrs.),   1105   Eas 
Genesee  Street,  Syracuse,  N.Y.   13210 

Molly  Kemp   Wood,  twin  daughters,  Cath 
erine     Bently     and     Elizabeth     Shelton 
April  25,  1968 

Fern   Klein  Kalstone.  a  son,  Henry   Benja 
min,  May  7,   1968 

Doris  Redman  Foster,  a  son,  Edward  Allen 
March  18,   1968 

Ann  Reynolds  Wise,  twin  daughters,  Kirstii 
Ann    and    Susan    Hershey,   February    13 
1968 

Alma  Salvetti  Jennings,  a  son,  Brook   Da 
vid,  October   17,   1968 

Sandy  Wagner  Gross,  a  son,  Philip  Nathan 
iel,  November  23,  1968 

Joan    Winters   George,    a    daughter,    Sarah 
November  23,  1968 

Jan  Roux  Seaman  writes  from  Lebanon 
Pennsylvania  that  she  is  now  a  first  grade 
teacher  in  a  pilot  program  introducing 
Human  Development  in  the  local  schoo 
system.  Jan  is  also  house  hunting,  looking 
forward  to  finally  owning  their  own  home 

Doris  Redman  Foster  is  very  excitec 

with  her  "new  old  house"  of  the  192( 
vintage.  Doris'  husband  John  has  a  new 
job  reaching  in  the  Meadville  Junior  Higf 
School.  He  is  also  working  on  his  thesi: 

to  complete  his  master's  degree. The  Chicago  Chatham  Alumnae  groui 
is  still  very  active.  Lynne  Hughes  Maye; 
reports  seeing  Lil  Kubrick  Miller  at  a  re 
cent  meeting  and  having  dinner  witt 

Mimi  Skinner  Wainuright  '56.  Beside! 
being  president  of  her  local  nursery  board 



iLynne  is  kept  busy  with  her  three  children, 
ages  10,  8  and  5. 
Sandy  Wagner  Gross,  another  Chicago 

■alumna,  also  has  gotten  together  with  Lil 
land  Harry  Miller  and   their  families. 

From  Michigan  we  heard  from  two 
.other  classmates.  In  Ann  Arbor,  Fern 
Klein  Kalstone  was  looking  forward  to  a 

(visit  to  Sarasota,  Florida  with  her  new 

,son  and  daughter  Sara.  The  Kalstone's 
'will  be  leaving  Ann  Arbor  in  July  when 
Charles  completes  his  Ob-Gyn  residency. 
The  Air  Force  will  decide  their  destination. 

'  Nancy  Sheruood  W'illcox  and  her  hus- 
,band  are  serving  as  part  of  a  team  ministry 

'in  the  Congregational  Church  in  Benton 
.Harbor.  Nancy's  husband  has  become  pri- 
'marily  interested  in  the  Church's  role  in 
the  community.  This  presents  many  inter- 

esting problems  and  issues  in  an  urban  area 
which  is  quickly  becoming  predominately 
.Negro. 

Jinnie  Nabors  Kearney's  twin  sons,  Billy 
and  David,  continue  to  keep  her  busy.  One 
.labor  of  love  squeezed  into  her  schedule 
was  the  planting  of  a  rose  garden. 
A  long  cheerful  letter  from  Sally  Mc- 

Quiston  Schneider  indicates  great  enthusi- 
asm about  their  new  surroundings  and 

Bob's  new  position.  Sally,  with  both  girls 
in  school,  is  tutoring,  and  expects  to  have 
,a  regular  position  at  the  Sunset  Hill  School 
next  year.  She  was  in  Pittsburgh  in  March 
for  a  visit  with  her   family. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Carol  Cristiano 
Raymond.  She  has  enjoyed  seeing  many  of 
;Our  classmates  this  past  year  including 
\Ann  Reynolds  Wise  and  Parthy  Karfes. 
Carol  also  told  us  of  some  very  bad  news. 
On  behalf  of  the  class  of  1959  we  would 
like  to  send  our  deepest  sympathy  to  Judy 
Davis  Levitan  and  her  husband  on  the  loss 
of  their  daughter  Debby. 

Bette  Jo  Bergard  Greenberger  sends  news 
about  further  travels.  The  Greenbergers 
had  an  apartment  in  Tel  Aviv  last  summer, 
spent  this  Christmas  at  the  Mardi  Gras, 
then  went  on  to  Guatamala  and  the  Yuca- 

tan. Bette  Jo  is  on  sabbatical  leave,  and 
in  her  leisure  time  she  has  become  a 
licensed  welder.  The  Greenbergers  are 
excited  about  the  reunion  and  plan  to 
come  to  Pittsburgh  with  Elite  Feibusch 
Kimmelman  and  her  husband  Marc. 

Also  looking  forward  to  the  reunion  is 
Ruth  Cooper  Huber,  who  is  trying  to  re- 

arrange her  schedule  so  that  she  will  be 
able  to  attend. 

Having  recently  moved  to  Stamford, 
•Connecticut,  Earla  Sue  Smith  McNaull 
!has  finished  a  graduate  math  course  for 
state  certification  in  Connecticut.  She  and 
Colin,  who  has  been  promoted  to  export 
manager  of  his  firm,  are  also  planning  to 
.come  to  reunion. 

Marie  Smith  Smith's  return  to  the 
•  Washington  area  has  a  sentimental  twist — 
this  is  where  Marie  and  Jim  met.  The 

Smith's  new  home  in  Rockville  is  not  far 
from   Elaine  Frank  Sloan's    in   Bethesda. 
From  Ohio  we  received  letters  from 

■Lesley  Wells  Brooks,  Joan  Winters  George 
and  Parthy  Karfes.  The  Georges  and  theif 
three  daughters  are  enjoying  their  new 
home.  Joan  saw  Dana  Vance  Mitchell  in 
Syracuse    last  August. 

Lesley  Brooks  is  attending  Law  School 
[two  nights  a  week.  Whenever  possible 
Les  and  family  flee  the  city  to  the  North- 
ern  Algonquin  wilderness  for  canoeing  or 

I  to  work  on  a  friend's  grape  farm.  Les 
I  says  that  this  arrangement  keeps  them  rel- 

atively sane  and  happy  with  city  dwelling. 
Parthy  Karfes  finally  moved  into  a  new 

house  which  took  about  six  months  to 
build.    She  sends  greetings   to  all. 

From  Monroeville  Debbie  Brog  Bern- 
stein informs  us  that  she  is  now  head  of 

the  Occupational  Therapy  Department  of 
Allegheny  Valley  Hospital,  treasurer  of 
the  Garden  City  Garden  Club,  and  busy 
with   ORT,   oil   painting  and    bridge. 

Molly  Kemp  Wood  says  she  could  stand 
a  little  less  excitement  than  they  had  in 
1968,  but  she  is  very  grateful  tbat  every- 

thing has  turned  out  well.  "Surprise"  twin 
daughters  suddenly  increased  their  fam- 

ily to  two  girls  and  two  boys  in  April. 
Then  Rod  spent  one  month  in  the  hospital 
and  two  at  home  recuperating  from  a  mild 
heart  attack  in  September.  He  is  back  at 
work  full  time,  they  have  made  it  through 
the  first  year  with  the  twins,  and  Molly 

says  she  has  loved  "almost  every  minute 

of   it." 

Pat  Mabon  Johnson's  letter  was  full  of 
news.  She  is  teaching  church  kindergarten- 

ers and  writing  the  AAUW  Newsletter. 

The  family  enjoyed  a  10  day  end-of-sum- 
mer  vacation  at  Key  Biscayne  Beach,  and 
without  family  Pat  and  Bill  are  looking 
forward  to  a  July  trip  to  Mexico.  Pat 
saw  Elly  Roeger  Nyhus  last  June  soon 

after  Elly's  father  had  died  very  suddenly. 
The  Nyhus  family  is  now  in  Rio  de 
Janeiro  on  a  two-year  assignment.  In 
September  Pat  ran  into  Betsy  Heim  Sea- 
right  at  a  church  conference. 

Ruth  McMillian  is  teaching  sixth  grade 
in  the  Fox  Chapel  School  District,  and 
occasionally  sees  Shirley  Brusco  who  teaches 
in  the  same  area.  Ruth  hopes  to  take  a 
Caribbean   cruise  this   summer. 

Alma  Salvetti  Jennings,  who  moved 

back  to  Pittsbutgh  last  summer,  was  pleas- 
antly surprised  when  the  house  across  the 

street  from  their  new  home  was  purchased 

by  George  and  Mary  Sendek  Jacabcsin  '61. 

Elayne  Rosen,  who  received  her  master's degree  in  social  work  in  June,  is  now  in 
the  research  department  of  Health  and 
Welfare. 

Carol  Parker  Berkman  is  almost  com- 
pletely settled  in  her  new  home  and  is 

looking   forward  to  reunion. 
Cookie  Hourpitz  Klein  and  husband 

Stanley  are  both  going  to  school  for  their 

master's  degrees,  Cookie  is  the  reading 
field  and  Stanley  in  urban  housing. 

Myrna  Deaktor  Prince  sends  regards, 
as  do  Barbara  Shapiro  Stein  and  Carol 
Glass  Gottlieb.  They  look  forward  to  see- 

ing you  at  the  reunion. 
Harriet  Lewis  Franklin  called  in  her 

news  this  year.  She  and  husband  Ken  had 
just  returned  from  a  ski  weekend  in  Wis- 

consin. In  addition  to  being  president  of 
the  Council  of  Jewish  Women,  Harriet  has 
returned  to  Carnegie-Mellon  for  her  Ph.D. 
in  English.  Her  thesis  is  to  be  a  text 
book  for  seventh  grade,  part  of  a  new 
creative   series. 

Your  reporters  have  finally  come  to  their 
last  issue.  We  have  enjoyed  hearing  from 
all  of  you  and  we  thank  you  for  your  co- 

operation. We  highly  recommend  this  job 
to  you.  All  those  letters  coming  in  the 
middle  of  an  ugly  winter  slump  do  won- 

ders for  the  morale.  We  will  be  very 
happy  to  turn  over  all  our  excess  postcards 

and  five  years'  worth  of  handy  hints  when 
we  are  replaced  at  the  reunion  on  June  7. 
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Ruth  Fingert  Weiss 

(Mrs.   Leonard) 
566  Worthington  Drive,  Apt.  1 

Bridgeport,  W.Va.  26330 

Janice   Horovitz   Printz 
(Mrs.    Morton) 

196-05B    65th    Crescent 
Fresh  Meadows,  L.I.,  N.Y.  11365 

Dorothy   Seif  Kapp 

(Mrs.   Marshall) 

Kappenglen,  Jones  Road 
R.D.   6,  Butler,  Pa.    16001 

Sarah  Williams  Vasse 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

1644  Euclid   Avenue 
Flint,  Mich.   48503 

MARRIAGES 

Harriet    Cohen    to    Robert    Turndorf,    July 

3,  1968 Ka>-/ena    Glemser    to    Frederick    Earl    War- 
nock,  August  9,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Judith  Allan  Mitchell,  a  daughter,  Steph- 
anie Joan,  April  29,  1968 

Hannah  Brush.  Van  Horn,  a  daughter, 
Veleda  Estelle,  Septembet  12,  1968 

Sue  Hocker  Ballay,  a  daughter,  Katherine 
Lynne,  July  9,  1968 

Janice  Horovitz  Printz,  a  son,  Daniel  Ken- 
neth, May   30,   1968 

Elizabeth  Jones  Sheehan,  a  son,  Robert 
Vaughan,  June   12,   1968 

Diane  Karp  Bloom,  a  daughter,  Ellen  Eliz- 
abeth, July    1,    1968 

Mary  Louise  Kaylor  Maury,  a  daughter, 
Elizabeth  Ann,  April   13,   1968 

Carol  Lemke  Keil,  a  son,  John  Albert, 
February  26,   1969 

Susan  Scheiner  Druskin,  a  daughter,  Lori, 

June  16,   1968 
Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein,  a  daughter, 

Rachel,   February  25,   1968 
Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin,  a  son,  Mark 

George,  March  31,   1968 
Susan  Smith  Balika.  a  son,  Brent  Andrew, 

September   1,  1967 
Karen  Tiedy  Ream,  a  daughter,  Elizabeth 

Anne,  March  29,  1968 
Sally  Williams  Vasse,  a  daughter,  Mary 

Benedict,  October  16,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Janet  Bryan  Kilgore    (Mrs.  Gordon),  4990 
Longview  Drive,  Murrysville,  Pa.   15688 

Martha   Bulkley   Hosteller    (Mrs.    Robert), 
4139  South  Sunset  Court,  Madison,  Wis. 

53705 Harriette  Cohen  Turndorf    (Mrs.   Robert), 

209    Comly    Road,    Apt.    F-29,    Lincoln 
Park,  N.J.  07035 

Barbara    Easton    Marks     (Mrs.    James    H., 

Jr.),    7    Luna    Lane,    Sevema   Park,   Md. 21146 

Judith  Elliott  McNeirney    (Mrs.  John  C. ), 
6030     North     35th     Stteet,     Richland, 
Mich.  49083 

Marie   Elson    Kilcarr    (Mrs.    J.    E.),    1704 
North    Hatvard    Street,    Arlington,    Va. 22203 

Carol  Euing  Goff    (Mrs.   David  B.),   904 
Dogwood    Drive,   Colonial    Heights,    Va. 
23834 

Andrea  Fain,   555   Cornelia  Avenue,  West, 
Chicago,  111.  60657 

Eila  Foster  Amdur  (Mrs.  David  M.),  4410 
Old  Court  Road,  Baltimore,  Md.  21208 

Karlena    Glemser    Warnock    (Mrs.    Freder- 
ick    E.),     8826     Lanier     Drive,     #104, 

Silver  Spring,  Md.   20910 
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Prances    Goodside    Feigert     (Mrs.    Frank), 
277    North    Academy   Street,   Galesburg, 
111.   61401 

Marjorie  Hanson  Honig    (Mrs.   Barry),  48 
Irving  Street,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Sue  Hocker  Ballay   (Mrs.  Joseph  M.,  Jr.), 
148  Sunset  Drive,  Pitsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Elizabeth  Jones  Sheehan   (Mrs.  Robert  T.), 
220    South    Euclid    Avenue,    Westfield, 
N.J.  07090 

Ruth   Jones,    227    North    Fairmont    Street, 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15206 

Mary    Louise    Kaylor   Maury    (Mrs.    James 
R.),    195   Eastway   Drive,  North,   Battle 
Creek,  Mich.  49016 

Paula   Keizler   Cramer    (Mrs.   Gilbert   B. ), 
359    Valley    Road,    Merion    Station,    Pa. 
19066 

Sharon    Norton    Tomalin     (Mrs.     Michael 
A.),  664  New  Durham  Road,  Metuchen, 
N.J.   08840 

Marilou  Querns,   83-55    Lefferts   Boulevard, 
6-D,  Kew  Gardens,  N.Y.  11415 

Geraldine     Reisker     Edwards     ( Mrs.     Guy 
H.),     100     Patrick     Road,     Hagersrown, 
Md.  21740 

Ann  Reynolds,  P.O.  Box  365,  West  Den- 
nis, Ma.  02670 

Susan    Scheiner    Druskin    I  Mrs.    Leonard ) , 
4780  Bassett  Creek  Drive,  Minneapolis, 
Minn.  55422 

Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin    (Mrs.   George  J.), 
1520  Woodstream  Drive,  Glenshaw,  Pa. 
15116 

Carroll  Spelke  Schmaltz  (Mrs.  Donald  C), 
1906  Alpha  Street,  South  Pasadena,  Cal. 
91030 

Karen   Tiedy    Ream    ( Mrs.    H. ) ,    309   East 
Dixon    Avenue,    Oakwood,    Dayton,    O. 
45419 

Elizabeth     W'aite.     122     Wiltshire     Drive, 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15241 

Ruth   reporting: 

Judith  Allan  Mitchel  has  been  busy  with 
her  three  children,  working  for  the  Chat- 

ham Centennial  Fund  in  the  Boston  area, 

and  finishing  her  master's  in  education  at 
Tufts  University.  She  and  her  family  en- 

joyed a   fall  pleasure  trip  to  Virginia. 
Robin  Askin  DeKleine  has  been  accom- 

panist for  a  community  chorus  and  presi- 
dent of  the  Women's  Guild  of  her  church. 

She  has  run  into  classmates  Joyce  Tee- 
gardin.  Sue  Henderson  Anderson,  and 
Gloriaune  Hubert  Robbi  at  different  times 
during  the  past  year. 

Martha  Bulkley  Hostetter  has  moved 
from  Harrisburg,  Pennsylvania  to  Madison, 
Wisconsin  where  husband  Bob  is  a  writer 

and  producer  for  an  educational  TV  sta- 
tion. While  still  in  Harrisburg,  Brenda 

Purdon  Stober  and  her  family  visited  rhe 
Hostetters. 

Marianne  Byrn  Caple  attended  the  Alum- 
nae Council  on  campus  in  October  as 

representative  of  the  new  Detroit  Alumnae 
Club  which  she  helped  to  organize.  She 
and  Chuck  have  had  several  opportunities 
to  see  Sally  Williams  Vasse  and  her  fam- 

ily. More  recent  news  has  the  Caples  trans- 
ferred  to  Atlanta,  Georgia. 

Sue  Childs  Malheson,  Jim  and  their 
three  children,  David,  Steven  and  Amy, 
are  well  established  in  California  now, 
having  bought  a  Spanish  style  home  with 
many  varieties  of  fruit  trees  and  roses  on 
the  property.  Music  has  become  a  favorite 
pasttime  with  Sue  singing  in  a  choir  and 
Jim  studying  classical  guitar.  They  en- 

joyed  a   recent   trip   to   the   desert   country. 
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Jan  reporting: 

Karlena  Glemser's  Fred,  who  received 
his  M.A.  in  electrical  engineering  in  June, 
is  a  design  engineer  in  rhe  Naval  Ordinance 
Laboratory  in  White  Oak,  Maryland.  Kar- 

lena remains  in  her  job  in  the  Smithsonian 
Institution. 

"Suby"  Hocker  Ballay  and  her  family 
have  been  in  Pirtsburgh  for  this  school 
year  while  Joe  works  for  his  M.A.  in 
graphic  design  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  New 
daughter  Kate   is  charming   the   family. 

Ei/a  Foster  Amdur  and  Dave  are  very 

pleased  with  their  new  location — Balti- 
more— where  there  is  so  much  to  see  and 

to  do  with  Washington,  D.C.  convenient 
for  frequent  visits.  Eila  is  teaching  math 
at  a  remedial  clinic. 

Carol  Ewing  Goff's  two  small  boys  keep 
her  busy,  but  she  has  been  substitute- 
teaching  in  high  school,  too.  In  October 
she  spent  a  day  in  Pittsburgh  with  Jean 
Thouen  Nickel.  Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis  and 
Suby  Hocker  Ballay. 

Sue  Jessop  McGowan  and  Jon  drove  to 
the  West  Coast  for  a  month  last  summer. 
Sue  has  a  teaching  assistantship  in  the 
sociology  department  of  the  University  of 
Massachusetts  and  hopes  to  have  her  M.A. 
by  this  summer. 

Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein  and  family 
traveled  to  Surinam,  South  America  last 
year,  and  also  attended  Harriet  Cohen 

Turndorf's  lovely  wedding  in  July.  Mar- 
lene is  editing  a  local  newsletter  for  the 

National  Council  of  Jewish  Women,  and 
is  a  volunteer  at  a  local  center  for  teenage 
drug  addicts. 

Also  involved  in  community  work  is 
Sue  Engel  Golden  who  works  with  the 
PTA,  homeowners  association,  Jaycee  wives, 
and  as  an  Alumnae  Representative.  She 
found  time  last  summer  to  win  a  baking 
prize  at  the  Maryland  State  Fair  for  the 
second  year. 

Fran  Goodside  Feigert.  who  has  an 
M.S.  in  Library  Science,  has  retired  to  be 
a  housewife,  mother,  cook  and  committee 
woman.  Frank  completed  his  doctorate  in 
June,  1968,  and  is  now  assistant  professor 
of  political  science  at  Knox  College. 

Donna  Gag/iardi  Marinofsky  reports  no 
news,  but  is  busy  keeping  up  with  her 
two  sons. 

Gail  Scheiner  Druskin  is  now  mother 
to  Lori  in  addition  to  her  job  as  a  social 
worker. 

The  big  event  this  year  for  the  Printzes 

is  our  "number  three  son."  I  managed  to 
squeeze  in  a  creative  writing  course,  and 
we  spent  a  wild  spring  of  1968  while 
Morty  co-ordinated  a  presidential  primary 
campaign  in  our  assembly  districr. 
Dottie  reporting: 

My  big  surprise  this  year  was  finding  out 
that  I  was  filling  in  for  class  secretary. 
I  loved  it  and  your  letters  and  notes  were 
great.  I  attended  the  Fall  Alumnae  Coun- 

cil at  Chatham  and  had  fun  seeing  some 
from  our  class  and  our  sister  classes.  There 
are  lots  of  exciting  plans  at  Chatham  these 
days.  Hope  everyone  plans  to  visit  the 
College,  either  for  the  Centennial  or  our 
Reunion   or   both?! 

Like  many  of  you,  we  are  going  through 
the  "Terrible  Twos"  with  our  son  Karl. 
We  visited  Mary  Sendek  Jacabcsin  in  her 
new  home,  and  hear  from  Betsy  Watte. 
Sue  Harper  Cholko  and  Marva  Hord 
Harris.  Marshall  is  enjoying  his  new  job 

as  a  member  of  Pittsburgh  National  Bank's 
Computer  Time-Sharing  Team,  and  he  has 

been  elected  Sunday  School  Superintender 
We  are  ream  reaching  an  adult  course  at 
I  substitute  in  the  Nursery  and  Kinde 

garten.  We  are  also  "expecting"  our  In foster  infant  from  Child  Welfare  in  Butl 

County — a   new  venture   for  us. 
Paula  Keizler  Cramer  finds  Philadelph 

a  delight  and  enjoys  being  in  Pennsylvan 
again  where  Gil  is  with  a  city  law  fin 
She  keeps  the  homefront  bright  with  Eri 
-1,  and   Reid,  2. 

Liz  Jones  Sheehan  moved  from  a  "new built,  but  dull  split  level  to  a  big  o 
monster  of  a  house  that  is  anything  b 

dull!"  Kerith,  known  as  "Peachy,"  ai 
her  new  brorher,  Robert,  keep  Liz  busy. 

Mary  Lou  Kaylor  Maury  is  another  oi 
who  had  a  new  baby  and  moved,  and  si 
"doesn't  advise  it."  She  hopes  to  s 
Karen  Tiedy  Ream  and  Marianne  By 
Caple  soon  since  they  are  not  too  far  fro 

Battle  Creek.  Mary  Lou's  husband  Jam 
is  a  Captain  in  the  United  States  Air  Fort 

Kathryn     Messina     Gamble     is     lookii 
forward    to    attending    the    special    celebi 
tions    for   the   Centennial    Year.     It    was 

"bad"    year    for    Katie,    since    she    was 

member   of   Senator   McCarthy's    campaig 
Not  one  to  give  up,  she  is   helping  to  c 
ganize    liberal    Democrat   and    Independe 
Clubs   in    Pennsylvania,   and,   at   the   sari 
rime,    taking    a    course    at    Penn    State 
Major   American   Authors.     Katie   sends 
news    of    Benita    Acheson    who    spent    U 
summer  in   Italy  and   is   now  spending  tl 

winter   "whizzing"   around    Philadelphia 
her   red   sports  car."    Fran  Dunlap.   Katii 
little    sister    who    lived    in    Benedum,    w 
married   to  Tony  Marciano. 

Joan  Levine  Gilder  sends  "good  lucl 
but  "no  news  this  time."  We  do  have  ne' 
from  "Libby  (Alma)  Jones  Gadd  who  r 
ports  that  Ross  is  selling  real  estate  at 

flying.  He  has  his  private  pilot's  Iicen and  is  working  toward  his  commerci 
rating.  Libby  occupies  her  time  with 
"multitude  of  handcrafts"  and  with  projet 
of  the  children,  Jenny,  5  and  Scotr, 
This  is  quite  different  from  her  tasks  as 
systems  analyst  for  IBM. 

Jackie  Nadolny  Rosenberger  visired  Ki 
lena  Glemser  Warnock  when  Karlena  w- 

married  in  August.  Jackie's  husband  has 
new  job  as  Controller  for  On-Line  Systen 
Inc.,  which  is  in  the  computer  time-sharii 
industry. 

Shirley  Lewis  Minner's  husband  hop 
to  finish  his  Ph.D.  in  mechanical  enginee 
ing  at  Purdue  University  in  August, 

they  are  "in  the  midst  of  making  tri; 
necessary  for  the  decisions  in  the  ne 

phase"  of  their  lives.  As  a  part  of  the 
decisions,  rhey  are  looking  forward 
travel  to  Pittsburgh,  Roanoke,  and  Hal 
ford.  Shirley  is  teaching  rwo  homebout 

pupils  and  enjoying  Brian.  She  correspon' 
with  Joyce  Teegardin. 

We  need  more  "alums"  like  Dom 
Lange.  who  volunteers  to  be  a  class  seer 

tary!  She  reports:  "I  still  eat,  sleep  ar breathe  theatre  as  entertainment  editor 

The  Valley  Independent  in  Monessen.  h 
days  are  spent  at  the  newspaper;  my  ev 

nings  in  a  rheatre  somewhere — most 
New  York  City,  often  several  times 
month.  A  highlight  of  a  February  tr: 

was  getting  stranded  in  a  20-inch  snowfa. 
Last  Augusr  I  drove  to  Nova  Scotia;  tl 
ocean  scenery  was  relaxing,  but  I  couldr 
forget  drama.  On  the  way  back,  I  stoppe 
to  see  a  Shakespearean  producrion  at  Stra 

ford,  Connecticut." 



Among  those  "indulging"  in  home  ac- 
tivities are  Carol  Lemke  Keil  who  is  relax- 

ing, after  all  that  teaching  and  going  to 
1  school.  Carol  and  Elmer  did  some  travel- 

ling, and  at  home  they  canoe  on  the  river. 
.Elmer  is  a  mathematician  with  Westing- 
!  house   in  Maryland. 

"Sam"  I  Carroll)  Spelke  Smaltz  says  that 
'  Don  and  three  other  attorneys  opened 
■their  own  law  firm  in  December,  1968. 
.She  and  Don  love  their  new  home  com- 

plete with  swimming  pool.  Sam  applied 
■to  California  State  and  hoped  to  begin  in 
March. 

Adair  Sidford  Alworth  sings  in  the 
church  choir,  teaches  pre-scouting  skills  to 
'10-year-old  boys,  is  president  of  the  Cedar 
'Grove  Junior  Woman's  Club,  and  secre- 
'tary  of  the  African  Violet  Club.  She  grows 
500  African  violets  in  her  basement.  Jeff, 
Roger  and  David,  plus  a  German  shepherd 

:  puppy  and  two  kittens,  fill  the  rest  of  her 
'time.  For  ten  days,  the  Alworths  visited 
\ Trinidad  and  Tabago.  Adair  hears  from 
■Sue  Jessop  McGouan  and  Mary  Booth 
Fassetr  Roberts. 

Sally   reporting: 

"A  new  home  is  such  a  pleasure,"  writes 
Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin.  who  discovered 
'upon  moving  into  the  one  they  built  last 
fall  that  her  new  neighbor  is  Alma  Salvetti 

'■Jennings,  '59!  Mary's  new  son  Mark  is 
'"a  real  doll,  and  naturally,  we  think,  quite 
! bright!"  Also  enjoying  the  blessings  of  a (new  home  is  Sharon  Norton  Tomalin. 
(who  reports  that  Mike  is  working  on  an 
iM.B.A.  degree  at  New  York  University, 
and  that  they  enjoyed  a  visit  with  Arlene 

•  Sinkus  Levis  and   family   last   summer. 
Joyce  Teegardin  celebrated  the  comple- 

■  don  of  her  master's  degree  in  rehabilitation 
(counseling  by  taking  a  trip  to  visit  Sue 
'Henderson  Anderson.  Larry,  and  baby 
Arthur  in  Virginia,  then  up  to  New  Jersey 
where  Sue  and  Joyce  enjoyed  a  dip  in 

[Robin  Askin  DeKleine's  swimming  pool. 
Back  in  Columbus,  Joyce  works  very  hard 

as  a  "Rehab  counselor"  for  the  Ohio 
Bureau  of  Vocational  Rehabilitation,  and 
the  last  I  heard  she  had  a  caseload  of 
some  300  people! 

Karen  Tiedy  Ream  wasted  no  time 
finding  things  to  do  after  moving  to  Day- 

ton, Ohio,  in  September.  She  is  busy 
fixing  up  an  older  house,  refinishing 
antiques,  doing  volunteer  tutoring,  is  active 
in  the  A.A.U.W.,  and  has  applied  to  grad- 

uate school  "to  see  if  a  class  a  quarter 
is  compatible  with  two  active  little  ones." 
Bob  is  now  resident  sales  manager  for  the 
Wheeling-Pittsburgh  Corporation.  Karen 
keeps  in  touch  with  Jean  Thonen  Nickel. 

who  says  "Kathy  is  now  four  years  old  and 
Nicky  is  two.  Need  I  say  more  about 

being  busy?"  The  Nickels  did  spend 
several  days  in  New  York  City  and  the 
Pocono  Mountains  without  the  children, 
and  took  Kathy  to  Ocean  City,  Maryland, 
for  a  delightful  week  at  the  shore.  Jean 

had  "quicky"  reunions  with  Mary  Lou 
Kaylor  Maury,  Angle  Blumberg  Leven- 
stein  and  Carol  Ewing  Goff,  and  hopes 
that  many  of  us  will  be  able  to  get  together 
for  our  class  reunion  in   1970. 

Travel  also  highlighted  the  year  for 
several  other  classmates.  Judy  Rubenstein 
Rubinstein  returned  just  in  time  to  send 

news  of  their  "fabulous"  Caribbean  cruise 
among  the  American  and  British  Virgin 
Islands.  Betsy  Waite  vacationed  in  Yellow- 

stone   and    Grand    Teton    National    Parks 

last  summer,  and  also  traveled  to  Quebec 
and  Georgia.  Back  home  in  Pennsylvania 
Betsy  enjoyed  a  picnic  with  Mary  Sendek 
Jakabcsin  and  Suzanne  Harper  Chalko 

(x'62)  at  Dottie  Self  Kapp's  home,  "Kap- 
penglen."  For  Barbara  Pings  Rauley. 
"life  seems  to  center  on  travel — never  get 
enough."  Barb  and  her  family  traveled  to 
Colorado  last  August,  Pittsburgh  and  North 
Carolina  at  Christmas,  and  are  planning  a 
southern  tour  for  this  summer.  Travel  is 

a  full-time  job  for  Nancy  Wright  Miller's 
husband  Myron,  who  has  been  to  the  Far 
East,  South  America  and  Mexico  for  the 
Singer  Company  during  the  past  two  years. 
Nancy  keeps  busy  at  home  with  their  three 
children  and  her  many  church  activities, 

but  enjoys  at  least  one  "fringe  benefit"  of 
world  travel,  five-year-old  Marilyn's  collec- tion of  dolls  from  all  the  countries  her 

Daddy  visits. 

Marilou  Querns,  "your  smiling  stew," 
has  completed  747  hours  of  flight  time 
(a  symbolic  number  because  of  the  new 
Boeing  747  Jumbo  Jet)  as  a  stewardess 
for  Trans  Caribbean  Airways,  with  a  total 
of  about  448,200  miles  including  San 
Juan,  Aruba,  Jamaica,  London,  Madrid, 

and  Frankfurt.  She  says  "with  those  miles 
and  hours  came  many  wonderful,  often 
challenging  experiences  —  intellectual  and 
and  otherwise."  Once  in  a  while  she  visits 
her  apartment,  and  invites  alums  in  the 

New  York  area  to  call  "Querns  in  Queens." 
"Life  is  just  good  in  general"  for  Anne 

Putnam  Mallinson  and  Bill.  They  saw 
Mary  Booth  Fassett  Roberts  and  Ralph 
briefly  on  the  way  home  from  a  trip  to 
Montreal  and  Quebec  City  in  September, 
and  spent  a  few  days  in  Ocean  City,  New 
Jersey,  with  Liz  Jones  Sheehan  and  her 
family  last  summer.  Anne  appeared  in  a 

local  production  of  "The  Pirates  of  Pen- 
zance" last  fall.  The  Mallinsons  enjoyed  a 

visit  from  Sue  Smith  Ba/ika  and  Butch, 
who  are  building  a  summer  home  in  the 
Pennsylvania  mountains  near  Warren.  The 
Balikas  also  found  time  to  travel  to  Wash- 

ington, D.C.  in  June  for  a  convention  and 

then  on  to  Florida  for  several  weeks  "to 
visit  the  doting  grandparents."  Butch  is chairman  of  the  board  of  the  Cleveland 
Litho  Club  and  first  vice  president  of  the 
National  Litho  Club.  Besides  teaching 
piano  lessons  and  keeping  up  with  three 
children,  Sue  is  secretary  of  the  Episcopal 
Church  Women  and  very  involved  in 
church    work. 

Life  is  good  at  the  "Vassalage"  too. 
The  "stork"  won  the  race  with  Bill's  doc- 

toral dissertation,  but  both  crossed  the 

finish  line  with  "flying  colors."  Delightful 
little  Mary  Benedict  is  our  chief  source 
of  entertainment  these  days,  but  we  do 
plan  to  go  to  The  Stratford  Festival  again 
this  summer  and  to  make  a  few  brief  visits 
to  the  grandparents  in  the  Michigan  north 
woods.  Other  than  being  secretary  of  the 

Faculty  Women's  Club  and  trying  to  play 
my  flute  again,  my  main  occupation  is 
being  a  wife  and  mother — which  is  pure 
joy!  We  enjoyed  a  superb  barbeque  one 
evening  last  summer  with  Chuck  and  Mari- 

anne Byrne  Caple.  who  just  called  recently 

to  say  that  they've  been  transferred  to 
Atlanta,  Georgia!  During  her  brief  resi- 

dence in  Michigan,  Marianne  managed  to 
get  a  Chatham  Alumnae  Club  started  in 
the  Detroit-Toledo  area — no  easy  task  ac- 

cording to  those  who  have  tried  it  before. 
We  had  a  delightful  luncheon  last  spring 
and  it  was  good  to  discover  so  many  Chat- 

hamites  in  this  area.  Many  thanks  to  all 
of  you  who  sent  news.  I  appreciate  your 
prompt  replies  and  enjoy  hearing  from  you. 

63 Jane   Alexander  Givens 
(Mrs.   David   J.) 

366   South   Graham   Street 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15232 

Nancy  Fendrich 
99  Lake  Drive  West 
Wayne,   N.J.   07470 

Martha  McCallister  Thaeler 
(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 

Cole  Drive,  Solar  Heights 
Meadville,  Pa.  16335 

Nancy    Beach 
444   East  84th   Street 

New  York,  NY.  10028 

Gail  Bloom  Verlin 
( Mrs.    Michael ) 

418-B  Oak  Street  Apartments 
Easton  Road  &  Limekiln  Pike 

Glenside,  Pa.    19038 
MARRIAGE 

Caroline  Whaley  to  Albert  Alfred  Thi- 
bault,  Jr.,   July   9,    1968 

BIRTHS 

Ellen  Block   Blumenthal.   a   daughter,   Amy 

Lee,  June  4,  1968 
Mary    Ann     Conti    Sheline.     a    son,    Erik 

Harold,  September    1,   1968 
Veronica    Kotulak    Benson,    a    son,    James 

Richard,  January  20,   1969 
Judith  Launer  Palkovitz.  a  daughter,  Sharon 

Aileen,  January   10,   1969 
Elaine  Mazer  Myers,  a  son,  Michael  David, 

August  23,  1968 
Judy  Paulsen    Webb,  a  son,  Scott  Richard, 

April   30,   196S 
Mary    Riley    Smith,    a    son,    Joshua,    July 

6,    1968 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen.  a  daughter,  Jennifer 

Kay,  December  2,  1968 
Sandra      Rossio      Molinaroli.     a      daughter, 

Brooke  Anne,  July  1,  1968 
Sue    Shields     Kopp.    a    daughter,     Sharon 

Ilene,  October  14,  1968 
Jan    Skeloski    Matey,    a    son,    Jeffrey    John, 

July  3,  1968 
Lillian  Steiner  Levine.  a  son,  Martin  Dan- 

iel, December  6,  1968 
Debbie      Wolouitz     Cowan,     a     daughter, 

Rachel,  June  4,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Patricia  Allen  Rourke  (Mrs.  Robert), 

47^7  North  14th  Street,  Arlington,  Va. 22205 

Betty  Bennett  Morrow  (Mrs.  Melvin), 
830  Yuma  Avenue,  Ames,  Iowa  50010 

Ellen  Block  Blumenthal  ( Mrs.  Max  E. ) , 
6720  Old  Pimlico  Road,  Baltimore,  Md. 
21209 

Susan  Bradley.  128  Chestnut  Street,  Apt. 
24,  Bostoni  Mass.  02108 

Susan  Bullock  Bell  (Mrs.  James  J.),  33 
Collingwood  Road,  Maplewood,  N.J. 
07040 

Pamela  Chicone,  2100  Walnut  Street,  Phil- 
adelphia, Pa.   19103 

Maigaret  Conner.  225  Sterling  Place,  #5-R, 
Brooklyn,  NY.    11238 

Lucille  Davis  Wareing  (Mrs.  Guy  M.),  8 

Woodsford  Square,  Addison  Road,  Lon- 
don W14,  England 

Patricia  Dobyan  Lupton  (Mrs.  W.  Baker, 
Jr.),  1320  Pulliam  Road,  Bon  Air, 
Richmond,  Va.  23235 
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Eduina    Ebel    Monagban     (Mrs.     Kevin), 
13086  Old  Barona   Road,   Lakeside,  Cal. 
92040 

Jane    Eisenberg,    35    Morton    Street,    New 
York,  N.Y.   10014 

Bonnie  George  Suitzer  (Mrs.  Robert),  1801 
Carle  Drive,  Urbana,  111.  61801 

Susan   Herb   Reichard    (Mrs.   G.   W.,   Jr.), 
Carriage   Hill,   Apt.   D-55,   Ebert   Drive, 
Bristol,  Conn.  06010 

Veronica  Kotulak  Benson    ( Mrs.   Richard ) , 
100     Catskill     Drive,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15239 

Barbara  Laikin   Funkenstein    (Mrs.    Daniel 
L. ),  275   Ventura  Street,  Apt.   23,  Palo 
Alto,  Cal.  94306 

Judith     hauner    Palkovitz     (Mrs.     Harry) 
USAF    Hospital,    Wright    Patterson    Air 
Force  Base,  Dayton,  O.  45433 

Karen    Lindh    McMahon     (Mrs.    Donald), 
19   Morris   Street,    Franklin    Estates,   Ex- 

port, Pa.   15632 
Elaine   Mazer  Myers    (Mrs.    Howard   N.), 

North     Shoreland     Avenue,     Milwaukee, 
Wis.   53217 

Lois   McCune    Floivers    ( Mrs.    James    C. ) , 
17821    S.W.    113th  Court,  Perrine,   Fla. 
33157 

Sally    Mercke.    49    Boulevard    de    la    Chap- 
pelle,    Paris,    lOe,    France.     (After   July 
1969:     15    Linnaean    Street,    Cambridge, 
Mass.   02138) 

Helen  Moed,  411   West  End  Avenue,  New 
York,  N.Y.   10024 

Lucy  Res  nick  Derechin  (Mrs.  Michael  M.), 
U.C.L.A.    Medical    School,    Department 
of  Medicine,  Los  Angeles,  Cal.  90024 

Helen   Roesing  Monroe    (Mrs.   Clifton   M., 
Jr.),    470    Hawthorne    Lane,    Winnetka, 
111.  60093 

Carolyn    Rosen    Lebovitz     (Mrs.    Robert), 
141    West   Lyndhurst   Drive,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15206 

Sandra    Rossio    Molinaroli    (Mrs.    Bruce), 
419  Hamden  Court,  Wycoff,  N.J.  07481 

Ellen    Ruscb,    512    East   82nd    Street,    Apt. 
4-C,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Barbara   Sandrovich    Carver    (Mrs.   David), 
300   Central    Avenue,   Apt.    B-3,    Harts- 
dale,  N.Y.   10530 

Susan    Shields    Kopp     (Mts.     Glenn     F. ), 
2867  Ruhl  Avenue,  Columbus,  O.  43209 

Barbara    Shullman    Young    (Mrs.    Stephen 
R.),    2390    Pebble    Creek    Road,    Ann 
Arbor,  Mich.  48105 

Janice    Skeloski    Matey     (Mrs.    John    G), 
1504   Balsam    Drive,   Allison    Park,    Pa. 
15101 

Louise    Sonnenberg.    287    East    Bringhurst 
Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.   19144 

Lillian  Steiner  Levine    (Mrs.   Stephen  B.), 
4401   North  40th  Street,  Phoenix,  Ariz. 
85018 

Nancy     Welsh    Lees     (Mrs.    Joseph     K.), 
2802  Rickdale  Road,  Talley  Brook,  Wil- 

mington, Del.  19803 
Caroline     Whaley    Thibault     (Mrs.    Albert 

A.,    Jr.),     2126     Locust     Street,     Phila- 
delphia, Pa.   19103 

Deborah  Wolowitz  Couan  (Mrs.  Dale  H.), 
2840  Ludlow  Road,  Cleveland,  O.  44120 

Jane  reporting: 
We  in  Pittsbutgh  have  thus  far  had  an 

incredible  winter,  with  not  a  single  sig- 
nificant snowfall,  so  Pat  Burda  Sliuinski's 

report  from  Juneau,  Alaska,  of  close  to 
100  inches  of  snow  gives  one  reason  to 
whisper  a  silent  prayer  of  thanksgiving. 

This  is  to  be  Pat,  Stan  and  Staley  Beth's 
last  winter  in  Alaska,  as  Stan  has  accepted 
a   residency   in   ophthalmogy  at   Montefiore 
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Hospital  in  Pittsburgh,  and  they'll  return shortly  with  mixed  feelings.  Pat  added  that 

they'd  caught  a  175  pound  halibut  last 
fall,  which  took  an  hour  to  catch  and,  six 
months  later,  is  still  being  eaten! 

Three  ladies  among  us  with  two  young 
ladies  apiece  report  busy  days  refereeing 
sibling  rivalries.  Ellen  Block  Blumenthal, 
Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle,  and  Sudy  Bullock 

Bell  display  apparently  discriminatory  atti- 
tudes toward  male  offspring.  Ellen's  new- 

est, Amy,  arrived  on  husband  Mickey's birthday.  Big  sister  Linda  has  reluctantly 
allowed  her  to  stay.  Sudy  and  Jim,  with 
Tina  and  Beki,  have  moved  into  their  first 
real  house  after  seven  moves  and  they 
hope  to  remain  for  a  while.  Jim,  having 
completed  his  M.B.A.  at  Dartmouth,  is 
now  with  Chase  Manhattan  Bank.  Meg 
continues  to  be  active  in  her  community 

library  and  is  this  year  the  library's  repre- sentative to  the  Town  Board.  A  Christmas 
card  photo  of  Suzy  and  Betsy  reveals  two 
very  lively-looking  little  gals. 

A  new  son,  Erik  Harold,  and  part-time 
teaching  at  Ellis  School  have  kept  Mary 
Ann  Conti  Sheline  from  becoming  bored, 
although  she  anticipates  being  a  full-time 
mother  next  year.  Jim  is  in  the  Graduate 
School  of  Industrial  Administration  at 

Carnegie-Mellon  and  hopes  to  receive  his 
master's  in  June. 

Patty  Allen  Rourke  and  her  husband 
are  now  living  in  Arlington,  Virginia,  with 

Pat  working  on  her  master's  in  anthro- 
pology at  George  Washington  University. 

She  lists  her  activities  as  "studying,  teach- 
ing, cleaning  house,  cooking,"  with  a 

parenthetical   "ugh"   below   the  third. 
The  Reference  Librarian  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Illinois  Education  and  Social  Science 
Library  is  Mary  Cook  Guy.  Illinois,  like 
so  many  of  the  larger  colleges  and  uni- 

versities, has  undergone  serious  student 

disorders  in  support  of  "demands,"  which 
Mary  compared  with  our  own  rathet 
exemplary  conduct  of  not  so  many  yeats 

ago! I  have  very  little  news  of  a  personal 
nature  this  year,  other  than  a  recent  job 
change  two  months  ago.  I  returned  to 
teaching,  although  a  far  cry  from  the  third 
and  fourth  grade  assignments  I  undertook 
following  graduation.  This  move  was  to 
an  institute  of  computer  programming  in 

Pittsburgh.  However,  I'm  presently  in- volved in  making  plans  to  return  to  my 
previous  job  as  a  programmer  with  Na- 

tional Cash  Register.  What  was  it  the  man 
said  about  the  grass  being  greener  some- 

where else?     Regards  to  everybody. 

Pender  reporting: 

The  response  to  this  year's  questionnaire 
was  quite  meagre  which  leads  me  to  think 
that  we  might  be  suffering  from  an  early 

case  of  "old  age  syndrome."  Anyway,  my 
thanks  to  those  who  did  teply — every  letter 
was  great,  and  here  goes : 

Luci  Davis  Wareing  and  Guy  moved  to 
theit  new  London  address  in  July.  In 
December  they  flew  to  Chicago  for  Christ- 

mas and  then,  with  Luci's  parents,  went 
to  Panama  for  deep  sea  fishing.  In  addi- 

tion to  enjoying  all  that  London  offers,  she 
is  working  with  the  West  London  Family 
Service  Clinic.  The  Wareings  extend  a 
cordial  welcome  to  any  classmates  coming 
to   London. 

Susan  Herb  Richard  moved  to  Bristol, 
Connecticut,  tight  after  Christmas.  In  addi- 

tion to  George's  new  job  working  on  those 

high  speed  turbo-trains  wtih  Sikorsky  Ai 
craft,  they  are  both  busy  with  a  new  hom 
It  certainly  is  wonderful  to  hear  that  Si 
is  finally  up  and  around  again  after  her  lot 
illness.  I  have  never  heard  such  enthusias. 
from  a  female  about  doing  het  own  hous 
work!  However,  having  been  on  on{ 
back  for  so  long,  I  suppose  that  even  clea: 
ing  the  oven  would  be  exciting.  The  Rici 
atds  extend  an  open  invitation  to  anyoi 
coming  to  the  Hattford  area. 

Congratulations  to  Mickey  Kammermt 
Kurzbard  who  received  her  law  degree  ; 
June  from  George  Washington  Universit 
With  her  L.L.B.  in  hand,  Mickey  is  wor 
ing  for  the  U.S.  Patent  Office  in  Washin 
ton  where  husband  Steve  has  a  priva 

practice   in   medicine. 
Bonnie  George  Switzer  and  Bob  are  : 

Urbana  where  he  is  an  assistant  professi 
of  bio-chemistry  at  the  University  of  III 
nois.  Bonnie  and  2-year-old  Brian  a 
trying  to  adjust  to  the  cold  Illinois  wintet 
She  is  taking  courses  in  ceramics  at 
tailoring,  and  is  active  in  the  League  i 
Women  Voters  and  the  University  Won en's  Club. 

Nancy  Fleming  Demoise  teaches  scho 
on  Long  Island  and  enviously  watch> 
while  husband  Charles  travels  to  su< 
exotic  places  as  the  Matshall  Islands  wil 
a  medical  research  team  from  Brookhavt 

Labs.  She  can't  really  complain,  howeve 
because  Charles  took  her  to  Spain  f< 
three  weeks  as  a  reward  for  being  a  patiei 
wife. 

Pan?  Johnson  Fenner  has  been  actir 
as  interior  decorator  for  their  New  Englar 
home — up  to  her  neck  in  wallpaper — whi 
husband  Paul  is  responsible  for  the  outsid 
planting  trees  and  laying  out  garden 
Daughtet  Liesel  is  now  three. 

It  was  gteat  to  hear  from  Nan  Ha 
Lombard!,  one  of  those  enviable  peop 
who  owns  a  New  York  town  house,  tl 
entire  renovation  of  which — inside  and  oi 
— was  completed  by  Nan  and  husband  Jo 
Joe  has  staffed  his  own  architectural  firn 
specializing  in  renovating  town  housi 
and  brownstones.  Their  son  Chris 

another   3-year-old. 

Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach's  note  illustrate 
how  much  of  a  "fraulein"  she  has  becoir. 
in  the  past  three  years.  She  and  Ande  ai 

genuine  suburbanites  "Teutonic  Style"  con plete  with  station  wagon  and  TV,  wit 
one  exception — Ande  dons  lederhosen  evet 
morning.  Sheila  is  busier  than  ever,  divic 
ing  her  time  between  the  U.S.  Air  Fore 
Guidance  Clinic,  lecturing,  and  as  a  fiel 
work  supervisor  and  member  of  two  Gei 
man  academies.  She  is  also  a  consultar 
at  several  social  agencies  and  has  a  privat 
practice  of  her  own.  Wow!  Ande  i 
equally  busy  with  his  international  Ia^ 
practice   in    Frankfurt. 

Micky  Folino  Huff  is  another  energeti 

'63-er.  She  has  received  her  master's  d( 
gree  in  social  work  and  is  working  as 
supervisor  at  the  Allegheny  County  Chil 
Welfare  Agency.  Micky,  Barry,  and  daugh 
ter  Dawn,  now  eight  years  old,  are  puttin 
the  finishing  touches  on  theit  home  whicl 
they  bought  in  1966.  Micky  enjoyed 
weekend  with  Nancy  Lee  Welsh,  husbani 
Joe,  and  their  two  daughters.  She  report 
that  Mary  Pensyl  has  completed  her  gradu 
ate  work  in  library  science  at  Simmon 
College,   and   is   now   working  at  M.I.T. 

As  fot  me,  I  am  more  involved  thai 

ever    in    international   banking   and    mone- 



markets,  especially  this  past  year  with  its 
many  currency  crises.  I  am  also  trying 
madly  to  avail  myself  of  all  that  New  York 
City  offers  in  the  way  of  culture,  excite- 

ment, etc.,  before  I  too  settle  down  to  the 
suburban  way  of  doing  things.  Those  of 
us  in  the  New  York  area  should  make  more 
of  an  effort  to  see  each  other — and  I  am 
as  guilty  of  neglect  as  the  next.  I  sincerely 

hope  that  next  year's  response  will  be better.  I  shall  make  it  a  point  to  mail  the 

questionnaires  early — then  there  will  be  no 
excuse.    Until   then,  have  a  great  '69- 

Marty  reporting: 

Probably  at  this  very  moment  Sue  Hill 
Warner  and  family  are  enjoying  their 
camping  vacation  to  Arizona  and  other 
points  west,  and  wish  that  1  l/J-year-old 
Amy  was  old  enough  to  remember  the  trip. 
Husband  Edward  is  presently  an  engineer- 
ing  student  and  works  full  time  as  well. 

It's  hard  to  believe  we  are  getting  "that 
old"  but  Veronica  Kotulak  Benson's  new 
son  is  her  third  child! 

I  was  happy  to  heat  from  Judy  Launer 
Palkovitz  just  thtee  weeks  after  Sharon 
was  born.  Judy  has  retired  from  the  Insti- 

tute of  Government  and  is  enjoying  het 

new  role.  Harry's  Air  Force  assignment 
has  taken  them  to  Dayton,  Ohio. 

As  usual,  I  can't  keep  up  with  Bonnie 
LoBue's  activities.  In  addition  to  her  reg- 

ular duties  in  the  Biological  Preparation 
Department  at  Rockefeller  University,  she 
has  become  involved  in  consulting  work 
with  regard  to  deparrmenral  organization. 
Also,  she  is  learning  to  roller  skate,  keeps 
active  on  the  Ambulance  Corps  and  the 
Civic  Conference,  and  is  helping  to  organ- 

ize a  ten-year  high  school  reunion.  I'm 
sure  there  will  be  many  of  these  this  year! 
Two  othet  classmates  have  moved  into 

new  homes  this  year.  Elaine  Mazer  Myers 
has  sandwiched  decorating  furnishing,  etc., 

into  "free"  time  between  caring  for  Mi- 
chael.. She  and  Howard  did  escape,  how- 

ever, to  spend   a   week  in   the  Bahamas. 
Our  other  new  home  owner  is  Lois 

McCune  Flowers.  Lois  is  a  systems  analyst 
at  the  Miami  Dade  Junior  College  Library, 
but  finds  time  to  enjoy  theit  new  pool  and 
the  Flotida  sun,  as  well  as  ttips  to  Jamaica, 
New   Yotk   City  and   southern   Florida. 

Sally  Mercke  is  presently  tealizing  one 
of  het  dteams,  that  of  living  and  studying 
in  France. 

Without  question,  the  most  interesting 
and  most  uncondensable  tesponse  this  year 
was  from  Helen  Moed.  I  am  sorely  tempted 
to  send  it  to  the  alumnae  office  and  let 
[them  edit  it!  She  has  been  directot  of 
'political  research  for  CBS  News.  She 
'found  the  work  challenging  and  varied, 
land  found  her  year  filled  with  great  per- 
sonal  fulfillment  and  agonizing  depression. 
To  try  to  give  some  of  the  highlights — 
Helen  worked  in  most  of  the  primary  states 
iand  on  the  floor  of  both  conventions,  and 
^prepared  a  600-page  book  on  the  elections 
for  Walrer  Cronkite  and  othet  reporters. 
'After  a  vacation  of  skiing  in  Vermont  and 

'visiting  friends  in  Guatemala,  she  was  sent 
Ito  Cape  Kennedy  fot  the  Apollo  8  shot, 
'then  to  Washington  fot  the  Inauguration. 
In  the  near  future  Helen  may  be  sent  to 
•Washington  to  work,  but  meantime  she 
is  wotking  on  a  generation  gap  series 
I  (that  means  back  to  Chicago  again)  which 
i will  be  aired  in  May.  She  and  Lissa  Karp 
i  planned  a   trip  to  Aspen   in   Febtuaty,  and 

she  has  seen  Sue  Bradley,  Ellen  Ruscb  and 
Nini  Lenz  Sheikh  in  New  York. 

My  past  year  has  not  been  as  exciting  as 
Helen's — I  probably  could  not  have  stood 
all  that  without  getting  ulcers!  Last  sum- 
met  we  sailed  and  had  a  two-week  camping 
spree  in  our  much-loved  Adirondacks.  We 
will  join  the  new  home  owners  when  we 
move  in  April,  aftet  which  we  will  be  busy 
complering  some  of  the  interior  ourselves. 
We  have  become  amateur  photographers 
with  our  own  well-equipped  dark  room, 
and  Rob,  our  private  HD&B  class,  is  our 
principal  target.  My  thanks  to  those  of 
you  who  responded.  It  is  easy  to  put  eight 
names  in  alphabetical  order,  but  even  so, 

I'd  like  to  see  a  bettet  response  next  time. 
Best  wishes  to  everyone  for  a  successful 
and  rewarding  year. 

Nancy  reporting: 

"We've  moved  again,"  writes  Helen 
Roesing  Monroe.  A  new  job  for  Cliff 
brought  them  back  to  the  Chicago  area. 
Helen  is  busy  teaching  dtamatics  in  a  new 
junior  high  school  and  tackling  the  decorat- 

ing details  for  the  50-yeat-old  house  they 
have  bought.       ; 

Carolyn  Rogers  Flood  and  husband  Bob 

received  their  master's  degrees  last  yeat. 
Carolyn  teaches  thitd  grade;  Bob  is  her 
Vice  Principal!  Rita  Ippolito  Hazen  is 
going  to  Geneva  College  and  will  finish 

in  June.  She's  already  doing  her  student 
teaching  in  advanced  math. 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker  sends  het  usual 
cheety  gteetings  to  all!  Although  she  says 
"no  news,"  teaching  art  part-time  and  a 
trip  to  the  Olympics  last  year  cerrainly 
seems  notable. 

Sue  Rockwell  Coen  and  her  two  "de- 
lights," Timmy,  and  Jenny,  wete  anxiously 

awaiting  Jim's  return  from  duty  on  Guam, 
as  she  wrote.  No  doubt  Jim  is  as  proud 
of   his    two    offspring   as    is    Sue,   by    now! 

Diane  Phillips  is  still  active  in  the 
political  world  of  Washington,  D.C.  She 
is  Special  Assistant  to  the  President  of  the 
Housing  Development  Corporation.  Total 
committment  to  the  problems  of  our  society 
always  leads  Diane  to  the  core  of  activity. 
Bobbie  Laiken  Funkenstein  is  helping  so- 

ciety's schizophrenic  children  as  a  psychi- 
atric social  worker  in  Palo  Alto,  California. 

New  babies  are  keeping  Judy  Paulsen 
Webb,  Mary  Riley  Smith,  and  Sandy  Rossio 
Molinaroli  busy  and  on  theit  toes. 

I  am  still  roaming  the  world  whenever 
I  can.  A  new  promotion  has  me  ttying  to 
cope  with  the  sales  promotion  effort  for 

First  National  City  Bank's  Travel  Division. 
Gail  reporting: 

The  trend  for  this  segment  of  the  class 
is  for  NEW  things:  NEW  jobs,  NEW 
children,  NEW  travel  horizons,  NEW  pets, 
NEW  hobbies,  NEW  everything! 

Starting  in  fat-off  Phoenix,  Arizona,  Lil- 
lian Steiner  Levine  and  Stephen  are  happy 

with  new  son  Martin,  and  Stephen  is  now 
setving  as  a  physician  in  the  Public  Health 
Service.  Moving  on  to  Michigan,  Barb 
Shullman  Young  says  she  is  staying  home 
for  a  change,  which  is  new  and  unusual 
for  the  Young  household.  They  also  have 
a  new  home,  just  finished.  Jumping  to 
Illinois,  Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington  is  just 
plain  busy  with  a  2'/2-year-old  boy.  Betsy 
wondets  whethet  Chatham  will  be  going 

the  current  way  of  today's  colleges  and 
universities  and  become  co-ed — a  thought 
worthy  of  considerarion  by  all  of  us  alums. 

Dianne    Rubin    Newman,    still    plodding 

along  for  her  master's  degree,  says  "hello" and  includes  greetings  from  two  other 

classmates  of  '63,  Judy  Schaul  Neuger  and 
Linda  Liss  Hershberg,  both  of  whom  are 

married  to  Herb  Newman's  fraternity brothers.  Looks  like  one  big  happy  family 
out  there  in  Akron,  Ohio.  In  Columbus, 
Sue  Shields  Kopp  is  occupied  with  her  new 

daughter,  as  well  as  husband  Glenn's  new 
"shore  duty"  job  in  recruiring.  Debbie 
Wolouitz  Cotian  in  Cleveland  is  also  fully 
occupied  wirh  daughter  Rachel  ( born  on 

my  birthday,  I'm  pleased  to  say!).  Debbie 
said  "housewifery"  is  new  to  her,  and  she 
already  contemplates  a  return  to  govern- 
ment-affiliared  work  if  the  new  adminisra- 
tion  can  find  anything  fot  het.  Husband 
Dale  is  now  with  National  Institute  of 

Health  as  a  physician  trainee  in  hema- 

tology. 

In  Allison  Park  Jan  Skeloski  Matey  is 
busy  with  her  new  son,  a  new  dog  who 
out-weighs  both  baby  and  2-year-old  Chris, 
a  new  house  and  lots  of  related  home- 

owner experiences.  I  really  appreciated  the 
time  she  spent  writing  her  very  interesting 

letter.  On  to  Baltimore  where  last  yeat's bride  Joan  Salay  Green  is  now  working 
for  NIH  in  gerontology  research  as  chemist, 
dealing  mainly  with  DNA  and  RNA. 
( Shades  of  sophomore  chemisrry  and  fresh- 

man science! )  Joan  and  John  ttaveled  in 
North  Iteland  and  England  last  summer, 
and  plan  to  include  Amsterdam  on  this 

yeat's  itinerary  when  John  ptesents  a 
paper  there.  Joan  saw  Ellen  Block  Blumen- 
thal  at  a  recent  Chatham  alumnae  meeting 
in  Maryland. 

Back  in  Quaker  Ciry,  Louise  Sonnen- 
berg's  description  of  the  medical  profession 
from  the  inside  looking  out  makes  it 
sound  delightful.  She  combines  a  tesidency 

in  psychiatry  with  a  budding  genetal  prac- 
tice, adds  the  non-medical  fields  of  skiing, 

art  class,  scuba  diving  and  hotseback 
tiding,  and  sounds  happy  and  contented. 

Caroline  Whaley  Thibault's  desctiption  of 
her  India  wedding  and  honeymoon  trip  to 
Kashmir  makes  me  dreamy-eyed  and  causes 
visions  of  princes  and  castles  to  tise  from 
nowhere.  Caroline  still  teaches  at  Temple 

University,  so  perhaps  this  semestet  we'll 
get  together.  "Apartment  hunting  in 
Center  City,  Philadelphia  in  January,"  ac- 

cording to  the  btide,  "is  like  looking  for 

a  hole  that  doesn't  exist." 
The  Verlin  household  is  in  "transient 

times,"  awaiting  word  from  Uncle  Sam  as 
to  where  we  will  be  come  July.  Our 
apartment  still  welcomes  all  visitors,  but 
better  make  it  before  summer.  Thanks  to 

all  who  responded — it  helped  make  my 
mailbox  a  little  less  lonely.  Next  year  we 
will  send  regards  from  whatever  distant 
spot  we  end  up  in. 

65 
Marsha   Richards   Bingler 

(Mrs.  John  H.) 
1308  Lancaster  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15218 

Myra   Hull   Gillum (Mrs.    Gary   P.) 

2213  East  69th  Streer 
Chicago,  111.  60649 

Patricia    Papp    Breman 
(Mrs.   Sidney   D.) 
409   Carlisle    Hall 
Craigdell   Gardens 

New  Kensington,  Pa.  15068 
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Jane  Tobey  Eden 
(Mrs.  Michael  P.) 

1397   Furnace  Brook  Parkway 
Quincy,  Me.  02169 

ENGAGEMENT 
Claudia    Miller    to    Martin    John    Stamm, 

Valentine  Day,   1969 

MARRIAGES 

Penelope    D.    Barley    to    Reverend    Daniel 
Willard  Wolboldt,  June  29,  1968 

Barbara   Boles   to   Samuel    Evans,   April   4, 
1968 

Linda  Berg  to  Major  Seymour  Samuels  III, 
August    10,    1968 

Nancy     Johnson     to     Stephen     Saperstein, 
December    1,    1968 

Judy  Aleub   to   Frank   Haggerty,   December 
27,  1968 

Frances    Kay    Meyers    to    Jerald    L.    Bullis, 
June   1,   1968 

Beverly  Miller  to   Ken    Blessinger,   August 
31,  1968 

Maxine  Ruter  to  Daniel  Martin  Horowitz, 
August    11,    1968 

Ingrid  ton  Dattan  to  Douglas  James  Det- 
weiler,  June   15,   1968 

BIRTHS 

Rebecca     Bennett      Wallace,     a     daughter, 
Katherine   Sanford,  September   26,    1968 

Jane    Plaster    Biggard,    a    daughter,    Debra 
Lynn,  October  2,  1968 

Susan  Haas  Nordby,  a  daughter,  Elizabeth 
Marie,  May   20,   1968 

Judy    Haberman    Katz.    a    daughter,    Shira, 
May  24,  1968 

Carol   Hartman    Elden,    a    daughtet,    Holly 
Margaret,  January  22,  1969 

Linda    Lanius    Tomlins.    a    daughtet,    Leah 
Frances,  October  27,   1968 

Marsha  Richards  Bingler,  a  daughter,  Lynn 
Marguerite,  May  7,  1968 

Sally  Richards  Nurminen,  a  daughter,  Susan 
Beth,  January  14,  1969 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott,  a  daughter,  Wynne 
Fraser,   February    3,    1969 

Jackie  Smyth   Gawthrop,   a   daughtet,   Eliz- 
abeth Renwick,  June  4,  1968 

Jill  Squire  Popish,  a  daughter,  Thea  Kate, 
December  19,  1968 

Pam  Stirba   Russell,    a   daughter,   Meredith 
Amy,  November  21,  1968 

Christina  Swansen   Cummings,  a   daughter, 
Amy  Howe,  February   5,   1969 

Lynne    Swartz   Jacobson.    a    son,    Lawrence 
Louis,  February  9,   1969 

Ellen  Tilles   Weil,  a  daughter,  Laurie  Beth, 
January  21,   1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Suzanne  Archer  Dawes   (Mrs.   Louis),  216 
Terrace     Apartments,     Pullman,     Wash. 
99163 

Susan     Atherton     Kleine      (Mrs.     Douglas 
M. ),     1519     Cameron     Crescent     Drive, 
Reston,  Va.  22070 

Patricia   Baisler   Van   Amberg    (Mts.    Ron- 
ald),   1458    Francisco    Stteet,   Apt.    #1, 

San  Francisco,  Cal.  94123   (until  May  1) 
Penny    Barley     Wolboldt     (Mts.     Daniel), 

Methodist  Theological  School,  Delaware, 
O.  43015 

Rebecca  Bennett    Wallace    (Mrs.  James   E., 
Jr.),   2   Military  Road,  Worcester,  Mass. 
01609 

Sheila    Bennett    Harris     (Mrs.    Joel),    117 
Huntingdon  Drive,  Pirtsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Linda    Berg    Samuels    (Mrs.    Seymour,    % 
Major     Seymour     Samuels,     HQ     USA- 
COMZEUR,  DCSOPS,  APO  New  York 
09058 
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Bibi    Boles     Evans     (Mrs.     Samuel),     23 
Avenue  30,  Venice,  Cal.  90291 

Diane    Browarsky    Levine     (Mrs.    David), 
505     West     University     Parkway,     Apt. 
B-10,  Baltimore,  Md.  21210 

Sally  Broun  Lincoln    (Mrs.  John  B.),  210 
Fernleaf   Avenue,   Corona   del   Mar,   Cal. 
92625 

Carol    Craven    Kratz    ( Mrs.    Kennerh    S. ) , 
4445    Northern    Pike,    Deauville    Park, 
#E-2,  Monroeville,  Pa.    15146 

Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer    (Mrs.   Richard   E. ), 
1224   East   Main   Street,   Lansing,   Mich. 
48912 

Sandra    Ellis    Kercher    (Mrs.    David    M.), 
9119    S.W.    Monterey    Place,    Portland, 
Ore.  97225 

Janie     Plaster     Biggard      ( Mrs.     Donald ) , 
5402  Aiken  Place,  Pittsbutgh,  Pa.  15232 

Sandra    Geldman    Forquer    (Mrs.    Timorhy 
J.),   4332   Luster   Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15217 

Susan    Haas    Nordby     (Mrs.     David    O. ) , 
636    South    Linden    Avenue,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15208 

Elaine  Hillman   Maroney    (Mrs.   Michael), 

213    Hyman,    Drive,    Dollard    des    Or- 
meaux,  Montreal,  Quebec,  Canada 

Sidney-Anne    Hudig,    7800    Franklin    Ave- 
nue, Cleveland,  O.   44102 

Lynne  Jack  Porterfield   (Mrs.  James),  5716 
Callowhill  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein   (Mrs.  Stephen), 
596    La    Conner    Drive,    Sunnyvale,    Cal. 
94087 

Linda  Kates  Meyer    (Mrs.  John   S.),   65S2 
Forum  Street,  San  Diego,  Cal.  92111 

Shirley     McNerney.     42     Linnaean     Street, 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Judy   Meub    Haggerty    (Mrs.    Frank),    18 
Sparks   Street,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Prances  Meyers  Bullis    (Mrs.   Jerald),   105 
Eddy  Srreet,  Ithaca,  N.Y.  14850 

Beverly  Miller  Blessinger   (Mrs.  Kenneth), 
409     South     Main     Street,    Romeo,    Mi. 
48065 

Claudia  Miller,  Box  7137,  Graduate   Resi- 
dence   Halls,    Brown    University,    Provi- 
dence,  R.I.  02912 

Constance  Morey  Perrucci    ( Mrs.   Ronald  ) , 
872   Leff   Street,   San   Luis   Obispo,   Cal. 

93401 Niki  Neese  Lallande   (Mrs.   loseph),  Rt.  2, 
Box  288,  Arnold,  Md.  21012 

Susanne    Newton    Kelly    (Mrs.   Laird    R. ), 
2720   Neilson   Way,   Santa   Monica,  Cal. 

90450 
Deborah  Potter  Simone  (Mrs.  R.  Thomas), 

%    University   of    Vermont,    Burlingron, 
Vt.  05401 

Virginia  Powell,  41  Glouchester  Road,  Apt. 
1-B,  London,  SW  7,  England 

Carolyn    Quad   Asquith    (Mrs.    Peter    D.), 
1101  South  Lincoln  Street,  Bloomington, 
Ind.  47401 

Eileen     Raden.     103-D     Wallworth     Park 
Apartments,   Cherry   Hill,   N.J.   08034 

Martha  Repman,  2036  Larimer  Street,  Phil- 
adelphia, Pa.  19103 

Maxine     Ruter     Horowitz      (Mrs.     Daniel 

M.),  530  Valley  Road,  Apt.  6-Y,  Upper 
Montclair,  N.J.  07043 

Lynn  Schreiber  Glasser  (Mrs.  Stephen  A.), 
81   Watchung  Avenue,  Upper  Montclair, 
N.J.  07043 

Karen    Schweig    Brown     (Mrs.    Edward), 
7501  East  Treasure  Drive,  Miami  Beach, 
Fla.  33141 

Rina    Sigal    Segal     (Mrs.    Amiel),     12907 
Crookston  Lane,  Apt.  46,  Rockville,  Md. 
20851 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott   (Mts.  Edward  C. 
28    University    Mews,    Philadelphia,    P 19134 

Susan   Soule   Cox    ( Mrs.    Butler    S. ) ,   Be 

413,  Bethel,  Me.  04217 
Nancy  Speck,   226  Meyran   Avenue,   Pitl 

burgh,  Pa.   15213 
Pam    Stirba    Russell     (Mrs.    William    L. 

10  Linden  Court,  New  City,  N.Y.  109! 
Madeleine    Teviotdale,     1115     S.W.     11 

Avenue,  #206,  Portland,  Ore.   97205 
Susan    Vansant    Bartz    (Mrs.    Jarold    M. 

%    USS    Sea    Lion,     (LPSS-315)     FP 
New  York  09501 

Ingrid  von   Dattan   Delwiler    (Mrs.   Dou 
las   J.),  4826   Larwin   Avenue,   Cypre Cal.  90630 

Ellen    Wetzel  Mialky    (Mrs.   Edward  M. 
Techiman    Secondary    School,    P.O.    Bi 
85,  Techiman  B/A,  Ghana,  West  Afri 

Barbara    Zitko.    64     Inman     Street,     Cai 

bridge,  Mass.  02139 

Marsha  reporting: 

Susie  Archer  Danes  and  Lou  really  li 
the  West  Coast.  Lou  is  in  graduate  schc 
and  they  plan  to  stay  in  that  area  for 
couple  of  years. 

After  a  camping  trip  to  California  1; 
summer,  Sue  Atherton  Kleine  and  Do 
moved  to  Reston,  Virginia  outside  Was 
ington,  DC.  Doug  is  working  for  t 
U.S.  General  Accounting  Office  as  an  ecc 
omist.  Sue  is  working  in  the  Army  F 
search  Office,  but  is  anxious  to  return 
teaching  next  year.  They  love  Reston  a 
invite  all  Chatham  alums  in  that  atea 
come  see  them. 

Penny  Barley  Wolboldt  and  her  husba 
are  settled  in  Delaware,  Ohio  where  s 
is  teaching  Spanish  at  Rutherford  B.  Ha} 
High  School.  He  is  director  of  Inro 
City  work  in  Springfield,  Ohio. 

Becky  Bennett  Wallace  is  looking  f< 
ward  to  returning  east  after  Jim  finisf 
Law  School  in  May.  She  is  thoroughly  t 

joying  their  daughter,  and  sees  Sa 
Brown  Lincoln  occasionally  and  Patty  Ba 
ler  Van  Amberg  frequently. 

Sheila  Bennett  Harris  and  Joel  mov 
into  a  new  home  in  March.  She  helps  J( 
in  his  lighting  showroom,  and  enjoys  si 
ing  Jill  Squire  Popish  and  Pam  Stir 
Russell  on  side  trips  to  New  York.  She 
also  in  touch  with  Sidney  Hudig  a 
Adrienne  Sivins. 

Bibi  Boles  Evans  is  acting  while  Sam 

getting  his  master's  at  UCLA.  They  i 
living  on  the  beach  and  love  it. 

Joan    Bretz    Peirce    and    Jim    were 
vacation  in  Canada  last  summer  during  t 
Democratic    Convention,    which    they    cc 
sidered    fortunate  since  they   live  only  r 
blocks   from  the  Hilton  Hotel  where  a 
of  the  action  was.    Also,  she  tried   skii 
this   winter  for  the  first  time  and   enjoy 

it  despite   the   fact  they   haven't   had   mu snow  and  there  were  too  many  people 
the  slopes. 

Diane  Brouarsky  Levine  is  enjoying  1 
17-month-old  son  and  is  teaching  pa 

time — two  classes  a  day.  Her  husband 
getting  his  Ph.D.  at  Johns  Hopkins  in  t 
behavioral  science  department  of  the  Schc 
of  Hygiene. 

Diane  Brutout  Neimann  is  doing  prol 
tion  work  in  Juvenile  Court  in  Pittsbur 
and  also  finds  time  to  teach  one  section 
Modern  Society  at  Chatham.  Paul  woi 
for  a  law  firm  downtown. 

Carol  Craven  Kratz  and  Ken  return 
from  Italy  last  July,  were  in  California  i 



six  weeks,  and  then  were  sent  back  to 
Pittsburgh  by  Westinghouse.  Carol  is  back 
at  her  old  job  at  Page  Airways,  but  not 
for  long.  Ken  is  scheduled  to  go  to 
Belgium  in  early  summer  on  another  com- 

puter systems  job.  Carol  sees  a  lot  of 
Sandy  Geldman  Forquer,  Judy  (Goslee) 
and   Denny   Dias  and   Rosemary   Cesarone. 

Patti  Baisler  Van  Amberg  and  Ron  are 
going  into  VISTA  in  September  for  a 
year,  after  spending  the  summer  in  Spain. 
He  graduates  from  University  of  California, 
Hastings  College  of  the  Law,  in  May  and 
plans  to  take  the  Connecticut  bar  exam. 
They  plan  to  settle  in  Connecticut  after 
VISTA.  Patti  was  working  for  a  brokerage 
firm  in  San  Francisco. 

Congratulations  to  Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer 

and  Ginny  Fisher  O'Leary  on  the  comple- 
tion of  their  Ph.D.s'  in  June.  Bonnie  has 

accepted  a  position  at  Wayne  University, 
Detroit  as  assistant  professor  of  English 
beginning  in  September.  Ginny  writes 

that  Morgan's  position  as  public  informa- 
tion director  for  the  Michigan  Democratic 

Party  brought  some  interesting  experiences 

their  way  during  last  November's  election. 
They  enjoyed  meeting  all  the  candidates 
and  said  the  Chicago  Convention  was 
really  something.  Although  they  were 
disappointed  with  the  election  outcome, 
the  Democrats  did  sweep  Michigan.  They 

are  now  eagerly  awaiting  '72. 
After  working  for  nine  months  as  assis- 

tant to  two  interior  decorators,  Doris 
Damour  has  been  promoted  to  the  position 
of  consultant.  She  spends  Saturdays  at  the 
Art  Students  League  studying  painting 
under  Lennart  Anderson  who  was  at  Chat- 

ham our   freshman   year. 
Pam  Davis  McGee  went  to  meet  Hugh 

(Lt.  j.g.,  U.S.  Navy)  in  Japan  just  before 
Christmas  when  he  was  able  to  get  some 
time  off  from  an  eight-month  cruise.  They 
had  a  wonderful  time  and  were  impressed 
by  the  graciousness  of  the  Japanese.  Hugh 
will  be  finished  with  active  duty  in  No- 

vember and  they  are  not  sure  where  they 
will  be  located  after  that.  Meanwhile,  they 
are  enjoying  California. 

Genie  Eickele  Haldenuang  is  busy  keep- 

ing up  with  Michele's  inexhaustible  supply 
of  energy.  She  is  also  sewing,  working  in 
her  garden,  and  making  plans  for  a  trip 
to  Europe  late  next  summer. 

Janie  Flasler  Biggard  and  Donald  bought 
a  house  last  April  and  were  thrilled  with 

Debbie's  arrival  in  October. 
Linda  Berg  Samuels  and  her  husband 

are  living  in  Worms,  Germany  where  he 
is  stationed  as  an  Army  Officer.  They  are 

enjoying  their  "European  life"  and  are 
doing  a  lot  of  traveling  in  Germany. 
Penny  Embry  McGoey  sends  greetings 

to  all. 

Nancy  Gettes  writes  she  is  now  attend- 
ing Temple  University  School  of  Medicine. 

Good   luck,   Nancy. 
This  has  been  a  busy  but  wonderful 

year  for  your  reporter.  Being  a  housewife 
and  mother  to  year-old  Lynn  is  a  full-time 
job.  However,  I  have  become  active  in  the 
Pittsburgh  League  of  Women  Voters,  which 
provides  much  needed  intellectual  stimu- 

lation to  daily  household  chores,  and  a 
good  way  to  maintain  my  interest  in  poli- 

tics. I'm  also  doing  some  Alumnae  Asso- 
ciation work  for  Chatham,  and  John  and 

I  enjoyed  skiing  last  winter.  The  high- 
light of  the  year  was  a  3-week  vacation 

in  Europe  in  March  which   included   some 

skiing  in   Austria  and   a   visit  with   friends 
in   Denmark. 

Thanks  to  all  who   responded   this  year! 

Myra  reporting: 
After  returning  from  London  in  March, 

Susan  Haas  Nordby  and  David  have  been 
kept  busy  with  a  new  house  and  a  new 
baby.  She  and  Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson 
have  been  working  hard  for  the  Centennial 
Fund.  Susie  strongly  recommends  cram 
courses  in  subjects  such  as  Paying  Income 
Tax,  How  to  Repair  Appliances,  and 
Where  Does  All  the  Money  Go?! 

Judy  Haberman  Katz  has  joined  the 
ranks  of  working  mothers  .  She,  Robert, 
and  little  Shira  visited  the  U.S.  in  Septem- 

ber and  enjoyed  seeing  Amiel  and  Rina 
Sigal  Segal. 

Carol  Harlman  Elden  writes,  "It  seems 
hard  to  believe  I  really  have  a  baby,  but 

she's  such  fun  and  a  real  joy!  !  We'll  be 
returning  to  the  States  in  April  after  a 
most  interesting  tour  in  the  Far  East.  Tom 
still  has  another  year  as  a  Navy  lawyer, 

but  we  don't  yet  know  where  he  will  be 

stationed." 
From  Sallie  Hendon  comes  this  news: 

"This  good  Democrat  decided  she'd  see what  the  other  side  was  like  so  took  a  job 
as  secretary  to  Charles  S.  Rhyne,  National 
Chairman  of  United  Citizens  for  Nixon- 
Agnew.  What  an  experience!  From  the 
middle  of  May  till  November  5,  I  was  a 
virtual  SLAVE.  My  political  viewpoints 
have  not  really  changed,  but  I  will  never 
regret  the  fantastic  insights  I  gained  into 
how  a  campaign  is  run.  Am  now  working 

as  the  personal  secretary  for  Mr.  Rhyne." 
.  Sara  Heslep  is  having  a  hectic  time  work- 

ing with  the  annual  fellowship  competition 
at  the  University  of  Chicago,  although  she 

enjoyed  the  paid  vacation  during  the  stu- 
dent occupation  of  the  Administration 

Building. 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  has  been  "at- 
tending night  school  painting  class,  run- 

ning after  Catherine,  not  learning  any 

French  except  for  things  like  'easy  park- 
ing', 'shopping  center,'  'sale,'  etc.  ( really 

ashamed  of  myself),  re-reading  arts  course 
books,  this  time  for  enjoyment,  and  skiing 

with  Mike." Nancy  Johnson  became  Mrs.  Stephen 
Saperstein  at  a  beautiful  wedding  in  the 
M.I.T.  Chapel  in  Boston.  Barbara  Zitko 
served  as  maid  of  honor  and  I  as  a  brides- 

maid, and  Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz,  Linda 
Marsh  McGurk  and  Jennifer  Lewis  watched 
her  go  down  the  aisle.  Aftet  a  Jamaica 
honeymoon  Nancy  and  Stephen,  who  is  a 
systems  analyist  in  Los  Altos,  returned  to 
California,  where  she  is  fixing  up  the 

apartment  and  "learning  how  to  cook 

a  la  Julia  Child." Linda  Kates  Meyer  is  working  as  a  part- 
time  reader  assistant  for  advanced  eleventh 
grade  English  classes  at  San  Diego  High 

School.  "The  job  has  helped  brush  away 
some  of  those  cobwebs  and  has  provided 
some  intellectual  stimulation  in  addition 

to  'conversing'  with  our  one-year-old  all 
day  long."  Linda  and  John  bought  a 
house  in  September  and  are  looking  for- 

ward to  March  when  John  bids  the  Navy 
goodbye  and  takes  up  criminal  and  civil 
trial  work,  something  he  has  always  wanted. 

Housewife,  mother,  typist,  and  political 
activist  Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney  is  cur- 
rently  working  full  time  for  the  University 
of  Connecticut  Placement  Office,  and  finds 

herself   with   a   bird's-eye   view   and   mixed 

emotions  on  campus  tensions.  Husband 
Ron  will  be  receiving  his  Ph.D.  in  bio- 

chemistry in  June,  and  they  are  hoping 
that  the  Angel  of  Money  will  look  down 
upon  them  and  make  possible  postdoctoral 
study  in  Holland,  but  if  not,  then  some- where in  the  U.S. 

Mary  Krein  Howarth  has  enjoyed  seeing 
many  old  Chatham  friends,  and  in  August 
was  in  the  wedding  of  Beverly  Miller 
Blessinger.  Mary,  who  is  working  on 

another  master's  degree,  has  Dr.  Keefe 
for  her  advisor,  and  she  finds  herself  well 
loaded  down  with  six  credit  hours  of 

classes  and  a  full-time  job.  Now  an  "in- 
formation librarian,"  Mary  is  also  responsi- 

ble for  the  undergraduate  library  at  Pitt. 
The  Howarths  look  forward  to  new  terri- 

tory upon  completion,  sometime  in  the 

coming  year,  of  David's  studies. Jane  Lanigan  tecently  became  a  buyer 
of  millinery  and  hair  goods  at  Lane  Bryant, 
Inc.  She  travels  a  lot  and  says  that  the 
work  is  very  demanding  but  also  very 
exciting.  Holiday  travel  for  Jane  will  now 
include  Memphis,  where  her  family  has 
made  rheir   new  home. 

Jack  and  Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  "are thoroughly  enjoying  the  antics  of  our 
little  blue-eyed  Leah.  My  days  are  too 
busy  to  even  think  about  attending  classes. 
We  would  like  vety  much  to  see  any  old 

friends    traveling    west    on    Route    66." 
Hurrah  for  Ann  McClure  Hall!  Hus- 

band Jack  will  be  graduated  from  Du- 
quesne  Law  School  in  June,  will  take  the 
bar  exam  in  July,  and  plans  to  become  a 

trial  attorney  for  a  defense  firm  in  Pitts- 
burgh. Ann  and  Jack  see  quite  a  bit  of 

Denny  and  Judy  Goslee  Dias  and  hope  to 
get  together  with  Tim  and  Sandy  Geldman 
Forquer,  who  have  recently  returned  to 
Pittsburgh    from    Italy. 

Your  reporter,  Myra  Hull  Gillum.  is 

happy  to  say  that  the  second  year  of  teach- 
ings is  much  easier  than  the  first — I  even 

watch  television  occasionally!  When  in 

Boston  fot  Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein's 
wedding,  I  stayed  overnight  with  Linda 
Marsh  McGurk,  who  is  busily  working  on 

their  house  and  looking  after  two  ador- 
able children.  Linda  and  Jack  enjoyed  a 

January   Florida  vacation. 
Christmas  at  home  was  marvelous;  we 

stay  half  the  time  at  my  parents'  and  the 
other  half  at  Gary's,  who  live  across  town. 
On  our  way  we  stopped  overnight  to  visit 
with  Jim  and  Lynne  Jack  Porterfield.  Jim 
is  working  for  an  insurance  company  in 

Pittsburgh  and  Lynne  in  the  music  depart- 

ment at  Kaufmann's. New  Year's  Eve  found  us  at  my  grand- 
parents' house  in  Wilkinsburg  (an  amaz- 

ing couple;  my  grandfather  was  90  in 
February! ) ,  and  now,  back  at  home,  Gary 
has  begun  work  on  his  dissertation.  I  am 
savoring  thoughts  of  this  summer,  when, 

for  the  first  time,  I  won't  have  to  work  or 
go   to   school   unless    I    want   to.     Huzzah! 

Pat  reporting: 

It's  always  such  fun  to  hear  from  Chat- 
hamites,  and  this  year  has  been  no  excep- 

tion. Happy  news  for  Massachusetts,  Mich- 
igan, and  New  York  .  .  .  Three  of  our 

classmates  have  taken  "the  big  step."  Judy 
Meub  Haggerty  and  new  husband,  Frank, 
are  both  at  present  affiliated  with  Harvard 
College — Judy  as  secretary  to  the  Director 
of  Admissions  and  Frank  as  assistant  track 
coach.    Come  May,  however,  Judy  will   be 
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changing  jobs  while  Frank  continues  as 
assistant  track  coach  and  as  a  teacher  in  a 

Boston  high  school.  Teaching  is  the  pro- 
fession chosen  by  newlyweds  Beverly  Mil- 

ler Blessinger  and  Ken.  They  both  received 

thir  master's  degrees  from  Michigan  State 
last  summer,  and  rhen  took  the  walk  down 
the  aisle  in  August.  The  wedding  drew 
several  Chathamites  from  other  parts  of 
the  country — Mary  Krein  Howarth  (an 
attendant),  Elaine  Wenger,  Elite  Raden 
and  Sue  Atherton  Kleine.  Bev  and  Ken 
are  happily  anticipating  another  exicting 
summer  this  year — a  visit  to  the  British 
Isles!  Ithaca  is  the  home  of  recently- 
married  Francis  Meyers  Bullis  and  Jerry. 

Francie's  busy  schedule  includes  instruct- 
ing in  Ithaca  College's  Department  of 

Theatre  and  Speech,  and  the  full  range  of 

"housewifely"  duties.  Jerry  is  both  student 
and  teaching  assistant  at  Cornell  where 

he'll   get  his  Ph.D.   and   M.F.A.   next  year. 
Completing  their  last  year  in  Ithaca  are 

Patsy  Scarry  Jones  and  Ralph.  Teaching 

junior  high-aged  "disabled  learners"  (chil- 
dren who  can't  read)  has  been  Patsy's  job 

this  year,  a  rewarding,  enjoyable  experi- 

ence .  .  .  "But,  I've  used  up  most  of  my 
precious  (small)  supply  of  stability  in  the 

process."  One  can't  help  but  feel  that  the 
Ithaca  school  system  will  suffer  a  real  loss 
when  the  Joneses  move  on  this  summer. 
Their  whereabouts  after  Ralph  receives 
his  Ph.D.  will  be  determined,  says  Patsy, 
by  where  the  job  is. 

Patsy's  letter  also  included  some  welcome news  of  Susan  Watkins  Owens.  Susan, 
who  left  for  the  University  of  Utah  after 
junior  year,  married  in  September,  1966. 
She  and  her  husband,  a  medical  student 
finishing  up  this  year,  became  the  parents 
of  a  little  girl  in  January.    Congratulations! 

"I'll  be  looking  for  Chatham  grads 
everywhere — because  it  seems  that  right 

now  that's  where  I  am — everywhere!"  So 
writes  Janice  Patterson  as  she  "jets"  about 
the  country  as  one  of  the  three  traveling 
Field  Home  Economists  for  the  J.  C.  Pen- 

ney Company.  Jan's  new  job,  which  she 
acquired  upon  receiving  her  M.S.  in  cloth- 

ing and  textiles  from  Penn  State  in  Decem- 
ber, will  keep  her  on  the  road  about  six 

months  of  every  year.  The  job  sounds 

fascinating  from  Jan's  description  .  .  . 
"presenting  programs  to  home  ec  teachers. 
In  the  programs  we  preview  the  educa- 

tional materials  which  our  department 
(Education  and  Consumer  Relations)  pre- 

pares during  the  six  months  we're  on  the 
road."  In  a  typical  week  of  the  six  months, 
Jan  may  visit  as  many  as  six  different 
states!  The  other  six  months,  New  York 

City  is  "home  port"  as  all  office  work  is handled  there.  This  would  seem  to  add 

up  to  a  very  exciting  life,  but  I've  one 
question  .  .  .  does  a  year's  supply  of 
vitamins   go   along  with   the   job? 

Dotty  Raymond  Matsui  writes  that  Jan 
called  her  and  Yas  from  St.  Louis.  Al- 

though the  Matsuis  tried  to  persuade  Jan 
that  she  could  sell  some  good  will  for 
J.  C.  Penney  by  coming  to  Champaign, 
their  attempts  were  in  vain.  Like  Patsy 
and  Ralph,  Dotty  and  Yas  are  unsure  of 

where  they'll  be  next  year.  Yas  will  have 
his  graduate  degree  in  industrial  design  in 

June,  and  he's  presently  in  the  process  of 
going  through  innumerable  interviews! 
And,  wherever  they  are,  Dotty  hopes  that 

she'll  find  something  in  children's  or  refer- ence library  work  to  do. 
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An  invitation  to  ■  any  Chathamites  "in need  of  bed  and  board  while  passing 

through  the  Philadelphia  area"  comes  from 
Martha  Repman.  She  and  her  roommate 
have  rented  a  town  house,  and  the  word 

is  that  the  couch  in  the  study  is  very  com- 
fortable. Martha  began  working  for  the 

Historical  Society  of  Pennsylvania,  re-cata- 
loguing their  collection,  upon  completion 

of  Library  school    (last  August)   at  Drexel. 

Ir  was  good  to  hear  from  Barbara 
Schneider,  and  of  another  promotion  for 
her.  She  is  now  the  executive  secretary  on 

the  president's  staff  of  the  firm  for  which 
she  works.  Though  her  job  is  in  New 
York  City,  Barb  lives  in  Elizabeth,  N.J. — 
"just  twenty-five  minutes  by  train  from 
the  city."  Any  Chathamites  in  the  area 

are  most  welcome  in  Barb's  "roomy" 
apartment.  Barb  "wandered"  off  to  Nassau, Bahamas,  and  Miami  Beach  last  year  for  a 
"fabulous"  vacation. 

Via  Barb  came  word  of  Susie  Newton 
Kelly,  one  of  our  contingent  on  the  West 

Coast.  Barb  writes,  "Marriage  obviously 

agrees   with    her!" Both  Claudia  Miller  and  her  finance  are 
at  Brown  University.  Claudia  is  working 
for  her  M.A.T.,  while  Martin  is  working 
on  an  M.A.  in  education,  and  teaching 
French  at  Portsmouth  Priory.  Martin 
already  has  his  B.A.  and  M.A.T.  from 
Notre  Dame  and  plans  to  get  his  Ph.D. 
in  college  administration. 

Sally  Richards  Nurminen  sends  greet- 
ings to  all  from  the  midst  of  a  very  busy 

schedule  with   new  daughter  Kristin. 

Susan  Michaels  Orringer's  husband  Mark, 
a  resident  in  thoracic  surgery  at  Johns 
Hopkins,  has  been  invited  to  continue 
through  the  surgery  program  there.  This 

will  keep  Susan,  Mark  and  14-month-old 
Jeffrey  in  Baltimore  for  at  least  three  years. 

Ellie  Raden  seems  to  go  from  one  inter- 
esting job  to  one  even  more  so,  the  latest 

being  the  executive  director  of  the  Prison 
Service  Committee  of  Southern  New  Jersey, 
a  private  agency  concerned  with  the  plight 
of  persons  caught  up  in  the  county  jail 
systems  of  eight  southern  counties  in  the 
state.  The  Committee  provides  community 

educational  programs  and  in-service  train- 
ing for  correctional  personnel,  and  is  par- 

ticularly interested  in  the  rehabilitation  of 
female  offenders  of  all  ages.  Ellie  is  con- 

tinuing her  graduate  work  in  counseling 
and  guidance  at  Temple  University,  and, 
for  relaxation,  is  an  active  member  of  the 
Philadelphia  Singing  City  Choir  which  is 
a  rather  unique  organization.  Composed 
of  125  members  from  all  types  of  back- 

ground, it  is  dedicated  to  the  promotion 
of  brotherhood  through  music.  All  con- 

certs are  free  to  the  public,  and  financial 
support  comes  from  voluntary  contributions 
and  from  the  sale  of  recordings  on  RCA 
and  Columbia  labels. 

Lynn  Schreiber  Glasser,  who  during  the 
past  year  has  lived  in  three  states  and 
worked  in  four,  is  now  settled  enough  to 
have  bought  a  home.  In  addition  to  a  new 
home  and  new  baby,  she  is  assistant  to  the 
director  of  the  Pracricing  Law  Institute 
where  husband  Steve  is  an  attorney,  and 
president  of  the  Michigan  Corporation 
Seminar  Consultants,  Inc.  In  the  latter 
capacity  Lynn  is  responsible  for  the  entire 
publication  production  which  includes 
50,000,000  brochures  and  200  books  a 

year. 

Upon  completion  of  Sid's  military  obi 
gation,  we  said  a  tearful  good-bye  t 
Boston  and  all  our  friends  there  and  n 
rurned  to  Western  Pennsylvania.  Sid 
in  a  management  training  period  at  oi 

family's  Pontiac-Cadillac  dealership,  and 
am  working  parr  time  in  the  office  as 

general  "girl-Friday."  I  took  a  course  i 
the  General  Motors  Accounting  Systei 
which  I  found,  much  to  my  amazemen 
to  be  extremely  fascinating.  A  far  ci 
from  my  biology  major,  however!  Whe 
not  working  at  the  office,  I  keep  busy  wit 
civic  and  church-affiliated  activities,  sue 
as  teaching  a  fourth-grade  released-tirr 
religious  education  class  comprised  ( 
thirty-three  lovable  ( ?  ?  ?  )  cherubs!  Si 
and  I  are  excited  about  our  fourthcomin 
vacation  in  Ft.  Lauderdale  and  St.  Peter 
burg. 

As  always,  I've  rambled  on,  but  I  d 
want  to  thank  you  for  all  the  news  yo 
sent  along.  I  hope  to  hear  from  eve 

more  of  you  next  year:   'Til  then  .  .  . 

Jane  reporting: 

This  year's  prize  for  a  prompt  rep! 
goes  to  Susie  Soule  Cox!  She  and  Lan 
are  living  in  what  must  be  paradise!  The 
moved  to  Bethel,  Maine,  last  April  whe 
Larry  became  manager  of  the  Sunday  Rivi 

Ski  Area,  and  because  of  early  snow,  they'\ been  tied  to  the  mountain  since  Novembe 
Sue  is  busy  with  Sam,  but  in  addition  I 
leading  a  Girl  Scout  troop,  does  secretari; 
and  bookkeeping  work  for  the  Area.  Whe 
he  can  find  time,  Larry  does  commerci; 
photography. 

Pam  Stirba  Russell  is  once  again  in 
new  house  with  a  new  baby.  Bill  is  no 
the  Manager  of  Development  for  Eastet 
Airlines  in  New  York  City,  and  the  o] 
portunities  for  travel  are  endless!  Fc 
example,  she  and  Bill  have  tentative, 
planned  trips  ro  Miami,  Paris,  and  tr 
Caribbean — all  within  the  next  six  month 
if  they  can  convince  the  grandmothers  th; 

they'd  love  to  babysit.  She'd  like  to  kno 
if  she  can  pre-register  her  girls  at  Cha 
ham!  She  has  seen  Jill  Squire  Popish  an 
Sheila  Bennett  Harris  during  the  past  yea 

Diana  Wirsig  Gerrity,  a  busy  gal, 
assistant  editor  for  the  Atlantic  Monthl 
writes  book  reviews  ( for  which  she  than! 

the  Arts  Course! ) ,  and  does  "lunch-houi fashion  modeling,  both  photographic  an 

shows!  Tom  is  teaching  and  "Ph.D.-inf at  M.I.T.  as  well  as  being  a  consultant  fc 
a  Chicago  firm.  As  of  this  writing  he 
debating  between  Harvard  Business  Scho< 
and  Stanford  for  teaching  next  year.  The 
had  a  grand  time  skiing  at  Aspen  last  yei 
and  hoped  to  get  to  Jackson  Hole  i 
March.  She  asks  if  anyone  is  interested  i 

taking  a  year  off  and  going  ski-bumming 
After  his  graduation  from  Harvard  Bu: 

iness  School  in  June,  lngrid  von  Datta 
Detweiler  and  Doug  honeymooned  i 
Europe,  primarily  Denmark  and  German; 
driving  in  a  V.W.  they  christened  th 
"Blue  Baron."  They  have  settled  in  Cal 
fornia  where  Doug  is  administrative  assi: 
tant  in  Industrial  Structures  Group  (wow! 
of  Whittaker  Corporation.  lngrid  is  bus 
making  their  town  house  into  a  homi 
and  would  love  to  know  of  anyone  in  th 
Los  Angeles  area.  They  had  a  lovely  vis 
with  Suzanne  Archer  Danes  and  Lou  ove 
New  Years. 

/*//  Squire  Popish  and  Paul  are  thrille 



with  their  new  daughter.  They  contemplate 
a  re-location  this  summer  when  Paul  be- 

comes an  Army  pediatrician. 
The  Defense  Department,  specifically 

NSA,  is  where  Betsy  Unangst  spends  her 
working  hours,  completing  a  three-year 
internship  qualifying  her  as  a  data  systems 
analyst.  She  occasionally  lunches  with 
Pam  Proksa  Patt  who  is  also  working  rhere. 

Betsy  is  now  the  proud  owner  of  a  "fero- 
cious" TR-4  and  uses  it  when  Bridget 

Kumutat  Allen  and  Richard  come  down 
for  sports  car  races.  She  spent  a  week  last 
fall  on  a  cattle  ranch  in  Texas,  and  has 
taken  up  portrait  painting. 

Martha  Wilson,  also  still  in  Washing- 
ton, D.C.,  is  looking  for  new  fields  of 

interesr  ( i.e.  work,  new  job )  possibly  on 

"the   hill." 
Barbara  Zitko  is  working  on  the  syn- 

thesis of  the  active  components  of  mari- 
juana, which  sounds  exciting  and  is  cer- 
tainly pertinent!  She  was  maid  of  honor 

in  Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein's  wedding 
this  fall  and  enjoyed  seeing  other  Chat- 
hamites.  Barb  has  travel-fever  again  and 
hopes  to  get  to  Europe,  or  somewhere,  in 
the  near  future. 

Word  arrived  that  both  Ellen  Wetzel 
Mialky  and  Edward  left  for  the  Peace 
Corps  in  Ghana  last  August.  They  are 
teaching    and    enjoying    the   experience. 

Susan  Vansant  Bartz  and  Jerry  plan  to 
retire  from  Navy  life  in  1970  when  they 
hope  to  move  to  Miami  or  parts  north. 
Until  then,  Susie  will  continue  to  work  in 
Key  West  as  a  caseworker  for  the  State 
Welfare  Department. 

Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson  and  Blair  traveled 
to  the  West  Coast  in  July  and  to  con- 

ventions in  Ocean  City,  New  Jersey  and 

Grossinger's,  New  York  during  August 
and  November.  Lynne's  lazy  life  since 
leaving  West  Penn  Hospital  in  May  ended 
pleasantly  with  the  arrival  of  Larry. 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott  and  Ed  have 
purchased  a  home  in  the  city  and  find 
urban  living  interesting  but  not  as  secure 
as  the  suburbs.  Jan  is  busy  with  ther 
two-year-old  son  and   brand   new  daughter. 

Also  thrilled  with  the  arrival  of  their 
daughter  are  Wen  Tilles  Weil  and  Jim. 
.Ellen  left  her  teaching  job  in  June,  spent 
the  summer  working  with  the  Head  Start 

Program,  and  then  "took  it  easy."  She  sees 
Jane  Levitt  and  Karen  Schweig  Brown 
frequently. 

Two  of  our  associate  members  have  also 
been  blessed  with  the  arrival  of  daughters. 
Jackie  Smyth  Gawthrop  is  enthralled  with 
Betsy,  their  first,  and  Tina  Sivansen  Cum- 

mings  wrote  from  the  hospital  after  Amy's 
arrival,  a  sister  for  Randy  who  is  now  two. 
She  plans  to  continue  teaching  at  the 
Cerebral  Palsy  Center. 

The  highlight   of   the  past   year   for  me 

1  was   meeting   Mike's    friends    and    relatives 
during  a  glorious  three  weeks  last  summer 
in    England    and    Belgium.     We    are    now 

-,  busy  with  the  final  details  of  our  new  home 
i  which  we  hope  to  occupy  by  May.  To  make 
up    for   the   lost   time   during   the    January 

i  thaw,  we've  been  dashing  to  the  ski  slopes 
■  whenever   we   can.     I'm   still    teaching  and 
.  am    currently    taking    a    course    at    Boston 
:  University.    How   different  from  Chatham! 
|  We  see  Francie  Darr  Aley  and  her  darling 
tribe  quite  often.    Thanks  to  all  those  who 
answered  my  plea  for  news.    As  always,  it 
was   wonderful    hearing    from    you. 
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Rose  Chasanov  Eppard 

(Mrs.   Philip  B. ) 
40   Washington    Park 

Newtonville,   Mass.    02160 

Elizabeth   Claytor 
1630    Petunia    Street 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15210 

Carol   Ann  Mason 
2122  Dwight  Way,  #1 

Berkeley,  Cal.  94704 

Sheila   McAteer 
255   Park  Lane 

Douglaston,  N.Y.   11363 

Jo   Ann  Messersmith 
1218   Towne   House 

Harrisburg,  Pa.   17102 

ENGAGEMENTS 
Louise  Farmer  to  Alex  Harlam 
Dael     Kiesler     to     Capt.     Charles     Robert 

Stichter,  II,  USMC 
Kammy  McCleery  to  Capt.  Wayne  Hendrix 

MacKirdy,  Jr. 

MARRIAGES 

Donna  Jean   Beisuenger  to   Richard   Allen 
Riggs,  August   17,   1968 

Bonnie  Kay  Birks  to  Thomas  E.  O'Connell, 
June  22,  1968 

Barbara   Blodorn    to    Howard    Kronenberg, 
May  1968 

Mary  Boresz  to  David  F.  Pike,  July  6,  1968 
Rose    (Cooky)    Chasanov    to    Philip    Blair 

Eppard,  June  28,   1968 
Ellen   Dailey  to  Thomas  W.   Bedell,   Sum- 

mer 1968 
LoLita    Ann    Dawson    to    Raymond    Smith 

Pfeiffer,  June  22,  1968 
Zayde    {Polka)    Dolts    to    Joseph    Linwood 

Antrim,  III 
Mary    Cheffings   Eaton   to    R.    Scott   Fosler, 

June  8,  1968 
Greta  Guina  to  Walter  G.  Harkness,  Au- 

gust 3,   1968 
Patricia  Jalouick  to   Lawrence   A.   Demase, 

November  23,  1968 
Pamela  Johnson  to  Lee  A.  Gutkind,  March 

31,  1969 
Vivian  Lowery  to  Dennis  Anthony  Derryck, 

September  14,  1968 
Jane  Ziskind  to  Sheldon  M.  Cohen,  August 

24,  1968 

BIRTHS 
Barbara-Lee  Buxton  VanSciver,  a  daughter, 

Sara  Buxton,  March  18,  1968 

Gretchen  Gray  Sheridan,  a  daughter,  Chris- 
tianne,  July  21,   1967 

Linda  Hauser  Stavros,  a  son,  Jason,  Au- 
gust 1967 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Heather  Bastow,  1 1  North  Audley  Street, 

London,  W   1,  England 

Donna  Jean  Beisuenger  Riggs  (Mrs.  Rich- 
ard A.),  1231  Duffield  Street,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.   15206 
Meryl  Berman  Guzinsky  (Mrs.  Robert), 

1  Rue  de  Ville,  Apt.  G.,  Birmingham, 
Alabama  35209 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell  (Mrs.  Thomas 
E.),  5085  Forbes  Avenue,  Apt.  11, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Barbara  Blodorn  Kronenberg  (Mrs.  How- 
ard), 4707  Ransom  Road,  Clarence, 

N.Y.   14031 

Mary  Boresz  Pike  (Mrs.  David  F.),  1632- 
30th  Street,  N.W.,  Washington,  D.C. 
20007 

Barbara  Buxton   Van  Sciver   (Mrs.  Stephen 
B.),    62    Blackstone    Blvd.,    Providence, 
R.I.  02906 

Cary  Cadman  and  Judith  Fletcher,  18  Mar- 
tin  Street,   Cambridge,   Mass.    02138 

Georgia  Ann  Canellos,  2556  Ballard  Road, 
Des  Plaines,  111.  60016 

Leigh   Cluthe  Tilden    ( Mrs.   Geoffrey   G. ) , 
R.D.  #3,  Somerville,  N.J.  08876 

Carol  Cor  ell,   525   East   82  nd   Street,   New 
York,  N.Y.  10028 

Ellen   Dailey   Bedell    (Mrs.   Thomas  W.), 
11  Ellery  Street,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Susan  Davis,  66  Chiswick  Road,  Brookline, 
Mass.   02146 

Natalie    Dingle    Bazzell    (Mrs.    Creamer), 
848  Aubrey  Avenue,  Ardmore,  Pa.  19003 

Zayde  Dotts  Antrim   (Mrs.  Joseph  L.,  Ill), 

444   East  75th   Street,   Apt.    14-F,  New- 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

Mary  Eaton  Fosler    (Mrs.  R.  Scott)    421-C 
Butler  Avenue,  Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

Phyllis  Epstein,  400   Camelot  Court,   Apt. 
709,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15220 

Mary   Louise   Farmer,    5680    Forward    Ave- 
nue, Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Lucille    Finger   Harding    ( Mrs.    Read    P. ) , 
24    East    Shore    Avenue,    Groton    Long 
Point,  Conn.  06340 

Diane    Furrer    Holzheimer     (Mrs.    Robert 

J. ) ,    %    Naroi    Disttict    School,    Naroi 
Moala,  Lau,  Fiji 

Jacqueline    Gibbs    Houells     (Mrs.    Robert 
D. ) ,    665    Bordeaux    Drive,    Marion,    O. 
43320 

Madelyn    Gorcboff,   400   East   77th   Street, 

Apt.  4-K,  New  York,  N.Y.  10021 
Connie    Gray    Voight    (Mrs.    Ronald    O. ), 

9710   Thanksgiving    Drive,   Miami,    Fla. 

33157 Judith    Grartock    Dengler    (Mrs.    William 
E. ),    1419    Hotchkiss    Road,    Bay    City, 
Mich.  48706 

Greta  Guina  Harkness    (Mrs.  Walter  G.), 
925  Boiling  Avenue,  Norfolk,  Va.  23508 

Suzanne  Hershey,    126  Elm  Avenue,   Her- 
shey,  Pa.   17033 

Margaret     Higgins     Green      ( James     H. ) , 
1519     Third     Avenue,     Seattle,     Wash. 

98101 Emily  Hill.   5646  Woodmont  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15217 

Tonya  Hines  Pence    (Mrs.   Steve),  Bileciki 
Lisesi,    Bileciki,   Turkiye    (Turkey) 

Alice  Hunter,   401    East   56th   Street,  Apt. 
2-G,  New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Patricia  Jaloivick   Demase    (Mrs.   Lawrence 

A.),    5903    Fifth    Avenue,   Apt.    B-110, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Pamela  Johnson    Gutkind    ( Mrs.   Lee   A. ) , 

5600   Penn    Avenue,   Apt.    X-702,   Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Co7istance    Jones     Crites     (Mrs.     Robert), 
2401    West    Street,    Wilmington,    Del. 

19802 
Theodora  Jones  St.  Laurence  (Mrs.  Robert 

B.,  Jr.),  5601   Penn  Avenue,  Apt.  C-16, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15206 

Joan     Kirschbaum,     32     G     Street,     S.W., 
Washington,   D.C.   20024 

Trudy  Levin  Cushner    (Mrs.   Arnold  W.), 
533     Randolph     Street,     Meadville,     Pa. 16335 

Elaine  Levitt,  320  Eigenmann  Hall,  Bloom- 
ington,  Ind.  47401 

Nancy  Lippman,  %  Gargani  Giuliano, 
Via  delle  Bombarde  3,  Firenze,  Italia 
50123 

Vivian  Lowery  Derryck  (Mrs.  Dennis  A.), 

215  West  88th  Street,  Apt.  11-B,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10024 
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Joanne  Locurcio  Pavia  (Mrs.  Kenneth  W.), 
147  Stonehenge  Road,  Rochester,  N.Y. 
14609 

Lee  Macey,  1321  Waller  Street,  San  Fran- 
cisco, Cal.  94117 

Phyllis  Malls.  3601  Clarks  Lane,  Balti- 
more, Md.  21215 

Kathryn  McCleery,  %  ARC,  Valley  Forge 
General  Hospital,  Phoenixville,  Pa. 
19460 

Shannon  McGuire,  160  East  97th  Street, 

Apt.  4-A,  New  York,  N.Y.  10029 
Nina  Miller,  West  County  line  Road,  Box 

413,   Barrington,   III.   60010 
Jeanne  Osterhout,  106  East  30th  Street, 

3-F,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 
Mary  Lou  Patrick  Mcjunkin  ( Mrs.  H.  P., 

Jr.),   1005   West  Greentree,  Milwaukee, 
Wis.  53217 
Anne  Plunkett,  252  South  16th  Street, 

Philadelphia,  Pa.  19102 

Carol  Ann  Pogash,  2700  Wisconsin  Ave- 
nue, N.W.,  Washington,  D.C.   20007 

Iris  Raskin,  2211  St.  James  Street,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.    19103 

Melanie  Redhead  Applebaum  (Mrs.  Ed- 
ward H.),  4113  Telegraph  Road,  Bloom- 

field  Hills,  Mich.  48013 
Joan  Reisner  Auritt  (Mrs.  Jon  J.),  506 

South  4 1st  Street,  Apt.  3-K,  Philadel- 
phia, Pa.   19104 

Mary  Rosenberger  and  Janet  Weigel,  105 
Runnymede  Avenue,  Apt.  A-3,  Wayne, 
Pa.   19087 

Louise  Royster  Brown  (Mrs.  James  D. ), 
5800  Ellsworth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15232 

Eve  Rubin.  33  West  State  Streer,  Athens, 
O.  45701 

Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg  (Mrs.  John), 
450  Stevens  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

Elizabeth  Schaye  Haskell  (Mrs.  John  S. ), 
716  South  Aiken  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15232 

Esther  Schiffmann.  7404  Rhode  Island 
Avenue,  #3,  College  Park,  Md.  20740 

Judith  Siegel,  521  Lindbergh  Way,  Lewis- 
ton,  Pa.  17044 

Audrey  Smith.  5646  Woodmont  Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Barbara  Subow.  300  East  33rd  Street,  Apt. 
N-2,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

Evi  Tamm,  6334  Walnut  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Linda  Wickelt.  Siginjor,  Siginjor  Negros 
Oriental,  Phillipines  S0891 

Mariann  Williams  Yatsco  (Mrs.  John), 
10601  Biscayne  Boulevard,  Miami,  Fla. 
33138 

Helene  Zerwick,  311  Redwood  Avenue, 
#G-34,  Patterson,  N.J.  07522 

Jane  Ziskind  Cohen  (Mrs.  Sheldon  M.), 
1209  Sherwin  Avenue,  Apt.  410,  Chi- 

cago, 111.  60626 

Cooky  reporting: 

Time  and  lives  away  from  Chatham  we 
still  take  time  to  remember  faces  and 
names  that  are  perhaps  less  familiar  but 
once  were  Chatham.  Mary  Boresz  Pike 
is  still  directing  the  independent  research 
projects  for  students  participating  in  Amer- 

ican Universiry's  Washington  Semester. 
Meg  McDonald,  maid  of  honor,  and  Judy 
Siegel  attended  her  wedding  to  David,  the 
assistant  city  editor  of  The  Evening  Star. 
Mary  expects  to  receive  her  M.A.  in  gov- 

ernment  from   A.U.   in   June. 
Bev  Blazey  Palmer  has  been  serving  as 

president  of  the  Ohio  State  Chaptet  of  the 

Women's  Auxiliary  to  the  Student  Ameri- 
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can  Medical  Association.  In  her  spare  time 
she  teaches  special  education  at  Grove 
City  High  School  and  will  complete  work 

for  her  master's  in  guidance  this  August. 
Bev's  husband  Richard  is  in  his  third  year 
of  Medical  School  at  Ohio  State. 

Donna  Beistvenger  Riggs,  in  addition  to 
her  work  in  theatre  arts  at  Pitt,  managed 
the  first  Pittsburgh  production  of  Marat/ 
Sade.  Her  husband  Dick  free-lances  as 
theatre  technician  and  lighting  designer. 
Donna  most  happily  reports  that  Dick 
flunked  his  Army  physical. 

Heather  Bastow  sends  greetings  from 
London  where  she  is  doing  graduate  re- 

search in  environmental  studies  and  child 
development  at  the  Battlett  School  of 
Architecture,  University  of  London.  She  is 
also  teaching  a  course  in  visual,  interper- 

sonal and  environmental  perception  in  the 
architecture  department  of  a  new  poly- 

technic. On  vacations  Heather  has  been 
traveling  through  Europe.  In  November 
she  ran  into  Lucy  Hilmer  when  they  both 
wandered  into  the  American  Embassy  in 
Paris   for  the  election  returns. 

Penny  Anderson  Gladwell  is  also  teach- 
ing and  doing  graduate  work.  She  teaches 

first  and  second  gtade  in  the  Boyd  County 

Schools  and  is  wotking  toward  her  master's 
in  elementary  education  at  Marshall  Uni- 

versity. Dave  has  been  promoted  to  systems 
analyst  for  Ashland  Oil  and  Refining 
Company.  They  are  enjoying  their  new 
home  and  are  both  active  in  church  work. 

Penny  has  been  writing  a  book;  one  chap- 
tet is  now  complete. 

Betsy  Crone,  after  one  year  out  of  the 
ivory  tower,  has  climbed  back  to  academia. 

She  is  working  for  her  master's  in  practical 
politics  at  Eagleton  Institute  of  Politics, 
Rutgers.  Her  summer  was  spent  working 
on  an  executive  branch  reorganization 
project  for  Spiro  T.  Agnew,  then  Governor 
of  Maryland,  now  Vice  President — guess it  worked. 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell  is  teaching  art 
at  Mt.  Lebanon  High  School  and  taking 
courses  at  Catnegie-Mellon  University,  ever 
"Tech,"  while  Tom  is  working  towatd  his 
Ph.D.  in  metallurgy  there.  In  a  similar 
situation,  miles  away,  JoAnn  Eustace 
Walther  is  teaching  English  at  Cambridge 

High  and  Latin  School  while  Fred  put- 
sues  his  doctotate  at  M.I.T.  JoAnn  is 
taking  courses  at  Simmons  toward  her 

master's  in  English.  She  reports  a  visit 
with  Mary  Rosenberger  and  Philip  Houri- 

gan,  Mary's  fiancee  and  Fred's  former roommate. 

Mary  Eaton  Fosler  is  working  as  re- 
search assistant  in  the  Center  of  Inter- 

national Studies  at  Princeton  where  her 

husband  Scott  is  a  second  year  grad  stu- 
dent, Woodrow  Wilson  School  of  Public 

and  International  Affairs.  Nat  Dingle  Baz- 
zell  is  teaching  eleventh-grade  English  at 
Lower  Merion  High  School  and  is  serving 
as  part-time  guidance  counselor.  Creamer 
is  attending  Philadelphia  College  of  Tex- 

tiles and  Science  to  earn  a  degree  in 

marketing.  Nat  reporrs  that  Erica  is  tod- 
dling .  .  .  often  with  mother  in  hot 

pursuit. Aftet  honeymooning  in  South  America, 
Polka  Dotts  Antrim  and  husband  Joe  re- 

turned to  New  York  where  Polka  is  secre- 
tary to  the  President  of  Rockefeller  Uni- 

versity. Joe  is  an  investment  analyst  with 
Chemical  Bank  New  Yotk  Trust  Company. 
Maggi  Berman  Guzinsky  and  Bob  have 
moved    to    Birmingham    where    Bob    is    a 

marketing  represenrative  for  Armstrong 
Cork  Company.  Maggi  is  doing  research 
at  the  medical  center  of  the  University  ol 
Alabama. 

Cary  Cadman  has  moved  back  to  the 
States,  namely  Cambridge.  She  is  working 
as  Director  of  Student  Employment  ai 
Radclifte.  Cary  takes  charge  of  summei 
and  semester  jobs,  the  work-study  program 

graduate  fellowships  and  the  summer  sec- 
retarial course.  She  is  also  the  assistani 

to  the  Director  of  the  Career  Planning 
Office  and  a  member  of  the  Financial  Aic 
Committee. 

Jane  Birmingham  Hanley  sent  only  i 
brief  message  because  her  life  is  currentlj 
in  transition;  she  and  Tetry  are  finishin| 
up  their  Air  Force  stay  in  Texas  and  wil 
receive  orders  for  parts  unknown  momen 
tarily. 

Lenore  Felner  Lessall  and  Kenneth  hav< 
been  traveling  to  Puerto  Rico,  Portuga 
and  London.  Home  base  is  still  New  Yorl 
where  Kenneth  is  an  executive  with  th< 
Glemby  Company.  LoLita  Dawson  Pfeiffe. 
and  Ray  are  also  traveling,  although  the) 
are  confined  stateside  for  at  least  the  nex 

year  and  a  half.  Ray  is  stationed  it 
Seattle  with  the  Navy,  and  they  thin! 
stateside  is  great  under  those  circumstances 
When  Navy  life,  and  all  the  things  tha 
go  with  it  end,  Ray  will  be  returning  t< 
graduate  study.  LoLita  said  that  Am 

McCall,  '6S,  and  Barb  Blodorn  Kronen 
berg  were  among  her  bridesmaids.  Mim 
Doeller  Blain  and  Sandy  have  almos 
reached  that  rare  moment — return  to  civil 
ian  life.  Sandy  finishes  his  tour  of  duti 
in  Seprember  when  they  will  return  t< 
Detroir  where  Sandy  will  study  and  Mim 
teach. 

Barbara-Lee  Buxton  Van  Sciver  has  beei 

doing  volunteer  work  for  Head  Start  ant 
with  the  International  Poetry  Forum 
Each  Wednesday  Barbara-Lee  reads  poetr 

to  Susanne  Hershey's  sixth  grade  class 
Barbara  sent  her  new  address  to  th< 
alumnae  office  just  in  time  to  be  includec 
in  the  Recorder,  but  no  information  abou 
what  took  them  to  Rhode  Island.  Daughte 
Sara  is  almost  a  year  old  now.  Phylli 
Berman  sends  greetings   from   Florida. 

Dr.  J.  Cutler  Andrews  shared  some  new 
with  us  from  a  letter  he  had  received  fron 

Ellen  Dailey  Bedell,  who  is  continuing  he 
graduate  work  in  Mediterranean  Studies  a 
Brandeis  University.  She  and  her  husband 

an  anthropologist,  spent  a  two-montl 
honeymoon  digging  in  Israel.  Her  course 
are  mainly  related  to  three  areas,  Egypt 
Palestine  and  Mesopotamia,  and  includi 
the  language,  litetature,  hisrory,  culture  am 
archeology  of  each.  Ellen  hopes  to  com 
plere  het  Ph.D.  in  1971,  after  which  shi 
and  het  husband  probably  return  to  Pitts 
burgh. 

As  for  me,  Philip  and  I  moved  to  New 
tonville  right  after  our  marriage  in  June 
Philip  has  taken  a  leave  of  absence  fron 
his  doctoral  program  in  American  Civili 
zation  at  Brown  to  get  his  B.D.  at  Andover 
Newton  Theological  School.  I  am  work 
ing  as  a  methods  and  training  analyst  a 
Boston  Safe  Deposit  and  Trust  Company 
That  means  I  write  procedures  and  pro 

grammed  instruction  after  performing  ■< 
methods  study  of  the  project  area.  Susai 
Schnapf  and  Iris  Raskin  were  guests  at  oui 
wedding  and  have  since  been  to  see  us 
Susan  is  still  working  for  the  Welfare  De 
parrment  in  New  York  and  had  just  re 
turned  from  a  visit  to  Europe  to  see  Lym 



Hillman  McCullough  and  Nora  Levy  John- 
ston. Iris  has  been  promoted  to  psychiatric 

caseworker   at  Philadelphia   State   Hospital. 

Liz  reporting: 

Most  of  us  have  the  same  news  to  report, 
a  change  in  jobs  this  past  year.  Judith 
Howland  is  a  stewardess  with  TWA  flying 
the  domestic  routes  out  of  San  Francisco, 
while  Alice  Hunter  is  a  service  assistant  at 
First  National  City  Bank  in  New  York 
City.  Gini  Gold  is  with  the  New  York 
Trust  Company  in  New  York  City  and  is 
apartment  hunting.  She  will  receive  her 

master's  degree  in  political  science  from 
Syracuse  in  June.  Judy  Fletcher  works  for 
an  architect  in  Cambtidge,  Massachusetts, 
while  wrangling  admission  to  Yale  Gradu- 

ate School  of  Graphic  Design  next  term. 
Louise  Farmer  is  a  technician  in  the  bac- 

teriology laboratory  at  Magee  Woman's 
Hospital  in  Pittsburgh  and  studying  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh  School  of  Medi- 

cal Technology.  Pamela  Johnson  teaches 
English  and  world  cultures  at  Allegheny 
High  School  with  this  reporter,  and  is 
almost  swamped  with  night  work  and 
planning  for  her  March  31  wedding. 
Gretchen  Gray  Sheridan  is  presently  a 
DPA  caseworker  in  Pittsburgh,  but  she 

plans  to  enter  Pitt's  Graduate  School  of 
Social  Work  next  fall.  Gretchen's  husband 
is  completing  his  doctorate  at  Duquesne 
University  and  serving  as  psychologist  at 
Woodville  State  Hospital. 

Diane  Furrer  Holzheimer  and  husband 
Bob  have  been  in  Fiji  since  the  first  of  the 
year.  Diane  is  teaching  7th  grade  and 
Bob  is  supervising  the  work  of  local  co- 

operatives. The  Holzheimers  live  in  a 
thatched  burre  near  the  beach.  They  keep 
their  own  chickens  for  fresh  meat  and 
eggs  to  supplement  the  fresh  fish,  fruit  and 
coconuts  on  the  island.  They  are  enjoying 
their   work  and   the   country   immensely. 

Connie  Gray  Voight  and  husband  Ron 
have  been  traveling  and  having  a  delight- 

ful time.  On  their  way  from  Tucson,  Ari- 
zona, to  Miami,  Florida,  Connie  and  Ron 

visited  Linda  McPhi/liamy  Neilsen  and 
George  in  Fort  Worth,  Texas.  Since  they 
have  been  in  Miami,  they  have  seen  Mari- 

anne Williams  Yatsco  who  is  planning  to 
meet  John  on  R&R  from  Vietnam  very 
soon. 

Lucille  Finger  Harding  is  also  living  by 
the  ocean  with  her  black  retreiver,  Byrd. 
As  Bones  will  be  out  of  the  Navy  next  year 
and  back  in  school  in  conservation,  they 
are  combining  skiing  trips  up  north  with 
investigating  credentials  of  the  local  col- 
leges. 

Ellen  Goldbloom  Kight  is  teaching 
speech,  drama,  and  world  cultures  at  Our 
Lady  of  Mercy  Academy  in  Monroeville, 
Pennsylvania,  as  well  as  heading  up  the 
drama  club.  Her  plans  are  to  visit  Europe 
this  summer  and  see  Kathy  Marchant  in 
Oslo,   Norway. 

I  was  deeply  saddened  to  learn  of  the 
death  of  Marilyn  Gilardi,  our  former  class- 

mate, of  pneumonia   in   June,    1968. 
Pat  Jalowick  Demase  is  marvelously 

happy  following  her  wedding  in  Boston. 
The  day  went  perfectly  (almost).  The 
reception  was  held  at  a  hotel  in  Harvard 
Square  on  the  same  day  as  the  Harvard- 
Yale  football  game.  The  wedding  cere- 

mony and  game  were  over  at  the  same 
time  creating  mass  confusion.  Pat  and 
Larry  are  at  home   in  the  new  apartments 

right  across  from  Woodland  Road.  In 
addition  to  getting  settled  and  teaching  at 
Liberty  School,  Pat  is  working  toward  her 

doctorate  in  Pitt's  program  for  curriculum 
and  supervision. 

Judy  Graytock  Dengler  and  Bill  are 
settling  down  in  Bay  City,  Michigan, 
where  Bill  works  with  Dow  Chemical 

Company.  They  have  two  new  additions 
to  the  family:  a  miniature  dachshund, 
Posie,  and  a  mastiff  named  Maximillian — 
quite  a  study  in  contrasts.  Judy  is  also 
doing  substitute  teaching  in  the  Bay  City 
Public  School  system. 

As  for  myself,  Elizabeth  Claytor.  I  am 
teaching  llth-grade  English  at  one  of  the 
local  high  schools.  The  restlessness  is  in 
me  once  again,  so  I  will  probably  be  far 
from  Pittsburgh  next  year  at  this  time. 
It  was  marvelous  hearing  from  everyone 
whether  they  write  long  notes  or  just  send 
greetings  like  Judy  Gilbert  Livingston  and 
Carol  Heinz.  Please  feel  free  to  drop  me  a 
line  during  the  entire  year  and  do  not 
wait  until   next  January. 

Cookie  reporting: 

In  our  school  city,  Judy  Light  is  now 
involved  in  an  impressive-sounding  pro- 

gram at  Pitt  in  Educational  Research,  on 
Individuality  Prescribed  Instruction.  Karen 
Lake,  her  roommate,  left  Western  Psych 
to  work  in  the  same  program. 

Debbie  Little  leaves  Pittsburgh  for  Cam- 
bridge, Mass.  ( where  we  all  meet  at  one 

time  or  another)  to  write.  But  before  the 
pilgrimage,  she  will  discover  America  via 
car  and   tent   for   3   months. 

Sara  Leuthy  Chamberlain  and  Mike  are 

"fat  and  happy"  on  their  paradise  island, 
and  wish  they  could  stay  longer  as  Peace 
Corps  Volunteers  on  Kapingamarangi.  Law 
school  may  be  next  for  Mike.  More  Peace 
Corps  news  comes  from  Tonya  Hines  Pence 
and  Steve  who  are  teaching  English  to 
young  Turkish  villagers,  and  observing 
ancient  exotica  in  Beirut,  Cyprus,  Greece, 

and  Israel.  Tonya  loves  it,  yet  can't  wait 
to  return  to  "dancing,  taking  bubble  baths, 
and  driving  a  car,"  the  privileges  we  wom- en have  in  America. 

Dael  Kiesler  will  venture  west  since  her 
future  husband  Charles  will  be  Marine 
Corps  Officer  Selection  Officer  for  San 
Francisco.  She  will  transfer  from  the  Food 
Stamp  Program  in  Washington  to  their 
office  in  San  Francisco.  Judy  Graytock 

will   be  bridesmaid   in   Dael's   wedding. 
Abroad,  Nancy  Lippman  sends  word 

from  Florence  that  Italians  don't  learn 
English  as  fast  as  she  would  like,  but 
teaching  at  the  Berlitz  School  there  is 

interesting   (Who's  teaching  Whom?) 
Nora  Levy  Johnston  provided  this  bit  of 

information:  her  address,  Whitenights 
Street,  in  Somerset,  England,  represents  the 
name  of  her  house  (Whitenights)  and  her 
village  (Street).  She  and  William  are 
building  a  house  in  Street,  while  she  is 
mistress  (i.e.  teacher)  for  39  five-year- 
olds.  (Are  we  really  using  the  English 
language  correctly? )  A  visit  to  the  U.S. 
is  planned   for  April. 

Martha  King  Evans  will  go  to  either 
New  York  City  or  Connecticut  after  Chip 
leaves  the  Army.  In  the  meantime,  Martha 
serves  as  a  management  analyst  trainee 
at  Aberdeen  Proving  Ground.  More  Army 
news  from  Linda  McPhillamy  Nielsen. 
George  will  leave  in  June  and  hopes  to  be 
a   stock    broker.    Linda   continues   her   love 

for  Russian  at  Texas  Christian  University 
Graduate  School,  while  sponsoring  a  Rus- 

sian Club  at  the  high  school  where  she 
teaches  American  History. 

Kala  Lapidus  Paul  is  finishing  her  M.A. 
in  bacteriology  at  Oregon  State  University 
while  her  husband  Jim  completes  his 
Ph.D.  in  physical  chemistry.  Destination 
is  unknown  in  June,  but  Corpus  Christi, 
Texas  sounds  like  a  good  bet.  Kala  and  I 
visit  occasionally,  and  even  trade  recipes 
for  sour  dough  French   bread  and   paklava. 

Trudy  Levin  Cushner  and  Arnie  dwell 

in  "a  very  old  and  very  large"  house  near 
the  Allegheny  College  campus.  Arnie 
teaches  English  and  Trudy  observes  many 
nostalgic  campus  scenes  as  she  works  in 
the  college  library. 

Kammy  McCleery  is  still  with  the  Amer- ican Red  Cross  where  she  met  her  future 
husband,  Wayne  MacKirdy,  an  officer  in 
Military  Intelligence.  Her  hospital  work 
is  hard  and  admirable,  and  gives  her 

quite  a  different  view  of  the  war  in  Viet- 
nam than  we  have.  She  hears  from  Debby 

Rosch  and  Andy  Morgan  Weyer  and  at- 
tended 7.elda  Lipshutz's  wedding. 

Vivian  Loivery  Derryck's  wedding  was 
fabulously  lovely,  graced  by  a  mass  of 
Chatham  girls.  Dennis  is,  among  many 
other  things,  a  consultant  to  the  Ford 
Foundation  and  a  manpower  specialist; 
Lolly  is  finishing  grad  school  at  Columbia. 
Last  time  I  heard  they  were  off  to  the 
Caribbean  for  a  rest  from  New  York  City 

life.  At  a  party  the  Derryck's  gave  over Christmas,  we  met  Anne  Clark,  who  has  an 
exciting  job  as  an  urban  consultant  in  an 
architectural  firm,  Jeanne  Sour,  and  Cass 

Spears. 
Speaking  of  urban  activities,  Carol 

Pogash  holds  a  very  enticing  job  as  the 
administrative  aide  to  the  president  of 

Curber  Associates,  an  urban  research  cor- 
poration that  specializes  in  encouraging 

black  capitalism.  She  is  sent  all  over  the 
country  to  major  black-populated  areas, 
and  will  soon  also  visit  the  west.  She 
constantly  bumps  into  Chatham  people  in 

the  nation's  capital,  among  them  Kelly 
Maclssacs.  when  they  both  participated  in 
the   Anti-Inaugural. 

Patty  Williamson  came  to  San  Francisco 
recently  and,  with  Lory  King  and  Lee 
Macey,  we  toured  the  city.  Lee  and  Lory 
are  presently  unemployed,  but  last  summer 
they  explored,  taught  and  photographed 
Mexico. 

I,  Cookie,  am  immediately  in  the  midst 

of  what  may  soon  erupt  as  another  Colum- 
bia-type riot  at  Berkeley.  I'll  finish  my 

M.A.  in  June  and  also  take  off  for  Mexico 
inlands  and  highlands  for  some  animal 
collecting.  I  have  a  few  of  my  own,  a 
teddy-bear-furred  Chesapeake  Bay  Re- 

triever puppy,  a  parrot,  and  two  finches. 
Being  teaching  assistant  in  a  graduate 
zoology  course  keeps  things  moving,  and 

in  two  more  years,  I'll  have  my  Ph.D. 
Come  visit  when  any  of  you  are  in  San 
Francisco,  and  see  weird  California  scenes. 

Thanks  for  the  news! 

Due  to  circumstances  beyond  the  control 
of  the  editor,  no  news  was  received  from 
Sheila  McAteer  for  her  section  of  the  class. 

Jo   reporting: 

Jane  Ross  Ross  (who,  I'll  bet,  got  used to  her  married  name  very  easily! )  and 
Randy  are  looking  forward  to  June  when 

he  will   get   his   master's   at  Harvard   Busi- 
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ness  School.  They  will  then  be  moving  to 

an  "as  yet  undertermined  place."  Jane, 
who  teaches  kindergarten  near  Boston, 

hopes  to  finish  a  master's  degree  in  guid- 
ance next  year. 

Studying  under  a  National  Science  Foun- 
dation grant  at  Pitt,  Mary  Schlitt  Kostalis 

is  enjoying  her  program  of  studies.  Cookie 
Schiffman,  who  plans  to  have  an  M.A.  in 
speech  pathology  by  June,  is  working  for 
a  school  system  in  Maryland  and  looks 
forward  to  a  clinical-type  job  after  getting 
her  degree. 

Judy  Siegel  also  will  get  her  master's 
from  the  Maxwell  School  of  Syracuse  Uni- 

versity in  June,  having  completed  her 
thesis  this  winter,  and  looks  forward  to 
working  for  Congress.  She  and  Judy 
London  spent  two  weeks  in  Israel  last 
summer. 

Susan  Slagle  Young,  husband  Tom,  and 
3-year-old  Meredith  enjoy  living  in  the 
southwest  very  much. 

Jeannie  Sour  teaches  chemistty  at  Stuy- 
vesant  High  School  in  New  York  City, 

and  was  in  Jane  Ziskind  Cohen's  wedding 
in   August.    Jane,  also  a  chemistry   teacher, 

is  living  in  Chicago  where  husband  Shel- 
don is  working  for  a  Ph.D.  in  philosophy 

at   Northwestern   University. 

Only  the  telephone  company  has  "lat- 
eral" promotions,  writes  Carol  Sivenson 

Foss,  and  she  got  one!  Husband  Charlie, 
meanwhile,  has  had  an  inner-company 
transfer  to  a  division  in  Norwalk.  Swens 
sees  Dara  Murphy,  Margie  Morrison  Hofer, 

'66,  and  Kathie  Hoover  Hill,  '66,  fre- 
quently and  reports  that  all  is  well  with 

them. 
Linda  Van  Doren  Garlick  and  John 

manage  to  spend  much  time  together  in 
spite  of  the  fact  that  he  is  stationed  on  the 
Great  Lakes  while  she  is  in  New  York 
City.  This  will  change  in  June  when  she 
completes  her  graduate  work  at  Columbia 
School  of  Social  Work  and  joins  John,  a 
Naval   officer. 

Janet  Walker,  who  will  receive  an  M.A. 

in  French  from  Bryn  Mawr  Graduate  Cen- 
ter in  June,  plans  to  continue  working 

towatd   a   doctor's   degree. 
Janet  Washburn  Grana  works  as  a 

secretary  for  the  State  Services  for  Crippled 
Children   in   Iowa  City,  while   husband   Ed 

continues  his  graduate  studies  at  the  Uni 
versify  of  Iowa. 

The  military  has  also  separated  John  anc 
Mariann  Williams  Yatsco.  While  John  i 
in  Vietnam,  Mariann  is  living  with  he 
parents  in  Miami  where  she  reaches  read 
ing.  She  traveled  to  Singapore  in  Februan 
to  meet  John  for  his  R&R,  and  is  lookin; 
forward  to  August  when  he  will  comi 
home.  In  the  meantime,  she  sees  fellow 
Gatewayite  Connie  Gray  Voight  who  alst 
lives   in   Miami. 

My  thanks  to  all  who  contributed  news 
It  was  fun  to  hear  from  you.  My  seconc 
year  has  been  very  busy  at  Dickinsot 
School  of  Law.  I  am  especially  interested 
in  helping  to  establish  a  county  lega 
services  office,  organized  by  students  tc 
provide  legal  aid  to  the  poor.  Last  Jum 
I  attended  the  class  reunion  on  campus 

and  in  October  I  represented  the  class  a' 
Alumnae  Council  where  a  session  on  re 

union  planning  made  me  realize  that  it  i: 
not  too  soon  to  be  thinking  of  our  197! 
reunion.  If  you  have  any  suggestions  oi 
want  to  help,  please  get  in  touch  wit! 
Cary  Cadman. 

HUNDREDS  seek  HUNDREDS 
(continued  from  page  12) 

Hirsh,  '47,  with  the  help  of  5  solicitors,  and  by  Natalie 

Lambing  Paige,  '41,  with  2  solicitors. 
The  city  of  New  York  is  responding  superbly  under  the 

able  leadership  of  Carole  Cristiano  Raymond.  '59,  Elm 

Musson  Brower,  '56,  and  Mary  Virginia  Bowden,  36.  They 
have  19  women  working  with  them. 

The  Westchester  County  (New  York)  group  is  being 

co-chaired  by  Helen  Birmingham  Proctor,  '35,  and  Ruth 

Strickland  Clark,  '41,  with  the  help  of  9  other  alumnae. 
Fairfield  County  (Connecticut)  is  in  the  able  hands  of 

Margaret  Graham  Lathrop,  '42,  who  has  enlisted  5  helpers. 
Subscriptions  in  northern  New  Jersey  are  being  handled 

by  Anne  Braddon  Hansen,  '52,  and  Elaine  Vincic  Ber- 

man,  '53. 
This  list  is  by  no  means  complete.  We  are  just  now 

(April  1  )  in  the  process  of  enlisting  leadership  in  Detroit, 

Baltimore,  Washington,  DC,  Florida,  Upper  Mid-West, 
and  California. 

To  those  of  you  now  helping  and  to  future  helpers, 

many  thanks  for  displaying  a  willingness  to  assume  an 

important  role  in  assuring  Chatham's  continued  excellence. 
Lucille  Hillman 

NEWS  from  ROME 

Dr.  Mary  A.  McGuire,  associate  professor  of  English 

is  in  Europe  this  semester  to  observe  the  American  Studies 

Programs  Abroad  in  action.  She  is  the  first  recipient  of  8 

fellowship  under  the  Ford  Grant  for  faculty  study  in  the 

humanities.  In  a  letter  to  President  Eddy,  Dr.  McGuire 

recounts  an  interesting  encounter  in  Rome: 

'You  may  be  interested  in  some  reverberations  from  the 
past  history  of  Chatham  as  I  encountered  them  over  here. 

Possibly  you  have  heard  that  on  my  "duty  visit"  to  the 
Embassy  I  was  referred  to  an  Italian  woman  who  turned 

out  to  be  Chatham's  second  exchange  student,  Eleanora 
Vigliaroli,  Class  of  1935,  now  Mrs.  Mancuso.  She  spoke 

very  warmly  of  her  experience  at  Chatham  ana  was  most 

kind  to  me — arranging  a  cocktail  party  at  which  I  met 
Italian  and  American  scholars,  Embassy  people  concerned 

with  cultural  affairs,  and  the  Director  of  the  Seminar  I  am 

about  to  attend.  Later  (again  through  her)  I  met  the 

Cultural  Attache,  who  seemed  much  interested  in  my 

project,  and  who  added  Chatham  to  his  roster  of  Harvard, 

Duke,  and  other  institutions  presently  represented  in  Rome 

on  similar  errands.  So  these  pleasant  and  valuable  en- 
counters are  a  sort  of  return  ro  Chatham  of  bread  cast  upon 

the  waters  many  years  ago." 
Rome  3/22/69 
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EXECUTIVE  BOARD 

'resident--          Patsy  Speers  Bradley  '45 

:irst  Vice  President. ^  Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs  '60 

a  Second  Vice  President   Peggy  Korb  Smith  '46 

Recording  Secretary    Martha  Yorkin  Berman  '46 

orresponding  Secretary __    Lois  Kramer  Boyd  '38 

:  Mumnae  Trustees        Peggy  Matheny  Bailey  '42 
Helen  H.  Smith  '44 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  '60 

Directors    Marjorie    Noonan    Ladley  '43 

Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  '45 
Helen  Birmingham  Proctor  '35 
Jane  Montgomery  Dickey  '53 
Diane  Brutout  Neimann  '65 

Nominating  Committee  Chairman   

Carol  Moran  Russell  '58 
Alumnae  Centennial   Fund  Director.. 

Lucille  Hillman  '64 
Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs   

Ruth   Hunter  Swisshelm  '29 

ALUMNAE  CLUBS 

Downtown 

Vlt.  Lebanon  Area 

Decade  IV 

Decade  V 

Miss  Helen  Ryman  '24 
50  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

Mrs.  Robert  E.  Petsinger 

(Vicki  Sneathen  '54) 
475  Miranda  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15241 

_Mrs.  Edna  McKee  Houston  '04 
724  South  Negley  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

  Mrs.   Earl   Crawford 

(Elizabeth  McClelland  '17) 
6837  Thomas  Boulevard 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15208 

Baltimore,  Maryland         Mrs.  Helmut  F.  Cascorbi 

(Ann  Morgan  '50) 7902  Roldrew  Avenue 
Baltimore,  Md.  21204 

Boston,  Massachusetts-Miss  Sharon  F.  Smith  '66 
6  Ellsworth  Street,  Apt.   12 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Detroit,  Michigan^ 

Upper  Midwest 

Pittsburgh 
Junior  Sixties Mrs.  J.  Cooke  McCough 

(Mildred  Stewart  '62) 
315  Heritage  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235 

Southern  California   Mrs.   Eldred  F.  Tubbs 

(Virginia  LeFurgy  '47) 730  West  Eleventh  Street 
Claremont,  Calif.  9171  1 

  Mrs.  Philip  M.  Croel 

(Susanne  Quad  '59) 1740  Bates  Street 
Birmingham,  Mich.  48009 

..  Mrs.  Ronald  M.  Hays 

(Inna  Komarnitsky  '58) 
5857  Creek  Valley  Road 

Minneapolis,  Minn.  55435 

Northern  New  Jersey.        Mrs.  F.  W.  Obermann 

(Marie  Timothy  '53) 65  Winsor  Way 

Berkeley  Heights,  N.J.  07922 

Buffalo,  New  York__  __Mrs.  Paul  E.  Ruch 

(Joan  Swannie  '49) 92  Hunters  Lane 
Williamsville,  N.Y.  14221 

Washington,   D.C. 

Chicago,  Illinois- 

.Mrs.   Paul   E.   Burke 

(Coral  Wigent  '60) 6402  Stoneham  Road 
Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Mrs.  Robert  W.  Harris 

(Barbara  Whiteside  '50) 
2203  Forest  Hill  Road 
Alexandria,  Va.  22307 

_Mrs.  Charles  Sonneborn 

(Sondra  Blumberg  '55) 1  175  Crofton  Avenue 

Highland  Park,  III.  60035 

New  York  City__ 

Cleveland,  Ohio 

  Mrs.  D.  J.  Raymond 

(Carole  Cristiano  '59) 1220  Lexington  Avenue 
New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

.Mrs.  R.  H.  Mattson 

(Eleanore  Luthringer  '49) 7396  Ober  Lane 

Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio  44022 

Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania 

North  Philadelphia   Mrs.  Richard  P.  Colbert 

(Barbara  Jane  Evans  '56) 
200  Locust  Street,  #20- B 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19106 

Delaware-Main  Line Mrs.  J.  Kenneth  Delmar 

(Sara  Westlake  '62) 1 00  Stanton  Road 
Havertown,  Pa.  19083 



Now  Enjoy  in  Your  Home  or  Office  . . .  /^-  rCL 

CHATHAM  IN  WATERCOLORS 

The  Chapel 

(Actual  matted  size  of  each  11"  x  14") 

Woodland  Hall Laughlin  Library 

r   MAIL    THIS    NO-OBLIGATION    COUPON    TODAY   1 

College  Watercolor  Group 
P.O.  Box  56,  Skillman,  New  Jersey  08558 

Gentlemen:  Please  send  me  immediately  the  Chatham 
Watercolors  indicated  below,  at  $12.50  for  the  set  of  4, 
or  $3.50  each. 

□  Please  send  the  paintings  matted,  ready  for  framing. 

□  Please  send  the  paintings  framed  (with  glass). 
I  have  enclosed  the  additional  $4.00  per  painting. 

My  check  or  money  order  for  $  is  enclosed. 
If  I  am  not  completely  satisfied,  I  understand  I  may 
return  them  for  a  full  refund. 

The  Chapel 

Woodland  Hall 
   Laughlin  Library 

   Mellon  Hall 

Name      

Address      

City,  State,  Zip 

Superb  Sparkling  Paintin 

by  Davis  Gi 

Yes!  Right  now  you  can  enjoy  an  exciting  a 
colorful  new  idea  in  decorating  your  family  roc 

library,  student's  room,  office — A  gift  to  delight  1 
eye  and  stir  the  spirit ! 

What  better  time  .  .  .  the  most  nostalgic  seas 
of  the  year  ...  to  treat  yourself,  or  someone  n< 
you,  to  a  rare  gift  that  recalls  the  splendor  of  1 
campus  in  all  its  brillance  ...  so  universal  in 
beauty  and  appeal  that  even  friends  of  alumni  \ 
be  delighted  to  own  these  paintings  expertly  I 
dered  with  the  unmatched  spontaneity  and  frei 
ness  only  possible  with  watercolors. 

Artist  Davis  Gray  was  chosen  to  do  the  series  beca 
of   his   ususually   fine,  free   technique   which   has   won  1 

national  recognition 
a  n  award  -  w  i  n  n  i 
watercolorist.  He  1 
captured  in  these  pa: 
ings  the  very  essence 
Chatham. 

Each  full-color  see 

measuring  11"  x  ] matted,  is  individui 
rendered  (NO! 

printed  reproductii on  the  finest  watercc 

paper. 

The  very  low  price 
$3.50  for  each  paint 
matted  and  ready  : 
framing  (only  $12. 5( 

ordered  in  sets  of  four)  is  possible  only  as  an  introduct 
offer  of  the  College  Watercolor  Group,  a  gathering  of  exp 
watercolorists  who  seek  to  create  the  widest  possible  apf 
ciation  for  the  medium  of  watercolors — and  to  introd 
you,  reacquaint  you,  or  renew  your  delight  in  the  marvek 
spontaneous,  and  refreshing  world  of  watercolors. 

For  your  convenience,  you  can  also  order  these  distinct 
paintings  framed  with  glass  in  handsome,  hand-craf 
frames  of  grey-brown  wood  with  inset  of  soft-toned  g: 
linen,  delicately  highlighted  with  inner  border  of  gold  tr 
to  add  dignity  and  beauty  to  any  decor  and  color  schei 
These  are  available  for  an  additional  $4.00  per  painti 
shipping  and  handling  charges  included. 

So,  at  a  fraction  of  the  actual  value  of  this  rare  set, 
make  this  initial  offer — with  full  money-back  return  pr: 
leges.  For  a  perfect  gift  to  vourself — to  alumni  and  friei 
alike— FOR  IMMEDIATE  DELIVERY,  RETURN  Tl 
NO-OBLIGATION  COUPON  TODAY. 

Mellon  Hall 

An  addition  of  distinction  to  any  de< 
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£  Mrs.  Clifford  S.  Heinz,  a  member  ol 

the  Chatham  College  Board  of  Trustees,  is  honoring 

President  and  Mrs.  Edward  D.  Eddy  at  a  luncheon  or 

February  18,  1970  at  the  Surf  Club,  Surfside,  Florida 
All  Chatham  alumnae  who  are  Florida  residents  will  be 

invited  to  be  guests  at  the  luncheon,  and  Mrs.  Heim 

would  like  to  include,  also,  those  alumnae  who  will  be 

visiting  there  in  February.  The  Director  of  Alumnae 

Affairs  requests  that  vacation  addresses  be  sent  to  the 
alumnae  office  before  December  31.  Please  indicate 

whether  an  invitation  mailed  early  in  January  shoulc 
be  sent  to  the  home  or  to  the  vacation  address. 

£  The  Chatham  College  Choir  will  oper 
its  second  semester  season  with  a  concert  at  Colgate 

University,  Hamilton,  New  York,  on  February  28,  1970 

This  will  be  followed  by  Colgate's  visit  to  Pittsburg! 
on  March  7  to  present  the  same  concert,  a  program  o: 

short  works,  in  the  Chatham  Chapel.  On  April  18,  thi 

Princeton  and  Chatham  choirs  will  combine  to  presen 

the  Brahms  Requiem  in  the  Chapel.  Alumnae  anc 
friends  are  invited  to  hear  these  fine  concerts.  Las 

spring  the  Hamilton  College  Glee  Club  (Clinton,  Nev; 
York)  invited  the  Chatham  Choir  to  join  with  it  for  i 

European  tour  in  the  summer  of  1971.  With  the  ap 

proval  of  President  Eddy,  the  Choir  members  are  nov 

attempting  to  raise  the  necessary  funds  to  finance  th< 

trip.  Current  projects  include  selling  birthday  cakes 

handling  orders  for  the  New  York  Times,  selling  Christ 

mas  gifts,  and  presenting  an  audition. 

EDITORIAL  BOARD 

Helen  H.  Smith  '44/Chairman 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  '40 

Sue  Allardice  '59 

Marian  Lambie  Arnheim  '43 

Virginia  Long  Carlson  '48 
Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  '29/Editor 

0  Doctor  .  .  .  Lawyer  ,  ,  .  Helen  Smith': article  on  Chatham  alumnae  in  the  medical  and  lega 

professions,  continues  the  now-and-then  series  on  ca 
reers.  Editorial  board  research  shows  that  graduates  o 

a  women's  liberal  arts  college  find  many  interesting  anc 
profitable  jobs  to  do.  Stories  about  more  of  these  wil 
follow  in  future  issues. 



This  advice  may  come  a  bit  late  for  some  of  you,  but 

beginning  at  age  seventeen  you  ought  to  have  a  pap  smear 

every  year.  I  can  also  tell  you  where  to  find  a  swan  or  a 

peacock  if  you  happen  to  need  one,  where  to  go  for  author- 
itative consumer  information  on  small  cruisers,  how  you 

can  land  a  job  as  a  housekeeper,  and  what  southern  city 

iyou  can  speed  through  with  little  likelihood  of  paying 

a  fine.  Oh  yes,  and  do  you  read  all  articles  on  contraception 

with  a  grain  of  salt,  or  maybe  a  grain-of-salt-pill? 

Once  again  I  am  impressed  with  the  goldmine  of  in- 
struction and  enlightenment  that  is  the  Chatham  Alumnae 

Association.  This  time  I  was  probing  among  alumnae  in 

the  fields  of  medicine  and  law,  and  I  would  be  delighted 

.if  I  might  have  the  opportunity  to  know  personally  each 

of  the  kind  respondents  who  have  contributed  to  this 

larticle.  They  are  indivualists  of  the  highest  order.  Even 

itheir  handwriting — extremely  back-handed  or  extremely 

small  or  widly  cursive — proclaims  their  individuality. 

Only  a  few  of  the  younger  ones,  those  from  the  so-called 
revolutionary  generation,  are  not  yet  true  revolutionists. 

(Yet,  for  all  their  personal  individuality  they  are  unani- 

mously concerned  with  the  ranks  of  the  hurt  and  under- 

privileged— the    underfed    and,    underhoused,    the    legally 

Dr.  Clara  Jean  Babb  Ersoz  '58   (left) 

. . .  Doctor 

...Lawyer... 
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put-upon,  the  physically  or  psychologically  ravaged — and 
they  are,  unanimously,  actively  implementing  their  concerns. 

To  assume  that  a  family  and  a  career  can  be  combined 

easily  has  become  a  popular  point  of  view.  There  is  little 

evidence  among  our  alumnae  doctors  and  lawyers  that  this 

is  the  case  for  them.  To  be  sute,  three  of  the  13  respondents 

graduated  within  the  past  five  years  and  haven't  had  much 
time  to  find  out  whether  or  not  childten  and  careers  can 

be  made  to  mesh.  One  of  the  three  is  wondering  how  the 

combination  might  work  out,  and  says  she  awaits  a  hint 
from  this  article. 

Five  of  the  remaining  10  respondents  have  no  children. 

Only  one  of  the  professionals  has  as  many  as  three  children. 

She  began  working  on  her  law  degree  at  the  age  of  42 

when  the  youngest  was  in  school,  and  was  not  ready  to 

practice  for  another  five  years,  when  the  youngest  child 
would  have  been  about  11. 

Two  women,  both  doctors,  have  two  children  each.  Says 

one,  "Home  management  is  a  particularly  difficult  problem 

for  the  female  physician."  (She's  looking  for  a  good  house- 
keeper; has  had  a  steady  sequence  of  not-so-good  ones. ) 

The  other,  whose  youngsters  are  bilingual  because  of  the 

ministrations  of  a  Colombian  nursemaid  and  housekeeper, 

is  moving  into  full  time  academic  and  administrative  work. 

While  she  bemoans  lack  of  patient  contact,  she  says,  "I 
look  forward  to  more  regular  hours,  little  or  no  night 

work,  and  to  seeing  much  more  of  my  own  family." 
The  remaining  two  professional  women  each  have  one 

child.  One  has  a  four-year-old  son,  the  other  a  foster  son, 

aged  12.  Neither  of  them  mention  any  problems  in  con- 
nection with  family  management.  The  latter  has  a  family 

practice  in  what  must  be  a  delightful  semi-rural  setting — 

a  situation  as  nearly  as  possible  tailor-made  to  minimize 

trauma  for  a  12 -year-old  boy  and  his  physician  mother. 

Those  who  may  have  felt  from  time  to  time  that  doctors, 

embroiled  as  they  must  be  in  technology  and  continuing 

education,  have  ceased  to  care  deeply  about  human  prob- 

lems, will  find  solid  and  refreshing  evidence  to  the  con- 

trary among  our  alumnae  physicians.  In  mid-1968,  Dr. 

Louise  Sonnenberg  '63,  was  a  psychiatric  resident  at  Eastern 
Pennsylvania  Psychiatric  Institute,  Philadelphia.  Concerned 

about  adequate  medical  care  for  low  income  Negro  fam- 
ilies, Dr.  Sonnenberg  bought  an  old  house  in  a  ghetto 

disttict,  and  in  the  evenings  began  building  a  non-profit 

general  medical  practice.  "There  is  no  way,"  she  says,  "to 
understand  the  problems  of  Negroes  and  poverty  but  to 

live  with  them." 

Dr.  Clara  Jean  Ersoz  '58  (Mrs.  Namik  Ersoz)  observes 
that  if  a  would-be  physician  can  survive  the  lean  years 

of  preparation,  patient  care  rewards  are  great.  By  the  "lean" 

years,  Dr.  Ersoz  means  the  years  of  study  when  "the  aver- 
age medical  student  is  poor,  harassed,  tired,  and  always 

trying  to  scrape  up  some  extra  money  for  a  textbook  that 

he  knows  will  be  out  of  date  next  year."  The  "rewards" 

she  describes  this  way:  "When  the  critically  ill  patient  with 

whom  you  sat  up  for  many,  many  nights  comes  back,  smil- 

ing and  healthy,  to  visit  you,  this  is  all  the  reward  one 

needs  for  the  long  period  of  study  and  hard  work.  This 

may  sound  very  'hearts  and  flowery'  but  I  think  it  is  often 

the  thing  that  keeps  many  of  us  going." 
Dr.  Ersoz  is  an  anesthesiologist  affiliated  with  Presby- 

terian-University Hospital,  Pittsburgh.  Most  of  her  time 
is  spent  as  Medical  Supervisor  of  respiratory  care  in  a 

16-bed  multi-discipline  intensive  care  unit.  She  is  Medical 

Director  of  the  Department  of  Inhalation  Therapy  at  Pres- 

byterian-University Hospital  and  Director  of  the  University 
of  Pittsburgh  Health  Center  Hospital  School  of  Inhalation 
Therapy. 

As  Assistant  Professor  in  the  Department  of  Anesthesi- 

ology at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh,  she  is  involved  in  the 

training  of  medical  students,  residents,  and  postgraduate 

fellows.  She  is  also  responsible  for  Presbytetian-University 

Hospital's  active  fellowship  program  in  anesthesiology. 
Most  intensive  care  deals  with  acutely  ill  patients,  and  Dr. 

Ersoz  finds  this  work  "exciting,  challenging,  and  very 

rewatding."  "We  here  at  Presbyterian-University  Hospital," 

she  reports,  "feel  that  we  have  one  of  the  most  outstanding 

multi-discipline  intensive  care  units  in  the  United  States." 
Dr.  Ersoz  became  a  diplomate  of  the  American  Board  of 

Anesthesiology  in  May,  1968.  Research  projects  and  pub- 
lications in  which  she  has  participated  have  been  largely 

in  the  field  of  intensive  care.  She  finds  time,  however,  for 

such  extra-curricular  activities  as  training  swimming  pool 

lifeguards  in  cardiopulmonary  resuscitation.  (Isn't  it 
heartening  to  know  that  pool  lifeguards  have  such  emi- 

nently qualified  instructors! ) 

Katherine  Cuthbert  Hardee  '39  (Mrs.  Pearson  Hardee) 
has  been  in  general  medical  practice  for  20  years.  She  is  a 

member  of  the  American  Association  of  General  Prac- 

titioners and  a  member  of  the  general  practice  services  of 

the  450-bed  Bryn  Mawr  Hospital  in  eastern  Pennsylvania. 

Dr.  Hardee's  subspecialty  and  major  interest  is  alcohol- 
ism, and  she  has  been  researching,  wriring,  teaching,  train- 
ing, and  treating  in  this  field  throughout  her  practice.  Dr. 

Hardee  does  not  go  on  record  as  opposed  to  drinking.  She 
believes  that  alcoholism  is  a  disease  and  should  be  treated 

as  a  disease.  She  has  been  a  board  member  of  the  Main 

Line  Council  on  Alcoholism  for  11  years,  and  a  vice  presi- 
dent of  the  Council  for  four  years.  She  is  both  founder 

and  director  of  the  Bryn  Mawr  Treatment  Center,  founder 

of  the  Rehabilitation  Unit  of  Haverford  State  Hospital, 
and  a  director  of  the  National  Council  on  Alcoholism  for 

the  Delaware  Valley  Area.  She  has  also  been  a  member  of 

the  board  of  directors  of  Community  Health  Association 

for  15  years.  Dr.  Hardee  finds  off-hours  relaxation  in  sail- 
ing, camping,  and  traveling  with  ther  husband.  Another 

A.A.G.P.  member  is  Dr.  Eleanor  Gangloff  Morris  '40,  who 
is  affiliated  with  100-bed  Somerset  Hospital  in  the  Alle- 

gheny foothills.  Dr.  Morris  has  a  large  family  practice 

spread  over  a  wide  rural  area  whose  winter  weather  makes 



news  each  year,  and  where  travel  often  can  be  difficult. 

In  addition  to  activity  in  her  professional  societies,  she 

gives  her  services  to  a  child  health  clinic  and  as  a  scout 

leader.  On  her  small  farm  she  raises  a  variety  of  animal 

life,  including  deer,  peacocks,  geese,  ducks,  swans,  and 
horses. 

In  pediatrics  is  Dr.  Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner  '52  (Mrs. 

'John  J.  Bruner).  Dr.  Bruner  is  a  member  of  a  large  part- 
nership practice  (125  partners  and  associates)  known  as 

Emory  University  Clinic,  Atlanta,  Georgia.  All  are  faculty 

members  of  Emory  Medical  School  and  spend  part  time 

in  teaching  responsibilities.  As  an  associate  in  the  Clinic's 
Department  of  Pediatrics,  Dr.  Bruner  has  for  the  past  nine 

years  instructed  senior  medical  students  in  practical  child 

care,  and  conducted  an  office  practice  in  pediatrics.  Because 

of  an  increasing  teaching  load  in  the  pediatric  training 

program,  in  September  of  last  year  Dr.  Bruner  began 

giving  full  time  to  academic  and  administrative  duties  in 

the  Medical  School  and  Grady  Memorial  Hospital,  the 

teaching  hospital  associated  with  Emory  complex.  She  con- 
tinues a  small  private  practice,  limited  to  referrals  of  special 

problems  by  other  physicians. 

Dr.  Bruner  is  on  the  staff  of  the  Henrietta  Egleston 

Hospital  (100  beds),  and  Grady  Memorial  (1,000  beds), 

as  well  as  Emory  University  Hospital.  She  is  a  board 

fellow  of  the  American  Academy  of  Pediattics  (since 

1961),  a  member  of  the  Southern  Society  for  Pediatrics 

(since  1961),  a  member  of  the  Southern  Society  for  Pedi- 
atric Research,  on  the  Advisory  Board  of  the  Christian 

Association  for  the  Retarded.  She  also  participates  in  a 

lecture-discussion  series  on  sex  education  for  adolescent 

girls. 

Dr.  Bruner's  husband,  John  J.,  is  a  Traffic  Division  judge 
in  the  Municipal  Courts  of  the  City  of  Atlanta.  With 

him  and  their  two  children  she  spends  July  each  year, 

and  as  many  week-ends  as  possible,  at  a  second  home  on 
the  Gulf  Coast  of  Florida,  west  of  Panama  City,  with 

"the  prettiest  white  sandy  beach  in  the  world." 

Dr.  Jane  D.  Patterson  '60  has  one  year  of  practice  in 
obstetrics  and  gynecology  under  her  belt,  as  it  were.  She 

has  completed  her  residency  and  the  written  examination 

for  board  certification,  and  looks  forward  to  taking  her 

board  oral  exam  after  two  years  of  practice. 

Dr.  Patterson  works  in  the  Kaiser  Foundation-Southern 

California  Permanente  Medical  Group,  a  group  practice 

serving  about  600,000  patients  subscribing  to  pre-paid 
medical  insurance.  She  practices  in  a  Hollywood  hospital 

that  currently  has  440  beds  but  is  undergoing  another  in 

a  series  of  expansions.  The  hospital's  obstetrical  service 
handles  about  3,700  deliveries,  and  has  an  equally  busy 

gynecological  service.  An  active  residency  program  pro- 
vides Dr.  Patterson  with  opportunity  to  participate  in teaching. 

Along  with  most  physician  respondents  for  this  article, 
Dr.  Patterson  recommends  a  medical  career  for  women, 

and  she  puts  in  an  added  word  about  her  specialty.  "There 

is  so  much  that's  exciting  going  on  in  the  field — RH 
disease,  advances  in  contraceptives,  the  controversies  over 

abortions  and  family  planning.  There  are  as  many  things 

still  to  come,  that  need  research — the  'morning  after'  pill, 
the  prevention  of  prematurity  and  birth  injuries,  predict- 

ing and  preventing  inherited  defects." 
Also  practicing  obstetrics,  but  over  the  hurdle  of  board 

qualification,  in  California  is  Dr.  Miriam  Santisteban  Wy- 

socki  '54  (Mrs.  Louis  F.  Wysocki).  Dr.  Wysocki  is  Chief 
of  Obstetrics  at  West  Anaheim  Community  Hospital,  a 

99-bed  facility  that  is  headed  for  immediate  expansion. 

(And  I  thought  the  greatest  increase  in  California's  popu- 
lation was  among  the  senior-citizen  age  group! ) 

Dr.  Mary  Hostler  Green  '34  has  a  master's  degree  in 
biochemistry  as  well  as  her  medical  doctorate.  She  is  a 

specialist  in  internal  medicine  with  a  subspecialty  in  dia- 
betes mellitus.  She  serves  a  busy  practice  from  her  home 

office  and  works  out  of  Suburban  General  Hospital  (220 

beds)  in  Pittsburgh's  north  suburbs,  and  as  a  consultant 

at  St.  John's,  a  750-bed  general  hospital.  She  also  con- 
tributes her  services  to  the  Health  Office  of  Bellevue 

Borough. 

For  some  10  years  before  taking  up  her  medical  prac- 

tice, Dr.  Green  worked  in  various  areas  of  chemistry — as 
a  researcher  in  organic  chemistry,  as  a  food  chemist,  an 

analytical   microbiologist,   and   as   chief   chemical   clinical 

Dr. Barba ra  Sreph enson Bruner 
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rechnician.     She    has    participated    in    published    research 

in  chemistry,  enzyme  activity,  and  cancer  tissue  culture. 

What  special  message  do  the  doctors  have  for  us? 

Dr.  Wysocki:  "I  feel  strongly  about  every  woman  begin- 
ning at  the  age  of  seventeen  to  seek  medical  attention 

and  having  a  pap  smear  done  every  year;  every  six 

months  if  she  is  taking  oral  contraceptives.  It  is  pain- 
less, highly  effective  in  detecting  the  early  stages  of 

cancer  at  a  time  when  the  per  cent  of  successful  treat- 
ment is  the  highest,  and  available  to  everyone  desiring 

to  have  it  done." 

Dr.  Green:    "Be  happy  stay  healthy." 

My  "soap  box"  is:  "the  inconsiderateness  of  the  average 
American  patient  (who)  calls  at  any  hour  of  day  or 

night,  especially  at  dinner  time,  even  though  the  call  is 

not  urgent,  and  (who)  insists  upon  unnecessary  house 

calls." Dr.  Patterson:  My  "soap  box"  is:  "urging  more  women 
to  select  medicine  as  a  career."  Also,  "read  those  articles 
in  the  magazines  with  a  grain  of  salt.  They  .  .  .  are  often 

filled  with  half-truths.  Particularly  in  the  field  of  con- 

traceptives this  is  quite  common." 

Dr.  Bruner:  "Go  to  your  doctor  for  regular  check-ups, 
and  if  you  feel  sick  or  find  anything  wrong,  have  it 

taken  care  of  immediately.  To  be  afraid  to  go  to  the 

doctor  because  you're  afraid  he  might  find  something, 

and  to  delay  until  too  late,  is  sheer  stupidity." 

Dr.  Hardee:  My  "soap  box  is:  "alcoholism  is  a  disease — 

preventable  and  treatable." 

Dr.  Ersoz:  My  "soap  box"  is:  "the  lack  of  adequate  avail- 
able personnel  to  help  the  woman  in  professional  fields 

with  the  management  of  her  home.  My  preference  .  .  . 

is  a  middle-aged  widow  who  is  looking  for  a  'family'  to 
live  with,  but  in  this  day  of  social  security  and  aid  to 

the  aged,  very  few  people  seem  to  want  to  work  or  live 

with  a  family." 

Dr.  Morris:   "See  your  doctor  regularly!   Ha!" 

My  "soap  box"  is:  "Government  waste,  high  spending 

and  high  taxes." 

What  do  they  say  to  Chatham  undergraduates? 

Dr.  Sonnenberg:  "I  feel  my  liberal  arts  foundation  w; 
the  best  preparation  I  could  have  had  for  medicine.  I 

fact,  I  think  it  is  the  choice  preparation  for  anyone  coi 

sidering  further  scientific  study.  I  would  heartily  re 
ommend  medicine  as  a  career  for  women.  I  have  nev< 

met  a  woman  physician  who  regretted  completing  h( 

training.  It  can  be  mixed  with  any  style  of  home  lif 

and  there  are  a  variety  of  ways  to  meet  the  responsibi 

ities  of  being  a  woman  in  medicine." 
Dr.  Wysocki:  "The  educational  foundation  I  receive 

from  my  liberal  arts  curriculum  enabled  me  to  acquii 

a  diversified  and  well-oriented  background  for  my  med 

cal  studies." Dr.  Green:  "Choose  a  field  of  greatest  interest,  and  gi\ 

it  'all  you  have, — remembering  that  a  woman  must  hav 
or  strive  for,  happiness  which  does  not  necessarily  mea 

great  affluence." Dr.  Patterson:  "I  feel  that  a  liberal  arts  background 
a  necessity  for  advanced  medical  education.  Medicine 

not  a  science,  it's  an  alliance,  particularly  in  this  ag 
of  the  biological  sciences,  sociology,  psychology,  et 

In  OB-GYN  there  are  so  many  problems  on  a  larg< 

scale  than  the  individual  patient — family  plannin 

therapeutic  abortions,  sexual  problems,  conflicts  in  tf 

morality  and  ethics  of  all  these.  A  person  with  a  n 

stricted  education  is  very  often  not  even  aware  of  the 

problems,  or  when  faced  with  them  is  overwhelme* 

I  can  strongly  recommend  a  medical  career  for  womei 

It  is  a  natural  calling  for  us,  and  .  .  .  the  demand  f( 

physicians  is  always  increasing." 
Dr.  Bruner:  "There  is  a  place  for  women  in  the  field  ( 

medicine,  and  more  women  should  go  into  it.  Tf 

expense  of  a  medical  education  ...  is  a  deterrent;  tf 

length  of  (preparation)  time  is  also  a  factor.  Sorr 
medical  fields  are  better  suited  to  women  with  childre 

than  mine  (pediatrics),  but  I  would  do  it  all  over  agaii 

It  helps  to  have  a  medical  husband. 

"I  have  been  pleased  with  liberal  arts  as  a  foundatio 
for  advanced  medical  education.    To  be  able  to  liste 

Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  '35 



to,  understand,  and  discuss  world  events,  history,  politics, 

etc.,  is  a  must  these  days.  ( A  doctor )  has  to  have  inter- 
ests other  than  medicine  for  peace  of  mind.  To  have  a 

husband  and  children  is  nice,  too;  it  is  possible  to  have 

a  career  and  a  family,  but  admittedly  it  is  rather  hectic 

at  times." 

Dr.  Ersoz:  "Home  management  is  a  particularly  difficult 
problem  for  the  female  physician,  and  we  have  been 

through  a  long  succession  of  housekeepers. 

"(Medical  education)  is  a  lot  of  hard  work;  it  is  very 
frustrating  when  you  are  trying  to  raise  a  family  at  the 

same  time;  but,  above  all,  it  is  fun  to  be  a  member  of 

the  medical  profession." 

Dr.  Morris:  "(Liberal  arts)  is  excellent  preparation  for 

medicine,  especially  the  'appreciation'  courses  in  music, 
art,  etc. 

"In  my  opinion,  medicine  is  still  the  finest  career  a 
woman  could  choose." 

'    Interest  in  the  law  as  a  career  has  increased  dramatically 

;  imong  Chatham  students  in  recent  years.    Graduates  who 

1  'have  chosen  this  field  are  of  quite  recent  alumna  vintage. 

Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  '35  (Mrs.  Keith  Sward)  is  an  elder 
Statesman  in  the  group,  and  she  deferred  her  law  career 

•until  her  children  were  well  on  their  academic  way. 

1    Mrs.  Sward  is  a  member  of  the  bar  in  California,  and 

'belongs  to  the  Los  Angeles  and  Santa  Monica  Bar  Asso- 
ciations.   She   practices   independently,   and   specializes  in 

family  law  and  probate. 

Her  route  to  law  practice  was  hardly  direct.  She  fol- 
lowed Chatham  with  an  M.A.  in  English,  and  taught  in 

'high  school  and  college  for  four  years.  She  then  took  a 
•master's  degree  in  social  work,  and  worked  in  public 
housing  until  her  family  began  arriving.  After  three  girls 

:and  ten  years  of  full-time  motherhood,  she  enrolled  in  law 
school.  Four-and-a-half  years  of  night  school  later,  she 
had  her  LLB. 

She  has  deliberately  limited  her  practice  in  order  to 

keep  some  control  over  working  hours  and  types  of  cases. 

She  works  with  the  Legal  Aid  society  in  helping  low-income 

Jeanette  Mikkelsen  Lamar  '62 

people,  and  is  occasionally  active  in  Democratic  politics. 

Here  are  some  interesting  excerpts  from  Mrs.  Sward's  letter: 

"I  get  hot  under  the  collar  often  about  our  divorce  laws 
— the  gaps  between  what  the  statutes  say  the  law  is,  and 

what  social  reality  requires,  and  about  some  of  the  pro- 

fession's practices  in  divorce  litigation.  Extra-profes- 
sionally,  I  get  hot  under  the  collar  about  Vietnam  and 

the  ghettos." To  Chatham  alumnae:  "Avoid  law  suits  entirely.  If 
you  have  to  encounter  the  maze  of  the  law,  pick  your 

lawyer  with  the  care  you'd  give  to  picking  a  husband." 
To  Chatham  undergrads:  "If  your  primary  interest  is 

an  absorbing  preoccupation  with  the  legal  profession,  it 

will  be  hard  to  do  a  completely  satisfying  (and  probably 

satisfactory)  job  of  family  and  home.  If  you  are  willing 

to  settle  fot  less  than  earth-shaking  professional  status, 

it  is  possible  to  do  both." 
Jeanette  Mikkelsen  Lamar  '62  (Mrs.  William  P.  Lamar) 

practices  corporate  law  with  Litton  Industries,  Inc.,  and 

maintains  bar  association  memberships  in  both  Beverly 

Hills,  California,  and  Washington,  D.C. 

Mrs.  Lamar  has  no  conflicts  as  yet  with  child-rearing, 
but  finds  her  time  more  than  adequately  filled  by  political 

interests  (she  is  an  active  member  of  the  League  of 

Women  Voters,  and  was  an  avid  Eugene  McCarthy  sup- 

porter), bookkeeping  and  secretarial  work  for  her  hus- 
band, and  several  hobbies  ( knitting,  reading,  playing 

guitar). 
She  believes  liberal  arts  to  be  good  foundation  for  cer- 

tain abilities  essential  to  the  law — reading,  writing,  and 
self-expression. 

Last  September,  Shiela  Rush  Jones  '61  (Mrs.  Charles 
H.  Jones)  became  Associate  Director  of  Community  Law 

Offices,  "a  privately  funded  pilot  program  to  provide  free 
legal  services  and  representation  to  indigent  Harlem  resi- 

dents and  community  organizations."  The  offices  are  funded 
principally  by  Carnegie  and  Rockefeller  Foundations. 

After  graduating  from  Harvard  Law  School  in  1964, 

Mrs.  Jones  became  a  staff  attorney  in  charge  of  housing 
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litigation  for  the  NAACP  Legal  Defense  and  Educational 

Fund,  Inc.  (As  an  undergraduate,  she  had  served  as  a 

legal  intern  in  the  Eminent  Domain  Division  of  the 

Massachusetts  Attorney  General's  Office.)  Later,  in  1967. 

she  became  attorney  to  the  Architects'  Renewal  Commit- 
tee in  Harlem. 

In  her  new  position,  her  specialization  in  urban  renewal 

and  housing  law  continues,  but  now  she  also  handles 

criminal  cases  as  well.  "Professionally  and  extra-profes- 

sionally,"  she  says,  "I  support  activities  and  efforts  aimed 
at  making  the  Afro-American  community  independent  and 

self-determining.  My  main  concern  is  the  plight  of  black 

people  in  the  United  States." 
Mrs.  Jones  is  a  member  of  the  Committee  on  Housing 

and  Urban  Development  of  the  Bar  Association  of  the 

City  of  New  York,  and  also  a  member  of  the  Harlem 

Lawyers'  Association.  She  is  an  avid  reader,  and  writes 

poems  and  short  stories.  "One  of  my  poems,"  she  recalls, 

"once  appeared  in  Chatham's  Minor  Bird." 

In  Mrs.  Jones'  opinion,  a  liberal  arts  education  is  good 

preparation  for  law  school — "in  particular  those  courses 
which  require  analytical  and  logical  thinking,  such  as 

philosophy,  literature,  and  the  arts." 

A  summer  in  New  York  City's  Criminal  Court  cured 

Nancy  Speck  '65  of  her  supposed  interest  in  practicing 

criminal  law.  "I  am  interested,"  she  reports,  "in  how  law 
school  curriculums  are  adapting  to  what  I  see  as  a  new 

demand  for  lawyers  trained  in  social  problems  as  well  as 

the  law.  I  think  that  laws  on  housing,  welfare,  marriage 

and  divorce,  juvenile  delinquency,  and  so  on,  could  all  be 

more  effectively  used  in  solving  our  current  urban  prob- 
lems (and)  that  as  the  government  becomes  more  actively 

involved  in  the  lives  of  urban  residents,  a  knowledgeable 

Bar  will  be  necessary  if  the  private  rights  of  individuals 

are  to  be  protected. 

"I  think  that  my  eventual  career  plans  will  have  a  great 
deal  to  do  with  my  personal  convictions  and  concerns 

about  the  legal  profession,  which  in  turn  hinge  upon  the 
nature  of  the  liberal  arts  education  I  received  at  Chatham. 

( In  law  school )  I  have  appreciated  the  broadly  based  back- 
ground I  had  acquired  in  history,  the  arts,  and  the  social 

sciences  .  .  .  the  necessity  at  Chatham  to  read  large  quanti- 
ties of  material  and  learn  to  think  about  it  rather  than 

memorize.  This  kind  of  background  helps  a  person  to  see 

his  society  and  its  problems  in  proper  perspective  and  to 

deal  with  them  much  more  effectively  .  .  .  particularly 

valuable  in  the  study  of  law." 
Last  fall,  at  the  beginning  of  her  third  year  at  University 

of  Pittsburgh  School  of  Law,  Nancy  had  no  definite  career 

plans,  but  that  picture  has  changed  now.  Since  receiving 

her  J.D.  degree  in  June,  she  has  been  working  for  the  De- 
partment of  Transportation  in  Washington,  D.C.  in  an 

honors  program  for  lawyers  dealing  with  all  areas  of  trans- 
portation law.  Nancy  took  the  District  of  Columbia  Bar 

exams  in  September  and,  at  last  report,  was  anticipating 
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admission  by  the  end  of  October. 

A  third-year  srudent  at  Dickinson  School  of  Law,  Cai 

lisle,  Pa.,  is  Jo  Messersmith  '67.  Jo  is  especially  intereste 
in  juvenile  law,  but  since  this  is  not  yet  a  major  area  c 

practice,  she  is  considering  other  possibilities,  among  ther 

— work  in  a  legal  aid  program.  Meanwhile,  as  an  extra 
curricular  activity,  she  acts  as  an  advisor  to  students  fror 

thirty-six  Greater  Harrisburg  Area  High  Schools  under 

program  called  Youth  Forum. 
She  has  been  working  with  a  Dickinson  professor  o 

revising  Laub's  Pennsylvania  Trial  Guide,  for  which  labor 
she  receives  half  tuition,  and  is  a  1969-70  member  of  th 

Mock  Trial  Board  that  plans  mock  trial  competition  fc 
students. 

The  state  of  this  country's  two-party  system  is  one  thin 
that  bugs  Jo.  (She  was  a  McCarthy  supporter  during  th 

last  presidential  campaign.)  She  is  also  worried  about  th 

credibility  gap,  particularly  with  regard  to  the  Vietnar 
war,  and  has  no  sympathy  with  efforts  of  young  peopl 

and  their  parents  to  avoid  military  service. 

At  the  time  of  her  response  to  The  Recorder,  Mis 

Messersmith  was  contemplating  marriage  with  a  felloe 

law  student  who  subscribes  to  the  "old-fashioned"  ide 

that  woman's  place  in  in  the  home.  She  doesn't  disagre 
with  the  gentleman,  but  thought  she  might  be  able  6 

work  part  time,  or  at  least  to  assist  him  in  his  work, 

will  be  interested  to  read  your  article,"  she  says,  "to  se 

how  lawyer-wives  have  handled  this  situation." 
Happily,  she  did  not  wait  for  The  Recorder  to  decid 

her  fate.  On  June  21,  she  married  a  fellow  Dickinsoi 

student,  Charles  E.  S.  Mitchell.  Now  begins  the  dram; 

"Jo  Ann  Faces  Life."  (Can  a  female  law  graduate  fini 
happiness  baking  kitchen  goodies  for  a  strong-mindd attorney? ) 

As  for  liberal  arts  as  a  foundation  for  legal  educatior 

Jo  says  "EXCELLENT!"    She  observes  that  English  is 
good  pre-law  major;  equally  so,  polirical  science;  philos 

ophy  majors  seem  to  have  "the  best-trained  minds;"  scienc 
majors  are  "diligent  but  comparatively  poorly  prepared. 

"There  is  a  place  for  women  in  the  law.  I  encourage  al 
students  who  have  an  interest  in  legal  studies  to  foste 

and  nurture  their  interest."  In  general,  to  those  about  tc 

graduate,  Jo  advises,  "Don't  settle  for  'a  job;'  accept  only  'th 
job.'  If  it  requires  more  education,  continue  with  school  o 
arrange  with  a  potential  employer  for  a  leave  of  absence 

Women,  especially  Chatham  women,  need  the  challenge 

of  an  interesting  job  ...  or  an  interesting  marriage." 
guess  none  of  us  would  argue  with  that  final  sentiment 

though  some  of  us  may  have  compromised  on  occasion. 



Centennial  News 
ALUMNAE   DAY— June  7,   1969 

Two  hundred  and  thirty-six  alumnae  and  seventy-nine 
husbands  and  guests  came  to  the  campus  on  June  7  for  a 

memorable  reunion,  the  opening  event  of  the  Centennial 

celebration.  The  activities  started  the  night  before  for  those 

who  spent  the  night  in  Rea  and  Laughlin  Houses,  but  the 

formal  program  opened  with  CHATHAM  FORECAST, 

a  panel  presentation  moderated  by  Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs 

'60.  The  participants  were  two  members  of  the  faculty: 
Dr.  James  Diggory,  professor  of  psychology,  and  Dr.  Rich- 

ard Morrill,  chaplain  and  assistant  professor  of  religion; 

and  two  students,  Katherine  Donahue  70,  and  Margaret 

Yockey  71. 

Receiving  special  honors  at  the  Reunion  Luncheon  were 

fifteen  of  the  twenty  living  past  presidents  of  the  Alumnae 
Association.  Honored,  also,  were  two  alumnae  who  were 

celebrating  their  70th  and  65th  anniversaries,  Jennie  De- 

Vore  Porter,  Class  of  1899,  and  Edna  McKee  Houston, 
Class  of  1904. 

President  and  Mrs.  Eddy  entertained  all  reunion  guests 

at  a  lovely  reception  in  their  home  on  Woodland  Road  to 

start  the  evening  festivities.  Then,  following  a  buffet  din- 
ner, seven  alumnae  (and  a  friend  who  took  part  just  for 

fun)  presented  a  musical  revue.  Appropriately  entitled 

"Those  Were  The  Days,"  the  show  was  the  collective  effort 

of  Janice  Miller  Schmidt  '58,  writer  and  narrator,  Claire 

Rubenstein  Sachnoff  '58,  musical  director  and  guitar  ac- 
companist, and  the  singing  and  dancing  chorus:  Jeanie 

Dym  Glushein  '58,  Myrna  Deaktor  Prince  '59,  Harriet 

Lewis  Franklin  '59,  Betsy  Lytle  Suatoni  '59,  and  Carol 

Parker  Berkman  '59. 

Next  year's  reunion  committee  is  already  wondering  what 
it  can  do  to  equal  the  1969  Alumnae  Day. 

Past  Presidents,  I.  to  r.:  Row  4 — Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der 
Voort,  Isabel  Epley,  Martha  Ackelson  Smith,  Anne  McCullough 

Frey.  Row  3 — Jane  Harmeier  Nims,  Elizabeth  Stevenson  Mc- 

Quiston,  Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride.  Row  2 — Frances  Boale 
Belding,  Grace  Davis  Mechling,  Louise  Baehr  Larson,  Edna  M. 

Reitz.  Row  1 — Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm,  Jennie  DeVore  Porter, 
Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford.  Not  in  picture:  Ethel  Williams 
Keister. 

Class  of  1924,  45th  Reunion,  I.  to  r. :  Helen  Ryman,  Barbara 

Coit  Templeton,  Florence  Jay,  Dorothy  Cooke  Ortner,  Leanore 

Allen,  Martha  Glandon  Luthringer,  Grace  Davis  Mechling, 

Emma    Miller   Davis,   Stella   Wagenfehr   Shane,    Hedwig    Pregler. 

ALUMNAE  ARTISTS  EXHIBITION 

Twenty-one  pieces  of  art  work  were  assembled  for  the 
second  Alumnae  Artists  Exhibition  shown  in  Falk  Hall 

from  October  18  through  November  2,  1969.  The  first 

alumnae  show  took  place  in  1964,  and  the  current  one  was 

planned  as  part  of  the  Centennial  observance.  Included  in 

the  exhibit  were  paintings,  drawings,  colleges,  fabric  and 

stitchery,  a  wood  block  print,  and  several  ceramic  pieces. 

Pittsburgh  and  Pennsylvania  artists  who  contributed  in- 

dividual works  were  Susan  Scott  Tucker  '22,  Jeanne  Kalish 

Samuels  '39,  Helen  Heath  Smith  '44,  Marilyn  Marks  Zelt 

'49,  Rita  McEldowney  '50,  Susan  Bergman  Gurrentz  '56, 

Lois  Katz  Blaufeld  '56,  Eleanor  Carroll  Molnar  '56,  Frances 

Venardos  Gialamas  '59,  Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  '62,  and 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman  '62. 
From  out-of-state  came  the  entries  of  Dorothy  Dodworth 

Scullin  '51,  and  Dorothy  Hauser  Fritts  '54  (Massachusetts), 

Ann  Hutchinson  Winterling  '54  (Missouri),  Patricia  Mc- 

Cormick  Goodrich  '55  (New  Jersey),  Anne  Turner  Arnold 

'60  (Connecticut),  Helen  Roesing  Monroe  '63,  and  Patrice 
Williamson  '66  (Illinois),  Doris  Damour  '65  (New  York), 

Melanie  Redhead  Applebaum  '67  (Michigan),  and  Yvette 
Bourgeois  '68  (Texas). 

The  show  was  co-sponsored  by  Mr.  Jerry  Caplan,  chair- 
man of  the  Chatham  art  department,  and  the  Alumnae 

Association. 
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100th   BIRTHDAY   PARTY 

The  gala  100th  Birthday  Party  on  November  21,  1969 

will  be  history  by  the  time  this  is  in  print,  but  now,  the 

end  of  October,  there  is  a  great  flurry  of  work  and  excite- 

ment as  plans  proceed  for  this  once-in-a-lifetime  event. 
Invitations  are  out,  reservations  are  coming  in,  decorations 

are  being  made,  and  a  number  of  alumnae  are  devoting 
hours  of  time  and  effort  toward  the  final  success  of  the 

party.  And  PARTY  it  is  to  be — a  true  celebration  of  one 
hundred  years  of  proud  history  and  a  toast  to  the  years 
ahead. 

The  ballroom  of  the  William  Penn  Hotel  is  the  scene 

of  the  festivities.  During  a  reception  preceding  the  dinner, 

guests  may  indulge  in  a  nostalgic  look  at  the  past  through 

the  medium  of  a  display  of  memorabilia.  History  will 

repeat  itself  again  during  the  program  when  a  very  un- 
usual showing  of  slides  will  be  presenred.  President  Eddy 

will  speak,  the  Chatham  Choir  will  sing  old  songs  and  new, 

and  the  program  will  be  climaxed  with  the  presentation 
of  ten  Centennial  Service  Awards.       , 

The  awards  will  be  given  "with  deep  gratitude  for  dis- 
tinguished personal  contributions  to  the  achievement  of 

the  College  during  its  first  century  of  service"  to:  Mr. 
Arthur  E.  Braun,  Mr.  George  D.  Lockhart,  Mrs.  Robert  D. 

Campbell,  Mrs.  Clifford  S.  Heinz,  Dr.  Paul  R.  Anderson, 

Miss  Mary  Helen  Marks,  Miss  Laberta  Dysart,  Mrs.  Alex- 
ander Murdoch,  Mrs.  Albert  F.  Keister,  and  Miss  Helen 

Ryman. 
Very  sincere  thanks  are  in  order  for  those  who  have 

served  on  the  following  committees:  planning  and  arrange- 

ments, Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs  '60,  Mary  Anderson  Sheehan 

'54,  Arline  Sinkus  Lewis  '61;  publicity,  Helen  Ryman  '24, 
working  with  Toby  Milligan,  public  relations  director; 

invitations,  Janet  Murray  Newton  '42,  and  the  many  volun- 
teers who  prepared  more  than  4,000  invitations  for  mailing; 

decorations,  Helen  Lindsay  Lee  '36,  Rita  McEldowney 

Spalding  '50,  Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  '62,  and  members 
of  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Club  who  assembled  the  table  center- 

pieces; memorbilia,  Louise  Wallace  Menges  '43;  recogni- 

tion and  awards,  Helen  Smith  '44,  Peggy  Donaldson  '44, 

Lois  Kramer  Boyd  '38;  slide  show,  Ruth  Garland  Lesko  '56; 

music,  Alma  Salvetti  Jennings  '59;  college  coordinator,  Mr. 
Leonard  G.  Doran;  and,  of  course,  the  alumnae  office  staff. 

i 
A   DATE   for  YOUR  CALENDAR        I 

I 
ALUMNAE  DAY 

! 
June  6,    1970  I 

I 
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CENTENNIAL  FUND  PROGRESS  REPORT 

The  Alumnae  Association  has  approximately 
four  thousand  women  on  its  rolls.  Centennial 

Fund  volunteers  are  reaching  their  fellow  alum- 

nae by  mail  or  by  personal  solicitation,  de- 
pending upon  where  our  Chathamites  live. 

Geographic  Campaigns 

Personal  solicitation  campaigns  are  in  differ- 

ent states  of  completion  in  the  following  geo- 

graphic concentrations:  Allegheny  County;  Buf- 
falo; Chicago;  Westchester  County,  New  York; 

Long  Island,  New  York;  Detroit;  Miami  and 
Fort  Lauderdale;  Sarasota  and  St.  Petersburg; 

New  Jersey;  Philadelphia;  Fairfield  County, 
Connecticut;  Baltimore;  and  Washington,  DC. 

Still  to  be  cultivated  are  the  Los  Angeles  area 
and  the  San  Francisco  area.  Thus  far  we  have 

375  alumnae  volunteers  canvassing  these  con- 
centrations— a  very  fine  indication  of  how  our 

alumnae  respond  to  a  challenge! 

Mail  Campaigns 

In  the  very  near  future  each  class  will  have 

been  canvassed  by  mail.  Please  understand  that 

not  everyone  is  to  receive  a  letter  of  solicita- 
tion from  a  classmate.  For  those  of  you  that 

we  have  reached  by  letter,  we  simply  could  not 

convey  the  story  of  the  Centennial  Fund  any other  way. 

And  there  you  have  it.  We're  still  working 
hard,  and  we're  well  on  our  way  to  reaching 
the  Alumnae  Association  goal  of  $150,000. 

FORTY-SIXTH  ALUMNAE  COUNCII 

Alumnae  Council,  usually  held  in  October,  was  sched 

uled  this  year  for  November  20,  21  in  order  to  have  th 

100th  Birthday  Party  as  its  climax.  Delegates  were  invito 
to  attend  a  lecture  in  the  Middle  East  series  before  th 

opening  luncheon  in  Mellon  Hall. 
Group  discussion  followed  an  exploration  of  ideas  by 

panel  of  alumnae,  faculty  and  students  on  "The  Role  o 
Alumnae  in  the  Future  of  the  College."    Club  leaders  ha< 
an  opportunity   to  have  dinner  with  area  students  prio 
to  a  club  workshop. 

A  campus  tour  on  Friday  morning  was  followed  by  ai 

orientation  seminar  providing  an  opportunity  to  lean 

about  Chatham:  the  College,  the  students,  the  Alumna 

Association,  and  the  relationship  of  each  to  the  others. 



class   news  .  .  . 

T       A    The   death   of   Mary  Savage  Lewis 
/  on  December  7,  1968  left  her 

J_  J.  classmates  deeply  saddened  by  the 
loss  of  a  good  friend  and  without 

[heir  faithful  secretary  to  gather  news  for 

jhe  Recorder.  As  editor,  I  have  taken  the 
responsibility  of  corresponding  with  the 
class  members  and  reporting  their  news. 
ft.  H.  S. 

Four  members  were  present  for  a  55th 
eunion  on  Alumnae  Day,  June  7 — Mil- 
ired  McWilliams,  Ethel  Williams  Keister, 
Adeline  Colebrook  Voight  and  Mary  Little 
ftiken. 

A  note  from  Janet  Brounlee  says,  "How 
ve  will  miss  Mary,  the  capable  president 
>f  our  junior  and  senior  years  and  our 
aithful  secretary  for  so  long!  I  hope  you 
ill  saw  that  the  husband  of  our  classmate, 
Zornelia  Gillespie  Miller,  former  Chief  of 
\rmy  Chaplains,  conducted  the  final  mili- 

ary rites  for  Dwight  Eisenhower  in  the 
diapel  at  Abilene.  The  July  National  Geo- 

graphic gives  the  closing  words  of  his 
brayer  and  has  a  small  picture  of  Major 
General  Miller  standing  in  the  door  of 
fhe  chapel.  I  still  spend  much  of  my  time 
studying  Bible,  teaching  a  little  and  doing 
some  writing.  I  enjoyed  talking  by  phone 
to  Miss  White  last  fall,  and  hope  to  call 
on  her  in  October  when  I  visit  a  niece 

near  Wilmington." 
Adeline  Colebrook  Voight  reports  a  new 

address: — 608  Sunnyside  Street,  Hartville, 
Ohio  44632,  where  she  and  her  daughter 
live  together  and  which  she  describes  as 

"a  wide  place  in  the  road."  Mrs  Voight's 
book  "Shadyside  Childhood,"  which  she 
wrote  last  year  for  4-to- 12-year-old  girls,  is 
obtainable  at  The  Red  Quill  on  Walnut 
Street  of  direct  from  the  author  at  $2.00. 

The  loss  of  her  younger  sister,  Louise,  ov- 
ershadows everything  else  since  her  death 

last  February. 
After  living  in  one  house  for  almost 

fifty  years,  Phoebe  Knight  Nicholas  has 
moved  twice  in  six  months,  but  is  glad 
to  stay  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  and  glad 
also  to  be  well  enough  for  such  undertak- 

ing. Her  current  address  is  60  Clover 
Drive,  Apt.  31,  Pittsburgh   15236. 

Rebecca  Larimer  Sherratt  keeps  quite 
busy  with  her  growing  family — rwo  grand- 

sons, two  married  granddaughters,  and 
three  great-grandchildren.  One  grandson, 
Douglas  Sherratt,  graduated  from  Lafayette 
College  and  is  now  with  the  Army  in 
Vietnam,  naturally  a  great  concern  to  his 
family. 

Mildred  McWilliams  returned  in  Sep- 
tember after  rwo  months  at  Chautauqua, 

New  York,  her  favorite  vacation  spot. 

In  Memoriam 

Mary   Stevenson   '94-'97 (Mrs.  Willock) 
April,  1969 

Elizabeth   Davidson   '96 (Mrs.  William  D.  Topley) 
March   6,   1969 

Irene  Fox  x'12 (Mrs.  Robert  Mueller) 

July  28,  1969 

Janet  D.   Campbell  '15 April   26,   1969 

Anna  Katherine  Keck  '17 (Mrs.  John  S.  Van  Kirk) 
August   25,    1969 

Dorothy  Minor  '18 (Mrs.  Emmett  F.  Cary) 
October  20,   1969 

Margaret   Thoburn   Knox   x'19 September  13,  1969 

Margaret  Wills  '21 (Mrs.   Archie   Dodds) 
April  21,   1969 

Marion  B.   McDonald   x'23 
(Mrs.  John  E.   Shakeshaft) 

June  12,  1969 

Betty  English  x'28 (Mrs.  E.  W.  Beadling) 

July  20,  1969 

Mary   Alice   Keck   x'28 
July,   1969 

Lillian  W.  Green  '29 (Mrs.    William    B.    Surbled) 
May  31,  1969 

Phyllis  O.  Williams  '31 (Mrs.  Lewis  E.  Clugh) 
August  4,  1969 

Margaret  E.  Fitch  '36 (Mrs.  Henry  E.  Robinson,  Jr.) 
September   23,   1969 

Martha   Torrence   '37 April  6,   1969 

Mary   Lou   Shekell   '49 (Mrs.  Wilbur   S.  Mellon,  Jr.) 
May  18,  1969 

Joanne   Bridges   '53 (Mrs.  Eugene  H.  Milich) 
September   18,   1969 

Kay  Coats  '53 (Mrs.  R.  D.   Lynch) 
June   24,   1969 

Judith  Chaplin  '59 October   13,  1969 

Marilyn   H.   Doeller   '67 (Mrs.    Alexander    Blain,    IV) 
April  4,  1969 

Ethel  Williams  Keister  says  that  it  has 
never  been  easy  for  her  to  write  about 
her  "doings,"  but,  due  to  my  persistence 
she  did  reply.  I  am  glad  because  she  does 
do  the  most  interesting  things.  She  wrote 
a  day  or  so  after  the  1969  Fashionlogue 
which  drew  over  1,400  people  (even 

some  men)  to  the  Hilton  Hotel,  the  larg- 

est  group  to  date.  Rated  "most  interesting" was  her  trip  to  attend  the  Investiture  of 
Prince  Charles  of  Wales,  accompanied  by 
her  17-year-old  granddaughter,  Cherry 
Semple,  followed  by  a  tour  of  the  British 
Isles. 

Mrs.  Keister  has  spent  a  great  deal  of 

time  in  New  York  City  working  on  var- 
ious musical  projects  with  Mrs.  Serge 

Koussevitsky,  whom  she  visited  last  sum- 
mer at  her  home  "Saranac"  in  Tanglewood, 

Massachusetts.  In  1970  she  expects  to  go 

to  Geneva,  Switzerland  as  co-chairman  of 
the  International  Composition  Contest  for 
the  National  Society  of  Arts  and  Letters, 
whose  convention  she  attended  in  Honolulu 
last  year.  Her  granddaughter  Carol  Semple 
(a  senior  at  Hollins  College,  Virginia) 

won  the  Pennsylvania  Women's  Amateur Golf  Championship,  making  Carol  and  her 
mother,  Phyllis  (Chatham  1942),  the  only 
mother  and  daughter  to  have  won  the 
state  title. 

16 Dotothy  Errett 
147   West  State   Street 

Kennett  Square,  Pa.  19348 

NEW   ADDRESS 
Leila  Hill  Lytle  (Mrs.  Wm.  G„  Jr.),  197 

Segar  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15241 

Frances  Boale  Belding  spent  a  pleasant 
winter  at  St.  Petersburg,  Florida,  but  plans 
to  return  to  Sarasota  another  year  after 

Christmas.  The  past  summer  was  so  pleas- 
ant in  Pittsburgh  that  she  took  no  trips, 

but  she  hoped  to  attend  the  D.A.R.  State 
Conference  in  Philadelphia  during  October 
and  plansi  to  entertain  Decade  V  for  the 
Chtistmas  meeting.  Frances  is  a  member 
of  the  State  Committee  of  Approved 
Schools  and  vice-chairman  of  the  World 
Affairs  Committee  of  the  College  Club. 

Rebekah  Crouse  Costanzo  and  her  hus- 
band, during  a  pleasant  summer  at  home, 

enjoyed  visits  from  their  children. 

Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  and  "Pat." after  experiencing  considerable  inconve- 
nience from  a  hurricane  earlier  in  the  year, 

by  June  were  able  to  greatly  enjoy  an  ex- 
tensive tour — via  jet,  ttain,  bus  and  boat — 

to  Anchorage,  Alaska,  the  Yukon  and  Skag- 
way,    and    Vancouver,    B.C.    on    rhe    M.S. 

HAPPY  BIRTHDAY,  CHATHAM  COLLEGE.    REMEMBER,  "GIVE  TO  THE  CENTENNIAL  FUND." 
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Polar  Star.  Gertrude  mentions  especially 

their  "fantastic  journey"  on  the  White  Pass 
and  Yukon  Railway  along  the  Klondike 

Trail  of  '98,  past  Black  Cross  Rock  and 
Dead  Horse  Gulch,  "some  of  the  most 
majestic  scenery"  in  North  America.  Also, in  contrast,  they  took  the  Arctic  Circle  tour 
to  Point  Barrow  and  Nome.  At  Point  Bar- 

row, during  their  day-and-a-half  stay,  the 
sun  never  set.  They  sampled  muktuk  and 
partook  of  a  delicious  reindeer  dinner. 
The  Eskimos,  especially  the  adorable,  smil- 

ing  children,   were    most   enjoyable. 

Rosemary  Geary  and  her  sister  are  plan- 
ning a  winter  vacation  in  Florida. 

Martha  ("Fairy")  Gibbons  Millspaugh 
and  her  now  full-grown  Schnauzer  dog  are 
hopefully  awaiting  visits  from  old  friends. 
She  greatly  enjoys  swimming  in  the  pool 
of  her  close  friends — her  doctor  and  his 
wife.  An  early,  cool  summer  turned  hot 

in  July,  inflicting  hardship  on  Martha's roses. 
Mildred  Nicholls  Kohman  traveled  to 

Ireland  and  England  in  the  spring.  Her 

"most  exciting"  news  is  that  of  having 
been  in  an  accident  on  the  Pennsylvania 
Turnpike  this  summer.  No  one  was  injured 
but  her  new  car  was  put  out  of  commission. 

Amelia  Slater  repeated  last  year's  very pleasant  vacation  at  the  same  place. 
Helen  Steele  Truxal  flew  to  Massachu- 

setts late  in  August  and  spent  twelve 
delightful  days  with  her  daughter  Helen, 
in  Maine  and  on  the  Cape.  Helen  is  still 
staying  in  Pittsburgh,  Her  grandson  Bob 
entered  college  in  September. 

Adella  Stewart  Anderson  reports  a  wait- 
ing list  at  Methodist  Manor  Home,  Sea- 

ford,  Del.  Guests  enjoy  programs  on  na- 
ture, travel,  music,  art,  current  events  and 

a  Bible  class.  They  have  bus  trips  to  near- 
by points  of  interest.  With  her  son,  his 

wife  and  their  twelve-year-old  daughter, 
Adella  visited  Puerto  Rico  in  November, 
and  in  June  she  went  by  train  to  her 

granddaughter's   wedding   in   Massachusetts. 
Greatly  appreciated  notes,  devoid  of 

news,  bore  greetings  and  best  wishes  to  all 
1916-ers  from  Melbc.  Martin  Ingersoll, 
Mary  Stratton  and   Grace    Woodrow. 

As  for  yours  truly,  I  have  been,  since 
March  1st,  enjoying  life  at  the  comfottable 

and  very  pleasant  Friend's  (Quaker's) Home  at  Kennett  Square,  not  far  from 
Chatham.  In  January,  I  had  a  pleasant 

week's  visit  with  my  sister  Helen  and  her 
husband  Remy,  in  their  new  home  at  beau- 

tiful Jekyll  Island,  Ga.  Remy's  sudden 
death,  in  May,  took  me  down  there  again 
and,  after  spending  the  last  week  in  Au- 

gust at  Bethany  Beach,  Del.,  I  drove  to 
Georgia  with  Helen,  who  had  come  north 
for  a  visit.  In  June,  I  traveled  by  train  to 
Alliance,  Ohio,  to  greet  baby  Amy,  niece 

Patsy's  new  daughter  and  fourth  child.  Al- 
most daily  I  walk  two  squares  to  niece 

Jane's  to  visit  with  her  and  her  four  ador- 
able children,  with  whom  I  frequently 

babysit. 

18 Martha  Temple   Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

426   East  Wheeling   Street, 
Washington,  Pa.    15301 

DEATHS 
Josephine   Paul   Means,   October   31,    1968 
Eleanor    Fuller    McMurray,    November    5, 

1968 

Dorothy   Minor   Cary,   October    20,    1969 
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We  are  indeed  saddened  to  learn  of  the 

passing  of  three  of  our  class  members.  We 
extend  sincere  sympathy  to  their  loved  ones. 

Our    deepest    sympathy    is    extended    to 
Kamala   Cornelius   Asirvatham   whose   hus- 

band died  in  May   1969- 
Kamala  writes: 

I  lost  my  dear  husband  on  May  7,  1969 

after  a  long  illness  borne  with  great  cour- 
age and  patience.  Before  his  death  he  ad- 

vised me  to  get  away  from  India  for  a 
change  and  rest.  Our  eldest  daughter  Va- 
santi  was  spending  the  summer  in  Switzer- 

land. He  urged  me  to  visit  her  and  I 
have  done  so.  I  spent  some  weeks  with 
her  in  Switzerland.  I  also  spent  some 
weeks  with  Premi  my  second  daughter  in 
England.  This  trip  has  done  me  a  great 

deal  of  good  and  has  given  me  great  com- 
fort. I  feel  much  better  now  to  return 

home  with  new  strength  to  continue  my 
work.  On  my  way  back  home  I  plan  to 
stop  at  Delhi  to  spend  two  or  three 
months  with  my  youngest  daughter  Pad- 
mini. 

Please  write  to  me  at  my  home  address 
and  letters  will  be  forwarded. 

With  my  best  wishes  to  all, 
Yours   sincerely, 

Kamela  Asirvatham. 

Mollie  Davidson  Nass  says,  "We  are 
both  in  good  health  and  planning  a  trip 

in    September    for    our    48th    anniversary." The  card   from  Eulaliu  Fournier  Babbitt 
this  year  came  from  her  granddaughter. 
Dear  Class  of  1918: 

As  Lala  Fournier's  granddaughter  I  can 
tell  you  that  your  former  classmate  spends 
the  majority  of  her  time  engrossed  in  the 
latest  Saturday  Review  or  Kent  State  Stu- 

dent Newspaper.  She's  quite  a  unique 
grandmother  and  a  favorite  with  my  col- 

lege friends. Most  sincerely, 

Martha  Babbitt  Williams 
Charlotte  Hunker  Hays  has  spent  part  of 

the  summer  in  North  Carolina,  and  has 
had  friends  and  family  visiting  her. 

Ruth  Kauffman  Morrison  writes  that  her 

younger  sister,  who  has  been  in  the  hos- 
pital for  almost  a  year,  is  home  now  in 

Erie,  Pa.  Ruth  attended  a  meeting  of 
Chatham  graduates  at  the  home  of  Mrs. 
Robert  Hinckley  of  Sarasota,  Florida.  She 

said,  "Although  I  didn't  know  anyone 
personally,  it  didn't  take  long  to  get  ac- 

quainted. I  enjoyed  meeting  these  alum- 
nae very  much."    She  sends  greetings  to  all. 

Ruth  Long  says,  "I  keep  busy  doing 
many  interesting  things.  In  May  I  took 
a  bus  trip  to  see  the  tulips  in  Holland, 
Michigan  and  found  Charlotte  Hunker 

Hays  was  one  of  the  passengers." Florence  Younkins  Fowler  reports  a 

quiet  year.  "No  long  trips — just  spent  a 
few  weeks  at  Kitty  Hawk  Beach  with  my 

daughter  and   her  boys." Your  secretary  can  also  report  a  quiet 
year.  I  spent  three  weeks  in  Traverse  City, 

Michigan  with  my  daughter  and  her  fam- 
ily— also  spent  a  week-end  with  friends in    Hart. 

Thanks  to  all  who  answered  my  cards. 

I  enjoy  reading  your  replies — only  wish 
we  could  hear  from  a  few  more. 

"NOW  PRESS  WE  ON" 
TO  THE  CENTENNIAL 

FUND  GOAL. 

20 Ethel   L.   Per; 

5437  Ellsworth  Avem 

Apt.  21 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   152= 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Willard  Crane  Peebles   (Mrs.  Harry),  8<! 

Fourth    Avenue,    North,    St.    Petersbur 
Fl.  33701 

Rita  Criste,  812  Clark  Street,  Evanston, 

60201 
DEATH 

Edna  Faddis  Stevens,  December  25,  196! 

We  have  decided  to  save  all  news  gat 
ering  until  June  6,  1970  when  we  will  o 
serve  our  50th  anniversary.  There  will  1 
a  full  day  of  activities  planned  on  campi 
and  we  hope  that  as  many  as  possible  w 
plan  to  come.  Full  details  will  be  fort 
coming  in  the  spring,  but  if  you  have  ai 
suggestions  about  what  you  would  like 
do,  please  get  in  touch  with  Ethel  at  tl 
above   address. 

22 Margaret  M.  Batn 
415   Summer  Avem 

New  Castle,  Pa.  16K 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Florence  Solomon   Ellis    (Mrs.   Robert  E 

Leisure  Village,  417-A  Chatham   Cou 
Lakewood,  N.J.  08701 

Carolyn  Titzell,  501  North  McKean  Strei 
Kittanning,  Pa.   16201 

Helen  Allison  Dunbar's  activities  ha 
been  slowed  down  considerably  due  to  i 
ness  requiring  special  diet  and  rest.  SI 
heard  from  Bon  during  the  summer  ai 
sees  Jane  quite  often  at  various  social  gat erings. 

Peg    Berryman    Lowstutter    wishes     si 
had  some  interesting  news  for  us.    She  h 
the  same  old  ailment  but  keeps  going 
a  slower  pace.   Just  thankful  to  be  alive. 

Betty  Dean  Boots  seems  to  be  our  mc 
active  club  woman.  She  is  president 
Thursday  Afternoon  Club,  program  cha: 
man  of  two  organizations,  and  continu 
working  in  the  Prayer  Group  ar  the  Fil 
United  Methodist  Church.  Her  special  pa 
is  to  write  lerters  to  patients  in  the  he 
pitals  each  week.  She  is  expecting 
guest  from  Miami  to  visit  her  during  tl 
Christmas  season. 

Dot  Burleigh  Courtney  writes  that  the 
thirteenth  grandchild  arrived  in  Augi; 

— Mary  Courtney  Howell,  daughter  of  Dc 
tie  and  John.  They  spent  June  in  G 
ifornia  and  then  went  up  to  Victoria  ai 
Vancouver  and  home  by  Glacier  Pat 
Hopes  to  see  everyone  at  our  fiftieth  t 
union. 

Bon  Connelly  also  wishes  for  somethii 

exciting  to  report.  She  hasn't  been 
Egypt  to  ride  a  camel's  back  or  to  Haw; to  dance  on  the  beach.  How  lazy  can  oi 

be!  She  doesn't  know  what  would  happi 
if  she  had  to  get  up  at  seven  and  sla' for  someone  eight  hours  a  day.  The  tc 
nado  that  hit  Lakewood  July  4th  was  jt 

a  few  blocks  away  and  she  realized  th 
never  before  has  she  known  the  for 
of  nature.  For  two  days  and  nights  th 
were  without  electricity  and  hot  wat< 
Brought  back  to  mind  the  gas  light  e 
of  early  Chatham. 

Ina  Connelly  Cross  says  she  has  had 

good  year  health-wise  and  busy-wise.  Oi 
of  her  daughters  is  living  in  Californ 
and  the  other  in   Boston.    She  keeps   Ian 



>pen,  does  her  club  work  and  tries  to  keep 
'ibreast. 
'  Rose  Gorzo  Rapach  declares  that  at 
his  time  of  life  it  becomes  more  difficult 
:o  relate  news.  She  is  very  active,  vitally 
.nterested  in  domestic,  foreign  and  religious 
natters.  Hopes  we  can  live  long  enough 
:o  see  the  development  of  this  new  era. 

1  Mickey  Gray  Harlot  reports  statistics 
:he  same  and  for  that  she  is  most  grate- 

ful.  Wishes  the  same  to  good  old  1922. 
How  nice  to  hear  from  Helen  Gross  Al- 

derman/ We  day  students  will  surely  think 
of  lunch  times  in  the  den.  Her  activities 
ire  limited  due  to  arthritis.  Perhaps  some 

■'day  she  may  see  some  of  our  classmates 
!as  her  daughter  and  family  live  in  Al- 

lison Park.  She  would  like  to  have  one  of 

'the  three  granddaughters  choose  Chatham 
'though  they  are  years  away  from  college 
age  and  by  then  may  be  living  in  Cali- 

fornia. Her  son  lives  in  Denver  and  has 

)a  son  and  daughter.  Helen's  husband 
'plans  retirement  soon  and  they  will  go  to 
live  in  Hot  Springs,  Arkansas,  where  they 
have  a  home  on  Lake  Hamilton.  Frequent- 

ly she  wonders  about  her  classmates  and 
(sends  greetings  to  all. 

Florence  Newmaker  Knapp  had   a   bout 
with   Hong   Kong   flu    last   Christmas   Eve 
just   when    her   daughter   and    family   were 
ihome  for  the  first  time  in  six  years.    They 

spent    the    winter    in    Ft.    Myer's    Beach, 
Florida  and  expect  to  return  this  year.   Her 
I  daughter  has  moved  to  Washington  as  her 
1  son-in-law   was   appointed   Under   Secretary 
of    the    Air    Force.     Granddaughter    Pam 

j  graduated    from    We  lies  ley    this    spring 
fSumma  Cum  Laude,  Phi  Beta  Kappa,  and 
IDurant  Scholar.    Newnie  sends  love  to  all 
jthe  gals. 

Susan  Scott  Tucker  says  this  year  has 
been  busier  than  ever  with  painting  and 

I  exhibiting.  In  July  they  took  a  trip  to  the 
)  Thousand  Islands  and  then  visited  with 
I  their  daughter  Annie  in  Auburn,  New 
York.  In  August,  daughter  Peggy  and  her 

I  four  children  were  with  them.  Always 
'  busy! 

Jane  Taylor  had  a  nice  trip  to  Banff, 
Lake  Louise  and  Alaska.  She  found  the 
Canadian  Rockies  beautiful.  She  says 
Helen  is  much  better  but  not  able  to  do 
much.  Like  the  rest  of  us,  tires  easily. 
She  missed  seeing  Peg  Lowstutter  this 
summer. 

Caroline  Titzell  has  nothing  stupendous 
to  report  except  that  they  are  moving  into 
an  apartment.  At  present  they  are  living 
in  two  places  and  she  feels  it  will  take 
three  months  to  clear  the  house.  She  sends 
best  wishes  to  all. 

Elizabeth  Wilson  Lorenz  and  her  hus- 
band are  enjoying  Florida  as  much  as  ever. 

Last  summer  they  spent  August  in  Pitts- 
burgh and  during  the  winter  had  two  won- 
derful trips  to  New  Orleans  and  one  to 

Fort  Lauderdale.  They  have  purchased  a 
condominium  in  St.  Petersburg  Beach  but 
will  not  move  in  until  next  year.  The 
address,  when  the  move  takes  place,  will 
be  Regency  West,  Apt.  415,  5555  Gulf 
Blvd.,  St.  Petersburg  Beach,  Florida  33706. 

As  for  your  secretary,  I  have  had  a  busy 
year.  Illness  in  the  family  has  made  it 
necessary  to  spend  much  time  in  Spring- 
dale.  In  April  nine  of  us  from  New 
Castle  went  to  the  Caribbean  on  the  first 
tour  sponsored  by  the  Pennsylvania  Re- 

tired Teachers'  Association.  Had  an  en- 
joyable trip.  I  spend  September  in  Fal- 

mouth  and   all   were   much    relieved   when 

hurricane  Gerta  decided  to  head  for  the 
sea  before  reaching  the  Cape  with  its 
hundred  mile  winds.  I  wish  to  thank  all 
who  responded. 
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Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

NEW  ADDRESS 
Ruth     Baxter    Hill     (Mrs.     T.     M.)      721 

West     Hills     Road,     Henderson,     N.C. 28739 

This,  our  45th  Reunion  Year,  with  its 
barrage  of  letters  and  communiques  set 
off  by  our  hep  chairmen,  Stella  Wagenjehr 
Shane  and  Lenore  Allen,  along  with  the 
Centennial  Fund  et  al,  shook  loose  news 
about  most  of  our  class.  Then  the  special 
report  on  the  Reunion,  sent  you  by  your 
eager-beaver  secretary,  and  what  we  learned 
there  has  in  turn  brought  enlightening 
items. 

Grace  Davis  Mechling's  husband  is  being treated  at  the  Harmarville  Rehabilitation 
Center  since  his  stroke  on  June  11th  and 
everything   is  on  a  wait-and-see   basis. 

Our  sympathy  to  Esther  Miller  Kagan 
whose  husband  passed  away  suddenly  on 
August  17,  while  on  a  visit  to  Pittsburgh 
where  he  began  his  ministry.  An  out- 

standing rabbi  in  New  York  State,  con- 
cerned with  ecumenical  affairs,  his  loss  is 

great  not  only  to  Esther  and  her  two 
boys  but  to  the  entire  religious  community. 

Thanks  to  Dorothy  Cooke  Ortners  hus- 
band, pinchhitting  for  her  on  news  to  save 

her  eyes,  a  chance  to  pass  on  what  she 
was  shy  about.  While  teaching  in  Corry 
High  School  she  persuaded  the  superin- 

tendent to  put  in  French  courses,  so  that 
on  retiring  two  years  ago  three  were 
teaching  seven  French  courses,  and  two  of 
her  students  have  become  teachers  of  the 

language,  also.    Bravo  for  her! 
Martha  Glandon  Luthringer,  off  Sep- 

tember 29th  for  a  46-day  trip  to  Africa, 
will  have  to  miss  the  October  Trustees 
meeting  but  could  still  make  the  100th 
Anniversary   dinner. 

Olive  Keck  Comfort  lost  two  sisters 
within  two  weeks  during  the  summer,  her 

oldest,  Katharine  '17,  and  her  youngest, 

Mary  Alice  x'28. Marian  Stewart  Smith  is  justly  proud  of 
her  husband  who  was  chosen  to  be  project 

engineer  on  the  new  Elk  County  Court- 

house. Daughter  Mary  Ann  O'Nan  is 
teaching  economics  at  Carnegie-Mellon, 
and  Sally  Vicillet  is  head  of  the  Spanish 
department  at  the  Friends  Academy  in 
Locust  Valley,  Long  Island. 

Best  wishes  have  come  from  Marian 
Kimmel  Darsie  who  is  still  teaching; 
Helen  Errett  Hourdequin,  adjusting  to  her 

husband's  recent  death  by  traveling;  Al- berta Sexauer  Ressler  who  still  likes  her 
retired  village  in  Ohio;  Florence  Steele 
Bullock  who  retired  from  teaching  this 
vear. 

See  you  all  at  our  50th  Reunion! 

26 Gertrude   Bradshaw 
515  South  Aiken  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

NEW  ADDRESS 
Bertha  Gates  Goodrich   ( Mrs.  Forrest  A. ) , 

310  Pine  Avenue,  Altoona,  Pa.   16601 

Ruth    Adams,    retired    from    South    Hills 
High  School,  leads  a  lazy  life  and  enjoyed 

two  trips,  one  to  Bucks  County,  Pa.,  and 
another  to   Myrtle  Beach,   S.C. 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler  visited  her  daughter 
in  Winnetka,  Illinois,  last  March,  and  her 
daughter  and  family  spent  three  weeks  with 
Mary  during  the  summer.  A  niece,  Jane 
Ailes,  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham  this  year, 
the  third  generation  of  the  family  to  attend. 
Mary  enjoyed  attending  the  Centennial 
Alumnae  Day  in  June  and  hoped  to  see 
some  classmates  at  the  Centennial  Dinner 
on  November  21. 

Ruth  Bodner  Decker  is  sure  the  Deckers 
must  have  some  gypsy  blood  because  they 
seem  to  travel  so  much.  Ruth  and  her 
husband  planned  a  fall  trip  to  Colorado 
for  deer  hunting  and  to  visit  their  second 
granddaughter  born  there  in  June.  Their 
son  Gene  teaches  at  the  State  University 
and  his  research  projects  take  him  to  such 
places  as  Iran  and  Africa.  Son  Kenneth 
is  a  steward  with  Matson  Lines  and  has 
been  around  the  world  and  on  many 
Pacific  tours. 

Mabel  Breitueiser  Harm  has  been  Exec- 
utive Director  of  Mercer  County  (Pa.) 

Association  for  the  Retarded  for  twelve 

years.  Also,  she  is  governor  of  the  third 
district  of  Quota  International.  She  travels 
some  and  enjoys  her  three  grandchildren. 
Her    son    and    daughter    both    live    nearby. 
We  have  learned  of  the  serious  illness 

of  Constance  Clarke  Russ  (Mrs.  John  M., 
Jr. ) ,  an  associate  member  of  our  class. 
Perhaps  some  who  remember  her  would 
like  to  send  a  card  to  17  Ferris  Drive,  Old 
Greenwich,  Conn.   96870. 

Abigail  Cresswell  is  enjoying  her  semi- 
retirement  although  she  continues  some 
work  in  the  Elwood  City  Public  Library. 
She  has  taken  several  short  trips  with 
friends,  and  enjoys  a  bridge  foursome,  not 
so  much  the  card  playing  as  the  company 
of    friends. 

When  Eleanore  Fulton  McCracken  was  in 
Pittsburgh  last  Thanksgiving,  she  got  lost 
in  East  Liberty  where  her  sister  had  taken 
her  to  see  all  the  changes. 

Louise  Harcom  Epstein  and  her  husband 
both  taught  summer  school  until  the  end 
of  July,  spent  two  weeks  in  New  England, 
and  then  entertained  an  assortment  of  guests 
at  home.  During  the  fall  she  played  the 

part  of  a  65-year-old  mother-in-law  in  "Joe 
Egg"  at  the  local  Playhouse.  She  hopes 
to  see  everyone  in  1971  "if  we're  still 

able  to  navigate." Ruth  Justice  Rowley  and  Millard  have 

been  on  the  go  again,  this  time  on  a  five- 
week  houseboat  cruise  on  the  TVA  water- 

ways with  Ruth's  brother  and  his  wife — 
"so  restful,  so  peaceful,  and  unbelievably 
beautiful."  They  also  visit  their  daughters, 
Jennifer  in  Washington,  D.C.,  and  Mar- 

jorie  in  Ohio,  and  Millard's  90-year-old 
mother  in  New  York  who  "has  more  vim 
and  pep  than  we  have."  While  Millard golfs  and  paints  the  house,  Ruth  is  still 
active  in  theatre  activities,  involved  most 
recenrly  with  productions  of  The  American 

Dream,  George  Ml,  and  You  Know  I  Can't 
Hear  You   When  the  Water's  Running. 

Elsie  McElwain  Emery  reports  a  won- 
derful trip  to  the  Orient  last  fall  and  a 

more  recent  visit  to  their  son  and  his  fam- 
ily. The  Emerys  have  eight  grandchildren, 

five  boys  and  three  girls.  Elsie  mentions 
that  this  is  the  13th  year  for  their  Art  Asso- 

ciation, through  whose  efforts  several  stu- 
dents have  been  persuaded  to  major  in  art. 

The   Association    hopes    to   offer   a   varied 
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schedule  of  classes  in  oil,  mixed  media, 
sculpture,  etc. 

An  unexpected  fracture  of  a  vertebra 
suffered  in  the  course  of  volunteer  service 
slowed  E/ise  Moller  down  for  four  months 
last  summer.  All  is  well  now  and  life  in 
the  mountains   keeps  her   busy   and   happy. 
We  were  sorry  to  learn  of  the  death 

of  Mary  Jane  Paul's  sister,  Josephine  Means 
'18,  last  November.  Mary  Jane  sends  her 
love  to  all  "the  girls,"  and  says  that  her address  will  continue  to  be  663  Means 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh  15202,  her  sister's  love- 
ly duplex. 
Space  permits  only  a  summary  of  Cath- 

erine Sayer's  letter  telling  of  a  wonderful 
trip  in  the  company  of  her  twenty-year- 
old  nephew.  Cay  said  that  they  had  great 
fun  together,  that  he  helped  her  to  think 

young"  if  not  to  "look  young."  The  trip 
began  with  a  visit  to  Rio  de  Janeiro. 
While  there  they  spent  a  day  with  Yvonne 
Simoens  Da  Silva  who  attended  Chatham 

in  1940-41  and  is  now  society  editor  for  a 
leading  newspaper  in  Rio.  This  was  fol- 

lowed by  two  weeks  in  Durban,  South 

Africa,  visiting  at  a  friend's  home  over- looking the  Indian  Ocean  and  spending 
three  days  in  Hluhluwe  (pronounced  Shu 
Shu  E)  Game  Preserve.  From  Durban, 
they  had  an  18-hour  flight  to  Athens  where 
they  spent  a  week,  followed  by  a  week 
each  in  Vienna,  Lucerne  and  Brussels, 
and  three  weeks  of  motoring  through  the 
British  Isles. 

Helen  Simons  Polhemus  writes  that 
their  52nd  wedding  anniversary  found  them 

still  in  love  and  enjoying  each  other's 
company.  With  the  exception  of  their 
chaplain  son  who  is  near  Hue  in  Vietnam, 
their  children  and  their  families  all  live 
within  the  state  of  New  Hampshire. 
Helen  and  Poly  enjoyed  a  vacation  on  Cape 
Cod,  and  she  mentions  that  her  mother 
has  celebrated  her  90th  birthday. 

f\  ̂ ~\  Jane   Willard   Stephenson /  W  (Mrs.  James  G. ) 
Z-l\-J  529  Collier  Road,  N.W. 

Atlanta,  Ga.  30318 
Margaret  Cousley 

1018  Euclid  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Suzanne  Finley  Heller  ( Mrs.  John  L. ) , 
5317  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
( Temporary ) 

Isabel  Hoffman  Cooper  ( Mrs.  Milton ) , 
Ardunn,  Apt.  9,  100  S.W.  Second  Ave- 

nue, Boynton  Beach,  Fl.  33435 
Violet  Musselman  Love  (Mrs.  Edgar), 

1701 — 62nd  Place  South,  St.  Petersburg, 
Fl.  33712 

Harriet  Young  White  (Mrs.  Philip  H.), 
4704  N.W.  58th  Street,  Box  206,  Ft. 
Lauderdale,  Fl.  33302 

DEATHS 
Eugenie    Negley    McLean,    December     18, 

1969 

Betty  English  Beadling,  July  20,  1969 
Mary  Alice  Keck,  July  1969 

Our  deepest  sympathy  is  extended  to  the 
families  of  these  deceased  members:  to 

Genie's  husband  Tom  and  her  sister,  Anne 
Brunot  '27;  to  Betty's  sister,  Ella  Daub,  '27; 
and  to  Mary  Alice's  sisters,  Ruth  Schell, 
'22,  and  Olive  Comfort,  '24.  The  class 
will  be  pleased  to  know  that  Tom  McLean 

continues  his  interest  in  the  College  and 
has  provided  for  a  memorial  to  Genie 
through  the  Centennial  Fund. 

For  the  first  time  in  all  these  years  Petty 
Bigg  Cohn  has  answered  my  card  with 
some  real  news.  In  June,  after  ten  years 
of  work,  she  became  a  Life  Master  at  Du- 

plicate Bridge  in  the  American  Contract 
Bridge  League.  Congratulations,  Petty!  Her 

son  has  "a  little  boy  who  has  many  of  his 
grandmother's  traits."  She  has  1 1  grand- 

children in  all,  most  of  them  Harry's,  but 
she  loves  them  all.  Petty  is  writing  a  book 
and  promises  to  let  us  know  if  she  becomes 
famous.  She  passes  on  a  thought  for  all  of 

us:  "One  thing  that  I  firmly  preach  is 
that  no  one  should  become  stagnant.  Stay 

young." 

Kay  Caldwell  Mayer  receives  our  deep- 
est sympathy  on  the  death  of  her  husband, 

March   25,   1969,  after  a  long   illness. 

Betty  Corey  Wallis  says  "all's  still  well 
with   me  and  mine." Margaret  Cousley  retired  from  teaching 
in  June  and  had  several  parties  given  for 
her.  She  went  to  Chatham  for  Alumnae 

Day  and  then  spent  some  time  at  Chau- 
tauqua, New  York. 

Mary  Crawford,  in  a  Christmas  letter  to 
Ruth  Wilkinson,  told  of  a  trip  to  Turkey, 
Rome  and  Paris  in  August,  1968.  She  is 
now  a  great-aunt  and  is  beginning  to  think 

in   terms  of  retirement  and   "living  it  up." Ruth  Dennis  also  wrote  to  Ruth.  She 

had  won  a  five-day  prize  trip  for  two  to 
Florida,  including  hotel,  meals  and  SI 00, 
to  be  taken  between  May  1  and  December 
20  of  either  1968  or  1969.  Did  you  take 

it,  Ruth? 
Suzanne  Finley  Heller  is  living  at  the 

above  address  this  year  while  John  is  the 
Mellon  Professor  of  Classics  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Pittsburgh.  They  visited  their 
daughter  Mary  in  Los  Angeles  during  the 
summer. 

I  was  told  that  Dorothy  Floyd  Warren 
was  going  to  Europe  for  three  weeks  with 
a  Pitt  group,  but  I  have  heard  no  particu- 

lars about  the  trip. 

Fran  Fulton  McClymonds  and  her  hus- 
band visited  their  son  Rick  and  his  family 

in  Oklahoma  where  he  was  working  on  an 
engineering  project  and  living  on  the 
Lake  of  the  Cherokees.  They  were  greeted 
by  a  four-day-old  grandson,  brother  to 
Michelle  8,  and  Matthew  6.  The  latter  two 

they  brought  back  with  them,  their  par- 
ents  following   later   in  the   summer. 

Mardy  Jones  Ruthart  and  Bob  had  a 
two  weeks  trip  to  Florida  in  January  1969. 
They  saw  Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh  and  Jim 
in  Clearwater,  went  on  to  Miami  to  visit 
a  cousin  and  to  Atlanta  to  spend  two 

days  and  nights  with  us.  We  went  sight- 
seeing, but  had  no  sunshine  for  them. 

Their  son  Bob  was  stationed  at  Ft.  Polk, 
Louisianna,  but  was  away  on  bivouac 
training  so  they  could  not  visit  him.  He 
went  to  Vietnam  in  March  as  an  infantry- 

man. Bob  has  a  six-month  sabbatical  leave 
and  he  and  Mardy  left  August  6th  for 
Europe.  They  bought  a  small  car,  picking 
it  up  in  Scotland,  visited  relatives  in 

Luxembourg,  Lichtenstein,  Austria,  Switzer- 
land, and  Rotterdam  where  they  shipped 

their  car  home,  then  flew  to  London  and 
home  October  26th. 

Clara  Lawler  is  still  the  librarian  in 
junior  high  school  and  likes  the  contact 
with  the  students  better  than  teaching. 
In  her  tour  last  summer  she  liked  Norway 

best,  and  took  a  ride  in  a  horse  and  buggy 

up  to  the  Glacier. 
Nora  Lewis  Harlan  spends  most  of  her 

time  traveling.  Her  son  David  is  in  elec- 
tronic engineering  in  Southern  California. 

He  flies  his  own  plane  and  is  taking  his 
four  children  all  over  the  West.  The 

younger  son  is  teaching  school  in  New 
York  and  commutes  to  all  the  musical 
places  in  the  East  during  the  summer  as  he 

is  a  "frusrrated  pianist."  Nora  sees  Jule 
Lustenberger  Adams  who  travels  with  her 

husband,  Ed,  too.  She  says  Jule  looks  ex- 
actly   the   same   except    her    hair    is    white. 

Betty  Malcolm  Clemens  was  in  New 
Orleans  last  October,  going  through  At- 

lanta, but  did  not  have  time  to  call  me 
from    the   airport. 

Leona  Newcome  Meier  retired  in  June 
after  teaching  for  forty  years.  She  is  a 
member  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the 
Arthritis  Foundation  and  an  active  member 

of  the  auxiliary  of  St.  Joseph's  Hospital. Mildred  Parrill  Gilmore  and  Charley 
had  a  lovely  summer  trip  to  Norway, 
Sweden  and  Denmark.  Norway,  with  its 
fjords,  glaciers  and  waterfalls,  seems  to  be 
the  favorite  European  country  of  many 
classmates.  Before  their  trip,  the  Gilmores 

stopped  in  Long  Island  to  visit  Charley's son  who  has  two  children.  It  turned  into 
quite  a  family  reunion  when  another  son, 

his  wife  and  baby,  and  a  daughter-in-law and  her  four  children  came  to  see  them. 
Betty  Piel  drove  to  Florida  in  July 

with  friends,  going  down  the  east  coast 
and  back  the  Gulf  coast,  stopping  to  look 
at  some  property  she  had  bought  at  Cape 

Coral. 
Peg  Port  Arens  is  staying  in  Massachu- 

setts where  her  boys  like  to  vacation.  She 
visited  each  of  them  during  the  year — 
first  with  Sandy  in  North  Carolina  where 
baby-sitting  with  his  two  boys,  aged  1  and 

3,  was  "strenuous  but  fun;"  then  on  to the  other  son  in  Columbus  for  three  weeks 
with  his  two  children,  6  months  and  2Vz 

years  old.  Peg  has  been  substituting  at  the 
high  school,  and  still  plays  golf  and  swims. 

Betty  Porter  Steinmiller  and  Del's  daugh- ter Mary  was  married  on  August  2  to 
Donald  Stout,  son  of  Martha  Bradshaw 

Stout  '31.  They  are  living  in  Fairfax  Coun- 
ty, Va.,  where  Mary  is  teaching  school  and 

Don  is  working  in  the  U.S.  Patent  Office 

and  going  to  George  Washington  Univer- 
sity Law  School  at  night. 

Gina  Ray  Randall's  daughter  Mary  was 
married  May  24,  1969  to  Michael  Cooney 
of  Whately,  Massachusetts.  George  arrived 
safely  in  the  States  from  a  year  in  Korea 
and  a  year  in  Vietnam.  He  is  captain  and 
stationed  at  Fort  Dix,  New  Jersey.  Trudy 
is  teaching  second  grade  in  Riverdale,  New 

Jersey. Deane  Reed  Blackburn  and  Bill  went  to 
Sidney,  Australia  in  December,  1968  for 

their  nephew's  wedding.  Their  trip  in- 
cluded Tahiti,  New  Caledonia,  New  Zeal- 

and, Fiji,  Hong  Kong,  Japan  where  they 
spent  Christmas  in  Kyoto,  and  a  stop  in 
Hawaii  on  the  way  home. 

Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  wrote  a  playette, 

"In  the  Beginning,"  for  the  75th  anniver- 
sary of  the  Watson  Presbyterian  Church  in 

Pittsburgh,  of  which  her  mother  was  a 
charter  member  and  to  which  she  and 
Honor  still  belong.  She  also  compiled  and 
edited  a  book  of  memoirs  written  by  var- 

ious members  of  the  congregation  and  con- 
taining pictures  of  the  original  church buildings. 
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In  October  of  1968  Ruth  Work  Miller 
and  Bob  took  a  Caribbean  cruise  on  the 
S.S.  France  as  far  south  as  Curacao.  They 
have  wanted  us  to  go  with  them  on  a  trip, 
but  I  am  sorry  to  say  my  husband  does  not 
like  to  travel.  In  May  they  took  an  all  air 
trip  to  Capitols  of  Europe — Lisbon,  Madrid, 
Rome,  Lucerne,  Vienna,  West  and  East 
Berlin,  Copenhagen,  Paris  and  London.  At 
their  summer  home  on  Lake  Ahmic  in  Can- 

ada there  were  47  people  watching  their 
T.V.  during  the  moon  walk.  It  is  the  only 
one  on  the  lake.  Jim  and  Ivonne  had  their 
third  son  in  November  1968,  making  five 
grandchildren. 

Isabel  Hoffman  Cooper  moved  to  Florida 
last  January  to  begin  an  interesting  work. 
As  Administrative  Executive  of  the  World 
Center  for  Liturgical  Studies,  she  is  in 
charge  of  fund  raising.  This  Center  is  an 
independent,  ecumenical  institution  for 
continuing  education  of  pastors,  educators 
and  laity  of  all  faiths. 

Alice  Mahood  Torrens  visited  Pittsburgh 
in  June  for  a  reunion  with  the  girls  who 
used  to  work  at  Girl  Scout  Camp  Redwing. 
I  was  sorry  I  could  not  be  there.  She  has 
her  first  granddaughter,  and  two  grandsons 
aged  12  and  14. 

It  was  so  nice  to  hear  from  Madeline 

Teets  Bathrick  who  was  in  Pittsburgh  visit- 
ing her  sister  this  past  summer.  She  is  ac- 

tive in  the  Southern  California  Chatham 
Club  at  Los  Angeles,  and  she  would  be 
glad  to  hear  from  anyone  who  visits  there. 
She  and  her  sister  and  brother-in-law  have 
made  two  trips  to  Europe,  one  last  June  to 
the  North  Cape,  Norway,  Sweden,  Ireland, 
Scotland,  the  lake  country  of  England,  then 
to  Salisbury  and  home  on  the  Queen  Eliza- 

beth II.  After  twenty-six  years  with  the 
Red  Cross,  she  retired  in  June. 

On  August  16th  Jimmy  and  I  flew  to 
Los  Angeles  to  visit  his  brother  who,  with 
his  wife,  took  us  on  a  lovely  two-week 
trip.  We  visited  Sequoia,  Yosemite  and 
Crater  Lake  Parks,  took  the  Columbia  River 
route  to  Portland,  drove  on  to  Seattle,  Van- 

couver and  Victoria,  then  down  the  coast 
through  Washington,  Oregon  and  Cali- 

fornia. The  men  enjoyed  fishing  for  salm- 
on, albacore  and  tuna  along  the  way. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  sent  such  newsy 
letters. 

30 
Marian  Haines  Schap 

(Mrs.  Edward  M.) 
34  West  Franklin  Ave. 
Naperville,  II.,  60540 
Viola  Chadwick  Rosso 

(Mrs.  C.  Anthony) 
61   Darby  Rd. 

Paoli,  Pa.  19301 
Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe 

(Mrs.  Richard  E.) 
247  Maple  Ave. 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

MARRIAGE 
Mary  Elizabeth  Wooduorth  to  Dr.  Fred 

Nelan,  dentist,  of  Washington,  Pa.,  on 
April  3,  1961  in  the  Third  Presbyterian 
Church,  Pittsburgh. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Myra  Boor  Fuller  (Mrs.  Denton),  1025 
National  Highway,  La  Vale,  Md.  21502 

Eleanore  Diskin  Houghton  ( Mrs.  Bernard ) , 
5195  Sandy  Beach  Ave.,  Siesta  Key,  Sara- 

sota, Fl.  33581 

Mary  Frye  Llewellyn  (Mrs.  Allen),  6 
North  Calibogue  Cay,  Hilton  Head  Is- 

land, S.C.  29928 
Clara  Moore  Stuart  (Mrs.),  1102  Buffalo 

Street,   Franklin,  Pa.   16323 
Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein  ( Mrs.  Frank ) , 

166  North  Dithridge  St.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15213 

Louise  Shane  Starkey  (Mrs.  Gordon  E. ), 
R.D.  3,  Dairy  Lane,  East  Liverpool,  Oh 
43920 

Mary  E.  Wooduorth  Nelan  ( Mrs.  Fred ) , 
248  North  Ave.,  Washington,  Pa.  15301 

Our  deepest  sympathy  is  extended  to  sev- 
eral classmates  who  have  lost  members  of 

their  families  during  the  past  year:  to  Sara 
Johnson  Bailey  whose  brother  William 
died  November  21,  1968;  to  Dorothy 
Thompson  Self  whose  mother  died  in  April 
1969;  to  Louise  Dickenson  in  the  loss  of 
her   brother,  Dr.  James,  October   1968. 

Geraldine  Anderson  Daum  and  Robert 
are  still  enjoying  a  leisurely  retirement  in 
Florida.  Gerry  invites  any  of  the  class 
who  are  in  her  vicinity  (Sarasota)  to  stop 
to  see  them. 

Polly  Bickart  Garratt  and  Frank  look 
forward  to  seeing  their  new  adopted  grand- 

daughter in  early  November.  Wendy  Ann 
Wollard  was  born  June  1 1  and  Sue  and 
David  got  her  June   17. 

Vi  Chadwick  Rosso  and  family  visited 
with  Louise  Dickenson  and  niece  Barbara 

in  October  1968.  Vi  and  her  son  John  vis- 

ited with  Martha  Stem  '29  and  Martha's 
mother  while  they  attended  the  American 
Optometric  Association  convention  in  Phila- 

delphia in  July.  Vi's  son  Edwin  was  wound- ed in  Vietnam  in  June  and  is  making  a 
remarkable  recovery  at  Walter  Reed  Hos- 

pital in  Washington,  D.C.  John  is  at  Penn 
working  on  his  Ph.D.,  and  David  is  at 
Temple.  Vi  is  still  teaching  at  Owen  J. 
Roberts.  She  attended  Mary  Elizabeth 

Woodworth's  wedding.  Last  October  she 
attended  Alumnae  Council  for  our  class. 
Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe  joined  her  for  the 
luncheon. 

We  tead  that  William  B.  Pierce,  hus- 
band of  Dorothy  Collins  Pierce,  was  elected 

executive  vice  president  of  Allegheny  Lud- 
lum  Steel  Corporation  with  supervisory  and 
coordinating  responsibilities  for  three  sub- 

sidiary companies. 
Imy  Flanagan  Truman  sent  her  annual 

news  via  Christmas  card.  Daughter  Brigid 
Lynn  was  married  to  Dr.  John  Stricks  on 
June  1,  1968.  Last  winter,  while  John  was 

at  sea  on  the  "Pathfinder,"  Brigid  took  a 
quarter  at  the  university  and  stayed  with Imy. 

Justina  Gill  Beggs  and  David  had  an  ex- 
tra busy  July.  Nancy  came  home  from 

Germany  July  1;  her  husband  arrived  the 

29th,  and  they  have  just  left  for  Doug's new  position  in  Pasadena.  On  July  23 

Wendy  Lee's  Elizabeth  Ann  brought  the 
Beggs'  grandchildren  up  to  five,  and  Bobby 
(22  months  old)  came  to  stay  with  his 
grandparents  for  twelve  days.  Meanwhile 

Justina's  husband  was  breaking  into  a 
new  position.  He  is  designing  mobile 
homes. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  was  invited  to  at- 
tend the  Contemporary  Musicianship  Work- 
shop held  at  Eastman  last  June.  En  route 

she  visited  her  sister  in  Bradford.  In  July 
she  spent  two  days  with  Dot  Self  and  en- 

joyed seeing  Peg  Loftus.  In  August  she  and 
Ed  toured  Spain  and  Pottugal. 

Winnie    Hartman    Whiteman,    now    re- 

tired from  teaching,  keeps  busy  entertaining 
her  three  grandsons.  Son  Harry  presented 
the  family  with  a  first  granddaughter  thirty- 
five  minutes  after  Christmas  1968,  and 
Winnie  is  finding  it  exciting  to  buy  bonnets 
and  dolls  after  years  of  balls  and  caps. 
Her  brother  is  in  a  wheelchair,  but  they 
are  grateful  that  he  is  alive. 

Mart  Henderson  Lewis'  daughter  Mary 
was  home  from  California  in  September 

to  show  off  her  little  daughter.  Mart's mother,  who  is  89,  has  to  be  careful  but 
still  enjoys  everything  with  the  family. 
Mart's  son  is  a  senior  at  Ohio  State. 

Alice  Hewitt  Murphy  now  has  ten  grand- 
children. The  oldest  is  fourteen.  The  Mur- 

phy family  has  seven  children  with  the 
youngest,  Marvin,  a  Marine  at  Camp 
Pendleton,  California.  Alice  begins  her 
thirty-first  year  in  the  field  of  education 
this  year  and  srill  loves  it. 

Sally  Johnson  Bailey  went  to  Europe 
July  12  and  trotted  her  legs  off  seeing 
London,  Paris,  Amsterdam,  Copenhagen, 
Frankfurt,  Munich,  Saltzburg,  Vienna, 
Venice,  Florence,  Rome,  Milan,  Lugano, 
Lucerne  and  Zurich.  She  reports  a  grand- 

son, William  Arthur,  born  June  21  to  son 
Richard.  Daughter  Nancy  and  Ron  are  in 
Kansas  City  where  he  practices  law  and  she 
is  in  social  work. 

Nancy  Mcllwain  Su  eet  had  to  have  the 
pin  in  her  broken  hip  reset  and  spent 
several  months,  including  Christmas,  in  the 
hospital  in   Boston   last  winter. 

Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe's  daughter  was 
married  October  18  in  Ardmore,  Pa.  to Evan  Legge. 

Mary  Ludlow  writes  of  a  month  and  a 
half  spent  in  Florida  last  year  and  joyful 
visits  with  her  niece  in  Arlington,  Va. 
Mary  says  the  automobile  has  long  since 
shattered  the  peace  of  her  once  quiet 
Pennywise  Lane. 

Mary  Louise  Miller  Pitcairn  reports  that 
her  daughter  Elizabeth  Robb  had  a  baby 

boy  last  Thanksgiving — her  first.  His  name 
is  John   F.   Robb  III. 

Sally  Reamer  Matlack  and  Ed  spent  four 
months  in  Fort  Lauderdale  last  winter  and 
have  bought  a  house  there  which  Sally  likes 
much  better  than  their  apartment.  They 
returned  to  Pennsylvania  in  April  and  left 
for  three  weeks  in  Europe.  Three  days  be- 

fore their  return  to  the  states  Ed  injured 

his  back — slipped  disc!  Back  in  Media  his 
doctor  put  Ed  in  the  hospital  for  sixteen 
days.  This  summer  they  have  been  enjoy- 

ing their  new  home  and  garden  in  Media. 
Sally  attends  most  of  the  Chatham  meet- 

ings  in  Philadelphia. 
Dorothy  Thompson  Self  spent  a  week 

at  University  of  Maryland  workshop,  bon- 
ing up  on  sex  education  so  she  can  teach 

the  Winchester-Thurston  faculty  all  about 
it.  Last  Christmas  vacation  Dot  accompa- 

nied a  study-travel  tour  of  Florida  made  by 
a  group  of  science  honor  students.  In 
June  she  lunched  with  Louise  Dickenson, 
Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe,  Louise  Valloue  Spi- 
nelli,  Adelaide  Hyndman  McLaughlin,  Dot 
Fisher  Maury,  Amelia  Lockhard  Welker  and 
Peg  Loeffler  Loftus.  Six  of  them,  including 
Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein  this  time, 
lunched  on  the  Benedum  porch  in  August 
and  talked  about  reunion  while  attending 

the  20th  annivetsary  of  the  Chatham  Op- 
era Workshop. 

Lois  Watt  Cooper  and  Henry  keep 

busy  with  their  apartment  in  Fort  Lauder- 
dale and  visits  from  their  children  and 

grandchildren.     They   are    looking    forward 
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to  a   trip   to   Ireland   and  plan   to   tour   via 

"drive  yourself"  method. 
Peg  Loeffler  Loflus  has  agreed  to  be 

chairman  for  our  40th  reunion.  You'll  be 
hearing  more  from  her  soon.  Peg,  Vi  and 
Marian  will  be  there,  of  course,  and  a 
number  of  others  have  indicated  that  they 
are  planning  to  come: — Winnie  White- 
man,  Sally  Matlack,  Alice  Murphy,  Lois 
Cooper,  Sal  Bailey  and  Dot  Seif.  We  hope 
there  will  be  many  more.  Remember  to 
send  your  check  for  the  Laberta  Dysart 
Scholarship  Fund  which  we  will  present  to 
the  College  as  our  reunion  gift  on  June  6. 

32 
Alice  MacKenzie  Swaim 
(Mrs.  William  T.,  Jr.) 

26  Chestnut  Street 
Dillsburg,  Pa.   17019 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Beatrice  Andrews  Dimsdale  (Mrs.  Lau- 
rence), 331  Alvernon  Way,  South,  Tuc- 

son, Az.  85711 
Louise  Blank  Lecky  (Mrs.  George),  2017 

Borland    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15243 
Margaret  Eisaman  Muranyi  (Mrs.  Stephen 

A.),  R.D.   1,  Petrolia,  Pa.  16050 
/Marion  Stone  Howard  (Mrs.  Wayne  J.), 

2370  Berkshire  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15241 

Our  deepest  sympathy  is  extended  to 
three  classmates  whose  husbands  have  died 

during  the  past  year:  Margaret  lams  Jen- 
kins' husband,  Clifford,  in  December;  Mary 

Cooke  McGough's  husband,  James,  in  Janu- 
ary; and  Jane  Norman  Widdowson's  hus- 

band, Herbert,  on  June  28. 
We  are  sorry,  also,  to  hear  of  the  death 

of  Phyllis  Williams  Clugh  who  entered 
with  the  Class  of  1931  but  received  her 
degree  with  our  class. 

Grandchildren  are  very  much  a  part  of 
our  current  news: — Andrew  Wilson  Sunde- 
lin,  first  child  of  Grace  Wilson  Sundelin, 

'64,  and  first  grandchild  of  Caroline  Brady 
Wilson;  Lizabeth  Pamela  Paley,  third 
grandchild  of  Rita  Lefton  Pincus;  Christo- 

pher Wheeler  Morris,  first  grandchild  of 
Carolyn  Bickell  Morris,  who,  incidentally, 
is  greatly  improved  in  health.  In  addition 
to  these  latest  arrivals,  several  other  grand- 

mothers are  enjoying  their  childrens'  off- 
spring:— Betsy  Dearborn  Souren  (3), 

Mary  Louise  Hockensmith  Murdock  (  3 ) , 
Marian  Stone  Howard  (2),  Lil  Lafbury 
Wills  ( 4 ) ,  and  Ruth  Graf  man  Weiner 
(  3 ) .  I  wonder  how  many  more  the  class 
can  boast  of! 

Each  year  brings  news  of  retirement 
activities — Lil  and  Vincent  Wills  living  in 
Florida;  Harriet  Ossman  Lundquist  and  her 
husband  traveling  on  their  yacht;  Bea  An- 

drews Dimsdale  and  Laurence  taking  a 
15-port  cruise  on  the  Norwegian  liner  M.S. 
Sagafjord;  Mary  Frances  Peat  Tarr  and  her 
husband  just  relaxing  and  enjoying  retire- 

ment; the  Dights  (Charlotte  Graham)  still 
commuting  between  Butler  and  Delray 
Beach,  Florida;  and  Lee  and  Catherine  Coch- 

ran Schaeffer  retired  but  busy  with  their 
school  for  exceptional  children  at  Slippery 
Rock,  Pa. 

Marie  Hahn  Lewis,  too  busy  to  retire, 
spent  a  pleasant  vacation  on  Cape  Cod 
with  her  niece  and  family.  Other  vacation- 

ers report  interesting  travels: — Caroline 
Wilson  to  Peru  and  Brazil  last  winter; 
Sally  Miller  Brash,  who  is  recovering  nicely 
from    an    emergency    operation    for    retinal 
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thrombosis,  to  Rome,  Switzerland  and  Lon- 
don; Betsy  Souren,  a  motor  trip  through 

Spain  and  Portugal;  Flo  Bouldin  Chase  to 
Hawaii,  San  Francisco  and  the  Grand  Can- 

yon; Marion  Howard  to  England  and  now 
a  motor  trip  across  the  U.S.A.;  and  Dotlie 
Russell  on  a  variety  of  short  trips. 

Congratulations  to  Alice  Bair  Albright's 
stepson  who  received  the  Founders'  Son 
Award  for  excellence  in  leadership,  schol- 

arship and  citizenship  on  his  graduation 
from   Findlay  College  in  Ohio. 

Ruth  Fugh  McMurtry's  children  are  all 
working  toward  graduate  degrees,  a  family 
to  be  proud  of. 

Mary  McGough  is  doing  some  free  lance 
writing,  and  your  correspondent,  Alice  Mac- 

Kenzie Sivaim,  has  had  another  book  man- 
uscript accepted.  I  have  also  been  honored 

by  being  named  to  Foremost  Women  in 
Communications,  1969-70,  and  to  the  Na- 

tional Register  of  Prominent  Americans. 
Best  wishes  to  all  of  you. 

Dottie  Russell  reminds  us  that  three 
members  have  contributed  so  far  to  our 
class  Reunion  Gift  Fund.  The  amount  in 
the  savings  account  is  $210.  Please  make 
checks  payable  to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class 
Account  (1932)  and  mail  to  the  Alumnae 
Office.  For  further  information  write  to 
Dorothy  Russell,  11203  Frankstown  Road, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235. 

MAKE  YOUR  DECISION. 

GIVE  TO 
THE  CENTENNIAL  FUND. 

34 Margaret  G.  Maxwell 
(Mrs.  R.  W.) 

553   Bridge  Street 
Waynesburg,  Pa.  15370 

Mary  Jane  Young 
4912  New  Hampshire  Ave.  NW 

Apt.  104 Washington,  D.C.  20011 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty  Coshey  Linhart  (Mrs.  James  R.),  591 
Shirley  Avenue,  Greensburg,  Pa.  15601 

Hazel  Ellwood  McClure    ( Mrs.   John  M. ) , 
31    The  Quadrangle,  Cambridge   Square, 
Hyde  Park,   London  W2,  England 

Mary  Hostler  Green,  M.D.,  826  California 
Avenue,  Avalon,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

Luise  Link  Ely  (Mrs.  Breton),  844  Goshen 
Road,  Newtown  Square,  Pa.   19073 

Elizabeth    Marsh    Warrick     (Mrs.    D.    B.), 
6660  Kinsman  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15217 

Eunice    Shatzer    Stentz     (Mrs.    Edgar    L.), 

1955  Tanglewood,  Unit  12-B,  Glenview, 
II.  60025 

Peggy  reporting: 

Berenice  Beamer  Williamson's  youngest 
son  graduated  in  May  from  Point  Park 
College,  was  married  in  July,  and  two  days 
later   received   his   induction   notice. 

Peggy  Donaldson  enjoyed  the  reunion 
and  the  pictures  some  of  us  took  and  sug- 

gests that  next  reunion  we  all  stay  over- 
night in  the  dorm. 

Ruth  F.dgar  Daily  writes  that  something 

always  comes  up  at  reunion  time — this  year 
her  18-year-old  daughter  Patsy  graduated 
from  high  school  and  is  now  at  Skidmore 
College.  Her  son  entered  high  school  this 

fall.    Ruth's   husband   travels  a   lot  and   al- 

though she  has  been  to  Frankfurt  and  Lon 

don   with   him,   "I   usually   stay  at  home." Luckily,  our  letter  to  Hazel  Ellwood  Mc 
Clure  reached  her  just  before  she  moved  tc 

London  "for  the  next  few  years."  Sh< 
wishes  to  extend  greetings  to  all  and  woulc 
be  glad  to  hear  from  anyone  who  gets  tc 
London.  She  says  if  you  get  a  wrong  phon( 

number,  don't  give  up  but  keep  trying  a: 
that  is  London  phone  service. 

Eleanor  Ewing  Wilson  (Nooky)  spen' 
the  summer  at  Van  Buren  Point.  Her  sor 
is  in  the  Navy  and  her  daughter  took  hei 
only  grandson  with  her  when  she  movec 

to  Bakersfield,  California,  so  Nooky's  houst 
is  quiet  this  year.  She  keeps  busy  with  vol 
unteer  work  at  Magee  Hospital  and  var 
ious  clubs. 

Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker  was  enthusi 
astic  about  the  reunion  and  says  it  wa: 
wonderful  to  Gee  so  many  classmates. 

Synnove  Haughom  has  been  in  Lewistor 
for  a  year  and  started  in  the  Art  Gallery  a 
Bates  College.  She  is  working  on  her  dis 
sertation  and  enjoyed  the  first  vacation  it 
years  in  August,  making  trips  to  Quebec 
Salem,  and  other  places. 

Mary  Hostler  Green  is  a  suburban  doc 
tor  practicing  internal  medicine  with  spe 
cial  interest  in  the  care  of  diabetics.  Sh< 
has  an  extremely  busy  life  with  no  office  oi 
household  help  and  two  dogs.  In  additiot 
to  her  hospital  work  at  Suburban  Genera 

and  St.  John's  Hospitals,  she  is  Borougf 
Health  Officer.  She  says,  "I  suppose 

really  like  my  impossible  way  of  life." Luise  Link  Ely  caught  the  mail  just  ir 
time  to  tell  us  that  she  now  lives  in  Penn 
sylvania  in  a  restored  carriage  house  witl 
tomatoes  and  a  mini-orchard  with  bees  eat 
ing  the  apples.  She  is  busy  taking  a  driv 

er's  test,  remaking  curtains,  etc.  ( Same  ok Linkie) . 

Frances  Lorimer  Hepburn  says  she  lead: 
a  fairly  quiet  life,  sewing,  knitting,  playini 
bridge  and  doing  hospital  volunteer  work 

Her  daughter  Jane,  a  Westminster  '6'i graduate,  was  married  last  year  to  a  Nav} 
Lieutenant  and  lives  in  Jacksonville.  Frar 
was  looking  forward  to  being  a  grandpar 
ent  in  November. 

Being  one  of  the  class  secretaries  ha: 
proved  not  a  chore  but  a  wonderful  waj 
to  renew  old  acquaintances,  and  I  am  happj 
to  report  that  your  letters  warmed  mj 
heart.  I  hope  next  time  more  of  yoi 
write.  Our  third  grandchild,  a  girl,  arrivec 
in  August.  My  husband  and  I  are  now 
looking  forward  to  a  fall  vacation  in  Soutf 
Carolina. 

Mary  Jane  reporting: 
Jean  Ludebuehl  Fisher  and  her  husbanc 

enjoyed  travel  to  Mexico  City  this  summei 
and  planned  to  visit  Hawaii  in  the  fall 
Their  older  son,  now  out  of  the  service,  i' 
located  in  Hickory,  North  Carolina;  th< 
younger  one  is  at  Duquesne  University 
hoping  to  meet  a  nice  Chatham  girl. 

Mary  Louise  Martin  continues  as  secre- 
tary to  the  Superintendent  of  Schools  ir 

Carlisle,  Pennsylvania.  In  July,  she  anc 
her  sister  Carolyn,  class  of  1941,  visitec 
relatives  in  Florida  and  North  Carolina. 

Ruth  Maxwell  Doyle  has  a  new  job  a; 
Assistant  Library  Director  at  Seton  Hil 
College.  Husband  Matt  is  still  serving  a: 
technician  at  the  Westmoreland  Count) 
Museum  of  Art.  Daughter  Emily  has  jusi 
earned  her  M.L.S.  at  Pitt  and  has  left  tc 
seek    her    fortune    in    San    Francisco.     Sor 



•Tom,  a  super  senior  in  civil  engineering  at 
Ohio  University,  is  engaged  to  be  married 
in  December  and  will  be  commissioned  in 
:the  U.S.  Army  next  March. 
i  Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  took  in  Yel- 
llowstone  Park  and  Denver  when  she  trav- 
ieled  to  Montana  to  see  her  older  son  re- 
iceive  his  M.A.  from  the  State  University. 
! Second  son  received  his  J.D.  from  the  Uni- 

versity of  Mississippi  in  June.  Daughter  is 
lentering  University  of  Tennessee  Medical 
lUnit  to  complete  work  for  her  R.N.  and 
|B.S. 

At  reunion,  we  were  saddened  to  learn 

■of  the  death  of  Virginia  Miller  Nevin's 
■husband   Alexander  in  May. 

Jane  Mitchell  Carpenter  was  with  son 

iBruce  and  his  wife  when  Jane's  grandson, .Alexander  Ian  Carpenter,  was  born  in 
July.    All   three   visited   Jane  in   August. 

Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  writes 
■that  everyone  is  well  and  very  busy.  She 
,and  Bob  rattle  around  alone  in  the  family 
.home,  but  have  son  Dave  and  wife  nearby. 
,Betsy  and  her  husband  are  back  and  settled 
after  a  year  of  work  and  travel  in  Europe. 
They  have  a  nice  duplex  apartment  di- 

rectly across  Solway  Street  from  the  house 
in  which  Dot  was  born  and  married.  Bob 
.is  run  ragged  with  his  duties  as  presiding 
Oudge  of  the  Criminal  Court  Division  of 
jthe  Common  Pleas  Court  of  Allegheny 
|County.  Dot  is  particularly  occupied  now 
with  duties  as  a  director  of  North  Hills 

-Passavant  Hospital  and  as  chairman  of  the 

(women's  division  of  its  expansion  fund Icampaign. 
In  August,  Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton 

returned  to  her  job  as  counselor  in  Kittan- 

'ning  Senior  High  School.  Her  husband  is 
retired,  but  has  many  outside  activities. 

jWe  were  sorry  to  learn  of  the  illness  of 
her  mother. 

Marion  Starkey  Hamlet  and  husband 
;  Frank  just  keep  their  household  of  two  oc- 
itogenarians  and  three  teen-agers  rolling. 
(Their  two  youngest,  Jeff,  a  junior  at  the 
iLoomis  School,  and  Susan,  a  sophomore  at 
the  Chaffee  School  in  Windson,  Connecti- 

cut, had  a  memorable  trip  this  summer 

visiting  Frank's  relatives  in  Norway,  and 
also  Sweden,  Denmark,  Spain  and  Portu- 

gal. Debbie,  their  eldest,  enjoyed  her  fresh- 
man year  at  Mount  Holyoke.  Upon  the 

\  occasion  of  their  60th  wedding  anniversary 

in  June,  Marion's  parents  enjoyed  seeing old  friends  and  relatives. 

Harriet  Stephenson  Stearns  considers  her- 
self a  retired  housewife.  Elizabeth,  her 

youngest,  has  been  in  Europe  since  the 
first  of  the  year.  She  studied  in  Florence 
for  two  quarters  and  is  presently  traveling. 
She  has  one  more  year  to  finish  at  Florida 

State.  Harriet's  son-in-law  graduated  from 
New  Mexico  State  University,  and  he  and 
Mary  have  moved  to  Sweetwater,  Texas, 
where  he  works  for  U.S.  Gypsum.  Jeanie, 
her  third  daughter,  is  in  New  York  where 
she  loves  both  her  work  with  Welfare 
and  the  big  city. 

Congratulations  to  Thelma  Stocker  Trost 
who  was  awarded  a  Keiven  J.  Burns  cita- 

tion for  excellence  in  science  teaching  and 
an  honorarium  of  $100  by  the  Spectro- 

scopy Society  of  Pittsburgh.  Since  the  sum- 
mer of  1968,  she  has  been  working  with 

the  Elementary  Science  Curriculum  Com- 
mittee, selecting  textbooks  and  writing 

teacher  guidelines.  Thelma  is  taking  a 
sabbatical  leave  this  year  to  travel  through- 

out western  U.S.A.  by  travel-trailer — just 
her   husband,   herself   and    their   dog.     Son 

Jim  was  married  last  November.  A  third 
grandson  was  born  in  July  to  son  Bob  and 
his  wife.  The  oldest  grandson  started  to 
kindergarten  this  fall.  In  May,  son  Bill  re- 

ceived the  Army  Commendation  medal  for 
meritorious  service  in  Vietnam.  At  present 
he   is    stationed    at    Fort   Belvoir,    Virginia. 

Helen  Walker  Em p field  still  has  charge 
of  the  Adult  Film  Program  at  her  branch 
of  the  Chicago  Public  Library.  This  sum- 

mer she  returned  to  school  for  a  basic  ref- 
erence course.  Helen  is  going  to  be  cor- 

responding secretary  for  the  Chicago  Chat- 
ham Club. 

]ean  Walker  Fox  has  spent  most  of  the 
summer  in  the  country,  pleading  or  prod- 

ding to  get  work  done  on  her  home  there. 

Since  it  was  built  in  1842,  it's  quite  a  job 
to  try  to  keep  the  place  up  to  date.  The 
textbook,  Comparative  Entomology,  written 
by  Jean  and  her  late  husband  and  published 
by  Reinhold,  is  now  also  being  published 
in  India  for  use  in  the  Far  East. 

Margaret  White  had  no  news  to  report 
— just  more  of  the  same. 

Life  goes  on  as  usual  for  Ellen  Yeager 
Husak — a  pretty  steady  stint  of  enjoyable 
volunteer  work,  plus  keeping  house.  Young- 

er son  Alan  was  married  in  December.  He 

has  completed  his  Ph.D.  in  civil  engineer- 
ing, and  is  now  an  assistant  professor  in 

engineering  at  Carnegie-Mellon  as  well  as 
engaging  in  research.  Older  son  John  is 
still  at  home,  making  sure  that  the  mail 
is  circulating  in  the  Pittsburgh  Post  Office. 
Ellen  and  her  husband  had  a  short  vaca- 

tion in  New  England,  concentrating  on 
Vermont,  and  planned  a  fall  trip  to  the 
Catskill  and  Adirondack  Mountains. 

Mary  Jane  Young  continues  working  at 
the  Commerce  Department  and  would  be 
glad  to  see  any  of  her  friends  who  come 
to  Washington.  She  had  a  grand  trip 
through   Southwest   U.S.A.    this   summer. 

In  September,  Harriet  Tyler  Martin  be- 
came a  full-time  teacher  of  children  with 

learning  disabilities  at  Burr  Farms  School 
in  Westport,  Connecticut.  Because  of  this, 
she  and  Paul  took  a  sudden  trip  to  Europe 
at  the  same  time  as  our  reunion  so  she 
could   not  be  with  us. 

36 Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Gaivin 
(Mrs.  E.  W.,  Jr.) 

198  King's  Highway 
Rosslyn  Farms 

Carnegie,  Pa.  15106 
Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 

(Mrs.  R.  A.) 
4421  Gladding  Court 
Midland,  Mi.  48640 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean  Andress  Berger  (Mrs.  C.  W.),  1127 
North  118th  Street,  Wauwatosa,  Wi. 

53226 
Ruth  Virginia  Frost,  623  Broad  Avenue, 

Belle  Vernon,  Pa.   19601 
Sana  Mouromseff ,  827  Lehigh  Street,  Read- 

ing, Pa.    19601 
Elizabeth  Zundell  Boyd  (Mrs.  Marcus,  Jr.), 

520  Grove  Street,  Sewickley,  Pa.   15143 

DEATHS 

Elizabeth    Guckelberger   Roantree,    Decem- 
ber 2,  1968 

Peggy  Fitch  Robinson,  September  23,  1969 

We  are  deeply  saddened  by  the  loss  of  two 
classmates.  Books  have  been  placed  in  the 
Chatham  Library  in  memory  of  Elizabeth and   Peggy. 

Jean  Andress  Berger  and  Bill  took  a 
cruise  last  winter  but  for  the  most  part 
were  in  Boca  Raton,  Florida,  where  they 
have  a  winter  home.  Since  May,  Jean  has 

been  baby-sitting  and  helping  at  Bill's  of- fice when  needed.  Their  new  address  is 
a  town  house  and  they  hope  this  will  be 
it  for  a  long  time. 

After  reading  Harriet  Bannatyne  Moel- 
mann's  letter,  one  wonders  how  she  man- 

ages to  do  everything.  The  Moelmanns 
traveled  to  Germany  in  June  with  their 

younger  son,  Larry,  a  senior  at  Prince- 
ton, to  visit  their  older  son,  Jack,  a  cap- 
tain and  a  career  man  in  the  United  States 

Army.  The  four  of  them  toured  Denmark, 

Norway,  and  Sweden  in  Jack's  car.  A week  after  their  return,  Harriet  and  het 
husband  flew  to  a  convention  in  Los 
Angeles.  Upon  returning  home  again,  there 
was  news  that  Jack  was  in  St.  Louts  for 
a  meeting  of  communications  officers  and 
would  be  home  on  leave.  The  rest  of  the 
summer  was  spent  between  Oak  Park  and 
Lake  Geneva,  Wisconsin,  their  summer 
home,  entertaining  children,  their  friends, 

and  in-laws.  Harriet's  daughter,  Lynda,  is 
the  mother  of  two  children. 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden's  mother passed  away  in  November,  1968  at  the  age 
of  80,  and  her  father  now  has  an  apart- 

ment in  the  same  building  with  the  Bow- 
den's. Last  spring,  Mary  Virginia  motored 

through  Scotland  and  spent  a  week  viewing 
plays  in  London.  Daughter  Kathie  is  in 

her  last  year  at  Randolph  Macon  Woman's College,  and  son  Burk  is  still  in  Palo  Alto. 
Move  to  England  and  you  get  classmates 

to  visit  you,  or  so  it  seems  to  Mary-Stuart 
Clements  Harriman.  Liz  Saffer  and  Miriam 
Brunt  Smith  stopped  for  visits  that  were 

all  too  short.  Last  spring,  Mary-Sruart 
traveled  to  Italy  for  three  weeks  and  then 
to  Paris  to  see  the  chestnut  trees  in  bloom. 
She  was  in  Holland  to  see  the  tulips  and 

to  Malta  to  soak  up  the  sun  and  Mediter- 
ranian  culture.  The  Harrimans  will  be  in 

England  for  at  least  two  years  and  not 
more   than   ten. 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  hopes  that some  of  her  classmates  will  visit  them  in 
Fort  Myers  Beach,  Florida.  She  and  her 
husband  are  now  alone  since  their  daugh- 

ter An  lives  and  works  in  Ft.  Lauderdale 
and  their  son  is  in  Atlanta. 

Ruth  Frost  moved  in  June  to  a  three- 
room  apartment  and  is  finally  settled  and 
enjoying  apartment  living.  She  is  still 
teaching  twelfth  grade  pre-college  English 
at  Belle  Vernon  Area  High  School. 

Jane  Griffith  Potter  traveled  to  St.  Louis 
this  summer  to  visit  her  daughter,  Susan, 
at  Washington  University  summer  school, 
where  she  is  a  senior  this  year.  Then  they 
visited  their  son  Jack,  who  worked  at 
Glacier  National  Park,  and  continued  on 
to  see  the  Northwest.  Jack  is  a  sophomore 
at  Colgate.  Daughter  Carolyn  attended 
Burham-by-the-Sea,  Newport,  Rhode  Is- 

land this  summer  and  goes  to  Miramar 
this  winter. 

Marian  Johnson  Woodfield  wrote  from 
their  summer  home  in  North  Carolina  that 

they  still  consider  Delray,  Florida  their 
home  and  love  it  except  for  the  summer 
months.  Daughter  Barbara  is  an  architect, 
married  with  two  children.  John  is  a  doc- 

tor and  on  the  staff  at  the  Mayo  Clinic 
in  gastroenterolgy.  He  is  married  and  has 
two  children.  Jeff  is  a  graduate  student 
in  philosophy,  and  Sally  is  a  sophomore 
at  Wittenberg  University. 
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Charlotte  Ley  Glover's  father,  Dr. 
Charles  Ley,  passed  away  in  April.  In  May, 
the  Glovers  welcomed  their  first  grandchild, 
a  boy,  born  to  their  daughter  Charlotte. 
Son  Allen  is  a  junior  at  the  University  of 
Virginia.  Charlotte  is  still  librarian  in  the 
engineering  department  at  the  Elliot  Com- 

pany  in  Jeannette. 
Rachel  Jones  Donaldson  reported  that 

her  older  son,  John,  is  a  senior  at  Lafay- 
ette College,  and  Scott  is  a  freshman  at 

Grove  City. 
Sana  Mouromseff  took  time  out  from 

packing  to  write  that  her  whole  family  is 
moving   back  east   from   Nevada. 

Ruth  Simpson  Woolford  is  happy  to  be 
working  now  that  her  family  is  grown. 
Son  Sam  has  entered  Brown  University  af- 

ter achieving  the  highest  award  in  his  high 
school  class.  Ruth  has  two  grandchildren, 
daughters  of  Judy. 

Doris  Pierce  has  retired  from  her  school 
job  and  will  be  settling  in  Fort  Lauderdale 

in  the  spring.  In  the  meantime  she  is  trav- 
eling. 

Betty  McLaughlin  Bryant  and  her  hus- 
band have  left  their  jobs  at  Culver  and 

Betty  is  now  librarian  at  the  Bishop's School  for  girls.  Their  two  sons  have 
completed  their  stint  with  Uncle  Sam 
in  the  Pacific  and  they  see  them  often. 
Betty  lives  in  La  Jolla,  California,  and 
would  like  to  have  other  Chathamites  who 
live  in  the  area  contact  her. 

Elizabeth  Saffer  had  a  fabulous  trip  to 
the  Scandinavian  countries  and  the  Baltic 
Soviet  Republics.  She  set  out  for  a  restful 
sail  up  the  coast  of  Norway  with  deck 
chair,  sun  glasses  and  camera  only  to  dis- 

cover she  should  have  taken  umbrella  and 
raincoat.  She  reported  the  sun  did  shine 
on  the  Carelian  Lakes  in  Finland  where 
she  spent  a  week.  Last  year  Liz  went  to 
the  Balkans  and  spent  three  uncomfortable 
days  waiting  for  the  Budapest  airport  to 
open  after  the  Czech  invasion. 

Agnes  Ralston  managed  to  get  herself 
banged  up  again.  This  time  it  was  a 
broken  collar  bone  from  being  pinned 
between  her  car  and  the  garage  when  the 
car  brake  released.  However,  she  enjoyed 
a  trip  to  the  Virgin  Islands  and  Puerto 
Rico  before  tangling  with  her  car.  She  ex- 

pects to  be  in  shape  by  skiing  season. 

Jane  Unger  Raaflaub's  daughter  Maty 
was  married  in  June.  Son  David  was  grad- 

uated from  law  school,  and  Lorna  is  a 

student  at  Hillsdale  College.  Jane  has  re- 

cently received  her  permanent  teacher's certificate.  She  and  her  husband  attended 
a  dinner  honoring  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Eddy, 
given  by  the  Chatham  Alumnae  of  Michi- 

gan. 
Betty  Forney  Benner's  children  are  mar- 

ried and  she  has  one  grandchild.  She  is 
busy  caring  for  her  invalid  father. 

Nancy  Henderson  O'Dell  was  reserva- tions chairman  for  the  Fourteenth  Annual 
Fashionlogue  of  the  Opera  Workshop  of 
Chatham  College  that  was  presented  at  the 
Hilton  Hotel  in  September.  Her  daughter 
Nancy  Leah  was  married  in  June  to  John 
Stewart  Eaton.  Son  Herbert  plans  to  teach 
at  Franklin  and  Marshall  College. 

Olga  Cathone  Bonaddio  is  busy  caring 
for  her  family  and  teaching  at  Allegheny 
County  Community  College. 

Helen  Lindsay  Lee  and  Ed  traveled  to 
Europe  in  June  to  visit  their  daughter, 
Normandie,  who  spent  her  junior  year  in 
France.     She    is    now    back    at    Chatham 
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for  her  senior  year.  Helen  is  writing  an- 
other book,  this  one  on  flower  arrange- 
ments using  rocks  and  gem  stones  from  the 

collection  of  her  geologist  son,  Cort,  now 
stationed  in  Maryland  with  the  Navy. 
Their  older  son,  Edward,  is  in  Pitt  Law 
School  and  is  in  classes  with  Dorothy  Swan 

Mercer's  son.  Helen's  husband  took  an 
early  retirement  and  is  now  teaching  at 
the  Boyce  campus  of  Allegheny  Community College. 

Your  local  secretary,  Mary  Jane  Car- 
michael  Garvin's  eldest,  Katie,  graduated 
from  Gettysburg  College  and  is  now  head 
resident  at  Jester  Center  Halls  at  the 
University  of  Texas.  Son  Jim  is  at  the 
University  of  Miami  at  Coral  Gables,  and 

Jane,  the  youngest,  is  a  senior  at  Win- 
chester-Thurston. There  have  been  fre- 

quent trips  to  Lauderdale-by-the-Sea,  where 
the    family    has   an    apartment. 
The  fund  for  our  35th  reunion  now 

stands  at  $847.18.  Many  thanks  to  all 
who  have  contributed.  Checks  may  be 
made  out  to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Ac- 

count and  sent  to  your  local  secretary. 

38 
Helen  Johnson  Montgomery 

(Mrs.  Samuel  W.) 
21    Franklin  Street 

Uniontown,   Pa.    15401 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel 
(Mrs.  George  W.) 
234  Cascade  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES: 

Mary  Alice  Buckmaster,  17226  San  Jose, 
Granada  Hills,  Ca.  91344 

Marjorie  Chubb  Randall  (Mrs.  John  A.) 
999  Skyline  Drive,  Laguna  Beach,  Ca. 
92651 

Dora  Diamond  Hake,  (Mrs.  William  E.) 
1131  Spottswood  Drive,  Silver  Spring, 
Md.   20904 

Sarah  Marks  Volkuein  (Mrs.  Edward  L.), 

4242  Ortega  Boulevard,  Apt.  16,  Jack- 
sonville, Fl.   32210 

Christine  Price  Cannon  (Mrs.  Thomas  L., 
Jr.),  1339  North  Forest  Road,  Apt. 
B-21,  Amherst,   N.Y.    14226 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt,  701  North  Michi- 
gan Avenue,  Chicago,  II.   60611 

From  the  activities  of  our  class  it  is 

quite  evident  that,  although  Chatham  Col- 
lege is  celebrating  its  Centennial  Year,  we 

are  far  from  ours. 
Kay  Arnold  Dague  reports  that  son 

Rusty  is  doing  his  Army  stint  as  a  para- 
trooper, Pat  is  studying  medical  technology, 

and  David,  WYl,  aids  in  keeping  his 
mother  young  and  active. 

Mary  Baldwin  and  Chita  Cate  Beal  went 
along  for  the  fun  with  a  movie  crew 
through  the  Bahamas  in  June.  While  at 
the  Harbor  Club  at  Spanish  Wells  they 
met  a  young  Chatham  alumna  on  her 
honeymoon.  Chita  said  they  broke  into 

"While  Building  Dreams  Anew."  Two  of 
Chita's  children  rented  a  villa  on  the 
Costa  del  Sol  for  the  summer,  and  Pete 
entered   Allegheny   College   this    fall. 

Though  Jeannette  Bartels  Wolfe  said  she 
had  no  news,  she  is  busy  teaching  brain- 
injured  children  at  Washington  Junior 
High  School  in  Houston.  Her  daughter  is 
married  and  living  in  Savannah,  and  her 
son  has  another  semester  of  law  school. 

That's   the   news   we   like,   Jeannette! 

The  class  wishes  to  express  its  deepes 

sympathy  to  Winifred  Bliss  Endres  whi 

lost  her  husband  last  April.  Winifred' daughter,  Jane,  is  teaching  and  living  a 
home,  while  Morris,  Jr.  is  busy  at  Foi 
Belvoir.  During  the  summer  season  Wini 
fred  and  her  family  were  at  their  horn 
at  Chautauqua,  New  York. 

Mildred  Boyer  Kostora  has  lived  in  Con 
necticut  5Vi  years  and  loves  it  there.  He 
older  daughter,  Shirley  Titus,  is  getting  he 
MA.  at  Southern  Connecticut  while  Shii 

ley's  husband  (their  favorite  1st  Lieuten 
ant)  is  in  Vietnam.  Younger  daughtei 
Claire,  is  in  her  senior  year  in  high  schoo! 

We'll  be  looking  forward  to  seein 
Marge  Chubb  Randall  who  will  be  visil 
ing  in  Pittsburgh  this  aurumn  and  the 
plans  to  visit  the  Mediterranean  area  i the   spring. 

Another  traveler  was  Liza  Coates  Elliot 
and  her  family  who  spent  three  wonderfu 
weeks  in  Vina  del  Mar  near  Valparaiso  i 
Chile.  There  they  visited  the  family  c 
the  AFS  student  who  had  lived  with  th 
Elliotts  three  years  ago.  Following  a  tou 
of  the  Chilean  lake  country,  they  returne 

home  "ready  to  do  it  all  again."  Pete 
and  Tom  are  seniors  this  year  so  Liz 

won't  be  at  Chatham  in  June.  Incidentally 
if  Liza's  journalist  husband  reads  th: 
(and  she  says  he  does) — please  overloo 
the  reportorial  mistakes.  I  was  only 
feature  writer  on   the  Arrow. 

Catheryn  Cottrell  Deemer  reports  a  se< 
ond  grandchild  this  year,  and  a  dream  tri 
to  Hawaii  with  Ben  and  Dorothea  Huntt 
Haas. 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel  also  has  a  secon 

grandchild  rhanks  to  son  Bill's  lovely  wifi Rosanne.  Billy  is  three  and  David  ws 
born  May  22,  1969-  Daughter  Mary  gradi 
ated  from  Carnegie-Mellon  University  i 
June.  Son  John  is  a  senior  at  the  Unive: 
sky  of  Pennsylvania.  He  motor-cycled  hom 
from  the  west  coast  after  his  Midshit 

man's  cruise  on  the  Pacific.  Son  Chark 
entered  Davis  and  Elkins  College  as 
freshman  and  Harry  entered  high  schoo 
Mary  and  George  enjoy  bridge  and  th 
Carnegie  Little   Theatre. 

Dora  Diamond  Hake  writes  that  h( 

daughter  Sue  is  to  be  married  Februai 
14,  and  Bill,  Jr.  is  a  junior  at  Gettysbut College. 

To  be  a  first  class  teacher  is  Helen  Finki 

Eger's  desire  as  she  assumes  her  new  wor 
in  Moon  Township's  air-conditioned  schoo 
You  will  be,  Helen,  we  know!  Helen 
daughter  Terry  graduated  from  Vassar  i 
June  and  is  attending  Boston  University 
graduate  school.  Jan  was  at  Wittenbet 
this  summer. 

Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer  and  Glenn  ai 
planning  a  winter  cruise  to  South  Amerk 
and  the  Caribbean  so  they  skipped,  wit 
regret,  the  usual  summer  vacation.  Florenc 
is  now  associate  director  of  an  agency  sen 
ing  retarded  children.  Rick  finished  h 
work  on  his  doctorate  and  will  be  teachin 

philosophy  at  Miami  University,  Ohi< 
Doug  finished  law  school,  and  Alan  is 
senior   at  Penn   State   University. 

Forrunately  Hurricane  Camille  misse 
Hespie  Godlove  Gillette  in  Pensacola,  Flo 
ida.  Hespie  wishes  she  had  videotapes  ( 
the  programs  Chatham  sponsors  so  thi 
they  could  be  aired  on  educational  telev 
sion  in  her  area.  Sounds  like  a  gran 
idea,  Hespie.  After  eleven  years  as  audii 
visual  co-ordinator,  Hespie  is  doing  subst 
tute  work  and  overseeing  her  active  teei 



;agers  through  Rainbow  Girls,  Girl  Scouts, 
Boy  Scouts,  and  DeMolay.  To  add  spice 

'to  this  life,  her  daughter  Madine  required 
an  emergency  appendectomy  while  at- 

tending the  Grand  Assembly  of  Rainbow 
Girls.  Since  she  had  shown  some  allergy 
to  anesthesia  previously,  this  was  father 
frightening,  but  all  went  well. 

As  usual  Dotty  Hauk  Bryen's  letter  was 
witty  and  informative  so  I'll  quote:  This 
Vear,  our  summer  starred  out  with  an  early 

'bang.  The  night  of  May  15,  after  we  had 
all  Becky's  things  packed  to  bring  her 
home  from  her  freshman  year  at  Queens 
College  in  Charlotte,  North  Carolina,  our 
jcar  was  broken  into  and  all  her  clothes 

'were  stolen.  It  was  rather  a  traumatic  "hap- 
pening" especially  since  we  were  leaving 

[for  a  vacation  in  Bermuda.  We  decided 

'she'd  either  have  to  join  the  cast  of  "Hair" 
("Oh,  Calcutta!"  hadn't  opened  as  yet) 
br  we'd  have  to  do  some  fast  shopping." 
•Needless  to  say,  Becky  got  a  new  wardrobe 
and  has  now  returned  to  college.  Dottie  is 

active  with  church  and  women's  club  ac- 
'tivities  and  a  group  called  Adult  Basic  Edu- 

cation Tutors.  Jimmy  is  treasurer  and 

'controller  of  American  Aniline  Products. 
•  Dorothea  Hunter  Haas  and  her  husband 
'traveled  to  the  islands  of  Hawaii  in  April 
!with  a  stopover  in  San  Francisco  for  a 
'reunion  with  Lee  White  Mundhenk  and 
her  husband,  Bob.  The  stewardess  on  the 
flight  to  Hawaii  was  a  Chatham  graduate. 

Dottie  doesn't  say  whether  they  sang  the Alma  Mater  or  not.  Son  Michael  is  in 
'Vietnam. 

I,  Helen  Johnson  Montgomery,  have  en- 
joyed your  cards  and  letters — as  Dean 

Martin  says — keep  them  comin'.  I  wish  my 
'classroom  was  air-conditioned,  for  all  164 
jof  my  students  are  bright  and  lively.  Ward 
is  teaching  and  continuing  his  dental  lab 

[work.  Susan  is  completing  her  master's 
thesis  at  the  University  of  Wisconsin,  and 
Sam,  in  his  third  year  at  West  Virginia,  is 
composing  music  which  is  being  performed 

!and  well  received.  My  mother's  recovery 
irom  a  lengthy  illness  has  made  us  all 
happy. 

Ruth  Kleitz  Buel  writes  that  Bob  has  a 

new  job.  Barbara  attended  Pitt's  trimester 
in  an  effort  to  finish  in  three  years.  Vir- 

ginia, at  15,  was  glad  to  stay  home  with 
fter  friends  for  a  change.  They  have  had 
one  week  camping  with  their  trailer  and 
hoped  to  get  away  on  weekends  before 
cold  weather. 

\  Jean  Lemmon  Crick  writes  that  they  are 
all  fine.  They  have  two  grandchildren, 

.thanks  to  Reed's  lovely  wife  Michelle. Tracey  is  three  and  Patrick  bounced  into 
our  world  July  2.  Son  Michael  is  now 
home  from  dury  with  the  U.S.  Air  Force. 
All  enjoyed  their  vacation  cottage  in  Madi- 

son, Ohio. 
Beatrice  Lynch  Perrin  is  still  trying  to 

adjust  to  het  new  way  of  life.  Her  usual 
community  activities  keep  her  busy  and 
do  help  occupy  the  mind.  She  took  a  trip 
to  Hawaii  and  loved  the  people  and  the 
beauty  and  the  way  of  life  there.  Our 
30th  reunion  seems  ten  years  ago,  so  much 
has   happened. 

Sarah  Marks  Volkuein  has  moved  beck 
to  Jacksonville.  Ed  is  president  of  a  new 

company  called  Beri's  Inc.  which  backs 
Negroes  in  ghetto  areas  to  start  their  own 
restaurants.  All  three  of  theit  children  are 
happily  married  and  they  have  two  grand- 

sons and  one  granddaughter. 
Eleanor  Meanor   Croyle  and  Bob   enjoy 

Houston.  Bob  Jr.  is  a  Captain  in  JAG 
Corps.  U.S.A.  at  Ft.  Bragg.  Barbara,  hap- 

pily married,  lives  close  by.  Phil  was  home 
this  summer  and  worked  at  the  Medical 
Center.  He  leaves  soon  for  his  junior 
year  at  Stanford.  Last  May  in  Miami 
Eleanor  saw  Dave  and  Virginia  Mencken 
Morrison. 

Margaret  Perry  Huessener  and  Dick  flew 
to  Switzerland  and  from  there  drove  to 
Liechtenstein,  Germany,  Austria,  Italy,  and 
back  to  Switzerland.  Only  18  days  to  see 
5  weeks  of  sights!  But,  all  was  wonderful. 
Peggy  was  tour  guide  making  all  flight 
and  hotel  arrangements,  as  she  does  each 
year  for  the  College  Club  Theatre  Tour  in 
October. 

Christine  Price  Cannon  invites  the  Class 

of  '38  to  bring  their  grandchildren  to  see 
the  'dry'  Falls  this  year.  Tod  is  general 
manager  of  the  Lord  Amherst  Motor  Hotel 
in  Buffalo  and  is  host  to  so  many  tourists 

that  he  and  Chris  can't  go  anywhere.  Their 
son  Tom  is  in  Chicago  and  he  and  his 
wife  visited  Chris  in  June. 

Sarah  Reese  Warrick's  son  Dick  got home  from  Vietnam  in  October,  oh,  happy 
day!  He  is  an  instructor  in  Quartermaster 
School  at  Fort  Lee,  Virginia  and  com- 

pleted three  years  in  the  Army  in  mid- 
September.  He  served  with  the  9th  Divi- 

sion in  Vietnam,  so  it  was  with  much  inter- 

est that  Sally  watched  the  return  of  "our" 
men  of  the  9th  to  the  United  States.  Rich- 

ard and  Sally  visited  Dick  at  Camp  Pickett 
where  he  was  stationed  for  the  summer, 
and  visited  Fort  Lee  where  Richard  served 
in  the  Second  World  War.  Richard  is  at 
Hartford  Insurance  in  Pittsburgh  and  Sally 

enjoys  her  work  at  Citizen's  Library. Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy 
to  Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer  on  the  death 
of  her  husband,  Willard,  last  September. 
They  were  on  their  way  to  Australia  when 
he  died  suddenly  in  the  airlines  terminal 
in  Los  Angeles.  Dorothy  planned  a  two- 
week  trip  to  Rome,  London,  Berlin  and 
Lucerne  in  September. 

Alary  Margaret  Schmitt  is  well  traveled. 
She  attended  the  10th  annual  meeting  of 
the  Academy  of  Religion  and  Mental 
Health  in  Pittsburgh;  the  National  League 
for  Nursing  Biennial  Meeting  in  Detroit; 
the  Fourth  AMA  Conference  on  Interna- 

tional Health  in  Chicago;  the  Fourteenth 
Quadrennial  meeting  of  the  International 
Council  of  Nurses  in  Montreal  and  the 
26th  Biennial  Council  of  Pi  Lambda 
Theta  in  Buffalo;  the  World  Federation 
for  Mental  Health  in  Washington  D.C.; 
the  Ametican  Federation  of  Arts  in  Wil- 

liamsburg, Virginia;  the  Association  of 
American  Medical  Colleges  meeting  in  Cin- 

cinnati, Ohio,  and  a  golden  wedding  anni- 
versary in  Arizona. 

No  exciting,  earth  shaking  news  accord- 

ing to  Elizabeth  Slocum  Haldeman.  Betty's 
oldest,  son  Jack,  graduated  from  college  this 
year.  Now  she  and  John  have  only  two  in 
college  for  next  year,  Beverly  and  Shirley. 

Helen  Thomas  Nevin  writes  that  her 
son  Tom  graduated  from  W.  and  J.  June 
7th  and  was  married  June  14th.  Five  days 
before  the  wedding,  Helen  fell  in  her 
garden  and  seriously  fractured  her  right 
ankle.  She  was  in  Mercy  hospital  two 
weeks  and  then  home  sporting  a  ten  pound 

cast  and  proud  of  the  world's  best  nurse, 
her  daughter  Marilyn.  Grandson  Joey  was 
seven  years  old  this  July. 

Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy  to 
Edith     W.    Thompson    whose    aunt,    with 

whom  she  lived  for  so  many  years,  died  in 
November.  In  April  Edith  had  the  won- 

derful experience  of  going  on  a  trip  to 
the  Holy  Land.  Beside  visiting  Israel,  she 
was  in  Athens,  Beirut,  Cairo  and  Rome. 
Athens  and  the  Acropolis  were  indeed 
thrilling,  for  many  forgotten  facts  of  an- 

cient history  learned  in  Miss  Dysart's  class came  flooding  back  to  mind.  Of  coutse,  a 
camel  ride  to  the  pyramids  is  always  a 

part  of  every  tourist's  visit  to  Cairo.  But 
most  exciting  of  all  was  her  stay  in  Jeru- 

salem and  her  journeying  from  thence  to 
other  parts  of  Israel,  including  the  Galilee 
area. 

40 Helen  Lohr  Wright 

(Mrs.  John  A.) 
904  Fairmont  Street 
Latrobe,  Pa.   15650 

Eleanor  D.  Hackett 

912  Maryland  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Elinor  Bissell  Offill  (Mrs.  P.  M.,  Jr.),  75 

Montgomery  Streer,  Apt.  21-B,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10002 

Nancyann  Cockerille  Gleichert  (Mrs.  James 
E.),  918-A  North  Milwaukee  Street, 
Libertyville,  II.  60048 

Nancy  Wilson  Patterson  (Mrs.  Thomas  J.), 
10  Cedar  Place,  Garden  City,  L.I.,  N.Y. 11530 

Helen  reporting: 

Jean  Aungst  Talbot  and  her  husband 
work  almost  exclusively  at  making  antique 
reproductions  now  instead  of  repairing  and 
refinishing   furniture. 

Elinore  Bissell  Offill  and  Paul  searched 
for  four  months  to  find  an  apartment  on 
the  Lower  East  Side  of  New  York  near 
their  wotk.  Paul  is  with  Young  Life,  and 
Elinor  is  a  speech  pathologist  at  Staten 

Island  Hospital.  All  the  children  are  mar- 
ried   and    the   grandchildren   multiply. 

Jean  Burry  Patten  has  a  busy  family. 
Husband  Sam  is  in  charge  of  ROTC  at 
Syracuse  University;  son  Rick,  a  Cornell 
graduate,  is  doing  graduate  work  at  the 
University  of  Heidelberg  in  Germany; 
daughter  Leslie  is  working  at  New  England 
Deaconess  Hospital  in  Boston  after  gradu- 

ating in  June  from  Syracuse  University;  and 
Jean  plans  to  teach  after  completing  her 

master's  in  elementary  education  at  Syracuse 
in  January.  When  Sam  retires  in  1970 

they  will  choose  a  "favorite  place,"  but  no 
rocking  chairs  will  be  needed  for  their 
retirement. 

Peggy  Christy  Graham's  family  is  scat- tered now,  with  the  youngest  a  senior  at 
Clarkson  College  this  year.  The  Grahams 
went  on  a  trip  to  Italy  in  September. 

Nancyann  Cockerille  Gleichert 's  husband 
Jim  has  gone  into  medical  research  with 

Abbott's  after  25  years  of  OB-GYN  prac- 
tice, and  they  are  enjoying  their  town 

house.  Gregg  is  beginning  a  four-year  en- 
listment in  Army  Security,  and  Ann  is 

completing  her  master's  degree  at  Texas Christian  University  in  Fort  Worth. 
Betty  Crawford  Colbert  settled  down  to 

a  busy  summer  of  feeding  two  active  boys 

and  friends  after  attending  Britt's  gradua- tion from  the  University  of  Denver  in 
June.  She  is  teaching  history  and  English 
again  this  year  ar  Sewickley  Academy. 

Jean  Curry  Burt,  Caddie  Lou  Kinzer 
Trapp  and  Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  sent  greet- 

ings but  no   news. 
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CHATHAM   COLLEGE   IS   ONE   HUNDRED   YEARS   OLD,   IS   STILL   GROWING, 
AND  IS  STILL  YOUNG  AT  HEART. 

Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson  achieved  two 
things  this  year.  She  was  promoted  to 
assistant  director  of  the  Henry  C.  Frick 
Educational  Commission,  and  she  became  a 
member  of  the  Zonta  Club  of  Pittsburgh, 
a  classified  service  organization  of  women 
executives  in  business  and  professions. 
Her  vacation  trip  took  her  to  New  Eng- 

land, the  Gaspe  Peninsula  and  Quebec  City. 
Audrey  Horton  Skillman  is  exhibiting 

and  selling  her  portraits  and  pen  and  ink 
drawings,  and  does  substitute  teaching  in 
art.  Last  spring  she  took  a  trail  ride,  spon- 

sored by  the  American  Forestry  Association, 
from  Cataloochee  Ranch  in  Smokey  Moun- 

tain National  Park.  The  Horton  children 

are  on  the  move,  and  there  is  one  grand- 
child. The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Au- 

dry  in  the  death  of  her  mother  in  August. 
Pat  Krause  Kosco  says  the  kids  are  get- 

ting older  but  they  are  getting  younger. 
Their  oldest  starts  college  this  year  and 
the  youngest  is  in  fifth  grade.  Pat  is  ac- 

tive in  Mothers  of  Twins  Club,  church  and 
school,  while  Bob  keeps  busy  with  Scouts. 
She  hopes  to  see  all  of  you  at  our  30th 
reunion. 

Louise  Lean  Fontaine  has  been  working 
in  the  passport  office  since  January.  One 
of  her  co-workers  is  Margaret  Hibbs  Keller 

'42,  who  was  her  "little  sister"  as  a  fresh- man. 

Anne  Ludlow  Kinney's  letter  brought  us 
up  to  date  on  their  children.  Daughter 
Harriet  graduated  from  Allegheny  College 
in  June;  Rob  is  a  senior  at  the  University 
of  Delaware;  Charles,  17,  and  Mike,  15, 
attended  the  Boy  Scout  Jamboree  in  Idaho 
during  the  summer. 

As  for  me,  this  completes  my  term  as 
secretary.  I  have  enjoyed  it  very  much,  but 
I  will  look  forward  to  just  reading  the 

Recorder  again.  I  managed  "major  sur- 
gery" last  February  so  will  look  forward  to 

seeing  all  of  you  at  our  30th  on  June  6, 
1970.  We  have  lost  Beryl  Bahr  Redington. 
If  anyone  knows  her  current  address,  please 
notify  me  or  the  alumnae  office. 

Eleanor  reporting: 

I  had  a  delightful  trip  to  Ireland  with 
the  Gaelic  Arts  Society  of  Pittsburgh  con- 

ducted by  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Charles  P.  Rob- 
shaw. 

Roseanne  Martin  says  that  after  nearly 
two  years  of  pseudo-vacation — 20,000  miles 
around  20  states  and  2  provinces  in  the 
camper — it  is  time  to  go  to  work  again  so 
she  can  plan  her  next  trip  to  all  the  places 
she  missed  before.  Also,  she  is  going  to 
look  for  a  retirement  house — thinks  she 
will  be  needing  one  in  a  few  years.  Makes 

us  sound  old,  doesn't  it? 
Ruth  Mengel  Roosa  sends  greetings  to 

all  her  classmates. 

Mary  Ellen  Ostergard  Lutz  has  had  a 
busy  year  with  the  usual  round  of  church, 
musical  organization  and  community  af- 

fairs, and  a  trip  to  Williamsburg  and 
Quebec.  The  summer  brought  guests,  fam- 

ily and  friends  such  as  Ruth  Demmler 
Benner  and  Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson. 
She  never  has  a  dull  moment  now  that 

she  has  a  teen-age  driver  in  the  family. 

Nelle  Richards  Offutt's  oldest  son  is  a 
Navy  flier.  Number  2  son  is  in  O.C.S.  at 
Fort  Benning,  Georgia.    Number  3   son  is 
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working.  Oldest  daughter,  Jane,  is  a  sen- 
ior at  Allegheny  College.  Number  4  son 

is  a  senior  at  Mt.  Lebanon  High  School 
and  is  looking  at  colleges.  Her  youngest, 
Marianne,  is  in  ninth  grade.  She  has  a 
lovely  daughter-in-law  and  a  gorgeous 
year-old  grandson,  James  IV,  who  lives  in 
Coronado,   California — too   far   away. 

Katherine  Rutler  Hingeley  has  had  a 
busy  summer.  Her  son,  Jim,  Jr.,  graduated 

from  Harvard  in  June  and  in  August  mar- 
ried Rosalind  Brown  of  Baltimore.  He 

and  his  wife  are  now  teaching  high  school 
in  Greenbank,  West  Virginia.  Katherine 
will  teach  at  the  Village  Academy  again 
this  year. 

Ruth  Seaman  Berg,  now  that  both  chil- 
dren are  educated  and  married,  looks  for- 
ward to  sitting  back,  relaxing  and  doing 

a  little  traveling.  She  has  one  granddaugh- 
ter. 

Frances  Shoup  Brant  says  she  finally  fin- 
ished "going  to  college,"  having  received 

teacher  certification  for  this  year.  Her  hus- 
band fell  out  of  a  tree  and  crushed  a  ber- 

tebrae  in  his  back  this  past  spring,  so 
Frances  had  to  play  nursemaid.  Otherwise 
her  status  quo  was  maintained. 

Virginia  Stahl  Walker  gets  together  with 
Amy  McBride  Bell,  Chatham  1939,  fre- 

quently. Austin  extends  greetings  to  all  of 
you  and  says  she  enjoys  reading  about  her 
classmates  in   the  Recorder. 

Helen  Mar  Stevenson  Berghaus  reports 
that  her  daughter  Lydia  graduated  in  June 
from  Radcliffe  magna  cum  laude  and  is 
now  working  near  Boston.  Helen  is  glad 

they  had  their  trip  to  California  last  sum- 
mer. As  for  her — she  is  just  older  and 

grayer. Betty  Sweeney  Taylor  was  surprised  and 
pleased  to  run  into  Ethel  Blackburn  Herrod 

at  Betty's  son's  graduation  from  Princeton 
last  June.  For  the  present,  son  Bill  will  be 
working  in  San  Francisco.  Daughter  Nancy 
is  a  senior  at  Wheaton  College  this  year. 
Now  that  her  three  children  have  grown 
up,  Betty  hopes  to  attend  more  alumnae 
functions. 

Nancy  Wilson  Patterson  reports  that, 
after  seven  years  in  the  parrish  ministry, 
Tom  has  gone  back  to  business  with  Coules 
Commuications  in  a  wider  form  of  minis- 

try and  still  in  good  standing  in  the  Dio- 
cese— participating  in  the  conventional  way 

on  Sundays  and  evenings.  They  have 
moved  to  Garden  City  and  still  enjoy  their 
house  in  Hampton  Bay  where  they  all 
spent  July,  including  son  Tommy  and  his 
wife  Barbara.  Next  year  they  will  have  a 
donor  in  the  family,  and  Betsy  will  gradu- 

ate from  Wellesley — so  Mom  and  dad  will 
be  relieved  of  college  tuitions  until  Laurie, 
now  13,  decides  to  go.  She  sends  gteetings 
to  all  our  classmates  and  looks  forward  to 

1970. 

Mary  Wolff  Gamble's  son  Tom  gradu- 
ated from  the  University  of  Michigan 

last  spring  and  plans  to  do  graduate  work 
in  physics  at  the  University  of  California 
at  Berkeley  this  year.  Susie  and  Betsie  are 
in  high  school.  Mary  is  still  teaching 
chemistry  lab  two  days  a  week  at  Indiana 
University  in  South  Bend.  They  had  a  de- 

lightful family  vacation  in  California  in 
June,  and  have  been  home  since  then  to 
receive  friends  passing  through  to  the  West 

including  Helen  Archer  Fardig,  '39,  ai 
part  of  her  family  ...  a  most  enjoyab 
summer. 

Catherine  Thompson  Mitchell,  her  hu 
band  and  their  sons  Tom,  13,  and  Bill,  1 
toured  the  national  parks  this  summer 
their  Chrysler  station  wagon  with  a  trail 
pack.  Son  John  graduated  from  Carnegi 
Mellon  University  in  June  and  is  workii 
at  the  General  Electric  Conemaugh  Pla 
near  New  Florence,  Pennsylvania.  She  sa 
he  is  an  eligible  bachelor,  looks  like 
young  Omar  Sharif!,  and  suggests  anyoi 
living   nearby   might   be   interested! 

Jane  Viehman,  who  spent  her  vacatic 
close  to  home  this  year,  is  also  lookir 
forward   to   our   reunion. 

42 Joan  Myers  Rank (Mrs.   Harry  M 
101   Cherry   Avem 

Houston,   Pa.    153^ 

Helen  Shellkopf  Clii 
(Mrs.  Harold  E 
2  Bevington  Ros 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   1521 

NEW   ADDRESSES 
Elizabeth  Colbaugh  Mahaffey    (Mrs.  J.  K 

Jr.),   4    Aspin    Court   Drive,    Pittsburg Pa.   15215 

Virginia  Crouch  Everett  (Mrs.  Robert  D. 
3405— 53rd  Street,  Moline,  II.  61265 

Helen   Moore  Sacco    ( Mrs.   Donato ) ,   Be 
204-B,  R.D.  3,  Stroudsburg,  Pa.  183C 

Mary    Elizabeth    Rope    LaHue     (Mrs.    R( 
C),     18     Linda    Isle    Drive,    Newpo 
Beach,  Ca.  92660 

Betty    Steffler    Barker    (Mrs.    Richard    J. 
2  Concord  Place,  Coshocton,  Oh.  4381 

Sara    Thomas    Filing     (Mrs.    Ronald    J. 
4015  Copeland  Drive,  Tyler,  Tx.  757C 

Mothers  of  the  Bride  Dept. : 
Wedding  bells  kept  three  classmates  bu: 

this  year,  especially  Betty  Baker  Patterso 
who  had  two  weddings.  Daughter  Vick 
married  Jim  Hartsock,  June  21st.  Jii 
just  finished  a  tour  of  duty  with  the  M 
rines,  and  they  live  in  Ashland,  Ohio.  Sc 
Bob  Jr.  married  Lucy  Atkinson  on  No 
30th.  They  are  at  Fort  Riley,  Kansas.  Sc 
Glenn  is  in  high  school,  and  Bob  an 

Betty  plan  a  trip  to  Florida  soon  for  r> laxation. 

Janet  Murray  Newton's  daughter  Ba bara  was  married  this  summer  to  Edwai 
Reed  of  Lansdale,  Pa.  Janet  still  has 
child  in  every  school  situation — colleg 
high  school,  junior  high  and  elementar 

She  says  she's  busy  every  minute  of  evei 
day,  but  can't  think  of  any  way  to  put 
on  paper  and  make  it  sound  interestin; 

That's  the  story  of  a  lot  of  us,  I  think! 
Jane  McClung  Sincelis  daughter  Pan 

ela  was  married  August  16th,  and  won 
honeymoon  in  the  Bahamas!  She  and  h( 
husband  are  living  in  Valparaiso,  Indian; 
while  he  finishes  his  last  year  at  the  Un 

versify.  Jane's  son  Jim  returned  to  Soutl ern  Illinois  University  for  his  sophomoi 

year,  and  Jane  to  her  half-day  job  ; 
North  Shore  Country  Day  School. 

We're    still    "Service    gals    and    know 

well — dedicated  to  the  Army  Personnel"— only  now  they  are  our  sons: 



Ruth  Demmler  Benner  reports   that   the 

best  part  of  last  year  was  son  Paul's  return 
•to  the  States  from  Vietnam.    He  is  still  in 
the  Navy,  but  will  be  in  the  States   for  a 
while.    Husband  Dave  is  still  traveling  for 

^Ihis    company,    and    Ruth    is    still    working 
■in    Ben    Avon    Nursery    School.     Daughter 
Jean  will  be  a  junior  at  Allegheny  this  year. 

4     Mary  Elizabeth  Rope  LaHue's  son  Greg 
'  'is    back    from    fifteen    months    in    Taiwan, land    leaves    this   month    for   Vietnam    with 
■the    U.S.A. F.      Tricia     is    a     freshman     at 
•<U.C.S.B.,  and  Tom    (15)    and   Nan    (13) 

'istill  at  home.   The  family  sailed  to  Catalina 
"and  moored  there  for  a  week  this  summer. 
i     Betty  Gahagen  Lindsay  expects  son  John 
'home    for    Christmas.     He    is    completing 
L'his   year   in   Vietnam   with   the    101st  Air- 
,  borne  Division,  and  spent  two  and  a  half 
^-days  during  R.   and   R.  with   radio   friends 
Jof    the    Lindsays    in    Tasmania,    Australia. 
Betty  still  has  three  at  home — Laurie  (13), 
Andy   (6),  and  Tom   (4).    Jim   (17)    is  a 

i  senior   at   Phelps   School,  Malvern;   Charlie 
j,  (19)    a   junior   at  Westminster.     Al    is   in 
his   second    year   at   Pitt   Law    School,   with 

l  wife  Trise   teaching   child    development   in 
I  Carrick.     Dan   is   a   resident  at   Montefiore. 
i  Alec  started  to  fly  on  their  Florida  vacation, 

!  and  will  soon  have  his  pilot's  license.    He's 
keeping  up  with   sons  John,  who   has   his, 

|iand  Al  and  Charlie,  who  also  are  learning. 

The   arrival   of   Carol   and   Bill's    son,   Bill, 
Jr.,  puts   Betty   in   the  "New   Grandmother 

I  Dept.,"  along  with: L     Claire    Stewart    Burkhart ,    whose    first 

[(grandchild,    Renee    Claire,    arrived    August 
■16th  in  Nassau,  Bahamas.    Her  parents  are 

Claire's  daughter  Dianne  and  husband  Rob- 
ert   Thompson.      Sally    graduated     from 

:Chatham  in  May,  left  for  Vancouver,  B.C. 

'next  day  with  her  Mustang  and  fiance,  an- 
lother  western-going  passenger,  and  a  great 
iPyrenees    dog.     They   were    married    there 

June   23,  and   are  fixing   up   "an   old   grey 
house   on    poverty   row"    before    beginning 
iclasses  in  graduate  school.    Third  daughter 
is    a     junior    at     Cornell     in     architecture. 

1  Meanwhile,    back    at    the    homestead,    the 
Burkharts   have  been   hosts  to  international 
visitors     from     Russia,    Japan,    Yugoslavia 
'and  Brazil.    Claire  is  still  teaching  kinder- 

garten and  singing  here  and  there. 
Jesse  Shook  Allen,  too,  has  a  new  grand- 

fson — with    an    Hawaiian    name — Jeffrey 
'  Roger    Kelekone     ( meaning     "strong    and 
;  brave   warrior" )    Allen.     Jessie    spent    four 
•  weeks  this  summer  seeing  Canada  in  their 
:  camper,    and    then    had    a    five-week    study 
'tour  to  Japan  and  Hong  Kong.    She  is  still 
teaching  and  going  to  school. 

Other  world   travellers   include: 
Florence  Succop  Klotz  and  husband  who 

• spent    a    long-awaited    sabbatical,    after    25 
'  years  of  teaching,  taking  a  memorable  trip 
'  to   the   South   Pacific.    They   made  stops   at 
[  Hawaii,     American     Samoa,     Tahiti,     New 
.  Zealand,     Australia,     New     Guinea,     New 
Caledonia  and  the  Fiji  Islands.    On  a  sep- 

arate   trip    they    visited    the    Galapagos    Is- 
lands off  Ecuador. 

Mary  Alice  Spellmire  Girts  and  Bob  took 
;  a  cruise  to  Bermuda  this  summer.  Bob  is 
now  a  member  of  NCARB,  which  means 
he  is  eligible  to  practice  architecture  in 
any  state.  Son  Rob  Jr.  was  married  June 
14th  to  Christie  Chenilla,  a  registered 
nurse  from  Baldwin.  They  have  an  apart- 

ment at  Cornell  University  where  he  is 
finishing  his  senior  year  in  engineering 
physics.  Michelle  is  a  senior  at  Ellis  this 
year. 

Marjorie  Higgins  Phillips  and  Bill  left 
their  youngest  at  home  to  practice  cheer- 
leading,  and  took  their  two  college  off- 

spring on  vacation  to  Paradise  Island,  Nas- 
sau. The  Phillips  celebrated  their  25th 

wedding  anniversary  in  October.  Our  sym- 
pathy to  Marjorie  on  the  loss  of  her  mother 

this  past  year. 

Co-secretary  Helen  Shellkopf  Cline  and 
Harold  traveled  to  England  in  September 
to  visit  friends  who  stayed  with  them  last 
year.  They  hosted  an  AFS  student  from 
Sweden  this  summer.  Karen  worked  for 

the  summer  in  the  physical  therapy  depart- 
ment at  Columbia  Hospital,  while  Tom 

mowed  lawns  and  grew  rich.  Helen  and 
Harold  also  spent  a  week  with  their  bowl- 

ing group  at  Pinehurst,  N.C. 
Accompanied  by  dad  and  daughter, 

Dorothy  Purkiss  Linke  enjoyed  a  five-week 
trip  to  Europe  and  a  Mediterranean  cruise 
this  summer.  Dorothy  has  just  co-authored 
a  new  spelling  text.  This  year  she  is  doing 
a  pilot  project  in  team-care  teaching  of 
mental  defectives  in  Junior  High.  Daugh- 

ter Roberta  is  a  senior  at  Indiana  Univer- 
sity. She  worked  as  caption  writer  and 

press  interviewer  at  the  Indiana  State  Fair, 
and  had  the  pleasure  of  interviewing  Bob 
Hope,  the  King  Family,  and  Glen  Camp- 
bell. 

Congratulations  to  another  author — 
Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  has  one  ju- 

venile novel  with  an  agent  in  New  York, 
and  will  be  working  on  a  second  one  this 
winter.  Daughter  Ellen  started  this  fall  ar 

Douglass  College  (Women's  College  of Rutgers).  The  Dahlstedts  have  survived 
their  second  season  on  the  island  with 

their  antique  and  gift  shop,  "The  Attic." Dick  is  advertising  manager  of  the  local 
newspaper  and  helps  with  the  shop  in  his 

spare  time.  Just  now  Marden  says,  "We're enjoying  heavenly  weather  on  uncrowded 
beaches — warm  surf,  starlit  nights  and 
sunny  days — a  lovely  relaxed  uncompli- 

cated way  to  live!"  Move  over,  Marden — is  there  room  on  that  island  for  the  rest 
of  us? 

Jane  Chantler,  our  travel  agent,  has  been 
too  busy  sending  other  people  away  and 
training  a  new  girl,  to  do  much  traveling 

on  her  own.  She  had  two  short  "discover 
America"  trips  to  New  York  and  to  Wil- 

liamsburg, plus  rediscovering  Niagara  Falls. 
Jane  still  works  with  one  hundred  teen-age 
girls  in  the  Junior  Hospital  Auxiliary,  and 
does  publicity  for  the  Council  of  Republi- 

can Women  and  the  Butler  Branch  of 
A.A.U.W. 

For  those  of  you  who  would  like  to 
travel  by  van  or  trailer,  Helen  Moore  Sacco 

and  Donato  have  developed  a  "mini-park" for  campers  in  the  Poconos.  Look  for  it 
on  Mountain   Road   in   Reeders,  Pa. 

Margaret  Anderson  stayed  close  to  home 

most  of  the  year  because  of  her  father's illness  following  a  broken  hip.  When  her 
sister  came  to  stay  with  her  parents  for 
two  weeks,  Margaret  spent  five  days  in 
New  York,  then  flew  to  Pensacola  to  visit 

two  nephews  in  training,  then  to  Los  An- 
geles for  a  week  in  Rolling  Hills  with  her 

brother's  family.  Serving  as  treasurer  of 
Greensburg  College  Club  keeps  her  busy 
in  her  spare  time. 

Summer  meant  trips  to  Cape  May  for 
Carol  Bostuick  McConnon.  Cathy  has  re- 

turned to  Boston  and  her  job,  and  Wick 
is  a  freshman  at  Clark  University  in 
Worcester,  Mass. 

Jean  Burchinal  Purvis  reports  on  her 
family:  Joe  III  (24),  is  married.  He  is 
a  Quaker,  and  is  doing  alternative  service 
as  a  house  parent  in  a  home  for  neglected 
and  abandoned  children.  Bill  (21)  is  a 

junior  at  Haverford,  majoring  in  psychol- 
ogy. He  took  a  year  and  a  half  at  Julliard 

first.  Bob  (19)  is  a  sophomore  at  Wes- 
leyan  University  in  Connecticut,  in  pre-law. 
Sally  (18)  is  a  freshman  at  Wilson,  and 
Tom  (14)  at  home.  Jean  is  a  school  di- 

rector, served  on  County  Committee  for 
1970  White  House  Conference,  and  hopes 
to  get  her  M.A.  in  English. 

Sunny  Croft  Armstrong's  son  Tom  is 
off  to  school  in  Kentucky,  and  Alison  is 
a  sophomore  in  Fox  Chapel  High  School. 
The  Armstrongs  alternate  their  time  be- 

tween home  in  Pittsburgh  and  their  hunt- 

ing lodge  in  Cook's  Forest  on  weekends and  vacations. 

June  found  Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn 
commuting  between  Michigan  and  New- 

Jersey — first  for  their  son's  graduation  from Princeton,  along  with  two  other  Chatham 

sons,  those  of  Betty  Sweeny  Taylor  ('40) and  Mary  Kinter  McEldowney  C4l);  then 
back  again  for  the  McEldowney  wedding 
where  their  son  was  best  man,  just  28  years 

after  Ethel  and  Jim  were  in  the  Kinter-Mc- 
Eldowney  wedding.  Ethel  manages  to  keep 
in  touch  with  Chatham  through  being 
Alumnae  Representative,  the  Centennial 
Fund,   and   daughter   Nancy,   a   sophomore. 

Margaret  Hibbs  Keller  reports  that  she 

and  Louise  Lean  Fontaine  ('40)  are  en- 
joying a  belated  career  in  the  Passport  Di- 
vision of  the  State  Department,  and  have 

fun  reminiscing.  Margaret's  husband  is 
at  Boiling  AFB  after  a  year  in  Thailand. 
They  have  two  in  college. 

Things  are  going  to  be  quiet  at  Grace 

Mary  Horton  Halter's  this  year  since  both 
kids  are  away.  Hal  is  in  his  fifth  and  final 
year  at  M.I.T.  and  Marjorie  starting  her 
first  year  at  Penn  Hall  in  Chambersburg. 
They  are  glad  they  still  have  the  dog! 

Alice  McKain  Porter  writes  that  all  are 

waiting  for  a  glorious  Fall  in  the  Smokies. 
Daughter  Ann  is  a  senior  at  Queens  Col- 

lege, and  son  John  a  sophomore  at  David- 
son. Nancy  is  a  high  school  junior.  The 

Porrers  have  enjoyed  water-skiing  on  a 
near-by  lake  this  summer. 

Barbara  Maerker  Baum  's  son  Bob  (19) 
spent  the  summer  in  Alaska.  Dick  gradu- 

ated from  Duquesne  and  is  engaged.  Carol 
is  a  senior  in  high  school.  Barbara  and 

Dick   are   "bearing  up." Ruth  Notz  Carland  is  busy  taking  care 
of  the  family  menagerie  of  dogs,  rabbits 
and  tropical  fish,  now  that  the  children 
are  all  back  in  school.  Her  oldest  son  is  a 
junior  at  Thiel,  the  next  three  in  9th, 
10th,  and  12th,  and  the  baby  in  2nd 
grade.  Besides  the  menagerie,  Ruth  has 
Girl  Scouts,  P.T.A.  and  Football  Mothers 
to  keep  her  occupied. 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon  entered  her 
oldest  son  in  Duke,  at  Durham,  N.C,  this 

fall. 
Nancy  Scott  Ralston  enjoyed  two  vaca- 

tions this  year — two  weeks  at  Del  Ray  in 
January,  and  a  large  part  of  the  summer  at 
Van  Buren  Point.  Daughter  Dede  gradu- 

ated from  junior  college  and  now  hopes  to 
join  the  great  army  of  the  employed. 

Mary  Singer  Samson  completed  the 
school  psychologist  credentials  requirements 
for  California  and  has  the  certificate,  but 
will  continue  with  her  present  three-day 
week,    counseling    at    the    Educational    De- 
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THAT  LONG!  ! 

velopment  Center  West  Coast  Btanch  in 
Clatemont.  Both  boys  ate  high  school 
seniors,  the  youngest  a  cheer  leader.  Her 
daughter  is  in  her  fourth  year  at  Antioch, 
a  biology    (pre-med)    major. 

Jane  Smith  O'Neill  is  still  a  member 
of  that  rare  breed — housewife — and  hold- 

ing on  as  long  as  she  can!  She  divides 
her  time  between  cooking,  reading,  writing 
articles  and  riding.  She  and  daughter 
Megan,  a  high  school  sophomore,  each  has 
her  own  horse  and  enjoy   rides  together. 

Betty  Stefjler  Baker  is  still  teaching  6th 
grade,  and  Dick  is  with  Shaw  Barton,  Inc. 

Son  Richard  received  his  master's  degree 
in  public  relations.  He  is  a  bachelor,  living 
in  Columbus,  Ohio,  working  in  public  re- 

lations for  Ohio  Education  Association. 
Daughtet  Kathleen  is  a  senior  at  Miami 
University  in  journalism,  and  is  engaged. 

"Southern  hospitality  is  all  that  it  is 
expected  to  be,"  says  Jane  Wilmot  Conrad, 
who  is  enjoying  living  in  beautiful  Deca- 

tur, Ga.  Daughter  Betsy  started  college 
this  fall  and  plans  to  major  in  interior  de- 

sign. After  many  years  of  volunteer  com- 
munity sendee  work,  Jane  is  relaxing  with 

a  membership  in  the  local  Garden  Club, 
but  planning  to  statt  helping  at  a  nearby 
Veterans   Hospital. 

Marjorie  Wood  Yearick  sent  her  fourth 
daughter,  Pat,  off  to  Theil  College  this 
year.  Chip  is  a  senior  in  high  school, 
Peggy  studying  for  her  Ph.D.  in  genetics 
at  Pitt.  Marjorie  and  Ralph  have  enjoyed 

a  new  travel  trailer,  though  they  haven't 
gone  far  from  home  due  to  the  illness 

of  Ralph's  father. 
The  Rankins  traveled  south  this  sum- 

mer, camping  in  Virginia  on  the  way  to 
Warren  Wilson  College,  N.C.  with  oldest 
son  Jay.  Jamie  is  in  9th  grade,  studying 
piano  at  Carnegie-Mellon  Saturday  morn- 

ings, and  accompanying  the  Campus  Life 
Singers  of  Washington  County.  Paul  is 
in  6th  grade,  taking  trumpet  lessons. 
Harry  spent  two  weeks  in  June  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Wisconsin,  attending  the  Bethel 
Bible  Series  Training  Clinic.  Joan  has 
taught  Released  Time  Christian  Education 
Classes,  ditected  Community  Vacation  Bible 
School,  done  volunteer  work  in  the  com- 

munity Library.  We're  looking  forward  to 
Chtistmas  and  having  Jay  home  again, 

plus  our  "foster"  son  from  Uganda,  also 
at  Watten  Wilson  College,  and  Jay's  room- mate from  Peru. 

So  many  of  us  seemed  to  be  doing  the 
same  thing  this  fall — starting  a  son  or 
daughter  off  to  college.  Can  it  possibly  be 
31  years  since  we  met  Big  Sistets  and 
faced  Fteshman  Week! 

It  was  great  to  hear  from  all  of  you 

again.  Let's  see — shall  we  hold  our  next 
reunion  with  Saccos  in  the  Poconos,  on 

Dahlstedts'  island,  or  at  Armstrongs'  hunt- ing lodge? 
Puzzle:  Which  ambitious  classmate  has 

been  building  a  dry  wall  for  rock  garden 
plants,  and  taking  classes  in  abstract  paint- 

ing?   The  card  was  postmarked  Pittsburgh, 

44 

but  no  name — sorry! 
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Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti (Mrs.  Carl  J.) 

261    Thornwood   Drive 
Granville,  Oh.  43023 

Ann  McClymonds  Turnock 
(Mrs.  E.  Hill,  III) 
164  Sunset  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean   Bacon  Smith    (Mrs.   Knut   J.),    5208 
Montgomery    Stteet,    Springfield,    Va. 
22151 

Peggy    Donaldson,     5825     Fifth     Avenue, 
Apt.  A-213,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Kelly    Jones    Clowes    (Mrs.    James    P.), 
Georgetown     Apts.,    #30,    Wheeling, 
W.V.  26003 

Lillian    Sheasby    Bauer    (Mrs.    Robert),    7 
Fairway    Road,    R.D.    3,    Sewicklev,    Pa. 15143 

Justine   Swan    Quigley    (Mrs.   J.    Richard), 
7901     Sapphire    Court,    S.W.,    Tacoma, 
Wa.  98498 

Ann  reporting: 

Betsy  Meader  Downing  had  two  gradu- 
ations this  spring:  Debby  from  college, 

Cum  Laude,  and  John  from  high  school. 
Debby  has  been  managing  two  departments 
in  a  new  department  store  branch,  and 
John  has  entered  college.  Elizabeth  just 
started  in  10th  gtade.  Her  husband  is 
helping  his  biology  department  completely 
te-structure  its  courses  for  (as  Betsy  said, 

"Would  you  believe?") — "relevance." 
She  added,  "I'm  the  mother  of  three  young 
adults  in  a  rather  awesome  world,  ttying 

to  keep  up." Betty  Monroe  Musselman  says  that  her 
family  was  all  at  home  this  summer,  for 
the  first  time  in  six  years.  Peggy  and 
Paul  have  previously  spent  two  months  in 
camp,  and  for  the  past  two  years  Peggy  has 

been  studying  in  Europe  in  the  summer- 
time. She  is  now  in  college  for  a  five-year 

nursing  course. 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended 
to  Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer  in  the 
recent  death  of  het  fathet. 

Mary  Lou  Reiber  Peter  says  that  one 
of  the  highlights  of  her  year  was  attending 
the  25th  reunion  events.  She  laments  that 

her  children  are  all  "so  grown  up";  her 
granddaughter  is  3'/2   years  old. 

Lillian  Sheasby  Bauer  has  moved  back 
to  Pittsburgh,  and  despite  a  few  wild  shots 
that  land  on  her  front  porch,  is  enjoying 
the  new  home  near  the  11th  tee  of  the 
Sewickley  Heights  Country  Club.  She 
will  miss  her  lunch  dates  with  Portia  Geyer 
McCoy  in  Philadelphia,  and  being  just 

three  hours  away  from  their  recently-pur- 
chased vacation  property  in  Ocean  Pines, 

Maryland.  She  also  had  to  give  up  her 
position  as  Chemistry  Laboratory  Super- 

visor at  Swarthmore  College.  Keith,  17, 
is  in  his  fteshman  year  at  Penn  State  on 
the  Erie  campus.  Rob,  21,  graduated  from 
Lehigh  in  June  and  has  been  working  in 
Ithaca,  New  York.  Bob  and  Lil  celebrated 
rheir  25th  anniversary  by  chartering  a 
40-foot  sailboat  in  St.  Thomas  and  cruis- 

ing the  Virgin  Islands.  The  trip  was  such 
a  success  that  they  plan  another  around 
the  Grenadines  in  March. 

Helen  Smith  writes,  "A  teenager  who 
has  been  living  at  my  house  for  the  past 

several  months  thinks  I  lead  'a  very  excit- 
ing   life.'     And    it's    true    that    since    last 

IT'S  UP  TO  YOU. 

WILL  CHATHAM  HAVE  A 

FUTURE  TO  BE  PROUD  OF? 

Christmas,  the  beds  in  both  my  house  and 

Evlyn  Fulton's  next  door  (of  which  I'm 
caretaker,  when  she's  away)  have  hardly 
had  a  chance  to  cool.  They  have  been  ac- 
cupied  by  a  continuous  march  of  relatives, 
relatives-to-be,  friends,  friends-of-friends, 
the  new  minister,  friends  of  the  new  min- 

ister, and  some  othets  with  whom  I  am 
barely  acquainted.  This  has  been  a  yeat  of 
sheets,  towels,  expanded  meals,  and  flexi- 

bility. You  might  say  I've  been  doing  the 

'inn  thing.'  " 
Betty  Spierling  Arentson  has  the  sym- 

pathy of  the  class  in  the  death  of  her 
mothet,  in  Erie.  It  has  been  a  year  of  emer- 

gencies for  her,  both  at  home  or  at  work 
where  she  is  personnel  manager  of  a  store. 
Her  daughter  is  a  senior  in  high  school, 

"sweating  out  the  college  bit,"  and  she 
also  has  an  active  younger  son. 

Mary  Lee  Ullom  Hoy's  daughter  gradu- 
ated from  Winchestet-Thurston  in  June, 

and  entered  Hood  College  this  fall.  They 
all  had  a  spring  vacation  in  Hawaii,  and 
a  three-week  tour  of  the  South  during  the 
summer. 

Your  secretary  reporting  ....  we  staffed 

the  year  with  a  great  petsonal  loss:  Nick's father  died  very  unexpectedly  in  January, 
(in  Alabama)  and  we  handled  the  me- 

morial services  and  funeral  here.  I  am  tre- 
mendously indebted  to  Helen  Smith  for 

her  help,  and  to  Evlyn  Fulton  for  the  use 

of  her  home,  for  guests.  (That's  one  of  the nice  things  about  having  gone  to  Chatham 
— you  make  friends  for  life! )  Ann  was 
graduated  from  Chatham  in  June  with 
honors  and  as  a  member  of  Phi  Beta 

Kappa.  She  just  departed  for  a  three-year 
mission  assignment  in  Bogota,  Columbia, 
for  the  Presbyterian  Church.  Christine  is 
a  junior  at  Penn  State;  Jim  is  a  freshman 
at  West  Virginia  University.  Paul,  16,  has 

just  staffed  to  drive — we  now  have  three 
cars  and  six  drivers,  (and  I  should  own 

a  garage!)  Our  Laura,  13,  sews  most  of 
her  clothes,  and  Julie,  11,  still  perks  along 

in  her  own  serene  and  good-natufed  fash- 
ion. We've  had  so  much  company  this 

year  that  I've  barely  been  able  to  keep 
the  beds  changed,  but  I  enjoy  it.  We  had 
a  mortgage-bufning  party  recently,  with  a 
huge  outside  bonfire;  everybody  came  .  .  . 

including  the  police  and  the  fire  depart- 
ment! Nick  is  jogging,  three  miles  at  a 

stretch,  three  days  a  week  ...  he  looks 
younger  every  year.  (And  I  wish  I  could 
say  the  same! )  I  manage  to  keep  busy, 
and  do  a  little  writing  on  the  side. 

Jane   reporting: 

Jean  Bacon  Smith  looked  great  at  the 
teunion  in  June,  which  is  to  say  she  looked 
slim  and  young.  Norma  Bailey  McLean 
has  been  very  busy  this  summer  with  swim 
teams  and  family  camping.  Her  husband 
is  still  on  the  staff  of  Leech  Farm  V.A. 
Hospital.  Susie  is  now  in  senior  high, 
Chip  in  junior  high,  and  Nancy  in  6th 

grade. 
Everybody  is  getting  some  kind  of 

schooling   at   Jean    Dehaven    Uhl's    house. 



rlusband  John  just  got  his  M.B.A.,  son 
[ohn  is  a  senior  at  the  University  of  Louis- 
/ille,  while  Bob  is  a  sophomore  at  Rose 
Tech.  Gary  is  a  junior  in  high  school,  and 
,he  twin  sons,  Kevin  and  Wayne,  are  in 
jth  grade.  Jeanne  joined  the  study  group 

ind  got  some  credits  toward  a  master's  de- 
cree. 
Peggy  Donaldson  had  everyone  over  to 

.ier  new  apartment  on  Fifth  Avenue  al- 
most directly  across  from  the  entrance  to 

,iy/oodland  Road.  (She  admits  she  drives 
,o  work — might  need  the  car  while  work- 

ing, she  says). 

j  Now  that  her  last  child  has  started  col- 
lege, Barbara  Findley  Copeland  has  turned 

|o  a  new  creative  life.  Along  with  a 
,:ourse  in  sociology  at  Pitt,  she  also  is  tak- 

ing courses  in  creative  stitchery,  French 
md  painting.  This  must  rejuvenate  the 
ipirit  completely  because  she  even  started 
claying  tennis  again  this  summer  after  22 
years  off  the  courts. 

!  Gladys  Bistline  Belz  still  teaches  piano. 

4er  husband  and  son  are  "very  involved" 
!n  Scouting.  Family  vacation  this  sum- 
net  took  them  to  Texas,  Southern  Arizona 
ind  New  Mexico.  It  was  very  hot  and 
jladys  says  she  has  seen  enough  cactus  to 
last  a  lifetime. 

[  Ruth  Laird  Grant  says  she  is  perfectly 
jiappy  being  middle-aged,  but  enjoys  her 
children.  Daughter  Christine  is  a  first 
j/ear  med  student  at  West  Virginia  Uni- 

versity, son  Russell  is  a  seminarian  at 
iWheeling  College,  and  daughter  Leslie 

,'ittends  the  local  school  for  retarded  chil- 
dren. Ruth  and  her  husband  Russ  plan  to 

ittend  Chatham's  gala  100th  Anniversary 
party  in  November.  Sounds  like  a  great 
jdea,  Ruth.  Hope  I  can  come,  too. 

,  Ruth  Firmin  Jacobs  has  two  teen-agers, 
Linda  and  Scott,  in  high  school,  and  thinks 

':his  suffices  to  describe  her  life.  Well-1-1  .  .  . 
in  a  way,  Ruth,  but  they  are  all  so  different. 

Jhis  is  the  age  of  "doing  your  own  thing," which  means  at  least  describing  the  source 
of  the  turbulence  and  activity  around  you! 
She  did  say  she  gets  included  in  some  of 

.Linda's  Girl  Scout  trips  because  of  her 
R.N.  background.  Jane  Murray  Blair,  '45, 
is  the  Scout  Leader  who  was  planning  to 
take  the  troop  to  Washington,  D.C.  (Ruth 
included )  in  October.  The  family  vaca- 

tioned in  Ohio  on  Lake  Erie. 

Evlyn  Fulton  completed  the  exciting 
trip  to  the  Mid-East  and  Africa  she  out- 

lined for  us  in  last  year's  Recorder.  She 
began  with  a  look  at  Iran,  then  Christmas 

in  Egypt  with  Susie  Greiss  el  Dales,  '59. 
Ethiopia  was  visited  as  she  continued  on 
to  her  destination,  Nairobi,  for  a  seven- 
Week  project  with  a  girls  school.  She  came 
back  by  way  of  Zambia,  Uganda  and  the 
Camaroun.  This  bare  outline  has  me  eager 
jto  see  her  slides.  Like  all  seasoned  travel- 

lers, she  has  a  lecture  with  slides  to  share 

her  experiences  with  the  rest  of  us.  I've 
already  asked  the  local  Presbytetian  Church 
to  invite  Evlyn.  She  only  got  back  in  March, 
but  tells  me  for  vacation  (was  that  really 
needed,  Evlyn)  this  year  visited  friends  in 
San  Jose,  California,  and  finds  she  could 
easily  be  converted  to  California.  While 
she  was  in  Africa,  her  Monroeville  house 
was  used  for  guests  of  Helen  Smith  and 
Ann  McClymonds  Turnock.  In  return, 
eight  of  them  came  to  her  house  in  early 

September  and  had  a  "Happening" — they 
painted  the  whole  interior  in  one  day! 
She  is  ecstatic  with  the  beautiful  results, 
and  says  anytime  .  .  .  .  ! 

Portia  Geyer  McCoy  managed  to  get  a 
reply  back  as  she  got  two  youngsters  off  to 

college,  and  still  said  "no  exciting  news!" Her  daughter  goes  to  the  University  of 
Virginia,  and  her  son  to  the  University 
of   Delaware. 

Gladys  Heimert  Aye  has  a  son,  Ralph, 
a  sophomore  at  Dartmouth.  Daughter 
Pam,  a  high  school  senior,  touted  Europe 
this  summer  with  a  group  of  music  stu- 

dents. While  husband  Tom  is  very  busy 
in  the  practice  of  orthopedic  surgery, 
Gladys  does  volunteer  work  in  the  Hos- 

pital Auxiliary,  the  Ctippled  Children's Society,  and  the  Medical  Auxiliary. 
Kelly  Jones  Clowes  has  moved  to  an 

apartment.  She  says  she  is  "feeling  fine 
and  getting  around  now."  You  will  re- member that  Kelly  has  arthritis. 

Dorcas  Leibold  wrote  a  postcard  as  she 
was  about  to  take  off  on  another  fabulous- 

sounding  trip:  "Tomorrow  (Sept.  11)  I 
depart  via  Alitalia  Airlines  for  Milan, 
whence  my  route  will  take  me  to  the 
Italian  Riviera,  to  Pisa,  Florence,  Rome, 
the  hill  towns  of  Assisi  and  Perugia,  over 
to  the  Adriatic  Coast  and  north  to  Venice, 
west  to  Lake  Como,  Milan  and  back  home 

via  Boston." Patty  Leonard  Bodle  wrote  that  visiting 
old  friends  at  our  June  Reunion  was  thor- 

oughly enjoyable.  She  exclaimed  over  how 
"fit"  we  all  looked.  I  made  this  out  after 
a  few  self-conscious  minutes  in  which  I 

was  sure  she  was  saying  "fat."  True,  I thought,  but  does  she  have  to  mention  it, 
especially  since  her  still-lithe  figure  gives 
testimony  that  she  is  still  a  whiz  on  the 
tennis  courts.  Summer  for  her  was  tennis 
and  several  trips  to  the  beach. 

Others  who  joined  us  in  June  at  Chat- 
ham, but  could  not  get  in  a  fall  report,  are 

Peggy  Craig  Murray,  who  came  from  Ak- 
ron with  Cynthianne  Say  Calhoun,  Martha 

Harlan  Kaujman  and  Betty  Johnescu  Steen- 
bergen. 

The  Agriestis  have  been  busy  building  a 
new  house  in  Granville,  Ohio,  where  we 
moved  two  years  ago  from  Columbus. 
Husband  Carl  is  an  industrial  engineer  for 
North  American  Rockwell  Corp.  With  six 
children  we  had  an  impossible  time  trying 
to  find  a  suitable  house,  so  we  finally 
planned  one  that  provides  seven  bedrooms 
( ours  is  on  another  floor  from  the  young- 

sters ) ,  two  living  tooms — an  adult  room 

and  a  "teen  room" — a  library  with  wood- 
burning  fireplace,  plus  all  the  other  usual 
rooms.  My  favorite  is  the  custom  kitchen 
which  is  huge  and  designed  so  several 
cooks  can  work  without  getting  in  each 

other's  way.  A  laundry  room  is  next  to  it. 
A  shaft  big  enough  for  a  private  elevator 
will  soon  be  outfitted  with  a  dumb  waitet 
to  serve  the  thtee  floors.  Although  within 
the  village  limits,  our  house  is  in  the 
woods,  and,  as  we  were  careful  to  preserve 
all  we  could,  we  do  not  have  a  bit  of 
grass.  I  have  returned  to  nursing,  serving 
in  a  shifting  schedule  during  the  college 
year  at  Denison  University,  which  is  only 
a  half  mile  from  us.  Son  Charles  worked 

this  summer  to  earn  his  entire  first  year's college  expenses  ( he  is  a  freshman  at 
Ohio  State  University),  but  managed  to 
attend  the  awesome  Woodstock  Music  Fes- 

tival, and  vacation  in  Colorado.  David, 
Howard  and  Marlane  are  all  in  high  school 
where  Marlane  is  a  cheerleader  and  I  am 

finding  this  involves  me  in  dinner  enter- 
taining  and  more  chauffering.  Carol,  at  12, 
is   finding    junior   high    school    so   exciting 

she  loves  each  new  day.  Bruce  is  in  fourth 

grade,  so  I  still  attend  three  P.T.A.'s.  At 
this  writing  I  look  forward  to  representing 
Chatham  at  the  inauguration  of  Joel  Pritch- 
ard  Smith  as  the  15th  President  of  Deni- 

son University  on  October   10. 
Thanks  to  all  who  sent  in  money  for 

our  class  treasury.  Any  who  did  not  can 
send  a  dollar  to  the  Alumnae  office.  Make 
check  payable  to  the  Chatham  Alumnae 
Class  Account. 

46 Peggy  Riffle  Kirby 
(Mrs.  Thomas  M. ) 

3048   Silverview   Drive 

Cuyahoga  Falls,  Oh.  44224 
BIRTHS 

Jane  Field  Taylor,  adopted  daughter, 
Phyllis,  July  1968. 

Fran  Hilbish  Logue,  a  son,  Eugene,  Janu- 

ary 7,  1968. 
Ginny  Uber  Haug,  adopted  daughter, 

Karla,  November  1968. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Janet  Bovard  Poole  (Mrs.  Charles),  526 

Grove  Street,  N.E.,  Albuquerque,  N.M. 
87108 

Jane  Field  Taylor  (Mrs.  B.  Frank),  Quar- 
ters 221   MCB,  Quantico,  Va.  22134 

Marjorie  Sommerfield  Hackman  (Mrs.  R. 
F.),  101  Oak  Park  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15243 

Virginia  Uber  Haug  ( Mrs.  Peter ) ,  P.O. 
Box  36,  Hiawatha,  Iowa  52233 

When  you  read  our  class  news  this  year 

you  will  be  amazed  at  the  number  of  col- 
leges all  over  the  United  States  and  for- 

eign countries  in  which  we  have  children. 
Not  only  that,  we  are  becoming  grand- 

mothers and  getting  gray  hair,  but,  as 

Joan  Dai'ies  Bream  tells  us,  it's  not  that 
we  are  getting  older,  just  more  mature. 

It's  only  fair  that  we  should  begin  our 
college  students  with  Chatham  where  Mar- 

ian Lean  Christie's  daughter  Janet  is  a  sen- 
ior, and  Marty  Yorkin  Berman's  daughter Diane  is  a  junior.  Marian  is  working  on 

her  teaching  certification,  and  Marty  still 
loves  her  counseling  work.  Her  daughter 
Linda  enjoyed  working  at  a  kibbutz  in 
Israel  this  summer. 

Betty  Beck  Wiedenman  has  a  daughter 
who  is  a  junior  at  Penn  State,  and  Dottie 
Groves  Carson's  son  is  a  freshman  there 
this  year. 

Midge  Kovocs  Rubenstein  is  doing  sub- 
stitute teaching  this  year.  Her  daughter  is 

at  Northwestern.  Helen  Gilmore  Reinhard 
is  also  subbing  and  looking  at  colleges 
for  her  oldest  girl. 

Lois  Jean  Jackson  Ritenbaugh's  husband Hud  had  an  emergency  appendectomy  tight 
in  the  middle  of  their  vacation.  While  they 

were  in  the  hospital,  Dottie  Groves  Car- 
son's mother  passed  away.  Our  sincere 

sympathy  to  her,  and  to  Linnea  Lunstedt 
Evans  on  the  death  of  both  of  her  hus- 

band's parents.  Linnea  says  they  do  have 
happy  news  to  teport,  too.  Het  father 
celebrated  his  90th  birthday  and  her  sec- 

ond daughter  graduated  from  Rutgers. 
Fran  Hilbish  Logue  is  still  spinning 

from  her  wild  year.  Beside  the  birth  of 
her  son  Eugene,  her  daughter  Frannie 
was  married,  and  daughtet  Susan  was  hit 
with  a  serious  case  of  hepititis  while  study- 

ing at  the  University  of  Scotland  in  Edin- burgh. 

Mariellen  Roche  Duval  had  a  year  like 
that,  too.    Daughter  Lynn  was  married  and 
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now  has  a  lovely  son,  two  boys  are  oft  to 
college,  and  Gene  was  invited  to  the  moon 

shot.  They  also  have  sad  news  for  Gene's father,  who  lived  with  them,  passed  away 
this  year. 

Both  Micky  McKee  Barnes  and  Marty 
Yorkin  Herman  have  daughters  at  Pem- 

broke University.  Micky  is  still  enjoying 
library  work. 

Ginny  Uber  Haug  has  a  granddaughter 
one  year  old  as  well  as  her  new  adopted 
six-year-old.  Another  of  her  girls  spent 
the  summer  in  Australia  in  the  Experiment 
in  International  Living  Program.  They  pur- 

chased an  18-room  house  and  invite  us 
one  and  all  to  visit. 

Jane  Field  Taylor  is  delighted  with  their 
adopted  daughter,  Phyllis,  who  is  also  six 
years  old.  The  boys  are  fine  and  B.  Frank 

is  operating  "satellite''  dental  clinics  at 
the  Marine  Corps   Schools. 

Peggy  Korb  Smith  finds  it  hard  to  be- 
lieve that  son  Bob  is  all  of  21  and  will 

graduate  ftom  Duke  University  this  year. 
She  and  Bob  enjoyed  vacations  at  St. 
Thomas  and  San  Juan. 

Grace  Savage  Freeble  had  an  intetrupted 
holiday  in  South  America  when  husband 

Chuck  had  another  heart  attack.  He's  fine now  and  we  wish  him  well.  Her  son 
started  graduate  school  this  fall  at  Pitt. 

Joan  Dai'ies  Bream  has  a  boy  ftom 
Bogota,  Columbia  staying  with  them  and 
going  to  Shady  Side  Academy  with  her  son. 
Sue  Norton  Board  also  has  a  foreign  stu- 

dent from  Switzerland.  She  is  working  on 

her  master's  at  the  University  of  Delaware and  liking  it  better  than  housework. 

Marty  Coate  Challener  was  busy  get- 
ting a  daughter  ready  to  enter  Goucher 

this  fall.  Husband  Dick  has  two  new  books 
coming  out  on  Diplomatic  History  and 
John  Foster  Dulles. 

Evie  Matthews  Reece  is  a  new  "mother- 
in-law."  Son  Alan  was  married  this  year 
and  is  now  teaching  at  the  University  of 
Miami.  Their  youngest  son  is  at  Union 
College. 

Arlene  Levenson  Rosenberg  is  still  work- 
ing as  a  psychiatric  social  worker  in  the 

Student  Mental  Health  Center  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Connecticut.  Her  son  is  a  fresh- 

man at  Howard  University.  The  family 
spent  a  motoring  vacation  in  France — a 

last  fling  before  the  oldest  leaves  the  "nest." 
Joan  Titus  Dunlap  reports  anothet  camp- 

ing ttip  following  the  pioneer  trails  of  the 
Pacific  Northwest.  They  ate  collecting  ma- 

terial for  her  husband's  next  book.  They also  visited  the  Netherlands  and  Ireland 
this  year. 

Miriam  Egger  Hosack's  family  also  had 
a  camping  vacation  and  she  reports  it 
was  no  small  feat  to  feed  Milt  and  het 
three  athletic  sons  on  a  two  burner  Cole- 

man stove.  Their  oldest  son,  Larry,  will 
be  a  junior  at  Earlham  College  this  year. 

Camping  and  hiking  appealed  to  Helen 
Hunter  White  and  her  brood  this  year,  too. 
Helen  is  working  in  a  small  department 
store  and  loves  it. 

Ginny  Sommerfield  Hackman's  children 
had  a  bad  year,  Her  son  fractured  his 
skull,  and  her  19-year-old  daughter  was  in 
a  serious  auto  accident.  She  still  has  a  bad 
facial  scar  but  has  recovered  quite  nicely. 
She  has  transferred  to  Ohio  State  where 
she  is  majoring  in  ballet. 

Glory  Sandquist  Luley  is  pleased  with 
their  teturn  to  Pittsburgh.  Her  son  gradu- 

ated ftom  Lehigh  and  is  now  a  Second  Lt., 
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but  has  been  allowed  to  start  work  on  his 

master's  at  Penn  State. 
Helen  Louise  Myers  Duerring  feels  very 

blessed  that,  after  thtee  long  years  and  four 
major  operations  on  her  eyes,  she  is  again 
able  to  see  and  do  the  things  she  has  been 
unable  to  do  for  a  long  time.  Best  wishes, 
Weezie,  we  are  as  happy  as  your  family 
that  you  are  so  much  better. 

Ginny  Vogt  McDermott  is  teaching 

gynecological  nursing  at  Magee-Women's Hospital,  and  her  oldest  daughter  is  off  to 
Beloit   College  as   a   freshman. 

Penny  Myers  Smith  is  still  teaching,  and 
her  oldest  boy  is  at  Allegheny  College 
this  year.  She  claims  we  all  probably  have 

"old-age  bog-down"  about  now.  Surely not!! 

Ronnie  Staples  Jorgenson  is  working  as 
a  medical  secretary  and  has  no  college  stu- 

dents yet.  The  thought  of  college  kids  also 
throws  Marge  Mistrick  Sweeny  whose  old- 

est is  a  Cub  Scout  and  the  baby  is  only 
starting  to   talk. 

Jean  Purves  Bowman  sent  a  second 
daughter  off  to  college  and  continues  to 
work  for  Rog  in  the  lab. 

Jeannie  Thompson  Johnson  played  Santa 
Claus  at  the  Y.W.C.A.  Settlement  House 

Patty  at  Chatham  last  year.  She  really  en- 

joys her  work  at  the  "Y." Pat  Cochran  Brown  had  good  news — 

her  husband  will  be  in  "Who's  Who  in 
the  East"  this  year,  and  she  is  working  as 
an  English  reader  for  the  public  schools. 
She  grades  English  papers  for  high  schools 
and  finds  it  vety  interesting. 

Betty  Sossong  Gretzler  is  doing  library 
work  and  has  a  daughter  at  the  Univetsity 
of  Denver,  while  Hillsdale  College  has 

Jean   White  Markell's  sophomore  daughter 
Betty  Rains  Thornton  has  two  sons  who 

are  avid  swimmers  and  I'm  promised  a visit  next  summer  when  they  come  to 
Cuyahoga  Falls  for  a  major  swim  meet. 

I'm  really  looking  forward  to  it.  She  says 
her  boys'  goal  in  life  is  the  Olympic  Swim Team. 

Chickie  Sawders  Laisy  will  have  both  of 
her  little  ones  in  school  this  year  and  she 
plans  to  galavant  all  day  and  evety  day. 
They  spent  a  vacation  in  Normandy  this 
year  and  were  so  impressed  with  William 

the  Conqueror's  relatives  that  they  named 
their  poodle  for  one  of  them. 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  had  a  panel  of 
her  paintings  at  the  Baltimore  Art  Festival 
this  summer.  She  is  a  fashion  artist  for  a 
newspaper. 

Doris  Fairfield  Jamison  and  family  got 
the  fishing  bug  on  their  Florida  vacation 
and  her  son  caught  a  small  shark.  She 

says  she  wasn't  so  lucky.    That's  luck? 
Marjory  Couch  Lynn  is  kept  busy  ttans- 

porting  her  daughter  all  over.  They  vaca- 
tioned in  Williamsburg  and  Washington. 

A  European  vacation  is  planned  for  next 
year  by  Lula  Copeta  Blazakis.  complete 
with  all  the  kids. 

Flo  Ostien  Chew  hasn't  been  active  in 

nursing  this  year,  just  "home  economics," she  says. 

Lucy  Dorsey  took  a  course  in  data  pro- 
cessing so  she  could  undetstand  what  the 

computer  people  wete  talking  about.  Loves 
Florida  still  and   invites  us  to  visit. 

In  fact,  judging  from  your  letters,  the 

class  of  '46  could  visit  all  over  the  U.S. 
We  are  all  invited  by  evetyone  to  drop 
in  anytime  we  are  near.  Thank  you  all 

for  your  delightful  letters  and  cards.  It's so    much    fun    to    hear    from    you.     Please 

start  thinking  about  1971  and  hope  we, 
can  all  be  there  for  our  25th.  Marty 
Yorkin  Berman  says  her  students  ask  her 
if  her  gray  hair  is  for  real  or  from  a  bottle, 

so  start  your  plans  now — either  use  the 
"bottle"  or  vie  for  the  prize  for  the  most 

gray  hair  in    1971. 
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Virginia  Long  Carlson (Mrs.  C.  Lloyd) 

1916  Garrick  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235  | 

Joy  Wilson  Douglas (Mrs.  W.  Bruce) 
1607  Holland  Street 

Cumberland,  Md.  21501 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Marie  Cohn  Chiles   (Mrs.  John  H.),  5616 

Greentree  Road,  Houston,  Tx.  77027 
Amy    Gage    Skallerup     (Mrs.    Harry    R.), 

110     Melvin     Avenue,     Annapolis,     Md. 
21401 

Christine   J.    Kimball.    113    Marble    Drive, 
Bridgeville,  Pa.  15017 

Mary  Lynott  Norman    ( Mrs.  John ) ,  Route 
1,  Cooper  Road,  Ridgefield,  Ct.  06877 

Eugenia    Queenth    Berman     (Mrs.    Millard 
Lee),    1428    Hunakai    Street,    Honolulu, 
Hi.  96816 

Randy    Ullom    Doig     (Mrs.    H.    F.,    Jr.), 
415    Drexel    Place,    Swarthmore,    Pa. 
19081 

Joy  reporting: 
My  response  was  sparse  this  time — my 

fault,  I  fear,  for  mentioning  money.  Be- 

fore going  further,  I'll  elaborate  on  that 
message. 

At  our  last  reunion  (1967),  those  of  us 
present  voted  to  tequest  each  of  you  to 
contribute  a  minimum  of  S5.00  each  year 

for  a  class  gift  to  the  college  at  our  twenty- 
fifth  reunion  in  1973.  Checks  are  to  be 

made  payable  to  the  Chatham  Alumnae 
Class  Account,  and  mailed  to  either  Ginger 
or  me,  for  deposit  through  the  Alumnae 
Office  in  a  special  savings  account.  So  far, 
only  three  members  have  responded,  so 
please  consider  sending  eithet  the  full 
S25.00,  or  any  sort  of  down  payment. 

There  was  also  some  discussion  of  an 
"in-between"  reunion  in  1970,  so  please 
express  your  opinions  though  yout  secre- taries. 

The  news,  I  found,  fell  mostly  into  two 
categories — travel  and  schools.  Many  of  us 
now  have  sons  and  daughtets  in  college, 

and  if  a  Fund  check  was  not  quickly  forth- 

coming, I  understand.  You  can't  bleed  a 
turnip. 

Jean  Hadfield  Smith  sent  Debbie  off  to 
Muskingum  College,  and  feels,  after  perus- 

ing so  many  college  catalogs,  that  she 
would  enjoy  another  crack  at  it  herself. 
She  and  Teddy  helped  with  the  Chatham 
Fotum  Fund  drive  this  year.  She  also  re- 

ported an  interesting  experience  as  a 
Chatham   mother. 

Nornie  MacMillen  Morris  reports  son 
Jeff  is  a  freshman  at  the  University  of 
Connecticut,  and  Richard  is  spending  his 
junior  year  studying  in  Bregenz,  Austria, 
undet  a  Wagner  College  program.  He  will 
be  graduated  from  Grove  City  next  year. 
She  and  George  planned  a  ttip  to  Bermuda 
this  fall. 

Carol  Lent  Houck  also  has  two  in  col- 

lege, Don  at  Buffalo  and  Cynthia  a  fresh- 
man at  Rochester  Institute  of  Technology. 

The   family   managed   a   week  of   vacation 



together  this  summer,  in  spite  of  summer 
jobs,  and   camped   in   New  Hampshire. 

Hilda  Fish  Bricker  writes  that  Pat  is  a 

sophomore  at  Grove  City,  Hilda  is  at  West 
Virginia  Wesleyan,  and  Debbie  got  her 
cap  at  Columbia  Hospital  as  a  candy- 
striper.  Hilda  herself  has  had  a  bad  year 
observing  hospital  procedure  from  the 

wrong  end  of  the  thermometer,  but  she's concentrating  on  keeping  well  and  having 
a  better  time  all  around  for  1970. 

Another  of  our  classmates  is  having  a 
bad  year.  Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong  is 
caring  for  her  father  and  aunt,  both  of 
whom  are  seriously  ill.  Meanwhile,  Cathy 
is  a  sophomore  at  Mt.  Holyoke,  Missy  a 
senior  at  Winchester,  and  Chris  in  the 
seventh  grade  at  St.  Edmunds. 

Then  there's  W'andalea  Johnson  Smith. 
who  sent  her  baby  off  to  the  first  grade 
this  year.  Happy  PTA  to  you!  She  has 
happily  finished  her  chairmanship  of  the 

Woman's  Club  Antique  Show. 
Sally  Geary  Hansen  had  a  full  year  to 

record.  She  was  in  Europe  in  May,  and  at 
the  Chamber  Music  Center  at  Bennington 

College  in  August.  Will  bought  the  his- 

toric "Fiddle  Shop"  in  Cincinnati  and  she 
is  adding  a  sheet  music  department.  She 
is  still  engrossed  in  flute  lessons  as  well. 
She  added  that  she  enjoyed  a  visit  on 
campus  Reunion  Day. 

Dottie  Doolittle  Collins  and  Rip  had 
their  nephew  with  them  again  this  summer. 
They  planned  a  trip  to  Mexico  in  Novem- 

ber. She  saw  Charlotte  Exley  Eck  at  their 
high  school  reunion  in  Cumberland  this 
summer.  Sorry  I  missed  you,  Lefty,  but  I 
was  confessing  to  twenty-five  years  gone 
that  same  evening.    Horrors! 

Marie  Cohn  Chiles  and  John  took  a 
sentimental  journey  back  to  England  where 
they  met  and  married.  They  enjoyed  visit- 

ing old  friends  and  familiar  places.  She 
has  moved  for  the  sixth  time  in  five  years, 
and  has  had  enough  of  that,  but  in  be- 

tween, she  has  chaired  two  major  cam- 
paigns, for  the  Houston  Sympathy,  and  for 

Holly  Hall,  a  home  for  retired.  She  serves 
on  the  boards  of  both. 

My  nomination  for  seasoned  traveler  of 
the  class  is  Mary  Alma  Lapsley  who,  this 
year,  between  attending  training  sessions 
in  Chicago  and  Cleveland  for  her  company, 
visited  St.  Thomas,  Los  Angeles  (for  a 
third  trip  to  Disneyland ) ,  and  Toronto, 
enjoyed  several  theater  trips  to  New  York, 
and  had  projected  a  fall  tour  of  Bermuda. 
A  moment  of  silence,  please,  while   I  turn 
green! 

A  Christmas  letter  from  Jessie  Chew 

Gilbert  told  of  a  year  fraught  with  emer- 
gency surgery  for  her  and  her  father  ( both 

now  doing  well ) ,  a  surprise  package  from 
their  collie  of  seven  puppies,  and  wall-to- 
wall  cookies  during  the  annual  Girl  Scout 
campaign.  I  hope  the  summer  has  been 
better,  Jessie. 

I  also  resurrected  a  card  from  Anne  Wal- 
lace Huntemer,  which  arrived  late  last 

year.  She  sent  her  regards  to  all,  and  a 

spirit-buoying  comment  on  "a  life  full  of 
joy  of  living."  Thank  you,  Anne,  for  re- sponding. 

I  had  an  unexpected  bonus  to  my  job — 
a  phone  conversation  with  Marianne  Boggs 
Campbell,  who  had  just  touched  down  on 
home  base  in  Cincinnati  where  she  is 
director  of  community  affairs  for  AVCO 
Broadcasting  Corporation.  This  year,  she 
is  serving  as  national  president  of  the  As- 

sociation for  Professional  Broadcasting  Edu- 
cation, and  as  a  national  directot  of  Ameri- 

can Women  in  Radio  and  Television,  rep- 
resenting the  East-Central  area.  One  of 

the  stops  on  her  coast-to-coast  itinerary 
last  year  was  on  rhe  Chatham  campus, 
where  she  was  a  guest  speaker  during  a 
Women  in  Communications  symposium. 
She  said  that  experience  put  her  into  her 
proper  age  bracket,  but  I  doubt  it,  because 
she  bubbles  with  enthusiasm  for  her  pro- 

fession!   Thank  you  for  calling. 

Mary  Jane  Humbert  Upshaw  started 
her  youngest  child  in  the  first  grade,  and 
went  to  work  to  use  her  history  degree. 
She  is  now  one  of  the  costumed  hostesses 
at  Colonial  Williamsburg,  Va.,  and  sends 

the  message,  "Yo'all  come!" The  final  reply  received,  from  Honey 
Holland  Rank,  is  a  sad  ending.  She  and 
her  husband  lost  their  eldest  son,  Dave,  in 
February  after  a  brief,  cruel  bout  of  cancer. 
Honey,  the  class  extends  its  heartfelt  sym- 

pathy to  you  and  Dale  and  your  sons  in 
your  bereavement.  May  your  happy  years 
together  offer  some  consolation  to  you. 

For  myself,  I  can  report  a  very  happy, 

"glad-I'm-a-parent"  year.  Our  family  host- 
ed an  AFS  exchange  student  from  Uru- 

guay who  was  one  of  the  most  charming, 
considerate,  loving  individuals  I  have  ever 
known.  We  had  unforgettable  times  to- 

gether, exploring  the  differences  and  simi- 
larities in  everything  from  mores  to  food. 

Especially   food. 
Son  Dick,  now  a  sophomore  at  Western 

Maryland  College,  had  an  exciting  experi- 
ence as  a  volunteer  for  Student  Opportuni- 
ties   Service   in    Puerto    Rico   this    summer. 

ASK  YOUR  EMPLOYER  ABOUT  A  MATCHING  GIFT. 

Mary  Ann  Houck  Broun  sent  a  quiet 
little  note  about  her  three  children,  ages 
11,  8,  and  4,  a  contribution  to  our  fund, 

and  a  word  about  the  Nag's  Head  vacation 
with  the  Portuguese  men-of-war. 

Sports  specialist  Amy  Gage  Skallerup 
is  compiling  the  index  to  a  textbook  on 

football  (what  won't  they  think  of  next?), 
being  published  by  the  Naval  Institute 
Press.  She  says  this  must  be  the  bottom  of 
their  line,  to  which  my  husband  responded, 

"What's  wrong  with  football?"  We  en- 
joyed seeing  Amy  this  spring,  after  21 

years,  and  meeting  all  of  her  family.  Since 

then,  she  has  moved,  so  I'll  have  to  search 
her  out  again. 

High  school  senior  Bob  is  Student  Coun- 
cil president  and  football  player,  so  Bruce 

and  I  are  inevitably  involved  in  school  af- 
fairs. We  also  have  a  host  of  other  most 

interesting  activities  between  us,  limited 
only  by  time,  money,  and,  sadly,  energy. 
We  did  capitalize  on  our  family  situation 

this  year  and  stole  away  from  the  construc- 
tion business  for  our  first  summer  vacation 

in  more  than  a  decade.  For  Alvaro's  bene- 
fit, and  our  delight,  we  camped  and  toured 

through  Maine  and  New  England,  just 
prior   to   his   return    home   in   July. 

It's  been  my  pleasure  to  exchange  news 
with  you  all  again  this  year.   Keep  in  touch. 

Ginger  reporting: 

Charlotte  Exley  Eck  and  Mary  Ruth  For- 
ney Snyder  capture  top  honors  in  the  Ex- 

citing News  Department  this  time:  the 
Ecks  are  eagerly  awaiting  the  arrival  of 
their  adopted  baby,  a  new  little  playmate 
for  Henry  Howard;  and  the  Snyders  saw 
their  daughter  Cindy  (19)  crowned  Miss 

Pacific  Palisades  by  Peter  Graves  of  TV's Mission  Impossible.  Soon  after,  Cindy  be- 
came affianced  to  her  college  sweetheart. 

We  are  sorry  to  hear  of  Ruthie  Zucker 
Bachman's  run  of  bad  luck  this  year.  Her 
husband  Jim  had  major  surgery  in  January, 
her  brother  was  in  a  horrible  auto  acci- 

dent, and  Ruthie  developed  an  ulcer.  Her 
Anne  and  David  are  in  high  school  now, 
and  eighteen-year-old  David  wants  to  be  a 
forest  ranger. 

Jimmy  Queenth  Berman,  Ruth  Shaffer 
Loughney.  Alma  Anderson  Staehle  and 
Donice  Vail  Rea  send  news  of  their  chil- 

dren. Jimmy  and  her  family  love  Hawaii 
and  may  settle  there  permanently.  Both  of 

Ruth's  children  are  in  college,  while  Alma's 
are  in  assorted  places:  one  son  in  naval 
boot  camp,  one  son  in  college,  a  daughter 
in  college,  and  one  in  boarding  school. 
Donnie  is  relaxing  after  her  year  as 
Worthy  Matron  of  Eastern  Star.  One  of 
her  daughters  is  a  college  freshman  this 
year  and  the  other  is  a  high  school  senior. 

Hao  Obermayer  Sellers  drove  to  Fair- 
banks, Alaska,  in  August  and  reports  that 

it  is  a  long,  bumpy,  dusty  ride,  the  kind 
that  people  in  their  right  minds  take  only 
once — and  they  did!  Her  two  sons  are 
growing  and  growing  and  growing.  She 
is  deeply  immersed  in  what  she  calls  the 
usual  involvements — school,  community, 
charities,  and  hospital  committees. 

Another  conscientious  gal  is  Suzy  Sutton 
Hepler,  who  is  beginning  her  twelfth  year 
of  homebound  teaching.  Suzy  lost  her 
mother  last  November  after  her  mother 
had  been  bed-ridden  with  arthritis  almost 
four  years.  Our  deepest  sympathy,  Suzy. 
She  and  Tom  went  to  Nova  Scotia  for 

their  vacation.  Suzy's  girls  are  growing 
by  leaps  and  bounds,  too.  One  went  to 
Europe  this  summer  with  a  group  of  fellow 
high  school  students,  and  the  other  is 
working  at  the  Masonic  Homes  in  Eliza- bethtown. 

In  the  No-News-But-Hello-Anyway  De- 

partment are  W'ilma  Moore  Stoebener, 
Randy  Ullom  Doig,  Marge  Reckard  and 
Janie  Picard  Pursell. 

Thanks  to  each  and  every  one  of  you 

gals  for  conttibuting  generously  to  my  post- 
age kitty.  I've  had  a  good  and  full  year, 

representing  Famous  Artists  Schools  In- 
ternational, substituting  in  English  in  area 

high  schools,  United  Funding,  Women's Clubbing,  Social  Ministering  at  church, 
and  Chatham  newsing.  Other  than  that, 
I  am  a  free  agent.  Lisa  flew  off  to  Arizona 

State  University,  Bobby's  a  Kaufman's  teen advisor  and  Camp  Kon-O-Kwee  counselor, 
and  Erika  is  studying  art  with  the  Famous 
Artists   School. 

Don't  forget  your  Reunion  Gifts  to  the 
College.  I  wish  all  of  you  could  get  up  to 
the  College  occasionally,  as  I  do,  and  par- 

ticipate in  all  of  the  excitement  going  on 
there  all  the  time.  You  would  be  even 
more  proud  of  your  Alma  Mater  than  you 
already  are! 

That's  thirty  for  this  time.  Have  a  very 
good  year  ahead. 
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Mercedes  Urda  Cowles 

(Mrs.  David; 
1536  Laurel  Road 

Ambridge,  Pa.    15003 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Billeter  Whillinger  ( Mrs.  John  E., 
Jr.),  466  West  Hill  Road,  Stamford,  Ct. 
06902 

Shirley    Brendel    Culver     (Mrs.     Arthur), 
R.D.     1,    Grubbs    Road,    Wexford,    Pa. 
15090 

lean  Conelly  Gilmore  (Mrs.  D.  L.),  9200 
Lindale  Drive,  Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Mary  Jane  Crooks  Rech  (Mrs.  William  F.) 
8    Westminster    Road,    Chatham,    N.J. 
07928 

Janet  Crowe  Gustafson    (Mrs.  Ronald  E. ), 
1 1 54     Galaxy    Circle,     Bridgeville,     Pa. 
15017 

Nancy    Gwosden    Curry    (Mrs.    Ben,    Jr.), 
312  West  28th  Street,  Merced,  Ca.  95340 

Joan    MacMillen    Newcomb     ( Mrs.    James 
C),  300  Daniels  Avenue,  Conneaut,  Oh. 
44030 

Nancy  Jane  Powers  Van  Eman  (Mrs.  James 
V.,    Jr.),    460    Manordale    Drive,    Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15241 

Phoebe    Thome    Birmingham     (Mrs.    Wil- 
liam   G),    2799    Scarborough    Road, 

Cleveland  Heights,  Oh.  44118 
Jessie  Tomlin  McCurdy    (Mrs.  Rene  deB.), 

R.D.    3,    Box    179,    Hummelstown,    Pa. 
17036 

Dolores  Baney  Cunley  reports  that  last 
November  she  and  Duane  went  to  Freeport, 
Grand  Bahama  for  a  very  nice,  relaxing 
vacation.  The  Conleys,  as  everyone  else, 
are  busy,  busy. 

Bibs  Bassett  McMahon  reports  that  the 
McMahons  are  represented  in  every  grade 
from  4th  to  college  freshman  except  6th 
and  11th.  Daughter  Barbara  won  two 
scholarships  and  started  at  Elmira  College 
in  September — made  Bibs  homesick  for 
our  old  school  days  and  eager  for  our  gala 
reunion.  Time  flies  and  1975  will  be  here 
before  we  realize! 

Nancy  Beamer  Stewart  is  teaching  and 
working  with  student  teachets  in  Burrell 
again.  Daughter  Lucy  is  going  to  nursery 

school  ( "It's  different  when  it's  your 
own!").  The  Stewarts  bought  a  luxurious 
motor  home  and  toured  the  west  to  Cali- 

fornia for  several  weeks  this  summer. 

That's  camping???? 
Shirley  Bemis  Martin  has  the  biggest 

news  of  the  class.  "Buzz"  is  our  very 
FIRST  grandmother!  She  writes  that  her 
oldest  daughter  is  married  and  now  has  an 
adorable  little  girl.  Congratulations!  Her 
second  daughter,  Gingy,  started  at  Hiram 
College  this  fall.  There  are  two  in  high 
school  and  Freddy  is  in  6th  grade. 

Midge  Beetle  Winnicki  and  her  husband 
popped  in  on  us  one  day  recently.  They 
had  just  deposited  their  oldest  daughter, 
Alison,  at  Bethany  College  where  she  is  a 
junior.  There  are  three  college  girls  in 
the  Winnicki  family.  Midge  is  back  as  a 
full-time  student  taking  special  education, 
and  her  second  daughtet,  Joan,  is  a  sopho- 
more. 

Lee  Corey  Hanson  had  just  returned 
from  her  third  trip  to  the  state  of  Wash- 

ington this  year.  They  fell  in  love  with  the 
northwest  coast  of  the  USA  on  their  first 
trip  and  now  own  a  house  on  one  of  the 
inlets    of    Puget   Sound    near   the    town   of 
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Shelton.  The  house  is  to  be  their  retire- 
menr  home.  Lee  wishes  that  they  could 
move  there  tight  now!  They  sit  on  their 
deck  with  evergreen  trees  around  three 
sides  and  watch  the  tide  flow  in  and  out. 
Tug  boats  tow  log  booms  in  one  direction 
(toward  the  lumber  mills)  and  barges 
loaded  with  sawdust  in  another  direction 
(toward  processing  plants).  They  can  see 
the  snow-topped  Olympic  Mountains  across 
rhe  water.  In  short,  the  area  is  gorgeous! 
Aside  from  that  Lee  is  still  teaching  dog 

obedience  at  Schenley  Park  with  the  Pitts- 
burgh Obedience  Training  Club.  She  and 

her  husband  make  several  trips  to  New 
England  each  year  where  Bill  is  chairman 
of  the  board  of  trustees  for  his  college, 
Worcester    Polytechnic   Institute. 

Jane  Crooks  Rech  was  surprised  to  bump 
into  Lennie  Rothschild  Klein  when  they 
were  timers  for  opposing  teams  in  the 
Swim  Lanes.  Jane  recognized  Lennie  im- 

mediately— she's  as  attractive  as   ever. 
Jan  Crowe  Gustafson  reports  that  they 

are  completely  immersed  in  the  great  col- 

lege decision  for  Carl  for  next  year.  "Any- body have  any  suggestions  on  how  to 

live  through  this?"  Jan  was  in  the  Friday 
night  rush  at  the  airport  a  few  months 
ago  when  a  gal  in  the  next  car  called, 

"Jan,"  and  there  was  Shirley  Brendel  Cul- 
ver— and  they  recognized  each  other  after 

19  years! 
Betty  Davis  Herzberg  spent  a  quiet  sum- 

mer recovering  from  a  thyroidectomy.  She 
is  now  teaching  chemistry  at  Btentwood 
High  School  and  attending  Pitt  two  eve- 

nings a  week,  working  toward  a  M.Ed.  Both 
children  attend  Thomas  Jefferson  High 
School.  Husband  Bob  has  changed  jobs 
and  is  now  working  at  Williams  Buick Company. 

Ann  Denigan  Richardson  wrote  me  a 
long  letter  last  January,  much  too  late  for 
the  last  Recorder,  so  I  will  include  her 

news  now.  Ann  reported  that  she  had  be- 
come increasingly  inactive — spending  her 

time  watching  the  skiers,  working  in  the 
school  library — no  clubs  or  Scouts  this 
year,  but  enough  livestock  to  keep  her 
busy.  The  newest  addition  is  a  Gotland 
horse,  which  is  Welch  pony  size  but  from 
Sweden.  The  kids  are  fine.  Husband  Brad 
has  changed  jobs,  still  in  mutual  funds 
with  a  broker-dealer. 

This  is  Joy  Dougherty  Chilcott's  first 
year  with  all  three  in  school  all  day,  Jan 
in  9th  grade,  Paul  in  5th  and  Karen  in 

1st.  Joy  plans  to  take  a  class  in  oil  paint- 
ing and  continue  het  increasing  interest  in 

antique  hunting.  Also,  she  is  teaching 
junior  and  senior  life  saving  at  the  high 
school  fot  the  Red  Cross.  Ritae  Harbert 
Hutson,  Nina  Weaver  Peters  and  Joy  (plus 
husbands)  spent  an  evening  with  Sully 
Baux  Stevens  and  Bob  in  their  beautiful 
new  home.  They  had  such  a  good  time 
reminiscing  about   1946-1950  at  P.C.W. 

Ruth  Fabry  tevisited  San  Francisco  and 
took  in  the  Rose  Bowl  activities  in  Los 
Angeles  during  the  Christmas  holidays. 
This  summer  she  visited  London,  Amster- 

dam, Brussels,  Heidelberg,  Munich,  Vienna, 
Madrid,  Costa  Del  Sol  of  Spain,  and  Lis- 

bon, Portugal.  Ruth  tells  us  that  Corinne 
Holm  Milton  is  living  in  Nepal  now — 
her  husband  works  for  the  State  Depart- 
ment. 

P.  D.  Good  Rudd,  after  having  nine 
broken  ribs  in  an  auto-bus  accident  the 
end    of   January,    did    recover    enough    by 

July  to  spend  a  month  in  their  car  at 
tent  camper  traveling  7500  miles  to  tl 
West  Coast  and  back.  They  took  in  mai 
lovely  out-of-the-way  areas  that  can  be  se< 
only  when  camping.  Dave,  17,  and  Pai 
16,  were  able  to  drive,  giving  Mom  ai 
Dad  a  chance  to  sit  back  with  their  thr 
girls,  Terrie,  13,  Linda,  10,  and  Sandy, 
They  saw  Dusty  Carlson  Bouersox  in  h./ 
still  looking  the  same,  and  enjoyed  met 
ing  her  family,  2  girls  and  a  boy.  Th 
tried  to  see  Pat  Porson  Ryan  in  Casp< 

Wyoming,  but  missed  her — she  was  bai 
east  on  a  trip  with  the  whole  family. 

Nancy  Gwosden  Curry,  now  that  movii 
is  behind  her,  has  become  involved  with 
junior  high  Campfire  Girls  group  and 
secretaty  of  AAUW.   Her  son  Tom  is  A\ 

Merny  Hamilton  Hess  was  late  with  h 
reply  because  they  stayed  at  their  ne 
house  at  Bethany  Beach,  Delaware,  un 
mid-September. 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans'  son  Bob  is  in  ju 
ior  high   and    Linda   is   a    5th-grader.    Tl 
Evans    family    enjoyed    another    season 
camp — the    children    as    campers    and    tl 
parents  as  assistant  directors. 

Barbara  llltg  Rahenkamp's  highlight  tt 
year  was  a  family  trip  by  car  to  Californ: 
They  were  impressed  by  the  vastness  ai 
rugged  beauty  of  the  West  and  are  reai 
to  see  more  of  it  anytime.  Barbara  is  i 

volved  at  her  church  with  a  "Meals  < 
Wheels"  project  fot  the  elderly  of  th< community. 

Betty  hanger  Feathers  is  curious  to  knc 
what  has  happened  to  Dr.  Robert  Zetl 
and  Dr.  Troy  Organ.  Can  anyone  he 
her?  [At  last  report,  Dr.  Zetler  was 
Florida  Southern  University  and  Dr.  Org; 
at  Ohio  University  at  Athens.  Ec 
Betty  sent  me  a  picture  of  her  very  han 
some  son  Eric,   13. 

Carolyn  hippencott  Walker  is  trying 

adjust  to  a  whole  new  way  of  life — aft 
16  years  all  are  in  school.  With  thr 
teenage  girls,  life  is  a  ball.  Otherwi: 
Carolyn  says,  just  Scouts,  church,  and  t. 

usual  100  &  1  things  the  "stay-at-hom mother   is   expected   to   do. 

Joan  MacMillen  Newcomb  has  quite 
few  things  to  report  this  year.  First  of  : 
they  bought  a  farm,  and  Jim  is  no  long 

a  pharmacy  professor  but  a  part-time  fan 
er  and  part-time  "drug  store"  pharmaci 
They  have  65  acres,  a  start  on  a  herd 
beef  cattle,  and  they  are  raising  the  fe 
for  the  cattle  and  one  horse.  Joan  sa 
she  has  been  learning  how  to  care  for  ai 
mals,  machinery,  vegetable  gatden,  cannii 
and  freezing,  etc.  The  childten  enjoy  t 
new  life,  and  the  town  is  not  new  to  thei 
having  owned  a  cottage  there  for  20  yea 
only  10  minutes  from  the  farm.  Jara 
Jr.  is  16,  Janet,  14,  and  Judy,  6.  Since  ; 
are  in  school,  Joan  may  be  able  to  retu 
to  painting  this  year. 

Dottie  MacPhee  Hunter  and  Burke  to- 
the  girls,  now  9  and  7,  for  a  vacation 
California  last  May,  visiting  San  Francisc 
Yosemite,  Carmel,  Santa  Batbara  and  D 
neyland.  The  highlight  was  a  visit  wi 
Nancy  Gwosden  Curry  and  her  lovely  fa) 

ily  in  Merced.  Dottie  says  it's  amazii how,  with  good  friends,  the  years  f: 
away  and  we  are  all  young  again! 

hois  Mars  Mignogna  and  I  have  be 

in  the  "garage  sale"  business — we've  h 
two  so  far.  They  are  really  fun — you 
be  amazed  at  what  people  will  pay  f 

your  old  junk!    Lois  was  here  when  Mid 



HAVE  YOU  FORGOTTEN 

THE  CENTENNIAL  FUND? 

Winnicki  came  and  we  three  really  had 

an  enjoyable  evening.  Lois'  son  John  is  a 
freshman  at  Edinboro  this  year. 

Lennie  Rothschild  Klein  has  had  a  year 
of  reunions.  She  saw  Ann  Denigan  Rich- 

ardson twice  this  year — once  when  Ann 
was  in  N.J.,  and  later  when  Lennie  at- 

tended a  convention  in  Denver.  Another 
happy  reunion  was  with  Sally  Schecter 
Gurin  in  July  when  she  was  visiting  in 
N.J.  And  then  there  was  the  meeting  with 
jane  Rech  at  the  Swim  Lanes! 

Dodie  Seale  Warren  was  justifiably 
proud  of  daughter  Anne,  who  was  valedic- 

torian of  her  graduating  class  of  900-plus, 
and  who  is  now  a  freshman  at  Swarth- 
more.  Janet,  14,  is  in  boarding  school  in 
Honolulu,  and  12-year-old  Bruce  is  at 
home.  The  Warren  family  spent  most  of 
the  summer  traveling  on  the  Mainland, 

and  visited  M.  J.  Euing  Sipe.  '49,  for  a 
short  time.  Dodie  continues  her  painting 
and  the  teaching  of  painting,  while  hus- 

band Bill  adds  the  teaching  of  college  al- 

gebra to  his  Navy  work.  "Aloha"  to  all from   Dodie   in    Hawaii. 

Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham  missed  last 

year's  news  in  the  flurry  of  the  opening  of 
school  and  church  activities.  Phoebe's 
mother  came  to  take  care  of  the  children 
while  Phoebe  went  for  a  wonderful  three- 
week  visit  with  her  sister  Carol  in  London. 

Jessie  Tomlin  McCurdy  and  her  husband 
have  just  passed  another  milestone.  In 
the  same  week  they  celebrated  their  twen- 

tieth wedding  anniversary  and  packed  their 
two  oldest  daughters  off  to  college.  Yo- 
lande  is  a  sophomore  at  Wilson  College 
where  she  was  the  recipient  of  the  Presi- 

dent's Prize  for  achieving  the  highest scholarship  standing  in  the  freshman  class 
last  year.  Anne  Marie,  who  was  a  National 
Merit  Scholarship  finalist  entered  Dickin- 

son as  a  freshman.  The  rest  of  the  family 
is  involved  in  the  usual  round  of  school, 
work,  Scouts  and  community  activities. 

Jessie's  biggest  surprise  of  the  past  year was  receiving  the  Scouting  Order  of  Merit! 
Rene  is  an  Explorer  Leader  and  this  sum- 
met  they  went  with  the  Scouts  for  Shore 
Camp  at  Cape  Henlopen,  Delaware.  It 

was  Jessie's  first  camping  experience  and she  is  looking  forward  to  the  next  time. 
She  sees  Carol  Norton  Diffenderfer  oc- 

casionally. Their  last  evening  togethet  was 
an  amusing  and  finally  successful  effort  to 
make   ice  cream  in   a  hand-freezer. 

Jeanne  Wilkofsky  Bloomstein  reports  a 
shott  trip  to  Washington,  D.C.  with  Marc 
and  Marcia  who  were  most  impressed  by 
it  all.  The  children  have  added  Judo  les- 

sons to  their  usual  activities. 

And  now  for  the  Cowles  news.  Our 

"daughter"  Nancy  Bechtol  was  married  on 
April  26  and  is  living  in  Coraopolis.  Ivan 
went  with  the  Boy  Scouts  to  the  Jamboree 
in  Idaho  this  past  summer  and  was  really 
impressed  by  the  greatness  of  our  country. 
He  is  in  9th  grade  at  Highland  School 
and  Stephanie  in  3rd.  I  have  enrolled  at 
the  Penn  State  Extension  Campus  to  get 
my  credits  for  certification  to  teach  in  the 
elementary  school.  In  the  meantime,  I 
have  applied  as  a  substitute  teacher  and 
have  alteady  been  called  upon  to  teach  4th 
grade. 
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Judith   Bierman   Linowes 

(Mrs.  Harry) 
6220  Clearwood  Road 
Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Barbara  Firth  Armstrong 
(Mrs.  Robert  S.) 

102  Yorkshite  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron 
(Mrs.  Mortimer) 

1706  Williamsburg  Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet 
(Mrs.  Philip) 

Witherow  Road,  R.D.  3 
Sewickley  Heights,  Pa.  15143 

Barbara   Stephenson   Bruner 
(Mrs.  John  J.) 

1328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W. 
Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 

BIRTHS 

Kathie    Costanzo    Both,     a    son,    William 
Bradley,   September   1968. 

Dorris  Warner  Broun,  a  son,  December  15, 
1968. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Clark  Samuelson   (Mrs.  Roger  B.), 
3  Mourlyn  Road,  Hanover,  N.H.  03755 

Louise   Eddy    Davis     (Mrs.    William    M.), 
2720-36th  Place,  N.W.,  Washington, 
D.C.    20007 

Janet    Fitzsimmons    Carr     (Mrs.    Robert), 
2621  Prytania  Stteet,  New  Orleans,  La. 
70130 

Sarah   Griffin   Marks    (Mrs.    William),   61 
Ridge  Road,  Westminster,  Md.  21157 

Barbara  Hegarty  Hack    (Mrs.  Bert),   6040 
East  Metcer   Way,   Mercer   Island,   Wa. 

98040 
Patricia  Hopkins  Shoyinka    (Mrs.   R.   Olu- 

sonjo),  International   Institute  of  Tropi- 
cal   Agriculture,    P.M.B.    5320,    Ibadan, 

Nigeria 
Nancy    Kelly     Hilland     (Mrs.     Carl     B.), 

13636   Sunset   Canyon   Drive,   N.E.,   Al- 
buquerque, N.M.  87111 

Nancy  McFarland  Pollack    ( Mrs.   Russell ) , 
269    North    Street,    Chagrin    Falls,    Oh. 
44022 

Lois  Miltner  Rothrock    (Mrs.  Richard  C), 
269     Banbury     Lane,      Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15220 

Nora   Patterson    White    (Mis.   C.   L.,   Jr.), 
4240    Worcester    Drive,    Fairfax,    Va. 
22030 

Barbara  Russell  McKoun  (Mrs.  C.  J.),  212 
Yosemite  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Sally    Ann   Scragg   Campbell    (Mrs.   James 
J.),  Box  405,  Cape  Carteret,  Swansboro, 
N.C.  28584 

Belva  Seitz  Warren  (Mrs.  William),  6624 
West  34th  Street,  Indianapolis,  In.  46224 

Anne  Stapledon  Keffer   (Mrs.  Karl),   1026 
Landview  Drive,  Weirton,  W.V.  26062 

Marilyn  Toner  Wiley    (Mrs.  S.   Roy),  229 
Race  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15218 

Elsie    Walker    Peterson     (Mrs.    Wendell), 
2150  Gulf   Shore  Blvd.,  North,   Naples, 
Fl.  33940 

Doris     Warner    Broun     (Mrs.    Jack    H.), 
5109    Colebrook   Place,   Alexandria,    Va. 
22312 

Judy   reporting: 
Joan  Brechin  Sonnenberg  reports  a  busy 

year  with  two  "one-man"  ait  shows — one 
at  the  Pittsburgh  National  Bank  last  Octo- 

ber and  another  at  the  Mountain  Playhouse 

in  Jennerstown  in  August.  Fred  does  the 
framing  while  the  children  do  the  loading 
and  unloading — quite  a  team! 

A  new  bulldog  named  Shannon,  along 
with  a  small  sailboat  are  the  new  additions 

to  Betty  Cornell  Hirsch's  family.  Besides 
watching  the  children  grow  too  fast,  Betty 
is  teaching  Sunday  School,  chairman  of  the 
Church  Circle,  and  bazaar-coordinator  for 

the  newly  foimed  Women's  Club  in  West Seneca. 
Dolores  Dean  flipped  out  to  Arizona 

after  school  closed.  From  there  she  ven- 

tured to  Mexico  where  she  caught  a  6'5" 
blue  sailfish,  weighing  98  pounds  (prob- 

ably more  than  Deanie  herself). 
The  Linowes  family  has  been  happy, 

well  and  growing  fast.  Harry  and  I  en- 
joyed Puerto  Rico  last  January  where  I 

bumped  into  Barbara  Berkman  Roth  ('49) 
and  husband.  We  hadn't  seen  each  other 
for  twenty  years!  During  the  winter,  I 
lunched  with  some  alums  including  Barb 
Mills  Foresti,  Marilyn  Morgan  Henderson 
and  Doris  Warner  Brown.  Pat  Hopkins 
Shoyinka  called  to  tell  me  she  and  hei 
two  daughteis  wete  headed  back  to  Sonjo 

in  Ibadan,  Nigeria.  Aftei  a  pleasant  tennis- 
playing  summei,  Hany  and  I  are  looking 
forward  to  a  ten-day  visit  to  San  Francisco, 
Los  Angeles  and  Las  Vegas.  At  home,  I 

keep  going  with  the  children,  various  com- 
mittees, chairman  of  the  U.J. A.  Spring 

Luncheon,  and  the  Kennedy  National  Cul- 
tural Center.  I  hope  next  year  you  girls 

will  send  more  of  those  cards  and  letters 

— without  you,  there  is  no  news.  Best  to 

all. 
Elsa  reporting: 

Tomi  Jones  Miller  and  family  are  once 
more  living  abroad  in  Tehran,  Iran. 

Tomi's  husband  Jack  has  retired  from  the 
Army  and  is  working  as  a  research  analyst 
for  the  Research  Triangle  Institute.  A 
trip  to  Greece  and  a  cruise  to  other  islands 
in  the  Aegean  was  the  summer  vacation 
for  the  Millets.  Tomi  is  teaching  the  thitd 
grade   in  the  Tehran   American   School. 

I  enjoyed  Barbara  Mills  Foresti's  long and  interesting  letter.  With  all  her  family 
activities,  Batbata  found  time  last  year  to 
take  the  ttaining  to  become  a  Family  Aide. 
She  now  assists  the  social  workers  in  the 

program  helping  low  income  women  with 
home  and  community  problems.  Our 
sympathy  is  extended  to  Barbara  upon  the 
loss  of  her   father   last  year. 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  also  ex- 
tended to  Martha  McLaughlin  Filers  who 

lost  her  father  this  past  summer.  Martha, 
Dick  and  children  were  vacationing 
through  the  Smoky  Mountains  when  news 

atrived  of  her  father's  sudden   death. 
Nancy  McFarland  Pollack  has  moved 

"just  up  the  street."  Nancy  has  enjoyed 
being  active  in  the  Cleveland  Alumnae 
Group  this   year. 

Nancy  Kelly  Hilland  is  enjoying  her 
new  pueblo  style  home  and  expects  to  be 
in  Albuquerque  for  three  years.  Her  hus- 

band Carl  is  working  on  his  dissertation 
in  plasma  physics  at  Sandia  Base. 

"Hello's"  were  sent  to  all  from  Janet 
Houston  Rhein  and  Chris  Metro  Kachulis. 

Janet  is  looking  forward  to  free  time  with 
all  her  children  in  school.  Chris  and  fam- 

ily enjoyed  a  vacation  in  Europe  this  past 

year. 

My  family  and  I  are  all  well  and  active 
in    the    usual    activities    of    modetn    day 
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living.     I   enjoyed    hearing    from    so    many 
girls  and  thank  you  for  your  response. 

Barbara  A.   reporting: 

Doris  Fritschi  had  a  wonderful  trip 
through  Michigan  and  Wisconsin  this  sum- 

mer. At  the  time  she  mailed  her  card, 
she  was  looking  forward  to  returning  to 
kindergarten   teaching. 

Muriel  Hands  West  writes  of  a  great 
vacation  at  Sea  Gull  Beach,  West  Yar- 

mouth on  Cape  Cod.  She  is  still  enjoying 
being  the  mother  of  two — Linda,  12,  and 
Herbert,  8. 

I  wish  I  could  include  'verbatim'  Mary 
Beth  Hoon  Pritchard's  letter,  but  space 
would  never  allow  it.  She,  Len  and  chil- 

dren Carl  and  Ginny,  plus  two  dogs,  two 
cats  and  assorted  fish,  had  a  home  vacation 

this  year — albeit  a  busy  one.  A  backyard 
barn  (with  loft)  was  erected  by  the  whole 
family.  Karate  lessons  last  winter  have 
them  all  in  good  shape. 

We,  the  Armstrongs,  had  a  busy  sum- 

mer at  home  too,  so  I'll  just  say  'hi'  to  all 
and  hope  again  for  more  answers  next 

year. 

Ginny  reporting: 

Pat  Nauman  Kramer  reports  all  is  well 
with  her  clan.  Remodeling  and  vacations 
have  filled  her  summer  along  with  an  op- 

portunity to  get  to  know  Martha  McLaugh- 

lin Eller's  husband,  Dick,  who  has  visited 
the  Kramer  home  several  times  since 
spring.  They  have  hopes  of  getting  both 
families   together   in   the   near   furure. 

To  those  of  us  who  have  our  hands  full 
with  our  own  children,  Edie  Pennoyer 
Vassamillet  must  stand  out  as  a  real  hu- 

manitarian. She  and  her  family  offered  a 
temporary  home  to  another  foster  baby, 

their  fifth — 2  boys  and  3  girls.  Edie's  only 
regret  is  that  they  couldn't  keep  all  of 
them.  Their  camping  expedition  this  year 
took  in  the  Southwestern  National  Parks — 
Bryce,  Zion,  Mesa  Verde,  Grand  Canyon, 
Yosemite,  and  Sequoia.  She  and  Larry  be- 

long to  a  Dialogue  Group  and  work  with  a 
Human  Relations  group  in  their  area.  Also, 
she  has  done  some  tutoring   in   reading. 

Camp  Lejeune  is  still  the  home  of  Sally 
Scragg  Campbell  and  group.  She  has  a 
fine  job  as  a  vocational  counselor.  Their 
boys  spent  the  summer  camping  in  the 
mountains,  and  the  whole  family  enjoys 
boating   on   the   Intracoastal   Waterway. 

Our  class  mathematician,  Beverly  Roush 
Johnston,  has  taught  3  math  classes  a  day 
since  last  November.  At  the  moment  she 

is  back  substituting.  Bev  and  Ralph  trav- 
eled to  Mexico  City  in  March,  and  spent  a 

few  weekends  with  Carl,  14,  and  Jody,  10, 
along.  In  March  she  joined  the  Unhooked 
Generation  (Non-smokers)  and  a  health 
club  to  rehook  a   few  clothes. 
We  have  found  Nora  Patterson  White 

in  Fairfax,  Virginia.  Academic  achieve- 
ments have  filled  their  lives  this  year.  Hus- 

band Lyle  received  his  master's  (cum 
laude)  in  business  administration  from 
Bobson  Institute  in  Massachusetts,  and  son 
Gordon  his  high  school  diploma  with  hon- 

ors. Gordon  is  attending  Purdue  Univer- 
sity. Nora  saw  Pat  Printz  Harris  and  Bar- 
bara Drexel  Eley  while  living  in  Massa- 

chusetts. Lyle  has  been  assigned  to  the 
Pentagon  since  June.  Susan  is  now  15 
and   Lisa,  8. 

We  Sweets  have  done  our  usual  thing 
this  year — play  golf.  Christmas  in  Flor- 

ida   with    the    grandparents    and    July    in 
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Pinehurst,  N.C.  provided  an  extra  chal- 
lenge. Jeff,  16,  attended  Golf  School  for 

3  weeks  at  Pinehurst.  Dan,  14,  is  fast  be- 
coming a  master  mechanic,  and  Becky, 

lO1/^,  would  rather  be  a  boy.  Phil  is  now 
the  full  owner  of  Sweet  and  Sons,  Inc.  and 
this  has  kept  him  on  his  toes  since  June. 

Barbara  B.  reporting: 

Joanne  Shelley  Davis  reports  several  sig- 
nificant events.  Bob  was  promoted  to  pro- 
duction manager  of  a  new  emulsion  plant 

built  by  his  company,  Rohm  &  Haas. 

Jody  was  elected  president  of  Levittown- 
Lower  Bucks  Branch  of  AAUW  and  at- 

tended two  conventions  in  the  spring  with 

more  to  come.  They  and  the  three  chil- 
dren spent  a  week  at  a  lake  in  the  Catskills 

and  another  at  Kitty  Hawk  Beach,  North 
Carolina,  on  the  Outer  Banks. 

Sarah  Jane  Smyser  Naylor  is  still  nursing 
part  time  at  North  Hills  Passavant  Hos- 

pital. She  shared  nurse-counselor  duties 
at  Junior  High  Camp  Fairfield  near  Ligo- 
nier  with  Barbara  McVicker  Martin.  She 
and  the  family  vacationed  on  Allegheny 
Reservoir  and  Jack  Lake,  Ontario,  Canada, 

fishing  and  boating.  Geff's  mother  retired in  October  and  came  to  live  with  them,  a 
welcome   addition   to   the   household. 

Muriel  Spindell  Tonkin  called  instead  of 
writing  and  it  was  so  nice  to  talk  with  her 
again.  Her  husband  Sam  had  a  difficult 
year  with  rather  extensive  and  serious  sur- 

gery, but,  after  a  long  convalescence  is 
doing  very  well.  They  spent  the  winter  in 
Florida  and  visited  in  Pittsburgh  and  Cleve- 

land. This  summer  they  were  in  Hillsdale, 
New  York.  They  went  to  Europe  and  Eng- 

land this  fall  for  a  wedding  and  hoped 
to  see  Charlie  Nauert  Stohr. 

Doris  Warner  Brown  and  her  family 
welcomed  their  first  boy,  and  moved  into 
a  new  home  they  built.  She  went  to  a 

lovely  luncheon  at  Judy  Linowes'  with 
many  Chatham  girls  in  February.  She  also 
saw  Sally  Campbell  who  came  to  Wash- 

ington, D.C. 
Sally  White  Autenreith  should  win  a 

medal  for  being  the  class  member  writing 
from  the  longest  distance.  I  received  a 
post  card  on  September  10  which  was 
mailed  August  6  from  Lautoka,  Fiji!  Hal, 
the  children  (Jim,  Eric,  Arch,  and  Wendy) 
and  Sally  left  Annapolis  November  9, 

1968  on  a  trip  in  their  own  42-foot  yawl 
and  hope  to  return  in  July  1970.  They 
expect  to  be  out  of  the  Pacific  by  December 
and  plan  to  spend  some  time  in  Bali  and 
Kenya.    It  has  been  quite  exciting  for  them. 

I  had  a  good  year  both  in  work  and 
play.  Pediatrics  will  never  be  at  a  loss  for 
patients,  but  it  is  fun.  I  had  my  first  trip 
out  west  when  I  flew  to  San  Francisco  in 

February  to  meet  John  who  was  at  a  con- 
vention. We  saw  all  the  sights  and  then 

drove  with  a  friend  over  Donner  Pass  in 
20  foot  snow  drifts  to  Reno  and  Carson 
City,  Nevada.  We  spent  July  at  the  beach 
and  our  place  was  just  missed  by  the  hur- 

ricane. Will  started  first  grade  and  Mindy 
is  in  nursery  school.  (Two  car  pools  and 
work  are  for  the  birds! ) 

Next  year  if  you  can't  write,  phone  me 
if  you  can.  It's  fun  to  talk  and  maybe  we 
can  hear  from  everyone.  My  number  is 
1-404-355-1598. 

PARTICIPATE!  ! 
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Marline  Frost  Ewi 

(Mrs.  James  F.,  II 
7001  Woodland  Aven 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   152 

BIRTHS 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley,  a  son,  Kevin  Dougl 
February   15,   1969. 

Nancy  Ford  Bunzli,  a  son,  William   Fo 
May  8,  1969. 

Miriam    Santisteban    Wysocki,    a    daught 
Lisa  Ann,  August   17,   1969. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley  (Mrs.  Frank  L. ),  57 
Clark  Avenue,  Bethel  Park,  Pa.  15102 

Nancy  Ford  Bunzli   (Mrs.  Alfred  R.),  4 
Strand  Road,  Shelby,  N.C.  28150 

Laura  Hammer  lnglis    (Mrs.  William  D 
4305  Lyon  Drive,  Columbus,  Oh.  432 

Christine  D.  Simmons,  M.D.,  650  Huntii 
don  Avenue,  Boston,  Ma.  02115 

Camp  Redwing  (Girl  Scout  Camp 
Renfrew )  was  the  scene  of  a  small  a 
thoroughly  unplanned  Chatham  Reunk 
I  saw  Jane  Simpson  Irvin  who  was  drc 
ping  off  her  daughter,  as  I  was,  for  a  we 

of  camping.  She  sends  her  "hellos" everyone.  No  new  news  but  greetings  frc 
Isabelle  Allias,  Lois  Sherry  Schworm  a 
Barbara  Maloy  Titelman. 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley's  husband  has  be 
transferred  to  Pittsburgh  from  Nassau 
USSteel  and  they  are  happy  to  be  ba 
home  in  the  States.  Their  third  sc 
Kevin,  born  in  Nassau,  will  have  dual  ci 
zenship   until    he   is    18. 

Nancy  Ford  Bunzli  also  returned  to  t 
United    States   after   a   year   and   a    half 
Spain    just    a    month    before    the    birth 

her  fifth  child.    Nancy  says  it's  good  to home. 

Dr.  Eddy,  who  spoke  at  a  Chaths 
luncheon  in  New  Jersey  this  spring, 
still  being  quoted  by  Mary  Louise  Matv 
Shombert.  Mary  Louise,  who  has  her  o. 
est  child  in  junior  high  and  youngest 
kindergarten,  has  many  plans  for  the  coi 

ing  year. 
Speaking  of  kindergarten,  Rose  Spo, 

kindergarten  class  will  number  sixty  tl 
year.   Rose  is  active  in  the  PSEA  and  NE 

Another  teacher  and  mother  of  n 

school-age  children  is  Carolyn  Hirshbe 
Gorman.  Althea  Hockensmith  Lozick  : 
ceived  a  phone  call  from  Carolyn  this  A 
gust.  Carolyn  and  Ted  were  returni: 
from  a  trip  to  Florida  and  were  weathere 
in  at  Cleveland  Hopkins  Airport  on  th( 
way  home  to  Virginia.  Althea  reported 
busy  year  of  travel  including  Brazil,  S; 
Paulo  for  Christmas  and  New  Years,  ai 
then  Bermuda  in  the  spring.  Althea  al 
works  for  Maidenform,  Inc.  and  does  v< 
unteer  work  with  kindergarten  childre 
screening  for  perception  problems. 

Laura  Hammer  lnglis  and  husband  ha 
moved  to  Columbus  where  Bill  has  joim 
a  group  of  internists.  They  hope  to  st 
put  for  many  years  to  come. 

Harriet    Rosser    sent    her    news    from 
Rhode   Island    Clambake   and   had   just   i 
cently  rerurned  from  a  Delta  Kappa  Gal 
ma    Society    conference    of    which    she 

the  chapter  president.    She's  also  vice  pre: 
dent  of  the  local  Teacher's  Association. 

Christine  Simmons  has  finished  her  "fc 
mal"  medical  training  and  is  now  a  pec 
atric  hemotologist  at  the  New  Englar 
Medical  Center  Hospital.  She  has  a  sp 
cial   interest   in   clotting   disorders   and   h 



been  doing  research  and  clinical  work  in 
hemophilia  and  allied  diseases.  Being  a 
firm  believer  in  relaxation,  Chris  recently 

returned  from  a  trip  to  St.  John's  in  the 
Virgin  Islands  with  batteries  recharged. 

Mirian  Santisteban  Wysocki,  M.D., 
called  me  from  California  to  report  the 
birth  of  her  daughter.  What  a  thrill.  I 

haven't  seen  her  since  graduation.  She specializes  in  gynocology  and  returned  to 
her  practice  in  two  weeks. 

Life  is  settling  down  for  Marilyn  Len- 
cher  Applebaum  who  says  adjustment  to 
Israel  and  the  Middle  East  was  quite  hec- 

tic. They're  building  a  home  in  Zahala, Israel  and  hope  to  be  settled  by  December. 

"Israel  teems  with  tourists  ...  I  would 
be  delighted  to  welcome  any  Chathamites." Still  in  love  with  Paris  is  Pat  Yount 

Hudson.  She's  busy  developing  an  Eng- 
lish Library  in  her  children's  French  school. Her  telephone  number  is  Mer.  56.50  and 

she  hopes  you'll  call  if  in  Paris.  Pat  had 
just  returned  from  six  weeks  in  the  United 
States. 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan's  husband  was 
made  a  general  partner  of  Singer,  Deane 
and  Scribner  last  March.  The  almost  first 
person  she  saw  on  her  vacation  at  Hilton 
Head  this  summer  was  jerry  Corba  Wilson. 

Celebrating  their  tenth  wedding  anni- 
versary in  April,  Barbara  Young  Hopkins 

and  John  returned  to  their  honeymoon 
spot  in  Sea  Isle,  Georgia  sans  children. 
They  also  traveled  on  to  Florida  for  sev- 

eral days.  Summer  was  spent  at  poolside 
with  short  trips  to  Lancaster,  Pennsylvania, 
Ocean   City,   New  Jersey,   and   Ohio. 

Lois  Potts  Adelson  and  Maryanne  Tap- 
tick  Barnes  are  still  busy  in  politics.  Lois 
says  she  labors  for  lost  causes  like  Eugene 
McCarthy  and  anti-A.B.M.  Groups.  Mary- 

anne is  managing  a  successful  local  town- 

ship commissioner's  campaign.  While 
south  last  winter,  Maryanne  saw  Angie 
Ottino  Stabl.  In  January  Maryanne  and 
Bill  will  be  off  to  big  game  hunt  in  Africa. 

Barbara  Shatto  Freeman  and  family  paid 
a  short  visit  to  Bo  Bolger  Collett  on  their 
way  to  Boca  Raton.  John  Freeman  enjoys 
his  work  with  Ryan  homes  in  Ohio.  Bo 
had  a  short  trip  to  Pittsburgh  and  Sewick- 
ley  for  a  family  get-together. 

Another  telephone  number  to  call  while 
in  Rome,  Italy  is  that  of  Johanna  Holroyd 
Piccardo.  (834495)  Johanna  and  George 
were  on  their  way  to  the  United  States  in 

Septembet,  but  says  she's  more  apt  to  see Chatham-mates  in  Rome. 

A  water-logged  year  was  the  news  from 
Elsie  Gage  Balano.  Spring  vacation  in 
Venice  and  a  summer  trip  via  ship  to  seven 
ports  of  call  in  the  Mediterranean,  a  trip 
to  the  United  States  spent  on  the  Maine 
coast,  and  back  to  Europe  by  the  North 
Atlantic  route.  They  will  be  in  Europe 
two  more  years.  Elsie  had  tea  recently  with 

Alice  Jones   Winner  '51. 
Billie  Fullenworth  Sampson  abandoned 

golf  for  ceramics  in  the  summer  heat  of 
Virginia.  Both  childten  are  riding  in 
competition  now.  Last  year  they  spent 
three  weeks  touring  the  Hawaiian  Islands. 
A  pre-school  trip  to  Ocean  City  this  sum- 

mer, and  hopes  for  a  return  visit  to  Mexico 

in  February  complete  the  Sampson's  itiner- ary. 
Audrey  Shanaberger  Kellermeyer  and 

family  spent  the  summer  months  in  the 
Caribbean.  Bob  received  a  Rockefeller 
Grant  to  do  research  there  and  everyone 

went    along    for    fun.     Audrey    says    she'll 

never  forget  the  islands'  beauty.  She  sent a   picture   that  was    breathtaking. 
I  had  to  laugh  when  I  read  the  note 

from  Jane  Miller  Sumner  who  claims 
camping  is  not  her  bag:  she  prefers 
matched  luggage,  et  cetera.  She,  Gardner 
and  the  girls  spent  a  few  days  in  Pitts- 

burgh mid-way  through  a  camping-driving 
trip  and  saw  Marilyn  Bickmore  Boleky. 
Jane  will  keep  her  oar  in  this  year  editing 
the  Richardson  Unitarian  Church  News- 
letter. 

Many  thanks  for  all  the  exciting  news 

and  good  wishes.  I  can  sincerely  say  it's  a thrill  to  hear  from  you  all.  My  year  will 
be  busy  with  substitute  teaching,  chairing 
Home  and  Garden  Club,  being  recording 
secretary  for  the  local  parent-teacher  group 
which  broke  from  the  national,  being  a 
Brownie  Leader,  and  singing  alto  in  the 
Woodland  United  Presbyterian  Choir.  My 
best  to  you  all. 

56 Jacy  Kurtz  Meyers (Mrs.  Karl) 

2332  Marbury  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

BIRTHS 

Sally    Weise  Hall,  a  son,  Matthew  Charles, 

July   14,   1969. 
Joan    Weinhold  Moes,    a    son,   Christopher 

Andrew,  February  3,   1969. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Joanne   Dawson    Waltman    (Mrs.    Gerald) 

50   Berkeley   Srreet,   Satellite   Beach,   Fl. 
32932 

Barbara  Jane  Evans  Colbert   (Mrs.  Richard 

P.),  200  Locust  Street,  Apt.  20-B,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.  19106 

Margaret   Floyd   Kaufman    (Mrs.    A.    Sam- 
uel),  1664   Kelton   Avenue,   Pittsburgh, 

Pa.   15216 
Virginia  Hadfield  Berry    (Mrs.   David  T. ), 

54  Williams  Street,  Ft.  Leonard  Wood, 
Mo.  65473 

Capt.    Ann    Hawthorne   Lewis    (Mrs.   Wil- 
liam H.),  648  Hancock  Drive,  Newport 

News,  Va.  23602 
Carolina  Johnson  Kiggens   (Mrs.  Gilbert), 

77    Rensselaer    Road,    Essex    Fells,   N.J. 
07021 

Barbara    Komlyn    Meder     (Mrs.    Zoltan), 
4523  South  23rd  Street,  Milwaukee,  Wi. 

53221 
Martha  Kovalovsky  Frew  (Mrs.  Ralph  A.), 

1760    Wesley    Avenue,    El    Cerrito,    Ca. 

94530 
Barbara  Miller  Tindall  (Mrs.  Gerald  W.), 

3434  Glenmere  Drive,  Youngstown,  Oh. 
44511 

Joanne    Pople    Brown    (Mrs.    Robert   K. ), 
3454   Northshore  Road,  Columbia,   S.C. 
29206 

Esther  Rotbman  Greenwald   ( Mrs.  David ) , 
1104    Gatewood    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15217 

Joanne  W.  Sterling,  7208  Vista  del  Arroyo, 
N.E.,  Albuquerque,  N.M.  87109 

Marilyn     Waid    Stilley     (Mrs.     Emerson), 
114  Green  Bay  Drive,  Youngstown,  Oh. 
44512 

This  year  our  class  celebrated  its  13th 

reunion  in  the  group  of  four  classes,  '56 
through  '59.  Mentioning  the  reunion  par- 

ticularly on  their  cards  and  how  good  it 
was  to  be  back  on  campus  were  Meg  Floyd 
Kaufman,  Sue  Scott  Fenstermaker,  Sonya 
Klein  Vernau,  Judith  Pitasky  Markstein, 
and  Carole  Meanor  Piggford. 

No  news  but  best  wishes  to  all  the  gals 
came  from  Carol  Schmitt  Schug,  Betty 
Knox  Jesse,  Carol  Crissey  Hill,  Caroline 

Mapp  Cuneo,  Peggy  Pattison  Moore,  Bar- 
bara DeLaney  Brown,  /Margaret  Siviter  Em- 

ery, Lois  Katz  Blaufeld,  Mary  Bailey,  Joan 
Wilkinson  Zook  and  Mary  Alice  Irwin. 

Trudy  Margolis  Kahn,  Shirley  Zierer  By- 
ers,  Patricia  Egry  Curreri,  Christie  Walter 
Rinehart  and  Joanne  Cochran  Ellery  spent 
part  of  the  summer  traveling  through  the 
states  with  their   families. 

New  homes  have  occupied  the  decorat- 
ing talents  of  Esther  Rothman  Greenwald, 

Barbara  Evans  Danver,  Marilyn  Waid  Stil- 
ley and  Joanne  Sterling. 

Kept  busy  with  their  new  arrivals  are 
Sally  Weise  Hall  and  Joan  Weinhold  Moes. 

Grace  Nardulli  Regutti  and  Carl  had  a 
grand  trip  to  Mexico  City  and  the  Yucatan 
during  the  summer,  and  Marilyn  Miles  Oli- 
phant  and  Stephen  celebrated  their  13th 
anniversary  in  San  Francisco. 

Joanne  Hammonds  McDonald  (Wash- 
ington, Pa.)  and  Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 

(Newport  News)  invite  any  alumnae  pass- 
ing through  to  visit  them. 

Elm  Musson  Brower  and  Roger  have 
finally  found  their  island,  St.  Vincents, 

where  they  will  spend  the  month  of  De- 
cember. 

While  in  Florida,  Nancy  Hannon  Gor- 
don visited  Sally  Hall,  and  Carole  Williams 

spent  some  times  with  Mary  Jo  McKee 

Groppe  in  Illinois. 
Sunny  Koehler  Peterson  reports  that 

Dick  is  Prospective  Commanding  Officer  of 
U.S.S.  Bluefish  SSN  675,  the  nuclear  pow- 

ered submarine. 
Karl  and  I  are  still  reliving  our  grand 

tour  of  Greece.  Now,  with  all  the  children 
in  school  and  plenty  of  free  time,  I  must 
be  content  to  fill  my  time  profitably  during 
the  school  year.  It  was  nice  to  hear  from 
those  who  replied.  I  hope  next  year  to 
hear  from  many  more. 

58 
Mrs.  Carol  Cowley  Ross 

257  North  17th  Street 
Camp  Hill,  Pa.  17011 

Janice  Miller  Schmidt ( Mrs.   Stanley ) 

113  Canaveral  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235 

MARRIAGE 

Elaine  Rockwood  Staples  to  Floyd  J.  Cum- 
mings,  September   1969. 

BIRTHS 

Peggy  Burgette  Newman,  a  son,  Neal  Fred- 
erick, June  5,   1969. 

Lorrie  Edwards  Troyer,  a  daughter,  Judith 
Portia,  September  7,   1969. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Mary    Ann    Barry    Reich     (Mrs.    Rudolph 

M.),    18    Orchard    Road,    Orinda,    Ca. 
94563 

Ruth    Cooper   Klodell    (Mrs.    Carl),   2121 
Arms  Drive,  Girard,  Oh.  44420 

Jacqueline    Del    Campo    Gallagher     (Mrs. 

William  J.),   %  NUS  Corps,  2351  Re- 
search Blvd.,  Rockville,  Md.   20850 

Loretta    Edwards    Troyer     (Mrs.     William 
G),    3102    Todd    Drive,    Madison,   Wi. 

53711 Eleanor   Feibusch    Kimelman     (Mrs.    Marc 

R.),  11  Harbor  Lane,  Rye,  NY.   10580 
Sally    Johnston    Woods    (Mrs.   Joseph    M., 

Ill),   301    Barry   Lane,  Wallingford,  Pa. 
19086 
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Elizabeth  MacFar/and   Wilson    (Mrs.  Bruce 
B.),  7704  Radnor  Road,  Bethesda,  Md. 
20034 

Carol    Moran    Russell    (Mrs.    Robert    H., 
Jr.),    15    Hemmelskamp    Road,    Wilton, 
Ct.  06897 

Catherine  Powell  Cleary    (Mrs.  Kevin  H.), 
22    Olmstead    Road,    Morristown,    N.J. 
07960 

Elaine  Rockuood  Cummings    (Mrs.   Floyd 
J.),  165  Country  Manor  Way,  Bldg.  12, 
Apt.  2,  Webster,  N.Y.  14580 

Barbara  San  ford,  5737  McCommas  Avenue, 
Apt.  114,  Dallas,  Tx.  75206 

Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein    (Mrs.   Thomas), 
6  Rose  Avenue,  Great  Neck,  L.I.,  N.Y. 
11021 

Jean    White  Jacobs    (Mrs.  Charles),   1432 
Arch  Street,  Apt.  A- 109,  Norristown,  Pa. 
19401 

Cally  reporting: 

Although  busy  working  with  Head  Start 
and  Scouts,  Libby  Anthon  Petrolias  found 

time  to  help  John's  campaign  for  Pitts- 
burgh City  Council. 

Barbara  Asche  claims  she's  "done  noth- 
ing worthy  of  note"  this  past  year  except to  try  to  learn  to  swim  in  the  apartment 

pool.    Pat  Tanton  wouldn't  believe  it!! 
After  teaching  in  a  diploma  school  of 

nursing  during  the  summer,  Nancy  Galley 
returned  this  fall  to  teaching  at  the  Alle- 

gheny County  Community  College.  Pat 
Kappel  Loyd  and  her  children  visited 
Nancy  in  July. 

Pat  Gardner  Macdonald  has  been  happily 
wandering  to  Texas,  Florida,  Georgia  and 
New  York  City  this  summer. 

Peggy  Burgette  Newman  and  Obie  are 
in  the  midst  of  a  do-it-yourself  kitchen 
project  and  also  busy  with  the  arrival  of 
their  second  child.  Peggy  had  a  pleasant 
surprise  when  Carol  Koko  Ward  called  her 
from  Crown  Point,  Indiana.  Carol  would 
welcome  classmates  who  might  pass 
through  her  rural  area. 

I,  Cally,  have  been  busy  moving,  teach- 
ing 19  delightful  fourth-graders,  and  be- 

ginning graduate  work  at  Penn  State  Uni- 
versity. 

Jan  reporting: 

This  year  much  of  the  news  was  about 

our  reunion.  Those  who  weren't  able  to 
come  sent  their  regrets,  and  those  who  did 
attend  had  fond  memories  of  a  wonderful 
%veekend.  After  the  dinner,  our  class  had 

a  get-together  at  Pat  Tanton  Blayden's 
apartment  at  Gateway  House.  Thanks 
again  from  our  classmates  to  Pat  and 
Jimmy — their  warm  hospitality  was  the 
highlight  of  the  reunion! 

Joan  Herman  Coleman  writes  that  she 

had  visited  Chatham  in  1964  and  "was 
shocked  at  the  changes  which  must  be 

even  more  dramatic  now!"  She  is  busy 
with  PTA,  Cancer  Care,  and  substituting 

occasionally.  The  Colemans  spent  a  "de- 
liciously  lazy  summer"  with  all  of  the  chil- dren in  camp  and  hope  to  take  them  to 
Aruba  again   during  Christmas  vacation. 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper's  children  are 
growing  and  she  is  still  keeping  the  home 

fire's  burning  with  hopes  of  going  back  to 
part-time  nursing  in  a  year  or  two.  Ross 
is  now  the  office  and  warehouse  manager 
at  Crucible  Steel. 

The  most  newsworthy  event  for  Carol 

Moran  Russell  this  year  was  Bob's  transfer 
to    IBM's    Group    Headquarters    in    White 
30 

Plains  and  their  move  to  the  "active  and 
friendly  city"  of  Wilton,  Connecticut.  Carol has  visited  with  Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein 
and  Barbara  Goodstein  Selbst.  Our  class 
thanks  Carol  and  Marcia  Ebenstein  Ku- 
blanow  for   being  such  efficient  secretaries. 

This  has  been  a  hectic  year  for  Airin 
Lee  Kim  and  her  family.  Jay  has  been 
promoted  to  vice  president  of  Shearson, 
Hammill  on  Wall  Street.  This  summer 
they  traveled  across  country  and  are  now 
waiting  for  their  new  house  to  be  built 
in  Glen  Cove,  Long  Island.  The  Kims  miss 
the  Hawaiian  weather  but  are  happy  to  be 
back  East  where  so  many  of  their  friends 
live. 

Our  sympathies  go  to  Bobbie  Weitsman 
Marks  on  the  sudden  death  of  het  father. 
Bobbie  now  has  Steven  in  second  grade, 
Amy  in  nursery  school,  and  Jeff  still  at 
home   to   keep   her   company. 

Sandy  Whitmyre  Young  will  be  teach- 
ing again  in  the  Head  Start  Program. 

Last  year  she  had  the  pleasure  of  working 

with  Hazel  Elwood  McClure  '34.  Her  new 
activities  are  being  president  of  her  church's 
Women's  Association  and  helping  out  with 
her  son's  Cub  Pack. 

Dede  McFarland  Wilson  moved  from  St. 
Davids  to  Bethesda  in  June  when  Bruce 

was  appointed  special  assistant  to  the  As- 
sistant Attorney  General  in  Washington. 

The  children  like  their  new  school  and 

neighborhood  and  the  sight-seeing  trips 

around  the  city.  Dede  was  "happy  to  be 
taken  along"  on  a  trip  to  Las  Vegas  where 
Bruce  went  to  speak.  After  reading  the 

reunion  "summary,"  she  couldn't  get  over 
the  number  of  children  our  class  has  con- 

tributed   to    the   population   explosion. 
Ann  Schecter  Powell  received  an  award 

this  summer  in  Steubenville,  Ohio  for  her 

dissertation  on  "The  Use  of  Euphemism 
in  the  Works  of  Marquis  de  Sade."  She is  an  advisor  to  a  local  chapter  of  SDS. 

Barbara  Sanford  enjoyed  seeing  everyone 
at  the  reunion,  coming  all  the  way  from 
Dallas!  We  were  sorry  to  learn  of  the 

death  of  Barbara's  father  upon  her  return 
to  Texas  this  summer.  Her  mother  stayed 
with  her  for  several  weeks  and  they  both 
enjoyed  a  week  at  the  Bermuda  Inn,  a  spa 
in   Lancaster,  California. 

Directing  a  nursery  school  program  for 

3-and  4-year-olds  provided  a  very  stimulat- 
ing but  hectic  summer  for  Barbara  Sickles 

Bernstein.  She  and  Tom  enjoy  working  on 

their  home  and  as  Sickles  wrote,  "there  is 
a   lot   to  do   in   a    55-year-old  house!" 

This  has  been  a  "nautical"  summer  for 
Claire  Rubenstein  Sachnofj  and  family, 
being  the  proud  owners  of  the  R.  Clyde  I. 
They  cruised  up  and  down  the  Allegheny 
River  and  even  camped  out  twice  with  the 
children.  The  Sachnoffs  also  spent  three 

weeks  in  Acapulco  last  winter  and  are  look- 
ing forward  to  a  return  visit  this  year. 

Claire  enjoys  coming  back  to  Chatham 
every  Saturday  while  her  two  girls  take 
dancing  and  piano  lessons  on  campus. 

Wendy,  her  oldest,  also  attended  the  Chat- 
ham  Day  Camp. 

Marilyn  Steinman  Roth  is  enjoying  her 

work  as  the  librarian  at  St.  Margaret's 
Memorial  Hospital.  Her  trips  this  year  in- 

cluded one  to  Conneaut  with  the  children 
and  visits  with  Elite  Feibush  Kimelman 
and  Betty  Jo  Bergad  Greenberger  in  New 
York. 

No  news  but  greetings  from  classmates 
at  the  reunion  come  from  Pat  Martin 
Kennedy,  Betty  Ann  Maruca  Wolke,  Betty 

Lou  McCoy  Yermack  and  Phyllis  Prinzo 
McShea. 

Claire  Sachnofj  and  I  have  done  shows 
together  before  but  we  both  agreed  that 
writing  the  revue  for  the  Chatham  reunion 
was  the  most  fun.  We  renewed  old  friend- 

ships at  rehearsals  and  couldn't  have  had 
a  more  appreciative  audience — which  even 
included  a  kiss  from  Dr.  Eddy!  Many 
thanks  to  Mrs.  Swisshelm  for  being  her 
usual  charming  and  cooperative  self.  As 

for  me,  I'm  just  as  busy  as  ever  with  com- munity activities,  my  only  problem  being 

that  I  can't  seem  to  say  "no"  to  volunteer 
work.  We  spent  the  Christmas  holidays 
in  Marco  Island,  Florida,  and  the  summer 
around  our  pool  in  the  backyard,  usually 
being  splashed  by  children  of  every  size 
and  shape!  Susan  and  Louis,  who  are  in 
competitive  swimming,  keep  us  busy  driv- 

ing to  practice  and  meets. 
Thank  you  for  all  of  your  interesting 

letters  and  dollars  for  our  sagging  treasury. 

YOU  CAN'T  TAKE  IT  WITH  YOU. 
GIVE  TO  THE  CENTENNIAL 

FUND. 

60 
Susan  Decker 

220  East  87th  Street 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Kay  McLaughlin  Elder 
(Mrs.  J.  H.) 

527  Coal  Valley  Road 
R.D.  #2,  Clairton,  Pa.  15025 

MARRIAGES 

Brenda  Hogue  to  Charles  H.  Ganiear,  May 
10,  1969 

Sally  Miller  Genelli  to  Franklin  Brown 
Gail  Peters  to  Dr.  Frederick  L.  Fox,  Octo- ber 19,  1969 

Claire  Tober  to  Thomas  E.   Sullivan,  May 
10,  1969 

Ann  Weiner  to  Barry  Mates,  June  6,  1969 

BIRTHS 

Ellen   Clark   Bode,  a  son,  Raymond  Clark, 
September  25,  1968 

Tela  Cohn  Zasloff,  a  daughter,  Ann,  De- cember  1969 

Barbara  Hesse  Tabachnick,  a  son,  Michael 
Scott,  April  27,   1969 

Ruth  Pincus  Gujarati,   a   daughter,   Diane, 

July  6,  1969 Marcia    Rubinoff    Rosenthal,    a    daughter, 
Lecia,  July  19,  1969 

Carole    Smith    Petro,    a    daughter,     Alexa 
Mary,  July    19,    1969 

Ellen  Snodgrass  Owens,  a  son,  Reed  Stal- ford,  February  7,  1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Arlene  Campbell  Timmons   (Mrs.  Calvin), 
103    Twin    Oaks    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15237 

Ellen    Clark   Bode    (Mrs.   Fred   A.),   8402 
Zell  Lane,  Richmond,  Va.  23229 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore   (Mrs.  Louis  H., 
Jr.),  2230  Lincoln  Park  West,  Chicago, 
11.  60614 

Sandra  DeBroff   Roth    (Mrs.    Ronald   M.) ,< 
3950   Sampson  Road,  Youngstown,  Oh. 44505 

Elizabeth  Goodridge  Westgard  (Mrs.  James 
B.),   203   Van   Buren   Boulevard,  Terre 
Haute,  In.  47803 



Lucy    Gray    Cilligan    (Mrs.    Raymond   J.), 
27171   Green  Lane,  Apt.   529-W,  Wau- 

kesha, Wi.  53186 
Brenda    Hinkson    Brownlee    (Mrs.    George 

L.),    1700    Usher    Place,    Crofton,    Md. 
21113 

Brenda  Hogue  Ganier  (Mrs.  Charles  H.), 
Spraggs    Star    Route,    Waynesburg,    Pa. 
15370 

Carole    Koepke    Broun    (Mrs.    Keith    A.), 
709   Highland   Avenue,   Bethlehem,   Pa. 
18018 

Judith    Levine    Weintraub     (Mrs.    Herbert 
D.),  9609  Avers  Avenue,  Evanston,  II. 
60203 

Marjorie  Marcus  Krinzman    (Mrs.   Edward 
A. ) ,  80  Eldorado  Parkway,  Plantation,  Fl. 
33314 

Amy  Markus  Kellman    (Mrs.  Simon),  211 
Castlegate  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Sally  Miller  Brown    (Mrs.  Franklin),  P.O. 
Box  119-T,  Lahaina  Maui,  Hawaii  96761 

Joan  B.  Munroe.  5505  Scarlet  Drive,  Apt. 
B,  Indianapolis,  In.  46224 

Bette  Nadel  Balk   (Mrs.  Phillip),  116  Oak 
Park  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15243 

Gail  Peters  Fox  (Mrs.  Frederick  L.),  6147 
Leesburg  Pike,  Falls  Church,  Va.  22041 

Audrey    Rosen    Sandson     (Mrs.     Gerald), 
1234   Beechwood    Boulevard,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15206 

Dorothy    Schall   Schweiger    (Mrs.    James), 
14  Keys  Drive,  Peabody,  Ma.  01960 

Joan  Shultz  Shivley    (Mrs.  John),    10354 
Owensmouth    Avenue,    Chatsworth,    Ca. 
91311 

Barbara  Stone  Hollander    (Mrs.   Thomas), 
272    Vee    Lynn    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15228 

Sally  Sicartz  Baldus   (Mrs.  David  C. ) ,   126 
Grant     Avenue     Court,     Iowa    City,     la. 
52240 

Claire  Tober  Sullivan    ( Mrs.   Thomas  E. ) , 
219    East   Willow    Grove    Avenue,    Apt. 
1-A,  Philadelphia,  Pa.   19118 

Anne  Turner  Arnold   (Mrs.  Paul  H.),   64 
Kaye  Vue  Drive,  Hamden,  Ct.  06514 

Anne     Weiner    Mates     (Mrs.    Barry),    40 
South  Highland  Avenue,  Ossining,  NY. 
10562 

Coral  Weigent  Burke  (Mrs.  Paul  E.),  5529 
Marlin  Street,  Rockville,  Md.  20853 

Elaine  Zavos  Zweig  (Mrs.  Neal  F.),  5436 
Aylesboro  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Susan  reporting: 

MAK  (Mary-Anne  Koenig)  Pomputius 

says,  "Life  could  be  quiet  and  easy,  but  I 
like  it  hectic  and  chaotic  per  usual!"  Bill 
took  his  clinical  and  anatomical  specialty 
boards  in  the  spring,  and  is  working  with 
an  ex-Harvard  professor  and  pathologist  at 
Latrobe  and  H.  C.  Frick  Hospitals.  Ten- 
year-old  Billy  is  adding  German  to  his 
Ftench  at  the  laboratory  school  of  Carlow 
College,  and  Mary-Alice  has  completed 
her  first  year  of  piano  at  the  ripe  old  age 
of  31/2- 

Brenda  Hogue  has  kept  Chatham  in  the 
family  by  marrying  Charles  H.  Ganiear, 
nephew  of  Martha  Ganiear  Garretson,  class 
of  1925.  The  Ganiears  spent  their  first 
two  weeks  cruising  in  the  Caribbean  and 
have  settled  in  Waynesburg. 
We  are  all  grateful  to  Bobbie  Hesse 

Tabachnick  and  Ellen  Clark  Bode  for  help- 
ing to  balance  the  female  population  with 

the  birth  this  year  of  sons.  This  makes 

Bobbie's  third.  The  Tabachnicks  vacationed 
in  Nassau  this  spting.  The  Bodes  moved 
to    Richmond    where    Ellen    sang    the    part 

of  Mrs.  Darling  in  a  six-week  run  of  Peter 
Pan    (flying  and  all!). 

Judy  and  Herb  Weintraub  and  their 
three  little  ones  moved  to  Evanston,  Illi- 

nois, this  summer.  Herb  is  associate  di- 
rector  of  the  department  of  anesthesiology 
at  Michael  Reese  Hospital  in  Chicago. 
Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  sounds  as  if 
she  is  going  to  have  a  busy  fall.  Following 
August  in  Maine,  Matgaret  continues  her 
duties  as  a  Chatham  Alumnae  Trustee  and, 
in  addition,  is  scouting  for  the  admissions 
office  in  a  new  program  in  the  Chicago 
area  with  Mary  Loughran  Fell.  Being  grade 

chairman  at  Christopher's  school  and  nur- 
sery school  board  member  at  Elizabeth's 

school — on  top  of  moving — should  keep 
her  going. 

Faith  Magdoritz  Willis  is  now  a  full- 
time  assistant  professor  at  Agnes  Scott  Col- 

lege in  Atlanta.  Tom  is  in  his  second  yeat 
of  a  surgery  residence  at  the  Emory  Uni- 

versity Hospitals.  The  Willises  (Tommy 
is  now  one;  Sarah,  two )  found  time  for 
a  wonderful  vacation  in  Trinidad  and 
Tobago   this  summer. 

Lucy  and  Ray  Gilligan  bought  an  eighty- 
year-old  farmhouse  (completely  re-done) 
thirty  minutes  from  Milwaukee  and  find 
the  clear  air,  woods  and  horses  a  marvel- 

ous place  for  their  three  girls.  Lucy  is 
president  of  the  PTA,  on  the  board  of 
the  nursery  school,  and  director  of  the 
yearly  fashion  show  for  the  symphony.  On 
a  ttip  to  Pittsburgh,  Lucy  saw  the  Hol- 

landers and  Marilyn  Grady  Candler  and 
family. 

Anne  Glass  is  up  to  her  neck  in  the  ef- 
fort to  advocate  and  support  communiry 

ownership  of  communiry  mental  health 
services  in  Philadelphia.  She  was  to  be  in 
Boston  in  early  November  to  present  a 

paper.  Anne  is  finding  pre-sixteenth  cen- 
tury music  a  welcome  and  uniquely  sane 

event  in  her  life  at  this  point. 
Ralph  and  Barbara  Eckel  Goettler  sailed 

to  the  West  Indies  this  winter  on  the 
Nieuw  Amsterdam,  terurning  to  work 

with  the  Children's  Hospital  Auxiliary  and 
the  Republican  Parry.  Barbara  is  joined 
by  Bobbie  Friedman  London.  Barbara  Kurtz 
Brody,  Arleen  Boyda  Porter  and  Nancy 
Cohen  Stein  in  saying  hello  to  all. 

Sandy  DeBroff  Roth  is  happily  settled 
in  a  new  house  in  Youngstown  where 
Ronnie  is  practicing  obstetrics  and  gyne- 

cology. In  addition  to  furnishing  the  house, 
Sandy  is  marking  English  papers  at  the 
high  school  and  is  happy  to  have  Ruth 
Cooper  Klodell  and  Barbara  Stein  Heimann 
as  neighbors.  Sandy  also  met  Athansia 
Metro  Tsoukas  who  is  now  living  in  New 
Jersey,  married  to  a  physician,  mother  of 
a  little  girl  and  teaching. 

Carole  (Koepke)  and  Keith  Brown  al- 
ways seem  to  be  into  something  interest- 
ing. This  year  they  both  went  through 

sensitivity  training  with  five  friends,  and 
Carole  is  now  re-learning  to  read  with  a 
system  called  ITA,  as  their  eldest  hits  first 
grade.  The  Browns  are  moving  to  Bethle- 

hem where  Keith  will  be  responsible  for 
a  seminary  for  the  laity,  family  life  re- 

treats and  studies,  college  youth  and  adult 
education  for  the  First  Presbyterian  Church. 
Carole  reports  that  the  Youth  Ministry  of 
the  North  Hills  has  become  a  permanent 
arm  of  the  Ministerial  Association  and 
they  are  delighted. 

Berenice  McGreiv  Fitzgerald's  twins  are 
now  three  ( imagine! ) .  Berenice  reports 
that  Jane  Patterson   called   on   the   way   to 

London  for  a  vacation  following  her  first 
year   as   a   practicing  doctor. 

Ann  Curry  Haux  finds  life  pretty  great: 
George  is  selling  computers,  the  four  girls 
are  smart  and  beautiful  (of  course)  and 
she  is  (at  last)  back  in  the  old  ait  bag — 
and  for  money.  Ann  is  doing  commission 
work  in  pen  and  ink  but  mostly  in  wood 
sculptute.  They  had  a  lovely  seaside  vaca- 

tion and  eliminated  the  old  shovel  prob- 
lem by  trading  the  horse  for  a  sports  car. 

Amy  Markus  Kellman  and  Sy  moved  to 
Pittsburgh.  Amy  is  taking  her  column 
for  Grade  Teacher  with  her. 
Nancy  Levendorf  Recht.  who  spent  a 

"tather  hectic"  summer  being  "parents"  to 
three  teenagers,  sends  regards  to  all — as 

does  Sue  Gordon.  Sue  came  out  of  "re- 
tirement" this  year  to  take  a  job  with  a 

textile  importing  firm,  the  benefits  of 
which  were  several  trips  to  Europe  ( al- ready) . 

Ed  and  Claire  Judd  Schweringer  are 
looking  forward  to  a  trip  to  Boca  Raton, 
Florida,  in  November  and  to  our  reunion 
in  June. 

"No  monumental  news  this  year,  only 

the  discovery  that  I've  been  around  for  a 
while,"  writes  Jinny  Long  Springen,  whose 
"clothes-washer  is  having  old  age  symp- 

toms," whose  oldest  daughter  doubts  her 
wisdom,  and  not  all  her  college  skirts 

button  easily.    Jinny,  you're  not  alone.  .  .  . 
Lee  and  Roger  Davidson  are  leisurely 

exploring  England  this  fall.  Roger  had 
been  on  a  round-the-world  buying  trip  and 
Lee  met  him  in  London.  This  spring  Judy 
and  Phil  Laugh/in  and  two  daughters,  Beth 

and  Ann,  visited  the  Davidson's  in  Bermuda 
and  had   a   fine  time,  from  all   reports. 

Joe  and  Tela  Cohn  Zaslofj  have  a  lovely 
little  gitl,  Ann,  born  in  December.  I 
can  vouch  that  she  might  be  the  prettiest 
little  thing  around  since  I  was  lucky  enough 
to  visit  with  them  several  times.  Joe 

worked  for  the  Rand  Corporation  in  Wash- 
ington again  this  summer,  and  Tela — with 

full  secutity  clearance  and  all — helped  Joe 
with  his  work  on  the  Viet  Cong. 

Andrea  Lopen  Jolles  is  working  for  the 
Interracial  Council  for  Business  Opportun- 

ity and  just  returned  from  a  business  trip 
to  Chicago.  Andrea  and  Ira  enjoyed  sev- 

eral exotic  trips  this  year.  I  am  still  going 

strong  with  my  civil  rights  activities,  con- 
centrating this  season  on  the  problems  of 

Charles  Evers  and  his  colleagues  in  Mis- sissippi. 

Kay    reporting: 

Seems  that  the  two  big  catagories  for 

most  replies  this  year  are  "travel"  and 
"job  changes." 

In  May,  Joan  Shultz  Shively  flew  to 
Pennsylvania  with  her  two  children  to 
spend  a  week  with  parents  before  she 
and  Jon  went  to  Europe  for  three  weeks. 
Joan  attended  a  symposium  of  the  United 
Nations  International  Atomic  Energy 
Agency  in  Vienna.  Since  their  return  to 

California,  they've  made  the  most  of  that 
state's  many  attractions.  Joanie  wishes  us 
"Love,  Peace  and  all  those  groovy  things." 

Traveling  around  the  midwest  with  and 
without  their  two  children  is  a  pastime  of 
Todd  and  Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy.  They 

should  get  together  with  Lanie  Souza  Mat- 
thews, who  must  be  an  agent  for  the 

Arkansas  Tourist  Bureau.  She  has  camped 
and/or  fished  nearly  every  creek  and  river 
in  the  state  with  Bill  and  daughter  Leslie 

this  past  year.    Says  the  Ozarks  are  beauti- 
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ful.  Lanie  is  teaching  fourth  grade  since 
Leslie   began   school   last   September. 

Jane  Sanford  threatens  resorting  to  fic- 
tion to  liven  up  her  card  which  this  year 

could  only  report  a  visit  to  the  Virgin  Is- 
lands (highly  recommended)  and  Puerto 

Rico    (somewhat  disappointing). 
Bette  Nadel  Balk  and  Phil  traveled  to 

Israel  and  Greece   this  past  year. 
A  late  note  from  Anita  Gessler  Hecht 

was  written  enthusiastically  just  after  her 

return  from  South  America.  She'd  visited 
Ecuador,  Peru  and  Brazil,  where  she  saw 
her  grandparents  in  Rio. 

Jane  Patterson  was  off  for  a  five-week 

vacation-cum-conference  in  England.  She's 
been  on  the  staff  at  Kaiser  Hospital  for  the 
past  year,  and  finds  it  an  ideal  combination 
of  group  practice  and  teaching  in  the  resi- 
denr  program.  But  some  nights  in  Deliv- 

ery, she  wonders  if  ANYBODY  is  taking 
The  PILL! 

After  her  vacation  this  year  (she  fi- 
nally saw  the  Pacific  Ocean ) ,  Joan  Munroe 

moved  to  the  Pathology  Department  at 
Wisconsin  to  learn  electron  microscopy  and 
to  begin  a  project  which  will  continue  in 
Indianapolis.  Many  of  us  have  seen  the 
Pacific,  Joan,  but  those  microbes  .... 

After  Paul  Arnold  completed  his  gradu- 
ate work  in  December,  he  accepted  a 

job  as  trust  officer  for  a  New  Haven  bank. 
He  and  Anne  (Turner)  bought  a  Travel- 
master  trailer  and  have  camped  in  seven 
states.  In  August,  they  took  along  a  twelve- 
year-old  underprivileged  boy  from  Pitts- 

burgh. Their  son  David  has  brought  a 

new  dimension  to  the  "terrible  two" — 
thanks  to  him  they're  on  a  first  name  basis 
with  Emergency  personnel  at  Yale  New 
Haven  Hospital.  From  India  ink  drawings 
and  wood  engravings  she  has  done  of  the 
Chatham  campus,  Anne  has  created  very 
attractive  note  paper.  A  plastic-wrapped 

package  containing  10  prints  (6J4"  x 
iVl")  and  10  envelopes  sells  for  SI. 25, 
and  can  be  ordered  directly  from  Anne. 

The  Schueigers  (Dottie  Schall)  have  also 
gone  north.  Jim  was  made  a  junior  part- 

ner in  the  CPA  firm  of  Main,  Lafrentz 
and  Company  and  has  moved  to  their  Bos- 

ton office. 

Sampling  the  sometimes  questionable 
joys  of  home  ownership  for  the  first  time, 
Audrey  Rosen  Sandson  and  Gerald  are  back 
in  Pittsburgh  after  two  years  with  the  Na- 

tional Institute  of  Mental  Health  in  Wash- 
ington. 

Though  still  in  Washington,  Gayle 
Thomas  Harris  spends  a  lot  of  time  with 
her  two-year-old  in  the  world  of  Winnie- 

the  Pooh  et  al.  She's  still  at  the  same  job, 
except  that  it  included  a  five-week  detail 
at  the  White  House  this  spring.  Impression 
of  the  crew  there  is  completely  Democratic. 

Yseult  "Easy"  Snepvangers  has  aban- 
doned her  job  in  publishing  in  favor  of 

graduate  credits  in  education.  She  hopes  to 
teach  kindergarten,  and  is  happy  to  be  go- 

ing back  to  school. 

One  classmate  into  teaching — one  out. 
Anne  McChesney  Smith  Wright  is  enjoying 
her  newly  freed  time  and  looking  forward 
to  a  mid-March  departure  for  Germany, 
since  Gene  has  received  a  Humboldt  grant 
from  the  German  government. 

Claire  Tober  Sullivan  received  her  mas- 

ter's in  social  work  from  the  University  of 
Pennsylvania  and  was  married  in  the  Ger- 
mantown  Unitarian  Church  in  May.  Her 
husband  is  a  psychiatric  social  worker  with 
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".  .  .  IT  IS  MORE  DEDUCTIBLE 

TO  GIVE  THAN  TO  RECEIVE." 

the  Veterans'  Administration  in  Philadel- 

phia. 

After  her  wedding  in  October  and  a  va- 
cation in  St.  Croix  in  April,  Gail  Peters 

Fox  is  back  to  teaching  third  grade  in  Fair- 
fax County,  Virginia  at  a  school  which  is 

trying  programs  for  individualized  teaching 
and  other  innovations. 

Anne  Weiner  Mates  and  her  new  hus- 
band are  both  busy  with  their  jobs,  he  as 

a  salesman  and  Anne  as  an  employment 
counselor. 

You've  heard  the  psychology  which  has 
a  dieter  attach  a  photo  of  a  shapely  person 
to  the  refrigerator  door?  Your  reporter 
is  considering  clipping  some  of  your  cards 
to  her  engagement  calendar!  Like  Charlotte 
Todd  DeLuca,  Glenda  Rich  DeBroff,  and 
Debby  Rothman  Phillips: 

With  children  aged  8,  6,  4,  and  2, 
Charlotte  teaches  full  time  in  Aliquippa,  is 

almost  half  way  to  her  master's  in  educa- tion, and  is  active  in  the  local  AAUW. 
Her  husband  Matt  is  a  cost  analyst  for 
Jones  and  Laughlin. 

Glenda  has  received  a  scholarship  at 

Pitt's  Graduate  School  for  Library  and  In- 
formation Sciences  and  should  get  her  mas- 

ter's in  June.  She's  a  "story  lady"  and 
elected  secretary  for  the  board  at  the  Irene 
Kaufmann  Center  and  Fall  Flower  Show 

chairman.  The  DeBroffs  had  a  "fantastic" 
three-week  trip  to  Switzerland,  Austria  and Italy. 

Debby  enjoys  life  with  an  energetic 
three-year-old  in  Princeton.  She  is  opening 
a  Center  for  Behavior  Therapy  with  a 
psychiatrist.  Along  with  an  exciting  private 
practice,  Debby  does  training  and  super- 

vision of  psychologists  and  psychiatrists  at 

the  School  of  Psychiatry  at  Temple  Univer- sity. 

Before  daughter  Lecia's  arrival,  Marcia Rubinoff  Rosenthal  did  some  free  lance 
public  relations  work — including  a  Bridal 
Fair  for  KQV  Radio,  Pittsburgh. 

In  addition  to  news  of  Alexa  Mary's birth,  Carole  Smith  Petro  writes  that  a 
friend  of  hers  saw  Ann  Curry  Haux  with 
her  paintings  at  an  art  show  in  Skaneateles 
and  found  them  the  best  in  the  show. 

Carole  has  run  into  Jean  Mullen  O'Neill, 
whom  you  remember  from  our  freshman 

year. 

Our  sympathy  to  Ellen  Snodgrass  Owens, 

whose  father  passed  away  in  April.  It's been  a  sttange  year  of  the  giving  of  life 

and  the  passing  of  life  for  "Jeep,"  whose son  Reed  was  born  in  February. 

Dibbie  Spurr  Holloway's  card  was 
unique.  She  finds  encountering  armored 
cars,  personnel  carriers  and  tanks  on  a  walk 
to  the  Post  Office  quite  awesome.  Despite 

the  ugly  situation  in  York,  Dibbie's  life continues  much  as  usual. 

Quick  greetings  from :  Ruth  Pincus  Guja- 
rati  with  announcement  of  the  birth  of  her 

daughter;  Laddie  Lochner  Kruiten  with 
fond  memories  of  a  vacation  on  the  north- 

east coast;  Donna  Vignevic  Painter  with 
plans  to  return  to  teaching  in  a  private 
nursery  school;  Barbara  Stone  Hollander 
with  a  new  address  and  a  position  on  the 
board  of  the  League  of  Women  Voters  of 
Mt.  Lebanon;  your  reporter  with  a  fervent 
plea  for  more  replies  next  year! 
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Barbara  Freidell  Mitchell . 

(Mrs.  James  G.)i 

5812  Howe  Streei 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Laura  Campbell  Millet 
(Mrs.  Allan  L.) 

235  East  22nd  Street,  Apt.   14-EJ 
New  York,  NY.   1001C 

Lila  Latham  McGrouthei 
(Mrs.  Robert  M.,  Jr.) 

3300  Clay  Streei! 
San  Francisco,  Calif.  94115 

Terri  Abrams  Ziont;| 

(Mrs.  Stanley)' 116  Ranch  Trai.| 

Williamsville,  NY.    14221, BIRTHS 

Maxine  Basson   Vasquez,  a  daughter,  Florl 
ence  Ada,  December   19,   1968. 

Susan  Berg  Veit,  a  son,  Jeffrey  Adam,  Feb! 
ruary   20,   1969. 

Carol  Black  Radack,  a  son,  Jeffrey  Michael' 
January  2,  1969. 

Barbara    Bunker   Faughnan,    a    daughteri 
Kelly  Jean,  March   12,   1969. 

Dottie  Christman  Lilja,  a  son,  Brad,  Augus 

13,   1969. 
Nancy  Dax  Biamonte,  a  son,  Justin,  Marc! 

18,  1969. 
Lisa  Elers  McCraren,   a   daughter,   Kathryt 

Elizabeth,  March  27,  1969. 
Judy    Halko    Spohn,    a   daughter,   Jennife! 

Louise,  November  24,  1969. 
Judy  Hallock  Silver,  a  son,  David  Waltetj 

adopted,   August    16,   1969. 

Rhoda    Kramer    Yanus,    a    daughter,    Am1' 
Michelle,   March   25,    1969. 

Connie  Merlino  Tamburo,  a  son,  Theodoni 
Vincent,  June  6,  1968. 

Sally  McGuigan  Dauer,  a  son,  James  Fran 
cis,  October  15,  1968. 

Heather  Muir  Meacham,  a  daughter,  Lauri'j 
Ann,  January  21,  1969. 

Amy  Parker  Doty,  a  son,  Mark  David,  Au! 
gust  20,  1969. 

Gail   Payne   Bryan,    a    son,    David    Harold 
August  17,  1968. 

Joan    Schafer    Tatum,    a    daughter,    Sara! 
Moorhouse,  April  27,  1969. 

Judy  Schenk  Eley,  a  daughter,  Karen  Let 
born   May    21,    1969.    adopted    July    3 
1969. 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride,  a  son,  Seth  Rich 

ard,  July  16,  1968. 
Patti  Sinn   Bloomgarden,   a  son,  Neil  Ai 

nold,   adopted    1967. 
Sue  Sohnlein  Harsh,  a  son,  Steven  Jeffrej 

March  4,  1969. 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar,  a  son,  Shawn  Wesi 
lake,  October  30,  1968. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Susan  Baird  Blake   (Mrs.  David  H.),  22 
Guyasuta  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Maxine  Basson  Vasquez  (Mrs.  Richard  A.)| 
28    California    Road,    Tewksbury,    Mil 01876 

Nanci    Bennett   Thieme     (Mrs.    Alfred; 
6341   Carolyn   Drive,  Falls  Church,  V; 
22044 

Susan   Berg    Veit    (Mrs.    C.   Henry),    91 
Hillcroft    Circle,    Oakland,    Calif orni 

94610 
Joan    Biordi,    415    Susanna    Court,    Pitt: 

burgh,  Pa.  15207 
Carol    Black    Radack     (Mrs.    David    H.) 

11921     Harmony    Lane,    Potomac,    M< 
20854 



Faith    Buchner,    2140    Mt.    Vernon    Street, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19130 

Barbara    Bunker    Faughnan    (Mrs.    Brian), 
69  Valley  Road,  Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

Helen   Davis    Rosenblum    ( Mrs.   Ray    H. ) , 
524  Second  Street,  Marietta,  Oh.  45750 

Barbara    De    Angelis    Helmstadter     (Mrs. 
Dan),    32    East    Avenue,    Norwalk,    Ct. 
06851 

Harriet  Dietz.    505   West   University   Park- 
way, Baltimore,  Md.  21210 

Frances   Dunlap  Marciano    (Mrs.   Anthony 
S.),    8    Cedar    Road,    Rochester,    N.Y. 
14616 

Liza  Elers  McCaren   (Mrs.  Joseph  P.,  Jr.), 
Route  1,  Tishomingo,  Ok.  73460 

Molly   Fletcher    Abt    (Mrs.    Paul    B.),    21 
Deerfield    Avenue,   Eastchester,    N.Y. 
10707 

Renee    Georgian    Boulis    (Mrs.    Matthew 
N.),  2  Chapel  Court,  Cinnaminson,  N.J. 
08077 

Ruth    Goldberg    Checker     (Mrs.    Arnold), 
8812   Stonehaven   Court,    Potomac,   Md. 
20854 

Harriet    Gray,    1720    N.W.    5th    Street, 
Miami,  Fl.  33125 

Judith    Halko    Sphon     (Mrs.    Richard    J.), 
Old    Danville    Road,    Harrodsburg,    Ky. 
40330 

Jane  Hardimon  Libbing    (Mrs.  Fred),  979 
Penniman  Street,  Plymouth,  Mi.  48170 

Juliana  Helgesen  Keiluhn  (Mrs.  John  H.), 
640    Warren    Avenue,    East    Providence, 
R.I.  02914 

Marva    Jo    Hard    Harris     (Mrs.    Eugene), 
206  Roosevelt  Street,  Gary,  In.  46404 

Katherine  Kipp  McKelvey   ( Mrs.  Donald ) , 
370  Elm  Street,  Indiana,  Pa.    15701 

Karen    Leyonmark    Geary,     (Mrs.    James), 
1183   Nelson   Drive,   Harrisburg,  Va. 
22801 

Judy  Malmquist  Banz    (Mrs.  Richard  D.), 
Liguesterstrasse   21,   8057,   Zurich,   Swit- 
zerland 

Susan  McMullen  MacDonald    (Mrs.   Stuart 
G.),  Weston,  Vt.  05161 

Jo   Mitchell  Soltman    (Mrs.    Herbert   S. ), 
138    Woodland    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15228 

Barbara  Rogers  Agosin   (Mrs.  M.  R.),  788 
Columbus    Avenue,    New    York,    N.Y. 
10025 

Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman   (Mrs.  R.  Mar- 
shall), 5619  Alta  Vista  Road,  Bethesda, 

Md.  20034 
Joan  Schafer  Tatum   (Mrs.  Samuel  A.),  62 

Owens  Road,  Newport  News,  Va.  23602 
Judith  Schenk  Eley  (Mrs.  John  W.),  1414 

Fairview    Avenue,   Spruce    #4,    Bowling 
Green,  Ky.  42101 

Ellen    Schreiber    McBride     (Mrs.     Richard 
L.),   3   Carroll   Place,   Weehawken,   N.J. 
07087 

Gretchen   Wright  Gantzer  (Mrs.  John  J.), 
310  Diamond  Hill  Street,  Warwick,  R.I. 
02886 

Alice  Yankura,  4000  East  17th  Street,  Box 
428,  Wichita,  Ks.  67208 

Ginger  reporting: 

Linda  Clinton  Eaton's  three  little  girls 
are  thriving  in  the  country  air.  Periodic 
visits  from  Vicki  Hartung  provide  gentle 
relief  from  the  usual  routine. 

Keeping  busy  with  new  homes  and  new 
babies  are  Maxine  Basson  Vasquez,  Susan 
Berg  Veit,  Carol  Black  Radack  and  Joan 
Schafer  Tatum. 

Susan  Baird  Blake  and  family  have 
moved  to  Pittsburgh  where  David  is  on  the 

faculty  of  the  Graduate  School  of  Business 
at  Pitt. 

Nanci  Bennett  Thieme  hoped  to  get  back 
to  South  America  for  several  weeks  when 
Al  was  there  on  business  in  the  fall.  Nanci 

keeps  busy  with  her  activities  in  the  Demo- 
cratic Party  and  League  of  Women  Voters 

when  Al  is  away  on  these  long  trips. 
With  the  children  in  school  and  her 

husband  entering  law  school  at  night,  Sally 

Clarke  Veil  hopes  to  put  her  new-found 
time  to  good  use  on  the  many  projects  she 
has  been  wanting  to  do  all  these  years. 
Fred  was  recently  promoted  to  manager  of 
industrial  relations  at  the  Sinclair-Koppers 
Kobuta  plant.  Sally  has  seen  Betsy  Whit- 
taker  several  times.  She  is  in  social  work  at 

Pittsburgh's  Presbyterian-University  Hos- 

pital. With  time  out  for  freezing,  canning  and 
gardening,  Wendy  Barton  Christner  has 
gone  back  to  working  part  time.  The 

Christner's  all  took  a  camping  trip  this 
summer  and  now  Wendy  is  looking  for- 

ward to  the  short  vacation  she  and  Dick 

are  taking   alone. 
Faith  Buchner  is  enjoying  her  new  apart- 

ment near  Philadelphia's  Art  Museum.  She 
sees  Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  and  Ethel  Woel- 
fel  Fiderer  frequently,  having  recently  spent 

a  weekend  with  them  at  Faith's  parents' 
farm. 

Barbara  Bunker  Faughnan  sees  Debbie 

Phillips,  '60,  often  since  their  husbands 
work  in  the  same  group  at  the  RCA  labs. 

With  a  new  baby  in  the  house,  Dottie 
Christman  Lilja  has  cuttailed  her  activities 
to  just  taking  care  of  children  and  her 
League  of  Women  Voters  activities. 

I  had  a  long,  long  letter  from  Carol  Jo 
Bullen  telling  me  all  about  life  in  Japan 

and  her  work  with  "Up  With  People." 
In  the  past  year  Carol  Jo  has  had  the  op- 

portunity to  travel  to  the  Philippines,  Hong 
Kong,  Taiwan  and  Korea.  She  was  back  in 
the  United  States  in  June  to  attend  her  sis- 

ter's wedding  and  attend  a  conference.  De- 
spite Japanese  being  a  difficult  language, 

Carol  Jo  is  beginning  to  be  able  to  under- 
stand, speak  and  write  it.  She  hopes  she 

will  see  some  Chathamites  at  "Expo  '70" in  Osaka. 

The  past  year  has  been  a  hectic  and  fast 
one.  I  am  still  working  at  the  Institute  of 
International  Education,  administering  Ford 
Foundation  Fellowships  for  Foreign  stu- 

dents. Allan  and  I  had  a  terrific  ten-day 

rest  this  summer  at  North  Carolina's  Outer 
Banks.  We  heartily  recommend  the  area 
for  anyone  who  just  wants  to  lie  in  the 
sun,  read,  sleep  and  rejuvenate. 

Barbara  De  Angelis  Helmstadter  gets  in- 
to New  York  City  quite  often  and  has  got- 

ten together  with  Judy  Mitchell.  Barbara's 
husband  Dan  has  a  new  position  with  Ran- 

dom House  where  he  is  in  charge  of  col- 
lege sales. 

Barbara  reporting: 

Among  those  members  of  our  class  who 
moved  this  year  are  the  Sphons  (Judy  Hal- 

ko). Dick  was  transferred  and  they  now 
live  in  Kentucky.  Their  third  daughter, 

Jennifer,  was  born  at  just  the  right  mo- 
ment, according  to  Judy.  She  just  missed 

one  hockey  game.  Rene  Georgian  Boulis 
and  her  family  have  moved  to  New  Jersey 
where  Matt  has  gone  into  practice  with 
two  other  pediatricians.  The  Libbings 
(Jane  Hardimon)  have  moved  into  a  new 
house  in  Plymouth.  Actually,  Jane  says  it 
is   an   older  house  with   a  huge  yard  close 

to  the  center  of  town  and  they  are  look- 
ing forward  to  spending  time  fixing  it  up. 

Jane's  husband  Fred  has  been  a  negotiator 
for  the  local  teachers  group,  and  Jane  re- 

ports that  she  has  given  up  her  phone,  liv- 
ing and  dining  rooms  to  be  headquarters. 

In  addition  to  being  answering  service, 

Jane  also  participates  in  a  cooperative  nur- 
sery school  which  she  and  several  of  her 

friends  have  organized.  Joan  Karakitsos 
Vasiliades  has  also  organized  a  cooperative 
play-school  with  her  neighbors  for  her 
daughter,  Eleni,  who  is  2.  William,  now  4, 
is  in  school  full  time.  The  Vasiliades  spent 
two  weeks  this  summer  cruising  the  Carib- 
bean   with   their   two   children. 

Lisa  Elers  McCraren  is  keeping  busy  with 
her  new  daughter  Kathryn.  The  McCrarens 
will  be  in  West  Virginia  next  year  when 
they  attend  government  school  there  and 
Lisa  is  looking  forward  to  seeing  many  old 
friends  in  this  area.  Judy  Hallock  Silver  is 
also  a  new  mother  this  year  when  they 
adopted  David  Walter,  born  August  16th, 
a  brother  to  Kimberly  who  is  now  two. 

Judy's  husband  Dave  has  been  promoted  to 
manager  of  procurement  for  IBM  in  Kings- 

ton. It  is  a  4  5 -minute  trip  from  Pough- 
keepsie  but  they  have  no  plans  to  move  at 
this  time. 

Marcia  Hammond  Deem  was  the  assis- 
tant director  at  a  day  camp  in  Oakmont 

this  summer  and  her  two  oldest  children 
were  able  to  go  to  camp  there  at  the  same 
time.  In  addition,  Marcia  received  a  schol- 

arship from  her  church,  where  she  directs 
the  5th-grade  choir,  to  attend  a  music  work- 

shop in  Jumonville.  Marcia  says  that  she 
came  back  with  a  pair  of  finger  cymbals 
to  keep  her  autoharp  company.  Marcia 

sang  the  role  of  the  mother  in  "Amahl 
and  the  Night  Visitors"  in  a  production which  her  church  put  on  last  Christmas. 

Harriet  Gray  is  in  her  second  year  of 
post-doctoral  work  in  the  physiology  de- 

partment at  the  Univetsity  of  Miami.  She 
says  that  she  is  keeping  very  busy  and 

hopes  to  be  able  to  do  some  college  teach- 
ing in  the  future.  Julie  Helgesen  Keiluhn 

is  returning  to  school  to  work  on  her  mas- 
ter's in  art.  Julie  is  also  teaching  art  at 

three  elementary  schools  in  Providence. 
Their  son  Jon  is  two  now,  getting  big  and 
very  lively.  Katie  Kerrigan  Miller  is  also 
a  student  these  days  and  is  looking  for- 

ward to  graduating  with  her  Master  of 
Education  from  Indiana  in  January.  It 
will  be  a  family  occasion  as  her  mother 
will  be  completing  her  B.A.  at  the  same 
time.  Katie  is  also  still  teaching  biology 
in  the  Rockwood  Area  Schools.  This  sum- 

mer Katie,  Sealy  and  their  daughter  Frannie 
took  a  trip  west  with  her  parents  and  they 
were  able  to  see  the  Golden  Spike  Me- 

morial at  Promontary  Point,  Utah.  The  Mil- 
lers also  visired  Fran  Dunlap  Marciano 

and   her   husband   in   Rochester. 

Vicki  Hartung  is  alive,  well  and  living 
in  Pittsburgh.  Its  hockey  season  again  and 
weekends  usually  find  Vicki  up  on  the  field 
behind  the  gym  playing  hockey  with  the 
Pittsburgh  Field  Hockey  Association.  Vicki 

also  took  up  skiing  this  winter  and  mas- 
tered the  snowplow  and  snowplow  turns 

quite  successfully.  Vicki's  car  tried  it,  too, 
this  spring  when  it  went  down  the  ski 
slope  at  Laurel  Mountain  with  less  satisfy- 

ing results.  (Anyone  need  spare  parts  from 
a  1966  Rambler  station  wagon??)  During 
the  last  days  of  her  vacation,  Vicki  marched 
in  the  Black  Coalition  Demonstrations  in 
Pittsburgh  with  Jim  and  me.    We  were  all 
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lucky  enough  not  to  be  arrested  or  hurt, 
and  it  was  an  eye-opening  experience  into 
the  processes  of  the  preservation  of  law 
and  order  in  Pittsburgh.  My  husband  Jim 
is  finishing  his  doctorate  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  this  fall  and  we  are  looking  for- 

ward to  moving  some  time  in  the  near 
future.  We  are  planning  a  combined  in- 

terviewing and  skiing  trip  west  at  Christ- 
mas time. 

Lila  reporting: 
Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  and  Vince 

have  become  active  in  the  Pittsburgh  Opera 
Guild.  Connie  invites  all  to  visit  the 

"Operatunity  Shop"  in  Oakland  any  Wed- 
nesday— all  proceeds  go  to  the  Pittsburgh 

Opera. 

Karen  heyonmark  Geary's  little  Leslie  is 
enjoying  the  attention  of  the  "older  men," 
the  six-year-olds,  on  the  block  and  her  par- 

ents are  experiencing  the  "pleasures  and 
pains"  of  home  ownership.  A  business  trip 
to  San  Francisco  prompted  Katen  to  write, 

"San  Francisco  was  everything  I  had  ever 
heard  it  to  be  and  more!"  I  can  only 
agree. 

Elaine  Kessler  Rubin  writes  that  Phil  is 
busy  getting  his  new  dental  office  in  Beverly 
Hills  ready.  She  lunches  with  Jeannette 
Mik kelson  Lamar  frequently,  as  she  works 
in  Beverly  Hills.  Elaine  says  she  spends 
most  of  her  day  chasing  fifteen-months-old 

Jill! 
Heather  Muir  Meacharn  reports  that  it 

was  104  degrees  in  Oklahoma  this  summer 
when  John  took  his  orals.  Thankfully,  all 
went  well  and  John  is  now  Dr.  Meacharn! 

Jo  Mitchell  Soltman  is  now  "installed 
in  suburbia,"  but  the  apple  and  cherry  ttees 
have  brought  out  the  "farmerette"  in  her 
and  their  cupboards  are  filled  with  home- 

made jellies  and  apple  sauce.  She  and 

Herb  enjoy  the  "all  too  infrequent  visits" 
of  Terri  Abrams  Zionts  and  her  family 
when  they  visit  Pittsburgh.  Jo  still  cor- 

responds with  classmate  Sue  Vernon  Lein- 
wand,  who  is  now  living  in  Cambtidge, 
Massachusetts  aftet  four  years  in  Puerto 
Rico.  She  looked  forward  to  spending  an 
evening  with  Pat  Sinn  Bloomgarden  in 
New  York  this  fall. 

Arleen  Koegler  spent  a  second,  fasci- 
nating, hot,  and  dusty  season  with  the 

Carnegie  Museum  at  the  Tel  Ashdod 
(Israel)  dig.  She  is  now  back  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Hawaii  completing  her  master's in  education. 

Kathleen  Otto  McDowell  had  just  re- 
turned from  a  fantastic  month-long  camp- 

ing trip  up  into  Canada  and  the  Maritime 
Provinces.  Included  on  the  trip  were  their 
dog,  the  baby,  and  two  inexperienced  adult 

campers.  She  still  maintains  that  "we're 
ready    again,    anytime!" 

In  October  Mary  Loughran  fell  spent 
several  days  at  Chatham  for  a  special  train- 

ing seminar  to  prepare  for  extensive 
alumnae  work  with  prospective  students. 
She  enjoyed  a  relaxing  week  with  Zoe 
Warwick  Sherman  in  Pittsburgh  in  May, 
then  had  a  hilatious  time  when  Vicki  Har- 
tung  spent  a  week  with  the  Fells  in  August. 
She  comments  that  "Vicki  is  still  the  same 
zany  character!"  Mary  is  up  to  her  ears 
with  League  of  Women's  Voters  work  and 
has  been  appointed  to  the  executive  coun- 

cil of  the  Jewish  United  Fund  of  Chicago. 
Julie  Loubris  Hanson  is  still  living  in 

Philadelphia,  but  thinks  that  she  will  be 
rerurning  to  Pittsburgh  after  John   finishes 
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his  dissertation.  She  continues  to  enjoy 
her  child  welfare  work. 

Nothing  much  has  changed  in  the  lives 
of  Dottie  Mar  Vil/ers,  Lynn  Leister  Rojahn, 
Ann  Kleinschmidt  Newlin  and  Rhoda 

Yanus.  They  all,  however,  send  their  re- 

gards. Yours  truly  is  still  teaching  and  loving 
it  more  each  year.  After  my  work  day 
ends  I  play  golf  with  Bob  till  dark,  experi- 

ment with  new  recipes,  and  enjoy  tasting 
new  wines  with  each  meal.  Bob  has  re- 

cently accumulated  a  great  wine  collection. 
I  share  his  enthusiasm  about  wines,  but 
unfortunately  not  his  fine  pallate.  I 
spent  a  great  afternoon  this  summer  with 
Sue  Berg  Viet  at  their  new  home  in  Oak- 

land. She's  become  quite  a  doting  mother. 
A  highlight  of  my  year  was  a  visit  by 
Sally  McGuigan  Dauer.  I  spent  an  entire 
day  giving  her  a  grand  tour  of  the  San 
Francisco  Bay  area.  Our  husbands  joined 
us  later  for  a  great  evening  in  the  city. 
Sally  told  me  that  Judy  Malmquist  Banz 
had  joined  the  ranks  of  mothethood  this 
past  year.  Thanks  for  all  of  your  responses. 
I  hope  to  hear  from  more  of  you  next  yeat! 

Terri  reporting: 

Two  advanced  degrees  indicate  that  our 
classmates  ate  still  furthering  their  educa- 

tion. Penny  Ulman  Schuartz  received  a 
master  of  arts  degree  in  romance  languages 

in  June,  1968  from  Johns  Hopkins  Uni- 
versity, and  Carole  Sprinchorn  Colter  re- 

ceived her  masters'  in  education  in  the 
special  field  of  instructional  media — library 
science  from  the  University  of  Florida  in 
June,  1969-  Penny  and  Michael  are  busily 
decorating  a  new  apartment  but  had  time 
fot  a  reunion  with  Carol  Black  Radack 

and  Dave  after  the  Radack's  two-year  stay 
in  Hawaii.  The  Colters  spent  this  summer 
in  the  Btidget  National  Fotest  in  Wyo- 

ming where  Bill  had  a  job  as  a  civil  engi- 
neer. By  now  they  are  settled  in  California 

where  Bill  has  an  Automotive  Safety 
Foundation  Fellowship  to  study  transpor- 

tation engineeting  at  the  University  of 
California. 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar  and  Ken  an- 
nounced the  arrival  of  Shawn,  making  the 

third  Delmar  under  two  years  old!  That 
kind  of  performance  deserves  recognition! 
Of  course,  having  twins  Shea  and  Shari 
helped  up  their  total!  Nevertheless,  when 
Ken  is  not  teaching  music  at  night  at 
Drexel  or  playing  band  jobs  on  weekends, 
or  being  sales  manager  for  Crystal-X  Corpo- 

ration, the  Delmars  find  time  to  retreat 
en  masse  to  their  200-year-old  farm- 

house in  the  country  where,  for  relaxation, 
they  garden,  care  for  seven  ponies  and 
swim.  Ken  had  a  hand  in  the  moon  land- 

ing, since  he  sold  the  plastic  bags  to 
NASA  which  went  to  the  moon  to  bring 
the  samples  back!  Sara  is  on  the  board 
of  directors  of  the  local  library,  she  sews, 
does  decoupage  for  fun,  and  goes  antiquing 
when  she  can. 

Several  alumnae  of  the  class  of  '62 have  continued  to  work  in  their  chosen 
fields.  Mildred  Steuart  McGough  keeps 

her  secretarial  skills  "practiced"  by  taking 
some  Kelly  Girl  assignments.  Mildred  and 
Cooke  took  time  from  being  new  home- 

owners to  vacation  in  Ottawa  in  early  May. 
To  round  out  her  schedule  of  decorating 
and  gardening,  Mildred  worked  as  a  vol- 

unteer at  St.  Margaret's  Hospital  and 
Kingsley  House.  Judy  Schenk  Eley  retired 
from  her  fascinating  assignments  as  a  Tele 

Sec  "temporary"  (including  one  in  a  mor 

astery)  to  type  husband  John's  dissertatior Midway  through  the  typing  task,  daughte 

Karen  entered  the  Eley's  lives.  John,  Jud 
and  Karen  are  now  in  Bowling  Greei 
Kentucky  where  John  is  assistant  professc 
of  government  at  Western  Kentucky  Un 

versity.  Amy  Parker  Doty  "escapes"  (ht word)  from  her  three  adorable  children  t 
the  lab  one  day  a  week.  She  is  doin 
medical  research  at  the  University  c 
Rochester  Medical  Center.  Dick  and  Am 
are  also  working  with  the  junior  hig 

youth  group  at  their  church — a  rewarding 
but  time-consuming  labor  of  love!  O 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride's  two  days  o 
each  week  from  mothering  and  housewi; 
ing,  she  does  freelance  photo  research  i 
Manhattan.  Dick  McBride  has  a  new  jo 
this  year  as  manager  of  employee  benefit 
with  Waltet  Kidde  Company.  Zoe  Wa\ 
wick  Sherman  filled  an  entire  card  wit 
her  activities.  She  has  continued  with  sul 
stitute  teaching  and  also  teaches  sma 
classes  in  oil  painting  and  seasonal  decc 
rating.  She  is  making  Christmas  decoratior. 
to  sell,  doing  commission  paintings,  and  i 
active  in  hospital  auxiliary  work.  Zoe  r< 
ports  several  reunions  with  classmate: 
Mary  Loughran  Fell  and  daughter  Kary 

spent  "a  virtually  sleepless,  talk-filled  week 
with  Zoe,  Peter  and  three-year-old  Chri: 
Zoe  has  also  seen  Vicki  Hartung  and  Nanc 
Galardi  Taylor.  Zoe  extends  a  welcom 

mat  to  all  at  Sherman's  A-frame  cottage  o 
Deep  Creek  Lake  in  Maryland.  Summe 
weekends  and  some  weeks  are  spent  then 

water-skiing  and   "soaking  up   the  RAIN! 

MONEY  DOESN'T  GROW 

ON  TREES.    GIVE  TO 
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Nancy  Stein  Elman  is  still  teaching  at  th 
University  of  Pittsburgh,  and  Mary  is  noi 
sole  proprietor  of  Elman  Associates  (res 
estate  and  insurance ) .  The  Elmans  hav 
been  to  California  and  Canada  this  summei 

which  Nancy  calls  "traveling  a  little." particulatly  liked  the  way  life  becomes  (w 

hope )  for  all  of  us;  she  says,  "Somehow 
this  seems  to  be  a  'life  goes  on'  stage- 

steady  but  good." Gail  Payne  Bryan  is  having  a  "Drear 
Come  True  Year."  She  and  Craig,  plu 
Craigie,  Laura  and  David,  have  been  builc 
ing  their  dream  house  on  30  acres  of  Ian- 
with  an  acre  lake!  Even  choosing  cabinet: 
tile,  etc.  is  exciting  and  the  project  was  V 
be  finished  by  November.  While  the  hous 
has  been  in  progress,  the  Bryans  have  take: 
trips  to  Daytona  for  the  auto  races  and  t» 
Virginia   Beach  to   visit  friends. 

Having  children  in  school  produce 
mixed  emotions  for  two  classmates.  Su 

Sohnlein  Harsh  says  having  Mike  in  firs 
grade  makes  her  feel  old,  while  Gretche; 
Wright  Gantzer  has  the  opposite  reactioi 
with  Amy  in  first  grade.  Sue  and  Doi 
Harsh  have  continued  to  fill  their  troph 
case  from  rallies.  Gretchen  and  Jack  hav 
moved  from  Syracuse  to  The  Ocean  ( Rhod 
Island )  where  Jack  will  be  the  manage 
of  market  analysis  for  Leasona  Corporation 
The  Gantzers  planned  to  sandwich  a  weel 
of  vacationing  in  Maine  in  the  midst  o 
their  move. 



Alice  Carson  Scott  had  a  short  visit  with 
Sue  Sohnlein  Harsh,  talking  over  old  times 
while  three-year-old  David  Scott  entertained 
three-year-old  Lisa  Harsh. 

Marshall  and  Linda  Ruttenberg  Acker- 
man  are  soaking  up  the  intellectual  and 
cultural  environment  on  the  East  Coast  now 
that  Marshall  has  begun  private  practice 
in  orthopedic  surgery  in  Washington,  D.C. 
Barbara  Rogers  Agosin  is  now  senior  ref- 

erence librarian  at  the  Federal  Reserve 

Bank  of  New  York.  Barbara's  husband, 
Manuel  Agosin,  is  an  economist  with  the 
United  Nations. 

Another  New  Yorker,  Vat  Sinn  Bloom- 
garten,  is  not  only  still  writing,  painting 
and  refurnishing  old  furniture,  but  is  also 
a  vice  president  of  P.T.A.  (Jimmy  is  now 
lYl)  and  does  public  relations  for  the  Na- 

tional Council  of  Jewish  Women.  Barry 
and  Pat  took  a  spring-time  trip  to  Hawaii 
and  hope  to  return  again  soon! 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel  writes  that  their 
neighbors  can  no  longer  call  the  Naftel 

residence  the  "Wightman  Street  Eyesore" 
since  they  have  now  remodeled  and  painted 

their  house.  Jim's  job  keeps  him  away from  home  lately,  but  the  Naftels  got  to 
Puerto  Rico  and  the  Virgin  Islands  last 
summer  and  visited  the  Rojahns  (Lynn 
Leister  Rojahn).  This  year,  Florida  is  their 
vacation   spot. 

Ethel  Woefel  Fiderer  is  now  in  Philadel- 
phia where  Gerald  teaches  at  Temple  Uni- 

versity. Their  "silly"  daughter  Tanya's 
favorite  playmate,  according  to  Ethel,  is 
Faith  Buchner.  The  Fiderers  also  see  Anne 
Glass  and  Karen  Batt. 

After  teaching  in  Bedford,  New  York 
for  the  past  four  years,  Alice  Yankura  de- 

cided to  stop  procrastinating  and  go  back 
to  school.  She  is  at  Wichita  State  Univer- 

sity on  an  EPDA  fellowship.  By  June  1970 

she  should  have  a  master's  degree  in  his- 
tory. Part  of  the  summer  program  was  a 

three-week  tour  of  Europe.  This  was  Alice's second  visit — she  toured  on  her  own  for 
seven  weeks   three  years   ago. 

After  a  two-week  vacation  in  New  Jer- 
sey, I  (Terri  Abrams  Zionts)  was  gratified 

to  come  home  to  a  mailbox  full  of  replies 
from  my  section  of  the  class.  Despite 

Mrs.  Swisshelm's  apology  in  the  Recorder 
last  fall,  I  was  afraid  my  correspondents 
would  think  I  had  forgotten  them!  This 
year,  I  was  pleased  to  be  asked  to  take 
over  the  presidency  of  the  Chatham  Alum- 

nae Group  in  the  Buffalo  area,  yet  another 
way  of  keeping  in  touch  with  Chatham. 
We,  too,  have  a  first-grader  in  our  family. 
David  is  nearly  six,  but  Michael,  4,  and 
Becca,  16  months,  keep  me  busy  enough 

so  that  I  feel  neither  "young"  or  "old" — 
just  pooped!  In  the  past  year,  we  have 
traveled  to  Florida,  New  York  and  Pitts- 

burgh where  we  spent  a  delightful  hour 

touring  the  new  "mansion"  of  Herb  and 
Jo  Mitchell  Soltman.  Stan  and  I  have  be- 

come regulars  at  the  turned-off  Niagara 
Falls,  and  we  are  close  enough  to  Toronto 
to  drive  up  for  the  day.  The  University 
atmosphere  ( Stan  is  associate  professor  at 
the  School  of  Management  at  the  State 
University  of  New  York  at  Buffalo)  is 
stimulating  and  exciting  and  we  are  always 
involved  in  something!  Until  next  year  . . .  ! 
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Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward 

(Mrs.  David  B.) 
Shenandoah  Drive 

Pittsbutgh,  Pa.   15241 

Linda  Wason   Bardonner 
(Mrs.  John  N,  III) 

3874  William  Flinn  Highway 
Allison  Park,  Pa.  15101 

Martha   Richards  Cummings 
(Mrs.  Robert  V.) 

1929  Green  Road,  Apt.  311 
Cleveland,  Oh.  44121 

Nancyann   Greco   Moran 
(Mrs.  Lawrence  A.) 

27  Golden  Hill  Avenue,  Apt.  2-8 
Milford,  Ct.  06460 

MARRIAGES 

Joan  Bailey  to  Charles  M.  Sawyer,  Jr. 
Colette  Duerre  to  Demetrios  S.  Lahanas, 

August  1,   1969 
Merle  Gotthelf  to  David  H.  Fishman,  No- 

vember 6,   1967 
Susan  Offill  to  William  C.  Killgallon, 

March  22,  1969 

Laura  Ellen  Smith  to  Roger  W.  Howard, 
June  14,  1969 

Judy  W 'entworth  to  Fitzhugh  Mullan,  June 
9,  1968 

BIRTHS 

Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther,  a  son,  John  Ed- 
ward, October  5,   1968 

Dorothy  Driscoll  Smock,  a.  daughter,  Linda 
Margaret,  September   10,   1969 

Elizabeth  Fellows  Klemm,  a  son,  Scott 
Charles,  May  12,  1969 

Marian  Friedman  Siegal,  a  son,  Adam  Jay, 
December  10,   1968 

Margie  Frye  Wilcox,  a  daughter,  Carey 
Margaret,  November  19,  1968 

Nancyann  Greco  Moran,  a  son,  Steven 
Lawrence,  May  2,  1969 

Claudia  Grogan  Brenneisen,  a  daughter, 
Carol  Ellen,  December  23,  1968 

Ruth  Ibbotson  Connell,  a  son,  Scott,  Au- 
gust 22,   1969 

Mary  MacConnell  Ferry,  a  daughter,  Eliza- 
beth Claire,  September  12,  1969 

Mary  Ann  McCormick  Tucker,  a  son,  James 
Linden  Tucker  III,  June  19,  1969 

Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner,  a  son,  Immanuel 
Hai,  May  31,  1969 

JoAnn  Rymer  Lightcap,  a  daughter,  Ann 
Crawford,  September  26,  1968 

Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin,  a  son,  Joshua  Mi- 
chael, August  20,  1969 

Barbara  Silverman  Freed,  a  son,  Mark 
Brian,  October   15,   1967 

Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward,  a  daughter,  Mary 
Katharine,   October   19,    1968 

Sarah  J.  TerBush  Drescher,  a  daughter, 
Stacey  Elizabeth,  April  23,  1969 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner,  a  daughter, 
Nicole  Smith,  March  8,   1969 

Elizabeth  Watson  Merchant,  a  daughter, 
Jennifer  Leigh,  December  6,   1969 

Linda  Weinberg  Rosensweig,  a  daughter, 
Jane  Ann,  September   10,   1969 

Grace  Wilson  Sundelin,  a  son,  Andrew 
Wilson,  November  23,  1968 

Joanne  Winer  Miller,  a  son,  Robert  Carl, 
November  28,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Judith  Anderson  Wilden  (Mrs.),  3461 
Beechwood  Boulevard,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Mary  August  Taylor  (Mrs.  Job,  III),  708 
Mosley  Drive,  Williamsburg,  Va.  23185 

Harriet  Bass  Little  (Mrs.  Timothy  F. ),  156 
Greenhouse  Trail,  Henrietta,  N.Y.  14467 

Janet  Boyda,  210  Locust  Street,  Apt.   16-C, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19106 

Bonnie    Coe,    4516    Yuma    Street,    N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.   20016 

Dorothy  Cohn  Porper   (Mrs.  Robert),  300 
Central    Park    Avenue,    Hartsdale,    N.Y. 10530 

Joyce  Cordelia  Chew  (Mrs.  Milton  C,  Jr.), 
25  Forbes  Terrace,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Carol  Dela  Motte,  5610  Chelmsford  Drive, 

Lyndhurst,  Oh.  44124 
Collette  Duerre   Labanas    (Mrs.   Demetrios 

S. ),  22   King  George   II   Street,  Athens 

501,  Greece 
Karen  Elliott,  1938  Bush  Street,  San  Fran- 

cisco, Ca.  94115 
Martha   Fay   Africa    (Mrs.    Bruce    B.),    20 

Carver  Road,  Watertown,  Ma.  02172 
Eleanor  Finger  Stryker    ( Mrs.   James  W. ) , 

105    West    26th     Street,    Holland,    Mi. 49423 

Marian   Friedman   Siegel    (Mrs.    William), 
1548  Washington  Street,  West  Newton, 
Ma.  02165 

Margaret  Frye   Wilcox    (Mrs.  A.  H. ),  305 
Wadsworth     Avenue,     Philadelphia,     Pa. 19119 

Julianne    Givner    Reppenhagen     (Mrs. 
Charles   W.),  Edmonds   Road,   Sherman 
Ct.  06784 

Merle  Gotthelf  Fishman    (Mrs.  David  H), 
1518  Park  Avenue,  Baltimore,  Md.  21217 

Claudia  Grogan  Brenneisen    (Mrs.  William 
C,    Jr.),    801    Main    Street,    Coraopolis, 
Pa.   15108 

Lucille  Hillman,  42  Oakhurst  Circle,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15215 

Virginia    Host    Himmelrich     (Mrs.    Robert 
E.),  607  Chestnut  Street,  Bridgeville,  Pa. 15017 

Janet  Kessling  Boese  ( Mrs.  Klaus ) ,  %  The 
Fidelity  Bank,  Broad  and  Walnut  Streets, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19109 

Judi    Krasner    Barbarosh     (Mrs.    George), 
907   Halray  Drive,  Norman,  Ok.   73069 

Justine  Ladish  Carbonell  (Mrs.  Delfin  B.), 
6006    Kingston    Road,    Aliquippa,    Pa. 
15001 

Garland  Mackroth,   3014  Dent  Place,   Apt. 
40,  Washington,  D.C.  20007 

Ruth    Ann    Maier    Bengston     (Mrs.    Bruce 
P.),    2640    Ryons    Street,    Lincoln,    Nb. 
68502 

Marcia    Mann    Butler     ( Mrs.    E.     Bruce ) , 

%    Karl    Mann,    310    Upper    Mountain 
Avenue,  Upper  Montclair,  N.J.  07043 

Martha    Mulligan,    111    East    56th    Street, 
Apt.  202,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass   (Mrs.  George  E. ), 
1912  Outlook  Drive,  Verona,  Pa.  15147 

Margaret  Mylander,  4  Ridout  Road,  Round 

Bay,  Md.  21146 
Linda  Nevin,  3311  West  3rd  Street,  Apt. 

306,  Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90005 
Susan  Offill  Killgallon  (Mrs.  William  C), 

301   Noble  Drive,  Bryan,  Oh.  43506 
Nancy  Pierson  Tolley    (Mrs.   John  P.),   1, 

The  Chase,   Pinner,   Middlesex,   England 
Suanne  Pollack  Singer   (Mrs.  Howard),  % 

Capt.     Howard     Singer,     265     Explorer, 
K.I.  Sawyer  Air  Force  Base,  Mi.  49843 

Patricia   Prycl  Klahr    (Mrs.   David),   2300 
Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Nancy     Quarry     Gill     (Mrs.     David     H.), 
Casilla   5955,  Lima,  Peru 

Jo    Ann    Rymer   Lightcap    (Mrs.    Robert), 
620  Weldon  Street,  Latrobe,  Pa.   15650 

Janet  Saperstein   Slifkin    (Mrs.   Malcolm), 
425  North  Neville  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15213 
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Constance    Shane    Davis     (Mrs.     Martin), 
Trevose  Square  Apartments,  Apt.  204-B, 
Trevose,  Pa.    19047 

Barbara  Silverman  Freed    (Mrs.   Alan   S.), 
27166   Aberdeen   Street,   Southfield,  Mi. 
48075 

Laura   Smith    Howard    (Mrs.    Roger   W.), 
Box  1019  Witte  Hall,  University  of  Wis- 

consin, Madison,  Wi.  53706 
Barbara  Stein,    230   East    15th   Street,   Apt. 

8-E,  New  York,  N.Y.  10003 
Bonnie  Taschler  Casey   (Mrs.  Michael  C), 

1390    Creekside    Drive,    Walnut    Creek, 
Ca.  94596 

Sarah  TerBush  Drescher  (Mrs.  Donald  R.), 
2466  Giant  Oaks  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15241 

Valerie   Valentine,   41   Gloucester  Road, 
Apt.  1-B,  London,  SW  7,  England 

Suzanne    Ward  Flanigan    ( Mrs.    Barry   S. ) , 
1000  Conestoga  Road,  Apt.  B-327,  Rose- 
mont,  Pa.   19010 

Elizabeth   Watson  Merchant   (Mrs.  David), 
12  Village  Drive,  Delmar,  N.Y.  12054 

Judith     Wentuorth     Mullan      (Mrs.     Fitz- 
hugh),   140  West  87th  Street,  Apt.  D, 
New  York,  N.Y.   10024 

Grace  Wilson  Sundelin   (Mrs.  Mark),  465- 
A    Putnam    Avenue,    Cambridge,    Ma. 
02139 

Joanne    Winer   Miller    (Mrs.   Arnold   H.), 
5623    Callowhill    Street,    Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15206 

Linda  Young,    17  West  64th   Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.   10024 

Carolyn  reporting: 

It  seems  like  everyone  is  on  the  go!  For 
most,  this  year  has  been  one  of  moving  or 
traveling  and,  as  always,  seeing  other  class- 

mates. Among  those  pulling  up  stakes  is 
Harriet  Bass  Little.  She  and  Tim  have  re- 

luctantly bid  farewell  to  Vermont  (only 
temporarily,  they  hope)  and  have  bought 
a  house  near  Rochester,  New  York  where 
Tim  begins  work  this  fall  on  his  Ph.D.  in 
history  at  the  University.  Harriet  writes 
that  on  one  of  their  trips  back  to  Matlboro 
College  she  was  pleasantly  surprised  to  dis- 

cover Nancy  Moore  Orlando  and  family — 
and  snowed  in    (in  5   feet)   at  that! 

The  summer  was  also  moving  time  for 
Dorothy  Cohn  Porper  who  left  Pittsburgh 
for  New  York  where  Bob  is  doing  an  oral 
surgery  residency  at  Jacobi  Hospital. 

After  putting  all  her  belongings  in  stor- 
age, Grace  Emly  spent  September  in  Cali- 

fornia— most  likely  a  well-deserved  vaca- 

tion— after  receiving  her  master's  degree 
in  experimental  psychology  at  Western 
Michigan  University.  For  the  moment 

Grace's  plans  for  a  job  and  location  were indefinite. 
Carole  Dela  Motte  is  at  a  new  address, 

too, — she  has  moved  to  a  new  apartment 
where  she  says  at  last  there  is  room  for 
her  piano.  The  events  of  the  past  year 
have  been  very  important  ones  for  her — 
she  received  her  Ph.D.  in  clinical  psychol- 

ogy and  has  received  a  joint  appointment 
as  seniot  instructor  in  the  School  of  Medi- 

cine, Case  Western  Reserve  University  and 
staff  psychologist  at  the  University  Hos- 

pitals in  Cleveland.  She  adds  that  it  is  a 
newly  created  position,  and  she  is  ex- 

cited about  being  free  to  develop  it  ac- 
cording to  her  own  interests.  Congratu- 

lations Carole! 

Then  there  were  those  who  spent  the 
summer  months  traveling.  Another  year  of 
teaching  at  Friends  Seminary  in  New  York 

City   and   working   toward   her   master's    in 
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education,  Nancy  Beal  treated  herself  to  a 
Spanish  holiday  on  the  Costa  del  Sol. 

Barbara  Caplan  spent  her  second  sum- 
mer in  Israel  living  in  the  resort  town  of 

Natanya  and  studying  Hebrew  at  a  school 
designed  for  intensive  language  study. 

Barb  writes,  "The  spirit  of  Israel  is  quite 
infectious — a   beautiful   place  to   live." 

Suzanne  C/euell  is  beginning  her  sec- 
ond year  of  teaching  in  Frankfurt.  She  is 

still  as  in  love  with  Germany  as  ever  and 
between  excursions  to  quaint  towns  and  a 
summer  visit  to  Scandanavia,  Suzanne  still 
finds  time  to  take  an  evening  course  at 
the  University  and  give  aid  to  several  Ger- 

man student  teachets.  She  is  looking  for- 
ward to  seeing  Bruce  and  Marcia  Mann 

Butler  during  rheir  stay  in  Frankfurt 
where  Bruce  will  be  involved  in  interna- 

tional  law. 

Every  best  wish  to  Colette  Duerre  La- 
banas!  On  hand  for  the  wedding  was 
Linda  Nevin  who  flew  to  Athens  especially 
for  the  occasion.  Colette  and  Demetri,  who 
is  president  of  Telefex  Cotporation,  plan 
to  make  Athens  their  permanent  home  and 
graciously  extend  an  invitation  to  anyone 
passing  through. 

For  Dorothy  Fulton  Evans  this  has  been 
a  year  for  visiting  with  former  classmates. 
On  a  trip  to  the  West  Coast,  Dottie  stopped 
in  Denver  to  visit  briefly  with  Karen 
Blomquist  Struckman  and  has  seen  Martha 
Richards  Cummings  several  times.  Dottie 
writes  that  Rob  is  working  full  time  now 

toward  completing  his  master's  at  the 
Graduate  School  of  Special  Education  at 
Pitt.  And  Dottie  has  been  working  full 
time  with  rehabilitation  of  the  mentally  re- 

tarded, while  still  finding  time  to  play  a 
vital  role  in  community  organizations. 

Joan  Bailey  notes  that  although  she  is 
married  to  Charles  Sawyer,  she  is  still 
using  her  maiden  name  professionally.  She 
is  teaching  and  completing  her  thesis  in 
philosophy.  Her  husband  is  a  professor  of 
natural  science  and  philosophy,  and  a 

photographer.  They  camped  around  North- 
east U.S.A.  and  Canada  during  the  sum- 

mer. 

As  always,  it  was  good  to  have  news 
from  some  of  our  associate  members.  A 

long  and  delightful  letter  came  from  Cath- 
arine Barley  Paiste  who  writes  that  while 

last  year  was  a  "joining  and  doing"  year for  her,  she  has  decided  this  will  be  a 

"dropping  out  and  relaxing"  one.  Having 
a  job  and  an  increasingly  active  preschooler 

is  quite  enough,  says  she.  Kitty  also  men- 
tioned that  she  sees  much  of  Mark  and 

Grace  Wilson  Sundelin  and  their  son  An- 
drew. 

Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther  had  a  visit  last 
spring  from  Garland  Mackroth.  Kathy, 
George,  and  their  three  boys  plan  to 
move  to  Washington,  D.C.,  soon  as  a  re- 

sult of  George's  appointment  to  the  De- 
partment  of  Labor. 

Karen  Elliott  sent  a  brief  note  to  say 

"hello"  and  pass  along  her  new  address. 
As  for  the  Wards,  this  past  year  has  not 

been  without  our  share  of  moving  vans 
and  super  highways  either.  We  have  hap- 

pily returned  to  civilian  life  and  four 
months  earlier  than  originally  expected! 
With  only  four  weeks  notice  we  hurriedly 
packed  our  belongings,  bid  farewell  to  the 
Coast  Guard  and  Gouvernors  Island,  and 

set  out  in  September  for  "home"  (Pitts- burgh) where  Dave  began  work  with  a 
law  firm.  At  this  writing  our  new  house 
in   Upper   St.   Clair   is   nearing  completion, 

and  we  are  delighted  at  the  prospect  o 
living  only  a  few  streets  away  from  Dor 
and  Sally  Terbush  Drescher.  Our  mos 
important  news  of  the  year  came  last  fal 
with  the  arrival  of  our  first-born.  Wi 
(as  all  parenrs)  think  our  little  Katharine 
is  something  very  precious,  indeed,  and  fin( 
each  day  holds  something  very  special  fo 
all  of  us  as  she  discovers  the  world  arounc 

her. 
Many  thanks  to  all  who  replied  and  bes 

wishes  for  the  year  ahead. 

Linda  reporting: 

It's  always  such  fun  to  hear  from  Chat 
hamites  and  after  five  years  many  still  tr 
to  keep  in  touch.  Julie  Givner  Reppen 

hagen  is  now  "landed  gentry"  with  he five  acres  in  rural  Connecticut  and  it  i: 
quite  a  wonderful  change  from  bustling 
Long  Island.  She  remains  active  on  thi 
board  of  the  Junior  League  and  in  Gir 
Scouts  and  hopes  to  substitute  if  she  car 
find  a  sitter  for  two-year-old  Kristin.  Sh< 
would  love  to  hear  a  familiar  voice  or  se< 
a  familiar  face,  so  anybody  in  the  Dan 
bury  area  give  her  a  call.  She  enjoyed  i 
visit  with  Nancy  Munson  McCormack  anc 
her  family  for  Labor  Day. 

Battling  the  soaring  Arizona  tempera 
tures  this  summer  was  Millie  Grossmat 
Zacher.  General  Electtic  sent  the  Zachei 
family,  including  dog,  to  Phoenix  when 
Jules  trained  for  his  new  job  as  a  com 
puter  specialist.  They  were  impressed  witf 
the  beautiful  mesa  country  and  enjoyec 
trips  to  the  Grand  Canyon,  Lake  Mead  anc 
Las  Vegas,  where  the  blinking  lights  fas 
cinated  two-year-old  Jill.  Back  in  Phila 

delphia,  she  "clings"  to  Phyllis  Fox  Cat: 
as  everyone  moves  away.  A  new  neighboi 
will  be  Janet  Kessling  Boese  who  return; 
after  an  exciting  year  in  Paris.  Dave  anc 
Pat  Prycl  Klahr  visited  last  spring  and  thei 

celebrated  the  Klahrs'  5th  anniversary  ir a  little  restaurant  in  the  Latin  Quatter 
They  hope  that  by  the  25th,  they  can  af 

ford  Maxim's! A  cheery  note  from  Wendy  Haskel, 
finds  her  still  working  as  a  psychiatric  so 
cial  worker  outside  of  Boston.  No  mentior 

of  skiing  this  year — after  her  broken  leg! 
Another  social  worker,  Judi  Krasner  Bar 
barosh,  is  doing  group  and  individual  ther 
apy  for  institutionalized  delinquent  girl; 
while  George,  a  psychologist,  completes  hi: 
internship  counseling  rhe  mentally  retarded 

Keeping  busy  with  new  babies  and  en 
joying  their  domesticity  are  Ruth  Ibbotsor, 
Connell,  Claudia  Grogan  Brenneisen  anc 
Margie  Frye  Wilcox.  Merle  Gotthelf  Fish 
man  writes  of  het  marriage  to  a  Baltimore attorney. 

Still  bravely  weathering  the  hurricanes  ii 
Mary  MacConnell  Ferry,  who  periodical^ 

packs  up  and  moves  to  "higher  ground' with  hopes  of  having  a  house  to  return 

to.  Luckily,  Camille  didn't  hit  New  Or- leans with  full  gusto  and  she  only  lost  a 
few  tree  limbs  and  the  back  yard  fence 
Having  finished  her  third  year  of  teaching, 
she  is  now  concentrating  her  energies  on 
decorating   her   new   home. 

After  a  year  in  Detroit,  Marian  Fried- 
man Siegal  is  happy  to  be  back  in  the  Bos- 
ton area.  Bill  is  an  instructor  at  Tufts 

Dental  School  and  is  in  an  association  with 

another  dentist.  Hopefully,  he  would  like- 
to  open  his  own  practice  next  year.  Need- 

less to  say,  the  highlights  of  the  Siegals' year  was  the  arrival  of  Adam.  She  would 
like   visitors    in    the   Boston   area    to    stop 



in.  Another  Bostonian,  Elizabeth  Fellows 
Klemm  reports  that  she  is  delighted  with 
her  two  boys;  the  eldest,  Ted,  goes  to 
nursery  school.  Skip  has  changed  jobs  and 
is  with  a  new  Boston  company  called 
Audiovision.  Beth  went  to  an  Alumnae 
Club  meeting  last  fall  and  saw  Marty  Fay 
Africa  and  Grace   Wilson  Sundelin. 

Congratulations  to  Sue  Johnson  who  re- 
cently wrote  and  developed  an  American 

government  course  for  high  school  fresh- 
men. The  course  is  serving  as  a  model  for 

several  other  school  districts  in  New  Jersey. 
Janie  Hantman  Perrin  was  overjoyed 

when  she  wrote,  as  Ron  was  returning  from 

overseas  duty  in  Korea.  "It  was  a  long  hard 
year  of  separation,"  Janie  reports,  but  she 
kept  busy  with  substituting  and  working 
for  various  community  organizations.  Les- 

lie, her  eldest,  is  7.  It  hardly  seems  pos- 
sible! Ron  has  taken  a  three-year  residency 

in  radiology  at  Montifiore  Hospital.  Once 
the  Perrins  are  settled  in  a  normal  routine, 
Janie  hopes  to  teach  part  time  and  do  some 
graduate  work. 

A  note  from  Lucille  Hillman:  "After 
many  years  of  happy  silence,  I  must  step 
forth  and  announce  that  I  am  on  Chat- 

ham's payroll.  My  position  is  a  year-and- 
a-half  old — Director  of  the  Alumnae  Fund. 

In  othet  words,  I'm  raising  money  for Chatham  for  the  Centennial  Fund.  Spent 
an  enjoyable  week  in  Montego  Bay,  Jamaica 
with  Becky  Rife,  plus  I  have  enjoyed  see- 

ing numerous  classmates  on  my  travels  for 
the  College.  For  those  of  you  who  can, 
stop  in  and  see  me  in  my  old  room  in 

Beatty  Hall — it's  now  my  office.  We'll 
chat  and  take  a  tour.  You  won't  believe 
how  Chatham  has  changed  (fot  the  better) 

since  we  were  here!!" 
The  Bardonner's  ate  equally  delighted 

with  the  completion  of  their  military  tour 
and  bid  farewell  to  the  enchanting  South 
West.  John  opened  an  office  in  general 
dentistry  in  Allison  Park,  sort  of  a  family 
affair — his  sister  is  his  hygienist.  I  am 
equally  busy  with  my  two  little  girls, 
Courtney  and  Nicole,  and  enthusiastically 
look  forward  to  spring  when  we  build 
our  new  home. 

Marty  reporting: 
In  a  brief  note  from  Ruth  Anne  Maier 

Bengtson  she  wrote  that  she  and  her  hus- 
band Bruce  had  accepted  a  team  offer  to 

direct  the  music  program  at  Westminster 
Presbyterian  Church  in  Lincoln,  Nebraska 
beginning  September  15.  They  will  be 
working  with   300  people  in  5  choirs. 

From  Marcia  Mann  Butler's  father  we 
learned  that  Marcia  and  her  husband  are 

living  in  Europe  where  Bruce  is  specializ- 
ing in  international  law. 

Maghera,  North  Ireland  was  the  summer 
home  of  Nancy  McBride  French,  her  hus- 

band Don  and  their  daughter  Amy.  Don 
was  participating  in  a  ten-week  exchange 
Pastorate  program.  While  there,  the 
Frenchs  enjoyed  a  month-long,  2500  mile 
trip  around  England  and  Scotland  in  an 
Austin  Mini. 

"I  am  finding  motherhood  keeps  me 
busier  than  any  job  ever  did,"  wrote  Mary Ann  McCormack  Tucker.  We  send  con- 

gratulations and  best  wishes  to  Mary  Ann 
and  her  husband  Jay  on  the  arrival  of 
James  Linden  Tucker  III. 

Nancy  Munson  McCormack  has  been 
busy  with  her  two  daughters,  Erin  and 
Shannon.  The  McCormacks  again  partici- 

pated in  the  Fresh  Air  Fund  Child  program 

by  having  a  seven-year-old  Puerto  Rican 
girl  with  them  for  the  summer.  Nancy 
has  also  been  in  touch  with  several  other 
Chathamites  including  Julie  Givner  Rep- 
penhagen,  Marty  Faye  Africa,  and  Barbara 
Caplan. 

Just  as  associate  class  member  Marjorie 
Murdoch  Bass  and  her  family  were  begin- 

ning to  settle  into  their  new  home  in 

Delaware,  Ohio,  P.P.G.,  husband  George's 
firm,  transferred  them  back  to  Pittsburgh 
where  they  had  to  get  settled  all  over 

again.  Marjorie's  twin  daughters,  Betsy 
and  Cathy,  started  kindergarten  in  the  fall. 
Her  one-year-old  son  Charlie  keeps  her 
busy  at  home. 

We  send  best  wishes  to  Susan  Offill  Kill- 
gallon  on  her  marriage.  Her  husband 
William  is  the  director  of  the  Ohio  Art 
Toy  Company.  The  Killgallons  moved  to 
Bryan,  Ohio  in  September. 

This  past  Januaty  found  Angela  Pa- 
trizio  Smith  and  her  husband  Wally  on 
vacation  in  Florida.  Another  trip  took 
them  to  Bear  Lake  in  Canada  for  a  three 
week  stay  during  the  summer.  Angela  has 

taken  a  year's  leave  from  teaching  but 
plans  to  continue  tutoring  and  to  do  some 
substitute   teaching. 

Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  and  her  husband 
John  resigned  their  respective  positions  in 
April  and  then  embatked  on  a  trip  around 
the  world  which  included  a  camping  trip 
across  the  United  States  and  visits  to 

Hawaii,  Figi,  New  Zealand,  Austtalia,  In- 
donesia, Bali,  Singapore,  Thailand,  India, 

Ethiopia,  Kenya,  Egypt  and  England.  The 
Tolleys  are  now  settled  in  England  where 

John  is  continuing  his  master's  studies  at 
the  University  of  London.  Visitors  will  be 
welcome! 

We  send  best  wishes  to  associate  class 
member  Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  and  her 
husband  Micha  on  the  birth  of  their  son 
Immanuel  Hai.  Bonnie  is  an  instructor 
at  the  College  of  Jewish  Studies  on  a  part 
time  basis  and  Micha  is  an  assistant  pro- 

fessor of  biochemistry  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh   School   of  Dental   Medicine. 
Two  hundred  inches  of  snow  last  win- 

ter was  part  of  the  news  from  Suanne  Pol- 
lack Singer.  Suanne  and  her  husband  are 

stationed  in  Michigan's  Upper  Peninsula where  Howard  is  an  Air  Force  doctor. 

Suanne's  son  Eric  statted  kindergarten  in 
September  while  Andy  is  a  "rough  and 
tumble"   two-and-a-half. 

Patricia  Prycl  Klahr  and  her  husband 
David  are  back  in  Pittsburgh  where  David 
is  an  associate  professor  at  Carnegie-Mellon 
University  and  Pat  is  attending  the  Gradu- 

ate Library  School  of  the  Univetsity  of 
Pittsburgh. 

After  their  graduation  from  the  Ameri- 
can Institute  for  Foreign  Trade,  Tracy 

Quarry  Gill  and  her  husband  David  vaca- 
tioned for  a  month  in  Mexico  and  Hawaii 

and  then  moved  to  Lima,  Peru  where 
David  is  working  as  an  investment  analyst 
for  the  ADELA  Investment  Company. 
Tracy  is  studying  Spanish  so  that  she  can 
begin  working  in  the  barriadas  of  Lima. 
Working  for  the  Welfare  Department 

of  the  District  of  Columbia  as  a  social 
worker  has  been  keeping  Becky  Rife  busy. 
Becky  wrote  that  she  was  in  Europe  last 
spring  and  returned  in  the  summer  for  a 
two-week  vacation   in   the  British   Isles. 

Robb  and  I  (Marty  Richards  Cummings) 
are  now  living  in  Cleveland  where  Robb  is 
continuing  his  residency  program  in  ob- 

stetrics  and   gynecology  at  University   Hos- 

pitals. I  am  working  at  Cleveland  Clinic 
as  a  credit  interviewer.  I  enjoyed  seeing 
Chathamites  Dottie  Evans  Fulton  and 
Carole  Dela  Motte  during  the  summer. 

Nancy   reporting: 

This  seems  to  be  the  year  for  the  Class 
of  1964  to  contribute  to  the  population 
explosion.  New  babies  filled  the  news 
of  so  many  returns!  JoAnn  Rymer  Lightcap 

spent  an  eventful  year  starting  with  Ann's arrival  and  the  purchase  of  an  old  house 
in  Latrobe.  They  have  since  completed  the 

"face-lifting  operation"  and  JoAnn  finds 
that  the  baby,  the  house  and  two  dogs 
keep  her  too  busy  to  miss  teaching  at  all. 
Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin  teports  that  they 
have  moved  to  a  new  and  wonderful  apart- 

ment with  a  backyard  to  make  room  for 
Joshua.  Barbara  Silverman  Freed,  Alan  and 
son  Mark  are  settled  in  their  new  home 
where  Barbie  is  enjoying  being  a  suburban 
housewife  and  mother. 

Natalie  Se/kovits  Lustig  has  received  her 

master's  in  library  science  from  the  Uni- 
versity of  Pittsburgh.  Congratulations, 

Natalie.  Congratulations,  too  to  Linda 
Weinberg  Rosenzweig  who  finished  her 
M.A.  in  history  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  Linda 
spent  an  interesting  year  at  Chatham  work- 

ing in  the  education  depattment.  During 
the  first  semester  she  observed  student 
teachers  in  the  elementary  program  and 
then,  during  second  semester,  she  taught 
the  course  on  the  teaching  of  math  and 
science  in  the  elementary  school.  Linda 

was  delighted  with  the  opportunity  "teach" at  Chatham. 
Linda  Simmons  Bacon  was  finally  able  to 

join  her  globe-hopping  husband  for  a  four- 
week  trip  to  Australia,  Southeast  Asia  and 
the  Orient  last  spring.  It  was  a  marvelous 
trip  and  allowed  Linda  to  discover  Hong 

Kong,  which  she  found  "totally  absorbing" 
...  "a  chance  to  see  communism  and  capi- 

talism existing,  side  by  side  in  open  compe- 

tition." 

After  tracking  down  our  wandering 
Peace  Corps  volunteet  Lolly  Smith  Howard, 
I  found  her  at  the  University  of  Wiscon- 

sin where  husband  Roger  is  a  graduate 
student  in  African  history.  Lolly  is  busy- 

ing herself  as  a  "peripatetic"  photographer. 
Sarah  J,  TerBush  Drescher  is  busy  these 

days  with  her  new  daughter  Stacey.  An- 
other busy  mother,  Elizabeth  Watson  Mer- 
chant reports  that  she  and  David  enjoyed 

their  summer  in  Albany  watching  Jennifer 
and  their  three  kittens  grow  together. 
David  is  assistant  director  of  the  Overseas 
Service  Program  for  the  State  University  of 
New  York.  They  will  be  in  the  Albany 
area  again  this  year  and  invite  classmates to  stop  by. 

Grace  Wilson  Sundelin  has  returned  to 
the  classrooms,  part  time,  to  begin  another 

master's  in  counseling  at  Notthwestern. 
Mark  spent  last  year  as  a  law  student  at 
Boston  Univetsiry  and  their  son  Andrew 
has  been  busy  participating  in  Dr.  Jerome 

Bruner's  experiments  at  Harvard.  That  is 
quite  a  family — all  three  in  college  at 
the  same  time! 

I  received  several  interesting  replies  from 
our  associate  alumnae.  Karin  Rumstedt 
Babb  is  still  too  busy  to  do  everything. 
Paul  is  in  second  grade  and  Al  is  in  his 
second  year  of  law  school.  Suzanne  Ward 

Flanigan  and  family  returned  to  Philadel- 
phia with  a  promotion  for  Barry  last  fall. 

Judy  W  entworth  Mullan  has  a  new  job  as 
a    pediatric    caseworker,   which    is    not    too 
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surprising  since  her  husband  is  a  resident 
pediatrician  at  Jacobi  Hospital  in  New 
York.  Judy  is  studying  part  time  at 
Columbia  School  of  Social  Work  in  com- 

munity organizations.  She  found  medical 

research  "remote  for  the  problems  facing 
people"  and  is  enjoying  her  casework  po- 

sition. She  offers  an  open  door  to  any 
Chathamite  in  the  area.  Joanne  Winer 

Miller  has  a  new  job,  part  time,  as  a  psy- 
chologist with  the  Pittsburgh  Public 

Schools.  She  also  has  a  new  son,  Robert, 
to  keep  her  busy. 

And  I,  Nancy,  also  traded  the  classroom 
for  the  nursery  with  the  arrival  of  our 
first  child  last  spring.  Larry  has  a  new 
job  with  a  pharmaceutical  company.  He 
and  Steven  keep  me  happily  occupied  al- 

though I  do  miss  teaching  a  bit.  We  had 
a  visit  from  Linda  Young;  she  was  still 
working  with  IBM  and  on  her  way  to 
vacation  in  Wyoming.  Thanks  to  everyone 
who  responded.  We  would  enjoy  seeing 
anyone  passing  through  Connecticut. 

66 
Sage  Tower  Mumma 

(Mrs.  Michael  J.) 
1418  Severn  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Bonnie  Markey  Seasonwein 
(Mrs.  Roger  A.) 

1010  Fifth  Avenue 
New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Sharon  F.  Smith 
223  Pearl  Street 

Somerville,  Mass.  02144 

Marjorie   Morrison   Hofer 
(Mrs.  William  C.) 

19  Cherry   Street 
Darien,  Conn.  06820 

Susan  Coleman  Heckman 
(Mrs.  James  D.) 

32  University  Circle 
Charlottesville,  Va.  22903 

MARRIAGES 

Martha  Coyne   to   Richard   S.   Scott,  April 
12,  1969 

Sandra  Elaine  Kretz  to   Richard  M.   Calla- 
han, August  15,  1969 

Helen   Read  to  Dana  A.   Steele,  June  21, 
1969 

Andra    Sandson    to    James    Condon,    April 
26,   1969 

BIRTHS 

Pam  Armstrong  Lakin,  a  daughter,  Alex- 
andra Beth,  March  9,   1969 

Anita  Cadwallader  Horowitz,  a  daughter, 
Stacy  Beth,  September  18,  1969 

Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz,  a  daughter,  Amy 
Rae,  September  23,   1969 

Jane  Coulter  Burger,  a  son,  Matthew  Fred- 
erick, December  27,  1968 

Ann  Greenhouse  Klein,  a  son,  Alan  Mark, 
May  17,  1969 

Cristina  Lagueruela  Mendoza,  a  daughter, 
Cristina,  December  15,   1969 

Penelope  Langston  Zollinger,  a  son,  Wil- 
liam Kerr  III,  November  4,  1968 

Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill,  a  daughter,  Jenni- 
fer Barrie,  September  27,  1968 

Heather  Martin  Price,  a  daughter,  Anne 
Marguerite,  April  7,  1969 

Nancy  Persson  Klock,  a  son,  Peter  Gary, 
March   25,   1969 

Nancy  Russell  Ross,  a  daughter,  Rebecca 
Jo,  October   12,   1968 
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Sage  Tower  Mumma,   a  son,   Peter   Robb, 
April  30,  1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Elizabeth    Blanton    Chappelle    (Mrs.    Wm. 
T.),  6300  Three  Chopt  Road,  Richmond, 
Va.  23226 

Linda   Burkhouse   Obernyer    (Mrs.    Stanley 
L.),    1920    South    Monroe    Street,    Apt. 
300-F,  Denver,  Co.  80210 

Lynnette  Burley  McNatly    (Mrs.   Harry  J., 

Jr.),  37  East  Montgomery  Avenue,  Ard- 
more,  Pa.   19003 

Anita  Cadwallader  Horowitz    (Mrs.  Martin 
M.),    P.O.    Box    566,    Johnstown,    Pa. 15709 

Jacqueline     Cain     Miller     (Mrs.     Philip), 
Peace    Corps,    %    American    Embassy, 
Caracas,  Venezuela,  S.A. 

Suzanne  Callas   Francis    (Mrs.    David    B.), 
711-6th   Avenue,    S.W.,   Rochester,   Mn. 

55901 Anna  Cox  Allred    (Mrs.  James  C),  2927 
Youngwood  Road,  Little  Rock,  Ar.  72207 

Martha  Coyne  Scott  (Mrs.  Richard  S.),  16 
Oakhurst  Circle,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15215 

Barbara    Crick    Klingsporn    (Mrs.    Harold, 

Schoolhouse   Lane,   R.F.D.   #17,  Morris- 
town,  N.J.  07960 

Nancy  Dechter,  1425  North  Mansfield  Ave- 
nue, Apt.  4,  Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90028 

Marjorie   Friday    Roberts    (Mrs.   Thomas), 
49  Washington  Street,  Marblehead,  Ma. 
01945 

Inta  Gale  Carpenter   (Mrs.  T.  Bruce),  807 
South  Mitchell  Street,   Bloomington,  In. 

47401 
Hannah    Gilman,    2830   N.E.   39th   Court, 

Lighthouse   Point,    Pompano    Beach,    Fl. 

33064 Sally  Goedicke  Payne   (Mrs.  Don),  870 — 
15th  Street,  Boulder,  Co.  80302 

Karen  Goff,  7365   S.W.  82nd  Street,  Apt. 
5,  Miami,  Fl.  33143 

Isabel    Hausner,    25     Sutton    Place    South, 
Apt.   1,  New  York,  N.Y.  10022 

Cordis  Heard  Fejer    (Mrs.   Theodore  W.), 
723   West   Belden   Avenue,   Chicago,   II. 
60614 

Brenda    Hilken    Rouse    (Mrs.    James   B.), 

403   South   Perry  Street,  Apt.    5,  Mont- 
gomery, Al.  36104 

Katherine   Hoover   Hill    (Mrs.    J.    Scott), 
22-3A    Village     of    Old     Forge     West, 
Morristown,  N.J.  07960 

Katheryn    Hopkins   Macher    (Mrs.    Donald 
J.),    1293    Van   Voorhis   Road,   Apt.    6, 
Morgantown,   W.V.    26505 

Judith     Howard    Reilly     (Mrs.     Michael), 
5924    Leprechaun    Drive,    Bethel    Park, 
Pa.   15102 

Margaret   E.    Kern,    407-J    Medical    Center 
Apartments,    West    Virginia    University, 
Morgantown,  W.V.   26505 

Mallory    King,    1321    Waller    Street,    San 
Francisco,  Ca.   94117 

Ruth   Klein   Kaplan    (Mrs.    Robert),    1745 
Penworth  Drive,  Columbus,  Oh.  43229 

Sandra  Kretz  Callahan   (Mrs.  Richard  M.), 
1255    New    Hampshire   Avenue,    N.W., 
Washington  DC.  20036 

Donna  Kwall  Smith    (Mrs.   John  T.,  Jr.), 
5    Bayard    Road,   Apt.    205,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15213 

Barbara    LeFevre    Falknor     (Mrs.    Thomas 

E. ),     3041     Ormond     Drive,    Winston- 
Salem,  N.C.  27106 

Rebecca  Mark  Orlinsky  (Mrs.  Zeke),  10073 
Wind     Srream     Drive,     Columbia,     Md. 21043 

Betsy  McGregor  Cooley  (Mrs.  Stephen  W.), 

9348  Cherry  Hill  Road,  Apt.  719,  Col- 
lege Park,  Md.  20740 

Patricia    Mullen,    225    East    72nd    Street. 
Room  901,  New  York,  N.Y.   10021 

Paula  Mysell  Evans    (Mrs.  Robert  L.,  Jr.). 
104  Beech  Street,  Belmont,  Ma.  02178 

Jane    Nobel    Maxwell    (Mrs.    Mark    W.). 
2021     Locust    Street,    Philadelphia,    Pa, 
19103 

Laura  Oliva,  Wonalancet,  N.H.  03897 
Judith  Parry  Pike   (Mrs.  Had),  2910  East 

Franklin  Avenue,  Apt.  2007,  Minneapo- 
lis, Mn.  55406 

Deborah  Payson  Dechter  (Mrs.  Henry  T. ). 
210  Leopard  Road,  Berwyn,  Pa.  19312 

Kathleen   Platz  Buresch    ( Mrs.   David   C. ) , 
366   Parkfield   Street,    Pittsburgh,   Pa, 

15210 
Ann  Plummer  Crawford    (Mrs.  James  W.. 

Jr.),    2240   Dexter   Street,   Denver,   Co, 
80207 

Jennifer    Potter    Silver     (Mrs.    Paul    M.). 
5402   South   Dorchester   Streer,  Chicago. 
II.  60615 

Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer   ( Mrs.  Rob- 
ert M.),  Post  Office  Box  161,  Far  Hills. 

N.J.  07931 
Ann  Quenin,  66  Homer  Avenue,  Apt.  412. 

Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 
Helen  Read  Steele  (Mrs.  Dana  A.),  Wona- 

lancet, N.H.  03897 

Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher    (Mrs.   David   P.). 
8603  Hillside  Street,  Apt.  209,  Oakland. 
Ca.  94605 

Sheila    Sadin    Nevins     (Mrs.    Donald    B. ). 
329  Karen  Way,  Tiburon,  Ca.  94920 

Andra  Sandson  Condon    (Mrs.  James  T.), 
11  Lake  Street,  White  Plains,  N.Y.  10603 

Susan    Saunders    Johnston     (Mrs.    Michael 
V.),  6643   Ridgeville  Street,  Pittsburgh. 
Pa.   15217 

Lesley  Smith  McGregor   (Mrs.  James  A.). 

1000  McGregor  Avenue,  Ap.  302,  Mon- 
treal 112,  Quebec,  Canada 

Sandra  Smith   Mueller    (Mrs.  James  W.), 
Box  1389,  Museum  of  Northern  Arizona, 
Flagstaff,  Az.  86001 

Rachel   Stein    Gragg,    (Mrs.    F.    Michael), 
53    West    Suffolk    Drive,    Tucson,    Az. 

85704 Judith   Stone,    1526   Perry   Street,   Denver, 

Co.   80204 
Susan   Taylor,    169  Beacon   Street,   Boston, 

Ma.  02116 
Maureen  Thomas,  804  South  Allen  Street, 

Apt.  10,  State  College,  Pa.  16801 
Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Aland   (Mrs.  Joseph 

P.),  5735  Solway  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15217 

Barbara  Ann  Wallace,  2280  Jackson  Street, 
Apt.  6,  San  Francisco,  Ca.  94115 

Naomi   Waterson,   925-25th   Street,  N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.   20037 

Linda  Whitmyre,  Sekloah  Menenga,  Dwrian 
Daun,  Melaka,  Malaysia 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Eric  J.), 

24  Peabody  Terrace,  Apt.  1704-S,  Cam- 
bridge, Ma.  02138 

Patrice    Williamson,    1133   Maple   Avenue, 
Evanston,   II.    60202 

Susan  reporting: 

Martha  Coyne  Scott  has  a  new  job  with 
Child  Welfare  Services  and  is  a  recent 
bride.  Richard  graduated  from  Princeton 
and  is  a  lawyer  with  Scott  and  Neely. 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn  and  Harold  re- 
turned to  the  United  States  August  29  with 

mixed  emotions.  They  had  such  an  en- 
joyable and  educational  time  in  England 

and  were  able  to  do  some  sight  seeing. 



Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz'  husband  Alan  is 
in  his  last  year  of  residency  in  internal 
medicine. 

Anita  Cadwallader  Horowitz  and  Marty 
plan  to  move  back  to  Pittsburgh,  now  that 
Marry  is  in  business  for  himself. 

Sue  Cohn  Brenner  and  Paul  had  a  won- 
derful vacation  in  Hawaii  and  saw  sevetal 

Chatham  friends. 
Even  with  a  new  addition,  Jane  Coulter 

Burger  has  been  kept  busy.  She  taught 
last  semester  and  has  continued  working 
on  school  research  and  evaluation  projects. 

Nancy  Dechter  has  been  busy  in  her  job 
as  project  director  for  Audience  Studios, 
Inc.,  yet  she  finds  time  to  design  most  of 
her  clothes  and  write  songs. 

Jackie  Cain  Miller  is  working  for  the 
Venezuela  Government  as  a  social  worker. 
Philip  is  setting  up  consumer  cooperatives. 

Jerilyn  Donahoe  has  a  new  job  with 
Town  Consultants,  Inc. 

Her  husband's  transfer  has  re-located 
Lynn  Burkhouse  Obernyer.  Stan  will  do 
graduate  work  at  the  University  of  Denver. 

Suzy  Callas  Francis  and  Dave  moved  to 
Rochester,  Minnesota  in  September.  Dave 
will  be  doing  medical  research  for  IBM  at 
the  Mayo  Clinic. 

As  for  me,  Susan  Coleman  Heckman,  I 
have  been  enjoying  new  surroundings  and 
meeting  new  people.  Jim  is  busy  in  his 
first  year  of  being  a  doctor,  working  every 
other  night.  Though  I  will  not  be  teach- 

ing I  will  be  busy  with  a  new  job  as 
course  assistant  in  the  Graduate  School  of 

Business.  Thanks  to  the  people  who  an- 
swered the  questionnaire.  I  hope  to  hear 

from  more  next  year. 

Karen  Coff  received  her  mastet's  of  edu- cation in  English  from  the  University  of 
Pittsbutgh  in  August.  Tired  of  rhe  cold 
winters,  she  has  left  Pittsburgh  for  Miami, 
Florida  ro  teach  at  Hialeah  Senior  High 
School.  She  keeps  in  touch  with  Barb  Wal- 

lace, Ann  Quenin  and  Debbie  Little. 
Marty  Friday  Roberts  is  now  working  on 

her  Ph.D.  in  social  psychology  at  Boston 

University  after  working  during  the  sum- 
mer as  a  psychiatric  social  worker  in  an 

experimental  unir  at  Danvers  State  Hospital 
in  Massachusetts.  Tom  was  in  an  Army 
reserve  unit  that  was  sent  to  Vietnam  last 
October,  bur  was  returned  in  July,  much 

to  Marty's  relief. 
Sally  Goedicke  Payne,  divorced  in 

March,  1968,  is  presently  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  Colorado  in  the  philosophy  doctoral 

program,  but  is  seriously  considering  drop- 

ping out. Irene  Fraser  left  for  Cali,  Colombia  in 
August  for  dissertation  research  (political 
science  at  the  University  of  Illinois). 

Ambitious,  also,  is  Raquel  Halty  Fergu- 
son who  has  been  given  a  teaching  fellow- 
ship and  is  beginning  studies  in  the  Ph.D. 

program  in  romance  languages  at  Harvard. 
She  and  Bill  were  busy  this  summer  teach- 

ing at  Northeastern  University  in  Boston 
and  working  on  the  Ferguson  Press. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff  and  Jon  are  still 
in  Pittsburgh  but  have  plans  of  leaving 
forever  and  sertling  in  Portland,  Oregon. 
Bobbie  is  still  doing  social  casework  and 
enjoying  it,  but  is  anxious  to  quit  and 

have  a  chance  to  play  "wife."  Children 
are  not  too  far  in  rhe  future — just  beyond 
a   European   trip   with   a   side  trip   to   Rus- 

news.  She  and  Dick  had  a  5-week  honey- 
moon touring  Canada,  western  U.S.,  and 

the  Rockies.  Sandy  is  still  working  for 
VISTA  which  keeps  her  traveling  a  great 
deal,  and  she  has  been  serving  also  as  an 

OEO  member  of  the  President's  Committee 
on  Talented  Youth  in  the  Fedetal  Service, 
which  was  started  as  an  attempt  to  make 
federal  employment  attractive  to  youth. 
Her  husband  will  be  working  part  time 

while  training  for  his  commercial  pilot's license.  He  has  a  private  license  and  Sandy 
says  flying  in  those  little  planes  is  great, 
"sort  of  like  driving  a  Volkswagen  in 

mid-air." 

Dona  Kwalt  Smith  is  Associate  Director 
of  University  Housing  for  Personnel  at 
Pitt,  is  teaching  an  undergraduate  ed  psych 
course  and  preparing  for  ed  psych  doctoral 
comprehensives!  Her  husband  John  is  still 
Assistant  to  the  Chancellot  at  Pitt.  She  saw 
both  Carol  Levin  Hill  and  Jan  Thomas 

Wolf  while  they  were  visiting  in  Pitts- burgh. 

Penelope  Langston  Zollinger  writes  that 

life  seems  to  be  "disappearing  under  a 
mound  of  diapers  and  baby  bottles,"  but she  saw  Barb  Wallace  and  Carole  Early 
Cupps  at  Christmas.  Bill  is  a  resident  at 
Cincinnati  Genetal  Hospital  and  on  call 
every  other  nighr.  In  October  they  were  to 
move  to  Panama  Ciry,  Florida  where  Bill 
is  a  Captain  in  the  Air  Force. 

Vivian  Lazur  Brantley  and  her  husband 
Bill  are  looking  forward  to  his  release 
from  the  Army  next  April.  At  the  moment 
Viv  is  employed  as  a  bacteriologist  at  A 
&  P  National   Fish  Division  in  Boston. 

Carol    Beth    Levin    Hill    has    her    hands 
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Bonnie  reporting: 

Alice  Graham  Weber  writes  that  things 
are  at  last  rerurning  to  normal — last  year 
she  taught  school  while  Paul  served  four- 

teen months  in  Korea.  He  returned  in  May 

and  after  a  belated  "honeymoon"  at  St. 
John  in  the  Virgin  Islands,  he  returned 
to  work  as  an  accountant  for  Wheeling- 
Pittsburgh  Steel  Corporation,  and  Allie  is 
returning  to  Baldwin  High  School  in  ad- 

dition to  finishing  her  mastet's  at  the  Uni- 
versiry  of  Pittsburgh. 

Kathy  Hoover  Hill  received  her  master's 
from  Rutgers  in  June  and  then  spent  two 
weeks  in  London  and  Paris.  Presently  she 

is  working  as  the  children's  librarian  in 
the    Morristown-Township    Public    Library. 
Mamie  Elder  Hodil  has  been  enjoying 

her  job  at  the  Frick  Collecrion  and  looked 

forward  to  attending  Celia  Paul's  wedding in  October. 
Isabel  Hausner  finds  working  as  research 

assistant  to  the  Indonesian  Ambassador  to 
the  Economic  and  Social  Council  of  the 
United  Nations  most  exciting.  Her  job  is 
essentially  that  of  a  speech  writer  and  on 
occasions,  serving  as  social  aide.  She 
lunches  frequently  with  Lolly  Lowery 

Derryck,  '67,  who  works  upstairs  at  the 
Afro- American    Institute. 

Kathy  Hopkins  Macher  continues  teach- 
ing, this  time  advanced  placement  junior 

and  senior  English,  while  Don  completes 
a  rotating  dental  internship  at  West  Vir- 

ginia Medical  Center  after  having  received 
his  D.M.D.  degree  from  the  University  of 
Pittsbutgh  in  May. 

sia   next  summer. 
Ann  Greenhouse  Klein  writes  that  Steve 

has  graduated  from  Ohio  State  University 
Medical  School  and  is  working  hard  on 
his  straight  medical  internship  at  the  Ohio 
State  University  Hospitals  in  Columbus. 
Alan  Mark  has  been  keeping  Ann  busy 
and   entertained. 

Judy  Howard  Reilly  has  temporarily  re- 
tired from  teaching.  She  has  been  busy 

fixing  up  her  new  home  and  enlarging  her 
animal  population  to  include  a  wire  haired 
terrior  and  new  Quarrer  Horse  mare. 

Carole  Early  Cupps  has  also  retired  from 
reaching  first  grade  after  three  years  to 
be  a  homemaker.  She  has  been  enjoying 

Toledo,  has  been  playing  tennis  daily,  sew- 
ing, knitting,  reading,  and  occasionally  re- laxing. 

As  for  myself,  Bonnie,  I  am  about  to 
embatk  on  my  second  and  last  year  at  Co- 

lumbia University  School  of  Social  Wotk 

after  a  year's  absence  and  some  time  of 
adjusting  to  New  York  and  the  pleasures 
of  marriage. 

Marjorie  reporting: 

Ruthie  Klein  Kaplan  reports  that  the 
big  news  for  her  and  Bob  is  their  new 

house.  She  is  still  working  at  Ohio  State's student  employment  office,  and  last  spring 
they  took  a  trip  rhrough  the  Smoky  Moun- 
tains. 

Sandy  Kretz  Callahan  always  gives  me 
much  pleasure  with  her  long  newsy  letters. 
This  year  her  marriage  (after  only  8]/i 
years    of   courtship,   she   says! )    is   the    big 

full  taking  care  of  little  Jennifer  Ed  gets 
out  of  the  Army  in  January  and  they  expect 
to  settle  in  Atlanta  or  Pittsburgh. 

Rebecca  Mark  Orlinsky  has  a  new  job 
teaching  15  3-  and  4-year-olds  in  the  Day 
Care  Center  in  Columbia,  which  she  reports 
is  great  fun.  Zeke  is  a  lawyer  with  the 

state's  attorney's  office  in  Baltimote,  and 
he  has  been  a  member  of  the  Columbia 
Village  Board.  They  spent  three  fantastic 
weeks  in  Israel,  London  and  Copenhagen 
this  summer. 

Shadbano  Mirza  Ahmad  deserves  con- 
gratulations— she  completed  her  M.A.  in 

sociology  at  the  Delhi  School  of  Economics 
in  May.  She  plans  to  submit  a  Ph.D.  thesis 
in  the  next  3  years  to  the  West  Asia  Study 
Centre  at  Aligarh  University.  She  plans 
to  study  one  of  the  Arab  tribes  near  Mecca, 
Saudi  Arabia  and  will  have  ro  do  field 
work  there,  so  she  has  recently  enrolled  in 
Arabic  courses.  In  June  Shad  and  Sohail 
vacationed  in  the  cool  foothills  of  the 
Himalayas,  a  welcome  change  from  the 
temperatures  of  Aligarh  which  range  from 
106-1 11°F!  Shad  extends  greetings  to  all 
and  says  she  wishes  she  could  have  at- 

tended the  June  reunion  but  from  India 
it's  a  bit  of  a  trip! 

Judy  Parry  Pike  has  returned  to  the  U.S. 
after  her  2  years  in  the  Peace  Corps  in 

Tunisia.  She  and  Harl  spent  6  weeks  trav- 
eling in  Germany,  Austria  and  Czechoslo- 
vakia before  returning.  Harl  is  attending 

the  Luther  Theological  Seminary  in  St. 
Paul  this  fall  and  Judy  is  looking  for  a 

job  in  "birth  control,  social  work  or  teach- 
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ing."  She  would  love  to  see  any  Chatham- 
ites  who  happen  to  be  in  the  Minneapolis 
area. 

Heather  Martin  Price  writes  glowingly 
of  her  new  daughter  Megan  who,  she  says, 
was  quite  an  elephant  at  9Vi  pounds. 

Beth  is  almost  four  and  "full  of  a  million 
questions."  We  extend  our  sympathies  to 
Jim,  whose  mother  died  unexpectedly  this 
spring. 

As  for  me,  Margie  Morrison  Hofer,  I 
am  still  personnel  secretary  at  New 

Canaan's  Board  of  Education,  but  am  ten- 
tatively planning  to  join  the  ranks  of  the 

teaching  profession  myself  starting  in  Janu- 
ary. Bill  has  had  a  new  job  since  last 

January.  He  is  now  one  of  the  design 
team  preparing  exhibits  for  the  U.S.  Pavil- 

ion at  Expo  '70  which  opens  next  March 
in  Osako,  Japan.  We  are  of  course  hoping 
he  will  be  chosen  to  go  to  Japan  to  help 

oversee  construction  but  it's  not  definite 
yet.  Keep  your  fingers  crossed  for  us! 
Thanks  to  all  who  wrote — wish  I  could 
have  heard   from  everyone. 

Sherrie  reporting: 

Nancy  Persson  Klock  has  lots  of  ex- 
clamation marks  next  to  the  question — 

what  are  you  doing? — !!!!!  Peter  Gary 
commands  a  great  deal  of  attention,  along 
with  his  older  sister,  Kimberly,  while  Pop, 
Gary,  continues  working  in  the  manage- 

ment services  department  of  Ernst  and 
Ernst. 

Jim  and  Ann  Plummer  Crawford  are 
sharpening  their  skiis  for  a  little  schussing 
on  the  local  hills  this  winter,  since  they 

have  just  moved  to  Denver.  In  the  mean- 
time, there  is  nothing  like  painting  and  re- 

decorating a  new  house  to  keep  busy. 
While  Paul  tackles  his  second  year  at 

the  University  of  Chicago  Law  School, 
Jeff  Potter  Silver  will  continue  working  as 
a  field  representative  in  Illinois  for  com- 

munity action  agencies,  under  the  Office  of 
Economic  Opportunity. 
Two  new  Boston  converts  are  Ann 

Quenin  and  Debbie  Little.  "Q"  is  working 
in  the  television  advertising  department  of 
Jordan  Marsh,  a  large  New  England  de- 

partment store  chain.  Ann  and  Debbie 
spent  two  months  this  spring  making  the 
grand  tour  of  the  USA,  coming  back  in 
time  to  make  the  New  Hampshire  scene 

of  Helen  Read  Steele's  June  wedding,  along 
with  Lynette  Barley  McNally,  Anne  Clarke, 
Jean  Wiest  Chamberlain,  Laura  Oliva  and 

Sherrie  Smith.  This  is  Helen's  second  year 
teaching  physics  and  chemistry  at  Ashland 
High  School,  and  on  weekends  Mrs.  Steele 
revs  up  her  two-wheeler  and  jaunts  about 
New  Hampshire. 

Dave  is  doing  his  internship  at  the  Oak- 
land Naval  Hospital,  so  Nancy  Ruehl  Gal- 

lagher is  hoping  to  find  a  teaching  job  in 
the  San  Francisco  area.  They  left  for  Cali- 

fornia the  day  after  Ruehlie  received  her 
M.A.  in  guidance  and  counseling  from 
Catholic  University,  and  have  been  doing 
the  town  with  Susan  and  Paul  Brenner 
(alias  Cohnie) . 

Nancy  Russell  Ross  wrote  that  her  hands 
have  been  more  than  full  caring  for  their 
two  young  daughters.  Holly  is  now  two- 
and-a-half  and  Becky  almost  one — enough 
said!  Richard  is  continuing  to  supervise 
the  hardcore  unemployment  program  at 
Westinghouse. 

Another  California  medical  wife  is  Sheila 
Sadin  Nevins  whose  husband  Don  is  a 

second-year    resident    in    psychiatry    at    the 
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University  of  California  Medical  Center. 
The  Nevins  spent  two  weeks  in  May  visit- 

ing in  Florida  and  New  York,  and  were 
planning  a  September  vacation  in  Hawaii. 
Between  moving  into  a  house,  taking  sail- 

ing lessons,  and  training  Joshua,  their 
Irish  Setter  puppy,  Sheila  sounds  like  there 
is  never  a  dull  moment. 

Pan  American  is  still  providing  an  ex- 
citing life  for  Cathy  St.  Clair;  what  would 

you  do  if  you  discovered  a  baby  cobra 
running  loose  on  the  plane?  Cathy  men- 

tioned that  she  had  seen  sevetal  Chatham 
faces  around  San  Francisco  this  year. 

After  an  April  wedding  Andra  Sandson 

Condon  "retired"  from  the  data  processing 
rat  race  at  AT&T  and  will  begin  tutoring 
homebound  students  in  the  fall,  while 

working  for  permanent  New  York  certifi- 
cation in  the  MAT  program  at  Manhattan- 

ville  College.  Jim  is  a  sales  engineer  for 
the   Brush   Beryllium   Company. 

As  usual,  Carol  Sheldon  wrote  a  long 
and  fascinating  account  of  her  year — I  wish 

I  had  room  to  tell  all.  After  a  "rugged 
year  of  teaching  in  the  ghetto,"  Carol  will be  at  the  Bannockburn  School  in  nearby 
Montgomery  County,  teaching  second 
grade.  This  summer  she  participated  in  a 
four-week  workshop  for  teachers  in  the 
Leicestershire  (County,  England)  Philos- 

ophy and  Method  of  Teaching  and  found 
it  to  be  one  of  the  most  meaningful  ex- 

periences she  has  ever  been  involved  in. 
Thanks   for  all   the   news,   Carol. 

Jim  and  Sandi  Smith  Mueller  are  back  in 

Flagstaff,  following  a  year's  leave  to  North- western. Jim  is  a  salvage  archeologist  for 
the  Museum  of  Northern  Arizona.  The 
Muellers  have  very  much  enjoyed  the 
Hopi  and  Navajo  Reservations  and  are 
planning  a  winter  tour  of  the  reservation 
posts  to  acquire  some  Navajo  rugs.  Any- 

one traveling  through  Arizona  is  invited 
to  stay  with  the  Muellers. 

Lesley  Smith  McGregor  sends  greetings. 
As  for  me,  Sherrie  Smith,  I  started  my 

third  year  of  teaching  art  in  Stoneham, 

Mass.,  after  finishing  my  master's  degree this  summer  at  B.U.  It  was  a  fantabulous 

year  for  anyone  with  skiing  on  the  brain — 
we're  hoping  for  a  repeat  this  season.  New 
England,  and  the  Boston  area  in  particular, 
seems  to  have  charmed  an  incredible  num- 

ber of  Chathamites,  and  if  you  happen  into 
Harvard  Square  you  are  likely  to  see  as 
many  familiar  faces  as  you  might  have  in 

the  Snack  Bar.  Please  don't  hesitate  to  call one  of  us. 
Renny  Mazo  Cohen  continued  this  year 

doing  social  work  at  the  Franklin  County 
Welfare  Department  in  Columbus,  and 
Dennis  is   interviewing   for   internships. 

Mary  Bruce  McCullock  Mitchell  and 
Dave  had  a  delightful  trip  to  New  York 
and  had  a  chance  to  see  both  Bonnie 
Markey  Seasonwien  and  Mike,  and  Roger 
and  Pam  Byerly  Stuckhart.  Otherwise,  the 

Mitchell's  Shaggy  dog,  Hoover,  kept  them 
busy. 

Sage  reporting: 

Judy  Stone  has  a  new  job  at  the  Colo- 
rado State  Library  distributing  talking  book 

machines  to  the  blind  and  physically  handi- 
capped, and  started  Law  School  at  the  Uni- 

versity  of   Denver    in    September,   studying 

Urban  Poverty  Law.  Judy  sends  a  bi. 
"How's  by  you"  to  all  and  says  that  sh 
would  love  to  hear  from  anyone  who  i 
passing  through  the  Denver  area. 

Sue  Taylor's  new  job  in  Boston  is  tha 
of  pension  analyst  with  New  England  Mi) 
tual  Life  Insurance  Company.  She  has  be 
come  a  sailing  enthusiast  in  her  spare  time 

Harton  and  Jan  Thomas  Wolf  are  tire 
of  New  York  living  and  yearn  for  Pitte 

burgh  again,  but  Harton's  job  with  th 21st  Century  Restaurant  Corporation  keep 
them  in  the  east.  Jan  reports  that  sh 

sees  Joan  Lessing,  '67,  often. Naomi  Waterston  has  returned  from  he 

teaching  position  in  England  and  is  noi 
teaching  in  Fairfax  County,  Virginia.  Sh 
worked   this  summer  for  the  O.A.S. 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Aland  sent  a  mai 
velous  letter  telling  of  a  most  exciting  yea 
traveling  with  husband  Jay  in  Europi 

May  '68  to  January  '69  were  spent  trave 
ing  on  their  BMW,  and  then  from  Febn 
ary  until  May  they  worked  in  Hamburg 
Germany.  They  managed  to  see  most  c 
Europe.  Betsy  reports  that  some  of  thei 

most  exciting  moments  were  "being  caugr in  the  student  riots  in  Paris,  caught  in 
flood  in  the  Pyrenees  on  the  way  to  Ar 
dorra,  and  being  in  Yugoslavia  during  th 

Czechoslovakia  crisis."  Back  in  Pittsburg 
now,  Betsy  is  acting  at  the  Red  Bar 
Theater   in   Allison  Park. 

Barb  Wallace  is  really  enjoying  her  nei 
home  in  San  Francisco,  where  she  ha 

taken  a  job  as  a  pediatric  out-patient  soci; 
worker  ( try  saying  that  one  rapidly! )  i 
San  Francisco  General  Hospital.  She  love 
the  west  coast  but  seems  most  thrilled  b 
finally  being  out  of  school. 

Linda  Whitmyre  sends  word  from  Mi 
laysia,  where  she  is  completing  two  yeai 
as  a  Peace  Corps  volunteer  teaching  mat! 
that  life  has  been  very  good  to  her  anc 

as  she  says,  "I  hope  also  a  bir  good  fc 
the  people  I  have  met."  Linda  expects  t be  back  in  Pittsburgh  by  Christmas. 
Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  and  hu: 

band  Rick  have  left  Cambridge  for  "smoj 
gier  parts,  (i.e.  New  York  City),"  whet Rick  is  working  in  the  international  div 
sion  of  the  First  National  City  Bank.  Lyn 

says  that  she  is  a  lady  of  leisure  for  th 
moment  but  she  thinks  she  will  soon  be 

working  gal  again. 
Patty  Williamson  reports  that  her  jo 

has  given  her  a  great  opportunity  to  trave 

She  was  at  Marty  Coyne's  wedding  earlie this  year. 

News  comes  from  some  of  our  associat 
members  as  well.  Pat  Mullen  is  now  in 
teacher  training  program  for  ballet  i 
Harkness  House  in  New  York  City.  Sh 
also  is  tutoring  students  in  their  corre: 
pondence  courses.  Pat  received  her  MJ 
in  English  in  June. 

Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis,  who  also  finishe 

her  master's  degree  this  June,  was  rewarde 
for  her  hard  work  by  her  husband  Roge 
with  a  trip  across  the  country.  Joan  : 
teaching  fifth  grade  again  this  year. 

As  for  this  reporter,  the  past  year  ha 
been  a  full  and  rewarding  one  for  Mik 
and  me.  The  arrival  of  our  son  Pete 
brought  an  end  to  my  career  as  a  biophys 
cist  and  the  beginning  of  a  whole  new  pa 
tern  of  existence  for  us.  Mike  has  bee 
working  almost  incessently  to  complete  th 
last  things  for  his  Ph.D.  (projected  term 

nation  date  is  November).  We've  see many  Chathamites  in  the  past  year,  an 
we  enjoy  hearing  from  many  more. 
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Mary  Ann  Denning 

5815  Gulf  ton  Street,  Apt.  #72 
Houston,  Tx.  77036 

Goldie  Jaffee  Katz 
(Mrs.  Joel  W) 

16  Aspin  Court  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Zelda  Lipschutz  Gilbert 
(Mrs.  Paul  E.) 

33Vi  Yoke  Street 
Morgantown,  W.V.   26505 

Georgia  McKee 
166  North  Dithridge  Street,  Apt.  3-F 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Elinor  Scheirer 
390  East  Oakland  Avenue 

Columbus,  Oh.  43202 
ENGAGEMENTS 

Harriet  Alien  Dye  to  George  Bakalar,  an 
English    literature    teacher    at    the    high 
school  level. 

Jody  Tilghman  to  Emory  E.  Tamplin. 

MARRIAGES 

Edna  Amy  Bergman  to  Martin  Lewis  Lop- 
kin,  August  22,   1969. 

Marcia  Binstock  to  Louis  B.  Swartz,  Octo- 
ber 27,  1968. 

Oi  Fan  Chan  to  Thomas  Gray  Linsley,  Au- 
gust 16,  1969. 

Merle  Fainstein  to  Arthur  F.  Nacht  on 
August  23,  1969.  Merle  is  an  artist  with 
Franklin  Simon  while  Arthur  continues 
his  studies  at  the  Harvard  Business 
School 

Cathy  Horowitz  to  Marc  D.  Saltzman  on 
August  23,  1969.  Cathy  teaches  third 
grade  in  Neshaminy,  Pa.  and  Marc  is  also 
teaching  in  Philadelphia. 

Goldie  Jaffe  to  Joel  William  Katz  on  Oc- 
tober 11,  1969.  Joel  is  a  C.P.A.  with 

Price- Waterhouse   in   Pittsburgh. 
Zelda  Lipschutz  to  Paul  Elliot  Gilbert,  De- 

cember 28,  1969  in  Louisville,  Kenrucky. 
Leslie  B.  Miller  to  Maury  C.  Eggers,  Au- 

gust 23,  1969- 
Pati  Pronovost  to  Joseph  M.  Loughren,  Au- 

gust 9,  1969. 
Meg  Sandridge  to  Thomas  K.  Sturgis,  Au- 

gust 30,  1969. 
Suzanne  Sausedo  to  Ira  Krause,  September 

14,  1968. 
Cherie    Stanglein    to    Glen    David    Bliwise, 

June   15,   1969. 
Constance  Swjantek  to  Michael  A.   Simons, 

July  12,  1969. 
Leslie  Tarr   to   Bruce   G.    Laurie,   June    1, 

1969. 
Laurel  Weiss  to  Mitchell  P.  Rothman,  June 

15,  1969. 
Jacqueline  Yates  to  Peter  K.   Silson,  June 

15,  1968. 
Faith   Yoho   to  Jack  S.  Jaycox,  August  9, 

1969. 

BIRTH 

Fern  Weiner  Canter,  a  son,  Hal  Richard, 
May  4,  1968. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy    Banchiere,    648-A    Kelly    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Sara    Barnett,     1260-21st    Street,    N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20036 

De  Ann  Beach  Burrows   (Mrs.  James),  28 
Linden  Avenue,  Somerville,  Ma.  02143 

Edna  Bergman   Lopkin    (Mrs.   Martin   L.), 
Hotel  Surton  East,  330  East  56th  Street, 
New  York,  N.Y.   10022 

Marcia  Binstock   Swartz    (Mrs.    Louis   B. ), 
827  Highview  Street,  Apt.  1,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15206 

Sylvia    Birckhead    d'Ambrosi     (Mrs.    F. 
Denis),    113    Thornridge    Drive,    Stam- 

ford, Ct.  06903 
Elizabeth   Bossen  Hanelius    (Mrs.   William 

J.),    30    Nutmeg    Lane,    East    Hartford, 
Ct.  06118 

Susan  Brewer  Dempster    (Mrs.  James   S. ), 

1235  Mulberry  Avenue,  Apt.  101-F,  San 
Antonio,  Tx.  78209 

Sabra  Burdick  and  Sandra  Hochhauser,  240 
South    Fairmont    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15206 

Susan    Burke    Clemow    (Mrs.    Brian),    43 
Roberts  Street,  West  Hartford,  Ct.  06107 

Kathleen  Carlson  Schuchat    (Mrs.  William 
L.),   1251  Wanda  Lee  Drive,  Ellisville, 
Mi.  63011 

Kathleen   Chalmers,    1203    De   Paul   Street, 
Apt.   12,  Baltimore,  Md.  21202 

OiFan   Chan   Linsley    ( Mrs.   Thomas   G. ) , 
872  West  End  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y. 
20025 

Beckey   Conrad  Hahn    (Mrs.   Larry),   3325 
Sunnyside  Avenue,  Harrisburg,  Pa.  17109 

Jane    Cooper   Dickinson    (Mrs.    John    C), 
501  Raritan  Avenue,  Apt.  1-B,  Highland 
Park,  N.J.  08904 

Susan  Cosgrove  Jones  (Mrs.  H.  Lawrence), 
5264   Beelermont  Place,   Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Karen  Curto,  Graduate  Center,  Bryn  Mawr 
College,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.   19010 

Gail  Davis  Reiner    (Mrs.  Charles),   1405- 
24   S.W.    10th   Terrace,   Gainesville,   Fl. 

32601 Pamela   Davis,    P.O.    Box   262,   Newfields, 
N.H.  03856 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  (Mrs.  Irwin  J.),  4361 

Clarkwood  Parkway,  Apt.  303,  Warrens- 
ville  Heights,  Oh.  44128 

Harriet  Dye,  Suite  202,  26219  Cambridge 
Lane,  Warrensville  Heights,  Oh.  44128 

Patricia  Elio  Cash    (Mrs.  Dennis  R.),  165 
Novato  Street,   Apt.   2,  San   Rafael,   Ca. 

94901 Merle  Fainstein  Nacht    (Mrs.  Arthur),   19 
Everett  Street,  Cambridge,  Ma.  92138 

Kirsten    Fenninger,    1408    Commonwealth 
Avenue,  Brighton,  Ma.  02135 

Karen  Frick,  3142  N  Street,  Apt.  2,  Wash- 
ington, D.C.  20007 

Cheryl  Gambrell  Porter   (Mrs.  Robert  L.), 
4952   Havana   Drive,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 15239 

Emily   Greenaway,    113    Commonwealth 
Avenue,  Boston,  Ma.  02116 

Jane  Grisell,  Emory  University,  Box  22131, 
1364   Clifton   Road,   N.E.,   Atlanta,  Ga. 

30322 Alexandra  Hoch,  1105  Bloomington  Street, 
Corpus  Christi,  Tx.  78416 

Catherine  Horowitz   Saltzman    (Mrs.   Marc 
D. ),  236  Robina  Road,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Mary  Lou  Hitchins  McGuire   (Mrs.  Bartlett 
H.),  207  East  74th   Street,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10021 

Alice   Marie   Ireland,    261    Shady    Avenue, 
Apt.  2,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Jennifer  Jessop  Beckett,  (Mrs.  Thomas  A.), 
212  West  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

Christine  Joyce,  580  Linwood  Avenue,  Apt. 
4,  Buffalo,  N.Y.    14209 

Ann    Kessler,    4730    Pine    Street,    Philadel- 
phia, Pa.  19143 

Mary    Knipmeyer,    516    A    Street,    N.E., 
Washington,  D.C.  20002 

Kathleen    Kratt    Neeley    (Mrs.    James    D., 
Jr.),    1142   Dryden   Road,   Ithaca,   N.Y. 14850 

Barbara    Krause    Pegg    (Mrs.    William    L., 
Jr.),   %   Lt.  William  L.  Pegg,  Jr.,  U.S. 
Army,  APSA   ATTN   SMUAP-L,  Joliet, II.  60436 

Carole    Kuhn    Silver    (Mrs.    Stephen    R.), 
472  Sheridan  Road,  Evanston,  II.  60202 

Helen  Lanigan,  14  Pinckney  Street,  Boston, 
Ma.  02114 

Martha    Larkin    Komm     ( Mrs.    Alan    L. ) , 
6351    Marchand    Street,    Pittsburgh,   Pa. 15206 

Ellen    Lehn,    29    Concord    Avenue,    Cam- 
bridge, Ma.  02138 

Kelley    Maclsaacs.     1932    Biltmore     Street, 
N.W.,  Apt.  4,  Washington,  D.C.  20009 

Katherine  Macreery   Gordon    (Mrs.   Thom- 
as),  1422  Severn  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15217 

Philomena  Mastantuono  Koenig  (Mrs.  John 

S. ),  Filomena  &  Estevao  Koenig,  Volun- 
taries da  Paz,  Campo  do  Brito,  Sergipe, 

Brazil,  S.A. 
Patricia  Matthias  Peterson    (Mrs.  John  W. 

Ill),  11  Gray  Street,  Apt.  6,  Cambridge, 
Ma.  02138 

Jan  Miller  Kahler  (Mrs.  Randall  M.) ,  5532 
Covode  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Leslie  Miller  Eggers   (Mrs.  Maury  C),  120 
North  Avenue,  Apt.  C-43,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15202 

Patricia  Pronovost  Loughren    (Mrs.  Joseph 

M.),     1243    Mississippi    Avenue,    Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15216 

Audrey    Pysh    Theis     (Mrs.    Steven    W.), 
2870  Embassy  Row,  Speedway,  In.  46224 

Caroline  Roth,  Bread  Springs  Day  School, 
Box   1117,  Gallup,  N.M.   87301 

Margaret  Sandridge  Sturgis    (Mrs.  Thomas 

K.),  817  Fourth  Street,  Apt.  3,  Colum- 
bus, In.  47201 

Suzanne    Sausedo    Krause    (Mrs.    Ira   B.), 
655-1B  Belle  Terre  Road,  Port  Jefferson, N.Y.   11777 

Diane  Savage,    5815    Gulfton   Street,   Apt. 
72,  Houston,  Tx.  77036 

Marianne  Schlittler,  Luzernerstrasse  9,  4143 

Dornach,  Sol,  Switzerland 
Cynthia  Spears  Sparrow    (Mrs.   Victor   H., 

Ill),    9203    Three    Oaks    Drive,    Silver 

Spring,  Md.  20901 
Cherie  Stanglein  Bliwise    (Mrs.  Glen  D.), 

1407    Chapel    Hill,    Mountainside,    N.J. 
07092 

Constance  Swjantek  Simons   (Mrs.  Michael 
A.),    16800   Lakeshore   Boulevard,   Apt. 
721,  Cleveland,  Oh.  44110 

Leslie  Tarr  Laurie    (Mrs.   Bruce   G.),   905 
Clinton   Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.    19107 

Mary  Tempteton  and  Deborah  Rosch,  The 
Eton,  81st  Street  and   1st  Avenue,  Apt. 
7-B,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Susan  Thomas,  769  Bucknell  Street,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.  19130 

Joanne    Tilghman,    8415     Bel  Ion  a    Lane, 
Ruxton,  Md.  21204 

Cheryl  Tow  Fine,    (Mrs.  Norman),  South 
Water    Street,    Apt.    K-12,    Warehouse 
Point,  Ct.  06088 

Davida  Tunis  Philips    (Mrs.  Richard  W.), 
245  Unquowa  Road,  Fairfield,  Ct.  06430 

Charlene  VanThof  Wells  (Mrs.  W.  Robert 
Jr.),   24   Oxford    Road,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15202 

Eleanor    Wait,   25   Grove   Street,   Apt.    11, 
New  York,   N.Y.    10014 

Fern   Weiner  Canter   (Mrs.   Sherman  K.), 
2827   Beechwood   Boulevard,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Laurel    Weiss    Rothman     (Mrs.    Michell), 
5731    Phillips    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15217 
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Ellen  Witt,  4114  Davis  Place,  Apt.  31, 
Washington,  D.C.   20007 

Faith  Yoho  Jaycox  (Mrs.  Jack  S .) ,  1818- 
14th  Avenue,  South,  Apt.  5,  Minneapolis, 
Mn.  55404 

Gail  Young,  1127  Indiana,  Apt.  30,  Law- 
rence, Ks.  66044 

Mary  Ann  reporting: 

Hi!  This  is  Mary  Ann  coming  to  you 
from  Houston,  Texas,  believe  it  or  not. 
This  is  quite  a  change  for  me  but  so  far 
I  like  it  real  well,  despite  the  climate.  I 
moved  here  in  August  and  have  been  work- 

ing as  secretary  for  two  attorneys  and 
sharing  an  apartment  with  Diane  Savage. 

School  seems  so  far  in  the  past  to  me 

that  it's  hard  to  believe  that  some  in  our 
class  are  still  plugging  away.  De  Ann  Beach 
Burrows  is  attending  graduate  school  in 
rehabilitation  counseling  at  Boston  Univer- 

sity School  of  Education.  Becky  Conrad 
Hahn  and  her  husband  Larry  are  both 
graduate  students,  she  in  reading  and  Larry 

working  a  master's  in  elementary  education. 
Karen  Curto  is  studying  psychology  at 
Bryn  Mawr  College  and  spending  a  lot  of 
time  working  with  46  pigeons.  Carol  David 
is  now  a  junior  English  major  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Pittsburgh.  Gail  Davis  Reiner 
and  Charles  are  another  husband-wife 
graduate  team.  Gail  has  been  awarded  a 

fellowship  toward  a  master's  in  sociology, 
and  Charles  has  a  fellowship  toward  his 
Ph.D.  in  clinical  psychology,  both  at  the 
University  of  Florida. 

Kathy  Chalmers  spent  the  summer  of  '68 
studying  criminology  at  the  University  of 
Hong  Kong,  but  has  now  given  up  the 
student  life  and  is  working  in  the  foteign 
investments  department  of  the  First  Na- 

tional Bank  in  Baltimore.  Betty  Adams  is 
also  in  Baltimore  and  loves  her  job  as  as- 

sistant to  the  volunteers  at  Greater  Balti- 
more Medical  Center.  Sally  Barnett  has 

moved  and  has  a  new  job  as  a  research 
assistant  at  the  American  Institutes  for  Re- 

search in  Washington. 
Oi  Fan  Chan  Linsley  also  loves  her  job 

in  the  Corporate  Banking  Gtoup  for  the 
First  National  City  Bank  in  New  York. 
Since  their  marriage  in  August,  she  and 
Tom  are  living  in  a  renovated  brownstone 

with  13'  ceilings.  Tom  is  attending  law school  at  Columbia. 
Edna  Bergman  Lopkin  is  also  working  in 

New  York  as  a  Child  Welfare  caseworker. 
Her  husband  is  a  medical  student. 

Kathy  Carlson  Schuchat  and  her  husband 
are  busy  working  on  their  house  and  play- 

ing patents  to  their  three  kittens,  named 
Cognac,  Champagne  and  Butterscotch 
Ripple.  Vera  Berkowitz  Greenberg  is  also 
house-involved — they  are  putting  in  a 
basement. 

Marcia  Binstock  Swartz  was  the  matron 

of  honor  in  Leslie  Miller  Egger's  wedding 
in   Philadelphia. 

Yvette  Bourgeois,  a  fellow  Texas  resi- 
dent, has  been  exploring  and  is  going  to 

live  and  work  in  light  shows  in  San  Fran- 

cisco.     She's     trading     the     "quasi-country 

commune"   life   for   the   "ultimate   in   psy- 

chedelia." Goldie  reporting: 

Teaching  seems  to  be  the  common  de- 
nominator among  the  alumnae  this  year  as 

last  year.  While  Susan  Esterman  Borish 
and  Cathy  Horowitz  Saltzman  lived  hun- 

dreds of  miles  away  from  each  other,  they 
are  now  both  teaching  for  the  Neshaminy 
School  District.  Cathy  teaches  third  grade, 
and  Sue  is  an  eighth  grade  English  teacher 

and  a  master's  degree  candidate  at  Temple University. 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner,  who  was  not  a 
native  Pittsburgher  but  lived  here  for  a 
year,  has  moved  again.  Her  husband  has 
taken  a  job  as  an  account  executive  with 
WJW-TV  in  Cleveland.  Jill  is  teaching 

sixth  grade  in  what  she  calls  a  "very  pro- 
gressive school  district."  They're  even sending  her  to  camp  for  a  week. 

Harriet  Dye's  teaching  position  is  a 
little  more  unusual.  She  was  supervising 
a  Red  Cross  tutorial  program  for  Ghetto 
children  and  is  now  teaching  first  grade 
in  Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio.  She  received  her 

master's  degree  in  June  from  Tufts  and  is 
busy  still  in  planning,  for  her  wedding  on 
December  20,   1969- 

Gail  Fishberg  is  team-teaching  in  a 
middle  school  in  Princeton,  New  Jersey. 
While  taking  her  kids  on  a  trip  to  the 
United  Nations,  she  ran  into  Isabelle  Haus- 

ner,  '66.  The  entire  class  of  '68  expresses 
sympathy  to  Mrs.  Fishberg  and  Gail  on 
the  sudden  death  of  Mr.  Fishberg. 
Two  non-teachers,  Pat  Elio  Cash  and 

Judy  Herbst  Goozh,  both  have  interesting 
jobs.  Pat  is  working  for  the  Department 
of  the  Army,  Sixth  Army  Medical  Labora- 

tory, as  rhe  supervisor  of  its  special  chemis- 
try section  in  foods.  While  Pat  is  with  the 

Army,  Dennis  has  been  deferred  due  to 
his  job  with  Standard  Oil  of  California. 
Judy  is  working  for  a  health  insurance 
lobbyist.  She  and  Steve  had  a  two-week 
vacation  in  England  early  in  August. 

Shelley  Israel  spent  a  year  in  France, 
working,  studying  and  traveling  with  Pam 
Davis,  Now  she  is  back  home  and  looking 
for  a  job  where  she  can  use  her  French  on 
a  daily  basis. 

I,  Goldie,  finished  my  master's  degtee  in 
August  and  had  a  great  job  with  the  Mon- 
roeville  School  District.  Then  came  the 
strike  over  the  question  of  amnesty.  It 

has  now  been  settled,  but  I  put  the  "un- 
employed" time  to  good  use  getting  ready 

for  my  wedding  and  new  apartment.  I  was 
disappointed  that  I  did  not  hear  from  more 
of  you,  but  was  surprised  to  discover  how 
many  had  already  heard  about  my  engage- 

ment. Word  really  travels  quickly  among 
the  grads.    Hope  you  all  have  a  good  year. 

Zelda  reporting: 

Everyone  seems  interested  and  thrilled 
with  their  new  jobs.  Jennifer  Lewis  is 
right  in  the  middle  of  a  job  training  pro- 

gram   for   the   disadvantaged    that   has    just 

begun  at  M.I.T.  She  says  the  trainees  ar 
working  on  being  lab  technicians.  In  he 
spare  time  Jennifer  is  taking  some  course 
in  American  Studies. 

Chris  Joyce  is  working  at  the  Studi 
Arena  Theater  in  Buffalo  where  she  : 
teaching  active  drama  to  fifth,  sixth,  se\ 
enth  and  eighth  graders.  In  addition  she  : 

working  with  Children's  Theatre  which  i 
giving  performances  for  under-priviledge 
kids  in  the  C.O.R.E.  areas  of  Buffalo,  an 

she's  been  making  television  commercial 
for  the  local  area,  AND  went  to  Bets 
Bosson's  '68  wedding  June  21,  1969 

Bobbie  Livingston  Reitzes  is  teachin 
third  grade  in  Arlington,  Virginia,  an 
loves  it. 

The  studious  types  include  Ellen  Lehi 
srudying  psychology  at  Brandeis,  Mary  Ca 
Knipmeyer,  srudying  anthropology  at  Cat! 
olic  University,  Kathy  Kratt  Neeley,  splii 
ting  her  time  between  working  and  takin 
courses  in  library  science  at  Cornell  wher 
husband  Jim  is  also  in  graduate  school,  an 

Alice  Kessler,  working  for  a  master's  d( gree  in  elementary  education  at  Bosto University. 

After  getting  married  in  December,  Pat 
and  I  went  to  New  Orleans  for  our  hone) 
moon  (Paul  wanted  to  see  the  Suga 

Bowl ) ,  and  New  Year's  Eve  on  Bourbo Street  has  to  be  seen  to  be  believec 
Debbie  Rosch  and  Ellen  Goldbloom  Kigh. 
'67,  were  attendants. 

Final  query — why  do  so  many  Chathar 
grads  wind  up  in  the  Boston-Cambridg 
area? 

Georgia  reporting: 
Once  again  I  find  myself  bringing  yo 

all  of  the  news  from  those  who  responde 
to  our  lovely  green  circulars.  There  ar 
still  some  of  us  in  graduate  schoo 
Kathy  Osmond  is  finishing  her  M.A.  i 
political  science  at  Pitt  and  is  looking  foi 
ward  to  starting  her  Ph.D.  program.  Bat 
bara  Morgan  Spiegelman  started  work  o 
her  M.A.  in  library  science  by  going  pai 
time  this  past  summer,  while  Stanley  i 
doing  reactor  core  design  work  at  West 
inghouse  Bettis  Atomic  Power  Laboratory 
Chilton  Richardson  is  teaching  biology  a 
Chatham  and  going  part  time  to  Pitt  i 
biology.  Suzanne  Sausedo  Krause  is  a  cas 
worker  for  the  Suffolk  County  Departmen 
of  Social  Services  and  is  also  taking  course 
towards  her  M.S.W.  Her  husband  Ira  is 

community  organizer.  Marsha  Otterma 
teaches  kindergarten  and  is  working  tc 
wards  an  advanced  degree  in  elementar 
education  at  Pitt.  Pati  Pronovost  Loughre 
teaches  in  Mt.  Lebanon,  and  is  also  work 
ing  on  an  advanced  degree  in  education  a 
Penn  State.  Her  husband  Joe  teaches  a 
St.  Mary  of  the  Mount,  Mt.  Washingtor 
and  srudies  law  at  Duquesne.  As  for  my 
self,  I  finished  my  M.A.  in  history  thi 
past  summer,  and  am  starting  on  my  Ph.E 
(American  history),  while  teaching  a: 
American  history  survey  course  at  Pitt. 

Further  afield,  Caroline  Roth  is  teachin, 
kindergarten    to    Navajo    children    in    Ne^ 

CHATHAM  COLLEGE  IS  ALIVE  AND  WELL  IN  PITTSBURGH. 

PARTICIPATE  IN  THE  CENTENNIAL  FUND! 
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Mexico.  She  tells  me  that  she  is  using 

a  "bi-cultural  approach,"  in  that  both 
Navajo  and  English  are  used  in  the  class- 

room. Pam  Poch  Fetter  is  far  from  the 

"lone  ptairie."  She  works  for  Chase  Man- 
hattan Bank  in  the  personnel  department. 

As  I  write  this,  she  and  John  are  in  Europe 
for  a  three  week  holiday.  Kelley  Maclsaacs 
is  in  Washington  working  for  the  District 
of  Columbia  Redevelopment  Land  Agency. 
Meg  Sandridge  Sturgis  is  a  legal  secretary 
and  research  assistant  for  Goltra,  Kline  and 

'  King  in  Columbus,  Indiana,  while  husband 
Tom  is  a  student  at  Indiana  University, 
Bloomington.  Jan  Miller  Kahler  is  work- 

ing as  a  staff  assistant  at  Kaufman's  while Randall  attends  graduate  school  at  Pitt. 
Leslie  Miller  Eggers  is  still  working  with 
IBM  here  in  Pittsburgh.  Her  husband  is 
assistant  professor  of  mathematics  at  Beaver 
County  Community  college. 

Audrey  Pysh  Theis  will  be  living  in  In- 
dianapolis this  year  while  Steve  does  his 

surgical  internship.  He  received  his  M.D. 
in  May  from  Pitt,  and  plans  to  specialize 
in  orthopedic  surgery.  Last,  but  not  least, 
Ann  Robinson  Riscb  reported  that  she  and 
husband  Leslie  expected  to  spend  part  of 
the  fall  camping  on  the  eastern  seaboard 
and  also  visiting  friends  and  relatives.  She 
hopes  everyone  from  Chatham  is  well  and 
happy,  and  I  second  het  in  that  sentiment. 

Thanks  to  all  who  responded.  It  was 
great  to  hear  from  you. 

Elite  reporting: 
Marriages,  graduate  study,  and  new  jobs 

would  seem  to  summarize  the  news  of 

'68  Chathamites. 
Faith  Yoho  Jaycox  received  her  M.A. 

in  English  from  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh in  August  and  has  now  begun  work 

for  the  Ph.D.  at  Minnesota  where  her  new 
husband  is  a  law  student.  Her  wedding, 
like  so  many  others  this  last  year,  was  a 
small  Chatham  reunion;  OiFan  Chan  Lins- 
ley,  Ellen  Schreibman,  Kathy  Osmond, 

Lois  Murphy  Skelka  ('69),  and  Molly 
Miesse  ('70)  were  guests,  and  Cherie 
Stanglein  Bitwise  and  Patty  McBride  served 
as  attendants. 

Cherie  Stanglein  Bliuise's  bridesmaids included  Faith  Yoho  and  Ellen  Schreibman. 

At  the  moment  she  is  Assistant  Manager 
of  Organization  Planning,  Wage  Admin- 

istration, and  Personnel  Research  with 

Bamberger's  in  New  Jersey,  where  her  hus- 
band is  Manager  of  Systems  and  Produc- 

tion. 

Connie  Sti'jantek  Simons  is  a  librarian  at 
the  Cleveland  Public  Libtary;  she  com- 

pleted the  program  of  the  Graduate  School 
of  Library  and  Information  Sciences  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh  in  June.  Laurie 
Weiss  Rotbman  was  her  honor  attendant  at 
the  July  wedding,  with  Ann  Kessler,  Ellen 
Lehn,  Nancy  Le  Vasseur,  and  Kathy  Per- 

rone  ('69)  as  guests.  Husband  Michael 
is  teaching  in  Cleveland's  innet-city  schools. 

Laurie  Weiss  Rothman,  working  in  com- 
munity organization,  has  transferred  from 

Columbia  ro  the  School  of  Social  Work  at 
the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  Her  husband 
continues  his  grad  studies  at  Carnegie-Mel- 
lon. 

Barbara  Stern  expects  to  receive  her  M.A. 
in  the  education  of  the  emotionally  dis- 

turbed from  Teachers  College,  Columbia 
University,  in  January.  Leslie  Tarr  Laurie 

will  be  expecting  her  master's  in  community organization  at  Columbia  by  June  under  a 
fellowship  from  the  National  Institute  of 
Mental  Health.  In  addition  to  commuting 
to  New  York  City  for  classes  once  a  week, 
she  is  working  with  Planned  Parenthood 
in  Philadelphia.  Through  a  Mellon  Fellow- 

ship her  husband,  a  doctoral  candidate  in 
history  ar  the  University  of  Pittsburgh,  is 
doing  research  in  Philadelphia  for  his  dis- 
sertation. 

Ellen  Witt  writes  that  she  is  doing  re- 
search for  psychiatrists  at  the  National  In- 
stitute of  Mental  Health.  Jody  Tilghman  is 

working  in  the  department  of  pediatrics  at 

Johns  Hopkin's  Hospital  in  Baltimore. 
Eleanor  Wait,  working  at  Western  Electric 
and  producing  films  in  the  public  relations 
deparrment,  has  enjoyed  lots  of  U.S.  travel 

in  connecrion  with  her  job;  she's  also  been 
kept  busy  giving  some  free-lance  speeches 
and  taking  night  courses  at  NYU.  Mary 
Templeton  is  job-hunting  in  New  York 
where  she  has  an  apartment  with  Debbie 
Rosch  and  a  friend  from  Boston. 

Jackie  Yates  Silson,  studying  political 
science  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh,  had 

a  change  of  pace  last  summer  when  she, 
her  husband,  and  dog  camped  out  in  a  tent 
for  eight  weeks  in  Ann  Arbor,  Michigan, 
while  Jackie  attended  an  Inter-university 
Consortium  for  Political  Research.  Her 
husband  is  a  srudent  in  architecture. 

Mandy  Timney  and  Helen  Sparks  have 
done  theit  share  of  traveling  this  yeat. 
Mandy  went  to  Europe  where  she  ran  into 

Cindy  Martin  ('69),  Marcia  Seeler  ('69), 
Ellen  Goldbloom  Kight  ("67)  and  het  hus- 

band, and  Judy  Murray  Walle  ('67)  and 
her  husband.  At  the  moment  she  is  chang- 

ing jobs  and  looking  for  an  apartment  in 
the  Boston  area,  a  favorite  haunt  of  Chat- 

ham alums,  as  she  reports  it.  Helen  spent 
her  vacation  in  Acapulco,  Mexico,  and  has 
also  been  wandering  along  rhe  east  coast 
of  the  U.S.  She  is  now  an  associate  scien- 

tific programmer  at  Bettis  Atomic  Power 
Laboratory  in  Wesr  Mifflin,  a  job  she  thor- 

oughly enjoys;  she's  also  planning  to  begin 
work  on  a  master's  in  computer  science  at 
the  Universiry  of  Pittsburgh. 

The  call  of  the  classroom  still  seems  to 
be  keeping  some  of  us  busy.  Fern  Werner 

Canter,  one  of  our  "old-marrieds,"  is  en- 
joying her  new  home,  but  describes  son 

Hal  as  "rearing  her  apart."  She  is  an  Eng- 
lish reader  at  Allderdice  and  has  also  be- 
gun to  tutor,  while  Davida  Tunis  Philips 

is  teaching  seventh  and  eighth  grade  Eng- 
lish in  Bridgeport. 

Our  gal  in  Switzerland,  Marianne 
Schlittler,  has  been  working  at  the  histor- 

ical museum  in  Basel;  she  wears  all  kinds 
of  hats,  from  that  of  restorer  to  that  of 

sectetaty.  But  she  missed  New  Jersey's Route  22  so  much,  she  had  to  visit  the 
U.S.  early  last  summer! 

And  yours  truly  finished  the  M.A.  in 
curriculum  and  instruction  at  Ohio  State 
in  June.  Last  summer  I  began  work  on  my 
Ph.D.  in  the  same  field.  After  a  wonderful 
breather  visiting  home,  Washington,  D.C., 

and  New  York  City,  I've  resumed  my  exile 
in  Columbus  where  I  am  a  teaching  associate 
in  the  College  of  Education.  Decorating  my 
new  apartment  has  been  keeping  me  from 

quaking  too  soon  over  the  ever-closer  gen- 
eral exams.  My  best  to  all  until  next  year 

when  we  again  gather  items  for  our  so- 
cially acceptable  gossip  column. 

CHATHAM  NEEDS  A  LIBRARY, 

A  LITTLE  THEATRE-LECTURE  HALL,  A  STUDENT-FACULTY  CENTER, 

AND  AN  INCREASED  ENDOWMENT. 

LET'S  MAKE  THE  $150,000  ALUMNAE  GOAL. 

PLEASE,  SEND  IN  THOSE  PLEDGE  CARDS!  ! 
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EXECUTIVE 

President    Patsy  Speers  Bradley   '45 

First  Vice  President    _  _l_ois  Clazer  Michaels   '53 

Second  Vice  President   Peggy  Korb  Smith   '46 

Recording  Secretary        Nancy  Diven  Seagren   '37 

Corresponding  Secretary__l_ois  Kramer  Boyd   '38 

Alumnae  Trustees   Helen  H.  Smith   '44 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore   '60 
Evangeline  Seitanakis  Beldecos   '52 

ALUMNAE 

Downtown   Miss  Helen  Ryman  '24 
50  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1  5228 

Mt.  Lebanon  Area   Mrs.  Robert  E.  Petsinger 

(Vicki  Sneathen  '54) 475  Miranda  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

Decade  IV   Mrs.  Edna  McKee  Houston  '04 
724  South  Negley  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Decade  V   Miss  Grace  Woodrow  '16 
704  South  Negley  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Pittsburgh 
Junior  Sixties   Mrs.  J  Cooke  McCough 

(Mildred  Stewart '62) 
31  5  Heritage  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Southern  California   Miss  Marcella  Murray  '30 3671  Stewart  Avenue 

Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90066 

Washington,  D.C   Mrs.  Paul  E.  Burke 

(Coral  Wigent '60) 5529  Marlin  Street 
Rockville,  Md.  20853 
Mrs.  Robert  W.  Harris 

(Barbara  Whiteside '50) 2203  Forest  Hill  Road 

Alexandria,  Va.  22307 

Chicago,   Illinois   Miss  Patrice  Williamson  '66 
1  1  33  Maple  Avenue 
Evanston,  II.  60202 

Baltimore,  Maryland   Mrs.  Helmut  F.  Cascorbi 

(Ann  Morgan  '50) 7902  Roldrew  Avenue 
Baltimore,  Md.  21204 

BOARD 

Directors   Jane  Montgomery  Dickey  '53 
Diane  Brutout  Neimann  '65 

Betty  Fleck  Hendrickson  '47 

Sally  Geary  Hansen  '48 
Arline  Sinkus  Lewis  '61 

Nominating  Committee  Co-chairmen   

Jane  Dowler  Elder  '36 
Glenda  Rich  DeBroff  '60  ' 

Alumnae  Centennial   Fund  Director   

Lucille  Hillman  '64 
Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs   

Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  '29 

CLUBS 

Boston,  MassachusettS-_Miss  Sharon  F.  Smith  '66 223  Pearl  Street 

Somerville,  Ma.  02144 

Detroit,  Michigan   Mrs.  Philip  M.  Croel 

(Susanne  Quad '59) 1  740  Bates  Street 

Birmingham,  Mi.  48009 

Upper  Midwest   Mrs.  Ronald  M.  Hays 

( Inna  Komarnitsky  '58) 5857  Creek  Valley  Road 
Minneapolis,  Mi.  55435 

Buffalo,  New  York   Mrs.  Stanley  Zionts 

(Terri  Abrams  '62) 1  16  Ranch  Trail 

Williamsville,  N.Y.  14221 

New  York  City   

Cleveland,  Ohio^ 

  Mrs.  D.  J.  Raymond 

(Carole  Cristiano  '59) 1  220  Lexington  Avenue 
New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

  Mrs.  R.  H.  Mattson 

(Eleanore  Luthringer  '49) 7396 Ober Lane 

Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio  44022 

Northern  New  Jersey   Mrs.  F.  W.  Obermann 

(Marie  Timothy  '53) 65WinsorWay 

Berkeley  Heights,  N.J.  07922 

Philadelphia,  Pennsylvania 
North  Philadelphia   Mrs.  Sanford  J.  Catz 

(Phyllis  Fox '64) 
309  Llewellyn  Road 
Ambler,  Pa.  19002 

Delaware- Ma  inline^ .Mrs.  J.   Kenneth  Delmar 

(Sara  Jane  Westlake  '62 1 00  Stanton  Road 
Havertown,  Pa.  19083 
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0  After  a  successful  first  venture  last  year 

Chatham  students  have  scheduled  a  second  Resident  Col- 

loquy for  the  weekend  of  February  12-14.  During  thai 
period  a  large  and  diversified  group  of  people  will  come  tc 

campus,  live  in  the  dorms,  and  engage  in  non-stop  conver- 
sation. The  purpose  of  Colloquy  is  to  provide  a  time  oi 

discovery,  to  test  values  and  convictions,  to  learn  from  dif- 
ferences of  opinion,  to  become  aware  by  becoming  involved, 

both  individually  and  communally. 

Q  For  the  second  year  Mrs.  Clifford  S.  Heinz, 

Trustee  of  Chatham  College,  will  entertain  alumnae  at  the 
Surf  Club  in  Miami,  Florida.  The  event  will  be  a  dinner 

on  Sunday,  February  14,  1971  in  honor  of  President  and 

Mrs.  Edward  D.  Eddy.  All  alumnae  and  their  husbands 

living  in  the  Miami-Fort  Lauderdale  area  will  receive  in- 
vitations, and  Mrs.  Heinz  would  like  to  include,  also,  those 

alumnae  who  will  be  vacationing  there  in  February.  The 

Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  requests  that  vacation  addresses 
be  sent  to  the  alumnae  office  before  December  31.  Please 

indicate  whether  an  invitation  mailed  early  in  January 
should  be  sent  to  the  home  or  to  the  vacation  address. 

0  On  November  22,  1970  at  College  Park, 

Maryland,  Elizabeth  Platz  will  become  the  first  woman  to 

be  ordained  into  the  ministry  of  the  Lutheran  Church  in 

America.  Miss  Platz,  a  1962  graduate  of  Chatham  College, 

received  her  bachelor  of  divinity  degree  in  1965  from  the 

Lutheran  School  of  Theology  at  Gettysburg.  She  has  ac- 

cepted a  call  to  serve  as  Lutheran  chaplain  at  the  University 

of  Maryland  where  she  has  been  serving  as  an  assistant  to 
the  university  chaplain. 

£  The  major  portion  of  this  issue  of  the  Re- 
corder is  devoted  to  a  presentation  of  the  new  academic 

program — INNOVATIONS  .  .  .  pages  3-7 — in  order  that 
all  alumnae  may  be  informed  about  the  new  departures  in 
curriculum  and  their  implementation. 



INNOVATIONS.. _ 

The  New  Curriculum 
d.  Following  a  year-long  study  by  the  faculty,  students  and  administrative  staff,  Chat- 

ham College  has  adopted  a  new  academic  program  which  frees  the  student  from 

traditional  requirements  and  gives  her  an  opportunity  to  design  the  course  of  study 

which  best  fulfills  her  personal  interests  and  abilities.  Such  an  approach  is  possible 

only  in  a  college  like  Chatham. 

C  Under  the  New  Curriculum,  the  requirement  for  graduation  is  the  satisfactory 

completion  of  a  choice  of  34  courses,  including  two  interim  programs  and  a  tutorial. 

The  interim  program  will  provide  a  month-long,  differently  structured  and  especially 

intensive  work  in  a  field  of  special  student  interest.  The  senior  tutorial — an  individ- 

ual study  project  designed  by  the  student  and  a  faculty  advisor,  and  requiring  com- 

petent oral  and  written  articulation — will  now  be  the  only  formal  academic  experience 
common  to  all  Chatham  students. 

C  No  students  have  exactly  the  same  educational  goals,  nor  do  they  learn  in  exactly 

the  same  manner  or  period  of  time.  The  New  Curriculum  provides  the  flexible  con- 

text necessary  for  individual  growth.  During  the  first  ten  days  of  the  fall  term,  Chat- 
ham freshmen  are  permitted  to  attend  classes  without  registering  for  them.  This  gives 

the  entering  student  an  opportunity  to  determine  by  classroom  experience  those  courses 

which  best  fill  her  educational  objectives. 

C  In  the  New  Curriculum  the  student — working  closely  with  her  faculty  advisor — 

determines  whether  she  will  pursue  a  traditional  or  an  innovative  program.  In  choos- 
ing her  course  work,  she  may  decide  on  a  traditional  departmental  or  interdepartmental 

major.  She  may  elect  a  multidisciplinary  major  such  as  American  Studies  or  Black 

Studies.  Or  she  may  decide  to  create  a  mosaic  of  course  work,  one  not  actually  centered 

on  any  particular  major  or  problem,  but  appropriate  to  her  personal  intellectual  re- 

quirements. 
C  To  assure  that  the  student  has  ample  experience  in  the  methods  of  scholarly  work, 
certain  unconventional  course  formats  have  been  created.  One  such  course  is  the 

Freshman  Seminar,  a  topic-and  problem-centered  approach  to  learning  designed  to 
involve  small  groups  of  students  in  research  and  in  consideration  and  articulation  of 

a  common  problem.  The  Faculty  Symposium  serves  as  another  kind  of  innovative 

course.  In  lieu  of  traditional  classwork,  two  or  more  faculty  members  may  schedule 

a  symposium  to  discuss  a  subject  relevant  to  their  disciplines,  or  to  test  and  formulate 

scholarship  in  which  they  are  engaged.  Appropriately  qualified  students  may  enroll 

for  credit  in  the  symposium,  and  actively  participate  in  the  process  of  scholarly  in- 
vestigation, discourse  and  argumentation. 

C.  It  is  impossible  to  overestimate  the  importance  of  the  faculty-student  relationship 
in  the  success  of  the  New  Curriculum.  For  his  part,  the  faculty  member  is  freed  to 

determine  new  courses  in  obedience  to  his  academic  interest  rather  than  to  the  require- 
ments of  a  standardized  basic  curriculum.  He  will  teach  what  he  genuinely  wants  to 

teach,  in  the  way  he  wants  to  teach,  in  the  way  he  wants  to  teach  it,  just  as  the  stu- 
dent is  free  to  chart  her  course  of  study.  In  such  an  atmosphere,  faculty  and  students 

come  together  to  share  not  only  information  and  methods  but  enthusiasm.  And  while 

the  new  academic  plan  makes  clear  the  responsibility  of  the  student,  success  depends 

equally  upon  a  conscious  program  of  faculty  advising  to  help  her  maintain  the  coher- 
ence and  direction  of  her  work. 



The  New  Calendar 
CThe  underlying  assumption  of  the  New  Curriculum  is  that  students  and  faculty 

members  are  participating  scholars.  The  New  Calendar  provides  them  with  an  open, 

manageable  timetable  in  which  to  share  and  individually  pursue  their  academic  con- 
cerns. 

C  Chatham  College's  new  academic  calendar  consists  of  two  terms  of  14  weeks  each, 
separated  by  a  one-month  interim  term  in  January.  The  form  of  the  interim  courses 

will  range  from  directed  study  to  work  and  travel  programs,  including  student  ex- 
changes with  other  campuses.  Students  will  be  expected  to  spend  two  of  their  four 

interims  in  advisor-approved  programs,  although  they  are  encouraged  to  participate 
in  all  four  interims. 

C  The  New  Calendar  will  continue  to  allow  Chatham  students  the  opportunity  to  en- 

roll in  courses  in  the  five  other  degree-granting  institutions  in  Pittsburgh,  and  in 
exchange  programs  with  other  colleges  in  the  United  States  and  abroad.  New  exchange 

and  overseas  programs  are  being  developed. 

The  New  Grading  System 
C  Under  Chatham's  revised  grading  system,  each  student  may  determine  which  method 
will  be  most  useful  and  appropriate  to  her  work.  She  may  choose  to  take  a  course  for 

a  traditional  grade  (now  limited  to  A,  B  and  C,  with  U  for  unsatisfactory  work),  or 

with  the  agreement  of  her  advisor  she  may  elect  to  be  graded  according  to  a  pass/fail 

system  (by  which  she  will  receive  either  S  for  satisfactory  work  or  U  for  unsatisfac- 
tory work).  In  certain  instances,  the  pass/fail  system  will  be  an  option  chosen  by  the 

teacher  of  a  particular  course  to  which  the  applications  of  traditional  grading  would 

be  inappropriate. 

C  The  student  may  choose  to  do  any  portion  of  her  work  under  either  grading  sys- 

tem, but  in  the  awareness  that  those  planning  graduate  or  professional  study,  appli- 
cants for  fellowships  and  awards,  and  those  planning  to  take  a  junior  year  abroad 

or  study  elsewhere  in  the  United  States,  may  find  they  need  specific  grades. 

The  New  Student 
C  The  New  Student  is  a  woman  eager  to  learn  in  a  consistent  relationship  with  faculty 

eager  to  teach.  She  is  prepared  to  make  increasing  demands  of  herself  and  of  the 

college  where  she  chooses  to  live  and  work.  She  accepts  responsibility  for  her  sense 

of  what  is  important,  and  is  prepared  to  join  in  a  faculty-student  relationship  to 

choose  the  best  course  work,  schedule  and  system  of  grading  her  requirements  of  her- 
self and  of  the  college  demand.  She  will  work  along  the  lines  of  her  chosen  balance 

between  the  traditional  range  of  curriculum  and  grading,  and  the  range  of  innovation 

she  deems  vital  to  her  expanding  interests. 

C  The  singular  point  is  that  her  education  is  in  her  hands;  her  primary  educational 

responsibilities  are  to  herself  and  to  the  academic  environment  in  which  she  has 

chosen  to  live.  She  will  be  supported  and  encouraged  by  her  teachers  and  advisors. 

By  the  effectiveness  of  her  choices,  by  the  range  and  adequacy  of  her  work  and  the 

insistence  of  her  demands  upon  herself,  her  fellow  students,  and  her  professors,  she 

will  determine  the  fulfillment  of  the  wide  promise  of  the  New  Curriculum. 
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The  New  Advisory  Program 
C  The  need  for  a  strong  advisory  program  became  evident  very  early  in  the  planning 

of  the  over-all  change  in  the  academic  program.  What  was  a  curriculum-oriented  pro- 

gram has  now  become  student-oriented.  The  educational  objective  is  no  longer  to  lead 
the  student  along  preordained  roads  to  learning  within  the  limits  of  prescribed  areas. 

Now  the  objective  is  to  develop  the  individual  potential  of  each  student  with  a 

course  of  study  uniquely  designed  for  her,  using  any  or  all  of  the  available  resourses 
of  the  college. 

C  An  open  curriculum  implies  a  wide  range  of  choices  for  the  student.  While  she 

is  free  to  exploit  her  own  potential,  nevertheless  the  absence  of  curricular  require- 
ments means  that  she  has  no  formal  curricular  guidelines.  Since  few  students  come 

to  college  with  clear  ideas  about  their  academic  choices,  this  could  create  a  bewildering 

situation  for  a  student.  If  she  is  to  plan  a  meaningful,  coherent  course  of  study  to 

implement  her  educational  aims  and  to  pursue  it  with  enthusiasm  and  confidence,  she 

will  need  thoughtful  advice.  Academic  advising  of  a  high  quality  is  essential  to  the 

student  in  the  development  of  her  education  under  this  system. 

C  The  flexibility  of  the  new  curriculum,  augmented  by  the  new  advisory  program, 

should  help  each  student  come  closer  to  the  attainment  of  her  own  educational  goals 

and  add  to  the  intellectual  excitement  and  commitment  by  the  college. 

C  The  development  and  direction  of  the  new  advisory  program  has  been  the  respon- 

sibility of  Mrs.  Doreen  E.  Boyce,  assistant  professor  of  economics  and  recently  ap- 

pointed to  the  position  of  assistant  provost.  When  asked  to  make  some  early  observa- 

tions on  the  program,  Mrs.  Boyce  said,  "Only  a  few  weeks  of  the  academic  year  have 
passed — far  too  little  time  to  afford  a  basis  for  evaluation  of  advising  under  the  new 
system.  However,  already  it  is  evident  that  the  voluntary  nature  of  the  new  system 

is  emerging  as  one  of  its  strengths. 

C  "An  aim  of  the  program  is  to  build  advising  upon  a  foundation  of  established 
student-faculty  relationships.  For  an  upperclassman,  this  means  that  by  giving  the 
student  a  chance  to  choose  her  advisor,  she  will  tend  to  choose  a  faculty  member  she 

has  already  come  to  know  and  respect  or  one  whom  she  feels  shares  common  interests, 

for  example,  in  her  major  field.  Advising  is  a  voluntary  commitment  for  each  faculty 

member,  thus  assuring  the  student  that  each  advisor  is  filling  this  role  both  because 
he  wants  to  and  because  he  is  free  to  do  so. 

C  "For  the  freshman,  the  common  ground  upon  which  the  advising  relationship  is 
built  is  the  Freshman  Seminar  in  which  she  chose  to  enroll.  The  faculty  member  who 

teaches  that  seminar  also  acts  as  advisor  to  the  students  enrolled.  This  appears  to  have 

been  very  successful  in  this  first  semester,  and  the  entire  experience  has  been  so  en- 
thusiastically reported  that  four  additional  Freshman  Seminars  are  planned  for  the 

spring  term." 

The  New  Interim  Program 
C  By  virtue  of  a  distinctive  organization  of  the  academic  calendar,  the  interim  term 

provides  the  opportunity  for  new  departures  in  the  curriculum  of  the  College.  It 
allows  both  student  and  teacher  to  overcome  the  frustration  of  divided  attention  and 

pressured  schedules.  This  opens  the  possibility  for  study  at  a  depth  and  in  ways  not 

usually  possible.  The  interim  is  especially  suited  for  innovative  approaches;  learning 

is  no  longer  tied  to  the  geographic  boundaries  of  the  campus  nor  confined  to  the 
fixed  time  of  the  lecture  hour. 

C  Four  basic  types  of  programs  will  be  offered:  group  projects,  individual  projects, 

on  campus,  and  off  campus.  On-campus  group  project  offerings  include  such  courses 

as  Introduction  to  Architecture  and  Architectural  Pittsburgh;  Drugs — biological  and 



environmental  effects  of  drugs,  cigarettes  and  alcohol;  The  Experimental  Film;  Jaz; 

through  Improvisation;  Law  and  Morality;  The  Afro-American;  Ethnic  Groups  anc 
Revitalization;  and  other  courses  of  equal  interest  and  diversity.  Also  on  campus,  the 

interim  offers  an  excellent  opportunity  for  a  student  to  undertake  an  intensive  inde 

pendent  study  project  of  her  own  choosing  and  designed  to  take  advantage  of  th( 

special  circumstances  which  the  interim  affords,  particularly  the  extended  and  ex 

elusive  involvement  with  one  subject. 

C  Off -campus  programs  involving  travel  and  field  experience  will  be  offered  regularl; 

by  Chatham  faculty,  each  course  offering  to  be  approved  by  the  student's  advisor,  i 
faculty  sponsor,  and  the  Interim  Director.  A  few  of  the  courses  to  be  offered  in  1971 

are  Marine  Biology  at  the  Pigeon  Key  Biological  Field  Station  of  the  University  oi 

Miami  in  Florida;  The  Study  of  the  City:  Pittsburgh;  Living  and  Teaching  in  Ameri 

can  Subcultures;  European  Language  and  Culture,  studying  French  or  German  while 

living  with  a  family  in  Europe;  and  Spanish  in  Mexico  at  the  Hacienda  El  Cobano 

Mexico.  Individual  off-campus  projects  can  include  reading  and  research  program; 
involving  use  of  other  libraries  and  facilities,  work  and  study  or  intern  experiences,  01 

travel  study  programs  with  accent  upon  opportunities  and  resources  available  on!} 

through  travel.  All  interim  courses  earn  a  single  course  unit  of  credit,  and  a  studen 

may  enroll  for  only  one  course  in  order  to  permit  exclusive  concentration  upon  one 

topic  of  study. 

The  People  In  Charge 
C.  The  success  of  a  new  academic  program  depends  primarily  upon  three  factors:  th( 

program  itself  must  have  strength  and  merit;  it  must  be  directed  by  competent  lead 

ers;  those  leaders  must  have  the  cooperation  and  support  of  all  who  are  concernec 
with  the  program. 

C  Chatham  is  exceptionally  fortunate  in  all  three  areas.  Preliminary  reports  frorr 

faculty  and  students  indicate  that  the  new  program  has  had  a  good  beginning.  I 

will  require  a  longer  period  of  time  to  prove  its  real  strength,  but  at  this  early  stage 

it  seems  to  be  meeting  the  needs  of  the  students  and  faculty.  And  cooperation  witl 

the  four  members  of  the  administration  and  faculty  who  have  been  charged  with  th( 

direction  of  the  program  is  certainly  the  order  of  the  day. 

NORMAN  W.  CHMURA,  who  has  been  chairman  of  the  biology  department  since  1965,  became  Chatham's  firs 
_  Provost  last  spring.  One  of  the  major  responsibilities  of  his  new  post  is  the  directior 

of  the  academic  program  with  all  of  its  innovations.  Having  served  as  a  membei 

of  the  Ad  Hoc  Committee  on  Curriculum  during  its  year  of  deliberations,  he  ha; 

assumed  this  responsibility  with  full  knowledge  of  the  basic  aims  of  the  new  program 

He  keeps  in  direct  touch  with  all  academic  affairs  by  serving  as  member  ex  officio  oi 

the  standing  committees  on  curriculum,  tenure,  academic  standing,  admissions,  fi 

nandal  aid,  the  interim  program,  and  study  abroad.  And,  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  the 

duties  of  Provost  consume  most  of  his  time,  Dr.  Chmura  manages  to  keep  his  identic) 

as  a  teacher  by  conducting  a  Freshman  Seminar  on  Issues  in  Human  Ecology. 

CDr.  Chmura  received  his  B.S.  degree  from  Western  Reserve  University,  the  M.S 

from  the  University  of  New  Hampshire,  and  completed  the  Ph.  D.  at  the  University 

of  Maryland.  He  was  a  member  of  the  faculty  at  Carnegie-Mellon  University  before 

coming  to  Chatham.  Dr.  Chmura  holds  professional  memberships  in  the  Americar 

Society  for  Microbiology  and  the  American  Association  for  the  Advancement  oi 
Science. 



DOREEN  E.  BOYCE  serves  Chatham  in  a  dual  capacity,  as  chairman  of  the  economics  department  and  in  her  new 

position  as  Assistant  Provost.  In  addition  to  her  teaching  schedule,  she  directs  the 

new  Advisory  Program.  Mrs.  Boyce  received  her  bachelor's  and  master's  degrees  with 
honors  at  Somerville  College  of  Oxford  University,  and  has  done  post  graduate  work 

at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  Before  coming  to  Chatham  College  in  1963,  she  lec- 
tured in  economics  at  the  University  of  the  Witwatersrand  in  Johannesburg,  Republic 

of  South  Africa.  She  is  chairman  of  the  curriculum  committee,  a  member  of  the  Fu- 

ture of  the  College  Committee  and  of  the  faculty  executive  committee,  and  member 

ex  officio  of  the  academic  standing  committee. 

C.  Mrs.  Boyce  is  a  member  of  the  American  Economic  Association,  the  Economic  Club 

of  Pittsburgh,  and  the  Organization  of  Administrative  Women  in  Education.  She 
serves  on  the  Board  of  Trustees  of  The  Ellis  School,  and  is  a  member  of  the  Board 

of  Directors  of  Microbac  Laboratories,  Inc.  (environmental  control).  One  of  her 

particular  interests  is  the  economics  of  developing  countries,  and  she  teaches  a  course 
on  International  Economics  and  a  seminar  on  Macroeconomics. 

RICHARD  L.  MORRILL is  the  Director  of  the  Interim  Program,  no  small  task  in  this  first  year  of  the  new  cal- 

endar. The  development  and  coordination  of  such  a  wide  range  of  new  possibilities — 

concentrated  study,  experimental  projects,  travel  and  field  experience,  student  ex- 

changes and  interdiciplinary  programs — has  required  months  of  concentrated  effort 
with  the  help  of  the  faculty  and  students. 

C  Dr.  Morrill  was  graduated  magna  cum  laude  from  Brown  University.  He  holds  a 

B.D.  degree  from  Yale  University  Divinity  School  where  he  was  awarded  the  Tew 

Prize,  and  received  his  Ph.  D.  from  Duke  University  where  he  held  the  James  B. 

Duke  Fellowship.  After  teaching  and  serving  as  Chaplain  at  Wells  College,  he  came 

to  Chatham  as  Chaplain  and  assistant  professor  of  religion  in  1968.  In  his  teaching 

schedule  Dr.  Morrill  conducts  the  freshman  seminar  on  Exponents  and  Critics  of  Re- 
ligion, teaches  a  course  on  Phenomenology  of  Religion,  directs  independent  study  in 

religion,  and  is  one  of  the  three-member  committee  on  the  tutorial  in  philosophy  and 

religion.  He  serves,  also,  as  a  member  of  the  faculty  executive  committe  and  mem- 
ber ex  officio  of  the  study  abroad  committee. 

FRANK  G.  POGUE  joined the  Chatham  College  faculty  in  1969  as  instructor  in  sociology,  and  last  spring  was 

appointed  to  develop  the  Black  Studies  Program,  a  multidisciplinary  major  open  to 
all  students. 

CMr.  Pogue  is  a  graduate  of  Alabama  State  University,  and  has  a  master's  degree 
from  Atlanta  University.  He  was  a  lecturer  in  sociology  at  Duquesne  University  be- 

fore coming  to  Chatham.  At  the  University  of  Pittsburgh,  where  he  is  currently  a 

doctoral  candidate,  Mr.  Pogue  was  the  NDEA  teaching  fellow  and  president  of  the 

Graduate  Association  of  Sociology  Students. 

C  Named  Teacher  of  the  Year  at  Philander  Smith  College  in  1965-66,  Mr.  Pogue  was 

included  in  Who's  Who  in  College  Education  the  same  year,  Outstanding  Men  of 
America,  1968,  and  the  1969-70  Dictionary  Biography.  He  is  the  author  of  The 
Ideal  Professor  which  deals  with  the  improvement  of  college  and  university  teaching. 

C  As  a  member  of  the  sociology /anthropology  department  faculty,  Mr.  Pogue  teaches 

Introduction  to  Sociology  and  Social  Stratification.  New  perspectives  in  learning 

are  to  be  found  in  the  courses  being  offered  for  a  major  in  Black  Studies.  In  ad- 
dition to  the  established  courses  considered  as  relevant  to  Black  Studies,  several  new 

offerings  have  been  developed,  each  one  scheduled  under  its  related  department.  They 

include  Teaching  in  an  Urban  Setting,  Yoruba  (language),  Black  Nationalism, 

Marxism  and  Black  Ideology,  Psychology  of  the  Afro-American,  and  the  interim 
course  on  the  Afro-American. 



BOOKS Five  publications  have  come  to  the  editor's  desk  during  the  past  several  months — one 
by  a  member  of  the  Chatham  faculty,  three  by  alumnae,  and  one  about  an  alumna. 

The  South  Reports  the  Civil  War  by  Dr.  J.  Cutler  Andrews, 

Professor  of  History,   (Princeton  University  Press)   $15.00. 

Dr.  Andrews  spent  ten  years  gathering  material  for  and 

writing  his  new  book  on  Southern  Civil  War  journalism,  a 

companion  volume  to  his  The  North  Reports  the  Civil  War 

which  appeared  in  1955  and  which  won  the  Kappa  Tau  Alpha 

award  for  outstanding  research  in  the  history  of  journalism. 

In  a  feature  article  in  the  Pittsburgh  Press  about  the  new  book, 

George  Swetnam  wrote,  "Far  from  being  a  tedious  tome,  The 
South  Reports  the  Civil  War  reads  almost  like  a  novel  and 

should  be  a  big  favorite  among  buffs  of  the  field." 
Dr.  Andrews  obtained  much  of  his  material  from  old  news- 

paper files  in  many  university  libraries  and  historical  societies. 

He  made  use,  also,  of  the  manuscript  letters  of  generals,  civilian 

leaders,  and  newspapermen,  both  in  libraries  and  private  col- 
lections. 

A  series  of  grants  from  the  Chatham  College  Central  Re- 
search Fund  enabled  the  author  to  accumulate  a  library  of 

Southern  wartime  newspapers  on  microfilm,  which  are  now 

the  property  of  the  Chatham  College  Library.  This  invaluable 

collection,  one  of  the  most  complete  of  its  kind  in  the  country, 
will  be  available  for  the  use  of  Chatham  students  and  others. 

The  book  was  the  subject  of  a  live  television  interview  on 

which  the  author  appeared  in  Washington,  DC,  and  it  has 

been  extensively  praised  in  reviews  in  Publisher's  Weekly,  the 
Saturday  Review,  the  New  York  Times  Book  Review  and  the 

Washington  Star. 

Beyond  My  Catnip  Garden  by  Alice  MacKenzie  Swaim,  (The 

Golden  Quill  Press,  Francestown,  New  Hampshire)  $4.00. 

Mrs.  Swaim,  an  associate  member  of  the  Class  of  1932, 

came  as  a  young  girl  from  her  native  Scotland,  where  she  was 

a  member  of  the  famous  Clan  MacKenzie.  More  than  2,500 

of  her  poems  have  appeared  in  this  country  and  abroad  in 

eight  previously  published  volumes.  They  have  been  included 

in  anthologies  and  featured  in  many  magazines.  Mrs.  Swaim 

has  received  awards  from  outstanding  Poetry  Societies  in  Penn- 
sylvania, New  York,  Idaho  and  California,  and  in  I960  she 

was  the  recipient  of  one  of  the  Borestone  Mountain  Best 
Poems  Awards. 

The  three  sections  of  Beyond  My  Catnip  Garden — "Before 

the  Season's  Turning,"  "Passing  Scene,"  and  "Beyond  the  Gar- 

den"— present  a  wide  variety  of  thought  and  personal  glimpses, 
expressing  in  beauty  and  maturity  the  noble  spirit  of  the  poet. 

Iris  by  Andrea  Moorhead  (Limited  edition  of  250  copies, 

available  through  the  author — Box  59,  R.D.3,  Averill  Park, 
New  York  12018)  $1.25. 

Iris  is  the  first  published  collection  of  poems  by  a  young 

poet,  Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead,  who  was  graduated  f: 

Chatham  College  in  1969.  The  small  book — twenty  page 

paper  cover — has  been  made  especially  attractive  by  the  de: 

and  typography  by  the  author's  husband,  Robert  Moorhead 
Andrea  Moorhead's  senior  tutorial  on  The  Social  Philoso 

of  Saint-John  Perse,  the  contemporary  French  poet,  invol 
the  translation  of  his  poems  and  influenced  her  own  writ 

The  emphasis  of  her  poetry  is  almost  entirely  imagistic  ra 
than  discursive,  and  although  the  verse  forms  appear  tc 

free,  the  rhetoric  is  almost  classical. 

Trumpet  at  the  Gates  by  Jan  Widgery  ( Doubleday )  $6.95 

The  second  historical  novel  by  Jeanne-Anna  Ayres  Widj 

Class  of  1941,  is  set  in  England  at  the  end  of  the  14th  cenj 

when  Richard  II  and  Henry  IV  contended  for  the  throne  j 

the  nation  was  about  to  be  plunged  into  the  Wars  of  the  Rl 
As  in  her  first  novel,  The  Adversary  (Doubleday  1966),  a 

matic  tale  of  9th  century  England,  Mrs.  Widgery  has  prov 

an  accurate  setting  for  the  story  of  a  young  man  who  .1 

search  of  a  pattern  of  meaning  in  the  midst  of  the  failun 

an  established  social  structure — a  striking  parallel  to  his  J 
century  counterpart. 

When  her  first  book  was  published,  Mrs.  Widgery  saidl 

she  lived  three  lives — home  and  family  (her  husband  I 

three  daughters),  teaching  (chairman  of  the  English  del. 

ment  at  the  Winchester-Thurston  School),  and  writing.! 
continues  to  live  in  this  pattern,  with  summer  travels  9 

lieve  the  tensions  and  broaden  the  horizons,  or  to  "soak  ui 

mosphere"  during  &  summer  spent  in  England  and  WaleU 

Sea  and  Earth:  The  Life  of  Rachel  Carson  by  Philip  Stejl 
(Crowell)  $4.50. 

Mr.  Sterling,  co-author  of  several  biographies,  was  I 
missioned  by  the  Crowell  Publishing  Company  to  write  I 

ography  of  Rachel  Carson  for  young  readers  as  part  ol 

Women  of  A?nerica  series.  When  he  came  to  the  Chatf 

campus  to  do  research  on  her  college  years,  he  was  surra 
to  learn  that  the  Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  had  bea 

classmate  of  Miss  Carson.  For  this  reason  I  must  depart  fa 

editorial  third  person  and  comment  as  an  individual  wh(l 

able  in  a  small  way  to  assist  Mr.  Sterling  in  his  resean ! 

providing  college  records,  clippings,  pictures,  personal  reel 

tions,  and  some  of  Rachel's  earliest  pieces  of  writing.  1 
able,  also,  to  refer  him  to  former  roommates  and  d\ 

friends  who  furnished  many  of  the  anecdotes  which  late 

came  a  part  of  this  charming  and  readable  book.  Mr.  St<li 

has  succeeded  in  portraying  the  true  spirit  of  Rachel  Can! 

the  dedicated  scientist,  the  gifted  writer,  the  determine! 
fender  of  the  natural  world  of  the  sea  and  earth. 
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Chatham  College 

Confers  Honorary  Degree 

on  Distinguished  Alumna 

At  Chatham's  98th  annual  commencement,  Sunday,  May 
24,  the  honorary  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws  was  conferred 

on  Louise  Graham  Brown,  Class  of  1925.  In  presenting 

Mrs.  Brown  for  the  honor,  Dr.  Frances  Eldredge,  professor 

of  English,  gave  the  following  citation: 

"This  afternoon  Chatham  College  honors  one  of  its  dis- 
tinguished alumnae. 

"In  our  day  we  hear  vigorous — often  strident  assertation 
of  the  rights  of  women,  the  need  for  the  liberation  of 
women.  In  this  context  it  is  valuable  to  remind  ourselves 

that  over  the  past  century  there  have  been  women  who 

have  not  needed  to  demand  liberation,  simply  because  they 

have  never  felt  bound.  By  their  native  talents,  their  liberal 

education — especially  in  the  women's  colleges — and  their 

strong  sense  of  social  mission  ( more  than  one  women's 

college  might  well  have  the  motto  "Not  to  be  ministered 

unto  but  to  minister") — by  virtue,  then  of  talent,  educa- 
tion, and  vivid  social  consciousness,  they  have  gone  about 

as  free  women  who  have  pressed  their  projects  until  tenac- 
ity, and  sometimes  superior  tactics,  have  won  the  ends  they 

drove  toward. 

"The  woman  Chatham  College  honors  today  has  a  20 
year  record  of  devoted  and  competent  public  service.  All 

this  is  about  to  be  recognized  and  crowned  by  her  being 
installed  next  month  as  President  of  the  General  Federation 

of  Women's  Clubs. 

"Taking  her  BA.  from  Pennsylvania  College  for  Women 
in  1925,  Louise  Garham  managed  graduate  work  at  Colum- 

bia University,  marriage  to  Mr.  Earle  A.  Brown,  bringing 

up  two  children,  and  being  active  in  alumnae  affairs,  lead- 
ing to  her  election  as  alumnae  trustee  in  1957.  Meanwhile 

she  became  increasingly  active  in  the  affairs  of  Pittsburgh, 

Allegheny  County,  and  the  Commonwealth  of  Pennsylvania. 

She  has  served  as  an  advisor  to  various  national  organiza- 
tions and  as  director  to  state  organizations;  she  has  been  a 

member  of  Governor  Lawrence's  35-member  Committee  on 
Education,  and  a  delegate  to  the  White  House  Conference 
on  Children  and  Youth. 

"Meanwhile  also,  she  has  the  long  record  of  work  in 

women's  clubs,  moving  successively  through  presidencies 
from  the  local  Wilkinsburg  Club,  the  Allegheny  County 

Federation,  the  Southwest  District  Federation,  and  then, 

from  1962  onward,  through  a  series  of  the  highest  offices 
in  the  General  Federation,  where  she  is  now  about  to  be 

installed  in  leadership  of  the  largest  women's  organization 
in  the  world,  with  its  11,000,000  members.  As  Shake- 

speare's Portia  exclaims: 
How  many  things  by  season  seasoned  are 

To  their  right  praise  and  true  perfection. 

"Louise  Graham  Brown,  your  college  is  happy  to  honor 
you  today.    In  1970  it  is  entirely  out-of-fashion  to  say  of 

one's  self  as   Portia   four   centuries   ago   was  able  unself- 
consciously to  say: 

/  never  did  repent  for  doing  good 
Nor  shall  not  now. 

But  it  is  not  old-fashioned  that  others  recognize  your 

continuing  accomplishment.  For  your  unflagging  demon- 
stration of  the  power  of  a  free  and  liberally  educated 

woman  to  work  effectively  for  community  welfare  and  edu- 
cation and  to  lead  other  women  in  continuing  to  try  to 

cope  with  the  ills  of  the  world  at  every  level  of  their  com- 
munities, and  to  shoulder  ever  more  fully  responsibilities 

of  freedom,  Chatham  College  today  confers  upon  you  the 

honorary  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws." 
The  Chatham  Alumnae  Association  is  proud  that  one  of 

its  members  was  chosen  for  this  high  honor,  and  extends 

its  very  sincere  congratulations  to  Mrs.  Brown. 
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College  Action  on  Recommendations 
from  the  1969  Alumnae  Council 

The  program  for  the  Centennial  Alumnae  Council  on  November  20,  1969, 
was  concerned  with  the  role  of  the  Alumnae  Association  and  its  individual 

members  in  the  future  of  the  College.  The  result  of  the  discussion  on  that 

day,  a  year  ago,  was  a  report  and  two  recommendations  which  were  addressed 

to  President  Eddy,  the  Future  of  the  College  Committee,  the  Ad  Hoc  Curricu- 
lum Committee,  and  Miss  Peggy  Donaldson,  Director  of  Admissions.  A 

summary  of  the  report,  a  statement  of  the  recommendations,  and  the  subse- 
quent action  by  the  College  are  presnted  here. 

During  the  past  year,  in  keeping  with  the  look-ahead  theme  of  the  Centennial,  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association  has  been 

studying  its  role  in  the  future  of  the  College.   The  results  have  been  two-fold: 

1 )  We  recognize  that  as  an  Association  and  as  an  integral  part  of  the  College,  our  principal  purpose  is  to  serve  the 

College.  To  this  end  we  re-dedicate  ourselves  to  continue  this  service  through  financial  aid,  work  with  prospective 

students,  alumnae  club  activities  in  designated  areas,  alumnae-student  relations  on  campus,  and  the  promotion  of  the  in- 
terests of  Chatham  College  and  of  education. 

2)  We  recognize,  also  that  the  spirit  of  service  should  be  reciprocal  and  that  there  are  ways  in  which  the  College  can 

be  of  great  service  to  its  alumnae. 

Two  of  these  services  are  presented  here  as  official  recommendations  from  the  Alumnae  Council  with  the  request  that 

they  be  given   careful  consideration  by   the   individuals  and  the  committees  to  whom  this  report  is  addressed. 

Recommendation   1 

That  the  College  establish  a  policy  whereby  courses  are 

open  to  alumnae  who  go  through  the  proper  channels  of 

application  and  acceptance,  and  with  an  established  fee 

per  credit  course. 

The  current  trend  indicates  that  many  college  women, 

when  their  children  are  old  enough  to  be  in  school,  are 

embarking  on  careers  of  either  full-  or  part-time  work. 

Some  go  directly  into  jobs  that  require  no  further  prep- 
aration. Others  recognize  the  need  for  a  refresher  course 

in  their  major  field  or  for  a  course  they  did  not  take  while 

in  college.  Those  who  live  away  from  Pittsburgh  are  able 

to  enroll  in  such  courses  at  colleges  and  universities  in 

their  areas.  We  feel  that  Pittsburgh  area  alumnae  should 

have  this  privilege  at  their  own  college.  What  we  are  rec- 
ommending, specifically,  is  that  a  policy  of  open  registration 

be  granted  as  a  service  to  Chatham  alumnae. 

Open  Registration  for  Alumnae 

Fully  endorsed  by  Peggy  Donaldson  and  her  admissions 

staff,  Recommendation  1  was  presented  to  the  executive 

staff  of  the  College  for  action.  The  following  statement 

was  presented  to  the  1970  Alumnae  Council  on  October 
29: 

With  increasing  interest  in  the  area  of  continuing  ed- 
ucation for  women,  as  expressed  by  both  faculty  and 

alumnae,  the  executive  staff  and  admissions  staff  enthusias- 
( continued  on  next  page) 
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Recommendation  2 

That  the  College  provide  more  adequate  and  more  com- 

prehensive career  counseling  for  both  students  and  alum- 
nae, and  that  the  title  of  the  Placement  Director  be  changed 

to  Director  of  Career  Counseling  to  indicate  the  function 
of  that  office  more  realistically. 

It  has  been  announced  several  times  in  the  past  that 

career  counseling  was  available  to  alumnae  through  the 

placement  office,  but  those  who  have  sought  help  have  been 

discouraged  by  the  meager  results.  They  did  not  come  with 

the  idea  of  securing  specific  jobs;  they  came  to  seek  help  in 

how  to  look  for  a  job,  to  find  out  what  fields  of  work  are 

available  for  their  particular  abilities  and  preparation  and 

whether  or  not  further  training  would  be  necessary.  They 

have  come  away  without  answers  and  with  a  feeling  of 

disappointment  in  their  College.  It  is  this  situation  which 

prompts  us  to  call  attention  to  the  unsatisfactory  service  of 

the  placement  office  to  both  students  and  alumnae. 

Career  Counseling 

Last  spring  the  former  Placement  Office  was  combined 

with  the  Financial  Aid  Office,  and  Miss  Peggy  O'Hara,  Di- 
rector of  Financial  Aid,  added  the  title  and  duties  of  Ca- 

reer Counselor  to  her  responsibilities.  At  the  same  time,  by 

action  of  the  executive  board,  the  Alumnae  Association 

created  the  office  of  Coordinator  for  Career  Counseling. 

Following  her  election  as  a  director  on  the  executive  board, 
(continued  on  next  page) 



Open  Registration     (continued) 

tically  support  the  recommendation  of  the  1969  Alumnae 

Council  that  the  College  open  courses  to  alumnae  who  go 

through  established  channels  of  application  and  enroll- 
ment, and  with  an  established  fee  per  course. 

The  recommendation  does  not  mean  a  change  in  existing 

policy,  just  an  affirmation  and  public  announcement  of  the 

College's  interest  in  encouraging  and,  in  fact,  welcoming 
Chatham  alumnae  and  former  students  back  to  the  Chat- 

ham academic  community.  This  pertains  to  the  new  In- 
terim term  as  well  as  to  the  Fall  and  Spring  terms. 

Alumnae  applying  to  Chatham  should  file  an  applica- 

tion with  the  Admissions  Office  together  with  a  full  trans- 
script  of  college  level  work  completed  at  Chatham  and 

elsewhere.  The  application  fee  will  be  $5.00  instead  of 

the  regular  $20.00  for  alumnae  who  have  earned  a  bach- 

elor's degree.  Former  Chatham  students  who  have  not 

earned  a  bachelor's  degree  and  wish  to  work  toward  a  de- 
gree will  follow  the  regular  procedures  required  of  fresh- 
men and  transfer  students,  including  the  payment  of  the 

$20.00  application  fee.  The  admissions  staff  will  meet  and 

talk  with  interested  alumnae  individually  about  the  pro- 
cedures, the  various  course  offerings  related  to  their  goals 

and  interests,  and  arrange  for  the  alumnae  to  meet  with  the 

appropriate  faculty  member (s). 

The  enrollment  of  alumnae  into  particular  courses  will 

be  governed  by  the  number  of  students  (undergraduate, 

degree  candidates)  presently  enrolled  in  the  course(s)  in 

which  alumnae  plan  to  enroll,  and  with  the  permission  of 

the  appropriate  professor. 

The  fee  structure  will  follow  the  existing  policy  for  all 

Chatham  students — full-  and  part-time,  degree  and  non- 

degree.  For  students  enrolling  on  a  part-time  basis  (two 
or  less  courses),  the  fee  per  course  will  be  $250.00.  For 

those  enrolling  on  a  full-time  basis  ( three  or  more  courses ) , 
full  tuition  will  be  charged. 

Miss  Donaldson  suggests  the  new  Interim  term  as  an 

ideal  opportunity  for  alumnae  who  wish  to  enroll  for  a 

single  course.  Concentrated  as  it  is  into  four  weeks  of 

full-time  work  on  one  course,  during  the  month  of  Janu- 
ary, it  might  be  easier  for  an  alumna  to  schedule  than  the 

customary  full  semester  course  in  the  Fall  and/or  Spring 
terms.  Full  information  is  available  in  the  admissions  of- 
fice. 

Career  Counseling    (continued) 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan,  '54,  was  appointed  to  fill  the 
new  post.  This  action  was  taken  as  a  positive  effort  to  im- 

plement the  establishment  of  the  kind  of  counseling  ser- 
vice which  had  been  recommended. 

Soon  after  taking  office  in  June,  Mrs.  Sheehan  embarked 

on  a  program  of  enlisting  the  help  of  Chatham  alumnae 

who  are  engaged  in  a  great  variety  of  careers.  The  first  step 

in  the  program  was  to  send  a  questionnaire  to  approxi- 

mately 500  alumnae  in  eight  major  cities — Boston,  New 
York,  Philadelphia,  Washington,  Atlanta,  Chicago,  San 

Francisco  and  Pittsburgh — asking  them  to  provide  such 
pertinent  information  as  college  major,  past  and  present 

employment,  graduate  degrees  earned  or  in  progress,  and 

to  indicate  their  willingness  to  serve  as  a  counselor  if  called 

upon  by  a  student  or  an  alumna. 

The  initial  response  was  excellent.  The  information  has 
been  correlated  into  a  cross-reference  file  located  in  the 

alumnae  office,  but  available  to  the  college  Career  Coun- 
selor and,  through  her  office,  to  both  students  and  alumnae. 

It  should  be  clearly  understood  that  what  is  being  offered 

is  a  counseling  service,  not  actual  job  placement.  It  is 

possible  that  one  might  result  from  the  other,  but  that  is 

not  the  primary  purpose  of  the  program. 

Career  Fair 

An  alumnae-sponsored  Career  Fair  was  held  on  campus 

last  spring.  Its  purpose  was  to  acquaint  students  with  the 

kinds  of  careers  in  which  alumnae  are  engaged,  and  to 

bring  a  group  of  alumnae  to  campus  to  meet  with  stu- 
dents. One  feature  of  the  Fair  was  the  opportunity  for  a 

student  to  indicate  her  desire  to  talk  or  correspond  with 

an  alumna  in  her  particular  field  of  interest  and  location. 

Mrs.  Sheehan  has  answered  these  requests  by  using  the  new 
cross-reference  file  to  match  the  student  and  her  interest 

with  the  proper  alumna.  An  interesting  bonus  to  the  pro- 
gram is  that  many  husbands  have  indicated  their  willingness 

to  participate,  thus  broadening  the  scope  of  job  categories. 

Mrs.  Sheehan  urges  that  all  outstanding  questionnaires 

be  returned  to  the  alumna  office  as  soon  as  possible.  The 

success  of  the  program  depends  on  alumnae  cooperation  and 

participation. 
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On  Coeducation 

Chatham  College,  along  with  almost  every  other  single- 
sex  private  institution  in  the  country,  has  been  looking  at 

coeducation  as  a  possible  solution  to  the  growing  problem 

of  financing  the  privately  endowed  college.  Some  colleges 

have  already  taken  the  step  by  admitting  male  or  female 

students  to  their  once  all-male  or  all-female  campuses.  Chat- 
ham has  chosen  to  take  a  longer,  harder  look  before  making 

a  final  decision. 

Delegates  to  the  1970  Alumnae  Council  on  October  29 

were  privileged  to  be  present  at  what  President  Eddy  termed 

"an  historic  meeting  of  faculty,  students,  alumnae,  admin- 

istration and  trustees."  The  five  constituent  groups  of  the 
Chatham  community  were  called  together  to  hear  the  re- 

ports of  five  members  of  the  Future  of  the  College  Com- 
mittee who  visited  Connecticut  and  Vassar  Colleges  for  the 

purpose  of  studying  the  effects  of  their  recent  change  to 
coeducation. 

The  members  of  the  touring  committee  were  Mrs.  Do- 
reen  Boyce  (faculty),  Miss  Gail  Whitman  (student),  Mrs. 

Jean  Marshall  (alumna),  Mr.  Robert  Barr  (administra- 

tion), and  Mr.  George  D.  Lockhart  (trustee).  Each  mem- 

ber attempted  to  investigate  the  reactions  of  his  or  her  par- 

ticular group  to  coeducation  on  the  two  campuses.  This  is 

the  second  year  of  admitting  male  students  at  Connecticut, 
the  first  at  Vassar. 

All  of  the  committee  members  were  very  objective  in 

their  reports.  Their  observations  indicate  that  most  students 

claimed  to  be  satisfied  with  the  new  arrangement,  that  males 

are  inclined  to  be  more  aggressive  in  class  discussions,  that 

male  applicants  are  receiving  more  financial  aid  benefits 

than  the  women,  that  no  changes  have  been  made  in  the 

size  of  the  faculty  at  either  institution  nor  in  existing  dorm- 
itory facilities.  Male  applicants  have  been  drawn  by  the 

existing  strengths  of  the  colleges  and  have  not  increased 

the  enrollment  in  the  sciences  as  had  been  expected,  and 

the  schools  were  not  always  their  first  choice.  Perhaps  the 

most  revealing  discovery  is  that  as  male  applciations  have 

increased,  female  applications  have  decreased,  and  the  total 

number  of  students  at  both  colleges  has  remained  the  same 

as  before.  For  this  reason,  the  financial  problems  have  not 
been  solved. 

Alumnae  giving  has  not  suffered  at  either  Connecticut  or 

Vassar,  which  brings  Mrs.  Marshall  to  the  conclusion  that 

the  majority  of  college  graduates  are  willing  to  accept  and 
(continued  on  page  46) 
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Chatham  Alumnae  on 

College  Board  of  Trustees 
The  recent  election  of  two  alumnae  to  the  Chatham  Col 

lege  Board  of  Trustees  increases  alumnae  represe.ntatior 
on  the  Board  to  seven  members. 

Three  of  the  members  are  elected  by  the  Alumnae  Asso 

ciation,  one  each  year  in  the  spring  election  of  officers  fo: 

a  three-year  term.  These  alumnae  trustees  serve  also  a: 
members  of  the  executive  board  of  the  Alumnae  Associ 
ation. 

Currently  serving  as  alumnae  trustees  are  Margaret  Cook< 

Skidmore,  '60,  of  Chicago,  whose  three-year  term  ends  ir 

June,  1971;  Evangeline  Seitanakis  Beldecos,  '52,  of  Pitts 
burgh,  elected  in  1969  for  the  term  ending  in  1972;  and  thi 

most  recently  elected  member,  Marion  Swannie  Hall,  '45 
whose  term  extends  to  1973.  Mrs.  Hall  is  Manager  of  thi 

Design  Program  and  the  Department  of  Arts  and  Science 

of  International  Business  Machines  Corporation.  She  is  ; 

director  of  the  American  Institute  of  Graphic  Arts  and  ; 

member  of  the  Arts  Advisory  Council  of  the  New  Yorl 
Board  of  Trade. 

Two  former  alumnae  trustees,  Martha  Glandon  Luth 

ringer,  '24,  of  Springfield,  Illinois,  and  Mary  Virginia 

Brown  Boivden,  '36,  of  New  York  City,  were  invited  by  thi 
Board  to  continue  their  services  as  full  members.  Mrs 

Luthringer  has  been  a  member  since  I960,  and  Mrs.  Bow 

den  since  1969.  Mrs.  Bowden  is  senior  economic  analyst  fo 
New  York  Life  Insurance  Company. 

Attending  their  first  meeting  in  October  were  the  tw< 

alumnae  who  were  elected  this  fall  by  the  Board  of  Trus 

tees,  Marjorie  Hanson  Honig  and  Sheila  Rush,  both  mem 

bers  of  the  Class  of  1961.  Mrs.  Honig,  currently  Lecture 

in  Economics  at  Douglass  College  of  Rutgers  University,  i 

a  doctoral  candidate  in  economics  at  Columbia  University 

She  received  the  MA.  degree  from  Columbia  Universin 

School  of  International  Affairs,  African  Studies  Program 

While  a  student  at  Chatham,  she  was  president  of  studen 

government. 
Miss  Rush,  a  1964  graduate  of  Harvard  Law  School 

is  a  member  of  the  Committee  on  Housing  and  Urban  De 

velopment  of  the  Bar  Association  of  the  City  of  New  York 

and  Associate  Director,  Community  Law  Offices.  Shi 
served  for  three  years  as  a  staff  attorney  in  charge  of  hous 

ing  litigation  for  the  NAACP  Legal  Defense  and  Educa 

tion  Fund,  Inc.,  and  in  1967  she  became  attorney  to  tht 

Architect's  Renewal  Committee  in  Harlem. 



Job  Advisory  Service 

For  Pittsburgh  area  alumnae  who  are  interested  in  part- 
time  job  opportunities,  continuing  education  programs,  and 

significant  volunteer  projects,  there  is  help  available  at  the 

Job  Advisory  Service  (JAS)  office  located  almost  next 
door  to  the  Alumnae  Office  in  Beatty  Hall. 

JAS  was  formed  in  1969  by  a  group  of  volunteers  from 

the  Women's  Alumnae  Club  Council  of  Pittsburgh  (Chat- 
ham Alumnae  Association  is  a  member),  who  recognized 

the  need  for  part-time  work,  study,  and  volunteer  oppor- 
tunities for  women  in  the  Pittsburgh  area.  Although  it 

occupies  a  room  on  the  Chatham  campus,  it  is  an  entirely 

separate  non-profit  organization. 

The  JAS  office  is  staffed  by  volunteers — several  are 

Chatham  graduates — and  is  open  to  the  public  three  days 
each  week,  Monday,  Tuesday  and  Thursday,  10:00  A.M.  to 

2:00  P.M.  There  is  no  charge  for  the  service. 

JAS  performs  a  three-fold  service:  1 )  to  women  who, 
through  JAS,  are  able  to  use  their  training  and  skills  and 

develop  new  ones;  2 )  to  employers,  who  find  JAS  a  unique 

source  of  vital  womanpower;  3 )  to  the  community,  whose 

needs  will  increasingly  be  met  through  JAS  training,  em- 

ployment, and  volunteer  projects.  It  is  a  clearinghouse  for 

current  information  about  local  college  and  university  pro- 

grams, part-time  opportunities  for  paid  professional  and 

semi-professional  employment,  and  creative  volunteer  pro- 
jects. It  provides  an  advisory  service  for  women  seeking 

information  on  part-time  jobs,  study,  and  volunteer  work, 
and  for  employers  and  community  agencies  seeking  such 
talent. 

In  order  to  increase  its  effectiveness  and  to  broaden  its 

services,  JAS  has  four  basic  needs :  1 )  volunteers  to  work 

on  the  many  phases  of  its  expanding  program;  2  )  employers 

who  are  willing  to  develop  jobs  to  utilize  part-time  work- 
ers, and  who  will  look  to  JAS  for  women  to  fill  the  jobs; 

3 )  colleges  and  universities  to  provide  more  realistic  op- 
portunities for  women  to  study  part  time;  4)  community 

agencies  to  work  with  JAS  to  improve  standards  and  op- 
portunities for  volunteer  work. 

Further  information  about  all  phases  of  the  service  may 

be  procured  by  calling  a  member  of  the  volunteer  staff  dur- 

ing the  stated  office  hours.  The  telephone  number  is  441- 
8200,  ext.  256. 

CHATHAM  RINGS  and  YEARBOOKS  AVAILABLE 

As  one  recent  graduate  has  said,  "Nostalgia  is  an  interesting  phenomenon."  If  it  has  happened  to  you,  the  fol- 
lowing information  may  be  of  interest. 

CHATHAM  RINGS 

To  order  please  provide  the  following  information: 

Ring  size.         For  right  or  left  hand. 

Dark  or  light  amethyst  stone. 

In  yellow  gold: 

10  carat  @  $26.50 

plus  tax       1.59 

In  white  gold: 

10  carat  @  $32.00 

plus  tax       1.92 

$28.09 

14  carat  @  $31.50 

plus  tax       1.89 

$33.92 
14  carat  @  $37.00 

plus  tax       2.22 

$39.22 
$33.99 

Make  check  payable  to  Chatham  College. 

Mail  to:  The  Bookstore 

Chatham  College 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Be  sure  to  include  your  complete  mailing  address 

CHATHAM  YEARBOOKS 

The  following  back  copies  are  available  at  $3.50  per copy: 

PENNSYLVANIAN: 

1938   (1)     1948   (2)     1951    (2)     1953    (1) 

CORNERSTONE: 

1957  (23) 

1958  (   1) 
1959  (   1) 

1960  (   8) 

1963  (53) 

1964  (   1) 
1965  (  7) 

1966  (12) 

1967  (   1) 
1968  (   1) 
1969  (45) 

1970  (60) 

Make  check  payable  to  Chatham  College. 

Mail  to :   Patricia  Severance 
Chatham  College 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
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class  news— 
16 Dorothy  Errett 

147  West  State  Street 
Kennett  Square,  Pa.  19348 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Martha  Gibbons  Millspaugh  (Mrs.  Lynn 
W.),  Sorenson  Convalescent  Hospital, 
7931  South  Sorenson  Avenue,  Whittier 
Ca.  90602 

Frances  Boale  Belding  spent  several  win- 
ter months  at  Vinoy  Park  Hotel  and  two 

weeks  in  Sarasota,  Florida,  where  she  en- 
joyed seeing  old  friends.  Summer  in  Pitts- 

burgh with  "a  good  many  parties,  has  been 
delightful." Rebekah  Crouse  Costanzo  and  Melba 
Martin  Ingersoll  send  greetings  and  love  to 
all. 

Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  and  "Pat"  took 
no  distant  trips  this  year,  having  concluded 
that  they  know  of  no  nicer  place  than 
home.  A  most  unwelcome  and  persistant 

visitor-— Hong  Kong  "flu" — called  on  them 
last  winter  and  stayed  too  long. 

Rosemary  Geary  and  her  sister  spent 
some  time  in  Florida  last  winter  and  an- 

ticipate a   trip   to   California  soon. 

Martha  "Fairy"  Gibbons  Millspaugh,  be- 
cause of  a  diabetic  condition  and  minor 

strokes,  has  disposed  of  her  car,  rented 
her  home  and  is  now  living  at  a  hospital 
near  church,  home  and  friends,  where  she 
has  excellent  care. 

The  "Royal  York"  has  become  "home" 
to  Margaret  Lee  and  she  reports  that  in  ad- 

dition to  Melba,  Rosemarie  and  Frances, 
four  other  Chatham  alumnae  are  living  in 

the  neighborhood.  She  says,  "In  spite  of 
that  seventy-sixth  (birthday,  I  expect)  com- 

ing up  next  week  (Sept.  9),  I  can  still  say 

'Grow  old  along  with  me." 
Jeanne  Mahey  Smith  gratefully  writes  of 

good  friends  filling  with  love  and  kindness 
her  difficult  days  of  adjustment  to  living 
alone.    She  sends  best  wishes  to  all. 

I  was  greatly  pleased  to  receive  a  greet- 
ing from  Seba  South  McCaw.  Her  mother 

— at  ninety-nine  years  of  age — was,  sev- 
eral months  ago,  nursing  a  broken  hip. 

Mildred  Nicholls  Kohman  had  a  delight- 
ful trip  to  the  Scandinavian  countries  last 

spring.  From  June  until  early  fall  she  so- 
journed  at  Lakeside,  Marblehead,  Ohio. 

With  her  daughter  Helen  and  two  of 

Helen's  children  and  grandson  Jimmy 
Daugherty,  Helen  Steele  Truxal  spent  a  de- 

lightful three  weeks  in  Europe,  mostly  in 
Greece.  Later,  she  and  the  Daughertys 
had  a  jaunt  to  Williamsburg,  Virginia  and 
a  visit  with  daughter  Helen  in  Massachu- 

setts. Enroute  home,  they  stopped  at  Mark 

Twain's  home  in  Hartford.  Helen's  letter 
brings  sad  news  of  the  recent  death  of  Dav- 

id, our  Kathryn  Robb  Dunn's  husband. 
Mary  Stratton  had  a  "quiet  summer"  until 

August  1 1  when  she  underwent  eye  surgery, 
from  which  she  is  recovering. 

Last  December,  Adella  Stewart  Anderson 
attended  the  wedding  of  her  second  grand- 

daughter in   Connecticut.    A  guest  of  this 
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Friends'  Home,  where  your  secretary  now 
lives,  recently  visited  Methodist  Manor 

House,  Seaford,  Delaware,  Adella's  home, and,  as  does  she,  vouches  for  the  comfort 
and  very  pleasant  life  there  with,  among 
other  features,  travelogue  and  general  inter- 

est pictures. 
Grace  Woodrow  is  looking  forward  to 

greeting  all  classmates  at  our  fifty-fifth  re- 
union next  year. 

For  your  secretary,  the  past  year  has  been 
pleasant  in  this  very  comfortable  Home. 
Several  months  ago,  four  long-time  friends 
from  my  home  town  of  Carnegie  surprised 

me  by  "dropping  in"  for  an  evening's  visit. Dorothy  Steinmacber,  a  Dilworth  Hall 
friend,  drove  over  in  June  from  Leisure 

World,  New  Jersey,  for  a  day's  visit  with Jane  and  me.  In  August,  I  spent  a  weekend 
with  niece  Jane  and  family  at  Bethany 
Beach,  Delaware,  and  later,  niece  Patsy  and 
family  of  Alliance,  Ohio,  visited  us.  Also, 
Nephew  Russell,  on  leave  from  his  work  in 
Saigon,  paid  us  a  long-anticipated  visit.  At 
present,  we  are  trying  to  nurse  back  to 
health  our  sister,  Helen  Hourdequin,  who 
arrived,  very  ill,  from  Jekyll  Island,  Georgia. 

18 Martha  Temple  Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

426  East  Wheeling  Street 
Washington,  Pa.  15301 

Rachel  Alexander  Christie,  who  had  not 
been  very  well  but  was  feeling  better,  was 
expecting  to  go  to  Canada  for  six  weeks. 

She  said,  "Bob  is  fine  and  still  working." 

In  Memoriam 
Ruth  R.  Martin  D.  H. 

May   1970 

Eva  Risher  '89-'91 (Mrs.  Charles  Asmus) 
June  12,  1969 

Belle  V.  McClymonds  '11 (Mrs.  William   G.   Marshall) 

July  25,   1970 

Ruth  MacMillan  x'I9 (Mrs.  Clarence  E.   Showalter) 
March  4,   1970 

Constance  Clarke  x'26 (Mrs.  John  M.  Russ,  Jr.) 
May  28,  1970 

Clara  L.  Moore  '30 (Mrs.  Stuart) 
June    13,   1970 

Margaret  H.  Schwan  '30 
May  9,   1970 

Jean  M.  Walker  '34 (Mrs.    Richard    M.    Fox) 
March  10,  1970 

Joanne  Knauss  '44 (Mrs.  Robert  Fitzpatrick) 
March  2,  1970 

Here  are  some  excerpts  from  Kamah 

Cornelius   Asirvatham's    letter: 
"I  often  think  of  my  good  old  days  a 

P.C.W.  and  get  homesick.  How  I  wish  tc 

see  my  classmates  but  it  isn't  possible.  I'n sorry  that  so  many  have  left  this  world,  i 
can  never  forget  the  members  of  my  class. 

"Time  changes  and  we  are  thankful  foi 
all  the  lovely  experiences  of  our  colleg< 
days.  I  often  think  of  dear  Miss  Coolidge 
Miss  Root  and  Miss  Marks  who  were  sc 
good  to  me  during  my  college  days.  I  en 
joyed  the  history  of  An  with  Miss  Elizabetl 
White.  I  remember  how  I  used  to  walk  in 

to  Miss  Craig's  Art  Studio  and  enjoy  hei 
class  now  and  then.  The  good  old  day: 
will  never  come.  Times  have  changed  sc 
much. 

"My  third  daughter  Padmini  is  planninf 
to  come  to  U.S.A.  in  three  years — after  hei 
daughter  finishes  her  high  school.  She  i: 
in  an  English  High  School  here.  My  daugh 
ter  is  very  keen  to  send  her  daughter  tc 
college  in  the  United  States.  I  wonder  i: 
my  granddaughter,  Jyoti  Madura  by  name 
will  have  a  chance  to  be  admitted  to  Chat 
ham  College  in  September  1973  or  1974 
It  will  be  wonderful  if  she  could  get  hei 
education  where  I  studied.  1973  seem: 
far  away  but  it  will  be  nice  if  you  coulc 
give  me  an  idea  of  scholarships.  Do  yoc 

think  Jyoti  will  have  a  chance?  "I  fee very  lonely  without  my  husband  so,  like 
you,  I  visit  my  daughter  in  Delhi  for  i 

month  or  two." 
Mollie  Davidson  Nass  reports  that  all  i: 

well  now  after  a  few  visits  to  the  hospital 
She  fell  off  a  chair  and  injured  her  righi 

foot,  also  was  treated  for  anemia.  We're 
glad  all  is  well  now. 

Charlotte  Hunker  Hays'  granddaughtei 
from  California  came  to  Cleveland  in  Aprii 
and  drove  down  with  Charlotte  to  North 
Carolina  and  stayed  until  July. 

Ruth  Kaufman  Morrison  said,  "Oui lives  have  been  saddened  this  year  by  the 
loss  of  two  of  our  family  by  sudden  heari 
failure:  a  nephew  thirty-one  years  old  and 
a  brother-in-law  seventy-two.  The  first  one 

had  much  to  live  fot  and  was  so  gifted." Ruth  hong  sends  greetings  to  all  1918 
classmates.  She  keeps  busy  and  enjoys  her- 
self. 

Winona  Sterling  Hopwood  reports: 

"Harold  and  I  are  still  shuttling  back  and 
forth  between  Florida  and  Pennsylvania, 

though  we  gave  up  the  roadways  for  the  air- 
lanes  some  time  ago.  The  years  have  passed 
so  quickly  it  is  difficult  to  realize  that  this 
is  our  Golden  Wedding  Year  and  that  we 
have  three  grandchildren  in  college  this 
fall.  Our  older  grandson  will  be  a  senior 
at  the  University  of  Florida.  The  next  one, 
Carolyn,  will  return  to  the  University  of 
West  Virginia  as  a  sophomore,  and  the 
younger  boy  will  join  Bill  in  Florida  to 
enter  Junior  College  there.  We  seldom  re- 

turn North  in  time  for  college  reunions  so 
I  enjoy  news  of  friends  and  classmates  in 
the  Recorder. 

Your  secretary  keeps  well  and  busy.  I 
spent  the  month  of  July  with  my  daughter 



and  her  family  in  Traverse  City,  Michigan, 
with  one  weekend  in  Hart.  One  evening 
while  in  Traverse  City  we  drove  to  the 
National  Music  Camp  at  Interlochen,  and 
heard  Van  Cliburn  in  concert  there.  It 

was  lovely.  Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  re- 
plied. 

20 
Elizabeth  W.  Fleming 

Box  161 
Blue  Bell,  Pa.  19422 

As  reunion  chairman,  Helen  Horix  Fair- 
banks was  in  touch  with  everyone  and  she 

has  prepared  the  news  for  this  issue.  Helen 
had  replies  from  all  class  members  except 
Rita  Criste,  and  the  following  were  present 
at  her  home  for  dinner  on  Friday  evening 
preceding  Alumnae  Day  on  campus:  Eliza- 

beth Davidson,  Elizabeth  Fleming,  Kather- 
ine  McFarland,  Ethel  Perry,  Mary  Steven- 

son, Virginia  Wilcox  Gilbert,  Gladys  Wil- 
son Green,  Catherine  Barnhart  Long,  Doris 

Fredericks  Toney  (from  California),  Dean 
Helen  Marks,  and  Marjorie  Caughey  Mus- 
grave. 

We  thought  we  all  looked  young  and 

gay — probably  the  class  of  1969  didn't 
agree.  It  was  a  fun  evening  with  lots  of 
reminiscing.  A  letter  from  Julia  Aspinwall 
Dunlap  in  Florida  reminded  us  of  water 
fights  and  other  such  nonsense  of  long  ago. 

Julia.  Bill  Crane  Peebles,  Peg  Hare 
Hurst-Brown  and  Gladys  Fournier  Todd 

couldn't  come  because  of  family  illnesses, 
but  they  were  all  well  personally.  We  are 
sorry  that  Imogene  Armstrong  felt  she 
could  not  make  the  trip  all  the  way  from 
El  Paso.  We  missed  Betty  Shipley  Brainerd 
and  Elsie  Herron  Atwell  who  had  just  re- 

turned from  extensive  travels. 
There  was  much  talk  of  grandchildren, 

too  numerous  to  name  individually  but  all 
doing  well.  Hope  you  all  come  back  for  the 
55th. 

22 Margaret  M.  Barnes 
415   Summer  Avenue 

New  Castle,  Pa.  16101 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney  (Mrs.  James 
O.),  144  North  Court  Avenue,  Somer- 

set, Pa.  15501 
Helen  Gross  Alderman  (Mrs.  Marquis  T. ), 

Route  5,  Box  472-E,  Hot  Springs,  Ar. 
71901 

Mlizabeth  Wilson  Lorenz  (Mrs.  Lloyd  M.), 
5555  Gulf  Boulevard,  Apt.  415,  St. 
Petersburg,  Fl.  33706 

Helen  Allison  Dunbar  has  had  a  long 
illness  again  this  year.  This  time  it  was  a 
siege  of  shingles,  but  we  are  happy  to  hear 
that  she  is  much  better  now. 

Margaret  Berryman  Lowstutter  had  a 
good  winter  until  she  developed  detached 
retinas  in  February.  An  operation  and  the 
use  of  laser  beam  makes  it  possible  for  her 
to  drive  but  reading  still  is  a  problem. 
Beany  still  hopes  to  keep  on  with  his  work 
for  another  year. 

Betty  Dean  Boots  attended  Pitt  Dental 
Graduation  as  her  cousin,  Dr.  Jock  Boots, 
was  given  an  award  of  Alumnus  of  the 
Year  for  work  he  had  done  in  Korea  and 
China.  Betty  is  still  busy  with  church  and 
club  activities.  In  October  she  will  re- 

view "Everyday  Life  in  New  Testament 
Times"  for  her  missionary  group. 

Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney  reports  that 
they  have  sold  their  house  and  are  living 
in  a  six  room  apartment  with  a  tiny  walled 

in  garden.  "Quite  a  change  in  living,"  says 
she  "but  so  much  easier."  They  still  have 
the  cottage  for  the  grandchildren  and  had 
the  usual  busy  summer.  The  youngest 
grandchild  celebrated  her  first  birthday 
with  them.  Marion  Frank  Patterson  visited 
for  a  week  which  gave  time  to  catch  up  on 
Chatham  news.  Dot  spent  an  enjoyable 
ten  days  at  Hilton  Head  Island  with  the 
Pattersons. 

Virginia  Coggins  McNally's  letter  was  a 
pleasant  surprise.  She  retired  September  1st 
from  her  post  as  personnel  director  of  Su- 

burban General  Hospital  in  Bellevue.  She 
says  she  plans  to  loaf  but  I  am  sure  she 
will  become  involved  in  things  as  we  all  do. 
We  certainly  will  look  for  you,  Virginia, 
at  our  50th  reunion. 

Bonnalyn  Connelly  asks,  "What  is  there 
to  talk  about  when  you  have  no  grandchil- 

dren?" No  word  from  Ina  who  has  the 
grandchildren. 

Rose  Gorzo  Rapach  says  at  this  stage  and 

age,  news  is  confined  to  one's  family.  She 
would  enjoy  more  activity,  but  her  hus- 

band's health  puts  restrictions  on  that.  So, 
as  with  most  who  are  grandparents,  they 
travel  to  visit  the  children  and  their  famil- 
ies. 

Anne  Jay  writes  that  her  flowers  have 
never  been  nicer  and  she  has  been  at  home 
to  enjoy  them.  We  are  sorry  to  hear  that 
her  mother  has  not  been  well.  Last  winter 
she  and  a  friend  had  a  house  on  Palm 
Island  in  Sarasota.  She  will  be  driving  with 
Peggy  to  Arizona  where  Peggy  will  set  up 
a  reading  program  in  the  Window  Rock 
area.    Anne  will  fly  back  later. 

Ruth  Keck  Schell  says  they  keep  busy, 
ate  enjoying  good  health  and  their  fourteen 

grandchildren. 
Anne  Kiskadden  Griggs  and  Tom  had  a 

marvelous  time  in  late  April  and  May — 
drove  through  Portugal  by  car,  which  was 
delightful,  then  joined  a  Spanish  tour 
group  for  seven  interesting  days  in  Moroc- 

co, visiting  Tangier,  Rabat,  Casablanca, 
Marrakech  and  Fez — and  then  spent  a 

few  days  on  their  own  at  Reed's  in  Maderia. Florence  Neumaker  Knapp  and  Byron 
spent  the  winter  in  Florida  except  for  five 
days  in  Washington  where  they  attended 
the  wedding  of  their  oldest  granddaughter 
on  March  31st.  They  were  planning  to 
spend  six  weeks  in  Germany  and  Austria, 
and  had  tickets  for  the  Passion  Play.  Newny 
asks  if  anyone  ever  drives  through  Warren. 

She  says,  "The  fall  is  mighty  pretty  up 

here." 

Susan  Scott  Tucker  was  honored  by  being 
written  up  in  a  Paris  Art  Magazine  illus- 

trating one  of  her  paintings.  Congratula- 
tions, Susan!  We  are  proud  of  you.  She 

exhibited  in  the  shows  of  the  Associated 

Artists  of  Pittsburgh,  the  Pittsburgh  Water- 
color  Society,  and  the  Three  Rivers  Art 
Festival.  The  Tuckers  were  looking  for- 

ward to  a  Mediterranian  cruise  in  Septem- 
ber. 

Jane  Taylor  spent  the  summer  at  home 
playing  some  bridge  and  doing  hospital 
sewing.  During  a  visit  at  Chautauqua  she 
met  some  of  my  New  Castle  acquaintances. 

Betty  Wilson  Lorenz  likes  their  new 
beach  apartment  in  St.  Petersburg.  Going 
in  the  Gulf  or  pool  is  like  a  vacation.  They 
stay  close  to  home  mostly,  but  did  go  to 
Winter  Park  for  a  weekend. 

Ella  May  Wilson  Clark  wrote  ftom  Gat- 
den  City,  Long  Island,  where  her  son  Rog- 

er lives.  He  works  for  a  French  Company 
now  entering  the  Ametican  Matket.  Ella 
May  enjoyed  visiting  the  Kiski  campus 
where  there  are  many  new  buildings,  in- 

cluding the  Library  with  the  L.  M.  Clark 
Memorial  Wing  in  Nature  Science.  She 
finds  life  without  a  partner  a  continual 
challenge  to  overcome  selfish  loneliness. 

Your  secretary  keeps  busy  in  Springdale 

staying  with  my  90-year-old  aunt.  Occas- 
ionally I  manage  to  get  to  New  Castle  to 

look  after  my  own  affairs.  In  April  I  spent 
three  weeks  in  Naples,  Florida,  and  most 
of  August  in  Falmouth.  My  sister  was  ill, 
so  watching  the  Nantucket  ferry  boats  from 
the  livingroom  windows  was  as  far  as  our 
excursion  went. 

24 
Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  (Mrs.  D.  Stewart), 
1355  Sage  Drive,  Dunedin,  Fl.  33528 

Esther  Miller  Kagan  (Mrs.  Henry),  Sedg- 
wick Gardens,  Apt  D-121,  Philadelphia, 

Pa.  19118 

We  have  had  no  news  from  Barby  Temp- 
leton since  her  move  to  Florida  on  August 

1,  but  we  have  received  news  of  Gertrude 

Mixer  Henry's  busy  life.  She  is  in  the 
second  year  of  a  five-year  appointment  by 
Governor  Rhodes  to  the  Board  of  Lorain 
County  Community  College  in  Elyria,  Ohio; 
has  rounded  out  eight  yeats  on  the  Board 
of  the  local  Red  Cross  chapter,  specializing 

in  service  to  military  families;  and  was  in- 
strumental in  the  establishment  of  the 

Lorain  County  Visiting  Nurse  Association. 

Gertrude's  husband  is  active  in  Republican 
politics.  She  visited  her  daughter  whose 
husband  is  stationed  in  Iran,  and  met  up 

with  Gertrude  Ray  Mann,  '33,  whose  hus- band was  there  with  Westinghouse  at  the 
time. 

Billie  Hibbs  Williams  is  happy  over  the 
arrival  of  her  first  grandchild,  Megan,  and 
over  the  fact  that  her  daughter  has  moved 
back  to  Pittsburgh. 

Among  our  world  travelers  are  Martha 
Glandon  Luthringer  and  Carolyn  Lohr 
Steele.  The  Luthringers  went  on  a  three- 
week  safari  in  Africa  last  fall  (1969),  and 
this  year  they  are  spending  two  months 
in  the  Orient.  The  Steeles  spent  June  in 
Ireland,  Scotland  and  England,  followed  by 
an  extended  visit  by  theit  seven-year-old 

grandson. 
A  lovely  note  from  Esther  Miller  Kagan 

from  her  new  home  in  Philadelphia  tells 

of  months  of  work  on  her  husband's  papers and  books  following  his  death  in  August, 

1969.  She  says,  "I  decided  loneliness  (I 
knew  it)  was  the  worst  living  curse — so  I 
moved  [to  an  apartment]  across  the  hall 
from  Sally  ...  I  must  face  reality  and  try 

to  make  a  productive  life  for  myself.  Liv- 
ing with  such  a  man  as  I  did,  having  such 

exciting  and  stimulating  experiences,  leaves 
me  even  more  incapable  than  I  thought. 

But  try  I  will — and  hopefully."  Esther  re- ports that  son  Jonathan,  27,  and  his  wife 
live  in  Baltimore  where  he  is  a  resident  in 
ophthalmology.  Son  Jetemy,  24,  and  his 
wife  live  in  Los  Angeles  where  he  is  a  Fel- 

low at  the  American  Film  Institute.  One  of 
his  short  films  will  be  shown  at  the  opening 
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night  of  the  8th  Annual  Film  Festival  at 
Lincoln  Center  in  New  York.  During  the 
past  summer  Esther  and  Sally  visited  old 
friends  in  Yugoslavia  and  England.  She 
asks  to  be  remembered  to  old  friends,  and 

says,  "Maybe  one  day  soon  I'll  return  to 

visit." Hedwig  Pregler  has  returned  to  Du- 
quesne  University  for  a  third  year,  her 
second  year  of  supervising  student  teachers. 
Leanore  Allen  caught  a  BIG  fish  on  her 
trip  to  Canada.  Grace  Davis  Mechling,  on 
a  tight  schedule  as  therapist,  was  able  to 
get  Lew  to  his  50th  high  school  reunion 
in  Uniontown,  and  both  hope  to  get  to 
Florida  after  Christmas. 

26 
Gertrude  Bradshaw 

515   South   Aiken   Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Estelle    Silverman    Small     (Mrs.    Horace), 
P.O.  Box  1269,  Nashville,  Tn.  37202 

DEATH 

Constance  Clarke  Russ,  May  31,  1970 

We  deeply  regret  the  passing  of  Con- 
stance Clarke  Russ,  a  loyal  associate  mem- 

ber of  our  class,  and  wish  to  express  our 
sympathy  to  her  husband,  children,  and  two 
sisters  who  live  in  Pittsburgh.  Some  of  us 
did  not  have  the  privilege  of  knowing 
Constance  for  she  transferred  to  the  Uni- 

versity of  Michigan  where  she  was  gradu- 
ated with  the  class  of  1926.  She  was  as- 

sociated for  many  years  with  the  Greenwich 
Welfare  Department  and  was,  at  her  re- 

tirement in  1967,  assistant  welfare  com- 
missioner. Her  other  interests  included 

AAUW,  Kappa  Delta  Alumnae  Association, 
League  of  Women  Voters,  Greenwich 

Woman's  Club,  and  the  First  Congrega- tional Church  where  she  was  active  in  the 

Women's  Guild. 
Mary  Ailes  Sechler  has  had  an  interesting 

year:  a  "first"  cruise  to  Bermuda  in  May, 
but  back  in  time  for  Alumnae  Day.  How- 

ever, the  June  highlight  was  her  son's 
marriage.  In  July  her  youngest  daughter 
moved  to  Winnetka,  Illinois,  where  she 
already  had  a  sister  living.  With  a  son  in 
Pittsburgh,  and  her  oldest  daughter  in  In- 

diana, Pa.,  Mary  is  kept  busy  circulating. 
In  fact,  she  may  not  be  back  yet  from  Win- 

netka where   she  went  early  in   September. 

Abigail  Cresswell  reports  that  her  "re- 
tired" life  is  busy  and  interesting  with  part- 

time  work  in  the  Ellwood  City  Library, 

church  work,  Woman's  Club  and  bridge. 
She  says,  "Betsy,  my  cocker  spaniel  and 
woman's  home  companion,  and  I  manage 
to   keep    the  home   fires    burning." 

It  is  with  deep  sorrow  that  I  bring  you 
the  news  from  Louise  Harcom  Einstein  that 

her  husband  died  last  February.  He  wasn't 
feeling  well  at  Christmas,  but  taught 
through  January.  February  1st  he  went  to 
the  hospital  for  a  checkup,  the  9th  they 
operated,  and  the  18th  he  died.  It  was 
an  especially  virulent  type  of  cancer  of  the 
liver.  Louise  is  still  teaching  and  she  says, 

"It  keeps  me  busy,  which  is  a  salvation, 
and  I  shall  manage,  I  suppose,  as  others 

have  done,  but  I  don't  like  it  at  all."  Then 
Louise  went  on  to  remind  me  that  our 
45th  reunion  is  coming  up  next  June  and 

of  how  we  used  to  look  at  the  "girls"  and 
wonder  how  anyone  could  be  so  old!   She 
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concluded  with  a  quotation:  "It's  not  how 
old  you  are  but  how  you  are  old."  I  shall consider  this  the  first  notice  of  a  date  you 
all  have  next  June  5th,  so  put  it  on  your 
calendars,  girls! 

Catherine  Sayers  is  contemplating  an- 
other long  trip  this  coming  year,  either 

Japan  in  the  fall  or  Yugoslavia  and  the 
Greek  Islands  in  the  spring.  She  is  torn 
between  the  two  but  maybe  our  reunion 
date  will  help  her  decide.  The  unpleasant 
news  in  her  letter  was  that  she  had  been 
laid  up  for  seven  weeks  in  the  summer 
with  an  acute  attack  of  gall  bladder  and  a 
gastric  ulcer.  She  was  her  usual  efficient 
self,  however,  in  getting  both  at  once  and 
having  her  sickness  overwith,  and  now 

she  is  "hale  and  hearty." Caroline  Timothy  Mountjord  has  joined 
the  ranks  of  the  retired  after  28  years  in 
the  library  of  Wells  High  School.  If  she 

thinks  she  is  busy  now  "getting  in  shape  to 
lead  a  life  of  ease  and  travel"  she  had  better 
be  forwarned.  It  is  our  fate  to  wonder  very 
soon  how  we  ever  had  time  to  work.  Its 

so  easy  to  say  "yes"  to  everything  that 
comes  along  when  one's  life  is  not  circum- scribed  by  a  job. 

Estelle  Silverman  Small  has  returned 
from  a  trip  to  the  Scandinavian  countries 
and  Spain  and  Portugal.  It  was  a  return  to 
Scandinavia  for  her  after  12  years,  and  she 
was  again  struck  by  the  beauty  of  the  pen- 

insula and  the  charm  of  its  people.  After 
two  years  as  a  widow,  Estelle  will  be  par- 

ticularly sensitive  to  the  difficult  period  that 
Louise  is  living  through  so  courageously 
now. 

As  for  your  secretary,  she  just  keeps  go- 
ing along  in  the  same  comfortable  rut:  call- 
ing foreign  wives  Monday  to  see  who  is 

coming  to  the  Tuesday  afternoon  gathering 
at  the  First  United  Methodist  Church;  Mon- 

day night  fitting  them  into  cars  which 
deliver  them  to  and  ftom  their  program; 
and  the  rest  of  the  week  recovering  from 
the  ordeal  and  attending  to  affairs  at  home 
just  one  leap  ahead  of  a  crisis  situation. 
Mother  had  her  97th  birthday  last  March, 
is  well,  loves  to  have  our  friends  come 

in,  but  won't  leave  the  apartment.  We  read 
aloud  which  we  both  enjoy  and  recently 
finished  having  a  happy  time  with  our  won- 

derful Rachel  Carson's  The  Sea  Around  Us. 
Mary  Jane  Paul  has  accepted  the  invita- 

tion to  our  June  reunion. 

28 Jane  Willard  Stephenson 
(Mrs.  James  G.) 

529  Collier  Road,  N.W. 
Atlanta,  Ga.  30318 

Margaret  Cousley 
1018  Euclid  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Anne  Blessing  Leslie  (Mrs.  Merle  R.),  114 
Abbeyville  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15228 

Suzanne  Finley  Heller  (Mrs.  John  L.),  702 
West  Indiana  Avenue,  Urbana,  II.  61801 

Isabel  Hoffman  Cooper  (Mrs.),  The  Vil- 
lage Green,  Apt.  333,  4200  N.W.  3rd 

Court,  Plantation,  Fl.  33313 
Helen  Parkins  Fry  (Mrs.  Robert  M.),  7424 

North  61st  Street,  Scottsdale,  Az.  85235 

Best  wishes  to  all  from  Kay  Caldwell 
/Mayer  who  spent  a  week  in  Virginia  Beach 
with  a  brother  and  his  wife,  and  visited 
relatives  in  Pittsburgh. 

Peg  Cousley  is  enjoying  her  retiremen 
from  teaching  and  has  become  involved  ii 

many  activities,  Woman's  Club,  church  cir 
cle,  sewing,  tutoring,  etc.  She  and  Suzann, 
Finlay  Heller  attended  the  Alumnae  Coun 
cil  last  fall.  She  spent  two  weeks  at  Chau 
tauqua  and  a  week  at  Millersville  at  thi 
Retired   Teachers   Recreation   Program. 

Mary  Crawford  wrote  to  Ruth  Mary  tha 

her  brother's  three  boys  were  all  back  fron 
overseas  duty  and  they  had  a  grand  reunioi 
at  Christmas.  Mary  retired  October  31 
1969  and  is  enjoying  her  freedom. 

Lib  Davidson  Lee  is  still  playing  a  bi 
of  politics.  She  has  been  appointed  Secre 
tary  of  the  Republican  Executive  Com 
mittee  of  Allegheny  County  and  has  beei 
Republican  Vice  Chairman  in  Sewickle; 
for  twenty  years. 

Ruth  Dennis  did  not  take  the  prize  tri( 
to  Florida  that  she  won,  but  gave  it  to  ; 
niece  and  her  husband  living  in  Schreve 

port. 

Suzanne  Finlay  Heller  and  John  enjoyei 
being  in  Pittsbutgh  last  year,  leaving  ii 
April  to  visit  Mary  in  California;  then  t( 
Urbana,  and  on  to  England  for  the  rest  o 
the  summer. 

Dot  Floyd  Warren  was  in  Europe  agait 
this  summer  with  a  group  of  teachers  (tak 
ing  a  course  in  London)  then  travelled  t( 
Russia. 

Sid  Friedman  Bigg  visited  the  childrer 
and  toured  Hershey  and  Gettysburg  wit! 
some  of  the  grandchildren — very  exhaust 
ing  for  Grandma  and  Grandpa. 

F ran  Fulton  McClymonds  and  John  visi 
in  Oklahoma  a  couple  of  times  a  year  t( 
see  their  three  grandchildren. 

Helen  Gordon  had  a  happy  reunion  witl 
old  friends  late  in  the  summer  of  1969  ir 
a  cabin  on  the  north  shore  of  Lake  Super 
ior,  in  the  Minnesota  Arrowhead  country 

She  received  in  May  1970  the  Women': 
Advertising  Club's  top  honor,  the  Silve: 
Medal  Award,  given  to  a  woman  who  ha: 
contributed  to  the  advancement  of  botf 
advertising  and  the  community.  This  i: 
given  in  cooperation  with  the  Americar 
Advertising  Federation  and  Printers  Ink 
a  trade  magazine.  Helen  established  Heler 
Gordon  Advertising  in  1950  and  handle: 
ten  consumer  and  general  business  accounts 

She  is  a  life  member  of  Women's  Ad  Clut 
and  a  past  president,  also  a  former  directoi 
of  the  Fashion  Group  and  a  charter  mem 

ber  of  W.E.A.L.  (Women's  Equity  Actior 
League).  She  serves  on  the  public  relation: 
committee  of  the  Cleveland  Y.W.C.A.  anc 
has  volunteeted  for  the  Welfare  Federation 

A  nice  write-up  and  picture  was  in  th( 
Cleveland  Press.  Quite  a  busy  gal,  Helen 
and  congratulations  from  us  all. 

Isabel  Hoffman  Cooper,  in  a  letter  tc 
Ruth  Swisshelm  in  the  alumnae  office,  re- 

ported that  the  organization  for  which  she 
was  working  ran  out  of  money,  cuttin| 
short  her  job  which  should  have  gone  or 
for  two  years.  However,  she  intends  to  re- 

main in  Florida  and  has  moved  to  a  new 

apartment. 
Nora  Lewis  Harlan  provided  some  news 

of  two  former  '28-ers.  Evelyn  Pearson  Davii 
lives  in  Pyster  Bay,  is  widowed,  has  twc 
step-children,  and  spends  most  of  her  time 
ttaveling — summers  with  friends  at  Mar- 

tha's Vineyard,  winters  in  Florida,  and 
other  times  abroad.  Mary  Russel  Hapgooa 
and  Nora  meet  frequently  at  the  Twentieth 
Century  Club.  Nora  and  Jim  spent  last  fall 
in  the  British  Isles.  This  year  they  are  in 
California  visiting  their  son  and  his  family 



and  looking  over  retirement  places.  Their 
younger  son  has  a  place  in  the  Adirondaks 
so  some  time  is  spent  there.  Nora  sees  ]ule 
Lustenberger  Adams  often.  Jule  still  plays 
tennis  and  is  the  oldest  living  member  of 
the  Garden  of  the  Gods  Club  in  Colorado 
Springs. 

Betty  Malcolm  Clemens'  son  Malcom  and 
his  family  are  in  Brussels,  Belgium  for  two 
years. 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Betty  whose 
mother  died  on  September  23. 

Alice  Mahood  Torrens  went  with  a 

friend  on  a  15 -day  AARP  trip  to  Hawaii 
in  April,  stopping  on  the  way  home  in 
Minneapolis  to  see  her  son  and  his  family. 
He  moved  in  June  to  Tacoma,  Washington, 
where  he  is  Food  Director  at  Pacific  Luth- 

eran University.  Alice  spends  several  hours 
each  day  with  her  very  alert  95-year-old 
mother  who  is  in  a  nursing  home  nearby. 

Kay  Owen,  who  retired  from  teaching  in 
June  and  visited  cousins  in  Michigan  and 
Illinois  during  the  summer,  has  not  de- 

cided what  she  will  do  this  winter  besides 
resting  and  perhaps  some  travel. 

Mildred  Parrill  Gitmore's  husband  is 
semi-retired,  and  she  plans  to  retire  from 
teaching  next  June  so  they  can  enjoy  more 
traveling.  They  expect  to  go  to  the  Ba- 

hamas  for  Christmas. 
Betty  Pie!  was  in  Pittsburgh  this  summer 

staying  a  few  days  with  the  Steinmillers. 
Peg  Port  Arens  substituted  at  the  high 

school  this  year,  and  went  to  Switzerland 
and  Holland  in  May.  Her  two  sons  and 
their  families  ( 5  grandchildren )  spent  their 
vacations  with  Peg  on  the  Cape. 

Betty  Porter  Steinmiller  and  Del  are  the 
proud  grandparents  of  David  Forrest  Fred- 

erick who  was  born  in  September,  1969, 
and  came  to  live  with  Sally  and  Bob  in 
November,  1969.  They  have  been  to  De- 

troit several  times  to  see  them,  and  also  to 
Baltimore  to  visit  Mary  and  Don  Stout. 

Bessie  Rosen  Birshtein's  family  is  well 
and  she  is  still  a  business  "gal" — women's 
wear.  They  are  still  debating  the  mini, 
midi,  maxi  problem,  but  have  decided  on 

"wear  what  you  like."  Thanks  for  the  ad- 
vice, Bessie.  She  and  Joe  have  traveled,  too, 

to  London,  Rome,  Copenhagen  and  Israel. 
Her  husband  is  an  avid  Stonewall  Jackson 
fan  and  is  considered  an  authority  on  the 
general.  He  also  is  involved  in  a  Citizen- 

ship Training  Program.  Their  daughter 
Barbara  is  finishing  her  Ph.D.  in  science 
at  Johns  Hopkins.  She  was  in  France  in 
August  attending  a  science  institute,  one  of 
two  selected  from  the  United  States. 

Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  and  Honor  were 
in  Pittsburgh  at  Easter  time  and  enjoyed 
seeing  the  snow  after  four  years  in  Florida. 
They  brought  their  minister  and  his  wife 
back  for  a  visit.  In  July  they  went  to  New 
York  and   home  via  Pittsburgh. 
A  letter  from  Ruth  Work  Miller  and 

Bob  came  to  us  in  June  saying  they  had 
sold  their  cabin  on  Ahmic  Lake  and  bought 

another  one  nearby.  "Time  is  a-flitting  and 
we  aren't  getting  any  younger,  so  come  up." 
Betty  Porter  Steinmiller  and  Del  went  up 
on  July  28th  and  we  arrived  on  August  1st., 
stopping  in  Dayton  and  in  Detroit  to  see 
Sally,  Bob  and  little  David.  We  had  spent 
a  week  in  Florida  with  Barbara  and  her 
family.  Betty  and  Del  left  the  4th  to  go 
home  and  on  to  Chautauqua.  We  left  the 
10th  and  spent  a  few  days  in  Pittsburgh 
with  Betty  and  Del.  Ruth  and  Bob  have 
a  beautiful  place  and  large  enough  for  the 
three  boys  and  their  families. 

There  was  an  article  in  last  years  Re- 
corder about  Doctors.  In  case  some  of  you 

do  not  know,  Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner, 

'52,  is  our  daughter  and  we  are  very  proud 
of  her.  I  want  to  thank  those  who  replied 
to  my  cards  and  to  those  who  pledged  to 
the  Centennial  Fund.  Peg  Cously  helped 
with   writing   and    calling: 
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Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman 

(Mrs.  L.  E.) 
Glen  Hazel  Road 

St.  Marys,  Pa.   15857 

Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein 
(Mrs.  Frank) 

166  North  Dithridge  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Mrs.  Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson 
50  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Reitz   Claney    (Mrs.   K.    Preston), 
100  Bryn  Mawr  Court,  Apt.  405  West, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15221 

Mary  Woodworth  Nelan   (Mrs.  Fred),  306 
Trinity  Drive,  Washington,  Pa.   15301 

DEATHS 

Clara  Moore  Stuart,  June   13,  1970 
Margaret  Schwan,  May  9,  1970 

Both  Bobby  and  Peggy  suffered  massive 
coronary  attacks.  Our  deepest  sympathy  is 
extended  to  their  families.  Books  have  been 
placed  in  the  Chatham  Library  in  their memory. 

Our  special  thanks  go  to  Peg  Loeffler 
Loftus  who  served  as  our  reunion  chairman. 
We  filled  three  tables  at  the  luncheon.  Lat- 

er we  spent  a  very  pleasant  afternoon  on 
campus  reading  notes  from  those  who  wete 
thoughtful  enough  to  write  and  writing  a 
note  to  our  beloved  Miss  Dysart.  Six  hus- 

bands joined  their  wives  for  the  president's reception  and  dinner.  Those  attending  the 
evening  events  were  Marian  and  Ed  Schap, 
Adelaide  and  Robert  McLaughlin,  Lucille 
and  Jerome  Strauss,  Ethel  and  Dick  Grabe, 
Peg  and  Frank  Loftus,  Mary  and  Fred  Ne- 

lan and  Dot  Thompson  Seif.  All  reported 
a  wonderful  40th. 

Incidentally,  in  case  you  use  the  reunion 
place  mats  as  reference  for  class  addresses, 
there  are  two  etrors.  Mary  Woodworth 

Nelan's  new  address  appears  in  the  list 
above,  and  Margaret  Post  Griffin's  should 
read  San  Anselmo,  not  San  Carlos. 

Gerry  Anderson  Daum  was  sorry  to  miss 
our  reunion,  but  Sarasota  is  just  too  far 
away.  The  Daums  have  purchased  a  camp- 
mobile  and  plan  to  tour  the  south-eastern 
states. 

Catherine  Backofen,  having  received  a 
library  degree  from  Carnegie,  has  retired 
after  thirty-five  years  in  the  public  school 
system.  She  plans  to  enter  technical  library 
work  this  fall.  Catherine  has  returned  from 
five  weeks  in  Europe  where  she  saw  the 
Passion   Play  at  Oberammergau. 

Madeline  Barnhart  Mandy  reports  that 
her  husband  was  ill  last  winter,  but  is 
coming  along  nicely  now.  They  were  able 
to  visit  their  daughter  and  four  grandchil- 

dren at  Chagrin  Falls  during  August. 
Annamae  Beatty  Dreibelbis  has  resigned 

from  the  public  school  system  and  accepted 
a  position  at  Bright  Wood  Academy.  Al- 

though her  husband  is  still  recovering  from 

injuries  received  in  an  accident,  they  en- 
joyed a  trip  to  Sea  Level,  North  Carolina. 

Pauline  Bickhart  Garrett  missed  the  re- 
union because  of  a  business  commitment. 

Polly  and  Frank  touted  the  Orient  last  Oc- 
tober. 

Myra  Boor  Fuller  and  Denton  have  been 
busy  restoring  a  home  that  is  more  than 

150  years  old.  It  is  called  "Five  Mile 
House"  because  it  was  once  a  wagon  stop 
five  miles  from  Cumberland  on  the  Nation- 

al Pike.  Their  daughter  Martha  is  at  Al- 
fred College  in  New  York  state  where  she 

is  a  technical  assistant  in  micro-biology. 
Miriam  Bulger  visited  friends  in  the 

Virgin  Islands  last  year.  She  also  spent  two 
months  in  the  British  Isles,  visiting  rela- 

tives in  both  Ireland  and  Scotland.  She 
recommends  that  the  best  way  to  travel  is 
to  hite  a  car. 

Vi  Chadwick  Rosso  traveled  most  of  the 

night  so  that  she  could  attend  our  40th  re- 
union. She  also  attended  a  Rosso  family 

reunion  the  weekend  of  July  4th.  Vi  has 
all  three  sons  in  school  this  fall.  The  son 
who  had  been  wounded  in  Vietnam  en- 

tered Westchester,  David  is  at  Temple,  and 

John  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania.  Vi's first  grandchild,  Jennifer  Anne,  was  born 
on  September  24  to  Edwin  and  his  wife Nancy. 

Dorothy  Collins  Pierce  is  serving  her 

third  year  as  president  of  the  Women's  As- 
sociation of  the  Pittsburgh  Symphony  So- 

ciety. It  now  has  more  than  1,200  mem- 
bers. Dot  would  welcome  into  the  group 

anyone  who  might  be  interested.  Bill  is 
now  president  of  Allegheny  Ludlum  Steel 
Corporation,  and  son  Bill  is  a  free  lance 
photographer  in   Princeton. 

Betty  Daugherty  Dennis  writes  that  her 
husband  Fred  is  retired  and  that  life  in 
Santa  Fe  is  quite  exciting.  Daughter  Donna 
lives  in  San  Mateo,  California  with  her  hus- 

band and  three  children.  Son,  Fred,  a  naval 
lieutenant,  lives  in  Long  Beach,  California 
with  his  wife  and  five  children.  Betty  con- 

siders herself  lucky  that  daughter  Lynda, 
her  husband  and  son  Danny  live  in  Santa 
Fe. 

Louise  Dickenson  attended  our  reunion, 
visited  her  sister  in  Washington,  D.C.,  and 
then  had  her  sister  as  a  summer  guest. 

Eleanor  Diskin  Houghton  is  now  a  legal 
Floridian.  She  says  they  do  not  play  golf 
and  are  not  interested  in  boating,  but  are 

very  happy  in  the  sun.  Last  year  they  en- 
joyed two  cruises,  one  in  the  Caribbean, 

the  other  to  Bermuda.  They  continue  to 
spend  their  summers  in  Maine. 

Dorothy  Fisher  Maury  spent  last  spring 
with  her  sister  in  Coral  Gables  where  they 
were  joined  by  another  sister  from  Houston, 
Texas. 

Mary  Frye  Llewellyn  decided  not  to  at- 
tend our  reunion  because  she  and  Allen  had 

been  in  Pittsburgh  in  May  on  business. 
Their  daughter  spent  last  summer  at  Cape 

Cod  and  enjoyed  it  as  much  as  Mary  en- 
joyed Woods  Hole  when  she  was  a  student. 

Justina  Gill  Beggs  hated  to  miss  our  re- 
union, but  was  busy  with  final  exams  at 

school. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  had  a  busy  sum- 

mer with  visits  from  her  sister,  Ed's  neph- 
ew with  his  two  boys,  a  summer  course, 

and  a  rwenty-two  day  tour  of  Scandinavia. 
Winnie  Hartman  Whiteman  and  her 

husband  were  fortunate  enough  to  choose 
the  two  worst  weeks  of  last  winter  to  spend 
in  Mexico  City  and  Acapulco. 
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Mart  Henderson  Lewis  missed  our  re- 
union because  of  the  illness  of  her  mother, 

who  is   ninety  years  old. 
Adelaide  Hyndman  McLaughlin  boasts 

of  a  new  grandson  born  on  June  11th  to 
her  daughter-in-law,  Sue,  and  son  Bob. 
They  live  in  Boulder,  Colorado,  here  Bob 
is  going  to  school  after  four  years  in  the 
Army.  Adelaide  enjoyed  the  Folk  Festival 
in  Kutztown,  Pennsylvania. 

Lucille  Jackson  Strauss  is  busy  getting 
the  revision  of  the  book  Scientific  and  Tech- 

nical Libraries  ready  for  the  publisher.  She 
admits  having  taken  time  out  for  a  four- 
week  vacation,  ten  days  of  which  were 
spent  in  Czechoslovakia.  She  especially  en- 

joyed a  small  town  in  southern  Bohemia. 
Lucille  is  teaching  the  course  in  chemical 
literature  at  Penn  State  again  this  fall. 

Mary  King  Guckert  has  resigned  as  li- 
brarian at  Fulton  School,  and  is  very  happy 

to  be  a  full-time  housewife. 
Martha  Leathers  Stewart  stole  time  from 

the  golf  course  in  Brookville  to  attend  our 
reunion. 

Ethel  Lehmann  Grahe  spent  two  weeks  in 
California  with  her  oldest  daughter  who 

lives  near  San  Diego.  Ethel's  three  girls 
and  a  boy  have  presented  her  with  four 
grandchildren — three  boys  and  a  girl. 

Nancy  Mcllwain  Sweet  sent  an  interest- 
ing brochute  describing  the  colonial  home 

consttucted  in  1S24  in  which  she  lives. 
She  extended  an  invitation  to  her  classmates 
to  stop  and  visit  if  we  should  happen  to  be 
anywhere  near  Chezy,  N.Y.  Her  extra- 

curricular activities  include  two  grand- 
daughters, Debbie,  3,  and  Shari,  1.  Nancy 

hopes  (as  do  we  all)  that  her  hip  operation 
this  past  year  will   be  her  last. 

Mary  Mears  DeWeese  returned  August 

25th  from  Vineland,  New  Jersey.  Mary's 
husband  is  now  selling  real  estate  and  in- 

surance with  T.  J.  Lewis  Company  in 
McKeesport.  Mary  and  Marie  Bowser  Low- 

er manage  to  visit  each  other  and  have 
continued  a  constant  friendship. 

Mary  Louise  Miller  Pitcairn  is  recovering 
from  a  broken  bone.  She  visited  her  daugh- 

ter and  two-yeat-old  grandson,  John  F. 
Robb  the  3rd,  at  their  lovely  home  in 
Chautauqua,  N.Y. 

Marcy  Murray  decided  that  it  was  more 
important  to  go  ahead  with  an  ear  operation 
than  to  be  with  us  at  reunion.  Marcy  is 
serving  as  acting  president  of  our  Southern 
California  Alumnae  Club. 

We  wish  to  extend  our  deepest  sympathy 
to  Meredith  Murray  Heckman  whose  hus- 

band Joe  died  July  12th.  She  is  finding 
comfort  in  thirty-eight  years  of  happy  mem- 

ories, her  three  daughters,  their  husbands, 
and  eleven  grandchildren. 

Veronica  Netopil  Morrone  has  retired 
from  her  social  work.  She  visits  in  Europe, 
especially  in  Vienna  where  she  has  friends. 
Veronica  worked  in  a  bank  in  Vienna  be- 

fore she  came  to  America. 

Eleanor  Nerins  Ruben-stein  had  a  busy 
summer.  She  visited  a  spa  in  New  Jersey, 
took  in  the  New  York  theatre,  and  contact- 

ed many  of  you.  Eleanor  enjoys  her  two 
grandchildren,  Rebecca  and  David. 

Elizabeth  Palen  Cullen  does  volunteer 
work  at  the  library.  On  June  1st  she  re- 

turned from  a  trip  to  Europe  where  she 
spent  one  week  in  Vienna  and  two  weeks 
in  Yugoslavia.  Betty  has  three  granddaugh- 
ters. 

Louise  Peterson  Jamesson,  who  retired 
from    teaching,   spent    two    weeks    in    New 
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England  last  summer  and  is  planning  a 
trip  to  the  Greek  Islands  and  Turkey. 

Margaret  Post  Gifjin  has  stepped  aside 
from  her  position  as  curriculum  director  to 
that  of  a  teacher  of  the  educationally  handi- 

capped. Her  mother  is  recovering  from  a 
serious  operation.  Peg,  her  two  daughters, 
and  their  families  continue  to  spend  their 
vacations  at  beautiful  Lake  Tahoe. 

Sara  Reamer  Matlack  made  reservations 
to  attend  our  reunion,  but  could  not  make 
it  because  of  her  health. 

Dorothy  Reitz  Claney  reported  that  her 
husband  is  recovering  from  a  heart  attack 
and  that  she  had  broken  both  of  her  wrists. 

Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson  attended  the 
reunion  luncheon  and  let  us  know  that  she 
plans  to  retire.  In  spite  of  arthritis  in  both 
hands,  Dottie  got  in  touch  with  many  of 
you.     Thank   you,  Dottie. 

Ann  Saxman  Underwood  missed  the  re- 
union because  her  youngest  son,  Charlie, 

was  being  graduated  from  Shorter  College, 
Rome,  Georgia.  He  is  now  living  in  Chi- 

cago. Daughter  Ann  is  not  too  busy  with 
her  three  children  to  prevent  her  from 

studying  for  a  master's  at  Pitt.  Son  Tom, 
a  bachelor,  lives  in  Detroit.  Jim,  Jr.  lives 
with  his  family  in  Latrobe.  Ann  has  taken 
up  needlepoint  and  painting. 

Elise  Searing  Loxterman  returned  August 
22nd  from  three  weeks  in  Europe.  She 
visited  Munich,  Innsbruck,  Salzburg,  Vien- 

na, Budapest,  and  Lucern.  A  new  grand- 
daughter last  May  brings  her  total  to  four 

granddaughters  and   two  grandsons. 
Alice  Sheridan  McClain  expressed  a  hope 

that  she  will  be  able  to  leave  the  New  York 
area  when  her  husband  retires.  They  have 
three  grandchildren. 

Dorothy  Thompson  Seif  has  just  re- 
turned from  down  under.  She  spent  a  week 

in  Sydney,  Australia,  flew  the  Great  Reef 
Barrier,  and  visited  in  New  Zealand  and 
the  Fiji  Islands.  Dot  presented  our  class 

gift  ( S605  )  to  the  Laberta  Dysart  Scholar- 
ship at  the  reunion  luncheon. 

Louise  Vallowe  Spinelli  visited  her 
daughter  in  Denver,  Colorado.  She  plans  to 
continue  teaching. 

Lois  Watt  Cooper,  after  attending  the 
reunion,  visited  in  Sea  Island,  Georgia. 
She  plans  to  spend  the  winter  in  her  apart- 

ment in   Fort   Lauderdale,    Florida. 
Mary  E.  Woodworth  Nelan  enjoyed  a 

trip  to  the  Hawaiian  Islands  with  the  Syria 
Shrine.  Mary  also  spent  some  time  at 
Berkeley  Springs  for  baths  and  therapy  for 
injuries  sustained  in  a  fall  last  Easter,  and 
in  August  enteted  the  hospital  for  treat- 

ment. While  there,  her  husband  was  in  a 
car  accident  and  was  taken  to  another  hos- 

pital. We  hope  both  are  recovered  by  this 
time. 
We  thank  all  of  you  who  responded  to 

the  request  for  funds  for  the  class  treasury. 
If  you  still  wish  to  contribute,  it  is  not  too 
late. 

f~\  /^\  Alice  MacKenzie  Swaim 
-i      )  (Mrs.  William  T,  Jr.) 

K_)Z-i     322  North  2nd  Street,  Apt.  1606 
Harrisburg,  Pa.  17101 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Marie  Perrone  Leonardo    (Mrs.  Frank  A.), 
803   Lincoln  Highway,  North  Vetsailles, Pa.   15137 

DEATH 

Mary  Cooke  McGough,  November  21,  1969 

We  extend  our  sincere  sympathy  to  the 
family  of  Mary  McGough,  who  died  less 

than  a  year  after  her  husband's  death. 
Mary's  son  Cooke  is  married  to  a  Chatham 
graduate,  Mildred  Stewart.  '62.  Our  sym- 

pathy goes  out,  also  to  Lillian  Hunter 
Stoecklein  whose  husband  died  suddenly  in 
New  York  on  August  31,  1970. 

Congratulations  to  Dottie  Russell  on 

being  selected  for  Who's  Who  of  American 
Women  this  year.  She  directs  social  service 
at  Columbia  Hospital  in  Wilkinsburg. 

Travel  took  classmates  in  all  directions. 
Sally  Miller  Brash  went  with  her  sister, 

Esther  Miller  Kagan  '24  to  Rome,  Yugo- 
slavia and  London.  Jane  Norman  Widdow- 

son,  whose  son  was  married  in  October, 
vacationed  in  San  Francisco.  Katherine  Lee 
Sisco  journeyed  from  Dearborn,  Michigan, 
where  she  and  her  husband  are  active  in 

music  groups,  to  Pennsylvania,  New  York 
and  New  England.  Ruth  Miller  Page  and 
Fred  enjoyed  a  June  trip  to  Hawaii.  Alice 
Bair  Albright  visited  friends  in  Florida,  and 
saw  Marion  Stone  Howard  in  her  new  home 
last  Christmastime.  Marian  Brindle  Miller 
and  Fred,  who  had  such  a  wonderful  trip 
to  the  Orient  last  fall,  wete  planning  one 
to  Spain  and  Portugal  this  year.  Carolyn 
Bickell  Morris,  happily  continuing  in  good 
health,  and  Art  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Tucson 
and  San  Francisco   last  November. 

Greetings  came  from  Betsy  Dearborn 
Souren,  who  has  two  sons  in  college  and 
three  grandchildren;  and  from  Lillian  Laf- 
bury  Wills,  who  is  as  busy  in  Florida  as  she 
used  to  be  in  Pittsburgh.  Lil  has  made 
three  trips  notth  to  visit  children  and  their 
families. 

Bea  Andrews  Dimsdale  and  Lawrence  are 

also  as  busy  as  ever  in  their  Arizona  re- 
tirement, she  with  League  of  Women 

Voters  and  he  with  legal  aid  work. 

Peg  Eisaman  Muranji  enjoys  her  church 
work  in  Petrolia  and  Fairview — says  she 
has  done  everything  except  preach! 

Rita  Lefton  Pilicus,  busy  with  church  and 
community  affairs,  is  especially  happy  that 

her  younger  daughter's  husband  is  safely home  from  Vietnam. 

Sally  Brash  is  teaching  at  Harcum  Junior 

College  and  Allen's  Lane  Art  Center.  Her son  is  one  of  the  better  young  poets,  his 
wotk  having  appeared  in  At/antic  Monthly, 
Best  Poems  of  1968,  and  other  fine  publi- 
cations. 

Mary  Frances  Tarr  Peat,  Jean  Mueller 
Knetsche,  Margaret  Price  Guyton  and  Jo 

Herrold  Sponheimer  responded  with  greet- 
ings but  no  news. 

Mary  Lou  Hockensmith  Murdoch  is  able 

to  enjoy  her  three  grandchildren  more  of- 
ten, now  that  her  daughter  has  moved  back 

to  Pittsburgh. 

Sara  Stevenson  spends  vacations  in  Pitts- 
burgh when  she  is  not  teaching  Latin  and 

English  in  Indiana,  Pa. 

Caroline  Brady  Wilson  is  an  enthusiastic 
worker  for  the  West  Virginia  Highlands 
Conservancy,  trying  to  have  the  Otter  Creek 
area  declared  a  wilderness  and  preserved 
for  the  benefit  of  both  wild  life  and  people. 
In  this  age  of  pollution  and  destruction, 
more   power   to  you,   Caroline. 

Your  correspondent,  Alice  MacKenzie 
Swaim,  has  had  her  ninth  book  of  poetry 
published,  Beyond  the  Catnip  Garden,  and 
was  honored  by  having  both  television  and 

radio   programs   about   it  as   well   as   news- 



paper  interviews.  Also  this  summer,  fol- 

lowing her  husband's  retirement,  they 
moved  into  a  lovely  apartmenr  overlooking 
the  Susquehanna  River  in  Harrisburg  which 
they  are  enjoying  tremendously. 
The  balance  in  the  class  treasury  is 

$32.41,  and  dollar  contributions  are  always 
welcome  to  keep  us  solvent  for  class  ex- 

penses. Checks  should  be  made  payable  to 
Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account  and  sent 
to  Ruth  Swisshelm  in  the  alumnae  office. 
The  savings  account  for  our  reunion  gift 
to  the  College  now  stands  at  S260. 
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Margaret  G.  Maxwell 

(Mrs.  R.  W.) 
553  Bridge  Street 

Waynesburg,  Pa.  15370 

Mary   lane  Young 
4912   New   Hampshire  Ave.,   N.W. 

Apt.  104 
Washington,  D.C.  20011 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Maxine  Cuden  Adler  (Mrs.  William), 
5903-5th  Avenue,  Apt.  B-lll,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15232 
Jean  Hamilton  Charlesworth  (Mrs.  Arthur 

R.),  1231  Florence  Court,  Holly  Hill, 
Fl.  32017 

Synnove  Haughom,  10  Frye  Street,  Lewis- 
ton,  Me.  04240 

Ruth  Maxwell  Doyle  (Mrs.  Matthew  E.), 
423  Culbertson  Avenue,  Apt.  1-D, 
Greensburg,  Pa.  15601 

Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  (Mrs.  Rush  A.), 
235  Patterson  Street,  Memphis,  Tn.  38 1 1 1 

DEATH 

lean  Walker  Fox.  March  10,  1970.  We 
were  saddened  by  the  sudden  death  of  Jean 
from  a  massive  coronary  occlusion.  She 
had  just  completed  her  work  at  Carnegie 
Institute  in  connection  with  getting  her 

late  husband's  book  to  press,  and  was  plan- 
ning to  round  up  a  job  for  herself.  A  gift 

in  her  memory  has  been  made  to  the  Chat- 
ham Library. 

Peggy  reporting: 
Berenice  Beamer  Williamson  had  a  de- 

lightful trip  to  Florida  and  cruise  to  Ja- 
maica last  fall.  Her  first  granddaughter  ar- 

rived in  late  winter,  and  then  in  May  her 
husband  had  a  cardiac  arrest  and  is  now 
recuperating  at  home.  However,  Berenice 
says  if  they  start  to  count  the  good  and  the 
sad  things  that  happened  in  their  family 

the  past  year,  "We  consider  ourselves 
blessed."  I  guess  all  of  us  can  say  amen  to that. 

Peggy  Donaldson  reports  that  she  was 
busy  during  one  week  of  her  vacation  ren- 

ovating her  house,  and  the  other  week  she 
spent  at  Chautauqua,  New  York.  She  hopes 
that  a  merger  of  her  insurance  firm  with 
another  one  will  not  mean  her  early  rerire- 
ment. 

Hazel  Ellwood  McClure  says  they  like 
England,  but  miss  their  friends  and  loved 
ones.  We  join  with  het  in  mourning  the 
passing  of  her  mother  in  August,  and  re- 

joice that  she  has  a  new  grandson.  She  says 
they  travel  to  the  Continent  now  and  then, 
and  expect  to  be  in  England  some  years. 
We  are  again  invited  to  get  in  touch  with 
her  if  any  of  us  go  to  London. 

Eleanor  Ewing  Wilson  (Nookie)   was  in 

California  rhe  month  of  June  enjoying  her 
grandson  and  being  on  hand  for  the  arrival 
of  a  granddaughter,  Michelle.  The  rest 
of  the  summer  was  spent  at  their  cottage 
on  Lake  Erie.  Son  David,  who  is  in  the 
Navy,  will  be  home  after  two  months  in 

Cuba  and  last  winter  in  Antarctica.  That's 
the  service  for  you — no  regard  for  seasons 
and  places! 

Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker  had  a  lovely 
trip  to  Mexico  by  jet  plane  with  stops  at 
Mexico  City,  Taxco  and  Acapulco.  She  re- 

ported everything  was  fine  except  the  drink- 
ing water.  She  attended  the  national  meet- 
ing of  Presbyterian  Women  at  Purdue,  and 

is  now  getting  ready  to  fly  to  New  York 
with  her  daughter  to  sightsee.  (My,  how 

the  life  of  a  minister's  wife  has  changed!  ) 
Synnove  Haughom  always  has  an  inter- 

esting life.  She  is  the  Curator  of  the  Treat 
Gallery,  Bates  College  in  Lewiston,  Maine, 
and  spent  four  months  getting  ready  for 
the  sesquicentennial  textile  exhibit  there. 
The  brochure  she  sent  was  most  interesting 
— various  mills,  etc.  had  demonstrations  of 
weaving,  hooking,  embroidery,  stitchery, 
batik,  and  lectures  on  textiles  in  colonial 
America  and  fabrics  in  19th  century  New 
England.  Synnove  says  she  enjoyed  a  visit 
from  Marion  Starkey  Hamlet  and  other 
friends.  She  hopes  to  go  to  Norway  at  the 
end  of  the  year  to  update  her  research,  but 
she  has  not  had  time  to  do  her  dissertation 
work  or  to  take  a  vacation.  Good  luck  with 
both,   Synnove. 

Rose  Hollingsworth  Stambaugh  enjoyed 
a  trip  to  San  Francisco  last  year,  visiting 
her  grandson  who  is  now  four.  Her  three 
sons  are  all  in  college — one  studying  law, 

another  getting  his  master's  in  elementary 
education,  and  the  third  in  building  con- 

struction. Her  daughter  is  a  senior  in  high 
school. 

Ann  Irwin  Hoffman  received  two  very 
hard  blows  at  the  same  time,  and  the  class 
wishes  to  extend  sympathy — her  husband 
Clair  died,  and  the  same  weekend  Ann  re- 

ceived news  that  her  son  Eric's  leg  had  to 
be  amputated.  Eric  was  in  Vietnam,  but 
is  now  at  home  and  goes  to  Valley  Forge 
Hospital  at  intervals.  Son  Mark  is  in  his 
third  year  at  Miami  University  in  Ohio. 

Josephine  Johnson  Rennich's  son  John 
was  graduated  from  the  University  in  June 
and  was  married  the  following  week.  Of 
their  five  children,  only  one  remains  at 
home — George  who  is  a  senior  at  Oak 
Ridge  High.  Josephine  has  one  grandchild. 
An  item  of  interest  to  all  our  class  is  that 

Dr.  Anna  Whiting  is  working  in  a  lab- 
oratory ar  Oak   Ridge. 

Madeline  Lee  Sale  says  they  are  leading 
busy,  happy  lives,  close  enough  to  New 
York  that  friends  stop  to  see  her  and  her 
husband  when  they  go  to  New  York  on 
business  or  vacations.  They  had  a  fine  va- 

cation in  Jamaica  last  November,  and  a 
month  in  the  southern  states  in  April. 

Luise  Link  Ely  is  getting  ready  to  move 
to  Florida  about  the  first  of  December,  after 
having  been  in  Newton  Square  just  about  a 
year.  Luise  baby-sat  with  one  grandchild 
while  her  daughter  Lynn  had  her  second 
baby  (in  Pittsburgh)  in  August.  She  men- 

tions selling  a  child's  story  about  WORMS, 
and  we  shall  have  to  get  that  book.  Don't know   if  it  has   been  published  yet  or   not. 

Mary   Jane   reporting: 

Mary  Louise  Martin  enjoyed  a  wonderful 
bus  trip  to  Cape  Cod  the  end  of  July. 

Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  and  her  hus- 
band moved  from  Mississippi  to  Memphis 

for  business  reasons.  This  has  been  a  year 
of  weddings  for  them.  Daughter  Patti,  who 
is  in  University  of  Tennessee  Nursing 
School,  was  married  in  June.  Then  No.  3 
son,  Rush,  Jr.,  married  in  August.  Oldest 
son  Peter  teaches  art  in  a  college  in  North 
Carolina;  and  second  son  Thomas  and  wife 
are  moving  to  Greenwood,  Mississippi 
where  he  will  be  in  Legal  Aid. 

Anne  McCullough  Frey  reports  a  won- 
derful vacation  in  Fort  Lauderdale,  and  a 

robbery  on  the  day  they  returned.  Trips 
to  Detroit  to  visit  her  four  step-grandchil- 

dren and  to  Stratford,  Ontario  for  the 
Shakespeare   Festival   proved   delightful. 

Ruth  Miller  Allen  and  husband  Frank 

have  had  two  extended  trips — one  to  the 
Norrhwest  and  Canada,  and  the  other  along 

rhe  East  Coast  visiting  all  the  off-shore  is- 
lands— during  the  past  year.  This  period  of 

semi-rerirement  occurred  between  the  sell- 
ing of  their  card  and  gift  shop  and  the 

completion  of  a  new  shopping  center  where 

they  will  start  another — their  fifth  in  Flor- 
ida.  Best  of  luck  in  your  new  surroundings! 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 
Bernice  Montgomery  whose  mother  passed 
away  in  December.  We  were  also  sorry 
to  learn  that  because  of  a  heart  condition, 
Betnice  has  had  to  resign  her  teaching  po- 

sition in  Butler  Junior  High  School.  She 
has  been  enjoying  the  frolicking  of  the 

Appaloosas  on  her  sister's  farm  near  Knox, Pa. 

Charlotte  Patterson  Rose  had  two  wed- 
dings this  year.  Daughters  Jean  and  Janet 

were  married  within  a  month  of  each  other. 

Jean,  who  had  just  been  graduated  from 

Sr.  Andrew's  Presbyterian  College  in  Laur- 
inburg,  Norrh  Carolina,  will  be  living  in 

California,  but  Janet  will  be  near  her  par- 
ents. Son  John  has  lived  in  South  Miami 

since  his  marriage  eight  or  nine  years  ago, 
and  is  head  of  the  computer  department  at 
South  Dade  Junior  College.  Charlorte  and 
Cal   have   two   grandsons. 

A  visit  from  the  French  contingent  de- 
lighted Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort 

and  husband  Bob.  Ellen  and  her  children 
were  in  the  States  for  six  weeks,  and  her 

husband  for  three.  All  had  a  two-week  va- 
cation in  Florida  since  Bernard  was  es- 

pecially eager  to  see  it.  Perfect  weather 
added  greatly  to  their  enjoyment  of  the 
wonders  of  that  state. 

Eunice  Shatzer  Stentz's  family  remains  al- 
most unchanged  with  her  daughter  and  two 

sons  in  North  Canton,  Ohio,  and  her  son 

and  his  daughter  and  son  in  Tampa,  Flor- 
ida where  he  is  taking  further  studies  at 

Southern  University  of  Florida.  Eunice  and 

Ed  returned  in  July  from  a  month's  tour 
of  the  Far  East,  including  Expo'70,  Manila, 
Taipei,  Hong  Kong,  etc. 

Marion  Starkey  Hamlet  writes  that  her 
household,  like  many  others,  is  too  rushed 
to  enjoy  the  pleasures  of  middle  life.  Her 
ocrogenarian  parents  are  wirh  them  part 
of  the  time.  All  three  children  had  sum- 

mer jobs,  and  have  returned  to  their  re- 
spective schools:  Deb,  a  junior  at  Mt.  Holy- 

oke;  Jeff,  a  senior  at  the  Loomis  School; 

and  Sue,  a  junior  at  Chaffee,  the  girls'  co- ordinate of  Loomis.  Marion  and  Frank  en- 
joyed a  rrip  through  northern  New  Eng- 

land where  they  were  so  pleased  to  see 
Synnove  Haughom  at  Bates  College  and 
admire  her  fine  rexrile  exhibit  at  the  college 
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gallery.  Last  spring  Marion  had  the  joy  of 
accompanying  some  of  the  high  school  fac- 

ulty and  students  on  a  tour  of  Greece  and 
its  islands,  especially  Rhodes,  thus  fulfilling 
a  long-time  desire  to  actually  see  some  of 
the  classic  ruins  and  works  of  art. 

Helen  Walker  Empfield  still  finds  her 

job  at  the  Chicago  Public  Library  "great." 
She  and  Jim  left  the  end  of  September  to 
visit  his  family  in  Phoenix.  Their  family 
is  well,  busy,  and  spread  around.  Bruce 
is  in  California;  David  in  Maine;  John  at 
Shimer  College  in  Illinois;  Mary  in  Evans- 

ton;  with  just  Bill  at  home.  Mary's  new 
baby  girl  brings  the  total  grandchildren  up 
to  three.  Both  grandparents  rejoice  that 
Mary  and  her  family  live  within  walking 
distance. 

Margaret  White  enjoyed  vacationing  with 
friends   in   Colorado. 

Our  sympathy  is  extended  to  Ellen  Yea- 
ger  Husak  and  her  family  in  the  sudden 
death  of  her  only  daughter-in-law,  Janet. 

As  for  your  secretaries,  /Margaret  Gold- 
berg Maxwell  enjoyed  a  trip  to  South  Caro- 
lina in  April  and  left  in  September  for  a 

trip  to  the  northeastern  United  States  and 
Canada.  Her  three  grandchildren  are  quite 
the  center  of  interest.  Mary  Jane  Young 
Thoroughly  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Scandinavia, 
Oberammergau,  and  the  Salzburg  Music 
Festival.  She  returned  to  the  States  on  one 

of  the  new  747's,  thankfully  arriving  be- 
fore the  wave  of  hijacking  began. 

36 
Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Garvin 

(Mrs.  Elmer  W.,  Jr.) 

108  King's  Highway 
Carnegie,  Pa.  15106 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
(Mrs.  R.  Allan) 

4421    Gladding  Court 
Midland,  Mi.  48640 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  (Mrs.  Gor- 
don T.),  300  East  33rd  Street,  Apt.  8-M, 

New  York,  N.Y.  10016 

Miriam  Brunt  Smith  (Mrs.  Edward  C. ), 
830  Montgomery  Avenue,  Apt.  201, 
Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.   19010 

Charlotte  Ley  Glover  (Mrs.  Harry  A.), 
Greenview  Arms,  Apt.  3-B,  Route  130, 
Greensburgh,  Pa.   15601 

Betty  McLaughlin  Bryant  (Mrs.  F.  M.), 
1102  Skylark  Drive,  La  Jolla,  Ca.  92037 

Jane  Throckmorton  Meyer  (Mrs.  William 
A.),  154  North  Bellefield  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.   15213 

Marian  Johnson  Woodfield  divides  her 
time  between  a  new  home  on  Lake  Soxa- 
way,  North  Carolina  and  a  condominium  in 
Delray  Beach,  Florida,  from  which  she  can 
see  the  ocean  and  the  intercoastal  waterway. 
She  is  busy  with  hospital  thrift  shop,  knit- 

ting, and  decoupage.  Three  of  her  chil- 
dren are  settled  in  careers  and  the  fourth, 

Sally,  attends  Wittenburg  University  in 
Ohio. 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  also  has homes  in  Florida  and  North  Carolina.  Fran 

works  for  the  local  newspaper  as  a  girl  re- 

porter. The  O'Callaghans  stop  on  their 
travels  to  visit  their  son,  Robert,  in  Atlanta, 
and  daughter  An,  in  Fort  Lauderdale. 

Jane    Griffith    Potter's   daughter   Susan 
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plans  to  study  architecture  after  having 
graduated  from  Washington  University. 
Charles  is  a  junior  at  Colgate,  and  Carolyn 
is  a  high  school  junior. 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  enjoyed 
her  work  with  the  Falk  Ecology  Study  Com- 

mittee last  spring  which  took  place  on  the 
Chatham  campus.  In  August,  Mary  Vir- 

ginia and  her  husband  went  to  the  Scandi- 
navian countries  and  Russia. 

Miriam  Brunt  Smith  moved  to  Bryn 
Mawr  to  be  closer  to  Haverford  State  Hos- 

pital where  she  is  assistant  to  the  direcror 
of  social  services. 

Joan  Dodds  Shrader  spent  her  vacation 
in  Ocean  City.  Daughter  Nancy  is  a  junior 
at  Chatham,  and  son,  John  is  in  law  school. 

Harriet  Bannatyne  Moelmann's  father 
passed  away  in  August.  Her  son  Jack  is 
still  in  Europe  with  the  Air  Force.  Son 
Larry  graduated  from  Princeton  and  is  in 
the  University  of  Michigan  Law  School. 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay's  son  Bill  returned 
in  grear  shape  from  his  stint  in  Vietnam. 
While  there,  he  spent  his  free  time  rewiring 
a  bombed-out  Vietnamese  hospital.  He  is 
now  settled  in  the  Midland  area  in  the  in- 

surance business.  The  Lindsays  spent  three 
weeks  last  winter  on  the  islands  of  Jamaica, 
Antiqua  and   Saint   Thomas. 

Mary  Jane  Seaton  Young's  husband  Ed 
is  still  at  KDKA,  mainly  reporting  the  "Pi- 

rates" and  Penn  State  football.  Ed  spends 
much  time  volunteering  in  the  field  of 
mental  health.  He  is  past  state  president 
and  on  many  mental  hospital  boards.  Their 
son  Pete  graduated  from  Yale  and  served 
two  years  in  the  Navy.  He  is  now  a  sec- 

ond-year student  at  Pitt  Law  School.  He  is 
married  and  his  wife  is  in  the  graduate 
school  of  social  work.  Jane  is  associate 
professor  of  biology  at  the  Allegheny  camp- 

us of  the  Community  College. 

Katrina  Utne  Brown  hopes  to  get  to  our 
35th  reunion.  She  asked  how  much  she 
owed  towatd  her  share  of  our  reunion  gift, 
which  gives  me  a  chance  to  tell  you  all 
that  our  fund  now  is  over  $1000.  Please 
send  your  contribution  as  soon  as  possible. 
The  original  plan  made  at  our  last  reunion 
was  S10  a  year  for  5  years  or  S50  a  mem- 

ber. Thanks  to  those  who  have  already  paid 
in  full  and  to  some  who  have  contributed 
more  rhan   required. 

Ruth  Simpson  Woolford  is  still  working 
in  a  stationary  store  and  party  shop.  The 
family  has  been  increased  by  two  grand- 

daughters. Ruth's  son  Sam  is  a  sophomore 
at  Brown.  Occasionally  Ruth  gets  to  Pitts- 

burgh to  visit  with  her  92-year-old  mother 
and  94-year-old  aunt. 

Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Garvin  is  proud 
that  her  youngest,  Jane,  is  now  a  freshman 
at  Chatham  living  in  Woodland  Hall.  The 

Garvin's  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Hawaii  in  June, 
attending  the  Million  Dollar  Round  Table 
Convention. 

The  Garvins,  the  Moelmanns  (Harriet 
Bannatyne  and  John)  and  the  Lees  (Helen 
Lindsay  and  Ed)  were  Together  several 
times  during  the  past  year:  in  Ft.  Lauder- 

dale in  the  spring,  at  Normandie  Lee's  wed- 
ding on  June  6  (she  graduated  from  Chat- 

ham on  May  24),  and  at  Harriet's  father's funeral  services  in  August.  Lola  Wright 
Crawford  also  attended  the  Lee  wedding. 

Come  to  our  35th  reunion  on  June  5th. 
At  our  last  reunion  there  were  more  out-of- 
towners  present  than  those   living   in  west- 

ern Pennsylvania.  We  had  fun  seeing  olc 
friends,  and  this  time  we  hope  many  mon 
will  join  us.  We  have  all  changed,  es 
pecially  Chatham,  so  do  come  and  see  al 
that  is  new. 

38 Helen  Johnson  Montgomer 
(Mrs.  Samuel  W.j 
21  Franklin  Stree 

Uniontown,  Pa.  1540! 

Mary  Deemer  Nage 
( Mrs.  George  W.  J 

234  Cascade  Roac 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanor    Krause    Schlossbach    (Mrs.    Theo 
dore),  11  Berkeley  Square,  Brielle,  N.J 08730 

Beatrice  Lynch    Perrin    (Mrs.    Harry   M.) 
5025  Fifrh  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523: 

Christine  Price  Cannon    (Mrs.   Thomas   L. 

Jr.),  The  Tuscany,  1244  North  Dearbon 
Parkway,  Chicago,  111.  60610 

Laura    Sidwell    Batchelor    (Mrs.    John   P.) 
120  Crofton  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523! 

Helen  reporting: 

We  of  the  class  of  '38  should  start  ou 
own  travel  bureau — it  seemed  from  you 
replies  that  no  ship,  boat,  jet  or  auto  mova 
unless  one  of  us  was  on  it. 

Kay  Arnold  Dague  and  daughter  Pa 

visited  me  (that's  hinterland  Appalachian 
in  November  for  a  too  short  but  wonderfu 

visit.  Kay's  children,  Pat,  David  and  Rusty 
went  west  this  summer,  Rusty  having  com 
pleted  his  stint  for  Uncle  Sam.  Kay  is,  ii 

her  own  words,  "involved  in  this  'n  that' which  includes  seeing  Dee  into  his  eightl 

year  at  school. 
"Avast  there,  me  hearties"  is  Mary  Bald 

win's  cry  as  she  returned  this  July  from  ; 
Windjammer  Cruise  out  of  Camden,  Maine 

Winifred  Bliss  Endres'  note  told  of  : 
trip  to  Europe  in  May  with  attendance  a 
the  Passion  Play,  a  visit  to  New  York  witl 
Gene  Detweiler  Davis  and  the  Pittsburgl 
Playhouse  Group,  and  two  months  at  thei 
home  in  Chautauqua,  New  York.  Mean 

while,  Winnie's  daughtet  Jane  went  ti 
Europe,  also.  Morrie,  Jr.,  was  off  to  Viet 
nam,  hopefully  to  return  by  November,  anc 
Bill  returned  to  Mercersburg  Academy  as  ; 
senior. 

Chita  Cate  Beal  finds  it  difficult  to  kee] 

up  with  her  far-flung  family.  In  June  sb 
became  a  "London  housewife"  for  thre< 
weeks  while  she  helped  son  Terry  furnisl 
a  large  "flat"  and  loved  the  experience 
Daughter  Jean  arrived  in  London  and  bor 
rowed  Terry's  car  to  drive  to  Spain  when 
she  worked  in  a  camp  during  July,  and  ii 
August  studied  at  the  University  of  Sala 
manca.  Daughter  Nan  arrived  in  Pittsburgl 
in  July,  borrowed  a  car  to  drive  west,  anc 
then  traveled  through  Mexico.  Son  Peti 
visired  Canada  but  is  now  at  work  in  Pitts 

burgh.  Chita's  husband  Bill  has  teamed  u] 
with   Roget  Latham  on   a   movie. 

Marge  Chubb  Randall  says,  "My  year  o travel  is  over  and  I  return  to  teach  my  sec 
ond-grade  Mexican-Americans.  Last  fall 
travelled  in  Canada,  through  eastern  U.S. 
Florida  and  Mexico.  Later  my  husband  anc 
I  spent  four  months  in  Morocco,  Portugal 
Spain,  Greece,  Austria  and  Germany  travel 



ing  by  freighter,  plane,  train,  bus,  cruise 
ship  and  car.  Oh  yes,  a  lot  was  on  foot, 

too." 
Cotty  Cottrell  Deemer  has  three  children 

happily  married  and  two  grandchildren. 
Bruce,  her  son,  graduated  from  high  school 
and  will  serve  six  months  in  the  Army  Re- 

serve this   fall. 

Liza  Coates  Elliott  actually  wrote  her 
card  in  an  airport.  She  reports  that  she 
comes  to  Pittsburgh  fairly  often.  In  June 
Liza  and  Paul  attended  two  commence- 

ments, with  visits  to  Cape  Cod  and  Maine 
between  ceremonies.  Their  son  Peter  is  in 
Chicago  working  and  attending  graduate 
school,  while  Tom  is  still  in  the  Boston 

area.  Liza's  last  line  is  a  classic — "Paul  and 
I  maintain  a  residence  in  Michigan,  and 

sometimes  we're  both  there." 
Your  orher  class  secretary,  Mary  Deemer 

Nagel.  attended  the  national  meeting  of 
United  Presbyterian  Women  at  Purdue  in 
July  while  George  and  Harry  were  at  Scout 
camp.  Son  John  graduated  from  the  Uni- 

versity of  Pennsylvania  where  he  was  com- 
missioned as  an  ensign.  He  is  studying  at 

the  Nuclear  Power  School  in  Maryland. 
Mary  Lou  is  at  home  and  planning  to  be 
married  in  October.  Charles  attends  Davis 

and  Elkins  in  West  Virginia — so,  you  see, 
Mary    is    busy   ttaveling,   too. 

Helen  Finkel  Eger  is  pausing  in  her 
travels  to  teach  senior  high  English  and 
history  as  well  as  begining  her  study  for  a 

master's  degree  at  the  University  of  Pitts- burgh. Terry  is  working  at  Harvard,  and 
Jan  studied  in  Japan  this  summer  prior  to 
his  senior  year  at  college. 

Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer  and  her  hus- 
band, Glenn,  are  going  to  Europe  this  fall. 

Meanwhile,  she  continues  as  Associate  Exec- 

utive Director  of  the  Retarded  Children's 
Association.  Floss  and  Glenn  proudly  an- 

nounce the  birth  of  a  first  grandchild  born 
to  Rick  and  Susan.  Rick  teaches  philosophy 
at  Miami  University;  Doug  is  an  attorney  in 
Chicago;  and  Alan  is  starring  graduate 
school  in  social  work  at  Pitt. 

As  Dotty  Hauk  Bryen  says,  she  can  be 

found  at  the  door  "suitcase  in  hand"  when 
there's  a  trip  to  be  taken.  Last  winter  she 
and  Jimmy  went  to  Mexico.  During  mid- 
Augusr  there  was  a  trip  to  Hilton  Head 
Island,  South  Carolina,  and  then  to  Char- 

lotte, North  Carolina  to  drop  Becky  off  for 

her  third  year  at  Queen's  College.  Next 
spring  the  Bryen  family  will  jet  to  Europe. 
Between  trips  Dotty,  as  part  of  the  Adult 
Basic  Education  Tutors  program,  tutored  a 
young  German  girl. 

An  exciting  trip  to  the  Orient  and  a 
joyful  meeting  with  their  son  Mike,  who 
flew  to  Hong  Kong  from  Vietnam,  was 
only  part  of  a  busy  year  for  Dottie  Hunter 
Haas.  To  add  to  their  happiness  Mike  re- 

turned from  Vietnam  later,  and  Gary  was 
married   in  February. 

There  were  no  long  journeys  for  me, 
Helen  Johnson  Montgomery.  Perhaps  next 
year  will  be  my  year  to  travel.  Sam  con- 

tinues his  music  education  at  West  Virginia 
University.  Our  daughter,  Susan,  took  her 

master's  degree  orals  in  a  University  of 
Wisconsin  building  while  riots  took  place 

outside.  With  her  master's  in  history  she 
is  teaching  in  the  high  school  in  Delevan, 
Wisconsin. 

Ruth  Kleitz  Buel  delayed  her  vacation 
trip  until  this  fall.  Her  daughter  Barbara 

was  a  "Zum-Zum"  girl  at  the  Three  Rivers 

Stadium  this  summer  before  she  returned 
to  Pitt  for  her  final  trimester.  Virginia,  a 
senior  in  high  school,  is  busy  with  school 
activities  and  awaiting  acceptance  at  the 
college  of  her  choice. 

Bea  Lynch  Perrin,  who  moved  to  a 
Fifth  Avenue  apartment  this  year,  took  a 
trip  to  Puerto  Rico  to  recuperate  from  the 
moving  and  refurnishing.  Bea  said  her 

poodle  is  getting  used  to  elevator-riding — 
which  is  a  trip  for  a  poodle,  you  must  agree. 

Thanks  for  answering   and  now  over 
to  Mary  .... 

Mary  reporting: 

Barbara  McCormick  Tener  and  Ed  en- 
joyed their  annual  vacation  at  Bay  Head, 

New  Jersey.  Daughter  Kathleen,  a  candi- 
date for  the  doctorate  in  economics  from 

Harvard,  is  an  economist  at  Chase  Manhat- 
tan Bank  in  New  York,  and  was  married 

to  Roget  D.  Smith  on  Decoration  Day. 
Daughter  Constance  is  teaching  French  in 
rhe  Montross,  Virginia  high  school. 

Eleanor  Meanor  Croyle  and  Bob  are 
playing  a  lot  of  golf  even  in  the  95  degree 
heat.  Barbara  and  her  husband  live  nearby, 
Bob,  Jr.,  and  wife  Ann  are  stationed  at  Ft. 
Bragg,  and  Phil  is  studying  at  Baylor 
Medical  School  in  Houston  after  thtee  years 
at  Stanford. 

Thelma  Nieser  is  kepr  busy  at  Westing- 

house,  but  not  too  busy  to  say  "Hello." 
Peggy  Perry  Huessner  and  Dick  took 

their  family  to  Japan,  with  stops  in  San 
Francisco  and  Honolulu.  They  all  loved 
Japan,  the  clean  Japanese,  their  extreme  po- 

liteness, their  deluxe  service,  even  the 

"Kamicaze  taxi  drivers."  At  Expo  70,  the 
children  became  photographer's  models  for 
the  dark-haired  natives,  and  the  fout  also 
were  deluged  with  requests  for  aurographs. 

"We  didn't  think  we  were  celebrities,"  and 
"Yes,  we  would  go  again!" 

Chriss  Price  Cannon  has  a  new  address 
almost  in  the  heart  of  Chicago.  One  of  her 
closest  neighbors  is  Hugh  Hefner,  the  fab- 

ulous "bunny  man."  Perhaps  Chriss  will 
be  a  "mother  of  the  hutch."  She  is  glad to  be  close  to  her  son  and  his  wife. 

Sally  Reese  Warrick  retired  from  her 
library  job  and  enjoys  being  home.  Dick 
Jr.  was  discharged  from  the  Army,  and  both 
he  and  his  dad  commute  to  work  in  Pitts- 

burgh from  Washington,  Pa.  Sally  had  a 
delightful  surprise  visit  from  Martha  Jean 

Bradley    Stelmach     (P.C.W.    x'39). 
Mary  Margaret  Schmitt  reports  that  she 

declined  an  invitation  to  serve  as  chairman 

of  the  local  Academy  of  Religion  and  Men- 
tal Health   for  the  coming  year. 

We  extend  the  sympathy  of  the  class  to 
Florence  Shields  Kevan  in  the  death  of  her 
father,  William  A.  Shields. 

Helen  Thomas  Nevin  is  happy  she  can 

"navigate"  again.  Her  fractured  ankle  is 
healed.  Son  Tom,  a  2nd  Lt.,  and  his  wife 
are  at  Port  Rucker,  Alabama.  Grandson 
Jody  is   in  third  grade. 

Edith  Thompson  had  a  wonderful  trip  to 
Europe  in  August,  the  Grand  Tour  in  22 
days.  To  London,  then  by  plane  to  Amster- 

dam, and  from  there  by  bus  through  west- 
ern Europe,  seeing  Rotterdam,  Brussells, 

portions  of  West  Germany,  Switzerland. 
Liechtenstein,  Austria,  Monaco,  Italy,  and 
France.  Every  day  was  full  of  new  high- 

lights, bust  most  beautiful  of  all  was  the 
Passion   Play   at  Oberammergau. 

40 Jean  Curry  Burt ( Robert  C. ) 

154  Seneca  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Marianne  McCallister  Martin 
(Mrs.  Bruce  R.) 

West  Woodland  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Jane   Hanauer    Kirk    (Mrs.    William    H.), 
716  Ar-del   Circle,  Orrville,  Oh.   44667 

Rosanne  Martin,  17971  Rose  Court,  Monte 
Sereno,  Ca.  95030 

Frances    Shoup    Brant    (Mrs.    Robert   D.), 
R.D.  4,  Ligonier,  Pa.   15658 

Jean  Watson  Williams  (Mrs.  John  S.,  Jr.), 
1050  Erica  Road,  Mill  Valley,  Ca.  94941 

Ruth  Clark  Nelson  and  husband  Edward 
are  observing  the  25th  anniversary  of  his 
partorate  at  the  Emmanuel  Baptist  Church 
in  Portland,  Maine.  Ruth  was  privileged 
to  tepresent  Chatham  at  the  innauguration 
of  the  president  of  Nasson  College  in 
Springfield,  Maine. 

From  "two  miles  up  the  beach  from 
President  Nixon  in  San  Clemente"  comes 
word  from  "Punky"  Cook  Clifford,  the  first 
in  a  long  list  of  1940  nomads.  She  left 
her  A.A.U.W.  and  real  estate  activities  for 
a  trip  to  Florida,  North  Carolina  (to  visit 

their  oldesr  son  who's  in  the  Coast  Guard ) , 
then  on  to  Pittsbutgh  for  the  first  visit  in 

twelve  years.  Too  bad  it  couldn't  have  been at  reunion  time! 

Hail!  to  golfer  Peg  Dunseath  Wilson — a 
hole-in-one  at  North  Park  Golf  Course! 
Fresh  from  this  triumph,  she  toured  and 
golfed  in  Michigan,  including  sightseeing 
in  Fort  Dearborn  and  Greenfield  Village, 
shopping  in  Petoskey,  luxuriating  in  the 
Grand  Hotel  on  Mackinac  Island,  and  the 
excitement  of  riding  in  a  dune   buggy. 

Betty  Eastwood  McConnell  says  she  still 
enjoys  island  living  in  St.  Thomas  where 
her  husband  Jim  is  now  Canon  of  All 
Saints  Cathedral.  Betty  is  teaching  5th 
grade  in  a  ghetto  area  Catholic  School 
which  has  a  charming  mixtute  of  native, 
British  Island,  French  and  American.  Her 
daughter  is  a  New  Orleans  housewife  with 
a  year-old  daughter.  One  son  is  in  10th 
grade  at  St.  Andrew  School,  Boca  Raton, 

Fla.,  and  the  other  a  4th-grader  in  St. 
Thomas. 

A  new  address  and  a  nice  long  letter 
came  from  Jane  Hanauer  Kirk,  who  has  left 
Beaver  Falls  and  her  favorite  bridge  part- 

ners to  join  the  duplicate  enthusiasts  in 
nearby  Canton  and  Akron.  Jane  said  her 
daughter,  an  R.N.,  and  son-in-law  wotk  in 
the  local  hospital  and  built  a  home  in  the 
Kirk  backyard  so  Jane  could  easily  spoil 
the  rhree  grandchildren.  Her  son  lives  in 
Fairfax,  Va.  and  has  a  daughter  IVi  and 
a  son  7  monrhs — too  far  away  ro  spoil. 

She  says  "hello"  to  everyone  and  extends  an 
invitation  to  drop  in  in  Orrville.  She  joins 
all  of  us  in  finding  the  thought  of  30  years 
devastating. 

The  Trapps  (Caddie  Lou  Kinzer  and 
Charley)  had  fun  entertaining  a  Finnish 
graduate  student  in  their  home  this  sum- 

mer, and  Caddie  Lou  hopes  next  reunion 

will   bring  forth  the  "rest  of  the  troops." 
Rachael  Kirk  Bobo's  nomadic  adventures 

took  her  to  Trinidad  and  Tobago  in  Decem- 
ber and  a  long  awaited  3-week  tour  of  Eng- 

land  in  May  and  June. 
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"Had  the  luxury  of  going  on  vacation  by 
myself"  says  Pat  Krause  Koscso,  "attended the  National  Convention  of  Mothers  of 
Twins  at  the  University  of  Colorado  and  am 
ready  to  move  west — what  country!  My 
five  are  in  four  different  schools  from  ele- 

mentary to  college."  And  she's  president 
of  her  church  guild.  Her  question,  "Any- 

one for  instant  insanity?"  Her  signature, 
"Twincerely." 

The  list  of  Madge  Medlock  Watt's  ac- 
tivities is  so  long  you  can  tell  both  her  chil- 

dren are  married.  One  lives  30  minutes 
away  and  the  other  in  San  Francisco.  She 
is  2nd  vice  president  and  advance  planning 
chairman  for  the  Historical  Society  of  Early 
American  Decoration,  on  the  museum  com- 

mittee and  co-chairman  of  an  exhibit  in 
New  York  City  at  the  Museum  of  Ameri- 

can Folk  Art.  She  is  in  a  garden  club,  ac- 
tive in  Eyes  for  the  Needy  and  in  the  hos- 
pital auxiliary  and  refinishes  furniture.  In 

her  spare  time  she  plays  tennis — year- 
around.  She  planned  to  drive  her  mother 
to  Florida  in  the  late  fall. 

Doberman  Pinschers  and  teaching  occupy 
Ann  Hamilton  Miller  Mayer.  She  learned 

to  ride  horseback  this  summer  and  says,  "If 
I  could  afford  it,  I  would  probably  have  as 

many  horses  as  I  have  dogs  .  .  .  but  I  can't 

so  I  won't." 
Meo  Ostergard  Lutz  celebrated  her  fa- 

ther-in-law's birthday  instead  of  her  30th 
reunion.  Her  particular  interests  will  be 
with  a  musical  club  and  child  welfare  board 
this  year. 

"Our  summer  trip,"  says  Frances  Sboup 
Brant,  "was  one  of  contrasts  and  compari- 

sons." From  her  Pennsylvania  mountain 
home  in  Ligonier,  her  journey  took  her  to 
the  Virginia  Blue  Ridge  Parkway,  the  gyp- 

sum sands  in  Almagordo,  New  Mexico,  the 
fascinating  Carlsbad  Caverns,  the  Chihua- 
huan  Desert  with  its  interesting  plant  life, 
the  Navajo  Reservation,  the  Arches  Monu- 

ment in  Utah  and  the  Rockies  in  Colorado 

— and  back   to   teaching  September   1. 
Paul  and  Audrey  Horton  Skillman  had 

a  grand  summer  visiting  their  children  and 
grandchild — from  Bridgewater,  Connecticut 
to  Duncansville,  Pennsylvania.  Now  they 
have  returned  from  three  weeks  in  Scotland 
where  they  traveled  by  rented  Volkswagon, 
took  a  bus  tour  to  the  far  north,  and  en- 

joyed festival  time  in  Edinburgh. 
I  think  Loyal  and  Cay  Thompson  Mit- 

chell take  the  "consecutive  miles"  nomads' 
prize.  With  their  two  teenage  sons  they 
bought  a  car  in  Germany  and  drove  8000 
miles  on  a  six-week  European  tour  cover- 

ing 10  countries  and  5  principalities.  Oth- 
erwise Cay  approves  of  her  seven-month-old 

granddaughter,  long  hair  for  men  (even 

her  husband's,  who  startled  her  by  having 
curly  hair  all  these  years  without  her  know- 

ing it) ,  and  a  European  diary  illustrated 
with  postcards.  She  disapproves  of  long 

skirts  and  Women's  Lib  which  brings  the female  down  to  the  level  of  men. 

Nelle  Rose  Richards  Offutt  was  sorry 
to  miss  reunion,  but  June  was  the  begin- 

ning of  a  busy  summer.  Tom  graduated 
from  high  school  and  entered  University  of 
California  in  September.  Jane  graduated 
from  Allegheny  College,  was  married  on 
August  21  to  Charles  Bierbach,  a  second- 
year  law  student  at  Pitt,  and  is  working  on 

her  master's  degree.  Nelle  Rose  made  her 
fourth  back-packing  trip  on  the  Appala- 

chian Trail  with  daughter  Mariann's  Scout 
Troop.    Their   two   oldest  are   in   service — 
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Jim  flying  for  the  Navy  and  Bill  in  Viet- 
nam— and  Bob  is  at  Lake  Michigan  College. 

Still  golfing,  Nelle  Rose  won  the  champion- 
ship at  St.  Clair  Country  Club  this  summer. 

A  niece  was  Eleanor  Hackett's  compan- 
ion on  a  trip  to  all  of  the  Hawaiian  Islands. 

Serving  as  membership  chairman  for  the 

Gaelic  Arts  Society,  which  she  joined  be- 
fore going  to  Ireland,  Eleanor  says  the 

meetings  and  programs  help  her  to  relive 
her  wonderful  vacation  there. 

I  know  you  will  all  join  me  in  offering 

our  very  sincere  sympathy  to  my  co-sec- 
retary, Jean  Curry  Burt  and  Bob  whose 

twenty-year-old  son  Allen  died  suddenly  in 

June. 
Thank  you  all  for  increasing  our  treasury 

and  our  knowledge  of  your  doings.  We 
were  glad  to  have  response  from  Nancy 
Over  Bawdier,  Jane  Scott  Bruntjen,  Inez 
Wheldon,  Mary  Wolf  Gamble,  Janet  Bren- 
nan  Aull,  Virginia  Stahl  Walker,  Jane 

Viehman  and  Peggy  Christie  Graham — but 
how  about  some  news  next  time? 

42 Joan  Myers  Rankin (Mrs.  Harry  M.) 

211   Hodgson  Avenue 
Houston,  Pa.  15342 

Helen  Shellkopf  Cline 
(Mrs.  Harold  E.) 
2  Bevington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 
BIRTH 

Florence  Succop  Klotz,  a  daughter,  Marilyn 
Edith,  February  21,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Balmer  lrgens  (Mrs.  William  E.), 
100  Highland  Road,  Bethel  Park,  Pa. 
15102 

Virginia  Crouch  Everett  (Mrs.  Robert  D.), 

1170  Greenway  Terrace,  Apt.  1,  Brook- 
field,  Wi.  53005 

Mary  David,  87  Bradford  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15205 

It's  been  a  long,  hot  summer  and,  for 

many  of  us,  that  "half-century  mark"  has 
reared  its  ugly  head — but  from  the  trend  of 

the  news,  it  hasn't  slowed  too  many  of  us 
down  one  bit!  I'll  bet  we  could  still  win 
the  Class  Day  Song  Competition  two  years 
in  a  row! 

But  to  quote  Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn: 

"With  the  approach  of  my  first  half-century, 

I  ponder  the  changes  in  the  next."  No news,  just  philosophy. 

Our  class  had  only  one  representative  at 
the  June  Alumnae  Day,  but  Claire  Stewart 
Burkhart  hopes  we  can  all  get  together  for 

that  big  one  coming  up  in  '72!  She  and 
Richard  toured  northwest  U.S.A.  and  Cana- 

da this  summer,  and  had  a  ten-day  visit 
with  their  daughter  Sally  (1969  Chatham 
graduate)  and  her  husband  in  Vancouver, 
British  Columbia.  They  brought  their  No. 
3  daughter,  Cynthia,  back  with  them  in 
their  new  VW  camper.  She  had  spent  two 
months  with  her  sister  and  is  a  senior  at 
CMU.  Their  oldest  daughter,  husband  and 
one-year-old  Renee  Claire,  came  to  visit 
from  Nassau,  Bahamas,  for  a  week.  After 
that,  a  graduate  student  from  Japan  was 
their  house  guest  for  a  week  before  starting 

classes  at  Pitt.  And  now  it's  time  to  get into  the  usual  fall  and  winter  activities! 

Just  the  every-day-rat-race  for  Ruth  Car- 
land    Notz.     Son    Richard    is    a    senior    at 

Thiel  and  Tim  entered  Notre  Dame  as  i 

freshman.  Her  "swinging  16-year-olc 
daughter,"  who  is  a  junior  in  high  schoo 
and  a  Senior  Scout,  had  just  returned  fron 

paddling  on  a  90-mile  canoe  trip.  He; 
high  school  sophomore  son  is  the  officia 
grass  cutter,  and  Maureen  is  seven  and  ii 
third  grade.  Her  conclusion  was  that  jus 
keeping  track  of  the  kids  keeps  her  busy! 

Betty  Steffler  Baker's  big  news  this  yea 
is  of  her  daughter,  Kathleen,  who  gradu 
ated  Phi  Beta  Kappa  from  Miami  Univer 
sity  and  was  married  to  Bruce  E.  Harrisoi 
from  Lancaster,  Ohio.  Kathy  is  working  oi 
a  Scripps  Foundation  project  at  the  Uni 
versity  while  Bruce  completes  his  senio 
year.  Betty  is  taking  a  vacation  from  teach 
ing  this  year,  and  Dick  is  well  into  th 
usual  end-of-the-year  rush  in  calendar  man 
ufacturing.  Son  Richard  is  still  a  bachelo 
and  writing  for  the  Ohio  Education  Asso 
ciation   magazine. 

Another  philosopher,  Alice  Provost  Mc 
Cutcheon,  allows  that  we  are  all  a  year  old 
er  and,  hopefully,  a  year  smarter.  Son  Bob 
by  is  a  sophomore  at  Duke;  Connie  is 
senior  at  Fox  Chapel  High  School  and  th 
cheer  leader  captain;  Jon,  a  freshman  a 
the  same  high  school,  plays  the  cymbal 
in  the  band;  and  Andy,  a  fourth-gradei 
does  all  the  things  a  nine-year-old  bo 
would  normally  do,  except  that  he  als> 
worries  about  having  to  fight  in  a  war  whe 

he  grows  up!  Let's  hope  this  new  "Peace generation  can  figure  our  a  better  way  t 
settle  international   conflicts  by  that  time! 

Nancy  Scott  Ralston  reports  assorted  trip 

this  year — a  long  week-end  on  Paradise  I: 
land,  Bahamas;  spring  vacation  at  Sanibe 
in  April;  and  summer  vacation,  as  usual,  s 
Van  Buren  Point.  Daughtet  Dede  is  tra\ 
eling  much  more  than  her  parents  as 
stewardess   for  Delta  Airlines. 

Three  in  college  keep  Marjorie  Woo, 
Yearick  and  Ralph  a  little  breathless  thi 

year.  Chip  is  a  freshman  at  Carnegie-Mei 
ion  University,  and  in  his  first  class  eac 
member  was  handed  a  tape  recorder  to  kee 
ail  semester  and  use  as  a  textbook.  Colleg 
has  changed  a  little  since  our  rime!  The 
plan  to  take  their  new  little  sailboat  dow 

to  Cape  Hatteras  to  have  a  "go"  at  th ocean  while  the  weather  is  still  nice. 

Jean  Patterson  Bliss  was  "mother-of-thc 
bride"  this  year  for  daughter  Ginny  wh 
was  married  at  Chautauqua  in  June  and  i 
now  living  on  the  Monterey  Peninsula,  s 
Jean  and  Scott  are  looking  forward  to 
trip  west.  Barbara  Caldwell  Copeland  an 
Jim,  and  Jean  Paris  Watt  and  Gib  were  £ 
rhe  wedding  to  help  celebrate.  Son  Scot 
Jr.  graduated  from  Mercersburg  Academ 
and  has  gone  to  Ohio  University. 

I  told  Janet  Murray  Newton  that  onl 
one-third  of  her  reply  space  was  to  be  use 

for  "grandma-raves"  for  oldest  daughte 
Barbara's  new  baby  girl,  so  this  is  what  sh 
wrote:  "Robin  Reed,  born  August  5tl 
weight — 81bs.  2  oz.,  with  all  possibl 
dimples,  etc.,  is  wonderful,  remarkable,  ir 
telligent,  accomplished,  precocious,  roll 
over,  sleeps  all  night,  eats  cereal,  blows  but 
bles,  burps,  cries,  smiles  (gas  pain?),  look 
like  her  mother  ( ? ) ,  her  father  ( ? ) ,  he 
self  ( ? ) ,  and  is  too  far  away  for  us  to  ge 

our  hands  on  her.  The  rest  of  us?  We'r O.K.  roo.  Just  happen  to  know  that  Bets 
is  a  senior  at  Penn  State,  Ann  a  junior  i 
high  school,  Peggy  in  junior  high  an 
Robbie  in  grade  school,  still  pluggin 

away!" 



Glad  to  report  that  Margaret  Anderson's 
father  is  much  improved  after  an  operation 

on  his  hip.  "Mauky"  was  in  Europe  for 
three  weeks  in  July  with  the  Delta  Kappa 
Gamma  tour  to  the  Passion  Play  and  two 
weeks  in  Scandinavia.  She  also  attended 
and  enjoyed  helping  in  the  Centennial 
Fund  Campaign. 

Any  '42-er  going  through  New  England 
would  be  welcomed  by  Margaret  Graham 
Lothrop.  She  has  joined  the  Bridgeport 
Branch  of  A.A.U.W.  and  enjoys  it  very 
much.  One  lone  chick,  Doug,  is  still  at 
home  and  a  junior  in  high  school.  Oldest 
son,  Dave,  is  in  Texas,  and  daughter  Vir- 

ginia in  California.  Earl,  Doug  and  Mar- 
garet spent  their  vacation  in  California 

seeing  part  of  their  family,  and  were  antici- 
pating a  visit  with   Dave  this  fall. 

More  details  about  Florence  Succop 

Klotz's  big  event  of  the  year!  Marilyn 
Edith,  Florence  and  John's  eighth  child  and 
third  girl,  was  born  on  February  21st.  Her 
oldest  brother  got  his  Ph.D.  in  physics  this 
summer  and  is  teaching  in  Bozeman,  Mon- 

tana. Their  oldest  girl  went  off  to  Rice  Uni- 
versity and  is  really  missed  at  home!  Nan- 

cy and  Alan  are  in  4th  and  9th  grades. 
Dick  is  an  engineer  and  lives  at  home.  Ken 
teaches  at  the  University  of  Wisconsin  and 

Martin  is  a  senior  at  Yale.  Florence's  hus- 
band John  visited  Africa  last  spring  and 

has  written  a  book  on  ecology. 
Our  golfer,  Phyllis  Keister  Semple,  was 

off  to  Spain  with  husband  Bud  to  the  Eisen- 
hower World  Cup  Golf  Matches  in  Madrid. 

All  countties  of  the  world,  except  Russia, 
were  represented  by  three  golfers  on  a 

men's  team  and  a  ladies'  team.  Phyllis  says 
even  China  sends  golfers  and  some  day 
maybe  there  will  be  golf  courses  in  Russia! 
If  there  are,  I  am  sure  Phyllis  or  Bud  or 
one  of  their  children  will  win  a  tournament 
there! 

Dorothy  Vale  Roberts  writes  that  Cecil 
is  designing  machines  for  Anchor  Hocking 
in  Lancaster,  Ohio.  Pamela  is  back  from  a 

summer  sent  as  a  "Pelican"  at  Star  Island, 
the  Unitarian  Conference  Center,  off  the 
New  England  coast.  She  will  be  a  junior 
at  Ohio  State  this  fall  in  anthropology. 
Heather  is  back  from  a  session  at  Summer 
Science  Camp  on  Summer  Island  in  Lake 
Michigan.  Dorothy  is  in  her  fifth  year  of 
teaching — from  third  grade  to  eleventh  and 
twelfth  grade  English  and  journalism  to 
second  grade.  By  summer  1971,  she  hopes 
to  have  dual  certification  in  education. 

Our  travel  agent,  Jane  Chantler,  made  a 
familiarization  trip  to  New  Orleans  the 
week  before  Mardi  Gras;  spent  a  week  on 
the  Netherland  Antilles  Island  of  Curaco  in 

May  as  vacation;  and  a  Labor-Day  weekend 
to  explore  Daytona  Beach  and  visit  her 
brother;  plus  another  trip  this  fall  to  a  yet 
undetermined  destination!  She  adds  that 

she  doesn't  travel  much — someone  has  to 
watch  the  store!  After  working  hours,  Jane 
is  advisor  to  the  Butler  Teen-age  Republi- 

cans, has  joined  the  Soroptomist  Club,  and 
writes  publicity  for  the  Butler  County 
Council  of  Republican  Women,  one  minute 
mission  speeches  for  the  church  52  Sundays 
a  year,  and  a  monthly  travel  column  for 
the  Union  National  company  magazine 
"Eight-Twelve."  Wonder  when  she  eats and  sleeps? 

The  news  that  traveled  farthest  was  from 
Jessie  Shook  Allen  in  Kahuku,  Hawaii,  who 
reports  that  she  is  still  teaching — this  year  a 
second,  third  grade  in  a  "3  on  2"  combina- 

tion. The  Shooks  had  another  wonderful 
trip  to  northern  Canada  in  their  camper 
this  summer  and  five  weeks  with  her  par- 

ents. They  are  looking  forward  to  a  happy 
winter  in   that   beautiful   fiftieth   state! 

Mother-of-the-groom,  Barbara  Maerker 
Baum,  reports  that  Dick  was  married  in 
June  with  all  the  festivities.  Lots  of  fun 
and  confusion  with  a  high-school  gradua- 

tion the  same  week  and  the  18th  birthday 
for  Carol  on  the  wedding  day.  Barbara  says 
she  had  trouble  remembering  who  was  cele- 

brating what! 

Jean  Burchinal  Purvis  is  now  organizing 
a  Community  Action  Committee  for  the 
Prevention  of  Drug  Abuse.  Their  son  Tom 
is  a  sophomore  at  Butler  High  School,  Sally 
a  sophomore  at  Syracuse  University,  Bob  a 

junior  at  Wesleyan  University  in  Connecti- 
cut, Bill  a  seniot  at  Haverford,  and  Joe  is 

married  and  probably  going  to  medical 
school  after  some  graduate  work  in  physics. 
Jean  would  love  to  see  anyone  who  goes 
through  Butler.    Anyone? 

Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy 

to  Joan  Myers  Rankin  who's  husband, 
Harry,  died  suddenly  on  October  14,  1969. 
Life  changed  rather  rapidly  for  the  Rank- 
ins  this  year.  Joan  and  the  boys  have 
moved  out  of  the  manse  into  another  home 
in  Houston.  Joan  went  to  driving  school 
and  got  her  license  which  she  said  was  a 

big  accomplishment  for  her.  Jay  is  a  sopho- 
more at  Warren  Wilson  College  and  work- 

ing as  a  lab  assistant;  Jamie  is  in  10th  grade 
and  continuing  his  music  studies  at  CMU. 
He  and  his  Campus  Life  Singers  won  first 
place  in  the  music  competition  at  the  Youth 
for  Christ  Conference  in  Ocean  City  this 
summer.  Paul  is  starting  junior  high  this 
year,  and  Joan  is  taking  graduate  work  in 
Christian  Education  at  Pittsburgh  Theologi- 

cal Seminary,  and  trying  hard  not  to  show 
her  generation  gap! 

A  very  sincere,  although  belated,  message 
of  sympathy  is  extended  to  Joyce  Wallis 
Brode,  whose  husband  died  in  August, 
1969. 

Ruth  Demmler  Benner  and  Dave  had  a 
wonderful  trip  to  Florida,  given  to  them  by 

their  children  for  their  twenty-fifth  anni- 
versary. They  flew  to  Miami,  rented  a  car 

and  leisurely  explored  part  of  the  state,  but 
spent  most  of  their  time  in  the  ocean  or 
swimming  pools,  getting  delightfully  tanned 
and  absolutely  water-logged. 

Carol  Bostuick  McConnon  writes  that 

their  son  "Wicky,"  a  sophomore  at  Clark 
University  in  Massachusetts,  kept  her  busy 
this  summer  towing  cars  and  parts  to  Cape 
May,  where  he  worked,  for  his  1951  hearse. 
It  works  perfectly  now — probably  because 
"Bossie"  named  it  "William  Randolph" — 
but  none  of  the  kids  ever  heard  of  this  "Es- 

tablishment"  gentleman! 
"Not  too  long  'til  our  30th!"  writes  Jane 

McClung  Sincell,  who's  looking  forward  to 
reading  all  the  news.  Their  daughtet  Pam- 

ela and  her  husband  are  living  in  Kirk- 
wood,  Missouri;  son  Jim  working  before 
returning  to  S.I.U.,  husband  John  still 
with  the  same  company,  and  Jane  returning 

to  her  part-time  job  at  North  Shore  Coun- 
try Day  School.  They  spend  most  of  the 

summer  on  the  Winnetka  beach,  except 
for  several  weeks  at  Ocean  City. 

No  wonder  the  news  letter  was  late  get- 

ting out  this  fall — the  Cline's  had  a  busy 
spring  and  summer!  Our  friends  gave 
Harold  and  me  a  beautiful  twenty-fifth  an- 

niversary  party   in    March    (complete    with 

cake,  old  pictures,  etc.).  Our  daughter 
Karen,  a  physical  therapy  major  at  Thiel, 
got  engaged  in  April;  Harold  and  I  started 
golfing  week-ends  in  May;  and  Tom,  a 
junior  in  high  school,  staffed  golfing  so 
he  could  be  miserable  with  the  rest  of  us! 
We  had  a  boy  from  Thailand  in  July  and  a 
boy  from  England  for  the  month  of  August. 
After  five  years  of  International  visitors, 
we  feel  qualified  as  American  Tour  Guides 
and  specialists  in  the  Western  Pennsylvania 

Area — and  besides  that,  it's  fun!  We  took 
our  English  son  with  us  to  Nags  Head  for 

"holiday,"  then  toured  Virginia  and  Wash- 
ington, D.C.;  then  came  home  for  long 

weekends  at  weddings  and  trips  around 

the  state.  Still  doing  the  usual  "Establish- 
ment" things  and  enjoying  them!  Harold 

gave  a  fabulous  surprise  dinner  party  for 

my  big  birthday  in  August  (I'm  39,  and holding — just  like  the  rest  of  you)!  My 
one  great  accomplishment  is  living  through 
a  year  with  a  new  collie-shepherd  pup 

that  thinks  she's  people! 
Have  a  happy  year — and  plan  a  trip  to 

Pittsburgh  for  our  Chatham  Reunion  in 

June  '72. 

44 Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti (Mrs.  Carl  J.) 

261  Thornwood  Drive 
Granville,  Ohio  43023 

Ann  McClymonds  Turnock 
(Mrs.  E.  Hill,  III) 
164  Sunset  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

NEW  ADDRESS 
Nancy  Maxwell  Patterson  (Mrs.  William 

H.,  Jr.),  4224  Lake  Under  Hill  Drive, 
Apt.  B,  Orlando,  Fl.  32803 

DEATH 

Joanne  Knauss  Fitzpatrick,  March  2,   1970 

Helen  reporting  for  Jane: 

Because  Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti  found 
herself  in  transit  between  Granville,  Ohio 

and  Johnson  City,  Tennessee,  this  section 
of  the  class  report  is  compiled  by  Helen 

Smith.  Jane's  husband  accepted  a  job  as 
automation  engineer  with  North  Electric 
Company  in  Johnson  City,  and  at  Recorder 
news  time  Jane  was  thoroughly  occupied 
with  selling  the  Granville  house — just  two 

years  old.  Charles,  Jane's  eldest  is  at  Ohio State.  Her  next  four  began  school  on 

schedule  in  their  new  neighborhood.  Ten- 
year-old  Bruce  stayed  in  Granville  to  help 
sell  the  house,  delighted  to  have  a  tempo- 

rary reprieve  from  classrooms. 

Betty  Bush  Sinclair's  card  brings  us  up- 
to-date  on  her  busy  and  happy  family.  Old- 

est son  John  graduated  from  Guilford  Col- 
lege in  May;  second  son  David  is  a  junior 

pre-med  student  at  Carolina;  third  son  Dick 
plays  on  the  Hickory  High  School  football 
team;  fourth  son  Bobby  turned  into  a  teen- 

ager ("Can  I  go  through  one  more?");  and 
10-year-old  daughter  Margaret  brings  much 

consolation.    Betty  finds  her  part-time  work 

We  caught  Aida  De  Bellis  Pacella  in  "a 
writing  mood"  this  time,  just  as  she  was 
with  a  Cooperative  Christian  Ministry  very 
finishing  letters  to  son  Roger  at  Slippery 
Rock  and  daughter  Diane  at  Shenandoah 

College.  Her  son  Steve  is  a  senior  at  Bald- 
win High.  For  five  years  Aida  has  been  a exciting. 23 



secretary  at  a  construction  firm.  She  esti- 
mates five  more  years  at  that  job,  then  she 

and  husband  Pat  have  plans  to  relax  and 
travel.  This  summer  she  talked  to  Louise 

Yeiser  Threan,  '45,  and  passes  on  Louise's 
address:  Apartado  663,  Santa  Domingo, 
Dominican   Republic. 

"Where,"  opines  Ruth  Laird  Grant, 
"have  the  years  flown?"  (The  annual  ad- 

vent of  the  Recorder  news  has  a  way  of 
eliciting  opines  like  that.)  On  taking 
thought,  Ruth  finds  herself  the  mother  of 
a  married  daughter,  Christine,  and  of  a 
son,  Russell,  who  is  a  sophomore  at  Wheel- 

ing College.  Her  daughter  Leslie  is  a  day 
student  at  a  school  for  retarded  children. 

She  and  Russ,  "at  ease  on  Sagamore  Hill," 
graciously  invite  "all  who  travel  through 
the  beautiful  state  of  West  Virginia"  to visit  them. 

Shanen  Rose  Rachel  Bloom,  a  Chatham 
freshman,  is  a  winner  of  the  Louis  Caplan 
Human  Relations  Award.  She  is  also  the 
eldest  offspring  of  Evelyn  Glick  Bloom 
who,  we  trust,  is  enormously  proud.  Shanen 
graduated  from  Hillel  Academy  where  Eve- 

lyn's three  other  children  are  currently Blooming. 
Patty  Leonard  Bodle  is  hereby  notified 

that  Barb  Findley  Copeland  is  ready  for  a 

tennis  challenge.  Barb  writes,  "I've 
launched  on  an  orgy  of  self-indulgence  now 
that  the  chickens  have  flown  the  coop.  Ten- 

nis anyone?"  Reporting  that  her  family  is 
playing  a  lot  of  tennis,  Patty  asks,  in  some 

exasperation,  "Did  you  ever  run  a  tennis 
tournament!  ?xx!  ?"  One  of  Barb's  chick- 

ens, James,  Jr.,  graduated  from  Princeton 

in  June  and  is  "gingerly"  exploring  em- 
ployment opportunities.  Her  daughter 

Anne  is  a  sophomore  at  Florida  Presbyter- 
ian College.  Patty  is  shaking  August  beach 

sand  from  everyone's  belongings,  and  is 
helping  to  get  a  Fine  Arts  Guild  off  the 
ground  in  High  Point,  North  Carolina.  Her 
son,  Bob  Jr.,  is  a  junior  at  Virginia  Tech; 
daughter  Trish  is  now  a  high  school  senior. 

After  two  family  weddings,  Ruth  Lynch 

McFarland  "relaxed"  with  a  few  days  of 
backpacking  in  the  High  Sierras.  ( Hardly 

an  "over  the  hill"  response! )  In  the  space 
of  two  weeks,  Ruth  and  Bob  surrendered 
their  two  eldest  sons  to  wedlock,  thankful 

to  be  parents  of  grooms;  "I'd  never  have 
made  it  with  brides,"  says  Ruth.  But  daugh- ter Lois  will  be  an  old  hand  when  the  time 
comes;  she  was  a  junior  bridesmaid  at  both 
weddings.  Ruth  is  now  president  of  the 
local  chapter  of  the  Westmont  College 

Women's  Auxiliary  and  is  working  on 
scholarship  benefits.  Bob,  still  with  the 
Atomic  Energy  Commission,  has  occasional 
trips  east,  and  often  stops  to  see  Nancy 
Raup  Palmer  and  Jim. 

Kelly  Jones  Clowes  had  a  fine  time  tour- 
ing southern  England  in  the  spring.  (Thus 

reminding  your  reporter  of  Browning  and 

a  favorite  malaprope — "Home  Thoughts 
from  a  A  Broad." )  Kelly  also  reports  a 
weekend  with  Marion  Monks  Campbell  and 
a  just-missed  meeting  with  Mickey  McCul- 
lough  Lohmeyer. 

At  the  end  of  a  year  in  Springfield,  Vir- 
ginia, Jean  Bacon  Smith  reports  reasonable 

acclimatization  to  the  "classic  suburban  life" 
of  Fairfax  County.  Jean  has  joined  the  local 
PTA  and  AAUW  and  is  now  looking 
around  for  other  avenues  of  community 
participation.  She  sent  Ingrid  off  to  kinder- 

garten this  year.  Eric  is  a  third-grader. 
At  class  news  time,  Evlyn  Fulton  was  on 
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a  five-week  itinerary  of  one-night  stands 
in  Kentucky  and  Tennessee,  interrupted  ap- 

propriately by  a  week  of  meetings  in  a  con- vent in  St.  Louis.  She  swears  this  will  be 

her  last  such  rugged  road  stint.  She  con- 
tinues to  find  solace  in  prodigious  knitting, 

and  has  added  another  cottage  craft — mo- 

niliform  (beads).  Evlyn  says  she  is  a  "con- 
servative" member  of  the  women's  libera- 

tion movement.  She  recently  celebrated 
liberation  by  participating,  with  two  other 
women,  in  the  digging  and  laying  of  a 
70-foot  drain  designed  to  cure  a  water  prob- 

lem on  her  driveway.  (The  right  to  dig 
ditches  has  somehow  been  left  out  of  most 
equal  rights  literarure;  one  wonders  why.) 

While  in  St.  Louis,  Evlyn  took  advantage 
of  lower  phone  rates  to  check  in  with 
Lu  Ann  Isham  Staley,  and  found  Lu  Ann 
preparing  to  take  an  examination  for  a 
real   estate   sales   license. 

One  of  the  year's  highlights  for  Amanda 
Harris  Stamas  was  her  son's  graduation 
from  West  Virginia  Wesleyan.  The  draft 
lottery  permitting,  he  was  to  enter  law 

school  in  September.  Mandy's  daughter 
Vicky  is  a  college  junior,  and  plans  a  gradu- 

ate degree  in  the  teaching  of  blind  and  deaf 
children. 

Gladys  Bistline  Beh  "copes"  with  two teenagers,  and  keeps  her  cool  by  teaching 
piano  lessons.  (Which  would  certainly 
blow  mine.) 

Now  that  Jeanne  McKeag  Steele  has  a 
daughter  married  and  working,  one  son 
graduated  from  Ohio  State,  and  her  young- 

est, Charlie,  in  his  third  (and  final)  year 
of  an  accelerated  program  at  Ohio  State, 
she  has  enrolled  full-time  at  OSU  to  get  her 

master's  degree  in  nursing  education. 
Jeanne  has  been  acting  director  of  nursing 

at  St.  Ann's   Hospital,  Columbus. 
Nancy  Maxivell  Patterson  and  her  hus- 

band have  retired  from  the  Air  Force  and 
settled  in  Orlando,  Florida.  Their  eldest 
son  Brian  is  a  college  student  in  Virginia, 
is  married,  and  has  presented  the  Pattersons 
with  a  grand-daughter,  Nancy  Jill.  Son 
Brad  is  going  to  college  in  Orlando,  and 
Jeff  is  in  high  school  there.  Nancy  and 
Pat  visited  Patty  Leonard  Bodle  at  High 
Point  in  the  spring. 

Gladys  Heimert  Aye  put  a  beautiful 
throw-away  line  at  the  very  end  of  her  card : 

"I  will  be  doing  my  usual  volunteer  work 
plus  the  addition  of  a  class  in  yoga."  (If 
you're  able  to  write  to  us  next  year,  Heimie, 
let  us  know  how  it  is  when  you  reach  the 

meditation  stage. )  The  Ayes'  son  Ralph  is 
a  junior  at  Dartmouth.  He  worked  on  a 
farm  in  the  Vermont  mountains  last  sum- 

mer, increasing  not  only  his  muscle  power 
but  his  appreciation  of  nature.  Daughter, 
Pam,  a  freshman  at  Wooster,  spent  the 

summer  working  in  her  father's  office  (or- 
thopedic medicine)  and  learned  a  lot  about 

"the  impatience  of  people."  Proving  what 
most  of  us  could  vouch  for  after  26  years 
— a  great  deal  of  education  takes  place  out- 

side  the   classroom.    Selah. 

I  hadn't  seen  Joanne  Knauss  Fitzpatrick 
for  a  long,  long  time,  and  so  when  I  re- 

ceived the  saddening  word  of  her  death,  my 
mind  made  the  trip  all  the  way  back  to 
PCW  and  our  days  together  there.  And 

maybe  that's  just  as  well,  because  while 
some  of  you  have  more  recent  memories  of 
Joanne,  all  of  us  can  share  remembered 
dorm  and  campus  glimpses  of  her  direct, 
twinkling  eyes  and  offside  smile,  hear  again 
her  low-keyed,  bumpy  voice  delivering  wit 

and  wisdom  in  not  too  many  words,  sense 
in  memory  the  depth  beneath  her  casual 
mien,  recall  gratefully  the  warmth  and  loy- 

alty she  gave  her  friendships. 

Ann  reporting: 

Getting  older  may  have  some  disadvan- 
tages, but  the  Turnocks  are  enjoying  the 

benefits.  Nick  and  I  have  traveled  a  bit 
more  than  usual  this  year,  sometimes  with 

and  sometimes  without  the  children  (isn't it  wonderful  to  be  able  to  walk  out  the 

door  and  wave  "bye-bye"  to  them'!).  We had  a  marvelous  jaunt  to  Jamaica,  a  visit 
to  Chesapeake  Bay,  and  two  trips  to  the 
South.  And  Nick  built  me  a  contour  bow- 

er-chair to  fit  under  my  favorite  private  re- 
treat, an  old  apple  tree  at  the  end  of  the 

orchard.  Ann  Jr.  is  well-settled  and  very 
happy  teaching  at  the  Colegio  Americano 
in  Bogota,  South  America.  Christine  is  a 
senior  at  Penn  State;  Jim  drove  all  over  the 
country  last  summer  and  is  now  preparing 
to  re-enter  college  at  Pitt.  Paul  is  a  senior 
in  high  school;  Laura  and  Julie  are  both 
in  junior  high. 

Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer  notes  that 

"another  phase  has  begun;"  She  and  Paul 
had  just  returned  from  Portland,  Maine, 
where  they  attended  the  wedding  of  their 
son  Jim,  a  junior  at  the  University  of 
Maine.  Susan  works  for  a  publisher  in  Bal- 

timore, and  Tom  and  Barb  are  the  only 
ones  still  at  home.  Martha  is  enjoying  her 

part-time  career,  working  for  a  film  pro- ducer. 

Betsy  Meader  Do  tuning  says,  "Time marches  on — our  concerns  change  in  value 
and  intensity.  This  has  been  a  year  of  in- 

tellectual stimulation,  new  ideas  to  test, 

new  personal  orientations  for  us  all.  Our 
eldest  daughter  will  mary  in  December  and 

our  group  will  be  smaller  or  larger,  de- 
pending on  where  Debby  and  her  husband 

are.  They  will  live  in  Connecticut,  on  the 

Navy's  business  for  a  time.  We  are  all 
working  hard  on  the  preserving  of  our 
environment  and  the  ethic  of  non-growth 

and  a  less  man-centered  universe." 
Betty  Monroe  Musselman  had  just  re- 

turned from  six  weeks  in  Europe.  Her  son 

went  over  to  study,  and  she  "went  along 
for  the  ride"  and  had  a  fine  time.  Her 
daughter  Peggy  is  in  her  second  year  at 
Mary  Baldwin  College  in  Virginia,  and  her 
husband  is  busy  traveling  for  his  company. 
Betty  herself  will  be  teaching  school  this 

year. 

Mary  Lou  Reiber  Peter  reports  glowing- 
ly about  her  granddaughter,  who  is  now 

almost  five.  Barbie  is  still  teaching  school. 
Diane  and  her  husband  have  moved  to 

Turlock,  California,  where  John  will  teach 
political  science.  Eva  is  going  to  college, 
and  youngest  son  Doug  is  thirteen.  Mary 
Lou  hopes  to  be  back  in  Pittsburgh  next 

June  for  her  parents'  fiftieth  wedding  an- 
niversary. 

Helen  Heath  Smith  submits  her  usual 

sage  statement:  "Re:  Hunger  and  Ecology 
— Enlarged  vegetable  garden  this  year.  Al- 

most frightenly  fruitful.  No  nasty  sprays, 
of  course.  And  I  breathe  less.  Re:  Popu- 

lation Control — I  have  done  my  best  and 
sadly,  my  best  has  been  good  enough.  Re: 
Drugs — Have  been  sorting  drugs  for  over- 

seas shipment  to  medical  clinics.  Bleary- 
eyed  with  psychedelic  shapes  and  colors. 
Delighted  with  imaginative  packaging.  Get 

my  own  kicks  from  aspirin  laced  with  oc- 
casional   Rolaid.     Re:    Politics — Work    on 



Chamber  of  Commerce  legislation  commit- 
tee. Keep  up  cozy  correspondence  with 

Washington  and  Harrisburg.  Hide  equal 
rights  button  in  desk  drawer;  do  not  want 

equal  rights;  want  superior  rights  I've  be- 
come accustomed  to.  Re:  Inflation — Va- 

cationed one  week  in  State  Park  insread  of 

three  weeks  in  Caribbean.  Good  grief!  Al- 
so rolled  own  cigarettes  two  consecutive 

days.  Miscellaneous:  Trips  to  New  York 
brightened  by  occasional  visits  with  the 
Lohmeyers.  Recenr  jaunts,  however,  were 
Chicago,  St.  Louis,  Dallas  .  .  .  unbrightened. 
With  office  at  home  now,  have  become 
bird-watcher;  get  excited  about  black-billed 

cuckoo,  etc.  Wouldn't  have  given  black- 
billed  cuckoo  a  second  glance  twenty  years 

ago;   lower  metabolism  now." 
Betty  Spierling  Arentson  waited  'til  the 

last  minute  for  some  earth-shaking  event 

to  happen,  but  says  "life  goes  on  as  usual." 
Her  daughter  entered  Marietta  College; 
her  son  is  in  junior  high.  All  are  fine  and 
busy. 

Marion  Springer  Edmunds  took  Lindsay 
up  to  Mt.  Holyoke  to  begin  her  freshman 

year,  and  comments,  "She's  following  in 
my  sister's  footsteps  there."  Son  David  is 
in  tenth  grade  at  Mt.  Lebanon  High,  and 

Marion  is  anticipating  that  "the  rigamarole 
of  tests  and  college  choosing  will  soon 
start  all  over;  it  seems  much  more  compli- 

cated than   it  was  in  our  day." 
Mary  Lee  Ullom  Hoy  has  enjoyed  trips 

to  Nassau  and  Ocean  City,  and  was  prepar- 
ing ro  leave  for  Scandinavia  in  September. 

Daughter  Nancy  is  a  sophomore  ar  Hood 
College  in  Maryland. 

46 Peggy  Riffle  Kirby 
(Mrs.  Thomas  M. ) 

3048    Silverview   Drive 
Cuyahoga  Falls,  Oh.  44224 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Janet   Bovard  Poole    ( Mrs.   Charles ) ,    909 
Grove   Street,   N.E.,    Albuquerque,   N.M. 
87110 

Marjorie  Broun  Bortz    (Mrs.   William  H., 
Jr.),  300  East  Dryden,  Apt.  2,  Glendale, 
Ca.   91207 

Barbara  Cox  Campbell    (Mrs.   James  W.), 
Box   3772,  Greenville,  S.C.   29608 

Marjorie  Lansing  Strailey  (Mrs.  Robert  L.), 
619   South   25th  Street,   Harrisburg,  Pa. 
17104 

Estelle  Sossong  Gretzler  (Mrs.  Walter  H.), 
R.D.    1,   Smock,   Pa.    15480 

European  travelers  abound  in  the  news. 
Lulu  Copetas  Blazakis  would  have  made 
Miss  Dysart  proud  of  her  since  she  scouted 
out  many  historical  sires  during  their  fam- 

ily's six-week  tour.  Joan  Titus  Dunlop  was 
off  to  Finland  to  join  husband  Dick,  whose 

new  book  "Great  Trails  of  the  West"  will 
be  out  in  April. 

Chickie  Sawders  Laisy  planned  to  evade 
air  pollution  and  vacation  in  Scotland,  and 
Sally  Smith  Cross  enjoyed  a  London  trip. 

Speaking  of  London,  we  had  a  delight- 
ful letter  from  Carol  Thome  King  whose 

life  in  London  reads  like  a  book — safari  to 
Kenya,  ski  trips  to  Austria,  vacations  in 
Budapest  and  Amsterdam  to  name  but  a 
few. 

Weddings  of  offspring  are  news  this  year, 

too.  Ginny  Uber  Haug's  daughter  will  be 
married  in  June  and  Ginny  is  a  grand- 

mother three  times  over. 

Helen  Hunter  White  planned  an  August 
wedding  for  daughter  Judy,  and  another  of 

Linnea  Lunstedt  Evans'  daughters  was  mar- 
ried on  August  14. 

Sally  Villing  Hughes'  son  graduated  from 
college,  was  commissioned  in  the  Navy,  and 

married  in  August.  Grace  Savage  Freeble's married  son  is  in  medical  school. 

Peggy  Korb  Smith  and  Jean  White  Mar- 
kell  are  alone  for  the  first  time  in  many 
years  this  fall  with  all  the  children  away 
at  college.  Flo  Ostien  Chew  sends  her  last 

little  one  off  ro  first  grade  so  she'll  be  alone 
until  about  three  o'clock.  Betty  Beck  Wie- 
denman  sent  three  off  to  college,  but  her 
6rh-grader  will  keep  Bob  and  her  from 
getting  old.  Personally,  sixth  graders  add 
lors  of  years  to  my  life — but  I  love  them. 

Marty  Yorkin  Berman  and  Eva  Caloyer 
Nassikas  will  each  have  a  daughter  gradu- 

ating from  Chatham  next  June. 
Micky  McKee  Barnes  is  working  as  a 

reference  librarian,  and  saw  Mariellen 
Roche  Duval  last  year  for  a  great  gabfest. 

Helen  Gilmore  Reinhard  saw  both  June 
Sineive  Moffitt  and  Mary  Ann  Yockey  this 

summer.  Doris  Sisler  White  says  "Ah, 
memories,"  too,  for  she  saw  "Weezie" 
Myers  Duerring  and  "Parkie"  Gambridge. 
She  also  told  us  that  Joan  Nusbaum  Cone. 

'49,  has  moved  near  her. 
Arline  Levinson  Rosenberg's  son  is  at 

Harvard,  not  Howard,  as  came  out  in  last 

year's  Recorder.  That  was  probably  my 
fault.  You  girls  know  that  typing  just 

isn't  my  thing.  Arline  is  in  rouch  with 
many  college  srudents  through  her  work 
and  assures  us  that  she  is  very  optimistic 
about  the  youth  of  today. 

Our  symparhy  ro  Marjory  Couch  Lynn 
whose  father  died  this  year,  and  also  to 
Ginny  Uber  Haug  whose  mother  passed 

away.  Marjorie's  husband,  who  had  open 
heart  surgery  in  March,  is  hoping  to  re- 

turn to  work  this  fall. 

Two  of  Doris  Fairfield  Jamison's  children 
were  on  foreign  study  tours  this  summer. 
Their  family  vacationed  in  Florida,  and 

Marge  Mistrik  Sweeney's  family  headed  for 
California.  Harriet  Hoffman  made  a  4000- 
mile  tour  of  eastern  Canada.  Lucy  Dorsey 
toured  New  England  and  is  planning  a  rrip to  Italy. 

Betsey  Ross  Pervorse,  Mary  Wells  Karl- 
son,  Jeannie  Thompson  Johnson.  Pat  Coch- 

ran Brown,  and  Kitty  Lancaster  Cone  send 

their  best.  As  "Rowie"  Schroth  put  it,  she's 
not  having  a  baby,  a  grandchild,  or  heading 

Women's  Lib  in  New  Jersey,  but  is  looking forward  to  our  25th. 
Speaking  of  25th,  Evie  Matthews  Reece 

and  Al  celebrated  their  25th  by  a  lovely 
trip  to  the  Caribbean. 

Jane  Field  Taylor  claims  a  record,  too, 
for  she  does  not  have  a  change  of  address. 

Ronnie  Staples  Jorgenson  is  proud  of 

her  daughter  who  has  joined  the  Women's Marine  Corps. 

Lois  Jean  Jackson  Ritenbaugh  spent  her 

"vacation"  in  West  Penn  Hospital  just  as 
Hud  did  last  year.  She  says  that's  the  last holiday  they  plan. 

I  did  not  hear  from  as  many  of  you  as 
usual  this  time.  I  hope  that  means  you  are 

saving  all  your  "goodies"  for  our  25th  Re- 
union next  June.  We'll  choose  a  new  sec- 

rerary  at  that  time  so  let  me  thank  you  one 
and  all  for  your  great  letters.  I  enjoyed 

hearing  from  all  of  you  so  very  much.  I'm 
still  teaching,  my  sons  are  at  Akron  Uni- 

versity where  I  plan  to  take  some  courses 

this  year.    I'm  also  very  pleased  to  have  my 

niece  in  this  year's  freshman  class  at  Chat- 
ham. Please  try  very  hard  to  make  our 

25th.  It  will   be  wonderful  to  see  you. 

48 Virginia  Long  Carlson (Mrs.  C.  Lloyd) 

1916  Garrick  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Joy  Wilson  Douglas (Mrs.  W.  Bruce) 
1607   Holland  Street 

Cumberland,  Md.   21501 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanor  Robinson  Hastings  (Mrs.  Jack  B.), 
4904  Meadow  Lane  Road,  Canton,  Ohio 
44709 

Virginia    Sager    Peterson     (Mrs.    Charles), 
1601    Penn    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15221 

Anne  Wallace  Huntemer  (Mrs.  Robert  J.), 
2536   East   Columbia   Street,    Davenport, 
la.  52803 

Kathryn    Woolard    Meincken     (Mrs.    Rob- 
ert),    463     Line    Streer,    Lansdale,    Pa. 

19446 

Ginger   reporting: 
Alary  Aiken  Brown  reports  very  exciting 

doings  around  the  Brown  place:  children 
involved  in  college  and  school  work;  fam- 

ily "togetherness"  on  ski  trips  ro  Vail,  Colo- 
rado, and  camping  at  Deep  Creek;  "rons  of 

rennis";  and  lots  of  sewing,  crewel  work, 
and   church  work! 

Betty  Albach  Weamer  also  sends  news 
of  children  in  college  and  school,  all  of 
rhem  deeply  involved.  Betry  is  taking  time 
off  from  teaching  to  do  some  postponed  re- 

search. The  fall  foliage  is  beckoning  the 
Weamers  to  motor  along  the  backroads 

when  Andy  isn't  building  a  barn  so  that 
by  spring  they  can  have  their  horse  at home. 

A  phone  call  from  Marianne  Boggs 
Campbell  to  me  at  my  office  was  certainly 
exciting  for  me.  I  infrequently  get  calls 
from  Cincinnati.  Marianne  is  thrilled  ov- 

er several  things:  first  her  up-coming  rwen- 
tieth  wedding  anniversary,  and,  second,  her 
installation  last  spring  in  London  as  presi- 

dent-elect of  AWRT  ( American  Women 
in  Radio  and  Television)!  Incidentally  (!) 
she  met  Princess  Margaret  while  there. 
Next  May  she  will  become  the  presidenr  of 
rhat  organization  in  Washington,  D.C.  She 
told  me  how  happy  she  was  to  get  a  call 
from  Marie  Cohn  Chiles  who  lives  in 
Houston  when  Marianne  was  there  on  a 

speaking  engagement. 
Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong  claims  that 

her  excitement  is  created  by  her  children, 
two  of  whom  are  in  college  now  and  the 
other  in  eighth  grade.  The  strain  of  the 

long  illness  of  Jean's  father  has  lefr  its sad  mark  on  rhe  Armstrong  family,  and  we 
all  extend  our  sympathy  to  Jean  over  the 
loss  of  her  father.  Anyone  who  knew  Mr. 
Forncrook  understands  in  some  measure 

how  great  the  loss  must  be.  Jean  takes 

great  pleasure  in  being  "jusr  a  housefrau," but  let  me  tell  you  that  she  raises  rhis  po- 
sition to  an  arr! 

Jean  Hadfield  Smith  said  she  feels  "like a  gum  band — stretching  from  nursery 

school  to  college."  Guess  who  has  her 
hands  full?  Jean  and  I  used  to  see  each 
other  up  in  the  wilds  of  Zelienople  at 
Camp  Carondowanna  when  our  older  girls 
camped  there.  It  is  sad  to  think  those  days 
are  over  so  soon. 
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Enjoyed  a  "Nothing  new — just  the  same 
old  routine"  note  from  Mary  Ann  Houck 
Broun.    Atta-girl,  Mary  Ann,  I  love  ya! 

Parenthetically  I'd  like  to  insert  here  that 
Elizabeth  Johnston  Scheide,  clinical  psy- 

chologist and  Supervisor  of  Special  Educa- 
tion for  Allegheny  County  Schools,  has  just 

been  named  by  Kaufmann's  Advisory  Board in  a  series  of  tributes  to  outstanding  women 
in    business. 

As  with  many  of  the  others,  Jerry  Kim- 

ball Well's  news  began  with  what  the  chil- 
dren are  doing.  Eldest,  Linda,  is  student- 

teaching  in  high  school  biology,  while  the 
boys  range  from  college  down  to  high 
school.  Jerry  is  working  half-time  as  staff 
assistant  for  the  4-H  at  the  University  of 
Kentucky,  a  job  which  gives  her  the  free 
time  to  do  other  things.  She  hears  fairly 
regularly  from  Sally  Geary  Hansen, 

Speaking  of  Sally,  she  is  busy  with  her 
Fiddle  Shop  sheet  music  department,  flute 
lessons,  and  Christ  Church — which  all  adds 
up  to  BUSY! 

Carol  Lenz  Houck  reports  a  hectic,  dis- 
combobulated,  and  sad  year.  First  of  all, 
her  father  died  suddenly  last  October,  and 
even  after  a  year  it  does  not  seem  possible. 
Many  of  us  know  what  a  loss  this  can  be 
and  send  warmest  thoughts  to  Carol.  Camp- 

ing, weddings,  canning,  a  new  poodle  pup- 
py— all  adds  up  to  no  generation  gap  in  the 

Houck  family.  Oh,  yes,  and  a  full-length 
mink  coat  under  the  Christmas  tree  from 

husband  Don.  Couldn't  you  simply  hate  a gal  like  that? 
Nornie  MacMillen  Morris  has  two  col- 

lege boys  and  one  high  school  boy,  all  do- 
ing fascinating  things — like  going  to  Bre- 

genz,  Austria,  and  traveling  all  over  Eu- 
rope, and  being  involved  in  sports.  Nornie 

is  a  paraprofessional  at  the  Eric  G.  Nor- 
feldt  School.  She  and  George  had  a  trip  to 

Bermuda — "a   real  paradise." 
That's  thirty  for  this  time.  My  "career" 

continues  sporadically.  I  am  the  registrar 
of  a  new  secretarial  school  in  Pittsburgh 
called  the  Sawyer  School  of  Business,  a  sub- 

sidiary of  International  Industries  for  those 
who  follow  the  stock  market.  Our  .older 
daughter  is  a  sophomore  out  in  Arizona, 
while  the  two  younger  ones  are  high  school 
junior  and  senior  respectively.  Sorry  I 
did  not  hear  from  more  of  you;  hearing 
from  you  is  after  all  what  makes  this  job 
worthwhile  and  interesting.  Our  savings 
account  now  contains  S335.19.  Checks  for 

twenty-five  dollars  or  more  will  be  grate- 
fully received!  !  !  Say  whatever  happened 

to  ....  ?    Best  wishes  to  all,  Ginger. 

Joy  reporting: 

Anne  Wallace  Huntemer  said  it.  "Old  is 
— for  someone  else — haven't  time."  She 
was  one  of  many  to  vehemently  deny  my 
charge,  and  I  was  delighted.  Anne  is  liv- 

ing in  Davenport  for  a  couple  of  years 
while  Bob  and  G.E.  build  a  nuclear  power 
station  and  bring  light  to  the  Midwest. 

She's  looking  forward  to  returning  to  San 
Jose  (song  title?),  but  for  the  time  is  man- 

aging a  new  fabric  store.  Yummy!  Head 
count   is  two  seniors  and   a  seventh-grader. 

Further  details  of  senility  come  from  as- 
sorted tennis  players.  Betsy  Ross  Kuhn,  a 

gratifyingly  prompt  correspondent,  by  the 
way,  is  sporting  a  new  tennis  racquet.  She 
also  swims  a  lot,  summer  and  winter.  The 
Kuhn  family  made  a  sentimental  journey 
back  to  Rochester  for  the  first  time  in 

several    years    to    enjoy    a    catch-up    session 
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with  old  friends.  Jessie  Gilbert  Chew  and 

her  family  visited  at  Christmas,  and  Betsy's brother  John  and  his  family  returned  from 
La  Jolla,  California,  for  a  visit.  Besides, 
she  and  Les  enjoyed  trips  to  Srurbridge, 
Massachusetts,  and  Tanglewood.  The  chil- 

dren are  twelfth;  ninth;  and  third-graders, 
and  all's  well  with  the  Kuhns. 

Another  tennis  buff,  Randy  Ullom 
Doig,  has  been  playing  doubles  with  Jessie 
Chew.  Randy  vacationed  with  the  family 
at  Rehobeth  Beach,  Delaware,  and  had  an 
opportunity  somewhere  along  the  way  to 
take  a  quick  look  at  Chatham,  for  the  bene- 

fit of  herself  and   children. 

To  enlarge  upon  the  subject  of  self-im- 
provement, Marge  Reckard  combined  a 

wonderful  summer  in  San  Francisco  and 

Honolulu,  soaking  up  sunshine  and  shed- 
ding twenty  pounds.  Now  nothing  fits,  but 

she'll  get  no  sympathy  from  me.  Congratu- lations, though. 

Bobbie  Mueller  Baylor  is  student-teach- 
ing at  Mt.  Lebanon,  and  will  be  certified  as 

a  German  teacher  in  December.  Anyone 
looking  for  an  eager  but  inexperienced  Ger- 

man teacher?  Her  husband  has  found  a  dif- 
ferent sort  of  hobby — firing  black  powder 

muskets  in  competition.  Not  too  surpris- 
ingly, they  spent  their  vacation  in  South 

Carolina  and  Virginia,  beachcambing  and 
Civil  War  battlefields.  Ever  seen  the  Mary- 

land First  Line  Regiment? 
Suzy  Sutton  Hepler  and  her  family 

joined  the  American  Host  Program,  and  for 
two  weeks  entertained  a  young  English  and 
geography  teacher  from  Germany.  They 
enjoyed  showing  her  the  sights,  including 

some  Pittsburgh  "musts"  and  that  were  new 
even  to  them.  Riches  are  right  here  on  our doorstep! 

You  think  you're  not  getting  old!  I 
was  almost  convinced,  then  along  came 
news  of  two  weddings.  Shirley  Morroiv 

Hedenburg's  daughter  Suzy  was  married  in 
August,  after  which  the  family  adjourned 
to  New  Hampshire  to  recoup.  Her  Don  is 
enrolled  in  the  forestry  course  at  Penn 
State,  and  the  youngest  is  a  high  school 
sophomore.  Shirley  is  a  resource  teacher, 
and  Jack  is  with  Gulf. 

A  special  note  to  Donnie  Vail  Rea:  Mary 
Ruth  Forney  Snyder  writes  from  California 

that  Donnie's  namesake,  Don,  was  married 
September  12.  Daughter  Cindy  is  entering 
Art  Center  College  of  Design,  and  Patty, 
California  Lutheran  College.  Robby,  a 
fourth-grader,  is  a  sportsman. 

Donnie,  herself,  is  breathless  from  the 
struggle  of  getting  two  girls  off  to  college, 
Gini  to  Edinboro  State,  and  Joanne  to 
Campbellsville  College,  in  Kentucky.  After 
taking  a  good  look  at  Kentucky,  she  and 
Walt  and  the  dog  are  settling  down  to  a 
new   routine. 

Jane  Picard  Pursell  responded  with  a 
wee  note.  Her  first  girl  is  off  to  Western 
Illinois  University,  and  Janie  is  back  to 
kindergarten. 

Ruth  Zucker  Bachman  has  been  ill  most 

of  the  past  year,  with  two  month-long  hos- 
pitalizations. She's  feeling  better  now,  and 

to  celebrate,  the  family  made  a  vacation 

out  of  their  son  David's  departure  for  the 
University  of  Wyoming,  where  his  study  of 
wildlife  conservation  is  a  natural  extension 
of  a  lifelong  interest  in  nature.  Back  to 
that  vacation,  they  visited  the  Tetons,  Yel- 

lowstone, Denver  and  Rocky  Mountain  Na- 
tional Park,  and   Madison,  Wisconsin. 

Helen  Obermayer  Sellers  vacationed  with 

her  family  in  the  Virgin  Islands,  hopes  tc 

survive  the  first  "getting-into-college"  yeai 
with  Joe,  and  get  David  out  of  junior  high 
Otherwise,  all  are  well  and   happy. 

Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett  describes  a  su 
burban  scene,  children  aged  ten  and  twelve 
and  a  summer  of  tenting,  sailing,  anc 
learning  to  swim.  (Another  part  of  oui 

stay  young  program. )  In  answer  to  youi 
question  about  College  Boards,  Henrietta 
you  heard  right.  They  will  be  suspendec 
as  a  Chatham  entrance  requirement  for  i 
trial  period  of  three  years.  And  thank  yoi 
kindly  for  your  accolade. 

Eleanor  Robinson  Hastings  sent  a  lat< 
and  breathless  card,  having  just  moved  ir 
time  to  get  the  two  of  them  off  to  college 
Fredricka  is  a  junior  at  Mary  Washington 
and  Ed  a  freshman  at  the  University  of  Wy 
oming.  Robby,  with  that  much  news,  yot 
should  write,  late  or  not! 

Nothing  new  from  Ceil  McKay  Geddi. 
and  Charlotte  Exley  Eck,  but  a  welcomf 
word  of  greeting  to  all.  Ceil  has  numbei 
four,  and  final,  in  kindergarten,  and  Char 
lotte  is  enjoying  Mary  Liz,  almost  a  yeai 
old  now,  and  big  brother  Henry  Howard 
Just  think  of  all  those  years  of  PTA  ahead! 
My  life  during  the  past  year  has  beer 

a  sampling  of  the  above  paragraphs  abou 
you.  Both  of  our  boys  are  now  attending 
Western  Maryland  College,  and  I  have  ad 
justed  satisfactorily  except  when  it  come: 

to  groceries,  and  that  wasn't  a  matter  01 tapering  off.  I  did  wreck  my  car  in  a  rathei 
spectacular  manner  this  summer,  but  es 
caped  with  nothing  injured  but  my  pride 

so  I've  thankfully  decided  I  must  have  somt 
purpose  for  being  here. 

Thank  you  all  for  your  kind  replies  anc 
comments,  and  to  you,  Susie  Hepler,  foi 
your  check  for  the  anniversary  fund,  which 
now  stands  at  $365.19,  a  long  way  frorr 
our  goal  of  S2000.  If  you  can  help,  send 
to  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account 
%   Alumnae  Office.    See  you   in  73. 
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Mercedes  Urda  Cowle: 

(Mrs.    David) 

1536  Laurel  Roac 
Ambridge,  Pa.   15003 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marion    Baker  Powell    (Mrs.   Thomas  C. ): 
1216  North   Cross  Street,   Wheaton,   II. 
601S7 

Nancy  Beamer  Stewart  (Mrs.  Wilbur  K. ). 
R.D.  2,  Box  346,  Apollo,  Pa.  15613 

Mary  Bovard  Schwartz    (Mrs.  Varick   D.). 
104  Fairview  West,  Tequesta,  Fl.  33458 

Sue   Ferris   Trownsell    (Mrs.   Donald    L.). 
4  Newton  Place,  Allendale  N.J.  07401 

Jean    Hieber    Romito     (Mrs.    Robert),    19 

Lepore  Drive,  Lancaster,  Pa.   17602 
Joan   Howard  Labriola    (Mrs.    Robert   J.). 

345    Bradley    Avenue,    R.D.    1,    Dallas- 
town,  Pa.  17313 

Gail  McConnor  Mumma   (Mrs.  Harry  F. ). 
HQ  USAREUR  &   7th  Army,  Office  of 
the  Engineer,  APO  N.Y.  09403 

Barbara   Miller   Gregg    (Mrs.    Curtis    H.), 
42  Myron  Avenue,  Buffalo,  N.Y.   14217 

Marcia  Miller  Meyers    (Mrs.),   5100   Fifth 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Janet  Mitchell  Forsling    (Mrs.   Philip   T.), 
Merriman   Road,  Sewickley   Heights,   Pa. 15143 

Ann  Morgan  Cascorbi    (Mrs.   Helmut   F.), 
2844     Fairmont    Boulevard,     Cleveland, 
Oh.    44118 



Shirley  Neal  McCreary    (Mrs.   Robert  D.), 
725  East  7th  Place,  Mesa,  Az.  85201 

Mildred  Sherman  Taylor   (Mrs.  Charles  E., 

Jr.),  5176  Eliot's  Oak  Road,  Columbia, Md.  21043 
Nancy   Tanner   Shaffer    (Mrs.    John    R.), 

8324   Fleetwood  Court,  Alexandria,   Va. 
22308 

Dolores  Baney  Conley's  note  came  too 
late  for  last  year's  news,  but,  since  it  con- tained the  balance  of  her  contribution  to 
the  special  class  fund,  I  am  mentioning  it 
as  a  plea  to  all  of  you  to  send  me  your 
contributions — 1975  will  be  here  sooner 
than  we  think!  I  received  a  card  from  Do- 

lores this  year,  and  one  from  Alary  Bovard 
Schwartz — no  special  news,  but  greetings 
to  all. 

Nancy  Beamer  Stewart  hasn't  moved — 
just  a  new  box  number.  Daughter  Lucy 
and  Nancy  both  enjoy  school,  nursery 
school  and  teaching  third  grade,  respective- 

ly. Between  the  Stewart's  trips  and  those 
taken  by  Nancy's  parents,  their  motor  home 
has  covered  almost  25,000  miles  in  a  year. 

Lee  Corey  Hanson  is  spending  several 
volunteer  hours  a  week  in  the  Job  Advisory 
Service  office  at  Chatham.  Although  J.A.S. 
is  not  sponsored  by  the  College,  Chatham 
has  provided  office  space  in  Beatty  Hall 
near  the  alumnae  office.  The  Service  was 

organized  by  the  Woman's  Alumnae  Club Council  (our  Alumnae  Association  is  a 

member)  to  find  part-time  job  opportuni- 
ties, paid  or  volunteer,  for  women  who 

wish  this  type  of  employment.  Lee  is  also 
secretary  of  the  Pittsburgh  Obedience  Train- 

ing Club,  and  has  a  class  of  92  purebred 
dogs  each  Sunday  afternoon  in  Schenley 
Park.  Lee  and  Bill  spent  some  time  this 

summer  at  their  "retirement"  home  on  the 
northwest  coast,  and  are  working  to  ready 
their   Pittsburgh   home   for   future   sale. 

Ruth  Fabry's  father  died  in  October, 
1969,  and  we  extend  the  sympathy  of  the 
class  to  Ruth  and  her  mother.  Ruth  enjoyed 
trips  to  New  York  last  spring  and  Hawaii 
and  southern  California  during  the  summer. 

Sue  Ferris  Trounsell  and  family  are  en- 
joying their  new  home  with  a  pool  and 

brook.  The  move  occurred  when  Don's  di- 
vision of  IBM  was  transferred  from  New 

York  City  to  New  Jersey. 
The  Ammons  (Katie  Fisher)  had  two 

trips  to  Pennsylvania  this  year,  one  for  her 

parents'  golden  anniversary  and  the  other 
for  a  summer  vacation.  Daughter  Leah  was 
married  on  September  12  to  Jesse  Wayne 
Dreggers,  a  Stetson  University  junior.  It 

doesn't  seem  like  19  years  since  Leah  was 
the  youngest  guest  at  Barbara  Wig  Rahen- 

kamp's  wedding  in  the  NEW  Chapel!  Leah 
is  continuing  her  studies  at  Daytona  Beach 
Junior  College,  Douglas  is  a  high  school 
junior,  Amy  an  8th  grader,  and  Matt  a  1st 

grader  (PTA  all  over  again!)  Don's  com- 
munity theatre  group,  Debary  Players,  pre- 

sented "Bells  Are  Ringing"  in  which  he  di- 
rected a  cast  of  60,  aged  5  to  75.  Katie's 

duties  as  supervisor  of  the  West  Volusia 
County  Division  of  Family  Services  now  in- 

clude those  of  Senior  Citizen  Ombudsman. 

Clair  Foster  Myers  is  a  grandmother  ( ! ) 
to  Kimberly  Sue,  daughter  of  Susan  and 
Ronald  Slagle  who  live  in  Angola,  Indiana 
where  Ronald  is  in  graduate  school  at  Tri 
State  College.  Daughter  Sharon,  who  spent 
the  1967-68  year  as  a  Rotary  exchange  stu- 

dent in  Sweden,  is  a  sophomore  at  Alle- 
gheny College.    Daughter  Jodale  is  in  6th 

grade.  Husband  Dale  is  doing  well  follow- 
ing an  emergency  appendectomy. 

Last  year's  letter  from  Marty  Hamilton 
Strotz,  which  arrived  too  late  for  publica- 

tion, included  news  of  son  Chip  at  Case 
Western  Reserve  University,  son  Bob  at 
Mercersburg  Academy,  daughter  Lauren,  16, 
at  home,  and  a  new  business — a  Chrysler- 
Plymouth  dealership. 

Doris  Haver  Cummingham.  in  part-time 
work  since  1966,  has  earned  19  credits  at 

the  University  of  Maryland  toward  a  de- 
gree in  home  economics  education.  Other 

family  statistics  show  Doris  working  part 
time  for  an  insurance  agency,  husband  Jim 
an  engineer  with  the  Weather  Bureau,  son 
Mike  a  senior  in  high  school,  and  daugh- 

ters Diane  and  Cathi  in  9th  and  3rd  grades. 
The  Hess  family  (Merny  Hamilton)  has 

put  time,  S,  and  drudging  effort  into  the 
small  beach  house  they  bought  last  summer 
at  Bethany  Beach,  Delaware,  but  they  all 

love  it,  especially  the  girls — Lisa,  12,  Susie, 
11,  and  Jake  (yes,  Jake),  9-  Penny  Jones 
Croh  talked  with  Merny  when  she  came  to 
visit  her  father. 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans'  husband  John  is 
now  assistant  superintendent  of  the  Rocky 
River  Public  Schools,  and  Bob  and  Linda 

are  in  8th  and  6th  grade,  respectively.  Nan- 
cy teaches  4-year-olds  in  a  church  sponsored 

nursery  school. 

Jean  Kaiser  enjoyed  a  wonderful  4-week 
vacation  in  England  and  France  with  two 
friends  from  Pittsburgh.  Despite  her  hav- 

ing to  travel  by  wheelchair,  they  were  able 
to  do  everything  they  planned  including 
boat  rides  on  the  Seine,  the  Thames  and  the 
River  Avon.  Now  back  to  saving  for  an- 

other trip,  Jean  is  taking  an  evening  course 
in  Afro-American  history  at  a  local  junior college. 

Betty  hanger  Feathers  and  her  family  are 
understandably  proud  of  Eric,  who  was  the 
top  scorer  in  the  entire  state  of  West  Vir- 

ginia in  the  Golden  Horseshoe  Examination 
— a  statewide  test  based  on  West  Virginia 
history.  A  summer  trip  took  them  to  St. 
Louis. 

hois  Mars  Mignogna  and  family  vaca- 
tioned in  Tionesta  and  visited  son  John  in 

Toronto  where  he  was  working  as  a  model. 
He  is  now  working  for  two  New  York 
modeling  agencies  while  studying  television 
acting  at  New  York  University.  Daughter 
Rachel  is  doing  well  in  10th  grade. 

Gail  McConnor  Mumma  reports  another 
transfer — a  return  to  Germany  where  they 
are  living  in  Heidelberg.   Susan,  14,  Barbie, 
12,  and  Bill  11,  are  enjoying  all  the  sights 
they  saw  before  but  were  too  young  to  re- 

member. Gail  and  her  husband,  now  a  full 
colonel,  have  taken  only  one  trip  so  far — to 
Holland — but  the  children,  with  Scouts 
and  friends,  have  visited  half  a  dozen  coun- 
tries. 

We  extend  sympathy  to  Rita  McEldown- 
ey  Spalding  whose  father  died  last  October, 

less  than  two  years  after  her  mother's  death. Rita  served  last  year  on  the  decorations 
committee  for  the  Chatham  Centennial 

Dinner,  and  currently  is  co-chairman  of  the 

reunion  committee  (don't  forget  that  we 
have  a  group  reunion  with  1949,  1951  and 
1952  on  June  5).  Continuing  her  art 
work,  Rita  has  been  accepted  as  a  member 
of  the  Pittsburgh  Watercolor  Society,  is  a 
candidate  member  of  Associated  Artists  of 
Pittsburgh,  and  teaches  a  class   in  stitchery. 

Ann  Morgan  Cascorbi  has  moved  from 
Baltimore  to  Cleveland  where  husband  Hel- 

mut is  associate  professor  of  anesthesiology 
and  pharmacology  at  Case  Western  Reserve 
University.  Thanks  to  Ann  we  hear  that 
Ellen  Archer  Young  visited  her  in  March 
(my  letter  to  Ellen  was  returned),  and  that 
Billie  Billeter  W  hitlinger  is  in  Brazil  for 
another  two  years  where  husband  Jack  is 
manager  of  tbe   G.E.   lamp   division. 

Jinx  Neal  McCreary  and  Bob,  who 
moved  to  Arizona  last  January,  are  enjoying 
their  pool,  and  have  been  exploring  their 
adopted  state.  Their  oldest  daughter,  Gwen, 
is  a  freshman  at  Chatham  this  year. 

Nina  Weaver  Peters  and  family  visited 

sister-in-law  Esther  Peters  Bleikamp's  fam- ily in  Buffalo  last  summer.  They  enjoyed 
a  stimulating  week  at  the  National  Meet- 

ing of  Presbyterian  Women  at  Purdue  Uni- 

versity in  July.  Esther's  four  children  keep 
her  busy,  along  with  golf,  piano  lessons 
and  church  work. 

hennie  Rothschild  Klein  and  Mary  Jane 
Crooks  Rech  continue  to  see  each  other  at 
swimming  meets  where  their  sons  compete 
against  each  other.  Lennie  and  husband 
Bob,  avid  tennis  players  themselves,  spend 
much  of  their  time  as  spectators  at  sports — 
son  Ronny  received  the  most  valuable 
swimmer  award,  and  older  son  Gary  is  on 
the  high  school  wrestling  team. 

JoAnn  Rounsley  was  one  of  18  teachers 
in  the  Easton,  Pa.  area  elected  to  serve  on 
the  council  of  the  Center  for  the  Study  of 
Instruction,  whose  purpose  is  to  design  a 
more  effective  curriculum  to  meet  contem- 

porary needs.  She  has  been  involved,  also, 
with  a  pilot  reading  program.  During  the 
summer  JoAnn  enjoyed  a  West  Indies 
cruise  on  the  Rotterdam,  and  in  August  she 

flew  to  Copenhagen  and  toured  the  Scandi- navian countries. 

Betty  Schneider  DeBono,  husband  Bill, 
daughter  Lorin,  13,  and  son  Billy,  9,  are 
finding  it  difficult  to  be  landlubbers  again 

after  spending  all  but  ten  days  of  the  sum- 
mer on  their  boat. 

Sally  Stump  fie  Damm  reports  that  Nancy 
Tanner  Shaffer  is  teaching  chemistry  at  Fort 

Hunt  High  School  where  Sally's  two  daugh- 
ters  attend.    Small   world,  isn't  it? 

Martha  Scott  Bennett's  routine  activities, 
which  are  centered  mainly  on  raising  four 
children,  were  pleasantly  interrupted  when 
she  and  Pert  Ross  Trecartin  met  for  lunch 

in  New  York  City — but  lovely  food  was 

neglected  in  favor  of  19  years'  worth  of conversation. 

Mary  Lou  Tedesco  Naser's  oldest  daugh- 
ter entered  high  school  this  year,  and  Mary 

Lou  continues  as  a  substitute  teacher. 

Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham,  while  on  a 

family  camping,  relative  visiting,  and  col- 
lege-hunting (for  oldest  daughter  Carolyn) 

vacation,  had  a  brief  glimpse  of  Dottie 
McPhee  Hunter  in  Florida. 

Jeanne  Wilkofsky  Bloomstein's  daughter 
Marcia,  a  7th-grader,  has  become  the  fam- 

ily seamstress.  Marc,  in  4th  grade,  aims  to 
be  a  football  player.  The  family  enjoyed  a 
vacation  in  Holland,  Michigan. 

After  a  winter  of  Penn  State  night  school 
and  Geneva  College  summer  school,  your 
secretary  has  21  credits  toward  certification 
for  elementary  teaching.  I  am  enrolled  at 
Geneva  night  school  this  year  and  expect 
to  complete  the  last  9  credits  and  practice 
teaching  by  this  time  next  year.  With  my 
husband  enrolled  at  Penn  State  for  courses 
toward  his  real  estate  brokers  license,  Ivan 
in  10th  grade  and  working  for  a  florist,  and 
Stephanie    in    4th    grade   and    Junior    Girl 
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Scouts,    the    entire    Cowles    family    is    in 
school. 

It  has  been  wonderful  to  hear  from  all 
who  responded.  On  another  page  of  the 
Recorder,  the  alumnae  office  has  listed 

"lost"  alumnae.  Since  there  are  several 
from  our  class  on  the  list,  I  hope  you  will 
provide  any  clues  you  may  have  as  to  their 

whereabouts.  Don't  forget — we  have  a  spe- cial class  fund,  and  we  have  a  reunion  in 

June. 

52 
Judith  Bierman  Linowes 

(Mrs.  Harry  M.) 
6220  Clearwood  Road 
Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Barbara  Firth  Armstrong 
(Mrs.  Robert  S.) 

102  Yorkshire  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15238 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron 
(Mrs.  Mortimer) 

1706  Williamsburg  Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet 
(Mrs.  J.  Philip) 

Witherow  Road,  R.D.  3 
Sewickley  Heights,  Pa.  15143 

Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
(Mrs.  John  J.) 

1328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W. 
Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 

BIRTH 

Nancy  McFarland  Pollack,  a  son,  James  Ed- 
ward, born  December  24,  1969,  adopted 

February   16,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary    Budke    Longenberg    (Mrs.    William 
A.),    2134    Brampton    Court,   Walnut 
Creek,  Ca.  94598 

Louise  Guinn  Sivy  (Mrs.  John),  807  Holly 
Drive    East,    Apt.    R-6,    Annapolis,   Md. 
21401 

Tomi  Jones  Miller   (Mrs.  Jack  R.),  2411 

Valencia   Terrace,   Governor's   Square, Charlotte,  N.C.  28211 
Martha    McLaughlin    Ellers    (Mrs.    Richard 

G. ).  425  Central  Parkway,  S.E.,  Warren, 
Oh.  44483 

Janet  Ross  Schumacher    (Mrs.  Donald  J.), 
17    Foxhedge    Road,    Colts    Neck,    N.J. 
07722 

Judy  reporting: 

Pat  Baris  Davidson  reports  that  with 
Lynn  at  Fieldstone  High  School,  Jane  in 
junior  high  and  Barbie  in  kindergarten, 

she's  getting  slightly  lazy.  Last  Christmas 
the  Davidsons  took  the  entire  family  to 
California.  Since  Alan  now  has  a  partner 
in  his  practice  of  obstetrics,  he  and  Pat 
were  able  to  go  to  London  and  Portugal 
last  spring. 

Imagine  my  surprise  to  receive  a  phone 
call  from  Nancy  Brady  Haught!  !  The 
Haughts  have  adopted  Jeb,  1,  and  with 
Joel,  5,  and  Jacob,  4,  in  kindergarten  and 
nursery  school,  they  would  like  to  add  a 
little  girl  to  their  menage.  Meanwhile  they 
are  planning  an  addition  to  their  TWO 
BEDROOM  home!  !  !  Jim  is  now  an  in- 

vestigative reporter  for  the  Charlestown 
Gazette. 

With  their  youngest  in  kindergarten, 
Betty  Cornell  Hirsh  and  Joe  now  have  one 
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child  in  each  school  (imagine  those  PTA 
meetings! ) ,  and  are  both  active  in  their 
church.  Highlights  of  their  Travels  were 

trips  to  Hawaii  and  Bermuda  with  Joe's company,  and  a  family  trip  at  Easter  to  a 
remote  Bahama  Island.  Betty,  in  between, 

has  kept  herself  busy  with  Women's  Club, 
ecology   problems   and    local  politics. 

The  Linowes  children  are  getting  too  old 
too  fast — Jeff  is  now  15,  Ronnie,  12,  Gary, 
10,  and  Stevie,  7.  Besides  spending  my  life 
in  the  car  driving  the  children  around, 
Harry  and  I  were  able  to  get  to  the  West 
Coast  (Las  Vegas,  too)  and  Puerto  Rico 
in  the  fall,  and  last  June  we  flew  to  Italy 
for  a  fabulous  vacation.  While  in  Milan  we 

had  lunch  with  Carla  Ausenda' s  ('51) 
mother  and  spoke  to  Carla  on  the  phone. 
Dolores  Dean  gave  us  a  surprise  visit  at 
Thanksgiving  time,  and  we  had  a  marvelous 
few  days  together.  Pat  Hopkins  Shoyinka 
wrote  that  Sonjo  and  their  two  daughters 
are  enjoying  life  in  Ibaden,  Nigeria.  If 
anyone  gets  to  Washington,  D.C.  do  call 
the  Linowes — we'd  love  to  hear  from  you. 
Meanwhile,  keep  those  cards  and  letters 
coming. 

Barbara  A.  reporting: 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Janet  Fitzsim- 
mons  Carr  whose  card  last  year  arrived  a 
bit  late  for  the  Recorder.  Her  news  still 

holds  good  this  year,  I'm  sure.  They  have 
bought  a  one-hundred-year-old  home  in  the 
Garden  District  of  New  Orleans  and  are 
working  hard  to  restore  it.  She  and  Bob 
still  have  their  five-day-a-week  TV  program 

on  WDSU  "representing  the  family  image 
for  our  station,"  say  Jan.  They  are  planning 
a  trip  to  Greece  this  year  and  had  been  to 
Mexico  last  year.  Their  four  children,  rang- 

ing in  age  from  five  to  fifteen  years,  keep 
them  quite  busy  with  all  their  activities. 

For  a  travelogue  of  our  fiftieth  state  see 
Doris  Fritschi,  who  reported  in  upon  her 

arrival  home  from  "two  glorious  weeks" on  Oahu,  Kauai,  Maui  and  Hawaii.  She 
is  teaching  with  another  Chatham  alumna, 

Ann  Shane  Perkey,  '49,  this  year,  and  I 
bet  the  children  will  have  a  good  lesson  in 
geography. 

I  have  two  cards  from  Artie  Gianopulos 
Helgason  with  reports  from  two  parts  of 
the  world.  Last  year  the  Helgasons  had 
just  returned  from  Zurich,  Switzerland 
(news  received  too  late  for  Recorder  dead- 

line )  where  husband  Sigurdur  attended  a 
conference  for  three  months.  Artie  reports 
it  is  just  as  beautiful  as  the  calendars  say. 
At  this  time  they  are  in  Stockholm,  Sweden 
for  a  year  while  Sigurdur  is  lecturing  and 
doing  research  at  the  Institute  Miltag-  Lef- 
fler.  They  and  the  two  children  are  enjoy- 

ing a  refreshing  climate  and  are  meeting 
very  friendly  people. 

Mary  Beth  Hoon  Pritchard  reports  from 
Floodtown,  U.S.A.,  otherwise  known  as 
Columbiana,  Ohio.  It  seems  that  many 
spring  and  summer  deluges  caused  flooding 
of  basements  and  streets.  Mary  Beth  calls 

it  the  "Year  of  the  Plumber."  They  did 
manage  a  summer  camping  trip  with  chil- 

dren, Ginny  and  Carl,  through  New  Eng- 
land, and  planned  a  few  days  in  Jamaica 

this  fall.  Dr.  Len  is  still  looking  for  a 
general  practitioner  to  help  him  out  with  a 
busy  practice. 

We  Armstrongs  had  a  vacation  in  beau- 
tiful St.  Thomas,  V.I.  in  June.  On  the  way 

east  we  had  dinner  and  a  good  chat  with 
Danita    Bravin    Bauer    and    her    family    in 

Chatham,  N.J.  For  three  weeks  in  August 
we  had  a  teen-age  boy  from  England  who 
was  part  of  a  large  group  that  came  over 
on  a  Rotary  exchange  program.  We  found 
him  delightful  and  enjoyed  showing  him 
points  of  interest  in  Pittsburgh,  Washing- 

ton and  Niagara  Falls.  Again,  I  hope  for 

more  response  next  year.  It's  so  much  fun to  read  your  news. 

Elsa  reporting: 

Tomi  Jones  Miller  and  her  family  have 
been  back  in  the  States  since  June  and  have 
settled  in  Charlotte,  North  Carolina.  Jack 
is  the  director  of  a  research  project  for  the 
National  Safery  Council,  aimed  at  cutting 
down  on  drunken  driving  in  Mecklenburg 
County.  On  their  way  stateside,  the  Millers 

stopped  off  in  Germany,  Sweden  and  Nor- 
way for  a  few  days  and  then  visited  rela- 
tives in  England. 

After  six  months  of  remodeling  their 

newly  purchased  fifty-year-old  house,  Mar- 
tha McLaughlin  Ellers  and  family  moved 

into  their  home  in  June.  Martha  spent 
three  fascinating  weeks  as  one  of  the 

"friendly   census  enumerators." 
Nancy  McFarland  Pollack's  alumnae  ac- tivities have  been  curtailed  for  a  while  with 

the  arrival  of  James  Edward.  All  are  en- 
joying the  new  baby,  including  John,  age 

12. G.  G.  Galey  Wigton  is  currently  serving 
as  board  member  for  the  Festival  of  Village 
Churches,  Sewickley  Music  Club  and  the 
swimming  pool.  Her  younger  daughter, 
Galey,  entered  junior  high  this  year,  with 
Mark  in  9th  grade  and  Barby  in  her  first 
year  of  senior  high. 

I  wish  I  could  reproduce  Barbara  Mills 
Foresti's  entire  letter  for  you.  Barbara 
and  family  are  involved  in  such  varied  and 
interesting  activities,  it  left  me  feeling  very 
non-producrive.  Working  as  a  family  aid, 
attending  ceramic  classes,  and  serving  as 
committee  member  for  many  activities  at 

Catholic  University  are  just  a  few  of  Bat- bara's   undertakings. 
Janet  Houston  Rhein  and  family  spent 

the  summer  at  the  shore.  After  busily  pre- 
paring her  three  children  for  three  different 

schools,  she  was  looking  forward  to  a  trip 
to  Europe  in  October. 

Mort  and  I  are  once  more  spending  many 
hours  this  fall  on  the  football  bleachers 
with  our  two  boys,  Duncan  and  David, 
playing  ball  for  Churchill  Area  High 

School.  I've  also  joined  my  daughter  Mary's Girl  Scout  Troop  as  an  assistant  leader. 
Thank  you  all  for  taking  time  from  your 
busy  scbedules  to  drop  me  a  line. 

Virginia   reporting: 

Pat  Nauman  Kramer  and  John  are  pres- 
ently in  Europe,  enjoying  some  rest  and 

relaxation. 

Fifi  Rougraff  has  seen  Ann  Stapledon 
Keffer  and  Shirley  Gorman  Aitken  during 
the  year.  Stape  and  her  husband  are  living 

in  Weirton,  West  Virginia.  Fifi's  summer 
consisted  of  a  vacation  in  Canada  and  Ver- mont. 

Ann  Orner  Davidson  has  started  the 

college  catalogue  trips  for  her  girls,  Debbi 
and  Joyce,  aged  17  and  16.  Her  younger 
children  will  keep  her  company  for  a  few 
years  to  come.  Kindergarten  teaching  and 
playing  the  organ  for  the  Episcopal  Church 
fill   the  remainder  of  her  time. 

As  usual,  the  Vassamillets  (Edie  Pennoy- 
er)    have  had  an   unusual  year.    Larry   was 



a  visiting  professor  at  the  University  of 
Louvain,  Belgium,  and  the  family  accom- 

panied him  for  six  months.  Their  home 
turned  out  to  be  a  villa  in  the  country.  On 
the  homeward  trip  they  motored  through 
five  countries  and  marvelled  at  the  scenery. 
Edie  has  invited  anyone  interested  in  end- 

less stories  and  slides  to  visit  her  home:. 

Nora  Patterson  White  is  justly  proud  of 

her  family.  Lyle  was  promoted  to  full  Col- 
onel, and  Gordon,  a  sophomore  at  Purdue, 

has  an  hour  spot  on  radio  station  WILY 
and  is  promotions  director  of  the  station. 
The  two  of  them  spent  three  weeks  in 
Alaska.  Susan,  16,  was  an  American  Field 
Service  scholarship  recipient  and  spent  the 
summer  living  with  a  Portuguese  family  in 
Porto,  Portugal.  She  was  welcomed  as  a 
full  member  of  the  family,  even  vacation- 

ing with  them  in  Spain.  Nora  is  vice  presi- 
denr  of  rhe  local  AFS  Chapter,  still  teaches 
senior  highs  in  Sunday  School,  and  is  pub- 

licity chairman  for  the  Women's  Associa- tion Fall  Festival.  She  found  time  to  rest 

with  Lisa,  9,  at  Hilton  Head,  South  Caro- 
lina. 

Beverly  Roush  Johnston  and  Ralph 

found  their  "little  corner  of  the  world"  in 
Hawaii  this  past  year  after  a  stop  in  San 
Francisco.  A  house  addition  (family  room) 
has  taken  up  the  summer.  Side  trips  to  Up- 

per Michigan  and  Wisconsin  and  kids  away 
at  camp  provided  a  much  needed  change 
of  pace.  Her  boys,  Ralph  and  Carl,  went 
with  the  Boy  Scouts  to  Lake  Superior  and 
learned  a  little  of  survival  in  the  wilderness. 

Daughter  Jody,  11,  can't  quite  decide  be- 
tween  football  and   femininity. 

We  Sweets  have  had  a  wonderful  year — 
Christmas  in  Florida  with  the  grandparents, 
April  in  Nassau,  and  July  in  Hawaii  with 
the  children.  Jeff,  17,  is  number  one  player 
on  the  high  school  golf  team  and  hopes  to 
enter  a  college  in  the  south  or  southwest 
next  fall.  Dan,  15,  is  a  motorcycle  buff, 
building  and  repairing  but  not  riding. 
Becky,  who  entered  7th  grade  this  fall,  is 
trying  ro  survive  having  two  brothers  who 
preceeded  her  in  the  same  school.  Not  an 
easy  task.  I  guess  we  are  just  an  average 
family. 

Barbara  B.  reporting: 

Sara  Jane  Smyser  Naylor  reports  a  busy 
year  with  church  work,  PTA  board,  part- 
time  nursing,  and  looking  afrer  her  7th 
grade  son  and  her  girls  in  5  th  and  9th 
grades.  Goeff  and  a  partner  have  a  6-acre 
mini-farm  with  16  beehives,  apple  and 
peach  trees  and  vegetables,  all  in  addition 
to  their  regular  full-time  jobs.  Sara  Jane 
has  seen  Florence  Schwartz  DeWalt  several 
rimes. 

Doris  Warner  Brown  is  involved  with  a 
Junior  Girl  Scout  Troop.  She  is  also  oc- 

cupied with  2-year-old  Douglas,  and  is 
active  in  church  work. 

Jody  Shelley  Davis  and  family  spenr  two 
days  in  Pittsburgh  in  August,  visiting  all 
the  old  sights  we  remember  so  well  and 
introducing  her  family  to  the  Chatham 
campus,  and  vacationed  in  Blackwater  Falls 
State  Park,  West  Virginia.  Jody  is  presi- 

dent of  her  local  branch  of  AAUW. 
A  note  to  Ruth  Swisshelm  in  the  alum- 

nae office  brought  sad  news  from  Muriel 
Spindell  Tonkin  whose  husband  died  on 
February  16,  1970  after  a  brief  illness. 
She  says  her  family  and  friends  have  been 
a  great  source  of  comfort,  and  the  class 
wishes  to  add  its  very  sincere  sympathy.   Af- 

ter spending  the  summer  at  her  summer 
house,  Muriel  is  back  in  her  New  York 

aparrment,  hoping  to  see  or  hear  from  class- 
mates passing   through   town. 

Marilyn  Wolfert  Zimmerman  is  treasurer 
of  the  Wisconsin  State  Historical  Sociery 

Woman's  Auxiliary.  As  a  result  of  the 
very  complex  tax  fotms,  she  is  now  taking 
a  course  in  accounring  at  the  local  college. 
I  hope  to  see  her  on  a  spring  trip  to  At- 
lanta. 

This  has  been  a  quiet  year  for  me  with 
a  trip  to  St.  Louis  in  June,  and  the  beach 
during  July  where  my  two  learned  to  swim 
like  fish.  We  have  acquired  an  acquarium 
with  16  fish  of  various  colors  and  sizes; 
also  a  pair  of  miniature  dachshunds  who 
are  more  trouble  than  the  kids. 
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Marline  Frost  Ewing 
(Mrs.  James   F.,  Ill) 

7001   Woodland   Avenue 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15202 

BIRTH 

Marline  Frost  Ewing,  a  son,  Patrick  Stewart, 
May  3,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret  Berger  Canon  (Mrs.  Robert  E.), 
Post  Office  Box  7,  Shadyside,  Oh.  43947 

Sally  Ernst  Peterson  (Mrs.  Paul  E.),  25528 
Avenida   Escalera,   Valencia,  Ca.   91355 

Nancy  Ford  Bunzli  (Mrs.  Alfred  R.),  26 
Cove  Lane,  Porr  Jefferson,  NY.  1177 

Elsie  Gage  Balano  (Mrs.  James  W.),  Ze- 
henthofg   38,   1190  Vienna,  Austria 

Dorothy  Hauser  Fritts  (Mrs.  Alan  J.),  Dil- 
lenburglaan  11,  Voorschoten,  The  Neth- 
erlands 

Angela  Ottino  Stahl  (Mrs.  Steadman  S., 
Jr.),  5151  S.W.  70th  Avenue,  Fort  Lau- 

derdale, Fl.  33314 
Audrey  Shanaberger  Kellermeyer  (Mrs. 

Robert),  1211  Oakridge  Road,  Cleveland 
Heights,  Oh.  44121 

It  seems  impossible  that  another  year  is 

gone.  It's  been  an  exciting  one  for  the 
Ewing's.  We  can't  get  over  a  new  little 
baby  in  our  home.  As  I  write  this,  we're 
packing  everyone  up  to  leave  tomotrow 
on  a  business  trip  with  Jim  to  Virginia. 

We'll  let  you  know  how  it  goes  with  a 
four-month-old  baby. 

No  news  but  greetings  from  Laura  Ham- 

mer Inglis,  Marie  Richards  who's  working 
in  the  accounting  office  of  Carnegie-Mellon 
University,  Marion  Orr  Michel.  Maryanne 
Taptich  Barnes,  Nan  Norris,  Jane  Core 
McCombs  and  Lois  Sherry  Schtvorm. 

Meg  Berger  Canon  in  her  note,  suggest- 

ed, ".  .  .  it  would  be  good  to  hear  via  alum- 
nae news,  the  opinions  and  suggestions  of 

our  classmates  about  the  state  of  the  na- 

tion and  the  world."  Meg  teaches  junior 
high   school  science. 

Christine  Simmons,  M.D.  encourages  ev- 
eryone to  get  involved  in  the  Liberation 

movement.  She  was  on  her  way  to  Por- 
tugal and  Spain  for  R.  and  R. 

Home  (in  Israel)  from  an  exciting  va- 
cation in  Italy  and  Switzerland,  Marilyn 

Lenchner  Applebaum  writes  that  their  new 
home  faces  the  Sharon  Valley  and  moun- 

tains. Her  son  was  Bar  Mitzvah  and  the 

whole  family  went  to  Israel  for  the  occa- 

sion. Marilyn's  going  back  to  grade  school 
this  yeat  as  an  English  teacher. 

Barbara  Maloy  Titelman   sent   a    picture 

of  the  historic  Michler  Theatre  in  Altoona, 
Pa.  which  she  (and  many  others)  helped 

to  restore.  Barb's  been  directing  musical 
comedies  there  for  the  past  ten  years.  She 
was  busy  getting  daughter  Liz  packed  up 
for  boarding  school  this  fall. 

Everyone  who  lives  in  Europe  seems  to 
travel  a  great  deal.  Elsie  Gage  Balano  and 
family  took  a  two-week  trip  in  March  to 
Venice  and  Rome,  and  in  September  they 
took  a  hydrofoil  down  the  Danube  to  Buda- 

pest. She  says  things  behind  the  Iron  Cur- 
tain are  pretty  grim.  Pat  Yount  Hudson  re- 

ports from  Paris  that  they  rented  a  real 
Norman  cottage  on  the  coast  of  France  for 
a  month,  and  Pat  says  they  really  love  liv- 

ing there.  A  long  letter  from  Joanna  Hol- 
royd  Piccardo  who  lives  in  Rome  told  of 
trips  to  the  beach  at  Lavino  near  Anzio. 

Jo's  husband  Georgio  is  a  professor  at 
the  Medical  School  of  the  University  of 
Rome. 

Vicki  S  neat  hen  Petsingei  and  family 
spent  a  week  with  Billie  Fuellenwarth 
Sampson  at  Billies  Ocean  City,  Maryland 
townhouse.  She  says  the  seven  childten 
kept  them  hopping,  but  they  managed  to 

get  in  a  lot  of  conversation  and  had  a  "mar- 
velous" time.  Vicki  also  had  a  reunion  with 

Nancy  Miller  Howard  and  her  husband 

Dick,  who  stopped  at  Vicki's  on  their  way home  from  a  medical  convention  in  Char- 
lottesville, Virginia. 

Congratulations  to  Rose  Spoa.  She  was 

elected  "teacher  of  the  year"  from  Ellwood 
City.  Rose  went  to  the  NEA  Convention  in 
San  Francisco  and  a  side  trip  to  Canada 
and  Hershey. 

Nancy  Miller  Howard  and  family  trav- 
eled to  the  East  Coast,  Vermont  and  New 

York  State,  and  showed  theit  daughter  some 
college  campuses,  including  a  glimpse  of 
Charham. 

Joan  Broun  Thompson  is  involved  in 

many  projects  for  the  Irwin  Junior  Wom- 
en's Club  and  Westmoreland  County  Asso- ciation for  Retarded  Children.  She  does 

volunteer  work  for  the  clinic  and  still  finds 
time  to  sing  in  the  First  Lutheran  Church 
Quartet.  Her  four-year-old  son  David  is  a 
patient  at  the  Greensburg  Cerebral  Palsy 
Clinic. 

A  gourmet  cooking  class  should  certainly 
make  for  varied  menus  at  Barbara  Young 

Hopkins'  home.  I  see  Barb  every  year  at 
Kramer's  for  the  Pitt-Penn  State  pre-game festivities. 

Billie  Fuellenwarth  Sampson  saw  Caro- 
lyn Hirshberg  Gorman  and  Lois  Potts  Adel- 

son  at  an  alumnae  coffee  in  Washington, 
D.C.  last  winter.  Billie  is  doing  volunteer 
work  for  the  YMCA  and  plans  to  work 
for  rhe  Republican  Party  during  rhe  coming 
election. 

A  California  trip  by  car  for  Bo  Bolger 
Collett  and  family  was  their  first  look  at 
that  part  of  the  country.  The  children  loved 
Disneyland,  of  course,  and  they  especially 
enjoyed  seeing  the  Bucs  vs.  the  Astros  at 
the  Houston   Astrodome. 

Getting  acquainted  with  the  United 
States  has  been  fun  for  Lois  Bradley  Feg- 

ley's  family.  Her  boys  loved  rhe  snow  last 
winter.  This  summer  they  spent  two  weeks 

at  Nags  Head,  Norrh  Carolina  and  Gat- 
linsburg,  Tennessee.  Lois  says  she  enjoyed 
attending  an  alumnae  meeting  in  the  South 
Hills  area  and  hopes  to  keep  up  with  it. 

Mary  Louise  Matvey  Shombert's  husband gave  the  baccaulaureate  addtess  at  Douglass 
College    this   year.     She    reports   a  certain 
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amount  of  campus  unrest,  but  nothing  more 
than  words  have  been  exchanged.  In  per- 

haps the  understatement  of  the  year,  Mary 

Louise  said,  ".  .  .  college  life  is  vasrly  dif- 
ferent from  anything  I  remember." 

Many  thanks  for  your  dollars  and  to 
those  who  forgot,  please  send  your  dollar 
to  the  alumnae  office  for  the  1954  class 
treasury.  It  was  great  to  hear  from  so  many, 

but  I'd  like  to  hear  from  everyone.  I 
wrote  eighty  notes  and  heard  from  twenty- 
four.  Math  was  never  my  strong  subject, 
but  I  asked  Joyce  Tinnemeyer  Shaffer  and 

she  says  it's  about  a  30%  return.  Joyce  is 
going  to  do  her  practice  teaching  this 
spring,  but  in  the  meantime  is  doing  sub- 

stitute teaching.  Over  lunch  recently,  we 
had  many  laughs  and  fond  memories  of 

Mellon  Hall.  'Til  next  year,  a  happy,  pros- 
perous and   fulfilling  year  to  you  all. 

56 Jacy  Kuttz  Meyers 
(Mrs.  Karl  F.) 

2332  Marbury  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

MARRIAGE 

Barbara  Miller  Tindall  to  Dr.  Frederick 
D'Amato 

BIRTHS 

Joanne  Cochran  Ellery,  a  son,  William 
Charles  Cochran,  April   14,   1970 

Nancy  Harmon  Gordon,  a  daughter,  Sara 
Lyle,  July  18,  1970 

Shirley  Zierer  Byers,  a  son,  Christopher 
Adrian,  adopted  January  28,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carol  Crissey  Hill   (Mrs.  J.  J.,  Jr.),  6500 
Rocky  Falls  Road,  Charlotte,  N.C.  28211 

Mary  Alice  Invin,  1600  South  Eads  Street, 
Apt.  407-N,  Arlington,  Va.  22202 

Joyce    Kiesewetter,    336-12th    Street,    Pali- 
sades Park,  N.J.  07650 

Suzanne  Klopp   Seyler    ( Mrs.    David    A. ) , 
4814-88th  Avenue  Court  West,  Tacoma, 
Wa.  98467 

Martha  Kovalovsky  Frew  (Mrs.  Ralph  A.), 
12117  Otis  Drive,  Rockville,  Md.  20853 

Mary   Jo    McKee   Groppe    (Mrs.    Carl   W., 
Jr.),    2682    Belvoir    Blvd.,    Cleveland 
Heights,  Oh.   44118 

Nancy  Meyer  Kane  (Mrs.  Jerry  P.),  1284 
Darcann  Drive,  Columbus,  Oh.  43221 

Barbara  Miller  D'Amato   (Mrs.  Frederick), 
3434  Glenmere  Drive,  Youngstown,  Oh. 
44511 

Sali  Moore  Sharaf    (Mrs.),  2657    Elmdale 
Street,  Palo  Alto,  Ca.  94303 

Johanna  Sawyer  Barbrow  (Mrs.  Stanley  J.), 
5411  Northumberland  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15217 

Sue  Scott  Fernitermaker    (Mrs.   Lloyd  J.), 
2344  Willowbrook  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15241 

Judith    Wanderer   Edge    (Mrs.    Jack),   814 
Peachtree  Road,  Claymont,  De.   19703 

Joan   Weinhold  Moes    (Mrs.  Heinz),  Iron 
Bridge    Road,    Box    197,    Asbury,    N.J. 
08802 

This  past  year  found  many  alumnae  va- 
cationing in  the  States  and  elsewhere. 

Christie  Walter  Rinehart  visited  Washing- 
ton, DC.  with  her  family,  who  enjoyed 

seeing  the  moon  dust  at  the  Smithsonian. 
Elizabeth    Reed  Dann    motored    to    Maine, 
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the  Matitime  Provinces,  Quebec  and  On- 
tario. Patricia  Egry  Curreri  visited  San 

Francisco,  Hawaii,  Boston,  New  York, 
Philadelphia  and  Europe — all  in  the  last 
year.  Patricia  Miles  Claypoole  cruised  the 
Michigan  and  Canadian  lakes  with  Stephen 
and  two  sons  who  are  boat  enthusiasts. 

Judith  Pitasky  Markstein  and  Donald  va- 
cationed in  Sea  Island,  Georgia  and  New 

Orleans  rhis  winter.  Carole  Williams  took 
her  camera  to  tecord  her  trip  to  Colorado 

( where  she  visited  her  brother's  new  pot- 
tery shop),  Arizona  and  the  Grand  Canyon. 

Janet  Schmultz  Lee  visited  Hawaii  and 
Peggy  Pattison  Moore  went  to  New  York. 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau  and  family  went 
camping  this  summer.  So  did  Susan  Berg- 

man Gurrentz  who  spenr  time  hiking  in 
Montana  with  Morton  and  two  of  their 

sons.  Susan  also  reports  het  fifth  one-man 

show  at  the  "Gallery  Downstairs"  in  Pitts- burgh. 

Some  busy  professionals  are  Suzanne 
Klopp  Seyler  whose  new  job  as  Inservice 
Education  Coordinator  and  director  of  the 
Poison  Information  Center  at  Mary  Bridge 

Children's  Hospital  keeps  her  stepping. 
Joanne  Sterling  received  her  Ph.D.  in  coun- 

seling psychology,  and  is  a  busy  member  of 
the  faculty  of  the  University  of  New  Mexi- 

co Medical  School,  and  is  also  busy  deco- 
rating her  newly  acquired  home.  Gretchen 

Elchlepp  Smith  is  a  school  nurse  this  year 
in  the  North  Hills  area  of  Pittsburgh. 

Busy  decorating  their  new  homes  are 
Carol  Crissey  Hill,  Nancy  Meyer  Kane  and 
Johanna  Sawyer  Barbrow. 

Caroline  Mapp  Cuneo  is  looking  forward 

to  a  year  devoted  to  herself — don't  we  all at  one  time  or  another! 

Martha  Kovalovsky  Fretv  reports  that 
they  are  back  in  Maryland  now  that  Ralph 
has  received  his  M.P.H.  from  Berkeley. 

Shirley  Zierer  Byers  reports  an  impend- 
ing trip  to  Ireland  where  her  husband  will 

act  with  a  group  that  has  been  invited  to 
tour    Ireland. 

As  always  there  are  regards  from  many 
to  their  classmates:  Mary  Bailey.  Barbara 
DeLaney  Brown.  Margaret  Floyd  Kaufman, 
Joanne  Hammonds  McDonald.  Ann  Haw- 

thorne Lewis,  Lois  Katz  Blaufeld.  Electra 
Petrolias  Agras.  Esther  Rothman  Greenwald 
and   Charlene  Sparks  Ferguson. 

Karl  and  I  took  the  childten  for  our  an- 
nual skiing  trip  to  Holiday  Valley  during 

Christmas  week.  In  the  spring  Karl  and  I 
took  a  trip  to  St.  Maarten.  The  remainder 
of  the  year  found  me  active  with  organiza- 

tions now  that  all  the  children  attend  school 
all  day. 
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Mrs.  Carol  Cowley  Ross 
257  North  17th  Stteet 
Camp  Hill,  Pa.  17011 

Janice  Miller   Schmidt (Mrs.  Stanley) 

113  Canaveral  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

BIRTHS 

Ruth  Cooper  Klodell,  a  daughter,  Karen, 
March  21,  1970 

Loretta  Edwards  Troyer,  a  daughter,  Judy, 
September  7,   1969 

Anna  Belle  Irwin  Few.  a  son,  Thomas  Al- 
len, March  5,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jennine  Johnson  Jackson  (Mrs.  Jared  M.), 

7  Fiddlers  Elbow,  Fayson  Lakes,  Kin- 
nelon,  N.J.  07405 

Nancy  Knuth  Thoman  (Mrs.  Ronald  J.), 

2814  Kennedy  Road,  Talleybrook,  Wil- 
mington, De.  19S03 

Sonia  Kurtz  Matlick  (Mrs.),  1021  Lilac 
Street,  East  Lansing,  Mi.  48823 

Roche/le  Kurtzman  Weinman  (Mrs.  Joel 
B.),  1212  North  34th  Street,  Allentown, 
Pa.  18104 

At  Rin  Lee  Kim  (Mrs.  Jay  W.),  80  Cres- 
cent Beach  Road,  Glen  Cove,  N.Y.  11542 

Patricia  Martin  Kennedy  (Mts.  James  V.), 

9131  Rang  el  y  Drive,  Houston,  Tx. 

77055 
Judy  Murdock  Kohl  (Mrs.  Herbert),  %Mr. 

R.  W.  Murdock,  5356  Park  Drive,  Ver- 
milion, Oh.  44089 

Wilfred  Richards  Harper  (Mrs.  A.  Reed, 

Jr.),  Glen  Mitchell  Road,  R.D.  2,  Se- 
wickley,   Pa.    15143 

Elaine  Rockuood  Cummings  (Mrs.  Floyd 

].),  46  Heritage  Drive,  Rochester,  N.Y. 14615 

Cally  reporting: 

The  best  feature  of  living  in  Abadan, 
Iran,  is  the  variety  of  people  one  gets  to 

meet.  Carole  Ashman  Biggs  says  it's  been 
a  splendid  place  to  live  and  feel  the  meet- 

ing of  Eastern  mind-set  and  Western  tech- 
nology. Next  year  should  find  them  me- 
andering back  to  the  States  via  the  Eastern 

Mediterranean,  Europe  and  the  British Isles. 

Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow  has  had  a 

happy  and  busy  year  "tripping"  to  Hous- ton and  Pittsburgh  and  visiting  family  and 
friends.  An  anticipated  trip  to  Japan  this 
fall  sounds  exciting. 

Good  luck  to  Loretta  Edwards  Troyer  as 

she  takes  her  comprehensive  exams  in  Oc- 

tober, completing  her  master's  work  in medical  and  surgical  nursing  at  Catholic 
Univetsity,  Washington,  D.C.  Her  husband 
Bill  is  now  on  the  faculty  at  the  University 
of  Wisconsin  Medical  School,  teaching  and 
doing  research.  They  saw  Nancy  Galley  and 
Barbara  Asche  when  they  returned  to  Pitts- 

burgh this  June  for  Bill's  ( Pitt  Medical School)    10th  reunion. 
Pat  Gardner  Macdonald  and  Lin,  who 

was  recently  made  a  vice  president  at  Park- 
er/Hunter, spent  a  weekend  in  New  York 

City  when  they  put  daughter  Chris  on  a 
plane  to  a  Maine  camp.  Later  they  visited 
Boston.  In  August,  the  three  of  them  spent 
three  delightful  weeks  vacationing  at  Sea 
Island,  Georgia. 

Teaching  nursery  school,  settling  in  a 
new  home,  and  keeping  up  with  her  two 
active  boys  kept  Sally  Johnston  Woods  busy 
this   past  yeat. 

Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite  wrote 
that  she  had  just  spent  a  hectic,  fun-filled 
week  at  the  Delaware  shore  with  Phyllis 
Prinzo  and  George  McShea,  Nancy  Knuth 
and  Ron  thoman.  plus  an  accumulation  of 
eight  children.  Angela  Koutavas  Mitchall 
(with  our  class  the  freshman  and  sopho- 

more years),  her  husband,  Jim,  and  their 
three  children  joined  them  at  the  shore  for 
a  day. 

Our  sympathy  to  Carole  Anne  Koko 
Ward  who  lost  her  father  this  past  yeat. 

She's  still  a  board  member  of  several  or- 
ganizations— LWV,  AAUW,  etc — and  man- 



ages  to  teach  a  little,  too.  She  was  a  sup- 

etvisot  for  the  County's  census  taking — a 
unique  and  eye-opening  experience.  Cur- 

rently, Koko  is  the  administrative  assistant 
to  the  Lake  County  Republican  chairman. 

This  was  a  big  year  for  Jennine  Johnson 
Jackson.  She  was  named  in  the  1970 
edition  of  Outstanding  Young  Women  of 
America  for  her  leadership  of  the  Com- 

munity Christmas  Center  in  Tucson.  Jared 
is  now  with  Previews,  Inc.,  and  the  family 
is  rapidly  adjusting  from  desert  to  ocean. 

I  thoroughly  enjoy  hearing  from  you 
each  year.  I  only  wish  I  would  hear  from 
every  one  of  you!  This  year  finds  me  back 
teaching  fourth  grade  and  continuing  my 
graduate  work  at  Penn   State. 

Jan  reporting: 
Renovating  an  old  farm  house  on  28 

acres  has  kept  Freddie  Richards  Harper 
busy  with  a  paint  brush.  The  children  are 
all  in  school,  and  Freddie  serves  on  the 
boards  of  the  Child  Health  Association  and 
the  Presbyterian  Nursery  School.  She  had 
a  chance  to  visit  with  Jennine  Johnson 
Jackson    last   year. 

Wendy  Hammond  Evarts  and  family 
spend  a  great  deal  of  time  at  their  second 
home  in  Vermont,  skiing  and  swimming. 

She's  been  doing  a  lot  of  watercolors  "and 
6ome   even   sell!" 

This  summer  found  Kay  Harper  Kerr  on 
an  enlightening  trip  to  the  Shapespeare 
Festival  at  Stratford,  Ontario.  Now,  how- 

ever, the  Kerr  family  looks  forward  to  a 
winter  of  skiing.  Kay  is  also  busy  as  presi- 

dent of  the  Erie  County  Dental  Auxiliary. 
Denise  Zadeik  Chatfleld  is  active  in  at- 

tempting to  bring  tax  reform  to  Ohio,  par- 
ticularly in  the  areas  of  education  and  wel- 

fare. Her  three  older  children  are  great 
baby-sitters,  giving  the  Chatfields  time  to 
continue  teaching,  playing  and  directing. 
She  enjoyed  seeing  Pat  Jones  Wickham 
and  her  family  this  summer. 

Pat  Martin  Kennedy  is  enjoying  her  new 
home  in  Houston,  especially  having  the 
Gulf  of  Mexico  an  hour  away.  She  was 
surprised  to  discover  that  Mrs.  Wally,  the 
libtatian  at  Chatham  until  1956,  is  now  at 
the  Houston  branch. 

"A  fabulous  trip  to  California"  was  the 
highlight  of  Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein's 
year.  This  winter  she  will  do  some  nursery 
school  teaching  and  pursue  her  new  hobbies 

— guitar  and  beaded  flower  arrangements. 
Sickles  saw  Mary  Ann  Barry  Reich  in  Cal- 

ifornia and  has  visited  with  Jennine  John- 
son Jackson  and  Goody  Selbst  in  New 

York.. 

Mickie  Steinman  Roth  is  still  enjoying 
her  career  as  medical  librarian  for  St.  Mar- 

garet's Hospital.  As  a  part  of  her  job,  she attended  a  conference  in  New  Orleans  this 
year. 

Claire  Rubenstein  Sachnoff  could  barely 
fit  her  exciting  year  on  one  small  postcard. 
Last  year  she  worked  part  time  with  emo- 

tionally disturbed  children  and  in  Septem- 
ber she  became  a  full-time  teacher  of  chil- 

dren with  brain  disfunctions.  She  attended 
Pathway  School  this  summer  and  visited 
Bobbie  Weitsman  Marks  while  studying 
there.  On  the  lighter  side,  the  Sachnoffs 
spent  three  weeks  in  Acapulco,  sold  their 
boat,  and  have  ordered  a  new  houseboat  to 
enjoy  on  the  Allegheny  next  summer. 

Claudette  Cooper  Ross  and  family 
camped  to  California  and  back  this  summer 

and    returned    feeling  "its   a    trip   everyone 

should  take.  It's  a  great  country!"  She also  found  census  enumerating  a  challenge 
this  spring. 

Elaine  Rockxi'ood  Cummings  has  been 

"waging  war  on  the  dandelions"  in  her 
new  suburban  home,  but  was  looking  for- 

ward to  substituting  and  working  toward 

her  master's  this  winter.  She  also  had  time 
to  become  a  certified  scuba  diver  and 

planned  to  explore  Pt.  Royal,  Jamaica  dur- 
ing  the  fall. 

Judy  Moore  Goehring  has  enjoyed  the 
water  this  year  in  her  new  sail  boat,  and 
now  enjoys  three  whole  hours  to  herself  at 
home  with  the  youngest  off  to  a  Montessori 
School. 

Joanie  Herman  Coleman  started  to  play 
tennis  again  this  summer  with  all  of  her 
children  off  to  camp,  and  the  Colemans  en- 

joyed the  Berkshires  while  visiting  theit 
two  sons.  Martha  Lasky  Sanders  visited 
them  last  spring. 

Speaking  of  Martha,  I  wish  there  was 
space  to  print  the  entire  contents  of  her  in- 

teresting letter.  New  York,  North  Catolina, 
and  Palo  Alto  were  her  stops  this  summer, 
and  she  is  busy  organizing  a  Chatham 
Alumnae  Club  in  Atlanta.  The  Sanders 
hope  to  head  back  to  Stanford  where  Paul 
will   be  a  research  scientist. 

Sandy  Whitmyre  Young  is  again  work- 
ing with  Head  Start,  and  is  busy  renovating 

an  old  building  which  will  be  used  for 
classes.  This  summer  she  worked  with  pre- 

schoolers in  a  readiness  program,  and  had 

a  nice  vacation  in  Williamsburg.  It's  hard to  believe  that  Sandy  also  finds  time  to  be 
president  of  her  church  group,  Deacon  in 
the  church,  and  naturally  a  helper  for  Cub 
Scouts  and  PTA. 

Phyllis  Prinzo  McShea  spent  a  week  at 
the  shore  with  the  Knuth  twins  and  their 

families — there  were  eight  children  in  all! 
She  hopes  to  take  a  night  class  or  two  this 

year. 
The  past  year  has  been  an  interesting  one 

for  Sonia  Kurtz  Matlick.  She  bought  a 
home  one  block  from  the  Michigan  State 
campus,  and  attended  a  conference  in  New 
Orleans.  Pat  Nixon  came  to  see  their  new 
facility  for  the  retarded  and  Sonia  says  that 
the  security  precautions  were  something. 

Grey,  her  8-year-old,  and  Sonia  are  "think- 
ing snow"  since  joining  the  local  ski  club. 

Barbara  Sanford's  new  job  sounds  chal- 
lenging. She  is  now  a  program  specialist 

working  in  Public  Careers  Program,  and 
deals  with  employment  of  the  disadvantaged 

and  minorities.  She's  been  conferencing  in 
Washington,  Kansas  City,  and  San  Diego, 
plus  taking  ttips  to  Jamaica  and  to  Houston 
to  visit  Pat  Martin  Kennedy. 

Betty  Ann  Maruca  Wolke  wrote  that  her 
family  finally  did  something  interesting  for 
the  Recorder!  Bob  took  a  six-month  sab- 

batical at  Pitt  and  they  spent  the  winter  in 
Puerto  Rico  where  he  was  a  visiting  pro- 

fessor of  chemistry  and  a  visiting  scientist 
at  the  Nuclear  Center.  They  explored  beach- 

es and  collected  materials  for  collages,  and 
went  island  hopping  through  the  West  In- dies. 

Pat  Tanton  Blaydon,  out  advisor,  has 
moved  to  a  new  home  off  the  campus  and 

invites  the  class  of  '58  to  visit.  Times  have 
changed  since  the  gym  class  days — phys  ed 
is  no  longet  tequired  at  Chatham. 

As  for  me,  I  am  teaching  kindergarten 
four  afternoons  a  week,  and  am  especially 

enjoying  the  two  courses  I  am  taking  to- 
ward  my   masters'   in  English  at  Carnegie- 

Mellon  University.  I  also  get  up  to  Chat- 
ham one  morning  a  week  to  volunteer  in 

the  Job  Advisory  Service  office  which  is  lo- 
cated in  Beatty.  Claire  Sachnoff  and  I  of- 

ten chat  about  which  one  of  us  is  the  busi- 

est! After  reading  the  postcards  and  letters, 

I  can  only  conclude  that  a  woman's  world 
in  1970  extends  much  wider  than  laun- 

dty  and  finding  a  new  use  for  Heloise's  ny- 
lon net.  The  letters  were  especially  interest- 
ing this  year — my  thanks  to  all  who  re- 

sponded. 
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Arleen  Boyda  Porter (Mrs.  Larry  J.) 

321  Witherby  Drive 
Kettering,  Oh.  45429 

Claire  Judd   Schweringer 
(Mrs.  Edwin  A.) 

333  Sinkler  Road 
Wyncote,  Pa.  19095 

Jill  Putnam  Huston 
(Mrs.  Hance  H.) 

9051  Willoughby  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

MARRIAGE 

Saryl    Zegerson    Benter   to    Laivy    Schwartz 

BIRTHS 

Elizabeth   Goodridge    Westgard.  a  son, 
Thomas  James,  May  9,   1970 

Lucy  Gray  Gilligan,  a  son,  Matthew  Peter, 
June  10,  1970 

Norma  Hunt  Mahle,  a  son,  Keith   Edward, 
October   27,    1969 

Anne  Smith   Wright,  a  son,  Alexander  Mc- 
Clintic,  December  24,  1969 

Isabelle    Spurr    Holloway,    a   son,    William 
Alexander,  March   25,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sorel  Berman,   33  Pond  Avenue,  Apt.   215, 
Brookline,  Ma.  02146 

Nancy  Bowytz.  692  Robinwood  Drive,  Apt. 
E,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15216 

Roselyn  Frankenstein,  4742  Centre  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15213 

Emma    Jones    Hersbey    (Mrs.    Colin    H.), 

Valley   View   Apartments,    2-1,   Geneseo, NY.  14454 

Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius    (Mrs.   Wil- 
liam F„  Jr.),  R.D.  2,  Box  108,  Crabtree 

Road,   Latrobe,  Pa.   15650 

Marilyn    Mercur.    1450    Greenwich    Street, 
#102,  San   Francisco,  Ca.  94109 

Sarah    Miller   Brown    (Mrs.    Franklin   P.), 
R.D.  1,  Box  561-B,  Makawao,  Maui,  Hi. 

96768 
Jane  Patterson  (M.D. ),  4900  Sunset  Boule- 

vard, Los  Angeles,  Ca.  90027 

Annina  Rhoades  McCullough  (Mrs.  Robert 
F. ) ,  420  Hassell  Place,  Hoffman  Estates, 
II.  61072 

Bernice  Rosenberg  Printz   (Mrs.  William), 
1840  London  Road,  Abington,  Pa.  19001 

Anne   Smith    Wright    (Mrs.  William  E.), 
5   Koln  30,  Schonbergweg  12,  Germany 

Isabelle   Spurr  Holloway    (Mrs.   James   A., 
Jr. ) ,  45   Longue  Vue  Drive,  Pittsbutgh, Pa.    15228 

Saryl     Zegerson    Schwartz     (Mrs.    Laivy), 

University  of  the  Americas,  Cholua,  Pu- 
eblo, Mexico 
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Arleen  reporting: 

With  Mark  in  nursery  school,  Nancy 
Cohen  Stein  has  free  time  to  serve  as  vol- 

unteer coordinator  for  Jewish  Family  Ser- 
vice of  Santa  Monica  in  addition  to  her 

work  with  the  aged.  She  extends  an  invi- 
tation to  anyone  in  the  Los  Angeles  area  to 

stop  in  for  a  visit. 
Tela  Cobn  Zaslofj  writes  that  after 

spending  the  summer  in  Washington,  it 
was  back  to  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  for 

Joe.  They're  looking  forward  to  the  fall 
publication  of  Joe's  book  on  Laos,  North Vietnam  and  the  Pathet  Lao,  published  by 
Harvard   University   Press. 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  vacationed  this 
summer  with  her  family  in  Maine.  Al- 

though Margaret  enjoyed  seeing  everyone 
who  attended  our  reunion,  she  hopes  to 
see  more  at  the  next  one.  ( I  think  that 
our  next  one  is  scheduled  for  1973.) 

It's  been  quite  a  year  for  Susan  Decker. Last  fall  she  became  Director  of  Finance 

(fund  raiser)  for  Howard  Samuels'  pri- 
mary campaign  for  Governor  of  New  York. 

Unfortunately,  he  lost,  and  Sue  took  the 
summer  off  to  travel  to  Yugoslavia  and 
Italy.  Charlotte  Hogg  joined  Sue  to  tour 
Israel.  Then  on  September  1,  Sue  started 
a  new  job  as  Community  Services  Adminis- 

trator for  Seagrams  in  the  magnificent  Meis 
van  dor  Rohe  designed  Philip  Johnson 
Building  on  Park  Avenue.  Her  job  is  a 
newly  created  one  and  will  involve  the 
formulation  and  implementation  of  Seag- 

ram sponsored  programs  to  benefit  the 
community,  including  job  training  for  the 
hard-core  unemployed.  Sounds  like  a  real 
challenge! 

Barbara  Eckel  Goettler  and  Pat  Evans 
Burns  is  sorry  to  have  missed  our  reunion. 
Both  are  very  busy  with  their  families  and 
associated  activities.  Barb  says  that  ten 
years  out  of  Chatham  finds  her  happy  and 
content.  Pat  reports  that  the  Burns  family 
took  their  annual  trip  to  Florida  in  March 
and  spent  their  summer  vacation  at  Beach 
Haven  on  Long  Beach  Island,  New  Jersey. 
According  to  Pat,  this  is  a  gteat  family  re- 
sort. 

From  Wisconsin,  Barbara  Friedman  Lon- 
don writes  that  they  still  enjoy  living  in 

Madison  despite  campus  unrest.  Ralph  is 
an  associate  professor  and  associate  chair- 

man of  the  Computer  Sciences  Department 

at  the  University  of  Wisconsin.  Bobbi's 
newest  interest  is  tennis,  but  she  admits 

that  she  hasn't  had  much  time  to  put  into practice  what  she  has   learned. 

Betty  Goodridge  Westgard  had  a  most 
pleasant  summer  enjoying  their  new  son 
and  new  sailboat.  Betty  has  been  busy  sing- 

ing and  playing  flute  in  the  church  choir, 
and  taking  a  ceramics  class;  but  like  many 
of  us,  most  of  her  time  is  spent  happily 
being  housewife   and  mother. 

Another  busy  Wisconsonite,  Lucy  Gray 
Gilligan,  spent  the  month  of  August  vaca- 

tioning in  Sturgeon  Bay.  In  addition  to 
four  active  youngsters,  Lucy  still  finds  time 
to  be  pesident  of  the  local  P.T.A.,  vice 
president  of  the  Waukesha  Symphony,  and 
board  member  of  a  nursery  school. 

Travel  seems  to  occupy  much  of  Morissa 

Bernstein  Lundy's  time — summer  trips  to 
New  York  and  Minnesota  and  future  win- 

ter ttips  to  Michigan  and  Wisconsin  for 
skiing.  A  ttip  to  California  for  a  visit  with 
Nancy  Levendorf  Recht  and  family  is  also 
being  planned. 
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Alice  Lochner  Kruiten  and  family  spent 
their  vacation  on  Cape  Cod.  Her  oldest 

child  started  junior  high  this  fall.  After  re- 
landscaping  their  yard,  Laddie  now  only 
has  to  tend  eight  flower  gardens  and  a 
tomato  patch.  ( I  wonder  what  she  had before! ) 

As  for  me,  I've  found  that  being  a  class 
secretary  ( rhat's  what  I  get  for  going  to 
reunions!  )  has  really  been  a  wonderful  way 
to  renew  old  acquaintances.  Thanks  to  all 

who  replied  with  cards  and  letters.  It's  fun hearing  from  you,  but  I  hope  to  hear  from 
even  more  next  year. 

The  Porters  have  had  a  busy  year,  too. 
Larry  received  his  M.B.A.  last  December, 
and  was  promoted  by  Frigidaire  to  Staff 
Systems  Engineer  in  Private  Brand  Opera- 

tions. Now  and  then  I  still  find  time  to 

take  a  course  or  two  towards  my  master's in  education  at  the  University  of  Dayton. 

Claire  reporting: 

The  notes  this  year  all  expressed  a  hint 
of  amazement  at  how  quickly  ten  years  have 
gone.  Our  children  are  growing  so  rapidly, 
our  jobs  are  more  involved,  and  our  activi- 

ties are  ever  abundant.    Life  is  truly  hectic! 
Kay  McLaughlin  Elder  writes  of  still 

being  secretary  of  the  League  of  Women 
Voters  of  Mt.  Lebanon  and  heading  a  re- 

source committee  this  year,  while  continu- 
ing her  activities  in  church  and  community 

work.  Kay  also  reports  that  Beth  is  fine 
after  spending  sixteen  weeks  in  a  hip  spika 
cast  during  the  winter. 

Sorry  to  have  missed  our  reunion  was 
Bette  Nadel  Balk,  who  also  writes  of  her 
involvement  in  charity  work,  and  of  being 

"very  much  in  the  throes  of  decorating"  and 
wondering  if  it  will  ever  get  done. 

"We've  had  a  summer  filled  with  swim- 
ming— we  have  to  get  it  all  in  before  Lake 

Michigan  is  declared  polluted,"  writes  Judy 
Lei'ine  Weintraub.  Herb,  along  with  his 
colleague,  is  establishing  the  anesthesiology 
department  at  Michael  Reese  Hospital. 

Still  active  in  AAUW  and  doing  orienta- 
tion of  members  this  year  is  Nancy  Leven- 
dorf Recht.  Nancy  hopes  to  attend  a  future 

reunion,  but  3,000  miles  was  just  too  long 
a  trip  this  year. 

A  very  busy  summer  was  had  by  the 

Pomputius  family  with  a  move  "to  the 
country  and  a  mini-farm  complete  with 

pond  and  stream."  MAK  writes  of  having 
done  much  redecorating  to  their  nineteenth 

century  farmhouse  and  that  the  sky  "is 
really  blue."  Billy  is  attending  The  Valley 
School  of  Ligonier  and  Mary-Alice  is  at 

St.  Xavier's  Academy  in  an  experimental 
extension  of  Carlow's  ungraded  laboratory 
school. 

Dottie  Schall  Schweiger  regretted  missing 
the  reunion,  but  she  did  get  to  Pittsburgh 
for  two  weeks  to  visit  family.  On  the  way 
home  the  Schweigers  stopped  to  see  the 
Statue  of  Liberty.  They  will  become  true 
Massachusettsites  as  they  are  building  a 
home  for  spring  occupancy. 

A  highlight  for  Carole  Koepke  Brown 

this  year,  in  "The  Christmas  City,"  was  be- 
ing Chatham's  representative  at  the  presi- 

dential inauguration  of  Dr.  Herman  Collier 
at  Moravian  College.  Fond  memories  were 
stirred  as  Carole  donned  hood  and  robe. 

Doing  some  research  on  the  "effects  of 
anesthetics  on  mitochondrial  membranes" 
and  thinking  of  "after  the  post  doc  is 
through"  is  Joan  Munroe.  Her  vacation 
this  year  has   been   long  weekends   visiting 

friends  and  family.  Two  highlights  of  these 
trips  were  Mammoth  Cave  and  St.  Louis. 

Joan  recommends  a  meal  in  Stouffer's  Riv- erview,  but  please  remember  to  put  your 
purse  on  the  part  that  revolves  with  you. 

Still  writing  her  column  for  Grade 
Teacher  is  Amy  Marcus  Kellman.  She  and 

Sy  are  once  again  delighted  to  be  Pitts- 
burghers,  and  Amy  enjoys  her  job  at  the 
Learning  Research  and  Development  Cen- 

ter at  Pitt. 

Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  spent  a  fine  first 
year  on  the  faculty  of  Agnes  Scott  College, 
and  this  year  will  give  an  alumnae  seminar 
on  human  ecology  as  well  as  teach.  Faith 
is  very  active  in  AAUW,  speaking  at  their 
conference  on  "The  Human  Use  of  Urban 
Space,"  and  serving  as  publicity  chairman. 
She  recently  spent  an  evening  with  Margie 
Marcus  Krinzman  in  Florida  and  reports 

that  Tom  is  now  a  third-year  surgical  resi- 
dent. 

Marilyn  Mercur  recently  left  her  job 
with  the  Opera  Company,  only  to  be  asked 
to  return  to  organize  a  conference  of  opera 
directors.  They  met  fot  a  board  meeting  ol 
O.P.E.R.A.  AMERICA,  attended  an  out- 

door performance  of  "Four  Saints  in  Three 
Acts"  at  a  mountain  winery,  auditioned 
young  singers,  etc. — all  a  success.  While 
hunting  for  that  special  job,  Marilyn  is 
enjoying  her  new,  typically  San  Franciscan 
apartment,  "complete  with  fireplace,  beamed 
ceiling,  and  garden."  Her  parents  have moved  to  San  Francisco  and  Marilyn  would 
welcome  hearing  from  any  of  us  who  are 

planning  a  visit. 

"Regards  to  all"  came  from  Ann  Meyei 
Klein.  Berenice  McGrew  Fitzgerald,  busy 
with  decorating;  Norma  Hunt  Mahle.  busy 

with  her  new  son;  and  Mary  Peck  Gallo- 
way, relaxed  after  vacationing  with  hei 

family  at  their  cottage  in  Canada. 
The  Schweriner  summer  started,  after  the 

usual  hectic  year,  at  the  reunion,  where  Ec 
and  I  thoroughly  enjoyed  seeing  all  of  yot 
who  attended.  (We  hope  to  see  many 
more  in  73.)  It  then  proceeded  through 
two  cases  of  chicken  pox  and  then  on  tc 
a  delightful  two  months,  highlighted  by 
a  trip  to  Ocean  City,  Maryland.  The  sea 
son  ended  with  the  new  experience  oi 
kindergarten  and  a  convention  for  Ed  anc 
me  at  Mackinac  Island,  Michigan.  We,  too 
send  our  best,  and  I  look  forward  to  heal 
from   more  of  you  next  year. 

Jill  reporting: 

Our  class  has  sent  more  entrants  into  the 
teaching  field  this  year.  Nina  Rhoades  Mc 
Cullough  reports  that  Bob  is  in  education 
a  goal  that  they  have  been  working  toward 
She  and  daughter  Sharon  have  run  into  al 
lergies  at  their  new  home.  They  miss  Pitts 
burgh,  or,  as  older  daughter  Tracie  Lynr 
(7)  said,  "But  I've  known  these  people  al 
my  life."  With  colder  winters  and  a  nev, 
school  system  it  will  be  quite  a  change 
but  they  have  met  some  nice  people  anc that  helps. 

Maintaining  the  same  high  standards  sh( 
set  at  Chatham,  Glenda  Rich  DeBrofj  com 

pleted  her  master's  degree  at  Pitt  in  li 
brary  science,  and,  after  a  vacation  in  Nev, 
England,  she  is  looking  for  part-time  work 
She  reports  that  Nancy  Levendorf  Rech. 
was  back  from  California  due  to  the  sudder 
death  of  her  mother-in-law.  Glenda  al 
ready  misses  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Boarc meetings. 



Jane  Sandford  took  a  trip  to  England, 
Scotland  and  Iteland  with  a  Kodak  group. 

She  greatly  enjoyed  London,  and  says  "Hi" to  everyone. 
Marcia  Rublnoff  Rosenthal  reports  that 

son  Lee  ( 3 )  and  daughter  Lecia  ( 1 )  and 
gardening  are  keeping  her  busy.  I  know 
how  she  feels. 

Lanie  Souza  Matthews  still  loves  teaching 
4th  grade  in  the  Ozarks.  They  spent  the 
summer  traveling  from  Atlanta  to  Atizona, 
and  spend  their  spare  time  canoeing  a-sea 
in  their  own  ski  barge. 

Dibble  Spurr  Holloway  thrilled  her 
daughters  Whitney  and  Kate  by  giving 
them  a  brother.  Visits  from  Ann  Curry 
Haux  and  Cordelia  (Cooky)  Suran  Jacobs 
helped  to  welcome  the  new  10  lb.  babe. 

After  vacationing  at  Fire  Island,  Ysault 

"Easy"  Snepvangers  is  teaching  in  elemen- 
taty  school  (early  childhood),  and  sound- 

ed very  excited  about  her  new  work. 

Sally  Swartz  Baldus'  husband  is  teaching 
at  the  University  of  Iowa  Law  School.  Be- 

sides caring  for  daughter  Katherine  ( 1  Vi ) , 
she  is  working  as  assistant  to  the  campaign 
manager  in  the  local  Congressional  election. 

Ann  (Turner)  and  Paul  Arnold  enjoyed 
the  spectaculat  scenery  of  Nova  Scotia  and 
Prince  Edward  Island  while  camping  this 
summer.  They  also  take  their  son  David 
(3)  camping  50  weeks  out  of  the  year — 
summers  in  Massachusetts  sailing  and  win- 

ters in  Vermont  skiing.  She  is  also  active 
in  the  League  of  Women  Voters  and  the 
American  Association  of  Univetsity  Wom- 
en. 

And  for  one  more  Chathamite  going  into 
teaching,  your  reporter  has  entered  the  in- 

ternship program  at  Pitt  and  is  teaching 
science  in  5th  through  8th  grades  while 

working  for  a  master's.  A  typical  remark  I 
got  when  entering  into  this  was  "you'te 
going  right  into  the  jungle."  But  it  isn't 
like  that  at  all,  though  there  are  many  prob- 

lems. So,  good  luck  to  all  and  let  us  hear 
from  more  of  you  next  year. 
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Sara  Clarke  Veil 
(Mrs.  Fred  W.) 

222   Wyngate  Road 
Coraopolis,  Pa.  15108 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel 
(Mrs.  James  A.) 

1153  Wightman  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Mildred  Stewart  McGough 
(Mrs.  J.  Cooke) 

314  Heritage  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman 
(Mrs.  Peter  C.) 

2004  Murstone  Road 
Pittsbutgh,  Pa.  15241 

MARRIAGES 

Karen  Batt  to  Harold   R.   Cohen,   February 
14,  1970 

Lee  Baratelll  to  Heinz  J.  Dietrich,  August, 
1970 

Faith    Buchner   to    Pasquale    (Pat)     Zatto, 
May  23,   1970 

BIRTHS 

Harriet  Abrams  Zlonts,  a  son,  Andrew  Lew- 
is, April   23,   1970 

Barbara  Frledell  Mitchell,  a  daughter,  Laura 
Eden,  September  13,  1970 

Jane  Hardlmon  Llbbing,  a  son,  Michael 
John,  December  9,  1969 

Judy  Malmquist  Banz,  a  son,  Christian 
Alexander,  May  2,   1970 

Nancy  McQuillan  Bolanis,  a  son,  George 
Peter,  July  9,  1970 

Mildred  Stewart  McGough,  a  daughter, 
Margaret  Lloyd,  May   17,  1970 

Sherwood  Trautman  Freeman,  a  son,  Wil- 
liam Roderick,  October  16,  1969 

Penny  Ulman  Schwartz,  a  son,  Stefan  Dav- 
id, Match  13,  1970 

Georgette  Vernaccinl  Coombs,  a  son,  Rob- 
ert Thomas  III,  September  18,  1969 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman,  a  daughter,  Zoe 
Cathetine,  March  22,  1970 

Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer,  a  daughter,  Sus- 
an Jennifer,  March  26,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lee    Baratelll    Dietrich    (Mrs.    Heinz    J.), 
3267  Raleigh  Drive,  Apt.  B,  Toledo,  Oh. 
43606 

Karen  Batt  Cohen  (Mrs.  Harold  R. ) ,  Crest- 
view    Apartments,    1-D,    Parlin,    N.J. 08859 

Susan    Black    Ehrell    (Mrs.     Richard    R.), 
7103    Fulton   Street,   Chevy  Chase,   Md. 20015 

Margaret  Brown,  2605  East  Franklin  Street, 
Richmond,  Va.  23223 

Faith   Buchner  Zarro,    (Mts.    Pasquale  J.), 
6408    North     11th    Street,    Philadelphia, 
Pa.  19126 

Linda    Clinton    Eaton    (Mrs.    Charles    H. ), 
1218   LaSalle  Avenue,  Grand   Island,  N. 
Y.   14072 

Frances  Dunlop   Marciano    (Mrs.    Anthony 
S.),  693  North  Greece  Road,  Rochester, 
N.Y.   14626 

Barbara  Frledell  Mitchell  (Mrs.  James  G. ), 
6903    Stockton  Avenue,   El   Cerrito,   Ca. 
94530 

Susan    Goldstein.    FBIS,     %American    Em- 
bassy, Box   40,    FPO   New   York,   N.Y. 

09510 
Harriet  Gray,  1350  West  6th  Avenue,  Apt. 

B,  Columbus,  Oh.  43212 
Judith  Hallock  Silver  (Mrs.  David  F.,  Jr.), 

21     Cardinal    Drive,    Woodstock,    N.Y. 12498 

Marcia    Hammond    Deem     (Mrs.     Richard 
W. ),  4110   Pemberton   Drive,  Charlotte, 
N.C.   28210 

Juliana  Helgesen  Kelluhn   (Mrs.  John  H), 
4  Fuller  Avenue,  Riverside,  R.I.  02915 

Katherine    Kipp   McKelvey     (Mrs.    Donald 
R.),   R.D.    1,   Indiana,   Pa.    15701 

Lynn  Leister  Rojahn    (Mrs.  Theodore  C), 

%  Esso  Central  Ametica,  Apattado  Post- 
al 87,  Guatemala  City,  Guatemala,  C.A. 

Julia  Loubrls  Hanson   (Mrs.  John  P.),  542 
Tor-Wood  Lane,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15236 

Jeannette  Mlkelson   Lamar    (Mrs.   William 
P. ) ,    Box     768,    Manhattan     Beach,    Ca. 

90266 
Gall  Payne  Bryan    ( Mts.   Craig  A. ) ,   Poke 

Run,  R.D.   1,  Apollo,  Pa.  15613 
Barbara  Rogers  Agosln   ( Mrs.  Manuel  R. ) , 

476-1/2  State  Stteet,  Broolyn,  N.Y.  11217 
Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman   (Mrs.  R.  Mar- 

shall), 6410  Kirby  Road,  Bethesda,  Md. 20034 

Jane  Saunders  Pauline  (Mrs.  Gary  F.),  St. 
Marys  Road,  Ridgway,  Pa.  15853 

Susan   Sohnlein  Harsh    (Mrs.   Donald   E.), 
4759    Arthur    Court,    Columbus,    Oh. 
43220 

Susan  Starzynski   Young    (Mrs.    Barry  J.), 

%   Hipsman,    55    Langdon   Street,   Cam- 
bridge, Ma.   02138 

Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  (Mrs.  John  J.), 
36  Keats  Dtive,  North,  Kingston,  R.I. 
02852 

Sally  reporting: 

Terrl  Abrams  Zlonts  had  an  eventful 

year  with  the  birth  of  her  fourth  child  and 

her  husband  Stanley's  promotion  to  full 
professor  in  the  School  of  Management. 
Terri  has  also  found  time  to  be  welfare 

chairman  for  the  Amhetst  League  of  Wom- 
en Voters,  "editor"  of  a  monthly  news- letter for  the  International  Committee  at 

the  Univetsity,  and  a  board  member  for 

the  Studio  Arena  Theatte  Women's  Com- mittee. Stan  has  also  been  busy  building  a 
mammoth  swingset  and  playhouse  of  red- 

wood, receiving  a  Ford  Foundation  grant 
for  a  poverty  study,  and  woring  on  a 
book   on   linear   programming. 

Lee  Baratelll  Dietrich  has  taken  a  posi- 
tion as  a  systems  analyst  with  Burroughs 

Corporation.  She  and  Heinz,  who  is  a 
corporate  research  chemist  with  Owens 
Illinois,  were  married  in  a  brief  ceremony 
in  Toledo  and  combined  a  business  trip 
and  honeymoon  in  Holland.  From  there 
they  went  to  a  reception  with  his  family  in 
Germany,  followed  by  a  week  in  Northern 

Italy.  They're  hoping  to  move  overseas 
permanently,  but  meanwhile  spend  their 
weekends  driving  to  neighboring  states  for 
canoeing,  hiking  and  skiing.  Lee  says  they 

are  at  a  "gteat  crossroads"  and  will  provide free  bed  and  bread  to  friends  and  the 
needy. 

Karen  Batt  Cohen  has  retired  to  keep 
house  for  her  husband  Harold  who  is  edu- 

cation consultant  to  Perth  Amboy  Model 
Cities  Program.  Carol  Bauman  Knox  and 
Margaret  A.  Brown  both  have  new  jobs. 

Carol  is  teaching  biology  and  environmen- 
tal pollution  at  Northfield  School.  Mar- 
gie is  a  resident  in  pathology  at  the  Medi- 
cal  College  of  Virginia. 

Nancy  Bennett  Thieme  was  blessed  with 
two  vacations  this  year,  both  involving 
ttavel  to  Latin  America.  While  husband 
Al  was  working  in  Brazil  and  Uruguay  last 
fall,  Nancy  joined  him  for  three  weeks 
and  renewed  many  friendships.  In  July 

they  traveled  by  bus  from  Al's  parents' home  in  Angelo,  Texas  to  Mexico  City, 

leaving  3-year-old  Alfred  III  with  his 
grandparents  on  the  farm.  Again  AI  was 
on  business,  but  Nancy  re-visited  many 
places  she  had  seen  in  1967.  AI  nattow- 
ly  missed  the  earthquake  in  Petu,  having 
been  in  the  north  just  two  weeks  earlier. 

Faith  Buchner  Zarro  has  had  an  exciting 
year  with  her  marriage  and  traveling.  She 
and  Pat,  who  is  a  research  administrator  in 
the  personnel  department  of  the  City  of 
Philadelphia,  honeymooned  in  Canada, 
went  to  Williamsburg,  and  back  to  Mon- 

treal in  August.  Ethel  Woelfel  Flderer  was 
a  bridesmaid,  and  Helen  Hlrsch  Bostock 
and  husband,  Karen  Batt  Cohen,  Sally 
Clarke  Veil  and  Betsy  Whittaker,  a  former 
classmate,  were  wedding  guests.  Faith  and 
Pat  also  had  a  mini-reunion  with  the  Bos- 
tock's  and  Fiderer's  at  her  parents'  farm  in 
August. 

Carol  Jo  Bullen  has  spent  an  interesting 
year  teaching  and  helping  with  some  of  the 
administrative  organization  for  the  school 
in  Japan.  She  says  that  if  any  Chathamite 
or  graduate  is  interested  in  teaching  in  Ja- 

pan, with  an  opportunity  to  see  the 
country  and  learn  about  the  people,  lan- 

guage, and  culture,  to  contact  her.    She  has 
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been  traveling  to  Expo  '70  in  Osako,  Kyoto, 
Nagasaki,  and  to  Korea  to  visit  friends. 

Barbara  Bunker  Faughnan  and  her  hus- 
band spent  two  weeks  in  Switzerland,  but 

poor  skiing  conditions  forced  them  to  seek 
amusement  elsewhere.  They  spent  several 
fun-filled  days  with  Judy  Malmquist  Banz 
and  her  husband  in  Zurich.  The  Banz'  re- 

turned the  visit  at  reunion  time  at  Prince- 
ton. The  Faughnans  have  also  exchanged 

visits  with  Renee  Georgean  Boulis  and 
Matt.  Aside  from  time  spent  sailing,  ski- 

ing, and  painting,  Barbara  is  busy  taking 
care  of  Kelly  Jean,  who  is  one  and  a  third 
years  old. 

Ginger  Campbell  Miller  and  Jane  Chit- 
tenden Hopkins  have  no  particular  news. 

Ginger's  husband  Allan  has  had  a  hectic summer  wirh  labor  contracts  expiring  across 

the  country.  Jane's  time  is  filled  with  3- 
year-old  Katherine  and  2-year-old  Elizabeth. 

She  has  seen  Nancy  Fleming  Demoise,  '61, several   times. 

1,  Sally  Clarke  Veil,  had  a  busy  year 
keeping  up  with  the  various  school  sched- 

ules— Fred  in  Law  School  at  night,  Mark 
in  first  grade,  and  Jodie  in  nursery  school — 
but  we  all  made  it  through.  We  experi- 

enced our  first  childhood  disease  this 
spring.  Jodie  brought  chicken  pox  home 
to  Mark  and  me.  I  must  admit  that  the 
children  got  through  it  better  than  I  did. 
I  ended  up  in  the  hospital  for  a  week  with 
the  pox  and  pneumonia.  I  really  enjoyed 

Faith's  wedding  and  the  reunion  some  of 
us  had  there.  We  all  spent  a  very  relaxing 

week  at  the  shore  in  July  and  now  it's 
back  to  the  grind  again.  I  enjoyed  hearing 
from  all  of  you.  I  hope  that  next  year 
more  of  you  will  have  some  news. 

Gail  reporting: 

Fran  Dunlap  Marciano  has  given  up 
full-time  teaching  to  return  to  school.  She 
is  combining  her  quest  for  a  certificate  in 
elementary  education  with  her  efforts  to 
decorate  her  new  home. 

Busy  mothers  who  found  time  to  write 
that  all  is  well  include  Bonnie  Entin  Perl- 
man,  mother  of  5'/2  and  21/2-year  old  sons; 
Ruth  Goldberg  Checker,  who  is  doing  part- 
time  home  instruction  teaching  in  Mont- 

gomery County  while  her  children  are  oc- 
cupied in  play  school  and  kindergarten; 

Ginny  Golletti  Fletcher,  who  teaches  fifth 
grade  in  her  home-town  of  Freedom,  Penn- 

sylvania, and  marvels  at  having  a  son  in 
third  grade;  and  Judy  Hallock  Silver,  an- 

other new  home  owner  and  mother  of  two. 

Capsuling  the  last  eight  years,  Molly 
Fletcher  Abt  writes  that  she  is  the  mother 
of  three  sons,  Michael  IVl,  John  GVi,  and 
Jason  2.  She  and  Paul  spent  a  happy  year- 
and-a-half  in  London  before  becoming  su- 

burban New  Yorkers  five  years  ago.  Molly 
is  still  occupied  with  doing  over  the  inside 
of  the  house  which  they  bought  two  years 
ago,  and  says  she  is  glad  for  the  change- 

of-pace  provided  by  several  weeks'  vacation in  Maine  each  summer. 

Patti  Foss  Shait'  is  working  in  the  L.S.U. 
Library  while  husband  Pat  works  at  becom- 

ing a  professor  of  English.  Patti  has  also 

been  doing  time  on  her  master's  in  library science  at  Texas  and  North  Texas  Univer- 
sities, and  says  both  will  be  glad  to  be  out 

of  school  and  settled  down. 

The  Mitchell  family  has  had  an  eventful 
summer.  Barb  Friedell  Mitchell  finished 

her  mastet's  in  musicology  at  Pitt  while  Jim 
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completed  his  doctorate  in  computer  sci- 
ence at  Carnegie-Mellon.  They  took  a 

month  off  and  drove  across  country  to  es- 
tablish residence  near  Berkeley  where  Jim 

is  now  working  for  a  small  computor  com- 
pany and  Barb  is  caring  for  their  new 

daughter. 
Ruth  Ghering  Biro  and  husband,  Bill, 

spent  part  of  their  summer  at  a  land  de- 
velopment near  Seven  Springs,  in  which 

they  have  an  interest,  but  now  are  both 
settled  down  again  to  teaching.  Ruth  is  in 

library  science  and  children's  literature  at Duquesne  and  Bill  is  a  teaching  fellow  in 

geography  at   Pitt. 
Judy  Halko  Sphon,  another  new  home 

owner,  is  becoming  a  true  Kentucky  horse 
racing  fan.  With  reported  winnings  of  10^ 
after  two  track  seasons,  perhaps  she  should 
concentrate  on  gardening,  another  of  her 
new  interests. 

Having  also  moved  south,  Marcia  Ham- 
mond Deem  looks  back  on  a  happy  year 

as  youth  choir  director  for  her  church.  Her 
activities  include  putting  together  a  pro- 

duction of  "You're  a  Good  Man,  Charlie 
Brown,"  becoming  a  "mother-in-a-class- 
room"  in  Charlotte,  and  taking  groups  of 
young  people  spelunking  in  West  Virginia 
(that's   cave  exploring). 

Jane  Hardimon  Libbing  spent  her  whole 
summer  on  a  lake  in  northern  Michigan 
teaching  three-year-old  Kenny  to  swim.  She 
has  been  very  active  in  her  A.A.U.W.  lit- 

erature group  and  says  it  keeps  a  mother's mind   from  becoming  stagnant. 

While  sitting  in  my  kitchen,  Vicki  Har- 

tung  described  her  "Chatham  summer"  and 
gave  me  enough  information  to  fill  the 
whole  Recorder.  A  brief  run  down  of  her 
activities  includes:  a  week  in  Palm  Sptings 

at  Mary  Loughran  Fell's  "decadant  and 
lovely"  house;  two  weeks  of  fun  and  dirty 
diapers  on  an  island  in  Canada  with  Claire 
Zavarich  Thorpe  and  family;  four  days 
spent  just  outside  of  Buffalo  with  Linda 
Clinton  Eaton  and  her  three  children;  a 
quick  trip  to  New  York  City  at  attend  Lee 

Baratelli  Dietrich's  wedding  reception,  from 
which  she  went  to  New  Haven  with  Chitty 
Hopkins  to  meet  her  family.  Aside  from 
her  travels,  Vicki  is  now  head  of  the  cata- 

logue department  at  Duquesne  Library  and 

is  in  the  last  year  of  her  master's  in  his- tory. She  is  still  skiing  and  has  access  to 
a  chalet  at  Laurel  Mountain,  for  those  who 
share  her  interest. 

With  out  daughtet  in  second  grade  and 
our  son  in  nursery  school  this  year,  and 
having  gained  the  upper  hand  in  what  I 
thought  was  a  losing  battle  against  our 
house,  I  find  myself  very  much  involved 
with  church  activities,  the  most  exciting  of 
which  is  sure  to  be  the  lessons  I  am  getting 
from  the  director  of  the  Lovelace  Mation- 
ettes  as  we  work  toward  putting  on  a 
Chtistmas  pageant.  All  is  well  with  all  of 
us;  please  keep  in  touch,  and  next  time, 
come  to  the  reunion.  Those  of  us  who  did 
had  a  great  time. 

Mildred  reporting: 

Katie  Kerrigan  Miller  is  teaching  biol- 
ogy, general  science,  and  conservation.  She 

received  her  master  of  education  in  biology 

this  year  and  was  kept  busy  with  3-year-old 
Frannie.  She  also  entered  a  Ben-Pearson 
Bow-hunting  Sweepstakes  and  won  a  trip 
to  Alaska  for  her  husband  Sealy.  Sealy 
opened   his  own  Chevron  business  in  July, 

Elaine  Kessler  Ruben  and  Phil  spent  a 
wonderful  July  week  with  daughter  Jill  on 
Balboa  Island  and  another  week  last  April 
in  San  Francisco.  Elaine  also  made  her  an- 

nual visit  to  Pittsburgh  which  she  terms 

"grandparent   land." February  found  Lynn  Leister  Rojahn  and 

Ted  living  in  Guatemala  City,  "If  all  con- 
tinues calm,"  Lynn  writes,  "this  is  a  beau- 

tiful, delightful  place  to   live." Julia  Loubris  Hanson  and  John  are  back 

in  Pittsburgh.  Julia  is  enjoying  "housewife 
only"  routine  but  was  busy  planning  an 
August  trip  to  Germany  and  Switzerland. 

Mary  Loughran  Fell  is  the  Chatham  Ad- 
missions Representative  for  the  Chicago 

area  and  is  also  an  active  member  of  League 
of  Women  Voters,  a  volunteer  for  Jewish 
United  Fund,  and  a  participant  in  a  library 
story  program  with  daughter  Karyn.  She 
and  Joe  had  a  wonderful  trip  to  Jamaica 
in  April  and  spent  three  weeks  in  May  in 

Palm  Springs  where  they  saw  Vicki  Har- 

tung. 

Judy  Malmquist  Banz  and  Richard  are 
living  in  Zurich.  Judy  is  busy  caring  for 
Laura  Catherine,  ll/l,  and  Christian  Alex- 

ander, 3  months.  They  are  trying  to  see 
as  much  of  Europe  as  they  possibly  can 
while  they  are  there.  Barbara  Bunker 
Faughman  and  Judy  W  entworth  Mullan 
('64)   visited  Zurich  in  the  spring. 
Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  enjoyed  the 

class  reunion  but  is  sorry  so  few  62'ers  at- tended. 

Jo  Mitchell  Soltman  will  teach  a  Sunday 
School  course  in  comparative  religions  this 
year  and  will  also  be  active  in  Pittsburgh 
Council   for  International   Visitors. 

Many  thanks  to  all  of  you  who  took 
time  to  answer  my  plea  for  news.  I  only 
wish  I  had  heard  from  the  others! 

Zoe  reporting: 

Hi,  and  condolences  to  those  who  have 
crossed  over  the  threshold  of  our  third  de- 

cade. After  reading  all  the  replies  I  tried 
to  find  something  we  all  had  in  common 

(except  for  thirtieth  birthdays),  but  ac- 
tivities vary  so  much  that  it  looks  as  though 

reports  of  the  next  thirty  years  will  con- 
tinue  to    be  pretty   interesting. 

The  new  form  letter  inspired  Gretchen 
Wright  Gantzer  to  send  her  compliments 
to  the  chef.  She  reports  that  living  a  mile 
from  the  bay  helps  the  kids  enjoy  the  sum- 

mer. Jack's  job  takes  him  to  Europe  and 
the  Far  East  several  times  a  yeat.  Natur- 

ally Gretchen  hopes  to  join  him  some- 
times. At  the  moment  Susan,  born  in 

March,  and  the  Labrador  puppy,  Ahab,  are 
making   life  at  home   interesting. 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar  continues  to  be 

an  on-the-go  wife  and  mother  what  with 
caring  for  Ken,  three  children,  a  new  pup- 

py,  not  to   mention   her   farm   menangerie. 
Pat  Sinn  Bloomgarden  is  another  active 

mother.  She  is  editor  of  the  bulletin  for 
rhe  National  Council  of  Jewish  Women, 
and  is  working  with  American  Mothers 
Unlimited,  a  peace  group.  She  is  active  in 
a  co-op  nursery,  refinishing  furniture,  play- 

ing golf,  and,  of  course,  caring  for  husband 
Barry,  sons  Neil,  3,  and  Jimmy,  8.  Hardly 
seems  enough  to   fill  a  day,  Pat. 

"It's  been  a  great  year,"  says  Judy  Schenk 
Eley.  The  Eleys  went  camping  in  the 
Smokies  and  even  15 -month-old  Karen  en- 

joyed it.  Husband  John  was  actively  in- 
volved on  Moratorium  Day  and  Earth 

Week  activities  on  the  campus  of  Western 



Kentucky  University  where  he  is  assistant 
professor  of  government.  Judy  keeps  out  of 
mischief  caring  for  Karen,  sewing  and  keep- 

ing up  with  the  faculty  wives  club.  They 
enjoyed  a  short  visit  with  Alice  Carson  Scott 
and  her  two  boys. 

Penny  Ulman  Schwarz  and  Mike  plan  a 
ski  trip  to  Aspen  and  Vail  in  February. 
This  is  following  a  year  of  enjoying  her 
new  role  of  mother.  Not  to  be  left  out, 
Mike  formed  a  law  partnership  with  three 
other  attorneys   in  July. 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride  continues  as  a 
free  lance  art  editor  and  photo  researcher. 
Along  with  a  vacation  at  Lake  George,  she 
enjoyed  seeing  Manuel  and  Barb  Rogers 
Agosin  and  John  and  Julie  Loubris  Han- 

son. Betsy  Potter  Oiler  is  still  working  at 
Northwestern.  Aside  from  acquiring  two 
cats,  she  reports  that  nothing  really  interest- 

ing has  happened,  as  does  Shirley  Neely 
Broun. 

Georgette  Vernaccini  Coombs  has  illus- 

trated a  children's  publication  for  the  Spe- 
cial Education  Department  of  the  Prince 

George's  County  Board  of  Education.  This 
magazine  is  given  to  the  children  who 
are  on  home  study.    Impressive  .  .  . 

Building,  moving  into,  and  refinishing 
homes  has  occupied   many  who   responded. 

Gail  Payne  Bryan  has  settled  into  her 
newly  built  home  which  is  surrounded  by 
thirty  acres  of  woodland,  an  acre  lake, 
ducks,  deer,  two  dogs,  three  children,  and 
husband  Craig  who  reduced  the  deer  pop- 

ulation by  one  when  he  shot  a  stag  with  a 
tevolver  after  ten  minutes  of  his  first  hunt- 

ing trip,  100  feet  from  his  back  door! 
Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman  moved  to 

Bethesda,  Maryland  and  hopes  to  remain 
there  for  a  while. 

In  July,  Sue  Sohnlein  Harsh  moved  into 
a  new  home  in  Columbus.  Sue  recuperat- 

ed (?)  by  taking  her  two  oldet  children  to 
the  mountains  in  August.  She  and  Don 
planned  an  escape  trip  to  New  York  City 
in  November. 

After  living  in  Wyoming  and  California, 
Carole  Sprinchorn  Colter  and  Bill  are  off 
to  Denver,  Colorado  where  Bill  will  work 
for  the  U.S.  Department  of  Transportation. 
They  have  explored  northern  California  and 
the  Bay  area  this  past  yeat.  While  Bill  was 
finishing  his  M.S.,  Catole  was  actively  in- 

volved with  productions  for  a  Point  Rich- 
mond theatre  group. 

"Fun  and  exciting,"  says  Jane  Saunders 
Pauline  who  is  in  the  midst  of  building  a 
new  house.  Barbara  Rogers  Agosin  is  in 
the  throes  of  renovating  a  Brooklyn  brown- 
lyn  brownstone.  She  has  been  recently  pro- 

moted to  Assistant  Chief  Librarian,  Re- 
search Library,  Federal  Reserve  Bank  of 

New  York.  I  hope  she  doesn't  have  to  write that  title  too  often. 

Sherry  Trautman  Freeman  says  Yes!  !  !, 
she  has  a  son.  Roddy  has  joined  his  three 
sisters  and  is  all  boy.  Among  the  visiting 
celebrants  was  Joyce  Helsing  Marlowe. 
Shetry  adds  that  she  is  now  a  true  subur- 

banite (read  chauffeur),  driving  Sherwood, 
Anne  and  Meighan  to  swimming  lessons, 
Bible  School,  summer  recreation,  Campfire 
Girls — need  she  say  more? 

It  was  a  girl  I  wanted  and  that's  just 
what  I  had.  Little  Cassie  is  gteat.  After 
having  her  a  month  early,  and  in  June 
enduring  my  second  kidney  stone  operation 
in  two  years,  I  enjoyed  a  sun-filled  two 
weeks  at  Deep  Creek  in  August.  Septem- 

ber brought  a  warm  visit  with  Mary  Lough- 

ran  Fell.  After  working  on  table  decora- 
tions for  the  Alumnas  reunion  luncheon 

and  designing  a  Christmas  card  for  our 

community's  Hospital  Auxiliary,  I  (more 
or  less)  gave  up  the  calendat-filling  activi- 

ties of  these  last  couple  of  years.  I'm  prac- 
ticing saying  no  so  that  maybe  I  can  start 

out  my  thirtieth  with  a  bit  more  free  time. 

As   it  is  said,  I  can  dream,  can't  I  .  .  . 
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Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward 

(Mrs.  David  B.) 
Shenandoah  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15241 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner 
(Mrs.  John  N.,  Ill) 

3874   William  Flinn   Highway 
Allison  Park,  Pa.  15101 

Martha  Richards  Cummings 
(Mrs.  Robert  V.) 

1929  Green  Road,  Apt.  311 
Cleveland,  Oh.  44121 

Nancyann  Greco  Moran 
(Mrs.  Lawrence  A.) 

27  Golden  Hill  Street 
Milford,  Ct.  06460 

MARRIAGES 

Judith  Anderson  Wilden  to  Victor  A.  Pres- 
tegiacomo 

Karen  Elliott  to  Harrison  C.  Griffin,  May 
22,   1970 

Lucille  Hillman  to  William  J.  Cesarone, 
Jr.,  August  29,   1970 

Varerie  Valentine  to  Peter  Mabbott,  Oc- 
tober 3,  1970 

BIRTHS 

Mary  August  Taylor,  a  daughter,  Whitney 
August,  July  20,  1970 

Harriet  Bass  Little,  a  son,  Matthew  Bass, 
Octobet  29,  1969 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman,  a  daughter, 
Laura  Fahlin,  October  9,  1969 

Dorothy  Cohn  Porper,  a  son,  Jeffrey,  Oc- 
tober 7,   1969 

Joyce  Cordelia  Cheu-,  a  son,  Adam  Rodrian, 
December  1,  1969 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker,  a  daughter,  Kathryn 
Allison,  October  8,  1969 

Phyllis  Fox  Catz.  a  daughter,  Ellen  Joy, 
June  13,  1969 

Margaret  Frye  Wilcox,  a  daughtet,  Jenneke 
Susan,  May  15,   1970 

Judy  Germaux  Page,  a  daughter,  Lauri 
Elizabeth,  April  2,  1970 

Claudia  Grogan  Brenneisen,  a  daughter, 
Mary  Catherine,  August  18,  1970 

Millie  Grossman  Zacher.  a  daughter,  Jane, 
April  9,   1970 

Susan  Offill  Killgallon,  a  son,  William  Cas- 
ley,  II,  February   10,   1970 

Suanne  Pollak  Singer,  a  son,  Joseph  Brian, 
December  9,  1969 

Ellen  Rosenthal  Sosnou  ,  a  son,  Peter,  Octo- 
ber 1,  1968 

Barbara  Silverman  Freed,  a  daughter,  Wen- 
dy Frances,  December  3,  1969 

Mary  Ann  Wrigley  Church,  a  son,  Timothy 
James,  December  19,  1969 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Christine  Burley,  80  West  Baltimore  Ave- 
nue, Apt.  B-606,  Lansdowne,  Pa.   19050 

Suzanne  Clewell,  188-34-0334,  Munich  Ele- 
mentary School,  1,  APO  New  York,  N.Y. 

09407 

Joyce  Cordelia  Chew,  (Mrs.  Milton  C,  Jr.), 
7  MeLeod  Road,  Troy,  N.Y.  12180 

Kathleen    Coyle    Guenther    (Mrs.    George 
C),  5508   Wilson  Lane,  Bethesda,  Md. 
20014 

Carole  Dela  Motte,  5610  Chelmsford  Drive, 
Shaker  Heights,  Oh.  44124 

Dorothy  Driscolt  Smock  (Mrs.  Robert  W.), 
37  Grant  Street,  Concord,  Ma.  01742 

Grace  Emley,  1286  Burlington  Drive,  Hick- 
ory Corner,  Mi.  49060 

Martha  Fay  Africa   (Mrs.  Bruce  B.),   1920 
Wallace  Street,  Dutham,  N.C.  27707 

Eleanor  Finger  Stryker    ( Mrs.  James  W. ) , 
922  Bruce  Street,  Ann  Arbor,  Mi.  48103 

Marian    Friedman    Siegel     (Mrs.    William 
V.),    142-J    Shore    Drive,   Peabody,   Ma. 
01960 

Judith    Germaux    Page    (Mrs.    Robert    J.), 
504    West    Bell    Street,     Houston,    Tx. 77019 

Gwenn    Gurnack,     304     East    41st     Street, 
1407,  New  Yotk,  N.Y.   10017 

Susan    Haskell    Clokey    (Mrs.    Frank),    18 
Berkshire  Drive,  Princeton  Junction,  N.J. 
08550 

Lucille    Hillman    Cesarone    (Mrs.    William 
).,  Jr.),   Post  Office  Box   318,  Denville, 
N.J.  07834 

Janet  Kessling  Boese   (Mrs.  Klaus-Dietet ) , 
7207    Charlton   Street,  West,   Mt.    Aity, 
Pa.   19119 

Ruth   Anne   Maier   Bengston    (Mrs.    Bruce 
P.),  2621   Winthrop  Road,  Lincoln,  Ne. 

68502 
Susan  Offill  Killgallon   (Mrs.  William  C), 

805  Noble  Drive,  Bryan,  Oh.  43506 
Nancy   Pierson   Tolley    (Mrs.   John   P.),    1 

The  Chase,  Pinner,  Middlesex,  England 
Suanne    Pollack    Singer     ( Mrs.    Howard ) , 

9121  Skokie  Boulevard,  Skokie,  II.  60076 
Alice  Ropes  Turnbull    (Mrs.  John  J.),   % 

Mrs.  Sarah  Turnbull,  7  Duff  Road,  Hor- 
sham, Victoria,   Australia   3400 

Susan    Scott.     5250    Oakcrest    Drive,    S.E., 

Apt.  108,  Oxon  Hill,  Md.  20021 
Constance  Shane,  1308  Woodstream  Apart- 

ments, Warminster,  Pa.  18974 
Bonnie  Taschler  Casey    (Mrs.  Michael  C), 

H72    Alki   Avenue,    S.W.,   Seattle,   Wa. 

98116 Valerie  Valentine  Mabbott  (Mrs.  Peter  O.), 
56-A  Stratford  Road,  London,  W8,  Eng- land 

Susan   Wolpert.  20  Clent  Road,  Apt.   3-R, 
Great  Neck,  N.Y.   11021 

Linda   Young,   529  East   83rd    Street,   New 
York,  N.Y.   10028 

Carolyn  reporting: 

Many  of  this  year's  replies  brought  glad 
tidings  of  new  family  additions.  Mary 

August  Taylor  sent  news  of  her  new  daugh- 
ter, and  Dorothy  Cohen  Porper  also  writes 

of  the  joys  of  motherhood — Jeffrey  has  al- 
ready ttaveled  half-way  across  the  country 

to  Chicago,  where  Dotty  attended  her  tenth 
high  school  reunion,  and  to  Cape  Cod  for 
a  vacation. 

Although  Harriet  Bass  Little's  Matthew 
keeps  her  hopping,  as  one-year-olds  will, 
she  still  finds  time  to  be  active  in  the  Ju- 

niot  League  in  Rochester  and  the  Children's Theatre. 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman  and  Russ 
are  delighted  with  their  new  role  as  pa- 

rents and  "keep  wondering  why  they  didn't 
join  the  ranks  sooner."  The  Struckmans were  looking  forward  to  a  trip  to  Syracuse 
in  the  fall  and  hoped  to  stop  along  the  way 

to  say  "hello"  to  several  classmates. 
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Joan  Bailey  is  teaching  philosophy  at 
New  England  College  while  finishing  the 
final  stages  of  her  Ph.D.  Joan  also  writes, 

"I'm  quite  involved  in  revamping  and  re- 
considering American  education  and  have 

a  book  on  same  rattling  around  in  my 

head."  She  (and  many  others)  commented 
on  how  interested  and  pleased  she  was 

about  .Chatham's  new  curriculum  changes. 
Don  and  Carol  Baker  Wildemann  are 

"busy  studying  as  usual.'"  While  Don 
starts  his  dissertation,  Carol  is  taking  cours- 

es toward  her  Ph.D.  in  educational  re- 
search plus  working  in  the  new  Testing 

Bureau  at  Pitt.  The  highlight  of  this  year 
was  two  weeks  in  August  spent  vacationing 
in  Paris,  Amsterdam  and  London. 

And  speaking  of  Europe,  one  can  still 
find  Suzanne  Clewell  in  Germany  although 
she  has  moved  south  to  the  German  city  of 

heaven — Munich."  She's  teaching  third 
grade  at  the  American  Military  School,  and, 
as  usual,  has  many  wonderful  tales  of  trav- 

el and  adventure  over  the  past  year,  high- 
lighted by  a  three-week  visit  to  Russia  and 

Poland  and  a  visit  in  June  from  her  family. 

Joyce  Cordelia  Chew  writes  that  al- 
though her  two  little  ones  take  up  a  great 

deal  of  her  time,  she  does  manage  to  take 
some  graduate  courses  in  psychology  at 
Russell  Sage  and  to  sit  on  the  board  of  Al- 

bany's Childbirth  Education  Association. 
Joyce  tells  of  hostessing  a  Chatham  reunion 
in  August  in  celebration  of  Lucille  Hill- 

man  Cesarone's  wedding.  "The  Chew  Hotel 
held  Nancy  Redmond,  Dill  and  Kitty  Bar- 

ley Paiste,  Tim  and  Harriet  Bass  Little  plus 
ten-month-old  Matthew,  and  Mark  and 
Grace  Wilson  Sundelin  and  two-year-old 

Andrew." Dorothy  Evans  Fulton  sounds  as  busy  as 
ever.  Along  with  her  new  position  as  Di- 

rector of  Occupational  Education  at  West- 
ern State  School  and  Hospital,  she  is  at- 

tending Pitt  part  time  leading  to  a  mas- 
ter's in  special  education  and  rehabilitation, 

and  still  maintaining  her  active  role  in 
the  Washington,  Pa.  Branch  of  the  NAACP 
and  the  County  Health  and  Welfare  Coun- 
cil. 

May  was  a  very  special  one  for  Eleanor 
Finger  Stryker — her  husband  Bill  returned 
from  Thailand.  The  Strykers  plan  to  stay 
in  Michigan  for  two  years  while  Bill  goes 
to  graduate  school  and  then  move  to  West 
Point  where  he  will  teach  history  at  the 
Academy. 

Phyllis  Fox  Catz  seems  to  have  a  wide 
variety  of  things  to  keep  her  going  every 
minute.  Besides  her  two  daughters  and  a 
menagerie  of  creatures,  she  is  involved  in 
AAUW,  the  Alumnae  Association,  and 

substitute  teaching.  She  also  writes,  "We're 
putting  the  now  extinct  basic  curriculum  to 
work — HD  and  B  and  Modern  Society — 
Sandy  and  I  are  Democratic  committee 
people  in  Republican  Montgomery  Coun- 

ty-" 
"We're  both  feeling  liberated,"  says  Bev- 

erly Fretz  Nelson  now  that  her  husband 
Chuck  has  completed  his  Ph.D.  dissertation 
in  international  relations.  Bev  is  still  work- 

ing with  OEO  as  education  director  of  a 
Community  Action  Agency. 

It's  always  good  to  hear  from  our  asso- 
ciate members.  Catharine  Barley  Paiste 

sent  her  annual  newsy  letter — how  I  wish 
I  could  include  it  all.  Three-year-old  Wyn 
keeps  her  busier  than  ever,  and  she  had 
another  busy  winter  with  thirty-two  pre- 

primary   "darlings."    Although   she   decided 
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in  June  to  take  another  "unpaid  sabbatical," her  letter  sounded  as  if,  come  fall,  she 

just  might  return — with  a  little  coaxing. 
Christine  Burley  sends  news  of  her  move 

to  the  Philadelphia  area  where  she  is  work- 
ing as  a  visiting  nurse  with  the  Community 

Nursing  Service  of   Delaware  County. 

All  settled  in  their  new  home  in  Be- 
thesda,  George  and  Kathleen  Coyle  Guen- 
ther  and  three  sons  seem  to  be  thoroughly 
enjoying  Washington  life.  Kathy  is  able 
to  get  together  at  least  once  a  week  with 
Garland  Mackroth,  and  the  two  of  them 
had  a  luncheon  reunion  with  Sally  Taylor 
Pleasants  and  Suzanne  Clewell  this  summer 
just  befote  Suzanne  returned  to  Germany. 
After  a  vacation  to  Hawaii,  Kathy  recom- 

mends that  it's  "all  and  more  than  what 

everyone  has   ever  said  about  it." Our  best  wishes  to  Karen  Elliott  Griffiin 

who  write  of  her  recent  marriage.  Her  hus- 
band Harrison,  is  a  salesman  for  Harcourt 

Brace   Jovanovich,   Inc. 
As  for  the  Wards,  this  year  has  been  an 

especially  busy  one — trying  to  keep  pace 
with  our  active  two-year-old,  getting  reac- 
quainted  with  Pittsburgh  and  vicinity,  and 
experiencing  the  many  monumental  pro- 

jects, decisions,  and  joys  of  being  new 

homeowners.  It's  been  delightful  being  just 
around  the  corner  from  Don  and  Sally  Ter- 

bush  Drescher — we've  spent  many  a  good 
time  together  and  our  little  girls  have  be- 

come great  friends. 
Many  thanks  to  all  who  sent  news  of 

the  past  year  and  best  wishes  to  all  in  the 

year  ahead. 

Linda  reporting: 

Job  hunting  in  Durham  is  keeping  Marty 

Fay  Africa  occupied  this  fall.  The  Africa's purchased  a  new  home  there  after  their 
move  from  Boston.  Ambitious  Bruce,  who 
incidentally  has  a  Ph.D.  in  biochemistry, 
entered  Medical  School  this  year. 

Doris  Haukland  Nielssen  writes  from 

British  Columbia  that  she  is  "fulfilling  her 
maternal  instincts"  as  a  busy  mother  to  two 
energetic  girls,  Ingrid  and  Sonja.  Doris  en- 

joyed a  globe-trotting  summer  beginning 
with  a  family  visit  in  New  Jersey  where 

she  was  happy  to  chat  with  Barbara  Bau- 
man.  They  continued  their  travels  with  a 

visit  to  Arild's  family  in  Oslo  where  the 
beautiful  Norwegian  scenery  captivated 
Doris. 

Claudia  Grogan  Brenneisen,  Margie  Frye 
Wilcox,  and  Millie  Grossman  Zacher  re- 

port it's  Girls,  Girls,  Girls! — second  daugh- ters for  each  of  them.  Millie,  whose  eldest 
starts  school  this  year,  is  determined  to 
get  her  Ph.D.  even  if  it  means  braving  the 
Philadelphia  ghetto  by  night  to  take  some 
courses. 

When  you  see  a  Mazola  Oil  commercial 
think  of  Gwenn  Gurnack — she  writes  them 
as  well  as  several  other  leading  advertising 
accounts.  Gwenn  was  appointed  seniot 
writer  at  Lennen  and  Newell,  Inc.  Adver- 
rising.  However,  not  all  of  her  time  is  spent 
in  New  York.  In  June,  she  cruised  to  the 

Caribbean  aboard  the  "Rotterdam,"  and she  has  taken  up  fresh  water  fishing  and 

reports  a  "nice  catch"  of  Canadian  lake 
trout  and  small-mouthed  bass!  Gwenn  will 
be  singing  alto  with  the  New  York  Choral 
Society  this  winter  and  on  weekends  she 
intends  to  ski   in  New  England. 

Janet  Kessling  Boese  is  busy  painting 
and  redecorating  a  spacious  home  after  her 
return    from    Paris,    and    extends    a    warm 

invitation  to  classmates  who  are  in  Phila- 
delphia to  come  for  a  visit.  Girl  Friday 

for  the  Princeton  newspaper  is  Sue  Haskell 
Clokey  who  is  also  busy  fixing  her  new 
home.  Sue  misses  Pittsburgh  and  hopes  to 

get  back  for  a  visit  soon. 

A  busy  year  for  Judy  Germaux  Page  in- 
cluded the  arrival  of  Lauri  in  April  and 

Bob's  graduation  from  Southeastern  Semi- 
nary in  May.  After  a  summer  of  youth 

work  in  Washington,  D.C.,  the  Pages 
moved  to  Texas  where  Bob  began  doctoral 
studies   in  religion  at  Rice  University. 

Marian  Friedman  Siegel  says  that  Bill 

couldn't  have  found  a  more  perfect  location 
for   his    dental    practice   they    are    just 
a  short  drive  from  the  ocean!  Nancy  Greco 

Moran  and  Larry  joined  them  in  Province- 
town  for  Labor  Day.  Another  Bostonian 
is  Beth  Fellows  Klemm  whose  two  boys 

keep  her  quite  busy  although  she  finds 
time  for  the  Garden  Club  and  the  League 

of  Women  Voters.  The  Klemm's  sum- mered in  Wolfeboro,  N.H.  and  enjoyed  the 
cool  lake  waters.  Beth  proudly  reports  that 
Skip  has  been  promoted  to  vice  president 
of  marketing  for  Audiovision  Inc.  in  Bos- ton. 

With  two  growing  daughters  to  care  for 
and  a  full-time  job,  Janie  Hantman  Perrin 
still  finds  time  for  graduate  work  at  Pitt 
in  reading  and  language  arts.  She  is  very 
enthusiastic  about  the  reading  program  she 
is  teaching  at  Herron  Hill  High  School. 

Mary  MacConnell  Ferry  hopes  to  start  tut- 
oring ar  home  to  keep  in  touch  with  teach- 

ing while  caring  for  little  Beth.  Mary  re- 
ports that  although  her  activities  have  been 

child-oriented  this  past  year  she  did  man- 
age to  join  two  discussion  groups  and  to 

write  periodically  for  the  area  newspaper. 

The  Ferry's  took  a  trip  to  the  Virgin  Is- 
lands to  introduce  her  parents  to  their 

new  granddaughter 

From  Oklahoma,  Judi  Krasner  Barbarosh 

reports  that  she  and  George  are  very  in- 
volved in  their  jobs,  leading  different  types 

of  therapy  groups.  They  plan  to  vacation 
in  California. 

Your  reporter,  Linda  Wason  Bardonner, 

has  become  a  "ultilarian  artist" — having acquired  a  new  home,  I  wallpaper,  paint, 
and  refinish!  I  enjoy  an  occasional  day  of 

substituting  as  I  keep  in  touch  with  my  for- 
mer kindergarten  students  and  watch  them 

progress. Marty  reporting: 

"Bruce  and  I  are  working  together  in  a 
large  Presbyterian  Church  (3000  mem- 

bers) in  a  music  program  of  five  choirs 

made  up  of  270  people,"  wrote  Ruth  Anne Mater  Bengston  from  Lincoln,  Nebraska. 

She  added,  "I  am  definitely  missing  the 
proximity  to  the  campus  I  had  when  in 
Pittsburgh  though  Lincoln  is  a  university 
town  and  not  entirely  devoid  of  intellectual 

activity." 

Marcia  Mann  Butler  and  her  husband 
Bruce  have  been  living  in  Germany  since 
May  1969  where  Bruce  is  completing  a 

legal  fellowship.  Marcia  wrote,  "During the  past  sixteen  months  we  have  delighted 
in  the  historic  sighrs  and  natural  beauties 
of  almost  every  corner  of  Germany,  Austria, 

Switzerland,  Belgium,  Holland,  Luxem- 
bourg and  Liechtenstein.  Our  most  mem- 
orable weekend  of  all,  however,  was  spent 

in  lovely  Prague  where  we  became  vividly 
aware   of   the   brutality   of   the   Russian   in- 



vasion  and  became  even  more  grateful  that 

we  are  Americans." 
Joining  the  Sweet  Adelines,  a  female 

barbershop  group,  and  serving  as  their  cos- 
tume chairman  has  been  keeping  Nancy 

Munson  McCormack  busy.  The  McCor- 
macks  again  participated  in  the  Fresh  Air 
Fund  Child  program  this  summer.  Nancy 
also  reported  that  she  has  seen  Julie  Giv- 
ner  Reppenhagen  numerous  times. 

Susan  Offill  Killgallon  wrote,  "A  lot  has 
happened  to  us  during  the  past  year — our 
move  from  New  York  City,  the  acquisition 
and  remodeling  of  our  house  and  the  birth 

of  our  son  Billy.  It's  been  an  exciting  and 
wonderful  year." 

Candy  Parrish  Bauer  and  her  husband 
Ed  were  planning  a  fall  vacation  in  Cana- 

da, visiting  Toronto,  Montreal  and  Quebec, 
when  Candy  wrote.  Ed  was  promoted  to 
the  position  of  plant  metallurgist  at  Unit- 

ed's  Canton  Plant  last  April.  Their  four- 
year-old  son  Brian  staffed  nursery  school  in 
the  fall. 

"My  year  of  tennis,  painting  and  putter- 
ing is  over,"  wrote  Angela  Patrizio  Smith 

who  is  now  teaching  fourth  gtade  at  Hol- 
ton-Arms,  a  private  school  in  Bethesda, 
Maryland.  Angela  added  that  her  freshman 
roommate,  Rosalind  Benaroya  Poll,  had  just 
had  a  second  child,  Ryan  Albert,  and  that 
the  Polls  were  on  their  way  to  Getmany 

for  a  year  where  Rosalind's  husband  Mel 
will  be  with  an  opera  company. 

Also  returning  to  work  after  a  year  as  a 
full-time  homemaker  is  Nancy  Pierson  Tol- 
ley  who  is  working  at  the  Royal  Institute 
of  British  Archirects.  Het  husband  John 
has  another  year  of  study  before  getting 

his  master's  at  the  London  School  of  Busi- ness. 

Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  and  husband 
Micha  are  participating  as  part-time  in- 

structors in  literature,  sociology  and  com- 
parative teligion  at  the  School  of  Ad- 

vanced Jewish  Studies.  The  Theiners  at- 
tended the  1960  Class  Reunion  of  Taylor 

Allderdice  High  School  where  they  saw 
many  Chatham  friends.  They  also  enjoyed 
a  visit  in  June  from  Phyllis  Fox  Catz. 

Suanne  Pollack  Singer's  husband  Howard 
was  to  finish  with  the  Air  Force  in  October 
and  join  anorher  pediatrician  in  private 
practice  in  Skokie,  Illinois.  Suanne  added 
that  her  three  boys   really  keep   her  going. 

Although  their  home  is  Lima,  Peru, 
Tracey  Quarry  Gill  and  her  husband  David, 
who  is  an  investment  analyst  with  ADELIA, 
spent  only  seven  months  in  Lima  during 
their  first  year  there.  The  rest  of  the  time 
was  spent  traveling  in  Brazil,  Argentina, 
Paraguay,  Chile,  Uraguay  and  Columbia. 

"Our  home  is  open  to  anyone  passing through  on  her  way  to  explore  the  Inca 

ruins,"  added  Tracy. 
Ellen  Rosenthal  Sosnoiv  sent  a  brief 

note  explaining  that  fight  now  she  is  very 
busy  with  her  babies. 

Robb  and  I,  Marty  Richards  Cummings, 
enjoyed  a  wonderful  vacation  at  the  Thou- 

sand Islands  this  summer.  Robb  is  now 
chief  resident  in  obstetrics  and  gynecology 

at  Case  Western  Reserve's  University  Hos- 
pitals, and  I  am  now  a  full-time  home- 

maker. 

Nancy ann  reporting: 

News  came  this  year  from  several  busy 
mothers.  JoAnn  Rymer  Lightcap  wrote  that 
two-year-old  Ann,  hospital  volunteer  work 
and    tutoring   in    English    are   keeping    her 

occupied.  Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin  finds  that 
Joshua,  now  one,  is  fun  and  full  of  sur- 

prises. Barbara  Silverman  Freed,  busy  with 
Mark,  who  is  three,  and  baby  Wendy,  is 
considering  taking  some  evening  courses 

at  Wayne  State  University  to  "avoid  be- coming totally  involved  with  Mother 

Goose!" 

In  the  middle  of  moving  from  California 
to  Washington,  Bonnie  Tacshler  Casey 

found  time  to  send  news  of  Mike's  new  job with  Polaroid  which  has  them  both  excited. 

Bonnie  spent  a  year  working  with  the  Wal- 
nut Creek  Civic  Arts  Theatre  while  she  was 

in  California.  She  was  one  of  the  players 

in  Spoon  River  Anthology.  As  an  off- 
shoot of  her  work,  she  helped  formulate  a 

church  drama  group  which  performed  at 
a  church  service.  Bonnie  spent  the  summer 
with  seventy  9-to- 13 -year-olds  in  a  drama 
program  where  she  managed  to  do  three 
original  plays. 

After  two  years  of  no  news,  Valerie  Val- 
entine Mabhott  sent  a  long  and  delightful 

letter  from  London  which  more  than  made 

up  for  her  silence.  She  thinks  that  Lon- 
don is  wonderful  and  exciting — the  fact 

that  her  husband  is  "British  and  bearded" 
and  a  writer-producer  for  an  advertising 
agency  there  has  something  to  do  with  her 
enthusiasm  for  the  English  countryside. 

Val's  letter  was  full  of  travel  tales,  includ- 

ing her  trips  to  Paris  and  last  year's  holi- day in  a  small  French  town  with  fantastic 
wine,  news  of  her  own  work  at  an  adver- 

tising agency,  talk  of  a  Christmas  party 
complete  with  Lord  Snowdon,  John  and 
Yoko  as  celebrities,  an  announcement  of 
her  writing  a  cookbook  and  doing  some 
modeling  for  UGLY  (a  political  science 
major,  no  less)  and  finally,  news  of  her 

new  job  as  a  "creative  group  head."  In 
short,  Val's  letter  was  enough  to  convince 
anyone  that  life  in  the  States  is  surely 
dull!  It  seems  that  Val  is  in  England 
to  stay.  She  has  even  taken  some  courses  in 
French  literature  at  the  City  Literary  In- 

stitute. Although  she  says  taxes  are  higher 

and  salaries  lower,  she  wouldn't  come  home, so  we  will  all  have  to  write  her  for  more 
news. 

A  short  note  from  Bette  Watson  Mer- 
chant said  that  she  is  beginning  het  mas- 

ter's at  the  State  University  of  New  York in  educational  communications. 

Linda  Weinberg  Rosenztreig  spent  a  busy 
year  with  a  new  baby  and  daughter  Amy, 
who  is  an  active  three.  She  and  Richard 
went  to  the  Pittsburgh  Bar  Association 
meeting  in  Bermuda  and  Nassau  and  then 
spent  some  time  on  the  New  Jersey  shore 
with  their  two  girls.  They  were  looking 
forward  to  a  visit  from  Mari  Sachs  Gimbel 
and  her  family  in  the  fall. 

During  last  winter,  Mary  Ann  Wrigley 
Church  took  more  art  courses  and  has  now 

begun  work  on  her  master's  in  education. 
She  keeps  busy  with  her  two  sons,  but 
found  time  to  do  some  redecorating  and  to 
become  active  in  forming  a  local  Childbirth 
Education  Association  since  she  had  Tim- 

othy by  the  LaMaze  Method  of  Childbirth. 
The  whole  family  has  enjoyed  sailing  on 
the  family  boat. 

News  from  our  associates  finds  Suzanne 
Ward  Flanigan  the  proud  mother  of  three 
daughters,  Carol  Lynn,  7,  Connie,  4,  and 
Cindy,  1.  Lynn  Warner  Kluter  has  a  new 
job  as  a  fashion  co-ordinator  for  Higbee  s, 
a  suburban  store.  She  is  also  taking  gradu- 

ate courses  in  elementary  education  at  Case- 

Western   Reserve  and  should  complete   het 
master's  in  June  of   1971. 

Here  in  Connecticut,  things  ate  much  the 
same.  I  spent  a  hectic  spring  filling  in  for 
a  French  teacher  who  left  my  old  school 
system.  My  summer  was  very  enjoyable  as 
I  worked  in  the  Yale  M.A.T.  program  as 
a  master  teacher.  Steven  is  an  evet-active, 
all-boy  toddler  who  keeps  his  mother  on 
her  toes.  Larry  and  I  would  enjoy  seeing 
anyone  in  the  area.  Thanks  to  all  of  you 
who  replied. 
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Susan  Coleman  Heckman 

(Mrs.  James  D.) 
2653  Barracks  Road,  Apt.  E 
Charlottesville,  Va.  22901 

Bonnie  Markey  Seasonwein 
(Mrs.  Roger  A.) 

1010  Fifth  Avenue 
New  York,  NY.   10028 

Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 
(Mrs.  William  C.) 

19  Cherry  Street 
Datien,  Ct.  06820 

Sharon  Smith 
223  Peatl  Street 

Somerville,  Ma.  02144 

Sage  Tower  Mumma 
(Mrs.  Michael  J.) 

4206  Tuckerman   Stteet 
University  Park,  Md.  20782 

MARRIAGES 

Elizabeth  Blanton   to    Joseph    B.   Shelor  on 

June  3,  1970 
Louise  DeCarl  to  John  C.  Malugen  on  June 

29,   1970 
Deborah  Lee  to   Alfred   O.  Lavetti,   Jr.   on 

November  4,   1967 
Nancy    McNabb    to   Thomas    F.    Davis    on 

June  12,  1970 
Celia  Paul  to  Walter  South  on  October  12, 1969 

Catherine  St.   Clair   to    Rudy   Sustatich,  Jr. 
on  August   15,   1970 

BIRTHS 

Susan  Cohn  Brenner,  a  son,  Joshua  Elliot, 
February  2,   1970 

Jane  Coulter  Burger,  a  daughtet,  Jennifer 
Christie,  April   16,   1970 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn.  twins,  Gregory 
Kent  and  Geoffrey  Charles,  December  9, 1969 

Carole  Early  Cupps,  a  son,  Andrew  Scott, 
January   18,   1970 

Alice  Graham  Weber,  twins,  Margaret 
Elizabeth  and  Matthew  Graham,  June  3, 
1970 

Judy  Howard  Reilly.  a  son,  John  Charles, 
September   17,   1970 

Christina  Lagueruela  Mendoza,  a  son,  Vic- 
tor G.  Ill,  June  4,  1970 

Shadbano  Mirza  Ahmad,  a  daughter, 

Soophia,  April  22,  1970 
Renny  Mazo  Cohen,  a  daughter,  Colby  Re- 

becca, November  21,  1969 

Mary  McCulloch  Mitchell,  a  daughter,  Shel- burne  Anne,  February  6,  1970 
Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer,  a  daughter, 

Serena,  April  20,  1970 
Janice  Thomas  Wolf,  a  daughter,  Elizabeth 

Lynn,  August  3,   1970 
Jean  Wiest  Chamberlin,  a  daughter,  Chris- 

tine, August  3,  1970 
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NEW  ADDRESSES 

Pamela    Armstrong    Lakin     (Mrs.    Michael 
J.),    1481/2    North  Main   Street,   Alfred, 
N.Y.   14802 

Christine     Benanito,     5A19     South    Everett 
Avenue,  Chicago,  II.  60615 

Elizabeth  Blanton  Shelor  (Mrs.  Joseph  B.), 
Episcopal   High   School,   Alexandria,   Va. 
22302 

Jacqueline  Cain  Miller  (Mrs.  Philip),  225 
Eastern  Parkway,  Brooklyn,  N.Y.  11238 

Leslie   Cap/an   Itskowitz    (Mrs.    Alan    L.), 
2528  Beechwood   Boulevard,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.    15217 

Susan   Cohn    Brenner    (Mrs.   Paul    F.),    % 
General  Delivery,  Ireland  Army  Hospital, 
Ft.  Knox,  Ky.  40121 

Anna  Cox  Allred    (Mrs.   James  C),   1223 
Marlyn  Drive,  Little  Rock,  Ar.  72205 

Martha    Coyne   Scott     (Mrs.    Richard    S.), 
804    West  Sutter    Road,   Glenshaw,    Pa. 
15116 

Louise  DeCarl   Malugen    ( Mrs.  John   C. ) , 
400  East    Randolph  Drive,   Chicago,   II. 
60601 

Emily  Doyle,  The  Ansonia  Residence  Club, 
711  Post  Street,  Apt.  208,  San  Francisco, 
Ca.  94109 

Marilyn   Elder  Hodil    (Mrs.   G.    Raymond, 
Jr.),  28  Stoney  Brook   Road,  Westport, 
Ct.  06880 

Irene  Eraser,  201  West  Clark  Street,  Cham- 
paign, II.  61820 

Hannah  Gilman,  112  Holcomb  Street,  Sims- 
bury,  Ct.  06070 

Alice  Graham    Weher   (Mrs.   Paul  R.),  23 
Wren    Court,   Wheeling,    W.Va.    26003 

Ann  Greenhouse  Klein   (Mrs.  Steven  M.), 
2921  Morris  Road,  Ardmore,  Pa.  19003 

Barbara-Lee  Hewitt  Orloff    (Mrs.  Jon  H.), 
11850  S.W.  Boonesferry  Road,  Portland, 
Or.  97219 

Patricia  Kane,  98   Norton  Street,  Apt.  E-6, 
New  Haven,  Ct.  06511 

Sandra  Kretz  Callahan   (Mrs.  Richard  M.), 
%     Virgin    Islands    Flight    School,    Box 
164,  Kings  Hall,  St.  Croix,  V.I.  00850 

Christina  Lagueruela  Mandoza  (Mrs.  Victor 
G.,   Jr.),    499   West   Conference   Drive, 
Boca  Raton,  Fl.  33432 

Penelope   Langston    Zollinger    (Mrs.    Wil- 
liam    K.,    Jr.),     1005     Berkshire    Road, 

Grosse  Pointe  Park,  Mi.  48230 
Vivian    Lazur     Brantley     (Mrs.    William), 

1432  South  Avenue,  Apt.  56,  Plainfteld, 
N.J.  07062 

Deborah  Lee  Lavetti  (Mrs.  Alfred  O.,  Jr.), 
45    Lehn    Springs   Drive,   Williamsville, 
N.Y.   14221 

Barbara    LeEevre    Falknor     (Mrs.    Thomas 
E. ),    3041    Ormond    Drive,   Winston-Sa- 

lem, N.C.  27106 
Carol  Levin  Hill   (Mrs.  Edward  A.),  5415 

Newcastle    Avenue,    Apt.   2,   Encino,   Ca. 
91316 

Emily  Marshall  Hoak   (Mrs.  Dale  E.),  103 
Chesterton  Road,  Cambridge,  England 

Elizabeth  Marty    Welch    (Mrs.   Kenneth  C, 
II ) ,  3645   Curtis  Street,  San  Diego,  Ca. 
92106 

Kenny   Mazo    Cohen    (Mrs.    Dennis),    508 
N.E.  4th  Avenue,  Apt.  2,  Gainesville,  Fl. 
32601 

Mary     McCulloch     Mitchell     (Mrs.    David 
M.),    545   Olive    Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15237 

Betsy     McGregor    Cooley     (Mrs.     Stephen 
W.),  1820-35th  Street,  N.W.,  Washing- 

ton, D.C.  20007 
Kathleen  McNamara,   1310-28th  Street,  N. 
W„  Washington,   D.C.   20007 
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Jane  Nobel  Maxwell  (Mrs.  Mark),  202 
Locust  Street,   Philadelphia,   Pa.   19103 

Celia  Paul  South  (Mrs.  Walter),  552  Riv- 
erside Drive,  New  York,  N.Y.  10027 

Margaret  Paulson  Falk  (Mrs.  John  P.), 
139  East  35th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10016 

Deborah  Payson  Dechter  (Mrs.  Henry  T.), 
Kimberton  Road,  Chester  Springs,  Pa. 19425 

Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer  ( Mrs.  Rob- 
ert M.  M. ) ,  Peapack  Road,  Peapack, 

N.J.  07977 
Ann  Quenin,  239  Harvard  Avenue,  Allston, 

Ma.  02134 

Madelon  Rose  Fross  (Mrs.  Roger  R.),  5120 
South  Hyde  Park  Boulevard,  Chicago,  II. 
60615 

Catherine  St.  Clair  Sustarich  (Mrs.  Ru- 
dolph), 721  Arguello  Boulevard,  San 

Francisco,  Ca.  94118 

Carol  Sheldon,  1318-35th  Street,  N.W., 
Washington,   D.C.   20007 

Ann  Sparks  Haight  (Mrs.  George  S.),  2110 
Allen  Boulevard,  Middleton,  Wi.  53562 

Clare  Stebbins,  Le  Mans  1,  Apt.  E-2,  2515 
N.E.   Freeway,   Atlanta,  Ga.    30345 

Judith  Stone.  Box  4373,  Denver,  Co.  80204 
Janice  Thomas  Wolf  (Mrs.  B.  Harton), 

3245  Beechwood  Blvd.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Ann  Tooker  (Mrs.  Charles),  Rt.  2,  Box 
123,  Cannon  Falls,  Mn.  55009 

Patricia  Turcotte  Olesen  (  Mrs.  Roger ) ,  Box 
47,  Point  Pleasant,  Pa.  18950 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Eric  J.), 
%  First  National  Bank,  Apartade  Aereo 
4134,  Bogota,  Colombia,  S.A. 

Susan  reporting: 

Suzy  Callas  Francis  and  Dave  are  back 
in  Rochester,  Minnesota,  after  a  trip  east 
for  Dave  to  get  his  degree.  Dave  is  con- 

tinuing his  work  in  medical  research  and 
Suzy  is  busy  working  in  and  for  Zero 
Population. 

Louise  De  Carl  Malugen  and  John  spent 
a  two-month  honeymoon  touring  Europe 
and  North  Africa.  Having  graduated  from 
law  school  in  June,  she  was  busy  studying 

for  the  August  bar  exam.  John  is  an  at- 
torney with  a  large  law  firm,  but  they  have 

no  plans  to  go  into  a  partnership. 
Elizabeth  Blanton  Shelor's  husband  is  a 

chemistry  teacher  along  with  being  the 
varsity  football  and  lacrosse  coach  at  Epis- 

copal High  School. 
Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz  writes  of  two 

special  events:  the  birth  of  Amy  Rae  and 

the  completion  of  Alan's  residency.  Alan 
is  practicing  internal  medicine  with  a  group 
in  downtown  Pittsburgh. 

Susan  Cohn  Brenner  is  "adjusting"  to Kentucky  after  California.  Paul  is  teaching 
Josh  to  play  the  piano,  ride  a  motorcycle, 

etc.  In  Susie's  spare  time  she  is  still  try- 
ing to  break   100  in  her  golf  game. 

Christine  Benanito  has  decided  to  finish 

her  Ph.D.  in  English  literature  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Chicago.  She  taught  for  the 

Woodlawn  Experimental  Schools  project 

from   September,    1969-June,    1970. 
Jane  Coulter  Burger  is  really  kept  busy 

with  two  children  and  her  part-time  job 
as  an  educational  research  consultant  for 

school  districts  and  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh. 

Barbara  Crick  Kinsporn  was  surprised, 
as  was  her  doctor,  with  the  arrival  of  the 
twins.  Though  she  has  her  hands  full, 
Barb  believes  twins  are  the  greatest. 

Martha  Coyne  Scott  and  Richard  hav< 
moved  into  a  one-hundred-year-old  farrr 
house  and  are  looking  forward  to  redeco 
rating  it. 

As  for  me,  Susan  Coleman  Heckman,  i 
has  been  an  exciting  year.  Jim  and  I  wen 
on  a  cruise  to  Nassau  in  May,  Jim  finishet 
his  internship,  and  we  moved  into  a  town 
house.  We  will  be  in  Charlottesville  foi 
four  years  while  Jim  completes  his  ortho 
pedic  residency.  I  plan  to  continue  my  job 
at  the  Graduate  School  of  Business.  Thank: 
to  all  who  wrote — I  only  wish  I  could  havi 
heard   from   everyone. 

Bonnie  reporting: 

Betsy  Kern  starts  her  fourth  year  o 
medical  school  at  West  Virginia  and  even 
rually  plans  to  take  a  residency  in  psychiatn 
after  she  completes  a  medicine  or  rotatinj 
internship.  Over  the  summer  she  drovi 
2500  miles  to  California,  visiting  hospital 

to  have  some  idea  of  where  she'll  want  t( intern. 

Marty  Friday  Roberts  continues  to  worl 
hard  at  Boston  University  to  pass  her  Ph.D 
qualifying  exams  this  October  in  socia 
psychology. 

Raquel  Halty  Ferguson  and  husband  Bil 

take  generals  for  their  Ph.D.'s  sometimi berween  January  and  May.  In  the  mean 
time  they  have  begun  publishing  books 
Requel  welcomes  Chathamites  visiting  th< 
Cambridge  area. 

Hannah  Gilman  has  been  working  as  : 
research  assistant  at  a  small  company  re 

gatding  technical  education  for  "emerging' 
technologies.  She's  travelled  a  lot — so  fa to  New  Orleans,  Atlanta  and  Denver,  an< 
is  enjoying  living  in  Cambridge. 

Judy  Howard  Reilly  writes  that  she  am 
son  "Jay"  are  doing  fine. 

Carole  Early  Cupps  loves  being  home 
has  been  swimming,  playing  tennis,  am 
teaching  son  Drew  to  swim.  In  addition 
she  is  taking  some  extension  courses  ii 
elementary  education,  reading,  and  chili 
psychology. 

Alice  Graham  Weber  writes  that  sh 

couldn't  be  outdone  by  her  roommate,  Bar 
bie,  and  had  to  have  twins,  too!  In  ad 

dition  to  mothering,  she's  getting  read 
to  move  to  Wheeling  where  she  and  Pau 
bought    a    three-bedroom    townhouse. 

Kathy  Hoover  Hill  and  Scott  had  an  ex 

citing  year  in  that  Scott's  job  with  Esso  Re search  and  Engineering  sent  them  to  Franc 
for  three  months  last  winter.  Kathy  is  re 
tiring  this  fall  to  relax  and  start  house hunting. 

Ann  Greenhouse  Klein  and  Steve  hav 
moved  to  Ardmore  (suburb  of  Philadel 
phia)  while  Steve  does  his  residency  ii 
obstetrics  and  gynecology  at  the  Hospita 
of  the  University  of  Pennsylvania.  Alai 
Mark  keeps  Ann  busy. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff  and  Jon  lov 
their  new  home  which  is  located  one  hou 
from  Mr.  Hood  and  the  ocean.  Jon  work 
at  Evans  Producrs  Company  as  a  membe 

of  the  corporate  development  division  an. 
is  also  finishing  his  Ph.D.  thesis.  Bobbi 
keeps  busy  with  four  dogs  and  decoratin, 
their  house,  and  also  plans  to  be  a  guid 
at   the   Portland   Arr  Museum  this   fall. 

Debbie  Lee  Lavetti's  husband  is  a  skie 
and  tennis  player  who  was  formerly  a  pre 
fessional  baseball  player.  Debbie  is  doin, 
decorating  which  is  both  frustrating  am 
challenging  for  her. 

As   for  me,   Bonnie  Markey   Seasonweir, 



I  finished  my  M.S.W.  in  June,  and  Roger 
and  I  had  a  wonderful  vacation  in  Scandi- 

navia this  summer.  We've  been  enjoying 
traveling  and  visiting  friends  in  the  East. 
Thanks  for  the  news,  and  please  visit  if 
ever  in   the  New   York  area. 

Marjorie  reporting: 

Kristin  Jellison  Casteel  is  still  with  Key- 
data  Corporation  but  has  become  the 
supervisor  of  subscriber  service.  She  and 
Ralph  spent  2  weeks  in  Missouri — but 

think  it  is  the  "greatest  state  in  the  union." 
Ruthe  Klein  Kaplan  says  she  and  Bob 

vacationed  in  Colorado,  and  she  wishes  they 
could  vacation  a  lot  more  and  work  a  lot 
less. 

Sandy  Kretz  Callahan  has  had  a  very 
hectic  year.  After  spending  6  weeks  honey- 

mooning in  Canada  and  the  West,  Sandy 
returned  to  D.C.  while  Dick  took  off  for 
8  months  of  flight  school  in  Colorado. 
When  he  graduated  in  May  he  took  a  job 
in  the  Virgin  Islands  as  a  flight  instructor 
at  the  flight  school,  so  they  are  getting 
settled  in  that  warm  and  sunny  land.  They 
would  welcome  any  visitors  lucky  enough 
to  travel  there! 

Donna  Kwall  Smith  has  been  appointed 

a  psychologist  with  the  Pittsburgh  Puhli<- 
Schools  and  is  a  doctoral  candidate  at  Pitt, 
while  her  husband  John  continues  as  as- 

sistant to  the  Chancellor. 

Crist ina  Lagueruela  Mendoza  is  kept 
doubly  busy  with  l'/i-year-old  Cristina  and 
new  little  Victor. 

Penny  Langston  Zollinger  is  living  with 
her  family  while  Bill  serves  his  time  as  an 
Air  Force  surgeon  at  Cam  Ranh  Bay.  She 
had  nice  visits  with  Beth  Marty  Welch  and 
Barb  Wallace  in  California  and  Carole 
Early  Cupps  and  Sam  in  Toledo. 

Vivian  Lazur  Brantley  and  Bill  moved  to 
New  Jersey  where  Bill  has  a  new  job  with 
Bell  Telephone  following  his  separation 
from  the  Army.  Viv  mentioned  that  they 
had  a  delightful  trip  in  the  spring  to  Colo- 

rado and  Las  Vegas. 
Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill's  husband  Ed  is 

another  "escapee"  from  the  Army,  and  is 
now  an  attorney  with  Lirton  Industries  in 
California.  Carol  Beth  and  Ed  are  also 
Las  Vegas  visitors. 

Rebecca  Mark  Orlinsky  and  Zeke  were 
also  vacationeers,  spending  3  weeks  in  New 
England.  Zeke  is  busy  with  a  new  printing 
company  in  addition  to  his  job  with  the 

State  Attorney's  office  in  Baltimore. 
Berry  Marshall  Hoak  and  Dale  will  be 

returning  to  the  U.S.  in  December  when 
Dale  will  become  an  assistant  professor  in 
British  history  at  Florida  Atlantic  Univer- 

sity. Berry  has  been  abroad  for  AVi  years 
in  Greece  and  England  and  she  is  looking 

forward  to  the  sunshine  after  the  "Eng- 
lish condition." 

Betsy  McGregor  Cooley  and  her  husband 
Steve  both  had  their  noses  in  the  books 
this  year  as  Steve  studied  urban  adminisrra- 
tion  at  American  University  and  Betsy  fin- 

ished her  M.A.  in  community  counseling 
at  the  University  of  Maryland.  They  had 
a  pleasant  break  this  summer  touring  Scan- 
dinavia. 

Best  wishes  are  in  order  for  Nancy  Mc- 
Nabb  Davis.  Her  new  husband  is  a  3rd- 
grade  teacher  at  Chestnut  Hill  Academy  in 
Philadelphia. 

Shad  Mirza  Ahmad  writes  that  her  new 
daughter  Soophia  keeps  her  so  busy  that  she 
has  had  to  give  up  her  Arabic  lessons!    But 

she  still  finds  time  to  teach  sociology  at  the 
Aligarh  Muslim  University  while  Sohail  is 
a  teader  in  microbiology. 

Judy  Parry  Pike  writes  that  she  has  been 
teaching  pre-school  in  a  Day  Care  Center, 
but  she  says  the  next  3-year-old  she  works 
with  will  have  to  be  her  own.  In  the  fall 

she  plans  to  start  on  her  master's  in  social 
work  at  the  University  of  Minnesota.  She 
has  also  been  working  at  a  planned  parent- 

hood clinic  while  Harl  is  a  seminary  stu- 
dent. 

Celia  Paul  South  continues  as  commun- 
ity consultant  at  Albert  Einstein  College, 

while  her  husband  Walter  is  a  housing  con- 
sultant in  New  York. 

Heather  Martin  Price  spends  most  of  her 
time  keeping  up  with  her  two  energetic 
daughters.  On  a  trip  home  to  Pittsburgh 
last  fall  she  visited  with  Sage  Tower  Mum- 
ma  and  also  saw  Adair  Douglas. 

Renny  Mazo  Cohen  is  kept  busy  by  her 
new  daughter  while  Dennis  is  kept  busy  by 
his  duties  as  a  pediatric  intern  at  Shando 
Hospital  in  Gainesville. 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  Mitchell's  hus- 
band Dave  has  a  new  job  with  the  Instru- 
ment Society  of  America,  and  she  writes 

"new  home,  new  job  and  new  baby  girl — 
what  more  could  we  do  this  year." 

As  for  me,  Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer. 

Bill's  new  job  and  our  new  Volkswagen 
Campmobile  have  been  the  high  points  of 
our  year.  After  Bill  was  finished  with  the 

EXFO  '70  U.S.  Pavilion,  he  happily  drop- 
ped the  miserable  commuting  life  and  took 

a  job  with  an  architectural  graphics  firm 
in  the  neighboring  town  of  New  Canaan. 
No  more  waiting  fot  trains  that  are  2 
hours  late!  In  the  new  job  Bill  is  in- 

volved with  designing  sign  systems  for  sev- 
eral major  airports,  including  the  expan- 
sion of  San  Francisco  International  Air- 
port. He  has  been  there  several  times  on 

business,  but  so  far  I  haven't  been  able  to tag  along. 

We  have  really  enjoyed  our  camper  and 
have  been  away  almost  every  weekend.  We 
spent  two  weeks  in  August  in  Maine,  first 
in  northern  Maine  near  Baxtet  State  Park, 
complete  with  moose  feeding  across  the 
lake  about  150  feet  away,  bears,  deer,  etc., 
mountain  climbing  and  canoeing.  The  sec- 

ond week  we  spent  on  the  coast  at  Acadia 
National  Park.  It  was  wonderful  and  we 
ire  already  planning  to  return  next  yeai. 

Thanks  to  all  who  wrote — please  drop 

in   if  you're  passing  this  way. 

Sherrie  reporting: 

A  card  to  the  alumnae  office  brought  in- 
teresting news  from  associate  member  Jane 

Nobel  Maxwell  who  is  in  her  sophomore 
year  at  Hahnemann  Medical  College.  Her 
husband  Mark,  who  is  interested  in  going 
into  college  administration,  is  working  as 
assistant  to  the  president  of  Swarthmore 

College.  He  received  his  master's  degree  in American  studies  at  Yale  University,  and  is 
presently  writing  his  thesis,  the  last  require- 

ment for  his  Ph.D.  at  Columbia  University. 
When  Betsy  Pincus  Candler  wrote  she 

and  her  husband  were  excited  about  the 
coming  arrival  of  a  first  grandchild  for  both 

the  Pincus'  and  the  Candlers.  She  and  Dan 
stopped  in  Pittsburgh  last  spring  on  their 
way  to  the  Kentucky  Derby. 

Between  semesters  Jeff  Potter  Silver  and 
Paul  have  been  on  the  road.  In  June  they 
visited  with  John  and  Marg  Paulson  Falk 
in   New  York,  Steve  and   Betsy   McGregor 

Cooley  in  Washington,  and  Herb  and 
J  ante  Coulter  Burger  in  Pittsburgh.  After 
Paul  completes  his  law  degree  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Chicago  and  Jeff  completes  her 
M.A.  in  urban  studiets  at  Loyola,  they  hope 
to  settle  somewhere  west  of  Chicago,  and 
traveled  from  Portland  to  Santa  Fe  this 
summer  looking  for  the  right  spot. 

In  June  I  had  a  delightful  visit  with 
Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer  and  het  new 
daughter,  Serena,  in  Peapack,  New  Jersey. 
Between  building  an  addition  onto  the 
house,  pruning  the  fruit  trees,  and  playing 
tennis,  Hil  has  been  keeping  up  her  usual 

pace. 

Ann  Quenin  is  still  on  the  Boston  scene 
where  she  and  Debbie  Little  have  played 
host  to  a  number  of  familiar  faces,  includ- 

ing Jane  Lagas.  Sharon  Litchfield  and  Sabra 
Burdick. 

Tamworth,  New  Hampshire  is  another 
spot  that  often  has  a  contingency  of  Chat- 
hamites  staying  with  Helen  Read  Steele. 

When  Helen  isn't  teaching  chemistry  or 
swimming,  you  can  usually  find  her  riding 
her  trail  bike,  playing  tennis,  skiing,  or fishing. 

Dave  and  Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher  will 

be  very  sorry  to  leave  California  for  Pensa- 
cola,  Florida,  but  unfortunately  Uncle  Sam 

doesn't  take  preferences  seriously.  Ruehlie 
taught  second  gtade  last  year  and  plans  to 
do  some  substitute  teaching  in  Florida. 

Nancy  Russell  Ross'  husband  Richard was  made  assistant  ditector  for  Manpower 

Training  with  the  Boise-Cascade  Center  for 
Community  Development  in  Washington, 
D.C.  Although  he  is  based  in  Pittsburgh  he 
travels  all  over  the  country.  Nancy,  Holly, 

3Vi,  and  Rebecca,  almost  2,  travel  with 
him  whenever  they  can. 

Aftet  her  August  wedding  Cathy  St.  Clair 
will  be  a  United  Airline  Stewardess  Super- 

visor, leaving  Pan  Am  and  her  747  flights 
to  Australia,  New  Zealand,  and  Vietnam. 
Rudy  is  working  on  his  M.B.A.  at  Santa 
Clara  University. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Sally  Saunders 

Johnston,  who  is  teaching  second  grade  af- 
ter receiving  an  M.A.T.  in  elementary  edu- 

cation from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 
After  spending  the  summer  of  1969  on  a 
Navajo  reservation  in  Arizona,  Sally  and 
Mike,  who  is  a  fourth  year  medical  student 
at  the  University  of  Pittsbufgh,  fell  in  love 
with  the  west  and  may  live  there  when 
Mike  completes  medical  school. 

Carol  Sheldon  wrote  her  usual  fascinating 
letter  about  her  activities  and  travels.  She 
took  a  six-week  course  in  Oxfoid,  England, 
in  the  primary  schools  and  visited  many 
schools  around  Oxfordshire.  As  Carol  her- 

self has  been  involved  in  initiating  changes 

in  her  own  school,  where  she  teaches  6-8- 
year-olds,  seeing  these  methods  in  practice 
was  a  rewarding  experience.  Carol  ran  into 
Berry  Marshall  Hoak  in  Cambridge.  She 
spent  two  weeks  in  London,  then  on  to 

Ireland  for  "a  week  of  hitchhiking  and 

myth-breaking." I  have  had  a  busy  year  teaching  elemen- 
tary art  and  getting  involved  in  a  Title  I 

Project  Discovery  program.  In  a  ware- 
house studio,  two  others  and  I  have  statted 

a  venture  called  KiKo  Designs,  designing 
and  printing  fabrics.  Maybe  next  year  we 
can  retire  and  work  full  time  on  it. 

There  is  always  a  steady  stteam  of  fa- 
miliar Chatham  faces  around  the  Boston 

area,  so  there  are  lots  of  get-togethers.  If 
anyone  is  ever  in  the  area,  let  us  know  and 
we'll  show  you  the  town. 
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Sage  reporting: 

Ann  Sparks  Haight  finished  her  master's 
degree  in  psychology  and  worked  as  a  clini- 

cal psychologist  in  a  school  for  mentally  re- 
tarded children  while  her  husband  George 

was  finishing  medical  school  before  they 
moved  on  to  Wisconsin  where  George  is 
worljing  as  an  intern  in  surgery.  Ann  is 
now  enjoying  the  leisurely  ( ? )  life  of  a 
housewife  and  she  has  managed  to  see 
Sally  Saunders  Johnston  and  has  heard 

from  Bobbi  Hewitt  Orloff.  Ann's  sister 
Helen  (Chatham  '68)  was  married  in  Sep- tember. 

Clare  Stebbins  found  that  finding  a  job 
was  not  so  easy  as  she  thought  after  she 
finished  her  MS  degree  in  June.  She  final- 

ly found  one  as  a  teacher  of  high  school 
English  and  she  is  also  in  charge  of  a  water 
ballet  program. 

Anorher  master's  recipient  is  Rachel 
Stein  Gragg,  and  this  ambitious  gal  is  now 

working  on  another  master's  in  secondary 
education.  Rachel's  husband  Michael  hopes 
to  finish  his  Ph.D.  in  chemical  engineering 
by  the  end  of  this  school  year. 

Jan  Thomas  Wolf  says  that  she  retired 
with  no  regrets  last  May  and  now  is  en- 

joying her  new  daughter,  Elizabeth,  who 

manages  to  keep  her  "busier  than  I  ever 
thought  possible." 

Maureen  Thomas  also  has  been  study- 
ing hard  and  has  passed  her  doctoral  com- 

prehensive exams  in  clinical  and  social  psy- 
chology at  Penn  State,  leaving  the  Ph.D. 

yet  to  go.  She  is  also  working  as  an  in- 
structor in  psychology  at  Juniata  College. 

San  Francisco  seems  to  be  agreeing  with 
Barb  Wallace,  who  continues  to  work  for 
S.F.  General  Hospital  in  the  Pediatrics  Out 
Patient  Department.  Barb  has  turned  into 
a  real  traveler,  and  managed  to  see  much  of 
the  west  coast.  She  has  also  had  a  visit  from 
Penny  Langston  Zollinger. 

Carlie  White  is  another  traveler  these 

days.  She  went  to  Finland,  Denmark,  Ice- 
land and  England.  When  she  returns  she 

will  be  working  in  the  microbiology  de- 
partment of  the  Public  Health  Department 

at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 
In  a  fascinating  note,  Lynn  Williamson 

Laurence  described  how  she  and  Rick  man- 
aged to  wind  up  living  in  Bogota.  Their 

journey  to  Bogota  was  via  Buenos  Aires, 
Rio,  Caracas,  Puerto  Rico  and  St.  Thomas. 
Lynn  says  that  all  Chatham  visitots  are  wel- 
come. 

Patti  Williamson  has  a  new  job  as  ad- 
ministrative and  research  assistant  on  a 

federally  funded  project  studying  nonver- 
bal  behavior  at  the  University  of  Illinois, 
the  Chicago  campus.  In  addition  to  this, 
she  has  managed  to  take  up  weaving  and 
macrame,  and  has  seen  many  of  our  class- 

mates who   live  in   Pittsburgh. 
As  for  this  reporter,  there  is  almost  too 

much  to  report.  1970  has  really  been  our 
year  so  far.  Mike  finished  his  Ph.D.  in 
upper  atmospheric  physics  in  March  and 
started  his  new  job  at  NASAGoddard  Space 
Flight  Center  in  Greenbelt,  Maryland.  All 
this  meant  a  move  for  the  thtee  of  us,  and 
we  have  moved  again,  this  time  into  a 
house  of  our  own  that  is  just  perfect.  Our 
son  Petie  keeps  me  mote  than  just  busy, 
but  watching  him  grow  continues  to  so 
fascinate  me  that  I  have  developed  a  real 
interest  in  physiological  and  psychological 
development   of  children. 

Thanks  to  all  who  responded  to  the  call 
for  news.  I  enjoyed  your  notes  and  greet- 

ings.  Lets  hear  from  more  of  you  next  year. 
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Mary  Ann  Denning 

5815  Gulfton  Street,  Apt.  72 
Houston,  Tx.  77036 

Goldie  Jaffee  Katz 

(Mrs.  Joel  W.) 
16  Aspin  Court  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Zelda  Lipschutz  Gilbert 
(Mrs.  Paul  E.) 

33 V^  Yoke  Street 
Morgantown,  W.V.  26505 

Georgia  McKee  Holmberg 
(Mrs.  James  C.) 

166  North  Dithridge  Street,  Apt.   3-F 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Elinor  Scheirer 

390  East  Oakland  Avenue 
Columbus,  Oh.  43202 

MARRIAGES 

Kathleen  Carlson  to  William  L.  Schuchat 
Kathleen  Chalmers  to  Andrew  Kondglas  on 

October   2,    1970 

Susan  Clifford  to  Boris  Nicholas  Hayduchok 
on  June  20,   1970 

Pamela  Davis  to  Charles  M.  Eldredge 
Harriet  Dye  to  George  Raymond  Bakalar  on 

December  20,  1969 
Alice  Ireland  to  Steven  H.  Fesmire  on  May 

23,   1970 
Shelley  Israel  to  Kenneth  B.  Mark  on  De- 

cember 28,  1969 
Ann  Kessler  to  Edward  F.  Guinan 

Georgia  Ellen  McKee  to  James  C.  Holm- 
berg on  August  8,  1970 

Deborah  Rosch  to  Richard  F.  Blanchard  on 

July  18,  1970 
Helen  Sparks  to  John  H.  Trollman,  Jr.  on 

August  29,  1970 
Joanna  Tilghman  to  Emory  E.  Tamplin,  a 

law  student  at  the  University  of  Cincin- 
nati, December  27,  1969 

Ellen  Witt  to  Richard  H.  Berken,  an  insur- 
ance broker,  April   19,   1970 

Gail  Young  to  Richard  J.  Browne  on  Au- 
gust  15,  1970 

BIRTHS 

Vera  Berkouitz  Greenberg,  a  son,  Martin Geoffrey 

Gail  Davis  Reiner,  a  daughter,  Alysia  Mi- 
chelle 

Judy  Herbst  Goozh,  a  daughter,  Devon  Mi- 
chelle, January  17,   1970 

Judith  Mclntyre  /Murray,  a  daughter,  Erica. 
August   16,  1970 

Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman,  a  son,  Marc 
Ira,   October  28,   1970 

Audrey  Pysh  Theis,  a  daughter,  Melissa 
Lynne,  March  25,   1970 

Davida  Tunis  Philips,  a  son.  Marc  Aaron, 

July  31,  1970 Fern  Weiner  Canter,  a  son,  Eric  Geoffrey, 

July  24,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Judith  Bachrach,  %  Baltimore  Sun,  Balti- 
more, Md. 

Sally  Bamett,  14l3-29th  Stteet,  N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20007 

DeAnn  Beach  Burrows  (Mrs.  James),  33 
Moon  Hill  Road,  Lexington,  Ma.  02173 

Marpha  Beaire  Dye  (Mrs.  William),  47 
Berkshire  Streer,  Rochester,  N.Y.   14607 

Cathy  Beard  Davidson  (Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.), 
4750  Chevy  Chase  Drive,  Apt.  112, 
Chevy   Chase,  Md.   20015 

Edna  Bergen  Lapkin  (Mrs.  Martin  L. ),  100 
West    92nd    Street,    New    York,    N.Y. 10025 

Elizabeth   Bosson   Hanelius    (Mrs.   William 

J.),  3-A2  Lake  Shore  Drive,  Farmington, 
Ct.  06032 

Yvette   Bourgeois,    610   West    32nd    Street, 
Apt.  B,  Austin,  Tx.  78705 

Sabra    Burdick,    5426    Fifth    Avenue,    Apt. 
203,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Susan   Burke    Clemow    (Mrs.    Brian),   154 
Steele  Road,  West  Hartford,  Ct.  06107 

Kathleen   Carlson  Schuchat   (Mrs.  William 
L. ),    39    Arundel    Place,    Clayton,    Mo. 
63105 

Kathleen    Chalmers    Knodglas     (Mrs.    An- 
drew), 1026  North  Calvert  Street,  Balti- 

more, Md.  21202 
Susan  Clifford  Hayduckok  (Mrs.  Boris  N.), 

3416    Spring    Lane,    Falls    Church,    Va. 
22041 

Carol  David.  6338  Marchand  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Gail  Davis   Reiner   (Mrs.   Charles),  271-9 
Schucht  Village,  Gainesville,  Fl.  32601 

Pamela  Davis  Eldredge  (Mrs.  Charles  M.), 
24  A  Shaler  Lane,  Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Harriet    Dye   Bakalar    (Mrs.    George    R.), 
169  West  Carriage  Drive,  Chagrin  Falls, 
Oh.  44022 

Patricia  Edwards  Isham    (Mrs.   Alfred  C), 
803    St.    James    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15232 

Patricia  Elio  Cash   (Mrs.  Dennis  R. ),  448 
Estado  Way,  Novato,  Ca.  94947 

Kirstin    Fenninger.     107    Pinckney    Street, 
Boston,  Ma.  02114 

Gail  Fishberg,  94  Brainerd  Road,  Apt.  25, 
Allston,  Ma.  02134 

Karen     Frick.      l433-44th     Street,     N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20047 

Sam    Hoch.    1016  Lafayette  Street,   Apt.   2, 
Denver  Co.  80218 

Sandra  Hochhauser.   15457    Euclid  Avenue, 

East,  Apt.  21,  Cleveland,  Oh.  44112 
Catherine  Horouitz  Sa/tzman    (Mrs.    Marc 

D.),    105    Moorsgate    Road,    Andalusia, 
Pa.    19020 

Mary  Lou   Hutchins  McGuire    (Mrs.    Bart- 
lett  H.),  260  West  Chapel  Ridge  Road, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15238 

Alice   Ireland   Fesmire    (Mrs.    Steven   H.), 
5561  Beeler  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Shelly  Israel  Mark  (Mrs.  Kenneth  B.),  110- 
16    72nd    Avenue,    Forest    Hills,    N.Y. 11375 

Ann    Kessler   Guinan     (Mrs.   Edward    F.), 
40   Marlboro    Road,    Upper   Darby,   Pa. 
19082 

Kathleen    Kratt    Neeley     (Mrs.    James    D., 
Jr.),   29  West   Mohawk   Street,   Oswego, 
N.Y.  13126 

Barbara    Krause    Pegg    (Mrs.    William    L., 
Ir.),    HG    USAMVCOM,    Dover,    N.J. 

07801 
Gisela    Krueger,    %     Entomology    Depart- 

ment,   University    of   Kansas,    Lawrence, 
Ks.  66044 

Marsha  Lane  Camitta   (Mrs.  Bruce),  2405- 
B   Snark  Street,  Griffiss  Air  Force  Base, 
N.Y.   13440 

Holly  Lanigan,  4  Nutting  Road,  Cambridge, 
Ma.  02138 

Ellen  Lehn.    52   Garden   Street,   Cambridge, 
Ma.  0213S 

Roberta  Livingston  Reitzes    (Mrs.  Robert), 
4127  South  Four  Mile  Run  Road,  Arling- 

ton, Va.  22204 
Sarah   Llewellyn,    Department  of  Planning, 

Research  Unit,  Greater  London  Council, 
City  Hall,  London,  SE  1,  England 



Pennie    Mastantuono    Koenig     (Mrs.    John 
S.),   %   Dr.  and  Mrs.  William  F.   Pom- 
pirius,  Jr.,  R.D.  2,  Box  108,  Latrobe,  Pa. 
15650 

Pam    Matthias    Peterson     (Mrs.    John    W., 
Ill),  55  Spruce  Hill  Road,  Weston,  Ma. 
02193 

Patricia  McBride,  317  Evaline  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15224 

Leslie    Miller    Eggers     ( Mrs.     Maury    C. ) , 
8179  Ohio  River  Boulevard,  Apt.  B-30, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

Marcia  Mount.  1432  Arch  Streer,  Apt.  202- 
A,  Norristown,  Pa.  19401 

Katbryn    Osmond,     4100    Thomas     Street, 
Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

Edith    Penzenstadtler,    1221    Massachusetts 
Avenue,  N.W.,  Washington,  D.C.  20003 

Pamela  Poch  Fetter    (Mrs.   John   R.),   145 
East  84th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Susan  Price,    1915   Kalorama   Road,   N.W., 
Apt.  112,  Washington,  D.C.  20009 

Chilton   Richardson,   929   St.   James   Street, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Ann  Robinson  Risch   (Mrs.  Leslie  B.),  267 
Waverly  Street,  Manchester,  N.H.  03103 

Deborah    Rosch    Blanchard    (Mrs.    Richard 
F.),    13    Delson    Court,    Buffalo,    N.Y. 
14216 

Margaret  Sandridge  Sturgis    (Mrs.  Thomas 
K. ),  902  Vi   Washington  Street,  Colum- 

bus, In.  47201 
Susan   Schmerer,    5861    S.W.    12th    Streer, 

Miami,  FI.  33144 

Helen    Sparks    1 'tollman    (Mrs.    John    H. 
Jr.),    752    Live   Oak    Avenue,    Apt.    2, 
Menlo  Park,  Ca.  94025 

Constance  Sujantek  Simons    (Mrs.  Michael 
A.),    15490   Sprague    Road,   Apt.    F-17, 
Middleburg,  Oh.  44130 

Joanna    Tilghman    Tamplin    (Mrs.    Emory 
E.),  688  Riddle  Road,  Apt.  300-L,  Cin- 

cinnati, Oh.  45220 
Ellen    Witt    Berken     (Mrs.    Richard    H.), 

1400    South    Joyce    Street,    Apt.    B-507 
Arlington,  Va.  22202 

Faith   Yoho  Jay  cox    (Mrs.   Jack  S.),   1318 
Powderhorn   Terrace,   Apt.    202,    Minne- 

apolis, Mi.  55407 

Gail    Young    Browne    (Mrs.    Richard    J.), 
2429   Redbud  Lane,   Apt.  H,  Lawtence, 
Ks.  66044 

Mary  Ann  reporting: 

Hi!  It's  90°  outside  and  I'm  having  a 
difficult  time  remembering  that  it's  almost 
October  and  time  for  my  annual  correspon- 

dence. Everyone  who  responded  to  my 
questionnaire  sounds  pretty  busy  in  one 
way  or  another.  Academia  is  still  very 

much  a  part  of  the  lives  of  many  "alums." 
Pam  Davis  Eldredge  received  her  Ph.D. 

in  French  at  Harvard  and  her  new  husband 
is  a  law  student  at  Boston  University.  De- 
Ann  Beach  Burrows  is  also  attending  Bos- 

ton University  working  for  her  master's 
of  education  in  rehabilitation  counseling 
while  she  is  Ditectot  of  the  Rehabilitation 
Department,  State  School  for  the  Mentally 
Retarded.  Her  husband  is  an  economic 
research  consultant. 

Oi  Fan  Chan  Linsley  reports  that  she  is 

still  "working  for  the  Establishment  and 
trying  to  stay  alive  in  the  Big  City."  She 
will  be  taking  Chinese  at  Columbia  this 
fall  (after  working  hours)  and  hopes  to  be 
admitted  to  the  Far  Eastern  Department  of 

Columbia's  Asian  Institute  when  Tom  fin- ishes law  school. 

Becky  Conrad  Hahn  and  Larry  are  still 
going    to    graduate    school    and    teaching. 

They've  also  taken  up  skiing  and  are  anx- 
iously awaiting  the  atrival  of  snow. 

Yvette  Bourgeois  and  Sally  Barnett  are 
back  in  school  studying  law.  Yvette  (who 

is  still  a  "long  haired  hippie")  at  the  Uni- versity of  Texas  in  Austin  and  Sally  at 
Georgetown  University  Law  School  in 
Washington,  D.C. 

Susan  Clifford  Hayduchok  and  her  new 
husband  are  living  in  Washington  and 
both  working  at  the  Libtary  of  Congress. 
Susan  is  a  cataloger  in  the  German  Section 
and  her  husband  is  editor  in  the  National 
Union  Cataloging  Publications  Project. 
Alice  Ireland  Fesmire  was  the  matron  of 
honor  in  their  wedding. 

Cathy  Beard  Davidson  and  John  have 
also  moved  to  Washington  where  John  has 
received  a  teaching  fellowship  at  George 
Washington  Law  School.  Cathy  received 
her  degree  from  Chatham  in  May.  She  and 
John  have  adopted  a  1  Vi  year  old  boy,  Ben- 

jamin. Vera  Berkowitz  Greenberg  reports  that 
taking  care  of  the  new  addition  to  the 
Gteenberg  family  is  a  full-time  job  for 

her,  bur  she  wouldn't  trade  it  for  anything. 
After  giving  birth  to  a  daughter,  Alysia 

Michelle,  Gail  Davis  Reiner  recommends 
natural  childbirth  to  all  who  are  intetested 
in  having  children.  The  Lamaze  technique 
is  wonderful,  she  reports.  Besides  taking 
care  of  Alysia,  Gail  is  also  working  towatd 

her  master's  degree  in  sociology  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Florida.  Charles  received  his 

M.A.   in   clinical   psychology   in   June. 
Judith  Bachrach  has  a  new  job  that 

sounds  interesting.  She's  a  TV  critic  for 
the  Baltimore  morning  Sun.  Jane  Cooper 
Dickinson  is  working  as  a  staff  assistant  at 
American  Telephone  &  Telegraph  Co.  and 
her  husband  is  a  graduate  student  in  eco- 

nomics at  Rutgers. 

That's  all  the  news  from  my  corner  of 
the  world.  I'm  still  living  in  Houston 
( with  Diane  Savage ) ,  developing  a  Texas 
drawl  and  the  whole  bit,  so  much  so  that 
not  even  LBJ  sounds  too  funny  to  me  any- 

more. I  think  Diane  and  I  are  the  only 
1968  Chatham  representatives  in  Houston, 
but  if  any  of  you  ever  get  near  here  be 
sure  to  drop  by.   Houston  is  a  nice  city. 

Go/die  reporting: 

Although  Women's  Lib  is  growing  more 
prevalent,  some  of  our  classmates  ate  still 
content  to  follow  their  husbands.  Leslie 
Greene  Herskouitz  is  looking  forward  to 

Fred's  last  year  of  medical  school.  They're 
both  awaiting  the  results  of  the  Internship 
Matching  Program  and  hoping  Fred  will 
intern  somewhete  in  the  east.  Jenny  Jessop 
Becket  quit  her  job  as  an  assistant  buyer  at 

Kaufmann's  to  join  Tom  with  the  San 
Ftancisco  Giants  farm  system  in  Illinois. 
They  were  back  in  Pittsburgh  in  Septembet 
and  Jenny  was  job  hunting.  Steve,  Judy 
Herbst  Goozh,  and  latest  addition  Devon 
Michelle  will  be  flying  with  the  Ait  Force 
when  Steve  finishes  his  last  year  of  dent 
school. 

Pat  Elio  Cash  reports  that  she  and  Den- 
nis bought  a  home  thirty  miles  north  of 

San  Francisco.  It  has  floor  to  ceiling  win- 
dows and  a  pool.  They  vacationed  in  Ari- 
zona and  also  hiked  to  the  bottom  of  the 

Grand  Canyon,  then  back  out  the  next  day. 

She  described  it  as  "tedious"  but  really  a challenge. 

Many  of  our  classmates  are  still  in  the 
teaching    profession     and     seem     content. 

Harriet  Dye  Bakalar  and  Jill  Dworkin 
Eisner  are  both  teaching  in  the  Cleveland 

area.  Present  at  Harriet's  wedding  were 
Barb  Willis,  '69,  Sue  Cosgrove  Jones  and 
Caroline  Roth,  '68.  Jill  spent  a  relaxing 
summer,  including  several  weeks  in  Pitts- 

burgh, while  Irwin  attended  Atmy  Reserve 
Summer  Camp  with  my  husband.  Jill  and 
I  consoled  each  other  at  my  apartment  pool. 
Sue  Esterman  Borish  and  Warren  spent 
three  weeks  in  Europe  this  summer.  It  was 
a  little  tough  having  to  face  the  start  of  a 
new  school  year  after  their  vacation.  War- 

ren is  an  attorney  for  the  public  defenders 
which   is  all  criminal  law. 

Gail  Fishberg  has  decided  to  leave  teach- 
ing and  attend  gtaduate  school  full  time. 

She  is  attending  Boston  University  School 

of  Education  for  a  master's  in  education. 
Kit  Fenninger  is  also  in  Boston  working  for 
a  real  estate  company  as  treasurer  and  office 
manager. 

Shelly  Israel  Mark  and  Alice  Ireland 
Fesmire  are  both  enjoying  the  newlywed 

life.  Shelly's  husband  is  a  contractor  and 
manufacturer  of  store  interiors  while  Shelly 
work  for  the  Pantasote  Co.  Alice  finished 
her  M.S.  in  math  and  is  programing  for 
Rust  Engineering  Co.  in  Pittsburgh.  Her 
husband  is  working  on  his  Ph.D.  in  math. 

Sam  Hoch  is  a  detention  counselor  for 
the  Arapahoe  County  Jewish  Evaluation 
Center.  If  she  could,  she  would  take  all  the 
kids  home  with  her  and  take  care  of  rhem. 

Eventually  she  hopes  for  a  master  of  theol- ogy. 

Sandy  Hochhauser  reports  that  Beanie 
(Phaedra),  the  dog  raised  in  Laughlin,  is 
fat,  happy,  and  a  mother.  Sandy  is  working 
on  a  master's  degree  in  physical  therapy  at 
Case   Western   Reserve  University. 

It's  hard  to  believe  that  my  third  year  of 

teaching  has  begun.  At  least  this  year  I'm more  organized  ...  no  wedding  to  worry 
abour  this  October.  I  discovered  this  sum- 

mer that  Ellen  Goldblum  Kight  and  Aud- 
rey Smith  Banner  are  living  in  my  apart- 

ment development.  When  Jill  Dworkin 
Eisner  came  up  to  visit,  it  was  like  a  real 
Chatham  reunion.  Joel  and  I  are  planning 
a  trip  ro  California,  Arizona  and  Las  Vagas 

over  my  Christmas  vacation.  We're  really looking  forward  to  it.  Thanks  fot  replying. 
It  was  great  hearing  from  all  of  you. 

Editor's  note:  No  news  copy  was  received 
from  Zelda  Lipschutz  Gilbert  for  her  sec- 

tion of  the  class,  and  there  has  been  no 
reply  to  several  communications  from  the 
alumnae  office. 

Georgia  reporting: 

First  of  all,  I  would  like  to  extend  my 
deepest  sympathy  to  Pam  Poch  Fetter  upon 
the  death  of  her  husband,  John,  of  a  heart 
attack,  March  1,  1970.  Pam  is  currently 
working  at  Chase  Manhattan  Bank  in  New 
York  as  an  interviewer,  and  appeared  in  a 

movie,  produced  by  the  bank,  illustrating  a 
new  transfer  system  fot  that  company.  Pam 
adds  that  she  would  like  to  thank  all  her 
friends  from  Charham  for  so  kindly  visiting 
her  for  the  funeral,  which  was  held  in Pittsburgh. 

We  have  two  new  "mommies"  this  year! 
Jody  Mclntyre  Murray  breathlessly  sent 

me  the  news  after  my  "deadline  date"  that she  and  Jack  (bless  him)  participated  in 
a  natural  childbirth  course,  and  after  only 
three  lessons   both  parents  were  present   at 
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the  birth  of  their  daughter.  Jody  recom- 
mends the  method  highly,  and  feels  that 

more  hospitals  should  allow  fathers  to  be 
present  in  the  delivery  room  with  their 
wives. 

Moving  on:  when  asked,  "what  are  you 
doing?"  on  the  questionnaire,  Audrey  Pysh Theis  wrote  down  the  names  of  their  three 

children  and  commented,  "Need  I  say 
more?"  Seriously,  she  adds  that  Steve  has 
finished  his  surgical  internship  at  Indiana 
University  Medical  Center,  and  that  they 
expect  to  return  to  Pittsburgh  in  June  of 
1971,  after  he  finishes  another  year  of 
surgical  residency. 

I  also  wish  modestly  to  report  two  mar- 
riages which  have  taken  place,  both  being 

mini-reunions  for  Chathamites.  Deborah 
Rosch  Blanchard,  after  receiving  her  M.A. 
in  Semitic  Studies  (Columbia  University), 

was  married  on  July  18  to  Richard  Blanch- 
ard, a  medical  student  at  the  State  Univer- 
sity of  New  York  at  Buffalo.  Susan  Cos- 

grove  Jones,  Faye  Singer  Rosch,  Marty  Lar- 
kin  Komm.  Zelda  Lipshutz  Gilbert,  Kammy 
McCleery  MacKurdy  and  Mary  Templeton 
were  all  present  and  accounted  for.  As  for 
my  own  wedding,  the  ceremony  was  held 
in  the  Chatham  Chapel.  My  bridesmaids 
included  Kathy  Osmond  and  Dorothy  Zorn 
(1969).  Other  Chatham  friends  there  were 
Barbara  Krause  Pegg  and  Greta  Gunia 
Harkness  (1967).  Jim  and  I  are  both 
teaching  at  University  of  Pittsburgh,  and 
slugging  it  out  with  our  doctorate  degrees 
in  history. 

Others  of  us  are  teaching  and/or  going 
to  school.  Sharon  Litchfield  is  currently 
working  on  her  M.B.  in  voice  at  the  New 
England  Conservatory  of  Music  in  Boston, 
after  spending  fourteen  months  in  Europe 
working,  studying  philosophy,  and  travel- 

ing. Kathy  Osmond  is  doing  graduate  work 
in  political  science  at  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. She  is  also  taking  Arabic  lessons, 
certainly  a  politically  relevant  language  at 
this  time.  Pati  Pronovost  Loughren  is  into 
her  third  year  of  teaching  at  Howe  School 
in  Mt.  Lebanon,  while  Jay  is  finishing  his 
studies  at  Duquesne  Law  School  and  teach- 

ing U.S.  history  at  St.  Mary's  of  the  Mount 
High  School  in  Pittsburgh.  Chilton  Rich- 

ardson has  been  promoted  instructor  in 
biology  at  Chatham  while  she  works  on 
her  Ph.D.  degree  at  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. She  spent  last  summer  at  the  Ma- 
rine Biological  Lab,  Woods  Hole,  Massa- 

chusetts. 

Leslie  Miller  Eggers  has  also  been  pro- 
moted to  a  marketing  representative  for 

IBM.  Maury  is  busy  with  his  Ph.D.  work 
in  computer  science  at  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. Last  summer  they  attended  Ricky 

Ladd's  (1970)  wedding  and  saw  several 
Chathamites,  including  Sue  Cray  craft 
(1970)  and  Jennifer  Gearhart  Grayson 
(1969).  Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman  has 
retired  from  her  job  as  a  Maynard  Research 
Council.  Stanley  is  an  atomic  design  en- 

gineer with  Westinghouse  Bettis  Atomic 
Power  Laboratory.  Barb  is  also  working  on 

her  master's  degree  in  library  science  at 
University  of  Pittsburgh,  and  helping  Mary- 
Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  (1960)  to  coor- 

dinate the  activities  of  a  new  Chatham  al- 
umnae club  in  this  area. 

Last,  but  by  no  means  least,  we  have  two 
wide-ranging  travelers.  Ann  Robinson  Risch 
moved  from  sunny  Florida  to  New  Hamp- 

shire, where  her  husband  is  now  an  area 
supervisor  for   the   Anheuser   Busch   Com- 
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pany.  Moving  to  New  England  enabled 
them  to  visit  Linda  Taft,  who  is  teaching 

children  with  learning  problems  while  liv- 
ing in  Boston.  Alexis  McMillan  is  office 

manager  with  Senator  Charles  Percy  in 
Washington.  This  past  summer  she  toured 
Great   Britain  and   Ireland. 

Thanks  a  million  to  all  of  those  who  re- 

plied this  year;  it's  always  great  to  hear the  news  from  everybody. 

Ellie  reporting: 

The  atmosphere  of  responses  to  our  so- 
licitation of  news  this  year  would  seem  to 

reflect  the  times  we  are  living  in.  To  be 
sure,  there  is  mention  of  personal  news 

such  as  graduate  school,  new  jobs,  marri- 
ages, and  new  babies,  but  there  is  also  much 

of  what  could  be  called  personal  responses 
to  national  problems — from  participation 
in  planned  parenthood  programs  to  concern 
with  campus  unrest  and  increased  involve- 

ment in  the  growing  Women's  Liberation Movement. 
Included  in  the  lattet  category,  Leslie 

Tarr  Laurie  writes  that  she  is  putting  her 

Columbia  master's  degree  in  community 
organization  and  planning  to  work  in  her 
new  job  as  assistant  director  of  Community 
Organization  and  Education  at  Planned  Par- 

enthood of  Southeastern  Pennsylvania.  She 
has  been  working  to  increase  contraceptive 
knowledge  and  services  for  college  and 
working-class  women.  She  has  also  been 
working  for  the  repeal  of  abortion  laws  in 
Pennsylvania  and  has  participated  in  a 
legal  case  that  will  be  testing  the  constitu- 

tionality of  those  laws. 
In  response  to  other  national  problems, 

Sue  Thomas  is  assistant  director  of  a  local 
environmental  organization  and  is  writing 

for  a  new  area  magazine,  "The  Radical  as 
Professional"    (RAP). 

Gail  Young  Browne,  working  in  social 

psychology  and  specializing  in  mother-in- 
fant social  interaction  at  the  University  of 

Kansas  where  her  husband  is  a  graduate 
student  in  clinical  psychology,  reflected  on 
the  campus  disturbances  in  Lawrence  last 
spring.  On  rhe  lighter  side,  she  mentioned 
that  Mary  Cay  Knipmeyer  was  her  atten- 

dant at  her  August  wedding  and  that  Kathy 
Carlson  Schuchat,  her  husband  Bill,  and 
Gisela  Krueger  Fashing  were  also   present. 

Candy  Saly  is  attending  classes  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh  at  Johnstown  with 
a  proposed  major  in  the  fields  of  psychology 
and/or  Russian  language.  Jodie  Tilghman 
Tamplin  is  working  as  a  medical  secretary, 
and  Laurie  Weiss  Rothman  is  still  working 
in  a  community  mental  health  and  retarda- 

tion center.  Ellen  Witt  Berken  finds  her- 
self at  the  Grants  Administration  Division 

of  Extremural  Research,  the  National  Insti- 
tute of  Mental  Health  in  Chevy  Chase, 

Maryland. 
And  Susan  Schmerer,  Connie  Swjantek 

Simons.  Davida  Tunis  Philips,  Fern  Wein- 
er  Canter,  Jackie  Yates  Silson  and  Faith 
Yoho  Jaycox  all  send  their  greetings. 

Ellie  Scheirer,  your  faithful  scribe,  is 
becoming  increasingly  involved  with  gross 
societal  problems  as  manifested  on  the  Ohio 
State  University  campus.  In  a  series  of  in- 

tense incidents  during  last  winter  and 
spring  quarters,  many  people  here,  as  well 
as  elsewhere,  were  forced  to  face  squarely 
a  number  of  crucial  issues  challenging  all 

of  our  basic  assumptions  about  human  be- 
ings in  a  social  setting  such  as  this  one. 

While  this  challenge  has  hardly  been  met, 

forces  are  operating  to  bring  about  change. 
I  find  myself  most  concerned  with  my  role 
as  a  teacher  in  the  undergraduate  teacher 
education  program,  and  to  this  end  I  have 

been  "co-authoring"  an  experimental  in- 
structional strategy  which  will  hopefully 

meet  some  of  our  needs  in  this  area  and 
perhaps  in  others.  When  I  examine  my 
own  timetable,  I  also  realize  that  I  am 
scheduled  to  take  general  exams  this  fall 
(for  the  first  time  anyway!)  and  to  pull 
together  a  dissertation  in  the  near  future. 

In  closing,  a  word  seems  necessary  to  ex- 

plain the  earlier  reference  to  Women's  Lib. Some  of  our  responses  reflecred  a  definition 
of  the  role  of  the  woman  in  society  sharply 
different  from  what  most  of  us  have  been 
fed  over  the  years  at  home  and,  indeed,  in 

college.  If  the  "Movement"  is  to  gain  any 
significant  strength,  it  would  seem  that 
Chathamites  should  play  a  powerful  role. 
Onward,  Sisters!    (Exit  off  soapbox.)    .  .  . 

70 Diane  Deagan 

21  May  Street 
Rensselaer,  N.Y.  12144 

Evelyn  Lewis 
International  House 

1414  East  59th  Street 
Chicago,  II.  60637 

Cheri   Kohn   Schwartz 
(Mrs.  Joel  D.) 

5702  Wilkins  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Jane  Marcus 531  South  Melville  Street 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19143 

Susan  Schwartz 
152  Davis  Avenue 

White  Plains,  N.Y.  10605 

Patricia  Williams 
433  West  Gilman  Street,  Apt.  312 

Madison,  Wi.  53703 
ENGAGEMENTS 

Pamela  Bradley  to  Dennis  O'Connell.  Af- ter their  wedding  on  January  9,  1971 
they  will  live  in  England  for  three  years. 

Susan  Rice  to  Roberr  D.  Miller,  who  works 
with  the  U.S.  Information  Service  in 
Berlin. 

Jackie  Savani  to  Rick  Mitchell 

Karen  Schultz  to  Alan  Langsner,  a  law  stu- 

dent at  St.  John's  University  in  New York.  An  October  wedding  is  tentatively 

planned. 
MARRIAGES 

Victoria  Aldridge  to  Charles  E.  Ross,  Sep- tember 5,  1970 

Sharyn  R.  Fireman  to  Larry  Rubin,  June 

28,  1970.  Larry  manages  Stoff's  Brother- hood in  Shadyside. 

Caryn  Lynn  Hall  to  Larry  Arnstine,  Au- 
gust 8,  1970.  Larry  is  a  chemical  engi- 
neer at  Nuclear  Material  and  Equipment 

Company  in   Apollo,  Pennsylvania. 
Beverly  Hardy  to  Robert  W.  Vogley 
Priscilla  Jameson  to  Ray  Richardson  on 

October   10,   1970 
Mary  Kramer  to  Robert  V.  Krajci 
Normandie  Lee  to  Geoffrey  S.  Childs  on 

June  6,   1970 
Linda  Leob  to  I.  Leonard  Aronson  III  on 

June  14,  1970 
Dena  Loncoske  to  David  R.  Boxler  on  June 

6,  1970 



Sarah    Marks   to   Thomas   V.    Siciliano   on 
June  13,  1970 

Mary  Miesse  to  David  H.  Pattetson  on  Au- 
gust 8,  1970 

Susan  Narrow  to   Irwin   L.   Paull  on   June 
20,  1970 

Beth   Peterson   to   Timothy  McNichols   on 
May  23,   1970 

Janis  Rosenberg  to  Kenneth  Wasserman  on 
June  14,  1970 

Marilyn  Smith   to  Chuck   Half  on  August 
15,  1970 

Susan  Sponzilli  to   James   S.   Harland,   Jr. 
on  May  2,  1970 

Diana  Urban  to  Thomas  J.  Eichler,  on  June 
6,  1970 

Ellen    Weller  to   Andrew   Herf   on   August 
2,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Victoria  Aldridge  Ross  (Mrs.  Charles  G.), 
%  C.  J.  Aldrige,  5135  Logans  Ferry 
Road,  Murraysville,  Pa.   15668 

Debbie  Ahrens  Newell  (Mrs.  Steven  H.), 
468  Fruit  Hill  Avenue,  North  Provi- 

dence, R.I.  02911 
Mary  Archick  Antimary  ( Mrs.  Ralph  J., 

Jr.),  203  Broadway  Extension,  North 
Versailles,  Pa.   15137 

Trinka  Blickle.  126  West  73rd  Street,  Apt. 
8,  New  York,  N.Y.  10023 

Pamela  Bradley,  5821  Aylesboro  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Bonnie  Brown  Mooney  (Mrs.  Richard  A.), 
2625  Park  Avenue,  Apt.  6-G,  Bridge- 

port, Ct.  06604 
Linda  Canan  Horn  (Mrs.  Ronald  M.), 

2031  Wendover  Street,  Apt.  5,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15217 

Linda  Caplan  Goldman  (Mrs.  Foster  S., 
Jr.),  5780  Fifrh  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15232 

Mary  Dievendorf  Bickerstaff  (Mrs.  Thomas 
A.),  25-D  Fairway  Drive,  Wethersfield, 
Ct.  06109 

Melissa  Dodge,  Wadsworth  Atheneum, 
Hartford,  Ct.  06103 

Sharyn  Fireman  Rubin  (Mrs.  Lawrence), 
5708  Walnut  Street,  Apt.  1-D,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.   15232 
Martha  Fix,  816  North  Negley  Avenue, 

Apt.  2,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 
Louise  Garber  and  Pamela  Gast,  80  Summit 

Avenue,  Brookline,  Ma.  02146 
Katrine  Geha,  Tower  A,  University  of  Flor- 

ida, Gainesville,  Fl.  32601 
Deborah  Grey  Loving  (Mrs.  Geoffrey,  42 

Marvin  Avenue,  Akron,  Oh.  44302 
Caryn  Hall  Arnstine  (Mrs.  Larry),  140  La 

Vale  Drive,  Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 
Sherry  Handsman  Steiner  (Mrs.  Julius  M.), 

308  Ridgedale  Road,  Louisville,  Ky. 
40206 

Linda  Harmon,  5609-5th  Avenue,  Apt.  8, 
Riverdale,  Md.  20840 

Beverly  Hardy  Vogley  (Mrs.  Robert  W.), 
%  E.  W.  Hardy,  2535  Rambling  Court, 
Vienna,  Va.  22180 

Barbara  Jacobs,  37  Puffton  Village  Apart- 
ments, 1040  North  Pleasant  Street,  Am- 

herst, Ma.  01002 
Priscilla  Jameson  Richardson  (Mrs.  Ray), 

301  South  Negley  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15206 

Ellen  Judson,  %  Teacher  Corps,  2  Cole- 
chester  Avenue,  Burlington,  Vt.  05401 

Mary  Kale,  52  College  Avenue,  Valparaiso, 
In.  46383 

Peggy    Kerestes,     Helfrick     Springs,     Apt. 
BT-1,  900  Mickley  Road,  Whitehall,  Pa. 
18052 

Kitty    Kramer   Krajci    (Mrs.    Robert    V.), 
603  Worth  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Janet  Kugler  James   (Mrs.  Clifton  E.,  Jr.), 
6400     Bartlett    Street,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15217 

Ann  Lange,  146  Sutherland  Road,  Brighton, 
Ma.  02135 

Normandie  Lee  Childs  (Mrs.  Geoffrey  S.), 
273  Bennett  Avenue,  New  York  City, 
N.Y.  10033 

Rose  Liguori,  4323  Spruce  Street,  Philadel- 
phia, Pa.  19104 

Linda  Loeb  Aronson  (Mrs.  I.  Leonard,  III), 

6235  Fifth  Avenue,  Apt.  B-17,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15232 

Dena  Loncoske  Boxler  (Mrs.  David  R.), 
509  Smith  Street,  Ridgway,  Pa.  15853 

Ruby  Mages,  351  Broad  Street,  Apt.  B-302, 
Newark,  N.J.  07104 

Sarah  Marks  Siciliano  ( Mrs.  Thomas  V. ) , 
1352  Denniston  Avenue,  Pitsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Corliss  McCutcheon  Jobin  (Mrs.  George 

H.,  Ill),  2849  Masefield  Drive,  Bloom- 
field  Hills,   Mi.   48013 

Julie  Metzger,  5821  Aylesboro  Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15217 

Mary  Miesse  Patterson  ( Mrs.  David  H. ) , 
127  Field  Club  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15238 

Phoebe  Morse,  19  South  Street,  Brighton, 
Ma.  02135 

Susan  Narrow  Paull  (Mrs.  Irwin  L.),  511 
Village  in  the  Park,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15214 

Dorothea  Newport  and  Margaret  Walsh, 
38  Grove  Street,  Apt.  4,  Boston,  Ma. 
02114 

Karen  Niles,  170  Parker  Hill  Avenue,  Apt. 
20,  Brookline,  Ma.  02146 

Cheryl  Olkes,  Neil  Hall,  1634  Neil  Avenue, 
Columbus,  Oh.  43210 

Adrienne  Olson,  626  Hastings  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Maesi  Palar,  %  Miss  Claire  Engers,  40 
Lookout  Circle,  Larchmont,  N.Y.  10538 

Susan  Patton,  19-A  Lexington  Avenue, 
Dover,  N.H.  03820 

Jonnie  Pearson  McElroy  (Mrs.  James),  631 
Main  Street,  Middletown,  Ct.  06457 

Patricia  Peckinpaugh,  1331  Marion  Street, 
Denver,  Co.  80218 

Elizabeth  Peterson  McNicholas  (Mrs.  Tim- 
othy P.),  1501  Shady  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.   15217 
Cynthia  Plotkin,  Kealaheke  School,  P.O. 

Box  767,  Kailua-Kona,  Hi.  96740 
Julia  Pollock,  4  Park  Road,  Apt.  4,  Wheel- 

ing, W.V.  26003 
Janis  Roseberg  Wasserman  (Mrs.  Kenneth 

M. ),  703  Southwest  9th  Avenue,  Gaines- 
ville, Fl.  32601 

Lynn  Sabetti,  626  Hastings  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Jackie  Savani,  3600  Chestnut  Street,  Apt. 
A-1002,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19104 

Marilyn  Scarantino,  Brown  University, 
Graduate  Center,  Tower  C,  Box  7124, 
Providence,  R.I.  02912 

Barbara  Smith,  University  of  North  Caro- 
lina, Chapel  Hill,  N.C.  27514 

Marilyn  Smith  Half  (Mrs.  Charles),  % 
The  Barlow  School,  Amenia,  N.Y.  12501 

Susan  Sponzilli  Harland  (Mrs.  James  S., 
Jr.),  42  Spence  Street,  Apt.  29,  Regina, 
Saskatchewan,  Canada 

Pamela  Stock,  5715  Howe  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15232 

Susanne  Szabo  Rostock  (Mrs.  Fedrik), 
4745  Capitol  Avenue,  Omaha,  Ne.  68132 

Susan  Thorn,  141  East  13th  Stteet,  New 
York,  N.Y.   10003 

Diana  Urban  Eichler  (Mrs.  Thomas  J.), 
358  Fort  Evans  Drive,  Apt.  9,  Leesburg, 
Va.  22075 

Ellen  Weller  Herf  (Mrs.  Andrew),  8  Sil- 
ver Drive,  Nashua,   N.H.  03060 

Jane  Yankovic  Bandler  (Mrs.  Richard  J.), 
178  Bradley  Street,  New  Haven,  Ct. 

06512 

Immediately  following  graduation  each 

year  a  letter  is  sent  from  the  alumnae  of- 
fice to  all  former  students  of  that  class  in- 

viting them  to  become  associate  members 
of  the  Alumnae  Association.  The  following 
former  students  have  replied  to  the  invi- 

tation and  are  now  associate  members  of 
the  Class  of  1970. 

Betsy  Belcher  MacMillan  (Mrs.  John  D.), 
48  Winding  Road,  Rochester,  N.Y. 14618 

Frances  Conkey,  197  Corbett  Avenue,  San 
Francisco,  Ca.  94114 

Laura  Cordrey,  83  Winthtop  Avenue,  Al- 
bany, N.Y.  12203 

Susan  Dann  Rothenberg  (Mrs.  Richard  S.), 
231-A  Kinderkamack  Road,  Hackensack, 

N.J.  07601 
Rosalind  Melnik,  108-1  l-68th  Road,  For- 

est Hills,  N.Y.  11375 

Gayle  Parker,  211  Richwood  Avenue,  Mor- 
gantown,  W.  Va.  26506 

Clare  Ruthenburg,  3320  Koring  Road, 
Evansville,  In.  47712 

Dvora  Seff  Millstone  (Mrs.  David  J.),  244 
River  view  Court,  Morgantown,  W.V. 26505 

Margaret  Simon,  Box  94,  Frank,  Pa.  15041 
Constance  Wilkinson,  %  Sarah  Lawrence 

College,  Department  of  Drama,  Bronx- 
ville,  N.Y.  10708 

Diane  reporting: 

If  Charham  has  survived  the  year  thus 
far  without  the  sage  advice  of  the  Class 

of  '70  to  guide  her,  the  economy  too,  from 
what  I've  read  lately,  is  getting  along  with- 

out recent  college  graduates.  Still,  in  spite 
of  the  ostensibly  tight  job  market,  several 
members  of  our  class  are  not  only  em- 

ployed, but  pleased  with  their  jobs. 
Vicki  Aldridge  Ross,  for  example,  sug- 

gests criminal  justice  as  a  fascinating  field. 
She  spent  the  months  before  her  September 
wedding  working  for  the  Pennsylvania 
Crime  Commission  as  an  administrative  as- 

sistant. Another  "I  love  my  job"  came  in 
from  Pam  Bradley,  presently  an  economic 
analyst  for  the  Pittsburgh  National  Bank. 
Also  living  in  Pittsburgh  this  year  are 
Linda  Caplan  Goldman  and  her  husband 
Foster,  an  attorney. 

Up  in  New  England,  Prudence  Brighton 
is  working  in  Lowell,  Massachusetts,  where 
she  is  a  cub  reporter  for  the  Lowell  Sun. 
Bonnie  Brown  Mooney  and  Richard  are 

still  in  Bridgeport,  and  Bonnie  is  a  custo- 
mer representative  for  the  Xerox  Corpo- 

ration (Xerox,  huh?  Where  was  she  back 
when  we  had  to  copy  tutorials? ) . 

The  lure  of  the  Big  City  has  apparently 
ensnared  a  few  of  our  classmates.  Trink 

Blickle  is  working  in  the  articles  depart- 
ment of  Redbook  magazine  and  sharing  a 

New  York  apartment  with  Ellen  Gonchar. 
According  to  Trink,  Joanne  Pedicord  lives 

only  half  a  block  away,  so  it  looks  as  if 
New  York  may  be  getting  its  share  of 
former  Chathamites  as  well  as  Boston. 

Trink  also  writes  that  Sewell  is  "alive  and 
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well  in  Philadelphia,  teaching  elementary 

school." Summer  activities  will  be  only  memories 
by  the  time  the  Recorder  comes  out,  but 
two  of  the  responses  to  my  questionnaites 
indicate  that  it  was  a  rather  pleasant  time 
for  several  class  members.  Sue  Craycraft 
attended  weddings  all  summer,  and  she  re- 

ports having  seen  quite  a  number  of  Chat- 
ham people,  including  Ricky  Laid,  Barb 

McEliece,  Bob  and  Pat  King  Gutcbeck, 
Lenny  and  Linda  Loeb  Aronson,  Dena  Lon- 
coske  Boxler,  Martha  Fix  and  Dawn  Fischer. 

Now  that  summer's  over  Sue  is  back  to  the 
books  at  Rutgers,  where  she  is  studying 
German   literature. 

Chris  Biel  and  Tricia  Graham  spent  a 

"fantastic!"  summer  driving  through  Eur- 
ope in  Chris's  trusty  VW.  After  a  vacatoin 

like  that,  what  mote  could  anyone  ask  for? 

Well,  there's  one  thing,  perhaps:  at  last 
information,  Chris  was  waiting  for  her 
welfare  checks  to  start  arriving.  It  seems 
no  one  would  believe  that  a  Chatham  edu- 

cation is  more  valuable  than  secretarial 
skills. 

Diane  Cohen  is  studying  at  Pitt  for  her 
MAT.  In  addition  to  taking  education 

courses,  she's  doing  her  teaching  internship 
at  Churchill  Area  High  School,  not  only 
teaching  chemistry,  but  also  serving  as  co- 
sponsor  for  the  sophomore  class  there. 

I'm  in  an  MAT  program  in  English,  and 
with  over  5000  students  on  campus  here 

at  New  Paltz,  I'm  just  about  ready  to  be 
homesick  for  Chatham  (well,  almost). 
Good  things  which  help  to  offset  the  size 
of  this  place  include  having  my  very  own 

apartment  (even  though  I  can't  cook)  and 
being  only  about  an  hour's  drive  from  two 
of  my  favorite  places:  home  to  the  north 
and  New  York  City  to  the  south. 

My  final  news  comes  from  Ginger  Allen 

Taylor.  She's  taking  courses  in  philosophy 
part  time  at  Providence  College,  but  her 
best  news  is  that  Chris  had  his  CO. 

status  approved  in  June.  He's  begun  do- 
ing alternate  service  in  a  children's  home, 

a  job  Ginger  says  they're  hopeful  his  board will  approve.  And  that  rather  cheerful  note 

concludes  the  news  I've  received  for  this 
fall.  Thanks  to  all  who  tesponded  .  .  . 
but  whete  are  the  rest  of  you? 

A  note  to  Mrs.  Swisshelm  in  the  alumnae 
office  brings  late  news  of  Linda  Canan 
Horn.  Since  her  husband  Ron  has  been  re- 

classified 1-Y,  they  have  applied  to  several 
schools  for  graduate  work — he  for  a  doctor- 

al program  in  metallurgy  or  an  urban  sci- 

ence program,  and  Linda  for  a  master's  in 
social  work.  At  present  Linda  is  finding  her 
job  as  a  caseworker  for  the  Allegheny 
County  Board  of  Assistance  stimulating  and 
rewarding.  Ron  is  taking  a  course  in  metal 
sculpture  at  the  Arts  and  Crafts  Center,  so 

their  new  apartment  "will  soon  be  littered 
with  his  masterpieces." 

Evie  reporting: 

Shalom!  I'm  now  in  Chicago,  attending 
graduate  school  in  education.  I  spent  the 
summer  teaching  in  a  Day  Care  Center  in 

Cleveland's  inner  city. 
Summer  weddings  afforded  Chathamites 

the  opportunity  for  reunions.  At  Caryn 

Hall  Anstine's  wedding,  bridesmaid  Martha 
Fix  caught  the  bouquet  and  Dawn  Fischer 

was  the  soloist.  Other  class  of  '70  guests 
included  Linda  Loeb  Aronson,  Dena  Lon- 
coske  Boxler,  and  Susan  Craycraft.  Caryn 
is  teaching  first  grade  in  Monroeville  and 
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Martha  is  working  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh  while  attending  grad  school  by 

night. 
Sharyn  Fireman  Rubin  was  attended  by 

Janice  Lee  and  Marcia  Binstock  Swartz 

('68)  at  her  wedding.  Sharyn  has  begun 
work  at  the  University  of  Pittsbufgh  for 
a  graduate  degree  in  special  education  for 
the  visually  handicapped.  She  wants  every- 

one to  visit  her  if  they  are  in  the  Pittsburgh 
area. 

With  Pam  Gast  as  het  maid  of  honor, 
Ellen  Weller  Herf  hosted  ten  Chatham 
friends  at  her  wedding.  Present  at  the 

reunion  were:  Cathy  O'Daniel,  Pam  Brad- 
ley, Evie  Lewis,  Lisa  Garber,  Trinka  Blickle, 

Jane  Marcus,  Ellen  Goncbar,  Bonnie  Smith, 

and  Ann  Wakeley  ('71).  Pam  Gast  spent 
the  summer  at  Camp  Fernwood  in  Maine 
and  is  teaching  first  grade  in  Somerville, 
Massachusettes.  Ellen  Gonchar  is  attending 
the  New  York  School  of  Interior  Design 
and  sharing  an  apartment  with  Trinka 
Blickle.  Ellie  and  Trinka  welcome  any 
Chatham  alumnae  when  they  are  in  New 
York. 

Graduate  school  has  called  other  class 
members.  Judy  Foecking  is  attending  Case 
Western  Reserve  in  German.  Katrina  Geha 
has  entered  a  doctotal  program  in  social 
psychology  at  the  University  of  Florida. 
Mary  Ann  Dievendorf  Bickerstaff  is  a  full- 
time  gtaduate  student  at  Hartt  College  of 
Music  at  the  University  of  Hartford,  major- 

ing in  opera  toward  a  master  of  music  de- 
gree. Husband  Tom  is  a  management  train- 

ee for  Metropolitan  Life  Insurance. 

Melissa  Dodge  has  a  job  as  a  secretary- 
supervisor  in  the  Department  of  Education 
and  Art  History  at  Wadsworth  Atheneum 
in  Hartford.  She  has  also  been  asked  to 

join  the  Insurance  Clubs  Entertainment  Bu- 
reau in  the  Hartford  area. 

Sherry  Handsman  Steiner  is  acting  by 
night  and  secretarying  by  day  as  husband 
Julius  attends  law  school. 

Debbie  Grey  Loving  and  husband  Geoff 
are  in  Akron,  Ohio  where  Debbie  hopes 
to  work  for  Akron  Urban  Renewal  and 
Geoff  is  associated  with  Kraus-Alexander 
Construction    Company. 

Laura  Cordrey  sends  greetings. 

Cheri  reporting: 

Graduate  school  and  new  jobs  seem  to 
summarize  the  activities  of  the  1970  Chat- 

ham graduates.  Linda  Harmon  is  attending 

the  University  of  Maryland's  graduate 
school  of  chemistry,  while  Peggy  Kerestes 
is  studying  educational  psychology  at  Le- 

high University.  Peggy  had  a  mini-reunion 
in  August  with  Mary  Kay  Connell,  Pris 
Jameson  and  Karen  Niles  at  Marilyn  Smith 

Half's  wedding  at  which  they  were  all bridesmaids. 

Janice  Lee  is  studying  market  research 
in  the  Graduate  School  of  Business  Admin- 

istration  at  New  Yotk   University. 
Barbara  Jacobs  writes  that  she  is  stifling 

in  the  heat,  smog,  and  polluted  air.  She  is 
also  attending  the  University  of  Massachu- 

setts.   Her  field  is  English. 
Naida  Karoly  is  enrolled  in  a  Graduate 

Teacher  Preparation  Program  at  Syracuse 
University.  She  is  also  working  as  a  resi- 

dent advisor  for  the  undergraduate  school. 

The  entire  class  of  '70  expresses  sympathy 
to  Mrs.  Karoly  and  Naida  on  the  sudden 
death  of  Mt.  Karoly. 
Ann  Lange  is  working  toward  a  Ph.D. 

in   philosophy   at   Boston    College.    She  is 

living  with  her  Chatham  big  sister,  Jenni- 

fer Lewis  '68. 
Ellen  Judson,  a  teacher  corps  intern, 

plans  to  get  a  master's  degree  in  elementary education.  She  writes  that  Vermont  is 
great,  and  that  she  has  been  seeing  old 
Chathamites  Barbie  Fishman.  who  is  getting 
married,  and  Ann  Bookman,  who  is  in 
Alaska  working  on  a  research   project. 

Working  Chatham  grads  include  Andrea 
Labik  who  has  an  interesting  job  as  a  re- 

search technician  at  Children's  Hospital  in Pittsburgh.  She  is  doing  work  in  delayed 
hypersensitivity.  Pris  Jameson  is  working  in 
the  bacteriology  lab  at  St.  Francis  Hospital 
in  Pittsburgh. 

Finally,  Linda  Jordan  writes  that  she 
bought  a  new  Fiat  and  is  waiting  to  hear 
about  a  job  in  the  Foreign  Service. 

After  settling  in  our  new  apartment,  I 
was  informed  that  I  was  one  of  the  lucky 
few  new  teachers  who  would  have  a  class- 

room in  the  city  schools.  I  am  teaching 
third  grade  at  the  Schiller  School  in  the 
Northside.  Joel  still  studies  a  lot  so  I  visit 

Diane  Himes  Ambrose  '69  in  my  free time.  I  am  also  happy  to  report  that  the 

last  time  Zeebie  and  I  walked  on  Chatham's 
campus,  it  was  still  there — Music  Center 
and  all!  However,  the  inside  of  Mellon, 
about  to  be  renovated,  is  spookier  than  ever. 
Hope  you   all   have  a  good   year. 

Jane  reporting: 

Well,  it's  finally  time  to  gather  up  all 
my  little  green  slips  and  compile  all  the 
info'.  Time  has  certainly  flown  since  May 
and  here's  what  some  of  the  '70  grads  are 
doing. 

Linda  Loeb,  now  Mrs.  I.  Leonard  Aron- 
son HI,  is  an  assistant  to  an  art  instructot 

at  the  Carnegie  Institute.  Her  husband  Len 
is  a  graduate  student  at  Duquesne. 

Molly  Miesse  Patterson  and  husband 
Dave  are  both  teaching.  While  on  their 
honeymoon  at  Cape  Cod,  they  saw  Susie 
Brown  Weeks  and  husband  John,  and  their 
new  daughter  Debbie. 

Another  of  the  newly  married  group  is 
Dena  Loncoske  Boxler  who  is  studying 

chemistry  at  Catnegie-Mellon  University. 
After  David's  stint  in  the  service  in  Cali- 

fornia this  summer,  he  will  return  to  Pitts- 
burgh, his  position  as  an  insurance  analyst, 

and  Dena. 

Living  at  home  in  St.  Louis  is  Barb 

McEliece.  She's  studying  medieval  art  his- 
tory at  Washington  University  there.  Del 

McMaster  is  here  in  Philadelphia  with  me. 

She's  enrolled  in  medical  school  at  Temple University. 

Rubie  Mages  writes  of  a  grear  summer 
spent  as  assistant  waterfront  head  at  a 
camp  in  Maine.  The  fall  sees  her  in  law 

school  at  Rutgers  University.  Back  in  Pitts- 
burgh from  a  six-week  tour  of  Europe  is 

Julie  Metzger.  She's  received  a  fellowship 
for  a  master's  at  Pitt  in  educational  research. 

Phoebe  Morse  is  a  law  student  at  Boston 
College  Law  School,  and  is  working  as 
Head  Resident  in  the  Boston  College  hous- 

ing system. Two  Chathamites  at  Simmons  are  Dede 

Newport  and  Karen  Niles.  Dede's  studying 
library  science  while  Karen's  doing  grad- uate work  in  physical  therapy.  Karen  has 
been  a  busy  wedding  attendant.  She,  Peggy 
Kerestes,  Pris  Jameson  and  Mary  Kay  Con- 

nell were  in  Marilyn  Smith's  wedding  on 
August  15,  and  will  do  a  repeat  perform- 
ance  at  Pris'  wedding  on  October  10. 



Out  in  the  tri-state  area  are  Cheryl  Olkes 
and  associate  member  Gayle  Parker,  both  in 

graduate  school.  Gayle's  doing  work  in 
English  at  West  Virginia  University  and 

Cheryl's  studying  journalism  at  Ohio  State. 
I'm  continuing  my  work  in  urban  edu- 

cation at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania, 
taking  courses  and  teaching  in  an  experi- 

mental middle  school.  Glad  to  report  a 

mini-reunion  at  Ellen  Weller  Herf's  wed- 
ding in  Boston  on  August  2.  The  guests 

and  newlyweds  will  never  forget  the  Chat- 
ham rockettes  and  their  rendition  of  "Those 

Were  the  Days" — well,  they  were,  weren't 
they?   Nostalgically   yours,  Jane. 

Susan  reporting: 

Greetings  from  my  section  of  the  1970 

class  list.  I'm  going  to  break  with  good 
manners,  modesty,  and  tradition  ( why 
not? )  and  tell  you  all  my  news  first,  and 
then  get  to  the  other  members  of  the  class 
who  sent  their  questionnaires  to  me.  Trink 
Blickle,  Cookie  Ungar  and  I  seared  Chat- 

ham's name  into  the  conscience  of  the  pub- 
lishing world  this  summer  by  setting  the 

Radcliffe  Publishing  Procedures  Course 

aglow  with  our  brilliant  work.  I  haven't 
heard  from  my  classmate-colleagues  yet,  but 
I  found  a  terrific  job  at  Random  House  as 
assistant  to  an  editor  in  the  adult  trade 
department.  I  am  subletting  an  apartment 
from  a  certain  West  End  musician  who  is 
off  winning  prizes  at  the  Chopin  Interna- 

tional Piano  Competition,  and  I  really  love 
being  in  Manhattan,  despite  unhealthy  air 
and  hot  crowded  dirty  subways.  There  is 
so  much  to  do  here  that  it  takes  almost  as 
much  time  to  decide  what  to  do  as  it  does 
to  go  out  and  just  do  something.  This  is 
where  very  free  Sundays  and  the  Sunday 
Times  play  an  important  role  in  the  de- 

cision-making process! 
Esi  Palar  writes  that  she  moved  to  In- 

donesia with  her  parents  in  September,  and 
traveled  extensively  in  Europe  before  reach- 

ing Indonesia.  She  plans  to  return  to  the 
Washington,  D.C.  area  in  September,  1971, 
and  does  not  know  whether  she  will  work 
or  go  to  school  in  the  interim.  She  can  be 
reached  at  the  address  listed  above  until  she 
gets  a  more  permanent  one.  She  extends 
her  best  wishes  to  the  entire  class. 

Andi  Pratt  is  working  as  a  psychiatric 
aide  in  a  city  mental  hospital,  where  she 
is  planning  to  hold  discussions  with  the 
patients  about  literature  and  drama  this  fall. 
She  is  also  trying  to  work  in  a  graduate 
course  at  Adelphi,  but  notes  some  difficulty 
in  scheduling  both  classes  and  job  duties. 
She  hints  that  she  might  head  for  England 
in  the  spring,  but  has  not  made  any  real 
plans  as  yet. 

Karen  Schultz  is  also  trying  to  combine 
a  possible  job  with  the  Hackensack  Public 
School  System  with  gtaduate  study  at  Pat- 
erson  State  College  in  the  field  of  communi- 

cation disorders,  where  she  will  learn  how 
to   teach    the   deaf.    Having   noted  her   im- 

minent marriage  to  Alan  Langsner,  I  can 

say  that  she  may  well  be  the  busiest  mem- 
ber of  the  penultimate  section  of  the  1970 

class  list.    Congratulations,  Karen  and  Alan. 
Jackie  Savani  sent  het  questionnaire  in  a 

bit  late  so  that  she  could  include  the  of- 
ficial news  of  her  engagement  to  Rick  Mit- 

chell. Jackie  is  beginning  a  graduate  pro- 
gram in  medieval  studies  this  fall  at  the 

University  of  Pennsylvania. 
Julia  Pollack  is  starting  graduate  work  in 

American  history  at  the  College  of  William 
and  Mary. 

Wong  (Marilyn  Scarantino)  reports  that 
after  a  summer  of  manual  labor  in  James- 

town, N.Y.,  the  graduate  program  in  His- 
panic studies  at  Brown  looks  very  appeal- 

ing.   Her  new  address   is  listed  above. 
Susie  Patton  writes  that  she  loves  smog- 

free  New  Hampshire,  where  she  spent  the 
summer  teaching  English  ( ! )  because  the 

University  of  New  Hampshire  hasn't  de- cided exactly  what  to  do  with  its  first  Music 
M.A.T.  Susie  will  finish  her  M.A.T.  by 
August,  1971,  and  in  the  meantime  will 
teach  parr  time  in  Somersworth  High 
School,,  N.H. 

Janis  Roseberg  Wasserman  reports  on 
her  marriage,  and  on  her  new  teaching  job 
in  Paratka,  Florida.  Beth  Peterson  McNich- 
ols  sends  news  of  her  marriage  to  Timothy 
last  May  23.  Cynthia  Plotkin  is  on  the 
island  of  Hawaii  teaching  2nd  grade  chil- 

dren of  plantation  workers.  She  says  she 
would  love  to  hear  from  everyone  (new 
address    listed   above). 

Susan  Rice  announces  her  engagement 
to  Robert  D.  Miller,  and  the  fact  that  she 
is  serving  as  an  Admissions  Counselor  for 
Chatham  until  the  end  of  this  semester. 

Finally,  Pat  Peckinpaugh  reports  that  she 
is  serving  as  a  secretary  and  aide  to  Father 

Jon  Marr  Stark  at  the  St.  Andrew's  Episco- pal Church  in  Denver.  She  counsels  youths 

at  a  "Safe  House"  that  Father  Jon  started, 
and  says  that  she's  having  a  "far-out  time" in  Denver. 

If  I've  omitted  anyone  who  responded 
to  the  green  sheet,  I  deeply  apologize.  Since 

May  I  haven't  been  in  any  one  place  for 
longer  than  six  weeks,  and  I'm  only  now 
beginning  to  settle  into  a  new  job,  and  a 
nebulous  life  style.  I  keep  hoping  to  find 
a  rut — even  a  tiny  one — but  things  happen 
every  day,  and  there  seems  to  be  no  routine 
in  sight  for  a  while.  Please  write  me  at 

my  home  address.  I'd  love  to  hear  from 
everyone. 

Pat  reporting: 

Sue  Sponzilli  Harland  is  a  teaching  as- 
sistant in  English  literature  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Saskatchewan,  where  her  husband 
Jim  is  a  graduate  student  in  psychology. 
Sue  advises  that  there  are  quite  a  few  teach- 

ing positions  available  in  the  area,  and  that 
the  Prairies  provide  relief  for  anyone  who 

is  "sick  of  the   utban   scene." 
Recently    married,    Marilyn    Smith    Half 

and  husband  Chuck  are  both  teaching  at 
The  Barlow  School  in  Amenia,  New  York. 
Ellen  Weller  Herf  is  teaching  first  grade 
in  Chelmsford,  Massachusetts.  Her  husband 
Andrew  is  a  senior  at  Lowell  Technological 
Institute. 

In  addition  to  teaching  biology  labs  at 

Chatham,  Pam  Stock  is  attending  the  Uni- 
versity of  Pittsburgh  graduate  school  for  a 

master's  degree  in  public  health.  Associate 
member  Connie  Wilkinson  is  acting  and 
teaching  with  the  Center  Ensemble  at  the 
Arts  Center  in   Albany,  New  York. 

Other  classmates  are  continuing  their 
educations.  Sue  Thorn  is  in  graduate 
school  at  The  New  School  for  Social  Re- 

search in  philosophy.  Bonnie  Smith  is  at 
the  University  of  North  Carolina,  Chapel 
Hill,  for  a  degree  in  regional  planning. 

Jane  Yankoi'ic  Bandler  and  Dick  have 
moved  into  New  Haven  to  be  within  walk- 

ing distance  of  classes  at  Yale.  Jane  is  in 
graduate  school  in  tomance  languages,  and 
Dick  is  a  post-doctoral  fellow  in  psychiatry. 

llene  Sirocca's  musical  career  is  keeping 
her  quite  busy.  She  is  singing  in  the  Shady- 
side  Presbyterian  Church  Choir,  in  the  Men- 

delssohn Choir,  and  at   "Le  Bistro." 
Margaret  Walsh  returns  from  eight  weeks 

in  Europe  this  summer  to  attend  graduate 
school  in  English  literature  at  Northeastern 
University.  She  is  sharing  an  apartment 
with  Dede  Newport,  who  is  at  Simmons. 
Former  Chatham  student  Peggy  Kyle  Gian- 
cola  and  her  husband  live  in  the  same 
apartment  building. 

Dorothy  Beck  reports  "no  news",  but sends  best  wishes  to  everyone. 
Before  returning  to  graduate  school  in 

Portuguese  at  the  University  of  Wisconsin  I 
managed  to  get  some  traveling  done.  Sandy 
hettrich  and  I  visited  with  Bobbi  Franklin 

McKenna  '69  and  her  husband  Bob,  in 
Charlottesville,  Virginia  where  Bob  was  at- 

tending the  Judge  Advocate  General's 
School.  The  McKennas  plan  a  rrip  to  Eu- 

rope before  going  to  Fort  Leavenworth 
for  a  year  with  the  Army.  My  traveling 
also  included  a  few  days  at  Chatham  with 

Gayle   Wilson  and  Marvene  Jones,  '71. 
At  Tom  and  Diana  Urban  Eichler's  June 

wedding,  former  classmate  Lori  Gray  was 
a  bridesmaid  and  guests  included  Cindy 
Johnson  and  Carol  Botula.  Tom  is  a  dental 

srudent  at  Georgetown,  and  Diana  is  teach- 
ing 7th  grade  at  Cateoctin  School  in  Lees- 

burg.  Diana  mentions  that  former  Chat- 
ham student  Cindy  Keister  Lewis  and  hus- 
band Larry  are  living  in  Northboro,  Mas- sachusetts. 

Despite  regular  reports  of  doom  and  de- 
struction here,  I'm  enjoying  Madison  and 

the  University  very  much.  I  frequently  see 
Karen  Gamble,  a  former  Chatham  srudent. 
She  completed  her  BA  in  Portuguese  here, 
and  is  now  working  for  a  Center  which 
does  research  on  Latin  America.  Thank  you 
all  for  your  news.  If  anyone  is  traveling 
in  this  direction,  please  drop  in.  I  love company. 

Please  don't  end  up  in  the  "Missing  Persons"  file. 

Notify  the  alumnae  office  of  change  of  name  and/or  address. 45 



"MISSING  PERSONS" 

The  alumnae  office  asks  your  help  in  locating  the  "lost"  alumnae  listed  below.  Of  the  last  list,  published  in  1967,  33  01 
the  99  have  been  located.  We  hope  for  an  even  better  percentage  from  this  list  of  76  names.  Please  send  any  informatioi 

you  may  have  to:  Alumnae  Office,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232.   It  will  be  greatly  appreciated. 

1920 

Mary  Jamison  Hamilton  (Mrs.  Roy  H.) 

1922 
Dorothea  Blackmore  Lemmon 

(Mrs.  James  R.) 
Emma  Held 

1923 

Mary  Brown  Shinkle  (Mrs.  J.  B.) 

Laura  Morris  Furman  (Mrs.  Carl  B.) 

1924 

Adelaide  Fitzgerald  Olney  (Mrs.  Clarke) 

1926 

Margaret  V.  Parilla 

1927 

Margaret  Hagan  Brown 
(Mrs.  Theodore  G.) 

1928 

Esther  Stayman  McGrew 
(Mrs.  Kenneth  A.) 

1929 

Josephine  Duvall 
Theodosia  Parke 

Leone  Stitzinger  Henley  (Mrs.  J.  Carl) 

1930 

Velma  Duvall  Hazlett  (Mrs.  Malcolm) 
Martha  Johnson 

1931 

Naomi  Bowser  Rimer  (Mrs.  J.  T.,  Jr.) 
Anne  Carolyn  Bozic 

Julia  Connell  Callahan   (Mrs.  F.  T.) 

1933 

Margaret  Husband  Hawxhurst 
(Mrs.  Malcolm) 

1936 

Sara  Babic  Morrow   (Mrs.  William  M.) 

Mary  King  Vandersluis   (Mrs.  George  J.) 

1937 

Elizabeth  J.  Belden 

Anne  Fiske  Kirk   (Mrs.  William  F.) 

Betty  Yohe    (Welling)    Carlson    (Mrs.) 

1938 

Virginia  Leaman  Cummings    (Mrs.) 

Helen  Mitchell  Carpenter  (Mrs.  Robert) 

1939 

Jane  Foster  Frye   (Mrs.  Monroe  T.,  Jr.) 
Alice  Williams  Shaeffer  (Mrs.  LeRoy) 

1940 
Beryl  Bahr  Redington    (Mrs.  Charles) 

1941 
Rosemary  Barck  Spiro  (Mrs.) 

Helen  Hecht  O'Connor  (Mrs.  Charles  L.) 

1942 
Dorothy  Andrews  Phillips  (Mrs.) 
Ruth  Patton  Kamuf  (Mrs.  Nelson  C.) 

1943 

Betty  Mae  Brown  Porter  (Mrs.  John  C. ) 

1944 
Mary  Elizabeth  Brown  Trego 

(Mrs.  D.  Neal) 

Dale  Kirsopp  Robb   (Mrs.  Raymond) 
Helen  Mackie  Callahan    (Mrs.  Charles  C.) 

1945 

Nancy  Leach  Wild  (Mrs.  Lawrence  H.) 
Catherine  Mitz  Herron   (Mrs.  Dennis) 

Virginia  Ricks    (Andry)    Fowler 

(Mrs.  William) 

1946 
Helen  Croak  Johnson   (Mrs.  W.  C.) 

1947 

Vivian  R.  Ericson 

Mary  Ann  Graziano 
Helen  McMillin  Alder 

(Mrs.  W.  Hamilton) 

1948 
Doris  Smith 
1949 

Patricia  Yeiser  Griffiths   (Mrs.  Edward  K. ) 

1950 

Carolyn  Edwards  Holmberg  (Mrs.  Clyde) 
Catherine  Helfrich  Leffler 

(Mrs.  Carey  H.,  Jr.) 

Dorothy  Joan  Fort 
Jocelyn  Griffith  McLinden    (Mrs.  Hugh  J.) 

Jean  Louise  Haggart 
Fern  Simmen  Sone  (Mrs.  Robert  T.) 

Mary  Wright 

1951 
Anne  G.  Gibb 

Joan  Swanson  Whelan   (Mrs.  Thomas  J.) 

1952 
Louise  Breeden  Douglas   (Mrs.  Robert) 

Nancy  Burress  Duthie  (Mrs.  A.  C. ) 

Victoria  Hui-sen  Li 
Eleanor  Malpass  Peth   (Mrs.  Charles) 
Joan  Pugsley 

Genny  Whitehair  Gorman  (Mrs.  Robert) 
1953 

Margaret  Rodgers  Kesl  (Mrs.  William  A.) 

1954 

Nancy  Hopkins  Davies  (Mrs.  Kirk  F.) 
Mercedes  Sabish  Wittman  (Mrs.  R.  J.) 

1955 

Muriel  Oakes  Prien  (Mrs.  Erich) 

1957 

Gayle  Conoway  Haines 
(Mrs.  William  T.,  Jr.) 

Val  Kay  Johnson  Hill  (Mrs.  George) 1959 

Mary  Jane  Gilmour  Arnold 
(Mrs.  Joseph  L.) 

1960 

Laleh  (Mary  Nell)  Bakhtiar  Ardalan 
(Mrs.  Nader) 

1962 Gail  Gardner 
Linda  Morgan 
1963 

Zebun  Kahn  Islam   (Mrs.  M.  Munirul) 
Sara  Meyers 

Virginia  Wade  Lieber  (Mrs.  Michael) 

1964 
Barbara  Morris  Stock  (Mrs.  E.  Lee) 

1966 

Osiris  Cornejo  Nouri   (Mrs.  Ilha  mAl) 

1968 

Cheryl  Tow  Fine  (Mrs.  Norman) 1969 

Mary  Belle  Sammel  Bulwinkle 
(Mrs.  Mark  E.) 

On    Coeducation   (continued  from  page  12) 

support  change  if  it  is  in  the  best  interest  of  their  alma 
mater. 

At  this  moment,   coeducation  is  still  an  open  issue  at 

46 

Chatham.  Questions  will  be  asked  and  answered,  polls  will 

be  taken,  and  every  aspect  will  be  carefully  studied  before 
the  final  decision  is  made. 



ALUMNAE  CLUBS 

EXECUTIVE   BOARD 

President: 

JEAN  McGOWAN  MARSHALL  '41 

First  Vice  President: 

DIANE  BRUTOUT  NEIMANN  '65 

Second  Vice  President: 

MARY- ANNE  KOENIG  POMPUTIUS  '60 

Recording  Secretary: 

NANCY  DIVEN  SEAGREN  '37 

Corresponding  Secretary: 

ALICE  BERRY  ADAMS  '53 

Alumnae  Trustees: 

MARGARET  COOKE  SKIDMORE  '60 
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CLASS  REUNION  SCHEDULE  •  1971  through  1981 

Have  you  wondered  when  your 

next  class  reunion  will  be? 

This  chart  provides  the  schedule 

for  each  year  through  1981. 

Beginning  with  the  25th,  reun- 

ions are  held  every  five  years. 

Before  the  25th,  classes  meet  in 

groups  of  four  as  scheduled  on 

the  chart. 

In  addition  to  those  listed  in  the 

1st  column  of  the  chart,  the 

classes  of  1916  and  1911  will 

celebrate  55th  and  60th  reun- 

ions. 

The  entire  Alumnae  Day  pro- 

gram is  open  to  all  alumnae. 

Plan  to  attend  whether  it  is  your 

reunion  year  or  not.  You  will 

be  most  welcome. 

ALUMNAE  DAY 

June  5,   1971 
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Cross-College  Registration,  announced 
last  spring  by  President  Eddy,  has  become  a  reality.  A 

marked  increase  in  second  semester  cross-registration 

between  Chatham  and  the  four  other  participating  Pitts- 
burgh institutions  indicates  how  significant  this  program 

may  become  in  the  future.  In  the  first  semester  19  men 

and  24  women,  a  total  of  43,  came  to  Chatham  from 

Carlow  College,  Carnegie-Mellon  University,  Duquesne 
University  and  University  of  Pittsburgh.  In  the  same 

period  68  Chatham  students  took  advantage  of  the 

program.  The  second  semester  has  brought  35  women 
and  29  men,  a  total  of  64,  to  Chatham,  and  108  Chatham 

students  to  the  other  schools.  The  range  of  courses  is 

broad,  with  philosophy,  education  and  languages  draw- 
ing the  larger  numbers  to  Chatham. 

The  Alumnae-Student  Relations  Com- 

mittee sponsored  a  Career  Fair  on  April  20,  1970,  a 

"first"  at  Chatham.  Some  two  dozen  young  alumnae 

employed  in  the  Pittsburgh  area,  and  representing  ma- 
jors in  the  humanities,  the  social  sciences  and  the  natural 

sciences,  served  as  consultants  to  present  students.  Also 

new — two  students  now  represent  this  committee  on  the 
executive  board  of  the  Alumnae  Association. 
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The  College  Watercolor  Group  has 
announced  a  change  in  prices  effective  February  1,  1970. 

Original  watercolors  of  The  Chapel,  Mellon  Hall,  Wood- 
land Hall,  and  The  Library  may  be  ordered  at  the  fol- 

lowing prices,  post  paid:  unframed,  single — $4.50;  set 
of  four — $16.50;  framed,  single — $9.50;  set  of  four — 
$36.00.  The  address: — The  College  Watercolor  Group, 

P.O.  Box  56,  Skillman,  New  Jersey  08558.  The  Alumnae 

Association  receives  a  profit  on  each  sale. 

In  The  Loving  Servants  (page  3), 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  has  caught  the  spirit  of  a  half  dozen 

Chatham  alumnae  who  have  chosen  the  field  of  religion 

as  a  career,  another  chapter  in  the  Recorder  series  on 

alumnae  professions. 



"Sir,  a  woman  preaching  is  like  a  dog's  walking 
on  his  hind  legs.  It  is  not  done  well;  but  you  are 

surprised  to  find  it  done  at  all." 
Samuel  Johnson  1709-1784 

Actually,  the  world  hasn't  changed  too  much  since  Sam's 
!  day.    True  equality  for  all  women  is  still  somewhere  out 

i  there  beyond  a  landing  on  Mars.  As  for  the  woman  preach- 
|  er,  she  is  still  a  bit  of  an  oddity,  a  situation  with  which 

Chatham's   church    professionals    seem    to    have    come    to 
terms. 

"The  problems  .  .  .  stem  from  individuals  who  must  drop 

stereotypes,"  explains  Beth  Platz  '62,  who  is  associate 
,  Lutheran  chaplain  at  the  University  of  Maryland. 

"This  is  sometimes  easy  to  do  on  an  intellectual  level, 
but  difficult  emotionally.  Therefore  there  are  a  number 

of  situations  in  which  many  'liberal'  persons  fail  to  react 

to  your  function  because  you  are  female." 

Many  people  take  Paul's  admonition,  "Women  should 

keep  silent  in  the  churches"  quite  literally,  according  to 

Alice  McGee  Collins  '57,  especially  "the  older  gentlemen 
who  sit  on  the  decision-making  committees  of  the  churches. 
People  are  perfectly  happy  to  have  women  baby  sit  with 

the  little  boys  and  girls  via  the  Sunday  School  program.  But 

in  the  pulpit,  NEVER!" 
Alice  has  solved  the  obstacle  of  being  a  preaching  woman 

by  being  a  better  preacher  than  most  men.  She  explains 

her  apparent  immodesty: 

"I  married  Carver  Collins  who  was  for  15  years  associ- 
ated with  the  speech  and  drama  department  at  Chatham. 

Can  you  imagine  the  advantage  of  having  a  speech  teacher 

who  loves  you  sitting  in  church  every  Sunday?" 

"Women  preachers  find  it  very  difficult  to  find  employ- 

ment other  than  in  slums,  on  campuses  or  in  rural  areas," 

adds  Lois  Ingham  Peeler  '58,  who  has  worked  in  two  of 
those  geographical  classifications,  but  not  as  a  preacher. 

Another  Chathamite  who  has  not  directly  challenged  the 

prejudices  against  women  in  the  pulpit  is  Nancy  Sherwood 

Willcox  '59,  whose  career  has  been  in  both  religious  and 
secular  education. 

"On  the  national  and  state-wide  levels,  I  have  encount- 

ered few  obstacles,"  she  reports,  "but  I  am  serving  in  the 

areas  of  education  which  are  still  often  regarded  as  woman's 
work.  I  do  feel  that  I  would  encounter  a  great  deal  more 

opposition  if  I  were  to  seek  to  carry  on  more  typical  pas- 
toral duties  such  as  preaching  and  conducting  services. 

tovtuc 
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Nancy    Sherwood    Willcox    '59 

"Pastoral  calling  and  counseling  is  a  different  matter.  I 
have  found  that  there  are  many  times  that  I  can  minister  to 

persons,  especially  women,  with  more  ease  than  my  male 

counterparts." 

"Preaching  is  probably  a  waste  of  time  anyway,"  ob- 

serves Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  '43,  who  had  complete 
charge  of  a  small  ethnic  church  for  ten  months,  but  who 

has  spent  most  of  the  past  four  years  since  her  ordination 

in  the  Christian  education  field.  ("Who  can  prove  it's 

Christian?"  she  quizzes.  "But  I'm  very  interested  in  educa- 

tion.") 
Beth  Platz,  who  does  conduct — and  write — services,  says 

dryly,  "I  find  the  church  open  to  my  role,  but  not  always 

able  to  cope." 
Evlyn  Fulton  '44,  who  is  representative  in  the  seven- 

state  East-Central  region  for  the  Commission  on  Ecumen- 
ical Mission  and  Relations  of  the  United  Presbyterian 

Church  of  the  U.S.A.,  never  planned  to  be  ordained.  "It 

wasn't  thought  of  at  the  time  I  entered  seminary.  In  fact, 
I  was  a  member  of  the  first  class  in  Pittsburgh  Theologi- 

cal Seminary  which  gave  women  any  opportunity  outside 

the  mission  field." 

There's  no  discrimination  in  her  field,  Evlyn  reports. 

In  comparable  posts,  even  the  salaries  are  the  same  as  men's. 

"But  I  don't  believe  that's  true  of  women  pastors  and  as- 

sistant pastors,"  she  says.  She  is  completely  happy  with  her 

job,  which  is  largely  "interpretative."  She  travels  her  seven 
states,  mostly  by  car  (23,000  miles  in  six  months),  setting 

up  seminars  and  training  sessions,  developing  programs 

for  church  groups,  giving  whatever  help  is  asked  for.  And 

once  a  decade,  perhaps  oftener,  she  will  receive  a  brief  as- 
signment overseas.  Her  latest  one  was  early  1969,  when  she 

spent  two  months  in  Nairobi  as  a  guest  of  the  Presbyterian 

Church  of  East  Africa.  She  spent  the  time  in  a  school  set 

up  to  teach  village  girls  the  skills  they  need  to  earn  a  liv- 
ing as  domestics. 

"It's  such  an  exciting  time  in  the  world  church,"  Evlyn 

explains.  "We  no  longer  go  from  America  in  a  patronizing 
way;  we  work  hand-in-hand  with  the  native  church.  This 

is  sometimes  a  hard  concept  to  get  across  to  American  wom- 

en who  are  historically  intersted  in  missionary  work." 
Evlyn  started  out  after  Chatham  with  secretarial  studies 

at  Carnegie  Tech,  then  returned  to  our  alma  mater  as  reg- 

istrar for  a  couple  of  years.  In  1947,  she  entered  Pittsburgl 

Theological  Seminary  and  won  her  M.R.E.  two  years  lateil 

Once  again,  she  became  a  registrar,  at  the  Seminary,  anc 
held  that  post  for  six  years. 

In  1955,  she  went  to  a  girls'  school  in  Egypt,  expecting 
to  spend  the  rest  of  her  life  there.  But  church  union  wa 

in  the  air,  and  Evlyn  was  called  home  to  begin  her  job  o 

"interpretation"  to  the  women  of  the  United  Presbyreriar 
Church.  Besides  her  compelling  work,  Evlyn,  though  single 

is  a  homemaker;  she  owns  her  own  little  house  in  Mon 

roeville,  Pennsylvania. 

Our  Chatham  alumnae  in  the  church  professions  comi 

from  backgrounds  of  various  degrees  of  religiosity.  Evlyt 

was  the  daughter  of  a  pastor  and  her  mother  was  activi 

on  the  old  Presbyterian  Board  of  National  Missions  anc 
worked  on  the  committee  for  church  union. 

Alice  McGee  Collins,  however,  was  brought  up  in  ; 

"not  particularly  religious"  family,  and  her  brothers  anc 
sisters  find  her  choice  of  career  rather  surprising.  Her  hus 

band,  however,  now  head  of  the  drama  department  a 

King's  College,  Wilkes-Barre,  is  "delighted,  because  i 
makes  me  a  more  fulfilled  woman. 

"The  unique  thing  about  this  job  is  that,  except  fo. 
Sunday  morning  worship  and  about  one  weekly  schedulec 

meeting,  my  hours  are  my  own.  Hospital  visitation  can  bi 

during  the  baby's  nap.  I  can  be  home  when  my  daughte 

gets  home  from  school." Of  course,  no  one  chooses  the  ministry  because  th< 

hours  are  convenient,  least  of  all  Alice.  The  deep  desire 
to  be  of  service  to  others  is  basic. 

Alice  has  77  of  the  necessary  90  credits  toward  th< 

Bachelor  of  Divinity  degree.  These  were  from  Pittsburgl 

Theological  Seminary.  While  a  student,  she  served  rwc 

years  as  pastor  of  two  United  Presbyterian  churches  ir 

semi-rural  areas  near  Pittsburgh.  She  expects  to  complete 
her  training  at  Moravian  Seminary  in  Bethlehem,  Pennsyl 
vania. 

Meantime,  she  has  been  serving  as  interim  preacher  a 

the  Wyoming  ( Pa. )  Baptist  Church.  In  spite  of  St.  Pau 

and  Sam  Johnson  and  all  too  many  laymen,  Alice  believe: 

that  "sensitive,  intuitive  women  are  ideal  for  the  ministq 
and  allied  jobs,  as  so  very  much  of  their  work  is  wit! 

people  with  spiritual  and  psychological  needs.  Women  an 

more  natural  than  men  for  these  fields." 
Another  Chathamite  who  entered  the  religious  fiek 

from  a  family  where  the  church  was  not  an  especially  vita 

factor  is  Lois  Ingham  Peeler.  She  is  married  to  a  pastoi 

and  lives  at  the  delightful  address  of  "The  Parsonage,  Nor 

wich,  Vermont." Lois  received  her  M.R.E.  from  Union  Theological  Semi 

nary  in  New  York  City  in  I960  and  served  as  directoi 

of  religious  education  in  the  East  Harlem  Protestant  Par- 
ish and  in  the  Congregational  Church  of  Barre,  Vermont 

She  had  been  led  to  the  church  as  a  preventive  force  in  the 

area  of  juvenile  delinquency,  and  she'd  become  concernec 



with  delinquency  as  a  sociology  major  at  Chatham. 

Her  professional  project  this  year  is  the  co-authorship 
of  a  curriculum  for  first  and  second  graders  for  the  United 

Church  of  Christ.  The  new  program  will  be  tried  experi- 
mentally in  1971  and  is  scheduled  for  general  use  in  1972. 

Lois'  main  volunteer  interest  is  serving  on  the  board  of 
ABC  (A  Better  Chance).  This  plan  brings  high  school 

boys  and  girls  from  disadvantaged  situations  all  over  the 

country  to  attend  the  local  high  school  and  to  receive  spe- 
cial tutoring  from  Dartmouth  tutors.  If  any  alumna  would 

like  to  investigate  the  ABC  program,  Lois  has  much  ma- 
terial and  would  be  delighted  to  help. 

Lois  has  a  less  scholarly  hobby,  too.  She's  a  national  of- 

ficial for  girls'  basketball! 

All  this  comes  after  her  life  as  pastor's  wife  and  mother 
of  Scott,  7,  Steven,  4,  and  an  adopted  daughter,  Susan  Son- 
seeahray,  1,  an  Apache  Indian  baby  who  recently  joined  the 

Peeler  family. 

Nancy  Sherwood  Willcox  stems  from  a  family  active  in 

the  church,  both  as  lay  people  and  clergy.  She  began  early 

to  teach  in  Sunday  School  and  take  part  in  the  youth  pro- 

gram. The  church  therefore  seemed  to  offer  the  best  op- 

portunity to  "use  my  skills  and  beliefs  in  a  witnessing 
and  serving  ministry." 

Holder  of  the  Master  of  Arts  in  Religion  from  Yale 

University  Divinity  School,  she  has  had  possibly  the  most 

varied  career  of  all  our  graduates  in  the  church.  While  still 

in  school,  Nancy  served  as  minister  to  a  mission  church 

school  and  director  of  education  for  a  Congregational 
Church  in  Connecticut. 

Since,  she  has  been:  children's  worker  for  the  Minnesota 
Methodist  Conference;  third  grade  teacher  in  Minneapolis; 

director  of  a  church-sponsored  nursery  center;  editor  for 
Fideler  social  studies  text  books;  kindergarten  teacher,  and 

minister  of  Christian  education  for  the  First  Congregational 

United   Church    of  Christ   in   Benton   Harbor,   Michigan, 

where  her  husband  is  pastor. 

This  year,  Nancy  left  the  Benton  Harbor  post  to  become 
head  teacher  for  the  Twin  Cities  Area  Child  Care  Centers. 

It  is  a  new  venture  to  provide  a  stimulating  environment 

for  pre-school  children  in  a  multi-cultural  and  racially-in- 

tegrated program.  She'll  be  planning  programs,  training 
teachers  and  demonstrating  teaching  techniques.  One  of  the 

advantages  is  that  her  own  two  children  will  be  able  to 

profit  from  the  program. 

Her  husband  always  accepts  Nancy's  work,  whether  it 
is  in  a  secular  or  religious  sphere.  Her  children  have  always 

known  a  working  mother  and  "seem  to  feel  that  all 

mothers  have  jobs." 
As  for  the  church  as  a  woman's  career,  Nancy  points  out 

that  a  woman  "should  not  enter  religious  vocations  as  a 
retreat  from  involvement  in  society.  Many  fields  offer  more 

adequate  salaries  and  opportunities  for  advancement,  and 

the  local  church  may  be  too  attached  to  its  established  hab- 
its of  operation  to  satisfy  a  woman  who  needs  freedom  of 

self-expression."  And,  if  she's  married,  Nancy  explains 

from  the  depths  of  experience,  "If  your  husband  is  a  min- 
ister, you  are  likely  to  receive  criticism  for  your  own  pro- 

fessional ambitions.  If  you  are  not  married  to  a  minister, 

the  demands  upon  your  time  and  attention  may  cause  strain 

in  your  relationships  at  home. 

"A  woman  who  is  well  aware  of  the  situation  will  find 

both  calling  and  fulfillment  in  a  church  vocation." 

Religion  was  always  a  part  of  Beth  Platz'  life,  "natural 
and  expected."  However,  she  decided  late  in  her  four 
years  at  Chatham  to  enter  seminary  and  then  not  with  the 

primary  purpose  of  a  vocation.  She  wished  to  study  theol- 

ogy with  "an  undefined  goal."  Her  field  work  at  Gettys- 
burg College  during  the  final  year  of  training  at  the  Luth- 

eran Theological  Seminary  made  campus  ministry  attrac- 

tive as  a  way  to  use  theological  training  as  opposed  to  par- 
ish educational  training. 

Lois   Ingham    Peeler  '54 



Her  work  as  the  second  member  of  the  Lutheran  chap- 

laincy on  the  University  of  Maryland  campus  includes  con- 

ducting services,  holding  discussions,  counseling,  supervis- 
ing and  assisting  social  action  programs.  As  she  describes 

her  reasons  for  choosing  the  church,  one  catches  a  glimpse 
of  what  her  career  means  to  her: 

"The  desire  to  work  with  people  ...  to  make  a  commit- 
ment to  a  style  of  life  that  is  absolutely  essential.  To  plant 

new  ideas.  To  help  people  see  things  with  new  eyes.  To 

be  willing  to  grow,  tear  down  .  .  ." 
Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  had  been  out  of  school  18  years 

when  she  entered  Pittsburgh  Theological  Seminary  to  study 

for  a  bachelor  of  divinity  degree.  Married  shortly  after 

graduation,  she  had  devoted  her  time  to  her  husband,  three 

daughters,  a  great  deal  of  club  work,  teaching  Sunday  School 

and  performing  other  volunteer  church  duties.  She'd  been 
attending  church  conferences,  getting  more  involved  with 

more  important  aspects  of  the  work,  but  the  real  impetus 

to  a  church  career  came  from  a  seminary  professor  she  met 
at  the  conferences. 

During  four  years  in  seminary,  she  drove  40  miles  each 

day,  but  "I  was  home  more  than  when  I'd  been  doing  club 
work.  The  children  tried  to  keep  from  bothering  me  while 

I  was  studying,  and  it  worked  out  quite  well." 
Like  most  seminarians,  Peggy  served  a  church  while 

studying — as  director  of  religious  education.  She  then 

moved  to  another  suburban  Pittsburgh  church  for  two-and- 

a-half  years  in  the  same  capacity.  Then  an  inner-city 
church  needed  an  assistant,  and  Peggy  accepted  the  call. 

(The  family  moved  into  the  city  along  with  her.)  Just  a 

few  weeks  after  she  started,  the  minister  was  asked  to  take 

another  pulpit,  and  Peggy  took  over  all  the  pastoral  chores 
for  ten  months. 

"I  really  didn't  want  a  church,"  Peggy  recalls.  "I'm  not 

much  of  a  feminist."  Since  January  of  last  year,  therefore, 
she's  been  a  consultant  in  Christian  education  for  a  national 
missions  unit.  She  works  with  small  churches,  neighbor- 

hood ministries,  groups  like  Kay  Club — "trouble-shooting, 

mostly."  She  holds  teachers  meetings,  plans  retreats  and 
training  programs,  has  built  up  a  large  collection  of  Chris- 

tian education  resource  material. 

"My  job  is  as  exhilarating  as  a  hobby,"  Peggy  says.  "I'd 
probably  be  doing  something  like  it  even  if  I  hadn't  gone 

to  seminary.  Every  day  is  different." 
Peggy  is  the  only  one  of  our  church  professionals  who 

didn't  get  any  particular  help  from  her  Chatham  training. 

"I  was  a  biology  major,"  she  explains.  "There's  not  much 

carryover!" 
The  others  believe  the  liberal  arts  background  "opened 

up  the  world;"  "helped  me  venture  into  uncharted  positions 
where  old  patterns  no  longer  apply  and  new  ones  must  be 

developed;"  "prepared  me  equally  with  the  best  men  stu- 
dents in  the  seminary." 

While  all  are  deeply  and  joyfully  committed  to  their  vo- 

cations, they  are  also  sharply  aware  that  the  church,  along 

with  most  of  our  institutions,  is  changing. 

"The  church  as  we  know  it  will  cease  to  exist,"  say 

Peggy  Yingling.  "I  don't  know  what  it  will  be — perhap 
more  emphasis  on  liturgy;  people  seem  to  be  moving  ii 

this  direction." 
"I  think  we're  going  to  have  a  remnant  church,"  ob 

serves  Evlyn  Fulton,  "with  new  forms  of  worship  and  con 

gregationalism."  And  she  believes  women,  who  presentl' 
make  up  60  per  cent  of  church  membership,  will  have  ; 

bigger  role  in  whatever  church  develops  in  the  decade 
ahead. 

"Laymen  will  unite  in  worship  and  study,  whether  thi 

hierarchies  do  or  not,"  Lois  Peeler  believes.  "At  the  sami 
time,  we  should  be  working  toward  the  end  of  wars,  th< 

lessening  of  starvation  and  the  equality  of  each  man  it 

world  government  as  before  God." 
Nancy  Willcox,  speaking  of  her  own  denomination,  th< 

United  Church  of  Christ,  says,  "I  see  a  liberal,  experimenta 
and  ecumenical  outlook  emerging.  The  church  is  becoming 

deeply  involved  in  the  social  and  moral  scenes  of  our  day 

Attention  is  being  directed  away  from  support  of  build 

ings  to  support  of  programs  for  people.  The  direction  '. 
see  for  the  church  in  the  next  few  years  will  be  an  outwarc 

witness  rather  than  an  inward  retreat.  This  change  is  al 

ready  causing  a  good  deal  of  controversy. 

"I  think  we  will  continue  to  see  more  cooperative  effort: 
among  churches  and  a  diminishing  of  doctrinal  differences 

For  some,  the  simple  facts  of  economy  and  the  lack  of  quali 

fied  ministerial  candidates  will  make  cooperation  a  neces 

sity." 

Beth  Platz  hopes  the  church  will  not  be  afraid  to  "do  it: 
own  thing.  By  this  I  mean  it  should  unashamedly  proclairr 

the  life,  death  and  resurrection  of  Jesus  Christ. 

"The  church  cannot  hide  the  gospel  behind  irrelevant 
language  and  forms.  The  church  cannot  hide  the  gospel  be- 

hind a  new  humanism.  Nor  can  the  church  hide  the  gos- 

pel behind  'relevant'  expressions  which  seek  to  satisfy  the 
young  wish  to  be  young. 

"The  church  must  take  the  role  of  a  loving  servant  whose 
being  is  molded  ...  by  the  confession  it  makes  to  an  his- 

toric faith." Whatever  is  to  become  of  the  church  is  this  turbulent 

challenging  time,  these  six  "loving  servants"  from  Chatham 
will  be  playing  a  part  in  its  destiny. 



Volunteer  Power 
Lucille  Hillman  '64 

Do  you  have  any  spare  time?  Beyond  the  responsibilities 

of  job  and/or  home,  Chatham  College  alumnae  are  busy 

women!  Surprised?  You  shouldn't  be!  In  no  small  measure 
alumnae  questionnaires  reveal  a  vitality  for  living  and  an 

appreciation  of  "change"  in  the  world  around  them.  Parent 
Teacher  Associations,  scouting,  Group  Against  Smog  and 

Pollution,  (GA.S.P. ),  political  parties,  League  of  Women 

Voters,  library  boards,  school  boards,  church  groups,  Planned 

Parenthood,  Y.W.C.A.,  civil  rights,  embroidery,  painting 

Chatham  College,  United  Jewish  Appeal,  women's  libera- 
tion, swimming  instructions,  flower  arranging — the  list  has 

variety  and  a  distinct  crusading  spirit.  Current  Chatham 
students  would  call  us  INVOLVED. 

Volunteer  power  at  Chatham  College  has  most  recently 

spurred  the  Alumnae  Association  on  to  an  "almost  com- 

pleted" Centennial  Fund  campaign.  Nearly  four  hundred 
women  have  devoted  precious  spare  minutes  to  writing 

notes,  calling  fellow  alumnae,  or  urging  committee  mem- 

bers not  "to  give  up."  With  this  achievement  in  mind,  a 
number  of  dedicated  alumnae  were  asked  to  give  their 

views  concerning  not  only  volunteerism  in  general,  but 

also  volunteerism  for  Chatham  College.  The  following 

women  responded:  Patsy  Speers  Bradley  '45,  Mary  Virginia 

Brown  Bowden  '36,  Amy  McKay  Core  '43,  Mary  Loughran 

Fell  '62,  Lois  Sproull  Hinckley  '31,  Jean  McGowan  Marshall 

'41,  Eleanore  Luthringer  Mattson  '49,  Margaret  Cooke  Skid- 

more  '60,  Helen  Heath  Smith  '44,  and  Dorothy  Schenk 
Van  der  Voort  '34. 

When  asked  if  their  families  or  friendships  suffered  "be- 

cause they  were  doing  other  things,"  the  majority  responded 

in  the  negative.  Amy  Core  put  it  this  way.  "No,  they  bene- 
fit— for  all  my  interests  are  not  centered  on  motherhood 

and  housekeeping.  It  gives  my  children  who  are  teenagers 

a  freedom  to  pursue  their  interests  and  know  that  I  have 

interests  of  my  own  and  am  not  sitting  home  feeling  sorry 

for  myself."  Mary  Fell  answered  that  ".  .  .  they  profit,  be- 
cause the  more  I  do,  the  more  I  get  myself  organized,  and 

the  more  time  I  have  left  over.  In  any  case,  I  believe  its 

the  quality  not  the  quantity  of  time,  that  counts."  Margaret 

Skidmore  candidly  admitted  that  "I'm  sure  I'm  less  patient 
after  a  full  day — say  of  visiting  high  schools,  and  perhaps, 

I've  missed  an  afternoon  of  doing  something  with  the  chil- 
dren— but  on  the  other  hand,  the  stimulation  and  change 

that  various  activities  provide  are  very  necessary  for  me — 

and  if  I'm  happy,  usually  the  rest  of  the  family  is  happy." 
When   asked   about   choosing   their   volunteer   activities 

and  the  dangers  of  saying  "yes"  too  often,  Helen  Smith 

pointed  out  that  ".  .  .  volunteering  is  cyclic.  Few  people 
keep  it  up  steadily  over  long  periods,  and  they  vary  their 

emphasis  as  well.  Consciously  or  unconsciously,  most  peo- 

ple retire  from  the  fray  occasionally,  and  this  is  good — both 
for  them  and  for  the  objects  of  their  attention.  What  IS 

dangerous  is  the  mushrooming  of  responsibilities  and  that 

is  inherent  in  the  acceptance  of  most  jobs."  Patsy  Bradley 

noted  that  her  "volunteer  activities  have  developed  .  .  . 
with  the  growth  of  my  family.  When  my  children  were 

younger,  I  was  interested  in  things  that  they  were  directly 

involved  with — school,  church,  etc.  Now  that  my  children 
have  all  left  home,  I  am  doing  more  in  areas  that  I  find 

challenging  to  me  ...  I  try  not  to  say  yes  to  things  I  really 

have  no  interest  in."  In  evaluating  her  liberal  arts  back- 
ground, and  volunteer  work,  Lois  Hinckley  stated  that  it 

".  .  .  aids  me  as  it  has  and  does  in  every  aspect  of  life,  by 
impelling  me  to  try  to  attain  breadth  of  vision,  to  give  a 

truly  listening  ear  to  those  of  different  views  and  back- 

grounds, and  to  reason  my  way  through  problems." 
The  Alumnae  Association  is  our  vehicle  for  effective 

volunteerism  at  Chatham  College.  Through  this  organiza- 
tion alumnae  communicate  with  the  campus  and  vice  versa. 

The  strength  of  our  relationship  is  dependent  upon  effort. 

The  depth  of  understanding  between  "alma  mater"  and 
alumnae  in  no  small  degree  affects  this  willingness  by  pros- 

pective alumnae  volunteers  to  be  of  service. 

On  an  individual-effort  basis  Mary  Virginia  Bowden 

believes  that  "an  alumna  can  stand  by  to  serve  the  College 
as  she  is  needed.  It  may  be  [as]  a  recruiter,  as  a  representa- 

tive to  a  function  in  her  community,  to  share  her  ideas  and 

experience  .  .  .  and  certainly  to  contribute  financially  to  the 

College."  Dorothy  Van  der  Voort  stated,  "In  my  case,  I 
found  that  one  alumna  can  serve  on  committees  for  the 

alumnae  and  for  the  College,  thus  helping  in  a  small  way 

to  establish  and  carry  out  policies.  Service  of  this  sort  can 

lead  to  the  alumnae  presidency,  an  alumna  trusteeship,  etc. 

In  knowing  more  about  the  College  through  these  endeav- 
ors, I  can  speak  more  intelligently  about  it  and,  hopefully, 

incline  others  favorably  toward  the  College." 

On  a  group-effort  basis  alumnae  clubs  contribute  to  the 

well-being  of  the  College.  Eleanore  Mattson  enumerated 

the  following  points:  "to  help  local  alumnae  [stay]  in- 

formed about  the  current  'state'  of  their  college,  to  aid  in 
recruitment  when  requested  to  do  so,  and  to  inform  the 

area    concerning    Chatham."    She    also    noted   that    "it    is 



Volunteer  Power,  continued 

difficult  to  define  our  purpose  in  a  way  meaningful  to  all 

alumnae." 
The  most  ambitious  group  effort  to  date  has  been  the 

Centennial  Fund.  When  asked  whether  they  "enjoyed" 

fund  raising  and  "why"  they  did  it,  all  ten  alumnae  re- 

sponded as  if  in  a  Greek  chorus.  Fell,  "I  don't  enjoy  it — 

but  it's  so  vital  that  I  grit  my  teeth  and  continue";  Core, 

"Yes  and  no.  It's  discouraging  to  ask  and  be  refused  and 
yet  asking  is  necessary.  It  is  easier  to  ask  when  I  feel  an 

obligation  and  am  asking  others  who  should  feel  some  of 

the  same  .  .  .";  Smith,  "No.  Because  it  needs  to  be  done."; 

Boivden,  "I  wouldn't  do  it  for  enyone  else!";  Skidmore,  "I 
personally  dislike  fund  raising  ...  I  help  because  I  do 

know  a  lot  about  the  College  and  feel  I  should  share  this 

info.";  Van  der  Voort,  "Frankly,  I  detest  fund  raising  and 
do  it  only  because  I  am  convinced  of  the  necessity  and  the 

value  of  the  causes  I  support.";  Marshall,  "Fund  raising  is  a 
necessary  volunteer  job — when  you  believe  in  your  cause 

it  isn't  difficult,  but  it  is  a  challenge — sometimes  discourag- 

ing and  sometimes  most  rewarding.";  Mattson,  "No.  I 

don't  do  it  if  I  can  avoid  it.  The  proliferation  of  demands 

to  give  makes  fund  raising  a  thankless  chore.";  Hinckley, 

"I  loathe  fund-raising  .  .  .  When  I  am  backed  into  doing  it, 

only  a  sense  of  duty  makes  me  agree.";  Bradley,  "Fund 
raising  is  difficult  for  me.  I  have  always  turned  it  down — 

Chatham  is  the  one  exception  for  me.  I  guess  it's  because 
I  feel  so  strongly  [about]  the  need  for  this  kind  of  educa- 

tion, and  I  don't  want  to  see  it  die."  Without  dedication, 

fund  raising  "the  thankless  chore,"  would  never  be  accom- 
plished. Without  alumnae  backing,  the  College  would  be 

hard  pressed  to  find  favor  with  corporations  and  founda- 
tions. Our  role  is  vital. 

Chatham  College  wants  the  service  of  its  alumnae — be  it 
public  relations,  fund  raising,  or  admissions.  ]ean  Marshall 

summed  up  the  role  of  the  Alumnae  Association  with  this 

statement.  "College  alumnae  should  be  the  greatest  sales 
force  loose  on  the  body  politic  today  except  maybe  the 

mouth-wash  people!  We  are  needed  as  liaison  between  the 

public  and  the  College;  and  as,  perhaps,  the  devil's  advocate 
in  so  far  as  we  voice  our  opinion  to  the  administration,  but 

never  should  we  dictate  policy.  We  should  support  the 

administration;;  we  should  communicate  with  students, 

faculty  and  administration  for  our  edification  as  well  as 

theirs.  AND,  of  course,  we  should  support  the  College  by 

raising  money." 
In  his  innaugural  address  President  Nixon  spoke  of  an 

army  of  volunteers  composed  of  citizens  becoming  involved 

on  a  person  to  person  basis  with  the  problems  that  face 

our  nation.  Volunteer  power  is  not  a  new  concept;  it  is  an 

American  phenomenon.  As  a  people,  we  have  a  desire  to 

give  of  ourselves  for  "causes"  and  for  the  betterment  of 
others.  Chatham  alumnae  are  aware,  involved,  and  making 

their  voices  heard  in  their  communities  and  at  their  College. 
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Reflections 
of  a  Retiring 

Alumnae  Trustee 

Helen  H.  Smith  '44 

In  advance  of  my  first  appearance  as  a  temporary  merr 

ber  of  the  Chatham  Board  of  Trustees,  I  received  a  numbe 

of  papers  for  information  and  study.  Chief  among  ther 

was  a  document  describing  in  detail  an  unidentified  liber; 

arts  college  laden  with  problems  of  polity,  personnel,  aa 

demies  and  finance.  According  to  the  letter  of  transmitta 

the  Board  of  Trustees  would  devote  a  major  portion  of  th 

coming  meeting  to  analysis  and  proposed  resolution  of  th 

situation  in  which  the  beleaguered  institution  found  itsel 

This  exercise  was  gauged,  I  suppose,  to  get  the  members  c 

the  Board  into  objective  trim  for  dealing  with  issues  eithj 

present  or  anticipated  on  the  campus  nearer  at  hand. 

The  study  paper  had  the  insidious  effect  of  leading  m 

to  talk  my  head  off  at  my  first  meeting  with  the  augu< 
Board.  I  did  my  homework  with  intensive  care,  got  er 

thusiastic  about  it,  and  showed  up  brimming  over  wit 
astute  observations  and  brave  solutions.  That  has  to  be  m 

excuse.  I  have  never  dwelt  upon  the  trustees'  first  impre; 
sion  of  me  because  reflection  would  unnerve  me.  They  hav 
been  unfailingly  kind. 

Of  more  interest  than  my  "entrance"  was  Dr.  Eddy 
response  to  one  of  the  several  comments  I  unhesitatingl 
contributed.  In  some  context,  now  lost,  I  asserted  tha 
decisions  about  the  life  of  an  educational  institution  mus 

give  foremost  consideration  to  their  effect  on  the  studen 

because  the  student  represents  the  sole  purpose  for  th 
existence  of  the  institution. 

Dr.  Eddy  said,  "Helen,  your  prejudices  are  showing. 
For  a  split  second  those  seemed  like  fighting  words,  an- 

then  I  realized  that  he  spoke  with  humor,  and  that  he  an< 

probably  the  entire  Board  were  firmly  prejudiced  in  favo 

of  student  well-being. 

I  relate  this  personal  experience  because  I  think  alumna 
would  like  to  know  that  the  Chatham  Board  of  Trustees  i 

not  aloof  from  the  day-to-day  life  of  the  campus,  nor  fron 
the  realities  and  the  difficulties  experienced  by  students.  I 

there  are  still  some  college  boards  of  trustees  that  sit  in 

communicado  and  hand  down  grave  decisions  from  01 

high,  letting  the  devil  take  the  hindmost,  Chatham's  Boan 
is  not,  and  probably  never  has  been,  one  of  them. 

The  Chatham  Board  is  in  frequent  personal  contact  witl 
Continued  on  page  4. 



j4  Time  to  Remember  .  . 
The  100th  Birthday  Party  on  November  21,  1969,  pro- 

vided a  completely  delightful  evening  for  the  nearly  five- 
hundred  persons  who  attended,  from  the  pleasant  cocktail 

hour  to  President  Eddy's  provocative  address  on  "A  Century 

of  Change."  And  in  between  .  .  .  the  invocation  by  Dr. 
Earl  K.  Wallace;  an  excellent  dinner;  a  champagne  toast 

proposed  by  Mr.  George  D.  Lockhart,  vice  chairman  of  the 

Board  of  Trustees;  familiar  songs,  old  and  new,  by  the  fine 

Chatham  Choir;  then  and  now  pictures  flashed  on  the  large 

screen  with  Ruth  Garland  Lesko's  ( '56 )  amusing  com- 
mentary;  greetings   from   Alumnae   Association  president, 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley  ( '45 ) ;  the  presentation  of  ten  Cen- 
tennial Awards  and  the  response  by  Paul  R.  Anderson, 

eleventh  president  of  the  College  ...  all  nicely  tied  to- 
gether by  toastmistress  Etorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort 

('34).  In  the  spotlight  as  the  award  citations  were  given 
by  President  Eddy  were  Mr.  Arthur  E.  Braun  (the  award 

accepted  in  his  absence  by  his  daughter,  Mrs.  Paul  Ernst), 

Mr.  George  D.  Lockhart,  Mrs.  Robert  D.  Campbell,  Mrs. 

Clifford  S.  Heinz,  Dr.  Paul  R.  Anderson,  Miss  Mary  Helen 

Marks,  Miss  Laberta  Dysart,  Mrs.  Alexander  Murdoch, 

Mrs.  Albert  F.  Keister,  and  Miss  Helen  Ryman. 

Congratulations  .  .  .  / 
TO  Mrs.  Earle  A.  Brown  (Louise  Graham  '25)  who  was 
selected  as  a  Distinguished  E)aughter  of  Pennsylvania  for 

1969,  and  who  in  June  will  take  office  as  president  of  the 

General  Federation  of  Women's  Clubs,  largest  organization 
in  the  world  (11,000,000  members).  Mrs.  Brown  has 

served  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association  as  president 

(1940-42)  and  as  alumnae  trustee  (1957-60). 

TO  Doris  Campbell  Thomas  ('31),  Dean  of  Foreign  Stu- 
dents and  International  Studies  at  C  W.  Post  College,  Long 

Island  University,  who  received  the  Honorary  Doctor  of 

Humane  Letters  degree  from  Chung-ang  University,  Seoul, 

Korea  "in  recognition  of  outstanding  contributions  to  the 
promotion  of  international  understanding  between  our  two 

friendly  countries  through  the  development  and  implemen- 

tation of  our  Sisterhood  Relationship  Program,"  a  formal 
agreement  ratified  by  both  universities  in  1963. 

TO  Mrs.  Robert  DeBroff  (Glenda  Rich  '60)  who  has  been 
selected  as  the  first  recipient  of  the  Elva  S.  Smith  Scholar- 

ship to  be  awarded  annually  by  the  Graduate  School  of 

Library  and  Information  Science  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. Honoring  the  memory  of  one  who  devoted  her 

lifetime  to  library  service  for  children,  the  scholarship  was 

created  to  assist  a  student  of  high  academic  standing  and 

professional  promise  who  intends  to  pursue  a  career  in 

children's  librarianship. 

TO  Mrs.  D.  Stewart  Templeton  (Barbara  Coit  '24)  who 
was  honored  by  the  YWCA  of  Greensburg,  Pennsylvania, 

on  the  occasion  of  her  retirement  from  the  office  of  presi- 
dent in  January.  The  surprise  program  included  not  only 

her  continuous  service  to  the  YWCA  since  its  founding  a 

decade  ago,  but  also  her  many  contributions  to  the  com- 

munity through  her  work  for  conservation  with  the  Botan- 
ical Society  and  the  Garden  Center;  parish,  Diocesan  and 

ecumenical  service  in  the  Episcopal  church;  the  League 

of  Women  Voters;  and  the  Community  Action  Committee. 

TO  Sandra  Laje  '67,  who,  as  an  International  Trade  Special- 
ist in  the  Bureau  of  International  Commerce,  has  achieved 

a  first  for  her  sex  in  the  Office  of  International  Trade  Pro- 

motion by  being  promoted  to  the  position  of  Assistant 

Export  Plans  Officer  on  the  Developing  Countries  Trade 
Promotion  staff.  She  has  returned  from  three  months  in 

Thailand  where  her  specific  mission  was  to  develop  product 

theme  recommendations  suitable  for  trade  promotion  efforts 

in  South  East  Asia.  An  economics  major  at  Chatham, 

Sandra  completed  the  BIC  Management  Intern  Program 

prior  to  her  new  appointment. 
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Edna  M.  Reitz 

1022  Findley  Drive,  West 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 
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Our  sympathy  is  extended  to  Maggie 
Mae  McCullough  Huffman  whose  brother, 
Dr.  Thomas  McCullough,  died  in  Decem- 

ber, and  to  Clarissa  Blakeslee  Ingle  whose 
son,  Charles,  Jr.,  died  on  December  7. 

Clarissa  reports  that,  after  moving  to  her 
old  home  in  Germantown,  she  had  a  bad 
attack  of  tic  delarue,  but  has  recovered  and 
is  renewing  old  friendships. 

We,  the  few  of  us  remaining,  seem  to  be 
keeping  well  and  busy. 

13 Elizabeth  S.  McCague 
720   Beaver  Street 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen  Craig  Culley  (Mrs.  David  E.),  1720 
Chief  Okemos  Circle,  #1,  Okemos,  Mi. 
48864 

Sylvia   Wayne  Gotham    (Mrs.  Hugo  W.), 
12520  Edgewater  Drive,  Cleveland,  Ohio 
44107 

DEATH 

Elizabeth  Donehoo  Stoltz,  October  22,  1969 
Although  Elizabeth  attended  P.C.W.  only 
one  year,  it  was  gratifying  that  she  kept 
up  her  interest  in  our  class.  We  extend 
our  heartfelt  sympathy  to  her  husband, 
three  daughters  and  a  son. 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  mentions  changes 
in  their  neighborhood  in  Florida — an  im- 

pressive new  technological  college,  a  home- 
building  boom,  and  a  TV  tower  taller  than 

the  Empire  State  Building.  Unless  Charles' 
eye  operations  are  successfully  completed, 
they  may  have  to  curtail  the  traveling  which 
they  have  enjoyed.  Faye  tells  us  that  her 
sister  Merle  has  lost  her  husband,  that 
Lucile  is  doing  a  fine  job  of  caring  for  her 
husband  since  his  health  has  failed,  and 
that  she  and  Charles  are  now  great-aunt 
and  great-uncle. 

Lucile  Atkinson  Baker,  who  expresses 
her  pleasure  over  the  Christmas  greetings 
received  from  classmates,  tells  also  of  the 
great  good  news  at  Christmas  from  three 
young  people  whom  she  and  her  husband 
have  helped  through  college.  One,  a  Fili- 

pino, is  now  an  M.D.  interning  in  a  New 
York  hospital.  Another,  a  Chinese,  is  teach- 

ing in  a  university  in  Canada  and  has 
acquired  his  Canadian  citizenship.  The 
third,  a  Japanese  girl  who  is  an  anthropolo- 

gist, has  returned  from  work  in  Sierra 
Leone  and  is  going  to  Thailand  with  her 
husband  to  work  for  the  U.N.    Congratula- 
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In  Memoriam 

Alice  Maude  Taylor  '01 Fall,  1969 

Elizabeth  Kirk  Donehoo  x'13 
(Mrs.  Glenn  E.  Stoltz) 

October  22,  1969 
Adeline  A.  Colebrook  xT4 

(Mrs.  H.  A.  Voigt) 
January  26,  1970 

Frances  Ludwick  '21 (Mrs.  Latimer) 
April,  1969 

Claiborne  Brown  '31 (Mrs.  Nicholas  Ziegler) 
October,  1969 

Beatrice  Lewis  '31 November  11,  1969 

Elizabeth  Trimble  '31 (Mrs.  Henry  G.  Hemingway) 
August,  1969 

Mary  Cooke  x'32 (Mrs.  James  M.  McGough) 
November  21,  1969 

Dorothy  Brooks  x'43 (Mrs.  Thomas  A.  Pierce) 
January  25,  1970 

Edith  V.  Succop  '45 (Mrs.  Theodore  R.  Dibble) 
January  4,   1970 

Sally  Dougan  '49 (Mrs.  W.  W.  Augustine) 
November  8,  1969 

Mary  Lou  Shekell  '49 (Mrs.  Wilbur  S.  Mellon) 
May  18,  1969 

tions,  Lucile  and  Ivan!  No  wonder  you  say 
your  pleasure  could  not  be  greater  if  these 
were  your  own  children. 

A  phone  call  from  Helen  Blair  Baumann 
brought  the  news  that  on  her  Christmas 
visit  with  her  niece  in  Old  Lyme,  Connecti- 

cut, she  had  the  experience  of  being  snow- 
bound in  a  New  England  winter  and  found 

entertainment  in  watching  the  birds  in  the 
snow — a  treat  for  city-dwelling  Helen. 

Christine  Cameron  Bryan  reports  some 
interesting  trips  and  great  happiness  in  be- 

ing grandmother  to  ten  fine  young  people. 

She  feels  no  "generation  gap"  and  is  fasci- 
nated by  their  comments  on  present  day 

problems.  She  has  great  faith  in  the  youth 
of  today — and  she  seems  to  be  in  a  good 
position  to  judge. 

Laila  Clark  Ament  traveled  to  Texas  last 

August  to  attend  the  wedding  of  her  grand- 
daughter Donna  to  Thomas  Bolkcom,  a 

graduate  of  Shady   Side  Academy   and   the 

University  of  Pennsylvania.  About  the  time 
this  issue  of  the  Recorder  comes  out  in 

May,  we  shall  be  congratulating  Laila's auntie,  Mrs.  Dilley,  on  her  106th  birthday. 
There  have  been  changes  for  Helen  Craig 

Culley.  Upon  returning  from  two  months 
in  Vienna  last  summer,  she  learned  thai 
her  property,  which  she  had  given  to  the 
Presbytery  as  a  memorial  to  Dr.  Culley,  had 
been  sold  and  that  she  must  move  right 
away.  A  painful  case  of  shingles  and  the 
adjustment  of  living  in  new  quarters  have 
contributed  to  a  very  un-peaceful  year. 

Louise  Fletcher  writes  again  from  Sara- 
sota, Florida,  away  from  wintry  New  York 

where  there  already  had  been  snow  when 
she  left  in  October.  She  enjoyed  the  pro- 

gram at  Chautauqua  last  summer,  and  con- 
tinues her  contacts  with  Chatham  friends 

in  Sarasota. 

From  Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh  came 
two  pleasant  items  of  news.  Her  only 
grandson,  Robert,  returned  safe  and  sound 
from  Vietnam  in  time  for  Christmas,  and 
granddaughter  Lynne  was  graduated  from 
Chatham  in  May.  As  a  surprise  to  Lynne, 

Emma  was  invited  to  take  part  in  the  "mov- 
ing out"  ceremony,  pinning  the  "purple 

and  white"  on  Lynne  and  many  of  hei classmates. 

Visits  from  her  children  and  grandchil- 
dren are  the  highlights  of  Jean  Gray  Cir- 
cuit's quiet  life. 

Sylvia  Wayne  Gotham's  letter  came  from Ft.  Lauderdale  where  she  and  her  brothet 
spend  the  winter.  She  was  sorry  to  have 

missed  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy's  visit  tc the  Cleveland  Alumnae  Club,  but  caught 
up  with  them  at  the  party  Mrs.  Heinz  gave 
in  Miami  for  the  Eddys  and  Florida  alum- 

nae. Sylvia,  Helen  Baumann,  Laila  Ament 

and  I  attended  Chatham's  one  hundredth 
birthday  party  together  and  it  was  a  joy  tc 
see  Sylvia  looking  so  well. 

Mildred  Weston  Roger's  letter  from  the 
farm  at  Gallitzin,  Pa.,  said  they  were  hav- 

ing a  "winter  to  end  all  winters."  Although 
they  have  not  been  out  of  the  country  this 

year,  Mildred  and  Mr.  Rogers  had  an  in- 
teresting trip  to  North  Carolina  to  inter- 

view the  wife  and  daughters  of  Carl  Sand- 
berg  for  a  biography  Mr.  Rogers  is  writing 
for  Harcourt,  Brace,  and  World.  His  latest 

book,  "Cartoons,  Caricatures  and  Social 
Comment,"  came  out  in  October,  also  pub- 

lished by  Harcourt,  Brace,  and  World. 
Mildred  has  no  new  poems  to  report  but 

old  ones  have  appeared  in  five  more  col- 

lections since  last  spring:  "Eight  Lines  and 
Under"  (Macmillan  Co.);  "Pith  and  Vine- 

gar" (Simon  and  Schuster);  "The  Now 
Reader"  (Scott,  Foresman);  "The  Poem" 
(Harper  and  Row);  "A  Book  of  Nature Poems"    (Viking). 



Grace  Wilson  modifies  her  statement  that 
she  is  keeping  up  her  volunteer  work  at 
Brooklyn  Hospital  and  at  the  YMCA  by 

adding  "in  good  weather"  which  is  an observation  that  most  of  us  could  echo. 

A  strenuous  holiday  in  Maine  last  sum- 
mer was  followed  by  some  exhausting  edi- 

torial work  for  Martha  Young  McKeon.  By 
the  end  of  October  she  found  it  necessary 
to  begin  a  long  period  of  rest,  so  she  has 
finally  retired.  She  repeats  her  kind  invita- 

tion for  any  or  all  of  us  to  visit  her. 
Your  class  secretary  duplicated  her  visits 

of  1968  in  Oneonta,  NY.  and  Packanack 
Lake,  N.J.,  and  added  a  Thanksgiving  visit 
to  Clarksburg,  W.Va.  Her  only  other  news 
is  that  she  will  be  moving  to  another  apart- 

ment this  spring,  new  address  above. 

15 Jane  Johnston 
4720  Centre  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Elizabeth    Cameron    Fra?ik,    (Mrs.    Ralph), 
670  Florida  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15228 

Mary  Ruth  Jeffery  is  continuing  her 
creative  work.  She  has  written  two  skits 
for  College  Club  presentation,  also  a  play 
for  children  which  she  plans  to  enter  in  a 
contest  this  year.  We  wish  you  success, 
Mary. 

Olga  Losa  spent  March  in  Florida,  Sara- 
sota-Siesta  Key,  where  she  saw  Frances 
Belding. 

Your  secretary  joins  Betty  Frank  and 
Mary  Starr  in  sending  greetings.  I  am  sure 
we  are  all  looking  forward  to  our  reunion 
in  June. 

17 Jane  E.  Errett 
Chatham,  Pa.  19318 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Agnes  Dorman  Walling  (Mrs.  Arthur), 
Vinson  Hall  Retirement  Residence,  6251 
Old   Dominion  Drive,  McLean,  Va.  22101 

Pauline  McCaw  Patterson  ( Mrs.  L.  M. ) , 
108  Mossoak  Drive,  Dayton,  Ohio  45429 

DEATH 

Katherine  Keck  Van  Kirk,  August  25,  1969 
The  death  of  Katherine  Van  Kirk  was  a 

shock  to  us.  We  recall  her  vigor  and  lively 
humor.  There  must  be  nine  memories  for 
her  children  and  grandchildren. 

Your  secretary  plagiarizes  a  class  letter 
to  describe  us:  we  have  joined  no  morato- 

riums; were  not  mixed  in  any  riots;  did 
sit-ins  only  with  children  or  for  a  good 
rest.  We  attended  church  or  synagogue, 
aided  in  welfare  work,  and  tried  to  spread 
cheer.  Those  near  Pittsburgh  met  at  Decade 
meetings.  Only  three  of  us  failed  to  re- 

spond  by   letter. 
Leah  Claster  is  well  and  vigorous.  She 

has  visited  the  West  Coast  and  anticipated 
a  trip  to  London  in  March  although  she  is 

a  "senior  citizen  (ugh)."  She  grieves  over 
the  world's  catastrophies,  but  in  futility reads  or  plays  cards. 

Martha  Crandall  Noyes  has  been  baffled 
by  ice  and  snowy  roads,  but  she  has  delight- 

ful recollections  of  a  trip  to  Hawaii  last 
spring.  A  visit  to  four  grandsons  gave  her 
a  demonstration  in  perpetual  motion. 

Agnes  Dorman  Walling  now  makes  het 
headquarters  in  McLean  near  her  daughter, 
Mrs.  Louis  Derweiler  of  Falls  Church.  She 
accounts  for  two  granddaughters  and  a 

grandson. 
Martha  Dunbar  Say  and  her  husband  are 

enjoying  their  first  year  of  retirement. 
Edna  Evans  Peterson  in  Greensburg, 

Lillian  Fisher  Lichtenstubl  in  Miami  Beach, 
and  Pauline  McCaw  Patterson  in  Dayton 
send  cordial  greetings. 

Ruth  Gokey  Walters  manages  consider- 
able shuttling  hither  and  thither  among  the 

younger  generations,  including  thirteen 
grandchildren.  The  lakeside  cottage  is  a 
center  of  activity.  Maybe  she  relaxes  in 
Ridgewood. 

Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford  and 

Helen  Pardee  Nichol,  like  our  other  grand- 
morhers,  take  pride  in  the  travels  and  ap- 

pointments of  sons  and  daughters,  and  even 
grandchildren.  Perhaps  this  compensates  for 
separation  from  them  by  land  and  sea. 

Louise  Reinecke  Thome,  as  usual,  can 
schedule  visits  among  relations  across  the 
United  States  and  Europe.  Now  it  will  be 
April  and  May  in  England  with  the  Kings 
and  side-trips  to  the  Continent. 

Dorothy  Stoebener  Markell  and  George 
still  love  Florida  in  the  winter,  where  they 
reune  with  other  alumnae. 

One  big  celebration  was  the  one  staged 
by  the  children  of  Egbert  and  Estelle  Shep- 
ard  White  at  Merryacres  in  July.  Seventy- 
five  friends  out  of  theit  fifry  years  of  mar- 

riage attended  the  festival.  Photographs 
and  reminiscences  and  greetings  were  as- 

sembled into  two  albums.  These  produced 
chuckles  and  fond  memories  when  opened 

by  their  astonished  parents.  Estelle's  greet- 
ings came  from  son  John's  in  California. She  reports  the  marriage  of  granddaughter 

Tamara,  and  the  election  of  Betty  Lock- 
wood's  husband  to  be  President  of  Trinity 
College  in  Harrford. 

Six  of  our  class  of  '17  and  three  hus- 

bands made  up  a  table  at  Chatham's  Cen- tennial celebration  in  November.  Reports 
show  that  it  was  thrilling  and  beautiful, 
with  old  and  new  songs,  and  amusing  and 
sentimental  recollections. 

Miss  White  sends  warm  greetings  to  all 
from  Wilmington,  Deleware.  On  her  nine- 

tieth birthday  she  was  the  center  of  a  cele- 
bration in  the  midst  of  many  relatives  from 

far  and  near.  She  wishes  "the  same  to  all 

of  1917." 
Your  secretary  is  now  truly  retired  from 

library  work  but  she  is  not  inactive.  She 
loves  to  relax  in  her  home  in  the  village 
and  hopes  to  see  old  friends  at  any  time, 

where  she  can  "eat"  them  and  "sleep"  them. 

21 Margaret  Gilfillan 
1950  Washington  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15241 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Ella  Martin,   2344  Perrysville  Ave.,   Pitts- 
burgh,  Pa.  15214 

DEATHS 

Margaret   Wills  Dodds,  April   1969 
Frances  Ludwik  Latimer,  April  1969 

It  is  a  shock  and  sorrow  to  realize  that 
two  of  our  number  died  last  year.  I  have 

no  particulars  regarding  Peg.  Frances'  son 
wrote  that  she  had  a  sudden  cerebral  hem- orrhage. 

Edith  Pew  spent  a  month  in  Texas  this 
winter,  and  with  Stella  Espy  is  planning  a 
tour  of  Central  Europe  this  summer  which 
will  include  seeing  the  Passion  Play.  They 
have  gone  on  several  of  the  College  Club 
trips,  seeing  the  sights  of  Washington  and 
the  plays  in  New  York. 

Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  enjoyed  a  short 

visit  from  Lois  Farr  Hamilton  "when  they 
started  just  where  they  left  off  years  ago." 
Her  daughters  have  both  moved,  one  to 
Corning,  Ark.  and  the  other  to  El  Paso, 
Texas.  Florence  hopes  to  visit  them  this 
summer.  Marcella  Geary  spent  a  winter 
month  at  Lake  Worth,  Florida. 

Because  it  takes  her  longer  now  to  do 
her  usual  church,  Y.W.,  hospital  and  Span- 

ish class  work,  Mabel  Shaffer  writes  that 
she  is  busier  than  ever.  Ella  Martin  likes 
her  new  home  and  she,  too,  is  busy  with 
hospital  and  church  work  with  some  time 
for  reading  and  needlework. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  and  her  hus- 
band were  in  California  again  for  the  win- 

ter, at  Carlsbad-by-the-Sea  where  they  can 
see  whales  spouting  from  their  windows. 
Her  son-in-law,  now  a  Ph.D.,  teaches  an- 

thropology at  Marquette  University. 
Another  keeping  busy  with  volunteer 

work  is  Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  who 
hopes  to  go  to  England  in  the  spring. 
Marcella  Collier  Desjardins,  just  back  from 
three  weeks  in  Hawaii,  took  a  cruise  last 
summer  which  included  Nova  Scotia  and 
Bermuda  and  heartily  recommends  it.  She 
was  in  Pittsburgh,  too,  and  enjoyed  long 
telephone  visits  with  Liz  and  Gladys. 

Marjorie  Caughey  Mus grave  reports  her 
grandchildren  progressing  and  that  she 
greatly  enjoyed  the  Chatham  Anniversary 
Dinner,  as  did  Stella  and  Ella.  Lucile,  Ada 
Lou,  Mary  Reeves  and  Gladys  thought  they 
had  no  special  news,  but  just  to  know  they 
are  alright  is  good  news.  We  hope  this  is 
true  of  those  who  are  among  the  famous 
silent  ones. 

23 
Harriet  Barker  Thompson 

(Mrs.  Edward  J.) 

911  Presqueisle  Street 
Philipsburg,  Pa.   16866 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Martha  Leslie  Stewart  (Mrs.  Andrew  H.), 
505  Grove  Street,  Apt.  37,  Sewickley,  Pa. 
15143  (summer),  1910  South  Ocean 
Boulevard,  Apt.  234,  Delray  Beach,  Fl. 
33444    (winter) 

Sara  H.  MacGonagle,  301  South  Home 
Avenue,  Apt.  312,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

DEATH 

Marion  McDonald  Shakeshaft,  June  12, 
1966 

Miss  Vanda  E.  Kerst,  our  class  advisor, 
is  now  living  at  Fairhaven  Home,  Upper 
Sandusky,  Ohio  43351.  Perhaps  some  cards 
from  class  members  would  help  to  brighten her  days. 

Jean  Bumgarner,  an  active  worker  in 
community  affairs,  has  just  been  elected  the 
first  woman  to  serve  on  the  Board  of  Trust- 

ees of  her  church. 
Marjorie  Garner  Schmeltz  maintains  an 

interest  in  many  different  areas  while  work- 
ing in  their  office  several  hours  a  day. 

Lyda  Hamilton  reports  she  is  just  doing 
some  volunteer,  church  and  club  work  in 
New  Kensington. 
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Helen  Kulscher  Petty  lost  her  husband 
on  December  17  and  has  the  heartfelt  sym- 

pathy of  our  class.  She  and  Hiram  had  just 
retired  from  active  professional  lives  when 
a  heart  condition  worsened  causing  his 
death.  Fortunately,  her  three  daughters  and 
seven  grandchildren  will  help  fill  the  void 
in  her  life.  At  present  she  is  staying  with 

Mary  Lou's  family  at  Scott  Air  Force  Base 
in  Belleville,  Illinois  so  that.  Mary  Lou  can 
join  her  husband,  a  Lieutenant  Colonel  in 
the  Air  Force,  stationed  in  Vietnam,  for 
his  R  and  R  leave  in  Hawaii. 

Sara  MacGonagle  returned  to  Pittsburgh 
after  spending  twenty-six  years  in  Albany, 
New  York  where  she  was  a  faculty  member 
of  the  State  University  of  New  York  until 
her  retirement  in  1964.  She  has  joined  the 
College  Club. 

Elizabeth  Mason  Richards,  happy  with 
her  family  life,  has  been  touched  by  the 
tragedy  which  has  struck  our  colleges.  Her 
daughter  Caroline  is  an  executive  secretary 
to  the  Dean  of  the  Faculty  of  Arts  and 
Sciences  at  Harvard.  Since  last  April  re- 

peated invasions  of  University  Hall  have 
taken  place,  files  broken  into,  the  offices 
left  in  shambles  and  the  Deans  physically 
abused.  Now,  much  of  the  administrative 
work  is  done  behind  locked  doors  with 
police  constantly  on  patrol.  Few  of  the 
vandals  are  college  students  of  this  outside 
movement  which  started  at  Berkeley,  Cali- 
fornia. 

Julia  Matthews  Kirk  and  Myron  thor- 
oughly enjoyed  their  early  summer  wilder- 

ness vacation  of  camping  and  fishing  in 
Canada,  but  are  happy  to  live  in  Florida. 

Dorothy  McCormick  Means  contacts 
members  of  the  class  in  the  North  Boroughs 
and  visited  Eliza  for  a  few  days  in  the  fall. 
She  is  happy  to  have  her  eldest  daughter 
and   family  back   in   Pittsburgh. 

Martha  McKibbin  Tatnall,  Mary  McKin- 
ney  Wilson  and  Margaret  McRoberts  Eg- 

bert report  no  news,  but  send  best  wishes 
to  the  class. 

Marion  Mofjett  Barnes  and  Nick  enjoyed 
two  glorious  months  at  Jekyl  Island,  Geot- 
gia,  visiting  with  Helen  Errett  Hourdequin, 

'24,  while  there.  Marion  thought  the  Cen- tennial Dinner  was  wonderful. 

Marie  Ohle  Craig  has  found  a  busy  niche 
in  Phoenix  as  a  volunteer  for  the  Ametican 
Cancer  Society  and  the  American  Opinion 
Library.  She  is  an  active  member  of  the 

Republican  Woman's  Unit,  sings  in  her 
church  choir,  gardens  and  keeps  house  for 
her  stepson  who  has  gone  back  to  college 
to  finish  his  degree  in  electrical  engineering. 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  is  overjoyed  to 
have  a  granddaughter,  Holly  Ann,  who  ar- 

rived in  Boston  on  October  17.  She  is 
busier  now  than  at  any  time  since  she  was 
married.  Besides  teaching  violin  she  is 

chairman  of  the  Children's  Friend  and 
Service  Board,  and  with  her  husband  serves 
as  advisor,  counselor  and  friend  to  more 
than  200  foreign  students  at  the  University. 

Eliza  Peterson  reports  there  may  be  a 
class  reunion  in  Pittsburgh  this  spring.  For 
details  contact  her  or  Jean  Bumgarner. 

Marion  Rainey  Johnston  visited  Eliza  last 
fall  and  frequently  sees  Dot  Means. 

Helen  Sapper  Rider  isn't  complaining 
about  the  weather,  but  says  it  is  a  little  cold 
to  get  out  and  do  the  chores  these  wintry 
days  on  her  farm. 

Edith  Wilds  Clark  is  recovering  from  a 
successful  appendectomy.  The  class  sends 
best  wishes. 

Your    secretary    attended     the    Chatham 
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Centennial  in  November,  and  enjoyed  a 
most  delightful  trip  to  the  Orient  last  spring 
with  a  group  of  Pittsburgh  friends.  The 
trip  was  sponsored  by  the  School  of  Gen- 

eral Studies  of  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Please  accept  her  appreciation  for  your  con- 
tinued support  and  cooperation. 

25 Lois  Brown  Nabors 
(Mrs.  A.  B.) 

48  Charles  Street 
Uniontown,  Pa.  15401 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Elizabeth  Archibald  Andruss   (Mrs.  Harvey 
A.),    R.D.    #4,    Counrry    Club    Drive, 
Bloomsburg,  Pa.  17815 

Katherine   Dashiell   Roberts    (Mrs.   Cyril), 
Apt.    910    Granada    House,    201    North 
Ocean    Boulevard,    Pompano    Beach,    Fl. 
(  Afrer  June    1  ) 

Dorothy   Kelty   Fairchild    (Mrs.   Wade), 
1200  Rutland  Road,  Newport  Beach,  Ca. 

92660 
Katheryn    Kelty    Tea    (Mrs.    Clark    A.), 

1717-A   Bedford   Lane,  Newport   Beach, 
Ca.  92660 

This  is  our  45th  reunion  year  and  I  am 
encouraged  by  the  members  who  plan  to 
come.  Elizabeth  Stevenson  McQuiston  is 
reunion  chairman  and  she  will  be  writing 
to  all  of  you.  If  you  have  not  sent  a  news 
letter  to  me,  please  send  one  to  her  so  it 
can  be  read  at  the  reunion.  Pictures  would 
be  most  welcome  also. 

Amelia  Aiello  Cangi  sends  greetings.  She 
is  srill  head  of  the  foreign  language  depart- 

ment in  the  Sacramento  school  system,  and 
Dr.  Cangi  is  still  in  practice  so  she  will  be 
unable  to  attend  the  reunion. 

Elizabeth  Archibald  Andruss  and  her  hus- 
band now  live  in  the  new  home  they  built 

prior  to  his  retirement  as  president  of 
Bloomsburg  State  College.  They  enjoyed 
an  extensive  trip  to  Africa  last  year.  Mary 
Archibald  Kline  and  Betty  plan  on  coming 
to  the  reunion. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Katherine  Da- 
shiell Roberts  whose  husband  Cyril  died  in 

September,  1969.  She  will  be  moving  to 
an  apartment  in  June,  but  hopes  to  attend 
the  reunion. 

Another  classmate  enjoying  Florida  this 
winter  is  Marian  Frank  Patterson  in  Key 
Largo.  She  and  Gordon  enjoyed  a  two- 
month  trip  around  the  world  last  year. 
Marian  comes  to  Pittsburgh  frequently  to 
visit  her  daughter  Nancy  in  Fox  Chapel. 
While  here  last  summer,  she  and  Louise 
Graham  Brown  had  lunch  with  Bee  in  her 
new  home  in  Blackridge.  Louise  will  be 
installed  as  president  of  the  General  Feder- 

ation of  Women's  Clubs  in  June.  A  tea 
given  in  her  honor  by  the  Allegheny  Coun- 

ty Federation  was  attended  by  Bee  Mc- 
Quiston and  several  other  Chatham  alum- 

nae. Louise's  daughter,  Barbara  Plumb,  has 
recently  published  a  book  on  home  furnish- ings. 

Katheryn  Kelty  Tea  and  Dorothy  Kelty 
Fairchild,  after  forty-three  years  separation, 
now  live  near  one  another  in  Newport 
Beach.  They  wish  the  class  could  share  the 

happiness  they  now  enjoy  in  each  other's 
company.  Dotty's  daughter  Katheryn,  an 
oil  painter  of  note,  lives  near,  as  does 

Kate's  daughter  Dorothy.  Kate's  son,  an 
Episcopalian  minister,  spent  a  year  in  Viet- 

nam as  a  Navy  Chaplain. 

I  received  a  newsy  letter  from  Laurettt, 
Light  Frye.  She  attended  the  Chatham 
dinner  last  fall  and  enjoys  the  special  pro- 

grams at  the  College.  Do  find  time  for  the 
reunion,  Lauretta. 

Jean  MacColl  Horton's  letter  this  yeai 
was  full  of  news  about  her  travels.  Arthur'; 
business  takes  them  all  over  the  country 
They  spend  rime  also  in  Cape  May,  N.J.  ai 
their  vacation  home.  Their  older  son  wai 
married  in  April;  the  younger  one,  Rick 
lives  in  Pittsburgh.  When  at  home  she  i; 
active  in  community  affairs  and  the  Chat- 

ham  Alumnae  group   in   Philadelphia. 
A  most  welcome  letter  came  from  Harriet 

McCaw  Hale.  She  enjoys  an  active  life  anc 
mentioned  seeing  Miriam  McGormley  Gor 
don  more  since  her  retirement.  They  botr 
hope  to  attend  the  reunion. 

Mary  Shane  Muir  and  Marshall  are  well 
happy  and  busy.  Last  summer  they  visitec 
their  son  John  in  Hinsdale,  Illinois,  anc 
while  rhere  met  my  daughter  Jinnie  anc 
her  twin  boys.  I  was  so  happy  that  Jinnie 
could  meet  a  Chatham  classmate.  Do  come 
to  the  reunion,  Mary. 

Frances  Rolfe  sends  greetings  and  hope: 
to  see  us  all  in  June. 

Sarah  Chisholm  Springer  and  I  attendee 
Alumnae  Council  at  the  College  last  fall 
where  we  had  a  visit  with  Bee  McQuistor, 
and  Louise  Brown  and  discussed  the  re- 

union. I  am  happy  to  hear  from  so  man; 
of  you  who  hope  to  come.  This  is  the  last 
time  I  will  write  the  news  as  your  secretary 
Ir  has  been  a  most  rewarding  experience — 
so  much  fun  to  receive  your  letters.  Set 

you  in  June! 

f~\/~\  Anne  Textor  Thompson 
)\-A  (Mrs.  Robert  E.) 

/  *  \^/  20  Richey  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15214 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lucille  Evans  Lynch  (Mrs.  C  Earle),  1935 
17th  Street,  Cuyahoga  Falls,  Ohio  44223 

Miriam  Fisher  Planert   (Mrs.  Paul  A.,  Jr.) 
555  South  Gulfstream  Avenue,  Apt.  601 
Sarasota,  Fl.  33577 

Jean    Huff    Bailey     (Mrs.    C.    C),    10435 
Tropicana  Circle,  Sun  City,  Az.  85351 

Ruth    Lenon    Dieffenbacher    (Mrs.),    P.O 
Box  908,  Setauket,  N.Y.  11785  (Home) 

Louise  Sutton  Ivory   (Mrs.  Dixon  L.),  657 
Philadelphia  Avenue,  Chambersburg,  Pa 

17201 

DEATH 

Lillian  Green  Surbled,  May  31,  1969.  We 

were  shocked  and  saddened  by  Lillian's 
sudden  death  only  a  few  days  before  re- 

union which  she  and  her  husband,  Wil- 
liam, had  planned  to  attend.  A  book  has 

been  placed  in  the  Chatham  Library  in her  memory. 

Twenty-one  classmates  enjoyed  a  wonder- 
full  day  on  campus  at  our  40th  reunion  on 
June  7,  and  two  husbands,  Walter  Ryman 
and  Glenn  Wagner,  joined  us  for  the  Presi- 

dent's reception  and  the  evening  dinner. 
Then  on  September  13  another  mini-re- 

union occurred  when  eight  of  us  took  a 
picnic  lunch  and  visited  Mary  Kolb  ar  her 

beautiful    "High  Horizon"   farm. In  addition  to  the  local  classmates  who 
attended  the  reunion  it  was  especially  nice 
to  see  several  who  came  from  a  distance: 

Kay  Crawford  Stancati  and  Margaret  Con- 
stant Jones,  both  from  Chicago;  Mary  De- 



Motte  Sutphen  from  Lakewood,  New  York; 
Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  who,  with  Glenn, 
has  since  been  to  Japan  for  two  months 
and  is  now  in  Naples,  Florida;  and  Ruth 
Lenon  Dieffenbacher  from  Long  Island,  who 
is  now  a  special  educational  assistant  in 
counseling  at  the  University  of  Connecticut. 
Sons  Tim  and  Mark  have  both  completed 
their  Army  service,  and  Tim  is  now  work- 

ing in  the  pathology  department  at  the 
University  of  Minnesota. 

Martha  Ackelson  Smith,  whose  husband 

Alan  died  on  April  15,  1969,  spent  Thanks- 
giving with  daughter  Sue  in  Sarasota,  Flori- 

da, and  then  drove  north  by  way  of  Atlanta 
to  spend  a  week  with  daughter  Nora. 

Dorothy  Appleby  Musser  has  two  new 
grandchildren,  a  boy  and  a  girl.  She  and 
Fred  spent  six  weeks  last  spring  in  the 
Pacific  Islands.  This  year  they  are  consider- 

ing a  garden  tour  of  Europe  in  April  and 
May,  and  a  visit  with  their  oldest  daughter 
in  Corpus   Christi,  Texas. 
We  extend  sympathy  to  Erma  Bachman 

Stewart  on  the  death  of  her  mother  in  June, 
and  congratulations  on  the  arrival  of  a  new 
granddaughter  in  July.  Erma  continues  her 
teaching  of  German  in  Butler  High  School. 

With  the  arrival  of  a  grandson  in  Octo- 
ber, Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  and  Lee  now 

have  six  grandchildren.  Ellen  is  doing  vol- 
unteer work  for  the  community  library. 

Bessie  Friedman  Wasser,  whose  husband 
Sam  was  in  the  hospital  when  his  father 
died  in  December,  has  been  very  busy  try- 

ing to  take  care  of  their  drug  store. 
Helen  Furman  Knight  sends  greetings 

and  says  that  everything  goes  on  much  the 
same  for  her,  while  Jean  Huff  Bailey  is 
simply  enjoying  the  Arizona  sun  after  many 
years  in  Canada. 

Ruth  Hunter  Swiss  helm  took  a  two 

month's  leave  of  absence  from  the  alumnae office  last  summer  so  that  husband  Bob 
could  recuperate  from  a  coronary  at  their 
Van  Buren  Bay  home.  Ruth  enjoyed  re- 

ceiving "NOTES  from  the  FIFERS"  as  a 
New  Years  greeting  from  Michael  and  Peg 
Woolridge  Fifer.  Among  the  collection  of 
original  poems  was  one  which  helped  to 
make  the  very  cold  winter  seem  a  little 
more  beautiful: 

ICE  CHIMES 

Where  leaves  of  grasses 
Dip  into  the  freezing  stream 
Small  tongues  of  ice  form 
And  sway,  tinkling  music 
For  those  with   elf  ears   to   hear. 

and  another  with  a  promise  of  spring: 

MAY  MORNING 
The  sunshine  sifts 
Through  tall  cathedral  pines  to  light 
The  flower  carpet  glowing  on  the  forest  floor, 
And  where  the  bank  slopes  to  the  stream, 
White  trillium  adorn  the  altar 
Of  the  morning. 

In  addition  to  writing  poetry,  the  Fifers 
have  two  grandchildren  and  acquired  a  new 
son-in-law  when  daughter  Barbara  was  mar- 

ried in  October,  1969.  In  Peg's  words, 
"Our  latest  accomplishment  is  a  farm  pond, 
deep  enough  for  trout,  big  enough  for  a 
small  boat,  secluded  enough  to  swim,  and 

right  now,  cold  enough  to  ice  skate  on." 
The  Fifer  collection  was  mimeographed  by 

Mary  Louise  Jones  who  enjoyed  Peg's  visit, 
and  who  says  she  is  enjoying  "growing  old." 

Junietta  Kalbitzer  Pollack,  whose  daugh- 
ter Julia  will  be  graduated   from  Chatham 

in  May,  enjoyed  a  trip  through  Canada  last 
summer. 

Mary  Kolb  appeared  as  a  TV  panelist  on 
Channel  4  George  Washington  Carver  Pro- 

gram and  the  Channel  13  Black  Horizons 
Program  in  February. 

Kay  MacCloskey  Crocker  spends  winters 
in  Florida,  summers  in  New  Hampshire, 
and  still  loves  to  play  golf. 

Anne  Miller  Nolen,  who  is  a  substitute 
teacher  at  Margate  Junior  High  School,  says 

that  "everybody  but  the  substitutes"  seem 
to  get  sick,  all  of  which  keeps  Anne  very busy. 

Helen  Myers  Knox  has  retired  from 
teaching,  and  when  her  husband  retires 
they  plan  to  travel. 

Kay  Reebel  continues  her  work  as  con- 
sultant -to  several  VA  hospitals  and  as  a 

member  of  "too  many"  committees,  and 
enjoys  her  jaunts  to  Florida  where  she  joins 
her   family  for  the  holidays. 

Fran  Reeder  Battaglia  had  a  trip  to 
Mexico  in  October  and  makes  annual  visits 
to  Charles  and  Cathy  and  their  families  in 
California.  Charles  is  a  resident  in  eye,  ear, 
nose  and  throat  at  Los  Angeles  County 
Hospital.  Frederick  Battaglia  was  born  on 
April  16,  1969  to  son  Mart  and  his  wife  in 
Lexington,  Massachusetts. 

Betty  Rial  Walthour  and  Frank  have  been 
putting  fun  into  their  retirement  by  taking 
freighter  trips,  the  latest  one  to  Germany 
in  October. 

Helen  Sawyer  Ryman  is  having  a  won- 

derful time  "living  with  Bud,"  being  direc- 
tress of  the  Altar  Guild  at  Trinity  Cathe- 
dral, ttaveling  and  visiting  her  children. 

Mary  Lou  Succop  Bell  is  "enjoying  her 
gorgeous  grandchildren."  Daughter  Louise is  in  her  second  year  of  work  toward  a 
Ph.D.  in  Public  Health  at  Harvard. 

Evelyn  Thompson  Wible  and  Fran  had  a 
lovely  trip  to  California  and  Hawaii  and 
are  enjoying  their  interesting  grandchildren. 

Dorothy  Warner's  reply  said  only,  "Status 

quo." 

Bob  and  I  have  enjoyed  several  nice  trips 
to  Dallas,  Texas,  Canada,  Myrtle  Beach  and 
Florida.  Daughter  Jane  was  married  in 

July,  and  Marcia  is  working  on  a  master's degree  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 
Thanks  to  all  who  responded  to  the  request 
for  class  treasury  dollars.  If  you  have  not 
contributed  and  still  wish  to  do  so,  make 

checks  payable  to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class 
Account  and  mail  to  Ruth  Swisshelm  in  the 
alumnae  office. 

31 
Lois  Applegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Elizabeth    Brandon,     3601     Fifth     Avenue, 

Beaver  Falls,  Pa.  15010 
Adelaide  Lasner  Sachs  (Mrs.  Meyer),  3450 

South    Ocean    Blvd.,    Palm    Beach,    Fl. 

33480 Doris  C.  Thomas,  125  Warren  Street,  West 
Pittston,  Pa.  18643 

DEATHS 

Claiborne  Brown  Ziegler,  October  5,  1969 
Beatrice  Lewis,  November  11,   1969 
Betty  Trimble  Hemingway,  August,  1969 
Phyllis  Williams  Clugh,  August  4,  1969 
We  have  been  saddened  by  the  loss  of 

four  classmates  during  1969.  Our  sympathy 
is  extended  to  theif  families  and  friends. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn's  son  Dick 

is  a  junior  at  Juniata  College.  "EB"  still does  some  teal  estate  work,  but  has  resigned 
from  the  school  board.  She  returned  to 
Pittsburgh  at  the  time  of  the  Centennial 
when  Miss  Dysart  was  honored. 

Edie  Beale  Asper,  still  employed  by  the 
Office  of  Vocational  Rehabilitation  in  Ju- 

neau, tepotts  that  both  sons  (and  young 

Linn's  wife)  graduated  from  school  last 
summer.  Linn  and  his  wife  are  living  in 
Fairbanks  where  Linn  is  with  Legal  Services 
and  his  wife  teaches  kindergarten.  Son  Jim 
enlisted  in  the  Coast  Guard  and  in  October 

was  off  to  boot  camp  in  Alameda,  Califor- 
nia. Edie  and  Linn  are  thinking  about 

Europe  this  year. 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout  is  "busy  trying 
to  keep  busy,"  in  the  church,  as  a  volunteer 
with  the  Cancet  Society,  and  as  a  volunteer 
at  Magee  Hospital  in  the  Public  Relations 
Department.  She  plans  to  take  a  non- 
credit  course  in  creative  writing  at  Pitt.  Her 
sons  Bill  and  Don  come  home  often  enough 
to  rescue  her  from  the  difficulties  of  main- 

taining her  suburban  home  alone. 
Dorothea  Crawford  Macy's  husband  is 

retired,  but  they  still  live  in  Shott  Hills, 
New  Jersey,  taking  wintet  vacations.  Dode 
does  volunteer  work,  and  they  have  a  new 

grandchild. LaVerda  Dent  Moran  and  Tom  have 
curtailed  theif  activities  since  his  retite- 
ment.  With  three  daughters  living  in  three 
different  states,  they  travel  to  see  the  girls 
and  five  grandchildren. 

Gertrude  Ferrero  Prather's  youngest, 
Mike,  is  at  Oxford  on  a  Fellowship.  As  he 
will  be  there  two  years,  Trudy  and  Tom 

plan  to  visit  him  next  summer.  The  Pra- 
thers' older  son,  Joe,  is  going  on  a  safari 

next  July  and  Mike  hopes  to  go  along  as 
official  photographer.  Daughter  Lynne  is 

still  with  Playwright's  Unit  as  production managet. 

Martha  Coffe  Lane  is  head  of  the  science 
department  at  Wilkinsbufg  High  School. 
The  Lanes  have  been  spending  Christmas 
vacations  in  Sarasota,  Florida,  enjoying  golf 
and  the  beach.  Daughter  Janet  and  her 
husband  live  in  New  York  City. 

Mildred  Harner  Foltz  and  husband  Ralph 
came  to  Pittsburgh  for  their  annual  visit 
and  on  their  way  back  to  Dallas  stopped  in 
Columbus,  where  they  had  a  vicarious  trip 

to  Hawaii  via  the  Parker  MacCarthys'  films. Mildred  has  finished  a  second  semester  of 
creative  writing  and  has  now  started  a  third. 
She  has  had  four  poems  accepted  this  year, 
and  her  hymn  of  several  years  ago  will  be 
in  a  new  hymnal.  To  add  to  their  joy,  a 

grandson  arrived  in  October. 
Kay  James  McCann  and  Ray,  on  a  trip 

to  Mexico,  drove  to  Nogales,  Arizona,  then 
down  the  west  coast  to  Mazatlan  and  inland 
to  Mexico  City,  enjoying  beautiful  scenery, 
flowers,  birds,  and  meeting  delightful  peo- 

ple. Strenuous,  but  they  recommend  it! 
Kay  is  branch  chairman  and  a  member  of 

the  AAUW  State  Committee  for  "Belea- 

guered Earth:  Can  Man  Survive?"  Her special  interest  is  population  control.  They 
also  visited  more  of  California:  Salton  Sea, 
Yosemite,  the  Gold  Rush  country,  and 
Point   Reyes   National   Seashore. 

Margaret  Jefferson  is  retiring  in  June 
from  St.  Anne's  School  in  Charlottesville 
and  plans  to  teach  in  the  public  schools 
there.  Last  summer,  Dick  and  Noushka 
Turner  spent  a  weekend  with  Margaret,  and 
Eleanor  Dearborn  visited  with  her  at  New- 

ark Airport. 
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Last  spring,  Florence  Jones  Maddox  and 

William  took  a  six-week  trip  to  the  west 

coast  prior  to  William's  retirement,  visiting 
friends  along  the  way  and  stopping  to  see 
son  Dave  and  his  wife  near  Stanford.  In 
October  they  drove  to  New  Orleans  to  a 
convention  and  visited  relatives  in  Atlanta 

on  the  way  home.  The  Maddoxes  are  thor- 
oughly happy  with  retirement. 

Adelaide  Lasner  Sachs  and  Meyer  moved 
to  Palm  Beach  permanently  in  Januaty. 

Addie  says  she  "finally  has  some  news  that 
didn't  involve  grandchildren!" 

Lucile  Laughlin  Logan  and  husband  Earl 

toured  Spain  in  June  with  their  two  "adopt- 
ed daughters,"  students  at  Westminster  Col- 

lege. Lucile  is  happily  adoring  the  new 
daughters  of  her  nieces. 

Margaret  Marsh  Symonds  hopes  to  retire 
from  teaching  at  the  end  of  this  school 
year.  On  a  March  trip  to  Florida  she  and 
Ken  planned  to  visit  Bev  Robinson  Smith 
in  Naples.  They  were  in  Hawaii  for  the 

1969  Rotary  Convention.  Peg's  first  grand- child arrived  last  July. 
A  note  from  Linda  Munroe  Sutherland 

says,  in  parr,  "We,  as  a  class,  should  re- 
member our  Bee  Lewis  and  think  of  a  fit- 

ting memorial,  for  she  was  our  voice." 
Linda  is  looking  forward  to  gaining  another 
daughter  when  her  third  son  is  married  on 

June  6.  "The  older  two  sons  have  made 
me  proud  of  their  wives  as  daughters,  and 
I  claim  three  wonderful  grandchildren,  two 

girls  and  a  boy." Last  summer,  Anne  Ritenour  Harbison 

took  her  oldest  grandson,  11 -year-old  "Har- 
by,"  to  the  British  Isles  and  found  it  a 
wonderful  adventure.  This  year,  it's  his 
brother's  turn  and  he  is  trying  to  talk Grandma  into  an  African  safari. 

Kay  Rockwell  Potter's  home,  now  com- 
plete with  decorating  and  landscaping,  is 

located  on  a  large  waterway  off  South  Bis- 

cayne  Bay  (across  from  President  Nixon's 
Florida  home).  Their  boat  is  well  pro- 

tected, but  they  have  quick  access  to  the 
ocean  for  cruising  up  and  down  the  Florida 
coast  and  to  the  Bahamas.  Kay  and  Bill 
had  front-row  seats  for  both  the  July  and 
November  moon  shots  at  the  Cape,  and 
came  to  Pittsburgh  in  the  fall  for  family 
weddings  and  the  Rolling   Rock   Races. 

Roberta  Rode  Johnson  and  Latimer  are 
enjoying  their  second. winter  of  retirement 
in  Florida,  but  still  return  to  their  home 

in  Pittsburgh  in  June.  Roberta's  youngest, 
Norman,  is  a  junior  at  Northwestern,  ma- 

joring in  economics.  Another  son,  Richard, 
lives  in  Florida. 

Lois  Sproull  Hinckley  completed  her 
term  as  Commissioner  of  the  town  of  Long- 

boat Key  in  March,  and  is  glad  to  con- 
tinue her  work  as  President  of  the  Gulf 

Coast  Girl  Scout  Council.  Lois  is  particu- 
larly saddened  over  the  passing  of  Clai 

Broirn  Ziegler,  because  all  Clai's  family 
had  passed  away  and  there  were  so  few  who 
could  help  her.  Lois  added  a  good  piece  of 
news:  Sean  Thompson,  son  of  the  late  Nora 
Weichel  Thompson  of  our  class,  was  mar- 

ried last  winter.  He  and  his  wife  are  living 

with  Nonie's  husband  who  has  been  unable 
to  walk  for  many  years. 

Congratulations  to  Doris  Campbell  Thom- 
as, who  received  the  honorary  degree  of 

Doctor  of  Humane  Letters  at  Chung-ang 
University,  Seoul,  Korea,  on  October  11, 
1969.  The  degree  was  authorized  by  the 
Ministry  of  Education  of  the  Republic  of 

Korea  in  recognition  of  Doris'  outstanding 
contributions    to    the    promotion    of    inter- 
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national  understanding  and  the  implemen- 
tation of  the  Chung-ang  Sisterhood  Pro- 
gram. She  has  been  Dean  of  Foreign  Stu- 

dents and  International  Studies  at  the  C. 
W.  Post  Center  of  Long  Island  University. 
She  is  also  a  member  of  the  Curriculum 
Committee  of  the  Institute  of  European 
Studies  and  of  the  Publication  Committee 
of  the  National  Association  for  Foreign 
Student  Affairs. 

Lou  Turner  Crookston  and  Mac  continue 
to  operate  the  Sea  Pearl  Apartments  in 
Deerfield  Beach,  Florida,  and  they  never 
have  been  busier.  They  had  hoped  to  have 
a  vacation  last  fall  by  closing  for  Septem- 

ber, but  found  that  they  didn't  have  time to  leave! 

Olive  WycofJ  MacCarthy's  Christmas  card 
reported  a  vacation  at  the  shore,  social 
activities,  and  a  short  visit  from  Martha 
Bradshaw  Stout  when  she  was  driving  to 

New  Mexico  to  visit  relatives.  Olive's  older 
daughter  vacationed  in  Africa. 

Betty  Babcock  Hull  and  Isabelle  Patter- 
son Konold  ask  to  be  remembered  to  every- one. 

As  for  me,  I  must  be  in  some  sort  of  dol- 
drums. Last  year,  my  vacation  plans  were 

cancelled  by  an  illness  of  my  own;  this 
year,  illness  in  the  family  may  make  some 
difference.  Otherwise,  life  goes  on  in  a 
pleasant,  happy  way. 

Thanks  to  all  who  sent  news.  In  June  of 
1971  we  will  have  our  40th  Reunion.  Per- 

haps we  should  try  for  a  site  in  Flotida 
since  so  many  of  our  members  are  retiring 
and  moving  there! 
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Helen  McCracken  Bennett 

(Mrs.  John  W.) 
459  Sage  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15243 

Dorothy  Ballantyne  Millikin 
(Mrs.  Edward) 

67  Locksley  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Edith    L.    McBane,    53    Academy    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Jane   Metzger   Epstine    (Mrs.    Harry   M.), 
5023  Frew  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Miriam  Young  White  (Mrs.  Roger),  3065 
Pruitt  Road,  Port  St.  Lucie,  Fl.  33450 

Helen  reporting: 

Marian  Baughman  Monroe,  "knee-deep 
in  bookwork  for  Vaughn,"  writes  that  they 
spent  last  summer  touring  American  Air 
Force  bases  in  Germany,  France  and  En- 

gland, and  they  are  off  now  for  their  third 
trip  to  Australia  where  Vaughn  will  be 

working  for  a  month  in  a  private  mem- 
bership club  in  Sydney.  Candy  and  Jerry 

have  two  children.  An  Air  Force  major,  he 

is  at  career  school  at  Fort  Benning.  Chris- 
tina is  a  retailing  executive  in  Boston. 

Jean  Blar  Hodgin  claims,  "  'No  News' 
seems  inaccurate  and  much  too  negative — 

so  let's  say  'No  News  for  Publication.'  " 
Mary  Crumay  Kehew  visited  Ann's  fami- ly in  Denver,  and  reports  the  birth  of  a 

second  grandson  last  May. 
Marguerite  Cunliff  Gape  is  teaching  first 

grade  in  a  small  school  at  Conneaut  Lake, 

and  is  taking  elementary  education  at  Edin- 
boro  in  the  summer.  She  hopes  to  finish 
her  requirements  this  year. 

Genevieve  Davis  Crawjord  has  been 
spending  much  of  her  time  in   Ohio  with 

an  ill  brother.  Our  deepest  sympathy  to 
Gen  whose  sister  died  in  January. 

Jessie  Doudna  Phillips'  daughter,  Anne, 
and  husband  are  living  in  Washington, 
D.C.  David  is  a  sophomore  at  W&J,  and 

Johnny,  a  14-year-old  flutist,  marched  with 
his  high  school  band  in  the  Orange  Bowl 

Parade — "the  highest  point  of  his  life." 
Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller's  enthusiastic  letter 

is  in  quotes,  so  we  may  all  share  her  excit- 

ing adventures:  "Missed  last  year's  news 
round-up  because  Ed  and  I  were  in  the 

middle  of  a  nine  month's  'trip  of  a  lifetime' around  the  world,  and  now,  a  year  later,  I 

still  can't  believe  we  did  it.  Leaving  home 
August  1,  we  spent  ten  weeks  in  Europe, 
attending  opera  in  Bayreuth,  Salzburg,  and 

Vienna,  attending  a  UNESCO-sponsored  sci- 
entific congress  in  Bulgaria,  and  visiting  my 

English  relatives.  The  most  adventurous 
part  of  the  trip  was  a  nine-week  bus  trip 
from  London  to  Calcutta — across  Europe, 
through  Greece,  Turkey,  Iran,  Afghanistan, 
and  West  Pakistan,  and  with  a  side  trip  to 
Nepal.  This  was  rugged,  but  we  really  got 
to  see  these  countries  in  a  way  few  tourists 
do.  For  our  visits  in  Bangkok,  Cambodia, 
Singapore,  and  Bali  we  used  planes,  then 
flew  to,  and  mostly  across,  Australia.  A 
major  high  spot  of  the  trip  was  visiting  a 
cousin  of  mine  in  New  Zealand,  whom  I 

haven't  seen  in  forty  years.  An  18-day  trip 
by  'banana  boat'  through  some  of  the  South 
Sea  Islands  was  idyllic,  and  a  25-day  jaunt 
by  ship  from  Sydney  to  Hong  Kong,  stop- 

ping in  New  Guinea,  Manila,  and  Taiwan 
was  equally  enjoyable.  Hong  Kong  was  as 
exciting  as  we  had  hoped,  and  we  loved 
Japan,  except  for  Tokyo.  We  tapered  off 
with  a  few  days  in  Hawaii  and  came  home 
in  glory  on  the  California  Zephyr.  To  add 
to  the  excitement  of  an  already  full  year, 
our  daughter  Carol  was  married  in  August 
and  is  now  living  in  Jackson,  Mississippi 
where  her  husband  teaches  history  in 
99.995%  black  Jackson  State  College.  Carol 
is  one-half  of  the  .005%  white,  as  she 

takes  a  master's  in  early  elementary  educa- 
tion. I  promise  I'll  never  have  as  long  a 

news  item  again!" Virginia  Hall  McAleese  is  delighted  with 
their  home  on  Hilton  Head  Island,  and 
recommends  it  as  a  retirement  spot.  Ginger 
is  teaching  in  Atlanta  and  plans  to  marry 
in  May.  Youngest  daughter,  Anne,  will 
graduate  in  May  from  Queens  College, 
Charlotte,  North  Carolina. 

Marjorie  Hopkins  is  still  "confronting 
the  confronters"  in  Great  Neck  Junior 
High.  Her  latest  book,  And  the  Jackal 
Played  the  Masinko,  should  be  on  the 
market  soon.  It  has  an  Ethiopian  setting 
and  is  for  ages  four  to  eight. 

Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur  did  special 
reading  in  summer  school  in  August,  then 
took  a  holiday  in  Jamaica.  Son  Bill  moved 

to  Clark's  Summit,  Pennsylvania,  and  is  at 
the  bank  in  Scranton.  It  is  farther  traveling 
to  see  them,  but  a  Christmas  visit  was 
accomplished  by  bus  in  spite  of  24  inches 
of  snow.  Phyl  is  planning  a  trip  to  Spain 
this  summer. 

Gene  Lewellyn  Price  is  trying  to  make  a 
comeback  after  a  partial  stroke  last  June. 
In  1953  she  suffered  two  strokes  that  para- 

lyzed her  left  side.  She  keeps  busy  with 
some  piano  students  and  is  trying  to  make 
it  on  her  own  since  her  divorce.  Our  very 
best  to  you,  Gene! 

Last  summer,  Ruth  Ludebuehl  Early  en- 
joyed an  escorted  tour  of  the  Canadian 

Rockies   and   a   trip   up   Inside  Passage   to 



Alaska  by  ship;  she  claims  "it  is  beautiful 
every  mile  of  the  way."  In  June  she  and Ruth  Nirella  are  planning  a  trip  abroad. 
She  keeps  busy  at  the  library,  Soroptimist 
Club,  and  as  an  elder  and  chairman  of 
Christian  Education  Committee  at  the 
United  Presbyterian  Church. 

During  the  past  year,  Louise  Metzgar 

lams'  family  has  been  in  a  constant  state 
of  change.  Dan  has  fulfilled  his  service  and 
returned  safely  from  Vietnam  and  is  em- 

ployed as  a  salesman  for  a  pre-fab  building 
firm  near  Washington,  Pennsylvania.  Bill, 
his  wife  Pam,  and  their  two  children  are  in 
Bristol,  England,  for  six  months  where  he 
is  doing  chest  sutgery,  arranged  through  a 
fellowship  with  Johns-Hopkins  Hospital 
where  he  is  a  resident.  Louise  and  Charles 
are  planning  to  visit  them  in  May.  Nancy 
and  Jack  have  two  boys,  a  girl,  and  a  re- 

cently adopted  two-month-old  girl.  This 
past  year,  Louise  accompanied  Chatles  on 
trips  to  Denver,  San  Francisco,  and  New 
York. 

My  year  has  been  busy,  but  a  change  of 
pace  that  we  all  share  when  our  nest  is 
empty.  Sue  is  a  freshman  at  William  Penn 
College,  Oskaloosa,  Iowa,  and  Wes  is  com- 

pleting an  assignment  as  Captain  Squadron 
Commander  at  Lowry  Air  Force  Base  in 
Denver.  He  is  continuing  in  a  military 
career  and  awaiting  teassignment. 

Thank  you  for  your  warm  responses  and, 
until  the  spring  of  1971,  sincere  good 
wishes  to  all. 

Dot  reporting: 

Dorothy  Newell  had  a  wonderful  time 
on  a  North  Cape  cruise  on  the  Kungsholm 
last  June,  joining  the  Royal  and  Ancient 
Polar  Bear  Society  while  there.  Because  of 
a  fractured  collarbone  suffered  in  a  fall  the 

end  of  October,  she  had  to  cancel  her  reser- 
vation for  a  January  Around  South  America 

cruise  on  the  Gripsholm,  and  hoped  to  be 
out  of  her  harness  by  mid-February.  A 
new  Eldorado  will  keep  Dorothy  busy  this 
summer,  and  by  next  winter  she  hopes  to 
be  on  her  second  cruise  around  the  world. 

A  fall  on  December  30  put  Ruth  Nirella 
in  the  hospital  for  nine  days  with  a  broken 
wrist.  She  hoped  to  be  able  to  go  back  to 
school  early  in  February  for  the  second 
semester  and  to  get  the  senior  class  play 
under  way  for  March  20.  She  and  Ruth 
Ludebuehl  Early  plan  to  leave  on  June  22 
for  Oberamergau.  From  thete  they  will 
travel  by  rented  car  through  Austria,  the 
Italian  Lake  region  and  parts  of  Switzer- 

land. This  is  to  be  followed  by  a  Cook's Tour  of  Devon,  Cornwall  and  London. 
Carolyn  Fierce  May  and  her  husband 

spent  two  months  at  Key  Colony  Beach 
after  an  absence  of  three  years,  Bob  recu- 

perating from  an  operation  before  Christ- 
mas. Bob,  Jr.,  back  from  Turkey,  has  de- 
cided to  stay  in  the  Air  Force  and  is  sta- 

tioned at  Selfridge  AFB.  Carolyn  planned 
to  visit  John  and  Ginny  Hall  McAleese  at 
Hilton  Head  in  March,  and  hopes  to  visit 
Pittsburgh  some  time  soon. 

All  of  Gertrude  Ray  Mann's  family  came 
home  for  Christmas,  the  two  boys  from 
Boston,  and  husband  Carey  from  Abadan, 
Iran,  where  he  has  been  working  on  a  huge 
fertilizer  plant  being  built  for  the  Kellogg 
Iran  Corporation.  Late  in  January  he  re- 

turned to  Iran  for  a  final  six  weeks  to 
complete  the  job. 

Since  Edith  Rial  Benford's  husband  re- 
tired a  year  ago  they  have  been  living  on  a 

farm   between   Somerset  and   Bedford.    Son 

John,  his  wife  and  small  daughtet  live  in 
Greensburg  where  he  is  a  stockbroker  Son 
Tom,  who  lives  in  Brooklyn,  is  a  plant 
quarantine  inspector  for  the  Depattment  of 
Agriculture,  inspecting  plants  and  flowers 
coming  into  the  United  States  on  boats. 

Ruth  Ross,  happy  in  her  retirement,  en- 

joyed a  7,700  mile  "Four  Winds"  train tour  of  the  west  and  southwest  last  June. 
She  tutors  children  each  Saturday. 

Fred  and  Helen  Rouand  Dunkle  took  a 
brief  fall  trip  to  Williamsburg  in  the  midst 
of  a  busy  year.  Daughter  Maryann  toured 
the  British  Isles  with  an  English  girl  with 
whom  she  had  been  corresponding,  and 
Christina  became  engaged  in  Novembet 
and  married  on  December  26  to  Captain 
Charles  A.  Shukis,  U.S.  Army.  Helen  says 
six  weeks  is  not  enough  time  to  get  ready 
for  a  Christmas  wedding,  but  they  have 
recovered. 

After  living  in  Michigan  for  22  years, 
Jean  Shaw  Brackmann  and  Henry  still  like 
everything  except  the  erratic  weather.  Jean 
has  worked  with  the  Juvenile  Court  for  18 
years  and  Henry  is  engaged  in  tool  steel 
sales.  Their  two  grandchildren,  David  and 
Tammy  Colister,  aged  10  and  7,  live  near- 

by. Jean  and  Henry  were  going  to  Arizona 
for  a  February  vacation. 

Sarah  Stevenson  Foster  was  invited  to 
attend  a  conference  held  in  Washington, 

D.C.  in  January.  Entitled  "Parenthood  in 
Adolescence,"  and  sponsored  for  the  past 
three  years  by  the  University  of  Pittsburgh, 

Yale  University  and  the  Children's  Bureau of  H.  E.  W.,  it  is  an  effort  to  promote 
comprehensive  programs  for  school-age 

pregnant  girls.  This  is  Sally's  field  of  en- deavor with  the  Los  Angeles  County  De- 
partment of  Public  Assistance. 

Lillian  Wilson  Ruckel  and  Bill  no  longer 
have  any  children  at  home  since  Linda  is 
a  freshman  at  the  University  of  Kentucky 
and  Bob,  an  officer  in  the  Coast  Guard,  is 
stationed  at  Cape  May. 

Since  moving  to  Florida,  Miriam  Young 
White  and  Roger  have  almost  doubled  the 
size  of  their  original  small  villa.  Roger  is 
working  with  FM  radio  in  Stuart,  Susan 
will  enter  Indian  River  Junior  College  next 

September,  and  David,  Carol  and  grand- 
daughter Julie  came  to  visit  from  Syracuse, 

N.Y. 

Betty  Clarke's  trips  have  included  a  sum- mer visit  to  her  old  home  in  Rhode  Island, 

Thanksgiving  with  her  nephew's  family  in Virginia  Beach,  and  Christmas  with  her 

sister,  Constance  Clarke  Russ.  x'26,  and  her 
husband  in  Old  Greenwich,  Ct.  Betty  en- 

joyed the  Centennial  Dinner  in  November 
and  is  a  regular  attendant  at  the  Chatham 

Downtown  Alumnae  Club's  monthly  lun- 
cheon meetings  at  the  Woman's  City  Club. 

Dorothy  Gleason  Van  Wickle  and  her 
husband  enjoy  their  visits  with  Son  Bob 
and  family  in  Marshall,  Texas,  especially 
since  there  is  now  a  granddaughter.  As  vice 
president  of  the  Pennsylvania  Music  Teach- 

ers Association,  Dorothy  planned  to  attend 
the  national  convention  in  Miami. 

Estous  Lee  Davidson  spent  October  at 

her  daughter's  home  in  Bermuda,  taking 
care  of  Jennifer  and  Stephen  while  their 
parents  were  in  England.  Daughtet  Lee  and 
her  husband,  Roger  Davidson,  are  1960 
graduates  of  Chatham  and  W&J  respec- 

tively. Son  John's  wife  Cathy  will  graduate from  Chatham  in  June. 
Ed  and  I  enjoy  our  smaller  home  and 

wonder  why  we  didn't  make  the  move 
sooner.    When  Ted  and  Mary's  third  child, 

Susan  Anne  Millikin,  was  born  in  June,  we 
took  care  of  Doug  and  Beth.  Ginny  and 
Hugh,  who  is  with  Ryerson  Steel,  have 
moved  to  Mt.  Lebanon.  We,  too,  enjoyed 
the  Centennial  Dinner.  Now  we  are  look- 

ing forward  to  a  Florida  vacation. 
Although  Genevieve  Shibler  Karn,  Edith 

McBane  and  Martha  Stuart  Muhlheizler  had 

no  special  news,  we  appteciate  their  greet- 
ings.   It  was  great  to  hear  from  so  many. 
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Mrs.  Prudence  Goodale  Martin 

1156  Murray  Hill  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 
(Mrs.  George  Wm.) 

1220  Princeton  Avenue 
Natrona  Heights,  Pa.  15065 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Imogene  Bell  Doyle  (Mrs.),  345  Rockfield 
Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15243 

Elizabeth  Cober  O'Donnell    (Mrs.  William 
M.),  804  Enos  Lane,  Godfrey,  II.  62035 

Eleanor  Harbison   Bream    (Mrs.   C.   Gray), 
7003    River    Oaks    Drive,    McLean,    Va. 
22101 

Gail  Mouromseff  Keith   (Mrs.  George  H.), 
827  Lehigh  Street,  Reading,  Pa.   19601 

Dorothy   Taylor,    313    Oliver   Drive,   Mon- 
roeville,  Pa.  15146 

We  are  sorry  that  Miss  Shambutger  will 
not  be  joining  us  for  our  35th  reunion  on 
June  6,  but  we  know  that  she  would  be 
pleased  to  hear  from  all  of  us.  Her  ad- 

dress: Miss  Mary  I.  Shamburger,  The  Pines, 
Star,  North  Carolina  27356 

On  the  happy  side,  we  have  news  that 
Eleanora  Vigliarolo  Mancuso  is  expecting 
to  be  here  for  reunion.  Her  time  here  will 

be  very  short,  but  the  reunion  is  her  main 
reason  for  coming  and  she  plans  to  be  with 
us  for  the  entire  program.  Eleanora  also 

writes,  "History  repeats  itself  and  I  have 
a  daughter  who  also  fell  in  love  with  the 
United  States  of  America  and  who  has  been 
working  in  New  York  for  the  past  two 

yeats.  She  works  part-time  at  the  Italian 
Cultural  Institute  and  does  free-lance  de- 

signing for  fabric  consultants,  publishers, 

etc."  We  are  delighted  to  hear  of  Eleano- 
ra's  coming  and  hope  this  spurs  many 
others  to  spend  the  weekend  at  Chatham. 

Jean  Engel  Reppun  sent  a  cheery  letter 
while  she  and  her  favorite  doctor  were  on 

a  Hong  Kong  holiday  (en  route  to  Austra- 
lia) saying,  "Our  family  is  growing  again 

with  two  new  daughters-in-law  last  June 
and  this  January.  Two  boys  in  college  this 
year,  another  to  go  next.  Daughter  Martha 

is  with  Pan   American  World   Airways." Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  and  Gray  are  at 
home  again  in  McLean,  Virginia.  Gray, 
now  retired  from  the  Foreign  Service,  is 

enjoying  a  new  career — he  commutes  every 
week  to  a  teaching  job  at  Loyola  University in  Chicago. 

Louise  Leadman  Faller  spent  six  weeks 
during  the  holidays  in  a  wheel  chair,  fol- 

lowing a  bad  fall,  but  she  has  made  a  good 
recovery  and  is  looking  forward  to  our 

June  reunion. 
Helen  Birmingham  Proctor  doesn't  get 

to  visit  the  campus  as  often  as  she'd  like 
to  now  that  she's  off  the  Alumnae  Board. 
In  January  she  assisted  at  a  party  for  pros- 

pective students  which  was  held  in  Bronx- 

ville,  and  thus  caught  up  on  the  College's cutrent  activities. 
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Sally  Aldridge  Schaefer  has  a  full-time 
job  at  the  Chambersburg  Hospital  manag- 

ing the  gift  shop  which,  in  the  past  27- 
month  period,  brought  in  $32,000  for  the 
Hospital.  Her  avocation  is  landscape  design 
work.  Her  married  daughter  and  family 
live  in  Danbury,  Conn.  Son  Milo  is  at 
Drexel  in  a  cooperative  course  in  metal- 
lurgy. 

Caroline  Hesse  Under,  sending  warm 

greetings  to  the  class,  says,  "We  have  made reservations  for  a  June  raft  trip  on  the 
Colorado  River,  from  Lake  Powell  to  Lake 
Mead,  through  the  Grand  Canyon.  This 

means  I  won't  make  our  reunion  this  year." 
We're  sorry  about  that,  but  hope  the  Enders 
have  a  great  trip. 

Margaret  Eichleay  Storer  is  still  teaching 
kindergarten  and  expects  to  receive  a  mas- 

ter's degree  in  elementary  education  at  Pitt 
this  year. 

Marion  Burns  Sabina  and  her  husband 

Roland  celebrated  their  30th  wedding  an- 
niversary last  August  9.  Their  daughter 

Lynn  has  six  children.  Son  Jack  is  a  phys. 
ed.  teacher  and  football  coach  at  North 
Hills  High.  He  and  his  wife  live  nearby 
in  West  View. 

Winifred  Jeffries  Saxon  survived  one  of 
the  worst  winters  ever  in  Upstate  New 

York,  we're  happy  to  hear,  and  sent  a  note 
of  greetings. 

Jane  Harmeier  Nims  will  have  a  very 

busy  first  week  of  June — Dave's  40th  re- union at  University  of  North  Carolina, 

Martha  Jane's  graduation  from  Duke  Uni- 
versity, and   her  own   35th   at  Chatham! 

We  were  happy  to  receive  a  check  from 
Mary  Katherine  Rodgers  Moses  but  sorry 
she  did  not  include  news.  We  hope  she 
and  others  who  did  not  answer  are  plan- 

ning to  attend  our  reunion  in  June  and 
deliver  their  news   in  person. 

Gertrude  Russell  Lydic  sends  news  of 
their  two  sons.  2nd  Lt.  Clark,  who  had 
been  working  as  a  power  engineer  at  Du- 
quesne  Light  Company  since  June,  was 
stationed  at  Fort  Gordon,  Ga.,  with  the 
Signal  Corps  until  April  when  he  was  trans- 

ferred to  Fort  Bragg,  N.C.  Son  Jim  is  at 
Bethany  College.  Gertie  is  looking  forward 
to  a  Scandinavian  trip  in  May. 

The  Christmas  holidays  were  great  for 
Virginia  Schweinsburg  Hyde  and  Ed  as  they 
entertained  their  two  daughters,  their  hus- 

bands and  two  grandchildren  at  their  Flori- 
da home.  Gretchen  lives  in  Rochester,  N.Y. 

and  is  the  mother  of  2  Yj  -year-old  Brenda 
and  Brian,  1,  Daughter  Janet  teaches  Span- 

ish and  has  received  her  master's  degree 
from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  Virginia 
attended  a  luncheon  at  the  Surf  Club  in 
Florida  given  by  Mrs.  Clifford  S.  Heinz  in 
honor  of  President  and   Mrs.   Eddy. 

Dorothy  Taylor  has  moved  into  a  new 
home — not  completely  finished  yet — within 
walking  distance  of  her  work.  Her  move 
was  necessitated  by  the  widening  of  the 
road   into  Monroeville  Mall. 

From  Florida,  Virginia  Watkins  De  Mers 
sends  her  best  wishes  for  the  reunion  but 
regrets  that  she  will  be  unable  to  be  there. 
Genie,  in  10th  grade  and  a  Senior  Girl 
Scout,  is  involved  in  a  conservation  project 
at  a  local  Council  camp,  and  Virginia,  as 

Troop  Mother,  "a  dignified  name  for  chauf- 
feur," likewise  will  be  occupied.  They  will 

be  in  Pittsburgh  later  in  the  summer. 
Dorothy  Wood  Clarke  writes  of  last 

year's  vacations  and  projected  ones  for  this 
year.  In  Bermuda  Dot  and  Ted  enjoyed  a 

reunion  with  Ted's  brother  whom  they  had 
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not  seen  for  some  years.  They  also  vaca- 
tioned in  Georgia  and  New  Hampshire  in 

1969.  Travel  plans  for  this  year  include 
Hawaii  in  April  and  New  Mexico  in  June. 

Dot  has  been  occupied  with  her  usual  activ- 
ities and  hobbies  including  her  weaving, 

some  of  which  will  be  exhibited  this  spring. 
It  was  another  grandson  for  Dorothy 

Woodward  Evans  when  Michael  Henry, 
born  April  19,  1969  joined  brother  Richard 
and  parents  Jan  and  Bill  Parker.  Dot  and 
George  flew  to  California  last  May  to  help 
them  move  into  a  new  home  near  Irvine. 
They  also  visited  David  in  Phoenix.  Last 
fall  a  motor  trip  to  Texas  provided  them 
with  an  enjoyable  vacation. 

Bertha  Dunbar  Speer  sent  a  picture  of 
her  2 '/^-year-old  granddaughter,  Molly,  who 
lives  only  four  blocks  away.  Bertha  is  in 
charge  of  an  art  class  at  the  20th  Century 
Club  and  refinishes  furniture  for  the  church 
bazaar  each  year.  She  is  on  the  Board  of 
Trustees  for  Transitional  Services,  active  in 

the  Women'  Auxiliary  of  Shadyside  Boys 
Club,  the  West  Penn  Cot  Club,  a  Bible 
study  group  and  the  Presbyterian  Home  for 
the  Aged.  For  relaxation  in  the  summer, 
Bertha  and  her  husband  enjoy  bowling  on 
the  greens   near  their  home. 

Your  secretaries  hope  each  class  member 
will  make  a  special  effort  to  participate  in 
the  reunion  weekend  activities.  Our  thanks 
to  all  who  have  contributed  to  our  reunion 

gift  fund. 
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Mary  Trimble  Brittain 

(Mrs.  Raymond  F.) 
47  Newgate  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

Elizabeth  R.  Bradley 
7022  Flaccus  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Casper  Zeisig  (Mrs.  Harry  C,  Jr.), 
11508  West   56th   Street,   Shawnee,  Ks. 
66216 

Nancy  Diven  Seagren    (Mrs.  George  W. ), 
5825    Fifth   Avenue,   Apt.    A-202,   Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15232 
Lois  Haseltine  Moses  (Mrs.  Campbell,  Jr.), 

165  East  72nd  Street,  16-D,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10021 

Sally  Ingram  Diven  (Mrs.  Francis  D.),  608 
Vallevista  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15234 

Ruth    Johnson    Spicer    (Mrs.    James    L.), 
2207    Badian   Drive,   Silver   Spring,  Md. 
20904 

Ruth    Krasik    Herzlich    (Mrs.    Maurice), 
4614  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Betty  Kraus  Hilsdorf    (Mrs.),  4411   North 
40th  Street,  #37,  Phoenix,  Az.  85018 

Eugenie  Miller  Snell  (Mrs.  Charles  G.),  3 
Horizon  Road,  Apt.  G-10,  Fort  Lee,  N.J. 

07024 

Katherine  Pyle  recovered  from  two  brok- 
en vertebrae  in  time  to  work  as  a  guide  at 

Meadowcroft  Village  for  three  months  last 
summer.  Meadowcroft  is  the  early  Ameri- 

can village  created  by  Delvin  and  Albert 
Miller  near  Avella,  Pa. 

Elsie  Dressier  Helsel  still  commutes  be- 
tween Athens,  Ohio  and  Washington,  D.C. 

where  she  is  associated  with  United  Cerebral 

Palsy  Associations,  Inc. 
Olive  Wilson,  as  president  for  two  years 

of  the  Three  Rivers  Chapter,  Colonial 
Dames  of  America  of  the  Seventeenth  Cen- 

tury, expects  to  attend  the  national  con- 
ference in  Washington,  D.C.  in  April. 

Jean  Phillips  Horn  retired  two  years  ago 
and  is  traveling  with  her  husband  all  over 
the  southeast  and  southwest,  enjoying  the 

sights  and  good  food.  Daughter  Janice's husband  is  working  on  his  doctorate  at 
Auburn  University,  and  son  Jack  is  an  engi- 

neer at  Coca  Cola  Co.  in  Atlanta,  Georgia. 

Mildred  Brotvn  Mclntyre  and  Lowe  en- 
joy extensive  traveling  in  their  motor  coach 

and  have  become  area  representatives  foi 
Ultra,  Inc.  Their  daughter  Claudia  lives  ir 
La  Paz,  Bolivia,  and  presented  them  witt 
their  seventh  grandchild  in  Novembei 
1969.  Son  Charles  attends  graduate  schoo! 
at  Kent  State.  Mildred  writes  various  arti- 

cles for  their  local  newspaper  as  her  way  tc 
alert  and   inform   their   community. 

Nancy  Diven  Seagren  recommends  apart 
ment  living  for  anyone  who  has  lost  hi: 
taste  for  shoveling  snow.  Son  Barry  gradu 
ated  from  Covenant  Seminary  in  May  196S 
and  with  his  wife  is  to  spend  two  to  rhret 
years  in  Switzerland,  serving  as  house  par 
ents  in  a  retreat  maintained  by  the  Re 
formed  Presbyterian  Church  under  th( 
guidance  of  Dr.  Francis  A.  Schaeffer.  Sor 
Dean  is  presently  at  Fort  Bliss,  Texas  study 
ing  Vietnamese.  Son  Bill  is  awaiting  col 
lege  acceptance  for  the  fall  term. 

"Life  has  been  good  to  us,"  writes  Lot. 
Haseltine  Moses,  who  is  enjoying  living  it 
New  York  City.  Their  family  continues  tc 
grow — three  grandsons  and  a  new  grand 
daughter.  Lois  and  Cam  hope  their  thirc 
son  will  be  back  soon  from  the  service. 

Margaret  Brewer  Dowler's  older  son Dave,  is  working  as  a  designer  for  Kir! 
Silver  Company  in  Baltimore.  Landy,  he. 
younger  son,  is  studying  landscape  archi 
tecrure  at  Penn  State. 

Two  members  of  the  class  will  be  seeins 
more  of  each  other  in  the  future,  as  botf 
Betty  McCarty  Boyd  and  Sally  Andersoi 
Amtsberg  have  homes  at  Hilton  Head  Is 
land,  S.C.  The  Boyds  spent  two  and  a  hal 
months  touring  Europe  by  car  last  fall,  stay 
ing  off  the  main  roads  in  order  to  see  mam 
charming  out-of-the-way  towns  which  tour 
ists  usually  miss.  Betty  and  Harry  have  fivi 

grandchildren.  The  Amtsberg's  daughte graduates  from  high  school  this  June,  am 
their  son  is  employed  in  Columbus,  Ohio 
following  his  graduarion  from  college  las 

June. 

The  past  year  has  been  exciting  fo 
Betty  Kidney  Moss.  Upon  her  return  fron 
a  lovely  Caribbean  cruise  in  July,  she  learnec 
that  she  had  been  appointed  an  Assistan 
Secretary  in  The  Trust  Department  of  Mel 
Ion  Bank  where  she  has  been  employed  fo 

many  years. 
Betty  Lewis  Williams  and  Betty  Bevat 

Winkler  had  a  fascinating  tour  of  Wales 
Scotland,  England,  and  Ireland  last  July 

The  highlight  of  the  trip  was  the  once-in-a 
lifetime  occasion  when  they  attended  tb 
Investiture  of  the  Prince  of  Wales  at  Caer 
narvon  Castle.  Betty  Williams  is  still  teach 
ing  in  the  pre-primary  program  at  Fairy 
wood   School,  Pittsburgh. 

Peg  Heggie  Bryson's  son  Michael  wa 
honored  by  having  his  name  cut  into  th< 
Omichron  Delta  Kappa  stone  walk  betweei 

Pitt's  Cathedral  of  Learning  and  the  Hein: 
Chapel.  Daughter  Jean,  who  is  a  freshmai 
at  Miami  University  of  Ohio,  sat  in  on  i 

lecture  by  Dr.  Richard  Momeyer  on  "Mora 
torium  Day,"  and  found  out  that  he  wa 
the  brother  of  Al  Momeyer  with  whom  shi 
had  worked  at  the  Kingsley  House  summe 



camp.  Both  young  men  are  sons  of  Flor- 

ence Gibbs  Momeyer  '38. 
Mary  1 'ravers  Scott  and  her  husband  have 

had  an  eventful  year.  Their  son  Doug  was 

married  June  14,  1969  to  Betty  Schwarz- 
back.  Daughter  Nancy  and  her  husband 
(Reverend  Glenn  B.  Jenks,  minister  of  All 
Saints  Episcopal  Church  in  Aliquippa)  pre- 

sented Mary  and  Scotty  with  their  first 
grandchild,  Christie  Lynn,  on  December  17, 
1969. 
The  big  news  from  Mary  Follansbee 

Buck  is  that  her  daughter  Sue,  whose  hus- 
band is  a  member  of  the  Chatham  faculty, 

has  a  baby  boy.  Mary's  youngest  goes  off to  college  in  the  fall. 

Shirley  Campbell  Berg's  youngest,  Geof- 
frey, will  graduate  from  Yale  in  June,  and 

will  go  to  medical  school.  The  other  two 
children,  Gretchen  and  Peter,  are  out  of 
school  and  are  working  but  not  married. 

Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell  took  her 

niece  Nancy  (daughter  of  Jean  '41)  on  a 
river  cruise  aboard  the  Delta  Queen,  last 
of  the  stern-wheeled  passenger  boats.  Betty 
Grace  was  anxious  that  Nancy  knows  some- 

thing of  this  type  of  travel  before  it  be- 
comes extinct,  because  her  great-great-grand- 
father was  captain  of  a  tiver  boat  during 

the  Civil  Wat. 

Sending  class  greetings  are  Miki  Mc- 
Bride  McMasters,  Sally  Ingram  Diren,  Alary 
Jane  Addy  Braley,  and  Martha  Branch  Cul- 

bertson.  Martha  Potter  Koerner's  daughter 
is  still  in  Boston;  one  son  is  on  tour  of 
duty  in  Vietnam,  and  the  other  is  a  sopho- 

more in  college. 
Sympathy  of  the  class  goes  to  Isabel 

Silvis  Sterling,  whose  young  son-in-law 
collapsed  and  died  quite  suddenly  in  early 

January.  His  wife,  Issie's  daughter  Judy, 
will  stay  in  their  home  in  Belmont,  Massa- 

chusetts and  will  continue  her  work  as  an 

astronomy  computer  programmer  at  Har- 
vard University.  Son  Pete,  a  high  school 

senior,  hopes  to  be  accepted  to  the  World 
Campus  Afloat  for  next  year.  Issie  and 
Jim  are  taking  a  long-awaited  trip  to 
Australia  in  March. 

Naomi  Sayre  Steck  was  elected  to  the 
Board  of  the  Delaware  Valley  Section  of 
Plastic  Engineers.  Naomi  saw  Betty  Ma- 
hood  Arthurs  in  Miami,  Florida  last 
Thanksgiving. 

Chutch  activities  keep  Mary  Watson 

Seed  "on  the  go."  She  is  President  of 
Church  Women  United,  Chairman  of  Ecu- 

menism in  her  church  and  teaches  Sunday 
School.  She  is  involved  more  than  ever  in 
the  Community  Mental  Health  Clinic.  Both 

of  Mary's  children  are  in  college — Katherine 
is  majoring  in  finance,  and  Douglas  in 
commercial  art. 

The  biggest  change  for  Eleanor  Marshall 
Watters  was  getting  used  to  an  almost  emp- 

ty house — two  sons  married  and  living 
miles  away,  and  the  thitd  one  in  the  Peace 

Corps  in  Malaysia — and  her  husband's 
change  of  work,  now  a  consulting  engineer 
on  his  own.  Christmas  was  different  this 
year,  for  they  were  away  from  home  for 
the  firsr  time  since  1942,  but  it  was  nice, 
especially  since  they  had  their  rwo-year-old 
granddaughter  to  enjoy. 
Dee  Whitehead  Heinig  is  kept  busy 

traveling  from  the  midwest  to  the  east, 
visiting  her  children.  Suzanne  has  worked 
in  Boston  since  het  graduation  from  Lake 
Forest.  Jeff,  his  wife  and  two-year-old  son 
live  in  New  Jersey.  Don  is  married  and 
is  still  hard  at  work  at  the  University  of 
Colorado  Medical  School.    Besides  her  fam- 

ily intetests,  Dee  is  chairman  of  the  Dea- 
coness Board  and  serves  on  the  boatd  of 

the  League  of  Women  Voters. 
Connie  Bell  Sedgwick  and  Ftank  enjoy 

spending  their  weekends  at  their  apartment 
in  Deetfield  Beach,  Florida.  Connie,  with 
mask  and  snotkle,  spent  many  hours  look- 

ing at  the  fish  which  are  in  abundance 
around  the  rocks  and  jetties.  During  the 
holidays,  son  Dwight  managed  to  speat 
enough  fish  for  a  couple  of  meals. 

Martha  Jane  Gerwig  Rial  and  Jack  made 
their  annual  pilgrimage  to  New  York  for 

the  Bankers'  Convention.  Son  Frank  grad- 
uates from  Shady  Side  Academy  this  year, 

and  is  awaiting  word  from  the  college  of 
his  choice.  Fred  is  in  the  Army  MP  school, 
stationed  at  Fort  Benning  where  the  My 
Lai  ttial  is  being  held. 

Although  she  is  working  part  time(  to 
keep  out  of  trouble,  she  says! )  Elsa  Stiefel- 
maier  Talbott  managed  ro  get  to  West 
Virginia  to  spend  Thanksgiving  with  her 
father,  who  has  been  very  ill  for  many 
months. 

Lillian  Taylor  Franz  says  work  at  Car- 
negie Mellon  is  hectic  these  days  because 

of  so  many  changes.  Het  mothet  is  still 
in  the  nursing  home,  and  Lillian  goes 
there  to  be  with  her  each  day  after  work. 

There  is  little  change  in  Mrs.  Taylor's  con- dition. Lillian,  Betty  Grace  Maxwell,  Betty 
Lewis  Williams.  Betty  Bevan  Winkler, 
Betty  Mahood  Arthurs,  Mary  Yellig  Farley, 
Louise  Leslie  Fischer  and  Naomi  Sayre 
Steck  keep  a  Round-Robin  lettet  circulat- 

ing. They  get  together  about  four  or  five 
times  a  year. 

Mary  Trimble  Brittain  and  Ray  enjoyed 
a  cruise  aboard  the  Kungsholm  last  yeat, 
following  spring  through  the  Azotes,  Spain, 
France,  Guernsey,  Holland,  Isle  of  Wight, 
England,  Wales,  Scotland  and  Ireland.  Ray 
will  retire  this  year  after  thirty-three  years 
of  teaching  at  Pitt.  To  celebrate  retite- 
ment,  Mary,  Ray  and  their  youngesr  daugh- 

ter, Elizaberh,  are  planning  a  four-and-a- 
half  months  motor  tour  of  Germany,  Aus- 

tria, Yugoslavia,  Greece,  Switzerland,  and 
northern  Italy,  and  ate  availing  themselves 
of  the  opportunity  of  returning  to  Oberam- 
mergau  to  see  the  Passion  Play.  Victoria 
is  kept  busy  with  seven-year-old  Jeffery  and 
five-year-old  Sandra;  Alexandra's  son  Rafe is  three. 

Elizabeth  Bradley  lunches  with  the 
Downtown  Chatham  Gtoup  at  the  Wom- 

an's City  Club  once  a  month.  She  is  still 
in  the  Law  Department  at  Gulf  and  now 
has  five  weeks  vacation.  Last  fall  she  visited 
relatives  in  Texas  and  then  flew  to  Acapul- 
co  and  took  a  tour  of  Mexico. 

Does  anyone  know  anything  about  Eliz- 
abeth J.  Belden  and  Anne  Fiske  ( Mts. 

William  F.  Kirk)?  If  you  do,  please  let 
us  know. 

It  is  gratifying  to  receive  so  many  an- 
swers to  our  requests  for  news.  Keep  the 

news  coming  to  either  of  us,  and  we  shall 
keep  it  on  file  until  the  next  issue  of 
The  Recorder. 
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?    MOVING     ? 
Please  notify  the 
Alumnae  Office 

Lucile  Stoeht  Daugherty 
(Mrs.  Donald  M.) 

160  Richmond  Circle 
Pittsbutgh,  Pa.   15237 

Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson 
(Mrs.  Scott  R.) 

403  Meadow  Road 
Glenshaw,  Pa.  15116 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Genevieve  Gibson  Hansen   (Mrs.  John  H.), 
lO1/^    Ocean    Avenue,    Manasquan,    N.J. 
08736 

Esther    Jackson.     The    Forum,     Apt.     803, 
11801    Rockville    Pike,    Rockville,    Md. 
20852 

Mary   Jane   Kerr   Leonard    (Mrs.    Rowland 
K.),    229    West    Upsal    Street,    #104, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19119 

Alma  Mocker  Bacon    (Mts.  William,  U.N. 
Dev.  Prog.,  CPO  Box  142,  Seoul,  Korea 

Beth  Pensom  Fox    (Mrs.  Gerald),  R.D.   3, 
Box  265,  Bridgeport,  W.Va.  26330 

Helen   Starkey  Dixon    (Mrs.   William  J.), 
610    Sunrise    Avenue,    Lake    Bluff,    II. 
60044 

Mary    Louise     Weber    McClenahan     (Mrs. 
William    S.),   2501    East    Forest    Street, 

Appleton,  Wi.  54911 

Did  you  notice  that  two  from  our  class 
were  mentioned  in  the  Alumnae  Recorder 
last  fall?  Dr.  Katherine  Cuthbert  Hardee 

in  the  article  "Doctor,  Lawyer,"  and  Jeanne 
Kalish  Samuels,  who  exhibited  in  the 
Alumnae   Artists  Exhibition. 

Our  classmate  Ruth  Davies  has  distin- 
guished herself  in  the  field  of  school  li- 

brary work.  Her  first  book,  The  School 
Library,  Force  for  Educational  Excellence, 
has  been  published.  She  is  now  working 
on  a  second  one,  The  School  Instructional 
Materials  Center,  which  should  be  ready 
for  publication  in  1971.  Ruth  is  with  the 
North  Hills  School  District  of  Allegheny County. 

Mother  of  five,  grandmother  of  one, 
Helen  Archer  Fardig  is  working  part  time 
in  the  library  of  the  elementary  school  that 
some  of  her  children  attend.  She  is  also 
training  church  people  in  rhe  new  Baptist 
curriculum. 

Elva  Bogren  Goodwin,  who  traveled 

from  her  home  in  Hong  Kong  for  the  re- 
union, continued  on  to  London,  Sweden 

and  Bangkok  before  returning  to  Hong 
Kong.  Her  third  round-the-world  trip! 
When  she  isn't  traveling  or  playing  golf 
she's  running  a  "work  shop"  for  the  Amer- 

ican Women's  Association  of  Hong  Kong, 

which  is  dedicated  to  charity.  She'd  love to  see  anyone  traveling  through  Hong 
Kong. 

Other  overseas  travelers  were  Esther 
Jackson,  Letitia  Mahafjey  Andree  and  Helen 
Starkey  Dixon.  Esthet  had  a  seven-week 
trip  last  fall  to  the  Orient,  her  first  to  that 
part  of  the  world.  Leritia  and  her  husband 
visited  ten  countries  in  Europe  in  seven 
weeks.  Letitia  is  now  on  the  Board  of 

Managers  of  the  United  Presbyterian  Home 
for  Children  at  Mats,  Pa.  Helen  and  her 
family  visited  five  countries  in  Europe.  She 

now  has  her  master's  degree,  has  moved to  a  new  home  ovetlooking  Lake  Michigan, 
and  is  recovering  from  surgery. 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball's  hubsand  Bob 
was  Porentate  of  Syria  Temple,  so  the  Kim- 
balls  had  an  interesting  time  in  Seattle  last 
June  at  the  Shrine  Convention. 
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Peggy  Cooper  V  ptegrafj's  daughter  Judy 
has  been  accepted  as  one  of  twelve  women 
to  enter  the  Pennsylvania  School  of  Op- 

tometry in  Philadelphia  after  her  gradu- 
ation from  Penn  State.  Twins  Kathy  and 

Roy  III  are  at  Winchester-Thurston  and 
Shady  Side.  Peggy,  Roy  and  the  twins 
went  to  California  and  Mexico  last  year 
during  spring  vacation. 

Gene  Detwiler  Davis  reports  that  her 
oldest  son,  Jimmy,  who  has  been  in  the 
Air  Force  two  years,  spent  one  of  them  in 
Okinawa.  Son  Bill  will  go  into  the  Navy 
Reserve  soon. 

June  Feick,  Ivy  Heutter  McLaughlin  and 
Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels  sent  greetings. 

May  Gregg  Stockton's  oldest  daughter 
is  very  happy  as  a  Recreation  Aide  for  the 
American  Red  Cross  in  Vietnam. 

Virginia  Gunning  is  now  Public  Rela- 
tions Director  of  the  YWCA  of  Greater 

Pittsburgh,  does  occasional  photography  as- 
signments for  United  Press  International, 

and,  besides  rhis,  is  program  chairman  of 

the  Women's  Press  Club  and  secretary  of 
the  Golden  Quill  Executive  Committee. 

Helen  Harris  Davis'  parents  have  joined 
her  in  Boston.  Daughter  Lee  and  husband 
have  moved  back  to  a  nearby  suburb,  so 
last  Chrfistmas  was  a  real  family  affair. 
Helen  has  been  made  Assistant  Director  of 
Personnel  at  the  hospital,  recruiting  and 
hiring  for  the  Nursing  Department. 

An  exciting  trip  from  Houston,  Texas  to 
Daytona  Beach,  Florida,  24  hours  ahead 
of  the  hurricane,  was  taken  by  Totty  Hoyt 
Faison  and  her  family  last  fall.  They  were 
traveling  to  a  Faison  family  reunion.  Be- 

sides ten  house  guests  over  the  holidays, 
she  keeps  busy  with  activities  in  the  lives 
of  her  13-year-old  and   10-year-old  children. 

Jean  Keenan  Farrill's  oldest  daughter  is 
married,  Jack  is  at  Cornell  and  Karhy  is  in 
high  school,  while  Jean  continues  to  teach 
second  grade. 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  and  Rowland 
have  moved  to  an  apartment  in  Philadel- 

phia where  Rowland  is  now  Associate  Sec- 
retary of  Philadelphia  Yearly  Meeting  of 

Friends  (Quaker).  Their  children  are  scat- 
tered around  the  world.  Son  David  and 

family  are  in  Africa,  Dottie  Jo  and  husband 
in  England,  Linda  and  husband  in  Bang- 

kok, and  Mary  Lou  at  Whittier  College  in 
California. 

Our  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy 
to  Genevieve  Love  Smith  whose  mother 

died  in  October.  Genevieve  gave  up  teach- 
ing at  Point  Park  College  to  be  with  her 

mother  through   her  termnial   illness. 
Amy  McBride  Bell  and  husband  John 

watch  Chatham's  projected  building  plans 
with  special  interest  since  John  is  asso- 

ciated with  Bucknell  University  and  is 
working  on  a  similar  project  there. 

A  note  from  Lillian  McFetridge  Wilson 
says  that  they  have  two  college  seniors,  a 
college  sophomore  and  a  high  school  senior 

who  keep  "mamma  and  papa"  busy. 
Mary  Milne  Hanson  and  her  husband 

have  opened  their  hearts  and  home  to  three 
teenage  nieces  and  nephews  ( two  in  col- 

lege, one  in  high  school).  Mary,  who  is 
also  a  grandmother,  visited  her  brother 
Tom  last  fall  and  toured  Navajo  Indian 
land.    John,  Jr.  is  a  college  junior. 

Betty  Jane  Oliver  Barton  writes  that  her 
small  yarn  shop  loves  the  vest  craze  so 

she  is  "caught  up  in  a  whirlwind  of  cro- 
cheting." Third  daughter  Keith  is  marry- 

ing a  Navy  Lieutenant  in  April  which  will 
bring  all  the  others  home.    There  are  still 
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three  children  at  home,  and  they  also  have 

six   "lovely"  grandchildren. 
Beth  Fensom  Fox  hated  to  leave  New 

Jersey  but  finds  that  country  living  is  a 
new  experience.  All  visitors  to  West  Vir- 

ginia are  welcome. 

Ruth  Ross  Duer  and  Ralph  have  "an 
escape  harch  from  the  population  explosion" 
by  taking  off  in  their  new  self-contained 
trailer  to  the  Trinity  Alps  wilderness  area 
where  they  own  a  couple  of  acres.  She 

would  be  "most  happy  to  show  any  of  you 

around  the  wine  country." 
A  new  home  has  been  "total  involve- 

ment" for  Mary  Louise  Weber  McClenahan 
and  Bill.  Bill,  Jr.  is  rheir  only  child  left 
at  home.  Their  granddaughter,  according 
to  Lou,  is  too  far  away  in  Cleveland  where 
Jane  lives.  Kathy  is  back  at  the  University 
of  Wisconsin  after  summer  school  at  Ox- 

ford, and  Margie  is  working. 
Mary  Bea  Weibel  McEtven  regrets  that 

she  missed  our  reunion,  but  an  eye  opera- 
tion by  laser,  which  turned  out  to  be  very 

painless,  kept  her  at  home. 

Rose  Marie  Weller  Black's  daughter 
Marjorie  is  taking  her  junior  college  year 
in  Munich.  The  family  is  planning  to  join 
her  there  rhis  summer.  Her  4th  grade 
daughter  and  college  graduate  son  are  at 
home. 

Ruth  Wyant  Riggs  reports  that  Dave's 
early  retirement  is  like  a  "nice  long  vaca- 

tion." The  Riggs  are  planning  to  stay  in 
Pittsburgh  but  escape  the  cold  months  in 
Florida. 

Your  co-secretaries  really  enjoyed  hear- 
ing from  all  of  you  and  seeing  everyone 

who  was  able  to  come  to  the  reunion  and 
the  Centennial  Dinner.  Our  class  had  the 
largest  number  of  alumnae  to  attend  the 
reunion!  Lucy  and  Don  have  a  grandson, 
Mark  Jeffrey  Labbett.  Mary  Jane  and 

Scott's  daughter  Diane  is  married,  and 
their  son  Scott,  Jr.,  a  high  school  senior, 
will  be  off  to  college  next  year. 

41 Mary  Bertha  Richards 
P.O.  Box  42 

Lexington,  Michigan  48450 

Ruth   Strickland  Clark 
(Mrs.  Chester  H. ) 

Cat  Rock  Road,  Box  200 
Garrison,  New  York  10524 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanore  Asp  Stahl  (Mrs.  John  H.),  7 
Pennwood  Road,  Lebanon,  Pa.   17042 

Dorothy  Geschuindt  Schieber  (Mrs.  Rob- 
ert A.),  Tarkington  Towers,  Apt.  10-H, 

North  Meridian  at  Fortieth,  Indianapolis, 
In.  46208 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  (Mrs.  John 
H.),  York  Hills  Apartments,  #F-205, 
Queenswood  Drive,  York,  Pa.   17403 

Louise  Mclntyre  Casner  ( Mrs.  Robert  E. ) , 
6954  Pemberton  Drive,  Dallas,  Tx. 
75230 

Jane  O'Neill  Cox  (Mrs.  Jere  C),  8265 
Brittany   Place,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15237 

Helen  Weller  Tkach  (Mrs.  Walter  R.), 
1136-2  Columbus  Circle,  Andrews  Air 
Force  Base,  Md.  20331 

Mary  Bertha  reporting: 

Jeanne-Anna  Ayres  Widgery,  Our  Author, 
has  completed  her  second  novel.  It  is  set 
for  publication  in  August.  Note  the  title, 
Trumpet  at  the  Gates,   then  come  August, 

run,  don't  walk  to  your  nearest  book  store 
Her  eldest,  Carolyn,  is  a  Yale  freshman 
Catherine  and  Claudia  are  at  Winchestei 
Thusrston  where  their  mamma  is  still  En 
glish  Department  Chairman.  Our  sympath 
to  Jeanne-Anna  upon  the  death  of  he 
mother  last  summer.  After  a  hecric  yeai 
she  took  off  during  exam  week  for  th 
Virgin  Islands  and  corrected  papers  on  th 

beach. 
It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Betty  Baco; 

Kerestes  who  is  still  teaching  and  keepin, 

very  busy.  Her  daughter  will  be  graduate 
from  Chatham  in  May,  and  Betty  is  look 
ing  forward  to  coming  to  Pittsburgh  fo 
that  great  day. 

Anne  Butler  Stewart  recently  becam 
head  of  the  Peabody  Collection  of  Book 
on  Children  (psychology,  child  study,  etc.) 
a  part  of  Joint  University  Libraries  ii 
Nashville.  Son  David  is  in  Paris  finishin 
his  dissertation  in  history  of  architecture 
Dick,  in  the  Air  Force,  is  in  pilot  trainin, 
at  Vance  Field,  Okla.,  and  John  is  a  fresh 
man  at  University  of  the  South. 

Dottie  Geschwindt  Schieber  and  Bo' 
are  adjusting  to  apartment  living  in  Indian 
apolis  where  Bob  is  now  division  vice  pre: 
idem  of  R.C.A.  Their  youngest  will  gradu 
ate  this  year  and  will  probably  be  a  Jun 
bride,  too.  Last  spring  they  had  a  trip  e 

Europe.  However,  Dottie's  most  excitin news  is  being  a  grandma  to  two  boys. 
After  the  traveling  of  other  years  Bet, 

Howard  Smith's  family  is  really  enjoyin 
civilian  life.  Beth  has  been  doing  her  thin 
for  special  educarion!  She  is  regional  di 
rector  for  her  area  and  has  been  trying  6 
form  a  parents  association  for  the  gifte< 
with  some  success.  As  a  result,  she  ha 

been  asked  to  conduct  a  seminar  on  "Paren 
tal  and  Communiry  Involvement"  at  th state  convention  of  the  California  Associa 
tion  for  the  Gifted,  a  group  of  teacher 
and  administrators  who  are  working  ii 
the  gifted  program. 

Just  home  from  a  Caribbean  cruise  wa 
Mary  Kinter  McEldowney.  Her  big  new 

of  '69  was  son  Clay's  wedding  on  Jun 

28,  which  was  also  his  mom  and  pop' 28th  anniversary.  Best  man  at  the  nuptial 
was  Jim  Blackburn,  son  of  Ethel  Herrot 
Blackburn,  '42.  A  few  weeks  earlier,  sail 
sons  were  graduated  from  Princeton.  Kin 
says  the  proudest  fathers  present  wer 
Messers.   Blackburn   and   McEldowney. 

Still  boating  in  summer  and  skiing  ii 
winter  are  Natalie  Lambing  Paige  an* 
Peter.  Ski  trips  to  Vermont  and  Colorad' 
are  in  their  plans  as  well  as  a  new  hous 
now  being  built.  Last  June  they  acquire^ 
a  daughter-in-law  and  a  U.S.A.  2nd  Lieu 
renant  when  Peter  Otis  was  married  an* 
got  his  commission  and  sheepskin  from  th 
University  of  New  Hampshire.  He  is  no^ 
at  Ft.  Holabird,  Md.  Douglas  and  Lee  ar 
juniors   at   Lehigh   and  Choate   respective!; 

Mary  Linn  /Marks  Colbaugh  says,  "W 
are  happy  to  be  back  with  this  kind  o 
school  again — York  Country  Day  School. 
Since  their  daughter  now  lives  in  Phila 
delphia,  she  and  Jack  can  see  their  twi 
grandsons  often.  Mary  Linn  plans  a  rt 
union  soon  with  Jane  Shidemantle  Cros 
in  nearby  Lancaster. 

Jean  McGowan  Marshall  reports  thusl 

on  her  brood's  news:  Muffin,  married  am 
living  in  Wellesley,  Mass.,  works  for  Ncs 
England  Bell.  Holly  is  at  Massachusett 
General  and  finishing  college  at  Bostoi 
University  at  night.  David  will  finish  higl 
school   this   year.    Meanwhile,   back  at   thi 



homestead,  she  and  Butch  "just  keep  doing 
what  has  to  be  done." 

Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner  and  Bob  find 
the  mild  climate  of  Dallas  great  for  golf 
and  swimming.  In  November  they  enjoyed 
an  Acapulco  vacation.  December  was  a 
happy  time  when  their  Ted  came  home 
safely  after  a  year  in  Vietnam.  Following 
discharge  in  June,  he  will  return  to  col- 

lege. Chris  and  Sandy  are  busy  high- 
schoolers. 

Your  pen  pal  had  a  great  Canadian  va- 
cation in  October,  visiting  Ottawa,  Mon- 

treal, Quebec,  plus  all  the  Maritime  Prov- 
inces. Last  April  on  a  southern  trip  we 

"discovered"  Myrtle  Beach,  S.C.,  a  glorious 
spot  for  spring  vacation.  A  summer  jaunt 

to  Michigan's  Upper  Peninsula  was  fore- 
gone because  of  a  sick  pussycat,  than  which 

nothing  can  be  sicker.  This  household  does 
not  really  revolve  around  Calico,  it  just 
seems  to.  No  other  news  except  thanks  to 
all  who  answered. 

Ruth   reporting: 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  and  husband  Jim 
became  grandparents  last  October  when 
John  and  Ann  had  a  son.  John  graduated 
from  Indiana  Military  Academy  with  an 

officer's  commission  in  August.  Jim  Jr. graduated  from  law  school  in  June  and 
passed  his  bar  exam  in  September.  Our 
sympathy  goes  to  Alice  whose  mother  died 
in  August  after  an  extended  illness. 

Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg  went  to  the 
Bahamas  during  the  holiday  season,  came 
home,  fell  on  the  ice,  broke  her  arm!  She 

has  been  down  with  the  'flu'  for  two  weeks, 
and  now  is  ready  to  go  back  to  the  islands, 
or  any  where!  !  ! 

"Gulliver's  Travels  is  keeping  me  so 
busy,  I  hardly  have  time  to  think,"  writes 
Dottie  Oliver  Friday  who  has  nine  people 

working  in  the  office.  "I  just  returned  from 
a  long  trip  to  the  South  Pacific  that  in- 

cluded Guam,  where  I  visited  my  son  Rick, 
a  doctor  in  the  Air  Force,  stationed  at 
Anderson  AFB.  His  son  Matthew  is  a 

year  old!" Gladys  Patton  MacNeill  is  teaching 
American  history  to  eighth-graders  this 
year,  and  she  and  Paul  are  still  considering 
the  skiing  bit  in  self  defense!  Gary  gradu- 

ated from  college  last  June,  and  is  now 
at  Officers  Candidate  School  at  Fort  Bel- 
voir.  Brad  is  a  junior  at  Cornell,  his  ulti- 

mate goal  veterinary  school. 

Jane  Pierce  Eaton's  son  John  and  daugh- 
ter Patti  were  both  married  in  June  within 

three  weeks  of  one  another.  John  and 
bride  Trudy  had  a  huge  affair;  Patti  and 
her  soldier  husband  "Doc"  a  medium 
sized  one.  "Doc"  had  been  away  for  six 
months,  arrived  just  six  hours  before  the 
wedding,  without  a  license!  Patti  was  to 
join  him  in  Thailand  in  April.  Jane  went 
to  Spain  with  friends  last  July,  and  is  now 
back  teaching  third  grade. 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  and  family  are 
enthusiastic  travel-trailer-campers.  David  is 
a  fifth-grader,  husband  John  is  still  with 
National  Cash  Register,  and  Eleanor  with 

the  Children's   Service  Board. 
Jane  Shidemantle  Cross  and  Bob  are  still 

teaching — Bob  at  Franklin  and  Marshall 
College,  and  Jane  at  Edward  Hand  Junior 
High.  Their  two  daughters  (14  and  16) 
attend  Lancaster  County  Day  School. 
Our  love  and  heartfelt  sympathy  goes 

out  to  Alice  Steinmark  Rightor.  Albert 
died  just  eight  months  after  their  marriage. 

Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz  says  Elizabeth  at 
last  is  in  first  grade,  and  Elinor  will  do 
one  more  year  of  P.T.A.  duty.  Then  she 
plans  a  sabbatical  on  volunteer  work.  There 
was  a  good  vacation  in  Florida  last  year, 
and  now  the  college  shopping  is  under way. 

Chet  and  I  were  delighted  with  Helen 

Welter  Tkach's  big  news.  Walter  is  now 
wearing  his  silver  star — Brigadier  General 
Tkach,  if  you  please!  President  Nixon 
pinned  on  his  star,  with  many  friends  and 
relatives  in  attendance.  Son  Jack  and  his 
wife  flew  in  from  Denver  with  friends. 

"I'm  still  pinching  myself,"  says  Sis. 
Charlotte  Wolf  Beckman's  son,  a  Marine 

Reservist,  is  home  and  working  but  will 
go  back  to  Toledo  University  in  March. 
Daughter  Mary  and  her  husband  are  ex- 

pecting their  first  child  in  April.  Son 
Allen,  in  eighth  grade,  plays  clarinet  in 
the  band.  Char  is  vice  president  of  Church 

Women's  United  of  Toledo,  and  still  ac- tive in  PEO  Sisterhood.  Husband  Carl  is 
active  again  in  stamp  collecting,  and  busy 
with  his  ministry.  Sister  Lorny  and  family 
are  living  in  Germany. 

"Greetings  from  Muscatine,  Iowa  on  the 
"Mighty  Miss"  (Mississippi  that  is)," 
writes  Susan  Wooldridge  Eishburn,  John 
is  now  Assistant  County  Attorney.  Daugh- 

ter Mary  graduated  with  honors  in  June, 
and  is  nursing  in  Minneapolis.  Alice,  a 
sophomore  at  the  University  of  Iowa,  is 
engaged  to  a  boy  in  the  Marines  and  is 
working  for  a  degree  in  dental  hygiene. 
Son  Jack  is  a  freshman  in  the  honors  pro- 

gram at  Iowa,  and  son  Bill,  a  junior  in 

high  school,  doesn't  know  what  he  wants to  do. 
Your  reporter  is  keeping  house  like  mad 

— we  have  "Pond  House"  for  sale  so  I 

must  keep  the  place  "up  to  snuff."  We will  move  to  Newburg,  New  York,  across 

the  Hudson  from  here.  Chet's  business  is 
there  and  it  is  going  so  well  he  doesn't 
want  to  waste  time  commuting.  Pam  is 
making  plans  to  go  to  Europe  to  live. 

43 Jean  Archer  Rothermel 
(Mrs.   Daniel   A.) 

1 1  Bolton  Place,  Radburn 
Fair  Lawn,  N.J.  07410 

Marian  Lambie  Arnheim 
(Mrs.  Falk  K.) 

114  West  Lyndhurst  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary    Campbell    Eckhardt     (Mrs.     Robert 
H.,)    1246  Saxonburg   Blvd.,  Glenshaw, 
Pa.   15116 

Florence     Croyle     Beal      (Mrs.      Russell), 
28700    South    Woodland    Road,    Pepper 
Pike,  Ohio  44124 

Rosemarie    Filippelli,     213     McMonagle 
Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 

Mary    Louise    Henry    Moore     (Mrs.    Ken- 
neth),    1818    Laguna    Street,    Concord, 

Ca.  94520 

Louise  Rider,  1150  Bower  Hill  Road,  Apt. 
1101-B,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15234 

Marion    Rowell,    460    Washington    Road, 
Apt.  406,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Jean    Sweet    Bentley,     (Mrs.    W.    Robert), 
1104    Harbor    View    Drive,    Charleston, 
S.C.  29407 

Marian  1'eichmann  McKone    (Mrs.  Joseph 
F. ),  4323  Falcon  Court,  North,  McGuire 
AFB,  N.J.  08641 

Jean  reporting: 

Margie  Thompson  Anderson's  oldest 
daughter  is  married  to  a  Navy  flier  and 
living  in  Pensacola.  Mimi  is  in  her  second 
year  at  Mt.  Vernon  in  Washington  and 
Suzie,  a   junior   at   the  Thomas  School. 

The  antique  business  keeps  Mary  Camp- 
bell Eckhardt  busy,  but  not  too  busy  for 

a  family  trip  to  Japan  in  June.  Robin  is  a 
freshman  at  Harvard  and  will  spend  three 
months  in  research  on  the  Galopagos 
Islands. 

Edie  Cole  has  spent  the  winter  feeding 
the  birds  and  losing  at  bridge!  I  wonder 
if  she  has  any  hints  for  us  in  dealing  with 
the  squirrel  problem. 

Back  to  school  is  Barbara  Cooper  Hep- 
burn. Kathy  is  married  and  John  starts 

college  in  the  fall. 
Next  year  Lucille  Cummins  Connor  will 

have  three  in  college — Patti  is  a  junior  at 
Sweet  Briar,  Buz  a  freshman  at  Penn  State, 
and  Cyn  will  go  to  Ohio  Wesleyan  as  an 
achievement  scholar.  Lucille  sells  real 
estate. 

It's  hard  to  believe,  but  Nancy  Doerr 
Wilson  will  have  her  second  grandchild  in 
June.  Both  girls  are  married  and  live  near 
by.  Rick  is  a  junior  at  the  Naval  Academy. 
Nancy  and  Fred  were  planning  a  cruise  in 
March. 

"Aloha"  from  Jane  Evans  Linsenmeyer 
reminds  us  of  the  perfect  visit  we  had  with 
them  last  February.  They  really  do  live  in 
the  most  beautiful  spot  in  the  world.  Jane 
is  currently  volunteering  as  a  speech  coach 

five  days  a  week  at  St.  Anthony's,  and  since Sherry  and  Todd  now  go  to  Punahou,  she 
will  work  in  the  body-painting  booth  for 
Punahou's  carnival.  Roy  goes  to  Taiwan 
again  this  year  to  address  the  National  War 
College.  Then  the  whole  family  is  going 
on  a  camping  trip  to  Maui  where  Sherry 
will  swim  in  a  state  meet. 

Florence  Frey  Burnite  is  now  a  mother- 
in-law.  Daughter  Marty  was  married  in 
July  to  a  teacher  in  the  Towson,  Md.  school 
district.  Husband,  Dave,  who  is  medically 

retired,  is  deeply  involved  in  an  interna- 
tional tape-spondence  club  and  also  reads 

texts  on  tape  for  blind  students.  Florence 
enjoys  her  work  in  admissions  at  the 
Lutheran  Home  ar  Topton. 
No  news  from  Barbara  Heinz  Barone, 

but  Amy  Core  sent  a  clipping  reporting 

that  Barbara's  husband  Ray  is  the  new 
president  of  the  State  Real  Estate  Com- 
mission. 

Ginny  Hendryx  Shank  reports  that  three 
of  their  girls  are  westward  bound,  Lyn  to 
Denver  working  in  a  design  srudio,  Sally 
in  Tucson  working  for  the  University  of 
Arizona,  and  Kathy  at  Muskingum  College 
in  Ohio.  The  three  at  home  are  in  high 
school,  junior  high  and  elementary  school 

so  Ginny's  career  as  homemaker  is  not  in 
jeopardy. 

The  Chatham  lectures  on  the  Middle 
East  have  drawn  Claire  Horowitz  Klein 
back  to  the  campus.  She,  Seymour  and 
Evan,  14,  plan  a  spring  trip  to  London. 

Alan  won't  be  able  to  go  as  he  doesn't 
have  a  long  enough  vacation  from  Du- 

quesne. Miles  Janouch  Price  is  ready  to  start  a 
new  kind  of  life  now  that  both  children 
are  in  college,  Christine  at  Cornell  and 
Edward  at  Colorado  School  of  Mines. 

Foster-daughrer  Sallie's  wedding  last  July 
brought  Peg  Johnson  Milton  home  from 
Arizona.  Daughter  Chris  is  in  Florida 
waiting  to  join  her  husband  in  Hawaii  for 
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R  and  R  in  February.  Peg  is  teaching 
courses  in  reading  instruction  at  Edinboro 
State  College. 

As  for  us,  both  boys  are  in  college,  Dan 
at  Arizona  University  and  Dick  at  Kenyon, 
and  Patty  is  a  junior  in  high  school.  We 
hope  to  see  Marian  Teichman  McKone 
and  Joe  soon  since  they  are  back  in  New 
Jersey  at  McGuire  Air  Force  Base.  Marian 
hopes  to  start  courses  at  Temple  in  the 
spring.  We  also  enjoyed  a  visit  with  Amy 
Core  when  she  was  here  for  the  Herb  So- 

ciety Convention. 

Marian  reporting: 

Hard  to  realize  that  a  year  ago  when  I 
was  writing  up  these  notes,  I  was  packing 
for  a  trip  to  Mexico.  Falk  and  I  spent  a 
few  exciting,  exhilarating  days  in  Mexico 
City — then,  exhausted,  rested  up  in  Aca- 

pulco.  But  it's  only  a  warm  memory  now. 
This  year's  "traveling"  will  be  in  June 
when  we  have  three  graduations  in  eight 

days:  David's  from  Yale;  Dan's  from  Shady 
Side  Academy;  and  Louise's  from  Linden 
School.  The  great  question  is  where  they 
will  all  be  next  year! 

Nina  Maley  Ross  reports  that  they've 
settled  into  their  new  home.  Cindy  gradu- 

ated from  Ohio  Wesleyan  University  and 
is  teaching;  Sally  is  a  junior  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Leicester  in  England  and  spent 
four  weeks  in  Italy,  Greece  and  Turkey. 
Dick  is  a  freshman  at  Penn  State  and 

Laura   is  a  seventh-grader. 
We  congratulate  Libby  Maroney  Aiello 

who  received  her  master's  degree  in  liberal 
arts  from  St.  John's  of  Annapolis  and 
Santa  Fe  in  August.  Son  Bob,  after  a 
summer  tour  of  Europe  with  the  Shenan- 

doah Conservatory,  is  enrolled  as  a  fresh- 
man at  Hamilton  College  in  Clinton,  New 

York,  which  his  father  attended  some 
twenty  years  ago.  Daughter  Beverly  is  in 

fifth  grade.  Bill  still  "commutes"  between 
Los  Alamos,  Los  Angeles  and  Cape  Ken- 

nedy sending  Vela  satellites  off  into  the 
blue. 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore  writes  that  her 
closest  contact  with  Chatham  this  year  is 
when  her  daughter  Carol  mentions  David 

Eddy's  name!  (They've  been  classmates 
through  grade  school).  That's  what  hap- 

pens when  you  stop  being  class  secretary, 
Dorothy! 

I  asked  for  a  weather  report  from  Janet 
McCormick  McDole  out  in  Washington. 

"Because  it's  so  far  north,  people  don't realize  that  the  Puget  Sound  area  has  a 
basically  mild  climate  all  year  round.  Last 
winter  was  an  exception — for  over  ten 
days  in  January  the  temperatures  stayed 
below  freezing,  but  this  year  is  closer  to 
normal.  Our  hostess  on  Christmas  day 
went  out  and  cut  fresh  camellias!"  Thank 
you,  Janet. 

The  Recorder  gets  a  scoop!  Amy  McKay 
Core  will  become  president  of  the  Herb 
Society  of  America  in  July.  She  writes 

".  .  .  at  the  present  time  I'm  serving  as 
third  vice-president  of  the  Herb  Society  of 
America  and  will  take  office  as  President 
in  July,  1970  when  our  local  unit  handles 
the  administration  of  the  organization  for 
the  next  two  years.  There  will  be  a  chance 
to  travel  and  meet  exciting  people  in  this 

volunteer  office."  Best  of  luck,  Amy.  We're proud  of  you. 

Connie  Meyer  W  aid  Schmidt's  son  Chad 
was  married  in  August — he's  a  senior  at 
Hillsdale  College,  where  younger  son,  Bob, 
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is  a  freshman.  "Chuck  and  I  are  just 
getting  older  and  grayer  .  .  .  we  still 

spend   our   summers   at  Conneaut   Lake." We  reached  Dorothy  Anne  Minnecci 

McCahe  at  a  happy  time — Patti  had  been 
spending  her  month  of  independent  study 
in  Pittsburgh,  observing  reading  and  math 

programs  at  St.  Bede's,  Linden,  and  Win- chester-Thurston. 
Best  wishes  to  Jeannette  Myers  Erler  and 

Jack  who  are  celebrating  their  twenty-fifth 
anniversary  by  taking  a  14-day  Caribbean 

Cruise.  "Am  dieting  like  mad  because  I'm 
planning  to  eat  my  way  through  the  Carib- 

bean." 

Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  says,  "My  news 
must  be  so  similar  to  everyone  else's  this 
year  it  hardly  bears  repeating."  Tom  is  a 
freshman  at  W&J  (earned  his  varsity  let- 

ter in  football);  Barbara  is  a  junior  at 
Fox  Chapel  High;  Bob,  in  8th  grade,  has 
discovered  basketball  (having  grown  four 
inches  this  past  year);  and  Jane,  ten,  is  an 
enthusiastic  cheer-leader.  Buck  is  still 
traveling  and  Marjorie,  too,  a  little.  It 
does  bear  repeating — sort  of  teassuring  that 
a  lot  of  us  are  on  pretty  much  the  same 
wave  length. 

Janet  Ross  keeps  me  supplied  with 
YWCA  brochures — this  time  her  Winrer 
Program  which  covers  everything  from  the 
art  of  self  defense  to  bird  watching!  She 
also  enclosed  a  very  good  looking  fund- 

raiser for  the  New  North  Area  Y,  designed 
by  Paul  Schweiker,  for  which  the  goal  is 
5500,000  by  March  31.  What  are  you 

doing  with  all  your  "spare  time,"  Janet? 
"It  is  wonderful  having  my  husband 

home  once  again,  having  been  gone  for 

over  a  year  in  Thailand  flying  missions," 
writes  Marion  Teichmann  McKone.  They're 
living  at  McGuire  Air  Force  Base  in  New 
Jersey,  close  enuogh  to  Philadelphia  that 

she's   taking   an   art  survey   course   there. 
Florence  Croyle  Beal  mentions  lots  of 

snow.  You've  lots  of  company,  Florence! 
Her  son  Andrew  is  engaged  to  his  high 

school  sweetheart  and  they're  both  juniors 
at  Carnegie-Mellon.  Her  daughters,  Nancy 
and  Beverly,  are  enjoying  country  living 
and  making  new  friends.  Husband  Russell 
is  trying  to  get  used  to  commuting  to  the 
office,  while  Florence  is  busy  getting  every- 
rhing  settled  in   their   new  home. 

Jane  McCall  Downing  is  getting  mail 
from  far-off  places!  Her  youngest  daugh- 

ter, Patty,  is  living  in  Bangkok  with  her 
first   lieutenant  husband. 

Dorothy  Home  Mollenauer  sends  best 
regards  to  all,  and  it  is  great  to  hear  again 
from  horny  Wolf  Regan  in  Frankfurt,  who 

says,  "this  has  been  the  snowiest  year  since 
we  have  been  here — twelve  years  now  as 

of  6  January!"  The  Regans  spent  four 
weeks  in  the  States  this  fall,  traveling  both 
ways  on  the  United  States.  Their  eldest, 
Kathy,  finished  at  Mary  Mount  and  is 
back  with  them,  working  for  the  Air  Force. 
Susan,  their  second  daughter,  is  at  Mary 
Washington  College  of  the  University  of 
Virginia.  She  will  go  to  the  College  for 
two  years,  then  into  the  University  proper 
for  her  last  two  years.  Anne  is  a  junior  in 
high  school,  Ellen  in  ninth  grade,  and 
Mary  in  seventh. 

From  my  own  holiday  correspondence 
I  learned  that  Ruth  Gilson  Larimer  is  still 

teaching  kindergarten.  Son  David  gradu- 
ated from  the  University  of  Florida  in 

June  and  is  a  sports  writer  for  the  local 
paper,  and  Bobby  is  a-  sophomore  in  col- 

lege. Gloria  Silverstein  Goldberg  and  Dick 
slipped  away  to  Yosemite  just  before 
Thanksgiving  and  went  bike-riding  on  the 
valley  floor. 

I  spoke  wirh  Mrs.  Hutson  at  Chatham's Centennial — she  was  looking  lovely  and 
was  as  vivacious  as  always.  Also  saw  Mia 
Marks,  looking  very  well. 

45 Martha  Cox  Hartman 
(Mrs.  Howard  N.) 

1635  Thomas  Road 
Wayne,  Pa.  19087 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley 
(Mrs.  Charles  C.) 

1004  Wilde  Avenue 
Drexel  Hill,  Pa.  19026 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lois  Allshouse  Harnack    (Mrs.  Edwin  R.), 
29106  Glencastle  Drive,  Farmington,  Mi. 
48024 

Pauline    Basenko    Thomas     (Mrs.    Alexan- 
der), 3333  Longbow  Drive,  Pittsbutgh, Pa.   15235 

Marion    Coben,    49-A    Maplewood    Drive, 
Maple  Shade,  N.J.  08025 

Lois   Lutz   Pierce    (Mrs.   Hartley   J.),   870 
Cliffside  Drive,  Akron,  Oh.  44313 

Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hurtt  ( Mrs.  William  C. ) , 
5903     Fifth     Avenue,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 15232 

DEATH 

Edith  Succop  Dibble,  January  4,  1970 
A  note  and  the  funeral  bulletin  from 

her  husband,  Theodore  Dibble,  brought 

the  sad  news  of  Edith's  death  after  a  four- 
year  illness  wirh  cancer.  The  sympathy  of 
the  class  is  extended  to  her  husband  and 
children  and  to  her  sister,  Florence  Klotz 

'42. 

Many  of  our  class  children  are  either 
in  college  or  fast  approaching  it.  Emily 
No/I  Zerbe  has  a  daughter  at  Muskinghum, 
Ginny  Alexander  McKeag  a  daughter  at 
Gettysburg,  Lois  Lutz  Pierce  one  at  Ash- 

land, and  Louise  Flood  Egan's  oldest  is  at 
Scripps.  Mim  Davis  Schillhaus  has  two 
girls  at  Grove  City  and  Grace  Benner 
Crosbie  two  boys  at  Carnegie  Mellon.  Jane 

Wood  Ziercher's  son  is  at  Ohio  State, 
Patty  Smith  Joyner  has  one  at  Indiana 
University,  Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  has  a 
freshman  at  Harvard,  and  Jean  Dalzell 
MacMillan  one  at  Wittenburg.  Lois  Alls- 
house  Harnack  has  a  son  at  Indiana  Uni- 

versity of  Pennsylvania.  Barb  Collins  Mill- 
man's  son  is  a  senior  at  Northwestern 
where  Martha  Cox  Hartman  has  a  fresh- 

man daughrer.  Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout's 
daughter  is  taking  her  junior  year  off  from 
Radcliffe  to  work  as  a  Vista  Volunteer 
in  St.  Thomas. 

Mary  Lou  Egan  Fleming  is  operating 
her  own  employment  agency  in  Harris- 
burg.  She  recommends  running  your  own 
business.  Marie  Minnemeyer  Houston  at- 

tended the  festivities  in  Richmond  for  the 
election  of  the  first  Republican  governor 
of  Virginia  since  1864.  Helen  Robinson 
Forsythe  is  now  with  Woodside  Receiving 
Hospital  as  a  social  worker.  Marion  Cohen 
is  back  at  the  piano.  Louise  Flood  Egan 
is  still  writing  a  newspaper  column  while 

working  for  her  master's  degree  in  journal- 
ism. 

Carla  Gregson  Dubs'  husband  Marne  is 
now  with  Kennecott  Copper  as  Director  of 



I  Ocean  Resources  and  vice  president  of 
their  Exploration  Company.  Carla  and 
Marne  were  in  Scotland  last  spring. 

Jannie  Beck  Jameson  toured  Germany 
and  Austria,  and  Marion  Swannie  Hall 
dropped  her  card  in  the  mail  as  she  took 
off  for  Guadelupe.  Nina  McAdams  Hand- 
loser  enjoys  life  in  California.  She  and 
John  cruised  with  twenty  other  boats  from 
Santa  Barbara  to  Encinada,  Mexico  and 
Catalina  Island  last  summer. 

Through  her  sister  (Esther  Kennedy 

Macdonald  '47 )  we  have  learned  that 
Janet  Kennedy  is  to  be  listed  this  year  in 
Who's   Who  in  American   Women. 
Our  class  was  represented  at  the  Cen- 

tennial Dinner  last  November  by  Alice 
Demmler,  Patsy  Speers  Bradley  and  Jeanne 
McKeag  Steele.  Reunion  plans  are  shaping 
up  and  indications  are  that  we  will  have  a 

large  group.  If  you  don't  remember  the 
following  classmates,  get  out  your  year- 

book because  they  will  be  at  the  reunion: 
Grace  Benner  Crosbie,  Janet  Brewster 

Reynolds.  Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl,  Martha 
Cox  Hartman,  Mary  Lou  Egan  Fleming, 
Audry  Heston  Kidder,  Ruth  Jenkins  Hors- 
burgh,  Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout,  hois  Long 
Kingsland,  Lois  Lutz  Pierce,  Petie  McFall 
Schall,  Jane  Meub  Evans,  Jane  Murray 
Blair,  Emily  Noll  Zerbe,  Helen  Robinson 
Forsythe,  Eps  Schollar  Worley,  Patty  Smith 
Joyner,  Patsy  Speers  Bradley,  Marion  Swan- 

nie Hall,  Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hurtt,  Polly 
Wilson  Ackenheil  and  Jane  Wood  Zier- 
cher. 

47 Patty  Jaycox  Shaw 
(Mrs.  Dayne) 

38    Colonial    Drive 
McKeesport,  Pa.  15132 

Gloria  Loller  Lewis 
(Mrs.   John    L.) 

280  Parker  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara    E.    Cott,    5837    Darlington    Road, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Rosemary    Hoge    Milliken     (Mrs.    Homer 
C),   399   Irving  Avenue,  South   Orange, 

N.J.  07079 
Marie    Huot    Kenyon     (Mrs.),    217    Sarto 

Avenue,  Coral  Gables,  Fl.  33134 
Virginia  LeFurgy  Tubbs   (Mrs.  Eldred  F.), 

23    Westland   Avenue,   Winchester,    Ma. 
01890 

Major  Betty  M.  McKee,  1 1 1  Country  Club 
Drive,  Glen  Burnie,  Md.  21061 

Marjorie  Mohn  Young  (Mrs.  Charles  M.), 
921      Lindsay     Place,     Alexandria,     Va. 
22304 

Gloria    Molinatto    Spellacy    (Mrs.),    6851 
Roswell    Road,    N.E.,    Apt.    4,    Atlanta, 
Ga.  30328 

Dorothy     Noel     Osmundsen     (Mrs.     Nor- 
man),  1508  Fairview,  Bloomington,  In. 

47403 

Janet   Petty   Gray    (Mrs.   Glenn    I.)    2195 
Hillsdale  Circle,  Boulder,  Co.  80302 

Josephine    Wagner   Caruthers    (Mrs.    John 
C,   Jr.),    2602    Siegrist   Road,    R.D.    1, 
Ronks,  Pa.  17572 

Nancy    Walters    Cobetto     (Mrs.    Jack    B., 
Jr.),  107  McKelvey  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15218 

Laura  Wiley  Robertson  (Mrs.  William  A.), 
1872  Tilton  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

Patty  reporting: 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Susan  Campbell 
McConnell  on   the   death   of   her   father. 

Greetings,  but  no  news  from  Peggy 
Dodge  Poindexter,  Kay  Ciganovic,  Helen 
Brown  Michaels,  Margie  Bennett  Sherts. 

Ann  Lee  Alexander  reports  that  life  in 
the  library  world  is  enjoyable,  and  she  is 
looking  forward  to  another  recruiting  trip 
through  the  south. 

Ruth  Arnold  Harmon  relates  that  the 
children  are  nicer,  Bruce  is  busier,  the 

dog  is   friskier,  and   she's  grayer. Marian  Arras  Wallace  has  been  busy  this 
winter  shoveling  snow  in  Buffalo,  as  well 
as   teaching   and   altar   guilding. 

Louise  Baehr  Larson  happily  tells  us  she 

is  becoming  a  golf  bum — Spain  in  Febru- 
ary— Florida  in  March — children  are  well, 

and   sixteen-year-old   Chrissie   is   driving! 
Jottie  Beeson  Schrader  and  Frank  spent 

a  week-end  with  the  Harmons,  added  a 
horse  to  the  family,  and  have  taken  up 
skiing.  Life  with  three  teenagers  is  aging, 
not  boring.    How  well  we  all  know! 

Elva  Braziell  Hively  has  a  son  at  M.I.T. 
and  a  daughter  at  the  University  of  Cin- 

cinnati. She  and  the  family  have  taken  up 
hiking — Rocky  Mountains  last  summer  and 
White  Mountains  this  fall. . 

Alice  Burns  Kasmirsky  enjoyed  working 
on  the  Centennial  Fund  campaign  and 
meeting  alumnae  in  the  Tampa-St.  Peters- 

burg area.  She  had  a  happy  reunion  with 
Mary  Alice  Morris  after  fifteen  years. 

Elite  Goldfarb  Hirsh  is  back  in  school 

studying  for  a  master's  degree  in  social work.  She  spent  a  weekend  with  Rosemary 
and  Lucy  this  summer,  and  her  daughter 
is  a  sophomore  at  University  of  Rochester. 

Sammie  Hamilton  is  an  X-Ray  techni- 
cian at  Columbia  Hospital  and  enjoys  her 

work  tremendously. 

Lee  Hutton  Sage  has  a  daughter  who  is 
a  sophomore  at  Chatham,  and  a  son  a 
senior  at  Syracuse.  Son  Enos,  married  with 
a  baby  girl,  makes  Lee  a  grandmother — 

which  she  confesses  she  really  doesn't  feel 
like,   especially   wth  a   child   six   years   old! 

Alice  Kells  saw  Peggy  Donaldson  in 
San  Francisco  last  spring,  and  spent  six 
weeks  in  Europe  last  summer. 

Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald  was  eagerly 
looking  forward  to  becoming  a  grandpar- 

ent in  February. 

Gene  Wallace  Kennedy  is  working  at 
Peck  &  Peck  in  the  Monroeville  Mall.  She 
tops  off  the  list  of  those  with  children  in 
college — the  three  boys  in  and  the  fourth 
a   senior  in  high   school. 

Mary  Lou  Michel  Tier  nan  has  had  a 
wedding  in  her  family.  Twenty-year-old 
Susan  is  now  Mrs.  Robert  Hutchinson.  Jan 
(Anna)  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham.  Mike 
and  Snyde  attended  the  Centennial  celebra- 

tion and  got  to  know  each  other  again  as 
adults. 

Doris  Snyder  Hookway  (Snyde,  y'know) 
and  Ron  had  their  first  look  at  Maine,  and 
enjoyed  every  minute  of  New  England. 
She  wishes  she  had  seen  more  of  us  at 
the  Centennial  parry. 

Virginia  Lefurgy  Tubbs  and  Eldred  are 
in  New  England,  too,  where  he  is  enjoy- 

ing research  at  Harvard  College  observa- 

tory for  his  sabbatical  year.  They'll  be back  in  Claremont,  Calif.,  in  August. 
Lois  Power  Moore  will  be  back  on  the 

college  circuit  soon  as  Ed  is  a  senior  in 
high  school  this  year.    Tom,  Jr.,  is  back  in 

North  Carolina  after  two  years  with  the 
Army  in  Germany. 

Josie  McKendrick  Tobie's  oldest  daugh- 
ter is  a  freshman  at  Ohio  Wesleyan,  two 

other  daughters  are  in  high  school,  and 
Josie  is  rutoring  remedial  reading.  She 

asks  everyone  to  try  Alan's  individual 
canned  puddings — under  Hunt-Wesson  la- 

bel.   They're  great. 
Well,  gals,  that's  all  the  news  for  1970. 

Dayne  and  I  took  our  girls  to  Europe  last 
summer  and  spent  a  wonderful  week  visit- 

ing our  A.F.S.  daughter  in  Germany. 
Tricia  goes  to  Grove  City  College  next 
fall,  in  the  footsteps  of  her  daddy  and 

grandpa. 

Gloria  reporting: 

Gloria  Molinatto  Spellacy  sold  her  house, 
gave  away  her  dog,  has  an  exciting  new 
job  in  Atlanta,  Ga.  She  is  looking  forward 
to  living  in  an  apartment  and  saying  good- 

bye to  Pittsburgh  winters!  In  the  mean- 
time, another  Gloria  has  taken  over  her 

section  of  the  class   for  news. 

By  a  circuitous  route — Mrs.  Petty,  '23, to  the  1923  class  secretary  to  the  Alumnae 
Office — we  have  news  of  Janet  Petty  Gray 

who  has  been  "lost"  for  a  number  of  years. 
In  addition  to  giving  us  her  address,  her 

mother  tells  us  that  Janet's  oldest  son,  Jim, 
is  a  junior  at  Colorado  University,  second 
son,  Charles,  a  freshman  at  Denver  Junior 
College,  and  daughter  Janet  a  junior  in 

high  school. 
Norma  Trozzo  Hopkins  enjoyed  a  golf- 

ing week  at  Myrtle  Beach,  South  Carolina 
and  is  planning  a  Northern  European  trip 
for  this  summer.  Hop  is  principal  of  his 
own  school  now.  Norma  is  in  the  throes 
of  writing  two  chapters  for  an  edited  book 
on  "Clinical  Audiology"  and  one  chapter 

for  a  book  on  "Modern  Development." Barbara  Mason  still  loves  Hawaii.  Liberty 
House  store  has  promoted  her  to  cosmetic 

buyer — quite  a  change  from  ready-to-wear but  a  challenge. 
Ginny  Toy  Schenck  has  been  working  at 

the  Wilkinsburg  Library. 

Betty  M.  McKee  is  a  Major  in  the  ROTC 
office  at  First  Army  headquarters  at  Fort 
Meade.  She  has  served  two  tours  of  duty 
in  Germany,  and  was  awarded  the  Army 
Commendation  Medal  for  meritorious  ser- 

vice on  her  most  recent  assignment  at  Fort 

Gordon,  Georgia  where  she  was  command- 
ing officer  of  the  WAC  Company. 

Nancy  Walters  Cobetto  accompanied 
Jack  on  a  business  trip  to  Florida.  She 
has  been  accompanying  and  arranging 
music  for  Betty  Gillett  and  her  husband 
for  the  past  several  years. 

Laura  Wiley  Robertson  finds  it  quite  a 
letdown  to  be  back  in  Pittsburgh  after  six 
interesting  years  in  Rome,  Italy. 

Dolly  Larson  Webb's  daughter  Patty  is 
a  senior  at  Elmira  College,  and  is  engaged 
to  a  Cornell  University  graduate  from 

Idaho.  John,  Jr.,  is  a  sopohomore  at  Hills- 
dale College  in  Michigan. 

LaVerne  Lowar  Scott's  Howard  has  gone 
to  Grove  City  College.  Vernie  and  Ginny 
Schenck  got  together  during  the  Christmas holidays. 

Mary  Alice  Kline  Morris  saw  Alice 
Burns  Kasmirsky  in  Florida  last  May,  and 
met  Bob  and  Elva  Braziell  Hively  in  Cin- 

cinnati when  they  were  enrolling  their 

daughter,  Jane,  and  Mary  Alice  was  en- 
rolling her  son,  Steve,  as  freshmen  at  the 
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University  of  Cincinnati.  Mary  Alice's 
daughter  Marty  is  a  junior  at  West  Virginia 
University  and  had  the  lead  this  February 

in  "My  Fair  Lady."  She  spent  last  summer 
singing  with  St.  Louis  Municipal  Opera 
and  hopes  to  go  back.  Mary  Alice  is  still 
teaching. 

Marjorie  Mohn  Young  is  happy  to  be 
back  in  Washington  where  Charlie  is  on 
duty  at  the  Pentagon.  Margie  has  five  chil 
dren,  from  two  in  college  down  to  a  first- 
grader. 

Peggy  McSuigan  Friday  is  another  with 
the  youngest  a  first-grader  and  the  oldest 
in  high  school.  Peggy  is  using  her  free 
time  to  help  out  in  school. 

Evelyn  Mock  Hirtle's  son  Tremaine  at- 
tends Community  College  and  Jon  is  a 

senior  at  Springdale  High  School.  Evie  is 
chairman  of  the  science  department  at 
Highlands  School  District.  The  class  ex- 

tends sympathy  to  Evie  on  the  death  of  her 
father,  Dr.  Mock,  on  February  1,  and  to 
Janet  Thomas  whose  father  died  Decem- 

ber 31. 

49 Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 
(Mrs.  Russell) 

1239  Old  Leechburg  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15239 

Betty  Junk  Weltman 
(Mrs.   William   C,   Jr.) 
11532  Gardenia  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Marilyn  Marks  Zelt 
(Mrs.   Albert) 

217   Navajo  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

Carol  McCollough  Stride 
(Mrs.  Carl  V.) 
242  Hunt  Road 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15215 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marjorie  Alexander  Brinkuorth    (Mrs. 
Donald     A.),     410     Highland     Avenue, 
Media,  Pa.   19063 

Louise  Diehl,    1665    Main   Street,   Glaston- 
bury, Ct.  06033 

Jean   Hoti'er  Pierce    (Mrs.   Robert  C),    15 
Gilbert     Road,     New     Hartford,     NY. 
13413 

Shirley   Laurence  Mason    (Mrs.   James   I.), 
8720  Wimbledon  Drive,  Knoxville,  Tn. 
37910 

Jean    McGregor    Kondrat    (Mrs.    Raymond 
R.),    9    Etham    Avenue,    Darling    Point 
2027,  New  South  Wales,  Australia 

Joan  Nusbaum  Cone  (Mrs.  Arthur  L.,  Jr.), 
9925  Coach  Road,  Vienna,  Va.  22180 

Shirley  Patterson    (Mrs.  William  B.),   120 
Batesview  Drive,  Greenville,  S.C.  29607 

Virginia  Rix  Markle    (Mrs.  Robert),  5605 
Sandburg  Avenue,  San  Diego,  Ca.  92122 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan   ( Mrs.  Robert  M. ) , 
538     Forest     Avenue,     Johnstown,     Pa. 
15902 

Kathryn    Tench    Pitman     (Mrs.    G.    Frank, 
Jr.),  8469  Post  Road,  Allison  Park,  Pa. 
15101 

Patty    Williams  Holman    ( Mrs.  James   L. ) , 
9  Victoria  Rise,  Fairport,  N.Y.  14450 

DEATHS 

Sally  Dougan  Augustine,  November  8,  1969 
Mary  Lou  Shekell  Mellon,  May   18,   1969 

We  are  shocked  and  saddened  by  the  loss 
of  two  more  of  our  classmates   during  the 
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past  year.  Gifts  to  the  Chatham  Library 
have  been  made  in  their  memory,  and  we 
extend  our  sincere  sympathy  to  their  fam- ilies. 

Jeanne  reporting: 

Marge  Alexander  Brinkuorth  finds  it 
quite  different  living  in  the  Philadlphia 
area  after  calling  Sewickley  home  for  18 

years. 
Elizabeth  Christy  Snell's  family  enjoyed 

a  5-day  ski  trip.  Tina  is  a  freshman  at 
Western  Maryland  College,  Lindy  a  10th- 
grader,  Tom  in  8th  grade,  and  Jim  a  3rd- 

grader. Eva  Christy  Frangoulis'  daughter  Connie 
has  been  accepted  at  Allegheny  College 
for  Septembmer  1970.  Michael  is  in  10th 

grade. Janet  Crouch  St.  Clair  has  been  in  the 
Graduate  Internship  Program  at  Pitt  since 
last  June,  is  teaching  4th  grade  at  the 
Model  School  in  McKeesport,  and  in  June 

will  earn  her  master's  degree  and  teaching certification.  Their  oldest,  Connie,  is  a 

freshman  at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsyl- 
vania. Billy,  13,  and  Debbie,  11,  ate  at 

home. 

No  news  but  "hello"  from  Lu  Beery 
Wenneker,  Claudia  Bullers  Janke  and 
Kathleen  Dalzell. 

Many  thanks  to  those  who  replied.  I 

have  finished  a  month's  substitute  teaching 
assignment  in  3rd  grade,  and  I  keep  the 
records  for  100  boys  and  girls  in  a  Saturday 
morning  bowling  league.  We  should  all 
be  thinking  about  ideas  for  our  next  re- 

union. It  will  be  with  the  classes  of  1950, 
1951  and  1952  in  June  1971. 

Betty  reporting: 

Louise  Diehl  is  National  Field  Repre- 
sentative, for  the  Ametican  Red  Cross  as- 

signed to  the  state  of  Connecticut.  She 
found  a  charming  apartment  on  the  first 
floor  of  an  old  house  in  Glastonbury — 
typical   New  Englandish. 

Mary  Jane  Ewing  Sipe's  family  spent  a 
month's  vacation  at  Chautauqua,  New  York 
last  summer,  and  also  enjoyed  a  brief  visit 
ftom  Dodie  Scale   Warren  and  family. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm  is  president  of 
the  Memorial  Hospital  Auxiliary.  Her  son 
Bill,  17,  spent  six  weeks  in  Spain  this  past 
summer,  and  came  back  grown  up.  Her 
fourteen-year-old  broke  his  arm  January  2, 
starting  the  year  out  tight,  and  her  young- 

est is  now  in  first  grade. 

Barbara  Hoge  Dansak's  son  Jeff  is  learn- 
ing to  drive,  and  Tracey  is  in  third  grade. 

They  all  enjoy  the  fabulous  Arizona  sun- 
shine. 

Not  much  is  new  in  Polk,  but  Harriet 
Kerr  Daye  is  still  supervising  teacher  in  a 
class  for  trainable  retatded.  Harry  and 
Sam  are  both  in  junior  high  and  Barby  is 
in   5th  grade. 

Jane  Linton  Smith  reports  great  fun 
cruising  on  Long  Island  Sound  in  their 

22'  boat.  Meg,  in  4th  grade,  and  Judy 
Ellsworth,  Mary  Lou's  daughter,  are  in  the 
same  Girl  Scout  troop.  Bud's  work  is  in New  York  City,  and  Jane  has  taught  for 
four  years  for  the  Department  of  Special 
Services. 

Marjorie  Livezey  Sims,  with  all  four 
girls  in  school  (1st,  7th,  9th  and  11th 
grades),  continues  her  job  as  a  junior  high 

school    counselor.     John's    new    job    with 

AMF  requires  commuting  from   Indiana  i 
Vandalia,  Ohio. 

Jean  Mattern  Myers  works  part  time  f( 
a  psychiatrist,  husband  Madison  is  sti 
with  Scripp's  Institution  of  Oceanograpl 
at  the  University  of  California  at  Sa 
Diego,  and  they,  with  Laura,  11,  ar. 
Sharon,  9,  enjoy  truck  camper  ttips  to  tl 
nearby  mountains  and  desert. 

Louise  Heineman  Harper  and  Alice  Ho 
Miller  ask  to  be  remembered  to  everyone 
The  Weltman  household  keeps  bus 

too.  As  president  of  the  Spting  Valli 
Garden  Club  I  am  involved  in  lots  < 
planning  and,  sometimes,  hard  work, 
was  good  to  hear  from  those  who  r 

sponded. 

Marilyn  reporting: 

Clara  Miklos  Hoon  expects  to  receive 

second  master's  degree  in  August — this  oi 
from  Columbia  Teachers  College  in  el 
mentary  administration.  After  20  yea 
(gulp)  in  the  classroom,  she  is  now  tl 
Administrator  in  a  K-4  Primary  school  < 
300  pupils,  the  job  she  has  wanted  all  h- 
life.  She  and  her  husband  Bob  spent  tl 
Christmas  holidays  in  Jamaica. 

Joan  Morledge  Michaelian  is  busy  wii 
church,  PTA,  Scouts,  PEO,  and  gatden  clu 
Fourth  child,  Margaret,  will  enter  kinde 
garten   in  September. 

Timmy    Mountford   DeFrance    is    in   h> 
second  year  of  teaching   8th-gtade  Englis 
Her    oldest    son,    Bill,    is    a    freshman 
Mount  Union   College.    John,   a   junior 
high     school,     is     exhibiting     pottery     at 
mobils  at  Butler  Art  Gallery.    David  is 
4th    grade    and    Little    League.     The    D 

France's   plan   to   spend   spting   vacation 
Washington,  D.C. 

Jo  Nusbaum  Cone  loves  being  ne; 
Washington,  D.C,  going  to  the  Symphon 
and  sitting  in  on  Congress  and  the  Supten 
Court.  She  is  active  in  the  Vienna  Wor 

an's  Club  and  the  Fairfax  Welcome  Wago 
Her  oldest,  Steve,  is  a  sophomore  at  G 
College  and  will  be  listed  in  the  1970  N 
tional  Student  Registet.  Attie  is  a  junii 
honor  student  at  Mt.  Hermon  and  tl 

twins  are  in  junior  high.  Art's  secot book  (this  one  on  hunting)  will  be  pu 
lished  in  the  fall  of  1970  by  MacMillan 
We  are  delighted  to  hear  from  Peg) 

Quick  Gibson  in  Mexico.  The  Gibsoi 
have  three  sons,  ages  12,  10,  and  7.  ̂ ! 
are  sorry  to  hear  of  the  death  of  Pegg} 
mother  in  1963  and  her  father  in  196 

Peggy  writes  that  their  hobby  is  raisir 
Quarter  Horses,  and  they  have  purchas< 
8  acres  to  build  a  ranch  only  25  minut 
ftom  the  city.  She  wants  to  know  who 

coming  to  Mexico — says  it's  about  tin after  all  these  years! 

Carol  reporting: 

We  are  all  invited,  also,  to  visit  Jet 
Riihiluoma  French  on  their  lovely  islar 
of  Bermuda.  Bringing  us  up  to  date  aft 
several  years  of  silence  she  reports  th 
daughter  Penny  is  on  the  freshman  dean 
list  at  Tfinity  University  in  Hartford,  C 
son  Randy,  17,  will  graduate  from  tl 
Hill  School,  Pottstown,  Pa.,  this  year,  ar 
their  other  daughter  attends  the  Bermui 

School  for  Girls.  Jean's  husband,  a  new 
paper  man,  is  connected  with  the  Islar 
Press,  Ltd.,  the  Bermuda  Sun,  and  Islar 
Press   of  Barbados,   Ltd.    Jean   sells  adve 



tising  for  the  Bermuda  Sun,  and  goes  with 
her  husband  on  trips  to  Barbados.  Two 

years  ago  they  were  hosts  for  100  Carnegie- 
Mellon  alumni. 
Two  late  notes  came  from  Alary  Lou 

Rider,  who  is  a  teacher  and  in  guidance  at 
Trinity  Junior  High  School  in  Washing- 

ton, Pa.,  and  Elite  Luthringer  Matt  son,  who 
is  completing  her  term  as  president  of  the 
Cleveland   Alumnae  Club. 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan,  Bob  and  6- 
year-old  Mary  Ann  miss  Pittsburgh,  but 
are  beginning  to  feel  at  home  in  Johns- 

town where  Bob  is  City  Manager  for  H&R 
Block.  They  are  joining  the  Church  of  the 

Brethren  because  of  that  denomination's concern  for  service  to  others. 

Alary  Shumaker  Drake  and  Bobby  Wat- 
son Wagner  are  well  and  send  their  good 

wishes. 
After  moving  back  to  Pittsburgh  from 

Baltimore  last  July,  Katie  Tench  Pittman 
and  family  are  getting  settled  in  their  new 
home.  Lynn  is  a  junior  in  high  school, 
and  Mark  is  in  7th  grade. 

Peggy  Thompson  Weil  mentions  how 
much  she  enjoyed  a  very  exciting  evening 

at  Chatham's   100th  Birthday  Party. 
Mary  Lou  The  Ellsworth  reports  things 

both  good  and  bad.  Going  through  two 
operations  on  the  same  eye  for  a  detached 
retina  was  not  pleasant,  but  17-year-old 
Peggy  took  over  the  household  like  a  pro. 
On  the  good  side  was  a  three-week  trip  to 
Italy  and  Switzerland  where  they  visited 
the  places  Bob  was  stationed  during  the 
war.  Peggy  will  enter  Heidelberg  College 
as  a  music  major  in  September,  and  Judy 
is  in  4th  grade.  Mary  Lou  and  Peggy  are 

in  the  chorus  of  "Pajama  Game"  for  the 
local  theater  group.  We  are  sorry  to  hear 
that  Mary  Lou  lost  her  mother  and  the 
surgeon   she  worked   for  within  a  week. 

Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  is  thrilled  that 
daughter  Cindy  has  been  accepted  at  Chat- 

ham to  enter  in  September  with  the  Class 
of  1974. 

Ginny  Van  Scoy  Armin  is  active  in  the 
League  of  Women  Voters  and  A.A.U.W. 
Her  children  are  Jennifer,  8,  Pamela,  6, 
and  Bobby,  22  months.  Their  part  of  the 
country  sets  records  for  cold  weather,  but 
they  enjoy  the  lovely  lakes  and  woods  of 
Minnesota. 

A  serious  house  fire  last  July  made  fam- 
ily living  very  uncomfortable  for  the 

Hysers  I  Candy  Walker),  and  nearly  cost 
them  the  life  of  their  2-year-old  Mark.  We 

are  sorry  to  hear,  also,  that  Candy's  mother died  in  October. 

Because  Corinne  Welch  Patton's  chil- 
dren— John,  12,  Alice,  8,  and  Billy,  6 — 

are  all  in  school,  she  has  not  been  able  to 
say  NO  this  year.  As  a  result,  she  is  cur- 

rently an  officer  in  two  PTA's,  secretary- 
treasurer  of  a  Woman's  Club  Book  Group, 
and  working  with  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Alum- 

nae Club.  With  husband  Jim  a  member 
of  the  board  of  South  Hills  Performing 
Arts  and  Music  for  Mt.  Lebanon,  she  also 
participates  in  these  groups. 

Eleanor  Wenning  Atuell,  hobbling  with 
her  leg  in  a  cast  from  a  skiing  accident, 
was  looking  forward  to  March  when  the 
whole  family  was  to  take  off  on  a  chartered 
sailboat  from  Martinique  to  Grenada.  Bob- 

by, who  will  graduate  in  June,  headed  the 
undefeated  golf  team  at  Shady  Side  Acad- 

emy. Amy,  a  sophomore  at  Ellis,  is  inter- 
ested in  silversmithing. 

Mizzie  Wiles  Knight's  letter  included 
news    of    trips    to    Florida,    Montreal    and 

Chicago  (where  they  saw  the  Apollo  11 
crew);  her  involvements  with  conservation 

projects,  educational  television  and  anti- 
Vietnam  protests;  and  their  300-record 
collection  of  Rock  and  Blues.  She  assures 

us  she's  the  same  Miz  we  all  knew. 
Eleanor  Shaver  Mitchell  is  learning  new 

things  about  their  business,  and  is  pleased 
with  a  new  addition  to  their  office  in  the 

sky — made  by  taking  off  the  roof  and 

adding  a  room  with  a  10"  window.  Ellie 
also  directs  a  children's  choir.  Their  oldest 
son,  Mark,  in  the  Navy  aboard  the  U.S.S. 
Independence,  was  planning  to  be  married 
on   February   14. 

Alartha  Sutton  Ammon  and  Jim  were 
off  to  Greece  in  March  instead  of  their 
usual  Caribbean  vacation.  The  inner  city 

and  race  relations  are  still  Martha's  vital interest. 

51 
Madelyn  Engelhardt  Sayles 

(Mrs.  B.  J.,  Jr.) 

523  South  Murtland  Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15208 

Rosella  Petraglia 

105  Virginia  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15211 

BIRTH 

Alairlyn    Pfohl    Donnelly,     seventh     child, 
Peter  David,  December  29,  1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Peggy    Grove    Alarks    (Mrs.    Donald    R. ) , 
1522  Hillcrest  Court,  Lombard,  II.  60148 

Anne  Holden  Loudon   (Mrs.  M.  John),  47 
Plaza    Street,    Brooklyn     Heights,     N.Y. 
11217 

Rita    Howard,    2813    Terrace    Drive,    Apt. 
218,  Chevy  Chase,  Md.  20015 

Barbara  Hyde  Asbury    ( Mrs.    Charles   J. ) , 
9250    S.W.    117th    Terrace,    Miami,    Fl. 

33156 
Ann  Marvin   Weaver  (Mrs.  Earl  J.),  2601 

Victoria  Drive,  Laguna  Beach,  Ca.  92651 
Jeanne    Pudney    Pulton     ( Mrs.    John    F. ) , 

1374    Mockingbird     Drive,    Kenr,     Oh. 44240 

Elizabeth  Rudisill  Beadle  (Mrs.  Theodore), 
227    Rock    Glen    Road,    Penn    Wynne, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.   19151 

Beverly   Sand  berg  Aiinor    (Mrs.    Cecil   J.), 
Daggett    Road,    R.D.    #2,    Girard,    Pa. 
16417 

Sarabelle  Segmiller  Krapfel    (Mrs.   J.   R. ), 

429   Sulgrave   Drive,   Whitehall,  Colum- 
bia, S.C.  29210 

Aiargaret  Van  Ness  Cohen    (Mrs.  Thomas 
J.,  Jr.),  8  Mahaffey  Drive,  Wilmingron, De.  19809 

Have  you  ever  heard  of  talk  non-stop  for 
a  week?  Ask  Nancy  Aeberli  Aiooney  who 
visited  with  Ann  Gould  Moore  in  Boulder, 
Colorado.  There  was  a  lot  to  catch  up  on 
since  their  last  visit  nine  years  ago.  Nancy 
traveled  also  to  London  and  Ireland  with 

husband  Jim.  She  took  a  course  in  micro- 
biology, is  on  the  Board  of  Trustees  at  the 

Unitarian  Church,  and  is  superintendent 
of  the  Sunday  School.  In  between,  rhey 
built  a  fifty-foot  brick  wall  along  the 
patio,  one  of  those  family  projects  where 
"Mother"  became  a  Master  Mortar  Mixer. 
As  for  Ann,  she,  husband  Don  and  son 
Doug  toured  the  beautiful  state  of  Colo- 

rado last  summer,  and   Don  and   Doug  at- 

tended the  National  Boy  Scout  Jamboree  in 

July. As  winner  of  the  "Young  Columbus" contest  in  Beaumont,  Texas,  Ethel  Ander- 
son Alesloh's  oldest  son,  Karl,  won  a  12- 

day  trip  to  Italy  and  Tunisia,  which  in- 
cluded a  camel  ride,  an  audience  with 

the  Pope,  a  tour  of  Venice  and  Milan, 
visits  with  the  mayors  of  Tunis,  Florence 
and  Rome.  But  most  exciting  was  a  visit 
with  Gina  Lollibrigida  at  her  villa  and 
having  his  picture  taken  with  her.  Quite 

an  experience  for  a  15-year-old!  Erhel  en- 
joys golfing  at  least  one  day  a  week — the 

beauty  of  living  in  the  south — and  still 
has  a  small  piano  class.  Karl  is  superin- 

tendent of  engineering  and  maintenance  at 
the  plant. 

Given  Bach  Lammert  is  president  of  the 
Markham  School  PTA,  and  next  year  hus- 

band Harry  will  be  president  of  the  Alum- 
ni Council  at  Bethany  College.  Their  chil- 

dren make  life  worthwhile — Steven,  11, 
a  budding  scientist,  Cynthia,  9,  learning  the 
flute,  and  Amy,  a  7-year-old  imp. 

Working  part-time  at  Allegheny  Gen- 
eral Hospital  keeps  Esther  Bender  Shaffer 

occupied  along  with  home  and  community 
activities.  Esther  and  jean  Graham  Hague 
organized  an  A.G.H.  reunion  last  summer. 
They  sometimes  see  each  other  on  duty 
since  Jean  works  three  days  a  week  as  3-11 
supervisor.  Jean  finds  rhat  a  one-year-old 
keeps  a  forty-one-year-old  mother  very  busy 
and  TIRED.  Her  other  three  sons  are 

Freddy,  13,  Bob,  12,  and  Billy,  9.  Some- 
how, Jean  finds  time  to  be  president-elect 

of  her  Garden  Club.  Many  thanks  to  Jean 

for  finding  our  "lost"  Rita  Howard  who  is 
working  in  a  pediatric  clinic  in  Chevy 
Chase,  Maryland. 

Family  pools  are  the  big  thing  for 
Suzanne  Blair  Alurray  and  Laura  Aiiksch 

Diaz.  Suzie's  family  enjoyed  their  pool  all 
summer,  but  in  November  she  and  Roger 
rook  off  for  a  vacation  alone  in  Fort  Lau- 

derdale. Both  of  Laura's  daughters  learned 
to  swim  in  their  pool,  but  she  finds  it  more 
peaceful  in  the  shallow  end.  The  Diaz 
family  took  a  trip  south  in  1969. 

Anne  Crouse  Harvey  and  family  spent  a 
week  in  South  Dakota,  visiting  the  Black 
Hills,  the  Bad  Lands  and  Mt.  Rushmore. 
Anne  gor  together  with  Don  and  Julianna 
Moore  Pollitt  in  Chicago.  Nanna  loves  the 
small  town  atmosphere  of  Dillsburg,  Penn- 

sylvania where  she  is  a  full-time  librarian 
for  three  elementary  schools.  Don  is  assis- 

tant manager  of  the  fruit  and  vegetable 
division  of  the  American  Agriculture  Mar- 

keting Association.  Their  oldesr  child, 
Craig,  16,  is  spending  his  first  year  away 
at  school.  Nanna  met  Alice  AlacKenzie 

Swaitn,  '32,  who  is  a  well  known  poet  in Dillsburg. 

El  Paso,  Mexico  and  Carlsbad  Caverns, 

followed  by  a  more  restful  week  at  Bed- 
ford Springs  Hotel,  were  family  trips  taken 

by  Shirley  Elliott  Johnston.  In  February 
Shirley  returned  to  teaching  morning  kin- 

dergarten sessions  with  two-and-a-half-year 

old  Jeffry  as  "assisrant  professor." While  visiting  in  Pittsburgh  last  year, 
Lois  Franke  Lee  saw  Wilma  Aiathewson 
Pressau,  who  then  returned  the  visit  in 

California.  Lois'  daughter  marched  in  the 
Rose  Parade  on  New  Year's,  playing  saxo- phone in  the  Burbank  Hill  School  band, 
but  the  blisters  on  her  feet  were  painful 
reminders  of  the  honor. 

Joan  Goodwin  Heckel  has  all  four  chil- 
dren in  junior  and  senior  high  school,  and 
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is  substitute  teaching  in  area  elementary 
schools. 

Besides  running  a  home  and  family 
Anne  Holden  Loudon  is  research  editor  for 
Clark,  Dodge  &  Co.,  investment  brokers 
on  Wall  Street.  Gay,  9,  went  to  England 
with  John  to  visit  relatives,  while  Andy 
stayed  at  home  with  their  2-year-old  and 
worked.  Exciting  was  the  word  for  it 
when  Andy  attended  the  premiere  and 

festivities  for  the  "Battle  of  Britain"  pic- 
ture. All  of  Johnnie's  battle  buddies  were there. 

We  all  know  the  truth  but  Barbara 

"Shippa"  Hoy  Dible  and  Ivy  Watson  Baird 
tell  all  their  friends  in  Bettendorf,  Iowa 
they  were  graduated  in  1955  so  they  can 
stay  young  a  little  longer.  Shippa  likes 

Iowa  and  the  "easier"  way  of  life,  and her  health  has  improved. 
Patricia  Kennedy  Earley  sent  a  picture 

of  her  husband  and  their  beautiful  children, 
Jeff,  Pete,  Janet  and  Chris.  Pat  had  a 

brief  but  delightful  visit  from  "Seggie," her  three  handsome  sons  and  her  mother 

last  spring.  In  August,  on  a  family  vaca- 
tion on  Long  Island,  they  were  near  M,  J. 

Kegel  Hagemeister's  summer  place,  sharing 
lobsters  and  many  laughs  with  MJ,  George 
and  their  two  children,  Bonnie  and  Robert. 

Thanksgiving  brought  Marilyn  Black  Auch- 
terlonie  and  family  to  the  Black  Family 

Reunion  at  her  sister's  (Barbara  Black 
Bloomstrom,  '50)  home  in  Cincinnati,  giv- 

ing Marilyn  and  Pat  a  chance  to  catch  up 

on  several  years'  news.  Bob  and  Pat  also 
had  a  vacation  in  Jamaica,  B.W.I,  in 
November. 

Peggy  Kennelly  Murphy  is  happy  that 
her  oldesr  daughter  has  been  accepted  for 
next  fall  at  Indiana  State  University  of 
Pennsylvania. 

Anna  Mae  Landefeld  Eckert  enjoyed  the 
family  skiing  trips  in  their  big  trailer. 

Louise  Larson  McGeary  and  family 
(Hunter,  Hunter,  Jr.  and  the  dog)  toured 
North  Carolina  and  Virginia  in  a  Dodge 
motor  home  rented  from  friends. 

As  part  of  her  work  with  the  League  of 
Women  Voters,  Mary  Elllen  Leigh  Mc- 
Bride  helped  to  establish  a  library  in  the 
Allegheny  County  Jail.  Husband  Albert 
has  assumed  a  new  position  as  assistant 
tax  counsel  for  PPG  Industries.  Ellen,  16, 
has  had  poetry  published  in  a  national 

anthology,  "Young  America  Sings,"  and 
she  is  beginning  to  look  at  colleges.  Rob- 

bie, 13,  is  an  ardent  horsewoman. 
Still  working  part  time  and  involved 

with  her  "kids,"  Patricia  Meyer  Kovacs 
visited  Pittsburgh  and  the  campus  in 
October  and  enjoyed  a  Christmas  vacation 
in  Puerto  Rico. 

In  addition  to  teaching  a  nursery  school 
and  Sunday  school,  Adele  Pfeifer  Ferianc 
works  one  morning  a  week  testing  eye- 

sight of  school  children  for  the  Allegheny 
County  Health  Department.  Linda,  Rich 
and  Diane  are  studying  piano,  violin  and 
organ,  respectively. 

Instead  of  a  silver  anniversary  party 
with  their  former  wedding  guests  in  Phil- 

adelphia on  December  26,  Doris  Seese  Bell 

and  Ken  spent  their  "big  day"  shoveling 
out  of  the  "big  snow"  that  blanketed  east- 

ern New  York  and  Pennsylvania. 

After  receiving  her  doctorate  in  June, 
Norma  Smith  Watters  and  Les  plan  to 
head  west  and  northwest  by  car.  Norma  is 
vice  principal  of  Alderdice  Junior  High 
School. 
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Audrey  Sommers  Whigham's  5-year-old 
daughter  Sheila  seems  to  rule  the  manor — 
hates  kindergarten  and  wants  to  vacation 
nowhere  but  Ft.  Lauderdale  since  Bob  and 
Audrey  took  her  there  last  spring. 

Family  trips  took  Marguerite  Sullivan 
Hannon  to  Massachusetts,  Florida,  New 
York,  Texas,  and  Montana  for  a  wilderness 
pack  trip,  and  Jack  took  the  two  oldest 
children  with  him  on  a  business  trip  to 
Europe.  To  her  usual  activities,  Mugs  has 

added  reading  on  tape  for  the  Blind  Asso- 
ciation. 

Peggy  Tucker  Thompson,  now  a  part- 
time  student  in  the  Graduate  Department 
of  Social  Work  at  Bryn  Mawr  College, 

looks  forward  to  a  master's  degree  in  three 
years.  Anne  de  Shazo  Robertson's  husband and  two  sons  visited  the  Thompsons  when 
son  Scott  applied  for  admission  to  Swarth- 
more. 

Joann  Walthour  enjoyed  Chautauqua  in 
July  and  has  added  weaving  to  her  busy 
schedule. 

Added  to  all  of  the  activities  of  two 
children  in  grade  school,  one  in  junior 
high  and  one  in  senior  high,  Martha 
Whaley  Webster  is  directing  the  25-mem- 
ber  singing  chorus  for  an  annual  Talent 
Show.  The  Websters  divide  their  summers 
between  South  Carolina  and  Nantucket. 

Helen  Woods  Lucas,  in  her  fourth  year 

as  principal  of  Schiller  School  in  Pitts- 
burgh, travels  weekends  and  summers  in 

their  truck  trailing  their  boat.  Son  Vic,  a 
junior  at  Grove  City  College,  is  majoring 
in  physics. 
The  Drugmands  (Joan  Young)  make 

trips  to  snow  country  even  in  a  blizzard, 
and  6'3"  David  has  the  entire  family 
wrapped  up  in  basketball. 

We  will  try  to  summarize  the  delightful 
Christmas  letters  from  Ann  de  Shazo 
Robertson,  Dorothy  Doduorth  Scullin  and 
Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek. 

After  completing  her  Ph.D.,  Shaze  is 
working  as  a  clinical  psychologsit  in  a 

medical  health  center.  She  enjoyed  a  week's 
seminar  in  Dynamics  of  Family  Commu- 

nication, and  a  family  week  of  skiing  in 
Aspen.  Scott,  16,  skipped  a  year  at  Mer- 
cersburg  Academy,  bringing  graduation  a 
year  early  and  a  frantic  look  at  colleges. 
Chris,  15,  is  completing  his  first  year  at 
the  Hill  School.  Mark,  13,  is  in  junior 
high,  and   Perry   in  first  grade. 

Dottie  gave  the  wedding  when  her  moth- 
er remarried  in  October,  and  in  between 

vacation  trips,  figure  skating  and  skiing 
she  continues  her  art  work — painting  at 
the  Summer  Institute  of  Arts  and  Sciences, 
working  in  fabric  and  stitchery,  exhibiting 

several  times  a  year.  One  of  Dottie's  books 
is  scheduled  for  a  new  edition  and  in- 

clusion in  an  anthology. 
A  trip  to  Waikiki  and  Maui  provided 

R&R  for  Marlene  and  Larry  in  the  midst 
of  their  involvement  with  business  and  six 
active  children.  Jan  is  a  happy  freshman 

at  Chatham,  and  Larry,  Jr.  is  college-hunt- 
ing. The  four  younger  boys  are  engaged 

in  all  sorts  of  activities. 

Even  though  they  had  no  special  news, 
we  were  glad  to  hear  from  Eleanor  Colvin 
Wiley,  Natalie  Eger  Novick,  Jane  Feiler 
Miller,  Marian  Jaffurs,  Shirley  Kerchner, 

Patricia  O'Keefe  Beede,  Nancy  Perry  Ves- 
ely,  Marilyn  Pfohl  Donnelly,  Elaine  Steven- 

son Bolanis,  Bertha  Thompson  Thompson 
and  Joyce  Wilde  Round. 

The    Centennial    Dinner    was    fabulous, 

especially  when  the  "younger  generation" (the  College  Choir)  sang  our  favorite 
(and  theirs)  prize  song  from  the  Song 
Contest.  Talk  about  nostalgia.  Hope  we 

didn't  miss  anyone  but  those  attending 
were  Shirley  Elliott  Johnston,  Joan  Good- 

win Heckel,  Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride, 
Rosella  Petraglia,  Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek 
(with  daughter  Jan)  and  Joann  Walthour. 

Your  secretaries  appreciate  the  responses 
but  wish  there  were  more  of  them.  Maddte 

reporting:  All's  well  and  hope  to  see  every- one for  our  20th  in  June,  1971.  Rosella 
reporting:  I  had  the  thrill  of  introducing 
Europe  to  nephew  James  Francis  (9).  We 
plan  a  repeat  performance  this  year.  Jim 
is  a  wonderful  traveling  companion  and 

just  my  size  too. 
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Diane   Barratt   Swift 
(Mrs.   Carlton   H.) 

10404  Trumpeter  Court 
Vienna,  Va.   22180 

Frances  Rohrich   Habe 
(Mrs.   Frank   J.,  Jr.) 

R.D.  #1,  Box  64 
Plum  Run  Road 

Canonsburg,  Pa.  15317 
MARRIAGE 

Amelia   Botsaris   to    Peter    Nychis,    August, 1969 

BIRTH 

Frances  Rohrich  Habe,  a  son,  Charles  Wil- 
liam, May  25,  1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Amelia  Botsaris  Nychis    (Mrs.    Peter),   55 
Warren   Avenue,  Brockton,  Ma.   02401 

Jean   Donaghue  Katarincic    (Mrs.  Joseph), 
9    Old    Timber    Trail,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15238 

Gretchen    Donaldson,    5825    Fifth    Avenue, 

Apt.  A-213,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Marilyn  Hann  Baxter   (Mrs.),  2630  High- 

land Road,  Sharon,  Pa.  16146 
Margaret    Harbison    Hendrickson     (Mrs. 

Donald    E. ) ,    16   Harbard    Avenue,    Fort 
Leavenworth,  Ks.   66027 

Jean  Maize  Kmetec   (Mrs.  Emil  P.),   1540 
Cornell  Avenue,  Dayron,  Oh.   45406 

Estheretta  Marcus  Shore    ( Mrs.   Sherman ) , 
6344     Walnut     Street,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15206 

Mary  Irene  Moffat,  2923 Vl  Calumet  Street, 
Columbus,  Oh.  43202 

Marjorie    Whitfield  Piker    (Mrs.   Fred  K.), 
Mastato   Road,   Katonah,  N.Y.    10536 

Patricia  Wilkinson  Bloom  field  (Mrs.  Frank 
R.),    3017    Coolidge    Avenue,    Apt.    34, 
Costa  Mesa,  Ca.  92626 

DEATHS 

Joanne     Bridges     Milick,     September     18, 

1969,  after  a  long  illness. 
Kay   Coats   Lynch,   suddenly   on   June    24, 

1969. 

The  class  extends  deep  and  sincere 
sympathy  to  the  families  of  these  sadly 
missed  classmates.  Gifts  to  the  Chatham 
Library  have  been  made  in   their  memory. 

Fran  reporting: 

Katherine  Coleman  Thomas  teaches  pre- 
natal classes,  Sunday  School,  helps  out  at 

her  daughter's  school,  and  reports  that Florida  life  is  still  great. 



Jean  Dering  Bleistein  is  working  in  the 
department  of  microbiology  at  the  Medical 
School  of  Case  Western  Reserve  Univer- 

sity since  her  boys  are  in  school  full  time. 
A  trip  to  California  and  Palm  Springs 

was  enjoyed  by  Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz  and 
Dick. 

Sally  Hoffman  Spangler  and  Jim  are  the 

directors  of  the  "Tam  O'Shanters,"  the  well 
known,  all  girl  fife,  bagpipe  and  drum 
corps.  If  any  of  you  know  of  outstanding 
parades  in  your  areas,  please  write  to 
Sally — 630  Cloverhill  Road,  Somerset,  Pa. 
15501. 

Nancy  Lutz  enjoyed  Chatham's  100th 
Birthday  Party,  as  did  Alice  Berry  Adams, 
Kay  Litzenberger  Merge,  Nancy  Eisley 
Dunn  and  Gretchen  Donaldson. 

We  extend  sympathy  to  Marion  Gallup 
Drummond  in  the  death  of  her  father  on 
December  7,  1969. 

Marjorie  Beard  Kelley,  Thelma  Fiori 
Laccrte,  Lynn  Hann  Baxter  and  Barbara 
Logan  Broun  send  greetings. 

Jeannine  English  Abel,  who  continues 
her  music  activities  by  teaching  private 
pupils,  also  directed  a  summer  theater 

production  of  "The  Mikado."  At  news 
time  she  was  preparing  for  a  trip  to  Mos- 

cow and  Leningrad. 

Elizabeth  Franz  Purdum,  currently  chair- 
man of  the  Submarine  Officers  Wives  Club, 

enjoyed  a  recent  family  trip  to  Scotland, 
Ireland  and  England. 

Helen  Halpern  Berkson  and  her  daugh- 
ters are  taking  ice  skating  and  sewing 

lessons,  and  Helen  is  in  her  third  year  as  a 
Brownie  leader. 

Peggy  Harbison  Hendricksons  husband 

is  attending  the  Army's  Command  and General  Staff  College  at  Fort  Leavenworth. 
Your  response  to  my  request  for  news 

and  your  contributions  to  the  class  treasury 
are  greatly  appreciated.  Good  luck  and 
good  health  to  you  all. 

Diane  reporting: 

Jean  Maize  Kmetec's  brood  keeps  her 
busy  but  she  finds  time  for  school,  commu- 

nity and  voting  activities  as  well  as  inter- 
racial problems.  The  Kmetecs  are  gratified 

over  Emil's  new  National  Institute  of 
Health  grant  for  kidney  research,  partic- 

ularly in  light  of  the  many  government 
cut-backs  in  research. 

Several  of  us  are  academically  involved 
one  way  or  another.  Madeline  Miles  has 
been  appointed  to  the  faculty  of  the  Uni- 

versity of  Vermont  as  assistant  professor 
in  the  department  of  speech.  Mary  Irene 
Moffitt  is  a  full-time  student  again — a 
Ph.D.  candidate  at  Ohio  State.  And  Alice 
Sedinger  Domineske  hopes  to  finish  work 

for  her  master's  in  library  science  from Drexel  Institute  this  summer.  Still  involved 
in  Girl  Scout  work,  Alice  has  a  junior 
troop  this  year  and  helps  with  leader 
training. 

Gloria  Palmer  Hadsell's  husband  was 
elected  to  the  Bethel  Park  Borough  Council 
in  November  and  two  months  later  was 

elected  vice-president  by  his  fellow  council- 
men.  Gloria  keeps  busy  with  daughters 
Sidney  and  Heidi,  being  cookie  chairman 
for  a  Girl  Scout  troop  and  working  as  a 
Teacher's   Aide. 

Susan  Smith  Schweitzer  and  family  are 
working  on  plans  for  a  year-round  home 
to    be   built   this    spring   on    Lake    Ontario 

near  Rochester.  Sue  talked  by  phone  with 
Bambi  MacDonald  Whalen  and  hopes  to 
visit  Bambi  in  Detroit  the  next  time  her 
husband  has  a  convention  there. 

Ann  Stoehr  Grupe  is  taking  ballet  les- 
sons and  is  rehearsing  with  a  local  theater 

group  for  a  spring  production  of  "The 
King  and  I."  She  and  daughter  Amy  Berh, 
11,  are  in  third  year  of  Scouts;  son  Alan,  9, 
is  an  aspiring  guitarist  and  drummer.  Dick 
is  with  Westinghouse  Tele-computer  Sys- 

tems Corporation  and  also  teaches  evening 
courses  in  computer  sciences  at  Point  Park 
College.  After  a  fabulous  trip  to  Las 
Vegas  this  winter  in  celebration  of  their 
seventeenth  anniversary,  the  Grupes  are 

now  looking  forward  to  a  summer  of  sail- ing. 

Jean  Sweitzer  Boner  reports  that  they 
are  involved  with  Indian  Guides  and  Indian 
Princesses  (whatever  they  may  be),  Civic 
Association    and    assorted    family    activities. 

Unfortunately  Elaine  Vincic  Berman's news  was  received  too  late  to  be  included 

in  last  year's  Recorder.  They  have  been  in 
their  new  home  for  almost  two  years  now 
and  Vinnie  has  become  an  avid  gardener. 
The  Bermans  enjoyed  ten  days  in  Puerto 
Rico. 

The  real  estate  business,  plus  her  "posi- 
tion" as  architectural  chairman  for  her 

townhouse  development,  are  keeping  Judy 
Welch  Layton  busy.  She  enjoys  living  in 
Tucson  and  hopes  that  any  alums  who 
might  be  in  that  neck  of  the  woods  will 
stop  by  and  see  her.  Judy  had  a  good  visit 
with  Trisha  Wilkinson  Bloomfield  in  the 
fall.  House-hunting  seems  to  be  taking  up 
Trisha's  time  .  .  .  she  hopes  that  one  of 
these  days  they  will  be  owners  of  a  place 
near  the  beach.  In  the  meantime  she  and 
Frank  are  planning  a  European  vacation 
this  summer. 

With  three  children  (12,  9  and  3), 
church  work,  teaching  dramatics  for  the 
Girl  Scouts,  and  serving  as  legislative  chair- 

man on  the  League  of  Women  Voters 
board,  it  sounds  as  if  Mary  Carol!  Williams 
Hofer  is  as  busy  as  ever.  The  highlight  of 
their  year  was  a  3,000-mile  trip  in  their 
new  22-foot  trailer. 

Janet  Marshall  Taylor,  Claire  McGrael 
Johnston,  Helen  Means  Pounds,  Shirley 
Myers  Simcik  and  Holly  Sherrard  DeMart 
send  greetings  to  all. 

As  for  me,  Diane,  the  status  remains 
more  or  less  quo.  Moved  into  our  new 
home  on  schedule  and  my  father  is  now 

living  with  us.  I'm  currently  involved  with 
the  school  fair,  typing  stories  penned  by 
budding  second-graders.  Our  6th  grade 
trumpet  player  did  us  proud  by  being  the 
only  child  from  his  school  band  selected 
for  the  Area  Band.  Carl  and  I  spent  a  fun 
evening  with  John  and  Mary  Ellen  Don- 

aghue  Ploeger  ('55 )  when  they  were  in 
D.C.  last  spring,  and  I  enjoyed  seeing  Helen 
Halpern  Berkson  and  various  others  at  a 
local  alumnae  coffee  in  the  fall. 

My  thanks  to  all  who  contributed  to  the 
cause.  The  donation  of  books  to  the  library 
in  memory  of  Kay  and  Bridgie  was  the 
reason  that  we  had  to  ask  for  more  money 

this  year  .  .  .  we  hope  the  same  need  won't arise  again  for  many  years  to  come!  Any 
and  all  additional  contributions  to  the 

class  treasury  will  be  graciously  and  grate- 
fully accepted;  checks  may  be  made  payable 

to  Chatham  College  Alumnae  Class  Ac- 
count.   Best  to  all. 

55 Jean  Graham   Rhodes 
(Mrs.   George  H.) 

5947  Murdoch  Avenue 
Bethel  Park,  Pa.  15102 

Carla  Norberg  Gaut 
(Mrs.  Charles  H.) 
20  Old  Town  Lane 

Halesite,  L.I.,  N.Y.   11743 

MARRIAGES 

Bonnie  Palmer  Hagan  to  Harry  W.  Whyel 

BIRTHS 
Nancy  Follett  Waichler,  a  daughter,  Stacy, 

May  17,  1969 

Jan  Jordan  Newlin,  a  son,  Nicholas,  No- vember 30,   1969 

Nancy  Lee  Reynolds  Rdesinski,  a  daughter, 
Amy  Louise,  June  26,  1969 

Regina  McDonough  O'Rourke,  a  child, 1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Yvonne    Brooks    Saxton    (Mrs.    Peter    R. ), 
1 1    Russell    Avenue,   Merchantville,   N.J. 08109 

Phyllis    Carroll    Grandey     (Mrs.    Raymond 

A.),  2844   Marywood   Lane,   North   Or- 
ange, Ca.  92667 

Elizabeth    Fawcett    Coleman     (James    F.), 
9922  Tartan  Court,  Vienna,  Va.  22180 

Patricia   Kirk    Volbrecht    (Mrs.   Walter   E., 

Jr.),    933     Aurora    Way,    Wheaton,    II. 
60187 

Claire    Koller    Runger    (Mrs.    Robert   G.), 
3211    Delray    Drive,    Fort    Wayne,    In. 46805 

Patricia    McCormick    Goodrich    (Mrs.    Ste- 
phen   F. ),    96    Park    Avenue,    Madison, 

N.J.  07940 
Betsy    Musser    Anderson     (Mrs.    Paul    T. ), 

4506  Clearwater   Street,  Corpus   Christi, 
Tx.  78413 

Ruth   Oberheim    Webb    (Mrs.   Harold   F.), 
3371   Woodland   Drive,   Murrysville,  Pa. 15668 

Bonnie  Palmer    Whyel    (Mrs.   Harry  W.), 

P.O.  Box  86,  Hopwood,  Pa.   15445 
Preema    Rajan    Sastri    (Mrs.    D.    N. ) ,    33 

Coles   Road,   Fraser   Town,   Bangalore   5, 

Mysore,  India 
Marilyn    Smith    Jankowski     (Mrs.    Francis 

J.),   5435   Oakbrooke   Drive,   Kettering, 
Oh.  45440 

Nancy    Smith    Bierwerth     (Mrs.     D.    B.), 
3227    Kennebec    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15241 

Carla  reporting: 

Kay  Avers  Headley  and  family  joined 
the  camper  owners  this  year  and  after  a 
few  short  jaunts,  they  anticipate  more  ad- 

venturesome trips.  Kay  was  elected  presi- 

dent of  her  church  women's  group  in December. 
In  August  Barbara  Beacham  Volk  and 

husband  Dick  took  their  older  sons  to 
Hawaii  for  three  weeks  of  truck  camper 
living.  Having  seen  the  50th  state,  they 
thought  it  only  fair  to  also  see  the  49th. 

Barb  enjoyed  celebrating  Chatham's  100th Birthday  Party  with  old  roommates.  A 
week  of  good  skiing  and  14  hours  of  sleep 
per  day  in  Vail,  Colorado  was  rhe  perfect 
way  to  end  January  for  the  Volks. 

Between  the  hours  of  1:00  and  3:00 
a.m.  SandyBlumberg  Sonneborn  has  done 
a  little  free  lance  writing  and  has  had  typi- 

cal beginner's  luck  in  selling  some  manu- scripts. 
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Jill  Burnham  Bowser's  husband  Wake 
teaches  at  Ohio  State  University  in  Colum- 

bus. Helping  with  Campfire  Girls  and 
Sunday  School,  editing  a  newsletter  for  a 
local  human  relations  council,  and  doing 
volunteer  work  at  a  housing  center  keep 
Jill  busy.  She  hears  from  Yvonne  Brooks 
Saxton  frequently  and  sees  Gretcben  Elch- 
lepp  Smith  on  each  family  visit  back  to 
Pittsburgh. 

The  high  point  this  year  for  Marilyn 
Campbell  Kahn  was  her  theatrical  debut  in 

the  school's  "Faculty  Follies."  She  has  a srudent  teacher  now  and  wonders  whether 
or  not  it  is  a  coincidence  that  they  are 
breaking  in  a  new  first  grade  teacher  so 
soon  after  the  show. 

Finding  the  daytime  peaceful  with  the 
last  boy  now  in  school  is  Lois  Gilpin  Pol- 

lock. She  would  welcome  a  visit  from  any- 
one in  the  area  (30-40  mile  radius  of 

Philadelphia) . 
Marcia  Glazer  Arnold  is  busy  with  three 

daughters  and  part-time  editorial  work. 
They  enjoyed  a  summer  vacation  at  the 
Jersey  shore,  and  spring  trips  to  New  York 

and  Palm  Beach  after  Larry's  "tax  season." 
Pat  Gordon  Moore's  new  interest  is 

being  a  leader  for  26  junior  Girl  Scouts. 
She  tan  into  Libby  Graham  Williams  in 
Columbus,  Ohio.  Their  husbands  have  a 

hobby  in  common,  Parker  Shotgun  Collec- 
tors. They  live  less  than  20  miles  apart 

and  the  husbands  have  known  each  other 
for  a  long  time  without  realizing  Libby 
and  Pat  were  classmates.  Needless  to  say 
they  had   their  own   reunion  in   Columbus. 

Joanne  Hoy  O'Roark  has  been  teaching 
art  at  a  mental  health  day  care  center  as  a 
volunteer.  She  has  finally  resumed  her 
studies  in  art,  taking  lessons  from  a  sculp- 

tor, and  is  now  associated  with  a  gallery 
where  she  shows  her  bronzes  and  other 
sculptures.  Joanne  is  purchasing,  with  artist 
friends,  a  former  convent  in  Majorrca,  for 

a  summer  retteat  and  'studio  abroad.' 
Our  "Hello — no  news"  classmates  in- 

clude Lorraine  Hixenbaugh  Haas.  Marie 
Kibler  Gaertner,  Molly  Lenhardt  Roivden 
and  Marilyn  Hill. 

After  sixteen  years  the  Gauts  leave  the 
Penn  Central  Railroad  for  the  challenge 
of  the  Long  Island  Railroad.  I  enjoyed  my 
term,  though  brief,  on  the  executive  board 
of  the  Junior  High  School.  Thanks  to  all 
who  responded  to  our  plea  for  the  class 
treasury.  If  you  are  among  those  who 
might  still  like  to  contribute,  you  may 
send  your  dollar,  or  check  made  payable 
to  Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account,  di- 

rectly to  the  Alumnae  Office  where  our 
treasury  is  on  deposit. 

Jean  reporting: 

With  New  York  City  only  an  hour 
away,  Pat  McCormick  Goodrich  can  visit 
the  art  museums  and  galleries  often.  Her 
husband  is  now  Press  Secretary  at  Drew 
University  and  Pat  attends  art  classes  there 
and  in  New  York.  She  also  exhibited  in 
the  Chatham  Alumnae  Centennial  Exhibit 
in  September. 

Barbara  McVicker  Martin  and  her  active 
family  ate  taking  up  skiing  and  sailing. 
Her  husband  was  recently  elected  to  the 
local  school  board. 

From  both  Joan  Monahan  McFalls  and 
Nan  Walker  Deward  comes  news  of  their 
reunion  last  spring  after  12  years,  during 
which  they  spenr  a  whole  night  looking 
over  pictures  of  the  Class  of  1955  and  re- 
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living  the  past.  Joan  is  finishing  her  sec- 
ond term  as  Junior  League  president.  Nan 

is  moving  to  Seattle  after  being  busy  in 
California  with  teaching,  AAUW  and 
school  activities. 

A  trip  to  Europe  and  India  was  the 
news  from  Mary  Kay  Moseley  Kamath. 
After  touring  Europe  and  attending  a  con- 

ference, she  and  Sanjiv  flew  to  India  where 
Mary  Kay  met  most  of  her  in-laws  for  the 
first  time.  After  seeing  much  of  India, 

they  visited  our  "lost"  classmate,  Preema 
Rajan  Sastri.  Preema  and  her  husband  are 
in  the  process  of  building  a  new  home 
which  Preema  designed.  They  have  two 
sons,  9  and  12,  and  a  daughtet  11.  Preema 
has  been  teaching  off  and  on  for  the  past 

5  years. Leslie  Mulrihill  Brockett  writes  about  her 

work  with  her  husband  Don — cabaret  re- 
vues in  the  Pittsburgh  area,  industrial 

shows  in  New  York,  and  a  cross  country 

tour  for  CBS.  Don  also  appears  on  Mis- 

terogers  Neighborhood,  a  children's  TV show.  At  the  time  of  writing  they  were 
preparing  for  a  Caribbean  cruise. 

Another  skiing  family  is  that  of  Sally 
Seiple  Tullai;  also  campers,  with  trips  to 
Watkins  Glen,  Niagara  Falls,  Williams- 

burg and  then  Florida  over  the  Chtistmas holidays. 

Marianne  Thome  Wright  has  been  doing 
substitute  teaching  and  is  planning  a  trip 
to  London  in  June  to  visit  her  sister  and 
family.    They   also  plan   to  visit  Germany. 

Getting  used  to  the  title  of  Dr.  Fredette 
is  Barbara  Wagner  Fredette.  She  received 
her  doctoral  degree  in  April  and  is  on  the 
faculty  of  the  Department  of  Art  Education 
at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  Currently 
Babs  is  nursing  a  broken  leg  and  managing 
to  keep  her  teaching  schedule  on  crutches. 

B.  J.  Woods  Goodwin  is  working  with 
her  husband  renting  a  new  200-unit  apart- 

ment building.  To  bridge  the  generation 
gap  the  Goodwins  have  taken  up  skiing. 
B.  J.  heats  from  Dotty  Erdley  Goetz  who 
lives  in  Upper  St.  Clair,  Babs  Freas  Cole 

who  is  now  the  Colonel's  Lady  in  Okla- 
homa, and  Reggie  McDonough  O'Rourke, all  associates  of  our  class. 

Marjorie  Mounts  Hartz  now  knows  how 
her  parents  felt  when  she  was  learning  to 
drive  since  her  oldest  daughter  has  started driving. 

After  12  weeks  of  student  teaching  5th 

grade  in  the  inner  city,  Ann  Cohen  Winkle- 
man  received  her  B.A.  in  elementary  edu- 

cation from  American  University,  Janu- 
ary 1970. 

Greetings  to  the  class  were  sent  from 
Nancy  Lee  Rdesinski.  Ruth  Oberheim 
Webb,  Marion  Sweeney  Guthrie,  Mary  Jo 
Settino  and  Mary  Kay  Sanner  Hooper  who 
are  all  busy  with  family,  jobs,  etc. 

The  Rhodes  attended  the  gala  Chatham 
100th  Birthday  Party  and  saw  a  few  of 

the  Class  of  '55  there,  among  them  Sally 
Beck  Lee  and  Winifred  Dickinson.  It  was 
a  large  group  and  thete  may  have  been 

othets  we  didn't  see.  It  was  a  great  party 
— sorry  you  all  weren't  there.  Once  again last  summer  the  seashore  beckoned  and  we 
were  off  to  New  Jetsey  with  a  stop  at  the 

Gaut's  who  showed  us  some  more  of  the 
sights  of  Philadelphia.  For  the  past  few 
months  I  have  been  working  part  time 

and  I  recommend  it  as  a  cure  for  'cabin 

fever.' 

Many  thanks  to  all  for  the  tremendous 
response   to   the  questionnaire   this   year. 

57 
Sandra  Esman  Chernev 

(Mrs.  Irwin  M., 
5620  Marlborough  Roac 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    1521 

Hannah  Honig  Kamii 

(Mrs.  Marvin 
2283   Elmhill  Roa. 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    1522 

MARRIAGES 

Grace    Cherry    Greene   to   Murch    Andrew 
King,  November,  1966 

Kathryn  lannuzzo  to  Joseph  Charles  Was 
serman,  November  27,  1969 

Paula  Kingston  Fleming  to  Donald   What 
ram,  November  8,  1969 

BIRTHS 

Grace  Cherry  King,   a  daughter,   Stephani 
Michelle,  August  22,  1969 

Dorothy    Define   Agnew,    a   son,    Dougla 
Andrew,  January  22,  1970 

Mary  Elliott  Donaldson,  an  adopted  daugh 
ter,  Amy  Liesan,  Seprember  5,  1968 

Sandra     Esman     Chernew,     a     son,     Davi' 
Steven,  April   14,   1969 

Virginia    Ladish    Angulo,    a    son,    Manut 
Mauricia,  August  25,  1969 

Barbara  Madson  Shannon,  a  son,  Matthew 
Clayton,  December   15,  1968 

Mary    MacNaughton    Belcher,    a    daughtei 
Amy  Christine,  July  2,   1969 

Jackie  Miller    VanDoren,   a   son,   Joel    Ed 
ward,  September   18,   1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Grace  Cherry  King  (Mts.  M.  A.),  11  Mc 
Keever    Place,    #19-C,    Brooklyn,    NY 11225 

Marilyn   Crawford  Flood    (Mrs.    Henry   C 
Jr.),  1341  Heberton  Avenue,  Pittsburgf 
Pa.   15206 

Paula   Fleming    Wharran    (Mrs.    Donald) 
1   Queens  Mansions,  Brook  Green,  Lor. 
don  W  6,  England 

Sandra    Gilbert    Goldsmith    (Mrs.    Ronal 
K. ),    614    Berkshire    Drive,    Pittsbutgl 
Pa.   15215 

Carol   Grim    LeClere    (Mrs.    William    E. ) 
5809   Community    Drive,   Winans   Lak( 
Brighton,  Mi.   48116 

Kathryn   lannuzzo    Wassermann    (Mrs.   Jc 
seph  C. ),  5270  Beeler  Street,  Pittsburgf 
Pa.  15217 

Alice   McGee   Collins    (Mrs.   W.   Carver) 
46    Mallery    Place,    Wilkes    Barre,    Pi 
18702 

Kathleen    Meyer    Abrahamson     (Mrs.    El 
nest),    130   Deerrrack   Lane,   Livingstor N.Y.  10533 

Sally    Schmidt   Gregerson    (Mrs.   W.   E.) 
5621    Wallingford    Drive,    Indianapoli: 
In.  46226 

Mildred  Schulte  Pastor   (Mrs.  C.  E.),  17 
Monticello  Drive,  Monroeville,  Pa.  1514 

Rena  Shurmaster  Sherman    (Mrs.    Irving) 
416  Glaids  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1524 

Eleanor   Skinner    Wainwright    (Mrs.    Wi 
liam  J.),  3239  North  Marietta  Avenui 
Milwaukee,  Wi.  53211 

Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty    (Mrs.   Ricf 
ard    L. ) ,   4    Sandusky    Road,    New    Citi 
N.Y.  10956 

Your  new  secretaries  are  delighted  t 
hear  from  you  and  hope  even  more  of  yo 
will   respond  next  year. 

Long  losr  news  from  Grace  Cherry  Kin 
includes  working  as  a  physical  therapist  fo 



the  Veterans  Administration  for  ten  years, 

and  now  retiring  to  enjoy  being  a  house- 
wife and  mother. 

Dottie  Devine  Agnew  kept  busy  this 
year  tutoring  in  algebra,  and  working  with 

Dolores  Cooper  O'Neill  who  is  Directress 
of  the  ABC  Nursery  School.  Dottie's  four 
children  are  delighted  with  their  new 
brother. 

Dorothy  Dieckman  Harmon  enjoyed  a 
vacation  in  Florida  with  Dick  and  Rosalie 

Stern  Wolfe.  Rosalie  also  reported  a  won- 
derful camping  trip  across  the  country  with 

the  family  and  a  trip  to  Mexico.  Dick  was 
promoted  to  Manager  of  Operations  and 
Manufacturing  for  Luria  Bras. 

Exciting  news  from  Mary  Elliott  Don- 
aldson is  their  adoption  of  a  Korean- 

American  daughter.  She  speaks  glowingly 
of  the  happiness  this  has  brought  them 
and  their  four  children. 

We  are  thrilled  to  report  Polly  Fleming 

Wharram's  marriage  and  the  publishing  of 
her  father's  novel  which  was  read  on  the 
BBC.  A  movie  option  has  been  signed  and 
Peter  Sellers  has  expressed  an  interest.  Don 
and  Polly  spenr  Christmas  in  the  U.S.  visit- 

ing family. 
Jenny  Lou  Dunlap  Blackmore  and  Nancy 

Gellman  Rubenstein  are  both  busy  with 
many  activities.  Nancy  is  co-chairman  of 
the  1970  Montefiore  Hospital  Ball  and  ex- 

changed visits  with  Barbara  Finesbreiber 
Adler  and  her  family. 

We  are  happy  to  hear  of  Kathy  lannuz- 
zo's  marriage  to  Joseph  Charles  Wasser- 
man,  a  teacher  of  mathematics  and  social 
studies. 

News  of  other  husbands  includes  Mar- 

lene  Valentine  Daugherty's  husband  who is  now  Director  of  Personnel  for  IBM; 

Nancy  Kingham  Gardiner's  husband  is 
Houston  Branch  Manager  of  Armstrong 
Contracting  and  Supply  Corporation;  and 

Jean  Mclllwraith  McCally's  husband  is  an 
environmental  physiologist.  Jean  is  work- 

ing on  an  M.S.  in  guidance  counseling 
at  Wright   State   University. 

Ginny  Ladish  Angulo  extends  her  usual 
invitation  to  her  classmates  to  visit  her  in 
Bogota. 

Sally  Schmidt  Gregerson  is  back  in  the 
U.S.  after  two  years  in  Heidelberg,  Ger- 

many. Bill  is  in  Vietnam  whete  he  is  the 
Provost  Marshal  of  the  25th  Division.  On 
his  return  they  expect  to  be  in  Washington, 
D.C.  for  four  years.  Sally  keeps  busy  with 
her  sons,  Red  Cross  work,  president  of  the 

area  "Waiting  Wives,"  and  had  a  wonder- 
ful week  in  Hawaii  on  Bill's  R&R.  She 

was  honored  to  be  a  nominee  for  Army 
Wife  of  the  Year  in  her  area. 

Thanks  to  Lynn  Wilner  Hawker  and 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper  ('58)  we  received 
a  copy  of  Tee  Speerhas  O'Connor's  Christ- 

mas letter  from  Germany.  We  wish  we 
could  share  with  all  of  you  the  lively  re- 

port of  children,  family  activities,  their 
12-day,  2,500-mile  trip  covering  France 
and  Italy  in  April,  and  two  weeks  at  the 
beach  in  Spain  during  the  summer. 

Rhoda  Weitsman  David  reports  an  en- 
joyable trip  to  Toronto  with  her  family 

and  is  hoping  to  get  together  with  Barbara 

Sickles  Bernstein  ('58),  also  of  Great Neck. 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker  tells  of  entering 
an  exciting  period — having  a  reen-age 
daughter.  Lynn  and  Wally  have  started  a 

"Hot  Line  for  Teens"  where  teens  call 
their  problems  and  the  Hawkers  and  other 

volunteers  help  them  to  clarify  their  prob- 
lems and  work  toward  their  own  solutions. 

Nan  Feldman  Gross  sends  greetings  and 
news  that  her  husband  is  assistant  manager 
for  Connecticut  Life  Insurance  Co. 

Mary  McNaughton  Belcher  is  busy  with 
her  four  children,  giving  music  lessons, 
and  doing  church  and  symphony  work. 
Her  husband  has  been  promoted  to  man- 

ager in  the  brokerage  section  for  Interna- 
tional Multi-Foods  and  they  will  be  leaving 

Cincinnati  for  Minneapolis. 
Caring  for  three  children  and  serving  as 

president  of  the  Dix  Hills  Chapter  of 

Women's  American  ORT  keeps  Barbara 
Baker  Kreindler  busy. 

Loving  small  town  life  is  Jackie  Miller 
VanDoren  who  sends  regards  to  all  and 
welcomes   anyone   passing    nearby    to    visit. 

Mildred  Schulte  Pastor  and  Eleanor 
Skinner  Wainwright  are  enjoying  theit  new 

homes.  Eleanor's  is  near  Lake  Michigan 
with  swimming  in  the  summer  and  ice 
skating  and  sledding  in  the  winter.  Her 
husband  is  now  acting  chaitman  of  the 
Department  of  Religious  Studies  at  the 
University  of  Wisconsin. 

Sheila  Stevens  Otto  says  she  is  "putter- ing around  at  Toledo  Univetsity  in  the 

Graduate  School  of  Education." 
Nancy  teeters  Bunce  had  the  most  news: 

— being  named  to  "Who's-Who — Out- 
standing Young  (18-35)  Women  of  Amer- 

ica— 1970;"  being  a  successful  artist  in 
commercial  work;  and  finishing  the  illus- 

trating of  her  first  book,  "Hi-Fashion  Sew- 
ing and  Tailoring"  written  by  Helen  S. 

Jones  of  Denvet,  Colorado  and  published 
early  1970.  Nancy  sent  a  copy  of  her 
clever  business  advertising  along  with  her 
news. 

Nancy  Kasper  Nixon  and  Rick  enjoyed 
vacarioning  with  friends  in  Europe  and  re- 

calling her  stay  in  Germany  twelve  yeats 

ago.  Nancy's  witty  letter  spoke  of  the 
traveler's  lament,  "We  took  too  many 
clothes,  ate  too  much,  spent  too  much 

money,  and  loved  every  minute  of  it." Alice  McGee  Collins,  Carver  and  the 
children  moved  into  an  old  ten-room  house 
in  August  in  which  they  have  started  the 
do-it-yourself  fix  up.  Alice  continues  to 
lead  a  book  discussion  gtoup  for  the 

Wilkes  College  Faculty  Women's  Associa- tion. Last  fall  she  drove  a  150-mile  round 
trip  each  Friday  ro  attend  the  Moravian 
Theological  Seminary  where  she  is  prepar- 

ing for  the  Presbyterian  ministry. 
Carol  Grim  LeClere  and  family  ate  back 

at  their  house  in  Michigan  but  will  be 
going  back  to  Marblehead  in  September. 

The  kids  are  "getting  too  big  too  fast," 
and   Carol   is   busy   as   a   substitute   teacher. 

Mary  Kitten  Cochran  received  a  copy 

of  Dr.  Edgar  Foltin's,  (Head  of  Psychology 
Depattment  in  1957,  now  Professor  Emeri- 

tus ) ,  article  on  Crysral  Gazing  published 
in  the  Journal  of  Psychology.  The  testing 
was  done  over  an  eighreen-year  period  both 
at  William  &  Mary  and  at  Chatham.  Mary, 
Nancy  Kingham  Gardiner  and  others  did 
this   type   of    research    in   their   tutorials. 

Our  sympathy  to  Tee  Speerhas  O'Con- nor, Nancy  Teeters  Bunce  and  Rhoda 
Weitsman  Dai- id  on  the  deaths  of  their 
fathers. 

No  special  news  but  replies  and  greer- 
ings  from  Patricia  Alogna  Reiss,  Nancy 
Cannon  Cocke,  Barbara  Johnston  Treden- 
nick,  Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky  and  Barbara 
Madson  Shannon. 

The  Kamins  report  a  wonderful  Chrisr- 
mas  trip  to  Miami  with  our  two  daughters. 
Marvin  and  I  took  a  short  jaunt  to  Los 
Angeles  and  were  entertained  royally  by 
Jim  and  Jan  Goldman  Coppersmith  and 

their  adorable  son  Scorr.  Jan's  husband  is 
vice  president  and  general  sales  manager  of 
Merro  Media  Television  in  L.A.  From  the 
Chernews,  our  news  includes  a  new  son 
and  the  first  Recorder  in  five  years  in 
which  we  are  not  reporting  a  new  address. 

59 Deborah    Brog   Bernstein 
(Mrs.  Alan) 

627  Dahlia  Drive 
Monroeville,   Pa.    15146 

Susanne  Quad  Croel 
(Mrs.  Philip  M.) 

8  South  275  Winwood  Way,  Apt.  #2 
Downer's  Grove,  II.  60515 

ENGAGEMENT 
Mary  Ann  Martucci  to  Warren  Edward 

Baker 

BIRTHS 

Marty  Jo  Campbell  Lane,  a  daughter,  Robin 
Campbell,  March  18,  1968,  and  a  son, 
David  Westbank,  May   2,    1969 

Judy  Davis  Levitan,  a  daughter,  Katherine, 
adopted  March  12,  1969 

Susanne  Quad  Croel.  a  son,  Michael, 
adopted  Octobet   1,   1969 

Elinor  Roeger  Nyhus,  a  son,  Erie,  Septem- ber 1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Julia    Battle    Miller    (Mrs.    Benjamin    T.), 
730  Church  Street,  Indiana,  Pa.  15701 

Beryl    Beckfeld    March     (Mrs.    Stanley    R. 
Jr.),   53    Rocklyn    Place,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15228 

Elaine   Bloom    Greenberger    (Mrs.    Elliot) , 
759    Pinettee    Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15243 

Nancy  Canale,  3463  Rue  Ste.  Fondle,  Apt. 
805,  Montreal,  Quebec,  Canada 

Donna  Croyle  McCoy  ( Mrs. ) ,  6846  Thom- 
as Boulevard,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15208 

Maria  Diniaco  Passodelis   (Mrs.  Nicholas), 

3455   Ridgewood   Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15235 

Gertrude    Feterholf    Laurenson     (Mrs.    An- 
drew,   Jr.),     Harmonyville     Road,     Star 

Route,  Pottstown,  Pa.  19464 
Margaret  Fullick  Langacker    ( Mrs.   Ronald 

W),   3286  Galloway  Drive,  San  Diego, 
Ca.  92117 

Gloria  Hourvitz  Klein    (Mrs.  Stanley  M.), 
6620    Kinsman    Road,    Pittsbutgh,    Pa. 15217 

Feme  Klein  Kalstone  (Mrs.  Charles) ,  2038 

Mississippi  Avenue,  Homestead  Air  Force Base,  Fl.   33030 
Doris  Redman  Foster   (Mrs.  John  K.,  Jr.), 

714  Alden  Street,  Meadville,  Pa.   16335 
Judith  Ritter.   1426  West  Farwell   Avenue, 

Chicago,   II.   60626 
Elinor    Roeger    Nyhus     (Mrs.    Paul    G. ), 

American    EMB-RIO,    APO    New    York, 
NY.  09676 

Jeannette    Roux    Seaman     (Mrs.     William 
A.),    31     Sunrise    Drive,    Lebanon,    Pa. 

17042 
Frances  Venardos  Gialamas,   (Mrs.  Antonio 

J.),     113    Yorkshire    Drive,    Pittsburgh, Pa.  15238 

Irene    Wilbar   Johnston    (Mrs.    David    A., 

Jr.),  248  East  Granada  Avenue,  Hershey, Pa.  17033 
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DEATH 

Judith  Perry  Chaplin,  October    1969 
In  memory  of  our  classmate  Judith 

Chaplin,  the  Class  of  1959  has  made  a 
donation  to  the  Chatham  College  Library. 

In  her  note  of  appreciation,  Judith's  mother 
wrote,  "This  gift  to  the  Library  would 
have  pleased  Judith  as  she  loved  books, 
and  after  losing  her  vision  continued  read- 

ing constantly  in  Braille.  Mr.  Chaplin  and 

I  thank  the  Class  of  1959." 

Debbie  reporting: 

Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger,  knowing 
how  I  must  feel  waiting  for  replies,  an- 

swered by  return  mail  and  squeezed  an 
awful  lot  of  news  onto  one  tiny  postcard. 
In  addition  to  moving  into  a  larger  home 
in  Mt.  Lebanon,  she  and  Elliot  opened 

their  second  store,  "The  Cheeseboard,"  in 
the  new  Monroeville  Mall.  Elaine  was  co- 
chairman  of  a  highly  successful  series  of 

gourmet  cooking  classes,  "Creative  Cui- 
sine," at  the  South  Hills  Village  Audito- 
rium. She  has  also  been  working  full  time 

as  a  chauffeur  for  piano  lessons,  football, 
tennis  and  basketball  for  her  sports-crazy 
sons. 

Only  good  news  this  year  from  Judy 
Davis  Levitan,  the  very  best  being  the 
adoption  of  Katy.  If  she  can  get  herself 
organized  by  next  fall,  Judy  hopes  to 
begin  Library  School.  In  the  meantime 
she  and  Mark  are  renovating  their  house 
and  considering  a  second  dog  to  exercise 
theit  lazy  St.  Bernard.  None  of  them  can 
do   it. 

Marty  Jo  Campbell  Lane  writes  from 
Hartford  that  she  can  just  about  keep  up 
with  her  five  children,  two  of  whom  ar- 

rived since  she  last  reported  two  years  ago. 
Outside  of  the  rigors  of  baby  care,  they 
try  to  squeeze  in  some  trips  to  the  ocean. 

During  the  summer  of  '68  Cal  went  to 
England  on   a   research   grant. 

Myrna  Deaktor  Prince  reports  a  hectic 
year — chasing  after  Jon,  3,  and  Alyssa,  1, 
a  trip  to  London  and  Paris  in  the  summer, 
and  a  winter  trip  to  Jamaica.  She  thorough- 

ly enjoyed  the  reunion,  especially  partici- 
pating in  the  entertainment. 

Ruth  Cooper  Huber  says  that  "life  is 
magnificent"  with  3-year-old  Heidi,  an 
assorted  menagerie,  and  "losing  nearly  20 
pounds."  She  hopes  that  her  wonderful, 
if  sometimes  delerious,  feelings  abound  for 
her  classmates,  too. 

By  telephone  I  discovered  that  Maria 
Diniaco  Passodelis  is  decorating  her  new 
house,  and  is  somewhat  excited  about  a 
forthcoming  trip  to  Rome.  Also  via  the 
Bell  System,  I  found  that  Cookie  Hourvitz 

Klein  is  decorating  her  new  "old"  house, 
and  working  for  her  master's  in  education. 
Cookie  reports  seeing  Phyllis  Crawford 
Mullin,  Carol  Glass  Gottlieb  and  Shappy 
Shapiro  Stein.  They  are  all  neighbors  and 
live  fairly  close  to  the  Chatham  campus. 

After  8  moves  in  5  years,  we  Bernsteins 
have  lived  in  the  same  house  for  over 
three  years.  I  even  plant  perennials  now! 

Used  to  be,  we  weren't  around  long  enough 
to  see  the  annuals  come  up.  Daughters 
Beth,  in  second  gtade,  and  Paula,  in  kin- 

dergarten, love  the  doll  house  I  built  for 
them  (really  for  myself).  Now  I  am  build- 

ing the  furniture — fourposter  canopied  bed, 
Hepplewhite  style  secretary,  Boston  rocker, 
velvet  wingback  couch,  and  many  more  all 
scaled  to  fit  the  4"  Kiddie  dolls.    I'm  still 
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working  (professionally,  that  is)  several 
times  a  week,  and  helping  Alan  with  his 

sideline  business  "The  Pittsburgh  Ice  Com- 
pany." It  was  wonderful  hearing  from  all 

who  did  write  or  phone.  I  hope  more  will 
respond  next  year. 

Sue  reporting: 

Lynn  Hughes  Mayer  is  busy  with  Girl 
Scouts,  chutch,  and  a  community  group 
called  FISH. 

Diana  Montgomery  Montgomery's  hus- band Dick  is  still  working  for  his  Ph.D. 

in  chemistry  at  Pitt.  Their  three-year-old 
son  Ian,  sewing,  needlework,  knitting,  and 
an  occasional  lecture  at  Chatham  keep 
Diana  busy. 

Elly  Roeger  Nyhus  says  that  all  of  Rio 
is  in  high  gear  and  they  are  enjoying  South 
America.  She  and  Paul  recently  had  a 
three-week  fling  without  their  three  chil- 

dren  in  Argentina. 

Lois  Shook  Becker's  fame  as  an  artist 

continues  to  grow  and  she's  considering a  move  this  summer  to  New  York  City. 
Marie  Smith  Smith  finds  the  Washing- 

ton, D.C.  area  impressive.  She  has  never 
been  so  busy,  playing  organ  for  her  church, 
having  many  private  piano  students,  and 
recently  becoming  president  of  the  Potomac 

Welcome  Wagon  Newcomer's  Club.  Marie and   Cinnie  Berry  Vanda  keep  in  touch. 
Danna  Vance  Mitchell  took  a  month 

and  traveled  cross-country  last  summer, 
with  a  week  in  Mexico  City  the  highlight. 
In  the  below  zero  weather  of  her  Syracuse 
home,  Danna   has   learned  to  ski. 

Sandy  Wagner  Gross  humorously  asserts 
that  their  home,  mortgage,  and  two  sons 

qualify  them  for  "silent  majority"  status, 
except  that  she  is  active  in  the  Evanston 
League  of  Women  Voters. 

The  Croels  and  our  three  youngsters  are 
trying  out  luxury  apartment  living  in  the 
Chicago  area.  While  in  Detroit  we  were 
foster  parents  for  babies,  and  recently  com- 

pleted  an   interracial   adoption. 
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Janice  Horovitz  Printz 

(Mrs.  Morton) 
196-05-B  65th  Crescent 

Fresh   Meadows,   N.Y.    11365 

Dorothy  Seif  Kapp 

(Mrs.  Marshall) 

Kappenglen,  Jones   Road 
Burler,  Pa.  16001 

Sara  Williams  Vasse 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

1644  Euclid  Avenue 
Flint,  Mi.  48503 

BIRTHS 

Robin  Askin  DeKleine,  a  daughter,  Kristen 
Lee,  April  28,  1969 

Martha   Bulkley   Hostetter,   a   son,   Gregory 
James,  March  10,  1969 

Marianne  Byrn    Caple,    a   son,   John   Bryn, 
November  26,  1969 

Joan    Cercone    Gilson,    a    daughter,    Dale 
Rene,  August  21,   1969 

Ruth  Fingeret   Weiss,  a  son,  Steven  Mitch- 
ell, November   17,   1969 

Mary   Sendek   Jakabcsin,    a   son,   John   Ed- 
ward, September  8,  1969 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carol   Bretz,    333    East   53rd    Street,    New 
York,  N.Y.  10022 

Marianne   Byrn    Caple    (Mrs.    Charles    E. ) 
3919    Menlo   Drive,   N.E.,    Atlanta,  Ga 

30340 Barbara    Easton    Marks     (Mrs.    James    H. 
Jr.),   1500  Circle  Drive,  Annapolis,  Md 
21401 

Marilyn  Eckert    Winters    (Mrs.  Albert  E.) 
15336  Grandville  Avenue,  Detroit,  Mi 48223 

Eila    Foster     Amdur     (Mrs.     David     M.) 

7520-A    Spring    Lake    Drive,    Bethesda 
Md.  20034 

Karlena    Glemser    Warnock    (Mrs.    Freder 
ick),   14816  Harold  Road,  Silver  Spring 
Md.  20904 

Sue  Hocker  Ballay    (Mrs.  Joseph  M.,  Jr.) 
1329  Leders  Lane,  Cincinnati,  Oh.  45238 

Mary    Jennings     Quickel     (Mrs.     Kenneth 
E. ;,   111   Monterey  Lane,  Durham,  N.C 
27707 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan    (Mrs.  Jon  G. ) 
134  Main  Street,  Northfield,  Ma.  0136C 

Diane    Karp    Bloom     (Mrs.    Irving),    435 
Belle  Avenue,  Greensburg,  Pa.   15601 

Mary    Louise   Kaylor   Maury    (Mrs.    Jame: 

R.),     30-311     Apt.     E,    Cherry     Drive 
APO  Seattle,  Wa.  98742 

Joan    Levine    Gilder    (Mrs.    Herbert    J.) 
29-A  Hoop  Lane,   Golders  Green,   Lon- 

don N.W.  11,  England 
Shirley    Leu  is    Minner    (Mrs.    Gene    L. ) 

6457    Grosse    Drive,    Brook    Park,    Oh 

44142 
Barbara    Neilan,     1111     University     Blvd. 

West,    Apt.     907,    Silver    Spring,    Md 
20902 

Barbara  Paull,  800  Penn  Center  Blvd.,  Apt. 
610,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235 

Geraldine     Reisker     Edwards      (Mrs.     Guy 
H.),     825      New     Hampshire     Avenue 
N.W.,  #114,  Washington,  D.C.  20037 

Judy    Rubenstein    Rubinstein     (Mrs.    Rich- 
ard), 3418  Ridgewood  Drive,  Pittsburgh- Pa.   15235 

Ginger    Robinson    Henesy    (Mrs.    Thoma; 
J.),    5144    Woodland    Drive,    Lewiston. N.Y.  14092 

Anne    Sauers    Brassert     (Mrs.    John    H.): 
659    Maryland    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15232 

Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin    (Mrs.  George  J.), 

6665     Appleridge     Drive,     Youngstown. 
Oh.  44512 

Ruth  Fingeret  Weiss  found  it  necessary 
to  resign  as  class  secretary  late  in  January. 
In  view  of  the  fact  that  the  class  will  be 
electing  new  secretaries  at  reunion  on  June 
6,  it  was  decided  not  to  seek  a  replacement 
for  Ruth  at  this  time.  Instead,  her  section 
of  the  class  was  solicited  for  news  by  the 

alumnae  office  and  Ruth  Swisshelm's  re- 
port follows. 

Judith  Allan  Mitchel,  busy  rearing  three 
children  (5,  2,  20  months),  has  amassed 
21  credits  toward  her  M.Ed,  in  English  and 
secondary  school  education.  She  and  Barry 

"drank  in  culture  and  polluted  air"  on  a winter  vacation  in  New  York  City. 

Robin  Askin  DeKleine,  while  in  Pitts- 
burgh in  October  for  Carnegie-Mellon 

Homecoming,  heard  the  Chatham  Choir  in 

Honegger's  King  David,  "Beautiful!"  she says.  An  early  Saturday  morning  visir  to 
Chatham  found  the  campus  deserred  but 
lovely. 

Angle  Blumberg  Levenstein  is  leading 
Famliy  Life  Education  Groups,  a  part-time 
job  for  United  Charities  of  Chicago,  and 
is  the  Chatham  Club  alumnae  representa- 

tive   to    the    Women's    College    Board    of 



Chicago.  Nick,  21/2,  and  house  painting 
take  up  the  rest  of  her  time. 

Marianne  Byrn  Caple  and  Mary  Jennings 

Quickel  saw  each  other  several  times  be- 
fore Mary  moved  to  North  Carolina — they 

had  the  same  obstetrician  at  Emory  Uni- 
versity Hospital.  The  Caples  love  Atlanta 

but  may  be  making  their  "annual  spring 
migration  to  who  knows  where."  A  solid week  of  rain  made  a  complete  disaster  of 
their  vacation  in  Michigan. 

Harriette  Cohen  Turndorf  writes,  "No. 
news.  Just  please  say  hello  to  everyone  for 

me." Jim  and  Barbara  Easton  Marks  enjoy 
living  in  Annapolis,  their  new  home  in 
Winchester-on-the-Severn,  three  boats,  and 
especially  their  three-year-old  daughter 
Kristine.  They  hope  to  have  a  baby  broth- 

er for  her  this  year  when  the  adoption 
process  has  been  completed.  Barbara  is 
taking  a  graduate  course  and  is  teaching 
first  grade,  the  latter  requiring  a  consider- 

able amount  of  adjustment  after  having 
taught  at  the  junior  high  level. 

Marilyn  Eckert  Winters  mentioned  pleas- 
ant summer  visits  with  the  Tomalins 

(Sharon  Norton)  and  the  Springers  (Ginny 
Long),  their  mid-February  move  to  their 
new  home  in  Detroit,  and  involvement 
with  the  March  of  Dimes  and  church  choir. 

Michael,  5-plus,  is  in  kindergarten,  and 
Holly,  3'/2,  has  recovered  from  a  bout  with 
rheumatoid  atthritis. 

Susan  Childs  Matheson  spent  five  weeks 
in  Italy,  Switzetland  and  Yugoslavia,  partly 
business  fot  Jim,  all  pleasure  for  Sue.  The 
youngest  of  their  three  children  is  now  in 
nursery  school.  Sue  enjoyed  meeting  other 
alumnae  at  a  Chatham  get-together  in  San 
Francisco  last  spring. 

Jan  reporting: 

Sue  Engel  Golden  and  Phil  enjoyed  a 
two-week  trip  to  Florida  last  year.  This 
winter  Sue  divided  her  time  between  fam- 

ily, PTA  and  Randallstown  Jaycee  activi- 
ties, as  well  as  helping  Phil  with  his 

tanks  of  tropical  fish. 
Eila  Foster  Amdur  and  Dave  also  visited 

Florida  last  yeat.  Eila  is  the  second  grade 
team  leader  in  a  very  new,  progressive 
school.  She  is  taking  a  pie  and  pastry 
course,  is  involved  in  projects  in  the  school 
system,  and  finds  that  she  and  Dave  have 
become  active  participants  (including 
marching  in  the  Moratorium)  now  that 
they  are  in   the  Washington   atea. 

Karlena  Glemser  W'arnock  and  Fred 

went  on  a  week's  sailing  cruise  of  the 
Chesapeake  last  June  and  in  August  toured 
the  southwest.  They  moved  into  their  new 
house  in  April. 

Mary  Booth  Fasset  Roberts  continues  to 
be  active  in  church,  Junior  League  and 
community  affairs  in  Elmira  as  well  as 
being  a  housewife  and  a  mother  to  her 
two  daughters. 

While  attending  medical  meetings  in 
Chicago  last  year  with  Ken,  Mary  Jennings 
Quickel  visited  with  Angle  Levenstein. 
The  Quickels  had  a  lovely  trip  to  San 
Juan  when  Ken  was  sent  by  the  Public 
Health  Service  to  investigate  an  epidemic. 
Ken  has  one-and-one-half  years  to  go 
to  complete  his  training  in  internal  medi- 
cine. 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan  and  Jon  have 
finally  found  a  place  to  park  the  fout 
small,  sporty  cars  they  have  in   Notthfield. 

They  bought  a  barn — one  which  just  hap- 
pens to  have  with  it  a  house  which,  ac- 

cording to  "Jess",  ".  .  .  is  158  years  old — 
built  in  1812 — and  in  matvelous  condition, 

besides  just  oozing  character  and  charm." 
I  (Jan)  have  been  dabbling  in  ceramics 

this  year  and  editing  the  PTA  Bulletin  of 
the  elementary  school  which  two  of  our 
three  boys  attend.  Last  August  Morty  and 
I  took  the  boys  for  a  delightful  vacation 
to  Montauk,  on  the  eastern  tip  of  Long 
Island. 

Dottie  reporting: 

Collecting  "the  news  across  the  nation" was  my  ptivilege  again  this  year,  although 
I  am  hopeful  that  one  of  you  will  be 
elected  to  that  job  at  our  reunion  this 

June.  Our  first  foster  baby  "arrived"  in April  at  five  pounds  and  nine  days.  Scottie 
is  still  with  us,  and  when  he  is  adopted 
we  will  cettainly  miss  him.  This  has  been 

quite  an  experience  for  us  and  our  3 -year- 
old  Karl.  Marshall  and  I  are  "over-active" 
in  our  Sunday  School  and  Church  activities. 
I  enjoy  being  in  the  classroom  and  partici- 

pating in  the  curriculum  planning  that  is 
involved.  I  also  joined  the  Southwestern 

Butler  County  Women's  Club.  Matshall, 
as  a  member  of  Pittsburgh  National  Bank's 
Computer  Time-Sharing  Team  makes  many 
"calls"  to  universities;  I've  been  fortunate 
enough  to  make  some  with  him — so  who 
knows  who  I  might  visit.  See  you  at  the 
June  festivities  and  thank  you  for  those 
cards   and    letters. 

Paula  Keizler  Cramer,  with  both  chil- 
dren in  a  Montessori  School,  and  with 

one  of  them  approaching  first  grade,  says 
she  is  re-thinking  the  fundamentals  of  the 
educational  system.  She  is  also  wotking 
with  the  League  of  Women  Voters,  Intet- 
national  Visitors  and  srudying  the  philos- 

ophy of  att  at  the  Barnes  Foundation,  the 
home   of   a   world-renowned   art   collection. 

Also  taking  courses  is  Jacqueline  Nadol- 
ny  Rosenberger,  She  is  keeping  up  with 
husband  Karl  who  has  been  appointed 
treasurer  of  On-Line  Systems  Incorporated, 
a  computer  time-sharing  company.  The 
Rosenbergers  have  a  tele-type  terminal  at 
home  so  Jackie  took  a  basic  computer  pro- 

gramming course  and  a  fun  course  in  arts 

and  ctafts.  Jackie  adds,  "and  as  you  well 
know,  little  boys  ( like  her  Scottie,  2 )  can 

keep  you  busy." Another  alum  busy  working  with  chil- 
dren, but  in  anothet  way,  is  Barbara  Levine 

who  is  doing  psychiatric  social  work  in  a 
Child  Giudance  Clinic  in  New  York. 

Alma  Jones  Gadd  (Libby)  is  also  work- 
ing with  children,  but  as  a  volunteer  with 

delinquent  boys.  Libby  says,  "It  has  teally 
opened  my  eyes  and  my  heart."  She  took 
a  six-week  course  in  handicrafts,  and  saw 
her  Jenny  take  that  big  step  into  kinder- 

garten, while  Scott,  her  3-year-old,  watches 
Sesame  Street  at  home  (as  do  many  of  out 

pre-schoolers).  For  Libby's  husband  it  was 
a  year  of  "the  dream  come  true."  Ross  is 
now  co-pilot  for  a  Pittsburgh  corporation. 
Libby  looks  forward,  as  we  all  do,  to 
springtime  and  our  reunion. 

From  London,  England  Joan  Levine 

Gilder  writes  to  us  of  het  husband's  new 
position  as  chairman  of  the  board  of 
Kaye-Gibson,  the  largest  gteeting  card  com- 

pany in  England.  David  is  nursery  school 
age  and  since  Joan  is  at  home  most  often, 

she  would  welcome  a  visit  from  Chatham- ites. 

Also  from  far  away,  Mary  Louise  Kaylor 

Maurey  sends  "a  fond  hello."  The  Maurys 
have  moved  again,  this  time  to  Alaska 
where  they  are  stationed  at  Elmendorf  Air 
Force  Base  in  Anchorage.  Here  they  plan 
to  travel  the  few  roads  that  exist  in  Alaska, 
camp  and  fish.  Mary  Lou  says  she  hates 

to  miss  the  reunion — we'll  miss  her,  too. 
Finally  official,  Shirley  Lewis  Minner's husband  Gene  received  his  doctorate  from 

Purdue  University  and  accepted  a  job  with 
the  NASA  Lewis  Research  Center  in  Cleve- 

land where  the  Minners  have  bought  a 
home. 

Busy  and  happy  with  her  little  boy  is 

Carol  Lemke  Keil.  Jackie's  atrival  has  made 
life  quite  diffetent  from  her  studies  at 

John's  Hopkins  and  teaching.  Elmer  is  an 
engineer  at  Westinghouse.  The  Keils  are 
looking  forward  to  a  trip  ro  Pittsburgh  for 
the  reunion. 

One  who  delights  in  het  indoor  handi- 
craft activities  and  in  her  outdoor  activities 

of  riding  and  training  her  horse  is  Frances 
Keenan  Bonfigli,  Fran  wrote  to  us  from 
the  studyhall  in  school  whete  she  is  teach- 

ing developmental  reading.  Her  third- 
grader,  Paul,  is  a  ski  buff.  John,  her  hus- 

band, has  become  Director  of  Social  Ser- 
vices and  Program  Planning  at  Sometset 

State  Hospital.  Last  year  he  received  his 

second  master's  degree,  this  one  in  public 
health  hygiene  which  will  soon  lead  to  a 
doctorate  in  social  work  for  John.  Fran 

had  a  good  time  at  the  100th  Bitthday  Din- 
ner and  chatted  with  Kay  McLaughlin 

Elder  and  Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis  and  their 
husbands  and  with  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Evanson. 

One  of  our  creative  classmates,  Donna 

Lange,  was  "published"  last  May  when 
Carnegie  Magazine  of  Pittsburgh  carried 
her  story  on  summer  theatres  in  the  Pitts- 

burgh area.  Donna's  regular  duties  are writing  entertainment  articles  for  Valley 
Independent,  the  Monessen  newspaper. 

Here's  a  sample  of  Donna's  prose.  "My  big 
news  is  a  vacation  to  Europe  last  Septem- 

ber. I  couldn't  ignore  the  theatre;  I  saw 
the  famed  Abby  Players  in  Dublin  and  a 

production  of  Oliver  Goldsmith's  She Stoops  to  Conquer  in  London;  of  course  I 
sent  back  articles  to  the  newspaper.  My 
trip  included  most  of  the  southetn  and 
western  sections  of  Ireland — by  car.  In 
Ireland  I  found  some  charming  ancestral 
haunts,  even  managed  to  kiss  the  Blarney 

Stone,  which  isn't  easy  to  do,  in  Blarney 
Castle.  Then  I  moved  on  to  Edinburg, 
London,  Munich,  a  corner  of  Austtia, 
loved  the  antiquities  of  Rome  nestled  right 
among  the  bustling  modern  city,  hated  the 
traffic  jams  in  Paris.  My  only  problem  this 
year  is  to  find  a  vacation  that  will  even 

come  close  to  last  year's." 

Sally  reporting: 

Reunion  plans  are  keeping  Jean  Thonen 
Nickel  and  Arlene  Sinkus  Leu-is  busy  this 
year.  Arlene  points  out  that  the  reunion 

system  was  changed  so  that  '6l's  official "tenth"  reunion  is  not  in  1971,  but  this 

year.  Jean  is  chairman  of  our  class  reunion 
and  hopes  for  a  great  turnout  on  June 
6th.  Her  daughter  Kathy  started  nursery 
school  last  fall,  but  Nicky  is  still  at  home 
to  "help"  his  mother  with  reunion  plans. 
Arlene  worked  on  the  Centennial  Birthday 
Dinnet  held  in  November;  she  also  reports 
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having  visited  Sue  Jessop  McGowan  and 
Anne  Putnam  Mallinson. 

We  extend  our  deepest  sympathy  to 
Mary  Sendek  Jakabsctn  on  the  death  of  her 
father  last  June.  Also  our  congratulations 
on  the  birth  of  their  third  son,  John,  and 

for  Jake's  promotion  to  Assistant  Con- troller of  the  May  Company  Department 
stores  in  Youngstown,  Ohio. 

Betsy  Watte  vacationed  in  New  England 

and  saw  "everything  historical  and  hysteri- 
cal!" She  heard  from  Sirkka  Manilla  Or- 

hanen  (exchange  student  from  Finland  our 
sophomore  year),  who  is  teaching  English 
and  finds  American  telecasts  an  incentive 
for  students  to  learn. 

The  grand  traveller  this  year  was  Anne 
Putnam  Mallison,  who  spent  two  months 

in  Europe  with  Bill's  parents  last  summer. 
Bill  was  with  them  for  a  month  and  they 
sailed  over  on  the  Queen  Elizabeth  II — 
visited  Belgium,  The  Netherlands,  Ger- 

many, Paris,  England,  Scotland,  and  Wales, 
and  returned  to  New  York  on  The  France. 

According  to  Sue  Smith  Balika,  the  Mal- 

linsons  also  "spent  a  lot  of  time  with  us 
and  our  pile  of  lumber,  nails,  and  sawdust" where  the  Balikas  are  building  a  weekend 
home  in  the  Pennsylvania  mountains  near 

the  Mallinson's  home.  Sue  keeps  busy  with church  activities  and  handwork  for  the 
Community  Christmas  Shop,  plus  keeping 
up  with  thtee  lively  children. 

Greetings  come  from  Sharon  Norton 
Tomalin  and  Joyce  Teegardin.  Joyce  says 
she  hopes  to  see  many  at  the  reunion  as 

"there  is  a  lot  of  catching  up  to  do." 
Besides  getting  ready  to  "move  family 

and  fix  up  new  abode,"  Judy  Rubenstein 
Rubinstein  has  been  learning  Hebrew  and 

is  participating  in  a  local  "Project  Under- 
standing" sponsored  by  the  Catholic  Dio- 

cese. Her  husband  was  elected  vice  presi- 
dent of  the  Mon-Yough  Chamber  of  Com- 

merce. Judy  also  reports  having  seen  Angle 
Blumberg  Levenstein  in  Chicago  in  the  fall. 

Brenda  Purdon  Stober's  husband  Bob  is 
active  in  the  Jaycees  and  has  completed  the 
Advanced  Study  Program  at  the  American 
Institute  of  Banking.  Daughter  Elizabeth 
started  school  this  year  and  her  two-year- 

old  brother  "would  love  to  get  on  the  bus 
and  go  along!"  The  Stebers  vacationed  in 
Atlanta  and  Colonial  Williamsburg. 

Barb  Pings  Rawley  and  family  toured 
eastern  Canada  and  New  England  last  sum- 

mer and  are  talking  about  a  southern  tour 

for  this  summer.  "Living  in  Iowa  this 
winter  has  been  like  living  in  a  deep 

freeze,"  she  says,  "even  too  cold  for  sled- 
ding and  skating,  but  don't  think  we  didn't 

try!"  Wayne  is  now  head  of  the  circulation 
department  of  the  University  of  Iowa 
Library,  and  Barb  is  back  in  school  this 
term  with  two  elementary  education  courses 
as  a  start  toward  a  certificate. 

Also  back  in  school  is  Carroll  "Sam" 
Spelke  Smaltz,  taking  courses  in  journalism 
at  California  State  College  at  Los  Angeles. 

Sam's  husband  and  three  other  attorneys 
recently  formed  their  own  firm.  Their  two 
eldest  daughters,  Connie  and  Carrie,  are 
on  the  swim  team  and  3-year-old  Jennifer 
is  also  an  avid  swimmer. 

Here  are  a  few  highlights  from  Marylou 

Quern's  letter.  It  was  mailed  from  the 
Philippines  where  she  was  flying  MAC 
(military)  charter  flights  to  Guam,  Ben 
Hoa,  South  Vietnam  and  Bangkok.  After 

what  she  termed  a  "vacation"  assignment, 
she   had   some   regrets   about  having  to  re- 
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turn  to  New  York  in  March.  Last  summer 
she  flew  as  purser  on  MAK  flights  between 
the  West  Coast  and  Honolulu.  A  real  va- 

cation in  December  took  her  to  Copen- 
hagen, Vienna  and  Garmisch,  Germany 

(for  skiing).  During  the  Christmas  rush 
she  was  on  the  New  York-San  Juan  run — 

6  flights  in  8'/2  days.  Marylou's  letter  cer- tainly indicated  that  she  enjoys  her  work! 
And  I  am  looking  forward  to  seeing  Sam 

when  we  are  in  Pasadena  this  summer.  We 

plan  to  spend  a  month  there  and  at  New- 

pott  Beach  with  Bill's  family.  I  finally  res- urrected my  flute  and  have  been  playing  in 
the  Flint  Civic  Otchestra,  and  the  Mott 

Ensemble,  a  quintet  that  gives  "mini-con- 
certs" and  introductions  to  the  insttuments 

in  all  the  elementary  schools  in  Flint — a 
"job"  that  has  suddenly  made  me  a  "pro- 

fessional" flutist!  In  addition  to  his  usual 
courses  at  the  college,  Bill  has  been  teach- 

ing a  special  class  of  disadvantaged  stu- 
dents, and  finds  them  among  the  most  cre- 

ative students  he  has  ever  taught.  And  we 
are  continually  entertained  and  exhausted 

by  our  little  1 '/^-year-old,  Mary.  We  do 
hope  to  be  in  Pittsburgh  on  June  6th  for 
the  reunion  and  I  hope  to  see  many  of  you 
there.  Thank  you  all  who  replied  with 
news.    I  always  enjoy  hearing  from  you. 

63 Nancy  Beach 
31  Pondefield  Road,  West 

Btonxville,  NY.  10708 

Nancy  Fendrich 
99  Lake  Drive  West 
Wayne,  N.J.  07470 

Martha  McCallister  Thaeler 
(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 
462  Cole  Drive 

Meadville,  Pa.  16335 

Mrs.  Jane  Alexander  Givens 
366   South   Graham   Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   1532 

Gail  Bloom  Verlin 
(Mrs.  Michael) 

418-B  Oak  Summit  Apartments 
Easton  Road  &  Limekiln  Pike 

Glenside,  Pa.   19038 

ENGAGEMENT 

Susan  E.  Bradley  to  Malcolm  Lewis  Trayser 

BIRTHS 

Judy     Adler    Elitzky,     a     daughter,     Susan 
Ellen,  ,  October  31,   1969 

Gail  Bloom    Verlin,   a   son,  Joel   Maurice, 
September  25,  1969 

Carolyn  Rosen  Lebovitz,  a  daughter,  Ellen 
Beth,  February  6,  1970 

Bonnie  George  Switzer,  a  daughter,  Steph- 
anie Anne,  May  12,  1969 

Nan  Hall  Lombard!,  a  son,  Michael   Hall, 
May   1,   1969 

Susan  Herb  Reichard,  a  daughter,  Rebecca 
Susan,  September  19,  1969 

Sue   Hill    Warner,   a   son,   Robert   Edward, 

January  31,   1970 
Susan  Hunt  Roose,  a  son,  David  Fox,  June 

28,  1969 
Barbara    Laiken    Funkenstein,    a    daughter, 

Sue  Ann,  January  21,  1970 
Martha    McCallister    Thaeler,    a    daughter, 

Karen  Anne,  June  23,  1969 
Margot  Myers  Clark,  a  son,  Mark  Hanson, 

July  2,  1969 

Carol  Pike  Maynard,  a  son,  Edwin  Meade, 
June  13,   1969 

Ann  Niedermyer  Fox,  a  daughter,  Rebecca, 
June  20,  1969 

Barb    Shullman    Young,    a    daughter,    Jody 

Faye,  April  8,  1969 
Judith  Strain  Barton,  a  son,  Michael  Alan, 

July  29,  1969 Billie    Jeanne    Walcutt    Burg,    a    daughter, 
Betsy  Robin,  September  4,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret    Alexander    Sprenkle    (Mrs.    Rob 

ert   M.),   R.D.,    #2,   Box    42-A,    Rhine- 
beck,  N.Y.  12572 

Susan  Bradley,   201   East  77  th   Street,   New 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

Jocelyn    Browning    Cerul     (Mrs.    Maurice 
S.),  310  South  Lang  Avenue,  Pittsburgh 
Pa.  15208 

Patricia     Burda    Sliwinski     (Mrs.     Stanley 
Jr.),   107  Penfield  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15220 

Janice  Carver  King  (Mrs.  George  C),  723 
Parkway  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15235 

Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline   (Mrs.  James  E.) 
9696    Shirley    Drive,    Allison    Park,    Pa 
15101 

Stephanie   Cooperman    Parker    (Mrs.    Alan 
H.),  2891  Ludlow  Road,  Cleveland,  Oh 44120 

Anna  Crone  Nagy    (Mrs.   Jules  G.),   551 
Fairmont  Avenue,  Chatham,  N.J.  07928 

Joan    Damiano    Cino     (Mrs.    Joseph    J.) 
1312  South  Beach  Avenue,  Beach  Haven 

N.J.  08008 Nancy  Fleming   Demoise    (Mrs.   Charles) 
4820    Lawrenceville     Highway,    Tucker 
Ga.  30084 

Susan   Herb  Reichard    (Mrs.   G.   W.,   Jr.) 

7019  Broadway,  Indianapolis,  In.  4622C 
Carolyn   Hill    Warner    (Mrs.   Edward    A.) 

1834   Ashton    Drive,    Fayetteville,    N.C 28304 

Susan  Johnson   Dyer    ( Mrs.    Paul   A. ) ,    15 
Abbott  Street,  Andover,  Ma.  01810 

Barbara    Kessel    Bloxsom    (Mrs.    Raymonc 

A.),     2941     Central     Park,     Apt.     E-ll 
Topeka,  Ks.  66611 

Jacqueline  Ketterer  Smith  (Mrs.  M.  Bruce) 
477  East  Tomkins  Street,  Columbus,  Oh 
43202 

Veronica  Kotulak  Benson    (Mrs.  Richard) 
597  Catskill  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1523S 

Judith     Launer    Palkovitz     (Mrs.     Harry) 
4779    Pennswood    Drive,    Dayton,    Oh 

45424 
Ellen    Levy    Blumberg    (Mrs.    Martin    J.) 

3120  School   House  Lane,   Philadelphia 
Pa.  19144 

Jane  Martin,    1070   Massachusetts    Avenue 
Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Sally    Mercke,    15    Linnaean    Street,    Cam 
bridge,  Ma.  02138 

Sandra  Mollenauer  Jarka   (Roland  G.),  7C 
Polifly  Road,  Hackensack,  N.J.  07601 

Margot  Myers  Clark  (Mrs.  Glen),  235  East 
Elizabeth  Drive,  Crown  Point,  In.  46307 

Judy    Paulsen    Webb    (Mrs.    J.    Richard) 
1297    Skybridge   Drive,    Pittsburgh,    Pa 
15241 

Carol  Pike  Maynard   (Mrs.  Alfred  C),  92 
Meadowgate     Street,     Wethersfield,     Ct 06109 

Mary    Riley    Smith    (Mrs.    Anthony),    39C 
West    End    Avenue,    New    York,    N.Y 
10024 

Susan    Rockwell   Coen    (Mrs.    James   K.) 
1-B  Malcolm  Street,  Westover  Air  Force 
Base,  Ma.  01022 



Paulette  Schultz  Krause  (Mrs.  John  R.), 
208  Eutaw  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15211 

Louise  Sonnenberg,  505  Lombard  Street, 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19147 

Lillian  Steiner  Levine  ( Mrs.  Stephen  B. ) , 
2620  North  40th  Street,  Apt.  19,  Phoe- 

nix, Ar.  85008 
Billie  Jeanne  Waldcutt  Burg  (Mrs.  Robert 

D.),  5181-102nd  Way,  St.  Petersburg, 
Fl.  33708 

Nancy  Welsh  Lees  (Mrs.  Joseph  K.), 
46l4-8th  Avenue,  Vienna,  W.V  26101 

Caroline  Whaley  Thibault  (Mrs.  Albert  A., 
Jr.),  Conakry,  Department  of  State, 
Washington,  D.C.  20521 

Jane  reporting: 

Wouldn't  it  be  great  to  see  the  bodies 
that  these  names  in  italics  represent?  As 

many  of  you  may  know,  we're  to  have  a 
joint  reunion  this  June  with  the  classes 
of  1960,  1961,  and  1962.  Just  think  about 

it — haven't  enough  years  passed  without 
our  getting  together?  Give  it  some  real 

serious  thought,  won'tcha? 
The  topic  of  the  winter  here  in  Pitts- 

burgh has  been  the  "potholes"  in  all  the 
streets,  driving  into  which  very  nearly 
approximates  the  journey  to  the  center  of 
the  earth!  These  are  apparently  the  result 
of  all  the  snow  and  bitter  cold  which  Jan 
Carver  King  and  George  admit  to  having 
brought  with  them  from  New  Hampshire. 

They're  back  in  Pittsburgh,  where  he's  a 
medical  engineer  for  Westinghouse,  and 

she's  to  have  her  turn  at  her  master's  de- 
gree in  bio-technology  at  Carnegie  Mellon. 

Although  she  claims  no  credit  for  the 
snow,  it  may  also  be  significant  that  Pat 
Burda  Sliwinski  and  family  have  returned 
to  Pittsburgh  from  Alaska.  Stan  has  taken 

a  3-year  residency  in  opthalmology  at 
Montefiore  Hospital.  Pat  is  glad  to  be 
home  but  occasionally  longs  for  some  of 
the  complete  solitude  she  could  have  a  half 
mile  from  home  in  Juneau. 

Sudy  Bullock  Bell  and  Mary  Ann  Conti 
Sheline  have  undertaken  home  decorating 
projects  during  the  year,  both  apparently 
successes,  although  Sudy  states  that  Subur- 

bia "isn't  really  my  bag."  In  addition  to 
her  girls  who  are  4!/2  and  3,  she  rides  herd 
over  a  pregnant  calico  cat,  a  German  shep- 

herd, and  a  7th  grade  Sunday  School  class. 

Mary  Ann's  new  home  and  Erik  keep  her 
hopping,  but  she  does  miss  teaching  and 
has  had  thoughts  about  a  part-time  job. 
Husband  Jim  has  received  his  master's 
degree  in  the  Graduate  School  of  Industrial 
Administration  at  Carnegie-Mellon  and  is 
now  a  corporate  development  analyst  for 
Rockwell   Manufacturing  Company. 

Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle,  Skip,  and  their 
two  daughters  are  also  in  a  new  rural 
home  in  Rhinebeck,  New  York.  She  is 
currently  taking  an  adult  education  course 
in  data  processing. 

Betty  Bennett  Morrow  is  still  in  the 
midwest,  as  Mel  is  a  graduate  assistant  in 
computer  science  at  Iowa  State.  Betty  has 
been  active  in  the  League  of  Women  Voters 
and  several  community  action  groups, 
working  in  the  areas  of  housing,  education, 
and  job  training  for  low-income  people. 

International  travel  has  been  the  name  of 
the  game  for  some,  and  a  mini-reunion 
took  place  in  London  last  summer  with 
Margie  Connor  and  Sue  Bradley,  from  this 
side,  having  a  great  visit  with  Ba  Norris 
Missen  and  Luli  Davis   Wareing,  as  a  side 

junket  of  their  travels  through  Spain  and 
Italy.  Sue  has  been  working  as  assistant 
to  the  first  woman  president  of  a  New 
York  Stock  Exchange  member  firm,  run- 

ning the  Boston  office.  Her  marriage  in 

April  to  Mac  Trayser,  treasurer  and  a  di- 
rector of  a  New  York  brokerage  firm,  will 

call  down  the  curtains  on  this  job,  at 
which  time  they  will  settle  in   New  York. 

Margie,  stateside,  is  still  teaching  in  a 
ghetto  school  but  is  now  concentrating  on 
emotionally  disturbed  children,  which  she 

prefers  to  teaching  a  regular  class.  She's 
started  a  second  master's  degree  in  this 
specialty  at  Brooklyn  College  and  hopes 
next  year  to  teach  in  a  hospital  school, 
where  the  degree  of  disturbance  is  even 

greater. Judy  Adler  Elitzky  and  husband  Nate 
spent  a  couple  of  weeks  in  Israel  last  win- 

ter, and  since  then  have  been  putting  the 
finishing  touches  on  a  home  which  Nate 
is  building  himself.  They  plan  to  occupy 
it  around  April  first,  along  with  their 
Halloween  baby,  Susan  Ellen. 

Your  reporter,  Jane  Alexander  Givens, 
had  her  first  trip  abroad  last  summer,  with 
the  emphasis  on  Teheran,  Iran,  plus  a  few 

days  in  Frankfurt  and  Heidelberg,  Ger- 
many, on  the  way  home.  The  Iranian  por- 

tion of  the  trip  was  far  and  away  one  of 

the  most  unique  experiences  I've  ever  had, 
and  I've  mentally  revisited  the  mosques, 
the  covered  bazaars,  and  the  stark  moun- 

tains and  deserts  many  times.  I  had  the 
distinct  advantage  of  staying  with  an  aunt 
who  has  lived  there  for  twenty  years  and 
knows  the  language,  the  country,  the  cul- 

ture, and  many  people,  so  I  saw  Iran  in  a 
way  few  tourists  ever  have  the  opportunity 
to  do. 

In  closing,  good  people,  please  don't  just 
pass  off  my  mention  of  the  reunion  with- 

out some  consideration.  Why  shouldn't this  be  the  year? 

Fender  reporting: 

Each  year,  as  Chatham  College  unfortu- 
nately becomes  more  and  more  a  part  of 

our  past,  the  responses  to  my  questionnaire 
become  more  meager.  I  do  hope  that  next 
year  each  one  will  take  a  moment  to  let  us 

know  that  you're  still  alive. 
Annette  Frank  Fisch,  husband  Nathan 

and  daughter  Debbie,  age  5,  have  led  an 
exciting  and  full  life.  Annette  received  her 
MA.  degree  in  Mediterranean  Studies  from 
Brandeis  University.  She  was  teaching  his- 

tory full  time  in  Brooklyn,  but  is  now  only 

subbing.  The  Fisch's  report  a  wonderful 
summer  in  England  and  France  last  year. 

Bonnie  George  Switzer  is  kept  occupied 
with  her  second  child,  a  sister  to  Brian. 
Husband  Bob  is  an  assistant  professor  of 
biochemistry  at  the  University  of  Illinois 
and  they  are  looking  forward  to  moving 
into  their  new  home  on  July  first.  Bonnie 
is  taking  portery  lessons  at  the  University. 
And,  small  world  again,  Mary  Cook  Guy 
lives  two  blocks  away.  Looks  like  Urbana 
might  be  a  worthwhile  place  to  visit! 

Susan  Hunt  Roose  is  also  the  mother  of 
two,  Debbie  and  newly  born  David,  but 

this  doesn't  seem  to  deter  Sue,  as  her  comps for  her  MA.  were  scheduled  for  March. 

Husband  Jack  is  working  as  assistant  di- 
rector for  the  Water  Resources  Council,  an 

independent  government  agency.  Sue  and 
Jack  renamed  to  Pittsburgh  in  November 
for  the  Centennial  Dinner  and  while  there 

saw  Sue  Uptegraff  Endersbe,  '64,  and  her husband  Rob. 
Nan  Hall  Lombardi  and  Joe  have  bought 

another  charming  New  York  City  period 
home,  this  time  an  old  carriage  house  on 
Sniffen  Court  which  they  are  completely 
renovating  on  the  inside  while  maintaining 

the  historical  exterior.  Joe's  profession  is the  renovation  of  brownstones  all  over 
New  York  City  and  Brooklyn  Heights,  and 
those  of  us  in  the  New  York  area  know 
this  is  The  Thing.  Nan,  mother  of  two 
boys,  has  begun  to  design  and  execute  her 

own  needle  point  things.  She'd  love  to 
see  any  '63-ers  in  New  York  City. 

Three  cheers  to  Mickey  Kammerman 
Kurzbard  for  getting  her  law  degree  at 
George  Washington  University,  and  for 
passing  the  bar  exam.  Mickey  is  working 
full  time  at  the  Trademark  Division  of  the 
Patent  Office.  Husband  Steve  has  his  own 

radiology  practice  in  Washington.  Mickey 
sees  Barbara  Moore  Smith  quite  often  (she 
went  to  Chatham  her  first  two  years). 

Sue  Herb  Reichard  and  husband  George 
have  made  their  second  move  in  a  year. 
George  has  returned  to  Bell  Telephone 
Labs  in  Indianapolis.  Busy  year  for  them — 
move  across  country,  a  new  house  and  a 
new  baby,  second  girl  born  a  month  early. 
Luckily  they  had  a  week  in  Puerto  Rico 
before  all  of  this.  Sue  reports  seeing  Carol 
Pike  Maynard  and  Al,  Sue  Rockwell  Coen, 
and  Jan  Skeloski  Matey  and  John. 

Patti  Dobyan  Lupton,  Baker,  and  the 

"Three  Rebels"  sound  as  lively  as  ever  and 
Patti  more  and  more  a  Southerner  herself. 
Patti  is  active  in  the  Red  Cross,  Junior 

Women's  Club,  P.T.A.  and  the  Republican 
Party.  Baker  received  his  master  of  com- 

merce degree  from  the  University  of  Rich- 
mond, and  the  entire  family  turned  out 

for  the  ceremony. 

Bobby  Fellabom  Emerick  is  working  "in 
a  leisurely  fashion"  at  Lehigh  University 
for  an  MA.  in  Latin  American  history. 

She  went  to  a  "mini  reunion"  at  the  home 
of  Judy  Paulsen  Webb  where  she  also  saw 
Patti  Burda  Sliwinski  and  Ronnie  Kotulak 
Benson. 

Nancy  Fleming  Demoise  says  "HI"  from her  new  home  of  Atlanta.  And,  it  was 
terrific  to  hear  from  Rachel  Gore  Johnson 

who,  busy  with  her  ever-growing  twins, 
has  also  volunteered  to  solicit  for  the 
Centennial  Fund  drive  in  Pittsburgh. 

As  anticipated,  Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach's letter  from  Germany  was  a  delight  which 
I  shared  with  Sally  Mercke  while  she  was 

visiting  me.  Life  goes  on  in  their  Frank- 
furt suburb  where  Sheila  is  still  working 

at  the  U.S.  Air  Force  Child  Guidance 
Clinic,  actively  engaged  in  private  practice, 

and,  to  quote,  "evet  more  involved  in  Sig- mund  Freud  Psychoanalytic  Institute  in 

Frankfurt."  Wow!  Ande  is  fine,  busy  with 
his  law  practice  and  golf.  And,  lots  of 
travel  for  them  both — Vienna,  Rome, 

Spain,  mixing  pleasure  with  International 
Psychoanalytic  Conferences.  I  suggest  a 
trip  to  Wiesbaden  to  get  the  full  story. 

Yours  truly  spent  the  fall  on  business 
at  the  London  office  of  Morgan  Guaranty 
Trust  Company  of  New  York.  While  there, 
I  spent  a  delightful  evening  with  Luli 
Davis  Wareing  and  Guy  at  their  lovely 
home  in  Kensington.  Luli  is  on  the  go  all 
day  with  her  volunteer  jobs  for  various 
needy  London  organizations;  and  by  night, 
lots  of  entertaining.  I  plan  to  attend 

Susan  Bradley's  April  wedding  in  Boston, 

and  hope  to  see  other  '63-ers  there. 
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A  special  plea:  we  are  having  a  RE- 

UNION this  June.  Let's  all  make  a  special 
effort  to  attend.    See  you  all  in  June! 

Marty  reporting: 

There  is  reason  to  suspect  that  the  Pony 
Express  is  on  strike,  so  few  of  you  re- 

sponded, but  I  was  delighted  to  hear  from 
those  who  did.  It  seems  the  one  thing 
most  of  us  have  in  common  pertains  ro 
new  homes  or  apartments,  or  plans  to  build 
in  the  near  future. 

Sue  Hill  Warner  wrote  as  soon  as  she 

brought  their  new  son  home  from  the  hos- 
pital. Two-year-old  Amy  is  as  excited 

about  him  as  the  proud  parents  are.  The 
Warners,  presently  in  North  Carolina 
where  architect  Edward  is  working  on  some 
buildings,  will  soon  return  to  Raleigh 
where  they  hope  to  build  by  next  fall. 

Barbara  Kessel  Bloxsom  has  moved  to  a 

large  apartment,  and  although  a  part-time 
job  before  Christmas  was  interesting,  it 

wasn't  enough  to  drag  her  away  on  a  per- 
manent basis  from  2-year-old  Jennifer. 

Ray  is  now  an  assistant  city  attorney  for 
Topeka  and  also  has  his  own  practice. 

The  past  year  has  been  exciting  for 
Veronica  Kotulak  Benson,  with  three  young 
children,  a  new  home  as  of  last  July,  and 
the  opportunity  to  take  a  few  short  trips 

since  Dick  received  his  commercial  pilot's license  in  December. 

Judy  Launer  Palkovitz  writes  that  after 
a  few  weeks  of  traveling  around  the  North- 

east following  the  completion  of  Harry's 
neurology  residency,  they  have  started  their 
two-year  stint  in  the  Air  Force,  presently 
stationed  at  Wright-Patterson  Air  Force 
Base.  Judy  and  daughter  Sharon  spent  a 
week  with  Barbara  Shullman  Young  in 
Ann  Arbor,  and  in  the  fall  she  was  busy 
furnishing  their  town  house. 

Another  traveler  was  Lois  McCune  Flow- 
ers, with  trips  to  Pittsburgh,  Montreal  and 

northeastern  United  States,  and  a  week  in 
San  Francisco  highlighted  by  the  worst 
earthquake  in  twelve  years  while  Lois  and 
Jim  were  in  the  Opera  House.  Lois  has 
been  a  library  analyst  for  Miami  Dade 
Junior  College  since  last  April. 

The  major  portion  of  Margot  Myers 

Clark's  time  is  spent  with  Alexis,  3,  and 
Mark,  1,  but  she  finds  time  for  community 
social  work,  and,  with  Woody,  is  working 
on  a  Community  Human  Relations  Coun- 
cil. 

The  Thaelers  didn't  go  anywhere  to 
speak  of  last  year,  since  our  "vacation" began  a  week  after  Karen  was  born.  I  have 
observed  that  two  small  kids  are  more  than 
twice  the  work  of  one,  and  that  having 

one  doesn't  necessarily  make  you  an  expert 
with  number  two,  with  the  possible  excep- 

tion of  changing  diapers.  We  moved  to 
our  new  home  last  April,  and  still  have 
much  to  do  before  it  is  completed.  We 
have  become  snowmobile  fans  (too  chicken 
to  ski,  I  suppose),  and  this  winter  has  been 
perfect  for  it — 102  inches  of  snow  by  the 
middle  of  December,  and  who  knows  how 
much  since.  Thanks  to  all  of  you  who 
answered  my  rather  hasty  plea  for  news. 

Nancy  reporting: 

Sue  Rockirell  Coen  writes  that  this 

Christmas  was  a  happy  one — Jim,  Sue  and 
the  children,  Timmy  and  Jenny,  were  all 
together  back  at  Westover  Air  Force  Base. 
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A  continuing  interest  in  Chatham  keeps 
Ann  Niedermeyer  Fox  and  Judy  Paulsen 

Webb  up  to  date  and  excited  about  what's 
happening  at  the  top  of  Woodland  Road. 
Ann  and  Al  packed  up  the  family  ( four 
children  including  6-week-old  Rebecca)  for 
their  7th  Annual  August  in  Rehoboth, 

Delaware.  "This  year,"  Ann  writes,  "I'm the  community  representative  of  our 
A.A.U.W.  group,  attending  lectures  at 
Chatham,  and  going  to  School  Board  meet- 

ings. "  Judy  reports  that  things  are  chang- 
ing at  Chatham.  At  a  Mt.  Lebanon  Alum- 
nae meeting,  she  learned  that  under 

consideration  are  coeducation,  dropping  the 
old  Basic  Curriculum,  eliminating  the 

Chaplaincy — to  name  a  few.  "Would  we 
have  cared  or  dared?"  asks  Judy. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  Pinky  Rosen 
Lebovitz  and  to  catch  up  with  all  her 

happy  news.  Pinky  and  Bob,  an  attorney- 
at-law,  have  three  children — Stephen  5, 
Richard  2,  and  Ellen — only  8  days  old  as 
Pinky  sent  in  her  Recorder  questionnaire! 

They've  been  in  their  new  home  now  for 
almost  2  years,  and  to  quote  Pinky,  "We 
couldn't  be  happier." 

Helen  Roesing  Monroe  writes,  "Still working  on  sculpture  commissions  and 

pottery  in  my  studio,  teaching  art  in  Chi- 
cago's South  Side  Beverly  Art  Center,  and 

substituting  in  the  nearby  schools."  In  be- tween time,  she  has  managed  to  decorate 
and  up-date  their  marvelous  old  house. 
The  Monroes  are  looking  forward  to  travel- 

ing east  this  spring,  and  sailing  this  sum- 
mer. 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker  and  husband  Tuck 

were  off  to  Hawaii  as  she  wrote,  "for  a 
little  R&R  after  my  mother's  recent  death." Last  summer,  the  Tuckers  went  on  a  safari 
to  Kenya  and  came  home  via  Rio  and 
Trinidad.  Betsy  is  still  teaching  art  part 
time. 

Diane  Phillips  called  me  as  she  was 

leaving  Washington  for  a  well-earned  va- 
cation with  brother  Barry  and  family  in 

London.  She's  still  working  in  D.C.  and 
describes  the  hectic  political  life  as  "fan- 

tastic!" 

Sandy  Rossio  Molinaroli  is  still  busy 
with  their  new  house,  and  Mary  Riley 
Smith  is  busy  with  their  new  apartment  in 
New  York.  Tony  is  working  at  the  U.N. 
and  son  Joshua  is  thriving.  Bobbie  Laiken 

Funkenstein  announces  that  she's  "retired" 
after  the  birth  of  Sue  Ann.  Dan  is  a  resi- 

dent in  psychiatry  at  Stanford. 
Carrol  Pike  Maynard  is  enjoying  her  life 

of  leisure  and  lots  of  new  friends  after 
quitting  work,  moving  into  a  new  house, 
and  having  baby  Edwin  all  within  8  weeks. 

I've  moved  back  to  Westchester  for 
some  trees  and  grass  (the  gteen  kind). 
The  problems  of  city  living  were  closing 
in  after  seven  years,  and  it  is  nice  to  see 
white  snow  again!  New  job,  too,  writing 
for  The  Conde  Nast  Publications.  The 

switch  from  travel  to  fashion  is  very  stimu- 
lating and  I  love  it.    Have  a  good  year. 

Gail  reporting: 

Travel  and  moving  played  its  part  in 
this  section  of  the  class.  Debbie  Wolowitz 
Cowan  reports  a  move  coming  up  this 
spring  (hopefully  to  a  nicer  climate)  now 
that  husband  Dale  passed  his  boards  in 
internal  medicine.  In  the  meantime  Debbie 
keeps  busy  working  part  time  in  housing 
for  the   Integrated  Communities  of   Shaker 

Heights.  Their  goal  is  to  create  and  main- 
tain integrated  neighborhoods  in  this  Cleve- 
land suburb.  The  rest  of  Debbie's  time  is 

occupied  caring  for  house,  spouse,  and 
daughter  Rachel. 

A  delightful  note  from  Dianne  Rubin 
Newman  informs  us  that  she  has  learned  to 

write  in  Yiddish  and  Hieroglyphics — quite 
a  combination  of  languages — and  is  still 
very  active  as  grad  student,  skier,  and  or- 

ganization lady.  There  must  be  something 
in  that  Ohio  atmosphere! 

Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington's  note sounded  rather  breathless,  the  Cottingtons 
having  just  rerurned  from  a  trip  to  Jamaica. 
Lucky  Betsy!  Barb  Shullman  Young  seems 

to  be  collecting  things:  "two  kids,  a  collie (named  Lassie,  of  course),  a  station  wagon, 
a  house  that  is  really  never  complete — oh 
yes,  two  gerbils,  two  frogs,  a  turtle  and 
some  fish."  Son  Joel  is  in  nursery  school 
and  daughter  Jody  is  walking.  Her  hands 
aren't  full — they're  overflowing! 

We  welcome  Billie  Jeanne  Walcutt  Burg 
as  a  new  associate  member.  She  was  mar- 

ried in  1962  to  Dr.  Robert  Burg,  a  dentist, 
and  divides  her  time  between  Bob,  daugh- 

ter Betsy  and  being  assistant  professor  of 
behavioral  science  at  the  University  of 
South  Florida.  Billie  Jeanne  received  her 

master's  in  rehabilitation  counseling  in 

1964  from  University  of  Florida.  It's  nice to  hear  from  a  long-lost  classmate  after  all 
these  years. 

Caroline  Whaley  Thibault's  husband  Al- 
bert joined  the  Foreign  Service  in  June. 

After  a  brief  stay  in  Washington,  where 
she  saw  Judy  Strain  Barton  and  Mickey 
Kammerman  Kurzbard,  Caroline  and  Al- 

bert left  for  two  years  in  Conakry,  Guinea. 

Her  "lovely  villa  on  the  Atlantic,  servants 
and  all  the  necessities  of  living  in  high 

style'  "  really  make  one  envision  a  dream 
fantasy.  The  Thibaults  have  become  very 
fond  of  Africa  already,  and  their  stay  in 
Conakry  should  be  a  most  fascinating  one. 
Caroline  is  an  elementary  teacher  in  an 
American  school  with  thirty-five  students 
and  three  teachers.  She  describes  it  as 

"the  closest  to  non-graded  education  she's 
ever  seen,  with  English  being  the  second 

language  for  most." Having  sold  her  house  in  Germantown 
and  given  up  her  general  practice,  Louise 
Sonnenberg  is  back  to  being  a  full-time 
second  year  psychiatric  resident.  She  plans 
to  continue  or  finish  her  training  in  Phila- 

delphia, but  was  not  sure  just  where.  She 
sounded  very  energetic,  which  in  itself  is 

a  feat  for  today's  physicians. 
Judy  Strain  Barton's  3-year-old  Jennifer has  accepted  her  new  brother  happily,  and 

Richard  is  Staff  Director  of  the  Sub-com- 
mittee on  Position  Classification  for  the 

House  Post  Office  and  Civil  Service  Com- 
mittee and  becoming  quite  involved  in 

state  and  local  politics. 

The  Verlin  household  is  still  in  Glen- 
side,  things  having  fallen  in  place  nicely 
when  Mike  got  his  deferrment  in  June.  He 
will  start  his  third  year  as  a  resident  in 
July,  and  a  fellowship  in  hematology.  Joel 
Maurice  arrived  exactly  one  month  after  I 

received  my  master's  degree  in  music  his- 
tory, the  result  of  five  long  years  of  work. 

My  mailbox  went  rather  hungry  this 
time  with  only  eight  responses.  Please  give 
it  another  try  next  year.  And  if  you  are 
ever  in  the  Philadelphia  area,  please  drop 
in.  The  chances  of  my  being  home  are 
much  better  these  days. 
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Marsha  Richards  Bingler 

(Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.) 
1308  Lancaster  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15218 

Myra  Hull  Gillum 
(Mrs.  Gary  P.) 

2213  East  69th  Street 
Chicago,  II.  60649 

Patricia   Papp   Breman 
( Mrs.  Sidney  D.) 

119  Siberian  Avenue 
Leechburg,  Pa.   15656 

Jane  Tobey  Eden 
(Mrs.  Michael  P.) 
1 14  Bradford  Road 

Hanover,  Ma.  02339 

MARRIAGES 

Priscilla  Buxton  to  Laurence  Joseph  Green- 
wood, September  2,  1964 

Sarah  Coruin  to  Michael  Brady,  June  28, 
1969 

Eileen  (Elite)  Raden  to  Robert  J.  Kobrin, 
September   1,   1969 

Ronya  Seig  Sallade  to  Robert  H.  McMillen, 
May  10,  1969 

BIRTHS 

Suzie  Archer  Danes,  a  daughter,  Katherine 
Ilene,  May  13,  1969 

Sheila   Bennett   Harris,   a   daughter,   Marni 
Sue,  August  17,  1969 

Linda  Berg  Samuels,  a  daughter,  Lisa  Anne, 
December  12,  1969 

Priscilla    Buxton    Greenwood,    a    daughter, 
Phyllis  Swift,  November  29,   1969 

Penny    Embry    McGoey,    a    son,    Andrew 
Banning,  March  3,   1969 

Sandra  Geldman  Forquer,  a  daughter,  Beth 
Ann,  May  30,  1969 

Carol   Hartman    Elden.    a    daughter,    Laura 
Newton,  February  22,   1970 

Elaine   Hillman    Moroney,    a   son,   Michael 
John,  August  11,  1969 

Constance  Morey  Perrucci,  a  daughter,  Erica 
Caralynn,  February  18,  1970 

Sandia  Mountain  Rosche.  a  daughter,  Mar- 
nie  Elizabeth,  January  18,  1970 

Anica  Reed  Smith,  a   daughter,  Tina,  July 
15,  1968 

Marsha  Richards    Bingler,   a   son,   Michael, 
March  12,  1970 

Virginia    Royster  Brown,    twin    sons,    Ran- 
dolph Royster  and  Marshall  Taylor,  Au- 

gust 25,  1969   (5:05  P.M.,  5:07  P.M.) 
Karen   Schweig  Broun,   a   daughter,   Leslie 

Kate,  March   18,   1969 
Susan  Soule  Cox,  a  son,  Christopher  Gore, 

February  23,  1969 
Jane  Tobey   Eden,   a   son,    Jeffrey  Michael, 

January  9,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Claudia  Anderson  Nevins  (Mrs.  David), 
1901  19th  Streer,  N.W.  #302,  Washing- 

ton, D.C.  20009 
Suzanne  Archer  Dawes  (Mrs.  Louis),  6229 

N.E.  202nd  Streer,  Seattle,  Wa.  98155 
Patricia  Baisler  Van  Amberg  (Mrs.  Ron- 

ald), 1  Russell  Terrace,  Montclair,  N.J. 
07042 

Penelope  Barley  Wolboldt  (Mrs.  Daniel), 
2451  Struhar  Dr.,  Apt.  #3,  Rocky  River, 
Oh.  44116 

Rebecca  Bennett  Wallace  (Mrs.  James  E., 
Jr.),  64  Sagamore  Road,  Worcester,  Ma. 
01605 

Linda  Berg  Samuels    ( Mrs.   Seymour,   III ) , 
557th  QM  Co.  (AD),  APO  N.Y.  09322 

Linda    Breitel    Paez     (Mrs.    Mario),    3817 
Lupton  Circle,  Raleigh,  N.C.  27606 

Sally    Broun   Lincoln    (Mrs.    John),    2233 
Avon  Road,  Ardmore,  Pa.  19003 

Barbara    Brubaker    Despard    (Mrs.    Victor, 
III),    1644    Tiffany    Ridge,    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15241 

Priscilla    Buxton    Greenwood     (Mrs.    Lau- 
rence), 1528  Luxor  Rd.,  East  Cleveland, 

Oh.  44118 
Rosemary  Cesarone,  906  West  Main  Street, 

Somerset,  Pa.   15501 
Sarah  Coruin  Brady    (Mrs.  Michael),    124 

N.  Linden  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15208 
Carol   Craven    Kratz    (Mrs.    Kenneth), 

%    W.    H.    Craven,    92    Gregory   Ave., 
Bradford,  Pa.    16701 

Bonnie    Dallas   Palmer    (Mrs.),    161    Elm- 
hurst  Ave.,  Highland  Park,  Mi.  48203— 
until  Sept.   1970 

Doris  A.  Damour,  4135   Hawthorne  Place, 
Peoria,  II.  61614 

Pamela  Davis  McGee  (Mrs.  Hugh  P.,  Jr.), 
41  W.  Beacon  St.,  #D-1,  West  Hartford, 
Ct.  06119 

Sandra    Ellis    Kercher    ( Mrs.    David    M. ) , 
11866   S.W.    Iron    Horse    Lane,    Beaver- 
ton,  Or.  97005 

Virginia  Fisher  O'Leary    (Mrs.  T.  Morgan, 
Jr.),  400  Barton  Shore  Dr.,  North,  Ann 
Arbor,  Mi.  48105 

Penny   Embry   McGoey    (Mrs.    Robert   J.), 
859-B  Mt.   Kisco   Road,   Armonk,   N.Y. 
10504 

Sandra    Geldman    Forquer    (Mrs.    Timothy 
J.),  4332   Luster   Streer,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Linda  Harris  Howard    (Mrs.   Harold   W.), 
East  Apt.  #A-10,  521   East  Main  Streer, 
Lexington,  Ky.  40508 

Carol  Hartman  Elden    (Mrs.  Thomas  K.), 
1840    Easton     Avenue,     Bethlehem,    Pa. 
18017 

Sallie    Hendon,    815    Sixth    Street,    S.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20024 

Sara   C.   Heslep,    5742    Stony   Island,   Chi- 
cago, II.  60637 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney    (Mrs.   Michael), 

65    Village    Drive,    Dollard-des-ormeaux, 
Montreal  980,  Quebec,  Canada 

Sidney    Hudig,    245    Main    Street,    Water- 
town,  Ma.  02172 

Evelyn    Kinast    McElhaney     (Mrs.    Ronald 
N. ),  van  Vollenhovenlaan   103,  Utrecht, 
The  Netherlands 

Karen    Kvam.    2009     McGee    Street,    #4, 
Berkeley,  Ca.  94709 

Julie    B.     Mamolen,     168     North     Beacon 
Street,  Brighton,  Ma.  02135 

Constance  Morey  Perrucci    (Mrs.   Ronald), 
521-B    Thornburg    Street,    Santa    Maria, 
Ca.  93454 

Sandia  Mountain  Rosche  (Mrs.  Robert  T. ), 
15     Meadowbrook    Rd.,    Orchard     Park, 
N.Y.  14127 

Susanne   Newton    Kelly    (Mrs.    Laird    R.), 
445    East    77th    Street,   Apt.    4-C,    New 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

Patricia  Orleans  Siegel  (Mrs.  Melvyn),  417 
Carson     Avenue,      Atlantic     City,     N.J. 
08401 

Janice  Patterson,  Woodlawn  Road,  R.D.  2, 
Box  84,  Jeannette,  Pa.  15644 

Carolyn    Quad   Asquith    (Mrs.    Peter    D.), 
2291    Mt.    Hope    Road,    Okemos,    Mi. 
48864 

Eileen    Raden    Kobrin    (Mrs.    Robert    J.), 
8  Hessian  Way,  Cherry  Hill,  N.J.  08034 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui  (Mrs.  Yasuhiro), 
2110  Bowdoin  St.,  Palo  Alto,  Ca.  94306 

Anica  Reed  Smith    (Mrs.  David  A.),  1128 
Heberron  St.,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Virginia  Royster  Broun   (Mrs.  W.  Taylor), 
2301    Morganton    Rd.,  Morganton  Arms 
Apartments,   Fayetteville,   N.C.   28303 

Maxine    Ruter    Horowitz     (Mrs.    Daniel), 
530  Valley   Rd.,  Upper   Montclair,   N.J. 

Patsy  Scarry  Jones    (Mrs.   Ralph  W.,  Jr.), 
1143  Stone  Rd.,  Apt.  4,  Rochester,  N.Y. 14616 

Ronya  Seig   McMillen    (Mrs.   Robert   H.), 
739   Byrnes   Avenue,   Apartment   9,   San 
Antonio,  Tx.  78209 

Karen  Schueig  Broun    (Mrs.  Edward  D.), 
1261    Central    Avenue,    Far    Rockaway, 
N.Y.   11691 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott,   (Mrs.  Edward  C), 
327  Eye  Street,  S.W.,  Washington,  D.C. 20024 

Jacqueline  Smyth   Gawthrop    (Mrs.   S.   M., 
Jr.),    Clothier    Springs    Road,    Malvern, Pa.  19355 

Nancy   Speck,    100    South    Reynolds   Street, 
Alexandria,  Va.  22304 

Jill   Squire  Popish    (Mrs.    Paul   W.),   332 
De    Laura    Drive,    Newport    News,    Va. 
23602 

Virginia    Stretton    Smith     ( Mrs.     Douglas 
G.),    Rt.    2,    Box    317,    Laingsburg,   Mi. 

Christina  Swanson  Cummings  (Mrs.  John 
A.),  26512  Corrina  Street,  Mission 
Viejo,  Ca.  92675 

Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson  (Mrs.  Blair  G.), 
1267  Bellerock  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Betsy  Unangst,  AAA  East  84th  Street,  Apart- 
ment 10C,  New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Susan  Vansant  Bartz  (Mrs.  Jarold  M.), 
2222  Rollins  Drive,  Alexandria,  Va. 22307 

In  grid  von  Dattan  Detuiler  (Mrs.  Douglas 
J.),  1048  Sherlock  Drive,  Burbank,  Ca. 

91501 Barbara  Zitko,  31  Sacremento  Street,  Apart- 
ment 4,  Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Marsha  reporting: 

Suzie  Archer  Dawes  and  family  are  still 
enjoying  the  West  Coast  and  have  done 
lots  of  sightseeing.  Lou  is  teaching  in  a 
suburb  of  Seattle  and  they  like  being  back 
in  an  urban  atmosphere.  They  spent  Christ- 
mas  vacation  in  New  York  with  their  par- 

ents, and  probably  will  be  moving  back 
east  in  the  not  too  distant  future. 

Penny  Barley  Wolboldt  received  her 
M.A.  in  Spanish  from  Middlebury  College 
in  August,  1969  and  is  a  lecturer  at 
Cleveland  State  University.  Her  husband 
is  the  assistant  pastor  of  the  Rockport 
United  Methodist  Church   in   Rocky   River. 

Becky  (Bennett)  and  Jim  Wallace  love 
being  back  east.  While  Jim  is  getting  a 

master's  in  tax  law,  Becky  keeps  busy  with 
daughter  Katherine  and  is  involved  in 
civic  affairs. 

Sheila  Bennett  Harris  enjoys  her  new 
role  as  a  mother,  but  finds  working  part 

time  in  Joel's  lighting  showroom  a  much 
needed  change  of  pace.  She  has  seen  Jill 
Squire  Popish  and  Adrienne  Sivins  during 
the  last  year  and  keeps  in  close  touch  with 
Pam  Stirba  Russell. 

Bibi  Boles  Evans  and  Sam  plan  to  spend 
at  least  two  more  years  in  Los  Angeles. 
She  is  busy  working  as  an  actress  and  Sam 
works  for  Hughes  Aircraft. 

Joan  Bretz  Peirce  and  Jim  are  both  still 
working  for  Chicago  banks,  and  enjoyed 
skiing  again  last  winter.    Joan  is  Trying  to 
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finish  her  thesis  and  hopes  to  get  her 

master's  degree  soon. 
Diane  Brouarsky  Levine's  2-year-old  son 

is  a  constant  source  of  pleasure.  She  is 
teaching  a  course  at  the  Community  Col- 

lege of  Baltimore,  and  is  taking  two  eve- 
ning courses  at  Johns  Hopkins  University 

in  a  master's  degree  program. 
Sally  Brown  Lincoln  and  John  left  their 

hearts  in  California  when  the  Harleco  Di- 
vision of  the  American  Hospital  Supply 

Corporation  transferred  them  to  Philadel- 
phia last  December.  While  in  California 

Sally  worked  in  the  trust  department  of 
the  Bank  of  America. 

Sarah  Corwin  Brady  got  her  master's  in 
early  childhood  education  at  Lesley  College 
in  1968,  and  is  presently  teaching  in  the 
Headstart  Program  at  A.  Leo  Weil  School 

in  Pittsburgh's  Hill  District.  She  and 
Michael,  who  is  in  computer  management, 
enjoy  ice  hockey  games  where  she  often 

sees  her  "Little  Sister,"  Evi  Tamm  Met- 
calf  '67. 

While  in  Belgium  from  last  June  to 
October,  Ken  and  Carol  Craven  Kratz 
were  visited  by  Rosemary  Cesarone  and 
Jan  Patterson.  Until  April,  when  they  were 
to  return  to  Liege,  Belgium  for  six  months 
to  a  year,  Ken  worked  on  computerized 
steel   mills  at  Westinghouse. 

Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer  was  an  assistant 

professor  of  English  at  Wayne  State  Uni- 
versity in  Detroit  this  last  year.  She  was 

satisfied  with  the  students  and  learned  to 
cope  with  the  city,  but  was  disappointed 
with  her  courses.  Next  September  will  find 

her  '/,  Department  of  English,  Northern 
Illinois  University,   Dekalb,  Illinois. 

Ginny  Damato  received  her  master's  in 
secondary  education  from  the  University  of 
Bridgeport  in  June,  1969,  and  is  still  teach- 

ing English  at  Weston  High  School  in 
Bridgeport.  She  spent  winter  weekends 
skiing  in  Vermont  where  she  has  bought  a 
share  of  a  lodge  with  a  friend.  Last  year 
she  went  to  Europe  and  Mexico,  each  for 
the  second  time,  and  is  now  planning  a 
trip  to  Japan  for  the  summer  which  may 
lead  to  an  extended  round-the-world  jaunt. 

Now  that  her  Ph.D.  is  completed,  Ginny 

Fisher  O'Leary  is  a  senior  research  asso- 
ciate at  the  Center  for  Urban  Studies  of 

Wayne  State  University.  Attempting  to 
solve  urban  problems  is  quite  a  challenge. 
She  is  also  teaching  part  time  (psychology) 
at  the  University.  They  are  very  involved 
in  politics  as  Morgan  is  working  for  the 
Democratic  gubernatorial  hopeful  in  Michi- 

gan. They  spent  last  Christmas  in  Morocco, 
and  enjoyed  returning  to  Paris  and  Madrid 
as  well. 

Last  August  Linda  Berg  Samuels  and  her 
husband  moved  from  Worms  to  Idat-Ober- 
stein,  Germany,  a  quaint  town  famous  for 

gems. 
Before  "retiring"  to  cate  for  her  new 

daughter,  Priscilla  Buxton  Greenwood 
taught  emotionally  disturbed  children  and 
gifted  6th-grade  children.  Laurence  is  tak- 

ing his  residency  in  psychiatry  ar  Hanna 
Pavilion  of  Case  Western  Reserve  Uni- 

versity. During  his  internship  Priscilla 
went  to  Cleveland  Institute  of  Aft  as  a 

full-time  student  and  is  very  much  inter- 
ested  in  painting  decorations  on   furniture. 

Francie  Darr  Aley  has  applied  to  Sim- 

mons College  to  begin  a  master's  in  library science  this  summer.  Husband  Tom  has  a 
new  job  in  marketing  with  Kendall  Cor- 

poration in  Walpole,  Mass.  They  see  Jane 
Tobey  Eden  and  Mike  frequently. 
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It's  hard  to  believe  another  year  has 
come  and  gone!  Thanks  to  everyone  who 
responded  to  the  call  for  news.  Your  re- 

porter has  been  busy  keeping  up  with  our 
2-year-old  daughter,  and  my  increasing  in- 

volvement in  the  League  of  Women  Voters 
not  only  provides  an  enjoyable  change  of 
pace  from  household  duties,  but  brings  me 
into  frequent  contact  with  Susie  Haas 
Nordby.  A  highlight  of  the  year  was  a 
reunion  with  Linda  Kates  Meyer  in  Phila- 

delphia last  November!  Susie  Vansant 
Bartz  joined  us  for  part  of  the  day  and  we 
all  enjoyed  talking  over  old  and  new  times. 

Myra  reporting: 

Penny  Embry  McGoey  and  family  have 
moved  to  Armonk,  New  York,  where  Bob 
is  serving  as  Assistant  District  Attorney  for 
Weschester  County.  She  loves  living  in 
"exurbia." 

Sandy  Geldman  Forquer  and  Tim  re- 
turned to  Pittsburgh  a  year  ago  from 

Sweden  for  the  baby's  birth,  the  big  event 
of  the  year.  Sandy  has  taken  an  interior 
design  course  and  sewing  lessons,  and  they 
have  bought  a  home. 

Susie  Haas  Nordby,  still  working  on 
their  house,  says  a  new  furnace  and  re- 

doing two  bathrooms  has  to  come  before 
paint  and  carpet. 

Carol  Hartman  Elden  is  looking  forward 
to  moving  to  Los  Angeles  when  Tom  re- 

turns in  July.  He  is  serving  as  a  military 
judge  in  Da  Nang  and  will  be  returning  to 

his  former  job  with  the  District  Attorney's office. 

Sallie  Hendon  writes:  "Have  had  a  fan- 
tastic year  working  as  administrative  assis- 

tant to  a  very  prominent  D.C.  lawyer.  The 
job  even  sponsored  a  very  quick  but  stu- 

pendous six-week  trip  around  the  world 
(two  weeks  of  work  in  glorious  Bang- 

kok! ! ) .  Visited  Japan,  Taiwan,  Hong 

Kong,  India,  Istanbul,  Geneva,  London — 

really  great,  but  now  it's  back  to  work 

in  D.C." 
February  was  gloomy  for  Mike  and 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  when  everyone 
took  turns  being  sick,  although  Mike  did 
get  in  some  skiing.  They  have  been  en- 

joying the  antics  of  little  M.J.,  who  will 

be  crawling  soon,  and  says  Elaine,  "I 

can  wait!" Sidney  Hudig  finally  took  a  long-planned 
jaunt  through  Europe — flew  with  the  bush 
pilot  in  North  Norway;  visited  assorted 
relatives  in  Holland;  spoke  French  in  Paris; 
fell  in  love  with  Greece;  and  almost  had  a 
job  offer  in  London  where  she  lost  her 
passport.  Now  back  home  in  Boston  at 
work  in  the  mutual  fund  business,  she  says, 

"Anyone  want  to  go  to  Greece  in  the  fall 
of  '71?    Let  me  know." 

Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein's  new  job  is  a 
demanding  one.  As  a  social  worker  for  the 
American  Red  Cross,  she  works  with  young, 
relatively  uneducated  families,  many  of 
whom  are  in  truly  dire  straits.  She  and 
Stephen  enjoy  the  California  climate  and 
are  shopping   for  a  house  of  their  own. 
From  Iowa  City  Heather  Johnston 

writes:  "After  several  years  as  a  research 
assistant  and  computer-program-writing 
general  handyman,  I  finally  have  a  teach- 

ing assistantship.  I  passed  comprehensive 
exams  last  May  and  have  been  trying  to 
get  enthusiastic  about  a  dissertation  ever 

since.  I'm  finally  beginning  to  grind  it  out now.  Whether  or  not  I  finish  the  Ph.D. 
by  August,  I  am  on  the  assistant  professor 

job  market  for  September."  Heather,  whi 
describes  herself  as  "a  hold-out  for  th 
single  life,"  has  thoroughly  enjoyed  low 
City  and  reports  "no  hostile  Indians.  Never 
theless,  I'm  ready  again  for  some  smog  ani 
the  other  advantages  of  big  city  living." In  October  Linda  Kates  Meyer  took 
break  from  her  reader  assistantship  ani 
her  housewifery  for  a  two-week  trip  bad 
east.  The  visit  with  her  folks  was  granc 
and  it  was  wonderful  to  see  Marsha  Rich 
ards  Bingler,  Susie  Vansant  Bartz,  ani 

Martha  Repman  again.  "Once  we  were  ii 
one  another's  company,  it  certainly  didn 
seem  as  though  three  or  four  years  ha< 

elasped."  John  has  been  practicing  civi 
and  criminal  law  with  a  small  San  Dieg' 
firm  since  his  discharge  from  the  Nav 
last  March. 

Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney  had  a  wondei 

ful  "old  world"  Christmas,  complete  wit] 
Dutch  Sinter  Klaus  and  a  whistle-stop  tri] 
to  Paris.  Learning  to  speak  Dutch  has  beei 
a  bit  frustrating,  not  only  because  th 
language  is  difficult  but  also  because  every 
one  wants  to  practice  their  English!  Witl 
luck  and  kind  friends  to  care  for  Davie 
Evelyn  and  Ron  hoped  to  fly  to  Saltzbur 
for  a  brief  vacation.  They  have  their  finger 
crossed  for  next  year  and  a  research  job  ii 
the  States. 

Mary  Krein  Houarth  doesn't  find  he 
job  as  a  reference  librarian  at  Pitt  th 
most  exciting  activity  in  the  world,  bu 
she  has  enjoyed  seeing  a  lot  of  Sage  Towe 
Mumma  and  taking  trips  to  various  place: 
Vacations  included  Niagara  Falls  with  th 

water  "turned  off,"  hot  and  sticky  Florida 
rainy  Massachusetts,  snowy  Albany  fo 
Christmas,  and  numerous  weekend  trip 
elsewhere.  When  David  is  graduated,  th 
Howarths  will  depart  for  a  six-week  tou 
of  Europe,  and  after  that  a  job,  hopefull 
in  New  England  or  upper  New  York  state 

For  Linda  Lanius  Tomlins,  "This  pas 
year  was  a  very  busy  one  what  with  chasin 
after  Leah,  15  months  old,  and  typing 
translation  for  Jack.  We  are,  howevei 
looking  forward  to  spending  at  least 
semester  in  Sao  Paulo,  Brazil.  With  a  littl 

luck  we'll  be  going  on  a  Japanese  linei 
Three  weeks  each  way  ro  sit  in  the  sun  an> 

relax!" 

It  was  fun  to  talk  to  Linda  Marsh  Ml 
Gurk,  who  had  just  returned  from  thei 
annual  Florida  vacarion.  Linda  has  beei 
doing  volunteer  work  in  the  library  of 
new  experimental  school.  Fantastic  audic 
visual  aids,  ungraded  classes,  sliding  door: 
and  circular  architecture  are  some  of  th 

features  in  this  federally-funded  attempt  t< 
counter  racial  imbalance.  Linda  is  alsi 
tutoring  a  woman  in  reading  and  find 
this  kind  of  teaching  exciting.  Refereein. 
for  Shannon  and  Greg  also  has  its  shar 
of  thrills. 

Ann  McClure  Hall  will  be  leaving  "Bi, 
Sreel"  in  June  and  is  pleased  to  report  tha 
Jack  passed  the  Bat  this  past  fall  am 
joined   a   defense   trial   firm    in    Pittsburgh 

Lynne  Jack  Porterfield  may  have  a  tasr 
of  the  same  someday,  for  Jim  is  now  : 
law  student  at  Pitt.  Lynne,  on  the  othe 
hand,  is  a  teacher  in  a  most  unusual  situ 
ation.  In  an  unstructured,  ungraded  class 
room  she  and  her  assistant  work  with  V. 
to  15  juvenile  offenders  of  various  age 
who  are  awaiting  trial  and  court-disposition 
She  finds  ir  challenging,  fun,  and  alway 
different. 

For  your  reporter,  Myra  Hull  Gillum 
the    school    year    is    outwardly    much    thi 



same.  However,  the  kids  provide  constant 

variety — and  comedy — and  I'm  giving  a stirrer  composition  program  this  year. 
(Wow,  the  paper  grading!)  Also  I  find 

myself  tired  of  what  I've  done  previously and  have  been  experimenting  much  more 
with  the  units. 

Pat  reporting: 

News  of  the  travels  of  some  of  our 

classmates  has  left  me  slightly  envious  al- 
though I  must  admit  to  a  certain  amount 

of  vicarious  enjoyment  as  I  read  their 
letters.  Lynn  Schreiber  Glasser  and  hus- 

band Steve,  who  has  been  promoted  to 
assistant  director  of  the  Practicing  Law 
Institute,  went  to  Argentina,  Uruguay, 
Paraguay  and  Brazil  on  a  business-pleasure 

trip  in  November,  "sans  Susie!"  Susan 
Beth  is  their  year-old  daughter  who  was 

born  January  14,  1969-  Sorry  I  "goofed" 
on  Susie's  date  of  birth  last  year! 

Beverly  Miller  Blessinger  is  no  longer 
teaching.  She  is,  instead,  a  reading  clinic- 

ian consultant.  For  those  of  you  who,  like 

me,  aren't  familiar  with  this  profession — 
Bev  provides  ideas  and  suggestions  to  the 
teachers  on  how  to  help  children  with 
reading  problems.  She  misses  the  direct 
contact  with  the  children,  but  husband 

Ken  is  still  "in  touch"  with  the  younger 
generation  while  teaching  American  his- 

tory. Bev  and  Ken  enjoyed  their  visit  to 
the  British  Isles  last  summer,  and  they 
especially  want  to  revisit  London  someday. 

And,  believe  it  or  not,  Jinny  Powell 
has  been  in  London  since  May,  1968,  and 

is  no  longer  considered  a  "foreigner"  by 
the  natives.  For  the  past  year-and-a-half 
she's  been  an  interviewer  for  the  office  of 
Manpower,  Ltd.,  located  near  Piccadilly 
Circus.  In  March  Jinny  was  to  leave  the 

"flat"  she  had  been  sharing  with  Chatham  - 
ite  Val  Valentine  and  two  English  girls  to 
go  to  the  new  Manpower  branch  in  Not- 

tingham as  office  manager.  Because  of  this, 
she  could  no  longer  put  off  getting  her 
British  driving  license.  Jinny  has  tried  to 
keep  up  with  pottery,  and  is  a  member  of 
the  Chelsea  Pottery.  She  has  done  some 

work,  also,  with  "brass  rubbings"  of  burial 
plaques,  on  which  the  pictures  of  the  per- 

sons lying  below — usually  knights  and 
their  ladies  dating  from  1250  to  1450 — 
are  etched  in  brass.  Jinny  invites  us  to 
visit  her  in  Robin  Hood  country,  offering 
a  floor  to  sleep  on  and  a  Powell  tour.  Her 
new  address  was  not  available  at  press 
time,  but  she  can  be  reached  through  the 
London  Manpower,  Ltd.  office. 

And,  now,  to  another  traveling  classmate 
whose  letters  are  always  a  treat — Janice 

Patterson.  When  we  last  "saw"  Janice,  she 
was  traveling  for  the  J.  C.  Penney  Co.,  but 
early  last  summer  she  left  that  job  and 

accepted  Carol  Craven  Kratz  and  Ken's 
invitation  to  visit  them  in  Belgium.  With 
their  home  as  base,  Janice  spent  a  couple 
of  months  traveling  through  Europe.  The 
Oktoberfest  in  Munich  and  a  week  of  sun 

on  the  beaches  of  Mallorca  were  high- 
lights. Upon  her  return,  after  nine  weeks 

of  student-teaching  in  the  sixth  grade,  she 
took  a  five-week  training  program  with 
House  of  Nine  ( nationwide  chain  of  ju- 

nior-size dress  shops)  at  their  California 
headquarters,  and  is  now  Regional  Co- 

ordinator in  Pennsylvania,  Ohio,  and  Mich- 
igan. 
While  she  was  on  the  West  Coast, 

Janice    saw    two    other    Chathamites    and 

their  spouses,  Dottie  Raymond  Malsui  and 
lngrid  von  Dattan  Detueiler.  Dottie  now 

has  her  master's  degree  and  is  librarian  in 
the  Adult  and  Young  Adult  Services  of 
the  Santa  Clara  Country  Free  Library,  while 

husband  Yas,  with  his  master's  degree 
tucked  away,  is  an  industrial  designer  with 
Hewlett/Packard.  The  Matsuis  obviously 
love  California  and  their  home  in  Palo 
Alto  near  Stanford  University  campus. 

Barb  Schneider  continues  to  be  a  New 
York  commuter,  but  to  a  new  job  (as  of 
March,  1969)  as  executive  secretary  to  the 
vice  president  for  sales  of  a  youth-oriented 
corporation  called  National  Student  Mar- 

keting Corporation.  The  extra  benefits 
sound  terrific;  for  example,  a  rented  man- 

sion out  in  the  Hamptons  for  the  summer 
use  of  the  employees,  and  an  Easter  all- 
expense  ski  week-end  in  Vermont.  Barb 
saw  Julie  Mamolen  (down  from  Boston) 

at  a  Christmas  eggnogg  party  at  Susie  Neiv- 
ton  Kelly's  apartment  in  Manhattan.  Be- cause of  bad  weather  Pam  Stirba  Russell 

and  hubby  couldn't  make  the  party  from 
their  home  in  New  City,  New  York,  but 
Barb  and  Pam  keep  in  touch  via  mail  and 

phone. Some  of  the  class  have  been  quite  busy 
with  new  babies  and  new  homes.  Jenia 
Royster  Brown  and  new-born  twin  boys 
joined  Taylor  at  Ft.  Bragg,  North  Carolina 
in  early  February.  Taylor,  who  was  drafted 
after  passing  the  Bar,  decided  against  O.C.S. 
or  J.A.G.  and  began  a  two-year  Army  en- 

listment at  Ft.  Bragg  in  April  '69-  Hope- 
fully, April  '71  will  find  the  Browns  back 

in  Baltimore  with  Taylor  practicing  law. 
Before  the  birth  of  the  twins  (completely 
unpredicted! ) ,  Jenia  continued  her  work  as 
a  social  worker  in  Baltimore.  She  was 
happy  to  have  Niki  Neese  Lallande  and 

Joe  "meet"  the  boys  this  winter.  The 
Lallandes  were  enroute  to  New  York  City 
where  Joe  will  attend  Columbia  Business 

School  for  his  master's  degree. 
Sandy  Mountain  Rosche's  new  baby  and 

move  to  a  new  home  all  happened  within 
five  weeks!  Anica  Reed  Smith  has  moved 
back  to  Pittsburgh  after  five  years  of  being 
away,  and  she,  husband  David  (a  Ph.D. 
candidate  in  geography  at  Pitt) ,  and  daugh- 

ter Tina  are  glad  to  be  back! 

Elite  Raden  Kobrin's  new  husband,  Rob- 
ert, has  his  doctorate  and  is  a  senior  re- 

search chemist  and  computer  specialist  for 
Mobile  Research  and  Development  Corpo- 

ration. Ellie  is  still  executive  director  for 
the  Prison  Service  Committee  of  Southern 

New  Jersey  and  has  been  awarded  a  fellow- 
ship to  continue  her  graduate  study  in  re- 

habilitation counseling  at  Temple  Univer- 
sity. Congratulations  to  Ellie  on  her  first 

publication  (July,  1969,  in  Haddonfield, 
N.J. ) ,  a  monograph,  The  Rehabilitation 
Perspective  for  the  female  Offender — Par- 

ticularly as  She  is  Caught  up  in  the  County 
Jail  System  of  Southern  New  Jersey. 

Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz's  husband  Danny 
has  passed  the  C.P.A.  exam,  and  is  now  a 
C.P.A.  in  the  State  of  New  York.  Max 
has  seen  two  other  classmates,  Lynn  Schrei- 

ber Glasser  who  lives  around  the  corner, 
and  Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein. 

Francie  Meyers  Bullis  is  still  teaching  at 
Ithaca  College  in  the  Speech  and  Drama 
Department  while  husband  Jerald  finishes 
his  Ph.D.  in  English  at  Cornell  (June, 
1970).  Francie  longs  to  retire  from  teach- 

ing as  Patsy  Scarry  Jones  has  done.  Ralph 
received   his   Ph.D.   from   Cornell,   and   the 

Joneses  are  now  living  in  Rochester  where 
Ralph  is  a  chemist  with  Kodak. 

Greetings  come  from  Susan  Michaels 
Orringer  and  family  in  Baltimore  where 
husband  Mark  is  a  resident  in  surgery  at 
Johns  Hopkins  Hospital,  and  son  Jeffrey 
is  a  two-year-old   bundle  of  energy. 

The  Bremans,  Sid,  Palti  and  Jason  (our 
Welsh  Terrier  puppy ) ,  are  back  in  our 
hometown  of  Leechburg,  a  convenient  ar- 

rangement since  Sid  is  working  at  our  fam- 
ily auto  dealership,  and  I  have  been  sub- 

stitute-teaching at  the  local  high  school. 
Sid  is  taking  an  intensive  management 
course  at  General  Motors  Institute  in  Flint, 
Michigan,  and  the  last  third  of  the  school 
year  I  will  be  a  permanent  substitute  in 
the  secondary  special  education  program. 
Incidentally,  this  year  found  me  back  at 

Chatham  as  a  student.  With  Dr.  Knolle's 
cooperation,  I'm  finishing  the  coursework 
necessary  for  my  Pennsylvania  teacher's certification.  I  want  to  thank  all  of  you 
who  wrote  me.  Your  communiques  are 
always  a  pleasure  to  receive. 

Jane  reporting: 

Several  members  of  our  class  are  enjoy- 
ing a  change  of  scenery  due  to  temporary 

relocation.  Janet  Simpson  Prescott  and  Ed 
will  return  to  Philadelphia  this  summer 
after  he  completes  his  work  at  the  Labor 
Department  on  a  Brookings  Fellowship. 
They  are  enjoying  their  brief  year  in  DC. 

In  addition  to  Janet's  own  two,  she  has 
found  time  to  tutor  underpriviledged  chil- 
dren. 

Susie  Vansant  Bartz  is  also  exploring 
Washington  while  Jerry  is  training  for 

deep  sea  diving  and  research  in  mini-subs 
and  oceanographic  vessels.  They  miss  Key 

West's  sunshine  but  are  looking  forward 
to  moving  west  by  the  end  of  the  summer. 

Anxious  to  return  east  once  again,  lngrid 
von  Datton  Detueiler  and  Doug  are  be- 

tween homes  while  Doug  is  looking  for  a 

new  position.  Meanwhile,  any  correspon- 
dence will  reach  them  via  "Beautiful  Down- 
town Burbank."  They  spent  the  holidays 

with  Ingtid's  parents  and  enjoyed  being  in 
a  wintry  setting  once  again.  They,  also, 

enjoyed  Janice  Patterson's  visit. 
/;'//  Squire  Popish  and  Paul  are  at  home 

in  Virginia  while  he  "Army-doctors  it"  and 
she  "Army-wifes  it"  for  the  next  two  years. 
Jill  reports  that  Thea  is  a  pleasure. 

Susie  Soule  Cox  and  Larry  spent  the 
summer  renovating  an  old  home  they 
bought  in  the  village  of  Bethel,  Maine. 
Sam  and  Christopher  are  great  fun  and 
"all  boy!"  Thinking  it  would  be  the  last 
chance  in  years  for  a  reunion,  Patty  Baisler 
Van  Amber g  and  Ron  spent  a  few  days 
with  the  Butlers  last  October  prior  to  en- 

tering Vista.  Their  assignment  turned  out 

to  be  in  Portland,  Maine,  so  they're  look- ing forward  to  seeing  lots  more  of  each 
other! 

Lynne  Suartz  Jacobson  and  Blair  have 

bought  a  house  "typical  Pittsburgh,  thirty- 
five  years  old,  brick,  lots  of  room  to  grow, 
and  crabgrass!  But  it  sure  beats  a  third 

floor  apartment!"  and  only  two  blocks 
from  Sodini's!  Lynne  and  Sheila  Bennet 
Harris  are  already  arranging  a  match  be- 

rween  Lynne's  Larry  and  Sheila's  Marni. 
Lynne  and  Blair  were  to  attend  a  conven- 

tion in  Los  Angeles  in  March  and  hope  to 
squeeze  in  a  peek  at  Las  Vegas  and  San 
Francisco,  too! 
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Betsy  Unangst  has  moved  to  New  York 
to  work  with  a  friend  on  a  computer-re- 

lated project.  Last  September  she  spent  a 
week  in  Bermuda,  and  enjoyed  it  so  much 

she's  planning  to  repeat  the  venture  next fall. 
Ellen  Titles  Weil  has  also  been  island 

hopping.  They  spent  two  weeks  during 
December  in  Hawaii,  baby  and  all! 

London  and  Rome  were  the  destinations 
of  Pam  Stirba  Russell  and  Bill  last  fall. 

They're  planning  on  Grece  this  spring! 
Isn't  the  airline  indstry  marvelous?  !  Pam's 
two  girls,  thanks  to  Bill's  interest  in  foot- 

ball, love  to  tackle.  She  enjoyed  seeing 
Mr.  Malfatti  again  when  Chatham  per- 

formed with  Franklin  and  Marshall  at  St. 

Thomas'  Church. 
Barbara  Zitko  is  back  at  her  old  job 

with  Arthur  D.  Little,  but  she  hasn't  been 
idle.  During  a  three-month  leave  of  absence 
she  visited  Mexico,  California,  and  New 
Orleans! 

Good  news  from  Ronya  Seig  McMillenf 

She's  once  again  a  full-time  housewife  and 
mother,  finds  San  Antonio  chatming,  but 
admits  that  she  misses  the  east.  They  will 
remain  there  while  Robert  completes  his 

studies  at  Trinity  University  for  a  master's 
in  hospital  administration.  Since  he  is 
also  working  full  rime  for  Texas  Hospital 
Association,  it  will  be  at  least  another  year 

or  so.  Then  they're  hoping  for  either 
Boston  or  California  for  his  year  of  resi- 

dency in  a  hospital  administrative  post. 
After  three  years  in  law  school,  Nancy 

Speck  is  working  with  the  National  Trans- 
portation Safety  Board  which  is  providing 

borh  sound  legal  experience  and  travel. 
She  has  become  active  in  the  Federal  Bar 
Association  and  is  doing  some  volunteer 
legal  work  for  the  poor  in  civil  suits,  par- 

ticularly landlord-tenant  problems  and  con- 

sumer problems.  She's  also  involved  in  a 
project  for  a  leased  department  store  which 
would  be  tenanted  by  members  of  the 
inner  city  community. 

Marcia  Webb  Buxton  had  a  lovely  visit 
from  Sallie  Hendon  as  she  was  passing 
through  Seattle  on  her  way  to  Bangkok, 
Thailand. 

Karen  Schueig  Broun  and  Ed  are  the 
proud  parents  of  two  lovely  girls,  Erica  and 
Leslie.  Karen  plays  tennis  throughout  the 
year  and  continues  her  sculpturing  and 
original  embroidery  and  needlepoint.  She 
is  seeking  the  where-abouts  of  Ellen  David- 

son. Anyone  with  information  please  let 
her  know. 

We've  expanded — both  in  living  space 
and  group  membership.  Both  have  proved 
delightful!  I  retired  from  first  grade  in 
June  and  did  some  substituting  in  local 
schools  while  waiting  for  Jeff.  We  relived 

"the  good  old  days"  with  Patti  Papp 
Breman  and  Sid  last  July.  Mike  and  I 
joined  my  family  for  a  week  in  the  Thou- 

sand Islands — we  recommend  houseboating. 

Adjusting  to  suburbia's  been  easy;  we've 
met  so  many  wonderful  people!  It  was 
lovely  to  hear  from  you  once  again.  My 
rhanks  to  all. 
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?      MOVING      ? 

Please  notify  the 

Alumnae  Office 

Rose  Chasanov  Eppard 
(Mrs.  Philip  B.) 

40   Washington    Park 
Newtonville,  Ma.  02160 

Elizabeth  Claytor 
Benedum  Hall,  Chatham  College 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Carol  Ann  Mason 
1816  Francisco  Street 
Berkeley,    Ca.    94703 

Sheila   T.   McAteer 
417  East  64th  Street 

New  York,  N.Y.   10021 

Jo   Messersmith   Mitchell 
(Mrs.  C.  E.  S.) 

21   South  Pitt  Street 
Carlisle,  Pa.   17013 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Elizabeth  Claytor  to  Benton  L.  Franklin, 
a  detective  with  the  Pittsburgh  Police 
force 

Donna  Mrock  to  Paul  McManus  of  Chat- 
ham, New  Jersey 

MARRIAGES 

Mary   Louise  Farmer  to   Alex   J.    Haralam, 
June  7,  1969 

Suzanne   Hersbey    to   Dr.    James    C.    Bress, 
January  16,  1970 

Dael    Kiesler    to    Captain    Charles    Robert 
Stichter,  II,  May  4,  1969 

Kammy  McCleery  to  Captain  Wayne  Hend- 
rix  MacKirdy,  Jr.,  June   14,  1969 

Meg  McDonald  to  J.  Garvan  Murtha,  May 
24,  1969 

Shannon  McGuire  to  Captain  Jerry  Sol- 
linger,  December   19,  1969 

Jo  Messersmith  to  Charles  Edward  Spotts 
Mitchell,  June  21,  1969 

Carol  Porter  to  Victor  H.   Cohen,   October 
25,  1969 

Andrea  D.   Morgan   to   Thomas   E.   Weyer, 
September  21,   1968 

Judith   Ann    Murray   to    Bertrand   Jean-Luc 
Walle,  February  22,  1969 

Lauren   Beth    Nag/er  to   Mark   Alan   Tuck- 
felt,  August  17,  1968 

Iris  Raskin  to  Alvin  Snyder,   September  7, 1969 

Joan  E.  Reisner  to  Jon  J.  Auritt,  June  16, 
1968 

Mary  R.   Rosenberger  to  Philip   A.   Houri- 
gan,  Jr.,  August  9,  1969 

Louise    R.    Royster    to    James    D.    Brown, 
August,  1968 

Eve  Rubin  to  Waltet  Zincavage,  Jr.,  June 
29,  1969 

Martha    Sebastian    to     George    E.     Moyer, 
August  26,  1967 

Jean  Sour  to  John   R.    Raben,  Jr.,   August 
23,  1969 

Evi  Tamm  to  Jack  Metcalf,  June  29,  1968 
Jane  Weigel  to  Fred  C.  Hubley,  September 1969 

BIRTHS 

Jane  Birmingham  Hanley,  a  son,  John 
Gardiner,  March  9,  1969 

Lucille  Finger  Harding,  a  daughter,  Charity 
Katherine,  February  6,   1970 

Jill  Haas  Hobson,  a  son,  Josiah  Bennett, 
March   10,  1969 

Sandy  Korman  Auburn,  a  son,  David,  Au- 
gust 11,  1969 

Natalie  Bell  Osgood  Simsak,  a  daughter, 
Sara  Elizabeth,  October  25,  1969 

Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg,  a  daughter,  Sara 
Anne,  December  14,  1968 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Donna    Beisuenger    Riggs     (Mrs.    Richari 
A. ) ,  47  Winthrop  Street,  Medford,  Ms 02155 

Meryl   Berman    Guzinsky     (Mrs.    Robert; 
Maple     Street,    Apt.   G4C,  Old    Bridge 
N.J.  08857 

Jane    Birmingham    Hanley     (J.    Terrance) 
22    Crestwood    Avenue,    Yonkers,    N/Y 10707 

Barbara  Blodorn   Kronenberg    (Mrs.   How 
ard),    250-A    Esperanza,    Tiburon,    & 

94920 Georgia  Canellos,   1028  Fuller  Street,  Am 
Arbor,  Mi.  48104 

Leigh  Cluthe  Tilden    (Mrs.   Geoffrey  G.) 
P.O.  Box  51,  Wycombe,  Pa.  18980 

Betsy     Crone.     201 — I  (eye)     Street,     S/W 
Washington,  D.C.  20004 

LoLita    Dawson    Pfeiffer    (Mrs.    Raymoni 

S.),    7347-A    Tulane    Street,    Universit 
City,  Mo.  63130 

Mary    Eaton    Easier    (Mrs.    R.    Scott),    21 
Collier    Road,    Apt.     19,    Atlanta,    Ga 30309 

E.    Brook   Enos.    2869-28th    Street,    N.W 
Apt.  31,  Washington,  D.C.  20008 

Lucille   Finger    Harding    (Mrs.    Read    P.) 
1  North  Main  Street,  Williamsburg,  Ma 01096 

Judith  Fletcher.  303  Whitney  Avenue,  Apt 
3,  New  Haven,  Ct.  06511 

Nancy  Freudenthal.  83  Brattle  Street,  Cam 
bridge,  Ma.  02138 

Carol  Getrost,  814  East  End  Avenue,  Pitts 

burgh,  Pa.  15221 
Virginia  Gold,  301   East  48th  Stteet,  Nev 

York,  N.Y.  10017 
Madelyn  Gorchoff.  %  Paul,  12  Spring  Hil 

Road,  Roslyn  Heights,  N.Y.   11577 
Connie    Gray    Voight    (Mrs.    Ronald    O. ) 

11431    S.W.    186th    Street,    Miami,    Fl 
33157 

Gretchen    Gray    Sheridan     (Mrs.    Thoma 
W.),  1127  North  St.  Clair  Street,  Pitts 
burgh,  Pa.  15206 Jill  Haas  Hobson   (Mrs.  Lawrence  B.,  Jr.) 
85    Columbia    Street,    New   York,   NY 10002 

Susan  Hake,  1131  Spottswood  Dtive,  Silve 

Spring,  Md.   20904 Linda  Hauser  Stavros    (Mrs.   Anthony  J.) 
541  First  Avenue,  Bethlehem,  Pa.   1801! 

Suzanne   Hershey   Bress    (Mrs.   James   C. ) 
516  South  Highland  Avenue,  Pittsburgh 
Pa.  15206 

Margaret  Higgins  Green   (Mrs.  James  H.) 
1826  Sixth  Avenue,  West,  Seattle,  Wa 

98119 Emily   Hill,    814   East   End   Avenue,   Pitts 

burgh,  Pa.   15221 
Lynn  Hillman  McCulloch  (Mrs.  Roger  D.) 

22  Whitehall  Park,  London,  N   19,  En 

gland 

Judith   Houland,    1820  White  Oak   Drive 
Menlo  Park,  Ca.  94025 

Dael  Kiesler  Stichter  (Mrs.  Charles  R.,  II) 
743   El  Camino   Real,  Apt.   24,   Burlin 

game,  Ca.  94010 
Martha  King  Evans    (Mrs.),  42-72 — 80tl 

Street,  Elmhurst,  N.Y.   11373 
Sandra  Korman  Auburn    (Mrs.   Mark   S. ) 

5532  South  Dorchesrer  Avenue,  Chicago 
II.  60637 

Karen  Lake,   1007   South  Trenton   Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 
Sarah   Leuthy   Chamberlain    (Mrs.   Michae 

R.),   Wheelock   College,    162   Riverway 
Boston,  Ma.  02215 

Trudy  Levin   Cushner    (Mrs.   Arnold  W.) 
610   North   Main    Street,   Meadville,   Pa 16335 
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Nora   Levy   Johnston    (Mrs.   William   B.), 
3  Rivers  Street,  Bath,  Somerset,  England 

Judy  Light,  151   North  Craig  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15213 

Debbie    Little,    66    Homer    Avenue,    Apt. 
412,  Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Joanne     Locurcio     Pavia      (Mrs.     Kenneth 
W.),     1236     Culver     Road,     Rochester, 
N.Y.  14609 

Judith  London,   301   G   Street,  S.W.,  Apt. 
116,  Washington,  D.C.  20024 

Nancy  Lynch,    19   Selborne   Drive,   Center- 
ville,  De.   19807 

Lee  Macey,   261   Sanches  Stteet,  San  Fran- 
cisco, Ca.  94121 

Kathryn  McCleery  MacKirdy  (Mrs.  Wayne 
H.,    Jr.),     1108    Plato    Road,    Apt.    8, 
Duncan,  Ok.  73533 

Margaret  McDonald  Murtha   (Mrs.  J.  Gar- 
van),  650  A  Street,  N.E.,  Washington, 
D.C.  20002 

Shannon    McGuire    Sollinger    ( Mrs.    Jerry 
M.),     141    Robinson    Street,    Apt.    36, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Linda  McPhilliamy  Nielsen    (Mrs.  George 
E.),   2105    Estes    Street,    Lakewood,   Co. 
80215 

Ilka  Minter  Boyer  (Mrs.),  41-12  Elbertson 
Street,  Elmhutst,  N.Y.  11373 

Andrea    Moss,    70    Riverside    Drive,    Apt. 
1-B,  New  York,  N.Y.  10024 

Judith  Murray    Walle    (Mrs.   Bertrand  J.), 
5  rue  Franklin,  Paris   16e,  France 

Lauren   Nagler  Tuckfelt    (Mrs.   Mark   A.), 
429   South   Wesley   Avenue,   #202,   Oak 
Park,  II.  60302 

Natalie  Osgood  Simsak    ( Mrs.  Martin  R. ) , 
6495    Happy   Canyon    Road,    Apt.    164, 
Denver,  Co.  80237 

Ann    Palmeri,    %    Philosophy   Department, 
Ohio  University,  Athens,  Oh.  45701 

Mary  Lou  Patrick  Mcjunkin   (Mrs.  Howard 
P.,  Jr.),  Briar  Hill  Road,  Rt.  4,  Lexing- 

ton, Ky.  40505 
Susan    Plaut,    19    West    69th    Street,   Apt. 

806,  New  York,  N.Y.   10023 
Anne    Plunkett,    2869-28th    Street,    N.W., 

Apt.  31,  Washington,  D.C.  2008 
Carol  Pogash,  1816  Francisco  Street,  Berke- 

ley, Ca.  94703 
Carol    Porter    Cohen     (Mrs.    Victor    H.), 

Castle  Towers  A-103,  85   Leonard   Ave- 
nue, Washington,  Pa.   15301 

Carol    Pusin,     7535-17th    Street,    N.W., 
Washington,  D.C.  20012 

Iris    Raskin    Snyder    (Mrs.    Alvin),    1018 
South     45th     Streer,     Philadelphia,     Pa. 
19104 

Joan    Reisner   Auritt    (Mrs.   Jon    J.),    534 
Brookline     Boulevard,     Havertown,     Pa. 
19083 

Eileen    Richey    Hepler    (Mrs.    Thomas    R., 
Jr.),    Westfield    Terrace,    New    Cumber- 

land, Pa.   17070 

Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan    (Mrs.   Philip 
A.,   Jr.),    893    Louise    Circle,    Durham, 
N.C  27705 

Jane  Ross   Ross    (Mrs.   Richard    R.),   444 
East  82nd   Stteet,  Apt.   5-D,  New  York, 
N.Y.   10028 

Eve  Rubin  Zincavage    (Mrs.   Walter,  Jr.), 
2028-9th   Street,   Apt.   7,   Coralville,   la. 
52240 

Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg  (Mrs.  John),  6811 
McPherson     Boulevard,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15208 

Martha  Sebastian  Moyer    (Mrs.  George  E., 
Jr.),    31635/2    West    Laurelhurst    Drive, 
Seattle,  Wa.  98105 

Judith    Siegel,    301    G    Street,    S.W.,   Apt. 
116,  Washington,  D.C.  20024 

Susan   Slagle    Young    (Mts.    Thomas    D. ), 
171    Dalewood    Road,   Apt.   6,  Winston- 
Salem,  N.C.  27104 

Audrey  Smith,  17  Aspin  Couft,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15215 

Jean    Sour    Raben     (Mrs.    John     R.,    Jr.), 
237  Harvard  Street,  Allston,  Ma.  02134 

Sandra  Stewart  Shasby    (Mrs.  D.  Michael), 
4166  Glenwick  Lane,  Dallas,  Tx.  75205 

Carol  Swenson  Foss   (Mrs.  Charles  L.,  Jr.), 
19  Lakeside  Avenue,  Darien,  Ct.  06820 

Evi  Tamm  Metcalf   (Mrs.  Jack  A.),  6334 
Walnut    Stteet,    Apt.    2,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15206 

Mary    Vanderuart,    5    Jones    Street,    New 
York,  N.Y.   10014 

Linda  Van  Doren  Garlick  (Mrs.  John  M. ), 
242  Ash  Street,  Waukegan,  II.  60085 

Janet    Walker,   624   Pembroke   Road,   Bryn 
Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

Janet     \\yeigel    Hubley     (Mrs.     Fred    C), 
6122  Edsall  Road,  Apt.   103,  Alexandria, 
Va.  22304 

Linda    Weltchek,   GPO    197  3,   New   York, 
N.Y.  10001 

Susan     Whitfield,     11     Lake     Shore     Park, 
Watervliet,  N.Y.    12189 

Marutnn     Williams    Yatsco     ( Mrs.    John ) , 
%    Lt.   John   Yatsco,   6200    FMS,    APO 
San  Ftancisco,  Ca.  96274 

Sylvia  Woods  Mudenda  (Mrs.  Temba  R.), 
1746   Commonwealth   Avenue,   Apt.    12, 
Brighton,  Ma.  02135 

Emy  Young  Boag   (Mrs.  William  A.,  Jr.), 
9131  Paul  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Helene    Zerwick    Huie     (Mrs.    John    A.), 

311    Redwood   Avenue,   Apt.   34-G,   Pat- 
terson, N.J.  07522 

Jane   Ziskind   Cohen    (Mts.    Sheldon    M.), 
227    Taliwa   Gardens   Drive,   Knoxville, 
Tn.  37920 

DEATH 

Marilyn    Doeller  Blain,   April   4,    1969 

The  news  of  Mimi's  tragic  death  in  an 
automobile  accident  last  spting  reached 
the  alumnae  office  too  late  to  include  any 
more  than  the  announcement.  The  class 
is  saddened  by  her  passing  and  extends 

deep  and  sincere  sympathy  to  Mimi's  hus- band and  patents. 

Cooky  reporting: 

Betsy  Crone,  having  teceived  her  M.A. 
from  Eagleton  Institute  of  Politics  at  Rut- 

gers, is  becoming  a  professional  job-hopper 
in  Washington.  She  worked  for  several 
months  with  the  Speaket  of  the  Matyland 
House  of  Delegates  but  gave  it  up  because 
it  conflicted  with  her  ideology.  Betsy  then 
tried  out-and-out  bureaucracy,  a  Depart- 

ment of  Labor-Office  of  Economic  Oportu- 
nity  Contract  on  public  employment  and 
the  disadvantaged.  At  the  moment  of  writ- 

ing she  was  with  the  House  of  Representa- 
tives Democratic  Study  Group. 

Penny  Anderson  Gladwell  is  working 

toward  her  master's  in  elementary  educa- 
tion and  teaching  first  and  second  gtades. 

Watch  for  her  on  television — the  teachers 
are  ttying  to  raise  the  pay  scale  in  Ken- 
rucky  through  negotiation,  sanction  and,  if 
necessary,  strike.  She  and  Dave  attended 
the  wedding  of  Joan  Velkey  Feltovich 
where  they  ran  into  Chilton  Richardson. 
The  Gladwells  and  the  Walthers  IJoAnn 
Eustace  and  Fred)  teuned  at  the  wedding 
of  Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan  in  August. 
JoAnn  is  teaching  English  at  Cambridge 
High    and    Latin    School    and    is    wotking 

toward  an  M.A.  in  English  at  Simmons. 

Fred,  while  in  MIT's  doctotal  program  in 
physics,  has  a  research  assistantship. 

Bev  Blazey  Palmer  is  finishing  up  her 
Ph.D.  in  guidance  and  counseling  at  Ohio 
State  University.  Her  husband  Dick  will 
finish  medical  school  in  June  and  begin interning. 

Maggi  Berman  Guzinsky  and  husband 
Bob  are  moving  from  Birmingham  to  New 

York  Ciry.  They're  delighted  with  the 
change  and  are  currently  in  seatch  of  an 
address. 

Barbara  Blodorn  Kronenberg  and  How- 
ard have  recently  moved  to  San  Francisco 

where  Howard  works  for  the  advertising 
fitm  of  Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,  Inc.  Barb, 
presently  unemployed,  is  contemplating  job 
hunting.  In  December  the  Kronenbergs 
had  a  visit  from  LoLita  Dawson  Pfeiffer 

and  Ray  who  were  enroute  from  Washing- 
ton to  Denver  Ray  was  in  the  Navy  but 

was  released  after  nine  months  duty  as  a 
result  of  budget  cuts.  LoLita  suggests  an 
active  campaign  for  strict  defense  spending 
as  a  way  to  end  the  war.  Ray  is  now  free 
to  pursue  a  Ph.D.  in  philosophy  at  Wash- 

ington University  in  St.  Louis.  LoLita  is 
working  for  the  Danforth  Foundation  as 
an  assistant  to  one  of  the  vice  presidents 
on  the  Danforth  Campus  Ministry  grant. 

Jane  Birmingham  Hanley  is  doing  social 

wotk  for  the  Department  of  Child  Wel- 
fare in  Louisville  while  Terry  is  stationed 

in  Korat,  Thailand,  where  he'll  be  until 
July.  Over  the  New  Yeat's  weekend  saw Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg  and  Mary  Lou 
Patrick  Mcjunkin  in  Lexington,  Kentucky. 

Nat  Dingle  Bazzell  is  teaching  at  Eisen- 
hower High  School  in  Norristown  in  the 

honest  attempt  to  put  off  graduate  school 

fot  as  long  as  possible.  Creamer  is  attend- 
ing Philadelphia  College  of  Textiles  and 

Science  as  a  full-time  student.  Nat  reports 
that  she  hears  occasionally  from  Judy  Millis 

who  is  working  toward  a  master's  degree while  in  Southern  California.  Nat  also 

spoke  of  Jill  Haas  Hobson  and  Latty  who 
now  have  a  son.  Erica,  now  2V2,  manages 

to  take  up  what  remaining  time  Nat  has  in 
her  busy  schedule. 

Barbara-Lee  Buxton  Van  Sciver,  also  the 
mother  of  a  2-year-old,  Sara,  is  leading  an 
active  life  in  Providence  where  Stephen  is 
a  trust  officer  for  Industrial  National  Bank. 

Barbara-Lee  is  busy  with  Planned  Patent- 
hood,  Junior  League,  and  Air  Pollution 
Control  League,  and  house-hunting.  She 
and  Stephen  ate  delighted  with  Providence 
because  of  its  proximity  to  skiing  and swimming. 

Lenore  Fellner  Lessall  and  Kenneth  have 
been  ttaveling  in  Mexico,  Caracus  and 

Spain.  Lenore  has  a  new  job  with  Con- 
tinental Royal  Services,  Inc.  in  New  York. 

Donna  Beisuenger  Riggs  reports  that 
Richatd  is  a  Faculty  Intern  Fellow  in 
theatre  at  Tufts  University.  A  newcomet 
to  New  England,  Donna  complained  that 
the  winters  in  Massachusetts  are  too  cold. 
Sue  Holden  Davis  is  also  in  Massachusetts, 

doing  social  wotk  for  the  Boston  Commis- 
sion for  the  Blind. 

Last  June  Philip  and  I  attended  Jo 

Messersmith  Mitchell's  wedding  in  Harris- 
burg.  In  Septembet  we  drove  south  again 
for  Iris  Raskin  Snyder's  wedding.  Iris  is  a 
medical  social  worker  in  Philadelphia  do- 

ing screenings  for  legal  abortions  under 
Pennsylvania  law.  Her  husband  Al  is  writ- 

ing his  master's  thesis  in  social  wotk  at  the 
University  of  Pennsylvania. 
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I  spoke  to  Nora  Levy  Johnston  when  she 
and  William  were  in  the  States  last  sum- 

mer, and  I  had  lunch  with  Debbie  Little 

in  January.  She  is  rooming  with  Cary  Cad- 

man  in  Cambridge.  Judy  Fletcher,  Cary's 
roommate  last  year,  is  attending  grad  school 
in  art  at  Yale. 

Philip  has  changed  from  a  B.D.  program 
to  an  M.A.  program  at  Andover-Newton. 
We're  hoping  that  when  he  finishes  next 
January  we  can  return  to  Boston  where 

he'll  continue  his  doctoral  pursuit.  In  the 
meantime  I  am  still  working  in  Boston  as 
methods  and  training  analyst. 

Elizabeth   reporting: 

After  the  worst  Pittsburgh  winter  in 
years,  I  really  envy  Connie  Gray  Voight 
and  Ron  who  are  living  and  working  in 
Miami,  Florida.  Ron,  still  in  the  Air 
Force,  has  returned  from  a  six-month  tour 
in  Korea.  Naturally,  Connie  is  much  re- 

lieved. Linda  Hauser  Stavros  is  making  a 
new  home  in  Bethlehem,  Pa.,  where  Tony 
is  with  Bethlehem  Steel.  Anyone  heading 

Linda's  way,  throw  away  your  road  maps and  follow  a  certain  star!  Greta  Gunia 
Harkness  writes  that  she  and  Walter  are  a 
hard-working  couple,  but  when  they  relax, 
watch  out!  They  helped  to  elect  the  first 
Republican  governor  in  Virginia  since  Re- 

construction.    Greta    hasn't   changed! 
Still  working  toward  graduate  degrees 

are  Lucille  Finger  Harding,  Judi  Fletcher, 
Judy  Gilbert  Livingston,  Suzanne  Hershey 
Bress,  Alice  Hunter,  Pat  Jalouick  Demase, 

and  this  reporter.  Do  you  think  we'll make  it? 

Gini  Gold  reports  a  terrific  year  for 
travel :  Paris,  New  Orleans,  Dayton,  and 
the  French  Riviera — all  in  six  months. 
Jill  Haas  Hobson  reports  that  the  high- 

light of  the  Hobson's  year  was  the  Army's 
discovery  that  Larry  was  politically  unfit 

to  serve.  Judy  Graytock  Dengler's  newsy 
letters  are  the  highlight  of  the  year.  Judy's 
been  subbing  in  Bay  City  but  has  retired. 
Bill  is  with  Dow  Chemical. 

Annual  greetings  from  Mary  Louise 
Farmer  Haralam,  Bunny  Generalovich  Le- 
ner,  Judith  Howland  and  Pamela  Johnson 
Gutkind. 

My  sincere  apologies  to  Diane  Furrer 
Holzheimer  and  Lynn  Hillman  McCulloch, 
our  foreigners  in  the  Fiji  Islands  and  Lon- 

don respectively.  Due  to  a  mix-up  in  the 
mails  their  news  could  not  be  included. 

As  for  me,  I  am  feverishly  hand-sewing 
way  into  the  night  on  various  parts  of  the 
gown  for  my  June  wedding.  In  my  spare 

time  I'm  decorating  my  new  apartment, 
teaching  high  school  English,  taking  courses 
at  Carnegie-Mellon  University,  a  little 
house  mothering  at  Benedum  Hall,  and 
once  in  a  while  a  rest  to  refuel! 

Cookie  reporting: 

Through  our  correspondents  in  the  east, 
we  hear  the  incredible  but  good  news  that 
Chatham  may  go  coed.  It  is  certainly  the 
best  thing  we  have  to  report! 

We  see  Lolly  Loivery  Derryck  and  Den- 
nis often,  either  in  California  or  New 

York.  Among  the  very  exciting  events  in 
their  lives,  they  have  invested  in  a  Brook- 

lyn brownstone  as  well  as  a  farm  in  New 
York  state,  not  to  mention  a  summer  jaunt 
to  Africa  and  other  sundry  spots  in  the 
Caribbean. 

Over  hot  and  sour  soup  in  a  Mandarin 
Chinese  Resrauranr,  Kala  Lapidus  Paul  and 
Jim  described  to  us  the  merits  (?)  of 
Corpus  Christi,  Texas,  where  Jim  has  a 
job  in  chemical  industry  upon  finishing 
his  Ph.D.  at  Oregon  State.  Kala  plans  to 
open  a  shop  there,  selling  things  from 
bagels  to  artsy-craftsy  delights. 
We  just  spoke  to  Lee  Macy  who  is  very 

much  into  her  photography  and  working  in 
a  camera  shop  on  the  side.  She  and  her 
boyfriend  Don,  a  CO.  working  at  Langley 
Porter  Institute  of  Psychiatry,  are  living  in 
rhe  Mission  District  in  San  Francisco,  an 
area  seldom  seen  by  tourists. 

Uncle  Sam  has  swiped  some  Chatham 

girls.  Three  are  married  to  captains.  Kam- 
my  McCleery  MacKirdy  is  sustitute-teach- 
ing  in  Oklahoma  until  she  and  Wayne,  an 
army  career  officer,  get  to  Maryland  where 
she  will  obtain  her  teaching  credentials  in 
social  studies.  Dael  Kiesler  Stickler  is  a 

distant  neighbor  in  Burlinggame,  Califor- 
nia, where  Charles  recruits  college  students 

for  the  Marine  Corps  Officer  Program. 
Dael  has  been  working  for  the  Food  Stamp 
Program.  Shannon  McGuire  So/linger  will 
leave  Pirrsburgh  soon  for  West  Point, 
where  Jerry  will  teach  English;  she  will 
work  on  her  Ph.D.  in  English  at  NYU  or 
Columbia. 

In  Pittsburgh  Judy  Light  is  working  on 
her  Ph.D.,  and  Karen  Lake  on  her  M.A. 
in   Educational   Research. 
Meg  /McDonald  Murtha  and  Gar  have 

acquired  a  townhouse  on  Capitol  Hill.  Gar 
is  handling  criminal  and  civil  trials  in 
D.C.  courts  and  Meg  is  at  the  Washington 
Center  for  Metropolitan  Studies.  Other 
Washington  residents  include  Judy  London 
who  lives  with  Judy  Siege!.  The  former 

Judy  loves  her  job  at  OEO  Mid-Atlantic 
Regional  Office  on  a  demonstration  tech- 

nical assistance  projecr  for  Pennsylvania 

Community  Action  agencies.  We  under- 
stand Washington  is  a  haven  for  ex-Chat- 

ham girls  .   .   . 
Joan  Lessing  leaves  New  York  City  and 

a  job  at  the  Bar  Association  to  whisk 
away  to  Europe  and  skiing  spots.  Martha 
King  just  arrived  in  Manhattan  and  loves 
her  job  as  a  systems  analyst  at  Chemical 
Bank. 

Linda  McPhillamy  Nielsen  is  another 
convert  to  the  wild  west.  George  is  a 
stock  broker  and  she  teaches  Russian  in 

Colorado,  where  they  hope  to  remain  for- 
ever. 

Word  from  Europe:  Nancy  Lippmann 
teaches  at  the  Berlitz  Schools  in  France, 
Italy.  Another  owner  of  a  townhouse  is 
Nora  Levy  Johnston.  William  is  a  man- 

aging director  of  the  Clarks  Engineering 
Company  in  Bath,  England. 

Sandy  Korman  Auburn  is  doing  speech 
pathology  wotk  at  Chicago  State  College 
while  bringing  up  new  baby  David.  Mark 
is  finishing  his  Ph.D.  in  English  at  Univer- 

sity of  Chicago. 
We  gained  back  two  of  our  Peace  Corps 

friends.  Sara  Leuthy  Chamberlain  and 
Mike  are  houseparents  to  96  girls  at 
Wheelock  College  in  Boston.  Sara  is  study- 

ing early  childhood  educarion  and  Mike  is 
at  law  school  at  Boston  University.  Tonya 
Hines  Pence  and  Steve  have  returned  from 

Turkey  to  momentarily  rest  in  Fort  Wayne. 
Both  have  jobs  there  and  plan  to  leave  the 
country  again  for  teaching  or  other  work 
abroad. 

Berkeley  may  seem  calmer  than  usual  to 

outsiders,  but  we  women,  among  others, 

are  scheming.  Women's  Liberation  is  big 
here,  and  borh  Carol  Pogash  and  I  are  in- 

volved in  a  splinter  group,  the  Radical 
Women's  Caucus,  part  of  the  Sociology 

Department  on  Berkeley's  campus.  The 
Ecology  movement  has  Berkeley  as  one  of 
its  main  centers,  and  this  is  another  one 
of  our  interests.  Carol  is  now  here,  post- 
Georgetown  M.A.,  working  for  the  Insti- 

tute for  Local  Self-Government,  and  teach- 
ing a  graduate  seminar  in  metropolitics. 

With  only  a  year  or  so  to  go,  I'll  have  a Ph.D.  in  zoology  with  present  emphasis  on 
insect  nervous  systems  (believe  it  or  not;. 
We  have  a  groovy  cottage  cum  fireplace, 
lots  of  greenery,  cats,  and  general  Berkeley 
pleasantries.    We  would   love  to  have  you 

Teg  reporting: 

Since  my  last  report  there  have  been 
quite  a  number  of  marriages,  starting  with 

Liz  Schaye  in  July  '68.  She  and  her  hus- 
band, John  Haskell,  are  living  in  Pitts- 
burgh where  he  is  vice  president  of  Bent- 

son,  a  division  of  Haskell  Inc.  Liz  is  work- 
ing toward  her  doctorate  at  the  Universiry 

of  Pittsburgh  in  counselor  education.  Alsc 

in  Pittsburgh  is  Louise  Royster  who  mar- 

ried Jim  Brown  in  August  '68,  after  he 
got  his  degree  in  architecrure  from  Car 

negie  Mellon.  Louise  finished  her  master': in  political  science  at  University  of  Pitts 
burgh  and  is  now  working  as  an  assistam 
executive  secretary  to  the  new  Democratic 
Mayor  of  Pittsburgh,  Peter  Flaherty. 

Next  in  line  is  Andy  Morgan,  who  mar 

ried  Tom  Weyer  in  September  '68.  At  lasi 
report,  Tom  was  nearing  the  end  of  hi: 
Army  OCS  program  and  they  were  looking 
forward  to  enjoying  a  bit  more  settled  lift 

together. 
Lauren  Nagler  Tuckfelt  (August  '68) 

got  her  master's  in  psychology  at  Temph 
Univetsity  and  then  did  some  parr-rimc 
work  for  the  Learning  Research  Develop 
ment  Center  in  Pittsburgh  while  Mark  wa: 
finishing  up  his  M.D.  at  the  University  o: 
Pittsburgh.  They  are  -now  living  in  Chicagc 
where  Mark  is  doing  his  internship  ant 

Lauren's  looking  forward  to  a  new  job  a: 
a  school  psychologist  with  the  Chicagc 
Board  of  Education  starting  in  June. 

Judy  Murray  married  a  Frenchman,  Bert 
rand  Walle,  and  is  living  in  Paris — sigh 
She  did  some  grad  work  at  the  Universir; 
of  Toronto  in  theater  and  then  become  ; 

production  assistant  for  the  CBC  before 
going  to  France.  At  present,  she  is  doinj 
some  free  lance  interviewing  for  the  CBC 
Her  husband  was  an  MBA  from  the  Uni 
versity  of  Pittsburgh  and  works  in  market 
ing  and  sales  promotion. 

Eve  Rubin  Zincavage  is  teaching  par 

time  at  Coe  College  in  philosophy — "o course" — while  her  husband  Walter  is  fin 
ishing  a  Ph.D.,  also  in  philosophy,  ar  Uni 
versity  of  Iowa.  She  mentioned  that  thi 
chairman  of  her  department  was  once  th< 

Chaplain  ar  Chatham — Dr.  Fred  Eutsler— 
and  is  a  good  friend  of  Dr.  Arnett — Smal world! 

Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan  and  Phili] 
are  living  in  Durham,  Norrh  Carolin; 
where  he  is  a  medical  student  at  Duke 
Mary  has  a  challenging  and  rewarding  jol 
teaching  mentally  retarded  children. 

Iris  Raskin  Snyder  and  her  husbanc 
Alvin   are   living    in    Philadelphia   and    an 
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both  involved  in  social  work.  Alvin  will 
graduate  from  University  of  Pennsylvania 

in  May  with  a  master's  in  social  work.  Iris 
is  currently  working  with  adolescent  moth- 

ers as  part  of  the  Maternal  and  Infant  Care 
Project  in  Philadelphia. 

Nat  Osgood  Simsak  and  her  husband 
have  moved  to  Denver  and  are  enjoying 

country  air.  Nat's  little  girl  keeps  her  pretty 
busy  but  she  still  finds  time  to  spend  at 

her  loom  weaving  fabrics.  She  says  it's  a 
wonderful  art  form  and  hobby  and  recom- 

mends that  Chatham  should  offer  a  class 
in  weaving! 

Mary  Ruddell  Lmdberg's  baby — another 
Sara! — is  a  year-and-a-half  old  now.  Jack 

is  working  on  his  master's  at  Pitt  and 
working  full  time.  Mary  has  been  working 
with  retarded  children  in  her   free  time. 

At  last  word,  Dara  Murphy  had  done 
some  grad  work  at  Boston  University  in 
education  and  was  putting  her  new  skills 
to  work  teaching  5th  grade  ghetto  children 
in  Boston. 

Ann  Palmeri  is  also  doing  some  grad 
work  at  Ohio  University.  She  finished  her 
M.A.  in  philosophy  and  plans  to  enter  a 
Ph.D.  program  in  the  fall.  In  the  mean- 

time she's  keeping  close  to  the  philosophy department  working  as  a  teaching  assistant. 
Donna  Mrock  is  hoping  to  enter  Law 

School  in  the  fall  at  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. Right  now  she's  doing  computer- 
ized legal  research  for  Aspen  Systems  Cor- 

poration.   Sounds  kind  of  scarey! 

I  talked  to  Andy  Moss  on  the  phone. 

She's  here  in  New  York  and  has  a  new 
and  very  exciting  job  with  Avon  Inc. — 

NO!  she's  not  ringing  doorbells — Yet! 
That's  part  of  her  training  program  but 
right  now  she's  working  in  merchandising 
and  doing  some  ad  work.  She's  busy  fixing 
up  a  new  apartment  and  enjoying  New 
York  life  along  with  Suzie  Plant  and  my- 

self. Suzie  worked  for  about  a  year  for 
Varig  Brazilian  Airlines  and  then  decided 
to  forgo  the  travel  benefits  (like  weekends 
in  Rome! )  for  a  more  stimulating  job.  At 
last  word,  she  was  doing  some  bilingual 
guide  work  and  tutoring  in  English  until 
she  found  something  better. 

From  the  Associates  corner:  Joanne  Lu- 
curcio  Pavia  has  moved  again,  from  Cleve- 

land to  Rochester  this  time — the  5th  move 
in  3^2  years.  She  and  Ken  have  bought 

a  new  'old'  house,  lots  of  wood  paneling 
and  fireplaces,  etc.  They're  fixing  it  up  in 
between  keeping  up  with  two  little  "spit- 

fires," Ken,  Jr.  and  Rea. 

As  for  myself — I'm  living  here  in  New 
York  and  have  been  working  as  a  research 
assistant  in  neurobiology  at  the  Rockefeller 
University  since  I  returned  from  Denmark. 

I've  been  taking  some  courses  at  Cornell 
Medical  School  this  year  and  also  singing 
with  the  New  York  Choral  Society,  where 
I  found  that  one  of  my  fellow  singers  was 

Guenn  Gurnack,  '66.  I  frequently  see Mary  Vanderuart  who  has  moved  into  an 
apartment  in  the  Village.  She  finished  a 

master's  in  psychology  at  McMasters  Uni- 
versity in  Canada  and  is  now  doing  social 

work  for  the  Children's  Village. 

I  attended  Jean  Sour  Rahen's  wedding 
last  summer  which  was  simply  beautiful 

and  where  I  saw  quite  a  number  of  '67 
grads.  Zayde  (Dotts)  and  Joe  Antrim  are 
also  here  in  NY.  and  join  with  Mary  and 
me  in  inviting  any  Chathamites  passing 
through  to  stop  and  say  hello! 

Jo  reporting: 

Carol  Porter  Cohen,  an  associate  mem- 
ber of  our  class,  was  married  last  fall,  and 

she  and  husband  Victor  live  in  Washing- 
ton, Pa.  Carol  graduated  from  Seton  Hill 

College  with  a  major  in  home  economics, 
retailing  and  textiles.  Prior  to  her  marriage 
she  worked  for  three  years  as  a  county 
home  economist  for  Pennsylvania  State 
University    Cooperative    Services. 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  is  doing  graduate 
work  at  Pitt  and  is  an  instructor  in  three 

of  the  ecology  labs  to  fulfill  teaching  re- 
quirements for  her  degree.  Mary  attended 

the  Alumnae  Council  meeting  in  Novem- 
ber. She  and  husband  John  have  journeyed 

to  New  England  twice  visiting  Boston 
and  Vermont. 

Geetings  from  the  state  of  Washington 
come  from  /Martha  Sebastian  Aioyer,  who 
invites  anyone  vacationing  in  the  north- 

west to  stop  and  visit.  She  has,  since  1965, 
gtaduated  from  University  of  Washington 
with  a  major  in  history  and  political  sci- 

ence. After  graduating,  she  married  George, 

MIT  '65,  whom  she  met  while  a  freshman 
at  Chatham.  She  got  her  master's  in  social work  last  year  and  is  a  psychiatric  social 
worker  at  a  new  comprehensive  mental 
health  center  which  serves  170,000  people 
of  a  large  urban  and  rural  area.  George 

is  finishing  work  on  his  master's  in  business administtation.  Future  plans  include  a  ttip 
to  the  Far  East,  Middle  East  and  Europe 
next  winter. 

It  took  a  while,  but  Judy  Siege!  is  now 

formally  enrolled  in  the  glamorous  work- 
ing world  of  Washington,  D.C.  Sandwiched 

between  Syracuse  University's  Maxwell School  and  her  job  with  National  Institute 
of  Law  Enforcement  and  Criminal  Justice 
were  a  thesis,  a  move  to  Washington,  a 

master's  degree,  and  a  security  clearance. 
It  was  while  waiting  for  the  security  clear- 

ance that  Judy  spent  the  summer  as  a 
Kelly  Girl.  She  finds  her  job  at  the  Insti- 

tute exciting  and  especially  enjoys  the 
criminal  justice  research  work  and  the 
traveling  which  it  involves.  She  and  Judy 
London  share  an  apartment  in   the  city. 

Newlywed  Jean  Sour  Raben  and  hus- 
band John  moved  to  Allston,  Massachusetts, 

after  their  August  wedding.  Jane  Ziskind 

Cohen  was  one  of  Jeanie's  bridesmaids. 
Debbie  Little,  Teg  McAteer,  Vivian  Lottery 
Derryck,  Betsy  Crone  and  Alison  Oakes, 

'68,  were  among  those  who  attended  the 
wedding.  Jean  is  teaching  high  school 
chemistty  while  John  finishes  his  last  year 
at  Harvard  Business  School.  They  plan  to 
return  to  their  native  New  York  City 

upon  completion  of  John's  program.  Jeanie 
sounds  like  a  very  busy,  very  happy  bride. 

Sandy  Stewart  Shasby  reports  that  her 
research  work  (liver  studies)  at  South- 

western Medical  School  in  Dallas  is  prov- 
ing to  be  a  very  rewarding  experience. 

Husband  Michael  is  a  medical  student  at 
Southwestern. 

Don't  you  envy  a  young  couple  who  buys 
a  large  old  home  "with  possibilities"  and 
undertakes  the  fun  of  making  it  their  own? 
Carol  Swenson  Foss  and  husband  Charlie 
find  themselves  putting  much  time  and  love 
into  their  house,  circa  1910.  Swens  also 
teaches  a  25-kid  Sunday  School  class,  and 
she  and  Chatlie  attended  a  Washington 
and  Jefferson  fund-raising  dinner  in  New 
York  City  last  fall.  It  was  there  that  she 
ran  into  Joan  Lessing.  Dara  Murphy  was 
a  weekend  houseguest  last  fall. 

Evi  Tamm  Metcalf  works  for  Pennsyl- 
vania State  Senator  Jack  McGregor,  who 

is  also  president  of  the  National  Hockey 

League's  Pittsbutgh  Penguins.  Evi  is  not 
only  tremendously  busy  as  his  assistant  but 
has  developed  an  avid  love  for  ice  hockey, 
as  well.  Husband  Jack  is  an  accountant 
with  the  Pittsburgh  office  of  Arthut  Young 
and  Co.,  an  international  firm.  Evi  reports 

she  had  a  great  time  at  Chatham's  100th Birthday   Party. 

Linda  VanDoren  Garlick  has  received 

her  master's  degree  from  Columbia  and  re- 
joined husband  John  since  we  heard  from 

her  last  year.  Linda  is  a  psychiatric  social 
worker  at  Lake  County  (Illinois)  Mental 
Health  Center,  where  she  does  intake  and 
therapy  work  with  adults,  adolescents  and 
children.  John,  who  has  another  2 1/2  years 
as  an  officer  in  the  Navy,  is  an  instructor 
at  Gteat  Lakes  Navy  Base. 

This  spring,  Janet  Walker  will  take  her 
qualifying  exams  for  her  Ph.D.  in  modern 
French  literarute  at  Bryn  Mawr  College 

Graduate  Center.  Then,  hopefully,  it's  off to  Paris  as  an  exchange  student  at  the 
Ecole  Notmale  Superieure. 

A  New  Englander  who  has  settled  com- 
fortably into  midwestern  small  town  life, 

Janet  Washburn  Grana  was  sutprised  last 
September  when  she  and  husband  Ed 
visited  Pittsburgh  and  noted  the  changes 
which  the  city,  and  particularly  Shadyside, 
has  undergone.  Janet  works  in  Iowa  City, 
and  Ed  is  finishing  his  studies  at  Univer- 

sity of  Iowa.  He  will  receive  his  MFA 

from  the  Writer's  Workshop  there  this summer.  His  first  sound  film  was  shown 
in  Chicago  in  Novembet,  an  exciting  event 
for  them. 

Following  a  September  wedding,  Jane 
Weigel  Hubley  and  husband  Fred  moved 
to  Alexandria,  Virginia,  where  Fred  is  em- 

ployed by  the  Atmy  Security  Agency.  Their 
wedding  was  highlighted  when  Fred 

laughed  at  the  phrase  "in  sickness  and  in 
health"  because  a  doctor  had  just  dis- 

covered that  Jane  had  mononucleosis.  After 
taking  it  easy  for  several  months,  she  is 
now  a  secretary  at  Atlantic  Research  and 
looking  forward  to  a  postponed  honey- 

moon in  the  Virgin   Islands. 

L.  J.  Weltchek  is  living  in  New  York 
City  and  working  with  computers.  Since 
graduation,  L.  J.  has  visited  Califotnia, 
Norway,  Sweden,  Finland,  Denmark,  the 
Bahamas,  Mexico  and  Canada.  In  the  plan- 

ning stages  is  a  long  jaunt  by  bus  and 
freighter  to  the  Near  East,  Far  East  and 
Austtalia. 

Susan  Whitfield,  upon  returning  from 
the  1968  Republican  Convention  where 
she  worked  as  an  aide,  enteted  the  employ- 

ment agency  field  and  now  owns  het  own 
agency.  Although  she  is  considering  a 
change  of  fields  and  perhaps  even  of  locale, 

she  heartily  recommends  the  "small  busi- 
ness world"  to  all  of  us,  since  it  has  been 

a  graduate  progtam  in  "life"  for  her.  Her work  has  been  balanced  by  skiing  in  wintet 

and  horse  races  during  the  summer.  Un- 

forrunately,  Susan's  father  died  in  Novem- ber, a  sad  event  which  marred  what  sounds 
like  an  otherwise  perfect  year. 

Mariann  Williams  Yatsco  has  joined 
husband  John,  an  Army  officer,  in  the 
Philippines.  Life  on  the  island  has  been 
quite  an  adventure  but  they  are  looking 
forward  to  a  change  of  scenery — a  trip  to 
Taiwan,  Thailand,  Hong  Kong,  Japan  and 

India. 
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Another  classmate  who  has  moved  to 
new  surroundings  is  Jane  Ziskind  Cohen. 
Settled  amidst  the  beautiful  Smoky  Moun- 

tains of  Tennessee,  Jane  is  looking  for 
work  as  a  chemist.  Until  February,  she  was 
teaching  slow  learners  biology  at  a  local 
high  school  but  found  that  teaching  un- 

willing students  with  inadequate  materials 
was  too  frustrating.  Husband  Sheldon, 
assistant  professor  of  philosophy  at  the 
University  of  Tennessee,  is  completing  a 
book  which  he  co-authors  with  a  fellow 
professor. 

It  was  great  to  hear  from  so  many  of 
you!  This  has  been  my  most  special  year, 
having  gotten  engaged  in  April  and  mar- 

ried in  June.  Ed  and  I  are  both  in  our 
last  year  of  law  school,  and  we  are  looking 
forward  to  returning  to  his  hometown, 
Williamsport,  where  he  will  enter  practice 

in  his  father's  law  firm.  By  the  way,  al- 
though I  met  Ed  in  law  school,  Chatham 

played  a  big  part  in  introducing  us — the 

very  first  thing  Ed  said  to  me  was,  "Do 
you  know  Lynn  Schreiber?"  It  seems  he 
dated  her  in  high  school! 

69 
Laura  Ann  Gould 

31  !/2   Roberts  Road 
Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Lois   Murphey    Skalka 
(Mrs.   Sanford   M.) 

201  Evergreen  Street,  Apt.  6-2E 
Vestal,  N.Y.    13850 

Barbara   Obenauer    Platz 
(Mrs.  Joseph) 

175  Elizabeth  Blackwell  Street 

Syracuse,  N.Y.   13210 

Merle  Pollack   Intner 
(Mrs.  Richard) 

81   Hendrie  Avenue 
Riverside,  Ct.  06878 

Dorothy  Zorn 
139  Pilgrim  Drive,  R.D.  #3 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 
ENGAGEMENTS 

Sarah    Bornstein    to    Yale    Edeiken,    a    law 
student  at  Villanova  University 

Polly  Fritz  to  Thomas  Weisrock 
Hollace  Meek  to   Dennis   Hunsicker,   musi- 

cian   (currently   in   the  U.S.   Navy   Band 
Joan  April  Wooden  to  Gary  D.  Salada 

MARRIAGES 

Jacqueline  Emery  to  Edmund  G.  Flynn, 
June  14,  1969 

Bobbi  Franklin  to  Robert  B.  McKenna,  Jr., 
December  27,  1969 

Jennifer  Gearhart  to  John  Grason,  October 
17,   1969 

Ida  Gonzalez  to  Stephen  A.  Holstein,  No- 
vember 30,   1969 

Evelyn  Goldsmith  to  Michael  G.  Kitay, 
September  4,  1969 

Diane  Lee  Himes  to  Donald  Eric  Ambrose, 
August  17,  1969 

Ann  Judson  to  Temple  Linley  Ratcliffe, 
June  7,  1969 

Joyce  Helene  Kass  to  Barry  Eisenstein, 
August  31,  1969 

Harriet  Katz  to  Lawrence  R.  Bachman, 
June  22,  1969 

Karen  Sue  Miller  to  Neil  M.  Moss,  July 
7,  1968 

Lois  Murphey  to  Sanford  M.  Skalka,  Au- 
gust 24,  1969 
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Ellen  J.   Newman   to   Aaron    M.    Edelstein, 
June  1,  1969 

Helen    Pollack    to   Judson    W.    Starr,    May 
29,   1969 

Merle  Pollack  to  Richard  A.   Intner,  April 
12,   1970 

Erika  Shore  to   James    Brody,   Jr.   of   New 
York,  December  28,  1969 

Faye  Singer  to  Jeffrey  M.  Rosch,  June  22, 1969 

Carolyn  E.  Taylor  to  Thomas   M.    Heysek, 
June  14,  1969 

Joan   Velkey   to  Paul  J.   Feltovich,   August 
23,  1969 

Laura  Weill  to  Jack  S.  Brown,  January  26, 
1970 

Kathryn    Williams  to  Richard   Sykes  Myer- 
burg,  July  5,  1969 

Katherine  Wright  to  Donald  Scott  Mueller, 

July  26,  1969 

BIRTH 

Barbara  Obenauer  Platz,  a  son,  Brian  Chris- 
topher 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Christine  Andreivs,  2445  Lyttonsville  Road, 
Apt.   1409,  Silver  Spring,  Md.  20910 

Mary    Irwin     Bainum,     121     West     Forest 
Street,  Detroit,  Mi.  48201 

Barbara  Ann  Bohne,    1288   Fountain   Lane, 
Apt.  C,  Columbus,  Oh.  43213 

Suzanne    Boucek    Berol    (Mrs.    John    A.), 
5700    Bunkerhill    Avenue,    Apt.     1506, 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15206 

Mary-Alice    Brannin    Ross     (Mrs.    Michael 
K. ),    101     Lincoln    Avenue,    Apt.    F-2, 
Mineola,  N.Y.  11501 

Dianne  Bronstein  Goldman    (Mrs.  Richard 

M.),  71-35   Park  Drive  East,  Kew  Gar- 
den Hills,  Queens,  N.Y.  11367 

Susan  Brown   Weeks   (Mrs.  John  W.,  Jr.), 
753     Concord     Avenue,     Belmont,     Ma. 02178 

Mary  Burdett,  2800  Woodley  Road,  Wash- 
ington, DC.  20008 

Sally  Burkhart  Albrook    (Mrs.  Ray),  2566 
West     Broadway,     Vancouver,     8,     B.C. 
Canada 

Joanna  Campbell  Dellenbaugh   (Mrs.  Geof- 
frey G.),  250  St.  Clair  Street,  Pittsburgh, 

Pa.  15206 
Barbara   Christie,    543    Bloomfield    Avenue, 

Drexel  Hill,  Pa.  19026 
Alice   Cihat,    382    Commonwealth   Avenue, 

Apt.  53,  Boston,  Ma.  02215 
Kathleen    Cochrane,    703    Ivy    Street,   Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.   15232 
Dale    Cohen    Sollod     (Mrs.     Robert    N.), 

3950  Blackstone  Avenue,  Apt.  4-B,  Riv- 
erdale,  N.Y.  10471 

Jane   DeLucia  Simms    (Mrs.   Richard   G.), 
318  Park  Drive,  Canonsburg,  Pa.   15317 

Bobara   DeCaulp.   411    West    116th   Street, 
1022    Johnson    Hall,    New   York,   N.Y. 
10027 

Dixie  Dixon  Toker    (Mrs.   John   A.),   383 
Lakeside  Road,  Ardmore,  Pa.  19003 

Jody   Drooz,    522-2 1st   Street,   N.W.,   Apt. 
611  A,  Washington,  D.C.  20006 

Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead  (Mrs.  Robert  K.), 
R.D.   #3,   Box    59,   Averill   Park,   N.Y. 12018 

Susan  Elliott,  248  Newbury  Street,  Boston, 
Ma.  02116 

Risa    Ellovich,     1041     Eigermann     Center, 
Indiana     University,     Bloomington,     In. 
47401 

Jackie   Emery   Flynn    (Mrs.    Edmund    G.), 
5231    Fifth  Avenue,  Apt.  8,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15232 

Biri   Fay,    %    S.    W.   Davidson,   One    Pier- 
point    Street,    Brooklyn     Heights,     N.Y. 
11201 

Marcy    Feuer,    863    Massachusetts    Avenue, 
Cambridge,  Ma.  02139 

Bobbi    Franklin    McKenna     (Mrs.    Robert 

B.),   Apt.   15-E,   33   Washington   Square 
West,  New  York,  N.Y.   10011 

Polly   Fritz,    2390    Chestnut   Street,    #209, 
San  Francisco,  Ca.  94123 

Deborah  Gage,  1089  Beacon  Street,  Apt.  5, 
Brookline,  Ma.  02146 

Vivian    Garbuny    Goldberg     (Mrs.    Robert 
N.),     2325-42nd     Street    N.W.,     #411, 
Washington,  D.C.  20007 

Jennifer    Gearheart    Grason     (Mrs.    John), 
5545  Beeler  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Ginger    Getman,    Peace    Corps,    U.M.C. 
School,     Pelewahun     via     Mano,     Sierra Leone 

Evelyn    Goldsmith    Kitay     (Mrs.    Michael 
G),   211   East   53  rd   Street,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10022 

Ida  Gonzalez  Holstein    (Mrs.  Stephen  A.), 
220    S.    Dallas    Avenue,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 15208 

Sandra  Guest  Stevenson    (Mrs.   Peter  T.), 
Via  Friuli  Venezia  Guilia  14/2,  Bologna, 

Italy 

Sally  Hamilton,  Box  60,  Blanding  2,  Uni- 
versity    of     Kentucky,     Lexington,     Ky. 40506 

Diane    Himes    Ambrose     (Mrs.    Donald), 
5220     Fifth     Avenue,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 15232 

Harriet  P.   Hudson,   448   East   78th   Street, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Marilyn     Hunt     Dorato      (Mrs.     Charles), 
5437   Ellsworth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15232 

Nance  F.  Jacobson,  44  Carrington  Avenue, 
Providence,  R.I.  02906 

Ann   Judson   Ratcliffe    (Mrs.   Temple   L.), 
5559  Hobart  Street,  Apt.  19,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Majory   Kaplan,    1616   East   Howell   Street, 
Apt.  #3,  Seattle,  Wa.  98122 

Joyce   Kass   Eisenstein    (Mrs.   Barry),   260 
Fort    Washington    Avenue,    New    York, N.Y.  10032 

Harriet    Katz    Bachman    ( Mrs.    Lawrence ) , 
7818-K  Burton  Drive,  Glen  Burnie,  Md. 21061 

Cornelia  Kennedy,  Box  633,  Chatham,  Ma. 
02633 

Marion   Lefebre,    5502    Ellsworth    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

Eleanor  Levinson  Peris  (Mrs.  Jeffrey),  303 
Downing   House,    701    Regency   Square, 
Kalamazoo,  Mi.  49001 

Maryann    Majeuski,    60    Brighton    Avenue, 
Apartment  110,  Allston,  Ma.  02134 

Suzanne     Lucille     (Cindy)     Martin     114-E 
Comstock  Hall,  University  of  Minnesota, 
Minneapolis,  Mn.  55455 

Hollace  Meek,  252  Locust  Street,  New  Hol- land, Pa.  17537 

Barbara    Miller,    44    Carrington     Avenue, 

Apt.  2,  Providence,  R.I.  02906 
Karen    Miller    Moss     (Mrs.    Neil),    1045 

Belmont  Street,  Watertown,  Ma.  02172 
Ann    Nelson,    537    Addison    Street,   West, 

Chicago,  II.  60613 
Alison  Oakes,   1450  East  56th  Street,  Chi- 

cago, II.  60637 
Suzanne  Pasley,   303  East  5th  Street,  Apt. 

D-2,  New  York,  N.Y.  10003 
Catherine    Perkins,    60    Brighton    Avenue, 

Apt.  110,  Allston,  Ma.  02134 
Kathleen  Perrone  Van  Wassen   (Mrs.  Rob- 

ert),  5559  Beeler   Srreet,  Apt.   1,   Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15217 



Karen  Polinsky,  811  South  Negley  Avenue, 
Apt.  206,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Helen  Pollock  Starr  (Mrs.  Judson  W.), 
222  St.  Paul  Street,  Apt.  1309,  Balti- 

more, Md.  21230 
Victoria  Rellich,  5814  Walnut  Street,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15232 
Jean  Robinson,  107  Smith  Lane,  Syracuse, 

N.Y.  13210 
Ann  Rosch,  709  West  116th  Street,  Apt.  9, 

Omaha,  Ne.  68154 
Christine  Sakamoto  Drake  (Mrs.  David 

R.),  1127  Banks  Street,  Apt.  #3,  Hous- 
ton, Tx.  77006 

Marcia  Seeler,  382  Commonwealth  Avenue, 
Apt.  53,  Boston,  Ma.  02215 

Erica  Shore  Boyd  (Mrs.  James,  Jr.),  639 
Albany  Avenue,  Apt.  5-J,  Brooklyn, 
N.Y.  11203 

Faye  H.  Singer  Rosch  (Mrs.  Jeffrey  M. ), 
Hopkins  House,  Apt.  2109,  Washington 
Square  South,   Philadelphia,   Pa.    19106 

Lynn  Frances  Stewart,  315  East  69th  Street, 
Apt.  10B,  New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Nina  Talalay,  2445  Lyttonsville  Road,  Sil- 
ver Spring,  Md.  20910 

Carolyn  E.  Taylor  Heysek  (Mrs.  Thomas 
M.),  2337  Hudson  Terrace,  Apt.  A-ll, 
Fort  Lee,  N.J.  07024 

Susan  Trees  Juliano  (Mrs.  James  F.), 
1216  Gray  Avenue,  Apt.  6-H,  Utica, 
N.Y.  13502 

Ann  Turnock,  Colegio  Americano,  Apart- 
ado  Aereo  3604,  Bogota,  Colombia,  S.A. 

Joan  Velkey  Feltovich  (Mrs.  Paul  J.), 
1818-l4th  Avenue,  South,  Apt.  60,  Min- 

neapolis, Mi.  55404 
Laura  Weill  Broun  (Mrs.  Jack  S. ),  375 
North  Drive,  North  Plainfield,  N.J. 
07060 

Marsha  L.  Weiss,  1450  East  56  Street,  Chi- 
cago, II.  60637 

Nancy  Weiss,  2825  East  130th  Street, 
Cleveland,  Oh.  44120 

Kathryn  Williams  Myerburg  (Mrs.  Rich- 
ard Sykes),  1334  East  Monrgomery  Ave- 
nue, Narberth,  Pa.  19072 

Barbara  Willis.  438  West  Johnson  Street, 
Madison,  Wi. 

Katherine  Wright  Mueller  (Mrs.  Donald 
Scott),  507  South  Elm  Street,  Cham- 

paign, II.  61820 
Carol  Zurheide,  117  2nd  Street,  North 

East,  #6,  Washington,  D.C.   20002 

Immediately  following  graduation  each 
year  a  letter  is  sent  from  the  alumnae 
office  to  all  former  students  of  that  class 

inviting  them  to  become  associate  mem- 
bers of  the  Alumnae  Association.  The  fol- 

lowing former  students  have  replied  to  the 
invitation  and  are  now  associate  members 
of  the  Class  of  1969. 

Emily  Barclay,  382  Commonwealth  Ave- 
nue, Apt.  53,  Boston,  Ma.  02215 

Mary  Clark,  9  Hawthorne  Place,  Apt.  8-M, 
Boston,  Ma.  02114 

Thayer  Cory,  220  Chestnut  Street,  Cam- 
bridge, Ma.  02139 

Kathryn  Gamage,  Harbor  Avenue,  Marble- 
head,  Ma.  01945 

Wendy  Graham,  487  Ward  Street,  New- 
ton, Ma.  02159 

Mary  Margaret  Hood,  148  Mary  Munford, 
University  of  Virginia,  Charlottesville, 
Va.  22903 

Carolyn  Hooton  Monarch  (Mrs.  Gary  A.), 
1033  Lincoln  Highway  West,  Irwin, 
Pa.  15642 

Elisabeth  Klemens  Manini  (Mrs.  Hugo 
A.),  Salta  17  Sur,  Ciudad,  San  Juan, 
Argentina,  S.A. 

Penelope  Lowe,  4  Nutting  Road,  Cam- 
bridge, Ma.  02138 

Martha  Mann,  7  Perera  Avenue,  Wayne, 
N.J.  07470 

Ellen  Newman  Edelstein  (Mrs.  Aaron  M. ), 
5620  Fifth  Avenue,  Apt.  A-9,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15232 

Penelope  Prudden  Red  field  (Mrs.  Richard 
B.,  Jr.),  16  Upland  Street,  Cambridge, 
Ma.  02140 

Linda  Richman,  411  West  116th  Street, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10027 

Linda  Scholle,  8  White  Birch  Lane,  Scars- 
dale,  N.Y.   10583 

Laura  reporting: 

My  apologies  to  my  section  of  the  class 
for  not  getting  my  report  of  their  news  to 
the  alumnae  office  before  the  deadline.  A 
three-week  trip  to  California  overlapped 
the  date.  Mrs.  Swisshelm  has  been  kind 
enough  to  take  the  following  information 
from  the  class  questionnaires  so  that  we 
may  be  included. 

Christine  Andrews:  teaching  in  Barnes- 
ville  Primary  School  and  working  for 
M.Ed,  at  LIniversity  of  Maryland. 

Mibs  Bainum:  In  September,  1970,  an 
M.A.  in  theatre  at  Wayne  State  University. 

Barbara  Bohne:  working  full  time  at 
Defense  Construction  Supply  Center  in 
Columbus,  Ohio. 

Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman:  husband  Gary 

is  an  engineer  with  Esso  Research  and  En- 
gineering. 

Sarah  Bornstein:  in  Master's — Ph.D.  pro- 
gram in  history  at  Rutgers  University. 

Wedding  planned  for  June  6,  1970.  New 
address  will  be  2635  Cranston  Road,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.  19131. 
Suzanne  Boucek  Berol:  with  her  husband 

John,  a  student  at  CMU,  studied  Spanish 
at  Guadalajara,  Mexico,  under  the  Univer- 

sity of  Arizona  summer  program. 
Alary-Alice  Brannin  Ross:  employed  at 

Norrh  Shore  Hospital;  husband  Michael, 
Bucknell  graduate,  with  Rubel  Corporation. 

Dianne  Bronstein  Goldman:  teaching 
history  at  P.S.  206,  Brooklyn;  husband 

Richard,  a  master's  candidate  at  Long 
Island  University  and  teaching  science  and 

biology  at  Midwood  High  Annex,  Brook- 

lyn. Sue  Brown  Weeks:  teaching  at  Cam- 
bridge School  at  Weston;  husband  John, 

Harvard  graduate,  management  trainee  at 
First  National  Bank  of  Boston. 

M.  Viki  Burden:  Ph.D.  candidate  (1972) 
in  microbiology  at  Georgetown  University. 

Sally  Burkhart  Albrook:  studying  for 
master  of  science  degree  in  physiology, 
husband  Raymond  a  physics  major,  both 

at  University  of  British  Columbia  in  Van- 
couver. 

Joanna  Campbell  Dellenbaugh:  husband 
Geoffrey  is  a  research  assistant  and  Ph.D. 
candidate  in  chemistry  at  University  of 
Pittsburgh. 

Barbara  Christie:  law  student  at  Villa- 
nova  University  School  of  Law. 

Dale  Cohen  Sollod:  employed  at  Irving 
Trust  Company;  husband  Robert  a  Ph.D. 
candidate  in  clinical  psychology  at  Colum- 

bia Teachers  College. 

Nancy  Cohen:  working  on  a  medical 
publication   in   New  York  City. 

Emily  Barclay:  completed  her  degree  at 
University  of  North  Carolina  and  is  work- 

ing  in   the  poli   sci   department  at  MIT. 
Mary  E.  Clark:  completed  her  degree  in 

political  science  at  Boston  University;  now 
with  National  Information  Services  in  Cam- bridge. 

Penny  Pruden  Redfield:  is  not  on  my  list 
but  I  know  that  her  husband  Bucky  is 
back  from  Vietnam  and  they  are  living  in Cambridge. 

Lois  reporting: 

Graduate  school  seems  to  be  a  popular 

"pastime"  for  many  '69  Chatham  grads. 
Bobara  DeCaulp  is  studying  at  the  Colum- 

bia University  School  of  Library  Science 
specializing  in  law  libraries  and  computers. 
Jody  Drooz  is  at  the  Georgetown  Law  Cen- 

ter working  toward  her  J.D.  in  law.  Prior 
to  settling  down  for  school  she  spent  the 
summer  in  California  and  Washington 
working  for  Senator  J.  C.  Boggs. 

Vivian  Garbuny  Goldberg  is  also  in 
Washington  studying  physiology  at  George- 

town. She  plans  to  start  her  research  this 

spring  doing  "something  with  sodium  re- absorption  in  the  kidneys  of  rats  with  high 

blood  pressure."  Vivian  writes  that  she 
sees  Vicki  Burdett  in  her  biochem  class, 
and  that  her  husband  Bobby,  a  chemist  at 
the  National  Bureau  of  Standards,  recently 

bumped  into  Chatham's  Dr.  Richey  who  is in  Washington  this  year  working  at  the 
Freer  Gallery.  Graduate  school  is  also 
keeping  Risa  Ellovich  busy.  She  is  at 
Indiana  University  concentrating  on  an- 

thropology and  African  studies. 
Ida  Gonzalez  Holstein  plans  to  join  the 

ranks  of  graduate  students  soon,  taking 
courses  in  social  work  at  Pitt  for  certifica- 

tion as  a  Home  and  School  Visitor.  Biri 
Fay,  also  thinking  seriously  about  grad 
school,  in  the  meantime  is  working  as  a 
curitorial  trainee,  junior  assistant  at  the 
Brooklyn  Museum  in  the  Department  of 
Ancient  Art.  Biri  saw  Ann  Nelson  and 
Susie  Elliott  in  Florence  last  summer  and 
has  seen  Janice  Gary,  Sarah  Olmstead  and 
Bonnie  Lombardo  in  New  York. 

Polly  Fritz  is  combining  graduate  school 
with  teaching.  She  expects  to  receive  her 

master's  in  education  from  Stanford  Uni- 
versity in  June  and  has  been  teaching  music 

in  a  San  Francisco  Junior  High  School 

while  pursuing  her  studies.  Evelyn  Gold- 
smith Kitay  is  also  combining  teaching 

with  graduate  school  at  N.Y.U.  where  she 

is  working  toward  her  master's  in  French. 
She  teaches  French  and  reading  ro  under- 

achieves at  a  Brooklyn  private  school. 

Evelyn's  busy  fall  included  her  marriage  to 
Michael  who  is  a  lawyer.  Her  wedding, 
a  miniature  Chatham  reunion,  included 
Kathy  Romanski  as  maid  of  honor,  Marion 
Lefebre  as  a  bridesmaid  and  Joylyn  Varg- 
ish,  Rose  Kirschenbaum  (70)  and  Sherry 

Handsman    ('70)    as  guests. 
Jackie  Emery  Flynn,  another  newlywed, 

is  reaching  seventh  and  eighth  grade  math 
in  the  East  Allegheny  District  outside  of 
Pittsburgh  while  her  husband  Ned  finishes 
his  last  year  of  law  school  at  Pitt.  Dixie 
Dixon  Toker  is  also  teaching  but  at  the 
other  end  of  the  state.  She  teaches  German 
at  a  private  school  outside  Philadelphia 
where  John  works  as  an  attorney. 

Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna's  husband  is 
also  on  his  way  to  becoming  a  lawyer. 
They  are  living  in  New  York  City  where 
Bob   is  a  third-year  law  student  and  editor 
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of  the  Law  Review  while  Bobbi  keeps 
busy  working  in  the  Office  of  the  Mayot 
with  poverty  groups. 

Jennifer  Gearhart  Grason,  another  re- 
cently married,  is  working  as  an  assistant 

buyer  at  Kaufmann's  while  her  husband  is 
an  assistant  professor  of  electrical  engineer- 

ing at  Carnegie-Mellon.  Betty  Chiafullo 

was  Jennifer's  attendent  at  her  October wedding. 

And  on  a  "better  late  than  never"  note, 
I  just  heard  from  Ginger  Getman  who  is 
currently  recovering  from  a  bout  with  hep- 

atitis, but  sends  assurance  that  all  else  is 
fine  in  Sierra  Leone  where  she  is  serving 
in  the  Peace  Corps.  She  is  teaching  second 

grade  in  a  village  of  600  Mendes  "using  a 
good  bit  of  Mende  language  to  teach 

English." Back  in  the  states,  after  a  summer  of 

Chatham  "wedding-hopping,"  Sandy  and 
I  joined  the  ranks  in  August.  Chathamites 
present  included  former  room-mates  Har- 

riet Katz  Bacbman  and  Risa  Ellovich  as 
well  as  Ann  Posner,  Gail  Hart,  Dianne 
Bronstein  Goldman,  Sarah  Bornstein,  Laura 
Weill  Broun,  Sue  Broun  Weeks  and  Barb 

Miller.  After  a  somewhat  hectic  fall  we're 
settled  in  our  new  jobs,  new  apartment, 

etc.  Sandy's  working  in  the  news  depart- 
ment of  WNBF-AM-FM  and  I'm  working 

as  Program  Director  of  the  Binghamton 

Girls'  Club.  Both  keep  us  busy  and  happy 
.  .  .  Thanks  to  all  who  responded  to  my 
questionnaire. 

Barb  reporting: 

Everyone  seems  so  busy  with  so  many 

different  things — and  we've  been  out  of 
Chatham  less  than  one  year! 
Many  classmates  are  continuing  their 

educations.  Sally  Hamilton  is  working  for 
her  M.A.  in  German  at  the  University  of 
Kentucky.  Also  in  graduate  school  are 
Cindy  Martin,  at  the  University  of  Minne- 

sota, and  Nance  Jacobson  at  Brown  Univer- 
sity. Nance  plans  to  teach  English.  I  was 

so  pleased  to  hear  from  Mary  Hood,  who 
hopes  to  obtain  her  B.S.  from  the  Univer- 

sity of  Virginia  this  June.  She  plans  to 
specialize  in  special   education. 

Even  more  members  of  our  class  are 
hard  at  work.  Holly  Meek  /ooks  forward 
to  a  summer  wedding.  She  is  temporarily 
a  proofreader  for  The  Science  Press  until 

the  wedding,  after  which  she  and  "Den" 
will  belong  to  the  Navy  for  three  years. 

Mimi  Majeuski  is  a  Software  specialist 
with  Sylvania,  and  is  living  with  Kate 
Perkins  in  Boston.  Mimi  has  spent  the 
winter  learning  to  ski,  and,  last  summer, 
attended  the  weddings  of  Sue  Trees,  Jane 
DeLucia,  and  Diane  Himes. 

Harriet  Katz  is  presently  a  social  worker 
in  Baltimore,  and  her  husband  is  a  teacher 
at  Anne  Arundel  Community  College.  Ann 
Judson  Ratcliffe  is  teaching  eighth  and 
ninth  grade  English  at  Taylor  Allderdice 

High  School,  and  "Rats"  is  in  his  last 
semester  at  the  University  of  Pittsbutgh 
Law  School. 

Harriet  Hudson  is  a  production  editor 

at  Academic  Ptess,  Inc.  She's  sharing  an apartment  with  Peggy  Rosenthal,  who  is 
thinking  of  attending  film  school.  Harriet 
is  thinking  seriously  of  attending  medical 
school.  Eleanor  Levinson  Peris  sends  greet- 
ings. 

Joyce  Kass  Eisenstein  is  a  medical  secre- 
tary at  Columbia  Medical  School.  Barry, 

a    1968   graduate  of   Kenyon,   is   a  medical 
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student  at  Columbia  University  College  of 
Physicians  and  Surgeons.  Joyce  was  a 

bridesmaid  in  Kathy  Wright  Meuller's wedding. 

Busy  as  an  editorial  and  research  assis- 
tant, Management  Institute  of  Boston  Col- 
lege, is  Karen  Miller  Moss.  Her  husband 

Neil  is  a  consultant  for  Sterling  Institute 
and  a  doctoral  candidate  at  Harvard  Busi- 

ness School. 
Sandra  Guest  Stevenson,  Barbara  L. 

Miller,  Mimi  Majewski,  and  Ida  Gonzalez 
Holstein  were  members  of  the  wedding 
party  of  Diane  Himes  Ambrose.  Diane  is 
now  an  assistant  librarian  in  the  Book- 

mobile Branch  of  the  Carnegie  Library  of 
Pittsburgh.  Her  husband  is  a  student  at 
the  Duquesne  Univetsity  School  of  Law. 

As  for  myself,  Barb,  I  really  have  my 

hands  full.  I  am  a  graduate  student  work- 
ing toward  my  Ph.D.  in  microbiology  at 

Upstate  Medical  Center,  Syracuse.  At  the 

same  time,  I'm  taking  care  of  our  beautiful 
new  son,  Brian.  Joe  is  a  pharmacist  at 

Memorial  Hospital  here  in  Syracuse.  We're so  happy  here,  and  Brian  makes  everything 

perfect.  At  the  moment,  we're  madly  sav- 
ing for  a  house.  My  best  wishes  to  every- 
one until  next  year!  Getting  all  this  in- 

formation together  is  fun — it's  great  to know  what  everyone  else  is  doing. 

Merle  reporting: 

Responses  from  the  class  did  not  come 
in  great  numbers,  though  all  of  the  asso- 

ciate members  responded.  I  guess  not  many 
of  us  feel  that  we  have  been  away  long 
enough   to  have   much  to   report. 

For  those  of  you  who  are  wondering 
about  the  whereabout  of  Penny  Loire,  she 
is  living  in  Cambridge  with  Holly  Lani- 

gan,  '68,  and  studying  at  Boston  University. 
Penny  expects  to  receive  her  B.S.  in  ele- 

mentary education  in  '71.  While  in  Boston 
she  is  an  active  membet  of  the  "Sierra 
Club,"  busy  fighting  highways  and  pollu- tion ( ? ) ! . 

Marcia  Seeler  is  also  living  in  Cam- 
bridge. She  is  working  at  M.I.T.  where 

she  is  in  charge  of  the  Film  Series. 
Kate  Perkins  is  living  in  Allston,  Mass. 

and  is  working  at  the  Simmons  Graduate 
School  of  Library  Science.  Following  a 
similar  line,  but  in  New  Jersey,  Susan 
Priest  is  a  student  in  library  science  at 
Rutgers.  Wonder  if  she  has  run  into 
Sarah  Bornstein? 

Joining  those  still  involved  in  the  world 
of  academia,  Jean  Robinson  is  a  graduate 
assistant  at  Syracuse  while  working  on  a 
degree  in  child  development.  Jean  reports 

that  she  is  "unofficially  engaged"  to  Robert 
H.   Andrews,  Jr.    Is  it  official  yet,  Jean? 

The  Windy  City  hosts  at  least  two  mem- 
bers of  the  Class  of  '69.  Ann  Nelson  is 

working  in  the  art  department  of  a  Chicago 
advertising  agency,  Earl  Ludgin  and  Com- 

pany, and  finding  the  work  to  be  very 
interesting. 

At  the  University  of  Chicago,  Alison 

Oakes  is  working  for  a  master's  in  social 
service  administration.  She  is  living  with 
her  sister  and  Marsha  Weiss.  They  are 
keeping  in  touch  with  Chatham  through 

periodic  visitors  from  the  Class  of  '70. 
Jody  Drooz  also  keeps  in  touch  with 

friends  still  at  Chatham  and  feels  that 
there  is  a  great  deal  of  concern  re  the 
effect  of  a  modern  library  building  on  the 
beauty  of  the  campus. 

Maybe  Ellen  Newman  Edelstein  could 
comment  on  this  for  us  in  the  next  issue. 

Ellen  is  in  Pittsburgh  working  as  a  Vet- 
erans' Claim  Examiner  at  the  Veterans 

Administration  while  husband  Aaron  is  a 

planning  engineer. 
Associate  Martha  Mann  is  at  Katherine 

Gibbs,  New  York  school,  after  graduating 
from  Drew  University. 

Neither  Suzanne  Paisley  in  New  York 
City  nor  Ann  Posner  in  Rochester  have 
much  new  to  report  but  both  send  greet- 
ings  to  the  rest  of  us. 

Joining  me  in  Baltimore,  Helen  Pollock 
Starr  is  working  as  a  marketing  research 
analyst  for  the  First  National  Bank.  Jud  is 
still  in  Army  Intelligence  at  Fort  Holabird. 

Neither  one  of  the  Starrs  "iove  their  work," 
but  they  are  hoping  to  find  excitement  in 
Europe  this  spring  if  the  Army  agrees  thai 
Jud  should  have  the  three  weeks  to  go. 

After  one  semester  in  the  sociology  de- 
partment at  Temple,  I  am  back  in  Balti- 

more for  a  short  stay.  I  have  given  up  my 

research  assistantship  with  Robert  Bell,  re- 
ported to  be  the  next  Kinsey.to  marry  Rich- 

ard Intner  on  April  12,  1970.  My  atten- 
dants include  Jody  Drooz,  and  the  Weisses, 

Connie  and  Marsha.  A  Wharton  grad, 
Richard  works  in  the  New  York  office  of 
Price  Waterhouse,  so  we  will  live  in  Forest 

Hills,  New  York  and  I  will  finish  my  de- 
gree somewhere  in  New  York. 

Those  I  have  run  into  since  leaving 
Chatham  in  May  include  Susan  Trees  Juli- 
ano  and  Kathy  Wright  Mueller  and  Jim  at 

Faye  Singer  Rosch's  wedding  in  June.  Faye 
and  Jeff  are  in  Philadelphia,  but  our  con- 

tact was  limited  to  the  telephone  since 
neither  of  us  have  a  car  and  Philly  after 
dark  is  not  the  greatest. 

Sarah  Bornstein  and  Yale  visited  Connie 
Weiss  and  me  when  we  were  living  in 
Philadelphia.  Back  in  Pittsburgh,  Connie 
is  visiting  with  me  now  on  her  way  to 
Chicago  to  spend  some  time  with  Marsha. 

Jody  Drooz  is  a  frequent  visitor  to  Balti- 
more and  on  one  trip  this  summer  brought 

Judy  Rogoff  with  her.  Judy  was  living  in 
Washington  with  Jody  at  the  time,  but 
has  since  moved  on  to  Boston.  How  about 

notifying  the  Alumnae  Office  of  your  Bos- ton address,  Judy? 

That  is  all  for  my  news.  Just  one  final 
comment — if  you  happen  to  be  in  the  New 
York  City  area  please  call.  Both  Richard and  I  love  company! 

Dottie  reporting: 

Faye  Singer  Rosch  is  a  technician  in  the 
department  of  biochemistry  at  Jefferson 
Medical  College  where  her  husband  is  a 
student. 

Joan  Velkey  Feltovich,  married  to  a 
graduate  student  at  the  University  of  Min- 

nesota, is  substitute  teaching  in  a  very  cold 
climate.  Her  wedding  party  included  Jen- 

nifer Gearhart  Grason,  Cynthia  Linhart 

'71,  and  Nona  Eisenbies  '71.  Penny  Ander- 
son Gladwell,  '67,  was  a  guest.  Joan  com- 

mented that  all  Chathamites  are  not  mi- 
grating to  Boston  as  evidenced  by  the  pres- 

ence of  Faith  Yoho  Jaycox  '68,  Cindy Martin  and  Ann    Wakeley  in  Minneapolis. 
April  Wooden  is  in  graduate  school  at 

the  University  of  Delawate  in  physiologi- 
cal psychology.  She  spent  the  Christmas 

holidays  studying  education  facilities  and 
medical  facilities  of  the  Soviet  Union. 
Linda    Richman,    an    associate    member    of 



our  class,  is  in  graduate  school  at  Colum- 
bia University  School  of  Social  Work. 

Lynn  Stewart  is  a  claims  representative 
for  the  Social  Security  Administration.  She 
is  visiting  in  Europe  for  the  month  of  May. 

Jo  Ann  Watson  is  a  third  grade  teacher 
at  the  Homewood  Elementary  School  in 
Pittsburgh.  Jo  Ann  and  I  were  in  Judy 

Cooper  Beaner's  wedding  last  August  along 
with  Sally  Hamilton,  Nancy  Best  and  Karen 
Polinsky.  Over  the  holidays  Judy,  who 
came  in  from  Michigan,  Jo  Ann  and  I 
visited  with  Polly  Fritz,  who  came  back 
from  San  Francisco  for  Christmas.  I  am 
kept  rather  busy  as  a  graduate  student  in 
the  department  of  educational  research  at 
the  University  of  Pittsburgh  working 
toward  my  M.A. 

Katherine  Wright  Mueller,  who  is  mar- 
ried to  a  graduate  student  in  organic  chem- 

istry at  the  University  of  Illinois,  is  a  re- 
search assistant  in  the  department  of  phar- 

macology at  the  same  school.  At  their 

wedding  Joyce  Kass  Eisenstein  was  a  brides- 
maid and  Faye  Singer  Rosch  attended. 

Carol  Zurheide  is  assistant  to  the  Dean 
of  the  Corcoran  School  of  Art  where  she 

is  trying  to  study  sculpture.  Paige  Church- 
man is  living  nearby.  Anne  Murton  and 

Kathy  Cochrane  visit  occasionally. 
Nina  Talalay  is  sharing  an  apartment 

with  Christina  Andrews.  Both  are  pre- 
school teachers  at  Barnesville  Primary 

School  and  are  taking  a  course  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Maryland  Extension  in  early 

childhood.  Nina  teaches  art  and  Christie 
teaches  math.  Their  apartment  is  just  a 
few  minutes  from  Washington  which 
makes  them  very  happy. 

Marsha  Weiss  is  in  the  graduate  school 
of  education  at  the  Univetsity  of  Chicago 

working  toward  her  master's  degree  in  the 
teaching  program  with  a  specialty  in  his- 

tory.    She    is    teaching    in    the    laboratory 

school  there.  Allison  Oakes  shares  an 

apartment  with  Marsha  along  with  Alli- 
son's sister,  Andrea. 

Barbara  Willis  is  doing  graduate  work 
in  English  literature  at  the  University  of 

Wisconsin.  She  was  in  Harriet  Dye's  wed- 
ding over  Christmas  and  saw  Sue  Cosgrove 

Jones  '68,  and   Caroline  Roth,    '68,  there. Laura  Weill  Brown  is  teaching  high 
school  French  and  is  working  toward  her 
M.I.T.  Her  husband  is  an  executive  at 
Saks   Fifth   Avenue. 

Caroline  Taylor  Heysek's  husband  is 
working  on  Wall  Street  for  the  Morgan 
Guaranty  Trust  Company  and  is  attending 
New  York  University  Graduate  Business 
School  part  time,  while  Carolyn  is  the 

associate  editor  of  "Toys  and  Novelties," 
a  toy  trade  magazine. 

Rosemary  Spierer  is  working  in  the  cre- 
ative department  of  Muller,  Jordan,  Her- 

rick,  an  advertising  agency. 

Reflections,  continued  from  page  8 

faculty  and  students  as  well  as  the  college  administration. 

Concern  for  the  total  college  community  is  perfectly  exem- 
plified by  the  acting  chairman,  Mr.  George  D.  Lockhart, 

and  is  readily  apparent  in  the  tone  of  Board  deliberations. 

In  addition  to  being  distinguished  in  the  quality  and 

credentials  of  its  members,  the  Board  is  a  very  hard- 
working group.  This  is  especially  true  of  those  members 

drawn  from  the  Pittsburgh  area,  who  carry  the  heaviest 

loads  of  committee  work  between  scheduled  meetings. 

Informed  and  probing  questions  give  evidence  not  only 

of  talent  and  experience,  but  of  conscientious  homework 

and  unwavering  attention  by  the  entire  membership.  It  is 

a  rare  board  of  directors  that  does  not  give  some  room  to 

members  whose  principal  contribution  is  a  respected  name 

to  grace  the  institutional  catalog  or  annual  report.  Ours 
seems  to  be  that  rare  kind  of  board. 

In  the  three  years  I  have  served  as  an  alumnae  trustee,  I 

have  seen  not  the  slightest  evidence  that  any  matter,  impor- 

tant or  trivial,  has  been  subject  to  pre-planned  maneuver. 

Openness,  depth,  and  thoroughness  are  consistently  char- 
acteristic of  the  discussion.  One  effect  of  this  is  to  render 

even  unpromising  agenda  items  alive  and  interesting, 

though,  to  be  sure,  there  are  few  matters  of  business  that 
could  be  so  described. 

Perhaps  the  eminently  successful  operation  of  Chatham 

College  makes  it  redundant  for  me  to  say  that  your  confi- 

dence in  its  administration  and  board  is  extremely  well- 

founded.  I  appreciated  the  opportunity  to  have  this  recon- 

firmed for  myself,  and  thank  the  Alumnae  Association  for 
it  herewith. 

Chatham  Career  Counseling 

Within  the  next  few  months  a  committee,  under  the 

chairmanship  of  Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54,  will  begin 
the  task  of  setting  up  a  reference  file  on  alumnae  careers. 

Its  purpose  will  be  to  provide  readily  accessible  informa- 
tion about  the  kinds  of  jobs  Chatham  alumnae  are  engaged 

in,  and  to  enlist  the  services  of  employed  alumnae  as  job 

consultants  for  present  students  and  other  Chatham  grad- 
uates. 

It  is  the  plan  of  the  committee  and  of  the  alumnae  office 

to  work  very  closely  with  Miss  Peggy  O'Hara,  the  college 
career  counselor,  in  order  to  provide  a  much  needed  service 

to  alumnae  and  students  alike.  The  first  questionnaires 

will  go  to  alumnae  living  and  working  in  metropolitan 

areas.  The  success  of  the  project  will  depend  largely  upon, 

the  cooperation  of  the  alumnae  who  are  asked  to  return 

the  questionnaires. 

Job  Advisory  Service 

Pittsburgh  area  alumnae  who  are  interested  in  part-time 
jobs,  either  paid  or  volunteer,  are  invited  to  consult  Job 

Advisory  Service,  a  new  organization  sponsored  by  the 

Pittsburgh  Women's  Alumnae  Club  Council  of  which 
Chatham  Alumnae  Association  is  a  member. 

JAS  has  temporary  office  space  in  Beatty  Hall  at  Chat- 
ham, next  door  to  the  Alumnae  Office.  Staffed  by  volun- 
teers, three  of  them  Chatham  alumnae,  the  office  hours  are 

10:00  A.M.  to  2:00  P.M.  on  Monday,  Tuesday  and  Thurs- 

day. The  telephone  number  is  441-8200,  ext.  256.  Calls 
should  be  made  only  during  the  specified  office  hours. 
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Center  Insert:  After  two  years  of  in- 
tensive study  the  Committee  on  the 

Future  of  the  College  has  published 

its  report,  The  Alternative  to  Coed- 
ucation.   The  report  follows  page  22. 
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mnae  are  extremely  important  and  effective  in  channeling  the 

st  of  qualified  students  toward  Chatham  and  alerting  the  Admis- 

Office    to    students — including    daughters! — who    should    know 
about  Chatham. 

iir  help  is  needed  to  encourage  and  recommend  students  who  may 

i:erested  in  Chatham's  new  and  unique  educational  offerings.  As 

amna,  you  can  describe  Chatham's  relationship  to  the  city  as  a 

ing  laboratory  and  to  the  six  colleges  and  universities  with  which 

jits  enjoy  cross-registration.  You  know  of  its  commitment  to 

i  dualized  education,  and  you  have  learned  from  recent  publications 

i  the  exciting  Interim  courses  and  the  expanding  opportunities  for 
lendent  study. 

^ou  know  of  interested  students  in  your  area,  please  submit  their 

|  i  on  the  attached  card  and  mail  it  to  the  College.  The  Admissions 
will  handle  the  rest. 

r  commitment  to  top  quality  education  for  women  has  been 

•med,  and,  with  your  continued  support,  our  source  of  qualified 
:nts  is  assured. 
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Center  Insert:  After  two  years  of  in- 
tensive study  the  Committee  on  the 

Future  of  the  College  has  published 

its  report,  The  Alternative  to  Coed- 
ucation.   The  report  follows  page  22. 

Do  you  feel  a  generation  gap?  Do  you  have  cabin  fever?  W 

complete  your  bachelor's  degree?  Want  to  take  a  refresher  o 
Want  to  be  certified  to  teach? — Pittsburgh  alumnae,  check  with 

alma  mater;  out-of-town  alumnae,  consult  your  local  college  or  u 
sity. 

As  reported  in  the  Fall  1970  Recorder,  open  registration  for  Ch 

alumnae  was  recommended  by  the  Alumnae  Council  and  sti 

endorsed  by  the  college  faculty,  administration  and  students. 

To  enroll  in  a  course  at  Chatham: 

1 )  File  application  with  the  Admissions  Office.  $5.00  applicatic 

for  alumnae  who  have  earned  a  bachelor's  degree;  regular  $ 
application  fee  for  all  others. 

2 )  Make  an  appointment  to  talk  with  a  member  of  the  admi 

staff. 
3 )  The  admissions  staff  will  make  arrangements  for  you  to  talk 

the  appropriate  members  of  the  faculty. 

Fees: 

Part-time  student  (2  or  less  courses  per  term) — $250  per  cou. 

Full-time  student  (  3  or  more  courses  per  term) — full  tuition. 
Please  contact  the  Admissions  Office  for  application,  catalogue  or 

informarion  about  registration. 
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INTERIM 
INTERVIEW 

by   Virginia  Long  Carlson   '48 

"We  believe  that  a  college  should  be  a  community  of 
fully  participating  faculty  and  student  scholars,  a  commu- 

nity in  which  the  responsibility  for  the  success  of  our  living 

together  is  shared.  Through  vigilant  examination  and  re- 

examination of  ourselves  as  individuals  and  as  a  commu- 

nity, we  have  developed  Chatham's  flexible  curriculum,  the 
Interim,  the  4-1-4  academic  calendar  .  .  ."  So  states  the 
Chatham  College  Bulletin  of  December  1970. 

In  order  to  take  full  advantage  of  the  close  faculty-student 
relationship  at  Chatham,  a  new  academic  program  has  been 

implemented  at  the  College.  A  new  academic  calendar  con- 
sists of  two  terms  of  fourteen  weeks  each,  during  which  the 

student  pursues  four  courses,  separated  by  a  one  month 

Interim  term  in  January  in  which  the  student  undertakes 

i  just  one  project.  According  to  Dr.  Richard  Morrill,  the 

director  of  the  Interim  program,  entering  freshman  are 

required  to  take  two  Interims  but  may,  if  they  like,  partici- 
pate in  all  four.  Students  must  have  a  sponsor  for  the 

i  program  they  choose  and  the  program  must  be  approved  by 
the  Interim  Committee. 

According  to  some  of  the  students  who  recently  partici- 
pated in  the  January  1971  Interim,  learning  took  on  a 

brand  new  cast.  Gone  were  the  geographic  boundaries  of 

the  campus,  gone  were  the  fixed  hours  of  classes,  and  gone 

were  the  traditional  grades  associated  with  "regular"  courses. 
There  was  an  air  of  excitement  and  enthusiasm  surrounding 

the  students  interviewed  about  their  experiences. 

A  more  attractive  group  of  girls  would  be  hard  to  imag- 
ine. Beauty  per  se  may  not  be  a  requirement  for  entrance 

to  Chatham,  but  one  would  not  be  able  to  prove  it  by  the 
students  who  were  interviewed.  Added  to  their  natural 

beauty  was  a  sparkle,  a  zest,  a  purposefulness  not  always 

associated  with  youthful  people  in  these  times.  As  each 

spoke  of  her  experiences,  she  actually  seemed  to  glow. 

Debbie  Bickel  spoke  first  about  her  independent  study  of 

decorative  and  casting  techniques  of  the  Chinese  bronzes 

at  the  Freer  Gallery  in  Washington,  D.C.  Debbie,  a  history 

major,  likes  oriental  art.  While  she  lived  in  Georgetown, 

she  was  granted  free  reign  at  the  Freer  Galleries  to  study 

the  bronzes.  Dr.  John  Pope,  director  of  the  Galleries,  had 

granted  Debbie  permission  to  remove  the  bronzes  from 
their  cases  in  order  that  she  might  study  them  closely. 

Janice  Crookham  spent  most  of  her  Interim  studying 

Williamsburg,  Virginia,  because  she  is  interested  in  restora- 
tion. She  spent  a  week  in  Williamsburg  and  there  used  the 

reference  library.  Janice  plans  to  do  graduate  work  in 
restoration. 

Debby  Patton  and  Nelle  Sandridge,  both  members  of  the 

The  Freer  Chinese  Bronzes Number  36 



Chatham  Choir,  spent  their  Interim  at  Hamilton  College 

in  Clinton,  New  York,  near  Utica.  Sixty-five  Chatham  stu- 
dents and  forty  Hamilton  students  combined  voices  for 

four  hours  every  day  in  an  intensive  study  of  twentieth- 
century  chant  music.  For  the  most  part,  students  paid  their 

own  way,  staying  in  barracks  for  a  dollar  a  day.  At  the  end 

of  their  study  they  composed  their  own  piece  and  recorded 

it.  Both  Nelle  and  Debby  spoke  enthusiastically  about  the 

Choir's  trip  to  Europe  next  summer. 
Two  other  Chathamites  undertook  a  study  of  architec- 

ture: Mary  Beth  Coffman,  an  art  history  major,  and  Betsy 

Schwab,  a  drama  major,  participated  in  lectures,  discussions, 

readings,  films,  and  field  trips  which  introduced  them  to  the 

basic  vocabulary  and  concepts  of  architecture  as  a  medium, 

such  as  structure,  orientation  (site),  space,  and  circulation. 

The  course  was  taught  at  the  College  by  five  Pittsburgh 

architects  and  included  walking  tours  of  the  city  and  meet- 
ings with  the  City  Planning  Commission.  Betsy  and  Mary 

Beth  had  to  design  a  park,  a  city  block,  and  a  building 

which  would  be  built  on  the  Chatham  campus  using  the 

contours  of  the  land.  Implicit  in  their  relating  of  their 

experiences  was  a  deep  awe  and  respect  for  the  architec- 
tural profession. 

Cheryl  Dowds  participated  in  an  exchange  program  with 

Washington  and  Jefferson  College,  during  which  she 

studied  pre-med  at  the  Mercy  Hospital  in  Washington,  Pa., 
for  four  hours  a  day,  five  days  a  week.  A  different  field 

was  studied  each  day.  Cheryl,  majoring  in  biology,  plans 

to  go  into  medicine  as  a  general  practitioner.  She  was  able 

to  participate  in  an  intensive  laboratory  experience  for  two 

hours  a  day,  working  at  slides,  in  a  study  of  tissues  and  cells. 

As  she  put  it,  "It  sounds  like  a  lot  of  time,  but  you  need  it." 
Another  kind  of  experience  was  the  one  in  whch  Joan 

Klopp  participated.  A  German  and  French  major,  Joan 

and  a  group  of  eleven  others  went  to  Switzerland  where 

they  stayed  with  a  Swiss  family  and  became  completely 

immersed  in  European  language  and  culture.  As  she  put  it, 

it  was  a  great  opportunity  living  near  Berne  and  speaking 

German  constantly.  The  father  of  the  family  with  which 

Joan  stayed  was  a  teacher  and  she  was  able  to  observe  their 

schools  from  the  fifth  to  the  ninth  grades.  Joan  became 

very  animated  when  she  recalled  the  wonderful  things  the 

children  did  in  the  schools  there.  They  all  seemed  to  be 

involved  and  enthusiastic  about  what  they  were  doing.  In 

Switzerland,  some  people  never  get  to  fifth  grade:  they  are 

tested  and  some  don't  make  it. 

What  is  it  like  living  and  teaching  in  an  American  sub- 

culture? Asked  what  is  meant  by  a  subculture,  Susan  Mc- 

Ceney  offered  one  definition:  It's  any  group  of  people  other 
than  those  considered  to  be  white  Middle  Americans. 

Susan's  Interim  was  spent  in  a  rural  mining  community 
near  Uniontown,  Pa.,  in  an  area  designated  as  Appalachia. 

Eight  students  went  and  they  stayed  in  three  "dinky"  little 
rooms  in  the  home  of  a  retired  teacher.  The  project  in 

which  Susan  participated  was  funded  by  Mrs.  Vira  Heinz. 



The  school  in  which  she  taught  was  the  German  Central 

Elementary  School,  and  all  of  the  people  working  in  the 

school  district  are  originally  from  that  area.  Susan  was 

especially  impressed  with  the  principal  who  she  thought 
was  a  wonderful  person.  Susan  spoke  with  a  great  deal  of 

affection  about  her  experience  in  the  small  town  of  Mc- 

Collingtown,  which  consisted  largely  of  a  gas  station — 
period.  She  feels  she  learned  much  about  teaching  methods 

and  about  people,  and  as  a  result  of  her  experience,  she  plans 

to  go  into  teaching.  A  sophomore  at  the  present  time,  she 
feels  she  now  knows  the  direction  in  which  she  wants  to  go. 

In  attempting  to  sum  up  the  feelings  of  the  group  of 

girls  interviewed,  it  would  be  safe  to  say  that  all  of  them 

gained  something  infinitely  valuable  from  their  Interim 

experiences,  that  all  of  them  surprised  even  themselves  with 

the  amount  and  degree  of  dedication  with  which  they  pur- 

sued their  aims,  and  that  all  are  looking  forward  to  con- 
tinuing in  some  way  what  they  have  begun.  Joan  Crookham 

is  already  planning  ahead  to  next  year  when  she  will  be 

doing  more  restoration  work  under  the  aegis  of  Dr.  J.  Cut- 
ler Andrews,  Professor  of  History  at  Chatham.  Already  she 

knows  that  alumnae  in  the  Harrisburg,  Philadelphia,  Dis- 
trict of  Columbia,  and  Williamsburg  areas  will  be  asked 

for  help  with  housing  for  students  while  they  do  their  work. 

Debbie  Bickel  said  it  for  all  the  girls  when  she  stated  that 

she  completely  surprised  herself  with  the  amount  of  work 

she  did.  Debby  Patton  said  she  liked  the  pass-fail  system 
in  some  courses  because  she  concentrated  on  what  she  was 

doing  without  worrying  about  grades  and  surprised  herself 

by  working  harder  than  she  ever  had  in  her  life. 

Much  of  rhe  credit  for  the  success  of  the  Interim  program 

must  go  to  Dr.  Richard  Morrill,  young,  intelligent,  com- 
mitted. He  explained  that  the  Interim  is  a  new  kind  of 

intellectual  venture  with  emphasis  on  voluntary  participa- 

tion of  the  faculty.  Thanks  to  a  "revolution"  on  campus 
last  spring,  during  which  the  Interim  was  introduced,  the 

requirement  for  College  Board  examinations  for  admission 

was  eliminated,  and  auditing  of  classes  prior  to  final  selec- 
tion of  courses  was  offered  to  incoming  freshmen,  new 

forms  have  emerged — "forms  that  we  deem  contemporary 
means  of  fulfilling  the  traditional  convictions  in  which 

Chatham  College  is  rooted." 
If  nine  lovely  young  women  are  in  any  way  indicative 

of  a  wave  of  the  future,  Chatham  and  the  world  need  not 

worry.  And  if  a  youthful  professor  has  anything  to  say 

about  it,  we  can  all  rest  comfortably  knowing  that  Chatham 

young  women  are  being  educated  in  the  finest,  noblest 

sense  of  the  word.  John  Witherspoon,  an  early  president 

of  Princeton  University  stated  that,  "The  end  of  a  liberal 

education  is  to  set  all  human  powers  in  motion."  One  could 
almost  feel  those  human  powers  being  set  in  motion  during 

the  interview  with  the  nine  who  shared  their  experiences 

with  this  interviewer.  They  all  seemed  to  be  fortunate 

indeed  in  that  they  all  apparently  knew  what  it  means  to 
be  involved,  to  be  committed,  to  be  alive. 

INTERIM  Addenda  «" 
Alumnae  Assistance  Needed 

The  nine  students  who  were  interviewed  by  Virginia 

Carlson  represent  only  a  small  percentage  of  the  410  who 

participated  in  the  1971  Interim,  and  the  subjects  selected 

for  both  independent  and  group  study  cover  a  wide  variety 
of  interests. 

It  is  interesting  to  note,  also,  that  two  sons  of  alumnae 

were  among  the  young  men  from  other  colleges  who  en- 
rolled in  courses  offered  on  campus.  Tom  Ladley,  son  of 

Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  '43,  was  a  member  of  the  class 
studying  Introduction  to  Architecture.  Jonathan  Emley, 

whose  mother  is  Shirley  Gordon  Emley  '35,  took  the  course 
on  The  Study  of  the  City. 

As  might  be  expected  in  the  first  trial  of  any  new  pro- 

gram, there  were  some  problems — particularly  for  students 

doing  independent  study  off  campus.  The  alumnae-student 

relations  committee,  whose  membership  includes  six  alum- 
nae and  a  dozen  or  more  students,  suggest  two  ways  in 

which  alumnae  might  help  alleviate  these  problems. 

1 )  Suggest  the  names  of  persons  in  your  local  area  who 

might  be  interested  in  having  a  student  as  an  intern  during 

the  month  of  January,  1972.  Areas  of  interest  include  law, 

medicine,  scientific  laboratory  projects  (chemistry  and  biol- 
ogy), hospitals,  museums,  art  galleries,  television,  theater, 

film  making,  art,  government,  urban  affairs,  and  many, 

many  others. 
2)  Offer  bed  and  or  board  to  a  student  who  might  come 

to  your  area  to  work  on  her  project.  The  extra  costs  in- 
volved in  working  in  another  city  can  be  a  determining 

factor  in  a  student's  selection  of  a  project.  And,  in  addition 
to  helping  the  student,  it  can  be  an  interesting  experience 
for  the  alumnae  family. 

One  of  the  major  purposes  of  the  Alumnae  Association 
is  to  work  with  and  for  the  students — our  future  members. 

Many  of  the  alumnae-student  activities  must  be  campus- 
centered,  but  these  suggestions  offer  the  opportunity  for 

alumnae  all  over  the  country  to  participate  in  the  program. 

Communications  having  to  do  with  the  project  should  be 

addressed  to:  ALUMNAE-STUDENT  PROJECT,  Alumnae 
Office,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232. 



Marcus  Welby  off  the  air? 

Oh,  no!" 
by  Helen  Heatb  Smith   '44 

Ruth  Swisshelm  has  not  made  things  easy  for  her  biog- 

raphers. A  high  school  drop-out  who  becomes  a  business 
tycoon;  a  coddled  rich  girl  who  champions  social  reform; 

these  are  the  stories  that  write  themselves.  But  what  do  you 

do  with  a  subject  whose  leadership  qualities  and  direction 

have  been  clearly  apparent  since  girlhood?  who  is  remem- 
bered in  student  days  for  the  quiet  authority,  evenness  of 

temper,  dependability,  meticulous  attention  to  detail,  capa- 
ble handling  of  all  assignments,  that  now  still  characterize 

her  as  she  prepares  to  take  leave  of  the  office  of  Director  of 
Alumnae  Affairs  and  retire? 

What  do  you  do?  Well,  if  you  are  one  of  the  hundreds 

of  alumnae  who  have  worked  with  Ruth  over  rhe  past 

twenty  years,  you  cry  a  little — in  total  selfishness — because 
the  loss  is  much  the  same  as  when  your  family  doctor 

retires,  or  your  clergyman  is  reassigned. 

Like  television's  Marcus  Welby,  Ruth  Swisshelm  spreads 
calm  and  confidence  wherever  she  goes,  and  among  all  age 

groups — partly  because  she  deals  in  facts  and  not  placebos, 
but  surely  because  she  shares  a  more  important  Welby 

secret:  the  love  of  people,  valuing  their  talents  and  under- 
standing their  frailties,  ever  willing  to  go  the  personal,  as 

well  as  the  professional,  mile  to  serve  them.  Welby  has 

the  advantage  of  a  script;  Ruth  plays  by  ear  and  by  heart. 

In  a  more  and  more  ambivalent  and  arbitrary  world, 

another  oasis  of  blessed  consistency  seems  about  to  shatter, 

and  the  effect  on  many  of  us  is  far  more  than  psychological. 

As  one  alumna  has  said,  "Over  the  past  two  decades  of  my 
business  and  personal  life,  only  two  sources  of  information 

have  batted  1,000  for  me — Carnegie  Library  Reference  De- 

partment and  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm."  With  regard  to  the 
4,000-plus  women  in  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association, 

there  is  probably  no  question  that  Ruth  cannot  answer — 

usually  without  reference,  or  with  only  the  briefest  refer- 
ence, to  her  files.  Unlike  a  computer,  she  does  not  mix  up 

the  Smiths  and  the  Joneses,  does  not  print  out  a  lot  of 

extraneous  data,  and  she  makes  each  phone  caller  and 

visitor  feel  like  a  valued  and  special  alumna  of  the  College. 

Ruth's  classmates  agree  that  the  qualities  that  have  made 

her  direction  of  alumnae  affairs  memorable  were  ahead 

blossoming  in  her  undergraduate  years.  Says  Martha  Acke 

son  Smith,  "I  remember  Ruth  then  as  someone  you  alwai 
could  count  on — steady,  even-tempered,  able  to  take  char£ 

of  things,  and  to  carry  them  out  without  prodding."  Marth 
who,  like  Ruth,  is  a  past  president  of  the  Alumnae  Associi 
tion,  concedes  that  she  has  worked  hard  for  alumnae  caus( 

"because  of  Ruth."  Ellen  Connor  Kilgore,  who  commute 
with  Ruth  between  Wilkinsburg  and  the  campus  durin 

their  undergraduate  years,  muses,  "She  was  quiet  and  ef 
cient.  Then,  as  now,  she  could  get  more  done  in  a  sho 

space  of  time  than  I  could  hope  to  do." 

Ruth's  plans  for  her  life  were  plain  to  her  then,  as  the 
are  today.  She  planned  to  marry  Bob  Swisshelm  as  soon  ; 

she  graduated.  "Her  school  year  revolved  around  the  dati 

for  Penn  State  house  parties,"  remembers  a  classmate.  An 
as  soon  as  Penn  State  and  Pennsylvania  College  for  Wome 

had  delivered  diplomas  to  the  classes  of  '27  and  '29  respe 
tively,  Ruth  and  Bob  were,  indeed,  married.  They  settle 

down,  had  a  son,  Bob,  and  proceeded  into  a  happy  domest 
future. 

But  the  College,  as  it  turned  out,  was  not  quite  ready  1 

let  Ruth  Swisshelm  go.  Active  in  alumnae  affairs,  she  w; 

elected  president  of  the  Alumnae  Association  in  1950.  1 

the  end  of  her  term,  the  alumnae  office  was  without  a  dire' 

tor,  and  Ruth,  because  she  was  familiar  with  current  Ass< 

ciation  affairs,  agreed  to  "help  out"  temporarily  in  the  offic 
Eighteen  years  and  some  1,500  alumnae  later,  Ruth  hi 

chosen  an  early  retirement  to  coincide  with  Bob's.  The 
well-planned  future  includes  prolonged  leisure  at  the  Va 
Buren  Bay,  New  York  retreat  where  they  have  spent  hapj 
vacations  for  many  years. 

A  side  of  Ruth's  life  that  not  many  alumnae  know  is  h( 
active  role  in  the  professional  organizations  related  to  hi 

job.  In  1954,  she  was  instrumental  in  founding  tr 

Womens  Alumnae  Club  Council  of  Pittsburgh,  the  organ 

zation  of  local  alumnae  clubs  whose  parent  colleges  ai 
members  of  the  American  Alumni  Council.    She  was  tl 
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PRESENTING  ... 

The  New  Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs] 

After  proofreading  the  questionable,  but  admittedly 
beautiful,  article  Helen  Smith  has  written  about  me,  with 

the  promise  that  I  would  not  edit  a  single  word,  I  have 

chosen  to  exercise  my  editorial  prerogative  in  another  way. 

I  have  reserved  for  myself  the  pleasure  of  introducing  my 
successor. 

Chatham  alumnae  everywhere — meet  Marjorie  Noonan 

Ladley,  Class  of  1943,  who  will  assume  the  duties  of  Direc- 
tor of  Alumnae  Affairs  on  July  1,  1971. 

Marjorie,  a  psychology  major  in  college,  has  the  advan- 
tage of  having  had  both  business  and  Alumnae  Association 

experience — the  former  as  a  commercial  research  analyst 

|  for  U.  S.  Steel  Corporation  of  Delaware;  the  latter  as  a 

member  of  a  variety  of  committees,  and  more  recently  as 

an  elected  director  with  responsibility  for  the  Alumnae 
Fund. 

The  Ladleys — Marjorie,  husband  William,  and  their  two 

sons  and  two  daughters — reside  in  the  Fox  Chapel  area  of 

Pittsburgh,  where  she  has  participated  in  community,  gar- 
den club  and  Girl  Scout  activities. 

Because  the  Alumnae  Office  is  a  department  of  the 

College,  the  official  appointment  of  the  Director  of  Alum- 

nae Affairs  comes  from  President  Eddy.  Prior  to  this,  how- 

ever, Alumnae  Association  president  Jean  McGowan  Mar- 

shall served  as  chairman  of  a  committee  composed  of  those 
members  of  the  administration  with  whom  the  Director  of 

Alumnae  Affairs  works  most  closely.  These  include  Mr. 

Robert  A.  Barr,  Jr.,  Assistant  to  the  President,  Dr.  Norman 

W.  Chmura,  Provost,  Mr.  Leonard  G.  Doran,  Secretary  of 

the  College,  Mrs.  Toby  Milligan,  Director  of  Public  Rela- 

tions, Miss  Peggy  Donaldson  '44,  Director  of  Admissions, 

and  Miss  Peggy  O'Hara,  Director  of  Financial  Aid  and 
Career  Counseling.  Following  individual  interviews,  the 

committee  presented  its  unanimous  recommendation  to  the 
President. 

I  am  confident  that  Marjorie  Ladley  will  serve  the  Alum- 
nae Association  and  the  College  well.  My  greatest  wish  for 

her  is  that  she  may  enjoy  the  same  kind  of  friendship  and 

cooperation  that  Chatham  alumnae  have  given  to  me.  With 
that,  one  can  do  almost  anything. 

■  30  —  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  '29 

group's  first  president,  and  later  served  as  secretary-treasurer 
for  a  number  of  years. 

Ruth   is   well-known   and   highly   respected   among   her 

professional  peers  on  both  the  district  and  national  level  of 
i  the  American   Alumni   Council.    She  has   served   both  as 

i  member  and  moderator  of  district  and  national  conference 

■  panels,   presenting  papers   on   such   subjects   as    "Program 

Prospects   on    a    Small    Budget,"    "Alumnae    Program    for 

Seniors,"    "Enlisting   and   Training    Alumnae   Volunteers,'' 

and  "Alumnae-Student  Relations."    In   1969,  she  was  ap- 
pointed  area   coordinator    for    a    newly    established    AAC 

consultation  and  assistance  program.    Last  year  she  served 

as  chairman  of  the  nominating  committee  for  District  II, 
:  AAC. 

In  1966,  the  Associated  Alumnae  Presidents  and  Direc- 

tors Association  was  organized   by   ten  women's   colleges 

( Bryn  Mawr,  Chatham,  Connecticut,  Goucher,  Hollins, 

Randolph-Macon,  Skidmore,  Sweet  Briar,  Wells  and 

Wheaton )  for  the  purpose  of  sharing  mutual  problems  and 
ideas.  Ruth  was  a  charter  member  of  this  group,  and, 

along  with  the  successive  Association  presidents,  has  been 

consistently  active  in  its  affairs. 

Chatham  alumnae  who  have  worked  with  Ruth  during 

her  years  as  Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  cannot  help  but 
rejoice  with  her  as  she  moves  into  another  bright  and  happy 

chapter  of  her  life  with  Bob.  But  rejoicing  and  sadness  are 

generally  admixed,  as  Shelley  and  other  poets  have  duly 

noted,  and  the  occasion  of  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm's  retire- 

ment proves  no  exception.  And  so,  to  one  "antarii  lapis" 
from  many,  "Go  in  peace,  Ruth,  with  the  gratitude  and  the 
well-wishes  of  us  all."  As  is  fitting  on  memorably  happy 
occasions,  we  claim  the  right  to  cry  a  little. 



CHATHAM  CLUB 
ACTIVITIES 

The  Grand  Tour  by  several  members  of  the  administra- 

tion and  faculty  made  1970-71  an  exceptionally  active  club 
year.  Sometimes  individually,  on  other  occasions  in  groups 

of  two  or  more,  nine  persons  participated  in  the  programs, 

and  alumnae  were  privileged  to  meet  Mrs.  Eddy  wherever 

the  President  went  to  speak. 

Guests  at  most  of  the  meetings  included  alumnae,  their 

husbands  and  guests,  parents  of  present  students,  and  sec- 
ondary school  counselors.  The  broad  topic  for  discussion 

was  Chatham  Today,  with  each  speaker  covering  his  or 

her  particular  area  of  interest  and  responsibility  as  part  of 

the  whole  exciting  year  of  innovations. 

Chronologically,  the  meetings  were  as  follows: 

October  24:  Dr.  Norman  W.  Chmura,  Provost,  Cleveland 

Club  luncheon  at  Stouffer's  Shaker  Square. 
October  29:  Mrs.  Doreen  Boyce,  Assistant  Provosr,  and 

Dr.  Richard  Morrill,  Interim  Director,  Alumnae  Council 

speakers  on  campus. 

November  3:  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy,  Boston  Club  eve- 
ning meeting  at  the  College  Club. 

November  6:  Provost  Chmura,  combined  Philadelphia 

Clubs,  evening  meeting  at  Drexel  Activities  Center. 

November  9:  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy,  Washington,  D.C. 

Metropolitan  Area  Club,  cockrails  and  dinner  at  Orleans 
House,  Alexandria. 

November  12:  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy,  Buffalo  Club  wine 

and  cheese  party.  Faculty  Club,  State  University  of  New 
York  at  Buffalo. 

November  14-15:  Provost  Chmura,  Chicago  Club  wine 
and  cheese  party  at  home  of  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore 

on  Saturday  evening;  Sunday  afternoon  tea  for  prospec- 
tive students  at  home  of  Mary  Loughran  Fell. 

December  1:  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy  entertained  mem- 
bers, husbands  and  friends  of  Pittsburgh  Juniors  Club  at 

their  home  for  sherry  and  conversation  with  several 

members  of  the  touring  group. 

December  3 :  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy,  Provost  Chmura, 

New  York  City  Club,  reception  at  the  Harvard  Club. 

Alumnae  from  New  Jersey,  Westchester  County  and 

Long  Island  were  invited  to  join  with  the  local  alumnae. 

January  1 1 :  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy,  Provost  Chmura, 

Cincinnati  alumnae  (not  an  organized  club)  for  cock- 

tails and  buffet  supper  at  home  of  Barbara  Black  Bloom- 
strom. 

February  3:  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy  at  Cleveland. 

February  14:  Mrs.  Clifford  S.  Heinz,  Chatham  Trustee, 

gave  a  buffet  dinner  at  the  Surf  Club  in  Miami  in  honor 
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A  Word  About  Credential  Files  from 
the  Office  of  Career  Counseling 

During  the  summer  of  1971,  credential  files  that  predate 

1965  will  be  destroyed  if  they  have  not  been  kept  up  to 

date  or  used  within  this  period.   The  reason  for  rhis  action 
is  twofold: 

( 1 )    References  that  predate  1965  are  out-of-date. 
Employers  prefer  recent  references. 

( 2  )    Files  are  becoming  cumbersome. 

Each  graduate  whose  file  is  to  be  destroyed  will  be  noti- 
fied before  the  action  is  taken. 

The  Office  of  Career  Counseling  will  assembly  a  cre- 
dential file  (either  new  or  replacement)  for  any  graduate 

who  contacts  the  office.  The  charge  for  this  service  is  $5.00. 

of  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy.  Alumnae  and  their  husbands 

residing  or  visiting  in  the  Miami  area  were  guests. 

February  24:  Dr.  John  W.  Cummins,  Associate  Professor 

of  English,  spoke  to  members  of  Pittsburgh  Juniors  at 
home  of  Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman. 

March  9:  Provost  Chmura,  newly  reorganized  Westmore- 
land Country  Club,  evening  meeting  at  home  of  JoAnn 

Rymer  Lightcap  in  Latrobe. 

March  10:  Provost  Chmura,  Mt.  Lebanon  Area  Club  eve- 
ning meeting  at  home  of  Peggy  Korb  Smith. 

March  25:  Mr.  Roberr  A.  Barr,  Jr.,  Assistant  to  the  Presi- 
dent, was  the  only  one  to  arrive  at  the  home  of  Martha 

Lasky  Sanders  for  the  scheduled  meeting  of  the  new 

Atlanta  Club — a  severe  ice  storm  kept  the  local  members 
at  home! 

April  6:  President  and  Mrs.  Eddy  entertained  members  of 
Decade  V  at  luncheon  in  their  home.  Dr.  Chmura,  Mrs. 

Boyce,  Mr.  Barr,  and  Mr.  Leonard  G.  Doran,  Secretary 

of  the  College,  participated  with  Dr.  Eddy  in  the  pro- 
gram.   Jean  Marshall  and  Ruth  Swisshelm  were  guests. 

April  16:  Mr.  John  R.  Curry,  Instructor  in  Mathematics, 

Southern  California  Club  evening  meeting  at  home  of 

Virginia  LeFurgy  Tubbs  in  Claremont. 

May  6:  Miss  Nancy  J.  Kuhn,  Admissions  Counselor,  with 

Rochester,  NY.  alumnae  for  brunch  at  home  of  Eliza- 
beth Reed  Dann. 

At  this  time,  three  Chatham  clubs  have  not  had  a  college 

speaker   this   year.    A   November    meeting    in   Detroit,   at 

which  Dr.  Chmura  was  to  speak,  had  to  be  canceled.  With 

Baltimore  and  Minneapolis  (Upper  Midwest  Club),  it  has 

been  a  matter  of  time  running  out  before  dates  and  speakers 

could  be  scheduled.   They  shall  be  first  when  the  new  year 

begins  next  fall. 



CHATHAM  COLLEGE  ALUMNAE  ASSOCIATION 

Proposed  Revision   in  the  Constitution 

In  accordance  with  the  Constitution,  Article  V — Amendments,  Section  1,  "This  Constitution  may  be  amended  at  any 
regular  business  meeting  of  the  Association  by  a  two-thirds  vote  of  the  members  present,  provided  that  a  notice  of  such 

amendment  shall  be  sent  to  each  member  prior  to  the  meeting." — the  following  proposed  revision  will  be  voted  upon 
it  the  Annual  Business  Meeting  on  ALUMNAE  DAY,  June  5,  1971. 

CONSTITUTION 

Article  III — Officers 
Present  reading: 

Section  1.  The  officers  of  the  Association  shall  be  a  president,  two  vice  presidents,  a  recording  secretary,  a  corresponding 

secretary,  and  three  alumnae  representatives  to  the  Board  of  Trustees  of  Chatham  College. 

Section  2.  The  Executive  Board  shall  consist  of  the  officers  of  the  Association  and  five  elected  directors.  The  Secretary  of 

the  College,  the  Director  of  Public  Relations,  the  Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  and  the  Director  of  the  Alumnae 

Fund  shall  be  ex  officio,  non-voting  members  of  the  Board. 

Proposed  revision: 
Section    1.     Same  as  above. 

Section  2.  The  voting  members  of  the  Executive  Board  shall  be  the  officers  of  the  Association,  five  elected  directors,  and 

two  students  appointed  by  the  Chatham  Student  Government. 

Section  3.  The  Secretary  of  the  College,  the  Director  of  Public  Relations,  the  Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  and  the  Director 

of  the  Alumnae  Fund  shall  be  ex  officio,  non-voting  members  of  the  Board. 

Explanation  of  Proposed  Revision 

At  the  February  1970  meeting  of  the  Executive  Board,  the  following  recommendation  was  made  by  the  Alumnae-Student 
Relations  Committee: 

That  a  student  serve  as  co-chairman  of  the  Alumnae-Student  Relations  Committee. 

(The  First  Vice  President  of  the  Association  serves  as  chairman.) 

That  the  student  co-chairman  and  one  other  student  serve  on  the  Executive  Board  as  ex  officio,  non-voting 
members  for  a  period  of  one  year,  February  1970  to  February  1971,  at  which  time  the  trial  procedure  would 
be  evaluated. 

At  the  February  1971  meeting  of  the  Executive  Board,  student  representation  on  the  Board  was  evaluated  and  acted  upon, 

unanimously,  as  follows: 

The  year-long  experiment  of  having  two  students  on  the  board  has  been  successful  and  beneficial  to  both 
alumnae  and  students. 

The  work  of  the  Alumnae-Student  Relations  Committee  has  been  greatly  enhanced  by  having  a  student  serve 
as  co-chairman. 

One  of  the  major  concerns  of  the  Alumnae  Association  is  to  establish  a  closer  relationship  with  the  students. 

The  present  work  of  the  committee  can  be  strengthened  by  granting  full  voting  privileges  to  the  two  student 
representatives  on  the  Executive  Board. 

The  president,  Jean  McGowan  Marshall,  appointed  Nancy  Diven  Seagren  and  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  to  study 

the  Constitution  to  determine  the  necessary  revisions  for  carrying  out  the  above  recommendation. 
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DEATH 

Belle  McClymonds  Marshall  (Mrs.  Wm. 
G.).  August  25,  1970.  After  a  long 
stay  in  a  nursing  home,  Belle  passed 
away   quietly. 

Clarissa  Blakeslee  Ingle  has  been  in  and 
out  of  hospital  this  year  and  is  bed-ridden 
most  of  the  time,  but  continues  her  inter- 

est in  the  movements  to  stop  the  war, 
largely  by  writing  to  our  senators.  Her  son 
John  is  active  in  the  U.S.  Park  Service. 

Maggie  Mae  McCullough  Huffman 
sounds  well  and  strong.  I  hear  through 
relatives  that  Rachel  McQuiston  Kelly  was 
confined  to  a  hospital  this  past  summer. 

Sara  Carpenter  is  still  busy  caring  for 
her  ill  sister.  Sara  and  I  expect  to  attend 
the  Reunion  Luncheon,  June  5,  marking 
sixty  years  as  alumnae. 

CLASS   REUNIONS 

13 Elizabeth  S.  McCague 
720  Beaver  Street 

Sewickley,  Pa.   15143 

DEATH 

Sylvia  Wayne  Gotham,  Febtuary  25,  1971 

The  news  of  Sylvia's  sudden  death  from leukemia  comes  as  a  shock  to  all  of  us, 
and  we  are  deeply  saddened  by  the  loss  of 
our  good  friend  and  classmate.  The  very 
sincere  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended 
to  her  brother,  Marc  Wayne,  and  to  the 
other  members  of  her  family. 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Marguerite  Titzell,   501    North   McKean 
Street,  Kittanning,  Pa.  16201 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  reports  that  she 
is  in  better  health,  but  Charles  is  still  hav- 

ing trouble  with  his  eyes.  Because  of  that, 
Faye  has  started  dtiving  again,  although 
reluctantly.  Both  Faye  and  Charles  still 
love  to  raise  flowers,  but  have  to  discrimi- 

nate against   those  that   freeze  easily. 

Helen  Blair  Baumann's  note  told  of 
being  in  the  hospital  for  an  operation  on 
an  eyelid.  I  phoned  and  learned  she  was  on 
the  mend.  Helen  played  hostess  to  Decade 
V  in  December  and  made  the  occasion 
most  pleasant. 

Christine  Cameron  Bryan  is  to  come  to 
Pittsburgh  in  March  or  April  to  visit  her 
sister  Betty  Frank,  and  we  hope  that  we 
can  have  a  little  reunion.  Christine,  Lucile 

Baker,  and  I  miss  the  get-to-gethers  we 
used  to  have  when  I  went  to  Westfield  for 
Christmas. 

At  the  ptesent  time  Lucile  Atkinson  Bak- 
er's doctot  has  cuttailed  her  activities  after 

a  too  vigorous  start  following  an  operation. 
She  is  very  proud  of  her  grandson  Bobby, 
who    is   an   acolyte    in    the   church    and    an 
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In  Memoriam 

(Catherine  Elkins  x'98 (Mts.  Albert  Cutry) 
December,   1970 

Sylvia  Wayne  '13 ( Mrs.   Hugo   W.   Gotham  ) 
February  25,   1971 

Juniata  Husband  '14 (Mrs.  Glenn  Harrison) 
March   13,   1971 

Ida  E.  Goff  x'14 Mrs.  David  E.  Williams) 
December,   1970 

Mary  W.  Spencer  x'15 (Mrs.    Francis    B.    Nimick) 

January   26,    1971 

Leah  Claster  '17 February   3,    1971 

Eleanor  Trimble  x'20 (Mrs.  W.  F.  Peel) 

July  8,  1970 

Helen  Errett  '24 (Mrs.    L.    Remy   Hourdequin) 
October  8,  1970 

Marion   Estelle  Burns   '35 (Mrs.   Roland   E.   Sabina) 
December  5,  1970 

Lois  Gilpin  '55 (Mrs.  Warren  I.  Pollock) 
March  28,  1971 

Eagle  Scout.  Her  daughter  Helen's  caret as  an  archivist  is  of  great  interest  to  Lucili 
Recently,  by  way  of  relaxation,  she  hi 
been  reading  an  old  German  prayer  boo 
and  that  brings  back  memories  of  Mi: 
Skilton. 

In  between  phone  visits,  Laila  Clar 
Ament  and  I  see  each  other  at  Decade  Clu 
meetings.  Laila  is  her  usual  cheery  sel 
leading  a  life  of  good  works  and  busy  wit 
her  various  activities.  Birthday  congratul; 

tions  will  soon  be  in  order  for  Laila's  Aur 
Alta  (Mrs.  Dilley),  this  time  for  her  107t 
birthday! 

Helen  Craig  Culley  paid  a  visit  to  Pitt; 
burgh  friends  in  1970  and  while  she  ws 
here  Helen  Baumann,  Laila  Ament,  and 
met  her  for  lunch  one  day  at  Stouffer 
Helen  looked  fine  and  we  had  a  jolly  vis 
together.  She  was  going  on  a  short  Carit 
bean   cruise   in    February. 

Louise  Fletcher  is  wintering  in  Sarasoti 
Florida  again,  where  she  enjoys  her  cor 
tacts  with  the  Chatham  graduates  then 
Last  summer  she  spent  a  wonderful  wee 
at  Chautuaqua  Assembly  Grounds  at  th 
Hotel  Athenaeum. 

A  piece  of  bad  luck  befell  Emma  Geise 
hart  Osterloh  when  she  came  down  wit 
a  miserable  case  of  shingles  and  thereb 
was  deprived  of  her  annual  visit  in  Coi 
necticut.  Even  in  January  Emma  was  sti 
feeling  the  effects  of  her  bout.  She  ser 
her  love  and  best  wishes  to  all  her  clas: 
mates. 

Jeanne  Gray  Orcutt  and  her  friem 
Miss  Porter,  are  still  living  on  Meade  Plac 
in  Pittsburgh.  We  regret  that  Jeanne  s 
often  finds  it  impossible  to  attend  Decad 
Club  meetings  for  we  always  love  to  hav 
her. 

Two  notes  from  Martha  Young  McKeoi 
one  at  Christmas  and  the  second  in  answs 
to  my  catd,  tell  of  her  grandsons,  now  I 
10  and  12,  and,  like  the  test  of  Canad; 
mad  about  hockey  and  skating.  Marth 
says  she  ttied  reading  Russian  literature  fc 
six  months  to  see  if  she  could  develop 
taste  for  it,  but  found  the  taste  so  bitte 
that  she  is  switching  projects  and  going  i 
for   painting. 

A  nice  breezy  lettet  came  from  Mildre 
Weston  Rogers  from  the  old  address  i 
Gallitzin,  written  with  the  thermometer  i 
seven  below  zero.  She  speaks  of  being  she 
in  almost  entirely  by  the  mountain  evei 
greens  on  their  one  hundred  acres.  Sh 
and  Bill  had  a  too  shott  trip  to  Paris  in  th 
fall,  then  back  for  the  publishing  of  Bill 
book  on  Carl  Sandburg  which  came  out  i 
October.  Mildred  says  her  old  poems  fror 
the  New  Yorker  continue  to  be  reprintec 
some  in  foreign  countries,  but  nothing  noi 
can  thrill  her  as  did  their  first  appearanc 
in  the  New  Yorker  years  ago.  Her  favoi 
ite  collection  of  poetry  this  past  year  wa 
published  by  Dent  and  Sons  in  Canad; 

and   is   entitled    "Quest." I  must  say  that  Grace  Wilson  guesse 
correctly  when  she  said  that  the  prompi 
ness  of  her  reply  to  my  catd  was  enough  t 



nake  me  faint.  Grace  is  living  along  about 
is  usual,  giving  up  a  few  things,  but  still 
jetting  around.  And  as  is  the  case  with 
nost  of  us,  she  feels  that  time  just  flies. 

My  new  address  appeared  in  last  year's Recorder  so  the  move  is  old  news  now,  but 
.vas  the  most  important  event  for  me  in 
1970.  In  the  summer  I  visited  again  in 
Dneonta,  New  York  and  Packanack  Lake, 
Mew  Jersey.  At  the  present  writing  I  am 
ibout  to  fly  off  for  a  little  visit  in  Florida, 
farewell  visit  with  my  Spanish  friend  who 

s  leaving  these  shores  to  live  again  in 
Spain.  I  might  add  that  your  Pittsburgh 

'representatives,  Helen  Baumann,  Laila 
Ament,  and  I  are  faithful  members  to  Dec- 

ade V.  The  attendance  at  our  meetings  is 
still  very  good. 

15 Jane  Johnston 
4720  Centre  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

DEATH 

Mary  Spencer  Nimick,  January  26,   1971 
We  extend  sympathy  to  the  friends  and 

'family  on  the  death  of  our  former  class- mate. 

Mary  Ruth  Jeffrey  expects  to  tour  the 
British  Isles  in  the  late  summer. 

Olga  Losa  spent  March  in  Florida  as 
usual — then  took  a  Garden  Tour  of  New 
Orleans  and  the  Old  South  which  included 

ja  visit  with  a  nephew  and  four  grandnieces. 
,  Mary  Estep  Starr  will  be  busy  keeping 
house  while  her  daughter  and  husband  vis- 

it Hawaii. 
Your  secretary  joins  Betty  Cameron 

Frank  in  sending  greetings. 

17 Jane  E.  Errett 
Chatham,  Pa.  19318 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Martha    Dunbar   Say    (Mrs.    D.    L. ) ,    P.O. 
Box   129,  Chautauqua,  N.Y.   14722 

Pauline    McCaw    Patterson    (  Mrs.    L.    M. ) , 
108    Mossoak    Drive,    #3,    Dayton,    Oh. 
45429 

Dorothy  Stoehener  Markell  (Mrs.  George), 
631    S.W.   6th   Street,   #1003,  Pompano 
Beach,  Fl.  33060 

DEATH 

Leah   Claster.   February   3,    1971 

Leah's  death  was  unexpected.  Her  bur- 
ial took  place  in  New  Kensington,  Pennsyl- 

vania, on  February  5.  She  is  survived  by 
her  brother,  Attorney  Louis  Claster  of  New 
Kensington. 

The  Class  of  1917  was  never  large,  but 
we  are  still  going  strong  and  are  fairly 
healthy.  We  live  in  nine  states,  but  we 
travel  over  most  of  the  others  and  in  for- 

eign countries.  Some  of  our  members  did 
not  write  but  we  have  no  ill  news  of  them. 

Martha  Crandall  Noyes  and  Pauline  Mc- 
Caw Patterson  have  nice  reunions  when 

Martha  visits  her  son  Jim  in  Dayton,  Ohio. 
Pauline  lives  there  quietly  and  happily,  and 
sends  greetings  to  all. 

Martha  Dunbar  Say  and  her  husband 
have  sold  their  Florida  apartment  and  now 

call  Chautauqua  "home."  They  do  not  stay there,    but    travel    to    Ohio    and    the    West 

Coast.  They  were  able  to  see  Dorothy  Stoe- 
hener Markell  and  George  established  in 

their  new  apartment  in  Pompano,  Florida, 
after  months  of  toil  and  preparation. 

Edna  Evans  Peterson  sends  greetings 
from  Greensburg,  where  she  lives,  quietly, 
caring  for  her  invalid  sister. 

Ruth  Gokey  Walters  and  Roy  settled 
near  Buffalo  for  the  winter  months,  after 
which  they  will  enjoy  the  Lake  home  again 
and  play  host  to  the  younger  generation. 

Roy  junior,  our  "class  baby,"  is  now  52. Of  the  grandchildren  two  ate  married,  four 
are  in  college,  and  the  other  seven  in  grade 
and  high  school.  They  were  able  to  spend 
a  few  happy  days  with  the  Pittsburgh 
members  when  they  helped  to  celebrate  the 
Golden  Wedding  of  the  Markells  in  Oc- 
tober. 

Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford  has  now 
given  27  years  to  volunteer  work  in  the 

Children's  Hospital  in  Pittsburgh.  That  is some  kind  of  a  record.  She  has  a  married 
granddaughter,  two  grandsons  in  college 
and   a   teen-age  granddaughter. 

Helen  Pardee  Nichol  reports  the  same 
round  of  activities.  She  proposes  a  toast 
to   1917  and  all  our  ties  of  friendship. 

Louise  Reinecke  Thome  travels.  She 
visited  Caroline  and  family  in  England 
this  summer.  Her  visits  to  Marian  Wright 
in  Lancaster,  Pennsylvania,  permit  flying 
visits  to  and  from  this  village  of  Chatham. 
Anxiety  over  the  open-heart  surgery  for 
Phoebe  Anne's  husband  is  over.  Now  she 
can  forget  frozen  pipes  as  she  goes  west  to 

visit  Jack  and  her  cousins  whom  "she 
reckons  by  the  dozens." 

Miss  White  writes  that  she  enjoys  "ac- 
tive retirement"  with  freedom  to  do  what 

she  likes  when  she  likes.  She  remembers 
all  of  us  with  affection  and  interest.  She 
appreciates  the  occasional  messages  and 
wishes  you  all  good  for  the  coming  year. 
She  is  an  admirer  of  Rachel  Carson  and  her 
achievements,  especially  as  to  birds  which 
she  feeds  and  watches  all  winter. 

Your  secretary  enjoys  her  freedom  from 
the  schedule  of  many  yeats.  She  also  looks 
over  the  stories  of  your  lives  and  feels 

that  many  of  the  "blissful  dteams  of  long 
ago"   did   come   true. 

21 Margaret  B.  Gilfillan 
1950   Washington   Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Helen  Treloar  McGarrity    (  Mrs.  John  A. ) , 
864  West  Colonial  Circle,  Holly  Hill,  Fl. 
32017 

Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  took  time  in 
the  midst  of  moving  with  an  arm  in  a 
sling  to  answer  my  appeal  for  news.  She 
has  sold  her  duplex  and  will  be  living 
in  a  "dollhouse  of  a  mobile  home  in  a 
small  community  of  good  friends,  members 

of  the  A.A.U.W."  She  visited  last  spring 
with   relatives   in  Cornwall,  England. 

Edith  Pew  and  Stella  Espy  were  in  Eu- 
rope last  summer,  seeing  the  Passion  Play 

and  something  of  Austria,  Hungary,  Ger- 
many and   Switzerland. 

Lois  Parr  Hamilton  enjoys  the  year- 
round  sunshine  in  Tucson  where  she  lives 
near  her  daughter  and  four  grandchildren, 
the  oldest  of  whom  is  in  the  School  of 
Engineeting  at  University  of  Arizona.  She 
continues     her    volunteer    work     with     the 

Red  Cross  Blood  Center,  and  spends  each 
Christmas  with  her  son  and  grandchildren 
in  Pittsburgh. 

Marcella  Geary  was  suffering  from  a 
torn  back  ligament  when  I  called,  which 
we  hope  is  better  now.  Florence  Fast  Mc- 
Intyre  traveled  to  Texas  and  Arkansas  to 
visit  her  daughter  last  year.  Ella  Martin  is 
busy  as  ever  with  her  work  at  Allegheny 
General,  church  groups  and  friends.  She 
visited  Mabel  Shaffer  in  Kittanning,  who 
also  continues  her  church  and  community 
activities. 

Mary  Reed  Reeves  divides  her  time  be- 
tween her  home  in  Latrobe  and  a  summer 

home  near  Ligonier,  where  her  five  grand- 
children are  often  with  her.  Gladys  Sulli- 

van Peter's  husband  has  not  been  well  so 
she  has  been  less  active  than  usual.  Her 
oldest  granddaughter  is  at  Wellesley,  her 
second  at  Baldwin.  The  others  are  in 
school  near  their  homes  in  Darien  and 
Seneca  Falls. 

Betty  Sprowls  Spragg  called  to  tell  me 
that  she  hoped  to  be  soon  on  her  way  to 

Cody,  Wyoming  to  visit  her  son.  The  old- 
er of  his  two  sons  is  at  the  University  of 

Wyoming.  She  also  has  two  grandchildren 
near  her. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  and  her  re- 
tired husband  leave  the  Illinois  cold  each 

winter  for  the  warmth  of  Carlsbad,  Cali- 
fornia, where  they  are  near  daughter  Lois 

who  is  with  IBM.  Marion  teaches  stringed 
instruments  part  time  in  Milwaukee  schools 
while  her  husband  teaches  anthropology  at 
Marquette   University. 

Lucile  Long  Haseltine  and  her  husband 
spent  five  weeks  in  France  last  summer. 
Another  of  our  travelers  is  Marcella  Collier 
Des  Jardines,  who  wrote  from  Arizona 
where  she  and  her  husband  stopped  over 
on  their  way  to  Hawaii.  Last  summer  they 
were  abroad,  spending  a  week  in  the 
Chateau  country  before  taking  a  cruise 
in  the  Baltic  and  the  North  Sea  with  stops 
at  Moscow  and  Leningrad. 

I  appreciated  each  reply,  and  I  look  for- 
ward to  seeing  many  of  you  at  our  reunion 

on  June  5.  It  will  be  a  success  only  if  ev- 
ery one  possible  is  represented.  If  you  are 

not  able  to  come,  do  send  me  a  snapshot 
to  show  how  kindiy  the  years  have  been  to 

you. 23 Harriet    Barker   Thompson 
(Mrs.  Edward  J.) 

91    Presqueisle  Street 
Philipsburg,  Pa.  16866 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sara  H  MacGonagle,  1 1  South  Lake  Ave- 
nue, Albany,  N.Y.   12203 

Louise  Wilson  Matthews  (Mrs.  J.  MacDon- 
ald),  1804  Mears  Avenue,  Cincinnati, 
Oh.  45230 

Harriette  Bowers  Sime  visited  the  Chat- 
ham Campus  last  summer,  met  the  new 

assistant  to  the  President,  stopped  fot  a 
fond  look  at  her  old  suite  in  Woodland 
Hall,  toured  the  new  residence  halls  and 
recalled  studying  by  gas  light  in  Berry  Hall. 

She  has  just  concluded  a  semester's  course 
on  the  Conceptual  Approach  to  Social  Stud- 

ies, and  attended  the  National  Council  of 
Social  Studies  held  at  the  New  York  Hil- 

ton, Thanksgiving  week.  She  has  been 
vitally  interested  in  the  subject  since  her 

research  article   "Psychological   Function  of 
11 



Search"  was  published  in  the  October  1943 
American  Journal  of  Psychology.  She  still 
gets  the  urge  to  go  back  to  Law  School  be- 

cause of  the  need  for  improvement  in  laws 

for  women.  "Don't  get  me  wrong,  I  am 
not  an  out  and  out  Women's  Lib  gal." While  her  present  contacts  are  deep  at 
Columbia,  New  York,  Hofstra  and  Adel- 
phia  Universities,  she  would  love  a  good 
old  session  again  with  her  Chatham  class- 
mates. 

Jean  Bumgarner's  sister  Louise  had  a 
heart  attack  a  year  ago,  but  they  were  able 
to  spend  a  delightful  week  at  the  Flanders 
in  Ocean  City  last  September  and  hope  to 
repeat  their  spring  and   fall  visits. 

Josephine  Dickey  sends  greetings  to  the 
class  and  says  her  activities  in  New  York 
have  not  changed  very  much  in  the  past  28 
years — a  job  in  the  daytime  and  concerts, 
theatres,  etc.,  at  night.  She  is  thankful  to 
keep  active  and  interested  in  that  busy, 
sometimes    frustratingly   hectic   city. 

Margaret  Foster  Bergstrom  and  Ed  are 
enjoying  a  busier-than-ever  retirement  in 
Boca  Raton,  and  plan  a  three  months  trip 
to  France,  Italy,  Germany,  Switzerland,  and 
Austria. 

Justine  Kress  Kreps  went  on  a  Philadel- 
phia Orchestra  Tour  last  May,  enjoying  two 

weeks  of  music  in  Berlin,  Bonn,  Vienna 
and  London.  She  has  retired  from  school 
teaching  and  is  the  proud  grandmother  of 
six  boys  and  one  girl.  Her  daughter 
lives  in  Virginia  Beach  and  her  son  in 
North  Jersey.  She  looks  forward  to  seeing 
Jean  and  Louise  Bumgarner  when  they 
come  to  Ocean  City. 

Sara  MacGonagle  found  her  roots  were 
deeper  in  Albany  than  in  Pittsburgh,  and 
was  happy  to  return  there  last  summer. 

Julia  Matthews  Kirk  writes  that  Chat- 
ham College  is  so  different  from  the  PCW 

we  knew,  but  we  can  all  be  proud  of  the 
changes  and  advances.  She  hopes  to  re- 

turn to  see  for  herself,  but  can't  imagine  a 
50th  reunion.  Imbued  with  the  explorers' 
spirit,  she  and  Myron  enjoy  the  out-of- 
doors,  fishing,  investigating  out  of  the  way 
places,  and  are  planning  a  summer  trip  to 
the  Southwest. 

Dorothy  McCormick  Means  keeps  busy 
with  lectures,  concerts  and  Theatre  Guild 
plays.  She  has  been  deeply  involved  with 

"Meals  on  Wheels"  through  her  church, 
which  serves  as  the  base  of  operations  for 
the  North  Boroughs  of  Pittsburgh. 

Martha  McKihbin  Tat  nail  is  sure  she  is 
the  only  young  graduate  who  has  a  great 

grandson,  adding,  "Honestly,  I  haven't  a 
word  for  publication  and,  like  the  Presi- 

dent, I'm  never  to  be  quoted."  I  can  add 
that  she  and  Tom  had  a  delightful  trip 
abroad  in  September. 

Mary  McKinney  Wilson  and  Margaret 
McRoberts  Egbert  send  best  wishes  to  all. 

Marion  Moffett  Barnes  escaped  the  cold 
winter  by  vacationing  at  Jekyl  Island  for 
two  months.  She  and  Nick  enjoyed  an  in- 

teresting trip  to  Greece  last  fall. 
On  the  day  before  she  was  to  return 

from  a  trip  to  England  last  May,  Marie 
Ohle  Craig  fell,  breaking  both  bones  in 
her  wrist  requiring  surgery.  Although  she 
did  not  have  to  pay  for  hospital  care,  she 
could  not  help  noting  the  condition  of 
the  buildings  and  the  scarcity  of  doctors, 
most  of  whom  were  East  Indian.  She  is 
thankful    for   her   complete   recovery. 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  and  Carl  (who 
taught  economics  at  Chatham,   1946-1950) 
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expressed  their  earnest  desire  for  peace  for 
mankind  in  an  unusual  Christmas  letter 
which  also  contained  a  poem  written  by 
Marjorie  when,  as  homesick  expatriates, 

they  spent  Christmas  1967  in  Rome.  Mar- 
jorie, in  addition  to  teaching  violin  and 

playing  in  the  University  Symphony,  is 

president  of  the  liaison  board  for  the  com- 
munity and  several  hundred  foreign  stu- 

dents on  campus,  chairman  of  Children's 
Friend  and  Service  Board  for  South  King- 

ston, and  conducts  a  class  in  American 
cooking  for  eight  Asiatic  and  European  fac- 

ulty wives.  Carl,  besides  his  teaching  at 
the  University  of  Rhode  Island,  is  Modera- 

tor of  the  Kingston  Congregational  Church, 
a  member  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the 
Rhode  Island  Chapter  of  the  Society  for 
the  Advancement  of  Management,  and  ac- 

tive at  the  national  level  of  that  group. 
Their  son  is  on  a  team  doing  heart  and 

lung  surgery  in  the  Boston  Baptist  Hospi- 
tal. 

Eliza  Peterson  is  most  enthusiastic  for 
another  class  luncheon  in  the  spting.  Eliza, 
Dot,  Marion  J.,  Martha  S.,  Marion  B.,  and 
myself  lunched  last  Halloween  at  Kauf- 
mann's  Dining  Room,  and  plan  to  meet 
again  in  May.  If  anyone  from  out  of  town 
wants  to  join  us,  let  me  know.  Dot  read  a 
letter  from  the  Administrator  of  the  Fair- 
haven  Home,  Upper  Sandusky,  Ohio, 

43351,  stating  that  Miss  Kerst  had  recov- 
ered from  a  sick  spell,  used  a  large  mag- 

nifying glass  to  read,  could  write  (slowly) 
and  enjoyed  receiving  mail  from  old 
friends.  Dot  had  a  card  which  we  all 

signed  and  sent  to  her. 

Marion  Rainey  Johnston  enjoyed  "An 
Ideal  Husband"  by  Oscar  Wilde,  produced 
by  an  English  cast  on  WQED  in  January. 
This  was  our  Senior  Class  Play. 

Edith  Wilds  Clark  sent  a  postcard  from 
Palm  Beach  indicating  she  was  enjoying  a 
tour  of  Florida  in   February. 

Helen  Brown  Cook  is  busy  with  Twenti- 
eth Century  Club,  garden  club,  hospital 

board,  investment  club  and  golf,  with  time 
out  to  summer  at  Muskoka,  Canada.  Her 
niece,  Isabelle  Spurr  Holloway,  (Chatham, 

'60,  and  daughter  of  Margaret,  '22)  and 
family  have  been  transferred  to  Pittsburgh, 
which  makes  her  joy  complete. 

Your  secretary  continues  to  be  grateful 
for  the  flow  of  news.  Happy  visits  with 

family  and  friends  and  the  educative  ex- 
perience of  attending  Alumnae  Council 

made  her  year  memorable. 

25 
Marian  Frank  Patterson 

(Mrs.    A.   Gordon) 

18   Lyman   Circle 
Cleveland,  Oh.  44122 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Katherine    Dashiell    Roberts     (Mrs.     Cyril 
H. ) ,  201    North  Ocean   Boulevard,  Apt. 
910,  Pompano  Beach,  Fl.   33062 

Virginia  Jordan   Peters    (  Mrs.    Russell   E. ) , 
451  Rudder  Road,  Naples,  Fl.  33940 

After  receiving  such  a  warm  and  friendly 
note  from  Louise  Graham  Brown,  it  was 
a  great  shock  to  learn  in  February  of  the 
"cerebral  accident"  she  had  suffered  in  the 
Pittsburgh  Airport  as  she  was  returning 
from  Washington  and  her  duties  as  presi- 

dent of  the  General  Federation  of  Wom- 
ens  Clubs.  The  latest  bulletin  as  the  Re- 

corder goes  to  press  states  that  Louise,  after 

undergoing  brain  surgery,  is  making  eJ 
cellent  progress.  Certainly  we,  as  clas 
mates,  join  with  her  many  friends  aero: 
the  country  in  praying  for  her  complei recovery. 

Greetings  to  all  of  our  class  who  wei 
(or  were  not)  at  our  reunion  last  Jum 

The  usual  fun  of  "Auld  Lang  Syne"  wj had  by  all.  Out  of  our  business  came  on] 
one  item  of  general  class  interest.  It  w; 
voted  that  each  member  of  the  class  coi 
tribute  a  minimum  of  S5.00  a  year  fc 
the  next  five  years,  with  the  resulting  tot; 
amount  to  be  used  as  a  50th  reunion  gi 
to  the  College.    Stand  by  for  further  detail 

In  answer  to  what  has  been  termed  rr 

"touching  appeal"  for  news,  there  ha\ 
been  greetings  from  Helen  Ahlers  Patto, 
Louise  Bumgarner,  Margaret  Herron,  Frai 
ces  Rolfe,  Mary  Shane  Muir  and  Elizabel 
Stevenson  McQuiston. 

Lois  Brown  Nabors  is  president  of  hi 
literary  club  and  active  in  the  Uniontow 
College  Club  and  her  church. 

Jean    MacColl   Horton    shuttles    betwee 
Ithan    and    Cape    May    where    they    have 

second   home.    The  Horton's   two  sons   Hi 
in   Cambridge,  Massachusetts   and   Pitt 
burgh. 

As  for  me,  your  reluctant  secretary, 
am  in  my  usual  tizzy,  either  packing  < 

unpacking.  This  time  it's  packing — desl nation,  South  Pacific.  Last  summer  n 
husband,  with  our  sons-in-law  and  male  d 
scendants,  fished  in  Alaska.  On  their  r 
turn,  we  decided  to  investigate  Centr 
Europe  and  had  a  fabulous  trip  throuf 
the  Iron  Curtain  countries,  ending  up  : 
Vienna. 

/•■^v  I- 7  Martha  Worthington  Herric 
(  Mrs.   H.   Thoma; Zl 112  South  Wade  Aveni 

Washington,  Pa.   153( 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ella  English  Daub   (Mrs.  John  C. ) ,  965 
42nd    Street,    North,    Pinellas    Park,    I 

33565 Louise  Hazen  Meilicke    (Mrs.   Myron),    1 
Bayview,   Paradise   Bay   Park,   Bradento Fl.  33505 

Katherine   Lowe   Hall    (Mrs.    Walter    B. 
505-16 1st  Avenue,  Redington  Beach,  I 

33708 

Special  Notice  from  Ella:  "A  reminde Our  50th  Anniversary  Fund  is  in  po< 
health.  Get  current,  please,  ladies.  Mi 
checks  to  me,  and  make  them  payable 
Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account.  Tl 

more  we  pay  in,  the  more  interest  we 
have.    We've  lost  lots  of  interest  already 

Ruth  Allman  Jones  and  her  sister  a 

enjoying  the  status  of  grandmothers,  ar 
are  maintaining  their  old  family  hon 

which  is  the  right  size  for  home-comin 
of  children  and  grandchildren.  Rut! 
daughter  now  lives  in  Pittsburgh  after  b 
ing   in   The   Netherlands    for   eight   years 

Marybelle  Carroll  Emerick  writes  th 
she,  Burley,  Shirley,  and  her  four  gran 
children  are  all  well.  She  enjoys  notes 
Christmas  from  Irene  Stout,  Marian  Co 
nelly,  Sally  Davies  and  Kay  McPeake,  ar 
wants  to  be  remembered  to  all  the  clas 
mates. 

Elizabeth  Crawford's  retirement  is  su< 
a  full-time  occupation  that  she  wonde 

how    she   ever   found    time    for   "working 



.asc  summer  she  traveled  through  Bavaria 
nd  Austria,  taking  in  the  Passion  Play  and 
arts  of  the  Salzburg  Festival. 

I  Ella  English  Daub  and  her  husband  got 

pto  their  newly-built  home  last  April. 
::lla's  travels  last  summer  included  a  month 
■n  Europe  (without  husband);  Atlanta  and 
,/irginia  Beach  (with  husband)  for  Shrine 
ineetings;  Wilmington,  Delaware,  New 
ifork.  New  England;  a  trip  across  Canada, 
njoying  the  scenery  for  ten  days;  back  to 
'ittsburgh  before  returning  to  Florida.  At 
Tiristmas  time  they  wete  again  in  Pitts- 

burgh from  which  they  were  happy  to  de- 
part southward  leaving  the  cold  and  snow 

p  'you-all.' 
1  Harriet  Evans  says  she  is  'just  plugging 
long',  but  is  interested  in  hearing  about he  activities  of  our  class,  and  in  the 

■;hanges  and  developments  in  this  pan  of 
he  country. 

'  Sallie  Everson  Bright  has  just  finished .5  years  as  Director  of  Public  Relations 
^nd  Fund  Raising  for  The  Community  Ser- 

vice Society  in  New  York  City,  and  is 
'taying  on  to  write  a  history  of  the  agency 
rom  1843-1971.  She  is  proud  to  have 
5een  included  in  a  newly-published  vol- 

ime,  "Outstanding  Women  in  Communi- 
cations." Sallie  has  four  grandchildren — Iwo  with  her  daughtet  in  Santa  Barbara, 

ind  two  in  New  York  City.  Her  husband 
Imd  son  are  both  with  the  American  Broad- 

casting Company  Television  in  New  York. 
Ruth  Green  West  has  a  son  and  a 

laughter,  both  married,  and  four  grand- 
children. She  is  recently  a  widow  and  is 

looking  forward  to  retirement  after  20 
?ears  of  teaching  kindergarten.  She  has 

(lso  taught  piano,  has  her  master's  degree 
md  39  credits  beyond  it,  and  has  had  some 
boetry  accepted  for  publication. 

I  Alary  Harner  Britton's  travel  plans  for 
next  fall  are  to  rent  a  camper  and  tour  the 
New  England  states.  She  and  her  husband 

i 'did"   the  Southwest  in   March    1969. 
The  past  year  has  been  Louise  Hazen 

meilicke's  year  to  travel.  She  calls  it  'visit- 
ng  grandchildren.'  Her  son-in-law  is  with 
:he  German  government  doing  research  for 
i  year  so  that  was  her  excuse  to  visit  her 
three  grandchildren,  after  touring  Greece 
and  cruising  through  the  Islands,  and 
sightseeing  in  Italy,  Switzerland  and  Aus- 

tria. Also,  she  went  with  a  niece  on  a 
Caribbean  cruise  to  Panama.  From  Europe 
she  flew  to  Denver  to  see  a  new  grandson, 

seeing  "enough  snow  in  the  Rockies  for 
the  winter.  So  here  I  am  in  balmy  Florida. 
Tomorrow  I  will  be  in  Merida,  Mexico,  to 

see  Mayan  ruins."  Louise  is  still  painting and  has  won  a  ribbon. 
Elizabeth  Hewitt  Holland,  as  a  member 

of  the  National  Boatd  of  Directors  of  the 
Board  of  Homeland  Ministries  of  the  Unit- 

ed Church  of  Christ,  went  to  Humacao, 
Puerto  Rico,  in  April,  to  help  dedicate  the 
new  buildings  of  Ryder  Hospital  there. 
She  and  her  husband  visit  many  sections 
of  the  country  each  year  promoting  a  better 
understanding  of  the  mission  of  the 
Chutch.  Elizabeth  also  mentions  that  next 
year  will  be  our  45th  anniversary  and  asks 
what  the  plans  are. 

Pegg  Johnston  McClintock  had  a  visit 
from  Kay  Loire  Hall  and  husband  last 
winter,  and  saw  Sally  Springer  and  Lib 
Hubbard.  Pegg  enjoys  playing  golf,  has  no 
children  nor  grandchildren  but  likes  to 
read  about  others  who  do,  and  hopes  to 
attend  our  next  reunion. 

Kay  McPeake  Arnold  writes  an  intetest- 
ing  'sermon'  (as  she  calls  it;  which  I 
quote:  "An  appeal  to  all  as  your  years  pile 
up  that  we  each  make  an  effort  to  keep 
our  minds  alert  and  develop  an  intetest 
in  some  pursuit  outside  ourselves.  Enjoy 
your  grandchildren  and  have  fun  with 
them.  If,  like  me,  you  have  none,  adopt 
one  or  two  from  your  neighborhood.  Old 
age  can  be  a  burden  or  a  time  of  joy — we 

make  the  choice — but  early!"  Kay  said  not 
to  ptint  this  but  I  think  it  is  wotth  print- ing. 

Eleanor  Moury  McKelvey  says  "retire- 
ment is  wonderful!"  Her  travels  include 

a  cruise  to  Scandinavia,  Europe  and  the 
Meditetranean,  a  vacation  in  Malaga,  Spain, 

plus  trips  to  Chicago  to  see  the  gtand- 
children. 

Anne  Negley  Brunot  and  Rae  Stevenson 
Bair  are  still  going  to  their  old  college 
bridge  club  and  enjoy  traveling  to  Pitts- 

burgh togethet.  Anne  and  her  husband 
have  accepted  an  invitation,  from  an  old 
friend  in  Miami  who  has  a  large  boat 
berthed  at  Nassau,  to  cruise  among  the 
small  Bahaman   Islands. 

Frances  Ray  Dunlevy  has  traveled  in 
Europe  for  the  past  six  summers,  and  really 

loves  "every  old  building,  museum,  garden, 
handcraft,  and  bit  of  gentility  over  there, 
not  to  mention  the  opera  and  concert  per- 

formances." Last  summer  she  toured  Mid- 
Europe  by  car  for  45  days  with  her  grand- 

daughters, aged  IS  and  15,  and  one  of  her 
choir  girls,  also  18,  taking  in  the  Passion 
Play,  then  ending  up  with  five  days  in 
London.  Frances  says  she  has  spent  her  life 

teaching  young  people — more  than  just 
how  to  sing,  she  hopes! 

After  retiring  from  teaching  last  June, 
Inez  Wallis  joined  Dulcina  Marshall  Walk- 

er fot  a  delightful  trip  to  the  British  Isles. 

The  previous  summer  they  "did"  the  Iron 
Curtain  countries  together.  Inez  was  plan- 

ning to  make  Sarasota,  Florida  her  head- 
quarters  during   February   and   March. 

Isabel  Watson  Druschel  has  twice  tried 
to  retire.  After  ten  years  with  Lawrence 
County  Boatd  of  Assistance  she  resigned, 
but  was  called  back  to  staff  a  Social  Service 

Department  in  the  hospital.  After  accom- 
plishing this  and  resigning  once  again,  she 

is  now  involved  in  starting  a  Meals  on 

Wheels  program.  Meanwhile,  "we  are 
remodeling  an  old  house  in  the  Shenan- 

doah Valley  whete  we  eventually  plan  to 

live."   Isabel  has   a   year-old   grandson. 
As  to  your  secretary,  I  had  an  awful 

( in  the  true  sense  of  the  word )  urge  to 
answer  each  of  your  letters  personally!  I 
enjoyed  and  appreciated  hearing  from  all 
of  you  who  wrote  and  wondered  why  the 

rest  of  you  didn't.  I  am  an  "armchair  trav- 
eler" myself,  but  I  was  delighted  to  read 

about  everyone  else's  (or  everyone's  else) 
travels  and  doings.  The  extent  of  my  trav- 

els is  riding  around  town  in  my  convertible 
with  its  top  down,  weather  permitting,  or 
out  in  the  very  adjacent  countryside.  I 
walk  to  my  work  at  rhe  W.&J.  College 
Library,  read  a  great  deal,  play  bridge,  and 
look  after  my  home — after  a  fashion.  And 
I  keep  a  Diary.  Timothy  who  has  just 
turned  24,  is  not  married  yet,  and  lives  at 

home  so  that  I  happily  still  'have  the  pleas- 
ure of  his  company.'  My  hands  are  rathet 

arthritic,  but  otherwise  1  think  I  am  well 
— for  an  old  lady!  Speaking  of  reading — 
no  one  mentioned  that  she  had  read  any 
good  books  lately.    Or  bad. 

29 Anne  Textor  Thompson 
(Mrs.  Robert  E. ) 

20   Richey   Avenue 
Pitrsburgh,  Pa.   15214 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Hunter  Snisshelm    (Mrs.   Robert  I.), 
After  June  30:  Van  Buren  Bay,  R.D.  #2, 
Dunkirk,  NY.   14048 

Junietta  Kalbitzer  Pollack  (Mrs.  Louis  N.), 
Corliss    Park    Apts.,    #4,    4    Park    Road, 
Wheeling,  WVa.  26003 

Josephine  Mang  Muir  (  Mts.  Stanley),   139 
Royal  Oak   Dtive,   Apt.   F,   White   Oak, 
McKeesport,   Pa.    15131 

Moira    McCreery    Murphy     (Mrs.    Bertram 
L.,  Jr.).   401    Shady   Avenue,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15206 

Dorothy  Appleby  Musser  has  a  new 
grandson,  Kevin  Alfred  Musser,  born  Janu- 

ary 28,  1971.  "The  most  intetesting  thing 
I  did  in  1970  was  to  go  to  the  aid  of  my 
daughtet  and  her  family  after  hurricane 
Celia  demolished  theit  new  Corpus  Christi 

home  on  August  3rd." 
lsabelle  Bashline  Hammond's  mothet 

passed  away  Febtuaty  13th,  19"1.  We  ex- tend  our   sympathy. 
Ellen  Connor  Kilgore.  hospitalized  for 

arthritis  in  her  hip  in  October,  is  now  re- 

cuperating with  a  "new"  hip  and  expects 
to    walk   again    this    summer. 

Mary  DeMotte  Sutphen's  first  gtandson 
was  born  November  21st,  Robert  Edward 
Radsperiner.  A  granddaughter,  Terti  Lynn, 
is  in  the  first  grade.  Mary  planned  to  va- 

cation in  Florida,  making  a  stop  in  Sara- 
sota  to  see  Miriam  Fisher  Planert. 

Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  and  her  husband 
had  a  trip  to  the  Scandinavian  countries  in 
August  and  will  go  to  Acapulco  this  spring. 
Son  Scott  is  an  orthopedic  surgeon  prac- 

ticing in  the  Harrisburg-Hershey  area. 
Their  daughter  and  family  live  in  Wayne, 
Pa. 

Ruth  Hunter  Sivisshelm.  after  18  years 
in  the  Alumnae  Office,  will  resign  as  of 

June  30th.  A  very  painful  knee  and  hus- 
band Bob's  retirement  are  the  contributing 

factors.  Ruth  and  Bob  will  be  leaving 
Pittsburgh  to  reside  in  Van  Buren  Bay, 
New  York. 

Mary  Louise  Jones  is  still  busy  with  her 

mimeograph  machine  but  has  recently  tak- 
en to  a  wheel  chair,  her  hip  and  knee  sock- 
ets having  been  chipped  by  numerous  falls. 

She  had  visits  from  Peg  Fifer  and  Erma 

Stuart  this  past  year  and  always  enjoys  see- 

ing the  '29ers. 
Ruth  Lenon  Diffenbacher  has  had  an  ex- 

citing year;  traveling  to  London  and  Paris, 
and  singing  with  the  New  Britain,  Con- 

necticut Symphony  for  its  November  per- 
formance of  Beethovan's  Ninth  and  the 

Finale  from  Fidelio.  Ruth's  boys  are  pur- 
suing medical  careers,  and  she  continues  to 

enjoy  her  position  as  an  Educational  Assist- 
ant at  the  University  of  Connecticut. 

Martha  Stem's  "busy-busy  year"  with  the 
Optometric  Extension  Program  Foundation, 
Inc.,  has  taken  her  to  Hawaii  where  she 

tepresented  her  organization  at  the  Ameri- 
can Optometric  Association  Congress  and 

attended  the  Boatd  meeting  of  the  Volun- 
teers for  Vision,  of  which  she  is  a  member. 

Martha  has  just  published  another  series  of 
text  papers  on  Professional  Relations  for 
the  Foundation,  and  collabotated  with  fel- 

low staff  membets  on  a  number  of  articles 
and  books. 
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Grace  Sherman  Futlerton's  son  Gordon 
was  chosen  as  Capsule  Communicator  for 
the  first  five  hours  of  the  Apollo  14  launch; 
his  was  the  voice  from  Mission  Control  in 
Houston.  Daughter  Jean  will  receive  a 

master's  degree  in  social  welfare  from 
Portland  State  University.  Grace  and 
Charles  are  still  living  in  Salem,  Oregon, 

and  nearing  that  "magic  land  of  retire- 

ment." Louise  Sutton  Ivory  sends  greetings  from 
Chambersburg,  Pa.,  where  she  soon  will  re- 

tire from  teaching  elementary  reading. 

Evelyn  Thompson  Wible  has  been  very 
busy  ministering  to  her  father  who  has 
been  in  St.  Clair  Memorial  Hospital  for 
some  time. 

Dorothy  Warner  is  working  every  day 
but  still  manages  to  have  fun. 

Peg  Wooldridge  Fifer  has  coast-to-coast 
children.  Penny  is  a  physical  therapist  at 
the  Richmond  Cerebral  Palsy  Center.  Susie 
lives  down  the  road  with  two  delightful 

"gremlins,"  Margot  and  Todd.  Barbara 
lives  in  Illinois  with  her  new  son,  and 
Mike  in  Hood  River,  Oregon  with  his 

wife  Lyn.  Back  at  the  farm  are  "grandma 
and  grandpa  with  a  huge  menagerie."  In 
her  spare  time,  Peg  is  active  with  the  Se- 
wickley  Hunt,  the  local  shooting  and  fish- 

ing club,  and  the  Pittsburgh  Poetry  So- 
ciety. 

Your  secretary  reports  a  grandson,  Chris- 
topher Matthew,  born  October  21st,  1970. 

Soon  after  this  news  is  sent  in,  we  plan 
an  escape  to  the  South  for  a  winter  holiday. 

31 
Lois  Applegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

LaVerda  Dent  Moran    (Mrs.  Thomas,  Jr.), 
4400  Exeter  Drive,  Apr.    107,  Longboat 
Key,  Sarasota,  PI.   33577 

Gertrude  Ferraro  Prather  (Mrs.  Thomas  J., 
Jr.),  4759  Reservoir  Road,  Washington, 
D.C.  20007 

Margaret     Jefferson,     804     East     Jefferson 
Street,    Charlottesville,    Va.    22901 

Winifred  Joseph   Waldie   ( Mrs.  James  A. ) , 
R.D.  #2,  Box  66,  Valencia,  Pa.  16059 

Anne  Ritenour  Harbison  (Mrs.  Frank  M. ), 
1448  Calhoun  Street,  New  Orleans,  La. 
70118 

It  was  a  joy  to  read  your  letters  this  year. 
Many  classmates  said  they  could  hardly  be- 

lieve it  has  been  40  years  since  we  gradu- 
ated. Forty  years  is  a  long  time,  and  dur- 

ing these  four  decades  we  have  lived 
through  three  wars,  one  great  Depression 
and  several  recessions,  and  have  seen  the 
world  turned  upside  down  by  a  violent  in- 

dustrial revolution,  a  radical  social  revolu- 
tion, and  an  impulsive  ecological  revolu- 
tion. In  addition,  the  science  of  space  ex- 

ploration has  advanced  to  the  successful 
completion  of  three  manned  landings  on 
the  moon — all  by  Americans. 

June  5th  is  the  day  we  celebrate.  Several 
have  already  said  they  will  be  with  us,  and 
we  hope  that  we  will  have  a  large  number 
present  for  all  of  the  events  of  the  day. 
We  have  lost  contact  with  Naomi  Bow- 

ser Rimer,  Anne  Bozic  and  Julia  Connell 
Callahan.  If  anyone  knows  the  whereabouts 
of  these  gals,  please  notify  the  Alumnae 
Office. 
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Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn,  back  in 
school  again,  is  studying  Property  Tax  and 
Appraisal  at  Rutgers  University,  prompted 
by  the  fact  that  she  was  elected  Township 
Tax  Assessor  last  July.  She  continues  on  the 
County  Library  Commission,  but  has  given 
up  the  School  Board  post.  Son  Dick  hopes 
to  graduate  from  Juniata  College  in  May 
and  has  applied  to  Pitt  School  of  Library 
and  Information  Sciences.  A  trip  to  Alas- 

ka is  on  the  Dearborn's  travel  schedule  for 

June  7. 
Edie  Beale  Asper,  our  true  Alaskan,  and 

Linn  went  to  Europe  last  May.  Their  guide 
was  a  young  British  woman  who  teaches 
history  in  London  during  the  winter,  who 
gave  them  lessons  all  the  way  across  seven 
countries,  and  arranged  for  them  to  stay 
at  quaint,  old  hotels  with  lots  of  charm. 
On  the  way  back  to  London,  they  crossed 
the  Channel  in  a  Hovercraft,  and  during 
the  crossing  the  guide  remarked  that  she 
felt  she  was  home  when  she  saw  the 
white  cliffs  of  Dover,  as  Americans  think 
they  are  home  when  they  see  the  Statue  of 
Liberty.  Edie  wanted  to  remind  her  that 
she  was  not  home  until  she  saw  the  Men- 
denall  Glacier!  The  Asper  kids  were  home 
for  Christmas — Linn  and  Mary  from  Fair- 

banks and  Jim  from  Cleveland. 

Dorothy  Bortz  Kund,  during  her  24 
years  in  Miami,  has  been  a  busy  wife, 
mother  and  grandmother,  active  in  social, 
civic  and  political  clubs.  She  has  assisted 
in  school  and  college  functions  of  her 
daughter  Annette,  who  now  works  for 

National  Airlines.  The  Kunds'  have  a 
six-year-old  granddaughter.  Dot  travels  ex- 

tensively with  husband  Paul,  a  real  estate 
and  mortgage  broker.  Their  most  recent 
trip  was  to  Hawaii,  and  they  are  planning 
a  trip  to  Europe  in  June. 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout  is  glad  to  have 
the  jeep,  the  station  wagon,  and  the  ice 
melters  that  Walter  installed  in  their  drive- 

way to  cope  with  winter  ice,  snow,  and 
sleet,  and  summer  grass  and  weeds.  Last 
May,  Marrha  became  a  grandmother,  and 

is  now  boring  "all  my  friends  with  photo- 

graphs of  Heather  Anne." Betty  Brandon  spends  several  months 
each  winter  at  Fort  Myers  Beach  where  she 
works  for  a  few  hours  each  day  in  the  hotel 
office.  Back  in  Beaver  Falls,  Betty  has  a 
new  first-floor  apartment.  She  does  vol- 

unteer work  in  the  Social  Service  Deparr- 
ment — Medicare  Section — and  in  her 
church.  If  anyone  is  coming  through  Bea- 

ver Falls  on  the  way  to  Pittsburgh  in  June, 
Betty  would  like  to  arrange  for  a  ride. 

Dode  Crawford  Macy's  one  daughter 
lives  in  Summit,  New  Jersey,  the  other  in 
Tulsa,  Oklahoma,  and  there  are  four  grand- 

children. Dode  comes  to  Pittsburgh  quite 
often  to  see  her  mother. 

Around  the  first  of  the  year  LaVerda 
Dent  Morgan  and  Tom  moved  into  their 
new  apartment  in  Sarasota.  Last  June,  La- 
Verda's  youngest  daughter  presented  them 
with  their  sixth  grandchild,  a  lovely  "Irish 
miss  named  Colleen." Helen  Domhoff  Neely  and  John,  Sr., 
visited  in  the  mountains  with  their  elder 

daughter,  Shirley  Neely  Brown  ('62)  and children.  John,  Jr.,  is  in  his  second  year 
at  Harvard  Law  School.  Following  gradu- 

ation from  Princeton,  he  served  two  years 
in  the  Army,  one  of  which  was  in  Vietnam. 
Their  younger  daughter  graduated  from 
Duke  University  last  spring  and  is  work- 

ing in  the  tteasurer's  office  at  Durham. 

After  breaking  her  leg  on  the  1969  trip 
north,  and  her  husband  having  a  heart 
attack  during  the  1970  trip  to  sell  their 
Cleveland  home,  the  Simmermachers  (Clara 
Falconer)  have  decided  to  stay  in  Florida. 
Clara  says  that,  in  spite  of  her  crutches,  she 
does  not  feel  old  enough  for  a  40th! 

Gertrude  Ferrero  Prather,  with  husband 
Tom  and  daughter  Lynne,  spent  25  days 
last  summer  in  the  British  Isles  where  they 
joined  their  younger  son  Michael,  a  student 
at  Oxford. 

Last  June  Kay  James  McCann  and  Ray 
returned  to  Lassen  Volcanic  National  Park, 
where  they  caught  the  transition  from  win- 

ter to  spring.  At  lower  elevations  the  wild 
flowers  and  birds  were  delightful;  at  high 
elevations  the  snow  was  twelve  feet  deep 
on  both  sides  of  the  road.  In  Octobei 
they  visited  many  of  the  exciting  red  rocks 
parks  of  Nevada,  Utah,  and  Arizona:  Red 
Rocks  at  Las  Vegas,  Dixie  State  Park,  Zion. 
Bryce,  Capitol  Reefs,  Arches,  Monumeni 
Valley,  Oak  Creek  Canyon,  and  others.  On 
their  way  home  they  saw  Joshua  Tree  Na- 

tional Monument  and  the  California  condoi 
country.  At  their  local  Foothill  Park  thej 
led  the  Audubon  Annual  Chrisrmas  Count 
Kay  has  been  branch  chairman  for  a  con- 

servation topic,  Beleaguered  Earth,  anc 
on  two  state  committees.  She  was  in  charge 
of  the  Audubon  Wildlife  Film  Series  ir 
Palo  Alto  and  chairman  for  weekday  field 
trips  for  both  AAUW  and  Audubon.  Be- 

sides, she  has  had  two  one-woman  water- 
color  shows  in  1970! 

Margaret  Jefferson  has  retired  as  head 
mistress  of  St.  Anne's  School  in  Charlottes 
ville,  Virginia,  and  is  teaching  biology  ir 
the  public  shcools  there.  In  recognition  ol 
her  years  of  service  to  the  school,  the  St 
Anne's  Alumnae  Association  has  made 
Margaret  an  honorary  member. 

Florence  Jones  Maddox  and  Williarr 
spent  three  weeks  in  Europe  last  summei 
with  Olive  Wycoff  MacCarthy  and  Parker 
The  four  of  them  flew  from  Columbus 

Ohio  to  Cologne,  Germany,  took  a  boa1 
trip  on  the  Rhine,  and  continued  with  i 
bus  tour  of  more  than  2,000  miles  througf 
Germany,  Oberammergau  and  the  Passior 
Play,  Austria,  Hungary,  and  Yugoslavia 
They  spent  three  nights  in  Dubrovnik,  anc 
a  full-day  trip  to  St.  Stefan  and  Kotor  ir 
Montenegro.  They  flew  to  Columbus  frorr 
Yugoslavia  in  one  2  3 -hour  day!  The  Mad 
doxes  hope  to  attend  an  engineering  con 
vention  in  San  Francisco  this  spring.  Re 
cently  they  went  to  a  Chatham  Alumnae 
meeting  in  Cincinnati  where  they  me; 
President  and  Mrs.  Eddy  and  the  new  Pro 
vost,  Dr.  Chmura. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Addie  Lasnei 
Sachs  whose  husband  died  in  Palm  Beach 
Florida  where  they  had  lived  for  the  pasi 
year.  Addie  says  she  will  remain  in  Flori 
da  and  will  not  be  back  for  our  reunion. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  Elinor  Martir. 
Vaughn.  Her  husband  retired  two  years  ago 
but  his  contract  engineering  work  since 
then  has  taken  them  to  several  parts  of  the 
world.  Last  summer  they  spent  three  week; 
in  San  Juan,  Puerto  Rico,  and  later  in  the 
summer  they  went  to  Barranquilla  and  Bo 
gota,  Columbia.  Their  son  and  his  wife 
are  both  architects  in  Philadelphia,  theii 
daughter  and  husband  live  in  Des  Plaines 
Illinois.  Elinor  is  eagerly  looking  forwarc 
to  seeing  all  the  girls  again  at  our  reunion 

Isabelle  Patterson  Konold  retired  frorr 
social  work  in  December  and  is  now  doin£ 



M.11  sorts  of  things  she  had  put  aside  until 
fietirement.     She,    too,    is    looking    forward 
|o  that  special  day  in  June. 

I  On  a  trip  to  the  Far  East,  Margaret  Ray 
I  McDouell  and   John   visited   Thailand,   the 

Philippines,  Japan,  and  Hawaii  on  their 
I'vay  home.    In  the  Philippines  they  visited 
vith  their  daughter  and  son-in-law  who  are 

reaching  missionaries  in  the  Philippine 
iWesleyan  College  about  60  miles  north  of 

(Manila.     Their   son-in-law    is    setting   up    a 
department  in  technology,  and  daughter 

[Nancy  is  doing  a  research  project  on  fam- 
:  ly  planning — a  badly  needed  field  of  edu- 

cation because  of  the  high  bitth  rate.  Mar- 
Igaret  comments  that  there  are  a  number  of 
■missionaries   and   Peace   Corps   workers   in 

the  area,  and  everyone's  home  is  a  way- 
kjtation  for  workers  as  they  travel  about  the 
[country.  To  go  far  into  the  interior,  a  jeep 
lis  a  must  for  travel  because  of  the  poor 
toads.  Nancy  and  family  have  a  comfort- 
pable    residence,    built    in    a    style    suited    to 
the  tropics — with  wide  eaves  for  protection 
■from  sun  and  showers,  and  an  airy, 
screened  porch  with  a  wall  around  the  en- 

tire yard,  the  latter  a  necessity  to  protect 

fcne's  possessions.  In  Malaysia  they  visited 
itheir  nephew  who  is  an  agronomist.  Be- 

tween Kuala  Lampur  and  Malacca  they  saw 
fimuch  of  the  countryside — how  the  people 
Kive  and  work.  In  conclusion,  Margaret  said 
(.that  the  thing  that  impressed  her  most  was 
■the  emerging  middle  class.  They  are  de- 
j-manding  better  wages  and  a  real  share  in 
f-the  development  of  the  country.  There  are 
■many  new  professional  and  business  people, 
(.almost  all  of  whom  are  eager  to  come  to 
flthe  United  States.  They  want  jobs  that  will 
■bring  United  States  wages,  without  realiz- 
ling  that  high  wages  mean  inflated  prices. 
[Her  greatest  pleasure  on   the   trip   was   the 

I  ^opportunity  to  find  the  "real  Orient" — not the  one  usually  seen  by  tourists. 
Anne     Rilenour     Harbison     moved     last 

i. summer   to   a   home   that   she   and   her   son 
I  Frank,  Jr.,  purchased.  It  is  large  enough  for 
(both    families    to    be    independent    of    each 
|  other,  with  lots  of  room  for  the  grandsons. 

Anne's  other  son,  Joe,  is  area  administrator for   the   Ditto   Division   of   Bell   &   Howell 

in  Los  Angeles.    Kay  Pottet  has  been  urg- 
ing Anne  to  try  to  come  to  the  40th,  but 

Anne  says  she  will  see   later. 

Kay  Rockwell  Potter  and  Bill  returned  to 
Coral  Gables  at  the  end  of  January  after  a 
fascinating  three-week  cruise  on  the  Stella 
Oceanic  through  the  Islands  and  to  Central 
America.  The  Potters  have  another  grand- 

child— their  14th!  Kay  says  she  has  circled 

the  date  and  "the  good  Lord  willing — I 
will  be  there — and  hope  to  see  many 
31-ers." 

Lucilla  Scribner  Jackson  says  that  with 
thtee  married  children,  and  the  number  of 
grandchildren  increasing,  the  40th  must  be 

so!  Bill's  business  takes  him  to  various 
parts  of  the  world  so  Lucilla  does  a  lot  of 
traveling  with  him.  She  has  had  some  eye 
problems,  but  hopes  to  be  present  at  the 
reunion. 

Viola  Smith  retired  from  teaching  last 
June  and  celebrated  by  taking  a  trip  to 
Switzerland  and  Italy,  her  second  trip  in  20 
years.  She  was  interested  in  seeing  the  fa- 

miliar sights  and  all  the  new  buildings 
that  had  gone  up  in  the  meantime. 

Olive  W'ycoff  MacCartby  and  Parker  re- 
turned from  their  three  weeks  in  Europe 

with  Flo  and  William  Maddox  to  prepare 

for  Marti's   wedding  at  home  on  July    11, 

which  meant  getting  the  yard  as  well  as  the 
house  in  shape. 

A  short  September  vacation  at  a  small 
inn  on  Chesapeake  Bay,  and  an  October 

trip  into  Pennsylvania's  "flaming  foliage 
country"  were  my  jaunts  for  the  year.  See 
you  on  June  5th.  We  have  some  business 

to  bring  up  at  the  class  meeting.  Let's have  as  many  as  possible  there. 
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Helen  McCracken  Bennett 

(Mrs.  John  W.) 
459  Sage  Drive 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15243 

Dorothy  Ballantyne  Millikin 
( Mrs.  Edward ) 

67  Locksley  Drive 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson  (Mrs.),  925  More- 
wood  Avenue,  Apt.  L-2,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 15213 

Helen  Chambers  Suartz  (Mrs.),  3900 
Roxanne  Boulevard,  Sarasota,   Fl.   33580 

Edith  Rial  Benford  (Mrs.  John  D.),  507 
South  Main  Street,  Greensburg,  Pa. 
15601 

Helen  reporting: 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 
Edith  Rial  Benford  and  to  Estous  Lee  Dav- 

idson whose  husbands  died  during  the  past 
year,  and  to  Genevieve  Davis  Crawford, 
who  lost  her  brother  and  whose  91 -year-old 
mother  is  ill  and  confined  to  a  nursing 
home. 

Greetings  are  appreciated  from  Jessie 
Doudna  Phillips.  Edith  McBane,  Ruth  Ross. 
Jean  Saul.  Vi  Sekey  Jessop  and  Jean  Shaw 
Brackman. 

Evelyn  Aliff  Dautlick's  daughter  Cory 
(Chatham  68)  is  employed  at  Western 
Psychiatric  Hospital  in  Pittsburgh,  and  son 
Jay,  no  longer  in  the  Army,  is  completing 
his  work  in  biochemistry  at  Pitt.  He,  Sus- 

an and  their  baby  daughter  live  in  Mon- 
roeville.  Evelyn  is  still  teaching  and  Joe  is 
fine. 

Sara  Allison  Allman's  son  Wes,  24,  mar- ried Diana  Van  Kirk  on  November  21  in 

Akron.  Sally,  a  senior  at  Baldwin-Wallace, 
was  a  bridesmaid.  The  occasion  provided 
a  wonderful  reunion  with  their  family  from 
Pittsburgh. 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson's  children  keep 
moving  and  multiplying  (  10  grandchildren 
now).  Evey  continues  to  teach  reading, 

spelling  and  vocabulary  in  the  Work  In- 
centive Program  at  Goodwill  Industries 

three  days  a  week. 
Helen  Chambers  Suartz  retired  from 

Federal  Government  employment  in  De- 
cember 1969,  and  bought  a  condominium 

in  Sarasota,  Florida.  Since  she  knew  no  one 
there,  she  joined  the  American  Association 
of  Retired  Persons,  whom  she  accompanied 
on  several  interesting  trips,  including  Key 
West  and  Cypress  Gardens.  She  also  joined 

the  Women's  Symphony  Association, 
AAUW,  YWCA,  United  Presbyterian 
Church,  Welcome  Wagon,  two  concert  se- 

ries, a  play  series,  and  the  Ringling  Muse- 
um. 
Mary  Crumay  Keheu  finds  Denver, 

where  her  two  grandsons  live,  to  be  too 
far  from  Bradfordwoods,  but  she  expects  to 
visit  them  soon,  as  well  as  her  two  un- 

married   daughters    in    Boston.     Mary    is    a 

regular  home-bound  teacher  and  does  some 
substitute  teaching. 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape  spent  the  usual 
nine  weeks  in  Edinboro  last  summer,  and 
enjoyed  a  trip  to  Lancaster  with  her  mother 
and  daughter.  She  finds  her  first-graders  a 
joy  to  teach.  This  year  she  and  another 
woman  were  the  first  to  be  honored  by 
election   to   the   Lutheran    Church   Council. 

Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller's  family  follows 
the  orderly  routine  of  home  and  job,  sing- 

ing in  church  and  community  choirs,  at- 
tending Milwaukee  and  Chicago  theatres, 

watching  the  grandchildren  (ages  9  to  12; 

develop,  and  being  grateful  that  they  don't yet  feel  a  generation  gap. 

We  are  sorry  to  learn  that  Betty  Gra- 
ham Kirkpatrick  is  frequently  in  the  hos- 
pital, but  we  are  glad  she  takes  the  time  to 

keep  in  touch.   Our  very  best  to  you,  Betty! 
Virginia  Hall  McAleese  and  John  are 

happy  and  healthy  in  their  retirement  spot. 
Marjorie  Hopkins  is  working  on  a  pic- 

ture book  with  an  Ametican  Indian  theme, 
and  on  a  revised  English  curriculum  for 
junior  high  school  in  addition  to  her teaching. 

Charlotte  lams  had  further  surgery  per- 
formed on  her  face.  Since  then  she  has 

been  sewing  for  Family  Service  and  doing 
some   traveling. 

Heart  surgery  has  performed  a  miracle 

for  Mary  Johnston  Krudener's  husband  Art, 
who  had  suffered  with  angina  for  some 
years.  Mary,  now  a  full-time  working  girl, 
reports  thankfully  that  the  results  were  far 
beyond   their   wildest   hopes. 

Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur  is  proud  of 
William,  III,  who  arrived  on  October  8. 
Son  Bill  is  assistant  cashier  at  Northeastern 
National  Bank  in  Scranton  and  is  teaching 
night  school.  Phyl  still  teaches  reading  and 
travels  as  much  as  possible.  She  spent  last 
Easter  on  Grand  Bahama  and  the  summer 

in  Spain,  Portugal  and  Morocco.  She  ex- 
pects to  spend  this  Easter  in  Nassau  and 

the  summer  at  the  Univetsity  of  Florence. 
Gene  Llewellyn  Price  continues  to  teach 

piano,  and  finds  this  to  be  good  therapy 
after  her  strokes.  Son  Rodget  is  much  im- 

proved after  a  very  serious  operation. 

Ruth  Ludebuehl  Early  and  Ruth  Nirella 
toured  for  a  month  in  a  rented  Mercedes 

through  Bavaria,  where  they  saw  the  Pas- 
sion Play,  the  Italian  Lake  Region,  and 

Switzerland.  They  spent  five  nights  at  the 

luxurious  Villa  D'Este  on  Lake  Como,  left 
the  car  at  Geneva,  and  flew  to  London  for 

good  theatet  and  a  week's  bus  tour  of Devon  and  Cornwall.  Back  home,  Ruth 
N.   is  busy  with  senior  class   rehearsals. 

Eleanore  McClimans  Muncaster's  family 
is  preparing  for  son  Hugh's  marriage  this 
spring  to  a  nurse  from  Farmington,  Michi- 

gan. Last  August  David  was  graduated 
from  Indiana  State  University.  In  June  E. 

J.  and  Hal  plan  to  go  to  the  Orient. 
Last  May  Louise  Metzgar  lams  and 

Charles  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Denmark,  Sweden 
and  Norway  with  a  group  of  friends  from 
the  University  Club.  They  went  to  Paris 
on  their  own,  then  to  England  to  spend  a 
week  in  Bristol  visiting  and  sightseeing 
with  son  Bill  and  his  family.  In  July  Dan 
was  married  to  Sandra  Burger. 

Last  summer  I  enjoyed  a  Caribbean 
cruise  aboard  the  Santa  Paula,  and  a  recent 
visit  in  Philadelphia  with  Sally  Miller 
Brash  was  a  nostalgic  occasion.  Sue  is  a 

happy  sophomore  at  William  Penn  College 
in  Oskaloosa,  Iowa.    West,  after  61/2   years 
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of  military  service  in  the  missile  program, 
is  now  in  pilot  training  at  Vance  Air  Force 
Base,  Enid,  Oklahoma. 

Dorothy  reporting: 

Two  years  in  a  row  Dorothy  Newell  has 
had  to  cancel  a  cruise  around  South  Ameri- 

ca— last  year  because  of  a  broken  collar 
bone;  this  year  due  to  a  cataract  which  she 
will  have  removed  later  this  year.  She  has 
passed  the  time  with  her  piano  and  a  new 
Hammond  organ  with  all  kinds  of  stops. 
The  patients  at  the  State  Hospital  at 
North  Warren  are  getting  pleasure  from  a 
Hammond  concert  organ  and  Deagen 

chimes — Dot's  gift  to  them.  She  has  been 
an  honorary  member  of  the  Board  of  the 
Benson  Memorial  Library  in  Titusville,  and 
a  member  of  the  Warren  Library  Board 
of  Control. 

Carolyn  Pierce  May  finds  that  three 
months  in  a  little  house  in  the  Florida  Keys 
makes  apartment  living  the  rest  of  the  year 
acceptable.  Bob  Senior  exhibited  his  sculp- 

ture in  a  show  at  Ocean  Reef  in  March. 

They  are  anticipating  Bob  Junior's  return 
in  the  fall.  When  in  Philadelphia,  Carolyn 

enjoys  her  work  with  the  Wayne  Women's Exchange. 
Gertrude  Ray  Mann  spent  three  summer 

months  with  husband  Carey  on  the  Persian 
Gulf,  near  Abadan,  where  he  was  working 
for  Westinghouse.  She  felt  like  a  character 
in  an  English  novel  as  she  experienced  the 
desert  heat,  the  international  flavor  of  life 
in  Bandar  Mashahr,  the  contacts  with  the 
handsome  Iranians,  the  unbelievable  three- 
day  visa  renewal  trip  to  Kuwait,  and  the 
17,000  mile  journey  there  and  back.  Carey 
arrived  home  in  time  for  a  Boston  Christ- 

mas, and  January  found  him  in  Argentina 
on  a  new  assignment  for  Westinghouse. 

Helen  Rowand  Dunkle's  daughter  Mary- 
ann  is  engaged  to  Philip  Alan  Langdon,  a 
graduate  of  Allegheny  College  and  on  the 

staff  of  "The  Patriot"  in  Harrisburg.  Mary- 
ann  has  been  working  for  Alcoa  in  Pitts- 

burgh since  her  graduation  from  Allegheny 
last  June.  Christina  spent  her  first  anniver- 

sary with  her  husband  in  Hawaii,  and 
hopes  to  have  him  home  from  Vietnam  in 
April. 

Ruby  Skinner  Miller  and  her  husband 
spent  a  month  last  summer  touring  the 
west,  going  to  Vancouver  and  to  San  Fran- 

cisco. This  summer  they  plan  to  attend  the 
International  Geographical  Congress  in 
Budapest,  after  which  they  will  tour  Eu- 
rope. 

Sara  Stevenson  Poster  and  her  husband 

felt  the  short  rolling  shock  of  the  Califor- 
nia earthquake  as  they  were  waking.  For- 

tunately, there  was  no  noticeable  damage 
in  their  area.  Joe  plans  to  retire  in  June 
after  25  years  of  teaching  at  Scripps  Col- 
lege. 

Martha  Stuart  Muhlheizler  finds  life  very 
satisfying  in  North  Carolina  where  they 
raise  a  fine  Angus  beef  herd. 

Miriam  Young  White  and  Roger  have 
a  new  grandson,  Jeffrey,  born  on  Novem- 

ber 10  to  Carol  and  David,  who  live  in 
Clinton,  N.Y.  Susan  is  with  Mim  and 
Roger  this  year,  attending  Indian  River 
Community  College.  Imagine  the  excite- 

ment of  seeing  the  moon  shot  right  in  front 

of  one's  house!  Mim  saw  Vaughn  and 
Marian  Baughman  Monroe  at  a  Pro-Am 
golf  tournament  in  Stuart.  Roger  is  still 
with  the  FM  radio  station  there. 

In  February  Ed  and  I  took  a  much  need- 
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ed  vacation  in  Florida.  Ginny  and  Hugh 
had  a  daughter,  Anne  Charlotte,  in  April, 
bringing  our  number  of  grandchildren  to 
nine.  Then  in  August,  Anne  and  her 
family  moved  to  Waterloo,  Iowa.  We  vis- 

ited them  in  October,  but  had  an  automo- 
bile accident  on  the  way  home.  I  am  happy 

to  say  that  no  one  was  hurt. 
Thanks  for  responding  so  willingly  to 

our  requests  for  news  and  money.  Until 
spring  of   1972,  sincere  good  wishes  to  all. 

35 Dorothy  Wood  Clarke 
(Mrs.  T.  H.) 

2062  Kendon  Drive  East 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Frances  Stifel  Sternloff  (Mrs.  Donald  F. ), 

14  Community,  Belvedere-Tiburon,  Ca. 

94920 
Virginia  Watkins  DeMers  (Mrs.  L.  W.), 

2165  S.W.  23rd  Avenue,  Fort  Lauder- 
dale, Fl.  33312 

DEATH 

Marian  Burns  Sabina,  December  5,   1970. 

We  are  sorry  to  hear  of  Marian's  death, and  extend  our  symphony  to  her  family 
and  friends.  A  gift  to  the  Chatham  Library 
has  been  made  in  her  memory. 

Sally  Aldridge  Schaefer  continues  to 
work  in  the  hospital  gift  shop,  and,  in  ad- 

dition, managed  the  Garden  Club  Christ- 
mas Show  this  year.  She's  been  enjoying  a 

pants  suit  Louann  made  for  her,  to  prove 
she's  not  too  old  and  fat! 

An  exciting  new  job  started  for  Helen 
Birmingham  Proctor  on  November  1  when 
she  became  Public  Relations  Associate  for 
the  Burke  Rehabilitation  Center  in  White 
Plains,  N.Y.  She  was  also  coordinator  for 
a  benefit  theatre  party  for  the  Institute  of 
Rehabilitation  Medicine — Danny  Kaye  in 

"Two   by  Two." 
Fred  and  Jean  Engel  Reppun,  with  Mar- 

tha, David  and  Josh,  took  off  this  spring 
for  Jugoslavia  and  England,  with  a  brief 
stop  in  Paris.  Martha  is  planning  a  June 
wedding.  Jean  and  Fred  saw  at  least  two 
classmates  last  year;  Ted  and  Dorothy 
Wood  Clarke  visited  Hawaii  in  April,  and 
Ed  and  Ginny  Hyde  Schu  einsberg  in  Sep- tember. 

Shirley  Gordon  Emley's  son  Jonathan 
and  three  friends  took  Chatham's  Interim 
course,  "The  Study  of  the  City,"  and  liked the  course  and  the  girls  ( who  apparently 
taught  them  many  things  including  how  to 
"tray"  down  the  hill)  so  much  that  they 
actually  tried  to  ttansfer!  Shirley  heard 
from  Yuki,  Eleanora  and  Miss  Eleanor 
Taylor  at  Christmas. 

Eleanor  Harbison  Bream's  husband 
Gray  is  again  teaching  at  Loyola  in  Chi- 

cago, and  the  commuting  from  Washington 
has  worked   out  remarkably  well. 

Prue  Goodale  Martin  and  a  friend  had  a 

wonderful  month-long  trip  last  year  driv- 
ing through   Portugal  and   Spain. 

Spain  keeps  cropping  up  in  your  letters. 
Bob  and  Louise  headman  Faller  (after  tak- 

ing a  course  in  Italian)  plan  to  go  to  Spain 
in  May.  Kenneth  and  Mary  Seaver  Hewitt 
cruised  in  the  Caribbean  last  year,  and 
were  to  return  to  Spain  in  April.  Ed  and 
Virginia  Schweinsberg  Hyde  were  going  in 

March,  and  Ted  and  Dot  Clarke  hoped 
visit  their  daughter  Barbara  there  in  Apr 

There  were  at  least  three  marriages  U 
year.  Martha  Jane  Nims,  daughter  of  D 
vid  and  Jane  Harmeier  Nims,  married  Ro 
aid  E.  Valent,  and  is  living  in  RidgeU 
W.Va.  Bob  and  Louise  Leadman  Falle, 
son  Rick  married  Susan  Franz  in  a  chan 

ing  garden  wedding  in  June.  And  in  A 

gust  Ted  and  Dorothy  Clarke's  daught Barbara  was  married  to  Navy  Lt.  Walt 
M.  Jones,  and  is  living  in  Rota,  Spain. 
Among  the  more  interesting  vacatio 

last  year  was  a  thrilling  raft  trip  down  I 
Colorado  River  taken  by  Bill,  Dave  ai 

Caroline  Hesse  Ender.  They're  showii slides  and  movies  all  over  town.  Dave  w 
enter  Bucknell   in   September. 

Marie  Martin  says  she  hasn't  much  ne 
to  report,  and  then  mentions  vacationii 
in  England  and  Ireland. 

An  enforced  rest  period  had  Win  Jeffri 
Saxon  whiling  away  the  time  by  readin 
Since  that  was  the  coldest  part  of  the  wi 
ter  it  shouldn't  have  been  too  hard   to  d 

Keith  and  Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  tra 
elled  by  car  and  train  through  Oregc 
Washington  and  western  Canada  to  Jasp 
Park  with  friends,  a  treat  to  eye  and  spi 
after  crowded,  smoggy  Southern  Californ 
Susan  is  a  writer  in  the  AP  Los  Angel 
Bureau,  Martha  will  graduate  in  Ju 
from  Stanford,  and  Ellen  is  a  freshman Berkeley. 

Forrest  and  Gerty  Russell  Lydic  had 
marvelous  trip  last  May  to  Scandinavia,  ai 
particularly  liked  Norway.  Their  son  Clar 
is  now  in  Vietnam. 

Their  European  trip  and  the  Passii 
Play  in  Oberammergau  were  thorough 
enjoyed  by  George  and  Dot  Woodwa Evans. 

Dot  Evans   forwarded   a  copy  of  a   lett 
from    Yuki   Naito,    and    Yuki    also   was 
Oberammergau  as  part  of  a  tour  of  Euro 
and   the  Middle   East.    Since   her   return 
Japan    she    has    resumed    teaching    Engli 
and  Japanese,  and  work  on  the  translatii 
of    a    book.     She    sends    her    greetings 
everyone. 

All  of  Anna  Snyder  Milford's  fami 
were  together  for  the  first  time  in  27  yea 
when  her  mother  came  from  Honolu 
and  her  three  sisters  visited  for  Christm; 
Son  John  is  with  the  Army  in  Vietnai 
Dale  is  in  the  graphics  business,  and  Ji 
joined  the  U.S.  Coast  Guard  last  fall. 

Dolores  Steinecke  continues  as  a  mu; 
braille  transcriber,  very  satisfying  work,  ai 
has  added  a  new  dimension  to  her  li: 
Though  never  a  scout,  she  is  now  treasut 
of   the  local   Girl   Scout  Council. 

Dot  Taylor  has  left  U.S.  Steel  and  is  nc 
wotking  full  time  on  what  was  her  sic 
line — brokering  and  insurance,  and  is  al 
doing  some  income  tax  work.  She  is  st 
coping  with  the  builder  of  her  unfinishc 
new  home,  and  living  in  it  meanwhile  wi 
no  hope  of  completion  until  spring. 

Charlotte  Wright  Sproull's  husband  Jol 
retired  last  year  from  Alcoa.    All  three  ch 
dren  are  now  married.    Kathleen   lives 
Michigan  and  has  one  daughter,  Lucy  is 
Monroeville  and  has  three  girls  and  a  be 

and  young  John  and  his  wife  both  teach 
Gateway   in    Monroeville. 

It  has  been  a  real  joy  to  hear  from  s 
of  you,  and  I  hope  that  those  of  you  wl 
did  not  answer  this  time  will  send  ne\ 
next  time. 
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Mary  Trimble  Brittain 

(Mrs.  Raymond  F.) 
47   Newgate  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

Elizabeth  R.  Bradley 
7022  Flaccus  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

MARRIAGE 

Waomi  Sayre  Steck   to   William   F.   Bartoe, 
I     November  28,  1970 

.NEW  ADDRESSES 

Elizabeth  J.  Belden,  3109  Rudolph  Avenue, 
|  Erie,  Pa.  16508 
IDorothy    Casper  Zeisig    (Mrs.),    P.O.    Box 

3126,  Shawnee,  Ks.  66203 
Helen    Chabot    Swartz    (Mrs.    Louis    M.), 
I     6886   Riverdale  Road,  Lanham,   Md. 
|     20801 
[Helen  Ferber  Wikert  (Mrs.  Harvey  R.), 
!  889  Locust  Lane,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 
Eugenie  Miller  Snell  (Mrs.  Charles),  1429 
I  Anderson  Avenue,  Fort  Lee,  N.J.  07024 
Dorothy    Motheral    Porter    (Mrs.    William 

E.),   381    Carriage   Lane,   Wyckoff,    N.J. 
07481 

Martha   Potter   Koerner    (Mrs.   Victor    F.), 
2210    Country    Club    Drive,    Pittsburuh, 
Pa.  15241 

Jane  Seaman  Berg   (Mrs.  Richard  W. ) ,  53 
Highland  Road,  Bethel  Park,  Pa.  15102 

[Alice   Viehman  Shiftman    (Mrs.),   2947 
Brevard  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15227 

|  Dorothy  Casper  Zeisig  has  just  started 
:work  on  an  education  specialist  degree  and 
is  teaching  in  junior  high  school.  Her  old- 
jest  daughter  and  husband  are  returning 
soon  from  Australia.  Another  daughter  is 
Jin  college  and  the  youngest  is  in  high 
ischool. 

I  Florence  Kinley  Mercer,  Lyle,  and  son 

Tom  went  to  Italy  after  Tom's  graduation 
.last  May  as  a  set  and  stage  designer  from 
■Carnegie  Mellon.  They  were  joined  by 
daughter  Lynn,  who  came  over  as  a  mem- 

ber of  a  group  of  six  entertainers  from 
.Rollins  College  on  the  SS  France.  The 
highlight  of  their  trip  was  seeing  their  fos- 

ter child,  Maria,  in  Palermo,  Sicily,  whom 
they  have  cared  for  for  fourteen  years  un- 
,der  the  Foster  Parent  Plan. 

Mary  Trimble  Brittain  has  a  new  grand- 
.daughter,  Heather  Victoria  Trimble  Knox, 
born  September  12,  1970  to  daughter,  Alex- 

andra. Elizabeth  is  doing  graduate  work  in 
.classics  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania. 
;Mary  is  serving  on  the  Board  of  Directors 
of  Harmarville  Rehabilitation  Center  as 
deputy  treasurer.  In  February  Ray  and 
Mary  broke  the  winter  doldrums  by  taking 
a  Caribbean  cruise. 

Katherine  Pyle  spent  Christmas  in  Den- 
ver, Colorado  with  friends.  She  is  president 

of  her  United  Presbyterian  Church  Wom- 

an's Association  and  a  member  of  the  Fort 
■  Vance  Historical  Association. 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling  and  Jim  took  a  trip 
ito  Australia  in  November.  Their  son  Pete 
is  spending  his  freshman  year  aboard  the 
iS.S.  Ryndon — world  campus  afloat — Chap- 

man College's  (California)  unique  inter- 
national program. 

Louise  Johnson  Purnell  is  working  as  a 
part-time  secretary  at  a  small  church.  She 
and  her  husband  are  active  in  church  work. 
Son  Dave  is  an  aerospace  engineer  with 
Lockheed  in  Atlanta,  Georgia,  and  John 
lis  in   high   school. 

Mary  Yellig  Barley  and  family  will  re- 
turn to  Akron,  Ohio  in  June.  They  have 

lived  in  Richmond,  Virginia  for  five  years. 
Her  three  married  children  live  in  Akron, 
daughter  Jean  is  at  Dunbarton  College  in 
Washington,  and  Mary  Jo  is  in  high 
school.    Mary  is  a  high  school  librarian. 

Betty  Bevan  Winkler  spent  five  weeks 
in  the  Orient  last  summer. 

Martha  Branch  Culbertson  and  Cubby 
find  their  household  has  shrunk  to  its  origi- 

nal two  members,  since  Alan  and  Anne 
are  away  at  college.  Martha  is  learning 
about  welfare  problems  as  a  freshman 
member  of  the  County  Board  of  Public  As- 
sistance. 

Elsie  Dressier  Helsel  is  still  employed  by 
the  National  United  Cerebral  Palsy  Associa- 

tions as  their  Washington  Representative 
and  is  commuting  each  week  to  Athens, 
Ohio. 

Mary  Jane  Addy  Braley  and  Betty  Grace 
Hammer  Maxwell  send   greetings   to  all. 

/Mildred  Broun  Mclntyre  would  like  to 
hear  from  some  of  our  classmates  who  at- 

tended Swissvale  High  School  with  her  in 

the  early    1930's. Nancy  Diven  Seagren  and  George  visited 
Herb  and  Sally  Anderson  Amtsberg  in 
their  new  house  in  Hilton  Head  Island, 
South  Carolina.  Their  son  Berry  and  his 

wife  are  still  with  the  church  at  L'Abri 
Foundation  in  Huemoz,  Switzerland.  Son 
Dean  is  in  his  last  six  months  duty  in  Viet- 

nam, and  Bill  is  a  freshman  at  Northwest- 
ern. 

Our  sympathy  is  extended  to  Elsa  Stief- 
elmaier  Talbott,  who  lost  her  father  in  Oc- 
tober. 

Eleanor  Marshall  Walters  is  planning  a 
family  reunion.  Her  youngest  son  will  re- 

turn from  the  Peace  Corps  in  East  Malay- 
sia; her  oldest  son  and  his  wife  will  be 

back  from  Africa;  and  her  second  son,  his 
wife  and  child  will  come  from  Detroit. 
Last  March  Eleanor  and  Ed  were  in  Aus- 

tralia and   returned   home  via  Japan. 

Constance  Bell  Sedgwick's  husband  has 
retired  because  of  his  health,  and  he  and 
Connie  will  be  moving  to  Deerfield  Beach 

soon.  Son  Dwight  got  his  master's  in  in- 
dustrial engineering  last  June  and  is  work- 

ing for  a  management  consulting  firm  on 
assignment  to  Los  Angeles. 

Sally  Anderson  Amtsberg  acquired  a 
daughter-in-law  when  Doug  was  married 
last  June.  Daughter  Judy  is  at  Wilson 
College  this  year. 

Mary  Follansbee  Buck's  daughter  Susie 
and  husband  are  in  Hong  Kong  where  he 
is  teaching  at  the  Chinese  University  of 
Hong  Kong.  Her  othet  daughter  was  mar- 

ried last  summer.  Mary  and  her  husband 
have  four  children  in  college.  After  a  trip 
to  Florida,  Mary  is  looking  forward  to 
going  to  Hong  Kong  to  see  her  daughter, 
her  husband   and   two  grandchildren. 

Margaret  McBride  McMaster  visited  Miss 
Margaret  Robb  in  Boulder,  Colorado  last 
June  and  enjoyed  every  minute  with  her. 

Betty  Lewis  Williams  is  still  teaching  in 

the  "Head  Start"  program  at  Fairywood 
Elementary  School. 

Grace  Crutchfteld  Christenson  gives  her 

family's  vital  statistics.  Her  oldest  daugh- 
ter, Sigrid,  has  three  children;  Roy  is  wirh 

Cal-Tex  on  the  Island  of  Bahrain  in  the 
Persian  Gulf;  Ralph  is  in  the  Army  in 
Germany;  Karen  is  at  John  Robert  Powers 
School  in  Pittsburgh;  and  Norman  is  study- 

ing chemical  engineering  at  Cornell.  Grace 
and  Chris  are  thriving. 

Martha  Jane  Geruig  Rial  and  Jack  went 
on  a  Golf  and  Theatre  Tour  through  Scot- 

land, England  and  Ireland  last  fall.  Son 
Fred  is  in  the  Military  Police  Company  at 
Fort  Benning,  and  Frank  is  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon.  Our  sympathy  is  extended  to 
Martha  Jane  on  the  death  of  her  mother  in 
January. 

Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe  has  been  appointed 
to  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Society  of 
Plastic  Engineers,  Delaware  Valley  Section. 
Naomi  received  the  Buick  Safe  Driving 
plaque  and  a  United  States  Savings  Bond 
from  the  Philadelphia  Zone  Buick-Opel 
Dealers  Association  for  her  thirty-year  safe 
driving  record. 

Lillian  Taylor  Franz  writes  that  her 
mother  is  still  in  the  Collins  Nursing 
Home.  Lillian  tells  us  that  some  of  their 

group  attended  Naomi's  wedding  at  the Dormont   United    Presbyterian    Church. 
Elizabeth  Bradley  is  planning  a  cruise  to 

the  West  Indies  late  in  the  summer.  She 
is   involved  with  club  work  this  year. 

Remember  our  thirty-fifth  reunion  next 
year,  and  plan  to  attend. 
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Lucile  Stoehr   Daugherty 

(Mrs.  Donald  M. ) 
160   Richmond   Circle 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15237 

Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson 
(Mrs.  Scott   R.  ) 

403  Meadow  Road 
Glenshaw,   Pa.    15116 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Janet  Campbell  Hull   (Mrs.  J.  Ray),  3912 
Mt.  Olney  Lane,  Olney,  Md.   20832 

Mary     McCullough     Abbott     (Mrs.     Ward 
D.),   1255   Sturgeon  Point  Road,  Derby. 
N.Y.   14047 

Alma     Mocker     Bacon      (Mrs.     William), 
DOD    Seoul    Middle    School,    APO    San 
Francisco,  Ca.  96301 

Hortense    Norton    Seedlock     (Mrs.    Robert 
F. ) ,    587    Moorhead    Place,    Pittsburgh, Pa.   15232 

Helen  Archer  Fardig's  part-time  work  in 
the  elementary  school  library  has  grown  in 

a  year's  time  to  a  "Media  Center"  ( audio- 
visual) job,  too.  She's  also  involved  in  her church  with  the  teaching  curriculum.  Her 

three  oldest  girls  are  out  on  their  own 
now.  Still  at  home  are  David  and  Alison, 
ages  10  and  11.  Helen  and  Ollie  have  two 

grandchildren. 
Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  reports  that  Expo 

'70  brought  more  than  the  usual  number 
of  visitors  to  Hong  Kong.  They  were  es- 

pecially pleased  to  see  Peggy  Cooper  Upte- 
graft  and  family  in  July.  Elva  and  Bob 

stopped  at  Expo  '70  on  their  home  leave trip  in  September.  While  in  Pittsburgh  she 
saw  Peggy  Uptegraff,  Rose  Marie  Wetter 
Black  and  Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels.  She 
hopes  anyone  going  to  Hong  Kong  will  let 
her  know  so  she  can  see  them.  She  and 
Bob  have  chalked  up  so  many  air  miles  in 
their  10  years  of  living  abroad  that  Pan 
American  invited  them  on  their  inaugural 
747   Pacific   flight   last   May. 

We're  sorry  to  hear  that  a  freak  golf 
cart  accident  in  September  resulted  in  a 

severe  knee  injury  for  Mary  Cole.  How- 
ever, she  hopes  to  recover  enough  by  spring 

to  play  golf  and  work  in  the  garden. 
Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff.  Roy  and  three 

of   their   children   went   to   Expo    '70   after 
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daughter  Judy's  graduation  from  Penn 
State.  The  rest  of  the  summer  was  spent 
at  Chautauqua.  Judy  is  now  at  Southern 
College  of  Optometry,  one  of  five  women 
there! 

Kay  Cutbbcrt  Hardee  sounds  mighty 
busy.  Besides  her  medical  practice  she  en- 

joys boating  on  the  Chesapeake.  She  was 
in  Pittsburgh  to  attend  her  25th  Reunion 
at  Pitt  Medical  School. 

Gene  Detuiler  Davis  is  looking  forward 
to  her  first  trip  abroad  this  spring.  Her 
youngest  son,  Bill,  went  into  the  Navy 
February  7. 

Still  working  at  Child  Welfare  Services, 
looking  for  foster  homes  for  neglected/ 
abused  children,  June  Feick  writes  that 

"the  mechanics  of  my  work  combined  with 
trying  to  keep  everything  at  home  running 

smoothly   gets   complicated    at   times." 
Jennie  Ferralli  sent  greetings  to  all. 
May  Gregg  Stockton  has  taken  up  crewel 

embroidery  in  her  spare  time  from  home 
duties  and  work  at  Carnegie-Mellon  Uni- 

versity. Daughter  Linda,  back  from  a  Red 
Cross  assignment  in  Vietnam,  is  now  in 
Germany  for  a  three-year  job  with  Army 
Special  Services.  Daughter  Suzi  graduated 
from  Carnegie-Mellon  University  last  May 
and  works  at  Westinghouse  as  a  writer  and 
editor. 

Still  busy  at  the  hospital  as  Assistant 
Director  of  Personnel,  Helen  Harris  Davis 
and  husband  are  looking  forward  to  a  tour 
of   the   Greek    Islands. 

Totty  Hoyt  Faison  enjoyed  a  visit  from 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt,  '38,  when  she  was in  Houston  for  a  National  Public  Health 
Convention.  Their  children  are  keeping 
them  busy  as  only  a  1 4 '/2  -year-old  and  an 
1 1'/2  -year-old  can  do. 

Jeanne  Kalisb  Samuels  has  acquired  an 

electric  potter's  wheel  and  is  "persevering 
through  all  the  attendant  frustrations." 
Daughter  Cindy  covers  the  Senate  for  Col- 

umbia Broadcasting  System  news,  Emily 
will  graduate  from  Smith  in  June,  and 
Janet  is  an  underclassman  at  Beloit  in 
Wisconsin. 

The  summer  off  from  teaching  will  be 
filled  with  two  graduations  and  a  wedding 
for  Jean  Keenan  Farrill.  Son  Jack  will 
graduate  from  Cornell  and  go  to  graduate 
school  there.  Daughter  Kathy  will  gradu- 

ate from  high  school  and  be  married  in 
August. 
Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  is  working 

four  days  a  week  as  secretary  to  the  Direc- 
tor of  Admissions  at  Germantown  Friends 

School.  She  and  Rowland  had  a  trip  to 
England,  Ireland  and  Wales  last  summer. 
They  visited  with  daughter  Jo  and  husband 
in  London.  College  student  daughter  Lou, 
who  was  in  Europe  working  with  an 
American  Friends  Service  Committee  work 

camp,  joined  them  for  a  few  days  in  Lon- 
don and   Ireland. 

Genevieve  Love  Smith's  husband  plans 
to  take  early  retirement,  and  they  will  move 
to  Deming,  New  Mexico  where  they  own 
five  acres  of  beautiful  deserr  at  an  altitude 
of  4,360  feet.  Their  view  of  the  Florida 
Mountains  is  spectacular.  She  flew  ro  New 
York  in  February  for  a  conversation  with 
her  publisher  regarding  revision  and  ad- 

dition of  audio-visual  material.  In  March 
she  Hew  to  Deming  to  show  their  contrac- 

tor where  to  locate  their  new  house. 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree  and  Jan  enjoyed 
rheir  drive  through  New  England  last  sum- 

mer.   She  writes,  "otherwise  am  busy  with 
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house,  United  Presbyterian  Home  for  Chil- 
dren, Kindergarten  Association  and  church 

work." 

Amy  McBride  Bell  and  John  had  a  trip 
to  Europe  in  September,  driving  from  Ge- 

neva through  Switzerland,  Northern  Italy, 
Germany  and  Austria. 

Mary  McCullougb  Abbott  moved  to  a 
fifty-acre  farm  with  a  lovely  old  home  last 
May.  Youngest  daughter,  Mary  Lynn,  grad- 

uated from  Washington  University  and 
now  both  girls  are  living  and  working  in 
Cambridge,  Massachusetts.  Mary  and  Ward 
had  twelve  days  in  Israel  with  stops  in 
Athens  and  Rome  on  the  way  home.  She 
wished  that  she  had  remembered  more 
about  ancient  history,  and  said  that  it  was 
an  extraordinary  trip  since  they  visited  in 

people's  homes. Still  busy  writing  and  directing  plays  for 
The  Knickerty-Knockerty  Players  as  well 
as  teaching  Sunday  School,  serving  as  con- 

ference chairman  for  the  National  Confer- 
ence of  the  Federation  of  Motion  Picture 

Councils,  and  looking  after  her  husband 
and  two  supercharged  teenagers  is  Madge 
Miller  Eulenstein.  She  received  the  Char- 
lotte  Chorpenning  cup  for  excellence  in 
playwriting  which  resulted  in  a  citation 
from  the  Pennsylvania  state  legislature. 
1971  will  see  the  production  of  a  brand 

new  play,  OPQRS,  ETC.  "How's  that  for 
mystery?"   asks   Madge. 

Mary  Milne  Hanson's  son  John  will  be 
married  this  summer  after  graduating  from 
college.  Mary  is  busy  in  the  furniture  and 
decorating  business. 

After  five  years  overseas,  Alma  Mocker 
Bacon  and  family  expect  to  leave  Seoul 
sometime  this  year  and  return  to  the  States. 
Their  daughter  Connie,  now  back  at  Wil- 

mington College,  joined  them  last  year  af- 
ter spending  three  months  on  an  exchange 

program  in  Eastern  Europe.  Bridget  is 
enrolled  at  the  American  Military  Depen- 

dents' School  in  Seoul  where  Alma  is  a 
sixth-grade  teacher.  Son  Mike  is  out  of 
the  Army  with  an  eye  toward  Australia 
for   civilian   life. 

Hortense  Norton  Seedlock's  joyous  news 
is  that  after  30  years  they  have  moved  back 
to  Pittsburgh  where  husband  is  General 
Manager  for  the  new  Sky  Bus.  She  remi- 

nisced about  being  "a  married  day  student 
back  before  it  was  stylish!  Bob  was  sta- 

tioned in  Pittsburgh  as  a  brand  new  Sec- 

ond  Lieutenant." 
Beth  Pensom  Fox  is  living  in  West  Vir- 

ginia close  enough  to  Pittsburgh  to  com- 
mute once  a  month  for  bridge  club.  Her 

husband  is  Superintendent  of  Construction 
for  the  new  Harrison  Power  Station.  Son 
Charley  is  in  5th  grade  and  busy  with 
Scouts  and  sports. 

Our  sympathy  to  Betty  Rindlaub  Lord 
whose  mother  passed  away  in  June.  The 
month  before,  her  aunt  had  died  at  the 
age  of  102,  and  in  November  her  cat  died, 
leaving  Betti  alone  to  pursue  her  career  of 
teaching  speech. 

"Social  work  like  all  other  professions 
is  struggling  to  be  effective  amidst  insur- 

mountable obstacles,"  according  to  Florence 
Ray  Stier.  She  enjoyed  gathering  the  re- 

search data  for  her  dissertation  on  Com- 
munity Planning  for  Mental  Health  and 

Retardation.  She  and  Don  visited  Jean 

Doherty  Marlor  (ex-'39)  and  Sandy  at Christmas. 
From  California  Ruth  Ross  Duer  writes, 

"Nothing  new  in  the  Napa  Valley  except 

to  thank  God  we  didn't  live  in  Southe 
California."  She  and  Ralph  are  planni 
to  take  a  trailer  cruise  to  British  Columl 
in  late  spring.  Last  August  her  mother  a 

sister,  Janet  Ross  '43,  visited  them. 
Helen  Starkey  Dixon  and  husband  ; 

collecting  out-of-print  books  so  that  af 
Bill  retires  from  the  railroad  presider 
they  can  operate  an  antique  book  shop  w 
emphasis  on  transportation  and  city  ph 

ning.  She  says  that  S.  T.  Mallison's,  T Great  Wildcatters  (1953),  has  a  lovi 
color  illustration  of  Michael  Benedur 

Greystone,  plus  an  interesting  account 
"The  Golden  Lane"  (Woodland  Roac 
Their  daughter  is  on  the  west  coast  stui 
ing  oceanography. 

Mary  Bee  Weibel  McEuen  sends  1 
best  wishes  to  all  and  is  looking  forws 
to  our  next  reunion. 

Rose  Marie  Welter  Black  writes,  "I marriages,  no  divorce  and  no  grander 
dren."  The  Blacks  had  a  trip  to  Eurc 
last  summer.  Marjie  is  at  the  University 
Colorado  and  hopes  for  a  political  inte. 
ship  this  summer.  Son  Harry  is  worki 
at  The  Pittsburgh   Press. 

There  are  two  alumnae  on  our  recoi 

who  are  "lost."  Does  anybody  know  ai 
thing  about  Jane  Foster  (Mrs.  Monroe 
Frye,  Jr. )  or  Alice  Williams  ( Mrs.  LeR Shaeffer )  ? 

Again,  it  was  pleasant  for  your  co-sec 
taries  to  hear  from  you.  The  Daugber 
and  the  Dickinsons  are  enjoying  grandp 
enrhood.  Their  daughters  each  have  a  b 

Lucy  and  Don's  son  Ray  is  a  student 
Point  Park  College.  Mary  Jane  and  Sco 
son  Scott,  Jr.  started  as  a  freshman  at  ] 
high  last  fall  after  spending  five  weeks Europe. 

41 Mary  Bertha  Richa P.O.  Box 

Lexington,  Mi.  484 

Ruth    Strickland    CI; 
( Mrs.  Chester  P 
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NEW  ADDRESSES 
Natalie    Lambing    Paige    (Mrs.    Peter), 

Gerard  Street,  Meadowedge,  Bellport, Y.   11713 

Mary    Linn    Marks    Colbaugh    (Mrs.    Jo 
H.),     115     Rathton     Road,     York, 17403 

Helen    Weller   Tkach    (Mrs.    Walter    R 
4784     Command     Lane,     Andrews     1 
Force  Base,  Md.  20331 

Ruth   reporting: 

Jeanne  Anna  Ayers  Widgery  writes, 
been  a  good  and  busy  year  for  us.  C 
second  daughter,  Catherine,  spent  the  su 

mer  with  a  tea  plantation  manager's  h 
ily  in  Ceylon,  as  an  American  Field  Serv 
student.  She  is  now  in  the  college  select: 
throes.  Carolyn  is  still  happy  at  Yale.  1 
lande  is  now  Director,  Market  Research, 
Gulf  Oil  Chemical  Company.  My  secc 

novel  was  published  in  August,  'Trum 
Ar  The  Gates.'  The  first  is  coming  out 

paper  back  next  summer,  and  I'm  worki on  a  third — well  along  with  it.  I  hope 

see  you  at  the  reunion  in  June!" Anne  Butler  Steuart  is  opening  the  n 
PEABODY  COLLECTION  of  BOOKS 

CHILDREN  (Psychology,  etc.)   at  Peabc 



College  Library.  Harry  is  vice  president  of 
Ingram  Materials  (sand  and  marine,  and 
transportation ) .  David,  2S,  is  still  living 
in  Paris  and  winding  up  a  dissertation  on 
LeCorbusier  from  the  University  of  Lon- 

don. Dick,  24,  will  graduate  from  USAF 
Pilot  Training  in  Oklahoma.  He  has  Sur- 

vival Training  in  Washington  State,  and 
Special  Training  in  Florida  before  a  tour 
in  Sourheast  Asia.  John,  20,  is  a  sopho- 

more at  The  University  of  the  South,  and 
Grandmother  Butler  is  fine. 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  and  Jim  went  to 
Spain  and  Mallorca  the  end  of  January,  and 
to  France  in  April — their  first  trip  to 
Europe.  Alice  went  home  to  Monongahela 
in  October  to  visit  friends  and  relatives, 
then  on  to  Memphis  to  see  Brenda  and 
Bill.  She  adds  that  son  Jimmy  works  for 
his  dad  and  that  a  lawyer  in  the  family 
is  a  definite  asset.  John  and  Ann  bought 
a  lovely  old  home.  John,  who  is  active  in 
the  Merchants  Association,  has  21/z  years 
left  in   the  National   Guard. 

Dull  February  was  brightened  for  Shirley 
Clipson  Clarke  when  her  daughter  and 
son-in-law  came  to  visit  from  Colorado, 
their  first  trip   home   in  a  year. 

Dorothy  Geschaindt  Schrieber  is  in- 
volved in  lots  of  volunteer  projects,  but 

her  favorite  is  teaching  remedial  reading 
to  seven  first-graders.  The  Schriebers  have 
three  grandsons  and  an  expected — grand- 

daughter??!! Dottie  hopes  all  are  as  happy 
as  she. 

Beth  Howard  Smith  writes,  "For  the  past 
two  years  I've  been  up  to  my  eats  in  edu- cation as  an  officer  in  P.T.A.  and  the  San 
Diego  Association  For  Gifted  Children. 
Have  met  with  some  success  which  makes 
it  seem  worthwhile.  I  was  very  surprised 
to  be  asked  to  testify  at  one  of  the  eight 
nationwide  conferences  of  HEW  on  the 

needs  of  gifted  children.  It  was  an  inter- 
esting expetience.  Dick  and  son  Carl  are 

healrhy  and  busy." 

Very  brief  news  flash!  "Grandson  lasr 
spring,"    Mary    Kinter    McEldouney. 

From  Natalie  Lambing  Paige,  "We  built 
a  house!  It  is  lovely,  in  the  woods,  ele- 

vation 18  feet,  highest  in  Bellport!  We 
watch  bitds!  Moved  in  Dec.  and  the  5 
kids  arrived  20th  Dec. — natch.  Peter  Otis 
and  wife  Loie  still  at  Ft.  Bragg  and  he 
may  be  sprung  from  Army  in  June,  I  hope. 
Douglas  about  to  gtaduate  from  Lehigh  .  .  . 
one  more  off  the  payroll!  Lee  about  to 
graduate  from  Choare  and  is  anguishingly 
college  shopping.  We  also  have  another 
son  rhis  year,  an  AFS  student  from  Finland. 
He  goes  to  Choate,  too,  and  spends  his 
holidays  with  us.  Such  a  marvelous  ex- 

perience for  all  of  us.  He  is  just  a  great 
kid  and  we  all  love  him.  I  heartily  recom- 

mend raking  AFS  students.  We  cruised 

ten  days  aboard  'Ollie'  this  past  summer, 
while  Douglas  drove  across  the  USA  and 
Lee  worked  as  a  volunteer  at  the  Grenfield 
Mission  on  Bateau  Island,  Labrador.  He 
said  it  was  the  best  summer  of  his  life. 
Mary  Linn  and  Jack  Colbaugh  spent  a 
very,  very  short  weekend  with  us  this  sum- 

mer which  we  so  enjoyed.  We  are  about 
to  go  back  to  Snowmass  ( Aspen )  fcr  a 

week's  skiing,  taking  the  'group',  and  it should  be  fun.  We  would  love  to  have 
any  PCW-ites  come  visit. 

Carol  Martin  and  her  sister  will  be  mov- 
ing into  a  new  home  shortly,  a  one  story 

with  less  outdoor  work  and  boasting  a 
prerty  mountain  view. 

"Remember,  fellow  Classmates,  our  re- 
union is  this  year.  Eight  of  us  had  a  ball 

last  time.  I  hope  we  have  more  '41ers' 
this  year  at  the  Woodland  Road  get-to- 

gether. I  want  to  thank  all  of  you  who 
have  sent  in  your  news.  Mary  Bertha  and 
I  have  enjoyed  being  your  reporters.  Ev- 

ery February  since  1966  she  and  I  have 
chatted  on  the  phone  about  forthcoming 
news.  My  last  bit  of  official  business  is  to 
inform  Alice  Kittle  and  Dottie  Schrieber, 
who  live  in  Indianapolis  (one  on  Allison- 
ville  Road,  the  other  on  North  Meridian 
Street)  to  get  in  touch  with  one  another. 

Let's  ALL  go  to  Chatham  in  June!!!!" Strickle. 

Mary   Bertha   reporting: 

Eleanor  Asp  Stahl  reports  a  marvelous 
European  trip  last  September  and  October. 

Except  for  four  unique  and  remarkable 
grandchildren,  Sara  Louise  Finkelstein 
Hirshberg  has  nothing  outstanding  to  re- 

port. She  had  just  returned  from  visiring 
said  grandchildren  and  children  in  Denver 
and  Taos,  N.M.  and  is  looking  forward  to 
reunion. 

Mae  Oettinger  Schueinsberg's  son  John is  in  his  last  year  at  Grove  City  College, 

and  daughter  Beth  and  family  live  in  Co- 
lumbus. Frequent  trips  are  made  there  to 

see    (you  guessed   it)    the  grandchildren. 

Still  busy  at  Gulliver's  Travels  is  Doro- thy Oliver  Friday.  At  Zonta  meetings  she 

sees  Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  ( '40 ) ,  and  Peg 
Dunseath  Wilson  ('40)  each  month  at  the 
College  Club.  As  for  the  other  Fridays, 
Peter  is  a  freshman  and  Elizabeth  a  se- 

nior at  Wittenberg  University.  The  latter 
will  be  married  in  June.  Dr.  Richard  is 
still   in  Guam,  and   Paul   teaches  Getman. 

Mildred  Rudinsky  Kochanski  can't  be- lieve it  is  thirty  years  since  our  Chatham 
days.  She  received  a  wonderful  letter  from 
Miss  Effie  Walker  at  Christmas  time.  El- 

dest son  Ted,  now  a  freshman  at  M.I.T., 
was  a  Westinghouse  Talent  Search  winner 
and  Connecticut  Science  Fair  winner  last 

year.  Gregg  and  Rex  are  second  and  fifth- 

graders. 
Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  sends  greetings 

to  all.  Still  with  the  county  child  welfare 
office,  Eleanor  is  happily  ensconsed  in  a 
fabulous  new  building,  an  architectural 
prize-winner.  She  and  John  are  getting 
excited  at  the  prospect  of  their  first  Euro- 

pean  jaunt  this  summer. 

A  new  grandmothet  is  Alice  Steinmark 
Rightor,  whose  daughter  Libby  had  a  little 
girl  on  December  29th.  Alice  is  doing  on- 

ly substitute  teaching  this  year  and  is  look- 
ing forward   to   reunion. 

Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz  had  trips  to  Florida, 
Boston,  the  Midwest,  and  Williamsburg, 

but  otherwise  it's  the  same  old  routine  of 
chauffeuring,  creative  writing  theme  cor- 

recting, library  work,  art  classes,  and  more 
chauffeuring.  She  and  Ed  will  definitely  be 
at  the  reunion. 

January  5th  was  Sue  Wooldridge  Fish- 
burn  and  John's  25th  wedding  annivetsary. 
She  is  busy  as  ever  acting  as  girl-Friday  to 
John  who  is  Assistant  Counry  Attorney. 
They  have  two  children  in  college  this  year 
and  will  have  three  next  year. 

Your  reporter  had  a  fine  Florida  vaca- 
tion last  March  and  a  September  motor 

trip  around  Lake  Superior  to  Minnesota 
and  Wisconsin.  June,  July  and  August 
were  devoted  to  the  Migrant  Ministry  As- 

sociation, operating  a  used  clothing  shop 

and  doing  "good  works"  for  the  Mexican 
American  migrant  farm  workers  who  come 
to  Michigan  each  summer.  We  are  now 

planning  the  Association's  program  for 
next  summer.    See  you  all  at  reunion! 

Late  word  from  Dr.  Walter  R.  Tkach 
brought  the  sad  news  that  Helen  Welter 
Tkach  is  very  ill  and  unable  to  reply  to  our 
request  for  news.  Their  new  address  is 
listed  above. 

We  have  learned,  also,  that  Vivian 

Frick  Nicholas'  husband  died  in  February, 
and  we  extend  our  sympathy  to  het  in  her 

great  loss. 

43 Jean  Archer  Rothermel 
(Mrs.  Daniel  A.) 

1 1   Bolton  Place,  Radburn 
Fair  Lawn,  N.J.  07410 

Marian  Lambie  Arnheim 
(Mrs.  Falk  K.) 

114   West   Lyndhurst   Drive 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15206 

MARRIAGE 

Margaret  Johnson  Milton  to   lohn  M.  Mil- ler 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret  Johnson  Miller   (Mrs.  John  M.), 
1615  Butler  Pike,  Ambler,  Pa.  19002 

Catherine  Watson  Shryock  (Mrs.  John  C), 
920  South  Aiken  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15232 

Marian  reporting: 

I  am  now  a  member  of  the  working  class 
again.  After  five  years  of  saying  that  I  had 
to  find  my  own  thing  as  the  children  kept 
leaving  home,  I  am  now  secretary  to  Toby 
Milligan,  Public  Relations  Director  of 
Chatham  .  .  .  and  loving  every  minute  of 
it. 

Falk  and  I  count  out  blessings  as  we  re- 
port that  David  is  teaching  in  History  of 

Art  at  Yale  on  a  Carnegie  Fellowship;  Dan 
is  a  Yale  freshman  ( and  thus  far  has 
managed  to  avoid  having  David  in  class ) ; 
Louise,  at  Ellis,  rides  her  bike  thete  in 
nice  weather  .  .  .  my  car  pool  days  are  over. 

The  cards  were  full  of  snow  or  sunshine, 
depending  on  whether  you  had  to  stay  at 
home  and  bear  it  .  .  .  ot  could  get  away 
from  it  all.    Thank  you  much. 

Pat  Blue  Byers  "announces"  that  daugh- rer  Kris  is  engaged  to  a  boy  who  goes  to 
Annapolis.  Chuckie  just  turned  S,  and 
Paul  was  21   in  April. 

Mary  Campbell  Eckhardt  had  a  delight- 
ful trip  to  Japan,  Hong  Kong  and  Hawaii 

last  June.  Their  Robin  spent  three  months 
in  the  Galapagos  Islands  doing  research. 
He's  an  ecologist  and  is  teaching  at  Har- vard this  year. 

Edie  Cole  is  now  a  Lieutenant  Colonel  in 
the  Army  Reserves.  Salute!  She  is  still 
wotking  at  Leech  Farm  VA  Hospital.  Her 
card  was  written  on  a  zero  evening  when 

she  was  "trying  hard  to  remember  where 
I  planted  all  those  crocus  and  daffodil 

bulbs." 

Jean  DeWoody  Bailey  and  Dick  are 
busy  with  The  American  Paso  Fino  Horse 

Registry.  "There  are  now  350  members  in 
the  Association  and  over  1200  horses 

regisrered  with  us,  so  there  is  much  work 

to  be  done,"  writes  DeWoo. 
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Peggy  Dielz  Abele's  Ralph  is  now  Execu- 
tive Secretary  of  Joint  Legislative  Air  and 

Water  Pollution  Control  and  Conservation 
Committee  in  Harrisburg.  They  will  be 
moving  there  as  soon  as  the  Mt.  Lebanon 
house  is  sold.  Ralph,  Jr.  is  doing  graduate 
work  in  geology  at  the  University  of 
Massachusetts;  Jennifer  is  in  her  third 
year  of  nursing  at  Pitt.  ( Please  send  in 
your  new  address,   Peggy). 

Virginia  Dilges  writes,  "Both  Mother 
and  I  are  doing  well."  She  is  doing  volun- 

teer work  as  Librarian  for  the  Sinking 
Spring   Presbyterian   Church   Choir. 

Jane  Filzpalrick  McCough  postcards 
that  Jane  Ellen  has  her  first  semester  at 
Ashland  behind  her;  Tom  is  waiting  to 
hear  from  colleges;  Hugh  is  doing  well  at 
Shady  Side  Academy;  Marita  will  finish  8th 
grade  this  yeat. 

"Life  has  reached  a  sort  of  calm  plateau 
for  Dave  and  me,"  writes  Florence  Frey 
Burnite.  "We're  'well-informed  and  con- 

cerned' citizens,  but  our  activity  is  limited 
by  health  problems.  Dave's  days  involve 
sound,  amplification,  and  taping  on  a  vol- 

unteer basis,  which  includes  reading  text- 
books for  blind  students  .  .  .  my  work  with 

the  elderly  folks  suits  me  just  fine." 
Janice  Goldblum  (who  speaks  occasion- 

ally with  Janet  McCormick  McDole)  is 
still  with  the  Los  Angeles  City  School  Dis- 

trict, working  with  the  federally-funded 
programs  for  the  disadvantaged.  She  flew 
to  Hawaii  on  a  747  for  a  brief  vacation 
last  year. 

Barbara  Heinz  Barone  announces  "an- 
other child  by  marriage."  Their  oldest 

daughter,  Caroline,  was  married  in  May  to 

Frank  Q.  Jones  III.  He's  an  assistant  edi- 
tor on  a  magazine  and  they're  living  in New  York.  Lark  will  graduate  in  June 

from  Indiana  University.  Barb  and  Ray 
enjoyed  a  trip  to  Russia  in  November. 

Ginny  Hendryx  Shank  gives  us  a  run- 
down on  their  girls:  Lyn  is  still  in  Denver, 

same  job,  new  apartment;  Sally  is  teaching 
first  grade  in  Three  Rivers,  California; 
Kathy  is  now  a  sophomore  at  Muskingum; 
Jill  is  a  senior  at  Churchill  and  looking  at 
colleges;  Kim  is  in  junior  high;  and  this  is 

Chris'  last  year  at  Woodside  .  .  .  whose 
P.T.A.  next  year,  for  the  first  time  in 
20  years,  will  be  without  the  services  of 
Mrs.  Shank. 

Claire  Horuitz  Klein  reports  that  Alan 
is  a  junior  at  Duquesne  University  and 
Evan  is  a  sophomore  at  Peabody  High 
School.  She  and  Seymour  are  busy  with 
civic  activities.  Claire  is  presently  serving 
as  President  of  the  Pittsburgh  Chapter  of 
Hadassah  which  has  a  membership  of 
5,000.    Congratulations,   Madam   President! 

Miles  Janouch  Price  guesses  that  the 

highlight  of  their  year  will  be  Christine's graduation  from  Cornell  in  June. 
Connie  hauer  Stein  will  also  have  a 

graduation  this  June  .  .  .  Mark's  from 
Harvard.  Joy  is  a  freshman  at  Emory  Uni- 

versity in  Atlanta,  Georgia.  Connie  and 
Neil  are  planning  a  trip  to  Europe  this 
spring  to  celebrate  their  25th  anniversary. 

Connie's  daughter  and  Jean  Street  Bentley's 
son  Pete,  who  is  a  senior  at  the  University 
of  Georgia,  have  finally  met  after  all  the 
years  that  have  elapsed  since  their  mothers 
were   roommates. 

I've  purposely  saved  Peg  Johnson  Miller 
till  last  because  her  story  is  complete  with 
happy  ending: 

"A  truly  great  year  ...  I  worked  very hard   all   summer   doing   independent   study 
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with  Dr.  Sartain  at  Pitt,  preparing  to  re- 
alize ambition  of  many  years — going  in- 

to Indian  education.  In  August,  went  to 

Navajo  reservation  .  .  .  where  I  was  reme- 
dial reading  teacher.  Loved  it,  learned  a 

lot  and  have  many  things  I  would  like  to 
say  for  and  about  Indian  people.  If 
there  is  another  Indian  uprising,  I  will  join 

it — on  the  side  of  the  Indians — /'/  they  will let  me  ...  I  really  expected  to  spend  the 
rest  of  my  life  there  and  only  John  Miller 
could  have  talked  me  into  leaving  .  .  . 
John  and  I  were  married  January  14  in 
Pittsburgh  ...  I  have  easily  and  quickly 
made  the  transition  from  roving  reading 
teacher  to  settled  Ambler,  Pa.  housewife. 
We  have  a  3-child  family;  my  Chris  (in 

Florida);  John's  Martha  at  home  and  Fred 
at  Westminster  .  .  .  John  is  with  Univac." Class  congratulations  to  you  both! 

Jean  reporting: 

Nina  Maley  Ross  writes  that  Cindy  will 
be  married  this  summer.  Sally  graduates 
in  June  from  Bucknell,  having  spent  her 
senior  year  in  England.  Dick  is  at  Penn 
State  and   Laura  in  junior  high. 

Los  Alamos  is  twenty-five  years  old  and 
Betty  Maroney  Aiello  and  family  have 
shared  twenty-three  of  those  years.  Betty 

is  teaching  freshman  English  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  New  Mexico.  Son  Bob,  a  sopho- 

more at  Hamilton,  is  spending  winter  ses- 
sion at  the  University  of  Vienna.  Bev  is  in 

6th  grade,  and  husband  Bill  still  plays 
around   with  detector  satellites. 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore  keeps  up  on 
Chatham  news  through  a  neighbor,  Lester 
Jipp  who  teaches  at  Chatham.  Children 
from  ninth  grade  through  first  keep  her 
aligned  with  the  young  world. 

As  President  of  the  Herb  Society  of 
America,  Amy  McKay  Core  is  seeing  new 
places,  meeting  new  people  and  learning 
more  about  herbs.  Her  travels  have  taken 
her  all  over  the  United  States,  and  we 
look  for  her  here  in  New  Jersey  in  March. 
Gordon  graduated  from  W&J  and  is  in 
the  Army  Reserves,  Philip  is  a  sophomore 

at  W&J,  and  Amy  Jane  finishes  at  West- town  in  June. 

Connie  Meyer  Waldschmidt's  son,  Chad, 
was  married  in  August,  1969.  He  gradu- 

ated from  Hillsdale  College  in  June,  1970 
as  outstanding  senior  man,  and  was  elected 
to  Who's  Who  and  Omicron  Delta  Kappa, 
honorary  fraternity.  He  is  now  working 
for  Marbon  Chemical  in  Parkersburg.  Bob 
is  a  sophomore  at  Hillsdale  and  looking 
ahead  to  a  career  in  law.  Chuck  and  Con- 

nie are  home  alone  for  the  first  time  in 
twenty-five  years. 

A  famous  first  for  the  class  of  '43-  Mar- 
jorie  Noonan  Ladley's  son  Tom,  a  sopho- 

more at  W&J,  spent  the  month  of  January 
as  a  student  at  Chatham.  He  reported  that 
the  course  was  good  and  so  were  the  sur- 

roundings. Barbara  will  go  to  college  in 
the  fall.  Bobby  and  Jane  are  still  at  home, 
but,  as  Buck  travels  a  lot,  Marjorie  is 
looking  around  for  something  more  to  do 
with   her  time. 

A  YWCA  program  arrived  with  Janet 
Ross'  letter.  She  is  busy  with  a  building 
program  and  recovering  from  a  broken  leg, 
suffered  while  pushing  a  2l/2-year-old  on 
a  swing!  A  trip  to  San  Francisco  speeded 
her  recovery. 

Our  sympathy  to  Mary  Schueppe  Hoff- 
man on  the  death  of  her  father  in  January. 

Rebecca  is  in  her  second  year  at  Hood. 

No  problem  for  Barbara  Steele  Manga) 
to  keep  busy  now  that  her  children  an 
gone.  She  is  a  Literacy  Tutor  teaching  ; 
Greek  man  to  speak  English,  takes  orgai 

lessons  and  lovely  vacations  with  Bill- 
Paradise  Island  and  Mexico  City  for  start 
ers.  Judy  and  family  live  in  Connecticut 
and  Kathy,  a  junior  at  Denison,  is  nov 
on  a  Fine  Arts  tour  of  Europe. 

Jean  Sweet  Bentley  joined  the  Grand 
mother  Club  when  Robert  Bentley  II  at 
rived  November  11.  His  father,  Biff,  i 
teaching  in  a  junior  college  and  workinj 
on  his  doctorate.  Pete  will  graduate  fron 
the  University  of  Georgia  in  March.  Bol 
is  administrative  officer  for  the  Charlestoi 
Mental  Health  Clinic.  Jean  is  chairmai 
of  the  English  department  at  the  hig] 
school  and   play-writing  in  her  spare  tim< 

Louise  Wallace  Menges  reports  two  wed 
dings.  Sally  Ann  was  married  in  April,  bu 
is  living  ar  home  while  Rich  is  in  Vietnar 
as  a  helicopter  pilot.  Merrily  was  marrie 
in  September  and  lives  in  Chicago.  Bobb 
and  David  keep  Louise  busy  at  home.  Bo 
is  now  the  financial  administtator  for  Thir 
Presbyterian  Church. 

Kitty  Watson  Shryock's  son  John  is  i the  Peace  Corps  in  India.  He  hopes  to  g 
to  medical  school  when  he  gets  homi 
Daughter  Ann  graduates  from  Wester 
College  in  June.  Kitty  is  with  Pittsburg 
National  Bank  as  employment  manager. 

horny  Wolfe  Regan's  life  abroad  sounc 
very  exciting.  They  have  been  in  Franl 
furt  for  15  years  and  have  seen  most  c 
Europe  and  North  Africa  during  that  dm< 
Daughter  Kathy  is  working  for  the  Eng 
neer  Command  in  Frankfurt;  Susie  is 
sophomore  at  Mary  Washington  Collegi 
Anne  will  graduate  from  high  school  i 
June  and  is  still  deciding  on  a  collegi 
Ellie  is  in  the  10th  grade;  and  Mai 
will  go  to  high  school  next  year.  All  tl 
girls  are  bi-lingual.  Lorny  has  studied  a 
ranging  and  earned  a  certificate  from  tl 
Sogetsu  School  in  Tokyo. 

Signs  of  the  times — Kay  Von  Fosse 
Johnson's  daughter  Julie  is  a  freshman  : 
Stanford  and  loves  her  co-ed  dorm.  Hu 
band  Curt  is  head  of  chemical  engineerir. 
at  the  Univetsity  of  Colorado. 

"Hello"  from  Janet  McCormick  McDo 
still  in  Seattle  with  Boeing,  from  Jeannet 
Myers  Erler  on  her  way  to  New  York  Ci 
for  a  visit,  and  from  Peggy  Suppes  Yin, 
ling. 

Joe  and  /Marian  Teichmann  McKoi 
were  here  for  the  day  in  February.  Joe 

operations  officer  at  McGuire  Air  Fori 
Base,  and  Gussie  is  taking  courses 
Temple  University  and  working  as  a  soci 
worker  in  Philadelphia.  Marianne  is  aw: 
at  prep  school.  Last  fall  we  had  a  gre 
visit  with  Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti  in  hi 
beautiful  woodland  home  when  we  we 

taking  Pad  to  see  Denison.  We  had  oi 
annual  fine  visit  with  the  Cores  en  rout 

too.  Dan,  Jr.  is  working  in  Arizona  whi 
waiting  for  the  draft  board  to  call  h 
low  number.  Dick  is  a  junior  at  Kenyo 
and  Pad  is  set  for  Bucknell  in  the  fall.  B 
fore  Christmas  Pati  and  I  got  to  go .  wii 
Dan  to  Puerto  Rico  where  he  was  evalua 

ing  a  school. 
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Alice  Demmler 

301   Lincoln  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15202 

Marjorie  Mayhall 
1612   Graham  Boulevard 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15235 

•JEW  ADDRESSES 

Ignes  Conner  Davis  (Mrs.  James  M.), 
3302  Stanford  Street,  Greenville,  Tx. 
75401 

Catherine  Mitz  Herron  (Mrs.  Dennis), 
Box  207,  Connell,  Wa.  99326 

.ouise  Yeiser  Threat!  (Mrs.  Earl  R. ), 
Apartado  663,  Santa  Domingo,  Domin- 

ican Republic 
Aary  Jane  Youngling  Tygard  (Mrs.  Ralph 
E.),  1437  Park  Hills  Avenue,  State  Col- 

lege, Pa.  16801 

Lois  Allshouse  Harnack  has  two  sons  in 

ollege  and  two  in  grade  school  and  is  ac- 
ive  in  church  work  and  part-time  work  in 

children's  shop. 
Paula  Basenko  Thomas  has  had  a  few 

land  compositions  published,  and  her  70- 
liece  Red  Coat  Concert  Band  will  perform 
n  June  at  the  Pittsburgh  Three  Rivers 
\rts  Festival.  Daughters  Paula,  at  Pitt, 
ind  Lilli,  at  Churchill,  are  also  active 
nusically  and  the  entire  family  enjoys  ski- 
ng  and  a  Yoga  class. 

Janny  Beck  Jameson's  daughter,  Priscilla, 
Chatham  '70,  was  married  in  October.  Son 
3illy  is  at  Penn  State,  Tim  in  high  school, 
rhey  vacationed  last  summer  at  Nags 
-lead,  N.C. 
May  will  be  a  busy  month  for  Grace 

Benner  Crosbie  with  David  graduating 

:rom  Carnegie-Mellon  as  a  chemical  engi- 
leer,  Ruth  graduating  from  high  school, 
ind  Nancy  celebrating  her  9th  birthday. 
Hoping  someday  to  finish  her  M.A.  in 

jerman,  Hertha  Bergmann  Caylor  is  work- 
ng  as  a  research  technician  in  the  Ento- 
nology  Department  at  University  of  Cali- 
:ornia  at  Riverside.  Her  son  is  at  Univer- 

sity of  California  at  Santa  Cruz,  and  her 
laughter   at   Monterey    Peninsular    College. 
Helen  Cleuer  Armstrong  keeps  busy 

with  teaching  and  church  work.  Daughter 
Leslie  Ann  is  sophomore  ar  Cornell  College 
In  Iowa. 

Marion  Cohen  commutes  from  New  Jer- 
sey to  New  York  City  regularly  for  ac- 

:ompanying  assignments;  then  rerurns 
home  to  Thiang  and  Tuptim,  a  pair  of 
Himalayan  cats.  Marion  says  if  some  Chat- 
hamite  with  a  male  Himalayan  is  interested 
in  meeting  her  lovely  ladies,  do  write. 

The  big  news  from  Maine  is  the  publi- 
cation of  a  book  entitled  "Freeman  Coo- 

per" by  June  Collins  Hopkins'  husband  Bill. 
Otherwise  life  goes  on  the  same  with 
school  year  in  Rockland  and  three  summer 
months  on  the  Island  of  North  Haven. 
With  all  the  focus  on  environment  these 
days,  they  feel  very  lucky  to  have  such  an 
unspoiled  spot  to  enjoy.  They  spent  Christ- 

mas on  the  island  and  were  isolated  there 

without  boat  service  for  3  days  by  a  bliz- 
zard, but  that  only  added  to  their  enjoy- 

ment. 

Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  just  finished  work 

on  Cleveland's  Symphony  Ball  and  is  now 
doing  publicity  work  for  the  Playhouse 
and  the  coming  national  Occupational 
Therapy  Convention.  They  spent  an  excit- 

ing Christmas  vacation  in  Spain  and  Portu- 
gal. 

Martha  Cox  Hartman  says  they  will 
move  to  Annapolis  in  June  and  are  now 
building  a  house.  Their  second  daughter 

goes  to  college  this  fall,  but  they're  pleased to  have  one  still   at  home. 

Alice  Craig  Coyne  guesses  she's  just  ten 
years  younger  than  the  rest  of  the  class 

since,  after  all  these  years,  they're  only  now about  to  send  their  first  off  to  college. 

With  both  daughters  at  Grove  City  Col- 
lege, Miriam  Davis  Schellhaas  still  keeps 

very  busy,  including  volunteer  work  at  Pas- 
savant  Hospital. 

Louise  Flood  Egan  is  plugging  away  at 

her  master's  plus  two  mini  part-time  jobs. 
Her  16-year-old  son,  John,  is  an  American 
Field  Service  exchange  student  in  Cucuta, 
Colombia.  Farley,  the  oldest,  is  at  Scripps 

College,  and  the  other  four  are  in  four  dif- 
ferent schools  in  Pasadena  due  to  their  first 

year  of  forced  busing,  which  they  think  is 

great. The  best  news  from  Nina  McAdams 
Handloser  is  that  her  son  John  is  home 
from  the  Army,  after  some  duty  in  Viet- 

nam, and  is  now  at  Santa  Barbara  College. 
Nina  is  srill  doing  substitute  teaching  in 
elementary   schools. 

Betty  McCrory  McBride  is  back  nursing 
on  a  part-time  basis  while  husband  Jack 
continues  trying  to  keep  Findlay  College 
staffed  and  running.  Daughter  Sue,  a  se- 

nior at  Ohio  State,  is  studying  in  Italy  at 
the  University  of  Verona  for  a  year. 

Jane  Meub  Evans  says  life  is  even  more 
exciting  as  the  children  grow  older.  Emily, 
a  junior  at  Denison,  was  married  in  Janu- 

ary; their  son  begins  college  next  fall;  and 
the  youngest  daughter  is   15. 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley  had  an  exciting 
year  with  a  glorious  Art  Study  Tour  to 
Italy  last  spring,  including  a  one-day  stop- 

over in  London  for  luncheon  at  the  U.S. 
Embassy  Residence.  Both  boys  are  in  the 

Navy,  and  daughter  Pam  (Chatham'70) was  married   in  January. 

Helen  Truxal  Noyes'  delightful  Christ- 
mas letter  brought  news  of  "the  greatest 

vacation" — a  trip  to  Greece,  a  week  on  a 
cruise  ship  among  the  Greek  Islands,  and 
visits  to  Istanbul,  Rome,  Pompeii.  The 
trip  was  a  brief  escape  followed  by  practi- 

calities— such  as  a  super  boring  course  for 
Helen  in  tests  and  measurements  at  the 
State  College.  Son  Jeff  is  studying  college 
applications  while  David  is  finishing  at 
Cornell. 

A  first,  but  happy,  communication  from 
Louise  Yeiser  Threan,  who  has  been  living 
in  the  Dominican  Republic  for  23  years 
since  her  marriage  to  a  Dominican  who  is 
sales  manager  for  a  local  firm  in  office 
equipment.  Louise  is  now  bi-lingual,  and 
for  the  past  5  years  has  been  teaching 

"English  as  a  second  language"  at  a  local 
university.  They  have  a  son  working  in 
San  Francisco,  a  daughter  at  Indiana  Uni- 

versity, and  a  13-year-old  at  home.  En- 
joying dips  in  the  Caribbean  from  their 

beach  house  all  year  round  and  a  "live-in" maid  make  life  most  desirable  in  Santo 

Domingo.  She's  so  pleased  to  be  in  touch 
with  everyone  again  and  sends  best  wishes 
to  all. 

Mary  Jane  Youngling  Tygard  is  involved 
in  community  and  church  action  programs 

in  their  new  location.  They  survived  Ralph's 
heart  attack  last  June,  and  he  is  associated 
with  the  modular  homes  construction  in- 

dustry at  State  College.  Daughter  Sue  is 
at    West    Virginia    Wesleyan    and    to    be 

married  in  June;  Rog  is  at  Duke  and  Beth 
at  home. 

No  "special  news",  but  greetings  from 
Harriet  Fleming  Muryn,  Ruth  Ford  Wood- 
ward,  Alice  Hanna  Ference,  Janet  Hark- 
less  Beattie,  Nancy  Herdt  Hall,  Phyllis  In- 
graham  Stout,  Petie  McFall  Schall.  Marie 
Minnemeyer  Houston,  Emily  Noll  Zerbe, 
Elizabeth  Schollar  Worley,  Gertrude 
Schmeichel  Hutson,  Patty  Smith  Joyner, 
Polly  Wilson  Ackenheil,  Tillie  Wilcox 
Moncrief  and  Jane   Wood  Ziercher. 

Our  25th  Reunion  last  June  was  a  most 
enjoyable  occasion  with  twenty  members 

present — we're  only  sorry  more  weren't able  to  attend.  As  Lois  Lutz  Pierce  writes, 

"It  was  fun  seeing  everyone  again — decid- 
ed we'd  all  weathered  the  'storm  of  25 

years'  pretty  well." 

47 Patty  Jaycox   Shaw ( Mrs.   Dayne ) 
3S  Colonial   Drive 

McKeesport,  Pa.  15132 

Mrs.  Gloria  Molinatto  Spellacy 
6851  Roswell  Road,  N.E. 
Atlanta,  Georgia   30328 

MARFIAGE 

Barbara  Gill  Gregory  to  J.  F.  Meagher 

Patty  reporting: 

Greetings  from  Kay  Ciganovic  and  Ruth 
Arnold  Harmon. 

Ann  Lee  Alexander  had  an  exciting  fall 

acting  as  coordinator  for  a  State  Depart- 
ment project  administered  by  University 

of  Pittsburgh's  Graduate  Library  School. 
Patti  Balch  Lando  wrote  from  Miami 

Jockey  Club,  where  her  husband  and  she 
have  an  apartment.  Daughter  Sandi  grad- 

uates from  Boston  University  in  June,  and 
son  Mark  is  a  sophomore  at  Kent  State. 

An  Alaskan  vacation  was  quite  a  thrill 
last  August  for  Helen  Broun  Michaels,  es- 

pecially when  a  land  slip  had  the  family 
stranded  for  a  few  extra  days  in  Mount 
McKinley  Park. 

Alice  Burns  Kasimirsky  spent  her  vaca- 
tion in  Smokey  Mountains. 

Mary  Chambers  Gibbons  is  in  the  Grad- 
uate School  of  Social  Work  at  the  Univer- 
sity of  Pittsburgh  and  also  working  for 

Family  and  Children's  Service  in  McKees- 

port. 

After  five  years  of  widowhood  with  six 
children,  Babs  Gill  remarried,  and  says 
that  former  bachelor,  Joe,  is  adjusting  very 
well  to  a  family  of  ten.  Her  daughter, 
Bonnie,  is  now  married  and  Babs  is  a 
grandmother,   too. 

Priscilla  Gersmann  Joseph's  daughter 
Randy  is  married  and  attending  college. 
Her  new  husband  is  a  senior  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  University.  Judy,  17,  is  a  senior 
at  Allderdice.  Pat  is  recovering  from  an 
emergency    appendectomy. 

Ellie  Goldfarb  Hirsh  is  doing  part-time 
work  at  a  food  brokerage  planr.  Daughter 

Jill  is  a  junior  at  the  University  of  Roches- 
ter, and  her  other  child  is  looking  for  an 

art  school. 

Isabel  Griffiths  Borland  has  been  doing 
more  than  her  share  of  moving  since  1965. 
Starting  from  Monroeville,  she  and  her 
family  have  been  in  California  twice,  and 
twice  in  Wallingford,  Pa.,  where  her  hus- 
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band  is  now  a  plant  manager  for  Westing- 
house.  Isabel  has  had  back  surgery  and 
spends  most  of  her  time  in  a  brace.  Daugh- 

ter Nancy  is  a  freshman  at  Wheaton  Col- 
lege, and  son  David  is  in  tenth  grade. 

Ruth  Griffiths  Magnuson  is  still  in  Pleas- 
ant Hills  after  fifteen  years.  Daughter 

Sally  is  a  sophomore  at  West  Virginia  Uni- 
versity, Malcolm  a  sophomore  in  high 

school,  and  Lisa   in  seventh  grade. 
Vickie  Haverstick  Myers  is  Bookstore 

Manager  in  North  Carolina  Museum  of 
Art.  The  eldest  of  her  three  daughters  is 
in   a  North  Carolina   regional   college. 

This  winter,  Lee  Hntton  Sage  is  Director 

of  the  Y.W.C.A.  "Wednesday  Morning 
Mother's  Group  and  Nursery,"  a  program 
of  help  and  service  for  mothers  of  low  in- 

come families.  Son  Enos  was  drafted  in 
October,  and  daughter  Chris  is  a  junior 
at  Chatham.  Her  seven-and  thitteen-year- 
olds  keep  Lee  busy  at  home. 

Alice  Kells  left  San  Francisco  last  June 
and  is  now  teaching  biology  and  a  course 
in  environmental  pollution  at  Northfield 
School,    Northfield,    Massachusetts. 

That's  it  for  1971,  gals.  Each  year  rhe 
response  to  my  cards  is  less.  I'll  be  out 
of  business  before  the  next  reunion.  All's 
well  at  the  Shaw's.  Tricia  is  a  freshman  at 
Grove  City,  and  Becky  is  looking  around 
for  a  college  in  the  fall  of   1972. 

Gloria  reporting: 

It  was  good  to  hear  "no  damage"  reports 
from  two  of  our  classmates  living  in  the 
L.A.  area.  From  West  Covina  Leslie  Lees 

Birch  writes  they  were  a  little  "shook"  and 
Lois  Power  Moore  came  through  with  no 

problems  in  Pasadena.  Leslie's  21 -year-old 
daughter  Holly  takes  after  her  dad,  who  is 
an  FBI  supervisor — she  does  security  work 
for  a  department  stote.  Caty  Birch  is  a 
freshman  at  UCLA,  Jamie  a  high  school 
freshman,  and  Mama  recently  received  a 
certificate   in   floral   techniques. 

Barbara  Mason  continues  to  enjoy  Ha- 
waii, but  is  looking  forward  to  a  Japanese 

vacation  in  May.  In  the  meantime,  a  busi- 
ness trip  to  New  York  brings  her  back  to 

the   "mainland"    in   Aril. 
Lois  Power  Moore  says  she  has  adjusted 

to  apattment  living,  and  enjoys  it.  (That's 
more  than   I  can  say,  Lois.) 

Janet  Thomas  expressed  her  envy  of  my 
new  southern  location  and  is  eager  to  go 
somewhere  in  the  south.  She  soon  will 

complete  25  years  in  teaching,  and  contem- 
plates a  new  address  at  that  time.  Come  to 

Atlanta,  Janet,  it's  a  swingin'  town,  but  it does  get  cold. 
Amsterdam,  Paris  and  London  via  the 

"747"  were  on  last  summer's  agenda  for 
Norma  Trozzo  Hopkinson  and  Sam.  She 
finally  convinced  Sam  that  Europe  would 

be  interesting,  and  he's  glad  he  went. 
Nancy  Walters  Cohetto  is  up  to  her 

ears  in  family,  community  theater,  music 
accompanying   and    studying. 

Working  as  a  full-time  secretary  for  the 
Environmental  Protection  Agency  has  made 
a  career  girl  out  of  Janice  Wilson  Bader 
in  addition  to  being  a  busy  wife  and 
mother.  Patty  graduated  from  West  Lib- 

erty College,  Roger  is  a  sophomore  at 
Bowling  Green  State  University,  and  Jo- 

anne is  a  senior  at  Mariemont  High. 
Greetings  came  from  Peggy  McSwigan 

Friday,  Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson,  Elaine 
Sauerwein  Math/son  and  Jean  Yeager  Love, 
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and  thanks  to  all  who  sent  money.  If  any 
of  you  come  through  or  to  Atlanta,  I  hope 

you  will  look  me  up.  It's  a  charming  city — 
especially  in  the  springtime.  (Aside  to 

Betty  McKee — you  really  don't  want  to  re- main  lost,   do  you?) 

49 Jeanne  Anderson   Nesbit 
(Mrs.  Russell) 

1239  Old  Leechburg  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15239 

Betty  Junk  Weltman 
(Mrs.   William   C,  Jr.) 

24182   Twin   Valley  Court 
Farmington,  Mi.  48024 

Marilyn   Marks   Zelt 
(Mrs.   Albert) 

217  Navajo  Road 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15241 

Carol  McCuIlouch  Stride 
(Mrs.  Carl  V.) 
242   Hunt  Road 

Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15215 

MARRIAGE 

June  Reed  Shaffer  to  Nicholas  Sheftic,  June 
27,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Louise    Delhi,    1053    Old    Hickory    Road, 
Lancaster,  Pa.  17601 

Shirley  Lawrence  Mason    (Mrs.   James   I.), 

16  "Weston    Court,    Cherry    Hill,     N.J. 08034 

Morjorie  Livezey  Sims    (Mrs.  John),   1309 
N.W.  19th  Street,  Richmond,  In.  47374 

Betty    Melvin   Nix    (Mrs.    Laurence),   Apt. 
2-1,     Glenwood     Village,     Canton,     Ct. 
06019 

Barbara    Moore    Hagaman     (Mrs.     Harold 
M. ),    8841    Oak    Avenue,    Orangeville, 
Ca.  95662 

Carolyn    Mountford   DeFrance    ( Mrs.    Wil- 
liam E. ) ,  403   South  Briarcliff,  Canfield, 

Oh.  44406 

Mary  Louise  Rider,    118   LeMoyne  Avenue. 
Washington,  Pa.   15301 

Barbara     Shields     Sullivan      (Mrs.     Robert 
M. ),  191   Dupont  Street,   Johnstown,  Pa. 
15902 

Alice  Vandermark  Stanton   (Mrs.  John  A.), 
473  Wendy  Way,  Franklin,  Pa.  16323 

Jeanne  reporting: 

Rachel  Anto  Parens  is  trying  to  finish 
a  play  that  she  has  been  writing  for  eons. 
She  is  very  proud  of  her  husband,  Henri, 
who  has  just  become  a  child  psychoanalyst. 
They  are  also  waiting  for  the  release  of 
his  book  Dependence  in  Man,  from  Inter- 

national Universities  Press  this  spring. 
Lu  Beery  Wenneker.  who  completed  her 

Ph.D.  this  year,  is  in  charge  of  college 
counseling  and  teaching  art  history  at  the 
Ellis  School. 

Elaine  Beyer  Zivkovich,  first-grade  teach- 
er, is  working  on  a  Special  Reading  Sec- 

tion for  her  school.  Her  two  boys  are  now 
in  school. 

Janet  Couch  St.  Clair  and  husband  cele- 
brated the  end  of  her  teaching  internship 

by  vacationing  in  Bermuda.  She  is  now 
teaching  5th  grade  in  Baldwin-Whitehail. 
Connie  is  a  sophomore  at  Indiana  Univer- 

sity of  Pennsylvania,  and  Bill  and  Debbie 
are  in  Mellon  Junior  High. 

i 

Kathleen  Dalzell  has  changed  jobs.  Shel 
works  for  a  PR  man  in  The  Swimming 
Hall  of  Fame  in  Ft.  Lauderdale.  Last  Sep- 

tember she  spent  23  days  cruising  the  Med- 
iterannean.  Stops  included  Canary  Islands, 
Lisbon,  Barcelona  and  Nice. 

No  special  news  but  "hello"  from  Rulb Brodnax  Craig,  Eva  Christy  Frangoulis, 
Ruth  Clarkson  Broun  who  is  a  Brownie 
Scout  Leader  the  second  time  atound,  and 
your  secretary,  Jeanne  Anderson   Nesbit.  ■ 

Don't  forget  our  22nd  reunion  June  5th. 
If  you  have  any  ideas  that  would  make  the 
reunion  more  exciting,  please  let  one  of 
your  secretaries  know.  Our  class  bank  ac- 

count is  low — please  mail  your  dollar  to! 
the  Alumnae  Office. 

Betty  reporting: 

After  the  family,  music  continues  to 
dominate  the  life  of  Jean  Forward  Frank. 
The  boys  are  now  13,  15,  and  18.  Pete  is 
a  freshman  at  Duke  University. 

Everything  is  great  with  Jean  Eraser 
Bailey.  Dave  is  happy  in  college,  Tom  had 
a  fantastic  year  in  football — won  all  kinds 
of  awards,  and  is  now  waiting  for  college 
acceptance.  Janet  holds  up  the  female  end 
by  making  all  her  own  clothes. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm's  first  one  is  out 
of  the  nest  this  year,  and  hopes  to  go  to 
Arizona  State  this  fall  to  study  architec- 

ture. Their  15-year-old  is  president  of  his 
sophomore  class,  and  Jane  is  in  first  year 
of  junior  high.  Their  littlest  is  in  second 

grade.  She  did  have  a  wonderful  month's trip  to  Europe  in  May  with  Ralph,  he  on 
business  and  Bobbie  tagging  along. 

Louise  Heineman  Harper's  big  news 
this  year  is  the  promotion  her  husband  re- 

ceived in  his  company.  She  keeps  busy 
working  at  the  Youth  Club  at  the  church 
where  her  children   attend. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  and  family  bought  a 
trailer  last  summer  and  had  lots  of  fun 

camping  in  Michigan  and  Canada.  She  also 
worked  in  a  federally  funded  program  for 

handicapped   pre-school   children. 
Marjorie  Livezey  Sims  has  three  teenage 

girls,  13,  16,  and  18,  and  there  is  always 

something  going  on.  John  has  been  work- 
ing in  Illinois  since  November,  and  comes 

home  on  week-ends  when  he  can.  Looks 
like  the  Sims  will  be  moving  this  summer. 
No  news  but  heard  from  Alice  Holt 

Miller  and  Barbara  Hoge  Dansak.  Like  all 
of  us,  rheir  families  are  growing  up. 

Buying  a  house,  a  business  trip  to  Eu- 
rope, and  moving  kept  the  Weltmans  busy 

this  past  spring  and  summer.  Having  never 
lived  anywhere  but  Pennsylvania,  we  have 
been  taking  shorr  trips  around  Michigan, 
and  learning  as  much  as  we  can  about  our 
new  home  state.  Thanks  again  to  all  of 
you  who  sent  me  your  news  over  the  past 
few  years.    It  has  been  fun. 

Marilyn   reporting: 

Ellie  Luthringer  Mattson's  job  as  church 
financial  secretary  seems  to  "expand  to  fill 
the  time  available."  In  the  summer  she 

still  teaches  swimming  and  acts  as  "chief 
dispatcher"  for  the  family.  Her  oldest 
daughter,  Ginger  (17),  has  learned  to 
drive  and  is  starting  to  think  college.  As 

many  already  know — that's  quite  an  ex-' perience!    Ellie  expecrs  to  see  us  in  June. 

Mike  (Clara)  Miklos  Hoon  says,  "Hi," to  everyone  and  hopes  very  much  to  make 

June  reunion. 
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REPORT  AND  RECOMMENDATION 

to  the 

Chatham  College  Board  of  Trustees 

from  the 

COMMITTEE 
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INTRODUCTION  AND  COMMENTARY 

EDWARD   D.   EDDY 
PRESIDENT 

The  Trustees  of  Chatham  College  have  reached  the  unanimous  decision  that  Chatham 

should  remain  a  women's  college.  A  study  committee  composed  of  faculty  members, 
students,  alumnae,  trustees  and  administrative  officers  made  the  recommendation  to  the 

Trustees  after  two  years  of  analysis,  heated  discussion,  open  forums,  visits  to  other  cam- 
puses, and  polls  of  those  most  affected. 

Though  at  times  the  central  question  may  have  seemed  to  be:  Can  a  women's  college 
stay  single-sex? — in  actuality  the  question  became:  What  will  tomorrow's  society  require 
of  today's  students?  The  answer  was  obvious:  NOT  the  status  quo.  In  the  process  of  exam- 

ining possible  options  for  the  future,  Chatham  itself  changed  because  it  found  that  a  mere 
rejection  of  the  idea  of  coeducation  was  not  a  satisfactory  alternative.  Something  far  more 

contemporary  and  dynamic  would  be  required.  The  decision  to  stay  a  women's  college 
became  the  culmination  of  a  series  of  dramatic  sweeping  changes. 

The  report  of  the  Trustees'  Committee  on  the  Future  of  the  College  cannot  be  understood 
properly  without  some  attention  to  the  larger  context  within  which  it  was  formulated.  In 

recent  years  the  pressures  on  women's  colleges  to  abandon  their  single-sex  status  have 
been  enormous.  Women's  colleges  were  the  first  to  note  a  decline  in  the  number  of  applica- 

tions for  admission.  They  were  also  among  the  first  to  feel  the  economic  pinch.  In  retro- 
spect Chatham  College  considers  itself  fortunate  that  it  did  not  rush  to  accept  men  as 

candidates  for  the  Chatham  degree.  More  recent  studies  and  widespread  reports  now  indi- 

cate that  the  applicant  dip  and  the  economic  squeeze  are  not  phenomena  limited  to  women's 
colleges  but  affect  all  private  colleges  and  universities.  In  addition,  the  public  institutions 
are  now  faced  with  a  similar  tightening  of  financial  resources. 

In  all  of  higher  education,  we  were  lulled  by  the  affluence  of  student  numbers  and  relatively 

easy  funding  during  the  decade  of  the  sixties.  It  was  barely  five  years  ago  that  we  talked 

about  "the  tidal  wave"  of  students,  born  in  the  late  forties,  who  would  be  descending  on  the 
colleges.  We  ignored,  however,  the  truth  of  the  symbol  of  our  popularity:  a  wave  lifts  the 

level  only  momentarily.  By  its  very  nature  it  must  recede.  The  "wave"  also  brought  into 
admissions  offices  a  flood  of  "ghost  applications"  from  those  who  feared  rejection  and, 

therefore,  sought  admission  to  as  many  as  eight  or  nine  colleges  and  universities.  Today's 
high  school   senior  applies  to  three  or  four. 

In  those  years  it  was  easy  to  maintain  some  degree  of  institutional  distinctiveness  and 
integrity.  One  could  resist  change  by  preaching  diversity.  The  arguments  may  have  been 
valid  but  the  motives  were  sometimes  questionable.  Soon  the  pressures  began  to  mount. 

It  was  said  that  the  small,  private,  single-sex  institution  could  not  survive.  But,  curiously, 
the  first  to  run  into  really  serious  trouble  were  the  large,  coeducational  universities  with 
heavy  dependence  on  government  funding. 

Hopefully  the  point  is  clear:  easy  generalizations  about  the  form  and  the  future  of  higher 

education  can  be  as  wrong  as  the  conclusion  that  we  don't  need  a  freezer  in  the  kitchen 
because  the  temperature  has  just  hit  ten  below  outside. 

In  its  report,  Chatham's  Committee  on  the  Future  of  the  College  refutes,  therefore,  the 
easy  generalization  that  colleges  seeking  only  to  enroll  women  as  degree  candidates  are 

anachronisms.  Perhaps  some  are,  but  assuredly  some  are  not.  Too  many  conditions  inter- 
vene to  make  that  generalization  acceptable.    Where   is  the   college   located?    What   is   it 
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accomplishing  which  contributes  to  its  validity?  What  about  the  quality  of  accomplishment 
And  what  about  women? 

I  cannot  speak  for  the  whole  committee  in  expressing  convictions  with  regard  to  the  rol 
of  women  in  American  society.    For  what  they  are  worth,  I  offer  some  personal  observations 

Today  it  is  almost  trite  to  assert  that  women  are  not  first-class  citizens.  One  need  nc 

embrace  the  Women's  Liberation  Movement  to  subscribe  to  the  notion  that  there  is  indeei 
a  barrier  against  women  in  many  channels  of  opportunity.  Women  still  have  a  long  way  t 

go  before  we  can  say  in  all  honesty  that  they  are  free  to  compete  as  individuals.  This  fac 

alone  affects  the  continuing  possibilities  of  single-sex  women's  colleges. 

The  deliberations  of  the  Chatham  committee  have  convinced  me  that  there  is  no  sue 

definable  distinction  as  "an  education  for  women."  Education  basically  is  asexual.  On 
does  not  teach  political  science  or  biology  or  philosophy  to  women  in  a  substantially  diffei 

ent  framework  than  to  men.  But — and  this  is  the  all-important  condition — one  may  engag 
in  this  teaching  in  a  setting  which  encourages  a  student  to  realize  potentialities  within  an 

to  gain  the  self-confidence  tempered  by  humility  to  fulfill  this  realization. 

Women's  colleges  were  established  to  provide  an  education  equal  to,  not  differing  frorr 
the  education  offered  to  men.  It  is  the  college — its  atmosphere,  its  spirit,  its  concern  for  th 
individual  woman — which  gives  strength  to  a  continuing  ideal.  The  education  per  se,  if  on 
means  only  what  is  taught  within  the  classroom,  has  no  sex  differential. 

Why,  then,  is  it  important  to  have  different  types  of  colleges,  including  women's  colleges 
Because  both  society  and  women's  roles  within  society  are  changing  radically  and  constan 
ly.  The  nation  needs  institutions  which  will  concentrate  their  attention  on  these  change 

and  on  their  effect  upon  the  role  of  women.  The  women's  college  must  prepare  women  fc 
change  and  must  engage  in  research  and  teaching  on  the  possible  shape  of  the  change 
All  of  this  should  be  accomplished  within  the  context  of  our  cultural  and  social  history. 

Women  are  needed,  and  increasingly  will  be  sought,  in  a  wide  variety  of  fields  of  huma 
concern.  The  response  to  these  needs  requires  flexibility  in  the  course  of  study  and  a 

openness  in  approach  and  structure.  Each  student  must  be  given  the  opportunity  to  fasr 
ion  the  pattern  which  best  fits  her  potentialities.  We  are  no  longer  educating  for  stereotype: 

women's  roles  are  continually  subject  to  change.  The  women's  college  can  maintain  its  valic 
ity  and  strength  by  concentrating  on  an  understanding  of  and  preparation  for  change. 

In  seeking  a  pattern  for  this  particular  college's  future,  we  have  reached  the  conclusio 
that  the  social  order  increasingly  will  require  liberally  educated  women  who  are  capable  c 
filling  a  rapidly  widening  variety  of  social  roles.  The  college  for  women  has  primary  conf 
dence  in  these  students. 

The  rationale  of  an  institution  may  differ  substantially,  however,  from  the  interests  of 

high  school  senior.   Again,  several  years  ago  one  might  have  jumped  to  the  conclusion  the 

the  admission  of  men  was  the  only  salvation  for  women's  colleges,  regardless  of  their  natur 
or  location.    The  pull  of  coeducation  seemed  overpowering. 

Increasingly,  today's  students  seem  to  be  seeking  qualities  in  colleges  which  are  sexless 
They  are  searching  for  substance  in  the  program,  flexibility  in  the  requirements,  vitality  i 

the  location,  and  personality  in  the  size.  Chatham's  surveys  indicate,  as  the  report  states 
that  students  choose  this  college  principally  because  of  its  academic  reputation,  not  becaus 
it  enrolls  women  or  has  no  men  receiving  degrees  at  commencement  time.  The  premium  i 

intellectual  vitality  and  integrity. 

Demands  such  as  this  are  far  more  difficult  to  meet  than  reformation  in  social  regulation 

or  college  government.   They  require  the  effective  college  to  abandon  what  has  become  to 
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symptomatic  among  liberal  arts  institutions:  the  naively  romantic  and  often  superficial  ap- 

proach to  learning  and  life.  The  college  of  substance  which  will  appeal  to  today's  woman 
has  to  be  willing  to  face  the  hard,  cold  facts  of  societal  change,  of  abandoned  standards  of 
morality,  of  the  demise  of  troubled  and  ineffective  democratic  institutions.  We  cannot 
preach;  we  must  teach.  We  cannot  hide  from  reality;  we  must  recognize  that  changes  are 

taking  place  in  the  home,  the  church,  the  school.  The  "soft  approach"  to  understanding 

spells  only  disaster  for  a  college  enrolling  today's  pragmatic  female. 

We  conclude,  therefore,  that  the  decision  on  the  sex  of  the  student  is  not  one-tenth  as 
crucial  as  the  commitment  to  restructure  the  curriculum,  to  rearrange  the  academic  sched- 

ule, and  to  tighten  the  total  institutional  effort  both  for  the  sake  of  the  student  and  to  pre- 
serve essential  qualities  in  education  during  a  time  of  economic  pressure.  Is  the  college 

making  full  use  of  its  faculty  talent?  Is  it  affording  the  student  the  opportunity  to  develop 

as  an  individual  human  being?  Is  it  being  realistic  in  the  balance  it  fosters  between  secur- 
ity and  anxiety,  both  of  which  are  essential  elements  in  creativity?  Is  it  strong  enough 

economically  to  withstand  the  buffeting  which  the  next  few  years  will  bring? 

The  answers  to  many  of  these  questions  were  apparent  to  the  Committee  on  the  Future  of 
the  College  as  it  neared  its  final  recommendation.  Again,  the  Committee  was  not  forced 

into  the  unhappy  position  of  deciding  between  the  status  quo  and  a  radical  move  to  coedu- 
cation. Changes  had  already  been  made  within  the  College  which  ruled  out  any  semblance 

of  rigid  adherence  to  tradition. 

Chatham  reaches  its  commitment  to  remain  a  women's  college,  then,  on  the  basis  of  these 
evidences  of  strength: 

1.  The  faculty,  with  the  strong  support  of  the  trustees  and  students,  has  made 
substantial  changes  in  curricular  requirements  and  offerings.  Henceforth  the 

student  is  given  the  opportunity  to  design  the  course  of  study  which  best 
fulfills  her  personal  educational  interests  and  abilities.  No  two  students  have 

exactly  the  same  educational  goals,  nor  do  they  learn  in  exactly  the  same 
manner  or  period  of  time.  Working  closely  with  her  faculty  adviser,  each 
student  will  determine  whether  to  pursue  a  traditional  program  involving  a 

major  field  of  study  or  an   innovative  program  with  or  without  a  major. 

2.  The  faculty  and  the  trustees  have  accepted  a  primary  focus  on  quality  in 

leaching  and  advising  the  individual  student  as  the  primary  measure  of  under- 
graduate education.  In  this  setting  research  and  publication  are  important 

because  they  contribute  in  some  effective  way  to  the  education  of  that  student. 

3.  Since  students  and  faculty  members  join  the  educational  endeavor  as  partici- 
pating scholars,  they  need  not  be  tied  by  a  timetable  which  hinders  rather 

than  encourages  creativity.  After  extensive  debate,  the  College  chose  the 

4-1-4  calendar  because  it  provides  more  opportunity  for  variety  in  approach, 
for  exchange  programs,  for  individual  study  projects,  and  for  the  combination 
of  theory  in  the  classroom  and  realistic  experience  beyond  the  campus 
boundaries. 

4.  Chatham  College  is  an  integral  part  of  a  much  larger  academic  community  in 
the  city  of  Pittsburgh.  The  six  accredited  institutions  of  higher  learning  in 

Pittsburgh,  enrolling  over  45,000  students,  encourage  their  students  to  enroll 
in  classes  on  any  of  the  other  campuses,  thus  affording  the  Chatham  student 
the  experience  of  the  larger  university  with  its  coeducational  classes.  This 
cross  registration  program  brings  to  Chatham  male  students  who  wish  to  take 

advantage  of  its  smaller  classes  and  special  liberal  arts  studies.   The  cooper- 
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ating   Pittsburgh   institutions   include   Carnegie-Mellon    University,   the   Univer- 
sity of  Pittsburgh,  Duquesne  University,  Carlow  College  and  Point  Park  College. 

5.  Chatham  College  has  the  solid  foundation  of  one  of  the  largest  endowments 
per  student  among  all  liberal  arts  colleges  in  the  nation. 

6.  The  College  has  completed  one  year  ahead  of  schedule  and  substantially  in 

excess  of  expectations  a  capital  fund  drive  representing  by  far  its  most  suc- 
cessful fund  campaign  in  its  century  of  service. 

7.  For  an  experimental  period  of  three  years,  the  College  Board  scores  have 
been  dropped  as  a  requirement  for  admission.  The  College  believes  that  too 

much  stress  is  placed  on  College  Board  scores  at  the  present  time  by  indivi- 
dual students,  by  guidance  counselors,  and  by  colleges  and  universities.  The 

scores  do  not  necessarily  refiect  the  ability  or  motivation  of  a  potentially  suc- 

cessful student.  This  is  another  indication  of  the  College's  commitment  to  the 
education  of  the  individual  and  not  of  a  pre-determined  stereotype. 

Chatham's  first-year  experience  under  this  new  approach  has  resulted  in  an  increase  of 
over  12%  in  the  number  of  applications  for  admission  at  a  time  when  many  other  private 
colleges  and  universities  are  suffering  sharp  decreases.  It  appears  to  substantiate  further 

our  contention  that  the  major  variables  in  student  choice  are  quality  in  program,  flexibility 
in  approach,  location,  and  size.  Chatham  is  unique  in  many  respects  because  it  is  one  of 

the  very  few  small  liberal  arts  colleges  located  within  a  large  and  dynamic  city.  It  can,  we 

believe,  afford  to  remain  a  women's  college  by  virtue  of  its  lack  of  isolation,  its  opportunity 
for  everyday  exchange  with  the  nearby  coeducational  universities,  and  its  overriding  con- 

cern for  quality  in  teaching  as  well  as  individuality  in  approach. 

We  can  return  now  to  the  important  argument  of  diversity  in  higher  education  because  it 
becomes  an  honest  argument,  not  an  excuse  for  the  preservation  of  tradition  per  se.  It  is 

important  that  there  be  institutions  of  differing  size  and  character  within  the  totality  of  Ameri- 

can higher  education.  It  is  important  that  there  be  a  non-sectarian  liberal  arts  college  for 
women  of  high  quality  within  Western  Pennsylvania  and  in  the  more  immediate  area  of  Pitts- 

burgh. It  is  important  that  the  women  whose  roles  assuredly  will  change  in  the  future  be 

given  the  chance  to  study  in  colleges  primarily  concerned  with  their  interests  and  with  the 
nature  of  change  governing  that  future.  We  have  heeded  the  warning  of  the  Assembly  on 

University  Goals  and  Governance  of  the  American  Academy  of  Arts  and  Sciences  that  wom- 

en's colleges  should  "not  lightly  abandon  their  identity"  by  some  precipitous  and  ill-con- 
ceived move. 

Chatham  College  cannot  take  tradition  for  granted.  It  must  be  poised  constantly  for  change 

in  program  and  in  character  if  it  wishes  to  continue  to  offer  a  sound  and  substantial  educa- 
tion to  students  of  high  quality.  It  chooses  now  to  continue  to  limit  that  offering  for  degree 

purposes  to  women  students.  This  is  not  an  easy  choice;  there  are  attractions  and  advan- 
tages to  coeducation.  In  our  setting,  however,  they  seem  less  compelling  than  the  path  we 

have  chosen. 

At  this  time  the  future  of  all  forms  of  higher  education  is  less  assured  than  at  any  other 

period  within  memory.  The  institution  with  the  best  chance  of  intelligent  service,  if  not  sur- 
vival, is  the  one  marked  by  conviction,  enthusiasm  and  integrity.  On  these  counts  the  future 

for  Chatham  College  augurs  well. 
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REPORT  OF  THE  COMMITTEE  ON  THE  FUTURE 

OF  CHATHAM  COLLEGE* 

"T"he  Committee  on  the  Future  of  the  Col- 

I   lege  recommends  to  the  Board  of  Trust- 
es  of  Chatham   College  that  the  College 

;ontinue  to  commit  its  resources  to  the  edu- 
ation  of  women.    The  Committee  can  find 

10   compelling    reasons,   at   this   time,   why 
Chatham  College,  in  its  particular  location, 
should  alter  a  pattern  which  has  brought  it 

distinction  for  more  than  one  hundred  years. 

This    recommendation    is   supported    unani- 
nously  by  members  of  the  Committee.    It 
/vas  reached  through  the  procedures  and  is 

Dased  on  the  information  given  in  the  sec- 
ions  which  follow. 

REASONS    FOR   CONSIDERING 
COEDUCATION 

In  recent  years  many  traditionally  single- 
sex  institutions  have  become  coeducational. 

For  example,  during  the  academic  year 

1966-67  eighteen  men's  and  thirty-five  wom- 
en's colleges  announced  plans  to  admit 

members  of  the  opposite  sex  as  degree  can- 
didates. In  June  of  1968  there  were  248 

women's  colleges  in  the  country;  by  January 
of  1969  the  number  had  declined  to  184. 

(College  Facts  Chart,  U.S.  Office  of  Educa- 

tion.) At  the  present  time  there  are  approxi- 
mately 150  colleges  which  restrict  their  en- 

rollments to  women  and  the  majority  of 

them  are  church-related  (primarily  Roman 
Catholic). 

Chatham  now  finds  itself  competing  for 
students  with  a  group  of  colleges  that  is 
predominantly  coeducational.  Many  of  the 

newly  coeducational  institutions  explain 
their  decisions  as  reflections  of  the  current 

preferences  of  high  school  students.  Appli- 

cations to  most  of  the  women's  colleges 
which  we  studied  have  declined  during  the 
past  five  years  while,  until  this  year,  those 
to  coeducational  institutions  had  been  in- 

creasing. Chatham's  admissions  situation 
will  be  discussed  in  more  detail  later  in  this 

report,  but  clearly  the  national  trend  away 

from  single-sex  institutions  combined  with 
declining  applications  to  our  college  is  one 

'Adopted  by  the  Board  of  Trustees,  February   1971. 

compelling  reason  for  undertaking  an  exam- 

ination of  our  role  as  a  women's  college. 
The  increasingly  serious  financial  situa- 

tion of  the  College,  which  is  related  both 
to  the  admissions  situation  and  to  general 
economic  conditions,  also  was  a  factor  in 

planning  this  study.  Several  years  ago  the 

decision  was  made  to  increase  the  enroll- 
ment gradually  to  750  undergraduates  in 

residence.  This  decision  was  based  both 

on  strengthening  the  academic  program 
and  on  economic  grounds.  We  have  not 
been  able  to  make  progress  toward  meeting 

these  enrollment  projections  because  of  the 

decline  in  applications.  One  result  of  this 
situation  is  an  increasingly  tight  operating 

budget.  Question:  Would  the  admission  of 
men  bring  a  significantly  larger  applicant 

group  of  high  quality  to  the  College  and 

make  possible  a  move  to  the  optimum  en- 
rollment level? 

Finally,  we  needed  to  ask  whether  our 

academic  program — and  our  service  to  the 
community — would  be  strengthened  by  a 

coeducational  student  body.  The  oversim- 
plified version  of  this  question  is  whether 

the  learning  situation  is  enhanced  by  having 

mixed  classes  and,  if  so,  whether  the  addi- 
tion of  male  degree  candidates  is  the  best 

way  of  achieving  improvement  in  standards 
and  in  classroom  performance.  If  it  could 
be  demonstrated,  either  in  the  literature  or 

through  the  experiences  of  institutions 
which  recently  have  become  coeducational, 

that  graduates  of  such  colleges  are  better 

prepared  to  contribute  to  their  communities 

and  to  society  than  graduates  of  single-sex 
institutions,  then  a  good  case  for  coeduca- 

tion could  be  made  on  the  basis  of  social 
utility. 

ASSUMPTIONS  CONCERNING  THE 

FUTURE  OF  CHATHAM  COLLEGE 

It  would  be  foolish  to  attempt  to  reach  a 

decision  on  a  question  as  fundamental  as 

the  one  facing  the  Committee  without  ref- 
erence to  other  basic  characteristics  of  the 

institution.  Although  the  Committee  was  not 
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asked  to  undertake  a  broad  self-study,  it 
found  it  advisable  to  assess  the  present 
posture  of  the  College  in  order  to  determine 

Chatham's  future  direction.  The  Committee 
limited  the  scope  of  this  general  review  to 

the  reappraisal  of  a  number  of  assumptions 
about  the  future  of  the  College.  Several 
policy  decisions  were  submitted  to  the 

Board  of  Trustees  early  in  our  study.  Rec- 
ommendations concerning  enrollment  and 

the  maintenance  of  a  program  of  liberal 
education  were  approved  by  the  Board  at 

its  meetings  in  October  of  1969  and  Febru- 
ary of  1970.  While  these  decisions  and  as- 

sumptions are  matters  for  continuing  re- 
view and  possible  future  change,  we  restate 

them  now  so  that  the  readers  of  the  report 
will  understand  the  ground  rules  on  which 
we  operated. 

The  College  will  remain  com- 
mitted to  a  program  of  liberal  edu- 
cation on  the  undergraduate  level. 

Chatham  will  remain  a  private 
institution. 

Chatham  will  remain  on  its  pres- 
ent campus.  This  implies  certain 

restrictions  on  physical  expansion. 
Enrollment  will  grow  gradually 

to  750  students  on  campus  at  any 

given  time. 

The  campus  will  continue  to 
provide  residential  facilities  for  the 

majority  of  students.  This  assumes 
that  Chatham  will  continue  to  re- 

main national,  rather  than  local  or 

regional,  in  the  composition  of  its 
student  body. 

The  impact  of  these  assumptions  is  im- 
plicit in  the  rest  of  this  report.  It  may  be 

useful  to  make  explicit  some  of  the  guide- 
lines which  they  imply.  For  example,  the 

Committee,  in  its  discussions,  considered 

the  enrollment  of  men  interested  in  a  broad, 

undergraduate  program  rather  than  in  pre- 
professional  or  technical  curricula  which 

are  not  now  offered  on  the  campus.  It  dis- 
cussed bringing  men  to  the  College  both  by 

adding  somewhat  to  the  size  of  the  student 

body  and  by  replacing  a  certain  number  of 
places  for  women  with  openings  for  men. 
We  were  not  able  to  consider  seriously 
moves  that  would  involve  a  major  expansion 

of  facilities  since  space  is  not  available  foi 

such  physical  growth.  Neither  did  we  dis- 
cuss at  length  adding  a  large  number  ol 

commuting  students  since  that  approach 
would  do  violence  to  the  assumption  that 

we  would  remain  primarily  a  residential  col- lege. 

PROCEDURES 

It  may  be  of  some  use  to  future  historians 
of  the  College  to  leave  a  record  of  the  ways 
in  which  the  Committee  functioned.  It  read 

documents,  sampled  opinions,  engaged  in 
direct  observation,  raised  questions,  sought 

answers  and  met  together  to  share  and  eval- 
uate ideas.  A  brief  bibliography  is  attached 

to  this  report.  Representatives  of  the  Com- 
mittee attended  several  conferences  or 

women's  education.  At  least  five  open 
meetings  on  the  subject  of  coeducatior 
were  held  on  the  campus  and  all  members 

of  the  community  were  invited  to  attend 
Notes  taken  at  those  sessions  were  made 
available  to  each  member  of  the  Committee. 

Visits  were  made  by  a  team  of  five  commit- 
tee members  to  several  institutions  which 

recently  had  changed  from  women's  to  co- 
educational colleges.  During  the  visits,  tearr 

members  talked  with  a  large  number  of  fac- 

ulty and  staff  members  and  students.  Men- 
tion should  be  made  here  of  our  gratitude 

for  the  reception  we  received  at  these  in- 
stitutions, the  helpful  cooperation  that  was 

offered  to  us  and  the  mass  of  data  which 
was  collected  as  a  result. 

Polls  were  taken  of  students,  faculty  and 

staff  members  on  the  question  of  coeduca- 
tion. The  results  of  these  polls,  completec 

in  November  of  1970,  are  discussed  in  sub- 
sequent sections.  Members  of  the  Alumnae 

Board  were  consulted  in  the  spring  of  197C 

and  their  responses  to  the  possibility  of  co- 
education were  presented  to  the  Committee. 

Our  recommendations  certainly  reflect  in 

part  the  impressions  and  factual  informa- 
tion we  gathered  from  all  of  these  sources. 

They  also  are  based  on  hunches  and  faith. 
We  should  warn,  perhaps  gratuitously,  other 

institutions  which  may  be  planning  to  un- 
dertake similar  studies  that  no  statistical 

formula  for  the  "right"  decision  was  re- 
vealed to  us.    The  circumstances  vary  con- 



iderably  from  institution  to  institution  and 
ata  must  be  evaluated  against  the  peculiar 
ituation  of  the  home  college.  That  fact  in 

o  way  diminishes  our  debts  to  those  who 
Raveled  this  road  ahead  of  us. 

ADMISSIONS   AND    FINANCES 

We  mentioned  earlier  the  importance  of 
he  admissions  situation  to  the  future  of  the 

ollege.  The  Committee  examined  the 
Chatham  experience  in  considerable  detail. 

)ne  disturbing  development  is  the  drop  of 

|J0%  in  applications  to  Chatham  since  the 

ligh  point  in  1967.  Part  of  this  can  be  ex- 
plained by  variations  in  the  number  of 

/vomen  graduating  from  secondary  schools. 
The  full  impact  of  the  decline  has  been 

Jiluted  by  the  fact  that  the  percentage  of 

acceptances  of  offers  of  admission  to  Chat- 
lam  increased  during  the  same  period.  It 
should  be  noted,  too,  that  the  quality  of 
both  the  applicant  groups  and  the  entering 

plasses  during  these  years  was  consistently 
high.  Nevertheless,  the  downward  trend,  if 
continued,  would  pose  a  critical  problem 

for  the  institution.  The  possibility  of  putting 
together  classes  which  include  a  desirable 

range  of  interests,  backgrounds  and  goals 
would  no  longer  exist.  The  achievement  of 

our  enrollment  projections  would  become 
increasingly  difficult. 

The  Committee  searched  diligently  for 
evidence  that  the  major  factor  causing  the 

drop  in  applications  was  Chatham's  single- 
sex  composition.  It  examined  data  collect- 

ed by  the  Admissions  Office  which  show 

that,  more  than  ever  before,  our  competition 
for  students  is  with  coeducational  colleges. 
It  noted  the  results  of  a  survey  undertaken 
by  the  Director  of  Evaluation  Services  which 
indicated  that  most  of  the  students  who 

transferred  from  Chatham  during  the  period 
1959-69  chose  coeducational  institutions. 

The  Committee  considered  carefully  the  ad- 
missions experiences  of  several  colleges 

which  recently  became  coeducational;  it 
also  looked  into  admissions  trends  at  other 

single-sex  institutions. 

There  is  little  doubt  that  most  women's 
colleges  which  opened  their  doors  to  men 

did  so  because  they  concluded  that  such  a 

move  would  cure  a  potentially  unhealthy  ad- 

missions situation.  This  fact  emerges  clear- 

ly from  reports  issued  by  Vassar,  Connecti- 
cut, Mercyhurst,  Hood,  Elmira  and  from 

other  reports  in  the  possession  of  the  Com- 
mittee. The  same  conclusion  is  reflected 

in  the  public  reports  of  a  number  of  pre- 
viously all-male  institutions.  Colleges  which 

decide  to  become  coeducational  expect 

subsequently  to  enlarge  and  diversify  their 
applicant  pools.  While  this  expectation  may 
be  realized  by  some  of  these  colleges,  the 

Committee  was  not  persuaded  by  the  evi- 

dence available  to  it  that  Chatham's  ad- 
missions problems  would  be  solved,  or  even 

eased,  by  a  decision  to  admit  men.  The 
evidence  is  at  best  conflicting  on  this  point. 

Candidates  for  admission  to  Chatham  are 

applying  to  coeducational  colleges  in  great- 
er numbers  than  in  earlier  years.  (See  Bul- 

letin #127,  Chatham  Office  of  Evaluation 

Services.)  While  this  fact  may  demonstrate 

a  greatly  increased  preference  for  coedu- 
cation, it  also  is  true  that  there  are  fewer 

women's  colleges  to  which  high  school 
seniors  can  apply.  The  important  question 
here  is  whether  there  are  enough  secondary 

school  graduates  interested  in  women's  col- 
leges to  guarantee  an  admissions  pool  of 

the  desired  size  and  diversity  at  Chatham. 

We  discovered  no  national  statistics  con- 
cerning this  question,  but  the  experience  of 

Mills  College,  Wheaton,  Goucher  and  sever- 
al of  the  Seven  Sisters,  as  well  as  our  own 

situation  thus  far  in  1970-71,  leads  us  to  be- 
lieve that  there  is  a  sufficiently  large  num- 

ber of  well  qualified  young  women  who 

could  be  interested  in  Chatham's  program. 

We  failed  to  discover  a  single  women's  col- 
lege which  experienced  a  sizeable  increase 

in  applications  solely  as  a  result  of  the  de- 
cision to  admit  men. 

Chatham's  Office  of  Evaluation  Services 
has  established  that  most  of  the  women  who 

transfer  from  Chatham  to  another  college 
choose  coeducational  institutions.  The  same 

survey,  however,  shows  that  an  interest  in 
coeducation  by  itself  is  not  often  given  as 
the  main  reason  for  transferring.  Factors 

such  as  finances,  marriage,  changed  aca- 
demic interests  and  the  pursuit  of  increased 

anonymity  play  substantial  roles  in  decis- 
ions to  transfer.    Here  again,  perhaps  it  is 
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significant  that  there  are  increasingly  few- 
er single-sex  colleges  open  to  Chatham  stu- 

dents who  decide  to  transfer. 

Finally,  the  Committee  was  persuaded  by 
the  experiences  of  other  colleges,  by  an 
increase  in  applications  to  Chatham  in  the 

fall  of  1970  and  by  information  gathered  by 
the  Office  of  Evaluation  Services,  that  there 

are  important  elements  aside  from  coeduca- 
tion which  affect  the  size  of  an  applicant 

group.  This  statement  is  a  critical  one  for 

the  Committee  and  will  be  discussed  in  de- 
tail later.  We  have  concluded  from  the  evi- 

dence that  revisions  in  the  academic  pro- 
grams, a  large  increase  in  the  financial  aid 

budget,  additions  to  the  staff  of  the  Admis- 
sions Office,  an  expanded  and  strengthened 

recruiting  effort — any  or  all  of  these  devel- 

opments— can  make  a  college  seem  more 
attractive  to  prospective  candidates.  The 
December,  1970  Bulletin  of  the  Office  of 

Evaluation  Services  indicates  that,  while 
57%  of  the  students  who  entered  Chatham 

in  1965  chose  it  primarily  because  it  was  a 

women's  college,  in  1970,  that  reason  was 
given  by  only  28%  of  the  freshmen.  Our 
entering  students  now  maintain  that  the  sex 

composition  of  the  student  body  "does  not 

matter";  program,  size  and  facilities  are  of 
more  importance  in  selecting  their  college. 
And  to  repeat,  we  know  of  no  institution 
where  a  move  to  coeducation  which  was 

taken  in  isolation,  unaccompanied  by  at 

least  one  of  the  developments  just  men- 
tioned, resulted  in  substantially  increased 

applications. 

The  financial  situation  of  a  college  is 

linked  closely  to  enrollment,  staffing  and 
facilities.  It  does  not  take  a  sophisticated 

economist  to  point  out  that  the  strain  on  en- 
dowment income  and  annual  gifts  is  greater 

when  there  are  fewer  students  enrolled  than 

the  institution  can  accommodate.  Basic  op- 
erating costs  are  not  heavily  dependent  on 

enrollment  fluctuations  while  income  from 

tuition  and  fee  charges  varies  directly  with 
changes  in  the  student  population.  Since 

the  staff  and  physical  plant  are  adequate 
for  a  student  body  somewhat  larger  than  the 
present  one,  it  follows  that  any  changes 

which  result  in  attracting  more  students  al- 
so will  result  in  a  brighter  financial  picture. 

Since  the  link  between  finances  and  erv 

rollment  is  so  strong,  there  is  little  reasor 

to  suppose  that  the  admission  of  men  tc 
Chatham  would  strengthen  the  financial 

base  of  the  College  unless  it  improved  the 

enrollment  situation  concurrently.  The  Com- 
mittee did  investigate  the  possibility  that  i 

coeducational  student  body  would  make  the 
College  more  attractive  to  potential  sources 
of  financial  support  such  as  foundations  anc 

corporations.  Such  a  possibility  is  some- 
times assumed  to  exist,  especially  in  the 

area  of  grants  from  industry.  Again,  we 

found  no  evidence  of  increased  support  foi 

newly  coeducational  colleges  from  these 
sources  although  the  development  staff  a 

one  such  college  is  optimistic  about  receiv- 
ing greater  support  in  the  future.  There  is 

an  equal  chance,  apparently,  that  contribu- 
tions from  alumnae  and  other  traditiona 

sources  of  gifts  will  decline  at  least  in  the 
first  years  of  a  mixed  student  body.  The 
increasing  recognition  of  the  important  role 
which  women  can  play  in  industry  also  maj 

bring  greater  corporate  support  for  the 
education  of  women. 

In  summary,  then,  if  budget  deficits  exist- 
ed before  the  move  to  coeducation,  the; 

exist  after  the  change.  Where  well  organ 
ized  efforts  to  obtain  financial  support  are 
based  on  clear  institutional  needs  and  the 

present  quality  and  future  promise  of  aca 
demic  programs,  progress  is  being  made 
regardless  of  the  sex  composition  of  the 
student  body.  All  of  these  general  remark: 
should  be  read  against  the  background  o 
economic  conditions  which  make  this  per 
iod  a  difficult  one  from  which  to  draw  con 

elusions  about  financial  support  for  colleges 
and  universities. 

RESULTS  OF  COEDUCATION  ELSEWHERE 

During  the  course  of  its  deliberations,  the 
Future  of  the  College  Committee  examinee 
with  some  care  the  situation  at  other  col 

leges  which  recently  have  become  coedu 
cational.  As  previously  mentioned,  severa 
members  of  the  Committee  visited  newh 

coeducational  campuses  and  asked  ques 
tions.  The  results  of  these  inquiries  are 
discussed  in  detail  in  this  section  of  our  re 

port.   The  Committee  found  the  informatior 



hich  was  shared  with  us  to  be  of  great 

Merest  and  importance.  We  hope,  how- 
ler, that  the  reader  will  remember,  as  we 

ave  tried  to  remember,  that  the  experi- 
nces  of  other  colleges  are  not  likely  to  be 
irectly  relevant  to  Chatham.  In  every  case 

lere  are  clear  differences  in  enrollment,  lo- 

ation,  academic  program,  financial  situa- 
on  and  size  of  campus.  It  is  also  important 
note  that  full  coeducation  is  such  a  re- 

ent  development  on  the  campuses  we  vis- 
ed that  observations  and  conclusions 

rawn  from  their  experiences  must  be  tenta- 
ve  rather  than  definitive. 

Academic  Program  and  Staffing 

All  of  us  have  heard  individual  opinions 

bout  the  differences  between  a  coeduca- 
onal  classroom  and  a  class  of  women.  The 
ommittee   listened   to   a   number   of   such 

Opinions  and   examined  some  of  the   pub- 
lished literature  in  this  area.    Hard  data  are 

Scarce,    opinions    differ    sharply    and    con- 
tusions are  elusive.   Certainly  some  faculty 

pembers  find  coeducational  classes  livelier, 
nore  exciting,  harder  to  direct,  than  classes 
)f  women.    It  is  just  as  clear  that  a  number 
if  students  and   members  of  the  faculties 

if  newly   coeducational    colleges   feel   that 
nixed    classes    are    more   stimulating    than 

hose  involving  only  women.    Others  main- 

ain  that  they  have  found  that  women  par- 
icipate  less  often  in  class  discussions  that 
nclude  men.    It  should  be  noted  that  these 

eactions  are  not  exclusive;  a  student  might 
ind  a  class  discussion  involving  men  more 

exciting  even  if  she  participates  in  it  only 
nfrequently.    These  differences  of  opinion 
sxist  at  Chatham  where  cross  registration 
nas    created    a    number    of    coeducational 

assroom    situations.     It    is    probably   safe 
:o  generalize  that  men  are  less  disciplined 
nd   methodical   in  their  approach  to  aca- 

emic  work  than  women;  they  tend  to  be 
ore  aggressive,  verbal  and  theoretical   in 

lass    discussions.     The    Chapman    studies 
(see  bibliography)  at  Vassar  seem  to  bear 

out  such  generalizations  while  acknowledg- 
ing the  existence  of  frequent  and  obvious 

exceptions  to  them.    The   Committee   con- 
cludes,   therefore,    that    the    coeducational 

class  may  be  different  from  its  female  coun- 

terpart, but  it  did  not  establish  whether  the 
difference  was  a  positive  one.  No  one  at 

Chatham  told  us,  on  the  basis  of  the  exper- 
ience with  cross  registration,  that  the  learn- 

ing process  was  significantly  enhanced  by 
the  presence  of  men  in  the  class  and  we 
found  no  published  evidence  to  that  effect. 
If,  indeed,  one  aspect  of  coeducational 
classes  is  male  domination  of  discussions, 

as  seemed  true  on  several  other  campuses, 
then  we  are  not  persuaded  that  women  will 

learn  more,  or  more  effectively,  in  the  pres- 
ence of  men. 

The  evidence  with  respect  to  course  en- 
rollments is  easier  to  evaluate.  We  have 

figures  on  the  number  of  men  and  women  in 
various  courses  at  Connecticut  and  Vassar, 

for  example,  and  have  compared  them  with 
similar  statistics  from  several  years  ago 

when  both  student  bodies  were  entirely  fe- 
male. Enrollment  patterns  have  changed 

very  little.  Evidently,  at  least  in  the  short 

run,  men  seek  out  departments,  faculty 
members  and  courses  that  traditionally  have 
been  considered  strong.  The  hypothesis 

that  one  way  to  build  up  enrollments  in 
small  departments  or  courses,  e.g.,  the 

sciences  in  an  all-women's  college,  is  to 
admit  men  is  not  borne  out  by  the  facts 
that  we  gathered.  Growth  in  the  size  of 

the  student  body  may  strengthen  small  de- 
partments, but  coeducation,  again  in  the 

short  run,  does  not  seem  to  do  so.  Men 

are  attracted  to  an  institution  by  the 

strengths  of  that  institution,  just  as  women 
are. 

Since  no  major  changes  in  the  academic 

program  of  the  College  would  follow  neces- 
sarily from  the  admission  of  men,  the  aca- 
demic staff  presumably  could  remain  much 

the  same.  The  one  exception  might  be  the 

addition  of  men  to  the  staff  in  the  Depart- 
ment of  Physical  Education.  The  determi- 
nant here  would  be  changes  in  program 

which  the  Department  wished  to  make  in 
order  to  accommodate  the  interests  of  male 

undergraduates. 

Judging  from  the  experiences  of  other 

colleges,  certain  additions  to  the  adminis- 
trative staff  would  be  desirable  under  a  co- 

educational scheme.  One  or  more  male 

admissions    officers   should    be    appointed. 
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Staff  additions  in  the  area  of  student  affairs 

probably  would  be  required.  The  staff  and 
functions  of  the  Placement  Office  should  be 

expanded.  Beyond  these  appointments,  no 
initial  changes  in  the  administrative  staff 
would  be  necessary  unless  the  number  of 
students  grew  substantially. 

The  Committee  feels  that  it  is  important 

to  develop  a  more  effective  program  of  ca- 
reer counseling  and  placement  on  the  cam- 
pus, whether  or  not  men  are  admitted  to  the 

College. 

Admissions 

The  Committee  collected  impressions  and 
statistics  from  admissions  officers  at  a  num- 

ber of  colleges.  We  stated  previously  that 
a  deteriorating  admissions  situation  was  a 

major  reason  for  changing  from  single-sex 
education  to  coeducation.  The  results  of 

that  change  in  policy  are  hard  to  evaluate 
since  other  institutional  innovations  often 

accompany  it.  In  such  circumstances  the 
institutions  themselves  find  it  difficult  to 
sort  out  the  effects  of  coeducation  from  the 

results  of  revisions  in  the  academic  pro- 
gram or  intensified  recruiting  efforts. 

Obviously  a  decision  to  accept  men  as 

degree  candidates  at  Chatham  would  in- 

crease greatly  the  pool  of  potential  candi- 
dates for  admission.  We  cannot  make  defi- 

nite statements  about  the  academic  and 

personal  qualifications  of  the  men  who 

might  file  applications,  but  the  experience 
of  other  colleges  is  encouraging  and  leads 
us  to  feel  that  highly  qualified  men  might 

well  consider  Chatham.  The  quality  of  pro- 
spective male  candidates  is  not,  then,  a 

major  point  of  argument  against  coeduca- 
tion. It  is  probable,  however,  that  more  than 

a  decision  to  admit  men  would  be  required 

to  transform  potential  applicants  into  ma- 
triculated students.  Institutions  which  have 

relied  only  on  changes  in  admissions  policy 
have  attracted  enough  male  candidates  to 
offset  a  continued  decline  in  the  number  of 

women  who  applied,  but  have  been  able 
only  to  maintain,  rather  than  to  increase,  the 

size  of  the  entering  classes.  On  the  other 
hand,  the  number  of  applications  to  Vassar 

increased  by  70%  in  the  year  following  the 

•decision  to  admit  men  and  the  entering 
class  grew  from  430  students  in  1969  to  532 

in  1970.  Applications  received  from  wome 
increased  substantially  during  that  year  a 
well. 

The  admissions  situation  at  Vassar  de 
serves  some  additional  comment  since 

illustrates  several  of  the  points  which  th 

Future  of  the  College  Committee  wishes  t 
emphasize.  The  increase  in  application 
and  in  entering  freshmen  at  Vassar  was  nc 
solely  the  result  of  the  decision  to  adm 
men.  At  the  same  time,  the  number  of  fu 

time  admissions  officers  was  increased  fror 

four  to  six,  the  admissions  staff  visited  40 

secondary  schools  in  1969-70  as  oppose 
to  40  in  1968-69,  a  general  revision  of  ac6 
demic  programs  was  announced,  the  put 
lications  program  in  admissions  was  e> 

panded  greatly,  and  the  scholarship  budge 
was  increased  substantially.  The  propoi 

tionate  responsibility  for  the  increase  i 
interest  in  Vassar  will  never  be  distribute 

with  any  precision  among  these  factor: 
The  Committee  has  noted,  however,  th; 

Chatham  might  consider  initiation  of  ce 
tain  of  these  changes  in  the  absence  of  cc 
education.  We  recommend,  therefore,  the 

a  study  of  the  College's  entire  admission 
process  be  initiated  as  soon  as  possible. 

One  especially  hopeful  sign  which  w 
mention  elsewhere  in  this  report  is  the  ir 

crease  in  applications  to  Chatham  whic 
has  occurred  during  this  fall.  In  particula 

early  decision  applications  (submitted  t 
students  with  a  clear  first  choice  of  Cha 

ham)  are  more  than  triple  those  of  1967,  th 
year  of  the  previous  high  figure.  This  d( 
velopment,  if  continued,  will  support  oi 
point  that  curricular  revision  and  expande 

recruiting  efforts  can  have  positive  effeel 
on  the  admissions  picture  at  a  women 
college. 

Finances  and  Facilities 

Private  education  in  this  country  is  facin 

a  major  financial  crisis.  This  is  not  th 
place  to  analyze  the  roots  or  dimensions  ( 
that  crisis  except  to  say  that  all  institution: 

large,  small,  coeducational,  single-sex,  at 

affected.  The  Committee's  major  conclusio 
in  this  area  of  concern  is  that  single-se 
colleges  do  not  escape  from  the  currei 
squeeze  between  rapidly  increasing  costs  c 
operation  and   inadequate  sources  of  suj 

10 
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oort  by  announcing  for  coeducation.  It 
would  not  be  proper  for  us  to  comment  in 
detail  on  the  financial  problems  facing  the 
colleges  which  we  have  studied  during  the 

preparation  of  this  report.  It  is  clear,  how- 
ever, that  none  of  them  would  defend  the 

decision  to  admit  men  on  the  grounds  that 
it  cures  financial  deficits.  All  of  them  are 

concentrating  on  broadening  sources  of  fi- 
nancial support,  cutting  costs  and  attracting 

oublic  funds. 

It  is  equally  true  that  a  decision  to  admit 
nen  to  Chatham  would  not,  in  itself,  be  a 

bostly  one.  At  one  college  the  initial  costs 
of  that  decision  were  given  as  under 

$70,000.  Basically  the  staff  and  facilities  at 

'Chatham  are  adequate  for  the  support  of  a 
boeducational  student  body  that  is  some- 

what larger  than  our  present  enrollment, 

dmission,  scholarship  and  publication  bud- 
ets  would  have  to  be  increased,  food  ser- 

vice expenses  would  probably  go  up  about 
$150  for  each  male  student  and  the  expense 
bf  maintaining  the  physical  education  and 

placement  programs  might  well  rise.  Still, 
hese  increases  are  relatively  minor.  Unless 
he  enrollment  (whether  coeducational  or 

)f  women)  exceeds  the  capacity  of  the 
Dresent  facilities  or  forces  an  increase  in 

nstructional  staff,  coeducation  could  be 

nitiated  at  Chatham  without  adversely  af- 
ecting  the  current  financial  picture. 

As  a  postscript  to  the  discussion  of  fa- 
fcilities,  the  Committee  refers  the  interested 

reader  to  an  analysis  made  by  the  College 
far  the  Department  of  Health,  Education  and 
<A/elfare  in  1969,  and  reaffirmed  in  1970, 

which  shows  that  we  have  sufficient  class- 

room space  for  a  student  body  of  750,  po- 
tential dormitory  space  for  650  students 

'and,  upon  completion  of  the  new  library 
and  student-faculty  center,  study  and  dining 
space  for  750  students.  College  policies 

with  respect  to  off-campus  living,  a  pro- 
gram of  athletics,  and  provisions  for  student 

automobiles  would  have  a  bearing  on  the 
;osts  of  coeducation  and  a  larger  student 
body. 

Student  Life 

As  far  as  we  could  ascertain,  the  majority 

pf  students  and  staff  members  on  newly  co- 
3ducational    campuses    are    delighted    with 

the  change.  Students  in  particular  mention 

the  easy  relationships  which  develop  be- 
tween men  and  women,  an  increased  sense 

of  community,  a  livelier  classroom  situation 
and  more  social  options  on  their  campuses. 

Extra-curricular  programs  at  these  institu- 
tions have  been  expanded  by  the  interests 

of  men.  The  sense  of  isolation  which  evi- 

dently plagued  many  students  in  earlier 
years  has  largely  disappeared. 

We  will  maintain  in  our  concluding  re- 

marks that  in  many  respects  Chatham's  sit- 
uation is  unique  and  thus  difficult  to  equate 

with  conditions  at  other  colleges.  This  point 
is  well  illustrated  in  the  area  of  student  life. 

Although  some  Chatham  students  complain 

about  feeling  isolated,  they  do  so  without 
the  experience  of  attending  a  college  in  a 
small  town  in  a  rural  area  or  in  a  community 

which  is  made  up  primarily  of  the  facilities 
of  the  college.  Chatham  is  not  isolated 
from  the  resources  and  problems  of  the 

city.  This  fact  has  implications  for  the  qual- 
ity of  student  life  and  the  academic  program 

which  are  very  different  from  the  situation 

at  many  single-sex  colleges. 

Many  students  at  Chatham  have  indicated 
that  their  opposition  to  coeducation  centers 
around  a  concern  that  men  will  dominate 

their  classes  and  usurp  positions  of  lead- 
ership in  the  extra-curricular  program.  We 

found  evidence,  at  one  institution,  that  this 
concern  has  substance.  Several  staff  people 

at  that  college  indicated  that  they  were 

searching  for  ways  to  insure  that  women  at 
the  college  would  continue  to  have  a  full 

range  of  options  for  personal  and  academic 
development  as  the  number  of  men  and 
women  enrolled  becomes  more  nearly 

equal.  Members  of  the  staff  seemed  more 

concerned  than  the  students  about  the  pos- 
sible long  run  effects  of  male  domination 

of  activities  and  classes.  Perhaps  the  sen- 
sitivity to  this  possibility  that  already  exists 

among  our  students  is  a  sufficient  safe- 
guard, but  the  Committee  is  sympathetic  to 

the  concern. 

We  do  not  feel  that  coeducation  can  be 

supported  on  the  supposition  that  it  will 
make  significant  improvements  in  campus 
life  at  Chatham.  In  substantial  numbers 

men   are   already  a  part  of  that   life.    Our 
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students  are  not  obligated  to  play  roles  sec- 
ondary to  those  of  men.  They  can,  in  addi- 

tion, use  the  resources  of  the  city  without 
difficulty.  While  no  one  would  maintain 

that  the  present  pattern  of  campus  life  is 
ideal,  we  do  not  feel  that  coeducation  would 

make  it  demonstrably  better. 

COMMUNITY  RELATIONS 

We  have  made  reference  to  some  of  the 

advantages  of  Chatham's  urban  location. 
There  are  responsibilities  that  result  as  well. 

As  it  makes  plans  for  the  future,  the  College 
must  keep  in  mind  the  concerns  of  its  im- 

mediate neighbors  and  of  the  city  of  which 
it  is  a  part.  Relationships  of  this  sort  are  of 
less  importance  to  an  institution  in  a  rural 

location  or  one  that  is  situated  on  a  large 
campus  which  offers  a  kind  of  geographical 
protection  from  the  surrounding  community. 

For  example,  Vassar  and  Connecticut  Col- 
leges have  hundreds  of  acres  for  future  use 

and  few  close  neighbors  who  would  be  di- 

rectly affected  by  the  institutions'  plans.  We 
do  not  mean  to  imply  that  Chatham  is  pe- 

culiar in  having  to  remember  its  environ- 
ment, but  its  community  relations  are  differ- 

ent from,  and  more  complex  than,  those  of 
other  colleges  with  which  we  have  been  in 
touch. 

The  College  must  make  and  carry  out 
plans  which  will  increase  its  effectiveness 

as  an  educational  institution.  It  must  in- 
sist on  the  freedom,  within  the  law,  to  shape 

its  own  future.  But  it  does  not  exist  in  a 

vacuum.  For  example,  any  discussion  of 
major  growth  of  the  College  is  greeted  with 

dismay  by  many  of  the  neighboring  famil- 
ies who  fear  that  physical  expansion  of  the 

campus  will  increase  traffic  in  the  area, 

change  the  character  of  the  neighborhood 
or  encroach  on  their  property.  If  Chatham 
ever  seriously  considers  enlarging  beyond 

the  capacity  of  its  present  campus,  it  will 
have  two  very  expensive  options.  Either  it 

must  acquire  adjacent  land  for  expansion  or 
it  must  construct  high  rise  facilities.  Both 

options  would  affect  our  neighbors  and  our 
neighborhood  and  would,  of  course,  have 

to  be  accomplished  within  existing  law  and 

regulations.  Neither  appears  to  be  neces- 
sary in  the  foreseeable  future. 

The  Committee  would  have  recommende 

coeducation  or  a  change  in  the  size  of  Cha 

ham's  student  body  if  it  had  been  convince 
of  the  wisdom  of  those  decisions.  It  the 

would  have  urged  full  and  free  discussic 
with  the  surrounding  community.  It  doe 
not  feel  that  the  recommendations  whic 

appear  in  this  report  are  cause  for  concen 
but  it  wishes  to  acknowledge  the  legitimal 
role  that  community  relations  play  in  th 

long  term  plans  of  the  College. 

RESULTS  OF  CAMPUS  DISCUSSIONS 
AND  POLLS 

It  was  essential  to  the  success  of  th 

Committee's  undertaking  that  as  mar 
members  of  the  Chatham  community  as  po: 
sible  be  involved  in  the  consideration  i 

coeducation.  Campus  discussions  begs 

during  the  winter  of  1969-70  and  continue 
into  the  fall  of  1970  through  open  meeting 
written  communications  and,  finally,  pol 

on  the  question.  The  Committee  membei 
had  the  benefit  of  the  views  of  all  those  wh 

wished  to  express  opinions  or  raise  que! 
tions. 

The  time  and  energy  devoted  to  the  pre 
cess  of  gathering  opinions  from  faculty  an 
staff  members  and  students  were  well  ii 

vested.  The  Committee's  major  recomm^, 
dation.  no  matter  what  its  nature,  could  n< 
be  transformed  into  a  successful  policy  d< 
cision  without  the  support  of  the  Codec 

community.  It  happens  that  the  Commi 

tee's  views  correspond  with  those  e; 
pressed  by  the  majority  in  the  discussior 
and  polls,  including  the  Executive  Boai 
of  the  Alumnae  Association.  This  mear 

that  the  College  should  be  able  to  count  c 

the  support  and  cooperation  of  its  men 
bers  as  Chatham  confronts  the  problerr 
that  will  follow  from  the  adoption  of  thes 

recommendations.  Conversely,  if  our  coi 

elusions  had  differed  from  the  opinion  < 
most  of  the  members  of  the  community,  th 
Committee  would  have  had  to  make  extet 

sive  efforts  to  change  community  opinio 

or  cope  with  the  failure  of  its  effort.  Thu; 
while  not  a  mere  echo  of  campus  sent 
ments,  our  recommendations  have  been  ii 

fluenced  strongly  by  them.  We  appreciat 
the  assistance  of  those  who  participated  i 
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discussions  and  completed  our  questionnaires. 

The  results  of  the  November  poll  on  coeducation  follow: 

SUMMARY  OF  POLL  ON  COEDUCATION 

by  percentage  of  those  voting 

QUESTION:  Are  you  in  favor  of  coeducation  at  Chatham  College? 

Students 

Faculty 
Administration 

Strongly  Favor  Opposed  or 
or  Favor  Neutral  Strongly  Opposed  Total 

18.9%  5.6%  75.5%  100% 

38.7%  9.7%  51.6%  100% 

40%  6.7%  53.3%  100% 

Dther  Staff  (including  Clerical,  Housekeeping.  Maintenance  and  Head  Residents) 

43.9%  17.5%  38.6%  100% 
TOTAL   VOTE    BY 

PERCENTAGE 24.5% 7.4% 
68.1  % 100% 

The  Committee  wishes  to  call  particular  attention  to  several  aspects  of  the  voting  tabu- 
lations. 

1.  More  than  four-fifths  of  the  faculty  and  two-thirds  of  the  students  voted.  These 

are  high  levels  of  participation  on  a  college  campus,  including  Chatham's. 
2.  More  than  two-thirds  of  those  voting  preferred  to  have  Chatham  remain  a 

single-sex  institution.  Approximately  one-quarter  of  the  respondents  favored 
coeducation. 

3.  Three-quarters  of  the  students  who  voted  opposed  coeducation  for  Chatham. 
This  result  obtained  in  each  class  with  the  opposition  ranging  from  81%  of  the 
Freshmen  to  70%  of  the  Seniors. 

4.  Three  of  the  four  categories  of  respondents  (students,  faculty  members  and 
administration)  favored  maintaining  Chatham  as  a  college  for  women. 

5.  Those  especially  interested  in  science,  students  as  well  as  members  of  the 
faculty,  opposed  coeducation  more  strongly  than  did  their  colleagues  in  other 
fields. 

6.  Half  of  the  faculty  respondents  who  have  taught  at  Chatham  for  less  than  five 

years  supported  coeducation,  as  compared  to  approximately  twenty-eight  per- 
cent of  those  with  longer  service. 

A  considerable  degree  of  uniformity 

marks  the  poll  results.  At  least  for  the  pres- 
ent, the  sentiment  of  the  Chatham  commun- 

ity seems  clear.  We  are  not  aware  of  a  sim- 
ilar vote  in  any  other  institution  which  has 

considered  the  question  of  coeducation  in 

recent  years.  This  makes  it  difficult  to  ex- 
plain the  preference  of  the  students  simply 

in  terms  of  their  individual  decisions  to  at- 

tend a  single-sex  college.  The  Committee 
can  only  guess  at  the  reasons  for  the  re- 

sults. One  factor  may  be  that  the  Chatham 

campus  is  not  isolated  geographically,  ei- 

ther from  the  resources  of  a  major  urban 

area  or  from  frequent  association  with  men 
from  other  colleges.  The  recent  emphasis 
throughout  the  country  on  increasing  the 
opportunities  for  women  to  develop  their 
talents  and  to  fill  a  wider  variety  of  roles 

in  our  society  may  seem  to  some  to  justify, 
more  than  ever  before,  the  existence  of  a 

college  for  women.  The  Committee  is  im- 
pressed by  the  fact  that  the  community,  for 

whatever  reasons,  wishes  to  continue  its 
commitment    to    the    education    of    women 
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within    Chatham's    newly   fashioned    frame- 
work, combining  flexibility  with  tradition. 

CONCLUSION 

The  clearest  summary  of  the  Committee's 
conclusions  is  found  in  its  recommendation 

that  Chatham  remain  a  college  for  women. 

We  hope  that  our  report  places  those  con- 
clusions in  a  reasonable  perspective.  We 

are  convinced  of  the  desirability  of  diversity 

within  American  higher  education  and  be- 

lieve that  the  strong  single-sex  college  con- 
tributes positively  to  that  diversity.  We  could 

not  continue  to  hold  that  conviction  in  the 

face  of  diminishing  interest  in  Chatham 

but  are  encouraged  by  our  current  applica- 
tion experience.  We  suspect  that  the  Col- 
lege offers  a  special  kind  of  opportunity  for 

student  development  and  take  pride  in  re- 

search findings  that  graduates  of  women's 
colleges  make  disproportionately  great  con- 

tributions to  our  society  (see  Tidball,  E.P. 
in  bibliography). 

Chatham  has  certain  unique  advantages 

which  have  persuaded  the  Committee  that 
it  can  attract  and  serve  competent  young 
women.  It  is  one  of  the  few  small,  liberal 

arts  colleges  in  this  country  which  is  lo- 

cated in  a  city.  The  number  of  women's 
colleges  which  are  able  to  profit  from  an 
urban  location  is  even  smaller.  The  location 

has  enormous  academic  advantages  as  well 

as  cultural  and  social  benefits.  It  is  in  large 
part  our  conviction  that  Chatham  intends 

to  make  full  use  of  this  geographical  advan- 
tage that  strengthens  our  faith  in  its  ability 

to  attract  students  in  the  future. 

The  College  has  initiated,  within  the  past 
year,  a  new  curriculum  and  calendar  which 

permits  students  and  members  of  the  fac- 

ulty to  cooperate  in  the  design  of  individu; 
programs  of  study.  The  curriculum  oper 
additional  possibilities  for  ties  with  Pitt! 

burgh  and  provides  women  with  excitin 
opportunities  to  develop  the  skills,  indepei 
dence  and  self-confidence  which  are  majc 
ingredients  in  a  productive  life.  Much  < 
the  difficult  work  of  curricular  reform  ha 

been  accomplished  and  the  College  is  n 

longer  restricted  by  the  academic  rig  id  itie 
that  are  increasingly  discouraging  to  sti 
dents. 

Location  and  program  combine  in  a  pa 
ticularly  satisfying  way  for  Chatham  by  pr< 

viding  opportunities  for  cooperative  effor 
with  other  Pittsburgh  colleges  and  unive 

sities.  One  major  result  is  the  program  < 
cross  registration  which  opens  the  cours 

programs  of  six  institutions  to  students  ei 
rolled  in  any  one  of  them.  Chatham  wome 
thus  have  access  to  a  much  wider  range 
courses  than  is  available  at  most  small  cc 

leges.  They  also  have  the  option  of  pa 

ticipating  in  coeducational  classes  eithi 
on  their  own  campus  or  elsewhere.  Tr 
cross  registration  program  is  a  major  eli 

ment  in  the  uniqueness  of  the  College's  o ferings. 

As  long  as  there  are  young  women  wr 
wish  to  study  in  the  environment  of  a  won 

en's  college  and  who  grow  and  develop 
strength  through  the  experience,  this  Con 
mittee  hopes  that  Chatham  will  serve  the 

by  making  the  fullest  possible  use  of  its  l< 
cation   and  the  potential   of  its  prograr 

Chatham  College  will  then  continue  to  t 
one  of  the  few  institutions  for  women 

this  country  in  which  students  can  find 
truly  individualized  program  of  liberal  edi 
cation. 
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We  all  extend  our  symathy  to  Joan 
Woreledge  Michaelian  and  her  family  on 
he  sudden  death  of  her  father  last  July.  Dr. 
Moreledge  had  a  deep  fondness  for 

'.'P.C.W."  and  was  so  proud  to  conduct  and 
preach  at  our  Baccalaureate  service  in  1949. 

[Joan  says  her  boys  are  great  sportsmen. 
[Two  were  pitchers  for  Little  League  base- 

ball and  three  play  in  the  Y.M.C.A.  basket- 
pall  league.  Margaret,  finally  6  years  old, 
twill  start  first  grade  in  September.  They 
Jill  enjoyed  a  summer  vacation  in  the  love- 
II y  Shenandoah  Valley  and  Thanksgiving  in 
Pittsburgh.  She  always  drives  through  the 
:ampus   when   she  is   in   town. 

Timmy  Mountford  DeFrance  and  family 
(have  moved  to  a  new  home  in  Canfield. 
[After  three  years  of  teaching  8th  grade 
(English,  she  will  return  to  housewife  as 

[two  sons  go  off  to  college.  Bill  is  a  sopho- 
triore  at  Mount  Union  College  and  John 
(graduates  this  June  from  high  school. 
-David  finishes  fifth  grade  and  they  will 
[cheer  at  his  baseball  games! 
[  Jo  Nuibaum  Cone  enjoyed  an  area  alum- 
fnae  dinner  in  October  at  which  Dr.  Eddy 

ispoke.  Art's  new  book,  "The  Complete 
(Guide  to  Hunting,"  came  out  in  Novem- 
Ijber.  Her  oldest  son,  Steve,  who  is  a  junior 
Tat  Coe  College,  is  having  two  poems  pub- 

lished this  March  in  a  book  called  "Sun- 
spo  "  by  Palomar  in  California.  Artie  will 
g.  i  from  Mt.  Hermon   in  June  as  an 
honor  student.  The  twins  are  15  and  are 
either  giving  or  going  to  parties!  Jo 
keeps  busy  as  president  of  a  Welcome 
Wagon  Club,  and  she  and  Art  still  do  lots 
of  bird  hunting  with  their  Brittany  Span- 
iels. 

Pat  Pew  Simpson's  daughter  Edie  is  in 
one  of  her  junior  high  school  science 
classes  this  year.  She  says  it  is  fun  going  to 
school  together!  Pat  is  getting  a  thrill  out 
of  helping  to  plan  the  science  labs  for  a 
new  air  conditioned  and  carpeted  junior 
high   building. 

June  Reed  Sheftic  not  only  has  a  new 
husband,  but  also  two  more  children,  a 
girl  20  years  old  and  a  boy  13  years  old. 
She  is  busy  planning  a  June  wedding  for 
her  new  daughter.  Life  for  her  is  once 
more  very  full  and  active.  Her  own  chil- 

dren are  15  and  13  and  this  makes  a  busy 
household. 

Mary  Lou  Rider  has  been  living  in 
Washington,  Pa.  for  over  a  year  now,  but 
still  spends  a  good  bit  of  time  at  her 

parents'  home  in  Uniontown.  She  hopes 
to  see  us  in  June. 
Many  thanks  to  all  who  replied.  We 

are  a  very  busy  family,  as  are  many  others. 
I  am  looking  forward  to  our  reunion  in 
June  and  hope  to  see  you  there. 

Carol  reporting: 
Ann  Shane  Perky  is  teaching  full  time 

and  working  on  her  master's.  Nevin  is  a 
graduate  of  Wisconsin's  Graduate  School 
of  Banking  and  son  Doug  of  high  school. 

She'll  see  us  all  in  June. 
Barbara  Shields  Sullivan  is  a  Brownie 

leader  busy  with  23  little  cooks  and  hand 
puppet  artists.  Mary  Ann,  age  seven,  faces 
open  heart  surgery  in  June,  and  we  all 
wish  her  well. 

Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  is  the  happy  lead- 
er of  a  Teen-Age  Prayer  Group  at  church. 

Cindy  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham,  and 
George  and  John  are  deeply  involved  in 
wrestling  in  senior  and  junior  high  re- 
spectively. 

Alice  Vandermark  Stanton  and  family 
are  happily  looking  forward  to  finishing 
their  new  home  in  Franklin,  their  dream 
town.  Jack  is  the  hospital  administrator, 
who  enjoys  his  work  and  all  the  hunting 
and  fishing  in  the  area.  Tim,  in  eighth 
grade,  and  Beth,  in  ninth,  think  the  school 
and  people  are  great.  Alice  is  busy  with 
volunteer  work  and  hopes  to  make  our 
reunion. 

Corinne  Welch  Patton  and  Jim  are  presi- 
dent of  the  Ft.  Couch  Middle  School 

P.T.A.,  and  she  is  president  of  the  Mt. 
Lebanon  Chatham  Alumnae  Club.  The 
children,  John  (13),  Alice  (9),  and  Bill 
(IV2),  are  busy  with  Boy  and  Girl  Scouts, 
Indian  Guides,  school  and  church  choirs 
plus  music  lessons. 

Eleanor  Wenning  At  well's  children  are 
getting  older,  but  she  and  Bob  aren't! Bobbie  decided  on  Dartmouth  and  Amy  is 
a  junior  at  Ellis.    They  all  still  love  skiing. 

Mary  Elizabeth  Wiles  Knight  ( no  long- 
er Mizzie)    wishes  us  Peace. 
Martha  Sutton  Amnion  and  Jim  have 

been  traveling  this  year.  They  were  in 
Greece  last  March,  and  in  London,  Paris 
and  Switzerland  in  the  fall.  Martie  plans 
to  go  back  to  school  next  fall.  For  now, 
she  visits  elderly  shut-ins  in  the  inner  city 
and  her  daughter  Sarah  tutors  there.  They 
all  love  to  ski  and  play  tennis  all  year long. 
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Madelyn  Engelhardt  Sayles 

(Mrs.  B.  J.,  Jr.) 

523    South   Murtland   Street 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15208 

Rosella  Petraglia 
105  Virginia  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15211 

ENGAGEMENT 
Marian  Jaffurs  to  Frank  Michael  Ryan 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Eleanor    Balent    Young     ( Mrs.    Paul    R. ) , 
1040  Culbertson  Avenue,  Zanesville,  Oh. 
43701 

Joan    Goodwin    Heckel    (Mrs.    Joseph    E., 
Jr.),    R.D.    #2,    Box    299-A,    Mars,    Pa. 16046 

Ann  Marvin  Weaver  (Mrs.),  Box  244,  La- 
guna  Beach,  Ca.  92652 

Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek    (Mrs.  Lawrence), 
16907   Aldersyde  Drive,  Shaker  Heights, 
Oh.  44120 

Jean    Thomas    Hill/nan     ( Mrs.    John    E. ) , 
4725   Humboldt  Avenue,  South,  Minne- 

apolis, Mn.  55409 
Patricia  Whitehill  Kirk  ( Mrs.  Charles  H. ) , 

11521  East  6th  Place,  Aurora,  Ca.  80010 

After  taking  extra  courses  in  biology, 

Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney  now  has  a  part- 
time  job  selling  carpeting — mostly  because 
it's  so  close  to  her  home.  She  and  Jim  and 
their  two  boys  ( in  high  school  and  6th 
grade)  had  a  wonderful  trip  to  Cape  Cod 
last  summer  where  they  also  enjoyed  visit- 

ing with  Barbara  Clark  Samuel  son  and family. 

Gu  en  Bach  Lammert  certainly  had  her 
share  of  misfortune  this  past  year — broke 
her  right  knee  cap  in  a  car  accident  in 

June  ( "step  and  drag"  in  a  full  cast  for 
six  weeks)  and  three  days  later  suffered  a 
miscarriage.    Our  deepest  sympathy   is   also 

extended  to  her  on  the  recent  deaths  of 

both  her  father  and  younger  brother.  How- 
ever, three  young  children  (8,  10  and  12) 

keep  Gwen  busy — both  as  a  Brownie  Lead- 
er and  active  member  of  the  P.T.A. 
A  great  trip  to  Europe  last  September 

was  the  high  point  of  the  year  fcr  Nancy 
Baker  Fekety.  Husband  Bob  attended  medi- 

cal meetings  (he's  Chief  of  Infectious  Dis- 
eases at  the  University  of  Michigan ) ,  and 

Nancy  saw  the  sights.  Daughter  Susie 
(13)  is  a  horse  enthusiast,  and  Sally  (9) 
bubbles  about  everything — especially  skat- 

ing. 

The  state  of  Washington  is  down  in 
population — Eleanor  Balent  Young  and 

family  are  "back  east"  in  Ohio  where  Paul 
is  now  an  explosives  engineer  for  Kaiser 
Chemical  Co.  Their  oldest  son,  Tom,  is  a 
freshman  at  Ohio   University. 

Just  keeping  her  "men  folk"  fed  (3  sons and  Jim)  is  a  full-time  job  for  Marilyn 
Black  Auchterlonie.  Next  year  the  two 
oldest  boys  hope  to  enter  the  University 
of  Michigan  and  Purdue,  but  the  youngest 
boy  and  daughter  Amy  promise  to  keep  the 
homefront   lively. 

Nancy  Brooks  Burkhart  is  busy  as  a 
telephone  answering  service  for  her  oldest 

son's  musical  group  called  the  "Notables." 
He's  a  college  sophomore,  and  this  group 
work  certainly  helps  defray  expenses.  A 
daughter  in  high  school,  another  son  in 

8th  grade,  and  active  work  in  the  Over- 
brook  Women's  Club  keep  Nancy  "on  her 

toes." 

A  trip  to  Jamaica  the  end  of  February 
was  planned  for  Eleanor  Colvin  Wiley. 
Husband  Tom  has  his  own  business  as  a 

manufacturer's  reresentative  and  steel  fab- 
ricator. Son  Jeff  will  enter  Grove  City 

College  next  fall. 
Three-year-old  Jeffrey  is  helping  his 

mother,  Shirley  Elliott  Johnston,  teach 
morning  kindergarten  at  a  nearby  church. 

Brother  Jay  (9)  regards  his  favorite  past- 
lime  as  eating,  and  Jill  (13)  is  now  al- 

most as  tall  as  Shirley. 
A  spinal  fusion  in  September  has  kept 

Jane  Feiler  Miller  out  of  action,  but  we're 
happy  to  hear  her  back  is  now  healing  nice- 

ly. Last  summer  the  Millers  enjoyed  having 
an  English  boy  as  a  house  guest  for  a 
month.  He  was  part  of  a  teen-age  ex- 

change program  sponsored  by  the  Rotar- 
ians.  This  summer  Jane's  sons  (  17  and 
15)  hope  to  go  to  England  and  live  with 
English   families. 

Teaching  reading  as  the  Team  Leader  of 

the  first  year  reading  pod  has  taken  prece- 
dence over  music  for  Norma  Jean  Gittins 

Staffer.  However  "N.J."  still  finds  time to  direct  two  junior  church  choirs  and  keep 
up  with  her  four  girls.  Husband  Van  has 
been  promoted  to  Superintendent  of 
Seamless   Mill   Maintenance. 

Joan  Goodwin  Heckel  is  teaching  3rd 

grade  in  the  Mars  area  this  year  while  hus- 

band Joe  is  working  on  a  master's  degree in  counselor  education  at  Pitt.  Son  David 

is  college  hunting  for  next  fall.  "Goodie" and  her  three  daughters  managed  to  do  a 
lot  of  canning  and  freezing  from  their 

large  garden — they  moved  into  an  old 
farm  house  near  Mars  last  summer.  She 

also  reports  having  seen  Joann  Walthour 
recently   in   Pittsburgh. 

Still  working  as  3-11  supervisor  at  Al- 
legheny General  Hospital,  Jean  Graham 

Hague  is  also  president  of  the  local  garden 
club.      Her     four    sons    are    all     fine    and 
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lively — especially  Tommy  who  is  just  2. 
Husband  Fred  was  recently  made  principal 
of  Fox  Chapel  High   School. 

As  of  last  September,  G-G  Guest  Trit- 
ichler  is  Director  of  Studies  at  Saint  Agnes 
School,  an  Episcopal  preparatory  school  in 
Albany.  Sydney  is  in  8th  grade  (going  to 
Greece  in  April),  and  Charlie  (5)  at- 

tends an  "open  classroom"  and  can  actually 
read  whole  books!  G-G  and  Lorrie  Norr 

Blitmberg  survived  each  other's  40th  birth- 
days together  and  had  a  wonderful  summer 

vacation   at   the   Cape. 
Anne  Holden  Loudon  reiterates  what 

most  of  us  with  childten  will  agree — her 
two  girls  are  as  different  as  night  and  day. 
She  continues  to  enjoy  her  work  as  research 
editor  for  Clark,  Dodge  &  Co. 

The  clean,  uncluttered  life  in  Iowa  real- 

ly appeals  to  Barbara  Hoy  Dible.  "Shippa" and  her  family  had  a  great  vacation  touring 
Colorado  and  Wyoming  last  summer.  She 
sees  Ivy  Watson  Baird  quite  often,  and 
they  both  hope  to  get  to  our  reunion  in 

June. 
A  jammed-pack  news  flash  arrived  too 

late  for  publication  last  year  from  Barbara 
Hyde  Asbury.  At  that  time  Bunny  and  her 
family  (5  children)  had  recently  moved 
from  Michigan  to  Miami,  Florida,  where 
husband  Charlie  began  teaching  at  Miami 
Dade  Junior  College.  This  year  Bunny  is 
teaching  in  a  private  school,  and,  at  Ruth 

Swisshelm's  request  from  the  alumnae  of- 
fice, she  served  as  local  alumnae  chairman 

for  the  dinner  Mrs.  Clifford  S.  Heinz  gave 
in  Miami  in  honor  of  President  and  Mrs. 
Eddy  on  February  14.  Our  condolences  to 
Bunny  on  the  death  of  her  father  in  April, 
1969. 
Only  three  more  credits  and  Kathryn 

Jones  Schurman  will  have  her  master's  de- 
gree from  Duquesne  University.  In  the 

interim  Kathy  is  doing  substitute  kinder- 
garten teaching.  Her  three  children  (8,  12 

and  14)  are  all  well  and  happy.  We  were 

doubly  sorry  to  hear  that  Kathy's  father 
and  father-in-law  both  passed  away  this 
past  year  within  six  weeks  of  each  other. 

A  great  visit  with  Ann  Gould  Moore's 
family  in  Colorado  last  summer  is  the  word 
from  Patricia  Kennedy  Barley.  While  in 
Colorado  the  Earleys  also  spent  a  week  at 
a  dude  ranch.  Pat  mentioned  what  a  treat 
it  was  to  be  invited  to  a  dinner  party  last 
January  at  the  home  of  Barbara  Black 
Bloomstrom  C50)  where  they  visited  with 
Dr.  and  Mrs.  Eddy,  Dr.  Chmura,  and  other 
Cincinnati  alumnae. 

Our  20th  reunion  chairman,  Mary  Ellen 
Leigh  McBride,  reports  all  goes  well.  Her 
husband  is  now  tax  counsel  for  PPG  In- 

dustries. Daughter  Ellen  Leigh  was  an  Ex- 
ceptionally Able  Youth  in  Allegheny  Coun- 

ty, and  her  other  daughter,  Robbie,  wins 

prizes  for  her  horsemanship.  You'll  all 
be  hearing  from  "Mel"  soon. 

Patricia  Meyer  Kovacs  and  Fred  had  a 
fabulous  trip  to  London  and  Paris  last 
summer.  Their  two  sons  are  busy  with 
tennis  and  skiing.  Pat  continues  to  enjoy 
her  part-time  work  for  the  Center  of  Oc- 

cupational   Mental    Health. 

A  couple  of  weeks  in  Florida  was  en- 
joyed by  the  family  of  Laura  Mikscb  Diaz 

this  past  summer.  On  the  way  back  they 
stopped  in  Williamsburg  and  Atlanta  and 

saw  "Six  Flags  Ovet  Georgia" — fabulous! 
Then  home  to  enjoy  their  own  pool. 

Helping  to  set  up  a  new  middle  school 
library   for  next  year  is  a   lot  of  work  but 
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fun,  too,  for  Julianna  Moore  Pollitt.  Nan- 
na's  oldest  son  is  college  hunting,  and  her 
oldest  daughter  (16)  is  a  beautiful  girl 

almost  six  feet  tall.  If  we  other  "young- 
sters" can  tolerate  her  gray  hair,  Nanna 

hopes  to  make  our   reunion. 
All  Californians — prepare  for  battle! 

Patricia  O'Keefe  Beede  and  family  enjoyed 
a  vacation  in  California  last  summer  but 

are  glad  they  don't  live  there.  Pat  and  Ray 
are  otherwise  "up  to  their  ears"  with  the activities   of   their   two   sons. 

The  college  records  must  be  wrong,  con- 
tends Stella  Parloff:  as  far  as  she  wants  to 

believe,  she  only  graduated  ten  years  ago! 
At  any  rate,  Stella  does  admit  to  having 
had  a  memorable  visit  in  Los  Angeles  from 

a  '51  classmate,  Shirley  Kerchner.  last  No- 
vember. 

Anne  de  Shazo  Robertson  reports  lov- 
ing her  work  in  a  local  mental  health  cen- 
ter (has  her  Ph.D.)  and  a  consulting  cen- 
ter in  Washington,  DC.  She  and  Tom 

also  enjoy  a  lot  of  skiing  in  Pennsylvania 
and  Aspen.  Last  July  her  two  oldest  boys 
were  in  a  serious  car  accident,  and  Scott 
(17)  spent  six  weeks  in  the  hospital  with 
a  fractured  vertebrae.  All  is  well  now — 

he's  a  freshman  at  Reed  College,  Portland, 

Oregon.  In  October  "Shaze"  and  Tom attended  another  most  rewarding  seminar 
in  Dynamics  of  Family  Communication  in 
Mexico. 

Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek  now  has  a 
double  reason  for  coming  to  Pittsburgh 
often.  Daughter  Jan  is  a  sophomore  at 
Chatham,  and  Larry,  Jr.  is  a  freshman  at 
Carnegie-Mellon  University.  The  four 

younger  boys  all  are  "gung-ho"  in  the sports  world  as  well  as  doing  fine  in  school. 
Last  fall  the  Stoviceks  moved  to  a  50-year- 

old  "English  Manor  House"  just  three 
blocks  from  their  previous  home.  And 

Marlene  has  weathered  the  40  mark — "get- 
ting wider  and  grayer!"  (Aren't  most  of us — please? ) 

Horse  shows  and  fox  hunting  are  the 

"in"  things  with  the  family  of  Marguerite 
Sullivan  Hannon.  The  three  oldest  chil- 

dren have  collected  an  impressive  number 
of  ribbons  and  trophies.  Mugs  reports 

that  their  "menagerie"  now  includes  six 
horses,  four  cats,  three  dogs,  a  canary  and 

numerous  goldfish.  She  was  able  to  ac- 
company Jack  on  trips  to  Colorado,  Wyo- 

ming, Florida,  Chicago,  Skytop  and  New 
York.  She  also  had  a  nice  visit  with  Lois 

Young  Flyte  and  family  in  Cleveland  re- cently. 

By  June  Peggy  Tucker  Thompson  will 
be  half  way  through  her  graduate  studies 
in  social  work!  She  has  a  very  interesting 
field  placement  in  the  protective  service  of 
a  public  child  welfare  agency.  Husband 
Pete  and  her  four  children  seem  to  be  sur- 

viving well  despite  a  good  bit  of  mayhem. 
Chatham's  new  assistant  to  the  President, 
Robert  Barr,  is  an  old  friend  of  theirs  and 
a   real   gain   for  us! 

Joyce  Wilde  Round's  family  has  "spread 
its  wings."  Her  oldest  son  is  a  freshman 
at  Wittenberg  University,  her  daughter  is 
enrolled  at  Heidelberg  College  for  next 
fall,  and  her  youngest  son  attends  a  local 
military  school.  Husband  Dan  is  a  comp- 

troller at  a  local  bank,  and  Joyce  is  quite 

content  and  happy.  If  any  51'ers  get  near 
Uniontown,  Pa.,  give  her  a  call.  The 
Rownds  have  a  summer  cottage  at  Deet 
Lake. 

Even   though   they   had   no  special   news, 

we  were  very  happy  to  hear  from  the  fcffl 
lowing:  Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh,  Suzanni 
(Suzie)  Blair  Murray,  Natalie  Eger  Novick 
Ann  Gould  Moore,  Margaret  (Peggy)  Ken 
nelly  Murphy,  Shirley  Kerchner,  Amu 
(Macfuddy)  Mae  Landefeld  Eckert,  Nanc) 
Perry  Vesely,  Martha  (Betty)  Whaley  Web 
ster  and  Joan  Young  Drugmand. 

Maddie  reporting:  We  finally  made  i 
family  trek  back  to  Wisconsin  last  Augus 
— hadn't  been  "home"  in  nine  years!  Oui 

boys  (9  and  6) — well,  they're  boys;  am Penny  (16)  alternates  her  time  betweet 
skiing  and  her  pleasure  horse  which  shi 
bought  with   her  own   money! 

Rose/la  reporting:  My  mother  and 
spent  a  glorious  week  in  September  at  thi 
fantastic  Greenbrier  resort  in  White  Sul 

phur  Springs,  West  Virginia.  However,  wi 
were  deeply  saddened  in  November  by  thi 
death  of  my  beloved   father. 

Hope  to  see  everyone  June   5th!!! 
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Diane   Barratt  Swif 
( Mrs.  Carlton  H. 

10404  Trumpeter  Coui 
Vienna,  Va.  22181 

Frances   Rohrich   Hab 
(Mrs.   Frank  J.,  Jr. 

R.D.  #1,  Box  6- Canonsburg,  Pa.   1531 
MARRIAGE 
Jane  Smith  Donaldson  to  Richard  B.  Moi 

gan,  Jr.,  April   2,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Amy    Botsaris    Nychis     (Mrs.    Peter),     1 
Apple  Crest  Road,  Weston,  Ma.  02193 

Catherine  Cornish  Montgomery   (Mrs.  Wi 

liam  L.),  Box  119,  Tionesta,  Pa.  1635' Jean  Dering  Bleistein   (Mrs.  Paul  J.),  69 
East  260th  Street,  Cleveland,  Ohio  4413 

Diane  Gray  Hall    (Mrs.  John   A.),   R.F.E 

#1,  Box   198,  Quaker  Race,  Wellsvill. Pa.  17365 

Jean     Ritchie     Clift     (Mrs.     George     V.; 
Norton  Road,  Weston,  Ct.  06880 

Jane  Smith  Morgan  (Mrs,  Richard  B.,  Jr. 
29937    Muirland    Drive,    Farmingtoi 
Mi.  48024 

Mary  Carroll   Williams  Hofer   (Mrs.  Dot 
aid    B.)     680    Beatty    Road,    Springfielc Pa.  19064 

Due  to  circumstances  beyond  her  contra 
Frances  Habe  was  unable  to  solicit  h< 
section    of   the   class    for   this    issue. 

With  her  children  in  grades  9,  6  an 
2,  Muriel  French  Hasely  is  working  pa 
time  as  a  school  nurse.  Ann  Matlack  Wi< 
land  reports  that  her  children  are  no 
161/2,   141/2  and   121/2. 

I  had  a  great  surprise  shortly  befoi 
deadline  time.  In  lieu  of  returned  que 
tionnaire,  I  received  a  phone  call  froi 
Nancy  Patterson  Courtney  who  was  hei 

visiting  sister  Nora  (x'52).  It  was  sue 
fun  talking  with  her,  although  she  di 
have  some  sad  news  to  report  .  .  .  formi 
classmate  Babs  Woolston  Brinton  and  hu 
band  lost  their  oldest  child  and  only  soi 
Jimmy,  when  he  was  struck  by  a  car  la 

last  year.  I'm  sure  that  all  who  knew  Bal 
join  in  extending  deepest  sympathy  to  h< 
and  her  family.  Patter  also  said  that  tr 
Dickeys  (Jane  Montgomery)  will  be  leavin 
Pittsburgh    for    the    Akron    area,    and    th: 



iNancy  Bailey  and  her  family  have  been  in 
Dallas  for  years. 

I  Another  nice  surprise  was  hearing  from 
•Bobby  Pratt  Ahlers  who  reports — hold  on 
jto  your  hats,  troops! — that  Kim  is  19  and 
in  college.  WOW!  Bill  (16)  is  working 

Iwhile  Stephen  (14)  "eats  and  watches 
TV."  The  Ahlers  are  thrilled  to  be  moving 
.back  to  Cleveland  where  big  Bill  will  be 
^district   manager   for   J&L   Steel. 

Jane  Smith  (Donaldson)  was  married  to 

.Richard  Morgan  last  spring  with  Jane's 
,sons  Robb  (13)  and  Dean  (  1 1  Yl )  at- 

tending. Richard  is  with  Great  Lakes  Steel 
in  Detroit. 

Daughter  Sandy  (3 Vl ) ,  part-time  work 

running  her  husband's  office,  and  frequent 
itravel  take  up  Sue  Smith  Sweitzer's  time. 
The  Sweitzers  expect  their  lake-front  home 
to  be  completed  by  winter. 

Alice  Snook  Kalla,  Dick  and  their  four 

'boys  came  home  sore  but  happy  with  their 
collective  improvement  after  a  week  on  the 
ski  slopes  of  Quebec.  Snookie  is  taking 
.cello  lessons  again  and  hopes  to  get  in- 

volved  in   some  ensemble  work  soon. 

As  an  AAUW  member,  Marie  Timothy 
,Obermann  is  working  in  conjunction  with 
her  local  library  to  provide  an  oral  history 

i  for  Berkeley  Heights,  New  Jersey.  They 
are  interviewing  older  and  long-time  resi- 

dents and  taping  their  memories  of  the 
(town. 

Ed  and  Elaine  Vincic  Berman  have  both 
become  involved  in  the  community,  which 
has  been  quite  lively  with  a  fight  over  the 
local  high-rise  issue.  Son  David  is  7,  and 

daughter  Susan  "almost  5  (going  on  21!)". 
Vinnie  hopes  to  get  back  to  work  again 
after  Susan  begins  kindergarten  in  the  fall. 

Our    deepest    sympathy    goes    to    Trisba 
I  Wilkinson  Bloomfield  on  the  sudden  loss 
of  her  mother   in  an   automobile   accident. 

!Ever   the   traveller,   Trisha's    job   has    taken 
■  her  to  Hawaii,  Canada  and  Texas,  and  she 
land  Frank  spent  a  great  month  vacationing 
:in    Europe.     She    almost    got    to    see    Jan 
Geiersbach  Barr  in  January,  but  had  to 
settle  fot  a  phone  visit  when  the  pilot  chose 
to  land  in  Oklahoma  City  instead  of  Tulsa. 
Trish  did  see  ex-roommate  Ann  Beaumont 
'Sanborne.  whose  children  are  growing,  and 
whose  husband  John  is  starting  his  own 
business. 

Mary  Carroll  Williams  Hofer.  Don,  and 
the  three  children  are  getting  ready  to 

move  into  their  new  "old"  house,  a  114- 
year-old  former  schoolhouse/meeting  hall. 
She  still  keeps  busy  with  chutch  work  and 

the  League  of  Women  Voters.  M.C.'s  ques- tionnaire contained  a  plea  for  news  of  Alice 
Bash  fish.  All  of  her  old  roomies  have 
lost  touch  with  Allie  and  are  mosr  anxious 

to  find  her.  If  anyone  can  provide  an  ad- 
dress or  any  information,  please  contact 

M.C 

With    four   children    going    in    as    many 
■  directions  at  once,  I  (Diane)  am  spending 
my  life   in   the  cat.    The   highlight   of  out 

•  year  was  a  relaxing,  do-nothing-but-sun 
week  in  the  Outer  Banks  of  North  Carolina. 

So  many  former  classmates  have  popped 

up  in  this  year's  replies  that  I  hunted  up 
old  yearbooks  and  have  had  a  ball  remi- 

niscing about  those  who  were  a  part  of  the 

.  class  of  '53  at  one  time  or  another.  How 
about  including  news  of  as  many  as  pos- 

sible in   next  yeat's   Recorder?     And   don't 
.  forget — we  have  a  reunion  in  '72,  so  start 
i  planning  now.    Hope  to  see  you  all  there! 

55 Jean  Graham  Rhodes 
(Mrs.  George  H.) 

5947  Murdoch  Avenue 
Bethel  Park,  Pa.  15102 

Carla   Norberg   Gaut 
(Mrs.  Charles  H.) 

20  Old  Town  Lane 
Halesite,   L.I.,   N.Y.    11743 

BIRTHS 

Lorraine  Hixenbaugh  Haas,  a  son,  Mark 
Lee,  March  27,   1970 

Margie  Loicry  Hopkins,  a  son,  Johns,  Jan- 
uary 29,   1970 

Regina  McDonough  O'Rourke.  a  son,  Pat- 
rick, June  3,  1970 

Ruth  Oberheim  Webb,  a  daughter,  Heath- 
er, April    10,   1970 

Nancy  Reynolds  Rdesinski.  a  daughter,  Re- 
becca, November  22,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Kay  Avers  Headley    (Mrs.  James   E.,   Jr.), 
Box   140  L-19  Redwood  Drive,  Venetia, 
Pa.    15367 

Rosalind    Case     Relnolds     (Mrs.     William 
T. ),   357   East   57th   Street,   New   York, 
N.Y.    10022 

Gayle    Crane    Wheeler    (Mrs.    James    M. ) , 
11  Bank  Street,  Westfield,  N.Y.  147S7 

Nancy    DeWard    Walker    (Mrs.    Thomas), 
Rt.  4,  Box  1918,  Gtesham,  Or.  97030 

Mary  Ellen  Donaghue  Ploeger   (Mrs.  John 
F.),    133    Drood    Lane,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15237 

Marilyn   Hill.    1590   Sacramento   #18,   San 
Francisco,  Ca.  94109 

Marie    Kibler    Gaertner     ( Mrs.    Fred    R. ) , 
131     Lakeview     Drive,     McMurray,     Pa. 
15317 

Carolyn    O'Donnell    Menosky     (Mrs.    Wil- 
liam),  297   River   Bend   Road,   Berkeley 

Heights,  N.J.  07922 
Carolyn     Wohleber    Weidner     (Mrs.    Emil 

F. ),  9048  Sourh  Irwin  Drive,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15237 

DEATH 

Lois  Gilpin  Pollock.  March   28.    1971 
We  are  shocked  and  deeply  saddened  to 

learn  of  Lois'  untimely  death  due  to  cancer. 
The  class  extends  its  very  sincere  sympathy 

to  her  bereaved  family — her  husband  War- 
ren and  their  three  children,  202  Hackney 

Circle,  Surrey  Park,  Wilmington,  Delaware 
19803,  and  her  mother,  Mrs.  Sara  J. 
Gilpin,  1120  Monroe  Avenue,  Bethel  Park, 
Pennsylvania    15102. 

Jean  Reporting: 

After  a  camping  trip  to  Moosehead  Lake 
in  Maine  last  summer,  Kay  Avers  Headley 
and  family  moved  to  a  large  home  in  rhe 
country.  Kay  is  president  of  her  church 
women's  group. 

Barbara  Braun  Bajoras  reports  that  she 
is  still  the  stay-at-home,  non-career  type  and 
has  her  hands   full  with   her   family. 
When  I  received  Barbara  Beacham 

Volk's  letter  she  had  just  returned  from  a 
ski  trip  to  Vail  and  Aspen.  At  Christmas 
she  had  a  reunion  with  Barb  McVicker 

Martin  and  Carolyn  O'Donnell  Menosky. 

Squire  Volk  and  family  spent  last  summer's vacation  at  Boothbay  Harbor  where  they 
enjoyed  sailing  and  water  skiing. 

Sally  Beck  Lee  should  have  a  lot  to  re- 
port next  spring.  At  this  writing  she  and 

Bill   were  planning  a  trip  to   Rome. 

Keeping  up  with  today's  youth  and  her nursing  is  Yvonne  Brooks  Saxton.  Yvonne 
is  a  substitute  nurse  for  the  New  Jersey 
Boatd  of  Education  in  Camden.  Pete  is  the 
Executive  Director  of  the  South  Camden 
YMCA.  Son  Dave  is  9  and  in  the  4th 
grade,  daughter  Lisa  is  8  and  determined 
to  become  a  ballerina.  Yvonne  had  a  re- 

union with  Jill  Burnham  Bowser  and  Grace 

Cherry  King,  '58,  during  the  past  year. 
Jill  Burnham  Bowser  is  involved  with 

church  work,  Camp  Fire  Girls,  PTA  and  a 
human  relations  group.  She  writes  of  visit- 

ing with  Yvonne  Brooks  Saxton  and  Gret- 
chen  Elchlepp  Smith. 

Eleanor  Carroll  Molnar's  news  arrived 
on  her  Christmas  card  which  was  a  sketch 
of  her  family  by  Henry  Koerner.  The 
whole  family  went  to  Europe  for  a  month 
this  summer.  They  ttaveled  by  car  to  Hun- 

gary to  visit  Mike's  family  and  then  on  to Yugoslavia  and  Italy.  Suggie  is  very  busy 
with  all  her  volunteer  work  in  the  art 
field:  the  Greater  Uniontown  Arts  Festi- 

val; restoration  of  the  Fayette  County 
Courthouse;  a  show  at  Gallery  40  West 
with  her  mother;  a  one-man  show  at  the 
Backstreet  Gallery;  helping  Mike  teach 
design  at  the  Fayette  Campus  of  Penn 
State.  She  writes  that  she  sees  Bonnie 
Palmer  Whyel  and  Barbara  Beacham  Volk 

often. 
A  Chatham  Club  South  is  being  started 

in  Atlanta,  reports  Linda  Cunningham 
Bhame.  Linda  hopes  to  go  back  to  grad 
school  next  yeat  and  finally  get  her  degree. 
She  is  busy  as  president  of  her  church 

women's  group,  an  officer  in  her  garden 
club,  and  a  member  of  Republican  Women 
and  the  League  of  Women  Votets. 

I  had  a  pleasant  chat  with  Angle  Pee 

Levy  instead  of  the  usual  letter.  She  re- 
ports that  after  a  lengrhy  process  the  re- 

modeling of  the  house  is  finally  complete. 
The  Class  extends  sympathy  to  Angie  and 
family  on  the  death  of  her  mother. 

Volunteer  work  in  the  school  library 
keeps  7.oe  Ghiates  Lalos  busy.  Since  they 
live  close  to  New  York  City,  they  ate  tak- 

ing advantage  of  their  location  and  seeing 
all   the  Broadway  plays. 

Secretary  of  the  Membership  Nominat- 
ing Committee  of  Southwestern  Pennsyl- 

vania Girl  Scouts  is  Patricia  Gordon  Moore. 
Pat  had  to  give  up  her  Junior  Troop  and 
camping  because  she  developed  an  allergy 
to  grass  and  trees!  She  writes  of  seeing 
Leslie  Mulvihill  Brocket!  and  receiving  a 
beautiful  letter  from  Marilyn  Lenchner 

Applebaum.  '54,  from  Tel  Aviv,  Israel. 
Ethel  Gottesman  Weil  says  she  is  still 

teaching  kindetgarten,  keeping  house  and 
taking  cate  of  four  children. 

The  Class  extends  sympathy  to  Nancy 

Fo/lett  Waichler  and  family  on  the  acci- 
dental death  of  their  two-year-old  daugh- 

ter Leslie  Zhoni  due  to  an  ovetdose  of 
tranquilizers.  The  following  is  a  quote 

from  Nan's  lerter.  "After  Leslie's  death 
on  Octobet  10,  Dick  and  I  launched  a 
nationwide  campaign  to  insute  the  passage 

of  a  strong  version  of  the  Poison  Preven- 
tion Packaging  Act  of  1970.  A  strong  bill 

requiring  child  resisrant  containers  on  all 
harmful  household  products  including  med- 

ications was  passed  in  the  last  session  of 
Congress  and  was  signed  by  the  President 
on  December  31.  It  will  be  a  year  before 
the  effects  of  this  bill  are  felt  in  the  market 
place.  In  the  meantime  we  are  urging  all 
adults  to  lock  up  every  harmful  household 

product  and  medication  they  have." 
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Marilyn  Hill  spent  a  superb  vacation  in 
October  driving  through  the  southwest 
with  a  friend  and  visiting  Indian  Reserva- 

tions. She  had  also  spent  some  time  on 
jury  duty. 

One  night  a  week  Lorraine  Hixenbaugh 
Haas  spends  at  an  adult  education  class, 
and  the  rest  of  her  time  is  spent  taking  care 
of  her  family  and  new  son. 

Marilyn  Campbell  Kabn  sent  her  Christ- 
mas letter  and  a  pictute  of  her  family.  She 

and  her  family  are  enjoying  Florida,  espe- 
cially when  they  hear  the  weather  reports 

from  the  north.  Her  13-year-old  son  Dale 
had  an  accident  which  required  him  to  have 
brain  surgery.  He  was  diving  into  a  canal 
and  hit  something.  He  suffered  extensive 
brain  damage,  and,  in  time,  must  have  a 
plastic  plate  put  in  to  replace  the  part  of 
the  skull  which  is  missing,  but  he  does  not 
seem  to  have  any  serious  after  effects. 

Mary  Jane  Kabn  is  continuing  her  li- 
brary work. 

Another  class  member  who  has  moved 
to  the  country  is  Marie  Kibler  Gaertner. 
She  reports  that  the  forests,  pastures,  and  a 
lake  inspire  her  daily  efforts  in  music. 

Claire  Koller  Runger  reports  that  In- 
diana is  cold  and  windy.  She  is  busy  with 

League  of  Women  Voters  and  helps  an  in- 
ner city  teacher  with  some  of  her  problems 

most  mornings.  She  recommends  that 
everyone  read  Moment  in  the  Sun. 

I  would  like  to  thank  all  of  you  who  re- 
plied this  year  and  those  of  you  who  sent 

SI  00  too  late  to  be  acknowledged  last  year. 
This  past  year  has  been  busy  for  us  al- 

though we  have  done  nothing  on  a  grand 
scale.  I  am  busy  with  a  patt-time  job, 
Youth  Committee  at  the  YWCA  and  some 
church  work  besides  keeping  up  with  an 
active  teenager.  We  have  had  trips  to 
Washington,  D.C.,  New  York  City  and 

the  Gauts'  on  Long  Island,  and  the  sea- 
shore where  I  ran  into  Molly  Lenhardt 

Rowden  in  Ocean  City,  New  Jersey.  Hope 
to  see  you  all  at  the  reunion  next  spring. 

Car/a  reporting: 

Ruth  Levison  Kalish  is  still  teaching 
nursery  school  two  mornings  a  week  and 
active  in  P.T.A.  She  had  a  fun  reunion 
with  Sandy  Blumberg  Sonneborn  and  Dot- 
tie  Bigg  Milstein  and  husbands. 

With  Pat  McCormick  Goodrich's  two 
daughters  in  school  all  day,  she  now  has 
rime  to  paint  and  do  some  free-lance  maga- 

zine illustrating.  Pat  met  Mary  Jane  Knap- 
per    W allhauser  at   a   party    last   May. 

Anne  Cohen  Winkelman  put  their  new 
swimming  pool  to  good  use  by  entertain- 

ing inner  city  children  from  Washington 
once  a  week.  She  found  this  such  a  worth- 

while undertaking  that  she  plans  to  have 
them  twice  a  week  this  summer. 

Last  January,  Nancy  DeWard  Walker 
moved  near  Portland,  Oregon,  leaving  be- 

hind in  California  the  wall-to-wall  people 
and  the  smog.  Nancy  is  still  teaching,  is 
active  in  AAUW,  and  is  a  Girl  Scout  lead- 

er. Living  on  four  acres,  she  has  become 
involved   in   4-H,   raising  two   baby  goats. 

"Had  a  lovely  year — if  you  call  spend- 
ing the  summer  with  a  full  leg  cast  on 

from  a  winter  skiing  accident  lovely!", 
writes  Barbara  McVicker  Martin,  who  de- 

cided not  to  try  it  again  this  winter.  She 
did  learn  that  you  can  get  used  to  just 
about  anything. 

Joan  Monahan  McFalls'  community  work 
includes    the    establishment    of    elementary 
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school  libraries  in  Pittsfield's  27  elemen- 
tary school  buildings,  all  to  be  manned  by 

volunteers.  She  has  also  been  working  on 
a  project  for  drug  education  at  the  grade 
4-6  level  for  elementary  schools  throughout 
Berkshire  county.  Those  two  projects,  plus 
two  children,  7  and  4,  plus  skiing  and 
house  renovation  keep  her  busy  and  happy. 

Mary  Kay  Moseley  Kamath  anticipates 
a  change  of  address  before  next  year  and 
joins  Ruth  Oberheim  Webb  in  sending  re- 

gards   to   all. 
Finally  having  all  five  Spanglers  in 

school  is  news  for  Marita  Pigossi  Spangler. 
She  still  loves  Colorado — even  talked  about 
skiing  again  after  years  of  avoiding  it.  Ron 
and  Marita  are  planning  a  trip  east  with 
the  children  this  summer  to  show  them 
the  ocean,  Washington  D.C.,  New  York 
City,  etc. 

Nancy  Reynolds  Rdesinski  enjoyed  their 

camping  trips  to  Watkins  Glen  and  Corn- 
ing, N.Y.  last  year.  Amy,  who  was  then 

about  one  year  old,  was  a  good  camper. 

Nancy  doesn't  know  if  they  will  try  it  this 
year  with  their  new  little  girl,  Rebecca. 
The  older  girls  are  a  big  help  with  the 

"babies"  and  will  come  in  very  handy  for 
babysitting  later  on. 

This  year  Sally  Seiple  Tullai  and  family 
traveled  from  Florida  to  Nova  Scotia  with 

their  tent  camper,  but  not  all  in  one  va- 
cation. The  entire  family  enjoys  skiing, 

too,  and  have  been  spending  many  winter 
weekends   in   the  Poconos. 

Travel  for  Natalie  Stem  Miller  meant 
two  weeks  in  Japan  during  May,  1970. 
They  were  only  at  the  Fair  half  of  a  day, 
spending  the  rest  of  the  time  in  Yokano. 

Natalie  wrote  they  "were  trying  to  live  like 
the  Japanese,  but  they  were  taking  our  pic- 

tures." In  December  the  Millers  spent  two 
weeks  in  the  outer  islands  of  Hawaii.  Nat- 

alie is  busy  with  the  American  Conserva- 
toty  Theatre  Foundation  ( fund-raising  arm 
of   A.C.T.    theatte   groups). 

Her  game  of  golf  was  so  bad  that  Jeanne 
Craig  Byron  decided  to  return  to  full-time 
teaching  this  term  at  El  Camino  High 
School  in  Woodland  Hills,  California.  They 
have  bought  a  sail  boat  for  trips  to  Catalina 
Island  on   the  weekends. 

Gayle  Crane  Wheeler  finally  got  us 
caught  up  with  their  activities.  She  taught 
school  in  Butler,  Pa.  while  Jim  got  a  mas- 

ter's degree  in  library  science  at  Pitt 
(1966-67).  Then  they  moved  to  Frederic- 
ton,  New  Brunswick,  Canada  where  Jim 
was  with  the  University  of  New  Brunswick. 

Gayle  enjoyed  Canadian  living — less  hectic 
and  very  friendly  people.  Their  next  move 
in  September  1969  took  them  to  Westfield, 
New  York  when  Jim  became  Director  of 
Patterson  Library.  Their  14-year-old  daugh- 

ter thinks  Chatham  is  great. 

Regina  McDonough  O'Rourke  is  busy 
with  myriad  activities  of  a  busy  family, 
especially  when  the  range  is  15  years  to  7 
months.  The  generation  gap  in  the 

O'Rourke  family  is  between  sisters  and brothers. 

Last  summer  Marianne  Thome  Wright 
had  a  great  trip  to  Europe.  They  spent 

some  time  visiting  Mannie's  sister  and  fam- ily in  London,  then  rented  a  car  and 
traveled  through  Germany,  Switzerland, 
Italy  and  France.  Some  time  was  spent 
in  Heidelberg,  Germany  showing  Libbie, 
rheir  14-year-old  daughter,  where  she  was 
born.  They  also  took  a  hydrofoil  to  Bud- 

apest,  Hungary.    Janet   Loos   Siebert    is    a 

new  neighbor,  and  they  met  accidentally  i 
a  luncheon  at  the  Y. 

Margie  Mounts  Hartz  spent  ten  days  < 
winter  in  Pittsburgh  due  to  her  fathet 
death.  They  were  so  glad  to  get  home  I 
sunny   Florida. 

Nancy  Smith  Bieruerth  is  active  in  ti 
League  of  Women  Voters  and  in  churc 
affairs  after  being  put  on  the  church  se 
sion — one  of  her  more  frustrating  activitie 

The  Gauts  have  finally  adjusted  to  Ne 
York,  with  its  demands,  and  Long  Islam 
with  its  surrounding  water.  We  enjoye 
a  trip  to  Colorado  Springs  last  May.  / 
of  this  writing,  we  will  try  skiing,  for  ti 
first  time,  in  New  Hampshire  during  schoi 
recess.    Many  thanks  to  those  who   replie< 
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Sandra  Esman  Cherne 

(Mrs.    Irwin   M. 
5620  Marlborough   Roa 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.    1521 

Hannah  Honig  Kami 

(Mrs.   Marvin 
2283   Elmhill   Roa 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   1522 
BIRTHS 

Elizabeth  Krayer   Weatherwax,  a  daughte 

Joy  Pauline,  May  10,  1970 
Gisela  Paoli   Villafana,   a   son,  Gerardo   J 

May   13,   1970 
Mary   Ann   Schmitt   Goodrum,   a   daughte 

Cecilia  Eleanor  Lee,  November,   1970 
Shelia  Stevens   Otto,   a   son,   Gregg   Steve: 

December  15,   1970 

Nancy    Teeters    Bunce.    a    daughter,    Karc 
Jean,   April    11,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marcia    Froimson    Baum     ( Mrs.    Richard 
5224  Nob  Lane,  Indianapolis,  In.  4622 

Mary  Killen  Cochran    (Mrs.   John),   184 
Shoreview  Drive,  Indialantic,  Fl.  329C 

Joan   Long   Pahl    (Mrs.    Donald   L.),    15 
Thomas   Road,   McMurray,   Pa.    15317 

Mary    Lynn    MacNaughton    Belcher    (Mr 
Robert  F.),  6128  Ewing  Avenue  Sout] 
Edina,  Mn.  55410 

Stephanie  Ruben  Klein    (Mrs.  Harvey  Z 
73  Reed  Ranch  Road,  Belvedere-Tiburoi 
Ca.  94920 

Sally    Schmidt    Gregerson    (Mrs.    W.    G. 
8313     Greeley     Blvd.,     Springfield,     V 22152 

Mary   Ann   Schmitt   Goodrum    (Mrs.    Ha 
old),   188  Carnavan  Parkway,  Nashvill Tn.  37205 

Barbara  Scott   Smith    (Mrs.    Terrence    L. 
R.D.  #2,  Odon,  In.  47562 

Althea  Speerhaus  O'Connor  (Mrs.  Patrick 
Route  216,  Highland,  Md.  20777 

Mary  Killen  Cochran  reports  a  beautifi 
view  of  the  Apollo  14  from  their  houS' 
Disneyworld  will  also  be  located  nearb 
Mary  is  a  member  of  the  pollution  stud 

group   of   A.A.U.W. 
Ginny  Ladish  Angulo  visited  the  U.S.  i 

November  with  her  two  boys  and  was  lag 
joined  by  her  husband  and  his  parents.  SI 
also  went  to  Chicago  and  was  delighted  t 
see  Rosalie  Stern  Wolfe  and  Pat  Alogn 
Reiss.  Ginny  extends  her  usual  invitatio 
to  the  class  to  visit  her  in  Bogota. 

Being  busy  doing  "motherly,  housewife 
ly  things"  with  five  children  still  leave 
Dottie  Devine  Agnew  with  some  time  t 
tutor  algebra  and  to  take  a  sewing  cours 
in  sportswear. 



Nancy  Cannon  Cocke  has  been  helping 
to  organize  a  group  to  counteract  drug 
abuse  in  Erie  County,  She  is  having  great 
fun  doing  volunteer  production  work  at 
the  local  education  television  station  for 

live  and   taped   programs. 

Grace  Cherry  King  has  been  busy  with 
a  new  home,  her  family,  and  night  school. 

Barb  Baker  Kreindler  had  a  "busy, 
healthy,  and  exciting"  year  with  a  trip  to 
Williamsburg,  Jamestown,  and  Washing- 

ton with  the  family,  and  a  visit  to  London 
in  June  with  Herb.  She  is  involved  with 
volunteer  work  in  schools,  ORT  presidency 
and  various  activities  with  her  three  chil- 
dren. 

Having  recently  moved  to  Indianapolis, 
Mania  Froimson  Baum  works  full  time 

in  a  project  concerned  with  children  having 
developmental  problems.  Richard  is  a 
neonatologist,  a  pediatrician  specializing  in 
newborns.  He  is  setting  up  a  newborn 
intensive   care   unit  at   Methodist   Hospital. 

Carol  Grim  LeClere  is  teaching  school 
like  mad,  taking  up  skiing,  and  living  at 
the  lake  with  husband  Bill  and  their  two 
children. 

A  long  humorous  letter  from  Nancy 

Kasper  Nixon  tells  of  their  great  enthusi- 
asm for  horseback  riding.  Her  husband 

Rick's  gift  to  her  and  their  son  was  a 
very  fine  hunter.  In  addition  to  her  riding 

everyday,  Nancy  has  been  housing  a  menag- 
erie of  animals. 

Judy  Kobn  Go/die  is  busy  carpooling  her 
two  nursery  school  age  children  and  is 

financial  secretary  for  Women's  American 
ORT.  Ted  is  an  engineer  at  Autonetics,  a 
division   of  North   American   Rockwell. 

Rhoda  Weinman  David  keeps  busy  with 

three  daughters.  While  registering  daugh- 
ter Jennifer  at  Brownies,  she  came  out 

troop  organizer   for  the  entire  school. 

In  a  year  complicated  by  major  surgery, 
Nancy  Teeters  Bunce  is  so  unbelievably 
busy  we  can  barely  even  summarize.  The 

book  she  illustrated,  "Hi  Fashion  Sewing 
and  Tailoring"  has  sold  over  20,000  copies 
in  hard  cover  and  is  now  in  paperback 
for  nationwide  distribution.  The  week 

their  fifth  child  was  born.  Chuck  was  pro- 
moted to  Cashier  of  the  First  National 

Bank  of  Pueblo,  in  charge  of  all  bank  op- 
erations and  personnel.  Nancy  is  also  art 

and  layout  director  for  a  magazine  for 
the  city  of  Pueblo,  decorated  the  bank  at 

Christmas  with  animated  displays,  and  did 
the  interior  decoration  for  a  new  drive-in 

and  office  building.  That  is  only  a  start 
in  what  Nancy  described  as  a  most  happy 
and  fulfilling  life  for  all  of  them. 

Mary  Ann  Schmitt  Goodrum  also  had  a 

newsy  letter — of  her  9th  child,  and  being 

invited  to  the  Governor's  Mansion  as  they 
ate  friends  of  Tennessee's  Governor  and 
Mrs.  Dunn.  She  extends  an  invitation  to 

all  classmates  to  visit.  Mary  Ann  says, 

"If  we  can  take  it — so  can  you  all." 
Betsy  Russell  Pugb  wrote  of  a  ttip  to 

Pittsburgh  in  September  and  some  ski- 
trips  to  Vermont  in  the  winter. 

While  Rena  Shurmaster  Sherman  re- 

turned to  school  for  a  master's  degree  in 
elementary  education,  Rose  Senoff  Eisen- 
stein  also  went  back  to  school.  She  is  now 

a  library  teacher  in  an  elementary  school 
in  her  area.  Rose  will  be  in  Pittsburgh 
at  the  end  of  May  as  Mark  will  be  attend- 

ing a  meeting  at  Pitt  in  anesthesiology. 

We  were  glad  to  hear  from  Carol  Zore- 
tich  Latchem.    She   lives   in   Monessen,   Pa. 

where  her  husband  is  a  civil  engineer  in 
utility   and    heavy    construction. 

After  a  pleasant  summer,  June  at  the 
New  Jersey  seashore  and  August  in  the 
mountains  in  Missouri,  Eleanor  Skinner 

Wainu  right  is  a  part-time  lecturer  in  the 
department  of  English  at  the  University 
of  Wisconsin. 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker  and  family  are 
busy  as  usual.  This  year  each  is  involved 
in  an  arts  and  crafts  project.  Lynn  reports 
a  wonderful  visit  with  Jane  Stacker  Burfoot 
and  family  in  Washington,  D.C.  last  sum- mer. 

Sue  Feldman  Cohen  is  studying  for  a 

master's  in  guidance  counseling  and  visited 
Spain  and  Portugal   in  the   fall. 

Jackie  Miller  Van  Doren  sent  another 

newsy  letter  about  her  eighteen-room  hotel. 
She  has  a  furniture  refinishing  and  repair- 

ing business  while  her  husband  is  an  engi- 
neer for  General  Electric. 

Rosalie  Stern  Wolfe  reports  a  year  full 
of  travel,  once  to  Mexico,  another  time  to 
Florida,  and  a  family  camping  trip  from 

Chicago  to  the  East  Coast,  down  to  Key 
West  and  then  back  home.  A  highlight 
of  her  year  was  the  Bar  Mitzvah  of  their 
son  in  November. 

"Helios"  from  Kathy  Meyer  Abraham- 
son.  Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky,  Marlene  Valen- 

tine Dougherty.  Liz  Krayer  Weatheruax. 
Kathy  Iannuzzo  Wasserman.  and  Barb 
Madson  Shannon,  who  has  two  children  in 

school  while  she  is  at  home  "struggling 
with  their  two-year-old   brother." 

Your  secretaries  are  truly  delighted  with 
every  word  we  receive  from  you.  I  {Hannah) 
am  busy  with  volunteer  work  now  that  my 
two  daughters  are  in  school.  I  (Sandy)  di- 

vide my  time  between  some  volunteer  work 

and  chasing  my  two-year-old  son.  We  both 
enjoyed  visits  from  Jan  Goldman  Copper- 

smith and  Steffi  Ruben  Klein  this  past  year. 

59 Deborah   Brog  Bernstein 
(Mrs.  Alan) 

62"  Dahlia  Drive 
Monroeville,    Pa.     15146 

Suzanne  Quad  Croel 
(Mrs.  Philip) 

58  13    Farmington   Court 
Hanover  Park,  II.  60103 

MARRIAGE 

Mary    Ann    Martucci    to    Warren    Edward 
Baker 

BIRTHS 

Elaine    Bloom     Greenberger.     a     daughter, 
Shari  Lynn,  October  27,  1970 

Carol  Parker  Berkman.  a  daughter,  Marjo- 
rie  Gail,  August  19,  1970 

Susanne  Quad  Croel.  a   son,   Russell   Clint, 
September  29,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sue  Allardice,  217  Northview  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15237 

Sylvia  Angelo  Gosztonyi  (Mrs.  Thomas) 
Box   226-B,  Clinton,   Pa.    15026 

Julia  Battle  Miller  (Mrs.  Benjamin  T. ), 
715   Third  Street,  California,  Pa.   15419 

Carla  Bianchi  Palmer  (Mrs.  J.  D. ) ,  179 
Drake  Avenue,  Apt.  1-B,  New  Rochelle, 
N.Y.   10805 

Shirley  Ann  Brusco.  1601  Penn  Avenue, 
Rear,  W623,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Elaine  Carberry  Allison    (Mrs.   James   F.), 
14628    Stonewall    Drive,    Silver    Spring, 
Md.  20904 

Carole   Cristiano    Raymond    (Mrs.    D.   J.), 
115    Dawes    Avenue,    Pittsfield,    Ma. 
01201 

Norma    Davis    Hilles     (Mrs.    Robert    E .) , 
1259    New    York    Drive,    Concord,    Ca. 

94521 Barbara  Goldfarb  Thorpe    (  Mrs.   Richard  I , 
114  Penrose  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15208 

Arlene  Goldstein  Reich    (Mrs.  Samuel    Li, 

59  Stancey  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 
Harriet  Lipscher  Felman    (  Mrs.   Leon   A. ) , 

24    Ridgemoor    Drive,    Clayton,    Mo. 
63105 

Marianne    Martucci    Baker    (Mrs.    Warren 

E. ),    32    Hilldowntree    Road,    Islington, 
675   Ontario,  Canada 

Diana   Montgomery    Montgomery    (Mrs. 

Richard  M.),  "7  16  North   Sheridan  Ave- 
nue, Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

Steliane  Parthemos  Karfes  (Mrs.  Frank  J.), 

6775  Hickory  Hill  Drive,  Cleveland,  Oh. 
44143 

Barbara    Rubin    Levendorf     (Mrs.    Marvin 

H. ),     3915     Palisades     Drive,    Weirton, 

W.V.  26062- 
Nancy  Shenvood  Willcox  (Mrs.  Brewster), 

386    Prospect    Streer,    New    Haven,    Ct. 
06511 

Earla    Smith    McNaull    (Mrs.    Charles    C, 

Jr.),     35     Alton     Road,     Stamfotd,     Ct. 
06906 

Sandra    Smith    Lyter     (Mrs.     Irvin),     387 

Derrick  Road,  Bradford,  Pa.   16701 
Diana   Wooster   Webster    (Mrs.   Barry  R.), 

R.D.  #1,  Box  506-H,  Mars,  Pa.  16046 
Helen  Yanko.  3050  Madison  Avenue,  Ful- 

lerton,  Ca.  92631 

Susie  reporting: 

Carla  Bianchi  Palmer  has  been  in  New 

Rochelle,  New  York,  for  six  years  now, 

with  husband  Jack  and  ten-year-old  son 
John.  Jack  is  Chairman  of  the  N.Y.U. 
Biology  Department  at  University  Heights 
in  the  Bronx,  while  Carla  is  a  research 
technician  in  microbiology  for  the  Albert 
Einstein  College  of  Medicine.  Her  recent 
work  involves  severely  burned  patients  and 
their  bacreria  flora.  The  Palmers  spend 
their  summers  in  Falmouth,  Cape  Cod. 

Right  now,  however,  Jack  is  on  a  six-month 
sabbatical  and  hopes  to  go  to  France  to 

study  the  vettical,  rhythmic  migrations  of 

a  species  of  worm.  "Some  people  will  do 

anything  to  get  away  from  it  all,"  writes 
Carla. 

Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger  presented 
husband  Elliott  with  the  first  girl  born  in 
the  Greenberger  family  in  fifty  years. 

Their  sons,  ages  11  and  10,  are  taking  com- 
plete cate  of  Shari  Lynn.  The  Greenbergers 

are  decorating  their  home,  and  have  an 
entire  wall  in  the  family  room  devoted  to 
clocks  of  all  kinds.  Their  Cheeseboard 

Store  business  requires  trips  to  New  York 

City  which  Elaine  enjoys,  especially  at- 
tending the  fancy  food  shows.  She  men- 

tions that  several  Chatham  alums  are  ex- 
cellent customers  and  connoisseurs  of  un- 

usual  cheeses. 
Norma  Davis  Hilles.  husband  Bob  and 

the  children,  Norman,  4,  Mark,  7,  and 

Debbie,  9,  enjoy  their  new  home.  Norma 

directs  a  religious  girl's  group  called  the 
Pilgrims. 

Lois  Shook  Becker  is  teaching  adult  edu- 
cation in  painting  and  design  and  also  go- 

ing to  school.    Her  painrings  are  selling  all 
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over  the  country,  and  she  has  just  com- 
pleted art  work  for  a  hotel  in  St.  Croix, 

Virgin  Islands.  Lois  says  her  life  is  full 
and  she  is  enjoying  her  two  daughters. 

I  attended  a  Chicago  alum  party  at 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore's,  and  reunioned with  classmates  Lillian  Kubrick  Miller, 
Sandy  Wagner  Gross  and  Jinnie  Nabors. 
I  was  impressed  by  the  advanced  degrees 
that  so  many  alums  are  putting  to  good  use, 

and  have  begun  a  master's  in  sociology. 
Philip  and  I  have  bought  a  sprawling  five- 
bedroom  home  near  Wheaton  for  our 
two  daughters  and  two  baby  sons,  and  hope 
to  be  moved  in  by  the  time  this  is  in  print. 
I  would  like  to  have  Lois  Becker  water- 
colors  on  the  walls. 

Debbie   reporting: 

This  was  a  bumper  year  for  responses. 

Sixteen — count    'em — and    all    good    news. 
Harriet  Lewis  Franklin  wrote  while  pack- 

ing for  a  combination  business  and  pleasure 
trip  to  New  Zealand,  Australia,  Fiji  and 
Tahiti.  She  is  taking  a  Berlitz  course  in 
conversational  Japanese  in  preparation  for 
taking  Erica,  5,  and  Gregg,  7,  to  Japan  for 
the  summer.  Ken  has  started  an  interna- 

tional consulting  firm  called  International 
Food  Programs,  in  which  he  creates  food 
programs  for  vast  food  chains  and  restau- 

rants abroad.  Harriet  will  probably  take 
a  leave  of  absence  from  her  doctorate  pro- 

gram in  English  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  Can't 
imagine  why!  The  Franklins  spent  three 
weeks  in  England  and  Ireland  last  summer. 

Also  planning  some  travel  abroad,  but  in 
reverse,  is  Elly  Roeger  Nyhus  and  family. 
They  expect  to  return  to  the  U.S.A.  after 
three  years  in  Rio  de  Janeiro,  spend  a 
few  months  here,  then  go  overseas  again 
to  a  new  assignment.  Elly  asked  that  we 

correct  her  son's  name.  It  is  Eric,  not  Erie as  in  Great  Lakes. 
Betsy  Lytle  Suatoni,  Jean  Babb  Ersoz 

('58)  and  their  husbands  enjoyed  a  week of  skiing  in  Canada.  In  warm  weather  the 

Suatoni's  go  for  white  water  canoeing  for fun  and  thrills.  Husband  Frank  is  the 

anesthesiologist  at  St.  John's  Hospital  in 
Pittsburgh.  With  both  girls  in  school, 
she  has  rime  to  work  with  the  Job  Ad- 

visory Service  at  Chatham,  a  very  inter- 
esting and  challenging  organization. 

Mary  Ann  Martucci  Baker  is  working 
full  time  at  the  Faculty  of  Medicine,  Uni- 

versity of  Toronto,  and  preparing  to  move 
into  a  new  home. 

Carol  Parker  Berkman  enjoys  being  a 
member  of  the  alumnae  nominating  com- 

mittee. They  had  a  great  trip  to  Acapulco 
in  November. 

Missie  Mendelson  Cummins  and  Millard 
spent  eight  days  in  Aruba  and  saw  Ruth 
Gottesman  Klodell  while  there.  Millard 
has  been  active  on  the  national  level  of 
the  United  Jewish  Appeal,  and  went  to 
Israel  three  times  this  past  year.  Missie  is 
active  in  community  affairs,  and  reports 
traveling  a  lot  with  the  three  kids  and 

really  enjoying  "our   mid-thirties." 
Jan  Roux  Seaman  and  family  traveled 

by  trailer  last  summer,  south  through  the 
Smokies,  then  east  to  Cape  Hattaras  and 
Williamsburg.  Now  they  are  planning  a 
trip  to  California  for  the  coming  summer. 
Jan  is  teaching  a  unique  transition  class 
for  children  who  have  completed  kinder- 

garten but  are  not  yet  ready  for  first  grade. 
The  chance  to  do  some  experimental  teach- 

ing and  use  innovative  materials  has  made 
it  an  exciting   and   challenging   year. 
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Ruth  McMillan  is  presently  involved  in 

a  state  pilot  project  in  Environmental  Edu- 
cation. As  part  of  the  program  she  took 

24  fifth-graders  camping  for  five  days  in 
November.  It  rained  for  four  days,  but 
they  hiked  and  explored  the  environment 
day  and  night,  and  she  hopes  this  will  be- 

come a  regular  part  of  the  Fox  Chapel 
curriculum.  In  her  reading  and  math 

classes  she  has  Fran  Vernardos  Gialama's 
oldest  son,  Jim,  and  has  seen  Fran  several 
times  this  year.  Ruth  hopes  to  complete 
the  course  requirements  this  summer  for 

her  master's  degree  at  Indiana  University 
of   Pennsylvania. 

Marie  Smith  Smith  takes  advantage 
whenever  she  can  of  being  so  near  the 
Capitol.  She  is  still  teaching  piano  and  is 
the  organist  at  her  church.  She  is  also 
president  of  the  local  Newcomers  Club, 
which  has  a  membership  of  300  very  in- 

teresting and  interested  women.  She  is 
looking  forward  to  seeing  Elly  Roeger 
Nyhus  when  she  returns   to  the  D.C.  area. 

Nancy  Sherwood  W'illcox  has  moved  to 
New  Haven  for  one  year  where  Brewster 
is  on  a  Rockefeller  Sealantic  Fellowship  at 

Yale  Divinity  School.  He  hopes  to  re- 
ceive his  S.T.M.  degree  in  June.  His  em- 

phasis is  on  developing  a  biblical  theology 
for  social  action  in  the  urban  church. 

Meanwhile,  Nancy  is  Director  of  the  Cal- 
vin Hill  Day  Care  Center.  It  is  a  new  cen- 
ter initiated  by  Yale  students  for  low  in- 

come Yale  employees  and  graduate  stu- 
dents, and  is  the  first  such  program  to  be 

established  on  campus  with  the  support  and 
cooperation  of  the  University.  They  serve 
27  children  with  a  professional  staff  and 
20   student   volunteers. 

Elayne  Rosen  is  Campaign  and  Planning 
Associate  and  Urban  Affairs  Coordinator 

for  the  United  Jewish  Federation  of  Pitts- 
burgh. This  summer  she  will  return  to 

Los  Angeles  for  the  second  year  of  training 
in  the  Jewish  Communal  Workers  pro- 

gram. 

Earla  Sue  Smith  McNaull  had  one  foot 
on  the  plane  to  Bermuda  when  the  trip 
was  cancelled  due  to  a  cut-back  on  travel 
because  of  the  recession.  However,  Colin 

got  a  one-month  trip  to  Africa  before  the 
cut-back.  They  enjoy  skiing  in  the  winter 
and  good  sailing  on  Long  Island  Sound  in 
the  summer. 

Alma  Salvetli  Jennings  sends  regards  to 

all  '59'ers,  as  does  Alice  Rexer  Kolek. 
Alice  hopes  to  visit  Sally  Head  Mulcahy 
this  spring  and  vacation  in  Canada.  Harriet 
Lipscher  Felman  extends  an  open  invitation 
to  anyone  passing  through  St.  Louis.  It 
might  be  a  good  idea  to  stay  for  dinner 
since  she  has  won  a  National  Gourmet 
Recipe  Contest.  Harriet  Lewis  Franklin 
and  hubby  spent  a  few  days  there  and  lived 
to  travel  the  rest  of  the  world. 

Holly  Wilbar  Johnston  visited  her  sister 
in  Los  Angeles,  taught  the  Brownies  the 
Hula,  and  skis  with  or  without  the  three 
children  every  chance  she  gets. 

Lynn  Hughes  Mayer  writes  of  an  active 

year  as  chairman  of  "Fish  of  Northbrook," and  has  been  elected  to  the  vestry  of  her 
church. 

Yours  truly  is  still  working  part  time 
and  laying  the  ground  work  for  a  study 
to  establish  guide  lines  for  predicting  the 
relative  safety  of  an  elderly  patient  living 
alone  after  discharge.  With  both  girls  in 

school  this  year,  I  have  more  time  to  "busy 
around."  I  am  writing  a  monthly  news- 

letter for  my  garden  club,  stalking  antique 

shops  for  "junque"  to  furnish  the  room we  have  added  to  the  house,  and  waiting 

for  the  spring  thaw  so  I  can  begin  a  "dig' for  old  bottles.  It  was  great  hearing  from 
you  .  .  .  keep  up  the  good  news. 
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Marianne   Byrn   CapU 

(Mrs.  Charles   E.; 
4605  Wade  Drive 

Metairie,  La.  70003 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowar 
(Mrs.  Jon  G.) 

134  Main  Street 
Northfield,  Ma.  0136C 

Donna  Langf 

724   Edwards   Avenut 
Belle  Vernon,  Pa.   15012 

Joyce  Teegardin   Spectoi (Mrs.  Louis  J.) 

47  Parkview  Avenut 
Lackawanna,  NY.  14216 

MARRIAGES 

Joyce  Teegardin  to  Louis  J.   Spector,  Octo 
ber  17,  1970 

BIRTHS 

Nigar  Abbasi  Husain,  a  son,  Ameer,  Octo 
ber  30,  1969 

Angela    Blumberg    Levenstein,    a    daughter 
Janna,  May  4,   1970 

Marianne    Byrn    Caple,    a    daughter,    Mar} 
Mclver,  February   12,    1971 

Barbara  Easton  Marks,  a  son,  Scott  Easton 
February    24,    1970,    adopted    June    16 1970 

Karlena    Glemser     Warnock.     a     daughter 
Laura   Helen,  June   6,    1970 

Frances    Goodside    Feigert,    a    son,    Danie 
Bernard,  January   17,   1971 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan,  an  adopted  son 
Gerald  Jessop,  born  March  7,   1970 

Ruth    Jones,    a    daughter,    Bonnie    Coretta 
March  26,  1970 

Frances  Keenan   Bonfigli,   a   daughter,   Jen 
nifer  Christine,  October  31,   1970 

Shirley    Lewis    Minner,    a    daughter,    Laur; 
Belle,  May   13,    1970 

Linda    Morgan    Blyth.    a    son,    Christophei 
Alden,  April   16,  1970 

Jacqueline    Nadolny    Rosenberger.    a    son 
Todd  Alan,  November  2,  1970 

Geraldine    Reisker    Edwards,     a    daughter 
Kathleen  Anne,  September  28,  1970 

Susan    Scheiner    Druskin.    a    son,    Michae 
Steven,  October   19,   1969 

Dorothy  Seif  Kapp.   an   adopted   son   Scot! 
Alfred,  born  April  9,  1969,  adopred  De 
cember  3,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 
Benita    Acheson,    SUNY,    Brubacher    Hall 

750  State  Street,   Albany,   N.Y.    12203 
Margaret    Brenneman,    Music    Librarian 

Roosevelt   University,   Michigan   Avenue 
Chicago,  II.  60605 

Janet  Bryan  Kilgore    ( Mrs.  Gordon ) ,  R.D 
#1,  Box  439,  Longwood,  Fl.  32750 

Joan    Cercone   Gilson    (Mrs.    Gordon    K. ) 
46    Township    Line    Road,    Elkins    Park 
Pa.  19117 

Eila  Foster  Amdur  (Mrs.  David  M. ) ,  4901 
NW.   43rd   Court,   Fort  Lauderdale,   Fl 

33313 Frances    Goodside    Feigert     (Mrs.    Frank) 
35     Lynnwood    Drive,    Brockport,    N.Y 
14420 



Marjorie  Hanson  Honig  (Mrs.  Barry),  410 
Riverside  Drive,  New  York,  N.Y.  10025 

Judith    Hicks    Musser    ( Mrs.    Harold    E. ) , 
525    West    Race    Street,    Somerset,    Pa. 
15501 

Margaret  Hocker  Ballay    (Mrs.  Joseph   M., 
Jr.),    112    Sunset   Drive,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15235 

Elizabeth    Johnson    Harper     (Mrs.     I.     N. 
Rendall,  Jr.),  940  William  Perm  Court, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Alma    Jones    Gadd    (Mrs.    Ross    B. ),    647 
Clifton   Road,  Bethel   Park,   Pa.    15102 

Rath  Jones,    iAIA   Denny   Street,   Apt.    52, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15201 

Linda  Morgan  Blyth   (Mrs.  H.  Alden,  Jr.), 
248    Monroe    Street,    Philadelphia,    Pa. 
19147 

Geraldine  Reisker  Edwards  ( Mrs.  Guy  H. ) , 
3734    North    Dittmar    Road,    Arlington, 
Va.  22207 

Anne  Sauers  Brassert  (  Mrs.  John  H. ) ,  113 
Bayard  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15213 

Marlene   Schweig   Hartstein    (Mrs.    Ronald 
D.),    395    Pepperridge    Road,    Hewlett, 
N.Y.  11557 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis    (Mrs.  John  M. ) ,    16 
Autumn   Circle,   Hingham,   Ma.   02043 

Marianne  reporting: 

Barbara  Easton  Marks  is  teaching  kinder- 
garten at  an  open  space  progressive  school. 

Kristine,  4,  and  Scott,  15  months,  make 
her  household  big  and  bustling  as  her 

parents,  "retired"  from  Pittsburgh  last  sum- 
mer,  have  joined   them   in   Annapolis. 

Angie  Blumberg  Levenstein  and  family 
spent  a  mid-winter  month  in  Mexico. 
While  there,  she  read  in  the  paper  that 
Dr.  Mabel  Elliott  had  attended  the  wedding 

of  her  sister's  godchild  in  Mexico  City. Small   World! 

Hannah  Brush  Van  Horn  says  they  are 
just  muddling  along  with  Karla,  41/2,  in 
nursery  school,  and  Velda,  21/2,  into  every- 
thing. 
On  the  plane  to  Boston  for  a  second 

week  of  training  as  a  sales  coordinator  for 
Wide  World  Lecture  Bureau,  Harriette 
Cohen  Turndorf  writes  enthusiastically 
about  her  new  career.  She  also  reports 
visiting  Dick  and  Judy  Rubenstein  and  Irv 
and  Danni  Karp  Bloom  while  in  Pittsburgh 
for  our  reunion,  and  saw  Ronnie  and  Mar- 

lene Schweig  Hartstein's  new  home  in  the 
fall.  Harrierte  also  visited  another  traveler 
in  Washington,  D.C.,  since  Nigar  Abbasi 
Husain  spent  a  lovely  summet  in  Europe 
and  then  in  Pakistan,  leaving  her  middle 
daughter  with  her  mother  in  Kahachi. 
Susan  Childs  Matheson  had  an  exciting 
time  re-experiencing  winter  in  Minnesota 
where  it  dipped  to  — 12°  on  a  visit  to 
Jim's  parents. 

Sue  Engel  Golden  reports  a  busy  year  as 
library  chairman  of  P.T.A.,  and  treasurer 
of  Randallstown  Jaycee  Wives.  For  not 
getting  involved  in  her  new  community, 
Marilyn  Eckert  Winters  has  managed  to 
join  the  League  of  Women  Voters,  a  child 
study  club,  church  choir,  church  couples 
social  group,  couples  bridge  group  and 
book  study  group.  She  squeezed  in  a  visit 
with  Sue  Jessop  McGouan  during  the  sum- 
mer. 

Benita  Acheson  is  in  graduate  school  at 
SUNY  in   Albany  studying  library  science. 
With  Bill  commuting  to  NYC  daily, 

Robin  Askin  DeKleine  is  adjusting  to 
6:00  a.m.  rising  and  7:30  p.m.  dinners. 
She  is  also  working  part  time  as  a   substi- 

tute teacher  in  nursery  school  and  as  ac- 
companist for  two  school  choruses.  The 

community  choral  group  that  she  accompa- 
nies taped  a  December  concert  that  was 

radio  broadcast  on  Christmas   Eve. 

Joan  Cercone  Gilson's  latest  project  is 
daisy  afghans,  after  stuffing  animals  with 

foam  for  Chtistmas  presents.  She  says,  "I 
must  be  losing  my  grip!"  Her  visit  to 
New  Orleans  was  fabulous,  but  she  won- 

ders how  anyone  survives  that  heat  all 

year  round.  Well,  I'm  going  to  find  out in  a  few  months  since  we  moved  to  sub- 
urban New  Orleans  last  October  after  a 

longevity  record  of  18  months  in  Atlanta. 
We  find  it  an  exciting  city  to  live  in  and 

the  cuisine  is  divine.  We're  busy  redecor- ating another  house,  and  our  second  child 

arrived   just  in  time  to  make  the  "news." 

Jess  reporting: 

Among  Mary  Booth  Fassett  Roberts' 
charitable  activities,  the  most  interesting  is 
a  proposed  merger  between  Child  and  Fam- 

ily Service  and  the  Catholic  Family  Service 
Organization.  Maty  Booth  says  this  is  a 
fascinating  project  and  she  finally  feels  as 
though  she  is  putting  her  background  in 
sociology  to  some  use. 

Karlena  Glemser  Warnock  is  a  full-time 
homemaker  and  mother  these  days.  And 
what  courage!  She  and  Fred  took  their 
new  daughter  on  a  two  week  camping 
trip  to  Nova  Scotia  when  she  was  only 
three   months   old. 

Libby  Jones  Gadd  reported  that  "all  the 
responsibility  falls  to  me."  That  means 
caring  for  the  family  as  well  as  dealing 
with  a  new  old  home,  a  150-year-old  house 
they  moved  into  last  spring.  Ross  is  now 
a  full-fledged  corporation  pilot  and  thus  is 
often  away  for  weeks  at  a  time.  He  spent 
Thanksgiving  and  New  Years  in  Nassau, 
but  Libby  says  she  did  get  to  accompany 
him  once  on  a  long  weekend  in  Fort  Lau- 
derdale. 

Ronna  Friedman  Kanterman  says  moth- 
ering  takes  up  all  her  time.  Besides  Bobby, 
5,  and  Nancy,  2,  she  also  manages  two 
white  poodles  and   a  German   Shepherd. 

Judy  Hicks  Musser's  husband  has  com- 
pleted his  surgical  residency  and  will  go 

into  practice  in  Somerset,  Pennsylvania  in 
March.  Judy  says  she  leaves  her  job  at 

the  art  museum  regretfully;  maybe  she'll have  more  time  for  painting  now. 

Mary  Jennings  Quickel  reports  that  Ken 
will  finish  his  training  at  Duke  Hospital 
this  summer.  Then  they  will  be  moving 
to  Danville,  Pennsylvania  where  Ken  will 
join  the  staff  of  the  Geisinger  Medical  Cen- 
ter. 

Moving  days  seem  to  be  keeping  many 
of  us  busy.  Fran  Goodside  Feigert  says 

that's  the  reason  they  missed  the  reunion. 
Frank  is  teaching  political  science  at  SUNY 
and  they  enjoy  being  near  the  city  again. 
Fran  misses  the  library  after  so  many  years 
of  work,  but  two  sons  have  forced  her  re- 

tirement, at  least  for  awhile. 

It's  been  an  exciting  year  for  Eila  Foster 
Amdur  and  David.  They  spent  three  weeks 
in  Israel  last  summer  on  a  study  tour  and 

Eila  says  they  saw  everything.  Now  they're changing  address  again.  David  is  the  new 
Executive  Director  of  the  Jewish  Federation 
of  North  Broward,  including  Fort  Lauder- 

dale and  Pompano  Beach.  Cleverly,  Eila 
has  decided  to  retire  in  the  sun  after  ten 

years  of  teaching. 

A  letter  from  Marty  Sanner  Grot'er  left 
me  exhausted.  Besides  involvement  with  a 
horse  show,  a  May  Fair,  an  art  exhibit  and 
the  Junior  League,  she  has  become  the  first 
feminine  member  of  the  housing  board  in 
her  area.  Apparently,  this  came  about 
when  she  expressed  dissatisfaction  with  a 
housing  petition.  Marty  made  some  phone 
calls,  collected  information,  and  the  ap- 

pointment soon  followed.  The  borough 

council  president  remarked  to  the  news- 
paper that  the  new  housing  member  has 

a  "knowledge  of  the  building  trades  un- 
common in  the  fair  sex." Linda  Morgan  Blyth  and  family  are 

home  from  the  continent  and  settling  down. 
Alden  is  working  with  the  City  Planning 
Commission  in  Philadelphia  and  the  Blyths 

are  living  close  to  the  waterfront  in  an  in- 
tegrated neighborhood  which  Linda  de- 

scribes as  containing  all  the  staggering 
problems  of  urban  existence.  They  ate 

renovating  a  house  using  Alden's  five-phase 
architectural  plan.  You're  invited  to  visit 

but  not  stay  overnight  because  they're 
only  in  phase  two  now — plumbing,  I  think. 

Donna  Gagliardi  Marinofsky  and  Btuno 

thought  the  reunion  was  grand.  They  vis- 
ited with  Brenda  Purdon  Stober  and  Bob 

during  the  summer  and  enjoyed  telling 
them   all   about  it. 

Regards  but  no  news  says  Marge  Hanson 
Honig,  but  we  are  proud  that  she  and 
Sheila  Rush  have  been  appointed  to  the 
Chatham   Board  of  Trustees. 

As  for  us,  the  McGowan's  were  a  trifle slowed  down  when  Gerry  came  to  us  last 
March  30th,  at  least  I  was.  Jon  was  pro- 

moted to  Associate  Professor  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Massachusetts  and  also  does  some 

consulting.  It's  been  our  year  for  seeing 
alums,  too.  We've  had  visits  with  Arlene 
Sinkus  Lewis.  Anne  Putnam  Mallinson. 

Marilyn  Eckert  Winters.  Sally  Mercke  '63, 
and  Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline  '63.  At  this 
writing,  60  inches  of  snow  have  been  re- 

corded here  and  we're  skiing  several  times 
a   week,  which   makes   it   bearable! 

Donna  reporting: 

It's  nice  to  be  doing  work  for  Chatham 
again  even  if  it's  as  a  class  secretary  rather 
than  a  student.  I'm  sorry  more  didn't  reply, but  thanks  to  those  who  did. 

Ruth  Jones  plans  to  get  work  as  a  wel- 
fare counselor  this  spring  in  the  Pittsburgh 

area  if  she  can  find  a  reliable  babysitter 

for  daughter  Bonnie.  Ruth  visited  Chat- 
ham several  times,  one  trip  serving  as  a 

speaker  at  the  Students'  Colloquy  where 
she  was  glad  "to  see  how  many  students 

cared  about  peace  and  women's  liberation." Currently  a  vice  president  of  the  Peace  and 
Freedom  Center,  Ruth  is  also  helping  to 

organize  a  welfare  rights  group  in  Law- 
renceville  as  well  as  a  memorial  program 
for    Martin    Luther   King    (April    4). 

Still  at  Elmendorf  Air  Force  Base,  An- 
chorage, Alaska,  is  Mary  Louise  Kaylor 

Maury,  whose  husband  James  is  a  navigator 
with  the  USAF.  Mary  Lou  loves  Alaska, 

"especially  the  camping  and  salmon  fishing 
in  the  summers.  Unfortunately  the  sum- 

mers are  short."  Mary  Lou  keeps  busy 
with  Lee  Ann,  7,  Beth,  21/2,  bowling,  Camp 

Fire  Girls  and  Red  Cross.  "As  a  Red 
Cross  volunteer,"  she  says,  "I  help  meet 
the  planes  bringing  injured  soldiers  from 
Vietnam  and  pass  out  a  little  tender  loving 

care   while   the   planes   refuel." From  Frances  Keenan  Bonfigli  comes 
news   that   husband   John   has   statted   work 
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on  a  Ph.D.  in  social  work  at  the  University 

of  Pittsburgh.  He's  still  director  of  social 
services  and  program  planning  at  Somerset 
State  Hospital.  Nine-year-old  Paul  wanted 
a  baby  brother,  but  finds  baby  sister  Jenni- 

fer Christine  quite  nice.  Fran  is  training 
a  colt  she  bought  last  April. 

Carol  Lemke  Keit  labels  son  Jack  a 

"terrible  two."  Marshall  and  Dottie  Seif 
Kapp  and  their  boys  stopped  by  during  a 
trip  through  Matyland  last  summer.  The 
Keils  spent  a  vacation  hiking  at  Blackwater 
Falls  State  Park  in  West  Virginia. 

Shirley  Lewis  Minner  and  family  took 
a  one-week,  2,000-mile  trip  in  a  pick-up 
camper  last  July,  traveling  to  Canada,  New 
York  State,  Connecticut  and  New  Jersey. 
Now  that  husband  Gene  is  an  aerospace 
engineer  with  NASA  Lewis  Research  Cen- 

ter, the  Minners  have  been  getting  used 

"to  living  the  good,  normal  life  in  Ohio — 
away  from  sardine-can  living  of  married- 

student   housing." 
Daughtets  Sophia  and  Irina  are  now 

six  and  two,  tespectively,  reports  Maria 
Liadis  Faskiauos.  Sophia,  a  second-grader 
who  has  been  reading  since  age  25/2,  last 
June  won  first  prize  (a  bicycle)  in  a  na- 

tionwide Readers  Guild  reading  competi- 
tion. 

Due  to  some  upheavals  at  the  company 

for  which  Judy  Lutlropp  works,  she'll  soon 
become  a  "one-girl  office"  but  looks  for- ward to  it. 

Working  for  the  United  States  Census 
Bureau  last  spring,  Katie  Messina  Gamble 

described  her  districts  as  running  "the 
gamut  from  huge  estates  on  the  Delaware 
to  vety  poor  people  in  public  housing  proj- 

ects." Says  Katie:  "If  I  learned  anything 
from  the  experience,  it  was  that  everybody, 

rich  or  poor,  loves  to  talk  about  himself." 
During  the  election  Katie  wotked  for  the 
News  Election  Service  which  compiled 
election  results  for  UPI,  AP  and  the  three 

TV  networks.  "Having  worked  for  Shapp 
all  spting  and  summer,  I  thought  I'd  be  in 
the  know  about  the  Pennsylvania  guberna- 

torial race  before  anyone  else,  but  on  elec- 
tion night  I  was  assigned  to  the  New 

Jersey  desk  and  didn't  find  out  who  won 
in  Pennsylvania  until  I  got  home  next 

morning."  Now  Katie  is  working  for  an 
"unannounced  candidate"  for  mayor  of 
Philadelphia.     The    election     is    next    fall. 

Jacqueline  Nadolny  Rosenberger  has 
been  elected  a  membet  of  the  executive 
committee  of  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Drug 
Abuse  Council. 

Adair  Sidforth  Alivorth's  husband  Tony 
is  president  of  the  family  contracting  busi- 

ness since  the  death  of  his  father  in  Janu- 

ary. Adair  says,  "I  have  been  working  sev- 
eral nights  a  week  on  a  'Hotline'  crisis  tele- 

phone service  which  covers  a  ten-town  area. 
We  get  400  to  500  calls  a  month.  Some 
are  pretty  weird — suicides,  drunks,  drug 
users."  Adair  has  become  active  in  the 
Mormon  faith  and  still  works  with  the 

Junior  Woman's  Club.  Adair  would  love 
to  see  any  Chathamites  who  happen  to  be 
in   the  Caldwell,  New  Jersey,  area. 

As  for  yours  truly,  I  returned  home 
last  August  from  a  three-week  trip  through 
the  Pacific  Northwest,  where  the  scenery  is 
absolutely  breathtaking,  to  expetience  some- 

thing new  in  newspaper  work — a  sttike! 
The  non-mechanical  employes  of  The  Val- 

ley Independent  in  Monessen  struck  the 
paper  August  28,  after  nine  months  of 
bargaining    which    failed    to    produce    im- 
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provements  in  wages,  vacations,  etc.  It's no  fun  walking  a  picket  line  although  with 

all  that  exercise  I've  never  looked  health- 
ier. Not  wotking,  I've  found  more  time 

for  reading,  knitting,  various  projects  and 
occasional  theatre  trips  to  New  York  City. 

The  irony  of  the  situation  is  that  I'm  now 
listed  in  the  book  "Foremost  Women  in 
Communications"  and  I'm  not  communi- cating! 

Sally   Vasse  reporting: 
(for  Joyce  Teegardin  Spector): 

Once  more  it  has  been  my  happy  task 

to  collect  news  from  several  classmates,  be- 
cause Joyce  Teegardin  Spector,  who  was 

elected  class  secretary  at  the  reunion  last 
June,  asked  me  to  do  it  for  her  this  year 

"as  a  wedding  present."  When  she  and 
Louis  were  married  in  October,  Joyce  not 
only  switched  roles  from  career  girl  to 
housewife — she  also  acquited  a  son,  5-year- 
old  Michael,  and  has  been  enjoying  the 
new  experiences  of  motherhood!  Her  hus- 

band retired  from  an  Army  career  and  is 
now  a  social   worker   in  the  Buffalo   area. 

Jean  Tbonen  Nickel,  our  class  reunion 
chairman  last  June,  says  she  was  pleased 
with  the  attendance,  but  hopes  fot  even 
more  at  our  next  reunion  in  1974!  The 

Nickels'  big  news  is  that  Nick  is  now  a 
partner  in  the  new  CPA  firm  of  Wellinger, 
Nickel   &   Co. 

Anne  Putnam  Mallinson  also  says,  "That 
was  a  fine  reunion!"  (We  certainly  en- 

joyed hearing  Anne  sing  again! )  She  also 
appeared  in  a  local  production  of  I  Do!  I 
Do!  in  November. 

The  Kapps  (Dorothy  Seif),  who  also 
enjoyed  the  reunion,  spent  a  busy  year 

with  church  and  club  activities,  Marshall's studies  at  Duquesne  University,  and  two 
active  boys — Karl,  in  nursery  school,  and 
two-year-old  Scott.  Dottie  served  on  the 
Alumnae  Nominating  Committee  and  as 
a  Chatham  delegate  at  the  inauguration  of 
the  new  President  of  Butler  Community 

College.  Marshall's  computer,  at  Pittsburgh 
National  Bank,  got  them  a  fun  ttip  to 
New  Otleans.  They  also  went  to  Annapolis 
where  they  visited  Carol  Lemke  Keil  and 
her  family. 

The  Balikas  (Sue  Smith)  finally  finished 
building  theit  house  in  the  mountains  and 
Sue  is  looking  forward  to  the  pleasant  job 

of  decorating.  So  she  says,  "If  you  are  in the  neighborhood  and  happen  to  have  a 

paint  brush,  we  can  use  you!"  (Green 
Acres"  Old  River  Road,  Pleasant  Township, 
Warren  County,  Pennsylvania.)  Sue  is 

also  busy  with  a  new  project  called  "Tele- 
club" — an  emergency  service  and  daily 
check-up  for  the  elderly  and  shut-ins  in  Bay 

Village.  She  explains:  "We  do  everything 
— call  hospitals,  telatives,  ministers,  doctors 

— for  them."    If  anyone  would  be  interested 
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in  this  worthwhile  project,  Sue  will  be 

glad  to  send  you  an  entire  "how  to"  guide- book. 

Nancy  Wright  Miller  and  her  three 
children  spent  the  summer  at  a  YMCA 
camp  in  the  Poconos  whete  Nancy  was 

camp  nurse,  and  they  all  lived  in  the  in- firmary. 

Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin  and  her  thtee 

boys  are  very  happy  about  Jake's  new position  as  Vice  President  of  Finance  anc 

Administration  for  Hartzell's,  Rose  anc 
Sons,    a   men's    clothing    store. 

Barbara  Pings  Raivley  also  reports  i 
new  position  for  her  husband,  Wayne,  a: 
Head  of  Serials  (as  well  as  Acting  Heac 
of  Circulation)  at  the  University  of  Iowf 
Library.  Barb  is  still  taking  courses  re 
quired  for  a  teaching  certificate,  and  re 

ports  their  "usual  travels" — Detroit  anc North  Carolina  shore  in  the  summer,  Den 
ver  for  Christmas. 

Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein  will  repre 
sent  her  local  National  Council  of  Jewisl 
Women  at  the  biennial  national  conventior 
in  Detroit  this  spring.  She  is  also  an  offi 
cer  in  an  organization  that  raises  funds  fo; 
cancer  research.  Husband  Ronald  is  grouj 
vice    president    of    Williamsburg    Regency 

The  international  traveler  this  yeat  wa: 
Elizabeth  ("Betsy")  Waite,  who  spent  3 VI 
weeks  in  the  British  Isles,  3  weeks  in  Spain 
with  intermediate  stops  in  Paris,  Rome,  anc 
Amsterdam. 

With  just  three  more  courses  to  go  fo 
her  degtee  in  journalism  from  California 
State  College  at  Los  Angeles,  Carroll  Spelki 

Smaltz  writes,  "Just  think — next  time 
write  I'll  be  a  college  graduate  just  liki 

the  rest  of  you!"  Besides  school,  "Sam' manages  to  keep  up  with  her  three  girls 
activities — ballet,  swim  team,  choir,  Gir 
Scouts,   and    Brownies! 

This  has  been  an  unusually  eventfu 
year  for  the  Vasses.  In  May,  Mary  ( the: 
lVi)  and  I  traveled  with  a  f fiend  and  he 
two  daughters  (ages  lVi  and  3)  to  Am 
stetdam  for  a  two-week  holiday.  We  tool 
my  16-yeat-old  sistet  to  help  with  th< 
children,  and  it  was  quite  an  adventure 
The  Dutch  people  were  especially  interestec 
in  our  back-packs  which  we  used  to  carr 
the  two  youngest  girls  while  we  explorec 
the  city  and  countryside  on  trolleys  anc 
trains.  In  June  we  drove  to  Pittsburgh  fo 
the  Reunion,  and  Bill  and  I  made  our  an 
nual  pilgrimage  to  Stratford,  Ontario  it 
July  for  several  superb  plays.  Then  wi 
three  flew  to  California  for  a  month  witl 

Bill's  mother  in  Pasadena  and  then  to  the 
beach  at  Balboa.  The  highlight  of  tha 

trip  was  visiting  Don  and  "Sam"  Spelki Smaltz  and  their  charming  daughters  a 
their  beautiful  home  in  South  Pasadena 

with  a  "mountain  lake"  swimming  poo 
and  a  spectacular  view  of  the  San  Gabrie 
Valley!  Back  home  in  Flint,  I  have  beer 
busy  setting  up  a  library  for  our  church 
doing  much  flute  and  piccolo  playing,  anc 
trying  to  keep  pace  with  one  very  livel; 
2-year-old.  Bill  has  been  busy  with  nev 
developments  at  our  college,  The  Univer 

sity  of  Michigan  at  Flint — particularly  thi 
search  for  and  selection  of  the  first  Chan 
cellor  and  the  planning  of  a  new  campus 
And  our  latest  cause  for  celebration  wa 
his  promotion  to  Associate  Professor. 

I  have  enjoyed  hearing  from  all  of  yoi 
who  have  replied  to  my  requests  for  new. 
these  past  10  years.  I  wish  Joyce  as  mud 
pleasure  and  satisfaction  as  I  have  hac 
when  she  takes  up  the  task  next  year. 
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Nancy  Beach 

31  Pondfield  Road,  West 
Bronxville,  N.Y.    10708 

Gail  Bloom  Verlin 
(Mrs.   Michael) 

418-B  Oak  Summit  Apartments 
Easton  Road  &  Limekiln  Pike 

Glenside,  Pa.  19038 

Nancy   Fendrich   Shaw 
(Mrs.  Lee  N.) 

300  East  74th  Street,  Apt.  4-C 
New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Martha  McCallister  Thaeler 
(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 
462  Cole  Drive 

Meadville,  Pa.  16335 

Mrs.  Jane  Alexander  Givens 
366  South  Graham  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15232 

MARRIAGES 

Rebecca  Albright  McLay  to  Peter  S.  Dun- 
can, III 

Susan  Bradley  to  Malcolm  L.  Trayser,  April 
1970 

Jane  Martin  to  Roger  W.  Grawe 
Nancy  Fendrich  to  Lee  N.  Shaw,  February 

20,  1971 

BIRTHS 

Jocelyn  Browning  Cerul,  a  daughter, 
Daphne,  May  30,   1970 

Susan  Bullock  Bell,  a  daughter,  Barbara 
Carpenter,  December   11,   1970 

Lucille  Davis  Wareing,  a  son,  William 
James  Davis,  September  2,   1970 

Patricia  Dobyan  Lupton,  a  daughter,  Jenni- 
fer Lynn,  January  26,   1971 

Nancy  Fleming  Demoise,  a  son,  David 
Charles,  December  29,  1970 

Mickey  Folino  Huff,  a  son,  Brian  Winfield, 
August   18,  1970 

Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach,  a  son,  Christopher 
Allen,  September  28,  1970 

Pam  Johnson  Fenner.  a  daughter,  Gillian 
Jackson,  July  24,   1970 

Judy  Paulsen  Webb,  a  son,  Craig  Alexan- 
der, December  3,   1970 

Susan  Popky  Harris,  a  son,  Jordan  B., 
March  9,  1969 

Barbara  Sandrovich  Carver,  a  daughter, 
Elizabeth  Anne,  October  2,   1970 

Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington,  a  daughter, 
Barbara,  May  4,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Judy    Adler    Elitzky     (Mrs.    Nathan    M.), 
538  Camp  Woods  Circle,  Villanova,  Pa. 
19085 

Rebecca  Albright  Duncan    (Mrs.   Peter   S., 
Ill),  225  West  Areba  Avenue,  Hershey, 
Pa.  17033 

Susan  Bradley  Trayser   (Mrs.  Malcolm  L. ), 
54  Ferncroft  Park,  Ramsey,  N.J.  07446 

Mary  Cook  Guy    (Mrs.  Donald  C. ) ,   1917- 
14th    Avenue    South,    Gteat    Falls,    Mt. 
59401 

Patricia  Dobyan   Lupton    (Mrs.   W.   Baker, 
Jr.),  504  Milbeth  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15228 

Nancy    Fleming    Demoise     (Mrs.    Charles 
F.),    2907    Greenrock    Trail,    Doraville, 
Ga.  30340 

Annette    Frank    Fisch     (Mrs.    Nathaniel), 
27a    Rue    Michel    Rodauge,    Sandweiler, 
Luxembourg 

Bonnie  George  Switzer    (Mrs.   Robert   L. ), 
404  West  Michigan  Avenue,  Urbana,  II. 
61801 

Carolyn   Hill   Warner    (Mrs.   Edward   A.), 
3412     Pinecrest    Drive,     Raleigh,    N.C. 27609 

Susan  Johnson  Dyer   (Mrs.  Paul  A.),   107 
Engle  Street,  Cresskill,  N.J.  07626 

Zebun  Khan  Islam   (Mrs.  Mohammed  M.), 
P.O.  Box  105-P,  Stores  Road,  Mansfield 
Center,  Ct.  06250 

Barbara  Laikin   Funkenstein    (Mrs.    Daniel 
L.),  3060  Stelling  Drive,  Palo  Alto,  Ca. 
94303 

Judith     Launer    Pal  kovitz     (Harry     P.). 
4827-H  Kingshill  Drive,  Columbus  Oh. 43229 

Jane    Martin    Graue     (Mrs.    Roger    W. ), 
Child   Development  Research   Unit,  P.O. 
Box  30197,  Nairobi,  Kenya 

Lois    McCune    Flowers    ( Mrs.    James    C. ) , 

USCG   Training   Center,   Governor's   Is- land, N.Y.   10004 
Judy  Meyers,    1735   Spruce  Street,  Apt.   3, 

Berkeley,  Ca.  94709 
Betsy  Phelps  Tucker    ( Mrs.   Malcolm   B. ) , 

19150    Story    Road,    Rocky    River,    Oh. 
44116 

Susan     Popky     Harris     (Mrs.     Mark     J.), 
417     Victoria     Avenue,     Montreal     217, 

Quebec,  Canada 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen  (Mrs.  James  K.,  Jr.), 

9    Griffith    Road,    Westover    Air    Force 
Base,  Ma.  01022 

Joan   Salay   Green    (Mrs.   John    A.),    3712 
Tustin  Road,  Ellicott  City,  Md.  21043 

Paulette   Schultz   Krause    ( Mrs.    John    R. ) , 
1534    Rutledge    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15211 

Lillian  Steiner  Levine    (Mrs.   Stephen   B. ), 
2855     Ludlow    Road,     Shaker    Heights, 
Oh.  44120 

Deborah     Wolowitz     Cowan     (Mrs.     Dale 
H.),  3269  Warrington  Road,  Cleveland, 
Oh.   44120 

Nancy   Beach   reporting: 

Time  passes,  husbands  and  children  en- 
ter our  lives,  but  the  Class  of  '63  seems  to 

be  as  active  and  concerned  about  people 
and  problems  as  we  all  promised  we  would. 
Thanks  to  the  busy  ones  who  took  time  to 
answer. 

Sudy  Bullock  Bell  and  Jim  are  sponsors 

of  their  church's  Junior  High  Group,  along 
with  refurnishing,  remodeling,  raising  three 
daughters  and  German  Shepherds.  Jim 
was  made  Assistant  Vice  President  of 
Chase  Manhattan  Bank.  Meg  Alexander 
Sprenkle  does  volunteer  work  at  the  local 
library  in  Rhinebeck.  Her  two  girls  and 
husband  Skip,  now  a  Programming  Test 

Manager,  seem  to  thrive  in  the  "sticks." Anna  Crone  Nagy  sends  word  of  her  two 
children — Andrew,  2,  and  baby  sister  Laura. 
Her  primary  problem  seems  to  be  garbage 

— disposal,  recycling,  landfill.  "If  anyone knows  of  a  workable  plan,  please  let  me 

know." 

Margie  Conner  writes,  "I'm  still  teaching 
emotionally  disturbed  children  in  Bedford 
Stuyvesant,  now  in  the  third  year  with  the 
same  group.  Their  progress  is  terrific  for 

children  who  are  supposed  to  be  'off  the 
wall.'  They  are  experts  on  marsupials, mammals  and  as  much  Greek  and  Roman 

classics  as  I  can  give  them — they  absorb 

everything."  (Kudos  for  Margie.)  She also  finds  time  for  advance  course  work 

and  keeping  up  with  old  friends.  "Sue 
Bradley's  wedding  was  like  a  Chatham 
reunion,"    Margie    reports. 

Linda  Cooper  Brodson  took  a  leadership 
training  course  in   the  Junior  Great  Books 

Program  for  grammar  schools,  and  enjoys 

leading  her  discussion  group.  Last  sum- 
mer, the  Brodsons  took  the  children  to  vis- 

it Linda's  family  in  Europe.  "The  memo- ries we  have  are  unforgettable  ...  to  see 

the  world  through  the  eyes  of  children," Linda   writes. 

Mary  Cook  Guy  asks,  "Why  do  questions about  men  and  marriage  come  before  jobs 

and  graduate  school  on  our  Recorder  ques- 
tionnaire? Our  lives  shouldn't  be  denned 

by  men."  Mary  is  a  member  of  the  Gov- 
ernor's Commission  on  the  Status  of  Wom- 

en, and  is  very  excited  with  the  work  being 
done  in  Montana.  Don  finished  his  doctor- 

ate in  economics,  and  is  now  teaching  in 

the  University  of  Montana's  M.B.A.  pro- 
gram. They  both  love  the  clean  air  and 

magnificent    scenery. 

I  have  joined  the  ranks  at  Vogue  as  an 

editorial  staff  writer.  When  I'm  not  fol- 
lowing the  hemlines  or  extolling  the  vir- 

tues of  the  new  short-shorts,  I'm  busy  doing 
my  part  as  a  one-woman  ecology  crusade. 
It's  amazing  how  much  you  can  do  when 
you  badger  your  fellow  laundry-ites  into 
using  a  phosphate-enzyme-free  derergent, 
when  you  stop  a  litter-bug  cold  as  you  say, 
"Excuse  me  Sir — I  think  you  dropped 

something,"  when  you  scream  and  yell  a  lot 
to  save  a  tree,  a  patch  of  grass.  So  start 

something — wherever  you  are — and  let's 
read   about   it   in   next  year's   Recorder. 

Gail  reporting: 

For  a  normally  quiet  time  of  the  yeat, 

February's  alumnae  news  forms  brought 
reports  of  a  very  active  group  of  people, 

to  exotic  places  and  delightful  chit-chat 
New  babies,  new  jobs,  moving,  travel  plans 
filled  the  usually  empty  mailbox  downstairs. 
Thank  you  for  all  the  delightful  answers. 

Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach's  letter  from 
Germany  related  how  delighted  she  is 
with  Toff  (Christopher  Allen)  and  has 
another  Chathamite  (Marcia  Mann  Butler, 

'64)  to  vouch  for  his  bi-lingual  abilities. 
(At  four  months  of  age,  that's  quite  a feat.)  Husband  Ande  is  in  international 
law,  and  Sheila  still  retains  her  position 
on  the  faculty  of  a  German  academy  for 
the  post-graduate  training  of  social  workers, 
as  well  as  being  an  ALMOST  full-time 
housfrau  and  mother.  To  quote  Sheila, 

"I  confess  to  finding  Dr.  Spock  more  scin- 
tillating reading  than  Lawrence  Durrell, 

Sigmund  Freud,  and  Kate  Millett  com- 
bined." Sheila  also  brought  news  from 

another  member  of  our  class,  Lucille  Davis 
Wareing  and  Guy,  who  are  proud  parents 

of  "Willie." Pat  Dobyan  Lupton  returned  the  alum- 
nae form  barely  a  week  after  her  fourth 

child  arrived.  The  Luptons  are  relocated 
in  Mt.  Lebanon  after  ten  years  in  the 
sunny  south.  She  heard  from  Sue  Hunt 
Roose  as  well  as  Mary  Winchester  Hickey. 
Mary  also  has  twins,  as  does  Patti,  and 

Mary  swears  "there  must  have  been  some- 

thing about   that   quad." Nancy  Fleming  Demoise  just  about  made 
the  deadline  for  tax  deductions  with  the 
December  29  arrival  of  son  David. 

/Mickey  Folino  Huff  is  delighted  with 
new  son  Brian,  and,  after  all  this  time,  she 

is  finally  a   full-time  housewife. 
Pam  Johnson  Fenner  and  Paul,  who 

went  through  Lamaze  Childbirth  Education 
classes,  were  thrilled  to  help  bring  Gillian 
into  the  world,  baby  sister  to  Liesel.  The 
Fenners  planned  a  February  trip  to  Hono- 
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lulu  and  San  Francisco  to  see  Paul's  par- 
ents, show  the  grandchildren,  and  see  the 

sights. 
Bonnie  George  Suitzer  told  about  travel 

plans  to  San  Francisco,  too,  but  not  till 
June.  She  and  Bob,  who  is  assistant  pro- 

fessor of  biochemistry  at  University  of  Il- 
linois, will  attend  the  annual  biochemistry 

meeting  sans  children.  Their  new  home 
is  near  the  university  campus,  where  Bon- 

nie is  enrolled  in  the  master's  program, 
one  course  at  a  time.  She  is  serving,  also, 

as  board  president  of  her  children's  ele- 
mentary  parent-cooperative  school. 

Bobbie  Fellabom  Emerick  is  teaching  in 

the  Allentown  Y.W.C.A.'s  Inner-City  Pre- 
School  Program,  a  school  and  play  set-up 
for  3Vi-4-year-olds  from  underprivileged 

homes.  Bobbie's  knowledge  of  Spanish  is 
quite  a  help,  since  Puerto  Rican  children 

account  for  half  of  the  "students."  The 
school  meets  three  mornings  a  week,  but 

the  children's  alertness  and  eagerness  make 
it  worthwhile,  as  well  as  opening  the  eyes 
of  the  community  to   its   problems. 

A  long-lost  classmate,  Pam  Chicone, 
showed  up  in  Philadelphia,  and  it  was  great 
to  hear  from  her  again.  She  is  active  in 
numerous  facets  of  Philadelphia  life  such 
as  the  World  Affairs  Council  and  the 
Academy  of  Natural  Sciences,  to  name  just 
two.  She  recently  became  administrative 
assistant  to  the  Director  of  Public  Relations 
at  Drexel,  the  first  female  to  ever  hold 
this  post.  Pam  is  active,  also,  in  Plays  and 
Players,  the  oldest  little  theater  group  in 
the  United  States. 

Joan  Damiano  Cino  still  lives  on  an 
island  in  Beach  Haven,  New  Jersey,  where 
husband  Joe  is  superintendent  and  princi- 

pal of  a  small  school  district.  He  is  work- 
ing towards  a  doctorate  in  education  at 

Temple.  Joan  is  home  with  their  three 
children  and  enjoying  their  non-metropoli- 

tan life.    Sounds  so  nice! 

Sue  Herb  Reichard  reports  from  Hoosier 
land  rhat  Kathy  and  Becky  keep  her  busy, 
while  husband  George  is  busy  creating 
new  ideas  for  Bell  Telephone,  the  latest 
being  a  telephone  for  the  deaf  and  dumb, 
called  Code-Corn. 

Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard's  husband 
Steve  is  busy  at  George  Washington  Uni- 

versity while  she  is  still  working  at  the 
Trademark  Office. 

Also  in  the  D.C.  area,  Sue  Hunt  Roose 
heard  President  Eddy  speak  recently  and 
caught  up  on  all  the  changes  at  Chatham. 
Debby  and  David  are  busy  learning  from 

"Sesame  Street,"  while  husband  Jack  travels 
as  Associate  Director  of  the  Water  Re- 

source Council. 

The  Verlin  household  is  finally  on  the 
move.  Michael  will  start  a  fellowship  in 
hematology  this  July  at  Simpson  Institute, 
University  of  Michigan,  and  we  leave  the 
Philadelphia  area  in  June  after  six-and-a- 
half  years.  Barb  Shullman  Young  and 
Steve,  who  have  lived  in  Ann  Arbor  for 

a  while,  are  going  to  "show  us  around." 
Our  son  Joel  is  becoming  a  real  wise  guy 
at  sixteen  months.  If  anyone  is  interested 
in  great  deals  in  household  appliances, 

furniture,  etc.,  come  to  our  "garage  sale" in  May. 

Vender  reporting; 
Judy  Launer  Palkovitz  and  husband 

Harry  parted  ways  with  the  Air  Force,  and 
settled  in  Columbus,  Ohio  last  September. 
Harry    is    doing    a    fellowship    in    EEG    at 
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Ohio  State,  prior  to  practicing  next  fall. 
Judy  is  acclimating  to  yet  another  location 
with   daughter    Sharon. 

Since  Elaine  Mazer  Myers'  husband  How- ard has  been  made  a  full  partner  in  his  law 
firm,  it  looks  as  though  they  will  be  in  Mil- 

waukee for  a  while.  She  and  Howard,  with- 
out boys,  vacationed  in  Puerto  Rico  in 

January. 
Barbara  Kessel  Bloxsom  reports  from 

Topeka,  Kansas  where  husband  Ray  is  As- 
sistant City  Attorney.  Daughter  Jennifer, 

4Vi,  is  quite  ready  for  kindergarten  now 

rhanks  to  "Sesame  Street." 
Veronica  Kotulak  Benson's  husband  Dick 

is  working  on  his  Ph.D.  in  electrical  engi- 
neering at  Pitt.  Veronica,  too,  is  further- 

ing her  education  by  taking  a  course  in 
Catholic  Doctrine,  which  she  plans  to 

teach  this  fall.  Lois  McCune  Flowers'  hus- 
band Jim  is  in  the  U.S.  Coast  Guard  and 

has  been  transferred  to  Governors  Island, 
New  York.  Lois  and  daughter  Catherine 

are  temporarily  located  in  Pittsburgh  await- 
ing to   join  Jim,   hopefully   by  June. 

Janet  Greenlee  Robanna  and  Kalil  are 
still  farming  their  75  acres  and  are  finding 
themselves  more  involved  each  year,  as 
they  add  more  animals  to  their  collection. 
Kalil  is  also  a  chemistry  teacher,  and  Janet 
does  occasional  substitute  teaching  and 
looks  after  their  two  small  children.  Janet 
visited  with  Judy  Myers  over  Christmas, 
and  Judy  herself  wrote  from  Berkeley 
where  she  is  doing  post  doctoral  work  in 
population   ecology. 

Sue  Hill  Warner  and  Ed  are  working  on 
the  plans  for  building  their  new  home 
which  will  have  plenty  of  room  for  their 
two  active  children.  Rita  Ippolito  Hazen, 
mother  of  two  boys,  is  doing  graduare  work 
toward  her  M.A.  and  teaching  math  in  a 
non-graded  elementary  school.  The  Hazen 
family  spent  a  delightful  vacation  camping 
in  Canada  and  New  England   last  summer. 

Had  a  blast  at  Susan  Bradley  Trayser's 
wedding  to  Mac  last  April  ...  a  mini- 
reunion  all  our  own  with  Pam  Johnson 
Fenner,  Ellen  Rusch,  Margie  Conner,  Jane 
Martin,  Nini  Lenz  Sbeikb  and  Sally  Mercke 

all  in  attendance.  I've  seen  Susan  and  Mac 
several  times  here  in  New  York  in  between 

their  fabulous  trips  which  will  be  a  full- 
time  occupation  for  the  next  two  years. 

Finally,  yours  truly  was  married  in  Feb- 
ruary with  Sally  Mercke  a  bridesmaid  and 

Joan  Damiano  Cino  and  husband  Joe  in 
attendance.  After  two  glorious  weeks  in 
the  Virgin  Islands,  I  have  now  settled  down 
to  cope  with  being  a  housewife  and  career 
girl  at  the  same  time.  Morgan  Guaranty 

Trust  Company  made  me  an  assistant  trea- 
surer last  spring — my  own  mini-contribu- 

tion to  Women's  Lib,  since  female  officers 
are  the  bane  of  a  bank's  existence.  We  are 
looking  forward  to  summering  at  our  farm 
in  Auburn,  New  York. 

That's  all  for  this  year  .  .  .  hope  to  see 
any  and  all  of  you  who  happen  to  breeze 
through  New  York  .  .  .  there  is  always  a 

bed  at  the  Shaw's! 

Marty  reporting: 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker  and  Malcolm  have 

bought  a  home.  Betsy's  artistic  ability  must come  in  handy  in  fixing  it  up.  She  hears 
from  Zebun  Khan  Islam  and  Billie  Wal- 
cutt  Burg  regularly,  and  reports  that  Zebie 
and   husband   are  building  a   new  home. 

Diane  Phillips  is  now  Assisrant  Direc- 
tor of  Training  for  Roy  Littlejohn  Associ- 

ates, a  consulting  firm  in  Washington,  D.C. 
Big  event  for  the  year  was  a  rrip  back  home 
to  Cincinnati  for  the  inauguration  of  Jack 
Gilligan,  and  reunions  with  friends  she 
had  not  seen  since  leaving  Cincinnati. 

Carol  Pike  Maynard  is  busy  keeping 
tabs  on  son  Eddie  and  keeping  in  touch 
with  Chatham  as  alumnae  representative 
for  admissions  in  her  area.  Husband  Al  re- 

ceived his  master's  degree  in  electrical  en- 
gineering from  R.P.I.,  and  started  right 

back  for  his  M.B.A.  They  found  time  for 
a  delightful  vacation  cruise  to  Bermuda 
last  summer. 

Ladies,  arise!  Susan  Popky  Harris  writes 
that  she  is  becoming  a  militant  feminist 
and  preparing  to  alter  significantly  the 
plight  of  the  oppressed  female.  She  is  al- 

so very  involved  as  a  speaker  and  research- 
er for  a  Montreal-Quebec  anti-pollution 

group  whose  membership  has  grown  to 
2000  in  one  year. 

Sue  Rockuell  Coen  says  no  news,  but 

adds  that  Jim  has  earned  his  bachelor's  de- 
gree after  five  frustrating  years  of  interrup- 

tions,  and  will  begin  work  on  his  master's after  a  short  vacation.  There  is  now  more 
time  for  family  life  with  Tim  and  Jenny, 
including  camping  trips  to  Cape  Cod  and 
the  Berkshires,  and   squadron   activities. 

Bobbie  Laiken  Funkenstein  says  she's "retired" — meaning  she's  working  just  as 
hard  but  without  a  salary.  She  and  year- 
old  Susie  are  getting  their  new  home  sertled 
while  Don  finishes  his  psychiatry  residency 
at  Stanford. 

I  am  another  who  is  "retired."  Rob  and 
Karen  are  growing  up  and  I  am  aging  in 
the  process.  We  are  still  putting  finishing 
touches  on  the  house,  and  last  summer  I 
communed  with  nature  via  hoe  and  aching 
back  at  least  an  hour  a  day  in  the  garden. 

Hope  to  take  the  kids  and  camp  this  sum- 
mer in  the  Adirondacks. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  sent  news,  and 

a  good  year  to  all. 

Jane  reporting: 

Twas  somewhat  of  a  disappointment 

not  to  have  seen  more  of  you  at  last  sum- 
mer's class  reunion.  The  giorious  June  day 

made  the  campus  look  just  exactly  as  most 
of  us  probably  choose  to  remember  it,  and 
those  of  us  who  were  there  would  happily 
have  shared  a  bit  of  it  with  you! 

From  far-off  Guinea,  Caroline  Wbaley 
Thibault  writes  of  her  temporary  home  as 
the  ideal  spot  for  one  who  is  about  to  have 
a  nervous  breakdown — warm  climate,  plen- 

ty of  servants,  and  little  to  do.  She  taught 
and  served  as  librarian  in  the  American 

Community  School,  where  English  is  a  sec- 
ond language  to  most  of  the  students,  some- 
what complicating  the  teaching  procedure. 

She  and  Albert,  a  foreign  service  officer,  are 
looking  forward  to  being  in  the  States  for 
a  couple  of  months  this  fall. 

Barbara  Shullman  Young  has  taken  a 
part-time  job  with  headquarters  at  home, 

abstracting  journals  for  an  educational  re- 
source information  center  at  the  University 

of  Michigan,  keeping  alive  her  interest  and 
knowledge  in  guidance  and  personnel  ad- 
minisrrarion.  Son  Joel  will  srarr  kinder- 

garten in  the  fall,  leaving  Jodi,  two,  at home. 

Louise  Sonnenberg  will  finish  her  psy- 
chiatric residency  at  Temple  University  in 

June  and  begin  private  practice  of  psy- 
chiatry   in    July.     Congratulations,    Louise, 



and  best  wishes  for  a  highly  successful  ca- 
reer! 

I  don't  think  I'd  ever  heard  of  anyone other  than  Charles  Darwin  who  went  to 
the  Galapagos  Islands,  but  Betsy  Snydacker 
Cottington  is  most  enthusiastic  about  her 

recent  sojourn  thete.  "Very  un-touristy," 
she  reports,  and  goes  on  to  mention  300- 

year-old  tortoises,  volcanic  rock,  "weird" 
iguanas,  and  swimming  with  sea  lions.  Not 
a  word  about  finches. 

Billie  Jean  Walcutt  Berg  has  a  new  job 
teaching  behaviotal  science  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  South  Florida.  In  addition,  she  is 
reaching  participating  childbirth  at  a  junior 
college   in   the  evenings. 

Herb's  new  appointment  as  Deputy  Di- 
rectot  of  Akton  Metropolitan  Housing 
drew  top  billing  in  Dianne  Rubin  New- 

man's response.  Apparently,  Akron  is  the foretunner  in  the  nation  in  the  use  of 

modular  or  "instant"  housing  for  low  and moderate  income   levels. 

As  for  me,  Jane  Alexander  Givens.  I've 
finally  launched  myself  into  a  graduate  pro- 

gram at  Pitt's  Graduate  School  of  Business, 
which,  incidentally,  has  never  conferred  a 

master's  upon  a  Chatham  graduate.  There are  times,  too,  when  I  feel  that  that  claim 
will  hold,  despite  my  efforts! 
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Marsha  Richards  Bingler 

(Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.) 
533  Briar  Cliff  Road 

Pittsbutgh,  Pa.   15221 

Myra   Hull   Gillum 
(Mrs.  Gary  P.) 

2213  East  69th  Street 
Chicago,  II.  60649 

Patricia   Papp   Breman 
(Mrs.  Sidney  D. ) 

119  Siberian  Avenue 
Leechburg,  Pa.   15656 

Jane  Tobey  Eden 
(Mrs.  Michael  P.) 

114  Bradford   Road 
Hanover,  Ma.  02339 

MARRIAGE 

Sarah  Claudia  Miller  to  Stephen  Fredric 
Russey,  September  12,  1970 

BIRTHS 

Susan  Atberton  Kleine.  a  daughter,  Andrea, 
March  24,   1970 

Barbara  Brubaker  Despard,  a  son,  Victor 
Boyd,  June  12,  1969 

Diane  Brutout  Neimann,  a  son,  Paul,  Jr. 
Judith  Goslee  Dias.  a  daughter,  Deborah 

Ann,  December   11,  1970 
Judith  Haberman  Katz.  a  daughter,  Dana 

Rose,  March  9,  1970 
Linda  Kates  Meyer,  a  son,  Jeffrey  Harrison, 

March  25,  1970 
Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney,  a  daughter, 

Elizabeth  Anne,  May   13,   1970 
Ann  McClure  Hall,  a  son,  David  Morgan, 

September  7,  1970 
Susan  Michaels  Orringer,  a  daughter,  Lisa 

Jill,  March  28,   1970 
Niki  Neese  Lallande,  a  son,  J.  G.  Lallande, 

IV,  March  30,  1970 
Patricia  Papp  Breman,  a  son,  Edwin  Ben- 

ton, March  6,  1971 
Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz,  a  son,  Robert 

Brian,  September  3,   1970 
Patricia  Scarry  Jones,  a  son,  Roderick  Chris- 

topher  (Eric),  April   14,   1970 

Ronya  Sieg  McMillen,  a  son,  Michael,  Au- 
gust 30,  1970 

Virginia  Stretton  Smith,  a  son,  Douglas 
George,  Jr.,  July  9,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Susanne   Archer   Dawes    (Mrs.    Louis),    14 
Horseshoe    Bend,    New    Windsor,    N.Y. 
12550 

Susan  Atherton  Kleine  (Mrs.  Douglas  M.), 
11104   Saffold  Way,   Reston,  Va.   22070 

Patricia   Baisler   Van    Amberg    (Mrs.    Ron- 
ald ) ,    803    Alemeda    Street,    Sante    Fe, 

N.M.   87501 
Penelope  Barley    Wolboldt    (Mrs.   Daniel), 

2451  Struhar  Drive,  Apt.  3,  Rocky  River, 
Oh.   44116 

Rebecca  Bennett    Wallace    ( Mrs.  James   E., 
Jr.),     17    Drury    Lane,    Worcester,    Ma. 01609 

Linda  Berg  Samuels    (Mrs.   Seymour,   III), 
%    Mr.    Leon    Berg,    535    Pelham    Road, 
Philadelphia,   Pa.    19119 

Joan   Bretz   Peirce    (Mrs.   James   E. ) ,   416 
Sterling  Road,  Kenilworth,  II.  60043 

Sarah  Corn  in  Brady   (Mrs.  Michael),   1121 
Bush  Street,  San  Francisco,  Ca.  94109 

Carol    Craven    Kratz    (Mrs.    Kenneth    S.), 
Quai    St.    Leonard,    36-A,    4000    Liege, 
Belgium 

Bonnie   Dallas    Palmer    (Mrs.),    School    of 
English,    University    of    Leeds,    Leeds    2, 
England 

Doris  Damour.  550  East  3rd  Avenue,  Apt. 
203,  Denver,  Co.  80203 

Sandra    Ellis    Kercher    ( Mrs.    David    M. ) , 
3672    Haverford    Stteet,   Santa    Ana,   Ca. 
92705 

Judith    Goslee    Dias     (Dennis    N. ) ,     124 
Westchester  Place,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Judith     Haberman     Katz     (Mrs.     Robert), 
Rehov   Zangwill    9/57,   Kiryat   Hayouel, 
Jerusalem,  Israel 

Beverly     Hamilton.      129     West     Newton 
Street,  Boston,  Ma.  02118 

Linda  Harris  Howard    (Mrs.   Harold   W. ) , 
221     Liverpool     Road,     Lexington,     Ky. 
40504 

Carol  Hartman  Elden    (Mts.   Thomas  K.), 
2900    Shakespeare    Drive,    San    Marino, 
Ca.  91108 

Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein   (Mrs.  Stephen), 
3072     Stelling    Drive,    Palo    Alto,    Ca. 
94303 

Sheila  Kieran,    171   West  71st  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10023 

Evelyn    Kinast    McElhaney     (Mrs.    Ronald 
N. ),   23-C  Meadowlark  Village,   Edmon- 

ton, Alberta,  Canada 
Jane    Levitt,    240    East    53rd    Street,    New 

York,  N.Y.   10022 
Julie  Beth   Mamolen,   Chez   Martignier,    12 

Avenue  Gallatin,    1203   Geneva,  Switzet- 
land 

Anne  McClure  Hall    (Mts.  John   E.),  266 
Kenfotest   Drive,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15216 

Myra   Mensh    Patner    (Mts.    Bruce),    1329 
Kirby  Road,  McLean,  Va.   22101 

prances   Meyers  Bullis    (Mrs.    Gerald),   41 
Brokaw  Place,  Appleton,  Wi.   54911 

Susan    Michaels    Orringer    ( Mrs.    Burton ) , 
1524   McEldetty   Street,   Baltimore,   Md. 21205 

Claudia  Miller  Russey    (Mrs.   Stephen   F. ), 
Rocky     Hill     School,     East     Ives     Road, 
Greenwich,  R.I.  02818 

Joan   Montgomery    Waltz    (Mrs.    Frederick 
M.),  Apt.  6-H,  Glenwood  Village,  RFD, 
Canton,  Ct.  06019 

Constance  Morey  Perrucci  (Mrs.  Ronald), 
521-B  Thornburg  Street,  Santa  Maria, 
Ca.  93454 

Niki  Neese  Lallande  (Mrs.  Joseph),  251 

West  73  rd  Street,  Apt.  4-B,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10023  (After  August  1st:  Box 
2872,  San  Juan,  Puerto  Rico  00903 

Deborah  Potter  Simone  (Mrs.  R.  Thomas, 
R.D.   #1,  East  Fairfield,  Vt.  05448 

Virginia  Powell,  39-A  Detby  Road,  Not- 
tingham, England 

Pamela  Proksa  Patt  (Mts.  P.  Jules),  911 
Litchfield    Road,    Baltimore,    Md.    21212 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui  (Mrs.  Yasuhiro), 
1260  Emerson  Street,  Palo  Alto,  Ca. 

94301 Martha  Repman,  3910  Delancey  Street, 
Philadelphia,   Pa.    19104 

Virginia  Royster  Brown  (Mrs.  W.  Taylor), 

%  Royster,  5807  Roland  Avenue,  Balti- 
more, Md.  21210 

Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz  (Mrs.  Daniel  M.), 
740  Vose  Avenue,  Orange,  N.J.   07050 

Patricia  Scarry  Jones  (Mrs.  Ralph  W.,  Jr.), 
1143  Stone  Road,  Apt.  4,  Rochester N.Y.  14616 

Ronya  Sieg  McMillen  (Mrs.  Robert  H. ) , 
321    Walker   Road,   Amblet,   Pa.    19002 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott  (Mrs.  Edward  C. ) , 
28  University  Mews,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 19104 

Sandra  Small,  1203  Stephenson  East,  Pull- 
man, Wa.   99163 

Susan  Soule  Cox  (Mrs.  Butler  S. ) ,  Box 
185,   Bethlehem,   N.H.   03574 

Nancy  Speck.  327  9th  Street,  S.E.,  Wash- 
ington,  D.C.   20003 

Christina  Suansen  Cummings  (Mrs.  John 
A.),  6625  Highbrook  Drive,  Charlotte, 
N.C.  28212 

Ellen  Tilles  Weil  (Mrs.  James),  40  Saddle 
Lane,  Roslyn  Heights,  N.Y.   11571 

Susan  Vansant  Bartz  (Mrs.  Jarold  M.), 
4815  Mt.  La  Platta  Drive,  San  Diego, 
Ca.  92117 

Ingrid  von  Dattan  Detuiler  (Mrs.  Douglas 
J.),  3327  Duneland  Drive,  Michigan 
City,   In.  46360 

Judith  Wetlaufer  Clinton  (Mrs.  Marshall, 
III),  772  Auburn  Avenue,  Buffalo, 
N.Y.  14222 

Diana  Wirsig  Gerrity  (Mrs.  Thomas),  49 
Mt.  Vetnon   Street,  Boston,  Ma.   02108 

Marsha  reporting: 

Suzie  Archer  Dawes  and  family  have 
settled  back  east  only  40  miles  from  their 
home  town.  Lou  finished  his  M.S.  and  is 
pool  director  at  a  new  pool  (and  high school) . 

It  sounds  as  if  Sue  Atherton  Kleine  en- 
joys being  a  working  mother.  This  year 

she  taught  government  and  world  history 
at  a  high  school  in  Vienna,  Virginia.  She 
has  also  found  time  for  the  League  of 
Women  Voters,  and  Doug  is  quite  involved 
in  Reston  activities.  They  see  a  lot  of 
Nancy  Speck,  and  enjoyed  a  brief  visit  from 
Elite  Raden  Cobrin  and   Bob   last  summer. 

After  a  year  in  VISTA,  Patti  (Baisler) 

and  Ron  Van  Amberg  "decided  the  east was  as  crowded  as  we  had  remembered 
and  so  decided  to  return  to  the  west,  which 

is  as  spacious  and  beautiful  as  we  had  re- 
membered."  Ron  is  Assistant  Attorney 
General  and  Patti  is  wotking  for  the 
School  of  American  Research.  While  in 

the  east  last  year  they  enjoyed  reunions 
with  Larry  and  Susie  Soule  Cox  and  Jim 
and  Becky  Bennett   Wallace. 
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Becky  Bennett  Wallace  and  Jim  are 
happily  settled  in  Worcester,  Massachu- 

setts where  she  is  involved  in  Black  prob- 
lems, model  cities  and  pollution  problems. 

Bibi  Boles  Evans  is  "still  acting — doing 
plays  and  commercials,  a  little  television 

and  a  film  (but  so  bad  I'd  rather  not  men- 
tion it)."  She  and  Sam  are  hoping  to  take 

a  trip  to  Europe  at  the  end  of  the  summer. 
Joan  Bretz  Peirce  and  her  husband  are 

enjoying  their  new  home  in  the  suburbs  of 
Chicago.  She  is  looking  forward  to  our 
class  reunion  and  the  opportunity  to  go  to 

Sodini's  for  a  genuine  Italian  salad — 
which  she  hasn't  been  able  to  find  since  she 
left  Pittsburgh. 

Diane  Browarsky  Levine,  dividing  her 
time  between  academic  life  and  a  growing 
family,  hopes  to  finish  the  last  course  re- 

quirement for  her  masters'  degree  from 
Johns  Hopkins  this  semester.  Dave  is 
doing  research  in  the  area  of  medical  edu- 

cation both  at  Hopkins  and  the  National 
Center  for  Health  Research  in  Washington, 
D.C.  He  is  looking  for  a  faculty  position 
that  will  allow  him  time  and  resources 
to  continue  his  research. 

Ginny  Damato,  on  a  trip  to  the  Orient 
last  summer,  felt  handicapped  as  a  traveler 

for  the  first  time  because  she  couldn't  use 
her  Fench  or  Spanish  to  get  along.  She  is 
presently  looking  for  a  job  teaching  secon- 

dary English  in  a  private  school  somewhere 
in   Europe. 

Morgan  and  Ginny  Fisher  O'Leary  had 
a  hectic  political  year.  He  was  press  sec- 

retary for  the  Michigan  Democratic  guber- 
natorial candidate  and  Ginny  did  a  lot  of 

issue  work,  writing  position  papers  on 
drugs,  mental  health,  housing,  etc.  It  was 
quite  a  let-down  when  they  lost  by  less 
than  1  %  of  the  vote.  Ginny  enjoys  her 
job  as  assistant  professor  of  psychology  at 
Oakland  University,  a  small  liberal  arts 

university  (6,000)  with  a  "Chathamish" 
attitude  toward  undergraduates. 

Linda  Berg  Samuels  and  family  returned 
from  Germany  last  December.  While  her 
husband  is  in  Vietnam,  Linda  and  her 
daughter  will  be  living  in  or  near  Phila- 
delphia. 

Priscilla  Buxton  Greenwood  is  attending 
studio  classes  at  the  Cleveland  Institute  of 
Art.  She  spends  her  free  time  sculpting, 
including  a  life  size  standing  figure  of  her 
14-month-old  daughter.  This  spring  she 
and  her  mother  will  put  on  a  fashion  show 
exhibiting  a  collection  of  over  100  antique 
gowns  (1799  to  1930)  at  a  luncheon  of 
wives  (500)  attending  the  American  Psy- 

chiatric and  American  Psychoanalytic  As- 
sociations convention   in  Washington,  D.C. 

Francie  Darr  Aley  began  graduate  school 
this  year  in  library  science  at  Simmons  Col- 

lege. She  had  been  writing  a  weekly 

"town  column"  for  a  local  newspaper  for 
the  past  year  and  is  happy  to  get  back  to 
the  books.  She  sees  a  lot  of  Mike  and 
Jane  Tobey  Eden. 

This  has  been  an  exciting  and  interest- 
ing year  for  the  Binglers!  In  April,  1970, 

three  weeks  after  Michael  was  born,  John 

was  appointed  Pittsburgh's  Director  of 
Public  Safety  by  Mayor  Flaherty.  This  is 
a  cabinet  level  post  in  City  government  as 
the  top  administrator  of  the  Police  and 
Fire  Bureaus.  Big  changes  are  taking  place 
in  Pittsburgh  government,  and  we  are 
happy  to  be  a  part  of  it.  We  had  to  move 
inside  the  city  limits,  and  I  am  finally  feel- 

ing   settled    enough    to    pick    up    where    I 
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left  off — both  in  Chatham  alumnae  activi- 
ties and  the  League  of  Women  Voters.  I 

am  reunion  chairman  for  our  class,  and 
we  are  hoping  for  a  big  turnout  the  first 
weekend   in  June. 

Myra  reporting: 

Penny  Embry  McGoey's  husband  Rob 
went  into  private  practice  last  June  in  New 
Rochelle,  New  York.  Peggy  Redmond 
Bittner  and  her  rwo  boys  visited  the  Mc- 
Goeys  and  their  two  children  in  January, 
a  fine  reunion  after  five  years  apart. 

Sandy  Geldman  Forquer  has  started  part- 

time  on  a  two-year  master's  program  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh  in  guidance  and 
counseling.  Tim  is  designing  and  building 
his  own  mini-computer,  and  little  Beth 
likes  her  swimming  lessons. 

Following  graduation  from  the  Univer- 
sity of  Pennsylvania,  Nancy  Gettes  taught 

high  school  chemistry  for  one  year,  was 
an  assistant  to  the  Dean  of  Women  the 
next  year,  and  then  began  medical  school 

at  Temple  University.  "I  still  can't  be- 
lieve that  in  May  I'll  have  my  M.D.  de- 
gree. After  an  internship  in  straight  medi- 

cine, I  think  I'd  like  to  do  work  in  hema- 
tology or  adolescent  or  community  medi- cine. 

Judy  Goslee  Dias  stopped  working  in 
September  to  get  ready  for  a  new  baby  and 
a  new  house.  She  keeps  up  with  a  lot  of 
old  Chathamites,  including  Rosemary  Cesa- 
rone,  who's  studying  and  traveling  in 
Europe  (England  in  the  fall,  then  Italy, 
and  a  trip  to  Belgium  to  visit  Carol  Craven Kratz). 

Judy  Haberman  Katz's  news  is  a  new 
baby,  a  new  address,  and  maybe  a  trip  to 
the  U.S.  this  autumn. 
Tom  and  Carol  Hartman  Elden  have 

been  in  San  Marino  since  July.  Tom  is  a 
Deputy  District  Attorney  in  Los  Angeles 
County,  and  their  two  little  girls  keep 
Carol  busy.  She  hopes  that  Karen  Kvam 
will  come  for  a  weekend  visit  from  San 
Francisco. 

Sara  Heslep  points  out  the  implicit  as- 

sumptions in  placing  the  "Engaged?"  and 
"Married?"  questions  first  on  the  Recorder 
questionnaire  and  reports  a  new  un-job: 

"After  four  years  in  the  working  world, 
three  of  them  as  a  bottom-rung  University 

of  Chicago  bureaucrat,  I've  quit  to  finish 
school  here  at  U.C.  I'm  considering  grad- 

uate work  somewhere  where  one  can  study 
British  and  American  literature  in  its  his- 

torical and  sociological  context.  I'd  be grateful  for  a  line  from  any  classmates 

who  have  found  such  a  school — or  who've 
found  art  for  art's  sake  in  vacuo  purist  lit- 

erature departments.  I'm  working  in 
women's  liberation  to  some  extent,  and  the 
People's  Peace  Treaty,  an  attempt  to  de- 

clare peace  with  the  Vietnamese,  is  also 

occupying  my  time."  (Sara  and  my  hus- 
band Gary  have  had  some  interesting  run- 

ins  on  these  topics.) 

The  big  event  in  the  Elaine  Hillman 

Moroney  family  was  Lucille's  marriage  to 
Rosemary  Cesarone's  brother  Bill.  Elaine 
has  also  been  getting  together  often  with 
her  little  sister,  Judy  Murray  Walle,  newly 
moved  to  Montreal.  This  May  the  Moron- 
eys  are  hoping  to  go  to  Ireland  for  a 

month  to  see  Mike's  family. 
Jim  and  Lynne  Jack  Porterfield  are 

happy  studying  law  and  teaching  respec- 
tively.   Lynne  is  amused  that  Jim  purchased 

a  component  hi-fi  setup,  complete  with 

earphones,  so  "she"  could  enjoy  good  music! 
When  I  called,  Nancy  Johnson  Saper- 

stein  was  aglow  with  fixing  up  their  very 
own   house   and   a   visit   from    her   brother. 

Linda  Kates  Meyer  is  attending  a  "Par- 
ent-Child Observation"  class,  a  one-day- 

per-week  affair  involving  20  children  and 
mothers  and  one  professional  teacher.  The 

Meyers  feel  very  settled  in  California,  lov- 
ing the  friends,  the  climate,  and  the  re- 

laxed friendliness  of  nearly  everyone  they 
meet. 

Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney  and  family  re- 
turned from  Holland  in  July  so  that  Ron 

could  be  an  assistant  professor  of  biochem- 
istry at  the  University  of  Edmonton.  She 

says,  "As  much  as  we  like  the  people  and 
our  home  here,  we're  not  impressed  with 
the  climate!  We  have  great  plans  for  vaca- 

tions this  summer  with  the  Rockies  at  our 

back  door!" Mary  Krein  Howarth  is  "now  in  charge of  the  Pitt  undergraduate  library  as  well 
as  the  reserve  book  room,  and  in  my  spare 

time  I  play  at  being  reference  librarian 

for  14  hours  a  week?!  All  at  Pitt's  usual 
ungenerous  salary.  I  ran  into  Carolyn  Quad 
Asquith  roaming  around  the  library  this 
summer.  Seems  Quaddy  is  a  librarian  at 
Michigan  State,  has  taken  the  profession 
to  whole  heart,  and  is  quite  concerned  with 

the  plight  of  librarians."  The  Howarths  en- joyed the  Christmas  visit  of  Sage  Tower 
Mumma  and  family  and  are  looking  for- 

ward to  a  trip  to  Europe.  Mary  is  serving 
on  the  alumnae-student  relations  committee 
for  the  Alumnae  Association. 

Jack,  Leah,  and  Linda  Lanius  Tom/ins 
spent  three  months  in  Europe  as  part  of 

a  first-semester  sabbatical.  "We  flew  to 
Amsterdam,  London,  where  we  bought  a 
car,  and  then  drove  to  Dover,  across  France, 
across  northern  Spain,  and  down  the  west 
coast  of  Portugal  to  Lisbon.  What  a  lovely 
country  Portugal  is  with  its  ever-changing 
landscape,  charming  medieval  villages,  and 
warm,  gentle  people.  Our  little  girl  was  a 
good  traveler:  no  illness,  no  complaints, 

just  lots  of  disposable  diapers!" Julie  Mamolen  has  been  abroad  since 
September  and  expects  to  stay  for  a  year. 

She's  working  in  Geneva  with  I.C.E.M. 
and  taking  advantage  of  weekends  for  trav- 

eling and  skiing.  New  Year's  was  spent 
in  Prague,  and  even  freezing  weather  could 
not  hide  the  contrast  of  the  Hapsburg 

splendors  to  the  utilitarianism  of  the  pres- 
ent regime. 

Spectacularly  bad  news  comes  from  Linda 
Marsh  McGurk.  Their  lovely,  old,  two- 
story  house  that  they  had  only  recently  fin- 

ished redoing,  burned  down  in  December. 
A  night  fire,  caused  by  a  faulty  chimney, 
almost  completely  destroyed  the  interior. 
Linda  is  amazingly  cheerful  about  it  and 

says  they  are  living  in  a  60'  trailer  beside the  house  during  the  rebuilding  process. 

Ann  McClure  Hall  feels  it  was  very  ap- 
propriate that  David  was  born  on  Labor 

Day!  They  are  enjoying  their  English 
Tudor  home  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

As  for  me,  Myra  Hull  Gillurn,  team 
teaching,  planning  some  far-out  worship 
services,  and  directing  a  play  reading  keep 
me  pretty  busy.  Gary  is  working  on  his 

dissertation,  and  it  looks  like  we'll  be moving  to  Philadelphia  this  summer  or 
fall  so  Gary  can  work  at  the  Federal  Re- 

serve Bank  there.  Huzzah,  the  end  is  in 

sight! 



Pat   reporting: 

Susan  Michaels  Orringer,  Mark,  Jeffrey, 
3,  and  10-month-old  Lisa  have  returned  to 
Baltimore  after  living  for  six  months  in 
England.  Mark,  on  temporary  leave  from 
Johns  Hopkins  Hospital,  participated  in  an 
exchange  program  as  chief  resident  in  tho- 

racic surgery  at  Frenchay  Hospital  in  Bris- 
tol. Susan  is  keeping  up  her  teaching  skills 

by  running  a  once-weekly  course  in  lan- 
guage arts  for  children  in  a  Baltimore  city 

school. 

Claudia  Miller  Russey  and  husband 
Stephen  are  very  much  involved  with  the 
Rocky  Hill  School,  with  Claudia  head  of 
the  Foreign  Language  Department  and 
Stephen  head  of  the  English  Department. 
Both  are  doing  graduate  work  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Rhode  Island.  While  Claudia  is 
studying  Spanish  part  time,  Stephen  has 

completed  his  master's  in  English  and  is doing  further  graduate  work  in  educational 
administration. 

Niki  Neese  Lallande,  husband  Joe,  and 

10-month-old  "J"  have  been  living  in  New 
York  City  while  Joe  finishes  his  senior 
semester  at  Columbia  graduate  school. 
Niki  has  seen  several  classmates  while  in 
New  York,  among  them  Pat  McNeill  (who 
is  working  at  Columbia ) ,  Janie  Lanigan 
and  Susie  Soule  Cox.  However,  when  Joe 
graduates  this  summer,  the  Lallandes  will 
return  to  San  Juan,  Puerto  Rico. 

Greetings  from  classmates  Patsy  Scarry 
Jones.  Pam  Proksa  Patt  (who  hopes  to  see 
lots  of  you  at  the  reunion  this  June),  and 

Maxine  Ruter  Horouitz.  Maxine's  husband 
Danny  was  selected  by  his  company  to  at- 

tend a  six-week  computer  audit  training 
program  in  Phoenix.  Since  no  wives  were 
allowed  at  the  program,  Maxine  visited 
with  relatives  in  Los  Angeles,  but  en 
route  to  Phoenix,  Maxine  and  Danny  de- 
toured  to  San  Francisco  to  visit  with  Steve 
and  Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein, 

Beverly  Miller  Blessinger  enjoys  her 
work  as  a  reading  clinician  and  is  extend- 

ing the  program  to  the  various  elementary 
schools  in  her  district.  This  spring  Bever- 

ly will  receive  her  degree  as  an  educational 
specialist  from  Michigan  State,  representing 

30  hours  of  work  past  her  master's.  This summer,  husband  Ken  will  be  taking 
courses  in  Guadalahara,  Mexico  while  Bev 

"soaks  up"  some  of  the  Mexican  culture 
and  learns  a  little  Spanish. 

".  .  .  My  suitcase  hasn't  been  unpacked 
since  I  last  wrote  you,"  writes  Janice  Pat- 

terson. She  managed  to  find  time  to  write 
a  delightful  and  much-appreciated  note  be- 

tween her  weekly  jaunts  across  the  coun- 
try. Her  job  as  District  Manager  for  the 

House  of  Nine  necessitates  all  this  travel- 
ing, and  Janice  admits  to  being  a  bit  en- 

vious of  the  nine-to-five  workers!  At  pres- 
ent Janice  is  in  the  midst  of  deciding 

whether  to  accept  the  position  of  Training 
Director  for  her  company  in  its  Los  An- 

geles Home  Office.  Whatever  your  de- 
cision, Janice,  lots  of  good  luck — and 

happy    landings! 
Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui  continues  her 

work  in  the  library  and  is  anticipating  a 
move  into  new  library  facilities.  Her  lat- 

est avocation  is  gardening,  inspired  by  a 

"feeling  that  I'd  like  to  control  the  results 
of  what  happens  in  the  yard."  Last  sum- 

mer the  Matsuis  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Oregon, 
and  this  fall  a  trip  to  Japan  is  planned, 

to  see  Yas'  parents  and  "do  the  tourist  bit." 

After  he  finished  his  Ph.D.  at  Cornell 

last  summer,  Jerry  and  Frances  Meyers 
Bulls  vacationed  in  Maine.  Then  they  were 
off  to  Appleton,  Wisconsin  where  Jerry  is 
asistant  professor  of  English  at  Lawrence 
College. 

El/y  Raden  Cobrin  has  a  new  job — Di- 
rector of  Gateway,  a  rehabilitation  service 

of  the  Camden  County  Mental  Health 
Association.  She  has  her  master  of  sci- 

ence in  rehabilitation  counseling  from 
Temple  University,  and  spent  part  of  last 
summer  in  Japan  as  representative  to  the 
Foutth  United  Nations  Congress  on  the 
prevention  of  crime  and  the  treatment  of 
offenders. 

Jenia  Royster  Broun  and  the  twins, 
Randy  and  Marshall,  will  be  glad  to  move 
back  to  Baltimore  when  Taylor  leaves  the 
Army  on  April  17.  He  has  a  job  with  a 
law  firm,  and  Jenia  hopes  to  take  advan- 

tage of  both  sets  of  grandparents  as  sitters 
and  return  to  part-time  work  or  become 
involved  in  civic  activities.  Until  they 
have  a  permanent  address,  they  can  be 

reached  at  Jenia's  parents'  address  listed above. 

Barbara  Schneider  hopes  to  come  to  re- 

union but  isn't  quite  sure  where  she  will 
be  come  June.  She  feels  the  need  of  a 
change  from  New  York  City  and  may  de- 

cide to  broaden  her  horizons  in  the  near 
future. 

This  past  yeat  has  been  a  happy,  busy 
year  for  the  Bremans.  Sid  continues  his 
work  at  the  dealership,  and  I  enjoy  my 

"homemaking"  duties.  'Though  I  vowed 
I  never  would,  I've  become  involved  in 
various  organizations,  too.  I  had  a  marvel- 

ous teaching  experience  last  spring — work- 
ing with  15  senior  high  special  education 

students  ranging  in  age  from  16  to  20. 
In  August  Sid  and  I  headed  for  Boston  and 
a  delightful  visit  with  Jane  Tobey  Eden. 
husband  Mike,  and  son  Jeffrey.  While 
there,  we  also  saw  Francie  Darr  Aley  and 
her  family.  Quite  a  reunion!  Speaking  of 

reunions — I  hope  that  you'll  all  make  a 
special  effort  to  attend  our  "official"  class 
reunion  at  Chatham  on  June  5,  1971. 
Dorm  rooms  will  be  available  for  alumnae 

and  husbands,  so  let's  make  it  a  great 
weekend.  In  any  case,  I  hope  to  see  you  in 
June,  and  I  want  to  thank  all  of  you  for 
being  so  cooperative  during  my  years  as 

class  secretary.  I  trust  the  next  "secretaties" 
will  enjoy  the  experience  as  much  as  I  have. 

Jane  reporting: 

What  a  transient  group  we  have!  The 
moving  companies  must  be  doing  very 
well! 

Last  September  Susie  Soule  Cox  and 
Larry  moved  to  Loon  Mountain  in  Lincoln, 
New  Hampshire  where  he  assumed  the 
marketing,  advertising  and  public  relations 
responsibilities  for  the  ski  area.  They  are 
renting  a  large  house  in  Bethlehem  and 
have  lots  of  room  and  welcome  for  tired 
skiiers,  mountain  climbers,  etc.  Sue  is 
chairman  of  an  Adult  Education  sub- 

committee on  a  Drug  Abuse  program  for 
the  North  County.  She  has  become  in- 

volved in  attitudinal  skills  training  and  is 
finding  this  alternative  approach  to  the 

dtug  or  "cop-out"  culture  very  challenging. 
Sue  sums  up  their  children  by  saying  that 
Christopher,  2,  is  learning  to  talk  and  Sam, 

3,  to  talk  back!  It's  been  a  good  year  for 
Chatham  reunions.  Patty  Baisler  VonAm- 
berg  and  Ron  and  Becky  Bennett   Wallace, 

Jim  and  Katherine  spent  a  weekend  in  Oc- 
tober with  the  Coxes.  While  at  the  New 

York  ski  show,  Susie  was  able  to  catch  up 
with  Janie  Lanigan  and  Niki  Neese  Lal- 

lande. During  Christmas  week  Sally  Broun 
Lincoln,  John  and  Jay  visited  for  a  few 
days. 

Back  in  Philadelphia  from  Washington, 

Jan  Simpson  Prescott  is  busy  with  her  son's nursery  school  and  the  usual  duties  with 
two  children.  She  and  Ed  had  a  trip  to 
England  last  summer  combining  pleasure 
with  business.  At  the  moment  they  are 
looking  for  a  house  in  Pittsburgh  where 

Ed  plans  to  join  the  Carnegie-Mellon  fac- 
ulty. That  will  make  six  moves  in  six  years! 

After  three  years  of  teaching  in  Sumter, 
Sally  Small  is  now  at  Washington  State 
University  on  an  assistantship  in  an  Ameri- 

can Studies  program.  She  reports  that 
the  solo  ttip  across  country  was  a  great  ex- 

perience. Readjusting  to  student  life,  in- 
cluding dormitory  living,  has  been  a  chal- 

lenge! She'd  love  to  see  anyone  who  ven- tures out  het  way. 

From  the  shores  of  Lake  Michigan,  In- 
grid  von  Dattan  Detuiler  sends  word  of 

Doug's  new  position  with  Boise  Cascade 
Corporation  in  LaPorte,  Indiana.  They 
drove  from  California,  stopping  at  the 

Grand  Canyon  and  in  Aspen  for  a  few  glo- 
rious days  of  skiing,  and  found  a  house 

one  block  from  the  lake,  complete  with 

access  to  a  lovely  sandy  beach.  Jane  Pat- 
terson has  already  found  them  and,  as  al- 

ways, was  full  of  news! 
Ronya  Sieg  McMillen  and  Robert  moved 

back  east  in  December  so  he  could  begin 
a  twelve-month  student  residency  toward 

his  master's  in  hospital  administration. 
She  was  pleased  to  locate  Phyllis  Fox  Catz 
('64)    in  the  area. 

After  ten  months  near  Los  Angeles, 
Tina  Suansen  Cummings  and  John  have 
been  transferred  to  Charlotte,  North  Caro- 

lina, where  they  are  close  to  old  friends 
and  family.  Amy,  2,  and  Randy,  3,  are 
in  pre-school.  Tina  plans  to  work  with 
the  cerebral  palsy  center. 

Rina  Sigal  Segal  and  Amiel  are  excited 
about  moving  to  Boston  in  June.  Amiel 
will  be  a  Fellow  in  Medicine  (hematol- 

ogy), and  Rina  is  looking  for  a  position  in 
psychology. 

Lynn  Suartz  Jacobson  and  Blair  rented 
a  "villa"  in  Montego  Bay,  Jamaica  last 
May;  attended  a  convention  in  the  Poconos 
in  August,  giving  them  an  opportunity  to 
visit  Pennsylvania  Dutch  countty,  Gettys- 

burg and  Harrisburg;  and  took  Larry  to 
Miami  in  November.  She  finds  it  strange 
to  be  using  Chatham  girls  as  babysitters! 
She  has  been  chairman  of  her  high  school 

class's  tenth  reunion  and  is  looking  for- 

ward to  Chatham's. Pam  Stirba  Russell's  husband  Bill  has 
been  promoted  to  Assistant  to  the  Senior 
Vice  President  of  Marketing  at  Eastern  Air- 

lines and  they  have  spent  a  fantastic  year 
of  traveling.  A  meeting  with  astronaut 
Frank  Borman,  during  a  February  trip  to 
Puerto  Rico,  resulted  in  an  invitation  from 
NASA  to  watch  the  Apollo  13  blast  off 
from  the  grandstand  just  2Vi  miles  from 
the  rocket.  On  a  trip  to  Greece  in  May, 
Pam  and  Bill  visited  with  Collette  Duerre 
Labanas  and  her  husband  in  Athens.  June 

— Jamaica;  October — Miami;  December — 
Fort  Lauderdale  with  the  girls;  and  then 
off  to  Morocco.  In  between  all  these  trips, 
lots  of  tennis — indoors  and  outdoors — and 

assisting  with   3-year-old   Jennifer's   nursery 
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school.  The  Russells  visited  Sheila  Bennett 
Harris  over  the  July  4th  weekend,  and 
Barb  Schneider  visited  the  Russells  recently. 

Diana  Wirsig  Cerrity  left  her  Atlantic 

Monthly  editing  job  recently  for  a  six-week 
free-lancing  writing  jaunt  around  Europe: 
fox  hunt  in  Ireland,  where  she  also  argued 

women's  liberation  with  Bernadette  Devlin, 
and  on  to  England  and  France.  She's  now 
free-lancing  in  New  England  and  wherever 

Tom's  consulting  trips  take  him — Venezu- 
ela and  more  often,  Chicago,  Washington 

and  New  York.  Di  vows  never  to  have  a 

nine-to-five  job  again!  Between  trips,  she's 
working  with  an  all  women's  film  group 
making  a  documentary  about  women  in 
America!  She  and  Tom  disappear  as  often 
as  possible  to  their  small  New  Hampshire 
retreat  to  let  the  adrenalin  levels  simmer 
down! 

With  both  boys  now  in  school,  Judi 
Wetlaufer  Clinton  divides  her  free  time  be- 

tween working  half  days  at  their  loosely 
summerhillian  Independent  School  for  4-14 
year-olds,  and  being  one  of  seven  associate 
staff  members  in  an  experimental  college  of 
law.  Based  on  the  premise  that  people  do 
not  really  have  a  chance  to  understand  what 
the  legal  system,  the  laws,  or  their  rights 
are,  a  number  of  work-study  groups  have 
been  developed  involving  about  100  people 
who  will  eventually  be  trained  as  para- 

legal people  to  do  what  Judi's  doing — 
talking  to  interested  groups,  organizing 
within  the  community  toward  understand- 

ing various  aspects  of  the  legal  system, 
researching  cases,  preparing  defenses  for 
current  cases  in  the  Law  Collective,  etc.  The 
Law  Collective  is  the  defense-end  of  the 
Law  College  and  looks  something  like  a 

low-budget  "Storefront  Lawyers"  scene. 
They  survive  on  a  few  big  drug  or  political 
cases  and  handle  about  400  non-paying 
cases.  The  staff  consists  of  one  lawyer,  two 
law  students  and  four  para-legal  people  of 
varying  backgrounds.  Sounds  like  a  very 
worthwhile  project  and  we  wish  Judi  every 
success!  The  Clintons  spent  last  summer 
hiking  trails  in  the  Adirondacks  and  Christ- 

mas camping  on  a  tiny  island  in  the  Ba- 
hamas. In  her  spare  time,  (whenever  that 

is),  Judi  can  be  found  in  the  dark  room 
turning  out  photographic  masterpieces! 
She  was  delighted  last  summer  to  find  that 

Diane  DelBello  Dilendik  ('64)  had  moved 
in  right  around  the  corner! 

Martha  Wilson  resigned  from  Garfinkels 
a  year  ago  and  has  a  fascinating  job  with 
the  Smithsonian  Institute  Museum  Shops. 
Doing  some  of  the  buying  for  the  shops 
and  most  of  the  personnel  work,  she  finds 
it  much  more  interesting  than  department 

store  retailing.  She's  been  an  Alumnae 
Representative  in  the  D.C.  area  and  is  very 
excited  about  the  new  things  going  on  at 
Chatham. 

Jill  Squire  Popish  and  Paul  are  still 
with  the  Army  in  Virginia.  They  must 
like  it  there  because  when  Paul  is  dis- 

charged this  July  he  is  planning  to  go  in- 
to practice  with  three  other  pediatricians 

in  Hampton.  They've  been  house-hunting, 
taking  a  boat  piloting  course,  and  enjoying 
Thea,  now   2. 

Ellen  Titles  Weil  and  husband  Jim  are 
enjoying  suburban   living   in   Roslyn. 

For  the  past  year  and  a  half,  Ginny 
Stretton  Smith  and  Doug  have  been  living 
about  25  miles  northeast  of  Lansing,  Michi- 

gan on  40  acres  used  by  the  Muzzle  Load- 
ing Gun  Club  as  its  rifle  range.    They  are 
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the  members  in  residence,  and,  for  the  most 
part,  have  the  area  to  themselves,  enjoying 
the  solitude  and  natural  surroundings. 
Doug  has  been  building  houses  in  the 
Lansing  area  and  Ginny  has  been  in  and 
out  of  the  classroom.  A  year  ago  she  took 
over  for  a  fifth  and  sixth  grade  social  stud- 

ies teacher  and  found  it  quite  a  change 
from  high  school  German.  She  is  now  back 
substituting  in  both  the  high  school  and 

elementary  levels.  July  brought  the  high- 
light of  the  year  with  the  birth  of  Dougie, 

Jr.  Ginny  and  Doug  prepared  for  the  event 
by  taking  the  Lamaze  classes  offered  by  the 
Association  of  Shared  Childbirth.  With 
the  cooperation  of  their  local  hospital,  both 
of  them  participated  in  his  arrival  and 
found  it  to  be  a  wonderfully  satisfying  ex- 

perience. 
It  was  lovely  hearing  from  everyone. 

Mike  enjoys  reading  your  letters,  too!  Mike 
and  I  have  have  been  spending  a  good  deal 
of  time  in  Vermont  working  on  a  home 

my  family  acquired  last  summer.  We've done  as  much  skiing  as  baby  sitters  will 

permit  and  can  hardly  wait  for  one-year-old 
Jeff  to  get  out  there  with  us.  Patti  Papp 
Breman  and  Sid  were  here  for  a  long 
week-end  last  summer.  We  look  forward 
to   reversing  the  honor   this   spring. 

Thanks  to  all  who  responded.  Hope  we 

can  really  'catch-up'  at  the  reunion  in  June. 
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Rose  Chasanov  Eppard 

(Mrs.  Philip  B. ) 
40  Washington  Park 

Newtonville,  Ma.  02160 

Elizabeth   Claytor   Franklin 
(Mrs.   Benton   L. ) 

115  Enright  Place,  Apt.  G-50 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.   15206 

Carol  Ann  Mason 
1816  Francisco  Street 
Berkeley,  Ca.  94703 

Sheila  T.  McAteer 

410  East  65th  Street,  Apt.  2-E 
New  York,  NY.   10021 

Jo  Messersmith  Mitchell 
(Mrs.  C.  E.  S.) 

1325  Spangler's  Mill  Road 
Camp  Hill,  Pa.   17011 

ENGAGEMENT 
Andrea  Moss  to  Malcomb  End 

MARRIAGES 

Heather  Bastow  to  John  H.  Weiss,  June 
13,  1970 

Anne  Clarke  to  Peter  H.  Brown,  April  11, 
1970 

Elizabeth  Claytor  to  Benton  L.  Franklin, 
Jr.,  June  20,  1970.  Ben  is  a  detective 
on  the  vice  squad  with  the  City  of  Pitts- 

burgh Police  Department. 
Karen  Feinstein  to  Dr.  William  J.  Ross, 

an  optometrist,  July    19,    1970 
Jacqueline  Flynn  to  Levi  Cole  Nygaard, 

August   21,    1970 
Janet  Lee  Forbush  to  Jerry  Wayne  Zuvers, 

October  10,  1970.  Jerry  is  pastor  of 
the  Trees  Mills  Christian  and  Missionary 
Alliance  Church. 

Madelyn  Gorchoff  to  Capt.  Alan  M.  Osur, 
USAF,  December  23,  1970.  Alan  is  an 
assistant  professor  of  history  at  the  Air 
Force  Academy. 

Alice  Crist  Hunter  to  Frederick  G.  Wee- 

man,  July  25,  1970.  Fred  is  group  pen- 
sion salesman  for  Prudential  Insurance 

Company. 

Martha  King  to  Wayne  C.  Taylor  on  June 
12,    1970 

Kathleen  Osage  to  David  Williams  on  May 
16,   1970 

Judith  Siegal  to  Richard  S.  Sweet,  Decem- 
ber 27,  1970,  in  Washington,  D.C.  Dick 

is  a  1966  graduate  of  the  University  of 
Virginia  Law  School. 

Eleanor  Stein  to  Stephen  Ward,  May  31, 

1970,  at  her  parents'  home  in  Amity ville, 
NY.  Stephen  is  a  graduate  of  Haver- ford  College. 

Linda  Wickett  to  Hobart  H.  Bowman,  No- 
vember   1970 

BIRTHS 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell.  a  son,  Sean 
Thomas,  October   25,    1969 

Jane  Birmingham  Hanley,  a  daughter,  Me- 
lissa Leigh,  December  21,   1970 

Leigh  Cluthe  Tilden.  a  daughter,  Rebecca, 

May   1,   1970 
Nora  Levy  Johnston,  a  daughter,  Lucy  Ban- 

croft, September  15,  1970 

Vivian  Lottery  Derryck,  a  son,  David  Pol- 
lard 

Ellen  Goldbloom  Kight,  a  son,  Brian  Scott, 
September  23,   1970 

Judy  Graytock  Dengler,  a  daughter,  Steph- 
anie Jean,  April  12,  1970 

Emily  Hill  Buka,  a  daughter,  Stephanie. 

July  22,  1970 Dael  Kiesler  Stichter,  a  daughter,  Jennifei 
Suzanne,  May   15,   1970 

Sara  Leuthy  Chamberlain ,  a  daughter,  Jen- 
nifer, July  23,   1970 

Andrea  Morgan  Weyer,  a  daughter,  Wil- 
helmina   Schere,  December    19,    1969 

Jeanne  Osterhout  Burwick,  a  daughter 
Frances  Courtney,   January   21,    1971 

Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg,  a  daughter,  Krista 

Mary,  June  7,   1970 
Sylvia  Woods  Mudenda,  a  daughter,  Mu- 

tinta,  November  22,  1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Donna    Beisttenger    Riggs     ( Mrs.    Richard 
A.),    3906    Bonita    Drive,    Allison    Park 
Pa.   15101 

Jane    Birmingham    Hanley     ( Mrs.    J.    Ter 
rence),   17-A  Davis  Road,  Westover  Ail 
Force  Base,  Ma.  01022 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer   (Mrs.   Richard  C. ): 

3030  North  7th  Street,  Apt.  162,  Phoen- 
ix, Az.  85014 

Barbara-Lee    Buxton     Van     Scriver     (Mrs 

Stephen    B.),    14    Bigelow    Circle,    War- 
wick, R.L  02888 

Georgia  Ann  Canellos,  240  M  Street,  SW 
Apt.  511,  Washington,  D.C.  20024 

Anne    Clarke    Broun     (Mrs.    Peter),     133 

Henry    Street,    Brooklyn    Heights,    N.Y. 11201 

Leigh   Cluthe  Tilden    (Mrs.   Geoffrey   G.) 
%     Solebury    School,    New     Hope,    Pa. 1893S 

Carol  Corell,  70  Riverside  Drive,  Apt.   1-B. 
New  York,  N.Y.   10024 

Natalie    Dingle    Bazzell    (Mrs.    Creamer). 
23     East    Elm     Street,     Norristown,     Pa. 
19401 

Zayde  Dotts  Antrim   (Mrs.  Joseph  L.,  Ill), 
504    North    Meadow    Street,    Richmond. 
Va.  23220 

Mary  Eaton  Foster    (Mrs.   R.   Scott),  4104 
Woodbine    Street,   Washington,    D.C. 20015 



Jo   Ann    Eustace    Walther    (Mrs.    Frederick 
G. ),   86  Henry   Street,   Cambridge,  Ma. 
02139 

Karen   Feinstein  Ross    (Mrs.   William   J.), 
161    Ridgedale    Avenue,    Florham    Park, 
N.J.  07932 

Lenore  Fellner  Lessall    ( Mrs.  Kenneth ) ,   5 
Monekton  Court,  Addison  Road,  London 
W  14,  England 

Lucille   Finger   Harding    ( Mrs.    Read    P. ) , 
Ashfield    Road,   Box    20,    Plainfield,    Ma. 
01070 

Judith    Fletcher,    22    Lynwood    Place,    New 
Haven,  Ct.  06511 

Jacquelyn     Flynn     Nygaard     (Mrs.     Levi), 
1018    Harlem    Boulevard,    Rockford,    II. 
61103 

Janet   Forbush    Zuvers    (Mrs.    Jerry    W. ) , 
R.D.    #4,   Box    241-A,   Greensburg,    Pa. 
15601 

Diane  Furrer  Holzheimer  (  Mrs.  Robert  J. ) , 
Rural   Development   Office,   Yabasa,   Ma- 
cuta,  Fiji 

Alexis    Generalovich    Laner    (Mrs.    Nicho- 
las),   456    Arch    Street,    Meadville,    Pa. 

16335 
Jacqueline    Gihbs    Hon  ells     (Mrs.    Robert 

D.),  99  Copeland  Road,  N.E.,  Apt.  37-B, 
Atlanta,  Ga.  30305 

Ellen  Goldbloom  Kight   (Mrs.  John  W.), 
110  South  Oakhill  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15238 

Madelyn    Gorchoff  Osur    (Mrs.   Alan   M.), 
Quarters  64021,  Air  Force  Academy,  Co. 
80203 

Connie    Gray    Voight    (Mrs.    Ronald    O. ) , 
20041     S.W.    89th    Court,    Miami,    Fl. 
33157 

Jo    Ann    Greenfield    Abraham     (Mrs.    Stu- 
art),   5    Wister    Place,    Matawan,    N.J. 

07747 
Greta     Gunia    Harkness     (Mrs.     Walter), 

1300   Pocono    Street,   Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15218 

Carol   Heinz.    258   Warner    Street,   Apt.    2, 
Cincinnati,   Oh.   45219 

Margaret  Higgins  Green   ( Mrs.  James  H. ) , 
2323  West  Newton  Street,  Seattle,  Wa. 
98199 

Emily    Hill   Buka    (Mrs.   John    R.),    R.D. 
#3,  Kilarney  Drive,  Wexford,  Pa.  15090 

Lucy  Hilmer,   220  West  21st  Street,  New 
York,  N.Y.    10011 

Judith    Howland    Fund    (Mrs.    Peter    N.), 
2626  Lakeview  Avenue,  North,  Chicago, 
II.  60614 

Alice  Hunter  Weeman  (Mrs.  Frederick  J.), 
3401    Clay   Street,  Apt.   205,   San   Fran- 

cisco, Ca.  94118 
Patricia  Jalouick   Demase    ( Mrs.    Lawrence 

A.),   5801    Fifth   Avenue,   Apt.    3,   Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15232 

Karen  Lake,   151   North  Craig  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15213 

Elaine     Levitt.      1808     Wightman      Street, 
Pitsburgh,  Pa.   15217 

Judy  Light,  215  East  68th  Street,  Apt.  9-M, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Nancy   Lippman,    Via   Torta    10,    Fiorenze, 
Italia  50122 

Debbie   Little,    239    Harvard    Avenue,    All- 
ston,  Ma.  02134 

Joanne  Locurcio  Pavia  (Mrs.  Kenneth  W.), 
79    Bellevue    Drive,    Rochester,    N.Y. 
14620 

Vivian  Lowery  Derryck   (Mrs.  Dennis  A.), 
260   Riverside  Drive,   New  York,   N.Y. 
10025 

Kathryn     McCleery     AlacKirdy      (Mrs. 
Wayne),  45  Beech  Drive,  Apt.  B-3,  Bal- 

timore, Md.  21220 

Margaret  McDonald  Murtha    (Mrs.  J.  Gar- 
van),  3  Brookside,  East,  Brattleboro,  Vt. 
05301 

Shannon    McGuire    So/linger     (Mrs.    Jerry 

M.),  342  South  Highland  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.   15206 

Andrea  Morgan  Weyer  (Mrs.  Thomas  E. ) , 
94  ENG  BR  HQ  CO,  APO  New  York, 
N.Y.  09061 

Andrea  Moss,   420   East   78th   Street,   Apt. 
3-D,  New  York,  N.Y.  10021 

Dara    Murphy,    130    Bowdoin    Street,    Apt. 
806,  Boston,  Ma.  02108 

Judith  Murray    Walle    (Mrs.   Bertrand   J.), 

511   Gaspe,  Nun's  Island,  Montreal  201, 
Quebec,  Canada 

Kathleen    Osage    Williams    (Mrs.    David), 
634  Wesr  End  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10024 

Natalie  Osgood  Simsak    ( Mrs.  Martin  R. ) , 
4404  South  Willow  Street,  Denver,  Co. 
80237 

Jeanne    Osterhout    Burwick     (Mrs.    Louis 

W. ),    360    Clinton    Avenue,    Apt.    2-A, 
Brooklyn,  N.Y.  11238 

Ann  Palmeri,  6188  McPherson  Court,  Apt. 
406,  St.  Louis,  Mo.  63112 

Mary  Lou  Patrick  Mcjunkin   ( Mrs.  Howard 

P.),    377    Henry    Clay    Boulevard,    Lex- 
ington, Ky.  40502 

Susan   Plaut,    101    West   75th   Street,   Apt. 
5-C,  New  York,  N.Y.   10023 

Anne  Plunkett,   1954  Calvert  Street,  N.W., 
Washington,    D.C.    20009 

Iris  Raskin  Snyder  (Mrs.  Alvin),  231  West 
Johnson  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.   19144 

Melanie    Redhead    Applebaum     ( Mrs.    Ed- 
ward  H.),    1379   Hazel   Street,   Birming- 
ham, Mi.  48008 

Eileen    Rickey    Hepler    (Mrs.    Thomas    R., 
Jr.),   1300  Fayette  Street,  Conshohocken, 
Pa.  19428 

Eve  Rubin   Zincavage    (Mrs.   Walter,  Jr.), 
Route    I,    Lakeview    Farms    Estate,    Ma- 
kanda,  II.  62958 

Mary    Ruddell   Lindberg    (Mrs.    John    A.), 
3911  Sheffield  Court,  Toledo,  Oh.  43623 

Elizabeth  Schaye  Haskell    (  Mrs.   John    S. ) , 
514     Emerson     Street,     Pittsburgh,     Pa. 
15206 

Esther  Schifjmann,   10201  Grosvenor  Place, 
Apt.  623,  Rockville,  Md.  20852 

Mary    Schlitt    Kostalos     (Mrs.    John,    Jr.), 
7500   Kensington   Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
15221 

Martha    Sebastian    Moyer    ( Mrs.    George ) , 
420    River    Road,    Apt.    E-ll,    Chatham, 
N.J.  07928 

Catherine    Shelburne    English     (Mrs.    John 
J.,   Jr.),   125   Pleasant  Hill  Road,  Owing 
Mills,  Md.   21117 

Judith    Siegel    Sueet     (Mrs.    Richard    S.), 
1400   South   Joyce   Street,   Apt.   C-1209, 
Arlington,   Va.   22202 

Susan    Slagle    Young    (Mrs.    Thomas    D.), 
1462   London   Drive,   High   Point,   N.C. 
27260 

Jean  Sour  Raben   (Mrs.  John  R.,  Jr.),  888 
8th  Avenue,  New  York,  N.Y.   10019 

Eleanor  Stein    Ward    (Mrs.   Stephen),   385 
DeGraw   Street,   Brooklyn,  N.Y.    11231 

Barbara  Subow  Greene  (Mrs.  Frederick  J.), 
300  East  33rd   Stteet,  New  York,  N.Y. 
10016 

£17'  Tamm   Metcalf    (Mrs.   Jack   A.),    114 
Forest     Green     Drive,     Coraopolis,     Pa. 
15108 

Mary  Vanderwart,   108  Greenwich  Avenue, 
New  York,  N.Y.   10011 

lanet    Walker,    ">AA\    North    Broad    Street, 
Library,  Pa.  15129 

Janet  Washburn  Grana  ( Mrs.  Edgar  D. ) , 
39-A  Gramercy  Park,  North,  New  York, 
N.Y.  10010 

Linda  Wickett  Bowman  (Mrs.  Hobart  H.), 
73  Forest  Street,  Stamford,  Ct.  06902 

Sylvia  Woods  Mudenda  (  Mrs.  Temba  R. ) , 

After  June:  Box  RW,  322,  Lasaka,  Zam- 
bia 

Cooky  reporting: 

Years  of  graduate  work  are  about  to  pay 
off  for  Beverly  Blazey  Palmer  who  is  com- 

pleting her  Ph.D.  dissertation  in  counseling 
from  Ohio  State.  Her  thesis  concerns  the 
impact  of  the  new  feminism  on  marriage. 

Bev's  husband  Richard  is  serving  his  intern- 
ship in  Phoenix;  next  year  he  will  begin  a 

rhree-year  residency  in  psychiatry  at  Har- 
bor General  Hospiral,  an  affiliate  of 

U.C.L.A.  Jo  Ann  Eustace  Walther  is  finish- 

ing work  for  her  master's  degree  in  English 
from  Simmons  while  teaching  at  Cam- 

bridge High.  Her  husband  Fred  has  al- 
most earned  his  Ph.D.  from  MIT;  when  it 

is  awarded  the  Eustaces  will  join  the  Air 
Force  for  four  years. 

Ellen  Daitey  Bedell  and  Tom  are  also 

leading  academic  lives.  Ellen  who  is  study- 
ing Egyptology  at  Brandeis,  is  writing  her 

Ph.D.  dissertation.  Last  summer  she  and 
Tom,  who  is  an  anthropologisr,  went  on  an 
archaeological  site  survey  trip  to  the  Lake 
Van  region  of  Turkey.  Anne  Clarke  Broun 
is  on  the  faculty  in  the  School  of  Architec- 

ture of  City  College.  She  has  charge  of  all 
visual  teaching  aids  including  photography, 
darkroom  and  slides.  She  manages  to  do 
some  ftee  lance  research  and  graphics  as 
well.    Her  husband,  Peter,  is  an  architect. 

Maggi  Berman  Guzinsky  and  Robert  are 
up  north  once  again.  Robert  is  a  market- 

ing representative  for  Armstrong  Cork; 

Maggi  analyzes  cookies  for  Sunshine  Bis- 
cuits. A  fringe  benefit  is  a  free  supply  of 

goodies  for  the  neighbors. 
After  seven  weeks  of  camping  through 

Europe  last  summer,  Cary  Cadman  returned 
to  Boston  to  take  a  new  job  with  the  New 

England  Aquarium  as  coordinator  of  vol- 
unteets.  With  the  approach  of  warmer 
weather  she  is  contemplating  the  big 

plunge — a  scuba  dive  into  the  giant  tank 
to  hand-feed  the  fish. 

Penny  Anderson  Gladuell  has  retired 
from  teaching  for  the  joys  of  housewifing. 
She  directs  the  first-grade  department  of 
het  Sunday  School,  is  active  in  a  local 
homemaking  club,  and  is  mentally  plan- 

ning her  dream  house  on  some  newly  ac- 
quired land.  Dave  is  likewise  busy  with 

his  job  at  Ashland  Oil,  the  Explorer 
Scouts  and  a  group  at  church.  Jane  Birm- 

ingham Hanley  reports  that  Terry  has  safe- 
ly returned  from  Thailand  and  the  reunited 

family  is  now  living  in  Westover,  Mass. 
Her  two  little  ones,  James  and  Melissa, 

keep   her   constantly   on   the   run. 
Leigh  Cluthe  Tilden,  Geoffrey,  and 

daughter  Rebecca  find  living  on  the  camp- 
us of  a  boys'  school  a  mixed  blessing.  They 

love  the  old  stone  house  that  comes  with 

Geoffrey's  position,  but  they  sometimes wonder  what  life  outside  a  fishbowl  would 
be  like.  Geoffrey  is  Director  of  Boarding 

Boys,  teacher  of  algebra  and  European  his- 
tory and  coach  of  both  wrestling  and  ten- 
nis. Barbara-Lee  Buxton  Van  Sciver,  Ste- 
phen and  Sara  have  returned  from  Naples, 

Florida  where  they  spent  Christmas.  Bar- 
bara-Lee has  been  working  for  Ecology  Ac- 

rion  and  Citizens  for  Clean   Air;   she  testi- 
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lied  at  a  hearing  to  establish  air  quality 
standards  in  Rhode  Island.  She  had  also 

been  doing  more  than  her  share  for  physi- 
cal fitness  while  teaching  Sara  to  ice  skate. 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell  thinks  that  the 

O'Connell  family  may  leave  Pittsburgh 
when  Tom  finishes  his  Ph.D.  at  Carnegie- 

Mellon — if  he  doesn't  decide  to  stay  an- 
other year.  In  the  meantime,  Sean  keeps 

Bonnie  busy  in  between  her  substituting  as- 
signments. Alary  Eaton  Foster  and  Scott, 

after  a  summer  in  Bolivia,  are  moving  to 
Washington  where  Scott  will  work  as  a 
consultant  with  the  Institute  of  Public  Ad- 

ministration. Mary  sent  word  of  Dennis 

and  Vivian  Lowery  Derrick's  new  son. 
Nora  Levy  Johnston,  William  and  Lucy 

were  in  the  States  briefly  on  business — 
just  long  enough  for  her  parents  to  make 
up  for  the  spoiling  they  miss  with  Lucy 
so  far  off.  Susan  Schnapf  has  fully  enjoyed 
her  year  of  unemployment  but  finds  her- 

self about  ready,  financially,  to  hit  the  pave- 
ments in  search  of  work.  She  figures  if 

she  is  more  frugal  this  time  she  can  loaf 
for  a  year  and  a  half  next  time.  Iris  Raskin 
Snyder  writes  that  Al  has  a  new  job  at 
Einstein  Mental  Health  Center  where  he 
is  doing  individual  and  family  therapy. 
She  is  still  doing  social  work,  but  is  find- 

ing the  idea  of  being  a  housewife  full  time 
more  appealing. 

I  switched  jobs  last  August  when  the 
non-existent  depression  hit  Boston,  and  I 
find  I  like  the  new  job  more  than  the  old. 

I'm  a  systems  analyst  with  an  investment 
advisory  firm.  Philip  is  finishing  his  mas- 

ter's thesis  in  American  Religion  at  An- 
dover-Newton  and  resumes  study  in  Ameri- 

can Civilization  at  Brown   in  September. 

Liz  reporting: 

1970  was  obviously  a  very  good  year  for 
most  of  us  since  we  had  numerous  mar- 

riages, births,  and  newly  purchased  homes 

to  report.  You'll  all  be  pleased  to  know  that Janet  Forbush  Zuvers.  an  associate  member, 
graduated  from  Nyack  Missionary  College 
in  1968.  She  then  worked  with  the  Dean 
of  Women  and  as  a  dorm  resident  for  two 
years.  Prior  to  her  marriage,  Janet  was 
working  toward  a  degree  in  guidance  and 
personnel.  Many  of  us  are  still  working 
toward   advanced   degrees. 

Joann  Greenfield  Abraham,  another  as- 
sociate member,  is  at  Rutgers  University 

in  the  English  education  master's  program; 
Bunny  Generalovich  Lener  is  in  guidance 
and  counseling  at  Edinboro  State  College; 
Judy  Fletcher  is  in  graphic  arts  at  Yale; 
and  Suzanne  Hershey  Bress  is  in  special 
education  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Lucille  Finger  Harding,  Ellen  Gold- 
bloom  Kight  and  Connie  Gray  Voight  and 
their  husbands  have  all  purchased  new 
homes.  Illie  and  Bones  are  settled  in  the 
Berkshires  on  ten  acres  of  land,  and  seem 
to  be  thriving  in  the  wilderness.  Ellen  and 
John,  who  took  a  group  of  21  girls  to 
Rome  last  summer,  will  have  moved  into 
their  new  home  by  the  time  this  news  gets 
into  print.  Connie  and  Ron  have  decided 
to  settle  in  Miami.  It  must  be  great  to  live 
in  vacation  country  all  year  round.  Judy 
Graytock  Deng/er  and  Bill  plan  to  move 
soon,  also. 

Gini  Gold  is  still  free  and  traveling.  She 
spent  two  weeks  in  California  last  year  and 
is  planning  a  spring  trip  to  Paris. 

Your  reporter,  Liz,  is  adjusting  to  the 
dual   role  of  housewife  and  career  woman. 
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Ben  and  I  took  a  three-week  driving  tour 
of  Canada  as  our  honeymoon  trip.  We 
were  so  impressed  with  the  vitality  and 
freshness  of  Canada,  especially  Toronto  and 
Montreal.  Thanks  for  responding  so  well 
this  year. 

Cookie   reporting: 

I  received  only  five  out  of  twenty-six 
responses  this  year.  In  musing  over  what 
I  should  write,  I  clarified  some  thoughts 

I've  had  for  quite  some  time.  I  will  tell 
you  that  Martha  King  has  remarried  and  is  • 
working  as  a  systems  analyst  for  Chemical 
Bank,  New  York;  that  Dael  Kiesler  Stick- 

ler had  her  baby  prematurely  following  a 
vigorous  trout  fishing  expedirion;  and  that 
Sara  Leuthy  Chamberlain  is  bringing  up 
her  baby  in  a  Wheelock  College  dormitory 
where  Sara  and  Mike  are  residents.  I 
could  go  on,  if  I  had  more  to  report  .  .  . 

Here  in  Berkeley,  during  some  infre- 
quent discussions  on  Chatham,  Carol  Po- 

gash,  Margie  Kaplan  ('69),  and  I  have arrived  ar  some  reasons  for  this  seeming 

disinterest.  For  four  years,  Chatham  Col- 
lege was  for  us  a  homogeneous  community. 

We  shared  an  environment  where  "news" 
of  the  sort  printed  here  filled  in  informa- 

tional gaps  about  persons  we  may  or  may 
have  not  known  as  friends.  Now,  we  live 

in  widely  diverse  communities.  Our  par- 
ticular real  worlds  may  be  comprised  of 

three  kids  and  a  corporate  lawyer  husband 
to  look  after  in  the  suburbs,  or  doing  slave 
labor  for  some  mammoth  bank  or  another, 
while  dating  the  security  analyst  whom  you 
met  in  the  elevator  of  your  building,  or 
actually  going  to  Viet  Nam,  as  Kammy 
McCleery  MacKirdy  is  doing  for  the  second 
time  (with  the  Red  Cross),  or  living  in  a 
commune  and  selling  your  pottery  on  the 
streets   of   Berkeley. 

The  Chatham  Recorder  cannot  communi- 
cate what  we  are  now  as  individuals.  The 

questionnaire  asks  us  to  explain  ourselves 
by  the  number  of  babies  incurred,  or  the 
jobs  we  have  (which  defines  us  by  some- 

one else's  structure).  I  did  receive  more 
than  five  responses,  but  they  were  personal 
letters  from  friends,  requesting  that  they 
not  be  put  on  the  gossip  list.  Tbe  Recorder 
columns  are  inadequate  and  often  embar- 

rassing, giving  readers  a  mere  glimpse  of 
rhe  person  in  a  few  juicy  facts.  The  maga- 

zine is  not  viable  in  terms  of  the  group 
we  once  were  and  in  terms  of  our  present 
personal  doings.  As  Debbie  Little  wrote, 

"The  fragmentation  we  felt  with  a  liberal 
arts  curriculum  is  also  with  life,  and  I've 
found  that  I  have  to  measure  my  diver- 

sions in  order  to  hold  together  at  the  cen- 
ter." She  is  doing  a  myriad  of  things, 

like  working  for  an  environmental  infor- 
mation center  in  Boston,  writing  for  New 

England  Telephone,  skiing,  etc.,  etc.  But 
what  does  that  really  tell  us  about  her? 
Kammy  comments  at  the  end  of  a  long 

and  probing  letter,  that  even  she  feels 
alienated  from  the  institution  of  which  she 
was  once  so  much  a  part.  The  solution 
may  be  to  reduce  the  magazine  to  a  list 
of  address  changes  and  to  expand  the  ar- 

ticles into  more  relevant  messages  written 
by  people  who  wish  to  say  something,  or, 
alternatively,  to  start  our  own  newsletter. 
Only  by  reflecting  the  variety  of  life  styles 
we  are  exploring,  can  an  alumnae  maga- 

zine hope  to  reach  the  majority  of  recent 
graduates.  If  anyone  has  opinions  on  this 

matter,   we'd    like   to   hear   them. 

Teg  reporting: 
This  last  year  has  taken  a  few  members 

of  the  class  on  some  long  trips  and  home 

again.  Susan  Plaut  called  to  tell  me  she'd 
just  gotten  back  from  Israel,  where  she 
lived  on  a  Kibbutz  for  six  months.  In 

her  own  words  she  "really  digs  Socialist 
life."  Recently  she  worked  on  an  anti- 
poverty  program  in  N.Y.  bur  plans  to 
change  jobs  soon. 
My  news  for  Andy  Morgan  Weyer  al- 

ways seems  to  be  about  a  year  behind  since 
she  and  Tom  are  so  hard  to  track  down. 
The  last  word  I  got  was  from  Stuttgart, 
Germany  where  Tom  was  stationed  with 
the  Army.  She  said  leave  was  hard  to 

come  by,  but  that  they'd  made  several  short 
trips  to  neighboring  countries  with  their 
daughrer   Wilhelmina. 

Judy  Murray  Walle  has  moved  back  to 
Canada  from  France  with  her  husband  Ber- 
trand  and  has  a  fantastic  new  job  working 

for  CFCF  TV.  Her  title  is  "scripr  assis- 
tant," but  this  apparently  includes  almost 

anything  that  needs  to  be  done  around  a 
TV  station — from  researcher  to  make-up 
girl!  She  says,  that  despite  the  odd  hours 
and  strange  tasks,  helping  produce  pro- 

grams on  topics  like  Community  Action 
and  Ecology  is  very  rewarding. 

Nat  Osgood  Simsak  is  also  turned  on  to 
ecology  out  in  Denver.  Her  husband  Marty 

has  a  new  job  with  the  city  where  he's  ana- lyzing urban  problems  like  pollution,  and 

Nat  uses  nothing  but  Ivory  Snow  on  Tara's clothes! 

I  wonder  if  Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg  and 
Jeanne  Osterhout  Burwick  are  using  Ivory 
for  their  new  babies?  Jeanne  and  husband 

Lou,  who's  a  media-buyer  for  Benton  & 
Bowdes,  have  moved  to  a  new  apartment 
in  Brooklyn.  Mary  has  also  made  a  new 
move  with  baby  Krista,  Sara  (age  2),  and 
husband  Jack,  to  Toledo,  Ohio.  Jack  is  a 
civil  engineer  working  for  Fred  W.  Bostle- 
man  Co. 

Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt  doesn't  have  a  new 
baby  of  her  own,  but  proudly  announces 
the  birth  of  a  grandson  last  November, 

David  Wayne  Hewitt.  She's  currently 
working  right  at  Chatham  as  secretary  to 
Miss  Detchen. 

Louise  Royster  Brown  is  still  working 
as  an  assistant  to  Mayor  Peter  F.  Flaherty. 
Her  architect  husband,  Jim,  is  with  the 
Westinghouse  Design  Center  and  is  also 

coaching  Carnegie-Mellon's  basketball  team 

part  time. Joanne  Locurcio  Pavia  and  Ken  attended 

Linda  (Punk)  Wickett  Bowman's  wedding 
last  November,  and  she  comments  that  the 

ceremony,  held  at  home,  was  "one  of  the 
most  moving  my  husband  and  I  ever  at- 

tended." I  am  sure  Andy  Moss's  wedding 
sometime  in  the  next  six  months  will  also 

be  lovely.  She  will  marry  Malcomb  End 
whom  she  met  while  working  at  Olgilvy  & 
Mather.  Malcomb  is  still  with  that  firm 

while  Andy  is  now  working  for  Avon  Cos- 
metics. 

The  last  few  people  I  heard  from  all 
seem  to  be  doing  some  teaching  and  study- 

ing. Ann  Palmeri  is  in  a  Ph.D.  program 
at  Washington  Universiry  in  St.  Louis.  She 
frequently  sees  Lolita  Dawson  Pfeiffer 
whose  husband  is  a  fellow  graduate  student 

in  the  Philosophy  Department.  Mel  Red- 
head Applebaum  has  been  teaching  art  in 

Birmingham,  Michigan  for  three  years  and 
working  summers  on  her  MFA  at  Wayne 
State.     She   and   Edward,   who   is   a   credit 



analyst  for  the  National  Bank  of  Detroit, 
have  bought  a  new  home  and  spent  Christ- 

mas with  Lucille  Finger  Harding. 

Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan  is  doing  the 
teaching  and  Phillip,  the  studying,  in  her 
family.  Phillip  will  graduate  from  Duke 
University  School  of  Medicine  in  June. 
Mary  is  teaching  retarded  children  in  Dur- 

ham and  hopes  to  continue  this  work  when 

they  move  north  for  Phillip's  internship in   pediatrics. 

As  for  me,  I'm  still  working  at  Rocke- 
feller University.  I  took  a  fantastic  vaca- 

tion this  summer — some  friends  and  I 
chartered  a  42  foot  schooner  and  sailed 
around  the  islands  off  Maine  and  across 
to  Canada.  We  lived  as  free  from  civiliza- 

tion as  you  can  get  for  two  weeks,  and  it 
was   hard   adjusting   to    big-city    life   again. 

Jo  reporting: 

Mary  Scblitt  Kostalos  and  husband  John 
have  bought  a  house  beside  beautiful  Frick 
Park.  Mary  has  been  writing  her  thesis 
and  finishing  the  last  few  details  of  her 
research  work,  while  working  part  time  as 
a  lab  instructor  at  Pitt. 

A  move  from  Washington  state  to  New 
Jersey,  via  Mexico  and  Jamaica,  highlighted 

Marty  Sebastian  Moyer's  year.  While 
George  works  as  a  financial  analyst,  Marty 
is  getting  settled  domestically  before  look- 

ing for  a  job  as  a  social  worker. 

Judy  Siegel  Sweet's  new  husband,  Dick, works  in  the  office  of  the  General  Counsel, 
U.S.  Postal  Service.  Judy  is  still  with  the 
National  Institute  of  Law  Enforcement  and 
Criminal  Justice,  where  her  current  project 
is  in  the  area  of  correctional  architecture. 
They  hope  to  visit  Europe  this  spring. 

Ellie  Stein  Ward,  another  new  bride,  is 
an  associate  editor  with  Crown  Publishers 
in  Manhattan.  Stephen  is  a  free  lance  film 
maker. 

Carol  Swenson  Foss  was  promoted  to  the 
management  level  of  Southern  New  Eng- 

land Telephone  Company  and  now  trains 
service  representatives.  She  and  Charlie 
may  be  moving  to  North  Carolina  later  this 

year,  if  Charlie's  company  goes  ahead  with 
its  plans   to   relocate  to   that  state. 

Back  at  Chatham  to  teach  the  field  in 
which  she  majored,  Janet  Walker  is  a 
French  instructor.  She  is  also  doing  re- 

search  for   her   Ph.D.    dissertation. 

Having  adopted  New  York  City  in  No- 
vember, Janet  Washburn  Grana  still  finds 

herself  missing  the  Iowa  way  of  life,  but 
she  and  Ed  are  having  fun  discovering  New 

York's  many  advantages.  Janet  works  for 
a  neurosurgeon  who  is  involved  in  spinal 
cord  research  at  N.Y.U.  Medical  Center. 
Ed  is  a  producer  of  educational  television 
shows. 

Susan  Whitfield  is  an  employment  in- 
tetviewer  with  the  New  York  State  De- 

partment of  Labor,  Division  of  Employ- 
ment. She  finds  that  the  typical  applicant 

is  either  undereducated  and  underemployed 
or  a  professional  unemployed  who  has 
been  on  welfare  for  a  long  time.  She  also 
finds  it  challenging  to  properly  administer 
the  programs  involved.  Susan  extends  a 
hearty  hello  and  says  that  the  welcome  mat 
is  out  for  all  who  travel  through,  near  or 
by  Watervliet  this  year  (which  is  in  the 

heartland  of  New  York's  winter  and  sum- 
mer  sports   scene). 

A  promotion  highlighted  the  year  for 
Mariann    Williams    Yatsco    when    husband 

John  became  a  captain  in  the  Army.  They 
are  still  living  in  the  Philippines  and  spent 
a  week  in  November  in  Hong  Kong.  They 

will  "hopefully"  be  back  in  the  States  in 
August. 

Sylvia  Woods  Mudenda  has  been  living 
a  full  and  happy  life  since  we  last  heard 
from  her.  Temba  finishes  dental  school  in 
June,  after  which  their  address  will  be: 
Dr.  and  Mrs.  Temba  R.  Mudenda,  Box 
RW.  322,  Lasaka,  Zambia.  He  will  work 

for  the  Zambian  government.  Sylvia's  days 
have  been  busy  since  Mutinta's  birth  in 
November.  "Mutinta,"  Sylvia  says,  desig- 

nates "a  girl  who  is  not  preceded  by  any 

boys." 

Pam  Zerwick  Huie  and  husband  John 
have  been  looking  forward  to  April  1971 

when  they're  moving  to  a  South  Sea  island for  an  extended  vacation. 

Having  given  up  teaching,  "for  the  time 
being,"  Jane  Ziskind  Cohen  is  now  a  re- 

search assistant  to  the  head  of  the  microbi- 

ology department  at  the  University  of  Ten- 
nessee. Her  main  project  is  in  the  field  of 

virology  research.  This  summer  she  and 
Sheldon,  assistant  professor  of  philosophy 
at  the  university,  plan  a  cross-country 
motor  trip  to  the  Pacific  Ocean. 

I  am  very  grateful  to  everyone  who  re- 
plied to  this  year's  newsletter.  My  apolo- 

gies to  Linda  VanDoren  Garlick:  her 
Christmas  card  indicated  that  she  and 
John  were  moving  east,  and  I  know  that 

the  reason  we  didn't  hear  from  her  this 

year  is  because  the  mail  didn't  get  forward- ed to  her  new  address  in  time  for  her  to 
reply.  John  is  still  in  the  Navy.  Linda  will 
be  looking  for  a  job  as  soon  as  they  are 
settled. 

This  year  certainly  went  fast  for  me.  Ed 
and  I  graduated  from  law  school  in  June, 
took  the  bar  exam  in  July,  and  waited  un- 

til October  for  our  results.  Happily,  we 

passed  and  were  admitted  to  the  Pennsyl- 
vania Supreme  Court  in  November.  Before 

starting  to  work  in  August,  we  vacationed 
in  Canada  and  Cape  May,  N.J.  Also,  we 
moved  to  Camp  Hill,  Pa.,  a  suburb  of 

Harrisburg.  I'm  now  clerking  for  Judge 
Roy  Wilkinson  of  the  Commonwealth 
Court,  a  Pennsylvania  appellate  court  which 
specializes  in  administrative  agency  cases. 
Ed  works  for  a  private  Harrisburg  law  firm 
which   specializes   in   corporate   matters. 

69 Laura  Gould 
16  Upland  Road,  Apt.  3 
Cambridge,  Ma.  02140 

Lois  Murphey  Skalka 
(Mrs.  Sanford  M.) 

R.D.  #2,  Dean  Hill  Road 
New  Windsor,  NY.  12550 

Barbara  Obenauer  Platz 
( Mrs.  Joseph ) 

25  South  Street,  Apt.  13 
Marcellus,  NY.   13108 

Merle  Pollack  Intner 
(Mrs.   Richard) 

Apt.  8-C,  109-33  71  Road 
Forest  Hills,  NY.   11375 

Dorothy  M.  Zorn 
139  Pilgrim  Drive 

R.D.  #3,  Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Linda  Richman  to  Mark  Blackman 

MARRIAGES 

Christy  Andrews  to  David  Houghtlin,  June 

6,  1970 
Nancy    Best    to    Fred    Kneedler,    December 

19,  1969 
Sarah  Bornstein  to  Yale  Edeiken 
Alice  Cihat  to  Bruce  Holstein,  July,   1970 
Jody   Drooz   to   Alan   Yoffie,    February    21, 

1971 
BernaJette  Lombardo  to  Alfred  Pearce  Ilch, 

April  4,   1970 
Hollace  Meek  to  Dennis   Allan   Hunsicker, 

September  5,  1970 
Ann  Nelson  to  C.  William  Hooe,  February 

20,  1971 
Ann  Posner  to  Arthur  W.  Fox,  July  19, 

1970 

Tina  Satz  to  Andrew  W.  Miracle,  Jr.,  De- cember 7,  1968 

JoAnn  Watson  to  Bridal  Pearson,  Novem- 
ber 14,  1970 

Barbara  Willis  to  Michael  Bittenbender, 
October  10,  1970 

Carol  Zurheide  to  William  Block,  Jr.,  Au- 

gust 1,  1970 

BIRTHS 

Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman.  a  daughter,  An- 
gela Jean,  March   12,   1970 

Sue  Brown  Weeks,  a  daughter,  Deborah 
Brackett,  August  3,   1970 

Faye  Singer  Rosch,  $.  daughter,  Rebecca  Su- 
san, January  30,  1971 

Eleanor  Levinson  Peris,  a  son,  Marshall 
David,  Spetember   11,   1970 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Christine  Andrews  Houghtlin    (Mrs.  David 

C),  6809  Mayfield  Road,  Apt.  368-G2, 
Mayfield  Heights,  Oh.  44124 

Mibs  Bainum,  633  Prentis  Street,  Apt.  48, 
Detroit,   Mi.   48201 

Nancy  Best  Kneedler  (Mrs.  Fred  E. ) ,  C-14 
Greengate  Gardens   Apartments,   Greens- 
burg,  Pa.  15601 

Carol  Birmingham  Levitov   (  Mrs.  Marvin  ) , 
212     Reading    Avenue,    Rockville,    Md. 
20850 

Loretta  Bonazzo   Wildman   (Mrs.  Gary  E. ) 
212  Village  in  the  Park,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

15214 Sarah     Bornstein     Edeiken      (Mrs.     Yale), 
2635    Cranston    Road,    Philadelphia,    Pa. 
19131 

Suzanne    Boucek    Berol    (Mrs.    John    A.), 

Cedarbrook  Town  Houses,  #20,  Brook- 
field  Center,  Ct.  06805 

Kathryn     Brecht     Stept     (Mrs.     Michael), 
Tufts     Delta     Health     Center,     Mound 

Bayou,  Ms.  38762 
Mary   Ann   Brereton,    466   Commonwealth 

Avenue,  Boston,  Ma.  02215 
Barbara  Christie,  884  Windermere  Avenue 

(2nd  floor),  Drexel  Hill,  Pa.  19026 
Alice  Cihat  Holstein    (Mrs.  Bruce  J.),   10 

Forest  Street,  Cambridge,  Ma.  02140 
Kathleen   Cochrane.    624   Bellefonte   Street, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Nancy  Cohen,  105  West  13th  Street,  New 

York,  NY.  10011 
Margaret  Cox,  7654  North  Sheridan  Road, 

Apt.  1-A  West,  Chicago,  II.  60626 
Barbara  DeCaulp,    Hofstra   University   Law 

Library,    Hempstead,    New    York,    NY. 11550 

Terese   Dech    Schaffner    (Mrs.    David    J.), 

345    East   92nd    Street,   Apt.    2-B,    New 
York,  NY.  10028 

Judy  Drooz  Yoffie  (Mrs.  Alan),  2124  Eye 
Street,  N.W.,  Washington,  D.C.  20037 
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Diana  Elliot!  Schirrmacher  (Mrs.  Dale  L.), 
334  State  Street,  Albany,  N.Y.   12210 

Risa  Elloiich,  1501  South  Walnut  Street, 
Bloomington,  In.  47401 

Susan  Fair,  Department  of  Drama,  Stanford 
University,  Stanford,  Ca.  94305 

Barbara  Far,  196  Columbia  Heights,  Brook- 
lyn Heights,  N.Y.  11201 

Marcy  Fetter,  44  Kirkland  Street,  Cam- 
bridge, Ma.   02138 

Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna  (Mrs.  Robert  B., 
Jr.),  621  Chestnut  Street,  Leavenworth, 
Ks.  66028 

Paulette  Fritz  Weisrock  (Mrs.  Thomas), 

1900  Almont  Avenue,  Apt.  43,  Ana- 
heim, Ca.  92805 

Deborah  Gage,  209  Concord  Avenue,  Apt. 
207,  Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Vivian  Garbuny  Goldberg  ( Mrs.  Robert 
N. ),  17117  King  James  Way,  Gaithers- 
burg,  Md.  20760 

Gail  Hart,  5424  Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.   15232 

Diane  Himes  Ambrose  (Mrs.  Donald  E. ), 
6323  Marchand  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15206 

Mary  Hood,  Pembroke  Court  Apartments, 
4677  Blackwatch  Court,  Virginia  Beach, 
Va.   23455 

Harriet  Hudson,  ilAi  N  Street,  N.W., 

Apt.  6,  Washington,  D.C.  20007 
Nance  Jacobson,  6200  Fifth  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.   15232 
Patricia  Johnson,  780  Boylston  Street,  Apt. 

10-D,  Boston,  Ma.  02199 
Marjorie  Kaplan,  1564  Milvia  Street,  Berke- 

ley, Ca.  94709 
Harriet  Katz  Bachman  (Mrs.  Lawrence  R.), 

1117  North  Calvert  Street,  Baltimore, 
Md.  21202 

Cornelia  Kennedy,  44  Calumet  Drive,  Louis- 
ville, Ky.  40214 

Marian  Lefebre,  411  West  End  Avenue, 
New  York,  N.Y.  10024 

Bemadette  Lombardo  llch  (Mrs.  Alfred 
P.),  710  Ridge  Road,  Apt.  3,  Lyndhurst, 
N.J.  07071 

Mimi  Majewski.  52  Garden  Street,  Apt.  30, 
Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 

Hollace  Meek  Hunsicker  (Mrs.  Dennis 
A.),  220  Fifth  Avenue,  South,  Apt. 
D-21,  Jacksonville  Beach,  Fl.   32250 

Ann  Nelson  Hooe  (Mrs.  C.  William), 
1555  North  Clarksandburg  Terrace,  Chi- 

cago, II.  60610 
Lynn  Osterloh,  13221  Mt.  Pleasant  Road, 

Jacksonville,    Fl.    32225 
Kathleen  Perrone  Van  Wassen  (Mrs.  Rob- 

ert), 104  Briaridse  Drive,  Apt.  1, 
Turtle  Creek,  Pa.   15145 

Helen  Pollock  Starr  (Mrs.  Judson  W.), 
8206  Kentbury  Drive,  Bethesda,  Md. 
20014 

Ann  Posner  Fox  (Mrs.  Arthur  W. ) ,  433 
West  8th  Avenue,  Columbus,  Oh.  43201 

Susan  F.  Priest,  424  East  Wheeling  Street, 
Washington,  Pa.  15301 

Penelope  Prudden  Red  field  (Mrs.  Richard 
B.,  Jr. ) ,  6  Enice  Street,  Cohasset,  Ma. 
02025 

Kathrrn  Randall,  5820  Alder  Street,  Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15232 

Judith  Rogoff.  18  Short  Street,  Brookline, 
Ma.   02146 

Ann  Rosch,  11502  Burt  Street,  Omaha, 
Ne.  68154 

Mary  Belle  Sammel  Bulwinkle  (Mrs.  Mark 
E.),  4101  Penn  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15224 

Christine  Satz  Miracle  (Mrs.  Andrew  W., 
Jr.),  Route  5,  Box  106-23  Gainsville, 
Fl.   32601 
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Linda  Scholle,  62  Egmonte  Street,  Brook- 
line,  Ma.  02146 

Marcia  Seeler,  1039  Massachusetts  Avenue, 

Apt.  6-A,  Cambridge,  Ma.  02138 
Ricki  Shore  Boyd  (Mrs.  James,  Jr.),  3810 

Sacramento  Street,  Apt.  103,  San  Fran- 
cisco, Ca.  94118 

Mary  Silton.  535  East  83rd  Street,  Apt. 
19-F,   New   York,   N.Y.    10028 

Rosemary  Spierer,  2S  West  83rd  Street, 
Apt.  2-B,  New  York,  N.Y.   10024 

Lynn  Stewart,  2830  Coleridge  Road,  Cleve- 
land Heights,  Oh.  44118 

Jennifer  Sumner  Buchholz  (Mrs.  Rogene 
A),  5620  Fifth  Avenue,  Apt.  18-A, 
Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15232 

Carolyn  Taylor  Heysek  (Mrs.  Thomas  M.), 
365  West  End  Avenue,  Apt.  504,  New 
York,  N.Y.   10024 

Susan  Trees  Juliana  (Mrs.  Frank  F. ) ,  7 
West  Homestead  Road,  Clinton,  N.Y. 13223 

Ann  Turnock,  Colegio  Americano,  Ave- 
nida  22,  #40-26,  Bogota,  Colombia, 
S.A. 

Joan  Velkey  Feltoiich  (Mrs.  Paul  J.), 
3407 -15th  Avenue,  South,  Minneapolis, 
Mn.  55407 

Bette  Wallenhorst,  Route  2,  Mooresville, 
In.  46158 

Jo-Ann  Watson  Pearson  (Mrs.  Bridal), 
1127  South  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15221 

Laura  Weill  Broun  (Mrs.  Jack  S. ) ,  100-1 
Manhattan  Avenue,  Union  City,  N.J. 
07087 

Martha  Weiss,  1414  East  59th  Street,  In- 
ternational House  #707,  Chicago,  II. 

60637 
Barbara  Willis  Bittenbender  (Mrs.  Mi- 

chael), 45  Hancock  Street,  Boston,  Ma. 
02114 

Katherine  Wright  Mueller  (Mrs.  James 
S.),  2004-B  Orchard  Street,  Urbana,  II. 
61S01 

Carol  Zurheide  Block  (Mrs.  William  K., 
Jr.),  207-D  Nelson  Street,  Lexington, 
Va.   24450 

Laury  reporting: 

Christy  Andreas  Houghtlin's  husband 
Dave  is  a  Kenyon  grad  and  is  employed 
by  Northwestern  Mutual  Life  Insurance 
Company.  She  is  a  service  representative 
for  Ohio  Bell  Telephone,  and  is  hoping  to 

return  to  school  for  a  master's  in  early 
childhood  education  or  to  teach  kindergar- 
ren  when  an  opening  is  available. 

Nancy  Best  Kneedler  is  teaching  pre- 
schoolers in  a  day  care  center.  Her  long 

hours  leave  little  time  for  much  else  ar  rhe 
moment.  Nancy  and  Fred  were  facing  the 
possibility  of  the  draft   in   March. 

Lcretta  Bonazzo  Wildman  has  been  liv- 
ing in  Pittsburgh  for  the  past  year,  but 

Gary's  job  as  a  civil  engineer  may  necessi- tate a  move  back  to  the  east  in  the  near 
future.  If  the  move  is  delayed,  Loretta 
plans  to  start  classes  at  Pitt  in   April. 

Dianne  Bronstein  Goldman  and  Richard 
still  live  in  New  York  where  Dianne  is 

in  rhe  Graduate  School  of  Science  at  New- 
York   University. 

Sue  Brown  Weeks'  baby  daughter  was 
born  by  natural  childbirth — the  only 
way,  according  to   Sue   and   John. 

Sarah  Bornstein  Edeiken  completed  her 

M.A.  at  Rutgers  in  June  and  is  now  work- 
ing toward  a  Ph.D.  in  American  history. 

Sarah  and  Yale  have  enjoyed  visits  from 
many  Chatham  friends,  among  them  Sandy 

and  Lois  Murphy  Skalka  and  Larry  and 
Harriet  Katz  Bachman.  Ann  Rosch  was 

Sarah's  maid  of  honor,  and  said  in  her 
toast  that  she  was  "turning  over  her  room- 

mate of  four  years  to  Yale." Suzanne  Boucek  Berol  and  John  enjoyed 
a  fantastic  summer  in  South  America. 
Among  other  things,  it  included  studying 
Spanish  and  Colombian  culture  in  Bogota 
and  a  tour  of  Colombia,  a  visit  to  the  fron- 

tier town  of  Leticia,  and  a  boat  trip  on  the 
Amazon. 

Josie  Campbell  Dellenbaugh  is  teaching 
biology  and  keeping  up  her  interest  in 
ceramics  while  Geoffrey  works  toward  a 
Ph.D.    in    inorganic   chemistry. 

I,  Laury  Gould,  am  employed  as  an  ad- 
ministrative staff  assistant  for  New  England 

Telephone  in  Boston,  but  I  expect  to  re- 
ceive a  transfer  to  San  Francisco  in  Sep- 

tember. Last  fall  Ann  Nelson  and  I  had 
a  great  time  driving  around  Spain  for  three 
weeks.  Tom  and  Carolyn  Taylor  Heysek 
and  Susie  Elliott  attended  the  wedding  of 
Ann  and  Bill  Hooe.  We  all  felt  sorry  fot 
Ann  and  Bill  when  they  left  for  a  three- 
week  honeymoon  in  Europe — and  we  re- 

turned to  our  homes.  I  am  adding  the  fol- 
lowing bits  about  some  Chatham  friends  in 

case  they  are  "late"  contributors  to  the 
"news."  And  speaking  of  "late,"  a  word 
of  apology  about  last  year — I  was  away, 
I  was  negligent  and  irresponsible,  and  1 am  sorry. 

Bruce  and  Alice  Cihat  Holstein  are  great 
friends  to  have  around  the  corner.  Bruce 
is  in  his  first  year  at  Boston  University 
Medical  School  where  he  plans  to  study 
psychiatry.  Alice  is  the  best  loved  juniot 
high  teacher  in  Framingham — she  has  a 
citation   from   her  students  to  prove  it! 

Andy  and  Ann  Damrosch  Krotinger  live 
in  Cambridge  where  Ann  is  working  as  a 

gynecologist's  assistant,  white  stockings  and 
all.  They  have  enjoyed  weekends  of  cross 
country  skiing  at  Freedom,  New  Hamp- shire. 

Mary  Silton  and  Patti  Johnston  have  re- 
turned from  a  six-month  bout  with  Aspen 

Mary  to  Boston  and  Patti  to  New  York. 
Both   are   job   hunting. 

Bucky  and  Penny  Prudden  Redfield  are 
in  the  process  of  fixing  up  their  new  home 
in  Cohasset. 

Rosemary  Spierer  is  not  the  typical  nine- 
to-five  worker,  so  she  is  doing  it  the  hard 
way — free  lancing  in  New  York,  portfolic 
in  hand.  Her  latest  job  was  designing  the 

windows  for  "A  Different  Drummer,"  a New  York  boutique. 

Lois  reporting: 

In  deference  to  one  of  the  Chatham 

grads  in  my  section  of  the  class  who  main- 
tains that  the  "Questionnaire  for  Recorder 

News"  discriminates  against  single  females 
who  are  continuing  their  education,  I  will 
begin  with  those  in  graduare  school.  Susie 
Farr  is  working  for  her  MFA  in  technical 
production  and  lighting  design  at  Stanford, 
and  hopes  to  complete  her  studies  by  June 
1972.  She  sees  Ricki  Shore  Boyd  and  Jim- 

my who  live  in  San  Francisco,  and  also 
spent  some  time  over  Thanksgiving  with 

Betzi  Jackson,  '70,  who  is  attending  the California  Institute  of  the  Arts. 

Biri  Fay  is  studying  Egyptology  and  An- 
cient Art  at  NYU,  Institute  of  Fine  Arts. 

She  is  still  working  at  the  Brooklyn  Mu- 
seum and  has  been  promoted  to  Curatorial 

Assistant  for  Ancient  Art.  Biri  frequently 
sees    Carolyn    Taylor   Heysek    and    Tom    in 



New  York,  as  well  as  Janice  Gary  who  was 
married  in  February,  Susie  Elliott,  and 
Bette  Wallenhorst  who  is  in  Philadelphia 
working  at  Fidelity  Insurance. 

Margaret  Cox,  who  transferred  to  Mount 
Holyoke  after  her  sophomore  year  at  Chat- 

ham, is  now  at  Northwestern  University 
working  on  her  M.A.  in  speech  pathology. 
She  graduated  from  Mount  Holyoke  in 
1969  as  a  French  major. 

Risa  Ellovich  is  still  at  Indiana  Univer- 
sity in  anthropology,  continuing  the  study 

of  Bambara  (an  African  language)  after 
spending  the  summer  doing  the  same  under 
an  NDFL  grant.  In  her  leisure  time,  as 
she  puts  it,  she  is  also  holding  down  a 
teaching  assistantship  in  anthro.  She  sees 
Cornelia  Kennedy  and  Rhonda  Nichols, 
who  is  busy  with  school  in  Cincinnati. 

Bobara  DeCaulp  is  enjoying  her  first 
year  at  the  Hofstra  University  School  of 
Law.  She  says  that  the  atmosphere  there 
is  very  lively  and  exciting  and  that  she 
especially  likes  the  odds  of  15  women  to 
60  men. 

As  for  the  married  graduate  students, 
Vivian  Garbuny  Goldberg  is  doing  her 
thesis  research  at  the  National  Institute  of 
Health.  Her  field  is  the  action  of  hor- 

mones. Vivian  writes  that  Vicki  Burdett 
is  also  doing  her  thesis  research  at  NIH 
and  that  Carole  Birmingham  Leritov  is 

working  there  as  technician.  Vivian's  sis- ter Carole  has  transferred  from  Chatham 
to  Kenyon  and  her  other  sister,  Ellen,  has 

Diane  Cohen,  '70,  for  a  chemistry  teacher 
at  Churchill   Area  High   School. 

Jennifer  Gearhart  Grason  is  now  in  the 
Graduate  School  of  Library  and  Informa- 

tion Sciences  at  Pitt.  She  is  also  holding 
down  a  part-time  evening  job  at  Chatham 
as  a  reference  librarian. 

Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna  plans  to  take 

the  poli  sci  GRE's  this  spring  with  an  eye to  grad  school  in  the  near  future.  She 

wrires  that  Kansas  is  "enough  to  send  any- 
one back  into  the  arms  of  V.  O.  Key 

Company."  She  and  Bob  spent  the  sum- 
mer in  Charlottesville  and  finally  had  time 

to  honeymoon  in  Switzerland  and  Austria. 
Also  enjoying  Europe  is  Evelyn  Goldsmith 
Kit  ay,  who  is  in  Switzerland  for  two 
months  while  Michael  is  in  Geneva  on 
business.  She  has  finished  her  courses  for 

her  master's  in  French  lit  at  NYU  and 
is  now  studying  for  her  comprehensive 
exams. 

Dixie  Dixon  Toker  is  working  as  a  legal 
assistant  to  four  attorneys  in  a  large  corpo- 

ration, having  studied  corporate  law  at 
the  Institute  for  Paralegal  Training  in 
Philadelphia.  Kay  Gamage  also  has  a 
new  job  as  a  trader  (stocks  and  bonds)  for 
Mutual  Fund  in  Boston.  Jackie  Emery 
Flynn  continues  to  teach  math  in  the  North 
Allegheny  School  District  and  is  currently 
awaiting  news  of  when  Ned  must  report 
for  active  duty  as  an  officer  in  the  Air 
Force.    At  least  she  gets  to  go  with  him. 

Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead.  the  published 
member  of  our  class,  continues  to  write 

poetry.  Her  second  book,  "Morganstall," 
is  to  appear  this  spring.  (Fiddlehead  Po- 

etry Books,  New  Brunswick. )  Her  husband 
Robert  has  an  exhibition  of  painting  at 
RPI. 

Sandy  and  I  have  moved  again!  Sandy 
has  a  new  job  as  News  Director  of  WGNY 
radio  in  Newburg,  New  York.  After  a 
month  of  unemployment,  I  am  now  work- 

ing as  a  Telephone  Claims  Representative 
for  the  Hartford  Insurance  Group.    We  like 

being  in  a  semi-rural  area  where  there  are 
woods  across  the  road  and  a  lake  in  the 
woods  at  the  end  of  the  road.  Call  it 
escaping  if  you  want,  but  we  love  it. 

Barb  reporting: 

Many  of  our  fellow  classmates  are  in- 
volved in  graduate  school  and  new  jobs. 

Diane  Himes  Ambrose,  while  working  as 
assistant  librarian  of  the  Bookmobile  for 
Carnegie  Library  of  Pittsburgh,  is  doing 
part-time  graduate  work  at  Pitt  in  library 
science.  Donald  is  a  second-year  law  stu- 

dent at  Duquesne.  Nance  Jacobson  is 
teaching  tenth-grade  English  at  Fox  Chapel 
High  School,  and  will  begin  work  on  her 
Ph.D.  in  English  at  Pitt  this  summer. 
Ann  Judson  Ratcliffe  is  still  teaching 

high  school  in  Pittsburgh.  Our  congratu- 
lations to  Temple,  who  passed  his  bar 

exam  and  is  employed  by  a  Pittsburgh  law 
firm.  While  Barry  continues  in  medical 
school  at  Columbia,  Joyce  Kass  Eisenstein 
has  a  new  job  as  an  official  assistant  in  the 
management  training  program  at  First  Na- 

tional City  Bank  of  New  York.  Kathy 
Wright  Mueller  and  husband  Jim  visited 
Joyce  and  Barry  in  New  York  City  last 

June. Harriet  Katz  Bachman.  in  addition  to 

her  job,  is  a  part-time  student  in  urban 
planning  at  Morgan  State  College.  Penny 
Lowe  is  completing  her  senior  year  at 
Boston  University,  majoring  in  elementary 
education.  Mimi  Majewski  loves  her  new 
job  at  Wm.  Filene  and  Sons  in  Boston, 
where  she  is  a  business  programmer.  June 
Marshall  Werrin  is  attending  graduate 
school  at  Pitt  in  English.  She  also  teaches 
ninth  and  twelfth  grade  English  at  Pea- 
body  High  School. 

Congratulations  to  Sally  Hamilton,  who 
will  receive  her  M.A.  from  the  University 
of  Kentucky  in  May.  Her  field  is  German, 
and  she  has  been  awarded  a  scholarship  to 
study  at  Heidelberg  University  for  a  year. 
Mary  Hood  has  a  wonderful  new  job  teach- 

ing 14  educable  mentally  retarded  children, 
ages  6-10.  She  also  loves  Virginia  Beach. 
Lucky  Mary!  Sandy  Guest  Stevenson  sends 
greetings  from  Italy  where  Peter  is  a 
medical  student.  Sandy  invites  any  mem- 

bers of  our  class  visiting  Italy  to  also  visit 
her. 

News  from  our  newlyweds!  Holly  Meek 
Hunsicker  and  Dennis  moved  to  Florida 
in  December,  where  Dennis  plays  in  a 
band  attached  to  the  staff  of  the  Admiral 

of   Cruiser-Destroyer   Flotilla    12. 

Bonnie  Lombardo  Ilch's  wedding  was  a 
small  Chatham  reunion.  Present  were  Sarah 
Olmstead,  Janice  Gary,  Jolyn  Vargish. 
Janene  Snyder  Carazo,  Sam  Hoch,  Joy 
Waddell  and  Karen  Copeland.  Bonnie  is 
a  claims  approver  for  Metropolitan  Life 
Insurance  in  New  York  City,  while  Alfred 

is  a  copywriter  in  the  public  relations  de- 
partment of  the  American  Management 

Association. 
Carolyn  Hooten  Monarch  has  a  new  job 

with  ABCO,  Inc.,  in  Irwin,  Pa.  Marjy  Kap- 
lan has  completed  her  year  with  the  Ameri- 
can Friends  Service  Committee  in  Seattle, 

and  has  done  some  traveling  in  the  U.S. 

and  Europe.  At  the  moment,  Marjy  is  do- 
ing secretarial  work  for  Sierra  Club  in 

Berkeley,  and  disliking  every  minute  of  it! 
Karen  M.  Moss,  in  the  second  year  in  her 

job  at  Boston  College,  has  also  become  in- 
volved in  an  interesting  project.  She  is 

a   licensed    instructor   in   a   new   course   en- 

titled Parent  Effectiveness  Training,  in 
which  parents  learn  skills  for  handling 
conflict  and  building  better  parent-child 
relationships.  Good  luck  on  an  ambitious 
and  much  needed  project,  Karen. 

I,  Barb,  finally  had  to  drop  out  of  grad- 
uate school  due  to  a  whopping  bout  of 

mononucleosis.  I  love  being  home  and  de- 
voting full  time  to  Brian  (now  16  months 

old)  and  to  Joe,  who  has  become  registered 
as  a  pharmacist  in  New  York  as  well  as  in 
Pennsylvania.  I  saw  Kate  Perkins  last  sum- 

mer at  Cape  Cod,  and  ran  into  Jean  Robin- 
son at  a  ski  area  near  Syracuse.  Til  next 

year — peace   and   best  wishes. 

Merle  reporting: 

For  those  of  you  who  think  that  one 
never  sees  a  familiar  face  on  the  streets  of 
New  York — while  looking  for  a  job  last 
spring  I  bumped  into  Jolyn  Vargish  on 
Park  Avenue,  and  then  saw  Biri  Fay  on 
the  Brooklyn-bound  subway  on  my  first 
day  of  work.  While  campaigning  in  June 
I  found  myself  standing  next  to  Shelly 

Israel  Mark,  '68.  Shelly  seems  to  live  a 
few  blocks  from  Richard  and  me  in  Forest 
Hills. 

I  am  not  the  only  member  of  our  class 
to  have  left  Baltimore  this  past  year.  Helen 

Pollock  Starr  is  now  living  "at  home"  in Bethesda  while  going  to  graduate  school  in 
political  science  at  American  University 
and  waiting  for  Jud  to  return  from  Viet- 

nam. The  Starrs  spent  a  few  weeks  in 
Spain  before  Jud  left  in  November.  In 
December  Helen  and  Carolyn  Taylor  Hey- 
sek  saw  Tina  Satz  Miracle. 

Sue  Porter  Walker  has  finished  her  wait- 
ing for  Earl  to  return.  After  their  marriage 

in  the  summer  of  1968  Sue  and  Earl  spent 
nine  months  in  Bamburg,  Germany.  Fol- 

lowing that  Earl  went  to  Viet  Nam,  and, 
after  summer  school  at  the  University  of 
Virginia,  Sue  returned  to  Fickes  to  finish 
her  Chatham  requirements.  The  Walkers 
have  been  at  Fort  Knox  since  last  May  but 

by  this  writing  should  be  gone — to  gradu- 
ate  school    they   hope. 

Kathy  Perrone  Van  Wassen,  after  com- 
pleting her  master's  in  English  at  C.M.U., 

has  left  the  ranks  of  full-time  student  to 
teach  eleventh  grade  English  at  Churchill 
Area  High  School.  Bob  is  working  at  the 
Edgar-Thomson  works  in  Braddock  on  the 
basic  oxygen  process  facility  that  has  been 
designed  to  reduce  pollution.  He  expects  to 
receive  his  M.B.A.  from  Pitt  in  April. 

Lynn  Osterloh  is  also  teaching,  first  grade 
in  the  Duval  County  School  System.  She, 

however,  has  the  advantage  of  warm  win- 
ters as  Duval  County  includes  Jacksonville, 

Florida.  Lynn  was  in  Cleveland  in  October 

for  Barbara  Willis'  wedding.  Most  im- 

portant, Lynn  invites  all  to  visit  in  "SUN 

AND  FUN  LAND." 
Ann  Posner  Fox  and  Arthur  are  living 

in  Columbus  where  Arthur  is  a  second 

year  medical  student  at  Ohio  State. 

Bill  and  Carol  Zurheide  Block's  wedding 
took  place  in  front  of  Mellon  Pond.  Bill, 
whose  studies  were  interrupted  by  Uncle 
Sam  and  Vietnam,  is  in  his  second  year 
of  law  school  at  Washington  and  Lee. 
Carol,  a  sculptress,  has  a  studio  and  teaches 
small  classes  to  help  support  it.  She  also 
has  a  part-time  newspaper  job  and  is  a 
substitute  teacher  in  the  public  school  sys- 

tem. They  expect  to  be  in  Pittsburgh  for 
the  summer  where  Bill  will  be  working  for 
a   law   firm. 
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I  have  just  returned  from  Jody  Drooz 

Yoffie's  wedding  where  Josie  Campbell 
Dellenbaugh  and  I  were  bridesmaids.  Jody 
and  Alan  will  live  in  Washington  until 
June  when  Alan  will  graduate  from  George 
Washington  Law  School.  Then  they  will 
live  in  Wilmington,  where  Alan  will  re- 

locate from  his  home  in  Wooster,  Mass. 
Jody  will  finish  her  final  year  of  law  school 
at  some  as  yet  unknown  place. 

Richard  and  I  are  living  in  Queens  and 
I  am  working  in  the  Medical  office  of 
Kings  County  Hospital  in  Brooklyn.  Connie 
Weiss  has  been  to  New  York  to  visit  twice 
since  we  have  been  here  and  we  are  now 

waiting  for  Marsha  Weiss  to  appear.  Mar- 
sha, still  in  Chicago,  is  now  teaching  and 

working  on  her  thesis.  On  a  recent  trip  to 
Kalamazoo,  Michigan  she  viewed  Marshall 
David,  offspring  of  Eleanor  Levinson  Peris 

and   Dr.  Jeffrey  P.,  "a  real  cute  kid!" 
Richard  and  I  have  spent  whatever 

free  time  my  accountant  husband  has  in 
the  winter,  skiing.  I  keep  looking  for 

Chatham  faces  on  the  slopes  but  I  haven't 
seen  any.    Are  any  of  you  around? 

Dottie  reporting: 

Tina  Satz  Miracle's  husband  Andrew  is 

working  on  his  master's  in  Latin  Ameri- 
can studies  at  the  University  of  Florida  in 

the  department  of  educational  anthropology. 
Tina,  along  with  Lynn  Stewart,  Linda 
Richman.  and  Vaye  Singer  Roscb  send 
greetings.  Lynn  is  attending  John  Carroll 

University  working  toward  her  master's  in 
English.  Linda  is  anticipating  the  com- 

pletion of  her  master's  work  this  June from  Columbia  in  social  work.    Her  fiance 

is    a    third    year    medical    student    at    New  Last    ye 
York  University.  Turnock    c 

While  Katby    Wright  Mueller's  husband  tances.    Tl Donald  is  working  on  his  Ph.D.  at  Illinois  made,   and 
in  organic  chemistry,  Kathy   is   busy   doing  English   ir 

master's    work    and    acting    as    a    full-time  gota   in    tf 
research  assistant  in  the  department  of  mi-  plus  two  1 
crobiology.  ing  her  w 

Linda    Scholle    is    at    Boston    University  for  ways  t 
Law    School    and   working   part   time    in    a  Kathy  1 
legal  assistance  office.  Philadelph 

Barbara     Willis    Bittenbender    has    been  departmen 
quite   busy    in   the   past   year    finishing   her  is   a    buyei 
M.A.    at    Wisconsin    in    English    literature,  Taylor  He 
beginning  a  new  job  in  college  advertising  lishers,    In 
with     Little,     Brown     and     Company,     and  and   foreig 
planning  her  wedding.    Harriet  Dye  Baka-  has   finishe 

lar   ('68)    was  in  the  wedding.    Lynne  Os-  nancial   an 
terloh,  JoAnn    Watson  Pearson,   Karen  Po-  working  o 
linsky  and  Sue  Cosgroves  Jones    C68)    at-  University 
tended.    Barbara   visited   Washington,   D.C.  time  appo 
and    saw    Alexis    MacMillan     C68)     where  low     in     I 
she   is   working   for   Senator   Percy.    JoAnn  Center.    H 
is   in   graduate  school   at  the   University   of  student  an 
Pittsburgh  in  reading  and  the  language  arts  selor  in   tf 
while  she  teaches  full  time.  Althoug 

Laura    Weill    Brown   plans    to    get    her  see  few  of 
MAT   in   French   this   May.    She  comments  er,  Margar 
that    taking    nine    credits    a    semester    and  son  met  rr 
teaching  full  time  has  been   no  easy  chore.  Gazebo.    I 
Her   husband,   Jack,   is   now   working   with  the  weddii 
Bonwit   Teller   in   New   York.  Georgia    h 

Sue  Trees  Juliano   is   still  working   as   a  took    place 
computer   programmer   at   the    home    office  serving  m) 
of  Utica  Mutual   Insurance  Company.    Her  search,    an 

husband,  Jim,  is  an  engineer  at  G.E.  Aero-  University 
space  Electronics.    They  visited  St.  Thomas  search     in 
last  summer  and  are  using  those  memories  M.A  thesis 

to  sustain   them   through   the   frigid   winter  and   I've  a months.  Ph.D. 

CHATHAM    RINGS 

To  order,  please  provide  the  following   information: 

Ring  size.        For  right  or  left  hand.       Year  —  inside  or  outsid 

Initials-  up  to  four  inside.        Dark  or  light  amethyst  stone. 

In  yellow  gold: 10  carat  @  $26.50 

plus  tax       1 .59 

$28.09 

In  white  gold:       10  carat  @  $32.00 

plus  tax        1 .92 

$33.92 

14  carat  @  $31.50 

plus  tax        1.89 

$33.39 

14  carat  @  $37.00 

plus  tax       2.22 

$39.22 
Make  check  payable  to  Chatham  College.  Mail  with  order  and  you 
address  to:    The  Bookstore 

Chatham  College 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.    15232 
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WESTMORELAND  COUNTY,  PENNSYLVANIA 

Jo  Ann  Rymer  Lightcap  '64 620  Weldon  Street,  Latrobe,  Pa.  15650 
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POLICY  STATEMENT  OF  THE  BOARD  OF  TRUSTEES  OF  CHATHAM  COLLEC 

This  policy  statement  of  the  Board  of  Trustees  of  Chatham  College,  adopted  unanimously  October  23,  1973,  is  the 
culmination  of  a  number  of  committee  studies  and  decisions  within  the  College  in  recent  years.  At  this  same  time  the 
Trustees  also  voted  unanimously  to  support  the  proposal  to  enrich  the  liberal  arts  with  more  explicit  concern  for  career 
orientation  for  the  contemporary  woman.  In  anticipation  of  additional  support  for  these  purposes,  the  Trustees 
requested  the  President  and  Faculty  to  begin  the  detailed  planning  for  the  early  introduction  of  programs  in 
Administration  and  Management  and  in  Human  Expression  and  Communication.  The  Board  also  expressed  the  hope 
that  the  College  would  be  developing  further  innovative  approaches  to  the  education  of  women,  with  attention  also  to 
programs  for  the  older  student. 

We  believe  that  Chatham  College's  most  important  contribution  continues  to  be  the  education  of  womer 
including  women  of  all  ages.  Recent  developments  in  our  society  point  increasingly  to  the  importance  c 
maintaining  the  opportunity  for  women  to  attend  a  college  for  women.  We  applaud  the  conclusion  of  th 

Carnegie  Commission  that  it  "explicitly  favors  the  continuation  of  colleges  for  women"  because  "they  provid 
an  element  of  diversity  among  institutions  of  higher  education  and  an  additional  option  for  women  students. 
The  Commission  points  especially  to  the  unusual  proportion  of  women  leaders  who  are  graduates  of  sucl 
colleges. 

By  remaining  a  college  for  women,  Chatham  does  not  imply  that  the  present  can  be  projected  unchanged  int< 
the  future.  Indeed,  if  it  is  to  serve  best  the  women  students  who  choose  to  enroll,  it  must  pay  attention  to  th 

changing  life  patterns  of  its  graduates.  In  decades  past,  the  college-educated  woman  often  was  expected  to  be 
supplement  to,  rather  than  to  make  an  essential  contribution  to  the  professions.  Now  the  high  probability  o 
gainful  employment  has  substantial  ramifications  for  the  kind  of  education  a  woman  pursues.  Today,  fo 
example,  nearly  seven  out  of  ten  women  between  the  ages  of  45  and  54  with  four  or  more  years  of  col  leg 
education  are  gainfully  employed. 

An  awareness  of  previous  discriminatory  practices  plus  the  teeth  of  Federal  and  state  legislation  have  le( 
institutions  in  our  society,  i.e.,  business,  industrial,  social,  educational,  service,  to  look  increasingly  to  women  fo 
some  of  the  leadership  previously  supplied  almost  exclusively  by  men.  The  Carnegie  Commission  asserts  tha 

"the  largest  unused  supply  of  superior  intelligence  in  the  United  States  is  found  among  women." 
We  continue  to  believe  that  a  liberal  arts  education  offers  the  best  preparation  for  making  a  living  as  well  a 

living  a  life.  If,  as  we  fully  anticipate  and  hope,  women  are  to  be  drawn  increasingly  into  leadership  roles  in  al 
society,  the  liberal  arts  in  a  college  for  women  take  on  a  new  significance.  The  ability  to  think  clearly  an< 

logically,  to  analyze  with  perception,  to  write  and  speak  with  clarity  both  in  one's  own  tongue  and  in  othe 
languages,  to  have  some  sense  of  history  and  of  the  impact  of  technology,  to  comprehend  the  subject  from  mam 
angles,  to  weigh  moral  responsibilities,  and  to  appreciate  the  human  attempt  at  expression  through  the  arts  are 
clearly,  requirements  for  genuine  leadership  in  a  civilized  society.  They  are  likewise  the  aims  and  substance  o 
the  liberal  arts. 

But  especially  for  women  in  the  decades  ahead  the  liberal  arts  must  provide  an  added  dimension  whicl 

recognizes  that  living  and  working  are  not  separable.  Traditionally  many  of  Chatham's  graduates,  approximately 
45%  each  year,  have  sought  advanced  degrees.  Others  have  chosen  the  important  role  of  wife  and  mother.  Stil 
others  have  gone  directly  into  careers.  We  foresee  an  increasing  number  who  will  want  to  combine  parts  or  all  o 
these  various  options.  The  education  which  Chatham  offers  must,  therefore,  prepare  the  Chatham  student  tc 
choose  wisely  and  achieve  well  in  whatever  directions  her  life  proceeds. 

We  have  taken  note  of  the  many  signs  that  women  will  be  given  career  opportunities  of  a  far  wider  variety 
than  ever  before.  In  particular,  we  note  the  possibilities  for  women  administrators  and  managers  in  social  servicf 

agencies,  businesses,  national  and  multi-national  industries,  finance,  the  health  services,  government  and  law,  anc 
education  at  all  levels.  In  addition,  opportunities  are  opening  in  the  administration  of  the  arts,  in  communica 
tions  media  such  as  television  and  publishing,  and  in  public  relations  and  advertising.  Each  of  these  fields  need 
badly  the  creative  talents,  wisdom  and  sensitivity  of  the  liberally  educated  woman. 

In  its  particular  location,  Chatham  College  is  fortunate  that  it  can  supplement  its  resources  by  drawing  upor 
experts  and  facilities  beyond  the  traditional  boundaries  of  the  campus.  Chatham  can  offer  its  students  thf 
opportunity  to  test  their  abilities  and  interests  through  internships  and  independent  study  projects.  Beyonc 
these  engagements,  the  College  may  add  or  restructure  some  courses  to  afford  a  wider  dimension  to  the  libera 
arts  with  the  professional  future  of  its  graduate  clearly  in  mind.  In  addition,  as  the  Special  Study  Committee  or 

the  Education  of  Women  observed,  "the  College's  commitment  to  the  education  of  women  implies  close 
attention  to  those  psychological  and  social  factors  that  inhibit  genuine  learning  and  achievement." 

In  summary,  we  hold  that  women  should  and  will  have  a  larger  role  to  play  in  society  and  that  Chatharr 
College  should  and  will  play  a  larger  role  in  their  essential  preparation.  Chatham  College  needs,  therefore,  tc 
make  a  clear  and  concentrated  effort  to  offer  an  education  of  special  relevance  to  the  woman  student  and  hei 
future. 



Editorial 

You  have  read,  and  will  continue  to  read  in  the  RECORDER,  about  the 

efforts  of  Chatham  College  to  expand  its  undergraduate  community  by  including 

in  it  women  of  all  races,  colors,  creeds,  and,  more  recently,  ages.  It  is  the  last  of 

these  —  the  inclusion  of  all  ages  —  which  has  gained  the  spotlight  recently,  and 

continues  to  do  so  at  this  writing.  As  a  recent  graduate  of  the  college,  and  a 

comparatively  doddering  one  at  that,  I  am  encouraged  by  the  present  efforts  of 

the  Admissions  Office  to  seek  out  those  women  who  are  older  than  the 

traditionally  defined  college  age. 

I  was,  at  the  beginning  of  my  Chatham  career,  designated  a  "special  student," 
which  designation  signified  that  I  was  a  part-time,  non-degree  student.  My 
identification  number  was  00700,  a  fact  which  amused  me,  and  I  contemplated, 

if  only  briefly,  the  role  of  a  female  James  Bond.  But  I  had  too  much  catching  up 

to  do.  When,  after  two  years,  I  decided  to  go  for  broke,  my  designation  was 

changed  to  "Degree  Candidate."  While  I  had  liked  the  idea  of  being  "special,"  I 
confess  that  the  new  category  sounded  more  serious,  and,  indeed,  I  was  treated 

more  seriously.  There  were,  of  course,  still  male  faculty  members  who  would  eye 

me  with  that  "Why-aren't-you-at-home-cooking-dinner"  look,  but  I  found  them 
easy  to  ignore.  I  was  not  alone. 

As  the  numbers  of  older  students  increased,  and  as  the  semesters  marched 

inexorably  forward,  we  became,  at  one  time  or  another,  "Adult  students,"  a 

designation  which  cannot  have  amused  our  younger  colleagues,  and  "Married 

students,"  inappropriate  for  its  lack  of  precision,  and  even  "Retreads,"  although 

I  confess  that  the  term  was  coined  by  one  of  "us." 
In  the  past  two  years  there  has  been  a  distinct  effort  on  the  part  of  the 

college  to  shift  the  emphasis  of  distinction  from  the  older  student  herself  to  her 

educational  needs.  The  education  we  pursue  is  now  called  "Continuing 

Education."  It  is  a  step  in  the  right  direction,  certainly,  but  I  don't  know  what 
the  phrase  means.  I  was  under  the  impression  that  life  itself  is  a  continuing 

process  of  education,  in  one  direction  or  another.  Nevertheless,  since  the  college 

is  quite  properly  seeking  older  applicants  and  wishes  to  be  open  and  flexible 

enough  to  allow  for  the  particular  schedules  which  older  women  may  need,  some 

designation  may  be  necessary,  if  only  to  decorate  brochures  and  validate  the 
Chatham  booth  at  Adult  Education  Week  fairs. 

It  is  my  fervent  hope  that  the  day  will  soon  come  when  such  terms  as  "Adult 

Education"  and  "Continuing  Education"  will  become  obsolete.  For  now  they 
may  be  useful.  In  the  future  Chatham  will,  we  hope,  be  a  college  for  women  — 

women  of  all  ages  and  persuasions.  Then  the  college  can  concentrate  on  what  it 

excels  in,  the  job  of  educating  and  preparing  twentieth-century  women  for 

whatever  roles  they  wish  in  an  open  and  exciting  society.  Chatham  can  be  a 

challenging  and  "ageless"  intellectual  community  even  today.  Not  all  Alumnae 
Support  is  financial;  the  Alumnae  can  support  Chatham  by  finding,  informing, 

and  helping  to  enroll  students  .  .  .  OF  ALL  AGES! 

N.T.A. 
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Chatham 
Libraries 
From  a 
Librarians 
Point 
of  View 

by 

Jennifer  Gearhart  Grason  '69 

The  concrete  and  bustle  of  Fifth  Avenue  recedes  behind 

me  as  I  wind  slowly  up  Woodland  Road  to  the  Chapel.  This 
much  of  the  drive  is  familiar  to  me,  since  I  drove  it  many 

times  as  a  student,  and  later  as  the  evening  reference 

assistant  in  the  Laughlin  Library.  I  turn  left  to  pass 
Woodland  Hall  as  I  always  have,  to  be  stopped  by  a  set  of 

steps.  Ahead  lies  a  grassy  park  with  slender  trees  scattered 

across  it,  criss-crossed  with  asphalt  walks.  The  walk 
stretching  directly  ahead  soon  changes  to  brick  stairs  that 
lead  to  the  new  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library.  The  impressive 

pre-cast  concrete  and  glass  structure  is  situated  to  leave  one 
with  the  impression  that  it  is  the  most  important  building 

on  campus,  a  concept  appropriate  to  the  individually- 
oriented  study  program  of  the  College. 

The  Chatham  community  calls  the  park  the  Forum.  It 

extends  from  Dilworth  to  Coolidge  Hall,  and  from  Wood- 
land Hall  to  the  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library.  The  College 

Theatre,  which  is  connected  to  the  left  of  the  Library,  is 

constructed  of  the  same  pre-cast  concrete. 

The  Library  and  Theatre  contrast  pleasantly  with  th 

rest  of  the  campus,  demonstrating  that  a  mixture  c 
architectural  styles  need  not  necessarily  result  in  discor( 

The  past  and  present  provide  a  contrast  also.  While  I  cannc 
help  but  feel  a  certain  nostalgia  for  the  coziness  an 
traditionalism  of  the  Laughlin  Library,  the  College 

student  body  and  book  collection  had  outgrown  it.  Mello 

Library,  while  it  lacks  the  old-fashioned  quaintness  c 
Laughlin,  is  equally  attractive  in  its  own  distinctive! 

modern  way,  and  much  more  functional. 
Clean  lines  and  geometric  forms  characterize  not  onl 

the  architecture  but  the  furnishings  of  the  Mellon  Library 

Study  tables  and  carrels  are  simple  rectangles,  saved  fror 
austerity  by  a  natural  wood  finish.  Matching  chairs  hav 
cushioned  vinyl  seats  and  backs,  comfortable  enough  to  l( 

one  sit  for  long  periods,  but  not  comfortable  enough  to  pi 
one  to  sleep.  Shelving  on  the  main  floor  bibliography 

reference  and  periodical  areas  is  a  simple  design  of  natur; 
wood.    Furniture  arrangement  rather  than  walls  separate 



these  areas,  preserving  a  sense  of  spaciousness.  An  orange- 
jtone  carpet  and  orange  draperies  with  a  muted  stripe  help 
ito  add  warmth  to  the  main  floor. 

To  the  left  of  the  main  entrance  is  a  massive  circulation 

desk,  with  a  reserve  book  room  behind  it,  facilitating 

'control  of  those  materials.  Beyond  these  are  the  librarians' 
offices  and  the  technical  services  area.  The  head  librarian's 
office,  which  was  merely  a  cubicle  in  Laughlin,  containing  a 

(desk,  chair,  some  shelving  and  one  book  truck,  now 
contains  a  sofa,  chair  and  coffee  table,  a  conference  table 

surrounded  by  chairs,  lots  of  shelving  and  room  for  several 
book  trucks.  The  technical  services  area,  the  place  where 

books  are  chosen,  ordered,  received,  cataloged  and  classi- 

fied, and  prepared  for  the  open  shelves,  and  where 
periodicals  are  received  and  processed,  is  five  times  as  large 
as  the  space  available  in  the  Laughlin  Library.  It  is  also 

easily  accessible  from  the  card  catalog  area.  Interested 
Library  users  ought  to  ask  to  see  the  technical  services  area 
to  discover  what  happens  to  library  materials  before  they 

appear  in  the  public  areas. 
To  the  right  of  the  main  entrance  lies  the  Mary  Helen 

Marks  Study  Room.  This  room  has  the  special  advantage  of 

a  separate  entrance  to  the  outside.  When  the  inside  doors  of 
this  room  are  secured,  it  can  be  left  open  all  night  for  late 

study,  and  can  always  be  accessible  whether  or  not  the 
Library  is  open. 

The  Mellon  Library  has  distinct  advantages  over  the 

Laughlin  Library  in  terms  of  lighting,  space,  study  areas  and 
noise  control.  Although  the  individual  incandescent  lighting 
that  characterized  Laughlin  was  very  cozy,  the  subdued 

fluorescent  lighting  of  the  Mellon  Library  provides 
adequate  intensity  with  far  fewer  shadows  and  no  glare,  and 

is  much  easier  on  a  reader's  eyes.  Natural  light  streams  in 
from  glass  panels  over  what  seems  to  be  a  balcony 

overlooking  the  main  floor,  but  which  is  actually  a 
camouflage  for  part  of  the  air  conditioning  and  heating 

systems. 

While  the  Laughlin  Library  could  not  hold  the  98,000 

plus  books  comprising  the  College's  collection,  the  Mellon 
Library  will  hold  200,000  volumes,  leaving  ample  room  for 

growth.  The  ground  floor  houses  the  periodical  collection 
and  the  circulating  book  collection  is  on  the  second  and 
third  floors. 

The  Mellon  Library  provides  many  different  types  of 

study  areas  to  serve  nearly  any  type  of  study  pattern  short 
of  reading  in  bed.  Individual  study  carrels  are  scattered 

throughout  the  Library,  as  are  tables  that  seat  up  to  four. 
Four  conference  or  seminar  rooms  provide  ample  space  for 

group  study.  Four  additional  study  rooms  are  furnished 
with  comfortable  sofas  and  chairs.  And  for  those  who  study 
best  with  their  heads  on  the  floor  and  their  feet  on  a  chair 

the  Library  offers  an  area  of  brightly  colored  "fun 

furniture"  including  cushions  that  can  be  scattered  on  the 
floor  and  chairs  shaped  like  potato  chips.  An  added 
attraction  of  this  area,  located  on  the  third  floor,  is  a 

magnificent  view  of  Shadyside  and  East  Liberty. 
The  physical  layout  of  the  Mellon  Library  makes  noise 

much  less  of  a  problem  than  it  was  in  Laughlin.  The 

circulation  desk  is  far  enough  away  from  the  reference  and 
periodical  areas  that  the  inevitable  noise  that  goes  on  there, 
unless  it  is  excessive,  should  not  be  disturbing.  The 

librarians'  offices  and  technical  services  areas  connect,  yet 
can  be  shut  off  from  the  main  part  of  the  library,  saving 
library  users  from  the  unavoidable  noise  of  librarians 

conducting  their  work.  Seminar  and  conference  rooms 

provide  ample  space  for  group  study.  And  since  study  areas 
are  spread  throughout  the  Library,  separated  by  walls  and 
book  stacks,  subdued  conversation  in  one  area  need  not  be 

heard  by  everyone  else  in  the  room. 

Although  the  Mellon  Library  now  stands  as  a  well 

organized  physical  facility,  the  staff  and  some  of  the 
students  devoted  a  tremendous  amount  of  energy  to  make 

this  occur,  and  even  with  this  effort  the  goal  was  not 

achieved  by  opening  day.  The  College  did  not  employ  a 

moving  company  to  transfer  the  library  from  Laughlin  to 
Mellon.  The  staff  started  packing  books  in  the  middle  of 

the  spring  term  of  1973.  The  packing  boxes  were  left  on 
the  shelves  so  the  books  would  still  be  accessible,  until  the 

Library  closed  for  the  summer  and  the  move.  A  group  of 

Chatham  work-study  students,  two  recent  graduates  and 
the  Library  staff  worked  together  to  get  the  collection 

ready  for  opening  day.  The  move,  which  would  be  a 
massive  undertaking  under  any  circumstances,  was  all  the 

more  difficult  since  the  building  was  still  under  con- 
struction. In  addition,  the  furniture  did  not  arrive  until  two 

days  before  opening  day.  As  of  this  writing  (late  Sep- 
tember), a  few  packing  crates  are  still  lying  around,  but  the 

library  is  in  working  order,  thanks  to  the  cooperation  of 
several  students  and  a  couple  of  recent  alumnae. 

Chatham  can  be  proud  of  a  facility  like  The  Jennie  King 
Mellon  Library.  It  is  functional,  aesthetically  pleasing  and 

spacious,  and  truly  one  of  the  most  attractive  libraries  in the  city. 

Editor's  note:  The  former  Laughlin  Library  is  now  known 
as  James  Laughlin  Hall  and  was  recently  renovated  for  use 

by  the  Department  of  Music. 
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A  Gracious  Lady 
/ 

Mary  Helen  Marks  was  attracted  to  Chatham  College  at 

an  early  age.  Her  middle  name  was  given  for  Miss  Helen 
Pelletreau,  President  of  Pennsylvania  Female  College  (now 

called  Chatham  College)  where  her  mother  had  graduated  in 
the  Class  of  1881.  As  Mary  Helen  was  growing  up  she 

cherished  stories  of  Miss  Pelletreau  and  the  College,  told 

over  and  over  by  her  mother.  When  she  had  finished  high 
school  her  parents  sent  her  to  Smith  College,  but  her 

greatest  contribution  was  to  Chatham  College. 

When  Miss  Marks  came  to  the  College  in  1916  she  felt  at 

home.  For  a  brief  period  she  served  as  field  representative. 
Soon  thereafter  she  was  made  Dean  of  the  College,  a 
position  that  put  her  in  touch  with  everyone  on  the 

campus.  She  had  a  gift  for  getting  along  with  people. 

She  worked  harmoniously  with  four  successive  presi- 

dents —  John  Carey  Acheson,  Cora  Helen  Coolidge,  Herbert 
Lincoln  Spencer  and  Paul  Russell  Anderson.  When  Miss 
Coolidge  died  Miss  Marks  was  given  the  office  of  Acting 

President  with  all  the  responsibilities  pertaining  to  it, 
together  with  those  of  the  deanship.  For  three  years  she 

carried  the  heavy  load  ably.  Miss  Effie  L  Walker  has 

written  of  her  recently,  "I'll  never  forget  the  chapel  she  had 
the  day  Miss  Coolidge  died.  She  read  the  90th  Psalm.  That 

expressed  her  feeling  perfectly,  I'm  sure." 

Miss  Marks  had  strong  convictions.  At  the  same  time  she 

was  tolerant  and  respectful  of  opinions  other  than  her  own. 

For  example,  when  Dr.  Anderson  first  came  to  the  College 
he  questioned  her  about  an  important  procedure  in  the 

office,  asking  why  it  was  done  in  such  a  way.  She  said,  "It 
has  always  been  done  that  way  and  has  seemed  to  be 

successful,  but  that  does  not  mean  it  is  the  only  good  way. 

Perhaps  you  know  a  better  one." 

The  most  valuable  of  all  Miss  Marks'  services  to  the 
College  is  what  she  did  for  the  students.  The  motto  on  the 

College  seal  meant  something  real  to  her.  Wherever  she  was 

she  set  an  example  of  gracious  manners  in  everyday  living. 

For  thirty-six  years  her  office  door  was  open  to  the 
students  and  they  took  advantage  of  it.  She  understood  the 

students  and  their  problems  and  they  had  confidence  in  her 
advice.  She  was  their  friend.  Now,  more  than  ever  before, 

they  appreciate  her  counsel.  The  influence  of  Mary  Helen 

Marks  will  live  on  through  the  coming  years  and  bear  fruit 
for  our  College  and  for  our  country. 

Laberta  Dysart 

Mary  Helen  Marks  died  in  Pittsburgh  on  July  23,  1973. 
the  age  of  87.  The  name  of  Laberta  Dysart,  former  facuh 

member  and  author  of  "The  First  Ninety  Years,"  a  histoi 
of  the  College,  came  to  mind  immediately  as  the  perse 
who  could  most  fittingly,  knowingly  and  lovingly  wri 

about  her  because  she  had  known  her  probably  better  ar 
longer  than  anyone  else  connected  with  the  College. 

At  the  time  of  Miss  Marks'  retirement  in  1952,  Dr.  Pat 

R.  Anderson,  then  president  of  the  College,  said  ".  .  . 
cannot  help  but  feel  that  the  College  might  not  have  bee 
in  existence  today  had  it  not  been  for  the  influence  whic 
Miss  Marks  provided  under  many  and  varied  circumstance 

There  will  probably  not  be  another  Mary  Helen  Marks  i 
the  life  of  this  College,  but  we  are  all  happy  indeed  thi 

there  has  been  one.  "Amen. 

The  Marks  family  has  suggested  that  if  anyone  wishes  t 
make  a  gift  in  memory  of  Miss  Marks  that  all  sue 
contributions  be  made  to  Chatham  College. 



Women's  Rights: 
AN  INVITATION  TO  THE  DANCE 

by  Dr.  Doug/as  Camp  Chaffey 
Asst.  Prof,  of  Political  Science 

Anglo-Saxon  law  and  the  United  States  Constitution 

have  changed,  developed,  grown  and  attenuated  con- 
siderably in  the  past  100  years.  And  it  may  well  be  that  the 

most  remarkable  and  profound  changes  have  occurred  in 

the  area  of  treatment  of  traditional  "unequals"  before  the 
law.  Male-female  and  master-servant  relationships  and 
statuses  were  carefully  delineated  and  enforced  in  feudal 

and  Tudor  policies  through  the  law.  As  we  know,  the 
married  woman  and  the  servant  or  slave  were  legally  the 

property  of  the  male  and  master  both  in  England  and  in  the 
early  United  States. 

However,  by  1900,  the  traditional  role  and  legal  status 

of  American  women  had  changed  a  great  deal.  Undoubtedly 

the  growing  industrial  labor  needs  of  the  Nineteenth 
Century  were  partly  responsible  for  such  steps  as  the 

"Married  Women's  Acts"  of  many  states,  which  for  the  first 

time  acknowledged  the  wife's  legal  personality  and  which 
conveyed  in  a  limited  way  ability  to  hold  and  convey 

property.  As  women  began  to  enter  the  labor  market  in 

significant  numbers,  the  first  laws  regulating  female  and 
child  labor  were  adopted,  and  women  began  the  long  drive 

to  attain  the  right  to  vote  —  culminating  in  the  Nineteenth 
Amendment  in  1920.  Since  the  achievement  of  suffrage, 

the  most  significant  changes  in  laws  affecting  women  are 
seen  in  the  federal  Equal  Pay  Act  of  1963,  Title  VII  of  the 

Civil  Rights  Act  of  1964,  and  in  recent  Supreme  Court 
decisions  dealing  with  state  abortion  laws. 

Many  American  women  can  and  do  point  with  pride  to 

such  indicators  of  their  growing  "equality  before  the  law." 
And  certainly  we  have  come  some  distance  from  the  Tudor 
polity  in  terms  of  the  treatment  of  people  before  the  law. 

Yet  no  one  can  seriously  argue  that  American  law  or  the 
courts  treat  women  and  men  in  all  respects  as  equals, 

although  ostensibly  well-meaning  people  will  not  agree  as  to 
whether  absolute  equality  before  the  law  is  a  good  thing  for 
men  and  women.  If  we  look  from  state  to  state,  we  see  that 

laws  in  at  least  some  states  still  restrict  women's  rights  in  at 
least  one  of  the  following  ways:  (1)  the  ability  of  married 

women  to  own  free  title  to  or  to  convey  property  without 

husband's  consent;  (2)  the  possibility  of  retaining  the 

"maiden"  name  after  marriage  or  of  retaining  a  legal 
residence  apart  from  the  husband;  (3)  the  legal  right  to 
compete  with  male  employees  in  terms  of  overtime,  night 

employment,  or  amount  of  weight  which  may  be  lifted. 
Finally,  we  still  find  laws  in  many  states  which  established 

different  majority  ages  for  men  and  women,  and  which 
restrict  or  limit  females  in  jury  service. 

Suppose,  for  the  purposes  of  argument,  that  a  group  of 
women  desire  to  sweep  away  all  such  laws  and  to  achieve 

full  equality  before  the  law  with  respect  to  all  matters  not 
based  on  a  valid  sexual  distinction.  It  seems  they  have  three 

possible  approaches.  First,  they  may  attack  such  laws  on  a 

state-by-state  basis,  both  in  the  state  legislatures  and  before 
the  state  courts.  This  approach,  of  course,  has  been  taken 

and  especially  in  recent  years  some  state  laws  enforcing 
unequal  status  have  been  amended  or  altered.  Successes  via 

this  route,  however,  will  be  scattered  and  slow.  Legislatures 
and  courts  are  predominantly  male  institutions  and  adhere 

generally  to  the  idea  that  women  can  and  should  be  treated 

separately  as  a  class  (female  protection  rather  than  equal 

protection). 
A  second  approach  may  be  to  attack  such  statutes  and 

practices  as  violative  of  the  "Equal  Protection  Clause"  of 
the  Fourteenth  Amendment  to  the  United  States  Constitu- 

tion. This  will  seem  a  better  approach,  since  successful 

court  decisions  culminating  in  definitive  U.  S.  Supreme 
Court  affirmation  will  tend  to  make  the  rulings  against 
unequal  treatment  uniform  across  the  country.  It  would 
seem  a  better  approach  also  because  the  words  of  that 
clause  of  the  Fourteenth  Amendment  seem  on  their  face  so 

absolute:  "No  state  [may]  —  deny  to  persons  within  its 

jurisdiction  the  equal  protection  of  the  laws."  But  here  the 

group  would  encounter  the  "absolutist  fallacy."  Justice 
Black  notwithstanding,  the  U.  S.  Supreme  Court  has  never 

accepted  the  argument  that  the  words  of  the  Constitution 
are  absolute  in  their  meaning.  For  example,  a  person  who, 

by  shouting  "fire!"  in  a  crowded  theatre,  causes  panic,  will 
not  escape  prosecution  for  his  speech,  despite  the  absolute 
words  of  the  First  Amendment.  Relative  to  the  Fourteenth 

Amendment,  the  U.  S.  Supreme  Court  has  consistently  held 

that  state  laws  may  indeed  treat  different  classes  of  persons 

differently,  provided  there  is  a  valid  reason  for  the 
distinction. 

For  most  of  the  Fourteenth  Amendment's  history,  the 
U.  S.  Supreme  Court  readily  accepted  sex  as  a  valid  basis 
for  legal  classification  and  legal  treatment.  Indeed,  early 

cases  on  this  point  are  shocking  by  our  standards.  For 

example,  in  the  1860's  one  Myra  Bradwell  attempted  to 
become  a  lawyer  in  Illinois  by  applying  for  admission  to  the 
state  bar.  She  was  refused  on  the  basis  of  her  sex.  In  1872  a 

unanimous  U.  S.  Supreme  Court  found  that'  Myra  Bradwell 
had  no  natural  right  to  practice  law.  This  was  so  not  only 
because  of  the  laws  of  Illinois,  which  specified  the 

qualifications  required  of  "persons,"  but  also  "because  of 
the  very  disabilities  of  nature  itself,  the  general  constitution 

of  things  which  created  women's  paramount  destiny  and 
mission  —  to  fulfill  the  noble  and  benign  offices  of  wife  and 

mother"  (Bradwell  v.  Illinois,  16  Wall.  130-1872).  The  same 
Court  held  that,  while  black  defendants  were  denied  equal 

protection  of  the  laws  if  black  men  were  excluded  from 

jury  service,  nevertheless  female  defendants  would  not  be 
denied  such  protection  where  women  were  excluded  from 
jury  service  (Strauder  v.  West  Virginia,  100  U.  S.  303, 

310-1880).  This  last  decision,  applied  to  state  juries,  was 

considered  "good  law"  until  the  late  1960's,  forty-five 

years  after  female  suffrage.  And  consider  the  Court's 
attitude  some  years  later  relative  to  state  laws  regulating 

female  hours  and  wages,  while  not  regulating  those  of  male 

employees:  "She  is  not  upon  an  equality.  —  She  is  properly 
placed  in  a  class  by  herself,  and  legislation  designed  for  her 
protection  may  be  sustained,  even  when  like  legislation  is 
not  necessary  for  men  and  could  not  be  sustained  (Muller  v. 

Oregon,  208  U.  S.  412-1908)." Congress,  rather  than  the  Court,  recently  made  sex  a 

suspect  classification  through  passage  and  enforcement  of 
the   Civii   Rights  Act  of  1964.   In  sustaining  the  Act  as  it 
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applies  to  discrimination  against  women  in  employment, 
the  U.  S.  Supreme  Court  implicitly  recognized  that  sex  had 
become  a  suspect  classification  for  employment  practices 

and  statutes.  But  the  Court  has  yet  to  say  definitively  that 

sex,  as  race,  is  an  impermissible  classification  generally,  or 

that  "persons"  means  "women"  as  well  as  "race,  color, 

creed  or  national  origin."  And  our  troubled  group  of 
feminists  might  forever  be  uncertain,  even  if  a  1973 
Supreme  Court  did  make  such  an  inclusive  ruling,  because 

the  1974  Court  could  always  un-make  it. 
It  is  for  these  reasons  that  our  feminist  group  will  try  a 

third  approach,  amendment  to  the  U.  S.  Constitution  to 

prohibit  legal  discrimination  on  the  basis  of  sex  by  state  or 
federal  governments.  Even  though  many  years  of  legislative 

and  court  action  would  be  necessary,  the  desirability  and 
fundamental  importance  of  the  concept  of  equality  of  the 

sexes  before  the  law  would  no  longer  be  open  to  debate  or 

institutional  vagaries.  It  would  become  an  operating  prin- 
ciple of  the  democratic  polity. 

As  we  know,  feminists  have  followed  this  third  alterna- 
tive. In  1920,  the  first  such  amendment  was  introduced  in 

Congress.  Immediately  their  efforts  were  stymied  by  that 
supreme  male  club  with  its  very  different  concept  of 

"female  protection."  Finally,  in  1971,  and  after  extensive 
organizational  work  and  hearings,  both  houses  of  Congress 

passed  what  we  now  refer  to  as  the  "Equal  Rights 
Amendment."  The  proposal  was  then  submitted  to  the 
states  for  ratification,  which  must  occur  by  March  22, 
1979. 

The  proposed  amendment  reads  as  follows: 

"Section  1:  Equality   of   rights  under  the  law  shall  not  be 
denied  or  abridged  by  the  United  States  or  by 

any  state  on  account  of  sex. 

Section  2:  The  Congress  shall  have  the  power  to  enfor 

by  appropriate  legislation,  the  provisions  of  t 
article. 

Section  3:  This   amendment   shall    take  effect   two   ye 

after  the  date  of  ratification." 
If  thirty-eight  states   ratify  the  amendment  within  1 

seven  year  limitation,  it  will   become  the  Twenty-Sever 
Amendment.  As  of  September  15,  1973,  twenty-nine  sta 
have  ratified  the  proposal,  and  Nebraska  has  first  ratifii 
then  rescinded  it  (Congress  must  decide  if  Nebraska  m 

legally   do  so).   Thirteen   states   rejected   the  proposal  t 
year   in   floor  votes   (Alabama,  Arkansas,  Florida,  1 1  line 

Indiana,   Maine,   Missouri,    Nevada,   North' Carolina,  Noi Dakota,    Oklahoma,    South    Carolina,    and    Utah).    In 

additional  states  the  proposal  was  killed  before  the  stage 
final   vote   (Arizona,   Georgia,   Mississippi,  Montana,  Oh 

Virginia).    One    state,    Louisiana,    may    still    consider   1 

proposal  in  this  legislative  session.  Therefore,  the  future 
this    particular    amendment    is    in    doubt.    Most    of    1 
ratifications  came  in   1971,  and  most  recent  actions  he 

been  adverse,  largely  under  the  pressures  of  a  well-financ 
anti-amendment  lobby. 

Debates  in  the  state  capitals  and  in  the  media  ha 

produced  more  heat  than  light  on  the  probable  effects 
this  amendment  if  adopted.  If  we  piece  together  an  analy 

of  (1)  the  intent  of  Congress  in  proposing  the  Equal  Rigf 
Amendment,  and  (2)  a  consideration  of  the  history  of  t 
Fourteenth  and  other  amendments,  we  can  begin  to  predi 

the  effects  of  the  Twenty-Seventh  Amendment.  I  use  the 
as  guideposts  because  (1)  the  intent  of  Congress  will  be  t 
prime  factor  in  early  Court  interpretations,  and  (2)  t 
Court  must  in  the  end  balance  this  amendment  wi 

existing  rights  (the  "absolutist"  problem). 
Kathleen     Lucas     Barber,     in     a    closely-reasoned    ai 



brilliant  paper,  recently  stated  what  most  students  of  the 
law  and  courts  will  generally  agree  to  be  the  effects  of  the 
amendment: 

"In  general,  laws  will  be  invalidated  by  the  Equal 
Rights  Amendment  if  they  treat  the  members  of  one 
sex  differently  from  members  of  the  other  sex. 

Although  most  members  of  one  sex  may  share  a 

particular  characteristic  which  few  members  of  the 
other  sex  possess,  this  imbalance  in  fact,  will  not 

justify  inequality  in  the  law.  The  reason  for  this  is 
basic:  sex  discrimination  may  itself  have  caused  the 

widely  shared  attribute  in  question  — . 
Discriminatory  laws  will  be  discarded  altogether,  or 

written  in  sex-neutral  terms,  so  that  burdens  and 
benefits  may  be  distributed  according  to  individual 

capacity,  not  by  the  prohibited  classification  of  sex. 
Laws  which  provide  compensating  inequalities  will  no 

longer  be  constitutionally  permissible." 

(Kathleen  Lucas  Barber,  "Equal  Rights  and  the 

Double-Edged  Sword  of  Protection,"  paper  prepared 
for  delivery  at  the  1973  Annual  Meeting  of  the 
Midwest  Political  Science  Association). 

How  would  these  general  principles  operate  in  practice? 

Perhaps  some  examples  will  demonstrate  the  sorts  of  laws 
which  would  be  invalidated: 

1.  A  law  prohibiting  women  from  becoming  professional 

wrestlers  —  or  anything  else  permitted  to  men  —  would 
be  impermissible  and  could  not  be  justified  either  on  the 

ground  that  few  women  choose  the  profession  or  that 

they  need  protection  from  its  "evil"  effects. 
2.  Social  Security  Laws  and  regulations  which  provide 

earlier  and,  in  some  cases,  more  substantial  benefits  to 

women  than  to  men  would  have  to  be  re-drawn,  and 
could  not  be  defended  on  the  ground  that  women  were 
discriminated  against  while  employed  and  should  be 
compensated  for  this  inequality. 

3.  State  laws  which  require  a  wife  to  obtain  her  husband's 
signature  before  conveying  property  or  opening  a  busi- 

ness would  be  invalid  —  unless  the  law  required  like 
action  on  the  part  of  the  husband  relative  to  his 
transactions. 

4.  State  laws  which  exclude  women  from  jury  service  or 
treat  them  as  a  separate  class  for  exemption  from  jury 

duty  would  be  invalid. 

5.  If  the  United  States  government  reinstituted  a  military 
draft,  the  law  could  not  exempt  women  as  such  from  its 

requirements. 

6.  If  a  state  is  to  have  laws  regulating  hours,  wages  and 
conditions  of  employment,  such  laws  must  apply  equally 
to  both  sexes. 

7.  Laws  which  regulate  adult  status,  marriage,  divorce, 
child  custody  or  alimony  could  not  discriminate  on  their 

face  or  in  practice  against  the  male  or  female,  nor  apply 
differentially  to  the  sexes. 

8.  Laws  establishing  and  providing  punishments  of  criminal 

acts  must  be  written  in  sex-neutral  terms,  unless  the  act 
could  be  committed  only  by  a  member  of  one  sex 

against  a  member  of  the  other  sex.  For  example,  both 
the  prostitute  and  his  or  her  customer  would  be  subject 

to  punishment  for  the  crime  of  prostitution. 

These  examples  indicate  the  very  important  impact  of 

the  proposed  amendment  if  enforced,  and  demonstrate  the 

wisdom  of  the  two-year  period  between  ratification  and 
enforcement.  We  should  also  be  aware  that  the  amendment 

would  have  a  broader  impact  than  just  that  on  state  and 

federal  law.  As  the  courts  interpret  "state  action,"  the 
prohibition  against  state  discrimination  extends  to  the  acts 

and  policies  of  public  officials  at  all  levels,  to  lower  public 

agencies,  and  to  the  actions  of  state-supported  and  state- 
related  institutions  —  whether  primarily  public  or  private  in 

governance.  The  concept  of  "state-relatedness"  is  a  fuzzy 
one.  Certainly  the  Equal  Rights  Amendment  would  not 

apply  to  purely  private  relations  between  persons,  or  to 
institutions  which  do  not  receive  funds  or  any  very 

substantial  support  from  public  government.  Courts  have 
already  struck  down  racial  discrimination  by  private 

schools,  private  libraries,  private  swimming  pools,  and  some 

private  organizations  —  either  because  they  receive  public 
funds  or  are  open  to  the  public.  It  is  then  by  no  means 

certain  that  single-sex  schools  would  survive  the  adoption 
of  the  Equal  Rights  Amendment  in  the  face  of  qualified 

applicants  of  the  unwanted  sex. 
Two  arguments  are  frequently  offered  against  adoption 

of  the  amendment:  (1)  that  it  would  legislate  away  the 

difference  between  the  sexes;  (2)  that  it  would  destroy  the 
American  family  either  by  destroying  the  traditional 

husband-wife  symbiosis  or  by  removing  the  husband's 
legally-imposed  necessity  to  support  the  family.  As  to  the 
first  argument,  it  is  important  to  remember  again  that  the 

amendment  would  be  interpreted  in  light  of  Congress's 
intent,  and  that  no  amendment  is  absolute.  The  written 

proceedings  before  Congress  clearly  demonstrate  that  Con 

gress  did  not  have  a  "unisex"  world  in  mind.  It  intended 
that  maternity  benefits  continue  to  women  and  that  rape 
could  still  be  classified  as  a  crime  by  male  against  female. 
There  are  unlegislatable  differences  between  the  sexes 
which  no  amendment  can  be  expected  to  reach.  Nor  would 

"men"  and  "women"  signs  disappear  from  restrooms.  It  is 
difficult  to  see  who  would  call  for  such  an  action,  and  again 
the  words  of  the  amendment  are  not  absolute.  There  is  a 

right  to  privacy  which  lurks  behind  several  amendments, 
and  the  Court  does  and  will  consider  the  need  to  balance 

the  one  right  against  the  other. 

The  question  of  the  American  family  is  more  compli- 
cated. As  an  institution  it  is  basically  patterned  by  culture 

and  social  mores,  rather  than  by  law  as  such.  Surely  there  is 
little  damage  which  an  amendment  could  do  which  has  not 
already  occurred  from  other  forces  operating  on  the  family. 

Legally  the  amendment  would  make  husband  and  wife 

equal  partners  in  the  marriage  —  whether  it  will  do  so  in 
fact  depends  very  much  on  the  particular  couple.  Culturally 

male-female  equality  in  the  family  is  the  state  of  affairs  in 
an  increasing  number  of  marriages.  Since  child  support  and 

alimony  laws  are  seldom  enforced  presently  in  our  states, 

no  harm  would  come  from  equalizing  the  legal  responsi- 
bility for  child  support  or  partner  support.  In  fact,  each 

couple  does  and  will  continue  to  decide  how  they  work  out 

earnings  and  responsibilities.  The  most  important  impact  of 
the  amendment  on  the  family  will  be  in  bringing  about 

more  equitable  divorce,  support,  and  inheritance  laws.  And 
in  the  final  analysis,  if  all  state  legislatures  are  as  concerned 

with  the  "sanctity  of  the  American  family"  as  is  Penn- 
sylvania's, I  am  sure  inventive  legislators  will  find  sex- 

neutral  ways  to  continue  to  pass  such  ineffective  but 

popular  measures. 

I  have  betrayed  my  personal  bias  in  favor  of  the 
ratification  of  the  Equal  Rights  Amendment.  In  the  long 

run,  it  will  usher  in  the  next  great  "liberation"  —  that  of 
the  American  male.  Many  people  see  in  the  great  changes 

which  have  already  occurred  in  the  legal  status  of  women 
the  forward  and  upward  march  of  historical  inevitability.  I 

am  not  sure  whether  change  generally  is  in  this  direction. 

Very  often  the  movement  of  history  seems  more  sideways 

(or  "concrevans"  as  one  of  my  colleagues  loves  to  say).  I 
am  sure  that  this  amendment  or  another  like  it  will 

eventually  become  part  of  the  Constitution.  And  this  in 
turn  shows  again  how  much  we  all  have  changed  in  so  short 
a  time  in  the  general  dance. 
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. . .  AND  NARY 
I  never  intended  to  become  an  archaeologist.  I  was  sure 

that  it  was  a  glamorous  life  —  full  of  sun-bronzed  types  in 
pith  helmets  carefully  brushing  the  dust  of  ages  away  from 
fabulous  treasure  troves  or  discovering  documents  which 

solve  the  mysteries  of  the  millenia  —  but  I  also  had  a  strong 
suspicion  that  it  involved  long  hours,  a  sunburn,  and  an  all 

too  intimate  acquaintance  with  dirt.  I  opted  for  the  quieter 

life  of  the  political  science  major  and  settled  down  to 
become  a  Congresswoman  or  Supreme  Court  Justice. 

Alas  for  all  things  that  will  never  be:  Fate  conspired 

against  me,  propelled  me  into  a  class  in  ancient  history  (I 
had  intended  to  take  German),  transformed  my  applications 

to  law  school  into  applications  to  graduate  school  and  made 

sure  that  one  of  my  first  professors  in  graduate  school  was 

also  the  director  of  one  of  the  three  American  digs  in 
Greece. 

So  here  I  am  in  the  wilds  of  southwestern  Greece, 

working  ten  to  twelve  hours  a  day,  sunburnt  and  freckled, 

terrified  of  scorpions,  despairing  of  ever  getting  my  hands, 
face,  and  clothes  completely  clean,  and  having  the  time  of 

my  life.  After  three  years  of  working  on  excavation  I  have 
seen  no  pith  helmets,  no  vital  written  documents,  and  very 

few  treasure  troves,  but  I  suspect  that  these  commodities 

have  always  been  more  common  in  Hollywood  than  in  real 

life.  Besides,  reality  is  a  great  deal  more  interesting  than  the 
movies:  Hollywood  never  said  anything  about  dawn  over 
the  Taygetos  mountains,  picnics  under  the  Milky  Way,  or 
fireworks  inside  the  church  at  Greek  Easter. 

The  dig  with  which  I  am  associated  is  the  University  of 
Minnesota  excavation  at  Nichoria,  in  Messenia,  a  province 
in  the  southwestern  Peloponnesos.  The  excavation  is  under 
the  direction  of  Professor  William  A.  McDonald.  The  site 

itself  is  located  on  an  olive  and  fig-covered  ridge  over- 
looking the  Gulf  of  Messenia  and  the  fertile  Messenian 

plain,  an  area  which  has  always  been  one  of  the  most 

productive  agricultural  areas  in  Greece.  Although  the  ridge 

is  now  occupied  only  by  olives,  figs,  sheep,  goats,  and 
archaeologists,  for  more  than  fifteen  hundred  years 

(2300-700  B.C.)  it  housed  a  thriving  Bronze  Age  settle- 
ment. The  purpose  of  the  University  of  Minnesota  dig  is  to 

try  to  re-create  an  understanding  of  that  settlement  and  its 
environment. 

A  surprising  range  of  talents  and  techniques  is  brought 
to  bear  on  the  problem  of  reconstructing  the  history  and 
ecology  of  the  site;  in  fact,  one  of  the  things  which 
surprised  me  the  most  when  I  first  got  involved  with  the  dig 

was  the  number  of  different  disciplines  which  were  repre- 
sented on  the  staff.  I  had  always  envisioned  archaeologists 

as  people  who  simply  dug  things  up  out  of  the  ground  (or 
possibly  supervised  other  people  digging)  and  recorded  the 
position  of  everything  they  found  before  they  carted  it  off 
to  a  museum  somewhere.  It  never  occurred  to  me  that  the 

process  of  recording,  conserving,  and  analyzing  the  finds 
would  prove  more  complex  than  actually  digging  them  up. 
Reality  once  again  proved  me  wrong:  out  of  some  thirty 

staff  members  only  seven  or  eight  are  trenchmasters  —  the 
people  who,  with  the  assistance  of  workmen  recruited  from 

the  local  villages,  actually  do  the  excavation.  The  rest  of  the 
staff  tries  to  cope  with  the  great  volume  of  material  coming 
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out  of  the  ground  or  tries  to  gather  collateral  information 

I  from  the  current  environment  which  may  make  possible  a 

reconstruction  of  the  Bronze  and  Early  Iron  age  enviro- 
nment. Thus  the  staff  includes  people  doing  work  in 

geology,  botany,  palaeontology,  physical  anthropology, 
cultural  anthropology,  conservation,  architecture,  and 

photography,  as  well  as  specialists  in  dealing  with  pottery 
and  small  finds.  My  own  work  on  the  dig  has  been  with  the 

pottery:  trying,  with  two  other  people,  to  make  sense  of 
the  thousands  of  dirty,  broken  potsherds  which  are  sent 
down  to  us  every  day. 

Pottery  has  a  very  special  role  in  archaeology.  In  the  first 

place,  it  is  virtually  indestructible:  whole  pots  are  easily 
broken,  but  unless  the  broken  sherds  are  ground  to  powder 
or  exposed  to  constantly  running  water,  they  are  likely  to 
hang  around  for  thousands  or  (who  knows)  millions  of 

years,  cluttering  up  the  landscape  and  providing  manna  for 
archaeologists.  Moreover,  in  the  time  span  with  which  we 

are  dealing,  pottery  is  the  most  accurate  source  of  dates. 

Archaeologists  have  established  a  pretty  clear  sequence  of 

stylistic  changes  in  some  kinds  of  prehistoric  Greek  pottery 
which  can  be  linked  to  already  established  dates  in  better 
known  civilizations.  Thus  a  close  study  of  the  shape  and 

decoration  of  the  pottery  may  enable  us  to  date  otherwise 

undatable  artifacts  as  closely  as  within  fifty  to  seventy-five 
years. 

All  of  the  finds  from  the  excavation  must  be  cleaned, 

identified,  analyzed,  catalogued,  and  filed  away  for  future 

study,  and  pottery  is  no  exception.  The  pottery  is  sent 

down  to  us  in  large  rubber  baskets  called  zembils.  Each 
zembil  contains  a  separately  labelled  lot  of  pottery  from  a 
specific  area  of  a  specific  trench,  and  each  lot  remains 
separate  and  coherent  throughout  the  process  of  cleaning, 

sorting  and  analyzing.  In  this  way  it  is  possible  to  be  very 
specific  in  recognizing  and  identifying  chronological 
changes  on  the  site. 

Our  first  major  problem  is  getting  the  pottery  clean.  We 
have  two  women  from  the  village  who  wash  the  pottery 

carefully,  using  water  and  very  soft  brushes,  and  then 
spread  it  out  to  dry  in  the  shade  of  a  large  pear  tree.  Their 
technique  is  successful  for  the  most  part,  but  the  salts  in 

the  local  soil  have  an  unfortunate  tendency  to  resist 

cleaning  and  dirt  clings  stubbornly  to  the  surface  of  many 
sherds.  Important  pottery  may,  therefore,  be  treated  with 
hydrochloric  acid,  which  is  often  successful  in  dissolving 

stubborn  dirt.  (It  is,  however,  equally  successful  in  dis- 
solving the  soles  of  sandals  onto  which  it  is  accidentally 

splashed  —  as  I  learned  to  my  sorrow!) 
When  the  pottery  is  dry,  each  lot  is  spread  out  on  a  long 

wooden  table  and  sorted  into  piles  of  different  shapes 

(rims,  handles,  bases,  etc.)  and  fabrics  (coarse,  plain,  fine, 
and  decorated).  These  are  studied,  given  a  date,  and  a 
detailed  description  of  the  lot  and  its  characteristics  is 

written  up.  This  description  becomes  part  of  a  pottery 
notebook  which  records  the  nature  and  fate  of  every  basket 
of  pottery  excavated.  Each  lot  is  then  packed  into  a 

wooden  box  and  stored  for  future  reference  or  study. 
Unbroken  pots  and  other  pots  that  can  be  at  least  partially 

restored  are  photographed,  catalogued,  and  stored  indi- 
vidually. Whenever  possible,  broken  pots  are  mended  and,  if 

necessary,  missing  portions  may  be  restored.  This  work  is 

done  by  our  two  conservators  who  are  highly  trained 
specialists  in  the  arts  of  cleaning,  preserving,  and  restoring 
all  of  the  artifacts  from  an  excavation. 

Those  of  us  who  deal  with  the  pottery  are  particularly 

fortunate  in  our  working  area.  Most  of  our  work  is  done  on 

a  shady,  vine-covered  porch  with  a  spectacular  view  of  the 
mountains  and  sea,  and  with  a  constant  faint  scent  of 

jasmine.  The  porch  is  a  part  of  the  dig  house  —  a 
combination  living-working  center  which  was  built  speci- 

fically to  fit  the  needs  of  the  excavation  and  which  sits  on  a 
bluff  overlooking  the  sea  about  three  miles  from  the  site.  In 

addition  to  eating  and  sleeping  quarters  (one  large  dormi- 
tory room  for  the  men,  another  for  the  women,  and  a  few 

private  rooms  for  married  couples),  the  house  includes 

several  work  areas,  photographic  darkrooms,  and  storage 
areas  for  both  equipment  and  finds.  One  of  the  great 

advantages  of  working  at  the  dig  house  is  that  there  is 

usually  a  sea  breeze  to  keep  us  cool  in  the  hot  Medi- 
terranean summer,  a  blessing  which  the  people  who  work  at 

the  site  must  do  without. 

We  also  try  to  avoid  the  heat  by  starting  work  early. 
Breakfast  is  at  five  in  the  morning,  and  work  starts  at  six. 

This  is  a  little  hard  on  those  of  us  who  would  prefer  to  be 
late  to  bed  and  late  to  rise,  but  it  is  at  least  partially 

compensated  for  by  the  view  of  the  sunrise  over  the 

Taygetos  Mountains  across  the  bay.  We  work  from  six  to 

two,  with  a  half-hour  break  at  ten,  then  have  lunch  and  a 
free  period  during  the  hottest  part  of  the  day  which  we  can 
use  for  a  siesta,  swimming,  writing  letters,  or  indulging  in  a 

mystery.  (It  is  my  private  conviction  that  archaeologists 
have  a  higher  addiction  rate  to  detective  fiction  than  any 

other  group  in  the  world.)  Tea,  to  please  the  British  and 
Canadian  members  of  our  staff,  is  at  five  and  then  work 

continues  until  seven-thirty.  Dinner  is  at  eight  and  lights  are 
usually  out  by  ten.  Saturday  afternoons  and  Sundays  are 
free. 

One  of  the  nicest  things  about  archaeology  is  the 

opportunity  to  get  to  know  the  people  of  the  area  in  which 
you  are  working,  and  our  dig  is  fortunate  in  having 
developed  cordial  relations  with  the  nearby  village  which 

supplies  many  of  our  workmen.  The  village  is  very  small, 

very  rural,  and  relatively  poor,  but  what  it  lacks  in  modern 
conveniences  it  more  than  makes  up  in  the  warmth  and 

generosity  of  its  people.  The  village  itself  is  about  one 
hundred  and  fifty  years  old  and  filled  with  whitewashed 
stone  and  mudbrick  houses,  dusty  unpaved  lanes,  dozens  of 
chickens,  and  a  fair  number  of  donkeys,  goats,  and  pigs. 

The  dig  rents  a  house  in  the  village  to  accommodate  the 
overflow  from  the  dig  house  (which  can  comfortably  house 

only  about  twenty -five),  and  so  for  three  weeks  I  have  been 
able  to  experience  the  joys  and  woes  of  living  in  a  house 
with  no  plumbing,  no  running  water,  a  courtyard,  a  very 
loud  rooster  next  door,  and  a  balcony  with  a  terrific  view 
of  the  mountains  and  the  sea. 

Hollywood  is  welcome  to  its  view  of  archaeology,  and 

the  Congress  and  the  Supreme  Court  will  have  to  do 

without  me.  I've  never  appreciated  hot  showers,  American 

plumbing,  and  peanut  butter  more,  but  I  wouldn't  trade  my 
summers  in  Nichoria  for  anything  in  the  world. 
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Education 

For  Women - 

CAMBRIDGE  STYLE 
Since  January  of  1971  my  husband  and  I  have  been 

living  in  the  village  of  Offord  D'Arcy,  located  approxi- 
mately twenty  miles  northwest  of  Cambridge  —  England. 

Living  so  close  to  Cambridge  was  a  once  in  a  lifetime 

opportunity  so  I  decided  to  take  advantage  of  it  and 
applied  to  Cambridge  University  to  read  Economics  as  an 

affiliated  student.  The  classification  "affiliated"  means 
simply  that  I  already  have  a  B.A.  from  a  college  other  than 
Cambridge  and  as  an  affiliated  student  I  would  take  the  last 

two  years  of  a  three  year  undergraduate  course  leading  to  a 

degree  with  honors.  Luckily,  I  was  one  of  twenty-two 
women  accepted  by  Lucy  Cavendish  College,  previously  a 

graduate  society,  but  now  for  the  first  time  admitting 

"mature"  (ages  25  and  over)  and  affiliated  female  under- 
graduates. My  good  fortune  at  being  discovered  by  Lucy 

Cavendish  was  frequently  made  evident  to  me  during  my 
first  year  of  study,  completed  in  June,  1973.  Lucy 

Cavendish  was  established  especially  for  women  whose 

academic  careers  had  been  interrupted  by  marriage  and/or 

families.  As  a  result,  although  students  of  all  colleges  must 
abide  by  the  University  regulations,  Lucy  Cavendish 

students  were  left  to  themselves,  the  College  providing  help 
and  advice  when  needed,  but  otherwise  leaving  the  students 
to  arrange  their  own  schedules  around  husbands  and 
children. 

The  academic  year  consists  of  three  terms  of  eight  weeks 
duration.  Each  course  of  study  differs  but  economics  is 

fairly  typical.  The  normal  three  year  course  consists  of  a 

Tripos  Part  I  examination  at  the  end  of  the  first  year, 
Preliminary  Examination  for  Part  II  at  the  end  of  the 
second  year,  and  Tripos  Part  II  exam  at  the  end  of  the  third 

year.  The  term  "Tripos"  derives  from  a  three-legged  stool 
which  the  earliest  students  at  Cambridge  sat  upon  while 
being  tested.  Technically  a  student  can  fail  Part  I  and  the 

Prelim  exam  and  still  receive  an  honors  degree  provided  he 
passes  Part  II.  In  fact,  however,  under  such  circumstances 

the  student's  college  may  suggest  that  he  leave  Cambridge 
or  perhaps  change  his  course. 

For  my  first  year  I  would  be  taking  the  Prelim  exams 

which  consist  of  two  compulsory  exams  (or  papers,  as  they 
are  called).  Economic  Principles  I  and  II,  and  an  optional 

paper—Statistics.  My  second  year  will  be  somewhat  more 

rigorous  as  I'll  be  required  to  take  three  compulsory  papers 
and  three  optional  papers.  At  the  beginning  of  each  term  a 
lecture  list  is  published  and  students  are  free  to  attend  all  or 

none  of  those  listed.  The  good  lecturers  are  soon  dis- 
tinguished from  the  bad,  as  all  lecture  rooms  are  filled  to 

capacity  the  first  week,  but  only  the  interesting  lecturers 
manage  to  attract  more  than  a  handful  of  students  the 

second  and  following  weeks.  I  found  most  lectures,  in  fact, 

to  be  rather  boring,  and  in  most  it  was  not  necessary  to 
take  notes.  The  nature  of  the  lectures  seemed  to  be 

introductory  and  lengthy  reading  lists  are  given  out  so  that 
students  can  do  their  own  reading  and  learning.  The  system 
is  completely  unlike  Chatham  classes  where  the  learning 
process  takes  place  during  the  class  session.  Of  course  the 

habit  of  attending  classes  at  Chatham  had  been  so  ingrained 

in  me  that  I  wasted  a  bit  of  time  my  first  year  attendii 

worthless  lectures  simply  because  I  felt  I  "ought"  to  I there. 

In  addition  to  lectures,  an  average  week  consisted 
about  twelve,  there  were  supervisions.  I  received  or 

supervision  per  week  in  economic  principles,  and  two  p 
term  in  statistics.  There  was  also  one  class  a  week 

statistics  for  which  students  were  expected  to  comple 

problems  and  go  over  any  difficulties  they  had.  Tl 
supervisions  are  by  far  the  most  important  element  in  tl 

student's  learning  process.  They  are  rather  similar  to  tl 
tutorial  system  at  Chatham.  Usually  two  students  me 
together  with  their  supervisor  and  are  given  an  essay  top 

and  suggested  reading.  The  essays  are  about  three  or  foi 
pages  in  length  and  must  be  handed  in  to  the  supervisor  tl 
day  before  the  supervision.  At  the  supervision  the  essays  a 
criticized  and  the  topic  discussed.  At  the  end  of  each  ter 

the  supervisors  must  send  a  written  report  on  each  studei 

to  his  or  her  college,  and  if  the  report  suggests  some  failir 

in  the  student's  performance  it  is  brought  to  the  attentic 
of  the  student  by  his  college  tutor.  I  found  the  supervisioi 
to  be  quite  interesting  and  stimulating,  although  ove 

coming  one's  feelings  of  ignorance  takes  some  time.  Tl 
supervision  essays  are  the  only  written  work  required  t 
the  students  and  they  are  ungraded  and  carry  no  weight 

the  determination  of  the  student's  final  grade.  Everythir 
rests  on  his  performance  in  the  Tripos  exam,  which,  in  tun 

covers  an  entire  year's  work. 
I  found  Cambridge  to  be  a  marvelous  experience  my  fir 

year  and  by  correcting  my  early  mistakes  I  hope  my  secor 
year  is  even  better.  In  the  exams  one  is  not  asked  to  wrr 

everything  he  knows,  rather  he  must  use  his  accumulate 
knowledge  to  solve  a  problem  which  has  been  presented  1 
him.  The  town  of  Cambridge  itself  offers  much  in  the  we 

of  cultural  and  athletic  activities  and  is  a  beautiful  city, 
always  used  to  love  Chatham  in  the  spring  and  I  have  had 
similar  love  affair  with  Cambridge  in  thespring.  It  is  a  trul 

exciting  atmosphere  and  I  feel  very  fortunate  to  have  bee 
given  the  unforgettable  opportunity  to  study  there. 

Pamela  Bradley  O'Connell  '70 
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Alumnae  Annual  Giving  Report: 
July1,1972  through  June  30,1973 

Alumnae  Fund  (Individual  gifts) 
Unrestricted    $40,831 .1 1 

Designated  for  Alumnae  Scholarships    6,327.05 

Designated  for  Special  Scholarships 
Dorothy  B.  Newell      $1 ,000.00 

Luella  P.  Meloy    47.50   1,047.50 

Designated  for  Library    185.00   185.00 

Class  Reunion  Gifts 

Class  of  1923    1,120.00 
Class  of  1933    90.00 

Class  of  1948    600.00   1,810.00 

Miscellaneous 

Decade  IV    100.00 
Decade  V    60.00 
Mount  Lebanon  Club    350.00 

Cleveland  Club    200.00 

U.  S.  Steel  Corp.  Award       1 ,000.00 
Alice  Sankey  Viehman  Family  Memorial    1,000.00 
Frani  Zimmerman  Kline  Fund    35.50 

Beatrice  Lewis  Memorial  Fund    25.00 

Guaranty  Savings  &  Loan  (Dividends)    12.10 

Anonymous    250.00   3,032.60 

Matching  Gifts  from  36  Corporations 

and  Foundations            2,785.37 

Total  Alumnae  Giving 

Number  of  alumnae  contributors       1 ,1 23* 
Percentage  of  participation  25.1% 

*This  figure  does  not  include  101  non-matching  second  gifts. 

$56,018.63 

ALUMNAE 
July  1, 

1898-100% 
Aimee  Beringer  Murdoch 

1900-100% 
Estelle  McKee  McCoy 

1904-100% 
Edna  McKee  Houston 

1906-100% 
Verna  Madtes  Rifenberick 

1907-100% 
Bessie  Johnson  McGinnity 
Ellen  B.  McKee 
Clara  Niebaum  Brown 

1908-33% 
Mary  Mellon  McJunkin 

1911-33% 
Sara  R.  Carpenter 
Edna  M.  Reitz 

1912-40% 
May  Hardy  Reed 
Martha  Kim 
Martha  Sands  Hamilton 
Maude  Shutt  Cochran 

1913-54% 
Christine  Cameron  Bryan 
Laila  Clark  Ament 

FUND  CONTRIBUTORS  BY  CLASS  - 
1972  through  June  30,  1973 

Louise  E.  Fletcher 
Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh 
Jeanne  Gray  Orcutt 
Elizabeth  S.  McCague 
Lucille  Atkinson  Baker 

1914-36% 
C.  Pauline  Burt 

Phoebe  Knight  Nicholas 
Mildred  McWilliams 
Helen  Rutherford  Stockdale 

1915-50% 
Elizabeth  Cameron  Frank 
Jane  Johnston 

Olga  E.  Losa 

1916-32% 
Gertrude  Frame  Patterson 
Alice  Laidlaw  Hicks 

Melba  Martin  Ingersoll 
Amelia  O.  Slater 
Helen  Steele  Truxal 

Mary  Jane  Stratton 

1917-60% 
Martha  Crandall  Noyes 
Martha  Dunbar  Say 
Jane  E.  Errett 

Ruth  Gokey  Walters 
Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol 

Louise  Reinecke  Thorne 

Agnes  Dorman  Walling 
Marianne  Rea  Hamilton 

1918-31% 
Rachel  Alexander  Christie 

Elinor  Goldsmit  Hast 
Charlotte  Hunker  Hays 
Martha  Temple  Patrick 

1919-35% 
Martha  Brownlee  Bovard 

Margaret  Jefferson  Brison 
Henrietta  J.  Leopold 

Elinor  McEllroy  Guthrie 
Augusta  C.  Rogers 
Margaret  Workman  Witherspoon 
Rachel  Buck  Reinken 

1920-33% 
Elizabeth  Fleming 
Helen  Horix  Fairbanks 

Elizabeth  Shipley  Brainerd 
Mary  Louella  Stevenson 
Helen  Bennett  Nelson 
Minnie  McGrew  Coyle 

Gladys  Wilson  Green 

1921-36% 
Marcella  Collier  DesJardins 
Lois  Farr  Hamilton 

Margaret  B.  Gilfillan 

Lucile  Long  Haseltine 
Ella  F.  Martin 
Emma  Louise  Montgomery 

Mabel  B.  Shaffer 
Helen  Treloar  McGarrity 

1922-38% 
Helen  Allison  Dunbar 

Margaret  M.  Barnes 
Betty  Dean  Boots 
Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney 
Bonnalyn  Connelly 
Ina  Connelly  Cross 
Helen  Gross  Alderman 
Anne  Kiskaddon  Griggs 

Katherine  Jane  Taylor 

Carolyn  W.  Titzell 

1923-21% 
Harriet  Barker  Thompson 

Lyda  E.  Hamilton 
Helen  McKenzie  Jamison 

Margaret  McRoberts  Egbert 
Marie  Ohle  Craig 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser 
Helen  Brown  Cook 

1924-31% 
Lenore  Allen 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton 

Dorothy  Cooke  Ortner 
Martha  Glandon  Luthringer 
Grace  Davis  Mechling 
Marion  T.  Griggs 

Hedwig  Pregler 
Helen  E.  Ryman 

Stella  Wagenfehr  Shane 
Esther  Miller  Kagan 

1925-30% 
Helen  Ahlers  Patton 
Katherine  Dashiell  Roberts 

Louise  Graham  Brown 

Margaret  E.  Herron 
Jean  MacColl  Horton 
Frances  A.  Rolfe 

Mary  Shane  Muir 
Elizabeth  Stevenson  McQuiston 
Grace  Morrison  Way 

1926-32% 
Mary  Ailes  Sechler 
Gertrude  Bradshaw 
Helen  M.  Bromley 
Marian  Johnson  Kipp 

Ruth  Justice  Rowley 
Elsie  McElwain  Emery 

Elise  F.  Moller 
Helen  Moorhead  McLaren 
Martina  F.  Oetting 

Marie  Pannier  Townhill 
Audrey  Reebel  Early 
Helen  Simons  Polhemus 
Jean  Thomas  Iffert 
Estelle  Silverman  Small 

1927-26% Clara  M.  Colteryahn 
Elizabeth  Crawford 
Ella  English  Daub 
M.  Isabel  Epley 

Eleanor  Ewing  Buterbaugh 

Margaret  Gibson  McCrum 
Edith  Jay  Carson 
Katherine  Lowe  Hall 
Ruth  McKeever  Slater 
Catherine  McRoberts  Gunia 
Nancy  Jane  Montgomery 

Anna  Negley  Brunot 
Rachel  Stevenson  Bair 
Esther  Watson  Wilson 
Ruth  Allman  Jones 
Birdella  Snyder  Weyandt 
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1928-29% 
Anna  Aber  Buck 

Anne  Louise  Blessing  Leslie 
Margaret  E.  Cousley 
Gladys  Cummins  McConnell 
Suzanne  Finley  Heller 
Dorothy  Floyd  Warren 
Elizabeth  Gidney  Elder 
Helen  E.  Gordon 

Margaret  Jones  Ruthart 
Nora  Lewis  Harlan 

Evelyn  Newton  Flickinger 
Virginia  Ray  Randall 
Bessie  Rosen  Birshtein 
Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson 
Jane  Willard  Stephenson 
Frances  Frost  Brumbaugh 
Alice  Grafner 
Madaline  Teets  Bathrick 

1929-18% 
Dorothy  Appleby  Musser 
Ellen  Connor  Kilgore 
Jane  Haller  McCafferty 
Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm 

Mary  H.  Kolb 
Katherine  MacCloskey  Crocker 
Frances  Reeder  Battaglia 
Marian  Rogerson  Knight 
Myrtle  Sexauer  Cobb 
Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell 
Anne  Textor  Thompson 
Margaret  Wooldridge  Fifer 

1930-26% 
Ruth  Beech  Armentrout 
Viola  Chadwick  Rosso 

E'izabeth  Daugherty  Dennis 
Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman 

Adelaide  Hyndman  McLaughlin 
M.  Lucille  Jackson  Strauss 

Margaret  Loeffler  Loftus 
Mary  S.  Ludlow 
Marcella  M.  Murray 
Veronica  Netopil  Morrone 
Helen  M.  Sprott 
Dorothy  Thompson  Seif 
Louise  Vallowe  Spinel li 
Helen  Ensminger  Hughes 
Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein 

Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson 
Elise  Searing  Loxterman 

1931-21% 
Lois  Applegate 
Elizabeth  Babcock  Hull 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn 
Sara  Cecil  Faisst 

Dorothea  Crawford  Macy 
Ramona  Crawford  Shirey 
Helen  Domhoff  Neely 
Katherine  James  McCann 

Margaret  D.  Jefferson 
Lucile  Laughlin  Logan 
Betty  Long  Grosshandler 
Helen  Jean  Miller 
Mary  Duff  Miller 
Vartanoush  Parounakian  Turner 
Lois  Sproull  Hinckley 

1932-37% 
Beatrice  Andrews  Dimsdale 

Ellen  Carpi  Polkabla 
Ruth  Fugh  McMurtry 
Ruth  Grafman  Weiner 
Marie  Hahn  Lewis 

Georgia  Meinecke  Weldon 
Jean  Houghtelin  Phillips 
Lillian  Hunter  Stoecklein 
Ruth  Miller  Page 
Sally  Miller  Brash 
Bertha  Phillips  Brown 
Dorothy  M.  Russell 
Sara  A.  Stevenson 
Marion  Stone  Howard 

Viola  Swenson  Leeper 
Mary  Woolridge  Beyer 
Helen  Jordan  Caldwell 

1933-29% 
Dorothy  Ballantyne  Mil  liken 
Helen  Chambers  Swartz 
Mary  Crumay  Kehew 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape 
Jessie  Doudna  Phillips 
Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller 
MarjorieHopkins 
Charlotte  D.  lams 
Helen  McCracken  Bennett 

Ruth  Morgan  Lansberry 
Dorothy  B.  Newell 
Ruth  E.  Nirella 

Bertha  O'Neal  Pearson 
Gertrude  Ray  Mann 
Sarah  Stevenson  Foster 
Martha  Scott  Muhlheizler 

Betty  Allen  Clarke 
Jane  Metzger  Epstine 

1934-29% 
Edna  Geiselhart  Thorp 

Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker 
Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell 
Jean  Hamilton  Charlesworth 
Ruth  Husak  Merz 

Josephine  Johnson  Rennich 

Marjorie  Larimer 
Mary  Louise  Martin 
Ruth  Maxwell  Doyle 
Anne  McCullough  Frey 
Harriet  Stephenson  Stearns 
Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort 
J.  Marion  Starkey  Hamlet 
Helen  Walker  Empfield 

Margaret  L.  White 
Mary  Jane  Young 
Harriet  Tyler  Martin 

1935-21% 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream 

Louise  Leadman  Faller 
Marie  I.  Martin 
Ruth  Moorhead  Sward 

Mary  K.  Rodgers  Moses 
Gertrude  Russell  Lydic 
Mary  Dolores  Steinecke 
Virginia  Watkins  DeMers 
Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 
Bertha  Dunbar  Speer 

1936-29% 
Jean  Andress  Berger 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden 
Mary-Stuart  Clements  Harriman 
M.  Jane  Dowler  Elder 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan 
Ruth  Virginia  Frost 
Margaret  Hippie  Marston 
Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden 
Charlotte  Ley  Glover 
Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
Thelma  Martindale 
Doris  H.  Pierce 
Ruth  Rosen  Hartz 

Mary  Adah  Trussell  Gray 
Jane  Unger  Raaflaub 
Dorothea  Wirth  Carpenter 
Lola  Wright  Crawford 
Betty  McLaughlin  Bryant 
Katherine  Ward  Parshall 

1937-23% 
Sara  Jane  Anderson  Amtsberg 
Elizabeth  Bradley 
Martha  Branch  Culbertson 

Nancy  Diven  Seagren 
Helen  FerberWikert 
Lois  Haseltine  Moses 

Sara  Ingram  Diven 
Margaret  McBride  McMaster 
Dorothy  Motheral  Porter 
Martha  Potter  Koerner 

Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe 
Isabel  Silvis  Sterling 
Lillian  Taylor  Franz 

Mary  Trimble  Brittain 
Dorothy  Whitehead  Heinig 
Mary  Yellig  Earley 

Elizabeth  Kidney  Moss  14 

1938-31% 
Kathryn  Arnold  Dague 

Mary  A.  Baldwin 
Winifred  Bliss  Endres 

Martha  Bright  Wolfe 
Marjorie  Chubb  Randall 
Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott 
Helen  Finkel  Eger 
Helen  Griffith  Wright 
Ruth  Kleitz  Buel 

"Beatrice  Lynch  Perrin 
Louise  McCalmont  Frymire 

Margaret  Perry  Huessener 
Barbara  Petty  Howard 
Janet  Riddle  Brinker 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt 
Helen  Thomas  Nevin 
Edith  W.  Thompson 

Mary  Louise  Andrews  Marks 

1939-24% 
Helen  Archer  Fardig 

Elva  Bogren  Goodwin 
Millicent  Hoyt  Faison 
Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard 
Genevieve  Love  Smith 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree 
Amy  McBride  Bell 
Florence  Ray  Stier 
Betti  Rindlaub  Lord 
Helen  Starkey  Dixon 
Dorothy  E.  Wallace 
Rose  Marie  Weller  Black 
Doris  Chatto  Kimball 

1940-39% 
Jean  Aungst  Talbot 
Jean  Burry  Patten 

Margaret  Christy  Graham 
Ruth  Clark  Nelson 

Betty  Crawford  Colbert 
Fay  Cumbler  Nelson 
Jean  Curry  Burt 
Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson 
Audrey  Horton  Skillman 
Ruth  Fite  Kerr 
Carrie  Louise  Kinzer  Trapp 
Rachel  Kirk  Bobo 

Marianne  McCallister  Martin 

Mary  Ellen  Ostergard  Lutz 
Nancy  Over  Bowdler 
Katherine  Rutter  Hingeley 

Renee  Schreyer  France 
Jane  Scott  Bruntjen 

Mary  Lou  Shoemaker  Hockensmit 
Frances  Shoup  Brant 
A.  Alida  Spinning 
Jane  A.  Viehman 
Jean  Watson  Williams 
Inez  B.  Wheldon 
Rosanne  Martin 

Virginia  Stahl  Walker 

1941-39% 
Anne  Butler  Stewart 
Louise  Caldwell  Criss 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle 
Shirley  Clipson  Clarke 
Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber 
Ruth  Gracey  Suttner 

Jo  Anne  Healey  Tiernan 
Frances  Johnson  Frey 
Patricia  Kent  Alter 

Many  Kinter  McEldowney 
Elizabeth  Howard  Smith 
Natalie  Lambing  Paige 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh 

Carolyn  J.  Martin 
Jean  Marshall  McGowan 
Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg 
Mary  Bertha  Richards 
Mildred  Rudinsky  Kochanski 
Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz 
Ruth  A.  Succop 

Eleanor  Tiel  Rinne 
Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz 

1942-15% 
Margaret  Anderson 
Jean  Burchinal  Purvis 
Alison  Croft  Armstrong 

Ruth  Demmler  Benner 
Phyllis  Keister  Semple 
Alice  McKain  Porter 

Ruth  Patton  Kamuf 
Alice  Provost  McCutcheon 
Claire  Stewart  Burkhart 
Dorothy  Vale  Roberts 

Jane  Campbell  Fair 

1943-26% 
Edith  Cole 

Jane  Evans  Linsenmeyer 
Janice  L.  Goldblum 

Virginia  Hendryx  Shank 
Claire  Horwitz  Klein 

Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti 
Marian  Lambie  Arnheim 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont 
Janet  McCormick  McDole 

Amy  McKay  Core 
Dorothy  Marshall  Autore 
Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley 
Janet  E.  Ross 

Marion  V.  Rowell 

Mary  Schweppe  Hoffman 
Marian  Teichmann  McKone 
Jane  McCall  Downing 

1944-23% 
Jean  Bacon  Smith 
Norma  Bailey  McLean 

Joan  Bowdle  Turnbull 
Ruth  Craig  Murray 

Aida  DeBellis  Pacella 

Margaret  L.  Donaldson 
Barbara  Findley  Copeland 
Virginia  Gray  Corey 

Nellie  Ireland  Phillips 
Patricia  Leonard  Bodle 

Ruth  Lynch  McFarland 
Mary  Ruth  Sampson  Eckman 
Helen  H.  Smith 

Marion  Springer  Edmunds 
Barbara  Matthews  Deitrick 

1945-20% 
Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl 
Jean  Dalzell  MacMillan 
Alice  E.  Demmler 

Florence  J.  Held 
Nancy  Herdt  Hall 
Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout 
Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh 
Shirley  Mays  Evans 
Elizabeth  Shollar  Worley 
Patricia  Smith  Joyner 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley 
Marion  Swannie  Hall 
Ann  Thomas  Connor 
Jean  Thomas  Fisher 
Pauline  Wilson  Ackenheil 
Elizabeth  Yeiser  Threan 

1946-18% 
Janet  Bovard  Poole 
Miriam  Eggers  Hosack 
Dorothy  Groves  Carson 
Mary  Louise  Haller  Swensson 
Harriet  E.  Hoffman 

Margaret  Korb  Smith 
Jean  McCullough  Brown 
Margaret  McKee  Barnes 
Jane  McPherson  Graber 
Mariellen  Roche  DuVal 
Emily  Sawders  Laisy 

Ellen  Saylor  Lewis 
Jean  Thompson  Johnson 

Mary  Wells  Karlson 
Jean  White  Markell 
Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey 



1947-30% 
Ruth  Arnold  Harmon 
Marian  Arras  Wallace 
Louise  Baehr  Larson 

Virginia  Beale  Bond 
Jocelyn  Beeson  Schrader 
Elva  Braziell  Hively 
Alice  Burns  Kasimirsky 
Mary  Conway  Reese 
June  Davies  Rush 
Ruth  DeHaven  Rigg 
Margaret  Ann  Dodge  Poindexter 
Catherine  Dom  McCarrell 

Marjorie  Evans  McNeillie 
Elizabeth  Fleck  Hendrickson 
Priscilla  Gersmann  Joseph 
Eleanor  Goldfarb  Hirsh 

Alene  Hutton  Sage 
Frances  Haverstick  Myers 
Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald 
Barbara  Mason 
Jane  McCormick  Lohr 

Nannette  McCreery  Crawford 
Marjorie  McSwigan  Friday 
Marjorie  Mohn  Young 
Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson 
Martha  Raup  Wheatly 
Elaine  Sauerwein  Mathison 
Roberta  Swann  Baldwin 

Mary  Lou  Wallace  Frazee 
Nancy  Walters  Cobetto 
Jean  Yeager  Love 
Georgiana  Gilliland  Denniston 

1948-22% 
Mary  Aiken  Brown 
Marie  Cohn  Chiles 

Martha  Enright  Schaff 
Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong 
Mary  Ann  Houck  Brown 
Mary  Alma  Lapsley 
Carol  Lenz  Houck 

Virginia  Long  Carlson 
Lucille  McKay  Geddis 
Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett 
Grace  Migliore  Frances 
Shirley  Morrow  Hedenburg 
Helen  Obermayer  Sellers 
Olga  Petrovich  Longstreth 
Mary  Jane  Picard  Pursell 
Suzanne  Sutton  Hepler 
Ruth  Zucker  Bachman 
Alma  Anderson  Staehle 

Ruth  Shaffer  Loughney 

1949-6% 
Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 

Patricia  Hardy  Butts 
Joan  Nusbaum  Cone 
Joan  Swannie  Ruch 

Margaret  Thompson  Weil 
Eleanor  Wenning  Atwell 

1950-13% 
Ellen  G.  Archer 
Barbara  Black  Bloomstrom 

Lenore  Corey  Hanson 
Cora  Davis  Anderson 
Betty  Langer  Feathers 
Barbara  Mader  Knight 
Barbara  Miller  Gregg 
Ann  Marie  Morgan  Cascorbi 
Barbara  Nevius  Beringer 
Shirley  Patterson  Kowash 
Patricia  Porson  Ryan 
Aura  Raspaldo  Hulme 
Lenore  Rothschild  Klein 

Jo  Ann  Rounsley 
Joanne  Seale  Warren 
Judith  Sutherland  Latimer 
Marylou  Tedesco  Naser 
Jessie  Tomlin  McCurdy 
Nina  Weaver  Peters 

1951-21% 
Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh 
Gwendolyn  Bach  Lammert 
Suzanne  Blair  Murray 
Anne  de  Shazo  Robertson 
Ann  Gould  Moore 

Marigolden  Guest  Tritschler 
Rita  E.  Howard 
Barbara  Hoy  Dible 
Patricia  Kennedy  Earley 
Anna  Mae  Landefeld  Eckert 
Julianna  Moore  Pollitt 

Jeanne  Pudney  Fulton 
Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek 

Audrey  Sommers  Whigham 
Margaret  Tucker  Thompson 
Margaret  Van  Ness  Colven 
Joann  E.  Walthour 
Patricia  Whitehill  Kirk 

Marylou  Wilkinson  McCall 
Katherine  Dykema  DuBois 
Lillian  Goucher  Lehman 

1952-18% 
Helen  Barbour  McKelvey 
Judith  Bierman  Linowes 
Anne  Braddon  Hansen 

Betty  Cornell  Hirsch 
Doris  A.  Fritschi 

Nancy  Garlow  Hoop 
Virginia  I.  Kern 
Louise  Loeffler  Wilson 
Marcia  Mamolen  Stewart 
Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers 
Nancy  Moore  Whitney 
Edith  Pennoyer  Vassamillet 
Janet  Ross  Schumacher 

Beverly  Roush  Johnston 
Andrea  Rygg  Ryan 
Joanne  Shelley  Davis 
Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
Sally  White  Autenreith 
Marilyn  Clark  Rauch 
Retta  Dickson  Zeffiro 
Alice  Dykema  Oehlschlager 

1953-26% 
Eleanor  Bailey  Reese 
Nancy  Baker  Fekety 
Diane  Barratt  Swift 
Alice  Berry  Adams 
Catherine  Biasing  Lyon 
Sara  Jane  Crum  Ferrell 
Marie  Damiano  Carricato 
Gretchen  G.  Donaldson 

Jeannine  English  Abel 
Joan  Fischer  Boyd 
Elizabeth  Frantz  Purdum 

Dorothy  Fraser  Bell 
Lois  Glazer  Michaels 

Betty  Jane  King  Olson 
Betsy  Lee  Mendicino 
Barbara  Logan  Brown 
Madeline  Miles 

Jane  Montgomery  Dickey 
Sarah  Jane  Smyser  Naylor 
Alice  Snook  Kalla 
Cordelia  Soles 

Mary  Caroll  Williams  Hofer 
Revva  Katzman  Benovitz 
Ann  Matlack  Wieland 

1954-30% 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan 
Barbara  Bolger  Collett 
Geraldine  Corba  Wilson 
Elsa  Duncan  Reagan 
Elsie  Gage  Bolano 
Delores  Gintert  Farmer 
Laura  Hammer  Inglis 
Mary  Ann  Hendricks  Bloom 
Marlyn  Lenchner  Applebaum 
Barbara  Maloy  Titelman 
Mary  Louise  Matvey  Shombert 
Nan  R.  Norris 
Marion  Orr  Michel 
Norma  Rearic  Blank 
Charlotte  Saul  Davis 

Barbara  Senior  Stewart 

Lois  Sherry  Schworm 
Rose  Spoa 

Lois  Thompson  Anderson 
Nancy  Lee  Williams 
Katherine  Wragg  Batson 
Barbara  Young  Hopkins 
Patricia  Yount  Hudson 
Patricia  Bennett  Nicholson 

Joan  Hagler  Saklad 

1955-37% 
Catherine  Avers  Headley 
Barbara  Beacham  Volk 

Sally  Beck  Lee 
Sondra  Blumberg  Sonneborn 
Jane  Burnham  Bowser 
Rosalind  Case  Avrett 

Winifred  B.  Dickinson 
Elizabeth  Fawcett  Coleman 

Angela  Fee  Levy 
Ethel  Gottesman  Weil 
Jean  Graham  Rhodes 

Marilyn  Hill 
Lorraine  Hixenbaugh  Haas 
Mary  Jo  Irwin  Kelly 
Marie  E.  Kibler  Gaertner 
Janet  Kimball  Lubic 

Dorothy  King  Cornell 
Ruth  Levison  Kalish 

Louise  Loewenthal  Benjamin 
Barbara  McVicker  Martin 
Joan  Monahan  McFalls 

Dorothy  Musser  Anderson 
Carla  Norberg  Gaut 

Carolyn  O'Donnell  Menosky 
Dolores  Olsavick 
Marita  Pigossi  Spangler 
Sarah  Seiple  Tullai 
Marilyn  Smith  Jankowski 
Nancy  Smith  Bierwerth 
Joanna  Warner  White 
Ann  Cohen  Winkelman 

1956-23% 
Lorraine  Barofsky  Sherwood 
Barbara  DeLaney  Brown 
Linda  Dupnak  Wise 
Margaret  Floyd  Kaufman 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau 
Martha  Kovalovsky  Frew 
Marion  Latshaw  Boon 
Caroline  Mapp  Cuneo 
Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe 

Patricia  Miles  Claypoole 
Elizabeth  Miller  Tutchings 
Electra  Petrolias  Agras 
Judith  Pitasky  Markstein 
Elizabeth  Reed  Dann 
Joanne  W.  Sterling 
Christie  Walter  Rinehart 
Joan  Weinhold  Moes 
Carole  Williams 
Joanne  Dawson  Waltman 

Mary  Alice  Irwin 
Elsa  Musson  Brower 

1957-23% 
Patricia  Alogna  Riess 
Elizabeth  Backes  Montgomery 
Barbara  Baker  Kreindler 

Nancy  Cannon  Cocke 
Sandra  Esman  Chernew 

Nancy  Gellman  Rubenstein 
Hannah  Honig  Kamin 
Judith  Kohn  Goldie 

Virginia  Ladish  Angulo 
Jean  Mcllwraith  McCally 
Jane  Patti  Vyssotsky 
Patricia  Rashba  Levine 
Brenda  Saul  Foguel 
Mildred  Schulte  Pastor 
Rena  Shurmaster  Sherman 
Jane  Stocker  Burfoot 
Rhoda  Weitsman  David 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker 
Nan  Feldman  Gross 

Sally  Schmidt  Gregerson 15 

1958-27% 
Elizabeth  Anthon  Petrolias 
Barbara  Asche 

Linda  Behrend  Kaufman 
Ruth  Cooper  Klodell 
Carol  Cowley  Ross 
Nancy  W.  Galley 

Barbara  Goodstein  Selbst 

Lois  Ingham  Peeler 
Carol  Jeffreys  Heiser 

Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite 
Martha  Lasky  Sanders 
Jo-Rita  Latella  Reiter 

Rosemary  Leet  Stark 
Elizabeth  MacFarland  Wilson 
Elizabeth  McCoy  Yermack 
Judith  Moore  Goehring 
Carol  Moran  Russell 

Claire  Rubenstein  Sachnoff 
Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper 
Marilyn  Steinman  Roth 
Sandra  Whitmyre  Young 

1959-14% 

Bette  Jo  Bergad  Greenberger 
Roberta  F.  Bills 
Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger 

Roberta  Einhorn  Chester 
Margaret  Fullick  Langacker 
Elizabeth  Heim  Searight 
Feme  Klein  Kalstone 

Elizabeth  Lytle  Suatoni 
Carol  Ritter  Bowers 
Barbara  Roberts  Pollock 
Barbara  Rubin  Levendorf 
Danna  Vance  Mitchell 
Irene  Wilbar  Johnston 
Joan  Winters  George 

Lynn  Hughes  Mayer 

1960-34% 
Arleen  Boyda  Porter 
Arlene  Campbell  Timmons 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore 
Lee  Davidson  Davidson 
Susan  Decker  Zeigen 
Barbara  Eckel  Goettler 
Barbara  Friedman  London 
Elizabeth  Goodridge  Westgard 

Susan  Gordon 
Janet  Heller  Howell 
Barbara  Hesse  Tabachnick 
Jo  Ann  lorio  Menzemer 
Claire  Judd  Schweriner 
Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius 
Carole  Koepke  Brown 
Barbara  Kurtz  Brody 
Judith  Levine  Weintraub 
Virginia  Long  Springen 
Amy  Markus  Kellman 
Ann  Meyer  Klein 
Kathryn  McLaughlin  Elder 
Bette  Nadel  Balk 
Gail  Peters  Fox 
Ruth  Pincus  Gujarati 

Glenda  Rich  DeBroff 
Marcia  Rubinoff  Rosenthal 

Jane  E.  Sanford 
Isabelle  Spurr  Holloway 
Barbara  Stone  Hollander 
Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs 

Gayle  Thomas  Harris 
Anne  Turner  Arnold 
Elaine  Zavos  Zweig 

Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy 
Alice  Lochner  Kruiten 

Donna  Vignevic  Painter 

1961-24% 
Nigar  Abbasi  Husain 
Robin  Askin  DeKleine 

Hannah  Brush  Van  Horn 
Marianne  Byrne  Caple 

Susan  Engel  Golden 
Mary  Fassett  Roberts 
Frances  Goodside  Feigert 
Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan 
Elizabeth  Jones  Sheehan 



Paula  Keizler  Cramer 
Carol  Lemke  Keil 
Joan  Levine  Gilder 

Shirley  Lewis  Minner 
Kathryn  Messina  Gamble 
Jacqueline  Nadolny  Rosenberger 
Anne  Putnam  Mallinson 
Marilou  Querns 

Dorothy  Seif  Kapp 
Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin 
Sarah  Williams  Vasse 
Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein 

1962-27% 
Harriette  Abrams  Zionts 

Maxine  Basson  Vasquez 
Karen  Batt  Cohn 

Susan  Berg  Veit 
Margaret  A.  Brown 
Faith  Buchner  Zarro 

Barbara  Bunker  Faughnan 
Laura  Campbell  Miller 
Jane  Chittenden  Hopkins 
Dorothy  Christman  Lilja 
Sarah  Clarke  Veil 
Barbara  Elder  Streveler 

Bonita  Glass  Greenberger 
Harriet  Gray 
Victoria  M.  Hartung 
Lynn  Leister  Rojahn 
Nancy  McQuillan  Bolanis 
Constance  Merlino  Tamburo 

Shirley  Neely  Brown 
Elizabeth  Potter  Oiler 

Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman 
Penny  Ulman  Schwarz 
Alice  C.  Yankura 
Linda  Clinton  Henschel 
Elaine  Kessler  Ruben 

Arlene  Koegler 
Mary  Loughran  Fell 
Judith  Schenk  Eley 
Susan  Sohnlein  Harsh 
Carol  Sprinchorn  Colter 

1963-25% 
Jane  Alexander  Givens 
Ellen  Block  Blumenthal 

Susan  Bradley  Trayser 
Susan  Bullock  Bell 

Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline 
Linda  Cooper  Brodson 
Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw 
Margaret  Folino  Huff 
Rachel  Gorr  Johnson 
Susan  Hunt  Roose 
Judith  Launer  Palkovitz 

Ellen  Levy  Blumberg 
Helen  Moed 

Ann  Niedermeyer  Fox 
Judith  Paulsen  Webb 
Diane  Phillips 
Mary  Riley  Smith 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen 

Helen  Roesing  Monroe 
Carolyn  Rogers  Flood 
Joan  Salay  Green 
Judith  Strain  Barton 

Anne  L.  Topham 
Nancy  Welsh  Lees 
Patricia  Dobyan  Lupton 
Elizabeth  Snydacker  Cottington 

1964-21% 
Carol  Baker  Wildemann 
Suzanne  F.  Clewell 

Dorothy  Cohn  Porper 
Carole  Dela  Motte  Litt 

Margaret  Frye  Wilcox 
Mary  Jane  Hantman  Perrin 
Sandra  Heisler  Shapiro 
Janet  Kessling  Boese 
Ruth  Ann  Maier  Bengtson 
Marcia  Mann  Butler 
Barbara  Morris  Stock 

Nancy  Moore  Orlando 
Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass 
Susan  Offill  Killgallon 

Geraldine  M.  Palkovitz 
Nancy  Pierson  Tolley 
Martha  Richards  Cummings 
Toba  Schwaber 
Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward 
Sarah  TerBush  Drescher 

Linda  Weinberg  Rosenzweig 
Susan  A.  Wolpert 
Elizabeth  Fellow  Klemm 

Alice  Ropes  Turnbull 

1965-31% 
Rebecca  Bennett  Wallace 
Pamela  Davis  McGee 

Joan  Bretz  Peirce 
Diane  Browarsky  Levine 
Eugenia  Eickele  Haldenwang 

Virginia  Fisher  O'Leary Carol  Hartman  Elden 

Myra  Hull  Gillum 
Nancy  Johnson  Saperstein 
Linda  Kates  Meyer 

Mary  Krein  Howarth 
Bridget  Kumutat  Allen 
Anne  McClure  Hall 

Beverley  Miller  Blessinger 
Constance  Morey  Perrucci 
Patricia  Orleans  Siegel 
Janice  L.  Patterson 

Virginia  L.  Powell 
Pamela  Proksa  Patt 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui 
Marsha  Richards  Bingler 
Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz 
Patricia  Scarry  Jones 

Ronya  Sieg  McMillen 
Janet  Simpson  Prescott 
Anne  C.  Smith 

Susan  Soule  Cox 
Jill  Squire  Popish 
Pamela  Stirba  Russell 

Betsy  Ann  Unangst 
Margaret  N.  Whiting 
Martha  L.  Wilson 
Barbara  A.  Zitko 
Claudia  Anderson  Nevins 
Penny  Embry  McGoey 
Sara  C.  Heslep 
Jane  E.  Levitt 

Christina  Swansen  Cummings 

1966-27% 
Lynnette  Burley  McNally 
Suzanne  Callas  Francis 

Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz 
Susan  Cohn  Brenner 
Martha  Coyne  Scott 
Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn 
Louise  DeCarl  Malugen 
Nancy  Dechter 
Jerilyn  Donahoe  Lazor 
Marilyn  Elder  Hodil 
Judith  Fellows  Duchek 
Jarene  Frances  Lee 
Hannah  Gilman 
Isabel  D.  Hausner 

Barbara-Lee  Hewitt  Orloff 
Patricia  E.  Kane 
Vivian  Lazur  Brantley 
Bonnie  Markey  Seasonwein 
Jane  Martin  Grawe 

Betsy  McGregor  Cooley 
Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 
Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer 
Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher 
Sheila  Sadin  Nevins 
Andra  Sandson  Condon 
Clare  Stebbins 

Sage  Tower  Mumma 
Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Brown 
Barbara  Ann  Wallace 
Lois  Welsh  Byrne 
Jean  Wiest  Chamberlin 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence 
Patrice  Williamson  Baker 

Deborah  Payson  Dechter 
Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis 

1967-21% 
Heather  Bastow  Weiss 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell 
Betsy  M.  Crone 
LoLita  Dawson  Pfeiffer 
Natalie  Dingle  Bazzell 
Jacqueline  Flynn  Nygaard 
Suzanne  Hershey  Bress 
Alice  Hunter  Weeman 
Dael  Kiesler  Stichter 
Martha  King  Taylor 

Sandra  K.  Lafe 
Joan  C.  Lessing 
Deborah  W.  Little 

Phyllis  J.  Malls 
Margaret  McKay  Mulligan 
Andrea  Morgan  Weyer 
Sheila  McAteer  Stokes 
Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt 

Natalie  Osgood  Simsak 
Jeanne  Osterhout  Burwick 
Susan  M.  Plaut 
Carol  Pusin  Pugh 
Eve  Rubin  Zincavage 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos 
Shannon  McGuire  Sollinger 
Catherine  Shelburne  English 
Carol  Swenson  Foss 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer 
Lenore  Fellner  Lessall 

Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur 
Jo  Ann  Greenfield  Abraham 

Nancy  Lynch  Steele 
Ilka  Minter  Boyer 

Martha  Sebastian  Moyer 

1968-19% 
Sara  J.  Barnett 
Marcia  Binstock  Swartz 
Susan  Burke  Clemow 

Mary  Lou  Hutchins  McGuire 
Alice  Ireland  Fesmire 

Christine  Joyce  Miller 
Alice  L.  Kessler 
Kathleen  Kratt  Neeley 
Gisela  Krueger  Fashing 
Marsha  Lane  Camitta 
Jennifer  Lewis 

Sarah  Llewellyn  Southwold 
Dorothy  Lowenthal  Raizman 

Penny  Mastantuono  Koenig 
Patricia  Matthias  Peterson 

Georgia  McKee  Homberg 
Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman 
Kathryn  A.  Osmond 
Elinor  Scheirer 

Helen  Sparks  Trollman 
Cherie  Stanglein  Bliwise 
Barbara  Stern  Heffer 
Leslie  Tarr  Laurie 
Amanda  Timney 

Jacqueline  Yates  Silson 
Candice  Saly  Curry 

1969-20% 
Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman 
Sarah  Bornstein  Edeiken 

Joanna  Campbell  Dellenbaugh 
Kathleen  Cochrane 

Dale  Cohen  Sollod 
Bobara  E.  DeCaulp 
Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead 
Jean  Forward  Frank 

Virginia  Getman 
Evelyn  Goldsmith  Kitay 
Ida  Gonzalez  Holstein 
Laura  Gould  Grad 
Eleanor  Levinson  Peris 

Maryann  Majewski 
Suzanne  L.  Martin 
Hollace  Meek  Hunsicker 
Alison  H.  Oakes 

Kathleen  Perrone  Van  Wassen 
Helen  Pollock  Starr 
Jean  Robinson  Andrews 
Judith  Rogoff  Katz 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernek 
Katherine  Wright  Mueller 

Emily  M.  Barclay 

Mary  Clark  Webster 

Wendy  Graham 
Mary  Margaret  Hood  Deitch 
Penelope  Prudden  Redf  ield 
Linda  Scholle 

1970-15% 
Victoria  Aldridge  Ross 
Catherine  Beard  Davidson 

Mary  Kay  Connell 
Judith  J.  Foecking 

Aleta  Giacobine  Bremer 
Ellen  C.  Gonchar 
Pamela  A.  Hird 

Naida  Karoly  Finane 
Patricia  King  Gutcheck 
Cheri  Kohn  Schwartz 

Mary  Kathryn  Kramer  Krajci 
Janet  Kugler  James 

Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman 
Rose  Mary  Liguori  Dahood 
Linda  Loeb  Aronson 
Jane  Marcus 

Molly  Miesse  Patterson 
Dorothea  D.  Newport 
Karen  Niles  Crichton 
Michele  F.  Ornstein 

R.  Margaret  Walsh 

1971-14% 
Elizabeth  A.  Aufderheide 
Deborah  Buchdahl  Bacharach 

Mary  Conway  Vaughan 
Marno  E.  Doczy 

Lena  Genello  Goldberg 

Carolyn  Gurrentz  Olbum 
Deborah  A.  Hagstrom Karen  Kuepper 

Gail  Lawson  Campbell 
Ellen  M.  Mandel 
Linda  Martin  Barber 
Julianne  McGiffert  Uehlinger 
Nora  A.  Naber 

Cynthia  Nusbaum  Katz 
Rebekah  Saunders  Caplan Linda  R.  Sigg 

Judith  Weisenfeld  Weinberg 
Susan  Belkin  Glaser 

1972-12% 
Janet  Bartini  Blair 
Ann  E.  Brooks 

Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell 
Janice  Crookham 
Susan  C.  Delgado 
Kathleen  A.  Ferraro 

Kathryn  Freed  Fliegler 
Marian  Genstein  Sanjana 
Carol  A.  Goldfarb 
Billie  Goldstein  Narayanan 
Susan  K.  Gottlieb 
Sharon  K.  Ray 

Julia  D.  Rea 

Gayle  L.  Rose 
Rochelle  Rosen 

Barbara  Studenmund 
Georgena  Terry 

Nancy  Tuttle  Adam 
Susan  Vance 
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SPECIAL  GIFTS  CONTRIBUTORS  -  1972-1973 

CORNERSTONE  ($100-$499) 

Edna  McKee  Houston  '04  (Mrs.) 

Clara  Niebaum  Brown  '07  (Mrs.  Edward  T.) 
C.  Pauline  Burt  '14 

Melba  Martin  Ingersoll  '16  (Mrs.  Frank  B.) 
Jane  Errett  '17 

Marianne  Rea  Hamilton  x'17  (Mrs.  Samuel,  Jr.) 

Martha  Temple  Patrick  '18  (Mrs.  Wilbur  W.) 
Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  '20  (Mrs.  Frank  B.) 

Marcella  Collier  Des  Jardins  '21  (Mrs.  Norman  L.) 

Margaret  B.  Gilfillan  '21 
Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  '21  (Mrs.  John  A.) 

Margaret  M.  Barnes  '22 
Bonnalyn  Connelly  '22 
Helen  McKenzie  Jamison  '23  (Mrs.  John  H.) 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  '23  (Mrs.  Carl,  Jr.) 
Leanore  Allen  '24 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  '24  (Mrs.  D.  Stewart) 

Martha  Glandon  Luthringer  '24  (Mrs.  Marshall  S.) 
Audrey  Reebel  Early  '26  (Mrs.  James  W.) 
Esther  Watson  Wilson  '27  (Mrs.  Frank  E.) 
Ruth  Allman  Jones  x'27  (Mrs.) 

Nora  Lewis  Harlan  '28  (Mrs.  James  D.) 

Jane  Haller  McCafferty  '29  (Mrs.  Charles  H.) 

Katherine  MacCloskey  Crocker  '29  (Mrs.  Samuel  B.) 

Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell  '29  (Mrs.  James  A.) 

Margaret  White  '34 
Mary  Jane  Young  '34 
Harriet  Tyler  Martin  x'34  (Mrs.  Paul  N.) 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  '35  (Mrs.  C.  Gray) 
Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  '35  (Mrs.  Keith) 

Mary  Katharine  Rodgers  Moses  '35  (Mrs.  A.  Henry) 
M.  Dolores  Steinecke  '35 

Jean  Andress  Berger  '36  (Mrs.  Charles  W.) 
Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Gordon  T.) 

Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Robert  J.) 
Ruth  Rosen  Hartz  '36  (Mrs.) 

Elizabeth  Bradley  '37 
Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe  '37  (Mrs.  Willard  F.) 

Mary  Trimble  Brittain  '37  (Mrs.  Raymond  F.) 
Winifred  Bliss  Endres  '38  (Mrs.  Morris  G.) 

Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  '39  (Mrs.  Robert  P.) 
Fay  Cumbler  Nelson  '40  (Mrs.  Henry  F.) 

Carrie  Louise  Kinzer  Trapp  '40  (Mrs.  Charles  F.) 
Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  '40  (Mrs.  R.  L.) 
Marianne  McCallister  Martin  '40  (Mrs.  Bruce  R.) 

Nancy  Over  Bowdler  '40  (Mrs.  Robert  G.) 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  '41  (Mrs.  James  L.) 
Elizabeth  Howard  Smith  '41  (Mrs.  Richard  C.) 

Mary  Kinter  McEldowney  '41  (Mrs.  Robert,  Jr.) 

Jean  McGowan  Marshall  '41  (Mrs.  Watson  C.) 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  '41  (Mrs.  John  A.) 
Ruth  Patton  Kamuf  '42  (Mrs.  Nelson  C.) 

Jane  Campbell  Fair  x'42  (Mrs.  H.  J.) 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont  S'43,  (Mrs.  John  E.) 

Amy  McKay  Core  '43  (Mrs.  Daniel  H.,  Jr.) 

Margaret  L.  Donaldson  '44 
Virginia  Gray  Corey  '44  (Mrs.  Wilfred  G.) 

Helen  H.Smith  '44 
Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  '45  (Mrs.  Jack  W.,  Jr.) 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley  '45  (Mrs.  Charles  C.) 
Marion  Swannie  Hall  '45  (Mrs.  John  S.) 

Elizabeth  Yeiser  Threan  '45  (Mrs.  Earl) 
Roberta  Swann  Baldwin  '47  (Mrs.  R.  K.) 

Martha  Enright  Schaff  '48  (Mrs.  Sage) 

Lenore  Corey  Hanson  '50  (Mrs.  William  E.) 
Judith  Sutherland  Latimer  '50  (Mrs.  Thomas  H.) 

Gwendolyn  Bach  Lammert  '51  (Mrs.  John  H.) 

Marigolden  Guest  Tritschler  '51  (Mrs.  Donald) 
Judith  Bierman  Linowes  '52  (Mrs.  Harry) 
Marcia  Mamolen  Stewart  '52  (Mrs.  Mervin  S.) 

Cordelia  Soles  '53 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.) 
Barbara  Maloy  Titelman  '54  (Mrs.  James) 

Nan  R.  Norris  '54 
Lois  Thompson  Anderson  '54  (Mrs.  Robert  D.) 
Patricia  Yount  Hudson  '54  (Mrs.  William  H.) 

Barbara  Beacham  Volk  '55  (Mrs.  Charles  R.) 
Rosalind  Case  Avrett  '55  (Mrs.  John  G.) 

Louise  Lowenthal  Benjamin  '55  (Mrs.  Charles  E.) 
Sarah  Seiple  Tullai  '55  (Mrs.  John) 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis  '56  (Lt.  Col.) 

Joan  Weinhold  Moes  '56  (Mrs.  Heinz) 

Hannah  Honig  Kamin  '57  (Mrs.  Marvin) 
Barbara  Roberts  Pollock  '59  (Mrs.  Louis) 

Susan  Gordon  '60 
Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  '60  (Mrs.  William  F, 

Virginia  Long  Springen  '60  (Mrs.  Keith  G.) 

Arlene  Koegler  '62 
Dorothy  Christman  Lilja  '62  (Mrs.  John) 
Barbara  Elder  Streveler  '62  (Mrs.  Gregory  P.) 

Lynn  Leister  Rojahn  '62  (Mrs.  Theodore) 
Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw  '63  (Mrs.  Lee  N.) 
Mary  E.  Riley  Smith  '63  (Mrs.  Anthony  R.) 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen  '63  (Mrs.  James  K.,  Jr.) 

Bridget  Kumutat  Allen  '65  (Mrs.  Richard  P.) 
Jarene  Frances  Lee  '66  (Mrs.  Kendrick  R.) 

Sage  Tower  Mumma  '66  (Mrs.  Michael  J.) 

Linda  Scholle  x'69 

ROYAL  PURPLE  ($1,000) 

Aimee  Beringer  Murdoch  '98  (Mrs.  Alexander)  Dorothy  B.  Newell  '33 
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Feedback 

To  Ms.  or  not  to  Ms. 

...  I  do  not  care  for  Ms.  but  with  many  years  experience  in 

acknowledging  contributions  to  a  charitable  organization  with  only 

"Mary  Smith"  given  (plus  address),  I  have  to  admit  it  is  practical. 
If  you  want  a  comment  —  why  that  cover  on  the  RECORDER? 

All  right  for  the  So  and  So  Missionary  Journal,  National  Geographic, 

Newsweek,  but  a  campus  scene  would  suit  me  better. 

Margaret  Gilfillan  '21 
Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

.  .  .  Herewith  one  vote  for  the  use  of  Ms.  It  gets  around  Victorian 

hangups  in  re  spinsterhood,  simplifies  etiquette  re  proper  address  for 
divorcees  and  widows,  is  a  help  in  business  correspondence,  and 

serves  as  a  symbol  of  deep  concern  for  equal  rights.  Perhaps  we 

could  eventually  do  without  all  such  titles  and  be  simply  Jane  or 
John  Doe. 

The  spring  issue  had  several  articles  which  I  not  only  enjoyed, 
but  shared  with  others.  Thank  you. 

Elizabeth  Coates  Elliot  '38 
Birmingham,  Michigan 

...  I  did  want  to  commend  you  on  the  "New  Look"  of  the 
RECORDER.  The  class  news  was  always  fun  to  read,  but  the 

addition  of  articles  written  by  other  alumnae  is  a  fantastic  asset  and 

truly  makes  this  "our"  magazine. 
The  first  nice  day  this  spring  I  put  my  son  in  the  stroller  and 

started  out  in  the  direction  of  the  campus.  When  I  got  there  I  was 

appalled  and  could  have  screamed.  I  realize  that  cars  are  more 

important  than  people  everywhere  else  in  the  United  States,  but  I 

naively  hoped  our  campus  would  be  immune  to  that  horrid  disease 

called  "black  tar  road  syndrome."  I  had  just  recently  become 
accustomed  to  the  road  in  the  quad  and  even  could  understand  the 

reasoning  behind  it,  but  you  will  never  convince  me  that  there  was 

any  necessity  for  the  ruination  of  the  lovely  little  path  that  used  to 

go  from  Dilworth  to  the  Music  Center  with  the  smaller  paths  leading 

to  Mellon  Pond  and  Mellon  Center.  No  trees,  no  flowers,  no  path  - 

just  ugly  black  tar.  Why  don't  you  black  tar  Chapel  Hill  and  make  it 
into  a  parking  lot?  That  would  have  as  much  rhyme  or  reason  as  the 

ruining  of  the  one  lovely,  quiet  little  sanctuary  left  on  the  campus. 

Everyone  I  have  spoken  with  completely  agrees  with  me  and 

they  .  .  .  urged  me  to  write  and  explain  our  feelings.  ...  If  I  wanted 

to  go  to  a  City  Campus  School,  I  would  have  gone  to  Pitt.  Besides,  it 
is  a  lot  cheaper. 

Cheri  Kohn  Schwartz  '70 
Pittsburgh 

Dear  Cheri, 

No  campus  under  construction  is  aesthetically  pleasing.  We  hope 

you  have  resumed  your  walks  and  that  the  views  expressed  in  your 

letter  have  been,  if  not  changed,  tempered  by  the  new  expanses  of 

green  grass  and  trees  which  replace  the  ugly  old  parking  lot  above 
Woodland.  Eds. 

...  I  did  not  get  a  chance  to  say  (at  reunion)  how  much  I  enjoy  the 

RECORDER.  It  is  developing  into  so  much  more  than  just  a  vehicle 
for  class  news. 

Loretta  E.  Troyer  '58 
Madison,  Wisconsin 

...  It  seemed  to  me  that  during  our  days  at  Chatham  involvement  in 

community  affairs  was  stressed  as  well  as  a  general  awareness  of 

what  was  happening  in  the  world  around  us.  God  knows  there  were 

certain  courses  geared  to  this  which  most  students  were  required  to 

take,  for  better  or  worse.  Now  that  we  have  graduated  fr< 

Chatham,  that  aspect,  let  alone  stress,  seems  to  have  disappeai 
from  the  general  alumnae  correspondence.  Is  not  the  Equal  Rig 

Amendment  and  Nixon's  various  beyond  the  law  acts,  i.e.,  impoui 
ment  of  funds  to  education,  a  subject  or  subjects  which  graduates 

an  all-women's  college  might  be  interested  in  receiving  informati 
about  or  expressing  an  opinion  on.  Perhaps  a  local  alumnae  cl 

could  become  involved  in  some  type  of  direct  action  program 

the  ERA.  I  believe  that  if  such  a  program  for  involvement  and 
information  were  initiated  for  the  alumnae  that  involvement  in  1 

college  through  donations  and  prospective  student  recommen 
tions  by  the  alumnae  would  be  much  greater.  Mere  requests  to  1 
alumnae  for  funds  and  statistics  is  not  sufficient  if  Chatham  is  to 

a  distinctive  institution  of  higher  learning.  .  . 

Rose  Mary  Liguori  Dahood  '70 
Chicago,  Illinois 

.  .  .  For  a  change,  I  have  a  few  quiet  minutes  and  in  going  throi 

the  desk,  I  found  your  note  for  news  for  the  RECORDER  (and 

probably  a  week  past  your  deadline).  Nevertheless  your  request 

"meaty"  information  hits  home.  Quite  frankly  I'm  not  tl 

interested  in  Mary  Jane's  working  hard  in  the  garden  and  Lyr 

Marie's  fifth  baby,  etc.  which  is  why  I  haven't  written  in  for  qu 
some  time.  I'm  not  interested  in  that  sort  of  trivia. 

Everyone's    talking    about    relevance    and     I    don't    think    i 
RECORDER  is  measuring  up  to  its  potential.  Chatham  graduates 

spread  throughout  the  country  and  in  certain  parts  of  the  world 
would  seem  to  me  that  we  have  more  to  offer  one  another  tf 

feats  of  propagation. 

I  wonder  if  the  RECORDER  couldn't  serve  as  a  forum 
collection  of  ideas  and  reports  from  various  parts  of  the  country  a 
world. 

For  example,  pollution  is  a  popular  subject.  What  are  varic 

communities  and  states  doing  about  it?  What  success  and  wh> 
have  the  failures  been?  Has  it  really  been  worthwhile,  etc. 

To  me  it  would  be  interesting  to  hear  the  opinions  of  varic 

localities  as  well  as  personal  opinions  of  fellow  graduates.  We  ofl 
hear  about  events  through  national  publications  such  as  TIME  t 
never  have  a  deeper  view. 

I  really  haven't  given  this  a  great  deal  of  thought,  but  would  it 

possible  to  propose  a  wide  variety  of  subjects  for  comment.  I'd 
interested  in  hearing  about  the  experience  of  girls  returning  to  1 

work  force  and  types  of  jobs  they  found  compatible  with  bringi 

up  school-age  children.  How  do  women  that  I  know  beyond  r 

present  circle  feel  about  the  women's  rights  amendment. 
At  the  moment  I  am  involved  in  a  Natural  Resource  Inventc 

for  our  town.  Within  our  perimeters  we  have  a  large  swamp,  1 

Passaic  River  and  acres  of  open  space  with  drainage  problems  bei 

snatched  up  by  developers.  Development  of  marginal  land  results 

problems  and  in  order  to  avoid  these  problems  in  the  future  we 

collecting  information  on  soils,  geology,  rainfall,  slope,  etc. 

coordinating  all  the  data,  we  should  be  able  to  anticipate  1 

problems  to  minimize  the  impact.  The  result  to  date  has  beer 

hundred  hours  on  the  telephone,  running  from  place  to  place 

collect  data  and  juggling  the  children  from  one  babysitter 
another. 

Another  thought  on  a  "meaty"  RECORDER.  I  would  think 
would  also  be  interesting  to  hear  comments  from  various  age  groui 

Anne  Crone  Nagy  '63  —  Too  late  for  inclusion  in  her  secretar 
report,  Fall,  1972. 

(Anne  -  We  hope  recent  issues  of  RECORDER  have  been  m< 

"relevant"  and,  therefore,  more  to  your  liking.  We  encourage  y, 
and  all  your  alumnae  sisters  to  submit  articles  and  suggestions  at  a, 
time.  Eds. ) 
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Class  News 

■4f^H£^  Frances  Boale  8elding 
1^  |0  tMrs-  H-  Ross> 

4609  Bayard  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Seba  South  McCaw  (Mrs.   T.  W.l,  2919  Neil  Avenue,  Apt. 

321-B,  Columbus.  Oh.  43202 

Margaret  Lee  reporting  for  Frances  Boale  Belding: 
Our  sincere  sympathy  goes  to  Seba  South  McCaw  in  the 

loss  of  her  husband  in  September  of  last  year,  and  we  are 

saddened  to  hear  of  the  passing  of  our  dear  Rebekah  Crouse 

Costanza  the  same  month. 

Seba  has  moved  to  an  apartment  which  she  describes  as 

conveniently  located  and  with  a  pleasant  outlook. 

Following  a  trip  abroad  in  May.  Mildred  Nicholls 

Kohman  enjoyed  a  long  holiday  at  her  summer  home. 

Dorothy  Errett  finds  time  to  read,  exercises  in  many 

ways  and  spends  a  part  of  each  day  with  her  grand-niece 

and  grand-nephews. 
In  spite  of  her  cane  and  a  running  combat  with  weeds, 

Mary  Stratton  finished  the  season  with  a  harvest  from  her 

home  garden. 

Frances  Boale  Belding  spent  a  quiet  summer  in  Pitts- 
burgh. 

Jeanne  Mahey  Smith  is  at  home  following  an  operation. 

She  longs  for  news  and  hints  that  telephone  calls  are 
welcome. 

Grace  Woodrow  and  Melba  Martin  Ingersoll,  together 

with  Frances,  Dorothy,  Mary  and  Gertrude  Patterson 

extend  greetings  to  all. 

Time  no  longer  marches.  It's  jet-propelled.  This  is 

Gertrude's  observation.  The  pro-tem  Class  Secretary  is 
running  to  keep  up  with  the  slow  marchers.  One  is  reluctant 

to  believe  that  many  of  our  once-bursting-with-conversation 
classmates  have  lost  their  tongues  to  the  cat.  In  the  absence 

of  replies  to  the  Recorder's  questionnaires,  let  us  assume 

that  "no  news  is  good  news." 

1918 Martha  Temple  Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

426  East  Wheeling  Street 

Washington,  Pa.  15301 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Dorothy  Bergman,  137  Primrose  Drive,  R.D.  #1,  Irwin,  Pa. 
15642. 

Rachel  Alexander  Christie  writes  —  "A  week  before  we 
were  to  leave  for  Canada  Bob  fell  and  broke  his  hip.  He  is 

mending  nicely  but  is  still  in  the  nursing  home.  We  hope  he 

will  soon  be  home." 

Kamala  Cornelius  Asirvatham  writes:  "I  wish  I  could 
find  time  to  write  to  each  one  of  my  class,  but  it  is  not 

possible  so  I  send  one  letter  to  all  my  classmates  through 

the  Alumnae  Recorder.  My  three  girls  are  all  married  and 

settled.  One  girl  is  in  London  with  a  little  son  ten  years  old. 

My  eldest  daughter  is  in  U.  S.  A.  at  Great  Neck  teaching  in 

school.  Her  two  daughters  are  in  Great  Neck  Public  School 

My  third  daughter  is  married  to  an  Air  Force  Officer.  I  own 

a  nice  large  all  furnished  bungalow  and  live  very  com- 

fortably with  my  husband's  widowed  sister,  who  keeps 
house  for  me.  I  read  and  write  to  keep  busy.  I  am  very 

comfortable  and  happy  in  my  home." 

Eulalia  Fournier  Babbitt  says,  "I  am  stilt  at  home  in 
Warren  —  all  alone  now  that  my  granddaughter  Martha  was 

married  last  October. "  Lala  sends  greetings  to  everyone, 
Charlotte  Hunker  Hays  has  sold  her  home  in  North 

Carolina  with  mixed  emotions  and  says  her  permanent 

address  will  be  Cleveland.  "If  anyone  of  1918  gets  near  — 
look  me  up." 

Ruth  Kauffman  Morrison  says,  "We  went  to  Pennsyl- 
vania last  summer  to  our  family  reunion  but  had  to  return 

in  ten  days  due  to  physical  conditions  of  both  Bill  and 

myself.  I  think  of  my  college  days  frequently  —  I  enjoyed 

the  association  with  the  class." 
Ruth  Long  has  taken  several  interesting  trips  during  the 

past  year  and  has  kept  busy  with  volunteer  work  and 

family. 

Congratulations  to  Winona  Sterling  Hopwood  and  her 

husband.  She  writes:  "I  am  happy  to  report  that  Harold 
and  I  observed  our  53rd  wedding  on  August  12th  and  are 

thankful  that  we  could  be  together  for  it  and  in  pretty  good 

health." 

Florence  Younkins  Fowler  says,  "I  spent  a  few  weeks  in 
Florida  —  then  my  daughter  and  I  had  a  very  nice  trip  to 

Spain  just  before  Christmas."  She  send  best  wishes  to  all 

the  "girls." 

In  Memoriam 

Lillian  B.  McHenry  '12 (Mrs.  Henry  C.  Schuler) 

June,  1973 

Cosetta  Spence  '12 (Mrs.  Milton  H.  Fischer) 

January  7.  1973 

Mary  G.  Little  x"14 (Mrs.  W.  J.  A.ken) 

August  3.  1973 

Elinor  B.  Goldsmit  '18 
(Mrs.-J.  J.  Hast} 

May  20,  1973 

Elizabeth  Hewitt  Shipley  '20 
{Mrs.  Howard  Bramerd} 

March  1  1,  1973 

Dorothy  Frances  Cooke  '24 (Mrs.  Elmer  A.  Ortner) 
December  31,  1972 

Mae  Jones  '27 
(Mrs.  Proesl) 

March  13,  1973 

Mary  Elizabeth  Stuart  '31 March  19,  1973 

Katherine  M.  Lee  '32 (Mrs.  Edward  R.  Sisco) 

May  11,  1973 

Elizabeth  Zundetl  '36 
(Mrs.  Marcus  Boyd.  Jr.) 

January  5.  1973 

Helen  Royston  '37 (Mrs.  E.  Bradford  Hollmgsworth.  Jr.) 

July  3,  1973 

Mary  M.  Singer  '42 (Mrs.  Jack  H.  Sampson,  Jr.) 
February  13,  1973 

Betty  Johnescu  '44 (Mrs.  Charles  Steenbergen) 

October  10,  1973 

We  are  sorry  to  lose  another  classmate  in  the  death  of 
Elinor  Goldsmit  Hast.  We  extend  our  condolences  to  her family. 

Your  secretary  had  a  trip  to  Traverse  City,  Michigan  in 

July.  I  was  there  for  the  National  Cherry  Festival  and  had 

one  week-end  in  Hart,  Michigan  where  I  used  to  live. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  replied  to  my  cards.  It  was  good 
to  hear  from  you. 

1920 Elizabeth  W.  Fleming 

Box  161 
Blue  Bell.  Pa.  19422 

DEATHS 

Elizabeth  Shipley  Brainerd,  March  1 1 ,  1973 

Loretta  Warrick  Wayman,  August  16,  1972 

It  is  with  a  feeling  of  genuine  personal  loss  that  we 

report  the  passing  of  these  classmates. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Imogene  Armstrong,   140  Shadow  Mt.  Drive,  E.-26,  El  Paso. 
Texas  799 1 2 

Ethel    Perry,    Crestwood    Nursing    Home,    101    Whippany 

Road.  Whippany,  N.J.  07981 

From  Imogene  Armstrong  we  learn  that  her  brother-in- 

law  had  died  and  her  sister  needed  her.  "It  is  nice  to  be 

needed"  says  Imogene  so  she  moved  in  with  the  sister 

However,  the  temperature  in  El  Paso  varies  30°— 40°  from 
day  to  night  and  that  is  hard  on  her  heart. 

Helen  Bennett  Nelson  says.  "We  keep  busy  with  our 
civic,  church  and  home  activities.  Once  a  year,  we  enjoy  a 

short  trip  to  Massachusetts  and  Virginia." 
Willard  Crane  Peebles  asks,  "What  is  there  to  say  except 

that  I  am  a  year  older  and,  believe  me,  I  feel  it.  We  made 

our  first  trip  back  to  Pittsburgh  this  summer.  Imagine  our 

chagrin  when  I  had  to  ask  directions  in  a  place  I'd  lived  for 
fifty  years.  Everything  downtown  had  changed.  When  I 

learned  people  didn't  meet  anymore  in  Home's  balcony,  we 
went  on  our  way.  We  love  our  life  here  in  Florida,  Greetings 

to  all." 

Rita  Criste  says,  "I  had  a  stimulating  trip  this  summer. 
Since  they  say  that  passenger  ocean  liners  may  be  a  luxury 

of  the  past.  I  decided  to  indulge  myself  We  were  ten  days 

crossing,  stopping  for  a  day  at  Madeira,  Malta  and  Naples 

where  I  left  the  ship  and  spent  a  week  each  in  Rome  and 

Florence,  and  a  few  days  in  Vienna  and  Paris." 
Elizabeth  Davidson  Davidson  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Israel  last 

winter.  We  extend  real  sympathy  to  Betty  in  the  sudden 
death  of  her  husband,  George, 

Gladys  Fournier  Todd  writes    "I  haven't  any  front  page 
news.  My  physical  check-up  showed  that  my  system  was  all 

on   the  go.   But,  oh,  my  aching  back!   I  move  around  more 

comfortably   on  all   fours.   So,  my   main  concern   is  sitting 

and  that  is  when  I  write  for  my  club,  such  as  Aftermath 

Our  votes  are  cast,  we've  made  our  choice 
And  some  are  sad  and  some  rejoice, 

What  matter  if  we're  Democrats 
For  some  of  them  are  real  cool  cats. 

Or  if  theGOP'sare  in, 
We  know  that  someone  had  to  win. 

At  times  it's  hard  to  understand 

Why  things  don't  turn  out  as  they  should 
Or,  rather  as  we  hoped  they  would. 

Greetings  and  love  to  1920," Margaret  Hare  Hurst-Brown  says,  "I  am  well,  fat  and 
lonely  without  my  dear  Kenneth  but  otherwise  happy.  I  go 

to  England  twice  a  year  and  will  spend  this  summer  in  Nova 

Scotia.  I  am  grandmother  to  eleven  in  England  and  eleven 

in  the  United  States.  Too  good  soccer  teams!"  To  Peg  our 
sincere  sympathy  in  the  passing  of  Kenneth. 

Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  saw  Ethel  Perry  in  the  Nursing 

Home  and  found  her  looking  well  "I  go  to  work  daily  at 
the  Horix  Manufacturing  Plant  but  have  quite  short  hours. 

My  son,  his  wife  and  three  children  live  nearby  in  Mt. 

Lebanon." 

Minnie  McGrew  Coyle  writes  "We  are  living  a  life  of 

quiet  contentment  For  over  a  year,  due  to  my  sister's 
illness  from  which  she  is  now  recovering  we  have  found  our 

chief  employment  in  my  "Talking  Book."  We  enjoy  visits 
from  our  nieces  and  nephews,  and  live  vicariously  through 
their  wide  interests,  even  to  mountain  climbing  in  the 

Himalayas," Mary  Luella  Stevenson  is  growing  older  and  hasn't 
learned  to  do  it  gracefully.  Mary,  as  always,  expresses  her 

own  opinion  on  the  current  issues  of  busing,  taxes,  crime 

and  prices.  Like  others  who  live  along  rivers,  she  suffered 

from  the  floods  of  1972  73. 

Virginia  Wilcox  Gilbert  is  happy  with  her  two  daughters 

and  their  families  who  live  nearby.  They  keep  her  young  in 

spirit.  "Our  church,  our  many  friends  and  golf  for  Percy  fill 

our  days  to  capacity.  With  love  to  all." 
Gladys  Wilson  Green  writes:  "I  am  lucky  to  have  nine 

grandchildren  all  bright  and  healthy.  My  home  is  my 

hobby.  Built  in  the  18th  century,  it  has  been  on  the  list  of 

Pennsylvania  Historical  Sites.  Ed  and  I  work  hard  trying  to 

keep  our  place  looking  as  if  we  had  three  servants.  It  keeps 

us  healthy." 

Your  secretary  has  just  returned  from  a  trip  to  the 

Pacific  Northwest.  Words  cannot  express  the  beauty, 

majesty  and  grandeur  of  the  National  Parks  and  so  we  close 
with  the  puzzled  questions  From  where  did  it  all  come? 
Whence  are  we  all  going? 

1922 Margaret  M.  Barnes 
614  Chestnut  Street 

Springdale.  Pa.  15144 
NEW  ADDRESS 

Harriet  Hill  Kraus  (Mrs.  William  A. I,  145  Lemoyne  Avenue. 

Apartment  9,  Washington,  Pa.  15301 

Helen  Allison  Dunbar  writes  that  she  had  done  nothing 

exciting  but  is  happy  to  be  able  to  do  the  routine  things. 

Plays  bridge  with  Jane  Taylor  frequently  and  occasionally 

sees  Betty  Sprowls  Spragg.  She  talked  with  Harriet  Krause 

at  a  W.  and  J.  College  affair.  Harriet's  daughter  is  married  to 
an  English  professor  at  the  college. 
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Betty  Dean  Boots  says  that  she  has  not  been  well  since 

April  but  is  now  on  the  mend.  She  has  no  new  activities 

which  must  seem  strange  to  Betty. 

Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney  sends  word  that  their  safari 

to  Africa  was  iiist  great.  Alter  a  month  in  the  hospital  due 

to  phlebitis  she  now  feels  good  as  new.  They  are  having  the 

usual  busy  summer  with  the  fourteen  grandchildren. 

Marjone  Caskey  Curran  writes  that  she  seldom  sees  or 

hears  from  any  ol  her  classmates  and  would  enjoy  doing  so. 

Ina  Connelly  Cross  says  that  family  affairs  keep  her 

busy,  otherwise  it  has  been  a  quiet  year.  She  expects  to  get 
to  Florida  after  Christmas  for  a  visit. 

Margaret  Gray  Harlor  feels  she  has  no  excitement  or 

statistics  to  report.  When  her  husband  is  able  they  winter 

on  Sanibel  Island  in  Florida.  Otherwise,  they  remain  in 

Cleveland  Heights.  She  sends  her  love  to  all  her  classmates 
Helen  Gross  Alderman  is  sorry  she  missed  catching  up 

on  all  the  news  at  reunion.  In  her  area  there  are  so  many 

universities  yet  no  one  seems  to  have  heard  of  Chatham. 

Out  of  the  two  million  visitors  to  Hot  Springs  yearly,  she 

hopes  some  day  somebody  from  Chatham  '22  will  visit 
Mark  and  her.  Her  box  number  is  763  not  422  E. 

Anne  Jay  says  the  status  quo  has  not  changed.  She  has 

enjoyed  a  summer  at  home  gardening  and  redecorating.  Her 

last  year's  foliage  trip  from  Nova  Scotia  to  Tennessee  was 
cancelled  but  she  hopes  to  start  out  after  October  1st. 

Ruth  Keck  Schefl  has  no  news  but  says  she  is  enjoying 

news  to  the  fullest. 

Florence  Newmaker  Knapp  and  Byron  spent  Christmas 

with  their  two  families  of  children  and  grandchildren.  Then 

they  took  the  auto-train  to  Florida  and  spent  the  winter  at 
Fort  Myers  Beach.  This  summer  they  drove  to  Stratford, 

Ontario  to  the  Shakespeare  Festival.  They  were  elated  that 

their  daughter  Patty's  husband  had  just  been  appointed 
Secretary  of  the  Air  Force. 

Susan  Scott  Tucker  had  a  very  successful  one-man  show 

at  Arts  and  Crafts  Center  —  Gallery  Upstairs  of  Associated 
Artists  of  Pittsburgh  held  May  5  through  May  28.  I  would 

like  to  have  seen  more  than  just  her  picture  and  one  of  the 

paintings  shown  in  the  Pittsburgh  Press  Last  winter  they 

enjoyed  a  trip  to  the  Caribbean  and  South  America. 

Jane  Taylor  says  she  has  spent  the  summer  doing  very 

little  and  playing  cards  with  friends  She  hopes  to  visit  her 

niece  in  California  in  September. 

Betty  Wilson  Lorenz  and  husband  still  enjoy  Florida 

living.  In  March  they  took  a  trip  to  North  Carolina  and 

stopped  at  Callaway  Gardens  in  Georgia  at  the  height  of  the 

rhododendron  season.  In  June,  they  had  a  trip  to  St. 

Thomas,  Puerto  Rico  and  Montego  Bay.  Her  husband 

became  ill  and  was  hospitalized  upon  reaching  home  but 

was  improving  when  Betty  wrote. 
Ella  May  Wilson  Clark  works  on  the  Conservation 

Committee  of  the  League  of  Women  Voters,  helps  in  a 

Child  Development  Center  and  Junior  Audubon.  For  fun 

she  plays  bridge  and  swims  almost  every  day. 

We  extend  our  deep  sympathy  to  the  family  of  Margaret 

Brown  Spurr. 

Your  secretary  is  sorry  that  more  of  our  class  did  not 

send  news.  After  a  vacation  with  my  sister  and  her  husband 

it  was  hard  to  leave  Cape  Cod  and  get  back  into  routine.  1 

am  still  looking  after  my  ninety-three  year  old  aunt.  As 
often  as  possible  1  go  back  to  New  Castle  to  be  with  friends 
and  to  look  after  business  affairs.  Sometimes  I  wonder 

where  I  really  do  live. 

1924 Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Gertrude  Mixer  Henry   (Mrs.   Norton   D.l,  3  Terrace  Lane, 

Imperial  Terrace,  Tavares,  Florida  32778 

Elsie  Goldberg  Rosenshine  (Mrs.   Reuben),  460  Washington 

Road,  Apt.  1 1  5,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1  5228 

Helen  reporting: 

Mark  it  down,  "girls"  —  next  June  is  our  50th 
Anniversary.  More  to  come  on  this. 

Florida  brings  new  of  four:  Leanore  Allen  still  enjoying 

her  Penney  Farms,  was  in  Pittsburgh  in  early  summer 

visiting  her  sister  in  Monroeville  so  got  the  latest,  Barbara 

Coit  Templeton  despite  her  sister  retiring  and  living  near  is 

held  close  to  home  by  illness  of  her  husband,  yet  hopes  to 

make  the  50th.  Gertrude  Mixer  Henry,  newly  moved  from 

Ohio,  likes  where  they  are  and  is  still  working  with  the  Red 

Cross,  her  prime  interest  thru  the  years,  and  Virginia  Lilley 

Christ  is  still  living  six  months  in  Florida  and  six  at  Hawley, 

Pa.  and  still  finding  it  the  perfect  combination. 

The  preacher-husband  of  Dorothy  Cooke  Ortner  who 

always  wrote  for  her,  finally  told  me  of  her  death  in 

Zelienople  on  the  last  day  of  the  year  and  being  buried  in 

Corry,  where  they  lived  a  long  time.  "The  end  was  very 

peaceful  and  a  blessing"  he  wants  us  to  know. 
Letters  from  out  of  towners  find  Martha  Glandon 

Luthringer  taking  granddaughters  on  trips  instead  of  them- 

selves. Will  be  back  in  October  for  Trustees'  Meeting.  Olive 
Keck  Comfort  loves  it  still  in  South  Yarmouth.  Has  son  in 

California  and  daughter  living  near.  Has  some  great  memo- 
ries for  the  50th.  Marion  Stewart  Smith  met  a  Chathamite 

from  1913  at  Maple  Springs  near  Chautauqua  this  summer. 

still  likes  golf,  bridge,  church  activities  and  will  definitely 
be   at    the   50th     Louise  Hamiltoni  Haase  had  a  visit  from 

Martha  Luthringer,  a  sad  loss  of  a  son.  but  still  has  daughter 

and  family  living  in  New  Jersey  and  visits  there,  and  went 

with  Bob  to  her  husband's  50th  at  Annapolis  and  these 
have  compensated.  Alberta  Sexauer  Ressler  now  with  15 

grandchildren  still  loves  Bristol  Village  in  Ohio,  She's 
coming  to  the  50th,  her  sister  to  the  45th.  Atta  girl!  Esther 

Miller  Kagan  lives  creatively  now  and  has  a  new  life  since 

widowhood,  in  Philadelphia  in  music,  while  her  daughter 

wins  recognition  with  her  art,  and  whose  son  is  now  in 

publishing,  a  new  magazine.  Photo  World.  Esther  ("Sis"  to 
us)  is  a  freelance  editor,  but  one  son  is  in  eye  medicine  and 

another  a  film  director  working  on  big  time  assignments. 

She  and  her  daughter  visited  Pittsburgh  briefly  last  spring 

and  had  a  tour  of  Chatham  which  she  says  looks  great. 

Locally,  those  stalwarts  Stella  Wagenfehr  Shane  and 

Grace  Davis  Mechling  are  both  interested  in  their  grand- 
children and  active  in  community  affairs  still.  They  also  are 

going  to  help  me  on  my  3-way  committee  for  the  50th. 

Tracked  down  by  phone,  Elizabeth  Frederick  Donald- 
son has  had  severe  leg  trouble  since  retiring  from  the 

Munhall  schools  and  is  grounded  temporarily.  Visited  Elsie 

Goldberg  Rosenshine  living  now  in  middle  of  Mt.  Lebanon 

and  nice  to  hear  that  both  daughters  are  married  and  living 

in  Atlanta.  Billie  Hibbs  Williams  is  still  limited  in  activity 

but  loves  having  another  granddaughter.  Helen  Leggett 

Corbett,  getting  used  to  apartment  living  in  the  Arlington, 

has  a  daughter  who  does  brass  rubbings  of  distinction. 

Helen  still  pitches  for  the  Calvary  church  and  is  an  avid 

reader.  Carolyn  Lohr  Steele  spends  all  the  time  she  can 
with  grandsons  who  live  at  Valley  Forge  but  will  not  budge 

from  her  convenient  Mt.  Lebanon  location.  Anna  Mary  Orr, 

retired  in  1970  from  Carnegie  Mellon  where  she  was  a 

secretary,  starting  in  registrar's  office  and  ending  with  the 
Vice  President,  for  forty  years.  Dr.  Hedwig  Pregler,  is  still 

supervising  teaching  at  Duquesne  University,  loves  it,  and 

spends  summers  at  cottage  in  Vermilion,  Ohio.  And  Marian 

Taylor  Clark  has  been  living  in  three  different  retired  spots 

since  her  husband  retired  about  six  years  ago.  Found  from 

Elizabeth  Frederick  that  she  and  Marian  started  teaching 

together  in  the  Monongahela  Schools  and  had  a  ball  then. 

Your  secretary  has  obviously  recovered  from  the  heart 

attack  she  suffered  after  sending  out  the  letters  last  year, 

and  appreciated  being  rescued  in  the  writing  up  by  Stella 

Shane.  Thanks  for  all  the  good  wishes  that  came  thru  the 

mail  and  otherwise.  See  you  at  the  50th. 

1926 Gertrude  Bradshaw 

515  S.  Aiken  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Campbell  Millar  (Mrs.  Hugh  S.I,  530  N.  Main  Street. 

Apt.  407.  Butler,  Pa.  16001 

Julia    Kadlecik   Little   (Mrs.   Wallace  HJ.  6258  Del  Loma, 

San  Gabriel,  Cal.  91776 
Helen   Simons   Polhemus    (Mrs.    Oscar   M.t,    Route   2,  Box 

218,  Meredith,  N.H.  03253 

Mabel  Breitwiser  Hann  (Mrs.   R.  D.),  4002  Hermitage  Hills, 

Apt.  8,  Sharon,  Pa.  16146 
Estelle  Silverman  Small  (Mrs.  Horace),  4215  Harding  Road, 

Apt.  710,  Nashville,  Tenn.  37205 

Gertrude  reporting: 

Although  our  50th  reunion  is  approaching  at  an 

alarming  rate,  the  replies  to  our  annual  plea  for  word  from 

our  classmates  proves  that  there  is  plenty  of  life  in  the  old 

girls  yet.  We  travel,  act  in  and  coach  plays,  teach, 

occasionally  break  a  bone;  we  are  engrossed  in  a  variety  of 
hobbies  and  volunteer  activities. 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler  spent  several  months  this  year 

recovering  from  a  broken  ankle  which  she  acquired  last 

October  on  a  cruise  to  Nassau.  However,  she  was  able  to 

visit  her  youngest  daughter  who  lives  in  Connecticut,  and 
while  there  to  talk  to  Ruth  Justice  Rowley,  who  was,  as 

usual,  immersed  in  Little  Theatre.  When  home,  Mary  is  a 

volunteer  in  the  gift  shop  at  Mercy  Hospital  and  she  enjoys 

the  activities  of  the  College  Club. 

Ruth  Bodner  Decker  spent  June  visiting  in  Pennsylvania 

and  Ohio.  Sometimes  they  go  twice  a  year  to  their  son's  in 
Colorado,  where  the  three  small  granddaughters,  ages  8,  4 

and  1  are  a  great  attraction.  Fishing  is  one  of  their  hobbies 

and  they  find  retirement  "very  pleasant." 
We  send  our  deepest  sympathy  to  Helen  Bromley  in  the 

loss  of  her  92  year  old  mother  who  had  been  an  invalid  for 

the  last  seven  years.  Helen  hopes  that  she  will  be  able  to 

resume  her  travels  soon  and  take  her  place  in  community 

activities,  including  her  church  and  A.A.U.W. 
Hazelle  Chessman  Lancaster  has  become  very  interested 

in  politics  and  volunteer  work,  in  addition  to  her  many 

hobbies,  but  she  still  has  a  longing  to  "see  the  '26ers  again." 
I  hope  that  means  she  has  put  us  on  her  1976  agenda! 

Church,  bridge,  reading  and  travel  fill  Abigail  Cresswell's 
days.  Since  last  October  she  has  visited  Hawaii,  London, 

Paris,  Florida  and  Michigan. 

In  answer  to  the  question  "What  are  you  doing?" 
Eleanor  Fulton  McCracken  says:  "Absolutely  nothing. 
Retirement  is  wonderful.  I  never  thought  I  would  so 

thoroughly  enjoy  loafing." 
Louise  Harcom  Einstein  still  teaches  English  at  Young- 

stown  State  University.  She  spent  six  weeks  in  Europe  this 

summer  including  a  James  Joyce  seminar  in  Dublin,  then 

Mexico.  She  asked  about  Mary  Jane  Paul  and  I  hasten  to 

remind   you   all   that  hers  was  the  first  acceptance  to  ou 

next  reunion. 

Marion  Johnson  Kjpp  joyously  announces  the  arrival  o 

a  new  granddaughter,  born  to  Kathy  and  Dan  McKelve 

after  13  years  of  marriage.  She  makes  the  6th  grandchild. 
Ruth  Justice  Rowley  and  Millard  celebrated  their  45tl 

wedding  anniversary  last  June.  Ruth  keeps  very  busy  witl 

her  great  love,  little  theatre,  where  she  acts,  directs  am 

serves  on  the  board  as  Vice  President  of  Public  Relation; 

However,  she  took  time  out  for  a  trip  to  Hawaii  last  spring 

Speaking  of  parents.  Ruth  reports  that  Millard's  97  year  oil 

mother  still  keeps  house  —  "a  ten  room  one,  at  that!" 
Perhaps  our  greatest  traveler  of  all  is  Julia  Kadlecil 

Little.  Last  fall  they  spent  two  months  in  South  Americ 

and  now  they  have  just  returned  from  Scandinavia  am 

Scotland  where  they  visited  their  daughter.  Julia  says,  "Thi 
makes  all  of  the  world  for  us,  but  California  is  still  God' 

country."  She  wants  to  stay  home  now  to  enjoy  their  smal 
new  house  and  their  three  grandchildren.  She  plans  to  com 
for  our  50th. 

We  send  our  sympathy  to  Elizabeth  Koehn  Butler  in  th 

passing  of  Lib's  94  year  old  mother  who  had  made  he 
home  with  them  for  the  last  few  years.  Lib  and  Marvin  pla 

to  spend  the  winter  in  North  Carolina  —  hopefully  awa from  snow. 

Martina  Oetting  and  her  sister  are  enjoying  their  nev 

home  in  Florida.  That  makes  five  of  our  classmates  livin 
there. 

The  big  news  from  Audrey  Reebel  Early  is  that  they  ani 

Kay  Reebel,  class  of  '29,  are  busy  planning  a  party  for  Da 
Reebel's  100th  birthday  in  October,  which  they  expect  t 
celebrate  in  Florida. 

Ruth  Rimer  Hooton  and  Don  were  in  Pittsburgh  thi 

summer  for  a  family  reunion  —  children  and  all  eigh 
grandchildren  together  for  the  first  time.  She  says  she  am 

Don  spend  their  days  doing  all  the  things  that  interest  ther 

and  that  they  have  time  for  fishing,  some  church  wort bridge. 

Catherine  Sayers  reports  that  she  is  enjoying  life  to  th 

fullest  as  well  as  good  health.  She  says  she  is  "not  to 

decrepit  to  drive  yet"  and  when  she  wrote  she  was  in  Bere« 
Kentucky  en  route  to  North  Carolina.  In  October  she  wi 

go  to  New  Hampshire  and  Maine. 

The  years  invariably  bring  tragedy  to  some  of  ou 

friends  and  our  deepest  love  goes  out  to  Dorothy  Schmid 

Clark  in  the  death  of  her  daughter,  Barbara  Clark  O'Shaugr 
nessy,  last  spring,  leaving  her  husband  and  three  children. 

Helen  Simons  Polhemus  and  her  husband  are  going  t 

live  on  a  farm  that  their  two  sons  bought,  and  which  wi 

eventually  be  used  as  a  retreat  center.  The  older  son  i 

teaching  in  the  Academy  of  Health  Sciences  at  Brook  Arm 

Hospital,  Fort  Sam  Houston,  Texas,  and  will  retire  from  th 

Army  Chaplaincy  in  four  years.  Their  younger  son, 

Methodist  minister,  is  starting  work  on  his  Doctor  c 

Ministry  degree  at  Andover-Newton  Seminary. 

Irene  Stevens  Masters  reports  that  she  spends  much  o' 

her  time  being  a  "homebody"  as  Paul  has  not  been  ven 
well  recently.  She  is  able  to  attend  plays  at  the  Playhous* 

and  Apple  Hill  and  do  some  church  work,  and  she  is  happ\ 

and  contented  now  that  her  years  of  teaching  are  ended. 

From  Carolyn  Timothy  Mountford  comes  news  of  oui 

"class  baby,"  Carolyn  Timothy  Mountford  De  France,  clas: 

of  Chatham  1949.  She  received  her  master's  in  Science  o' 
Education  as  a  Master  Teacher  from  Youngstown  Staft 

University  in  August  where  she  will  be  teaching  this  fall. 
Eileen  Borland  spent  five  weeks  at  Chatham,  Cape  Cod 

where  she  says  there  is  lots  of  good  bird  watching. 

Mabel  Breitweiser  Hann's  only  granddaughter,  Lynn 
Baxter,  is  a  sophomore  at  Chatham  this  year,  and  this,  sh< 

says,  gives  her  a  good  excuse  for  frequent  trips  to  th( 
campus.  How  she  finds  time  is  a  mystery,  with  her  bus^ 

schedule  of  volunteer  activities. 
Bertha  Gates  Goodrich  has  been  abroad  twice  since  sh< 

wrote  us  last,  first,  to  Europe,  more  recently  to  Egypt  anc 

the  Holy  Land.  Her  other  activities  include  speakini 

engagements,  Garden  Club  and  many  church  activities 

Incidentally,  she,  too,  is  anticipating  our  50th  witf 

pleasure. As  for  your  secretary,  the  high  light  of  the  year  was  ; 

trip  to  Israel  via  London,  Rome,  Athens  and  Amsterdam 
Most  of  all  I  remember  the  view  of  the  Dome  of  the  Rocl 

that  we  had  from  our  balcony  in  Jerusalem,  and  all  th( 

sights  and  sounds  of  the  ancient  city. 

1928 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Kay  Caldwell  Mayer  (Mrs.  W.  C.I 

1515  Ashley  River  Road,  Bldg. 

ton.  S.C.  29407 
Frances  Frost  Brumbaugh  (Mrs. 

Starcrest  Drive.  Clearwater,  Fla. 

Monica    Keyser    Foster   (Mrs.    D. 

Road,  San  Rafael,  Cal   94903 

Jane  Willard  Stephensoi 

(Mrs.  J.  G. 

529  Collier  Road,  N.W 

Atlanta,  Ga.  3031! 
Margaret  Cousle^ 

1018  Euclid  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Spanish  Oaks  Apartments 

1 ,  Apartment  94,  Charles 

S.  Wertzl,  Apt.  257,  20C 33515 

V..  Jr.),   765  Monticellc 
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CLASS  OF  1928  -45th  REUNION 

First  row:  Jane  Willard  Stephenson,  Evelyn  Newton  Flickinger.  Second  row:  Betty  Porter  Steinmiller,  Virginia  Ray  Randall, 

ietty  Malcolm  Clemens,  Margaret  Cousley.  Third  row    Pat  McCurdy  Bushnell.  Dorothy  Floyd  Warren.  Frances  Nichol  Smith, 

Mardy  Jones  Ruthart,  Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson. 

sabel  Hoffmann  Cooper  (Mrs.),  740  Tuckahor  Road,  Apt 

O-P  East.  Yonkers,  N.Y.  10710 

(athryn  Letterman  Lynch  {Mrs.  Arthur),  7401   Bay  Island 

| Drive,  S.,  Apt,  135.  St.  Petersburg,  Fla.  33707 
i/liriam  Stage  Bostwick  (Mrs    Richard)  2132  N.E.  62nd  Ct., 
Ft.  Lauderdale,  Fla.  33708 

Aina  Teichart  McKain  (Mrs,  Charles  J.)  527  Mooreland 

(Avenue,  Carlisle,  Pa.  17013 

,/ladaline  Teets  Bathrick  (Mrs.  John  J.)  37  Isabel.  Camarillo, 

jlCal.  93010 
FOUND 

Catherine  Jeha  Cotts  (Mrs.  James  W.I,  5923  Howe  Street, 

j  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Kay  Caldwell  Mayer  spent  several  weeks  in  Pittsburgh 

pis  fall  with  her  family.  (Sorry  you  could  not  make  it  in 

llune.)  She  finds  Charleston's  weather  rather  hot  and  is  fast 
becoming  a  Southerner  in  that  she  does  only  what  has  to  be 

done.  She  moved  into  a  new  apartment  located  on  the 

;oute  to  the  famous  gardens  and  hopes  that  any  of  you  who 

pome  south  will  stop  to  see  her. 

'  Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh  whose 
husband,  Jim,  died  June  24th. 

Helen  Gordon's  advertising  agency  is  "absorbing  and 
demanding,  but  I  still  have  time  for  things  that  interest 

rne."  A  year  ago  she  became  a  member  of  the  Northeast 
Dhio  Sierra  Club  and  recently  did  some  writing  to  promote 

;he  establishment  of  the  Cuyahoga  River  Valley  area  as  a 

lational  park. 

Madeline  Teets  Bathrick  sold  her  duplex  in  June  and 

moved  into  a  double  mobile  home  in  the  country, 

surrounded  by  mountains,  halfway  between  Los  Angeles 

^nd  Santa  Barbara,  "Good  clean  air,  nearer  the  ocean, 
peaceful  quietness,  no  big  city  traffic  and  congestion  will 

fnore  than  compensate  "for  not  having  six  super  markets 

within  a  few  blocks."  She  keeps  in  touch  with  Henri 
Spelsburg  Coston  and  Betty  Corey  Wallis.  She  sent  her  very 

oest  wishes  for  health  and  happiness  to  all. 

Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  and  her  sister.  Honor,  took  the 

picture  of  those  at  the  reunion.  They  took  a  trip  to  the 
ringer  Lakes  this  fall. 

|  I  do  hope  you  all  received  the  letter  I  sent  in  July  about 
bur  reunion.  There  were  a  few  errors  in  the  class  list:  Helen 

Gordon.  1808,  zip  code  for  Mardy  Jones  Ruthart  is  17551, 

Katherine  Craig  Morgan  (Mrs.  Lewis),  Mina  Teichart  Mc- 
IKain,  and  Madeline  Teets  Bathrick  (Mrs.  J.  J.).  If  there  are 

any  more  please  let  me  know.  Thank  you  for  the  checks 

ithat  have  been  sent  for  our  1978  fund.  We  will  be  glad  to 

receive  them  at  any  time.  I  look  forward  to  your  letters  so 

[keep  them  coming.  Jimmy  and  I  attended  his  50th  reunion 
I at  Auburn  in  October. 

1930 Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman 
(Mrs.  L.  E.) 

Glen  Hazel  Road 

St.  Marys,  Pa.  15857 

Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein 

(Mrs.  Frank) 

166  North  Dithridge  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson  (Mrs) 

50  Academy  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy    Fisher    Maury    (Mrs.    M,    J.),    73    Locksley    Drive 

(Sherwood  Forest)  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  15235 

Meredith    Murray    Heckman    (Mrs.    Joseph),    1721     Forest 

Green  Drive,  Coraopolis.  Pa.  15108 

Ann  Saxman   Underwood   (Mrs.   James  MJ,  Saxman   Drive 

Ext.,  Latrobe,  Pa.  15650 

Louise   Vallowe  Spinelli    (Mrs.  Phillip  P.),  3010  Clermont 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  15227 

Geri  Anderson  Daum  tells  us  that  all  is  well  now,  but 

that  Bob  was  hospitalized  three  times  during  the  past  year. 

The  Daums  own  a  small  travel-trailer  and  they  have 

managed  enough  time  for  some  sightseeing  although  Geri  is 
still  the  librarian  at  Laurence  University 

Catherine  Backofen  enjoyed  a  second  trip  with 

A.A.R.P.,  this  time  to  Portugal  and  Spain.  Catherine  serves 

as  a  volunteer  at  "The  Little  Sisters  of  the  Poor." 
Madeline   Barnhart  Mandy  spent  last  winter  in  Florida. 

Annamae  Beatty  Dreibelbis  has  retired,  but  is  kept  very 

busy    They  enjoy  their  cabin  in  the  woods  near  Butler,  Pa. 

Miriam  Bulger  continues  to  spend  a  month  each  winter 

in  the  Virgin  Islands.  She  serves  on  the  Altar  Guild  at 

Trinity  Cathedral. 

Pauline  Bickhart  Garratt  reports  that  her  son  Frank  was 

marned  in  June  and  that  her  daughter  Sue  has  moved  from 

Tacoma  to  Washington.  D.C. 

Viola  Chadwick  Rosso  now  has  a  second  granddaughter. 
Her  son  John  teaches  Latin  and  Greek  at  West  Chester 

College  and  Vi's  third  son  was  graduated  from  Temple 
University  in  May.  Vi  had  a  three  week  stay  in  the  hospital 

last  summer  and  may  decide  to  retire  if  teaching  proves  too tiring. 

Dorothy  Collins  Pierce  and  her  husband  Bill,  who 

retired  last  year,  spent  two  months  in  the  Florida  Keys. 

Dotti  is  a  very  active  member  of  the  board  for  the 

Pittsburgh  Symphony  Orchestra.  Her  son  Bill  is  now  with 
Time  magazine. 

Eleanors  Diskin  Houghton  interrupted  the  routine  of 

Maine  in  summer  and  Florida  in  winter  for  a  fly-drive-cruise 

trip  to  Portugal,  Spain,  Morocco  and  Madeira.  She  is  still 

working  as  a  volunteer  at  "Happiness  House"  in  the 
audiologv  department,  testing  hearing  and  speech  of 

pre-school  children  in  Sarasota  and  Manatee  Counties. 
Bernie  is  raising  orchids  as  well  as  directing  the  church 
choir. 

Dorothy  Fisher  Maury  plans  to  move  to  a  new  home. 

Her  daughter  Virginia  has  received  her  master's  degree  and 
her  son  now  has  two  little  boys. 

Imogens  Flanagan  Truman  and  Tucker  have  given  up 

their  summer  camp,  but  Imy  was  busy  helping  her  daughter 

Brigid  move  from  the  East  to  California,  The  Trumans  then 

explored  the  western  coastline  and  sailed  with  friends  from 

British  Columbia  through  the  inland  water-way. 
Mary  Frye  Llewellyn  could  find  no  silver  lining  in  the 

last  year.  She  would  enjoy  hearing  from  her  classmates. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  found  the  first  year  of  retirement 

unbelievably  busy.  Ed  taught  retrainees  for  Amoco  and  she 

started  a  "Piano  Dusters"  class  for  housewives.  Their  son 
Keith  is  now  teaching  at  Purdue  University 

Winnie  Hartman  Whiteman  was  ovenoyed  with  Sonny's 
retirement  as  Senior  Vice-President  at  the  bank,  but  was 
saddened  by  the  death  of  his  mother. 

Helen  Ensminger  Hughes  reports  that  Jim  retired  in 

January.  She  keeps  in  touch  with  Chatham  through  the 

alumnae  group.  Her  youngest  son  will  be  graduated  from 

Monmouth  College  in  '74 Adelaide  Hyndman  McLaughlin  spent  the  past  summer 
on  the  west  coast.  She  continues  to  teach  French  and 

enjoys  her  work  very  much. 

Lucille  Jackson  Strauss  and  Jerome  spent  five  weeks 

abroad  as  a  finale  to  her  retirement  as  of  July  10.  Helsinki 

was  the  new  spot  on  this  trip  and  Lucille  was  surprised  to 

find  it  so  very  hot.  She  is  gratified  to  be  able  to  do  things  in 

a  leisurely  way  after  so  many  years  of  tight  schedules. 

Mary  King  Guckert  attends  all  the  theatrical  produc- 
tions and  all  the  concerts  that  she  possibly  can.  She  is  active 

in  the  Opera  Workshop. 

Amelia  Lockard  Moul  and  Loyd  returned  East  so  that 

he  could  attend  a  meeting  at  Princeton,  N.J.,  then  visited  in 

Florida.  Amelia  has  taken  up  golf,  but  has  not  given  up dancing. 

Peg  Loeffler  Loftus  devotes  all  her  time  to  the  Opera Workshop. 

Nancy  Mcllwain  Sweet  helps  Coburn  with  tours  of  the 

museum  and  the  beautiful  Wayside  Gardens.  One  of  her 

daughters  lives  in  New  York,  the  other  in  Chicago. 
Marcy  Murray  has  recovered  and  is  going  top  speed 

again  after  having  had  thyroid  surgery  last  spring.  She  is 

active  in  the  Alumnae  Association  and  plans  to  be  with  us in  '75. 

Eleanor  Nevins  Rubenstein  enjoyed  the  theater  trip  she 

took  with  the  College  Club.  She  also  spent  some  time  in 

Washington,  D.C.  where  she  renewed  her  acquaintance  with 

her  three  grandchildren. 

Peg  Post  Giffen  keeps  so  busy  in  retirement  that  she 

wonders  how  she  found  time  to  work.  She  spent  the 

summer  entertaining  her  family  at  her  cabin  on  Lake 

Tahoe.  She  leaves  this  fall  to  spend  a  month  touring 

England,  Scotland  and  France. 
Sally  Reamer  Matlack  still  divides  her  time  between 

Fort  Lauderdale,  Florida  and  Media.  Pa.  She  spent  three 

weeks  last  spring  visiting  England.  Scotland  and  Ireland. 
Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson  reported  about  so  many  of 

you,  but  said  nothing  about  herself  except  that  she  was  still 
with  Westinghouse. 

Mary  E.  Woodworth  Nelan  returned  from  Alaska  to 

spend  Thanksgiving  with  friends  in  Ocean  City.  N.J.  and 

Christmas  in  Williamsburg,  Va.  In  June  they  motored  6000 

miles  through  the  West  and  are  now  packing  for  a  European 

trip. 

Lois  Watt  Cooper  visited  in  Greece  last  summer  She  has 

just  been  made  President  for  National  Lawyers'  Wives.  She 
divides  her  time  between  Pittsburgh  and  her  home  in Florida. 

Florence  Brown  Stage  and  Edward  received  the  Cody 

award  from  the  Cleveland  Figure  Skating  Club.  The  Stages 

give  travel  talks  after  their  trips.  They  visited  Yucatan  last 

spring  and  are  working  on  "Land  of  the  Maya"  to  add  to 
"Egypt,  Land  of  the  Pharoahs,"  "The  Myth  and  Magic  that 
is  Greece,"  "Portrait  of  Russia,"  and  some  thirty  others. 

Alice  Hewitt  Murphy  plans  to  retire  in  June  '74  after  35 
years  service  as  an  educator  advancing  from  elementary 

teacher  to  district  superintendent.  She  was  the  author  of 

"Agricultural  America"  which  was  used  as  a  text  for  a 
social  studies  unit  for  the  8th  grades  of  San  Bernardino 

county.  Her  husband  Clell  retired  from  the  San  Bernardino 

City  Water  Department.  They  have  13  grandchildren. 

1932 
Lillian  Hunter  Stoecklein 

(Mrs.  John  C.I 

100  Delaware  Avenue 

Oakmont,  Pa.  15139 

Peggy  lams  Jenkins (Mrs.  J.  Clifford) 

4317  Mt.  Royal  Blvd 
Allison  Park,  Pa.  15101 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Louise  Blank  Lecky  (Mrs.  George),  172  N.E.  Catskill  Street, 

Port  Charlotte,  Fla.  33950 

Harriet  Ossman  Lundquist  (Mrs.  Alden  E.),  130  Lake  Shore 

Drive,  Apt.  823,  North  Palm  Beach.  Fla.  33408 
Viola  Swenson   Leeper   (Mrs.  Donald),  Piece  of  Eight.  Port 

Royal  Plantation,  Hilton  Head  Island,  S.C.  29928 
Mary   Frances  Tarr  Peat   (Mrs.    R.   M.),  Carriage  Hill  Apts., 

#77,  545  Goucher  Street,  Johnstown ,  Pa.  1  5905 

Lil  reporting: 

Alice  Bair  Albright  has  just  returned  from  Russia  and 

the  Chinese  frontier.  She  also  visited  Helsinki,  Stockholm 

and  Copenhagen.  On  her  way  home  she  stopped  in 

Switzerland  to  visit  with  Ruth  Gardill,  who  is  living  there. 

Louise  Blank  Lecky  writes  that  they  have  four  grand- 
sons. Her  husband  is  retired  from  the  St.  Regis  Paper 

Company  and  they  have  just  moved  to  Florida. 
Caroline  Brady  Wilson  is  busy  gardening  and  studying 

Spanish  at  a  local  college. 
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Betsy  Dearborn  Souren  has  a  granddaughter  that  was 

born   in   May  of  last  year.   Betsy's  husband  is  Director  of 
Transportation  for  the  Kennecott  Copper  Corporation,  We 

extend  our  sympathy  for  the  loss  of  her  father  who  died 

last  December.  He  had  actively  practiced  patent  law  until 

he  was  eighty. 

Margaret  Eisaman  Muranyi  reports  that  she  and  her 

husband,  a  retired  minister,  were  the  superintendents  in 

charge  of  the  United  Presbyterian  Headquarters  in  Chau- 
tauqua, New  York  for  the  1973  season. 

Elizabeth  Ewing  Cogbill  and  her  husband  Mac  are  the 

proud  grandparents  of  red-headed  Lynn  born  in  July  1973. 

They  flew  out  to  Chicago  just  to  give  her  a  bottle  and  take 

her  for  a  walk.  Lib  and  Mac  spent  the  summer  at  their 

cottage  at  Van  Buren  Point,  playing  golf  and  swimming. 
Ruth  Grafman  Weiner  says  hello  to  everyone. 

Charlotte  Graham  Dight  writes  that  their  daughter  and 

her  two  children  visit  them  often,  especially  when  her 

daughter's  husband  is  traveling  world-wide,  which  he  does 
so  often.  Charlotte  and  her  husband  live  in  Chautauqua  in 

the  summer  and  Florida  in  the  winter.  She  says  that  they 

have  many  visitors,  besides  family,  and  that  we  all  are 
welcome. 

Marie  Hahn  Lewis  is  busy  working  at  the  family  plant 

with  her  brother  Edward.  She  says  business  is  a  nightmare 

to  be  in  now,  considering  federal  inspection  and  other 

problems. 
Jean  Houghtelin  Phillips  and  her  husband,  who  is  a 

dentist,  are  living  in  Mt.  Lebanon.  I  saw  her  about  a  year 

ago  and  she  looks  great. 

Jane  Norman  Widdowson  is  working  as  a  secretary  to 

the  clergy  at  Calvary  Episcopal  Church  in  East  Liberty.  Her 

children  are  married  and  she  has  one  grandchild. 

You  were  all  very  generous  in  your  contributions  to  our 

almost  depleted  treasury.  Many  thanks  to  all  of  you  who 

responded.  It  was  so  nice  to  hear  from  you. 

Peggy  reporting: 
I  wish  to  thank  all  of  you  who  responded  so  graciously 

and  generously  to  the  questionnaire.  As  you  know,  it  is  our 

custom  to  place  a  memorial  book  in  the  library  for  each 

departed  classmate.  Your  response  makes  it  possible  to 

continue  this  custom.  > 

We  would  like  to  extend  our  sympathy  to  the  family  of 

Katherine  Lee  Sisco  (Mrs.  Edward  RJ.  who  died  May  11, 

1973  and  to  Rita  Lefton  Pincus  whose  husband  Irving 

passed  away  last  September. 

Isabella  Lindsay  Thornton  has  retired  from  the  export 

division  of  Peavey  Company  Flour  Mills  and  is  now 

involved  in  U.N. A.  activities,  UNICEF,  a  gift  shop  and 

secretary  of  her  bowling  league.  We  are  sorry  that  unknown 
to  us  she  has  been  widowed  since  1 964. 

Ruth  Miller  Page  spent  three  and  a  half  months  in 

Clearwater  last  year  and  hopes  to  be  there  the  entire  1974 
winter. 

Sally  Miller  Brash  iust  returned  from  a  European  trip. 

All's  well!  Still  at  Harcum  Jr.  College.  Her  son  Edward  is  to 
be  district  managing  editor  of  a  new  magazine,  called 

"Photo  World"  coming  out  in  October. 
Bertha  Phillips  Brown  was  recently  widowed.  Our 

sympathy  to  Bertha.  She  is  keeping  busy  with  her  family, 

especially  nine  grandchildren. 

Dorothy  Russell  is  still  at  Columbia  Hospital,  busily 

engaged  in  plans  for  the  new  hospital  at  Monroeville  and 

the  merger  with  Pittsburgh.  Her  mother  is  still  with  her  and 

well.  Dorothy  is  also  involved  in  the  "Meals  on  Wheels" 
program  in  Wilkmsburg  and  a  Senior  Citizens  Centre  at  her 
church. 

Sara  Stevenson  is  still  teaching  Latin  and  English  in 

Indiana  Area  Senior  High. 
Viola  Swenson  Leeper  and  her  husband  Don  are 

enjoying  their  new  home,  situated  on  a  golf  course  and 

within  five  hundred  yards  from  the  beach.  Vi  says  she 

would  welcome  a  call  from  anyone  who  gets  down  her  way. 

Mary  Tarr  Peat  reports  that  after  thirty-one  years  in  the 
same  house,  they  are  now  apartment  dwellers.  We  are  sorry 

that  your  husband  is  not  well. 

1934 Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell 
(Mrs.  R.  W.) 

553  Bridge  Street 

Waynesburg,  Pa.  15370 

Mary  Jane  Young 

4912  New  Hampshire  Ave.,  N.W.,  Apt.  104 

Washington,  D.C.  20011 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Harriet  Cole  Lewis  (Mrs.  William),  5890  Turin  Street,  Coral 
Gables,  Fla.  33146 

Maxine    Cuden    Goldman     (Mrs.     Foster),     1523    Valmont 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Eleanor    Ewing    Wilson    (Mrs.    Stewart),    R.R.    #4,   Sunset 

Drive,  Stuart,  Fla.  33494 

Marjorie  Larimer,  1515  Penn  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Ruth  Maxwell  Doyle  (Mrs.  Matthew  E.),  Devonshire  Street 

Apts.  #L1,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Jane    Mitchell    Carpenter    (Mrs.    T.    Bruce),    53    Highland 
Terrace,  Lynch,  Ky.  40855 

Margaret   L.  White,  400  Swissvale  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15221 

Peggy  reporting: 
Fran  Alter  Mitchell  says  she  has  done  her  stint  of 

volunteer  work,  "organized,  unorganized  and  some  dis- 

organized," and  now  is  mainly  interested  in  the  Women's 
Board  of  the  Youngstown  Hospital.  She  hopes  to  see  us  at 

our  40th  reunion  next  year.  (So  far,  the  response  to  our 

reminder  of  this  reunion  has  been  gratifying.) 

Harriet  Cole  Lewis  and  her  lawyer  husband.  Bill,  spent 

the  month  of  July  in  Maine,  restoring  and  repairing  her 

great-grandparents'  house.  Although  she  says  it  will  never 
be  finished,  at  least  it  should  last  for  another  50  years!  The 

Lewises  moved  to  Coral  Gables  about  a  year  ago  and  enjoy 

being  near  their  son.  Harriet,  too,  hopes  to  be  at  our  40th 
reunion. 

Peggy  Donaldson  says  she  had  a  note  from  Ruth  Miller 

Allen  who  had  not  been  well,  but  was  improving.  All  of  us 

send  Ruth  our  regards  and  best  wishes  for  a  speedy 

recovery.  Peggy,  too,  hopes  to  be  at  our  next  reunion. 

Hazel  Ellwood  McClure  writes  that  Margaret  Stockdale 

Jenkins  and  husband  paid  them  a  visit  in  London  last  fall, 

and  Mary  Jane  Young  and  a  friend  went  to  see  them  in 

April.  She  says  she  and  her  husband  love  to  see  all  who 

come  by  and  sometimes  think  London  is  the  crossroads  of 

the  world,  especially  since  they  live  in  the  Marble  Arch  area 

which  is  a  central  location.  Their  daughter  Kathy  is  working 

at  the  University  of  Colorado  Medical  Center. 

Eleanor  Ewing  Wilson  (Nookie)  sent  her  new  address, 

telling  us  that  her  new  home  is  on  the  St.  Lucie  River,  and 

they  are  loving  her  husband's  early  retirement. 
Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker  thinks  Topeka  a  delightful 

place  to  be  —  completely  without  air  pollution.  She  and  Ed 
both  do  volunteer  work  at  the  Hospital  and  Presbyterian 

Manor.  Edwin  is  supposed  to  be  a  retired  minister,  but  he 

has  preached  in  many  churches  out  there  and  is  Interim 

Pastor  at  present  in  the  Central  UP  Church  in  Topeka. 

Synnove  Haughom  had  an  "absolutely  perfect"  vacation in  Norway  visiting  friends  and  her  home  town,  besides 

doing  a  bit  of  book  research  and  visiting  museums  nearly 

every  day.  She  is  now  preparing  a  William  Thon  exhibit  for 

her  gallery  at  Bates  College. 

Rose  Hollingsworth  Stambaugh  visited  Ann  Irwin  Hoff- 
man this  summer  and  reports  that  Ann  has  made  some 

exquisite  copper-enameled  items  and  3-D  pictures.  Rose  has 
retired  from  teaching  and  has  two  grandchildren  at  present. 

This  has  been  a  rewarding  five  years  although  1  am  not 

much  of  a  writer  personally.  But  I  enjoyed  hearing  from  all 

of  you  and  hope  I  see  everyone  of  our  classmates  at  our 

40th  reunion  in  June  of  1974.  My  husband  and  I  took  a 

long-dreamed  of  Canadian  vacation  by  rail  to  see  Banff, 

Lake  Louise  and  Jasper.  After  we  arrived  home,  our  son's 
wife  presented  us  with  a  grandson  (our  fourth  grandchild), 
and  we  are  enjoying  a  good  life. 

Special  thanks  to  Mary  Jane  Young  for  all  the  work  she 

has  done  in  getting  the  Recorder  news  to  Chatham  and  to 

wish  her  a  grand  holiday  and  a  continued  successful 
retirement. 

Mary  Jane  reporting: 

Jean  Ludebuehl  Fisher  writes  that  her  husband  retired 

the  first  of  July,  and  they  are  both  enjoying  the  lack  of 

pressure  and  responsibility.  They  have  a  home  in  the  woods 

near  Meadville  and  had  considered  moving  to  a  better 

climate,  but  their  son,  Charles  and  his  family  live  nearby. 

Their  other  son,  John,  who  was  in  the  Air  Force,  is  now 

working  in'  Columbus,  Ohio,  where  his  wife  is  teaching 
school.  Jean  looks  forward  to  seeing  all  at  the  reunion. 

Mary  Louise  Martin  remains  at  the  same  job,  but  with  a 

new  boss.  She  spent  her  vacation  in  North  Carolina  with  her 

brother  and  his  family.  "Can't  believe  our  40th  is  coming 

up!" 

Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  went  to  Florida  in  December 

to  see  the  night  moon  shot  at  the  Cape,  and  last  summer 

saw  some  of  the  Bahama  Islands  Independent  Celebration 

with  Prince  Charles  in  sight  occasionally.  Her  eldest  son, 

Peter,  was  married  in  August.  "40th  reunion!  Where  do  the 

years  go?" 

Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  is  delighted  with  her 
new  home  with  all  of  the  newest  conveniences  which  make 

housekeeping  a  toy.  All  of  the  children  are  very  busy  with 

their  own  lives  and  seem  to  be  doing  well  in  their  respective 

fields.  Betsy,  the  youngest,  was  married  in  June  and  has 

moved  to  Iowa  Falls.  The  big  thrust  for  Dorothy  and  Bob 

this  year  is  his  campaign  for  the  Pennsylvania  Superior 

Court.  Dorothy  hopes  to  be  with  us  for  our  40th. 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to  Marion 

Starkey  Hamlet  in  the  death  of  her  father  at  the  age  of 

90'/r,  and  the  illness  of  her  mother.  Daughter  Debbie  has 
had  an  exciting  year  as  Assistant  Art  Director  for  an  eastern 

advertising  firm  and  was  married  in  September.  Son  Jeff 

returns  to  Tufts  University,  and  daughter  Sue  to  Mount 

Holyoke  as  a  junior  and  sophomore,  respectively.  Frank 

and  Marion  keep  endlessly  occupied  with  property  upkeep 

and  caring  for  the  aged.  She  looks  forward  to  our  40th 
Reunion. 

Harriet  Stephenson  Stearns  has  driven  approximately 

5,000  miles  in  what  is  turning  out  to  be  an  annual  tour  of 

her  widespread  family  who  live  in  Illinois,  Georgia,  Ken- 
tucky, New  York,  and  Texas.  Her  son  and  eldest  daughter 

have  provided  her  with  four  "super"  grandchildren.  Harriet 
loves    living    in    a    carefree    apartment.    She    is    still    much 

involved  in  the  work  of  her  church  and  with  communi 

problems.  It  keeps  her  stimulated  even  if  she  now  takes 

back  seat  and  tries  to  help  the  younger  women  do  the  mc 

active  tasks. 

Harriet  Tyler  Martin  spent  the  summer  preparing  f 

Fairfield  University's  comprehensive  exam  and  writing  h 
thesis,  so  she  expects  to  receive  her  Master  of  Spec 

Education  degree  soon.  Husband  Paul  retired  as  of  May  1 

and  Harriet  enjoys  having  him  home.  They  had  a  short  b 

delightful  visit  with  Jim  and  Helen  Empfield  early  in  Ju 

while  the  latter  couple  were  on  their  eastward  trek. 

During  the  Empfield's  stopover  m  Pittsburgh,  th 
visited  with  Dot  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  and  her  husban 

had  lunch  with  Marjorie  Larimer,  and  saw  several  c 

friends,  and  while  in  Maine  they  saw  Synnove  Haughoi 

Helen's  job  at  the  library  is  still  very  satisfactory.  Thi 
daughter  is  within  walking  distance,  and  they  enjoy  thi 

granddaughters  very  much.  Helen  is  looking  forward 

June  1974. 

The  past  year  has  been  a  busy  year,  but  all  work  f 
Oliver  Walker  Beatty  and  her  husband.  In  Septembi 

however,  they  are  going  on  a  vacation  to  the  Scandmavi 

countries,  Russia,  and  Poland.  Later  in  the  year,  they  go 
New  Zealand  where  Bob  is  the  architect  for  the  n< 

Embassy  being  built  there.  Their  daughter  and  son  ea> 

with  two  children,  keep  grandmother  very  busy.  "Grar 
parents  have  quite  a  role  to  play,  and  any  idea  of  it  bei 

our  retiring,  restful  years  is  just  not  so.  We  seem  to  ha 

more  to  do." 

Margaret  White  has  two  pieces  of  news  this  year  Fir 

she  moved  to  an  apartment  after  living  50  years  in  the  sar 

house.  Second,  she  spent  the  month  of  August  in  t 

British  Isles,  visiting  with  friends  in  both  Scotland  a 

Wales.  She  looks  forward  to  seeing  her  classmates  ne June. 

Ellen  Yeager  Husak  and  husband  are  very  happy  wi 

their  new  granddaughter  and  find  baby-sitting  is  delight! 
for  them.  They  spent  their  vacation  in  the  Smokies  ai 

plan  to  visit  San  Francisco  in  the  fall. 
Luise  Link  Ely  had  a  wonderful  summer,  spending 

month  in  North  Carolina,  then  to  daughter  Lynn's  nt 
home  in  New  Jersey,  and  finally  home.  She  was  delight 

to  find  a  note  from  Nook  Ewing  that  she  and  Bud  have  ji 

built  in  nearby  Stuart. 
Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton  still  works  as  Counselor 

Kittanning  Senior  High.  She  had  a  marvelous  six  weeks  tl 

summer  traveling  through  the  Southwest,  Mexico,  Wa: 

ington,  and  Oregon. 

Since  my  retirement  from  Federal  service  in  Decembi 

I  have  been  doing  part-time  work  through  secretar 
agencies.  In  the  spring,  my  roommate  and  I  spent  a  week 

Germany  and  one  in  London  where  we  had  the  pleasure 

visiting  with  Hazel  Ellwood  McClure  and  her  husband 

their  delightful  apartment.  I  want  to  take  this  opportuni 

to  thank  all  of  you  who  have  provided  me  with  news 

report  for  the  past  five  years.  I  echo  Peggy's  hope  of  seei 
everyone  of  you  at  our  40th  Reunion  in  June  1974. 

perchance  you  cannot  attend,  won't  you  please  send 
newsletter  or  pictures  to  one  of  us? 

1936 Sally  Klingensmith  Bowde 

(Mrs.  Robert  J 
500  North  West  Strei 

Waynesburg,  Pa.  1537 

Katrina  Utne  Brov\ 

(Mrs.  Cameror 
25  B  Harbour  Villas 

Branford,  Conn.  064C 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Miriam    Brunt   Smith    (Mrs.    Edward  C),    1160  Bower  Hi 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15243 

Olga  Catizone  Bonaddio  (Mrs.  Ernest),  2461   Rose  Garde 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 

Betty  McLaughlin   Bryant   (Mrs.   F.   M.),  684  Solana  Circ 

West,  Solana  Beach,  Cal.  92075 

Sally  reporting: 

Harriet  Bannatyne  Moelmann  writes  that  her  "life  seen 

to  be  living  out  of  a  suitcase,  but  it's  fine,"  as  she  endeavoi 
to  keep  three  homes  going.  Last  fall  they  moved  into  the 

new  condominium  in  Boca  Raton,  still  enjoy  their  home  i 

Lake  Geneva,  Wisconsin;  but  home  base  is  still  Oak  Pari 

Illinois.  Their  youngest,  Larry,  was  graduated  with  honoi 

from  Michigan  Law  School  and  is  now  preparing  for  his  be 

exam.  Jack,  a  Captain  in  the  Air  Force,  was  invited  to  giv 

an  organ  concert  at  the  Air  Force  Academy  in  Colorad 

Springs.  Daughter  Lynde  and  family  moved  to  Florida,  s 
the  grandchildren  are  within  easy  visiting  from  Boca  Rator 

Helen  Brown  Buchanan  reports  that  they  are  sti 

holding  down  the  pharmacy,  but  are  taking  more  time  of' 

Jim  and  Helen,  using  son  Jim's  truck  camper,  white  he  is  i 
Germany,  plan  a  trip  to  Colorado  to  see  Bill  and  to  Ne\ 
Mex  ico  to  see  Nancy.  Later  they  plan  to  spend  th 

Christmas  holidays  with  Jim  in  Germany. 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  and  husband  Bill  enjoye 

a    month    in    Greece,    Turkey,    and    England.    She    is    sti 

working  for  New  York   Life  and  Bill,  for  AT&T.  Daughte 

Kathie  is  working  at  Harvard  and  their  son,  at  Stanford. 

Our  sympathy  to  Miriam  Brunt  Smith,  who  reported  th 
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Ijeaih  of  her  father,  an  aunt  and  an  uncle  within  the  past 

[Lear.  In  addition  to  her  new  job,  Administrative  Coor- 
dinator of  an  Adolescent  Treatment  Unit  for  Southwestern 

Pennsylvania  at  Woodville  State  Hospital,  Miriam  has  her 

I  "mother,  who  is  very  frail  and  unable  to  live  alone,  and  a 

'companion  under  her  care  at  home. 
Betty  McLaughlin  Bryant  reports  that  although  they 

have  moved  up  the  coast  a  short  distance,  she  continues  as 

•librarian  at  the  Bishop's  Schools  in  La  Jolia.  Bus  has 
■become  Western  Representative  for  Culver  Military 
.Academy  and  Culver  Academy  for  Girls,  and  he  is  looking 

forward  to  the  challenge.  They  still  thoroughly  enjoy 

California. 

Mary  Jane  Carmichael  Garvin  and  daughter  Jane  accom- 

•panied  Garvin  to  Seattle  this  summer  for  the  Million  Dollar 

'Round  Table  insurance  convention.  They  spent  seven  weeks 

'touring  the  west.  Upon  their  return  they  spent  ten  days  in 

Rosslyn  Farms  with  Rose  Marie  Weller  Black  '39  and  her 
.husband. 

1  Olga  Cati2one  Bonaddio  spent  a  restful  summer  after 

'moving  to  Greentree  in  March,  while  her  husband  was  in 

t* the  hospital,  teaching  full-time  at  Allegheny  Campus  of  the 
J  Allegheny  Community  College;  and  arranging  her 

^daughter's  wedding  in  April.  All  missions  were  accom- 

plished, although  Olga  felt  that  she  was  "going  on  radar  at 

Mimes." 
Mary-Stuart  Clements  Harriman  reports  a  very  busy 

|  year.  She  and  Ben  had  a  very  eventful  trip  behind  the  Iron 

'i  Curtain,  when  Ben  was  attending  a  Macro-Molecule  Con- 

jgress  in  Prague.  Mary-Stuart's  luggage  was  stolen  and  she 
1  didn't  buy  any  clothes  until  they  reached  Berlin.  Their 
'  hotel  was  full  of  Red  Army  officers  and  Japanese.  When  she 

'tried  to  call  her  mother,  she  was  informed,  "We  do  not 

book  calls  to  capitalistic  countries."  A  traveling  companion 
on  the  Moscow-Pans  Express  was  a  Polish  woman  who  was 

!  smuggling  an  18  year  old  boy  into  Western  Europe.  In 

Belgium  they  overheard  some  dope  peddlers  discussing  their 

I  plans  and  by  reporting  what  they  heard  to  Interpol  were 

1  instrumental  in  their  arrest.  They  did  hear  some  wonderful 
|  music  in  Amsterdam  and  Vienna.  After  this  trip  Mary- 

1  Stuart  urges  everyone  to  support  NATO. 
Nancy  L.  Davis  enjoyed  a  three-week  Carnegie-Mellon 

tour  this  spring  which  included  an  800-mile  bus  trip 
through  Austria  and  Germany.  After  her  return,  Nancy 

helped  with  the  National  Open  Golf  Match  at  Oakmont. 

From  Ocean  City  Jody  Dodds  Shrader  sent  a  note  that 

everything  was  as  usual.  John  is  in  the  Business  Adminis- 
tration Grad  School  at  Duquesne,  and  Nancy  is  employed 

in  the  Surgical  Intensive  Care  Unit  at  St.  Francis  Hospital  in 

Pittsburgh. 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  reports  that  work  is  still 
progressing  on  their  house  in  the  Blue  Ridge  Mountains, 

where  they  look  forward  to  cool  and  pleasant  living  when 

the  Florida  scene  becomes  hectic  although  Fort  Myers 

Beach  will  still  be  home  headquarters. 

Ruth  Frost  is  keeping  busy  with  school  and  brief 

vacations  with  friends  during  the  summer 

Jane  Griffith  Potter  will  accompany  Charlie  to  the 

American  Mining  Congress  again  this  year  in  Denver  and 

they  plan  to  spend  two  weeks  seeing  the  beauty  spots  of 
Colorado. 

Nancy  Henderson  O'Dell  writes  that  she  and  Bill 
enjoyed  a  spring  vacation  in  Florida,  a  reunion  with  Charlie 

and  Jane  Griffith  Potter  at  the  U.  S.  Open,  and  a  week  at 

Atlanta  with  the  Shrine,  as  guests  of  Nancy's  brother  Ben, 
Potentate  of  Syria  Temple. 

Marian  Johnson  Woodfield  reports  that  all  four  of  her 

children  are  now  married  and  she  has  four  grandchildren. 

This  summer  Marian  enjoyed  a  North  Cape  cruise. 

Charlotte  Ley  Glover  and  Harry  enjoyed  a  vacation  with 

their  daughter  and  famiiy  who  just  moved  to  Birmingham, 

Alabama.  Their  son  Allen  is  a  sophomore  at  the  University 

of  Virginia  Law  School  this  year. 

Helen  Lindsay  Lee  and  husband  Ed  are  still  writing 

books  and  painting.  Helen  is'  now  interested  in  color 
etching.  She  had  a  one-man  show  this  past  year.  Ed  has 

published  his  second  book.  This  one  is  on  planning  personal 

finances,  which  Helen  feels  would  be  great  for  widows, 

though  it  was  written  for  college  students. 

Agnes  Ralston  belatedly  reported  to  Katrina  that  she 

spent  2  weeks  in  Palm  Beach,  her  first  winter  vacation. 

Although  fully  recovered  Agnes  hasn't  used  her  skis  this 
year,  the  first  since  1946. 

I  do  wish  to  thank  all  of  you  for  responding  so  quickly. 

Katrina  and  I  managed  to  get  our  job  done  a  little  ahead  of 

time  this  year.  The  Bowdens  are  still  busy.  I  am  still 

working  as  a  caseworker  for  the  Welfare;  Bob  is  now 

Chairman  of  the  Religion  and  Philosophy  Dept.  at  the 
College.  Bob  1 1  continues  his  work  as  a  technical  editor  for 

Boeing  Aircraft  in  Philadelphia,  and  Bill  will  graduate  from 

Waynesburg  this  year. 

Katrina  reporting: 

First,  let  me  thank  all  of  you  who  replied  so  promptly.  I 

do  hope  that  next  year  —  my  last  on  this  five-year 

secretarial  job  —  there  will  be  news  from  everyone! 
From  Virginia  Wertz  Potter  we  learn  that  she  has  three 

grandchildren  who  live  close  enough  so  they  can  enjoy  their 

company.  Ginny  gardens  all  summer  and  is  working  with 

ceramics  the  rest  of  the  year,  even  selling  her  things  at  the 

Women's  Exchange,  and  working  with  the  Girl  Scouts  and 

Women's  Club.  Ginny 's  mother  is  in  the  Methodist  Home  in 

Mt.  Lebanon  and  will  be  93.  Since  Ginny's  husband  retired 
in  June,  they  are  wondering  what  to  do. 

Helen  Martin  Woods  reports  that  they  are  still  in 

Weirton,  West  Virginia  in  their  third  house,  which,  with 

passing  time,  each  succeeding  one  gets  smaller.  They  are 

looking  forward  to  retirement  in  Florida  and  visiting  their 

three  grandsons  scattered  over  the  U.S. 

Dot  Wirth  Carpenter  has  been  learning  to  put  hammer 

to  a  nail,  redesigning  the  houses  they  moved.  They  hope 

soon  to  wind  up  the  project  and  retire  to  the  Chesapeake 

for  sailing.  If  anyone  knows  of  a  house  for  sale  on  the  bay 

which  needs  to  be  rebuilt,  Dot  requests  that  we  not  tell 
them  about  it! 

Last  year  Jean  Swauger's  card  came  too  late,  but  I've 
saved  it  for  this  year.  She  is  working  for  the  Institute  for 

Behavioral  Research  in  Silver  Spring.  Maryland  as  editor  for 

their  Educational  Facility  Press  and  teaching  a  small  class  in 

technical  writing  in  their  Experimental  College.  It  keeps 

Jean  busy,  even  though  it  is  a  radical  change  from 

defense-oriented  contract  research.  She  hopes  to  make  a 

reunion,  but  the  timing  near  the  end  of  a  fiscal  year  is 
conflicting. 

Jane  Unger  Raaflaub  checks  in  to  say  "Hello"  from Detroit. 

Kay  Ward  Parshall  has  completed  her  40th  summer  in 

Hyannis  Port1  Son  Ward  has  returned  to  Yale  Divinity 

School  for  his  last  year.  Daughter  Nancy  lives  in  Shrews- 
bury, N.J.  with  her  two  daughters.  Larry  and  Kay  live  five 

months  in  Pittsburgh,  five  months  in  the  Cape  and  two 

months  in  Delray,  Florida. 

Ruth  Simpson  Woolford.  as  of  now,  has  four  grand- 

children. Son  Sam  was  graduated  magna  cum  faude  from 

Brown  in  June,  but  is  now  at  Purdue  on  a  teaching 

fellowship  m  math,  starting  toward  a  doctorate.  "Big  Sam" 
and  Ruth  are  the  same  as  usual  —  both  still  working, 

Mary  Adah  Trussell  Gray  was  to  be  off  for  two  weeks  in 

Idaho  by  train!  Son  Chris  is  in  his  last  year  at  W  &  J, 

working  for  an  M.A.  in  English  Lit,  while  daughter  Anne  is 

pre-med  at  Brandeis. 
Elizabeth  Saffer  sent  the  most  fascinating  report  last 

year  about  a  trip  she  took  to  Turkey  exploring  the  land  of 
the  Hittites.  (It  took  me  back  to  Dr.  Evans  and  World 

Civilization  which  I  must  confess  I  hadn't  thought  much 
about  lately.)  Anyway,  Liz  is  still  in  the  same  job  at  the 

Medical  School  but,  at  time  of  writing,  was  to  be  off  this 

autumn  for  Ethiopia!  She  is  certain  the  trip  will  be  even 

more  uncomfortable  and  that  she'll  bring  back  a  more 
virulent  intestinal  infection,  but  Abyssinia  calls  —  especially 

before  tourists  overrun  it.  Liz  says  to  say  "Hello"  to 
everyone. 

Sana  Mouromseff  still  works  in  a  bank  in  Reading  and 

now  is  looking  forward  to  a  vacation  in  October  in  Puerto Rico. 

Ruth  Rosen  Hartz  has  been  spending  a  lot  of  time  on 

campus  lately,  reading  to  a  blind  Chatham  student  and 

playing  tennis.  In  addition,  she  has  been  doing  volunteer 

work  for  almost  two  years  with  "Reading  is  FUN- 

damental,"  a  national  program  locally  co-sponsored  by 
Chatham  and  the  Urban  League.  Ruth  is  still  employed  as  a 
translator  by  Koppers. 

Doris  Pierce  is  enjoying  Ft.  Lauderdale  as  much  as  ever 

and  nearly  every  summer  travels  to  Minnesota  to  visit 
relatives. 

As  for  this  reporter,  life  isn't  too  bad  in  a  tiny 
condominium  overlooking  Long  Island  Sound.  In  a  nearby 

house  I  have  come  across  Martha  Enright  Shaff  '49  who  is 
in  the  Language  Department  of  Guilford  High  Schoo! 
(Chatham  alumnae  are  real  rarities  in  this  neck  of  the 

woods!}  and  it  has  been  very  pleasant  to  see  Mary  Virginia 

Brown  Bowden  and  Bill,  Mary  Virginia  has  recently  been 
named  an  Assistant  Vice  President  of  New  York  Life 

Insurance  Company,  and  that  is  really  marvelous!  Everyone 

in  the  class  of  '36  should  be  very  proud  of  her  accom- 
plishments for  the  college,  too!  When  this  goes  to  press 

Cam  and  I  will  be  vacationing  again  in  Spain  to  grab  a  few 

rays  before  winter  sets  in. 

Again,   many  thanks  to  all  of  you  tor  your  nice  letters. 

1938 Mildred  Boyer  Kostora 

(Mrs.  Lee  H.) 

69  Riverbank  Drive 
Stamford,  Conn.  06903 

Martha  Wycoff  Cross 

(Mrs.  Ralph  R.) 

825  Audrey  Place 

Dayton,  Ohio  45406 
MARRIAGE 

Dorothy  V.  Kirkland  to  Harold  N.  Baumler 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Alice  Buckmaster,  2100  Hillsboro  Drive,  Los  Angeles, 
Cal.  90034 

Dorothy    Kirkland    Baumler    (Mrs.    Harold)    R.D.    #2,   Box 

294-A,  Howard,  Pa.  16841 

Sara   Marks   Volkwein    (Mrs.    Edward    L.)    Box    #1,  Ortega 
Station,  Jacksonville,  Fla.  32210 

Barbara    McCormick    Tener    (Mrs.    Edward    H.,   Jr.).   9830 

Sunset  Drive,  Stone  Harbor,  N.J.  08247 

Christine  Price  Cannon  (Mrs  Thomas  L.,  Jr.),  The  Three 

Arts  Club  of  Chicago,  1300  N.  Dearborn  Parkway. 

Chicago,  III.  60610 

Mildred  reporting: 

Kay  Arnold  Dague  echoes  the  sentiments  of  all  nine  of 

us  when  she  wrote  of  regretting  that  so  few  of  us  were  able 
to  share  our  pleasant  35th  reunion. 

Mary  Baldwin  is  enjoying  her  retirement  and  added  zesl 

to  her  summer  with  a  trip  to  San  Francisco  in  August  where 

she  attended  the  wedding  of  Chita  Cate  Seal's  son,  Peter. 
Marg  Chubb  Randall  and  her  husband  are  on  a  freighter 

trip  to  Singapore,  Australia  and  New  Zealand.  Last  fall, 

while  they  vacationed  at  Hilton  Head,  South  Carolina,  they 
met  and  visited  with  Lois  Kramer  Boyd. 

Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott  wrote  that  she  was  sorry  to  miss 

the  reunion  and  "peeved"  at  herself  for  not  getting  a 

message  to  the  reunion.  It's  been  a  busy  year  family-wise 
for  them.  Their  younger  son  was  married  in  May  in 

Massachusetts  and  in  July  the  Elliott  family  had  a  reunion 

in  Pittsburgh.  Elizabeth  and  Paul  are  fortunate  that  all  of 

their  family  live  within  300  miles,  so  visits  are  easy. 

Mary  Deemer  JMagel  and  husband  are  now  m  Eastern 

Europe  on  a  three  week  seminar  in  connection  with  Mary's 
work  as  president  of  the  Pittsburgh  Presbyterial.  Mary  and 

George  enjoyed  our  reunion  luncheon  but  had  to  hurry 

away  to  Elkins,  West  Virginia  where  their  son.  Charles,  was 

graduating  from  Davis  and  Elkins  and  receiving  a  second 

lieutenant's  commission  in  the  Air  Force 
Dora  Diamond  Hake  and  husband  have  bought  a 

summer  and/or  retirement  home  on  the  Potomac  River  in 

Maryland.  They  are  still  dividing  their  time  between  both 
homes  and  have  had  lots  of  summer  visitors. 

We  send  our  sympathy  to  Helen  Finket  Eger  whose 

father  died  in  May.  Helen's  daughter.  Terry,  was  married  in 
June  and  her  son,  Jan,  is  teaching  English  conversation  in 

Japan.  Helen  is  teaching  at  Moon  Senior  High  School  and 

earned  her  master's  degree  last  December. 
Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer  regretted  missing  our  35th 

reunion  and  suggested  that  Hawaii  would  be  a  lovely  spot 

for  a  future  reunion.  Florence  is  still  executive  director  of 

the  Hawaii  Association  lor  Retarded  Children.  She  and 

Glenn  love  Hawaii  but  regret  that  5000  miles  separate  them 
from  their  children. 

Hespie  Godlove  Gillette  writes  that  "all  her  chicks  have 
flown."  Her  youngest  daughter  joined  the  WAVES  in 
March.  Penny,  a  parasocial  worker  and  Bob,  with  Southern 

Bell,  are  both  students  in  Jacksonville. 

Dorothy  Hauk  Bryen  sends  her  regrets  at  missing  our 

reunion  but  explains  that  she  was  in  the  throes  of  planning 

the  wedding  of  their  daughter.  Becky,  who  was  married 

July  7th  to  a  Columbia  Law  School  student. 
Dorothea  Hunter  Haas  writes  that  she  and  her  husband 

are  still  traveling  and  loving  it.  In  February  they  enjoyed  a 

27,000  mile  safari  in  Africa  using  planes,  buses,  mini-buses 

and  land  rovers.  By  now  they  should  be  enjoying  the  Greek 

Islands  and  next  March  they  plan  to  see  the  Middle  East. 

Helen  Johnson  Montgomery  had  no  exciting  news  but 

said  she  was  enjoying  the  "Ia2y,  hazy  days  of  summer"  to 
store  up  stamina  for  the  coming  school  year. 

Dorothy  Kirkland  Baumler  is  enjoying  her  new  country 

home  about  23  miles  from  State  College,  Pa.  Dorothy  is 

Head  Secretary  in  the  Department  of  Religious  Studies  at 

Pennsylvania  State  University,  with  an  office  that  has 

beautiful  views  for  20  miles  in  all  directions.  Her  daughter, 

Linda,  was  married  last  year  and  is  now  a  case  worker  for 

the  Department  of  Public  Assistance  in  Pittsburgh. 
Ruth  Kleitz  Buel  also  missed  our  reunion  because  of 

wedding  plans.  Her  daughter.  Barbara,  was  married  July  7th 

to  W.  C.  Fleckenstein.  Her  daughter,  Virginia,  is  a  third  year 

student  at  Penn  State  where  she  is  training  to  be  a  medical 
technologist. 

Writing  up  the  class  news  may  be  a  bit  of  a  chore  but  I 

want  to  tell  each  of  you  who  answered  my  cards  that  it  has 

been  a  delightful  experience  for  me  to  become  reacquainted 

with  my  class  mates.  I  sincerely  hope  that  next  fall  when 

the  cards  go  out  again  that  I  will  hear  from  all  of  you.  I 

particularly  want  to  thank  those  who  responded  to  the 

request  for  money.  Our  treasury  has  been  enriched  by 

$40.00  from  our  half  of  the  class.  I  understand  we  will 

make  a  final  disposition  of  the  funds  for  the  memorial  to 

Jane  Caughey  and  Betty  Fickes  when  we  meet  for  our  40th 

reunion. 
Since  the  first  of  January,  Lee  and  I  have  been  enjoying 

his  retirement.  We  have  two  projects  at  the  moment  — 

planning,  with  our  architect,  son-in-law,  Vance  Titus,  to 
remodel  our  home  in  Johnstown  and  making  wedding  plans 

for  our  younger  daughter,  Claire,  a  senior  at  the  University 
of  Connecticut. 

Martha  reporting: 

I've  received  $29.00  from  members  of  the  class  to  be 

given  to  the  memorial  fund  for  Jane  Caughey  Spicer,  and 

Betty  Fickes  Stallings  —  both  died  in  summer  of  1972. 
Christine  Price  Cannon  writes  sad  news  about  the  death 

of  her  husband.  Tod,  on  August  3rd.  He  had  been  ill  for 

about  a  year.  Shortly  after  that,  Chris  obtained  a  job 

working  at  the  Three  Arts  Club,  as  a  receptionist  —  "almost 

like  being  in  the  hotel  business  again."  Be  sure  to  look  her 
up,  if  anyone  happens  to  be  in  Chicago. 
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Dorothy  Ringler  Creutzer  reports  she  is  off  on  a  short 

trip  to  Finland,  Poland  and  Russia.  Hopes  to  see  the  girls 
soon. 

Florence  Shields  Kevan  reports  that  they  like  their  new 

home  but  they  miss  her  aunt,  Mrs.  Florence  Andrews,  so 

much.  "Aunty"  who  was  well  known  to  many  of  the 
P.C.W.  girls,  passed  away  this  year. 

Sally  Reese  Warrick  writes  that  she  has  become  quite 

adept  at  "goofing  off"  since  quitting  her  job  last  winter. 
Her  husband,  Richard,  commutes  from  Washington,  Pa.  to 

Pittsburgh  every  day.  Her  son,  Dick,  Jr.  is  now  working  for 

a  furniture  company  and  in  his  spare  time  is  quite  involved 

with  local  ambulance  work. 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt  —  "The  35th  Reunion  was  in- 

teresting." This  past  year  she  attended  the  15th  Quad- 
rennial meeting  of  the  International  Council  of  Nurses  in 

Mexico  City  in  May.  She  hopes  to  attend  the  World 

Federation  for  Mental  Health  meeting  in  Sydney,  Australia 

in  October,  1973. 

Helen  Thomas  Nevin  thought  that  it  was  just  too  bad 

more  of  our  gals  didn't  come  out  for  our  35th  reunion  —  it 

was  a  lovely  day.  Helen's  brother,  Don,  passed  away  in 
August  after  a  lengthy  illness. 

Edith  Thompson  says,  "It  was  so  good  to  see  the  girls  at 

our  35th  Class  reunion."  She  corresponds  regularly  with 
Miss  Walker  who  was  our  class  advisor.  Edith  traveled  this 

summer  to  Virginia  and  to  the  Smoky  Mountains. 

Barbara  McCormick  Tener,  Jr.  is  now  executive  secre- 
tary to  the  vice  president  of  a  firm  that  designs  new 

condominiums.  Their  daughter,  Connie,  teaches  French; 

and  Kathleen  was  just  made  a  vice  president  of  Chase- 
Manhattan  Bank  in  New  York,  as  well  as  working  on  her 
Ph.D.  at  Harvard. 

I  attended  the  35th  Class  reunion  and  stayed  in  one  of 

the  "new  Dorms"  with  my  husband.  We  were  greeted  and 
treated  royally  —  and  it  was  good  to  see  the  girls  again.  Our 
daughter,  Barbara  is  a  senior  at  Purdue  University  and 

hopes  to  go  on  for  her  master's  in  psychology.  Pittsburgh 
has  changed  so  much  in  the  21  years  that  I  have  lived  in 

Dayton. 

1940 Jean  Curry  Burt 

(Mrs.  Robert  C.) 

154  Seneca  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

Marianne  McCallister  Martin 

(Mrs.  Bruce  R.) 

West  Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Beryl    Bahr    Redington    (Mrs.    H.    Charles),   115  Columbus, 

Elyria,  Ohio  44035 

Janet   (Pat)  Brennan  Aull  (Mrs.   Keith),  1272  Ocean  Front, 

Laguna  Beach,  Cal.  92651 
Audrey   Horton  Skillman  (Mrs.  Paul),  710  Legrande  Apis., 

1411  Grandview  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15211 

Anne   Ludlow   Kinney   (Mrs.    David  W.),  R.F.D.  8.  Box  64, 

Parkersburg,  W.  Va.  26101 

Mary    Ostergard    Lutz     (Mrs.    John    W.),    120    West    Way, 

Camillus,  N.Y.  13031 

Nelle  Richards  Offutt  (Mrs.  James  H.},  500  So.  Park  Blvd., 

(L-209),  Venice,  Fla.  33595 

Janet  C.  Ross,  Sedgley  Road,  Hinsdale,  III.  60521 

Pauline  Sommerfield  Liebel  (Mrs.  Robert  C),  7805  Barbour 

Manor  Drive,  Louisville,  Ky.  40222 

Jean   Watson  Williams   (Mrs.   John  S.},   13127  Collingwood 

Terrace,  Silver  Spring,  Md.  20904 

After  spending  a  year  in  Bombay  (which  they  loved) 
and  a  taste  of  world  travel,  Ruth  Bauer  Greenawalt  and 

Don  are  back  in  Charleroi.  Number  three  daughter  was 

married  in  August,  so  now  all  young  Greenawalts  are 

through  college  and  married. 

Jean  Burry  Patten  substitute  teaches  and  Sam  is  still 

with  University  of  Rochester  Research  Corporation.  Rick  is 

at  University  of  Washington  finishing  his  M.A.,  Leslie  is  a 

pediatric  nurse  in  Fairfax,  Virginia  and  Laura  is  a  senior  at 

Syracuse. 

With  both  sons  now  out  of  college  and  working  but 

living  at  home,  Ruth  Nelson  Clark  is  up  to  her  ears  in 

cooking  and  laundry  and  "trying  to  remember  that  parental 

prerogatives  are  as  extinct  as  the  dodo."  She  relents, 

however,  and  says  that  it's  good  to  have  them  even  though 
life  is  very  full  with  her  usual  church  and  civic  respon- 
sibilities. 

Peggy  Christie  Graham  and  Barry  have  children  in  Bath, 

San  Diego  and  Philadelphia  and  are  pleased  with  their  two 

grandchildren. 

William  H.  Colbert  ran  for  judge  in  Allegheny  County 

this  fall  with  the  help  of  his  wife.  Betty  Crawford.  After  the 

campaign  she  planned  to  teach  part-time  again.  Betty  also 

says  that  Ginny  Scott  Bruntjen  has  an  interesting  shop.  May 
we  hear  more,  please? 

Eleanor  Gangloff  Morris  is  working  in  general  practice 

daily;  lives  with  her  87  year  old  father  and  adopted  son, 

raises  horses,  dogs,  cats,  deer;  has  a  great  time. 

Among  1940's  best  travelers  is  Eleanor  Hackett  who 
took  a  journey  to  Israel,  Greece  and  the  Greek  Islands. 

Audrey  Horton  Skillman  lives  in  Duquesne  Heights  now 

after  a  year  and  a  half  in  Canada.  They  are  enjoying  the 

view  and  commuting  via  incline. 

"With  4  (count  'em  four)  teenagers  still  at  home,  being 
treasurer  of  three  groups,  church  work,  bowling  and 

bridge,"  Pat  Krause  Kosco  says,  "I  still  find  time  for 

reading,  cooking  and  keeping  house.  Life  is  a  ball  and  I'm 

looking  forward  to  reunion  in  '75." Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  says  she  could  not  describe  her  trip  to 

Greece  and  Turkey  in  the  spring  on  a  post  card  —  it  was 
that  wonderful. 

Helen  Lohr  Wright  is  the  proud  grandmother  of  a 

granddaughter   and  a   new  grandson,   John  E.  Wright,  III. 

Flash  Harry  helped  Ann  Miller  Mayer  win  her  first  blue 

ribbon  in  dressage  —  he's  a  horse.  Ann  also  raises 
Dobermans  and  teaches  xhool  in  California. 

Ada  Lee  Mangum  Clark  visited  her  daughter  and 

grandson  and  also  relatives  in  Texas  this  summer.  She  still 

loves  teaching  kindergarten. 

The  Roosas  have  lived  in  the  same  house  for  twenty- 
three  years  where  all  children  (now  married)  return 

semi-annually.  "Not  a  wildly  exciting  life,  but  thoroughly 

comfortable,  satisfying  and  happy,"  says  Ruth  Mengel 
Roosa. 

The  fact  that  she's-sitting  on  a  bench  in  back  of  the  Bell 

Tower  at  Chautauqua  doesn't  mean,  says  Meo  Ostergard 

Lutz  that  she's  joined  the  senior  citizens.  They  are  enjoying 
their  home  and  location. 

Janet  Ross  reports  that  she  has  retired  from  her  job  and 

is  now  living  with  a  sister  outside  of  Chicago. 

We  are  all  grieved  to  learn  from  Mooch  Shoemaker 

Hockensmith  that  her  husband  died  a  year  ago  in  October. 

She  goes  on  to  say  that  her  son,  Frank,  is  taking  a  Hotel 

and  Motel  management  course  and  that  she,  too,  is working. 

It's  good  to  hear  from  Polly  Sommerfield  Liebel  again 
who  says  that  Paula  is  working  as  a  secretary,  Mark  was 

graduated  from  Gilmore  Academy  in  Cleveland,  Bob  is  busy 

with  the  modular  building  of  "Ollie's  Trolley's"  and  she  is 
selling  real  estate  in  Louisville. 

Frances  Shoup  Brant  took  a  short  vacation  to  the 

Adirondacks  and  White  Mountains  since  she  spent  most  of 

the  summer  working  on  a  special  curriculum  development 

study  in  Greensburg  for  the  educable  mentally  retarded 

children.  She  was  looking  forward  to  the  new  school  year 
when  she  could  test  some  of  the  new  ideas. 

Gardening  and  bridge  occupy  Betty  Sweeney  Taylor 

when  she  isn't  visiting  her  children  and  grandchild.  Her 
daughter  lives  in  Connecticut  and  one  son  is  in  Boston  and 
the  other  in  Washington,  D.C. 

Nancy  Wilson  Patterson  and  Tom  are  enjoying  their 

home  in  Hampton  Bays  and  working  togehter  to  build  their 

business.  Her  son  Tom,  a  doctor,  is  with  the  Navy  in 

Florida  with  his  wife  and  son,  Betsy  and  her  husband  live  in 
California  so  Louise  is  the  last  at  home  and  she  is  a  senior  in 

high  school.  She  also  says  that  Tom  Senior  is  associate 

Rector  of  the  Church  in  Hampton  Bays. 

Mary  Wolff  Gamble  says  she  has  no  news  but  that  she 

has  just  learned  that  Rachel  Carson  '29  lived  in  their 
neighborhood. 

Our  golf  champion,  Peg  Dunseath  Wilson,  has  done  it 

again!  She  won  the  Allegheny  County  Women's  Golf 
Championship  at  North  Park  with  a  career  low  score  of  80. 

Congratulations,  Peg! 

We  had  cards  with  warm  greetings  from  Caddie  Lou 

Kinzer  Trapp,  Alida  Spinning  and  Jane  Viehman.  Thank 

you,  ladies. 
For  the  sees.  —  Jean  and  Bob  went  to  Arizona  and  New 

Mexico  in  April  and  she  keeps  busy  as  President  of  the 

Auxiliary  of  the  Ward  Home  for  Children  and  with  her 

work  for  the  chjjrch  and  the  Allegheny  General  Hospital 

Auxiliary,  friends  and  family.  She  found  Beryl  Bahr 

Redington  for  us,  too.  They  had  lunch  together  and  Jean 

says  all  four  of  Beryl's  children  are  married  and  there  are 
several  grandchildren.  She  teaches  first  grade  and  loves  it. 

For  the  last  four  years  the  Martins  have  journeyed  to 

the  North  Carolina  mountains  where  our  daughters  spent 

two  weeks  each  summer  and  thence  to  Nags  Head  for  a 

week  or  two.  I  feel  like  a  yoyo.  But  Jean  started  college  this 

year  and  Ellen  finishes  high  school  in  June  so  I  imagine  our 

summers  will  change  too.  I'm  retiring  as  president  of 

Garden  Club  and  have  retired  as  Chairman  of  the  Mothers' 

Library  committee  at  the  Ellis  School  and  I'm  not  looking 
for  anything  else  to  do. 

Thank  you  all  for  writing  —  it's  a  delight  to  hear  from you  always. 

1942 Janet  Murray  Newton 
(Mrs.  Robert  G.) 

6  Norway  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon 

(Mrs.  Robert  R.) 

624  Orchard  Hill  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty    Baker   Patterson    (Mrs.    Robert  C.) .  4650  Common- 
wealth Drive,  Sarasota,  Fla.  33581 

Ellen  Copeland  Wiik   (Mrs.   Robert  E.l,  8601  Belair  Road, 

Baltimore,  Md.  21236 

Jane  McClung  Sincell   (Mrs.  John  TJ,  707  Crofton  Street. 

Webster  Groves,  Mo.  631 19 

Dorothy  Purkiss  Linke  (Mrs.   Robert  Lester),  4914  Normal 

Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind.  46226 

Elizabeth    Rowse    Pray    (Mrs.    Glen    A.),   3081    So.   Harlan, 

Denver,  Col.  80227 
Jane    Wilmot    Conrad    (Mrs.    Charles),     1671     Idle    Drive, 

Clearwater,  Fla,  33516 

Janet  reporting: 

Phyllis  Keister  Semple  writes  that  their  second  daughter 

Carol,  has  won  the  National  Amateur  Golf  Championship 

of  the  United  Slates  Golf  Association.  Congratulations 

Semples! 
Sunny  Croft  Armstrong  has  both  the  young  people  bacd 

at  college  and  the  Armstrongs  are  devoting  time  to  theii 

horses.  Sunny  says  it  keeps  her  on  her  toes.  (I'm  not  sun 
that's  where  it  would  keep  me!) 

We're  going  to  call  her  "Lucky"  Anderson  tnstead  o1 
Mocky  for  this  lady  has  won  an  XL55  movie  camera 

projector  and  screen,  had  a  trip  to  Nova  Scotia,  and  is  of' 
to  the  South  Pacific  in  October.  Needless  to  say,  she  is  or 

leave  of  absence  from  school. 

Jane  Chantler  is  still  sending  people  all  over  the  work 

for  Union  National  Bank  and  seeing  America  first  foi 

herself.  California,  Florida  and  the  Virgin  Islands  are  this 

year's  selections.  She  is  also  serving  as  vice-president  of  ih< 
Butler  Branch  of  the  A.A.U.W.  and  writing  for  the  bant 

magazine. Having  two  in  college,  one  in  law  school,  and  one  off  t< 

Japan  has  the  Webbers  rattling  around  in  their  house  thii 

year.  KDKA's  Call  for  Action  now  absorbs  some  of  Bett\ 
Hazeltine  Webber's  newfound  free  time. 

Margaret  Hibbs  Keller  is  employed  at  the  Passpor 

Office  while  her  husband  is  enjoying  retirement. 

Virginia  Crouch  Everett  got  together  with  her  ok 

roommate,  Joyce  Wallis  Brode  who  was  vacationing  nearby 

They  hadn't  seen  one  another  for  years,  but  say  they  loot 

the  same.  (Don't  we  all?) 
Mary  Elizabeth  Rope  LaHue  reports  all  the  children  an 

away  at  school  or  working.  She  and  Roy  have  bought  a  4( 

foot  ketch  in  which  they  plan  to  do  some  cruising.  She  i: 

painting,  doing  volunteer  work  and  being  happy.  Now,  tha 

is  a  good  report! 
Ruth  Demmler  Benner  is  teaching  nursery  school 

planning  her  daughter's  wedding,  and  enjoying  Krista,  ha 
year-old  granddaughter. 

Jean  Burchinal  Purvis  is  busy  with  the  Butler  Are. 

School  Board,  State  Advisory  Council  for  Vocationa 

Education  and  the  Irene  Stacy  Mental  Health  Center.  Al 

this  plus  golf,  tennis  and  graduate  English  should  fill  in  th< 
days! 

A  new  home  in  Florida  and  an  apartment  in  Windsor 

Connecticut  give  Betty  Baker  Patterson  two  addresses.  Th< 

Florida  one  allows  her  to  be  near  her  little  granddaughter 

Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  is  in  the  "Granny  Group' 
too  with  two  little  grandsons  nearby.  She  is  still  involvec 

with  the  antique  shop,  part-time  work  as  a  librarian  and  th< 

publication  of  her  second  book,  "Shadow  of  the  Light 
house"  which  will  appear  in  the  spring  of  1974.  He. 
daughter,  Ellen,  has  published  some  poetry.  Like  mother 
like  daughter. 

Greetings  to  everyone  from  Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn  anc 

Nancy  Scott  Ralston. 

As  for  this  reporter  —  we  still  have  three  children  a1 
home  to  keep  us  young  and  two  adorable  granddaughters  t( 

mature  us  a  bit.  I  am  involved  in  politics  for  the  first  tim( 

and  am  running  for  tax  collector  here  in  Forest  Hills.  It': different! 

Alice  reporting: 

Mary  Singer  Samson's  husband  Jack  wrote  to  tell  us  tha 
Mary  had  died  of  cancer  on  February  13,  1973,  following 

an  illness  of  approximately  three  months.  We  extend  oui 

sympathy  to  family  and  friends. 
Alice  McKain  Porter  says  that  she  has  no  special  news 

but  that  she  is  glad  others  do.  She  turns  very  quickly  to  th« 

'42  Class  section,  even  though  we  are  getting  nearer  tht 
front  of  the  Recorder. 

Joan  Myers  Rankin  reports  that  this  has  been  the  "Yeai 
of  the  Graduates"  in  her  family  —  Jay  from  college,  Jamie 
from  high  school,  and  Joan  received  an  M.A.  in  Religior 

from  Pittsburgh  Theological  Seminary.  Jay  is  taking  train 

ing  in  Medical  Technology  in  Asheville,  North  Carolina 
Jamie  is  a  freshman  at  Wheaton  College,  and  Joan  h 

working  as  Director  of  Christian  Education  at  Hickory 

United  Presbyterian  Church,  and  keeping  up  with  Paul'; 
schedule  as  a  tenth-grader  and  stock  boy  at  the  drug  store 

Helen  Shellkopf  Cline  says  she  had  a  good  summer.  She 

and  Harold  went  to  Memphis  to  visit  their  daughter  Karen 

a  physical  therapist,  and  her  husband.  Tom  is  back  al 

Denison  University  for  his  sophomore  year.  Helen  and 

Harold  are  editing  the  Edgewood  Community  Newsletter 

each    month  and  are  fast  becoming  "inquiring  reporters." 
Mary  Alice  Spellmire  Grrts  writes  that  her  husband  Bob 

is  working  on  renovations  at  Eye  and  Ear  Hospital;  also  al 

Presbyterian  Hospital.  Son  Rob  is  a  Project  Engineer  al 

Westinghouse  and  daughter  Michelle  is  working  in  San 

Francisco  and  going  to  City  College  at  night  As  for  Mary 

Alice  herself,  she  is  still  enjoying  modern  dance  classes  at 

Arts  and  Crafts  and  flower  arranging  classes  at  the  Garden 

Center. 
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Betty  Steffler  Baker's  major  news  is  the  birlh  of  Amy 
hdele  Baker,  her  first  grandchild,  and  daughter  of  son 

Jtichard  and  wife  Cathy,  on  August  21 ,  1973. 

Claire  Stewart  Burkh.n  t  spent  summer  afternoons  swim- 

|iing  in  a  kind  neighbor's  pool,  and  one  morning  a  week 

[laying  tennis  with  other  matronly  partners,  ages  thirty-two 

\o  sixty-five.  Claire's  vacation  will  come  during  Christmas 
jolidays  between  kindergarten  sessions,  when  she  and  her 
usband  will  make  their  annual  trip  to  Nassau  to  visit  their 

j'ldest  daughter  and  her  family.  Her  second  daughter, 
hhathamite  Sally,  is  still  in  Vancouver,  British  Columbia, 

letting  yet  another  degree  in  veterinary  science.  Her 

loungest  daughter  is  still  near  home  working  in  architec- 

tural services. 
Florence  Succop  Klotz  and  her  husband  John  spent  the 

Christmas  holidays  in  South  America.  Fred  (who  was 

Inarried  in  March)  is  teaching  at  Trinity  College  in  Dublin, 

Ireland.  Ken  will  be  teaching  at  California  State  College  in 
Areata,  and  Barbara  starts  Yale  Medical  School.  The  others 

Ire  moving  a  year  farther  in  their  same  schools 

1  Betty  Sundberg  Miebach  has  been  very  busy  with  her 

'iew  job,  church  and  hospital  work  and  tutoring  the 
inderpnvileged  in  her  Presbytery.  She  enjoyed  a  very 

frowded  but  enjoyable  opera  and  concert  season  last  year. 

'■Jetty  says  she  would  love  to  see  anyone  passing  through 
[he  vicinity  of  Summit. 

Dorothy  Vale  Roberts  has  begun  her  sixth  year  of 

leaching  at  Enterprise  School,  Logan,  Ohio.  Dorothy  says 

"hat  Cec  has  another  patent  at  Anchor  Hocking,  Lancaster, 

iDhio.  Pam  is  doing  interviewing  for  a  city  planning  proj'ect 
or  Columbus,  Ohio;  and  that  Heather  is  a  freshman  at 

Lhatham  this  fall. 

Marjorie  Wood  Yearick  had  a  nice  vacation  through 

[Canada  and  Nova  Scotia,  but  ended  it  by  falling  on  the 
focks  at  Bar  Harbor,  Maine,  and  breaking  her  wrist.  That 
was  her  third  trip  to  the  hospital  since  January!  However, 

iihe  says,  all  systems  are  go  again,  but  she's  keeping  her 
I  mgers  crossed. 

[  Bob  and  I  and  Bob,  Jr.  (who  was  graduated  from  Duke 
dniversity  in  May),  Connie  (who  is  a  sophomore  at 

Chatham),  Andy  (junior  high)  spent  a  week  in  New  Jersey 

n  August.  Jon  (high  school  senior)  went  to  Cross-Country 
Camp  at  Seven  Springs  that  week. 

1944 Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti 
(Mrs.  Carl  J.) 

913  Morningside  Drive 

Johnson  City.  Tenn.  37601 

Ann  McClymonds  Turnock 

(Mrs.  E.  Hill,  III) 
164  Sunset  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

LNEW  ADDRESSES 

Jane  Blattner   Kreimer  (Mrs.  Milton  P.),  1311  Squirrel  Hill 

I  Avenue.  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Jeanne    DeHaven    Uhl    (Mrs.    John    B.),   9    Lakeview  Drive. 

Morgantown,  W.  Va.  26505 

Ruth   Ftrmin  Jacobs  (Mrs.   Edwin  H.),  1016  Garden  Plaza. 

Orlando,  Fla.  32803 

Virginia  Gray  Corey  {Mrs.  Wilfred  G.),6433  Newhall  Road, 

I  Charlotte,  N.C.  28211 

Kelly  Jones  Bauer   (Mrs    Lloyd  W.).  1046  Kenley  Avenue. 

I  Columbus.  Ohio  43220 

;Lucy  Isham  Staley  (Mrs.  A.  C),  #1   Edgewood  Lane,  Long 

I  Grove.  Iowa  52756 
Nancy  Maxwell  Patterson  (Mrs.  William  H.,  Jr.),  131  Shell 

Point  West.  Maitland,  Fla.  32751 

Winifred    Watson    Prugh    (Mrs.   J.   Wiley),   402    Linthicum, 

|  Rockville,  Md.  20851 

Jane  reporting: 

Jean  Bacon  Smith's  children  Eric  and  Ingnd  are  only  1 1 
and  8.  They  are  happy  to  be  in  their  new  home  in  Aspen, 

Colo.,  where  Knut  works  in  the  post  office.  They  have 

picnicked,  hiked,  and  camped  in  the  mountains,  and  of 

course,  they  ski! 

Ruth  (Peggy)  Craig  Murray  says  "things  are  about  the 

same."  They  went  to  a  wedding  in  Ft.  Worth,  Texas  this 

summer  and  found  that  area  "really  a  different  world  (from 

Akron,  Ohio)  and  we  liked  it."  While  in  Texas  they  visited 
Agnes  Conner  Davis  and  her  husband  Jim  in  Greenville. 

lAgnes  operates  the  physical  therapy  wing  of  a  small  local 

hospital  as  a  private  practice,  using  their  equipment.  Sounds 

[great,  Agnes! 
Jeanne  DeHaven  Uhl  has  moved  from  New  Jersey  where 

they  were  transferred  two  years  ago.  They  are  renting  and 

storing  until  their  new  house  is  finished.  She  is  beginning  a 

new  job  as  Therapeutic  Dietician  at  West  Virginia  Uni- 
versity Medical  Center.  Their  third  son,  Gary,  is  a  junior  at 

University  of  Bridgeport.  Conn.  At  home,  they  have  only 

the  twins,  now  in  the  8th  grade.  Husband  John  is  a  V.  Pres. 

of  the  Rockwell  International  Division  in  Morgantown. 

I  saw  Peggy  Donaldson  at  Chatham.  No  coaxing  will  get 

her  to  divulge  any  of  her  interests  or  activities.  I  can  just 

tell  you  she  looks  great  in  a  short  shag  haircut. 
Barbara  Findley  Copeland  writes  that  son  Jim  was 

married  Sept  8  in  Washington,  D.C.  At  the  same  time  they 
were  helping  daughter  Anne  furnish  her  apartment  there 

where  she  is  a  graduate  student  at  American  University. 

Two  months  after  Evelyn  Glick  Bloom's  daughter 
Shanen  graduated  from  Chatham  (Phi  Beta  Kappa)  she  was 

married  and  will  pursue  her  master's  at  Rutgers  They  plan 

to  settle  in  Israel  next  year.  Evelyn's  other  children  include 
Elana,  spending  the  year  on  a  work-study  program  in  Israel, 
Dov  at  Yeshiva  University  and  Mike  in  1 0th  grade. 

Evlyn  Fulton  is  now  working  for  the  Synodical  of  the 

South  of  the  United  Presbyterian  Church.  Perhaps  I  will  get 

to  see  her  in  her  travels.  At  Christmas  Evlyn  took  a  charter 

flight  to  Egypt.  Then  in  March  a  "quickie"  vacation  to 

Spain. 
Martha  Harlan  Kaufman  and  daughters  Lynn  and  Betsy 

traveled  to  England.  Germany.  Italy,  and  Switzerland, 

finally  leaving  Betsy  in  Vienna  where  she  is  studying 

German  and  music  history  on  a  program  offered  by  Hope 

College,  Michigan.  Martha's  husband  Fred  met  them  in 
Geneva  and  Munich.  Lynn  is  teaching  art  in  an  elementary 

school  in  Louisville.  Ky.,  after  getting  a  master's  degree 
from  Indiana  Univ.  (Pa.)  which  allowed  her  to  live  at  home 

this  past  summer. 
Gladys  Heimert  Aye,  with  her  husband  Tom,  attended  a 

Pitt  Medical  School  reunion  in  Bermuda  in  May  —  that 
location  both  impresses  and  intrigues  me!  There  she 

renewed  "old  times"  with  Ruth  Jenkins  Allen.  Gladys'  and 

Tom's  son  Ralph  was  graduated  Phi  Beta  Kappa  from 
Dartmouth  College  in  June  and  is  now  in  Medical  School  at 

Pitt.  Daughter  Pam  is  in  her  second  year  of  nursing  school 

at  New  England  Baptist  Hospital  in  Boston. 

Ruth  Laird  Grant  writes  that  they  will  spend  their 

winters  in  Naples,  Florida,  where  they  now  have  a  second 

home,  Their  son,  Russ.  Jr.  is  working  with  his  dad,  and 

daughter  Chris  is  working  for  a  health  foundation  Leslie  is 
at  home. 

Dorcas  Leibold  spent  her  vacation  this  summer  with  her 

brother  and  his  wife  at  a  beach  house  at  Malibu,  Calif 

Patty  Leonard  Bodle  is  building  a  new  house  in  the 

country  outside  High  Point,  N.C,  where  they  now  live. 

Patty  continues  to  work  at  her  art  and  exhibit  it.  Bob,  Jr., 

is  working  with  an  advertising  agency  in  Rocky  Mount, 

doing  their  writing.  Trish  is  a  junior  at  St.  Andrews 

majoring  in  art. 

Gladys  Bistline  Belz  is  teaching  piano,  daughter  Carol  is 

in  her  second  year  at  Radford  College  and  her  son  is  a  high 

school  senior,  Gladys  says  "no  news  from  here." 
Our  family  has  moved  again  —  same  city,  but  a  new 

house.  We  have  been  working  at  it  since  last  Christmas  and 
moved  in  October.  We  have  a  beautiful  mountain  view  and 

love  the  new  location.  Rundown  on  our  children  finds  2  in 

college  2  thinking  about  what  to  do  with  their  lives  while 

they  work  at  sundry  jobs  and  travel,  and,  at  home,  we  have 

Carol  in  her  last  year  of  high  school  and  Bruce  in  8th  grade. 

My  contact  with  Chatham  will  be  frequent  now  that  our 

daughter  Marlane  is  a  freshman  (living  at  Woodland  Hall).  I 

was  dazzled  by  the  beautiful  campus  and  the  curriculum 

opportunities. 

See  you  all  for  our  30th  reunion  in  June1  Ruth  Laird 

Grant  has  offered  to  take  my  job.  It's  been  fun.  but  I  wish  I 
could  have  heard  from  more  of  you! 

I  speak  for  all  the  class  in  sending  our  deep,  heartfelt 

sympathy  to  Ann  McClymonds  Turnock  and  her  husband 

who  lost  their  son  Paul  this  past  February. 

Ann  reporting: 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to  Mary  Lou 
Reiber  Peter  for  the  death  of  her  mother. 

Betsy  Meader  Downing  reports  that  her  birds  have 

flown.  Debby  is  married  and  living  in  Connecticut.  John  is 

in  graduate  school  at  the  State  University  of  North  Dakota 

specializing  in  environmental  limnology.  Elizabeth  is  a 

sophomore  at  Hamline  University.  Husband  Bill  continues  in 

the  biology  department  there,  but  has  a  sabbatical  leave  in 

January  and  they  hope  to  go  to  Europe  on  a  research  tour 

of  self-sufficient  villages.  Betsy  says,  "Cheers  to  Chatham  — 

love  Dr.  Eddy's  letters." 
Betty  Monroe  Musselman's  daughter  Peggy  was  gradu- 

ated from  Mary  Baldwin  College  and  is  continuing  at  the 

University  of  Virginia.  Son  Paul  has  completed  his  first  year 

at  Wittenberg  University.  Bill  and  she  were  getting  ready  to 

go  to  Mexico  and  points  south. 

Mary  Lou  Reiber  Peter  was  in  town  last  fall,  and  her 

mother  planned  a  reunion  lunch  for  Chatham  friends.  Mrs. 

Reiber  enjoyed  it  as  much  as  any  of  us,  she  was  a  most 

gracious  lady.  Mary  Lou  and  Emile  went  to  western  Africa 

in  March  as  guests  of  Air  Afrique,  and  sat  in  the  cockpit  of 

the  DC-10  going  over  the  Atlantic. 

Lillian  Sheasby  Bauer  sent  greetings  from  Deer  Isle, 

Maine,  and  says  it's  been  their  "year  to  roam."  Ever  since 
Bob  started  on  the  European  marketing  scene  for  Koppers, 

she  has  found  it  increasingly  difficult  to  stay  put  in 

Sewickley.  She's  accompanied  him  to  Paris,  Rome.  London, 
and  Lisbon.  Later,  they  went  to  Spain  and  England.  But, 

she  says,  "Deer  Lake  is  my  favorite  spot  in  the  world;  I 

guess  I'm  a  true  'Mainiac.'"  She  has  a  friend  there  who  is  a 
cousin  of  Mary  McGuire,  the  recently  retired  professor  of 

English  at  Chatham.  Lil's  boys  are  22  and  26,  and  are  both 
working  but  unmarried. 

Helen  Heath  Smith  gives  a  medical  report,  and  after 

what  she's  been  through  this  past  year  she  has  the 

credentials.  "Should  anyone  else  be  considering  the  merits 
of  a  total  hip  joint  replacement,  I  can  vouch  for  the  success 

of  the  procedure.  My  stainless  steel  and  plastic  equipment, 

installed  last  March,  is  working  well  Unintentionally,  I  gave 

it  an  acid  test  in  May  by  doing  a  complete  somersault  down 

a  steep  flight  of  stairs.  I  believe  that  was  my  first  somersault 

in  roughly  35  years,  and  I  am  not  moved  to  practice  the 

maneuver  further.  Despite  gold-plated  pork  chops,  pollu- 

tion, Watergate,  a  psychotic  stock  market,  and.  most  of  all, 

despite  the  often  bewildering  toughness/fragility  of  human 

life  and  relationships,  I'm  pleased  to  be  in  the  middle  of  my 

first  hundred  years." 
Marion  Springer  Edmunds  is  going  into  the  "empty 

nest"  syndrome.  Lindsay  was  graduated  from  Mount 
Holyoke  in  3  years  and  attended  Trinity  College.  Oxford 

University,  for  graduate  work.  She  is  now  continuing  at 

Penn  State.  David  is  starting  his  freshman  year  at 
Dickenson. 

Nancy  Stauffer  Grantham  had  two  children  graduate 

from  college  a  week  apart  Mark,  from  the  University  of 

Virginia,  and  Dana  from  Hollins.  The  whole  family  cele- 

brated by  spending  a  week  in  the  Bahamas.  Mark  is  in 

executive  training  with  a  bank,  and  Dana  is  hunting  for  an 

interesting  way  to  use  her  Russian  major.  Nancy  is  ready  to 

start  a  year  of  teaching  Spanish,  with  a  new  M.A.  proudly 

in  hand.  "We  plan  to  stay  in  Atlanta  —  like  camelias 

blooming  at  Christmas." Patty  Wright  Motheral  is  the  grandmother  of  a  fine  boy, 

Joshua.  He  is  the  son  of  their  oldest  girl,  whose  husband  is 

in  chiropractic  school  in  Illinois.  A  younger  daughter  is 

working  on  an  ecology  program  with  sea  turtles  on  an 

island  in  Georgia,  and  plans  to  maior  in  anthropology.  Patty 

and  Knox  have  a  little  vegetable  garden,  and  still  play 

tennis. 

This  has  been  a  year  of  many  blessings  and  one  great 

tragedy  for  the  Turnocks.  I  live  in  the  hope  they  will  dilute 
each  other.  Our  Christine  (24)  announced  at  Christmas  that 

she  wanted  a  formal  wedding  on  February  3.  Laura  (17) 

designed  and  made  all  the  bridesmaids'  dresses.  Ann  flew 
home  from  Bogota,  Colombia  for  the  wedding  and  then 

returned  again  just  a  few  days  before  our  beloved  Paul  died. 

He  had  been  thrown  from  a  car  in  a  skidding  accident  on 

the  way  home  for  Chris's  wedding,  and  seemed  to  be  all 
right,  but  evidently  a  stray  blood  clot  continued  to 
circulate  and  hit  the  brain  on  June  17.  He  was  20.  and 

already  in  his  second  year  of  medical  school.  He  died  in  his 

sleep  in  Philadelphia.  Such  a  promising  career,  cut  short  too 

soon.  Ann  has  since  entered  Fuller  Theological  Seminary  in 

California  to  pursue  her  Doctor  of  Divinity  degree,  Jim  (22) 

will  graduate  from  Pitt  soon.  Laura  and  Julie  (15)  are  doing fine. 

We  have  been  sustained  by  our  faith  and  by  an  army  of 

stalwart  friends,  not  the  least  of  whom  have  been  those 

from  Chatham.  I  quote  one  letter  in  particular  from  Mickey 

McCullough  Lohmeyer,  who  has  had  to  travel  this  same 

path:  "Few  people  are  free  of  problems.  We  all  have  a  cross 

to  bear.  The  question  is.  will  we  drag  our  cross  or  carry  it?" 
Carry  on!  And  keep  writing. 

1946 
Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey 
729  Euclid  Avenue 

Orlando,  Fla.  32801 

Doris  Sisler  White 
(Mrs.  James  A.) 

916  Fairway  Drive,  N.E. 

Vienna,  Va.  22180 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty    Jane    Beglmger,    5405    Fifth    Avenue.    Apt.    201-A, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Marjorie    Brown     Bortz     (Mrs.    William    H..    Jr.),    911    W. 

Huntington  Drive,  Arcadia.  Cal.  91006 

Marian  Lean  Tarrant  (Mrs.  Paul),  2211   N.W.  26th  Terrace, 

Gainesville,  Fla.  32605 

Mary  Ann  Letsche  Yockey  (Mrs.  J,  W.),  129  105th  Street, 

Stone  Harbor,  N.J   08247 

Margaret  McKee  Barnes  (Mrs.  G.  B.l,  646  Hillcrest  Avenue, 

Westfield.  N.J.  07090 

Margaret  Riffle   Kirby  (Mrs.  Thomas  M.),  Carriage  House, 

Apt.    #19-6.    15th  St.   and   Edsall   Blvd.,   Fort    Lee,   N.J. 07024. 

Doris  Rowand  Schroth  (Mrs.  Charles),  231  Bertnard  Center, 

Princeton,  N.J.  08540 

Virginia    Uber    Haug    (Mrs.    Peter),   744   29th  Street,  N.E., 

Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa  52402 

Ruth    Weigel    Gourley    (Mrs.    Samuel   C),    227    Trafalgar 

Center,  Gahanna,  Ohio  43230 

Lucy  reporting: 
Betty  Beck  Wiedenman  had  a  wonderful  time  in  Hawaii 

this  year  plus  going  to  Los  Angeles  and  San  Francisco.  She 

has  three  graduated  or  graduating  from  college  and  one  still 
in  school. 

Janet  Bovard  Poole  has  a  new  granddaughter,  Jennifer, 

son,  Tom  is  in  Taiwan  for  two  years  and  she  also  has 

children  in  college  or  high  school.  She  also  visited  Carol 

Thome  King  in  the  Poconos. 
Eva  Caloyer  Nassikas  has  a  daughter  going  to  Chatham 

and  one  who  recently  graduated  from  there.  She  also  visited 

Greece  and  the  Greek  Isles  last  year. 

Susan  Campbell  McConnell  went  to  Russia  and  Hungary 
this  spring 

Patricia  Cochran  Brown  is  keeping  busy  with  church 

work  and  needlepoint  or  sewing  with  all  the  children  in 

college. 
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Barbara  Cox  Campbell  is  Principal  of  Blythe  Elementary 

School  and  has  a  sixth  year  certificate  in  administration. 

Her  children  are  all  in  college. 

Joan  Davies  Bream  is  working  wilh  the  Shadyside  Boys' 

Club  Women's  Aux.  and  is  president. 
Miriam  Egger  Hosack  celebrated  her  25th  wedding 

anniversary  with  a  trip  to  the  southwest  which  included  a 

white-water  raft  adventure  down  the  Colorado  River. 

(You're  braver  than  I  am). 
Agnes  Filippelli  Walsh  lost  her  mother  last  year. 

Doris  Fairfield  Jamison  reports  a  quiet  year  with  ail 

children  in  school  as  has  Dorothy  Groves  Carson. 

Jane  Field  Taylor  is  still  in  Naples.  Italy  and  is  teaching 

English  to  people  from  17  to  50.  She  and  her  husband  are 

having  fun  traveling  and  had  a  reunion  with  Nancy  Means 

Hudson  who  was  in  Europe  with  her  husband. 

Helen  Gilmore  Reinhard  reports  that  she  has  lost  her 

mother  this  year.  She  also  reports  on  Mary  Ann  Letsche 

Yockey,  who  we  are  sorry  to  hear,  has  lost  her  husband, 
Jack. 

Helen  Hunter  White  is  still  working  full  time  as  sales 

assistant  and  enjoying  it.  She  spent  her  vacation  in  Florida 

and  learned  to  sail  a  boat  on  Tampa  Bay  —  Fun!! ! 
Lois  Jackson  Ritenbaugh  married  off  her  son,  Howard, 

this  summer.  Lot  of  activities  with  this 

Peggy  Korb  Smith  is  having  fun  traveling  with  Bob  with 
no  children  at  home. 

Marian  Lean  Tarrant  has  a  daughter,  Janet  Christie,  who 

was  graduated  from  Chatham  last  year  and  the  other 

daughter,  Barbara,  is  at  the  U.  of  F la. 

Margaret  McKee  Barnes  and  her  husband  are  building  a 

summer  and  retirement  home  in  Martha's  Vineyard  and 

Hap  has  been  transferred  back  to  Pittsburgh  as  Adm.  Ass't. 
to  Exec.  V.P.  International,  U.  S.  Steel. 

Jane  McPherson  Graber's,  husband  Ed  received  an  award 

from  NASA  for  his  contribution  to  the  "Mariner  9"  mission 
to  Mars. 

Lucy  Dorsey  had  a  year  to  end  all  years.  I  celebrated  my 

25th  year  with  the  Citizens  National  Bank,  Orlando,  Fla. 

The  bank  really  did  it  up  brown  by  giving  me  a  watch,  red 

roses,  and  an  engraved  plaque.  It  was  marvelous!  I  cried  all 

day.  In  March  I  had  another  honor  given  me  by  the  Central 

Florida  Chapter  of  the  American  Institute  of  Banking,  the 

"Banker  of  the  Year  Award"  for  outstanding  work  in 
banking  and  work  with  A.I.B. 

Helen  Croak  Johnson  (Mrs.  W.  C.)  is  lost.  Does  anyone 

have  any  knowledge  of  her? 

Doris  reporting: 

Helen  Louise  Myers  Duerring  and  Burt  spent  the 

summer  tending  their  large  vegetable  garden  and  retreating 

to  their  mountain  home.  Christine  started  her  first  year  at 

Westminster  College. 

Penny  Myers  Smith  is  still  teaching.  Son  Rob  was 

graduated  from  college  and  then  took  a  trip  to  Europe. 

Jean  Purves  Bowman  recently  returned  from  a  six-week 

vacation,  visiting  her  mother  in  England  and  her  youngest 

daughter  who  is  in  Germany  as  an  army  wife.  Jean  wonders 

when  that  peace,  which  is  supposed  to  come  when  your 

children  are  grown,  will  come. 

Peggy  Riffle  Kirby  says  that  life  is  really  changing.  After 

15  years,  she  is  not  teaching.  She  and  Tom  are  moving  to 

the  New  York  City  area  (will  send  address  later).  Son  Mike 

was  married  in  May.  Son  Jim  is  considering  California  for 

graduate  school. 

Mariellen  Roche  Duval's  family  had  a  reunion  to 
celebrate  the  return  of  Dave  and  family  from  the  Aleutians 

and  to  wish  Tom  good  luck  on  his  semester  of  study  at  the 

University  of  Edinburgh,  Scotland.  Lynn  is  in  Boston.  Gary 

transferred  to  West  Chester  State  College.  Dale  (junior)  is 

undergraduate  editor  of  his  high  school  yearbook. 

Helen  Parkinson  Gambridge  and  Bill  managed  one  week 

vacation.  Don  played  basketball  at  the  Civic  Arena  for 

the  Dapper  Dan  Roundball  Classic  and  received  the  big 

trophy  for  the  most  valuable  player.  Parkie  said  they  had 

basketball  coaches  in  the  livingroom  for  three  weeks.  Don  is 

going  to  Duquesne.  David  is  at  St.  Vincent. 

Doris  Rowand  Schroth  has  been  living  an  exciting  life 

for  two  months  since  Chuck  sold  his  interest  in  the  plastic 

forging  company  in  Alabama.  They  have  been  traveling 

since  July  10th.  Doris  said,  "I  call  it  being  foot-loose  and 

fancy-free  —  some  might  call  it  being  unemployed." 
Ellen  Saylor  Lewis  had  a  leisurely  vacation  at  the  shore 

and  worked  at  the  U.S.  Open  Golf  Tournament  at  the 

Oakmont  Country  Club.  Ginny  was  married  in  June  after 

graduating  from  Pitt.  Marie  is  a  sophomore  at  Ohio 

University.  Tom  and  Anne  are  in  the  7th  and  8th  grades. 

June  Sinewe  Moffatt  is  back  to  teaching  after  a 

delightful  summer  at  Stone  Harbor  and  a  trip  to  Switzer- 

land. She  saw  Mary  Ann  Yockey  at  her  gift  shop  at  the 
shore.  Nancy  is  a  sophomore  at  Thiel,  Susan,  a  freshman  at 

Winchester-Thurston. 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  says,  "All  is  well  and  hello  to 

all." 
Jean  Thompson  Johnson  has  an  increasing  appreciation 

for  her  college  years  and  feels  that  "we  really  are  a  very 

privileged  group  of  girls." 
Joan  Titus  Dunlop  and  Dick  ended  their  annual  travel 

writers'  get-together  with  a  4-day  float  down  the  Snake 
River.  Nancy  was  graduated  cum  laude  from  Knox  College. 

Next  year  Rick,  Jim  and  Jeff  will  be  in  college,  Joan  finds 

time  for  the  Harper  College  Orchestra  rehearsals,  her 

baroque  music  group,  and  reading  by  (he  midnight  oil. 

Carol  Thorne  King  is  taking  an  art  appreciation  course, 

tuloring  and  doing  Meals  on  Wheels.  Bill's  new  job  (Energy 
Crisis)  takes  him  to  Washington,  D.C.  Thorne  is  a  freshman 

at  Bucknell,  Raffy,  a  junior  at  Princeton;  Louise,  a  senior  at 

Fox  Chapel  High  and  Andy  is  in  the  8th  grade. 

We  are  sorry  to  report  that  Ginny  Uber  Haug's  grandson 
died  last  October.  Pamela  (third  daughter)  is  a  senior  at 

Augustana  College,  Leigh  was  graduated  from  high  school 

and  youngest  son  (4)  loves  Montessori  School. 

Ruth  Ann  Weigel  Gourley  says  that  it  was  "Westward 
Ho"  for  her  family  in  June.  She  regrets  leaving  her  job, 
working  with  retarded  children,  but  hopes  to  find  similar 

work  in  Columbus.  Sam,  Jr.  is  completing  his  master's 
degree  at  CMU  and  reported  attending  a  party  at  Chatham recently. 

Barbara  Work  Coleman  had  many  jaunts  East  with  Ed 

while  on  assignment  this  past  year,  and  then  a  family 

vacation  thru  the  South.  Scott  is  a  junior  at  Pitt.  Liz  is  in 

the  9th  grade.  Barbara  met  Helen  Jane  Shriner  Irvin  at  a 

picnic  recently.  She  said  that  Helen  is  doing  social  work 

with  the  handicapped  and  loves  it.  Barbara  also  saw  Joan 

Davies  Bream,  at  the  edge  of  the  Spa's  whirlpool  last 
winter. 

Marty  Yorkin  Berman  dashed  off  a  hasty  note  while 

trying  to  stave  off  the  kids  and  schedule  changes  at  school. 

The  Bermans  had  a  lovely  vacation  in  Massachusetts.  Diane 

starts  her  last  year  at  Pitt  Law  School  and  Linda  begins  her 

second  year  at  Pitt  Medical  School. 

This  secretary,  Doris  Sisler  White  discovered  that  jury 

duty  last  spring  was  an  enlightening  experience.  Diana  is  a 

senior  at  Roanoke  College.  Son,  Jamie,  returned  to 

Lynchburg  College  for  his  senior  year  after  a  month  in 

Europe  this  summer. 

Everyone  who  sent  news  sent  money.  Thanks!  Great 
letters  too! 

1948 Betsy  Ross  Kuhn 
(Mrs.  Lester  A.) 

3  Echo  Lane 

East  Brunswick,  N.J.  08816 

Suzy  Sutton  Hepler 
(Mrs.  Thomas  M.) 

553  Fourth  Street 

Butler,  Pa.  16001 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Martha   Enright  Schaff   (Mrs.   Sage),  21-C   Harbour  Village, 
Branford,  Conn.  06405 

Mary  Humbert  Upshaw  (Mrs.  John  C),  1  13  James  Landing 

Road,  Newport  News,  Va.  23606 

Virginia  Long  Carlson  Sawyer  School,  323  Boylston  Street, 

Brookline,  Mass.  02146 

Virginia  Sager  Peterson   (Mrs.  Charles  E.),  311   Hay  Street, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Rosamary    Bowie   Sloan    (Mrs.    Daniel),   910  Orchard   Park 

Drive,  Gibsonia,  Pa.  15044 

Frances   Foerster  Atkinson   (Mrs.   John  L.),  Rt.   1,  Box  58. 

Isleton,  Cal.  95641 

25th  REUNION  NEWS,  by  Joy  Wilson  Douglas,  retiring  sec. 

Chatham  saluted  its  25  year  class  at  the  June  reunion, 

and  the  seventeen  members  present  were  pleased  to  present 

an  unrestricted  gift  of  $600  to  the  College.  After  a 

delightful  lunch  we  enjoyed  a  tour  of  the  new  library, 

Forum,  dining  hall,  and  the  remodeled  Mellon  Hall.  The 

next  stop  was  the  Mellon  sun  porch  and  our  class  talkathon 

to  catch  up  with  one  another's  comings  and  goings  during 
the  past  years.  With  the  arrival  of  husbands,  cocktails  and 
dinner  were  served  at  the  fabulous  Benedum  Hall.  Even  the 

weather  cooperated  to  make  it  a  lovely  day  for  everyone. 

We  missed  Ginger  Long  Carlson  your  other  class  secretary, 

who  had  just  moved  to  Evanston,  I  llinois  but  were  happy  to 

welcome  Honey  Holland  Rank  from  Texas.  She  brought 

along  Rosie  Bowie  Sloan,  long  absent  from  our  ranks. 

Others  present  for  the  celebration  were:  Audrey  Bigelow 

Baur,  Lefty  Doolittle  Collins,  Hilda  Fish  Bricker,  Sally 

Geary  Hansen,  Suz  Harton  Conklin,  Mary  Ann  Houck 

Brown,  Wandalea  Johnson  Smith,  Alma  Lapsley,  Carol 

Lenz  Houck,  Ceil  McKay  Geddis,  Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett, 

Shirley  Morrow  Hedenberg,  Helen  Suckling  Beckert,  Suzy 

Sutton  Hepler,  and  your  retiring  secretary. 

New  class  secretaries  for  the  next  five  years  are  Betsy 

Ross  Kuhn  and  Suzy  Sutton  Hepler.  It's  been  fun  getting 
mail  from  all  of  you  these  past  six  years  and  I  thank  you 

for  your  cooperation.  When  you're  asked  to  take  the  job, 

may  I  recommend  that  you  accept.  You'll  find  it  most rewarding. 

Suzy  reporting: 

Our  class  advisor  Dr.  Phyllis  Martin  has  been  Professor  of 

Behavioral  Science  at  Point  Park  College  for  the  past  ten 

years.  In  August  '73  she  became  Professor  Emerita  and 
part-time  instructor  of  journalism  at  the  same  college. 
Remember  her  children?  Ralph,  a  Lieutenant  Commander 

USN  and  currently  with  Strategic  Arms  Limitations  Talks 

in  Washington,  D.C,  is  married  and  has  two  daughters. 

Patricia,  single,  is  teaching  at  the  Cumberland  Valley  School 

near  Harrisburg.  Richard,  married,  is  a  software  designer  for 

General  Electric  in  Binghamton,  N.Y. 

Our  sympathy  to  Eleanor  Robinson  Hastings  for  the  loss 

of  her  daughter  Mary  Kathryn,  aged  fifteen,  by  a  cane* 

accident  in  the  Caribbean  last  April,  Keep  your  chin  up 

Robbie!  Her  oldest  daughter  Fredricka  was  married  in  May 

Ed,  child  #2,  is  attending  the  University  of  Wyoming  anc 

Jimmy,  12  is  in  special  education  and  the  only  child  left  a\ 

home.  Robbie  is  working  for  APS  Publishing  and  editinc 

two  visitors  magazines.  She  sees  Betty  L'Hote  Frank: 
frequently  and  visited  Randy  Ullom  Doig  in  June. 

Mary  Ruth  Forney  Snyder  and  family  are  off  to  Hawai 

to  see  their  new  condominium  and  celebrate  Patty'; 
twenty-first  birthday.  Mary  Ruth  is  now  a  grandmothei 
with  the  arrival  of  Mark  1 1  seven  months  ago. 

Ginger  Long  Carlson  was  sorry  to  have  missed  the 

reunion  but  was  transferred  to  Evanston,  Illinois  and  now 

has  been  moved  again  to  Boston.  She  is  still  apartmen- 
hunting  but  can  be  contacted  at  the  school  where  she 

works.  She  would  love  to  hear  from  Chatham  friends  an\ time. 

To  celebrate  their  25th  wedding  anniversary,  Nornie 

MacMillen  Morris  and  George  were  planning  a  trip  to  the 

British  Isles  in  September.  Their  youngest  son  Ron  goes  of' 
to  college  in  Vermont  this  year.  Jeff  has  graduated  from  the 

University  of  Connecticut  and  plans  to  return  for  hi: 

master's  degree  in  marine  biology.  Richard  has  his  M.A.  ir 
history  and  is  now  getting  teacher  certification. 

The  first  person  with  class  news  was  Nancy  MacDonalt 

Sutherland.  How  wonderful  to  be  so  prompt  with  a  family 

of  eight  other  Sutherlands!  Bill  and  Jock  are  at  Duke 

University  and  Holly  attends  Vanderbilt.  Three  are  still  ir 

high  school  and  Heather  just  turned  eight.  Much  as  Nanc\ 

longs  for  a  ladies'  luncheon,  most  of  her  time  is  spent  a1 
smelly  old  gyms,  tennis  courts,  or  at  tracks. 

The  high  points  of  '73  in  Ceil  McKay  Geddis'  life  are; 

Caribbean  cruise,  daughter  Gail's  high  school  graduation  (a: 
class  valedictorian),  the  Chatham  reunion,  and  a  Jul^ 

vacation  in  Ontario.  Her  oldest  daughter  Chris  will  be 

spending  her  junior  year  in  Marburg,  Germany.  Gail  wil 
attend  William  &  Mary  College.  Sue,  15,  and  Amy,  8,  are 

still  at  home  to  keep  things  lively. 

Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett,  Paul  and  their  two  childrer 

went  camping  in  Colorado  this  summer,  but  they  still  thin* 

that  Deer  Valley,  the  family  camp  near  Somerset  belonging 

to  the  Pittsburgh  Y,  is  the  greatest. 

Helen  Suckling  Beckert  and  family  also  vacationed  a 

Deer  Valley  the  same  week  the  Garretts  were  there  thji 

summer.  Henrietta  wants  Sally  Geary  Hansen  to  know  tha' 

while  out  West,  they  visited  the  D.  Ford  Flute  factory  tha' 
Sally  told  her  about  at  the  reunion. 

Grace  Migliore  Frances'  husband  Philip  will  have  hi! 

book  "No  Greater  Love"  published  this  fall  by  Vantage 
Press.  Congratulations  to  you  both! 

The  three  children  of  Shirley  Morrow  Hedenberg  anc 

John  vacationed  with  them  at  their  cabin  in  New  Hamp 

shire  this  summer.  Daughter  Jackie  is  enrolled  at  the  Rhode 

Island  School  of  Design  and  Shirley  is  back  in  the  Cheswick 
school  system. 

Bobby  Mueller  Baylor  and  George  had  their  foul 

children  camping  this  summer  —  probably  for  the  last  time 
Private  tutoring  in  German  and  technical  translations  keep 

Bobby  busy  the  rest  of  the  year. 
Helen  Obermayer  Sellers  and  Joe  also  took  an  auto 

mobile  trip  to  Colorado  this  summer.  Hao  works  or 

hospital  committees  for  the  University  of  Pennsylvania 

Hospital  and  keeps  busy  with  the  "usual  things  that  keep 

middle  aged,  graying,  suburban  housewives  occupied."  Hei 
son  Joe  is  an  enthusiastic  junior  at  Brown  and  David  is  i 

high  school  senior. 

While  in  Pittsburgh  this  summer,  Janie  Picard  Pursell  go 

together  with  Shirley  McKay  Taubeneck,  Mary  Ann  HoucD 

Brown,  and  Corrine  Trout  Smith.  Had  a  great  time  gettint 

reacquainted. 

I  already  have  my  ticket  for  the  Mendelssohn  Choit 

concert  in  Butler  September  22nd,  so  I  can  go  back  stage 

and  see  Marge  Reckard.  This  reporter  is  sorry  to  learn  o' 
the  death  of  Marge's  father  in  February.  Our  sympathy  tc 
you  and  your  mother.  Other  difficulties  this  year  includec 

having  her  car  stolen  twice.  She's  still  teaching  in  Pitts 
burgh. 

Ruth  Shaffer  Loughney  taught  a  summer  class  o! 

advanced  eleventh  grade  English  at  Peabody  High  and  ther 
went  to  the  country  to  ride,  swim,  and  enjoy  the  compan\ 

of  her  granddaughter  Ruthie.  Her  daughter  Ellen  lives  ir 

Saxton,  Pa.  and  is  married  to  a  coach.  Her  son  Patrick,  back 

from  Vietnam  and  Alaska,  is  going  to  law  school. 

Donnie  Vail  Rea's  daughter  Ginny  chose  June  2nd  tc 
get  married,  so  for  the  first  time  Donnie  missed  a  clas: 

reunion.  Now  that  she's  settled  in  a  new  apartment  ir 
Sandusky,  Ohio  and  Joanne  is  a  senior  down  in  Kentucky 

Donnie  is  back  to  the  "grind"  of  Eastern  Star,  church  work 
and  community  affairs  on  the  homefront. 

Joy  Wilson  Douglas,  our  retiring  secretary,  has  had  quite 

a  summer  with  ailing  parents,  so  is  looking  forward  to  a 

second  honeymoon  in  Bermuda  this  fall.  She  has  a  son 

beginning  law  school  and  another  son  in  his  senior  year  al 
the  University  of  Maryland. 

Busy  on  a  research  program  at  Children's  Hospital  is 
Ruthie  Zucker  Bachman.  For  at  least  the  next  three  years 

she  will  be  working  on  "Tonsil  and  Adenoid  Evaluation"  - 
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riteria  for  or  against  surgery  .  she  thinks  she  may  be  the 

>n!y  Pediatric  Nurse  Practitioner  to  be  conducting  a 

.  esearch  program.  Her  twenty-one  year  old  son  David  is  a 

jiappy  auto  mechanic  and  Anne,  eighteen,  is  a  happy 

lophomore  at  Penn  State.  Ruthie  and  Jim  vacationed  in 

Mexico  last  winter  and  plan  to  see  St.  Martens  this  winter 

|  No  special  news  but  "Hello"  from  Wilma  Moore 
itoebener  and  Anne  Wallace  Huntemer.  Anne  is  working 

dgain  now  that  the  children  are  grown  up. 

|  Many  thanks  to  everyone  who  returned  class  news  As  I 

;vas  getting   the  cards  ready   to  mail,  I   kept  thinking  "Is 

■  hnybody  out  there!"  Such  a  good  response  makes  this  job 
.pvorth  while.  On  the  returned  cards,  many  said  they  would 

II  ry  to  make  it  to  the  next  reunion  if  they  could  "get  it  all 

together."  You'd  really  enjoy  it.  Ask  those  who  attend.  The 
K^ollege  is  considering  a  return  to  the  regular  five  year  plan 
■  or  reunions,  as  most  classes  seem  to  prefer  that  ar- 

rangement 
i      Our    daughter     Debbie     is     now    a    senior    elementary 

■  ■iducation  major  at  Westminster  College.  The  summer 

.  .amily  project  was  painting  our  stucco  house  green  for  the 

1  'ifth  time.   Then   the  four  of  us  went   to   Florida   Keys  by 

■  vay  of  Colorado,  Have  a  happy  prosperous  year  everybody. 

3etsy  reporting: 

Audrey  Bigelow  Baur's  family  at  home  is  diminishing 
vith  Freddie  (20)  at  Tulsa  University  in  Radio  Communi- 

I cation  and  Kurt  (18),  freshman  at  Kent  State  University 

f studying  architecture.  They  have  John  (8)  to  keep  them 

young  (not  old,  Audrey!)  with  Cub  Scouts  and  those 

||'neat"  activities.  Audrey  will  return  in  September  as 
►Assistant  to  the  Executive  Director  of  Masterwork  Music  — 

't^rt  Foundation.  Audrey  made  it  to  reunion. 
Sally  Boggs  Campbell  was  disappointed  that  she  was 

Itjnable  to  attend  the  reunion.  She  has  been  in  business  for 

,  (perself  since  last  spring  in  Gallipolis  as  a  Communications 

[Consultant,  which  she  finds  challenging  and  exciting.  She 
completed  a  year  as  National  President  of  American  Women 

tin  Radio  and  Television  and  is  presently  Chairman  of  the 

-Educational  Foundation  of  AWRT.  Their  big  project, 
iiajrrently  in  the  pilot  stage,  is  doing  closed  circuit  television 

fprogramming  for  children  in  hospitals,  which  they  hope  to 

expand  nationwide. 

i  Marie  Cohn  Chiles  had  a  pleasant  summer  and  is  glad  to 

,be  back  in  the  swing  of  activities  with  symphony,  old  folks 

.home.  Bayou  Bend  Museum  of  American  Decorative  Arts. 

(Women's  Club  and  Bar  Auxiliary.  She  had  a  good  phone 
iwisit  with  Dorothy  Dooiittle  Collins  while  in  Washington. 

Hilda  Fish  Bricker  was  happy  to  see  everyone  in  June, 

land  reported  that  due  to  her  mother's  failing  health  they 
■remained  close  to  home  this  summer.  Their  youngest, 

(Richard,  will  be  going  off  to  school  in  Hyde  Park,  N.Y., 

:ljwhich  she  says  hardly  seems  possible 

Amy  Gage  Skallerup's  Tom  will  be  a  freshman  at 
(Susquehanna  University.  Susan  just  received  her  driving 

(license  and  daughter,  Janet,  had  a  paper  route  all  year.  Amy 

eworked  for  the  State,  January  through  April,  during  the 

| legislature  and  is  indexing  at  home  for  them  this  summer. 
rShe  and  other  librarians  were  invited  to  attend  the 

(dedication  of  the  USNA  library  in  September. 
Sally  Geary  Hansen  had  such  a  good  time  at  reunion 

that  she's  already  planning  to  attend  the  30th!  She  felt  the 
turnout  was  small,  considering  it  was  the  25th,  however 

I  She  is  busy  with  the  same  activities,  mainly  her  sheet  music 

[business,  which  is  growing  all  the  time.  Sally  just  con- 

tributed to  the  outside  painting  of  their  house  by  doing 
three  coats  of  60  porch  railing  spindles  as  well  as  digging  up 

i'lSome  huge  bushes,  which  she  says  qualifies  her  for  Women's 
Lib. 

Honey  Holland  Rank  also  enjoyed  the  reunion,  she  was 

I  impressed  by  everyone's  good  figures!  She  stayed  with  her 
[ex-room-mate.  Rosie  Bowie  Sloan,  who  will  be  visiting 
I  Honey  in  Texas  in  November.  Honey  has  been  active  on  the 

sports  scene  this  past  year,  she  fought  a  baby  bull  in  Mexico 

City!  Learned  to  ice  skate,  and  golfed  in  Palm  Springs.  Both 

boys  are  in  high  school. 

Mary  Jane  Humbert  Upshaw  loves  her  new  home.  Larry 

is  in  his  3rd  year  of  Architecture  at  the  University  of 

Virginia.  Will,  a  senior  at  Hampton  Roads  Academy,  and 

[.  "Chip,"  now  a  bundle  of  boyish  energy  entering  5th  grade. 
!■  She  hoped  the  reunion  was  glorious  and  wished  she  could 
\<  have  been  there. 

The  class  extends  sincerest  sympathy  to  Jean  Hadfield 

Smith  whose  husband.  Bob,  passed  away  last  January. 

?  Please  know  that  we  are  thinking  of  you  and  your  children, 
I  Jean. 

Jerry  Kimball  Wells  missed  the  reunion  due  to  the 

celebration  of  her  own  25th  anniversary  as  well  as  a 

graduation.  Her  4th  and  last  will  be  off  to  college  this  fall! 
She  sends  her  best  to  everyone. 

Les  and  I   recently  spent  a  wonderful  weekend  visiting 

Jessie  Gilbert  Chew  and  Tom.   "Catching  up"  was  fun,  as 
was  tennis  and  a  dinner  party  which  included  Randy  Ullom 

;  Doig  and  Hal.  Both  gals  look  great.  Our  daughter  Janet  ( 1 0) 
|  went  along,  too,  and  enjoyed  Ginny  and  Geof  Chew.  Our 

I  eldest.  David  (20)  joined  the  Navy  in  January  and  attended 

Navy  schools  for  eight  months.   He  is  now  on  an  aircraft 

carrier  heading  for  Japan  for  two  years.  Paul  (17)  is  a  high 

school  senior  and  plans  to  study  agriculture  in  college.  As 

of  this  writing  my  foot  is  still  swollen  from  a  foot  infection 

which  landed  me  in  the  hospital  for  a  week  in  mid-August. 

Then  followed  three  weeks  at  home  "keeping  off"  the  foot 
—  very  difficult  for  the  home-maker  We  were  very 

disappointed  in  missing  the  25th  reunion,  as  I'd  looked 
forward  to  being  there. 

1950 Mercedes  Urda  Cowles 
(Mrs.  David) 

1536  Laurel  Road 

Ambridge.  Pa.  15003 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Alice    Anderson    Spence    (Mrs.    Thomas    E),    209    Lehigh 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

Ellen    Archer,    4853    Cordellane,    Bethesda,    Md.    20014 

Gertrude    Beiswenger   Tourtellot,    [Mrs.    Carl   T.  Jr.,)   3300 

Diamond  Hill  Road,  Cumberland,  R.I.  02864 

Barbara    Billeter    Whitlinger     (Mrs.    John    E..    Jr.),    32831 

Meadowlark  Way,  Cleveland,  Ohio  44124 

Eva    Bowser,    1751    Theodan  Drive,  Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15216 

Shirley    Chelsted    Nichols,    (Mrs.    James    L.I,    310    Fairhill 

Road.  Hatfield,  Pa.  19440 

Esther   Peters  Bleikamp   (Mrs.    Richard  P.),  4982  Longview 

Drive,  Murrysville,  Pa.  15668 
Dawn  Shirey  McClaine  (Mrs.  Regis  H_),  1284  Carlyle  Court. 

Reynoldsburg,  Ohio  43068 

Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham  (Mrs.  William  G.),  3079  Cory- 

don  Road,  Cleveland  Heights,  Ohio  441 18 

Jessie   Tomlin   McCurdy    (Mrs.    Rene  de  Boisferon),  42  N. 

R.R.  Street.  Hummelstown,  Pa.  17036 

Nina  Weaver  Peters   (Mrs.   R.   Earl,  Jr.),   1108  South  Rand 

Road,  Villa  Park,  III.  60181 
Mona  May  Werner,  1  1235  Oak   Leaf  Drive,  Apt.  905.  Silver 

Spring,  Md.  20910 
Florence  Lake  Gray   (Mrs.   Leslie  M..  Jr.)  2371  W.  Hardies 

Road,  Gibsonia,  Pa.  15044 

Mercedes  reporting: 

Sally  Altmeyer  Buske  was  too  late  to  be  included  in  the 

last  Recorder  and  so,  I'm  including  her  this  year.  Her 
daughter  Barbara  is  a  student  at  Broward  Community 

College  and  son,  Walter,  a  sophomore  at  Hollywood  Hills 

High.  They  all  love  Florida. 
Ellen  Archer  sent  a  long  letter  and  caught  me  up  on  her 

news.  She  started  a  new  job  in  Sept.,  1972  which  has  kept 

her  very  busy  organizing  a  new  research  laboratory  for  The 

Psychiatric  Institute  Foundation.  She  extends  a  wish  that 

any  classmates  coming  to  Washington,  D.C.  call  our  "Dr." 
Ellen  Archer.  She'd  love  to  see  or  hear  from  any  former 
classmates. 

Marion  Baker  Powell  tells  us  that  her  husband  Cliff  was 

inducted  into  the  Quarter  Century  Club  marking  his  25 

years  service  with  Johns  Manville  Products  Corp. 

Dolores  Baney  Conley  and  Duane  had  a  marvelous 

two  weeks  in  Hawaii  last  February.  This  past  summer  Do 

said  she  played  more  golf  than  ever  and  didn't  improve  one 

bit! Nancy  Beamer  Stewart  and  family  had  a  great  trip  via 
Motorhome  to  Nova  Scotia  and  Cape  Breton  with  stopovers 

in  Sturbridge  and  Bar  Harbor.  Nancy  says  their  school  has 
started  a  modified  Open  Classroom  and  so  far  she  likes 

teaching  in  that  situation. 

Gertrude  Beiswenger  Tourtellot  reports  that  her  hus- 

band is  Vice  President  and  General  Manager  of  Gladding 

Cordage  and  that  they  are  pleased  to  be  back  in  New 

England  but  do  miss  living  on  the  Finger  Lakes.  They 

moved  in  August  and  it's  been  rather  hectic  getting  settled, 
getting  the  children  ready  for  school,  etc. 

Shirley  "Buzz"  Bemis  Martin  says  that  so  much  has 

been  happening  in  her  life  that  she  really  doesn't  know 

what  to  say.  She's  been  raising  her  AVi  year  old  grand- 
daughter for  the  past  year  and  has  found  that  a  real  joy. 

Her  daughter  Kim  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham.  Kim  was 

viewing  some  college  movies  being  shown  to  the  freshmen 

when  all  of  a  sudden  she  realized  that  she  was  watching 

films  of  her  mother  in  our  last  May  Day  in  1947.  There  was 

Buzz  as  a  Tumbler  and  playing  the  piano  and  clowning 

around.  Kim  yelled  out,  "Hey,  there's  my  mother!"  and 
broke  everyone  up  —  how  time  does  fly!  It  seems  just  like 
yesterday  that  we  were  all  so  involved  in  that  May  Day. 

Barbara  Berkman  Roth  reports  that  son,  Steven,  went 

off  as  a  freshman  to  Oberlin  and  she  is  working  in  the 

administration  at  the  Riverdale  County  School  in  charge  of 
student  activities  in  the  Middle  School.  Barb  and  Ellie  Hirsh 

C47)  saw  a  good  deal  of  each  other  before  Ellie's  family 
moved  to  California. 

Barbara  Black  Bloomstrom  reports  son  John  is  a  senior 

pre-dental  student  at  Ohio  State;  Karen,  a  sophomore  at 

Wittenberg  University  and  Beth  a  freshman  in  high  school. 

She  and  John  have  become  avid  golfers  in  their  "old  age"  — 
so  the  summers  are  never  long  enough.  Barb  says  that  their 

door  is  always  open  to  you-all  whenever  you're  in Cincinnati. 

Shirley  Chelsted  Nichols  didn't  explain  just  why  the 
change  from  an  R.D.  address  to  a  house  number  but  maybe 

it's  just  civilization  catching  up  to  them!  She  sends  wishes 
to  all  and  a  "Chatham  in  1975  or  Bust"  to  all  classmates! 

Lee  Corey  Hanson  said  she  had  nothing  to  report  then 

proceeded  to  tell  me  about  the  addition  they  were  putting 

on  their  house.  Lee's  parents  have  moved  from  Guam  to 
Washington  and  are  working  with  them  on  the  house.  Then 

they  gut  the  original  part  of  the  house  and  re-do  it!  Guess 

they'll  never  sit  on  the  deck  and  watch  the  water  go  by  in 

quiet  retirement! 
Betty  Davis  Herzberg  brings  us  up  to  date  on  her  family 

-  son  Lee  is  a  junior  at  W&J  and  Sue  entered  Grove  City 
this  year.  Betty  received  her  M.Ed,  from  Pitt  last  year  and 

has  been  teaching  chemistry  at  Brentwood  High  School. 

Sue  Ferris  Trownsell  reports  that  their  oldest  daughter 

started  college  this  fall  at  Lafayette.  Younger  daughter 

plays  on  the  high  school  tennis  team  and  dances  and 

dances.  Sue  has  started  working  —  selling  real  estate  so  if 

you're  moving  east  look  her  up1 
Ruth  Fabry  sent  a  card  from  Hollywood,  Calif,  asking 

that  I  correct  my  report  of  last  year.  Her  parents  died  3 

years  apart,  not  the  same  year.  Sorry,  Ruth.  Please  forgive 
the  error. 

Katie  Fisher  Ammon  is  our  other  grandma.  But, 

unfortunately,  Leah  and  Wayne  will  soon  be  off  to 

Durham,  N.C.  where  Wayne  is  working  on  his  doctorate  in 

English  at  Duke  and  Leah  is  in  training  as  a  respiratory 

technician  at  the  University  Hospital.  This  is  the  19th  year 
in  Florida  for  the  Ammons.  The  five  Ammons  at  home  lead 

full  and  diversified  lives  but  with  time  to  share. 

Nancy  Gwosden  Curry  and  family,  went  back  to  the 

great  East  this  summer  to  visit.  The  Curry  family  is 

enjoying  being  "whole"  after  a  very  bad  winter.  Ben  had  a 

broken  leg,  his  mother  a  broken  hip,  Nancy's  mother  in 
surgery  and  the  kids  with  their  ups  and  downs.  They  feel 

grateful  to  be  back  to  normal. 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans  reports  both  Bob  and  Linda  in 

high  school  -  lunior  and  freshman,  respectively,  Nancy  says 

she  is  narrowing  her  efforts  to  some  church  activities  this 

year  —  she  decided  the  P.T.A.  deserved  some  new  blood! 
Marilyn  Keister  Kiefersent  no  news  |ust  greetings. 

Betty  Langer  Feathers  tells  us  that  her  son  Eric  is  a 

senior  this  year  and  was  student  trainer  tor  the  W.  Va.-Ohio 
All  Star  football  game  and  they  won!  Daughter  Nancy  is  a 

freshman  in  high  school  and  won  the  Golden  Horseshoe 

Award  in  West  Virginia  History  last  spring.  Congratulations. 

Dottie  MacPhee  Hunter  reports  that  the  Hunters  are 

having  a  good  year.  Cathy  13  and  Beth  1 1  are  doing  well  m 

school.  Dottie  had  major  surgery  and  is  feeling  fine  now. 

They  took  their  vacation  in  June  via  the  Auto-Tram.  Dottie 

is  busy  being  president  of  the  South  Miami  Hospital Auxiliary. 

Barbara  Mader  Knight  has  moved  and  gotten  out  of 

government  and  social  work  and  into  private  industry.  She 

is  the  assistant  to  the  V.P.  Personnel  for  an  insurance 

company  and  loves  it  (especially  the  pay  check).  After  six 

months  she  says  she's  a  confirmed  Texan1 
Ann  Morgan  Cascorbi  and  family  had  a  grand  vacation 

but  came  home  to  a  broken  water  pipe  in  the  third  floor  — 

so.  they're  painting,  sanding  and  peeling  paper,  etc.  Phoebe 

Thorne  Birmingham's  Joan  is  one  of  Andy's  painters! 
Kathy  is  in  kindergarten  and  Alice  in  second  grade. 

Gretchen  Schmidt  Kulberg  was  appointed  Director  of 

the  West  Bloomheld  Township  Public  Library  last  March 

and  has  been  busy  lately  as  they  are  expanding  an  area. 
Betty  Schweider  DeBono  reports  that  their  new  boat 

was  of  major  importance  this  summer.  Lorin  16  and  Bill  12 

met  and  became  good  friends  of  David  Amram.  Lorin  plays 

the  guitar  and  Bill  the  drums.  David  is  giving  a  concert  soon 

and  has  asked  both  of  the  boys  to  play  with  him.  Betty  is 

an  officer  in  the  Women's  Club. 
Dodie  Seale  Warren  reports  that  all  is  well  with  their 

family.  Anne  was  graduated  from  Swarthmore,  Phi  Beta 

Kappa.  Dodie  and  Janet  are  going  to  U.H.  where  Dodie  says 

she'll  get  her  MFA  when  she's  108  years  old  (still  finishing 

up  her  BFA1! Phoebe  Thorne  Birmingham  teils  us  that  they  have 

bought  their  first  house  after  living  m  church  manses  for 

their  22  years  of  married  life!  Bill  is  going  to  school  full 

time  to  be  a  social  worker  and  will  hopefully  be  able  to  get 

a  job  doing  counselling  as  he  did  in  the  church.  Carolyn  and 

David  are  also  in  college  —  part  time,  working  part  time. 

Joan  will  be  ready  next  year  —  hopefully  Chatham!  That 
leaves  Susan  in  6th  grade.  Phoebe  is  substituting  after 

getting  her  Ohio  Certification  last  spring.  Bill's  health  is  still 
holding  up  —  it's  3  years  now  since  his  vein  transplant 

operation. Jessie  Tomlin  McCurdy  reports  their  third  daughter, 

Suzanne  is  a  freshman  at  Duquesne  University,  her  father's 
school.  Yolande  is  in  graduate  school  at  the  University  of 

North  Carolina  and  Paul  is  in  his  second  year  at  Pine  Crest 

Bible  Training  Center.  The  rest  of  the  family  are  running  to 

keep  ahead  of  inflation  and  losing  ground,  according  to Jessie. 

Nina  Weaver  Peters  moved  to  Chicago  suburbs  last 

November  as  Earl  was  transferred  to  the  headquarters  of 

Continental  Assurance  Co.  After  15  years  in  one  house  it 

was  an  upheavel  for  all  of  them,  the  least  for  Rob  who 

entered  Indiana  U.  of  Pa.  last  September.  This  spring  Phil 

Streander  Betz  called  Nina  and  told  her  about  her  family. 

"Stre"  lives  in  Mt.  Prospect  and  is  busy  with  her  family, 

class  of  third  graders,  and  hobby  —  square  dancing. 
Barbara  Whiteside  Harris  reports  that  since  their 

daughter's  death  from  cancer  a  year  and  a  half  ago  their  life 
has  been  qu i te  uneven tfu I.  I  did  not  know  abou t  you r 

daughter.  Barb,  please  accept  our  sympathies  even  at  this 

late  date.  Son  Bill  is  a  junior  in  high  school  —  a  sailor  and 
photographic  nut  who  is  hoping  to  learn  to  fly  this  year 

(before  he  can  drive,  no  less).  Barb  does  a  volunteer  reading 
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tutoring  program  three  days  a  week  on  the  high  school 
level.  She  said  that  she  thoroughly  enjoyed  her  term  on  the 

Alumnae  Association  Board  and  highly  recommended  it  to 

everyone  who  would  like  to  know  what's  going  on  at 
Chatham  today.  It  would  be  great  to  start  all  over  again  at 

that  exciting  place! 

And  now,  the  news  from  the  Cowles  Clan.  Our  son  Ivan 

joined  the  Navy,  stationed  in  San  Diego  for  his  basic 

training.  He  will  be  going  to  Electronics  School.  Stephanie 

is  a  grown-up  seventh  grader!  I  am  still  available  for 
substitute  teaching  but  did  not  get  called  for  even  one  day 

last  year  -  perhaps  this  year  will  be  better!  I  began  selling 

Avon  last  January  and  I  love  being  the  "Ding-Dong  lady." 
I'm  still  active  in  church  and  civic  club  work  and  of  course, 
Girl  Scouts. 

I  want  to  thank  all  of  the  girls  who  responded  to  my  call 

for  contributions  to  our  Special  Fund.  A  total  of  seventy  of 

you  have  come  forth  with  something,  and  added  $107  to 

that  previously  collected.  We're  still  a  long  way  from  our 

goal  so,  if  you  didn't  send  anything  don't  wait  until  next 
year  —  do  it  now! 

H^kfTO  Judith  Bierman  Linowes 
\\3\JC-  (Mrs.  Harry  M.) 

6220  Clearwood  Road 

Bethesda,  Md.  20034 

Barbara  Firth  Armstrong 

(Mrs.  Roberts.) 

102  Yorkshire  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron 

(Mrs.  Mortimer) 

1706  Williamsburg  Place 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet 
(Mrs.  J.  Philip) 

Witherow  Road,  R.D.  #3 

Sewickley  Heights,  Pa.  15143 

Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
(Mrs.  John  J.) 

1328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W. 

Atlanta,  Ga.  30327 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Louise  Eddy  Davis  (Mrs.  William  M.),  St.  Albans  Parish,  Mt 

St.  Alban,  Washington,  D.C.  20016 

Nancy    Galey     Wigton     (Mrs.    Calvin),    604    Maple    Lane, 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

Barbara  Hegarty  Hack  (Mrs.  Bertram  N.  1,496  Doven  Drive, 

Springfield,  Ohio  45504 

Nancy    Kelly    Hilland     (Mrs.    Carl    B.).    1608    Lead,    S.E., 

Albuquerque,  N.M.  87106 

Marilyn  Morgan  Henderson  (Mrs.  John  K.)  c/o  Col.  John  K. 
Henderson,  HHD  37th  Trans.  Gp.,  APO  New  York  09067 

Patricia  Nauman   Kramer  (Mrs.  John),  Forest  Hills,  Wheel- 

ing, W.  Va.  26003 
Florence    Schwartz    OeWalt    (Mrs.    John    E.),    R.F.D.    #1, 

Hillsdale,  Mich.  49242 

Sally  Scragg  Campbell   (Mrs.   James  J.),  351   Sylvan  Drive, 

Winter  Park,  Fla.  32789 

Marilyn    Toner    Wiley    (Mrs.    S.    Roy),   2221    Poplar   Point 

Road,  Virginia  Beach,  Va.  23454 

Nancy   Vahey   Eldridge   (Mrs.)  567  Phillips,  Glen  Ellyn,  III. 

60137 

Ruth    Washburn    Loucks    (Mrs.    John),   600    King    Edward, 

Charlotte,  N.C.  28209 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Judith  Bierman  Linowes. 

Barbara  reporting: 

Janet  Fitzsimmons  Carr  reports  that  she  and  her 

husband  have  left  the  broadcasting  industry  and  formed 

their  own  production  company.  Bob  and  Jan  Productions, 

in  New  Orleans.  Good  luck  to  you  both,  Jan. 

Doris  Fritschi  sent  back  word  that  all  is  well  and  she's 
teaching  kindergarten  in  the  Carlynton  School  District. 

I  was  so  pleased  to  hear  from  Nancy  Galey  Wigton  who 

is  a  secretary  for  the  Oswick  Medical  Association.  Her 

children  are  spread  geographically  far  and  wide  at  schools. 

Eighteen  year  old  Barby  is  in  Munich,  Germany  at  the 

University  of  Maryland  campus  there.  Mark,  16,  is  a  senior 

at  Quaker  Valley  and  they  hope  to  see  their  daughter, 

Galey,  14,  in  Naples,  Italy  at  Christmas  time  where  she  is  a 

sophomore  at  the  Forrest  Sherman  school. 

Nancy  Garlow  Hoop  sends  us  happy  news  of  her  family. 

Daughter,  Betsy,  a  Merit  Scholar,  is  entering  Duke  Univer- 
sity this  fall  even  though  her  parents  tried  to  guide  her  to 

Chatham.  Nancy  saw  Joan  Hebrank  Smith  on  the  William 

and  Mary  campus  last  summer.  Nancy  is  pursuing  a  master's 
degree  in  reading  after  going  back  to  teaching  two  years  ago 

and  becoming  interested  in  reading  disabilities.  The  Hoops 

also  have  a  ten  year  old  son,  Paul. 

Artie  Gianopulos  Helgason  writes  of  three  wonderful 

weeks  in  Iceland  this  past  summer.  They  visited  Sig's  family 
and  camped  out  in  a  green  valley  surrounded  by  three 

glaciers.  She  says  sightseeing  there  is  truly  unique  and 
beautiful. 

Your  secretary,  Barbara  Armstrong,  reports  nothing  new 

but  a  driveway  this  summer.  The  kids  were  so  busy  with 

various  summer  courses  and   camp   plus   Rob's   illustrious 

position  as  Fuller  Brush  man  that  Bob  and  I  were  kept  busy 

organizing  them  all.  It's  always  nice  to  receive  your  news 
especially  a  name  that  appears  for  the  first  time  in  awhile. 
Please  keep  the  responses  coming.  It  gives  my  morale  a 
boost. 

Elsa  reporting: 

Christine  Metro  Kachulis  writes  that  she,  Tom  and 

children,  had  an  unforgettable  trip  this  summer  to  Greece 
and  the  Greek  Islands. 

Tomi  Jones  Miller  has  started  to  teach  first  grade  at  the 

Charlotte  County  Day  School  where  her  daughter  Susan,  in 

tenth  grade,  and  Jennifer,  in  sixth  grade,  go  to  school,  Tomi 

just  completed  her  Master's  in  Education  from  the  Univer- 
sity of  North  Carolina. 

Another  gal  to  join  the  working  ranks  is  Nancy  Kelly 

Hilland.  Nancy  and  her  husband  Carl  are  happy  to  be  back 

in  Albuquerque  where  their  two  sons  are  in  college. 

It  seems  a  good  many  of  our  children  have  reached 

college  age,  Janet  Houston  Rhein  has  a  daughter  at  Denison 

and  one  at  the  Shipley  School  in  Bryn  Mawr.  Janet  sends 

her  best  along  with  Pauline  Massey  Hill  whose  two  oldest 

boys  are  in  college  and  younger  ones  start  eighth  and  first 

grade. 
Ann  Hafer  Berry  is  enjoying  fixing  up  her  home  now 

that  she  and  Charles  are  back  in  Conneaut.  Her  oldest  is 

working  for  A. B.C.  Wide  World  of  Sports  while  a  senior  at 

Claremont  in  California.  Ann  extends  an  invitation  to  "stop 

by"  to  those  passing  on  trips  or  vacations. 
We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Nancy  McFarland  Pollock 

and  her  family  on  the  tragic  death  of  her  brother  this  past 

August.  Nancy  hopes  to  see  Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers  this 
fall.  Martha  finished  her  second  book  for  the  Warren  City 

Schools  on  the  role  of  federal  money  in  public  education. 

Her  husband  Dick  provided  the  art  work  for  the  book.  We 

also  hope  Martha  is  making  a  good  recovery  after  her 

surgery  this  summer. 
I  was  pleased  to  hear  that  Lois  Miltner  Rothrock  and 

family  are  all  doing  well  and  she  is  busy  with  her  home  and 
church  activities.  Her  son  Richard  is  a  sophomore  and 

Cynthia  is  in  middle  school. 

I  thank  you  all  for  your  response.  My  home  and  church 

work  keeps  me  busy.  Our  oldest  boy  is  at  West  Point  and 

the  younger  one  is  a  freshman  at  Westminster  College. 

Mary,  14,  is  an  active  ninth  grader. 

Ginny  reporting: 

Pat  Nauman  Kramer  will  be  moving  in  late  fall  to 

Wheeling  from  Martin's  Ferry  —  no  earth  shaking  distance 
—  just  across  the  river,  but  any  move  is  upsetting. 

Sending  a  cheery  "hello"  but  no  news  are  Ann  Orner 
Davidson  and  Edie  Pennoyer  Vassamillet. 

Five  sons,  ages  5  to  18,  keep  Janie  Oellig  Gould  very 

busy.  Oregon  provides  great  skiing  during  the  winter  and 

fine  camping  sites  in  the  summer.  She  is  active  in 

Newcomers  Club  and  plays  bridge  and  bowls  in  addition  to 

being  a  spectator  at  the  sports  activities  of  her  sons. 

Molly  Oehlschlager  Schardt  has  a  son  who  is  a  junior  at 

the  University  of  Iowa,  another  who  is  a  sophomore  at 

Penn  State,  while  the  youngest  is  a  high  school  sophomore. 

They  manage  a  trip  Florida  every  year  and  at  least  one  visit 

to  Iowa  to  see  Bob  who  is  on  a  baseball  scholarship.  She 

sees  Lois  MacGregor  Stewart,  Edie  Pennoyer  Vassamillet, 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron  and  Alice  Dykema  Oehlschlager 
frequently. 

Nora  Patterson  Whilte's  son,  Gordon,  was  graduated 
from  Purdue  in  May  with  a  B.S.  in  Microbiology  and  is  now 

working  for  Hazel  ton  'Labs  in  Virginia.  Lisa,  (12),  Lyle  and 
Nora  were  in  Mexico  last  December  and  in  the  Canadian 

bush  this  summer.  Susan  (19)  will  tour  Italy. 

Beverly  Roush  Johnston  finds  that  family  vacations  are 

fast  becoming  a  thing  of  the  past.  Carl,  at  18,  and  Jody,  14, 

have  too  many  interests  of  their  own  to  travel.  Carl  plays 

the  tuba  and  won  a  week  at  band  camp  at  Purdue.  Jody  had 

knee  surgery  in  March  but  she  is  back  playing  tennis.  Bev 

teaches  3  classes  of  8th  grade  math  and  loves  the  vacations. 

Our  special  happening  this  year  was  the  Grand  Opening 

of  the  Sweet  &  Sons  Building  in  Mount  Lebanon,  housing 

Phil's  corporation.  All  the  kids  are  doing  their  own  thing  — 
Jeff,  back  at  SMU  for  his  junior  year  and  playing  golf  to  a  2 

handicap;  Dan,  working  at  the  Newport  News  Shipyards 

building  submarines;  Becky  (14)  playing  spectacular  golf 

and  Leslie  12'/?)  just  being  loved.  Phil  and  I  have  weathered 
22  years  of  marriage  in  great  shape  and  think  it  will  last.  I 

hope  more  of  you  gals  whom  I  contacted  this  summer  will 

choose  to  reply  next  year.  The  same  faithful  ones  always 

come  through  —  thank  you. 

Barbara  B.  reporting: 

Evelyn  Skalican  Nestor  tells  us  she  has  had  a  rough  time 

in  1972  with  4  operations  and  problems  with  her  eyesight. 

Fortunately  she  is  much  improved  in  1973.  She  has  worked 

as  a  middle  school  librarian  the  past  3  years  after  obtaining 

a  graduate  degree  in  library  science  from  Duquesne. 

Marilyn  Toner  Wiley,  Roy  and  daughters  13  and  15% 

moved  this  year  to  Virginia  Beach,  Va.  where  Roy  is  a 

physician's  assistant  in  ophthalmology  and  Marilyn  is  doing 
substitute  teaching  in  English.  If  anyone  lives  nearby,  please 

call  and  say  hello. 

Ruth  Washburn   Loucks  and  John   transferred   to  Char- 

lotte last  October  where  John  is  district  sales  manager  o 

National  Steel  Corp. 

Sally  Weissberg  Nussbaum  and  Paul  have  two  sons  whi 

entered  college  this  year.  Bob  al  Emory  University.  Atlant. 

and  Steve  at  Washington  University  in  St.  Louis.  Selma  is 
senior  at  Oberlin  and  Hope  is  in  10th  grade,  Sally  i 

working  part-time  in  a  fabric  store  operated  by  he 

husband's  company  -  Berkshire  Apparel. 
Marilyn  Wolfert  Zimmerman  also  has  a  son  enterin 

college  and  two  teenage  girls.  The  family  enjoyed  skiing  ii 

Michigan  and  Colorado  last  year. 

Nancy  Vahey  Eldridge  and  Sara  Jane  Smyser  have  n> 

special  news  but  say  "hi"  to  all, Jody  Shelley  Davis  and  her  family  visited  in  Florida  i 

April,  then  she  and  Bob  flew  to  Europe,  touring  th 

Scandinavian  countries  with  a  one  day  trip  to  Leningrad  i 

Russia.  The  ballet  and  the  few  people  they  met  wer 

pleasant,  but  the  country  was  rather  grim  and  depressing. 
Doris  Warner  Brown  continues  with  her  routine  of  gii 

scout  leader,  church,  PTA,  etc.  Her  oldest  daughter  spen 

10  weeks  in  a  cast  this  summer  after  falling  from  a  horst 
but  fortunately  is  recovered  completely. 

Bette  Shapiro  Bigler  after  many  years  of  volunteer  wor 

is  finally  going  to  take  some  courses  that  may  lead  to  a  jo 
or  career.  Her  older  son,  Marshall,  started  as  a  freshman  i 

the  University  of  Colorado  and  her  younger  son  Cliff,  ag 

14,  is  in  the  9th  grade. 
Anne  Wood  Pawlyk  writes  that  she  still  works  on  PT( 

and  studies  art  and  cares  for  her  children  like  most  of  us. 

John,  the  children  and  I  have  had  a  quiet  year,  spendin 

as  much  vacation  time  in  Florida  on  the  beach  as  we  car 

Thanks  for  the  class  fund  money  to  those  who  donated. 

1954 Jane  Simpson  Irvii 

(Mrs.  W.  Arch,  Jr. 

324  Sharon  Driv 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1522 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lois  Bradley   Fegley   (Mrs.    Frank),  2541    Brunswick    Lane 

Hudson,  Ohio  44236 

Nancy    Fingal    Mauro    (Mrs.    Louis  J. I,  28  Overlook   Roao 
Saddle  River,  N.J.  07458 

Nancy     Ford     Bunzli     (Mrs.     Alfred     R.l,    Gobernador    d 

Chihuahua  13,  Cuernavaca,  Morelos,  Mexico 

Shirley  Hartman  Heil  (Mrs.  William  L.),  R.D.  #6,  Chamber; 

burg.  Pa.  17201 
Ann    Hutchinson    Winterling    (Mrs.    C.    S.),    61     Mountaii 

Road,  East  Concord,  N.H.  03301 

Ina    Lois   Potts   Adelson    (Mrs.    Edward),  8721    Persimmoi 

Tree  Road,  Potomac.  Md.  20854 
Christine    D.    Simmons,    M.D.,    52    Hagen    Road,    Newtor 
Mass.  02159 

Barbara  Williams  Wilson  (Mrs.  Albert  H.),  7400  E.  Greene 

wich  Road,  Birmingham,  Mich.  48101 
Katharine    Wragg    Batson    (Mrs.    Gordon    B.),    R.F.D.    #1 

Potsdam,  N.Y.  13676 

Greetings  from  Isabelle  Allias,  still  in  Harrisburg  am 

Elsa  Duncan  Reagan,  way  out  in  South  Dakota. 

Mary  Anderson  Sheehan,  our  Alumnae  Prez  ,  sends  th 

news  that  she  has  made  several  trips  this  year.  New  Orleans 

NJew  York,  and  New  England,  and  spent  a  good  month  i 

Ligonier  this  summer.  I  attended  the  Alumnae  Meeting  a 

Chatham  this  June,  and  Mary  conducted  the  meeting  lik 
the  real  pro  she  is. 

Pat  Bennett  Nicholson  also  traveled  this  summer  -  fror 

Ohio  to  Mexico  in  a  camper  trailer  with  Heather,  1  5,  Mark 

13,  and  Jamie,  1 1. 
Marilyn  Bickmore  Boleky  is  the  new  president  of  he 

hospital  auxiliary.  She  traveled  to  Florida  this  summer  afte 

the  Little  League  and  Pony  Season  in  which  both  of  he 

boys  participated  was  finally  over. 
Barbara  Bolger  Collett  was  another  visitor  to  the  Wes 

this  summer.  She  visited  with  Judy  Whitmer,  her  roorr 

mate  for  two  years  at  Chatham.  Judy  is  living  in  Salt  Lak 

City  and  is  the  first  woman  Juvenile  Court  Judge  in  th 

history  of  Utah.  Bo's  husband,  Bill,  is  now  the  Assistan 
Dean  for  Student  Affairs  at  the  University  of  Florida. 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley  look  on  a  new  job.  .  .  unpackin 

boxes.  Frank  is  now  with  Harris-lntertype.  Barb  Youn 
Hopkins  and  husband  John  visited  with  them  shortly  afte 
their  move  into  a  new  home. 

Joan  Brown  Thompson  enjoyed  a  visit  from  Lois  Sherr 

Schworm  and  her  family  this  summer.  Lois  is  still  very  bus 

with  volunteer  work.  Joan  asks,  "Sophie  Yanchewsk 

Engels,  where  are  you?" Shoppers  alert!!!  Janie  Core  McCombs  writes  that  she  i 

starting  her  own  salad  dressing  business.  Look  for  "Mac 
Terry's  Dressing."  It  should  be  sold  state-wide  within 
year.  Janie  has  been  teaching  nursery  school  for  the  pas 

eight  years.  Her  husband,  Jack,  is  in  commercial  real  estate 

Heidi,  19,  is  a  sophomore  at  Hood,  Clark,  17,  is  a  freshma 
at  Franklin  and  Marshall  and  Katie,  15,  is  a  sophomore  i 

high  school. 

Marline  Frost  Ewing  was  another  class  traveler  She  am 

her  family  either  visited  relatives  or  entertained  them  thi 
summer.  Pat,  3,  is  learning  to  swim.  Eric  and  Kris,  th 

teenagers,  are  in  love  with  trail  riding  on  their  motorcycle; 
Husband  Jim  travels  all  over  the  United  States  with  ai 

occasional  trip  abroad. 
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i     Elsie    Gage    Balano    will    be   in   Austria   through    1975. 

arrie  and  John  are  at  the  American  International  School 

'here   Alice   Ann   Jones  Winner    '51    is    teaching   the  fifth 
ade.  Richard  is  continuing  at  the  English  School. 

II    After  many  active  years  in  politics,  during  which  time 

1   ie  led  an  effort  to  get  a  lunch  program  in  their  elementary 
':hool    and     won,    Joan     Hagler     Saklad     is    running    for 

I  Jderwoman    in    the  city   of   Newton.   There   is   only   one 

''Oman    on  the  Board  of  twenty-four  at  the  present  time 
id  we  all  hope  Joan  wins  the  race  this  fall. 

Laura  Hammer  Inglis  has  some  free  time  now.  Her  son 

legan  kindergarten  this  fall  and  she  has  2Vi  hours  each 

| Afternoon  to  "do  her  own  thing." 
Shirley  Hartman  Heil  obtained  her  Master  of  Education 

.egree  in  May  and  will  start  to  teach  the  sixth  grade  in  the 

ill.  Her  busy  schedule  includes  their  farm,  Cub  Scouts,  and 

iwo  cheerleaders  to  organize  into  carpools. 

Althea  Hockensmith  Lozick  has  a  new  job  as  Secretary 

tpr  the  City  of  Richmond  Heights.  Robert,  #1  son,  is  a 

-eshman  at  Marietta  College.  He  is  6'6"  and  received  a 
basketball  scholarship  award.  Eric,  #2  son,  is  in  the  seventh 

irade  and  has  won  three  gold  medals  in  school-sponsored 
jJlympics  and  has  all  indications  of  being  taller  than  his 

(rother.  Al  and  her  husband  spent  two  weeks  in  Brazil  in 
anuary  which  Al  recommends  to  everyone. 

'  Mary  Alice  Jackson  Regan  and  her  husband.  Bob,  are 

oth  playing  the  clarinet  in  the  South  Hills  Community 

iand.  Their  teen-agers  refer  to  it  as  "The  Old  Timers 

Sand."  This,  as  well  as  substitute  teaching  and  serving  as  a 
Odette  Girl  Scout  Leader,  keeps  Mary  Alice  busy 

Greetings  from  Jackie  Legros  Beveridge  who  is  deep  in 

college  catalogues  with  her  oldest  son  graduating  from  high 

fchool  this  year. 

Marlyn  Lenchner  Applebaum  has  a  new  job  in  Tel  Aviv, 

the  is  a  teacher  of  gifted  children.  Her  oldest  daughter  was 

raduated  from  high  school  and  is  now  serving  in  the  Army, 

"he  other  three  are  in  high  school  this  year,  which  makes 

^/larlyn  feel  "old."  She  sends  best  wishes  to  all. 
Jane  Miller  Sumner  is  the  Editor  of  Women  in  Change 

newspaper  in  Dallas.  She  was  the  hired  writer  for  the 

jampaign  against  canalization  of  the  Trinity  River,  one  of 

'he  leading  environmental  battles  in  the  country  last  spring, 

"he  voters  overwhelmingly  turned  back  the  "billion  dollar 

ditch."  Janie  is  also  doing  free  lance  writing  and  advance 
[work. 
|  Two  new  jobs  for  Barb  Maloy  Titelman.  She  is  the  new 

Secretary  of  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association  and  also 

public  Relations  Director  for  the  Central  Blair  United 

rund.  She  and  Jimmy  were  in  Rome  this  June  for  the 
opening  of  the  Contemporary  Art  Wing  at  the  Vatican.  Liz 
started  to  Chatham  this  fall. 

Jane  Rowlett  Stuart  writes  that  she  has  dropped  out  of 

ill  organized  activities  with  all  of  their  luncheons,  meetings, 

Itc.,  to  do  her  "own  thing"  —  tennis,  needlepoint,  and 
earning  backgammon.  She  and  Jim  took  their  two  teen- 

agers to  Colorado  to  ski  and  plan  to  take  them  back,  plus 
Sally  and  Adam,  in  March.  Jane  commented  that  she  was 

ifaised  in  New  England  and  never  took  up  the  sport  until 
;^hey  moved  to  Florida. 

I  Her  family,  Tracy  in  10th  grade  and  Wendy  in  8th,  call 

her  "Ambulance  Annie"  and  no  wonder.  Bobby  Senior 
Stewart  became  involved  with  the  local  ambulance  associa- 

tion and  now  has  the  rank  of  Emergency  Medical  Tech- 
nician, ambulance  division,  with  the  National  Registry  of 

Emergency  Medical  Technicians.  This  plus  serving  as  a 

-egular  volunteer  in  the  intensive  care  unit  at  Lancaster 
3eneral  Hospital  keeps  her  busy. 

Rose  Spoa  will  be  teaching  kindergarten  this  fall.  Lucky 

kids.  Rose  spent  the  summer  traveling,  attending  the  NEA 

Convention  in  Portland,  Oregon,  and  also  touring  the 

Florida  Keys. 

"Travel  with  teen-agers  whenever  possible  as  the  bene- 

fits to  their  maturity  are  so  obvious  and  many"  is  the 
jadvice  of  Mary  Ann  Taptich  Barnes.  She  and  Bill  took  their 
taldest  child,  13,  to  the  Scandinavian  countries  and  Russia 

last  year.  They  are  now  planning  a  trip  to  South  America  in 

1974.  (Tap,  take  note  of  Al  Hockensmith's  comments). 
Long  lost  Jo  Ann  Trevaskis  Evans  sends  the  news  that 

her  oldest  child,  Debbie,  will  be  attending  the  University  of 

Delaware  this  fall  to  major  in  Nursing.  Bob  and  Doug  will 

be  respective  sophomores  and  juniors  at  Deerfield  Academy 

(this  fall.  Gregg,  1  1 ,  is  keeping  busy  with  golf,  tennis,  and 

[hockey. 

Nancy  Lee  Williams  ,sends  to  us  the  following  list  of  her 

performances  which  sound  absolutely  great.  Metropolitan 

Opera  at  the  Forum-2  title  roles,  February,  March,  1973. 

;St.  Paul  Opera  Association-2  leading  roles.  Summer  of 
1973;  Film  and  Recording  for  Columbia  Records  of 

Leonard  Bernstein's  Opera,  "Trouble  in  Tahiti"  —  Bernstein 
conducting,  Summer.  1973,  Dallas  Civic  Opera  Company, 

Fall,  1973,  Affiliate  Artist  with  St.  Paul  Opera  Association 
1973-1974. 

Kathy  Wragg  Batson  sends  greetings  to  all.  They  are 

back  in  Potsdam  after  a  year's  sabbatical  spent  in  Cham- 
paign, Illinois  where  Gordon  worked  at  the  CERL  Lab. 

The  Fox  Chapel  School  District  is  lucky  to  have  Barb 

Young  Hopkins  working  this  year  as  an  Audio-Visual-Motor 

Development  Aide.  Barb  says  that  this  will  be  a  real 

challenge  after  not  working  for  almost  ten  years.  Heidi  is  in 
the  fourth  grade  and  David  in  first. 

Condolences  to  Janet   Loos  Seibert  who  was  widowed 

this  past  year.  Janet  and  her  family  have  moved  to 

Lancaster,  Pa.  where  she  is  connected  with  the  Lancaster 

Hospital  in  a  supervisory  position. 

News  from  me:  Arch  and  I  took  the  four  kids  to  Vail, 
Colorado  this  March  for  a  ski  week.  The  kids  left  old  mom 

at  the  bottom  of  the  mountain.  Oh,  well  .  .  .  Our  big  news 

is  we  bought  a  farm  in  Somerset  County  and  moved  up 

there  for  the  summer.  We  loved  it! !!  To  pull  three-teenagers 

and  a  nine  year  old  away  from  the  city,  their  friends,  the 

pool,  the  telephone,  the  Pirates,  for  a  very  different  type 

life  was  a  gamble,  but  they  loved  it  so  much  they  didn't 
want  to  come  back  to  Pittsburgh,  We  are  looking  forward 

to  next  year  with  horses  for  all  again,  chickens  which  are 

great  fun,  and  we  are  hoping  to  con  Arch  into  a  lamb  and 
some  ducks.  Love  to  all,  Janie. 

1956 Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 

(Mrs.  William  H.) 

16  Berkeley  Place 

Newport  News,  Va.  23602 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lorraine  Barofsky  Sherwood  (Mrs    Jacob  B.),  26  Midwood 

Road,  Glen  Rock,  N.J.  07452 

Lorine    Barry    Hoskins    (Mrs,    William    J),    1799   Tanager, 

Costa  Mesa.  Cal.  92626 

Ruth    Garland   Lesko   (Mrs.   George  E.l,  201    Grant  Street, 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

Suzanne    Klopp    Seyler    (Mrs.    David    A.),    429    Sycamore 

Street,  Sauk  City,  Wis.  53583 

Chung  Wah   Lee  Iyengar   (Mrs.    Raja).  1212  Waverly  Road, 

Gladwyne,  Pa.  19035 

Frances   Palermo   Stengel    (Mrs,    Robert  M.),   148  Ashway, 

Doylestown,  Pa.  18901 
Johanna    Sawyer    Barbrow    (Mrs.    Stanley    J. I,   5735  Elmer 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Charlene   Sparks    Ferguson    (Mrs.    James),  2  Cornell   Place, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 
Joanne  Dawson  Waltman  (Mrs    Gerald),  1354  Walnut  Bend 

Court,  Fairborn,  Ohio  45324 

LOST 

Sali  Moore  Sharaf 

Dana  Rose  Sleppy  (Mrs.  Robert  C.) 

Mary  Irwin,  who  served  on  the  National  Cherry  Blossom 

Festival  Committee  this  year,  and  is  serving  a  two  year  term 

on  the  Office  of  Education  Advisory  Council,  took  a  well 
deserved  vacation  in  London  this  fall. 

Judy  Pitasky  Markstein,  busy  with  two  PTA  boards, 

serving  with  the  Hospital  Ladies  Aid  Society  and  as  Voter 

Service  Chairman  for  the  League  of  Women  Voters,  also 

found  time  to  vacation  in  New  England  and  London, 

Carolyn  Mapp  Cuneo,  and  Nick  vacationed  in  Italy  in 

May,  and  also  had  a  visit  from  Judy  Torin  Orr  and  family. 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau  vacationed  in  Virginia  and  North 

Carolina,  as  well  as  attending  the  Florists  Convention  in  Las 

Vegas  with  Walt. 

Pat  Egry  Curreri  and  Bill  did  a  lot  of  traveling  this  year 

They  spent  three  weeks  in  Mexico  City  where  Bill  attended 

a  medical  meeting,  then  toured  the  Yucatan  to  see  the 

Mayan  ruins;  took  the  family  to  Lake  Tahoe  and  Wisconsin. 

then  she  and  Bill  went  to  Call,  Colombia,  where  Bill  was 

guest  speaker  at  the  Colombian  Congress  of  Surgeons. 

Peggy  Pattison  Moore  and  family  toured  California, 

from  San  Francisco  to  San  Diego,  visiting  with  relatives  and 
friends  along  the  way. 

Sunny  Koehler  Peterson  and  family  had  a  "super"  year 
—  a  two  week  cruise  on  the  Queen  Elizabeth  II  to  the 

Caribbean  and  South  America  in  March,  Florida  in  April, 

Atlanta  and  New  Orleans  in  July,  then  off  to  England, 

France  and  Scotland  in  August. 

Martha  Kovalovsky  Frew  had  a  busy  summer,  with 

visitors  in  and  out  most  of  the  time,  but  she  and  the  family 

did  manage  to  get  to  the  beach,  as  well  as  trips  to  Florida 
and  California  last  fall. 

Delight  Reed  Dann  sandwiched  in  vacations  in  Colorado 

and  Canada  while  working  with  Planned  Parenthood,  Red 

Cross,  serving  as  a  church  deacon,  and  working  on  both 
hospital  and  school  sale  committees. 

Barb  Komlyn  Meder  and  Zoltan  both  changed  jobs  this 

year  —  he  to  an  administrative  position  in  Dunellon  High 
School  and  she  from  an  inner  city  school  to  a  rural  school 

in  the  middle  of  the  Ocala  National  Forest.  They  are  still 

enjoying  Florida  living. 

Joanne  Dawson  Waltman  is  working  on  her  master's 
degree  in  Guidance  and  Counseling,  which  she  expects  to 
complete  in  December  1973. 

Liz  Miller  Tutchings  is  making  pots!  II 

Lois  Katz  Blaufeld  is  now  the  owner/area  director  of  the 

international  weight  reduction  organization,  THE  DIET 

WORKSHOP,  in  Western  Pennsylvania. 

Lori  Barry  Hoskins  is  in  her  second  year  of  a  four  year 

program  at  the  Western  State  University  School  of  Law. 

Aside  from  the  challenge  of  law  school,  the  family  is  busy 

decorating  and  painting  their  new  home.  Lori's  husband. 
Bill,  is  now  Director,  McDonnell-Douglas  Automation 
Company. 

Suzanne  Klopp  Seyler  writes  that  her  husband  has  been 

promoted  to  Director  of  Education  at  the  newly  acquired 

Federal  Correctional  Institution  in  Oxford,  Wisconsin. 

Christie   Walter    Rinehart    is    the   Consciousness   Raising 

Coordinator  for  Northern  Westchester  County,  as  well  as 

being  Assistant  to  the  President,  National  Student  Book 

Club.  She  is  also  studying  the  science  of  consciousness 
(Parapsychology). 

Grace  Mardulli  Regutti  is  still  busy  with  her  four 

children,  PTA,  community  and  church  affairs,  and  with 

guitar  playing  for  recrealion. 

Cynthia  Snider  Greene,  who  is  taking  Spanish  lessons, 

was  at  Chatham  in  May  with  daughter  Jill  for  an  interview, 

and  had  a  lovely  chat  with  Miss  Eldredge,  who  had  only 
known  Jill  pre-natally. 

Jacy  Kurtz  Meyers  has  been  traveling  again  -  Israel  in 

October,  skiing  in  Vermont  in  December,  and  Barbados  in 

March.  She  is  now  Chairman  of  the  Executive  Committee, 

Pittsburgh  Region,  Women's  American  ORT.  The  two  older 
children,  Alan  and  Beth,  did  very  well  this  year  in  the 
Junior  Olympics 

Joanne  Cochran  Ellery  reports  that  she  still  has  seven 

healthy,  happy  children  and  just  passed  the  longest  non- 
pregnant period  in  fifteen  years. 

Patty  While  Payne  has  become  interested  in  township 

affairs  and  has  joined  a  concerned  citizens'  group. 
Carol  Schmitt  Schug  writes  that  she  is  trying  to  survive 

the  shock  of  being  old  enough  to  have  two  teenage  sons, 
one  of  them  learning  to  drive. 

Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe  has  spent  the  past  few  months 

in  interior  decorating.  Her  eleven  year  old  son  was  in 

Europe  this  summer  on  a  study  tour  with  his  choir. 

Greetings  to  all  from  Maggie  Siviter  Emery,  Carole 

Williams,  Mary  Bailey,  Barb  Delaney  Brown,  Sally  Weise 

Hall,  and  Barb  Evans  Danver. 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Gretchen  Elchlepp  Smith 

whose  husband  died  unexpectedly  of  a  heart  attack  in  July 
1973. 

The  Lewis  family  is  doing  iust  fine.  My  big  news  is  that  I 

was  promoted  to  Lieutenant  Colonel  in  June,  which  is  not 

too  bad  considering  thai  there  were  only  eight  women  and 
about  2300  men  selected.  Thanks  to  all  who  contributed  to 

the  class  treasury,  and  who  responded  with  their  news. 

1958 
Loretta  Edwards  Troyer 

(Mrs   William  G.,  Jr  } 

3102  Todd  Drive 
Madison,  Wis.  53713 

Nancy  Galley 

140  LaVale  Drive 

Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Benita    Biggard     Rapport    (Mrs     Michael    M.),    10265    La- 

Hacienda  Avenue,  Apt.  D,  Fountain  Valley,  Cal.  92708 

Peggy  Burgett  Newman  (Mrs.  Obie  Neal),  3285  Sherbourne 

Road,  Detroit,  Mich.  48221 

Marcia    Ebenstein    Kublanow    (Mrs.    Samuel    M.),   c/o   Rye 
Town  Hilton,  Port  Chester,  N.Y.  10573 

Patricia   Gregory   VanBarrett   (Mrs.  Gerald),  3088  Highland 

Drive.  Silver  Lake,  Ohio  44224 

Jennie  Johnson  Jackson  (Mrs    Jared  M.l,  29107  Edgewood 

Road,  Bay  Village,  Ohio  44140 
Patricia    Martin    Kennedy    (Mrs,    James    V.),   917    Harding 

Street,  Westfield,  N.J.  07090 

Susan    Smith   Anderson    (Mrs.    Donald),  c/o  First  National 
City  Bank,  Managua,  Nicaragua 

Lorrie  reporting: 

It  was  heartwarming  as  a  new  secretary  to  get  a  38% 

response  to  my  call  for  news.  It  revived  my  memory  of  the 

lovely  15th  reunion  day  festivities  for  our  class  this  past 

June.  It  was  a  small,  but  fun  group  returning  Barbara 

Asche,  Jean  Babb  Ersoz,  Anna  Irwin  Few,  Nancy  Galley, 

Carol  Jeffreys  Heiser,  Barbara  Goodstein  Selbst,  Mary  Ann 

Knuth  Braithwaite,  Elizabeth  Farmene  Seaborn,  Martha 

Lasky  Sanders,  Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein  and  Lorrie  Ed- 

wards Troyer.  In  case  you're  wondering,  we  all  looked 
great!  The  weather  was  marvelous,  making  the  perfect 

opportunity  to  view  the  changing  scene  occurring  on 

campus.  Wait  'til  you  all  see  The  Jennie  King  Mellon Library! 

Noting  so  few  moves  this  times  makes  one  wonder  if  a 

new  trend  is  emerging  for  the  class  Pat  Martin  Kennedy 
had  to  take  three  weeks  at  the  shore  to  recuperate  after 

relocating  2  kids,  2  cats,  a  dog,  themselves  and  31 

houseplants  via  station  wagon  from  Texas  to  New  Jersey. 

Many  classmates  are  "discovering  America"  while  vaca- 
tioning as  Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein,  Elaine  Rockwood 

Cummings,  Anna  Liadis  Zervos  and  Barbara  Sanford  report, 
Barbara  Sanford  also  took  trips  to  Scandinavia  and  Russia 

and  recently  purchased  a  mobile  home  on  a  lake  near 

Dallas.  Betty  Ann  Maruca  Wolke  lived  4  months  in 

Venezuela  while  Bob  was  on  U.S.A.I.D.  assignment.  Per- 
haps she  and  Barbara  will  cross  paths  as  they  are  both 

currently  doing  assignments  for  the  U.S.  Department  of 

Labor. 
Other  signs  of  activity  in  the  gainful  and  other  forms  of 

rewarding  employment-occupation  are  evident.  Kay  Harper 

Kerr's  response  perhaps  reflects  many  of  the  classmates' 

situations  these  days  "Love  to  read  about  everyone  else. 

My  life  sounds  so  dull,  but  it  isn't.  It's  filled  with  love, 

excitement  and  happiness  of  every  day  living."  Denise 
Zadeik  Chatfield  reports  she  may  be  given  a  gold  watch  or 

something  for  being  an  elementary  school  mother  for  so 

many    consecutive    years.    She    also    worked    for    Senator 
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McGovern's  campaign.  It  appears  every  one's  children  are 

growing  up,  Joan  Herman  Coleman's  son  was  Bar  Mitzvahed 
in  March.  She  also  taught  a  learning  disability  first  grade. 

Bobbie  Weitsman  Marks  has  |ust  redecorated  her  down- 

stairs. Claudette  Smith  Cooper's  activities  include  part  lime 
evening  nursing  in  McNamara  Hospital  and  Ford  Motor 

Plant  Emergency  Rooms.  Elaine  Rockwood  Cummings 

earned  her  permanent  NY  Secondary  Teachers'  Certifi- 
cation after  39  hours,  3  states  and  3  schools  Marty  Lasky 

Sanders  has  accepted  presidency  of  an  Atlanta  Education 

group  and  is  also  involved  with  teacher  inservice  courses. 
Phyllis  Prin2o  McShea  does  volunteer  work  m  the  school 

library  and  saw  Anna  Liados  Zervos  this  summer. 
Other  back  to  work  teachers  are  Barbara  Sickles 

Bernstein  and  Rosemary  Leet  Stark  (her  second  year  with 

leaching  dropouts  and  career  counseling).  Ai  Rin  Lee  Kim 

will  stop  teaching  (1/2  day  for  the  past  three  years)  to 

catch  up  on  some  things  at  home.  Jay  has  been  promoted 
to  First  Vice  President  at  Shearson,  Hammill.  He  is  also 

quite  involved  in  training  young  Koreans  in  electronic  data 

processing  skills. 

Your  reporter  is  continuing  into  her  third  year  in  her 

joint  service/faculty  nursing  appointment.  New  challenges 

keep  appearing  on  the  health  scene  which  make  working 

exciting.  Husband  Bill  has  resigned  at  the  UW  Medical 

School  and  is  looking  elsewhere.  We'll  be  moving  some 
place  next  June.  Our  vacation  this  year  was  sending  the 

boys  off  to  IV*  weeks  at  camp  and  Judy  off  to  visit 

grandma.  How  quiet  and  clean  the  house  was! 

Nancy  reporting: 
Barbara  Asche  took  her  second  Caribbean  cruise  this 

summer.  She's  now  back  in  school  to  work  on  her  Ph.D. 

Barbara  enjoyed  visiting  with  friends  from  the  classes  of  '57 
and  '58  at  the  Reunion. 

Jean  Babb  Ersoz  reports  having  a  nice  vacation  at  Deep 

Creek  Lake  with  her  family.  Her  children  attended 

Chatham's  Music  and  Arts  Day  Camp  and  found  it  very 
rewarding. 

Barbara  Berg  Morrison  reports  that  at  the  last  minute 

she  was  unable  to  make  our  reunion  which  was  disappoint- 

ing to  her.  She  is  in  her  second  year  as  President  of  the 

Harrisburg  Section,  National  Council  of  Jewish  Women,  and 

also  does  the  buying  for  the  Pro  Shop  at  her  husband's 
indoor  tennis  club.  Barbara  says  she  enjoys  being  the 

alumnae  representative  in  her  area. 

Carol  Cowley  Ross  has  just  returned  from  driving  over 

4,000  miles  this  summer  visiting  friends  around  the 

country,  including  Pat  Gardner  MacDonald  and  Inna 

Komarnitsky  Hays. 

Jean  Dym  Shapera  reports  that  she  is  busy  with  her  new 

home  and  is  active  at  Temple  and  at  the  Ellis  School  where 

her  daughter,  Abbey,  will  be  in  the  7th  grade.  She  and  her 

husband  went  skiing  in  Colorado  this  past  year  and  at  home 

they  play  a  lot  of  tennis. 

Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow  reports  having  moved  from 

Tokyo  after  a  three  week  trip  to  Thailand,  Ceylon,  Athens 

and  Rome.  She  says  that  living  there  was  a  wonderful 

experience  and  that  they  miss  it  already.  She  and  Sam  are 

now  house  hunting  as  Sam's  next  assignment  with  IBM  is  in 
Harrison,  New  York.  Aaron  is  in  the  6th  grade  and  Ronna 
in  the  3rd. 

Barbara  Goodstein  Selbst  writes  that  she  loved  seeing 

the  gang  at  the  Reunion.  She  has  three  girls  in  school  now 

and  Dave  is  in  nursery  school  so  she  is  having  her  first  free 

mornings  in  eleven  years.  She  is  on  the  Board  of  Directors 

of  the  Y.W.C.A.  and  is  planning  to  play  tennis  twice  a  week 
this  winter. 

Lois  Ingham  Peeler  is  beginning  her  second  year  in  the 

Social  Services  Component  of  Lebanon,  New  Hampshire, 

Follow  Through.  She  writes  that  she  is  still  trying  to  work 

out  what  Mabel  Elliott  talked  about  in  Sociology.  Lois  is 

also  Chairperson  of  their  Town  Plan  Health  and  Well  Being 

Committee.  She  wants  to  know  of  any  Chathamites  living 

in  Vermont  or  northern  New  Hampshire  —  "more  Chatham- 

ites should  move  north  —  beautiful  country." 

Sally  Johnston  Woods  writes  that  she  is  in  her  "second 
year  of  full-time  teaching  three  year-olds  at  Swarthmore 
Presbyterian  Church  Weekday  Nursery  School  and  truly 

loves  it!!"  She  is  active  in  the  church  and  Joe  was  recently 
elected  an  Elder.  They  spent  a  glorious  week  in  Bermuda 

and  took  the  boys  on  a  tour  of  Canada  and  New  England 

last  summer.  The  Christmas  holiday  was  spent  in  Florida 

and  the  Easter  holiday  in  London.  Joe  IV  and  Jim  are  now 

14  and  12  and  both  active  in  Boy  Scouts,  baseball,  football, 
and  basketball. 

Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite  writes  how  nice  it  was  to 

see  her  classmates  at  the  Reunion,  but  hopes  that  more 

people  will  attend  our  20th.  She  visited  this  summer  with 

Anna  Liadis  Zervos  and  Phyllis  Prinzo  McShea  so  that  she 

had  a  lot  to  tell  her  sister  when  they  vacationed  at  the 

Jersey  shore. 

Carole  Koko  Ward  reports  that  she  is  single  again  and 

happy.  Her  three  children  are  in  junior  high.  Doug  is  in  the 

9th  grade,  6  feet  tall,  and  an  honor  student,  a  quarterback 

on  the  football  team,  and  center  on  the  basketball  team. 

Wendy  is  in  the  8th  grade  and  Gregg,  also  deep  in  sports,  is 

in  the  7th  grade.  Carole  would  love  to  see  anyone  who's  out 
her  way  —  which  is  very  close  to  Chicago. 

Carole  Ashman  Briggs  reports  that  she  was  graduated 

from   Clarion   State   College    in    December,    1972.  She  was 

lucky  to  obtain  a  teaching  position  two  days  before 

graduation  because  of  her  teaching  experience  in  Iran. 

Peggy  Burgette  Newman  sends  her  regards  to  everyone. 
At  our  Reunion  this  year  Lorrie  Edwards  Troyer  and  I 

volunteered  to  become  your  new  class  secretaries.  It 

certainly  has  been  an  interesting  experience  thus  far  but  I 
would  like  to  see  more  of  our  classmates  send  in  news  of 

themselves.  I  have  had  a  busy  year  with  planning  and 

implementing  the  new  nursing  program.  During  the  spring 

semester  the  faculty  went  out  on  strike  which  was  a 

traumatic  experience  that  I  wouldn't  want  to  experience 
again.  This  year  was  the  year  of  Reunions  —  not  only  the 
one  at  Chatham  but  also  one  from  high  school.  It  seems  to 

me  that  we  "girls"  are  getting  better  looking  with  the 
passing  years.  However,  it  was  most  disappointing  to  have 
so  few  classmates  at  our  Chatham  Reunion. 

1960 Arleen  Boyda  Porter 
(Mrs.  Larry  J.) 

70  East  Rahn  Road 

Kettering,  Ohio  45429 

Claire  Judd  Schweriner 

(Mrs.  Edwin  A.) 

333Sinkler  Road 

Wyncote,  Pa.  19095 

Isabelle  Spurr  Holloway 

(Mrs.  James  A.) 

45  Longue  Vue  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15228 

BIRTHS 

Brenda    Hogue    Ganiear,    a    son,    Charles    Wood    Ganiear, 
October  t3,  1972 

Faith  Magdovitz  Willis,  a  daughter,  Elizabeth  Cay,  March  7, 
1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Tela   Cohn    Zasloff   (Mrs.   Joseph  J.),  217   Lytton  Avenue, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 
Susan    Decker    Zeigen    (Mrs.    L.    Marshall),    132    East   35th 

Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10016 
Barbara    Friedman   London   (Mrs.    Ralph   L.l,  527  Lombard 

Avenue,  Pacific  Palisades,  Cal.  90272 

Virginia    Long    Springen    (Mrs.    Keith    G.l,    9104   Wooden 

Bridge  Road,  Potomac,  Md.  20854 

Marjorie    Marcus    Krinzman    (Mrs.    Edward    A.),   424   Ala- 
manda  Drive,  Hallandale,  Fla.  33009 

Annina  Rhoades  McCullough  (Mrs.  Robert  F.),  95  Crooked 

Creek  Road,  Hendersonville,  N.C.  28739 

Anne   Smith    Wright   (Mrs.   William   E,),   107  Timber   Lane, 

Athens,  Ga.  30601 

LOST 

Susan  Schlotterer  Davis  (Mrs.  Philip  C.) 

Oibbie  reporting: 

From  England,  Sorel  Berman  writes  of  just  completing  a 

sabbatical  year  which  included  travel  in  Russia,  Israel,  the 

Continent,  Wales  and  England.  Sorel  received  her  diploma 

for  work  in  Linguistics  at  the  University  of  Birmingham  and 
has  returned  to  Brookline,  Mass.  where  she  continues 

teaching.  Another  traveler  .  .  .  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore 

and  Louis  spent  three  weeks  in  Europe.  "Super  chuckle  of 

the  year,"  writes  Margaret,  was  when  she  and  a  friend  had 
their  names  added  to  a  local  school  ballot  for  Parent 

Trustees  and  won,  defeating  the  four  slated  men! 

Sandra  DeBroff  Roth  has  assumed  the  presidency  of  the 

Brandeis  University  National  Women's  Committee  now  that 
the  youngest  of  her  three  girls  has  entered  first  grade.  Spare 

time  finds  her  designing  original  needlepoint  designs.  Nancy 

Cohen  Stein's  Mark  has  also  begun  first  grade  and  she  is 
using  her  time  on  community  and  Temple  commitments  as 

well  as  in  redecorating  her  house. 

Also  on  the  redecorating  kick  is  Ann  Curry  Haux.  She 

and  George  have  virtually  doubled  their  house  (and  their 

taxes!)  and  have  remodeled  three-fourths  of  the  old  half! 

They  have  bought  land  on  Martha's  Vineyard  and  plan  to 

build  on  "our  own  little  piece  of  paradise." 

Speaking  of  paradise  ...  (in  this  reporter's  viewpoint), 
Lee  Davidson  and  Roger  brought  the  children  from 
Bermuda  for  a  tour  of  Florida  in  April.  She  enjoyed  a  visit 

in  August  from  Ann  Linhart  Hearn  and  spent  a  week  in 

Washington,  Pa.  visiting  her  mother. 

Alice  (Laddie)  Lochner  Kruiten,  after  nine  years  of  not 

working,  took  a  refresher  course  in  nursing  in  the  spring 

and  loved  it.  "May  join  the  inservice  in  the  fall"  she  says 
Her  husband.  Jack,  a  Port  Captain  for  the  Royal  Nether- 

lands Steamship  Co.,  had  a  heart  attack  in  March  but  has 

recovered  nicely  and  is  back  on  the  job. 

Betty  Goodridge  Westgard  wrote  that  she  and  family 

were  about  to  embark  on  a  six-week  trip  to  Montana  "using 
our  'trailerable'  sailboat  for  a  camper  and  parking  it  under 

trees  at  night."  She  adds  that  she  "actually  earned  some 
money  this  summer  playing  her  flute  in  an  ensemble 

accompanying  a  play." 
Pat  Evans  Burns  is  working  on  her  master's  at  Pitt  i"  10 

credits  down  —  20  to  go")  while  serving  as  a  research 
assistant  there.  "No  news"  she  writes,  and  Bobbi  Friedman 
London  sends  greetings  to  all.  She  and  Ralph  moved  again 
this  spring. 

Many  thanks  to  those  gals  who  took  time  this  summer 

to  answer  my  note.  Hope  to  hear  from  even  more  of  yo 

next  time,  t  enjoyed  eight  gorgeous  weeks  at  our  cottage  i 

Canada  and  am  now  back  to  my  usual  volunteer  jobs  whic 

include  Jr.  League,  P.T.A.,  church  and  others.  For  'fun  an 
profit,'  I  am  peddling  my  hand-painted  goodies  to  seven 

gift  shops  and  am  still  working  on  a  children's  story, 
enjoyed  a  visit  with  Lee  Davidson  Davidson  on  Labor  Da^ 
Cheers  to  all! 

Arleen  reporting: 

Many  of  those  who  responded  this  year  are  working  at 

variety  of  jobs  either  full  time  or  on  a  part  time  basis. 
Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  who  is  teaching  Sociology  a 

Brunswick  College  is  also  national  chairwoman  for  th 

AAUW  topic  "Women:  Searching  for  Self."  This  jol 
involves  writing  program  materials  and  speaking  nationally 

In  addition,  she  writes  materials  for  the  county  unit  of  th 
Cancer  Society. 

Besides  traveling  to  Jamaica  and  Mexico  this  yeai 

Marjorie  Marcus  Krinzman  is  busy  working  full-time  as  a 
ophthalmic  assistant  for  her  husband. 

JoAnn  lorio  Menzemer  is  a  full  time  Silva  Mind  Contrc 

Instructor  at  the  Silva  Mind  Control  Center  in  Pittsburgh 

According  to  JoAnn,  Silva  Mind  Control  is  a  method  c 

mental  training  that  enables  us  to  use  our  mind  better  so  a 

to  become  more  creative,  productive  and  healthy.  JoAn 

invites  all  Chathamites  to  an  introductory  session. 

Working  part  time  for  Weight  Watchers  is  Bette  Nadt 
Balk.  Bette  says  that  she  lectures  to  several  classes  a  wee 
and  really  enjoys  it. 

After  nine  years,  Nancy  Levendorf  Recht  still  enjoy 

California  living.  Nancy  was  busy  doing  volunteer  teachin 

of  Spanish  this  past  year  and  now  plans  to  substitute  teac 

in  Spanish  and  in  the  regular  elementary  school  curriculurr 

Joan  Munroe  Mahoney  reports  that  she  is  in  her  thir 

year  of  watching  a  medical  school  grow  and  is  intrigued  b 
the  differences  in  students  year  to  year.  Joan  and  And 

continue  to  enjoy  cave  trips  and  fossil  hunting  expeditior 

to  Louisville  and  Missouri. 

Other  class  members  are  busy  with  volunteer  activitie 

that  show  a  great  diversity  of  interests.  Included  in  this  X\\ 

are  Kay  McLaughlin  Elder,  Barbara  Kurtz  Brody,  an 

Dorothy  Schall  Schweiger. 

Kay  is  very  active  in  the  LWV  serving  on  the  Alleghen 

County  Council  Board.  When  she  wrote  her  letter.  Kay' 
family  was  preparing  for  a  vacation  in  South  Carolina.  Ka 

enjoyed  a  visit  from  Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  and  childre 
while  the  Skidmores  were  enroute  to  Maine. 

Barbara  Kurtz  Brody  serves  as  co-chairman  of 

children's  after-school  study  center.  While  her  children  wer 
away  at  camp  this  year,  Barbara  did  the  first  painting  she 

done  since  graduation  and  now  hopes  to  pursue  it  furthei 

The  Brodys  enjoy  both  sailing  and  traveling  in  their  nei 

trailer.  On  one  of  their  trips,  Barbara  had  lunch  with  Sand 

DeBroff  Roth. 

Dottie's  husband  is  partner  in  a  CPA  firm  in  the  Fo 

Lauderdale  area.  Dottie's  activities  include  teaching  Sunds 
School,  singing  in  the  Church  Choir,  and  helping  with  tr 

reading  clinic  and  library  at  the  local  school. 

Another  busy  person  is  Carole  Koepke  Brown.  Carole 

presently  working  on  the  second  chapter  of  her  thesis  ar 

planning  to  take  a  Shakespeare  course  this  fall.  She  hi 
written  an  article  on  The  Canterbury  Tales  which  she  hop 

to  have  published. 

"Bill  and  I  thoroughly  enjoyed  our  Reunion,  wi1 

friends  we  hadn't  seen  in  13  years,"  reported  Mary-Anr 
Koenig  Pomputius.  Their  son  Billy  was  graduated  from  tf 

Valley  School  of  Ligonier  winning  prizes  in  latin,  math  ar 
french  and  is  now  at  the  Lawrencevitle  School.  A 

upgraded  school  experience  telescoped  Mary  Alice's  educ 
tion;  she  entered  4th  grade  at  age  IV*.  MAK  keeps  moi 

than  busy  with  several  historical  projects,  the  AM 

auxiliary  and  the  League  of  Women  Voters  as  well 

serving  as  chairman  of  the  Annual  Fund  for  the  Alumni 
Association. 

Your  reporter  enjoyed  seeing  those  who  made  ol 
reunion  this  June.  I  would  like  to  remind  classmates  thi 

there  is  going  to  be  a  change  in  the  reunion  procedui 
which  would  enable  us  to  have  another  one  in  two  years 

our  1 5th !  Let's  plan  ahead  and  make  it  a  nostalgic  occasioi 

Claire  reporting: 

Jane  Sanford  vacationed  in  Hawaii,  Fiji,  New  Zealani 

Australia  and  Tahiti.  She  sends  greetings  and  thefollowir 

travel  report.  "New  Zealand  is  spectacularly  beautiful  an 
we  all  enjoyed  the  friendly  people  in  Australia.  Not  : 

Tahiti,  it  is  lovely  and  tropical  there,  .  .  .  people  aren't  to 

friendly  .  .  .  Fiji  is  quite  primitive." Off  to  New  Zealand  this  year  will  be  Glenda  Ric 

DeBroff  and  Bob,  along  with  Sandy  DeBroff  Roth  an 

Ronnie.  They  will  visit  Sandy  and  Bob's  mother's  famih 
Glenda  still  works  as  law  librarian  in  Bob's  office  an 

enjoyed  a  trip  to  Mexico  City  —  on  twelve  hours'  notice! 
Donna  Vignevic  Painter  continues  to  teach  and  Walt 

now  Manager  of  Product  Safety  at  Rockwell  Internationa 

Their  son  attended  the  Boy  Scout  Jamboree-East  and  th 
entire  family  vacationed  in  the  Rockies. 

Enjoying  their  vacation  home  in  Vermont  are  An 
Turner  Arnold  and  family.  Anne  is  active  on  the  board  c 

directors  of  League  of  Women  Voters  and  Paul  continue 
with  the  bank  and  graduate  teaching  at  the  University  c 
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Jew  Haven. 

Melanie  Souza  Matthews  reports  that  they  still  enjoy  the 

j  tzark  mountains  —  it  is  the  ideal  country  for  them  to  use 

]   heir  new  Honda  trail  bikes. 

"Jeep"  Snodgrass  Owens  sends  regards  to  all  and  brings 
\  s  up  to  date  on  her  activities.  They  have  now  lived  in  (and 

!  'njoyed)  California  for  five  years,  where  Henry  has  begun 
1  lis  own  investment  firm.  Their  sons  are  Hank,  10,  and 

leed,  4.  Jeep  also  wrote  of  seeing  Winnie  McDowell  on  a 

\  .ecent  trip  to  Philadelphia  and  Joan  Shultz  Shrvley  who 

lAves  nearby  in  California. 

Carole  Smith  Petro's  plans  to  attend  our  reunion  were 
.j  jancelled,  but  she  hopes  to  make  it  next  time.  She  began 
I  ier  doctoral  studies  in  counseling  this  summer  and  during 

I  .his  first  year  "will  be  full  time  and  working  two  days  in 

J  .he  Psychiatric  section  of  Niagara  Falls  Memorial  Hospital  " 
Carole  says  that  Buffalo  doors  are  always  open  to  Chatham 
ilums. 

Marcia    Rubinoff    Rosenthal   spends   much   time    in   her 

'lobby    greenhouse,    which    has    led    her    into  doing  some 

.  ,'indoor  landscaping"  and  Audrey  Rosen  Sandson  writes  of 
ier  new  position  as  "girl  Friday"  to  an  interior  designer. 

Ruthann    Vance    Vero    sends    greetings    and    news    of 

I  '-emodeling   their  barn  into  a  home.   I   join   her  in  sending 

:  "-egards  to  all  of  you.   Ed  and  I  had  hoped  to  see  more  of 
Vou  at  the  reunion  -  maybe  next  time.  My  thanks  to  those 

,  who  wrote  and  I  hope  to  hear  from  more  of  you  next  year, 

1Qfi9  Fai,h  Buchner  Zarr° 
\\D\J£.  (Mrs.  Pasquale  J.) 

6408  North  11th  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa.  19126 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel 
(Mrs.  James  A.) 

9163  Bay  Hill  Blvd. 
Orlando.  Fla.  32811 

Mildred  Stewart  McGough 

(Mrs,  J.  Cooke) 

315  Heritage  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman 

(Mrs.  Peter  C.) 

4274  Virgo  Course 

Liverpool,  N.Y.  13088 

'iBIRTHS 

Carol   Black   Radack,  a  son,  Stephen   Matthew,  September 

Ij   18,  1972 

Faith    Buchner    Zarro,   a   son.    James   Patrick,   January  20, 

Ij  1973 
Helen   Hirsch   Bostock,  a  son,  Vance  Lloyd,  July  20,  1973 

Julia  Loubris  Hanson,  a  son,  Michael  Parker,  May  22.  1973 

{Mildred  Stewart  McGough,  a  son,  James  Stewart,  November 

29, 1972 

Lila     Latham     McGrouther,     a     son,    William    Winchester, 

^   December  4,  1972 

Katherine    Kipp    McKelvey,    a    daughter,    Barbara    Louise, 

J  April  30,  1973 

'Ann    Kteinschmidt    Newlin,    a    son,    William     Rankin,    II, 

j   August  3,  1973 
Judy  Schenk  Eley,  a  son.  Wade  Colin,  December  24,  1971 

!    (adopted  October  5.  1972) 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

jHarriette    Abrams   Zionts    (Mrs.    Stanley),  Avenue  de  Boe- 

^    tendael  35,  1 180,  Brussels,  Belgium 
Maxine   Basson    Vasquez    (Mrs.    Richard   A,},  28  California 

[    Road,  Tewksbury,  Mass.  01876 

Carol    Black    Radack    (Mrs.    David    H.),    1645    Bald    Eagle 

[    Road,  Arnold,  Md.  21012 
Margaret    Brown   White    (Mrs.    Rodney   T.),  5003   Fillmore 

j    Avenue.  Apt.  100.  Alexandria,  Va.  2231 1 

Carol  Jo  Bullen,  207  Greystone  Lane.  Apt.   15,  Rochester, 

:    N.Y.  14618 
Carol  Comtois  Witmer  (Mrs.  I.  John),  140  Hearthside  Drive. 

L    Winston-Salem.  N.C.  27104 
Betsy     Cording     Kaneshiro     (Ms.),     Rt.    7.    Warren     Road, 

"    Douglasvitle,  Ga.  30134 
Patricia    Foss    Shaw    (Mrs.    Patrick    W.l,   6128    Lynnhaven 
Drive,  Lubbock,  Texas  79413 

Joy   Klee  Kleeman  (Mrs.  Kenneth),  1501   Clintwood  Road, 
Charleston.  W.  Va.  25314 

Lila   Latham   McGrouther   (Mrs.    Robert  M.,  Jr.),  53  Parker 

i     Avenue.  San  Francisco.  Cal.  941 18 

Jean    MacDougall    Roche   (Mrs.    Miles),  9819    Northbridge 

1     Road,  St.  Louis.  Mo.  63124 
Judy  Malmquist  Banz   (Mrs    Richard  DJ.   Rue  4  Mignard. 
Paris,  16,  France 

Sally  McGuigan   Dauer   (Mrs.  John  L.),  42  Appleton  Place, 

Dobbs  Ferry,  N.Y.  10522 

Jeanette    Mikkelson    Lamar   (Mrs.  William  Paul),  728  33rd 

:    Street,  Manhattan  Beach.  Cal.  90266 
Judith  Schenk  Eley  (Mrs.  John  WJ,  33  Hunter  Street,  West 
Newton,  Mass.  02165 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride   (Mrs.    Richard    L.),  137  Coeyman 

Avenue,  Nulley,  N.J.  07110 

Carol  Sprinchorn  Colter  (Mrs.  William  C),  109  Ellis  Avenue, 
Jamestown,  N.Y.  14701 

LOST 

Susan  Starzynski  Young  (Mrs.  Barry  James) 

Faith  reporting: 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts  writes  that  the  family  has  moved  to 

Brussels.  Stan's  new  job  is  with  the  European  Institute  for 
Advance  Studies  in  Management.  David  and  Michael  attend 

the  International  School  and  Beica  and  Andrew  go  to  a 

French  school.  They  traveled  to  Hong  Kong  and  Japan 

before  going  to  Belgium  and  are  now  exploring  Europe  on 
weekends. 

Wendy  Barton  Christner  is  still  managing  an  erection 

company  and  loves  it.  Her  oldest  son  starts  junior  high  this 

fall  and  will  be  wearing  three  tone  shoes  with  two  inch 

heels! 

Maxine  Basson  Vasquez  has  no  special  news,  but  sends 

greetings. 

Carol  Baumann  Knox  is  still  teaching  biology.  Last 

summer  they  camped  coast  to  coast  as  part  of  a  travel 

grant.  This  summer  is  relaxed  and  uneventful. 
Carol  Black  Radack  and  Dave  have  purchased  the  West 

River  Marina  in  Galesville,  Maryland  which  they  operate. 

They  are  building  a  new  home  and  plan  to  move  in 

October. 
Margie  Brown  White  passed  the  boards  in  Pathology  and 

is  now  a  Diplomate  of  the  American  Board  of  Pathology 

with  certification  in  both  Anatomic  and  Clinical  Pathology, 

Congratulations!  Now  she  is  busy  getting  settled  and 

enjoying  Washington. 
Carole  Jo  Bullen  wrote  from  Japan  where  she  is  teaching 

university  students'  and  businessmen's  courses  in  English 
language  training.  During  vacation  she  has  been  seeing  many 

Japanese  friends  from  her  three-year  stay  a  few  years  ago. 

She  will  continue  teaching  third  grade  and  invites  anyone  to 

call  her  if  they're  in  the  Rochester  area. 
This  summer  the  tennis  bug  struck  and  Jane  Chittenden 

Hopkins  is  advancing  in  local  playoffs.  Last  spring  they  had 

about  ten  for  an  alumnae  get  together  in  Atlanta. 

Dot  Christman  Lilja  has  enjoyed  short  vacations  to 

Honolulu  and  Sun  Valley  where  John  attended  con- 
ventions. Dot  is  busy  with  the  League  of  Women  Voters 

and  periodically  gets  involved  in  education  issues. 

Sally  Clarke  Veil's  big  news  is  Fred's  graduation  from 

law  school  in  June.  They're  now  awaiting  results  of  the  Bar 
exam.  Sally  keeps  busy  with  Scouts  and  Field  Club 

activities.  Her  current  project  is  to  teach  Mark  and  Jodie 

that  non-meat  products  can  be  good  to  eat  too, 
Linda  Clinton  Henschel  and  Matt  farm  550  acres  of 

fruits  and  vegetables.  The  hours  are  long,  but  they  love  it 

And  I .  Faith  Buchner  Zarro,  am  enjoying  our  new  baby. 

Joseph  is  a  good  big  brother  but  is  a  typical  terrible  two. 

Pat  is  caught  up  in  going  to  flea  markets  and  fairs,  so  we 

have  accumulated  some  "new  treasures"  this  summer.  We 
had  a  lovely  weekend  with  Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  and  her 

family.  I  frequently  see  Ethel  Woelfel  Fiderer  and  oc- 
casionally Karen  Batt  Cohen. 

No  class  news  was  received  for  this  issue  from  Gail 

Siegrist  Naftel. 

Mildred  reporting: 

Connie  Merlino  Tamburo  writes  that  she  was  elected 

President  of  the  Pittsburgh  Opera  Guild  and  that  anyone  in 

the  20-35  age  group  who  is  interested  in  the  Pittsburgh 
Opera  is  welcome  as  a  member  and  should  call  her  at 

782-6599.  Connie  and  Vince  had  a  "whirlwind  one-week" 
trip  to  Rome  with  the  County  Bar  Association  in  March. 

Arlene  Koegler  will  spend  November  and  December 

visiting  friends  and  traveling  in  Nigeria. 

Mary  Loughran  Fell  and  Joe  plan  to  take  a  sailing  yacht 

with  another  couple  in  February  and  cruise  the  Virgin 

Islands.  She  also  reports  that  this  year  has  been  home 

improvement  year  for  them  —  a  new  patio,  new  aluminum 
Siding,  new  car  and  new  upholstery. 

Julia  Loubris  Hanson  is  busy  with  a  new  baby  and  a  two 

year  old,  garden  work.  League  of  Women  Voters  and 

Mother's  Day  Out.  She  says  she  is  "looking  ahead  to  a 

return  to  work  when  the  kids  are  older  " 

After  an  "extended  stay  in  America"  —  the  first  in  five 
years  —  Judy  Malmquist  Banz  and  Richard  moved  to  Paris 

where  Richard  has  joined  the  Paris  office  of  Morgan 

Stanley.  Judy  sent  a  note  telling  of  the  17th  century  farm 

house  in  Tuscany,  south  of  Florence,  which  she  and 

Richard  are  restoring  and  which  should  be  completed  this 

fall.  Judy  writes*  "We've  put  in  central  heating  and 
plumbing  and  the  community  plans  to  bring  electricity  to 
our  valley  this  fall.  We  are  amused  to  learn  that  our 

electrical  requirements:  T.V.,  hi-fi,  stove  and  washing 

machine,  put  us  in  the  heavy  industrial  category  electrically 

speaking  so  that  we  have  had  to  wait  for  electricity.  In  the 

meantime  we  are  already  enjoying  our  own  wine  and  olive 

oil,"  The  Banz  children  are  three  and  four  years  old. 
From  San  Francisco  comes  the  news  that  Lila  Latham 

McGrouther  has  stopped  teaching  after  eleven  years  follow- 

ing the  birth  of  her  son.  She  writes  that  she  "just 
experienced  what  most  of  you  underwent  years  ago.  At  one 

time  I  couldn't  imagine  myself  home  all  day  with  an  infant 

but  sorry,  Women's  Libbers,  I'm  loving  it." 
Sally  McGuigan  Dauer  and  Jack  have  bought  a  home 

with  a  lovely  view  of  the  Hudson  River.  Their  boys  are  in 

kindergarten  and  second  grade.  Sally  met  Judy  Malmquist 

Banz,  Molly  Fletcher  Abt  and  Barbara  Bunker  Faughnan  in 

New  York  City  before  Judy  moved  to  Paris. 

Nancy    McQuillan    Bolanis   and    Peter    have   planned   an 

early  fall  vacation  in  San  Francisco.  Three  year  old  George 
and  eighteen  month  Michael  keep  Nancy  busy. 

Katie  Kerrigan  Miller  and  Sealy  vacationed  in  Hawaii 

and  plan  to  spend  Thanksgiving  in  Nassau.  She  visited  Fran 

Dunlap  Marciano  this  spring  and  saw  Fran's  twins  for  the 
first  time.  Katie  is  still  teaching  and  has  added  new  duties  as 

girls'  basketball  coach  and  J.V.  cheerleading  advisor. 
Franme  K.  is  in  the  first  grade. 

I  wrote  to  twenty-six  people  asking  for  news,  the 

result  —  as  you  can  see  —  was  not  overwhelming.  Perhaps 
we  will  do  better  next  year.  Best  wishes  to  all. 

Zoe  reporting: 

Changes  in  lifestyle  are  not  as  common  this  year.  Yet  all 

who  responded  have  deepened  their  commitment  to  learn- 

ing, instructing  and  helping  others  outside  the  family  unit. 
The  variety  of  activities  is  as  interesting  this  year  as  it  was 
five  years  ago. 

While  putting  together  three  audio-visual  kits,  Ellie 

Schreiber  McBride  is  also  doing  photo  research  for  a  book 

called  'Memories  and  Memoirs'  for  Stonehouse  Press.  The 

new-old  home  they  moved  into  is  being  renovated  before  or 

after  commuting  to  New  York  City  and  being  "quite 

involved  in  two  women's  groups."  Her  oldest  child  is 
starting  school  and  the  youngest  is  finally  in  nursery  school. 

Kathi  Otto  McDowell,  also  with  Chip  entering  first 

grade.  Drew  in  nursery  school,  plus  Meghan,  16  months,  is 

beginning  her  presidency  of  the  Junior  Women's  Club  after 
a  month's  camping  trip  in  the  northeast.  Husband  Mac's 
Temporary  Housing  Program  has  involved  250  kids  and  50 
local  families  and  has  now  expanded  to  a  dozen  in  the  state 
of  Connecticut. 

Betsy  Potter  Oiler  is  still  working  at  Northwestern  and  is 

studying  Fibrinolysis.  Nancy  Stein  Elman  continues  to 

teach  at  Pitt  and  is  learning  ceramics.  Ethel  Woelful  Fiderer 

has  her  Master's  in  Library  Science.  Heather  Muir  Meacham 

is  busy,  as  are  VA  year  old  Tommie  and  4'/j  year  old  Laurie. 
Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  is  still  tutoring  at  the  elementary 

school  level,  mostly  eye  and  hand  co-ordination  problems. 

10  year  old  Amy  lives  for  her  riding  lessons.  Son  Fritz 

keeps  them  both  busy  while  Jack  is  traveling  all  over  the 

world 
Being  a  volunteer  docent  at  the  National  Collection  of 

Fine  Arts  in  D.C.,  finds  Linda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman  giving 

art  tours  to  children,  teens  and  adults.  She  is  also  secretary 

for  the  PTA  in  the  school  where  her  children  are  entering 

sixth,  fourth,  and  first  grades.  Car-pooling  opportunities 

galore! 

Sherry  Trautman  Freeman  car-pools  too,  with  her 
incidental  involvement  with  Campfire  Girls.  Vice  President 

of  the  Junior  Women's  Club,  member  of  the  PTA  Council. 
Yet  last  spring  she  ran  for  nomination  to  a  six-year  term  as 

School  Director.  She  filed  on  both  tickets,  coffee'd  and 
campaigned,  and  won  the  Democratic  nomination.  She  now 

"must  struggle  with  the  psychological  confusion  of  running 

on  the  Democratic  ticket  in  November  —  as  a  Republican!" 
To  every  generality  there  is  a  specific  exception.  Judy 

Schenk  Eley  and  John  have  changed  many  things  this  past 

year.  Wade  joined  them  last  October,  they  sold  their  house, 

moved  temporarily  to  Mass.  where  John  will  have  a  job 

outside  of  academics  after  having  2  articles  published  and  3 

papers  presented  at  professional  meetings,  Judy,  with  her 

growing  family  says  all  are  adjusting  well  and  she  is  very 

busy  sewing  while  she  waits  for  her  family  to  settle  down. 

The  Sherman's  changed  location,  after  two  weeks  the 
kids  still  love  it.  I  (Zoe)  have  buried  at  least  50  boxes  in  the 

basement  so  I  can  walk  through  the  upstairs.  After  working 

in  Pittsburgh  as  the  Class  director  for  the  Renaissance 

Center  for  the  Arts,  a  job  I'll  miss  very  much,  I've  settled 
into  the  Leisure  Life  -  repainting,  papering  and  looking 
into  the  50  unopened  boxes  (specially  the  ones  emulsifying 

my  potter's  wheel  and  kiln.)  For  anyone  coming  this  way, 
the  pot  of  coffee  is  ever  on  and  the  welcome  mat  is  out. 

1964 
Karen  Blomquist  Struckman 

(Mrs.  Russell  W.) 

3163  South  Boston  Court 

Denver.  Colo.  80231 

Millicent  Grossman  Zacher (Mrs.  Jules) 

1822  Acorn  Lane 

Abington,  Pa.  19001 
Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengston 

(Mrs.  Bruce  P.) 
1304  Farr  Road 

Reading,  Pa.  19602 

Janet  Saperstein  Si  if  k  in 
(Mrs.  Malcolm) 

1230  Wightman  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Barbara  W.  Stein  to   Raj   Kumar,  an  engineer.  An  October 

wedding  is  being  planned. 

BIRTHS 

Carole  DelaMotte  Litt,  a  daughter,  Shoshana,  February  27, 
1973 

Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther,  a  son,  Gregory  Charles,  July  17, 
1973 

Karin  Gemassmer  Ehle,  a  girl.  Bngit,  July  3,  1973 
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Judv  Germaux  Page,  g  girl,  Bethany  Dorothea.  August  25, 
1973 

Sandra  Heisler  Shapiro,  a  girl,  Amy  Karen.  March  12,  1973 

Barbara  Morns  Stock,  a  sun.  Adam,  January  26,  1973 

Angela    Patrizio    Smith,    a    daughter,    (adopted).    Rebecca 

Mane,  April  3,  1973 

Suanne   Pollack   Singer,   a   son,  James  Michael,  September 

29, 1972 

Ronnie    Rittmasler    Brenner,    a   daughier.   Jenniler    Alexis, 

March  13,  1973 

Janet   Saperstem  Slifkin,  a  sun.  Robert  Seth.  February  25, 
1973 

Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig,  a  son,  Barry  Michael,  October  22, 
1972 

Mary    Ann   Wngley    Church,   a   son,    Benjamin    Corlwnght, 

November  3,  1972 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Carol   Baker   Wildemann   (Mrs.   Donald  GJ,  342  S.  Graham 

Street.  Apt.  1 ,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Christine  Lynn  Burley,  27  19  Overbrook  Terrace,  Ardmore, 
Pa.  19003 

Barbara    R.   Caplan,    5914   Walnut  Street.  Apt.   203,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15232 

Suzanne     F.     Ctewelt,     Munich     Elementary    School,     #1 , 
APO,  New  York  09184 

Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther  (Mrs.  George  C),  470  Bair  Road, 

Berwyn,  Pa.  19312 

Diane    DelBello     Dilendik     (Mrs.    John    R.,    Jr.).    527    6th 

Avenue,  Bethlehem,  Pa.  18018 

Karen     Elliott    Griffin    (Mrs.    Harrison    C),    1827    Laguna 
Street,  San  Francisco,  Cal.  941 15 

Martha    Fay   Africa    (Mrs.    Bruce  B.),  3025  Deahin  Street, 

Berkeley,  Cal.  94705 

Eleanor    Finger    Stryker    (Mrs.    James  W.),  Quarters   127A, 

West  Point.  N.Y.  10996 

Margaret   Frye  Wilcox   (Mrs.   Alfred  H.),  1107  Shaw  Drive, 

Fori  Washington,  Pa.  19034 

Rachel     L.     Goldberg,    1420    Centre    Avenue.    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15219 

Claudia    Grogan    Brenneisen    (Mrs.    William    C,    Jr.),    836 

Karen  Lane.  Sharon,  Pa.  16146 

Mary     Jane     Hantman     Perrin     (Mrs.),    6373    Morrowfield 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Wendy    Haskell,    59   Charlesbank    Road,   Apt.    2,    Newton, 
Mass.  02158 

Virginia     Host     Himmelrich    (Mrs.    Robert    E.),    242    Hays 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

Janet    Kessling    Boese    (Mrs.    Klaus-Dieter),   5815    Banning 
Place,  Burke,  Va.  22015 

Barrie  Miller   Gregory  (Mrs.  Thomas),  920  Mohawk  Street, 

Apt.  208,  Lewiston,  N.Y.  14092 

Nancy  Moore  Orlando  (Mrs.   Richard  A.),  Box  295,  Prince- 
ton, Mass.  01541 

Barbara  Muller  Siegel  (Mrs.   Frederick  W.,  Jr.),  45  Parmelee 

Drive,  Hudson,  Ohio  44236 

Nancy    Munson    McCormack    (Mrs.    James   B.),   233   James 

Street,  Lakewood,  N.J.  08701 

Bonnie     Podolsky     Theiner     (Mrs.     Micha),    5916    Beacon 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Suanne  Pollack   Singer   (Mrs.    Howard),  831    Prince  Charles 

Lane,  Schamburg,  III.  60172 

Patricia    Prycl    Klahr    (Mrs.   David),    1212   Heberton  Street, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Martha    Richards  Cummings   (Mrs.  Robert  V.),  3119  White 

Oak  Drive,  Temple,  Texas  76501 

Rebecca  Anne   Rife,   21    S.   Grant  Street,  Waynesboro,  Pa. 
17268 

Karin    V.     Rumstedt,     1 230-A    Pinecreek    Way,    Concord 
Cal.  94520 

Bonnie  Taschler   Casey   (Mrs.   Michael   C),  600  Summit  E. 

#401,  Seattle,  Wash.  98102 

Sarah    TerBush    Drescher    (Mrs.    David    Rowland),    10   Jill 

Drive,  R.D.  #1,  Trenton,  N.J.  08648 

Suzanne    Ward    Flanigan    (Mrs.    Barry   S.),    1430   Meadow- 
brook,  Meadowbrook,  Pa.  19040 

Linda   Wason   Bardonner   (Mrs.   John  N.    Ill),   R.R.   #1,   De 

Winton,  Alberta,  Canada 

Elizabeth  Watson  Merchant  (Mrs.  David),  11947  Escalante 
Court,  Reston,  Va.  22070 

Judith  Wentworth  Mullan  (Mrs.  Fitzhugh),  21 1  E.  Santa  Fe 
Avenue,  Santa  Fe,  N.M.  87501 

Susan     A.     Wolpert,    2024    R.    Street,    N.W.,    #B,    Wash- 
ington, D.C.  20009 

Mary  Ann  Wngley   Church   (Mrs.  James  B.),  3317  Patricia 

Place,  Saginaw,  Mich.  48602 

LOST 

Valerie  Valentine  Mabbott  (Mrs.  Peter  Orde) 

Karen  reporting: 

Carol  Daugherty  Heierman  writes  of  sailing,  singing  and 

consulting.  John  is  now  Commodore  of  the  Long  Island 

Multi-Hull  Association,  an  offshoot  of  living  near  the  water 
in  Port  Washington.  Carol  has  spent  a  year  singing  with  the 

Metropolitan  Opera  Studio,  a  branch  of  the  Met  comprised 

of  young  professionals.  Their  most  recent  news  is  John 

accepting  a  position  with  Pfizer  International  as  an  internal 

consultant  which  means  a  trip  for  both  to  Paris,  Algeria, 

Morocco,  Egypt  and  Kenya.  Other  travelers  are  Phyllis  Fox 

Catz   and  Sandy  who  just  returned   from  Switzerland  and 

Italy.  Phyllis'  response  is  indicative  of  how  much  we  can  do 
if  willing  to  expend  the  energy.  She  is  teaching,  going  to 

graduate  school,  active  in  women's  lib  and  the  AAUW. 
When  you  add  keeping  up  with  their  two  girls,  four  and  six, 

that's  busy !  Joan  Bailey  Sawyer  also  is  "on  the  road."  Joan, 
teaching  at  New  England  College,  has  developed  an  interest 
in  international  education  and  educational  institutions  and 

practices.  She  took  two  groups  of  students  on  a  January 

interim  term-study  to  the  West  Indies  and  fell  in  love  with 

that  part  of  the  world.  Joan  is  engrossed  in  writing  a  paper 

on  "self-respect"  which  she  believes  may  be  a  key  to  real 
liberation.  Attention,  girls! 

On  the  home  front,  Kathy  Coyle  Guenther  and  George 

have  moved  twice,  produced  their  fourth  son  and  taken  on 

a  new  job,  all  this  summer.  George  is  now  a  Senior 

Vice-President  of  Insurance  Company  of  North  America  in 

Philadelphia.  Gig,  Todd  and  Jed  are  pushing  for  a  Guenther 

basketball  team  since  Greg  joined  the  family.  Many  thanks 

to  the  Guenthers  from  all  of  us  with  girl  offspring  for 

providing  so  many  potential  husbands!  Speaking  of  babies, 

Carole  DelaMotte  Litt  and  Dan  have  joined  the  many  other 

La  Maze  advocates  after  the  birth  of  their  daughter.  Carole 

is  working  part  time  as  a  pediatric  psychologist  at  Uni- 
versity Hospital  and  as  an  assistant  professor  of  psychology 

at  Case  Western  Reserve  University  School  of  Medicine. 

From  Will,  Mimi  and  Katy  Stryker  comes  news  of  their 

parents,  Bill  and  Ell je  Finger  Stryker.  They  are  now 
stationed  at  West  Point  where  Bill  is  a  member  of  the 

history  faculty.  And,  from  colorful  Colorado,  yours  truly, 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman,  reports  the  most  uneventful 

year  since  I  left  Chatham  .  .  .  guess  we're  slowing  up  in  our 
old  age.  Our  highlights  are  our  annual  dude  ranch  vacation, 

a  short  jaunt  to  Vail  and  my  bowling  a  202  game.  We're 
really  surprised  more  of  you  are  not  coming  to  the  land 

where  mountains  are  mountains  and  men  are  men!  You're 
welcome  any  time. 

Millie  reporting: 

After  beginning  this  paragraph  for  the  fourth  time,  I've 
concluded  that  there  really  is  no  witty  way  to  introduce 

commentary  from  females  who  are  about  to  celebrate  a 

tenth  reunion.  For  most  of  us,  the  past  ten  years  have 

neatly  fit  into  the  stereotype  of  the  adult  woman  who 

populates  leaving  otherwise  fruitful,  i.e.  intellectual,  pur- 

suits for  another  time.  Yet,  for  me,  writing  this  from  yet 

another  inner  city  classroom,  the  wheel  has  come  full  circle. 

From  what  I  can  gather,  there  are  others  who  also  are  about 

to  return  to  the  non-Pampers  world,  or  who  have  at  least 
contemplated  doing  so. 

Marty  Fay  Africa  is  back  to  work  part-time  at  the 

Counseling  Center  of  the  University  of  California  at 

Berkeley,  after  her  son's  birth.  She  counsels  those  of  us 
who  work  to  liberate  our  families  into  helping  with  the 

housework  now.  Mary  "Mac"  Ferry,  is  also  quite  pro- 

ductive while  Beth  is  in  school.  As  she  puts  it,  "this  enables 

me  to  'dabble  nicely,'"  although  the  work  she's  done  for 
the  League  of  Women  Voters  and  the  ERA  (Equal  Rights 
Amendment  for  Women)  deserves  more  than  volunteer 

rating.  "While  I  don't  classify  myself  as  a  radical 
feminist  ...  I  find  it  thrilling  to  be  living  now  when  the 

options  for  women  are  continually  being  challenged  .  .  ." 

Mary's  words  may  express  some  of  what  many  of  us  are 
feeling  in  1973. 

Marian  Friedman  Siegel  returns  to  school  this  year  for  a 

Master's  in  Early  Childhood,  as  she  sees  both  boys  off  to 
school.  Her  father  died  last  December  and  we  send  her  our 

sympathies.  Marian  has  seen  Nancy  Greco  Moran  and 

Joanne  Zweig  Freedman,  during  the  past  year.  Nancy  says 

she's  enjoying  her  first  full  year  away  from  teaching  while 

she  tends  to  her  young  daughter.  She  apologizes  for  "no 

real  news,"  but  since  she  managed  to  teach  through  two 
pregnancies  and  children,  she  certainly  deserves  some  time 
at  home. 

Also  up  there  in  the  Connecticut  woods  is  Julie  Givner 

Reppenhagen  as  busy  as  ever  running  the  small  town  of 

Sherman.  What  would  things  like  co-op  nursery  schools  and 
churches  do  without  energetic,  creative  people  like  Julie 

and  Charlie?  Jane  Hantman  Perrin,  too.  qualifies  as  ener- 

getic. She  is  now  a  Reading  Therapist  for  West  Penn 

Hospital,  but  is  also  thinking  of  returning  for  courses  in 
Special  Ed.  Her  daughters  are  now  eleven  and  six. 

Gwenn  Gurnack  has  left  advertising  for  the  world  of  real 

estate  and  is  now  a  licensed  N.J.  saleswoman.  Continuing  as 

her  ever  diversified  self,  she  was  also  graduated  "Psi 

Operator"  from  the  Silva  Mind  Control  Course  Lucille 
Hillman  Cesarone  also  finds  herself  with  new  employment 

as  a  WAIF  Director.  Although  she  didn't  explain  those 
initials,  her  job  consists  of  coordinating  PR  work.  Without 

the  threat  of  any  more  robberies,  she  and  her  husband  have 

been  doing  a  lot  of  traveling.  Sue  Haskell  Clokey  keeps  in 

touch  with  Lucille  and  has  started  a  new  job  at  HEW  in 

personnel. 
Karen  Gemassmer  Ehle  sends  greeting  to  all  from 

Germany  and  the  North  Sea,  while  Ginny  Host  Himmelrich 

is  finally  in  her  first  house.  As  for  me,  I  must  say  that  it  is 

discouraging  to  come  back  to  teaching  after  7  years  to  find 

that  all  those  special  reading  programs,  all  those  govern- 

ment funds,  haven't  seemed  to  change  the  functioning  of 
the  inner  city  middle  school.  Most  of  my  8th  graders  still 

read  at  the  4th  grade  level.  Perhaps  the  changes  will  occur 
in  the  next  generation. 

Ruth  Anne  reporting: 

Nancy  McBride  French  and  Marty  Richards  Cumm 

have  their  bags  packed  already,  anticipating  our  it 

reunion!  Even  Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  is  seriously  i 

templating  making  the  scene!  If  she  can  come  all  the 

from  England,  surely  the  rest  of  us  can  make  the  effort. 
A  definite  thread  of  social  consciousness  carries  thrc 

a  number  of  my  replies  Nancy  McBride  French  is  lectu 

throughout  Buffalo  on  the  Attica  Bridge  program  in  wl 

she  is  actively  involved.  Volunteers  in  this  program 

sponsor  an  inmate,  lending  primarily  friendship  and 

couragement,  as  well  as  help  in  finding  employm 

medical  aid  and  outlets  for  talents.  (I  wish  I  had  i 

endeavor  to  which  I  could  sign  my  name!) 

Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  is  still  teaching  at  the  Scl 

of  Advanced  Jewish  Studies,  but  she  and  her  husband  t 

been  active  in  a  group  which  founded  a  Jewish  day  sch 

the  Community  Day  School,  which  opened  in  Septem 

And  Mary  Ann  McCormick  Tucker  reports  that  she 

back  door-to-door  campaigning  last  fall,  as  in  Moc 

Society,  but  this  time  it  was  for  her  own  husband,  who  \ 
a  council  seat  in  their  village  of  Deephaven. 

Two  gals  in  business  in  addition  to  rearing  children 
Ronnie  Rittmaster  Brenner  and  Nancy  Munson  Mel 

mack.  I'd  so  hoped  to  visit  Ronnie's  gallery  of  prints  wh 
was  in  New  Orleans  last  fall.  Alas,  it  was  her  day  off!  Be 

the  birth  of  their  baby,  she  made  a  last  minute  buying 

to  New  York,  finished  renovating  their  house  and  mc 

her  gallery  from  the  French  Quarter  to  her  house,  wl 

she  now  operates  by  appointment.  Nancy  says  she  "kirn 
fell  into"  the  business  of  sewing  for  bridal  parties,  and  i 
it's  become  a  full  time  thing  for  her! 

Families  always  fill  the  news!  With  all  the  act 

reported  above.  Ronnie  Rittmaster  Brenner  joined 

ranks  of  us  Lamaze  enthusiasts,  saying  their  "gre; 
excitement"  was  the  birth  of  their  "first  Southern  bel: 

our  Yankee  family."  Next  year,  Ronnie  will  probably 
Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  and  me  in  the  knowledge  of 

Nancy's  words)  "what  mothers  do  all  day  —  work  h 

Especially  chasing  after  one-year-olds!"  Nancy  McE 
French's  Amy  has  discovered  about  cram  courses  aire 
as  she  had  to  be  able  to  write  her  name,  cross  the  street 

tie  her  shoes  in  order  to  make  it  into  kindergarten!  f\ 
Ann  McCormick  Tucker  is  dreading  car  pooling 

four-year-old  Jimmie  to  Montesson  School,  and  has  dec 

"four  js  much  more  difficult  than  two."  She's  also  tr 

hard  to  be  a  better  "first  mate"  at  sailing,  but  rem 

husband  Jay's  "handicap  in  the.weekend  races  at  the  Y 

Club!"  Jay  changed  jobs  and  is  now  Assistant  Counsel 
the  Ravenhorst  Corporation,  an  engineering  and  deve 

ment  firm.  Barbara  Morris  Stock's  son  Aric,  age 

thought  he  was  "in  heaven"  this  summer  while  they  live 
married  student  housing  at  Stanford  with  lots  of  childre 

play  with.  Lee  was  taking  a  Basic  Science  of  Ophi 

mology  course  there.  Even  baby  Adam  saw  some  swimr 

action!  My  sixteen-month-old  Sail ie  had  her  first  swimr 

experience  too  and  may  grow  up  to  be  a  fish!  Ns 

Munson  McCormack's  husband  was  transferred  south 

now  they're  eleven  miles  from  a  beach  and  a  five  mil 

bike  ride  from  a  lake.  (Shouldn't  have  told  us  that,  Nai 

We  may  all  come  to  visit!)  Her  "chillens"  all  go  to  scl 

this  year  and  she's  looking  forward  to  going  back  to  w 
and  sewing  for  pleasure  Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  rep 

that  her  four-year-old  Immanuel  will  be  a  "senior" 
nursery  school  this  year!  And  Suanne  Pollack  Singer  se 

to  be  trying  singlehandedly  to  keep  pediatrician  husbi 

Howard,  in  business.  Four  boys  and  the  new  house 

keeping  her  "busy,  busy." Karin  Rumstedt  packed  up  sixth-grade  son,  Paul, 

took  a  month's  vacation  combined  with  business, 
Washington,  D.C,  New  York  and  Canada.  She  receives 

BA  from  Berkeley  and  hopes  to  go  on  to  graduate  sch 

On  the  way  to  Stanford.  Barbara  Morris  Stock  and  fanr 

itinerary  included  the  Rocky  Mountains  and  Lake  Tal 

They  enjoyed  the  tourist  role  of  wine-tasting  and  cable 
riding  but  will  be  unhappily  back  in  Lexington,  Kentu 

by  this  time,  where  Lee  finishes  his  residency  in  July.  T 

they  hope  to  spend  a  year  in  London,  which  answers  Na 

Pierson  Tolley's  query:  "Doesn't  anyone  ever  come 

England?"  Marty  Richards  Cummings'  husband.  Re 
joined  the  staff  of  the  Scott  and  White  Clinic,  the  foi 

largest  private  Ob-Gyn  clinic  in  the  United  States, 
Temple,  Texas.  After  six  moves  in  nine  years,  the 

happily  settled  in  their  own  home. 
The  baking  business,  music  business  and  pleasure  r 

taken  Bruce  and  me  (Ruth  Ann  Maier  Bengtson)  to  f1 
Orleans,  Pittsburgh,  New  York,  Atlantic  City  and  Toro 

this  year.  It's  always  nostalgic  to  get  back  to  Pittsburgh, 
New  Orleans  and  Toronto  are  the  real  big  all-time  winr 

in  our  book  for  this  year.  I've  seen  Jo  Ann  Rymer  Light 

very  briefly,  plan  to  attend  Barb  Stein's  wedding 
October,  and  just  had  a  fabulous  visit  from  Marg; 
Fulwiler  Jernstedt  and  her  two  girls,  Greta,  age  7, 

Heidi,  age  5.  We  held  a  non-stop  talkathon  and  reached 
conclusion  that  we  both  surely  have  changed! 

Janet  reporting: 

At  this  point  in  time,  with  better  hindsight,  I  would 

have  mailed  28  letters  only  to  receive  seven  repl 

Therefore,  I  shall  release  the  names  of  those  I  did  not  I- 

from,   making  my  "list"   known.  Where  are  JoAnn  Ryi 
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Lightcap,  Joan  Scott,  Barbara  Silverman  Freed,  Linda 
Simmons  Bacon,  Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward,  Carroll  Terry, 

Susan  Uptegraff  Endersbe,  Linda  Wasson  Bardonner,  Grace 

Wilson  Sundelin,  Susan  Wolpert,  Linda  Young,  Joanne 

Zweig  Freedman,  and  several  associate  members?  Perhaps 

the  postal  service  is  inoperative. 

tOf  those  who  did  reply  Mary  Shaker  certainly  has  the 

lost  dangerous  job,  teaching  school  (English),  in  Beirut, 

ebanon  along  with  attending  graduate  school  in  Beirut 

Mary  Ann  Wrigley  Church  is  safer  in  Saginaw  where  she 

is  active  in  the  local  La  Leche  League,  church  groups  and 

Parent  education  which  teaches  prepared  childbirth.  Since 

jhe  just  had  her  third  son,  she  was  able  to  practice  what  she 

areaches. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  Barbara  Stein  after  all  these 

/ears.  She  is  teaching  pre-kindergarden  in  New  York  City, 
and  will  continue  to  work  after  her  marriage. 

1  Bonnie  Taschler  Casey  has  moved  from  the  suburbs  of 
Seattle  to  the  inner  city.  She  is  teaching  at  two  community 

polleges.  Bonnie  says  she  misses  the  east  and  might  come 

pack  for  a  year's  leave  of  absence  —  after  she  is  tenured. 
■  Linda  Weinberg  Rosensweig  will  be  ready  to  teach 

shortly.  She  will  complete  her  degree  at  Carnegie-Mellon  in 
the  not  too  distant  future. 

I  Betty  Watson  Merchant  is  working  part-time  at  her 

husband's  office  and  is  president  of  the  Community 
Preschool  in  Reston.  Betty  and  Dave  were  able  to  go  to 

Europe  for  three  weeks  without  the  children  for  a  much 
needed  vacation. 

I  Sally  TerBush  Dreschler  has  moved  as  her  husband  is 

how  general  manager  of  the  Gordon  Terminal  Services.  She 

said  one  of  the  first  people  she  met  in  New  Jersey  was  a 

Chatham  grad  and  also  the  tax  assessor.  Sally  enjoys  the 

Princeton  area  with  its  many  cultural  advantages. 

Back  in  good  old  Pittsburgh.  Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig  is 

busy  with  her  new  son.  She  says  hello  to  all. 

Toba  Schwaber  spent  the  summer  in  England  doing  a 

Ifield  study.  She  says  "I  am  struck  by  the  unliberated  form 

which  is  taken  by  this  questionnaire."  Even  my  husband 
agrees  with  Toba.  but  I  am  so  tired  from  housework  and 

phildren  that  I  have  not  had  time  to  liberate  the  form.  It 

^/vas  a  good  year  for  us  as  Malcolm  was  elected  a  Fellow  of 

the  American  Academy  of  Microbiology  and  I  had  my 
second  son.  We  have  decided  that  second  babies  should  be 

born  first.  I  do  hope  to  see  everyone  at  the  tenth  reunion. 

After  all,  to  quote  a  Pittsburgh  radio  station's  slogan, 

^'Pittsburgh  is  someplace  special." 

1966 Susan  Cohn  Brenner 

(Mrs.  Paul  F.) 

406-B1  Murray  Avenue 
Fort  Totten.  N.Y.  11359 

Katherine  Hoover  Hill 

(Mrs.  J.  Scott) 

2711   Lansdowne  Drive,  E. 

Wilmington,  Del.  19810 

Judith  Parry  Pike 

(Mrs.  Harl) 

Box  174 
Show  Low,  Ariz.  85901 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Brown 

(Mrs.  Eugene  C.) 
121  Ohio  Avenue 

Iowa  Falls,  Iowa  50126 

Barbara  A.  Wallace 

1619  1  1th  Avenue 

San  Francisco,  Cal.  94122 

MARRIAGES 

Elizabeth  Marty  to  Jack  R.  Lentz,  October  28.  1972 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  to  Eugene  C.  Brown,  June  30,  1973 

BIRTHS 

Jacqueline  Cain  Miller,  a  daughter,  Abigail,  July  9,  1972 

Carole  Early  Cupps,  a  daughter,  Dianne  Kathryn,  June  23, 
1973 

Marilyn    Elder    Hodil,   a   daughter,   Sarah    Elizabeth,  June, 
1973 

Katherine  Hoover  Hill,  a  son,  John  Conrad,  September  13, 
1973 

Judith   Howard  Reilly,  a  son,  Andrew  Ian.  August  7,  1972 

Emily  Marshall   Hoak,  a  daughter,  Megan  Elizabeth,  March 
25,  1973 

Betsy  McGregor  Cooley,  a  daughter,  Alison  Hall,  February 
23,  1973 

Nancy  McNabb  Davis,  a  son,  Andrew  Foster,  September  2, 
1973 

Marjorie    Morrison    Hofer,    a    daughter,    Stacey    Elizabeth, 

October  19,  1972,  adopted  January  9,  1973 

Paula  Mysell   Evans,  a  son,  Nicholas  Mysell,  July  12,  1973 

Judy  Parry  Pike,  a  daughter,  Abigail  Elizabeth,  October  20, 
1972 

Patricia  Mullen  Tamura,  a  son,  Cary  Michio,  July  28,  1973 

Nancy    Ross    Delatush,   a  daughter,  Jennifer  Caroline,   No- 
vember 6, 1972 

Sheila  Sadin   Nevins  a  son.   Andrew  Barrett,  September  6, 
1972 

Susan  Saunders  Johnston,  a  son,  Peter,  September  27,  1973 

Sandra  Smith  Mueller,  a  daughter,  Alyssa  (Sarah),  April  14, 
1973 

Janice  Thomas  Wolf,  a  daughter,  Heather  Michelle,  May  3, 
1973 

Jane  Trader  Moore,  a  son,  David  Andrew,  January  30.  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Katherine     Birris     Frommeyer     (Mrs.     Thomas    A.),     1105 

Sperling  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Rebecca    Blasingame    Rosenfeld    (Mrs.    Robert),   6   Oxford 
Drive.  Apt.  4,  Latham,  N.Y.  121 10 

Suzanne  Callas  Francis,  (Mrs,   David  B.),  422  15th  Avenue, 

S.W.,  Rochester,  Minn.  55901 

Susan  Coleman  Heckman  (Mrs.  James  D.),  711  Rock  Creek 

Road,  Charlottesville.  Va.  22903 

Nancy    Coulter    Burger    (Mrs.    Herbert   F.),  300  Field  Club 

Ridge  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15238 

Louise  DeCarl  Malugen  (Mrs.  John  C),  3750  Bayside  Walk, 

Unit  4,  San  Diego,  Cal,  92109 

Jerilyn    Donahoe    Lazor    (Mrs.    John    P.),    2120   Greentree 

Road,  Apt.  806-E,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 

Emily    Eva    Doyle,    Devonshire    Street   Apts.,    #L-1,   Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15213 
Judith  Fellows  Duchek  (Mrs.  Karl  R.),  24  Lill  Avenue,  West 

Newton,  Mass.  02165 

Sally    Goedicke   Payne    (Mrs.),   930    13th   Street.    Boulder. 

Colo.  80302 

Karen    June    Goff,    8046   S.W,    73rd    Avenue,    Miami,    Fla. 
33143 

Brenda    Hilken     Rouse    (Mrs.    James    B.),    11     E.    Gaslight 

Village,  Ithaca,  N.Y.  14850 

Donna    Kwall    Smith    (Mrs.    John    T..   Jr.),    120  Cambridge 

Street,  Indiana,  Pa.  15701 

Rebecca   Mark   Orlinsky   (Mrs.   Zeke),    10085-1   Windstream 
Drive,  Columbia.  Md.  21043 

Emily    Marshall    Hoak    (Mrs    Dale  E.I,  2250  N.E.   4th   Ct., 

Boca  Raton.  Fla.  33432 

Adrienne  Mazo  Cohen  (Mrs   Dennis),  21  Sacramento  Drive. 

#4-C,  Hampton,  Va.  23366 

Patricia  Mullen  Tamura  (Mrs,  Michio),  69-01  35th  Avenue, 

Jackson  Heights,  N.Y.  11372 

Nancy    Persson    Klock    (Mrs.    Gary    D.),    46    John    Street, 

Hackettstown,  N.J.  07840 

Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher  (Mrs.  David  P.).  Box  40,  FPO  New 
York,  09520 

Susan    Saunders    Johnston    (Mrs.    Michael    V.),    1531    Mc- 

Elderry  Street,  Baltimore,  Md.  21205 

Carol     Sheldon    Hylton     (Ms.),     1 0 1 39    Crestwood     Road , 

Kensington,  Md.  20795 

Lesley    Smith    McGregor    (Mrs.    James   A.),    1050   Vaquero 
Road,  Pebble  Beach,  Cal.  93953 

Sandra    Smith    Mueller    (Mrs.    James   W.),   28   Oak   Street, 

Bndgewater,  Mass.  02324 

Sharon  Fay  Smith,  Box  531 ,  New  London,  N.H.  03086 

Catherine  St.   Clair  Sustanch  (Mrs.   Rudolph,  Jr.),  924  Hill 

Street,  Belmont,  Cal.  94002 

Clare  Stebbins,  305  South  16th  Street,  Quincy,  III.  62301 

Judith    J.   Stone,  31    Roosevelt  Avenue,   Berkeley   Heights 
N.J.  07922 

Maureen   Thomas,    579  Orange  Street,   New  Haven,  Conn. 

06511 

Patricia   Turcotte   Olesen   (Mrs.    Roger),  332  Morns  Street, 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich.  49503 

Lois  Welsh  Byrne  (Mrs.  Thomas  E..  Ill),  311  Old  Mill  Road, 

Sellersville,  Pa.  18960 

Linda     Whitmyre,     5554    Phillips    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 

15217 
Jean    Wiest    Chamberlin    (Mrs.    John   S.l.    223   7th    Street, 
Palisades  Park,  N.J.  07650 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Eric  John).  Condo  Villas 

del  Mar,  Edificio  Oeste-Apto.   121,  Santurce,  Puerto  Rico 
00913 

Patrice    Williamson    Baker    (Mrs.    Donald    A.),   915   Forest 

Avenue,  Evanston.  Ml.  60202 

Susie  reporting: 

Even  with  a  new  baby,  Jackie  Cain  Miller  manages  to 

work  two  days  a  week  coordinating  a  community  con- 
trolled program  for  pregnant  teens  Suzy  Callas  Francis  is 

involved  with  the  politics  of  daycare  centers  in  her  position 

as  administrator  of  a  cooperative  playcenter.  She  and  Dave 

just  bought  a  house  in  time  for  a  visit  from  Paul  and 

Carolyn  Smyser  Hammer.  Suzy  is  also  busy  with  swimming, 

tailoring,  and  counseling  at  Planned  Parenthood. 

Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz  spent  a  winter  week  in  Puerto 

Rico  and  is  taking  a  course  in  the  English  novel  at  the 

University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Susan  Coleman  Heckman  is  doing  some  substitute 

teaching  white  enjoying  Jim's  last  year  as  a  resident  in 
orthopedics.  The  Heckmans  have  a  house  and  are  waiting 

to  hear  from  the  Army  regarding  plans  for  next 

year  .  .  .  Greetings,  too,  from  Jane  Coulter  Burger. 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn  just  had  a  visit  from  Anne 

-Marie  Oyex,  a  former  French  speaking  Chatham  exchange 
student.  She  also  sees  Scott  and  Kathy  Hoover  Hill 

frequently.  The  Klingsporns  are  involved  with  a  new  home 

and  a  cooperative  nursery  for  their  twin  boys. 

Louise  DeCarl  Malugen  is  still  busy  with  her  own  law 

practice  while  husband  John  has  switched  to  a  larger  San 

Diego  firm.  They  are  now  condominium  owners  and  see 

Mike  and  Rachel  Stein  Gragg  often. 

Nancy  Dechter  is  still  on  the  same  job  but  is  now 

practicing    raja    yoga   meditation   as  a   member   of   a  Self - 

Realization  Fellowship 

Jerilyn  Donohoe  Lazor  moved  back  lo  Pittsburgh  from 

New  York  City  and  is  working  for  Town  Consultants.  Inc 

Does  anyone  know  how  she  can  get  in  touch  with  Joan 

Saglio? The  Brenners  continue  to  enjoy  New  York,  Josh,  too.  is 

in  a  co-op  preschool  and  Mom  is  the  president  of  the 
association  while  little  Matt  takes  up  the  slack.  In  October 

we  will  have  seen  Dove  and  Ruehly  Gallagher  in  Swiuer 

land.  Hopefully,  by  June  Paul  will  have  his  doctorate,  and 

we  will  lake  up  our  nomadic  existence  with  the  U.S.  Army 

again. Kathy  reporting: 

Carole  Early  Cupps  reports  a  lot  of  summer  activity 

considering  her  daughter's  arrival  at  the  end  of  June. 

vacation  at  Mackinac  Island  ("kids  traveled  well"),  swim- 
ming, tennis,  and  crafts. 

Marnie  Elder  Hodil  and  Ray  have  been  transferred  from 

Exxon  International  in  New  York  to  Esso  Europe  in 

London,  where  they  expect  to  be  for  a  few  years.  When  she 

wrote,  they  were  in  transition  between  house  in  Westport 

and  townhouse  in  London,  which  they  chose  after  a 

whirlwind  tour  of  the  area.  All  this  and  a  new  baby  girl ' 

Hannah  Gilman  reports  "no  real  change."  At  University 

of  Massachusetts-Boston's  Institute  for  Learning  and  Teach- 
ing, she  has  been  involved  with  community  school  groups 

and  some  in-service  training  for  Boston  teachers.  She  looks 

forward  to  the  coming  year  and  the  school's  move  to  a  new 
campus  outside  Boston. 

After  three  years  as  a  social  worker  for  Denver  Welfare 

Dept.,  Sally  Goedicke  Payne  is  finishing  a  graduate  degree 

in  philosophy  She  is  "living  in  a  feminist  collective 
household,  doing  feminist  theater  and  various  political 

activities  (women's  center,  publications,  city  adminis- 

tration}." In  February  she  attended  the  national  convention 
of  NOW  in  Washington. 

Irene  Fraser  Rothenberg  receives  her  Ph.D.  from  the 

University  of  Illinois  in  October,  1973.  She  spent  most  of 

the  summer  in  Mexico  doing  research  on  a  new  planned  city 

outside  the  capital,  and  is  teaching  a  course  in  Urban 

Politics  this  fall  at  Northeastern  Illinois  University, 

Marjorie  Friday  Roberts,  at  Boston  University,  says  she 

is  halfway  through  the  data  collection  for  her  dissertation 

in  psych  and  hopes  to  finish  the  thesis  in  another  year. 

Marty  is  also  teaching  part-time  at  a  community  college.  In 

her  "spare  time"  she  helps  Tom  and  Bronwyn,  2V3,  work  on 
their  almost  250-year-old  house, 

Ann  Greenhouse  Klein  sounds  busy.  As  if  two  sons, 

aged  4  and  21/;,  aren't  enough,  she  is  active  in  Chatham's 
Philadelphia  alumnae  group.  This  year  she  will  be  office 
coordinator  for  Resources  for  Women  at  U.  of  Pa.  and  does 

Problem  Pregnancy  counseling  at  Planned  Parenthood 

Bill  and  Raquel  Halty  Ferguson  "hope  to  get  those 

elusive  Ph.D.'s  by  June  of  '74."  They  taught  last  year  at 
Boston  U.  and  Tufts,  and  worked  on  their  Halty-Ferguson 

Publishing  Co.  and  Ferguson  Press.  In  December  they  had  a 

glorious  trip  to  Paris,  and  in  June  a  few  days  in  Puerto Rico. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff  sends  this  postcard  message  "We 
renew  each  year  our  love  for  life  in  this  tropical  rain  forest 

called  Portland,  Oregon  While  the  outside  world  rumbles 
and  crumbles,  we  take  shelter  and  love  from  our  extended 

family,  and  Nixon  is  only  a  dirty  word.  Soon  the  country 

will  be  made  whole  again." The  arrival  of  her  second  son  kept  Judy  Howard  Reilly 

busy.  She  has  become  an  "avid,  if  not  good,"  tennis  player 
It  was  a  joy  to  get  long  letters  this  year  from  two  old 

friends,  Jarene  Frances  Lee  and  Isabel  Hausner. 

Jarene  got  a  master's  in  journalism  at  Syracuse,  and  then 
became  director  of  volunteer  services  at  Trenton  Psychiatric 

Hospital,  a  1700-bed  state  facility.  She  enjoys  working  with 
the  area  college  students  who  serve  as  volunteers,  about  100 

each  semester.  Jarene  commented  that  while  "Chatham 

may  not  have  prepared  me  for  a  vocation,"  a  liberal education  makes  sense  to  her. 

Isabel  has  been  a  Community  Development  Field 

Representative  for  the  U.S.  Dept.  of  Housing  and  Urban 

Development  for  three  years,  administering  Urban  Renewal 

and  Model  Cities  programs  in  16  upstate  New  York 

communities.  A  long  paper  which  Isabel  prepared  for  the 
U.N.  Centre  for  Housing  Building  and  Planning,  on  housing 

policy  formulation  in  developing  countries,  will  be  pub- 
lished as  an  official  U.N.  document  this  fall  and  was  used  as 

the  basis  for  conferences  in  Puerto  Rico  and  Moscow.  For 

the  present  year  Isabel  has  a  Loeb  Fellowship  in  Advanced 
Environmental  Studies  from  the  Harvard  Graduate  School 

of  Design.  She  will  be  able  to  continue  with  her  present  job 

and  to  compare  New  York  and  Cambridge. 
We  were  jostled  out  of  our  suburban  routine  by  an 

Exxon  transfer  to  Baton  Rouge,  La.  from  January  to  July. 

We  had  a  warm  winter  of  plantation  tours,  Mardi  Gras.  and 

early  swimming,  but  a  hot  summer  starting  April  I1  In 
August  we  moved  to  Wilmington,  Del.,  my  home  town, 

where  Scott  has  a  new  job  at  duPont's  Chambers  Works. 
Baby  John  arrived,  fortunately,  after  the  moving  van  got 

here  and  in  time  to  be  in  this  year's  Recorder.  My  thanks  to 
all  who  sent  news  this  year- 

Judy  reporting: 
Kris  Jellison  Casteel  wrote  a  long  letter  about  the  joys 
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of    mothering    one    year    old    Glenn,    who    sounds    like    a 

challenge.  She  attended  Barb  Brenman's  wedding  in  May. 
Pat    Kane    has    had    an    exciting   year  working   on    the 

installation  of  the  American  Arts  Collection.  "The  Ameri- 

can Arts  and  The  American  Experience,"  at  the  Yale  Art 
Gallery,  completed  her  catalogue  and  exhibition,  Mew 

England  Furniture:  The  Seventeenth-Century  Style,  and 
completed  The  American  Clock,  a  catalogue  of  fifty  clocks 

which  she  co-authored.  This  year  she  will  continue  to  work 

full-time  at  her  job  and  study  part-time  as  a  doctoral 
candidate  in  the  History  of  Art  Department  at  Yale. 

Donna  Kwall  Smith  and  John  moved  into  their  new 

home  and  are  both  working  as  psychologists  for  ARIN  a 

special  service  unit  serving  Armstrong  and  Indiana  Counties 
in  Pennsylvania. 

Carol  Levin  Hill  returns  to  school  this  fall  at  California 

State  for  her  MA  in  Educational  Psychology,  while 

daughter  Jennifer  goes  to  kindergarten.  Husband  Ed  is  now 

in  private  law  practice. 

Rebecca  Mark  Orlinsky  directed  a  day  care  program  for 

elementary  school  children.  Supposedly  a  part-time  job,  it 
turned  out  to  be  full-time,  so  with  Ari  only  3,  she  is  looking 

for  another  part-time  job.  Husband  Zeke's  weekly  paper 
continues  to  grow  as  does  his  printing  company. 

Bonnie  Markey  Seasonwein's  husband  Roger  started  his 
own  marketing  research  business  which  is  exciting  but  busy 

for  both.  When  Bonnie  is  not  working  with  Roger,  or 

chasing  Heather,  she  is  doing  various  kinds  of  volunteer 
work. 

Berry  Marshall  Hoak  is  back  in  Florida  after  6  months  in 

England.  Husband  Dale  is  a  Professor  of  English  History 

and  will  have  his  book  published  Son  Brady  2Vi  enjoys  his 

new  sister,  Megan  and  swimming. 

A  freelance  editor,  Beth  Marty  Lentz  has  been  working 

hard  on  several  projects  including  a  text  on  water  quality 

control.  In  her  spare  time,  she  has  been  redecorating  her 

home,  gardening  and  sailing.  She  and  Jack  have  had  a 

steady  stream  of  visitors  including  Barb  Wallace  from  San 

Francisco.  Jack  is  the  publisher  of  Business  Forum  Maga- 
zine and  Director  of  Marketing  for  a  printing  company. 

Betsy  McGregor  Cooley  writes  that  she  is  "combining 

the  best  of  both  worlds"  with  daughter,  Alison  and  her  job 

for  Federal  Women's  Programs. 
Nancy  McNabb  Davis  wrote  from  the  hospital  while 

recovering  from  the  birth  of  her  first  child,  Andrew. 

The  big  news  for  Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer  and  Bill  is  the 

"receipt"  of  their  daughter  Stacey  Elizabeth  on  January  9, 
after  a  very  long  wait!  Bill  has  changed  jobs  because  the 

Hofers  did  not  want  to  leave  Florida.  Besides  Stacey  and 

Bill,  Marge  is  occupying  herself  with  sewing,  macrarrie  and 
weaving. 

Paula  Mysell  Evans  also  joined  the  ranks  of  motherhood 

with  the  birth  of  Nicholas.  She  will  continue  to  teach 

psychology  and  history  part-time.  Husband  Robert  is  a 
clinical  psychologist. 

Mary  Bruce  McCulloch  Mitchell  has  revived  her  interest 

in  gymnastics  now  that  all  three  children  are  in  school  or 

nursery  school. 

The  Pikes  have  spent  a  delightful  year  getting  to  know 

our  daughter,  Abby.  Harl  was  ordained  and  we  moved  here 
to  Arizona  in  June.  We  have  national  forest  outside  our 

backdoor  and  all  kinds  of  sports  near  by.  It  feels  good  to  be 

finished  with  studies  and  internship  and  really  working. 

Besides  taking  care  of  Abby,  I  will  do  volunteer  work  at  the 

local  guidance  clinic.  If  anyone  is  in  or  near  the  White 

Mountains,  please  stop  by  -  the  bears  are  not  much 
company! 

From  India  comes  news  from  Shad  Mirza  Ahmad  that 

she  is  "neck  deep  in  work"  —  teaching  at  Aligarh  Muslim 
University,  Dept.  of  Sociology,  and  trying  to  finish  the  field 

work  for  her  Ph.D.  dissertation  with  the  hopeful  coopera- 
tion of  Soophia  and  her  new  baby  brother.  She  says  she  is 

looking  forward  to  a  reunion  here  in  the  near  future. 

Betsy  reporting: 

Patricia  Mullen  Tamura's  biggest  news  is  the  arrival  of 
their  son,  Cary.  She  may  have  to  curtail  her  substitute 

teaching  in  private  schools  this  year  but  plans  to  continue 

teaching  ballet  at  the  Brooklyn  Music  School  and  remedial 

reading  in  Harlem.  Pat  writes,  "One  of  the  schools  I've  been 
substituting  in  is  for  emotionally  disturbed  students  — 

mostly  from  ghetto  areas  —  and  their  real  problem  is  an 

inability  to  cope  with  frustration  in  any  way  but  slashing 

out."  Sounds  like  Pat  has  her  hands  full. 
Majoring  in  French  at  West  Chester  State  College  is 

keeping  Deborah  Payson  Dechert  busy.  Both  her  children 

go  to  playschool  in  the  mornings.  George  is  now  five  and 

Martha  three.  Jackie  Smythe  Gawthrop  '65  lives  next  door 
to  Debby  and  is  a  wonderful  neighbor. 

Betsy  Pincus  Candler,  besides  doing  family  duties,  is 

working  with  children  who  have  learning  disabilities  and  she 

is  starting  Montessori  training  in  September. 

Jennie  (who  belongs  to  Nancy  Ross  Delatush)  crawls 

and  gets  into  absolutely  everything.  Nancy  received  her 

Master  of  Library  Science  a  year  ago  from  the  University  of 

Maryland. 

Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher  and  her  husband,  David,  are 

living  it  up  overseas.  Nancy  writes  that  it's  easy  to  go  broke 
saving  money  on  all  the  bargains.  She  is  teaching  at  the  base 

school  while  David  finishes  his  last  year  of  duty  in  the  Navy 

as  flight  surgeon.  She  extends  a  warm  welcome  to  Chatha- 

mites  touring  in  the  Naples  area.  When  does  the  next  flight 

leave? 
Sheila  Sadin  Nevins  is  busy  with  Elizabeth  (3)  and 

Andrew  (1),  an  on-the-go  husband,  and  a  new  house. 

Sounds  like  fun! 
Catherine  St.  Clair  Sustarich  has  a  new  job  in  the 

accounting  department  of  the  Coca  Cola  Bottling  Company 

of  Palo  Alto.  Cathy  has  joined  the  Peninsula  Symphony 

Association,  promoted  advertisements  for  the  programs. 

sold  fashion  show  tickets,  and  modeled  for  the  newspaper. 

In  July  Cathy  was  in  Pittsburgh  for  her  brother's  wedding 
and  had  time  to  visit  Chatham  and  Myrna  Hill  in  the 

Alumnae  Office. 

Mike  and  Sally  Saunders  Johnston  visited  Ann  Sparks 

Haight  and  George  in  Louisville,  Kentucky  during  their 

vacation.  Sally  writes  that  this  is  their  last  year  in  Baltimore 

and  that  next  year  is  in  the  hands  of  the  Army. 

Carol  Sheldon  Hylton  is  half  way  through  her  Advanced 

Specialist  degree  which  is  a  master's  plus  thirty  credits.  She 
is  enjoying  studying  human  development.  Carol  has  also 

been  receiving  training  in  Gestalt  Therapy  since  December, 

Her  husband.  Bob,  has  his  A.G.S.  degree  and  is  practicing 

Gestalt  therapy  and  rehabilitative  counseling.  In  the  fall, 

Carol  will  be  teaching  a  multi-aged  group  at  the  North  Lake 
Elementary  School  again. 

Sandi  Smith  Mueller  is  busy  with  a  new  baby  and  a  new 

old  home  —  a  century  old  New  England  Colonial.  The 
Muellers  are  living  in  Illinois  where  Jim  is  teaching  an 
advanced  field  course  for  Northwestern.  Jim  also  conducted 

field  school  in  Massachusetts. 

Our  outdoor  enthusiast,  Sherrie  Smith,  taught  skiing  at 

Loon  Mountain  in  North  Woodstock,  New  Hampshire.  It 

was  fun  despite  a  disastrous  winter  in  New  England  for 

skiing.  Being  in  a  place  that  people  like  to  visit,  Sherrie  sees 

lots  of  people.  Pat  Blayden  and  Carol  Brown  (former 

English  prof)  came  from  Pittsburgh  and  Sally  Mercke  Heym 

'63  from  Boston.  Since  Larry  Cox  was  a  PR  man  at  Loon, 

Sherrie  saw  lots  of  Susie  Soule  Cox  '65.  She  later  worked 
for  the  Tamworth  Summer  Enrichment  Program,  directed 

by  Helen  Reed  Steele's  husband.  Dana.  The  fall  brings  a 
new  job  for  Sherrie  —  teaching  art  in  the  Franklin  Schools 
in  Franklin,  New  Hampshire. 

As  for  myself,  1  don't  know  where  to  begin!  Last  year  I 
helped  to  start  Penn  Circle  Community  High  School,  an 

alternative  school  for  truants  and  drop  outs  in  Pittsburgh. 

Once  opened,  my  duties  included  fund  raising,  publicity 

and  teaching.  1  also  completed  my  Master  of  Theatre  Arts 

degree  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  On  June  30th,  my 

father  married  Gene  and  me  in  my  parents'  living  room 

This  coming  year  I'll  be  directing  a  church  choir,  singing 
and  staging  a  Christmas  play.  I  can  hardly  wait  to  get  back 
into  music  and  drama!  This  September  Gene  and  I  are 

spending  two  weeks  vacation  in  Deming,  New  Mexico 
where  we  met.  We  will  be  married  a  second  time  there  in  a 
church  ceremony. 

Barb  reporting: 

Jane  Trader  Moore  writes  that  she  has  retired  from 

teaching  biology  and  ecology  and  is  playing  the  role  of 

mother  to  Andy.  She  and  Rich  have  bought  a  home  in  the 

country  and  have  a  large  vegetable  garden  which  takes  a  lot 
of  time.  Janice  Thomas  Wolf  is  also  very  much  occupied 

with  her  children,  Beth  who  is  3  and  baby  Heather,  She 

writes  that  her  husband  has  been  working  hard  in  his 

profession  and  is  now  a  registered  jeweler  through  the 

American  Gem  Society.  Janice  is  currently  co-registrar  of 

the  Rodef  Shalom's  Mother's  Day  Out  Program. 
Sue  Taylor  Colgan  and  her  husband  Peter  have  been 

working  on  renovating  an  old  rooming  house  and  turning  it 

into  a  liveable  townhouse.  She  still  likes  her  job  as  senior 

Pension  Marketing  Analyst  for  the  New  England  Life 

Insurance  Co.  It  gives  her  management  freedom  and 

satisfaction.  She  frequently  sees  Kit  Fenninger  Ramage  and 

Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rennselaer. 

Patty  Williamson  Baker  writes  that  she  has  her  old  job 

and  a  new  apartment  and  is  both  content  and  restless.  She 

and  Don  are  traveling  less  so  any  visitors  are  welcome. 

Sage  Tower  Mumma  is  always  so  busy  that  I  brarely 

know  where  to  begin.  She  writes  that  a  large  amount  of 

time  is  spent  running  after  Peter,  age  AVi,  and  Amy,  2,  and 

in  between  that  she  and  Mike  are  still  fixing  up  their  house, 

growing  vegetables  and  Sage  is  leading  a  Girl  Scout  Troop. 

She  eventually  hopes  to  return  to  school  for  some  refresher 
courses  which  she  hopes  will  help  her  entry  in  a  Physicians 

Assistant  Program.  Mike  is  fine  and  still  likes  his  job  with NASA. 

Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis  returned  to  teaching  a  year  ago 

and  found  that  David,  her  youngest,  adjusted  more  quickly 

to  it  than  she  did.  This  year  she  is  teaching  6th  grade. 

Between  the  children  and  various  pets  at  home,  Joan  says 

she  sometimes  feels  like  she  lives  in  a  zoo  of  mischievous 
animals. 

As  for  me,  all  is  well  in  San  Francisco.  I  still  like  my  job 

at  the  University  of  California  Medical  Center  but  as  winter 

approaches  find  myself  involved  in  great  schemes  to  figure 

out  how  to  keep  my  job  but  ski  most  of  the  winter.  Any 
ideas  are  welcome. 
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NOTIFY  THE  ALUMNAE  OFFICE 

OF  CHANGE  OF  NAME  AND/OR  ADDRESS 

Jacqueline  Yates  Silso 
(Mrs.  P.  Kevil 

5641  Woodmont  Stna 

Pittsburgh,  Pa,  1521 

Goldie  Jaffee  Ka 

(Mrs.  Joel  W 
144  Conover  Ro, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  152C 

Zelda  Lipschulz  Gilbe 

(Mrs.  PaulE 
4042  Winnepeg  Wi 

Lexington,  Ky.  405C 

Georgia  McKee  Holmbei 
(Mrs.  James  C 

20Oakville  Court,  Apt   1 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1525 

Pati  Pronovost  Loughrt 

(Mrs.  Joseph  M 
441  Clokey  Avent 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1522 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Marcia    Mount    to   William    G.    Martin,   a   CPA,   with    Pea 

Marwick,  Mitchell,  Accountants 

MARRIAGES 

Jenifer  Johnson  to  Alan  Rettig,  May  20,  1972 

Christine  Joyce  to  Ray  Miller 

Caroline   Roth  to  Michael  Petit,  May  28,  1972.  Michael 

press  secretary  to  Congressman  Gunter  (D. -Florida) 
Marianne  Schlittler  to  Eugene  Haller  on  May  26,  1973 

BIRTHS 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner,  a  son,  Jamie  Robert,  May  30,  1973 

Judith   Herbsl  Goozh,  a  son,  Adam  Scott,  March  30,  191 

Catherine    Horowit2    Saltzman,   a  daughter,   Emily   Racht 

February  14.  1973 

Barbara   Morgan  Spiegelman,  a  son.  Jason  Stuart,  March 1973 

Deborah  Rosch  Blanchard,  a  daughter.  Bryna  Beth,  July  1i 1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Susan  Adams  Guerin  {Mrs.  Thomas  P..  Jr.),  440  East  62r 

Street,  Apt.  1 1-F,  New  York,  N.Y    10021 

Sara  Barnett,  Poste  Restante,  Paris  6e,  France Vera    Berkowitz    Greenberg    (Mrs.    Lesley),    104    Hemlor 

Lane,  Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

Marcia    Binstock    Swartz    (Mrs.    Louis    B.l,    212    Briaridi 

Drive,  Turtle  Creek,  Pa.  15145 
Elizabeth  Bosson  Hanelius  (Mrs.  William  J.).  P.O.  Box  72 

Winsted,  Conn.  06098 
Kathleen   Carlson  Schuchat   (Mrs.  William   L.l,  3715  Sur 

mil,  #303,  Kansas  City,  Mo.  641 1 1 
Kathleen  Chalmers  Kondylas  (Mrs.  Andrew),  327  E.  23i 

Avenue,  Anchorage,  Alaska  99503 

OiFan  Chan  Linsley  (Mrs.  Thomas  G.l.  8029  Winston  Roa 

Philadelphia.  Pa.  19118 

Sherridan  Conklcn,  1127  N.  Euclid  Avenue.  Pittsburgh,  P 15206 

Jane  Ellen  Cooper  Dickinson  (Mrs.),  909  Carnegie  Avenu 

Plainlield.  N.J.  07060 

Mary   Ann   Denning,  419  Stratford  Street,   Apt    #8,  Hou 
ton.  Texas  77006 

Susan     Esterman    Borish     (Mrs.    Warren    Jay),    Hopkinsc 

House,  Washington  Sq.,  South,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19106 

Kirsten  Fenninger,  c/o  Ramage,  9  Fairview  Avenue,  Wate 

town,  Mass.  02172 
Karen    Lynn    Frick,    1272   New    Hampshire  Avenue,   N.VI 

Washington.  D.C.  20036 
Jane    Grisell    Murphy    (Mrs.    Michael    A.),    3422    Hanovi 

Avenue.  Richmond.  Va.  23221 

Judith  Herbst  Goozh   (Mrs.  Steven  W),  9804  Meadowda 

Ct.,  Vienna,  Va.  22180 

Virginia     Herold    Gerhart     (Mrs.     Peter).    365    West    Er 

Avenue,  Apt.  1 103,  New  York,  N.Y.  10024 
Sandra   Hochhauser,   190  Center.  Cleveland,  Ohio  441 4£ 
Judy    Hormats    Stahl    (Mrs.    Danny    R.).   3316   Harts   Rt 

Road.  Glenshaw.  Pa.  15116 
Catherine   Horowitz   Saltzman   (Mrs.   Marc  D.),  9941   Milli 

Road,    Northpointe    Apartments,    #2061,    Dallas,    Tex, 75238 

Alice    Ireland    Fesmire    (Mrs.    Steven    H.),  9   Green    Lan 

Bedford,  Nova  Scotia,  Canada 

Jenifer   Johnson   Rettig   (Mrs.  Alan),  Route  2,  Pine  Islar 

Turnpike,  Warwick,  N.Y.  10990 

Christine  Joyce  Miller  (Mrs    Raymond  W.),  24  Lee  Stree 

Apt.  C-5.  Marblehead.  Mass.  01945 
Alice    Louise    Kessler,    116    Freemont   Street,    Apt.    301 

Brighton,  Mass.  01435 
Kathleen    Kratt    Neeley,    (Mrs.    James    D„   Jr.),    3029    I 

Superior  Street,  Duluth.  Minn.  55812 

Mary   Caywood  Knipmeyer.  2325  42nd  Street.  Apt.   30 

Washington,  D.C.  20007 

Gisela  Krueger  Fashing  (Mrs.  Norman  J.),  266  B.  Merrimi 

Trail.  Williamsburg,  Va.  23185 

Nancy     LeVasseur    Irwin    (Mrs.    William).    14215    Georg 

Avenue,  Silver  Spring,  Md.  20906 

Jennifer  Lewis,  54  Fairfield  Street,  Cambridge,  Mass.  0214 

Kelley  Maclsaacs,  Rt  1.  Box  52.  Buffalo.  Mo.  65622 

Dorothy     Lowenthal     Raizman     (Mrs.     Richard    E.),    510 
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Crossf.eld  Ct.,  Apt.  13,  Rockville.  Md.  20852 

'atricia   (Pam)  Matthias  Peterson  (Mrs.  John  Wilhelm,  III), 
14  Parker  Hill  Avenue.  Boston,  Mass.  02120 

'atricia    Ann    McBride,  634  Maryland  Avenue,  Pittsburgh. 
Pa.  1 5232 

Mexis  Muir  McMillan,  4515  Willard  Avenue.  Chevy  Chase. 

Md.  20015 

Cathryn    Ann    Osmond,    24    Morse    Street.    Natick,    Mass 

01760 

;ecelia  B.  Paape,  P.O.  Box  2541 .  Stanford.  Cal.  94305 

Ihilton  Richardson  Knudsen  (Mrs.  Michael  J.),  5024  Coral 

I  Street.  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15224 

Jeborah  Rosch  Blanchard  (Mrs.  Richard  FJ.6012  E.  Pratt 

.Street,  Baltimore,  Md.  21224 

Proline  Roth  Petit  {Mrs.  Michael),  119  Eighth  Street,  S.E., 

,  Apt.  202.  Washington.  D.C.  20003 

\A.  Diane  Savage,  34  W.  Montgomery  #105,  Ardmore,  Pa. 

,  19003 

ilinor    A.    Scheirer,    6100    Arlington    Expressway,    Q201, 

!  Jacksonville,  Fla.  32211 

Marianne  Schlittler   Haller   (Mrs.   Eugene),   1771    The  High- 
lands. Apt  306.  Berkeley.  Cal.  94709 

Helen  Sparks  Troll  man  (Mrs.  John  H.),  6380  Worlington, 

Birmingham,  Mich.  48010 

loanna    Tilghman    Tamplin   (Mrs.   Emory   E.),  9012  Queen 

Maria  Court,  Columbia,  Md.  21045 

rern  Weiner  Canter   (Mrs.  Sherman   K.l,  General  Delivery, 
N.  Miami  Beach,  Fla.  33160 

Jerry  White  Zeigler  (Mrs.  Gregory  DJ,  439  Locust  Street, 

I  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15218 

:aith   Yoho   Jaycox   (Mrs.   Jack   S„),   800  East  Minnehaha 

|  Parkway,  Minneapolis,  Minn.  55417 

-OST 

'amela  Davis  Eldredge  (Mrs.  Charles  Mersereau) 
Jusan  Price 

Jacquie  reporting: 

Cathy  Beard  Davidson  writes  that  she  is  "trying  to  raise 
h«o  boys  with  a  minimum  of  shouting,  on  my  part  at  least. 

growing  vegetables,  beheading  ducks,  canning  excellent 

:omato  puree,  reading  May  Sarton  books;  and  drinking 

Wine  in  the  evenings  with  John."  Sounds  pretty  nice. 
Hoesn't  it? 

Vera  Berkowitz  Greenberg  saw  her  son  Martin  depart  on 

the  bus  for  nursery  school  this  fall  with  mixed  feelings.  She 

'writes,  "I  was  excited  for  him.  but  sad  to  see  him  growing 

up  so  fast."  Vera  is  working  a  few  hours  a  week  in  the 
family  clothing  business,  and  planning  to  get  more  involved 
when  her  children  are  older. 

Marcia  Binstock  Swartz  writes,  "Louis  and  I  are 
thoroughly  enjoying  our  roles  as  new  home  owners  Our 
new  areas  of  education  include  the  effects  of  aphids  on 

shrubbery,  the  construction  of  a  household  wiring  diagram, 

'and  methods  of  eliminating  rainwater  in  the  kitchen  during 
storms  with  northwesterly  winds!  I  am  still  kept  busy 

working  two  days  a  week  as  a  systems  analyst  at  Westing- 
louse  and  marvelling  at  the  ceaseless  energy  exhibited  by 

Justin,  who  is  now  a  year  and  a  half." 
Susan  Brewer  Dempster  and  husband  Jim  are  very  much 

'^ught  up  in  their  rapidly  growing  importing  business.  She 
writes,  "We  travel  much  of  the  time  with  one  aspect  or 
another  of  the  business,  so  it  has  pretty  much  consumed 

js  .  .  .  In  the  past  two  years  I've  lost  any  idyllic  views  I  had 

Df  self-employment  as  a  'soft  life.'" 
Kathy  Carlson  Schuchat  is  very  excited  about  her 

arogram  at  the  University  of  Missouri-Kansas  City  School 
Df  Medicine,  where  she  has  a  year  and  a  half  to  go  until 

finishing.  While  she  attends  school  in  Kansas  City,  her 

iusband  Bill  is  "financing  this  madness"  by  working  as  a 
newly  promoted  senior  engineer  with  Monsanto  Company 

in  St.  Louis.  Kathy  writes.  "It's  so  exhilarating  to  realize 
fthat  some  men  are  really  willing  to  live  in  such  a  way  as  to 

iDptimize  opportunities  for  both  halves  of  the  marriage.  He's 
Unhappy  with  me  gone  (so  am  I!)  but  proud  and  sup- 

oortive."  They  are  both  looking  forward  to  Kathy's 

graduation.  While  Kathy  was  "Back  East,"  as  she  now  calls 
I,  she  saw  Pam  Davis  Eldredge,  who  has  finished  her  Ph.D. 

n  French  at  Harvard  and  will  probably  go  on  to  law  school 

this  fall.  Pam's  husband  Charles  is  already  practicing  law. 
Kathy  Chalmers  Kondylas  loves  their  new  home  state  of 

lAlaska.  where  she  spends  much  time  skiing,  camping, 

■climbing  mountains  and  enjoying  the  Alaska  wilderness 
with  her  husband  Andrew.  She  has  recently  learned  to  start 

a  car  at  -30°,  avoid  "very  hungry"  bears  and  cut  a 
,-hristmas  tree  in  nine  feet  of  snow.  I  am  wondering  about 

ithat  last  item.  Do  you  get  a  tall  one  and  just  cut  off  the  top 

br  do  you  go  right  down   to   the  ground7  See  next  year's 
Recorder  for  the  answer,  if  it  comes  at  all. 

OiFan  Chan  Linsley   is  in  her  second  year  of  graduate 

school    at    the    University    of    Pennsylvania,    where    she    is 

studying  Chinese  and  Japanese  literature.  She  and  Tom 

Inoved  into  a  house  at  the  beginning  of  September.  Tom  is 

in  attorney  with  Community  Legal  Services.  That  is  all  I 

peard  from  OiFan,  because  her  "mail  was  just  forwarded  to 
Ijs  in  a  package."  She  sends  best  regards  to  the  class. 

Beckey  Conrad  Hahn  and  Larry  are  also  in  a  new  house, 

|3eckey  writes.  "I  know  it  won't  suit  me  'til  about  five  years 
I  from  now  and  then  everything  will  need  painted  and 

(wallpapered  all  over  again!"  She  is  in  her  last  semester  of 

graduate  school  and  teaching  second  grade  Larry  received 

his  master's  degree  last  spring. 
Jane  Cooper  is  starling  at  Rutgers  Law  School  in 

Newark  this  fall,  and  is  doing  a  lot  of  new  things  after  her 

divorce,  including  stopping  smoking,  buying  a  house, 

competing  in  classy  long  distance  swimming  events  and 
traveling. 

My  three  Basenji  dogs  are  lolling  in  the  study  as  I  write. 

and  I  am  thinking  that  if  I  don't  get  cracking  on  my 
dissertation  I  will  be  spending  all  my  days  sleeping  in  the 

sun  with  them  before  long  I  am  again  teaching  political 

science  at  Kent  State  University,  which  I  find  to  be  a  very 

exciting  and  time-consuming  occupation.  We  moved  into  a 
house  of  our  own  about  a  year  ago.  aided  greatly  by  Linsie 

Whitlock  who  helped  us  pack  up  family  things  in  New  York 

and  drive  the  truck  to  Pittsburgh.  Our  house  is  just  a  few 

blocks  from  good  old  Chatham,  and  Kevin,  the  husband 

architect,  has  some  great  plans,  which,  of  course,  are  going 
very  slowly. 

This  is  my  first  year  as  a  class  secretary,  and  I  want  to 

mention  how  much  I  appreciated  the  warmth  and  affection 

in  the  letters  of  those  who  replied  to  my  somewhat  late 

solicitation  of  news.  I  send  thanks  to  those  who  wrote  and 

hope  more  classmates  will  write,  call  or  visit  in  the  future, 

not  just  at  class  news  time,  but  anytime  at  all. 

Goldie  reporting: 

It's  always  a  little  difficult  to  find  a  single  theme  which 
will  blend  this  column  together.  Everyone  seems  to  be 

doing  something  a  little  different  than  the  other,  but  this 

year  my  job  is  easier  because  I  have  the  "movers"  and  the 
"non-movers!" 

Most  of  those  who  changed  residences  did  so  because 

their  husbands'  jobs  dictated  the  move.  Alice  Ireland 
Fesmire  reports  that  Steve  finished  his  Ph.D.  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  and  has  taken  a  research  position  at  Dalhousie 

University  in  Halifax,  Nova  Scotia.  Alice  expects  to  enter 

the  M.B.A.  program  at  the  same  university.  After  2  years  in 

California  Judy  Herbst  Goozh  and  Steve  have  moved  back 

east  where  Steve  is  practicing  dentistry.  Before  leaving 

California.  Steve  and  Judy  visited  Hawaii. 

Cathy  Horowitz  Saltzman  also  reports  a  new  job  for 

husband  Marc  and  a  new  location.  They're  moving  to 

Dallas.  Texas  where  Marc  will  be  a  manufacturers'  repre- 
sentative. There  was  an  extra  dose  of  love  around  the 

Saltzman  household  on  Valentine's  Day  as  Emily  Rachel 
was  born.  Cathy  taught  practically  until  the  day  Emily  was 

born  but  doesn't  miss  teaching  a  bit  now. 

Don't  be  surprised  if  a  future  issue  of  Better  Homes  and 
Gardens  highlights  a  farm  house  renovated  bv  Judy 
Hormats  Stahl  and  husband,  Danny.  With  the  1 00  year  old 

farm  house  goes  a  farm  on  which  the  Stahls  are  boarding 

horses.  Judy  reports  that  she  has  quit  teaching  and  is 

working  full  time  in  their  store  in  Shadyside  named 

"Oddities." 

Sounds  like  Sue  Esterman  Borish  could  use  some  of  the 

Stahls'  furniture  building  talents.  There  was  enough  smoke 
damage  during  a  recent  fire  to  persuade  Sue  to  move  to 

another  apartment  and  start  anew.  Before  returning  to  her 

8th  grade  English  teaching  position.  Sue  spent  2  fabulous 

weeks  in  Greece  touring  Athens  and  the  Greek  Islands. 

While  Sue's  new  apartment  is  in  center  city  Philadelphia. 
Shelly  Israel  Mark  and  her  husband  have  moved  from  the 

city  to  the  suburbs  of  Long  Island.  An  advantage  (?)  of 

suburban  life  is  a  lawn  but  Shelly  says  it's  like  another 

mouth  to  feed.  She  enjoys  working  for  her  local  B'nai  Brith 
Chapter  and  taking  care  of  2  year  old  Valerie.  She  also  sees 

Nat  Dingle  Bazzell  '67  who  does  not  live  too  far  away. 
The  "non-movers"  haven't  changed  residences  but  nor 

have  they  stayed  put'  Pat  Elio  Cash  traveled  in  Japan  last 
fall  and  just  returned  from  a  backpacking  trip  to  Glacier 

National  Park.  She  and  Dennis  hope  to  have  some  alumnae 

visit  them  in  California  soon. 

Gail  Fishberg  is  teaching  6th  grade  this  year  and  spent 

the  summer  working  with  children  at  the  Mercer  County 

Camp  for  Handicapped  Children.  She  found  it  to  be  one  of 

the  most  rewarding  jobs  she's  had  in  the  teaching  pro- 
fession. Gail  has  also  traveled  to  the  Virgin  Islands  and 

plans  to  go  to  Europe  this  year. 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  is  really  moving,  too,  but  not  to  a 

new  home.  Jill  and  Irwin's  new  son  keeps  them  on  the 

move!  And  if  things  aren't  busy  enough,  Jill  has  been 
tutoring  in  math  and  hopes  to  substitute  in  the  fall. 

As  for  me.  Goldie  Jaffe  Katz,  I  belong  in  the  category  of 

"non-mover"  as  Joel  and  I  moved  into  a  new  house  last 

year.  "We  did  get  to  vacation  in  Florida  and  New  York  and 
took  our  daughter,  Amy,  to  Philadelphia  for  a  weekend.  We 

had  a  marvelous  summer  with  her  and  can't  believe  how 

fast  she's  growing. 
Heard  from  Bobbi  Livingston  Reitzes  who  would  like  to 

visit  Chatham  and  Pittsburgh  soon.  Hope  to  have  a  larger 

response  next  year. 

Zelda  reporting: 

Jenifer  Johnson  Rettig  is  now  both  church  organist  and 

choir  director.  Christine  Joyce  Miller  and  her  husband,  Ray, 

are  moving  to  larger  quarters  and  have  joined  the  ranks  and 

taken  up  sailing.  Alice  Kessler  is  teaching,  and  has  taken  on 

a  first  and  second  grade  combination  class.  Last  year  she 

was  a  Pilot  Teacher  in  a  child-centered  and  activity  oriented 
classroom. 

Mary  Knipmeyer  is  working  on  her  Ph.D.  at  Catholic 

University.  For  the  last  year  she  has  been  working  at  a 

community  mental  health  center  in  the  research  and  clinical 

information  unit.  She  passed  her  doctoral  exams  and  is 

looking  forward  to  researching  sex  role  development  in 

young  children  in  Spain. 
Kathy  Kratt  Neeley  is  medical  librarian  (or  the  School 

of  Medicine  at  the  University  of  Minnesota  in  Duluth.  When 

Jim  gets  out  of  the  Coast  Guard  next  June,  they  hope  to 

return  to  the  Pittsburgh  area  Gisela  Krueger  Fashing  and 

her  husband  Norman  have  also  been  traveling.  They  crossed 

the  country  several  times  this  summer  and  were  relieved  to 

finally  settle  in  Williamsburg,  though  they  miss  the  clean  air 

of  the  prairies. 

Carole  Kuhn  Silver  is  a  supervising  teacher  for  the 

Department  of  Mental  Health,  working  in  day  care  centers 

for  severely  retarded  children.  She  notes  that  there's  a  big 
push  in  Massachusetts  and  in  the  community  to  keep  these 

children  out  of  state  institutions  and  bring  out  those  in 

state  schools.  She  mentions  the  frustrations  of  handling 

bureaucratic  politics,  but  firmly  believes  that  the  new 

program  is  extremely  worthwhile.  We  couldn't  agree  with her  more. 

Jenifer  Lewis  has  a  job  now  on  the  technical  staff  at 

M.LT.  in  their  Center  for  Policy  Alternatives,  doing  what 

she  has  wanted  to  do  for  a  long  time  —  substantive  research 
in  the  environmental  area,  studying  such  things  as  energy 

research  and  development  and  coastal  zone  management. 

Bobbi  Livingston  Reitzes  hopes  to  find  a  part  time 

teaching  job  and  spend  the  rest  of  the  time  with  her  son, 

Benjy.  "just  watching  him  grow."  Sarah  Llewellyn  is 
Organizing  Secretary  for  the  Oldham  District  Community 

Council.  She  says  a  community  council  is  a  voluntary 

organization  which  supplements  statutory  social  services 

through  voluntary  action,  especially  in  such  areas  as 

community  development  and  self  help. 
Dorothy  Lowenthal  Raizman  has  just  started  law  school 

at  American  University,  and  we  all  wish  her  luck  I  just 

started  this  summer  as  an  instructor  in  psychology  at 

Kentucky  State  University  in  Frankfort.  Besides  teaching. 

I'm  doing  research  studying  subclinical  malnutrition  as 
related  to  intelligence  and  am  trying  to  set  up  a  complete 

major  area  in  psychology.  Teaching  General  Psychology  is 

great,  and  I'm  looking  forward  to  teaching  Abnormal 
Psychology  spring  semester 

As  part  of  a  continuing  plan  to  explore  the  changes  we 

are  experiencing  as  people  and  as  women,  changes  that 

aren't  reflected  in  statistics,  this  year  .we  discussed  what  we 
want  to  do  with  our  lives,  our  goals.  Many  of  us  are 

primarily  concerned  with  the  job  that  needs  to  be  done 

now.  We  have  taken  on  challenges,  and  seeing  them  through 

fills  most  of  our  time.  Alice  Kessler  tries  to  look  at  her  life 

year  by  year  —  and  hopes  to  teach  her  classes  to  be  self 
sustaining,  yet  sensitive  to  others.  Goals  for  herself  include 
seeking  to  understand  past  experience  while  remaining  open 

to  the  new.  Bobbi  Livingston  Reitzes  wants  to  bring  up 

unscrewed-up  children,  to  teach,  and  to  become  fulfilled. 

She  says,  too,  that  she  may  just  choose  to  sit  back  and 
watch  everyone  else  accomplish. 

Longer  term  goals  are  even  harder  for  us  to  define 
Dorothy  Lowenthal  Raizman  hopes  to  learn  to  apply  the 

idea  of  "innocence  to  experience"  to  her  own  life  —  and 
notes  that  goals  and  people  change,  as  she  feels  she  has 

since  she  was  a  student  Kathy  Kratt  Neeley,  with  marve- 
lous candor,  wrote  that  her  goal  in  life  is  to  have  everything 

she's  always  wanted,  and  intends  to  reach  that  by  making 
money,  not  babies.  I  also  would  like  to  be  rich,  but  for  the 

meantime,  I've  found  that  teaching  college  and  doing 

research  is  everything  I've  ever  wanted  out  of  a  career. 
Perhaps  the  most  comprehensive  reply  is  that  from 

Gisela  Krueger  Fashing,  who,  when  asked  what  she  wanted 

to  accomplish  with  her  life,  wrote,  "I  wish  I  could  tell 

you!" 

Georgia  reporting: 

Fall  has  indeed  fallen  upon  me  this  year  with  a  great 

thump,  and  I  almost  didn't  make  the  deadline  to  include  all 
the  news  that  fits,  to  coin  a  phrase  My  Ph.D.  overview  was 

accepted  at  Pitt  in  May,  and  since  then  I  have  been  frantic 

in  my  attempts  at  research.  Jim  is  an  Assistant  Professor  at 

Allegheny  County  Community  College,  and  has  been  asked 
to  present  a  professional  paper  at  the  Community  College 

Social  Science  Association  Convention  in  Chicago  in 
November. 

Emily  Hill  Buka,  her  husband.  Jack,  and  daughters 

Stephanie  (3  years  old)  and  Adnenne  (born  July  14,  1973) 

visited  us  Labor  Day  weekend  Ann  Joseph  will  be  visiting 

me  this  weekend.  Her  new  job  as  Federal  Women's 
Coordinator  for  the  Environmental  Protection  Agency. 

Region  III,  requires  extensive  travel.  The  position  involves 

seeing  that  women  in  that  field  realize  full  potential  in  their 
career  development.  In  addition,  Ann  has  been  promoted  to 

Acting  Chief  of  Water  Enforcement,  for  the  E.P.A. 

Also  forging  ahead  in  her  field  is  Audrey  Pysh  Theis, 

who  is  "a  thesis  away"  from  an  M.A.  in  Elementary 
Education  at  Pitt.  Steve  is  in  his  last  year  of  orthopedic 

residency  at  University  of  Pittsburgh  Medical  Center  They 

are  presently  living  in  a  renovated  125  year  old  house,  on  a 
7  acre  farm.  Audrey  tells  me  that  her  eldest  daughter, 

Kimberly,  starts  kindergarten  this  year,  and  her  youngest 

daughter,  Melissa,  will  be  in  nursery  school. 
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Caroline  Roth  Petit  has  married,  and  is  working  on  her 

M.S.  at  Johns  Hopkins  University  School  of  Public  Health, 

in  the  field  of  public  health  education. 

Pam  Poch  Foote  has  a  new  job  in  personnel  work  with 

Citcorp  Leasing,  part  of  First  National  City  Corporation, 

the  parent  company  of  First  National  City  Bank.  Pam  and 
John  cruised  the  Caribbean  on  the  Queen  Elizabeth  II  and 

spent  two  weeks  at  Cape  Cod  this  past  year.  While  in 

Massachusetts,  they  visited  Cris  Joyce  Miller  and  her 

husband,  in  Marblehead. 
Leslie  Miller  Eggers  has  traded  her  job  at  I.B.M.  for  a 

year  of  domesticity.  She  keeps  busy  professionally  as  a 

part-time  consultant  on  systems  analysis,  and  attended  a 
seminar  at  Chatham  on  Women  and  Career  Opportunities. 

Maury's  Ph.D.  overview  has  also  been  accepted  (welcome  to 

the  club!),  and  he  works  as  a  systems  analyst  at  Pitt's 
Computer  Center. 

In  addition  to  planning  her  wedding,  Marcia  Mount  has 

received  a  promotion.  She  will  be  supervising  Bryn  Mawr 

College  graduate  students  in  Social  Work  at  the  Ceniral 

Montgomery  Health  Clinic. 

Chilton  Richardson  Knudsen  is  now  teaching  advanced 

biology  at  my  old  alma-mater,  Winchester-Thurston  School. 
(She  attended  the  Ellis  School.  For  those  of  you  who  were 

girls'  field  hockey  fans  when  dinosaurs  ruled  the  earth, 
1960-1964,  we  were  contemporary  adversaries  on  the 

"turf.")  Chilton  writes  that  she  enjoyed  traveling  in 
Scandinavia  this  past  summer.  Michael  is  currently  on  the 

research  faculty  at  Carnegie-Mellon. 
The  population  of  the  United  States  has  been  com- 

plemented by  the  progeny  of  two  class-mates.  Barbara 

Morgan  Spiegelman,  .ind  Deborah  Rosch  Blanchard.  Al- 
though the  Spiegelmans  have  a  new  house  and  two  boys 

now,  Barb  is  involved  in  recruiting  people  to  organize  the 

Pittsburgh  Juniors  Alumnae  Club.  Any  volunteers?  Stan 

passed  the  state  examination  and  is  now  a  registered 

Professional  Engineer. 

Debbie  not  only  has  a  new  daughter,  but  also  has 

completed  18  credits  towards  her  Ph.D.  in  Semitic  Studies 

and  Ancient  Cultures,  while  Dick  is  a  first-year  resident  in 

Internal  Medicine.  Incidentally,  Debbie  writes  very  en- 

thusiastically of  the  Lamaze  prepared  child-birth  method, 

for  those  of  you  who  may  be  "considering." 
Kathy  Osmond  is  now  settled  in  a  new  apartment  in 

Natick,  Massachusetts.  She  works  in  the  Financial  Aid 

Office  at  Wellesley  College.  Kathy  also  has  promised  to  visit 

me,  so  I  shall  close,  as  I  began,  a  fixed  orb  in  the  revolving 

world  of  ex-Chathamites.  Thanks  to  all  of  you  who 
responded  this  year. 

Pati  reporting: 

The  news  seems  to  be  sparse  this  season,  but  greetings 

have  come  from  Davida  Tunis  Philips  who  reports  that  she, 

Richard,  and  Marc  are  all  fine.  Marianne  Schlittler  Haller 

sends  news  of  her  marriage  in  May  to  Eugene  Haller,  a 

post-doctorate  fellow  in  physics,  and  says  that  she  is  now 
studying  arts  and  crafts. 

Leslie  Tarr  Laurie  has  a  new  job  as  the  Executive 

Director  of  the  Family  Planning  Council  of  Western 

Massachusetts  and  is  attempting  to  provide  comprehensive 

family  planning  services  (both  medical  and  social)  to  those 

who  desire  such  advice.  Ellie  Scheirer  reports  having  a  new 

job,  too.  Ellie  is  an  assistant  professor  in  the  College  of 

Education  at  the  University  of  North  Florida  in  Jackson- 
ville. She  is  an  academic  and  career  advisor  as  well  as 

counselor  and  teacher  at  this  new  university.  Barb  Stern 

Heffer  is  teaching,  too.  She  teaches  children  with  learning 

disabilities  and  enjoys  it.  Barb  and  John  visited  Bobbi 

Livingston  Reitzes  and  her  family  last  winter. 

Gail  Young  Browne  sends  news  from  Kansas.  She  is 

working  on  her  Ph.D.  in  Psychology  and  has  a  "half  time" 

research  position  with  the  Menninger  Foundation.  Gail's 
husband,  Dick,  is  working  on  his  internship  in  Clinical 

Psychology  at  the  Kansas  City  V.A. 
Laurie  Weiss  Rothman  writes  from  Canada  that  she  is 

still  recruiting  and  interviewing  foster  parents,  while  also 

enjoying  Fieuven,  who  is  now  18  months  old  and  a  "real 

challenge."  She  extends  an  invitation  to  anyone  who  is 
visiting  in  the  Toronto  area. 

Candy  Saly  Curry  and  her  husband  Norman  are  enjoying 

life  in  Bowling  Green,  Ohio  where  Norm  is  a  teaching 

fellow  while  working  on  his  Ph.D.  in  English.  Candy  has 

been  keeping  busy  and  enjoys  being  a  "housewife." 
As  I  am  writing  this  report  with  one  hand,  I  am 

unpacking  boxes  with  the  other!  Jay  and  I  just  moved  into 

our  first  home.  It's  a  40  year  old  house  and  we  are  learning 
a  lot  about  papering,  painting,  plastering,  and  plumbing.  In 

my  "free"  time  I  am  beginning  another  year  of  teaching.  I 
hope  that  I  received  all  the  news  which  was  sent  to  me  in 

spite  of  moving! 

1970 Diane  Deagan 

343  East  92nd  Street 

New  York,  N.Y.  10028 

Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman 
(Mrs.  Harvey  R.) 

749  Polo  Drive  South 

Columbus,  Ohio  43229 

Cheri  Kohn  Schwartz 

(Mrs.  Joel  D.) 

5702  Wilkins  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Jane  Marcus 

2007  Green  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa.  19130 

Susan  Schwartz 

40  West  89th  Street,  Apt.  4-B 
New  York,  N.Y.  10024 

Patricia  Williams 

5501  Mineral  Point  Road 

Madison,  Wis.  53705 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Chris  Biel,  to  Joseph  Kuhl 

Karen  Schultz  to  Barry  Allen  Mabery 

MARRIAGES 

Laura  Cordrey  to  Edward  Rossmoore,  May  15,  1971 

Rose  Mary  Liguori  to  Michael  Dahood,  September  2,  1972 

Janet  Olds  to  George  McC.  Davison  II,  March  18,  1972 

Maesi  Palar  to  Bambang  Y.  M.  Martowardojo,  February  12, 1972 

Clare  Ruthenburg  to  Loring  Silet,  October,  1972 

BIRTHS 

Priscilla  Jameson  Richardson,  a  son,  William  Lloyd,  De- 
cember 21, 1972 

Susan  Dann  Rothenberg,  a  son, -Craig  Andrew,  September 

15,  1972 
Corliss  McCutcheon  Jobin,  a  daughter,  Lindsey  Lenore, 

May  19,  1972 
Susan  Morehouse  Wandell,  a  son,  Raymond  Thomas  IV, 

April  10,  1972 
Sue  Narrow  Paull,  a  son,  Gregory,  June  23,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Abraham,  312  No.  Glen  Arven,  Temple  Terrace,  Fla. 
33617 

Virginia    Allen    Taylor    (Mrs.    Christopher    Hume),   c/o  St. 
Marks  School,  Southborough,  Mass.  01772 

Betsy  Belcher  MacMillan  (Mrs.  John  DJ,  General  Delivery, 

Manchester  Depot,  Vt.  05225 

Christine  Georgia  Biel,  342  East  76th  Street,  Apt.  4-B,  New 

York,  N.Y.  10021 

Susan   Blackley   Adams  (Mrs.   John   D.,   IV),  Deerfield,  Va. 24432 

Carol  Anne  Botula,  25  Otis  Street,  Watertown,  Mass.  02172 

Kathleen    Boucher    Brosi    (Mrs.    Fred   M.,   Jr.),    5624   Gulf 

Stream  Row,  Columbia,  Md.  21044 

Anne   Bucher    Ertel    (Mrs.    Jeff),   36    East  Central   Avenue, 

Moorestown,  N.J.  08057 

Laura    Cordrey    Rossmoore    (Mrs.    Edward),   60   Aspinwall 

Avenue,  Brookline,  Mass.  02146 

Susan    Craycraft    Willard     (Mrs.    John),     188    Nod     Road, 

Ridgefield,  Conn.  06877 

Melissa  Dodge  Lloyd  (Mrs.  J.  Michael),  18  Greenbriar  Drive, 

Farmington,  Conn.  06032 

Joan   DiNorcia   Davenport   (Mrs.    Robert  J.),  6504  Jackson 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 
Sharyn     Fireman     Rubin     (Mrs.     Lawrence),     1209    Shady 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Dawn    R.    Fischer,    Rt.    1,    Box    216,   Wexford,    Pa.    15090 

Judith     J.     Foecking,     Leibniz    Gymnasium,    466    Geisen- 
kirchen-Buer,  Sredde  Str.  21 ,  Germany 

Katrine    Geha     Kirn     (Mrs.     Steven),    218-D    North    Main, 

Elizabethtown,  Ky.  42701 
Aleta    Giacobine    Bremer    (Mrs.    Malcolm),    11515   Burdine 

Street,  Apt.  51 5,  Houston,  Texas  77035 

Ellen  Gonchar,  2007  Green  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19130 

Deborah    Grey    Loving    (Ms.    Debby    Loving),    52    Corson 

Avenue,  Akron,  Ohio  44302 

Sherry  Handsman  Steiner  (Mrs.  Julius  M.),  6351  Marchand 

Street,  Apt  2,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 
Pamela  A.  Hird,  6  Childsworth,  Bernardsville,  N.J.  07924 

Barbara   Jane  Jacobs,  4206  North   Paint   Road,   Baltimore, 

Md.  21222 
Priscilla  Jameson  Richardson  (Mrs.   Raymond),  524  Thonas 

Lane,  Greensburg,  Pa.  15601 
Patricia    M.    King,    245  Melwood  Avenue,  The  Wellington, 

Apt.  404,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 
Janet    Kugler   James    (Mrs.    Clifton    E.,   Jr.),  Spanish  Villa, 

R.D.  #2,  Box  1 29-A,  Jeannette,  Pa.  1 5644 

Ann   Large,  343-C  Wakefield   Drive.  Selwyn  Village,  Char- 
lotte, N.C.  28209 

Janice  C.   Lee,  8-A,  29  Washington  Sq.,  West,  New  York, 

N.Y.  10011 
Normandie    Lee   Childs  (Mrs.   Geoffrey  S.l,   Lee   Farm,  St. 

Johnsbury,  Vt.  05819 

Rose    Mary    Liguori    Dahood   (Mrs.   Michael),  40  E.  Cedar, 

Chicago,  III.  60611 
Linda    Loeb    Aronson    (Mrs.    I.    Leonard   II),  2706  Charter 

Oak  Road,  Little  Rock,  Ark.  72202 

Sarah  Marks  Siciliano  (Mrs.  Thomas  V.,  II),  119  Mill  Creek 

Road,  Apt.  E-2,  South,  Ardmore,  Pa.  19003 

Corliss  McCutcheon  Jobin  (Mrs.  George  H.,  Ml),  Apt.  AA-8, 
2800  Forest  Vale  Lane,  Norcross,  Ga.  30071 

Barbara  Ann  McEliece,  7700  Suraci  Court,  Annandale,  Va. 
22003 

Delphine  Anne  McMaster,  Kenmlworth,  Apt.  818,  Park 

Drive  Manor.  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19144 

Susan  Morehouse  Wandell  (Mrs.  Raymond  T.,  Ill),  14  Alic 

Avenue,  Westover,  W.  Va.  26505 

Phoebe    D.    Morse,    34  1 /2   Liberty  Street,   Montpelier,  N, 
05602 

Karen  Niles  Crichton  (Mrs.  David),  2068  Pauline  Blvd.,  At 

11  B,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.  48103 
Kim    Oates    Tumbler    (Mrs.    Joseph    M.l,   2503   Pine    La 

Apis,,  Lindenwold,  N.J.  08021 
Janet  Olds  Davison  (Mrs.  George  McC,  II),  205  10th  Stref 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 
Cheryl  Olkes  (Mrs.  Paul  Stoller).   1260  21st  Street,  N.V 

#212,  Washington,  D.C.  20036 
Adrienne    Olson    Jeffrey    (Mrs.     John    W.),    14253    Sa 

Road,  Victorville,  Cal.  92392 

Gayle   Parker    Celayir    (Mrs.   Sirman    A.),   9737  Mt.   Pisg. 

Road,  Apt.  1 103,  Silver  Spring,  Md.  20903 
Susan  L.  Patton,  2902  Monroe  Street,  Madison,  Wis.  537 

Patricia     Ann    Peckinpaugh,    301     Chase    Gulch,    Box    1 

Blackhawk,  Colo.  80422 

Marianne  C.  Porter,  65  South  Watson  Avenue,  Washingtc 
Pa.  15301 

Clare   Ruthenburg  Silet   (Mrs.    Loring),  3320  Konng  Roi 

Evansville,  Ind.  47712 

Lynn    Sabetti    Black    (Mrs.    Gordon   S.,   Jr.),   2326    For 

Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

Jacquelyn   Savani    Mitchell    (Mrs.    Richard    A.),  312  Mo 

gomery  Avenue,  Haverford,  Pa.  19041 
Marilyn    Scarantino    Jones    (Mrs.    Bruce),    1701    East    11 

Street,  12W,  Cleveland,  Ohio  441 14 
Frederica  Scheidecker  Packard   (Mrs.    Richard  A.),  408 

North  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15212 

Margaret  Simon,  Box  52,  Buena  Vista.  Pa.  15018 

Barbara    Lynn   Smith,  Box  179,  Bear  Lake  Assoc,  Gout 

boro,  Pa.  18424 
Pamela  Stock  Curry  (Mrs.  John  R.),  Barnes  4-E,  Escondi 

Village,  Stanford,  Cal.  94305 
Susanne  Szabo  Rostock  (Mrs.  Fredrik),  18  W.  70th  Stre 
New  York,  N.Y.  10023 

Ann  Ungar,  331  E.  29th  Street,  New  York,  N.Y.  10010 

Diana    Urban    Eichler    (Mrs.    Thomas   J.l,    11595   N.  Sh< 

Drive,  #11-B,  Reston,  Va.  22090 
Ellen    Weller    Herf    (Mrs.    Andrew),  438   Old   Connectic 

Path,  Apt.  4,  Framingham,  Mass.  01701 

Diane  reporting: 

It  is,  as  I  write  this,  a  perfectly  vile  day  in  New  Yo 

and  I  am  deeply  envious  of  those  who  have  had  the  go 

sense  to  avoid  Fun  City  as  a  place  to  live. 

Betsy  Belcher  MacMillan  is  presently  doing  her  avoidi 

with  a  vengeance:  she  and  husband  John  are  living 

Vermont,  where  Betsy  is  directing  a  Head  Start  program 

Rutland  and  John  is  a  consulting  forester.  Vermont  can  a 

claim  Bonnie  Brown  Mooney  as  a  part  time  reside 

Bonnie  and  Richard  own  their  second  home  near  Mt,  Snc 

where  they  enjoy  skiing  in  the  winter  and  clean  air  y< 

'round.  During  the  week,  Bonnie  is  a  sales  representative 
Xerox,  a  job  which  offers  her  ample  freedom.  She  hopes 

be  visiting  Chris  Andrews  Houghtlin  in  Cleveland  in  the  f; 

as  Richard  will  have  a  business  show  there,  by  the  time  t 

reaches  print,  they  may  have  had  a  mini-reunion  of  two. 
Pennsylvania  still  attracts  a  number  of  class  membe 

Mary  Archick  Antimary  and  Ralph  are  living  near  Pil 

burgh  now.  Ralph  is  part  owner  and  manager  of  a  mu 

store,  and  most  of  Mary's  day  is  spent  caring  for  act 

Michael,  who's  nearly  three.  A  young  son  also  occupies  1 

attention  of  Linda  Caplan  Goldman;  Linda's  Michael  v 
two  in  June. 

Vicki  Aldridge  Ross  is  working  as  a  conciliator  for  1 

Equal  Employment  Opportunity  Commission  in  Pittsbun 
her  husband  Charles  is  in  law  school  at  Pitt. 

Out  on  the  West  Coast,  Linda  Canan  Horn  is  a  soc 

worker  placing  foster  children  and  doing  volunteer  work  1 
Planned  Parenthood.  She  and  her  husband  Ronald  r 

"Hotel  Horn"  on  occasion,  they've  received  visits  this  y< 
from  Naida  Karoly  Finane  and  Karen  Niles  Crichton. 

And  on  the  East  Coast,  Massachusetts  is  home  for 

least  three  Chathamites.  Pru  Brighton  is  a  reporter  on  t 

Lowell  Sun,  Nancy  Clark  is  studying  nursing,  and  Cai 

Botula  is  teaching  in  a  newly  opened  school  in  the  Bosi area. 

Anne  Bucher  Ertel  and  Jeff  have  sold  their  trailer  a 

moved  to  New  Jersey  while  contemplating  how  to  finano 

house.  Anne  is  with  the  telephone  company  in  Per 

sylvania,  and  Jeff  is  attending  school  at  night- 
Closer  to  home  (mine,  that  is),  Trinka  Blickle  andChi 

Biel  are  living  and  working  in  New  York.  Trinka  has  be 

promoted  to  art  director  for  Opera  News,  and  Chris  is 

assistant  buyer  at  Sears,  Roebuck.  Oh,  to  be  an  up-ar 

coming  young  executive! 
And  I,  after  six  months  of  staring  at  the  ceiling  a 

wondering  "What  am  I  going  to  do  with  My  Life?",  decid 
that  the  lure  of  the  urban  environment  was  just  wha 

needed  to  break  the  monotony  of  small  town  after  sm 

town.  So  I'm  working  for  a  Japanese  bank  and  wonderinc 
what  I  really  needed  may  have  been  another  small  to\ 

after  all.  Nevertheless,  I  do  enjcJy  my  work  and  r 

tenement,  and  I  trust  that  this  issue  of  the  Recorder  firj 

you  all  equally  content. 

Evie  reporting: 

In  the  past  year,  many  of  our  classmates  have  chang 
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rale  On  the  subject  of  address  change,  it  anyone  knows 

|e  whereabuu  ts  of  Judy  Robbins  '71 .  please  let  me  know, 
'jbin  Weiss,  '72.  and  I  have  been  trying  to  track  her  down 
|r  over  a  year.  Thanks! 

Katrine  Geha  Kirn  and  husband  Steve  moved  from 

Missouri  to  Kentucky  this  fall  to  assume  staff  psychologist 

^sitions  with  the  North  Central  Mental  Health-Mental 
fetardation  Board  in  Elizabethtown,  Kentucky.  Katrine 

Fd  Steve  are  both  slated  to  receive  their  Ph.D.'s  in 
lychology  this  December,  Congratulations! 

Aleta  Giacobine  Bremer  is  now  residing  in  Houston, 

i*xas   where    husband    Malcolm    is   a    resident    in   cardiac 

Irgery  Aleta  saw  Nance  Jacobson  '69  who  was  married  to 
Ian  Davidson  in  June,  1973,  and  visited  Anne  Murton  who 

J}  finishing  a  graduate  degree  in  cinema  at  Columbia 
hiversity. 

Sherry  Handsman  Steiner  has  returned  to  Chatham 

bun  try.  Her  husband,  Julius,  is  a  lawyer  with  the  National 

'ibor  Relations  Board  in  Pittsburgh.  Sherry  is  Assistant 
lirector  of  Sales  Service  for  KDKA-TV. 

Judy  Foecking  is  in  Germany  with  a  program  sponsored 
h  the  American  Association  of  Teachers  of  German.  She  is 

;aching  English  to  8th,  9th  and  10th  graders.  Judy  also 

'ans  to  begin  work  on  her  Ph.D.  dissertation. 

Melissa  Dodge  Lloyd  and  husband  Mike  have  bought  a 

hw  condominium  in  Farmington,  Connecticut.  Melissa  saw 

ebbie  Grey  Loving  last  spring. 

|  Several  alums  traveled  and  vacationed  this  summer.  Pam 
last  traveled  in  Nova  Scotia  and  Ellen  Gonchar  spent  time 

ii  Martha's  Vineyard  with  Cindy  Plotkin.  Caryn  Hall 
nsrine  and  Larry  vacationed  in  Georgia,  Disneyworld  and 

linnsylvania. 

•  Bev  Hardy  Bogley  spent  the  summer  in  Williamsburg, 

lirginia,  on  an  archaeological  dig  of  colonial  sites.  The  dig 

arked  the  interest  of  National  Geographic  Magazine  who 

me  to  take  pictures. 

Good  luck  to  Laura  Cordrey  Rossmoore  who  is  cur- 

ntly  writing  her  master's  thesis  in  occupational  therapy.  I 
low  what  that's  like! 
As  for  me,  Harvey  and  I  had  a  beautiful  summer 

:ploring  Greece  and  Israel.  It  was  difficult  getting  back  to 

ork,  but  after  three  weeks  of  teaching  I'm  readjusted.  Our 
hool  is  experimenting  with  a  nongraded  structure  which  is 

jite  challenging,  t  had  a  fantastic  reunion  last  spring  in 

aston  with  Cathy  O'Daniel,  Cindy  Plotkin,  Pam  Gast,  Jane 
arcus,  Phoebe  Morse,  Cookie  Ungar,  and  Ellen  Welter 
erf.  Shalom! 

fieri  reporting: 

Ann  Lange  received  her  M.A.  from  Boston  College  last 

iring  and  sometimes  works  on  her  thesis  for  her  Ph.D.  She 

now  the  instructor  of  philosophy  at  Queens  College  in 

harlotte,  N.C.,  an  institution  apparently  structured  very 

uch  like  Chatham.  Because  Ann  is  the  philosophy 

apartment  at  her  new  campus,  she  writes  that  she  has  a 

.ee  ticket  as  to  what  she  will  teach.  Sounds  terrific,  Ann, 

■id  good  luck. 
Another  classmate  who  has  become  a  college  instructor 

Janet  Kugler  James.  Jan  and  Gene  have  moved  "to  the 

ountry"  and  she  now  has  the  position  of  composition 
.istructor  at  Seton  Hill  College  in  Greensburg  while  taking 

purses  toward  her  teaching  certificate.  She  writes  of  a 
astful  summer  and  enjoyed  seeing  Ellen  Judson,  Charlie 

id  Vicki  Aldridge  Ross,  and  Naida  Karoly  Finane. 

Now  that  Kitty  Kramer  Krajci  is  a  free  spirit,  she  has 
lore  time  to  devote  to  her  career.  She  is  stilJ  a  senior 

rogrammer  at  Mellon  Bank  and  is  also  in  the  M.B.A. 

program  at  Pitt. 

Peggy  Kerestes  Chain  is  still  in  Ithaca,  N.Y.  where 

jsband  Michael  will  receive  his  master's  degree  from 
ornell  and  finish  his  M.P.S.  program  in  May.  Peggy  saw 

ay  and  Pris  Jameson  Richardson  with  their  little  boy  over 

le  summer.  She  also  writes  that  there  is  nothing  new  with 

er,  that  she  has  no  idea  where  they  will  be  living  next  year, 
hd  sends  her  best  to  all. 

Jim  and  Naida  Karoly  Finane  took  a  camping  trip  out 

rest  in  June.  Whiie  touring  Frisco  they  stayed  with  Ron 

nd  Linda  Canan  Horn  who  reside  in  Berkeley.  Jim  is  still 

i  budget  analyst  for  the  Dept.  of  Administration  of 
'isconsin. 

I  don't  know  whether  Betzi  Jackson's  life  is  that 
teres  ting  or  whether  it  is  just  her  writing  style.  I  will  try 

i  coherently  condense  her  three  page  letter  into  one 

aragraph.  Please  forgive  me  if  I  botch  it  —  remember  I  was 
psych  major.  Last  year  Betzi  worked  for  Readak 

ducational  Services  of  New  Orleans  and  taught  a  develop- 
tental  reading  course  in  four  schools  all  over  the  country, 

hen  in  June  she  took  a  two  week  weaving  course  at 

jahnson  State  College  in  Vermont.  In  between  the  above 

hd  before  her  bicyle  trip  to  Nova  Scotia  she  saw  Phoebe 

lorse  who  a)  has  a  new  dog,  b)  looks  terrific  and  c)  is  law 

lerking  for  the  Vermont  Supreme  Court  after  graduating 
om  law  school.  Betzi  also  saw  Annie  Wakely  at  the  Farm 

pd  Wilderness  Camps  in  Plymouth,  Vermont.  She  also 
ucommends  for  all  of  us  to  look  at  MS.  magazine  which 
|ie  says  speaks  to  all  of  us.  She  has  no  idea  what  she  will  be 

loing  next  year  and  yes,  Betzi,  I  am  a  mother. 

[  And  so  is  Pris  Jameson  Richardson  who  is  busy  with 

ttle  Willie  but  found  time  to  visit  with  Lin  Sigg  '71.  Not 
nuch  other  news,  she  writes,  just  "hi"  to  all. 

Sue  Dann  Rothenberg  wri  tes  that  Craig  is  almost  a  year 

old,  takes  up  all  of  her  time  and  that  she  loves  every  second 

of  it.  (I  dare  you  to  say  that  when  he  is  two.  Sue.)  Sue's 
husband  Rick  has  gone  into  a  dental  practice,  is  the  head  of 

the  dental  department  of  Kessler's  Institute,  and  is  re- 
maining on  the  staff  of  Beth  Israel  Center. 

Speaking  of  busy  husbands.  Joel  is  now  an  M.D.  He  is  in 

a  residency  at  Eye  and  Ear  Hospital.  I  saw  a  lot  of  Ellen 

Judson  and  Gail  Whitman  Rudenstein  '71  at  the  pre 
graduation  affairs.  Matt  is  in  a  toddler  play  group  at  the 

Y-l  KC  where  Sharyn  Fireman  Ruben  is  on  the  staff  so  I  see 

her  occasionally  Kathy  Donahue  Freyvogel  lives  across  the 

street  from  me,  and  I  saw  Julie  Metzger  at  the  club  where 

she  taught  tennis  over  the  summer.  Everything  in  my  life 

was  going  really  well,  and  then  my  father  suddenly  passed 

away.  My  best  to  all  who  wrote  this  year.  I  hope  more  of 

you  write  next  time  and  my  final  word  today  is  -  Sherry 

Handsman  Steiner   -  if  you  are  in  the  city,  please  call  me. 

Jane  reporting: 

Strange  as  it  seems,  sending  out  questionnaires  late 

brings  great  results  —  sixteen  out  of  twenty-one  responses 

filled  my  mailbox!  I'd  better  leave  the  country  next 
summer  too! 

The  biggest  surprises  this  year  are  babies.  Both  Sue 
Morehouse  Wandell  and  Corky  McCutcheon  Jobin  have 

toddlers  who  are  over  a  year  old  by  now.  Sue  and  Raymond 

not  only  moved,  but  brought  their  brick  house  with  them! 

Sue's  working  on  her  M.A.  in  History  at  West  Virginia 
University.  Corky,  George  and  Lindsey  are  now  living  in  the 

great  climate  of  suburban  Atlanta  George  is  a  radio  and 

sports  broadcaster  and  Corky's  job  hunting.  Gregory  is  the 
latest  arrival  at  the  Paull  house  Sue  Narrow  Paull  and  Irwin 

are  working  full-time  at  being  parents.  Irwin's  babysitting 
when  he's  not  studying  and  Sue  hopes  to  go  back  to  work 
for  the  Hamilton  County  Welfare  Department  in  foster 

home  placement.  Best  wishes  to  them  and  all  the  proud 

parents! A  few  1970  graduates  are  still  at  school  themselves. 

Delphine  McMaster  is  a  senior  medical  student  at  Temple 

University  Medical  School.  Dena  Loncoske  Boxler  is  at  Pitt 

teaching  chemistry  and  doing  research. 

Barb  McEMece  and  Janet  Olds  Davison  sends  regards  and 
want  to  be  sure  folks  know  their  current  addresses. 

Cheryl  Olkes,  as  she  wishes  to  remain,  and  her  husband 

Paul  Stoller  are  in  Watergate  —  oops,  I  mean  Washington, 

D.C.  Cheryl's  a  "demi- bureaucrat  information  type"  in 

HEW's  Office  for  Civil  Rights,  handling  enforcement  of 
anti-race  and  sex-discrimination  laws.  To  keep  from  ossify- 

ing, she  says,  she's  freelance  editing  a  promising  first  novel. 

Paul's  a  graduate  student  in  sociolinguistics  at  Georgetown 
University.  David  Crichton,  husband  of  Karen  Niles 

Crichton,  is  a  graduate  student  at  the  University  of 

Michigan.  Karen's  a  physical  therapist  at  St.  Joseph-Mercy 
Hospital.  They  spoke  with  Mary  Kay  Connell  who  is  happy 

and  well  in  San  Diego.  ATTENTION  Sheila  Willard!  Karen 

would  love  to  hear  from  you. 

Dede  Newport's  a  busy  librarian  at  the  Alpha  Park 

Library  in  Peoria,  Illinois.  The  library's  growing  and  a  new 
job  is  in  the  picture  for  Dede  as  a  special  services  consultant 

providing  the  governor  signs  the  necessary  bill.  New 

neighbors  of  ours  are  Kim  Oates  Tumbler  and  Joe.  After  a 

bad  experience  in  Philly,  they've  moved  to  the  quieter 
suburbs  of  New  Jersey.  Joe  finished  at  Pitt  Graduate  School 

and  is  now  a  securities  analyst  at  Girard  Trust  Bank.  As  of 

this  writing,  Kim  had  just  started  working  as  a  gal-Friday 
for  an  insurance  management  firm. 

Phoebe  Morse  is  an  esquire  now!  Before  graduating  from 

Boston  College  Law  School,  she  worked  for  their  Legal 

Assistance  Bureau  and  the  Lawyers'  Committee  for  Civil 
Rights  doing  prison  work.  After  the  ordeals  of  the 

Massachusetts  and  Vermont  Bar  Exams,  she  began  clerking 

for  the  Vermont  Supreme  Court.  The  clerkship  has  a  one 

year  term  and  then  she'll  be  seeking  a  job  in  criminal  law. 

In  August  Phoebe  attended  Suzanne  Wilson's  wedding, 
Maggie  Dawson  was  a  beautiful  maid  of  honor.  Rose  Mary 

Liguori  Dahood  has  been  going  to  weddings  too.  First,  her 

own  to  Michael  which  had  Allison  Oakes,  '69,  and  Sally 
Coburn  as  attendants.  Rose  went  to  New  York  for  the 

festivities  of  Susan  Thome's  wedding  to  J.  Paul  Chautemps, 

a  classmate  of  Michael's  Sherry  Handsman  Steiner,  Andy 
Pratt  and  Ginger  Allen  Taylor  were  also  on  hand  Rose  and 

Michael  are  both  working  in  banks  —  he's  an  analyst  —  and 

they're  busy  moving  all  their  books  and  other  belongings  to 
their  new  condominium.  I  must  apologize  to  both  Phoebe 

and  Rose  for  the  "green  questionnaire."  I  returned  from 
Israel  too  late  to  do  anything  about  its  inadequacies.  Next 

year  I  promise  revisions  —  suggestions  are  more  than 
welcome. 

And  last  but  not  least,  the  teachers!  Molly  Miesse 

Patterson  is  beginning  her  fourth  year  as  a  French  teacher 

in  the  Pittsburgh  Public  Schools.  In  her  spare  time  she 

attends  Duquesne  Grad  School,  does  volunteer  work  for 

Kingsley  House,  freezes  and  cans  her  home-grown  produce, 

repairs  antique  furniture,  and  does  needlework  and  gourmet 

cooking!  David's  beautifying  the  house,  too,  when  he's  not 
working  at  a  Pittsburgh  law  firm  or  studying  at  law  school. 

Molly  writes  of  seeing  Nedra  Sheatz  and  Kathy  Donahue 

Freyvogel  and  Ty  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  Sally  Miesse's  living 

in  Shadyside  and  Beth's  a  sophomore  at  Chatham  —  quite  a 
dynasty. 

Normandie  Lee  Childs  and  Geoltrey  have  forsaken  New 

York  City  for  the  clean  air  of  Vermont.  She's  completed 
her  M.A.  in  Education  at  New  York  University  and  the 

Childs  are  planning  a  six  month  trip  to  Europe  before 

settling  down  to  teaching  in  Vermont  or  New  Hampshire. 
Normandie  saw  Melanie  Duncan  and  Trinka  Blickle  in  the 

City.  They  seem  to  like  it,  but  Normandie  and  Geoffrey  are 

happy  to  be  able  to  breathe  again. 
Gayle  Parker  Celayir  has  begun  teaching  at  a  very 

innovative  school,  The  Academy  of  the  Holy  Cross  in 

Kensington,  Maryland,  is  far  removed  from  the  traditional 

image  of  a  private  Catholic  girls'  school.  Gayle'salso  taking 
yoga  and  oil  painting,  and  hopes  to  begin  a  Ph.D.  program 
in  Curriculum  and  Instruction.  This  summer  she  visited  her 

husband's  family's  summer  home  near  Istanbul,  Along  with 
meeting  many  new  relatives,  she  had  a  lot  of  adventures  and 

a  great  time. 

As  you've  already  guessed,  I've  been  traveling  too.  I 
spent  two  weeks  in  Greece,  then  went  on  to  Israel.  The 

summer  was  marvelous  and  it's  hard  to  return  to  teaching  in 
Philadelphia.  Ellen  Gonchar  and  I  hope  to  pull  each  other 

through  the  long  cold  winter.  I'm  taking  Hebrew  lessons,  so 

don't  be  surprised  if  next  year's  alumni  report  arrives  air 
mail  from  you  know  where.  Shalom! 

P.S.  —  The  most  sincere  condolences  to  Cheri  Kohn 

Schwartz  and  her  family  on  the  sudden  death  of  her  father. 

Susan  reporting: 

I'm  happy  to  report  that  my  questionnaire  return  rate 
was  much  higher  this  year  than  last  (although  not  100%, 

alas1),  and  my  paranoia  has  temporarily  subsided.  The  first 
questionnaire  to  come  back  to  me  was  from  Susie  Patton. 

In  fact,  Susie  has  been  first  two  years  in  a  row!  She's  in 
graduate  school  at  the  University  of  Wisconsin  and  expects 

to  complete  an  M-.A.  in  Arts  Administration  next  May.  She 
spent  last  summer  as  an  assistant  at  the  Lake  George  Opera 
Festival  in  Glens  Falls.  N.Y. 

Pat  Peckinpaugh  reports  that  she  finally  moved  to  the 

mountains  outside  of  Denver  and  doubts  that  she'll  ever  be 
able  to  live  in  a  city  again.  She  has  started  a  dance  company 

and  a  contemporary  dance  guild  and  adds  that  she's  done 
quite  a  bit  of  performing  in  the  last  year. 

Susan  Rice  Miller  is  still  in  Berlin  with  husband  Robert, 

who  is  director  of  the  America  Haus  there.  Susan's  as  busy 
as  ever,  teaching  English  in  an  adult  education  program, 

studying  the  German  language  and  the  literature  in  courses 

offered  in  a  University  of  Maryland  program  there.  Robert 

is  still  trying  to  finish  his  M.A.  in  International  Relations 

from  Pitt,  which  he  expects  to  do  by  December.  Susan 

sends  greetings  to  everyone. 

Julia  Pollock  is  now  a  manager  in  a  department  store, 

and  is  still  interested  in  history  —  she's  the  editor  of  a  local 
historical  journal.  She  spent  part  of  the  summer  in  New 

England  and  New  Brunswick,  Canada. 

Esi  Palar  Martowardojo  notes  that  she  has  become  the 

"proverbial  decadent  housewife"  since  her  marriage  last 
February  to  Bambang,  who  studied  mathematics  at  Oxford 

Cynthia  Plotkin  reports  that  she's  turning  25!  (Aren't 
we,  or  haven't  we  all!)  She  goes  into  more  detail  and  it 

appears  that  she's  very  much  in  transition  (again,  aren't  we 
all?).  She  has  just  completed  a  year  in  Boston,  sharing  an 

apartment  with  Cathy  O'Daniel.  She  worked  for  the  past 
eight  months  with  acute  psychotic  patients  at  Worcester 

State  Hospital  and  during  that  time  began  to  study  art 

therapy.  Cynthia's  now  back  in  Pittsburgh,  looking  for  a 

job  in  the  mental  health  area  and  hoping  to  get  a  master's  in 
that  field. 

Karen  Schultz  received  her  M.S.  in  Speech  and 

Audiology  last  May,  and  is  now  working  as  a  speech 

correctionist  in  Paterson,  New  Jersey.  She  also  directs  a 

children's  choir  at  a  local  church. 
Marilyn  Scarantino  Jones  and  husband  Bruce  are  in 

Cleveland,  where  Bruce  has  joined  a  law  firm.  Wong  has 

completed  her  Ph.D.  at  Brown  and  is  an  Assistant  Professor 

of  Spanish  at  Hiram  College.  She  notes  that  with  the  job 

shortage,  she  feels  very  lucky  to  have  her  job.  And  I  say 

that  Hiram  College  is  very,  very  lucky  to  have  Wong! 

I  believe  this  is  the  first  time  that  Jonnie  Pearson 

McElroy  has  sent  back  her  questionnaire  to  me,  (I  may  be 

wrong  about  that.)  She  reports,  also  from  Cleveland,  that 

she's  working  on  a  master's  of  education  at  the  state 
university  there.  She  is  tutoring  in  the  Cleveland  Public 

Schools,  is  involved  in  political  campaign  work,  and 

attended  Joni  Potter's  wedding  in  Long  Island  last  De- cember. 

And  I  know  that  Clare  Ruthenburg  Silet  is  responding 

for  the  first  time,  because  she  enclosed  a  separate  note 

telling  me  so.  Her  husband,  Loring,  teaches  English  at 
Iowa  State,  and  Clare  is  finishing  her  M.S.  in  Special 

Education  at  Indiana  University. 

Whew!  That's  a  lot  of  news!  I  have  very  little  to  add  of 
my  own.  I  went  back  to  Pittsburgh  last  May  for  the 
International  Folk  Dance  Festival  and  saw  the  campus  for 

the  first  time  since. graduation.  I  was  generally  thrilled  with 
the  new  construction,  but  I  agree  with  Cynthia  that  the 

road  through  the  quad  is  a  bit  unsettling.  Spent  my  summer 

vacation  camping  on  Cape  Breton  Island  in  Nova  Scotia, 

and,  like  Pat,  vowed  never  to  return  to  the  city  again.  But 

here  I  am,  back  in  tbe  Big  Apple,  and  loving  every  minute 

of  it.   I'm  on  the  verge  of  being  promoted  to  assistant  editor 
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at  Doubleday,  but  it  hasn't  officially  happened  yet,  so  I'll 

keep  you  all  in  suspense.  And  you'll  have  to  wait  until  next 
year  to  find  out  which  {handsome,  young,  Republican) 

Senator  on  Sam  Ervin's  committee  has  just  signed  up  with 
my  editor  to  do  —  yes!  —  a  novel1  Dvora  Seff  Millstone 
(one  of  my  regular  respondees),  where  are  you?  And  my 

sincere  apologies  to  Elinor  Serotkin  Biryani  for  never 

mailing  you  a  questionnaire.  A  regrettable  oversight  and  I 

promise  it  won't  happen  again.  Auf  Wiedersehen! 
No  1970  class  news  was  received  from  Patricia  Williams. 

1972 Julie  Wilkins 
3208  Chichester  Lane 

Fairfax,  Va.  22030 

Sally  Miesse 
615  Summerlea,  Apt.  10 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Ann  Pierce 

228  Main  Street 

Concord,  Mass.  01742 

Barbara  Jo  Singer 
Muchmore  Road 

Harrison,  N.Y.  10528 

Amy  Wrolstad  Burger 

(Mrs.  James  T.) 
Hidden  Valley  Road 

Pownal,  Vt.  05261 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Kathy  Jenks  to  Randall  Elder 
Linda  Schneider  to  Paul  John  Miller 

MARRIAGES 

Janice    Crookham    to    Mark    Edward    Riemer,   August    18, 

1973 

Charlotte    Desmond    to    Nishikant   Vaidya,    December    16, 
1972 

Mindy  Genstein  to  Fal  Saniana,  June  18,  1972 

Janis  Glick  to  Jean  Rene  Barthe'lemy,  January  6,  1973 
Dee  Kopcha  to  Mark  Katlic.  October  13,  1973 

Barbara  Metzler  to  Fred  Rial,  July  14,  1973 

Anne  Pantelich  to  Douglas  Hepper,  August  25,  1973  (Anne 

is  not  changing  her  name  after  the  wedding) 

Patricia   Ann  Patterson  to  Arthur  G,  Werschulz,  December 

23, 1972 

Pamela  West  to  John  M.  Winters,  August,  1973 

Sydney  Pool  to  Cary  Scarborough,  October  14,  1972 

Jocelyn    Rose    to   William    N.    Chapin,   February  9,    1973 

Amy  Wrolstad  to  James  T.  Burger 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Joanne    Altwater    Fiedler    (Mrs.    Gary   WJ,    517    Guyasuta 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Jennifer   Aung   Din,  600  Parkway   Drive,   Fairless  Hills,  Pa. 
19030 

Elayne    Baumgart    Snyder    (Mrs.    Mark    H.},    141-30    80th 
Road,  Apt.  6-F,  Jamaica,  Long  Island,  N.Y.  11435 

Janet    E.   Bollen,   Wharry    Drive,    R.D.    #1,   Sewickley,   Pa. 
15143 

Ann    Bonte    Hackett    (Mrs.    James    A.),   General    Delivery, 

Traverse  City,  Mich.  49684 

Anne  E.  Brooks,  5735  Solway  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Diane  Buck  Schrader  (Mrs.   Richard  J.I,  The  Commons,  3-C 
Hamre  Lane,  Branford,  Conn.  06405 

Laurel    Coutrakon,    21 18    Cherry    Road,    Springfield,    III. 

62704 

Janice  Crookham    Riemer   (Mrs.   Mark   E.),  37  High  Street, 

Farmington,  Conn.  06032 

Betsy  Day,  4-1/2  East  Street,  Providence,  R.I.  02906 
Charlotte     Desmond     Vaidya     (Mrs.      Nishkant),     420    S. 

Graham,  (rear),  Apt.  1 ,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Jane   F.  Dillon,  5822  Holden  Street.  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Kathleen    Ferraro,    5747    Northumberland,   Pittsburgh,    Pa. 

15217 

Teresa    Fronczek    Speyer   (Mrs.   James),  Duquesne  Towers, 

Room  921,  1345  Vickroy  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15219 

Mindy   Genstein  Sanjana   (Mrs.   Zal  N.),  5944  Alder  Court, 

Apt.  401,  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  15232 

Janis     Glick     Barthelemy     (Mrs.     Jean     Rene),    Champlam 

Towers,  Apt.   320,  200  Rideau  Terrace,  Ottawa,  Ontario, 

Canada  KIM0Z3 

Carol    A.   Goldfarb,    1500   Arlington   Blvd.,  Arlington,  Va. 
22209 

Billie     Goldstein     Narayanan     (Mrs.     Kesh),     110    Hastings 

Street,  Framingham,  Mass.  01701 

Susan    Kay   Gottlieb,    Presidential    Tower,    Apt.    L-8,  2501 
Ocean  Drive,  Hollywood,  Fla.  33020 

Barbara  E.  Grossman,  7750  Bartold  Avenue,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
63143 

Barbara    Harland,   605   N.    Negley    Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15206 

Pamela   Howard   Lang   (Mrs.    Edward  G.),   R.R.    1,  Box  71, 

Cherry  Hill  Road,  Middlefield,  Conn.  06455 

Constance  Jacobson,  5713  Callowhill  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15206 

Frances    Keally,    5715    Callowhill    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa. 
15206 

Diane    Kopcha    Katlic    (Mrs.   Mark),   K-561 1    Sinclair   Lane, 
Baltimore,  Md.  21206 

Joyce  M.  Kossack,  636  Massachusetts  Avenue,  N.E.,  Wash- 
ington, D.C.  20002 

June     Lovelace     Davis     (Mrs.     Glenn),     Box    222,    Rt.    2, 

Fayetteville,  W.  Va.  25840 

Ruth  (Pip)  Merrick,  31 1  1  Broadway,  Apt.  1-G,  New  York, 
N.Y. 10027 

Barbara   Metzler   Rial  (Mrs.   Fred),  250  W.  8th  Street,  Erie, 

Pa.  16501 
Betty    Mitchell    Vutz    (Mrs.    Norman),    72    Ivywood    Lane, 

Radnor,  Pa.  19087 

Melanie  Jo  Morton,  Box  182,  Pittsford,  Vt.  05763 

Anne    Pantelich,    520    S.    Hobart   Avenue,   Apt,    201,    Los 

Angeles,  Cal.  90020 
Patricia    Patterson  Werschulz   (Mrs.   Arthur  G.),   159   Roup 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Lydia  Paul  Tapley  (Mrs.  Dean  E.),  The  Manse,  30  Western 

Road.  Burnham-on  Crouch,  Essex,  England  CM08JE 
Diane  Pfanner,  Box  246,  Londonderry,  Vt.  05148 

Sharon    K.    Ray,   21    W.   Goethe,   Apt.    12-F,  Chicago,   III. 

60610 
Suzanne    Robblee   Cottrelle   (Ms.),  619  N.   Euclid   Avenue, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 
Jocelyn    Rose    Chapin    (Mrs.    William),    124    Tory    Road, 

Coraopolis,  Pa.  15108 

Rochelle    Rosen,    5223   McLean   Avenue,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

19144 
Sheila  Beryl   Rosenbaum,  826  North  Euclid  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15206 
lleana  N.  Saros,  2  Hastings  Lane,  Livingston,  N.J.  07039 

Linda   K.  Schneider,  215  Springs  Avenue,   Gettysburg,  Pa. 
17325 

Mary   Lynne  Stauffer,  324  E.   74th  Street,  Apt.  2-C,  New 
York,  N.Y.  10021 

Sharon    L.   Sawyer,    1509   E.    10th   Street,  Anderson,   Ind. 
46012 

Barbara    A.    Studenmund,    4854    MacArthur    Blvd.,    N.W. 

Washington,  D.C.  20007 
Jane    Ungemack    Davis    (Mrs.   Geoffrey),  531    Manor   Lane, 

Pelham,  N.Y.  10803 

Pamela  West  Winters   (Mrs.   John   M.),  6204  Fifth  Avenue, 

Apt.  3-B,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Carolyn    Wuchina    Snyder     (Mrs.     Ronald     F.).    104    Rose 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

LOST 
Susan  Anderson  Wasser  (Mrs.  Lawrence  F.) 

Sandra  McClelland  Hill  (Mrs.  Thomas  A.) 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Julie  Wilkins. 

Sally  reporting: 

There  are  quite  a  few  of  us  still  in  school  it  seems.  Carol 

Goldfarb  is  finishing  her  internship  for  grad  school  at  the 

American  University  School  of  Government  and  Public 

Administration.  At  the  same  time  she's  working  in  the 
Department  of  Finance  and  Revenue  in  D.C. 

Sue  Galloway  reports  that  she  is  "still  plugging  away"  at 
her  degree  in  library  science  from  UNC.  After  spending  the 

summer  as  an  assistant  librarian  she's  now  certain  she's  in 
the  right  field. 

Still  in  Pittsburgh  is  Mindy  Genstein  Sanjana,  very 

excited  about  teaching,  sixth,  seventh,  and  eighth  grade 

English  in  an  experimental  program  at  Arsenal.  Meanwhile, 

she's  working  on  her  master's  in  reading  and  language  arts 

at  Pitt.  Mindy's  husband,  Fal,  by  the  way,  is  an  engineer. 
Linda  Elkins  attends  Duquesne  University  majoring  in 

reading  in  the  Graduate  School  of  Education. 

Susan  Hill  is  back  in  school  after  teaching  1  Va  years. 

She's  in  the  Pitt  Graduate  School  of  Library  and  Informa- 
tion Sciences  and  hopes  to  return  to  the  teaching  profession 

by  September  of  1974. 
Janis  Glick  Barthelemy  is  excited  because  she  gets  to 

take  graduate  courses  free  due  to  Jean's  position  at  the 

University  of  Ottawa  (he's  Ass't.  Professor  of  Manage- 

ment!) She's  quickly  learning  French  and  takes  anything 
else  she  desires.  Before  arriving  in  Ottawa,  they  spent  three 

months  in  Switzerland  (Jean  was  working),  traveled  all  over 

Europe,  and  then  went  to  Paris  to  meet  Jean's  non-English 
speaking  parents. 

Sally  Davoren  informs  me  she  is  still  working  as  an 

Assistant  Program  Planner  in  the  Mayor's  office.  She's 
happy,  but  a  possible  nervous  wreck  as  her  job  encompasses 

almost  everything  dealing  with  people  under  twenty-five 

"who  want  to  temporarily  work  with  or  learn  about" 
Pittsburgh.  She  also  endorses  visiting  in  Malbaie,  Quebec. 

With  this  vacation  and  her  involvement  in  Mayor  Flaherty's 

campaign,  Sally's  had  a  fulfilling  year.  She,  like  others,  is 
thinking  about  graduate  school  in  the  future. 

Charlotte  Desmond  Vaidya's  plans  include  a  trip  to 

India  with  engineer- husband  Nish  in  January.  'Til  then 
she'll  probably  continue  doing  temporary  work.  Next 
September,  she  hopes  to  return  to  school,  probably  library 

science- 

November  1 ,  1 973,  Billie  Goldstein  Narayanan  and  Kesh 

are  moving  to  Massachusetts  so  that  Kesh  may  begin  his 

new  job  as  Senior  Research  Engineer  for  Norton  Company. 

The  last  year  has  been  especially  interesting  for  Billie  since 

she  visited  India  and  spent  some  time  as  a  mail  "person"  in 

Pittsburgh.  Now  she  is  applying  to  Harvard's  Graduate School  of  Public  Health  for  1974. 

Shari  Goldstein  Leibowitz's  husband  was  graduated 

early  from  dental  school.  Now  they're  at  Kessler  AFB  while 
Bruce  practices  and  Shari  looks  for  a  new  job. 

Kathie    Ferraro   is  still   busy   "writing  about  stoves  and 

refrigerators"  at  Kaufmann's  in  advertising.  In  addition,  si 
does  free  lance  writing.  She  plans  to  begin  work  ( 

contributing  articles  to  a  career  journal  for  high  scho 

students. 
Also  working  are  Susan  Gottlieb,  as  a  travel  agent 

Florida,  and  Janice  Crookham  Riemer,  as  Director  of  tl 

Farmington  Historical  Museum,  Jan's  husband  Mark  is 
practicing  optician  now. 

As  for  myself,  I  am  still  in  Pittsburgh,  working  for  Tor 

Rich's  Custom  Hairpiece  Shop.  The  next  time  any  of  y( 

have  a  spare  ten  or  twelve  hours,  call  and  I'll  explain  wha' do! 

Until  next  year  - 

Anne  reporting: 

Thank  you  H's  through  O's  for  all  your  replies  and  f 
being  willing  to  submit  your  activities  to  my  pedanl 

prose.  I  was  really  pleased  to  hear  from  so  many  people  ai 

to  hear  that  you  were  doing  some  very  constructive  ai 

interesting  things.  I  have  been  attempting  to  find  the  tin 

to  do  justice  to  your  lives  in  between  running  a  dorm  ai 

teaching  American  Studies  at  Concord  Academy,  but  thin 

have  been  hectic,  meaning  that  very  little  creativity  wi 

able  to  go  into  this.  Maybe  next  year  .  .  . 

The  elementary  schools  are  certainly  being  taken  ca 

of,  in  some  classes  at  least  Melanie  Morton  will  join  t 

ranks  in  a  fourth  grade  class  in  Pittsfield,  Vermont.  S 

received  her  M.S.  in  Elementary  Education  from  S.U.N, 

at  Genesco.  Freddy-Jo  Levin  Grafman  continues  to  tea> 

6th  grade  while  finishing  a  Master's  in  Public  Admin 
tration  at  George  Washington.  She  and  Lew  spent  t 

summer  in  Chicago  and  saw  Lisa  Shuman,  Sharon  Ge 

Ray,  Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell,  and  Jane  Barr.  During  t 

summer,  Carol  Goldfarb,  who  is  finishing  her  Master's 
Public  Administration  at  American  Universil 

apartment-sat  for  their  place. 
Jake  is  still  working  at  the  Western  Pennsylvania  Schc 

for  the  Deaf  as  art  coordinator  for  the  after-schc 

program.  She  is  considering  graduate  school  in  Special  E 

and  hopes  to  escape  the  environs  of  Pittsburgh,  Ju 

Lovelace  Davis  will  be  teaching  Special  Ed.  classes 

Hinton,  W.  Va.,  and  took  courses  in  the  field  at  W< 

Virginia  College  of  Graduate  Studies.  She  and  Glenn  ha 
been  living  out  in  the  country  and  hope  to  find  a  pla 

similarly  located  in  Hinton. 
Graduate  school,  however,  seems  to  occupy  much 

our  time  and  money,  Pam  Howard  Lange  was  graduat 

from  University  of  Connecticut  with  a  Master's  in  Ec 
nomics  and  is  a  junior  analyst  for  the  Hartford  Insuran 

Company  Group.  Kathy  Jenks  is  attending  graduate  schc 

at  Keene  State  College.  She  sends  greetings  and  news  of  I" 
engagement  to  Randall  Elder,  who  is  a  landscape  architf 

ture  student  at  Iowa  State  University.  Barb  Metzler  Rial 

beginning  a  Master's  in  Education  and  Elementa 
Guidance  Certification  at  Gannon  College.  She  was  marri 

to  Fred  Rial  on  July  14,  1973,  with  Judy  Rea  as 

bridesmaid  and  Peggy  Yockey  Marycz,  Phyllis  Patrk 

Cathy  Setzer,  and  Susan  Vance  representing  Chathai 
Marian  Marconyak  is  studying  exercise  Physiology 

University  of  Pittsburgh.  Last  year  she  worked  for  [ 

James  Diggory  as  a  research  assistant  on  a  suicide  p 
vention  research  protect   Where  is  Anne  Katsampes? 

And,  I  wouldn't  forget  the  lawyers  Maureen  O'Neill 
still  at  Pitt,  and  doing  damage  to  the  marriage  questions  i 
the  Recorder  news  forms.  Dee  Kopcha  is  taking  a  year  t 

from  law  school  and  is  moving  to  Baltimore  with  t" 
husband,  Mark  Katlic,  who  is  a  med  student  at  Joh 

Hopkins.  Chris  Santucci  and  Terri  Rupani  Nagel  will 
bridesmaids  at  the  October  wedding.  Dee  is  intending 

reapply  to  law  school  in  the  Baltimore-Washington  area, 
the  Katlic  future  salary  level  should  be  quite  fat.  Joy 

Kossack  is  rambling  around  at  Georgetown  Law  ai 

secretly  practicing  a  serious  courtroom  manner  in  t 
bathroom.  Fran  Keally  writes  that  she  plans  to  go  to  Afri 

for  three  months  beginning  January  and  hopes  to  enter  If 

school  in  the  fall. 

Late  news.  Pip  Merrick  is  studying  conducting 

Manhattan  School  of  Music  Sunny  Jenks  is  working  foi 

Master's  in  Instructional  Technology  (industrial  traini 

films)  at  Syracuse  University.  I  'd  just  like  to  say  that  I  h 

a  lovely  time  at  Amy  Wrolstad  and  Jim  Burger's  wedding 
Cleveland  and  at  Anne  Pentelich  and  Doug  Heppe 

wedding  at  Benedum.  Shame  and  eternal  damnation  on 

J.  Singer  and  Laura  Merritt  Comstock  for  not  showi 

up!!!!!! 

B.  J.  reporting: 

First  of  all,  I  want  to  thank  everyone  for  answering  n 

because  now  I  don't  have  to  worry  about  taking  up  spa 

with  a  lot  of  unnecessary  words.  I'll  just  start  right  in.  An 
Pantelich  was  married  this  summer  to  Doug  Hepper 

Benedum  lawn,  which  I  heard  was  really  nice.  They're  bo 
out  in  California  now,  Anne  is  getting  ready  for  architt 

ture  school  in  1974,  and  Doug  is  a  chemist  with  PPG.  Lye 

Paul  Tapley  and  Dean  were  in  England  for  a  while  tl 
summer  and  will  be  returning  to  England  permanently  I 

the  end  of  October.  The  man  who  gave  the  invocation 

graduation  was  called  to  a  church  in  Essex,  about  an  ho 

and  a  half  from  London.  Lydia  invites  anyone  to  visit  wl 

might  be  anywhere  in  the  area. 
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1  Sharon  Ray  is  with  Market  Facts.  Inc.,  in  Chicago.  She 
I;  now  Associate  Director  of  Qualitative  Research,  doing 

|/ork  related  to  consumer  behavior  and  motivation.  Sounds 

ke  a  good  set  up,  especially  because  she  travels  to  some 

t  retty  good  towns.  She  is  also  starting  grad  school  this  fall 

[i  marketing,  and  sharing  an  apartment  with  Lisa  Shuman. 
Diane  Pfanner  is  living  in  Vermont  and  starting  her 

ottery  again,  as  well  as  tending  the  garden,  baking  bread 

.  nd  doing  some  housework.  She's  up  there  with  Tim 

Mueller  and  together  they're  enjoying  life  very  much, 
hianne  and  several  other  people  have  commented  to  me 

bout  the  Recorder  questionnaire,  to  the  fact  that  more 

mphasis  is  placed  on  the  "Husband's  job"  etc,  as  opposed 

p  what  we're  all  doing  If  anyone  would  like  to  revise  the 

/hole  thing,  I'd  appreciate  if  you'd  send  it  to  me  or  the 

Uumnae  office.  If  not,  I'll  see  what  I  can  come  up  with 
■ext  year 

Kathy  Plunkett  just  got  settled  in  Reading.  Pa.  as  a 

Maims  adjuster  for  Travelers  Insurance,  Inc.,  and  Kathy  says 

't's  a  great  job  and  has  also  found  a  fantastic  house  on  the 

IWer.  I  heard  from  Susie  Pons  as  well.  She'd  been  working 
lor  a  hi-fi  company  for  eight  months  and  is  now  working 

for  the  Hong  Kong  government. 
Gayle  Rose  landed  a  job  with  Air  France,  and  sounds 

■»appv  with  that.  Karen  Roberts  Sellman  is  still  out  in 

Columbus,  Ohio.  She's  teaching  second  graders,  and  Jerry  is 
h  law  school  Suzanne  Robblee  Cottrelle  is  presently 

vorking  for  the  Econ.  Dept.  at  Pitt  and  will  be  starting  grad 

tehool  in  history  at  Pitt  this  fall.  Sydney  Pool  Scarborough 

'ompleted  her  MBA  in  August  and  is  now  employed  by  the 
Mellon  Bank  as  a  management  trainee.  Pat  Patterson 

'Verschulz  is  at  Pitt  now  in  an  MAT  program.  Jocelyn  Rose 
lhapin  is  still  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  as  well.  Her  husband  is 

Vice-President  of  Culverts,  Inc. 

Shelly  Rosen  wrote  that  she's  now  studying  at  the 
Medical  College  of  Pennsylvania.  Sheila  Rosenbaum  is  back 

in  Pittsburgh  teaching  at  the  new  open-plan  school  in  the 
Northside.  She  completed  her  MA  in  Elementary  Math 

Education  in  June  from  the  University  of  Michigan.  Come 

and  visit  her.  she  says. 

This  past  summer  Terri  Rupant  Nagel  and  Rich  together 
with  Jene  Schiros  Beran  and  Bruce  traveled  across  the 

country,  sharing  a  tot  of  driving,  camping  and  good  times. 

Terri  is  working  with  her  pottery  again. 

Among  a  number  of  other  things  Chris  Sage  has  worked 

as  a  disc  jockey  and  as  a  houseparent  in  a  child  care  center. 
However,  like  a  lot  of  us,  she  is  looking  for  some  other  type 

of  employment  but  is  not  sure  just  what!  Ileana  Saros  is 

presently  in  her  second  year  at  Rutgers  Law  School  in 

Newark.  She  worked  as  a  legal  intern  in  the  Florida  State 

Attorney's  Office  this  past  summer  doing  research. 

Linda  Schneider  is  working  in  PR  at  Gettysburg  College. 

By  October  she'll  be  married  to  Paul  John  Miller  who  works 
for  the  government  at  Fort  Ritchie  as  a  comptroller.  Linda 

mentioned  that  Lou  Marsh  will  be  in  the  wedding  party. 

While  still  working  at  the  School  for  the  Deaf  in 

Pittsburgh  Ellie  Schechter  Maney  has  begun  her  MA 

program  at  Pitt  in  education  for  the  deaf.  It  isn't  so  easy 
getting  back  into  school  after  a  year  off.  I  know  how  Ellie 

feels  and  I  only  took  a  4'/j  month  summer  vacation.  I  hope 
to  finish  my  MA  in  Russian  Studies  by  early  January.  Right 

now  I'm  back  in  D.C.  I  had  no  place  to  live  and  Rhoda 
McLeod  took  me  in.  Occasionally  I  see  Barb  Studenmund 

around  town  and  several  other  old  friends.  Enough  for  this 

year! 

Amy  reporting: 

I  seem  to  be  the  only  one  on  my  list  with  a  marriage  and 

new  address  to  report:  I  am  now  Amy  Burger  and  live  on 

Hidden  Valley  Road,  still  in  Pownal,  Vermont  05261. 

Teaching  is  great  -  love  those  first  graders!  and  Vermont  is 
gorgeous.  I  saw  Anne  Peirce  and  Julie  Wilkins  in  Cleveland 

this  summer,  and  B.  J.  Singer  drove  up  here  in  August  for  a 

quick  weekend.  Vermont  really  isn't  that  far  away  for visitors! 

Several  people  have  reported  that  they  are  in  graduate 

school,  will  start,  or  have  finished.  Mary  Stackpole  is  going 

to  start  Pitt  in  the  Graduate  School  of  Education  this  fall 

while  still  teaching  second  grade,  and  Robin  Weiss  has 

applied  to  Case-Western  Reserve  School  of  Medicine  in 

Cleveland.  Rob  Weinbrenner  Schuler  is  going  to  Carnegie- 

Mellon  part-time  for  her  master's  in  English  while  teaching 
high-school  English.  Sue  Vance  is  at  Temple  University  in 
her  second  year  of  their  Ph.D.  program  in  Child  Clinical 

Psychology.  She  will  be  interning  at  a  children's  hospital, 
while  pursuing  field  hockey  with  the  Philadelphia  Field 

Hockey  Association  and  singing  with  the  Philadelphia 
Chorale.  Sue  Taishoff  received  her  M.A.  in  legal  history 

from  the  University  of  Virginia  and  has  entered  their  Ph.D. 

program  for  another  three  years  of  school  —  Cheers'!  Carol 

Wuchina  Snyder  has  received  her  Master's  of  Education 
from  Pitt  and  is  still  teaching  high  school. 

Nancy  Tuttle  Adam  is  teaching  creative  writing  at  Ellis 

School  in  Pittsburgh  and  is  having  some  of  her  poetry 

published  -  yay!!  Last,  but  hardly  least  (I  just  don't  know 
how  to  take  this  bit  of  news!),  Lynne  Stauffer  was  made 

"manager  of  the  Doubleday  Newspaper  Syndicate." 
Hello  ...  I  guess  New  York  City  agrees  with  her. 

That's  all  from  Vermont,  Hope  this  is  a  good  year  for 

all. 

OF  SPECIAL  INTEREST 
President  Eddy  has  made  available  eight  double  rooms  on  The  first  floor  of 

Oilworth  Hall  for  the  use  of  alumnae  who  are  visiting  in  this  area  and  want  to 

lay  overnight  on  campus.  An  extremely  nominal  charge  will  be  made  and  all 

(eservations  must  be  made  in  advance  through  the  Alumnae  Office. 

Entering  this  September  as  members  of  the  class  of  1977  were  six  alumnae 

daughters:  Marlane  Agriesti,  daughter  of  Jane  Humphries  Agriesti  S'43;  Kim 

ylartin,  Shirley  Bemis  Martin  x'50;  Heather  Roberts,  Dorothy  Vale  Roberts  '42; 

Deborah  Schaudt,  Dolores  Clayton  Schaudt  x'52;  Ellen  Stewart,  Marcia 

\flamolen  Stewart  '52;  and  Liz  Titelman,  Barbara  Maloy  Titelman  '54.  Two 
reshman  granddaughters  are  Cynthia  Muir,  granddaughter  of  Mary  Shane  Muir 

25  and  Marie  Loxterman,  granddaughter  of  Elise  Searing  Loxterman  x'30  and 

Ijreat  granddaughter  of  the  late  Elsa  Braun  Searing  '02.  Junior  transfer  Lydta 

^assikas  is  the  daughter  of  Eva  Caloyer  Nassikas  '46. 
,  Alumnae  and  English  majors  in  particular  will  be  saddened  to  learn  of  the 

deaths  this  past  summer  of  Dr.  Hazel  Shupp  Hutson  and  Dr.  Robert  L.  Zetler. 

Mrs.  Shupp,  as  she  was  better  known  to  PCW-ites,  died  June  26,  1973  in 

Pittsburgh  following  a  long  illness.  She  served  Chatham  College  as  director  of 

Dublic  relations  and  member  of  the  English  department  from  1935  until  1953 

■vhen  she  joined  Winchester  Thurston  School  as  acting  headmistress  and  then 

lead  of  the  girls'  secondary  school  until  her  retirement  in  1964.  Dr.  Zetler  died 
.n  Tampa,  Florida  on  August  25,  1973.  He  was  a  member  of  the  English 

department  here  from  1945  to  1960  when  he  left  to  become  one  of  the  first 

acuity  members  of  the  new  University  of  South  Florida. 

i  Be  sure  to  check  the  back  cover  of  this  issue  of  the  RECORDER  for  the 

reunion  schedule  for  June  1,  1974.  It  was  felt  by  the  Executive  Board  that 

lilumnae  were  missing  the  opportunity  to  reune  more  often  than  the  schedule  set 

py  the  modified  Dix  system  under  which  the  Alumnae  Association  has  been 

operating.  By  returning  to  the  five  year  reunion  schedule  and,  at  the  same  time, 

<eeping  the  group  reunion  plan,  it  is  hoped  that  "more  alumnae  could  be  pleased 
Tiore  of  the  time." 

More  than  160  Pittsburgh  and  Allegheny  County  residents  enrolled  in  two 

nformal,  non-credit  evening  courses  offered  this  fall  by  Chatham.  Dr.  Wing-tsit 

Chan,  Gillespie  Professor  of  Philosophy,  taught  a  course  on  "The  Cultural 

Heritage  of  China:  Forces  at  Work."  The  course  "Understanding  People: 

'sychological  Principles  of  Human  Behavior"  was  taught  by  Dr.  Frank  Lackner, 

5rofessor  of  Psychology. 

CHATHAM  COLLEGE  ALUMNAE   RECORDER       Fall  1973 Vol. 43 No.  1 

ON  THE  COVER:  "Summer  of  Change,"  a  salt  glazed  terra  cotta  sculpture  created 
by  Jerry  L.  Caplan,  Associate  Professor  of  Art,  and  teacher  of  ceramics  and  sculpture. 

This  sculpture  was  commissioned  by  the  College  and  is  located  at  the  entrance  to  the 

new  dining  hall  in  the  Andrew  W.  Mellon  Center. 

EDITORIAL  BOARD:  Nancy  Tuttle  Adam  '72/Special  Editor,  Jennifer  Gearhart 

Grason  '69,  Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  '43/Editor. 

The  RECORDER:  Official  publication  of  the  Chatham  College  Alumnae  Association, 

Pittsburgh,  Pennsylvania  15232.  Published  December  and  May. 
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PEOPLE  AND  THINGS 

The  Class  of  1931  announces  the  establishment 
of  the  Beatrice  Lewis  Creative  Writing  Prize,  named 
in  memory  of  a  classmate.  The  prize  will  be 
awarded  annually  with  the  advice  of  the  English 
Department  for  an  outstanding  piece  of  creative 
writing  by  a  Chatham  student.  Consideration  will 
be  directed  first,  but  not  confined  to,  tutorial  writ- 

ing. The  prize,  derived  from  income  from  a  fund 
accumulated  by  the  Class,  will  be  in  the  $25  to  $30 
range. 

Peg  Heiman,  for  ten  years  a  mainstay  of  the 
Alumnae  Office,  whom  many  of  the  alumnae  came 
to  know  as  their  source  of  information  about  meet- 

ings, retriever  of  lost  classmates  and  new  ad- 
dresses and  many  other  services  too  numerous  to 

mention,  left  the  College  last  November  and  moved 
to  Miami,  Florida  where  her  husband  is  now  em- 

ployed. Her  successor  is  Myrna  Hill  whom  many 
of  the  more  recent  alumnae  may  remember  as  a 
member  of  the  library  staff  since  1965.  She  is  a 
most  welcome  addition  to  the  Alumnae  Office  staff 
and  has  quickly  settled  into  the  routine  of  the 
office. 

Stephen  Borsody,  Professor  of  History,  attended 

an  international  conference  on  "Eastern  Europe: 
The  Impact  of  Modernization  on  Political  Develop- 

ment." The  conference  was  held  at  Columbia 
University  in  New  York  in  March. 

Mona  N.  Generett,  Director  of  Student  Services 
and  Financial  Aid,  was  appointed  by  the  Governor 
as  a  member  of  the  Board  of  Directors  of  the 

Pennsylvania  Higher  Education  Assistance  Agen- 

cy. The  Board  makes  all  policy  for  the  state's 
$530  million  scholarship  and  loan  program.  There 
are  twenty  board  members  including  sixteen  mem- 

bers of  the  General  Assembly  and  Secretary  of 
Education.   Her  term  expires  June  30,  1977. 

Karen  C.  Holden,  Instructor  in  Economics,  spoke 
at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  last  fall  to  a  sem- 

inar in  the  Department  of  Oriental  Studies  on  the 

"Participation  of  Women  in  the  Japanese  and 
United  States  Labor  Force." 

Cynthia  Linhart  Williams  71,  head  resident  of 
Pelletreau,  presented  a  paper  at  the  National  Coun- 

cil on  Measurement  in  Education  convention  in 

New  Orleans  in  February.  Her  paper,  "The  Effects 
of  Training  on  Rating  Reliability,  as  Estimated  by 
ANOVA  Procedures,  for  Fluency  Tests  of  Creativ- 

ity," was  her  master's  thesis  at  the  University  of 
Pittsburgh,  Department  of  Educational  Research. 

The  Alumnae  Office  sincerely  regrets  that  it 
neglected  to  report  the  death  in  December,  1971 
of  Dr.  Carll  W.  Doxsee  who  had  been  head  of  the 
English  Department  from  1920  to  1953.  As  Miss 
Laberta  Dysart  states  in  her  history  of  the  College, 

"Throughout  the  thirty-three  years  he  was  a  mem- 
ber of  the  faculty,  his  colleagues  revered  him  for 

his  broad  learning  and  great  humility."  Several  of 
his  students  described  him  as  "quiet,  knowing  and 
brilliant"  and  "a  constant  challenge." 
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Feedback: 
Normally  this  column  would  be  reserved  for  you, 

the  readers  of  RECORDER.  We  have,  alas,  received 
no  letters  to  print  as  yet,  although  we  find  it  hard  to 
believe  that  you  have  no  opinions  you  wish  to  air 
either  about  the  RECORDER  itself,  or  any  other  sub- 

ject of  interest  to  the  alumnae  of  Chatham/PCW. 

Some  of  you  very  kindly  included  notes  in  your 
Alumnae  Fund  replies  to  the  effect  that  you  enjoyed 
the  fall  issue,  and  for  these  we  are  grateful.  We  have 
received  some  personal  messages  of  encouragement, 
also  appreciated,  but  somewhere  out  there  we  are 

sure  some  of  you  are  saying,  "Why  don't  they  do  an 
article  about  ,"  or  "I  could  write  something 
better  than  that!"  We  are  straining  our  ears  and  pester- 

ing the  mailman.   Please  Write! 

In  the  Fall  1973  issue  of  RECORDER  look  for  articles 

on  the  opening  of  the  new  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library, 
a  report  from  Graduate  student/Archeologist  Suzanne 

Martin  '69  on  sorting  chards  in  Greece,  and  more,  much 
more.  September  15  is  the  deadline  if  you  have  some- 

thing to  send  us. 

IN  THE  MEANTIME 

We  have  a  question  for  all  our  readers  and  we 
would  like  to  hear  your  thoughts  on  this  subject.  As 
many  responses  as  space  permits  will  be  published 
in  the  next  issue.   The  question  is: 

In  view  of  the  present  concern  for  equal  rights 
for  women,  what  form  of  address  do  you  feel  is 
appropriate  for  a  woman,  married  or  single?  Why? 

Alumna  Honored  by  Chatham 
The  honorary  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws  was  con- 

ferred on  Chatham  College  alumna  Mary  Virginia 

Brown  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Gordon  T.  Bowden)  at  the 
May  26,  1972  Chatham  graduation.  Mrs.  Bowden  is 

presently  Supervisor  of  the  Economic  Research  Depart- 

ment of  New  York  Life  Insurance  Company  and  serves 
as  an  officer  in  numerous  economic  and  statistics  as- 

sociations. She  was  an  alumnae  trustee  from  1964  to 

1967  and  is  currently  a  term  trustee  of  the  College. 
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Recently,  a  young  man  I  knew  to  be  sensitive  and 

well-travelled  asked  me  one  of  those  dinner-party- 
superlative  questions  about  my  experiences  in  Kenya: 

"Just  tell  me  what  was  the  one  thing  that  most  .  .  .?" 
I  protested;  how  can  you  make  one  statement  about 
climate,  beautiful  scenery,  the  extended  family  and 
polygyny,  the  attempts  of  a  developing  political  system 
to  unify  diverse  peoples  and  the  resulting  constant 

pressures  on  peasant  farmers  to  become  full-time 
members  of  the  cash  economy.  Capsulizing  all  these, 

I  told  him  I  had  seen  that  peasants  still  could  be  con- 
tented and  happy,  leading  simple  and  hardworking 

lives.  My  husband  and  I  have  each  spent  more  than 

three  and  a  half  years  living  in  Kenya  so  we  are  pre- 
pared for  such  questions  but  sometimes  wish  we  could 

just  tell  these  interrogators  about  birds,  elephants  and 

giraffes.    Perhaps  that's  really  what  he  wanted. 
By  now,  most  Americans  have  outlived  the  Tarzan 

age  of  characterizing  Africa  as  a  jungle  continent — 
open  savannah,  desert,  mixed  grasslands,  fertile  high- 

lands, tropical  rainforest  are  all  needed  to  describe  the 
continent.  In  all  of  these  types  of  ecological  zones 

dwells  man — and  in  the  past  if  not  today — zebra, 
elephant  or  antelopes.  It  is  no  surprise  that  in  the 
agricultural  highlands  the  animals  have  retreated  to 
small  dense  pockets  of  forest  where  man  has  been  kept 
out  by  climate  and  rugged  terrain,  and  more  recently 
by  National  Parks.  Similarly,  in  the  drier  lowlands,  the 
pastoral  peoples  share  the  limited  resources  of  grass 

and  water — some  areas  are  used  by  both  zebra  and 
cow  or  goat  while  others  are  protected  exclusively  for 
the  wild  animal. 

Kenya,  a  country  a  little  larger  than  the  state  of 
Texas,  has  a  population  of  twelve  and  a  half  million, 
and  covers  a  dramatic  and  diverse  terrain,  of  which 
only  17%  is  arrable  land.  There  are  nearly  40  different 

tribes,  each  with  its  own  language  and  customs.  Wheth- 
er talking  about  language  groups  or  social  organiza- 

tion, it  is  continually  necessary  to  distinguish  those 
people  who  are  settled  agriculturalists  from  those  who 
are  pastoral  nomads.  The  extent  of  modernization, 
adapting  of  new  values  and  beliefs,  as  well  as  the  basic 

economics  of  "development"  will  generally  affect  these 
two  groups  quite  differently. 

Economic  and  social  development  proceeds  more 
rapidly  with  settled  agriculturists  than  with  pastoralists, 

though  the  efforts  of  Julius  Nyerere,  President  of  Tan- 
zania, to  settle  the  pastoral  Masai,  (and  incidentally  re- 

quire them  to  replace  with  trousers  their  flapping  red- 
ochred  cloths)  are  well  known.  At  the  same  time,  it  is 
easier  for  an  outsider  to  observe  and  study  the  habits, 
customs  and  practices  of  the  more  settled  agricultural 

peoples — roads,  housing,  food  source,  a  semi-regular 
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water  supply — just  a  few  aspects  which  make  the  out- 
sider's life  easier.  The  comments  which  follow  are 

based  almost  entirely  on  observations  of  settled  agri- 
culturalists: particularly  five  distinct  groups,  the  Kikuyu, 

Kipsigis,  Luo,  Gusii  and  Maragoli.  These  five  represent 
different  cultural  heritages  and  linguistic  affiliations: 
the  Kikuyu  and  Gusii  though  located  some  200  miles 
apart  belong  to  the  cluster  Highland  Bantu;  the  Mara- 

goli, another  Bantu  group  belong  to  the  Interlacustrine 

Bantu;  the  Luo  are  River-Lake  Nilotes;  and  the  Kip- 
sigis, Highland  Nilotes. 

In  1967  I  was  given  the  opportunity  to  go  to  Kenya 
to  help  collect  data  for  a  large  research  project  in 
comparative  child  development,  directed  by  John  and 
Beatrice  Whiting  of  Harvard  University.  The  aims  of 
the  project  were  not  only  to  collect  such  data  and  to 
replicate  studies  made  in  the  western  world  on  Kenyan 
children,  but  also  to  interest  and  train  Kenyan  univer- 

sity students  who  at  that  time  had  no  Psychology  De- 
partment in  which  the  study  of  Child  Development 

could  be  placed  in  an  African  context.  Orientation  in- 
cluded familiarizing  myself  with  aspects  of  psychologi- 

cal testing  and  field  work  that  would  be  pertinent  in 
different  cultures,  and  tutoring  sessions  in  Swahili,  the 
trade  language  of  East  Africa.  Swahili  is  spoken  by  all 
men  but  by  few  women  or  children,  and  is  more  useful 
for  domestic  purposes  that  it  turned  out  to  be  for 
work,  which  mainly  involved  interviewing  women  and 
children.  Being  appropriately  outfitted  with  properly 

lengthy  skirts  well-tailored  with  pockets,  some  "Miss 
Marple  shoes,"  gumboots  for  the  wet  season,  a  Volks- 

wagen camper  bus  which  would  be  my  mobile  labora- 
tory and  a  bag  full  of  psychological  testing  equipment, 

I  was  ready  for  "the  field."  "The  field"  was  five  com- 
munities each  representing  one  of  the  five  culture  and 

language  groups  mentioned  above.  These  communi- 
ties are  located  from  thirty  to  two  hundred  and  fifty 

miles  from  the  capital  city  of  Nairobi,  my  home  base. 

1.  A  typical  Kipsigis  house.  Note  the  very  high  well-thatched 
roof  and  spike  on  top.  So  long  as  the  man  of  the  house  is 
alive,  the  spike  stands. 

2.  Some  Kipsigis  women  and  my  research  assistant  (in  the 
center)  working  on  baskets.  These  are  used  primarily  as  a 
bowl  would  be  for  storing  food. 

3.  One  of  many  social  gatherings  I  attended.  The  newspapers 
on  the  walls  are  decorative. 

4.  A  young  girl  childtending. 

5.  The  bus  I  drove  is  parked  for  testing,  with  a  large  and 
curious  group  gathered. 





In  each  community  there  was  or  had  been  a  resident 
anthropologist,  collecting  background  information  from 

my  potential  subjects  (100  children  in  each  commu- 
nity). When  a  university  student  with  the  appropriate 

linguistic  background  was  available  and  interested, 
she  was  hired  as  my  interpreter.  Otherwise  I  contacted 
Labor  Offices,  or  secondary  schools  to  find  someone 
to  work  with  me.  Unwed  mothers  with  a  few  years  of 
secondary  education  were  my  best  and  most  frequent 
source  of  assistants.  These  young  women  are  not 
allowed  to  remain  in  their  schools  after  the  pregnancy 
is  discovered;  nearly  all  higher  schools  are  boarding 
schools. 

In  each  community  my  task  was  to  be  the  same — to 
test  as  many  children  older  than  approximately  six 
years  as  possible,  as  well  as  a  sample  of  women  in 
three  of  the  communities.  Some  of  the  children  would 

be  attending  schools,  others  not.  There  is  not  yet 
universal  nor  free  education.  Fees  for  primary  school 

are  approximately  $20  a  year,  plus  the  cost  of  a  uni- 
form. In  some  communities  nursery  schools  swell  and 

attract  large  numbers  of  children  since  their  fees  are 

very  much  lower,  about  $5  to  $10  a  year.  In  fact,  par- 
ents are  sometimes  reluctant  to  move  their  children 

into  the  more  costly  primary  schools  and  often  equate 

nursery  education  with  primary  education.  Rules  pro- 

hibiting a  child's  attendance  in  nursery  school  beyond 
three  years  have  been  established  in  some  areas,  and 
often  pressure  from  the  next  younger  sibling  to  enter 

the  nursery  school  is  additional  incentive  for  the  par- 
ents to  move  the  older  child  into  primary  school.  At 

the  same  time,  when  they  start  the  next  younger  child 
in  nursery  school,  the  status  of  the  other,  even  younger 
children  at  home  is  changed.  A  carefree  four  year  old 
is  suddenly  put  in  the  position  of  being  his  or  her 

mother's  primary  babytender. 
The  testing  procedure  was  to  park  the  bus  in  a 

reasonably  central  location,  roads  and  tracks  permit- 
ting. Sometimes  this  was  just  far  enough  away  from 

the  local  trading  center  not  to  be  too  much  the  center 
of  attraction,  but  most  usually  in  a  school  yard.  At  the 

beginning  of  my  stay  in  each  community,  curious  chil- 
dren gathered  around  the  bus  and  were  eager  to  be 

tested,  and  given  in  return  some  candies.  Just  so  long 

as  the  goats  didn't  get  in  a  garden,  or  a  young  baby 
was  taken  care  of,  there  was  no  reason  a  child  couldn't 
take  time  off  from  his  chores  to  sit  for  our  experiments. 
Enticing  children  into  a  VW  bus  to  manipulate  strange 

shapes  and  to  look  at  pictures  is  more  easily  accom- 

plished than  doing  the  same  with  their  parents.  "This 
is  kids'  stuff"  was  a  common  adult  reply,  but  I  was 
even  told  by  one  nice  grandmother,  "I've  told  that 
other  person  (the  resident  anthropologist)  everything 

I  know.  Why  don't  you  go  elsewhere  to  write  your 

book?" 
In  all  five  areas  people  live  on  dispersed  home- 

steads, as  do  our  American  farmers;  the  distance  be- 
tween homesteads  can  vary  from  a  few  yards  to  a 

lengthy  trek.  Making  appointments  and  reminding  the 
forgetful  was  a  time  consuming  aspect  of  our  work. 
Those  who  were  hospitable  would  want  to  offer  some 
food  or  a  drink.  Fortunately  I  have  a  curious  palate 
and  a  hearty  digestive  system:  soured  milk,  roasted 
maize,  millet  porridge  and  several  types  of  homemade 
beer  can  become  part  of  the  daily  routine.  Furthermore 
a  tea  growing  country  in  the  English  tradition  of  course 

drinks  tea.  "Just  stay  for  a  cup  of  tea"  can  mean 
missing  up  to  two  hours  of  testing,  since  a  mere  cup 
of  tea  may  involve  a  trip  to  the  river  for  water,  to  the 

cow  for  milk,  and  to  the  store  for  sugar  or  even  the  tea. 
Soon  I  realized  I  was  getting  impatient  and  feeling 
guilty  about  those  long  mornings  spent  waiting  for  cups 
of  tea  (though  they  were  entirely  enjoyable  mornings, 
whether  waiting  for  tea  or  helping  to  harvest  maize), 
but  in  the  end  decided  I  should  carry  knitting  around 
with  me,  and  to  accept  the  tea  before  pressing  a 
mother  to  perform  the  tests.  Two  sweaters  later,  the 
female  adults  in  all  three  communities  were  tested. 
For  a  young  female  to  test  the  adult  males  was  more 
difficult. 

The  community  of  adult  males  living  in  the  country 

and  not  cultivating  cash  crops  keep  themselves  "busy" 
with  very  mysterious  and  supposedly  important  mat- 

ters. Not  infrequently  this  involves  a  hunt  for  the  fresh- 
est source  of  newly  made  beer,  discussion  under  a 

shady  tree  about  cattle,  community  affairs,  the  seasons 

and  ceremonies.  They  weren't  interested  in  sitting  for 
a  few  hours  with  a  "European"  woman,  unmarried  at 
that,  to  exchange  information  on  cultural  practices 
over  cups  of  tea  as  their  wives  had.  Women  were  eager 
to  know,  for  example,  why  European  women  have  so 
few  children;  how  a  young  woman  could  not  be  married, 

wasn't  my  father  interested  in  the  land  or  especially 
cattle  he  could  receive  as  bride  price;  do  American 
ways  of  growing  food,  preparing  it,  building  houses 
differ  from  their  own;  how  could  I  have  helped  my 
mother  if  my  hands  were  so  soft.  There  is  a  lot  to  be 
said,  and  many  long  and  enjoyable  conversations 
covered  such  topics  as  these. 

From  these  long  hours  of  discussion  with  the  moth- 
ers in  the  communities  where  I  had  worked,  both  dur- 
ing my  testing  days  and  in  the  subsequent  visits  for 

later  research  projects,  friendship  and  trust  built  on 
the  rapport  established  by  fieldworker  and  subject. 
Thus,  many  shared  with  me  their  hopes  and  efforts  to 

raise  their  children  as  best  they  could — land,  the  avail- 
ability of  food  and  educational  opportunities  permitting. 

Marriages,  births,  harvests,  housebuilding,  and  cere- 
monies for  such  occasions  as  circumcision  go  on  at 

all  times.  In  some  cases  I  was  allowed  to  observe;  in 

others  not.  Not  being  a  circumcized  Kipsigis  woman, 

for  example,  I  could  not  witness  the  actual  circumci- 
sion of  the  adolescent  girls  though  I  was  invited  to 

attend  all  the  accompanying  festivities  and  to  remain 
nearby  during  the  ceremony  (standing  with  the  young 
men  and  other  uninitiated  children).  In  return  women 
called  on  me  to  assist  their  cooperative  efforts  in 

marketing  local  handicrafts,  and  acquiring  new  do- 
mestic skills.  One  group  of  women  wanted  to  know 

how  to  cut  out  a  dress  by  making  a  paper  pattern, 

another  was  interested  in  the  "secrets"  of  baking 
powder  biscuits  to  be  cooked  over  their  hearth  fires  on 

a  griddle.  Although  all  women  were  adept  at  basket- 
weaving  or  jewelry  making,  skills  they  perfect  after 
initiation  or  schooling  and  before  marriage,  they  lacked 
the  commercial  experience  that  would  enable  them  to 

produce  marketable  items  for  sale  in  Nairobi  or  ship- 
ment abroad.  Helping  to  fill  this  gap  was  something  I 

could  contribute.  With  the  money  earned  through  such 

"self-help"  activities,  women  were  able  to  achieve 
some  slight  independence,  using  their  new  income  to 

educate,  clothe  and  feed  their  children  more  adequate- 
ly than  before.  I  gained  a  lifetime  of  wonderful  mem- 

ories from  months  of  driving  and  walking  around  the 
Kenya  countryside.  I  hope  at  least  some  of  the  women 
in  whose  homes  I  spent  so  many  hours  have  gained 

some  new  impetus  for  their  self-help  efforts  beyond  the 
daily  routine  of  cooking,  gardening  and  childtending. 



THE  POETRY  OF 

Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead 
Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead  majored  in  French  and  Phi- 

losophy, graduating  from  Chatham  in  1969.  Her  poetry 
began  appearing  in  journals  in  1970,  and  two  volumes 
of  her  work  are  in  print.  The  first,  IRIS,  is  a  privately 

printed  limited  edition,  and  the  second  MORGAN- 
STALL,  was  published  by  Fiddlehead  Press  in  Canada 
in  1971.  Andrea,  and  her  husband,  Robert  Moorhead, 
have  recently  published  the  first  issue  of  a  new  journal, 

OSIRIS,  which  they  co-edit  (see  review  below).  The 
following  are  remarks  excerpted  from  a  statement  by 
the  poet  concerning  the  influence  of  her  education  on 
her  work. 

"My  poetry  is  derived  from  Vergil  and  from  the 
French  writers  of  the  late  19th  century  and  early  20th 
century.  The  richness  of  sound,  internal  nuance  and 
mood,  characteristic  both  of  Vergil  and  the  French 
writers  has  grown  into  a  concern  with  sound  clusters, 
ritual  development  of  poetic  line  and  a  feeling  for 
human  meter  and  mood  in  my  own  work. 

I  feel  I  escaped  the  psychological  pinions  of  English 
poetry  by  studying  French  and  Philosophy.  Philosophy 
had  a  strong  humanizing  effect  on  my  thinking  and 
obliterated  any  attempt  to  use  literature  as  a  didactic 

platform  for  self  concerns." 
"Nexus  Given,"  a  recent  poem,  appears  on  page  8. 

A  NEW  JOURNAL 

Osiris  1 
Edited  by  Andrea  Moorhead  and  Robert  Moorhead 
Review  by  D.  G.  Adam,  Assistant  Prof,  of  English 

In  the  four  years  since  her  graduation,  Andrea  Dubs 
Moorhead  has  published  two  volumes  of  verse  and  has, 

now,  brought  out  the  first  issue  of  an  "international 

journal  of  the  arts,"  OSIRIS.  Its  international  quality  is 
attested  in  the  first  issue  by  several  contributors  from 

Canada  and  several  pieces  in  French,  and  its  commit- 
ment to  all  the  arts  is  reflected  in  the  contents:  poetry, 

prose,  prose-poetry,  reviews,  an  Old  English  Riddle, 
several  works  of  graphic  art,  and  a  musical  piece  com- 

posed for  violin,  cello,  and  piano. 

The  editorial  manifesto  of  the  journal  asserts  that 
Art  is  Radical  Expression,  and  the  title  of  the  first 

issue  proclaims  Art  as  Radical  Being.  It  is  an  extra- 
ordinary act  of  faith  and  industry  to  initiate  a  journal 

of  the  arts;  it  is  even  more  impressive  when  that  jour- 

nal takes  as  its  mission  the  "expression  of  man's 

spiritual  being  in  time."  The  expressions  which  satisfy 
the  demands  of  this  definition  are  often  difficult,  per- 

sonal, intense,  tortuous,  and  less  direct  than  David 

Shirm's  assertion: 

Poets  and  pregnant  people 
see  the  moon  through  clouds 
the  sun  through  smog 

and  feel  stars  with  their  fingers. 

More  aptly  illustrative  of  her  manifesto  are  the  lines  by 

Andrea  Moorhead,  herself:  "your  prurient  case  of/ 

once  begotten  tone  of  day  you'll  find  in  buried  light 
the/  rotting  spells  of  flesh  be  worn  be  queer  be  torn 

in  flight."  One  may  not  always  agree  that  the  selec- 
tions in  OSIRIS  demonstrate  the  "strength  and  ele- 

gance of  formal  structure"  which  the  editors  perceive, 

but  radical  expressions  of  man's  spirit  do  not  often 
come  in  traditional  forms. 

Andrea  Dubs  composed,  in  1969,  a  tutorial  in  Phi- 
losophy, a  dialogue  with  Saint-John  Perse,  in  which 

her  present  concerns  were  apparent.  The  form  of  her 
composition  was  as  important  as,  and  inseparable 

from,  its  "prose  paraphrase."  She  avoided  the  dis- 
cursive analysis  of  idea,  supplanting  it  with  what  one 

might  call  "counter  expressions."  So,  four  years  later, 
she  has  birthed  a  journal  whose  aims  are  her  own. 
The  constant  renewal  of  poetic  tradition  through  such 
journals  as  OSIRIS  is  laudable  and  important,  and 
OSIRIS  1   is  an  impressive  beginning. 



NEXUS  GIVEN 
Andrea  Moorhead 

and  this  vast  unquenchable  sadness,  fruit  vastness  of  a  time  known  only 

seen  in  days,  that  i  bring,  flower  sweetness  quelling  heart  and  bone  and  stump  of  a 

thousand  dreams,  that  you've  poured,  too,  from  roof,  valley  and  stream,  vast  unknowing 
into  all  realms  of  defeat;  for  the  wide  is  blood  and  telling  not  only  of  hope  but  of  a  day 

beyond  compare,  where  death  alone  with  splendor  wings  attached,  in  a  veil,  low  train 

of  words  notwithstanding  my  heart's  sorrow,  will  tell,  pull,  squeeze  the  very  vapors, 
and  low  your  train  unquenchable  sadness,  is  finding  shape  and  daze,  bonedust  and  this 

very  mellow  moss  of  hearts  in  stone. 

for  from  your  wings,  i  draw  flesh. 

and  from  this  feeling,  drenched  in  wine, 

a  blood  of  being,  soaked  in  rain. 

blood  coming  silence,  of  another  man, 

that  in  your  hands  i  feel  rain 

and  in  this  flowering  darkness,  stillness  grown,  chain  sweet  bone 

and  these  eyes  so  cried  in  time. 

exquisite,  for  night  remains,  intranscient  victor,  as  others  too  in  darkness  cloak, 

o  these  faces  born  of  rage,  sweetly  flowing  anger  mists  the  air  very  air  I  am  incarnate 

captive,  made  so  well  of  stones:  and  of  your  coming  shall  i  really  tell,  of  others' 
haunted  moments,  and  a  band  of  trees  beyond  belief:  green  redness  and  a  flow  of  time 

so  thick  .  .  . 

that  from  your  wings  i  draw  fruit,  wings'  shape  and  o  your  face  in  splendor 
throated  willow,  tombs  rich  havens,  o  silence  craft  and  a  woman  appears; 

white  drenching  sadness,  from  these  bones  unturning  veils  .  .  .  o  i  bring  in  sorrow  fruitec 

waves,  o  i  bring  in  plaintive  feeling  from  a  ghost  beyond  compare;  holy  riddled  silence 

and  these  sheets  of  mana  cloaked  wine,  and  yes  before 

only  night  remains  and  bulbs  beneath  frost,  river  mud  and  clays. 

your  heart  too  pouring  veins;  mist  boneblood  and  a  wreath  beyond  despair. 

for  i  am  the  nexus-given,  man  beyond  repair. 



REPORT.  ON  ALUMNAE  WORKSHOP: 

AChatham  Education 
fbrlbdayandlbmorrow 

On  the  1st  of  February,  1973,  thirty  alumnae  from 
the  Pittsburgh  area  spent  a  day  on  campus  as  guests 
of  the  Admissions  Office.  The  day  was  planned  to 
acquaint  the  alumnae  with  the  programs  at  Chatham 

which  are  a  part  of  the  on-going  effort  to  educate 
women  of  all  ages;  educate  them  in  such  a  way  they 
may  choose  a  career,  marriage,  or  a  combination  of 
the  two.  It  was,  and  is,  the  hope  of  the  Admissions 
Office  that  the  more  familiar  the  alumnae  are  with  the 

present  aims  of  the  college,  the  better  they  are  able 
to  talk  to  young  (and  not  so  young)  friends  who  might 
be  interested  in  applying  to  Chatham. 

The  Alumnae  were  welcomed  by  Marjorie  Ladley, 
Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs,  and  by  President  Eddy 

who  spoke  to  the  group  by  video-tape.  Doreen  Boyce, 
newly  appointed  Dean  of  Studies,  narrated  a  brief  slide 
show  representative  of  those  shown  by  members  of  the 
Admissions  Office  in  visits  around  the  country. 

Following  the  slide  presentation,  Dr.  Janelle  Green- 
berg,  moderator  for  the  Special  Study  Committee  on 
the  Education  of  Women,  gave  a  report  on  the  work  of 
the  committee  thus  far,  their  concerns  and  aims  for 
the  future. 

The  socialization  of  women  to  a  traditionally  speci- 
fied role  in  life  begins  at  birth.  This  assertion,  backed 

by  much  research,  and  the  personal  experiences  of 

each  of  us  as  women,  is  the  raison  d'etre  for  the  new 
and  important  Study  Committee  at  Chatham  College. 

Studies  by  Matina  Horner,  Psychologist  and  Pres- 
ident of  Radcliffe  College,  show  conclusively  that  wom- 

en lack  motivation  for  success,  and,  in  fact,  are  afraid 
of  success.  Ms.  Greenberg  presented  some  of  the 

materials  from  Dr.  Horner's  studies,  and  materials 
from  other  similar  studies,  to  introduce  for  discussion 
four  ways  in  which  the  long  process  of  socialization 
might  best  be  confronted  and  changed  to  provide  an 

atmosphere  of  support  which  may  offer  the  college 
woman  new  and  higher  aspirations. 

The  committee  is  agreed,  first,  that  the  college  must 
provide  a  supportive  environment,  including  exposure 
to  role  models  and  alternative  lifestyles.  Women  at 
Chatham  should  be  exposed  to  the  possibilities  of 
success.  Secondly,  the  student  should  be  encouraged 

to  consider  her  post-college  plans  early  in  her  college 
career  in  order  that  she  may  utilize  the  available 
courses  and  programs  which  will  be  most  important  to 
her  future.  It  is  to  be  understood  that  whatever  special 
direction  the  student  may  pursue,  it  will  be  focused 
within  a  liberal  arts  course  of  study. 

A  third  and  tremendously  important  assertion  of  the 



committee  is  that  the  faculty  of  the  college  should  be 
consistently  a  body  which  takes  the  student  seriously, 

thereby  improving  the  self-image  of  each  individual 
student.  Lastly,  the  college  should  encourage  women 
of  all  ages  to  return  to  college.  Experience  has  proven 
that  the  older  woman  is  highly  motivated  and  does  ex- 

cellent academic  work.  Her  presence  on  campus  is 
enjoyed  by  the  younger  students,  and  the  mixture  of 
ages  on  campus  can  only  broaden  the  parameters  of 
the  college  environment. 

Ms.  Greenberg  is  an  eloquent  spokeswoman  and  her 
address  evoked  serious  questions  from  the  audience 
which  were  fielded  by  a  panel  of  members  of  the  com- 

mittee. Panel  members  present  were:  Nancy  Crumbine, 
Assistant  Professor  of  Philosophy;  Frances  Eldredge, 

Professor  of  English;  Kay  Ericson,  Director-Pittsburgh 
Chatham  Program;  Judith  Gale  73;  Mona  Generett, 

Director  of  Financial  Aid  and  Student  Services;  Nancy 
Schwartz  73;  and  Arthur  Smith,  Assistant  Professor  of 
History. 

After  a  luncheon  in  Woodland,  the  alumnae  gathered 
in  the  Andrew  W.  Mellon  Center  for  three  presentations. 

Ms.  Boyce  gave  a  short  talk  on  the  economic  future 
of  women.  She  began  by  pointing  out  some  of  the 
changes  that  have  taken  place  recently. 

In  1920,  23%  of  all  women  were  in  the  labor  force. 

Today,  43.8%  of  all  women  and  50%  of  women  18-64 
years  old  are  in  the  working  force,  and  this  percentage 
is  rising. 

Nine  out  of  10  young  women  today  will  likely  work 
outside  the  home  some  time  during  their  lives. 

In  1920,  a  woman  was  likely  to  work  prior  to  mar- 
riage, or  if  she  remained  single. 

The  average  working  woman  was  single  and  28  years 
old.  Today,  the  average  working  woman  is  married 
and  39  years  old. 

In  1920,  life  expectancy  for  a  baby  girl  was  just  55 
years.  In  1972,  life  expectancy  for  a  baby  girl  was 
79  years. 

In  1920,  there  were  20  out  of  every  100  17-year-old 
girls  graduating  from  high  school.  In  1972,  80  out  of 
100  graduate.  In  1920,  two  women  graduated  from 

college  for  every  100  21 -years-old.  In  1972,  there  are 
18  women  college  graduates  within  this  category.  The 

more  education  a  woman  has,  the  greater  the  likeli- 
hood that  she  will  seek  paid  employment.  Nearly  7 

out  of  10  women  45  to  54  years  of  age  with  four  or 
more  years  of  college  are  in  the  labor  force. 

She  then  proposed  that  the  lack  of  awareness  of 
these  facts  leads  to  discriminatory  behavior  on  the  part 

of  employers.  On  the  part  of  women,  it  leads  to  lack 
of  motivation  and  planning  for  a  life  which  will  include 
work  outside  the  home. 

Women  workers  are  concentrated  in  low-paying, 
dead-end  jobs.  As  a  result,  the  average  woman  worker 
earns  about  three-fifths  of  what  a  man  does,  even  when 
both  work  full-time,  year-round. 

Median  earnings  of  women  working  full-time,  year- 
round  are  about  58%  of  those  of  men.  This  gap  is 
growing  larger,  not  smaller.  Their  aspirations  have 
tended  to  be  low  and  conventional.  This  has  also  had 
very  important  effects  on  the  education  that  women 

have  sought  for  themselves.  Nor  have  they  found  edu- 
cation the  key  to  good,  well  paid  jobs. 

Fully  employed  women  high  school  graduates  have 
less  income  on  the  average  than  fully  employed  men 

with  less  than  8  years  of  schooling.  The  average  wom- 
an worker  is  as  well  educated  as  the  average  man 

worker.  Women  have  completed  12.5  years  and  men 
12.4  years  of  school.  Yet,  a  woman  earns  %  of  what  a 

man  does.  This  may  partly  be  accounted  for  by  ex- 
perience, but  not  entirely. 

There  is  legal  support  for  women  who  will  no  longer 
tolerate  discrimination  against  them.  It  is  a  challenge 
to  the  education  of  women  to  help  them  make  intelli- 

gent decisions  about  their  future. 
Women  now  have  the  right  to  work  outside  the  home. 

It  now  remains  for  them  to  claim  the  right  to  work  in 

any  field  they  may  choose  and  are  qualified  for — and 
to  go  as  far  as  they  can  go. 

If  economic  man  emerged  with  the  passing  of  the 
middle  ages,  we  may  now  be  witnessing  the  emergence 
of  the  economic  woman. 

Following  Ms.  Boyce's  address  Kay  Ericson,  Co- 
ordinator for  the  Pittsburgh-Chatham  program  outlined 

her  work  and  presented  two  students  who  have,  or  are 

completing,  independent  studies  working  with  Pitts- 
burgh businesses  and  agencies  under  the  aegis  of  the 

program,  and  Nancy  Fultz,  Coordinator  of  Student  Ac- 
tivities and  Career  Information  discussed  Career  Plan- 

ning on  the  Chatham  Campus. 

In  the  "Wrap-up"  session,  Peggy  Donaldson,  Direc- 
tor of  Admissions,  discussed  ways  in  which  the  alum- 

nae could  "carry  the  good  word"  back  to  the  young 
women  in  their  area  who  might  be  interested  in  the 
unique  programs  Chatham  has  to  offer. 

Over  afternoon  refreshments  the  alumnae,  students, 
and  members  of  the  faculty  and  administration  seemed 
unanimous  in  their  approval  of  the  interest  generated 

by  a  workshop  of  this  kind. 
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PoetryAsTherapy 
By  *J f\\\ce  MacKenzie  Swaim  'x32  I       *J 

By 

Although  the  official  title  "Poetry  Therapy"  was  not 
always  used,  who  of  us,  down  through  the  ages,  has 
not  found  comfort  and  inspiration  from  noble  and 
poetic  thoughts.  Since  time  immemorial  mothers  have 
soothed  sleepy,  fretful  babies  with  lullabyes;  lovers 
have  serenaded  their  sweethearts  with  poetry  and 
song;  men  at  work  or  going  to  war  have  been  moved 

to  action  by  rhythmic  music  or  chant.  Since  the  shep- 

herd boy,  David,  chased  away  King  Saul's  black  moods 
by  playing  the  harp  and  singing  psalms,  many  people 
have  found  comfort  and  inspiration  in  the  Psalms  and 
hymns  of  their  faith.  It  is  not  without  reason  that  the 
god  Apollo  was  not  only  the  god  of  medicine  and 
healing,  but  also  of  music  and  poetry. 

Physicians  today  recognize  that  mental,  physical  and 
emotional  health  are  closely  interwoven.  Poetry  is 
being  used  as  therapy  by  psychiatrists,  social  workers 
and  guidance  counselors  with  surprising  success  in 
reaching  and  helping  emotionally  troubled  people,  from 
college  students  to  patients  in  mental  hospitals.  For 
over  two  hundred  years,  the  Pennsylvania  Hospital  in 
Philadelphia  has  used  it.  It  has  guided  patients  to 
constructive  adjustments  after  all  other  approaches 
have  been  tried  and  have  failed.  Often  a  poem  labelled 
mediocre  by  poetry  critics  contains  so  much  instinctive 
truth  that  it  is  a  better  bridge  to  reality  than  a  more 
technically  perfect  or  sophisticated  poem. 
Among  the  most  enthusiastic  pioneers  in  the  Poetry 

Therapy  movement  are  the  late  Dr.  Smiley  Blanton 
and  Dr.  Jack  Leedy  of  the  Mental  Hygiene  Clinic, 

Cumberland  Hospital,  Brooklyn,  who  founded  the  of- 
ficial Poetry  as  Therapy  Association.  The  members 

include  psychiatrists,  clinical  psychologists,  psychiatric 

social  workers,  guidance  counselors,  philosophers,  lit- 
erary critics,  college  professors  and  all  who  wish  to 

play  a  more  active  role  in  dealing  with  the  major  con- 
temporary problems  of  emotionally  troubled  people. 

In  1970,  The  Poetry  Society  of  America  arranged  a 
Poetry  Therapy  Seminar  under  the  guidance  of  the 

late  Gustav  Davidson,  to  demonstrate  how  poetry  nour- 
ishes the  health  of  the  spirit  and  keeps  us  in  touch 

with  truth,  beauty  and  goodness.  The  English  poet, 

Robert  Graves,  said,  "A  well  chosen  anthology  is  a 
complete  dispensary  of  medicine  for  the  more  com- 

mon mental  disorders  and  may  be  used  as  much  for 

prevention  as  cure."  The  magic  of  verse  is  that  it 
reaches  us  on  all  levels  with  its  combination  of 

thought,  feeling  and  music. 

Since   I   am    pretty   much   a   shut-in,    my  work   has 

Alice  Mackenzie  Swaim  has  been  writing  and 
publishing  her  poetry  for  many  years.  The  two 
poems  reprinted  in  this  issue  were  published  in 
1962  and  precede  her  present  work  in  Poetry 
Therapy.  The  Editors  chose  these  poems  as 
representative  of  her  work  as  a  poet,  rather  than 

as  specific  examples  to  be  used  in  Poetry  Ther- 
apy. Readers  interested  in  pursuing  further  the 

field  of  Poetry  Therapy  are  encouraged  to  read 
Poetry  Therapy  by  J.  J.  Leedy,  M.D.,  published  by 
J.  B.  Lippincott  Co.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

been  through  correspondence  with  interested  people, 
through  magazine  articles  and  through  the  use  of  my 
own  poems.  As  a  result  of  those  published  in  Strophes 

(The  National  Federation  of  Poetry  Societies'  Bulletin) 
and  in  Sunshine  Magazine,  I  was  swamped  with  in- 

quiries from  sixteen  states,  a  leper  sanitarium  in  the 
Philippines,  and  from  Australia. 

More  than  half  were  from  individuals  and  organiza- 
tions who  wanted  to  undertake  some  worthwhile  ser- 

vice project,  and  who  have  followed  through  enthusi- 
astically. Many  editors  of  poetry  magazines  are  vitally 

interested,  also  poetry  clubs  in  various  states.  The 
remaining  responses  were  from  the  lonely  and/or 
handicapped  who  wanted  help  and  encouragement  for 
themselves  or  for  relatives. 

Poems  used  in  poetry  therapy  must  never  be 
preachy,  for  many  troubled  people  are  rebelling  against 
authority  in  one  form  or  another — parents,  teachers, 

bosses  or  just  "The  System."  All  helpful  poems  must 
end  on  a  note  of  affirmation,  however  sad  their  mood. 
Their  importance  lies  in  the  meaning  they  have  for 
different  people,  and  the  acceptance  of  the  fact  that 
the  same  poem  can  mean  different  things  to  different 

people. There  are  as  many  variations  of  poetry  therapy  as 

there  are  people  and  situations.  It  is  a  means  of  com- 
municating affirmatively  and  constructively  with  the 

forgotten  people — those  in  prisons,  mental  hospitals, 
county  homes  and  shut-ins. 

Two  Poems  by  Alice  Mackenzie  Swaim 

THE  DEER  TREE  FELL 

All  day,  the  whirring  of  machinery, 
the  hum  of  buzz  saws, 
the  bite  of  axes. 
The  deer  tree  fell 

leaving  green  pheasant  aisles  of  underbrush 
and  rabbit  paths  revealed, 
all  the  barren  bumpiness  of  sod 

with  weeds  at  half-mast 
and  the  fallen  leaves 
a  sodden  drift 

no  self-respecting  mouse 
would  think  of  twice  for  nesting  purposes. 
All  day,  the  whirring  of  machinery 
then  the  dead  branches 
piled  in  an  awkward  unbecoming  pyre; 
incense  of  sumac,  sassafras  and  cedar 
curled  skyward  all  day  long, 
and,  after  dark, 

smoke  wisps  still  sought  the  enigmatic  moon. 

TORNADO 

The  trees  have  tripped  the  wind 
And  he  falls  heavily, 

Flattening  the  grasses 
And  the  ripened  grain, 

Leaving  his  awkward  signature 
Scrawled  silver  on  the  plain. 

*These  poems  are  from  The  Gentle  Dragon,  Golden 
Quill  Press.  1962.  The  Recorder  gratefully  acknowl- 

edges the  permission  of  the  poet  to  reprint  them. 

II 



A  New  Children's  Novel 

ThelerribleWave 
By  Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  v42 
Review  by  Nancy  Adam 

Book  Review:  THE  TERRIBLE  WAVE  by  Marden  Arm- 

strong Dahlstedt  '42;  illustrated  by  Charles  Robinson. 
Coward,  McCann  &  Geoghegan,  Inc.    New  York,  1972. 

Do  you  remember  the  Johnstown  Flood?  Probably 

not.  If  you  are  a  resident  of  Pennsylvania  it  is  more 

likely  you  remember  Agnes.  Marden  Dahlstedt  does 

not  personally  remember  the  flood  either,  but  her  grand- 
parents not  only  remembered  it,  they  survived  it.  From 

the  exciting  stories  she  heard  as  a  child,  and  from  the 

investigation  and  research  she  has  compiled  since, 

Mrs.  Armstrong  has  recreated  the  great  flood  in  fiction 

for  young  readers.  Although  the  flood  itself  is  the 

great  and  awe-inspiring  protagonist,  we  follow  its  prog- 
ress, devastation  and  retreat  through  the  adventures  of 

a  young  girl  who  is  trapped  and  separated  from  her 

family  by  the  "terrible  wave." 

THE  TERRIBLE  WAVE  is  Marden  Dahlstedt's  first 
novel  for  children  and  was  the  November  1972  selec- 

tion of  the  Junior  Literary  Guild.  The  illustrations  by 

Charles  Robinson  are,  as  they  should  be,  skillful  in 

complementing  the  story;  they  are  forceful  and  dramatic 

but  they  do  not  overpower  the  story,  nor  do  they  in- 

fluence or  interrupt  the  reader's  own  imagined  pictures 
of  the  events  as  they  happen.  It  is  a  compelling  book. 

Buy  it  for  your  young  friends,  but  take  an  hour  to  read 

it  before  you  give  it  away. 

FOSSIL 

Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  '42  is  a  poet,  writer  of 

children's  books  (see  review  of  her  first,  above),  and 
proprietress  of  an  antique  shop  in  New  Jersey.  The 

order  of  these  priorities  may  change  with  the  season 

or  the  mood.  Her  poetry  has  appeared  in  numerous 

prestigious  journals  and  her  work  is  included  in  the 

anthology,  BEST  POEMS  OF  1960.  Mrs.  Dahlstedt 

writes  "to  a  schedule,  several  hours  a  day"  and  works 
with  a  group  of  young  poets  and  writers  on  Long  Beach 

Island  where  she  lives.  She  says  of  her  Chatham  edu- 

cation: "My  college  experience  not  only  widened  my 
horizon,  but  helped  give  a  focus  to  my  thinking  and 

ambition.  The  recognition  I  received  at  Chatham  with 

publication  in  THE  ARROW,  as  editor  of  THE  PENN- 
SYLVANIAN,  and  later  as  editor  of  THE  RECORDER 

was  wonderfully  encouraging,  and  the  writing  experi- 

ence was  invaluable." 

The  RECORDER  gratefully  acknowledges  the  poet's 

permission  to  print  two  of  her  poems.  "Transcendental 

Horse"  was  first  published  in  AUDIENCE  in  1961. 
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Already  I  lean 
upon  the  parapet 

of  my  own  past. 

Now,  beneath  blooded  flesh, 

my  bone  skeletons 
its  own  future. 

Behind  my  eyes 

memory  is  scrolled 
to  its  present  being, 

and  brain  patterns, 

like  prehistoric  ferns, 
fine  traceries 

to  leave  layered 
on  this  day  the  past 

I  am  becoming. 

TRANSCENDENTAL  HORSE 

These  are  old,  old  trees 
but  horse  is  older  than  these, 
and  where  she  walks  the  hills  are  primal  hills 
but  she  is  older,  old  as  wind  that  fills 
the  furrows  of  her  flying  mane, 
ancient  as  rain  that  stains 
her  sensuous  sides. 

O,  the  free-running  of  this  horse  makes  music 
more  time  hallowed  than  drums 

drumming  dawn-rites  among  high  stones, 
wearing  brown  thunder  as  she  comes 
crashing  into  the  valley  of  bones. 

October  horse  to  the  sacrifice 

she  comes  in  mist-and-flame, 
See  her — 'thirteen  hands  high, 

cream-coloured,  long  head,  bluish  eye,' 
lashed  to  ecstacy  by  a  charred  holly-twig 
she  speeds  to  the  final  flaming  honor  of  her  name 

apace  the  horses  of  the  old  year's  flight. 

Now,  treading  this  delicate,  civilized  wheat 
with  her  small  curved  feet, 
the  mocking,  mettlesome  mare, 
fresh  from  her  nest  of  night 

littered  with  poet's  bones, 
tramples  this  cool  and  present  light, 
this  day,  this  hour,  this  last 
with  the  fearsome,  fiery,  implicit  Past. 



AQualityLife 
By  Cathy  Beard  '68 

If  you  are  familiar  with  Harry's  in  Oakland,  then  you 
[will  recognize  at  once  our  preference  in  life  style. 

Harry's  is  a  small  tavern  that  advertises  without  neon. 
There  are  never  many  people  there,  and  those  that 
!are  are  regulars.  It  was  in  the  second  to  last  booth 
that  John,  my  husband,  and  I,  plotted  our  strategy. 
What  is  funny  about  al!  this  in  retrospect  is  that  we 
never  really  did  have  a  strategy.  We  only  knew  that 
our  direction  would  be  rural  and  so  we  less  than 

methodically  traveled  first  to  an  unlikely  apartment  in 
Chevy  Chase,  Maryland.  We  were  forced  to  drink  at 
home  then.  When  Vermillion,  South  Dakota  was  de- 

cided upon  as  The  Place,  John  promised  that  he  would 
buy  me  a  bicycle.  One  year  later  I  was  peddling  about 
town  and  never  had  to  dodge  a  car.  I  could  sniff  what 

other  people  were  cooking  for  dinner,  peer  into  win- 
dows (made  easy  at  dusk  when  lights  are  on!)  and 

listen  to  household  sounds  which  could  reverberate 

rather  than  get  stuck  between  walls.  I  peddled  so 

slowly  that  a  few  times  I  almost  fell  over.  One  after- 
[noon  I  had  to  get  off  my  bicycle  completely  and  walked 
it  home,  the  wind  was  so  strong.  I  had  stupidly  ridden 

to  the  bluffs  overlooking  the  Missouri  River.  Nebraska's 
bluffs,  bigger  than  ours,  are  clearly  visible  on  the  other 
side  and  very  nice  to  look  at.  But  town,  as  compact 
and  charming  as  it  is,  did  not  hold  us  for  long.  We 
bought  a  house,  10  miles  north  of  town,  with  4  red 
barns,  2  pastures  and  35  acres.  It  looks  flat  here  but 
in  reality  the  land  rolls  and  dips  and  then  irons  out  for 
spaces  here  and  there.  I  can  look  east  from  our  home 
land  see  shadows  covering  the  landscape  for  2  or  3 
miles  and  then  suddenly  the  hills  4  miles  off  are  lit 
like  candles. 
When  we  first  moved  out  here,  to  our  little  farm, 

people  wondered  if  it  would  not  be  a  difficult  adjust- 
ment for  us.  ".  .  .  from  the  East,  to  live  here,  on  the 

prairie,  remote  from  town  and  other  houses?"  "The 
only  adjustment  for  me,"  I  said,  "is  when  I  have  to 
go  back."  The  closest  houses  are  a  quarter  mile  away in  each  direction  and  the  houses  and  barns  are  hidden 
behind  a  shelter  break  of  trees.  An  occasional  silo 

goes  higher. 
Like  a  lot  of  people,  we  are  trying  to  simplify  our 

lifestyle.  But  in  the  process,  things  have  gotten  more 
complicated.  For  one  thing,  now  that  we  have  a  house, 
we  tend  to  fill  it  up.  I  did,  however,  set  up  a  booth  at 
the  Flea  Market  in  town  this  summer  to  unload  27  years 
of  accumulated  junk.  I  had  been  a  rather  remarkable 
collector  and  it  was  evident  by  the  number  of  people 
who  flocked  to  my  booth  and  exclaimed  over  my  wares 

Cathy  Beard  is  a  member  of  the  class  of  1968. 
When  we  read  in  the  class  news  that  she  had 

moved  from  Washington,  D.C.  (population  800,- 
000)  to  Vermillion,  South  Dakota  (population 
5,500;  5,000  of  which  are  students  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  South  Dakota)  we  knew  there  had  to  be  a 

good  story.  John  Davidson,  Cathy's  husband, 
teaches  at  the  Law  School  and  they  have  two 
children,  Ben,  age  4  and  Felix,  2Vz. 

and  giveaway  prices.  (What  they  didn't  know  was  that 
I  was  going  to  give  the  stuff  away  if  they  didn't  buy  it!) 

To  mow  the  large  areas  of  grass  on  our  place  we 
hired  10  ewes  with  lambs  at  the  side  (I  am  getting 
good  at  the  lingo)  and  1  buck.  They  chomped  away 
all  summer  and  earned  many  times  over  their  minimum 
wage.  Two  of  the  lambs  we  kept  for  our  freezer  and 
the  others  met  their  maker  elsewhere.  We  also  bought 
3  runt  pigs,  having  in  mind  that  2  were  for  us  and  1  for 
a  family  in  town.  But  after  6  weeks  one  of  them  died 
and  we  suspected  (someone  told  us)  that  it  was  the 
mange.  I  remember  as  a  child,  or  I  should  say  kid, 
that  my  mother  used  to  look  at  me  often  and  say  with 

disgust,  "Cathy,  you  look  mangy!"  From  her  inflection 
I  gathered  that  I  looked  pretty  awful  but  never  did  I 

suspect  the  real  meaning  of  that  word,  or  my  appear- 
ance, until  our  pig  died  of  it.  I  wrote  my  mother  a 

scorching  letter!  I  ought  to  add  here  that  when  friends 
ask  how  we  know  how  to  do  these  things,  like  buying 

sheep  and  raising  pigs,  I  say,  and  truthfully,  "We  don't. 
But  we  do  it  once  and  then  we  know." 

The  auctions  are  great  fun  to  attend.  It  tickles  me  to 
watch  what  I  consider  a  proper  way  to  recycle  junk. 
I  suppose  if  you  live  here  long  enough  you  will  begin 
seeing  the  same  junk  recycled  for  a  third  and  fourth 
time.  I  especially  enjoy  the  auctions  which  include 
farm  equipment  because  then  all  the  farmers  come  and 
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their  humors  are  good  and  affections  open.  This  past 

summer  I  bought  2  iron  bed  steads  for  500  but  that's 
because  no  one  else  wanted  them.  As  a  matter  of  fact, 
I  only  wanted  1  bed  but  when  no  one  bid  on  the  first 
I  had  to  take  it  with  the  second.  And  the  other  day  I 
braved  the  cold  and  bought  an  old  wood  trunk  which, 
when  it  is  lined  with  cedar,  will  be  perfect  for  storing 
blankets.  I  paid  $1.75.  You  must  realize,  of  course, 
that  I  get  bargains  because  nobody  wants  what  I  want. 

I  attend  auctions  whenever  I  can.  Observing  the  peo- 
ple, their  faces,  manners,  dress  and  style  is  not  enter- 

tainment. I  feel,  rather,  that  I  am,  however  slightly, 
touching  a  fragment  of  the  past  here  on  the  prairie; 
and  indeed,  the  past  never  seems  far  away.  Many  of 
these  people  are  the  sons  and  daughters  of  the  original 
homesteaders.  They  have  had  childhoods  which  will 
never  be  relived  by  another  generation,  simply  because 
of  the  technology  of  farming  today.  And  their  children 

have  been  as  altered  by  television  as  children  any- 
where. History  out  here  seems  harder  to  come  by, 

partly  because  people  have  tended  to  be  more  private 
and  largely,  I  think,  because  distance  has  forced  them 
to  become  more  inward.  But  pride  and  interest  in  the 
past  here  is  surfacing  and  in  any  state  or  city  you 

might  see  a  car  or  truck  sticker  which  says  "I'm  proud 
to  be  a  farmer."  If  you  don't  see  it  on  a  vehicle  at 
least  you  will  hear  it  on  the  news  or  read  about  it  in 
the  paper.  What  would  the  farmers  say  if  I  told  them 
they  were  simply  raising  their  consciousnesses?  I 

don't  dare,  not  yet. 
What  brings  history  close  to  me  are  not  restored 

buildings  or  towns  like  a  Sturbridge  or  a  Williamsburg 

but  rather  the  very  opposite.  I  drive  past  an  old  aban- 
doned homestead  when  I  go  into  town.  As  on  many 

of  these  properties,  the  conestoga  wagon  stands  in 
among  the  trees,  rotting  and  long  since  forgotten.  It 
lost  its  usefulness  long  ago  but  served  its  purpose  well. 
The  farmers  here  are  generally  prosperous.  Each  time 
I  drive  past  this  particular  homestead,  it  brings  to  mind 

the  1880's  when  the  Dakota  Territory  opened  up  for 
settlement.  A  man  or  a  woman  could  file  a  claim  for 

160  acres  free  if  they  lived  on  it  6  months  out  of  every 
year,  for  5  years,  and  cultivated  it  besides.  Many 
farmers  today  live  on  the  farms  their  grandfathers 

homesteaded  and  the  original  house  is  often  left  stand- 
ing, just  barely,  and  the  chickens  use  it.  Seeing  his- 
tory in  this  way  is  a  melancholy  experience.  But  it 

serves  to  remind  me  of  the  immense  fragility  that  living 
out  here  must  have  been,  just  100  years  ago.  To  a 
Yankee,  that  is  a  short  time  span!  100  years  ago  there 
were  not  trees.  The  wind  swept  harder  and  deeper 
then.  Now  the  wind  and  snows  are  broken  every  160 
acres  in  every  direction.  The  trees  which  the  farmers 
planted  on  the  north  and  west  sides  of  their  homesites 
make  a  vast  difference  in  the  severity  of  a  storm.  The 
Missouri  River  no  longer  floods.  A  series  of  dams 
controls  it.  Electricity  did  not  come  to  the  farms  until 

the  late  40's  and  early  50's.  Until  then,  a  family  did  not 
even  have  a  radio  to  listen  to  at  night.  Going  to  town 
was  an  event.  It  meant  news,  both  local  and  world 
wide.  There  is  so  much  I  have  grown  up  with  and  taken 
for  granted.  These  old  homesteads  remind  me  of  my 

past  which  gave  me  quantities  of  objects  and  expecta- 
tions. I  am  shedding  these  now  for  what  I  hope  will 

be  quality  substitutions.  However,  I  do  not  mean  to 

paint  a  picture  of  America  in  the  40's.  Visual  evidence 
remains  but  there  are  very  few  people  who  live  in  that 
difficult  and  isolated  environment.  Many  farmers  work 
their  fields  in  air  conditioned  cabs  and  they  can  wear 
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earphones  and  listen  to  the  radio.  This  part  of  South 
Dakota  is  fairly  prosperous.  Yet  the  country  schoo 
houses  have  closed.  Yellow  buses  roll  the  roads  anc 

I  could  be  anywhere.    But  I'm  not. 
Some  of  my  friends,  while  they  admire  my  life  style 

tell  me  that  they  could  never  live  so  far  from  a  cultura 
center.  Perhaps  I  could  not  either  were  it  not  for  tha 
first  year  I  spent  in  Pittsburgh,  faithfully  riding  the 

trolley  down  5th  Avenue  every  Friday  night,  and  some- 
times on  Sunday  afternoon  if  the  performance  hac 

been  exceptional.  If  I  had  a  test  on  Monday  I  woulc 

weigh  the  relative  merits  and  ask,  "When  I  am  50 
which  will  I  care  most  about  to  remember?"  The 
symphony  always  won.  Sometimes  it  was  The  Play 
house  or  Carnegie  Hall  that  triumphed  and  thank  good 
ness,  because  now  I  have  a  wealth  of  memories.  Small 

perhaps,  by  a  city  dweller's  standards,  but  in  Vermil- 
lion, William  Steinberg,  Aaron  Copland,  Isaac  Stern 

and  many  others,  sound  clear  to  my  ears. 
I  could  say  that  being  here  is  like  being  on  a  seconc 

honeymoon,  except  we  have  two  children.  I  counte 
this  by  saying  there  is  no  way  to  measure  the  deligh 
I  feel  when  my  two  young  sons  can  go  outside  to  pla) 
and  have  acres  to  roam,  woods,  old  barns  and  45  steers 
next  door  who  love  to  look  back.  At  age  2  Felix  coulc 
hold  out  a  hand  full  of  oats  and  10  ewes  would  crowc 

around  him  trying  to  eat.  He  was  totally  unafraid 
The  boys  are  equally  comfortable  around  the  pig; 
which,  of  all  farm  animals,  are  the  smartest.  I  read  ir 
the  paper  the  other  day  of  a  pig  in  Bulgaria  whc 
walked  40  miles  to  his  original  home  after  having  beer 
sold  the  day  before.  Our  pigs,  when  they  one  time 
could  not  get  to  the  corral  where  the  water  barrel  was 
made  such  a  commotion  that  John,  in  bewilderment 
finally  discovered  that  the  gate  to  that  corral  was  shut 
When  he  opened  it,  they  rushed  past  and  gulped  dowr 
the  water.  Pigs  are  clean  animals.  The  reason  the) 
roll  in  the  mud  is  not  for  the  same  reason  that  we  al 

played  in  it  as  children.  A  pig  has  no  pores  on  hi: 
skin  and  wallowing  in  mud  cools  him  off. 

Our  boys  also  help  in  the  garden.  This  year  they  are 
each  going  to  have  a  plot  of  their  own.  When  we  si 
down  to  a  meal  and  the  pork  is  delicious  and  ours 
the  applesauce,  green  beans,  squash  and  wine  are  al 

products  of  our  farm  and  labor,  then  we  feel  well  satis- 
fied, both  physically  and  mentally.  In  the  2  years  we 

have  lived  here  my  affection  and  need  for  this  style 

of  life  has  deepened.  I  do  not  feel  that  I  haven' 
'bested'  anyone  by  "getting  away  from  it  all."  On  the 
contrary,  with  2  sons,  pigs,  sheep,  cats,  dog  and  hus- 

band, I  often  feel  I  am  in  the  thick  of  it.  What  I  mear 
to  say  is  that  I  like  the  way  we  have  chosen  to  live  oui 
life.  It  is  not  better  than  a  town  or  city  which  is  thickei 
with  people,  nor  is  it  less  than  our  neighbor  who  earns 
his  livelihood  entirely  from  the  land.  We  have  come 

from  one  landscape  to  another  and  remain,  I  think,  out- 
siders of  both.  We  would  like  to  think  that  our  sons 

will  have  access  to  the  one  of  their  choosing,  simpli- 
fied by  the  fact  that  they  recognize  the  merits  and  de- 

tractions of  both. 

I  feel  neither  great  nor  diminished  by  life  here.  A 
few  years  ago  this  admission  would  have  startled  anc 

upset  me.  I  feel,  at  27,  what  many  people  have  reluc- 

tantly confessed  to  feeling:  an  acceptance  of  one's  lim- itations. But  this  also  can  mean  a  realization  of  those 
desires  and  talents  which  stretch  to  that  limit,  wherevei 
it  is.  Few  of  us  find  it,  much  less  accept  it.  So  perhaps 
I  am  on  my  way  to  becoming  old  at  a  young  age,  anc 
therefore  wise  at  an  even  younger  one. 



AN  INTERVIEW  WITH 

Granville  Hicks 
By  Gail  Whitman  Rudenstein  71 

When   I   learned  that  Granville  Hicks  was  teaching 
■  during  the  January  Interim  and  the  second  semester  at 
Chatham  this  year,  memories  of  my  senior  year  poured 

[over  me.  After  all,  one  third  of  my  Tutorial  had  been 
I  written  about  this  leading  Marxist  literary  critic  in 

1930's  America  and  contributor  to  The  Saturday  Re- 
view. I  remembered  days  in  the  library  searching  for 

'his  essays  in  crumbled  yellow  copies  of  New  Masses 
i  and  Partisan  Review.    I   even  found   myself  scanning 
•  my  Tutorial,  not  having  opened  it  since  the  day  of  my 
'Tutorial  Board,  nearly  two  years  ago!  Naturally,  I  was 

■eager  to  interview  Chatham's  guest  professor. 

Granville  Hicks  met  me  at  the  door  of  Spencer  House 

■where  he  is  living,  a  tall  man  with  white  hair,  steel- 
'  rimmed  glasses,  and  a  firm  handshake.  He  was  pleased 
fas  well  to  meet  someone  who  had  bothered  to  write 
a  senior   paper   about   him.     I    noticed    issues   of   the 
New  Yorker  on  the  coffee  table  and  a  copy  of  John 

Gardner's   The  Sunlight  Dialogues   next  to   his  chair. Mr.  Hicks  made  a  favorable  comment  about  the  latter 

and  we  began  the  formalities  of  the  interview. 

I  confined  the  subjects  of  the  hour  to   Mr.   Hicks' 
impressions  of  Pittsburgh  and  Chatham,  the  courses  he 
teaches,   and   his  views  on  writing   today.    Mr.   Hicks 

'had  definite  opinions  about  Pittsburgh  and  Chatham. 
.Although  he  does  not  enjoy  cities  as  a  rule,   he  ad- 

'  mitted  that  Pittsburgh's  skyline  at  night  is  attractive. 
.  He  and  his  wife  are  impressed  with  Chatham's  location 
.  and  quiet  beauty.    His  wife  looks  forward  to  pursuing 
her  gardening  here  in  the  spring. 

During  the   Interim   Mr.   Hicks  taught   "Politics   and 
!  Literature  in  the  1930's."    He  said  he  anticipated  his 
•  students  to  take  responsibilities  like  graduate  students 
: — research  an  appropriate  topic  for  a  month  and  share 
i  information  at  each  weekly  meeting.   This  was  not  the 
case  in  reality,  however.  Although  the  students  wrote 

J,  satisfactory  papers,  he  found  that  they  were  extremely 

|f  reticent  about  sharing   information   or  even   speaking 
■  up  in  class.  Mr.  Hicks  admitted  that  he  did  most  of  the 
talking,  which  was  disappointing.  He  hopes  that  his 
students  will  be  more  vocal  in  the  semester  classes 

!  when  he  will  be  teaching  "American  Literature  Since 
1865"  and  "Modern  American  Fiction." 

When  I  asked  Mr.  Hicks  about  differences  between 

teaching  at  a  coeducational  versus  single-sex  institu- 
tion, he  made  clear  his  neutrality  on  the  issue.  He 

said  that  in  his  teaching  experience  (which  included 
appointments  at  Smith,  Syracuse,  and  Ohio  State), 
students  generally  participated  in  classes  vocally,  re- 

gardless of  sex.  He  confided  that  he  sent  his  daughter 
to  a  coeducational  college  because  it  was  her  choice 

and  because  he  felt  the  climate  there  was  more  "nat- 

ural." (I  prudently  decided  to  drop  this  subject  im- 
mediately!) 

Mr.  Hicks  seemed  much  more  relaxed  and  involved 

when  he  spoke  about  literature  and  literary  criticism 
today.  He  believes  that  modern  critics  of  literature 
should  instruct  readers  on  how  to  read  a  work,  rather 
than  instruct  writers  on  how  to  practice  their  craft.  He 
asserted  that  a  critic  who  writes  that  a  book  or  poem 
should  have  been  constructed  in  a  totally  different 
manner,  is  overstepping  his  responsibility  as  a  critic. 

Mr.  Hicks  seems  satisfied  that  today's  literary  critics 
are  performing  their  task. 

Mr.  Hicks  also  had  thoughts  about  the  responsibil- 
ities of  writers.  Instead  of  attempting  to  set  forth  sig- 

nificant statements  about  politics,  writers  today  should 
and  do  stress  the  importance  of  human  relationships. 
He  found  that  several  contemporary  writers  deal  with 
the  quality  of  compassion  toward  others.  Mr.  Hicks 

discussed  his  course,  "Modern  American  Fiction."  in 
terms  of  modern  authors'  expressions  of  compassion 
during  a  time  when  traditional  values  have  been  up- 

rooted. He  cited  Bernard  Malamud's  concerns  about 
understanding  among  people  in  The  Assistant,  The 

Fixer,  and  The  Tenants.  He  also  includes  Saul  Bellow's 
recent  book,  Mr.  Sammler's  Planet,  in  the  course  be- 

cause he  feels  that  Bellow's  protagonist  experiences 
the  need  for  compassion  in  a  way  with  which  today's 
reader  and  resident  of  the  1970s  can  identify.  Mr. 
Hicks  gave  me  a  copy  of  the  reading  list  for  his  course. 
He  will  examine  works  by  Eudora  Welty,  Wright  Morris, 

Norman  Mailer,  Flannery  O'Connor,  John  Updike,  Joyce 
Carroll  Oates,  Kurt  Vonnegut,  John  Barth,  and  Shirley 
Jackson.  It  is  an  impressive  list  of  novels,  novels 

which  Mr.  Hicks  judges  to  be  among  the  more  signifi- 
cant fiction  of  recent  years. 

I  remembered  from  my  Tutorial  research  that  during 

the  1930's  Mr.  Hicks  wrote  articles  dismissing  such 
writers  as  F.  Scott  Fitzgerald  and  William  Faulkner 
because  of  their  artistic  disinterest  in,  and  exclusion  of, 

political  considerations  from  their  works.  In  our  inter- 
view, I  asked  him  if  there  were  any  writers  that  he  had 

learned  to  value  since  the  1930's.  It  was  interesting 
that  he  said  he  had  been  "off  the  track"  during  the 
1930's  and  that  today  he  does  indeed  acknowledge 
these  very  writers  as  figures  of  importance  he  had 
neglected  in  his  earlier  days. 

In  preparing  to  interview  Granville  Hicks,  I  consci- 
entiously prepared  a  list  of  questions  to  ask  him.  I  had 

covered  half  of  them  and  was  eager  to  hear  his 
thoughts  about  the  responsibility  of  writers  and  critics 
today  to  address  themselves  to  political  matters,  about 
the  future  of  the  printed  word,  and  about  restrictions 
on  freedom  of  the  press  in  recent  years.  Unfortunately 
my  hour  with  Mr.  Hicks  was  over  before  some  of  these 
questions  were  articulated.  Before  I  knew  it,  he  had 
finished  his  remarks,  given  me  my  coat  and  a  gracious 
farewell,  and  seen  me  to  the  door  of  Spencer  House. 
My  first  interview  of  a  literary  celebrity  had  ended. 
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NEW   ADDRESSES 

Emma   Ceiselhart  Osterloh    (Mrs.   C.   T.J,   Perrytown 
Place,     101      Highland     Pines     Drive.     Pittsburgh, 
Pa.    15237. 

It  is  with  genuine  grief  that  we  record  the 

deaths  within  this  past  year  of  two  of  our  class- 

mates—  Helen  Blair  Baumann  and  Marguerite  Tit- 
zell.  When  a  class  is  as  small  as  ours  and  has 

been   as  closely   knit   the  parting   is  very   hard. 
Marguerite  died  in  Lake  Worth,  Florida  where 

she  was  spending  the  winter,  as  she  and  her 

sister,  Carolyn  Titzell  '22,  had  been  doing  for 
several    years. 

Helen  had  been  in  the  Negley  Nursing  Home  for 
many  months.  It  was  hard  to  believe  that  our 

lively  Helen  was  so  afflicted  and  no  longer  active 
in  our  midst.  Of  all  the  class  members  none 

other  had  provided  the  leadership  with  which 
Helen  was  gifted.  Her  propensity  for  friendship 
included  us  all  and  from  us  all  she  drew  admira- 

tion, respect  and  love.  We  loved  her  whimsical 

ways,  her  sense  of  humor,  her  knack  of  thinking 
up  jolly  good  times,  and  her  solid  beliefs  in  her 

religion  and  the  principles  of  justice  and  integrity. 
We  believe  we  all  had  her  devoted  love  and  she 

never  lost  her  interest  in  or  her  loyalty  to  our 
college.  We  shall  always  think  of  her  in  words 
of  one  of  our  classmates  as  such  a  vital  person 
with  an   appreciation  of  the   good   things  in    life. 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  and  her  husband  seem 

to  be  getting  along  quite  well.  Faye  has  written 
that  her  only  news  is  that  they  are  far  behind 

with  things  that  need  to  be  done.  She  says  she 
thinks  they  really  should  move  into  an  apart- 

ment, but  it  would  entail  a  lot  of  work  with 

which  they  feel  they  would  be  unable  to  cope. 
Their  daughter,  Peggy,  lives  in  Lake  Worth,  Flor- 

ida  and   goes  up  to  do  all   kinds  of  helpful   things. 
Being  asked  for  news  for  this  letter  Lucille 

Atkinson  Baker  found  her  mind  dwelling  on  Helen 

Baumann,  for  Helen  was  so  closely  identified  with 
the  class.  Lucille  says  her  life  is  now  mostly 
centered  in  their  large  house  which  contains  so 
many  pictures  and  mementoes  of  their  life  and 

travel  in  distant  lands.  Her  granddaughter  is 
finding  much  of  the  material  useful  in  her  teach- 

ing. As  do  many  of  the  rest  of  us,  Lucille  real- 
izes the  need  of  organizing  their  many  posses- 

sions,  but   hasn't   been   able   to   find   the   time. 
Christine  Cameron  Bryan  reports  she  has  noth- 

ing new  to  tell  us,  so  we  shall  take  that  to  mean 

"no  news   is  good   news." 
Laila  Clark  Ament  and  1  have  had  even  more 

phone  chats  than  usual  this  past  year.  Early  in 
December  Laila  had  the  misfortune  to  have  a 
bad  fall  on  her  stairs  and  while  she  broke  no 

bones,  she  really  has  had  plenty  of  misery  since. 
She  was  pretty  much  housed  for  weeks  but  at 

this  writing  is  improving.  Meanwhile  Lai  la's 
aunt,  Mrs.  Dilley,  has  been  quite  well.  Due  to 
the  distinction  of  being  the  oldest  member  of 
Blue  Cross  and  Blue  Shield  in  a  group  of  two  and 
a  quarter  million  people,  her  picture  appeared  in 
the  Pittsburgh  Press  one  evening  this  winter.  She 
will  be  celebrating  her   109th  birthday  on   May  21. 

On  Helen  Craig  Culley's  Christmas  card  she 
merely  wrote  "All  aboard  for  Australia"  and  she 
must  have  gone  as  1  have  had  no  reply  to  my 
request    for   news. 

It  is  good  to  know  that  Louise  Fletcher  is  still 

able  to  divide  the  year  between  Lake  Chautauqua 
and  Sarasota,  Florida.  She  reports  that  she  has  not 
been  too  well  having  been  suffering  with  bursitis 

in  one  knee,  but  at  least  she  hasn't  been  a  victim 
of  the  flu.  Louise  finds  it  hard  to  believe  that  it 

is  sixty  years  since  we  graduated  and  wonders 
where  the  years  have  gone.  She  still  attends 
A  A.U.W.  affairs  thanks  to  the  kindness  of  Lois 

Hinckley    '31 
Emma  Ceiselhart  Osterloh  will  be  moving  this 

spring  into  a  new  apartment  building  in  the  same 

general    area,    closer   to  her   son's,   which    is   an   ad- 
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vantage.  Emma's  health  has  not  been  good  this 
past  year  and  her  eye  trouble  still  does  not  allow 
for   much   reading  or   writing. 

Jeanne  Cray  Orcutt  and  her  daughter,  Jeanne, 

flew  to  Sarasota,  Florida  last  May  to  visit  Jeanne's 
youngest  daughter,  Marian,  and  had  a  delightful 
time. 

Mildred  Weston  Rogers  has  not  been  very  well 
for  one  reason  or  another  including  a  case  of  flu. 
Her  poems  continue  to  get  published  even  some 
of  the  ones  published  years  ago.  The  day  she 

wrote  me  she  had  just  had  another  request  to  re- 

print a  poem  called  "Central  Park  Journey"  which 
originally  appeared  in  the  New  Yorker  twenty 

years  ago  and  has  since  been  included  in  about 

thirty  anthologies.  The  young  people's  biography 
of  Gertrude  Stein  which  her  husband  was  working 
on  when  we  reported  last  year  is  now  due  to  be 

published  in  April.  Its  title  is  "Gertrude  Stein  is 
Gertrude  Stein  is  Gertrude  Stein."  Mildred  men- 

tions two  of  the  illustrations  in  the  book,  one  of 

which  is  a  picture  of  Mr.  Rogers,  Gertrude  Stein 
and  Alice  Toklas  which  Mildred  took  in  France. 

The  other  is  a  picture  of  Gertrude  Stein  and 
Mildred. 

My  note  from  Grace  Wilson  brings  us  word 
that  she  is  well  and  grateful  for  that.  Grace 
keeps    in    touch    with    several    of    us. 

Life  in  Toronto  seems  to  go  along  happily  for 
Martha  Young  McKeon  with  her  bridge  games, 

Current  Events  study  group,  and  symphony  con- 
certs. It  is  good  to  hear  that  the  members  of  her 

family  are  well,  busy  and  happy.  Martha  says 
that  her  grandsons  fairly  ooze  hockey  while 
Cathy  settles  for  piano  and  figure  skating.  Peggy 
went     as     planned     to     Europe     with     the    Toronto 

IN  MEMORIAM 

Annie  D.  Montgomery  '02 
(Mrs.   John   M.   Young) 

May  23,    1972 

Rachel   McQuiston    '1 1 
(Mrs.    Rachel    Kelly) 

October  29,   1972 

Helen    E.    Blair  '13 (Mrs.    Helen    Baumann) 

November    10,    1972 

Rebekah   Lefevre  Crouse  '16 
(Mrs.  E.  J.  Costanzo) 

September   29,    1972 

Loretta  Mildred  Warrick   'spec.  '19-'20 
(Mrs.  Mildred  Wayman) 

August    16,    1972 

Frances  A.    Ray   '27 
(Mrs.    Risher    Dunlevy) 

November    I,    1972) 

Miriam    Fisher   'x29 
(Mrs.  Paul  A.  Planert,  Jr.) 

November   22,    1972 

Anne  P.  Lindsay  '41 (Mrs.   James  T.   York) 

May    1972 

Rosemary    Hoge   '47 (Mrs.    Homer  C.    Milliken) 

January   29,    1973 

Mary  Jane   Ewing    '49 (Mrs.    Robert   N.    Sipe) 

January   21,    1973 

Mendelssohn    Choir    and    enjoyed    the    expel 

very   much. 
I  have  no  items  of  personal  interest  wort 

cording  but  as  I  write  this  letter  the  prison* 
war  have  started  to  return  home  from  Vie 

and  I  think  that  is  an  event  to  make  us  all 
and  take  notice.  We  are  thrilled  at  their  r 

and   rejoice   wilh   them   and   their   families. 
June   of    1973    is    fast   approaching   and    ni 

remind    my    classmates    that    this    June    will 
the    sixtieth    anniversary    of    our    graduation, 

is  writing  each  of  you   about  our   reunion. 

15 
Jane    Joh 

4720  Centre  A 

Pittsburgh,    Pa. 

Olga  Losa  goes  to  Florida  each  year  in  f 
and  last  summer  she  took  a  train  trip  throug 

Canadian    Rockies. 

Mary    Estep   Starr   and    family   spent    last   Jl 
Siesta    Key,     Florida,      She    reports    that    her 
granddaughter   attends   Ohio    University    in   A1 
Ohio.      Two     teen-agers     make     things     lively 
interesting   at    home. 

Mary  Ruth  Jeffery  planned  a  trip  to  Ber 
in  April  to  see  the  lilies,  something  she  has  a 
wanted    to   do. 

Betty  Cameron  Frank  and  your  secretary 

greetings   and   best   wishes. 
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Jane    Elizabeth 
Chatham,    Pa. 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Martha     Dunbar    Say     (Mrs.     D.     L.I.     523     C 

Street,   #4,    Lakeland,    Florida.    33801. 
Estelle    Shepard    White     (Mrs.     Egbert*.     Box 

New   Milford,  Connecticut.   06776. 

The  Class  of  1917  has  received  cordial  gre< 
from  most  of  its  members.  Many  of  these 
or  have  winter  homes  in  Florida.  Agnes  Di 

Walling  spends  the  winter  in  St.  Peters 
Martha  Dunbar  Say  in  Lakeland ;  Lillian 
Lichtenstuhl  lives  in  Miami  Beach.  Dorothy  S 

ener  Markell's  home  in  Pompano  Beach  seei 
be  blissfully  comfortable.  Mona  Cry  tier 
wrote  from  Pittsburgh  but  will  be  in  Por 
Beach  in  February  and  March.  In  Pittsburg 

enjoys  the  programs  of  music  and  drama, 

gives  time   to  Shadyside   Boys'   Club   Auxiliary 
Edna     Evans     Peterson     leads     a     quiet     li' 

Greensburg    where    she    takes    care    of    her 
Pauline     McCaw     Patterson     enjoys     grandmo 

life    near    her    daughter's    children    in    Dayton 
meanwhile   is   a  volunteer   hospital   aide. 

Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford,  Helen  F 

Nichol  and  Louise  Reinecke  Thorne  keep  in 
touch  in  Pittsburgh.  Louise  has  her  family  ■ 

one   continent    now   and    fairly    near   home    b; 
Marian  White  Landis  sends  greetings  on  I 

of  her  mother  Estelle  Shepard  White  and  E 

who  are   in   poor  health. 
Martha  Crandall  Noyes'  report  is  unique, 

and  Charles  joined  a  guided  tour  of  Europe, 

ing  six  countries.  Near  Lucerne,  while  < 

shopped,  they  went  by  funicular  railway  ti 
top  of  Mount  Pilatus,  and  came  down  the 
side  of  the  mountain  in  a  swinging  cable  car, 
bad  for  83  and  78.  In  Paris,  as  they  wart 

board  the  huge  747  plane,  homeward  bound, 
discovered  among  their  fellow  passengers 

Chatham- Hamilton  College  Choirs.  These  j 
people  had  completed  a  successful  concert 
of  Europe  and  were  happy  and  charming  as 

greeted  Martha,  a  "senior"  alumna.  About 
way  home,  high  above  the  mid-Atlantic 
asked  her  to  stand  and  be  introduced. 

standing  in  the  wide  aisles  near  their  seats, 

sang  to  her  "The  Ivy  of  Chatham"  exqui: 
A  fellow  traveler  remarked:  "We  have  seen 

things,  but  this  is  the  icing  on  the  cake." 



four   secretary  stays  well    and   whole,    plays   the 

;an,   drives   her   car,    and    enjoys   her   village    life. 

9 
Elinor  McEllroy  Cuthrie  did  not  solicit  news  for 

js  issue  of  the  RECORDER  and  would  very  much 
3  to  have  a  volunteer  to  take  her  place  as  class 

retary. 

\\ 

Margaret  Cilfillan 
1950  Washington  Road 
Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15241 

W  ADDRESSE5 

•th     Honsaker     Schumacher     (Mrs.     Carl),     1050 
Meadow   Lake    Dr..   Apt.    10,    Vista,    Calif.    92083 

Irh  Pew,  100  Bryn  Mawr  Court,  Apt.  504  West, 

'ittsburgh.  Pa.  15221 

.ois  Farr  Hamilton  is  still  enthusiastic  about  the 
ithwest  and  continues  her  work  at  the  Tucson 

>od  Bank  which  sends  suplies  to  thirty-two 
bpttals   in    southern    Arizona. 

Edith  Pew,  besides  moving,  spent  Christmas  in 
<as  with  her  niece  and  went  with  Stella  Espy 
!New  York. 

■Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  had  all -her  children  for 
Sts  last  summer  and  also  trips  to  New  England 
3    to    Williamsburg. 

It  is  a  pleasure  to  quote  from  Mabel  Shaffer's 

d,  "This  has  been  the  best  year  of  my  life 
:ause  of  honors  and  pleasures  given  to  me, 

[■  they  were  too  personal  for  publicity."  How- 
:r  deep  interest — or  curiosity — moved  me  to 
I  Ella  Martin  who  thought  it  quite  right  to  say 
at  one  was  the  dedication  of  a  plaque  in  her 
jrch  honoring  Mabel  for  her  many  and  varied 
ltributions  there.  Ella  is  well  and  active  too. 

Gladys  Sullivan  Peters  lives  a  very  quiet  life 

p  says.  One  of  her  granddaughters  is  at  McCill 
■  iversity  working  toward  a  medical  course. 
xabeth  Murphy  Walter  is  still  trying  to  do  her 
St  and  wishes  it  were  better.  She  is  unhappy 
er  some  of  the  speakers  heard  on  the  campus. 
iMarcella  Geary  and  Ada  Lou  Andrew  Day  send 
pt  wishes  to  all  as  did  the  others  who  respond- 
.  Mary  Reed  Reeves  was  hospitalized  last  spring 
t  enjoyed  the  summer  at  her  Rector  summer- 

me  and  her  grandchildren.  Marjorie  Caughey 
JSgrave  also  finds  great  enjoyment  in  her  two, 
in  IV  being  the  third  generation  to  attend 
ady  Side  Academy  and  Ellen  is  at  Ellis  School. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  has  permanently 
t  Illinois  for  Vista,  California  because  of  her 

sband's  health.  They  have  an  apartment  that 
just  right  for  them  in  a  lovely  location,  "an 

?al  spot  to  spend  their  golden  years." 
jHelen  Treloar  McCarrity  thinks  Florida  equally 
ht  and  enjoys  especially  the  A.A.U.W.  which 

[s  members  from  Pittsburgh  including  some 
fatham    grads. 
Lucile  Long  Haseltine  said  she  was  healthy, 
sy,  and  enjoying  life,  which  is  my  wish  for  all 
you. 
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^W  ADDRESSES 

Harriet     Barker    Thompson 
(Mrs.    Edward   J.> 

911    Presqueisle   Street 
Philipsburg,    Pa.    16866 

jsephine     Dickey,     168     Medford     Leas,     Medford, 
'New  Jersey,  08055 
iice  Foster  Bergstrom,  (Mrs.  Edw.  W.),  651 
South  West  Sixth  Street.  Pompano  Beach  Flor- 

ida,  33060 

arion  Moffett  Barnes,  (Mrs.  Francis  N. ) ,  17 
Beaver   Road,   Sewickley,    Pa.    15143 

mise  Wilson  Matthews,  (Mrs.  J.  MacDowell) , 
2814  Griffiths  Avenue,  Apt.  4,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 
45208 

Harriette  Bowers  Sime  writes  she  surely  will  be 
)ppy  to  see  everybody  again  at  our  Fiftieth  Re- 
lion  in  June.  She  has  unloaded  all  her  class 

ctures  between  living  in  the  Orient  twelve  years, 
>ston   and    New  York. 

Jean  Bumgarner  provided  new  addresses  for 

lice  and  Marion  and  is  inviting  Alice  to  stay 
ith   her   in    June. 

Josephine     Dickey     informed     me     in     September 

she  had  left  her  busy  New  York  life  and  retired 

to  a  quiet  community  development  near  Phila- 
delphia where  she  is  enjoying  some  group  activ- 

ities with  interesting  people  from  all  over  the 
country.  In  January  her  brother,  Lloyd,  died  in 
St.  Petersburg,  Florida.  We  sympathize  in  her 
bereavement. 

Lyda  Hamilton  is  looking  forward  to  seeing 

every  member  of  the  class  of  '23  and  wonders 
who   has   changed    the    least    or    the    most. 

Martha  Leslie  Stewart's  husband  died  unexpect- 
edly last  spring  in  Delray  Beach,  Florida.  In  her 

loneliness  she  finds  busy  days  help  but  the  days 

are  long.  The  Class  sends  their  heartfelt  sym- 

pathy. 
Sara  MacConagle  responded  in  June  she  had  re- 

ceived her  M.A.  degree  in  1926  from  the  Univer- 

sity of  Pittsburgh  and  her  Ph.D.  from  the  Grad- 
uate Faculty  of  Philosophy  of  Columbia  University 

in  1 936 — Department  of  French.  Congratulations 

to  Sara  and  Judy  Matthews  Kirk,  our  two  class- 
mates  with   doctorates. 

Elizabeth  Mason  Richards  opines  "A  50th 
should  be  celebrated  by  pealing  chimes  and  the 

Hallelujah  Chorus."  Although  it  has  been  thirty 
years  since  she  has  been  in  Pittsburgh  and  all 

her  ties  are  broken  she  is  giving  thought  to  re- 
turning and  hopes  the  graduating  class  of  1973 

will  look  back  in  fifty  years  with  the  warmth 
and  gratitude  we  all  feel  for  the  privilege  of  our 
college   years. 

Julia  Matthews  Kirk  will  certainly  make  an  ap- 
pearance, if  possible,  at  Reunion.  She  sends  her 

greetings  in  case  she  doesn't  get  back.  She  en- 
joys the  South  and  will  be  Hawaii  bound  in  March 

with    Myron. 
Dorothy  McCormick  Means  is  looking  forward 

to  Reunion  and  is  so  interested  in  all  the  plans, 

especially  rounding  up  former  members  of  the 
class.  She  enjoyed  a  wonderful  family  reunion  at 
Chautauqua  the  month  of  August. 

Helen  McKenxie  Jamison  expects  to  attend  Re- 
union and  is  anxious  to  see  everyone  again.  She 

and   John    leave   March   9   for   a   holiday   in    Italy. 
Martha  McKibbin  Tatnall  will  not  promise  at 

this  early  date  (February)  to  be  at  our  50th  but 

will  keep  it  in  mind  and  do  her  best.  "Our  big- 
gest event  was  our  trip  to  Eastern  Europe  in 

September.  Our  crash  landing  in  a  Russian  plane 
afire  near  Warsaw  naturally  took  the  edge  off  our 
visit  to  Russia.  And,  being  locked  up  in  the 
Warsaw  Airport  for  18  hours  did  not  help  either. 
The  trip  was  educational  more  than  pleasurable 
If  I  were  thirty  years  younger  I  might  want  to 

go  again.  Tom  had  a  heart  attack  in  October  but 

is  recovering  nicely." Mary  McKinney  Wilson  tells  me  to  include  her 
in    the    list   returning   for   Reunion. 

Margaret  Mc Roberts  Egbert  is  not  planning  to 
attend  Reunion.  She  does  not  want  to  leave  Jack 

who  is  suffering  from  the  after  effects  of  a 

broken  hip  and  crushed  ankle  and  her  own  navi- 
gating is  difficult  at  times  due  to  her  hip.  She 

was  so  kind  to  enclose  eight  snapshots  of  "Victory 
Through  Conflict,"  the  1920  Jubilee  pageant  of 
our  freshman   year. 

Marion  Moffett  Barnes  is  enjoying  the  relaxa- 

tion of  Jekyll  Island  for  two  months  after  mov- 

ing. "Of  course  I  am  planning  to  be  at  Reunion 
and  hope  we  have  a  large  attendance  as  I  am 

eager   to   see   everyone." Marie  Ohle  Craig  writes  from  Arizona  that 
except  for  a  worsening  of  her  health  she  hopes  to 

attend  Reunion.  "I  still  have  my  teeth  and  hair 

but   I   have   lost  a   lot  of  my  zip,    I   can   tell   you." 
Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  hopes  to  attend  Re- 

union but  can  not  promise  because  of  incomplete 
travel  plans.  The  graphic  account  of  their  trip 

through  eleven  countries  in  a  rented  Simca  dur- 

ing Carl's  sabbatical  leaves  you  with  the  happy 
feeling  you  were  along.  It  all  began  with  Marjorie 
being  subjected  to  questioning  at  Kennedy  Airport 
after  an  alert  guard  found  a  weapon.  ( a  can 
opener),  in  her  handbag.  It  ended  in  Holland  in 
a  state  of  suspension  and  fear  lasting  over  an 

hour  preparing  for  a  crash  landing  when  the 
wheels  of  their  plane  would  not  stay  locked 
down.  Her  most  exciting  news  is  the  birth  of  a 

grandson,    Christopher    William. 
Eliza  Peterson  hopes  she  is  able  to  be  back  in 

June  and  has  loads  of  awful  pictures.  "We  are 
better   looking  fifty   years   later." 

Marion  Rainey  Johnston  informs  me  her  atten- 

dance at  Reunion  will  hinge  on  her  son's  vacation 
plans  which  may  coincide,  but  will  come  if  she 
can. 

Helen  Sapper  Rider  thought  she  was  late  and 

phoned  her  news.  She  expects  to  come  to  Re- 
union and  is  really  enthused.  Last  summer  she 

visited  Ruth  Baxter  Hill  '24  in  Hendersonville, 
North  Carolina  and  while  there  phoned  Helen 
McKenzie    Jamison. 

Edith  Wilds  Clark  is  doing  all  the  work  of  Re- 
union Chairman  making  frequent  contacts  with 

the  College.  She  has  been  the  greatest  help  to 
me  as  well  as  Treasurer  of  the  Reunion  Fund.  She 

visits  Mildred  Clyde  recovering  from  major  surgery 

last  fall,  to  whom  we  send  our  love.  We  sin- 
cerely hope  her  trip  to  Arizona  in  March  will 

benefit  her  arthritis. 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 
Helen  Brown  Cook  who  lost  her  sister.  Margaret 

Brown   Spurr   '22,    last  July. 
Louise  Wilson  Matthews  regrets  deeply  that  re- 

turning for  the  50th  will  be  impossible  as  it  will 
be  between  trips  which  she  and  her  husband  are 
blessed  with   good   health   to   enjoy. 

After  fifty  years  we  have  cause  to  rejoice 
knowing  that  Miss  Vanda  E.  Kerst,  our  class 
adviser,  is  living.  We  only  wish  she  could  be 
with  us  June  2.  Could  we  all  reunite  with  her 

via  congratulatory  cards  at  Fairhaven  Home,  Nurs- 
ing Unit,  850  Marseilles  Avenue.  Upper  Sandusky, 

Ohio  43351? 

Pittsburgh  area  members  attended  class  lunch- 
eons in  June  and  October.  The  next  is  scheduled 

for  April  28  at  the  College  We  hope  as  many 
as  can  will  register  to  stay  at  the  College  over 
the  Reunion.  Town  and  gown  anniversaries  have 

engrossed  your  secretary's  time  and  interest.  In 
September  it  was  the  1 75th  Anniversary  of  Phi- 

lipsburg and  now  our  own  50th.  Remember  all 
roads  lead  to  Chatham  College  where  you  arc wanted. 

^-n  r— I  Marian   Frank   Patterson 

J  *~\  (Mrs.    A.    Gordon) 
ZjU  18    Lyman    Circle 

Cleveland,   Ohio  44122 
NEW   ADDRESSES 

Martha     Caniear     Carretson      (Mrs.     Wright)  ,      136 
High    Street,    Waynesburg.    Pa.    15370 

Catherine    Humbert    Cood     (Mrs.    Joseph    N.),    617 

Ululani  Street,   Kailua,   Oahu,   Hawaii   96724 

Lois  Brown  Nabors  writes  that  she  has  had  a 

wonderful  trip  to  California  to  visit  friends.  She 

says  she  keeps  busy  with  church  and  club  work 
and  sees  a   lot   of  Sally   Chisholm   Springer. 

Louise  Bumgarner  tells  us  that  her  health  is 
still  quite  poor  since  she  had  her  second  heart 
attack.  I'm  sure  she  has  the  sympathy  of  the 
class.     Keep   your  chin   up,   Louise. 

Amelia  Aiello  Cangi,  Louise  Craham  Brown. 

Margaret  Herron,  Mary  Shane  Muir  and  Bee 
Stevenson  McQuiston  all  send  their  greetings  It 

has  been  fun  hearing  from  them.  I'm  sure  some 
of  the  rest  of  you  have  been  doing  things  we 
would  be  interested  in  hearing  about.  Why  not 

tell   us  about  them   next  time? 

So  now  we  get  down  to  me  (still  reluctant). 
Last  fall  Gordon  and  I  went  on  a  photographic 

safari  to  East  Africa.  Then,  "being  in  the  neigh- 
borhood" we  toured  South  Africa  as  far  as  Durban. 

We  came  back  via  Addis  Ababa,  Athens  and 

Rome  arriving  in  Cleveland  about  December  first. 

Then  we  shifted  into  high  gear  to  "catch  up," so  are  now  relaxing  in  the  lovely  Keys. 

Martha    Worthington    Herriott 

'  J      I  (Mrs.    H.   Thomas) /i   J_  112  South  Wade  Avenue 

Washington,   Pa.    15301 
NEW   ADDRESSES 

Elma   Corpening   Bingaman    (Mrs.    Joseph    H),    P.O. 

Box    1504,   Venice,    Florida,    33595 
Kathryn     McPeake    Arnold     I  Mrs.     Frederick     W. ) , 

7980     North     Christie     Drive,     Tucson.     Arizona 

85718 
Emelyn    Taylor    Rohlffs     (Mrs.    W.    G),     P.O.     Box 

273,   Cleneden   Beach,   Oregon  97388 
Ruth    Scrivens    Pospishil    (Mrs.    B.    K.I,    5900    N.    E. 

7th  Avenue,    Boca   Raton,    Florida   33432 

DEATHS 

Frances  Ray  Dunlevy  (Mrs.  Risher).  November  1. 
1972,  Brookline,  Mass.  Frances  had  written  a 
letter   last   February   23,   too   late    (purposely)    to 
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be  included  in  the  Class  News.  She  wrote  about 
her  illness  and  still  hoped  to  attend  our  45th 
Reunion.  But  she  could  not  make  it. 

Also  we  are  sorry  to  hear  of  the  death  of  our 

class  adviser,  Lois  Hartman  Wilson  (Mrs.  George 
E,),    January   27.    1973,    Mt.    Lebanon. 

The  19  members  who  attended  our  45th  Re- 
union arc :  Mary  Bradshaw,  Elizabeth  Crawford, 

Miriam  Kirkell,  Isabel  Eplcy.  Ray  Stevenson  Bair, 
Clara  Coltcryahn,  Anne  Ncglcy  Brunot,  Marian 

Connelly  Bowers,  Mary  belle  Carroll  Em  crick ,  Erne- 
lyn  Taylor  Rohlffs,  Mary  Harner  Britton,  Mabel 
Hugus,  Margaret  Cibson  McCrum,  Mary  K.  Reed 

Lose,  Ella  English  Daub,  Peggy  Johnston  McClin- 
tock,  Inez  Wallis,  Isabel  Watson  Druschcl  and 

Kathryn  McPcake  Arnold.  I  want  to  thank  pub- 
licly Ella  and  Isabel  (Druschel)  for  Reunion  pic- 

tures, and  Kay  (Arnold)  for  the  signatures  of  all 
19.     By  all   accounts  it  was  a   fine  affair! 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Frances  House 
Deitcr  whose  mother  died  in  1971,  to  Kay  Mc- 

Pcake Arnold  whose  father  died  in  March  1 972 ; 
and  to  Isabel  Epley  whose  Aunt  Isabel  (Young) 
died  February  3,  1973.  I  think  most  of  our  class 
had  a  special  feeling  and  deep  regard  for  Aunt 

Isabel  over  the  years — from  our  undergraduate 
days  to  the  present   time. 

Ruth  Allman  Jones  and  her  sister  maintain  their 

old  family  home  and  are  busy  with  volunteer 
work  and  their  families.  There  are  2  new  grand- 

children this  past  year.  They  have  done  a  lot  of 
visiting  with  friends  and  relatives  and  flew  to 
Arizona   for   New  Years. 

Clara  Coltcryahn  had  an  extended  visit  to 
Hawaii  with  niece  and  husband  whose  new  home 

overlooks  Pearl  Harbor.  She  is  busy  in  her  garden 
and   has   joined   the   College   Club    (of    Pittsburgh). 

Elizabeth  Crawford  has  been  busy  with  her 
usual  activities  in  Princeton  and  with  3  family 
weddings.  Last  summer  she  was  at  the  sea  shore 

and  made  "my  usual  camp  visit  with  the  Appala- 
chian  Mountain   Club  in   New   Hampshire." 

Ella  English  Daub  is  still  hoping  for  more  money 
for  the  50th  Anniversary  Fund.  Make  checks 
payable  to:  Chatham  Alumnae  Class  Account,  and 
mail  to  Mrs.  J.  C.  Daub.  9656  42nd  Street  North, 
Pinellas  Park.  Florida,  33565.  Ella  and  her  hus- 

band  had   another   trip  West. 
Harriet  Evans  continues  with  the  Meals  on 

Wheels  project  in  Albuquerque  which  has  ex- 
panded to  75  deliveries  5  days  a  week  to  shut-ins. 

The  food  is  obtained  from  the  kitchens  of  2  hos- 
pitals. 

Eleanor  Ewing  Buterbaugh  writes,  "The  Record- 
er arrives.  I  sit  down  at  once  and  spend  happy 

minutes  with  friends  ...  I  like  to  imagine  every- 
one chuckling  when  they  read  the  witty  descrip- 
tion of  my  life!  But,  no,  not  witty — it  reads  this 

way:  It  is  being  a  nice  lot  of  years,  good  health. 

and   pleasant   living  each  day." 
Mary  Harner  Britton  and  husband  in  April  1972 

made  their  third  trip  to  Spain  where  they  traveled 
3.000  miles  by  rail.  They  like  Pennsylvania  even 
in  winter  and  do  not  anticipate  leaving  it  to  live 
in    Florida   or   Arizona. 

Elizabeth  Hewill  Holland  will  concentrate  on 
being  Citizenship  Action  Chairman  for  Texas 
Church  Women  United  for  1973-1976.  This  covers 
various  denominations  who  will  work  toward 
educating,  motivating,  and  inspiring  church  wom- 

en  to  be  informed  and  active  citizens. 
Frances  House  Deiter  wrote  that  her  mother 

was  93  when  she  died  and  until  just  a  few  months 
before  her  death  she  was  able  to  care  for  herself 

— even  pampering  her  ( Frances. )  She  and  her 

husband  have  lived  with  her  mother  in  "the  big 
old  104  year  old  house"  in  Pleasantville,  since  the 
'40's.  Their  2  children  and  grandchildren  love 
coming  home  to  it.  In  1971  Frances  retired  from 

teaching  college  preparatory  English  to  juniors  in 
Oil  City  Senior  High  School,  and  says  No  Substi- 
tuting. 

Pegg  Johnston  McClintock  is  glad  she  attended 

our  45th  Reunion  and  saw  so  many  classmates 
all  looking  so  well.  She  hopes  to  make  it  to  our 
50th  but  thinks  5  years  is  a  long  time!  After  the 
reunion  she  settled  down  to  her  usual  life  in 
Boca    Raton. 

Last  September  Kay  Lowe  Hall  and  her  husband 

spent  2  weeks  in  Athens  and  in  cruising  through 
the  Creek  Isles,  going  as  far  as  Istanbul.  At 
home  in  Florida  they  are  involved  with  church 

and  civic  affairs,  Garden  Club,  golf,  bridge,  and 
swimming. 
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Ruth  McKccvcr  Slater  for  the  past  3  summers 

has  had  their  3  grandchildren,  one  at  a  time  dur- 
ing July,  flying  from  San  Francisco.  This  summer 

they  hope  the  grandchildren  and  their  parents, 

will  all  come  to  visit  at  one  time.  Ruth's  hus- 
band is  making  a  good  recovery  from  a  heart 

attack.  In  1972  she  received  the  National  Braille 

Association's  distinguished  service  award  and  dia- 
mond   pin    for   her    braille    transcribing. 

Kay  McPeake  Arnold's  father  was  93  when  he 
died.  She  writes,  "We  sold  our  house  in  Canons- 
burg  and  moved  to  Tucson  to  be  near  our  daugh- 

ter Gretchen.  We  are  building  a  house  on  4y2 

acres  of  this  vast  desert  land — and  expect  to 

move  into  it  before  Easter."  In  February  she  had 
word  that  Mary  belle  Carroll  Emcrick  was  in  West 
Penn  Hospital  with  a  myocardial  infarction,  and 

will    be   completely    inactive   for    several    months. 
Last  summer  Cass  McRobcrts  Cunia,  with  her 

brother  and  wife,  sailed  on  a  Taiwan  cargo  ship 
for  a  trip  around  the  world.  In  Singapore  she 
fell,  spraining  her  left  ankle  and  fracturing  her 
right  arm,  and  thus  missed  seeing  all  the  Far 
East.  She  is  still  having  difficulty  using  her  arm 
(but  her  writing  was  quite   legible). 
Nancy  Jane  Montgomery  has  no  special  news 

but  pays  a  special  tribute  to  Isabel  Epley  and 

Aunt  Isabel.  "I'll  never  forget  their  home  was 
always  'open  house'  for  any  or  all  of  the  Class 

of  '27,  and  always  such  wonderful  hostesses." 
Jane  keeps  in  touch  with  Bernice  Keefer  and 

Jean   Thomas    Iffert    '26. 
Eleanor  Mo  wry  McKelvey's  badly  sprained  foot 

kept  her  from  attending  our  Reunion  and  kept 
her  sitting  around  the  house  for  many  weeks. 
She  now  is  busy  with  Community  and  College 
Clubs,  Delta  Kappa  Gamma,  and  church  work.  The 

McKelvey's   enjoyed    a    trip    to    Hawaii. 
Anne  Negley  Brunot  wrote  about  Lois  Hartman 

Wilson,  Frances  Ray  Dun  levy  and  Isabel  Epley 's 

Aunt  Isabel.  Also  about  her  husband's  very  seri- 
ous eye  difficulties,  and  about  the  Bairs  going 

on  a  Caribbean  Cruise.  She  wishes  the  Brunots 
were   too! 

Ray  Stevenson  Bair  is  fine  and  writes,  "Our  3 
children  live  in  different  states  and  each  has  2 

children.  We  all  get  together  at  least  once  a  year 

when  we  camp  for  a  week.  It's  great  fun  for 
Grandma  to  have  all  6  grandchildren  to  play  with 

at  once!    This  year  we  plan  to  meet   in  Vermont." 
Isabel  Watson  Druschel  now  lives  in  "a  very 

old  and  small  village"  near  the  extensive  apple 
orchards  of  Harry  Byrd  111.  They  now  have  2 

grandsons  in  nearby  Leesburg,  Va.  Isabel  is  en- 
gaged in  helping  in  1  st  and  4th  grades  in  the 

local    school,    and    in    other    community    projects. 
Grace  Wilson  thinks  she  must  be  the  Senior 

Resident  of  our  7  classmates  who  now  live  in 

Florida  as  she  has  been  there  since  1 940.  She 

loves  her  house,  fishing,  shell  collecting,  rose  gar- 

dening, and  the  ever-growing  number  of  volunteer 
jobs  since  her  retirement  from  teaching.  She  en- 

joys excellent  health.  Her  plans  include  a  trip  to 
Alaska. 

News  of  3  classmates  not  mentioned  above 
came  in  at  Christmastime:  Irene  Stout  Carskadon 

wrote  that  the  highlight  of  1972  was  a  wonderful 
trip  to  Hawaii  with  a  group  of  40  friends. 
Suzanne  Noble  Nauman  wrote  that  she  has  a  new 

granddaughter  to  talk  about.  Virginia  Clandon 
Hackett  wrote,  among  other  things,  that  her  two 

Siamese  and  she  "were  joined  about  a  year  and 
a  half  ago  by  a  "Sooner."  (would  sooner  live 
here  than  elsewhere.)  (She  knows  I  like  cats, 
too.) 

Since  space  is  of  the  essence  I  shall  just  add  an 

appreciative  "Thank  you"  for  all  your  enjoyable 
notes  and  letters.  'Signing-off  now — until  next 

year. 

f~\f\  Anne  Textor  Thompson 
y\J  (Mrs.    Robert    E.) ^J^  Old    19  at  Glen   Eden   Road 

Evans  City,    R.D.    I,    Pa.    16033 
DEATH 

Miriam    Fisher   Planert,    November   22,    1972 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  family  and  friends. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lucretia  Bond  Wagner,  (Mrs.  Glen),  616  Coquina 

Circle,  Shell  Point  Village,  Fort  Myers,  Florida 

33901 
Myrtle  Sexauer  Cobb  (Mrs.  J.  W.),  345  Oak  Ave- 

nue,  Waverly,    OH   45690 

Martha  Stem,  445-29th  Avenue.   North,  St.   Pe 

burg,    Florida   33704 
Anne   Textor   Thompson    'Mrs.    Robert    E.),   OI( 

at    Glen    Eden     Road.     Evans    City,    R.D.     1. 16033 

Dorothy  Apple  Adctson's  husband  retired 
year  after  fifty  years  with  his  own  company, 

will    spend    February    in    Florida. 

Dorothy  Appleby  Musser's  daughter  Nancy 
married  June  1 7,  and  is  now  living  in  Key 

cayne.  Florida.  In  January  Dot  and  family 

to  Jamaica  for  a   two  weeks'   holiday. Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  and  husband  have 

cuperated  from  serious  illnesses.  Health  wil 

they  hope  to  return  to  their  work   in  the  Far 
Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  reports  all  the  family 

in  good  health,  a  new  granddaughter  and  a  vi 

em  vacation. 
Catherine  Crawford  Stancati  is  enjoying  her 

tirement  from  the  Red  Cross.  In  her  words, 

is  "doing  as  she  pleases."  Her  son  Michael 
married  last  year  in  Germany  and  will  retun 
the  states  next  year. 

Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  and  her  husband 

taking  a  cruise  in  April  and  off  to  Europe 
the   Shriners   in    October. 

Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  is  putting  her  alur 

office  experience  to  good  use  to  raise  scholai 
funds  for  the  Dunkirk-Fredonia.  N.Y.  brand 
A.A.U.W.  Also  she  is  participating  in  a  stud 
the  performing  arts.  Several  paintings  by 

artist    son    decorate   the   Swisshelms'    new   horn 
Mary  Kolb  is  filling  in  her  spare  time  as  a 

unteer  guide  at  the  Compass  Inn,  the  old  s 

coach  stop  at  Laughlintown.  She  was  delig 
to  have  Lee  and  Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  visit 
last    fall. 

Janet  Kutchner  Bair,  since  the  death  of 
husband,  Reverend  James  Bair,  has  been  in  / 
heim,  California  with  her  son  and  family.  Her  c 
son  is  with  the  State  Department  in  Bogota. 
lombia. 

Pat  Lenon  Dieffenbacher  spent  last  summe 

Chautauqua  and  is  now  working  at  Longwood 

lege  in  Farmville,  Virginia.  She  had  a  long 
abroad  last  year  seeing  many  exotic  places.  S 

of  her  short  stories  were  published  in  the  "An 

of   American   Literature   and   Art." 
Betty  MacCoM's  Bradenton  Library  Project  i 

the  news.  The  violins  and  homemade  instrum 

provided  background  music  during  a  puppet 

sion  of  "The  Country  Bear  Jamboree"  at 
Manatee  County  Library.  Betty  has  been  appc 

ed  Art  Center  Director,  has  sold  four  portr 
and   made  the   last   juried  exhibition. 

Anne  Miller  Nolan  is  still  substitute  teacl 

and  enjoying  the   Florida  sunshine. 
Myrtle  Sexauer  Cobb  retired  as  a  full  time  z 

elate  professor  at  Memphis  State  University, 

has  moved  to  Waverly,  Ohio,  where  her  s lives. 

Martha  Stem  has  had  a  couple  of  honors  c 

her  way;  she  is  listed  in  the  new  editior 

WHO'S  WHO  OF  AMERICAN  WOMEN.  And 
nominated  for  listing  in  the  first  edition  of 
COMPENDIUM,  an  international  biographical 
erence  index  of  people  in  the  field  of  excepti 
education. 

Anne     Textor     Thompson     has     moved     to 
country   for   all    season,    and    reports   a    new    gr, 
son   born  to  daughter  Jane.     Bob  and  Anne  hac 
extensive  trip   to   British   Columbia    last   summe 

Evelyn  Thompson  Wible  is  enjoying  the  p 

sures  of  her  husband's  partial  retirement  1 
dentistry.  They  toured  the  West  Coast  last  A 
and    are    planning    a    trip    to    Australia    this    spi 

Dorothy  Warner,  come  May  first  is  retir 

"health  willing,   is  raring  to   go." 
Margaret  Wooldridge  Fifer  says  that  it  w< 

year  of  guests.  Over  the  summer  license  pi 
in  front  of  the  house  were  from  Virginia,  N 
Carolina,  New  York,  Illinois,  Wyoming,  Ore 

and  even  Alberta,  Canada.  The  poem,  "The 
Nothing  Happened,"  won  first  place  in  the  Pi 
burgh  Poetry  Society  Annual  Contest  and 

appeared  in  January  10,  1973  issue  of  the  Sew 

ley    Herald. 

THE  DAY  NOTHING  HAPPENED 

It  was  a  day  when   nothing  happened. 
The  sun   came  up  as  usual 
At  its  usual  time  and  place. 

Breakfast   was   oatmeal,    honey,    buttered    toast 
And   cocoa   steaming   in   thick   mugs. 



I   kids   got   off   to   school 

Ith    peanut-butter- jelly    sandwiches 
d  apples   in   their   lunch. 

!2  chores  were  just  the  same  old  chores 
th   Bessie  almost  stepping  in  the  milk, 
ickens.    ducks    and    geese    squabbling   over    feed. 
;  sprayed   potatoes   and   hoed   corn, 
hch    was    stew    warmed     over    from     the     night 
before. 

|;  sent  no  mail   and  got  none, 
1  neighbor   stopped   to  chat  of  this  or  that. 
2  kids    came    home    and    helped     us    pick     the 
beans, 
d  after  supper  we  helped  them 
th  spelling  and  the   like. 
ey  went    reluctantly   to    bed. 

>    finished    up    and    had    a    glass    of    elderberry 
wine 
fore  we  wound  the  clock  and  climbed  the  stairs. 

oking  back 
ter  days  of  pain  and  sorrow  and  confusion, 
nat  a   precious  day   that  was, 
e  day  when   nothing  happened. 

Margaret     Fifer 
Sewickley,     Pa. 

51 
Lois   Applegate 

519    Hillcrest    Place 

Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15216 

W  ADDRESSES: 

n    Bateman    Lewis    (Mrs.    M.    Edward),    R.R.    #2, 
Box     246,     Coodenow     Road,      Beecher,      Illinois 
50401 

a  Cecil   Faisst    (Mrs.   Harold   A  ).   Apt.   49,    1824 
Oak  Creek   Drive,    Palo  Alto.   California   94304 
irtha  Coffe  Lane    (Mrs.  Clarence   F. ),  3536  Green 

v*iew  Court,   Sarasota,    Florida   33581 
nifred    Joseph    Waldie     'Mrs.    James    A.) ,    5672 
Rogers  Avenue,    Port  Orange,   Florida  32019 

nes    McKain,     1751     Theodan    Drive.    Pittsburgh, 
Pa.    15216 

rtrude     Oetting,     Opal     Towers,     #302-S,      1  147 
Hillsboro     Mile,     A1A.     Hillsboro     Beach,     Florida 
33062 
/erly    Robison    Smith     (Mrs.     Morton    S.) ,     3951 
Sulf     Shore     Boulevard,     #204,     Naples,     Florida 
33940 

jisc  Turner   Crookston    (Mrs.    J.    McLain),    Hills- 
Doro    Island    House    #807,    1160    Hillsboro    Mile, 
Hillsboro   Beach,   Florida   33062 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn  says  that  last  year 
;re  were  no  trips,  just  kept  her  nose  to  the 
ndstone    all    the    time.     She    is    still    tax    assessor 

West    Windsor    Township     (New    Jersey)     and 
;es  a  course  at  Rutgers  University  now  and  then 

keep  from  getting  rusty.  EB's  husband  Dick 
ired  last  August  and  is  giving  flight  instruc- 
n  and  towing  gliders  for  fun  and  profit. 

Ann  Bateman  Lewis  and  husband  Ed  have 

ved  about  35  miles  south  of  Chicago  to  a  rural 
a  where  they  czn  indulge  themselves  in  their 

'dening   hobby,   yet   be   close   enough   to   Chicago 
return  whenever  they  wish.  Since  Ann's  hus- 

id    traveled    a    lot    while    he    was   working,    they 

■  happy  to  have  the  peace  and  serenity  of  the 

jntry.  Ann's  four  sons  are  all  married  and  they 
/e    four    granddaughters.     Two    of    the    boys    are 
Chicago;  one  in  graduate  school  of  the  Uni- 
sity  of  Illinois  and  the  fourth  is  a  resident  in 

stic  surgery  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 
_ast  summer  our  loyal  Alaskan,  Edie  Beale 
per,  retired  from  her  job  with  the  State  Office 
Vocational  Rehabilitation.  At  first  she  missed 

!  activity,  but  now  is  content  doing  occasional 
rk  for  her  older  son,  Linn,  Jr..  and  his  partner, 
n,  Sr.  wants  to  work  a  few  more  years,  but 
ther  Edie  nor  Linn  want  to  live  anywhere  else 

j  Alaska.  But  they  did  enjoy  a  trip  to  the 
gin    Islands. 

-ast  year  Martha  Bradshaw  Stout  made  several 
)S,  visiting  Florida,  Arizona  and  New  Mexico. 
;  has  given  up  her  volunteer  work  to  devote  her 
ire   time    to    being    President    of    the    women    of 

■  church,  which  is  a  full-time  job.  Last  June 
jnger  son  Don  was  graduated  from  George 
ishington  University  Law  School  and  in  the 
I  he  passed  the  Virginia  Bar.  Older  son  Bill  is 
aut  to  publish  a  mathematics  textbook  and  is 

I  a  member  of  the  Math  Department  of  the 
iversity    of    Illinois. 

Elizabeth  Brandon  spends  the  winter  in  Florida 

i  the  summer  at  her  home  in   Beaver  Falls.  Betty 

plans  to  return  to  Beaver  Falls  the  early  part  of 
April,  when  she  will  be  glad  to  have  her  car  again. 

Ceraldine  Brinley  Leech  has  kept  busy  with 

church  and  women's  club  work  since  they  gave 
up  on  business  several  years  ago.  For  the  past 

two  holiday  seasons,  Gerry  has  worked  part-time 
in  a  toy  store,  which  was  completely  delightful. 

Gerry's  daughter  Linda  lives  in  Tiffin,  Ohio,  and 
Linda's  two  daughters  are  a  constant  joy  to 
grandma    Gerry. 

Sally  Cecil  Faisst  has  moved  back  to  the  West 
Coast.  The  Faissts  put  their  household  goods 
in  storage  in  Richmond.  Va.,  and  set  out  for 
California  where  they  rented  an  apartment  in 
Palo  Alto.  Harold  took  early  retirement  and 

they  had  planned  to  spend  several  months  in 
Spain,  but  they  cancelled  the  trip  when  Harold 

was  asked  to  be  Secretary  of  the  new  Penn  Cen- 
tral Board.  Sally  and  Harold  think  they  will  retire 

in  Richmond  eventually.  In  May  of  this  year  Sally 

plans  a  trip  to  Russia  with  some  friends.  It's  a 
Performing  Arts  trip  that  will  take  them  to  eight 
cities.  Sally  commented  that  the  Tsars  must  have 
gone  all  over  Europe  to  secure  the  Rembrandts, 
Impressionist  paintings,  etc.,  and  not  all  of  it  is  in 
Moscow  and  Leningrad.  She  is  studying  painting 

again,  attending  the  symphony  and  accompanying 
her   husband   on    skiing   trips   into   the   Sierras. 

Last  fall,  LaVerda  Dent  Moran  and  Tom  de- 
cided to  come  to  Pittsburgh  to  see  some  friends. 

Unhappily,  the  nostalgic  trip  that  was  meant  to 
last  only  a  few  days  took  three  months!  Getting 
out  of  their  car  in  Pittsburgh,  LaVerda  fell  and 
broke  the  main  bones  in  her  left  leg.  The  surgical 
work  was  complicated  by  some  necessary  skin 
grafting.  The  pain  of  the  accident  was  eased  by 

the  fact  that  all  LaVerda's  former  doctors  are  at 

St.  Margaret's  Hospital,  where  she  was  hospital- 
ized. She  was  also  very  pleased  to  receive  a  call 

from  Chatham,  offering  to  bring  books  and  call 
classmates.  She  can  now  walk  again  without  a 
walker, 

Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher  says  she  is  "living 
a  pretty  slow  life"  but  manages  to  keep  moving. 
Last  June  she  and  her  husband  went  to  Houston 

to  attend  the  christening  of  their  third  grandson. 
The  remainder  of  the  summer  was  spent  with  an 
infected  foot.  Clara  says  her  husband  has  taken 

up  square  dancing  and  she  watches  from  the 

sidelines.  "It's  fun,"  she  says,  and  they  love 
Florida. 

Lida  Fischler  Lampe  keeps  as  busy  as  she  wants 
to  be.  She  often  goes  to  Allentown  to  visit  her 

son  Dick.  Harry's  widow  and  Lida's  granddaughter 
live  near  by  in  New  Castle  and  Lida  spends  much 

time  with  them.  Lida  says  it's  a  pretty  slow 
life,  but  that's  what  she  likes.  She  sends  her 
best    to   all    the   class. 

Martha  Coffe  Lane  and  her  husband  have  now 

retired  and  moved  to  Sarasota.  Florida.  They  have 
bought  a  villa  condominium  in  Village  in  the 
Pines.  They  are  happy  in  their  new  location  and 
enjoy  the  social  activities  there.  Martha  is  happy 
to  have  Lois  Sproul  Hinckley  in  the  vicinity  and 
has   gone  to  organization  meetings  with   her. 

Ruth  Haddock  is  now  Director  of  Student  Assis- 
tance and  Information  (a  new  title)  at  Northern 

Illinois  University  in  DeKalb  and  continues  to 

be  happy  in  her  work  with  the  students.  Last 
summer  she  spent  a  week  in  Ireland  and  took  a 
barge  trip  on  the  Nivernais  Canal  in  France.  Ruth 
goes  to  Theatre  Guild  and  pursues  her  interests  in 

athletics  and  reading.  She  says  she  hasn't  heard 
from  any  members  of  the  class  for  years  and  is 
happy  that  President   Eddy  has  stayed  at  Chatham. 

Lucile  Laughlin  Logan  and  Earl  have  plans  made 
for  a  trip  to  Europe  in  October.  They  continue 
to  enjoy  their  country  retreat  at  Stoughton  Lake. 
Jennerstown.  Pa.  Lucile  says  their  road  is  marked 

"Private"  just  before  you  reach  Green  Gables 
Restaurant.  Their  house  is  the  red  brick  with  the 
red   tile  roof  on   the   lake   side  of  the   road. 

Kay  James  McCann  remarked  that  she  still 
keeps  a  lively  pace.  The  McCanns  did  not  take 
any  extended  trips  but  did  go  to  Washington  and 
to  the  Audubon  Western  Conference  on  Monterey 
Peninsula.  Kay  worked  on  an  exhaustive  study 
for  the  AAUW  on  the  population  explosion  prob- 

lem and  had  several  recommendations  accepted  at 
the  state  level.  She  is  still  interested  in  local 

concerts,    travel    films,    plays,    opera,    and    bridge. 
Florence  Jones  Maddox  reports  the  birth  of  her 

sixth  grandchild  last  November.  Florence  and 
William  are  planning  a  trip  to  the  Canary  Islands 
and  Madeira  in  May  and  are  planning  to  stay  with 

Diane's    two    sons    while     Diane     and     Bill     are     in 

Japan  celebrating  Diane's  Master  of  Business 
Administration — which  she  is  scheduled  to  receive 
from  the  University  of  Cincinnati  in  June.  Florence 
keeps  active  with  hobbies,  church  work  and  social 
events. 

Margaret  Jefferson  is  still  teaching  science  in 
junior  high  school  in  Charlottesville,  Virginia,  and 
serving  on  the  Vestry  at  church.  Last  summer 

she  vacationed  on  both  oceans — Seattle  and  Mar- 
tha's Vinyeard. 

Addie  Lasner  Sachs  reports  that  she  is  "living 
in  peaceful  serenity"  except  when  five  grand- 

daughters descend  on  her  for  holiday  visits!  Addie 
is  social  chairman  for  her  building  and  plans  all 
kinds  of  activities.  The  other  day  Addie  had  a 

visit  from  Sally  Miller  Brash  '32  who's  happily teaching. 

Elizabeth  Marshall  reluctantly  admits  that  she 

is  getting  older.  She  was  one  of  several  volun- 
teers who  agreed  to  submit  to  tests  of  memory, 

sensory  perception  and  reflexes  at  the  Depart- 
ment of  Neurology  of  University  Hospital  (Cleve- 

land). Betty  said  it  was  interesting  to  see  the 
modern  equipment  used  for  testing.  Last  summer 
she  took  the  Canadian  Pacific  across  Canada  from 

Toronto  to  Banff,  then  on  to  Vancouver  and  back 
home   via   Air   Canada. 

Elsie  McCreery  Longwell  reports  more  surgery — 
this  time  a  back  fusion.  She  is  still  in  a  brace 

but   free  of  the   intense   pain. 

Agnes  McKain  spent  nearly  all  summer  complet- 
ing the  decorating  of  her  new  home  in  Mt.  Leb- 

anon. She  and  Eva  Bowser  ( '50)  were  hostesses 

to  the  June  meeting  of  Salmagundi  at  Eva's  sum- 
mer cottage  on  Lake  Erie.  Eight  members  drove 

there  for  the  week-end  of  Agnes'   birthday. 

Margaret  Ray  McDowell  is  content  to  be  "plod- 
ding along  as  usual."  Margaret's  only  diversion 

in  1972  was  a  quick  trip  to  Denmark  with  her 

daughter  Janet  who  is  a  graduate  of  Boston  Uni- 
versity. Margaret  wondered  whether  those  one- 

week  trips  to  Europe  were  worth  the  effort,  but 
now  feels  that  a  great  deal  can  be  covered  in  one 
week  if  you  forget  about  shopping  trips  (she  did 

take  a  half -day  to  shop  for  sweaters  and  Royal 

Copenhagen    plates) . 
Anne  Ritenour  Harbison  is  recovering  from  the 

horrible  experience  of  the  sniper  attack  in  New 
Orleans  last  fall.  She  says  she  feels  almost  like  a 
prisoner  in  her  own  apartment  because  of  so  many 

purse-snatchings  and  carries  a  cane  for  protection. 
On  the  brighter  side,  Anne  is  looking  forward  to 
the  National  Convention  of  PEO  which  will  be 
held  in  New  Orleans  in  1973,  and  wonders  if  any 

of  our  class  belongs  to  PEO. 
Beverly  Robison  Smith  and  her  husband  have 

sold  their  home  and  moved  into  an  apartment  on 

the  Gulf  at  Naples.  Florida,  and  they  "love"  their new  location.  Mort  has  had  major  surgery,  but 

is  doing  well.  Bev  likes  to  read  the  news  from 
the    girls. 

Kay  Rockwell  Potter  and  husband  did  a  bit  of 

cruising  in  1972.  When  they  came  home  from  the 
Caribbean,  they  signed  up  for  the  Creek  Islands 
cruise  on  the  same  ship,  the  STELLA  MARIS.  They 
flew  to  Athens  via  New  York  and  boarded  the 

cruise  ship  in  Greece.  From  there  to  Sicily  and 

then  they  disembarked  for  a  side  trip  to  Rome. 

They  were  overwhelmed  in  Rome  by  the  "mobs 
of  tourists  and  gray  days,"  so  they  flew  directly 
back  to  Miami  and  sunshine  .  .  .  "and  to  rest  our 
weary  feet."  When  they  returned  they  had  a 
test  run  from  Hilton  Head  Island  on  their  new 

boat,  spending  four  days  going  down  the  Intra- 
coastal   Waterway. 

Betty  Schultz  Wise  says  her  husband  is  now 

retired  and  they  are  liking  it  a  lot.  Betty's  older 
son  Roger  was  in  the  Air  Force  for  three  years 
and  has  now  resumed  his  law  studies  at  Pitt.  The 

younger  son  George  graduated  from  Pitt  last  year. 
Betty  is  content  being  a  housewife  and  sends  her 
best  to  the  girls. 
AAUW  and  other  group  work  help  keep  Lois 

Sproul)  Hinckley  occupied.  Lois  delights  in  the 

bright  sayings  and  happy  faces  of  her  grand- 
children, and  the  grandnieces,  who  live  nearby. 

Lois  comments.  "It's  a  joy  to  see  them  develop," 
and  sends  her  best  to  everyone, 

Lou  Turner  Crookston  and  Mac  became  weary 

of  the  demands  of  their  resort  complex  in  Deer- 
field  Beach  and,  when  an  attractive  opportunity 

came  along,  sold  their  holding  and  moved  to  Hills- 
boro Beach.  They  are  on  the  eighth  floor  of  a 

nine-floor  building  on  the  Intracoastal  Waterway 

"with  a  gorgeous  view  of  the  ocean."  Mac  was 
not   too   happy    with    retirement,    so    was   delighted 
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to  accept  a  position  with  a  local  bank.  He  works 

eight  hours  a  day,  five  days  a  week  on  "Business 

Development." In  October  of  1972  Florence  Wise  Turner  took 

early  retirement  after  30  years  with  the  Ameri- 
can National  Red  Cross.  Since  then  she  has  been 

doing  nothing  special  and  likes  it!  In  January  she 
took  a  Caribbean  cruise  and  in  February  she  went 

to  Hawaii.  She  plans  to  keep  her  home  in  Bakers- 
town  and  the  summer  cottage  on  Lake  Erie. 
Florence  said  she  would  welcome  any  of  the  girls 

at  any  time,  at  either  home.  The  cottage  is  at 
Lake  City,  Pa.,  and  she  is  listed  in  the  Erie  phone 
book. 

Olive  Wycoff  MacCarthy  had  several  trips  dur- 

ing 1972:  Easter  in  Washington;  back  to  Wash- 
ington in  July  to  help  Marti  move;  Rehoboth 

Beach  in  August,  and  a  vacation  in  the  south 

in  late  October,  after  Olive's  return  from  the 
hospital. 

It  was  a  delight  to  receive  your  letters  and 
cards,  I  only  wish  it  were  possible  to  answer  each 
one  personally.  Thank  you,  everyone,  for  your 
interest  in  replying.  Two  more  of  our  class  have 
moved  to  Florida.  The  total  is  now  ten.  as  I 
count  them,  and  if  anyone  wishes  the  address  of 
anyone  else,  in  Florida  or  otherwise,  please  let 
me    know. 

Our  sympathy  to  Elizabeth  Babcock  Hull  who 

lost  her  father  last  fall  and  to  Margaret  Ray 

McDowell,  whose  sister  Frances  Ray  Dunlevy  '27 
died   on    November    1 . 

The  Beatrice  Lewis  Memorial  has  received  an- 
other gift,  and  we  now  have  $670.  At  Com- 

mencement we  will  have  a  prize  of  $30  to  award, 
the  details  of  which  are  being  worked  out  with 
the   Alumnae   Office. 
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Helen   McCracken   Bennett 

(Mrs.    John    W.) 

459   Sage    Drive 
Pittsburgh.   Pa.    15243 

Dorothy    Ballantyne    Millikin 
(Mrs.    Edward) 

67   Locksley  Drive 
Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty   Craham    Kirkpatrick    (Mrs.    John    C),    33    N. 
Emily  Street,   Pittsburgh.   Pa.    15205. 

Clara   McClure  Battis    (Mrs.  Walter  T.),   5925   Fifth 
Avenue,    Pittsburgh.    Pa.    15232. 

Lillian     Wilson     Ruekel,      (Mrs.     R.     Williaml,     66 
Chapel   Drive,    Pittsburgh.    Pa.    15237. 

Louise     Metzgar     lams     (Mrs.     Charles    W).     Ross 
Mountain     Club,     R.D.     1.     New     Florence,     Pa 
1  5944. 

Lilly   Engel  Rosenberg    (Mrs.   Albert  A).  731    Wyn- 
cote  House,  Wyncote,  Pa.   19095. 

Dorothy    Cleason    Van    Wickle     (Mrs     C     R).    348 
Dale  Road,   Bethel  Park,   Pa.    15102. 

Helen    reporting: 

Many  classmates  expressed  enthusiasm  about 
our  reunion.  The  official  Reunion  Brochure  con- 

taining all  the  program  details  will  be  mailed  to 
you  in  May.  If  you  are  unable  to  attend,  a 
newsletter  or  pictures  sent  to  your  secretaries 
will  be  most  appreciated.  At  our  last  meeting 
it  was  agreed  that  a  class  gift  to  the  college 
should  be  considered  at  this  time,  so  please  give 
some   thought    to   a    monetary   contribution. 

The  class  expresses  its  sympathy  to  Jean  Case 

Aikins,  who  lost  her  husband.  John,   last  May. 
No  particular  news,  but  greetings  were  re- 

ported from  Jean  Blair  Hodgin,  Jessie  Doudna 
Phillips,  Charlotte  lams,  and  Genevieve  Shibler 
Karn. 

For  the  past  four  years.  Clara  Condron  Bair 
has   been   teaching   in   special   education, 

Mary  Crumay  Kehew  regrets  that  her  two 
grandsons  are  still  too  far  away,  in  Denver.  Her 
two  unmarried  daughters  continue  to  work  in 
Boston.  Nox  is  enjoying  retirement  and  is  busier 
than    ever;    Mary   does   some   teaching. 

Last  summer,  Marguerite  Cunliffe  Cape  took  a 
course  in  Comparative  Education  at  Edinboro 
and  earned  six  more  credits  toward  her  certifi- 

cate, in  grand  fashion  she  finished  the  summer, 
traveling  with  a  group  in  Europe. 

Cenevieve  Davis  Crawford's  93-year-old  moth- 
er is  still  living  in  Ohio,  and  Cen  often  visits  her 

for  a   few  days. 
Marjorie   Hopkins  continues   to  teach   and   write. 
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She  recently  had  lunch  in  New  York  City  with 

Sara    Allison    Allman,    who    "looks    tops." 
Phyllis  Lehew  Mac  Arthur  is  looking  forward 

to  her  retirement  in  June.  She  is  considering 

moving  to  Florida,  and  while  there  this  past  sum- 
mer, she  saw  Mim  Young  White.  Because  of  a 

severe  strep  throat  at  Christmas,  she  missed  a 
trip  to  Rome.  Since  she  has  used  all  of  her  sick 
leave,    she   may   miss   our    reunion. 

Cene  Llewellyn  Price  claims  she  is  doing  much 
the  same,  2nd  is  planning  to  visit  her  son  in 

Omaha,    so  won't   be  able   to  attend   our   reunion. 
Last  June,  Ruth  Ludebueh!  Early  made  a  three 

weeks'  train  tour  to  California,  where  she  had 
never  been.  In  December  she  attended  a  Sala- 

magundi  at  Vi  Sekcy  Jessop's,  and  stayed  that 
weekend  with  Ruth  Nirella.  She  isn't  planning 
to   retire  yet. 

At  a  regional  meeting  of  over  900  United 
Presbyterian  women,  Edith  McBane  served  as 

registrar  last  July  on  the  campus  of  Westminster 
College,    New   Wilmington,    Pa. 

Louise  Metigar  lams  reports  that  since  her 

husband's  retirement,  they  have  moved  perma- 
nently to  the  country,  13  miles  north  of  Ligonier, 

The  location  is  not  new  to  them,  as  they  have 
had  the  house  for  eight  years  and  have  many 
friends  in  the  area.  They  love  it  and  are  busier 

than  ever,  but  keep  in  touch  with  many  Pitts- 

burgh friends.  While  in  the  "big  city,"  they  stay 
at  the  University  Club.  This  spring  they  intend 
making   a    trip    to   Arizona    and    New    Mexico. 
We  were  deeply  grieved  to  learn  of  the  death 

of  Virginia  Hall  McAleese's  husband,  John.  In 
the  past  two  years  John  had  suffered  several 
coronaries  and  passed  away  on  December  15,  after 
being  in  the  hospital  in  Savannah  for  three  weeks. 

Cinny  plans  to  keep  the  house  on  Hilton  Head 

Island  "as  I  do  love  it  here."  Daughter,  Ginger 
lives  in  Houston,  and  her  first  child  Anne  Mere- 

dith Wardner,  was  born  July  19.  Cinny  hopes  to 
return  for  our  reunion  and  is  planning  a  trip  to 
Europe    in    the   fall.     She   still    enjoys    golfing. 

Mary  Johnson  Crudner  sends  greetings  but  no 
particular  news  except  about  the  death  of  Lois 
Hartman  Wilson,  our  class  faculty  advisor.  She 

thought  classmates  would  want  to  know. 

Our  Sue  is  completing  her  senior  year  at  Wil- 
liam Penn  College,  At  Christmas  we  announced 

her  engagement  to  a  classmate,  but  they  have 
no  definite  marriage  plans  until  1974.  Wes  is 

still  flying  C-130  cargo  planes  from  Thailand 
bases  and  hopefully  will  finish  his  Far  East  tour 
of  duty  in  May.  Last  April  I  vacationed  in 
colorful  Hawaii  and  recently  spent  a  few  days 
in    Philadelphia    with    Sally    Miller    Brash. 

I  regret  that  this  issue  will  be  my  last  contact 
as  one  of  your  secretaries.  I  have  thoroughly 

enjoyed  your  warm  personal  experiences,  sharing 

in  your  news  and  I  thank  you  for  a  most  reward- 
ing experience.  My  very  best  to  you  all!  See  you 

at    our    forty-year-youngf ?)     reunion! 

Dorothy    reporting: 

Dorothy  Newell  is  staying  in  Warren  for  the 
third  winter  because  of  her  eyes.  Last  August, 
she  had  a  cataract  operation  on  the  right  eye 
and  is  trying  to  put  off  an  operation  on  the 
other  eye  until  the  middle  of  June  so  that  she 
can  attend  our  40th  reunion.  Then  she  hopes  to 
travel  the  globe  again.  In  the  meantime,  she  is 

enjoying  reading,  watching  T.V.,  and  playing  cards. 

Ruth  Nirella 's  big  news  this  year,  is  that  she 
is  planning  to  retire  in  June.  She  thought  the 

day  would  never  come!  Last  summer,  she  trav- 
eled to  the  Caribbean  on  a  cruise,  and  then  went 

to  Stratford,  Ontario  for  the  Shakespearean  Fes- 
tival. Sounds  like  an  exciting  month,  as 

Ruth  hopes  to  be  off  for  the  Orient,  Australia, 
and  New  Zealand.  Perhaps  when  she  gets  the 

travel  bugs  worked  out  of  her  system,  (there  is 
still  South  America  and  Africa)  she  may  take  a 
look  at  the  theatre  again.  She  is  looking  forward 

to   seeing   us  at   reunion. 
Gertrude  Ray  Mann  is  looking  forward  to  our 

reunion,  plans  to  attend,  and  would  like  to 

"house"   a  few  of  the  class  of  '33. 
How  happy  we  are  to  hear  from  Ruth  Ross, 

who  has  recovered  and  is  home  after  spending 

January  in  Columbia  Hospital  because  of  a  bad 
heart.  She  hopes  to  attend  our  reunion,  but  it 
will  depend  on  her  health.  Best  wishes  were 
sent   to    everyone. 

Everyday  is  Saturday,  says  Helen  Rowand  Dun- 
kle.  Fred  retired  September  1  so  they  are  back 

to    being    a    "two-some."     In    October,    they    spent 

time  in  New  England,  enjoying  the  autL 

foliage.  Christina  and  Chuck  are  in  Alexanc 

Virginia,  where  he  is  presently  stationed.  Me 
anne  and  Philip  are  coming  east  from  Utah, 
June  and  will  locate  in  Buffalo  where  he  will 

working  for  the  Evening  News.  Helen  is  hop 
to  see  us   in   June. 

Sallie  Stevenson  Foster  plans  to  attend 
reunion  as  she  and  Joe  hope  to  drive  East.  I 
tirement  is  agreeing  with  Joe.  Susan  is  a  i 
lance  potter  in  Berkeley.  Nancy  and  her  husb< 

spent  the  summer  starting  their  home  on 
acres  of  wilderness  land  in  Idaho  Will  is  in 

4th  year  of  architectural  school.  Full  time  so 
work   keeps  Sallie  busy. 

Ruth  Stewart  Bernosky  has  retired  after 

years  of  teaching  and  is  spending  her  time 
church  work  and  traveling.  For  the  last  two  si 

mers,  she  and  her  husband  have  been  in  Ala; 
driving  the  famed  Alaskan  Highway  both  tin 

This  summer  they  plan  to  go  to  Vancouver 
take  a  cruise  visiting  all  eastern  Alaskan  cit 
At  Christmas  time,  while  on  a  Williamsburg  t< 

she  met   Mary    Elizabeth   Woodworth    Nelan    '3C We  extend  to  Lilly  Engle  Rosenberg  our  sine 

sympathy  on  the  sudden  death  of  her  husbanc 

April,  1972.  Living  near  her  daughter's  far 
is  helping  her  adjust  to  a  new  way  of  life, 

keeps  busy  being  involved  in  Senior  Citizt 
Conference  of  Christians  and  Jews,  a  board  m< 
ber  of  Kereseth  Israel  Sisterhood,  playing  brie 

attending  concerts,  theatre,  antique  shows 
book  reviews.  She  hopes  to  go  on  a  Medr 

ranean  cruise,  as  she  loves  ship  life  and  is  in' 
ested  to  see  the  changes  in  Europe  since  IS 
Best  regards  were  sent  to  everyone.  How  rr 

velous,  Lilly,  that  you  are  now  a  svelte  size   1C 
Our  sincere  sympathies  go  to  Dorothy  Clea 

Van  Wickle  whose  only  son  Bob  died  on  S 
tember  3,  1972  at  the  age  of  39.  of  cancer, 
wife  and  children  are  in  Marshall,  Texas  wh 

Bob  worked  as  a  Research  Engineer  for  All 
Dottie  lives  in  Bethel  Park,  is  still  teaching  pi 

— 25  years  now.  She  hopes  everyone  had  a  be 
1972   than   she   did. 

Ed     and     1,     Dorothy     Ballantyne     Milliken, 
some   interesting  experiences.    We  took   the  Ai 
Train   to   Florida   and    loved   it.     In   July  we   had 

of    our    family    home    for    one    week.     Sleeping 

grandchildren  and  parents  can  be  fun. 
Thank    you    for    responding    so    willingly    to 

plea    for    news.      For    those    we    didn't    hear    fr 
I    do  hope    I    will   see  you   at   our   reunion    in    Jt 
or   receive  some  news  about  you  to  read. 

35 
Eleanor   Harbison    Br< 

(Mrs.    C.    Cr 

7003    River   Oaks   D 

McLean,    VA   22 

Dorothy   Wood   Clc 
(Mrs.  T. 

1062    Kendon    Drive,    I 
Pittsburgh.    Pa.    15 

MARRIAGE 

Shirley     Cordon     Emley     to     The     Reverend     Ca 

Ralph   E.    Hovencamp.   November   21,    1972. 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Virginia     Schweinsberg     Hyde     (Mrs.     Edward     I 
7881    S.W.    141    Street,    Miami.    Florida    331! 

Eleanor   reporting: 

Last  June  saw  the  marriage  of  Sally  Aldri 

Schaefer's  son,  Milo,  Jr.,  to  a  Wilson  College  1 
graduate.  The  young  couple  is  now  living 
A  lien  town  where  Milo  is  a  metallurgist  with 

Products.  Sally  and  Milo  Sr.  are  planning  a 

to  Arizona  in  March — a  scouting  expedition  v 
a   possible  view   towards   retirement   there. 

Margaret  Eichleay  Storer  continues  to  k 
busy  with  teaching  and  to  enjoy  her  sumn 
on   Lake   Michigan. 

Only  one  of  Jean    Engel    Reppun's   seven    is  r 
at   home,    their  youngest,    14-year   old   Joshua, 
rest  are   scattered,   four   in   the  States,    Paul   in 
gentina    working    on    an    ecology    project    and 
attending  the  University  of  Hawaii   Medical  Sch 
Jean    and    Fred   had    an    interesting   trip    last    fa 
to   New  York  where   Fred   became  a   Fellow  of 

American    Academy    of    Family    Physicians,    thei 

week     in     Russia    and    another     in     England.      J 
wrote  that  they  were  delighted  to  have  Jim  Ti 

linger,   Jr.,    (Eleanor  Splane  Trullinger's   son)    liv 
next    door    while    he    is    working    on    his    Ph.D. 
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Americans  have  long  prided  themselves  on  the individuality  of  their  colleges  and  universities. 

*  The  special  ambiance  of  each  campus.  The 

combination  of  people  and  purpose.  Spirit.  The  sounds 
and  smells  that  make  it  different  from  all  others. 

And  more: 

.  .  .  The  autonomy  of  each  institution  that  enables  it 

to  choose  freely  its  own  goals — and  the  programs  to  at- 
tain them. 

.  .  .  The  peculiarly  American  genius  for  promoting 

the  existence,  side  by  side,  of  public  and  private  col- 
leges and  universities. 

...  A  "system"  of  higher  education,  in  the  best 
sense  of  the  word:  a  group  of  interacting,  interrelated, 

interdependent  elements,  existing  in  a  more-or-less  har- 
monious relationship.  But  intensely  individual,  nonethe- 

less. Certainly  not  "systematized,"  if  the  word  implies  a 
lockstep,  or  central  control,  or  dull  uniformity. 

The  result  is  one  of  society's  major  miracles:  more 
than  2,600  colleges  and  universities,  each  one  different 

from  all  the  rest.  Different,  yet  committed  to  the  com- 



mon  idea  that  through  diversity  and  individuality  the 
needs  of  the  culture  will  be  met. 

But  now  we  are  encountering  forces  that  threaten 
the  survival  of  all  that.  For  the  first  time  in  a 

century,  serious  questions  must  be  raised  about 

the  ability  of  our  colleges  to  maintain  their  individual 

distinctiveness — and  of  the  system  to  maintain  its 
diversity. 

The  historic  immensity  of  what  is  happening  is  only 

beginning  to  be  clear.  After  an  era  of  unprecedented 

confidence  and  expansion  throughout  higher  education, 

there  is  now  a  widespread  questioning  of  higher  educa- 

tion's place  in  our  culture,  and  of  its  claim  on  our  re- 
sources. And  growth — which  for  decades  has  been  the 

hallmark  of  our  colleges  and  universities — is  decelerat: 
ing. 

With  these  developments  have  come  crises  of  size 

and  money  and  quality  affecting  the  great  diversity  of 

our  system  of  higher  education — and  the  individuality 
of  each  college  and  university  within  it. 

Individuality 
and  the  Changing 
Student  Population 

For  the  past  100  years,  American  higher  education 

has  been  growing  at  an  accelerating  rate.  Enroll- 
ments doubled  every  15  years  until  World  War 

II;  since  then,  they  have  doubled  every  decade. 

That  is  not  likely  ever  to  happen  again. 

The  Carnegie  Commission  on  Higher  Education  pre- 

dicts that  enrollments  will  increase  only  by  one-half  be- 
tween 1970  and  1980,  and  not  at  all  between  1980  and 

1990.  In  the  last  decade  of  the  century,  they  will  go 

up  by  only  a  third. 
Enrollments  in  private  institutions  actually  will  drop, 

the  federal  government  estimates,  between  1977  and 
1980. 

By  the  end  of  this  decade,  say  statisticians  in  the 

U.S.  Office  of  Education,  private  education's  share  of 
all  college  enrollments  will  fall  from  22.3  per  cent  in 

1972-73  to  17.5  per  cent  in  1980-81. 
These  reductions  in  growth  hold  profound  implica- 

tions for  all  colleges  and  universities.  Notes  Princeton's 
President  William  G.  Bowen: 

"This  battle  for  survival  [private  vs.  public  colleges 
and  universities]  has  very  serious  implications  for 
American   higher   education   in   general,   which   draws 

much  of  its  strength  from  pluralism;  that  is,  from  t 
presence  of  many  strong  private  and  many  strong  pu 
lie  institutions  working  in  different  ways  together. 

"If  this  diversity  were  to  be  eroded,  American  high 

education  would  suffer  significantly." 

TIhere  is  more  at  stake  than  survival:  the  serioi 
question.  Survival  for  what? 

In  the  period  of  expansion,  a  college  or  ur 

versity  could  set  its  goals  and  be  reasonably  assured  th 

enough  students  would  be  attracted  by  them.  It  cann 
be  so  confident  in  a  period  when  enrollments  are  stab 

and  resources  scarcer.  The  tendency  in  those  circur 

stances  is  to  standardize,  to  avoid  setting  goals  that  a 

offbeat,  to  try  to  be  all  things  to  as  many  men  ai 

women  as  possible.  Under  such  conditions,  mere  surviv 
is  not  an  attractive  prospect. 

Decelerating  growth  and  "no-growth"  have  oth 
ramifications.  If  enrollment  levels  are  to  be  maintains 

some  colleges  and  universities  will  be  forced  to  acce 
students  who  do  not  meet  the  traditional  criteria  f 

college  admissions. 

"Low  academic  ability  [measured  by  traditior 

means]  will  be  the  distinctive  characteristic"  of  ma 
such  students,  writes  K.  Patricia  Cross  of  the  Cent 

for  Research  and  Development  in  Higher  Education 
the  University  of  California  at  Berkeley. 

"We  have  not  yet  faced  the  full  meaning  of  this  pi 

diction,"  Ms.  Cross  says.  Such  students  will  requi 
major  changes  in  the  curriculum,  major  new  sources 

financial  support,  and  faculty  members  specially  train 

to  recognize  and  reward  the  non-academic  skills  th 
bring  to  the  campus. 

Another  development — the  growing  pressure  to  ed 
cate  a  far  greater  percentage  of  adults  than  presen 

— will  change  the  character  of  many  a  college  and  ui 
versity.  Already,  a  significant  number  of  flexible  ; 

rangements  are  under  way — "open  universitie: 
external-degree  programs,  "universities  without  wal 
— to  meet  the  needs  of  those  who  cannot  leave  fu 

time  employment  to  earn  their  college  degrees. 
Alterations  in  the  traditional  picture  of  higher  edu< 

tion  will  be  extensive.  Says  Ernest  L.  Boyer,  chancel! 
of  the  State  University  of  New  York: 

"The  old  model  of  a  scattered  collection  of  isolat 
enclaves,  each  jealously  guarding  its  resources  and  n 

nutely  regulating  its  students,  who  must  remain  in  cc 

finement  for  a  four-year  term,  is  giving  way  to  a  i 

more  complex,  dynamic  image — a  network  of  learnii 
resembling  perhaps  the  human  nervous  system  itse 
intricate,  continually  pulsating,  and  totally  intercc 

nected." 
The  individual  campus,  as  Mr.  Boyer  sees  it,  "is  t 

coming  less  a  fortress  surrounded  by  its  moat  and  mc 
of  a  supermarket  of  ideas,  a  library  with  easy  access, 
a  base  of  operations  to  coordinate  learning,  not  co 

trol  it." 

Few  would  quarrel  with  the  aims  of  such  progran 

They  offer  the  possibility  of  lifelong  learning  for  mai 





citizens  who  have   not  been  able  to  afford   a  colle 

education   in   the  past.  They  permit  vast  numbers 

persons   to  earn   academic   degrees   in   less   time   wi 
more  options. 

Yet  many  observers  are  concerned. 
Supermarkets,  they  say,  are  not  very  friendly  plac< 

While  you  may  meet  your  material  needs  there,  yo 

spiritual  needs  may  be  unfulfilled. 
Without  precautions,  says  Stephen  K.  Bailey  of  Syi 

cuse  University,  such  programs  "can  lead  to  a  para 
of  academic  horrors:   cram  courses  organized  by  fa 

buck  proprietary  schools,  a  deadly  standardization 

subject-matter,  tutoring  to  the  test." 
State  legislatures,  others  warn,  could  use  the  develc 

ment  of  the  new  programs  as  an  excuse  for  reduci 

support  for  the  traditional  colleges  and  universities. 
Pehaps  most  serious  of  all,  however,  are  fears  tr 

such  programs  might  change  the  whole  definition  of  < 
ucation  in  our  society.  An  individual  experience,  lea 

ing  to  the  development  of  "whole  men  and  wome 
or  "good  citizens,"  might  become  a  purely  utilitari 
process  of  providing  the  credentials  a  person  needs 
earn  a  living. 

One  writer  describes  the  new  trends  this  way: 

"We  don't  offer  extracurricular  activities;  we  elir 
nate  most  of  the  theory  courses;  we  give  practical  i 

plications;  and  we  get  the  students  through  in  one-thi 

the  time.  We  get  them  through  fast." 
Another  observer  deplores  the  prospect: 

"This  is  the  attitude  of  a  new  breed  of  educators,  t 
big-business  organizers,  who  are  moving  into  educati 

and  turning  out  graduates  on  an  assembly-line  bas 

Apparently  they  are  being  paid  by  the  head  count." 

TIhere  are  ways  to  broaden  our  commitment educating  as  many  people  as  possible,  withe 

sacrificing  the  best  qualities  of  higher  educati 
that  we  have  known  in  the  past.  They  lie  in  more  im 

viduality  for  our  colleges  and  universities,  not  less;  mc 

diversity  in  our  system  of  higher  education,  not  less.  B1 
as  we  shall  see,  other  forces — in  addition  to  those  < 

companying  the  new  era  of  no-growth — may  be  putti 
those  qualities  in  serious  jeopardy. 



individuality 
ind  the  Trend  Toward 
Central  Control 

Higher  education's  long  period  of  postwar  growth 
coincided  with  a  long  period  of  national  afflu- 

ence. As  the  economy  boomed,  tax  dollars  were 

ore  numerous  than  ever  before  in  history — and,  nearly 
erywhere,  public  colleges  and  universities  received  a 

p-priority  share  of  them. 
Most  states  still  place  higher  education  well  up  on 

eir  priority  lists.  But  urgent  new  needs  have  devel- 
ied  in  other  areas — e.g.,  health  care,  aid  for  the  dis- 

Ivantaged — and  the  competition  for  tax  dollars  has 
own. 

The  result:  Public  colleges  and  universities  have 
:en  subjected  to  unprecedented  demands  for 

:fficiency" — some  justified,  others  panicky  and  unwise, 
nd  to  achieve  that  efficiency,  many  states  are  dramati- 

illy  reorganizing  their  structures  of  public  higher  edu- 
ition. 

Once-autonomous  institutions,  each  seeking  its  own 
>als,  are  finding  themselves  incorporated  in  larger  and 

frger  "systems"  of  public  colleges  and  universities, 
ten  statewide  in  scope.  Decision-making  is  central- 
ed.  Duplicate  functions  are  eliminated. 

From  an  efficiency  standpoint,  the  trend  makes 

tase.  "It  seems  to  us,"  argue  Paul  L.  Dressel  and  Wil- 

im  H.  Faricy  of  Michigan  State  University,  "that 
igher  education  must  be  regarded  as  a  national  re- 
mrce,  that  the  roles  of  institutions  must  be  deter- 
lined  by  social  need,  and  that  resources  must  be 

located  according  to  a  plan  and  their  actual  use 

xounted  for." 

They  add: 

"In  moving  in  this  direction,  we  are  permitting"~the 
public  and  politicians  to  make  decisions  about  the  char- 

acter of  institutions — and  their  decisions  may  not  al- 
ways accord  with  the  views  of  those  involved  with 

higher  education." In  1959,  fewer  than  half  the  states  had  formal,  legal 

mechanisms  for  statewide  coordination  of  higher  educa- 

tion. Now  47  states  have  such  mechanisms.  "Besides 

this  dramatic  increase  in  numbers,"  writes  one  ob- 

server, "statewide  coordinating  boards  have  increased 
in  power  in  their  areas  of  influence  and  in  coercive  po- 

tential." 
The  trend  away  from  campus  autonomy  and  toward 

central  planning  is  likely  to  encompass  many  private 

institutions  as  well,  when — as  is  happening  in  many 

states — they  receive  increasing  support  from  public 
funds. 

"Why,"  asks  one  observer,  "should  the  non-public  in- 
stitutions receive  tax  dollars  and  not  be  subjected  to  the 

same  planning  and  operating  constraints  and  criteria 
for  accountability  as  the  public  institutions?  While  the 
initial  small,  indirect  aids  may  call  for  a  modicum  of 
state  control,  once  the  amounts  become  substantial,  the 

institution  can  be  treated  in  no  other  way  than  as  an 

integral  cog  in  the  coordinated  state  system." 
It  may  even  be  that  some  national  system  of  higher 

education  will  emerge  from  the  upheavals  now  occur- 

ring. Clark  Kerr,  chairman  of  the  Carnegie  Commis- 

sion, says  that  education  is  becoming  a  "quasi-public 
utility" — especially  since  it,  like  electric  power  and 
other  utilities,  has  become  essential  in  the  lives  of  peo- 

ple. Just  as  utilities  require  regulatory  agencies  to  pro- 
tect the  public  interest,  say  some  observers,  so  the  pros- 

pect of  government  regulation  of  higher  education 
cannot  be  ruled  out. 

What  happens  to  the  colleges'  individuali
ty  and diversity,  in  the  wake  of  such  developments? 

The  president  of  one  public  institution  in 
Ohio,  Miami  University,  says  that  as  the  state  system 

has  developed,  "we  have  witnessed  a  lockstep  pro- 
gression,  statewide,   into   a  common   calendar,  into   a 





immon  subsidy  formula,  into  a  virtually  common  fee 

altera."  He  warns: 

"If  diversity  is  coming  out  of  the  public  system  and 
replaced  with  a  pale,  insipid  sameness,  and  if  there  is 
simultaneous  withering  of  the  private  sector,  one  can 

uestion  what  the  future  holds  for  the  very  fiber  of  our 

astern  of  higher  education." 
The  movement  toward  more  centralized  authority, 

owever,  seems  inexorable.  It  is  clear  that  the  public 
id  its  elected  representatives  are  no  longer  willing  to 
:t  the  colleges  and  universities,  alone,  decide  what  is 

lucationally  best  for  the  society.  "Education,"  says  an 
bserver,  "is  too  important,  and  too  expensive,  to  be 
ft  entirely  to  the  educators." 
How,  then,  can  colleges  and  universities  learn  to  live 

i  the  larger  systems,  while  preserving  their  diversity 
id  individuality?  They  must  be  ingenious  enough  to 

;velop  mechanisms  to  preserve  flexibility  within  a 

ighly  structured  whole- — and  that  poses  one  of  the 

lajor  challenges  for  higher  education  and  its  support- 

's in  the  years  to  come. 

ndividuality 
ind  the  Unionization 
>f  Faculties 

Until  recently,  the  prospect  of  faculty  membe
rs' 

joining  unions  and  engaging  in  collective  bar- 
gaining seemed  foreign  to  both  the  spirit  and  the 

;ality  of  life  on  most  campuses.  Colleges  and  univer- 
ities  were  serene  havens  far  removed  from  the  material- 

;m  and  economic  competition  of  trie  industrial  world, 

nd  faculty  members  were  thought  of  (and  regarded 

lemselves)  not  as  "employees"  but  as  individual  pro- 
jssionals. 

Although  thousands  of  faculty  members  and  college 

administrators  still  recoil  from  the  notion  of  faculties 

organizing  in  collective-bargaining  units,  unionization 
— and  all  that  goes  with  it — has  made  major  gains  on 
the  campuses  in  the  past  five  years.  Most  observers  ex- 

pect the  trend  to  quicken  rather  than  to  slow  down. 

Already,  the  faculties  at  nearly  300  colleges  and  uni- 
versities have  won  bargaining  rights.  More  than  half  of 

the  institutions  are  two-year  colleges,  but  unionism  is 

also  gaining  significant  footholds  in  many  four-year 
institutions,  as  well.  Faculties  at  the  State  Univer- 

sity of  New  York  and  the  City  University  of  New 

York  are  organized  collectively,  and  the  California  leg- 
islature is  considering  a  move  to  permit  public  employ- 

ees to  organize  in  that  state. 

The  movement  toward  faculty  unionization  was 

speeded  by  a  recent  decision  of  the  National  Labor  Re- 
lations Board  that  private  institutions  with  annual 

budgets  of  $1 -million  or  more  fall  under  its  jurisdic- 
tion. In  the  past,  the  nlrb  excluded  such  institutions, 

so  that  only  the  public  colleges  and  universities  in 

states  that  had  laws  permitting  their  employees  to  orga- 
nize could  develop  unionized  faculties. 

These  occurrences  have  combined  to  make  the 
debate  over  whether  faculty  members  should  join 
unions  irrelevant.  The  issue  now  is,  What  impact 

will  collective  bargaining  have  on  the  character  of  our 

colleges  and  universities — and  on  the  relationships  be- 
tween faculty  members,  administrators,  students,  and 

governing  boards? 

"Almost  certainly,"  says  one  observer,  "collective 
bargaining  in  higher  education  will  move  to  statewide 

or  system-wide  levels  and,  in  the  process,  destroy  much 

of  the  autonomy  of  the  separate  campuses."  He  adds: 
"Collective  bargaining  in  a  state  system  of  higher  ed- 

ucation will  ultimately  promote  centralization  of  deci- 
sion-making. Collective  bargaining  will  contravene  the 

individual  and  departmental  autonomy  for  which  many 

faculty  members  have  battled  so  long." 
Collective  bargaining's  advocates  disagree  vigorously. 
"In  fact,"  says  one  union  official,  "bargaining  is  a  re- 

sponse to  that  trend.  The  only  way  faculty  members 

can  play  a  role,  when  policies  are  established  on  a  state- 
wide basis,  is  through  bargaining  and  political  action. 

Otherwise,  it  will  just  be  done  over  their  heads." 



In  addition,  union  leaders  point  out,  they  have  vigor- 
ously opposed  such  steps  as  the  setting  of  statewide 

work-load  standards  by  some  legislatures. 
Nonetheless,  warns  William  B.  Boyd,  president  of 

Central  Michigan  University,  the  administration  of  a 

collective  bargaining  contract,  "with  its  emphasis  on  le- 
galism, its  grievance-laden  tendencies,  and  its  use  of 

adversary  proceedings,  will  almost  inevitably  change 
the  tone  of  university  administration.  The  last  remnants 

of  colleagueship  are  apt  to  disappear.  Personal  relation- 

ships are  almost  bound  to  change  when  personnel  rela- 

tions are  altered  so  fundamentally." 
Can  the  traditional  character  of  a  college  or  univer- 

sity survive  such  strains?  Or  will  the  changes  wrought 
by  the  unionization  of  faculties  be  a  further  cause  of 
declining  individuality  and  diversity? 

Individuality 
and  the 

Money  Crunch 

The  financial  crisis  in  higher  education  has  re- 

placed student  protest  as  the  "big  issue"  in  the 
eyes  of  the  press  and  public.  Where  once  the 

headlines  told  of  100  students  arrested  for  their  roles  in 

demonstrations,  they  now  tell  of  100  colleges  and 

universities  confronting  the  prospect  of  financial  disaster. 

The  money  crisis  is  real  and  of  major  proportions. 

Some  private  institutions  face  the  possibility  of  extinc- 
tion. 

The  existence  of  other  institutions — public  and 

private — is  threatened.  The  Carnegie  Commission  pre- 

dicts that  nearly  two-thirds  of  the  nation's  colleges  and 
universities  are  in  financial  trouble  or  headed  for  it. 

One  spectacular  case  is  that  of  New  York  University 

— the  nation's  biggest  private  institution  of  higher  edu- 
cation. After  several  years  of  backbreaking  deficits, 

n.y.u.  announced  last  fall  that  it  planned  to  eliminate 

more  than  200  faculty  positions,  sell  one  of  its  cam- 
puses to  the  public  system  of  higher  education,  and  in- 

sist that,  henceforth,  every  academic  unit  within  the 

university  be  able  to  pay  its  own  way  plus  its  fair  share 
of  university  overhead. 

Higher  education's  financial  crunch  came  on  the 
heels  of  several  years  of  student  disruptions — and  some 
observers  have  attributed  the  crisis  to  the  loss  of  faith 

in  colleges  and  universities  that  followed.  But  the  roots 

lie  deeper — in  the  end  of  the  era  of  growth. 

In  its  simplest  terms,  higher  education's  crisis  has  de- 
veloped because  costs  kept  rising  while  income  did  not. 

(There  is  a  limit  to  the  amount  of  tuition  a  college 

university  can  charge  and  still  remain  competitive.' 
At  major  universities,  large  research  programs  were  ii 
tiated  with  federal  funds.  Those  funds  have  grov 

scarcer  as  the  government's  priorities  changed,  lea 
ing  those  universities  with  commitments  they  cannot  a 
ford. 

The  increasing  costs  hit  both  public  and  priva 
institutions. 

One  observer  says  that  the  huge  growth  during  t] 

1960's  was  itself  one  of  the  main  causes  of  higher  ed 

cation's  money  troubles.  Colleges  and  universities  we 
all  the  more  vulnerable,  he  says,  because  they  we 

"undercapitalized,  overextended,  and  moving  into  i 
creased  areas  of  responsibility  without  permane; 

financing." Yet — while  the  financial  crisis  is  real,  and  some  insi 
tutions  have  been  forced  to  close  their  doors — for  tl 

vast  majority  of  colleges  and  universities,  survival  itse 
is  not  in  question. 

Even  at  New  York  University,  with  its  appallii 

problems.  President  James  M.  Hester  believes  that  tl 
draconian  steps  he  has  taken  will  assure  the  university 
survival. 

"The  disease  has  been  diagnosed,  the  prescript^ 

has  been  made.  We  are  taking  the  medicine,"  sai 

Mr.  Hester.  "It  is  very  painful,  but  it  is  possible." 
Edward  D.  Eddy,  president  of  Chatham  Colleg 

puts  it  thus: 
"Posting  a  death  notice  for  all  of  private  higher  edi 

cation  is  like  shooting  all  the  horses  because  some  ha^ 

the  wheeze." "The  great  majority  of  the  institutions  will  survive 
Mr.  Eddy  declares.  "Despite  the  many  predictions 
their  demise,  surprisingly  few  have  closed  their  door 
Institutions  of  higher  learning  do  have  a  persistenc 

and  tenacity — but  not  necessarily  a  guaranteed  qualit 

And  there  is  the  rub." 
The  nation's  colleges,  Mr.  Eddy  says,  "by  and  lari 

will  survive.  But  the  emerging  question  is  clearly  oi 

of  spirit,  not  just  life." 

The  economic  crisis  poses  one  especially  nettlir threat  to  the  diversity  of  the  system  of  hight 

education  and  the  individuality  of  every  institi 

tion:  well-meaning  but  potentially  damaging  cries  f< 
heightened  efficiency  and  productivity  on  the  campuse 

If  taken  too  literally,  such  a  movement  could  tui 

the  nation's  colleges  and  universities  into  faceless,  spin 
less  factories. 

*  A  recent  study  has  shown,  for  instance,  that  in  1964-6 
a  group  of  representative  private  institutions  was  charj 
ing  $657  more  per  student  than  a  group  of  representativ 
public  institutions.  By  1971-72,  the  same  private  institutior 
were  charging  $1,242  more  per  student  than  the  publi 
institutions. 







Most  observers  agree  that  many  colleges  and  univer- 
sities can  and  must  improve  their  fiscal  policies.  But, 

warns  Paul  C.  Reinert,  president  of  Saint  Louis  Univer- 

sity, they  cannot  be  run  like  businesses.  "There  is,"  he 
says,  "more  at  stake  than  Kleenex." 

"Efficiency  in  higher  education  remains  a  complex 
matter,"  warns  Howard  K.  Bowen,  chancellor  of  the 

Claremont  University  Center.  "Society  may  be  in  dan- 
ger of  trying  to  restrict  the  functions  of  higher  educa- 
tion too  narrowly,  and  to  convert  institutions  into  mere 

assembly  lines  generating  credit  hours,  rather  than  al- 
lowing them  to  function  as  centers  of  learning  and 

culture. 

"It  would  be  a  mistake,  harmful  to  both  education 
and  to  social  welfare,  to  turn  colleges  and  universities 

into  credit-and-degree  manufacturers  and  to  judge  them 

solely  by  their  productivity  in  these  terms." 
Father  Reinert  sums  it  up:  "We  must  keep  in  mind 

that  there  are  substantive  differences  between  a  college 

and  a  business.  Drive  a  corporation  to  the  wall  and  it 

may  make  adjustments  in  its  operations  that  enable  it 
to  bounce  back.  Drive  a  college  to  the  wall  and  you 

can  kill  it." 

Even  more  controversial  than  the  cries  for  effici- 

ency are  issues  raised  by  the  variety  of  solutions 

that  have  been  proposed  for  higher  education's 
money  troubles. 

Virtually  everyone  agrees  that  major  new  infusions 

of  public  funds  for  both  private  and  public  institutions 
will  be  needed.  But  how  those  funds  should  be  chan- 

neled— whether  they  should  come  from  the  federal  or 
state  governments,  whether  they  should  be  in  the  form 

of  institutional  aid  or  grants  and  loans  to  students — 
produce  deep  divisions  within  the  academic  community. 
The  Carnegie  Commission  has  argued  against 

"lump-sum,  across-the-board  grants"  from  the  federal 
government.  They  could  lead  to  reduced  state  support 

and  to  the  development  of  a  "nationalized  system"  with 
strict  government  controls,  the  commission  says.  In- 

stead, it  favors  basing  federal  support  to  an  institution 
on  the  number  of  federally  supported,  needy  students 

enrolled,  with  the  states  providing  the  bulk  of  the  sup- 

port. 
Spokesmen  for  some  institutions  of  higher  education 

disagree.  Direct  federal  grants  to  the  colleges  and  uni- 
versities, they  argue,  can  make  the  difference  between 

the  survival  and  collapse  of  many  of  them. 

Spokesmen  for  many  other  institutions  have  argued 
that  new  government  support  should  come  in  two 

forms:  outright  grants  to  the  most  needy  students  and 

"income-contingent  loans"  to  middle-class  students. 
(Under  such  loans,  how  much  a  student  must  pay  back 
would  be  determined  in  part  by  how  much  he  earned 
after  graduation.) 

With  most  support  going  to  students,  these  educators 
argue,  both  public  and  private  institutions  could  raise 

their  tuitions  to  a  point  that  would  more  nearly  pay  for 
the  actual  cost  of  providing  an  education. 

Such  a  system  would  best  preserve  the  diversity  of 

our  system  of  higher  education,  says  an  economist 

from  the  Brookings  Institution.  We  need,  he  says,  "a 
shift  to  public  support  of  students  rather  than  the  ex- 

cessive reliance  on  institutionalized  support  that  charac- 

terizes current  public  support  programs."  He  goes  on: 
"Such  a  program  of  portable  aid  would  free  institu- 

tions to  develop  their  own  conceptions  of  the 
curriculum  required  to  produce  better  people  and, 

more  importantly,  would  give  student-consumers  a  right 

to  choose  among  alternative  conceptions.  The  govern- 
ment could  and  should  scrutinize  the  academic  offer- 

ings for  which  it  is  indirectly  paying,  but  the  nature  of 

such  investigations  would  change." 
Officials  at  most  public  institutions  oppose  any  major 

shifts  of  aid  from  institutional  support  to  support  of 
students.  The  necessary  increases  in  tuition,  they  say, 

would  end  the  nation's  long-standing  commitment  to 
low-cost  higher  education,  and  would  shift  the  major 
burden  of  paying  for  education  from  the  society  at 
large  to  the  individual  student. 

That  shift,  they  say,  would  represent  an  end  to  the 

belief  that  society  as  a  whole — not  just  the  individual 

student — benefits  from  the  higher  education  of  its  citi- 
zens. 



Switching  from  institutional  support  to  loans  and 

grants  "constitutes  a  definite  shift  away  from  public  de- 
cisions and  responsibility  for  the  support  and  control  of 

higher  education  and  toward  a  philosophy  of  private 

responsibility  and  private  enterprise,  with  major  conse- 

quences," says  Clifton  R.  Wharton,  Jr.,  president  of 
Michigan  State  University. 

"The  shift  would  transform  the  goals,  values,  and 

conduct  of  the  entire  higher  educational  system,"  he 
says. 

Decisions  to  be  made  soon  in  Congress  and  the  state 
legislatures  probably  will  determine  how  much  new 
governmental  aid  will  be  forthcoming  and  what  form 
the  aid  will  take.  Alumnae  and  alumni  concerned 

about  preserving  the  qualities  of  higher  education  could 

do  higher  education  no  greater  service  than  keeping  in- 
formed about  the  alternatives,  and  advising  their  repre- 

sentatives of  their  preferences. 

The  economic  crisis  in  higher  education  is,  in  a 
sense,  the  cause  of  all  the  other  forces  moving 

toward  the  homogenization  and  standardization 

of  our  colleges  and  universities. 

Many  observers  suspect  that  neither  the  movement 

toward  statewide  systems  of  colleges  and  universities 

nor  the  trend  toward  collective  bargaining  among  the 
faculty  members  would  have  gone  so  far  if  the  era  of 

great  growth  had  not  ended.  Suddenly,  in  the  economic 
depression  that  followed,  higher  education  was  no 

longer  society's  favorite  place  to  spend  money. 
How,  under  such  conditions,  can  colleges  and  uni- 

versities provide  diversity  and  individuality?  Must  they 
sacrifice  their  autonomy  and  individuality?  Or  can  they 
find  ways  to  live  with  the  end  of  growth  without  giving 
way  to  drab  uniformity? 

Individuality: 
All  the  Threats 
Combine 

The  end  of  an  era  of  growth,  the  scarcity  of  ne\ resources,  the  increased  competition  for  their 

and  the  public's  changing  definition  of  highe 
education's  role  in  society  have  all  combined  to  produc 

a  major  challenge  for  the  nation's  colleges  and  univei 
sities. 

The  task  before  them  now  is  to  meet  the  challenge 

while  preserving  the  best  of  the  past. 

It  is  easy  to  be  pessimistic  about  the  prospects 

Doom-sayers  abound.  Here  is  how  some  severe  critic 
have  described  current  conditions  on  the  campuses: 

►  "Respect  for  universities  [faculties  am 
administrators]  has  been  replaced  by  distrust  and  sur 

veillance." ►  "Informal  procedures  and  policies  based  upoi 
mutual  respect  and  confidence  within  the  university 
have  been  replaced  by  insistence  upon  due  process  an< 

by  formalized  codes." ►  "Collegiality  based  upon  unity  in  goals  has  beei 

replaced  by  identification  and  resolution  of  conflict." 
Such  concerns  are  not  limited  to  severe  critics. 

Theodore  M.  Hesburgh,  president  of  the  University  o 

Notre  Dame,  speculates  that  "perhaps  during  that  pe 
riod  of  rapid  growth,  the  institutions — the  academii 
community — grew  beyond  the  potential  to  be  persona 

and  human." William  C.  Mclnnes,  president  of  the  University  o: 

San  Francisco,  says:  "People  will  spend  their  money 
contribute  their  money,  pay  their  money  for  service; 
and  things  in  which  they  believe.  What  has  happenec 

in  many  cases  is  that  people  don't  believe  in  educatior 

the  way  they  used  to." As  a  result,  many  institutions  feel  more  threatenec 
than  ever  by  the  challenges  before  them. 

One  consequence  has  been  that  the  conflicts  betweer 

public  and  private  higher  education  have  been  exacer- 
bated. Once  the  expansion  of  the  entire  higher  educa- 
tional system  ceased,  the  happy  state  no  longer  pre- 
vailed in  which  everyone  was  prospering.  Now,  one 

institution's  gain  may  well  be  another's  loss.  Public  and 
private  education  now  often  view  progress  for  one  as  a 

possible  threat  to  the  other. 

Says  a  former  official  of  a  state  system  of  higher  ed- ucation: 

"The  pleadings  of  the  private  segment  for  state  finan- 
cial aid  are  gaining  ground — not  nearly  enough  to  save 





from  society  to  pursue  knowledge  disengaged  from  its 

social  implications." 
Ending  that  fundamental  doubt,  says  Sir  Eric,  will 

require  "a  reevaluation  of  the  relation  between  univer- 
sities and  American  society." 

In  short,  the  American  people  must  rebuild  their 

faith  in  the  colleges  and  universities — and  the 
colleges  and  universities  must  rebuild  faith  in  them- 

selves. In  doing  so,  both  parties  to  the  contract  can 

assure  the  survival  of  both  the  vast  system's  diversity 
and  the  individuality  of  its  parts. 

Many  colleges  and  universities  have  already  begun 

the  necessary  reassessments  and  redefinitions.  Commis- 
sions on  the  future  have  been  established  on  scores  of 

campuses.  Faculty  members,  students,  administrators, 
trustees,  alumni,  and  alumnae  have  been  enlisted  to 

help  define  their  institutions'  goals  for  the  years  to 
come. 

Those  new  definitions,  now  emerging,  recognize  the 

end  of  the  era  of  expansion  and  come  to  terms  with  it. 
Some  institutions  have  chosen  to  remain  small,  some 

large.  Others  have  chosen  to  focus  on  specific  missions, 

e.g.,  ecology,  health  services,  the  arts.  Still  others  are 

moving  into  the  preparation  of  teachers  for  the  two- 
year  colleges  that,  in  the  years  ahead,  will  attract  many 

new  students  to  higher  education.  For  their  part,  many 

two-year  colleges  are  resisting  pressures  to  expand  into 
four-year  institutions,  electing  to  concentrate  on  provid- 

ing the  best  possible  educational  opportunities  to  their 
own  non-traditional  student  constituencies. 

Whatever  the  role  they  define  for  themselves,  such 

colleges  and  universities  are  seeking  ways  to  make  edu- 
cation more  individual  and  more  rewarding. 

Colleges  and  universities  still  have  a  long  way  to 
go  before  they  adjust  to  the  financial  stresses, 

the  changing  market  conditions,  the  demands 

for  reform  that  have  beset  them.  Those  that  adjust  most 
effectively  will  be  the  ones  that  survive  as  distinctive, 
individual  institutions. 

Chatham  College's  President  Eddy  notes  that  our  in- 
stitutions, "swinging  into  the  troublesome  '70's  from 

the  unusually  affluent  '60's,  resemble  a  middle-aged  and 
slightly  portly  man  who  discovers  that  he  is  panting 
heavily  after  climbing  a  quick  flight  of  stairs.  He 

doesn't  have  yesterday's  bounce." 

"He  has  a  choice.  He  can  become  a  first-class  hyp< 
chondriac  and,  in  all  probability,  bring  on  the  attac 

by  discouragement  and  tension.  Or  he  can  diet,  cut  01 
smoking,  and  start  some  consistent,  sensible  exercis 

He  must  convince  himself  that  life  is  worth  living — an 
living  to  the  hilt — despite  an  occasional  long  flight  < 

stairs." 

The  end  of  the  era  of  growth  has  opened  once  mot 
the  great  debate  about  the  role  of  higher  education  (c 

any  education,  for  that  matter)  in  the  lives  of  individi 
als  and  in  the  health  of  society.  The  future,  in  man 

ways,  is  up  for  grabs. 
Those  who  care  deeply  about  the  diversity  and  ind 

viduality  of  our  colleges  and  universities  must  assui 

that — regardless  of  what  they  become — they  preserv 
their  distinctive  spirit  in  the  changing  future. 

"There  is  little  profit  in  licking  our  wounds  or  feei 

ing  sorry  for  ourselves,"  says  Father  Hesburgh  c 
Notre  Dame.  "We  still  represent  the  best  hope  fo 

America's  future,  provided  we  learn  from  our  own  mis 
takes  and  reestablish  in  the  days  ahead  what  has  & 

often  testified  to  the  nobility  of  our  endeavors  in  time 

past. 

"All  is  not  lost.  We  are  simply  beginning  again,  a 
many  always  must,  in  a  world  filled  with  ambiguities 

the  greatest  of  which  is  man  himself." 
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he  East-West  center  and  spoke  of  their  hope 

•hat  his  mother  would  be  visiting  Jim  next 
summer. 

Canon  Hovencamp  to  whom  Shirley  Cordon  Em- 
ey  was  married  in  November  has  been  rector  of 
Trinity  Episcopal  Church  in  New  Castle  for  the 

jast  25  years.  Shirley's  daughter,  Grace  (Chat- 
ham '64)  served  as  ma id-of -honor  and  her  two 

kons,  Cordon  and  Jonathan,  were  ushers.  The 

jHovencamps  honeymooned  in  London.  Shirley's 
pddress   remains   the   same. 
Winifred  Jeffries  Saxon  keeps  busy  with  her 

Various  interests,  most  especially  with  a  very  ac- 
tive weekly  Book  Club  of  whrch  she  is  president. 

Louise  Leadman  Faller  is  still  working  part-time 
^nd  enjoying  life. 

Travel  is  the  only  item  of  interest  that  Eleanor 
Harbison  Bream  has  to  report.  The  most  exciting 

trip  came  in  the  fall — to  South  and  East  Africa 
/ia  Rio,  including  visits  to  Kruger  National  Park, 
i/ictoria  Falls,  and  a  tour  of  the  game  reserves 
n   Kenya  and  Tanzania. 

Dorothy    reporting: 

Gertie  Russell  Lvdic  is  now  working  full  time 
it  the  Historical  Society  and  invites  us  all  to 

;ome  and  look  around.  Clark  is  working  for  a 

Master's  in  Business  Administration  at  Columbia, 
and  Jim  was  thrilled  this  December  to  shoot  his 

first  buck  with  a  pistol  at   52  paces. 

Ed  and  Virginia  Schweinsberg  Hyde  moved  per- 

■nanently  to  their  home  in  Florida  when  he  retired 
in  September.  Traveling  is  so  much  easier  now, 

he  says.  They've  taken  a  Caribbean  cruise  and 
were  planning  a  trip  to  Spain.  And  if  you  are  in 

Florida   look  her  up.  you'll   be  more  than   welcome. 
In  December  Ken  and  Mary  Seaver  Hewitt 

watched  the  Apollo  17  launching  from  a  yacht 
just  a  few  miles  away,  and  got  some  beautiful 

pictures.  A  once-in-a-Mfetime  experience.  They 
started  a  six  week  trip  in  February  to  Hawaii, 

Australia.  New  Zealand,  etc.  She'll  be  working 
(lard  for  the  U.S.C.A.   "Open"  at  Oakmont  in  June. 

There  will  be  a  new  address  for  Dolores  Stein- 
ecke  soon,  when  she  end  her  mother  move  into  a 
new  home. 

Paul  and  Peg  Stockdale  Jenkins  enjoyed  a  won- 
derful trip  to  Europe  last  September,  which  in- 
cluded a  visit  in  London  with  Hazel  Ellwood  Mc- 

Clure    '  '34)    and   her  husband. 

Stock -brokering  didn't  keep  Dot  Taylor  busy 
enough,  so  she  became  a  distributor  for  Viviane 

Woodard    Cosmetics    and    now    she's    swamped ! 
Having  a  remarkable  group  of  very  responsive 

students  makes  teaching  a  delight  for  Eleanor 

Splane  Trullinger  this  year.  She  had  a  lovely  eve- 
ning with  Fred  and  Jean  Reppun  when  they  were 

in  New  York.  Her  vacation  plans  include  Japan, 
Hong  Kong.  Macao,  and  back  to  Hawaii  for  a 
3  week  visit   with  her  son  Jim. 

Dot  Woodward  Evans'  daughter  presented  them 
with  another  grandson  last  year,  so  Dot  flew  out 
to  stay  with  the  two  older  boys.  On  their  way 
home  they  stopped  in  Tempe,  Arizona  to  visit 
their   son    George. 

As  for  me,  a  trip  up  the  west  coast  from  San 
Francisco  to  Vancouver,  British  Columbia,  and  a 
cruise  up  the  St.  Lawrence,  around  the  Gaspe 

Peninsula  and  down  to  Bermuda  were  the  high- 
lights for  the  year.  Dick  brought  his  family  to 

spend  Christmas  week,  which  made  the  holidays 
a  real  joy,  and  we  are  looking  forward  to  Barb 

and  Walt's   return   from  Spain    in  a   few  months. 
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Sara    Ingram    Diven 
(Mrs.    Francis   D. ) 

608   Vallevista   Street 

Pittsburgh,    PA    15234 

Isabel    SMvis  Sterling 
(Mrs.   James  G. ) 

8474   Lucerne   Drive 

Chagrin   Falls,   OH   44022 
NEW   ADDRESSES 

Sara   Jane  Anderson   Amtsburg    (Mrs.    Herbert   C), 
17    Sea    Pines    Drive,    Hilton    Head    Island,    South 
Carolina  29928    (after  Sept.    1,    1973 » 

Mildred  V.   Brown   Mclntyre    (Mrs.    E.   Love).   7005 
Holmes   Blvd.,    Holmes   Beach,    Florida   33510. 

Helen    Chabot    Swartx     (Mrs.    Louis    M.),    2415    E. 
Market  Street.   Akron,   Ohio  44312. 

Nancy    C.    Diven    Seagren     (Mrs.    George   W.),    709 
Rockwood   Drive.  Gibsonia,   Pa.    15044. 

Helen    Royston    Hollingsworth     ( Mrs.    E.    Bradford  I , 
631    Salem  Walk,  West  Chester,  Pa.   19380. 

Sally    reporting: 

Thanks  to  each  of  you  who  replied  to  the  re- 
quest for  news.  Sorry  only  eight  could  attend 

our  thirty-fifth  reunion.  Distance,  children's  and 
grand-children's  graduations,  and  ill  health  (sorry 
about  that),  accounted  for  some  absences.  Per- 

haps more  of  us  will  attend  our  fortieth   in   '77 
Cretchen  Adams  Dennison  and  Mary  Jane  Addy 

Braley  send  greetings,  and  state  "No  news  is 

good   news." 
Southern  climate  is  luring  more  of  our  class 

members.  Sally  Anderson  Amtsberg  will  be  living 

at  Hilton  Head  Island  after  Herb  takes  early  re- 
tirement While  vacationing  there,  Marjorie  Chubb 

Randall  '38  and  nusband.  and  Betty  Haldeman  Slo- 
cum  '38  were  guests.  Sally's  daughter  Judy  will 
marry  Stephen  A.  Kirby  in  Heinz  Chapel  on  June 

16,    1973. 

Constance  Bell  Sedgwick  says  Frank's  health 
precludes  gadding  about,  but  they  did  get  to 

Atlanta   last  September   for  son   Dwight's  wedding. 
Elizabeth  Bradley  will  have  her  thirty-fifth  an- 

niversary with  Gulf  this  spring.  She  loved  Lon- 
don last  year,  and  plans  on  going  to  Italy  this 

year. 
The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Martha 

Branch  Culbertson  whose  parents  died  within  a 
week  in  June,  1 972.  Her  son  Alan,  a  first  year 
student  at  Syracuse  University  Law  School,  plans 
to  be  married  in  June,  and  daughter  Anne  is  a 

junior  at  Ohio  Wesleyan.  Martha  enjoyed  a  visit 

with  Mary  Ellen  Ostergard  Lutz  '40  in  her  new home    in    Camillus,    NY. 
Mildred  Brown  Mclntyre  reports  that  there 

were  many  changes  for  them  in  '72.  They  came 
back  from  Mexico  in  January,  sold  their  home  in 
Kent,  Ohio  in  February,  and  Lowe  decided  to 
retire.  In  May  they  moved  to  Florida.  With 
children  living  in  Ohio.  Michigan,  California  and 

Mexico,  they  do  a  lot  of  traveling  in  their  Tiara 
motor  home.  She  extends  a  most  cordial  welcome 

to  all  who  find  that  they  are  near  Holmes  Beach 
(Anna   Maria    Island*. 

For  Shirley  Berg  Campbell  '72  was  a  year  of 
weddings.  Geoff  was  married  in  May.  is  living 
in  Milwaukee  and  is  attending  Medical  School. 
Cretchen  was  married  in  October  and  is  living 

close  by  in  Melrose.  Shirley's  sister  was  married 
in  New  Mexico  in  November.  She  writes  "I  have 

no  commitments  except  that  Russell's  mother  lives 
with  us  and  cannot  be  left  for  long  periods  alone. 
Aside  from  that  I  come  and  go  as  I  please.  That 

is    liberation." Congratulations.  Helen  Helen  Chabot  Swartz 

completed  her  Master's  in  Social  Work  in  June. 
After  a  year  at  the  University  of  Maryland,  and 

a  year  at  the  Circle  Campus  of  the  University  of 
Illinois,  she  hopes  to  work  in  Akron.  That  is. 
after  a  Caribbean   cruise. 

With  a  son  living  in  Switzerland,  Nancy  Diven 

Seagren  and  George  plan  their  travels  in  that  di- 
rection. Last  year  Italy,  the  island  of  Elba  and 

southern  France  were  visited.  This  year  the  Greek 

islands,  Yugoslavia  and   Italy  are  on  their  itinerary. 
Another  motor  home  traveler  is  Helen  Ferber 

Wikert  and  husband.  They  visited  Florida  in  Feb- 

ruary and  Oklahoma  in  the  summer.  Their  daugh- 
ter Diane  graduated  from  LaRoche  College  in  May. 

The  empty  nest  syndrome  is  not  affecting  Mary 
Follansbee  Buck.  It  means  that  she  and  husband 

have  two  daughters  and  three  grandchildren  to 
visit  in  Hong  Kong,  which  they  did  last  fall, 

returning  by  way  of  Europe  for  a  three  week 
tour.  Her  third  daughter  just  graduated  from 
Finch  College  in  N.Y.  where  she  is  living  with 
her  husband  who  is  practicing  law  in  the  Appeals 
division  of  Legal  Aid.  Her  twin  brother  is  working 

in  the  Philadelphia  area.  Jay  graduated  from  Rol- 
lins College  and  is  now  at  the  P.G.A.  school  in 

Palm  Beach  hoping  to  make  it  as  a  professional 

golfer.  Lee  is  in  his  junior  year  at  Lehigh  Univer- 
sity. Just  writing  to  them  keeps  her  busy,  but 

she  would  find  time  to  get  together  with  other 
members  of  our  class,  outside  of  reunion,  if  any 
one  is  interested   in   such   a   meeting. 

Martha  Jane  Cerwig  Rial  would  expect  to  find 

snow  in  Switzerland,  but  not  to  find  it  snowing 
in  June,  as  it  was  when  they  were  there.  Also 
had  snow  in  Pinehurst  in  February,  instead  of 

golf.  Fred  is  engaged  to  a  Chatham  girl,  probably 
a  summer  wedding. 

Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell  sends  greetings 
to  all.  She  is  remodeling  and  redecorating  her 

home  and  at  this  point  feels  it  is  a  never-ending 

job. 
Marguerite   Heggie   Bryson   has  gotten   rid  of  her 

brace  and  cane — she  is  now  making  up  for  lost 
time.  She  drove  1400  miles  around  Toronto  with 

two  elderly  aunts.  Glad  you  are  feeling  better, 

Peggie.  Husband  Alan,  after  49  years  at  Pitt — 
student  to  Professor  Emeritus — has  retired,  and 
they  will  now  be  doing  some  traveling  together. 
We  were  sorry  to  hear  at  the  reunion  that 

Louise  Johnson  Purnell  had  to  cancel  her  reser- 
vation because  of  an  operation.  Glad  to  hear 

that  she  is  better  now  and  already  looking  for- 
ward to  1977.  If  anyone  has  children  or  grand- 

children, attending  any  of  the  schools  her  sons  are 
attending,  she  would  like  to  hear  from  you.  Son 
David  is  at  the  University  of  Florida  preparing 
for  a  future  in  medical  research.  Son  John  won 

a  Presidential  Scholarship  at  Lebanon  Valley  Col- 
lege,   where    he   will    major    in    music 

As  for  us,  we  now  have  an  empty  nest.  too. 
Son  Robert  graduated  in  June,  and  married  a 
classmate  in  August.  They  are  living  in  Maryland. 
Son  John,  wife  and  two  sons  live  in  C  larks 

Green,  Pa.  We  had  the  pleasure  of  taking  care 
of  22  month  old  Jimmy  for  a  week.  In  some  ways 

a  baby  around  the  house  keeps  you  young,  but  in 
other  ways  you  find  out  in  a  hurrv  just  how  old 

you   are Izzy    reporting: 

Eleanor  Marshall  Watters  reports  that  she  was 

the  only  one  from  our  class  to  attend  the  reunion 
dinner  at  Benedum.  Eleanor  had  her  entire  family 

for  the  holidays — the  first  time  since  1967.  John 
was  in  the  Peace  Corps  and  Ned  and  his  wife 

were  in  Africa  for  a  year.  Two  little  grand- 
daughters  also   kept   things   merry  on   Turkey   Day! 

Dorothy  Motheral  Porter's  youngest  daughter 
will  be  entering  Chalham  this  fall  The  Porters 

find  that  they  still  make  many  trips  to  Con- 
necticut. 

Margaret  McBrtde  McMaster  reports  that  son 
John  is  in  training  as  a  hospital  corpsman  at  Great 
Lakes   Naval   Training   Station. 

Jane  Phifer  Cwyer  reports  that  she  has  retired, 

her  kids  are  on  their  own  and  is  waiting  for  her 
husband  to  retire  so  they  can  start  living  again! 

Jane  suggests  a  round  robin  newsy  letter  for  our class. 

Martha  Potter  Koerner's  daughter  lives  in  Chi- 
cago; one  son  will  finish  grad  school  in  July  after 

three  years  in  the  army  with  one  year  in  Vietnam. 
The  other  son   is  in  first  year   law  school. 

Helen  Royston  Hollingsworth  reports  that  after 

6'  2  years  in  Portland,  Oregon  they  are  glad  to 
be  on  the  east  coast  again,  although  they  all 

loved  Oregon.  With  14  year  old  Brad  Jr.  a  fresh- 
man in  high  school  Helen  still  feels  needed  and keeps   busy. 

Elsa  Stiefelmaier  Talbott  reports  that  John  is 

retired  from  Exxon,  but  is  working  part  time  as 
an  auto  insurance  adjuster.  Elsa  works  part  time 

for  a  manufacturers'  representative.  Daughter  Su- 
san has  a  2-year  old  son.  Son  Johnny,  unmarried, 

lives  and  builds  homes  at  Ocean  Pines.  Elsa  bowls 

and   plays   bridge  a    lot. 
Lillian  Taylor  Franz  reports  that  she  was  in- 

volved in  an  auto  accident  in  August  and  spent 
a  week  in  the  hospital  in  Mt.  Lebanon,  suffering 
the  loss  of  four  teeth  and  a  fragmented  jaw. 
Lillian  keeps  up  with  the  changes  of  pace  in  the 

Registrar's  Office  at  CMU,  visits  her  mother  nightly 
at  a  nursing  home  and  is  a  homemaker  for  both 

Bill  and  her  father.  Betty  Crace  Maxwell  enter- 
tained for  their  Christmas  gift  exchange  dinner 

party.  This  group  includes  Betty  Bevan  Winkler, 
Betty  Lewis  Williams,  Betty  Mahood  Arthurs, 
Naomi   Sayre   Bartoe   and    Louise   Leslie    Fischer. 

Mary  Travers  Scott  reports  that  she  was  sorry 
to  miss  our  reunion  due  to  the  arrival  of  a  new 

second  granddaughter.  She  keeps  busy  with  grand- 
children, church,  community  activities  and  gar- 

dening. She  is  also  librarian  for  the  cassette  and 

slide  library  of  the  Spectroscopy  Society  of  Pitts- 

burgh. Mary  Trimble  Brittain  reports  that  last  spring 

they  took  an  around  the  world  air-cruise  which 
took  them  to  such  remote  places  as  Burma  and 

Borneo. "  There  were  just  30  on  a  chartered  TWA 
707  and  they  had  the  same  crew  for  the  entire 
trip.  This  September,  they  were  delighted  with 
a  trip  on  the  Ohio  and  Mississippi  rivers  aboard 

the  Delta  Queen.  Mary  and  Ray  will  be  on  the 

go  in  February  for  a  Caribbean  cruise  and  hope 

to  "keep  going"  as  long  as  they  are  able  to  go 
together,  Mary  is  still  active  on  the  Harmarville 
Center  Board. 

Mary   Watson    Seed    feels   there    is   still    no   place 
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like  New  England  after  36  winters  there.  Her 

son  and  daughter  have  fun  traveling  and  operat- 
ing the  Gateway  Travel  Center  in  Salem,  N.H. 

Her  son  is  also  an  artist  and  an  accountant.  Mary 

continues  to  manage  the  Birches-Trailer  Park  Mo- 
tel Office  complex. 

Dorothy  Whitehead  Heinig  and  Bill  are  stil!  in 

Chicago — their  longest  tour  of  duty  with  DuPont. 
Son  Jeff  and  family  are  in  New  Jersey,  son  Dan 
and  his  wife  are  in  Albuquerque  and  daughter 
Suzanne  is  in  Chicago.  Dee  keeps  busy  with 
church  work,   clubs,   bridge  and   golf. 

Olive  Wilson  has  been  busy  writing  and  will 
tell  us  of  her  work  at  a   later  date. 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling  reports  as  one  of  your  sec- 
retaries that  of  36  cards  she  sent  for  news  only 

12  were  returned.  For  shame — you  can  do  better 
that  that!  I  keep  busy  with  oil  and  pastel 
painting,  some  church  and  club  work  and  writing 
to  our  children.  Peter  is  leaving  in  February  for 

his  fourth  trip  around  the  world  on  WCA.  He's 
20  and  a  junior  in  college  majoring  in  Interna- 

tional Business  out  of  Oregon  State.  Daughter 
Judy  left  in  February  for  Zurich,  Switzerland 
where  she  is  working  for  the  Swiss  Government 

doing  the  same  scientific  computer  programming 
that  she  did  at   Harvard  Observatory   in  Cambridge. 
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Lucile   Stoehr    Daugherty 

(Mrs.   Donald   M.I 
160    Richmond    Circle 

Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15237 

Mary  Jane  Totten   Dickinson 
(Mrs.   Scott    R.> 

403    Meadow   Road 

Glenshaw,   Pa.    151  16 
LOST 

Jessamine    Roberta    Sibley    Hunter  <  Mrs.  William  S.) 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Ivy   Huetter   McLaughlin    (Mrs.    R.    W.),    2424    Bar- 
net   Lane,   Grafton,   Wisconsin    53024. 

Helen  Archer  Fardig  writes  that  they  hiked 
down  into  the  Grand  Canyon  during  a  trip  through 
the  southwest  last  August.  In  order  to  have  a 
family  reunion  with  daughters  Leslie,  who  lives 
in  Albuquerque,  and  Marsha,  who  lives  in  Duluth, 
and  2  grandchildren  they  all  camped  together. 

Helen  gave  up  her  audio-visual  job  "out  of  sheer 
guilt  about  the  pile  up  at  home  after  being  so 

busy  in  so  many  outside  things."  She  now  enjoys 
reading  again  but  "no  gung-ho  fire  about  that 
attic  and  cellar  full  of  junk."  She  and  01  fie  are 
still   active  with   the   senior   high   youth   at   church. 

Last  June  18  was  a  date  Elva  Bogren  Goodwin 
and  Bob  will  long  remember.  It  was  that  night 
a  major  landslide  occurred  only  500  feet  from 
their  Hong  Kong  apartment,  taking  with  it  3 
apartment  buildings  and  2  houses  and  killing 
over  1 00  people.  The  Goodwins  were  safe  but 
stranded  on  the  14th  floor  with  no  elevator  or 

utilities.  They  had  to  climb  down  a  mountain 
path  in  order  to  get  to  a  hotel  where  they  stayed 
for  17  days  until  a  small  access  road  was  cut 

through  the  slide  to  their  apartment.  Bob  was 

honored  as  the  only  American  working  with  a 
Hong  Kong  based  American  company  to  be  in- 

vited to  China  last  November.  Elva  will  be  in- 

vited the  next  time  he  goes — in  the  spring.  She 
is  still  busy  running  local  and  foreign  tours  for 

the  American  Women's  Association  of  Hong  Kong. 
She  and  Bob  were  going  to  leave  shortly  after 
Elva  sent  her  news  for  another  round  the  world 

trip  with  a  stop  in  Pittsburgh  the  middle  of 
February. 

Besides  working  full  time,  golfing  and  garden- 

ing in  season,  the  Women's  Political  Caucus  con- 
tinues to  absorb  Mary  Cole's  time.  She  finds  it 

stimulating  to  meet  and  work  with  women  of  all 
ages  and  backgrounds  in  encouraging  and  train- 

ing more  women  to  seek  political   power. 

Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff  thinks  she  and  Roy 

surely  must  be  the  only  Class  of  '39  parents  with 
3  in  college  in  1973.  Twins  Kathy  and  Roy  III 
will  start  in  September  and  Judy  will  still  have 
one  more  year  until  she  is  a  full  fledged  doctor 
of  optometry.  Hurricane  Agnes  left  her  water 

mark  on  the  Uptegraff  Manufacturing  plant  in 
Scottdale.  Kathy  was  presented  at  the  Southern 
Club   Ball    In    Pittsburgh    this  year. 

Congratulations  to  Kay  Cuthbert  Hardee.  She 

became  a  Fellow  of  the  American  Academy  of 
Family    Physicians    at    a    convocation    ceremony    at 
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Madison  Square  Garden  in  September.  The  past 

year  has  been  busy  for  Kay,  complicated  by  carry- 

ing another  doctor's  practice  for  nearly  6  months. 
She  and  her  husband  spent  10  days  in  Puerto  Rico 
in  April  with  the  Pennsylvania  Academy  of  Family 
Physicians. 

Jennie  Ferralli  is  still  teaching  in  Washington, 

Pa.  and  writes,  "I  find  the  establishment  never 
finds  a  dull  moment  as  the  kids  keep  doing  their 

thing!" 

Cencvicvc  Cibson  Hansen  and  John  have  been 

enjoying  life  at  Manasquan.  New  Jersey  since  John 

took  early  retirement  from  U.S.  Steel.  The  sum- 
mers in  a  shore  town  are  wonderful  and  winters 

are  never  dull,  since  it's  a  busy  town.  Gen  gets 
to  Ligonier   to  visit   her  85  year  old   father. 

With  both  married  daughters  back  in  Pitts- 

burgh, Mary  Crcgg  Stockton  is  enjoying  the  ex- 
perience of  getting  to  know  her  2  sons-in-law. 

She  says  that  she  really  looks  forward  to  our  class 
news   in   the   Recorder. 

A  beautiful  snow  in  Houston,  Texas  this  winter 

turned  into  a  mishap  for  Totty  Hoyt  Faison's  son 
George.  While  just  walking  along  he  slipped  on 
a  piece  of  ice,  fell  on  the  curb  and  broke  his  arm. 
Now  Totty  is  back  to  chauffeuring  again  just 

when   she's  gladly  given   up  that   job! 
Ivy  Huetter  McLaughlin  wrote  her  card  the  day 

before  they  left  for  a  trip  to  the  Canary  Islands. 

They'd  just  moved  into  a  brand  new  house,  and 
she  finds  the  real  estate  business  terrific  and 
quite   satisfying. 

Esther  Jackson  spent  a  couple  of  weeks  in  Lon- 
don last  spring.  When  she  planned  the  trip  she 

thought  2  weeks  might  be  too  long  a  time  to 
spend  there.  However,  she  enjoyed  every  minute 
of   it  and   could   have   stayed   indefinitely. 

It  was  a  busy  summer  for  Jean  Keenan  Konet. 
Two  of  her  children  received  advanced  degrees 
and  Jean  and  John  had  a  trip  to  the  Orient.  Her 

son  received  a  Master's  degree  from  Cornell  and 
her  oldest  a  Ph.D.  from  Syracuse.  While  in  the 
Orient  Jean  and  her  husband  had  lunch  and  spent 
the  afternoon  with  Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  in  Hong 

Kong.  At  Christmas  they  had  a  trip  to  Australia 
and   the   Barrier  Reef. 

A  month's  vacation  in  December  was  a  special 
one  for  Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  and  Rowland. 

They  spent  a  week  in  London  with  daughter  Jo. 
son-in-law  and  grandson.  The  other  3  weeks  in 
Kenya  with  son  David,  his  wife  and  4  children. 
Besides  2  camping  trips  with  the  family  while 
there,  Mary  Jane  and  Rowland  took  a  5  day 
climbing  trip  up  Mt.  Kilimanjaro  with  David.  They 
got  to  the  16,000  foot  level  before  the  thin  air 
sapped  their  energy.  Their  daughter  Linda  and 
her  family  are  in  Thailand  and  daughter  Lou  is 
in  San  Francisco  after  graduation  from  Whittier 
College. 

Genevieve  Love  Smith  wrote  her  card  in  Febru- 

ary after  coming  in  from  a  walk  around  their  5 
acres  in  New  Mexico  in  shirt  sleeve  weather. 
There  were  patches  of  snow  above  the  6.000  foot 

level  in  the  nearby  mountains — a  result  of  their 

New  Year's  storm.  They're  settled  in  their  home 
and  are  now  working  with  landscaping  and  fenc- 

ing their  property.  She  says  they  are  happy  with 
many  good  friends,  endless  things  to  do  and  a 
beautiful   home. 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree  is  leading  a  busy  life. 

She's  still  President  of  the  United  Presbyterian 
Children's  Home  Board,  is  also  a  member  of  the 
East  End  Book  Club,  a  bridge  club,  goes  to  the 
Symphony  regularly  and  is  active  in  church  work. 
Letitia  has  a  step  daughter  at  Allegheny  College 
and   one  at  Thiel. 

Amy  Mc Bride  Bell's  news  revolves  around  the 
Big  Flood  of  1972.  They,  personally,  had  minor 

damage,  but  80%  of  Lewisburg  suffered  heavily. 
Their  former  house  had  41  inches  of  water  on  the 

first  floor!  Both  Amy  and  John  worked  hard  in 
the  days  that  followed;  John  at  the  University 
which  had  suffered  damage  and  Amy  at  the  Red 
Cross.  Later,  she  was  trained  as  a  volunteer  case 
worker  to  interview  flood  victims  and  distribute 

relief  checks.  Vacation  plans  were  altered  to  an 
autumn  holiday  in  South  Carolina.  Raising  orchids 
is  still  an  interesting  hobby  for  the  Bells. 

Mary  McCullough  Abbott  reports  a  quiet  year. 
Daughter  Jeannie  is  having  her  first  one-woman 
art  show  in  April  at  Newton,  Massachusetts  Li- 

brary. Peggy  Christy  Graham  and  Barrie  were 
guests   af   the   Abbotts   for  Thanksgiving   dinner. 

Mary  Milne  Hanson,  who  continues  to  enjoy 
working  as  a  decorator  and  furniture  sales  gal, 

has    recently    become    involved    in    a    new    hobby. 

making  ceramics.  She  and  John  have  3  gran 
children  whom  they  see  often.  Both  daughter  Si 
and   son   Johnny   live   in   nearby  Ohio. 

Back  in  the  states  after  living  and  workii 
abroad  since  1 965,  is  Alma  Mocker  Bacon  ai 

family.  Bill  has  returned  to  social  work  in  Daytc 
Ohio,  and  Alma  is  teaching  junior  high  math 
a  suburban  integrated  school  with  many  problerr 
Their   Briget   is    15. 

Hortense    Norton    Seed  lock    regrets    her    stay 

Pittsburgh   is  terminating  before  she  had   a  chan 
to  be   in    touch   with   old   friends.     Husband    Bob 

joining  a   private   engineering   firm,   and   their   de 
tination   is   still    unknown. 

Beth    Pensom    Fox   moved   back    to    Pittsburgh 

August    and    "hopes    to    stay    put    for    a    while 
Beth    reports    she    met     Peg    Dunseath    Wilson 
November.      It    was    the    first    time    in     10    yeai 

Son   Charley   is   "a   typical    12   year   old,   busy   wi 

basketball    and    chess." Florence  Ray  Stier  and  Don  had  a  happy  r 

union  last  summer  with  Kitty  Irwin  Barnum  ai 
Bob  when  the  Barnums  were  visiting  their  si 
Robert  in  Bellevue.  Washington.  Flossie  is  wor 
ing  on  the  last  revisions  of  her  dissertation  (PhD 
and  teaching.  We  extend  our  sincere  sympatl 
to  Florence  whose  oldest  sister  Frances  died 
November. 

Betti  Rindlaub  Lord  has  been  involved  in  tl 

Philadelphia  school  strike.  She  has  gone  "ii 
and  is  teaching  30  third  graders  instead  of  h 
usual  6  children  per  hour  speech  group.  Bei 

visited  Esther  Jackson  in  Maryland,  who  has  ' 
museum  of  treasures  she  has  gathered  from  i 

over  the  world."  Last  summer  Betti  attended  tl 
First  Festival  of  Yoga  and  Esoteric  Sciences 
Montreux,  Switzerland,  then  on  to  Spain.  SI 
also  finds  time  for  the  theater.  Her  latest  ai 

pearance  was  in  "Dracula"  at  Plays  and  Playe 
Little  Theater  on   Delancy  Street. 

Mary  Lou  Weber  McClenahan  and  Bill  a 
searching  for  warmer  climates  away  from  Wi 

consin's  long,  cold  winters.  Mary  Lou's  younge 
is  now  a  senior  in  high  school,  and  she  repor 

"only  2  grandchildren."  Much  of  her  time 
taken  up  with  retarded  children  and  adults,  ar 

mental  health  in  general.  The  McClenahans  si 
Nancy  Cockerille  Cleickert  and  Jim  since  thi 
are  back   in   Lake   Bluff,    Illinois. 

Mary  Beth  Weibel  McEwen's  daughter  Barb  pn 
sented  them  with  identical  twin,  redheaded  gram 
sons.  Sons  Rich  and  Pete  are  both  news  med 

minded.  Rich  was  graduated  from  Purdue  and 
working  at  the  educational  TV  station.  Pete 
a  freshman  at  Iowa  State  and  announces  tl 

hockey   games   on    radio 
Rose  Marie  Weller  Black  reports  life  is  so  wot 

derful,  "my  cup  runneth  over."  Daughter  Ma 
jorie  is  working  in  Denver,  son  Harry  III  is  wi* 
the  Pittsburgh  Press,  and  1 2  year  old  Rosema 
is  a  joy.  Posie,  Rosebud  and  Dr.  Harry  are  plar 
ning  a  Scandinavian  medical  meeting  vacation 

May. 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball  writes  of  a  glorious  vaci 
tion  at  Lake  Tahoe  and  a  visit  in  Nevada  wit 

Robert  Kimball  III  and  IV.  Daughter  Molly  h, 
been  acceDted  at  Southern  Seminary.  We  exter 

our  sincere  sympathy  to  Doris  whose  mother  ar 
mother-in-law    both    died    during    the    past    year. 

Your  secretaries  and  their  husbands  enjoyed 

Class  of  '39  Mini-Reunion  at  the  Blacks  (Ro; 
and  Harry)  while  Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  and  8c 
were  in  Pittsburgh.  Wonderful  evening.  Luc 

and  Don's  son  Ray  has  graduated  from  Point  Par 
College.  Mary  Jane  and  Scott,  at  this  writini 
are   preparing   for   a   trip   to    Hawaii    in    March. 
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Louise   Caldwell   Cri: 

(Mrs.    Nicholas    R.,    Jr. 

578   Briarcliff   Roa 
Pittsburgh.   Pa.   1522 

Natalie    Lambing    Paig 

(Mrs.    Peter 
Box  26,   Meadowedg 

Bellport,    N.Y.    1171 
NEW    ADDRESSES 

Eleanore    Asp    Stahl     (Mrs.    John     H.I.    7004    N.I 
Fairway  Avenue,   Vancouver,   Washington   98551 

Ruth     Cracey    Suttner     (Mrs.     Harry     C.I      522     L 
Verne,    Apt.    10,    Redlands,    California   92373. 

Margaret   Longwell   Van    Horn    (Mrs.    James),    210 
Conquistador,    Largo,    Florida   33540. 

Louise    Mclntyre    Casner     (Mrs.    Robert    E. ) ,    695 
Pemberton    Drive,   Dallas,   Texas  75230. 



me  O'Neill  Shearer    (Mrs.  Thomas  P.),  8064  Brit- 
tany   Place,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15237. 

uth    Strickland    Clark     (Mrs.    Chester    H.l.    10348 

Carrollwood     Lane,     Apt,      183,     Tampa,     Florida 
33618. 

ulia     Wells     Jackson      (Mrs.     Richard     D),      1067 
Creenhill  Road,   Mt.  Airy,   N.C.  27030. 

/easie    reporting: 

The  class  wishes  to  express  deepest  sympathy 
the  family  of  Anne  Lindsay  York,  who  died 

fter  a  long  fight  against  cancer.  Her  talents 
'ere   many  and   her  cheerfulness   an    inspiration. 
Jeanne  Anna  Ayres  Widgery  reports  a  bad  year 

jr  Rolande,  with  several  hospital  stays  and  two 
asts  for  nine  weeks.  Carolyn  graduated  from 

ale  and  is  working  for  an  architect's  firm  in  New 
laven.  Catherine  plans  to  spend  part  of  year 

Italy   before   finishing   as   an   art   major   at   Yale. 
Anne  Butler  Stewart  says  that  Harry  is  still  a 

and  (and  gravel!  man.  Dick  is  bringing  his  Thai 

ride  home  to  Warner-Robins  Air  Base  in  Georgia, 

(avid  is  still  working  for  L 'Architecture  d  Au- 
aurdhui    in   Paris  and   John    is  at  Georgia  Tech. 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  reports  that  they  are 
well  and  have  bought  a  new  store  and  are 

pening  a  new  Kittle  Home  Furnishing  Center 
bon  It  sounds  as  though  the  family  does  most 
f  the  merchandising  in  Indianapolis.  She  keeps 
usy  with  church,   Red  Cross  and  Starlight  Musicals. 
Shirley      Clipson      Clarke      is      selling      Doncaster 

lothes  to  keep  busy.    James  and  wife,  Cindy,   live 
Atlanta   and   daughter,    Cindy,    and   her   husband 

e   in    Denver. 

Jean  Hammer  Schoman  says  she  just  tries  to 

,eep  up  with  Carl's  busy  schedule  and  survive 
[lancy's   driving    attempts. 
Dottie  Ccschwindt  Schieber  says  it  has  been  a 

iusy  year.  She  had  a  wonderful  trip  to  Mexico, 
Hawaii.  Hong  Kong,  Japan,  Djakarta,  and  Taipei 

|st  summer.  Bob  goes  to  Taipei  twice  a  year, 
he  has  six  grandchildren — two  girls  and  four 

oys.  Unfortunately,  her  daughter's  new  baby  girl 
/as  born  with  spinal  bifita  and  is  not  expected 
0  live  very   long. 

Jean  Hill  Camlin  writes  that  they  have  weath- 
red  two  years  of  crisis,  ranging  from  an  explod- 
ng  dishwasher,  two  burglaries  with  thorough  ran- 
acking  of  the  house,  tiring  and  nerve  wracking 

lour  of  jury  duty  in  Criminal  Court,  Cal's  unex- 
pected trauma  at  retirement,  and  the  death  of 

lear  friends  both  human  and  feline,  but  now 
hings  seem  on  an  even  keel. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Ruth  Cracey  Suttner 
vhose  husband  died  unexpectedly  after  surgery 
ast  May.  Her  twin  daughters  finish  college  in 
une   and   she   continues   to   teach. 

As  a  switch,  while  son,  Carl,  was  at  YMCA 

ummer  camp  Beth  Howard  Smith  and  her  hus- 
)and  spent  their  vacation  in  a  motel  in  San  Diego 

o  see  the  city  from  a  tourist's  eye  view.  Beth 
las  been  elected  to  the  executive  board  of  Na- 
ional  Association  Of  Gifted  Children.  She  is 

'resident  of  1  .000  member  San  Diego  chapter. 
ihe  attended  the  national  meeting  in  Washington, 
).C.  and  was  invited  to  luncheon  honoring  Senator 
avits. 

After  all  the  illnesses  last  year,  Pat  Kent  Alter 
ays  that  things  just  have  to  improve.  Her  son. 
)avid.   is  to  be   graduated   from   Princeton   in   June. 

Mary  K  inter  McEtdowney  managed  to  get 
laughter.  Alice,  and  her  family  home  from  San 

:rancisco  so  they  were  all  together  for  Christmas. 
ihe  and  Bob  just  returned  from  a  Caribbean 
ruise. 

Margie  Longwell  Van  Horn  likes  missing  the 
vinter  weather  in  Florida  but  feels  too  far  away 
rom  the  children. 

Carolyn  Martin  enjoyed  an  interesting  vacation 
n  North  Carolina  last  summer  and  then  toured 
Mackinac    Islands  and   Wisconsin    Dells. 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  writes  that  she  is 
ompleting  a  Cardiac  Rehabilitation  Program  and 
t  has  worked!  She  will  be  riding  bicycle  ergom- 

iter  every  day  forever  but  her  doctor  said,  "Go 
jack   to  serving  the  community  any  time!" 
Jean  McCowan  Marshall  says  she  has  cut  down 

in  volunteer  work  and  is  working  one  day  a  week 
or  Planned  Parenthood.  Apropos  of  that,  she  has 
ust  welcomed  her  first  grandchild,  Andrew  Rob- 

ert   Burtt. 

Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner  still  thinks  Texas  is 

;reat  but  it  had  the  worst  winter  in  fifty  years, 
iandy  is  at  Southern  Methodist.  Chris  is  at  Texas 

Christian.  Ted  married  in  June  and  they  are  both 
it  University  of  Dallas.  She  and  Bob  are  enjoying 
heir    life   of    leisure. 

Our  double  sympathy  to  Eleanore  Asp  Stahl 
who  moved  to  Vancouver  last  March  only  to  have 
her  husband  die  after  surgery  in  September.  Her 

father  died  in  January,  making  it  an  especially 
tragic  year   for   her. 

Louise  Caldwell  Criss  thanks  you  all  for  your 

newsy  letters.  I'm  writing  this  just  before  Nick 
and  I  take  off  for  a  Caribbean  cruise  to  celebrate 

our  30th  anniversary,  both  of  us  quite  a  bit 
heavier,  greyer,  but  hopefully  wiser,  after  all 
those   years. 

Natalie     reporting: 

I    missed    13   of  you  this  year. 

Jane  O'Neill  Shearer  writes  she  became  Mrs. 
Thomas  P.  Shearer  December  1972.  Her  oldest 

daughter  Margaret  is  a  speech  pathologist  in 
Lenox.  Mass.  Her  youngest  is  a  sophomore  at 
Pine  Manor  in  Boston,  Mass.  Daughter  Nancy  is 
getting  her   M.L.S.    at   Pitt.     State  of   Mass.   wins! 

Sue  Woold  ridge  Fish  burn  says  her  life  is  "busy 
busy."  Daughter  Mary  is  doing  Public  Health  work 
m  Minneapolis;  daughter  Alice  married  Michael 
Brown  in  May  and  they  live  in  Cedar  Rapids  Son 

Jack  graduated  in  December  with  highest  distinc- 
tion from  U.  of  Iowa  and  is  doing  graduate  work 

now.  Son  Bill  is  a  sophomore  at  the  U.  of  Iowa. 

Sue  and  John  are  rattling  around  in  the  big 
empty  house  but  they  keep  busy  doing  farming 

and  working  in  John's  law  office.  They  visited 
Pittsburgh  last  summer,  the  first  time  in  three 

years. Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  sends  greetings  and  says 

she  is  just  managing  to  survive  the  challenges  of 

her   teen   ager — but   she   has    learned   to   play   pool! 

Sara  Louise  Finkelstein  Hirshberg's  news  sounds 
lovely  to  me.  All  her  children  have  flown  the 
coop.  Her  husband  has  retired  so  they  have 

turned  into  "middle-aged  hippies"  establishing  a 
new  carefree  life  style,  following  their  own 
feelings. 

Ruth  Strickland  Clark  files  a  like  report  of 
lovely  retirement,  in  Tampa.  Florida.  She  and 
daughter  Pam  spent  the  summer  organizing  for 
a  September  9th  wedding.  Now  she  and  Chet 
are  hoping  for   good   news   about   his  novel. 

Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsburg  says  her  son  John 
is  getting  married  in  February  and  moving  to 
Ft.  Lauderdale.  She  and  John  are  enjoying  country 

living,   community   suppers   and   all! 
Mary  Bertha  Richards  reports  from  Detroit  that 

she  occassional ly  sees  Caddie  Lou  Kinier  Trapp 

"40  at  Episcopal  "shindigs"  and  she  sends  greet- 
ings  to   us  all. 

Jane  Shidemantle  Cross  has  a  daughter  at  Chat- 
ham, freshman  Barbara,  who  is  living  in  Woodland 

Hall!  Her  Cathy  is  a  senior  at  Country  Day  School 

hoping  for  good  information  re  her  college  appli- 
cations. Shiney  is  teaching  now.  They  were  hit 

by  Hurricane  Agnes  last  summer,  a  flooded  base- 
ment. The  Crosses  have  seen  Mary  Lynn  and  Jack 

Colbaugh    recently. 

Charlotte  Wolf  Beckman  says  she  is  a  volun- 

teer office  worker  in  the  Westminster  Presby- 
terian Church,  where  her  husband  is  the  minister. 

Charlotte  is  enjoying  her  2  grandchildren,  courtesy 
daughter  Mary  and  Geoffrey  Wells.  Her  son 
Carl  Jr.  is  to  be  married  in  September.  He  is 
now  a  patrolman  for  Sylvania  Police  Force  and 
a  reserve  USMC  man.  Son  Alan  is  a  junior  in 
high  school.  The  Beckmans  enjoyed  a  European 

trip  to  Germany.  Sweden   and   England  last  summer. 
Alice  Steinmark  Rightor  says  she  enjoys  the  class 

news.  She  is  busy  doing  substitute  teaching,  vol- 
unteer work  in  the  library  and  working  with  her 

church    group. 

Julia  Wells  Jackson  and  I  found  we  had  the 

same  good  friend  from  Mt.  Airy.  Her  son  David 
graduates  from  medical  school  in  June,  Son  Tom 

is  in  dental  school  and  3rd  son  Roger  is  a  sopho- 
more in  college.  The  two  oldest  boys  are  to  be 

married  soon.  Julia  and  Richard  were  in  Florida, 

wandering   in   the  Airstream  Travel  Trailer. 
Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz,  reporting  from  wonderful 

Colorado,  says  she  just  returned  from  Phoenix  and 

is  on  her  way  to  Florida!  She  hopes  any  "Chat- 
hamites"  will  call  her  if  they  are  in  Denver  area. 

She  says  they  haven't  done  any  skiing  yet  this 
year  but  they  were  snow  bound   last  April   in  Vail. 

And  from  me,  Natalie — Peter  and  I  find  our 
tree  house  gets  better  and  better,  (wish  you  all 
would  come  see  us).  Our  Peter  Otis  and  his  Lois 

live  in  Peterborough,  N.H.  now.  Douglas  has  just 
been  made  head  of  the  history  department  at 
Thompson  Academy  in  Boston.  Lee  transferred 
to  U.  of  Colorado  in  Boulder  and  thinks  he  is  in 

heaven    this    sophomore    year.      Peter    and     I     have 

been  skiing  a  few  days  this  year  and  are  hoping 
for  a  good  week  more  in  Vail  in  April,  snow- 

bound I  hope,  such  as  Elinor  had.  I  do  volunteer 

hospital  coffee  shop  work,  belong  to  a  wonderful 
book  club  based  on  The  Great  Books  idea  and  I 

still  go  to  New  York  for  my  Foreign  Policy  Off- 
The-Record  lectures.  In  between  I  walk  dogs 
and   work   on   my   doll   house. 

43 Jean   Archer   Rothermel 
(Mrs.    Daniel    A.) 

1  1     Bolton    Place.    Radburn 
Fair    Lawn.    N.J.    07410 

Marian    Lambie    Arnheim 
(Mrs.    Falk    K.) 

114    West    Lyndhurst    Drive 
Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15206 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Mary    Campbell    Eckhardt    'Mrs.    Robert    H.l.    2812 
Indian   Springs  Lane.   Allison    Park.   Pa.    15101. 

Nancy    Doerr    Wilson     (Mrs.     Frederick    H  )  ,    4701 
Fellows   Road.  South   Bend.    Indiana   46614. 

Virginia    Hendryx    Shank     (Mrs     Charles    Hi,     163 
General    Mercer    Road,    Washington-Crossing,    Pa. 
18977. 

Miles      Janouch      Price      (Mrs.      Bartlett      R.  > ,      265 
Bowen   Street,    Providence.    R.I.   02906. 

Elizabeth    Maroney    Aiello    (Mrs.    William    P.),    192 
Loma     del     Escolar,     Los     Alamos.     New     Mexico 

87544. 
Amy     McKay    Core     (Mrs.     Daniel     H.,     Jr.),     3646 

East  3rd  Street,   Duluth.   Minnesota   55804. 
Constance    Meyer    Waldschmidt    (Mrs     Charles    A., 

Jr.).    R.D.    #1,    Box    388.     East    Side,    Conneaut 

Lake.    PA    16316. 
Lorraine    Wolf     Regan     (Mrs.     William     C),     6707 

Dean    Drive,    McLean,    Virginia   22101. 

Arch    reporting: 

Being  a  housewife  again  pleases  Ann  Baker 

Cunningham.  Susan  is  teaching  art  in  Cincinnati, 
Tom  is  in  New  Mexico  doing  his  second  hitch  in 
the  Air  Force  as  Air  Traffic  Controller,  Don  is  a 

freshman  at  Ohio  Northern  University  and  Robert 

is  a  shutter-bug  nut.  Ann  and  Robert  are  going 
with   husband    Marvin    to   Scotland    in    February. 

Pat  Blue  Byers  writes  that  daughter,  Kris,  was 

married  in  April  to  Charles  Daveno.  Her  oldest 
son.  Paul,  23.  is  studying  to  be  a  professional 

photographer  and  Chuck,  the  youngest,  will  be 
ten   this   month. 

Mary  Campbell  Eckhardt  is  traveling  and  having 

fun  with  antiques  and  helicopters — quite  a  com- 
bination' Lynn  lives  in  Wilmington.  Delaware 

and   Robin   is  at  Cornell  working  on   his  doctorate. 
Travel,  too.  for  Lucille  Cummins  Connor  and 

husband — to  Europe  last  fall.  Patti  was  married 
to  Bruce  Bland  Viva  after  graduation  from  Sweet 
Briar.  They  are  living  in  Houston.  Buz  is  a 
transfer  student  at  the  U.  of  North  Carolina  and 

Cynthia,  a  junior  at  the  U.  of  Heidelberg  next 

year. 

No  job  or  graduate  studies  for  Jean  DeWoody 
Bailey.  She  keeps  busy  with  housekeeping,  clubs 

and  week-end  farming.  She  and  Dick  leave  for  a 
vacation    in    Africa    in    February. 

The  rains  came  and  flooded  Peggy  Dietz  Abele's 
house  to  the  second  floor,  so  they  are  househunt- 

ing. Ralph.  Jr.  is  at  the  Imperial  College  of 
Geology  in  London  working  toward  a  doctorate, 
and  Jennifer  is  at  Massachusetts  General  Hospital 

working   in    the    intensive   care   unit. 

Peggy  and  Nancy,  daughters  of  Nancy  Doerr 
Wilson,  are  busy  raising  their  families  and  Rich. 
a  Lt.  (jg)  in  the  Navy  has  been  to  Viet  Nam 
and  back.  Fred  and  Nancy  enjoy  travel  and  just 

being   "two." 

Jane  Fitzpatrick  McCough  is  busy  with  reunion 

plans  and  keeping  up  with  the  education  of  their 
four.  She  keeps  telling  herself  she  is  liberated 

but  can't  recognize  any  drastic  changes  in  her 
life   style   yet! 

Almost  full-time  volunteer  work  with  tape- 
recording  for  the  visually  handicapped  keeps 
Florence  Frey  Burnite  busy  since  she  stopped 

working   with    the   elderly. 

Eleanor  Carrett  Cittings  got  back  from  a  great 
business  trip  with  her  husband  to  Europe  just 

in  time  to  send  in  her  news.  Son  Dan  is  a  fresh- 
man at  Grove  City  College  and  Nora  had  a  son, 

Gary,   born   last  August. 
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Janice  Coldblum  sends  greetings  and  regrets 
that  she  will  not  be  able  to  come  to  our  reunion. 

Louise  Haldeman  Richardson  finds  "no  news 

good  news"  and  life  very  beautiful.  Cindy  is  in 
her  junior  year  at  Duke  University  and  Barbara, 

her  husband  and  beautiful  precocious  granddaugh- 
ter, Monica,  have  moved  to  Fond  Du  Lac,  Wis- 

consin. They  will  be  missed  but  Wisconsin  will 
be  a  fine  place  to  visit   in   the  summer. 

A  degree  in  hotel  management  has  been  unoffi- 
cially earned  by  Barbara  Heini  Baronc  keeping 

up  with  the  comings  and  goings  of  her  family. 
The  first  three  will  be  through  college  in  June, 
and  the  next  three  in  college  in  September,  a 

senior,  sophomore  and  freshman!  Lark  was  mar- 

ried to  William  Buzzi  in  May  and  Robert  to  Caro- 
line Crothers  in   January. 

Cinny  Hendryx  Shank  and  Chuck  love  their 
whole  new  life  in  the  area  where  Washington  still 
crosses  the  Delaware  annually  on  Christmas  Day. 
Chuck  likes  his  new  engineering  job  and  the  girls 
are  getting  used  to  new  schools  and  friends.  It 
really  seemed  like  home  when  the  college  crew 

came  home  for  the  holidays.  Kathy  will  be  mar- 
ried in  June  and  this  will  bring  a  big  family 

reunion. 

After  twelve  years  of  teaching  kindergarten, 
Ruth  Cilson  Larimer  has  retired.  Both  boys  were 
graduated  from  the  University  of  Florida  and 
were  both  married  last  summer.  Dave  is  a  sports 
reporter  and  Bob  works  at  a  home  for  the  re- 

tarded   in   Gainesville. 

Dottie  Home  Mollenauer  hopes  to  get  to  re- 
union as  a  side  trip  en  route  to  Europe.  Now 

that  the  children  are  gone,  she  gets  to  go  along 

on  Bob's  business  trips.  Dave  is  a  junior  in  high 
school  and  a  good  golfer.  Bob,  Jr.  is  finishing 

college  in  Business  Management.  Linda's  daugh- 
ter,   Margot,    is    2Vi,    and    "quite   a    swimmer." 

Dan  and  I.  too,  are  enjoying  the  freedom  of 
being  alone.  Next  week  we  go  to  Mesa,  Arizona 
to  visit  son  Dan  and  his  new  wife.  Hannah,  mar- 

ried last  summer.  Dick  is  in  law  school  at  Catho- 

lic University  in  Washington  and  will  be  married 
this  July.  Patty  is  a  sophomore  at  Bucknell.  This 

summer  Dan  and  1  will  take  a  long- anticipated 
trip  to  Japan,  Thailand  and  Hong-Kong — but  be- 

fore that — our  30th  reunion!  I  will  certainely  be 
there  and  Dotty  Mollenauer,  Eleanor  Cittings,  Pat 
Bycrs,  Jane  McCough,  Barbara  Barone,  Jean  Bailey, 
Ruth  Larimer,  Peggy  Abele  and  Cinny  Shank  have 
all  said  they  will  try  to  come  too.  We  had  a 

few  hopeful  "maybes"  too — so  it  should  be  a 
good  one. 

Marian   reporting: 

Claire  Horwiti  Klein  is  looking  forward  to  our 
reunion.  Husband  Seymour  is  an  investment  coun- 

selor; son  Alan,  now  22,  is  going  into  the  trans- 
portation business  for  himself ;  son  Evan.  1 7,  is 

entering  W&J  in  the  fall.  Claire  is  still  head  over 

heels  in  community  work,  spending  much  more 
than  a  40  hour  week  in  volunteer  services  but 

"in  so  doing  I  feel  I  am  paying  a  fair  share  of 
the  rent  due  from  my  family  for  walking  on 

this  earth." 
Elinor  Keffer  Hoon  reports  that  after  much 

thought,  she  and  her  husband  closed  the  office 

last  November.  "We  are  now  retired  and  spend- 
ing  the  winter   in    Florida." 

It's  back-to-school  for  Nina  Maley  Ross  who 
is  a  part-time  student  at  Pitt's  Graduate  School 
of  Library  and  Information  Science.  She  is  enjoy- 

ing the  work,  finding  it  hard,  but  rewarding  and 
challenging.  She  and  Bob  now  have  two  married 
daughters,  one  son  about  to  graduate  in  June, 
and  their  youngest   is  in  high  school. 

Cinny  Gillespie  Albright  reported  she  is  teaching 
for  the  sixth  year  in  a  special  program  adminis- 

tered by  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Schools.  Her  children 

are  scattered — Jack  has  his  M.B.A.  from  Harvard 
and  is  living  in  Chicago;  Kathy  is  in  Kettering, 
Ohio;  Nancy  in  Chester,  Ohio  and  Anne  is  at 
home  in  10th  grade.  Cinny  can  boast  of  four 
grandchildren. 

And  back  teaching  at  Los  Alamos  High  School 
after  a  year  in  Britain  on  a  Fulbright  Exchange 
is  Elizabeth  Maroney  Aiello.  She  is  in  charge  of 
the  Humanities  program  there.  Since  she  doubts 
that  she  will  be  able  to  make  Reunion  (school 

will  still  be  in  session!  I  am  going  into  some  de- 

tail about  her  adventure  as  "Assistant  Mistress 
of  Juniors,  Pokesdown  County  Primary  School, 

Bournemouth,  Hampshire."  She  lived  with,  as  well 
as  taught  her  students,  and  an  important  part 
of    the    program    was    to    acquaint    English    children 
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about  life  in  America.  "I  met  weekly  with  each 
class  at  Pokesdown  to  show  them  films,  to  discuss 

geography  and  history,  to  support  or  clarify  con- 
cepts they  had  about  American  culture.  I  also  had 

regular  sessions  to  teach  American  square  dancing 

and  Spanish-American  folk  dancing."  Needless  to 
say,  Libby,  herself,  learned  much  about  life  in 
Britain.  Husband  Bill  continues  to  commute  be- 

tween Los  Alamos.  Los  Angeles  and  Cape  Ken- 
nedy, still  very  involved  in  detector  satellites. 

Son  Bob  will  graduate  from  Hamilton  College  in 

May  and  Beverly  is  about  to  finish  the  eighth 

grade.  Libby  invites,  "Our  welcome  mat  is  out 
to  anyone  who  finds  herself  in  the  area.  After 

twenty-five  years  I'm  still  enchanted  with  the 

rocky   mountain   scenery." A  cheery  little  note  from  Dorothy  Marshall 
Autore  says  that  her  family  seems  well;  the  girls 
are  all  in  high  school  now  and  the  boys  at  Linden 

elementary  school.  She  is  hoping  to  see  us  all 
at   Reunion. 

Inquiring  about  Reunion  from  way  out  in 
Washington  is  Janet  McCormick  McDole.  She 

seems  to  be  re-reading  last  year's  Recorder  .  .  . 
and  has  nothing  special  to  add  .  .  .  just  wants 

to   be   recorded   as   "answering." 
Amy  McKay  Core,  now  a  resident  of  Minnesota, 

writes  that  "Duluth  is  a  beautiful  city  and  there 
is  a  lot  of  community  spirit  and  activity  .  .  .  my 

personal  version  of  Women's  Lib  is  time  for  art 
courses  at  the  University  of  Minnesota,  ice  skating 

and   cross  country   skiing." 
Connie  Meyer  Waldschmidt  and  Charles  are  re- 

modeling their  summer  home  at  Conneaut  Lake 

into  a  permanent  residence.  "Lots  of  headaches, 

but  fun !"  Their  older  son,  Chad,  and  his  family 
are  living  in  Wisconsin ;  Bob  is  now  a  senior  at 
Hillsdale  College. 

"Reunion  time  again !  I  can't  believe  it,"  ex- 
claims Dorothy  Anne  Minneci  McCabe.  Patti  grad- 
uated from  Chatham  in  May.  was  married  to  Lee 

Friesell  in  August  and  started  her  career  as  a 

member  of  the  faculty  at  Winchester-Thurston 
in  September.  Dorothy  Anne  and  Jack  are  de- 

lighted  to  have  a  son. 

Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley's  oldest  son,  Tom,  grad- 
uates this  year  from  W&J.  Barbara  is  finishing 

her  sophomore  year  at  Chatham.  Son  Bob.  in 
between  football  and  basketball  games,  is  reading 

the  College  Handbook  and  their  youngest  daugh- 
ter, Jane,  is  in  seventh  grade,  enjoying  French 

and  swimming.  Marjorie  is  thoroughly  enjoying 
her  work  as  Director  of  Alumnae  Affairs  and  adds. 

"I  really  am  looking  forward  to  Reunion — to  see- 

ing  people,   not  to  counting  the  years!" Mary  Schweppe  Hoffman  is  another  who  is 

"looking  forward  to  our  30th   Reunion." 
Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  writes  that  their  oldest 

daughter.  Ann.  has  two  sons;  her  husband  has 
just  moved  to  Delhi.  New  York  as  Pastor  of  First 

Presbyterian  Church.  June  is  working  for  Neigh- 
borhood Legal  Services  and  Molly  is  a  sophomore 

at  Hofstra-New  College.  "Ed  and  I  working  at 

same   old    stands." 
Barbara  Steele  Mangan  who  lays  claim  to  being 

the  first  grandmother  in  our  class,  says  she  knows 

she  has  long  been  surpassed  in  numbers  of  grand- 

children. "I  still  have  just  one  darling  seven  year 
old  granddaughter  in  Hartford,  Connecticut." 
Their  younger  daughter,  Kathy,  graduated  from 
Denison  University  and  has  a  Teaching  Assistant- 

ship  at  Ohio  University's  Graduate  School  in  Crea- 
tive Writing.  Bill  had  a  kidney  stone  operation 

this  past  year  and  lost  his  mother  in  January. 
The  Mangans  are  hoping  for  a  less  traumatic 

year  .  .  .  and  "very  much  hoping  to  make  the 

Reunion." Jean  Sweet  Bentley  spent  a  "fantastic"  three 
weeks   in   Greece  visiting  son    Pete. 

Marian  Teichmann  McKone  points  out  that  as 
we  reach  our  30th  Reunion,  Joe  retires  with  30 

years  in  the  Air  Force.  They  are  building  a  home 
in  Philadelphia  and  making  plans  for  the  future. 
Their  daughter.  Marianne,  is  going  to  school  in 
Paris    this    year. 

And  from  Boulder,  Colorado,  Claranne  Von  Fos- 

sen  Johnson  writes.  "1972  was  one  of  the  more 
exciting  years  in  the  Johnson  family.  Curt  had 
his  long-awaited  sabbatical  and  with  a  chain  of 
technical  meetings,  lectures  and  visits  to  univer- 

sities we  managed  a  five  month  round-the-world 

jaunt."  Their  daughter,  Julie,  returned  recently 
from  two  quarters  at  the  Stanford  campus  near 
London  and  in  March  heads  for  Africa  for  six 

months  as  an  undergraduate  research  assistant  to 
Jane  Goodall  at  the  primate  research  center  in Tanzania. 

The  Arnheims,  too,  have  put  on  a  lot  of  m 

age  lately.  Last  Spring  we  flew  Air  France  w 
Dan  and  Louise  to  meet  David  at  Orly.  Aftei 

few  days  in  Paris,  we  all  drove  to  Nice,  eati 

wine-tasting  and  feasting  on  art  < from  anci 
to  contemporary) .  In  October,  Falk  and  I  sp 
a  week  in  San  Francisco  where  we  had  dinner  w 

Gloria  Silverstein  Goldberg  and  Dick.  Our  Chr 
mas  letter  this  year  from  Mary  Evelyn  Du 

Crabtree  brought  full  details  of  the  creative  Cr 
trees.     She   and    Paul    live   in   Crossville,    Tenness 

I  do  want  to  take  the  space  to  thank  you 

for  responding  to  our  requests  for  news  and 
our  pleas  for  the  Class  Account  which  is  n 
respectably  solvent.  Hearing  from  you  over 
past  five  years  has  been  fun  .  .  .  and  someh 
reassuring.  It  has  been  especially  great  to  w 
with  Arch,  who  by  this  time  answers  my  questi 
before  I  ask  them!  See  you  in  June.  I  hope. 
our  Reunion.  As  Arch  mentioned,  Jane  Fitzpatr 

McGough  is  chairman  and  Janet  Ross  is  helpi 
Watch    for   details   later! 
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301    Lincoln   Aver 
Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15; 

Marjorie    Mayl 

1612    Graham    Boulev 
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NEW    ADDRESSES 

Marion  Cohen,  Cooper  Valley  Village,   i£9-N,   Ed 
water   Park   NJ.   08010. 

Nina   McAdams  Handloser    (Mrs.  John)    New  Zif 
93109. 

Jane    Murray    Blair    (Mrs.    Robert    A.),    702    Wa 
ingtonian    Apartments.     1 680    Washington    Rg 
Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15228. 

Mary     Jane    Youngling    Tygard     (Mrs.     Ralph     I 
6215  Westover  Drive,  Mechanicsburg,  Pa.  170 

Virginia  Alexander  McKeag  (Mrs.  Charles  E.), 
Mastogen    Drive,   Somerville,    New   Jersey    08876 

Alice    reporting: 

Lois  Allshouse  Harnack  happily  reports  that  : 
Alan  came  home  for  Christmas  from  Vietn 

waters  where  he  was  on  a  Navy  destroyer.  R 
is  at  Kings  Point,  U.S.  Merchant  Marine  Acader 
and  sons  #3  and  #4  are  in  grade  school  < 

junior   high. 
Dorothy  Barrett  Braden  and  Jim  have  a  n 

grandson,  Ryan,  son  of  her  daughter  Sandra  ; 
Milan  Bales  who  live  in  Hawaii.  Dorothy  is  wo 

ing  with  Ruth  Demmler  Benner  '42  at  the  E 
Avon  Presbyterian  Church  Nursery  School  ; 
loves   it. 

Janny  Beck  Jameson  reports  an  eventful  19 
having  completed  a  full  year  of  art  courses 
Mansfield  College;  son  Bill  graduated  from  P( 
State  in  June  and  was  married  in  July;  and  dauj 

ter  Priscilla  presented  them  with  their  f 
grandson.     Tim    is   a    freshman    at    Penn    State. 

Marion  Cohen  loves  her  new  condomini 

apartment  20  miles  north  of  Philadelphia  i 
handy  to  all  transportation  for  many  trips 

New  York  and  the  traveling  necessary  to  I 
pleasant  profession  of  piano  playing.  After 

engagement  at  The  Fontainbleu  in  December,  : 
rented  a  car  and  drove  through  Florida  to  Nap 
and   Venice  to  visit   friends. 

June  Collins  Hopkins  had  a  fine  week's  v 
with  her  father  in  Sherburne,  N.Y.  after  tak 

son  #3  back  to  Syracuse  University  after  Chri 
mas.  (For  those  who  knew  Earl  Collins  when 

taught  music  and  was  organist  at  PCW  some  ye 

ago,  we're  happy  to  report  he  hasn't  chanj 
much.  He  has  40  piano  pupils  and  directs  t 

hand-bell  choirs  at  the  Congregational  Churct 

June's  become  an  organic  gardening  advocate 
the  summer  on  the  island  (where  they  spend  f< 

months  of  the  year) — a  good  break  from  runni 
her  gift   shop. 

Agnes  Connor  Davis  is  enjoying  life  in  a  smal 
town  northeast  of  Dallas  and  is  working  alm> 
full-time  setting  up  a  small  physical  therapy  ( 

partment  in  a  new  general  hospital  in  Green vi 

Texas.  Her  husband  continues  his  job  in  ae- 
space   as   an    aerodynamics   engineer. 

Jack  and  Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  took  their  n 

53'  Hatteras  boat  down  the  Inland  Waterway 
Florida  in  January,  sharing  this  wonderful  n 
experience  with  two  other  couples,  whipping  1 
gether  imaginative  meals  aboard,  and  catching 

on  many  books.  Jib  is  at  Harvard  and  Josh 
junior   in    high   school. 



No  special  news  but  greetings  from  Alice  Craig 

yne,  Miriam  Davis  Schellhaas,  Harriet  Fleming 
iryn,  Ruth  Ford  Woodward  and  Alice  Hanna 
rence. 

Mary  Lou  Egan  Fleming  is  president  of  flourish- 
Dunhill  of  Harrisburg  (a  national  computer- 

id  personnel  service >  where  most  of  her  work 
n  executive  placement.  Both  children  are  in 

liege — Mike  at  Clemson  University,  Sue  at  Vir- 
liia  Intermont,  and  both  are  star  athletes  which 

"a  switch  for  me  whose  best  piece  of  creative 

iting  was  always  an  excuse  for  gym." 
Louise  Flood  Egan  says  "I'm  holding  down  three 

jobs,  trying  to  hold  my  own  in  tennis  and 
jeping  up  with  those  in  this  household  under 

,  all  of  whom  have  longer  hair  than  I  do!"  Far- 
,  a  senior  at  Scripps  College,  spent  a  semester 
Dublin  and  vagabonding  her  way  through 

rope;  John  is  a  freshman  at  Pomona;  Clem  and 
larlie  are  in  high  school,  Sandy  in  junior  high 
d   Molly  a  fifth   grader. 
Car  la    Cregson    Dubs   and    Marne    spent    a    month 
Scotland   last  spring;   then  he  spent  the  summer 

Geneva  as  advisor  to  the  State  Department  mis- 
Hi  to  U.N.   Sea-Bed  committee.    Greg,   third  year 
Johns-Hopkins,    is   in   Paris  for  6   months  at   the 

rbonne    with    the    Wesley  an     Program.      Carla     is 

sident     of     Family     and     Children's     Servcies     in 
Emford    and    board    chairman    of    the    Day    Care 
nter  she  started   in   New  Canaan. 

Barbara       Hansen      Cummings'       family      are      all 
althy,   happy  and   busy.     Her  daughter   graduated 

5m  college  last  June  and  is  now  teaching  kinder- 
irten   and   the  boys  are  a   college  sophomore   and 
gh   school    senior. 

I  Nancy  Herdt  Hall  files  the  following:  "I  haven't 
fitten  for  this  publication  in  years  because  my 
e  sounds  so  hum-drum  when  I  read  about  the 
ecial  things  others  are  doing.  The  best  I  can 
9  for  this  past  year  is  to  report  that  last  summer 
went  birdwatching  for  a  week  on  an  island  off 
e  coast  of  Scotland  and  saw  a  pair  of  golden 

gles,  several  hen  harriers,  and  a  long-tailed  tit." 
"hat  doesn't  sound  so  hum-drum,  Nancy.) 
Emily  Noll  Zerbe's  son  Jeff  became  an  Eagle 
out  last  June  and  also  won  the  Kiwanis  Award 

r  having  the  highest  scholastic  average  for  a 
)y    in    the   8th    grade. 

arjorie    reporting: 

As  Jim  now  covers  North  Carolina,  South  Caro- 
la  and  Virginia,  a  new  address  will  soon  be 

irthcoming  from   Lois  Lutx   Pierce. 
Nina  McAdams  Handloser  has  had  a  busy  year, 
ith  John  the  Commodore  of  the  Santa  Barbara 

acht  Club  and  Nina  now  in  the  real  estate  busi- 
es. Son  John  is  studying  at  Brooks  School  of 

lotography. 

Jane  Meub  Evans  is  also  busy,  as  always.  Her 
dest  daughter  is  teaching  school,  her  son  was 

^leased"  to  become  a  sophomore  at  Mt.  Union, 
id  her  youngest  daughter  is  a  high  school  junior. 
ope  Jane  succeeds  in  talking  her   into  Chatham. 
Carolyn    Morgan    Mellers    enjoys    substituting    as 
library   assistant. 

Jane  Murray  Blair  is  still  teaching  8th  grade 
iglish.  Lynne  is  a  freshman  at  Hope  College 
id   Cindy   will    enter   Ashland   College    in   the   fall. 
Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hurtt  spent  Christmas  with  her 

vo   grandchildren. 
No  special  news  from  Gertrude  Schmeichel 

utson   and    Patty   Smith    Joyner. 

Patsy  Speer  Bradley's  boys  should  soon  be  out 

c  the  Navy.  Patsy  and  Charlie  visited  daughter 
am  and  her  Air  Force  husband  in  England  last 
immer.     Pam    is    going    to   Cambridge    full    time. 
Marion  Updegraf  Sunnergren  is  free  lancing. 
)me  stories  on  Spanish  wines  meant  a  return 
ip  to  Spain   last  October. 

Polly  Wilson  Ackenheil's  daughter  Marty  was 
larried  last  summer.  Polly  and  Al  visited  Pebble 
each   and   Hawaii. 

While  their  new  house  was  being  built,  Mary 
ine  Youngling  Tygard  had  all  their  possessions  in 

orage  and  lost  them  to  the  Harrisburg  flood. 

le  invites  us  to  "Come  see  us — we're  all  new. 
arlisle   exit  of  Turnpike." 

Louise    Yeiser    Threan's    son    has    returned    from 
ietnam.     Daughter    Nancy    is    teaching    and    Lucy 

a    sophomore    in    high    school.      Louise     is    also 

caching.      Earl    and    Louise    vacationed    in    Bogota 
nd  Caracas. 

My  mother  and  I  had  another  European  vacation 
ist  year,  mainly  in  Germany,  Switzerland  and 
elgium.  I  have  worked  so  much  overtime  this 
ear,    I    have  not  even  had   time  to  edit  my  slides. 
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Ellie  Coldfarb   Hirsh 

(Mrs.    Edgar) 
809  Bundy  Drive 

Los  Angeles,  California  90049 

Mrs.    Gloria    Molinatto    Spellacy 
6851    Roswell    Road.    N.E. 
Atlanta,    Georgia   30328 

MARRIAGE 

Marie    Huot    Kenyon    to    Donald    Little   on    July    11. 
1972, 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Lucille    Beale    VanNess    (Mrs.    Joe).    4635    N.    21st 
Avenue,   Phoenix,   Arizona  85015- 

Ellen    Card    Donnell     (Mrs.    W.    R),     123    Golfview 
Road,   Lake  Worth,   Florida   33460. 

Mary     Lyne    Chambers    Cibbons     (Mrs      George     R. 
Jr.) .      11       Ellsworth      Terrace,      Pittsburgh,      Pa. 
15213. 

Barbara   E.  Cott,  225  Swissvale  Avenue,   Pittsburgh, 
Pa.    15217. 

Eleanor     Coldfarb     Hirsh      (Mrs.      Edgar     R),     809 

Bundy  Drive,   Los  Angeles,   CA  90049. 

Marie   Huot   Little    (Mrs.   Donald),   79  George  Henry 
Blvd.,   Willowdale,   Ontario,   Canada. 

Barbara    Mason,     1545    Nehoa    Street,    Apt.    £303, 

Honolulu,    Hawaii   96822. 

Elaine    Sauerwein    Mathison     (Mrs.    John    T. ) ,     1403 
Wilkerson   Pike,    Maryville,   Tennessee   37801 . 

Margaret     Schumacher     Meyer     (Mrs.     Rex) ,     8420 
East    Lincoln    Drive.   Scottsdale,    Arizona    85253. 

Laura    Wiley    Robertson     (Mrs.    William    A.),     1980 

Tarpon   Road.   Naples,    Florida   33940. 

Marian  Arras  Wallace,  Lucy  Beale  Van  Ness, 
and  I ,  Ellie  Coldfarb  Hirsh  are  saddened  by  the 
sudden  death  of  our  roommate,  Rosemary  Hoge 
Milliken,  from  a  heart  attack.  Our  class  has 

placed  a  book   in  the   library  in   Hogie's  memory. 
Patti  Balch  Lando  is  enjoying  her  winter  at  the 

Jockey  Club  in  Florida.  Patti  is  our  golf  and 
tennis   champ. 

Elva  Braziell  Hively  had  a  long  vacation  trip 

through  the  northwest.  She's  had  a  nice  reunion 
with    June    Davies    Rush    and    Cinny    Toy    Schenck. 

We  congratulate  Jane  Campbell  Little  on  being 
a  grandmother  and  send  sympathy  on  the  recent 
death  of  her  mother.  Jane  keeps  up  with  her 
music,   as  she  told   us  at  reunion   time. 

Another  grandmother,  Ellen  Card  Donnell,  had 
a  great  visit  with  Babs  Cill  Maegher.  Ellen  is 

finishing  her  master's  degree  in  guidance.  She'd 
love  to  see  Florida  visitors.  Her  husband  manages 
the  Gulf  Stream  Hotel  in  Lake  Worth.  Babs  finds 

time,  with  six  children,  to  work  as  a  medical 
social  worker. 

Margaret  Cavenaugh  Boylan  is  starting  a  new 
career  selling  real  estate,  now  that  her  four 
children    are   older. 

June  Davies  Rush  is  celebrating  her  25th  anni- 
versary, and  was  just  elected  to  a  previously  all- 

male   Church   board. 

Elsa  Cregor  Miller  sounds  extremely  busy  with 
four  teenagers.  She  is  writing  a  newspaper  column 
for  the  Philadelphia  Inquirer  and  has  had  two 
articles   published   by    Better   Homes   and   Gardens 

Vicki  Haverstick  Myers  would  like  everybody  to 
visit  their  wonderful  art  museum  in  Raleigh,  North 
Carolina.  Vicki  would  like  to  hear  from  other 
Chathamites   in  her  state. 

Lee  Hutton  Sage  helped  pin  the  alumnae  colors 
on  seniors,  including  her  own  daughter  Chris,  at 

Chatham's   closing   convocation    last    May. 
Alice  Kells  is  another  of  our  travelers.  Alice 

leaches,  but  visited  the  Virgin  Islands  and  spent 
six   weeks    in    Europe    last   summer. 

Marie  Huot  Little  is  a  Canadian  since  her  re- 
cent marriage  and  enjoying  her  retirement  from 

working,    at    least    for    a    while. 

Hello,  but  no  special  news  from  Ruth  Arnold 
Harmon,  Kathryn  Ciganovic,  Ann  Lee  Alexander, 
Marjorie  Bennett  Sherts,  and  Alice  Burns  Kasi- mirsky. 

I  sent  out  50  cards  and  received  17  replies. 

We  missed  most  of  you  at  our  25th  reunion.  Let's 
start    planning   sooner   for  our   30th! 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Cloria  Moli- 
natto  Spellacy. 

49 Jeanne   Anderson    Nesbit 
(Mrs.    Russell) 

1239   Old    Leechburg    Road 
Pittsburgh.    Pa.    15239 

Jean   Forward   Frank 

(Mrs.    Thomas    W.) 

R.D.    #1,    Box    234-C 
Ridge  Drive 

Mars.    Pa.    16046 

Carol   McCollough  Stride (Mrs     Carl    V.) 

242    Hunt    Road 

Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15215 

Kathryn  Tench    Pittman 
(Mrs.    G.    Frank,    Jr.) 

8469   Post    Road 

Allison   Park.   Pa.    15101 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Patricia  Cornell   Fry,    11820  Edgewatcr  Drive,   Lake- 
wood.    Ohio   44107. 

Margaret      McCeary      Fels      <  Mrs.      Raymond      Leo)  , 
Manchester   Road,    Fairview.   Pa.    16415. 

Barbara    Moore    Hagaman     (Mrs.    Harold    Ml,    5440 

LaJolla    Mes<->    Drive,    La    Jolla.    California    92037. 
Mary    Louise   Rider,    168   5outh    Mt.    Vernon.    Union- 

town,   Pa     1  5401. 
Barbara    Shields    Sullivan     (Mrs     Robert    M.t.     118 

Hudson   Street,    Johnstown.    Pa.    15901. 

Dorothy    Swanson    Fey    (Mrs     Robert    A.I,    106    Wil- 
ton Woods  Lane,   Media,   Pa.    19063, 

Jeanne    reporting: 

Marge  Alexander  Br  ink  worth  is  busily  involved 

in  the  activities  of  her  four  teen-age  daughters 
and  1  1  year  old  son,  but  has  found  some  time  to 

attend  several  alumnae  meetings  in  the  Phila- 
delphia area.  Marge  also  enjoys  tennis,  bowling, 

swimming   and   boating. 

Eva  Christy  Frangoulis  and  her  husband  enjoyed 
a  vacation  in  Nassau,  Their  son,  Michael,  is  a 
freshman  at  Thiel  College.  Their  daughter  was 

married  last  September  and  will  graduate  from 

Robert  Morris  with  a  degree  in  Office  Administra- 
tion     Eva  sends  a  hello  to  everyone. 

This  is  the  first  time  Patricia  Fry  has  replied 

since  leaving  Chatham  and  she  brought  us  up  to 
date.  She  had  been  enrolled  in  the  American 

Academy  of  Dramatic  Art  in  New  York  where  one 
of  her  classmates  was  Princess  Grace  Kelly  with 
whom  she  corresponds.  P^t  has  been  involved  in 
summer  stock.  Army  hospital  shows,  Red  Cross 

benefits,  off  Broadway  theater,  and  radio  in 
Cleveland  and  Miami.  Her  second  love  is  politics 

in  which  she  was  actively  involved  during  the 
1968  presidential  campaign.  Pat  plans  a  trip  to 
Europe  this  year.  She  divides  her  time  between 
Cleveland  and   Miami. 

Our  family  enjoyed  a  four  week  vacation 

through  the  western  states.  Our  two  sons  espe- 

cially liked  their  mule  trip  down  the  Grand  Can- 

yon. Then  we  spent  a  long  week  end  in  Wash- 
ington, DC.  where  Richard  participated  in  the 

All-America  Youth  Bowling  Championships.  He  is 
a  freshman  at  Grove  City.  1  hope  to  hear  from 
more  of  you  next  year. 

Jean    reporting: 

Mary  Kay  Fletcher  Anderson  reports  that  she 

is  now  a  mother-in-law,  thanks  to  Andy  Jr. 
Karen,  19,  is  a  freshman  at  Bowling  Green  and 

Nancy,  11,  is  a  5th  grade  Scout  and  4-H-er.  She 
is  busy  with  a  Junior  Scout  troop.  Head  Start , 
Meals  on  Wheels,  and  Andy  is  the  same  old 

happy  Andy. 
Jean  Forward  Frank  reports  that  she  has  had 

some  of  her  compositions  performed  (piano,  choir, 
and  instrumental)  recently,  and  is  doing  a  little 
arranging.  The  three  boys  are  growing  up  nicely. 
Pete  is  a  junior  at  Duke  University,  and  Clint  and 
Ken  are   in  high   school. 

Jean  Fraser  Bailey  had  a  wonderful  California 
trip  last  summer.  Oak  was  on  the  West  Coast 
all  summer  so  she  tagged  along.  David,  the  eldest, 

graduates  from  the  University  of  Wisconsin  in 
May.   which   Jean   says  makes  her   feel   her   age. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm  reports  that  Bill  is  now 
20  and  a  freshman  in  the  School  of  Architecture 
at  Arizona  State  University.  P.R.,  17.  hopes  to 

go  to  Annapolis  in  June.  Jane,  15,  is  a  freshman 
in  high  school  and  John.  10,  is  in  4th  grade. 

Bobby  says  that  entertaining  foreign  visitors  from 
Europe  and  Asia  seems  to  be  her  pastime  these 

days.  They  had  a  Spanish  girl  living  with  them 
for   seven    months,    who   taught    them    much.     Both 
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P.R.  and  Bill  have  spent  a  summer  in  Spain  and 

speak  Spanish  well.  Bobby  continues  to  work 
voluntarily   at    the   hospital,    and    loves   it. 

Louise  Heincman  Harper  is  starting  back  to 
work  part  time  now  that  the  children  are  older. 
Donna  will  be  in  high  school  and  Keith  in  middle 
school  this  fall.  Louise  hopes  to  get  to  our  25th 

reunion  next  year  and  hopes  a  good  many  of 
our  class  can  do  so. 

Betty  Junk  Weltman  reports  that  there  is 
nothing  new  from  the  Weltman  clan,  but  wishes 

to  say  hello  to  all. 
Harriet  Kerr  Daye  has  taken  the  plunge  after 

many  years  away  from  school  to  return  to  classes. 

She  is  enrolled  as  a  grad  student  at  Clarion,  work- 

ing toward  a  Master's  in  Special  Education,  along 
with  Supervisory  Certification.  Next  September 
she  will  be  taking  a  sabbatical  and  going  to  school 
full  time. 

Jane  Linton  Smith  reports  that  they  planned  a 

trip  to  Florida  for  spring  vacation.  She  is  still 

teaching  corrective  reading.  Meg  is  a  tall  5'8" 
7th  grader.  She  says  that  Mary  Lou  Tite  Ells- 

worth and  she  have  taken  on  Judy  and  Meg's 
Cadette  Troop  and  could  entertain  for  hours  talk- 

ing  about   that   first   tent   camping   trip. 
This  is  the  first  time  I  have  had  to  report  the 

death  of  a  classmate  but  I  received  a  letter  from 

Robert  N.  Sipe  stating  that  his  wife  Mary  Jane 
Ewing  Sipe  had  died  suddenly  of  a  heart  attack 
on  January  21 .   1973. 

Carol    reporting: 

Marilyn  Marks  Zelt  reports  that  they  remain  a 
busy,  active  family  with  son  Roger  a  freshman  at 
Harvard  and  son  Fred  in  eighth  grade. 

Peg  McCeary  Fels  and  her  husband  Ray  are 
planning  to  complete  the  Appalachian  Trail,  a 
2,000  mile  foot  trail  from  Georgia  to  Maine  by 

their  twenty-fifth  anniversary  in  1974.  Brett  and 

Bryan  are  both  in  college.  Since  her  father's  death 
in  December.  Peg  has  taken  over  the  responsibili- 

ties of  Co-Director  of  the  Erie  Business  Center. 
We   are   sorry   to   hear   about   your   father,    Peg. 

The  East  Liberty  "Renaissance"  surprised  Joan 
Morledge  Michaelian  on  their  Christmas  visit  to 

Pittsburgh.  She  still  struggles  on  as  P.T.A.  presi- 
dent with   forced   integration   the   main   problem. 

Joan  Nusbaum  Cone  has  been  chosen  by  the 
National  Rifle  Association  to  speak  for  them  on 

"Women  Can  Hunt,  Too."  She  attended  the  con- 
vention in  Portland,  Oregon  last  summer  and  will 

attend  various  others  to  speak  on  this  subject. 

They  also  made  a  movie  of  her.  In  March,  she 
and  Art  will  visit  London  and  in  June,  she  will 

go  to  Minnesota  to  speak  to  the  Outdoor  Writers 
of  America.  They  have  bought  a  17  foot  boat 
for  fishing,  and  Jo  also  plays  lots  of  bridge,  hunts 
and  is  active  in  Mortar  Board.  Their  son  Steve 

is  working  in  Boston,  Art  III  is  a  junior  at  Wil- 
liam and  Mary  and  the  twins  are  still  in  high 

school. 

It  is  hard  to  believe  Shirley  Patterson  Kroske 

and  Bill  are  grandparents — their  Debbie  had  a 
baby  January  4.  Shirley  is  still  Director  of  Music. 
teaches  piano  and  organ  and  does  secretarial  work 
for  Bill.  She  really  enjoyed  her  visit  with  Russ 
Wickmann  last  summer  at  the  Montreal  Music 
Conference. 

Peggy  Quick  Gibson  says  hello  to  all  from 
Mexico.  They  have  three  sons,  15,  13  and  1 0 
A  40  acre  ranch  in  Guadalajara  keeps  them  busy. 

Here  they  keep  the  majority  of  their  34  regis- 
tered quarter  horses,  with  new  foals  arriving 

soon.  They  are  building  a  small  ranch  20  minutes 
from  Mexico  City,  where  they  will  live  and  keep 
about  1 6  horses.  Peggy  also  has  2  tack  shops, 
one  in  the  city  and  the  other  in  Guadalajara,  and 
many  varieties  of  roses  and  African  violets.  She 
does  find  time  to  relax  occasionally  in  front  of 

their   cable-vision,   direct   from   the   States. 

June  Reed  Shaffer's  daughter  is  17  and  will 
enter  Indiana  University  in  June  to  major  in 
rehabilitation  work.  Her  son.  16,  is  a  sopho- 

more  and   is  enrolled   in   a   Vo-Technical   program. 

Carol  McCollough  Stride  says  "hi"  and  was  dis- 
appointed she  didn't  have  more  news  from  her 

list  of  gals.  Unbelievable  but  true,  she's  assistant 
Brownie  leader  this  year  for  Margot's  troop. 
Christy  is  a  sophomore  at  Chatham  and  hopes  to 
go  to  Rome  next  year  via  Loyola.  Cyndy  was 
thrilled  to  be  an  early  decision  acceptance  at 
Kenyon  College  for  next  year.  Megan,  in  sixth 
grade,  is  busy  with  piano  and  learning  to  manage 
our  2  horses  well  since  Cyndy  is  leaving  us. 
Bud  continues  to  cope  with  his  harem  and  U.S. 
Steel! 
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Katie   reporting: 

Joyce  Robinson  Hauck's  daughter  Janet  is  a 
junior  at  Salem  College  in  West  Virginia.  Daugh- 

ter Kate,  a  sophomore  at  Chatham,  is  currently 

appearing  in  Don  Brockett's  review  at  Ben  Gross's 
Canterbury  Theater  in  Irwin.  Son  Charlie  will  be 
graduating  from  high  school  in  June.  Daughter 

Liz  is  in  ninth  grade,  Claudia  in  sixth,  and  Su- 
zanna  in  fourth.  Father  Charlie  is  traveling  80% 

of  the  time,  and  Joyce  is  involved  full  time  in 
reah  estate  and  nas  just  become  rental  manager 
for  the  firm  that  she  works  with.  She  hopes  that 
there  will    be  a   reunion   in    1974. 

Ann  Shane  Perkey  is  still  teaching  kindergarten 

and  will  go  to  school  this  summer.  She  and  Nevin 
are  enjoying  their  grandson,  already  a  year  old! 
With  Dave  married,  Doug  a  sophomore  at  W&J 

and  Tim  13.  they  are  beginning  to  feel  middle- 
aged!  She  would  like  to  get  together  with  her 
old  classmates  and  hopes  that  the  next  reunion 
turns  out  better  than  the   last. 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan  moved  into  their  new 
home  at  Christmas  time.  It  is  only  eight  minutes 
from  downtown  Johnstown.  She  walks  to  work 

and  home  for  lunch  in  the  rain  and  snow  and 

might  lose  some  weight  by  doing  this  every  day. 
Mary  Ann.  9.  survived  her  heart  surgery  well  last 

year  and  is  now  beginning  to  grow  and  put  on 

a  "little"  weight.  She  loves  being  "Bus  Child," 
will  start  to  play  the  violin  in  the  school  orchestra 
this  spring.  She  is  already  helping  Barbara  as 
"Mother  Nature"  to  all  the  Girl  Scouts  in  the  area. 

Beverly  Stein  Johnston  still  enjoys  teaching 

fifth  grade  at  Winchester-Thurston,  where  her 
daughter.  Debbie,  is  a  ninth  grader.  Bruce  has 
transferred  this  year  to  Shady  Side  Academy  after 

being  away  from  home  for  two  years  at  Mercers- 
burg  Academy  and  they  are  happy  to  have  him 
home.  Art  is  still  with  U.S.  Steel.  She  feels  that 

our  days  at  Chatham  seem  so  long  ago.  although 

she  doesn't  feel   any  older. 
Martha  Sutton  Amman's  husband,  Jim.  took  an 

early  retirement  and  they  have  been  traveling 
ever  since.  They  spent  seven  weeks  driving 
around  France  last  summer.  It  was  fabulous, 

especially  the  food  and  wine.  They  are  going  to 

"do"  England  this  summer  while  their  daughter 
Sarah  1 6,  tours  Europe  and  David  13,  goes  to 

camp.  She  has  been  busy  in  the  peace  movement 

and   doesn't    know  what   she  will    get    into   next. 
Dottie  Swanson  Fey  has  been  working  with  her 

husband  and  their  seven  year  old  son  building 
their  new  home.  She  has  been  busy  with  hospital 

auxiliary  work  and  the  Republican  Women  of 
Pennsylvania.     She    sees    Randy    Doig   occasionally. 

Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  and  Bob  had  a  great 
trip  to  Scandinavia  last  spring  and  wondered  why 

they  returned  to  the  polluted  air  of  New  Jersey. 
Norway  is  truly  a  magnificent  country  and  looks 
just  like  the  pictures.  Summer  found  the  four 
Ellsworths  camping  in  Canada  and  New  England. 
Her  13  and  21  year  old  daughters  decided  that 

it's  never  too  late  and  so  she  has  become  a 

skier.  She  found  muscles  that  she  didn't  know 
that  she  had.  Mary  Lou  and  Bob,  assisted  by 
J.  D.  Linton  Smith  and  Bud  are  heading  up  Girl 

Scouts  again  with  the  fathers  going  on  the  over- 
nites. 

Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  remembers  how  much  fun 
we  all  had  at  PCW  and  finds  it  hard  to  believe 

that  her  daughter  Cindy  will  be  graduating  from 

Chatham  in  May.  She  went  to  Pitt  for  two  sum- 

mers so  she's  finishing  in  three  years.  Their  George 
is  a  freshman  in  engineering  at  Penn  State,  and 

John  is  a  high  school  freshman.  Meanwhile 

"Mom"  is  staying  the  same!  Pete  and  Jean  are 
having  a  great  time  teaching  an  adult  Sunday 
School  class  which  is  something  new  in  their 
church. 

Virginia  Van  Scoy  Armin  says  that  Jennifer  is 

5'6"  and  is  in  the  sixth  grade.  Pam  is  in  third 
and  Bob  is  going  to  nursery  school  in  the  morn- 

ings. Perry  is  still  teaching  American  History  at 
Bemidji   State  College. 

Candy  Walker  Hyser  enrolled  their  oldest  son, 

Chris  at  Washington  &  Jefferson  this  fall.  He's 
quite  happy  with  his  choice.  John.  1 5  year  old 
sophomore,  plays  varsity  basketball  on  the  #2 
rated  high  school  team  in  the  state  at  the  present 
time.  They  see  a  lot  of  basketball  games!  Mark, 
five,  started  kindergarten  and  enjoys  the  new 
reading  program. 

Joan  Swannie  Ruch  and  Mary  Wiles  Knight  had 

no  special   news  but   just  said  hi. 

Your  secretary's  family  had  a  lovely  vacation 
last    summer    at     the    shore,     then    on     to     Disney 

World.  It  was  great!  Lynn  is  a  sophomore  t\ 

year  at  Clarion  State  in  education  and  Mark 
a  sophomore  in  high  school.  I  am  still  enjoy ij 

teaching  kindergarten  for  North  Allegheny  Schoo 

Thank  you  for  all  the  responses  to  my  cards. 
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Nancy  Aeberli    Moon 

( Mrs.    James   F 

461    Woodland   Ro 
Pittsburgh,   PA   152; 

Ann  Gould   Moc 
(Mrs.    Donald    E 

5200   East   Laurel   Aven 
Boulder,   CO  803 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Eleanor    Balent    Young     (Mrs.    Paul    R.).     124    N 
17th   Avenue,    Ft.    Lauderdale,    Florida   33301. 

Anne    Crouse     Harvey      I  Mrs.     Rolland     D.  i  ,     Rt. 
Cedar    Hill    Road,    Bridgewater,    CT    06752. 

Narcissa     McLeod    Scalise     (Mrs.     Robert     F.),     2 

Quaker  Hill  Road,   Warren,   PA    16365. 

Nancy    reporting: 

Last  summer,  Eleanor  Balent  Young  moved 
Ft.  Lauderdale  with  her  three  youngest  children 

Carol,  16;  Nancy,  14;  and  Alvan,  1 2.  Elear 

taught  "Earth  Science"  for  one  semester  at  Coc 
nut  Creek  High  School  in  Pompano  Beach,  b 
has  decided  to  change  to  Medical  Technology.  Tl 

semester,  she  is  a  full  time  student  at  Barry  O 

lege  in  North  Miami  taking  organic  chemist 
parasitology,  and  microbiology.  Busy,  busy;  b 
she  takes  time  out  occassional ly  to  go  to  t 

beach. 

Marilyn  Black  Aucherlonie's  older  boys  contin 
at  college ;  Jim  at  the  University  of  Michig; 

majoring  in  economics  with  an  eye  to  law  schoi 
and  Rich  in  electrical  engineering  and  on  t 

co-op  at  General  Motors'  proving  ground.  Rol 
ninth  grade  class  plans  a  three-day  trip  to  T 
ronto    in    May — and    Amy    loves    kindergarten. 

The  Suzanne  Blair  Murrays  are  all  essentia 
well  even  though  both  Suzi  and  Roger  had  opei 

tions  last  year  and  Edie  had  mono.  "We  i 
hoping  1 973  will  be  a  better  year  for  us,"  s 
writes.  Edie  will  attend  Lassell  Junior  College 
Boston  next  fall.  Kim,  a  high  school  junior, 

undecided  about  college.  Jennifer  is  a  sever 

grader  and  thinks  she  might  like  Chatham.  St 
is  teaching  nursery  school  five  mornings  a  we 
at  Sunset  Hills  Presbyterian  Church.  Roger 
Manager  of  Sales  Administration  at  Sutton  En| 
neering   Company. 

From  snowy  New  Hampshire,  Barbara  Cla 
Samuelson  writes  that  it  is  beautiful,  though  r 

appreciated — all  fluffy  eight  inches  of  it.  S 

doesn't  like  the  hundred  and  one  trips  she  mi 
make  in  the  snow,  carrying  the  five  athle 
Samuelson  children  to  their  basketball,  skiir 

hockey,  swimming,  and  waterpolo  matches.  Li 
fall.  Ann  Crouse  Harvey  visited  the  Samuelsoi 
the  first  time  Ann  and  Barb  had  seen  each  otr 
in  more  than  10  years.  (David  Harvey  really  e 

joyed   "all   those   kids.") Even  though  they,  their  furniture,  and  Hur 

cane  Agnes  all  arrived  together,  Ann  Crouse  H<- 
vey  and  family  are  alive  and  living  in  Connectici 
Their  new  house  is  just  two  years  old,  but  cec 
shingled  and  looks  like  one  of  those  old  Ni 
England  homes.  The  Harveys  have  about  U 

acres — still  wild,  and  they  plan  to  leave  it  \\r 

way. 

Anne  de  Shazo  Robertson  is  still  in  San  Fra 

cisco — and  loving  it!  She  continues  to  work 
the  Community  Mental  Health  Center  as  a  sen 

psychologist  in  parent  education  and  family  the 

apy.  "Why  do  we  get  so  little  education  for  t 
hardest  job  in  the  world?"  Anne  is  trying 
remedy  that  and  enjoying  it.  Her  oldest  sc 
Scott  (19),  is  off  roaming  around  Europe  and 

"presently  1 00  miles  north  of  the  Arctic  Cin 

working  on  a  Norwegian  fishing  boat."  Chris  ( 1 
is  working  on  a  local  ranch;  Mark  (16)  is  mc 
concerned  with  ski  racing  than  academics;  a 

Perry  (10)  is  holding  his  own  against  three  ole 
brothers. 

Shirley  Elliott  Johnson's  younger  son,  Jeffrt 
is  among  her  25  cherubs  at  the  Zion  Luther 
Church  kindergarten  this  year.  Jill  is  15  goi 

on  30.  Jay  Tommy  (11)  has  two  loves — his  n< 
ten-speed   bike  and    Boy  Scouting. 

Maddie     Englehardt     Sayles     is     still     busy     as 



parent  volunteer  in  the  local  grade  school,  tutor- 

ng  reading  two  mornings  a  week.  Daughter.  Pen- 
ly,  is  college  hunting.  Sons  John,  sixth  grade, 
and  Gregory,  third  grade,  are  doing  fine.  In  other 
(Vords,    life  goes  on. 

Eldest  son,  Jeff,  won  a  four-year  scholarship 
to  Purdue  and  is  a  freshman  this  year.  Three 
Dther  teenagers  keep  Shippa  Hoy  Dibble  tres 

Dusy.  Shippa  is  also  keeping  up  her  social  work 

jn  a  small  scale  by  helping  to  start  her  father's 
nusical  therapy  program  at  the  local  hospital  and 
lursing  homes.  Shippa  plays  bridge  with  Marilyn 

Lopez  Dalton  ("50)  and  they  tell  their  friends 
that  they  graduated  in  '56.  (We're  getting  young- 
sr    every    year — thanks,    Shippa. ) 

"No  news,  really."  writes  Lois  Frank  Lee.  "My 

Family  is  healthy  and  happy  II  think)."  Lois' 
Dlder  daughter.  Karen,  has  started  nurses'  training 
at  Los  Angeles  Medical  Center  School  of  Nursing. 
lim  (16)  and  Suzy  (14)  are  involved  in  the  usual 
teenage   activities.     The   legal  ones,   that   is! 
The  Mooneys  are  well  and  busy.  The  printed 

Recorder  post  card  some  of  you  received  was 
:ourtesy  of  Fire  thorn  Press,  the  name  that  Jim 
and  Dillon  have  given  to  the  small  printing  press 
iow  located  in  our  garage.  We  refer  to  the  two 
3f  them  as  Ben  (Franklin)  and  Cute  (nburgl. 
I  have  been  involved  in  a  number  of  lost  causes 

;uch  as  Planned  Parenthood  (taking  blood  pres- 
sure, weighing  in  people,  etc.'  and  the  McGovern 

:ampaign.  A  school  strike  enabled  us  to  take 
a  fall  vacation  to  the  Finger  Lake  Region  and 
Die  Taylor  Winery.  The  rest  of  the  trip  is  a 
3it  hazy! 

Ann    reporting: 

Peggy  Grove  Marks  is  a  school  nurse  and  health 
educator  at  the  elementary  school  level.  Her  son, 
leff,  is  a  freshman  in  high  school  and  daughter 
rracey   is   in   second   grade. 

Early  in  September  Cissie  McLeod  Sea  Use  and 
Family  moved  to  Warren,  Pa.,  from  Naperville. 
Illinois,  a  company  move.  Cissie  had  a  trip  to 
fhe   Los  Angeles  area   with    Bob   in    February. 
A  nice  note  from  Pat  Meyers  Kovacs  tells  of 

ler  part  time  job  in  public  relations  of  a  wall 
:overing  firm.  Son  David  is  a  freshman  at  Tufts 
University   and    Lynn    is    in    high    school. 

Nanna  Moore  Pollitt  plans  to  move  to  the  Pitts- 

burgh area  this  summer.  Craig  is  at  the  Army 
Language  School  at  Monterey,  California;  Kathy 
graduates  from  high  school  in  June  and  2  younger 
daughters   are   at    home. 

Caught  Pat  O'Keefe  Beede  just  before  they  left 
For  a  Florida  vacation,  to  break  up  the  long 
jpstate  New  York  winter!  Son  Scott  is  a  fresh- 
nan   at   Harvard. 

Love  hearing  about  the  marvelous  trips  Rosella 

Petraglia  enjoys  each  year.  Last  summer  her  rela- 
tives joined  her  for  a  tour  of  Europe.  She  met 

Shirley  Kirchner  on  Via  Veneto   in   Rome! 

Mid-year  had  a  nice  note  from  Jean  Pudney 

Fulton.  In  January  "Pud"  and  Jack  visited  their 
daughter  in  Rome.  She  is  a  sophomore  at  Chat- 

ham, but  studying  art  history  at  Loyola  Univer- 

sity's Rome  center.  Pud  has  2  other  daughters n  and    14  and   a  son    10. 

Mugs  Sullivan  Hannon  keeps  busy  with  4  chil- 

dren plus  being  an  officer  in  her  husband's  com- 
pany, Maynard  Research  Council.  They  had  busi- 

ness trips  to  North  Carolina.  Florida  and  Wash- 
ington,   DC.    this    past   year. 

Bert  Thompson  Thompson  had  no  "Headlines" 
just  the  usual   family  activities  with   2   teenagers. 

Peggy  Tucker  Thompson  had  big  news — she 

graduated  with  a  master's  degree  from  Bryn  Mawr 
College,  School  of  Social  Work.  She  now  has  a 
part   time   job   at   a    child    welfare   agency. 

In  April  Joan  Young  Drugmand  and  Norvan  had 
a  trip  to  Arizona  planned.  Their  oldest  son  at- 

tends William  and  Mary  and  they  have  2  daugh- 
ters at  home. 

Working  as  a  librarian,  taking  courses  toward 

a  master's  degree  and  keeping  house  fully  occu- 
pies the  days  of   Lois  Young   Flyte. 

Last  summer  Laura  Miksch  Diaz  and  her  fam- 
ily traveled  south  into  Mexico.  Louisiana  and 

Texas  in  a  motor  home.  Last  summer  the  Moore 

family  took  a  month's  auto  tour  of  the  historic 
east  coast,  south  of  Williamsburg  and  north  to 
Bar  Harbor,  Maine.  Spent  several  days  with  the 

Pollitts  and  a  short,  but  gabby,  overnight  stay 
with  Cissie  McLeod  Scalise.  In  October  Don  and 

I  celebrated  our  20th  with  a  "second  honeymoon" 
in   the   Phoenix-Scottsdale,    Arizona    area. 
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Diane   Barratt   Swift 
(Mrs.   Carlton    H.) 

10404  Trumpeter   Court 
Vienna.   VA   22180 

Frances  Rohrich   Habe 
(Mrs.    Frank    J.,    Jr.) 

R.D.  #1,   Box  64 

Canonsburg,    PA    15317 
NEW   ADDRESSES 

Dona    Lester    Di    Santo     (Mrs.    Alex),     1330    Quail 

Hollow    Road.    Harrisburg,    PA    17112. 

Mary   Irene  Moffitt,  2664  Deming  Avenue,  Colum- 
bus,  Ohio   43202. 

Shirley    Ann    Myers    Simcik     (Mrs.    Frank    W. ) ,    514 
Yarmouth   Road,  Towson,   Maryland   21204. 

Susan    Smith    Schweitzer     (Mrs.    Ernest    F.),    7030 
Benedict    Beach,    Hamlin,    New  York    14464. 

Ruth    Washburn    Loucks     (Mrs.     John).    600    King 

Edward,    Charlotte,    North   Carolina    28209. 

Fran    reporting: 

Cloria  Palmer  Hadsell  reports  the  purchase  of  a 
home  in  St.  Lucia.  W.I.,  a  year  ago  and  loves  to 

get  down  there  as  often  as  possible.  Judy  Layton 
and  Cloria  still  correspond  and  are  now  working 

on  how  to  solve  the  "over  40"  syndrome  as  we 
all   are. 

Kay  Litzenberger  Merge  sends  greetings  to  us 
all  and  also  informs  us  of  the  unexpected  death 

of  her  father.  The  class  extends  deepest  sympa- 
thy  to   Kay   and   her   family. 

Barbara  Logan  Brown  has  finally  fulfilled  an 
aged  dream.  She  has  received  certification  as  a 
brai Mist  from  the  Library  of  Congress.  So  between 
running  the  home  and  chauffering  her  four  active 
children,  she  is  transcribing  books  for  the  Library 

of  Congress,  the  Western  State  School  for  the 
Blind  and  currently  for  a  blind  graduate  student 
at  Pitt.  Barbara  says  she  loves  the  work  and 
wishes  she  had  more  hours  in  the  day  to  devote 
to  it.  Her  son  has  been  accepted  at  Muskingum 

College  next  fall  and  will  be  playing  first  chair 
french  horn  in  a  concert  at  North  Hills  High 

School  Symphony  Band  concert,  under  the  direc- 
tion of  the  famous  Sir  Arthur  Fiedler.  Congratu- 

lations! 

Marie  Timothy  Obermann  has  no  news  to  report 

but   sends   greetings   to   us  all. 
Alice  Snook  Kalla  has  been  over  her  head  in 

things  to  do  with  classes  and  organization  work. 
But  says  most  of  her  time  has  been  devoted  to 
music.  She  has  been  playing  in  a  trio,  a  quartet 
and   a   string   orchestra. 

Jane  Smith  Morgan  and  her  family  vacationed 
this  past  year  on  a  cruise  around  the  lakes  from 
Cleveland  to  Thunder  Bay,  Ontario.  Her  husband 

has  been  made  Divisional  Manager  and  Jane  com- 
plains about  not  seeing  him,  but  that  goes  with 

the   job.   of  course. 
Susan  Smith  Schweitzer  reports  they  are  now 

living  in  their  new  lake  front  home.  Daughter 
Sandy,  is  now  enjoying  kindergarten.  She  is  also 
taking  swimming  lessons  and  gymnastics  and  loves 
it.  The  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy  to 
Sue    and    her    family    on    the    death    of    her    father. 

Elaine  Vincic  Berman  is  still  greatly  involved  in 
school  and  community  activities.  She  has  taken 

up  pottery  with  Helene  Crow  Johnson  '54  and  is 
having   great    fun    making    lumpy    pots. 

As  for  me.  I  am  ever  busy  with  the  farm  and 
children.  Becky  has  become  quite  interested  in 
the  piano  and  plays  very  well.  Charlie  is  now  in 
nursery  school  and  seems  to  like  to  help  the 
teacher   manage    it. 

Your  contributions  to  the  class  treasury  are 

greatly  appreciated.  So  until  the  next  news- 
letter, good  luck,  good  health  and  Cod  be  with 

you   all. 
Diane   reporting: 

With  Elizabeth  now  1 6  and  Sarah  1 4,  Ellie 

Bailey  Reese  is  well  into  the  teenage  scene  which 
she  reports  is  bringing  much  more  pleasure  than 
pain.  Youngest  daughter.  Julie  (10).  is  absorbed 
in  riding  and  music.  Ellie  recently  attended  a 

day-long  meeting  concerning  patterns  of  educa- 
tion for  women  at  Chatham  and  was  greatly  im- 

pressed with   the  work   being  done  by  the  college. 
Mana  Baiter  Marcus  still  loves  New  York  City 

with  all  its  variety  and  opportunity.  Husband 
Bruce  is  now  Senior  Vice  President  and  Manager 
of  Eastern  U.S.  Operations,  Financial  Relations 
Board.  Inc.  Joseph  is  in  first  grade  now  and  Lucy 
is  almost  Two  years  old.  Mana  saw  Charlotte  Saul 
Davis   at    Killington,    Vt. 

From  Lou  Cotburn  Dobbs:  "Middle  age,  suburbia 
and  a  bunch  of  children  make  all  our  stones  the 

same."  Her  number  1  son  is  at  Franklin  and 
Marshall    this   year. 

It  was  a  busy  year  for  Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte 
and  family.  Suzanne  'a  high  school  freshman) 

and  Judy  (7th  grade)  are  both  involved  in  their 
high  school  bands  which  means  a  lot  of  band 
concerts.  Fortunately  Linda  and  Lisa  (3rd  and 
4th  grades)  are  still  leading  rather  uncomplicated 

lives.  A  Lacerte  family  reunion  at  Thelma's  in 
October  was  a  highlight.  Thelma  sends  wishes 

to  all   for   a  happy  and   prosperous   '73. 
Betty  Frantz  Purdum  is  treasurer  of  the  South- 

eastern Connecticut  Association  for  the  Retarded, 

Navy-Coast  Guard  representative  to  Southeastern 
Conn.  Child  and  Family  Service  Agency,  and  still 

finds  time  for  oil  painting  and  a  crash  course  in 
weight  watching.  The  other  Purdums  are  also 

busy  and  well. 
After  20  years  Marion  Callup  Drummond  has 

decided  to  go  back  to  school  to  earn  her  certifi- 
cation to  teach  vocal  music  in  public  schools.  In 

addition,  she  keeps  busy  with  23  private  piano 
students,  rehearsals  and  performances,  master 

classes  in  Pittsburgh,  club,  civic  and  church  activi- 
ties and.   of   course,    family   obligations   and   fun. 

Lois  Clazer  Michaels  is  a  Health  Planner  with 

the  Health  and  Welfare  Association  of  Allegheny 

County.  A  Chatham  student  did  her  field  place- 
ment with  her  and  Lois  thoroughly  enjoyed  the 

experience.  Eric  (16),  Marian  (15)  and  Jay  (13) 

are  healthy  and  happy.  Our  sympathy  to  all  the 

Michaels  on  the  recent   loss  of   Milt's  father. 
With  daughter  Lynn  a  Chatham  freshman.  Lynn 

Hann  Baxter  is  finding  it  difficult  to  adjust  to 

"the  changed  scene"  at  the  college  (which  she 
feels  must  be  the  first  sign  of  old  age).  Lynn 

received  her  master's  from  Westminster  last  sum- 
mer and  in  November  was  elected  to  the  Mercer 

County  Government  Study  Commission. 
From  South  Dakota  comes  news  that  Nancy 

Hegan  Wadsworth's  husband  and  2  older  boys 
were  backpacking  with  their  Scout  troop  in  the 

Black  Hills  the  night  of  the  Rapid  City  flood  dis- 
aster. They  worked  to  aid  the  survivors  of  the 

city  of  Keystone  and  came  home  safe  but  tired — 
and  with  many  stories  of  the  flood  and  its  victims. 

Ann  Mattack  Wieland's  son  Jeffrey  is  a  fresh- 
man at  Stanford  studying  pre-med.  Mark  and 

Linda  are  in  high  school. 
Now  that  she  has  all  4  children  in  school  for 

the  first  time.  Catherine  Cornish  Montgomery  has 

time  to  be  church  organist  and  do   lots  of  sewing. 

I.  Diane,  lost  my  father  at  Christmas-time  after 

a  terrible  9-month  bout  with  cancer,  and  we're 
currently  trying  to  pick  up  the  pieces  and  get 
back  to  normal  living.  1  finally  have  all  children 
in  school  full-time  and  am  enjoying  it  to  the 

hilt.  In  case  anyone  watched  it  on  TV,  our  oldest 

boy  was  one  of  the  1976  bodies  in  that  2-block- 
long  marching  band  in  the  Inaugural  Parade.  Chat 
with  Lou  Colburn  Dobbs  and  Helen  Halpern  Berk- 
son  occassionally  and  had  a  great  phone  visit  with 

Dona  Lester  DiSanto  while  going  through  Harris- 
burg  last  summer. 

As  you  may  have  heard,  the  Class  of  '53  was 
scheduled  to  have  a  reunion  last  June.  Don't 
know  what  happened  but  somehow  the  only  per- 

son who  showed  up  for  the  luncheon  was  Sally 
Crum  Ferrell.  Hope  we  can  do  better  at  our  25th. 
Since  we  had  no  reunion,  one  item  of  business 

couldn't  be  taken  care  of — the  matter  of  new 
class  secretaries.  This  is  the  5th  and  last  year 
for  Fran  and  me  and  while  we  both  have  enjoyed 

it,  another  5  years  seems  a  bit  too  much.  We'd 
love  to  spread  the  joy  around  and  would  welcome 

any  and  all  offers.  If  you  would  like  to  volun- 
teer for  this  illustrious  position,  just  get  in  touch 

with  one  of  us.     PLEASE!     Have  a   good   year   .   .   . 
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Angela   Fee   Levy 

(Mrs.    Malcolm    K.) 

1300  Squirrel   Hill   Avenue 
Pittsburgh,    PA    15217 

Zoe  Chiates  Lalos 
(Mrs.   Theodore   A.) 

1  138   Pipestem   Place 
Rockville.   MD  20854 

MARRIAGES 

Rosalind  Case  to  John  Glenn  Avrett.  December  31, 
1972. 

Dorothy    King   Lind    to    Richard    R.    Cornell,    August 
1972. 
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BIRTHS 

Anne   Cohen    Winkleman,    a    son    Michael    L.    Stone, 
June   2,    1972. 

Nancy    Follett   Waichler,    adopted   daughters,    Maria 
9;  Teresa  7;  Christina  6;  Ramona  3,  May  1972. 

Barbara   McVicker   Martin,  a  son,   Timothy  William, 

April    3,    1972. 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Bigg  Milstein  (Mrs.  Albert),  1607  Har- 
borough   Road,    Richmond,    VA   23233. 

Rosalind  Case  Avrett  (Mrs.  John  Glenn),  155  E. 
73rd   Street.    New   York,    N.Y.    10021. 

Jean  Craig  Byron,  2430  Sharon  Oaks  Drive,  Menlo 
Park,   California   94025. 

Dorothy  King  Cornell  (Mrs,  Richard  R.),  Timber- 
lane  &  Winkler,    Dover,   Ohio  44622. 

Mary  Kay  Moseley  Kamath  I  Mrs.  C.  Saniiv)  ,  27932 
Winding  Way.    Malibu,    California   90265. 

Dolores  Helene  Olsavick,  321  East  88th  Street. 
New    York,    N.Y.    10028. 

Jill  Robertson  Quick  (Mrs.  John  D.),  2752  Bald- 
win   Brook   Drive,   Montgomery,   AL   36111. 

Angie    reporting: 

In  addition  to  Scouts,  Brownies  and  Church 
choir.  Pat  McCormick  Coodrich  won  an  award  in 

painting. 

Barb  McVicker  Martin  reports  it's  much  easier 
to  have  a  new  baby  with  three  helpers.  Danielle, 
the  oldest,  is  thinking  of  college  in  a  year  and 
really  likes  Chatham.  Barb  was  a  nurse  at  day 
camp   last   summer. 

Joan  Monahan  Mc  Falls  is  taking  graduate 
courses  and  plans  to  return  to  teaching.  Tom  is 
working  on  his  doctorate  at  the  University  of 
Massachusetts.  Joan  met  Leslie  Mulvihill  Brockett 

and  husband  Don  in  New  York  City  for  their 
first  reunion  in  seven  years.  When  I  heard  from 
Leslie,  she  and  Don  were  leaving  for  Spain  where 
Don  was  doing  an  industrial  show  for  Corning 
Class  Co.  They  expect  to  travel  and  sight  see 
after   the   show. 

The  view  of  mountains  and  ocean  at  Malibu 

are  breathtaking  where  Mary  Kay  Moseley  Kamath 
and  family  moved.  Sanjiv  is  a  research  scientist 
with  Hughes  Research  Laboratory,  They  welcome 
a   visit   from   any   one   who   might   come   their   way. 

Molly  Lenhardt  Rowden  is  busy  with  tennis, 
piano  and  three  very  pretty  little  girls  (if  you 
received  a  Christmas  card  from  the  Rowdens 

you  know  they  are  adorable)  .  Molly  was  meeting 
Ruth  Levison  Kalish  for  lunch  the  day  I  heard 
from    her. 

Car  la  Nor  berg  Caut  and  family  vacationed  at 

St,  Croix  and  spent  much  of  their  days  under- 
water. With  both  boys  playing  basketball,  Carla 

and  Charles  attend  four  games  a  week. 
Rather  than  buy  each  other  Christmas  presents, 

Ruth  Oberheim  Webb's  family  takes  a  Christmas 
vacation.     Last   year   they   toured    Florida. 

Jill  Robertson  Quick  and  family  are  temporarily 
living  in  Alabama  where  husband  Col.  John  Quick 
is  a  student  at  Air  War  College.  Jill  is  teaching 
medical  technology  and  handles  publicity  for 
A.W.C.    wives  group. 

John  and  Sally  Seiple  Tullai  spent  two  weeks 
in  the  Scandinavian  countries  and  Leningrad.  All 
five  Tullais  just  returned  from  a  skiing  trip  to 
Stowe,    Vermont. 

Natalie  Stern  Miller  and  Craig  traveled  4,000 
miles  through  eight  countries  last  September.  A 
new  beach  condominium  at  Monterey  Peninsula 
and  decorating   it  took  up  most  of  the  year. 

Besides  teaching  English  to  8th  graders  and 

playing  "taxi  driver"  for  her  children,  Nan  Walker 
DeWard  went  back  to  school  and  through  her 

children  is  active  in  4-H  and  Scouting.  She  loves 
living  in  Oregon  and  is  planning  a  trip  to  the 
East   in   a    /ear  or  so. 

All  three  of  our  girls  are  now  at  Winchester- 
Thurston.  Last  year  we  spent  three  weeks  vaca- 

tioning in  Georgia  and  South  Carolina.  Also,  last 
year  Henry  Koerner  painted  our  three  daughters 
and  we  are  delighted  with  the  result.  It  was 
truly  a  joy  hearing  from  all  of  you.  1  hope  that 
next  year  all  the  gals  will  drop  a  line  if  only 
to   give   their    regards. 

Zoe    reporting: 

Kay  Avers  Headley  and  family  camped  on  the 

Outer  Banks  of  North  Carolina  last  summer.  They 
enjoyed  the  new  sites  but  had  9  inches  of  rain 

in  24  hours.  She  has  just  been  elected  as  a  Mem- 
ber of  Church  Council  for  a  three  year  term. 

Barbara     Braun     Bajoras     reports     keeping     busy 
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with  the  children  and  their  usual  activities.  It 
was  discovered  last  fall  that  their  4  year  old  Jill 

had  a  congenitally  dislocated  hip.  She  has  had 
surgery  several  times  and  will  begin  therapy  in 
March.  Everyone  hopes  she  will  be  walking  by 

summer.  Barbara  reports  talking  to  Lorraine  Hix- 
enbaugh    Haas   and   plans   to   visit   her   this   spring. 

Sondra  Blumberg  Sonneborn  claims  Brenda 
Starr  never  had  to  fold  laundry  for  seven  people 

in  the  corner  of  a  noisy  playroom  while  conduct- 
ing a  telephone  interview  with  a  VIP  for  a  front 

page  story.  But  in  spite  of  her  unorthodox  work- 
ing conditions  she's  enjoying  her  part-time  job 

as  reporter  for  Pioneer  Press,  a  subsidiary  of 
Time,  Incorporated.  She  writes  all  the  front  page 
news  and  an  occasional  feature  for  the  Lake  Bluff 
Review,  a  weekly  community  paper.  Sandy  Is 

also  co-leader  of  a  junior  Great   Books  course. 
Anne  Cohen  Winkleman  claims  they  are  old 

parents,  kind  of  very  young  grandparents  and 

it's  the  greatest  having  a  new  baby  around.  They 
have  built  in  baby  sitters  with  the  older  children 
and  highly  recommend  it. 

Nancy  Follett  Waichler  reports  a  fantastic  year 
of  loving  and  growing,  exhaustion  and  chaos!  They 
now  have  eight  children  ranging  in  age  from  16 
to   two    3    year   olds. 

Marcia  Clazer  Arnold  is  working  toward  the 
completion  of  an  MPH  at  the  Graduate  School  of 

Public  Health.  She  is  working  as  Project  Coor- 
dinator for  an  International  Committee  of  The 

Association  for  Voluntary  Sterilization.  Marcia  is 

to  head  an  international  conference  on  the  sub- 
ject in  Geneva,  Switzerland  in  February.  As  a 

family  they  had  a  ski  trip  to  Aspen  over  the 
Christmas  holidays.  Marcia  says  with  all  her 
activities  and  the  activities  of  her  family,  life  is 

anything  but  dull. 
Jean  Craham  Rhodes  writes  they  spent  their 

vacation  last  summer  sight  seeing  in  Florida.  They 
visited  Kennedy  Space  Center  and  Disney  World. 
Jean  also  visited  Margie  Mounts  Hartz  and  family 
in    St.    Petersburg. 

Janet  Hoy  Sterling  is  teaching  full  time  this 
year.  She  is  teaching  Developmental  Kindergarten 
for  immature  children.  She  is  also  getting  her 

master's  degree  in  education  at  the  University  of 
Connecticut.  Janet  and  her  husband  are  enjoying 

singing  in  the  local  Gilbert  and  Sullivan  produc- 
tions.    Her    four    daughters    are    growing    fast. 

Joanne  Hoy  O'Roaik  says  nothing  is  new  but 

she  is  interested  in  having  Mr.  Storey's  address, 
if  anyone  knows  it.  She  thinks  he  may  be  in 
California. 

Barbara  K  cl  ley  Linkous  is  well  again  after 
spending  part  of  October  in  the  hospital  with 
pneumonia.  For  Thanksgiving  the  family  drove 

east  for  a  family  reunion  with  George's  folks. 
In  January  they  headed  west  to  California,  Barb 

and  George  had  a  "second  honeymoon"  at  Laguna Beach. 

No  news  but  greetings  from  Jill  Burnham  Bow- 
ser, Rosalind  Case  Avrett,  Winifred  Dickinson  and 

Marie   Kibler    Caertner. 
As  for  me  I  continue  to  do  volunteer  work  at 

school,  teach  Sunday  School  and  try  to  keep  up 
with  the  children  and  their  activities.  Ted  and 

I  spent  a  week  in  California  in  November  and 

found  it  very  beautiful.  We  had  a  pleasant  eve- 
ning with  Sally  Beck  Lee  and  Bill  when  they  were 

in  Washington  in  early  December.  Thanks  for  all 

your  responses — it  was  fun  hearing  from  all  of 

you. 
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Sandra    Esman   Chernew 

(Mrs.    Irwin    M.) 

5620   Marlborough   Road 
Pittsburgh.    Pa.     15217 

Hannah    Honig    Kamin 

(Mrs.   Marvin) 
2283    Elmhill    Road 

Pittsburgh.   Pa.    15221 
BIRTHS 

Marcia    Froimson    Baum,   an   adopted   daughter,    Re- 
becca  Eve,   July  4,    1972. 

Mildred    Schulte    Pastor,    a    daughter,    Julie    Lynn, 

May  29,    1972. 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Lynn    Backus    Wilson     (Mrs.    Harold    Hiller).    Hales 
Hollow    Road,    Dover,    MA   02030. 

Helen     Davis     Rowe     ( Mrs.     Robert     H.  > ,     Box     54, 

Amherst,   New   Hampshire  03031. 

Marcia    Froimson    Baum     (Mrs.    Richard    S.) ,    90 

Buckthorne  Court,  Indianapolis,  Indiana  462( 
Joan   Long  Pahl    (Mrs.    Donald  L.),    1212   Densmc 

Drive,   Winter  Park,   FL  32789. 
Mary      McNaughton      Belcher      ( Mrs.      Robert      F 

15306     Harbor     Drive,     Madeira     Beach,     Flori 
33708. 

Jean     Mcllwraith     McCally     (Mrs.     Michael),     35 
30th  Street,  Washington,  DC  20005. 

Mary   Irene  Patterson  Sichert    (Mrs.   Paul  O.),  40 
Spur   Hill    Drive,    Bloomfield    Hills,    Ml    48013. 

Sally    Schmidt    Cregerson     (Mrs.    William    E.) ,    SI 
dent    Box   58,    USAWC,    Carlisle   Bks.,    Pa.    1 7C temp) . 

Rosalie   Stern    Wolfe    (Mrs.    Richard   S.),    115    B( 

erly  Court,    Michigan   City,    Indiana   46360. 
Jane    Stocker    Bur  foot     (Mrs.    Frederick    R.) ,    47 

Federal    Court,    Annandale,    VA   22003. 
Carol    Vogel    Scrivens     (Mrs.    Ralph     H.),     777 

State  Street,  Trenton,  NJ   08618. 
Lynn    Wilner    Hawker    (Mrs.    Walter    E.,    Jr.),    1C 

Perry   Highway,    Pittsburgh.    Pa.    15237. 

LOST 

Crace    Ervine  Cherry    (Mrs.    Murch   A.    King). 

Sandy    and    Hannah    reporting: 

THIS  IS  IT — REUNION  YEAR!  Haven't  enoc 
years  passed  for  us  to  start  reminiscing?  Reun 

day   is  June  2 — please  come! 
What   musr    be   the   most   exciting    trip    report 

this    year    is    the    one    taken    by    Pat    Alogna    Ri 
and    her    husband    to    Nepal,    Sikum    and    India 

eluding   Kashmir!     They   stayed   overnight    in   a   f 
ancient   palaces  and    in   a   houseboat   in    Kashmir 

Barbara  Baker  Kreindler  started  teaching  n 

sery  school  this  year.  Their  two  sons  are  bi 
skiing  and  Barbara  is  preparing  for  their  dauj 

ter's   Bas   Mitzvah    this  spring. 
Lynn  Backus  Wilson  is  busy  taking  figure  sk 

ing  lessons  now  that  the  children  are  in  sch 
full  time  and  is  planning  a  trip  to  Montserrat 
February  or   March. 

Dorothy  Dieckmann  Harman  reports  a  quiet  y 

except  for  the  June  flood  from  "Agnes"  w 
water  in  their  drugstore  and  basement  of  tf" 
home. 

Polly  Fleming  Wharram  reports  a  holiday 

Spain    in   the   rain. 
Marcia  Froimson  Baum  sends  happy  news  of 

adoption   of   4   day    old    Rebecca. 
Nancy  Kasper  Nixon  reports  she  has  the  b 

of  two  worlds — still  riding  their  show  horse  I 
adding  some  free  lance  writing  to  her  activit 
She  said  she  has  taken  to  sidesaddle  in  order 

improve  her  image — and  if  she  changed  out 
levis  in  time — the  whole  family  was  taking 
trip    to    Europe. 

Cinny  Ladish  Angulo  had  to  come  to  the  I 
to  see  Mildred  Schulte  Pastor  and  Dottie  Die' 

mann  Harman.  She's  still  waiting  for  the  r 
of  us  to  visit  her   in   Bogota. 

Cail  Miller  Maiolo  reports  that  she  is  "do 
great."  The  whole  group  of  Maiolos  are  plann 
their  "second  annual  assault"  on  Florida  for  t weeks. 

We    were   delighted    to    receive   a    lengthy    let 

from    Steffi    Ruben    Klein.     Steffi    is    a    busy,    bi 
classmate.     She    is    on    the    Board    of    Trustees 

three     organizations — League     of     Women     Vot( 
Marin  Child  Development  Center,  and  United  Je 
ish     Federation.      The     Kleins    are     very     proud 

their   daughter    Amanda    who    performed    with 

professional    company    of    the   San    Francisco    Ba 
Company    as   a    soldier    in    the    Nutcracker. 

Mildred  Schulte  Pastor  escaped  the  winter  d 

drums    by    spending    a    few   days    in    San    Francis 
Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein  is  enjoying  her  freed 

after  completing  state  certification  in  Library  S 

ence.  She  is  playing  a  lot  of  tennis  and  do 
some  exciting  creative  needlepoint.  Rose  i 
Mark  traveled  to  Hawaii  and  Nassau  and 

looking  forward  to  seeing  more  of  the  world 
the    near    future. 

Rosalie  Stern  Wolfe's  moving  has  occupied 
great  deal  of  her  time  this  past  year.  After 

year  in  Cleveland,  the  Wolfes  happily  returr 
to  their  original  home  town  of  Michigan  C 
where  Dick  has  accepted  the  position  of  Preside 
of    Northern    Indiana   Steel    Supply   Company. 

Sally  Schmidt  Cregerson  plans  to  attend  i 

reunion  and  "wonders  how  we've  all  change^ 
Then  on  to  Germany  for  Gregersons  in  the  sumrr 

Nancy     Teeters     Bunce     has     an     expanding 
career.      This    past    Christmas    she    decorated    t 
banks    and    has    a     regular    job    doing    window; 



ecorating  them,  not  washing  them." 
Carol  Vogel  Scrivens  has  a  great  job  as  Public 

lations  Officer  for  the  New  Jersey  State  Library, 

rol  sends  her  good  wishes  and  hopes  that  '73 II  be  a  good  year  for  all  of  us. 
Rhoda  Weitsman  David  says  she  often  thinks 
Chatham  and  all  the  fun  we  used  to  have.  She 

hoping  to  attend  reunion.  Rhoda  is  very  active 

Cirl  Scouts  and  "not  so  active  subbing."  The 
vids  spent  the  summer  in  Wildwood  Crest  and 
anksgiving  in  Disney  World. 

It  has  been  a  year  of  changes  for  Lynn  Wilner 
wker.  She  started  working  this  summer  as 

jgram  director  for  the  North  Area  YWCA. 

nn  had  some  weaving  in  last  summer's  Three 
/ers  Festival  and  the  Twin  Towers  Art  Show 

is  fall.  The  Hawkers  in  the  fall  visited  with 

ne  Stoeker  Burfoot  in  Washington.  DC.  Their 

Jgest  news  is  their  move  from  a  new  contem- 
rary  house  to  a  60  year  old  ten  room  house. 

I  (Hannah I  am  occupied  with  Chatham  Re- 
ion,  United  Jewish  Federation,  a  twice  weekly 
jdern  dance  class,  and  keeping  pace  with  the 

tivities  of  my  family.  We  thoroughly  enjoyed 

uring  Washington,  D.C.  with  the  girls  at  Thanks- 
zing  and  have  been  loving  our  jaunts  to  Fort 
uderdale  this  winter. 

I  (Sandy)  had  a  quiet  year,  but  am  looking 
rward  to  a  trip  to  London  in  the  spring. 

No  news,  just  a  hello  from  Marlene  Valentine 

illgherty,  Joan  Long  Pahl,  and  Eleanor  Skinner 

ainwright  who  took  a  part  time  job  as  secre- 
ry  to  the  editor  of  a  weekly  magazine. 

We  are  very  sorry  to  report  the  death  of  Caro- 

n  Frees  Sykes'  husband  Edward.  Our  deepest 
mpathy  to  Carol  and  her  daughter  in  their  loss. 

We  also  extend  our  sympathy  to  Rose  Senoff 
senstein  on  the  death  of  her  father;  Carol  Vogel 
rivens  on  the  death  of  her  mother;  and  Nancy 

ieters  Bunce  on  the  death  of  her  mother-in-law. 
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Deborah   Brog   Bernstein 

(Mrs.   Alan  I 

627   Dahlia   Drive 

Monroeville,   Pa.    15146 

Suzanne  Quad   Croel 
(Mrs.    Philip) 

5813    Farmington   Court 
Hanover   Park,    IL   60103 

IRTHS 

oberra  Einhorn  Chester,  a  daughter,  Louisa  Kate- 
Amy,  June  7,    1972. 
nnie  Nabors  Kearney,  a  son,  John  Keating,  July 
15,    1970. 

inor  Roeger  Nyhus,  a  daughter,  Christina  Mayer, 
December   1,   1972. 

JEW  ADDRESSES 
le  Allardice  Neff    (Mrs.   Sidney  A.),   210  Orchard 

|  Place,  Sewickley,   PA   15143. 
eorganne    Allebrand     Borland      (Mrs.     David     H.), 

I  707  Lexington  Road,  Vestavia,  AL  35216. 
illy     Knight     Anderson,     738     Maryland     Avenue, 
i  Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15232. 

^Ivia  Angelo  Cosztonyi  (Mrs.  Thomas) ,  Box  48-A, 
R.D.   #2,    Landenberg,    Pa.    19350. 

ilia  Battle  Miller  (Mrs.  Benjamin  T.l,  R.D.  #4, 
East   Pike,    Indiana,   PA   15701. 

idith  Howley  Borton,  11  Charleston  Sq.,  Cleve- 
land,  OH   44143. 

iartha  Jo  Campbell  Lane  (Mrs.  Calvin),  870  Main 
Street,  South  Windsor,  CT  06074. 

ancy  Canale,  20  South  6th  Street,  Indiana,  Pa. 
15701. 

arole  Crist  iano  Raymond  (Mrs.  D.  J),  115  Dawes 
Avenue,  Pittsfield.   MA  01201. 

everly  Fleishman  Pimsleur  (Mrs.  Paul),  Sch.  of 
Educ,  State  University  of  New  York,  1400 
Washington   Avenue,   Albany.    NY    12203. 

ynn  Hughes  Mayer  (Mrs.  Theodore  F.),  2040 
Clendale  Avenue,   Northbrook,    IL   60062. 

erne  Klein  Kalstone    (Mrs.  Charles),  44  No.  Pros- 
pect Drive,  Coral  Cables,  FL  33133. 

arriet    Lewis    Franklin     (Mrs.    Kenneth    R),    5340 

Aylesboro,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15217. 
lizabeth  Lytle  Suatoni  (Mrs.  Frank  J.),  1166 
Harvard  Road,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.   15205. 

:linor  Roeger  Nyhus  (Mrs.  Paul  Graham),  Ameri- 
can Embassy,  APO  New  York,  09891. 

laney     Sherwood     Willcox      (Mrs.     W.     Brewster), 
1050    Helen   Avenue,    Lancaster,    PA    17604. 

larie    Smith    Smith     (Mrs.    James    C. ) ,     150    Glen- 
wood  Road,  Ridgewood,  NJ  07450. 

Frances  Venardos  Cialamas    (Mrs.  Antonio  J.).    112 
Pheasant  Drive,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15238. 

Debbie    reporting: 

Sorry  to  say  it  was  a  poor  response  again,  only 

four  of   fifty-four. 
Marty  Jo  Campbell  Lane  informs  that  they  had 

a  dream  come  true.  Just  before  Thanksgiving 
the  Lanes  moved  into  a  magnificent  200  year  old 

Georgian  house  along  the  Connecticut  Valley.  The 
house  is  complete  with  a  tobacco  barn  which  will 
be  used  for  horses  and  some  rich  land  where  they 

will  garden  to  their  hearts  content.  Down  the 
street  is  the  Jonathan  Edwards  burying  grounds 

and  Cal  is  on  home  territory  with  the  literary 
associations  that  name  brings  to  mind.  They  are 

collecting  antiques  with  renewed  fervor  now  that 
they  have  an  authentic  house  for  them. 

Jinnie  Nabors  Kearney  is  busy  at  home  with 
her  three  boys,  and  gets  out  for  La  Lache  League 
which  she  enjoys.  Also  trying  to  keep  one  step 
ahead  of  her  kids  is  Lynn  Hughes  Mayer  who 

can't  quite  believe  she  has  two  teenagers  and 
a  third  not  far  behind.  Lynn  wrote  that  she  was 

planning  to  attend  a  Chatham  Alumnae  Pot  Luck 
dinner  in  March.  I  hope  it  was  fun.  Come  to 
reunion  in  June  and  have  two  days  of  fun  with 
familiar  faces. 

Bobbie  Einhorn  Chester  has  had  a  happy  and 

sad  year.  Happy  over  the  addition  to  the  family 
but  saddened  by  the  death  of  her  father  in 
October.  All  our  sympathies,  Bobbie.  Bobbie  is 
taking  a  biology  course  this  semester  at  Seton 
Hill  and  is  being  badgered  by  the  children  who 
want  to  go  to  the  lab  so  they  can  see  the  cat 
she  is  dissecting.  Ah  yes,  the  aroma  of  Buhl 
Hall  and  the  looks  of  other  passengers  on  the 
street  car  when  we  took  our  cat  skins  home! 

The  Chesters  spent  some  fun  time  in  December 
with  Bev  Fleishman  Pimsleur  and  family  who  are 
now    living   in   Albany. 

The  Bernsteins  spent  a  good  part  of  the  year 
travelling.  I  took  the  kids  to  Chicago  by  train, 
for  their  taste  of  yesteryear.  We  may  try  it  by 

sleeper  this  year.  Then  we  also  went  to  Arizona, 
Nevada,  North  Carolina,  and  Washington,  D.C. 
area.  All  the  while  I  carried  a  programmed  text 

on  neuroanatomy  and  even  learned  a  bit. 
Sue  Allardice  Neff,  who  is  now  teaching  art 

in  the  Sewickley  Schools,  is  Class  Reunion  Chair- 
man this  year  and  some  great  things  are  planned 

in  addition  to  the  regular  college  schedule,  so 

make  your  plans  now  and  come  to  Reunion  June 
1   and  2.    See  you  then. 

Susie   reporting: 

Harriet  Lipscher  Felman  is  going  into  business 
for  herself  with  a  new  concept  in  a  syndicated 

cartoon,  and  never  felt  better  in  her  life!  Harriet 
has  a  15  year  old  daughter  and  a  12  year  old  son 

which  allows  her  more  time  now  to  do  "her 

thing." 

Susie  Quad  Croel  and  husband  Phil  spent  a 
week  in  Arizona  in  February,  touring  the  state 

and  enjoying  the  change  of  pace.  Susie  is  in  the 

"chauffeuring"  years  with  her  four  children  now, 
and  recently  taught  a  drama  course  to  a  pre-teen 
group  at  their  club  house.  She  welcomes  all 
Chatham  alums  to  visit  when   in  Chicago. 

Elinor  Roeger  Nyhus  loves  Guatemala,  the  rich 

Mayan  Indian  culture,  gorgeous  scenery  of  vol- 
canic peaks  and  lakes,  and  ideal  spring-like  weath- 

er. Elly  and  Paul  were  immersed  in  intensive 
language  training  in  Washington,  D.C,  before 
moving  to  South  America.  In  D.C,  the  Nyhus 

family  got  together  often  with  Marie  Smith  Smith 
and    family. 

Elayne  Rosen  is  enjoying  working  for  the  United 
Jewish  Federation  of  Pittsburgh,  and  recently 
completed  eighteen  months  work  setting  up  a 

new  community  organization  known  as  the  Squir- 
rel Hill  Urban  Coalition.  Elayne  went  to  Israel 

and  Europe  last  summer,  and  has  been  studying 
Hebrew.  She  will  most  likely  go  to  a  five  week 

seminar  for  social  work  professionals  at  Hebrew 

University  in  Jerusalem  this  summer.  "So," 
writes  Elayne,  "life  is  full — but  for  a  husband, 
although  I  take  heart  when  I  see  alums  are  still 

getting  married,  like  Claire  Tober.  So  while  there's 

life,  there's  hope." Marie  Smith  Smith  loves  her  new  home  in 

Ridgewood,  New  Jersey.  Susie  Quad  Croel's  home- 
town. Marie  says  daughter  Therese  began  junior 

high,  and  son  Tony  started  kindergarten.  Marie 
is    substituting     in     elementary    and     junior     high 

school  and  has  a  small  group  of  private  piano  stu- 
dents. She  is  active  in  the  League  of  Women 

Voters,  and  has  redecorated  their  new  home.  She 
has  been  in  touch  with  Bette  Jo  Creenburger  in 
New  York  City,   and   Elly  Roeger   Nyhus. 

Danna  Vance  Mitchell  is  finishing  her  master's 
degree  in  counseling  at  Syracuse  and  is  working 
full-time  as  a  Rehabilitation  Counselor  Super- 

visor for  the  New  York  State  Education  Depart- 
ment. Danna  visited  with  Anne  Smith  Wright 

'60  in  Athens,  Georgia  this  past  summer. 
Joan  Winters  Ceorge  has  started  to  do  some 

traveling  with  her  three  children.  They  spent 
Christmas  on  Sambel  Island  in  Florida,  and  have 

plans  to  visit  Washington,  D  C.  Arizona,  New 
Mexico  and  Texas  in  June.  Joan  stays  away  from 

clubs  and  community  involvements,  preferring 

gardening  and  cooking.  She  is  in  touch  with 
Danna    Vance    Mitchell. 
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Marianne   Byrn  Caplc 

(Mrs.   Charles   E.) 

3941    S.W,  317th  Street 
Federal  Way.  WA  98002 

Suzanne  Jessop   McGowan 
(Mrs.   Jon   C) 

134    Main    Street 
Northfield,    MA   01360 

Donna  Lange 

724   Edwards   Avenue 
Belle   Vernon,    PA    15012 

Joyce   Teegardin 
Box    5824 

Columbus,   OH   43221 
ENGAGEMENT 

Ruth  M.  Jones  to  Heasi  Bin  Helah  Siiams 

BIRTHS 

Susan     Childs     Matheson,    a     son.     Andrew     James. 
January    16,    1973. 

Susan     Engel    Colden,    a    son,    Robert    David.    June 
8,     1972. 

Susan    Smith     Balika,     a    daughter,     Melissa    Anne, 
January    17,    1973. 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Janet    Bryan    Kilgore     (Mrs.    Gordon),    Rt.    2,     Box 

673-D,   Longwood,   Florida   32750. 
Joan     Cercone     Cilson      (Mrs.     Gordon     K.),     7932 

Central   Park  Circle,  Alexandria,  VA  22309. 

Ronna     Friedman    Kanterman     (Mrs.     Larry),     2446 

Mt.   Royal   Road.   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15217. 

Marjorie    Hanson     Honig     (Mrs.     Barry),     18     Neve 
Shaanan,    Jerusalem,    Israel    (as   of   6/1/73). 

Elizabeth     Jones     Sheehan      (Mrs.     Robert     T.l,     3 

Kingston    House    North,    Prince's    Gate.    London 
SW7,    ILN,   England. 

Jacqueline    Nadolny    Rosenberger     (Mrs.    Karl    B). 
708    Merrimak   Drive,    Berea,   Ohio  44017. 

Barbara     Pings    Rawley     (Mrs.     Wayne.     Ill)      1121 
Kirkwood   Ct..    Iowa  City,    Iowa   52240. 

Mary    Sendek     Jakabcsin     (Mrs.     Ceorge     J),     220 
Ennerdale    Lane,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15237. 

Joyce   Teegardin,    P.O.    Box    5824,    Columbus,    Ohio 
43221. 

LOST 
Benita    Acheson. 

Marianne   reporting: 

Two  of  our  classmates  Susan  Childs  Matheson 

and  Sue  Engel  Colden  are  enjoying  the  return 

to  baby  care  especially  since  their  older  children 

aged  10  to  7  are  such  fine  "little  mothers"  and 
an  appreciative  family.  The  Mathesons  spent  5 
weeks  in  New  York  City,  then  visited  Washing- 

ton, DC.  to  see  Cerry  Reisker  Edwards  and  Ellen 

Clark  Bode  '60.  Another  1960  reunion  on  their 
list  was  with  Bobby  Freeman  London  in  the  local 
Palo   Alto   grocery   store. 

Nigar  Abbasi  Husain  is  going  to  find  out  how 

the  old  mind  works  by  starting  an  MA.  course 

in  English  Literature  at  American  University.  She 

keeps  commuting  between  Pakistan  and  Wash- 

ington, D.C,  spending  the  summers  with  her  fam- 
ily  in   Karachi   and   the   school   year   in   the   States. 

Two  classmates  report  that  there  is  never 

enough  time  in  a  day  and  they  are  very  busy 

on   the  home  front  with   guests  and   "homeowner- 29 



ship"  plus  extracurricular  activities.  Robin  Askin 
DcKleinc  is  teaching  12  students  private  piano 
lessons  and  taking  guitar  lessons  herself.  Her 

"big"  achievement  of  the  season  was  to  arrange 
for  two  chorus  parts  to  three  songs  from  "The 
Grinch  Who  Stole  Christmas"  by  listening  to  the 
recording,  since  the  music  has  not  been  published. 

Joan  Ccrconc  Cilson  spent  an  exciting  year  watch- 
ing their  house  being  constructed  only  to  have 

the  "bottom  fall  out"  a  week  after  moving  in. 
A  water  break  in  the  front  yard  drowned  a 
skunk  under  the  foundation  .  .  .  three  months 

of  professional  deodorizing  and  the  perfume  is 
lingering. 

I  am  happy  to  report  that  in  March  we  broke 
our  longevity  record  and  will  have  been  in  the 
Northwest  for  18  months!  We  are  busy  with 
house  projects  now  that  we  are  settled  and  I 

am  finding  my  way  in  the  community  through  the 
League  of  Women  Voters,  as  finance  chairman, 
the  American  Chemical  Society  for  intellectual 
stimulation;  and  spearheading  construction  of 
covered  tennis  courts  at  our  neighborhood  club. 

That  along  with  children  aged  2  and  3,  is  keep- 
ing  me   in   good   physical   condition. 

Jess   reporting: 

The  poor  response  to  my  letter  this  year  was 
most  disappointing;  only  five  answered.  Of  those, 
Marge  Hanson  Honig  and  Libby  Jones  Cadd  sent 

along  greetings.  Marge  didn't  give  out  a  bit  of 
information  on  her  forthcoming  journey  to  Israel, 
which   leaves  us  nowhere   but   to  our  speculations. 

It  doesn't  always  happen  to  somebody  else. 
Last  year  it  happened  to  Mary  Booth  Fassett  Rob- 

erts. She  reports  that  they  did  survive  Hurri- 
cane Agnes  last  June  but  that  the  Elmira,  N.Y. 

experience  was  devastating.  In  her  own  words, 

"Floods  are  nasty  and  most  frightening,  especially 
when  they  hit  your  home  and  most  of  your  family 

and    friends   too." 

I  had  a  wonderful  letter  from  Suby  Hocker  Bal- 
lay.  Joe  is  not  only  head  of  the  Department  of 
Design  but  also  Associate  Dean  of  Fine  Arts  at 

Carnegie  Mellon,  and  Suby  is  an  associate  member 
of  the  Weavers  Guild.  The  Ballays  along  with 
all  their  neighbors  also  garden  organically,  com- 

plete with  compost,  praying  mantises,  and  lady- 
bugs.  Then  Suby  and  several  neighbors  get  to- 

gether to  "put  up"  the  harvest.  Last  year  they 
canned  54  quarts  of  grape  juice,  50  quarts  of 
applesauce,  and  Suby  herself  did  20  quarts  of 
tomatoes.  Suby  gets  the  Rodale-Davis  award 
for  outstanding  nutritional  achievement!  I,  for 
one,    am    admiring. 

Marty  Sanner  Crover  and  Elliot  combined  busi- 

ness with  pleasure  during  a  European  trip  last 

October.  Among  other  things,  they  did  some 
weekend  hiking  in  the  Alps.  Hiking,  I  gather, 

is  one  of  Marty's  hobbies  along  with  horse  shows, 
fund  raising  drives,  the  Junior  League,  the  Hous- 

ing Board,  and  so  forth.  You  must  be  better  or- 
ganized than   the   likes  of  me,   Marty. 

I,  Jess,  am  still  muddling  about.  Recently,  I 
did  start  singing  again,  tenor — what  else — with 

a  symphony  chorus  and  we've  just  had  a  per- 
formance of  Verdi's  Requiem.  I'm  also  involved 

with  our  town's  tercentenary  this  year.  Having 
helped  to  write  a  town  history,  I'm  now  in  charge 
of  all  publicity  for  the  celebration,  from  press 

releases  to  window  placards.  It's  all  a  lot  of 
fun  and  foolishness  which  will  culminate  in  a 

weeklong  binge  of  chicken  barbeques,  beard  grow- 
ing, outdoor  pageants,  bunting  draped  houses, 

parades,  long  dress  wearing,  kangaroo  courts  with 

stocks  and  pillories,  firemen's  muster  and  like 
that!  All  the  stuff  that  city  slickers  like  me 
thought  was  strictly  comic  strip  antics.  So  if 
you  happen  our  way  between  May  26  and  June  3, 

we'd  love  to  have  you  attend  Northfield's  300th 
birthday  party  and  be  treated  to  some  genuine 
Americana. 

Donna    reporting: 

Ruth  M.  Jones  plans  to  be  married  this  spring 
to  Heasi  Bin  Helah  Siiams,  and  hopefully  will  take 
a  belated  honeymoon  trip  to  see  her  in-laws  in 
Somalia  before  the  end  of  the  year.  Ruth  still 
works  for  Catholic  Social  Services  in  the  Law- 

renceville  neighborhood,  switching  this  year  from 
group  worker  to  community  developer  on  the 

agency's  new  Community  Chest  grant.  She  finds 
time  for  classes  at  Pitt's  Graduate  School  of  So- 

cial  Work.     Ruth   participated    in   the    Inauguration 
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Day  demonstration  in  Washington,  D.C.  of  the 

People's  Coalition  for  Peace  and  Justice  and  says 
she's  working  privately  on  developing  plans  for 

an  on-going  "Congress  for  People  Project"  for 
Pittsburgh's  Peace  and   Freedom  Center. 

This  is  Mary  Louise  Kaylor  Maury's  last  year 
in  Alaska.  The  Maurys  leave  this  summer  and, 

as  Mary  Lou  reports,  "we  plan  on  driving  down 
the  Alcan  Highway  in  our  camper.  It  should  be 

an  experience,  good  or  bad,  I'm  not  sure  which." 
Mary  Lou  and  Jim  don't  know  where  the  Air 
Force  will  send  them  next.  Although  they've 
enjoyed  their  Alaskan  experience  they  admit 

they've  had  enough.  "As  I  write  this,"  reports 
Mary  Lou,  "it's  — 25°  and  hasn't  been  above 
zero  for  at  least  two  weeks."  Brrrrr!  !  !  In  spite 
of  the  cold,  the  Maurys  and  their  two  daughters 
are  fine  and   lead  an  active  life. 

Paula  Keizter  Cramer  is  having  fun  chairing  a 

study  committee  at  the  new  "open  school"  in 
Merion  Station.  "We're  now  partially  into  the 

New  York  scene,"  enthuses  Paula,  "as  Gil  is  with 
CIT  Financial,  a  New  York  holding  company.  He 

commutes  daily."     Paula   sends  regards   to   all. 
Church-related  activities  consume  much  of  Shir- 

ley Lewis  Mmncr's  time.  Shirley's  worried  that 
the  world  and  our  generation  are  turned  off  by 
the  church.  To  express  her  concern  she  worked 
as  a  counselor  at  the  Billy  Graham  Crusade  in 
Cleveland. 

Getting  back  to  Pittsburgh  occasionally  from 
Maryland  are  Carol  Lemke  Keil  and  family  who 
hope  to  visit  more  friends  in  the  city  this  summer. 
Son  Jack  is  in  nursery  school  three  mornings  a 

week.  "This  gives  me  a  little  free  time  for  sew- 

ing and  reading,"  writes  Carol.  "I  help  at  the 
nursery  school  one  morning  a  week  and  am  active 

in  the  local  branch  of  AAUW."  Carol  joined  a 

garden  club  this  past  year.  "All  this,"  she  says, 
"with  a  little  'Sesame  Street'  thrown  in  for  good 
measure  keeps  me  busy — just  the  way  I  like 

to   be." 

Judy  Luttropp  spent  a  week  on  Martha's  Vine- 
yard last  September.  According  to  Judy,  "It's  still 

fairly  unspoiled  and  very  nice  but  traffic  and  new 

developments  are  creeping  in."  Judy's  still  "sec- 
retarying"  with  the  Worthington  Company  in  New Jersey. 

Adjusting  to  a  new  area  are  Jacqueline  Nadolny 
Rosenberger  and  husband  Karl  who  took  a  new 
job  last  fall  in  Ohio  as  manager  of  administration 

and  accounting  at  B&K  Instruments,  Inc.  Since 
moving  to  Berea  in  September,  the  Rosenbergers 

have  had  lots  of  company,  including  Karlena 

Clemser  Warnock  and  family,  Shirley  Lewis  Min- 
ner  who  lives  nearby  and  friends  and  relatives 

from  Pittsburgh.  Jackie  writes:  "Scotty  started 
nursery  school  and  Todd  just  had  his  second  birth- 

day. Karl  and  I  have  continued  our  interest  in 

small  group  Bible  studies.  With  this,  getting  ac- 
quainted with  neighbors,  decorating  our  new 

house  and  activities  with  the  children,  our  days 

go  by  quickly  and  happily.  We're  a  block  from 
a  swimming  pool  and  near  lots  of  lakes  for  our 

canoe."  Obviously  the  Rosenbergers  will  be  look- 
ing forward  to  summer. 

Adair  Sidforth  Alworth,  who  will  be  recording 

secretary  for  her  Junior  Woman's  Club  next  year, 
is  running  for  a  state  office  in  the  organization. 
Besides  being  civics  department  chairman,  Adair  is 
busy  with  church  activities  and  finds  time  to 
work  on  a  crisis  hotline  which  has  expanded  from 

a  mere  telephone  service  to  a  walk-in  center.  She 
provides  short-term  counseling  for  persons  includ- 

ing dope  addicts  and  those  who  have  attempted 

suicide.  Adair  "called  in"  her  news  saying,  "We 
spend  our  summers  on  Cape  Cod.  And  I'm  very 
busy  with  club  work,  boating,  fishing  and  keeping 
up  with  four  boys,  who  are  Jeffrey,  11,  Roger,  9, 

David,   6,   and  Cameron,   who  will   be  2   in   May." 

Yours  truly  discovered  a  second  "career"  last 
spring  with  my  first  art  exhibit  at  Mountain  Play- 

house in  Jennerstown  where  patrons  visit  the 

theatre's  art  gallery  before,  after  and  in  between 
performances.  My  art  display — strictly  needlecraft 
— include  knitted  afghans,  needlepoint  pictures, 
crewel  pillows  and  pincushions.  A  month  prior 
to  the  art  venture  I  enjoyed  the  scenic  wonders 
of  the  deep  South,  southern  mansions  and  all. 

The  atmosphere  of  the  trip — pleasant ;  the  hos- 
pitality— the  best;  the  food — obviously  excellent 

because  I  have  added  the  pounds  to  prove  it. 

Best  to  all  in  '73  and  here's  hoping  more  class- 
mates will   reply  next  year. 

Joyce    reporting: 

Travel   is  in   the  news  this  year  for   Brcnda 
don    Stober   and   Judy    Rubcnstein    Rubinstein. 

Stober  family,  except  Liz  age  8,  went  to  Di 
Land  and  the  Bahamas,  Meanwhile  Liz 

traveling  with  Brenda's  parents  and  fell  in 
with  London.  Brenda  reported  she  is  looking 
ward  to  skiing  again  when  she  and  Bob  chape 

a  church  youth  group  on  a  ski  weekend.  Or 
way  to  the  Barbados  and  sailing  in  the  Gi 
dines.  Judy  contacted  Marlene  Schweig  Hart 
and  sent  us  her  news. 

Elizabeth  Waite,  also  a  traveler,  conti 
teaching  7th  and  8th  grade  Spanish.  Betsy  st, 

the  summer  with  a  childrens'  beach  missio 
Myrtle  Beach,  South  Carolina.  With  her  s 
she  then  toured  Finland,  Sweden,  Norway,  V 

and  England.  Stops  included  Edinburgh  for 

International    Festival    which    "was   great." 

Anne  Putnam  Ma  II  in  son  sends  "greetings" 
is  looking  forward  to  next  year's  reunion,  Dot 
Seif  Kapp,  serving  on  the  Alumnae  Board,  ren 

us  we  need  not  wait  until  '74  by  reporting 
missed  seeing  classmates  last  year  and  hope 
see  more  this  year.  This  year  has  found  N 
at  the  bank  and  Duquesne  University,  Ka, 

kindergarten  and  Dottie  and  Scott  in  nu 
school.  Dottie  finds  teaching  such  little 

quite  a  challenge.  Township  and  county  env 
mental  group  and  church  activities  also  keep 
Kapps  busy. 

We  extend  our  deepest  sympathy  to 

Sendek  Jakabcsin  on  the  death  of  her  mother 
Jean  Thonen  Nickel  on  the  death  of  her  fc 

While  Mary  and  Jake  are  happy  to  have  reti 
to  Pittsburgh  where  Jake  has  a  position 

Gimbel's  Department  Store,  they  are  plar 
trips   to    Florida   and   Quebec. 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis,  Chatham's  alumnae  r. 
senlative  for  Boston's  South  Shore,  finds  ta 

with  today's  applicants  very  interesting.  A 
served  as  chairwoman  of  volunteers  for 

Republican  Congressional  candidate.  Unfortun 
he  lost   in  a  heartbreakingly  close  race. 

Susan  Smith  Balika,  who  was  chairwomar 
the  annual  Antique  Show  and  continues  in 

Writers  Group,  reports  the  building  of  a 

home  on  3]/2  acres,  including  a  lake.  The  B; 
had  Jean  Thonen  Nickel,  Nick  and  their  chi 
for  a  weekend  visit  in  the  mountains  and  : 

a  pleasant  evening  at  the  Nickels'  when  E 
sang  in  a  regional  barbershop  contest  in  I 
burgh.  Sue  reports  the  Balikas  see  Anne  Pu 
Mallinson  and   Bill  quite  often. 

Carroll  Spelke  Smaltz,  working  in  public 

tions  at  the  Huntington  Library,  Art  Gallery 
Botanical  Gardens  in  San  Marino,  California,  1 

busy  doing  everything  from  "lemon  slicing 

teas  to  press  releases  and  pamphlets."  "Sam" cates  the  girls  11,  9  and  6,  seem  adjuste 

mother's  liberation,  but  she  wonders  if  moth 
Dan,  as  busy  as  ever,  still  teaches  a  coun 
advanced  criminal  procedure  while  writing  a 
for   the  course. 

Nancy  Wright  Miller  sent  a  summary  of  ch 
Nancy  is  divorced  and  has  three  children,  ag 
8  and  10.  She  has  worked  as  a  nurse  at  a  Y 

camp  for  three  summers  and  has  begun  wo 
as  a  substitute  school  nurse.  Future  plans  in 

returning  to  school  in  the  fall  and  working  ir 

community  health  field  or  returning  to  tea> 
student    nurses. 

Sally  Williams  Vasse  and  Bill  visited  Bill's  n er  in  California  and  plan  a  trip  to  New  Or 
when  Bill  attends  a  conference  there.  Sally 

she  feels  more  "liberated"  at  home  and  I 
busy  enjoying  4  year  old  Mary,  running  the  p 

library,  studying  and  playing  the  flute, 

taking  a  children's  literature  course  to  keep  i 
of  Mary,  Sally  began  reading  in  psychology,  t 

ogy  and  arithmetic  courses.  Bill,  Chairman  o 
Academic  Planning  Board,  has  been  plai 

course  programs  and  helping  plan  buildings  * 
new  urban  university  campus  to  be  develop* 
Flint. 

1  talked  with  Karen  Tiedy  Ream  between 

unpacking  after  a  delightful  summer  family  l 
tion  in  Michigan  and  preparation  for  a  rour 
visits  from  family.  Hopefully  Sheila  Rush  Ok 
will  tell  us  how  it  feels  to  be  an  author  foi 

next  Recorder.  Your  reporter  has  changed 

individual  counseling  to  group  work  and  fin 
quite   challenging. 
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Nancy    Beach 

31    Pondfield   Road,   West 
Bronxville,   NY    10708 

Gail    Bloom    Verlin 
(Mrs.    Michael) 

1805   Village   Green    Lane 

Apt.    4C-1 Ann  Arbor,   Ml   48105 

Nancy    Fendnch    Shaw 
(Mrs.   Lee   N.) 

300    East   74th    Street 

Apt.   4-C New  York,   NY   10021 

Martha   McCallister   Thaeler 
(Mrs.    Bruce    K.) 
462   Cole    Drive 

Meadville.   PA   16335 

(  Mrs. )    Jane   Alexander   Givens 

2032-D   Randy   Scott    Drive 
Miamisburg.   OH   45342 

!\RRIAGES 

lly  Mercke  to  Richard   H.   Heym,  November  1972. 

RTHS 

dy  Adler   Elitzky,   a   daughter,    Karen   Lynn,   June 
9,    1972. 

cile     Davis     Wareing,     a     son,     Edward     DeForest 
Marsden   Wareing,    May    1 ,    1 972. 
iry   Ann    Conti    Sheline,   a    son,    Douglas   Andrew, 
June    13,    1971. 

ssa    Karp    Hirsh,    a   daughter,    Erin    Deborah,    May 
15,   1972. 

net     Greenlee     Rohanna,     a     daughter,      Patricia 
Wood,    July   21,    1972. 

eila    Crobe    Rossbach,    a    daughter,    Signe    Ariane, 
May   25,    1972. 

rbara    Kessel    Bloxsom,    a    son,    Raymond    Arthur. 
Ill,    adopted    June    2,    1972;    a    son,    Christopher 
Michael,    November   7,    1972. 

jW  ADDRESSES 

becca  Albright  Duncan  (Mrs.  Peter  S.,  Ill), 
McCorkle  Road,  Box  158,  R.D.  #1,  Hummels- 
town,   PA   17036. 

san     Bradley    Trayser     (Mrs.     Malcolm     L.),     222 
Meetinghouse    Road,    Duxbury,    MA   02332. 

tricia    Burda    Sliwinski     (Mrs.    Stanley.    Jr.),    581 
Methodist  Road,   Greenville,   PA   16125. 

irgaret  R.  Conner,  Quarry  Hill  Road   East,  Dorset, 
Vermont  05253. 

ida  Cooper  Brodson  (Mrs.  John),  465  Lakeside, 
Highland    Park,    IL   60035. 

tricia     Dobyan     Lupton     (Mrs.     W.     Baker,     Jr.), 
9   Pocumtuck  Street,    Norfolk,    MA  02056. 

iie    Eisc-nborg    Newfield     (Mrs.    Jack),    250    West 
94th   Street,    New  York,    NY    10025. 

incy    Fleming    Demoise    (Mrs.    Charles    F.),    8101 
Custer   Road,    Bethesda,    MD  20014. 

san    Herb   Reichard    (Mrs.   George  W.,   Jr.),    1206 
Hillcrest,   Carmel,    Indiana  46032. 

san     Johnson     Dyer     (Mrs.     Paul     A.  I ,     Box     56, 
Westminster,   VT  05108. 

mela     Johnson     Fenner     (Mrs.     Paul     Thaddeus), 
33   Serra   Way,   San   Rafael,   CA   94903. 
ssa    Karp    Hirsh    (Mrs.    Charles   G. ),    5235    Beeler 
Street,   Pittsburgh.   Pa.    15217. 

rbara    Kessel    Bloxsom     ( Mrs.    Raymond    Arthur) , 
6001    W.   26th  Terrace,   Topeka,    KA   66614 
rbara  Laikin   Funkenstein    (Mrs.   Daniel   L. > ,  3510 
Hamlet    Place,    Chevy   Chase.    MD    200J5. 
dith    Launer    Palkovitz     ( Mrs.     Harry    P. ) ,     5453 
Guarino   Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15217. 

en    Levy    Blumberg    (Mrs.    Martin    J.),    1666    Pa- 
permill    Road.    Meadowbrook,    PA    19046. 
ne   Martin    Crawe    (Mrs.    Roger    W.).    117    Alden 
Avenue,    New   Haven,   CT  06515. 

lly    Mercke    Heym     (Mrs.    Richard    H.).    41     Lin- 
naean   Street.   Cambridge.    MA   02138. 

dith    Myers,    Institute    Animal    Research    Ecology, 
University    of     British    Columbia,     Vancouver     8, 
British   Columbia,   Canada. 

dith  Paulsen  Webb  (Mrs.  Richard),  168Boxfield 
Road,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15241. 

ane  Phillips,  1718  P.  Street,  N.W.,  #407,  Wash- 
ington,   D.C.   20036. 

san    Rockwell    Coen    (Mrs.    James    K.,    Jr.),    2309 
Denise  Circle,    Bellevue.   NB   68005. 

me   L.   Topham,    5555   Roswell    Road,   Apt.   V-16, 
Atlanta,   CA  30342. 

incy  Welsh  Lees  (Mrs.  Joseph  F.l,  2802  Ken- 
nedy Drive,  Wilmington,   DE   19803. 

Nancy    reporting: 

Where  is  everybody?  The  mail  can't  be  that 
bad  this  year  ...  or  maybe  it  is.  Always  a 

cheery  and  busy  word  from  Meg  Alexander  Spren- 

kle:  "Last  fall  I  took  a  nursing  course  at  Dutchess 

Community  College,  but  don't  know  if  I'll  con- 
tinue with  the  program.  Still  volunteering  at  the 

library.  PTA,  etc.,  and  now  am  in  the  midst  of 

a  training  program  for  reading  tutors."  Sue  Brad- 
ley Trayser's  been  busy  too — Sally  Mercke  Heym's 

November  wedding  which  sounds  like  one  of  the 

great  all-time  reunions  to  boot.  Sue  says,  "Mai 
and  I  are  finally  settling  down  in  Duxbury — on 
the  seashore,  but  within  commuting  distance  from 

Boston."  Then  she  writes  that  they're  off  snorkel- 

ing  in  Columbia  for  a  few  weeks.  That's  settling 
down? 

Pat  Burda  Sliwinski  sounds  a  bit  more  settled : 

"After  ten  years  of  marriage  we're  finished  with 
Stan's  medical  education  and  have  settled  here 
in  Greenville  where  Stan  has  established  his  prac- 

tice in  eye  surgery.  We  have  a  big  old  house 

with  a  three-horse  stall  barn  .  .  .  we  just  love  it. 
I  keep  busy  with  our  five  year  old  Staley  and 

working  on    local   horse  shows." 
Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline  sends  all  her  regards. 

Same  happy  words  from  Judy  Adler  Elitzky,  who's 
busy   with   two   little   girls  now. 

You  all  can  find  me  this  summer  enjoying  the 

good  life — from  pasta  to  the  ballet,  my  new  love 

— in  Italy.  It's  something  I've  been  saving  for 
and  dreaming  about  for  so  many  years,  I  can't 
believe   it's  coming  true.     Peace   to   all,   and   ciao! 

Cait    reporting: 

The  most  newsy  letters  ever  from  the  largest 
number  of  1963  alums  greeted  me  this  year. 
Thank  you!  Lucile  Davis  Wareing  reports  that 
new  son  Edward  and  older  brother  Willie  keep  her 

hands  full.  She  and  Guy  got  to  spend  an  "all  too 
short"  week  in  Venice  in  November.  Lucile  de- 

scribed it  as  a  magical  city,  but  she  was  saddened 
by  its  condition  and  that  of  its  art  treasures.  The 

Wareings  are  traveling  to  Moscow  in  February 
to  follow  up  on  all  the  Russian  history  Lucile 
studied.  All  in  all,  sounds  like  a  great  way  to 
perk    up   January! 

Nancy  Fleming  Demoise  answered  me  while 

"knee-deep  in  plaster  dust"  as  she  and  the  family 
are  remodeling  their  newly  purchased  thirty-seven 
year  old  house  in   Bethesda,   Maryland. 

Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  answered  that 

"nothing's  new"  and  sends  hello  to  all.  Wendy 

Decker  Cinsburg  echoes  Mickey's  words,  adding 
that  "things  are  hectic  as  ever  and  we're  all  get- 

ting older."    How  true! 
Bobbie  Fellabom  Emerick  reports  no  "new" 

news.  She's  still  working  part-time  as  a  "teach- 
er" (which  covers  everything  from  janitorial  to 

teaching  duties.)  Bobbie  recently  took  up  tennis 
and  discovered  her  freshman  tennis  course  stuck 
after  all.  She  also  ran  into  classmate  Lois  Mc- 
Cune  Flowers  at  a  California  hotel  while  the 

Emericks  were  driving  through  the  area.  Lois  and 
her  husband,  both  now  from  Monterey,  have  lived 
in  varied  locations  in  the  U.S.  because  her  hus- 

band's in  the  Coast  Guard.  Lois  has  her  master's 
in  Information  Science  and  works  as  a  librarian 
in    Monterey. 

Lissa  Karp  Hirsh  reports  the  birth  of  Erin  and 
that's   all.     Not   bad! 

Bonnie  George  Switzer  reports  she'll  finish  her 

master's  in  June.  Her  letter  mentioned  acquiring 
a  potter's  wheel  last  fall  and  she's  now  messing 
up  her  basement  with  a  smile.  The  Switzers  took 
a  summer  vacation  in  Minnesota  that  included 

lots  of  canoeing — sounds  great! 

Sue  Herb  Reichard  reports  that  they've  moved 
— again!  The  new  address  is  five  miles  from  their 
last  location,  and  they  now  have  room  for  house- 

guests,  etc.  Sue's  reaction  to  six  moves  in  ten 
years  was  like  mine — oh ! !  The  Reichards  hope 
someday  to  remain  somewhere  long  enough  to 
put  down   ten-foot   roots. 

After  a  long  silence,  Doe  Freedman  Hentschel 

returned  a  questionnaire  and  I'm  delighted.  Now 
that  Doe's  little  ones  are  no  longer  little,  she's 
chomping  at  the  bit  to  return  to  work.  She's 
presently  serving  as  adult  co-ordinator  for  a  3000- 
member  congregation  where  she  handles  the 
studies  program  for  school  age  youth  and  adults. 

They  offer  short-term  courses  on  just  about  any- 

thing. Doe's  other  interest  is  Planned  Parent- 
hood, and  she  is  one  of  five  local  organizers  of 

the  group.  She  gives  speeches  to  numerous  groups 
and   so   far   reports   she   has   not    incited   any    riots. 

Husband  Tom  is  general  manager  of  Richardson 
Printing  Ink,  Chicago  branch.  Brian,  age  seven, 

is  in  a  multi-age  class  with  independent  learning 

program  and  loves  "everything  but  his  phonics 
book."  Daughter  Karin.  age  4,  attends  nursery 

school,  plays  "go  to  meeting,"  and  will  probably 
run  for  President  in  2008 — a  budding  feminist  as 
reported   by   Doe!     What   a  great   letter! 

Pam  Johnson  Fenner's  news  included  a  quick 
move  to  California  and  lots  of  traveling,  especially 
between  Boston  and  California.  Trips  kept  Pam 
and  the  whole  Fenner  clan  occupied,  including  a 

vacation  in  Hawaii.  Husband  Paul  is  in  architec- 
tural landscaping  and  Pam  is  considering  a  return 

to  work  part-time  once  her  children  are  older 
and  the  job  market  is  less  saturated.  Seems  the 

Fenners  traded  "snow  shovels  for  sponges"  as 
their  arrival  during  winter,  1972,  was  in  the  midst 

of  California's  wettest  winter  in  a  century.  As 
far  as  snow,  the  Sierras  provide  all  that  a  former 
Bostonian   could   want,    for   a   start. 

Ah  yes — the  Verlin  household !  We're  spending 
all  of  February  in  Florida  hopefully  escaping  the 

cold,  gray  weather  of  northern  winter.  We've 
traded  it  for  sunshine,  surf,  and  yes  .  .  .  SUN- 

BURN. I'm  even  now  recovering  from  my  first 

three  days  of  "sunning"  as  I  write  our  class  news 
— oh  well,  it  has  to  tan  sometime.  Joel,  now  3]/2. 

is  a  1 00%  beach  bum.  Michael  is  finally  "on 
vacation,"  having  passed  his  Internal  Medicine 

Boards  last  year.  We  are,  however,  "in  limbo" 
as  to  our  plans  for  1 973-1 974,  since  Mike  has 
officially  finished  his  Fellowship  in  Hematology 
as  of  June,  1 973.  The  Navy  still  awaits  and  so 
we  also  wait  and  wonder.  I  am  active  in  our 

congregation,  being  its  membership  chairman  and 

music  teacher  in  its  religious  school.  That's  where 
1  see  a  lot  of  Barbara  Shullman  Young.  I  am  also 
involved  in  the  University  of  Michigan  Medical 

Wives'  Group  as  well  as  trying  to  finish  up  nu- 
merous personal  and  household  projects  that  seem 

to  accumulate  over  the  months.  Before  the  next 

move.    I'm  bound  to  get  to  them. 
A  special  thanks  to  those  who  returned  this 

year's  questionnaire  so  promptly,  especially  con- 
sidering my  very  early  deadline.  I  wanted  to 

make  sure  I  would  have  time  to  get  everything 

done  before  our  trip,  including  getting  the  class 

news  written.  Next  year,  I'll  stick  to  the  regular 
deadline.  In  the  meantime,  I'm  off  to  my  new- 

found haven  of  tranquility  ...  I  may  never 

go   home! 
Martha    reporting: 

Practically  the  only  thing  my  respondents  had 

in  common  this  year  was  new  addresses  for  every- 
one (except  me).  Otherwise  we  all  seem  to  be 

"doing  our  own  thing." 
Judy  Paulsen  Webb  took  time  to  answer  in 

the  midst  of  preparing  for  a  move  back  to  Pitts- 
burgh three  weeks  later.  This  is  move  #5.  and 

Judy  has  the  feeling  they're  in  the  Army  and 
Dick  hasn't  told  her!  Otherwise,  says  Judy,  there 
is  no  earth-shattering  news,  and  she  expects  to 

go  into  severe  depression  after  reading  the  ex- 

ploits of  our  classmates.  I  can't  quite  believe that! 

It  seems  that  Diane  Phillips  had  another  one 

of  those  good  years.  A  promotion  came  through 
early  in  February,  and  she  continues  to  enjoy 

Washington  and  her  job  in  labor  relations  train- 
ing. She  writes  that  Betsy  McCregor  Cooley 

( '66)  works  just  down  the  hall  from  her.  Out- 
side of  Washington,  there  was  a  trip  home  to 

Cincinnati  in  September  which  included  a  detour 
to  Cleveland  for  a  visit  with  Lillian  Steiner  Levine 

and  her  family.  " It  was  wonderful  to  find  that 
we  still  have  much  to  share,  much  more  than 

simply  old   times." 
Sue  Rockwell  Coen  wrote  a  long  newsy  letter 

from  Nebraska  where  they  moved  last  summer. 
Jim  is  now  involved  with  the  computer  program 

at  SAC  Headquarters,  and  is  in  a  master's  pro- 
gram in  the  evenings.  Sue's  activities  center 

around  the  home,  but  children  do  grow  and  she 
finds  more  time  to  get  out  now.  She  writes  that 

it  has  been  a  satisfying  year,  "filled  with  the 
joys  of  being  a  growing  family,  learning  about  a 
new  part  of  the  country,  making  new  friends  and 

finding  out  more  about  ourselves." 
I  (Marty)  seem  to  be  the  only  one  still  rooted 

in  the  same  place.  Twas  a  good  year  though. 

We  became  grandparents  at  31  !  In  January  we 
decided  to  take  part  in  a  shelter  care  program 

for  teenagers  12  to  18,  under  the  auspices  of  the 
juvenile     court     system.      This     involves     giving     a 
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temporary  (1  to  21  days)  home  to  teenagers 
with  various  problems.  We  ended  up  having  a 
pregnant  foster  daughter  who  stayed  with  us 
until  her  baby  was  born  six  months  later.  It 

was,  at  first,  scary,  then  interesting,  challenging 
and  frustrating,  but  we  were  gratified  to  learn 
that  she  had  also  profited  from  the  experience. 
She  and  her  baby  are  now  in  another  foster  home 
until  she   reaches  age   17. 

In  another  area,  Bruce  resigned  his  job  of  nine 

years  at  Talon  to  open,  in  October,  his  own  busi- 
ness— Suzuki  of  Meadville.  It  involves  snow- 

mobile and  motorcycle  sales,  service  and  acces- 
sories in  a  really  beautiful  new  building.  The 

bookkeeping  and  jumble  of  tax  reports  are  in  my 

experienced  hands  ( I'd  never  even  done  my  own 
income  tax  before!).  I've  fired  off  my  first 
batch  of  quarterly  whatses  and  a  couple  other 

goodies — now  to  sit  back  and  see  who  lands  in 
jail!  In  other  ways  also  it  was  a  satisfying  year. 
Rob  is  enjoying  kindergarten,  and  Karen  has 
grown  from  a  baby  into  a  girl.  We  are  surrounded 
by  a  delightful  hodgepodge  of  neighbors  and 

friends,  and  I  've  finally  become  accustomed  to 
the  three-ring  circus  that  ensues  every  day  as  kids 
of  various  shapes  and  sizes  congregate  in  a  seem- 

ing effort  to  drive  me  insane. 

I'm  very  sorry  there  were  so  few  replies  this 
year.  I  know  how  disappointing  it  is  to  look  for 
news  of  a  particular  person  and  find  not  even 

a  whisper.  I  hope  these  first  ten  years  following 
graduation  have  been  good  to  everyone,  and  the 
next   ten   are   even   better.     Peace. 

Fender    reporting: 

It  is  with  a  certain  sense  of  horror  that  I 

realize  suddenly  that  it  has  been  ten  years  since 
I  have  seen  the  Chatham  campus  and,  with  few 
exceptions,  that  I  have  seen  fellow  class  mates 

from  the  class  of  1963.  We  have  all  gone  our 
separate  ways,  in  many  cases  both  physically  and 

mentally.  Still,  with  pride,  as  I  read  the  many 
responses  to  the  questionnaire,  I  could  without 

exception  remember  every  one's  face  vividly  .  .  . 
and    believe    it,   voices   too. 

When  I  opened  Helen  Moed's  letter  I  realized 
with  chagrin  that  we  have  both  been  in  New 

York  City  close  to  ten  years  without  seeing  each 

other  once.  Helen's  description  of  her  very  de- 
manding and  fascinating  job  as  producer  of  the 

C.B.S.  Morning  News  explains  why  one  does  not 
just  run  into  her  on  the  streets  of  this  city.  She 
is  a  journalist  in  the  absolute  sense  and  this  job 
sounds  absolutely  exciting.  Helen  reports  that  in 
addition  to  the  very  demanding  job  as  producer, 
she  goes  out  into  the  field  doing  film  stories  for 
C.B.S.  .  .  these  travels  have  taken  her  to  Viet 

Nam;  to  Washington  for  three  months  on  the 

Selling  of  the  Pentagon;  to  Key  Biscayne  to  inter- 
view Bebe  Rebozzo;  and,  to  the  Republican  Con- 

vention. It  was  wonderful  hearing  from  Helen, 
I    only  wish  she  had   said   more. 

Barbara  Kessel  Bloxsom  and  husband  Ray  have 
certainly  had  an  action  packed  1972  ...  in  the 
space  of  one  year  they  built  a  new  house,  adopted 

a  two  day  old  baby  and  had  their  own  baby  boy 
five  months  later.  Barb  writes  that  while  shop- 

ping she  gathers  lots  of  attention,  after  all  it's 
not  often  that  one  sees  a  woman  with  two  boys 
five  months  apart.  She  is  loving  every  minute  of 

her  jam-packed  life  of  mother  and  wife,  still  find- 
ing time  to  work  three  nights  a  week  and  to 

make  her  own  clothes  and  those  of  her  daughter. 
The  very   thought   makes  me  exhausted. 

Rita  ippolito  Hazen  wrote  from  Dunkerque, 
France  where  she  was  accompanying  Tom  while 
he  was  consultant  to  an  electrical  engineering 
firm.  She  said  she  had  taken  a  vacation  from 

her  teaching  job  so  she  could  go  with  Tom — 
with  Paris,  England  and  Scotland  on  the  itinerary, 

I  couldn't  help  but  agree  with  Rita  more  when 
she  said  this  trip  was  just  what  they  needed  to 
solve    the    mid-winter    hum-drums! 

Jane  Martin  Crawe  had  the  opposite  problem. 
She  and  Roger  are  settled  in  New  Haven,  and  are 

acclimating  themselves  to  the  American  ways  and 
machines  and  gadgets  after  several  years  in  Kenya. 
Roger  is  studying  economics  at  Yale  and  Jane  is 
at  the  Child  Study  Center  at  Yale  working  for  a 
psychiatrist  studying  behavior  genetics.  Welcome 
back,  Jane,  maybe  some  of  us  will  get  to  see 
more  of  you  now. 

It  was  fun  to  hear  from  Judy  Launer  Palkovitz 
who  wrote  from  her  new  home  in  Squirrel  Hill  in 

Pittsburgh.  They  moved  in  July  and  Judy  says 

that    since    then    she's    been    kept    busy    decorating 
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and  running  after  her  small  boy  and  keeping 
tabs  on  their  daughter,  four. 

Sue  Hill  Warner  sends  greetings  from  Raleigh, 

North  Carolina.  Sue  substitute  teaches  in  kinder- 
garten and  is  quite  active  in  a  local  cooperative 

playschool,   and    in   a   neighborhood    garden    club. 
I  n  November,  my  husband  Lee  and  I  spent  a 

wonderful  weekend  with  Sue  Bradley  Trayser  and 
husband  Mac  in  their  new  home  in  Duxbury, 

Mass.  The  raison  d'etre  for  this  gathering  was  to 
rejoice  with  Sally  Mercke  and  Rick  Heym  on  their 

wedding  day.  Sally  and  Rick  had  a  lovely  evening 
ceremony  in  the  M.I.T.  Chapel  and  afterwards 
we  all  had  a  marvelous  fun  time  at  their  reception 
where  I  had  a  chance  to  reacquaint  myself  with 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis  '62  after  all  these  years. 
Sally  just  wrote  having  returned  from  their  de- 

layed honeymoon  in  Tobago.  And,  Susan  and  Mac 
Trayser  are  at  this  writing  preparing  for  their  ten 
day  interlude  on  another  island  in  the  sun  .  .  . 
San  Andreas,   Colombia. 

Janet  Greenlee  Rohanna  and  husband  Kay  have 
become  full  time  farmers.  Kay  has  left  teaching 

school  after  eight  years  to  devote  full  time  to 
his  dairy  business.  Janet  reports  they  have  40 
Holsteins  and  lots  of  milk!  Her  comment  that 

life  is  never  boring  and  that  nature  is  great  is 
exactly  the  feeling  that  the  Shaws  have  been 

having  vis  our  farm  in  up-state  New  York.  More 
and  more  frequently  we  talk  and  examine  our 
life  here  in  New  York  City  in  terms  of  whether 
this  is  what  we  really  want  over  the  long  run 
for  our  life  style  .  .  .  i.e.  New  York  City  during 

the  week  and  nine  hours  each  weekend  commut- 
ing back  and  forth  to  the  farm.  Who  knows, 

some  year  I  too  may  be  corresponding  from  "the 
farm."  In  the  interim  I  am  still  trading  euro- 

dollars for  Morgan  Guaranty  which  in  these  times 
of  monetary  crises  makes  for  very  lively  days 

in  the  money  markets.  We're  planning  on  a  fif- 
teen day  trip  to  Nassau  in  early  March  and  then 

on  to  London  for  me  in  April  on  bank  business. 

Hopefully  I  will  squeeze  in  some  vacation  time 
while  over   there. 

That's  all  for  this  year.  My  thanks  to  all  of 
you  who  responded  so  enthusiastically  and  my 
regrets  to  the  others  ...  I  hope  to  hear  from 

you  next  year.  We're  all  interested  in  at  least 
keeping  in  touch  once  a  year  through  the 
Recorder. 

Jane  reporting: 

Ten  years,  folks!  The  less  said  about  that,  the 
better.  In  honor  of  this  milestone  of  sorts,  some 

long,  chatty  letters  came  back  in  lieu  of  the 

ever-popular  pink  sheets,  which  was  a  welcome 

approach,    indeed. 

Filling  us  in  on  ten  years'  worth  of  news,  Anne 
Topham  sends  greetings  from  Atlanta,  where  she's 
science  editor  for  the  National  Cystic  Fibrosis 
Research  Foundation.  This  move  occurred  in  the 

fall  of  1971,  and  prior  to  it  Anne  had  been  en- 
gaged in  various  ventures  in  publishing  and  medi- 

cine in  New  York  City,  as  well  as  having  spent 

twenty  months  working  in  Europe.  In  her  cur- 
rent position,  she  is  involved  in  a  broad  spectrum 

of  health  education  efforts,  the  most  interesting 

of  which  have  been  in  genetics  research  and  coun- seling. 

Nancy  Welsh  Lees  also  summarized  what  ap- 
pears to  have  been  a  whirlwind  decade  of  activity, 

centered  around  the  development  of  a  small  har- 
em with  the  arrival  (one  at  a  time)  of  four 

daughters.  The  Lees  moved  from  Wilmington  to 
Parkersburg,  West  Virginia,  for  three  and  a  half 
years,  only  to  return  to  a  home  in  Wilmington 
just  a  block  away  from  the  one  they  had  built, 
lived  in  for  three  months,  and  left.  A  pleasant 

event,  a  year  ago,  was  a  mini-reunion  at  Mickey 

Folino  Huff's  home  with  Sue  Hunt  Roose,  Barb 
Mueller  Siege),  and  their  families.  Nancy  hopes 
to   join    Joe   on   a   business   trip   to    Europe   in    July. 

Barb  Shullman  Young,  having  reached  the  both- 
children-in-school  stage,  has  entered  the  job  mar- 

ket. She's  a  Program  Consultant  in  Multi-Ethnic 
Studies  for  the  Ann  Arbor,  Michigan,  school  dis- 

trict. The  Youngs  continue  to  love  the  "ski  all 
winter,    sail    all    summer"    life    in    Michigan. 

Joan  Salay  Green  writes  that  they  are  enjoying 
their  home,  doing  some  gardening  and  building  a 
game  room,  but  it  hardly  sounds  as  though  they 
are  spending  enough  time  there  to  get  it  done ! 
They  spent  four  weeks  in  Europe  last  year,  when 

John  addressed  the  Electrochemical  Society  Con- 

gress in  Stockholm.  Next  month,  they're  heading 
for    San    Francisco    and    Disneyland.     Son    Brian,    at 

2Vi  years,  has  become  a  seasoned  traveler, 
addition  to  all  of  this,  Joan  has  kept  busy  t 

winter  with  bridge,  bowling  and  volleyball  ev 
week,  ice  skating  on  their  back  yard  pond  wr 

possible,  and  an  evening  class  at  the  local  colle 
Hearing  something  like  that  makes  me  feel 
credibly  lazy! 

Dianne  Rubin  Newman  is  enjoying  her  year- 
twins,  but  would  welcome  hearing  from  oth 
who  have  twins  or  are  twins.  She  claims  t 

there's  very  little  literature  available  for 
mothers  of  twins,  but  that  she's  getting  enoi 
first-hand  knowledge  to  write  a  book  of  her  oi 

January  can  be  a  pretty  dreary  month  in  t 
amisburg,  Ohio,  so  I  was  not  particularly  grie 
about  a  nine  day  business  assignment  in  Me> 

City  last  month.  I  had  to  make  two  short  pres 

tations  at  NCR's  annual  sales  convention,  atte1 
ed  by  about  two  thousand  men  and  five  ot 
women,  leaving  plenty  of  time  for  sun,  sig 

seeing,    Kaluha,   and   mariachi    music. 

Special  thanks  for  the  extra  little  efforts  * 
put  into  your  responses  this  year. 
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ENGAGEMENT 

Barbara    Schneider    to    Lt.    Commander    Richard 

Vialton,   U.S.N. 

BIRTHS 

Susan    Atherton    Kleine,    a    daughter,    Hilary,    A 

18,    1972. 
Patricia    Baisler   Van    Amberg,   a   son,    Joel    Alb 

November   21,    1971. 
Linda    Berg   Samuels,    a    daughter,    Kimberly    El 

November    12,    1972. 

Linda  Breitel  Paez,  a  son,  Jonathan-Charles  Jai 
December  29,    1972. 

Sally  Brown  Lincoln,  a  son,  Jay,  June  4,   1970. 
Diane     Brutout     Neimann,     a     daughter,     Elizat 

Diane,  January  27,   1973. 
Pamela    Davis    McCee,   a   son,   James   Andrew, 

tober   20,    1972. 

Virginia    Fisher   O'Leary,   a   son,   Sean    Morgan,    I 
16,    1972. 

Carol   Craven   Kratz,  a  daughter,   Alison,   Decerr 

20,    1972. 
Penny    Embry    McCoey,   a   son,    Robert    John,    S 

tember  3,    1972. 
Judy  Coslee   Diaz,   a  daughter,   February    18,    H 

Susan   Haas  Nordby,  a  daughter,   Sarah   Hender: 
December   31,    1972. 

Myra   Hull  Cillum,  a  daughter,   Leslie  Allison,   F 

ruary    22,    1973. 
Ann  McClure  Hall,  a  son,  Douglas,  April   13,   H 

Rina  Sigal  Segal,  a  daughter,   Lila  Carrie,  June 
1972. 

Ellen  Tilles  Weil,  a  daughter,   Karen   Leigh,   Mi 

16,    1972. 
Jane  Tobey   Eden,   a   son,   Gregory   Edward.   Octc 

31,    1972. 

Susan   Vansant   Bartz,  a   daughter,    Krista,   June 
1972. 

NEW   ADDRESSES 

Patricia    Baisler   Van    Amberg    (Mrs.    Ronald),    I 
Box  1025,  Santa  Fe,  NM  87501. 

Penelope     Barley     Woldoldt      (Mrs.     Daniel), 
North   Abbe  Road,   Elyria,   OH   44035. 

Sally    Brown    Lincoln     (Mrs.    John    B.l,     136    P 

Road,   Wayland,   MA  01778. 
Mary   Krein    Howarth    (Mrs.    David),    1735    Bed! 

Square,   Apt.    105,    Rochester,   Ml   48063. 
Sarah  Jane    (Janie)    Lanigan,   2723   O  Street,   N. 

Washington.    DC   20007. 
Julie   Beth   Mamolen,   22   Beacon   Place,  Somerv 

MA   02143. 



nice  L.  Patterson,  10748  N.  Kendall  Drive. 

P  N-l  7,  Miami,   FL  33156. 
1'rginia  Powell  Hargrave  I  Mrs.) ,  c/o  W.  W. 
B  Powell.  Jr..  R.D.  #1,  Clinton,  PA  15026. 

r'arcia  Webb  Buxton  I  Mrs.  Thomas  Lee  > ,  928 
I  18th  Avenue,  West,  Kirkland,  WA  98033. 

tirsig,  Diana  Lee  (legally  changed  name  to:  Diana 

p  Newell  Rowan),  482  Beacon  Street,  Boston, 
PMA  02115. 

san    reporting: 

[News  is  sparser  this  year  than  last.  Hope  my 
Lst    cards    reached    everyone. 
I  Becky  Bennett  Wallace  is  working  for  the  local 

[venile  court  and  singing  in  the  public  schools 
leekly.  Husband  Jim  is  involved  in  a  lot  of  anti- 

List  cases  and  local  civic  groups.  The  Wallaces 

yd  a  wonderful  vacation  in  Japan,  Hong  Kong 

,'d  Thailand  last  summer.  Becky  has  also  had 
Fme  fun  reunions  with  Ingrid  Van  Datten  Det- 
Leiler  and  Sally  Brown  Lincoln  who  have  moved 
earby. 

I  Pat  Baisler  Van  Amberg  sends  greetings  but  no 
,;ws. 

!  Sheila  Bennett  Harris  wrote  just  after  her  re- 
Irn  from  a  Florida  visit  with  Pam  Stirba  Russell 

■id  family.  Joel  has  now  gone  into  the  lamp 
fcanufacturing  business  himself.  He  prefers  that 

h  the  constant  travel  involved  with  being  a  man- 

racturers'  representative.  Sheila  is  busy  singing 
tith  a  semi-professional  group  and  taking  drama 
)urses.  She  says  that  it  is  good  to  be  singing 

£ain. 
Linda  Breitel  Paez  called  from  nearby  Laurel, 

Maryland  to  report  the  birth  of  young  Jonathan 
fid  other  news  of  their  hectic  year.  Mario  com- 
leted  his  Ph.D.  at  North  Carolina  State  and  is 

aw  an  Assistant  Professor  of  Electrical  Engineer- 
ig  at  the  University  of  Maryland.  They  are  now 
the  process  of  buying  a  house  close  to  Chesa- 

=ake  Bay  where  they  can  use  their  new  boat. 
Sally  Brown  Lincoln  writes  from  their  third  place 

¥  residence  in  a  year.  In  1972,  they  bought  and 
3ld  two  houses:  one  in  Philadelphia  (where  they 
ved  one  week)  and  one  in  Houston.  They  loved 
exas  but  are  glad  to  be  back  in  New  England 
gain.  John  is  now  with  Corning  Class  Works 

the  Boston  area.  Sally  also  enjoys  having 
jecky    Bennett   Wallace    in    nearby   Worcester. 
Diane  Brutout  Neimann  got  the  news  of  her 

,aughter's  birth  in  under  the  wire.  She  is  also 
oing  some  consultant  work  for  Science  Manage- 
ent,  Inc.  for  Hennepin  County  (Minneapolis) 

I  the  area  of  criminal  justice  planning,  especially 

ie  courts.  She  still  doesn't  know  how  she  will 
able  to  juggle  two  small  children,  a  job,  and 

he  temptation  of  cross-country  skiing  with  Paul. 
Jiane  also  reports  bumping  into  Suzie  Callas  and 
lancy  Warner  (a  former  Chatham  student  of 

iers)    in   a   Minneapolis  department  store. 
Sarah  Corwin  Brady  writes  that  the  move  from 

an  Francisco  to  San  Jose  was  a  tremendous  let- 

lown  for  both  her  and  Mike.  Fortunately,  they 
eel  that  their  new  jobs  made  the  move  worth- 

while. Sarah  is  the  director  of  a  pre-school  in 
an  Jose.  She  also  writes  that  she  was  surprised 

see  Carol  Pogash  on  educational  TV  last  year 
s  a  news  commentator.  Sarah  feels  that  it  would 

fun  to  see  any  Chathamites  who  are  in  the 
an   Jose   area. 

Pam  Davis  McCee  writes  that  1972  was  a  good 

pnd  busy  year.  Hugh  graduated  from  law  school, 
urvived  the  bar  exam,  and  is  now  with  a  firm 

Hartford.  This  summer  they  spent  a  month 
iailing  on  their  sloop  and  seeing  old  friends.  After 

^ndless  searching,  they  finally  found  a  house  and 
Settled  down  to  await  the  arrival  of  James  An- 

drew, whom  they  are  enjoying  very  much.  Pam 
thought  she  would  miss  her  job  after  working  for 
so  many  years  but,  so  far,  she  finds  being  home 
•ery   satisfying. 

Linda  Berg  Samuels  called  from  nearby  Alex- 
andria to  report  the  arrival  of  Kim.  She  now  has 

two  girls.  The  Samuels  expect  to  be  transferred 

prom  the  Washington  area  this  summer.  They 
are  still  in  doubt  as  to  where  they  are  going  as 

per  husband's  orders  for  Vietnam  were  cancelled 
quite    recently. 

1  Francie  Darr  Aley  finished  her  Master  of  Library 
Science  in  June  and  now  is  the  first  elementary 

'school  librarian  in  Weymouth,  Mass.  She  adores 
the  work  but  it  keeps  her  hopping.  Her  three 
children  are  all  in  school  now.  Last  summer  the 

Aleys  moved  into  their  'dream'  of  a  big  old  house 
— circa  1 830.  Francie  met  Ingrid  Van  Datten 
Detweiler   in   the   kitchen   of   a   mutual    friend.   The 

Aleys  see  Mike  and  Jane  Tobey  Eden  often  and 
welcome  Sid  and  Patti  Papp  Bremen  back  to 
New   England. 

1972   was   a    hectic    year    for    me,    Sue    Atherton 
Kleine,  and  Doug.  In  April  we  welcomed  our 

second  daughter,  Hilary,  another  blue-eyed  charm- 
er; spent  the  summer  and  fall  working  in  a  series 

of  losing  Democratic  campaigns;  and  took  a  trip 

to  New  Orleans  and  San  Antonio  to  recover.  I've 

become  involved  with  a  League  of  Women  Voters' 
local  study  on  correction  and  have  visited  some 
detention  facilities  and  interviewed  corrections 

officials.  My  'retirement'  from  teaching  lasted 
exactly  one  year  as  I  have  just  started  to  teach 

part-time  at  Madeira  School,  a  private  girls' 
school.  Reston  seems  to  have  some  Chathamites 
in  its  midst.  I  ran  into  Bette  Watson  Merchant 

'64  at  a  nursery  school  parents  meeting.  Many 
thanks  to  all  who  answered.  Hope  to  hear  from 

everyone  next  year. 

Joan    reporting: 

It's  been  a  busy  year  for  all  of  us.  I  only  wish 
we  could  print  all  the  wonderful   letters   I   received. 

Penny  Embry  McCoey  sends  a  "hi"  to  everyone 
and  says  she  is  "busy,  busy,  busy"  with  three 
little  ones.  Judy  Coslee  Diaz  reports  "not  much 
new"  but  notes  Carol  Craven  Kratz'  return  to 
Pittsburgh  and  her  new  baby.  Sara  Heslep,  though 
currently  unemployed,  is  involved  in  making  a 
quilt  and  researching  the  history  and  practice 

of   quilt-making. 

From  Susan  Haas  Nordby  comes  word  that  Da- 
vid was  made  a  Mellon  vice  president  last  fall 

and  that,  as  a  junior  board  member,  she  is  quite 
busy  setting  up  the  classes  taught  at  Kingsley 
House  in  East  Liberty  and  also  is  learning  to  sew 
when  the  family   is  sleeping. 

Carol  Hartman  Elden  recently  enjoyed  a  mar- 

velous experience  singing  in  a  children's  opera 
portion  of  a  concert  series.  The  Eldens  are  in 
the  process  of  remodeling  their  house  and  will 
soon  have  two  of  the  three  girls  in  nursery  school. 

Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  enjoyed  a  pleasant  year, 

busy  with  work  on  the  new  house,  child-rearing, 

a  women's  organization,  and  swimming,  which  is 
her  new  hobby.  For  almost  the  first  time  since 
Chatham  days,  Elaine  saw  Lynne  Jack  Porter  field 
and  later  Myra  Hull  Cillum  when  they  both  visited 
in   Canada. 

Myra  Hull  Cillum  has  been  kept  more  than  busy 
with  rug  and  furniture  shopping,  entertaining, 

cycling — Myra  finds  winter  cycling  very  invigorat- 
ing with  enough  layers  on — and  the  bicycle  club 

for  which  she  edits  the  club  newsletter.  Besides 

"gorging  on  food  and  friendship"  on  the  fall 
visit  to  the  Moroneys,  Myra  had  a  great  time 

cycling  with  the  Porter  fields  earlier  in  the  sum- 
mer and  lately  has  been  renewing  acquaintances 

with  Philadelphia  area  alums  Martha  Repman, 

Toba  Schwaber   '64,   and   Cail    Brooks   '68. 
Heather  Johnston  sends  the  good  news  of  a 

new  doctorate  in  political  science  from  the  Uni- 
versity of  Iowa.  Still  teaching  at  Purdue,  Heather 

is  doing  a  little  ice  skating,  a  bit  of  serious  cook- 
ing, and  trying  to  get  back  to  serious  research 

after  her  thesis  (and  we  all  know  what  that's 
like,  don't  we?).  She  must  pare  the  thesis  for 
a  presentation  at  the  Midwest  Political  Science 

Conference  in  May.  After  observing  super-engi- 
neering Purdue.  Heather  feels — and  I  support  her 

position — that  she  wouldn't  trade  her  liberal  arts 
education  and  the  invaluable  exposure  it  gives 
to  the  problems  of  human  values  generated  by 

our   "technotronic"   era. 
The  highlight  of  last  year  for  Linda  Kates 

Meyer  was  John's  becoming  a  partner  in  the  law 
firm  with  which  he's  been  associated  for  three 
years — and  the  resultant  weightier  law  cases. 
The  rest  of  the  year  revolved  mainly  around  the 

children  and  several  family  trips,  with  one  after- 
noon  sent  with  Lynn  Schreiber  Classer  and   family. 

What  a  year  for  Bridget  Kumutat  Allen!  For 
five  months  she  and  Dick  traveled  the  western 

states  in  a  25-foot  motor  home  running  area 

capital  campaigns  for  Dick's  job  as  Bucknell's 
Associate  Director  of  Development  and  doing 
much  sightseeing.  Just  after  their  return  Agnes 

visited  their  home  on  the  banks  of  the  Susque- 
hanna, and,  needless  to  say,  they  are  still  quite 

busy  dedecorating,  although  fortunately  relatively 
little  was  lost.  The  Aliens  spent  much  time  on 

the  race  circuit — Dick  driving  a  Formula  Ford 
and  Bridget  writing  of  their  adventures  for  local 
press  and  radio.    They  spent  some  time  with  Betsy 

Unangst  while  indulging  in  their  new  hobby  of 
photography. 

Janie  Lanigan,  now  a  children's  wear  buyer  for 
Lansburgh's  Department  Store  in  Washington, 
D.C.,  is  pleased  with  her  move  from  New  York 

City  as  she  finds  a  more  relaxed  and  pleasant 
atmosphere  in  Washington.  Janie  shares  quarters 

with  Marty  Wilson,  who  is  still  working  for  the 
art  gallery   in  Georgetown. 

Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  and  family  are  looking 

forward  to  Jack's  next  sabbatical  in  a  year,  when 
they  will  travel  to  Florida  where  Jack  will  study 
Hebrew  in  the  new  Judaic  studies  program  of 

the  University  of  Miami,  and  then  the  Tomlins 
will    travel    to   Spain   and    Portugal    in    the   summer. 

Another  exciting  letter  came  from  Julie  Mamo- 
len  who  has  returned  from  two  years  in  Europe 
where  she  worked  for  an  organization  assisting 

people  wishing  to  emigrate.  Julie  then  spent 
several  months  traveling  across  Europe,  through 

Yugoslavia,  Greece,  and  Turkey,  and  on  to  Af- 
ghanistan and  Pakistan.  Since  returning,  Julie 

has  been  trying  to  write  of  her  experiences  while 
looking  for  a  job  in  the  Boston  area,  catching 

up  on  her  reading,  and  renewing  old  friendships. 
Ann  McClure  Hall  is  kept  busy  with  two  young 

sons  and  has  taken  up  tennis  seriously,  expecting 

to  be  a  "respectable"  player  by  the  summer.  Jack 
is  now  a  junior  partner  in  the  law  firm  where  he 
is  a  busy  trial  lawyer.  Jenia  Royster  Brown  visited 
Ann  while  on  a  visit   to  Pittsburgh    last   spring. 

Your  reporter  spent  a  fairly  calm  year — holding 
the  same  job.  getting  a  bit  more  redecorating 
done,  and  working  in  the  yard.  I  spent  some  time 

helping  my  parents  clean  up  after  Agnes  and 
have  gotten  a  bit  more  involved  in  alumnae  affairs. 

Mary    reporting: 

I  must  say  I  am  quite  upset  with  all  of  you 

who  did  not  answer  .  .  .  every  year  people  com- 
plain about  the  form  for  class  news  stifling  their 

creativity.  This  year,  with  no  form  to  return, 

most  of  you  didn't  bother   to  send  ANY   news. 
Connie  Morey  Perrucci  wrote  to  say  that  her 

family  is  getting  older  all  the  time.  The  family 
has  welcomed  a  Siamese  who  rounds  out  the 
group. 

Pat  Orleans  Siegel  traveled  across  the  USA  and 

back  in  a  Winnebago.  She  has  been  a  "girl  fri- 
day"  for  her  husband,  who  is  again  involved  with 
lobster    boats   and    other    interesting    ventures. 

Patti  Papp  Breman  is  back  in  the  Boston  area — 
lucky  girl.  After  Sid  received  his  MBA  from  Pitt 
last  year,  he  decided  that  he  did  not  want  a 
career  with  an  automobile  dealership  and  accepted 

a  position  witn  Lybrand,  Ross  Bros,  and  Mont- 
gomery. So  the  Bremens  landed  back  in  the 

Boston  area  not  far  from  Janie  Toby  Eden  and 

her  husband  Mike.  They  see  Francie  Darr  Aley 
and  Tom.  Patti  admits  that  she  and  Sid  are  doting 

parents! Janice  Paterson  wrote  from  sunny  Florida.  This 

past  fall  she  went  to  Miami-Dade  Junior  College 

to  "plan  and  implement  a  Fashion  Merchandising 

Program.  Talk  about  an  offer  you  can't  refuse! The  combination  of  academic  challenge  and  winter 

sunshine  just  couldn't  be  ignored."  Sounds  ex- 
citing ...  I  wonder,  though,  if  Janice  will  have 

ANOTHER   new  address   again   next   year. 

Jinny  Powell  Hargrave  and  Ron  have  returned 
to  the  States.  She  reports  that  Ron  is  adjusting 

well,  he  is  "even  used  to  our  beer  now."  They 
found  time  for  a  jaunt  to  Florida  and  Texas  to 
show  Ron  a  bit  of  the  states.  Jinny  finds  time, 

after  caring  for  their  1  Vz  year  old  son,  to  teach 
pottery  classes  two  evenings  a  week.  She  reports 
that  the  wandering  Julie  Mamolen  stopped  in 
for  a  visit. 

Politics  keeps  Marsha  Richards  Bingler  busy  as 
usual.  She  is  the  Finance  Chairman  for  the  League 

of  Women  Voters,  Allegheny  County  Council.  John 

is  "busy  working  on  a  non-partisan  City  Govern- 
ment Study  Commission.  He  was  elected  Chair- 

man— so  he  is  extra  busy.  They  have  a  year  to 

study  and  recommend  changes  in  the  City  Char- 
ter." The  Binglers'  two  children  also  manage  to 

keep    Marsha    busy. 

Congratulations  to  Barbara  Schneider  on  her 

engagement.  Dick  is  a  graduate  of  the  U.S.  Naval 

Academy  and  has  a  master's  degree  from  M.I.T. 
Although  they  haven't  set  a  definite  date,  Barb 
and  Dick  think  a  summer  wedding  would  be  nice. 

Dick  is  a  navy  fighter  pilot  who  is  assigned  to  a 

tour  of  duty  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  for  the  next 
few    years.     Barb    reports    she    is    trying    to    find    a 
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permanent  job  in   the  Pittsburgh  area.     Meanwhile 

she  works  part-time  as  a  Kelly  Girl. 

This  has  been  an  eventful  year  for  your  re- 
porter. We  started  the  year  by  finishing  a  trip 

to  Europe.  In  April,  David  finished  his  Ph.D. 
thesis — I  got  to  type  it!  Two  days  after  he  had 
his  orals,  the  movers  were  at  our  door.  David 
is  now  working  for  General  Motors  Research  Labs 
near  Detroit  .  .  .  and  we  still  drive  a  Saab.  They 
love  us.  We  have  become  very  active  in  our 

small  town's  chapter  of  American  Field  Service, 
and  I  am  Bulletin  Editor  for  the  local  League  of 
Women  Voters.  During  the  summer  I  worked 

part-time  in  a  local  bookstore  .  .  .  very  educa- 
tional. I  have  found  a  full-time  job  as  Head  of 

Reference/  Interloan  at  the  Wayne  County  Fed- 
erated Library  System.  I  drive  42  miles  just  to 

get  there,  but  the  pay  is  good!  The  best  thing 

about  this  part  of  Michigan  is  that  my  "old" 
roommate,  Beverly  Miller  Blcssinger,  and  her  hus- 

band Ken  live  about  20  miles  north  of  us.  We 

see  them  regularly  .  .  .  just  like  old  times.  We 
are  also  taking  craft  courses  at  Greenfield  Village; 
David  has  learned  how  to  repair  and  refinish 
clocks  and  their  cases,  and  I  have  learned  (?) 
how  to  arrange  and  collect  dried  flowers,  and 
am  working  on  the  family  crest  in  needlepoint. 

Beverly   reporting: 

Judging  from  your  responses  this  year,  the  class 
of  1 965  is  busy  being  mommies.  Perhaps  some 

who  did  not  reply  are  actively  engaged  in  profes- 
sional work  or  perhaps  these  are  just  the  years 

when  many  in  the  class  have  pre-school  children, 
but  staying  at  home  with  the  toddlers  appeared 
to  be  a   popular  activity  this  year. 

Ronya  Sieg  McMillen  writes  that  she  and  her 
family  are  enjoying  Shaker  Heights,  where  they 
have  now  been  living  for  one  year.  Ronya  worked 
on  the  Alumnae  Fund  drive  during  the  past  few 

months  and  enjoyed  talking  with  old  college 
friends. 

Rina  Sigal  Segal  sends  greetings  and  reports 
the  birth  of  her  daughter,   Li  la. 

Jan  Simpson  Prescott  comments  that  there  is 
nothing  really  new  this  year;  she  is  going  to 
school   at    Pitt. 

Jill  Squire  Popish  sounds  like  a  contented 

mother.  She  reports  that  she  is  happy  doing  all 
the  things  that  mothers  of  toddlers  do;  she  plays 

a  lot  of  "Candy land"  and  "Cootie"  and  pushes 
a  lot  of  swings.  Thea  is  now  four  and  Daniel  is 
eighteen  months.  Jull  is  also  helping  the  Temple 
Sisterhood.  Paul,  a  pediatrician,  is  working  on  a 

board,  trying  to  do  something  about  child  abuse 
in    their    area. 

Pam  Stirba  Russell  took  advantage  of  Miami 

being  the  Convention  City  and  applied  for  a  vol- 
unteer job.  As  a  driver  for  the  Republican  VIPs, 

she  was  assigned  to  Louise  Gore,  the  ambassador 

to  UNESCO  and  newly  elected  national  commit- 

teewoman  from  Maryland.  Pam  enjoyed  the  ex- 
perience even  in  as  controlled  a  convention  as  the 

Republican  one  was.  In  the  autumn,  Bill  and  Pam 
spent  a  week  in  Spain  and  Portugal.  Pam  writes 
that  she  still  can  not  get  over  seeing  so  many 
castles  in  the  middle  of  nowhere. 

Cinny  Stretton  Smith  is  continuing  to  substi- 
tute teach  this  year  and  her  husband  Doug  is 

still  in  residential  building.  Dougie  Jr.  is  a  live- 
wire  at  two  and  a  half.  Living  in  the  country, 
Ginny  and  family  are  experimenting  with  the 

"back  to  the  land"  lifestyle.  Besides  their  usual 
big  vegetable  garden,  they  have  added  two  goats 

and  about  twenty-five  rabbits  to  their  "home- 

stead." Tina  Swansen  Cum  mines  joyfully  writes  that 

she  has  been  busy  being  happy  as  a  mother  and 

wife.  "There  is  such  satisfaction  in  watching  a 
husband  grow  and  attain  the  business  and  personal 

goals  he  is  after  and  watching  a  five-year-old  son 
and  a  four-year-old  daughter  grow,  both  as  two 

independent  individuals  and  as  two  close  friends." 
This  year  has  been  filled  with  car  pooling,  taking 

youngsters  to  parks,  field  trips;  Tina  finds  all  of 

this    "great." 
Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson  is  keeping  busy  with 

Larry,  now  four  and  in  nursery  school,  and  with 
Teddi,  two  years  and  into  everything.  Blair  is 
still  studying,  working  hard  and  should  complete 
his  C.L.U.  in  June.  They  plan  to  go  to  Mexico 

this  summer.  Lynne  says  that  she  is  still  a  "knit- 
ting nut"  and  loves  to  make  things  for  the  chil- 

dren. 

Ellen  Titles  Weil  had  brief  but  important  news 

to  report  this  year:  she  had  a  baby  girl  in  March. 
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Jane  Tobey  Eden  writes  that  it  is  wonderful  to 
have  an  infant  in  the  home  again.  It  is  especially 

fun  watching  three-year-old  Jeff  as  he  gets  ac- 
quainted with  his  brother.  Mike  has  been  very 

busy  with  Polaroid's  latest  project.  Jane  enjoys 
having  the  Bremans  <  Patti  Papp)  and  the  Aleys 
( Francie   Darr)    in   the  area. 

Jane  Tremble  Baumann  writes  of  renovating 

their  home  and  returning  to  college  for  her  B.A. 

in  political  science.  One  child  "attends  college" 
with  her;  one  goes  to  a  local  babysitter;  and,  one 
fends  for  herself  after  school.  Jane  says  that  it  is 
fun  for  all  of  them  and  has  become  essential 
for  her. 

Betsy  Unangst  remarks  that  she  has  "absolutely 
no  news,  but  that  no  news  is  generally  good 

news."  Life  has  been  basically  quite  pleasant  and 
busy   for   Betsy   this  past   year, 

Susie  Vansant  Bartz  writes  that  she  has  been 

nursing  the  baby,  baking  bread,  building  onto 
their  house,  and  hiking.  But  what  she  has  really 

been  waiting  to  do  is  to  get  out  her  potter's wheel! 

Ingrid  Von  Dattan  Detweiler  has  joined  the 

League  of  Women  Voters  in  Holden,  and  is  ob- 
serving the  Holden  Selectmen  meetings  for  the 

League.  Ingrid  is  finding  it  a  fascinating  way  to 

familiarize  herself  with  the  workings  of  local  gov- 

ernment. Sean,  now  an  active  eighteen-month-old, 
is  also  keeping  Ingrid  busy.  Ingrid  lives  only  ten 
minutes  from  Becky  Bennett  Wallace  and  has 
seen  her  a  couple  of  times. 

Marcia  Webb  Buxton  recently  moved  into  a 
small  house  in  Kirkland,  which  overlooks  the 
northern  end  of  Lake  Washington.  She  enjoys 

being  a  housewife  and  tending  both  her  rose  gar- 
den and  bonsai  forest.  Tom  is  busy  working  out 

the  special  financial  arrangements  needed  to  help 
foreign  countries  buy  Boeing  Company  airplanes. 

Diana  Wirsig  Cerrity  is  now  legally  Diana  New- 
ell Rowan.  Newell  is  her  suffragette  Methodist 

grandmother's  maiden  name  and  Rowan  is  taken 
from  Irish  mythology.  Two  years  ago,  after  leav- 

ing her  editing  job  at  the  Atlantic  Monthly,  her 
corporation  president  husband,  and  the  general 
Beacon  Hill  Boston  atmosphere,  Diana  traveled  in 

Ireland,  France  North  Africa  and  Italy.  She  lived 
for  awhile  in  Ireland  and  England,  and  started  to 

write  her  own  things  again.  Last  summer,  she 
worked  in  a  ghetto  area  of  Boston,  writing  a 

case  study  on  a  community  ant i -crime  project. 
She  did  some  reporting  for  Time  magazine  and 
public  relations  writing  for  a  new  experimental 
school  in  Boston.  Diana  is  now  doing  research 

writing  on  projects  in  various  cities  for  a  Boston- 
based  consulting  firm.  She  is  going  back  to 

Paris  in  March.  Her  plans  are  to  spend  the  sum- 
mer wherever  the  writing   mood   strikes. 

This  year,  Ken  and  I  have  continued  to  enjoy 
ourselves.  Ken  is  still  teaching  high  school  English 
and  I  am  still  a  reading  consultant.  We  are  avid 
hockey  fans,  enjoy  traveling,  particularly  during 
our  summer  vacation,  and  like  to  entertain  close 

friends.  We  get  together  frequently  with  Mary 
Krein    Howarth,  now  a  fellow   Michiganian. 
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Rose  Chasnov  Eppard 

(Mrs.  Philip  B.) 

25    Poplar  Street 
Providence,   Rl    02906 

Elizabeth    Claytor 

115   Enright   Place,   Apt.   C-50 
Pittsburgh,   PA   15206 

Carol   Mason 

1816   Francisco   Street 

Berkeley.    CA   94703 

Tegner   McAteer   Stokes 
(Mrs.   Francis  J..   Ill  I 

119    Fort   Greene    Place 

Brooklyn,    NY    11217 

Jo   Messersmith    Mitchell 

(Mrs.   C.    Edward! 
1501   Overbook  Road 

Williamsport,    PA    17701 
BIRTHS 

Meryl   Berman   Cuzinsky,   a   son,    Hal   Gregory,    June 

23.    1972. 
Barbara  Buxton  Van  Sciver,  a  daughter,  Hope  Dob- 

bins, February  10,   1972. 

Zayde    Dotts    Antrim,    a    daughter,    Zayde    Gordon 
Antrim,   June    17,    1972. 

Judith   Siegel  Sweet,  a  son,   David   Michael,   Feb 

ary    3.    1973. 
Barbara   Subow   Creene,   a   daughter,   Shelby   Le 

March   27.    1972. 

Jane   Weigel    Hubley,   a   daughter,    Karen    Elizabi 

September  2.    1972. 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Penelope  Anderson  Cladwell    (Mrs.  David   ) .,  R 

Box  5-A,  Ashland,  KY  41  101. 
Donna    Beiswenger    Riggs     I  Mrs.    Richard    A), 

Highview  Road,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15234. 
Jane    Birmingham    Hanley    (Mrs.    J.    Terrance), 

Birmingham,    4303    Lynnbrook    Drive,    Louisv 
KY  40220. 

Barbara    Blodorn    Kronenbcrg     (Mrs.    Howard), 

Angela   Avenue.    San   Anselmo,    CA   94960, 

Cary   Cadman,   92   Orchard   Street,   Somerville. 
02144. 

Natalie  Dingle   Bazzell    (Mrs.  Creamer  I,   200   Ni 
Village  Avenue.   Rockville   Center,   NY    1  1 57( 

Phyllis   Epstein,    1021  -  12th   Street,   Santa   Mor 
CA  90403. 

Lenore   Fellner  Lessall    (Mrs.   Kenneth),    58    Hoi 

Park  Road,  London,  W14,  England. 
Carol    A,    Cetrost,    6906    Thomas    Boulevard,    Pi 

burgh,    Pa.    15208. 
Judith   Gilbert   Livingston    (Mrs.   Samuel    A),    3 

N.   Calvert  Street,   Baltimore,   MD  21218. 

Madelyn   Corchoff   Osur    (Mrs.   Alan    M.l,    549 

cayne   Drivs,    Indian    Harbor  Beach,  Florida  32' Cretchen    Cray    Sheridan     (Mrs.    Thomas    W.l, 

Sanlin   Drive,   Apt.  97,   Coraopolis.   PA   15101 
Carol  Ann   Heinz,    10305   Farnham   Drive,    Bethe 

MD  20014. 
Constance  Jones,   332   Hampton   Road,   Wilming 

DE    19803. 

Martha    King   Taylor    (Mrs.    Wayne    C),    Eck    R 

Wappingers   Falls,   New  York   12590. 
Karen    Louise    Lake,    1349-B    Jefferson    Place, 

mel,    Indiana  46036. 

Trudy    Levin    Cushner     (Mrs.    Arnold    W.l,    1 0£ 

Superior,    Harrisburg,    Pa.    17111. 
Elaine    Eva    Levitt,    42    E.    Wheeling    Street,    W 

ington,    PA    15301. 
June    Barbara    Linowitz,    2308  -  1 7th    Street,    N 

Washington,  DC  20009. 

Deborah     Whiting     Little,     241     Cambridge    St 

Apt.   6,  Allston,   MA  02134. 
Nancy     Lynch     Steele      (Mrs.     Lawrence     B. 

R.  Route  S3,   Bethel,   DE.   19931. 

Kathleen    Marchant    Blom    (Mrs.  I,    Lybekkveien 
Holmen,  Oslo  3,  Norway. 

Kathryn  McCleery  MacKirdy    (Mrs    Wayne  H., 

15   East   Eager  Street,   Apt.   3-A,   Baltimore, 
21202. 

Shannon      McCuire      Sollinger       (Mrs.      Jerry 

3028-B     Stoney     Lonesome,     West     Point, 

10996. 
Linda   McPhilliamy   Nielsen    (Mrs.   George  A). 

Box   276,    Larkspur,    CO   80118. 
Jo    Ann    Messersmith    Mitchell     (Mrs.    C.    Edw; 

1501    Overbrook   Road,   Williamsport,   PA   17 
Donna   Mrock  Carey    (Mrs.    Francis  J.I,   5921    F 

Street,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15232. 

Dara    Murphy,    112    Perkins    Street,    Melrose. 
02176. 

Judith    Murray    Walle    (Mrs.    Bertrand    Jean-h 
4960   Hingston   Avenue,    Montreal,   Canada 

Jeanne    Osterhout    Burwick     (Mrs.    Louis    W.) 

Commodore   Road,   Worcester,   MA  01609. 
Susan    Plaut,    2800    Quebec    Street,     N.W.,    # 

Washington,  DC  20008. 
Carol   Pusin   Pugh    (Mrs.    Ian  Calder),   5  Golf  1 

Lane,    Builth    Wells,    Breconshire,    Wales,    U. 
Janice  Joan  Rhall,  31    Lawrence  Street,   Pittsbi 

Pa.    15209. 

Eileen   Richey   Hepler    (Mrs.  Thomas  R.,   Jr.), 
Stenton  Avenue,    Philadelphia,   PA    19118. 

Eve    Rubin     Zincavage     (Mrs.     Walter,     Jr.), 
W.   Freeman,  Carbondale,    IL  62901. 

Mary     Ruddell     Lindberg     (Mrs.     John     A), 
Scottwood    Avenue,    Toledo.   OH    4361 C. 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos    (Mrs.   John.  Jr.),   7500 

sington   Street,    Pittsburgh.    PA    15221. 
Catherine   Shelbourne    English    (Mrs.    John    J., 

Rt.  #1,   Box    158,   Orange,   VA  22960. 
Judith  Siegel  Sweet    (Mrs.  Richard  S).  2000  S 

Eads  Street,   Apt.   701,   Arlington,   VA   222C 

Susan   Slagle   Young    (Mrs.   Thomas   D.  I  ,    7    Co' 
wood.    Piano,   TX   75074. 

Sandra     Stewart     Shasby      (Mrs.     Michael), 

Englewood  Ave.,  Durham.  NC  27705. 

Janet  Weigel  Hubley    (Mrs.   Fred  C).  6304  Gr. 
Boulevard.  Springfield,   VA  22150. 



nda  Jane  Wettchek,  1140  Kipling  Road,  Eliza- 
beth.  NJ   07208. 

nda  Wickett  Bowman  (Mrs.  Hobart  H.),  840 

Magnolia    Street,    Winston-Salem,    NC    27102. 
ariann  Williams  Yatsco  (Mrs.  John  M.),  214 
Burns   Drive,   Sumter,   SC    29150. 

me  Zinkind  Cohen  ( Mrs.  Sheldon  M.) ,  Depart- 
ment of  Psychology,  University  of  Tennessee, 

Knoxville,   TN    37916. 

DST 

irol    Ann    Cored. 

athleen   Osage  Williams    (Mrs.    David). 

joky    reporting: 

Penny  Anderson  Cladwell,  Dave  and  Jennifer 

ive  moved  to  the  country  and  greatly  enjoy 
:ing  close  to  nature.  Dave  has  been  promoted 
i  Assistant  to  the  Ceneral  Manager  of  Computer 
:jence  and  Services  of  Ashland  Oil  and  is  cur- 

ntly  pursuing  his  MBA  at  West  Virginia  College 

:  Graduate  Studies.  Penny  had  a  children's  story 
jblished  in  the  December  1972  issue  of  Chil- 

en's  Playmate  entitled  "The  One  and  Only 
iristmas  Ghost."  Penny  is  tutoring  in  reading, 
tends  a  Bible  Study  group,  is  part  of  a  prayer 
oup,  and  she  and  Dave  are  still  active  with 
DUth    Fellowship. 

Heather  Bastow  Weiss  is  dividing  her  time  be- 
/een  the  preparation  of  her  qualifying  paper 

i  women's  labor  force  participation  and  the  Cen- 
r  for  the  Study  of  Public  Policy's  alternative 
lild-rearing  study.  She  requests  that  members 
the  extended  Chatham  community  who  are 

ying  out  play  groups,  communal  living  arrange- 
ents  with  shared  child-rearing,  day  care  centers, 
any  other  method  to  divide  child -rearing  re- 

onsibilities  to  facilitate  working  contact  her. 
sather  has  become  a  member  of  the  editorial 

lard  of  the  Harvard  Educational  Review;  her 

isband  John  is  with  Harvard's  history  depart- ent. 

Maggie  Berman  Cuzinsky  has  joined  the  ranks 

full-time  mothers  with  the  birth  of  Hal  and 

is  never  been  happier.  Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell 
ports  that  Tom  has  accepted  a  new  job  with 
att  and  Whitney  Aircraft  in  West  Palm  Beach, 

orida.  They'll  be  moving  as  soon  as  they  find 
house  and  someone  to  sub-lease  their  Pittsburgh 
lartment. 

Bev  Blarey  Palmer  drives  each  day  from  her 
>me  on  the  outskirts  of  Los  Angeles  to  UCLA 
nere  she  is  analyzing  data  and  writing  articles 

i  the  children's  health  research  project  for  which 
e  has  been  the  psychologist  for  the  past  two 

ars.  Because  of  her  interest  in  community  psy- 
idogy  she  is  supervising  graduate  students  in 
immunity  psychology  at  California  State  Univer- 

■y,  Long  Beach  and  the  California  School  of  Pro- 
ssional  Psychology.  Bev  and  Richard,  who  is 
mpleting  his  residency  in  psychiatry,  still  work 
iluntarily  at  the  Harbor  Free  Clinic. 

Barbara  Buxton  Van  Sciver  is  helping  to  or- 
mize  the  National  Figureskating  Championships 
Tich  are  scheduled  to  be  held  in  Providence, 
I.  in  February,  1974.  Her  husband  Stephen  is 
i  Assistant  Vice  President  and  Principal  with 

anasett  Corp.,  an  investment  management  and 
Ivivsory  firm. 

Betsy  Crone,  still  with  Matt  Reese  and  Associ- 
es,  a  political  consulting  form,  has  spent  a  hec- 
:  election  year  working  on  a  variety  of  cam- 
ligns  from  a  gubernatorial  race  in  Puerto  Rico 
a  fund  raising  program  in  Southern  California. 

fter  all  her  traveling  she  finds  Washington  re- 
xing. 

Zayde  Dotts  Antrim  is  working  for  Planned 
irenthood  and  is  teaching  Human  Growth  and 
:velopment  at  two  Richmond  high  schools.  Mary 
iton  Fosler  divides  her  time  between  caring  for 

ichael  and  writing/illustrating  children's  books. 
le  and  Scott  had  a  visit  from  Vivian  Lowery 
:rryck,  her  husband  Dennis,  and  their  son  Da- 
d.  Lolly  is  active  in  producing  African  art  ma- 
rials  for  5th,  6th,   and  7th   grade  curricula. 

Jo  Ann  Eustace  Walther  is  entering  her  sixth 

lar  of  teaching   English  at  Cambridge  High.     Fred 
about    to    be    released    from    the    Air    Force    and 

evaluating  job  offers  in  the  Boston  area.  If 

■ings  go  according  to  plan,  they  will  begin  house 
inting  very  soon.  Lenore  Fellner  Lessall,  Ken- 
;th,  and  Matthew  have  moved  to  a  new  home  in 

>ndon's  Kensington  area.  Kenneth  is  Vice  Presi- 
:nt  in  charge  of  European  Operations  for  Glemby 
iternational. 

As  for  me,  I  changed  jobs  the  first  of  the  year 
to  take  a  position  as  an  Associate  Consultant 

with  Advanced  Systems  Associates,  Inc.,  a  man- 
agement consulting  firm  in  Wellesley,  Mass.  Since 

then  I  've  been  traveling  to  exotic  places  like 
Tulsa,  Oklahoma.  Philip  has  completed  his  course 

work,  passed  his  qualifying  oral  exams  in  Decem- 
ber and  is  now  preparing  his  dissertation  topic. 

This  summer  we  were  visited  by  Iris  Raskin  Sny- 
der and  her  husband  Al  after  their  trip  to   Europe. 

Jo   reporting: 

Janet  Washburn  Crana  came  right  out  and  said 

it,  "I  seem  to  have  found  myself  this  year"  but 
the  same  thought  echoed  from  most  of  the  letters 
I    received   from   alumnae  this  year. 
Motherhood  is  being  experienced  by  Bobbi 

Subow  Greene,  Jane  Weigel  Hubley  and  most 
recently,  Judy  Siegel  Sweet.  While  Judy  may  be 

returning  to  her  job  at  the  Law  Enforcement  As- 
istance  Administration  within  the  next  few 

months,  it  will  be  on  a  part-time  basis,  giving 
her  time  to  enjoy  her  new  role.  Her  husband, 
Dick,  is  a  tax  specialist  with  the  IRS  and  is 

working  on  a  master's  degree   in  tax   law. 
Bobbi  has  her  hands  full  with  just-about- 

walking  Shelby,  the  Philadelphia  Chatham  Alum- 
nae Club,  and  European  traveling.  She  wrote  that 

on  New  Year's  Eve,  she  and  Fred  cruised  down 
the  Seine  in  a  glass-enclosed  boat.  Sounds  beau- 

tiful! Bobbi  and  Ann  Greenhouse  Klein  '66  have 
been  arranging  a  spring  seminar  for  prospective 
students  in  the  Philadelphia  area;  it  will  center 

on  a  theme  of  "role  models."  and  Bobbi  has  been 
talking  with  area  alumnae  on  their  current  roles 
in  an  attempt  to  arrange  for  some  of  them  to 
speak   to   the   prospective   students. 

Jane  Weigel  Hubley's  life  got  very  hectic  last 
summer  when  she  somehow  managed  to  move 

into  a  new  house,  wind  up  her  job  and  give  birth 

to  a  baby  girl  within  a  two- month  period.  She 

is  now  a  "full-time  mother"  and  enjoys  watching 
Karen    grow   and   develop. 

Still  very  much  thrilled  by  their  careers,  and 
they  have  jobs  which  sound  fascinating,  are  Susan 

Whitfield  and  Evi  Tamm  Metcalf.  I  don't  know 
how  either  of  them  finds  the  time  for  everything 

they  do.  Susan's  love  for  horse  racing  came  in 
handy  last  summer  when  she  was  asked  to  serve 

as  a  staff  member  of  the  Governor's  Commission 
to  Study  the  Future  of  Horse  Racing.  The  com- 

mission was  established  to  study  the  ills  befalling 
the  racing  industry  and  particularly  to  determine 

the  effect  of  off-track  betting.  When  the  study 
is  concluded,  Susan  will  return  to  the  management 
unit  of  the  New  York  State  Division  of  the  Bud- 

get for  another  assignment  in  one  of  the  problem 
areas  confronting  either  the  legislative  or  execu- 

tive branch  of  the  state  government.  In  her 
spare  time,  she  is  taking  courses  in  auto  mechan- 

ics and  German,  playing  tennis,  going  to  the 
Health  Spa,  dating  and,  of  course,  going  to  the 
races! 

Evi,  another  sports  fan,  shares  season  tickets 

to  Pittsburgh  Steelers  and  Pittsburgh  Penguins 
home  games  with  husband  Jack.  In  the  summer, 
she  devotes  much  time  to  golf  and  tennis.  She 
works  as  ticket  manager  and  director  of  customer 
relations  for  the  Penguins  (a  good  thing  to  know 
when  you  want  tickets  to  a  home  ice  hockey 
game) .  Also,  Evi  learned  to  drive  a  car,  which 
she  considers  one  of  her  greatest  experiences. 

Janet  Walker  and  Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  are 
teaching.  Janet  is  in  her  third  year  at  Chatham, 
teaching  French.  She  also  continues  to  work  on 

her  Ph.D.  thesis  on  18th  century  French  litera- 
ture. Mary  hopes  to  begin  teaching  on  the  col- 

lege level  in  September.  This  year  she  is  at  Ellis 
School,  teaching  seventh  grade  life  science,  tenth 
grade   biology   and   ecology. 

Two  alumnae  who  enjoyed  the  snowy  storms 
of  North  Carolina  this  past  winter  are  Sandy 
Stewart  Shasby  and  Carol  Swenson  Foss.  Swens  is 
chasing  toddling  Eddie  around  the  house  and,  as 
I  well  know,  is  in  a  stage  of  motherhood  which 

is  very  demanding.  By  the  way,  for  do-it-your- 
selfers, Swens  attributes  the  secret  of  instant 

decorating  success  to  wallpaper  and  likes  the 

"easy"    change  wallpaper   makes. 

Sandy  sends  word  that  Mike's  studies  at  medi- 
cal school  end  this  year,  and  they  are  anxious 

to  learn  where  he  will   serve  his  internship. 

Marty  Sebastian  Moyer  is  very  involved  in  vol- 
unteer work  in  and  around  her  adopted  home- 

town, Dobbs  Ferry,  N.Y.  She  works  in  a  local 

women's    prison    as    a    volunteer    and    is    starting    a 

lower  Westchester  County  chapter  of  NOW.  In 

addition,  Marty  and  George  have  taken  up  cross- 
country skiing.  Last  spring  they  took  their  hiking 

boots  to  Europe  and  saw  much  of  the  continent, 

including  a  gypsy  festival  in  southern  France. 
Marty  would  like  to  pose  these  questions  for 
class  consideration:  Why  are  we  listed  by  our 

husband's  name  in  class  mailings,  and  would 
alumnae  who  want  three  or  more  children  re- 

consider their  plans  in  light  of  the  earth's  over 
population   problem? 

A  week's  vacation  on  Nantucket  last  summer 
was  just  what  the  doctor  ordered,  according  to 
Janet  Washburn  Crana.  She  visited  there  with 

Dara  Murphy  and  really  "got  away  from  it  all." 
Janet's  been  very  reflective  this  year  and  has 
begun  to  piece  together  who  she  is.  As  I  said 
before,  it  sounds  like  most  of  us  have  done  the 

same  thing.  It  isn't  that  we  are  "in  a  rut,"  as 
some-or-all  of  us  might  think  at  one  time  or 
the  other.  Instead  I  think  that  our  roles  have 
become  established  or  at  least  foreseeable.  We 

know,  if  we  are  ever  going  to  know,  who  we  are 

and  what  we  want  to  give  to  and  to  get  from  life. 

I,  for  example,  am  a  lawyer's  wife  (and  that 
is  a  significant  role;  have  you  ever  eaten  dinner 
with  a  man  who  weighs  every  word  you  utter?) 
and  a  demanding  mother.  Poor  Jake  can  only 
say  three  words,  but  he  sure  does  know  how  to 

"put  that  back"  and  let's  go  in  the  car."  My 
career  will  probably  be  resumed  on  a  part-time 
basis  in  a  couple  of  years,  since  my  husband  and 

I  recently  became  associated  with  his  father's 
law  firm  in  Williamsport.  It  will  be  great  to  see 
what    I   can  handle  professionally. 

May  I  add  that  during  the  past  two  years,  two 

alumnae  have  reported  to  me  that  they  are  ex- 
pecting babies.  The  Recorder  has  a  policy  which 

excludes  such  news  in  the  event  something  trag- 
ically would  go  wrong  with  the  pregnancy.  I  agree 

with  the  policy  and  hope  that  you  who  have  been 

directly  affected  by  it  see  its  merit  and  under- 
stand why  such  news  cannot  be  included  until 

after    the    birth    of    the    baby. 

Until  next  year,  I  wish  you  all  a  good  1973, 
full    of   excitement,    happiness   and    relaxation. 

(Editor's  note:  If  the  news  of  the  class  of  1967 
seems  skimpy,  it  is!  Carol  Mason,  thanks  to 
the  vagaries  of  the  U.S.  Postal  Service,  did  not 
receive  her  part  of  the  class  list  to  solicit  for 
news  until  too  late  to  do  anything  about  it.  No 
information  at  all  was  received  from  Elizabeth 

Claytor  or   Tegner   McAteer   Stokes.) 
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Susan   Brown   Weeks 
(Mrs.   John   W..   Jr. I 

753    Concord   Avenue 

Belmont,    MA   02178 

Lois   Murphey   Skalka 
(Mrs.   Sanford    M.) 
153    Knox   Village 

Newburgh.    NY    12550 

Barbara   Obenauer   Platz 

(Mrs.   Joseph    E. ) 
7693   Park  Avenue 

Lowville,   NY   13367 

Merle  Pollack   Intner 
(Mrs.   Richard   A.) 

67-35    Yellowstone    Blvd. 
Forest    Hills,    NY    1  1375 

Dorothy   Zorn 

R.D.   #3,    139   Pilgrim  Drive 
Sewickley,    PA    15143 

MARRIAGES 

Mary   Margaret   Hood   to   Harry   Edward   Deitch,   Jr., 

June    10,    1972. 
Marion   LeFebrc  to  Christopher  John   Burge,    March 

12,    1972. 
Judy  Rogoff  to  James  M.   Katz,  October   10,    1971. 
Ann    Rosch   to  Tim    Duffield,    October    30,    1971. 
Marsha    Weiss    to    Alan    Bramowitz,    November    4, 

1972. 

BIRTHS 
Jane  DcLucia  Simms,  a  son,  David  Alfred,  Octo- 

ber  4,    1972. 

Jackie  Emery  Flynn,  a  daughter,  Courtney  Eliza- 
beth,   February  4.    1973. 

Harriet  Katz  Bachman,  a  son,  Scott  Michael,  Feb- 

ruary  1  1,   1973. 
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Eleanor  Levinson  Peris,  a  son,  Jonathan  Stuart. 

October  28,    1972. 
Bonnie  Lombardo  llch,  a  daughter,  Melissa  Anne, 

November   28.    1972. 

Lois  Murphcy  Skalka,  a  son,  David  Hamilton,  Oc- 
tober  29,    1972. 

Kathy  Williams  Mycrburg,  a  son,  Michael,  April 
18,    1972. 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary    IMibs)    Bainum,   521    W.   Doty  Street,   Madi- 
son,  Wisconsin   53703. 

Barbara    Ann    Bohne,    26151     Lakeshore    Blvd., 
#1505.   Euclid,   OH  44132. 

Lorctta     Bonazzo     Wildman     (Mrs.     Gary     E.),     61 
Craighead.  Pittsburgh.   Pa.   15211. 

Sara    Bornstein    Edeiken     I  Mrs.    Yale),    606    West 
Cornelia  Street,  #576.  Chicago,   IL  60657. 

Suzanne   Boucek    Berol    (Mrs.    John   A.),    Penthouse 
E,    1856   Beacon  Street,   Brookline,   Mass.   02146. 

Mary-Alice    Brannin    Ross     (Mrs.    Michael    KJ,    33 
Ogden   Avenue,    E.   Williston,    NY    11596. 

Kathryn    Brecht    Stept    (Mrs.    Michael),    108    Brush 
Hill   Road,  Milton,  MA  02187. 

Mary    E.    Clark    Webster     (Mrs.    William     R),     45 
Eastern  Promenade,   Portland,  ME  04101. 

Kathleen     Elizabeth    Cochrane,    5738    Northumber- 
land,  Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15217. 

Dale  Cohen  Sollod   (Mrs.).  513   Independence  Ave- 
nue, S.E..  Washington,   DC  20003. 

Margaret   J.   Cox,   500   Pittsfield   Road,   Apt.    17-C, 
Lenox,    MA  02140. 

Risa  Sue  Ellovich,  c/o  L'Ambassade  des  Etats  Unis, 
Abidjan,   Cote   d'lvoire,   Africa. 

Jacqueline    Emery    Flynn    (Mrs.    Edmund    C),    5392 
Shrewsbury   Avenue,   Westminster.   CA   92683. 

Barbara    Franklin    McKenna     (Mrs.    Robert    B..    Jr.). 

c/o  Capt.   Robert   B.   McKenna  777-36-3207,    HQ 
USA   KORSCOM   SJA.   APO  San   Francisco  96212. 

Jennifer  Cearhart  Crason    (Mrs.   John),   5615   Marl- 
boro Road,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15217. 

Virginia    Cetman,    4803    Evers    Road,    San    Antonio, 
TX   78228. 

Mary    Hood    Dcitch     (Mrs.    Harry    E.),    3470    Donna 
Drive,   Carlsbad,   CA  92008. 

Carolyn     Hooton     Monarch     (Mrs.    Gary    Anthony), 
1027     West     E.     Street,     Apt.     F„     Ontario,     CA 
91762 

Sally    Diane  Jones,    10  West    16th   Street,   Apt.    3-J 
South,    New   York,    NY    10011. 

Joyce    Kass    Eisenstein     (Mrs.    Barry),    c/o    Booker 

Creek  Apts.,  #2-E,  Chapel   Hill,   NC  27514. 
Marion    Lefebre    Burge     (Mrs.    Christopher    John), 

24   Crookham    Road,    London,    SW6,    England. 
Eleanor    Levinson    Peris    (  Mrs.  Jeffrey  S. ).  33  Home- 

stead Terrace,  Scotch   Plains,  NJ   07076. 

June   Marshall   Werrin    (Mrs.    Ronald)    Flat    1-E.   90 
Chausse  de  Charleroi.    1060   Bruxelles,    Belgique. 

Hollace     Meek     Hunsicker      (Mrs.     Dennis     Allan), 
7429     Fenner     Street,     Apt.     #9,     Norfolk,     VA 
23505. 

Lois  Murphcy  Skalka    (Mrs.  Sanford  M.),    153   Knox 
Village,   Newburgh,   NY   12550. 

Alison    Hartman   Oakes,   20    E.   Coethe,    Chicago,    IL 
60614. 

Barbara  Obenauer  Platz    (Mrs.  Joseph),  7693   Park 
Avenue,   Lowville,   NY    13367. 

Helen    Pollock    Starr    (Mrs.    Judson    W.I.    422    W. 

Melrose,   Chicago,    IL  60657. 
Judith    Rogoff    Katz     (Mrs.    James    M.),    77    Pond 

Avenue.   Brookline,  MA  02146. 

Ann   Rosen    Dutfield    (Mrs.   Timothy),   4830   Parch- 
wood  Avenue,   Philadelphia,   PA   19143. 

Christine    Satz     Miracle     (Mrs.     Andrew    W.,     Jr.), 

380-5    University   Village.   Gainesville.    FL   32601. 
Linda   Scholle,    510   E.    8th   Street,    Little   Rock,    AR 

72202. 

Marcia    Seeler    Patt     (Mrs.     Harvey    M).    25    Ora 
Way.  San   Francisco.  CA  94131. 

Victoria    Seitz    Wolf     (Mrs.),    93     Hobart    Street, 
New   Haven,  CT  0651  1. 

Mary  Alice  Silton,   2212   Highland   Avenue,   Apt.    B, 
Manhattan   Beach,  CA  90266. 

Faye    Singer    Rosch     (Mrs.    Jeffrey    M.).    2    Bayard 
Road,   Apt.   67,   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15213. 

Lynn    Stewart,    675    Remington     Drive,    Sunnyvale, 
CA  94087. 

Susan    Trees    Juliano    (Mrs,    James    Frank).    Clinton 
Road.   R.D.   #1,  Whitesboro,   NY   13492. 

Bette    Wallenhorst    Kellam    (Mrs.    Frederic    J.    Ill), 
Rt.  #1,   Box   10-E,   Pasadena,   MD  21122. 

Marsha     Weiss     Bramowitz     (Mrs.    Alan     D.),    969 
Hilgard   Avenue,   Los  Angeles,   CA  90024. 

Carol   Zurheide   Block    (Mrs.   William    K.,    Jr.).   407 
River  Road,   Fair   Haven,   NJ   07701. 
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LOST 
Sally   Burkhart  Albrook    (Mrs.  Ray) 
Diane    Elliott    Schirrmacher     (Mrs.    Dale    Lawrence) 

Harriet    Hudson    Brennan    ( Mrs.    Peter    Henry) 

Lois   reporting: 

It  seems  that  each  year  my  section  of  the  class 
is  more  scattered  over  the  world  than  the  year 
before.  Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna  is  currently 

spending  a  year  in  South  Korea  courtesy  of  the 

U.S.  Army,  While  enjoying  a  Korean  house  "which 
looks  like  something  out  of  a  movie  set,"  she's 
wondering  how  one  year  old  Jaimy  will  react  to 
such  conveniences  as  indoor  plumbing  when  they 

return  to  the  states  in  May.  Bobbi's  planning 
on  going  to  grad  school  next  year,  but  is  still  at 

the  mercy  in  terms  of  Bob's  reassignment  so  isn't 
sure  where  she'll   resume  her  studies. 

In  another  corner  of  the  world,  Risa  Ellovich 

is  spending  the  year  in  Africa  doing  field  work 
for  her  doctoral  dissertation.  Ginger  Cetman  is 

back  from  her  stay  in  Africa  with  the  Peace  Corps. 

She  returned  from  Sierra  Leone  in  summer  '71, 
spent  a  year  traveling  around  to  New  England 
college  campuses  recruiting  for  the  Peace  Corps 
and  Vista  and  is  now  with  the  Teacher  Corps, 

teaching  at  a  bilingual  kindergarten  in  San  An- 
tonio and  commuting  eighty  miles  to  Austin  once 

a  week  for  courses  at  the  University  of  Texas. 
She  writes  of  exciting  and  rewarding  experiences 

with  her  507c  black  and  50%  Chicano  students, 
particularly  a  current  venture  with  the  kids  taking 
photographs  with  her  camera  and  with  some  help 
producing  their  own   prints  in  the  darkroom. 

Jackie  Emery  Flynn  is  still  in  California,  but 

has  moved  into  a  new  house.  She's  on  maternity 
leave  from  her  teaching  job  and  after  being  a 

"lady  of  leisure"  for  a  few  months  is  now  busy 
with  her  newborn  daughter.  As  an  Air  Force 
Judge  Advocate,  husband  Ned  is  now  editing  a 

book  dealing  with  the  legal  problems  of  POW/ 
MIA's  and  their  families. 

Also  taking  a  break  from  teaching  is  Jane  De- 
Lucia  Simms.  Differentiated  staffing  has  been 

introduced  in  her  school  system  which  eliminated 

her  half-a-day  position.  She  says  she  was  dis- 

appointed, but  is  keeping  busy  with  her  inquisi- 
tive two  year  old  and  new  baby.  She  and  Richard 

are  looking  forward  to  the  summer  when  they 
plan  to  continue  spending  every  free  weekend 
and  vacation  time  exploring  the  U.S.  in  their 
truck-camper. 

Congratulations  to  Judy  Drooz  Yoffie  who  has 
passed  the  Delaware  and  Washington,  D.C.  bar 
exams.  After  having  the  opportunity  to  clerk  for 
the  Superior  and  Chancery  Courts  of  Delaware, 

in  June  she  will  become  a  Deputy  Attorney  Gen- 
eral for  the  State  of  Delaware.  Her  husband  Alan 

is  currently  an  Assistant  U.S.  Attorney.  Jody  says 
they  both  enjoy  their  work  and  that  in  their 

spare  time  they've  been  antique  hunting  and collecting. 

Jennifer  Cearhart  Crason  has  taken  on  an  ex- 

citing new  responsibility  as  Chairperson  of  the 
Pittsburgh  Theological  Seminary  Task  Force  on 
Women.  This  group  will  be  working  to  have 
women  accepted  by  the  seminary  community  as 
candidates  for  the  ministry  rather  than  just  as 

students  there  for  their  "intellectual  enlighten- 
ment." Jennifer  continues  as  periodicals  librarian 

at  the  Seminary.  She  and  her  husband  spend  their 

leisure  time  putting  their  "personal  stamp"  on 
their  new  six  bedroom  house. 

A  brief  note  from  Evelyn  Coldsmith  Kitay  says 

that  she  loves  her  new  job  working  as  a  para- 
legal at  the  law  firm  of  Covington  and  Burling. 

She    also    loves    Washington. 

Biri  Fay  continues  to  combine  grad  school  and 
full  time  work  at  the  Brooklyn  Museum.  Her 

work  took  her  to  Mexico  City  for  museum  con- 
ferences and  to  Europe  for  study  and  museum 

business    this    past    summer. 

I  understand  that  another  section  of  the  Re- 

corder will  cover  the  activities  of  poetess  Andrea 
Dubs  Moorhead.  She  writes  that  her  husband 

Robert  is  now  teaching  sculpture  at  Union  College 

and  currently  has  a  one  man  show  at  the  Sche- 
nectady  Museum. 

My  busy  year  centered  mainly  around  serving 
as  Volunteer  Coordinator  for  the  McCovern  cam- 

paign in  our  county  and  becoming  a  new  mother. 
I  also  managed  to  fit  in  some  work  on  our  anti- 

war congressman's  unsuccessful  bid  for  re-elec- 
tion, volunteer  work  for  Planned  Parenthood  and 

activity  with    Right   to   Choose,   a   group   concerned 

with     saving     New    York's     liberal     abortion 
Somewhere    in    there    we    also    managed    to    m 
Thanks    to    all    those    who    responded    to   my 
for  news.    Wishes  to  all  for  a  lasting  peace. 

Barb    reporting: 

New  babies,  interesting  jobs,  and  gradi 

study  seem  to  be  the  most  common  news  it 
this  year. 

Ann  Judson  Ratcliffe  is  teaching  eighth  gi 

English  while  working  on  her  master's  in  set 
dary  education  at  George  Washington  Univer 
Temple  is  still  in  the  Coast  Guard.  Ann  hope 

complete  her  master's  this  summer.  Congrat 
tions,  Ann. 

Another    dedicated    student     is    Sally     Hamil 

Sally   has   completed    her    master's    in    German, 
is    now    working    on    her    Ph.D.     Sally    writes 
Lynn    Osterloh    visited    her    in    Germany    last    > 
and    that    she    spoke    to    Kay    Carnage    while 
route  to    Hawaii    for   Christmas. 

Other   members  of  our   "group"   have  new  j 
June    Marshall    Werrin    is    teaching    English    in 

gium.    Ron  is  a  medical  student   there.   Mary   H 
Deitch    is   presently    teaching   at    the    Learning 
source    Center    at    Bonsall    School,     Bonsall,    C 

fornia.    Mary's  new  husband  is  in  the  Navy,  wi 
ing   at   the   Naval    Drug   Rehabilitation   center.    I 
wishes    to    Mary    and    Harry.     Congratulations 
to   Marion   Lefebre   Burge  and   new   husband   Cr 

topher. 
Mimi  Majewski  has  a  new  position  as  Se 

Programmer  at  New  England  Merchants  Nati 
Bank.  Before  starting  her  new  job,  Mimi  trav 
in  Scandinavia  and  visited  London.  Mimi  has  : 

Nancy  White  Dixon  and  her  family,  and  vis 

Jane   DeLucia   Simms   and   her   family   at   Christr 
Marion  Lefebre  Burge  and  husband  Christ o[ 

will  be  moving  to  New  York  City  in  the  e 

spring.  Christopher  has  just  been  made  Dire 

of  Modern  Paintings  for  Christie's  in  the  Un 
States.  Joyce  Kass  Eisenstein  writes  that  B 
is  finishing  his  internship  at  North  Carolina 
morial    Hospital. 

The  joys  of,  and  the  change  of   lifestyle  broi 
on    by,     motherhood    seem     to    be    occupying 
minds   of    Bonnie   Lombardo    llch   and    Harriet    I* 

Bachman.  Congratulations  to  them,   and  to   Ele« 
Levinson    Peris,    who    is    now    the    mother    of little   boys. 

Holly  Meek  Hunsicker  is  now  working  as 
advertising  writer  for  an  agency  in  Norfolk, 
ginia,  their  fifth  move  in  2Vi  years.  Dennis 

be  out  of  the  Navy  in  a  few  months  and  t 

plans  to  work  on  his  master's  in  music.  W 
he  finishes  Holly  would  like  to  go  back  to  scl 
too — just   for  fun,   she  says. 

Greetings  come  from  Diane  Himes  Ambr 

who  will  complete  her  master's  degree  in  Lib Science  in   June. 

The  Platz  family  has  moved  again.  Joe 

presently  establishing  a  pharmacy  in  the  expa 
ing  Lewis  County  General  Hospital.  While  en 
ing  being  the  mother  of  1  1/2  ancl  3  V2  year 
boys,  I  decided  that  I  was  vegetating,  so  I 

presently  the  bacteriologist  at  our  area  hosp 

At  the  moment  we're  house-hunting.  We're 
the  heart  of  ski  country,  and  we  welcome  any 
who  wants  to  visit. 

That's  all  for  this  year.  Thanks  to  all  \ 
answered   the  questionnaire.    My  best  to  everyc 

Merle   reporting: 

Again  this  year  there  are  "comings  and  goin 
from     Europe.      Kathy     Perrone    Van    Wassen, 
and  Beth  are  living  in  Germany  for  three  mon 

Wheelaborator-Frye's  air  pollution  division  as 

Bob  to  serve  in  a  liaison  capacity  with  a  "si: 
plant"  in  Frankfurt.  The  Van  Wassens  week- 
excursions  to  neighboring  countries  more  t 
compensate  for  the  difficulties  they  are  ha\ 
in  setting  up  housekeeping.  Ann  Rosch  Duff 
is  back  in  the  States  after  two  and  a  half  y< 

in  England.  Her  sculptor  husband,  Tim,  has 
cided  to  put  his  art  into  the  environment, 
the  Duffields  are  in  Philadelphia  where  Tim 

working  on  an  M.L.A.  in  Landscape  Architect 
at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania.  Ann  is  \, 

busy  working  as  the  sole  technical  writer  for 
Moore  School  of  Engineering  at  Penn,  doing  fr 

lance  writing — currently,  working  on  an  envir 
mental  study  for  several  professors  at  Penn  1 
caring  for  her  two  stepsons,  Timon,  1  1  and  The 

as.   7. Greetings    come    from    Jean    Robinson    Andre 



ean  is  teaching  kindergarten  in  White  Plains  and 
>ves  it.  Bob  is  in  his  third  year  at  Columbia 

lental   School.     Lucky   Bob!    Only  one  year   to   go! 
There  are  new  students  among  us  this  year. 
athy  Randall  began  as  a  graduate  student  and 
caching  assistant  in  the  Department  of  Speech 
nd  Theater  Arts  at  Pitt  in  September,  1972,  after 

sending  the  summer  camping  in  her  Starcraft 

;nt- trailer.  Kathy  is  still  raising  and  showing 
liniature  poodles.  Ann  Posner  Fox  is  back  in 
zhool  getting  certification  to  teach  high  school 
acial  studies.  Art  is  in  his  last  year  of  medical 
:hool  so  now  the  Foxes  are  anxiously  awaiting 
»pril  when  they  will  find  out  where  he  will  be 
iteming. 
Alison  Oakes  has  just  returned  from  Chatham 

rhere  she  was  a  visitor  at  a  seminar  on  "Women 

oday."  Still  living  in  Chicago,  Alison  is  at  the 
ime  jot) — consultant  for  Development  Youth 
ervices  at   the  Y.W.C.A. 

Helen  Pollock  Starr  is  leaving  Chicago.  In 

arly  March  she  is  transferring  to  EPA's  New 
ork  City  office.  She  does  not  have  her  new 

ddress  yet   but  her   business  phone   is  264-2515. 

After  a  .several  issues'  absence,  Judy  Rogoff  has 
^surfaced   as   Judy    Kati.     Judy's   husband,   Jim,    is 
Wharton  graduate  and  a  New  England  shoe 

lanufacturer.  They  live  in  Boston.  Judy  saw 

aurie  Could  Crad  at  a  mutual  friend's  wedding 
i  September.  Skiing  occupies  a  good  deal  of  Judy 
nd  Jims  time  in  the  winter.  It  must  be  nice 
3  live  somewhere  that  has  snow  this  winter. 
lew  York  has  had  no  snow  so  we  have  done 

ery   little   skiing. 

Ellen  Newman  Edelstein  also  has  a  "no  snow" 
roblem.  Ellen  and  Aaron  ski  but  there  hasn't 
een  much  skiing  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  either. 
Men  is  still  with  the  Veterans  Administration  and 

ccasionally  sees  Diane  Himes  Ambrose,  as  Don 

imbrose  works   in    Ellen's  office. 
This  year  has  been  an  interesting  year  for  the 

itners.  Richard  left  his  job  with  Price  Water- 
ouse  in  April  because  he  decided  one  day  that 
e  hated  public  accounting.  In  July,  Richard  went 
3  work  for  the  New  York  City  Bureau  of  the 
udget.  That  lasted  until  December  when  Richard 
lined  the  ranks  of  corporate  executives  of  R.  H. 

lacy's  and  plans  to  stay  there  for  at  least  a 
ouple  of  years.  My  days  are  spent  helping  Scott 
lake  the  transition  from  baby  to  little  boy.  I 
nought  it  was  difficult  being  a  mother  to  an 

lfant — boy !  did  I  have  a  lot  to  learn.  I  spend 
ty  free  minutes  reading  advertisements  for  houses 
nd  perusing  graduate  bulletins.  Both  efforts 
2em  to  be  rather  fruitless.  We  cannot  decide 
/here  we  want  to  live  and  I  have  not  found  a 

rogram  that  excites  me. 

Those  of  you  who  did  not  respond  this  year — 
ou  can  always  send  the  post  cards  back  early 
Dr    next    year! 

>ottie   reporting: 

Hearing  from  those  who  replied  was  certainly 
ppreciated.  It  gives  me  some  copy  to  fill  in  the 

Dottie  reporting"  space  and  it's  fun  to  hear 
/hat's  happening  anyway!  Most  people  have  been 
i  grad  school,  now  they  are  reporting  completion 
f  degrees,    new   jobs,   and    family    life. 
Kathy  Williams  Myerburg,  Sue  Trees  Juliano, 

nd  Faye  Singer  Rosch  send  greetings  while  extol- 
ig  the  virtues  of  home  life.  Kathy  is  enjoying 
er  new  role  as  a  mother  while  Rick  continues 

o  work  for  the  John  Wanamaker  Department 
tore.  Faye  and  Jeff  plan  to  be  in  Pittsburgh 
t  least  one  more  year  while  Jeff  completes  his 

nternship  at  Children's  Hospital.  Sue  and  Jim 
ave  a  new  home  which  they  have  been  dec- 
rating. 
Ann  Turnock  visited  the  States  for  the  first 

ime  in  two  and  one  half  years  last  June,  then 

eturned  for  her  sister's  wedding  in  February.  She 
isited  with  Kathy  Cochrane.  Back  in  Colombia 

he's  head  of  the  foreign  language  department  at 
ler   school. 

Lynn  Stewart  received  her  M.A.  in  English  in 
/lay  of  1 972  from  John  Carroll  University,  plans 
o  begin  law  school  this  fall  at  night,  and  enjoys 
i  new  job  as  a  claims  representative  for  the 

"ransamerica    Insurance   Croup. 
Laura  Weill  Brown  and  Jack  are  quite  pleased 

vith  their  active  life,  constantly  on  the  go — play- 
ng  tennis,  traveling,  and  taking  advantage  of 

•JYC's  extensive  repertoire  of  events.  Laura 
caches    French   and    realty    likes    it. 
Bette  Wallenhorst  Kellam  has  a  job  in  training 

ind    employee    development    for    estate    and    busi- 

ness planning.     Her  husband,   Fred,   is  with  Texaco. 

April  Wooden  Salada  and  Gary  are  enjoying  liv- 
ing in  Pittsburgh  and  often  see  Chatham  girls  at 

the  symphony.  They  bought  some  land  in  Colo- 
rado and  are  planning  a  vacation  there  this 

summer. 
Mary  Silton  is  venturing  out  west  and  will  be 

looking  for  a  new  job  in  the  vicinity  of  Manhat- 
tan Beach,  California.  She  previously  worked  for 

Harper's  Bazaar  Magazine  in   New  York. 
My  apologies  go  to  Kathy  Wright  Mueller  and 

her  husband,  Donald.  Somehow,  a  correct  first 
name  for  him  is  repeatedly  overlooked.  Donald  is 

finishing  his  Ph.D.  in  organic  chemistry  this  sum- 
mer. Kathy  completed  her  M.S.  last  June  in 

micro-biology.  She  is  a  research  assistant  in  the 
department  of  dairy  science  at  the  University  of 
Illinois.  They  visited  Europe  last  summer  and 

had  a  "fantastic"  time.  Kathy  reports  that  Joyce 
Kass  Eisenbcrg  and  Barry  are  living  in  North  Caro- 

lina where  he   is   interning. 
Marsha  Weiss  Bramovitz  is  doing  paralegal 

work  in  corporate  securities  for  a  L.A.  law  firm. 

She  received  her  M.A.T.  in  history  from  the  Uni- 
versity of  Chicago.  Alan  is  a  fellow  in  cardiology 

at  the  UCLA  Medical  Center.  They  were  married 
in  Pittsburgh  with  Connie  Weiss  Sukernek,  Merle 
Pollack  Intner,  and  Cail  Hart  in  attendance,  a 

regular  Chatham   reunion! 

To  round  out  my  reporting  section,  I'd  better 
report  my  own  news.  My  Ph.D.  only  lacks  its 
dissertation  for  which  I  already  have  a  topic.  Hope 
to  finish  at  the  end  of  this  year.  Just  accepted 
a  full  time  position  as  Coordinator  of  Evaluation 
for  Follow  Through  at  the  Learning  Research  and 

Development  Center  of  the  University  of  Pitts- 
burgh. Follow  Through  is  a  federally  funded  pro- 

gram fed  into  by  former  Headstart  students.  It's 
quite  an  exciting  endeavor.  Hope  to  hear  from 
more  of  you  next  year.     Have  a   good   year! 

No  1 969  class  news  was  received  from  Susan 
Brown    Weeks. 
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Ellen    Sandridge 

1  l3-7th    Street,    N.E. 
Washington,    DC   20002 

Mary  Christine  Walker 
317    North   Craig   Street 
Pittsburgh,    PA    15213 

Sheila  Willard 

c/o   Michael   Willard 
38   Whitehead   Avenue 

Hull,   MA  02045 

Barbara   Zawadzki 

University   Drive   C 

Pittsburgh,    PA    15240 
ENGAGEMENTS 

Betsy    Aufderheide    to    Thomas    W.    Ruckman,    Jr. 
Betsy  plans  to  be  married  this  coming  July. 

Maggie  Lypson  to  R.  Bruce  Street.  Bruce  is  at- 
tending graduate  school  in  anthropology.  A 

June  23rd  wedding  is  planned. 
Suzanne  M.  Maloof  to  David  M.  Knipe,  a  Ph.D. 

candidate  in  biology  at  M.I.T.  Suzanne  and 
David   will   be  married   in    late  summer. 

MARRIAGES 

Robin    Bernstein    to    Barry   A.    Roth,    September    24, 
1972. 

Rosemary  Cross  to  Robert  G.   Rubin,  June  21,  1972. 
Julianne    McCiffert    to    Gerard     P.     Uehlinger,     Jr., 

June   3,    1972. 
Cail    Whitman    to    Robert    S.    Rudenstein.    June    25, 

1972. 

Margaret  Yockey   to   Richard   K.    Marycz,    December 

29,    1972. 

BIRTHS 

Cail    Lawson    Campbell,    a    son,     Bruce     Davidson, 

March    I,    1972. 
Lael    McCuigan    Prttchard,    a    son,    Alfred    John    II, 

February    16,    1972. 

NEW    ADDRESSES 

Paula   Ambler   Kavchak    (Mrs.   John   D.l.   502   Hills 

Drive.    Gettysburg,    PA    17325. 
Elizabeth    Aufderheide,    741    West    Madison    Circle, 

Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15229. 

Christine     Stephanie     Babiar,     4751  -  7th     Avenue, 
N.E.,  Seattle,  WA  98105. 

Hinda  Barsky  Burke  (Mrs.  Richard  S.).  215  Elm 
Street,   Pittsburgh.   Pa.    15218. 

Susan  Belkin  Claser  (Mrs.  Richard  M.I,  2125  Cov- 

entry Road,   University   Heights,   OH  44118. 
Catherine  Bentley  Pope  (Mrs.  Malcolm  HJ,  56 

Northgate,    Burlington.   VT   05401. 
Diane  Berman,  1631  Denniston  Avenue,  Pitts- 

burgh,  Pa.   15217. 
Robin  Bernstein  Roth  (Mrs.  Barry  Alan),  Town 

House  Apts.,  £520,  660  Boas  Street,  Harris- 

burg,    PA    17102. 
Nina  Blum,  1225  Pierce,  Apt.  305,  Arlington,  VA 

22209. 

Janice  Elaine  Brewer,  c/o  J.  Dempster,  2530  South 
Park  Road,   Bethel   Park,   PA    15102. 

Janet  Lean  Christie,  1723  N.W.  I  2th  Road,  Gaines- 
ville,   FL   32601. 

Karen  M.  Copeland,  138  Hampshire  Street,  Cam- 

bridge,   MA  02139. 
Elizabeth  Anne  Cotsworth,  11 2- A  Chelsea  Drive, 

Charlottesville,  VA  22903. 

Margaret  Ruth  Evans,  Baits-Smith  4203,  1230 
Hubbard,   Ann   Arbor.    Ml    48105. 

Victoria  Ann  Falco,  8228  Ohio  River  Boulevard, 
Pittsburgh.    Pa.    15202. 

Lena  Ccncllo  Coldberg  (Mrs.),  631  S.  Kelton,  Los 

Angeles.   CA  90024. 
Susan  Fargo  Cilchrist,  6053  Waterman  Street,  St. 

Louis,   MO   63112. 

Ann  Teresa  Harper,  311  South  40th  Street,  Phila- 
delphia.   PA    19143. 

Sallie  Heidenreich  Webster  (Mrs.  Andrew  A.), 

1039  Quebec  Terrace,  Silver  Spring,   Md.   20903. 
Elizabeth  C.  Hennings,  Beaver  Hills  Apts.,  340 

East  Beaver  Street,  Apt.  609,  State  College,  PA 16801. 

Martha-Jean  Hughes,  412  Sheridan  Road,  Ft.  Bliss, 
Texas   79906. 

Carol  Kaempfer  Sena  (Mrs.  Richard  L.),  c/o 
Kaempfer,  Bissell  Road.  R.D.  #3,  Lebanon,  NJ 

08833. 
Lorna  Dyer  Kent,  3047  Allamanda  Street,  Coconut 

Grove,   FL   33133. 

Deborah  Eve  Lamm,  29  Chittendon  Avenue,  #1-B, 
New  York.   NY    10033. 

Cail  Lawson  Campbell  (Mrs.  Bruce  D.),  1338 
Malvern   Avenue,   Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15217. 

Jo  LeVan,  728  North  Beatty  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.    15206. 

Carol  Nancy  Levine,  c/o  Goldberg.  6202  Walnut 
Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.     15206. 

Julianne  McCiffert  Uehlinger  (Mrs.  Gerald  P.I, 
4416  La  Plata  Avenue,  Apt.  C.  Baltimore,  MD 
2121  I. 

Ellen  McCrath,  1356  Madison  Avenue.  New  York, 
NY    10026. 

Lael  McCuigan  Pritchard  (Mrs.  Alfred  R.),  1717 
Spruce  Street,   Philadelphia,   Pa.    19103. 

Prudence  Merton,  412  First  Street,  S.E.,  Washing- 
ton,  DC   20003. 

Nora  Naber  (2nd  Lt.  107-42-7777)  Hq  Co  WAC, 

Ft.  Belvoir,  VA  22060,  after  9/1/73 — Apt.  9, 
Cro   Mar  Apts.,   Shippensburg,    PA    17257. 

Cynthia  Nusbaum  Katz  (Mrs.  Stuart  E),  7713 
Enfield   Avenue,    Apt.    201.    Norfolk,    VA    23505. 

Deborah  Elizabeth  Patton,  113  7th  Street,  N.E.. 
Washington,    DC   20002. 

Sally  Pierce  Shaw  (Mrs.  Dan  D.l,  27th  ORD  CO. 
APO    New    York    90171. 

Betsy  Rom  Bagstad  (Mrs.  Stephen  S.I,  Route  1, 

Box  701,  Walalua.   Hawaii   96791. 
Lita  Jane  Rothenberg,  228  Buena  Vista  Road, 

Fairfield,   CT   06430. 

Ellen  Sandridge,  113  7th  Street,  N.E.,  Washington, 
DC   20002. 

Patricia  Severance,  223  Lexington  Street,  Cam- 
bridge,  MA  02138. 

Mary  Ann  Shannon,  Box  475,  Kresge  Building, 
Broad  and  Tioga.   Philadelphia,   PA    19140. 

Margaret  Stewart  Swett,  599  North  Wilton  Road, 

New  Canaan,  CT  06840. 
Cornelia  Thompson  Claris  (Mrs.  John  W..  Jr.), 

644  Christopher   Road,   Chapel    Hill.    N.C.    27514. 

Nancy  Jean  Vaughan,  Apt.  15,  521  West  Main 
Street,    Milville,    NJ    08332. 

Mary  Christine  Walker,  262  North  Dithridge 
Street,   Apt.   201,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.    15213. 

Judith  Weisenfeld  Weinberg  (Mrs.  Lee  S).  6640 
Northumberland    Street,    Pittsburgh,    Pa.     15217. 

Cail  Whitman  Rudenstein  (Mrs.  Robert  5),  120 
Ruskin    Avenue,    Apt.    614,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1  521  3. 

Sheila  R.  Willard,  c/o  Michael  Willard,  38  White- 
head  Avenue,    Hull,   MA  02045. 

Molly  Williams  Stephens  (Mrs.  Mark  L),  2534 
Benvenue  Avenue,  Apt.  #1,  Berkeley,  CA 

94704. 
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Cayle  Juanita  Wilson,  Chatham  College.  Wood- 
land Road.   Pittsburgh,   Pa.    15232. 

Margaret     Yockey     Marycz      (Mrs.     Richard  Karl), 
1358    N.    Dearborn    Pkwy.,    Chicago.    IL  60610. 

Nolle    reporting: 

Three  classmates  in  my  group  are  in  law  school. 
Diane  Bcrman  is  a  second  year  student  at  the 

University  ot   Pittsburgh.     Debbie   Buchdahl    Bacha- 
rach  works  with  Congressman  Clarence  D.  Long 
at  his  district  office  in  Baltimore  and  goes  to 

the  University  of  Maryland  Law  School  at  night. 
Rosemary  Cross  Rubin  attends  the  University  of 
Akron  School  of  Law.  In  addition,  she  teaches 

third  grade  at  Temple  Israel  Religious  School  in 
Canton  and  is  leader  of  a  youth  group  at  the 

Jewish  Center.  Rosemary's  husband,  Bob.  is  an 
attorney  and  works  part-time  for  the  City  Solici- 

tor  in   Canton. 

Paula  Ambler  Kavchak  is  giving  piano  lessons. 

She  says.    "A  Chatham  education   does  pay!" 
Betsy  Aufderheide  got  her  M,A.  in  German 

from  Penn  State  last  December.  She  is  currently 
teaching    German     and     Spanish    at     Carrick     High, 

After  finishing  their  work  with  VISTA,  Sue 
Bclkin  Claser  and  Richard  made  a  trip  to  San 

Francisco,  where  they  visited  with  Hinda  Katro- 
ser  Kimmel  and  Kitty  Alport.  Back  home  in 

Cleveland,  Sue  is  teaching  trainable  mental  re- 
tardates,   and   Richard   is   an   accountant. 

Robin  Bernstein  Roth  is  Administrative  Assis- 
tant to  the  Secretary  of  Personnel  for  Governor 

Shapp  of  Pennsylvania.  Her  husband,  Barry,  is 
Assistant  Counsel  for  the  state  Department  of 
Public  Welfare.  Robin  reported  that  Debbie 

Lamm  was  a  bridesmaid  in  her  wedding  last  Sep- 
tember. She  also  said  that  she  has  heard  from 

Leonard  Friedman  (ex-Chatham  French  professor) , 
who   is  the   proud   father  of   a    little   girl. 

Debi  Block  Rubin  and  Fred  share  a  12-room. 

150-year-old  farm  house  with  friends  in  Hershey, 
Pennsylvania.  When  I  heard  from  Debi  in  Feb- 

ruary, the  sheep  which  her  landlord  keeps  were 

having  babies — a  pretty  amazing  thing  for  a  city 
girl  to  witness.  Debi  is  in  charge  of  an  occupa- 

tional therapy  shop  at  a  state  mental  hospital 

near  Hershey.  In  addition,  she  is  a  board  mem- 
ber of  the  Harrisburg  Free  Clinic,  which  Fred 

was   instrumental   in   setting   up. 

Marno  Doczy  is  still  a  4th  grade  teacher  in 

the  Baldwin-Whitehall  area  of  Pittsburgh.  She  is 

soon  to  enter  a  master's  program  in  elementary 
education    at   the   University   of   Connecticut. 

Peggy  Evans  is  soon  to  be  a  Master  of  Music. 

She's  working  toward  her  M.M.  at  the  University 
of  Michigan,  concentrating  on  the  organ.  Peggy 
is   also   the   organist   at   a   small    Methodist   church. 

Vicki  Falco  is  the  Assistant  Director  of  Admis- 

sions at  the  Community  College  of  Allegheny 
County  in  Pittsburgh.  She  is  also  studying  part- 
time  for  an  M.Ed,  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh, 
with  an  emphasis  on  Higher  Education,  Student 
Affairs.  Vicki  is  still  active  in  the  theater.  She  is 

currently  working  with  a  community  group  called 
the  Colonial   Manor  Theater. 

Sue  Gilchrist  is  living  in  St.  Louis.  She  said 

that  Katrine  Ceha  Kirn  '70  is  also  there,  and 
that  the  two  of  them  get  together  every  so  often. 
Sue   plans  to  enter   architecture  school    in   the   fall. 

Carolyn  Olbum  teaches  ceramics  part-time  at 
the  Arts  and  Crafts  Center  in  Pittsburgh.  She 
also  does  ceramic  designs  in  her  studio. 

Betsy  Hennings  is  in  the  first  year  of  a  master's 
program  in  Art  History  at  Penn  State.  This  com- 

ing summer,  she,  Mary  Hennings,  and  Lisa  Wan- 

derman  plan  to  go  to  camp  together — as  coun- 
selors, mind  you. 

As  for  those  of  us  living  in  the  last  colony — 

well,  I  hardly  know  where  to  begin.  I'm  sharing 
an  apartment  with  Deborah  Patton.  Deborah 
works  at  the  main  Government  VD  clinic  (all 

cases  confidential).  She  says,  "It's  something  to 
do  until  I  decide  what  I'm  going  to  do  when  I 

grow  up."  To  keep  her  sanity,  Deborah  does 
volunteer  work  at  the  Washington  Free  Clinic, 

where  Federal  bureaucracy  and  VD  aren't  the 
only  things  she  has  to  deal  with.  Prue  Merton 
has  an  apartment  not  far  from  us.  She  is  a 
sales  assistant  with  a  land  title  insurance  com- 

pany. Prue  says  she  wishes  she  were  living  in 
a  commune  in  North  Carolina,  or  California,  or 
Vermont  .  .  .  Sallie  Heidenreich  Webster  and 

Andy  live  just  outside  of  Washington.  Both  of 
them  work  at  the  Armed  Forces  Radiobiology  Re- 

search    Institute.      (Andy    is    finishing    a    two-year 
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stint  with  the  Army.)  By  the  time  you  read  this 

ditty,  Sallie  and  Andy  will  be  off  traveling  in 
Europe     (sigh) . 

We  all  saw  Cloria  Frei-Kim  when  she  and  Willie 
came  from  Venezuela  for  the  Christmas  holidays. 

A  gang  of  us  (including  Delia  Snyder  and  Barb 

Studenmund,  who  is  in  the  class  of  '72)  went 
off  to  the  Kennedy  Center  to  a  sing-along  of 
Handel's  Messiah.  The  last  I  heard,  Gloria  and 
Willie  were  on  their  way  to  Switzerland,  where 

Cloria  plans  to  study  music  under  a  famous  wom- 
an  conductor. 

I  just  found  out  that  Nina  Blum  is  in  the 
Washington  area.  She  had  been  in  Israel  for 

quite  a  while,  teaching  English  as  a  foreign  lan- 
guage. She  is  now  taking  courses  at  George  Wash- 
ington University,  and  is  waiting  to  hear  from 

graduate    schools    in    Marine    Biology. 

I  went  to  Jan  McCiffert  Uehlinger's  wedding 
last  June.  She  was  a  gorgeous  bride.  She  and 
Gerry  live  in  nearby  Baltimore,  but  the  gang 

here  doesn't  get  to  see  them  much.  They  both 
keep  quite  busy  with  their  studies.  Jan  is  pur- 

suing  her    M.S.W.    and   Gerry    is    in    law   school. 

Chris    reporting: 

Hello  .  .  .  hello!  Thank  you  to  all  of  you  who 
sent  news  and/or  money  for  the  class  treasury. 
First  of  all,  news  from  the  teaching  contingent  of 

our  class:  Maggie  Lypson  received  her  master's 
degree  from  Duquesne  University  and  is  now 
teaching  chemistry  at  South  Hills  High  School. 

In  addition,  she  teaches  classes  in  physical  educa- 
tion and  swimming  at  Kingsley  House  in  East 

Liberty.  Free-lance  photography  occupies  her 
spare  time.  It  was  really  great  to  hear  from 
Sherry  Joseph.  Sherry  took  a  leave  of  absence 
from  her  studies  in  French  literature  at  Indiana 

University  in  Bloomington  because  of  poor  health, 

but  plans  to  return.  In  the  interim,  she  is  await- 
ing word  about  a  substitute  teaching  job.  We  all 

hope  you  are  feeling  fine  now,  Sherry!  Ellen 
Jackson  Diamond  completed  requirements  for  a 

master's  degree  in  education  in  December  and  is 
teaching  kindergarten  at  Northview  Heights  Ele- 

mentary School.  El  lie's  husband.  Mark,  is  in  his 
second  year  at  Pitt  Medical  School.  Joan  Klopp 
Roy  is  still  substitute  teaching  in  German  and 
French,  primarily,  at  the  junior  high  and  high 

school  levels  and  has  also  begun  work  on  a  mas- 

ter's degree  in  German  at  Kent  State,  where  her 
husband,    Byron,   is  also  completing  a  degree. 

Lorna  Kent  wrote  from  Florida,  where  she  is 

entering  her  fourth  semester  in  law  school.  Last 
summer  she  worked  with  ACLU  to  organize 

legal  observer  programs  for  both  political  con- 

ventions. She's  still  working  with  ACLU  as  well 
as  clerking  for  a  Miami  firm.  Lorna  is  planning 

a  trip  to  Europe  this  summer  to  visit  friends — 
she  invites  anyone  traveling  south  to  visit  her. 

Cynthia  Linhart  Williams  is  completing  her  mas- 

ter's degree  and  starting  doctorate  work  in  Edu- 
cational Research  at  Pitt.  She  presented  a  paper 

at  the  National  Council  on  Measurement  in  Edu- 
cation convention,  in  New  Orleans  in  February. 

Cyn  and  Todd  are  still  dorm  parents  in  Pelletreau. 

Jo  LeVan  is  completing  a  master's  degree  in  epi- 
demiology at  Pitt.  Suzanne  M  aloof  is  in  her 

fifth  semester  of  nursing,  doing  public  health  and 

psychiatric  nursing;  she  will  graduate  in  August. 
Suzanne  plans  on  moving  to  Boston  to  begin  work 
as  a  staff  nurse. 

Jan  McCiffert  Uehlinger  will  receive  her  mas- 

ter's degree  in  social  work  in  June  from  the  Uni- 
versity of  Maryland,  where  Gerry  is  in  law  school. 

Frank  and  Diane  Reilly,  Andy  and  Sallie  Webster, 
Nina  Pahl,  Nelle  Sandridge,  and  Lynne  Stauffer 

attended  Jan  and  Gerry's  wedding  in  Easton. 
Penna.    last   June. 

Lael  McCuigan  Pritchard  is  looking  for  a  job  in 

the  Philadelphia  area,  and  I  imagine  she's  busy 
now  taking  care  of  her  one-year  old  son.  Cail 
Lawson  Campbell  also  chases  after  a  one  year  old 
son,  and  she  and  her  husband,  Bruce,  have  just 
settled   into  a  new  house. 

I  am  starting  work  on  my  thesis  in  audiology 
at  Pitt,  and  I  should  have  my  degree  in  August. 
Cerrian  Miller  is  in  one  of  my  classes.  Gerrian 
received  her  undergraduate  degree  from  F  and  M, 

and  completed  a  master's  degree  in  Maternal  and 
Child  Health  from  Pitt  and  is  presently  in  the 
doctoral  program  in  speech  pathology  at  Pitt.  I 

would  especially  like  to  hear  from  Marilyn  Scaran- 
tino  Jones,  whose  address  I  have  misplaced,  and 

whose    wedding    present    is    almost    one    year    late. 

Barbara    reporting: 

Perhaps  the  world  news  of  this  January,  F( 

ruary  1973  have  been  so  overwhelming  to  us 
that  we  do  not  consider  the  personal  events 

1972  important  enough  to  be  reported  to  1 
Alumnae  Recorder.  The  fact  of  the  matter 

that  the  response  to  this  reporter's  questionna 
was  disappointingly  very  limited.  I  would  like 
thank  all  of  you  who  responded,  and  ask  1 
others  to  do  so  next  year. 

Mary  Ann  Shannon  is  really  enjoying  her  si 

ond  year  at  Temple  University  Medical  Sch 
which  is  keeping  her  quite  busy,  and  she  is  loc 

ing  forward  to  getting  out  of  the  classrooms  i 
into   the  hospital   clinics. 

Lin  Sigg  spent  a  very  pleasant  Christmas  vai 
tion  in  St.  Croix,  and  reports  that  for  anyone  w 

loves  the  sun,  the  sand,  and  the  classroom,  teai 

ing  jobs  are  in  abundance  throughout  the  Vir 
Islands. 

Beverly  Swisshelm  has  visions  of  being  a  pern 
nent  student.  Apparently,  she  is  enjoying  I 

studies  thoroughly,  and  she  is  pursuing  her  int 

ests  in  angular  momentum  and  in  kinetics. 
Christmas  visit  with  Peggy  Evans  and  Dena  L< 
coski  Boxler  C70)  recalled  some  Chatham  me 

ories. 
Nancy  Vaughan  is  doing  something  quite  i 

usual  this  year — she  is  teaching  second  year  s 
dents  in  a  non- graded  primary  school  program 
Millville,   New  Jersey. 

Judy  Weisenfeld  Weinberg  and  husband  I 
will  be  finishing  up  their  stint  as  housepare 

to  150  girls  this  June,  and  will  be  moving 
Pittsburgh  where  they  have  already  purchasec 
house  in  Squirrel  Hill.  Needless  to  say,  they 

looking  forward  to  that  very  much.  Lee  is  i 

ishing  up  a  Ph.D.  in  political  science,  and  it  i 
pears  that  he  too  is  becoming  a  permanent  s 
dent — Lee  is  starting  Pitt  Law  School  this  Si 

tember.  Judy  will  be  finishing  up  a  master's  i 
gree  in  education  as  well  as  teaching.  The  We 
bergs  spent  the  summer  of  1972  studying  < 

touring  Europe.  Judy  was  observing  the  Bri1 
Informal  Schools  in  London  and  in  Norwich,  wh 

she  met  with  Sheila  Rosenbaum  C72>  who  \ 

also  observing  the  system.  Judy  and  Lee  r 
with  Sally  Pierce  Shaw  and  husband  Dan  in  C 

many  where  Dan  is  stationed  in  the  Army. 
Shaws  apparently  have  an  apartment  on  a  U 
which   they   really  enjoy. 

Moving  right  along,  from  Germany  to  Califon 
we  meet  Molly  Williams  Stephens  and  husb. 
Mark  who  moved  to  Berkeley  in  December,  19 

Molly  is  working  as  a  medical  assistant  for  a  pi 
sician,  and  Mark  is  doing  graduate  work  at 

University   of   California  at   Berkeley. 

Peggy    Yockey    Marycz    had    a    very    hectic,    ! 
enjoyable    Christmas    vacation    at    which    time 
married    Richard,   and   subsequently   vacationed    i 
relaxed    in    Bermuda.     The    wedding    was   a    regi 

Chatham     reunion — Sis     Rainka      Lieberman,     P 

Peterson    Reilly,    Liz    Cotsworth,    Kevin    Cartwri 

Cornell   '72   and   husband   Teddy,    Lisa   Shuman 

and    Phyllis    Patrick    '73.     Mrs.    Richman,    and 
and    Mrs.    Morgan    were    all    able    to    be    prese 

Peggy's    roommate    from    years  past,  Barbara  Broc 
came    in    from    Boston,    and    apparently    looks    rr 
velous.     Peggy    and    Richard    are    finishing   up   tt 
studies    at    the    University    of    Chicago    School 

Social    Administration,    and    hope    to    be    emplo' 
soon.      They    often     visit     with     Kevin     Cartwri 
Cornell    and    Teddy,    who    are    neighbors,    and    J 

Soisson     '72    who     is    also     at     the     University Chicago. 

As  for  myself,  I  am  finishing  up  the  b< 
science  education  of  medical  school  (University 

Pittsburgh)  and  will  be  starting  the  full-ti 
clinical  experience  this  spring.  This  will  be 

very  long-awaited  change  and  hopefully  a  v 

rewarding  experience.  I  enjoyed  a  dream  vacat 
in  Pans  and  in  Spain  this  past  summer.  Sumr 
of  1973  will  hopefully  be  spent  in  Arizona  wo 

ing  with  the  Navajo  Indians  under  the  auspi 
of  the  U.S.  Public  Health  Service.  This  past  y 

I  spent  some  very  enjoyable  days  with  Jane  Sch 
er  in  late  August  in  Philadelphia.  Jane  is  lov 
veterinary  school  at  Penn,  and  now  she  is  i 
working  for  a  veterinarian.  During  Thanksgiv 
vacation,  while  visiting  in  Manhattan,  Lisa  W 
derman  and  I  recalled  old  times.  Lisa  looks  v 

well  and  is  enjoying  New  York  and  graduate  w 
at  the  N.Y.U.    Institute  of  Fine  Arts. 

Ciao  'til    1974.  and  the  best  to  everyone. 
No  1971  class  news  was  received  from  Sh- 

Willard. 
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Tired  of  Keeping  Your  Intellect 

on  the  Back  Burner? 

CHATHAM COLLEGE 

Our  new  Gateway  Program  ior  mature  women  can  offer  you  the 
opportunity  to  complete  your  undergraduate  degree,  update 
your  present  degree,  or  begin  your  studies  with  an  introductory 
course. 

•  You  will  meet  other  women  who  may  be  plan- 
ning ahead  for  a  future  career,  building  on 

established  interests,  or  bent  on  personal  en- 
richment. 

•  You  may  wish  to  start  with  one  course  at  a 
time  or  assume  a  full-time  academic  program. 

Visit  the  College  for  a  planning  session  and  learn  about  the 
resources  available  to  you,  including  our  recently  established 
Office  of  Career  Planning. 

Call:  Mrs.  Marjorie  Weinhold— 441-8200,  Ext.  218 

We  are  now  accepting  inquiries  for  the  Spring  term  (Monday, 
February  4)  and  for  the  Fall  term  in  September. 

Chatham  College  is  a  small  liberal  arts  college  where  the 
individual  counts. 

Ample,  free  parking  available 
Master  Charge  and  Bank  Americard 

The  advertisement  above  appeared  in  a  number  of  Pittsburgh  area  newspapers  in  January.  The  response  was 
most  enthusiastic.  It  is  reprinted  here  to  inform  all  Chatham  alumnae  of  the  excellent  program  available  on 

campus  for  the  mature  woman  who  wants  to  begin,  continue  or  complete  her  college  education  and  for  the 
benefit  of  those  local  alumnae  who  missed  the  announcement.  As  the  advertisement  states,  the  Gateway 

Program  is  also  available  for  those  women  who  may  desire  courses  only  for  personal  enrichment.  A 

student  admitted  to  the  Gateway  Program  may  enroll  in  her  first  nine  courses  at  one-half  the  normal 

tuition  charge.  Full  tuition  will  be  charged  for  the  final  nine  courses  taken  for  a  degree.  Degree  candi- 
dates may  apply  for  financial  aid. 



A  New  Alternative: 

The  Program 

In  Communications 

MARJORIE  W.  WEINHOLD  is  director  of  the  Interim 

and  Gateway  Programs  as  well  as  instructor  in  English  at 
Chatham  College.  She  received  her  B.S.  and  M.A.  degrees 

from  Carnegie-Mellon  University. 

In  the  fall  of  1974,  Chatham  plans  to  introduce  a  nev 

program  in  communications,  designed  as  a  multidisciplinar 
major.  In  a  sense,  such  a  program  simply  institutionalize 
something  that  has  been  pursued  by  an  increasing  numbe 
of  students  over  the  past  several  years.  Students  and  thei 
advisers  have  constructed  individualized  programs,  based  o 

course  work  drawn  from  such  departments  as  art,  English 

drama,  and  political  science,  and  through  such  suppk 
mentary  resources  as  the  Pittsburgh  Film  Makers  Assc 

ciation  and  cross-registration  at  other  Pittsburgh  college; 
These  students  have  gained  experience  through  field  plac< 
ments  at  television  and  radio  stations,  publishing  house: 

public  relations  and  advertising  firms,  and  in  audio-visua 
communication,  and  public  relations  divisions  of  businesse 

and  social  service  agencies.  A  few  have  graduated  by  no\ 
and  are  beginning  careers  in  the  field.  It  has  becom 

increasingly  clear,  however,  that  much  might  be  gained  b 
bringing  together  the  individual  experiences  to  form 
unified  program. 

That  students  are  interested  in  exploring  the  field  c 

communications  on  the  undergraduate  level,  with  an  ey 
toward  careers  or  graduate  study,  is  obvious;  that  there  i 

an  established  body  of  discrete  knowledge  to  be  mastere 
in  the  field  is  not.  In  an  effort  to  discover  some  core  c 

knowledge,  several  Chatham  faculty  members  engaged  in 

year-long  study,  during  which  they  drew  upon  the  back 
grounds  and  experiences  of  themselves  and  their  colleague; 
explored  programs  at  other  colleges,  and  consulted  wit 

professionals  in  the  field. 
The  field  of  communications  is  a  complex  one,  certainly 

defined  in  almost  as  many  ways  as  there  are  person 

involved  in  it.  In  one  way  or  another,  every  tradition; 

discipline  rightly  feels  that  it  is  engaged  in  a  study  o 
communication.  As  an  independent,  newly  emerging  dis 

cipline  in  its  own  right,  it  receives  its  thrust  from  a  numbe 
of  different  areas  of  specialization,  ranging  from  mathe 
matics  and  computer  technology,  through  linguistics,  socic 

psychology,  and  political  science,  to  drama  and  the  visue 
arts.  One  conclusion  reached  by  the  faculty  study  group  i 

that  a  solid,  undergraduate  program  of  study  needs  to  drav 

upon  these  specializations,  without  itself  becomin 
narrowly  defined  through  a  single  perspective. 

A  second  concern  in  the  development  of  the  progran 

has  been  for  the  achievement  of  a  right  relationshi| 
between  the  academic  context  and  the  marketplace.  Que: 

tions  such  as  the  following  have  needed  to  be  answered 

how  does  one  preserve  the  philosophy  inherent  in  th' 
liberal  arts  and,  at  the  same  time,  provide  informed  caree 

preparation?  how  might  a  conceptual  framework  b 
brought  to  bear  on  actual  experience?  what  is  it  that  cai 
best  be  gained  in  a  classroom  situation,  and  what  is  it  tha 

can  best  be  gained  elsewhere?  what  are  the  minimal  skill 
that  a  student  needs  in  order  to  enter  the  field?  to  wha 

extent  can  the  task  of  teaching  those  skills  be  delegated  t( 
those  who  know  them  best,  namely,  the  people  currenth 

using  them  in  the  field?  in  short,  is  it  necessary  to  spend  . 

term  on  a  course  entitled  "Writing  Press  Releases,"  or  is  i 
possible  for  students  to  learn  that  skill  under  the  super 

vision  of  an  expert,  through  the  writing  of  releases  at  ; 
public  relations  firm  and,  thereby,  to  retain  the  classroon 

for  developing  the  analytical,  critical,  responsible  mind  tha 
creates  those  releases? 

Resolutions  of  these  concerns  are  reflected  in  thi 

program  which  the  faculty  study  group  has  developed.  Thi: 
program  is  currently  being  discussed  and  revised  by  faculty 
and  students.  It  remains,  of  course,  subject  to  full  faculty 
approval  and  administrative  commitment  before  it  become: 

an  actuality.  The  description  of  the  program  which  follows 
therefore,  is  necessarily  tentative. 



The  program  in  communications  aims  to  develop  in  each 
of  its  students  the  following:  an  understanding  of  the 
nature  and  function  of  language;  a  sensitivity  to  the  public 

uses  to  which  language  is  put  and  to  the  differences 
between  those  uses  and  the  traditional  academic  concerns 

with  language;  an  awareness  of  the  practical  professional 
opportunities  in  the  various  areas  of  communications; 
experience  in  the  common  activities  of  those  areas;  and  an 
ability  to  bring  critical  and  analytical  skills  to  bear  upon  the 
field  of  communications.  The  substance  and  the  methods  of 

the  program  emphasize  critical  judgment  rather  than 
vocational  training,  liberal  intelligence  rather  than  technical 

specialization.  The  program  affirms  the  belief  that  a  liberal 

arts  background  provides  the  best  preparation  for  any 
career;  at  the  same  time,  it  acknowledges  that  experience  in 
the  field  is  vital.  Because  the  possible  opportunities  are  so 

many  and  so  varied,  because  the  field  itself  is  in  a  constant 

state  of  change,  and  because  women  themselves  are  so 
subject  to  change  within  their  own  life  patterns,  the 

program  stresses  the  fundamental  learning  which  should 

enable  a  graduate  to  enter  any  of  many  areas  in  the  field 
and  to  change  specific  occupations  several  times  while 
remaining  in  the  same  general  field. 

The  program  aims  simultaneously  to  develop  a  syste- 
matic cooperation  between  the  college  and  the  communi- 

cations media  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  for  the  following 

purposes;  to  alert  the  faculty  to  the  practices,  achieve- 
ments, and  current  developments  in  the  field;  to  alert  those 

in  the  field  to  the  critical  and  analytical  approaches 

encouraged  by  the  college;  and  to  sustain  a  more  effective 
and  continuing  exchange  of  information,  ideas,  and  work 
experience  between  the  two.  The  program  hopes  to  support 
the  same  vitality  and  interest  in  faculty  members  and  in 
men  and  women  in  communications  that  the  students 

themselves  derive  from  their  own  participation  in  the 

program. 
The  program  in  communications  is  a  tripartite  program, 

composed  of  a  faculty-student  component,  a  student-media 
component,  and  a  media-faculty  component.  The  three 
components  interact  with  one  another  to  create  a  develop- 

mental sequence  of  courses,  seminars,  symposia,  field 
placements,  research,  and  colloquia. 

The  faculty-student  component  begins  with  an  intro- 
duction to  the  multi-faceted  nature  of  the  field,  and  to  the 

fundamental  questions  important  to  the  field.  Students 
spend  observation  periods  in  the  field  and  learn  from 
persons  in  the  media,  as  well  as  from  faculty.  Course  work 

in  advanced  written  exposition,  two-dimensional  design, 
and  verbal-visual  exposition  are  also  required  at  the 
beginning  of  the  program.  The  latter  course  is  designed  to 
include  an  open  laboratory,  with  instruction  in  such  basic 

technical  skills  as  polaroid  photography,  cassette  tape 

recording,  and  the  use  of  projectors  and  video-tape  equip- 
ment. Further  requirements  include  courses  in  linguistics 

and  in  the  nature  of  critical  evaluation,  problem  solving, 
and  decision  making,  with  the  aim  of  developing  in  the 
student  the  necessary  critical  awareness  and  depth  of 

understanding  from  which  to  make  the  judgments  de- 
manded by  her  work  in  the  field.  Finally,  a  symposium 

gathers  instructors,  senior  students  engaged  in  tutorials,  and 
visitors  from  the  media,  to  discuss  topics  generated 
throughout  the  program  and  to  attempt  to  put  the  parts  of 

the  individual  student's  program  into  an  appropriate  per- 
spective. 

In  addition  to  these  core  courses,  students  are  expected 
to  choose  from  selected  courses  offered  throughout  the 

college  that  bear  a  direct  relationship  to  the  program.  Such 
courses  may  well  reflect  particular  interests  of  students  in 
such  areas  as  filmmaking  and  propaganda.  Students  are  also 

expected  to  develop  some  fluency  in  a  foreign  language  and 
to  establish  a  solid  liberal  arts  background  by  taking  courses 
in  all  of  the  divisions  of  the  college. 

The  second  component,  the  student-media  component, 
brings  the  student  into  a  participatory  relationship  with  the 
field.  Each  student  has  several  field  placements,  each  in  a 
different  medium.  These  placements  include  discussion 

meetings  with  faculty  members,  students  who  are  con- 
currently engaged  in  such  placements,  and  media  sponsors. 

The  placements  are  designed  to  fulfill  several  aims:  to 
provide  the  student  with  the  opportunity  to  discover 
whether  or  not  she  is  seriously  interested  in  the  field  as  a 

career  possibility  and,  if  so,  in  what  areas  her  interests  lie; 
to  enable  the  student  to  learn  the  necessary  skills  and 

techniques  under  the  direction  of  a  professional  currently 

engaged  in  using  such  techniques;  to  give  the  student 

contacts  in  the  media,  evaluations  of  abilities  by  pro- 
fessionals, and  concrete  experience  for  career  advising  and 

for  future  employment;  and  to  provide  practical  experience 

against  which  to  make  theoretical  judgments.  This  com- 
ponent also  contains  the  provision  for  a  panel  of  women 

and  men  who  work  in  the  field  to  meet  with  students 

several  times  during  each  year,  in  order  to  discuss  the 

nature  and  range  of  career  opportunities. 

The  student-media  component  obviously  relies  heavily 
upon  the  Office  of  Career  Planning  and  Field  Placement. 
This  office  locates  and  arranges  the  field  placements, 
matching  students  with  appropriate  placements,  and  it 
conduct  evaluations  and  maintains  student  files  for  career 

advising  and  placement.  It  is  also  the  repository  for 
information  on  careers  in  the  field,  in  general,  and  on  the 

status  of  women  in  the  field,  in  particular.  It  provides 

counseling  on  career  choices  and  helps  students  with  the 

planning  of  their  interviews  and  applications  for  positions 
in  the  field. 

The  third  component  of  the  program,  the  faculty-media 
component,  aims  to  strengthen  the  relationship  between 

those  who  are  concerned  with  the  academic  aspects  of 
communication  and  those  who  are  involved  with  its 

pragmatic  applications.  The  faculty  who  are  teaching  in  the 
program  will  enroll  a  panel  of  practitioners  to  meet  with 
them  during  the  year  to  advise  the  college  on  the  strengths 
and  weaknesses  of  the  program  and  to  advise  the  faculty  on 
the  nature  of  the  professions  which  their  students  will 

enter.  Such  a  panel,  working  with  the  faculty,  will  also 

explore  the  possibility  of  an  annual  colloquium,  in  which 

faculty,  students,  and  men  and  women  in  the  field  may 
explore  current  issues  in  communications. 

Periodically,  as  opportunities  seem  productive,  members 
of  the  faculty  will  themselves  engage  in  field  placements 

with  one  of  the  organizations  sponsoring  the  student  field 
placements.  Such  placements  might  involve  working  with  a 
member  of  that  organization  or  doing  work  of  the  faculty 

member's  own  devising  in  the  context  of  the  sponsoring 
organization.  The  college  will  also  bring  to  the  campus 

members  of  such  organizations  to  assist  in  the  teaching  of 

courses,  to  participate  in  the  seminar  or  symposium,  or  to 
aid  in  the  administration  of  the  program. 

We  have  become  accustomed  to  thinking  of  under- 
graduate majors  almost  solely  in  terms  of  the  programs  of 

the  students,  and  of  those  programs  as  occurring  primarily 

in  isolation  from  the  marketplace.  The  program  in  com- 

munications, however,  posits  that  all  three  of  its  com- 
ponents are  vital  to  the  growth  and  development  of  the 

students,  of  the  faculty,  and  of  the  field  of  communications 
itself.  It  is  this  multiple  growth  and  development  that  ought 
to  be  of  major  concern  in  the  formation  of  any  such 

program. 



"Louise  Brown, 
The  Fact 

Of  The 

Successful 

Career  Woman:9 

BY  SHERI  NASSAR  '75 

Parts  of  society  will  accept  the  myth  of  the  successfi 

career  woman.  Dressed  in  a  dated,  tailored  suit,  she  spoil' 
only  information  pertaining  to  her  occupation,  for  her  jo 

is  her  life.  She  is  efficient  and  productive,  but  in 

mechanical  sort  of  way.  This  woman  is  thought  to  b 

a  hard-nosed  women's  libber,  who  achieves  only  by  man 
pulating  legislation  and/or  her  wiles.  Unfortunately,  t 
some  this  myth  is  a  reality.  However,  the  facts  are  ofte 

quite  different;  Louise  Royster  Brown  is  a  fact. 
Ms.  Brown,  a  1967  Chatham  graduate,  plays  a  vital  rol 

in  Pittsburgh's  city  government.  The  first  woman  admini 
trator  appointed  by  Mayor  Peter  Flaherty,  she  is  th 
Director  of  Parks  and  Recreation  in  Pittsburgh.  She 

aware,  vivacious,  and  talented.  It  takes  only  a  quick  glanc 
at  her  credentials  and  a  few  sentences  of  conversation  t 

realize  that  Louise  Brown  does  not  fit  into  any  standar 
mold. 

Ms.  Brown's  success  is  a  result  of  hard  work.  Unlike  th 

mythical  "successful  career  woman"  who  used  the  power  c 
legislation  and  femininity  to  succeed,  Ms.  Brown  relied  o 
her  abilities  and  experiences  as  elements  of  her  succes 

After  graduation  from  Chatham  as  a  political  science  majo 

she  enrolled  in  the  master's  program  for  public  admini 
tration  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  Early  phases  of  h( 

career  included  work  in  the  Mayor's  office  and  with  th 
Poverty  Program,  involvement  with  the  Vocational  Ri 

habilitation  Program  and  the  School  Board  and,  most  re 

cently,  planning  director  of  the  Manpower  Program.  Ot 

viously,  Ms.  Brown's  formal  and  practical  education  we extensive. 

The  duties  of  Ms.  Brown  as  the  Director  of  the  Parks  an 

Recreation  Department  are  diverse  and  equally  demandini 
The  department  is  divided  into  four  major  areas  of  cit 
development:  the  recreation  program  staff,  grounds  an 

buildings,  the  engineering  division  and  the  special  buildir 
division.  Ms.  Brown  directs  the  functions  of  the  sul 

departments.  The  function  of  the  recreation  program  sta 

is  to  organize  the  recreation  programs  carried  on  througl 

out  the  city.  The  division  of  grounds  and  buildings  includf 

management  of  city  forestry  and  the  care  of  city  building 

Planning  new  improvements  and  programs  is  the  functio 
of  the  engineering  division.  Finally,  the  proper  utilizatio 

of  Pittsburgh's  special  buildings,  such  as  the  zoo  and  th 
aviary,  is  the  final  function  of  this  department. 

Ms.  Brown  is  constantly  involved  with  new  prograr 

proposals  and  revisions  of  previously  accepted  program 

Although  her  job  is  demanding  of  her  time  and  ment; 
energies,  she  allows  time  for  other  people.  Her  conversatio 
is  interesting  and  interested,  a  rare  quality  in  a  busy  persor 

The  mythical  "successful  career  woman,"  who  relies  o 
methods  other  than  her  own  abilities  and  is  interested  onl 

in  work,  could  not  efficiently  maintain  Ms.  Brown 

position. 
When  the  news  of  Director  Brown's  appointment  fir: 

made  the  newspapers,  many  people  thought  of  it  instantl 

as  a  great  stride  for  the  Women's  Movement.  Newspap< 
reporters  bombarded  her  with  feminist  questions.  Very  fe' 
people  appeared  to  be  interested  in  her  new  duties.  Th 
myth  of  the  successful  career  woman  had  taken  effect.  Th 
fact  was  that  Louise  Brown  thought  very  little  about  th 

effect  her  womanhood  would  have  on  the  job  or  th 

effect  her  job  would  have  on  her  femininity.  In  either  casi 
a  choice  between  femininity  or  success  was  not  necessan 

Perhaps  this  is  the  key  to  her  success.  Rather  tha 
preoccupying  herself  with  visions  of  achievement,  sh 
achieves.  The  reporters  who  deal  solely  with  femini: 

questions  think  in  terms  of  Ms.  Brown's  image.  The  myt 
of  the  successful  career  woman  deals  with  images.  Bot 

cases  of  imagery  are  rejected  by  the  reality  of  Louis 
Royster  Brown.  And  that  is  a  fact. 



Oiftlll 
BY  KATHRYN  ROBERTS  '72 

Last  summer  Georgena  Terry,  class  of  1972,  suggested  to 

')me  of  her  fellow  alumnae,  "Why  don't  we  start  a  summer 

neatre  at  Chatham?"  Everyone  laughed.  But  the  girls  (most 
f  whom  were  theatre  majors  anyway)  wholeheartedly 

'greed  it  would  be  great  to  have  a  summer  theatre. 
Georgena  persevered.  She  got  her  business  mind  in  gear 

id  drew  up  a  budget  proposal  complete  with  flow  charts 

rid  diagrams.  Meanwhile  she  bounced  ideas  off  Cookie 

ngar  '70  in  New  York  City,  Cathy  Young  '73  in 
Vashington,  D.  C.  and  a  Pittsburgh  nucleus  of  Sherry 

'landsman  Steiner  '70,  Laurie  Berman  '73,  Nancy  Hirsch 
?3  and  Dr.  Jerry  Wenneker. 

Now  comes  the  anticlimactic  revelation  —  yes,  we  have  a 
jmmer  theatre  program. 

The  College  has  agreed  to  let  us  use  the  new  theatre  and 

d  help  with  start-up  funds.  Dr.  Wenneker,  the  Director  of 
ne  Theatre,  is  faculty  overseer  for  the  project.  Three  plays 

/ill  make  up  the  season  which  is  scheduled  to  begin  around 
he  third  week  in  June.  Each  play  will  run  for  three 
bnsecutive  weekends. 

Most  of  us  were  in  a  tizzy  of  disbelief.  But  then  we  were 

lit  by  the  hard  reality  of  just  how  much  work  this 

nterprise  is  going  to  entail.  Like  any  red-blooded  Chatham 

lum  we  screamed  for  help.  Vicki  Falco  '71,  already  based 
Chatham's   admissions   office,   will    handle    box    office 

bservations.  Donna  Beiswenger  Riggs  '67  says  she'll  lend  a 
echnical  hand.   Letters  have  been  sent  to  Susie  Farr  '69, 

isa  Thompson  '71   and  Betsy  Jackson  '70.  Jake  (Connie 

acobson  '72)  has  designed  the  logo  pictured  here  and  CAST 
refers  to  Chatham  /Alumnae  Summer  Theatre,  first  season. 

I  mention  all  these  people  so  you'll  get  the  idea  that  it's 

pn  alumnae  team  effort.  (Don't  worry,  there  will  be  male 
hctors.)  But  it's  not  a  Cinderella  story  by  a  long  shot, 
there's  a  catch.  (That  means  brace  yourself  for  the 
|)ut-we-need-your-help-pitch.) 

|  We  do  need  your  help.  First,  if  you're  in  town  you  can 
come  to  see  the  plays.  We'll  keep  you  posted  as  to  the 
elates.  Second,  you  can  help  us  out  of  the  financial  red  by 
naking  a  donation.  Checks  should  be  made  payable  to 

Chatham  Alumnae  Summer  Theatre.  Of  course,  all  con- 
ributions  can  be  chalked  off  your  income  taxes.  This  does 

not  take  the  place  of  your  obligation  to  the  annual 

Alumnae  Fund.  Please  join  in  making  the  Summer  Theatre 
a  successful  alumnae  venture. 

By  way  of  conclusion,  the  French  have  a  delightful  little 

expression,  "Cherchez  la  femme."  Roughly  translated  it 
means,  "Look  for  the  woman."  In  this  case,  the  Chatham 
woman  in  the  Summer  Theatre. 

Peter  Brook,  one  of  the  directors  for  the  Royal 

Shakespeare  Company  in  England,  proclaimed,  "I  can  take 

an  empty  space  and  call  it  a  bare  stage."  Well,  Chatham  has 
taken  an  empty  space  and  built  a  theatre.  It  is  known  as  the 

Chatham  College  Theatre  and  is  in  its  own  building 
connected  to  the  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library. 

This  sumptuous  space  is  a  modified  thrust  stage,  which 
in  layman  terms  means  it  sticks  out  a  little  bit.  At  the 

proscenium  it  measures  30  feet  across,  40  feet  deep  and 
about  17  feet  high.  The  stage  floor  conceals  three  trap 
doors.  Roomy  side  wings  for  storage  flank  each  side  of  the 

stage.  The  grand  piano,  for  instance,  is  tucked  away  back 
there. 

Spectators  sit  in  285  comfy,  cushioned,  dayglo  red  seats 

arranged  continental  style  with  all  horizontal  —  no  vertical 
—  aisleways.  Anyone  who  has  contorted  to  the  white  chairs 
in  the  studio  will  rejoice  at  the  new-found  leg  room. 

Carpeting  is  a  muted  reddish-orange.  (This  description 

doesn't  do  it  justice,  it  really  looks  quite  charming.) 
Lighting  is  all  tip-top  equipment  —  no  tin  can  lights  here. 

House  lights  ease  gently  to  illumuniation  on  a  dimmer.  The 
lighting  booth  claims  a  spanking  new  sound  system  as  well 

as  facilities  to  operate  a  film  projector. 

Backstage  harbors  three  dressing  rooms,  complete  with 

sink,  toilet  and  make-up  mirrors. 

But  that's  enough  of  that.  You'll  probably  never  see  the 
dressing  rooms,  lighting  booths  or  even  the  trap  doors. 
What  counts  is  that  all  of  these  make  up  the  totality  known 

prosaically  as  'theatre'.  And  this  theatre  has  a  myriad  of 
uses.  Concerts,  lectures,  classes  and  guest  performances  also 
are  slotted  in  there.  Actress  Viveca  Lindfors  presented  her 

hit  off-Broadway  show  "I  am  a  Woman"  for  three  nights  in 
March  to  a  full  house  each  night. 

The  Drama  Department  does  have  a  histrionic  foothold, 

though.  Dr.  Jerome  S.  Wenneker  staged  a  revue  in 
November  and  since  then  several  tutorials  have  made  their 

debut.  Dr.  Jack  H.  Neeson  is  scheduled  to  direct  an  original 

musical  this  May.  Of  course,  the  motley  Chatham  alumnae 

will  be  producing  there  starting  June  21 . 

A  bare  stage  doesn't  stay  bare  for  long,  does  it,  Mr. Brook? 
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Philosophy  And  reminiom 

In  The  Androgynous  Revolution 

BY  NANCY  JAY  C  RUM  BINE 

Assistant  Professor  of  Philosophy 

I  have  dreams  .  .  .  day  dreams.  I  indulge  them,  I  suppose, 

more  than  most.  They  are  dreams  born  of  the  present,  yet 
permeated  with  visions  of  the  past  and  ideals  for  the  future. 
Whether  it  is  the  grandeur  of  the  past  or  the  decadence  of 

the  present  which  so  compels  me  toward  this  dreaming,  I 
do  not  know;  but  sure  it  is  that  I  continue  my  indulgences, 
indeed,  foster  and  nurture  these  visions.  As  I  fill  them  in 

with  detail  and  search  out  new  ways  of  articulating  them,  I 
find  that,  for  unknown  reasons,  the  visions  of  the  future 

and  the  nostalgia  for  the  past  seem  ever  closer;  indeed  I  find 
my  dreams  to  be  of  returns,  even,  I  shudder  to  say  it,  of 
repetitions. 

Clearly  the  past  can  never  be  repeated,  if  we  mean  by 

the  past  some  static  "thing."  If,  however,  we  understand 
history  as  fluid,  as  the  river  of  Heraclitus  in  which  every 
new  wading  meets  different  waters,  and  if  we  extend  that 
meaning  to  include  the  fact  that  every  new  regard  for 
history,  every  retelling,  tells  a  different  tale,  then  we  might 
well  say  that  I  long  for  historical  repetition,  where  this 
means  necessarily  repetition  with  change. 

I  dream  of  a  return  to  the  river  of  civilization  but  with  a 

novel  approach  to  the  shore  and  its  invitations,  to  the  new 

waters  which  present  themselves  on  this  return,  and  to  the 
new  personality  who  enters  here.  Repetition  here  means  a 

return  to  the  same  river  in  recognition  of  responsibility 
toward  its  new  waters. 

The  river  to  which  I  refer  is  as  it  has  always  been: 

humanity,  life,  energy,  nature,  civilization.  In  some  sense 
we  have  indeed  the  same  limits  and  underpinnings,  the  same 
restrictions  of  language,  death,  and  ourselves,  which  we 
have  always  had.  We  are  poised  on  no  different  shore  of 
reality  than  were  any  revolutionaries  before  us.  What  is  new 

is  the  water  into  which  we  step,  and  the  "we"  who  risk  it. 
There  is  evidence,  in  this  decade,  of  a  return  to  a  view  of 

culture  long  forgotten,  a  view  which  is  an  over-view,  a 

re-viewing.  We  are  beginning  to  take  culture  seriously  as 
something  in  itself,  requiring  our  care,  our  nurturing,  and 
perhaps,  at  points,  our  gentle  destruction.  In  this  return  to 
a  concern  for  culture  as  a  whole  (a  concern  which  has  not 

been  apparent  since  the  ancient  Greeks),  it  is  already 

evident  that  the  waters  have  changed  and  that  they  are 
colored  with  new  shapes  and  hopes.  In  particular  I  speak  of 

the  shape  of  feminism,  the  hopes  of  an  androgynous 
culture,  and  the  feminists  and  philosophers  who  are  now 

viewing  the  culture  in  its  newness  and  promise.  I  write  of 
my  dream,  of  the  hopes  for  a  cultural  revolution  in  which 

androgyne  is  a  primary  goal  and  feminism  and  philosophy 
play  significant  roles  in  bringing  this  dream  about. 

CULTURE 
Culture  is  a  word  meant  to  connote  the  realm  of 

customs,  traditions,  perceptual  structures,  language,  and 

visual  make-up  of  a  people.  Culture  is  all  of  that  which 
underlies  and  grounds  our  activities  and  thoughts.  It  is  the 

realm  of  perceptions  and  values  which  are  passed  on  fi 
one  generation  to  the  next.  The  substance  of  this  realr 
most  easily  communicated  through  myth.  Indeed,  we  m 

by  the  word  "myth"  precisely  this:  the  reflection 
articulation  of  culture.  The  growth  and  sustenance  c 

particular  culture  might  well  be  described  as  circular 
that  the  concerns  of  humanity  are  articulated  in  rm 

while  myth,  in  turn,  precipitates  and  sustains  the  concf 
of  a  given  humanity. 

At    the    beginning    of    our   Western   Culture  stood 

primary    concern:    physical    survival,   bringing  with    it 

priority   to   preserve  the  species  through  procreation, 
consequence  of  this  was,  naturally  enough,  the  assignini 

uppermost  significance  to  biological  distinctions  of  gem 
The   primary    focus  on   procreation,  that  of  assuring 
survival  of  the  species,  was  then  reflected  in  fertility  r 

and    an    exaggerated    status   of    the   masculine,   the   spi 
having  been  understood  as  the  sole  source  of  life.  As  lat 
Aristotle  there   was  still   no   concept  of  the  egg,  and 

womb  was  thought  to  be  merely  a  place  in  which  the  spi 

grew.    Survival    meant    procreation,    meant    sperm,    me 
male  .  .  .  Read:  Patriarchy. 

This  difficult  term,  "patriarchy,"  must  be  understoo* 
it  is  to  have  any  meaning  at  all,  as  a  mytholoc 

framework  which  supports  and  controls  the  entire  cult 
It  is  not  merely  a  belief  but  a  structure  of  unconsc 

assumptions  and  perceptual  limitations  which  influence 

activity  and  thought.  When  I  suggest  that  the  need 
physical  survival  developed  into  patriarchy,  I  mean 

suggest  that  it  took  on  proportions  of  immense  ( 

sequence,  no  longer  merely  in  the  realm  of  survival  it: 
but  in  all  realms  of  the  culture  which  are  supported 

sustained  by  mythology.  No  less  a  thinker  than  Arist 

used  biological  analogies,  structures,  and  value-laden  ger 
differentiations  in  his  metaphysical  and  ethical  landscai 

Not  only  did  he  not  question  the  primordial  significa 
granted  to  gender  and  procreation,  but  he  forever  emplo 
this  framework  in  attempting  cosmic  descriptions. 

Mythology  must  always  reflect  primal  concerns,  anc 
the  beginning  of  our  culture,  the  primary  concern 

fertility  and  gender  provided  not  only  the  substance 
particular  myths  and  rites,  but,  through  the  grac 

development  of  a  mythology  which  reflected  this  conci 
it  became  the  form  of  every  perception  for  even  the  fa 
thinker  of  the  age.  From  the  mythology  of  ferti 

(masculinity)  proceeded  the  ordering  of  Western  Culti 

evident  on  all  levels  from  Aristotle's  masculine  ethics  to 
divisions  of  labor,  sex  role  differentiation,  and  down  to 

very  capacity  for  self-awareness.  The  myths,  once 
tablished,  sustained  the  survival  of  the  culture  by  c 

tinually  re-enforcing  the  primary  values  and  means 
achieving  them.  Established  as  a  direct  outgrowth 

primitive  biological  beliefs,  mythology  took  on  an  iden' 
and  independence  of  its  own,  passing  on  to  generations, 
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alues,  priorities,  and  fears  of  the  ancestors.  And  this  has 
ontinued  to  occur  whether  or  not  these  priorities  and  fears 

iave  been  relevant  to  the  changing  relationship  of  man  to 
lature  and  truth. 

Without  mythology,  without  this  passage  of  values  from 

ine  generation  to  the  next,  the  human  being  is  an 
npoverished  present,  having  no  history,  no  continuity  of 

isight,  no  community.  Through  myth  humanity  is  pre- 
erved,  enabled  to  stand  supported,  and  freed  to  grow 
i/ithin  the  necessary  limits  of  its  culture.  Yet,  this  reverence 
or  myth  must  be  handled  with  the  greatest  of  care,  for  the 
tructure  of  values  can,  as  easily  as  not,  dictate  the  realms 

if  our  perceptual  ability  to  such  an  extent  that  we  are  no 
Dnger  working  for  the  survival  to  which  we  are  committed. 

We  are  faced  today  with  precisely  this  situation.  While 

>ur  myths  were  founded  on,  and  dictate  to  us,  a  concern 
or  physical  survival,  we  are  finding  to  our  horror  that  it  is  a 
ar  different  sort  of  survival  that  is  in  question.  The 

iver-riding  concern  of  our  culture  is  no  longer  maximum 
irocreation,  but  rather  the  quality  of  that  life  which  is 

Iready  abundantly  present.  Our  concern  has  clearly  shifted 

rom  the  realm  of  sheer  physical  well-being  and  procreation 
o  psychological  and  spiritual  survival;  and  we  stand  now 

vith  a  need  for  a  new  focus,  as  yet  only  beginning  to  be 

eflected  in  myth.  Although  the  psycho-spiritual  quality  of 
ife  has  always  been  of  concern  (especially  to  the  leisure 

:lass),  it  has  never  before  been  a  question  of  survival  per  se. 

Yet  today  we  see  the  struggle  for  sanity  reflected  every- 
where about  us.  Our  daily  battle  is  one  of  preservation  in  a 

world  which,  while  protecting  us  from  the  physical  threats 

of  nature,  is  threatening  us  on  all  sides  with  mental 
deprivation  and  spiritual  starvation.  We  are  now  no  more 

protected  from  the  ravages  of  the  psyche  than  was  primitive 
man  protected  from  the  physical  threats  of  nature.  And  just 
as  man  could  have  perished  long  ago  but  for  his  structuring 

of  values  geared  to  biological  procreation,  so,  likewise,  is 
our  survival  in  danger  if  we  cannot  structure  our  values  and 
myths  to  reflect  our  present  needs. 

Since  a  shift  of  primary  concern  necessitates  a  shift  in 

mythology,  I  foresee  a  new  mythology  wherein  fertility  is 
replaced  by  a  psychological  and  spiritual  humanism.  And 
one  among  the  many  changes  in  basic  structure  which  has 

and  will  come  from  the  shift  of  humanity's  primary 
concern  is,  I  venture  to  say,  the  elimination  of  the  sex-role 
dicotomy.  This  distinction,  which  was  so  important  in  the 

old  mythology  of  procreation,  has  become  a  significant  and 
obvious  barrier  to  psychospiritual  survival  of  individual  men 

and  women  and  to  the  culture  as  a  whole.  Indeed,  this 

seems  so  obvious,  that  where  survival  now  means  preserva- 
tion of  the  human  spirit,  freedom  from  sexual  roles  must  be 

one  of  the  first  steps.  Where  biological  concerns  no  longer 

dominate,  androgyny  must  and  will  become  an  under- 
statement for  what  will  be  a  true  obliteration  of  sexually 

based  moral,  political,  and  perceptual  distinctions. 

ANDROGYNY 

Androgyny  means  "of  both  sexes,"  a  condition  under 
which  sex  roles  are  not  strictly  assigned.  It  means  being  free 

from  the  decapacitating  limit  of  dictates  to  be  only  half 
human.  It  means  taking  seriously  the  concept  of  freedom 
itself  whereby  we  would  no  longer  be  limited  to  a  partial 

vision,  to  an  either/or  response;  whereby  we  would  no 

longer  be  limited  to  one  half  of  the  possible  modes  of 

acting  and  doing.  Androgyny  means  the  freedom  to  be 
human,  where  human  now  is  redefined  as  a  fullness  of 

possibilities  for  both  genders,  never  before  realized. 

A  culture  reflecting  this  condition  of  psychic  freedom 

would  imply,  firstly,  a  culture  in  which  individuals  are  free 
to  be  human  to  their  fullest  capacities  regardless  of 

anatomical  make-up.  Secondly,  an  androgynous  culture 

would  be  one  in  which  not  only  individuals,  but  insti- 
tutions, groups,  and  communities,  are  likewise  free  to 

utilize  and  create  within  the  norms  and  virtues  of  both  the 

"masculine"  and  "feminine"  elements  (as  they  are  now 
called)  —  a  culture  in  which  the  social  structures  are  imbued 
and  guided  not  by  merely  half  of  the  human  potential. 
Thirdly,  this  culture  would  be  one  in  which  the  arts, 

philosophy,  and  other  self-conscious  reflections  of  human 
nature  and  the  cosmos  (other  roads  of  mythological 

expression)  are  free  of  sexual  morality  and  sexual  politics  — 
free  to  view  the  human  and  the  cosmic  as  each  exist, 

without  the  imposed  structures  of  an  anatomically-based 
mythology.  Indeed,  an  androgynous  culture  means  a 

culture  in  which  the  very  terms  "masculine"  and 
"feminine"  are  meaningless. 

FEMINISM 

Among  the  many  indications  that  humanity  has  shifted 
its  primal  vulnerability  from  the  physical  to  the  psychic, 
and  that  this  need  is  beginning  to  be  reflected  in  culture,  is 
the  rise  of  interest  in  those  things  which  are  thought  to 

influence  and  determine  personality  and  the  self.  Physical 

security  is  a  prerequisite  for  this  interest,  because  it 
assumes  the  protection  of  community  in  its  focus  on  the 

individual's  internal  needs.  Even  more  indicative  than  this 
concern    for    the    psychological,    however,    is    the    recent 



emeigence  of  a  new  communal  sensibility  directed  almost 
solely  to  psychic  rather  than  physical  protection.  Today 

this  sensibility  is  most  clearly  evident  in  our  own  con- 
sciousness-raising groups  and  in  the  vast  spirit  of  sisterhood 

in  general.  The  feminist  movement  is  the  first  expansive 
community  movement  aiming  at  the  present  day  primary 
concern.  For  this  reason,  feminism  has  the  potential  for 

leadership  in  a  new  mythology  which  can  save  us  from  a 
culture  which  has,  thus  far,  failed  to  recognize  its  changing 
vulnerability. 

To  explain  this,  I  wish  to  mention  two  strengths  of 

feminism  which  point  to  the  movement's  role  in  bringing 
about  the  androgynous  culture  which  I  envision.  The  first 

strength  of  feminism  which  harbors  the  hopes  of  a  truly 

cultural  revolution  is  quite  simply  the  self-awareness  which 

is  the  movement's  fundamental  aim.  From  the  most  casual 
discussions  among  the  most  traditional  of  women,  to  the 

total  commitment  of  the  radical  lesbians,  we  see  a  concern 
for  questions  of  humanness  and  freedom,  questions  of 
roles,  socialization,  and  culture.  Never  before  has  so  vast 
and  so  heterogeneous  a  group  raised  these  questions 

together.  Although  the  answers  are  as  diverse  as  the 
individuals  concerned,  it  is  the  questioning  itself  which  is 
significant,  for  it  is  in  the  questioning  that  possibility  is 

explored. 
Because  of  their  oppressed  social  status,  women  have 

had  to  gain  self-awareness  on  their  own.  They  have  had  to 
explore  roles  and  limits  and  find  ways  to  overcome  their 

oppression.  With  this  exploration  has  come  change  on  many 
levels,  not  the  least  of  which  has  been  a  new  and  genuine 

openness  to  stepping  beyond  the  traditionally  "feminine" 
into  the  realm  of  what  I  have  called  androgyny:  the  realm 

of  full  humanity.  It  seems  that  feminism  (concerned  as  it  is 
with  psychic  and  spiritual  survival)  leads  in  one  way  or 
another  to  a  view  of  nature  which  will  eventually  be 

understood  as  androgynous.  Speculative  as  this  may  sound, 
I  am  convinced  that  with  the  questions  raised  and  the 

future  finally  open,  the  human  being  will  be  revealed  in 
her/his  fullest  potential  as  a  whole,  androgynous  being. 

The  second  strength  I  see  in  feminism  lies  within  the 

separatism  of  the  movement  (by  which  I  mean  every 
exclusively  female  activity),  from  the  partial  separatism  of 

women's  colleges  and  businesses  to  the  more  profound 
separatism  of  the  lesbian  feminists.  To  whatever  extent,  and 

on  whatever  level,  individual  women  find  separatism  a 
viable  life  style,  their  dedication  to  other  women  must  be 

understood  as  an  essential  step  toward  realizing  women's 
potential. 

Given  the  definition  of  androgyny  as  "male"  and 
"female,"  it  seems  clear  that  we  need  both  "masculine"  and 

"feminine"  components  functioning  within  the  culture.  Up 
to  now  our  myths,  and  subsequent  values,  have  been 

created  and  governed  by  primarily  "masculine"  forces,  and 
it  is  no  mystery  to  any  of  us  what  actualized  "male" 
potential  means.  If  we  are  now  to  expand  our  under- 

standing of  the  human,  the  "feminine"  potential  must  be 
brought  forward  and  nourished.  If  androgyny  is  to  be 
possible,  we  must  discover  what  potential  lies  within  the 

"other  half;"  and  this  must  be  explored  on  all  levels  from 
that  of  the  individual  to  that  of  the  culture  as  a  whole. 

Without  the  authentic  rise  of  women  in  independence,  their 

potential  will  remain  unknown,  and  a  claimed  androgyny 
will  be  but  an  extension  of  patriarchy.  In  order  truly  to 
realize  the  possibilities  of  women  who  are  no  longer  defined 

within  the  mythology  of  patriarchy,  separatism  is  not  only 
an  aid,  but  a  necessary  foundation  for  such  realization.  For 

here  genuinely  independent  strength  and  value  can  first  be 

understood.  Here,  within  a  community  of  women  —  any 
community   of  women  —  can  power  be  first  realized  and 

believed.  Here  among  ourselves  we  have  learned,  a 
continue  to  learn,  that  freedom  which  is  frightening  \ 

desired,  threatening  yet  supporting.  Androgyny  can  becoi 
a  realizable  dream  only  with  the  rise  of  women 

community  with  each  other,  their  identity  conceiv 

without  partiarchal  trappings,  conceived  in  the  freedc 
offered  between  women. 

PHILOSOPHY 
I  am  speaking  of  a  cultural  revolution  which  is  alrea 

underway  in  the  feminist  movement.  This  revolutk 
however,  is  likewise  grounded  in  a  humanism  which  I 

always  been  with  us,  however  obscured,  in  those  activit 
of  thought  and  art  which  have  attempted  to  transce 
cultural  determinations.  When  I  speak  of  returning  throu 

revolution,  I  mean  finding  the  seeds  of  our  androgyne 

hopes  in  the  flickers  of  humanism  which  have  escap 
moral  and  sexual  prejudices.  It  is  here  that  I  see  philosop 

playing  an  extraordinary  role  in  our  development.  Althou 
philosophers  themselves  are  by  no  means  free  of  th 
temporality,  the  activity  of  philosophy  itself  is  one 
which  a  thinker  is  engaged  in  inquiry  which  is  apart  a 

beyond,  which  concerns  unconcretized  possibility.  T 
concerns  of  wisdom  have,  as  a  rule,  focused  on  precisi 
that  which  transcends  culture.  So  although  philosoph 
have  been  in  some  way  part  of  patriarchy,  philosophy  (1 

love  of  wisdom)  itself  has  not.  This  delicate  relationship 

culture  and  philosophy  provides  a  unique  position 

inquiry,  and  we  can  thus  understand  not  only  the  value 

studying  the  philosophy  of  the  past,  but  the  value 
pursuing  it  in  this  transitional  period  between  two  vas 
different  cultures. 

Our  present  culture  began  in  large  measure  with  1 
Greeks,  their  mythology  and  rationality  providing  form  a 
content  from  which  we  have  been  nourished  these  p 

2,000  years.  The  dream  of  which  I  have  spoken  is  of  1 
next  2,000  years,  perhaps  only  possible  with  the  arrival  o 

philosopher  on  the  level  of  Plato  who  will  attempt  a  visi 
of  the  whole  which  Plato  attempted,  but  with  the  c( 

temporary  concerns  of  humanity  guiding  her/his  wisdo 
We  need  a  philosopher  who  can  provide  us  with  1 

necessary  support,  structure,  and  mythology,  one  who  c 
articulate  a  cosmic  and  metaphysical  faith  which  c 

sustain  and  maintain  the  growth  of  a  new  culture.  I  envisi 

a  new  age  of  philosophy,  one  parallel  to  the  Greeks', 
which  wholeness  is  again  the  goal,  and  wherein  we  are  giv 
the  subtleties,  complexities,  genius,  and  power  of  a  pf 

osophy  on  the  level  of  the  Platonic  dialogues. 

For  the  origins  of  our  new  culture,  there  must  be  r 
only  a  mass  movement  toward  freedom,  but  also  evider 
of  a  return  to  the  river  of  civilized  reason  and  dialogi 
Reverence  from  the  realms  of  nature  and  divinity 

inseparable,  a  return  to  the  humanism  of  the  Greeks, 

required.  This  humanism  now  no  longer  reads  "male-isrr 
but  will  be  understood  as  a  true  and  complete  "androc 

nism." 

With  the  insights  of  past  philosophers,  and  the  inno' 

tions  of  the  "existential"  philosophers  of  the  present,  ' 
have  a  revolution  already  underway  within  the  intellecti 

leadership  which  influences  culture  indirectly  but  < 

cisively.  With  feminism  and  other  liberation  groups,  ' 
have  revolution  already  underway  within  the  mass 

humanity  which  is  culture  itself.  These  two  vastly  differe 
sorts  of  revolution  are  intimately  interwoven  and  can 
more  do  without  each  other  than  can  culture  survi 

without  change.  And  our  culture  can  no  more  survi 
without  change  than  can  philosophers  exist  withe 
visions  .  .  .  though  I  indulge  them,  I  suppose,  more  th 
most. 
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Alumnae  Use  of 
Employment  Credentials 
from  the  Career  Planning  Office 

The  credentials  folder  you  compiled  as  a  student  at 

Chatham  has  limited  usefulness.  Employers  are  far  more 

interested  in  your  recent  experience  and  in  the  references 

of  colleagues  and  supervisors  than  in  your  academic  work 

and  teachers'  evaluations.  Although  these  folders  are  kept 
in  the  Career  Planning  Office  for  five  years  after  graduation, 
you  should  seriously  consider  whether  the  documents  in 

them  are  appropriate  to  your  job  search  before  asking  the 

CPO  to  send  them  to  a  prospective  employer.  A  well- 
written  resume  is  far  more  effective  than  the  credentials, 

and  many  books  on  resume  writing  are  available. 

Guidelines  for  ise  of 

Employment  Credentials - 
Beginning  September,  1974  the  Career  Planning  Office 

will  charge  a  fee  of  $2.50  for  each  set  of  credentials  sent  to 

prospective  employers  or  to  graduate  schools.  (Credentials 
will  not  be  sent  to  employment  agencies.)  This  action  has 
been  necessitated  by  the  continuing  increase  in  the  cost  of 

preparing  and  mailing  credentials  and  the  increased  use  of 
the  service.  To  minimize  the  cost  to  you  and  to  the  Career 

Planning  Office,  the  following  guidelines  have  been 
established. 

1.  The  $2.50  fee  includes  updating  credentials. 

2.  Alumnae  planning  to  use  the  service  should  notify  the 

Career  Planning  Office  by  letter  at  least  one  month  in 
advance  to  allow  time  to  update  the  file.  Telephone 

requests  will  not  be  accepted.  Your  name,  including 
maiden  name,  must  be  typed  or  printed. 

3.  Credentials  consist  of  the  following: 

a.  Data  sheet  —  the  personal  information  form  used  to 
identify  the  applicant.  Individual  resumes  will  not  be 
substituted. 

b.  Course  listing  —  the  record  of  your  academic  back- 
ground. This  list  is  not  a  substitute  for  the  official 

college  transcript  required  by  some  employers. 
Transcripts  must  be  obtained  by  you  from  the 

Registrar's  Office. 
c.  References  —  a  maximum  of  six.  With  the  request  to 

mail  copies  you  should  indicate  the  references  to  be 
sent.  It  is  your  responsibility  to  have  references  sent 
to  the  CPO. 

4.  Alumnae  should  be  certain  that  an  employer  wishes  to 
receive  credentials.  You  will  be  billed  for  this  service  if 

the  request  comes  from  the  employer. 

5.  Alumnae  requesting  credentials  to  be  sent  should  include 
the  $2.50  fee  for  each  set  to  be  sent. 

6.  Credentials  will  be  destroyed  when  five  years  have 
elapsed. 
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Let's  Care 
About  Corrections 

BY  EILEEN  RADEN  KOBRIN  '65 

"What's  a  nice  girl  like  you  doing  in  a  place  like  this?  Why 

should  you  care  what  happens  to  this  bunch  of  criminals?" 
All  too  often,  this  is  what  I  have  heard  over  the  past  few 

years  when  I  have  gone  to  inspect  a  jail  or  children's 
detention  facility.  And  the  person  asking  the  question  is 

usually  a  warden,  a  sheriff,  a  guard,  a  matron.  What  these 

people  are  really  asking  is,  "What  is  a  nice,  white, 
well-educated,  upper-middle  class,  suburban  girl  doing 

meddling  around  in  my  jail?  Why  don't  you  go  home  and 
let  us  professionals  deal  with  these  criminals?  We  know  how 

to  handle  them." 
Do  you  know  that  there  are  several  different  types  of 

jails,  or  correctional  facilities?  Let's  look  at  them.  First, 
there  is  the  local  lock-up.  This  can  be  anything  from  a  set 
of  leg  irons  mounted  to  a  floor  or  wall  to  a  number  of 
comfortable  holding  cells  in  a  municipal  police  station. 

Persons  may  be  brought  here  for  questioning  or  until  a 
formal  arrest  is  made.  From  this  point,  they  are  transferred 
to  a  county  jail  (if  an  adult)  or  to  a  juvenile  detention 

facility  (if  they  are  under  1  6  to  18  years  of  age,  depending 
upon  the  laws  of  the  state). 

The  county  jail  (sometimes  referred  to  as  a  local  jail)  is 
generally  a  holding  place  for  persons  charged  with  either 
criminal  or  civil  crimes  and  who  are  unable  to  post  bail  as  a 

guarantee  that  they  will  appear  in  court  on  certain  specified 

days.  If  a  person  can  post  his  bail  or  find  a  bail  bondsman 
to  do  it  for  him  (by  paying  part  of  it  himself)  he  is  released 

and  is  free  to  be  "on  the  street"  until  his  appearance  in 
court  is  required.  Some  persons  actually  do  serve  out  their 
sentences  in  county  jails,  but  these  are  sentences  which  are 
set  at  less  than  one  year.  At  least  95%  of  persons  confined 

in  a  county  jail  are  untried  —  that  is,  they  have  not  been 
adjudicated  as  guilty  of  anything.  They  are  in  the  county 
jail  because  they  are  too  poor  to  post  bail. 

A  juvenile  is  also  sent  to  a  holding  facility.  His  is  either 

called  a  detention  center,  a  children's  shelter,  or  some  other 

fancy  name.  It  is  a  children's  jail.  Here,  a  child  is  held 
temporarily  until  the  juvenile  court  judge  decides  what  to 

do  with  him.  Here  there  is  no  question  of  bail,  but  if  \ 

parents  can  convince  the  judge  that  they  will  be  responsib 
for  him  until  his  court  appearance  is  required,  he  w 

probably  be  released  to  their  custody.  If  the  parents  si 

that  they  cannot  control  him,  that  he  constantly  disobev 

that  he  won't  go  to  school,  he  will  undoubtedly  remain 
the  holding  facility. 

Eventually,  some  type  of  court  appearance  is  held.  Tl 
accused  is  either  found  innocent  and  released,  or  four 

guilty  and  sentenced.  The  sentence  may  be  suspended,  tl 

guilty  person  may  be  placed  on  probation,  or  the  sentem 
may  be  incarceration.  If  a  person  is  found  guilty  of  a  sta 
or  federal  offense,  he  will  probably  be  incarcerated  in 
State  Training  School  (juveniles),  State  Reformatory,  i 
State  or  Federal  Prison. 

It  is  much  better  to  be  sentenced  to  a  Federal  Priso 

Conditions,  facilities,  services,  and  staff  at  a  feder 
institution  are  the  best  of  any  correctional  program  in  tl 
United  States.  It  seems  that  the  more  serious  the  crirr 

committed  (a  Federal  offense)  the  better  the  treatment  or 

receives.  While  the  county  jails  and  children's  shelters  a 
crowded  with  thousands  of  misdemeanants  and  untrie 

persons,  they  are  by  far  the  worst  of  all  correction 
facilities  in  our  country. 

Let  us  go  back  now  and  look  at  just  what  kind  of  peop 

we  find  in  jail.  Linda  is  27  years  old.  Her  husband  is  holdii 
down  two  jobs  to  pay  his  past  debts.  Linda  gets  very  lone 

being    constantly    at    home    with    a    two-year-old    and 

EILEEN  RADEN  KOBRIN  graduated  from  Chatham 

College  in  1965  and  received  a  master's  in  Rehabilitation 
Counseling  from  Temple  University  in  1970.  She  is 

currently  Chairman  of  the  Board,  Prison  Service  Com- 
mittee of  Southern  New  Jersey  and  Adjunct  Faculty 

Member  at  Camden  County  College,  Department  of 

Sociology  and  Law  Enforcement.  She  is  married  and  has 

a  two-year  old  child. 
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hree-year-old,  and  a  husband  who  is  never  there.  She  runs 
way.  She  is  in  the  county  jail  as  an  unfit  mother  and  for 
hild  abandonment.  She  has  been  waiting  for  a  hearing  for 
months. 

Sally  is  18.  She  has  been  a  drug  addict  since  15  and  a 
irostitute  since  she  was  12.  She  was  first  sexually  used  by 

ier  father  (an  alcoholic)  who  sold  her  to  get  money  for 
looze.  She  was  arrested  for  soliciting  and  has  been  waiting 

or  her  court  hearing  for  5  months. 
Michael  is  7.  He  was  arrested  for  carrying  a  gun.  He  is  in 

leed  of  supervision.  He  is  in  a  juvenile  detention  facility 

nd  is  awaiting  a  court  placement.  He  has  been  confined  2 
months. 

Eugene  is  43.  He  is  in  the  state  prison  for  the  third  time. 

'his  time  his  charge  is  breaking  and  entering.  He  is  a 
'hardened  criminal."  He  will  be  eligible  for  parole  in  4 
■ears. 
William  is  15.  He  ran  away  from  home  three  times 

lecause  his  father  beats  him.  He  is  slightly  retarded.  He 

ived  in  a  Goodwill  Box  in  a  shopping  center  parking  lot  for 

I  months  before  being  picked  up  for  vagrancy  and  being  in 
leed  of  supervision.  He  has  been  waiting  for  a  foster  home 
or  6  months. 

Lois  is  25.  She  is  in  jail  for  shoplifting.  She  is  unmarried 
nd  on  welfare.  She  has  3  children.  She  wanted  a  new 

iaster  outfit  for  her  little  girl.  She  is  serving  a  90-day 
entence  and  her  three  children  have  been  placed  in  three 
lifferent  foster  homes. 

Not  a  particularly  pretty  picture,  but  generally  a  realistic 

iew  of  whom  you  would  find  in  jail.  These  are  the  dregs  of 
ociety.  They  are  always  poor.  These  are  people  who  come 

rom  backgrounds  where  there  are  so  many  problems  to 
leal  with  in  just  existing  that  they  are  unable  to  cope  at 

iny  age. 
Now  for  the  question:  Why  Should  I  Care?  I  have  no 

onnection  with  any  of  these  people.  Why  try  to  make  me 

eel  responsible  for  these  criminals?  There  are  many  reasons 
vhy  we  should  care.  One  of  these  is  purely  humanitarian. 

Vhy  should  Linda  have  to  run  away  from  home  in  order  to 
ind  some  companionship  and  some  needed  mental  health 
ervices?  If  she  could  have  had  someone  to  share  her 

eelings  with,  she  might  not  have  felt  so  desperate.  And 

vhy  is  a  7-year-old  in  jail  for  carrying  a  gun?  Where  did  he 
let  it  to  begin  with?  And  what  is  so  terrible  about  wanting 

'our  child  to  look  pretty  for  Easter?  Should  Lois  need  to 
hoplift  or  is  there  another  way  to  dress  her  children? 

No,  I  am  not  condoning  the  actions  of  these  people,  but 
am  trying  to  look  beyond  the  individual  criminal  acts. 

Somewhere  along  the  way,  something  could  have  been  done 

o  save   most  of  these   people  the  horrible  experience  of 
>eing  in  jail. 

Another  reason  why  we  should  be  concerned  with  these 

>eople  is  that  95%  of  them  will  eventually  get  out  of  jail. 

Vhen  they  do,  they  will  be  more  hostile,  more  desperate, 
ind  more  skilled  in  the  ways  of  crime.  They  will  be  walking 

>n  our  streets,  driving  on  our  highways,  and  eating  in  the 

>ame  McDonald's  restaurant  as  we  use.  If  we  act  toward 
hem  with  such  inhumane  treatment  as  they  get  now,  how 

:an  we  expect  them  to  be  "cured"  or  "rehabilitated"  when 
hey  are  released? 

A  third  reason  why  we  should  care  is  financial.  It  costs 

js  $3000  to  $5000  a  year  to  keep  one  person  in  a  state 
jrison.  And  that  figure  is  higher  in  a  federal  prison.  This 

does  not  include  the  cost  of  supporting  this  person's  family 
jnd  the  loss  of  tax  dollars  from  the  wages  he  is  not  earning 
while  he  is  confined.  We  pay  for  salaries  for  all  correctional 

jnd  court  staff  and  for  building  maintenance.  And  all  this 
noney  comes  from  our  taxes. 

Not  all  correctional  officials  are  typical  "Blue  Meanies." 

They  have  their  problems  too.  First  of  all,  they  usually  lack 

enough  money  to  hire  good  personnel.  This  means  that  the 
guards,  matrons,  wardens,  etc.  are  usually  poorly  trained 
for  the  important  job  of  human  reclamation.  The  average 

county  jail  guard  earns  between  $6000  and  $7000  annually. 

Many  of  them  receive  supplemental  income  from  welfare 
and  also  need  to  buy  food  stamps  in  order  to  feed  their 
families.  If  we  offered  higher  salaries,  we  would  attract 

more  qualified  persons  to  the  job.  Lack  of  money  for  the 
institution  also  means  that  there  will  be  poor  food  and  very 
few  services  to  provide  to  inmates  of  the  institution.  This 
can  lead  to  boredom,  unrest,  resentment,  and  eventual rioting. 

No  correctional  institution  can  choose  its  inmates.  The 

courts  decide  who  goes  to  jail  and  the  warden  must  find  a 
place  for  each  person  who  is  sent  to  him.  I  have  been  called 
by  a  warden  in  more  than  one  situation  to  see  what  I  could 

do  to  get  someone  out  of  his  jail  who  didn't  belong  there. 
In  one  instance  we  were  able  to  get  a  suicidal  prisoner  to  a 
mental  health  facility.  This  woman  had  been  arrested  for 

attempting  suicide.  In  another  case  we  had  to  get  the  legal 
services  office  to  work  out  a  release  for  a  woman  eight  and 

a  half  months  pregnant  who  was  in  jail  for  driving  without  a 
license.  She  was  being  kept  in  the  county  jail  for  80  days 
because  she  could  not  pay  the  $400  fine.  If  we  had  been 
unable  to  secure  her  release,  her  baby  would  have  been 

born  in  jail  and  turned  over  to  the  state,  even  though  she 
was  married  and  her  husband  wanted  the  child. 

And  let  us  not  overlook  the  obvious  fact  that  politicians 

do  not  want  to  spend  money  on  jails  and  prisons  when  a 

new  park  or  highway  will  bring  more  votes.  That  is  why  the 
local  jails  are  far  more  lacking  in  services  than  the  Federal 

prisons. 
Today  there  appears  to  be  some  degree  of  public  interest 

in  the  field  of  law  enforcement.  This  may  be  due  to  what 

appears  to  be  spiralling  crime  rates  in  our  cities,  widespread 
government  corruption,  the  poisoning  of  our  youth  by 

narcotics  and  alcohol,  or  public  outrage  at  our  unsuccessful 
criminal  justice  system.  Whatever  the  reasons,  ordinary 
citizens  must  become  involved  in  making  necessary  changes 

in  the  system.  There  are  a  variety  of  ways  to  do  this. 

Volunteer  your  services  to  study  the  problems  in  your 

community  and  then  put  your  findings  into  action.  All 

phases  of  the  system  need  help  —  courts,  probation,  parole, 

foster  parents,  county  jails,  children's  jails,  schools,  and other  community  groups. 

Make  an  appointment  and  talk  with  a  juvenile  or 
municipal  court  judge  in  your  community.  Question  your 

county's  Chief  Probation  Officer  or  Supervising  Parole 
Officer.  It  only  takes  two  or  three  interested  people  to  start 
a  meaningful  program  in  order  to  begin  reforming  our 
current  system.  Do  not  begin  with  the  attitude  that  you 
must  tear  down  everything  and  rebuild  from  scratch.  You 
will  get  much  better  cooperation  if  you  have  an  organized 
plan  for  dealing  with  one  item  at  a  time.  Do  not  attempt  to 

undertake  more  than  you  can  realistically  expect  to  handle. 

Your  citizens'  group  can  take  definite  steps  to  improve 
things  in  your  community.  Here  are  some  suggestions. 

Encourage  qualified  people  to  take  jobs  in  your  correc- 
tional system.  Interest  competent  lawyers  in  becoming 

public  prosecutors  and  public  defenders.  Try  to  set  up  a 

program  for  victims  of  crime.  Take  homeless  children  into 
your  home.  Establish  drug  and  alcohol  treatment  programs 

—  particularly  for  youth.  Tutor  children  in  your  local 
schools.  Send  your  jail  guards  and  police  officers  to  school 
for  more  training  in  human  services.  But  above  all,  believe 

in  the  right  of  every  individual  to  have  self  worth  and  self 
respect. 
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Bits  and  Pieces 
examine  the  architecture  of  Persia  as  a  manifestation  i 

Islamic  tradition  and  demonstrate  the  synthesis  of  trac 

tional  Persian  thought  and  form.  Laleh  continued  h 
studies  in  Iran  after  graduating  from  Chatham  as  a  histo 

major.  Her  husband  is  design  partner  of  his  own  arc! 
tectural  firm  in  Tehran  and  is  associate  professor  in  tl 

Department  of  Architecture  of  Tehran  University. 

Dr.  Norman  W.  Chmura,  the  Provost  of  the  College 

for  the  past  four  years,  has  requested  that  he  be  allowed 

to  return  to  his  first  love:  classroom  teaching.  In  recogni- 
tion of  his  decision  to  return  to  the  classroom,  the  Trustees 

of  the  College  have  named  him  the  Mary  Helen  Marks 
Professor  of  Biology  for  a  term  of  three  years.  Mrs.  Doreen 

E.  Boyce,  presently  Dean  of  Studies  and  Associate  Pro- 
fessor of  Economics,  has  been  named  to  succeed  Dr. 

Chmura  as  Provost  of  the  College,  effective  next  August. 
The  new  Provost  will  continue  to  teach  two  courses  in 

each  academic  year. 

The  two  informal  non-credit  courses  offered  last  fall  by 
Chatham  were  so  well  received  that  the  College  offered  five 
similar  courses  which  began  in  April.  Frank  Lackner, 

Professor  of  Psychology  at  Chatham,  taught  two  courses: 

"Understanding  Abnormal  Behavior"  and  "Understanding 
People  —  Psychological  Principles  of  Human  Behavior." 

"Exploring  Modern  Art"  was  taught  by  William  Sterling 
and  Jerry  Caplan,  Associate  Professors  of  Art  at  Chatham. 

Stephen  Borsody,  Professor  of  History,  Chatham,  taught 

"Everything  You  Always  Wanted  to  Know  about  Russia 
and  the  Soviet  Union."  The  fifth  course,  "Intelligent  and 

Profitable  Investing,"  was  conducted  by  John  R.  Farrish, 
investment  advisor,  C.  S.  McKee  &  Co. 

Laleh  (Mary  Nell)  Bakhtiar  '60  and  her  husband  Nader 
Ardalan  of  Tehran,  Iran  were  on  campus  in  February  to 
present  personally  to  the  College  a  copy  of  their  new 

co-authored  book,  "The  Sense  of  Unity."  This  book  is 
handsomely  illustrated  and  is  the  first  work  of  its  kind  to 

One  of  the  most  popular  and  successful  ventures  of  tl 
Admissions  Department  during  the  current  academic  ye 

has  been  the  inauguration  of  prospective  student  "live-ins 
So  far  this  year  six  live-ins  have  been  attended  by  abo 
120  students  representing  12  states  ranging  from  Mail 

through  Michigan.  The  live-in  is  a  24-hour  in-depth  visit 
the  campus  beginning  on  Sunday  afternoon  and  endii 
Monday  afternoon.  During  their  stay  prospective  studen 
tour  the  campus,  have  dinner  with  faculty,  staff  and  curre 
students  (often  in  faculty  homes)  on  Sunday  evenings,  me 

in  informal  discussion  groups  and  on  Mondays  they  vis 
classes  and  meet  with  Jody  Johns  of  the  Career  Plannii 

Office  to  discuss  future  goals.  Somehow  they  even  fir 

time  to  swim,  bowl,  play  pool  and  just  chat  with  curre 
students.  It  has  been  a  known  fact  that  students  who  vi: 

the  campus  are  more  likely  to  enroll  than  those  who  do  ni 

take  advantage  of  this  opportunity.  For  this  reason  alumni 
help  is  most  important  in  spreading  this  word  to  hi< 

school  juniors  and  seniors  and  in  sending  their  names  to  tl 
Admissions  Office.  An  interesting  note  to  this  program 

that  a  majority  of  the  high  school  students  who  pi 

ticipated  in  the  live-ins  have  submitted  applications  and 
were  admitted  under  the  Early  Decision  Plan. 

WE  APOLOGIZE 

for  omitting  the  following  names  from  the  list  of 

contributors  to  the  1972-73  Alumnae  Fund  published  in 

last  fall's  RECORDER: 

Mona  Crytzer  Nagel  x'17 
Ellen  Yeager  Husak  '34 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel  '38 
Freda  Lewin  Foreman  '39 

Susan  Wooldridge  Fishburn  '41 
Martha  McFall  Schall  '45 

CHATHAM  COLLEGE  CHOIR  RECORD 
The  Chatham  College  Choir  is  offering  for  sale  records 

the  recent  concert  with  the  Men's  Glee  Club  of  Frankl 
and   Marshall   College.    Included   on   the   recording   will  i 

both  the  Vivaldi  "Magnificat"  and  the  Schubert  "Mass 

G." 

Anyone  who  would  like  to  have  a  copy  of  this  recordii 
may  send  a  check  for  $5.00  to  the  Chatham  Cho 
Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232. 
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lass  News 

1913 
Elizabeth  S.  McCague 

720  Beaver  Street 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

EW  ADDRESSES 

elen  Craig  Culley   (Mrs.  David  E.),  Burcham  Hills, 

3urcham  Road  -  2700,  East  Lansing,  Mich.  48823 

Imma  Geiselhart  Osterloh   (Mrs.  C.  T.),  920  Perry- 
Eown  PL,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1  5237 

artha    Young   McKeon    (Mrs.  S.A.).  282  St.  Ciair 
kve..  W.,  Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada  M4V153 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  reports  that  she  and 

harles  are  enjoying  life  in  their  small  community. 

[hey  have  given  their  car  to  their  daughter  as  neither 
eye  nor  Charles  can  drive  now.  She  sends  best 
tgards  to  all. 

Lucile  Atkinson  Baker  regrets  that  she  cannot 

tnd  in  any  real  news  but  she  has  fond  memories  of 

.C.W.  days  and  still  retains  great  rnterest  in  all  her 

allege  friends. 
Christine  Cameron  Bryan  was  in  Pittsburgh  for  a 

tort  visit  with  her  sister  Betty  Frank  '15  but  was 
nable  to  get  around  to  do  other  visiting.  Her  old 
me  affection  for  her  191  3  classmates  is  as  warm  as 

/er  and  she  expresses  pleasure  at  the  thought  that 

•e  can  still  be  united  in  heart. 

Her  jaunts  to  the  South  Pacific  and  Europe  in 

973  were  punctuated  by  a  long  period  of  idleness 
W  Helen  Craig  Culley.  Now  she  has  bought  an 
Dartment  in  a  retirement  residence  and  after  May  1 
'ill  be  at  the  new  address. 
Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh  did  not  try  to  go  on 

ny  vacation  after  the  exertion  of  moving  so  her 
hildren  came  to  visit.  It  was  cheerful  news  when  her 

ye  doctor  for  the  first  time  in  years  reported 
nprovement  in  her  left  eye.  She  sent  her  love  to  all. 
A  nice  note  from  Jeanne  Gray  Orcutt  says  she 

as  no  news  worth  reporting.  She  feels  she  is  slowing 

p  and  I  am  sure  she  has  lots  of  company  when  it 
omes  to  that.  She  sends  lots  of  love  and  mentions 

he  good  times  we  all  used  to  have  together. 
Louise  Fletcher  is  again  in  Sarasota  for  the 

Winter.  She  reported  that  Esther  Rosenbloom  Buka's 
on,  Donald  Buka,  had  the  lead  in  a  play  in  Sarasota 
ast  fall  and  Louise  had  an  enjoyable  conversation 

with  him.  Lois  Hinckley  '31  is  still  proving  a  good 
riend  to  Louise  and  entertained  her  both  Thanks- 
iving  and  Christmas. 

Grace  Wilson  reports  herself  a  regular  "Flat- 
tushite"  now;  says  she  hasn't  been  to  New  York  for 
o  long  she  would  feel  like  a  tourist.  Unfortunately 
irthritis  prevents  Grace  from  doing  all  she  would  like 
odo. 

From  Martha  Young  McKeon  comes  word  that 

ler  family  is  well,  busy  and  happy  and  Martha  says 
ihey  look  after  her  well.  She  has  made  friends  in  the 
iroup  with  whom  she  is  living  and  they  enjoy  bridge 
lames  and  symphony  concerts. together. 

Our  sixtieth  anniversary  was  marked  by  the 
ittendance  of  Laila  Clark  Ament  and  yours  truly  at 
ihe  alumnae  luncheon  in  June.  As  it  happened  that 
vas  the  last  meal  to  be  served  in  the  Woodland  Hall 

lining  room.  Laila  and  I  meet  at  Decade  Club 
neetings  and  have  occasional  chats  by  phone  so  we 
teep  in  touch.  As  I  am  writing  this  I  am  looking 
orward  to  flying  down  to  Florida  in  a  few  days 
vhere  I  have  been  invited  to  visit  by  Spanish  friends, 
wo  sisters,  who  are  spending  the  winter  in  DeLand. 

1915 
Jane  Johnston 

4720  Centre  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 

Mary  Ruth  Jeffery  send  her  best  wishes  to 
weryone.  She  is  looking  forward  to  a  late  winter  t&ip 
o  Hawaii  hoping  to  escape  some  of  the  wintry 
i)  lasts. 

Mary  Estep  Starr  enjoys  the  activities  of  her  three 

ieenage  grandchildren,  of  college  and  high  school 
ige.  She  had  a  pleasant  winter  vacation  in  Nassau. 
Jhe  is  grateful  for  good  friends  and  so  are  we  all. 

Olga  Losa  and  Betty  Cameron  Frank  each  report 
lothing  out  of  the  ordinary  but  send  greetings. 

In  Memoriam 
Minerva  Hamilton  '11 
February  27,  1974 

May  R.  Hardy  '12 (Mrs.  Harry  W.  Reed} 

November  19,  1973 

Frances  E.  Boale  '16 
(Mrs.  H.  Ross  Belding) 

February  22,  1974 

Louise  Frazier  x'1  7 
(Mrs.  Don  Byrum) 

September,  1973 

Mildred  May  Clyde  '23 
October  27, 1973 

Mary  L.  Archibald  '25 (Mrs.  Charles  E.  Kline) 
November  26,  1973 

Mary  C.  Peters  '30 (Mrs.  Robert  H.  Wilhelm) 

November  18,  1973 

Gene  A.  Llewellyn  '33 
(Mrs.  Gene  L.  Price) 

January  4,  1974 

Jean  Elizabeth  Faris  '42 
(Mrs.  Gilbert  M.  Watt) 

February  18,  1974 

Harriet  R.  Fleming  '45 
(Mrs.  Stephen  Muryn) 

December,  1973 

Laura  B.  Hammer  '54 
(Mrs.  William  D.  Inglis) 

January  2,  1974 

Blanche  Mooney  '57 
April  3,  1973 

Glenda  Rich  '60 (Mrs.  Robert  M.  DeBroff) 

January  31.  1974 

Your  secretary  spent  part  of  the  winter  nursing  a 
broken  wrist  but  has  recovered  and  extends  her  best 
wishes  to  all. 

"i^^H"7  Jane  E.  Errett 
\^J   I  /  Kendal  at  Longwood,  Box  27 

Kennett  Square,  Pa.  19348 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Martha    Crandall   Noyes    (Mrs.    Charles),  530   North 

Main  Street,  Butler,  Pa.  16001 

Martha  Dunbar  Say  (Mrs.  D.  L.)  523  Gresap  Street, 

#4,  Lakeland,  Fla.  33801 

Ruth  Gokey  Walters  (Mrs.  Roy)  165  Monroe  Drive,' 
Buffalo,  N.Y.  14221.  (winter  address) 

DEATH 

Louise    Frazier    Byrum    died    of    a    heart    attack    in 

September  1973 
Martha  Crandall  Noyes  and  Charles  have  escaped 

from  the  accumulations  of  50  years  and  outdoor 
cares  of  property  and  are  at  ease  in  an  apartment 
near  wooded  hills,  with  an  outlook  over  the  city  of 
Butler.  Young  Martha  is  first  cellist  in  the  Erie 
Philharmonic  Orchestra.  They  went  to  Yale  for 

Charles'  60th  reunion  and  are  now  glad  to  stay  put. 
Mona  Crytzer  Nagel  sends  greetings  to  all  from 

Pittsburgh.  She  also  journeys  to  Florida  and  to  Stone 
Harbor.  N.  J. 

Martha  Dunbar  Say,  Pauline  McCaw  Patterson 
and  Louise  Reinecke  Thorne  also  send  greetings 
from  their  homes  where  they  do  good  works  and 

enjoy  their  offspring,  including  Louise's  13  grand- children, 

Edna  Evans  Peterson  wrote  from  her  apartment 

near  Greensburg,  Pa,,  where  she  cares  for  her  sister 
and  enjoys  some  young  relatives.  She  herself  has 
impaired  eyesight. 

Despite  an  injured  heart,  Ruth  Gokey  Walters 

keeps  in  close  touch  with  her  children  and  13 

grandchildren  plus  a  few  great  grandchildren.  Her 
summers  still  are  spent  near  Lake  Chautauqua, 

Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford  and  Helen  Pardee 

Nichol  attend  College  events  and  report  on  develop- 
ments. They  attended  the  Open  House  in  the  fall  and 

admired  the  new  Library  and  the  Mellon  dining  hall. 

They  learned  that  our  gift  of  $1 ,130  at  reunion  time 
will  now  be  invested  in  redwood  and  concrete 

benches  to  be  placed  in  the  newly-created  Forum. 

Helen's  children  celebrated  her  80th  birthday  with  a 
dinner  party  with  all  her  grandchildren  plus  college 
friends  and  others  totalling  100  guests. 

Dorothy  Stoebener  Markell  and  George  suffered 

a  great  loss  when  Tommy,  aged  22,  their  only 
grandson,  was  killed  in  an  automobile  accident.  We 
are  all  saddened  by  this  tragedy. 

Your  secretary  lives  now  in  one  of  224  individual 

cottages  in  a  retirement  village  on  an  old  farm,  near 
to  Kennett  Square  and  also  to  her  old  home.  The 

land  adjoins  a  part  of  Longwood  Gardens.  She  is 
near  friends  and  young  relations  and  is  constantly 

meeting  new  neighbors. 

1921 
Margaret  GMf illan 

1950  Washington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  goes  out  to  Gladys 
Sullivan  Peter«,  whose  husband  died  in  October. 

Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  is  carrying  on  as  usual, 

but  admits  to  being  a  Senior  Citizen,  and  isn't  she  in 
good  company!  Home,  church  and  grandchildren 

occupy  the  time  of  Mary  Reed  Reeves. 
Lois  Farr  Hamilton  enjoys  the  casual,  easy  living 

of  Arizona,  and  "to  give  purpose  to  my  days,  I  keep 
up  my  volunteer  work  with  the  Tucson  Red  Cross 
Blood  Center.  Four  of  my  grandsons  are  in  college, 

and  another  and  two  granddaughters  in  high  school." 
Edith  Pew  and  Stella  Espy  again  took  a  theater  trip 
to  New  York  together. 

Mabel  Shaffer  has  added  another  service  to  her 

busy  schedule,  making  artificial  flower  arrangements 
for  the  hospital  Gift  Shop.  She  also  has  been  doing 

paintings  by  request,  twelve  in  the  past  year  and 
orders  waiting. 

California  life  agrees  with  Edith  Honsaker  Schu- 
macher and  her  husband  they  have  had  a  rather 

active  year,  especially  enjoying  having  a  daughter 
and  family  with  them  for  a  month. 

Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  visited  her  girls  in  Texas 
and  Arkansas,  and  keeps  as  busy  as  she  wants  to  be. 

So  do  Ella  Martin  and  Ada  Lou  Andrews  Day. 

Marcella  Collier  DesJardins  writes,  "the  family 
is  indeed  fortunate,  being  well  and  prosperous. 
Norm  and  I  are  at  the  Surf  Club  in  Pompano  Beach 
until  April.  Last  spring  we  had  an  exciting  trip  to 

Greece,  Turkey,  etc.,  though  all  our  luggage  was  lost 
for  rune  days,  rather  a  nightmare.  Summer  at  our 

cottage  in  northern  Michigan." Elizabeth  Murphy  Walter  suffered  a  broken  hip, 

but  with  an  artificial  replacement  is  walking  again.  I, 

too,  have  found  a  stainless  steel  and  plastic  ball  and 
socket  a  vast  improvement  over  an  arthritic  hip  joint. 

Betty  Sprowl  Spragg  spent  the  summer  and  fall  in 
Wyoming  with  her  elder  son.  One  grandson  will 
graduate  from  the  University  of  Wyoming  this  year 

and  another  is  a  junior  there. 

Marcella  Geary  and  Lucile  Long  Haseltine  send 

greetings,  and  wish  they  were  as  agile  stair  climbers 

as  they  used  to  be  when  late  for  an  eight-thirty  class! 
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1923 Marion  Rainey  Johnston 
(Mrs.  J.  Wm.) 

51  North  Harrison  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Harriette  Bowers  Sime  (Mrs.  David),  P.  O.  Box  263, 
Greenwich,  Conn.  06830 

Alice  Margaret   Foster  Bergstrom   (Mrs.   Edward  W.) 

Cassel  Tower,  651  S.W.  6th  Street,  Apt.  1208, 
Pompano  Beach,  F  la.  33060 

Elizabeth  Mason  Richards  (Mrs.  Stanley  H.)  625 

River  Street,  Norwell,  Mass.  02061 

Martha  McKibben  Tatnall  (Mrs.  Thomas,  Jr.)  The 

Devon  Apts.,  #605,  2401  Penna.  Avenue,  Wil- 
mington, Del.  19806 

Edith  Wilds  Clark  (Mrs.  O.  Allen)  10809  Loma 

Blanca  Drive,  Sun  City,  Ariz.  85351 

DEATH 

Mildred  May  Clyde,  October  27,  1973 

I  had  a  phone  visit  with  Mildred's  sister,  Lil 
who  is  very  lonely.  I  extended  to  her  the  c 

sympathy  of  our  class. 
There  were  12  class  members  and  5  for 

members  who  came  to  the  class  reunion  at 

College  on  June  2,  1973.  A  check  was  presentei 
the   College   for   the   purchase  of  a   lectern  wil 

Freshman  Memories. . . . 

A  FIFTIETH  REUNION  POEM 

by  Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  '23 

What  plans  for  success,  for  fulfillment  and  fame. 
What  roseate  dreams  as  we  Freshmen  became. 

But  the  faculty  suddenly  brought  us  to  earth. 

And  of  problems  and  study  there  was  never  a  dearth. 
Doctor  Lawson  maintained  too  much  work  would  destroy 

The  delight  of  our  learning,  which  we  should  enjoy. 
He  promised  good  times  in  his  class  in  Room  A, 
Where  we  studied  the  Bible  in  a  most  modern  way. 

For  Miss  Beebe  we  wrote  compositions  and  rhymes. 
And  slaved  on  mathematics  for  hours  at  a  time. 

As  we  of  Miss  Bennet's  sharp  tongue  were  afraid. 
While  sweet  to  her  birds,  she  would  oft  us  upbraid. 

"There  is  naught  to  be  done  if  excuse  is  'I  can't,' 
Admit  that  you  didn't,"  Letitia  would  rant. 
Since  lights  went  out  promptly  at  fifteen  past  ten. 
We  rarely  could  finish  our  lessons  by  then. 

Miss  Craig  taught  Art  History,  and  Earl  Wild  and  Mae 
Instructed  piano  and  organ  each  day. 
Mabel  Rockwell  inspired  us  like  thrushes  to  sing, 
And  at  concerts  with  Tech,  we  the  welkin  made  ring. 
For  Grace  Williams  we  harmonized  sweet  lullabies. 

While  our  history  was  taught  by  Miss  Lillian  Wye. 

Spoken  English  we  had  with  Miss  Kerst  and  Miss  Paull, 
Who  directed  our  plays  on  the  stage  of  Berry  Hall. 

In  middies  and  bloomers  to  gym  we  repaired. 
For  Miss  Gifford  some  dazzling  athletic  feats  dared. 

With  Luella  Meloy,  Social  Service  pioneered. 
And  her  students  in  Settlement  work  volunteered. 

In  chapel  John  Atchison  lectured  each  week, 

And  often  of  movie  stars'  high  fees  would  speak. 
"While  each  year  I  beg  money,"  he  said  bitterly, 

"To  improve  education  and  pay  faculty." 
The  front  row  in  French  class  we  sought  to  avoid. 

As  with  Victor  Cortina  recordings  we  toyed. 

Our  rooms  were  inspected  by  Miss  Green  on  fourth  floor, 
Who  Greek  taught  Leola  and  Peg  what  is  more. 
If  we  were  too  sleepy  to  rise  with  the  bell, 
A  roommate  or  friend  would  sneak  toast  and  not  tell. 

We  all  carried  fountain  pens,  bottled  ink,  too. 

Except  Ginny  Stevenson,  who  this  would  not  do. 

On  our  morals  the  faculty  checked  night  and  day. 
Recommended  behavior  so  natives  could  say, 

"P.C.W.  students  are  ladies  always, 
Whose  parents,  genteel,  did  them  properly  raise. 

They  don't  smoke,  they  don't  drink,  their  hair  they  don't  bob, 
They  attend  church  and  chapel  and  never  play  hob." 
In  East  Liberty,  Saturday  nights  were  taboo, 

"That's  something,"  warned  Florence,  "best  people  don't  do." 

Madame  de  Neuville  once  at  dinner  was  dressed 

In  a  red  satin  gown  which  exposed  her  white  breast. 

"Tut,  tut,"  said  the  Dean,  "such  example  don't  dare 

To  set  for  the  innocent  girls  in  our  care." 
Sometimes  we  signed  out  for  a  theater  date. 
But  instead  danced  at  Fort  Pitt  Hotel  until  late. 

To  Reymer's  and  Joyce's  for  sundaes  we  went. 

To  McCreery's  for  frog  legs  when  Dad  a  check  sent. 

Miss  Ely  peeped  out  from  her  blinds  one  midnight 
And  beheld  an  alarming  and  most  shocking  sight. 
A  Senior  was  kissing  her  fiance  goodnight. 

Never  doubting  that  such  was  her  natural  right. 

In  robe  and  curl  papers  Edith  reached  the  front  door. 

Where  she  sputtered  and  raved  and  inside  Frannie  bore. 

"You've  disgraced  Woodland  Hall  and  the  whole  Senior  C 

With  conduct  and  manners  indubitably  crass." 

"Girls,  you  must  wear  your  corsets  when  dancing,  be  sure 

So  your  beau  won't  excited  get,  and  act  like  a  boor," 
Admonished  Miss  Root  in  an  ominous  tone. 

Had  she  had  experience?  'Twas  never  known. 
We  stole  sugar  from  Berry  Hall  kitchen  at  night 
To  make  fudge  in  the  tower  without  any  light. 
But  the  worst  thing  we  did,  so  Miss  Winters  has  said. 

Was  put  carbon  disulphide  in  Micky  Gray's  bed. 
Our  mothers  sent  Janet  the  names  of  young  men, 
Permitted  to  call  at  our  dorm  until  ten. 

Or  approved  as  escort  for  a  Saturday  date. 
Which  should  end  at  midnight,  (we  dared  not  be  late). 

As  Miranda  or  Hilda,  waiting  up,  locked  the  door. 

Woe  betide  the  poor  girl  who  was  not  in  before. 
It  was  best  to  avoid  by  Old  John  being  seen. 

As  campusing  followed  when  he  told  the  Dean. 

Once  quite  late  when  Miss  Brownlee  was  taking  a  bath. 

Ann  and  Dot  hid  her  nightgown,  and  roused  Janet's  wrath 
For  dinner  required  to  dress,  never  be  late. 
And  sit  at  the  table  while  faculty  ate. 

Were  expected  to  walk  for  an  hour  each  day, 
And  sign  on  our  honor  this  truth,  yea  or  nay. 

A  Berry  Hall  parlor  date  never  was  fun 
When  Miss  Brownlee  sat  there  to  get  news  reading  done. 

To  her  office  Miss  Root  called  "Pud"  Titzell  and  said, 
"Obscene  books,  I  am  shocked  to  know,  are  being  read. 

Collect  them  for  me,  please,  as  soon  as  you  can." 
That  night  most  took  light  cuts  to  read  the  books  banned. 
Oh,  those  were  the  days,  my  dear  college  classmates. 

Do  you  think  that  the  Chatham  girls  now  on  dance  dates 

Enjoy  them  as  much  as  we  our  Schenley  Prom, 
When  the  college  made  students  go  in  taxies  to  and  from? 

Returning  to  Berry  Hall  after  the  dance. 

We  had  just  five  minutes  our  beaus  to  romance. 
With  faculty  glaring  at  us  all  the  while. 
Which  our  dates  did  embarras,  annoy  and  then  rile. 

The  times  are  now  changed,  but  I'm  sure  that  the  lasses 
Enrolled  in  the  college's  present  day  classes. 
Are  no  worse,  and  much  better,  perhaps  they  may  be 

Than  we  of  P.C.W. 's  Class  twenty-three. 
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onze  plaque  attached,  which  stated  it  was  given  by 
e  class  of  1923  in  honor  of  Miss  Vanda  Kerst,  our 

culty  advisor.  The  lectern  has  been  placed  in  the 
>w  theater.  Three  of  the  class  saw  the  lectern  at 

pen  House  held  at  the  College  in  October.  It  is 
hite  oak,  and  is  equipped  with  a  light,  microphone 

;k,  controls  for  two  slide  projectors,  illuminated 

linter,  and  light  dimmer  switch.  It  is  very  lovely, 

id  I  wish  all  of  you  could  see  it.  The  class  sent  a 

rthday  card  to  Miss  Kerst  on  her  97th  birthday  in 

:tober.  (ED:  The  College  received  word  from 

iirhaven  Home  that  Miss  Kerst  died  in  December, 
}73.) 

Sincere  sympathy  of  the  class  is  sent  to  Martha 
cKibben  Tatnall,  whose  husband  passed  away  in 

ugust,  and  to  Mary  McKinney  Wilson,  who  lost  her 
other  in  September. 

Harriet  Barker  Thompson  was  most  successful  in 

aking  our  fiftieth  reunion  such  a  memorable  and 

ippy  occasion,  and  we  owe  her  many  thanks  for 
e  time  and  effort  she  took  to  help  us  enjoy  the 
ent.  Harriet  saw  Martha  McKibben  Tatnall  and 

ported  she  is  well  and  very  active.  For  the 

ECORDER  Harriet  said,  "In  retrospect  the  success 
our  50th  Reunion  was  due  to  the  individual  interest 

id  loyalty  of  ihe  seventeen  who  came  to  enjoy  it. 

istance  or  poor  health  were  the  reasons  for  those 

lable  to  come.  Till  we  meet  again  in  1978." 
Harriette  Bowers  Sime  is  very  busy  with  work 

srtaining  to  the  College  Board  Examinations.  She 
avels  frequently,  including  trips  to  Russia.  Illness  in 

jssia,  and  continuing  after  her  return  to  New  York, 
evented  her  from  keeping  her  reservation  for  our 

union.  The  last  word  from  her  was,  "Off  to  Russia, 
id  then  moving  to  Connecticut." 
Jean  Bumgarner  is  active  in  club  work,  having 

rved  as  president  of  her  Garden  Club,  the  Civic 
lub,  and  Tarentum  Book  Club. 

Alice  Margaret  Foster  Bergstrom  reporting  from 
lorida,  said  they  are  enjoying  their  retirement, 
eluding  reading,  golf,  bridge,  and  group  activities. 

From  Martha  Leslie  Stewart,  a  note  in  the 

immer  saying  she  was  very  disappointed  in  not 
sing  able  to  attend  the  reunion.  I  did  not  hear  from 
ir  recently. 
Elizabeth  Mason  Richards  wrote  that  her  hus- 

jnd  is  still  very  active  in  his  business.  Their  children 
id  grandchildren  live  near. 

Julia  Matthews  Kirk  and  her  husband  enjoyed  a 
ip  to  Hawaii.  Judy  said  the  times  to  get  in  touch 
ith  friends  and  classmates  always  seem  to  be  the 
rong  times  for  them.  She  sent  best  wishes  to  all. 

Marion  Moffet  Barnes  said  that  their  big  event 
as  a  trip  to  the  South  Pacific.  Over  the  holidays 
ley  visited  with  the  grandchildren,  and  are  now  in 

eorgia  for  a  rest. 

Marie  Ohle  Craig  is  busy  singing  in  the  church 

loir,  editing  a  monthly  newsletter,  and  raising  two 
its. 

Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  and  her  husband  (who 

on  leave  this  year  from  the  university),  are  going 

i  Arizona  for  three  months.  She  is  busy  with  her 
olin  music,  playing  in  a  small  theater  orchestra  for 

>ur  Mikado  performances,  solos  and  teaching. 

Edith  Wilds  Clark  has  sold  her  home,  and  is 

jilding  in  Sun  City,  (near  Phoenix)  Arizona.  She 

as  to  leave  Pittsburgh  in  January. 

Lyda  Hamilton,  Eliza  Peterson,  and  Dorothy 

IcCormick  Means  all  said  they  had  no  startling  news 

)  report,  but  had  enjoyed  the  reunion  very  much, 

hey  sent  greetings.  Dorothy  and  I  went  to  Open 

ouse  at  Chatham  in  October,  and  had  a  personally 
3nducted  red  carpet  tour  of  the  theater,  and  a 

close  up"  view  and  explanation  of  the  lectern  by 
vo  of  the  librarians.  Mary  Wilson  and  I  had  a  phone 

isit.  She  moved  to  another  apartment  (#H),  but  in 

lie  same  building.  The  extra  work  started  her 

rthritis  again  and  she  could  not  keep  her  reunion 
iservation. 

My  younger  son  and  I  had  an  enjoyable  air  and 

totor-coach  trip  in  August  to  the  West  Coast.  My 
lanks  to  all  of  you  for  sending  your  letters  and 
;ws  for  the  Recorder. 

I925 Marian  Frank  Patterson 

(Mrs.A.G.) 

18  Lyman  Circle 
Cleveland,  Ohio  44122 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Amelia   Aiello  Cangi    (Mrs.   G.W.)    4433   Fair  Oaks 

Blvd.,  Sacramento,  Calif.  95825 

Catherine    Humbert    Good     (Mrs.    Joseph    N.)    617 

Ululani  Street,  Kailua,  Oahu,  Hawaii  96734 

Sara    Hunter    Drake    (Mrs.   William    V.)    Royal  York 

Apts.,  Apt.  #203,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 
Dorothy  Kelty  Fairchild  (Mrs.  Wade)  251 0  Rockdell 

Street,  LaCresenta,  Calif.  91214 

Amelia  Aiello  Cangi,  Helen  Ahlers  Patton,  Louise 

Graham  Brown,  and  Mary  Shane  Muir  all  send 

greetings  to  the  class,  and  write  that  they  are 

enjoying  (selves  and/or  husbands)  the  pleasures  of 
retirement  and  indulging  their  past  yearnings  for 

doing  their  favorite  things,  as  is  yours  truly. 
Catherine  Dashiel  Roberts  is  recovering  from 

surgery  in  her  middle  ear  with  the  help  of  the 
Florida  sun  and  surf. 

Sally  Hunter  Drake  has  been  keeping  an  eye  on 

her  blood  pressure  so  that  she  can  hopefully  take  a 
cruise  with  her  son  in  the  near  future. 

Word  has  come  from  Frances  Rolfe  that  she  had 

a  lovely  visit  with  friends  in  Italy  in  1969,  and  a  trip 

through  Spain  in  1972  —  lucky  gal. 
The  deepest  sympathy  of  the  class  goes  out  to 

Elizabeth  Stevenson  McQuiston  in  the  recent  death 
of  her  husband,  Bryce. 

*\C\f\^7  Martha  Worthington  Herriott 

)fcn/  f  (Mrs.  H.  Thomas) 112South  Wade  Avenue 

Washington,  Pa.  15301 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Alma    Adams   Hartman    (Mrs.  C.  A.)   220  Allegheny 

River  Blvd.,  Apt.  1-A,  Oakmont,  Pa.  15139 
Mary    E.   Bradshaw,   2500   North   Van  Dorn  Street, 
Alexandria,  Va.  22302 

Louise   Hazen   Meilicke    (Mrs.    Myron)    32   Bayview, 
Paradise  Bay  Park,  Bradenton,  Fla.  33505 

Edith  Jay  Carson  (Mrs.  Paul  E.)  200  South  Shenango 

Street,  Mercer,  Pa.  16137 

Miriam  Kirkell,  431  0  Murray  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15217 

Emelyn  Taylor   Rohlffs  (Mrs.  W.  G.)  Box  495,  New 
Port,  Ore.  97365 

Geraldine    Webster,   Box    52644,   New   Orleans,    La. 

70152 

DEATHS 

Mae  Jones  Proesl,  March  13,  1973  in  Dubois,  Pa.  To 

her  family  we  wish  to  extend  our  sympathy;  also  to 

Sally  Davies  St.  Clair,  whose  husband,  Floyd,  died 

November  4,  1973,  and  to  Virginia  Glandon 

Hackett  whose  husband,  Thad,  died  December  31, 1973. 

Ruth  Allman  Jones  and  her  sister  still  keep  "open 

house"  for  their  families  and  provide  "built-in"  baby 

sitters.  Her  main  outside  interest  is  'Common  Cause.' 

Marybelle  Carroll  Emerick  is  now  recovering 

from  the  heart  attack  a  year  ago.  Her  "highlight  of 
1973"  was  being  able  last  July  to  attend  with  Burley 
their  50th  H.  S.  Class  reunion.  She  is  looking 
forward  to  our  50th  year  reunion,  having  enjoyed 

the  45th  especially  seeing  Marian  Connelly  Bowers 
and  Emelyn  Taylor  Rohlffs  whom  she  had  not  seen 
for  so  long. 

Before  Christmas  Sally  Davies  St.  Clair  wrote  that 
Eleanor  Boal  Thomas  had  been  to  lunch  and  to 

spend  the  afternoon,  that  Eleanor's  mother  would  be 
98  on  Christmas  Day.  Sally  has  2  children  and  6 

grandchildren. 
Unfortunately  Elta  English  Daub  broke  her  leg 

January  5  while  staying  at  the  College  Club  in 

Pittsburgh.  She  had  to  spend  a  week  in  Shadyside 

Hospital  and  was  glad  to  be  back  in  Florida,  "walker, 
wheel  chair  and  all."  She  will  be  laid  up  for  a  long 
time.  She  missed  the  bridge  club  meeting  at  Isabel 

Epley's  to  boot. 

Harriet  Evans'  interests  are  still  Meals  on  Wheels, 
animals,  books  and  reading.  During  a  visit  by  Dulcina 

Marshall  Walker  they  spent  most  of  it  sightseeing  in 
Albuquerque. 

Sallie  Everson  Bright  who  was  hospitalized  (when 
my  card  reached  her)  with  pneumonia,  says  it  is 

nasty   stuff  and  avoid  it!  She  is  still  at  work  on  a 

history  of  the  organization  from  which  she  is 

officially  retired  and  her  husband  is  "busy  as  a  bee" 
designing  country  houses  in  Dutchess  County,  N.  Y., 
where  they  have  a  house,  dividing  their  time  between 
it  and  a  New  York  City  apartment.  They  have  2 
children  and  4  grandchildren. 

Ruth  Green  West  "cannot  understand  why 
women  want  to  be  liberated  to  take  on  additional 

chores."  Her  days  are  full  with  church  and  garden 
club  activities,  painting,  teaching  piano,  writing 
poetry,  and  household  tasks.  She  also  has  2  children 
and  4  grandchildren. 

Virginia  Glandon  Hackett  says  she  is  "all  right, 
just  bone-tired;"  has  wonderful  friends  in  Santa 

Barbara,  and  "a  great  deal  to  do." 
Louise  Hazen  Melicke  is  continuing  her  travels  in 

Guatemala  and  Costa  Rica,  living  and  painting  on 

Sarasota  Bay,  going  to  Pennsylvania  for  the  sum- 
mers; visiting  children  and  grandchildren  in  Denver 

and  Indiana,  and  expressed  interest  in  the  RE- 
CORDER   to   see   what   the   other   gals  are  doing. 

Pegg  Johnston  McClintock  says  she  sounds  like  a 
broken  record  —  enjoying  every  day,  playing  golf 

and  bridge.  Her  "big  event"  was  returning  to 
Pittsburgh  to  attend  her  H.  S.  class  reunion. 

Dulcina  Marshall  Walker  says  for  her  "retirement 

is  a  mixed  blessing."  She  is  looking  forward  to  a  trip 
to  the  Orient  in  June.  She  spoke  of  Miss  Vanda 

Kerst's  death  recently.  Miss  Kerst  could  always  make 

her  (Dulcina)  "sit  up  straight  and  pay  attention." 
She  has  2  daughters  and  4  grandchildren. 

Kay  McPeake  Arnold  is  enjoying  her  new  home 

and  desert  gardening  in  Tucson.  She  and  Marybelle 

had  a  good  visit  last  October  when  the  Arnolds  were 
back  in  Pennsylvania  on  business. 

Cass  McRoberts  Gunia  is  "stunned  to  find  I  have 

done  nothing  world-shaking  or  news-worthy"  in 
1973  and  sends  greetings  to  fellow  classmates. 

Nancy  Jane  Montgomery  says  "nothing  new  or 
exciting"  to  write  about.  She  went  to  Minnesota  last 
July  and  spent  a  month  in  Chautauqua. 

Anne  Negley  Brunot  has  been  waiting  for  some 

"world-shattering  news"  to  write  but  had  to  give  up 
on  that  as  nothing  happened.  Nor  has  she  been  to 

any  "exotic  places."  Nevertheless  life  has  been 
pleasant  except  on  the  question  of  gasoline.  She  and 

Ray  Stevenson  Bair  were  conferring  on  some  "strat- 
egy" to  get  to  bridge  club  in  Pittsburgh.  (This  was 

back  in  February.) 

Inez  Wallis  recalls  being  in  Florida  February  and 

March  1973  and  talking  with  Kay  Lowe  Hall  and 

lunching  with  Ella  English  Daub.  In  the  summer  she 
was  in  Toronto  for  Qusta  International  Convention, 

then  "tripping  around  Canada."  She  "had  a  jaunt  to 

Chautauqua"  and  a  "fine  autumn  trip  across  Penn- 

sylvania." She  expects  to  see  Mildred  Douthitt 

Luttropp  in  March  in  Sarasota  and  remarks,  "As  you 

see  I  keep  busy." 
Grace  Wilson  suggests  to  the  'Florida  gals'  that 

they  might  have  a  'mini-reunion'  at  some  central 
point.  Her  recent  trip  to  Alaska  was  enjoyable  and 
her  next  venture  will  be  to  the  South  Pacific, 

especially  New  Zealand  and  Australia. 
At  Christmas  (from  those  not  mentioned  above) 

a  long  note  from  Irene  Stout  Carskadon  who  wishes 

she  "could  help  solve  the  world  problems."  She  visits 

her  daughter  nearby  whose  husband  is  a  "hard- 
working doctor."  There  are  4  grandsons  of  college  or 

high  school  age.  A  short  note  from  Suzanne  Nobel 
Nauman  says  she  has  had  an  uneventful  year.  And  a 

one-liner  from  Marian  Connelly  Bowers. 

Your  secretary  has  no  wise  (or  otherwise)  com- 

ments to  make  "at  this  point  in  time."  I  would  like 
to  add  a  word  of  appreciation  to  Margaret  Wood- 

ridge  Fifer  '29  for  her  poem  in  the  1973  Spring 
RECORDER,  entitled  The  Day  Nothing  Happened. 

And  my  gratitude  to  all  of  you  who  responded  to  my 

request  for  news. 

Mf\f}(*\  Anne  Textor  Thompson \?nSzH  (Mrs.  Robert  E.) ,v^        v^  Old  19  at  Glen  Eden  Road 

R.D.  1 ,  Evans  City,  Pa.  16033 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Isabel    Bashline    Hammond    (Mrs.    Eugene    C.)    415 

Shady  Drive,  Grove  City,  Pa.  16127 
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Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  (Mrs.  Glenn  W.)  616  Coquine 

Circle,  Shell  Point  Village,  Fort  Myers,  F  la.  33901 
Janet  Kutscher  Bair  (Mrs.  James  S.)  143  Caldwall, 

Jacksonville,  III.  62650 

Traveling  and  retirement  plans  seem  to  occupy 

the  1929'ers  most  of  all.  Among  the  travelers  are 
Dorothy  Appleby  Musser  and  her  husband  who  are 

making  a  return  trip  to  Hawaii  and  Tahiti  as  well  as 
some  of  the  outer  unexplored  islands  of  French 

Oceania.  Lucretia  Bond  Wagner,  Ellen  Conner  Kil- 
gore  and  Mary  DeMotte  Sutphen  all  have  been 
enjoying  Florida.  Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  and  her 
husband  went  to  Europe  after  his  retirement  Enid 
Fruth  McFarland  is  still  enjoying  the  Arizona 
sunshine. 

Among  the  most  recent  retirees  is  Jane  Haller 

McCafferty  who  can't  understand  why  she  resisted 
so  long.  She  has  already  made  a  trip  to  Alaska  and 

spent  several  weeks  on  Indian  reservations  in  Ari- 
zona. Dorothy  Warner  reports  the  only  problem  with 

retirement  is  that  there  is  not  enough  time  to  do  all 

the  things  she  wants  to  do.  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm's 

interest  is  a  study  club  where,  for  this  year's  paper 
on  conservation  in  the  70's,  she  has  been  using 
Rachel  Carson's  life  and  writings.  Ruth  especially 
mentioned  the  Philip  Sterling  and  the  Paul  Brooks 

biographies  of  Rachel. 

Still  working  hard  are  Mary  Louise  Jones  and 

Martha  Stem.  We  were  sorry  to  hear  from  Mary 

Louise  that  Lucille  Evans  Lynch's  husband  died  last 
September.  Martha  keeps  busy  with  her  writing  and 
work  as  a  member  of  the  administrative  staff  of  the 

Optometric  Extension  Program  Foundation.  She  also 

serves  as  optometric  correspondent  for  Academic 

Therapy  Publications. 

Margaret  Wooldridge  Fifer  reports  eight  kinder- 
gartens and  nursery  schools  have  toured  their  old 

fashioned  farm  so  far  this  year  which  keeps  them 

very  busy. 

I  want  to  tell  everyone  how  much  I  have  enjoyed 

being  your  class  secretary  —  it's  always  great  fun  to 
hear  from  old  friends.  I  hope  to  see  all  of  you  in 
June  at  our  reunion. 

1931 Lois  Applegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Betty    Brandon,    Beach    Motel,    2760   Estero   Blvd., 

Fort  Myers,  F  la.  33931 

Last  spring,  the  first  prize  money  for  creative 

writing  was  awarded  from  the  Beatrice  Lewis 
Memorial  Fund  to  Christina  DePasquali  Holtz,  a 

Senior  in  the  English  Department.  The  winner  was 
chosen  by  the  department  and  the  final  decision  was 
made  by  the  Committee  on  Academic  Standing. 

Our  sympathy  to  the  family  of  Mary  Stuart,  who 
died  in  March,  1973,  after  a  long  illness.  (Reported 
in  Fall,  1973,  Recorder.)  Also  to  Lucile  Laughlin 
Logan  whose  husband,  Earl  J.  Logan,  died  on 
January  11,  1974. 

Betty  Babcock  Hull  calls  occasionally  when  she 
comes  to  Pittsburgh.  The  last  time  she  was  here  she 
reported  that  her  granddaughter  is  one  year  old  and 
that  Bob  retired  from  Government  service  at  the  end 

of  the  year.  The  Hulls  are  enjoying  completely  their 
new  leisure. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn  says  she  was  re- 
elected Township  Assessor  in  November  and  now  has 

life  tenure1  Husband  Dick  is  spending  his  "retire- 

ment" by  giving  flight  lessons  over  in  Bucks  County, 
Pennsylvania,  and  Richard,  Junior,  is  still  in  the 

Navy  Reserve  Margaret  Jefferson  visited  the  Dear- 
borns last  year,  and  in  October  Eleanor  and  Dick 

were  in  Iowa  for  a  short  visit  with  Miss  Dysart  and 

her  brother  -  both  of  whom  are  fairly  well. 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout  feels  she  is  becoming 
deserted,  since  many  of  her  friends  are  moving  to 
Florida.  She  has  a  local  and  district  office  in  her 

churchwo men's  group  and  finds  that  these  activities 
take  a  lot  of  lime.  Before  Christmas  Martha  visited 

wi  lh  Gertrude  and  Martina  Oetting  in  their  new 

home  at  H'illsboro  Beach,  Florida.  On  trips  to 
Washington,  D.  C,  to  visit  her  sister  Mary  '27  and 
h'jr   an/sd    mother,   Martha  often  stops  to  see  Betty 

Babcock  Hull  ind  Alma  Robinson  Hamer  (whose 
husband  is  also  retired). 

Betty  Brandon  writes  that  she  has  moved  to 

Florida  permanently  and  hopes  to  move  into  her 

new  apartment  in  Estero  Woods  Village  —  a  retire- 
ment settlement  for  active  people,  by  spring.  In  the 

meantime,  Betty  works  as  a  volunteer  at  the  local library. 

Sally  Cecil  Faisst  had  an  interesting  art  tour  to 

Russia  last  May  with  an  English  group.  In  Russia,  the 

Intourist  Guide,  who  was  excellent,  Sally  com- 
mented, had  her  doctorate  in  art.  Harold  broke  his 

leg  in  a  skiing  accident  early  in  December,  and,  at 

the  time  Sally  wrote,  was  wearing  a  walking  cast. 

Ramona  Crawford  Shirey  and  husband  Paul  have 

about  as  much  as  they  can  manage  with  their 

apartments  and  acreage,  since  Paul's  retirement  a  few 

years  ago.  They  grow  many  products  which  don't 
last  long  —  with  six  grandchildren  in  the  neighbor- 

hood!  (The  others  are  in  California  and  Colorado.) 

Clara  Falconer  Simmer  mac  her  says  all  three 

daughters  were  home  last  summer  for  a  grand 

reunion,  the  first  one  in  seven  years.  "Now  Stuart  is 
back  100%  after  surgery,  and  square  dancing  again, 

while  I  cheer  from  the  sidelines  —  with  crutches." 
They  love  Florida,  almost  never  going  back  north, 

and  letting  "the  kids  come  to  us." 
Gertrude  Ferrero  Prather  spent  Thanksgiving 

with  son  Joe  and  his  five  children  in  New  Jersey. 

Trudy's  younger  son  Mike  is  studying  for  his  Ph.D. 
in  Astro  Physics  at  Yale.  Daughter  Lynne  has 

returned  to  college  for  more  post-graduate  work. 

Ruth  Haddock's  new  title  is  Administrative  Asso- 
ciate to  the  Vice  President  of  Student  Services  at 

Northern  Illinois  University  at  DeKalb.  Last  year  she 

had    "an    idyllic    vacation    in   the   Vale   of    Kashmir 
(houseboat  and  all)."  Ruth  thinks  that  somehow  we 

should  have  a  "retirement  reunion." 

Mildred  Harner  Foltz  is  working  for  the  financial 
officer  of  the  School  of  Humanities  and  Sciences  at 

SMU  in  Dallas.  Mildred  says  the  nicest  thing  hap- 
pened when  the  very  first  story  she  ever  submitted 

was  accepted  and  published  by  The  Christian,  their 

denominational  weekly.  Besides,  the  hymn  she  wrote 

for  the  Hymn  Society  was  published  in  the  Hymnal 

last  year. 
Helen  Miller  had  no  special  news  but  wished  to 

be  remembered  to  everyone. 

Kay  James  McCann  continues  her  involvement 

with  the  Audubon  Society  and  the  AAUW.  She  has 

so  many  activities  in  these  fields  that  she  has  had 

very  little  time  for  painting,  but  did  manage  to  take 

a  course  in  the  history  of  art  and  an  art-for- 
travelers  course  in  the  fall. 

Margaret  Jefferson  spent  two  weeks  on  Martha's 
Vineyard  last  year,  visiting  Noushka  and  her  family 

in  Connecticut  and  the  Dearborns  in  New  Jersey  on 
the  way  home. 

Early  in  January  Florence  Jones  Maddox  called 

to  say  they  had  just  returned  from  Nassau.  Last 

summer  they  had  a  relaxing  time  in  the  Canary 
Islands  and  Madeira.  General  Electric  has  promoted 

her  daughter  Diane  to  the  rank  of  manager. 

Addie  Lasner  Sachs  is  busy  planning  social 

activities  in  her  building  in  Palm  Beach.  Each  year 

she  manages  a  fashion  show,  an  auction  sale,  and  a 

hobby  show.  Besides,  she  supervises  pool  exercises 

three  times  a  week,  and  has  14  to  dinner  every  other 
Sunday.  Last  summer  Addie  returned  to  Pittsburgh 
for  a  reunion  with  her  KDKA  buddies. 

Peg  Marsh  Symons  is  delighted  with  retirement 

from  teaching  and  says  she  doesn't  have  time  for  all 
she  wants  to  do,  since  the  grandchildren  (nursery 

school  age  to  college  senior)  take  up  a  lot  of  time. 

Elizabeth  Marshall  is  starting  her  third  year  on 

the  hospital  library  cart.  She  is  still  working  on  the 

catalogue  of  books  in  the  church  library,  but  hasn't 
come  to  the  end  yet.  Liz  would  really  like  to  inspect 

the  new  Mellon  Library  —  "sounds  like  it  is  really 
dreamy!"  Last  May  she  flew  to  San  Juan  for  a 
Caribbean  cruise. 

Agnes  McKain  is  relaxed  and  rested  since  she 

retired  from  teaching  last  June.  Now  that  the 

pressure  is  off,  she's  enjoying  life  more  and  more. 
She  and  Eva  Bowser  '50  were  co-hostesses  for  the 
annual  Salmagundi  Christmas  party. 

Vartanoush  Parounakian  Turner  invited  sevi 

other  Chatham  graduates  to  visit  during  Marg< 

Jefferson's  stay,  including  Janice  Crookham  Riei 

'72,  whose  wedding  the  Turners  attended, 
decorations  were  purple  and  white!.  Mrs.  Rieme 
the  director  of  the  local  museum. 

Anne  Ritenour  Harbison  is  trying  to  "k 

pace,"  she  says,  between  visits  to  her  brother; 
Pittsburgh  and  California,  and  the  grandchildrer 

Maryland.  Anne  sends  her  "love  to  everyone! " 
Kay  Rockwell  Potter  reports  that  all  the  Po 

family  are  in  good  health  which  is  most  import; 

During  October  she  and  Bill  made  a  sea-air  cruisi 
the  South  Pacific,  visiting  Tahiti,  Fiji,  New  Zeal, 

and  Australia,  where  they  attended  the  new,  rr 

unusual  Sydney  Opera  House.  On  the  way  he 

they  stopped  at  Pago  Pago  and  Hawaii.  Bill  was  qi 

impressed  —  wants  to  go  back  to  see  more. 

Lucilla  Scribner  Jackson  now  has  eight  gra 

children,  but  doesn't  see  them  too  much  beca 
they  are  all  scattered.  Lucilla  still  goes  along  v 
Bill  on  some  of  his  business  trips  if  they  can  comt 

pleasure.  In  January  they  were  to  go  to 
Dominican  Republic  and  Great  Abaco  and  sc 
business  in  Guatemala.  Last  summer  Bill  was  heac 

the  big  Boy  Scout  Jamboree  —  44,000  boys!  In  1^ 
the  Jacksons  are  scheduled  to  make  another  trip 
the  South  Pacific.  She  is  still  a  gardener  and  has 

in  her  small  greenhouse. 

Doris  Thomas  will  be  included  in  a  cital 
booklet  at  the  Annual  Association  of  Women  De; 
Administrators  and  Counselors  Conference 

Chicago  in  April.  Each  year,  retiring  members  v 
have  spent  25  years  in  education,  20  of  them  ; 
dean  or  counselor,  or  in  a  related  position  in  Stud 
Personnel  and  Guidance,  and  membership 
N.A.W.D.A.C.  in  very  recent  years,  are  honored. 

Florence  Wiser  Turner  is  so  elated  to  be  reti 

and  able  to  do  practically  nothing  that  she  is  sc 
she  waited  so  long.  She  is  planning  a  trip  to  Hav 
in  March  and  one  to  Brazil  in  April,  then  it  will 
time  to  open  the  Lake  Erie  cottage. 

Olive  Wycott  MacCarthy  has  a  new  grandcf 
Sarah  Lynne  Kirschbaum.  After  42  years  v 

Westinghouse,  Parker  retired  last  June.  But 

returned  on  July  2  as  a  consultant.  The  consul 
work  takes  about  three  days  a  week,  just  enougl 

let  him  rest  up  from  work  at  home! 

Last  fall  on  Open  House  Sunday,  Helen  Par 

IMichol  '17  and  I  toured  the  new  Mellon  Library 
listened  to  the  mini-concert  in  the  new  the. 

adjoining.  This  new  library  heralds  Chatham  in 

21st  century  just  as  the  old  Berry  Hall  Library  w 

vestige   of   19th-century  Pittsburgh  Female  Collt 

As  Eleanor  Dearborn  said,  "C'est  tout."  See 
in  1976  at  our  next  reunion.  We  shall  all  probe 

feel  like  the  nation  itself  —  200  years  old! 

1933 Betty  CI. 732  Roselawn  Avenue,  3 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  IE 

Ruth  Ludebuehl  E 

(Mrs.  Jost 192  Circle  C 

Fairmont,  W.  Va.  26 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson  (Mrs.  Bitner  Pearson)  220 

Dithndge  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 
Clara    Condron    Bair    (Mrs.    C.  H.),    2600    Shr< 

Avenue.  Centerville,  Ohio  45459 

Marjorie   Hopkins,  3588    First   Avenue,  San   Di 

Calif.  92103 

Helen    McCreery    Eckels   (Mrs.    Lee  W.)    1500   r> 
12th  Avenue,  Apt.  1626,  Miami,  F  la.  33136 

Carolyn   Pierce   May   (Mrs.    Robert   A.)  846  Jul 

Heights.  Bedford,  Pa.  15522 

M.  Jean  Saul,  c/o  Wilson   G.   Saul.  3011   Harci 
Drive,  Greensburg,  Pa.  15601 

DEATH 

Gene  Lewellyn  Price,  January  5,  1974 

We  extend   our  sympathy   to  family  and  frie 

Ruth  reporting: 

Many    thanks    to    Crackers    and    Dot   for    t 
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inderful  jobs  as  secretaries.  Betty  and  I  will  do  our 
St. 

It  was  a  treat  to  receive  answers  from  sixteen  of  a 

ssible  twenty-seven  class  members.  Next  year  I 

pe  there  will  be  more.  My  vacation  this  year  was 
/ided  into  three  separate  weeks,  one  week  spent 

fling  my  son  Jay  and  family,  one  touring  Ken- 
sky  with  friends  and  the  third  one  added  onto 

iristmas  vacation  gave  me  an  interesting  two  week 
;orted  tour  to  Mexico  over  the  holidays. 

Evelyn  Aliff  Dautlick  and  her  husband  had  a 

stalgic  week-end  with  Sally  Allison  A II man  and 

•  husband  last  summer.  Jay  earned  his  Ph.D.  in 
iy  and  Cory  is  on  fellowship  at  Pitt  working 
vard  his  doctorate. 

To  Dorothy  Ballantyne  Milliken  we  extend  our 
npathy  on  the  death  of  her  mother  last  year.  Dot 

j  Ed  vacationed  in  Florida  and  at  their  cottage  in 

nada.  The  entire  family  was  home  for  Christmas 

i  Dot  said  they  had  children  hanging  from  "sky 

oks." 
Sally  Allison  Allman  writes  she  often  thinks 

out  our  '73  reunion  and  what  a  wonderful 
;ernoon  it  was. 

Jean  Blair  Hodgin  also  enjoyed  the  reunion  and 

in  Hawaii  in  August. 

Helen  Chambers  Swartz  plays  a-  lot  of  bridge  and 

ough  the  Volunteer  Talent  Pool  helps  with  Girl 

Duts,  schools  and  nursing  homes.  - 

Genevieve  Davis  Crawford  who  has  been  ill  is 

joying  being  able  to  attend  Salmagundy  again.  Her 

;her  died  last  August  for  which  we  extend  our 

■npathy. 

A  heart  attack  suffered  enroute  last  August 

-ced  Mary  Crumay  Kehew  to  miss  her  youngest 

ughter's  wedding  and  she  also  had  to  cancel  plans 

r  an  Alpine  trip  in  September.  We  all  hope  you're 
HI  on  way  to  recovery,  Mary. 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape  is  still  enjoying  teach- 

I  first  and  second  grade  children.  She  quit  "moon- 

hting"  at  a  shoe  store  and  is  wisely  taking  time  for 
rself. 

Jessie  Doudna  Phillips  and  her  husband  were 

ide  proud  grandparents  when  their  daughter  in 

nneapolis  had  a  boy  last  December  Son  David  is  a 

lior  at  Penn  State's  Capitol  Campus  and  John  is  a 
■shman  at  University  Park. 

Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller  missed  our  40th  reunion 
cause  she  was  at  a  20th  anniversary  of  a  group  of 

:ulty  who  went  to  Beloit  together.  Dorothy  and 

I  both  retired  August  31st  and  expect  to  be  in 
rica  this  time  next  year.  Dorothy  helped  her 

sband  with  his  text-book  "Chemistry  and  Man's 
ivironment"  to  be  published  soon. 

Virginia  Hall  McAleese  has  been  traveling  with  a 

Dup  of  friends  from  Hilton  Head  —  a  theatre  trip 
London  in  November  and  a  Caribbean  cruise  in 

nuary.  Her  three  daughters  and  their  families  spent 
e  Christmas  holidays  with  Ginny. 

Marjorie  Hopkins  is  finding  retirement  delightful, 

King  and  planning  to  explore  new  archaeological 

gs  in  Southern  France.  Marj  and  her  mother  hope 
go  abroad  in  April. 

Charlotte  lams  says  her  only  newsy  event  is  that 

ie  expects  to  be  a  great  aunt  for  the  first  time  in 

ay. 

Mary  Johnston  Krudener's  son  Art  was  married 
September  and  is  living  in  the  Chicago  area.  Mary 

id  Art,  Sr.  can't  find  enough  time  for  all  their 
tirement  activities. 

Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur  had  a  bad  year  what 
ith  major  surgery  and  four  hospital  visits.  She  is 

oking  forward  to  a  better  year  and  hopes  to  spend 

<  weeks  in  England  this  summer.  She  retired  in 
me  but  does  substitute  teaching.  Best  of  luck, 

IV I  lis! 

Edith  McBane  spent  three  weeks  last  fall  touring 

iirope  with  a  group  of  United  Presbyterian  women 
bm  U.S.A.  They  met  with  churchwomen  from  12 

'untries  for  a  seminar  in  Vienna,  "Women  as 
acemakers." 

Our    sympathy    also    to    Evelyn    Bitner    Pearson 
lose  mother  died  in  January.  Evie  keeps  busy  as 
tairman    of   the   Board    of   Goodwill    Industries  of 

ctsburgh. 

Betty  reporting: 
Lilly  Engel  Rosenberg  finds  living  in  Philadelphia 

very  satisfying  because  of  the  many  cultural  advan- 
tages. She  is  looking  forward  to  a  trip  with  her  twin 

grandsons  to  Disney  World,  and  to  a  short  cruise  in 

the  Bahamas  in  April. 

The  end  of  January,  Estous  Lee  Davidson  left  for 
F  lorida,  to  be  gone  a  month. 

During  the  Christmas  holidays,  Helen  McCracken 

Bennett's  daughter  Sue  was  married.  Sue  is  Ad- 
missions Counselor  at  William  Penn  College  where 

her  husband,  Sam  Barnes,  is  completing  his  studies. 

Helen's  son  Wes  has  returned  from  the  Far  East  and 
is  now  based  with  a  Weather  Reconnaissance  Squad- 

ron known  as  the  "Hurricane  Hunters"  in  Mis- sissippi. 

Louise  Metzgar  lams  and  her  husband  are  still 

enjoying  country  living.  The  month  of  November 

they  spent  in  Monterey,  Mexico,  where  Charles  took 

a  consulting  assignment  with  International  Execu- 
tives Service  Corps. 

Ruth  Nirella's  best  news  is  of  her  retirement  as  of 

June  16.  She  enjoyed  an  "All  Expensive  Tour"  to 
the  Far  East  last  fall  and  plans  to  go  to  Africa  next 

October.  The  closing  of  the  Pittsburgh  Playhouse 

broke  her  heart,  because  she  had  worked  so  hard 

from  the  early  30's  for  it. 
The  Canary  Islands  in  April  are  the  destination  of 

Allison  Pierce  Wood  and  her  husband. 

Carolyn  Pierce  May  reports  that  in  October,  she 

had  surgery  and  has  been  at  her  sister's  (Elisa  Lynch 
'38)  and  Westmoreland  Hospital  for  therapy  ever 
since.  She  now  wears  a  brace  on  one  leg,  and  in  time 

will  graduate  from  walker  to  cane.  Seeing  Jean 

Andress  Berger  '36  and  husband  Bill  at  Vero  Beach 
last  winter  made  her  sojourn  there  most  enjoyable. 
Son  Bob,  Jr.,  spent  his  month  with  Carolyn  en  route 
to  Thailand  and  Germany. 

Gertrude  Ray  Mann  enjoyed  a  1973  Easter 

holiday  in  Greece. 

Glad  to  hear  that  Ruth  Ross  is  much  better  and 

able  to  lead  a  normal  life.  She  sends  best  wishes  to 

everyone. 

Helen  Rowand  Dunkle  regrets  having  missed  our 

reunion.  Maryann  and  Philip  have  come  "back  East" from  Utah  and  have  settled  in  Buffalo.  Chris  and 

Chuck  are  still  in  Alexandria  and  presented  her  and 

Fred  with  a  granddaughter  in  November.  She  is  glad 

to  have  her  children  now  within  a  day's  journey  by car. 

Our  sympathy  to  Genevieve  Shibler  Karn  who 
lost  her  father  in  August  after  a  long  illness. 

Sallie  Stevenson  Foster  had  a  wonderful  Christ- 

mas with  the  whole  family  home  for  a  week 

together.  Nancy  and  Tom  flew  from  Idaho,  bringing 

pictures  of  the  log  house  they  are  building;  Will  was 

home  from  college;  and  Susie  and  John  Lowry  came 

from  Berkeley  and  were  married  in  a  quiet  home 

ceremony  on  December  29. 

Martha  Stuart  Muhlheizler  is  continuing  to  enjoy 

the  work  and  pleasures  of  her  North  Carolina  farm. 

She  says  it  is  a  good  life.  "Often  the  hours  are  long, 
and  we  work  seven  days  a  week.  In  winter,  the 

feeding  and  caring  for  a  herd  seem  endless.  Then 

spring  comes,  young  calves  are  scampering  about, 

pastures  are  green,  fields  are  planted,  our  yearlings 

are  sent  Co  market,  and  we  feel  rewarded."  Last 
summer,  her  daughter  Judith  married. 

As  for  me,  I  am  still  working,  vacationed  in  New 
England  last  summer,  and  in  Virginia  at  Christmas.  I 
enjoyed  hearing  from  all  of  you.  The  suggestion  has 
been  made  that  a  monetary  gift  in  memory  of  Gene 
Lewellyn  Price  be  made  by  her  classmates.  Anyone 
wishing  to  remember  Gene  might  want  to  send  a 

donation  in  her  memory  to  the  Alumnae  Asso- 
ciation. 

1935 Eleanor  Harbison  Bream 
(Mrs.  C.  Gray) 

7003  River  Oaks  Drive 

McLean,  Va.  22101 

Dorothy  Wood  Clarke 
(Mrs.  T.  H.) 

2062  Kendon  Drive,  East 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Katharine   Dangerfield   Buckmaster    {Mrs.   Katharine 

D.)    2A  Wynnewood  Park  Apts.,  Wynnewood,  Pa. 
19096 

Mary  Dolores  Steinecke,   1883  Riviera  Circle,  Sara- 

sota, Fla.  33580 

Eleanor  reporting: 

Life  in  a  small  town  continues  busy  and  pleasant 

for  Sally  Aldridge  Schaefer  with  many  hours  of 

volunteer  work  at  the  local  hospital  in  Chambers- 

burg,  landscape  plans  for  a  Revolutionary  Jail  turned 
into  a  Heritage  project  by  her  Garden  Club,  locating 

paintings  of  American  artists  prior  to  1914  for  the 
Bicentennial  in  1976  (an  AAUW  project)  plus  library 

work.  All  this  and  travel  keep  Sally  well  occupied. 

Kay  Dangerfield  Buckmaster  sold  her  place 

"Faraway  Farm"  near  Telford  last  spring  and  is  now 
living  with  her  mother  in  Wynnewood. 

Prue  Goodale  Martin  is  still  working  for  the  A.  W. 

Mellon  Educational  and  Charitable  Trust  in  Pitts- 

burgh but  is  looking  forward  to  retirement  on 

October  1  of  this  year  when  she  hopes  to  do  some 

traveling.  She  still  lives  in  the  family  home  on 

Murray  Hill  Avenue,  directly  across  from  the  en- 
trance way  to  the  new  Library  and  Theater  buildings 

at  Chatham. 

Cross-country  skiing  has  caught  the  fancy  of 
Caroline  Hesse  Ender  and  her  husband  Bill,  now  that 

they  are  able  to  manage  winter  vacations.  They  were 
in  Vermont  last  winter  and  at  the  Trapp  Family 

Lodge  in  January  this  year.  Son  Dave,  a  junior  at 

Bucknell,  spent  the  interim  month  skiing  in  Utah. 
Their  older  son.  Bill,  and  his  family  have  moved  to 

Maplewood,  New  Jersey.  Caroline  is  still  a  substitute teacher. 

"No  news  of  interest  —  all  is  well"  report  Win 
Jeffries  Saxon,  Peg  Eichleay  Storer  (who  is  still  a 

third  grade  teacher),  Louise  Leadman  Faller  and 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream. 

Bertha  Dunbar  Speer  keeps  busy  with  church 

committees,  the  Transitional  Service  Board,  Shady- 
side  Boys  Club  and  the  Twentieth  Century  Club. 

Their  oldest  son,  Alexander,  is  married  and  lives  near 
Annapolis.  Their  second  son,  John,  Jr.,  lives  on 
Grosse  He  in  the  Detroit  River  and  their  youngest 

son  is  single  and  lives  in  Pittsburgh. 

Yuki  Naito  has  had  the  satisfaction  of  seeing  the 

completion  of  a  project  upon  which  she  worked 

untiringly  these  past  years  since  she  retired  from  her 

office  at  the  International  Christian  University  —  a 

home  for  retired  women  pastors,  pastors'  widows 
and  other  Christian  workers  which  was  built  through 

the  efforts  of  the  National  Federation  of  the  Kyodan 

(United  Church  of  Christ  in  Japan)  Women's 
Societies.  Now  she  is  enjoying  some  leisure  along 

with  private  teaching  and  translation  work.  She  was 

particularly  happy  to  see  Miss  Catherine  Sayers  and 
Miss  Margaret  Robb  during  their  trip  to  Japan  and 

also  had  a  visit  from  Debby  Mountford  Burrows  and 
her  husband. 

Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  alternates  between  wish- 

ing she  had  more  time  for  travel,  and  realizing  she 

really  does  enjoy  her  work  most  of  the  time. 

Daughter  Martha  has  earned  her  master's  degree  in 
social  work  at  the  University  of  Washington  where 

she  had  Florence  Ray  Stier  '39  as  a  professor.  Ellen 
is  now  a  senior  at  Berkeley,  and  Susan  is  still  with 
the  Associated  Press.  One  of  the  joys  of  the  past  few 

years  has  been  corresponding  with  Eleanor  Taylor, 
who  taught  Freshman  English  at  Chatham.  Miss 

Taylor  lives  in  Atlanta,  teaches  and  is  an  HEW 
administrator. 

Dorothy  reporting: 

Bis  Cober  O'Donnell  writes  that  she  is  still 
teaching  third  grade  in  a  school  near  their  home. 
Daughter  Cathy  and  husband  Chris  live  on  Long 
Island.  Daughter  Patty  works  for  a  travel  agency  in 
Los  Angeles  and  manages  to  take  some  nice  trips 
herself.  Judy  is  a  lab  technician  in  a  hospital  in 
Albuquerque. 

Jane  Harmeier  IMims  has  been  president  of  the 

College  Club  of  Pittsburgh  for  the  past  two  years,  a 

most  enjoyable  and  rewarding  job  in  which  she  had 

the  opportunity  to  meet  many  Chatham  alumnae  as 

well  as  graduates   of  other  colleges.  Since  David  is 
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semi-retired   they  are  free   to  travel  more,  and   last 

year  enjoyed  trips  both  to  Scandinavia  and  Bermuda. 

After  37  years  service  with  Bell  Telephone  Marie 
Martin  retired  the  first  of  this  year,  so  she  writes 

from   Key  West  where  she's  spending  three  months. 
Don  and  Vida  Hurst  Kerr  are  now  semi-retired 

and  he  has  taken  up  the  lively  art  of  beekeeping  - 
with  sweet  results.  Son  Andy  is  a  freshman  at 

Kalamazoo  College  in  Michigan,  and  son  Dave  is 

taking  a  year  between  high  school  and  college  to 
look  around,  work  a  bit  and  visit  several  colleges. 

Jane  McQuiston  Webb  and  her  husband  went  to 

Denver  in  December  for  their  oldest  son's  wedding. 
Jane  is  still  working  for  the  City  of  Deerfield  Beach 

but  is  looking  forward  to  an  early  retirement  in 
about  a  year. 

Gertie  Russell  Lydic  enjoyed  a  quick  trip  with 

her  sister  to  Florida.  Clark  will  get  his  master's 
degree  in  Business  Administration  in  May,  and  Jim 

plans  to  marry  in  the  fall. 
Retirement  and  living  in  Florida  are  both  very 

rewarding  to  Ed  and  Ginny  Schweinsberg  Hyde. 

They  were  looking  forward  to  a  visit  from  Eleanor 

Splane  Trullinger,  a  trip  to  Austria  in  May,  and 
Pittsburgh  in  June. 

This  year's  trip  for  Ken  and  Mary  Seaver  Hewitt 
will  be  a  cruise  from  Cape  Horn  up  the  west  coast  of 
South  America  to  Ecuador.  From  there  they  will  go 

to  the  Galapagos  Islands  for  ten  days. 

After  three  delightful  weeks  next  door  to  the 

Reppuns,  Eleanor  Splane  Trullinger  feels  she  has 

caught  up  with  a  valued  friendship.  She  saw  the 
Hydes  last  fall  as  they  were  en  route  to  Spain.  Son 

Jim  will  be  on  his  way  to  Indonesia  this  year  to  work 

on  his  doctoral  study. 
Dolores  Steinecke  and  Dot  Taylor  both  send 

their  best  wishes  but  report  no  news. 

A  family  wedding  last  May  brought  Virginia 
Watkins  DeMers  and  her  husband  to  Pittsburgh. 

Later  in  the  summer  they  went  to  Maine  to  see 

daughter  Genie  performing  at  the  Boothbay  Play- 
house, where  she  was  an  apprentice.  Genie  is  a 

sophomore  at  Boston  University  School  of  Fine 
Arts,  majoring  in  Theatre  Education. 

Having  their  older  son  Bill  come  back  from 

Milwaukee  and  join  Jim's  law  firm  delighted  Helen 
Wilson  Houston  and  her  husband.  Now  both  boys 
are  partners,  and  four  of  their  five  grandchildren  are 
in  Pittsburgh.  Jeanie  and  her  family  live  in  Tampa, 
and  Roberta  is  teaching  at  the  Home  for  Crippled 
Children. 

A  closeup  view  of  Mt.  McKinley  and  the  mid- 
night sun  from  a  plane  over  the  Brooks  Range  were 

highlights  of  a  trip  to  Alaska  for  Ted  and  Dot  Wood 

Clarke  last  summer.  They  will  celebrate  Ted's  early 
retirement  this  summer  by  traveling  to  Finland  and 
the  other  Scandinavian  countries. 

Dot  Woodward  Evans  reports  no  trips  since  the 

Caribbean  cruise  last  year.  As  usual  she  is  busy 

chauffering,  shopping,  and  being  generally  useful. 

1937 Sally  Ingram  Diven 
{Mrs.  Francis  D.) 

608  Valleyvista  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15234 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling 
(Mrs.  James  G.) 

8474  Lucerne  Drive 

Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio  44022 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sara  Anderson  Amtsberg  (Mrs.  Herbert  C.)  17  Sea 

Pines  Drive,  Hilton  Head  Island,  S.  C.  29928 

Mildred  Brown  Mclntyre  (Mrs.  E.  L.)  5494  Mabel 

Road,  Las  Vegas,  Nev.  891 10 
Elsie  Dressier  Helsel  (Mrs.  Robert  G.)  188  Longview 

Heights,  Athens,  Ohio  45701 

Eugenie  Miller  Snell  (Mrs.  Charles  G.B.D.)  41  Fair- 
view  Drive,  E.,  Basking  Ridge,  N.  J.  07920 

Sally  reporting: 

What  activities  fill  a  woman's  days  when  her 
children  are  either  grown  or  no  longer  at  home? 

Some  answers  were  supplied  in  return  for  my  request 

for  activities.  Thank  you,  and  may  we  hear  from 

more  of  you  next  time. 

Mary  Jane  Addy  Braley  tells  us  Si  was  on  a  show 

in  Pgh.  —  talking  about  Dow  Corning  medical 
silicones.  Mary  Jane  works  as  a  volunteer  for  the 

Saginaw    Valley    College   Women's  Auxiliary   which 

operates  a  consignment  shop  which  contributes 
thousands  of  dollars  for  college  scholarships. 

Sally  Anderson  Amtsberg  and  Herb  are  enjoying 

golf  and  bridge  at  their  retirement  home  at  Hilton 
Head  Island. 

Constance  Bell  Sedgwick  is  happy  to  have  son 

and  wife  living  close  by  at  Fort  Meyers  Beach. 

Enjoyed  a  visit  from  Ray  and  Mary  Trimble  Brittain 
before  the  Brittains  left  on  a  cruise  last  February. 

Betty  Bevan  Winkler  had  a  trip  to  Rome  and  the 

Holy  Land.  When  in  Pittsburgh  she  keeps  busy  with 

the  St.  Margaret  Hospital  Auxiliary  and  Meals  On 
Wheels.  Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell,  her  sister 

Jean  and  family,  were  with  Betty  Bevan  Winkler  on 
her  trip  to  Israel,  Rome  and  Paris. 

Martha  Branch  Culbertson  reports  that  son  Alan 

was  married  in  June,  1973.  She  still  has  one  daughter 

in  college,  and  keeps  busy  with  the  church  library, 
Warren  General  Hospital  Auxiliary,  Warren  County 
Board  of  Assistance,  and  whatever  comes  up. 

Margaret  Brewer  Dowling  says  no  children  now  at 

home  —  keeps  busy  as  a  member  of  the  Harmarville 
Rehabilitation  Center  Board. 

Mildred  Brown  Mclntyre  and  Lowe  found 

Florida  humidity  too  much  for  them  so  they  headed 

west,  and  settled  five  miles  from  Las  Vegas.  She 

writes  glowingly  of  clean  air  and  fabulous  views,  and 

invites  all  going  that  way  to  stop  to  see  them.  Also 

reports,  "I  continue  to  write  on  the  local  level  but 
hope  that  a  recent  article  will  have  wider  recog- 

nition." Let  us  know  the  title,  so  we  can  recognize 
it,  Mildred. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  to  D.  J.  Casper  Zeisig 

whose  college  age  daughter  lost  her  life  in  October  in 

an  auto  accident.  D.  J.  is  Science  Department  Chair- 
man and  9th  grade  Physical  Science  teacher,  and  is  a 

volunteer  co-ordinator  of  the  Third  Congressional 
District  of  Kansas  to  save  the  Tall  Grass  Prairie  Park, 

Inc.  (proposed  National  Park). 
Nancy  Diven  Seagren  says  that  retirement  living 

in  a  small  home  in  a  small  town  is  very  pleasant.  She 

and  George  will  spend  a  month  in  Florida  this 
winter. 

Mary  Elizabeth  Eisaman  Washington  didn't  get 
her  reply  back  in  time  last  year  because  she  was  in 
Florida,  taking  a  sabbatical  from  teaching.  She  had 
been  in  Europe  and  felt  as  if  she  were  playing 

hookey,  but  it  was  the  first  time  she  had  ever  had  a 
winter  vacation  and  she  was  enjoying  it. 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to  Mary 
Follansbee  Buck  whose  husband  died  suddenly  of  a 

heart  attack  on  July  9th.  She  is  looking  forward  to 

having  her  daughter  and  family  return  from  Hong- 
Kong  and  live  within  commuting  distance. 

Lois  Haseltrne  Moses  is  one  of  the  very  fortunate 

people.  She  and  Cam  live  in  New  York  City  which 

they  love,  she  is  happy  being  a  receptionist  at  Sloan 
Kettering  Memorial  Hospital  and  has  three  of  her 
children  plus  three  grandchildren  living  close  enough 
for  easy  visiting. 

Louise  Johnson  Purnell's  two  sons  are  away  at 
college  and  she  is  busy  as  Church  secretary. 

Mary  Ott  Heuman  Lore  states  that  she  has 

nothing  special  to  report,  but  has  three  sons,  a 
daughter  and  three  grandchildren  all  close  by  to  keep 

her  busy,  plus  volunteer  activities  on  the  Planned 
Parenthood  Board,  I.V.S.  Board,  Union  Aid  Board, 

golf  and  tennis. 

I  had  the  sudden,  unexpected  pleasure  of  accom- 

panying my  husband  to  Brussels  for  a  week  in 
September.  Decided  to  stay  the  second  week  in 
London.  I  had  had  a  week  in  North  Carolina,  one 

week  in  Tennessee,  and  three  weeks  on  Cape  Cod,  so 

I  won't  grouse  if  I  have  to  curtail  activities  because 
of  gas  shortages  this  summer.  I  have  done  volunteer 

work  at  Mayview,  driven  for  Meals  On  Wheels,  and 

am  active  in  the  Women's  Association  in  the  church. 

Issy  reporting: 

"Career  woman  and  grandmother,"  says  Betty 
Kidney  Moss.  She  is  an  assistant  trust  officer  at  the 

Mellon  Bank  and  finds  this  job  interesting  but 

demanding.  Four  active  grandchildren  consume  a 

great  deal  of  her  time  and  interest. 

Betty  Lewis  Williams  is  a  teacher  in  Head  Start  at 

an  elementary  school  in  Pittsburgh  where  she  has 

been  for  nine  years.  She  also  serves  as  a  member  on 

the  Board  of  the  Pre-school  Association.  Betty  says 
that  about  every  three  months  she  and  Betty  Grace 
Hammer  Maxwell,  Betty  Bevan  Winkler  and  Lillian 

Taylor  Franz  meet  for  lunch  or  dinner. 
Eleanor  Marshall  Watters  reports  that  she  is  gl 

she  and  her  husband  took  their  trip  to  Icelar 

France  and  England  last  March  and  April  while 
was  in  semi-retirement  because  he  is  back  full  time 
president  of  Leechburg  Mining  Company.  Columl 

Hospital  volunteer  work  and  three  granddaughv 
keep  E  leanor  busy. 

Betty  McCarthy  Boyd  reports  that  she  enjc 

golf,  travel  and  Hilton  Head  where  they  have  liv 
for  eight  years.  She  also  has  five  grandchildren.  Be 
lost  her  mother  and  brother  within  the  last  thi 

years. 
Miki  McBride  McMaster  reports  that  all  is  v\ 

with  her  and  that  she  is  the  incoming  president 
the  Medical  Auxiliary  of  Washington  County. 

Martha  Netting  Moore  head  is  teaching  p 

kindergarten  at  St.  Francis  Day  School,  an  Episcoi 
school,  and  has  been  there  for  five  years.  They  hi 
two  married  children  and  a  third  in  his  junior  year 
college. 

Betty  Nycum  Ferguson  is  still  a  reading  specia 

at  Shady  Side  Academy  Jr.  School.  She  serves 

publicity  chairman  of  Delta  Kappa  Gamma.  Husba 

Al  retired  in  December,  1973.  Four  grandchild! 
add  zest  to  their  lives. 

Jane  Phifer  Gwyer  writes  that  since  retiring  fri 

the  world  of  "pay"  she  has  been  just  as  busy 

activities  within  her  church  and  with  crafts.  I- 
favorite  is  volunteer  work  for  the  North  Bo 

Ministerium  in  Suburban  General  Hospital  where  : 

keeps  records  and  visits  patients.  Her  husband  v 
retire  in  another  year  and  they  hope  to  trai 

around  the  country,  energy  crisis  permitting! 

Jean  Philips  Horn  writes  that  she  retired  six  ye 

ago  to  travel  with  her  husband.  Her  daughter  teac 

first  grade  in  Kentucky  and  her  son-in-law  recei' 
his  Ph.D.  in  Microbiology  last  year.  Two  gra 
children  are  enjoyed  too. 

Mary  Margaret  Phillips  Barto  reports  a  big  tr 

in  her  family  with  the  arrival  of  a  grandson  last  Ji 
Martha  Potter  Koerner  is  busy  with  church,  c 

and  library.  Youngest  son  Jim  was  married  in  19 
Katherine  Pyle  is  a  sixth  grade  teacher  in  E 

gettstown,  Kay  has  taught  for  thirty  years,  but 

retiring  for  her  for  a  while!  Other  activities  inclu 

library  board,  Woman's  Association  of  the  Pres 
terian  Church,  Historical  Society  and  traveling  wl 
she  has  a  chance. 

Dorothy  Sargent  Garrison  writes  that  because 

poor  health  she  had  to  give  up  teaching  in  1968.  J 

taught  at  Wilkinsburg  High  for  over  twelve  years,  i 

further  says  that  she  seldom  goes  out  and  is  qi 
crippled. 

Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe  after  23  years  at  Rohm  ; 

Haas  Company  expects  to  retire  June  30.  She  is 

the  Board  of  the  Society  of  Plastic  Engineers  and 

board  of  Bucks  County  Association  of  Reti 

Persons.  The  Bartoes  plan  to  do  some  traveling  a1 
June  when  both  will  be  retired. 

Jane  Seaman  Berg  states  that  they  had  t 

weddings  in  their  family  this  fall.  Now  all 

educated  and  married  "Amen,"  There  are  t 
granddaughters  who  live  in  Pittsburgh,  so  are  si 
often.  Jane  serves  as  a  volunteer  at  their  lo 

hospital. 

Mary  Watson  Seed  owns  and  manages  "1 
Briche  Rental  Properties,  Inc."  which  is  56  units 
housing  plus  eight  camps  on  lakes  in  Salem,  N. 
Mary  serves  as  secretary  of  the  Mental  Hes 
Association  at  Salem,  and  is  active  in  church  wc 
She  traveled  to  Australia  and  New  Guinea  last  fall, 

Eugenie  Miller  Snell  is  office  manager  for  a  fi 

of  fashion  consultants  called  Merchandising  M< 

vation.  Inc.  She  has  no  time  for  extra  activities 

she  puts  in  a  12  hour  day.  Owning  her  first  ho 

after  26  years  of  marriage  is  a  new  and  excit 
experience.  Eugenie  hopes  to  manage  a  little  gard 

ing  but  gathers  that  flowers  don't  do  too  well themselvesl 
Elsa    Stiefelmaier    Talbott    has    been    part    ti 

bookkeeper    twenty    years    with    a    manufactun 
representative.   She   names  her  own  days  and  sh 

hours.   Bridge  clubs,  ceramics  and  the  shore  in 
summer  keep  her  busy. 

Olive  Wilson  has  two  absorbing  charities,  that 
Babies  Welfare  and  Animal  Welfare. 

Mary  Travers  Scott  reports  that  her  children 
all    married    and    that    she    is    enjoying    her    th 

granddaughters.  Our  sympathy  to  Mary  on  the  de< 
of  her  husband  last  May. 
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Your  secretary  is  pleased  this  year  to  report  a  2/3 

I  response  to  the  names  assigned  me.  You  are  getting 

i  better!    Full    response    in    '75!    Last    Christmas   my 
I  husband,  Jim  was  in  the  hospital  recovering  from  a 
I  heart  attack   but   is  now   back   at  work.  Son  Peter 

i  graduated    in    January    from    college    and    daughter 
|  Judy  is  living  in  England.  I  continue  to  be  involved 

:  in  pastel  and  oil  painting,  serving  projects  and  church 
I  activities. 

1939 Lucile  Stoehr  Daugherty 
(Mrs.  Donald  M.) 

160  Richmond  Circle 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson 
(Mrs.  Scott  R.) 

403  Meadow  Road 

Glenshaw,  Pa.  15116 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Hortense   Norton   Seedlock   (Mrs.    Robert  F.)    1629 

Nottingham  Way,  N.E.,  Sherwood  Forest,  Atlanta, 
Ga.  30309 

Betty  Jane  Oliver  Barton  (Mrs.  Gene  T.)  6178  Shore 

Drive,  Madison,  Ohio  44057 

LOST 

Jessamine  Sibley  Hunter  (Mrs.  William  S.l 

When  Helen  Archer  Fardig  returned  her  card  they 

were  getting  ready  for  a  week's  vacation.  The  two 
younger  children  were  going  to  ski  near  Montreal 

with  O I  lie.  Helen,  no  downhill  skier,  was  going  to  fly 

to  Duluth  for  her  granddaughter's  birthday  and 
perhaps  some  cross  country  skiing  or  snowshoeing. 

She'll  soon  be  busy  with  preparations  for  her  third 

daughter's  June  wedding. 
Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  and  Bob  were  in  Pittsburgh 

from  Hong  Kong  twice  during  the  year,  and  it  was 

good  to  see  them.  Elva  is  Corresponding  Secretary  of 

the  Hong  Kong  American  Women's  Association,  a 
700  member  group,  and  writes  their  monthly  News 

Bulletin.  This  is  a  charitable  organization,  so  they  are 

always  busy  raising  money  which  is  much  ap- 
preciated by  the  local  British  Government  and  the  4 

million  Chinese.  Bob  is  on  the  Board  of  Governors  of 

the  local  American  Chamber  of  Commerce. 

Still  working  at  Psychological  Service  of  Pitts- 

burgh, Mary  Cole  is  also  busy  with  the  Women's 
Political  Caucus  and  several  other  groups  concerned 

with  improving  the  status  of  women. 

Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff  and  Roy  still  have  three 

children  in  college,  but  daughter  Judy  and  her 

husband  will  receive  their  Doctor  of  Optometry 

degrees  this  year.  Kathy  is  a  freshman  at  Penn  State 

and  Roy  III  a  freshman  at  Lehigh.  Peggy  is  busy  as 
Reunion  Chairman  for  the  class. 

"I  have  marked  my  calendar  for  our  35th 

Reunion,"  writes  Kay  Cuthbert  Hardee,  "and  will 
really  make  an  effort  to  go.  I  hope  we  get  a  good  turn 
out,  for  it  seems  to  me  that  the  35th  reunion  may 

find  us  all  in  some  of  our  most  productive  and 

sharing  years.  In  5  years  from  now  I,  for  one,  am 

going  to  be  pushing  awfully  close  to  Medicare."  This 
winter  they  went  on  a  combination  Medical  Society 

post-graduate  course  and  South  American  cruise. 
The  deepest  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 

Betty  Jane  Duckwall  Laubach  and  June  Feick  whose 

mothers  died  during  the  past  year. 

Mary  Gregg  Stockton's  daughters  are  both  back 
living  in  the  Pittsburgh  area.  She's  delighted  to  have 
them  here,  especially  since  it  gives  her  a  chance  to 

see  her  "pride  and  joy."  You  guessed  it  —  her  first 
grandchild,  Chris,  a  girl  born  in  April,  1973. 

Helen  Harris  Davis  gave  up  working  60  to  80 
hours  a  week  for  a  hospital  when  it  was  no  longer 
rewarding  work.  She  loved  the  preparations  for  her 

younger  daughter's  wedding.  She  can  enjoy  her  older 
daughter,  son-in-law  and  grandson  who  live  nearby. 
In  September  she  set  forth  on  a  2  to  3  day  a  week 

job  with  a  Women's  Counseling  Unit  with  Division  of 

Employment.  To  quote  Helen,  "This  is  living! " 

Totty  Hoyt  Faison  has  been  studying  Parlia- 

mentary Law  and  hopes  to  pass  the  test  given  by  the 

National  Association.  Otherwise  she's  involved  in  the 
same  routine  of  meetings,  volunteer  work  at  the 

hospital,  some  bridge  and  chauffering.  Their  son  will 
enter  college  in  the  fall. 

Besides  the  real  estate  business.  Ivy  Huetter 

McLaughlin's  new  house  in  Wisconsin  is  keeping  her 

busy.  They  also  bought  a  condominium  unit  in 

Manzanillo,  Mexico  on  the  ocean  where  they  plan  to 
take  their  vacations. 

Esther  Jackson  moved  to  another  apartment  at 
the  same  address  last  July,  and  the  same  month 

visited  with  Madge  Miller  Eulenstein  and  family  in 
Pittsburgh.  In  October  she  took  an  archeology  and 
architecture  tour  of   Iran  and  also  went  to  London. 

A  grand  travel  year  for  Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels 

and  Emerson  took  them  to  Switzerland  and  Italy,  as 

well  as  to  California  for  the  graduation  of  their 

son-in-law  from  Stanford  University  School  of  Medi- 
cine. Daughter  Emily  teaches  music  at  Amherst, 

Massachusetts;  daughter  Janet  will  enter  law  school 

in  the  fall  and  Jeanne  still  teaches  elementary  art. 

A  trip  to  Africa  last  summer  included  a  camera 

safari  to  the  game  parks  in  Tanzania  for  Jean  Keenan 

Konet  and  John.  She  is  still  teaching  school  in 

Willowick,  Ohio. 

Mary  Lou,  the  youngest  daughter  of  Mary  Jane 
Kerr  Leonard  and  Rowland,  was  married  in  San 

Francisco  last  August.  It  was  a  family  reunion  of 
sorts  since  all  but  one  of  their  other  children  were 

there  with  their  families.  They  now  have  7  grand- 
children. These  active  grandparents  made  a  lengthy 

trip  by  bicycle  in  Juiy  from  Portland  to  Manset, 

Maine  —  324  miles  round  trip! 
Genevieve  Love  Smith  writes  that  New  Mexico  is 

blessed  with  a  state  university  system  that  is  some- 
thing! She  and  John  are  each  taking  a  night  school 

class  at' the  University.  They  continue  to  love  their 
new  home,  surroundings  and  friends. 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree  and  Jan  took  an  enjoy- 

able Caribbean  cruise  last  August.  Jan's  younger 
daughter  was  married  last  September,  and  his  older 
daughter  is  to  be  married  in  June. 

Amy  McBride  Bell  reports  that  they've  been  very 
fortunate  in  having  a  "happy,  healthful  and  re- 

warding year." Mary  McCullough  Abbott  tells  it  like  it  is.  "Don't know  about  the  rest  of  you,  but  a  sweet  young  thing 

like  I  am  could  not  be  celebrating  a  35th  Reunion!" 
Mary  and  Ward  had  a  good  visit  with  Peggy  Christy 

Graham  '40  and  Barry  recently. 
Fully  occupied  selling  real  estate  and  running  her 

home,  Lillian  McFetridge  Wilson  reports  that  they 

now  have  a  school  teacher,  a  lawyer  and  two 

students  (one  graduate  student  at  Harvard  and  one 

undergraduate  at  the  University  of  Virginia)  in  the 

family.  To  break  their  busy  schedule  Lil  and  Les 
travel  to  Portugal,  Spain  and  South  America. 

Mary  Milne  Hanson  still  enjoys  her  work  selling 

furniture  part  time.  Sculpture  and  ceramics  are 
among  her  latest  hobbies. 

Alma  Mocker  Bacon  and  Bill  are  taking  forty 
high  school  and  college  students  to  Europe  for  the 

month  of  July.  The  trip  is  sponsored  by  the  Dayton 

Council  on  World  Affairs  and  the  Reader's  Digest. 
Daughter  Bridget  will  accompany  them. 

The  deepest  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to 
Betty  Jane  Oliver  Barton  and  Gene  on  the  death  of 

their  23  year  old  daughter,  Heidi  Ann,  December  1 0, 

1973.  B.  J.  writes  that  the  rest  of  the  family  is  ok. 

Four  are  married,  one  in  the  Air  Force,  one  a 

sophomore  at  Penn  State,  one  a  high  school  senior 

and  off  to  Ohio  State  next  year,  one  at  Culver 

Military  Academy,  plus  8-1/2  grandchildren!  B.J. 

owns  and  operates  a  combination  Hallmark  Card- 
Knitting  and  Needlework  Shop.  Husband  Gene  is 
still  with  the  steel  company. 

Beth  Pensom  Fox's  best  news  is  that  they  are  still 
in  one  place  —  Pittsburgh.  Charley  Is  a  busy  eighth 
grader  with  basketball,  etc.  Beth  reports  that  she 

heard  from  Alice  Williams  Shaeffer  after  20  years. 

Florence  Ray  Stier  has  completed  her  disserta- 

tion at  Columbia.  She's  still  balancing  new  and  old 
trends  as  a  teacher  at  the  University  of  Washington. 

Husband  Don  has  an  jnteresting  job  with  Social  and 
Health  Services. 

Betti  Rindlaub  Lord  is  teaching,  traveling  and 

raising  cats.  Last  summer  she  attended  the  second 

festival  of  Yoga  and  Esoteric  Sciences  in  London. 

Betti  and  Madge  Miller  Eulenstein  met  in  New  York 

at  Thanksgiving  to  see  plays  and  shop. 

Ruth  Ross  Duer  and  Ralph  had  a  brief  visit  in 

Pittsburgh  at  Christmas.  Ruth  says  that  she  took  her 

life  in  her  hands  by  coming  down  the  ramp  at  the 

Pittsburgh  airport  waving  an  Oakland  Raiders  pen- 
nant. The  gas  crisis  has  grounded  their  mobile  home 

by  a  trout  stream  on  their  acre. 

Florence  Smith  Hess  writes  a  letter  of  apprecia- 

tion to  Chatham  for  having  started  her  on  the  road 

to  the  happy  situation  in  which  she  now  finds 

herself.  Her  job  as  Psychiatric  Social  Service  Super- 
viser  in  a  Delaware  State  Hospital  is  both  rewarding 

and  interesting.  Three  months  each  year  she  teaches 
University  of  Delaware  students  at  the  hospital.  The 

Hess  children  to  date:  Bruce  is  a  Doctor  of  Medicine 

with  a  Residency  in  Ophthalmology,  Peggy  has  a 

master's  from  Duke  and  is  working  on  a  Ph.D.,  Mitzi, 
who  was  married  In  September  to  a  medical  student, 

is  finishing  her  master's  in  College  Guidance;  the 
youngest  is  a  freshman  at  Duke.  Bill  and  Florence 
are  hoping  to  go  to  Spain  in  October. 

Betty  Speer  Schenck  and  Bill  have  enlarged  their 

lake  house  into  a  place  for  two  people  and  are  now 

living  there  year  round.  8etty  has  a  metal  sculpture 

business,  Lakehill  Studios,  which  seems  to  be  grow- 
ing. She  has  five  people  working  on  the  torches  using 

her  designs,  and  according  to  Betty,  "they  ship  all 

over  the  place." Too  busy  for  a  vacation,  Helen  Starkey  Dixon 

and  Bill  manage  to  "squeeze"  in  good  sightseeing 
weekends.  Their  daughter  spent  the  summer  in 
Europe. 

Mary  Lou  Weber  McClenahan  had  just  returned 
to  Wisconsin  from  Florida  in  time  to  write  she 

wished  she  were  still  there.  She  and  Bill  are  planning 
this  move  soon,  however.  Lou  spent  most  of  the  year 

working  with  a  half-way  house  for  women  which  she 
helped  start.    , 

Mary  Bea  Weibel  McEwen  had  an  opportunity  to 

visit  with  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Eddy  at  a  meeting  in  St. 

Louis.  She  was  fascinated  with  the  campus  films 

showing  quite  a  few  changes  from  our  day. 
Rose  Marie  Weller  Black  is  involved  in  numerous 

community  and  school  activities.  Posie,  Harry  and 

daughter  Rose  Mary  enjoyed  a  Scandinavian  trip  last 
spring. 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball  has  a  pen  name,  "Edgie," 
which  is  her  by-line  in  the  local  Edgewood  news- 

paper. She  is  also  catering  teachers'  luncheons  daily 
at  Edgewood  High  School.  Their  daughter  Molly  is  a 

freshman  at  Southern  Seminary.  Rick  and  Amy  are 
in  high  school.  Husband  Bob  is  retired  from  IBM  and 

"busier  than  ever." 
Your  secretaries  are  indebted  to  Peggy  Cooper 

Uptegraff  for  working  as  Reunion  Chairman  for  our 

class.  We're  sure  that  it  will  be  a  good  weekend,  and 
we  were  giad  to  have  so  many  messages  indicating  a 

hope  to  attend.  We're  also  sorry  that  some  of  you 
definitely  can't  come.  We  want  to  take  this  space  to 
thank  all  of  those  who  responded  to  our  cards 

requesting  news.  The  enjoyable  part  of  this  job  has 

been  the  renewal  of  old  ties.  Hope  to  see  you  at  the 
Reunion. 

-d/**\    A-*A  Louise  Caldwell  Criss 

|V-I^L  |  (Mrs.  Nicholas  R.,  Jr.) ■wT^  ■  578  Briarcliff  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 
Natalie  Lambing  Paige 

(Mrs.  Peter) 
Box  26,  Meadowedge 

Bellport,  N.  Y.  11713 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sara    Finkelstein    Hirshberg    (Mrs.    E.J.}    P.O.   Box 

1 102,  Greensburg,  Pa.  15601 
Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber  (Mrs.  Robert  A.)  555 

Willow  Springs  Road,  Indianapolis,  Ind.  46240 
Margaret    Longwell    Van    Horn    (Mrs.    James)    1371 

Bunker  Way,  Ft.  Myers,  Fla.  33901 
Louise    Mclntyre    Casner    (Mrs.    Robert    E.)    10617 

Stone  Canyon,  Dallas,  Texas  75230 

Louise  reporting: 
Jeanne  Anna  Ayres  Widgery  writes  that  her 

youngest  has  joined  her  two  sisters  at  Yale.  The 
oldest  is  back  in  graduate  School  of  Architecture. 
The  middle  one  is  spending  her  junior  year  in  Italy, 

painting  and  sculpturing,  and  Jeanne  expects  to 

spend  three  weeks  with  her  in  the  spring. 
Anne  Butler  Stewart  is  ABS  reference  librarian, 

Peabody  College  Library.  Son,  David  and  wife, 

Toshiko,  are  still  in  Paris,  son,  Dick  and  wife  "Ning" 
in  Thailand.  John  is  about  to  finish  at  Georgia  Tech. 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  sends  a  long  letter  telling 

of  the  newest  of  their  three  furniture  stores  in 

Indianapolis.  She  keeps  busy  in  public  relations  and 
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numerous  fund  raising  activities.  They  had  a  trip  to 

Luxembourg,  London,  Amsterdam  and  Paris.  Her 

picture  shows  two  grandsons  —  John  and  Jeff. 
Shirley  Clipson  Clarke  says  her  little  town  of 

Chagrin  Falls  has  changed  from  sleepy  village  to  busy 
arts  and  crafts  center.  They  spent  some  time  with 
son  in  Atlanta  and  she  would  move  in  a  minute  if  she 
could. 

Dottie  Geschwindt  Schieber  is  now  settled  in  her 

dream  house  after  three  and  a  half  years  of  looking. 

She  is  looking  forward  to  a  trip  to  South  America 

with  Bob  in  May  or  June.  He  goes  every  six  weeks. 

Jean  Hammer  Schoman's  card  says  that  it  got  to 
her  just  in  time  to  report  that  they  were  leaving  for  a 

tour  of  the  Holy  Land  with  Betty  Maxwell  '37  and 
Betty  Winkler  '37.  They  are  glad  Kissinger  settled 
things  so  they  can  go. 

Beth  Howard  Smith  still  loves  living  in  San  Diego. 

Her  son,  Carl,  is  in  9th  grade  and  in  second  year  of 

computer  programming  at  Gulf  General  Atomic.  She 

is  in  her  third  and  final  year  as  President  of  San 

Diego  Association  for  Gifted  Children  and  is  on  the 
Board  of  Directors  for  the  National  Association. 

Mary  Kinter  McEldowney  writes  that  her  biggest 

news  is  that  they  now  have  three  grandchildren. 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  is  feeling  fine  now 

after  a  triple  by-pass  operation  on  her  heart  last  fall. 
Carol  Martin  says  she  is  managing  to  cope  with 

the  energy  crisis  and  particularly  enjoyed  reading 
about  the  new  library  at  Chatham. 

Jean  McGowan  Marshall's  latest  news  is  that  her 
daughter,  Helen,  has  bought  a  two  hundred  year  old 

house  on  the  historic  square  at  Marblehead,  Massa- 
chusetts. That  makes  both  her  daughters  settled 

residents  of  New  England. 
Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner  writes  that  she  and  Bob 

are  now  grandparents.  Their  son  Ted  and  wife  had  a 

boy  born  in  Washington,  D.  C,  where  Ted  is  a  senior 

at  George  Washington  University.  Chris  is  at 

Southern  Methodist  University.  Sandy  is  at  Uni- 
versity of  Texas  at  Austin.  She  and  Bob  enjoy  golf 

and  the  mild  Texas  weather. 

Yvonne  Simoens  De  Silva  Botkay  sent  a  long 

letter  from  Rio  and  a  children's  book  which  she  had 

written  in  Spanish,  "An  Adventure  in  Trans- 

Amazonia."  An  accident  gave  her  a  nasty  break  in 

her  leg  which  requires  three  months'  recuperation 
before  she  can  go  back  to  work  on  the  newspaper. 

Her  son,  Carlos,  is  a  teacher  of  musical  therapy  for 
retarded  children. 

As  for  me,  this  was  a  good  traveling  year  for  us. 

We  went  to  the  Caribbean  on  a  cruise,  to  London,  to 

Williamsburg  and  to  Scandinavia.  Now  we  have  to 

stay  home  for  awhile.  Everyone  who  wrote  sent  her 

best  wishes  to  all  of  you  and  good  luck  till  next  year. 

Natalie  Lambing  Paige  reporting  —  that  all  Paiges 
are  well,  a  few  collect  phone  calls  to  prove  it!  Lee  is 
a  junior  at  U.  of  Colorado  in  Boulder  and  is  about  to 

change  from  a  Long  Island  hair  legger  to  a  high 

Coloradian!  Douglas  is  still  teaching  near  delinquents 

in  Boston  and,  I  think,  has  thoughts  of  another  job 

on  his  mind  lately.  Peter  Otis  is  an  assistant  business 

manager  at  a  form  printing  firm  in  Keene,  N.  H.  He 
and  Loie  live  in  Peterbourgh.  No  grandchildren. 

Peter  and  I  had  a  month's  drive  through  the  Scottish 
Highlands,  Wales  and  England  in  September.  Vege- 

table gardening  looms  as  a  major  chore  for  the  rest 

of  this  year  as  it  does  for  so  many  others,  I'm  sure. 
Allison  Meyer  caught  us  up  with  her  news  saying 

she  had  done  some  teaching  and  then  was  a  private 

secretary  to  a  doctor  until  he  died.  Now  she  is  a  new 

homeowner  of  "an  old  house  and  it  needs  lots  of 

repairs"  but  she  is  enjoying  doing  it  over.  Good  to 
hear  from  Allison  again  after  so  many  years. 

Adelaide  Mitchell  Hughes  had  an  "exciting 
1973."  She  and  Jim  were  in  Beruit  in  October  when 
the  Middle  East  war  started,  saw  Israeli  planes 

bombing  Lebanese  radar  stations  and  just  generally 

living  through  more  action  than  they  really  wanted 

for  three  days.  Son  Jim,  a  second  year  resident  in 

internal  medicine,  has  been  in  Bangladesh  for  2 

months  working  with  a  cholera  study  team. 

Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg  who  lives  in  Mercer, 

Pa.  reports  they  are  all  well  and  especially  happy 

their  children  are  moving  nearer.  Beth  and  her  family 

are  now  in  Hopewood,  Pa.  Son  John  and  wife  are 

leaving  the  "concrete  jungle  of  Ft.  Lauderdale"  and 
moving  back  to  the  country  —  near  Mercer. 

Dorothy  Oliver  Friday  reports  her  oldest  son  is  a 

radiologist  at  Madison  General  in  Wisconsin  and  has 

"two  very  special  sons"  named  Matthew  and  Rich. 
Her  second  son  is  finishing  his  doctorate  at  Pitt  in 

Counseling-also  married.  The  only  daughter  is 
married  and  lives  in  New  Jersey.  Youngest  son, 
Peter,  will  graduate  from  Wittenburg  in  March  and 

plans  to  pursue  a  career  in  Marine  Biology.  Dotty 

says  she  is  too  busy  to  discuss  her  Gulliver's  Travels 
where  she  has  a  staff  of  eight  and  which  she  finds  a 

real  challenge,  24  hours  a  day! 

Jane  Pierce  Eaton  says  she  is  still  teaching  3rd 

grade,  traveling  with  Pat  summers,  and  enjoying  their 
three  grandchildren,  who  unfortunately  live  far 

away.  In  April  they  hope  to  be  in  Costa  Rica  where 
they  are  considering  building  a  retirement  home. Already? 

Mary  Bertha  Richards  reports  '73  was  a  pretty 
good  year  for  her.  Just  now  she  is  very  busy  on  the 

building  committee  for  a  new  Episcopal  church.  She 

says  she  is  also  very  strenuously  resisting  invitations 

to  join  the  local  Senior  Citizens,  A.  A.  R.  P.  and  the 

like  on  the  grounds  she  is  too  young.  I'll  buy  that. 
Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  has  taken  on  a  new 

assignment  as  Director  of  Staff  Development  for  a 

staff  of  350,  which  she  finds  most  enjoyable. 

Ruth  Succop  didn't  respond  this  time,  but  last 
spring  I  met  her  in  the  Pittsburgh  airport,  having 

unknowingly  been  on  the  same  plane  with  her  from 
New  York.  She  looked  tan  and  well  having  just 
returned  from  a  Caribbean  vacation. 

Eleanor  Tiel  Rinne  who  teaches  in  Mt.  Lebanon 

High  School  thinks  New  Hampshire  is  her  favorite 

vacation  spot  after  exploring  other  sections  of  U.S. 

Her  oldest  son  has  been  married  5  years,  her 

daughter  is  to  be  married  in  June  and  her  youngest 

son  is  about  to  graduate  from  high  school  in  June, 

too.  I  remember  busy  Junes.  Lots  of  luck! 
Elinor  Weible  Stoltz  tells  us  her  oldest  son  is  at 

U.  of  Colorado  at  Boulder  and  her  daughter  is  at 

Southern  Colorado  State  in  Pueblo.  The  youngest 

daughter  is  taking  skiing  lessons.  We  hope  to  meet  up 

with  the  Stoltz's  in  Vail  this  year.  Ellie  is  a  bit 
discouraged  with  so  much  snow  in  the  Denver  area. 
We  easterner  skiers  could  use  some  snow. 

Julia  Wells  Jackson  and  husband  were  just  leaving 

for  a  photographic  safari  in  Africa,  returning  by  way 

of  Rio  de  Janeiro!  Can  you  bring  the  pictures  to  our 
next  reunion?  No  grandchildren  yet.  Two  oldest  sons 

are  married  —  one  is  a  physician  and  surgical  intern; 
second  son  Thomas,  is  a  3rd  year  dental  student  at 

UNC  and  Roger  is  a  junior  in  college. 

Our  sincere  sympathy  to  Jane  Shidemantle  Cross 

whose  husband  Bob  died  very  suddenly  the  end  of 

January.  One  daughter  is  at  Chatham,  the  other  is  at 
W.  &  J. 

Only  10  of  24  cards  I  sent  out  were  returned.  I 

must  be  losing  my  grip.  How  about  firing  me?  And 

how  do  you  all  feel  about  our  college  era  now 

becoming  so  popular,  and  so  romanticized?  Bobby 

socks,  loafers,  red  lipstick,  cheek  to  cheek  dancing, 

etc.  I  for  one  didn't  expect  to  be  in  such  a  group  so 
soon.  But  then  it  does  make  it  easier  explaining 

"what  we  did  then,"  don't  you  think? 

1943 
Marian  Teichmann  McKone 

(Mrs.  Joseph  F.) 
417  Pine  Street 

Philadelphia.  Pa.  19106 

Mary  B.  Schweppe  Hoffman 
{Mrs.  Paul  B.) 

152  Haverford  Drive 

Butler.  Pa.  16001 

MARRIAGE 
Catherine  Watson  to  G.  A.  Markel 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Elizabeth  Campbell  Eckhardt  (Mrs.  Robert  H.) 

4429  Mt.  Royal  Blvd.,  Allison  Park,  Pa.  15101 

Peggy     Dietz    Abele     (Mrs.     Ralph    W.)     Box    267, 

Millerstown,  Pa.  17062 

Florence  Frey  Burnite  (Mrs.  David  C,  V)  Will-O-Hill 

Apts.,  G13,  1904  Van  Reed  Road,  Wyomissing,  Pa. 
19610 

Louise    Haldeman    Richardson    (Mrs.    David    L.)    55 

Locksley  Drive,  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  15235 

Barbara    Heinz    Barone    (Mrs.    Raymond    R.)    128" 
Earlford  Drive.  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15227 

Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti  (Mrs.  Carl  J.)  913  Morning 
side  Drive,  Johnson  City,  Tenn.  37601 

Elinor    Keffer    Hoon   (Mrs.   William   L.)    5880  38tf 

Avenue,    North,    Apt.    201,    St.    Petersburg,    Fla 
33710 

Marion  Rowell,  1150  Bower  Hill  Road,  Apt.  908-B 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15243 

Catherine  Watson  Markel  (Mrs.  G.  A.)  4180  Lybye 

Avenue,  Miami,  Fla.  33133 

Rosella   Wayne   Moss   (Mrs.  W.  Wilson)    100  Pass-A 
Grille  Way,  St.  Petersburg,  Fla.  33206 

Marian  reporting: 

Thoroughly  enjoyed  seeing  everyone  at  the  re 

union  but  I  must  confess  that  when  I  began  tc 

compile  the  class  news  I  did  not  recall  all  of  you  wh< 

had  been  there.  As  the  years  rolled  back  man1] 
personal  associations  came  into  focus  with  many  o 

you  there  and  many  who  had  been  unable  to  come  - 
quite  frankly,  I  did  not  absorb  them  all. 

Jean  Archer  Rothermel  passed  along  a  "hello"  t( 
you  all.  and  to  say  she  enjoyed  the  reunion. 

Pat  Blue  Byers  and  her  husband,  who  retired  ir 

July,  had  a  "fantastic"  trip  to  the  west  coast  anc 
back.  They  are  proud  grandparents  of  a  boy,  born  t( 

their  daughter  Kris.  Paul  has  a  photography  studio  o 

his  own,  and  Chuckie  is  now  eleven  and  trying  hare 
to  keep  his  family  young. 

Mary  Campbell  Eckhardt  continues  with  he 

antiquing  while  Bob  is  involved  in  the  helicopte 

business.  Lynne,  now  married,  lives  in  Colorado,  anc 

Robin  is  working  toward  his  doctorate  at  Cornell 

Mary  closes  with  "Chautauqua  in  the  summers  anc 

the  islands  in  the  winter." You  are  not  sufficiently  explicit  about  you 

"wallowing,"  Edith  Cole  —  could  be  that  you  wer< 
having  lots  of  fun  or  that  you  were  somewhat  borec 

—  do  hope  that  you  had  lots  of  fun.  Edy  ha: 
prepared  herself  mentally  for  the  gas  shortage  anc 
the  long  lines  as  well  as  carpooling. 

Lucille  Cummins  Connor  and  family  are  movini 

to  Atlanta  in  March.  Ed  has  just  been  made  Manage 
of  Sales  for  U.  S.  Steel  there.  They  love  the  city  anc 

feel  fortunate  to  be  moving  to  such  a  beautiful  place 

Patti  is  married  and  living  in  Houston;  Buz  is  in  hi 

junior  year  at  North  Carolina  College,  Cynthia  is  jus 

back  from  a  term  in  Heidelberg,  Germany,  anc 

finishing  at  Ohio  Wesleyan  this  spring. 

Jean  DeWoody  Bailey  and  Dick  were  in  thi 

process  of  planning  a  trip  to  Arizona  for  somi 

sunshine.  Jean  also  wrote  that  she  had  "had  a  fuf 
evening  with  Pinkie  and  Dan,  Louise  and  Dave  anc 

Marian  Rowell  in  December."  Jean  sees  a  lot  of  ou 
contemporaries  at  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Alumnae  Clut 

when  she  is  able  to  attend  the  meetings. 

Jane  Fitzpatrick  McGough's  big  news  is  a  wed 
ding  scheduled  for  August.  Jane  Ellen,  their  oldes 

daughter,  is  to  be  married  to  her  college  "sweet 
heart."  (Perhaps  it  is  a  dated  phrase,  Jane,  but  I  stil 
like  the  sound  of  it.)  Hugh  will  be  graduating  fron 

high  school  and  is  now  college  shopping. 

Janice  Goldblum  is  back  at  work  after  a  trip  tc 
South  America  in  the  month  of  November.  Her  trie 

covered  a  boat  ride  on  the  Amazon,  visiting  Brasilia 

Rio,  Buenos  Aires,  Lima,  etc.  Marvelous  trip! 
A  letter  arrived  at  the  reunion  from  Claire 

Horwitz  Klein  in  which  she  wrote  that  she  would  no 

be  with  us  as  she  would  be  out  of  the  country  —  anc 

that  trip  covered  Paris,  Amsterdam  and  Brussels  - 

which  Claire  reports  was  "thrilling."  Evan  is  £ 
freshman  at  W  &  J,  and  took  his  intersession  course 

at  Chatham  this  past  January.  Claire  took  thi: 

opportunity  to  view  the  campus  once  again  and  wa: 

much  impressed  with  the  facilities  of  the  nev\ 
library. 

Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti  writes  that  she  and  hei 

family  moved  into  their  new  mountain  view  home  ir 

October.  Charles  is  in  his  last  year  of  pre-med 
Marlane  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham,  two  working  anc 

thinking  about  what  they  want  to  be  and  the  twe 

youngest  in  the  12th  and  8th  grades. 
The  Prices  (Miles  Janouch)  enjoy  living  in  Provi 

dence.  They  feel  as  though  they  are  back  in  school 

since  they  are  participating  in  all  sorts  of  activities 
at  Brown  —  courses,  swimming,  skating,  etc. 

Elinor  Keffer  Hoon  and  husband  are  enjoying  the 

warm  climate  in  Florida  permanently  now  but  they 
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did    attend    the    reunion.    In    the   fall    they    had    a 
vacation  in  the  Orient. 

Very  sorry  to  hear  that  Marian  Lambie  Arnheim's 
father  had  a  coronary  in  December  and  has  been 

very  ill.  Marian  wrote  that  she  and  Falk  celebrated 

their  30th  anniversary  in  Bermuda  in  November. 

David,  Dan  and  Louise  are  stretching  out  in  all 
directions. 

Mary  reporting: 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to  Janet 
McCormick  McDole  for  the  death  of  her  mother. 

Dorothy  Home  Mollenauer  reports  that  Bob,  Jr. 

and  Dave  will  graduate  from  college  and  high  school 

in  June.  Her  daughter,  Linda,  has  a  three  year  old 

daughter,  and  Dottie  loves  being  a  grandmother! 

Nina  Maley  Ross  reports  that  they  are  all  well.  By 

June  with  luck,  she  modestly  adds,  she  expects  to 

finish  her  Library  Science  credits  and  have  her 
M.L.S. 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore  returned  to  campus  in 

the  fall  and  enjoyed  the  course,  The  Cultural  History 

of  China,  taught  by  Dr.  Wing-Tsit  Chan.  She 
recommends  that  others  do  this. 

Jane  (Petie)  McCall  Downing  reports  that  1973 

was  a  "traveling  year"  and  lots  of  fun.  She  went  to 
Alaska  last  summer  to  visit  her  son.  Chip,  who  is  at 

the  University  of  Alaska  in  Fairbanks.  In  December, 

she  flew  to  Denver  to  see  two  daughters.  In  the  fall. 

she  took  a  real  estate  management  course  in  New 
Orleans. 

Janet  McCormick  McDole  says  "hello"  and  adds 
she  is  still  working  —  sometimes  sixty  hours  a  week. 
Her  area,  the  Northwest,  got  over  the  energy  crisis, 

and  she  hopes  the  gasoline  shortage  can  be  taken 

care  of  as  easily. 

Amy  McKay  Core  in  a  quick  review  reports  two 

sons  now  graduated  from  Washington  and  Jefferson. 

Amy  Jane  attends  the  University  of  Minnesota  in 

Duluth.  To  keep  from  freezing  solid  in  the  North- 

woods  (-30  in  January),  Amy  says,  one  has  to  stay 
on  the  move  or  go  to  the  Bahamas,  as  the  family  did 

for  seventeen  days  at  Christmas.  Her  seasonal  occu- 
pations are:  cross  country  skiing  in  winter,  herb 

gardening  in  the  summer;  and  designing  needlepoint. 

She  adds,  it  has  been  a  treat  to  return  to  Pittsburgh 

and  the  campus  for  the  trustee  meetings. 

Constance  Meyer  Waldschmidt  writes  that  they 

enjoy  living  at  Conneaut  Lake  —  summer  and  winter 

Her  husband,  Chuck  is  a  manufacturers'  represen- 
tative and  works  out  of  home.  Before  Christmas  she 

was  in  Milwaukee  at  son  Chad's  home  sharing  the 
arrival  of  new  granddaughter.  Bob  is  in  his  first  year 

of  law  school  at  Vanderbilt  having  graduated  summa 

cum  laude  from  Hillsdale  in  May. 

Dorothy  Minneci  McCabe  sends  her  best  to  all 

the  "43ers." 
Jeannette  Myers  Erler  missed  our  thirtieth  re- 

union because  she  was  in  Florida.  She  and  Jack  are 

planning  to  celebrate  their  thirtieth  wedding  anni- 

versary by  taking  a  45-day  cruise  around  South 
America. 

Being  on  the  Chatham  campus  full-time  is  a 
fascinating  experience,  according  to  Marjorie 

Noonan  Ladley.  "I  often  wonder  how  many  of  us 
would  make  it  if  we  were  starting  college  all  over 

today.  The  students  are  so  interesting  (and  dif- 

ferent!) and  the  curriculum  is  terrific."  Her  oldest 
graduated  as  a  Distinguished  Military  Graduate  from 

W  &  J  last  May  and  is  now  at  Fort  Lewis,  Washing- 
ton. Barbara  is  a  junior  at  Chatham  and  loves  it.  Bob 

is  sweating  out  the  April  15  deadline  on  college 
admission  and  Jane  ( 14)  keeps  the  home  fires 

burning. 

Janet  Ross  reports  she  is  still  busy  with  the 
Y.W.C.A.  She  attended  the  National  Y.W.C.A.  Con 

vention  in  San  Diego,  and  then  up  to  St.  Helena  to 

visit  her  sister,  Ruth  Ross  Duer  '39,  and  the  wineries, 
a  golf  week  last  May  at  Myrtle  Beach,  and  a  tour  of 

Ontario  with  her  mother  in  August  suggest  little 

spare  time. 

Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  writes  everyone  is  well,  all 

working  hard,  and  looking  forward  to  spending  some 
time  in  Somerset  County  this  summer. 

Claranne  (Kay)  Von  Fossen  Johnson  relates  news 

of  her  daughter,  Julie,  whom  she  expected  home 

after  almost  a  full  year  in  Africa.  She  was  at  Gcmbe 

in   Tanzania  working  under  Jane  Goodall  for  Stan- 

ford credit.  Kay  visited  her  in  Gombe  last  summer 
and  had  a  fantastic  safari. 

Lorraine  Wolfe  Regan  says  that  her  family  has 

dwindled  to  three  —  and  she  was  so  used  to  seven! 

Three  girls  have  finished  college,  two  are  married, 

and  one  is  teaching  school.  Their  fourth  is  a 

freshman  in  college  with  their  "baby",  a  junior  in 
high  school.  She  adds  that  everyone  was  home  for 
the  holidays. 

As  for  one  of  your  new  reporters,  thank  you  for 

the  interesting  news.  Last  October  after  attending 

my  first  meeting  of  the  Alumnae  Council  at 

Chatham,  walking  down  Woodland  Road  in  shoes 

that  got  me  down  some  slopes  of  Mt.  Rigi,  I  rolled 

my  foot  over.  X-rays  showed  a  broken  bone  in  my 
foot,  and  I  had  crutches  and  a  cast  for  seven  weeks. 
That  shuffled  our  lives  around  a  bit,  not  a  bad 

experience,  but  quite  a  beginning. 

1945 Alice  Demmler 
301  Lincoln  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15202 

Marjorie  Mayhall 
1612  Graham  Blvd. 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Virginia    Alexander    McKeag    (Mrs.    Charles    E.)    23 

Mastogen  Drive,  Somerville,  N.  J.  08876 
Lois  Allshouse  Harnack  (Mrs.  Edwin  R.)  928  Kevin 

Drive,  Knoxville,  Tenn.  37919 

Lois     Long     Kingsland     (Mrs.     Roger    L.,    Jr.)     101 
Rivermont     Court,    Cheswick,     Pa.     15024 

Lois   Lutz   Pierce  (Mrs.   Hartley  J.,  Jr.)  6613  Bryn- 
wood  Drive,  Charlotte,  N.  C.  28211 

Jane    Murray    Blair    (Mrs.    Robert    Alexander)    760 

Robinwood  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 

Marian   Updegraff  Sunnergren  (Mrs.  Carl  E.)  Saucon 

Lane,  R.D.  #7.  Bethlehem,  Pa.  18015 
Matilda    Wilcox    Moncrief    (Mrs.    Richard    D.)    1517 

Biltmore  Avenue,  Lancaster,  Pa.  18015 

Alice  reporting: 

We're  extremely  sorry  to  report  the  death  of 
Harriet  Fleming  Muryn  in  December  Jane  Wood 
Ziercher  received  this  word  (but  no  details)  from 

Harriet's  husband  shortly  after  Christmas. 
Pauline  Basenko  Thomas  and  family  toured 

Europe  last  summer.  At  home  she's  busy  with  Shady 

Side  Academy  Junior  School's  70-member  band; 
daughter  Paula  is  supervisor  for  instrumental  music 

for  the  Diocese  of  Pittsburgh,  and  Li  I  lie  is  a 

freshman  at  Carnegie-Mellon  University. 

Dorothy  Barrett  Braden,  now  twice  a  grand- 

mother, enjoys  teaching  at  Brighton  Road  Com- 
munity Nursery  School.  Barbara  teaches  first  grade, 

and  Laird  is  in  his  second  year  at  Geneva  College. 

Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  celebrated  her  most  recent 

birthday  in  Bermuda,  and  is  taking  an  architecture 

course  at  the  Cleveland  Museum  and  collecting  art 

for  an  Educational  TV  telethon.  Son  Jib  graduated 
from  Harvard. 

Miriam  Davis  Schellhaas  and  Jack  celebrated  their 

25th  wedding  anniversary  with  a  trip  to  Europe. 

Ginny  graduated  from  college  in  May  and  Mary  was 
married  in  June. 

Ruth  Ford  Woodward  and  family  are  moving 

from  the  East  Coast  to  Kansas  City.  Her  oldest 

graduated  from  Chatham  last  June,  #2  is  abroad  for 

a  year  of  study  in  Paris;  her  youngest  is  in  10th 

grade. 
Carla  Gregson  Dubs  says  her  "usual  routine" 

includes  heading  the  Day  Care  Center  &  Family  & 

Children's  Services.  She  and  Marne  took  6-year  old 
Michael  to  France  for  a  month  last  fall.  Greg  spent  a 

term  at  the  Sorbonne  with  the  Wesleyan  Program 

and  graduated  from  Johns  Hopkins  in  January. 

Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh  and  Ken  had  a  trip  to 

the  Orient  last  fall.  Their  youngest  is  a  senior  at 
University  of  Cincinnati;  Christopher  is  married  and 

Kip  is  contemplating  same.  "Looking  forward  to  our 
30th  in  1975,"  writes  Ruth.  (NOTE:  All  members  of 

class  of  '45  please  so  mark  your  calendar  for  next 
year  and  start  planning  to  attend) ! 

Good  to  also  hear  from  Louise  Flood  Egan, 

Janny  Back  Jameson,  Alice  Craig  Coyne,  Alice 

Hanna  Ference  and  Audrey  Heston  Kidder. 

Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout  entertained  two  members 

of  the  Chatham  Choir  as  overnight  guests  when  they 

gave  a  concert  with  Rutgers.  Phyllis  and  Ben  enjoyed 

a  trip  to  St.  Maartens  at  Christmas. 
Emily  Noll  Zerbe  had  a  major  operation  last 

September  but  hopes  to  take  her  first  trip  in  their 

new  sailboat  this  spring  (at  least  they  won't  have  to 
worry  about  fuel). 

Marge  reporting: 

Dottie  Lind  Sherrard  reports  their  daughter  a 

freshman  at  Denison  University  and  son  a  junior  at 

Shady  Side  Academy.  Dottie  is  working  for  the 

Presbyterian-University  Hospital  Social  Service 
Board. 

Lois  Lutz  Pierce  loves  everything  in  Charlotte 

except  grits.    Lois  now  has  a  second  granddaughter. 
Nina  McAdams  Handloser  now  has  her  California 

real  estate  broker's  license  —  quite  a  change  from 

teaching.  Nina  is  also  delighted  with  son  John,  Jr.'s 
choice  of  their  daughter-in-law. 

Petie  McFall  Schall  notes  that  although  our  news 

is  getting  distressingly  near  the  beginning  of  the 

section,  she  doesn't  feel  a  day  over  25,  even  with 
their  son  a  plebe  at  the  U.  S.  Naval  Academy  and 

daughter  a  sophomore  in  high  school. 
Jane  Meub  Evans  is  aware  of  her  age,  as  her 

youngest  will  graduate  from  high  school  in  June.  [I 
shall  include  no  further  references  to  our  ages.) 

Jane  Murray  Blair  reports  that  Lynne  is  in  her 

second  year  at  Hope  College  and  Cindy  a  freshman 

at  Ashland  College.  Jane,  who  should  be  recovered 
from  moving,  is  still  teaching. 

Gertrude  Schmeichel  Hutson'sson,  after  graduat- 
ing from  the  University  of  Maine,  is  now  a  tax 

collector  and  city  treasurer  of  Old  Town,  Maine. 

Patty  Smith  Joyner's  No.  1  son  is  an  executive 

trainee  at  Kaufmann's.  Having  managed  to  see 
Martha  Cox  Hartman,  Jean  Dalzell  MacMillan,  Janet 

Harkless  Beattie,  Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hurtt  and  Patsy 

Speers  Bradley  at  different  times  last  summer,  Pattie 

is  looking  forward  to  seeing  everyone  in  1975. 

Marion  Updegraff  Sunnergren  says  being  in 

Greece  in  November  during  —  and  in  the  midst  of  — 

the  student  insurrection  in  Athens  was  a  "terrific 

experience." 

Tillie  Wilcox  Moncrief  reports  of  her  children  — 
one  married,  one  a  senior  at  Kent  State  and  one  a 

sophomore  at  Ashland  College.  Tide  has  one  grand- 

son. 
Jane  Wood  Ziercher  loves  reading  the  news  about 

our  classmates,  and  your  class  secretaries  appreciate 
the  responses  also. 

Your  class  secretaries  still  have  the  travel  bug.  My 

mother  and  I  were  in  Europe  last  summer.  We 

especially  liked  Budapest,  as  it  was  even  more 
beautiful  than  imagined. 

1947 
Ellie  Goldfarb  Hirsh 

(Mrs.  Edgar) 

809  Bundy  Drive 

Los  Angeles.  Calif.  90049 
Ruth  Arnold  Harmon 

(Mrs.  Bruce  C.} 

5293  Golfway  Lane 

Cleveland,  Ohio  44124 

MARRIAGE 

Lois  Power  to  LeRoy  R.  Hughes.  April  28.  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Lyne  Chambers  Gibbons    (Mrs   George  R.,  Jr.) 
5121  Ellsworth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Mildred    Corman     Feinburg    (Mrs.     Frank)    Box    F, 

Piping  Rock  Road,  Locust  Valley,  N.  Y.  11560 

Georgiana    Gilliland    Denniston    (Mrs.    Philip)    2695 
Surfrider  Avenue,  Ventura,  Calif.  93003 

Ruth    Grasso    Vaughn    (Mrs.    Guy)    Route    2,    Box 

956D,  Alvin,  Texas  77511 
Isabel  Griffiths  Borland  (Mrs.  David)  2460  Saunders 

Station  Road,  Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

Lois  Jackley  Padden   (Mrs.  J.  R.)   2405  Elm  Street, 

Parkersburg,  W.  Va.  26101 
Joan  Kaufmann  Mendelsohn  (Mrs.  Joan  K.)  Box  32, 

Worthington,  Mass.  01098 

Alice  M.  Kells,  Merrill-Keep,  Northfield  Mt.  Hermon 
School,  East  Northfield,  Mass.  01360 
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Barbara  Mason,  1  130  Wilder  Avenue,  PHI,  Honolulu, 
Hawaii  96822 

Marjorie    Mohn    Young    (Mrs.     Charles    McF.)    262 

Sheffield  Lane,  Glen  Ellyn,  III.  60137 

Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson  (Mrs.  James  L.)  526  Hand- 
over, Corpus  Christi,  Texas  78412 

Lois   Power    Hughes    (Mrs.    LeRoy    R.I    1441    South 

Paso  Real  Avenue,  Sp  306,  Rowland  Heights,  Calif. 
91745 

Virginia   Ramsay  Beck   (Mrs.  William  W.)  Route  #1, 

Box  300C,  Midlothian,  Va.  23113 
Roberta    Swann    Baldwin    (Mrs.    R.  K.)    713   Manor 

Road,  Camp  Hill,  Pa.  1701 1 
Josephine  Wagner  Caruthers    (Mrs.  John  C,  Jr.)  207 

E.  Walnut  Street,  Shiremanstown,  Pa.  1701 1 

Ellie  reporting: 

Marian  Arras  Wallace  gets  the  prize  for  squeezing 

the  most  on  a  post  card.  She  hopes  74  will  be  a  good 

year  for  all  47'ers. 
Patti  Balch  Lando  still  loves  spending  the  winters 

at  the  Jockey  Club  in  Florida.  Her  married  daughter 

lives  nearby.  Among  other  Florida  dwellers  are  Alice 
Burns  Kasimirsky  and  Ellen  Card  Donnell.  Ellen  has 

finished  her  master's  in  guidance.  She  would  love  to 
have  visitors  to  the  Gulf  Stream  Hotel  in  Lake 

Worth,  which  her  husband  manages. 

Lucy  Beale  VanNess  is  busy  teaching.  She  and 

Joe  are  taking  2  of  their  children  to  Europe  this 
summer. 

Helen  Brown  Michaels  loved  a  vacation  in  Bar- 

bados. Her  whole  family  is  involved  with  music  — 
lessons  and  church  choir.  Another  happy  vacationer 
was  Catherine  Dom  McCarrell  who  had  a  fantastic 

month  in  the  far  East  —  came  home  through  Hawaii. 
June  Davies  Rush  and  Bob  celebrated  their  25th 

anniversary.  Bob  is  President  of  the  school  board. 
Betty  Fleck  Hendrickson  represented  Chatham  at 

the  inauguration  of  J.  D.  Rockefeller  III  as  President 

of  W.  Va.  Wesleyan  College. 

Pat  Gersmann  Joseph  does  tutoring  and  has  taken 

up  sewing.  Pat  and  Herb  are  going  to  California  and 
on  a  cruise.  Down  Texas  way  Ruth  Grasso  Vaughn 

and  Guy  are  working  on  a  huge  unfinished  house  and 

also  restoring  an  old  cabin  cruiser. 
Isabel  Griffiths  Borland  and  David  are  returning 

to  the  Pittsburgh  area  after  8  years  of  moving  from 
coast  to  coast.  Their  daughter  will  be  married  in 
June. 

Margery  Himes  is  looking  forward  to  her  retire- 
ment from  teaching,  but  Alice  Kells  gets  much 

satisfaction  from  teaching  biology.  She  visited  Massa- 
chusetts. Maine  and  San  Francisco  last  summer.  Also 

busy  with  books  is  Esther  Kennedy  MacDonald  who 

teaches  bookkeeping  and  junior  accounting  in  busi- 
ness college.  They  went  to  Hawaii  at  Christmas  time. 

Lee  Hutton  Sage  is  still  tied  down  to  cows  and 

kids,  in  that  order.  They  spent  2  fun  weekends  with 
R.  T.  and  Evie  Mock  Hirtle. 

Angie  King  Sedwick  published  a  book  of  poetry 

—  "Synergy,"  Windy  Row  Press,  New  Hampshire, 
illustrated  by  her  daughter. 

No  special  news,  but  "hello"  from  Jottie  Beeson 
Schrader,  Marjorie  Bennett  Sherts,  Kay  Ciganovic, 

Peggy  Dodge  Poindexter,  and  Patty  Jaycox  Shaw. 
As  for  me,  Ellie  Goldfarb  Hirsh,  I  love  living  in 

California.  It's  fun  hearing  from  you  all  —  sorry  not 
to  have  room  to  print  more  details  and  those  who 
wrote  too  late.  Thanks  for  the  contributions  to  our 

class  treasury! 

Chub  reporting: 

As  "new"  class  secretary,  I  think  I  know  why 

Gloria  relinquished:  count  'em  —  17  replies  to  55 
requests. 

Mary  Alice  Kline  Morris  is  still  teaching  and 

enjoying  it.  Two  children  are  at  University  of 
Cincinnati:  daughter  Sally  is  a  freshman,  son  Steve  is 

a  5th  year  architectural  student.  Oldest  son,  Marty, 

is  touring  with  the  road  show  of  a  current  Broadway 

musical,  "A  Little  Night  Music." 
Dolly  Larson  Webb  and  her  family  had  a  brief 

jaunt  to  Pittsburgh  last  summer  and  showed  Chat- 
ham to  their  16  year  old  English  girl  who  spent  the 

summer  with  them.  * 
Jane  McCormick  Lohr  is  enjoying  her  full  time 

job  in  the  local  library. 
Josie  McKendrick  Tobie  reports  she  and  Alan  are 

growing  older  and  grayer  together  and  that  Lancaster 

is  a  great  place  to  live.  Daughter  Ellen  was  graduated 

from  Ohio  Wesleyan  last  June  and  is  now  doing 

graduate  work  at  Hilberry  Theatre,  Wayne  State 

University.  Daughter  Betsey  is  taking  her  junior  year 
at  St.  Andrews  University  in  Scotland.  Mannie  is  a 

high  school  senior  waiting  to  hear  from  schools. 

"Life  is  busy  but  good"  for  Peggy  McSwigan 

Friday.  She's  also  begun  the  "college  bit"  with  her 
oldest  a  freshman  at  Pitt. 

Read  Barbara  Mason's  new  address  —  doesn't 
Pent  Wouse  1  in  Honolulu  sound  fabulous?  Barb  is 

now  Divisional  Merchandise  Manager  in  charge  of  1 1 

buyers  for  Liberty  House  Hawaii. 

Mary  Lou  Michel  Tiernan's  post  card  of  statistics 
was  fun  reading.  Mike  produced  and  directed  a  small 

community  play  last  year.  She  also  participates  in 
Encounter. 

Lois  Power  Hughes  has  a  new  husband,  new 

address,  and  new  granddaughter  all  in  one  year. 

Lou's  comment  —  "pretty  busy  year"  —  sounds  like 
an  understatement.  Also  a  new  grandmother  is 
Martha  Stewart  Dimmick.  She  found  she  still  knew 

how  to  take  care  of  an  infant. 

Virginia  Ramsey  Beck  has  been  building  a  house 

and  "we'll  never  do  that  again." 
Josie  Wagner  Caruthers  teaches  first  and  second 

grade  in  the  Bible  Baptist  School  of  which  her 
husband  is  Administrator.  Also  teaching  is  Carolyn 

Wise  Walp  and  her  daughter  is  at  West  Virginia 
University. 

Gene  Wallace  Kennedy  plans  to  volunteer  some 

time  at  the  new  Chatham  library.  Gene  said,  "This 
campus  is  lovely  but  the  school  still  needs  our 

backing." 
Mary  Lou  Wallace  Frazee's  oldest  daughter  was 

accepted  by  Chatham  and  her  husband  was  pro- 
moted to  Vice  President  of  Allegheny  General 

Hospital. 
Jackie  Neal  Jackson  and  LaVerne  Lollar  Scott 

send  greetings. 

"Chub  —  Since  Jane  Fonda's  appearance  on 
campus,  I  have  withdrawn  all  support  and  requested 

my  name  be  withdrawn  from  all  mailing  lists, 

etc.  .  .  .  Just  don't  wish  to  be  associated  with 

Chatham."  signed  Doc  McKee 
From  Chub:  The  four  Harmons  had  a  beautiful 

family  reunion  in  Dallas  at  Christmas  time  attending 

my  niece's  wedding.  My  Ben  Franklin's  just  slid  off 
and  tousled  my  very  gray  hair.  Till  next  time.  .  .  . 

1949 
Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 

(Mrs.  Russell) 

1239  Old  Leechburg  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15239 

Jean  Forward  Frank 
(Mrs.  Thomas  W.) 

R.D.  #1,  Box  234-C 
Ridge  Drive 

Mars,  Pa.  16046 

Carol  McCollough  Stride 
(Mrs.  Carl  V.) 

242  Hunt  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15215 

Kathryn  Tench  Pittman 
(Mrs.  G.  Frank,  Jr.) 

8469  Post  Road 
Allison  Park,  Pa.  15101 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Janet   Couch  St.  Clair   (Mrs.  Janet  C.)   368  Spanish 

Trace  Drive,  Altamonte  Springs,  Fla.  32701 
Barbara  Evans  Dismukes  (Mrs.  A.  Roberts,  Jr.)  R.D. 

#1,  Box  16,  Louthan  Road,  Darlington,  Pa.  16115 

Marjorie  Livezey  Sims  (Mrs.  John)  Rt.  1,  Box  4261, 
New  Castle,  Okla.  73065 

Clara  Miklos  Hoon  (Mrs.  J.  Robert)  Old  Farm  Road, 

Rosslyn  Farns,  Carnegie,  Pa.  15106 

June   Reed  Shaffer   (Mrs.  June  R.)  223  Ohio  Street, 

Boswell,  Pa.  15531 

Mary  Shumaker  Drake  (Mrs.  Robert  L.)  6231  Coral 

Ridge,  Houston,  Texas  77040 

Jeanne  reporting: 

Marjorie  Alexander  Brinkworth  and  her  husband 

have  become  very  involved  in  platform  tennis  at 

their  local  club.  They  will  have  three  in  college  next 

year  but  the  "empty  nest  syndrome"  has  not  set  in 
yet  because  two  will  still  be  at  home. 

Ruth  Brodnax  Craig's  daughter  Sue  graduated 
from  college  last  May  and  was  married  in  August. 
There  are  two  sons  in  college  and  another  daughter 

in  9th  grade. 

Alison,  the  oldest  of  Ruth  Clarkson  Brown's  four 
children  will  enter  Dickinson  College  in  the  fall. 

Lu  Beery  Wenneker  and  Claudia  Bullers  Janke 

say  hello  and  hope  to  see  everyone  at  reunion.  So  do 
I,  especially  since  I  only  received  5  responses  from 

the  22  cards  I  mailed.  This  is  our  25th!  Let's  make  it 

a  big  reunion. 
Jean  reporting: 

Jean  Fraser  Bailey  reports  a  good  year  for  all  of 

them  with  son  Dave  graduated  from  the  University 
of  Wisconsin  and  now  working  in  Florida;  Tom,  a 

junior  at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  and  Janet 
waiting  for  news  of  her  college  acceptance  for 

September. 
Naomi  Garlick  Kinard  is  the  architectural  and 

preservation  guide  for  Historic  Annapolis  In- 
corporated and  last  year  escorted  the  Pittsburgh 

Landmarks  group  through  the  city.  She  also  teaches 

first  and  second  grade  at  St.  Anne's  Church  School. 
Roy  travels  a  lot  and  is  with  the  National  Cancer 
Institute. 

Family  news  from  Bobby  Hanson  Helm  reveals 

that  she  and  Ralph  spent  10  days  in  Europe  on 

Business;  that  "P.R.",  17,  was  accepted  at  the  Air 
Force  Academy;  Bill,  21,  is  at  Arizona  State  in 
Architecture  School;  Jane,  16,  goes  to  Spain  this 

summer;  and  that  John  11,  is  in  5th  grade.  She 

continues  to  do  hospital  volunteer  work  and  enjoys 

entertaining  foreign  visitors  who  come  to  Manitowoc 

to  buy  cranes. 
All  is  well  with  the  Barbara  Hoge  Dansak  family. 

Jeff  is  a  sophomore  at  Arizona  State  and  Tracy  is 

busy  with  7th  grade  and  tennis.  She  thinks  it  would 
be  fun  to  see  everyone  at  the  25th  reunion,  as  does 
Louise  Hememan  Harper  who  says  hello. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  took  a  sabbatical  leave  from 

teaching  this  year  and  is  registered  as  a  full-time 

graduate  student  at  Clarion,  getting  her  master's  in 
Special  Ed.  She  reports  having  a  really  great  time 

back  at  school,  discovering  all  the  good  in  today's teenagers. 

Also  planning  on  our  reunion  is  Marjorie  Livezey 
Sims  who  just  moved  to  Oklahoma  to  a  new  house 

on  2/2  acres.  John  is  an  instructor  at  the  Academy 

there.  Her  oldest,  Debbie,  graduates  from  Purdue 

this  year  and  hopes  to  find  a  job  teaching  French. 

For  your  secretary  this  year  has  been  a  musical 

bonanza.  We  purchased  an  organ  and  I  am  also 

studying  guitar  at  the  local  community  college  as 
well  as  orchestration  through  the  composers  group 

of  Tuesday  Musical  Club.  Tom  and  the  boys  are  fine. 

Pete  graduates  from  Duke  University  in  May  and 
Clint  and  Ken  are  in  high  school. 

Carol  reporting: 

Clara  Miklos  Hoon  and  her  family  were  brought 

back  to  Pittsburgh  by  Alcoa  after  15  years  in  the 
New  York  area.  For  the  first  time,  Mike  is  just  a 

housewife  busy  putting  their  home  in  order  and 

looking  forward  to  golf,  a  vegetable  garden  and  our 
25th  come  spring. 

Joan  Nusbaum  Cone  and  husband  Art  went  to 

England  last  March.  Jo  has  just  had  a  book  published 

by  E.P.M.  Publication,  Inc.,  called  Easy  Game 

Cooking.  If  anyone  is  interested,  she  can  order  it 
from  her.  The  first  autographed  copy  was  presented 
to  Julie  Nixon  Eisenhower  at  the  Washington,  D.  C. 

Mortar  Board  Founders  Day  luncheon.  Jo  will  try 

hard  to  be  here  for  our  reunion. 

Frances  O'Neil  Kerr  has  a  very  quiet  house  this 
year  with  all  three  children  in  college.  Clark  is  a 

senior  at  Duke,  and  Laurie  and  Mark  are  a  sopho- 
more and  freshman  at  Mt.  Union  in  Ohio.  Despite 

this  she  manages  to  keep  very  busy  with  volunteer 
activities  and  hopes  to  join  us  in  June. 

Virginia  Rix  Markle  wishes  she  could  get  back  to 

Chatham  but  it's  so  far  from  California.  Their 
daughter  Bonnie  surprised  them  by  graduating  a  year 

early  from  high  school  last  year  and  is  now  in  college 

in  San  Diego.  John,  20,  is  in  college  too  and  is  also  a 

glider  pilot. 
Marilyn   Marks   Zelt,   Joan  Morledge  Michaelian, 
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Timmy  Mountford  DeFrance,  Pat  Pew  Simpson  and 

Mary   Lou   Rider  had  no  news  but  say  "hello"  and 
hope  to  see  us  in  June. 

I'm  happy  to  report  our  two  oldest  girls  are  each 
having  a  great  year.  Christy  is  thrilled  with  her 

sojourn  in  Italy,  learning  the  language  and  traveling. 

We  have  the  feeling  we  might  never  have  her  back  in 

Pittsburgh!  Cyndy  is  a  freshman  at  Kenyon  in  Ohio. 

Megan  is  growing  up  terribly  fast  in  7th  grade  and 

Margot  maintains  her  casual  attitude  in  4th.  Bud  and 

I  continue  to  cope  happily.  I'm  very  sorry  not  to 

have  heard  from  more  of  you  gals,  but  we're  hoping 
to  have  everyone  attend  our  June  reunion. 

Katie  reporting: 

Ann  Shane  Perkey  says  her  family  is  growing  up 

too  fast.  She  only  has  Tim  at  home,  Dave  is  married 

and  Doug  is  an  engaged  college  student. 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan  reports  that  her  hus- 
band, Bob,  is  a  caseworker  for  Public  Assistance. 

Mary  Ann  is  ten,  very  musically  inclined,  and  hopes 

to  attend  Chatham's  Music  Camp  this  summer. 
Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  reports  that  they 

celebrated  their  twentieth  wedding  anniversary  in 

June  by  returning  to  Europe.  They  took  the  girls 

along  with  them  as  it  really  was  the  last  chance  that 

they  had  to  go  as  a  family.  Peggy  is  a  senior  at  Miami 

University  in  Learning  Disabilities  Practice  Teaching. 

Judy  is  the  little  organizer  at  14  and  one  of  her 

projects  is  an  ecology  group  called  T.I.E.  (teens 

involved  in  ecology).  Along  with  interests  in  a  day 

care  center  and  the  College  Club,  Mary  Lou  is  a  Girl 

Scout  Leader  again  this  year.  She  was  blessed  with 

the  good  fortune  of  having  J.  D.  Linton  Smith  as  her 

co-leader.  One  of  the  fringe  benefits  is  having  Bob 
and  Bud  along  on  overnights. 

Virginia  Van  Scoy  Armin  says  that  Jennifer  is  in 

the  7th  grade.  Pan  is  in  the  4th  and  Bob  is  in 

kindergarten.  Perry  teaches  American  History  and 

she  volunteers  for  Girl  Scouts  and  League  of  Women 
Voters. 

Eleanor  Wenning  Atwell  can't  believe  that  it  is 
our  25th  —  it  seems  as  if  it  was  just  a  couple  of  years 
ago  to  her  that  we  were  all  in  school.  Bob  is  working 

hard,  but  they  have  had  time  to  sun  in  Florida  where 

they  have  a  condominium.  Bobby  graduates  from 

Dartmouth  in  June  and  Amy  is  finishing  her  second 

year  at  Smith.  Eleanor  took  part  in  a  symposium  at 

Wellesley  this  summer  on  Ethical  Issues  of  Our  Time. 

She  is  looking  forward  to  seeing  everyone  in  June. 
Joan  Swannie  Ruch,  Candy  Walker  Hyser  and 

Mary  Elizabeth  Wiles  Knight  send  greetings  to 

everyone. 

Your  secretary  is  still  teaching  kindergarten  and 

enjoying  every  minute  of  it.  Lynn  plans  to  be 

married  after  she  graduates  from  Clarion  next 

December.  Frank  and  I  are  looking  forward  to  a  trip 

to  Japan  and  the  Far  East  in  April.  Fortunately 

almost  everyone  who  responded  this  year  is  planning 

on  coming  to  our  reunion  and  I  am  looking  forward 

to  seeing  all  of  you. 

1951 Nancy  AeberM  Mooney 
(Mrs.  James  R.) 

461  Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

Ann  Gould  Moore 

(Mrs.  Donald  B.) 

5200  East  Laurel  Avenue 

Boulder,  Colo.  80303 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh  (Mrs.  Karl)  393  Calle  F.,  La 
Rambla,  Ponce,  Puerto  Rico  00731 

Doreen    Dorsey   Heller  (Mrs.    Larry)    1048  East  End 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Marian  Jaffurs  Ryan   (Mrs.   Frank   M.)   419  S.  Brad- 
dock  Avenue,  #14,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 

Kathryn    Jones    Schurman    (Mrs.    V.  C,    Jr.)    8026 

Edwood  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15236 

Shirley  L.  Kerchner,  2095  Garrick  Drive,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15235 

Julianna   Moore   Pollitt    (Mrs.    J.    Donald,  Jr.)   2627 

Phillip  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 

Marguerite  Paoly  Marshall   (Mrs.  Arnaud  T.)  507  E. 

University,  A-405,  Rochester,  Mich.  48063 

Stella  Pavloff,  605  N.  Louise  Street,  #21 2,  Glendale. 
Calif.  91206 

Marlene    Shettel    Stovicek    (Mrs.    Lawrence)    18424 

Lomond  Blvd.,  Shaker  Heights,  Ohio  44122 

Norma    Smith    Watters    (Mrs.    Leslie)    1005   W.    1n- 

gomar,  Ingomar,  Pa.  15127 
Bertha    Thompson    Thompson    (Mrs.    Daniel    Bard) 

Spring  Valley  Road,  Morristown,  N.  J.  07960 
Marylou   Wilkinson   McCall    (Mrs.   John  J.,  Jr.)   227 

Woodmont  Drive,  Delmar,  N.  Y.  12054 

LOST 

Carla  Ausenda  Dara  (Mrs.  Dario) 

Nancy  reporting: 

On  the  first  of  October,  Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh's 
husband,  Karl,  was  transferred  to  Ponce,  Puerto 

Rico.  Ethel  and  their  younger  children  joined  him  in 

December.  The  oldest  son,  Karl,  is  studying  at  Texas 

A  and  M.  Second  son,  Fred  was  married  the  day 

before  the  family  left  the  States.  The  Meslohs  are 

enjoying  the  beautiful  climate,  blue  water,  and 

lovely  beaches.  Stephanie,  1 5,  and  Nick,  11,  are 

attending  an  American  school  in  Ponce.  Ethel  is 
trying  to  recall  the  Spanish  learned  some  20  years 

ago  under  the  tutorage  of  Dr.  Labarthe. 

Gwen  Bach  Lammert  has  been  busy  with  her 

many  activities:  South  Hills  Alumnae  Social  Chair- 
man, Neighborhood  Chairman  for  the  Girl  Scouts, 

President  of  the  United  Methodist  Women,  and 

Chairman  of  the  Pastor-Parish  Committee.  Steven, 
15.  Cynthia,  13  and  Amy,  11,  are  all  busy  with 

piano,  jewelry  making  and  gymnastics. 

"Well,  I  made  it  through  organic  chemistry!" 
exclaims  Eleanor  Balent  Young.  Now  she  must  finish 

an  intern  training  program  in  Medical  Technology  at 

the  V.  A.  Hospital  in  Miami,  probably  by  July. 

With  Amy  in  first  grade,  Marilyn  Black  Auchter- 
lonie  has  the  whole  day  to  herself.  Rob  is  learning  to 

drive  and  Jim  and  Rich  are  working  hard  at  college. 

The  family  plans  to  enlarge  the  garden  and  to  spray 

the  dwarf  fruit  trees  this  year  in  an  attempt  to  keep 

up  with  inflation.  Rob  wants  to  raise  chickens  in  the 
old  tool  shed. 

Roger  and  Suzi  Blair  Murray  have  been  traveling 

quite  a  bit,  from  upper  Michigan  to  Florida  to  Cape 

Cod.  They  hope  to  return  to  the  Cape  in  May  if 

there  is  gasoline  available.  An  added  incentive  for 

visiting  the  Boston  area  is  their  oldest  daughter, 

Edie,  a  freshman  at  Lasell  Junior  College.  Suzi  adds 
that  life  has  been  hectic  since  December  when  her 

parents  came  up  from  Florida  and  her  father  has 

been  quite  ill. 

From  New  Hampshire.  Barb  Clark  Samuelson 

writes  that  although  they  have  had  only  a  few 

sub-zero  days  and  little  snow,  the  energy  shortage 

has  made  it  a  winter  to  remember.  To  squelch  Barb's 
complaints  about  being  cold,  Roger  gave  her  a 

pot-bellied  stove  for  Christmas  —  plunked  it  in  the 

dining  room.  Despite  its  "quaintness,"  Barb  admits 
that  she  has  developed  a  grudging  respect  for  the 

stove  on  icy  New  England  winter  days. 

Ann  Crouse  Harvey  had  a  year  that  produced 

both  good  and  bad  news.  The  bad  news  —  her 
younger  brother  died  in  December  of  injuries  suf- 

fered in  an  automobile  accident.  We  extend  our 

sincere  sympathies  to  Ann  and  her  family.  And  for 

the  good  news  —  in  November,  Ann  was  elected 
Bridgewater  Tax  Assessor  and  has  been  working  hard 
to  learn  her  new  job. 

The  less  said  about  la/3,  the  better,  writes 

Dottie  Dodsworth  Scullen.  In  May,  she  had  a 

ruptured  disc  (that  she  had  been  living  with  for  seven 

years)  repaired.  A  daily  swim  of  a  third  of  a  mile  has 

helped  regenerate  the  nerves.  She  is  hoping  for  good 
control  now  so  she  can  complete  a  series  of 

illustrations  to  meet  a  publisher's  deadline.  In  the 
spring,  Dottie  will  be  teaching  a  two-hour,  twice-a- 
week  course  in  water  colors  at  State  College. 

Mary  Ann  Doering  Rinaldo  sent  her  note  on  a 

pretty  card  saying  "All  is  well  and  serene." 
Shirley  Elliott  Johnston's  life  revolves  around  her 

childrens'  activities  —  or  maybe  just  going  around  in 
circles  would  be  more  like  it.  Jill  started  to  senior 

high  school;  Jay,  to  junior  high,  and  Jeffery,  to  first 

grade.  How's  that  for  a  spaced  out  family! 
"So  what's  new?  A  year  older  and  bifocals,"  says 

Maddie  Engelhardt  Say les.  But  the  boys,  John,  12  and 

Greg,  9,  keep  her  young.  Both  boys  play  the  cello, 

and  John  is  first  cellist  in  the  All-Pittsburgh  Elemen- 
tary School  Orchestra.  Daughter  Penny,  19,  is 

enjoying  the  Titusville,  Pennsylvania,  campus  of  Pitt. 

Maddie  is  still  "in  love"  with  tutoring  reading  at  the 
grade-school  level. 

Bill  and  Lois  Franke  Lee  had  a  wonderful  vacation 

in  Hawaii  last  summer.  Lois'  parents,  from  Pitts- 
burgh, are  visiting  California  for  the  winter  and  have 

an  apartment  nearby.  Everyone  is  healthy  and 

happy.  Penny  continues  her  nursery  education,  Jim 
graduates  from  high  school  in  June,  and  Susanne  is 
in  10th  grade  this  year. 

Pat  Kennedy  Early  writes  that  she  has  been  using 

her  PCW  year  books  for  "research"  into  the  dress  of 

the  50's  for  the  junior-senior  high  schools'  "nostalgia 

days."  The  project  provided  a  lot  of  laughs  for 
everyone.  The  family  is  fine:  Jeff  is  a  sophomore  at 

Monmouth  College;  Pete  is  a  high-school  senior, 

making  college  decisions;  Janet  is  in  junior  high,  and 
Christopher  is  in  kindergarten, 

Although  hepatitis  forced  her  to  have  a  leisurely 

summer,  Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride  is  recovered  and 
active  once  more  in  the  South  Hills  Alumnae  group. 

Daughter  Ellen,  a  junior  at  Mount  Holyoke  majoring 

in  Russian,  spent  the  month  of  January  in  Russia. 
Robbie,  17,  is  still  riding  and  showing  her  horse. 

The  highlights  of  '73,  according  to  Margie 
VanNess  Colven,  include  Tommy,  19,  hobbling 

around  Vanderbilt  University  in  a  full-leg  cast  after 
knee  surgery;  John,  18,  entering  North  Carolina 
State,  Billy,  14,  making  Eagle  Scout,  and  Richie,  8, 

finally  mastering  cursive  writing.  "Tom  and  I  (no 

ages,  please),"  she  said,  "celebrated  our  20th  anni- 

versary in  September  in  Hawaii." 
The  Mooneys  had  a  fine  '73  until  November.  Jim 

and  I  were  driving  to  Cleveland  on  a  dark,  rainy 

night,  when  a  combination  of  a  tow  truck  on  the 

wrong  side  of  the  road,  an  overpass,  and  a  slow- 

moving  vehicle  "detoured"  us  into  the  ditch.  The  car 
was  totalled.  Jim  was  only  bruised.  I  managed  to 

fracture  my  right  eye  orbit  and  my  first  lumbar 

vertebrae.  The  eye  has  recovered,  but  the  body  is 

still  encased  in  an  aluminum  "bird  cage"  brace.  I 
can,  unfortunately,  do,  the  housework,  and  for- 

tunately, drive,  and  by  now,  bend  in  most  directions. 

Ann  reporting: 

Cissie  McLeod  Scalise  reports  "nothing  exciting" 
from  Warren,  however  her  daughter  Nan  is  college hunting. 

Within  the  past  year,  Nanna  Moore  Pollitt  moved 

to  Pittsburgh  where  she's  a  librarian  at  an  elementary 
school.  Their  son  Craig  is  recovering  from  a  motor- 

cycle accident. 
Pat  O'Keefe  Beede  and  her  family  spent  the 

Christmas  holiday  in  Puerto  Rico,  Pat  Meyer  Kovacs 

vacationed  in  France  and  Audrey  Sommers  Whigham 

and  her  family  continue  to  prefer  Fort  Lauderdale. 

Stella  Pavloff  is  the  proud  owner  of  a  con- 
dominium and  loves  her  new  way  of  life.  This 

summer  she  returned  to  Pittsburgh  and  had  a 

get-together  with  Shirley  Kerchner,  Rosella  Petraglia, 
Shirley  Johnston  and  Nancy  Vesley. 

Rosella  Petraglia  and  her  mother  had  two  trips  to 

Europe  within  8  months!  They  also  spent  a  week  in 

Washington,  D.  C.  and  feel  our  capital  is  as  beautiful 

as  any  capital  in  Europe. 

We  were  sorry  to  hear  that  Adele  Pfeifer 

Ferianc's  father  died  in  January  following  a  three 
month  illness.  Adele  continues  to  teach  nursery 

school  and  has  taken  up  golf  again  after  17  years! 

Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek's  job  and  family  keep 
her  very  busy.  Her  married  daughter,  Jan  (Chatham 

'73),  is  teaching,  one  son  graduates  from  Carnegie- 
Mellon  in  June  and  another  son  will  finish  high 
school.  Marlene  wants  to  thank  all  of  you  who 

contributed  to  our  25th  reunion  gift.  Our  total  is 

$285.00  but  only  25%  of  the  class  has  contributed. 

Please  note  Marlene's  new  address.  She  will  gladly 

add  your  contribution  to  the  total.  June  of  '76  will 
be  here  sooner  than  we  all  care  to  admit! 

Bert  Thompson  Thompson  moved  to  a  home  in 

the  country  on  7  acres  of  land,  on  the  edge  of 
Morristown.  New  Jersey. 

Joyce  Wilde  Rownd  is  working  as  a  Pediatric 
Recreational  Therapist  at  a  local  hospital  and  loves 

her  work.  Her  son,  Tom,  will  graduate  from  Witten- 
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berg  University  in  June  and  her  daughter,  Bobby,  20, 
will  be  married  in  May. 

After  completing  20  years  as  a  church  organist, 
Laura  Miksch  Diaz  was  persuaded  to  continue  but 

will  have  weekends  free  during  the  summer  so  they 
can  travel. 

In  January,  I  accompanied  Don  to  New  Orleans 

to  a  pediatric  meeting  and  we  had  a  great  visit  with 

Jan  Fitzsimmons  Carr  and  Bob.  Hadn't  seen  Jan  in 

20  years!  This  school  year  I've  been  head  of  the 
health  volunteers  at  the  high  school,  deliver  "Meals 
On  Wheels"  one  day  a  week,  and  am  on  the  Board, 
and  help  with  Blood  Mobile  once  a  month.  We  have 

two  going  to  college  in  the  fall  and  that  makes  life 
interesting  too! 

1953 
Diane  Barratt  Swift 

(Mrs.  Carlton  H.) 

10404  Trumpeter  Court 
Vienna,  Va.  22180 

Frances  Rohrich  Habe 

(Mrs,  Frank  J.,  Jr.} 

R.D.  #1,  Box  64 

Canonsburg,  Pa.  15317 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jane  Mary  Dumot,  660  Ridge  Avenue,  New  Kensing- 
ton, Pa.  15068 

Margaret  Harbison  Hendrickson  (Mrs.  Donald  E.)  c/o 

W.  H.  Harbison,  571  So.  Braddock  Ave.,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15221 

Barbara  MacDonald  Whalen  (Mrs  Henry  C,  Jr.)  478 

Morgan  Circle,  Northville,  Mich.  48167 
Claire  McGrael  Johnston  (Mrs.  Charles  H. ,  III) 

Grasshopper  Lane,  Gwynedd  Valley,  Pa.  19437 

Diane  reporting: 

Ellie  Bailey  Reese  is  back  in  the  work  force  to 

stay  and  is  delighted  with  her  job  in  personnel. 

Elizabeth  has  been  accepted  at  Chatham  for  Sep- 
tember and  feels  ready  to  take  on  the  world.  Sarah 

(15)  is  cheerleading,  teaching  riding  and  generally 

having  a  great  time.  Julie  (11)  is  co-owner  (with  her 
sister)  of  a  horse  and  hopes  to  be  another  Cathy 

Rigby  —  or  Emily  Dickinson. 
Alice  Berry  Adams  is  still  busy  with  car  pooling, 

Girl  Scouts  and  teaching  Sunday  School,  and  has 

enjoyed  working  with  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Area 
Chatham  Alumnae  Club. 

After  20  years  of  "retirement,"  Sally  Crum 
Ferrell  has  gone  back  to  teaching  nursery  school  2 

days  a  week,  which  she  says  is  hard  work  but  lots  of 

fun.  Sally  also  reported  that  Gretchen  Donaldson 
lost  her  father  in  December!  We  extend  our  deepest 

sympathy  to  Gretchen. 
Jeannine  English  Abel  is  leading  a  busy  and 

exciting  life.  Besides  teaching  privately,  she  and  Dick 

are  both  members  of  the  Antigua  Players  in  Pitts- 
burgh and,  when  she  wrote,  she  was  winding  up  a 

production  (directing)  of  "Jacque  Brel  is  Alive  and 

Well  and  Living  in  Paris"  for  a  dinner-theater  group. 
A  highlight  of  last  year  was  a  trip  to  England  to 
perform  at  the  Stour  Festival  of  Early  Music  in  Kent; 

a  real  thrill  to  perform  in  medieval  churches, 

including  Canterbury  Cathedral.  She  also  did  con- 
certs in  the  U.  S.  and  was  preparing  for  one  in 

Pittsburgh.  She  still  finds  time  to  have  a  big  garden 

each  summer  and  fill  two  freezers  with  home-grown 
goodies. 

Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte  reports  being  involved  in 

the  usual  activities  that  go  with  raising  four  active 

and  musical  daughters  (one  plays  drums,  one  clarinet 
and  one  flute).  The  Lacertes  had  a  busy  1973  and 

are  still  enjoying  their  small  midwest  town.  Thelma 

wishes  all  a  healthy  and  rewarding  year. 

Betty  Frantz  Purdum  is  currently  president  of 
the  Southeastern  Connecticut  Association  for  the 

Retarded.  Bill  has  been  promoted  to  Captain,  USN, 

and  they  expect  a  change  of  duty  in  the  fall. 

The  highlight  of  the  year  for  Bunnie  Fraser  Bell 

and  family  was  a  trip  to  England  and  Scotland  last 

summer.  They  are  now  busy  going  to  Karen's  (17) 
and  Katie's  (14)  track  meets  and  to  Rich's  (9) 
hockey  games. 

Since  skiing  is  the  favorite  sport  of  Danny  Gray 

Hall's  family,  they  were  all  thrilled  when  oldest 
daughter,  Jenny  (14),  won  the  Pennsylvania  Junior 

Slalom  Race  in  her  age  division.  She  also  ranks  7th  in 
the  state  for  all  divisions. 

Helen  Halpern  Berkson  is  now  president  of  the 

Metropolitan  Washington  Alumnae  Club  and  quite 

involved  in  alumnae  affairs.  She  attended  the  work- 
shop at  Chatham  in  October  and  thoroughly  enjoyed 

seeing  the  campus  again  after  20  years.  The  Berksons 

took  camping  trips  in  their  new  tent  trailer  —  and 

then  came  the  gas  shortage.  Both  of  Helen's  girls  are 
in  junior  high  and  Harold  is  still  with  the  AEC. 

From  Lynn  Hann  Baxter:  "Two  major  surgeries 
in  three  months  isn't  exciting  news  except  to  me 
who  feared  the  worst  and  learned  the  best  —  no 

malignancies."  We  all  share  your  relief  and  happiness 
with  the  outcome.  Lynn. 

Peggy  Harbison  Hendrickson  reports  that  follow- 

ing Don's  return  from  his  second  tour  of  Vietnam  in 

March  '73,  they  spent  12  months  at  the  Army 
Language  Institute  in  Monterey,  Calif.  They  were 

scheduled  to  leave  this  April  for  Thailand  where  Don 
will  be  an  advisor  to  Thai  Army  Engineers  and  Peggy 

will  be  a  curious  resident  of  Bangkok  and  tourist  of 
the  Far  East. 

Sally  Hoffman  Spangler  is  enjoying  the  years  of 

raising  three  teen-agers  (Sue,  a  sophomore  at  Pitt 
School  of  Nursing,  Deb,  a  junior  in  high  school  and 

Jim,  a  7th  grader  who  is  active  in  all  sports).  Big  Jim 
is  still  with  Gulf  Oil  and  involved  in  all  phases  of 

basketball,  while  Sally  keeps  busy  working  with  the 

Rainbow  Girls.  She  and  Jim  were  off  to  Hawaii 

in  March.  Sally  asked  what  happened  to  our  20th 
reunion??  Under  the  old  schedule,  our  20th  fell  on 

our  19th  which  is  probably  why  only  one  person 

showed  up.  Maybe  we'll  have  better  luck  with  the 25th. 

Jean  Maize  Kmetec  is  quite  busy  with  5  children 

and  an  active  husband,  particularly  since  she  is  trying 

to  complete  a  B.S.  in  Rehabilitation  Education.  Says 

Jean:  "If  we  have  any  more  attempts  at  conserving 

heat  by  an  increase  in  personal  energy,  I've  had  it!" 
Ann  Matlack  Wieland  reports  that  former  '53  er 

Barbara  Piper  went  to  Cleveland  to  play  with  Ann  in 

a  tennis  tournament.  They  had  great  fun,  losing  in  a 

tie-breaker  in  the  finals  of  the  consolation.  Ann's  son 
Jeffrey  is  a  sophomore  at  Stanford.  The  Wielands 

were  planning  a  skiing  trip  to  Snowbird,  Utah, 

during  the  Easter  holidays. 

No  particular  news,  just  greetings,  from  Margie 

Beard  Kelley,  Amy  Botsaris  Nychis  and  Joan  Fischer 
Boyd. 

I ,  Diane,  am  finding  life  less  hectic  these  days;  as 

the  gasoline  shortage  increases,  the  childrens'  ac- 
tivities and  my  chauffeuring  decrease.  Looks  like 

we're  heading  for  a  whole  new  lifestyle  —  staying  at 
home.  It  was  just  great  to  hear  from  so  many  of  you 

this  year  and  a  special  thanks  to  all  who  contributed 
to  the  kitty.  It  has  been  suggested  that  the  class  news 

consist  of  more  relevant  info  in  the  future.  Any 

thoughts,  comments?  Also,  we're  stilt  looking  for 
new  class  secretaries.  Somebody  please  volunteer! 

Have  a  good  year  .  .  . 

Fran  reporting: 

Janet  Marshall  Taylor  reports  her  son,  Marshall,  is 

a  junior  at  Staunton  Military  Academy.  Her  husband 

is  in  construction  and  during  the  summer  months 

they  chase  fish  in  the  Chesapeake  Bay.  Janet  has  a 

small  kennel  of  Scottish  deerhounds  that  is  doing  a 

winning  job  in  the  show  ring. 
Mary  Irene  Moffitt  informs  us  she  received  her 

Ph.D.  in  June  and  is  director  of  Credit  Non-Degree 
Program  and  Program  65  at  Ohio  State.  She  is  also 

waiting  for  the  second  daughter  from  the  adoption 

agency.  A  job  offer  in  Australia  is  also  being 
considered. 

Alice  Snook  Kalla  has  been  very  active  in  the 

Tuesday  Musical  Club  playing  cello  in  a  trio  and  a 

string  quartet.  Also  a  cottage  has  been  purchased  in 

New  Jersey  which  she  and  Dick  are  remodeling 
themselves. 

Jane  Smith  Morgan  vacationed  in  Mexico  last  fall. 

She  and  her  family  also  spent  several  weeks  on  a  golf holiday. 

Sue  Smith  Schweitzer  informs  us  of  the  death  of 

her  mother  last  November.  She  also  reports  they  are 

living  in  their  lake  front  home  the  year  round  now 

on  Lake  Ontario.  Her  daughter,  Sandy  is  6-1/2  and 
enjoying  first  grade. 

Marie  Timothy  Obermann  is  currently  serving  as 

a  P.T.A.  president  and  soon  will  be  president  of  the 

church  women's  organization. 
Elaine  Vincic  Berman  has  been  appointed  to  th 

Morristown  Planning  Board  and  has  had  a  two  weel 

trip  to  Europe. 

As  for  myself,  the  farm  and  children  keep  m> 
constantly  busy.  Becky  and  Charlie  are  raising 

lamb  and  a  piglet,  named  Pork  Chops.  I  wish  t< 

thank  you  all  for  your  interesting  news.  Keep  i 

coming.  Good  luck,  good  health  and  God  be  witl 

you  and  yours. 
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MARRIAGE 

Marilyn    Campbell 1973 

Angela  Fee  Lev 
(Mrs.  Malcolm  K. 

1300  Squirrel  Hill  Avenu 
Pittsburgh.  Pa.  1521 

Zoe  Ghiates  Laic 

(Mrs.  Theodore  A 

1138  Pipestem  Plac 
Rockville,  Md.  2085 

to   John    D.   Bowling,  June   1£ 

BIRTH 

Mary   Jo    Irwin    Kelly,   a  daughter,   Christine   Eller 

September  23,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Phyllis   Carroll   Grandey    (Mrs.    Raymond   A.)    267 

Georgetown,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.  48105 
Jean  Craig  Byron   (Mrs.  Jean  C.)  2456  Sharon  Oak 

Drive,  Menlo  Park,  Calif.  94025 

Marilyn   Hill,  2617  San  Carlos  Place,  Tucson,  An; 
85712 

Mary    Kathryn    Moseley    Kamath    (Mrs.    G.    Sanjiv 

6744  Wild  Life,  Malibu,  Calif.  90265 

Betsy  Musser  Anderson   (Mrs.   Paul  T.)   124  Jackso 

Street,  Indiana,  Pa.  15701 

Carolyn    O'Donnell    Menosky    (Mrs.    William)    21 
Timber  Drive,  Berkeley  Heights,  N.  J.  07922 

Prema   Rajan  Sastri  (Mrs.  D.N.)  "Sumindvin",  16" Defence  Colony,   Indiranagar,  Bangalore,  38,  M\ 

sore,  India 

Jill  Robertson  Quick  (Mrs.  John  D.)  1  1  Farm  Hous 

Lane,  Camp  Hill,  Pa.  1701  1 
Marianne   Thorne    Wright   (Mrs.    Robert)    861    Old 

Hickory  Road,  Lancaster,  Pa.  17601 
Barbara    Wietrzynski    Scott    (Mrs.    James    T.)    641 

Fairoak  Avenue,  Cincinnati,  Ohio  45237 

Zoe  reporting: 

Jean  Craig  Byron,  Sally  Beck  Lee,  Jill  Burnhan 
Bowser,  and  Winifred  Dickinson  report  no  news  bu 

extend  greetings  to  the  class. 

Barb  Beacham  Volk  is  enjoying  her  freedom  witl 
all  four  children  in  school.  As  the  result  of  a  quiltin 

class  she  is  planning  to  begin  a  king-sized  quilt.  T> 
help  her  intellectual  pursuits  she  recently  joined  th 
A.A.U.W. 

The  big  news  from  Barb  Braun  Bajoras  is  th 

success  of  the  surgery  performed  on  their  younges 

child  last  year.  The  other  four  children  are  all  ii 

school. 

Marilyn  Campbell  Bowling  and  John  had  a  lovel' 
Caribbean  cruise  for  a  honeymoon.  It  included  ai 

eventful  wedding  night  stuck  in  an  elevator  aboari 

ship,  between  floors,  with  5  Spaniards.  So  there  the' 
were,  2  Americans,  in  the  dark,  trying  to  commum 

cate  with  5  Spaniards  and  being  given  instructions  b' 
2  Italians  on  the  outside. 

Sugie  Carroll  Molnar  writes  that  she,  Mike  am 

the  girls  spent  a  month  in  Hungary  last  summer 
which  included  a  short  trip  to  Greece.  They  plan  ti 

return  to  Europe  as  soon  as  school  is  out  to  attend wedding. 

Far  from  dull  is  the  family  life  of  Ann  Coher 

Winkelman.  Anne  feels  she  could  give  the  course 

"Marriage  and  The  Family."  With  4  children,  rangim 
in  age  from  20  months  to  17  years,  life  has  it 

perplexing  moments. 
Linda  Cunningham  Bhame  says  she  is  abou 

finished  with  her  master's  in  Special  Education  - 
majoring  in  Learning  Disabilities.  She  plans  to  teacl 

as  a  resource  teacher.  Linda  would  like  you'all  t< 
come  South  to  the  city  of  the  future. 
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Jean  Graham  Rhodes  claims  it  took  a  couple  of 

days  to  recover  after  being  chaperones  on  a  6  day 

trip  to  Florida  —  by  bus  with  the  Bethel  Park  High 
3and.  It  included  220  kids  and  20  adults.  The  band 

3articipated  in  the  De  Soto  Festival  and  won  a 

:ouple  of  first  place  trophies. 

Pat  Gordon  Moore  and  Harry  have  enterprising 

:hildren  —  their  2  daughters  (16  and  15)  are 

enjoying  being  Avon  ladies  and  son,  J.  R.  (10}  is  an 
snthusiastic  collector  of  pocket  knives  and  has  been 

included  in  a  publication  of  one  of  the  leading  knife 
:ollectors  of  the  country. 

Teaching  first  grade  full  time  and  working  as  a 
tutor  for  the  Association  For  Children  With  Learning 

Disabilities  on  Saturdays  and  in  summer  school 

keeps  Libby  Graham  Williams'  letter  writing  a  big 
minus. 

Marilyn  Hitl  is  enjoying  life  in  the  sunny  South- 

west, working  as  editorial  assistant  to  a  novel  ist- 
srofessor  and  coping  with  her  tennis  backhand. 

Janet  Hoy  Sterling  is  busy  teaching  kindergarten, 

attending  the  University  of  Connecticut,  working  on 

i  master's,  and  singing  in  a  Gilbert  and  Sullivan 
Workshop.  Janet  reports  her  oldest  child  will  start 

:ollege  in  September. 

The  result  of  her  eighth  child  being  their  fourth 

jirl  is  what  Mary  Jo  Irwin  Kelly  refers  to  as  good 
planning. 

Barb  Kelley  Linkous  reports  this  was  their  year 

to  have  family  visit  them.  Barb  has  been  busy 

;ompiling  a  genealogy  of  the  Kelley  and  Minteer 
families.  In  doing  this  she  has  found  that  she  is 

eligible  to  be  a  Daughter  of  the  American  Revo- 
ution. 

Nancy  McCafferty  Watts  tells  of  the  marriage  of 

their  oldest  child  Paul,  in  December,  to  a  '"lil 

Mashville  gal."  They  are  a  scouting  family,  active  in 
the  church  and  she  is  still  store  manager  for  Top 

v*alue  Enterprise,  Inc. 
The  Lalos  family  had  an  uneventful  but  pleasant 

1973.  Unfortunately,  1974  has  been  saddened  by 

the  unexpected  death  of  my  mother  on  February  6. 

Fhanks  for  all  your  replies  —  it  was  fun  hearing  from 
all  of  you. 

ftngie  reporting: 
In  addition  to  painting,  Pat  McCormick  Goodrich 

ias  become  art  editor  of  STONE  COUNTRY,  a 

Doetry  and  art  magazine.  She  would  be  happy  for 

any  alumnae  to  submit  poems  or  illustrations  for 

Dossible  publication. 

Sally  Seiple  Tullai  and  family  are  planning  a  ski 

/acation  in  Colorado  during  spring  vacation. 
Barbara  McVicker  Martin  and  Bill  took  the  entire 

Family  to  Europe  last  summer  only  to  return  and 

Find  that  Bill  had  been  transferred  to  Paris.  They  will 

x  leaving  this  summer  for  a  three  to  five  year  stay, 
rheir  eldest,  Danielle,  will  be  a  freshman  at  Chatham 

this  September. 

Still  leading  a  busy  life  is  Nan  Walker  DeWard. 

Tony  and  Lynn  are  both  in  jr.  high  and  Nan  is  still 

teaching  English  and  reading. 

Jan  McGuigan  Leavy  has  received  her  master's 
degree  and  is  now  teaching  at  the  Allegheny  Campus 

Df  Community  College. 

Don  and  Leslie  Mulvihill  Brockett  spent  January 

n  San  Juan  and  cruising  on  a  friend's  yacht  through 
the  Bahamas.  Don  has  a  group  of  young  people 
touring  the  U.  S.  with  a  dinner  theatre  show. 

The  20th  anniversary  of  B.  J.  Woods  Goodwin 

and  husband  brought  together  Bill  and  Babs  Freas 

Cole  and  Dottie  Erdley  Gatz  and  husband.  The  Coles 

are  living  in  Carlisle,  Pa.  where  Bill  is  on  his  way  to 

oecoming  a  one  star  general.  Dottie's  husband  is  a 
Afestinghouse  vice-president  for  8  western  states  and 
nas  been  very  involved  with  BART.  B.  J.  is  starting 

sack  to  school  at  Chatham  very  slowly  to  work  for 

"\er  degree  and  has  just  been  invited  to  join  the 
Embroiderers  Guild. 

A  new  driver  at  Nancy  Smith  Bierwerth's  house  is 
a  pleasant  change.  Nancy  has  been  elected  to  the 
board  of  Child  Guidance  and  the  Western  Pa.  District 

af  Health  Security  Center  Acting  Council  for  Na- 
tional Health  Insurance. 

Carla  Norberg  Gaut  and  Chuck  were  ready  to 

leave  for  a  trip  to  Europe  in  September  but  five  days 
before  departure  Chuck  smashed  his  elbow  and  went 

to  the  hospital  instead.  Carla  and  Claire  Koller 

Runger  are  both  concerned  about  all   the  shortages 

we  have  been  experiencing  and  the  energy  crisis  in 

particular.  Claire  now  believes  almost  anything  the 
environmentalists  tell  us. 

Mary  Jo  Settino  spoke  so  enthusiastically  about 
her  month  traveling  through  Mexico  and  says  hello 

to  all.  I  have  regards  but  no  news  from  Barbara 

Wietrzynski  Scott,  Ruth  Oberheim  Webb,  Joan 

Monahan  McFalls  and  Mary  Kay  Moseley  Kamath. 

Regards  also  from  Marita  Pigossi  Spangler  who  said 

her  number  one  son  is  starting  college.  Barbara 

Wagner  Fredette  reports  that  son  Tad  is  a  freshman 

at  Pitt  this  year  and  that  she  has  been  working  with 

the  Pennsylvania  Department  of  Education  using  her 

art  in  connection  with  elementary  school  programs. 

Natalie  Stern  Miller  and  Craig  traveled  in  Greece 

and  Turkey.  Craig  has  been  adding  acupuncture  to 

the  more  conventional  medical  techniques  with  very 

good  results. 
One  postcard  I  received  had  an  Md.  postmark  but 

no  signature.  Hopefully  it  came  from  our  only  Md. 

addressee  Reggie  McDonough  O'Rourke  who  tells  us 
that  one  son  Kevin  is  a  freshman  at  Marietta  and 

Patrick  is  in  nursery  school  for  3  year  olds. 

This  year  I  called  many  of  the  girls  in  the 

Pittsburgh  areas  and  it  was  an  added  pleasure  to  visit 

via  the  telephone.  Our  family  continues  to  live  an  8 
month  year  (due  to  income  tax  season.)  However, 

we  try  to  cram  loads  of  living  including  many  trips 
into  the  free  time  we  have. 

1957 Mary  Ann  Schmitt  Goodrum 
(Mrs.  Harold  C.) 

188  Carnavon  Parkway 

Nashville,  Tenn.  37205 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker 
(Mrs.  Walter  E.,  Jr.) 
1048  Perry  Highway 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15237 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Theodora  Bellas  Rosenberg  (Mrs.  David)  Parish  Lane, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15213 
Debra     Berman     Kramer     (Mrs.     Robert     H.)     1677 

Northgate  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1 5241 

Susan    Feldman    Cohen    (Mrs.    William)     19    Keysen 

Road,  Westport,  Conn.  06880 

Paula    Fleming    Wharram    (Mrs.    Donald)    18B    Por- 
chester  Square,  London  W2,  England 

Janice    Goldman    Coppersmith    (Mrs.    S.    James)    3 

Driftwood  Road,  Marblehead,  Mass.  01945 

Mary    Killen    Cochran    (Mrs.   John   M.)    14323  Oak 

Shadows,  San  Antonio,  Texas  78232 

Nancy    Kingham    Gardiner    (Mrs.   William  T.)    1407 

Roanwood  Street,  Houston,  Texas  77090 

Jane    Pattie    Vyssotsky    (Mrs.    Victor    A.)    R.R.    1, 

Glenbrook  Drive,  Mendham,  N.  J.  07945 

Ruth   Rosenberg  Sachnoff  (Mrs.  Merle)  4798  Essex 

Circle,  Boulder,  Colo.  80301 

Sally  Schmidt  Gregerson  (Mrs.  William  E.)  94th  MP 
Bn.  A. P.O.,  N.  Y.  09227 

Barbara    Scott    Smith    (Mrs.   Terrence    L.)    43   Gary 

Drive,  R.R.  2,Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 
Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty  (Mrs.  Richard  L.)  1616 

Hunting  Ridge  Road,  Raleigh,  N.  C.  27609 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Mary  Ann 

Schmitt  Goodrum  in  time  for  publication  in  this 
issue. 

Lynn  reporting: 
We  were  saddened  to  hear  from  her  brother  of 

the  death  of  Blanche  Mooney  last  spring. 

Exciting  news  from  Jean  Mclllwraith  McCally 

shortly  after  seeing  an  article  about  her  in  a 

Pittsburgh  paper.  She  is  working  with  handicapped 
and  emotionally  disturbed  children  at  Rock  Creek 

Park  Horse  Centre  in  Washington,  D.  C.  Jean  is  using 

her  degree  in  psychological  counseling  and  her  skills 

as  a  horsewoman  to  help  these  children  to  greater 
confidence  as  they  learn  to  take  care  of  and  ride 

horses.  She  is  now  looking  for  sources  of  funding  so 
the  program  can  continue. 

Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky  reports  having  to  move 

from  their  lovely  Victorian  house  to  a  brand  new 

one  to  ease  the  family  allergies.  Children  Alex  and 

Julie  are  in  high  school;  Emily,  7,  is  taking  piano  and 

Liz,  5,  plays  the  violin.  Vic  is  executive  director  with 
Bell  Laboratories. 

Maggie  Poolos  Yeotis  and  her  family  went  south 

for  a  vacation  last  year.  With  the  children  in  school, 

Maggie  is  finding  more  time  to  paint.  Dean,  13,  plays 

basketball;  Stephanie,  11,  likes  sports  and  cooking 
and   Georgeann,  6,  likes  everything,  especially  art. 

It's  back  to  Germany  for  Sally  Schmidt  Greger- 

son. Bill  got  his  master's  degree  from  Penn  State 
last  year  after  being  at  the  Army  War  College 

at  Carlisle,  Pennsylvania.  He  has  been  in  the  Army 

for  20  years  and  is  commander  of  the  94th  MP 

Battalion.  Sally  says  the  boys  are  active  14  and  11. 

She  hopes  to  get  to  London  to  see  Polly  Fleming 
Wharram  this  trip. 

Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein  reports  her  husband, 

Mark,  is  chief  of  the  Anesthesia  Department  at 
Mercer  Hospital  in  Trenton.  Their  second  son, 

Daniel,  will  become  Bar  Mitzvah  this  summer.  The 

family  is  planning  a  trip  to  Israel.  Rose  bowls  and 

plays  tennis  in  her  spare  time. 

Tee  Speerhas  O'Connor  is  starting  a  training 
program  for  legal  assistants  at  George  Washington 
University.  It  is  a  graduate  level  program  to  serve 

para-legal  workers.  Tee  has  been  on  the  Howard 
County  Board  of  the  League  of  Women  Voters  this 

past  year.  She  says  all  six  children  are  involved  in 
something  or  other. 

Jane  Stocker  Burfoot  is  continuing  with  her 

library  courses  after  taking  some  time  off.  She 
reports  the  boys  are  all  busy. 

Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty  now  lives  on  a  golf 

course  in  Ralei'gh  where  Dick  is  general  manager  of 
an  IBM  plant  and  laboratory.  They  like  the  warm 
weather  and  Marlene  enjoys  the  freedom  with  all 
children  in  school. 

A  temporary  retirement  is  the  message  from 

Carol  Vogel  Scrivens.  I'm  sorry  to  report  she  has 
been  in  the  hospital  with  a  serious  illness. 

Rhoda  Weitsman  David  says  husband  David  was 
home  for  two  months  last  summer  with  a  torn 

ligament  in  his  back.  The  family  vacationed  last  year 

on  a  working  dairy  farm  near  Lancaster.  Rhoda  is 

still  active  in  Girl  Scouts  and  ORT  and  looking 

forward  to  having  all  in  school. 

Sheila  Stevens  Otto  sends  her  regards  and  will 

write  when  she  has  some  exciting  news. 

I'm  now  working  full  time  for  the  YWCA  as 
program  director,  still  weaving  when  I  have  time  and 
have  been  in  Three  Rivers  and  Twin  Towers  art 

shows.  Karen  graduates  this  year  (anyone  remember 

the  baby  at  our  graduation?).  We're  all  getting  older. 
Our  vacation  last  year  was  a  month-long  trip  across 

the  country,  tent  camping  with  no  previous  ex- 

perience. I've  been  taking  some  training  in  trans- 

actional analysis,  (the  book  "I'm  OK,  You're  OK"  is 
derived  from  this)  and  am  co- teaching  a  class  in  it. 

1959 Deborah  Brog  Bernstein 
(Mrs.  Alan) 

627  Dahlia  Drive 
Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

Susanne  Quad  Croel 
(Mrs.  Philip  M.) 

5813  Farmington  Court 
Hanover,  Park,  III.  60103 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sally  K.  Anderson,  1011  Spruce  Street,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.  19107 
Phyllis  Crawford  Mullen  (Mrs.  Robert  I.I  1534 

Oakview  Drive,  Worthington,  Ohio  43085 
Donna  Croyle  McCoy  (Mrs.  Donna  C.)  646  Maryland 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Marcia  Fallon,  7707  Camino  Real  #206,  Miami,  Fla. 

33143 

Elizabeth  Heim  Searight  (Mrs.  John  W.)  932  Tray- 

more  Avenue,  Absecon,  N.  J.  08201 

Donna  Hincks  Harris  (Mrs.  Terrance  J.)  1421  Candle- 

wood  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15241 
Betty  Lou  Hulings  Millikin  (Mrs.  Anthony)  168 

Kimber  Drive,  Bridgeville,  Pa.  15017 

Molly  Kemp  Wood  (Mrs.  Rodney  D.)  2513  Edgevale 

Drive,  Coffeyville,  Kan.  67337 
Ruth  L.  McMillen,  711  Riverside  Drive,  Apt.  1, 
Oakmont,  Pa.  15139 

Sarah  McQuiston  Schneider  (Mrs.  Richard  R.)  6433 

Ensley  Lane,  Prairie  Village,  Kan.  66208 
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Harriet  Moore  Clements  (Mrs.  Harriet)  3095  Fairfax 

Road,  Cleveland,  Ohio  44118 

Judith     Ritter    Reedy    (Mrs.    Gerald    S.)     3643    N. 

Lakewood  Avenue,  Chicago,  111.  60613 
Jeannette    Roux   Seaman    (Mrs.  William  A.)   7  Mine 

Road,  Lebanon,  Pa.  17042 
Lois    Shook    Becker    (Mrs.    Lois   S.)    32750   Cedar 

Road,  Cleveland,  Ohio  441 24 

Marie  Smith  Smith   (Mrs.  James  G.)   12701   Hunting 

Horn  Ct.,  Potomac,  Md.  20854 
Ann    Walther    Weaver    (Mrs.    David    A.}    674  South 

Washington  Blvd.,  Hamilton,  Ohio  45013 
Helen    Yanko,    725    Burris    Drive,    Fullerton,   Calif. 
92632 

Debbie  reporting: 

"All  the  news  that  is  fit  to  print."  This  must  be  a 
pretty  obscene  lot.  Only  two  people  sent  news  in 

response  to  my  emotion  charged  pleas. 
Lynn  Hughes  Mayer  sends  her  greetings  to  all, 

but  has  no  special  news  to  report.  She  is  still  busy 

with  family,  church,  and  "fish  of  Northbrook." 
Myrna  Deaktor  Prince  reports  that  both  children 

are  now  at  St.  Edmunds  Academy.  Jon  in  first  grade 

and  Alyssa  in  nursery.  The  Princes  are  enjoying  a 

new  home  and  Myrna  is  playing  tennis  (at  the 

Chatham  courts,  I  hope).  I  will  meet  you  there  if 

you  can  put  up  with  my  playing. 

Yours  truly  started  playing  tennis  again  last 

summer,  and  by  the  time  I  got  to  Chatham  in 

December  to  play,  (because  everyone  else  had  taken 

nets  down  for  the  winter)  the  tread  was  all  gone 

from  my  sneakers  and  I  did  a  lot  of  fancy  footwork 

on  the  ice.  Until  that  is,  we  were  surrounded  by 

doubles  games,  and  were  politely  informed  that  we 

were  in  the  middle  of  a  physical  education  class.  My 

friend  asked  if  I  thought  we  looked  as  young  as  the 

other  players.  I  said,  "Certainly,  we  just  creak 

louder."  It  is  15  years  since  I  last  played  tennis  at 
Chatham.  How  about  you?  Why  not  come  to  the 

Reunion  and  we  will  have  a  quicky  tournament. 

This  is  my  last  RECORDER  entry.  I  have 

thoroughly  enjoyed  hearing  from  you  (and  you 

know  who  you  are),  and  hope  to  bestow  my  mailing 

list  and  pencil  on  someone  new  in  June.  See  you 
there. 

Susie  Quad  Croel  apologizes  sincerely  for  not 

soliciting  class  news  for  this  issue  of  the  RE- 

CORDER; there  was  confusion  concerning  the  dura- 
tion of  her  term  as  class  secretary. 

1961 
Marianne  Byrn  Caple 

(Mrs.  Charles  E.) 

3941  S.W.  31 7th  Street 

Federal  Way,  Wash.  98002 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan 
(Mrs.  Jon  G.) 

134  Main  Street 

Northfield,  Mass.  01360 

Donna  Lange 

724  Edwards  Avenue 

Belle  Vernon,  Pa.  15012 

Joyce  Teegardin 
P.O.  Box  5824 

Columbus,  Ohio  43221 

MARRIAGE 

Barbara  Neilan  to  Dr.  Joseph  A.  Franciosa,  August  3, 
1973 

BIRTHS 

Karlena  Glemser  Warnock,  a  son,  John  Frederick, 

July  30,  1973 
Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan,  an  adopted  son,  Edward 

Bradley,  born  June  1 1 ,  1973 

Geraldine  Reisker  Edwards,  a  daughter,  Linn,  No- 
vember 28, 1973 

Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein,  a  daughter,  Naomi, 

August  4,  1972 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary   Kaylor  Maury  (Mrs.  James  R.)  4810  Santiago 

Way,  Colorado  Springs.  Colo.  80917 
Carol  Lemke  Keil  (Mrs.  Elmer  N.)  12212  Fawnhaven 

Court,  Ellicott  City,  Md.  21043 

Kathryn   Messina  Gamble  (Mrs.  John)   2112  Napfle 

Ave.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19147 

Barbara  Neilan  Franciosa  (Mrs.  Joseph  A,)  1131 

University  Blvd.,  Silver  Spring,  Md.  20902 
Sharon  Norton  Tomalin  (Mrs.  Michael  A.)  194 

Clover  Lane,  Princeton,  N.  J.  08540 
Ruth  Odle  Cohen  (Mrs.  Stanley  G.)  1412  Barnesdale 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Marianne  reporting: 

Marilyn  Eckert  Winters  is  busy  with  the  usual 

activities  and  has  been  visiting  with  Sue  Jessop 

McGowan  and  her  newly  adopted  baby  Edward,  and 

a  surprise  visit  to  Arlene  Stnkus  Lewis.  Marilyn's 
father  passed  away  in  January. 

Barbara  Easton  Marks  finally  met  her  long-time 
pen  pal  from  the  Netherlands  after  19  years  of 

correspondence.  She  is  also  very  busy  with  teaching 

kindergarten,  and  taking  graduate  work  in  early 
childhood  education.  8arbara  hopes  to  attend  our 
reunion  this  June. 

"My  life  has  become  just  what  I'd  like  it  to  be" 
reports  Joan  Cercone  Gilson,  now  that  she  has  a  part 

time  job  with  their  homeowners'  association.  She 
also  has  had  a  busy  year  settling  into  a  new  house. 

In  addition  to  working  hard  and  long  hours  as  the 

sales  director  for  Program  Corporation  of  America, 
Harriette  Cohen  Turndorf  and  her  husband  have  had 

a  busy  year  traveling  to  places  like  Mexico,  the 
Greek  Islands  and  Aruba.  As  part  of  her  job  she 

booked  Shana  Alexander  from  Newsweek  Magazine 

to  speak  at  Chatham. 

Angie  Blumberg  Levenstein  and  her  husband  have 

been  active  in  the  founding  of  a  new  private  school 

in  Chicago,  it  is  a  city  school  stressing  academics 

and  the  use  of  city  resources  for  children  in  the  3  to 

18  year  age  bracket.  In  January  she  and  Marc  toured 

Peru  and  Ecuador,  hiking  the  mountains  and  study- 
ing the  wild  life  on  the  Galapagos  Islands. 

My  big  news  is  that  after  a  five  year  absence  from 

creating  in  the  laboratory,  I  have  a  faculty  position 

in  the  biochemistry  department  of  the  University  of 

Washington  to  do  part-time  cancer  research,  be- 

ginning in  March.  It's  just  what  I  need  to  divert  my 
attentions  from  being  finance  chairman  for  the 

League  of  Women  Voters  and  playing  tennis!  My 

reporting  job  was  made  extremely  easy  this  year 

because  of  the  few  replies;  let's  hear  from  more  of 
you  out  there  next  year! 

Jess  reporting: 

Chalk  it  up  to  experience,  that's  all  I  can  say. 
Having  decided  to  do  away  with  the  form,  I 

handwrote  some  twenty  postcards  full  of  "remarks" 
and  got  the  poorest  response  ever  in  return.  Only 

three  letters  came.  Trying  to  figure  out  why  is  too 

depressing,  so  I  haven't  bothered.  Back  to  the 
mimeographed  sheets  next  year. 

Mary  Fassett  Roberts  responded  to  my  topical 

question  about  the  energy  crisis  in  the  fashion  that 

most  of  us  are  experiencing.  The  Roberts  are 

walking,  carpooling,  shivering,  and  wearing  lots  of 
sweaters.  Her  family  is  thriving  and  M.  B.  is  still  on 

the  boards  of  about  eight  million  worthwhile  or- 

ganizations. 

The  new  baby  at  Karlena  Glemser  Warnock's  has 
necessitated  keeping  the  thermostat  a  trifle  higher 

and  also  has  kept  Karlena  at  home.  "Her  activities 

have  been  La  Leche  League  and  3/4  year  old  Laura's 
cooperative  nursery  school.  Sound  familiar?  Karlena 

also  managed  a  visit  to  Ohio  with  Jackie  Nadolny 
Rosenberger  and  while  there  saw  Shirley  Lewis 

Minner  too.  Like  all  of  us,  she  hopes  to  attend  the 

reunion  if  the  gas  shortage  doesn't  make  it 
impossible. 

Suby  Hocker  Ballay  says  they've  been  planning  a 

house  addition  "forever"  but  this  year  they  will 
really  start.  She  also  keeps  busy  with  a  creative 
dramatics  class  for  24  children  which  she  teaches  as 

part  of  an  after-school  program  at  the  church.  Suby 
saw  Ann  Putnam  Mallinson  recently  at  Jean  Thonen 

Nickel's  so  she  too  is  getting  warmed  up  for  the 
reunion. 

As  for  me,  I  think  my  personal  energy  crisis 

began  with  the  arrival  of  baby  Ned  on  July  3.  It  was 

a  classic  case  of  only  twenty-four  hours  notice  and  a 

house  full  of  out-of-town  guests  expected  for  the 
holiday.  We  made  it,  somehow,  but  I  am  still  amazed 

that  no  one  ever  seems  to  think  adoptive  mothers 

might  need  help  with  a  new  baby.  Within  a  day  or 

two,  I'm  usually  as  tired  as  if  I  had  given  birth!  From 

that  point  we  moved  on  to  the  national  energy  crisi: 

Our  house  is  set  at  65  degrees  and  I  wear  two  c 
three  sweaters,  not  to  mention  my  vintage  196 
knee  socks. 

Marge  Hanson  Honig  sent  a  great  letter  and 

want  to  share  parts  of  it  with  everyone  since  w 

haven't  heard  from  her  in  a  long  time.  "Barry,  th 
baby  and  I  moved  to  Jerusalem  last  spring.  Despit 

the  unpleasantness  of  the  recent  war  we  find  lif 
here  for  the  most  part  very  enjoyable.  Barry  is 

Professor  of  Biophysical  Chemistry  at  the  Hebrew 

University,  and  I'm  the  Director  of  Basic  Research  c 
the  National  Insurance  Institute  (the  Israeli  equiv; 

lent  of  HEW).  My  study  on  the  U.  S.  welfare  syster 

recently  appeared  in  a  volume  published  by  the  Joir 

Economic  Committee,  U.  S.  Congress,  and  a  relate 

article  will  come  out  shortly  in  the  Journal  c 

Human  Resources.  We  plan  to  spend  our  summers  i 

New  York,  but  we  won't  get  there  until  July  so  th 

reunion  is  out,  I'm  afraid.  Please  give  my  best  t 

everyone." 

I  do  hope  everyone  has  marked  their  calendar 

for  May  31-June  1.  A  good  turnout  for  our  reunio 

would  be  great.  I'm  going  on  my  diet  next  week  s 
the  Jess  you  see  in  June  will  be  thinner  than  the  on 

you  used  to  know.  How's  that  for  throwing  dow 
the  gauntlet? 

Donna  reporting: 

Although  they  miss  Anchorage,  Mary  Lou  Kaylc 
Maury  and  husband  Jim  are  getting  adjusted  to  the 

new  home  in  Colorado  Springs  where  they've  bee 
since  last  July.  The  Maurys  drove  down  the  Alca 

Highway  in  their  camper.  "It  was  1 ,100  miles  of  dii 
and  gravel,  but  there  were  beautiful  campgrounds  a 

through  the  Yukon  Territory,"  wrote  Mary  Lol 
who's  enthused  about  having  her  own  place  an 
furniture  after  living  in  government  quarters  for  foi 

years. 

Carol  Lemke  Keil  spent  part  of  last  year  tutorin 

students  in  reading  as  well  as  working  with  el( 

mentary  youngsters  in  a  junior  garden  club.  Th 
Keils  moved  in  early  January  and,  according  t 

Carol,  it  was  a  "hair-raising  experience."  "After  eigh 
years  in  one  house,  it  took  days  to  clear  out  th 

debris  we  once  thought  was  marvelous  stuff,"  sh said. 

Still  working  as  a  secretary  with  Worthingto 
Company  in  Fairfield,  New  Jersey,  is  Judy  Luttropf 

She  reports  the  only  drawback  is  traveling  some  2 
miles  daily  each  way. 

After  ten  years  in  an  apartment,  John  and  Kati 
Messina  Gamble  bought  a  house  and  moved  Dt 

cember  22  which  made  the  holiday  season  memoi 

able,  said  Katie.  Since  then  she's  been  busy  buyin 
new  furniture,  selecting  draperies,  etc.  and  waitin 
for  deliveries. 

Barbara  Neilan  Franciosa  is  in  private  practice  i 

internal  medicine  and  hematology  in  Silver  Sprint 

Maryland.  Husband  Joseph  is  a  cardiologist. 
Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein  reports  that  last  sprin 

she  co-organized  the  Long  Island  meat  boycott  an 

got  to  speak  at  the  Washington  conference  which  se 

up  the  National  Consumer  Congress.  "Last  fall,  whil 
serving  on  the  Community  Council  Board,  I  was  abl 
to  start  a  Five  Towns  Environmental  Council, 

wrote  Marlene.  Marlene  also  said  that,  frustrated  b 

lack  of  space,  she  took  her  plant  hobby  to  schoc 
and  started  a  school  garden  club. 

As  for  yours  truly,  I've  been  job  hopping.  I  lei 
the  Monessen  newspaper,  served  as  press  represer 
tative  for  a  local  summer  theatre,  then  becam 

executive  secretary  to  the  president  of  Westmorelani 
County  Community  College.  After  eight  months  o 
secretarying,  I  learned  of  an  opening  this  pas 

January  on  the  Tribune-Review  in  Greensburg.  Th 

printer's  ink  boiled  in  my  veins  and  once  agai 

journalism  called.  I'm  now  assistant  women's  editoi 
writing  social  news  as  well  as  entertainment  feature: 

There's  nothing  like  being  on  top  of  the  news.  Hop 
we  get  more  news  from  all  of  you  next  time. 

Joyce  reporting: 
Anne  Putnam  Mallinson  and  Karen  Tiedy  Rear 

send  greetings  and,  along  with  almost  everyone  else 
indicate  they  will  try  to  make  the  reunion. 

While  jetting  to  Phoenix  and  San  Francisco  fc 
the  weekend  Marilou  Querns  writes  that  she  has  bee 

flying    for    six    years    now    —    three    with    Tran 
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Caribbean  and  three  with  American.  Many  of  her 

trips  have  been  between  New  York  and  San  Juan  and 

necessitate  speaking  Spanish. 

Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin  writes  the  family  is  fine 

and  that  she  tried  total  recall  of  her  college  French 

when  they  combined  business  and  pleasure  with  a 

trip  to  Quebec  where  the  American  Accounting 
Association  met. 

Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis  writes  that  John,  Johnny,  6, 

and  Jennifer,  3,  are  hale  and  hearty.  She  is  an 
alumnae  representative  for  applicants  in  the  Boston 

area  and  is  looking  forward  to  County  Criminal 

Court  jury  duty. 

Carroll  "Sam"  Spelke  Smaltz  reports  the  girls  — 
12,  10  and  7  —  are  healthy  and  pretty:  Don  is  very 
busy  working  12  to  18  hours  a  day  with  trials 

sometimes  lasting  six  to  nine  weeks.  Sam  continues 

with  her  public  relations  job.  It  is  "hard  and  hectic 

sometimes"  and  the  "pay  is  lousy,"  but  she  "loves 
it."  In  the  last  three  months  Sam  has  coordinated 
three  TV  shows  and  is  now  working  on  a  docu- 

mentary movie. 
Vacations  from  F lorida  to  Nantucket  I sland 

occupied  Elizabeth  Waite  last  summer.  Also  on  the 

vacation  trail  were  Sarah  Williams  Vasse  and  family, 

all  the  way  out  West.  Sally  has  enjoyed  helping  at 

Mary's  open  school  kindergarten  and  has  become 
more  involved  as  both  the  Parish  and  a  Medical 

Librarian.  A  "new"  career  has  begun  with  Sally's 
teaching  four  beginning  flutists. 

I  am  sorry  we  did  not  have  as  much  news  as  last 

year.  Hopefully,  some  of  us  are  waiting  for  the 

reunion  to  exchange  news.  Hope  to  see  you  all  then. 

1963 Nancy  Beach 
18  Starrs  Pal  in  Road 

Danbury,Conn.  06810 

Gail  Bloom  Verlin 

(Mrs.  Michael) 

823  N.  123rd  Plaza 

Omaha,  Neb.  68154 

Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw 
(Mrs.  LeeN.) 

300  East  74th  Street,  #4-C 
New  York.N.  Y.  10021 

Martha  McCallister  Thaeler 

(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 

462  Cole  Drive 

Solar  Heights 

Meadville,  Pa.  16335 

Jane  Alexander  Givens 

(Mrs.  Jane  A.) 

2057-C  Randy  Scott  Drive 
Miamisburg,  Ohio  45342 

MARRIAGE 

Diane   Phillips   to  Wilbur  C.   Leatherberry,  May  27, 
1973 

BIRTHS 

Sue    Hunt    Roose,    a    daughter,    Malinda    Elizabeth 

(Mindi),  April  2,  1973 

Jane  Martin  Grawe,  a  daughter,  Katherine  Forman, 
September  17,  1973 

Zebun  Kahn  Islam,  twins,  December  31 ,  1973 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker,  a  daughter,  Elizabeth  Gwynne, 

August  23,  1972 

Elizabeth    Snydacker    Cottington,    a    son,    Douglas 
James,  December  27,  1973 

Caroline    Whaley    Thibault,    a    son,   William    Edings 
Whaley,  May  14,  1973 

LOST 

Lucy  Resnick  Derechin  (Mrs.  Michael  M.) 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Stephanie  Cooperman   Parker    (Mrs.  Alan  H.)    1511 

LaLoma,  Santa  Anna,  Calif.  9270^ 

Patricia  Dobyan  Lupton  (Mrs.  W.  Baker,  Jr.)   4616 

Royal  Oak  Lane,  Carmel,  Ind.  46032 

Nan  Hall  Lombardi  (Mrs.  Joseph)   8  Sniffen  Court, 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10016 

Susan    Johnson    Dyer    (Mrs.    Paul    A.)    45   Western 

Avenue,  Brattleboro,  Vt.  05301 

Jacquelyn     Ketterer    Smith    (Mrs.    M.    Bruce)    349 

Central  Avenue,  Newark,  Ohio  43055 

Barbara  Latkin  Funkenstein  (Mrs.  Daniel  L.)  7606 
Westfield  Drive,  Washington,  D.  C.  20034 

Jane  Martin  Grawe  (Mrs.  Roger  W.)  822  Edgewood 
Avenue,  New  Haven,  Conn.  06515 

Elaine  Mazer  Myers  (Mrs.  Howard  N.)  6243  N. 

Berkeley  Blvd.,  Milwaukee,  Wise.  53217 
Sara  IMorris  Missen  (Mrs.  David  H.  S.)  1324  34th 

N.W.,  Washington,  D.  C.  20007 

Diane  Phillips  Leatherberry  (Ms.)  3549  Normandy, 

Shaker  Heights,  Ohio  44120 

Susan  Popky  Harris  (Mrs.  Mark  J.)  6168  Whitworth 

Drive,  Los  Angeles,  Calif.  90035 

Paulette  Schultz  Krause  (Mrs.  John  R.)  153  Rodney 

Circle,  Bryn  Mawr,  Pa.  19010 

Susan  Shields  Kopp  (Mrs.  Glenn  F.)  821  Blackwood 

Drive,  San  Diego,  Calif.  92154 

Louise  Sonnenberg,  261  S.  Third  Street,  Phila- 
delphia, Pa.  19106 

Nancy  Beach  reporting: 

The  energy  crisis  seems  to  have  taken  its  toll  in 

the  A's  thru  C's  of  '63.  The  response  this  year  was 
perfectly  awful  —  I  have  visions  of  classmates 
stranded  on  gas  lines  somewhere,  pleading  for  the 

gallons  that  will  get  them  to  the  Post  Office  in  time 

to  answer  my  letters. 

Except  for  Mary  Cook  Guy  —  "I  hate  to  be 

smug,"  she  wrote,  "but  we've  no  gas  or  oil  shortages 

out  here  in  Montana."  Mary  is  teaching  courses  in 
library  science  at  The  College  of  Great  Falls,  and 

sharing  toddler-watching  chores  with  "Laura's  lib- 
erated father,"  Don.  Both  of  them  are  trying  to  give 

Laura  a  non-sexist  oriented  environment.  If  any 
more  of  you  are  treading  the  liberated  path  with 

family,  I ,  for  one,  would  like  to  hear  more  about  it. 

Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle  is  busier  than  ever  now 

that  both  Suzy  and  Betsy  are  in  school  full-time. 
School  projects,  Planned  Parenthood,  the  library, 

tutoring,  and  ballet  classes  for  exercise  and  fun. 

It  was  great  to  hear  from  Jo  Blank  Glick,  who 

receives  her  B.A.  this  June  from  Capital  University  in 

Bexley,  Ohio,  and  will  begin  work  on  a  master's  in 
Speech  Pathology  and  Therapy.  "This  degree  is  only 

eleven  years  later  than  scheduled!"  Jo  wrote. 
I  returned  from  my  glorious  summer  in  Italy, 

alas.  Would  have  stayed  forever,  but  they  haven't 

heard  about  equal  pay  for  women  yet.  I'm  now 
writing  for  Harper's  Bazaar,  and  in  the  midst  of  a 
move  to  Connecticut.  Peace  and  love  to  you  all. 

Gail  reporting: 

"And  thus  this  poem,  though  surely  not 
Among  the  best  of  writing  .  .  . 

Just  tell  me  what's  happening,  what's  on  your 
mind. 

What  do  you  consider  really  exciting?" 
Even  with  my  attempt  at  poetry  substituting  for 

"that  same  old  form,"  only  six  of  you  answered  this 
year.  I  enjoyed  your  answers,  and  thank  you,  thank 

you.  Next  time,  how  about  everyone  answering! 

Bonnie  George  Switzer  reports  the  following: 

She's  part-time  teaching;  an  extensive  home  re- 
modeling job  was  tiring,  but  successful;  Bob  is  busy 

writing  a  Bio-Chem.  manual  and  the  kids  are  happy 
at  school. 

Lucile  Davis  Wareing's  tightly-packed  postal  card 

said  it  —  all's  well,  and  Lucile  and  Guy  are  off 
traveling  again,  this  time  to  Leningrad! 

Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  reports  "nothing 

very  new,"  but  never  fails  to  answer  my  yearly  letter —  bless  you! 

Sue  Hunt  Roose  listed  among  her  news  a  new 

daughter,  plans  for  travels  closer  to  home  (Virginia) 

due  to  the  gas  shortage,  a  recent  visit  to  Chatham 

(the  changes  really  impressed  her),  and  a  short  St. 

Croix  trip  "just  to  relax!"  Not  bad! 
Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach  replied  that  there  was 

little  new  because  the  "old  was  more  than  keeping 

her  busy."  Interestingly,  the  household's  professions 
(law,  psychology,  and  social  work  supervision)  are 

causing  the  Rossbach  offspring  to  retell  the  "old 
fairy  tales"  —  using  legal  and  psychotherapeutical 
terms  —  why  not? 

Pam  Johnson  Fenner  seems  to  have  caught  the 

poetry  bug,  and  here  is  her  answer  to  my  inquiry  for 
news : 

It's  RECORDER  news-time  again  this  year 
But  lo,  a  change  in  form  I  see. 

A  verse  from  Gail  to  spur  us  on 

To  tell  what's  happening  to  you  and  me. 

A  year  has  passed  since  we  moved  West 

To  San  Francisco's  shores. 
Twelve  miles  north  of  Golden  Gate  Bridge 

Is  where  you'll  find  us  four. 

Vast  green  stretches  of  rolling  hills 
Where  cattle  and  game  abound. 

Clean  air,  blue  sky  and  flowers  galore 

Sunshine  —  most  of  the  year  'round. 

Paul  is  a  planner  studying  'open  space'  needs, An  exciting  field  today. 

County  and  local  political  work 

Is  my  strong  interest  I'd  say. 

A  lone  right-winger  in  Keefe's  sophomore  class Is  what  I  used  to  be, 

But  in  13  years  I've  been  'liberalized' To  a  LEFT-wing  Republican  you  see! 

"Save  our  hills"  is  the  local  cry 

And  we've  studied  and  worked  out  a  plan 
With  bond  issues,  petitions,  assessments,  too, 
These  will  save  our  land. 

I  read  each  issue  of  RECORDER  news 
And  wish  I  could  be  near. 

Speakers,  seminars,  productions,  too 

Such  exciting  things  going  on  there. 

My  New  England  roots  still  tug  me 
As  I  write  my  family  and  friends, 

But  San  Francisco  has  my  heart. 

Come  visit  me   the  end. 

Ah  .  .  .  and  the  Verlins  .  .  .  we're  still  around, 
though  the  address  now  reads  Nebraska.  (I  note  that 

we've  kept  moving  West  with  each  change).  Mike  is 
assistant  professor  of  Internal  Medicine  at  the 

University  of  Nebraska  Medical  Center.  Joel  is  finally 

a  nursery  school  student,  which  entitles  our  house- 
hold to  33%  more  colds  per  year  and  40  more 

valentines  to  send  each  Febraury.  I  am  again 

teaching  religious  school  music  and  am  enjoying  it 

immensely.  We  all  really  like  the  Midwest,  even  my 

avocado  plant  that  finally  started  to  grow  when  we 

arrived  in  June.  Omaha  is  a  very  large  small  town, 

and  that's  the  kind  of  people  and  feeling  you  find 
here  .  .  .  we  like  that  most  definitely.  Our  yearly 

vacation  starts  next  week,  though,  so  we're  returning 
to  our  Gulf  Coast  dream  world  from  last  year  .  .  . 

and  we'll  talk  to  you  next  year!  Be  well! ! ! 

Fender  reporting: 

A  disappointing  response  this  year  to  my  ad- 
mittedly late  notes  but,  here  goes  anyway . 

Jane  Martin  Grawe  and  husband  Roger  are  in 

New  Haven  while  Roger  finishes  his  Ph.D.  at  Yale. 

Jane,  in  spite  of  the  added  family  responsibilities 
continues  to  work  two  days  a  week  analyzing  various 
data  from  mothers  of  twins.  The  results  from  last 

year's  work  were  published  in  October  entitled 

"Separating  Identical  from  Fraternal  Twins."  Jane 
poses  an  interesting  question  for  all  of  us  ...  in  the 
recent  Yale  Alumni  Magazine  there  was  an  article  on 

"How  does  the  typical  Yale  wife  appear  in  the  Yale 

Alumni  Magazine"?  This  article  was  written  by  a 
wife  and  the  results  were:  tweeds,  smiles  at  reunion, 

good  mother,  and,  partner  to  husband's  vacations. 
Jane's  interesting  thought:  how  would  our  husbands 
look  within  the  lines  of  the  RECORDER?  Any 

response  to  this  one? 
Barbara  Kessell  Bloxsom,  as  in  the  past  ten  years, 

reports  a  life  from  Topeka  which  is  enough  to  make 

any  one  exhausted.  Daughter  Jennifer  is  in  kinder- 
garten now  and  the  two  boys  are  15  and  20  months 

old.  In  addition  to  this  full  house  and  all  that  goes 

with  it.  Barb  works  two  nights  a  week  and  all  day 

Saturday  at  the  local  Macy's  in  the  fabric  depart- 
ment. Barb  writes  that  husband  Ray  is  still  with  the 

Topeka  City  Attorney's  office  with  a  new  respon- 
sibility for  "Police  Advisor"  ...  he  too  was  kept 

busy  this  year  setting  up  this  new  office  from 
scratch. 

Sally  Mercke  Heym  writes  from  Boston  also  of  a 

very  exciting  and  busy  life.  Sal  is  still  teaching  and  at 

the  same  time  she  is  working  for  her  master's  degree 
in  Education  at  Boston  State.  Husband  Rick  is  an 

architect  and  Sal,  as  I  can  well  imagine,  is  thrilled 

everytime  she  passes  a  new  building  on  Massa- 

chusetts Avenue  designed  by  Rick.  Sally's  spare  time 
is     partially    occupied     with     running     the    Boston 
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Alumnae  Club  and  she  welcomes  any  of  you  readers 

to  submit  suggestions  for  developing  an  active 

alumnae  group.  The  Heym's  took  two  great  va- 
cations this  past  year  to  Nantucket  in  the  summer 

and  to  sunny  St.  Thomas  over  Christmas. 
Elaine  Mazer  Myers  wrote  (would  you  believe!) 

from  her  new  home  in  Milwaukee.  Elaine  says  she 

and  Howard  are  there  to  stay  as  Howard  has 

established  a  very  busy  law  practice  there  and  that  is 

where  the  roots  will  stay  to  grow.  Elaine,  kept  busy 

with  their  new  "dream  house"  and  the  redecorating 
that  goes  with  it  also  keeps  running  after  the  two 

boys  now  5'/a  and  3'/a  who  are  "devils". 
Another  active  wife  and  mother  is  Sue  Hill 

Warner  kept  busy  with  their  six  year  old  girl  and 

four  year  old  boy  .  .  .not  to  mention  the  other 
projects  of  decoupage,  wooden  tree  ornaments, 

crocheting,  and  sewing  and  training  the  new  Labrador 

pup.  As  always,  it  was  good  to  hear  from  Sue.  It  was 

equally  great  to  hear  from  Bonnie  LoBue  more 
involved  than  ever  in  the  field  of  Radiation  Safety. 

Bonnie  said  she  would  be  so  busy  this  year  that  there 

wouldn't  be  time  to  take  a  vacation  in  Hawaii  as  last 
year.  She  also  completed  two  courses  at  the  Dale 

Carnegie  Institute  in  public  speaking ....  brave 

woman!  In  her  spare  time  Bonnie  has  taken-up 
Chinese  brush  painting  and  will  have  two  floral 

paintings  in  a  local  show  this  spring. 
As  for  the  Shaws  ...  it  has  been  another  active 

year  for  us.  In  April  Lee  started  a  new  job  as  head  of 

the  New  York  Edge  Act  Bank  of  the  National  Bank 

of  Commerce  of  Seattle.  .  .  in  April  I  had  a  two- 
week  business  trip  to  London  for  our  annual 

Euro-meetings  there.  Our  farm  in  up-state  New  York 
on  Owasco  Lake  actually  produced  its  first  crops  this 

year  of  wheat,  corn,  oats,  and  barley  (lots  of  work 

by  Lee  and  moral  support  from  me).  In  November  I 

was  promoted  to  Assistant  Vice  President  at  Morgan 

Guaranty  still  very  much  involved  in  the  Inter- 
national Money  Market  scene  and  that  same  month  I 

vacationed  in  Moscow  and  Leningrad  for  the  long 
awaited  but  much  thought  of  trip  behind  the  Iron 

Curtain.  I  heard  from  Lucile  Davis  Wareing  that  she 

and  husband  Guy  were  about  to  head  in  the  same 

direction  and  I  trust  they  found  it  as  interesting  as  I 

did.  March  1st  we  rendezvous  with  Susan  Bradley 

Trayser  and  husband  Mac  and  two  other  couples  in 

sunny  St.  Martin's  for  eleven  days  of  tropical  delight. 
I  do  hope  that  everyone  will  make  a  concerted 

effort  to  get  to  reunion  this  spring  ...  it  would  be 
such  fun  to  see  each  other  again  after  all  these  years 

(yikes  .  .  .  hard  to  believe  ...  1  1  years)  .  .  .  wonder  if 
we  are  still  recognizable?  One  more  thing,  I  urge  a 

better  response  to  my  notes  next  year  .  .  .  what 

doesn't  sound  very  interesting  to  you  is  very 
interesting  to  your  classmates  who  are  interested  in 

reading  the  RECORDER  .  .  .  without  your  support 

there  wouldn't  be  much  of  a  publication  to  read. 
Ergo.  .  .special  thanks  to  the  six  of  you  who  did 
answer.  See  you  all  next  year  and  hope  1974  is  the 

greatest  ever. 

Martha  reporting: 

Here  we  are  in  our  second  decade  as  alumnae, 

and  I  notice  our  "year"  appears  earlier  and  earlier  in 
the  RECORDER.  However,  everyone  I  heard  from 

seems  to  be  keeping  senility  at  bay  —  "we're  not 

getting  older,  we're  getting  better  .  .  ." 
No  news,  says  Judy  Paulsen  Webb,  who  is 

reunion  chairman  for  our  class,  and  she  reminds  us 

that  this  is  our  year  to  howl.  She  will  soon  be  in 

touch  with  everyone  regarding  this,  and  hopes  it  will 

be  a  bigger  success  than  the  last  one. 

Betsy  Phelps  Tucker  writes  that  it's  great  being  a 
mother,  and  also  added  the  news  of  Zebun  Khan 

Islam's  twins  born  on  New  Year's  Eve.  Betsy  also 

earned  her  master's  degree,  which  is  great. 
Diane  Phillips  Leatherberry  sent  her  usual  news- 

filled  letter.  Before  moving  to  Ohio,  Bill  was 

Legislative  Assistant  to  Congressman  Louis  Stokes. 

Since  July  he  has  been  on  the  faculty  at  Case 

Western  Reserve  University  Law  School.  Diane,  in 

addition  to  adjusting  to  her  new  life  style,  has  been 

consulting  in  public  sector  labor  relations  and  taking 

courses  at  the  University.  The  Leatherberrys  see 

Debbie  Wolowitz  Cowan  and  Dale  occasionally,  and 

also  enjoy  seeing  Lillian  Steiner  Levine  and  Steve 
and  their  two  children. 

Sue  Popky   Harris  has  left  snowy  Montreal  and 

now  basks  in  the  sunny  winters  of  southern  Cali- 
fornia. Sue  finds  the  people  warm,  receptive,  and  a 

little  crazy,  "but  then,  aren't  we  all?  Here  they 

simply  hide  it  less!" Mary  Riley  Smith  stays  busy  with  their  two 

children,  Joshua  and  Ethan,  plus  an  interior  decorat- 

ing course.  I  wish  she'd  come  do  something  — 
anything  —  with  my  house!  She  reports  that  Larry 
left  the  Foreign  Service  last  year  to  go  to  work  for 

Mayor  Lindsay.  It  was  an  exciting  year  and  a  half, 
and  he  plans  to  continue  working  in  the  city 

government. 
Sue  Rockwell  Coen  writes  of  a  quiet  year  for 

them,  filled  with  family  activities.  Jim  is  busy  at 

work,  and  with  work  toward  his  master's.  All  in  all, 

"a  good  year." 
For  us,  this  past  year  has  been  one  of  adapting  to 

different  demands.  I  could  make  a  list  of  all  the 

things  we  didn't  do,  but  it  will  suffice  to  say  that  it's 
a  good  thing  that  we  expected  the  first  few  years  of 
being  in  business  for  ourselves  to  be  rough  ones. 

Bruce  works  at  least  13  hours  a  day,  six  days  a  week. 

One  could  say  a  housewife  and  mother  does  the 

same,  but  the  tensions  are  different  and  not  so 
strenuous,  and  at  least  with  children,  one  is  sure  to 

eat  regularly!  I'm  still  doing  "the  books,"  which  has 
become  a  much  bigger  job.  Also  doing  a  lot  of 

reading,  and  presently  taking  a  course  in  belly 
dancing.  Wheel  We  find  time  for  the  bowling  league, 

are  determined  to  participate  in  at  least  the  Sunday 

sailboat  races  this  summer,  and  have  recently  be- 

come interested  in  hang-gliding.  It's  a  full  enough  life 
when  you  add  various  needlework  projects,  house- 

work, kids,  neighbors,  etc. 

It's  nice  to  note  there  was  a  100%  increase  in 

replies  over  last  year  —  from  three  to  six.  With  that 
sort  of  impetus  it  could  be  twelve  by  next  year! 

Jane  reporting: 

Joan  Salay  Green  writes  with  pride  of  husband 

John's  latest  achievements.  He  won  the  Dis- 
tinguished Young  Scientist  of  1974  Award  from  the 

Maryland  Academy  of  Science.  In  addition,  he's 
been  made  head  of  the  materials  department  for  the 

Martin  Marietta  Corporate  Research  Lab.  With  son 

Brian  in  nursery  school,  Joan  occupies  her  time  with 

a  pottery  class,  bridge,  volleyball,  and  bowling. 

Energy  crisis  permitting,  the  Greens  hope  to  get  to 

Europe  again  in  the  fall. 
Dianne  Rubin  Newman  expressed  enthusiastic 

agreement  with  Anna  Crone  Nagy's  letter  in  the  fall 
RECORDER.  "There  is  so  much  potential,"  says 

Dianne,  "for  idea  cross-currents  and  for  even  effec- 
tive lobbying  on  political  ideas  of  interest  na- 

tionally." She  suggests  that  if  all  Chatham  alumnae 
took  time  to  write  their  state  legislatures  en- 

couraging passage  of  the  Equal  Rights  Amendment 
that  perhaps  it  would  have  moved  faster  and  more 

effectively.  Right  on!  In  an  entirely  different  vein, 

she  closed  by  asking  if  anyone  saw  her  on 

"Jeopardy?" 
Betsy  Snydacker  Cottington  continues  to  serve  as 

the  only  woman  member  of  a  hospital  Board  of 

Directors  and  finds  it  a  stimulating  experience  to  see 
how  business  and  professional  men  function  in  that 
situation. 

From  the  other  side  of  the  world,  Caroline 

Whaley  Thibault  and  family  have  greeted  the  be- 
ginning of  their  last  year  in  Sri  Lanka  with  some 

sadness.  She  didn't  indicate  where  the  Department 
of  State  might  locate  them  next. 

It's  been  a  series  of  mini-reunions  for  Susan 
Shields  Kopp  and  her  family.  She  and  Glenn  visited 

with  the  families  of  Judy  Paulsen  Webb  in  Pittsburgh 

and  Lois  McCune  Flowers  in  San  Diego.  Sue  intends 

to  celebrate  the  "both  kids  finally  in  school 

situation"  by  taking  some  courses  at  the  local college. 

I  hope  that  many  of  you  have  serious  intentions 

of  attending  the  June  reunion.  After  all,  don't  you 
owe  it  to  yourselves  to  get  together  with  such 

awfully  nice  people?  Hope  to  see  you  then. 

1965 
Susan  Atherton  Kleine 

(Mrs.  Douglas  M.) 
1  1104  Saffold  Way 

Reston.  Va.  22070 

Joan  Bretz  Peir< 

(Mrs.  James  E 
416  Sterling  Ro; 

Kennilworth,  III.  600^ 

Mary  Krein  Howari 
(Mrs.  Davi< 

2165  Chalet  Driv 
Rochester.  Mich.  480£ 

Beverly  Miller  Blessingi 

(Mrs.  Kennetl 
560  North  Mam  Stro 

Imlay  City,  Mich.  484^ 

ENGAGEMENT 

Sarah  Jane  Lanigan  to  Russell  C.  Gaitskill.  Marriat 

planned  for  June  8,  1974 

MARRIAGE 

Virginia  Damato  to  Walter  Lee,  October  12,  1973 

BIRTHS 

Barbara    Bauman    Larkin,   a   son,   Timothy    Dwigh 

November  23,  1973 

Rebecca  Bennett  Wallace,  a  son,  Christopher  Jame 

April  27,  1973 
Jane    Flaster    Biggard,    a  daughter,    Kimberly    Betl 

September  4,  1973 
Claudia   Miller    Russey,  a  son,  David  Frederic,  Ju 

18,  1972 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui,  a  son,  Timothy  Kiyosr 

September  11,  1973 
Sally   Richards  Nurminen,  a  son,  John  Arthur,  Me 
12.  1973 

Virginia  Stretton  Smith,  a  daughter,  Karin  Suzann 
March  15,  1973 

Janet  Simpson  Prescott,  a  son,  Andrew  Clyde,  Mc 

29,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Claudia    Anderson    Nevins   (Mrs.    David   C.)  627  A 

varado  Street,  San  Francisco.  Calif.  941 14 
Barbara  Bauman  Larkin  (Mrs.  Jack)  105  South  Ma 

Street,  North  Brookfield,  Mass.  01535 

Linda    Berg    Samuels    (Mrs.    Seymour,    III)     10B 
Poenceonia  Drive,  Satellite  Beach,  Fla.  32937 

Bibi  Boles  Evans  (Mrs.  Samuel)   1503  Laurel  Roa 

Oceanside,  Calif.  92054 
Linda    Breitel    Paez    (Mrs.    Mario)    1204   Penningtc 

Lane,  Bowie,  Md.  20755 
Mary  Brown  Garland  (Mrs.  George  A.)  21 16  Hende 

son  Avenue,  Silver  Spring.  Md.  20902 

Sally  Brown  Lincoln  (Mrs.  John  B.)  136  Plain  Roa 

Wayland,  Mass.  01778 
Barbara  Brubaker  Despard  (Mrs.  Victor  R.,  Ill)  2^ 
Pitney  Road,  Lancaster,  Pa.  17601 

Priscilla  Buxton  Greenwood  (Mrs.  Laurence  J.)  18G 

Metzerott  Road,  #805.  Adelphi,  Md.  20783 

Rosemary  Cesarone,  402  High  Street,  Somerset,  P 
15501 

Sarah  Corwin  Brady  (Mrs.  Michael)  3375  Homestef 

Road,  #124,  Santa  Clara,  Calif.  95051 
Carol  Craven  Kratz  (Mrs.   Kenneth  S.)  3807  Ridg 

wood  Court,  Apt,  A-1 .  Royal  Oaks,  Pittsburgh,  P 
15239 

Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer  (Mrs.  Bonnie  D.)  204  N.  Fir 

Street,  DeKalb,  III.  60115 

Virginia  Damato  Lee  (Mrs.  Walter)   13741  S.W.  84 

Street,  Miami,  Fla.  33141 
Eugenia    Eickele    Haldenwang    (Mrs.     Egon    P.)    2 

Valley  View,  Summit,  N.  J.  07901 
Janie   Flaster  Biggard   (Mrs.   Donald)    1526  Valmoi 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 
Beverly    Hamilton    Robinson   (Mrs.  Beverly   H.)   3C 

Veazey  Terrace,  N.W.,  Apt.  130,  Washington,  D.  ( 
20008 

Sara   C.   Heslep,   5303  So.  Woodlawn  Avenue,  Cr 

cago.  III.  60615 
Evelyn    Kinast   McElhaney    (Mrs.    Ronald  N.)   551 

113  Street,  Edmonton,  Alberta,  T6H  3K7  Canar. 

Sarah  Jane  Lanigan,  12510  Wissant  Lane,  St.  Loui 

Mo.  63141 
Jane    E.   Levitt,  789  West  End  Avenue,  New  Yorl 
N.  Y.  10025 

Shirley    L.   McNerney,   214   Meadville  Street,   Edil 

boro.  Pa.  16412 
Frances    Meyers    Bullis    (Mrs.    Gerald)    31    Trimfoc 
Terrace,  Farmington,  Mo.  63640 
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Susan  Michaels  Orringer   (Mrs.   Mark   B.)   2049  Win- 
sted  Ct.,  Ann  Arbor,  Mich.  48103 

Claudia  Miller  Russey  (Mrs.  Stephen  F.)  188Weeden 

Drive,  East  Greenwich,  R.  I.  02818 

Joan    Montgomery    Waltz    (Mrs.    Frederick    M.)    Rt. 

318,    Ripley    Hill     Road,    Pleasant    Valley,    Conn. 
06063 

Susanne  Newton   Kelly  (Mrs.  Laird  R.)   125  County 

Road,  Demarest,  N.  J.  07627 

Patricia   Papp   Breman    (Mrs.  Sidney  D.)  271   White 

Oak  Drive,  New  Kensington,  Pa.  15068 

Eileen    Raden    Kobrin    (Mrs.    Robert  J.)    16   Tracey 

Terrace,  Cherry  Hill,  N.  J.  08003 
Anica    Reed   Smith    (Mrs.    David   A.)    1252   Malvern 

Street,  Pittsburgh.  Pa.  1  521  7 

Martha     A.    Repman,     1807    Spruce    Street,    Phila- 
delphia, Pa.  19103 

Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz  (Mrs   Daniel  M.)  10  Colonial 

Terrace,  Maplewood,  N.  J.  07040 

Rina     Sigal    Segal     (Mrs.     Amiel)     868    New    Mark 
Esplanade,  Rockville,  Md.  20850 

Susan   Soule   Cox    (Mrs.    B.    Larry!    P.O.  Box   5142, 

West  Village,  Colo.  81615 

Nancy  L.  Speck,  4503-34th  Street,  South,  Arlington, 
Va.  22205 

Pamela   Stirba   Russell   (Mrs.  William   L.)   8202  S.W. 

165th  Terrace,  Miami,  Fla.  33157 

Virginia   Stretton   Smith    (Mrs.    Douglas   G.)    R.   #1. 

Box  94B,  Hermansville,  Mich.  49847 

Christina  Swansen  Cummings  (Mrs.  John  A.)   10820 
Braewick  Drive,  Carmel,  Ind.  46032 

Jane  Tobey  Eden  (Mrs.  Michael  P.)  226  Candlewood 
Lane,  Hanover,  Mass.  02339 

Betsy   Ann   Unangst,   1705  First  Avenue,  B-4,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Margaret  N.  Whiting,  Amberlands  31  -B,  Croton-on- 
Hudson,  N.  Y.  10520 

Barbara  Zitko  Terris  (Mrs.  Peter)  19-A  Forest  Street, 
Cambridge,  Mass.  02140 

LOST 

Ellen  Wetzel  Mialky  (Mrs.  Edward  M.) 

Susan  reporting: 

This  year  the  news  was  exceptionally  sparse.  I 

hope  everything  was  not  as  dull  as  it  would  appear. 

Bobbie  Bauman  Larkin  reports  that,  for  the  first 

time,  in  years,  the  request  for  news  got  to  her  in 

time.  We  had  been  sending  it  to  her  parents  instead. 

Bobbie  and  her  husband.  Jack,  have  been  living  in 

centra!  Massachusetts  for  two  years  where  Jack  is  the 

Director  of  Education  at  Old  Sturbridge  Village. 

They  live  in  half  of  an  old  19th  century  house  in  the 

country  where  they  enjoy  "Feeling  free  from  city 

life."  Before  Timmy's  birth,  Bobbie  was  doing 
graduate  work  in  anthropology  at  the  University  of 
Massachusetts  and  hopes  to  return.  The  Larkins  see 

Joanne  Zweig  Friedman  '64  and  her  family  often. 
Leonard  Friedman  is  now  Chairman  of  Modern 

Languages  at  Salem  State  College  in  Salem,  Massa- 
chusetts. 

Becky  Bennett  Wallace  wrote  that  she  is  busy 

with  her  two  children.  Katharine  is  in  kindergarten 

and  busy  learning  to  ski  as  well  as  read.  Jim's  law 
practice  keeps  him  busy  and  traveling  quite  a  lot. 

Becky  is  enjoying  "artsy-craftsy  stuff"  in  her  leisure 
time. 

The  class  extends  its  deepest  sympathy  to  Bibi 

Boles  Evans  on  the  death  of  her  mother  last  spring. 
Ginny  Damato  Lee  reports  that,  instead  of 

traveling  to  parts  unknown  during  the  past  year,  she 
resigned  her  teaching  position  of  seven  years  in 
Connecticut  and  assumed  a  position  in  sales  and 

marketing  with  Arvida  Corporation,  one  of  the 

largest  land  sale  and  development  firms  in  Florida. 

She  also  married  Walter  Lee,  a  sales  engineer  with 
the  Burndy  Corporation. 

Jane  Piaster  Biggard  is  happy  to  report  that  her 

family  is  fine.  Older  daughter,  Debbie,  is  enjoying 
her  new  sister  tremendously.  The  Biggards  also 
moved  from  Shadyside  to  a  new  home  in  Squirrel 

Hill  during  the  past  year. 

Linda  Berg  Samuels  and  family  moved  to  Florida 
where  they  are  living  at  Patrick  Air  Force  Base.  Sam 

is  studying  for  M.S.  in  Contracts  Management  at 

Florida  Institute  of  Technology.  In  the  spring,  the 
Samuels  will  move  to  Lakeland  where  Sam  will  teach 

ROTC   at  Florida  Southern  College.  The  girls,  Lisa 

and  Kim,  are  growing  up  fast. 

Mary  Brown  Garland  and  I  had  a  long  telephone 

conversation  trying  to  catch  up  on  the  last  five  years 
or  so.  The  Garlands  moved  to  the  Washington  area 

from  Cincinnati  in  September.  George  is  now 

Deputy  Director  of  his  program  in  the  Environ- 

mental Protection  Agency.  Mary  is  considering  re- 

turning to  graduate  school  in  Urban  Planning. 

Mary  brings  news  that  Karen  Smith  Gugino,  Jim 

and  their  three  sons  have  forsaken  the  big  city  for  a 

farm  in  northern  Pennsylvania  where  they  raise  and 

groom  dogs. 

Diane  Browarsky  Levine  writes  of  an  excep- 

tionally busy  year  spent  trying  to  combine  doctoral 

work  in  English  at  the  University  of  Maryland  with 
the  commitment  to  home  and  family.  Her  husband 

has  been  involved  in  teaching,  research,  and  patient 

care  at  Johns  Hopkins  University.  Fortunately,  this 

hectic  schedule  leaves  them  busy  and  content  most 
of  the  time. 

Yours  truly,  Susan  Atherton  Kleine,  has  had  a 

busy  year,  as  usual,  surviving  my  30th  birthday, 

doing  political  and  League  of  Women  Voters  work, 

and  teaching  history  half-time  at  the  Madeira  School. 

I  find  part-time  work  a  good  'solution'  to  the 
career/motherhood  problem.  Doug  continues  to  be 

busy  at  work,  and  our  two  girls,  Andrea  and  Hilary, 

are  doing  well.  We  took  a  camping  trip  through 

Wisconsin  and  Michigan  last  August  and  visited  Mary 

Krein  Howarth  and  David  as  well  as  Beverly  Miller 

Blessinger.  We  are  afraid  that  the  energy  crisis  will 

cramp  our  style  this  year  though  I  see  Nancy  Speck 

and  Sallie  Hendon  fairly  often.  They  are  doing  well 

and  pursuing  interesting  careers  in  Washington.  Hope 

the  response  is  better  next  year.  My  thanks  to  those 

of  you  who  wrote. 

Joan  reporting: 

As  usual,  the  class  members  have  many  and 

varied  interests  to  keep  them  busy.  While  Judith 

Goslee  Diaz  reports  nothing  specific  —  except  a  new 

baby  —  she  did  enjoy  a  visit  with  Jackie  Smyth 
Gawthrop  and  Sam  when  they  were  in  town.  Judy 

and  Jackie  toured  Chatham  —  "What  a  change!" 
Our  sympathy  goes  to  Sara  Heslep,  whose  mother 

died  quite  suddenly  last  year.  Sara  conducted  pro- 
bate of  the  estate  herself,  a  constructive  experience 

which  showed  that  an  average  person  can,  with  some 

professional  advice,  untangle  the  legal  web  surround- 

ing probate.  Lately  Sara  has  become  deeply  com- 
mitted to  the  United  Farm  Workers  efforts  to  renew 

their  contracts  through  a  strike  and  boycott  of 

grapes  and  head  lettuce. 
From  Montreal,  Elaine  Hill  man  Moroney  reports 

seeing  Karen  Kvam  last  summer  for  the  first  time  in 

six  years.  Beside  children-related  activities,  Elaine 
and  Mike  have  begun  conversational  French  lessons 

in  order  to  communicate  with  the  92%  non-English- 
speaking  Quebecers.  Elaine  is  also  becoming  involved 

again  in  music  —  an  informal  madrigal  singing  group 
and  a  chamber  orchestra.  This  summer  the  Moroneys 

will  visit  Mike's  family  in  Ireland. 

Myra  Hull  Gillum  reports  that  she  is  "thrilled  to 
pieces"  watching  Allison  and  has  enjoyed  seeing 
Martha  Repman,  who  is  head  of  a  branch  of  the 

Philadelphia  Free  Library  located  near  Myra 

Linda  Kates  Meyer  and  family  have  become 

sailing  enthusiasts  and,  in  fact,  have  taken  some  boat 

courses  and  now  have  their  own  20-foot  sloop.  Linda 
has  also  joined  two  service  organizations  and  is 

enjoying  two  new  interests  in  macrame  and  indoor 

plants. Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney  reports  no  particular 

news  but  mentions  that  she  is  basically  pleased  with 

the  new  direction  of  the  RECORDER,  a  sentiment 

echoed  by  a  number  of  others. 

Bridget  Kumutat  Allen  and  Richard  are  still 

spending  much  of  their  time  repairing  and  re- 
modeling their  home  post-Hurricane  Agnes.  Bridget 

has  apparently  become  a  general  handy  person  in  the 

process.  Richard  continues  busy  as  BuckneM's 
Annual  Fund  Director;  the  Aliens  continue  their 

interest  in  sports  car  racing;  and  Bridget's  pho- 
tography skill  is  now  utilized  for  the  local  weekly 

newspaper  and  various  free  lance  projects. 

Our  best  wishes  are  extended  to  Janie  Lanigan  on 

her  approaching  marriage.  Janie  has  had  a  well- 
traveled    year,    moving    from    New    York    City    to 

Washington,  D.  C.  —  where  she  roomed  briefly  with 
Marty  Wilson  and  met  Russ  —  to  St.  Louis,  where 
she  will  be  managing  the  Designer/Better  Coats  and 
Dresses  section  of  a  new  Stix,  Baer  and  Fuller  branch store. 

In  early  summer,  Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  and 

family  will  be  journeying  along  the  Gulf  to  Florida, 
then  to  Washington,  D.  C.  and  York,  Pennsylvania  to 

visit  Linda's  family  and,  hopefully,  old  friends  along 
the  way  —  all,  of  course,  provided  there  is  enough 
gasoline.  In  the  fall,  Linda  would  like  to  begin  work 
parttime  or  begin  graduate  studies 

I've  had  a  busy  year  —  becoming  more  involved 
with  the  Chicago  alumnae  club,  tackling  needlework 
in  its  various  forms,  vacationing  in  Bermuda  in  the 

summer,  and  revisiting  Chatham  in  the  fall  —  and  the 
campus  certainly  has  changed.  And,  of  course,  world 

events  keep  things  interesting  in  my  international 
economic  research  activities  at  the  Harris  Bank. 

Hope  to  see  many  of  the  class  at  next  year's  reunion -  the  tenth  (Gulp!) 

Mary  reporting: 

Claudia  Miller  Russey  is  busy  substitute  teaching 

in  her  local  high  school  ...  it  is  easier  than  a  regular 

teaching  job.  Son  David  takes  care  of  her  spare  time, 

last  year  when  she  and  her  French  class  were 

organizing  and  preparing  a  French  dinner  for  100  he 
came  down  with  chicken  pox!  Steve  is  Assistant 

Headmaster  at  Rocky  Hill  School,  and  the  family  is 
well  established  in  their  new  home. 

For  the  first  time  in  ages,  Janice  Patterson  has 

stayed  put  for  a  whole  year!  She  says  the  southern 

sun  has  a  hypnotic  effect.  The  Merchandising  pro- 

gram she  went  to  Miami-Dade  Community  College  to 
develop  has  completed  its  first  cycle  of  courses,  and 

the  results  were  worth  the  work  .  .  .  complete  with  a 

big  increase  in  student  numbers.  As  if  that  weren't 
enough  to  keep  any  one  person  busy,  Janice  has  a 

part-time  teaching  job  at  Florida  International  Uni- 
versity, and  tapes  books  for  the  Recording  for  the 

Blind  Organization  as  a  volunteer! 
Two  and  a  half  year  old  Jordan  is  still  helping 

Virginia  Powell  Hargrave  work  on  her  pottery,  both 

teaching  and  producing.  She  has  participated  in 

several  craft  fairs  and  sales,  and  gives  wheel-throwing 
demonstrations. 

Dorothy  Raymond  Matsui  is  back  at  work  as  the 

regional  librarian  for  Milpitas,  Calif,  following  the 

birth  of  son  Tim.  Yas  has  started  grad  school  in  the 

evenings;  he  is  trying  for  an  MBA,  "so  we  are  having 

to  be  much  more  organized  than  we've  ever  had  to 
be  before."  No  skiing  so  far  this  year  —  weekends  are 

spent  catching  up  on  Tim's  developments. 
As  usual,  Marsha  Richards  Bingler  has  lots  of 

news.  She  is  finance  chairman  for  the  League  of 
Women  Voters,  Allegheny  County  Council,  and 

participates  in  all  the  League  activities  ...  particu- 
larly working  for  the  passage  of  a  new  Home  Rule 

Charter  for  Allegheny  County.  John  and  his  study 

commission  are  still  polishing  up  a  proposed  new 

Home  Rule  Charter  for  the  City  of  Pittsburgh.  For 

relaxation,  the  Binglers  bought  a  piano  last  spring 

and  Marsha  says  she  is  trying  to  remember  how  to 

play.  The  Alumnae  Executive  Board,  of  which 

Marsha  is  a  member,  has  started  having  "snack-in's"  at 
the  individual  dorms  (sort  of  dorm  breaks)  as  a  way 

of  getting  alumnae  and  students  in  touch  with  one 
another.  They  have  had  very  good  success.  Also, 

Marsha  reports  seeing  Pam  Proksa  Patt  at  an  LWV 
meeting  and  Janet  Simpson  Prescott  now  and  then. 

Patti  Papp  Breman  and  family  are  back  in  the 

Pittsburgh  area  from  Massachusetts  as  the  result  of  a 

job  offer  Sid  could  not  refuse.  He  hopes  to  sit  for 

the  C.P.A.  exam  soon.  Patti  keeps  busy  with  Eddie 

who  is  almost  three. 

As  for  my  news,  our  big  achievement  is  moving 
into  the  home  we  had  built  this  past  year.  David  and 

I  did  a  lot  of  the  work  ourselves,  and  I  know  more 

about  insulating  than  I  care  to  have  to!  I  also  went 
wild  with  the  preserving  routine  this  fall.  This  part  of 

Michigan  abounds  in  "pick  your  own"  orchards.  We 
did  manage  a  week  in  Bermuda  in  September.  I  have 

added  a  second  "hat"  at  the  Wayne  County  Fed- 
erated Library  System  —  I  am  now  head  of  the  Order 

Dept.  as  well  as  being  head  of  Reference/lnterloan. 

With  gasoline  the  way  it  is,  I  don't  know  how  much 
longer  I  can  continue  to  drive  80  miles  a  day.  David 
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and  I  see  Beverly  Miller  Blessinger  and  Ken  quite 

regularly  —  we'll  always  have  enough  gas  for  that! 
Sue  Atherton  Kleine  and  her  family  were  here  this 

summer,  and  Nancy  Speck  flew  in  and  out  one 

weekend.  I  am  sorry  more  of  you  did  not  send  in 

news  .  .  .  can  you  believe  that  next  year  is  our  tenth 

anniversary! 

Beverly  reporting: 

Although  there  were  not  as  many  replies  this 

year,  letters  continued  to  arrive  from  all  over  the 
country,  ranging  from  Washington,  D.  C.  to  the  state 

ol  Washington.  Many  of  us  have  moved  during  the 

year,  over  half  of  those  who  replied,  in  fact! 

Having  thought  that  only  an  earthquake  could 

budge  her  from  New  England,  Sue  Soule  Cox  is  still 

surprised  to  find  herself  and  family  happily  settled  in 

Aspen,  Colorado.  Larry  was  offered  the  job  of 

Marketing  Director  for  NASTAR,  a  national 

standard  racing  program  with  home  offices  in  Aspen. 

Six-year-old  Sam  is  in  first  grade  and  Chris,  five,  is  in 

a  pre-school  program.  Other  than  doing  some  volun- 

teer teachers'  aid  work  at  the  elementary  school, 
Sue  writes  that  she  is  involved  only  in  skiing  and 

more  skiing. 

Jill  Squire  Popish  summed  up  her  thoughts  for 

the  year  with: 

"Roses  are  red, 
Violets  are  blue 

Same  activities  as  last  year 

Nothing  much  new." 

Or,  she   writes,   "We're  alive  and   well    in    Newport 

News." Ginny  Stretton  Smith  started  the  year  with  a  big 

event  —  the  birth  of  a  daughter.  In  June,  Ginny  and 

family  moved  to  Michigan's  Upper  Peninsula.  She  is 
finding  the  countryside  beautiful,  relatively  un- 

disturbed since  much  of  it  is  timberland.  The  winters 

are  long  and  cold,  but  the  Smiths  manage  to  keep 

warm  by  their  wood  stove. 

Another  Chathamite  who  moved  since  last  year  is 

Tina  Swansen  Cummings.  Leaving  Charlotte,  North 

Carolina,  was  not  easy  after  three  years,  but  Tina 

writes  that  she  and  John  are  basically  mid-westerners 
and  happy  to  be  in  Indianapolis.  John  changed  jobs, 

leaving  a  large  hospital  supply  company  for  a  smaller 

one  where  he  could  be  more  of  his  own  person. 

Randy,  age  six,  is  loving  first  grade  and  Amy,  age 

five,  is  in  pre-school  now  and  eager  for  kindergarten 
next  year.  Tina  writes  that  she  worked  at  the  Drug 

Education  Center  in  Charlotte  for  a  year. 

Jane  Tobey  Eden  is  yet  another  one  of  our 

recently  relocated  classmates.  Jane  writes  that  she 

loved  the  town  but  wanted  more  elbow  room.  Jeff, 

4,  attends  nursery  school  two  mornings  a  week  and 

Greg,  fifteen  months,  is  a  joy  to  watch.  She  still  sees 

Francie  Darr  Aley  and  children  as  often  as  Tom's 
globe  trotting  permits. 

Ingrid  Von  Dattan  Detweiler  reports  no  dramatic 

happenings.  Sean  is  now  two-and-a-half  and  is 
curious  about  the  world.  Ingrid  is  busy  being  a  wife 

and  mother,  working  with  the  League  of  Women 

Voters  and  attending  selectmen's  meetings. 
Marcia  Webb  Buxton  is  still  enjoying  the  North- 

west. Tom  continues  to  work  for  the  Boeing 

Company  and  Marcia  is  doing  volunteer  work  for 

Planned  Parenthood.  They  spend  their  leisure  time 
sailing  aboard  their  29  foot  trimaran. 

After  two  years  in  England  and  one  in  Charles- 
ton, South  Carolina.  Peggy  Whiting  is  again  in  the 

northeast.  She  misses  England  but  is  enjoying  her 

new  job  in  a  co-educational  day  school.  Last 
summer,  Peggy  traveled  up  and  down  the  east  coast, 

visiting  various  historical  sights  and  found  it  really 

enjoyable  to  see  the  United  States  for  a  change 
instead  of  Europe.  Peggy  sees  Jackie  Gawthrop  and 

her  family  frequently  as  well  as  Debbie  Dechert. 

Peggy  writes  that  if  anyone  else  is  in  the  Croton-on- 
Hudson  area  to  let  her  know. 

Martha  Wilson  began  a  new  job  after  Christmas. 

While  Martha  enjoyed  working  in  the  art  gallery,  she 

writes  that  the  field  is  notoriously  underpaid.  Martha 
is  now  Library  Services  Manager,  which  she  claims  is 

fancy  for  office  manager,  for  the  Carrollton  Press 

and  the  United  States  Historical  Documents  In- 

stitute. They  publish  reprint  indexes,  some  of  which 

are  the  Proceedings  of  Congress  and  the  Annual 
Reports    of    the    Smithsonian.    She    also    served    as 

chairman  of  the  annual  Georgetown  House  Tour. 

With  part-time  graduate  school  in  child  develop- 
ment and  three  children  including  a  new  baby  Jan 

Simpson  Prescott  manages  to  keep  quite  busy. 

Jane  Tremble  Baumann  is  completing  her  senior 

year  at  Ramapo  College  in  New  Jersey  and  debating 

between  law  school  and  a  master's  in  political 
science.  Even  with  two  college  girls  living  with  them 

to  help  with  the  babysitting  she  sometimes  wonders 
if  it  is  all  worthwhile. 

Ken  and  I,  Beverly  Miller  Blessinger,  have  had 

another  pleasant  year  in  Imlay  City,  Michigan.  Ken 

still  enjoys  his  high  school  English  teaching  and  I  like 

my  work  as  a  reading  consultant  in  the  Romeo 

schools.  Last  summer,  we  vacationed  in  Spain  for 

three  weeks,  an  entirely  different  experience  for  us. 

-J  C^C^^7  Rose  Chasnov  Eppard 

I^O/  (Mrs   Philip  BJ 25  Poplar  Street 
Providence,  R.  I.  02906 

Elizabeth  Claytor 

1630  Petunia  Street 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15210 

Carol  Mason 

1816  Francisco  Street 

Berkeley,  Calif,  94703 

Tegner  McAteer  Stokes 
(Mrs.  FrancisJ.,  Ill) 

1 19  Fort  Greene  Place 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  1  1217 

Jo  Messersmith  Mitchell 

(Mrs.  C.  Edward) 
1501  Overbrook  Road 

Williamsport.  Pa.  17701 

BIRTHS 

Mary   Louise  Farmer  Haralam,  a  son,  Andrew  John, 

August  30,  1973 
Judith    Gilbert    Livingston,   a   daughter,  Amy  Ruth, 
January  17,  1973 

Judith   Graytock    Dengler,  a  son,  Mitchell  Gregory, 
November  25.  1973 

Greta  Gunia  Harkness,  a  son,  W.  George,  Jr.,  June  2, 
1973 

Suzanne     Hershey     Bress,     a     daughter,     Courtney 
Hershey,  January  25,  1974 

Dael  Kiesler  Stichter,  a  son,  Charles  Robert,  July  1, 

1973 

Eileen    Richey    Hepler,    a    daughter,   Megham    Lara, 

August  20,  1973 

Jo  Messersmith  Mitchell,  a  daughter,  Caroline  Ruth, 
February  24,  1973 

Jane  Ross  Ross,  a  daughter,  Emily,  June,  1972 
Jean  Sour   Raben,  a  daughter,  Alison  Scofield,  and 

son,  Matthew  Snyder,  December  16,  1973 

Sandra     Stewart     Shasby,     a    daughter,     Kimberly, 
February  20,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Patricia  Bandomer  Rugh  (Mrs.  Kenneth  A.,  Jr.)  P.  O. 

Box  2664,  Plainfield,  N.  J.  07060 

Jane  Birmingham   Hanley   (Mrs.  J.  Terrance)   25000 

Country  Club  Blvd.,  North  Olmstead,  Ohio  44070 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell   {Mrs.  Thomas  E.)  501   Bay 
Road.  N.  Palm  Beach,  Florida  33408 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer  (Dr.  Beverly  B.  Palmer)  6736 

Los  Verdes  Drive,  Apt.  8,  Palos  Verdes  Peninsula, 
Calif.  90274 

Betsy   Crone,  2861    29th  Street,  N.W.,  Washington, 
D.  C.  20008 

Susan  Holden  Davis,  1011  Beacon  Street,  Brookline, 
Mass.  02146 

Natalie   Dingle  Bazzell   (Mrs.  Creamer)   208  Merrick 
Road,  Oceanside.  N.  Y.  11572 

Jo    Ann    Eustace    Walther    (Mrs.    Frederick    G.)    32 

Gloucester  Street,  Arlington,  Mass.  02174 
Mary    Louise    Farmer    Haralam    (Mrs.    Alex   J.)    c/o 

Capt.     Alex     Haralam,    D.  C,     182-34-5421,    89th 
Medical  Detachment,  APO  N.  Y.  09164 

Lucille     Finger     Harding     (Mrs.     Read    P.)     Box    5, 
Plainfield,  Mass.  01070 

Jacqueline   Flynn  Nygaard  (Mrs.  Levi)  2081  Jonquil 
Place,  Rockford,  III.  61107 

Janet  Forbush  Zuvers  (Mrs.  Jerry  W.)  2104  Madison 
Avenue,  Tyrone,  Pa.  16686 

Diane    Furrer  Holzheimer  (Mrs.   Robert  J.)  34  Irvini 

Street,  #14,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 
Madelyn   Gorchoff    Osur    (Mrs.   Alan   M.)    2700  So 

Holly,  #217,  Denver,  Colo.  80222 
Greta  Gunia  Harkness  (Mrs.  Walter  G.)   413  Ardor 

Drive,  Horseheads,  N.  Y.  14845 

Susan   J.    Hake,    1135   Hornell    Drive,  Silver  Spring 

Md.  20904 

Linda  Hauser  Stavros  (Mrs.  Anthony  J.)  Hickory  Hil 

Road,  #R-3,  Bethlehem,  Pa.  18015 
Carol    Heinz    Kirwin    (Mrs.    Michael)    2105  Brightor 

Road,  Washington,  D.  C.  20018 

Margaret    Higgins   Green    (Mrs.   James  H.)    1400  NE 

Boat  Street,  Seattle,  Wash.  981 05 

Lynn    Hillman    McCulloch    (Mrs.    Roger    D.)    207; 
Vendome,  N.D.G.  Montreal,  Quebec,  Canada 

Lucy  Hilmer,  193  Henry  Street,  San  Francisco,  Calif 
94114 

Patricia  Jalowick   Demase  (Mrs.   Lawrence  A.)  603 

Bunkerhill  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Dael     Kiesler     Stichter     (Mrs.    Charles    R.     II)     1 1 1 

Nautilus  Street,  Oceanside,  Calif.  92054 

Sandra    Lafe,   8110-H   Colony   Point   Road,  Spring 
field,  Va.  22152 

Sarah    Leuthy    Chamberlain    (Mrs.    Michael    R.)    70J 

Beech  Street,  Manchester,  N.  H.  03104 

Trudy    Levin   Cushner   (Mrs.  Arnold  W.)   210   Lewi: 

Street,  Harrisburg,  Pa.  171 10 
Elaine  Levitt,  5851  Morrowfield  Avenue,  Pittsburgh 

Pa.  15217 

Debbie  W.  Little,  1 50  Chandler  Street,  Boston,  Mass 

02116 

Vivian  Lowery  Derryck  (Mrs.  Dennis  A.)  c/o  Ameri 

can  Embassy,  Monrovia,  Liberia 

Kammy   McCleery   MacKirdy,    1412  Wood    Hollow 

#9406,  Houston,  Texas  77027 
Kathleen    Marchant,    Dr.    Dedichensvei    76,   Oslo  6 

Norway 

Jeanne     Osterhout     Burwick     (Mrs.     Louis    W.)     7v 

Commodore  Road,  Worcester,  Mass.  01619 

Susan    M.    Plaut,    4707   Chevy    Chase   Drive,   Chev^ 

Chase,  Md.  20015 

Anne   P.   Plunkett,  4225-38th   Street,   N.W.,  Wash- 

ington, D.  C.  20016 
Iris    Raskin   Snyder    (Mrs.    Alvin)   5555  Wissahickor 

Avenue,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19144 

Melanie  Redhead  Applebaum  (Mrs.  Edward  H.)  321 J 

Wendover  Street,  Troy,  Mich.  48084 

Joan     Reisner     Auritt     (Mrs.    Jon    J.)     Middlebank 

Manchester  Road,  Moylan,  Pa.  19065 

Susan  Slagle  Young  (Mrs.  Thomas  D.)  3  Cumberlanc 
Trail,  Conroe,  Texas  77301 

Sandra  Stewart  Shasby  (Mrs.  D.  Michael)  5720-37tr 
Street,  N.E.  Seattle,  Wash.  98105 

Barbara   Subow   Greene    (Mrs.    Frederick  J.,  Jr.)   M 

Dominican  Drive,  San  Rafael,  Calif.  94901 

Carol   Swenson    Foss    (Mrs.    Charles    L.,  Jr.)   467  N 

Village  Avenue,  Rockville  Center,  N.  Y.  1 1570 
Evi  Tamm  Metcalf  (Mrs.  Jack  A.)  1 54  S.  Jamestowr 

Road,  Coraopolis,  Pa.  15108 
Linda  Van  Doren  Garlick  (Mrs.  John)  2242  N.  Bissel 

Street,  Chicago,  III.  60614 
Linda    J.    Weltchek,    1    South    Street,    New    Haven 
Conn.  06510 

Cooky  reporting: 
Georgia  Canellos,  a  senior  policy  analyst  with  the 

Department  of  Transportation,  spent  two  months  ir 

Australia  last  fall  studying  their  trucking  and  railroac 

industries.  On  her  way  there  she  stopped  off  in  Fiji 

and  Hawaii.  Georgia  enjoys  Washington,  which  she 

refers  to  as  "the  political  entertainment  capital  ol 

the  world,"  but  she  leaves  occasionally  for  side  trip; 
such  as  a  skiing  excursion  to  Colorado. 

LoLita  Dawson  Pfeiffer  is  currently  waging  a 

battle  to  reform  election  laws  as  a  member  of  the 

Missouri  League  of  Women  Voters.  She  manages  tc 

find  time  to  play  viola  in  the  local  symphony.  Penny 

Anderson  Gladwell  has  also  renewed  her  ac- 

quaintance with  the  viola  and  plays  with  the 

Huntington  (West  Virginia)  Chamber  Orchestra.  She 

is  considering  going  back  to  school  for  a  degree  in 
music  education  so  that  she  can  pioneer  a  program 

for  teaching  string  instruments  in  her  part  of 

Kentucky.  Penny  has  been  filling  in  her  spare  time 

by  representing  Chatham  at  local  high  schools, 

counseling  senior  high  students  at  church,  co- 
chairing  a  landscaping  project  at  the  county 

children's  home,  and  entertaining  her  former  room- 
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mate  Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan  and  family  Dave 

has  been  promoted  to  operations  planning  co- 
ordinator for  Ashland  Oil. 

Zayde  Dotts  Antrim  has  been  serving  as  president 
of  the  Richmond  Chapter  of  Planned  Parenthood. 

She  and  a  group  of  volunteers  are  teaching  courses  in 
human  sexuality  in  the  Richmond  Public  Schools. 

Her  chapter  has  opened  a  Family  Life  Education 

Center  and  is  planning  to  show  films  every  two 
months  on  educational  television. 

Ellen  Dailey  Bedell  received  her  Ph.D.  in  Egyp- 
tology from  Brandeis  last  June.  She  and  Tom  will  be 

excavating  in  the  northwestern  Negev  this  summer. 

In  September  she  will  begin  teaching  in  the  ar- 
chaeology department  of  the  University  of  the  Negev 

in  Israel  while  Tom  works  at  the  Institute  for  Desert 
Studies. 

Jo  Ann  Eustace  Walther  continues  to  teach 

eleventh  and  twelfth  grade  English  in  Cambridge. 

She  and  Fred  have  been  renovating  their  new  house. 

Since  receiving  his  Ph.D.,  Fred  has  spent  one  year 
with  the  Air  Force  and  is  now  a  staff  scientist  at  MIT 

Lincoln  Laboratory. 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer  is  an  assistant  professor  of 

clinical  psychology  at  California  State  College, 

Dominguez  Hills.  She  also  serves  as  a  research 

psychologist  with  the  Department  of  Medicine, 

UCLA.  In  May,  Bev  will  publish  "A  Model  for  a 

Community-Based  Women's  Clinic'"  in  the  American 
Journal  of  Public  Health.  Dick  will  finish  his 

residency  in  psychiatry  in  July  after  which  he  will 

probably  begin  his  two  years  of  naval  service. 
Maggi  Berman  Guzinsky  and  Bob  put  their  house 

up  for  sale  in  preparation  for  a  move  to  Cleveland 

only  to  have  to  cancel  the  sale  when  Bob  received  a 

second  promotion  to  stay  in  New  Jersey.  Maggi  has 
been  in  touch  with  Carol  Swenson  Foss,  who  is  now 

living  on  Long  Island.  Maggi  requests  that  anyone 
who  has  heard  from  Lucy  Hilmer  to  contact  her. 

Lenore  Fellner  Lessall,  apparently  offended  by 

the  questionnaire  she  received,  wrote  back  to  say  she 

would  not  answer  the  irrelevant  questions  any 

longer. 

I  am  still  doing  management  consulting  with 

Advanced  Systems  Associates,  Wellesley.  Philip  was  a 

teaching  assistant  at  Brown  this  year  and  has  just  had 

his  doctoral  dissertation  proposal  accepted. 

Elizabeth  reporting: 

Louise  Farmer  Haralam  reports  that  she  and  Alex 

will  return  to  the  states  in  the  fall  and  plan  on 

settling  in  Lancaster,  Pa.,  Louise's  hometown.  Alex 
will  open  his  own  general  dental  practice. 

Janet  Forbush  Zuvers  moved  last  spring  and  has 

been  busy  as  a  substitute  teacher  in  Tyrone,  Pa.  Pam 

Johnson  Gutkind  and  Connie  Gray  Voight  are  still 

teaching  in  Pittsburgh  and  Sumter,  South  Carolina, 

respectively.  Suzanne  Hershey  Bress  is  doing  pro- 
fessional calligraphy. 

New  homes  are  a  big  item  in  some  of  our  plans. 

Pat  Jalowick  Demase  and  Larry  purchased  a  home  in 

Highland  Park  last  spring  which  had  belonged  to  Dr. 

Paul  Cameron,  a  visiting  doctor  at  Chatham  before 

his  retirement.  Judith  Graytock  Dengler  is  planning  a 

new  home  on  1Va  acres  but  they  are  having  problems 

with  the  high  interest  rates  and  the  energy  crisis. 

Lynn  Hillman  McCulloch  is  in  Canada  studying 

Educational  Technology,  Television  and  Film  at  Sir 

George  Williams  University.  She  is  working  on  her 

thesis  consisting  of  a  television  or  film  production 

backed  up  by  a  research  paper.  Gini  Gold's  new  job 
is  Assistant  to  the  Vice  President  for  Public  Affairs 

and  Information  at  the  Atomic  Industrial  Forum. 

Gini  travels  a  lot  as  part  of  her  job  and  as  recreation 

and  has  been  skiing  in  Italy  and  Austria  and  sailing  in 

Greece  and  the  Virgin  Islands. 

Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur  is  working  toward  be- 
coming a  C.P.A.  and  is  enjoying  the  business  world. 

Jo  Anne  Greenfield  Abraham  is  secretary  for  the 
Matawan  Environmental  Committee,  on  the  board  of 

B'nai  B'rith  and  substitute  teaches  at  Matawan  High. 
Lynn  Hillman  McCulloch  feels  that  the  alumnae 

questionnaire  is  oriented  too  much  toward  the 

husbands  and  encourages  information  about  hus- 

bands only.  I  don't  think  that  this  is  valid  because 
we  have  many  examples  to  the  contrary.  Pat 

Jalowick  Demase  is  combining  marriage  with  her 

work  as  Supervisory  Instructional  Specialist  for  the 

Pittsburgh   Board  of  Education,  Greta  Gunia   Hark- 

ness  is  working  part-time  for  the  Chemung  County 
Planning  Board  and  writing  her  thesis  on  Urban  and 

Regional  Planning  and  Judy  Gilbert  Livingston  is  a 

full  time  student  at  Johns  Hopkins  University  as  well 

as  working  for  Academic  Games  Associates.  With  all 

of  these  things  going,  I  do  not  think  that  Chatham 

graduates  are  taking  a  back  seat  to  their  men. 

Carol  Pogash  reporting: 
Click  from  the  Symbionese  Liberation  Army  to 

women  having  babies. 

I'm  a  reporter  with  the  San  Francisco  Examiner, 

Randolph  Hearst's  paper,  and  have  written  only  SLA 
stories  in  the  last  few  weeks.  This  is  an  odd  respite. 
Cookie  Mason  is  in  Bristol,  England  on  a  post 

doctoral  research  grant  in  neurophysiology,  which 

explains  why  I'm  substitute  secretary. 
Debby  Little  is  riding  on  the  crest  of  the 

women's  movement.  "Am  now  manager  of  Internal 

Communications  for  Polaroid  Corp.,"  which  is  a  lot 
more  than  head  memo  writer.  Debby  lives  in  what 

she  imagines  is  a  tree  house  and  keeps  herself  sane 
with  plants  and  daily  jogs. 

Sandy  Lafe  graduated  in  June  from  Harvard 

Business  School.  Sandy  switched  jobs,  is  now  work- 
ing with  Arthur  Young  and  Co.,  vacationed  in 

Canada  and  Maine  and  met  a  man  she's  going  to 
marry  this  spring. 

Nora  Levy  Johnston  is  her  own  person  again,  sort 

of.  "At  long  last  I  have  pulled  myself  out  of  the 
housewife/mother  rut  and  attend  evening  classes  at 

the  Bath  Academy  of  Art,"  she  wrote.  Nora  has  two 
kids,  Peter,  almost  2,  and  Lucy,  almost  4,  who 

attends  the  only  state  nursery  school  in  town. 

Judy  Light  is  finishing  her  Ph.D.,  publishing  and 

training  her  two  Yorkshire  terriers. 

Dael  Kiesler  Stichter's  husband  returned  from 
Vietnam  with  the  last  of  the  cease  fire  withdrawal 

people.  The  two  are  stationed  by  the  Pacific  Ocean 

at  Camp  Pendleton.  Aside  from  cajoling  two  children 

every  day  Dael  occupies  herself  with  "tennis,  bridge, 

gardening,  etc." Shannon  McGuire  Sollinger  says  she's  sworn  off 

white  bread  and  sticking  with  yeast.  She's  also  quit 
teaching  at  NYU  and  is  lecturing  in  humanities  at 

Ladycliff  College  in  Highland  Falls.  She's  moving  to 
Norfolk,  Va.,  this  summer. 

Joan  Lessing  spends  vacations  in  Israel  and  is 

working  toward  her  MBA  at  Columbia  University 
with  a  concentration  in  finance. 

Karen  Lake  finished  her  graduate  work  at  Pitt 

and  took  a  job  as  coordinator  of  Educational  Studies 

for  the  Indiana  University  School  of  Medicine  in 
Indianapolis.  It  is,  she  says,  hectic,  but  happy. 

Kammy  McCleery  puts  us  on  notice  she's  not  the 
ole  rah-rah  girl  we  once  knew.  She's  extricated 
herself  from  a  year  in  Vietnam  and  three  years  of  a 

bad  marriage  and  is  "a  reshaped  person."  She's  got 
herself  a  better  man  and  a  better  job  as  an  insurance 

claims  adjuster  in  Houston. 

I  still  live  in  the  Berkeley  cottage  described  by 

Cookie  four  years  ago.  The  life  here  is  good. 

Teg  reporting: 

This  first  newsspread  is  from  girls  who  answered 

last  year  but  did  not  see  their  news  in  print.  About  a 
week  before  the  Bulletin  deadline  Frank  and  I  were 

invited  to  make  a  trip  to  Ecuador,  Peru  and  the 

Galapagos  Islands.  We  left  in  quite  a  flurry  but  I  got 
to  combine  research  with  pleasure  and  we  had  an 

absolutely  fantastic  time.  Only  a  few  people  had 

replied  when  we  took  off  and  I  did  a  fast  write-up  on 
the  plane  which  apparently  never  made  it  to 

Chatham.  I  want  to  include  this  "old"  news  but  it 
may  be  a  bit  out  of  date.  Andrea  Morgan  Weyer  is 

living  in  Lexington  while  her  husband,  Tom,  is  at  the 

Harvard  Business  School.  Her  two  daughters  keep 

her  very  busy  but  she  complains  that  "babies  grow 

up  too  fast."  Jeanne  Osterhout  Burwick  says  "sub- 
urban life  took  some  adjusting  to"  but  she  was  out 

working  part-time  for  an  immigration  and  naturaliza- 
tion office  for  the  National  Council  of  Jewish 

Women.  Another  mother  at  home  is  Andrea  Moss 

End.  She,  her  two  children  and  her  husband  Malcolm 

are  enjoying  life  in  Croton-on-Hudson  and  are  still 
fixing  up  their  old  house.  Malcolm  is  a  writer  and  art 

director  at  Ogilvy  and  Mather  Advertising,  where  he 

handles  the  Puerto  Rico  account  —  advertising  for 
the   commonwealth.    Nancy    Lynch   Steele   and   her 

husband  Larry  are  also  fixing  up  an  old  house  which 

they  bought  in  rural  Bethel ,  Delaware  —  an  old 
shipbuilding  community  of  less  than  200  people 

They  have  75  acres  and  two  St.  Bernards.  Larry  is  an 

attorney  working  for  the  state  of  Delaware  and 

Nancy  is  still  reporting  for  the  News-Journal  papers 
out  of  Georgetown,  Del.  Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg  is 

now  co-director  of  a  day-care  center  and  teaching  a 
kindergarten  class.  She  says  her  two  kids,  Sarah  and 

Krista,  enjoy  her  job  because  "they  get  to  go  to 

school  every  day  with  Mom." This  section  of  the  news  I  know  is  up  to  date. 

Susan  Plaut  writes  from  Washington  D.  C.  that  she  is 

teaching  English  as  a  second  language  in  Mont- 
gomery County,  Md.  to  children  of  all  nationalities. 

She  spent  last  summer  studying  Arabic  and  plans  a 

big  trip  to  the  Middle  East  for  the  summer  of  '74. 
Liz  Shea  Haskell  is  "living,  loving  and  growing  in 

California."  She  continues  counseling  at  a  junior 
high  school,  but  a  recent  visit  from  Frank  Lackner 

convinced  her  to  get  working  and  finish  her  Ph.D. 
Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt  has  a  daughter  who  is  now  a 

sophomore  at  Chatham.  She  describes  herself  as  the 

"old  grad"  and  is  working  at  Chatham  in  evaluation 
services.  She  also  took  two  of  the  informal  courses 

given  in  the  evenings  at  Chatham  and  found  them 

very  stimulating.  Barbara  Newman  Gangemi  is  living 

in  a  San  Francisco  suburb  and  spending  a  lot  of  time 

with  her  new  daughter,  Alexa  Nicole.  Her  husband 

Paul,  who  is  now  working  as  an  investment 

counsellor,  plans  a  career  change  shortly  to  viti- 
culture —  the  growing  of  wine  grapes.  Barbara  plans 

to  get  back  to  work  soon  helping  emotionally 

disturbed  children  using  Reichian  techniques  Joan 

Reisner  Auritt  has  already  gone  back  to  producing 

television  shows  for  the  public  television  station  in 

Philadelphia  after  giving  birth  to  twin  boys  last  year. 

Another  girl  working  for  television  is  Judith  Murray 

Walle.  She  does  free-lancing  for  the  CBC  as  well  as 

Canadian  radio.  This  past  fall  of  '73,  she  worked  for 
14  weeks  as  a  story  editor  for  a  show  called  the 

"City  at  Six."  She  loves  broadcasting  and  producing. 

Her  son  Gregory  is  two  years  old  "which  says  all" 

and  her  husband  is  a  sales  manager  for  L'Oreal Canada.  Melanie  Redhead  Applebaum  spent  a  month 

in  Europe  last  summer  and  is  currently  rewriting  the 

art  curriculum  for  the  Michigan  schools  to  begin  in 

'75.  She  and  her  husband  Ed  have  just  bought  a  new 
home  with  an  acre  of  land  and  five  bedrooms  in 

Troy,  Mich.  I  have  seen  Jean  Sour  Raben  here  in 
New  York.  She  retired  last  October  as  commercial 

lending  officer  for  Chemical  Bank  to  await  the 

arrival  of  her  twins  —  Alison  Scofield  and  Matthew 

Snyder.  They  arrived  on  December  16,  1973.  Her 

husband  John  works  in  the  public  finance  depart- 
ment of  the  First  Boston  Corp  Mary  Rosenberger 

Hourigan  has  been  working  one  day  a  week  with 

retarded  pre-schoolers  at  the  St.  Peter's  Child  De- 
velopment Center  in  Pittsburgh.  This  summer  she 

will  be  moving  to  Brockton,  Mass.  where  her 

husband  Philip  will  join  a  group  of  pediatricians. 
Their  son  Peter  is  now  2%  and  their  second  son 

Patrick  was  born  last  May. 

I  guess  that's  it  for  "old"  and  "new"  news.  The 
trip  to  South  America  was  definitely  the  highlight  of 
last  year  for  the  Stokes.  Frank  will  be  leaving  New 
York  Model  Cities  Administration  in  June  when  the 

program  terminates  and  we're  not  sure  where  we'll be  after  that.  In  the  meantime,  I  am  at  Rockefeller 

University  and  my  first  paper  on  avian  neuro- 
anatomy has  been  accepted  by  the  Journal  of 

Comparative  Neurology  and  should  appear  in  about 
six  months. 

Jo  reporting: 

As  I  write  this  in  February,  knowing  that  it  will 

appear  in  the  Spring  RECORDER,  I  find  it  hard  to 
believe  there  actually  will  be  a  spring  this  year!  Ah, 
for  warm  air  (no  more  boots  and  snowsuits  to  put 

on),  sunshine  {get  the  kids  out  of  the  house!)  and 

flowers  (no,  no,  Carrie,  don't  pull)!  Only  another 
mother  of  a  toddler  can  imagine  how  much  I  look 
forward  to  spring! 

Chatham,  always  so  beautiful  at  springtime,  now 

boasts  two  faculty  members  who  are  in  our  class. 
Janet  Walker  has  taught  French  for  four  years.  She 

also  teaches  Italian.  Janet  visited  England  last  sum- 
mer and  studied  Italian  in  Rome.  She  continues  to 

work    on    her    Ph.D.    at    Bryn    Mawr.    Mary   Schlitt 
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Kostalos  began  her  first  year  this  fall.  She  is  an 

assistant  professor  of  biology. 

Martha  Sebastian  Moyer  is  busy  with  work , 

traveling  and  community  involvement.  They  were  in 

London  last  June.  Martha  works  for  Veterans  Hos- 

pital, where  she  is  co-ordinator  for  25  community 
care  homes  that  are  at  points  far  from  the  hospital. 

She  is  vice-president  of  her  local  NOW  Chapter  and  is 
active  in  ACLU.    . 

Susan  Whitfield's  description  of  the  gasoline 
shortage  around  Albany  sounds  critical.  Hour-long 
waits  at  the  pumps  for  $3  worth  have  discouraged 

her  from  making  many  ski  trips  this  winter.  Susan's 

new  projects  in  the  Governor's  Office,  after  finishing 
her  work  on  the  Delafield  Commission,  include 

doing  a  study  on  intermediate  education  units  in 
New  York  state.  The  results  of  this  study  stirred  up 

quite  a  controversy  and  led,  eventually,  to  new 

legislation.  Susan  is  also  reviewing  state  social 

services,  including  Medicaid,  is  involved  in  introduc- 

ing legislation  to  improve  women's  rights,  and  is 
doing  quite  a  bit  of  public  speaking.  And,  like 

always,  she  is  very,  very  busy  and  very  much  in  tune 
with  life. 

Motherhood  came  this  year  to  Jeannie  Sour 

Raben  —  twice!  —  and  to  Sandy  Stewart  Shasby. 
Jeannie  retired  from  her  job  at  Chemical  Bank  to 

await  the  twins  and  now  finds  that  they  are  a 

full-time  job.  Sandy's  husband  is  a  medical  intern  at 
University  of  Washington.  She  loves  Seattle  and 

being  a  mother. 

Westward  ho!  was  the  cry  of  Barbara  Subow 

Greene  this  year.  Bobbie,  Fred  and  Shelby  are  really 

enjoying  the  coatless  weather  of  northern  California 

—  her  letter  should  be  reprinted  by  the  San  Rafael 
Chamber  of  Commerce.  Fred  works  in  San  Fran- 

cisco, about  25  minutes  south  of  their  home. 
A  move  back  to  the  northeast  made  Carol 

Swenson  Foss  and  family  quite  happy  this  year.  She 

reports  that  she  found  housing  very  expensive  in  the 
northeast  compared  with  North  Carolina.  Eddie  was 

two  in  January  and  full  of  energy.  A  visit  from  Dara 

Murphy  and  a  phone  call  from  Maggie  Berman 

Guzinsky  added  to  Carol's  exciting,  though  skiless, 
winter. 

Linda  VanDoren  Garlick  wrote  at  Christmastime. 

She  and  John  found  an  old  house  to  restore  last 

June.  They  planned  to  keep  their  apartment  while 

working  on  the  house,  but  that  got  to  be  a  very 

expensive  arrangement.  They  moved  into  the  house 

without  one  room  being  finished  and  lived  out  of 
boxes  for  months. 

I  was  pleasantly  surprised  to  receive  word  from 

Linda  Weltchek  this  year.  Linda  is  living  in  New 

Haven  where  she  is  a  graduate  student  at  Yale  in 

maternal  and  newborn  nursing  (Nurse-Midwifery 

program).  She  hopes  to  get  her  master's  in  1975.  She 
graduated  in  1973  from  Columbia  with  a  B.S.  in 

nursing.  Her  program  sounds  fantastic. 

Jane  Ross  Ross  received  her  master's  degree  in 
early  childhood  education  from  Columbia  in  1972. 

She  probably  finds  it  very  helpful  in  raising  Davis, 

now  4,  and  Emily,  almost  2.  Jane  finds  that 

mothering  children  at  this  stage  has  become  less 

physical  but  more  demanding  in  other  ways  — 

"infinitely  more  interesting  and  exciting."  In 
another  year  Emily  will  be  off  to  nursery  school,  and 

Jane  can  begin  to  think  about  the  outside  world 

again. 
There  have  been  so  many  highlights  to  my  year  I 

find  difficulty  beginning.  Carrie  was  born  two  days 

after  I  mailed  last  year's  newsletter.  She  is,  according 
to  me,  her  grandmothers,  and  all  our  babysitters, 

truly  an  angel.  Jake,  on  the  other  hand,  has  taught 

me  what  "terrible  two's"  means!  A  month  after 
Carrie  arrived,  we  moved  to  Williamsport,  where  Ed 

is  really  involved  with  law  practice.  I  have  been 

mothering  full-time,  getting  to  know  my  new  com- 

munity part-time,  and  practicing  law  in  between. 

1969 Sue  Brown  Weeks 

(Mrs.  John  W.) 
753  Concord  Avenue 

Belmont,  Mass.  02178 

Lois  Murphey  Skalka 

(Mrs.  Sanford  M.) 
153  Knox  Village 

Newburgh.  N.  Y.  12550 

Barbara  Obenauer  Platz 

(Mrs.  Joseph  E.) 
7751  West  State  Street 

Lowville.  N.  Y.  13367 

Merle  Pollack  Intner 

(Mrs.  Richard  A.) 
67-35  Yellowstone  Blvd. 

Forest  Hills,  N.  Y.  11375 

Dorothy  Zorn 
R.D.  #3,  139  Pilgrim  Drive 

Sewickley,  Pa.  15143 

MARRIAGES 

Deborah  Gage  to  Stephen  F.  Richards,  January  12, 
1974 

Maryann   Majewski   to  Peter  Lencoski,  October  13, 
1973 

Isabel  Mizrak  to  John  Basil  Gantt 

Victoria  Rellich  to  Joseph  Katrencik 
Mary  Silton  to  John  Patrick  Moran,  Jr.,  September 

28, 1973 

BIRTHS 

Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman,  a  daughter.  Heather 

Nicole,  August  25,  1972 

Josie  Campbell  Dellenbaugh,  a  son,  Samuel  Green- 
wood, November  9,  1973 

Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna,  a  son,  Ethan  Spencer, 
March  31.  1973 

Carolyn  Taylor  Heysek,  a  daughter,  Alison  Taylor, 
June  25,  1973 

Susan  Trees  Juliano,  a  daughter,  Laura  Susan, 
February  27,  1973 

Katherine  Wright  Mueller,  a  daughter,  Cynthia  Jean, 

July  27,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Christine  Andrews  Houghtlin   (Mrs.   David  C.)  9443 

Hyde  Park  Drive,  Twinsburg,  Ohio  44087 
Mibs   Bainum,   615   Howard   Place,   Madison,  Wise. 
53703 

Amy  Bender  Morgan   (Mrs.  Ira)   1601   Penn  Avenue. 

Apt.  307,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15221 
Emily  M.  Barclay,  69  Dover  Street,  Somerville,  Mass. 
02143 

Vicki  Burdett  Hershfield  (Mrs.  Michael)  5565  Beau- 
mont Avenue,  La  Jolla.  Calif.  92037 

Sally  Burkhart,  Box  1176,  Albion,  Wash.  99102 

Mary    Clark   Webster    (Mrs.    William    H.)    184    Long- 
fellow Street,  Portland,  Maine  04103 

Kathleen    E.   Cochrane,   25  Otis  Street,  Watertown, 

Mass.  02172 

Dale   Cohen,  310  E.  Capitol  Street.  N.E..  Apt.   10, 

Washington,  D.  C.  20003 

Margaret    J.    Cox,    74    Wendell    Avenue,    Pittsfield, 
Mass.  01201 

Emma  Day  Erdossy  (Mrs.  Alan  Lee)  Box  143,  Maple 

Springs,  N.  Y.  14756 
Bobara   E.   DeCaulp,    155   E.  84th  Street,  Apt,  4B, 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Mary  Ellen  Dixon,  1  500  Walnut  Street,  18th  Floor, 

Philadelphia,  Pa.  19102 

Judy  Drooz  Yoffie  (Mrs.  Alan)  6  Breeze  Hill  Road, 
Greenville,  Del.  19807 

Susan   S.   Farr,   1339  American  Way,   Menlo   Park, 

Calif.  94025 
Bobbi     Franklin    McKenna     (Mrs.    Robert    B.)    823 

North  Van  Dorn  Street,  Alexandria,  Va.  22304 

Paulette  Fritz  Weisrock  (Mrs.  Thomas)  3456  Garnet 

Street,  Apt.  117,  Torrance.  Calif.  90503 

Deborah  Gage   Richards  (Mrs.  Stephen  F.)  51  Clark 

Street,  Framingham,  Mass.  01701 

Kathryn  Gamage,  142  Beacon  Street,  Boston,  Mass. 
02116 

Vivian   Garbuny   Goldberg  (Mrs.   Robert  N.)    19610 

Brassie  Place,  Gaithersburg,  Md.  20760 

Evelyn   Goldsmith   Kitay   (Mrs.  Michael)  2944  Gar- 
field Terrace.  Washington,  D.  C.  20024 

Ida  Gonzalez  Holstein  (Mrs.  Stephen  A.)  Box  H,  East 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  151 12 
Laura  Gould  Grad  (Mrs.  William  L.)  500  East  83rd 

Street,  Apt.  5-A,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10028 

Carolyn  Hooton  Monarch  (Mrs.  Gary  A.)   1479  East 
13th  Street,  Upland,  Calif.  91786 

Nance    Jacobson    Davidson    (Mrs.    Alan    B.)    14112 

Castle  Blvd.,  #401,  Silver  Spring,  Md.  20904 

Joyce   Kass   Eisenstein   (Mrs.  Barry)  81   Green  Tree 

Trail,  Chapel  Hill,  N.  C.  27514 
Harriet    Katz    Bachman    (Mrs.    Lawrence    R.)    3301 

Taney  Road,  Baltimore,  Md.  21215 
Bernadette  Lombardo  llch  (Mrs.  Alfred  Pearce)  248 

Mills  Street,  2nd  Fl„  Belleville.  N.  J.  07109 

Maryann     Majewski     Lenkoski,     84    Sharon     Lane, 

Wethersfield,  Conn.  06109 

Cindy  Martin.  1852  Marshall  Avenue,  St,  Paul,  Minn. 

55104 
Hollace  Meek  Hunsicker  (Mrs.  Dennis  A.)  75-7  Beach 

Blvd.,  Apt.  908.  Jacksonville,  Fla.  32216 
Barbara    Miller,    1    Viking  Court,   Apt.   5,  Arlington 

Heights.  Mass.  02174 
Isabel    Mizrack    Gantt   (Mrs.  John   B.)   3230  North 

Abington  Street,  Arlington,  Va.  22207 
Kate  Perkins,  2221  Melante  Drive,  N.E.,  Atlanta,  Ga. 

30324 

Kathleen    Perrone    Van    Wassen    (Mrs.    Robert)    213 

Rush  Valley  Road,  Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 
Helen     Pollock     Starr     (Mrs.     Judson     W.)      10416 

Democracy  Lane,  Potomac,  Md.  20854 
Ann  Posner   Fox  (Mrs.  Arthur  W.)   1324  Prairie  du 

Chien,  Iowa  City,  Iowa  52240 
Victoria    Rellich    Katrencik    (Mrs.    Joseph)    208    E. 

Garden  Road,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15227 

Ann  Rosch   Duffield  (Mrs.  Timothy)  507  Haverford 

Village,  700  Ardmore  Avenue.  Ardmore,  Pa.  19003 
Linda   Scholle,    115   East   14th  Street,  Little  Rock, 
Ark.  72202 

Ricki   Shore   Boyd   (Mrs.   James,  Jr.)    1328  Oxford 

Street,  Berkeley,  Calif.  94709 

Mary  Silton  Moran  (Mrs.  John  Patrick,  Jr.)  345  East 

80th  Street,  New  York,  N.  Y.  10021 

Faye  Singer  Rosch  (Mrs.  Jeffrey  M.)  405  Mapleview 

Drive,  #1-B,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15220 
Lynn    F.   Stewart,    1175    Ranchero  Way,   #33,  San 

Jose,  Calif.  95117 

Carolyn  Taylor  Heysek   (Mrs.  Thomas  A.)  12  Eliza- 
beth Road,  Upper  Montclair,  N.  J.  07043 

Ann  Turnock,   135  North  Oakland,  Pasadena,  Calif. 
91101 

Bene  Wallenhorst  Kellam   (Mrs.   Frederic  J.,  Ill)  #1 

Chesham  Court,  Cockeysville,  Md.  21030 

Nancy  Weiss  Swanson  (Mrs.  William  C.)  8220  Taylor 

May  Road,  Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio  44022 
Barbara  Willis  Bittenbender  (Mrs.  Michael)  25  Avon 

Street,  Wakefield.  Mass.  01880 
Katherine    Wright    Mueller    (Mrs.    Donald    S.)    1907 

New    Rodgers    Road,   Apt.    N-16,    Levittown,   Pa. 19056 

Carol    Zurheide   Block    (Mrs.    William    K.,  Jr.)    155 

Woodland  Drive,  Fair  Haven.  N.  J.  07701 

LOST 

Marcy  Feuer 
Marcia  D.  Seeler 

Sue  reporting: 

Emily  Barclay  and  Suzanne  Boucek  Beroi  have 

both  finished  the  work  on  their  master's  degrees. 
Emily  received  her  M.P.H.  from  Yale  last  spring  and 
is  now  working  for  the  Massachusetts  Department  of 

Mental  Health.  Suzanne  finished  her  library  science 

degree  at  Simmons  College.  She  and  John  who  will 
receive  his  M.B.A.  from  Harvard  in  June  spent  the 
summer  in  South  America.  Mibs  Bainum  is  still 

working  on  her  Ph.D.  in  theatre  at  the  University  of 

Wisconsin  where  she  is  also  a  graduate  assistant. 

Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman  has  moved  to  Pitts- 

burgh where  she  is  director  of  a  community  day  care 
center.  She  has  also  helped  organize  a  Common 

Cause  telephone  network  for  the  14th  Congressional 

District  in  Pittsburgh.  Josie  Campbell  Dellenbaugh  is 
back  to  work  after  the  birth  of  her  son  and  says  they 

will  be  moving  to  Hopewell,  N.  J.  this  spring. 

Dale  Cohen  sends  greetings  but  has  no  "real" news. 

As  for  the  Weeks,  things  are  going  well.  Debby 

will  be  off  to  nursery  school  full  time  next  year  so  I 

am  trying  to  decide  whether  to  get  a  job  or  go  back 

to  school.  I  haven't  seen  anyone  from  Chatham  in 
ages  although  I  did  run  into  Helen  Pollock  Starr 

while  tailgating  before  the  Harvard-Yale  game.  I  do 

hope  some  of  us  '69ers  will  make  it  to  Pittsburgh 
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this  June  because  it  could  be  great  fun  if  enough 

show  up. 

Lois  reporting: 

While  only  a  handful  of  people  responded  to  my 

questionnaire  this  year,  those  who  did  sent  news  of 

busy  if  not  hectic  lives.  Topping  the  list  has  to  be 
Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna  who  with  two  children 

under  the  age  of  two  started  graduate  school  in 

September.  She's  working  on  her  Ph.D.  in  Inter- 
national Relations  and  studying  Chinese  at  the 

Institute  for  Sino-Soviet  Studies  at  George  Washing- 
ton University.  Also  still  in  grad  school  is  Biri  Fay 

who  combines  work  at  the  Brooklyn  Museum  with 

her  studies  in  Egyptology  at  the  NYU  Institute  of 
Fine  Arts.  Her  job  has  taken  her  to  Egypt  twice  this 

year  to  work  on  the  installation  of  a  new  museum 

for  the  Egyptians  in  Luxor. 

Jodi  Drooz  Yoffie  is  now  a  Deputy  Attorney 

General  for  the  state  of  Delaware.  Her  specialties 

include  everything  from  multi-million  dollar  highway 
contracts  to  the  prosecution  of  rape  cases.  The 

Yoffies  have  moved  to  a  lovely  home  in  the  country. 

Jodi  says  she  was  concerned  when  she  heard  they 

had  a  well,  but  was  greatly  relieved  to  learn  she 

didn't  have  to  go  outside  to  pump  water. 
Kay  Gamage  is  back  from  California.  Having 

become  an  NASD  and  N.  Y.  Stock  Exchange  Regis- 

tered Representative,  she's  now  doing  institutional 
trading  for  a  small  regional  firm  on  the  floor  of  the 

Boston  Stock  Exchange.  Kay  says  that  although  the 

investment  business  is  currently  very  depressed,  she 

still  loves  it  and  suggests  that  more  women  ought  to 

consider  entering  this  business. 

Dixie  Dixon  notes  that  she's  listing  her  business 
address  for  any  correspondence  as  she  moves  quite 

often.  Having  been  single  for  some  time  she's  now 
living  in  a  big  house  with  six  room-mates  and  finds 
her  life  is  in  a  constant  state  of  change.  While 

continuing  to  work  as  a  paralegal,  Dixie  is  now 

planning  to  go  to  law  school.  In  addition  she  writes 

of  her  involvement  with  the  Women's  Liberation 
Movement  working  for  NOW  and  a  Philadelphia 

group  called  Women  Organized  Against  Rape. 

I'm  still  in  Newburgh  trying  to  cope  with  a 
sixteen  month  old  toddler.  I  continue  to  be  involved 

with  volunteer  work  at  Planned  Parenthood  and  with 

various  political  activities  including  the  current 

school  board  elections,  the  movement  to  impeach 

Nixon  and  an  effort  to  counteract  the  anti-abortion 

forces  locally  and  on  the  legislative  level. 

Barb  reporting: 

It  would  seem  that  the  energy  crisis  must  be 

affecting  the  writing  arm  of  Chatham  grads.  The 

response  this  year  was  terrible,  but  those  who  did 

write  were  full  of  good  news  and  good  cheer. 

Ann  Judson  Ratcliffe  has  completed  her  master's 
in  secondary  education,  but  will  be  taking  more 

courses  because  of  a  special  interest  in  remedial 

reading.  Ann  still  teaches  eighth  grade  English. 
Temple  has  one  more  year  in  the  Coast  Guard,  after 

which  they  plan  to  make  their  home  in  Philadelphia 

Two  other  members  of  our  "group"  are  still 
continuing  their  educations.  Marjy  Kaplan  will 

graduate  from  law  school  this  spring,  and  plans  to 

take  the  California  bar  exam.  Marjy  hopes  to 

practice  in  the  Bay  area  after  she  and  her  friend 

Michael  travel  across  the  U.  S.  and  to  Europe  (energy 
crisis  permitting).  Sarah  Bornstein  Edeiken  visited 

Marjy  recently,  and  Ricky  Shore  Boyd  lives  nearby. 

Marjy  says  that  she  can  finally  say  that  she  enjoyed 

her  years  at  Chatham.  Also  continuing  her  education 

is  Isabel  Mizrack  Gantt,  who  is  working  on  her 

master's  thesis. 
Cornelia  Kennedy  Atkins  is  teaching  in  Louis- 

ville, where  Larry  is  studying  Community  Develop- 
ment. Cornelia  writes  that  she  saw  quite  a  bit  of  Risa 

Ellovich  before  Risa  left  to  do  field  work  in  Africa. 

Barbara  Miller  received  her  M.A.T.  at  Brown  Univer- 

sity in  1971  in  the  field  of  French  and  Education. 

She  has,  however,  entered  the  "business  world"  and 
is  now  a  Pension  Trust  Analyst  for  Sun  Life  of 

Canada.  Barb  enjoys  her  work,  but  she  doesn't  sound 
sure  that  she  wants  to  make  insurance  her  life's 
work. 

Maryann  Majewski  Lencoski  writes  that  her 

wedding  was  quite  a  Chatham  reunion  Kate  Perkins 

and  Sue  Trees  Juliano  were  attendants.  Also  present 

were  Diane  Himes  Ambrose,  Barbara  Miller,  Betty 
Chiafullo  Reiner,  Jane  DeLucia  Simms,  Ida  Gonzalez 

Holstein,  Mary  Archick  Antimary,  and  Faye  Singer 
Rosch.  Peter  is  a  bank  examiner  in  Hartford  and 

Mimi  has  a  new  job  with  the  Hartford  Insurance 

Group  in  Operations  Research. 

Joyce  Kass  Eisenstein  and  Barry  have  bought  a 

home,  and  Barry  has  been  accepted  to  do  his 

sub-specialty  training  in  infectious  Diseases.  Joyce 
writes  that  their  daughter  Julie,  eight  months  old,  is 

growing  "quickly  and  beautifully."  Mary  Hood 
Deitch  and  Harry  are  still  in  California,  both  working 

on  master's  degrees  in  Correctional  Counseling. 
The  Platz  family  has  also  bought  a  new  home 

I'm  still  working  part-time  as  the  bacteriologist  at 
the  local  hospital,  where  Joe  is  the  chief  pharmacist. 

It's  hard  to  believe  that  our  oldest  boy,  Brian,  will  be 
starting  school  in  the  fall. 

Best  wishes  to  all  for  a  happy  and  peaceful  1974. 

Merle  reporting: 

In  the  midst  of  my  "I  am  still  .  .  ."  and  "not  loo 

much  is  happening"  responses  it  was  nice  to  read 
Ann  Posner  Fox's  enthusiastic  reply!  Ann  and  Art 
are  living  in  Iowa  City,  Iowa,  where  Art  is  interning 

at  the  University  of  Iowa  Hospitals  and  Ann  is 

working  on  her  master's  in  Social  Studies  Ed.  Iowa 
City  has  enough  appeal  for  the  Foxes  that  they  hope 

to  remain  there  for  the  rest  of  Art's  training.  The 
only  thing  in  short  supply  is  jobs.  Ann  said  they  are 

really  not  too  cognizant  of  the  energy  shortage.  I 

am!  My  car  is  sitting  outside  with  enough  gas  for  me 

to  do  the  things  I  must  get  done  by  car  today.  There 

is  no  extra  and  my  odd  license  plate  will  not  allow 

me  to  get  gas  on  this  even  day!  Fortunately  we  live 
in  an  area  where  the  car  is  not  essential  for  essentials. 

Unfortunately,  most  of  our  friends  live  in  "driving 
only"  distance.  This  includes  Eleanor  Levinson  Peris. 
We  were  warned  to  come  to  visit  the  Perises  only  if 

we  had  enough  gas  for  a  round  trip  as  northern  New 

Jersey  has  less  gas  than  the  "five  boroughs."  For- 
tunately we  were  able  to  make  the  trip  and  spent  a 

very  pleasant  weekend  with  Eleanor,  Jeffrey,  Mar- 
shall and  Jonathon.  Eleanor  and  Jeffrey  recently 

returned  from  California  where  they  visited  with 
Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz  and  Alan. 

Helen  Pollock  Starr  has  moved  again.  She  is  now 

in  Washington  as  Congressman  Peter  Rodino's  press 
secretary.  The  job  is  very  time  consuming  and  leaves 

little  time  for  anything  else.  Helen  saw  Ann  Nelson 

Hooe  when  Ann  was  in  Washington  on  business. 
Complaints  about  the  weather  came  from  Ellen 

Newman  Edelstein.  Ellen  and  Aaron  have  been 

trying  to  do  some  skiing  but  have  found  the  weather 
to  be  uncooperative.  {After  three  winters  of  that 

problem  Richard  and  I  gave  up  on  the  East  and  went 

to  Mont  Tremblant,  Quebec,  for  a  week  in  January 
and  have  just  returned  from  the  Green  Mountains  of 

Vermont).  The  Edelsteins  vacationed  in  Acapulco  in 
November. 

Kathy  Perrone  Van  Wassen  is  still  taking  courses 

"just  for  fun."  She  is  otherwise  occupied  with  Beth 

and  adapting  their  new  home  to  fit  the  Van  Wassen's 
way  of  life. 

Alison  Oakes  and  Sue  Priest  number  among  the 

"still's."  Allison  is  still  in  Chicago  as  a  Consultant  for 
the  Development  of  Youth  Services  for  the  Y.W.C.A. 

of  Metropolitan  Chicago.  She  welcomes  a  visit  from 

anyone  who  is  passing  through  Chicago.  Sue  is  still 

working  as  reference  and  cataloging  librarian  at 

Citizens'  Library  in  Washington,  Pennsylvania.  To 
her  credit  is  $1,000  she  won  on  the  Who,  What, 
Where  Game  on  N.B.C. 

Jean  Robinson  Andrews  has  not  moved  yet  but  is 

preparing  to  do  so.  Bob  has  accepted  a  dental 

internship  with  the  Army  and  will  be  stationed  in 

Fort  Belvoir,  Virginia,  for  a  year  beginning  in  June. 

Jean  is  in  the  process  of  applying  for  teaching  jobs. 
Good  luck  in  your  search. 

I  am  sure  that  everyone  will  join  me  in  wishing 
good  luck  to  Ann  Rosch  Duffield.  Ann  and  Tim  are 

in  the  midst  of  a  custody  fight  for  Tim's  two  sons, 

Timon  and  Thomas.  For  the  better  part  of  Annie's 
news.  She  is  working  as  a  technical  writer  and 

general  communications  supervisor  at  the  University 

of  Pennsylvania's  Moore  School  of  Electrical  Engi- 
neering. Tim  has  another  year  and  a  half  of  school. 

Annie  is  in  need  of  Mary  Silton's  address.  Mary  — 
congratulations  on  your  marriage. 

My  year  has  been  good.  One  in  which  we  were 

able  to  take  advantage  of  Richard's  leaving  public 
accounting  and  its  winter  overtime  madness.  It  was  a 
new  phenomenon  for  us  to  be  able  to  take  a  winter 

vacation  and  ski.  Next  year  we  hope  to  teach  Scott 
to  ski.  In  addition  to  the  Perises,  we  have  seen 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernik  and  Peter  in  New  York.  We 

have  planned  several  trips  to  Pittsburgh  in  the  last 

few  months  but  we  have  not  gotten  there  yet.  We 

did  get  to  Wilmington  to  visit  Jody  Drooz  Yoffie  and 

Alan.  That  is  all  from  my  section  this  year.  Don't 
forget  that  we  have  a  reunion  in  June! 

Dottie  reporting: 

Over  the  last  five  years,  the  mean  number  of 
respondees  from  my  section  of  the  class  has  been 
about  eleven  with  a  standard  deviation  of  about  two. 

This  year  is  no  exception.  Needless  to  say,  news 

from  my  section  was  a  bit  sparse  this  year  —  in 
number,  not  quality.  I  was  even  considering  in- 

venting some  fictional  characters  to  take  the  place  of 
those  who  did  not  respond  but  at  the  last  moment 

decided  against  it  to  conserve  RECORDER  space 

and  my  time.  Hope  this  perspective  will  change  in the  next  year. 

A  couple  of  classmates  commented  that  my 
deadline  for  their  news  was  too  soon.  They  probably 

are  not  aware  of  the  "straggler  phenomena"  that  I 
deal  with  every  year.  Stragglers  do  vary  in  degree  but 

I  feel  compelled  to  attempt  to  eliminate  the  possi- 

bility of  stragglers  arriving  after  the  news  is  already 
back  at  Chatham.  I  do  not  always  succeed.  But  I  do 

try.  This  is  my  rationale  for  an  early  deadline. 

Now  to  this  year's  news.  Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz 
and  Alan  will  begin  a  two  year  commitment  with  the 

Navy  in  July  after  Alan  completes  a  cardiology 

fellowship  at  UCLA.  Marsha  is  a  paralegal  assistant  in 

the  corporate  securities  department  in  an  LA  law 

firm  and  taking  relevant  courses  at  UCLA.  Last 

November  they  had  a  reunion  with  Eleanor  Levinson 

Peris  and  Jeffrey  who  visited  with  them  enroute  to 
San  Francisco. 

Laura  Weill  Brown  and  Jack  are  "thrilled  with 

our  new  business  venture."  They've  opened  a  liquor, 
wine,  and  cheese  store  in  CHATHAM,  New  Jersey. 
Laura  is  still  teaching  and  enjoying  it. 

Ann  Turnock  left  Colombia  in  June  of  '73  and 
began  a  Master  of  Divinity  Program  at  Fuller 
Theological  Seminary  in  California.  She  should  be 

"ordainable"  in  about  three  years.  She  saw  Cindy 
Martin  on  a  Christmas  visit.  We  send  our  sympathy 

to  Ann  and  her  family  at  the  loss  of  her  twenty  year 

old  brother,  Paul,  who  died  last  June 

Mary  Silton  Moran,  Lynn  Stewart,  Kathy  Wil- 
liams Myerburg,  Susan  Trees  Juliano,  and  Nancy 

Weiss  Swanson,  all  send  greetings  and  some  news  of 

pleasant  domestic  preoccupations.  Mary  Silton 

Moran  has  just  moved  coast  to  coast  from  Manhattan 

Beach,  California  to  New  York.  Lynn  Stewart  is 

quite  busy.  She  has  been  furnishing  a  new  apartment 

while  pursuing  career  alternatives  for  the  coming 

year  in  teaching  at  the  junior  college  level  and  in 

college  administration.  She  meets  Pam  Stock  Curry 

'70  for  lunch  occasionally.  Pam  is  living  in  Stanford. 
Kathy  is  busy  with  her  two  year  old  son,  Michael. 

Sue  was  a  bridesmaid  in  Mimi  Majewski's  wedding  in 
October.  Sue  commented  that  it's  been  a  wonderful 
year  for  her  especially  since  Laura  is  such  a  good  and 

delightful  baby.  Nancy  is  still  with  the  Cuyahoga 

County  Welfare  Department.  She  and  Bill  bought  a 

new  house  last  April  in  the  country  with  a  large 

garden  and  a  barn. 
With  her  M.S.  complete  in  microbiology,  Kathy 

Wright  Mueller  is  switching  lifestyles  to  be  a  house- 

wife and  mother.  She's  beginning  a  training  program 
with  the  Childbirth  Education  Association  in  order 

to  be  certified  for  teaching  natural  childbirth 

courses.  Don's  finished  his  Ph.D.  in  organic 
chemistry  at  the  University  of  Illinois.  He  has  a  job 
with  the  Rohm  and  Haas  Company  where  he  is 

currently  doing  research  in  their  plastics  division. 

It's  been  an  exciting  year  for  Carolyn  Taylor 
Heysek.  In  one  month  last  summer  she  quit  working, 

she  and  Tom  bought  a  house,  and  they  had  Alison. 

Carolyn  is  constantly  busy  but  quite  pleased  with 
her  new  activities.  Last  summer  Ann  Nelson  Hooe, 

Tina  Satz  Miracle  (and  daughter),  Helen  Pollock 

Starr  and  Carolyn  had  their  own  little  reunion  at  her 
new    home.    Tina    was  enroute   to  a   new   home   in 
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South  America  so  they  decided  to  take  advantage  of 

the  opportunity. 

In  addition  to  taking  care  of  a  new  baby  and  a 

two-year  old  Ricki  Shore  Boyd  is  working  as  a 
student  volunteer  in  the  Public  Defenders  Office. 

She  will  probably  return  to  law  school  next  Sep- 
tember. Her  aunt,  Vida  Demas,  a  former  public 

relations  staff  member  at  Chatham,  recently  had  her 

first  novel  published,  "First  Person  Singular."  Ricki 
also  reported  that  Sally  Jones  is  involved  in  a  very 

exciting  theatre  group  in  New  York  called  Kuku 

Ryku. 
Bette  Wallenhorst  Kellam  who  just  moved  into  a 

new  house  near  Baltimore  is  also  starting  a  new  job 

as  assistant  to  the  Director  of  Training  —  Maryland 
Hospital  Education  Institute.  She  is  a  member  of  the 

board  of  directors  of  the  American  Society  for 

Training  and  Development. 

I'm  still  working  for  the  Learning  Research  and 
Development  Center  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
as  the  coordinator  of  evaluation  for  the  Follow 

Through  Project  and  writing  my  dissertation.  Hope  it 
will  be  finished  before  too  long.  Bye  for  now. 

1971 
Nelle  Sandridge 

1312  Walnut  Street,  Apt.  3-C 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  19107 

Linda  S.  Martin 

1950  Guernsey  Avenue 

Abington,  Pa.  19001 

Mary  Christine  Walker 
1552  South  Shore  Drive 

Erie,  Pa.  16505 

Barbara  Zawadzki 

University  Drive  C 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15240 

ENGAGEMENT 

Nora  Naber  to  Lt.  Loren  Windmeyer 

MARRIAGES 

Betsy  Aufderheide  to  Thomas  W.  Ruckman,  Jr.,  July 

6, 1973 

Gloria  Goodwin  to  Raj  D.  Raheja,  August  22,  1973 

Patricia  Messer  to  Robert  K.  Keating,  July  14,  1973 

Jane  A.  Murray  to  Dr.  Alan  F.  Weston,  June,  1972 

Ricka  Nassikas  to  John  Silvestri,  February  23,  1974 

Cynthia  Nusbaum  to  Stuart  Katz,  July,  1972 

Linda  Sigg  to  Michael  Morgan,  August  10,  1973 

Janet  Snyder  to  Anil  Kapur,  January  25,  1974 

BIRTHS 

Mary    Conway    Vaughan,    twin    sons,    Michael    and 

Mark,  April  20,  1973 

Peggy  Yockey  Morycz,  a  son,  William  Christopher, 
November  25,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Paula  Ambler  Kavchak  (Mrs.  John  D.)  2134-B  Haven 

Road,  Wilmington,  Del.  19809 

Betsy  Aufderheide  Ruckman   (Mrs.  Thomas  W.,  Jr.) 

20  Clover  Drive,  Apt.  #4,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15236 
Rosanne     Belikove    Talcott     (Mrs.     Richard)     2901 

Buchanon    Road,    Apt.    #6,    San    Francisco,   Calif. 
94123 

Catherine    Bentley    Pope    (Mrs.    Malcolm    H.)     158 

Sundown  Drive,  Williston,  Vt.  05495 

Nina   Blum,   229  Delancey  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
19106 

Janet  L.  Christie,  2211  N.W.  26  Terrace,  Gainesville, 
Fla.  32605 

Elizabeth  A.  Cotsworth,  905-6th  Street,  S.W.,  Apt. 
301,  Washington,  D.  C.  20024 

Lena  Genello  Goldberg  (Ms.)  73  Hunnewell  Avenue, 
Boston,  Mass.  02135 

Susan   F.  Gilchrist,  218  Via  Ithaca,  Newport  Beach, 
Calif.  92660 

Gloria   Goodwin    Raheja    (Mrs.    Raj    D.)    4800   Lake 

Park  Blvd.,  Apt.  2404,  Chicago,  III.  60615 
Ann  T.  Harper,  41 0  Somerset  Street,  Johnstown,  Pa. 
15901 

Sallie    Heidenreich    Webster    (Mrs.    Sallie    B.)    2306 

Upland  Place.  Cincinnati,  Ohio  45206 

Elizabeth  Hennings,  214  Hampton  Road,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15215 

Martha-Jean     Hughes,     6200     Wilson     Blvd.,     Falls 
Church,  Va.  22044 

Aurelia  M.  Jones,  2017  De  Ruad  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15219 

Lorna    Dyer    Kent,   8211    S.W.    72nd   Avenue,   Apt. 

222,  Miami,  Fla.  33143 

Deborah    Lamm,    1380   Riverside  Drive,  #8-E,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10033 

Rosanna  Lane,  R.D.  #1,  Holbrook,  Pa.  15341 

Margaret  Lypson,  542  Celeron  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

15221 
Suzanne  Maloof  Knipe  (Mrs.  David)  1  Craigie  Street, 

Apt.  4-F,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Linda  Martin  Barber  (Mrs.  Thomas  C.)   1950  Guern- 

sey Avenue,  Abington,  Pa.  19001 

Donna  May,  515  Cathedral  Parkway,  Apt.  6-B,  New 
York,  N.  Y.  10025 

Ellen    McGrath,    Buchi    Rock,    New   Milford,   Conn. 

06776 

Patricia  Messer  Keating  (Mrs.  Robert  K.)  65  Garfield 

Avenue,  Danbury,  Conn.  06810 

Jane   Murray    Weston   (Mrs.  A.  F.)   28-C   Kenilworth 
Road,  Learrington  Spa,  Warwickshire,  England 

Ricka    Nassikas  Silvestri    (Mrs.   John)    5606    Beacon 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15217 

Cynthia    Nusbaum    Katz    (Mrs.  Stuart  E.)   7716  En- 
field Avenue,  Apt.  204,  Norfolk,  Va.  23505 

Susan  Parisi,  105  E.  Chalmers,  Apt.  203,  Champaign, 
III.  61820 

Susan  Philbrick  Wissel  (Mrs.  Peter  M.)  16  Robin  Hill 

Road,  Scarsdale,  N.  Y.  10583 

Betsy     Rom     Bagstad     (Mrs.     Stephen     S.)     95-240 
Waipoo  Street,  Wahiawa,  Hawaii  96786 

Lita    Jane    Rothenberg,    1 25    London    Street,    East 

Boston,  Mass.  02128 
Maxine    Schlosser    Shore    (Ms.    Maxine    S.)    48   Gill 

Lane,  Iselin,  N.  J.  08830 

Patricia    Severance,    2    Holyoke    Street,   Cambridge, 
Mass.  02138 

Hope    H.   Richardson,  26  E.    13th  Street,  Apt.  6-B, 
New  York,  N.  Y.  10003 

Barbara  J.  Shugart,  122  S.  West  Street,  Carlisle,  Pa. 
17013 

Linda  Sigg  Morgan   (Ms.    Linda  S.)  Apt.   K-6,  Black 
Hawk  Apts.,  Downingtown,  Pa.  19335 

Suzanne   Smith   Morse  (Mrs.  Charles  W.)   37  Stone- 
ham  Drive,  Rochester,  N.  Y.  14625 

Janet    Snyder    Kapur    (Mrs.    Anil)    2278  Woodview 

Road,  Apt.  822,  Ypsilanti,  Mich.  48197 

Sara     Stotzer,     154    Kilstyh    Road,    Boston,    Mass. 
02146 

Nancy  Wasserman  Williams  (Mrs.  Jon)  Route  4,  Box 

488,  Logan,  Ohio  43138 

Molly  Williams  Stephens  (Mrs.  Mark  L.)  2366  Cedar 

Street,  #3,  Berkeley,  Calif.  94708 
Alice  Wolf,  c/o  School  of  Veterinary  Medicine,  Univ. 
of  Cat.  at  Davis,  Davis,  Calif.  95616 

Margaret    Yockey    Morycz    (Mrs.    Richard    K.)    405 

Hoodridge  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15234 

LOST 

Jeanne  Burton  Leone  (Mrs.  Soctt  E.) 

Nelle  reporting: 

Paula  Ambler  Kavchak  is  working  in  the  nursery 

school  her  daughter  attends.  She  says  "a  dozen 

three-year-olds  sure  keep  you  busy!"  Denny 
Kavchak  is  an  internal  auditor  with  Westinghouse. 

Paula  saw  Molly  Williams  Stephens  last  Christmas. 

Molly  looks  great,  and  she  and  Mark  are  very  happy 
in  California. 

Betsy  Aufderheide  Ruckman  reports  that  Jana 

Semple  Whedon,  Rosemary  Gross  Rubin,  and  Paula 

Parlante  Stevralia  were  all  attendants  at  her  wedding. 

Betsy  is  teaching  German  and  Spanish  at  Carrick 

High  School  in  Pittsburgh.  Her  husband,  Thomas,  is 

completing  studies  in  metallurgical  engineering  at 

Carnegie-Mellon  University. 

Susan  Belkin  Glaser  is  teaching  trainable  re- 

tardates full-time  and  doing  part-time  work  toward  a 

master's  degree  in  School  Psychology  at  John  Carroll 
University.  As  for  extracurricular  activities,  Susan  is 

Girl  Scout  leader  for  a  group  of  retarded  girls  and 

had  a  part  in  "Guys  and  Dolls"  last  winter  with  an 
amateur  theatre  group. 

Mary  Conway  Vaughan  says  that  her  year-old 
twins  keep  her  and   Rick  busy.  Rick  is  working  for 

Esso    Research   and   pursuing   a   master's  degree 
Stephens  Tech, 

Liz  Cotsworth  got  her  M.A.  in  Internatio 

Relations  from  the  University  of  Virginia  in  Ju 

1973.  She  is  currently  a  Management  Intern  with 

Environmental  Protection  Agency  in  Washingti 

She  gets  to  rotate  job  assignments  her  first  y 

there.  She  is  looking  forward  to  one  assignment  t 

regional  office  —  hoping  that  it  would  be  £ Francisco. 

By  the  time  you  read  this,  Peggy  Evans  will  h, 

earned  her  master's  degree  in  Church  Music  from 
University  of  Michigan.  She  added  that  she  has  st 
Beverly  Swisshelm  several  times  in  the  last  ye 

Beverly  is  completing  a  Ph.D.  program  in  chemis 
at  the  University  of  Kentucky, 

Gloria  Goodwin  Raheja  and  Raj  were  married 

a  Hindu  ceremony  in  India.  Gloria  is  working  tow; 

her  Ph.D.  in  South  Asian  Languages  and  Civilizat 

at  the  University  of  Chicago.  Raj  is  a  stress  anal 

engineer.  He  also  plans  to  begin  course  work  fo 

doctorate.  Gloria  says  they  are  both  swamped  w 

work,  but  find  time  to  cook  Indian  food,  make  wi 

and  do  other  "brain-relaxing"  things.  Gloria 
looking  forward  to  a  return  trip  to  India  this  sumr 

for  an  advanced  Hindi  language  program  and  to 

preliminary  field  work  for  her  dissertation. 

Rosemary    Gross    Rubin   will    graduate   from 

University  of  Akron  School  of  Law  in  June.  Sht 

teaching  third  grade  at  Temple  Israel  in  Canton,  f 
husband,  Robert,  is  an  attorney. 

Carolyn  Olbum  is  self-employed.  She  teac 
ceramics  and  also  works  in  ceramics  on  a  commiss 
basis. 

Ann     Harper    underwent    knee    surgery    in    I 

cember,  but  she  is  as  active  as  ever.  She  is  employ 

as  a   Claims   Representative  for  the  Social  Secur 

Administration.   One   night   a   week   she  teaches 

program    in    physical    fitness    and    self-defense 
women    sponsored    by   NOW.   She   has   been   tak 

courses    in    drawing    and    auto    mechanics    at 

YWCA.   And   in   February,  she  was  planning  a  t( 

maintenance    trip    in    the    Mazatzl    Wilderness Arizona. 

Sallie  Heidenreich  Webster  sends  greetings  to 

She  and  Andy  have  moved  back  to  Cincinnati.  Tl 

have  an  apartment  with  a  fireplace,  lucky  dogs! 

February  she  was  pounding  the  pavement  in  sea 

of  a  job.  Meanwhile,  Andy  is  happy  with  his  worl 

a  manufacturers'  representative.  They  do  lots 
swimming  and  what  they  call  junk  collecting. 

Betsy  Hennings  is  finishing  up  her  studies  in  , 

History  at  Penn  State,  and  will  have  her  masti 

degree  before  you  know  it. 
I  am  an  investigator  with  the  Equal  Employm 

Opportunity  Commission,  Philadelphia  District 

can  only  say  that  it's  quite  a  job! 
Linda  reporting: 

After  two  years  of  being  left  out  of  the  \ 

CORDER,  the  M-S's  of  the  class  have  lots  of  new; 
catch  up  on. 

Anyone  interested  in  buying  a  home  in  the  D. 

area  can  contact  Prue  Merton.  She's  working  a 
settlement  officer  for  a  title  insurance  cornp; 

while  attending  George  Washington  University.  A1 

a  year  in  their  Landscape  Architectural  Assist 

program  she  looks  forward  to  "greening  up" 
environment.  Pat  Messer  Keating  is  student  teach 

in  a  high  school  art  department  and  giving  pott 

lessons.  She's  working  on  her  master's  in  art  & 
cation  and  her  husband  Bob,  a  policeman,  is  a 

attending  school. 

Those  traveling  near  Stratford,  England  are 
vited  to  visit  Jane  Murray  Weston,  who  hopes 

finish  writing  her  Ph.D.  thesis  in  biochemistry 

the  University  of  Kent  by  July.  To  date  she's  r 
three  papers  published  and  presented  one  at 

meeting  of  the  Society  for  General  Microbiolo 
Since  her  August  discharge  from  the  Army,  Ni 

Naber  has  been  pursuing  her  master's  in  libn 
science  at  Shippensburg  State  College.  Her  fiar 

Windy  she  met  while  stationed  at  Fort  Belvoir.  N< 

recently  saw  Martha  Jean  Hughes  in  D.  C.  and  N< 
and  I  ran  into  each  other  at  the  first  Army  Ten 
Tournament  in  Aberdeen,  Md.  where  she  and  i 

husband  Tom  represented  their  respective  forts 

match  play.  That's  one  thing  about  the  service  —  y 
do  get  to  travel. 
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After  receiving  her  master's  in  Counseling  from 
3itt,  Ricka  Nassikas  Silvestri  was  hired  by  theShaler 
District  as  personal  and  educational  counselor  in  the 

unior  high.  She  too  is  accumulating  credits  towards 

ler  doctoral  degree,  while  her  husband  John  is  in  his 

second  year  of  law  school  at  Pitt.  Having  spent  an 

jxciting  year  as  Assistant  Director  of  Education  for 

:he  Chrysler  Museum  in  Norfolk,  Va.,  Cynthia 

^lusbaum  Katz  resigned  to  devote  her  time  To 

;ompleting  her  master's  in  art  history  "in  absentia" 

Torn  the  University  of  Michigan.  Norfolk's  climate  is 

perfect  for  Cynthia's  golf  and  riding,  and  despite  the 
:act  that  her  husband  Stuart,  an  attorney,  is  finishing 

jp  his  Navy  obligation,  they're  having  a  great  time 
jnjoying  the  tidewater  area. 

Another  classmate  with  ties  to  Uncle  Sam  is  Sally 

'ierce  Shaw,  whose  husband  Dan  is  stationed  in 
Germany.  They  live  with  a  German  family  on  a  farm 

ind  thoroughly  enjoy  the  warmth  of  the  local  people 

-  especially  now  that  they're  fluent  in  the  language. 

Sally's  working  as  an  Education  Counselor  and 

eports  that  she's  visited  no  fewer  than  nine 

:ountries  during  Dan's  tour  of  duty.  Maggie  Ragni  is 
horoughly  enjoying  her  work  in  med  school  at  Pitt 

-  especially  now  that  she's  out  of  the  classroom  and 

vorking  on  "real,  live  patients." 

New  York  City  is  Hope  Richardson's  home. 
vhere  she  works  in  the  administration  of  a  small 

nission  on  Fifth  Avenue.  Hope  is  pursuing  the  study 

rf  Scientology  and  looks  forward  to  becoming  a 

ninister  within  a  year.  The  Pentagon  has  been  kind 

o  Betsy  Rom  Bagstad  and  her  husband  Steve,  an 

Vrmy  company  commander  currently  stationed  in 

fawaii.  Besides  sailing  and  visiting  the  outer  islands, 

Jetsy  is  working  towards  her  master's  in  American 
itudies  at  the  University  of  Hawaii.  In  her  spare  time 
he  does  volunteer  work  for  the  Red  Cross  and  is  a 

5irl  Scout  troop  leader.  Betsy  was  able  to  fill  me  in 

»n  Sue  Parisi  who  is  at  the  University  of  Illinois 

tudying  for  her  Ph.D.  in  musicology.  My  letter  to 
lue  will  probably  be  six  months  in  transit  as  the 

atest  address  I  had  for  her  was  Florence,  Italy. 

After  graduate  school  and  a  teaching  assistantship 

t  Pitt  in  biology,  Lita  Rothenberg  writes  that  she's 
horoughly  enjoying  dental  school  at  B.U.  During 

he  first  half  of  her  three  year  course  of  study  Lita  is 

aking  all  of  her  courses  with  the  medical  school  — 
he  latest  innovation  in  dental  education.  Since 

raduation,  Pat  Severance  has  been  an  Adminis- 

rative  Assistant  in  the  Trust  and  Estate  Department 

if  the  First  National  Bank  of  Boston.  Pat  enjoys 

igure  skating  five  times  a  week.  With  the  current  gas 

ilight,  she  writes  that  she  feels  fortunate  in  living 

i/ithin  walking  distance  of  her  favorite  skating  rink 
nd  near  her  job. 

Having  received  letters  with  various  appellations  I 

eel  constrained  to  formally  announce  that  I  have 

etained  my  maiden  name  although  I'm  happily 
narried.  After  two  years  while  Tom  did  his  thing  as 

dentist  for  Uncle  Sam  and  I  worked  as  a  legal 

ecretary  in  Williamsburg,  Va.,  we're  enjoying  life  in 

uburban  Philadelphia,  I'm  into  my  second  semester 
>f  law  school  at  Temple  and  Tom  is  busy  supporting 
ne  by  working  for  a  local  dentist.  Many  thanks  to  all 
i/ho  wrote  and  those  that  sent  in  contributions  to 
he  class  fund. 

tar  bar  a  reporting: 

Greetings  fellow  alumnae!  Although  the  response 

0  a  plea  for  juicy  gossip  was  less  than  50%  I  have 

lecided  that  being  a  class  secretary  is  a  guaranteed 
nethod  for  receiving  mail  for  at  least  two  weeks  out 

if  the  year,  which  is  a  very  pleasant  diversion  for  a 
hird  year  med  student. 

Deborah  Smith  Schildkraut  and  Ira  are  com- 

■ieting  their  Ph.D.'s  in  psychology  at  the  University 
>f  Miami.  Debbie  will  be  doing  a  field  study  on  birds 
nd  then  she  and  Ira  hope  to  move  to  Boston  for 

ost-doctoral  fellowships. 
Lin  Sigg  Morgan  sends  her  greetings  from  Down- 

igtown,  Pa.,  where  she  is  a  second-grade  teacher, 

■oth  she  and  her  husband  Mike,  who  is  a  high  school 
hemistry  teacher,  attend  grad  school  part  time. 

J.  Delia  Synder  Kapur  and  husband  Anil  are  back 

i  the  U.S.A.  after  exchanging  Hindu  wedding  vows 

1  Bombay  and  honeymooning  in  London.  They  met 
i  Washington,  D.  C.  while  Delia  worked  for  the 
ederal  Reserve  Board  and  Anil  for  the  World  Bank. 

Now  Delia  is  job  hunting  and  he  is  working  for  Ford 
Motor  Co. 

It  seems  that  Molly  Williams  Stephens  and  Mark 

have  established  permanent  residence  in  sunny  Cali- 
fornia. Molly  is  still  working  for  a  physician  but 

hopes  to  return  to  kindergarten  teaciiing.  Mark  is 

finishing  his  M.S.  in  electrical  engineering  at  U.  C.- 
Berkeley. 

Suzanne  Stuart  who  spent  her  senior  year  at  the 

Annenberg  School  of  Communications,  University  of 

Pennsylvania,  has  returned  to  Pittsburgh  after  study- 
ing in  the  graduate  school  there  also.  She  has  worked 

for  a  printing  firm  in  graphics,  had  started  her  own 

"very  small"  advertising  and  public  relations  firm 
and  has  worked  as  an  assistant  editor  for  a  pro- 

fessional journal.  She  now  hopes  to  complete  her 

M.A.  and  subsequently  do  foreign  journalistic  work. 

She  sees  Cindi  Linhart  Williams  regularly  on  the  bus 

and  Cheryl  Olkes  Stoller  '70  and  husband  Paul  are 
frequent  visitors. 

Bev  Swisshelm  is  still  studying  chemistry  at  the 

University  of  Kentucky  and  congratulations  are  in 

order  for  she  has  just  passed  the  written  qualifying 

exams  and  is  now  studying  for  the  orals.  Bev  writes 

that  she  is  "still  footloose  and  fancy  free." 
Connie  Thompson  Claris  is  working  full  time  as  a 

counselor  with  the  North  Carolina  Employment 

Security  Commission  while  attending  University  of 

North  Carolina  part  time  in  guidance  and  counseling. 

Two  sons  are  in  college  while  another  son  is  at 

Phillips  Andover  Academy  and  daughter  Cathy  is  a 

high  school  junior. 

Nancy  Vaughan  is  teaching  first  grade  this  year  as 

well  as  going  to  school  part  time  herself.  In  her  spare 

time  she  enjoyed  working  on  the  local  mayoralty 

campaign.  A  recent  high  light  was  a  trip  to 
Martinique  with  Deb  Hagstrom. 

Lisa  Wanderman  is  alive  and  well  in  Manhattan 

and  claims  she  has  broken  all  records  by  living  in  the 

same  apartment  for  over  2'/3  years.  She  is  taking 
courses  toward  a  Ph.D.  and  is  also  doing  free  lance 

copywriting  and  public  relations,  while  at  the  same 
time  looking  actively  for  a  job  in  the  museum  field. 

In  her  spare  time  she  is  considering  writing  two 

books:  one  called  "A  Single  Girl's  Guide  to  the 

Meaningful  Relationship"  and  the  other,  "1001 
Creative  Ways  to  Convince  a  Prospective  Employer 

that  a  Master's  Degree  is  More  Important  than 

Typing  40  Words  Per  Minute."  Lisa,  Mary  and  Betsy 
Hennings  and  Ellen  McGrath  held  a  mini-Chatham 
reunion  for  two  months  at  a  summer  camp  where 

they  were  all  counselors.  As  Lisa  wrote,  the  poor 
kids  did  not  know  what  hit  them. 

Nancy  Wasserman  Williams,  husband  Jon  and  10 

month  old  daughter  live  on  a  27  acre  farm  in  Logan, 

Ohio  together  with  their  goats  and  chickens.  Nancy 

and  Jon  attended  very  intensive  pottery  courses  at 

U.C. -Santa  Cruz  with  their  guru  master.  Now  they 
are  production  potters  and  have  just  finished  a 

pottery  show  at  a  local  art  gallery.  Nancy  says  hello 

to  all  long-lost  Chatham  friends. 
Judy  Weisenfeld  Weinberg  and  Lee  are  back  in 

Pittsburgh.  Judy  is  a  third  grade  teacher  in  a  Free 

Learning  classroom  and  is  completing  a  master's 
degree  while  Lee  is  a  first  year  law  student  at  Pitt. 

After  teaching  for  two  years,  Gail  Whitman 

Rudenstein  decided  to  go  back  to  school  herself  and 

is  currently  enrolled  in  Pitt's  English  department 
where  she  is  also  a  teaching  assistant.  Her  husband  is 

wading  through  his  medical  internship. 

Alice  Wolf  thoroughly  enjoys  both  Vet  School 

and  California.  Eventually  she  is  thinking  about 

going  into  Radiology  or  Orthopedic  Surgery,  but  for 

the  present  she  is  getting  much  exposure  to  all 
specialties  and  all  animals. 

Peggy  Yockey  Morycz  is  back  in  Pittsburgh  from 
Chicago  and  really  digs  being  a  new  mother.  She  and 
husband  Rick  completed  the  La  Maze  classes  and 

Peggy  gave  birth  to  Bill  by  natural  childbirth.  By  the 
time  the  RECORDER  is  published  Peggy  will  be 

combining  motherhood  with  working  as  a  social 

worker  for  the  Child  Development-Day  Care  Pro- 
gram of  the  United  Health  Services  Agency. 

As  for  the  reporter  herself,  I  have  had  a  really 

experience-filled  1973.  I  worked  for  the  U.  S.  Public 
Health  Service  on  the  Navajo  Reservation  in  Arizona 

which  was  an  extremely  cultural,  educational  and 

socially   enlightening  experience.    During   the  week- 

ends I  did  much  camping  and  hiking  throughout 
Arizona.  In  the  fall  I  went  to  study  renal  diseases  at 

the  Emory  University  School  of  Medicine  in  Atlanta. 

Presently  I  am  a  student  surgeon,  spending  an 

average  1 5  hour  day  at  the  hospital  six  days  a  week. 

I  am  really  enjoying  it  except  when  I  fall  asleep 
holding  retractors  for  five  hours  because  of  sheer 

exhaustion.  Maggie  Ragni  and  Ellie  Mandell,  who  is  a 

fellow  surgeon,  send  their  hellos  to  everyone.  Well, 
that  is  the  end  of  the  1974  news  reel.  Best  of 

everything  to  everyone  in  1974  and  I  hope  to  hear 
from  all  of  you  next  year. 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Christine  Walker 
in  time  for  publication  in  this  issue. 

^^\^T/^  Jan  Stovicek  Creech 

|y  f  ̂ J  (Mrs.  Douglas  A.) 
Winchester  Hills,  Apt.  1032 

27400  Chardon  Road 

Willoughby  Hills,  Ohio  44092 

Susan  McCeney  Anderson 
(Mrs.  Evans  K.) 

3518  Roswell  Road.  N.E.,  Apt.  D-4 
Atlanta,  Ga.  30305 

Donna  Langer 

188  Edgemont  Road 
Rochester,  N.  Y.  14620 

Edith  Hayden  Mitchell 

151  Dolores  Circle,  Apt.  2 

Indiana,  Pa.  15701 

Ellen  Britton 

716  Lehigh  Street 

Reading,  Pa.  19601 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Kaye  Lynne  Gentner  to  Basil  Culyba 
Donna  Schulz  to  Karl  Krueger 

MARRIAGES 

Ruth  Abbott  to  Daniel  T.  Clark,  August  12,  1973 

Shanen   Rose   Rachel   Bloom  to  Akiva  Werber,  July, 1973 

Diane  DiFrango  to  Richard   F.  Guardiani,  June  23, 1973 

Barbara    Hatfield    to  Michael   M.   Kostreva,  July   17, 
1971 

Mary  Higgins  To  Thomas  Enright,  October  20,  1973 
Jan  Stovicek  to  Douglas  A.  Creech,  July  7,  1973 

Annette    Epstein    to  William   Tabor,   December   22, 
1973 

Martha  Ethridge  to  Bernard  Bullock,  June  7,  1973 

Norma  Franklin  to  William  E.  Baker,  November  17, 
1973 

Susan    McCeney    to    Evans    K.    Anderson,  June   23, 
1973 

Janet  Lynch  to  Timothy  Kurtz,  September,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth     Abbott     Clark,     43     Ivaloo    Street,    Apt.    8, 

Somerville,  Mass.  02143 

Gail    Adams,    90    Catherine    Street,    C-9,    Hartford, 
Conn.  06106 

Nadyne  G.  Anderson,  2010  Redman  Road,  Apt.  23, 

Richmond,  Va.  23226 

Ruth    Ann   Barron,    5624  Marlborough   Road,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15217 
Shanen   Bloom  Werber,  483  Kings  Highway,  Brook- 

lyn, N.  Y.  11223 
Carol   R.  Bowie,  Purdue  University,  Department  of 

Chemistry,  Lafayette,  Ind.  47906 
Jain    L.   Bush,    Quebec    House   North,  #637,  2801 

Quebec  Street,  N.W.,  Washington,  D.  C.  20008 

Peggy   Carlson   Walker,    1143  Duffield  Street,  Pitts 

burgh,  Pa.  15206 
Nancy  Chalfant,   129  S.  Graham  Street,  Pittsburgh 
Pa.  15206 

Dianne    Connelly,   6    Lewiston    Road,  Scarborough 

Ontario,  Canada 

Susan    Conrad,    80    Elmgrove    Avenue,    Providence 
R.  I.  02906 

Deborah    Cunningham,    212  Wardour   Drive,   Anna 

polis,  Md.  21401 
Jan    P.    Deitcher,    Regency    House   28,    Indiana,   Pa 
15701 

Christina  De  Pasquali  Holtz,  2327  Riverview  Avenue 

McKeesport,  Pa.  15132 
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Diane  DiFrango  Guardiani,  4185  Ivanhoe  Drive,  Apt. 

106,  Monroeville,  Pa.  15146 

Mimi   Doboy,   216   Langdon  Street,  Madison,  Wise. 
52703 

Annette    Epstein,    2350    N.E.    173rd   Street,   North 
Miami.  Florida  33160 

Martha     Ethridge     Bullock,     2303    Melrose     Drive, 

Valdosta,  Ga.  31601 

Dorothy  A.  Farrell,  1  519  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Norma  Franklin  Baker,  730  S.  Negley  Avenue,  Apt. 

22,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 
Eleanor  Gard  Weiss,  20  Craig  Avenue,  Madison,  Wise. 

53705  (until  May,  1974) 
Christine     A.    Gaus,    621     North     Negley    Avenue, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Kaye  L.  Gentner,  6368  Forward  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Jane  Halliwell  Senger,  332  S.  Bouquet  Street,  Pitts 

burgh,  Pa.  15213 

Barbara    Hatfield    Kostreva,    6-8    Georgian    Terrace, 

Troy,  N.  Y.  12180 
Nancy  Jane  Hicks,  125  D.  Street,  S.E.,  Washington, 
D.  C.  20003 

Mary    Higgins    Enright,  634   Nye   Circle,    Honolulu, 
Hawaii  96818 

Nancy  E.  Hirsch,  6368  Forward  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Amy  Ingraham,  5023  Bayard  Street,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15213 

Judith  W.  Jefferson,  Rural  Route  #3,  Bloomington, 
III.  61701 

Michele    Jehle,    Todd    Drive,    Sands    Pt.,    Pt.    Wash- 
ington, N.  Y.  11050 

Olga  E.  Julius,  2693  Beau  Ct.,  N.W.,  Apt.  6,  Canton, 
Ohio  44708 

Kristin    Kingland    Brown,    400    Valley    Drive,   Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15215 

Sandra    Kuritzky,    1144  Tennessee  Avenue,  Apt.  6, 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15216 

Donna  P.   Langer,   188  Edgemont  Road,  Rochester, 
N.  Y. 14620 

Janet    Lynch    Kurtz,    201    Osage    Lane,   #30,   Pitts- 
burgh, Pa.  15208 

Nadine   Marsh,    133  Shady    Brook   Lane,  Princeton, 
N.  J.  08540 

Margaret  Molitor,  5363  Northumberland,  Pittsburgh, 
Pa.  15217 

Denise  Mondano,  477  Washington  Avenue,  Chelsea, 
Mass.  02150 

Donna  Mondano,  477  Washington  Avenue,  Chelsea, 
Mass.  02150 

Deborah    Morse,    c/o    Mrs.    Frances  Wright,   6   Park 

Royale,   10611    66th  Street,  North,  Pinellas  Park, 
Fla.  33565 

Laurel  Nelson,  2633  Furlong  Avenue,  St.  Albans,  W. 
Va.  25177 

Sue  Nelson,  2114   Lauula  Street,  Honolulu,  Hawaii 
96815 

Kathleen     O'Keefe     Salyers,     489     Adams     Street, 
Rochester,  Pa.  15074 

Susan    J.    O'Ne'il,    P.O.    Box    365,    Chicopee,    Mass. 
01021 

Marjorie  Pfingstl  Marlowe,  Box  697,  Ft.  Lauderdale, 
Florida  33302 

Jane    Nancy    Quick,    Box    A-1401     Beaty    Towers, 
University  of  Florida,  Gainesville,  Fla.  32612 

Mina  Rexroad,  4805  Centre  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa. 
15213 

Claire   Robinson,  566  Norton  Parkway,  New  Haven, 
Conn.  0651 1 

Norinne  Ruehl,  114Conney  Hall,  1300W.  Columbia 

Avenue,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  19122 

Rebecca     Russo,     5780     Fifth    Avenue,    Apt.     1-A, 
Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Kay     H.     Sandberg,     Ri6     House     #201,     1-12-14 

Nishiogi-Minami,  Suglnami-Ku,  Tokyo,  Japan 
Sally  Samuels  Leh,  36A  Winchester  Street,  London, 

SW1,  England 

Nancy   S.  Schwartz,    1024   Gates   Avenue,  Norfolk, 
Va.  23507 

Barbara  J.  Seras,  R.D.  #8,  Carlisle,  Pa.  17013 

Audrey  Shambley  Kerry,  20  Michael  Court,  Newport 

Estates,  Gaithersburg,  Md.  20760 

Abby   Sniderman,    131    Hastings  Hall,  Harvard   Law 

School,  Cambridge,  Mass.  02138 

Susan  H.  Soodek,  216  Scott  Street,  Bennington,  Vt. 
05201 

Linda  Swanson  Baxter,  180  Oneida  Street,  Pitts- 

burgh, Pa.  15211 
Harvette  Tipton,  6324  Jackson  Street,  Apt.  2. 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15206 

Nina  Tober,  4825  Thunderbird  Court,  Apt.  1, 
Boulder,  Colo.  80303 

Deborah  Tomaszewski,  5780  Fifth  Avenue.  Apt. 

1-A,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  15232 

Jean  Wiant  Gonster,  R.D.  6,  Tamarack  Drive.  Mead- 
ville.  Pa.  16335 

Catherine  Young,  125  D.  Street,  S.E.,  Washington, 
D.  C.  20003 

Jan  reporting: 

Thanks  for  your  replies!  It  sure  was  nice  finding 
news  instead  of  bills  in  my  mailbox.  There  was  a 

great  reunion  at  my  wedding.  I  wish  I  would  have 
had  more  time  to  appreciate  seeing  all  those  people. 

Doug  and  I  had  a  marvelous  honeymoon  in  Hawaii.  I 
am  now  teaching  Language  Arts  to  fourth,  fifth,  and 

sixth  graders.  I  love  the  kids  but  they  can  drive  you 

crazy,  sometimes!  I  am  really  busy  but  loving  it. 

A  lot  of  us  just  cannot  seem  to  stay  away  from 

school.  Debbie  Bickel  is  a  graduate  student  at  the 

University  of  Pittsburgh  in  Fine  Arts.  Carol  Bowie  is 

in  the  Ph.D.  program  in  Chemistry  at  Purdue 
University.  In  May,  Carol  is  going  to  Europe  with  her 
mother  for  six  weeks.  When  she  returns  she  will  be 

going  to  summer  school  and  teaching  freshman 
chemistry.  Jan  Deitcher  is  working  for  an  M.S.  in 

Chemistry  at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsylvania  and 

is  a  graduate  assistant.  During  the  summer,  Jan 

worked  as  the  business  manager  of  a  girls'  camp  in 
eastern  Pennsylvania.  In  February,  while  in  Pitts- 

burgh she  saw  Barb  Wilhelm  Fruhwald,  Pat  Patterson 

Wersculz  '72,  and  Amy  Ingraham.  Shanen  Bloom 
Werber  is  also  back  at  school  studying  Human 

Genetics  at  Rutgers  University.  Her  husband  works 

in  education  at  the  Jewish  Agency.  After  a  summer 

of  camp  programming,  Camp  Moshava  was  the  scene 

of  Shanen  and  Akiva's  . outdoor  wedding.  Lenore 
Chapman  is  not  only  working  on  her  certification 

requirements  and  M.Ed,  but  is  also  working  as  a 

teacher's  aide  in  a  junior  high  Special  Education 
class.  Lenore  spent  the  summer  working  in  a 

department  store  and  then  vacationing  at  Cape  Cod. 
She  also  was  back  at  Chatham  for  the  dedication  of 

the  new  theatre  and  reports  it  is  beautiful! 

Nadyne  Anderson  is  very  busy  as  I  am  sure 

anyone  is  who  tried  her  hand  at  teaching  this  year. 

Nadyne  is  teaching  third  grade  in  a  city  school. 

Evenings,  she  directs  a  city- opera  ted  inner-city 
recreation  center.  Ruth  Abbott  Clark  is  teaching  first 

graders  at  the  Warren  Killam  Elementary  School  in 

Reading,  Massachusetts.  Ruth  and  Dan's  wedding 
provided  reunion  time  for  Kay  Sandberg,  Gail 

Adams,  Janie  Ailes,  and  Katie  O'Keefe  Salyers. 
After  leaving  Chatham  and  a  year  of  marriage, 

Barbara  Hatfield  Kostreva  went  back  to  school  at  the 

State  University  of  New  York  at  Albany.  She  is 

majoring  in  philosophy  and  will  graduate  in  May. 
1974.  Another  returnee  to  college  was  Deborah 

Cunningham  who  received  her  degree  in  philosophy 

from  Earlham  College  in  December,  1973.  She 
welcomes  news  from  Chatham  people. 

Gail  Adams  is  in  Philadelphia  at  Elwyn  Institute. 

She  is  a  teacher  and  language  therapist  in  a  pre- 
school language  acquisition  program.  Gail  says  to 

watch  for  her  soon-to-be-released  series  on  the 

methods  necessary  for  inspiring  your  non-verbal 

plants. Leslie  Bender  Sailer  worked  for  awhile  as  a  life 

insurance  agent  but  is  now  looking  for  another  job. 

Leslie  and  Charlie  had  a  wonderful  summer  "dis- 

covering America"  and  camping  throughout  the 

country.  Janie  Ailes  is  working  for  Traveler's  In- 
surance in  Hartford.  Janie  spent  five  weeks  last 

summer  camping  throughout  the  West  with  Susan 

Bamford  '71.  Jain  Bush  is  in  "the  swinging  singles 

spot  of  the  country,  our  nation's  capitol."  Jain  is  in 
the  travel  business  waiting  until  her  75%  reduction 

on  air  travel  comes.  She  is  thinking  of  destinations 

such  as  Morocco,  Indonesia,  or  Nepal.  Jain  sees  a  lot 

of  Sudsy  Sedmak,  Lucia  Melito,  and  Liz  Naumoff. 

In  July  Peggy  Carlson  Walker  vacationed  with 
their  children.  Then  in  August,  Peggy  and  her 

husband  flew  to  Costa  Rica  to  join  an  expedition  on 
volcano  study. 

Diane  Di  Frango  Guardiani  reports  she  is  lookj 
for  a  job  in  biology. 

Unfortunately,  a  few  cards  came  with  no  nar 

so  .  .  .  that's  all! Sue  reporting: 

Ten  responses  out  of  thirty  inquiries?  Pretty  po 

showing  for  Doboy  through  Higgins!  Anyway,  mai 

thanks  to  all  those  who  answered  me.  Here  goes  . 
Annette  Epstein  was  married  in  Pittsburgh  to  E 

Tabor.  They're  both  in  Florida  now,  enjoying  t 
sunshine,  with  Annette  teaching  kindergarten  a 

Bill  working  as  a  computer  programmer.  Otr 

marriages  in  our  beloved  smog-city  included  Nori 
Franklin  Baker,  who  along  with  husband  Bill, 

effecting  a  takeover  of  Pittsburgh  television.  Norr 

is  now  Assistant  to  the  Director  at  WQED-TV  wh 
Bill  is  finishing  his  M.F.A.  in  Television  and  Film 

Carnegie-Mellon  University.  Who  knows?  Maybe  o 

day  you'll  turn  on  your  set  and  see  .  .  .  "Ms.  Norm 

Neighborhood"!! 
Grad  students  galore.  Nancy  Hicks  is  in  an  M.E 

Special  Education  program  at  George  Washingt 

University.  Nancy  is  currently  working  with  err 
tionally  disturbed  children  and  says  that  she  cann 

honestly  call  her  job  "enjoyable"  —  but  that  it 
definitely  challenging.  She.  Liz  Naumoff  and  Cat 

Young  share  a  house  in  Washington,  D.  C.  Th 

mailbox  reads:  "Little  Rea."  Pat  Hickey  reports  tr 
she  is  wallowing  in  financial  statements  and 

gression  analyses  at  Northwestern  Grad  School 

Management.  She's  happy  though  and  working  hai 
Quite  unlike  Chatham,  there  are  nine  men  for  eve 

woman!?  Not  bad,  Pat.  Still  more  people  ; 

attending  grad  schools  in  Pittsburgh.  Linda  Gill 
currently  a  second  semester  graduate  assistant  in  1 

History  Department  at  Duquesne  University.  Dot 

Farrell  is  well  and  happy  at  University  of  Pi 

Medical  School.  Dottie  says  she  has  little  time 

surface  under  the  weight  of  all  those  medi* 

journals  but  is  glad  to  be  out  in  the  "real"  wor Know  what  she  means!  Also  attending  University 

Pgh.  is  Kaye  Gentner.  She  is  in  a  Special  Ed.  M.E 
program  for  the  Physically  Handicapped  and  at  1 

same  time,  teaching  at  the  CMU  Children's  Schoo 
had  the  good  fortune  to  see  the  blushing  soon-to-l 
bride  at  the  Atlanta  Airport  recently  —  Oh  Kaye 

Moving  north,  Judith  Ann  Gale  has,  what  sour 

like,  a  fascinating  job  as  Assistant  Coordinator  1 
the  Office  of  Children  in  Massachusetts.  This  i; 

branch  of  a  statewide  referral  service  for  childr 

that,  along  with  providing  information  on  childre: 

legal  rights,  acts  as  the  child  advocate  for  those  w 
are  denied  services  to  which  they  are  legally  entitl* 
Eleanor  Gard  Weiss  and  husband,  Steve,  are  busy 

Wisconsin.  With  Eleanor  doing  free  lance  art  a 

Steve  working,  they  still  find  time  for  such  projei 
as:  making  an  animated  movie  and  writing  a 

illustrating  a  child's  book  about  insects! 
Back  to  Georgia.  Marty  Ethridge  Bullock  is  livi 

the  life  of  Reilly  after  a  belated  honeymoon  in  t 

Virgin  Islands.  She  and  Bernie  have  found  a  sm 

house,  with  Bernie  in  pilot  training  and  Mai 

looking  for  a  job.  Sure!  In  Atlanta,  Nicky  Reinhar 

is  sweating  out  her  second  semester  at  Emc 

University  Law  School.  She's  doing  well  though  a 
enjoying  it. 

Yours  truly  is  working  with  the  Cerebral  Pa 
Center  here  in  Atlanta  with  retarded  and  physica 

handicapped  children.  I  will  (sigh!)  return  to  schc 
this  summer  in  an  M.Ed,  program  at  Georgia  Sta 
Evans  is  a  busy  banker  so  I  spend  my  spare  tii 

cultivating  a  southern  drawl.  Y'all  take  care,  y'he; 
P.S.  Buck  sends  his  love  to  everyone! 

Donna  reporting: 

In  my  group  of  1973-ers  the  working  gal  seerr 
to  outnumber  those  of  us  in  graduate  school. 

Nancy  Hirsch  is  working  for  an  advertis 

agency  in  Pittsburgh  and  devotes  her  spare  time 
the  theatre.  She  is  presently  involved  in  the  Pi 

burgh  Poor  Players  production  of  "Indians."  Sue  I is  the  Program  Coordinator  of  the  Easter  S 
Society  in  Butler  which  keeps  her  busy  and  hapi 

Judy  Jefferson  has  been  working  at  a  TV  station 
Peoria,  Illinois  where  she  is  living  on  a  farm 

something  she  has  always  wanted  to  do  Mick 

Jehle  finds  herself  pursuing  a  career  at  McGraw-h 
Publications  in  New  York.  She  says  her  social  lift 
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reat  and  her  job  keeps  her  busy.  Janet  Lynch  Kurtz 
i  the  assistant  editor  of  curriculum  at  the  Board  of 

;ducation  in  Pittsburgh  and  plans  on  entering  Pitt 
rad  school  this  fall.  Sandy  Kuritzky  is  the  front 

esk  manager  at  the  Marriott  Motel  in  Pittsburgh  and 
lans  to  enter  their  corporate  training  program.  She 

lentioned  seeing  Dyne  Anderson  in  Washington, 

).  C.  Cathy  Macdonald  sends  her  greetings  and  the 
/ord  that  she  is  working  at  the  Median  School  in 

ittsburgh. 

In  addition  to  attending  Pitt's  Graduate  School 
f  Public  and  International  Affairs,  Sue  Lorenzi  is 

lanning  a  June  wedding.  In  her  spare  time  she  is 

/orking  at  the  Department  of  Housing  and  Urban 

levelopment. 

I  have  been  relocated  to  the  University  of 

lochester  where  1  am  doing  grad  work  in  inorganic 

hemistry.  With  course  work,  teaching  respon- 
bilities  and  research,  the  life  of  an  underpaid, 

verworked  graduate  student  is  a  lot  of  fun. 

reporting: 

It  hardly  seems  possible  that  we've  been  away 
rom  Chatham  now  for  nine  months.  There  are  some 

f  us  though  who  are  still  climbing  the  educational 

adder.  Sue  Nelson  is  studying  at  the  University  of 
lawaii.  Norinne  Ruehl .  is  enrolled  full  time  in  a 

laster's  program  in  Educational  Psychology  at 

'emple  University.  She  is  also  working  as  a  graduate 
ssistant  in  the  Office  of  Student  Activities  and  is 

oing  some  counseling  and  research  work  in  the 
!areer  Services  Office.  Although  Becky  Russo  is  not 

l  school  presently,  she  is  considering  graduate 
:hool  in  Business  Administration. 

There  are  also  some  who  are  involved  with 

ducation  as  teachers.  Sally  Morgan  Reis  is  teaching 

th  grade  English  at  Shaler  in  Pittsburgh.  She  has 
Dund  this  difficult  but  rewarding.  After  some  hassle 

herrill  Nelson  landed  a  1st  grade  teaching  position 

i  McKeesport.  She's  also  taking  graduate  courses 
Trough  the  Glasser  Program  at  her  school  and  at 

itt.  Jane  Quick  isn't  in  teaching  yet,  but  she  may  be 

Don.  She's  presently  working  on  an  M.Ed,  in 
■lementary  Education  with  a  specialist  degree  in 
3ading  at  the  University  of  Florida. 

Now  —  on  to  other  news.  Liz  Naumoff  decided 

to  go  straight  to  the  big  times  —  Capitol  Hill, 

Washington,  D.  C.  She's  working  for  Congressman 
James  G.  Martin  who  represents  her  district  in  North 

Carolina. 

Katie  O'Keefe  Salyers  reports  that  she's  still 
working  for  the  Lutheran  Service  Society  as  a 

"catch-all"  (mostly  social  work  with  some  secretarial 

duties).  She's  thinking  about  graduate  school  but 
she's  not  too  sure  where  she  and  Bob  will  be  living. 
They  may  be  residents  of  Montana  soon. 

Phyllis  Patrick  is  hard  at  work  in  Mellon  Bank. 

She'll  be  finished  training  in  April  and  will  then  be 
most  likely  placed  in  a  branch  building.  She  has 

hopes  of  entering  an  M.B.A.  program  in  the  near 
future. 

Becky  Popovich  is  busy  working  at  WVIZ-TV 
(the  PBS  affiliate  in  Cleveland)  in  programming  and 

production  with  some  writing  and  bit  parts  on  the 
side. 

Laurie  Nelson  had  an  exciting  5  weeks  this 

summer  back-packing  in  the  Colorado  Rockies.  She's 
going  at  it  again  this  summer.  Anyone  interested  in 

joining  her?  She's  presently  teaching  Headstart  in 
Kanawha  County. 

As  for  Susan  O'Neil  —  she  has  to  say:  "Finding 
the  field  of  insurance  management  not  to  my  liking, 

I  am  now  a  free  lance  copywriter  for  western  New 

England  advertising  firms  and  a  production  assistant 
and  announcer/narrator  for  channel  57  television  in 

Springfield,  Mass." 
As  for  me  I'm  teaching  3rd  grade  in  Indiana,  Pa. 

and  loving  it.  I  have  to  agree  with  Sally  in  that 

there's  a  lot  of  work,  but  it's  worth  it. 
Until  next  year  .  .  .  best  wishes  to  EVERY- 

ONE!!!!! 

Ellen  reporting: 

It  seems  that  we  are  all  growing  in  varied  ways 

and  are  continuing  to  develop  our  potential.  I  was 

happy  to  hear  that  everyone  is  doing  so  well! 
Sudsy  Sedmak  has  been  in  Washington,  D.  C, 

since   graduation   where  she  attends  Catholic   Uni- 

versity Law  School  and  works  in  a  bar  on  weekends. 
She  loves  the  social  life  in  D.  C.  and  sends  her  love  to 

everyone.  Cathy  Young  is  also  enjoying  life  in  the 

capital  where  she  works  in  the  costume  shop  at  the 
Arena  Stage. 

Barb  Seras  has  been  working  odd  jobs  since 

graduation  and  when  her  present  job  ends  in  March 

she  plans  to  travel. 

Married  life  seems  to  be  agreeing  with  Jean  Wiant 
Ganster  who  claims  she  has  overcome  the  traditional 

sex-role  stereotypes  in  marriage. 

Several  classmates  have  found  the  business  world 

to  be  rewarding.  Harvette  Tipton  is  working  at 

Westinghouse  Electric  Corporation  in  Pittsburgh  as  a 

Programmer/Systems  Analyst,  and  is  enrolled  in  the 
M.B.A.  Program  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  Cyn 

Woodward  is  enjoying  life  immensely  while  working 

for  General  Motors'  new  recreation  vehicle  line. 
Betsy  Schwab  is  doing  research  for  scripts  for  a  film 

company  in  York.  She  misses  Chatham  very  much 
and  cannot  wait  until  our  reunion. 

The  teachers  seems  to  have  interesting  and  varied 

positions.  Donna  Schulz  is  teaching  with  the  Head 

Start  program  in  New  Castle.  Besides  teaching  vocal 

music  at  Schenley  High  School,  Linda  Yacker 

Marder  gives  piano  lessons  in  her  spare  time  Sue 

Soodek  writes  that  Vermont  is  a  "visual  orgy."  She 
teaches  "Canadian  Affairs"  to  high  school  students 
in  Bennington,  and  urges  all  of  us  to  try  cross- 

country skiing.  On  the  other  side  of  the  world  Kay 

Sandberg  is  teaching  English  in  Tokyo,  and  is  loving 

it! 
As  for  me,  I  am  a  Park  Ranger  with  the  National 

Park  Service  at  Independence  Historical  Park  in 

Philadelphia,  and  am  taking  a  course  at  Temple 

University  in  museum  techniques.  I  saw  a  few 

Chatham  people  at  Mary  Higgins  Enright's  wedding 
in  October.  Sue  Lorenzi  and  I  were  bridesmaids. 

Also  present  were  Ann  Opdyke,  Jo  Presnell  '74, 
Donna  Langer,  Diane  Hayford,  Joann  Brandt  Grisetti 

and  Susan  Anderson  Wasser  '72.  I  hope  all  of  you 
have  a  happily  eventful  year  and  thank  you  for  your 

responses.  It  is  always  great  to  get  mail! 

Chatham  College  Alumnae  Association  Tours 
for  Members  and  their  Immediate  Family 

HAWAII 

July  2-10,  1974 

$334.00 

at  the  Holiday  Inn  Hotel 

at  Waikiki  Beach 

via  United  Air  Lines 

ACAPULCO 

October  19-26,  1974 

$299.00 
at  the  Acapulco  Marriott  Hotel 

on  Acapulco  Beach 

via  Allegheny  Air  Lines 

Brochures  are  still  available  through  the  Alumnae  Office 

For  reservations  please  call  or  write 

Royal  Travel  Corporation 

P.O.  Box  489 

Meadowlands,  PA  15347 

412-261-0873  412-228-2100 
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INttetmrgf)  $o£ft-<!£a?ette 

Pittsburgh,  Pa.,  July  9,  1974 

CHATHAM  College  is  to be  congratulated  as  one 

of  49  schools  to  receive  a  prestig- 
ious Ford  Foundation  Venture 

Fund  grant.  The  local  women's 
college  will  receive  $  100,000  over 

the  next  two  years  to  support  in- 
novative undergraduate  programs. 

Dr.  Edward  D.  Eddy  is  president. 
The  Ford  Foundation  noted 

such  current  innovative  Chatham 

programs  as  tutorials,  intern- 
ships, individualized  study,  and 

study  programs  for  women 
beyond  normal  college  age.  The 
foundation  particularly  cited  the 

college's  New  Directions  for 
Women  program  with  its  com- 

bination of  preprofessional 
career  programs  and  the  liberal 
arts. 

Only  12  colleges  in  the  North- 
east received  Venture  Fund 

grants,  including  three  others  in 

Pennsylvania  —  Swarthmore  Col- 
lege and  the  University  of  Penn- 

sylvania in  the  Philadelphia  area 

and  College  Misericordia  near 

Wilkes-Barre.  Only  four  women's 
colleges  attained  the  list  of  49, 
the  others  being  Misericordia, 
Wellesley  in  Massachusetts  and 
Alverno  in  Milwaukee. 

The  grant  is  convincing  evi- 

dence that  Chatham's  1971 

decision  to  stay  a  women's  col- 
lege in  an  era  in  which  many 

men's  and  women's  colleges  went 
coed  has  paid  off.  Founded  as 
Pennsylvania  Female  College  in 
1869  (changed  to  Pennsylvania 
College  for  Women  in  1890  and 
to  Chatham  in  1955),  the  school 
made  that  determination  after  a 

two-year  study  by  a  committee 
of  faculty,  students,  alumnae, 
trustees  and  administrators.  At 
the  time  its  officials  insisted  this 
decision  did  not  mean  Chatham 

would  ride  along  as  just  another 

girls'  school,  and  the  grant  just 
announced  shows  that  Ford 
Foundation  officials  agree  they 

have  gone  much  beyond  that. 

December  1974 



ALUMNAE  CLUBS 

DOWNTOWN:  Helen  Ryman  '24 
50  Academy  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

MT.  LEBANON  AREA:  Rose  Marie  Weller  Black  '39 
1 4  Winthrop  Road,  Carnegie,  PA  1 51 06 

DECADE  IV:  Edna  McKee  Houston  '04 
724  S.  Negley  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

DECADE  V:  Louise  Reinecke  Thome '1 7 
1 235  Wightman  St.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1 521 7 

SOUTHERN  CALIFORNIA:  Marcella  Murray  '30 
3671  Stewart  Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90066 

WASHINGTON,  DC:  Helen  Halpern  Berkson  '53 
12001  Whippoorwill  Lane,  Rockville,  MD  20852 

ATLANTA,  GA:  Martha  Lasky  Sanders  '58 
1371  Stephens  Drive,  N.E.,  Atlanta,  GA  30329 

CHICAGO,  IL:  Joan  Bretz  Peirce  '65 
416  Sterling  Road,  Kenilworth,  IL  60043 

BOSTON,  MA:  Sally  Mercke  Heym  '63 
41  Linnaean  St.,  Cambridge,  MA  02138 

DETROIT,  Ml:  Norma  Hunt  Mahle  '60 
15871  St.  Marys  St.,  Detroit,  Ml  48227 

UPPER  MIDWEST:  Diane  Brutout  Neimann  '65 
2753  France  Ave.  So.,  Minneapolis,  MN  55416 

NEW  YORK  CITY:  Virginia  R.  Gold  '67 
301  E.  48th  St.,  #12-M,  New  York,  NY  10017 

CLEVELAND,  OH:  Debbie  Wolowitz  Cowan  '63 
3269  Warrington  Road,  Cleveland,  OH  44120 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA:  Phyllis  Fox  Catz  '64 
309  Llewellyn  Road,  Ambler,  PA  19002 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar  '62 
Coventry  Lane,  Media,  PA  19063 

COLUMBUS,  OH:  Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman  '70 
210  Grandview  Ave.,  Delaware,  OH  43015 

BALTIMORE,  MD:  Ellen  Block  Blumenthal  '63 
6720  Old  Pimlico  Road,  Baltimore,  MD  21209 
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CHATHAM       ffl  F=°]  W>\       COLLEGE 

WOODLAND    ROAD 

PITTSBURGH,    PENNSYLVANIA     15232 

Open  Letter  to  Alumnae 

Dear  Friends, 

Chatham  has  done  it  again!  Done  what  it  has  done  so  well  and  so  consistently  over  its 

105  years  —  demonstrated  leadership  in  the  academic  community. 

The  College  has  moved  into  the  mid-1 970's  with  a  dynamic  program  in  the  liberal 
arts,  a  unique  program  of  internships  and  field  placements,  and  with  new  courses  and  areas  of 
study  designed  to  prepare  women  for  the  many  career  opportunities  opening  to  them  in  a 
changing  world. 

Chatham  is  receiving  national  recognition  and  generous  support  for  its  leadership  and 
the  outstanding  quality  of  its  innovative  programs.  You  can  be  prouder  than  ever  of  your 
alma  mater. 

I  wish  each  of  you  could  come  along  on  a  "Live-in"  with  our  high  school  senior  guests 
to  sense  the  excitement  and  enthusiasm  of  the  members  of  the  Chatham  community.  After 
such  a  visit,  I  know  you  would  want  your  young  friends  to  seriously  consider  Chatham  in 
their  post  high  school  plans.  You  might  even  want  to  enroll  again! 

Our  goal  in  the  Admissions  Office  is  to  make  the  Chatham  experience  available  to 
students  with  real  potential.  We  believe  each  alumna  knows  qualified  young  women  who  are 
in  the  midst  of  deciding  what  they  want  to  accomplish  in  college,  or  who  are  in  the  process 

of  evaluating  colleges.  Put  us  in  touch  with  them.  We'll  tell  them  about  the  Chatham  of  today 
and  we'll  send  them  a  Live-in  invitation. 

Write  to  us  today.  And  visit  Chatham  soon.  We'd  love  to  show  you  around  the  campus 
and  introduce  you  to  students,  faculty  members  and  administrators.  I  think  you  would  go 
away  feeling  a  new  sense  of  pride  in  your  college. 

Sincerely, 

/,_i-^.^-o.      A-/  &  ■y\JtsC*-4--tfi 

Peggy  Donaldson 
Director  of  Admissions 



^The  Conl  inning  Perils 

oj'the  Dauglilefs  of  Eve? 
by  Dr.  Arthur  G.  Smith 

During  the  past  decade  we  have  entered  a  new  era  for 

women  —  an  era  in  which  they  have  greater  opportunity 
than  ever  before  to  realize  their  full  potential  as  human 

beings.  Birth  control  methods  which  are  almost  foolproof, 
enable  them  to  limit  family  size  or  have  no  children,  if  they 
so  choose.  Modern  conveniences  have  diminished  the 

burdens  of  housework.  The  civil  rights  laws  have  been 

extended  to  ban  discrimination  on  the  basis  of  sex  in  job 

opportunities  and  in  other  areas,  and  although  an  end  to 

such  discrimination  is  not  fully  implemented  by  any  means, 
we  are  moving  in  that  direction. 

Under  these  circumstances  one  should  be  able  to  say 
that  women  now  have  the  same  freedom  of  choice  that  men 

do  —  the  freedom  to  choose  from  among  many  options  the 
ways  in  which  they  will  spend  their  lives  and  develop  their 
creative  potential  as  human  beings.  But  I  submit  that  they 
do  not  have  that  freedom  to  the  extent  that  they  should. 

We  are  what  we  are  because  of  powerful,  pervasive  social 

conditioning.  The  fact  that  much  of  it  is  subtle,  covert, 
beneath  our  conscious  notice,  makes  its  impact  all  the  more 
powerful.  We  learn  our  roles  as  males  and  females  in  a 

myriad  of  ways  when  we  are  very  young,  not  so  much  by 
being  taught  specifically  what  little  boys  and  little  girls  are 
supposed  to  do  or  to  be,  but  by  the  pervasive  examples 

with  which  we  are  surrounded  —  in  the  home,  in  the  school, 

on  television,  in  the  neighborhood,  in  all  of  our  ex- 
periences. We  learn  what  is  acceptable  and  approved  and 

considered  normal  for  those  of  our  sex  from  the  behavior 

of  others.  These  observations,  especially  when  continually 

reinforced,  have  an  enormous  impact  on  our  lives  —  and 
that  impact  has  often  been  particularly  detrimental  to 
women. 

The  presumed  inferiority  of  woman's  potential  and 
accomplishments  is  a  pervasive  proposition  in  our  society  — 
shared  by  women  as  well  as  men.  Philip  Goldberg,  a  psy- 

chologist, has  provided  us  with  dramatic  evidence  of  this 

proposition.  He  asked  a  group  of  female  college  students  to 

rate  a  number  of  professional  articles  for  value,  com- 
petence, persuasiveness,  writing  style,  etc.  Half  of  the 

women  were  told  that  particular  articles  were  written  by 

DR.  ARTHUR  G.  SMITH  is  Associate  Professor  of 

History  at  Chatham  College.  He  earned  his  B.S.  de- 
gree at  Muskingum  College  and  the  M.S.  and  Ph.D.  at 

the  University  of  Wisconsin.  One  of  his  most  popular 

courses  on  campus  is  "The  Role  and  Status  of  Women 
in  Historical  Perspective. " 

men;  the  other  half  were  told  that  the  identical  articles 

were  written  by  women.  He  found  that  identical  articles 

were  rated  significantly  lower  when  they  were  attributed  to 
female  authors.  This  was  true  not  only  for  articles  from 

male-dominated  fields,  but  for  subjects  such  as  dietetics  and 
elementary-school  education  as  well.  (Sandra  L.  &  Daryl  J. 

Bern,  "We're  All  Nonconscious  Sexists,"  in  Psychology 
Today,  (November  1970)  pp.  22-24. 

Perceptive  young  women  learn  early  in  life  that  to 

demonstrate  superior  intelligence  or  problem-solving  ability 
is  not  likely  to  win  the  affection  of  a  man,  and  since  they 
also  know  that  finding  that  special  man  is  of  paramount 

importance  in  their  lives,  they  stifle  their  abilities  —  and  the 
assumption  of  their  natural  inferiority  is  further  reinforced. 

The  charmingly  simple  plot  of  the  standard  eighteenth 
century  novel  is  the  tale  of  a  girl,  naive  and  not  too  bright, 
who  narrowly  avoids  one  pitfall  after  another  until  her 

successful  avoidance  of  disaster,  usually  in  the  form  of 

preserving  her  chastity,  is  eventually  rewarded  by  marriage 
to  a  respectable  gentleman,  with  all  of  the  protection  and 
shelter  which  this  implies.  The  reader  can  almost  hear  her 

sigh  of  relief  as  she  effects  her  escape  from  the  world  and 



withdraws  to  the  protective  haven  of  her  lord  and  master's 
house. 

Young  women  today  are  still  breathing  that  sigh  of 
relief  upon  escaping  from  the  challenges  and  trials  of  the 
outside  world.  Graduate  schools  have  noted  the  high 

incidence  of  marriages  and  pregnancies  at  certain  critical 

points  in  a  woman's  graduate  training,  enabling  her  to  opt 
out  of  the  struggle.  And  why  shouldn't  she,  for  her  previous 
experience  has  not  included  encouragement  to  face  chal- 

lenges, to  overcome  obstacles  and  to  toughen  herself 

;  mentally    for    the    struggle    that   human    achievement   in- 
•  evitably  entails.  She  has  learned  that  her  destiny  is  to 
■  become  a  wife  and  mother.  All  other  aspiration  on  her  part 

'  is  peripheral  in  nature.  She  has  been  permitted  to  play  at 
:  the    business  of  education   for,   after  all,   a  well-educated 
husband    will    want    a    knowledgeable   companion    in    his 

'  leisure  hours,  and  anyway,  everybody  knows  that  college  is 
the  happy  hunting  ground  for  eligible  mates. 

Sandra  and   Daryl    Bern,  a  husband  and  wife  team  of 

'  Stanford  psychologists,  make  these  observations  about  this 
•  phenomenon: 

Why  does  this  process  (of  becoming  a  full-time  homemaker) 
violate  the  values  of  individuality  and  self-fulfillment?  Not 
because  some  people  may  regard  the  role  of  homemaker  as 

inferior  to  other  roles.  That  is  not  the  point.  The  point  is  that 

our  society  is  managing  to  consign  a  large  segment  of  its 
population  to  the  role  of  homemaker  solely  on  the  basis  of 

sex,  just  as  inexorably  as  it  has  in  the  past  consigned  the 

individual  with  a  black  skin  to  the  role  of  janitor  or  domestic. 

It  is  not  the  quality  of  the  role  itself  that  is  at  issue  here,  but 

the  fact  that  in  spite  of  their  unique  identities,  the  majority 

of  America's  women  end  up  in  the  same  role. 
....  When  a  baby  boy  is  born,  it  ia  difficult  to  predict  what 

he  will  be  doing  25  years  later.  We  cannot  say  whether  he  will 

be  an  artist  or  a  doctor  or  a  college  professor  because  he  will 

be  permitted  to  develop  and  to  fulfill  his  own  unique 

potential  .  .  .  But  if  the  newborn  child  is  a  girl,  we  can  usually 

predict  with  confidence  how  she  will  be  spending  her  time  25 

years  later.  Her  individuality  doesn't  have  to  be  considered;  it 
is  irrelevant.  (Ibid,  pp.  24-26,  26-115.) 

Men  and  wofnen  should  be  reared  to  maximize  their 

potential,  regardless  of  sex.  When  we  act  as  though  only 
half  of  this  proposition  is  true,  we  practice  a  monumental 

waste  of  human  resource  and  we  do  a  grave  injustice  to  half 
of  the  human  race. 

Some  very  perceptive  observations  on  this  subject  were 
made  in  an  article  that  was  written  by  Vivian  Gornick  and 

published  in  The  Village  Voice  several  years  ago.*  In  it  she 
describes  her  experiences  and  that  of  other  gifted  women  of 
her  acquaintance.  She  is  not  so  concerned  with  examples  of 
overt  discrimination  as  she  is  with  a  more  subtle  and 

damaging  phenomenon.  She  writes: 

Recently,  I  had  lunch  with  a  man  I  had  known  at  school.  He 

and  his  wife  and  I  had  all  been  friends  at  college;  they  had 

courted  while  we  were  in  school  and  immediately  upon 

graduation,  they  got  married.  They  were  both  talented  art 
students,  and  it  was  assumed  both  would  work  in  commercial 

art.  But  shortly  after  their  marriage,  she  became  pregnant, 

and  never  did  go  to  work.  Within  five  years  they  had  two 

children.  At  first  I  visited  them  often;  their  home  was  lovely, 

full  of  their  mutual  talent  for  atmosphere;  the  wife  sparkled, 

the  children  flourished,  he  rose  in  the  field  of  commercial  art; 

I  envied  them  both  their  self-containment,  and  she  especially 
her  apparently  contented,  settled  state.  But  as  I  had  remained 

single  and  life  took  me  off  in  various  other  directions,  we 

soon  began  to  drift  apart,  and  when  I  again  met  the  husband 

we  had  not  seen  each  other  in  many  years.  We  spoke  ani- 
matedly of  what  we  had  both  been  doing  for  quite  a  while. 

Then  I  asked  about  his  wife.  His  face  rearranged  itself 

suddenly,  but  I  couldn't  quite  tell  how  at  first.  He  said  she 

was  fine,  but  didn't  sound  right. 

"What's  wrong?"  I  asked.  "Is  she  doing  something  you  don't 

want  her  to  do?  Or  the  other  way  around?" 

"No,  no,"  he  said  hastily.  "I  want  her  to  do  whatever  she 
wants  to  do.  Anything.  Anything  that  will  make  her  happy. 

And  get  her  off  my  back,"  he  ended  bluntly.  I  asked  what  he 
meant  and  he  told  me  of  his  wife's  restlessness  of  the  last  few 
years,  of  how  sick  she  was  of  being  a  housewife,  how  useless 
she  felt,  and  how  she  longed  to  go  back  to  work. 

"Well?"  I  asked,  "did  you  object?" 

"Of  course  not!"  he  replied  vigorously.  "Why  the  hell  would 

I  do  that?  She's  a  very  talented  woman,  her  children  are  half 

grown,  she's  got  every  right  in  the  world  to  go  to  work." 
"So?"  I  said. 

"It's  her,"  he  said  bewilderedly.  "She  doesn't  seem  able  to 

just  go  out  and  get  a  job." 
"What  do  you  mean?"  I  asked.  But  beneath  the  surface  of 
my  own  puzzled  response  I  more  than  half  knew  what  was 
coming. 

"Well,  she's  scared,  I  think.  She's  more  talented  than  half  the 
people  who  walk  into  my  office  asking  for  work,  but  do  what 

I  will,  she  won't  get  a  portfolio  together  and  make  the 
rounds.  Also,  she  cries  a  lot  lately.  For  no  reason,  if  you 

know  what  I  mean.  And  then,  she  can't  seem  to  get  up  in  the 
morning  in  time  to  get  a  babysitter  and  get  out  of  the  house. 

This  is  a  woman  who  was  always  up  at  7  a.m.  to  feed  every- 
body, get  things  going;  busy,  capable,  doing  10  things  at 

once."  He  shook  his  head  as  though  in  a  true  quandary.  "Oh 

well,"  he  ended  up,  "I  guess  it  doesn't  really  matter  any 

more." 

"Why  not?"  I  asked. 

His  eyes  came  up  and  he  looked  levelly  at  me.  "She's  just 

become  pregnant  again." "November  27,  1969. 

Ms.  Gornick  reflects  upon  this  state  of  neurotic  anxiety 
which  she  had  in  common  with  her  friend,  and  which  she 
observed  in  most  of  the  women  she  knew.  From  whence 

did  it  come?  She  recalls  her  own  experience  of  growing  up 
and  the  scars  which  it  left.  She  and  her  brother  had  the 

same  educational  opportunities  and  yet,  they  had  received  a 

very  different  perception  of  themselves  and  their  expecta- 

tions from  life.  He  learned  "the  need  to  develop  a  kind  of 
inner  necessity  .  .  .  what  I  learned,  ultimately,  was  that  it 
was  the  prime  vocation  of  my  life  to  prepare  myself  for  the 

love  of  a  good  man  and  the  responsibilities  of  homemaking 

and  motherhood."  This  was  not  explicitly  taught,  but  it 

was  implicit,  "in  a  continuous  day-to-day  exposure  to  an 
attitude,  shared  by  all,  about  women,  about  what  kind  of 
creatures  they  were  and  what  kind  of  lives  they  were  meant 

to  live." 

She  concludes  that  this  debilitating  anxiety  and  lack  of 
ability  to  achieve,  which  she  shared  with  so  many  other 

women,  is  cultural,  not  biological,  in  origin.  "It  was  because 
we  had  never  been  taught  to  take  ourselves  seriously  ..." 

The  rallying  cry  of  the  black  civil  rights  movement  has  always 

been:  "Give  us  back  our  manhood!"  What  exactly  does  that 
mean?  Where  is  black  manhood?  How  has  it  been  taken  from 

blacks?  And  how  can  it  be  retrieved?  The  answer  lies  in  one 

word:  responsibility;  therefore,  they  have  been  deprived  of 



serious  work;  therefore,  they  have  been  deprived  of  self- 
respect;  therefore,  they  have  been  deprived  of  manhood. 

Women  have  been  deprived  of  exactly  the  same  thing  and  in 

every  real  sense  have  thus  been  deprived  of  womanhood.  We 

have  never  been  prepared  to  assume  responsibility;  we  have 

never  been  prepared  to  make  demands  upon  ourselves;  we 
have  never  been  taught  to  expect  the  development  of  what  is 

best  in  ourselves  because  no  one  has  ever  expected  anything 

of  us  —  or  for  us.  Because  no  one  has  ever  had  any  intention 
of  turning  over  any  serious  work  to  us.  Both  we  and  the 

blacks  lost  the  ballgame  before  we  ever  got  up  to  play.  In 

order  to  live  you've  got  to  have  nerve;  and  we  were  stripped 
of  our  nerve  before  we  began.  Black  is  ugly  and  female  is 

inferior.  These  are  the  primary  lessons  of  our  experience  .  .  . 

The  point  which  she  so  eloquently  makes  is  this: 
Women  in  our  society  collectively  have  suffered  serious  ego 

damage  because  of  the  low  expectations  which  others  have 

had  for  them  and  which  they,  in  turn,  have  had  for  them- 

selves. Psychological  tests  have  demonstrated  that  what  we 
believe  about  ourselves  is  considerably  influenced  by  what 

others  expect  of  us.  If  they  expect  little,  and  transmit  that 

message  to  us,  then  we  will  have  little  to  offer.  In  the  realm 
of  achievement  little  has  been  expected  of  women,  and 

they  have  responded  accordingly. 

Recognizing  that  this  has  been  the  experience  of  most 

women  and  that  their  self-image  has  suffered  accordingly, 
what  is  to  be  done  to  undo  the  resultant  ego  damage  and  to 

give  young  women  a  greater  sense  of  self-respect?  What  can 
a  college  for  women  do  to  deal  with  this  pervasive  problem? 
We  hear  plenty  of  talk  these  days  about  the  need  to  provide 

a  supportive  environment  for  women,  but  what  does  this 
mean? 

As  an  educational  institution  we  share  a  collective  com- 
mitment to  the  proposition  that  it  is  never  too  late  to  learn 

more  about  ourselves  and  the  world  in  which  we  live. 

Education  is  a  lifetime  undertaking.  Thus,  the  assumption 

that  the  damage  to  a  young  woman's  self-image  is  ir- 
reversibly done  by  the  time  she  comes  to  Chatham  should 

be  countered  with  the  argument  that  a  belief  which  has 
been  learned  can  be  challenged  by  seeking  to  convince  the 
learner  that  it  is  an  incorrect  assumption. 

First,  she  needs  to  be  made  aware  of  the  fact  that  most 

women  in  our  society  suffer  from  damaged  self-images.  This 
state  of  mind  should  be  examined  to  understand  what 

historically  rooted  causes  have  led  to  attitudes  and  assump- 

tions detrimental  to  a  woman's  view  of  herself  and  of  other 
women.  We  encourage  the  individual  student  to  relate  this 

general  information  to  her  own  particular  case.  It  is  helpful 
to  realize  that  the  doubts  and  ambivalence  which  she  feels 

toward  herself  is  an  experience  common  to  most  women. 

Realizing  the  existence  of  this  problem  is  an  important  first 

step  to  dealing  with  the  psychological  barriers  which  it 
creates. 

If,  as  Vivian  Gornick  suggests,  the  root  of  the  problem 
lies  in  a  lack  of  responsibility,  serious  work  and  resultant 

self-respect,  then  we  can  focus  upon  these  deficiencies. 
Ours  is  an  achievement-oriented  society.  Self  confidence 
comes  through  accomplishing  something  that  the  individual 

and  society  recognize  as  worth  doing.  Social  recognition 
takes  the  form  of  prestige  and  more  tangible  rewards. 

One  of  our  principal  tasks  is  to  teach  women  to  take 

themselves  seriously  as  persons  possessing  the  potential  to 
function  fully  and  productively  in  our  society.  Chatham  has 

traditionally  sought  to  develop  in  its  students  the  ability  to 

think  clearly  and  to  articulate  their  ideas,  but  this  is  no 
sufficient  if  they  arrive  and  leave  with  the  assumption  tha 

their  primary  identity  will  be  as  someone  else's  wife  o 
mother,  secretary  or  assistant.  We  must  inculcate  in  them  ; 
desire  to  seek  their  own  identity  and  to  maintain  an  in 

dependent  sense  of  self  in  whatever  subsequen 
relationships  they  may  undertake. 

We  must  also  put  before  them  the  prospect  that  man' 
careers  are  now  open  to  them  which  were  formerly  assumei 

to  be  "for  males  only."  There  are  dramatic  changes  takini 
place  in  the  world  of  work  which  are  breaking  down  tradi 
tional  sex  barriers.  Women  are  being  sought  in  unpre 

cedented  numbers  for  positions  which  carry  authority  an< 

responsibility  for  decision  making.  We  have  reached  thi 
point  where  the  limits  are,  not  on  the  opportunities,  but  01 
the  vision  and  determination  of  women  to  seize  thesi 

opportunities  and  make  the  most  of  them. 

Career  planning  has  become  a  serious  concern  at  thi 
college.  This  is  not  merely  job  placement,  but  an  effort  t< 
work  with  students  from  early  in  their  college  experience  t< 

encourage  them  to  think  in  terms  of  serious  long-rangi 
planning  for  a  career.  Young  men  have  traditionally  takei 

this  prospect  for  granted.  Young  women  need  to  be  en 
couraged  to  do  the  same. 

Chatham  is  attempting  to  contribute  further  toward  thi 

end  through  providing  internships  and  work-study  oppor 

tunities  which  give  much-needed  experience  in  actuall' 
doing  a  job;  through  using  the  city  as  an  experiential  labora 
tory  in  a  variety  of  other  ways;  through  introducing  pro 

grams  which  provide  basic  grounding  in  important  caree 

areas;  and  through  providing  a  demanding  educationa 
experience  which  develops  the  inner  toughness  necessar 
for  successful  achievement. 

This  does  not  necessarily  mean  that  women  now  hav- 
held  out  to  them  the  prospect  of  proving  themselves  mor 

male  than  the  men  in  a  man's  world.  Our  society  has  beei 
molded  and  tailored  by  males  who  have  some  rather  seriou 

psychological  problems  of  their  own.  The  need  to  demon 

strate  or  "prove"  one's  manhood  has  taken  many  un 
desirable  forms,  including  violent  assaults,  cutthroat  com 

petition  and  warfare.  A  number  of  our  social  ills  might  b» 
traced  to  this  destructive  drive.  We  strive  to  conquer  natur 

as  though  "she"  were  yet  another  rival  to  be  humbled  b< 
our  superior  virility.  It  is  to  be  hoped  that  women  will  no 
have  to  contribute  to  some  of  these  less  desirable  expres 

sions  of  self-assertiveness  which  our  society  has  fostered 
Women,  free  from  the  presumed  need  to  prove  thei 

manhood,  may  add  a  more  humanizing  dimension  to  thi 
decision-making  process. 

Can  we  seriously  undertake  to  influence  or  alter  ou 

students'  perceptions  of  themselves?  Certainly  this  is  mon 
difficult  than  changing  their  ideas  about  the  world  aroun< 
them,  but  it  is  not  impossible  to  achieve.  There  have  been  i 

sufficient  number  of  examples  of  dramatic  changes  in  somi 
students  during  the  past  few  years  to  provide  encourage 
ment  for  the  belief  that  there  is  hope  for  changing  thi 

damaged  self-image  which  Vivian  Gornick  so  poignanth 
describes. 

The  challenge  is  there  and  we  are  making  a  serious  effor 

to  respond  to  it.  The  decision  to  remain  a  college  fo 

women,  which  was  made  several  years  ago,  is  now  bearini 
fruit  in  an  attempt  to  provide  a  truly  liberating  educationa 

experience  for  the  women  who  come  to  Chatham. 



Washington  Interview 
by  Shirley  McNerney 

One  day  last  May,  Helen  Pollock  Starr  '69,  Representa- 
tive Peter  W.  Rodino  Jr.'s  (D-NJ)  press  secretary,  was 

■standing  all  alone  in  the  great  hearing  room  of  the  House 

Judiciary  Committee. 

:       The   place   looked   a   mess   -   cables   everywhere,   the 
, carpeting  torn  up,  panels  removed  from  the  walls. 

No  decision  had  been   made  yet  on  whether  the  im- 
peachment hearings,  which  were  to  begin  in  a  few  days, 

would  be  televised  but  Starr  wanted  to  make  sure  all  the 

,  equipment  was  in  place,  just  in  case. 
She  could  see  that  the  television  crews,  then  on  a  lunch 

break,  were  coming  right  along.  "For  the  first  time,"  she 

says  of  that  moment,  "I  felt  the  great  sadness  that  all  this 

had  to  happen." 
"Rodino  (Chairman  of  the  House  Judiciary  Committee) 

had  been  saying  since  October  23rd,  when  the  resolutions 

Helen  Pollock  Starr 

were  referred  to  the  committee,  'the  awesomeness  of  this 

responsibility,'  and  'the  sadness,'  and  I  knew  what  he 
meant,  but  I  never  felt,  I  mean  it  never  really  struck  me  like 

a  bolt  of  lightning,  and  that  day  it  did.  I  really  felt  the 

sadness  of  it." 

"But  I  didn't  feel  the  history  of  it,  I  didn't  emotionally 
feel  it,  until  the  last  Friday  night,  when  it  was  all  over,  and 

I  thought,  my  God,  I  really  was  a  part  of  something  his- 

torical." 
It  is  said  that  on  that  last  night,  when  it  was  all  over, 

Rodino  went  into  a  little  office  near  the  hearing  room  and 
silently  wept. 

"Yeah,  it's  true,"  says  Starr,  who  now  sometimes  calls 

him  "the  Chairman"  out  of  respect.  "I  didn't  see  him,  but 
he  said  it  was  true." 

Helen  Starr,  27,  went  to  work  for  Rodino  October  20, 

1973,  the  day  of  the  so-called  Saturday  Night  Massacre. 

"I  was  hired  because  he  thought  he  would  have  a  tough 
primary  campaign.  He  had  never  had  a  press  person  in  his 
25  years  here  and  he  thought  it  was  about  time.  I  knew  the 
media  in  the  northern  New  Jersey  area  from  working  in 
New  York  (for  the  Environmental  Protection  Agency). 

That  was  why  I  was  hired,  to  help  get  through  the  election. 
Well,  obviously,  the  primary  was  something  we  could  barely 

pay  much  attention  to." 

The  primary  was  in  June.  "At  the  time  I  realized  I  was 
the  only  one  who  was  really  concerned  about  it  because  it 
had  to  be  a  press  operation  exclusively.  He  could  not  go  out 
and  shake  hands  and  do  the  usual  coffees  and  teas  and  that 
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kind  of  thing.  So  for  a  period  of  about  two  weeks  I  was 
pounding  out  press  release  after  press  release,  you  know, 

one  a  day,  and  doing  phone  calls  and  trying  to  get  people  to 

do  stories,  and  that  was  it." 
(Note:  Rodino  won  the  primary.) 

According  to  Starr,  Francis  O'Brien,  Rodino's  Admin- 
istrative Assistant,  did  the  "bulk  of  the  press  work  on 

impeachment"  because  "he  was  one  of  the  few  people 

involved  directly."  He  was  the  "informed  source"  or  the 
"source  close  to  the  Chairman"  quoted  (anonymously) 
most  frequently  in  the  newspapers. 

Starr  was  the  "informed  source"  for  procedural  matters 

and  on  the  subject  of  "Peter  Rodino  as  a  human  being." 
Sample,  "Peter  Rodino  as  a  human  being"  (in  reply  to 

reporter's  question:  Does  he  have  a  sense  of  humor?):  "He's 

got  just  a  beautiful  way  in  dealing  with  people.  He's  not  so 
funny  really  —  a  lot  of  people  have  a  very  distinguishable 

sense  of  humor  and  he  doesn't.  He  has  times  when  he's 

amusing  but  it's  mostly  when  he's  telling  stories  about 

things  that  have  happened  or  things  he  has  done.  He  doesn't 
tell  jokes.  Apparently  in  the  old  days,  in  the  early  days 

here,  he  was  a  lot  funnier,  he  did  imitations  of  people,  and 

a  lot  of  singing  of  Italian  songs." 
During  the  impeachment  inquiry,  Starr's  days  began 

about  8:30  or  9:00  a.m.  and  lasted  until  late  at  night.  The 
worst  was  the  night  before  the  first  vote  when  she  stayed 
until  1:30  a.m. 

"I've  lost  all  my  friends  I  had  when  I  came  down  here," 

she  moans.  "They  would  say  'let's  have  dinner'  and  I'd  say 
'OK'  and  I'd  have  to  call  up  five  minutes  ahead  of  time  and 

say  'No,  I  can't,  I  have  to  work'." 
"There's  a  sociology  that  develops  in  an  office  like  this 

where  you  have  to  work  hard,  and  have  to  work  long  hours. 
There  are  a  few  people  who  feel  as  though  they  just  have  to 

stay,  or  want  to  stay,  and  they  keep  staying  late  into  the 

night  even  though  maybe  they're  not  doing  anything.  It's 
sort  of  a  supportive  thing,  you  know." 

"If  you  feel  you  can  watch  history  being  made,  then 

you  stick  around.  If  you  know  you're  on  the  outside,  and 
there's  no  value,  then  you  tend  not  to  stay." 

"The  last  night  we  were  all  exhausted.  I  think  we  felt 
like  we  should  go  out  and  at  least  be  glad,  you  know,  have  a 

drink  because  the  thing's  over  with,  but  none  of  us  even 

wanted  to  bother.  We  just  sort  of  felt,  we're  exhausted,  the 
work's  done,  we  can  be  proud  that  the  job  was  done  right 

and  let's  go  home  now.  There  were  a  lot  of  mixed  feelings, 

it  was  very  interesting,  nobody  felt  like  celebrating." 
The  only  time  Starr  cried,  she  says,  was  the  morning 

former  President  Nixon  resigned.  "I  couldn't  read  the  paper 

because  I  kept  starting  to  cry,  this  was  at  breakfast." 
"I  think  I  had  just  heard  so  much  about  the  whole 

thing,  and  had  been  so  much  a  part  of  it,  and  I  thought,  it's 
all  over,  today  it  will  be  over,  you  know,  the  major  goal  will 

have  been  accomplished." 
Starr  got  her  job  through  an  ad  in  the  Wall  Street 

Journal  —  a  small  ad  which  read:  Congressional  Aide  (the 
headline),  someone  needed  to  do  research  and  writing,  light 

typing  required. 
At  first  she  thought  it  might  be  a  lobbyist.  When 

O'Brien  answered  her  inquiry,  he  spoke  to  her  of  another 
job  —  that  of  press  secretary  —  and  as  she  talked  to  him  on 
the  telephone,  she  motioned  to  a  friend  to  hand  her  the 

Congressional  Directory,  so  she  could  find  out  who  in  the 
world  Peter  Rodino  was. 

She  made  two  trips  to  Washington  (at  her  own  expense) 

before  O'Brien  offered  her  the  job  ("We'll  take  a  chance," 
he  said)  and  over  $15,000  a  year  starting  salary. 

Why  does  she  think  she  got  it?  "I  was  young  enough  and 
had  only  enough  experience  to  make  me  able  to  do  the  job. 

/continued  on  page  19) 



First  Year  Report  on  the  Career  Planning  Office 
by  Jody  Johns 

In  May  1973  a  Special  Study  Committee  on  the  Educa- 
tion of  Women  submitted  its  report  to  the  faculty. 

Appended  to  that  report  was  a  proposal  for  the  establish- 
ment of  a  career  counseling  program.  As  a  result  of  the 

committee's  recommendations,  the  decision  was  made  to 
create  the  Career  Planning  Office.  In  September  1973,  I  and 

my  assistant,  Martel  Montgomery,  were  hired  to  staff  the 

office;  the  suite  in  Braun  Hall  that  had  housed  the  Admis- 
sions Office  was  allocated  to  Career  Planning  and  Alumnae; 

the  Pittsburgh-Chatham  Program  and  the  placement  and 
career  counseling  functions  were  assigned  to  the  new  office; 

and  development  of  a  career  planning  program  was  begun. 

Chatham's  career  planning  program  is  an  innovative  and 
comprehensive  program.  It  is  based  on  the  premise  that  the 
career  handicap  of  women  liberal  arts  graduates  is  not  in 

any  inadequacy  in  their  academic  background,  but  rather  in 
their  ignorance  of  the  work  world  and  their  lack  of  skills 

for  making  their  way  in  that  world.  The  Career  Planning 
Office  exists  to  help  students  overcome  these  deficiencies. 

It  is  not  a  traditional  placement  office  that  attempts  to 

match  applicants  with  jobs.  That  approach  may  work  for 
technicians  and  specialists  but  it  has  never  been  effective 

with  generalists  who  can  competently  handle  any  number 

of  very  different  kinds  of  work  but  are  not  specifically 

trained  for  any  one  occupation.  The  Career  Planning  Office 
is  not  just  a  career  counseling  service,  although  it  does 
include  that  function.  Responsive  rather  than  initiating, 

career  counseling  may  help  those  students  who  seek  it,  but 
at  the  present  time  there  are  too  many  students  who  do  not 

know  that  they  need  it.  Career  planning  is  a  full-scale 
educational  program,  extending  its  activities  to  high  school 
students  and  Chatham  alumnae  as  well  as  to  all  classes  of 

undergraduates.  Its  mission  is  to  complement  and  enrich 
the  liberal  arts  curriculum  with  opportunities  for  students 

and  faculty  to  learn  about  the  world  of  work. 

We  designed  the  career  planning  program  with  a  number 

of  objectives  in  mind.  We  want  to  inspire  Chatham  students 
to  take  themselves  seriously,  to  expect  to  make  an 
important  contribution  wherever  their  paths  lead.  We  feel 

that  it  is  important  to  facilitate  the  self-discovery  process 

necessary  for  good  decision  making  about  one's  future.  We 
want  to  provide  opportunities  for  students  to  learn  about 

the  range  of  occupational  options  available  to  them  and  to 
stimulate  them  to  explore  nontraditional  fields.  We  want 

Chatham  graduates  to  be  able  to  present  themselves,  in 

person  and  through  phone  calls,  letters,  and  resumes,  as 
competent  professional  women.  We  want  them  to  learn 

effective  job-hunting  techniques  that  they  can  use  not  only 
to  get  the  first  job,  but  to  change  jobs  or  to  return  to  the 
workforce  after  time  out  to  raise  children. 

To  achieve  these  objectives  we  developed  a  full  calendar 
of  events  and  offered  a  variety  of  services.  Under  the 

auspices  of  the  Pittsburgh-Chatham  Program,  field  place- 
ments for  academic  credit  had  already  become  a  feature  of 

the  curriculum.  We  worked  with  faculty  and  on-the-job 
supervisors  to  structure  and  formalize  these  experiences  so 

that  they  are  more  explicitly  related  to  the  students' 
academic  programs  and  career  interests.  We  developed  more 

JODY  JOHNS,  a  graduate  of  Goucher  College, 
operates  her  own  educational  consulting  business, 
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placements,  or  internships,  in  nontraditional  areas  thar 
there  have  been  in  the  past:  international  marketing 

corporate  communications,  videocassette  training,  hospita 
administration,  cancer  research,  dance  therapy,  stock 

brokerage.  We  conducted  workshops  in  life  work  planninc 
and  how  to  get  a  good  job.  In  these  group  sessions  student! 
discovered  for  themselves  the  kind  of  work  and  lifestyle 

they  would  most  like  to  have  and  learned  how  to  achieve 

their  goals.  We  presented  a  series  of  films  about  the 

changing  role  of  women  to  make  young  women  more  aware 

of  the  differences  in  women's  lives  and  to  help  them  discarc 
the  stereotype  images  that  have  been  impressed  upon  all  o 

us.  Since  girls  typically  grow  up  seeing  women  only  in  the 
traditional  roles  of  mother,  teacher,  nurse,  and  secretary,  i 

is  sometimes  hard  for  them  to  imagine  themselves  as  bank 

managers,  television  producers,  industrial  sales  representa 

tives,  or  lawyers.  Every  other  week  we  held  Conversation: 
with  Women,  an  opportunity  for  students  to  meet  in 

formally  with  women  in  a  variety  of  occupations.  We  had  a; 
guests  a  veterinarian,  a  psychiatrist,  a  personnel  specialist, ; 

corporate  manager,  an  engineer  who  told  us  that  chemistry 

majors  are  hired  as  engineers,  a  television  reporter,  ; 
research  biochemist,  and  many  others.  Occasionally  we  hac 

"rap"  sessions  with  special  interest  groups  such  as  musii 
majors  which  included  faculty  members  and  provided  ; 
forum  where  much  information  was  shared.  We  also  me 

with  students  at  night  in  their  dorms.  The  meetings  tha 
drew  the  largest  attendance,  though,  were  those  whid 

featured  a  young  alumna  talking  about  starting  her  career 
Understandably,  students  are  most  interested  in  the  im 
mediate  future  and  the  first  job. 

Twenty-one    recruiters    visited    the    campus    durinc 

1973-74,  14  representing  employers  and  seven  from  profes 

Debbie  Kugler,  Lauren  Strotz  and  Sheri  Nassar  at  Westinghouse  Con 



Pam  Whitcomb  at  Pittsburgh  Press 

sional  schools  (law  and  business).  We  arranged  all  the 
interviews,  helped  students  write  resumes,  coached  them 

for  interviewing,  and  persuaded  English  majors  that  there 
really  were  positions  other  than  secretarial  for  which  they 

could  qualify.  We  also  invited  faculty  members  to  have 

lunch  with  recruiters  so  that  they  could  learn  about  the 
opportunities  for  their  students. 

Other  activities  of  the  Office  included  surveying 
students  to  learn  their  career  interests,  establishing  a  Career 

Planning  Resource  Center  in  the  library,  and  counseling 
individuals  about  internships  and  career  planning.  During 
the  summer  we  collected  data  on  the  careers  of  alumnae. 

We'll  use  this  information  to  help  us  identify  resources 
among  the  alumnae:  people  to  whom  we  or  students  can 
refer  for  guidance  about  specific  occupations.  We  also  plan 
to  make  the  alumnae  career  profiles  written  by  Ellie  Moore, 
our  student  assistant,  available  to  students  and  prospective 

students  to  show  them  the  variety  of  work  Chatham 

alumnae  are  involved  in  and  to  give  them  ideas  about  possi- 
bilities for  themselves. 

In  our  first  year  of  operation  Marty  Montgomery  and  I 

saw  over  two-thirds  of  the  senior  class  and  nearly  one-half 
of  the  entire  student  body.  We  worked  personally  in  various 

ways  with  42  faculty  members;  and  we  supported  Admis- 
sions, Public  Relations,  and  Alumnae  by  participating  in 

events  or  activities  organized  by  these  offices. 

The  most  exciting  happenings  in  our  office  during  the 
spring  and  summer  were  the  announcements  of  offer  letters 

and  positions  accepted  by  seniors  and  new  graduates.  By 

July  we  knew  of  18  students  who  had  accepted  responsible 
professional  jobs,  some  with  salaries  over  $900  a  month.  In 

this  group  are  the  first  woman  steel  salesperson  at  Jones 
and  Laughlin;  a  technical  writer,  a  contract  engineer,  an 
assistant  purchasing  agent  for  atomic  submarine  parts,  and  a 
recruiting  coordinator  at  Westinghouse;  an  analyst  at  PPG;  a 

management  trainee  at  Mellon  Bank;  and  a  production 

assistant  at  CBS-TV. 
The  Career  Planning  Office  is  an  increasingly  popular 

drop-in  place  where  students,  faculty,  and  staff  browse 
through  career  materials,  read  the  bulletin  board,  and  talk 
about  work.  Much  was  accomplished  this  past  year,  but 

much  remains  to  be  done.  1974  graduates  whom  we  had 

not  seen  all  year  and  who  have  not  yet  found  work  were 

calling  and  coming  in  for  help  throughout  the  summer. 

That's  what  adequate  career  planning  can  prevent.  Young 
women  should  be  conscious  of  the  fact  that  they  will  work 

during  some  part  of  their  lives,  most  of  them  for  twenty 
years  or  more,  too  long  a  time  not  to  be  taken  seriously  and 

prepared  for.  From  the  time  they  enter  Chatham,  if  not 
before,  they  should  be  learning  about  the  opportunities, 

imagining  various  alternatives,  trying  out  some  occupations 

through  internships,  and  laying  the  groundwork  for  a  suc- 
cessful job-finding  campaign  when  that  time  comes.  The 

Career  Planning  Office  is  here  to  help  them  do  just  that. 

After  a  very  satisfying  year  getting  the  program  under- 
way, Marty  and  I  decided  to  move  on.  A  capable  new 

director,  Margaret  Gavola,  joined  the  staff  in  August,  devel- 
oped Fall  internships,  and  has  a  full  schedule  of  recruiters 

and  other  activities  going  forward  this  year.  Two  students 

are  interning  in  career  planning,  so  we  feel  confident  that 
this  much  needed  work  will  continue  at  Chatham  and 

expand  to  other  institutions. 



a  personal  viewof  the  inscrutabfc 
by  Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow  '58 

"Irashaimase"  which  means  "you  are  welcome  here,"  is 

an  expression  I  heard  everywhere  in  Japan.  It's  not  just  an 
empty  expression.  As  a  foreigner  living  in  Japan  I  always 
felt  as  though  I  was  very  welcome. 

With  due  apologies  to  the  many  authorities  on  things 

Japanese,  I  would  prefer  to  give  a  very  personal  view  of  my 
days  spent  in  that  constantly  fascinating  country.  The  only 

observations  I'll  be  using  are  my  own;  the  only  statistics,  a 
sampling  of  one. 

My  friends  and  I,  while  laughing  about  some  incident, 

would  frequently  say,  "Another  chapter  for  the  book 
For  those  of  us  who  loved  being  in  Japan,  each  day  brought 
new  adventures  and  clearer  insight.  To  me  even  the  most 

mundane  of  activities  was  exciting. 
We  lived  in  a  fairly  typical  Japanese  neighborhood  in  the 

heart  of  Tokyo.  Our  house  was  an  average-size  Western 
style,  moderate  in  size  by  our  standards,  large  to  the 

average  Japanese.  The  area  included  all  variety  of  houses  — 
from  modest  Japanese  style  to  much  larger  Westernized 
versions,  apartment  buildings,  and  dozens  of  small  shops 
and  businesses  that  provided  us  with  everything  from  fresh 

fruits  and  vegetables  to  fish,  tea,  flowers,  and  the  latest 
Panasonic  radio.  The  local  ofuro  (public  bath)  was  down 

the  street,  just  across  from  our  tatami  (straw  floor  mats) 
maker. 

Since  zoning  laws  are  somewhat  vague,  this  interesting 

hodge-podge,  multiplied  by  thousands  of  similar  areas,  is 
Tokyo.  Streets  are  narrow;  houses  have  virtually  no  land, 

but  any  small  corner  becomes  a  garden.  Walls  are  used  as 
dividers  and  provide  a  feeling  of  privacy  between  two 
houses  that  may  be  but  a  few  feet  apart. 

In  an  island  country  as  crowded  as  Japan  there  are  many 
subtle  ways  privacy  and  solitude  are  achieved.  The  courtesy 

of  the  Japanese  is  the  characteristic  first  noticed  by 

Westerners.  If  we  recognize  this,  like  the  ever-present  walls, 

as  a  means  of  putting  distance  between  people,  but  gra- 
ciously, the  social  customs  no  longer  seem  like  empty 

amenities. 

One  of  the  first  questions  I'm  usually  asked  is  "Did  you 
speak  the  language?".  Sam  and  I  learned  what  I  call  taxicab 
Japanese  —  enough  to  function  comfortably  in  day-to-day 
transactions,  but  not  enough  for  conversation.  We  always 

found  people  to  be  extremely  patient  and  helpful;  some- 
how, we  were  able  to  overcome  the  language  barrier.  We 

traveled  extensively  through  the  country,  frequently  off- 

the-beaten-path,  and  while  we  had  occasional  problems, 
someone  always  came  to  our  rescue. 

Ice  Sculpture  at  Snow  Festival  in  Sapporo 

The  Japanese  people  are  taught  to  read  and  wril 
English  from  third  grade  through  high  school,  but  fff 
master  English  conversation  and  almost  all  are  quite  ui 
comfortable  communicating  in  anything  but  Japanese. 

Written  Japanese  consists  of  ideograms  which  wei 

borrowed  from  China.  To  graduate  from  grammar  school 

student  must  know  881  characters.  He's  then  considere 
literate!  A  high  school  graduate  must  know  1850.  To  rea 

college  textbooks  a  knowledge  of  3000  characters  is  nece 
sary.  In  addition  there  are  two  other  sets  of  phonet 
characters  used  for  grammatical  endings  and  for  tr 

purpose  of  introducing  foreign  words  into  the  languagi 
Each  contains  46  letters.  All  in  all,  a  lot  to  learn.  Betwee 

the  two  of  us,  Sam  and  I  knew  about  10. 
Japanese  food  to  most  Westerners  is  sukiyaki,  raw  fis 

and  rice.  Raw  fish  (sashimi)  is  a  favorite  hors  d'oeuvre  c 
one  course  of  a  meal  and  while  it  never  became  my  favorii 
dish,  some  varieties  are  quite  good.  Actually,  as  you  migr 

imagine,  there  is  an  infinite  variety  of  Japanese  dishes.  Eac 
is  prepared  to  be  aesthetically  pleasing  as  well  as  tasty. 

One  of  my  family's  favorites  was  soba,  a  noodle  dish  i 
a  soup  with  a  few  slices  of  vegetables,  meat  or  fish.  Eac 

neighborhood  has  soba  shops  which  feature  home  or  offic 

delivery.  At  meal  times  it's  a  common  sight  to  see  a  deliver 
man  leave  the  shop  balancing  a  stack  of  trays  laden  wil 

soba  bowls  on  one  shoulder  while  manuevering  a  bil< 
through  Tokyo  traffic.  We  marveled  at  this  sight  man 
times  and  never  saw  the  slip  of  a  noodle! 

Moderately  priced  Japanese  restaurants  display  e: 
tremely  realistic  wax  models  of  foods  they  serve,  plus  tr 

prices,  in  a  window  case  outside  near  their  entrances  — 
real  boon  to  hungry  foreigners  with  limited  knowledge  < 

the  language.  When  communication  failed,  we  pointed! 
The  ofuro  (public  bath)  is  a  necessary  part  of  daily  lif 

It  not  only  serves  the  need  for  cleanliness,  but  is  also 
place  to  relax  and  discuss  the  latest  news  with  the  neigl 

bors.  The  bath  opens  about  3:00  in  the  afternoon  and  tr 

first  people  waiting  to  enter  are  mothers  and  young  chi 
dren.  It  remains  open  until  midnight.  Since  World  War 
men  and  women  use  separate  but  equal  sides,  although  it 

common  to  have  male  attendants  on  the  women's  side  ar 
vice  versa!  The  local  ofuro  is  an  all  tile  room  with  sets  ( 

spigots  along  the  walls  and  a  king-size  "bathtub"  at  or end.  The  routine  one  follows  is  in  accordance  with  ruh 

that  are  strict  and  unchangeable.  You  undress  outside  in 
dressing  room  and  leave  all  your  clothes  in  a  basket.  Yc 
enter  the  bath  with  nothing  but  your  soap,  washrag,  an 



■  insing  bucket!  You  must  wash  and  rinse  thoroughly,  and 

pnly  when  you  are  clean  do  you  submerge  into  the  soaking 
tub. 

My  first  experience  at  an  ofuro  was  not  at  my  local  one. 
became  friendly  with  two  young  American  girls  who  were 

:eaching  English  to  Japanese  businessmen.  This  gave  them 
tie  money  to  study  karate  and  live  in  modest  Japanese 

ityle.  They  convinced  me  their  neighbors  were  now  so 
accustomed  to  seeing  them  daily  that  another  foreign  lady 

would  hardly  be  noticed.  So  off  we  went  with  our  wash- 

■ags.  I  followed  the  girls'  instructions  in  the  necessary 
-ituals  and  was  doing  nicely,  I  thought,  until  I  put  my  toe 

nto  the  tub.  When  you've  gone  to  the  ofuro  from  infant- 

iood,  the  water  is  hot,  but  when  you're  30'ish  and  stepping 
in  for  the  first  time,  the  water  is  scalding.  Astonishment 

Registered  on  my  face;  my  expletive  in  English  gave  all  the 
Japanese  ladies  a  good  laugh  and  something  else  to  talk 
about  as  they  relaxed  together. 

Although  all  countries  observe  the  changing  seasons  as  a 

•noldover  from  agrarian  eras,  Japan  seems  to  cling  to  her 
traditions  with  more  fervor  than  others.  Most  festivals  are 

'linked  to  the  seasons,  i.e.  rice  planting  and  harvesting,  the 
blooming  of  cherry  blossoms  or  hollyhocks,  and  so  many 

others,  each  celebrated  as  it  has  always  been.  The  four 

'seasons  have  for  centuries  been  subject  matter  for  art  and 

'literature.  Proper  appreciation  of  ikebana  (flower  arranging) 
for  example,  depends  on  a  knowledge  of  how  plants  grow 
during  the  four  seasons. 

One  of  my  favorite  times  in  Tokyo  was  the  New  Year 

holiday.  It's  one  of  the  major  festivals  throughout  the 
country  (many  festivals  have  only  local  significance)  and 
begins  several  days  before  December  31st,  when  houses  are 

thoroughly  cleaned  and  special  foods  are  prepared.  It's  the 
holiday  that  brings  families  together;  many  city  workers 

return  to  homes  in  the  country.  A  deep  feeling  for  tradition 
pervades  the  days  before  and  after  the  1st.  Industry  closes 
down  until  the  4th  as  do  most  shops  and  businesses.  A 
calmness  settles  over  Tokyo;  there  is  very  little  traffic;  the 
air  is  clean;  people  walk  leisurely  in  the  streets  and  visit 
with  friends. 

The  black  business  suit  is  discarded  in  favor  of  the  tradi- 

tional navy  kimono;  the  western-style  dress  gives  way  to 
magnificent  silk  kimono  and  obi;  and  children  tuck  their 

blue  jeans  away  and  proudly  appear  as  miniature  versions  of 
their  parents. 

Everyone  goes  to  a  shrine  to  pray  for  a  good  New  Year. 
The  parade  of  people  begins  at  midnight  on  the  31st,  when 

a  temple  gong  is  sounded  108  times  to  ring  out  the  sins  of 
man.  A  steady  procession  continues  through  the  night  and 
into  the  next  day.  We  joined  the  throng  of  almost  a  million 
people  at  Meiji  Shrine,  the  most  popular  Shinto  shrine  for 

this  occasion.  In  an  orderly,  dignified  fashion  these  people 
approach  the  Shrine,  repeat  a  simple  prayer  and  purchase 
symbolic  good  luck  objects  to  carry  back  to  their  homes. 

I  believe  that  the  love  of  nature  in  Japan  is  more  pro- 
found than  anywhere  else  in  the  world.  Or  perhaps  it  is  the 

ability  to  express  this  feeling  in  every  detail  of  life  that 

makes  it  seem  so.  Ikebana  means  literally  the  bringing  to 

life  of  plants.  Its  basis  is  to  recreate  an  arrangement  of 
plants  and  flowers  that  suggests  their  own  natural  setting. 
Of  course,  the  variations  are  endless  and  range  from  faithful 
detailing  to  free  form.  Flower  arranging,  to  the  Japanese,  is 
a  special  way  of  life  with  a  traditional  background  of 
spiritual  and  philosophical  meaning.  The  use  of  three  basic 
lines  emphasizes  heaven  (shin),  earth  (tai)  and  man  (soe). 
There  are  several  different  schools  of  ikebana.  Some  adhere 

more  strictly  to  formal  tradition;  others  have  become  more 

modern   in  their  approach.  I  learned  the  Sogetsu  style,  a 

Sample  of  an  Ikebana  Exhibition. 

school  in  the  latter  category. 

It  was  always  fun  to  see  the  large  ikebana  exhibitions 
each  school  held  periodically  during  the  year.  The  variety 

of  materials  used  and  the  unusual  containers  were  fascinat- 

ing. My  whole  understanding  of  ikebana  changed  the 

moment  I  walked  into  my  first  show.  Some  of  the  "arrange- 
ments" are  huge  and  use  as  their  basic  lines  tree  trunks 

rather  than  branches.  But  the  underlying  principles  of 

ikebana  are  still  there  —  somewhere  —  although  hidden  to 
this  western  eye! 

The  supreme  examples  of  reverence  for  nature  lie  in  the 
Japanese  gardens.  Two  outstanding  gardens  are  part  of 

Imperial  Villas  in  the  city  of  Kyoto.  Katsura  and  Shugaku- 
in  both  combine  buildings  and  gardens  —  the  buildings 
being  tea  houses  and  simple  country  homes  which  the 
Imperial  families  used  for  moon  viewing,  tea  ceremony, 

music  and  recreation.  Katsura  is  relatively  small  but  de- 
signed so  as  to  give  a  feeling  of  deep  perspective  through 

use  of  cut  stones  and  flagstone  paths.  From  no  one  point 
can  you  see  the  entire  garden,  so  new  discoveries  are  made 
with  each  turn  of  the  path.  You  are  subtly  drawn  on. 

Shugaku-in  is  comprised  of  three  different  villas,  each 
with  its  own  garden  and  each  connected  to  the  other  by 
means  of  a  footpath.  It  covers  acres  of  land  and  combines 

not  only  magnificent  gardens  with  all  the  necessary  ele- 
ments but  also  a  spectacular  view  of  surrounding  moun- 

tains. It  is  hard  to  remember  that  all  this  natural  beauty  was 

planned  and  executed  by  man.  Words  do  not  describe 

adequately;  neither  do  pictures.  You  must  stroll  slowly, 
pause  and  linger  to  see  and  feel  the  harmony. 

I  had  learned  that  rock  and  moss  gardens  should  be  seen 
in  the  rain.  Only  in  Japan  would  a  charitable  organization 

consider  it  lucky  that  on  the  day  of  the  annual  tour  of 
private  gardens  it  rained.  The  rocks  revealed  colors  we  never 

would  have  seen  on  a  sunny  day,  and  mosses  are  softer, 

greener  and  more  lush  when  wet.  At  one  of  the  gardens  the 
owner  had  erected  a  tent,  placed  chairs  and  tables  under  it 

for  our  comfort,  and  provided  baskets  of  fruit  for  refresh- 

ment —  a  very  hospitable  gesture  considering  that  hundreds 
of  people  take  advantage  of  the  tour. 

The  Japanese  have  a  word  which,  when  used,  is 

immediately  understood.  The  word  is  "shibui"  and  it  means 
"beauty"  but  only  in  an  esoteric  Japanese  sense.  Very  often 

things  that  are  "shibui"  are  too  subtle  in  their  simplicity  for 
the  Western  eye  to  fully  appreciate.  A  tea  master  finds 
seven  points  of  beauty  in  a  tea  ceremony  bowl  which 
would  be  a  very  plain  object  to  us.  A  hanging  scroll  with  a 
single  bamboo  branch,  suggestion  of  another  and  two 
perching  sparrows  in  the  rain  is  shibui.  So  are  the  wonderful 
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thick  thatched  roofs,  a  bonsai  (miniaturized)  maple  which 

is  on  exhibit  after  losing  all  its  leaves,  sliding  shoji  panels 
made  from  rice  paper .  .  .  obviously  the  list  is  endless  and 

the  feeling  very  special. 

To  enjoy  live  theater  in  a  country  where  you  don't 
understand  the  language  indicates  that  it  is  intriguing 
enough  visually  to  hold  your  interest.  Kabuki,  which  is 

probably  the  most  well  known  (thanks  in  part  to 

Michener's  "Sayonara")  is  colorful,  certainly  the  liveliest 
and  most  elaborate. 

Noh  drama  and  Kyogen  comedies  are  ancient  plays  still 

being  performed  as  they  were  hundreds  of  years  ago.  The 
actors  (all  male  as  in  Kabuki  casts)  perform  virtually  no 
action.  Dialogue  is  delivered  in  a  musical  mimicry.  There  is 

an  "orchestra"  consisting  of  one  flute  and  three  drummers 
which  provide  a  rhythm  that  moves  the  play  along.  A 

chorus  of  male  chanters  also  performs.  It's  very  subtle,  very 
slow  moving  and  very  long  —  four  to  five  hours  for  the 
regular  performances.  However,  twice  a  year  one  of  the 
leading  Noh  theatres  presents  an  abbreviated  version  of  two 

plays.  There  is  an  accompanying  program  in  English,  so  we 
could  follow  the  plot.  This  is  a  perfect  way  to  enjoy  a  form 
of  theatre  that  would  be  very  tedious  for  a  foreigner. 

(Aside:  Even  the  Japanese  admit  to  having  difficulty 

understanding  the  language  of  Noh  because  it's  archaic!) 
To  me  the  most  fascinating  theatre  experience  is 

Bunraku,  the  Japanese  puppet  theatre.  The  troupe  from 

Osaka  —  considered  the  finest  in  Japan  —  has  appeared  in 
the  U.S.  The  puppets  are  about  2/3  the  size  of  a  person.  On 

stage  each  puppet  is  controlled  by  three  men  —  a  leg  man,  a 
one  arm  man,  and  the  principal  operator  who  controls  the 

head  and  the  other  arm.  The  movements  of  the  puppets  are 

so  realistic  that  the  three  operators  soon  fade  out  of  focu 

and  you  are  concentrating  only  on  those  puppet  character 

—  and  almost  forget  they  are  dolls.  An  elderly  Japanesi 
lady  sitting  next  to  me  so  identified  with  one  of  thi 

characters  that  she  wept  when  the  woman's  husband  wa 
stabbed.  A  chanter  who  sits  off  to  one  side  of  the  stage 

animatedly  reads  all  the  dialogue;  he  changes  voice  an( 
inflection  for  each  new  role.  He  is  accompanied  by  i 

samisen  player.  I  saw  the  puppets  cry,  laugh,  smoke,  engagi 

in  hand-to-hand  combat,  commit  adultery  and  murder  —  ; 

whole  range  of  acting  experiences.  It's  phenomenal!  I  wa: 
fortunate  to  see  Bunraku  from  behind-the-scene.  The  opera 
tors  have  a  consummate  skill  and  dedication  that  come: 

from  years  of  study  and  a  love  for  their  profession.  It  take 

years  to  work  up  from  leg-man  to  principal  operator! 
A  word  in  passing  about  the  audiences.  Just  as  Noh  last: 

for  hours,  so  do  Bunraku  and  Kabuki.  While  the  foreigne 
may  come  for  a  while,  the  Japanese  stay  for  the  entin 
performance.  Obentos  (box  lunches  in  wonderful  varieties) 
snacks  and  drinks  are  sold  in  the  lobby  of  the  theatres,  anc 

eating  while  watching  the  performance  is  not  only  accepts 
ble,  it  is  necessary! 

Traveling  through  Japan  is  a  pleasure.  The  train  systerr 
is  excellent  and  we  planned  frequent  trips  with  relative 

ease.  Sapporo,  on  the  northernmost  island  of  Hokkaido 

and  home  of  the  '72  Winter  Olympics,  holds  an  annua 
Snow  Festival.  Huge  displays,  all  hand-carved,  of  ice  are 
featured.  Since  snow  in  Tokyo  is  a  rarity,  we  all  enjoyec 

tramping  through  the  drifts. 

We  spent  a  long  vacation  touring  the  southern  island  ol 
Kyushu  by  car  and  then  proceeded  up  the  Inland  Sea  on  e 
steamer  boat.  It  was  sakura  (cherry  blossom)  season  and  we 
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Kurashiki 

jaw  the  peak  of  the  season  all  around  the  island.  The  views 

were  breathtaking  —  and  then  we  came  to  the  gruesome 
reality  of  Hiroshima  and  Nagasaki.  Peace  Park  in  Hiroshima 

is  aptly  named.  The  well-designed  memorials  don't  imme- 
diately bring  to  mind  the  tragedy  they  represent.  But  then 

we  turned  around  and  saw  the  mangled  foundation  of  a 

building  which  pointedly  remains  standing.  And  we  went 
into  the  museum  that  houses  the  photographs,  burned 

clothing,  and  descriptions.  We  walked  wordlessly  through, 

letting  our  children  absorb  what  they  could  —  and  when  we 
walked  out  into  the  sunlight  my  son,  nine  years  old  at  the 

time,  said  "It's  hard  to  smile  after  you  see  that."  So  we 
talked  to  them  about  the  war,  and  I  couldn't  help  but 
wonder  what  the  Japanese  tell  their  children  when  they 
visit  Pearl  Harbor. 

Kurashiki  is  a  lovely  small  town  fast  becoming  a  tourist 
spot  now  that  the  famous  Bullet  Train  extended  its  run  to  a 

major  city  within  VS  hour  from  it.  Kurashiki  is  distinctive 

for  many  reasons.  Long  ago  it  was  a  shipping  port  for  rice 
grown  in  the  area.  The  granaries  used  for  storage  have  been 
preserved  and  restored  and  now  house  museums,  shops  and 
people.  What  attracted  me  to  the  town  was  Dr.  Kichinosuke 

Tonomura,  founder  of  a  gem  of  a  museum  which  contains 

one  of  the  best  collections  of  "mingei"  (folk  crafts).  Dr. 
Tonomura  conducted  (in  eloquent  English)  a  three  day 

seminar  on  the  subject.  Having  had  the  privilege  of  meeting 
this  man  was  one  of  my  loveliest  experiences. 

The  essence  of  Japanese  folkcraft  is  that  anonymous 
craftsmen  use  natural  materials  in  a  traditional  manner  to 

produce  everyday  articles  that  have  an  intrinsic  beauty. 

"Making  something  cheap  should  be  a  thing  of  pride,  not 

scorn,"  said  Dr.  Tonomura,  almost  tearfully,  as  he  showed 
us  his  personal  collection  of  bamboo  baskets,  hand  woven 

cloth,  pottery  and  lacquer  ware. 

There  is  a  growing  interest  in  "mingei"  now.  The  un- 
pretentiousness  of  folk  pottery,  the  simplicity  of  wood 
objects,  the  delightful  variety  of  toys  that  have  a  special 

charm  for  all  ages  —  these  are  the  things  I  learned  to  appre- 

ciate   as    much    as    valuable    antiques    after    meeting    Dr. 
Tonomura. 

The  sounds  of  a  foreign  country  are  as  fascinating  as  the 

sights.  There  are  distinctive  ones  in  Japan:  the  local  fire- 
man, who  nightly  during  the  winter  months,  walks  around 

the  neighborhood  and  rhythmically  hits  two  wooden  blocks 
together  to  create  a  sound  that  reminds  people  to  put  out 

their  cooking  fires  before  falling  asleep;  the  call  of  the 

"yaki-imo"  man  who  comes  with  the  first  cold  day  and  sells 
his  hot  sweet  potatoes  from  a  pushcart;  the  cooling  effect 
of  a  wind  chime  in  a  nearby  tree  which  gently  rings  as  a 
summer  breeze  rocks  the  clapper;  a  vendor  laden  with 

bowls  of  goldfish  announces  that  no  home  should  be  with- 
out a  fish  bowl  in  the  summer;  wooden  geta  (sandals) 

clacking  up  and  down  our  street  as  the  men  go  to  and  from 
the  ofuro  late  at  night.  It  was  nice  to  have  the  time  to  stop 
and  listen  to  Japan. 

One  of  the  obvious  advantages  of  spending  almost  three 

years  in  a  country  is  the  luxury  of  time  to  absorb  through 
all  our  senses  another  culture.  We  were  able  to  see  beyond 

our  preconceived  ideas  and  accepted  cliches.  We  learned 

that  behind  the  Western  business  suit  and  the  mini-skirt 
there  is  a  heart  and  soul  that  fortunately  remains  Japanese, 

even  though  the  lure  of  Western  trappings  is  irresistible. 

The  word  for  foreigner  in  Japanese  is  "gaijin,"  which, 
when  literally  translated,  means  "person  standing  outside." 
And  so  it  is.  One  overriding  feeling  I  left  with  was  the 

inherent  difference  between  East  and  West  —  the  difference 

between  a  Judeo-Christian  society  and  an  attitude  of  life 
based  on  relationship  first  to  nature. 

So  when  visitors  would  blithely  say  Tokyo  is  just  like 

New  York  I  knew  they  hadn't  walked  down  a  narrow  side 
street  and  looked  behind  a  wall.  They  had  seen  only  the 

Western  facade  —  tall  buildings,  blue  jeans  and  McDonald's. 
They  will  find  comfort  in  the  similarities  between  the 

Japanese  and  us  without  appreciating  the  beautiful  dif- 
ferences that  will  always  exist. 
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Eleanor  Ewing  Wilson 
Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker 
Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell 
Jean  Hamilton  Charlesworth 
Ruth  Husak  Merz 

Josephine  Johnson  Rennich 

Marjorie  Larimer 
Luise  Link  Ely 

Mary  Louise  Martin 
Ruth  Maxwell  Doyle 
Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort 
Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton 

Marion  Starkey  Hamlet 
Harriet  Stephenson  Stearns 
Thelma  Stocker  Trost 
Helen  Walker  Empfield 

Margaret  L.  White 
Jean  Worthington  McAfee 
Ellen  Yeager  Husak 
Mary  Jane  Young 

1935-23% 
Helen  Birmingham  Proctor 

Elizabeth  Cober  O'Donnell 
Shirley  Gordon  Hovencamp 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream 
Ruth  Jubb  Graff 
Louise  Leadman  Faller 
Ruth  Moorhead  Sward 

Mary  Katharine  Rodgers  Moses 
Gertrude  Russell  Lydic 
M.  Dolores  Steinecke 

Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 

1936-36% 
Jean  Andress  Berger 
Helen  Brown  Buchanan 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden 
Olga  Catizone  Bonaddio 

Mary -Stuart  Clements  Harriman 
Nancy  J.  Davis 
Jane  Dowler  Elder 
Ruth  V.  Frost 
Jane  Griffith  Potter 

Margaret  Hippie  Marston 
Rachel  Jones  Donaldson 

Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden 
Charlotte  Ley  Glover 
Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
Doris  H.  Pierce 

Agnes  Ralston 
Ruth  Rosen  Hartz, 

Jane  Unger  Raaflaub 
Katrina  Utne  Brown 

Dorothea  Wirth  Carpenter 
Lola  Wright  Crawford 

1937-28% 
Sara  Anderson  Amtsberg 
Elizabeth  Bradley 
Martha  Branch  Culbertson 

Margaret  Brewer  Dowler 
Shirley  Campbell  Berg 

Dorothy  Casper  Zeisig 
Grace  Crutchfield  Christenson 

Nancy  Diven  Seagren 
Mary  Follansbee  Buck 
Martha  Gerwig  Rial 

Sara  Ingram  Diven 
Elizabeth  Kidney  Moss 
Margaret  McBride  McMaster 
Dorothy  Motheral  Porter 
Martha  Potter  Koerner 
Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe 
Mary  Trimble  Brittain 
Dorothy  Whitehead  Heinig 
Mary  Yellig  Earley 

1938-31% 
Mary  Louise  Andrews  Marks 

Mary  A.  Baldwin 
Marjorie  Chubb  Randall 
Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott 
Mary  Deemer  Nagel 
Helen  Finkel  Eger 
Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer 
Dorothea  Hunter  Haas 
Ruth  Kleitz  Buel 

Beatrice  Lynch  Conn 
Louise  McCalmont  Frymire 

Margaret  Perry  Huessener 
Janet  Riddle  Brinker 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt 
Helen  Thomas  Nevin 
Edith  W.  Thompson 

Dorothy  E.  Wallace 
Lenore  White  Mundhenk 

1939-28% 
Helen  Archer  Fardig 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball 
Katharine  Cuthbert  Hardee 

Mill icent  Hoyt  Faison 
Esther  C.  Jackson 
Jean  Keenan  Konet 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard 
Freda  Lewin  Foreman 
Genevieve  Love  Smith 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree 

Amy  McBride  Bell 
Lillian  McFetridge  Wilson 

Madge  Miller  Eulenstein 
Alma  Mocker  Bacon 
Elizabeth  Pensom  Fox 

Helen  Starkey  Dixon 

1940-34% 
Jean  Aungst  Talbot 
Margaret  Christy  Graham 
Ruth  Clark  Nelson 
Elizabeth  Crawford  Colbert 

Fay  Cumbler  Nelson 
Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson 
Ruth  Fite  Kerr 

Audrey  Horton  Skillman 
Carrie  Louise  Kinzer  Trapp 
Rachel  Kirk  Bobo 
Ellen  Marshall  Gilmore 
Marianne  McCallister  Martin 

Madge  Medlock  Watt 
Nancy  Over  Bowdler 
Nelle  Richards  Offutt 
Katherine  Rutter  Hingeley 
Renee  Schreyer  France 
Jane  Scott  Bruntjen 
Frances  Shoup  Brant 
Alida  Spinning 

Virginia  Stahl  Walker 
Jane  A.  Viehman 
Inez  B.  Wheldon 

1941-27% 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle 
Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber 
Patricia  Kent  Alter 
Mary  Kinter  McEldowney 
Natalie  Lambing  Paige 
Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh 

Carolyn  J.  Martin 
Jean  McGowan  Marshall 
Adelaide  Mitchell  Hughes 

Gladys  Patton  MacNeill 
Mary  Bertha  Richards 
Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz 
Eleanor  Tiel  Rinne 
Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz 

Susan  Wooldridge  Fishburn 

1942-25% 

Margaret  Anderson 
Jean  Burchinal  Purvis 
Alison  Croft  Armstrong 

Betty  Hazeltine  Webber 
Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn 

Margaret  Hibbs  Keller 
Phyllis  Keister  Semple 
Alice  McKain  Porter 
Janet  Murray  Newton 

Joan  Myers  Rankin 
Ruth  Notz  Carland 
Jean  Patterson  Bliss 
Alice  Provost  McCutcheon 

Claire  Stewart  Burkhart 
Mildred  Stewart  Nickol 
Florence  Succop  Klotz 

1943-26% 
Edith  Cole 
Florence  Frey  Burnite 
Janice  L.  Goldblum 
Claire  Horwitz  Klein 
Marian  Lambie  Arnheim 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont 

Nina  Maley  Ross 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore 
Jane  McCall  Downing 

Mary  Jane  McComb  Angevine 
Janet  McCormick  McDole 

Amy  McKay  Core 
Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley 
Janet  E.  Ross 

Mary  Schweppe  Hoffman 
Marian  Teichmann  McKone 
Catherine  Watson  Markel 

1944-26% 
Norma  Bailey  McLean 
Martha  Bowdle  Turnbull 

Betty  Bush  Sinclair 
Ruth  Craig  Murray 

Margaret  L.  Donaldson 
Barbara  Findley  Copeland 

Evlyn  W.  Fulton 
Evelyn  Glick  Boom 
Virginia  Gray  Corey 
Patricia  Leonard  Bodle 
Barbara  Matthews  Deitrick 
Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer 
Mary  Ruth  Sampson  Eckman 

Cynthianne  Say  Calhoun 
Helen  H.  Smith 

Marion  Springer  Edmunds 

1945-27% 
Jane  Beck  Jameson 

Agnes  Conner  Davis 
Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl 
Jean  Dalzell  MacMillan 

Florence  J.  Held 

Nancy  Herdt  Hall 
Audrey  Heston  Kidder 
Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh 

Marjorie  A.  Mayhall 
Shirley  Mays  Evans 
Martha  McFall  Schall 
Helen  Robinson  Forsyth 

Marjorie  Selleck  Ireland 
Elizabeth  Shollar  Worley 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley 
Marion  Swannie  Hall 
Jean  Thomas  Fisher 
Pauline  Wilson  Ackenheil 
Elizabeth  Yeiser  Threan 
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1946-21% 
Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey 
Miriam  Eggers  Hosack 
Doris  Fairfield  Jamison 
Dorothy  Groves  Carson 
Priscilla  Hendryx  Salter 
Harriet  E.  Hoffman 

Margaret  Korb  Smith 
Arline  Levinson  Rosenberg 
Jean  McCullough  Brown 
Jane  McPherson  Graber 
Jean  Purves  Bowman 

Margaret  Riffle  Kirby 
Emily  Sawders  Laisy 
Ellen  Saylor  Lewis 
Jean  Thompson  Johnson 
Mary  Wells  Karlson 
Jean  White  Markell 
Martha  Yorkin  Berman 

1947-20% 
Ruth  Arnold  Harmon 
Patti  Balch  Lando 

Jocelyn  Beeson  Schrader 
Elva  Braziell  Hively 
Mary  Conway  Reese 
Margaret  Dodge  Poindexter 
Catherine  Dom  McCarrell 

Marjorie  Evans  McNeillie 
Elizabeth  Fleck  Hendrickson 
Eleanor  Goldfarb  Hirsh 
Frances  Haverstick  Myers 
Alene  Hutton  Sage 
Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald 
Barbara  Mason 

Marjorie  McSwigan  Friday 
Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson 
Elaine  Sauerwein  Mathison 
Doris  Snyder  Hookway 
Roberta  Swann  Baldwin 
Joan  Werner  Peterson 

Jean  Y eager  Love 

1948-17% 
Mary  Aiken  Brown 
Alma  Anderson  Staehle 
Marie  Cohn  Chiles 
Charlotte  Exley  Eck 
Hilda  Fish  Bricker 
Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong 
Sara  Geary  Hansen 
Virginia  Long  Carlson 
Shirley  McKay  Taubeneck 
Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett 
Helen  Obermayer  Sellers 
Ruth  Shaffer  Loughney 
Helen  Suckling  Beckert 
Joy  Wilson  Douglas 

1949-13% 
Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 
Ruth  Clarkson  Brown 
Eloise  P.  Haase 

Patricia  Hardy  Butts 
Barbara  Hoge  Dansak 
Carol  McCollough  Stride 
Joan  Nusbaum  Cone 
Barbara  Shields  Sullivan 
Joan  Swannie  Ruch 
Barbara  Watson  Wagner 
Corinne  Welch  Patton 
Eleanor  Wenning  Atwell 

1950-18% 
Sally  Altmayer  Buske 
Dolores  Baney  Conley 
Elizabeth  Bassett  McMahon 
Marjorie  Beetle  Winnicki 
Barbara  Black  Bloomstro.m 

Mary  Bovard  Schwartz 
Eva  M.  Bowser 

Antoinette  Carpenter  Morris 
Lenore  Corey  Hanson 
Ann  Craig  Lee 
Cora  Davis  Anderson 

Sue  Ferris  Trownsell 

Phyllis  Good  Rudd 
F.  Jane  Harbison 

Carolyn  Lippincott  Walker 
Dorothy  MacPhee  Hunter 
Barbara  Miller  Gregg 

Ann  Marie  Morgan  Cascorbi 
Barbara  Nevius  Beringer 
Louise  Richards  Lane 
Gretchen  Schmidt  Kulberg 
Mildred  Sherman  Taylor 

Marylou  Tedesco  Naser 
Barbara  Whiteside  Harris 

1951-23% 
Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney 

Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh 

Gwendolyn  Bach  Lammert 
Nancy  Baker  Fekety 

Dorothy  Dodworth  Scullin 
Mary  Anne  Doering  Rinaldo 
Doreen  Dorsey  Heller 
Joan  Goodwin  Heckel 
Ann  Gould  Moore 
Rita  E.  Howard 
Barbara  Hoy  Dible 
Patricia  Kennedy  Earley 
Narcissa  McLeod  Scalise 

Julianna  Moore  Pollitt 

Patricia  O'Keefe  Beede 
Nancy  Perry  Vesely 
Marilyn  Pfohl  Donnelly 
Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek 

Marguerite  Sullivan  Hannon 
Jean  Thomas  Hillman 

Margaret  Van  Ness  Colven 
Joann  E.  Walthour 
Martha  Whaley  Webster 

1952-17% 
Helen  Barbour  McKelvey 
Judith  Bierman  Linowes 

Anne  Braddon  Hansen 
Doris  A.  Fritschi 
Nancy  Garlow  Hoop 
Marcia  Mamolen  Stewart 
Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers 
Christine  Metro  Kachulis 
Nora  Patterson  White 
Alexandra  Potts  Pool 
Janet  Ross  Schumacher 
Andrea  Rygg  Ryan 

Evangeline  Seitanakis  Beldecos 
Joanne  Shelley  Davis 

Carolyn  Smith  Taylor 
Muriel  Spindell  Muldorf 
Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
Meredith  Walker  Peterson 
Doris  Warner  Brown 

1953-24% 
Alice  Berry  Adams 
Catherine  Cornish  Montgomery 
Marie  Damiano  Carricato 

Gretchen  G.  Donaldson 
Jeannine  English  Abel 
Joan  Fischer  Boyd 
Elizabeth  Frantz  Purdum 

Dorothy  Fraser  Bell 
Lois  Glazer  Michaels 

Diane  Gray  Hall 

Nancy  Hegan  Wadsworth 
Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz 
Betty  King  Olson 
Betsy  Lee  Mendicino 
Dona  Lester  DiSanto 

Barbara  Logan  Brown 
Helen  Means  Pounds 
Madeline  Miles 

Sarah  Smyser  Naylor 
Alice  Snook  Kalla 
Cordelia  Soles 

Mary  Caroll  Williams  Hofer 

1954-21% 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan 
Patricia  Bennett  Nicholson 

Margaret  Berger  Canon 
Elsa  Duncan  Reagan 
Marline  Frost  Ewing 

Anne  Fuellenwarth  Sampson 

Elsie  Gage  Bolano 
Delores  Gintert  Farmer 
Joan  Hagler  Saklad 

Mary  Louise  Matvey  Shombert 
Nan  R.  Norris 
Harriet  E.  Rosser 

Lois  Sherry  Schworm 
Jane  Simpson  Irvin Rose  Spoa 

Lois  Thompson  Anderson 
Patricia  Yount  Hudson 

1955-35% 
Catherine  Avers  Headley 

Barbara  Beacham  Volk 
Sarah  Beck  Lee 
Barbara  Braun  Bajoras 

Sondra  Blumberg  Sonneborn 
Marilyn  Campbell  Bowling 
Winifred  B.  Dickinson 
Joan  Evans  Taylor 
Elizabeth  Fawcett  Coleman 
Angela  Fee  Levy 

Nancy  Follett  Waichler 
Ethel  Gottesman  Weil 
Jean  Graham  Rhodes 
Elizabeth  Graham  Williams 
Janet  Hoy  Sterling 
Mary  Jo  Irwin  Kelly 
Marie  Kibler  Gaertner 
Janet  Kimball  Lubic 

Dorothy  King  Cornell 
Louise  Loewenthal  Benjamin 

Regina  McDonough  O'Rourke Barbara  McVicker  Martin 

Dorothy  Musser  Anderson 
Carla  Norberg  Gaut 
Bonnie  Palmer  Whyel 
Marita  Pigossi  Spangler 

Mary  Kathryn  Sanner  Maloney 
Sarah  Seiple  Tullai 
Joanna  Warner  White 

1956-18% 
Susan  Bergman  Gurrentz 
Barbara  DeLaney  Brown 

Margaret  Floyd  Kaufman 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 

Mary  Alice  Irwin 
Carolina  Johnson  Kiggins 

Lois  Katz  Blaufeld 
Sonya  Klein  Vernau 
Marion  Latshaw  Boon 
Chung  Wha  Lee  Iyengar 
Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe 
Patricia  Miles  Claypoole 
Elizabeth  Miller  Tutchings 
Elizabeth  Reed  Dann 
Janet  Schmults  Lee 
Christie  Walter  Rinehart 
Carole  Williams 

1957-20% 
Patricia  Alogna  Riess 

Nancy  Cannon  Cocke 
Sandra  Esman  Chernew 
Marcia  Froimson  Baum 

Nancy  Gellman  Rubenstein 
Hannah  Honig  Kamin 

Nancy  Kingham  Gardiner 
Elizabeth  Krayer  Weatherwax 
Virginia  Ladish  Angulo 
Jean  Mcllwraith  McCally 
Jane  Patti  Vyssotsky 

Sally  Schmidt  Gregerson 
Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein 
Jane  Stocker  Burfoot 

Nancy  Teeters  Bunce 
Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker 

1958-30% Carole  Ashman  Briggs 
Jean  Babb  Ersoz 

Barbara  Bath  O'Callaghan 
Linda  Behrend  Kaufman 

Barbara  Berg  Morrison 
Carol  Cowley  Ross 

Loretta  Edwards  Troyer 

Virginia  T.  Fichtel 
Nancy  Ware  Galley 

Barbara  Goodstein  Selbst 
Barbara  Hebrank  Ramsay 

Lois  Ingham  Peeler 
Carol  Jeffreys  Heiser 

Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite 
Martha  Lasky  Sanders 
Jo-Rita  Latella  Reiter 
Airin  Lee  Kim 

Anna  Liadis  Zervos 

Elizabeth  MacFarland  Wilson 
Judith  Moore  Goehring 

Carol  Moran  Russell 

Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein 

Marilyn  Steinman  Roth 
Sandra  Whitmyre  Young 

1959-21% 
Bette  Jo  Bergad  Greenberger 

Cynthia  Berry  Vanda 
Roberta  F.  Bills 

Deborah  Brog  Bernstein 
Carole  Christiano  Raymond 
Roberta  Einhorn  Chester 

Margaret  Fullick  Langacker 
Sally  Head  Mulcahy 
Elizabeth  Heim  Searight 
Grace  L.  Hershberger 
Feme  Klein  Kalstone 

Elizabeth  Lytle  Suatoni 
Ruth  L.  McMillen 

Diana  Montgomery  Montgomery 
Doris  Redman  Foster 

Barbara  Roberts  Pollock 
Elinor  Roeger  Nyhus 

Earla  Sue  Smith  McNaull 
Danna  Vance  Mitchell 
Sandra  Wagner  Gross 
Irene  Wilbar  Appleyard 
Joan  Winters  George 

1960-32% 
Joan  Beckley  Clark 

Sorel  F.  Berman 
Arleen  Boyda  Porter 
Arlene  Campbell  Timmons 
Tela  Cohn  Zasloff 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore 
Sandra  DeBroff  Roth 
Susan  Decker  Zeigen 

Barbara  Eckel  Goettler 
Barbara  Friedman  London 

Anita  Gessler  Hecht 
Janet  Heller  Howell 

Claire  Judd  Schweriner 
Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius 

Carole  Koepke  Brown 

Nancy  Levendorf  Recht 
Judith  Levine  Weintraub 

Alice  Lochner  Kruiten 
Virginia  Long  Springen 

Amy  Markus  Kellman 
Winifred  P.  McDowell 
Ann  Meyer  Klein 
Bette  Nadel  Balk 

Gail  Peters  Fox 
Ruth  Pincus  Gujarati 

Marcia  Rubinoff  Rosenthal 
Jane  E.,Sanford 
Dorothy  Schall  Schweiger 
Marcia  Smiley  Kung 

Barbara  Stone  Hollander 
Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs 

Gayle  Thomas  Harris 
Anne  Turner  Arnold 
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131-24% 
|* jar  Abbasi  Husain 
F bin  Askin  DeKleine 

/gela  Blumberg  Levenstein 
Fnnah  Brush  Van  Horn 
frianne  Byrn  Caple 
E>an  Engel  Golden 
Pry  Booth  Fassett  Roberts 
Finces  Goodside  Feigert 
fzanne  Jessop  McGowan 
tima  Jones  Hershey 
[we  Karp  Bloom 
Finces  Keenan  Bonfigli 
F jla  Keizler  Cramer 
Crol  Lemke  Keil 
frcia  Liadis  Faskianos 
/  ne  Putnam  Mallinson 
Prlene  Schweig  Hartstein 
J/ce  E.  Teegardin 
.in  Thonen  Nickel 
Ezabeth  A.  Waite 

'62-22% 
Irriette  Abrams  Zionts 

l!ndy  Barton  Christner 
lirgaret  Brown  White 
lith  Buchner  Zarro 

irbara  Bunker  Faughnan 
lura  Campbell  Miller 
lirothy  Christman  Lilja 
|rah  Clarke  Veil 
hda  Clinton  Henschel 

ijsan  Goldstein 
laine  Kessler  Ruben 

inn  Leister  Rojahn 
iia  Loubris  Hanson 

liry  Loughran  Fell 
[!ta  Mae  Mueller  Moredock 
liather  Muir  Meacham 

•jirley  Neeley  Brown 
My  McGuigan  Dauer 
izabeth  Potter  Oiler 

nda  Ruttenberg  Ackerman 
san  Sohnlein  Harsh 

rol  Sprinchorn  Colter 
nny  Ulman  Schwarz 
ice  C.  Yankura 

63-24% 
ne  Alexander  Givens 

argaret  Alexander  Sprenkle 
isan  Bullock  Bell 
ary  Ann  Conti  Sheline 
ina  Crone  Nagy 
itricia  Dobyan  Lupton 
ancy  Fendrich  Shaw 
achel  Gorr  Johnson 
jsan  Hunt  Roose 

len  Levy  Blumberg 
ne  Martin  Grawe 

nn  Niedermeyer  Fox 
idith  Paulsen  Webb 

iane  Phillips  Leatherberry 
ary  Riley  Smith 
Jsan  Rockwell  Coen 

elen  Roesing  Monroe 
arolyn  Rogers  Flood 
ianne  Rubin  Newman 
len  Rusch 

lan  Salay  Green 
Duise  Sonnenberg 
idith  Strain  Barton 
eborah  Wolowitz  Cowan 

Susan  C.  Johnson 

Ruth  Ann  Maier  Bengtson 
Marcia  Mann  Butler 

Nancy  McBride  French 
Barbara  Morris  Stock 

Marjorie  Murdoch  Bass 
Geraldine  M.  Palkovitz 

Angela  Patrizio  Smith 
Nancy  Pierson  Tolley 
Martha  Richards  Cummings 
Alice  Ropes  Turnbull 
Toba  Schwaber 
Linda  Simmons  Bacon 
Sarah  TerBush  Drescher 
Judith  Wentworth  Mullan 
Susan  A.  Wolpert 

1965-23% 
Sheila  Bennett  Harris 
Joan  Bretz  Peirce 
Diane  Browarsky  Levine 
Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer 

Doris  A.  Damour  Maly 

Virginia  Fisher  O'Leary Carol  Hartman  Elden 
Sara  C.  Heslep 

Myra  Hull  Gillum 
Heather  W.  Johnston 

Mary  Krein  Howarth 
Bridget  Kumutat  Allen 
Anne  McClure  Hall 

Beverly  Miller  Blessinger 
Susanne  Newton  Kelly 
Janice  L.  Patterson 
Pamela  Proksa  Patt 

Martha  A.  Repman 
Marsha  Richards  Bingler 
Patricia  Scarry  Jones 
RonyaSieg  McMillen 
Anne  C.  Smith 
Pamela  Stirba  Russell 

Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson 
Jane  Tobey  Eden 
Betsy  A.  Unangst 
Barbara  A.  Zitko 

1966-19% 
Barbara  L.  Brenman 

Lynnette  Burley  McNally 
Susan  Cohn  Brenner 

Martha  Coyne  Scott 
Carole  Early  Cupps 
Judith  Fellows  Duchek 
Jarene  Frances  Lee 
Hannah  Gilman 

Barbara-Lee  Hewitt  Orloff 
Katherine  Hoover  Hill 
Patricia  E.  Kane 
Ruthe  Klein  Kaplan 
Vivian  Lazur  Brantley 
Betsy  McGregor  Cooley 
Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer 
Deborah  Payson  Dechert 
Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselear 
Madelon  Rose  Fross 
Sharon  F.  Smith 

Carolyn  Smyser  Hammer 
Sage  Tower  Mumma 
Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Brown 
Linda  M.  Whitmyre 
Patrice  Williamson  Baker 

Suzanne  Hershey  Bress 
Theodora  Jones  St.  Lawrence 
Dael  Kiesler  Stichter 
Martha  King  Taylor 
Sandra  K.  Lafe 
Joan  C.  Lessing 

Trudy  Levin  Cushner 
Deborah  W.  Little 
Joanne  Locurcio  Pavia 
Sheila  McAteer  Stokes 

Margaret  McDonald  Murtha 
Jo  Messersmith  Mitchell 
Andrea  Moss  End 
Donna  Mrock  Carey 

Judith  Murray  Walle 
Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt 
Jeanne  Osterhout  Burwick 
Jane  Ross  Ross 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos 
Martha  Sebastian  Moyer 
Catherine  Shelburne  English 
Carol  Swenson  Foss 

Janet  L.  Walker 

1968-13% 
Catherine  Beard  Davidson 
Susan  Burke  Clemow 
Gail  Davis  Reiner 
Susan  Esterman  Borish 
Jane  Gnsell  Murphy 

Kathleen  Kratt  Neeley 
Barbara  Krause  Pegg 

Dorothy  Lowenthal  Raizman 
Patricia  A.  McBride 
Georgia  McKee  Holmberg 
Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman 
Kathryn  A.  Osmond 
Elfriede  Pittman  Laaff 
Candice  M.  Saly 

Cherie  Stanglein  Bliwise 
Barbara  Stern  Heffer 

Joanne  Tilghman  Tamplin 
Eleanor  S.  Wait 

1969-20% 
Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman 
Sarah  Bornstein  Edeiken 
Joanna  Campbell  Dellenbaugh 
Kathleen  Cochrane 
Dale  Cohen  Sollod 
Bobara  DeCaulp 

Andrea  Dubs  Moorhead 
Vivian  Garbuny  Goldberg 

Evelyn  Goldsmith  Kitay 
Ide  Gonzalez  Holstein 
Wendy  Grahm 
Nance  Jacobson  Davidson 
Ann  Judson  Ratcliffe 

Suzanne  L.  Martin 
Hollace  Meek  Hunsicker 
Karen  Miller  Moss 
Alison  H.  Oakes 
Merle  Pollack  Intner 
Helen  Pollock  Starr 

Penelope  Prudden  Redfield 
Jean  Robinson  Andrews 
Linda  Scholle 

Faye  Singer  Rosch 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernek 
Marcia  Weiss  Bramowitz 

Katherine  Wright  Mueller 
Carol  Zurheide  Block 

Dorothea  D.  Newport 
Michele  F.  Ornstein 
Jonnie  Pearson  EcElroy 

Susan  Rice  Miller 
Clare  Ruthenburg  Si  let 

Marilyn  Scarantino  Jones 
Dorothy  Wentworth  Beck 

1971-17% 

Elizabeth  Aufderheide  Ruckman 
Susan  Belkin  Glaser 
Elizabeth  A.  Cotsworth 
Lena  Genello  Goldberg 

Carolyn  Gurrentz  Olbum 
Deborah  A.  Hagstrom 

Mona  Kann  Strassburger 
Gail  Lawson  Campbell 
Deborah  Jo  LeVan 
Patricia  A.  Luther 
Susan  Maloof  Knipe 
Ellen  M.  Mandel 
Linda  Martin  Barber Donna  C.  May 

Julianne  McGiffert  Uehlinger 
Hope  Richardson 
Maxine  Schlosser  Shore 
Linda  Sigg  Morgan 

Beverly  A.  Swisshelm 
Judith  Weisenfeld  Weinberg 

Margaret  Yockey  Morycz 

1972-13% 
Janet  Bartini  Blair 
Ann  E.  Brooks 

Janice  Crookham  Riemer 
Susan  C.  Delgado 
Charlotte  Desmond  Vaidya 

Kathryn  Freed  Fliegler 
Marian  Genstein  Sanjana 
Carol  A.  Goldfarb 
Janice  Hartman  Anderson 
Frances  E.  Keally 

Diane  Kopcha  Katlic 
Patricia  Patterson  Werschulz 

Sydney  Pool  Scarborough 
Sharon  K.  Ray 

Rochelle  Rosen 

Barbara  J.  Singer 
Barbara  A.  Studenmund 

Susan  Vance 
Julie  A.  Wilkins 

1973-12% 
Carol  R.  Bowie 

Peggy  Carlson  Walker 
Nancy  O.  Chalfant 
Lenore  Chapman 
Deborah  C.  Cunningham 
Judith  A.  Gale 
Linda  Gill 

Nancy  J.  Hicks 
Susan  J.  Ifft 
Sandra  Kuritzky 
Donna  Langer 

Elizabeth  A.  Naumoff 
Jane  N.  Quick 

Sally  Samuels  Leh 
Elisabeth  J.  Schwab 

Nancy  S.  Schwartz 

Abby  Sniderman 

364-23% 
ary  August  Taylor 
arol  Baker  Wildemann 
met  L.  Boyda 
athleen  Coyle  Guenther 
orothy  Evans  Fulton 
lizabeth  Fellows  Klemm 

argaret  Frye  Wilcox 
jdith  Germaux  Page 
ntonia  Hartung  Albitz 
andra  Heisler  Shapiro 

1967-22% 
Heather  Bastow  Weiss 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer 
Georgia  A.  Canellos 
Betsy  M.  Crone 
Susan  H.  Davis 

Phyllis  Epstein 
Jo  Ann  Eustace  Walther 

Jacqueline  Flynn  Nygaard 
Diane  Furrer  Holzheimer 
Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur 
JoAnn  Greenfield  Abraham 

1970-13% 
Victoria  Aldridge  Ross 
Gloria  Baker  McCoy 

Diane  M.  Cohen 

Frances  Conkey  Trafton 
Diane  M.  Deagan 

Judith  J.  Foecking 

Priscilla  Jameson  Richardson 
Janet  Kugler  James 
Jane  Marcus 

Corliss  McCutcheon  Jobin 

Molly  Miesse  Patterson 
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SPECIAL  GIFTS  CONTRIBUTORS -1973 -1974 

CORNERSTONE  ($100-$499) 

Clara  Niebaum  Brown  '07  (Mrs.  Edward  T.) 

Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  '16  (Mrs.  Ira  H.) 

Melba  Martin  Ingersoll  '16  (Mrs.  Frank  B.) 

Jane  Errett  '17 
Marianne  Rea  Hamilton  x'17  (Mrs.  Samuel,  Jr.) 

Martha  Temple  Patrick  '18  (Mrs.  Wilbur  W.) 

Elizabeth  Fleming  '20 
Margaret  Hare  Hurst-Brown  '20  (Mrs.  Kenneth) 
Marcella  Collier  DesJardins  '21  (Mrs.  Norman  L.) 

Margaret  B.  Gilfillan  '21 
Bonnalyn  Connelly  '22 
Helen  McKenzie  Jamison  '23  (Mrs.  John  H.) 

Leonore  Allen  '24 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  '24  (Mrs.  D.  Stewart) 
Audrey  Reebel  Early  '26  (Mrs.  James  W.) 
Ruth  Allman  Jones  x'27  (Mrs.) 
Nora  Lewis  Harlan  '28  (Mrs.  James  D.) 

Clara  D.  Osgood  '28 
Madeline  Teets  Bathrick  x'28  (Mrs.  John  J.) 

Jane  Haller  McCafferty  '29  (Mrs.  Charles  H.) 

Katherine  MacCloskey  Crocker  '29  (Mrs.  Samuel  B. 
Myrtle  Sexauer  Cobb  '29  (Mrs.  J.  Walter) 

Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell  '29  (Mrs.  James  A.) 
Elise  Searing  Loxterman  x'30  (Mrs.  H.  Russell) 
Lucilla  Scribner  Jackson  '31  (Mrs.  William  R.) 

Lois  Sproull  Hinckley  '31  (Mrs.  Robert  C.) 
Edith  L.  McBane  '33 

Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  '34  (Mrs.  Robert) 

Margaret  White  '34 
Mary  Jane  Young  '34 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  '35  (Mrs.  C.  Gray) 
Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  '35  (Mrs.  Keith) 

Mary  Katharine  Rodgers  Moses  '35  (Mrs.  A.  Henry) 
M.  Dolores  Steinecke  '35 

Jean  Andress  Berger  '36  (Mrs.  Robert  J.) 

Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Robert  J.) 
Ruth  Rosen  Hartz  '36  (Mrs.) 

Elizabeth  Bradley  '37 
Margaret  McBride  McMaster  '37  (Mrs.  Gilbert  B.) 
Mary  Trimble  Brittain  '37  (Mrs.  Raymond  F.) 
Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  '40  (Mrs.  R.  L.) 

Marianne  McCallister  Martin  '40  (Mrs.  Bruce  R.) 

Nancy  Over  Bowdler  '40  (Mrs.  Robert  G.) 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  '41  (Mrs.  James  L.) 
Mary  Kinter  McEldowney  '41  (Mrs.  Robert,  Jr.) 

Jean  McGowan  Marshall  '41  (Mrs.  Watson  C.) 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  '41  (Mrs.  John  A.) 

Jane  Campbell  Fair  x'42  (Mrs.  H.  J.) 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont  s'43  (Mrs.  John  E.) 

Amy  McKay  Core  '43  (Mrs.  Daniel  H.,  Jr.) 

Margaret  L.  Donaldson  '44 
Virginia  Gray  Corey  '44  (Mrs.  Wilfred  G.) 

Patsy  Speers  Bradley  '45  (Mrs.  Charles  G.) 
Marion  Swannie  Hall  '45  (Mrs.  John  S.) 

Jocelyn  Beeson  Schrader  '47  (Mrs.  Frank  J.) 
Elizabeth  Fleck  Hendrickson  '47  (Mrs.  John  W.) 
Roberta  Swann  Baldwin  '47  (Mrs.  R.  K.) 

Lenore  Corey  Hanson  '50  (Mrs.  William  E.) 
Gwendolyn  Bach  Lamme'rt  '51  (Mrs.  John  H.) 

Judith  Bierman  Linowes  '52  (Mrs.  Harry) 
Alice  Berry  Adams  '53  (Mrs.  James  W.) 

Cordelia  Soles  '53 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.) 

Barbara  Maloy  Titelman  '54  (Mrs.  James) 

Nan  R.  Norris  '54 
Lois  Thompson  Anderson  '54  (Mrs.  Robert  D.) 
Patricia  Yount  Hudson  '54  (Mrs.  William  H.) 
Barbara  Beacham  Volk  '55  (Mrs.  Charles  R.) 

Nancy  Follett  Waichler  '55  (Mrs.  Richard) 

Louise  Lowenthal  Benjamin  '55  (Mrs.  Charjes  E.) 
Sarah  Seiple  Tullai  '55  (Mrs.  John) 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis  '56  (Lt.  Col.) 

Hannah  Honig  Kamin  '57  (Mrs.  Marvin) 

Barbara  Bath  O'Callaghan  '58  (Mrs.  John  C,  Jr.) 
Barbara  Roberts  Pollock  '59  (Mrs.  Louis) 

Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  '60  (Mrs.  William  F 

Virginia  Long  Springen  '60  (Mrs.  Keith  G.) 
Marcia  Smiley  Kung  '60  (Mrs.  Edward) 
Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs  '60  (Mrs.  Charles  E.) 

Dorothy  Christman  Lilja  '62  (Mrs.  John) 
Lynn  Leister  Rojahn  '62  (Mrs.  Theodore) 
Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw  '63  (Mrs.  Lee  N.) 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen  '63  (Mrs.  James  K.,  Jr.) 

Louise  Sonnenberg  '63 
Heather  W.  Johnston  '65 
Jarene  Frances  Lee  '66  (Mrs.  Kendrick  R.) 

Sage  Tower  Mumma  '66  (Mrs.  Michael  J.) 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  '67  (Mrs.  John,  Jr.) 

Nancy  O.  Chalfant  '73 

WOODLAND  CIRCLE  ($500-$999) 

C.  Pauline  Burt  '14 
Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Gorden  T. 
Carrie  Louise  Kinzer  Trapp  '40  (Mrs.  Charles  F.) 

ROYAL  PURPLE  ($1,000) 

Aimee  Beringer  Murdoch  '98  (Mrs.  Alexander) 

Martha  Glandon  Luthringer  '24  (Mrs.  Marshall  S. 

Dorothy  B.  Newell  '33 
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from  the 

secretary's desk . . . 

by  Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  '43 

Alumna  Ann  E.  Lange  '70  was  one  of  the  16  women 

interns  selected  to  participate  in  a  16-college  Women's 
Administrative  Internship  Program  for  the  1974-75 
academic  year,  funded  by  the  Carnegie  Corporation.  This 
program  is  designed  to  provide  colleges  and  universities 
with  a  supply  of  qualified  young  women  for  positions  in  all 
phases  of  academic  administration.  Ann  earned  her  M.A.  at 

Boston  College  and  was  most  recently  instructor  and  chair- 
person of  the  Department  of  Philosophy  at  Queens  College 

in  Charlotte,  North  Carolina.  She  will  serve  her  10-month 
internship  at  Elmira  College.  Coming  to  Chatham  under  this 

program  is  Deborah  W.  Whittlesey,  a  1970  graduate  of  Mills 

College  where  she  also  earned  her  M.A.  She  had  been  teach- 
ing English  at  Seven  Hills  School  in  Lynchburg,  Virginia. 
Dr.  Elizabeth  Lee  Vincent,  best  remembered  by 

Chathamites  as  Professor  of  Human  Development  and  Be- 
havior from  1953  through  1959,  died  April  9,  1974.  She 

had  been  dean  of  the  College  of  Home  Economics  at 

Cornell  University  for  twenty  years  before  coming  to 
Chatham.  While  teaching  here  she  collaborated  with  Dr. 

Phyllis  Martin  on  the  writing  of  two  books,  Human  Biologi- 
cal Development  and  Human  Psychological  Development. 

Entering  this  September  as  members  of  the  class  of  1978 

were  seven  alumnae  daughters.  They  are  Julie  Frazee, 

daughter  of  Mary  Louise  Wallace  Frazee  '47;  Leslie  Hender- 

son, Marilyn  Morgan  Henderson  '52;  Cynthia  Larson, 
Louise  Baehr  Larson  '47;  Dani  Martin,  Barbara  McVicker 

Martin  '55;  Suzanne  McCreary,  Shirley  Neal  McCreary  '50; 
Margaret  Monteverde,  the  late  Catherine  Stauffer  Mon- 

teverde  '49;  and  Elizabeth  Reese,  Eleanor  Bailey  Reese  '53. 
Transfer  student  Lynne  Everett  Curtis  is  the  daughter  of 

Virginia  Crouch  Everett  '42. 
CAST  I  (Chatham  /Alumnae  Summer  Theatre)  finished  a 

successful  first  season  and  is  busily  preparing  for  its  second. 
As  reported  in  the  Spring  issue  of  the  Recorder  a  nucleus  of 

alumnae  inspired  by  Georgena  Terry  '72,  and  consisting  of 
Laurie  Berman  '73,  Vicki  Falco  '71,  Nancy  Hirsch  '73, 

Edith  de  Lisio  '74,  Donna  Beiswenger  Riggs  '67,  Kathryn 
Roberts  '72,  and  Sherry  Handsman  Steiner  '70  came  up 
with  the  original  idea.  A  season  of  nine  weeks,  three  weeks 

for  each  production,  with  performances  on  Friday,  Satur- 

day and  Sunday  nights  was  decided  upon.  "The  Sign  in 
Sidney  Brustein's  Window,"  opened  the  season;  followed 
by  three  one-act  plays:  "Animal,"  Sweet  Eros"  and  "Calm 

Down  Mother;"  and  closed  with  the  most  successful, 

"Private  Lives."  Open  auditions  last  May  brought  out  about 
70  hopeful  actors  and  actresses  and  provided  most  of  the 
casting.  Gaps  were  filled  with  recruited  alumnae.  Emme 

Day  Erdossy  '69,  Betsy  Jackson  '70,  Ruth  Garland  Lesko 

'56  and  Cookie  Ungar  '70  appeared  in  acting  roles  while 
Cathy  Young  '73  handled  costuming  and  Connie  Jacobson 
'72  designed  the  logo.  In  order  to  make  CAST  I  a  self- 
sustaining,  established  summer  theatre  in  Pittsburgh 

alumnae  support  is  needed  in  many  ways  —  from  actors  and 
technical  assistants  to  costume  sewers,  prop  collectors  and 

envelope  stuffers  as  well  as  ideas  and  financial  contribu- 
tions. Anyone  who  is  interested  can  contact  Dr.  Jerome  S. 

Wenneker,  c/o  CAST  I,  Chatham  College. 

Again  this  fall  Chatham  offered  four  eight-week  informal 
non-credit  evening  courses  which  were  open  to  the  public. 
Dr.  Erika  King,  Assistant  Professor  of  Political  Science  and 
Chairperson  of  the  Political  Science  Department  at 

Chatham,  taught  "Public  Opinion  and  Propaganda." 
"Chinese  Tradition  and  its  Modern  Transformation:  Con- 

trast of  Values"  was  taught  by  Dr.  Wing-tsit  Chan, 
Chatham's  internationally  known  scholar  in  the  field  of 
Asian  philosophy.  Two  courses  in  psychology  were  re- 

peated by  Dr.  Frank  Lackner,  Professor  of  Psychology  at 

Chatham:  "Understanding  People  —  Psychological  Prin- 

ciples of  Human  Behavior"  and  "Understanding  Abnormal 
Behavior."  A  total  of  118  persons  enrolled  in  these  classes 
this  fall. 

In  June,  1974,  the  100,000th  volume  was  added  to  the 
collection  of  The  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library.  Half  the 

World,  the  History  and  Culture  of  China  and  Japan,  is 
edited  by  Arnold  Toynbee  and  includes  articles  and  texts 

by  thirteen  distinguished  authors  representing  Far  Eastern 
scholarship  at  its  widest  and  deepest.  Author  of  Chapter  4, 

The  Path  to  Wisdom  —  Chinese  Philosophy  and  Religion,  is 

Dr.  Wing-tsit  Chan,  Chatham's  Gillespie  Professor  of  Philos- 
ophy. In  an  informal  ceremony  Dr.  Chan  presented  the 

work  to  President  Eddy  on  the  steps  of  the  new  library. 
The  Alumnae  Office  finds  it  hard  to  believe  that 

Chatham  alumnae  are  so  silent  about  their  opinions  on  all 

subjects,  especially  those  related  to  the  College.  What 
happened  to  the  letters  and  comments  requested  for  the 

"Feedback"  page  of  the  Recorder?  Right  now  we  would  be 
very  interested  in  suggestions  or  comments  on  class  reunion 
activities. 

Washington  Interview  (continued) 

He  was  looking  for  someone  who  could  not  only  write  and 
do  press  releases  and  knew  what  the  needs  of  the  press  are, 

but  someone  who  was  personable  —  that  was  one  thing  he 

did  mention  to  me  when  he  was  interviewing  me." 
Rodino's  office,  though  large  by  Capitol  Hill  standards, 

is  small  compared  to  the  offices  men  of  his  stature  occupy 

in  other  professions.  There  are  three  rooms;  his  office  (all 

blue,  with  a  comfortable  blue  sofa),  a  cubby-hole  for 

O'Brien  and  a  large  room  for  everybody  else. 
Starr  —  small,  personable,  confident  —  moves  easily 

among  the  three  rooms.  "I  happen  to  love  the  press,"  she declares. 

"The  relations  with  the  press  were,  until  the  closed  hear- 
ings when  there  was  a  lot  of  frustration  among  the  members 

of  the  press,  very,  very,  cordial.  They  considered  this  a 
place  where  they  could  come  in  for  a  cup  of  coffee,  sit 
down,  use  our  phone,  chat,  I  mean  it  was  really  a  nice, 
friendly  atmosphere.  Then  they  got  frustrated  and  they 
were  more  critical,  but  at  no  time  did  relations  become 

really  bad." 
Starr  is  thinking  now  about  reporting  herself.  Had  she 

been  able  to  take  journalism  courses  at  Chatham,  she  says, 

she  might  have  gone  into  it  directly. 

"I  had  an  aunt  who  was  a  reporter  at  the  Pittsburgh 
Press.  Her  name  was  also  Helen,  and  she  had  a  by-line  I 
would  have  had  if  I  had  not  gotten  married.  Then  she  was 
killed  in  a  car  accident  when  she  was  about  my  age.  I  never 

knew  her  because  I  wasn't  even  born  but  I've  always  had 

this  thing  about  wanting  to  do  what  she  could  have  done." 
"This  experience  definitely  gave  me  a  lot  more  con- 

fidence because  I  can  compare  myself  to  the  reporters  that 
have  been  here.  There  have  been  some  superb  ones  and 

some  not  so  good  ones  and  I  can  see  that  I  could  do  it.  It's 
just  a  matter  now  of  deciding  if  that's  the  direction  I  want 

to  take." 19 



Class  News 
j^v  j^-\  Margaret  M.  Lee 

|VJ  |k-\  3955  Bigelow  Boulevard IV^   ,V-/  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 
DEATHS 

Frances  Boate  Belding,  February  22,  1974 

Leila  Hill  Lytle,  March  3,  1974 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Alice    Laidlaw    Hicks    (Mrs.    C.   Speers),   204   North 

Buchanan  Blvd.,  Durham,  NC  27701 

Mildred  Nicholls  Kohman  enjoyed  a  summer  holi- 
day in  Alaska.  She  admits  that  she  did  not  bag  any 

bears  but  was  thrilled  to  see  how  the  fur-bearing 

animals  are  coming  back.  Mildred's  granddaughter 
was  married  in  June. 

Dorothy  Errett  writes:  "I  am  still  enjoying,  and 
very  grateful  for,  a  good  comfortable  abode  at 

Friends'  Home,  Kennett  Square.  Dorothy's  nephew 
Russell,  on  his  return  from  six  years  of  service  in 
Vietnam,  was  married  in  October. 

In  February,  Helen  Steele  Truxal  visited  Dorothy 

Markell  m  Florida,  and  in  June  traveled  to  Saddle- 

heck,  New  Jersey  to  attend  the  wedding  of  her 

grandson,  David  Noyes.  She  is  happy  to  have  her 

grandson,  Robert  Dougherty,  living  with  her. 

Our  sympathy  goes  out  to  Alice  Laidlaw  Hicks 

whose  husband  passed  away  in  October.  Alice  says 

"I  have  sold  our  home  and  am  living  in  the  King's 
Daughters  Home,  a  residence  for  elderly  ladies,  with 

which  I  have  been  affiliated  for  many  years.  It  is 

right  across  the  street  from  the  Women's  Campus  of 
Duke  University,  so  I  see  many  library  friends,  — 

both  human  and  books." 
Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  describes  her  year  as 

quiet,  beautiful  and  peaceful.  Apparently  she  has 

accepted,  and  is  being  one  hundred  percent  coopera- 

tive, in  the  energy  crisis.  In  her  words  "light  is  im- 
portant. We  have  added  night  lights  and  little  red 

lights  that  flash  on  beside  the  television  set  and  the 

refrigerator  when  the  voltage  is  dangerously  low.  The 

air-conditioner  just  goes  off  with  only  the  air 

circulating." 
Rose  Geary,  Melba  Martin  Ingersol,  Mary  Strat- 

ton  and  Grace  Woodrow,  together  with  Dorothy, 

Gertrude  and  the  Acting  Class  Secretary  extend 
cordial  greetings  to  all. 

1918 Martha  Temple  Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

426  East  Wheeling  Street 

Washington,  PA  15301 

We  are  sorry  to  learn  of  the  deaths  of  Dorothy 

Bergman  in  January  1973  and  of  Mollie  Davidson 

Nass.  To  their  families  we  extend  our  sympathy. 
Also  to  Rachel  Alexander  Christie  whose  husband 

Robert  died  last  August. 

Ruth  Kauffman  Morrison  and  Ruth  Long  send 
greetings  to  all  the  class. 

Florence  Younkins  Fowler  writes  "This  has  been 

a  quiet  year  —  not  much  traveling  except  a  few 
weeks  in  Florida.  It  is  always  so  good  to  get  home 
again.  Love  and  best  wishes  to  you  and  the  other 

girls." I  had  a  trip  to  Traverse  City,  Michigan  to  visit  my 
daughter,  then  visited  in  Hart  and  Cleveland.  I 

mailed  all  the  cards  and  a  note  to  Kamala  in  July.  I 

don't  know  whether  the  Postal  Service  did  not  de- 
liver them  or  what  happened.  It  was  very  discour- 

aging not  to  hear  from  those  who  usually  write  but  I 

am  grateful  to  those  who  did  reply  to  my  cards. 

mmmmmmwmmwmft 
In  Memoriam 

Esther  Thomas  x'99 
(Mrs.  J.  E.  Thomas) 

June  29,  1970 

Estelle  M.  McKee  x'00 (Mrs.  Edward  D.  McCoy) 

June  15,  1974 

Phoebe  Knight  '14 (Mrs.  Herbert  Nicholas) 

February  22,  1974 

Leila  Hill  '16 (Mrs.  William  G.  Lytle) 

March  31,  1974 

Dorothy  Bergman  '18 January,  1973 

Naomi  Mollie  Davidson  '18 
(Mrs.  Louis  Jerome  Nass) 

date  unknown 

Eleanor  Bardsley  '20 
August  30.  1973 

Alberta  Price  '26 (Mrs.  Thomas  S.  Craig) 

November  10,  1973 

Isabel  I.  Bashline  '29 
(Mrs.  Eugene  C.  Hammond) 

August  28,  1974 

Harriet  Anna  Miller  '29 (Mrs.  Milton  Nolen) 

May  5,  1974 

Ann  Eliza  Saxman  '30 
(Mrs.  James  M.  Underwood) 

March  15,  1974 

Mary  Louise  Hockensmith  '32 
(Mrs.  Charles  W.  Murdoch) 

September  23,  1974 

Marjorie  Jean  Saul  x'33 
September  18,  1974 

Edna  Geiselhart  '34 (Mrs.  Robert  B.  Thorp) 

January  29,  1974 

Dorothy  Sargent  '37 (Mrs.  W.  R.  Garrison) 

June  9,  1974 

Barbara  Caldwell  '44 
(Mrs.  Oliver  M.  Blackburn) 

June  19,  1974 

Virginia  Volkav  x'45 (Mrs.  Virginia  V.  McVickar) 

April  14,  1974 

Sara  Marilyn  Stilley  '54 (Mrs.  James  W.  Spalding) 

August  31,  1974 

Elizabeth  Brook  Enos  '67 
July  10,  1974 

M 

1920 
Elizabeth  W.  Fleming 

Box  161 

Blue  Bell,  PA  19422 

Your  secretary  had  hoped  to  receive  100% 

sponse  for  the  Recorder.  Even  though  we  fell  sh 

it  was  indeed  gratifying  to  hear  from  the  following 

Virginia  Wilcox  Gilbert  says  "Our  only  big  ne1 
is  that  we  will  be  celebrating  our  50th  weddt 
anniversary  in  September.  We  expect  to  have  c 

entire  wedding  party  present  and  our  two  daughti 

are  planning  a  party  for  about  100  guests.  We  i 
fortunate  to  have  a  wonderful  family,  six  grar 

children  and  many  friends."  Congratuiatioi 
Virginia,  and  best  wishes. 

Although  handicapped  with  a  lame  back  ai 

knees,  Mary  Luella  Stevenson  is  active  as  secreta 
for  the  local  historical  society. 

Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  claims  to  be  slowing  i 

"I  travel  very  little  and  go  to  the  office  a  few  da 
each  week  and  enjoy  many  friends  and  my  thr 

grandchildren  who  want  to  know  why  I  can't  run 
Thanks  to  Helen  we  learned  that  Julia  Aspinw. 

Dunlap  visited  in  Pittsburgh  enroute  from  Cape  G 

—  looks  much  the  same  as  she  did  many  years  ago 

has  just  as  much  pep  and  plays  golf  a  lot,  tf 
Katharine  McFarland  lives  in  three  places  —  Flori 

in  the  winter,  Chautauqua  in  the  summer  at 

Pittsburgh  in  the  spring  and  fall;  and  that  Ethel  Per 

remains  in  a  nice  nursing  home  —  The  Crestwoc 

Whippany,  New  Jersey  17981. 
Thanks  to  a  cardiac  infarction  last  winter,  Glad 

Fournier  Todd  says, 

"I  diet  now  and  take  it  easy, 

It's  hard,  'cause  I  feel  bright  and  breezy." 

The  fuel  shortage  didn't  bother  Betty  Davidsi 
Davidson.  "I  have  handy  transportation  and  vyfl 

the  temperature  fell  I  just  put  on  more  clothes."  V 
extend  to  Betty  our  sympathy  in  the  sudden  dea 

of  her  sister  Mollie,  class  of  1918.  They  didn't  s 
each  other  often  as  she  lived  in  East  Orange  but  tto 

talked  by  phone  each  week. 

Rita  Criste  spent  six  weeks  last  spring  as  "artist 
residence"  for  the  Columbus,  Georgia  Cultural  A 

Program.  "My  objective  was  to  demonstrate  t 
importance  of  drama  in  education.  This  summei 

was  at  Cornell  University  and  experimented  wi 

nursery  school  children  in  the  drama.  Since  r 

previous  experience  had  been  with  6  to  66-year-oli 
a  new  dimension  was  added  to  my  work.  After  a  ti 

to  California  I  plan  to  tour  the  Far  East  in  Octobei 

Bill  Crane  Peebles  writes,  "I  have  been  migh 
lucky  having  the  time  of  my  life  in  these  retireme 

years.  We've  stayed  close  to  home  and  it  has  be 
wonderful  to  have  the  time  to  read  and  to  do  ji 

what  you  want.  Our  one  weakness  is  duplies 

bridge." 

After  having  always  traveled  north  Helen  Benn< 

Nelson  must  now  change  direction  since  their  S' 
has  moved  to  New  Mexico.  They  plan  to  spei 
Christmas  there. 

Your  secretary  was  saddened  by  the  death  of  f" 
only  brother  last  February.  We  must,  I  suppose,  ta 
comfort  in  the  fact  that  those  close  to  us  have  be 

spared  so  long.  As  Betty  said,  "Time  is  catching  up 
My  sister  and  I  enjoyed  a  tour  of  New  England 

July.  Love  to  you  all  and  do  come  to  the  reunii 
next  June. 

1922 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret  C.   Hare  (Mrs.  Kenneth  Hurst-Brown) 
Rolfe  Road,  Williamsburg,  VA  23185 

224 

Margaret  M.  Barn 
614  Chestnut  Stre 

Springdale,  PA  151' Helen  Allison  Dunbar  says  she  just  keeps  goi 

along.  Jane  Taylor,  Harriet  Templeton  Kraus  ai 

Betty  Sprowls  Spragg  '21  had  lunch  together  ai 
much  reminiscence  took  place. 

Betty  Dean  Boots  writes  that  she  had  a  stro 

May  22nd,  and  is  in  the  Wightman  Manor  during  t week. 

Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney  and  Jim  spent  Ap 

traveling    in    Tunisia,    Yugoslavia    and    Malta.    Ti 
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mmer  sees  the  usual  visits  of  children  and  grand- 
lildren, 

Leah  Davis  Mead  has  been   ill  and  was  in  Mercy 

3spital.    She  and   her   husband   have  given  a  great 
ihount  of  time  to  their  two  foster  daughters.  In  a 

,wv  months  the  girls  will  be  old  enough  to  change 

(imes  and  then  the  Davises  will  be  alone. 
Margaret  Gray  Harlor  and  Anne  Kiskaddon 

liggs  send  greetings  to  all  those  of  1922.  Mickey 
iid  family  illness  keeps  her  busy. 
Helen  Gross  Alderman  writes  that  for  persons  in 

mrement,  who  have  nothing  to  do  they  are  the 

ftsiest  people.  Hot  Springs,  being  a  resort  town, 

ley  have  had  more  visitors  than  in  the  40  years  they 
Wi  in  Illinois.  They  live  on  a  beautiful  lake  and  she 

fid,  "You-all  come  now." 
i  Harriet  Hill  Kraus  said  this  has  been  an  important 

|ar  in  her  life.  Bill  and  she  celebrated  their  50th 
Adding  anniversary  in  May.  All  three  generations 

pre  present,  1 5  in  all,  for  a  three-day  reunion  and  it 
fes  a  wonderful  and  happy  time.  They  enjoy  living 

lit  of  the  city  and  being  in  the  same  town  with  their 

kighter  and  family.  Visits  to  St  Louis  and  Washing- 
in,  D.C.  give  them  the  pleasure  of  being  with  the 
i  her  children. 

I  Anne  Jay  had  a  trip  to  Longwood  Garden  to 

njoy  the  spring  flowers  and  then  on  to  Williams- 
Lrg.  A  summer  vacation  was  spent  in  upper  New 

[ork  State.  She  is  well  but  has  not  heard  from 

pssmates. 
■  Ruth  Keck  Schell  and  her  husband  also  cele- 

nated  their  50th  wedding  anniversary  in  May.  All 

fc  children  and  their  families,  thirty  in  all,  were 

pme  to  celebrate.  "What  a  great  family  reunion," 
luth  said.  Greetings  to  the  girls  of  1922. 

Florence  (Mewmaker  Knapp  said  they  spent  the 

iristmas  holidays  in  the  Washington,  D.C.  area  with 

leir  two  sets  of  children,  then  to  Ft.  Myers  Beach 

ir  the  winter.  Short  trips  during  the  summer  in- 

juded  one  to  see  their  oldest  grandson,  John,  gradu- 

|e  with  high  honors  from  Wesleyan  and  to  Virginia 

the  wedding  of  their  granddaughter  —  Lucy 

napp.  Newny  sends  love  to  all  the  '22  friends. 
Jane  Taylor  made  a  trip  to  California  to  visit  her 

ece.  Her  time  is  spent  working  about  home  or 

aying  bridge.  She  sees  Helen  Dunbar  at  times  and 
Iks  with  her  quite  often. 

Carolyn  Titzell  had  a  busy  year.  She  and  a  friend 

ent  to  Hawaii  where  they  joined  other  friends  for  a 
onderful  time.  Lake  Worth,  Florida  is  her  usual 

nter  residence.  The  plans  for  a  week  with  Anne 

riggs  in  May  were  ruined  by  her  falling  in  her  apart- 

jient  and  breaking  a  rib. 
Betty  Wilson  Lorenz  says  they  still  enjoy  Florida 

Ife  as  much  as  ever  but  have  given  up  traveling, 

fends  regards  to  all  from  1922. 

I  Ella  Wilson  Clark  made  a  northern  trip  this  sum- 
tier  and  on  to  Washington,  D.C.  Now  that  she  is 

|ome  she  will  be  busy  on  the  Scholarship  Board, 

[amily  Services,  League  of  Women  Voters,  etc.  She 
aid  she  is  committed  and  involved  and  glad  to  be 

;live. 

I  The  year  1974  has  not  been  a  happy  one  for  your 

ecretary.  My  aunt,  with  whom  I  have  spent  the  past 

|ve  years,  died  in  February.  In  April,  I  went  to  visit 
!  cousin  in  Sun  City,  Arizona  and  had  a  lovely  time. 

]~he  morning  before  I  was  to  leave  I  got  work  that 
ny  sister  had  died  within  a  few  hours  of  an  automo- 

bile accident.  I  have  spent  a  lot  of  my  time  in 

:almouth,  Massachusetts  and  very  little  in  New 
L^astle.  Many  thanks  for  your  replies  and  we  miss  not 

searing  from  some  of  the  always  faithful. 

1924 
Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

Many  of  you  have  probably  heard  by  now  that 

pur  50th  Anniversary  was  just  great  and  we  are  sorry 
that  some  had  to  miss  it.  Ten  attended:  Leanore 

Allen,  Grace  Davis  Mechljng,  Marion  Griggs,  Louise 

Hamilton  Haase,  Florence  Jay,  Carolyn  Lohr  Steele, 

Hedwig  Pregler,  Helen  Ryman,  Stella  Wagenfehr 
3hane,  dnd  Emma  Miller  Davis.  Two  stalwarts, 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  and  Martha  Glandon 

Luthringer,  were  concerned  with  ill  husbands  as  were 

50TH  ANNIVERSARY  -  CLASS  OF  '24  {Left  to  right)  Stella  Shane,  Florence  Jay,  Louise 
Haase,  Leanore  Allen,  Hedwig  Pregler,  Marion  Griggs,  Helen  Ryman,  Esther  Davis,  Grace 

Mechling,  Carolyn  Steele. 

Elizabeth  Cowan  Burke  way  out  in  Idaho,  and  Elsie 

Goldberg  Rosenshine  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

The  Committee,  Stella,  Grace  and  your  secretary 

contacted  everyone  and  most  responded.  All  the 

above  and  others  are  delighted  with  the  innovation 

this  year  of  giving  each  person  who  makes  the  50th 

year  a  gold  engraved  plaque  on  a  walnut  base  3-3/4  x 
5-3/4.  Let  the  college  know  if  yours  has  not  arrived. 
All  who  attended  also  received  a  special  ceramic 

favor,  a  miniature  iron  holding  wildflowers.  Grace 

presented  Dr.  Eddy  with  our  gift  of  $1,000.00, 

which,  with  his  blessing,  we  held  until  August  to 
receive  the  interest  we  deserved.  (Covers  our 

expenses). 
Of  the  ten  above,  though  all  are  retired,  all  are 

busy  with  community  affairs  after  a  health  lapse 
here  and  there.  Dr.  Hedwig  Pregler  is  still  instructing 

young  teachers  at  Duquesne  and  Dr.  Marion  Griggs 
tried  to  retire  from  the  Department  of  Defense  in 

Washington  DC  but  they  insist  she  keep  on  two  days 

at  least,  but  she  is  all  set  to  take  a  night  course  in 

Ikebana  and  another  in  calligraphy.  Louise  Haase 

brought  her  husband  and  daughter,  a  red  haired 

beauty  with  her  husband  and  children,  three  lively 
boys. 

From  letters  sent  in  and  phone  contacts.  Ruth 

Baxter  Hill  was  going  West  to  see  her  son,  Martha 
Crowley  sent  a  capsule  report  of  her  distinguished 
career  and  also  a  check  to  cover  photos  that  might 
be  taken,  Billie  Hibbs  Williams  is  still  plagued  by 

heart  problems.  Olive  Keck  Comfort,  thofine,  hates 

to  travel  now  since  living  in  New  England,  Marian 
Kimmel  Darsie  sent  a  charming  outdoor  photo  not 

looking  her  age.  She  loves  California  and  has  been 

teaching  and  traveling.  Helen  Leggett  Corbett  is 

happy  at  the  Arlington,  busy  with  her  church  and 

her  daughter's  artistic  activities.  Virginia  Lilley 
Christ  was  moving  back  to  Pennsylvania,  at  this  time 

as  she  shuttles  back  between  Hawley,  Pa.,  and  her 
Florida  home. 

Gertrude  Mixer  Henry  was  a  victim  of  a  mistake 

in  change  of  address,  missing  directives  and  though 
she  keeps  in  touch  with  daughter  in  Ohio,  now  in 

Tavares,  Florida,  she  is  as  heavily  involved  with  the 

Red  Cross  as  up  North.  Her  regards  to  all.  Anna 

Mary  Orr  was  too  ill  to  attend.  Alberta  Sexauer 
Ressler,  still  happy  with  her  Ohio  retirement  spot, 

got  us  over  the  hump  on  our  class  fund  with  a  timely 
gift.  Marian  Stewart  Smith,  usually  an  attendee,  had 

to  be  at  a  confirmation  of  a  granddaughter  in  New 

York.  Marian  Taylor  Clark  is  traveling  so  much  with 

retired  husband,  had  to  bow  out.  Esther  Miller 

Kagan  drank  a  toast  to  us  in  New  York  but  she  has 

been  back  with  her  daughter  to  visit  our  new  college. 

Finds  it  terrific.  Write  me,  if  anyone  has  been 
missed,  for  we  missed  you. 

^S\^\f\  Gertrude  Bradshaw 
"lxJ^Xf^  515  S.  Aiken  Avenue 
■^^-^  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Bertha    Gates    Goodrich    (Mrs.    Forrest    A.),    14300 

Detroit  Ave.,  Westerly  Apts.,  Lakewood,  OH  44107 
Alice  Greves,  1  12  Oak  Street,  Lantana,  FL  33462 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler  reporting: 

Praise  to  the  class  of  1926  for  32%  Alumnae 

Fund  giving,  and  one  Special  Gift  contributor!!  This 

is  a  very  good  record,  according  to  the  last  Recorder, 
and  we  want  to  thank  each  and  every  one  of  you!!! 

Gertrude  Bradshaw  is  still  spending  much  time 

with  her  aunt  in  Washington,  D.C,  and  I  am  honored 

to  be  asked  to  send  in  the  class  news  in  our  Secre- 

tary's absence.  Gertrude  had  planned  three  trips,  all 
of  which  had  to  be  cancelled,  but  which  we  hope  she 
can  take  in  1975. 

Abigail  Cresswell  enjoyed  Christmas  week,  1973, 

in  Williamsburg,  Virginia;  the  month  of  March,  '74, 
in  Florida;  and  attended  the  Kentucky  Derby  in 

May,  (its  100th  anniversary)  so  she  is  gratefully  and 
thankfully  enjoying  good  health. 

I  talked  to  Marian  Johnson  Kipp  and  she  and 

Orval  are  still  doing  a  lot  of  traveling,  usually  taking 

along  a  different  grandchild! 
Ruth  Justice  Rowley  has  a  great-granddaughter1 

Ruth  and  Millard  have  taken  many  interesting  trips: 

to  Hawaii,  Florida,  and  to  central  New  York  to  see 

his  98  year  old  mother.  But  Ruth  is  having  a  second 

cataract  operation  in  September,  and  that  will  bring 

a  short  period  of  inactivity  she  does  not  look  for- 

ward to.  At  her  husband's  50th  class  reunion  at 

Syracuse  in  June  they  had  much  fun,  and  don't 
know  why  they  think  ail  contemporaries  are  dod- 

dering. They  keep  saying  "THOSE  old  people"! Lib  Koehn  Butler  is  completely  retired  now,  and 

she  and  her  husband  have  spent  the  past  two  winters 
in  Southern  Pines,  North  Carolina.  They  have  a 

granddaughter  entering  Indiana  University  this  fall,  a 
fact  she  finds  difficult  to  realize,  and  a  sentiment 
which  I  certainly  can  echo! 

Marie  Pannier  Townhill  wrote  from  far  away 

Jakarta,  Indonesia.  Marie's  husband  is  there  on  a  con- 
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suiting  job  for  t.E.S.C.  until  November,  and  Marie 

enjoys  the  hotel  pool,  the  smiling,  pleasant  people, 

and  expects  to  do  volunteer  work  with  the  American 

Women's  Association,  It  showed  real  interest  in  the 
college  and  the  class  to  write  from  so  far  away! 

Dorothy  Schmidt  Clark  has  some  interesting  trips 

with  her  husband  to  tell  about.  They  include  North 

Carolina,  Denver  and  Colorado  Springs,  and  the 

Delta  Queen  trip  from  Cincinnati  to  New  Orleans. 
Helen  Simons  Polhemus  and  her  husband  have 

been  living  in  New  Hampshire,  in  a  200  year  old 

farmhouse,  surrounded  by  lake  and  mountains.  They 

find  it  a  new  and  delightful  experience  to  be  much 

alone  with  each  other,  after  an  active  life  in  the 

ministry  and  teaching  professions.  Helen's  95  year 
old  mother  is  still  living,  but  handicapped  by  several 
small  strokes. 

Carrie  Timothy  Mountford  informs  us  that  her 

daughter  and  her  husband  celebrated  their  silver 

wedding  anniversary  in  September,  '74.  Carolyn, 
class  of  '49,  was  our  class  baby.  Carrie  also  enclosed 
a  letter  from  a  former  roommate  and  classmate, 

Helen  Waller  Allen,  who  transferred  to  Penn  State 

her  second  year,  and  who  is  now  writing  asking  for 

news  of  old  friends  and  telling  of  her  interesting  life! 

Carrie  forgot  any  more  news! 

Alice  Graves  wrote  briefly  that  she  has  not  been 
well  because  of  arthritis,  has  moved  to  Florida  and 

would  very  much  like  to  see  or  hear  from  old 
friends. 

We  were  sorry  to  learn  that  Irene  Stephens 

Masters'  husband  died  last  July.  She  is  alone  in  a  big 
home  in  Oakmont  but  is  adjusting  —  as  we  all  most 
learn  to  do,  sooner  or  later. 

Eleanor  Fulton  McCracken  has  no  special  news 

except  for  seeing  Helen  Bromley  briefly  last  spring 

when  she  came  to  New  Jersey  for  a  family  wedding. 

Eleanor  enjoys  her  retirement  very  much.  A  letter 
came  from  Estelle  Silverman  Small  who  was  in 

Miami  to  attend  a  wedding.  She  is  very  excited  about 

a  new  great-grandson.  Another  last  minute  letter 
came  from  Mabel  Breitweiser  Hann  who  always  has 

so  much  news  of  all  her  activities.  She  had  just  re- 
turned from  seeing  her  granddaughter,  Lynn,  a 

student  at  Chatham,  off  for  her  junior  year  at  the 

University  of  Fribourg,  Switzerland.  Mabel  does 

about  six  volunteer  jobs  and  the  same  number  of 

hobbies.  She  is  looking  forward  to  our  50th  reunion 

in  '76  and  hopes  everyone  is  planning  to  attend. 
The  sympathy  of  the  class  goes  out  to  the  family 

of  Alberta  Price  Craig  who  died  November  10,  1973 

in  Elmira,  New  York,  according  to  a  letter  from  her 

daughter,  Catherine.  And  I  lost  two  brothers  in  a 
little  more  than  a  month  this  summer.  We  were  a 

ciose  family  of  six  and  these  brothers  were  the  first 

to  go.  I  have  been  doing  the  usual  things:  volunteer 

work,  College  Club  doings  and  visiting  my  four 
children. 

1928 Jane  Wi  I  lard  Stephenson 
(Mrs.  J.  G.) 

529  Collier  Road,  N.W. 

Atlanta,  GA  30318 

Margaret  Cousley 
1018  Euclid  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES: 

Elizabeth  Gidney  Elder  (Mrs.  H.  Kingsley),  2650  N. 
E.  37th  Street,  Fort  Lauderdale,  FL  33305. 

Katherine  Jeha  Cotts  (Mrs.  James  W.),  5923  Howe 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232. 

Kathryn  Letterman  Lynch  (Mrs.  Arthur),  7465  Sun 

Island  Drive,  South,  St.  Petersburg,  FL  33707 

Virginia  Ray  Randall  (Mrs.  George  C),  214  Spring- 
brook  Trail,  Sparta,  NJ  07871.  (Dec.  1974) 

Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh  has  another  grand- 
daughter, born  July  5,  1974.  Fran  took  a  western 

trip  last  October  and  this  year  went  on  a  tour  of 
Eastern  Canada  and  the  Maritime  Provinces. 

Kay  Caldwell  Mayer's  nephew  who  lived  with  her 
was  married  in  May,  but  lives  near  by.  She  planned 

to  be  traveling  and  visiting  for  two  months  this  fall. 

Betty  Copt?  Walhs  writes  they  had  a  good  year 

and  the  family  is  fine.  They  have  a  granddaughter  at 

Mercer  College  in  Macon,  Georgia  and  I  hope  to  see 
them  on  their  next  trip  south. 

Peg  Cousley   and   a   friend   spent   a  month  sight 

seeing  in  Florida  in  April.  They  had  dinner  with 
Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  in  Sarasota  and  spent  a  night 

with  Fran  Brumbaugh  at  Clearwater. 

Dot  Floyd  Warren  retired  in  June  after  17  years 
in  the  Avonworth  School  District  where  her  son  is 

now  teaching.  Dot  spent  four  weeks  the  summer  of 

1973  auditing  a  comparative  education  course  at  the 

University  of  Copenhagen  and  at  the  University  of 
London.  This  past  summer  she  had  a  trip  to  Nova 
Scotia. 

Frances  Fulton  McClymond's  husband  John  re- 
tired three  years  ago  and  they  have  enjoyed  visiting 

the  grandchildren  —13,11  and  5. 
Mardy  Jones  Ruthart  and  Bob  went  to  the  British 

Isles  in  August,  touring  for  3  weeks,  then  to 
Wales  to  visit  relatives  for  another  3  weeks.  One 

night  was  spent  at  a  Welsh  Castle  where  they  enjoyed 
a  medieval  banquet. 

I  had  a  nice  phone  call  from  Clare  Lawler  in 

August.  She  had  been  to  Florida  to  take  care  of  a 

sister  who  had  a  broken  hip.  Last  fall  she  went  with 
another  sister  on  a  three  week  cruise  to  the  Greek 
Isles. 

Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  to  Nora  Lewis  Harlan 
on  the  death  of  her  husband  this  past  July. 

Alice  Mahood  Torrens  went  to  her  50th  high 

school  reunion  in  October,  1973.  Her  mother  was  98 

years  old  that  same  month  and  Alice  had  open  house 
in  the  nursing  home. 

Betty  Malcolm  Clemens  wrote  that  after  a  bus 

trip  to  the  coast  last  year  they  were  doing  no 

traveling  this  year,  just  interesting  things  at  home 

and  enjoying  their  family  and  grandchildren. 

Pat  McCurdy  Bushnell  had  an  exciting  year  and  a 

busy  one.  Last  summer  she  attended  a  workshop  at 

the  Buffalo  Craftsman  Seminar  and  learned  to  spin. 

She  was  already  weaving  and  had  an  antique  spinning 

wheel  repaired  and  she  is  now  doing  the  whole  bit, 

from  sheep  to  finished  garment.  She  belongs  to  three 

weavers  and  spinners  guilds,  plus  the  Buffalo  Crafts- 
men, which  includes  all  handcrafts.  Her  specialty  is 

spinning  dogs'  hair,  —  collie,  Pomeranian,  Siberian 
husky,  and  poodle,  if  it  is  long  enough.  She  would 

like  to  know  if  any  of  our  classmates  have  similar 

interests,  i.e.  spinning,  weaving,  or  long  haired  dogs. 

She  is  living  in  a  remodelled  140  year  old  school 

house  and  "with  two  looms,  two  spinning  wheels, 
wool  spun  and  unspun.  I  may  have  to  remodel  the 

remodelling." Mildred  Parrill  Gtlmore  and  Charley  had  a  nice 

trip  to  Eastern  Europe  in  April  and  May  —  Budapest, 
Warsaw,  Leningrad,  and  Moscow.  They  went  to  the 
Flower  Market  in  Amsterdam  at  tulip  time. 

Betty  Piel  asked  to  be  relieved  of  her  job  as 

Chairman  of  the  Language  Department  at  Lebanon 

Valley  College  and  is  teaching  full  time,  planning  to 

retire  or  semi-retire  in  May. 

Peg  Port  Arens  has  had  a  busy  two  years  — 
spending  Christmas  and  New  Years  last  year  in 
California;  then  Hawaii  and  Las  Vegas.  Some  time  in 

Florida,  North  Carolina,  and  Ohio.  In  May  she  went 

to  Washington,  D.C.  to  a  D.A.R.  convention  and 

stayed  with  Mary  Crawford  who  is  enjoying  re- 
tirement with  trips  to  the  shore  and  visiting  relatives 

in  Ohio  and  Pennsylvania.  I  am  sorry  I  missed  some 

phone  calls  from  you,  Peg,  from  the  airport.  Please 

try  again.  If  any  of  you  have  more  than  an  hour 

layover  at  the  airport  in  Atlanta  let  me  know  ahead 

of  time  and  I  will  come  out  to  see  you.  Otherwise 

give  me  a  phone  call. 
Betty  Porter  Steinmiller  is  well  again  after 

another  sojourn  in  the  hospital  last  February.  She 

and  Del  are  grandparents  again. 

After  twenty-seven  years  Gina  Ray  Randall  sold 
her  home  and  will  be  moving  at  Christmas  time.  Two 

of  her  young  people  are  living  and  working  in  New 

Hampshire,  -  George  at  the  Cardigan  Mountain 
School  in  Canaan  and  Mary  and  her  husband  in 

Plymouth.  Trudy  is  teaching  in  Riverdale,  NJ. 

Madeline  Teets  Bathrick  has  had  a  good  year 

enjoying  living  in  her  mobile  home  and  gardening. 
In  May  Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  and  Honor  flew  to 

Pittsburgh  for  Ruth's  50th  high  school  reunion  at 
the  Carlton  House.  I  was  glad  to  be  home  when  she 
called  from  the  airport. 

So  glad  to  hear  from  Ruth  Work  Miller  who  had 
been  ill  all  winter  and  spring,  in  the  hospital  and  at 

home.  This  is  the  first  year  they  have  not  been  able 

to  go  to  the  lake  in  Canada  for  the  summer,  but  v\ 

hoping  to  get  there  in  late  August. 

I  had  a  surprise  phone  call  from  Clara  Osgo 
We  had  not  heard  from  her  since  1957.  She  i 

Personnel  Director  for  a  store  for  28  years  tl 
worked  for  the  Y.W.C.A.  for  a  few  years  and  is  r 

retired.  Thank  you  for  calling,  Clara.  Please  mor< 

you  answer  my  cards. 

I  do  enjoy  the  letters  you  send  and  because 

space  I  cannot  give  as  much  detail  of  your  news 
would  like  to,  but  please  keep  on  writing.  Thanks 

the  checks,  too.  If  you  send  each  year  more  inte> 
will  accummulate  in  our  fund  by  1978. 

1930 Winifred  Hartman  Whiter (Mrs.  L. 

Glen  Hazel  R. 
St.  Marys,  PA  151 

Eleanor  Nevins  Rubinsi 
(Mrs.  Fra 

166  North  Dithridge 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15! 

Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson  (VI 
50  Academy  Ave 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15: 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Pauline  Bickhart  Garratt,  (Mrs.  Frank  EJ,  118  F 

way  Circle,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15241 
Sara  Johnson  Bailey  (Mrs.  Arthur),  2263  Concoi 
Dr.,  Columbia,  MO  65201 

Mary    Miller  Pitcairn,   (Mrs.   Thomas  F.},    131-10 

Street,  Stone  Harbor,  NJ  02847 

Helen    Sprott,    990-G    Ponderosa,    Sunnyvale, 
94086 

Alice  Hewitt  Murphy,  (Mrs.  Clell  P.},  626  Dearb( 
Redlands,  CA  92373 

Winnie  because  of  plans  for  a  trip  to  Eur 

being  moved  up,  had  just  enough  time  to  check 

girls,  and  Eleanor  being  great  on  tracking  dc 
graduates  while  staying  in  Pittsburgh,  enjoying 

three  granddaughters,  Dottie  offered  to  take  on 
coordinating  and  write  the  report,  showing  she  is 

top  of  her  'golden  years.'  With  our  45th  reun 
next  year,*at  this'time  in  life  many  of  the  girls 
losing  loved  ones,  also  are  getting  in  longed-for  tr 
It  is  a  kind  of  flowering  that  all  must  be  read\ 

accept.  Just  read  on. 
Catherine  Backhofen,  retired  since  1970, 

been  off  to  Scotland  but  is  now  volunteering 
Little  Sisters  of  the  Poor. 

Madeline  Barnhart  Mandy  lost  her  husbs 

mother  and  father  within  the  last  two  years  and, 

enjoying  Virginia  Beach  with  her  daughter  and  f 

grandchildren,  is  thinking  seriously  of  Florida. 
Pauline  Bickhart  Garratt  moved  from  Ohio  v 

retired  husband  Frank,  got  caught  in  the  mov 
strike  but  is  now  settled  in  Upper  St.  Clair.  Stof 

anytime  at  the  new  address. 
Marie  Bowser  Robbins  has  married  recently 

spent  the  winter  in  Florida. 
Two  retired  travelers,  Annamae  Beatty  Dreibe 

was  in  Spain,  January  and  February  and  lo 

Majorca;  Miriam  Bulger  had  an  extensive  Caribb 

cruise,  and  fell  in  love  with  Caracas,  hoping  to 
back  at  Thanksgiving. 

Dorothy  Collins  Pierce,  far  ahead  of  women's 
has  done  such  a  sterling  job  with  the  Womi 

Symphony  Association  that  she  is  now  Chairmar 
the  Advisory  Board  and  of  special  gifts.  Since 
husband  retired  two  years  ago  from  his  s 

presidency  job,  they  visit  grandsons,  golf,  garden 
travel. 

Louise  Dickinson,  retired  now  three  years, 

member  of  RSVP  (Retired  Service  Volunteer  f 

gram)  and  goes  one  day  a  week  to  Mayview  S 
Hospital.  She  spends  six  hours  there  helping  tr 
select  clothes,  manicures  their  nails  and  many  o1 

services.  Recommends  this  for  anyone  with  time 
her  hands. 

Helen  Emsminger  Hughes'  big  moment  this  \ 

was  their  son's  graduation  from  Monmouth  Coll 

and  feeling  cheered  to  know  they  weren't  the  ok 
parents  there.  Dorothy  Fisher  Maury  is  kept  busy 

two  married  sons,  a  single  son  and  daughter  and  f 

lovely  grandchildren. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  just  returned  from  a  "s' 
boat"    to    Yugoslavia,    12    passengers   thru    the 
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awrence    Seaway    plus   the   Mediterranean.    Marian 

opes  to  see  us  at  the  45th  reunion. 
Lucille  Jackson  Strauss  and  husband  got  away 

om  State  College  to  travel  for  five  weeks  in 

amaica,  across  to  Central  America,  Yucatan, 

luatemalj,  Honduras  and  California.  Had  nice 

isit  with  Dorothy  Edsell  Fuller  '33  who  turned  up 
ir  an  American  Chemical  Society  meeting  at  Penn 
tate. 

Sara  Johnson  Bailey  writes  nostalgically  of  the 

lemories  of  PCW  and  expounds  on  her  women's  lib 
Jiews.  Sara  has  been  a  widow  17  years,  has  a 

aughter  27  and  a  son  35  and  3  grandchildren.  Re- 
ired  last  year  after  29  years  of  teaching  (non-con- 
pcutive)  and  is  still  learning  something  new  and 

lifferent.  She  suggests  we  all  read  "Mother  of  the 

graduate"  —  biography  of  a  Smith  college  mother 
fying  to  understand  how  our  generation  was  indeed 

^sponsible  for  "liberation". 
Mary  King  Guckert  had  an  unusual  "death  in  the 

amity"  in  the  early  summer.  Their  longtime  house- 

.eeper  who  had  been  with  Mary's  husband  since  he 
was  one  year  old  passed  away  in  a  nursing  home. 

Ethel  Lehmann  Grabe,  still  working  full  time  at 

Children's  Hospital  (Neurological  Department),  plans 
to  retire  next  June  and  is  breaking  in  her  replace- 

ment. They  plan  to  celebrate  their  retirement  with  a 

:rip  to  Japan. 
Amelia  Lockard  Moul,  with  so  many  activities  it 

s  impossible  to  report  them,  is  coming  to  the  45th. 

bhe  lives  in  Carmichael,  California,  and  having  a 

■fvhale  of  a  time. 
Adelaide  Hyndman  McLaughlin  has  one  more 

j/ear  of  teaching  French  and  English  so  is  using  sum- 
Tier  months  to  get  caught  up  with  home  and  duties 

rt  aside  during  the  winter. 

Two  live  wires  have  met  changes  in  fortune.  Peg 

_oeffler  Loftus  lost  her  husband  a  few  months  ago, 

%fter  a  very  serious  illness.  But  she  keeps  busy  with 

the  Opera  Workshop  where  she  is  a  faithful  and  long- 
Time  worker.  Veronica  Netopil  Morrone,  retired 

!how,  used  to  go  to  Florida  but  now  is  off  for  Vienna 

where  she  has  a  sister  and  many  nieces  and  nephews, 

'.in less  stopped  by  her  health  which  is  not  1 00%. 
Nancy  Mcllwain  Sweet  says  that  the  tours  of  the 

23  room  Colonial  Collection  in  Chazy,  N.Y.  where 

per  husband  is  curator  have  increased  during  the 
summer.  Her  two  daughters  gave  a  surprise  reception 

[for  her  40th  wedding  anniversary,  "the  biggest  and 
[the  most  pleasant  in  our  years  of  togetherness".  With 
six  grandchildren,  they  are  good  at  baby-sitting. 

Marcella  Murray  is  still  working  and  enjoying  life 
and  says  she  may  not  be  able  to  make  the  reunion  in 

1975.  She  is  living  it  up  in  Los  Angeles  these  days. 

Elizabeth  Palen  Cullen  has  five  grandchildren,  re- 
hired now,  but  does  volunteer  work  one  day  a  week 

jat  the  Penn  Hills  Library.  Every  winter  she  spends  a 
imonth  at  Delray  Beach  in  Florida. 

Mary  Mears  DeWeese's  husband  is  now  retired 

jfrom  U.S.  Steel  and  "we  are  living  a  nice  quiet  life." 
Louise  Peterson  Jameson  spends  one  half  year  in 

[Pittsburgh  and  the  other  half  in  Clearwater,  where 
|they  have  a  condominium.  Louise  retired  four  years 

■  ago  and  her  husband  two  years  later  and  so  they 
jhave  been  traveling  this  year  thru  the  West. 

Dorothy  Thompson  Seif  has  arrived  back  from 

Scandinavia,  after  visiting  North  Cape  first.  Is  not 

retiring  until  she  gets  the  answer  to  inflation. 

Elise  Searing  Loxterman  had  a  wonderful 

freighter  trip  to  Japan.  Went  with  two  other  couples 
and  was  gone  about  five  weeks. 

Mary  Louise  Towar  Potter  lost  her  husband  in 

November,  1972  which  we  failed  to  pass  on.  Then 

she  lost  her  mother  a  year  later.  She  says  she  is 

gradually  adjusting. 

Louise  Vallowe  Spinelli,  retired  from  many  years 

teaching,  divides  her  time  between  her  daughter  and 

grandchildren  in  North  Carolina  and  volunteering  at 

the  Homestead  Hospital.  Louise's  sister,  Martha, 
secretary  for  18  years  to  the  Catholic  Archbishop  of 

Johannesburg,  South  Africa,  returned  for  a  visit 
recently. 

We  learned  of  Anne  Sax  man  Underwood's 
passing  at  Sea  Island  from  a  wonderful  obituary  sent 

in  by  her  husband.  Winnie  has  placed  a  book  in  the 

Library  in  her  memory.  Memorial  donations  are 

being  made  to  the  Latrobe  Area  Hospital,  where  she 

was  born,  and  was  an  active  community  person. 

Lois  Watt  Cooper  back  from  Hawaii,  stopped  off 

in  San  Francisco  and  brought  back  her  grandson  for 

visit.  Last  year  Lois  was  editor  of  the  National 

Organization  of  Law  Wives. 
Mary  Woodworth  Nelan,  on  her  trip  to  Rome, 

attended  a  banquet  for  Cardinal  Wright  and  an 

audience  with  the  Pope.  Since  her  husband  has  re- 
tired they  were  off  to  Saigon,  Hong  Kong  and 

Tokyo.  She  is  a  deacon  in  her  church  and  has  two 

years  coming  up  as  Women's  Association  President. 
Viola  Chadwick  Rosso  had  an  operation  for  de- 

tached retina  in  February  and  her  vision  is  returning 

well  while  the  other  eye  is  able  to  take  over  the  daily 
needs.  She  can  drive  now  and  do  her  home  duties. 

Being  near  Philadelphia  (Darby)  many  Chathamites 

look  her  up  which  she  loves.  She  plans  to  come  to 

the  45th  and  hopes  for  a  good  crowd. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  sent  in  your  contribu- 
tions to  our  Fund,  now  $163.06.  You  know  the 

bank  charges  when  we  fall  below  a  certain  amount. 

Gifts  are  always  welcome,  just  a  dollar  will  do  the 
trick  most  times. 

1932 Lillian  Hunter  Stoecklein 
(Mrs.  John  C.) 

11 50  Bower  Hill  -  Apt.  1101  B 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15243 

Margaret  lams  Jenkins 
(Mrs.  J.  Clifford) 

4508  Bucktail  Drive 

Allison  Park,  PA  15101 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Alice    Bair    Albright    (Mrs.    L.    Ogden),    118    Maple 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 
Ruth    Grafman   Weiner,    (Mrs.    Sidney),    5825   Fifth 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 
Marion  Stone  Howard  (Mrs.  Wayne  J.),  Star  70,  Box 

259A,  Cashiers,  NC  28717 

Lil  reporting: 

I  have  retired  from  teaching  and  have  moved  to 

the  Bower  Hill  Apartments  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

Beatrice  Andrews  Dimsdale  and  her  husband  en- 

joyed a  lengthy  trip  through  the  Southwest.  Also 

traveling  around  this  summer  was  Alice  Bair  Albright 
who  visited  Ligonier,  Chautauqua  and  the  shore. 

Louise  Blank  Lecky  and  her  husband  are  en- 
joying retirement  in  Florida.  The  beach  is  only  ten 

minutes  away  and  they  have  many  places  to  go 

fishing.  They  are  also  taking  advantage  of  Port 

Charlotte  University,  taking  courses  in  Spanish  con- 
versation and  music. 

Betsy  Dearborn  Souren  keeps  busy  with  Meals  on 

Wheels,  phone-answering  for  "Fish,"  working  with 
"Churchwomen  United,"  and  four  grandchildren 
who  live  nearby.  Their  daughter,  who  has  two  more 

years  at  C.M.U.,  was  married  last  Christmas. 
Elizabeth  Ewing  Cogbill  and  Mac  plan  to  go  to 

New  Orleans  and  Houston  for  some  meetings  after  a 

delightful  summer  at  Van  Buren  Point. 
Ruth  Fugh  McMurtry  has  retired  from  teaching 

English  to  high  school  seniors.  Their  daughter  was 

married  in  June  and  their  son  in  August,  which  pro- 
vided a  very  busy  summer. 

Ruth  Grafman  Weiner  and  her  husband  recently 

sold  their  home  and  moved  to  an  apartment.  They 

are  enjoying  their  three  grandchildren. 

Charlotte  Graham  Dight  and  her  husband  took 

some  time  away  from  Chautauqua  for  a  trip  across 

Canada  to  Vancouver  then  on  to  Alaska.  They  are 

enjoying  retirement  and  their  two  grandchildren. 
Josephine  Herrold  Sponheimer  writes  that  they 

are  living  the  present  to  the  hilt,  anticipating  a 

thrilling  future  and  looking  backward  with  joy. 
Jane  Norman  Widdowson  reports  two  more 

grandchildren,  making  a  grand  total  of  three.  Jane 
spends  her  vacations  admiring  her  progeny. 

Peggy  reporting: 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  responded  to  our 

appeal  for  money.  Our  treasury  is  now  solvent.  We 
placed  two  books  in  the  College  Library  in  memory 

of  Kathryn  Lee  Sisco  and  Carolyn  Bickell  Morris.  I 

sold  the  family  home  this  summer  and  moved  into  a 
town  house  in  the  same  area  where  I  can  still  enjoy 

my  grandsons.  Church  work,  two  reading  groups, 

some  arts  and  crafts  and  serving  as  president  of  a 
garden  club  keep  me  busy. 

Lillian  Lafbury  Wills  is  living  in  St.  Petersburg, 

happily  surrounded  by  her  family.  She  is  involved  in 
community  and  church  activities. 

Rita  Lefton  Pincus  teaches  a  teen-age  mothers' 
program  in  the  Scranton  Public  School  District.  She 

is  a  volunteer  for  Inter-Faith,  United  Jewish  Appeal, 
Temple  Sisterhood  and  Israel  Bonds  and  had  just 
returned  from  six  weeks  in  Israel. 

Ruth  Miller  Page  reports  that  she  is  enjoying  the 

blessings  of  good  health  and  winters  in  Clearwater, Florida. 

Sally  Miller  Brash  sailed  on  the  S.S.  France  this 

summer  to  London  for  the  theatre  and  to  Edinburgh 

for  the  Arts  Festival.  She  is  assistant  professor  at 

Harcum  Jr.  College  and  Director  of  the  Children's 
Theatre  in  Philadelphia.  A  new  delight  for  Sally  are 

her  twin  granddaughters  born  in  February. 
Besides  working  in  her  local  public  library 

Margaret  Price  Guyton  is  very  interested  in  hand 
crafts,  especially  wood  carving. 

After  last  year's  trip  to  Vienna  and  the  Greek 
Islands  Betty  Rankin  Foster  is  planning  to  visit 

Portugal  this  year.  She  is  very  busy  with  church  and 
club  work  and  her  six  grandchildren. 

Dorothy  Russell  is  still  Director  of  Social  Service 

at  Columbia  Hospital  and  finds  time  for  church  work 
and  the  church  choir  and  school. 

No  special  news  from  Sara  Stevenson  except  that 

she  is  teaching  English  and  Latin  at  the  senior  high 
school  in  Indiana,  PA. 

Marion  Stone  Howard  and  her  husband  have 

moved  to  the  Great  Smokies.  Their  son  Bud  was 

being  married  in  October. 

Vi   Swenson    Leeper    is  doing  volunter  work  at 

the   thrift   shop   operated   by   her  church  and  often 

works  with  Ginny  Hall  McAleese  '33.  They  continue 
to  enjoy  their  Sea  Island  home. 

Mary  Frances  Tarr  Peat  reports  that  she  has 

dropped  many  of  her  activities  because  of  her 

husband's  prolonged  illness.  She  still  belongs  to  the 
D.A.R.,  the  Daughters  of  1812  and  the  Johnstown 

Art  League,  but  no  traveling  except  to  cities  where 
her  husband  has  been  a  patient.  Hope  your  news  is 
better  next  year,  Taney. 

Mary  Wooldndge  Beyer  started  a  new  job  last 

January  as  administrative  clerk  in  the  Facilities 

Office  of  the  General  Electric  Research  and  Develop- 
ment Center.  She  and  her  husband  visited  their 

daughter  and  family  in  the  Yukon  Territory  where 

they  are  teaching  in  an  experimental  residential  high 

school  sponsored  by  the  Anglican  Diocese  of  the 
Yukon. 

Our  sincere  congratulations  to  Alice  MacKenzie 
Swaim  for  receiving  the  American  Heritage  award  in 

May.  Their  congressman  came  to  the  apartment  to 

present  it  as  she  has  not  been  well.  Professionally 
Alice  is  writing,  reviewing,  contest  judging,  and 

helping  beginning  poets. 

1934 
Ruth  Husak  Merz 

(Mrs.  William) 
2052  Straubs  Lane 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15212 

Margaret  White 
400  Swissvale  Ave. 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Hazel  Ellwood  McClure  (Mrs.  John  M.),  621  Brush- 

ton  Ave.,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 
Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  (Mrs.  Rush  A.),  3723 

Oakley,  Memphis,  TN  381 1 1 
Ruth  Miller  Allen  (Mrs.  Frank  E.),  Apt.  307,  Hamil- 

ton House,  4650  Cove  Circle,  St.  Petersburg,  FL 
33708 

Jane  Mitchell  Carpenter  (Mrs.  T.  Bruce),  1393 
Youngstown  Country  Club  Dr.,  Youngstown,  OH 
44505 

Helen  Walker  Empfield  (Mrs.  James),  6443  N.  Seeley 
Ave.,  Chicago,  IL  60645 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Edna  Geiselhart 

Thorp's  husband  and  family.  Edna  passed  away  in 
her  sleep  from  an  apparent  heart  attack  last  January. 

Our  thanks  to  Anne  McCullough  Frey  and  Ellen 

Yeager  Husak  who  worked  on  our  40th  reunion  so 

successfully  we  had  the  largest  attendance  at  the 
Reunion  Luncheon.  We  were  sorry  Helen  Bixler 
Watts  and  Jean  Ludebuehl  Fisher,  who  had  planned 
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to  be  there  were  unable  to  come.  Our  thanks  also  to 

Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell  and  Mary  Jane  Young 
who  served  so  faithfully  as  class  secretaries  for  the 

past  five  years. 

Ruth  reporting: 

Fran  Alter  Mitchell  was  happy  to  meet  with 

classmates  at  our  40th  reunion  in  June.  She  and  Jane 

Mitchell  Carpenter  arrived  just  in  time  for  lunch  and, 

unfortunately,  had  to  leave  early. 
Berenice  Beamer  Williamson  enjoyed  the  reunion 

get-together  in  June.  On  a  sad  note,  however,  one  of 
her  twin  grandsons  from  Kittanning  sustained  a 

fractured  skull  while  playing  with  some  friends.  He  is 

progressing  quite  well  but  still  unable  to  attend 
school.  We  send  best  wishes  for  a  complete  recovery, 

Margaret  Donaldson  retired  in  July  after  37  years 

in  the  insurance  world.  She  is  finding  many  aspects 

of  housekeeping  delightful  although  she  enjoyed  her 

job  and  working  with  people  very  much.  She  felt 

gratified  that  the  class  of  '34  had  the  largest  repre- 
sentation of  all  classes  holding  reunions  that  day. 

"There  just  aren't  enough  weekends  to  renew  old 
friendships  with  London  friends  who  have  returned 

to  the  United  States  permanently"  says  Hazel 
Elwood  McClure.  She  and  her  semi-retired  husband 

John  are  finding  reorientation  to  their  life  in  Greens- 
burg  necessary  after  living  in  London  for  five  years. 

"Contact  us  if  you  come  through  Greensburg." 
"Summer  chores  kept  us  busy  since  our  June 

reunion"  says  Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell.  Peggy 
and  Bob  recently  returned  from  a  lovely  vacation 

trip  to  the  Maritime  Provinces  in  Canada.  Peggy  has 

presently  enrolled  in  a  course  in  reupholstering 

offered  by  the  Agriculture  Extension  Service  where 

she  hopes  to  "professionally"  recover  two  chairs. 
Although  Synnove  Haughom  is  an  extremely 

busy  person  she  was  present  at  our  reunion  and 
comments  on  the  fact  that  everybody  has  aged  well. 

She  was  unable  to  take  a  vacation  due  to  her  involve- 
ment in  the  Steuben  Glass  Exhibit.  She  was  elected 

Maine  Representative  of  the  American  Association 

of  Museums  covering  the  period  1973-1976  and  is 
also  a  member  of  Citizens  for  Maine  Historic  Preser- 

vation which  is  a  lobby  group. 

Mary  Hostler  Green  is  sorry  she  missed  the  re- 
union but  her  profession  as  Doctor  of  Medicine 

keeps  her  very  busy  and  becomes  increasingly  de- 
manding and  less  rewarding  as  she  sees  it. 

Josephine  Johnson  Rennich  and  husband  George 

toured  Spain,  Portugal,  and  Morocco  in  the  summer. 

She  reports  that  the  arrival  of  a  new  granddaughter 

rounds  out  the  number  of  grandchildren  to  two  girls 
and  two  boys. 

Eleanor  Kenworthy  Clements  was  surprised  by  a 

telephone  call  from  Rose  Hollingsworth  Stambaugh 

who  was  visiting  her  son  in  Dallas  this  summer.  Rose 

extended  greetings  from  Nookie  I  wing  Stuart  and 
Luise  Link  Ely  both  of  Florida.  She  also  regrets  her 

inability  to  have  attended  our  reunion.  She  sends 

regards  to  all  classmates  and  a  special  greeting  to 

Nookie,  Linky  ("B.Z."),and  Rose. 
Marjorie  Larimer  enjoyed  visiting  with  classmates 

at  the  reunion. 

It  was  a  pleasure  to  read  all  of  your  nice  notes 

and  letters.  Many  thanks  to  all  who  sent  news  and 

greetings.  I,  too,  enjoyed  the  June  reunion  and 

catching  up  on  interim  years.  Time  does  fly,  no?  I 

agree  with  Synnove  that  all  have  aged  well.  A  few 
that  attended  the  reunion  failed  to  write  but  perhaps 

next  year!  To  Margaret  White  many  thanks  for  her 

great  cooperation  in  this  endeavor. 

Margaret  reporting: 

Madeline  Lee  Sale  enjoyed  two  vacations  this 

year  —  in  Bermuda  and  the  Carolinas. 

Luise  Link  Ely  and  her  husband  bought  a  "doll 
of  a  chalet"  on  Beech  Mountain  in  North  Carolina. 

They  expect  to  use  "The  Snuggery"  from  June  thru 

September  and  would  like  a  "yell"  from  anyone 
down  that  way  then.  Their  address  there  is  AA  25 

Pine  Ridge  Road,  Banner  Elk,  NC  28604. 
Fran  Lonmer  Hepburn  and  her  husband  enjoy 

being  free  to  travel  since  his  early  retirement  four 

years  ago.  Daughter  Jane  and  her  family  live  in  near- 

by Galion,  Ohio,  close  enough  to  see  the  two  grand- 
children often. 

Mary  Louise  Martin  retired  the  end  of  July.  She 

and    her    sister    have    bought    a   home   in   Asheville, 

North  Carolina,  near  their  brother  who  lives  in 

Weaverville.  They  expect  to  move  the  first  of 
November. 

Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  reports  she  moved 
twice  in  two  months  and  her  eldest  son  is  married, finally. 

1 1  was  good  to  see  Bernice  Montgomery  well 

enough  to  attend  the  Reunion  lunch.  She  retired 

early  due  to  ill  health  and  is  back  in  Kittanning. 

(Thanks  for  your  comment,  Bernice,  that  you  think 
Ruth  Husak  Merz,  Mary  Lou  Martin  and  I  have 

changed  the  least  since  graduation.) 

Dot  Schenck  Van  der  Voort's  husband  Bob  was 
elected  to  the  Pennsylvania  Superior  Court  last 

November  and  enjoys  being  one  of  seven  judges, 

state-wide,  to  sit  on  appellate  court  and  review  cases. 
Dot  travels  with  him  when  court  sessions  are  in 

Harrisburg  and  Philadelphia.  We  were  glad  to  have 

her  daughter  Betsy  sit  with  the  Class  of  '34  at  our reunion  lunch. 

Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton  retired  June  14  from 

her  job  as  counselor  at  Kittanning  Senior  High 

School.  Since  then,  she  vacationed  in  Newfoundland 
and  Minnesota. 

We  extend  our  sympathy  to  Marion  Starkey 
Hamlet,  whose  son  Jeff  died  on  July  6,  1974  at  the 

age  of  21.  Marion  is  still  looking  after  her  mother 
and  aunt  and  is  thinking  of  retiring  from  teaching. 

Helen  Walker  Empfield  had  all  her  family  home 

in  June  and  had  a  family  dinner  for  23. 

Ellen  Yeager  Husak  writes  her  big  news  is  that 

her  husband  Alois  has  recuperated  from  the  heart 

attack  he  suffered  just  before  our  class  reunion.  He  is 

now  back  at  work,  but  living  at  a  little  slower  pace. 
Mary  Jane  Young  vacationed  in  August  touring 

many  cities  of  Colonial  America.  Since  retiring,  she 

does  temporary  work  for  Legal  Secretaries  and  on 

Fridays  does  volunteer  work  at  the  Smithsonian. 

Congratulations  to  Harriet  Tyler  Martin  who  re- 

ceived her  master's  degree  from  Fairfield  University 
(Conn.).  Harriet  (who  left  college  to  get  married) 

and  Paul  celebrated  their  forty-third  anniversary  this 
summer.  Harriet  was  one  of  the  first  women  to  go 

back  to  college  and  finish  after  her  family  started 

growing  up.  Now  she  has  her  master's  degree  and 
plans  to  teach  another  year,  though  Paul  is  retired. 

They  enjoyed  a  trip  to  Costa  Rica  in  April. 
Betty  Coshey  Linhart  was  on  a  Scandinavian  tour 

the  end  of  May,  so  missed  the  reunion.  She  reports 

four  children  and  five  grandchildren,  good  health 

and  good  friends. 
We  heard  from  Anne  McCullough  Frey,  Ruth 

Miller  Allen  and  Jean  Worthington  McAfee  who  had 

no  special  news. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  sent  contributions.  The 
class  treasury  is  in  much  better  shape. 

1936 Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden 
(Mrs.  Robert  J.) 

500  North  West  Street 

Waynesburg,  PA  15370 

Katrina  Utne  Brown 

(Mrs.  Cameron) 

25  B  Harbour  Village 

Branford,  CT  06405 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean  Andress  Berger  (Mrs.  C.  W.),  Apt.  108,  13335 

Watertown  Place  Road,  Elm  Grove,  Wl  53122 

Loretta  Bergman  Goff  (Mrs.  Charles  B.,  Jr.),  3949 

Gibsonia  Road,  Gibsonia,  PA  15044 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  (Mrs.  R.  J.),  Route  5, 
Box  247,  Franklin,  NC  28734 

Helen  Martin  Woods  (Mrs.  E.  H.),  98  View  Avenue 

#3,  Weirton,  WV  26063 

Elizabeth  Saffer,  609  Bayard  St.,  Apt.  4,  Pitts- 

burgh, PA  15213 
M.  Jane  Seaton  Young  (Mrs.  Edward  P.),  211  E. 

Grandview  Ave.,  Zelienople,  PA  16063 

Sally  reporting: 

I  am  sure  we  all  sympathize  deeply  with  Harriet 
Bannatyne  Moelmann  in  the  sudden  death  of  her 

husband  John  on  August  8th  at  their  summer  home 
in  Lake  Geneva,  Wisconsin.  Their  three  children  are  a 

great  comfort,  as  she  does  her  best  to  carry  on. 
Helen  Brown  Buchanan  reported  that  she  and 

Jim  are  really  enjoying  their  semi-retirement,  making 
use    of    a     truck    camper    belonging    to    son    Jim. 

September  of  last  year  they  toured  the  coun 

stopping  to  see  son  Bill  in  Colorado  and  daugl 

Nancy  in  New  Mexico.  Christmas,  New  Year's, 
Helen's  birthday  were  spent  in  Germany  with 
Jim,  who  now  resides  in  San  Antonio,  Texas, 

destinction  of  another  trip.  Helen  advocates  camr. 

as  a  great  way  to  travel. 
Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  and  Bill  are 

hard  at  work  at  New  York  Life  and  A.  T.  &  T., 

spectively.  Last  spring  Mary  Virginia  was  promc 

to  Assistant  Vice  President.  They  had  a  great  v, 

lion  in  July  in  Europe  visiting  old  haunts  and  se< 

friends.  While  in  London  they  shared  their  h 
with  some  of  the  Greeks  who  had  fled  Cyprus, 

eluding  Makarios  and  King  Constantine. 
Joan  Dodds  Shrader  took  a  few  moments  ou 

preparation  for  an  Ocean  City  vacation,  the  * 
since  the  children  were  out  of  school  when 

whole  family  would  be  together,  to  mention  that 

biggest  job  right  now  is  Chairman  of  the  Grou 
Advisory  Committee  for  the  new  Harmarville 
habilitation  Center. 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  reported  that 
finally  made  it  to  the  grandparent  status  when  t 
son  Bob  and  his  wife  had  a  little  darling  on  June 

Fran  is  now  living  in  the  beautiful  Blue  R 
Mountains  and  invites  guests  who  may  be  intere: 

in  a  quiet  mountain  retreat  with  trout  fishing 

gem  hunting. 
The  big  news  from  Ruth  Frost  was  that  afte 

years  of  teaching  she  has  retired.  Still  active 
church  work  she  does  not  know  how  much  she 

miss  teaching,  but  hopes  that  friends  who  have 

tired  are  correct  in  saying  that  she  will  enjoy freedom. 

Jane  Griffith  Potter  reported  that  the  big  new 

their  family  was  the  marriage  of  daughter  Susai 
Mark  Bayless  in  St  Louis  on  May  25th.  They  wil 

living  there  where  Mark  is  a  candidate  for 
doctorate  in  economics  at  Washington  University 

Nancy     Henderson     O'Dell     noted     that 
Pennsylvania  1976  celebration  will  also  be  our  i 
reunion  year  and  felt  that  we  must  have  a  reunio 
the  class  of  1936. 

Elizabeth  Kirkpatrick  Hotchkiss  wrote 

husband  Lew  retired  this  year,  Libby  still  manac 

country  clothes  shop  in  Woodbury,  daughter  L 

married  and  lives  in  Saint  Thomas  where  she  tea< 

in  the  elementary  school,  daughter  Sally  live 

Denver  where  she  works  as  secretary  for  a  doc 

and  daughter  Eleanor  graduated  last  year  f 

Mount  Holyoke  and  has  spent  one  year 

Cambridge,  England,  where  she  will  finish  her  v 

this  coming  year.  Libby  hopes  to  be  able  to  atl 

her  graduation. 
Charlotte  Ley  Glover  wished  to  extend  greet 

to  everyone,  although  she  had  no  news  to  rei 
since  the  last  Recorder. 

Bob  and  I  with  son  Bill,  who  had  just  gradu; 

from  Waynesburg  College,  enjoyed  a  two-week  v 
tion  in  Florida,  in  June.  Bob  is  now  Chairman  of 

Religion  &  Philosophy  Department  at  the  Collec 
still  work  for  Welfare,  and  Bob,  Jr.,  is  a  techr 

editor  at  Boeing  in  Philadelphia. 

Katrina  reporting: 

Sana  Mouromseff  writes  from  Reading,  Pent 

vania  where  she  is  still  working  in  a  bank.  She  h 

trip  to  Reno,  Nevada  to  visit  friends  last  summer 

enjoyed  seeing  that  part  of  the  West. 
Jane  Unger  Raaflaub  attended  reunion  this  \ 

seeing  old  friends  from  '34  and  '39,  and  nee from  others  who  had  been  in  school  before  and  i 

those  "good  old  P.C.W.  days."  Jane  was  impre 
by  the  marvelous  changes  on  the  Chatham  cam 

Ruth  Simpson  Woolford  reports  becomir 

grandmother  for  the  fifth  time!  Judy  has  three 

and  Nancy  has  two  boys.  Son  Sam  is  in  his  sec 
year  at  Purdue  with  a  teaching  fellowship.  Ru 
still  working  and  enjoying  it 

Betty  Saffer  is  enjoying  her  new  apartment  i 

a  trip  to  Greece  in  May.  This  summer  she  was 

again  on  a  cruise  up  the  east  coast  from  New  N 

on  a  Russian  ship  called  "Pushkin."  Liz  says 
main  attraction  ts  the  contrast  between  the  Sc 

idea  of  entertainment  and  ours.  She  recommenc 

Agnes  Ralston  reports  that  last  year's  class  r 
brought  Ruth  Rosen  Hartz  and  Agnes  together  a 

after  a  number  of  years  going  their  separate  w 
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'hey  found  that  they  both  played  tennis  and  now 
ave  a  regular  game  schedule.  Agnes  sends  best 
/ishes  to  all. 

A  nice  letter  from  Carol  Pfordt  Davis  -  She  is 

ine  and  enjoying  having  daughter  Bunny  nearby, 

lard's  other  daughter,  recently  widowed,  lives  in 
i/ayne,  Pennsylvania  and  crosses  paths  with  Ruth 
impson  Woolford  who  lives  nearby. 

Doris  Pierce  is  still  enjoying  life  in  Ft.  Lauder- 
iale.  I  chatted  with  her  in  March  from  Palm  Beach 

nd  had  a  chance  to  catch  up  with  Doris's  activities 
nd  travels.  My  youngest  son  Peter  was  graduated 

rom  University  of  Connecticut  and  is  taking  a  year 
iff  in  Colorado  before  law  school. 

All  seven  {out  of  the  twenty-nine  on  my  list!) 

jUo  replied  send  greetings  to  all! 

1938 Mildred  Boyer  Kostora 

(Mrs.  Lee  H.) 

2230  Spear  Avenue 
Johnstown,  PA  15905 

Martha  Wycoff  Cross 

(Mrs.  Ralph  R.) 

825  Audrey  Place 

Dayton,  OH  45406 

JEW  ADDRESSES 

;ynthia  Cate  Beal  (Mrs.  William  G.),  155  Washington 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 

Virginia    Leaman   Cummings  (Mrs.),    11734  Marjory 

Avenue,  Tampa,  FL  33621 

teatrice  Lynch  Conn  (Mrs.  William  V.),  5025  Fifth 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 
anet  Riddle  Brinker  (Mrs.  L.G.),  Liverpool,  NY  13088 

/lary  Margaret  Schmitt,  1100  North  LaSalle  Street, 

Chicago,  IL  60610 

yiildred  reporting: 

Kay  Arnold  Dague,  in  addition  to  being  secretary 
o  the  Chairman  of  the  Science  Division  at  Siena 

College,  is  trying  her  hand  at  college  again  this  year, 

rhis  time  it's  business  —  a  course  in  accounting. 
Both  Mary  Baldwin  and  Lois  Kramer  Boyd  wrote 

)f  the  great  "P.C.W."  reunion  they  enjoyed  at  Hilton 
Head,  S.C.  in  June  with  Sally  Anderson  Amtsberg, 

lulie  Weller  Gump,  Betty  Slocum  Haldeman,  Doris 
Jhatto  Kimball,  Lois  Hazeltine  Moses,  Nancy  Diven 

ieagren  and  Betty  McCarthy  Boyd.  Mary  loves  her 

etired  state  and  Lois  reports  that  she  and  Bob  are 

injoying  early  retirement  and  planning  to  move  to 
tie  area  of  Beauford,  S.C.  eventually. 

In  the  last  four  months  Marjorie  Chubb  Randall 

ind  John  have  welcomed  two  new  daughters-in-law 
:o  the  family.  One  from  Colombia  and  one  from 

^hile.  Marj  is  wishing  she  had  studied  harder  during 

tiose  two  years  of  Spanish  classes  at  Chatham. 
Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott  and  her  sister  had  a 

Canadian  vacation  this  summer  which  included  a  bus 

trip  through  the  spectacular  Canadian  Rockies. 
Mary  Deemer  Nagel  is  engrossed  in  her  work  as 

sresident  of  the  Pittsburgh  Presbyterial  but  also 

found  time  for  two  "glorious"  weeks  in  Spain  with 
ier  husband. 

Helen  Finkel  Eger  had  a  beautiful  holiday  in 

Mova  Scotia  with  daughter  Terry  and  her  husband. 

Her  son  Jan,  following  in  his  mother's  footsteps,  is 
teaching  English  in  Japan. 

Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer  refutes  the  widely-held 
opinion  that  life  in  Hawaii  is  all  fun  and  leisure  by 

continuing  her  work  as  state-wide  director  of  the 
Association  for  Retarded  Children. 

Helen  Griffith  Wright  and  George  are  reveling  in 

the  joys  of  being  grandparents!  Son  David  and  his 
wife  are  parents  of  a  baby  boy. 

After  the  wedding  of  her  eldest  daughter  on  May 
4th,  Hespie  Godlove  Gillette  gave  herself  a  treat  by 

returning  to  Pittsburgh  to  celebrate  her  birthday  and 

attending  the  annual  Reunion  Day  at  Chatham. 
Dorothy  Hauk  Bryen  and  husband  Jimmy  are 

looking  forward  to  his  retirement  this  fall  and  are  in 

the  process  of  building  a  new  home  at  Hilton  Head, 
S.C. 

The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Gay  Hays 

Arensberg  on  the  death  of  her  mother  in  August. 

Helen  Johnson  Montgomery,  with  the  blessings 

of  the  schoolboard,  will  be  taking  two  weeks  away 

from  her  teaching  late  in  September  so  she  and  Ward 

can  visit  their  daughter,  Susan,  in  England. 

The  summer  has  meant  major  surgery  for 

Dorothy  Kirkland  Baumler  but  she  expects  to  re- 
sume her  work  at  Penn  State  this  fall. 

Ruth  Kleitz  Buel  and  Bob  are  enjoying  their  Air- 
stream  trailer  this  year.  They  used  it  for  trips  to 

Myrtle  Beach,  S.C.  and  to  Florida  as  well  as  weekly 

week-end  jaunts.  Ruth  also  enjoys  a  monthly 
Chatham  luncheon  with  Edith  Thompson,  Letitia 

Andre,  Lorine  White  and  Mary  Leroy. 

Lee  and  I  are  having  a  busy  year.  Daughter  Claire 

was  graduated  from  the  University  of  Connecticut 

on  May  12th  and  married  to  Lee  Darling  on  May 

19th.  On  June  27th  we  moved  back  to  our  home- 

town of  Johnstown,  Pa.  In  November  we'll  be  going 
to  California  for  Thanksgiving  with  our  daughter 

Shirley  and  her  husband.  My  thanks  to  all  of  you  for 

responding  to  my  cards.  It's  fun  to  get  reacquainted 
with  you  again! 

Martha  reporting: 

Beatrice  Lynch  Conn  married  Dr.  William  Conn 

from  Greensburg,  Pennsylvania,  and  is  enjoying  his 

three  children  and  six  grandchildren.  They  spent  two 
months  in  Sarasota  and  five  weeks  in  the  Orient 

which  they  loved. 

Eleanor  Meanor  Croyle  wrote  that  her  husband 

died  last  November  but  she  plans  to  remain  in  Texas. 
All  three  of  her  children  are  married  and  not  too  far 

away.  She  spent  a  weekend  with  Ginny  Mencken 
Morrison  in  Lancaster  this  summer. 

Sarah  Reese  Warrick  reports  "All  is  well  and  hello 

to  all  '38ers".  She  was  sorry  to  have  missed  the  35th 
reunion  but  hopes  to  make  it  to  the  40th  in  1978. 

Janet  Riddle  Brinker  vacationed  in  Ogunquit, 

Maine.  She  has  changed  jobs  and  is  now  Librarian  at 

Liverpool  High  School  (near  Syracuse),  New  York. 
So  with  a  1 25  year  old  house,  two  Boxer  dogs  and  a 
husband,  she  manages  to  keep  active. 

Phyllis  Schaeffer  Geffel  writes  of  most  delightful 

memories  of  PCW.  Her  daughter  teaches  school  in  an 

Eskimo  village  north  of  the  Arctic.  Her  youngest  is  a 

torpedoman  on  a  submarine  out  of  Hawaii.  The 
older  boy  is  working  in  Seattle  and  her  husband  is  in 
Arkansas.  She  is  an  administrative  assistant  for  an 

engineering  firm. 
Mary  Margaret  Schmitt  had  just  returned  from 

attending  the  21st  Annual  Pennsylvania  Health  Con- 
ference in  Pittsburgh.  The  past  year  has  proved  to  be 

a  very  busy  year  for  her.  Florence  Shields  Kevan 
writes  that  her  son,  Jimmy  is  now  married  and  lives 

only  ten  minutes  away  from  them.  Virginia  Leaman 

Cummings  had  planned  to  visit  them  this  summmer 
but  was  unable  to  make  it. 

Elizabeth  Slocum  Haldeman  writes  that  "we  have 
always  kept  our  ties  —  business  and  community  —  in 

the  same  area  of  Pittsburgh"  which  makes  them  feel 
fortunate  in  the  associations  of  other  Chatham 

alumnae  who  have  stayed  in  that  vicinity.  Her  three 
children  are  finished  with  school,  two  of  them  living 

near  by;  the  third,  with  her  husband  and  two  babies 
are  now  in  Cheyenne,  Wyoming.  She  feels  that 

Chatham  has  been  a  school  able  to  adapt  to  current 
needs  and  should  remain  an  influence  in  the  world. 

Helen  Thomas  Nevin  spent  a  relaxing  summer 

gardening  and  doing  volunteer  work  with  Meals  on 

Wheels.  "Best  to  all".  Edith  Thompson  has  nothing 
new  and  unusual  to  report.  She  attended  the  Pitts- 

burgh Symphony  Pop  Concerts  and  talked  with 
Helen  Finkel  Eger. 

I  had  a  busy  spring  and  summer  —  our  daughter. 
Barb,  graduated  from  Purdue  in  May,  was  married  in 

June,  and  then  moved  to  Los  Angeles  in  July.  After 

all  this  activity,  Ralph  and  I  went  to  Hawaii  on  a 

grand  vacation.  Suddenly  it  is  too  quiet. 

1940 Jean  Curry  Burt 
(Mrs.  Robert  C.) 

1 54 Seneca  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

Marianne  McCallister  Martin 
(Mrs.  Bruce  R.) 

West  Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Arthur  Anderton  (Mrs.  John  GJ,  261 1  W.  Casa 

Circle,  Tucson,  AZ  85704 
Janet  Brennan  Aull  (Mrs.   Keith),  222  Arch  St.,  Apt. 

14,  Laguna  Beach,  CA  92651 

Violet  Cook  Clifford  (Mrs.  Jack   E.l,  262  Montalvo 

St.,  San  Clemente,  CA  92672 
Audrey    Horton    Skillman    (Mrs.    Paul),    3    Canyon 

Drive,  New  Milford,  CT  06776 

Janet  Ross,  3939  Saratoga  Avenue,  Downers  Grove, 
I L  6051 5 

Mary  Lou  Shoemaker  Hockensmith  (Mrs.  F.  C),  710 

North  Main  St.,  Apt.  19A,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Helen  Stevenson  Berghaus  (Mrs.  Richard),  Oakmont 

Landing,  Apt.   227,    101  Washington  Avenue,  Oak- 
mont, PA  15139 

Jean    Watson    Williams    (Mrs.    John    S.),    150    Erica 

Road,  Mill  Valley,  CA  94941 

Jean  Aungst  Talbot  has  had  two  sad  and  difficult 

years  with  moving  both  sets  of  parents  to  nursing 

homes.  Then  after  Thanksgiving  1973  her  husband 
Howard  died.  Jean,  the  Class  offers  you  our  sincere 

sympathy.  At  the  moment  Jean  is  doing  a  bit  of 
traveling  and  what  with  visiting  her  family,  church 

work  and  helping  friends  build  a  house,  she  keeps 

busy. 

Paul  and  Elinor  Bissell  Offill  have  brought  her 

parents  to  live  with  them  on  the  Cape  with  the 
concurrent  adjustments  to  be  made. 

The  status  quo  for  the  senior  Pattons  with  Jean 

(Burry)  still  substitute  teaching  and  Sam  with  Re- 
search Corporation.  However,  Laura,  a  Syracuse  U. 

graduate,  will  attend  Montesorri  International 
School  in  Washington,  D.C.;  Leslie  is  nursing  in 

Fairfax,  Va.i  Rick  finished  his  master's  and  goes  to 
Johns  Hopkins  now  to  work  on  his  Ph.D. 

Helen  Cheng  Cheang  came  to  U.S.  in  the  summer 

of  1973  but  her  daughter  Mary  Wenkee  became  ill  so 
much  of  their  time  was  spent  caring  for  her.  She  is  a 

senior  at  N.Y.U.  in  Albany.  Their  youngest  daughter, 

Alice  Wonchuen  is  a  junior  at  Yale  and  John  is  still 

in  high  school.  From  this  country  Helen  (also  hus- 
band and  son)  went  to  England  to  visit  their  oldest 

child,  Elizabeth  and  to  meet  the  first  grandchild. 
Then  on  to  Vienna  to  visit  her  own  sister,  Betty,  and 

travel  and  sight-see  in  France  and  Germany  for  five 

weeks.  Barry  and  Peggy  Christy  Graham  also  main- 
tain the  status  quo  and  their  children  move  about. 

Anne  and  her  family  live  in  Michigan;  Keith  and  her 

husband  are  teaching  in  an  embassy-sponsored 
school  in  Djakarta,  Indonesia;  Sarah,  says  Peggy 

happily,  has  brought  their  youngest  grandchild  to 
within  ten  miles  of  them;  Barrie,  Jr.  and  his  wife  live 

in  Ohio. 
Nancyann  Cockerille  Gleichert  says  they  are 

moving  to  Ann  Arbor,  Mich,  where  Jim  will  be  with 
Parke-Davis.  Gregg  and  his  wife  gave  them  a  grand- 

daughter in  December  and  daughter  Ann  is  teaching 
at  U.  of  Oregon. 

We  are  sorry  to  hear  that  Betty  Crawford  Colbert 
lost  her  father  in  December.  She  says  she  has  been 

clearing  out  the  family  homestead  —  going  back  to 
1898  -  of  all  of  its  treasures. 

Two  Christmases  ago  the  Nelsons  (Fay  Cumbler) 
spent  in  Greece  with  their  daughter  Elaine  and  her 

husband.  Fay  says  with  relief  that  the  young  folks 
are  stationed  in  Kansas  now. 

Peg  Dunseath  Wilson  still  finds  her  work  at  the 

Henry  C.  Frick  Educational  Commission  stimulating. 

She  adds  that  she  went  to  a  Pirate  game  with  Rachel 
Kirk  Bobo  and  enioyed  a  gabfest  and  a  victory. 

Eleanor  Gangloff  Morris  reports  her  son  is  a 

senior  in  high  school,  her  father  is  hale  and  hearty  at 

88  and  still  loves  being  an  active  physician. 
Jean  Geiselhart  Seifert  says  that  their  daughter, 

Nancy,  will  enter  college  this  fall  to  study  speech 

pathology  and  audiology.  We  are  sad  to  hear  that  her 
sister  Edna  died  last  January. 

The  Skitlmans,  Audrey  and  Paul,  left  Pittsburgh 

upon  Paul's  retirement  and  took  up  temporary 
residence  with  Priscilla  until  they  decide  what  to  do 

next.  At  the  time  of  writing  they  were  visiting  kin- 

folk  and  relaxing  in  Maine.  Audrey  says,  "I  won  a 
nice  prize  and  award  for  a  painting  I  submitted  to  an 

International  Art  Contest  in  Scotland,  First  Prize." 
She  says  she  hasn't  received  the  money  as  yet  but 
has  spent  it  several  times. 

Caddie  Lou  Kinzer  Trapp  and  Charlie  don't  travel 
too  far  for  too  long  now  since  her  parents  are  in  a 

nursing  home  near  them.  They  did  spend  March  in 
Arizona  and  California  and  think  that  life  is  treating 
them  well. 

"What  a  busy  year!"  says  Pat  Krause  Koscso.  One 
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out  of  college,  3  going  this  fall  and  one  a  sophomore 

in  high  school.  They've  done  a  lot  of  work  on  their 
house  and  she  had  major  surgery  in  January.  She 
considers  both  the  above  as  remodeling. 

Helen  Lohr  Wright's  husband,  Jack,  has  been  ill 
since  last  October.  On  the  bright  side,  however,  their 

son  and  his  family  have  moved  to  Greensburg  — 

"Free  phones  'n  all." 

Ada  Lee  Mangum  Clark  says,  "Had  a  wonderful 
summer.  Took  a  seven  week  trip  West,  saw  all  the 

sights,  visited  my  sister  in  Colorado,  even  hiked  in 

the  mountains  -  at  my  age!"  Hey  now,  Ada  Lee  — 

that's  our  age  too  —  it's  not  so  old  —  or  is  it? 
Ruth  Mengel  Roosa  says  that  her  second  grand* 

son  is  just  as  darling  as  the  first  one  and  a  new 
arrival. 

At  a  Presbytery  meeting  Ruth  Fite  Kerr  and  Meo 
Ostergard  Lutz  hdd  a  surprise  reunion.  Meo  reports 

that  Helen  Archer  Fardig  '39  also  lives  in  Camillus. 
Meanwhile  she  keeps  busy  with  church,  working 

with  her  literary  students  and  playing  golf.  They  love 

the  country  and  their  way  of  life. 

"PS  —  Patterson  Says"  is  the  name  of  the  finan- 

cial investor's  letter  that  Tom  and  Nancy  Wilson 
Patterson  are  working  very  hard  to  put  out  weekly. 

She  says  it  takes  time  and  patience  but  that  it's 
growing.  Of  the  children  —  Betsy  is  married  and  in 
California;  Dr.  Tommy  is  in  Tennessee  and  Laurie  is 
in  college. 

Kay  Rutter  Hingetey  tells  us  that  their  son  has 

finished  his  first  year  of  Law  School  at  University  of 

Virginia  and  that  she  and  Jim  spent  a  relaxing  vaca- 
tion in  Ocean  City,  Md. 

"Have  sold  home  and  moving  to  an  apartment," 
says  Mary  Lou  Shoemaker  Hockensmith.  She  says 

also  that  she  still  goes  to  the  plant  for  a  few  hours 

each  day  and  is  studying  Key  Punch.  Frank  has  a  job 

on  probation  in  the  hotel-motel  management  field. 
Alaska  makes  the  50th  state  that  Frances  Shoup 

Brant  and  Robert  will  visit.  They  will  go  up  the  In- 
side Passage  by  boat,  travel  around,  then  they  hope 

to  rent  a  car  and  drive  down  the  Pacific  Coast. 

Alida  Spinning  spent  an  afternoon  with  Jean 

Watson  Williams  while  she  was  visiting  her  sister, 

Barbara  Watson  Wagner  '49. 
Cay  Thompson  Mitchell  seems  to  think  that  she 

and  Loyal  do  the  same  thing  year  by  year.  She  plays 

the  organ  in  church  and  chairs  a  Butler  County 
Garden  Market.  She  has  also  renewed  an  interest  in 

music  composition.  Two  of  their  sons  are  at  home 

and  going  to  Community  College.  Three  sons  are 

married  and  they  have  two  granddaughters.  Her 

niece,  Terry  Thompson,  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham 

The  return  to  Mill  Valley  is  the  fourth  move  in 

three  years  for  Jean  Watson  Williams.  "We  suspect 
John  has  become  sort  of  expert  on  his  phase  of  the 

Rapid  Transit  business."  Therefore,  he  will  commute 
to  Washington,  D.C.  and  South  America.  Daughter 

Anne  is  trying  to  get  into  veterinary  school,  Sue  is  at 

Simon  Frazier,  B.C.,  Martha  at  U.  of  Berkeley  and 

David  at  Unemployment!"  Too  old  to  be  a  lady  of 
leisure,  appalled  at  teaching  third  grade  again,  she 

thinks  she  will  write  a  book  about  Washington  since 
all  such  books  seem  to  sell  well. 

Dean  and  Mary  Wolff  Gamble  had  a  "true"  vaca- 
tion in,  Hawaii  this  summer  and  she  is  now  back  at 

work  at  University  of  Maryland. 

Eleanor  Hackett  went  to  San  Clemente  this  sum- 
mer to  visit.  She  remains  active  in  the  Gaelic  Arts 

Society  of  Pittsburgh  and  the  healing  ministry. 

Nursing  remains  interesting  and  challenging  to 

Posey  Martin  and,  she  feels,  always  changing.  Her 

leisure  is  spent  in  a  small  house  with  a  large  patio  not 

far  from  San  Francisco.  They've  bought  a  lot  in 
Paradise  Pines  in  northern  California  —  perhaps  for  a 
retirement  spot. 

We  offer  our  sympathy  to  Nelle  Richards  Offutt 

on  the  death  of  her  husband.  Nelle  says  their  child- 

ren are  scattered  all  over  the  country  —  2  in  Cali- 
fornia, 2  in  Pennsylvania,  1  in  Florida  and  the 

youngest  is  a  sophomore  at  Purdue. 

Being  a  Gray  Lady,  a  member  of  the  Stroudsburg 

Women's  Club  and  a  Garden  Club  are  Virginia  Stahl 
Walker's  activities  aside  from  her  crafts  work. 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  and  Nancy  Over  Bowdler  both 
send  greetings. 

From  your  secretaries:  Jean  says  that  she  has  her 

first   grandchild.    She   is  currently   President   of  the 

Auxiliary  of  Ward  Home  for  Children  and  is  enjoying 

it.  And  she  likes  going  to  the  Chatham  Alumnae 
Group  in  Ml.  Lebanon.  I  know  you  all  join  me  in 

thanking  her  for  sending  out  the  cards  as  she  thanks 

you  who  helped  replenish  our  class  fund.  Many  of 

you  have  said  that  you  looked  forward  to  the 

Recorder  news  and  I  must  say  it's  been  pleasant  for 
us  to  hear  from  all  of  you.  We  will  figure  something 

out  for  our  thirty-fifth  and  you'll  be  hearing  from  us 
and  Chatham  about  that  later.  And  I,  Marianne,  sign 
off  with  my  love. 

1942 Janet  Murray  Newton 
(Mrs.  Robert  G.) 

6  Norway  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon 

(Mrs.  Robert  R.) 

624  Orchard  Hill  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15238 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Betty   Baker  Patterson,  (Mrs.   Robert  C),  902  High 

Path  Drive,  Windsor,  CT  06095 

Virginia  Crouch   Everett  {Mrs.   Robert  D.),  2576  N. 

124th  Street,  Apt.  456,  Wauwatosa,  Wl  53226 
Jane  McClung  Sincell  (Mrs.  John  T.),  859  Rochdale 

Dr.,  Kirkwood,  MO  63122 
Florence  Succop   Klotz   (Mrs.  John  W.},  5  Seminary 

Terrace  No.,  St.  Louis,  MO  63105 

Janet  reporting: 

We  all  extend  sympathy  to  the  family  of  Jean 

Faris  Watt,  whose  death  was  reported  in  the  last  Re- 
corder. 

Lost  —  Can  anyone  give  us  an  address  for  Dorothy 
Andrews  Phillips?  She  never  hears  from  us  because 

we  never  hear  from  her.  Help! 

Mocky  Anderson  reports  that  she  got  from  coast 

to  coast  in  her  sabbatical  year.  In  Sarasota,  Florida 

she  had  a  chance  to  contact  Betsy  Colbaugh 
Mahaffey  and  Betty  Anne  Baker  Patterson  and  tell 

them  that  they  are  neighbors.  Betty  Anne  writes  that 

she  has  a  third  granddaughter  and  that  she  saw  Jane 
Campbell  Fair  in  Florida  last  winter. 

Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn  is  working  fulltime  for 

the  Grosse  Pointe  Board  of  Education  while  her  hus- 

band is  enjoying  retirement.  Can  he  cook,  Ethel?  Her 

daughter,  Nancy  (class  of  '72)  has  just  returned  after 
two  years  in  Germany  and  her  son  was  married  on 
Nantucket. 

A  trip  to  her  son's  wedding  in  Amsterdam  was  a 
high  point  this  year  for  Jean  Burchinal  Purvis.  In 

between  keeping  track  of  her  children's  far  flung 
activities,  Jean  keeps  busy  with  the  School  Board, 
community  activities  and  a  bit  of  golf  and  tennis. 

Jane  Chantler,  also  reporting  from  Butler,  not 

only  works  in  the  travel  business;  she  lives  it!  This 

year  she  hit  Seattle,  Portland,  Spokane,  Norfolk, 

Williamsburg,  Boston  and  Daytona.  When  do  you 
work  Jane? 

Sunny  Croft  Armstrong  is  working  part  time  now 

that  the  children  are  grown.  Tom  and  Sunny  are  still 

horse  fanciers  and  love  showing  them  as  well  as 
riding  them. 

Ginny  Crouch  Everett  writes  that  they  are  back 

in  Milwaukee  and  that  her  oldest  daughter  and  her 
husband  are  living  in  Pittsburgh  where  Lynne  is 

finishing  her  last  two  years  at  Chatham  after  a  seven 

year  break. 
Ruth  Demmler  Benner  is  still  teaching  nursery 

school  after  enjoying  her  summer  and  Nancy  Scott 

Ralston  says  'Hi'  —  she's  still  at  the  lake  enjoying hers! 

When  the  news  came  in  that  Anne  Driver 

Tourney  is  busy  preparing  for  the  International  Con- 
vention for  the  American  Rock  Garden  Society  in 

the  spring  of  1975,  I  decided  that  things  are  too  fast 

out  there  in  Wexford.  We  haven't  yet  done  spring 
cleaning  for  the  spring  of  1973! 

Betty  Gahagen  Lindsay's  family  is  growing 
nicely.  She  has  only  two  left  at  home  but  most  of 
them  are  near  enough  to  have  lots  of  chances  for  the 

Lindsays  to  be  with  their  ten  grandchildren.  Ten!!! 

Washington  is  an  exciting  place  this  year  and 

Margaret  Hibbs  Keller's  office  is  in  the  same  building 

as  the  Special  Prosecutor's.  She  sees  all  the  Watergate 
group  going  by.  Her  husband  has  retired  and  is  now 

so  busy  he  has  no  time  for  golf. 
Phyllis  Keister  Semple  reports  that  her  daugh 

Carol  won  the  British  Amateur  Golf  Tournamen 

Wales  in  June  and  Cherry  became  the  third  gen 

tion  to  graduate  from  Chatham.  Did  you  all 

Phyllis  and  family  in  the  Rotogravure7 
Mary  Elizabeth  Rope  LaHue  and  Roy  ar 

couple  of  old  salts  now  and  have  just  acqu 

another  boat.  She  is  painting  and  teaching  Englisl 
Mexican  Americans  now  that  the  last  two  are college. 

As  for  me,  Janet,  I  keep  busy.  We  still  have 
at  home,  one  in  Penn  State,  and  two  married, 

have  two  granddaughters  whom  we  adore.  I  ran 

tax  collector  in  Forest  Hills  and  won  and  I'rr 

charge  of  catering  for  my  Women's  Club  wl 
means  I  put  on  a  wedding  about  once  a  month 

two  completely  divergent  activities  but  I  enjoy  tl 

both. 

Alice  reporting: 

Joan  Myers  Rankin  has  been  keeping  youn< 

working  as  Director  of  Christian  Education  at 

United  Presbyterian  Church  in  Hickory,  Penr 

vania.  She  has  been  busy  all  summer  camping  \ 

young  people  and  teaching.  Jay  has  finished 
medical  technology  course,  Jamie  continues 

music  major  at  Wheaton  College,  and  Paul  is  a  ju 

in  high  school. 
Helen  Shellkopf  Cline  was  just  about  to  leave 

California  when  we  heard  from  her.  She  plannei 

spend  a  week  with  her  daughter  Karen  and  her 

band  Denny  and  another  week  visiting  friends 

relaxing.  Son  Tom  is  in  his  junior  year  at  Den 

University.  She  and  Harold  played  some  golf 
summer  between  the  raindrops. 

Jane  McClung  Sincell  loves  St.  Louis  and  now 

a  job  with  a  private  school  very  similar  to  the 

she  had  in  Winnetka.  Her  daughter  and  son-in 

live  close  by;  her  son  and  daughter-in-law  liv< 
Chicago.  She  was  saddened  to  hear  of  the  deatl 
Jean  Faris  Watt  (as  we  all  were},  and  wondere 

anyone  ever  hears  from  Ginny  Speer  Baldwin. 

Betty  Steffler  Baker  now  has  two  grandchild 

Her  daughter  Cathy  and  husband  Bruce  have 

turned  to  Coshocton,  where  Bruce  is  working  \ 

computer  analyst  Richard,  Jr.,  is  still  in  Colurr 
as  managing  editor  of  Ohio  Schools  Magazine.  D 

as  ever,  is  busy  in  calendars,  and,  in  the  off-sea: 

yearbooks. 
Claire  Stewart  Burkhart  writes  that  she  and 

husband  are  already  talking  about  retirement  plar 

and  she  is  still  remembering  PCW  things  as  if  1 

were  only  yesterday.  Sometimes  it  all  seems  long 
and  far  away.  She  took  some  friends  to  see  Cas 

performance  of  Private  Lives  at  Chatham 
summer. 

Florence  Succop  Klotz's  move  on  July  4  f 
Fort  Wayne  to  St.  Louis  and  the  resulting  adj 

ments  overshadow  any  other  activities  that  1 

gone  on  in  her  family  this  year.  John  is  Dear 
Academic  Affairs  at  Concordia  Seminary,  and  t 

are  very  happy  with  their  home,  their  neighbors, 
their  work  in  the  church. 

Sally  Thomas  Elling  and  her  husband  Ron  are 

just  planning  retirement  —  they've  taken  the 
step.  We  send  our  sympathy  to  Sally  over  the  de 

of  her  mother  in  March.  Patty  was  married 

November,  and  Ronnie  graduated  from  college 

December.  Sally  is  now  catching  her  breath,  d< 
nothing  and  loving  it. 

Dorothy  Vale  Robert's  husband  Cecil  has  ano' 
patent  at  Anchor  Hocking  in  Lancaster,  Ohio.  Pai 

enrolled   in  graduate  school   at  OSU,   Heather 

sophomore   at   Chatham,   and   Dorothy   is  teacl 
second  grade. 

Marjorie  Wood  Yearick  is  sighing  with  relief  i 

their  five  are  finally  all  through  college  and  on  t 

own.  She'shudders  to  think  one  year  today  ( 
several  times  what  her  whole  education  covered, 

daughter  Peggy  is  in  Finland  visiting  her  i relatives. 

As  for  this  reporter  —  Aside  from  working 
Meals  On  Wheels  at  our  church,  I  mostly  do 

housewifely  things.  We  still  have  a  lot  of  educai 
ahead  of  us.  In  October  Bob,  Jr.,  will  go  to  Oxf 

for  graduate  work,  Connie  is  a  junior  at  Chath 
and  Jon  is  a  freshman  at  Westminster. 
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1944 
Ruth  Laird  Grant 

(Mrs.  RusselJ.) 

Rt.  6,  Sagamore  Hill 

Parkersburg,  WV  26101 

Ann  McClymonds  Turnock 
(Mrs.  E.  Hill,  III) 

164  Sunset  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

JEW  ADDRESSES 

luth    Firmin   Jacobs  (Mrs.   Edwin   H.),  2920  Marks 

Street,  Orlando,  FL  32803 

ivlyn  W.  Fulton,  Chateau  Monaco,  2050  S.  Monaco, 

Apt.  206,  Denver,  CO  80222 

'atricia    Leonard    Bodle    (Mrs.    R obert    A. } ,    R t.    2, 
Willow  Creek,  104  Lost  Tree  Lane,  High  Point,  NC 
27260 

ustine  Swan  Quigley  (Mrs.  J.  Richard),  7421  Zircon 

Drive,  Tacoma,  WA  98498 

Vinifred   Watson  Prugh   (Mrs.  J.  Wiley),   112  Hope- 
ville  Road,  Greeneville,  TN  37743 

)eaths 

We  extend  deepest  sympathy  to  the  families  of: 
Barbara  Caldwell  Blackburn  who  died  June  19, 

974,  Betty  Johnescu  Steenbergen  who  died 
)ctober  10,  1973 

Ruth  reporting: 

Jean  Bacon  Smith  writes  from  Aspen  that  she 

ind  her  family  are  in  a  new  house  and  continue  to 

injoy  Aspen's  terrific  climate.  Eric  (12)  enters 
eventh  grade  and  is  a  whiz  at  skiing.  Ingrid  (9)  goes 
nto  fourth  grade  and  has  qualified  for  the  state 

:inals  in  swimming.  The  family  took  in  Expo  74  and 
risited  Yellowstone.  Knut  works  for  the  Post  Office. 

Norma  Bailey  McLean's  son  enters  Carnegie 
Ylellon  this  fall  and  daughter  Nancy  (eleventh  grade) 

s  taking  ballet  lessons  at  Chatham. 

Gladys  Bistline  Belz  says  her  daughter  is  a 

student  at  Radford  College  and  her  son  is  entering 

Bp.l.  They  seem  to  prefer  Virginia  to  their  native 

Maryland.  Gladys  continues  to  be  a  piano  teacher 
jart  of  the  time  and  a  housewife  and  gardener  the 

■est  of  the  time.  She  and  Paul  have  an  empty  nest 
this  fall. 

Joan  Bowdle  Turnbull  finds  the  Russian  language 

Fascinating  and  sometime  in  the  future  she  and 

Richard  hope  to  visit  Russia  and  all  its  mysteries. 
Jntil  then  travels  will  be  closer  to  home. 

Peg  Craig  Murray  attended  our  class's  thirtieth 
reunion  and  wishes  more  had  been  there.  She  visited 

Texas  for  the  wedding  of  Agnes  Conner  Davis'  son. 
Jeanne  DeHaven  Uhl  loves  living  in  Morgantown, 

West  Virginia  and  is  working  on  her  Master  in 

Clinical  Nutrition  at  West  Virginia  University.  She 
3nd  John,  who  is  with  Rockwell  International,  are 

"up  to  their  ears"  in  landscaping  and  decorating 
their  new  home.  Twins  Kevin  and  Wayne,  age  four- 

teen, are  at  home  and  the  rest  of  Jeanne's  family 
come  and  go.  Jeanne  would  like  to  hear  from  any 
alumnae  living  in  West  Virginia. 

Evlyn  Fulton  writes  from  Denver  where  she  is  the 

Stewardship  Consultant  for  the  Synod  of  the  Rocky 

Mountains  of  the  Presbyterian  Church.  Her  job  is  to 

Interpret  the  mission  of  the  church,  to  help  local 
bongregations  set  up  stewardship  campaigns,  and  to 

set  up  a  communication  system  with  the  Synod.  She 

popes  Chatham  alumnae  will  visit  her  when  in 
penver. 

Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti  is  a  full-time  RN  at  the 
Johnson  City  Mental  Health  Center  and  works  with 

(group  therapy.  Her  six  children  range  in  careers  from 
approaching  medical  school  to  approaching  ninth 

grade.  What  spare  time  Jane  has  is  spent  decorating 

jtheir  new  home  which  they  moved  into  in  October, 
11973. 

LuAnn  Isham  Staley  writes  that  her  eldest  is  at 

polumbia  working  on  his  Master  of  Business 
Administration.  Second  son  is  studying  at  the 

Sorbonne.  Two  daughters,  one  in  high  school,  the 
Dther  at  Iowa  University,  are  full  of  plans.  LuAnn 

and  Al  had  a  busy  trip  to  Europe  in  May  and  are 

ooking  forward  to  a  cruise.  When  not  traveling 

LuAnn  is  busy  in  real  estate. 

Patty  Leonard  Bodle  is  enjoying  her  new  home 
which  she  describes  as  a  casual,  rustic,  smallish  abode 

near   a   big,   swimmable   pond   and  just  far  enough 

from  High  Point  to  be  country.  Daughter  Trish  is  a 

senior  art  major  at  St.  Andrews  College  and  Bob  Jr. 

ceased  copy  writing  temporarily  to  back  pack  in 
Colorado  this  summer.  Bob  and  she  continue  their 

love  of  tennis  and  Patty  is  ever  at  some  art  project. 
Ruth  Lynch  McFarland  has  a  busy  family.  Son 

Fred  graduated  from  the  seminary  and  took  part  in 

the  weddings  of  his  two  brothers  who  married 
sisters.  The  two  brothers  graduate  from  medical 

school  and  college  this  year.  Sister  Lois,  who  was  a 
bridesmaid  at  both  weddings,  graduates  from  high 

school.  The  weddings  were  seventeen  hours  apart 

and  required  careful  planning.  Ruth  writes  that  Bob 

inspects  nuclear  reactors  in  the  construction  stage  in 
the  Southeast  and  she  travels  with  him  on  short 

trips.  Together  they  are  advisors  for  a  young  mar- 

rieds'  Sunday  school  class  which  "keeps  them 

young". 

Ruth  Laird  Grant  regrets  that  her  debut  as  a  class 

correspondent  isn't  a  smashing  success.  She  sent  out 
thirty-three  cards  and  eleven  were  returned.  Also 
made  a  plea  for  cash  donations  to  the  class  treasury 

which  showed  the  magnificent  sum  of  $19.13.  Ah, 

well.  Nowhere  to  go  but  up.  The  Grants  are  fine. 

They  have  their  health,  which  "is  just  about  every- 

thing." 

Ann  reporting: 

Mickey   McCullough    Lohmeyer   and    Paul   had  a 

great  vacation  for  a  month,  most  of  which  was  spent 
in  Scandinavia.  The  trip  was  built  around  some 

business  for  Paul,  with  a  week  in  Prague.  Mickey  is 

still  working  as  an  administrator  for  the  Merce 

Cunningham  Dance  Company  in  Greenwich  Village, 

and  "loving  it  much". 
Betty  Monroe  Musselman  says  she's  still  busy 

even  with  their  children  in  college.  Peggy  is  in  her 

sixth  year  at  the  University  of  Virginia,  and  son  Paul 
is  in  his  third  year  at  Wittenberg  University.  Last 

year  they  spent  some  time  in  Mexico,  and  the  spring 
in  Puerto  Rico. 

Mary  Lou  Reiber  Peter  had  a  trying  year  with  a 

severe  illness,  but  made  a  splendid  recovery  in  time 

to  go  with  Emile  to  Europe,  with  their  boys,  for  five 

weeks.  They  met  Esta  and  brother  Paul  in  London, 
and  then  visited  them  in  Geneva,  where  they  live. 

They  looked  up  old  family  homesteads  in  Germany. 

Helen  Smith  submits:  "My  tooth  X-rays  have 
been  a  showpiece  during  dental  talk-shop  sessions, 

my  dentist  tells  me.  I'm  Queen  of  Root  Canals,  and 
some  of  my  molar  crowns  are  supported  by  an  extra- 

ordinary number  of  posts  —  a  source  of  pride  to  my 
dentist,  and  occasional  economic  crunch  to  me.  Our 

conversations  are,  by  necessity,  characterized  by 

long  and  frequent  pauses,  and  consequently  each 
sentence  is  thought  out,  honed  to  essentials,  and 

pregnant  with  material  for  further  pondering.  At  our 

last  session,  he  told  me  he  had  been  asked  to  speak 

at  his  25th  high  school  reunion,  and  wondered  what 

commonality  there  might  be  now  in  such  an  assorted 

group.  After  an  irrigation  and  expectoration,  I  said, 

"Tragedy".  Thence,  our  interchange  went  like  this. 

"But  recovery,  too."  "And  change."  "Adjustment." 
"Lots  of  adjustment."  "Some  resignation." 
"Humor."  "Humor  is  a  balm."  "B-a-l-m  or 

B-o-m-b?"  "After  25  years,  either."  "After  50, 

both." 

Marion  Springer  Edmunds  sends  condolences  as 

an  ex-secretary  who  was  also  distressed  by  so  few 

replies.  Son  David  will  be  returning  for  his  sopho- 
more year  at  Dickinson,  and  Lindsay  is  going  back  to 

Penn  State.  She  received  her  M.A.  in  June.  Marion  is 

still  working  at  the  Pittsburgh  Energy  Research 
Center. 

Nancy  Stauffer  Grantham  has  had  a  busy  year. 

They  added  three  rooms  and  a  bath  to  accommodate 

her  parents  and  Joe's  father,  who  are  now  semi-in- 
valids. She  keeps  everyone  comfortable  and  content 

while  holding  down  a  full-time  job.  Daughter  Dana 
now  has  her  own  apartment  with  two  cats  whom  she 

supports  by  working  as  a  court  reporter.  Their  son 

expects  to  enter  law  school  next  month.  "1  keep 
waiting  for  that  restful  easy  time  when  we  can  quit 

trying  so  hard,  but  haven't  reached  it  yet." 
Ann  reporting:  We  had  a  rather  drab  year.  My 

mother  got  her  fourth  heart  pacemaker,  and  runs  at 

high  gear  (she's  only  81 ),  My  father  is  83,  and  comes 

over  to  do  our  tree  and  bush  pruning!  Ann's  still  in 
California,   very   busy   with  seminary   and  a  church 

job,  Christine  holds  down  two  jobs  and  manages  her 

own  household;  Jim  is  going  into  the  field  of 

hospital  administration;  Laura  just  entered  Indiana 
State  as  a  home  economics  major  (when  you  have  a 

kid  who  can  make  sports  coats  and  souffles,  already 

I  wonder  who's  teaching  whom)  Julie  complains, 

"All  you  ever  say  about  me  is  'she's  fine'".  True. 

But,  she  is  now  a  liberated  woman;  got  her  driver's 
license  and  is  debating  between  the  fields  of  nursing 

and  journalism.  When  I  planned  this  family  of  six,  I 

was  quite  prepared  to  give  birth,  but  there  are  several 
things  t  did  not  anticipate:  (1)  teaching  them  all  to 

drive,  (2)  the  fact  that  they  would  have  friends,  (3) 

houseguests  to  the  point  that  I  have  ended  up  on  the 
couch.  Nick  has  his  usual  peccadilloes,  he  went  to 

Oregon,  then  walked  14  miles  into  the  Wind  River 
range  to  climb  a  glacier  in  Wyoming,  was  missing  for 
eight  hours  in  Lake  Erie  in  a  storm,  and  is  planning 

to  walk  the  Appalachian  Trail  soon.  I  hold  the  fort. 

I  was  sorry  there  were  so  few  at  the  class  reunion; 
we  had  a  lot  of  reminiscences.  And  it  was  our  last 

chance  to  see  Barb  Blackburn,  she  was  as  beautiful 

as  ever. 

1946 Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey 

729  Euclid  Avenue 

Orlando,  FL  32801 

Doris  Sisler  White 
(Mrs.  James  A.) 

916  Fairway  Drive,  N.E. 
Vienna,  VA  22180 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marjorie   Brown    Bortz    (Mrs.    William  H.  Jr.),    1126 
Fairview,  Arcadia,  CA  91006 

Agnes  Filippelli  Walsh  (Mrs.  John  F.),  R.D.  #4,  Box 

290,  Wexford,  PA  15090 

Margaret  McKee  Barnes  (Mrs.   G.   B.).  1907  Wallace 
Road,  Allison  Park,  PA  15101 

Florence   Ostien   Chew   (Mrs.    Bowie   Tyler),    12809 

Shawnee  Lane,  Clarksburg,  MD  20734 

Doris    Rowand    Schroth    (Mrs.    Charles),    1827    De- 

lancey  Place,  Philadelphia,  PA  19103 
Mary   Wells  Karlson   (Mrs.  Wm.   R.),  P.O.   Box   265, 

Henryville,  PA  18332 

Lucy  reporting: 

Susan  Campbell  McConnell  has  just  returned 

from  a  six-week  exchange  pastorate  in  Bourne- 
mouth, England.  Her  oldest  son  is  a  Presbyterian 

minister  like  his  father  and  second  son  is  studying  to 

be  one.  The  other  two  boys  are  still  in  school. 

Harriet  Hoffman  reports  that  she  will  be  teaching 

6th  grade  instead  of  5th  when  she  gets  her  blood 

pressure  from  going  up  and  down.  She  also  reports 
that  she  is  the  Regent  of  the  Bushy  Run  Chapter  of 

the  Daughters  of  the  American  Colonists. 

Helen  Hunter  White  reports  that  she  is  a  com- 

puter operator  handling  Broadway  theaters,  con- 
certs, sporting  events,  etc.  She  has  now  put  her  last 

daughter  in  college  and  went  to  Cape  Cod  for  vaca- 
tion. Miriam  Egger  Hosack  reports  that  her  son, 

Kenneth,  graduated  from  Tufts,  magna  cum  laude. 

She  spent  some  weekends  with  Peggy  Riffle  Kirby 
and  her  husband  and  vacationed  in  northern  Quebec, 

camping  and  fishing. 

Talk  about  being  busy  -  Betty  Beck  Wiedenman 
has  had  surgery  last  fall,  has  a  daughter  getting 

married,  other  daughter  and  son  graduated  from 

college,  and  husband  Bob  was  incredibly  lucky  in 

walking  away  from  being  hit  by  a  train  and  having 

the  car  demolished. 
Jane  Field  Taylor  is  still  enjoying  Naples  but  is 

looking  forward  to  coming  home  in  1975. 

Nancy  Means  Hudson  says  she  has  had  a  very 

quiet  year  with  only  one  child  at  home,  spent  most 
of  her  weekends  at  the  lake  and  played  lots  of  golf 

this  summer.  Margaret  McKee  Barnes  has  moved 
back  to  Pittsburgh  and  is  doing  volunteer  work  in 

the  local  library  and  YWCA  (where  Janet  Ross  '43  is 
in  charge).  The  family  has  also  moved  into  their  new 

summer  home  on  Martha's  Vineyard. 
Agnes  Filippelli  Walsh  and  Eva  Caloyer  Nassikas 

report  that  all  children  are  now  in  college.  Eva  has  a 

daughter  married  and  another  at  Chatham. 

Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey  can't  say  no  and  is  now  the 
State  Registrar  of  the  Florida  State  Society  of  the 

Daughters  of  the  American  Revolution  as  well  as 
State  Treasurer  of  the  Colonial  Dames  of  the  XVII 
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Century,  Florida  Society.  I  did  not  hear  from  a  lot 

of  you  -  I  hope  that  you  have  some  news  to  report 
next  year. 

Doris  reporting: 

Midge  Kovacs  Rubenstein  just  returned  from  an 

enjoyable  London  vacation.  She  visited  Millie 
Corman  Feinberg  this  summer  in  New  York  and 

plays  bridge  with  Ruth  Zucker  Bachman. 

Two  of  Linnea  Lundstedt  Evans'  children  are 
married  and  Rich  graduated  with  high  honors  from 

Michigan  State  University  this  spring  and  is  doing 

graduate  work  at  the  University  of  Connecticut. 
Evie  Matthews  Reece,  acting  as  the  Reece  travel 

agent,  planned  a  delightful  three  weeks  bumming 
around  four  Hawaiian  Islands  on  their  cruiser  last 

November.  Younger  son.  Dale,  has  just  become 

engaged. 
Marge  Mistrik  Sweeney  had  a  relaxing  month  at 

Ocean  City  this  summer.  Her  "baby"  will  be  a  first 
grader  and  the  older  starts  high  school.  With  all  the 
activities  of  the  offspring  Marge  has  applied  for 

membership  in  the  chauffeurs'  union. 
Helen  Louise  Myers  Duerring  and  Burt  celebrated 

their  25th  anniversary  with  a  Caribbean  cruise  last 

spring.  Another  cruise  is  planned  with  her  mother  in 
October. 

Flo  Ostien  Chew  and  four  children  (10-17)  drove 
to  Florida  and  the  West  Coast  this  spring,  plus 

several  trips  to  Pittsburgh  to  visit  Flo's  brother  and 
sister. 

Sally  Parker  Herrup  had  an  unexpected  visit  with 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  and  her  family.  Mark  is  a 

junior  in  high  school.  David  is  a  sophomore  at  the 

University  of  Chicago.  Paul  graduated  from  the 

University  of  Chicago  in  June  and  has  been  working 
on  an  oil  tanker  on  the  Great  Lakes. 

Helen  Parkinson  Cambridge's  family  vacationed 
at  Ocean  City  this  summer.  Don  started  his  sopho- 

more year  at  Duquesne.  David  is  teaching  English  at 

Canon-McMillan  High  School,  where  he  is  assistant 
basketball  coach,  and  is  doing  graduate  work  at 

Duquesne. 

Jean  Purvis  Bowman  reports  a  peaceful  year  and 

asks  for  a  plug  of  free  advertising  for  her  son-in-law's 
new  restaurant,  "The  Firehouse,"  in  downtown 

Cleveland.  Jean's  daughter  is  in  school  in  Kentucky 
while  the  younger  son-in-law  is  in  Alaska  in  the 

Army.  Jean  invites  any  '46er  to  fill  her  empty  beds  if 
traveling  anywhere  near  Syracuse. 

Mariellen  Roche  DuVal  and  daughter,  Dale,  had 

three  weeks  in  England  and  Scotland  this  July  with 
their  Senior  Girl  Scout  Troop.  Son  Tom  graduated 

from  the  University  of  Michigan  with  honors  in  May. 

In  July,  Gene  officially  launched  his  new  business  — 
Synthetics  Lubricants,  Inc.  Good  luck.  Gene! 

Betsy  Ross  Pervorse  has  been  teaching  at  Sawyer 

Business  College  for  nine  years.  Donna  is  married 

and  has  a  little  boy,  Chris.  Dan  is  starting  his  first 

year  of  college  and  John  and  Ginger  are  in  high 
school. 

Doris  Rowand  Schroth  and  Chuck  are  working  at 

the  Tenth  Presbyterian  Church  in  Philadelphia. 

Chuck  is  Business  Manager  and  Doris  is  Co-ordinator 
of  International  Students.  They  visited  one  daughter 
in  Elkhorn,  Wisconsin,  one  in  Boston,  and  a  son  in 

Springfield,  Massachusetts. 

G  race  Savage  Freeble's  son  is  now  on  his 
residency  in  Cardiology  in  Jacksonville.  Beth  gradu- 

ated in  June  from  the  Medical  College  of  Georgia  — 
School  of  Allied  Health  Sciences  and  is  planning  a 

December  wedding.  Good  to  hear  that  Chuck  has 

been  in  pretty  good  health  this  year.  Grace  still  helps 
in  his  office. 

Emily  Sawders  Laisy  has  been  busy  fund  raising 

for  the  Baltimore  Museum  of  Art,  working  on  the 

Zoo  Board  and  the  Victorian  Society  Board.  She  is 

also  taking  accounting  courses  at  Hopkins  and  about 
to  embark  on  raising  poodles  since  the  children  are 

practically  raised. 

June  Sinewe  Moffatt  is  still  teaching  7th  and  8th 

grades.  She  had  a  very  relaxing  vacation  at  Stone 

Harbor  and  then  a  hectic  one  to  Italy.  June  wrote 

that  she  needed  another  rest  but  school  is  starting. 
Betty   Sossong  Gretzler   is  active  in  AAUW  and 

Fayette    Toastmistress.    Daughter    Betty    Ann    is   in 
California;  son  Walter  is  attending  Texas  Tech  and 

son  Bob  is  attending  Penn  State  Fayette  Campus. 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  "retired"  from  the  Hecht 

Company  in  May  when  the  advertising  offices  were' 
moved  to  Washington.  She  has  been  taking  jewelry 

courses  for  the  past  two  years,  including  some  at 
Maryland  Institute.  She  works  in  sterling. 

Carol  Thorne  King  has  three  empty  bedrooms 

calling  for  class  of  '46  visitors.  Raffy  is  at  Princeton 
(having  sung  all  over  Europe  with  the  Glee  Club). 

Louise  was  a  camp  counselor  and  is  now  a  freshman 
at  Bucknell.  Thorne  is  a  sophomore  at  Bucknell. 

Andy  (14)  is  home.  Jan  Bovard  Poole  and  Charles 
visited  them  this  summer. 

Joan  Titus  Dunlop  and  Dick  traveled  to  England 

and  Scotland  this  fall  and  last  spring.  They  visited 

Dunlop,  now  in  the  Nation  Trust,  that  was  the 

ancestral  home.  Joan  had  a  few  of  her  pix  in  Dick's 
Outdoor  Recreation  Guide  which  came  out  for  Rand 

McNally  this  May.  Daughter  Nancy  was  married  in 

June  to  an  archaeologist  and  lives  in  Quebec  City 

where  her  husband  is  in  charge  of  a  "dig"  in  the Place  Royale. 

Ginny  Uber  Haug  has  5  grandchildren  now. 

Daughter  Cheryl's  husband  is  starting  a  three-year 
residency  in  pediatrics.  Pam  graduated  magna  cum 

laude  and  Phi  Beta  Kappa,  spent  3  months  in  Peru 
and  is  now  a  graduate  student  in  physical  therapy. 

Son  Leigh  was  married. 

Ginna  Van  Kirk  Htlborn  hopes  to  get  to  Pitts- 
burgh for  a  reunion  some  day.  Daughter  Ellen  is  in 

graduate  school.  Ginna  reports  that  Ellis  and  she  are 

"the  same  —  except  older." 
Jinny  Vogt  McDermott  is  feeling  better  after  two 

poor  years  with  several  operations.  Glad  you  are 

feeling  better,  Jinny.  Oldest  son  Jack  was  married 

last  August.  Anne  and  Ken  are  still  students  and 

Jinny  is  working  "half-time." 
"All's  well,"  writes  Barbara  Work  Coleman. 
Marty  Yorkin  Berman  is  back  to  work  after  a 

great  vacation  in  Massachusetts.  Diane  finished  law 

school  in  June  and  is  an  Assistant  District  Attorney. 

Linda  goes  into  her  third  year  at  med  school.  Marty 

keeps  up  with  her  piano  and  is  active  on  the  State 
Mental  Health  Association  Committee. 

Peg  Riffle  Kirby  enjoys  New  Jersey  and  is  going 

to  teach  again  ("see  how  Jersey  kids  compare  with 
Ohio  kids").  Sons  are  still  back  in  Akron. 

This  secretary,  Doris  Sisler  White,  saw  Margery 
Himes  this  summer  while  in  Kittanning.  Daughter 

Diana  graduated  from  Roanoke  College  and  is  now  a 

Bank  Manager  Trainee  for  First  Virginia  Bank. 

1948 Betsy  Ross  Kuhn 
(Mrs.  Lester  A.) 

3  Echo  Lane 

East  Brunswick,  NJ  08816 

Suzy  Sutton  Hepler 
(Mrs.  Thomas  M.) 

553  Fourth  Street 

Butler,  PA  16001 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Charlotte  Exley  Eck  (Mrs.  Henry  C.  Jr.),  600  Hilton 

Avenue,  Catonsville,  MD  21228 

Mary    Lapsley    223  Patuxet  Court,  Schaumburg,   IL 

60172 
Virginia    Long  Carlson    (Mrs.)    14  Dartmouth  Place, 
Boston,  MA  021  16 

Nancy    Murray    Briggs    (Mrs.    Nelson   A.),    P.O.    Box 

663,  Concord,  MA  01 742 
Virginia  Sager  Peterson  (Mrs.  Charles  E.),  1601  Penn 

Avenue,   Ambassador    East    #901,    Pittsburgh,  PA 

15221 
Ruth   Shaffer    Loughney   (Mrs.)   5740  Elmer  Street, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

LOST 

Dorothy  Berg  Groomes 

Suzy  reporting: 

Since  there  always  seems  to  be  "good  news  and 
bad  news,"  I'll  report  the  latter  first.  Both  Hilda  Fish 
Bricker  and  Mary  Aiken  Brown  have  had  an  unhappy 

year.  The  same  day,  last  September,  that  Hilda's 
father  had  a  heart  attack,  her  mother  died.  I  n 

February  of  this  year,  he,  too,  passed  away.  Along 

with  working  on  the  estate  settlement,  there  were 

preparations  for  the  weddings  of  two  of  her  children. 

Her  husband,  Rick,  has  been  ill  and  just  got  out 

the  hospital.  (What  a  year!)  "Aik's"  #2  son  v\ 
killed  last  September  when  his  car  collided  with 
horse  on  the  open  range  in  Arizona,  while  returni 

for  his  second  year  at  college.  She  is  grateful  for  t 
three  sons  and  a  daughter  she  and  Knox  still  ha\ 

Recently  she  helped  organize  "Creative  Associates 
Pittsburgh"  —  a  group  dedicated  to  helping  peof 
discover  their  worthship.  She  also  enjoys  working  f 

"Contact,"  an  organization  providing  a  24-ho 
teleministry.  The  class  extends  sincerest  sympatl 

for  all  this  tragedy  in  your  lives.  Knowing  you  bo 

as  we  do,  we're  sure  you  "will  cope." 
One  who  has  coped  is  Jean  Hadfield  Smith.  L< 

year's  Recorder  reported  the  death  of  her  husbar 
This  year  she  wants  everybody  to  know  that  life 
moving  along  smoothly  for  her  and  her  fc 
children.  Candie  is  beginning  her  sophomore  year 

Goucher  College.  Debbie  received  her  master's  frc 
Pitt  and  is  working  as  a  program  director  for  Unit 
Cerebral  Palsy  in  Pittsburgh.  Jean  is  staying  at  nor 

to  look  after  her  two  sons  —  Fred,  a  ninth  grader  ai 
Ted,  a  third  grader.  Her  days  are  so  full,  there  c 

usually  not  enough  hours  for  everything  that  nee 
to  be  done. 

The  first  returned  card,  this  time,  came  frc 

Honey  Holland  Rank  out  in  Texas.  She's  writinc 
book  —  "1890  China  Painting,"  and  driving  a  19- 
Ford  willed  to  her  by  the  teacher  who  taught  Y 

this  art.  She  has  gone  commercial  and  sold  some 
her  work.  During  the  summer,  she  fought  bui 

burglars,  and  bills.  She's  winning! 
"Books  Afloat  and  Ashore,"  a  book  abo 

reading  on  naval  and  merchant  ships  in  the  days 

sail,  published  by  Shoestring  Press  this  June,  vi 

authored  by  Amy  Gage  Skallerup's  husband  Han 
Amy  is  about  to  begin  work  full  time  for  the  Depa 
ment  of  Legislative  Reference  and  can  now  get 
the  boxes  of  file  cards  out  of  her  kitchen.  Their  s< 

Tom,  having  finished  a  year  at  Susquehan 

University,  transferred  to  the  School  of  Agricultu 

at  the  University  of  Maryland.  A  daughter  Susan  v\ 

be  a  high  school  senior  and  Janet  a  ninth  grader. 

There  are  some  movers  in  "Group  48."  Charloi 
"Donnie"  Exley  Eck  and  family  have  been  trar 
ferred  back  to  the  Baltimore  area  from  Huntingtc 

W.  Va.  Donnie  has  a  son  Hank  in  ninth  grade  anc 

daughter  Mary  Liz  in  kindergarten.  Mary  Lapsley  l~ 
a  new  job  title  —  Training  Services  Specialist  —  in  t 
program  development  department  of  the  United  A 
lines  Training  Center,  and  has  a  new  address  in  t 

Chicago  area.  She,  too,  enjoyed  last  year's  reunic 
Audrey  Bigelow  Baur  is  looking  for  a  house  in  t 

Philadelphia  area  after  residing  in  Morristown,  N 

One  son,  John  (9),  and  his  gerbils  will  move  with  h 
and  Fred.  Their  other  two  sons  are  in  college,  one 

senior  at  Tulsa  University  and  the  other  a  sophomc 
at  Kent  State. 

Several  from  the  class  went  to  thirtieth  hi 

school  class  reunions  this  year.  There  were  mixi 
emotions.  Mary  Jane  Humbert  Upshaw  thoug 

classmates  all  looked  better  thirty  years  later  th 

they  did  in  the  yearbook  pictures.  She  reports  th 

she  and  Jack  are  both  in  good  health,  just  "poore 
with  children  in  college.  They  have  a  daughter 

Hollins  College  in  Roanoke,  Va.  and  a  son  at  t 

University  of  Virginia.  Another  son.  Chip  (11)  g 

the  swimming  "bug"  and  even  gave  up  football 

swim  year  round.  Dorothy  "Lefty"  Doolittle  Colli 
enjoyed  her  reunion.  She  usually  goes  every  fi 

years.  She  and  Rip  are  going  to  Jamaica  in  Octobt 

I,  too,  attended  a  class  reunion  and  really  had  a  go< 

time,  but  advise  anyone  "not  to  wait  thirty  years 

renew  acquaintances."  I  wouldn't  have  recognizi 

half  the  people  if  they  hadn't  worn  name  tags.  Wh a  shock! 

Mary  Ann  Houck  Brown  saw  Betty  L'Ho 
Franks  at  the  Farmer's  Market  They  hadn't  sei 
each  other  for  twenty  years,  so  had  a  pleasant  ch 

among  the  fresh  vegetables. 

Susy  Harton  Conklin  thinks  she's  "doing  tl 

same  thing  everybody  else  is  doing."  Son  Skip  trar 
ferred  to  Westminster  this  year.  Nancy  graduati 

from  high  school  and  is  taking  a  year  off  fro 
studies  to  decide  what  she  wants  to  do.  Husbar 

Chuck  is  commuting  to  Shippingport  every  day  fro Pittsburgh. 

Just  back  from  a  vacation  in  Portugal,  Spain,  ar 
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Morocco  are  Shirley  Lawrence  Grasso  and  husband. 

Jhe  returned  to  work  four  years  ago  and  is  now  a 

enior  claim  appraiser  for  the  Metropolitan  Life  In- 
iurance  Company.  Their  son  Bill  is  a  high  school 

enior,  plays  soccer  year  round,  and  Andrea  is  in 

iighth  grade,  plays  piano,  and  enjoys  Scouts  and  art 
vork.  Shirley  is  Cadette  leader  for  a  Girl  Scout  troop 

)f  forty-five. 

Jerry  Kimball  Wells  still  works  for  4-H.  She  at- 
ended  the  State  Fair  at  Louisville  this  year.  Her 

laughter  Linda  got  her  master's  and  son  Bob  begins 
3hio  State  Law  School.  Rick  is  now  a  college  junior 

md  Mike  a  sophomore. 

Marie  Conn  Chiles  and  husband  had  a  trip  to 

Hawaii.  Now  they  are  planning  a  "New  England  Fall 

:oliage"  pilgrimage.  She  is  still  involved  with  all  her 
avorite  projects  in  Houston,  especially  the 

ymphony.  She  feels,  however,  that  her  life  is  calm 

:ompared  to  those  of  us  with  families. 

Fran  Henry  Fitch  is  still  struggling  with  computer 

cheduling  as  director  of  guidance  at  Avon  High 
School.  Their  four  children  are  all  out  of  high 

chool.  The  oldest  is  a  recreation  supervisor  in 

Elyria,  Ohio.  Mary  will  begin  teaching  Spanish  this 

'ear  in  Windham,  Ohio.  Dick  is  working  for  a  hospi- 
al  supply  manufacturer  and  farming  about  one 

lundred  fifty  acres.  Their  youngest  is  beginning  an 

mgineering  course  at  Ohio  Northern  University. 

Thank  you,  Randy  Ullom  Doig,  for  answering  my 

nquiry  about  Dottie  Berg  Groomes'  address.  I  was 
orry  to  learn  that  you  could  not  supply  it.  Can 

my  one  furnish  this  information?  The  Alumnae 
jffice  lists  her  as  lost. 

For  the  past  16  years,  I've  been  teaching  home- 
)Ound  students  —  children  with  non-contagious  dis- 
ibilities  confined  to  their  homes  for  a  month  or 

nore.  Every  year  I  usually  get  three  or  four  such 

tudents  to  teach  at  the  elementary  level.  To  avoid 

leaning  house  all  the  time,  1  knitted  nine  afghans 

or  friends  and  relatives.  Since  school  began  this 

September  I'm  back  to  the  commuter  teaching  again. 
Being  a  class  secretary  is  very  rewarding  when  so 

nany  of  you  take  time  from  your  busy  schedules  to 

eply.  Many  thanks.  Replies  benefit  all  of  us,  because 

nany  mentioned  on  their  cards  that  they  were  look- 
ng  forward  to  our  news  in  the  Recorder. 

Jetsy  reporting: 

1  was  happy  to  hear  from  Lefty  Doolittle  Collins 

ast  September  even  though  she  knew  it  was  too  late 

or  the  Recorder.  They  had  a  nice  vacation  in  Aca- 
Dulco  in  the  spring,  and  she  was  looking  forward  to 

;eeing  Amy  Gage  Skallerup  last  fail  while  accom- 
panying Rip  on  a  trip  to  Annapolis. 

Carol  Lenz  Houck's  eldest  son,  Don  Jr.,  was 
named  last  December.  Cynthia  and  Mike  have  a 

louse  in  Jacksonville,  N.  Carolina,  where  he  is  a  heli- 

:opter  pilot  at  Camp  LeJeune.  Missy  is  a  17-year  old 
tigh  school  senior.  Carol  and  Don  were  about  to 

tepart  for  a  camping  trip  to  Maine  and  Nova  Scotia. 

Betty  L'Hote  Franks'  oldest  son  is  attending 
Lesley  College  in  Dover,  Delaware,  where  he  has  a 

une-year  Naval  Academy  Foundation  Scholarship, 
vith  the  intention  of  making  the  Academy  next 

'ear.  She  and  George  chaperoned  the  250-member 
At.  Lebanon  Band  to  Winchester,  Virginia,  for  the 
\pple  Blossom  Festival. 

Little  did  Nancy  McDonald  Sutherland  realize 

wenty  years  ago  that  all  those  babies  she  had  would 

)ne  day  be  in  college  at  the  same  time!  They  have 

wo  sons  at  Duke  University  and  two  daughters  at 

/anderbilt  University  (must  be  a  class  record!).  She's 
|lad  they  still  have  three  at  home. 

The  biggest  event  in  Ceil  McKay  Geddis'  year  was 
j  two-week  trip  in  February  to  Germany,  where 
daughter  Chris  is  attending  the  University  in 

^larburg.  Gail  is  a  sophomore  at  William  and  Mary, 

jyhile  Sue  and  Amy  still  keep  the  home  fires  burning. 

pj|'s  involved  in  Garden  Club,  Friends  of  the Library,  as  well  as  Chatham  Alumnae. 

'  Nornie'McMillen  Morris'  house  will  be  quiet  this 
par  with  eldest  son  Richard  starting  his  teaching 
career  in  Saratoga  Springs,  New  York;  Ron  a  sopho- 
nore  at  Castleton  State,  Vermont;  and  Jeff  to  finish 

his  M.S.  in  Marine  Biology  in  January.  Nornie  toured 

[he  Chatham  campus  this  summer  for  the  first  time 
In  16  years  and  found  it  beautiful!  She  sent  greetings 
'o  all. 

Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett  wrote  that  her  9th  and 

11th  grade  son  and  daughter  are  enthusiastic  about 

their  flutes  and  band.  She'll  be  busy  with  fund 
raising,  since  their  marching  band  will  perform  in 

April  at  Disneyworld. 

Grace  Migliore  Frances  works  four  days  a  week  as 

a  school  social  worker.  She  kindly  answered  my  in- 
quiry as  to  whether  we  live  near  one  another,  which 

it  seems  we  do. 

After  three  years  of  teaching  German,  Bobbie 
Mueller  Baylor  has  returned  to  her  first  love  and  is 

teaching  high  school  Chemistry,  as  well  as  a  course  in 

"English  as  a  second  language"  at  Community 
College.  She  also  received  her  M.Ed,  in  Secondary 

Education  in  August.  Daughter,  Wendy,  is  a  fresh- 
man at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsylvania  and  son, 

Mark,  student  teaching  in  Music  Education  at  Brook- 
ville,  Pennsylvania. 

There  was  no  special  news  from  Jane  Picard 

Pursell,  who  finds  she  is  "just  holding  her  own"  this 

year  and  looking  forward  to  everyone's  news. 
Marge  Reckard  hopes  her  car  troubles  are  a  thing 

of  the  past  with  the  purchase  of  her  new  red  car.  Her 
last  one  was  stolen  four  times! 

Congratulations  to  Robby  Robinson  Hastings  on 

becoming  a  grandmother!  Their  son,  Ed,  father  of 

the  baby  girl,  is  still  attending  the  University  of 

Wyoming.  Robby  continues  to  enjoy  editing  two 

visitors'  magazines.  They  spent  an  evening  in  June 
with  Randy  Ullom  Doig,  who  surprised  them  by  in- 

cluding Jessie  Gilbert  Chew  and  Tom. 

Randy  Ullom  Doig's  daughter,  Sally,  is  a  sopho- 
more in  college  this  year,  and  Bob  a  tennis-playing 

high  school  sophomore. 

Donnie  Vail  Rea  will  vacation  again  this  fall  in 

Florida  and  had  a  company-filled  summer.  Their 
youngest  daughter,  Joanne,  graduated  from  college 

and  remained  in  Kentucky  to  teach  Physical  Educa- 
tion and  Library  Science. 

We  extend  sympathy  to  Joy  Wilson  Douglas  and 
Bruce  on  the  loss  of  both  their  mothers  within  one 

month  of  each  other  last  fall.  Joy  and  Bruce  are 

anticipating  a  trip  to  England  and  Scotland  in 
October  and  had  a  skiing  vacation  with  daughter  Liz 

last  winter.  Son  Rob  graduated  from  the  University 

of  Maryland  in  June,  and  Dick  married  in  August. 
Katie  Woolard  Meinken  reports  she  is  alive,  well, 

and  living  in  the  country  outside  Philadelphia  where 

she  works  in  the  Center  City.  She  has  recently 
purchased  a  condominium  which  will  answer  her 

needs  as  a  single  working  woman.  Finds  her  work 
challenging,  exciting  and  loves  it! 

Ruth  Zucker  Bachman  finds  her  new  career  after 

two  years  as  a  Pediatric  Nurse  Practitioner  very  ex- 
citing. She  was  recently  appointed  to  the  pediatric 

faculty  of  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  School  of 

Medicine  —  a  real  coup  for  a  nurse.  Daughter  Ann  is 
a  junior  at  Penn  State  and  son  David  a  successful 
auto  mechanic. 

To  account  for  the  Kuhn  family  —  son,  Paul,  is  a 
freshman  at  the  State  University  of  New  York  at 

Cobleskill  studying  Agriculture  and  Nursery  Manage- 
ment; David  has  been  in  Japan  for  over  a  year  with 

the  United  States  Navy;  and  7th  grader,  Janet,  to 

keep  the  house  lively.  I'm  finishing  my  fourth  year 
as  Secretary  of  the  Stewardship  Commission  at 

Church  and  am  also  a  Deacon  and  have  enjoyed  golf 

with  the  Ladies'  Nine-Hole  League  this  season. 
This  will  be  my  last  recording  of  class  news,  as  I 

am  resigning  from  my  term  as  Secretary  after  two 
years.  Your  news  has  been  just  wonderful  to  receive, 

and  it's  fun  to  picture  each  one  of  you  as  the  cards 
arrive.  I  do  thank  you  for  your  cooperation. 

[Ed.  —  Will  a  member  of  the  class  of  1948  please 

volunteer  to  take  Betsy's  place  as  class  secretary  by 
sending  her  name  to  the  Alumnae  Office?) 

1950 Mercedes  Urda  Cowles 
(Mrs.  David) 

1536  Laurel  Road 

Ambridge,  PA  15003 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ellen  G.  Archer  10201  Grosvenor  PI.  #1120,  Rock- 
ville,  MD  20852 

Dolores     Baney    Conley     (Mrs.     Duane    C),     14160 

Hiland  Place,  N.  Huntingdon,  PA  15642 

Jean  Kaiser  4421  Gihert  Street,  Oakland,  CA  9461 1 

Barbara   Mader    Knight    (Mrs.  William  Jackson,  Jr.), 

4218  Laurel  Trail,  San  Antonio,  TX  78240 

Rita  McEldowney  Spalding  (Mrs.  Willard  P.),  611 
Dixie  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Anne  Penn  oyer  Newcomb  (Mrs.  Thomas  FJ, 

3425-243  SW  2nd  Avenue,  Gainesville,  FL  32606 

Phylis  Streander  Betz  (Mrs.  Frederick  W.),  400  Hill- 

crest  St.,  Prospect  Heights,  I  L  60070 
Mildred  Sherman  Taylor  (Mrs.  Charles  E.,  Jr.),  6104 

Turnabout  Lane,  Columbia,  MD  21044 

Sally  Altmayer  Buske  wrote  that  she  loves  her 

job  as  Occupational  Specialist  at  Hallandale  High 
School.  Her  daughter,  Barbara,  was  married  Aug.  31 

giving  mother  a  very  busy  summer!  Barbara  and  her 
husband  are  seniors  at  the  University  of  Florida. 

They  have  only  their  16  year  old  son  Buz  still  at home. 

Dolores  Baney  Conley  wanted  us  to  especially 

notice  the  change  of  address.  They  didn't  move  — 
the  post  office  gave  them  a  house  number  after  all 
these  years  and  the  post  office  is  now  NORTH 

Huntingdon  —  not  just  Huntingdon  and  not  .Irwin  as 
it  was  in  the  past!  Do  reports  that  her  husband 

Duane  had  open  heart  surgery  consisting  of  quad- 

ruple coronary  by-pass.  We  are  all  in  sympathy  with 

you,  Do,  and  hope  and  pray  that  he  will  be  well 
soon. 

Bibs  Bassett  McMahon  reports  that  Chatham 

looked  great  and  she  was  so  proud  of  our  old  school 

the  weekend  her  daughter  came  to  take  part  in  the 

"Prospective  Students"  week-end.  She  and  Cookie 
Raspaldo  Hulme  toured  the  dorms  and  library  and 

felt  like  students  again.  Daughter  Betsy  is  a  freshman 
at  Georgetown  University,  but  with  three  more 

daughters  in  high  school  she'll  try  again.  Bibs  had 
lunch  with  Ruth  Ryan  McLaughlin  and  Betty 

Schweider  DeBono  at  Betty's.  Ruth's  daughter, 
Ruthellen  17,  is  at  Southampton  College  with  the 

McMahon's  daughter,  Kathy,  19.  In  April  Bibs  and 
Jim  were  hired  to  help  sail  at  70  ft.  motor-sailer 
from  St.  Thomas  to  New  York,  1600  miles  of  open 

ocean,  with  a  three-day  shore  leave  in  Bermuda  half- 
way. 1 1  was  the  best  2  week  paid  vacation  ever! ! 

Barbara  Black  Bloomstrom  reports  that  son  John 

graduated  from  Ohio  State  Aug.  30  and  President 

Ford  made  the  commencement  address  —  exciting! 
John  goes  on  to  Business  School  at  Ohio  State  fall 

quarter.  Karen  is  a  junior  at  Wittenberg  and  a  cheer- 

leader. Just  one  left  at  home  -  Beth  in  10th  grade. 
Barb  fills  her  volunteer  hours  at  the  Garden  Center 

of  Greater  Cincinnati  and  would  like  to  compare 

notes  with  other  civic-gardeners. 

Mary  Bovard  Schwartz  says  that  after  four  years 

they  are  still  enjoying  Florida.  Varick  is  busy  with 

Pratt  and  Whitney  Aircraft  engine  work  and  Bo 

misses  teaching  math.  This  year  the  economics  have 

affected  the  private  schools  and  there  went  "Bo's" 
teaching  career!  She  is  still  loving  the  organ  work  she 
does  at  the  church.  Son  Ron  begins  his  sophomore 

year  at  the  University  of  Florida. 

Lee  Corey  Hanson's  letter  expressed  my  feelings 

exactly.  "I'm  saddened  to  think  that  after  25  years 
our  classmates  have  not  been  able  to  donate  $10 

apiece  for  our  class  gift.  Surely  we  are  not  all 

paupers  or  married  to  misers!  Surely  we  all  have  had 

ample  opportunity  to  filch  enough  pennies  from  our 

grocery  allowances  over  the  years  to  provide  this 
small  sum.  Heaven  knows,  we  all  find  money  for 

cigarettes,  magazines,  liquor,  candy,  movies  or  what- 

ever "vice"  we  crave.  Too  bad  that  giving  to  our 

college  is  not  considered  a  "viee"!"  That  was  a  direct 
quote  from  Lee  and  I  feel  that  it  was  very  well  said. 
Over  the  years  I  have  asked,  Nay,  pleaded,  for  you  to 

send  your  donations  to  me.  Thus  far  only  76  of  you 

have  sent  anything  —  even  as  much  as  a  dollar!  There 
are  135  in  our  class  and  this  year  only  $29.00  was 

added  to  the  Fund.  I  will  accept  contributions  any- 
time up  to  and  including  the  day  of  our  Reunion. 

But,  why  wait  until  then  —  send  them  to  me  now  if 
you  are  one  of  the  59  who  have  not  contributed 

anything  as  yet.  Enough  of  that  —  let's  move  to 
Lee's  news.  The  Hansons  have  finally  finished  the 
inner  decoration  of  the  wing  they  added  to  their 

house  and  have  entertained  a  string  of  guests  from 

the  East  —  one  being  Shirley  Ferguson  Hall's  daugh- 
ter, Shirley  and  husband  Michael  Sullivan. 

Jacky  Davies  Templeton  had  a  hectic  "school 

beginning"  week  packing  off  son  Bill  to  Findlay 
College  and  daughter  Karen  to  Kenyon.  Jeff  is  a 
senior  at  high  school  and  the  empty  nest  syndrome 
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threatens  to  overwhelm  Jacky  —  if  she  had  a  spare 
moment!  Last  year  the  Templeton  family  took 
themselves  for  a  family  sabbatical  in  Europe.  They 

spent  the  month  of  August  on  the  continent,  then 

crossed  to  England,  where  they  stayed  until  De- 
cember. Best  of  all  the  three  kids  were  eager  to  go 

with  the  "old  folks"  and  all  could  afford  a  semester 
from  school. 

Ruth  Fabry  sent  me  a  card  from  Paris  this  sum- 
mer. She  said  she  was  in  London,  Dublin  and  Copen- 

hagen this  trip! 

Marty  Hamilton  StrGtz  had  some  good  news  and 
some  bad.  First,  she  definitely  plans  to  be  at  the 

Reunion  —  it's  the  same  time  that  her  daughter 
Lauren  will  be  graduating  from  Chatham.  Lauren  has 

done  very  well  at  Chatham  and  has  loved  it  —  Phi 
Beta  Kappa  and  president  of  Mortar  Board!  #1  son. 

Chip  (23)  is  working  for  Koppers;  #2  son,  Bob  (19) 

is  second  semester  sophomore  at  Colgate  pushing  to 

graduate  in  3  years  to  plunge  into  law  school.  Marty 

keeps  battling  that  empty  nest  syndrome  by  teaching 

oil  painting  and  crafts  to  suburbia.  Marty  has  been  in 

touch  with  Ann  Craig  Lee,  who's  actually  stayed  in 
Pittsburgh  all  these  years;  Marilyn  Snaman  Ludwig 

who's  recently  returned  there  from  Houston,  Texas 
and  Jinx  Neal  McCreary,  whose  daughter  is  a  fresh- 

man at  Chatham  all  the  way  from  Mesa,  Arizona. 

Now,  her  bad  news.  Husband  Don  had  two 

coronaries  a  month  apart.  He  is  now  looking  forward 

to  going  back  to  work.  We  hope  that  your  husband 
will  be  all  well  very  soon. 

Merny  Hamilton  Hess  spent  a  good  portion  of  the 

summer  college-chasing  with  Lisa  (16)  —  the  rest  at 
Bethany  Beach,  Del.  Susu  (15)  and  Jake  (12)  agree 

that  no  one  should  attend  a  girls'  school  as  they've 
been  in  one  "forever." 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans  reports  that  she  and  John 

are  very  much  involved  with  a  promotion  of  a  school 

levy  to  be  resubmitted  to  their  voters  in  November. 

They  are  active  also  in  a  new  resource  center  at  their 

church  —  purchasing  equipment,  evaluating  the 
many  years  of  accumulated  materials,  cataloging  and 

preparing  for  circulation  in  what  they  hope  will  be  a 

good  support  system  for  the  variety  of  activities 
going  on  in  their  church.  Son  Bob  is  a  high  school 

senior  and  so  the  college  chase  is  upon  them.  Daugh- 
ter Linda  has  returned  to  high  school  as  a  1 0th  grade 

student,  determined  to  keep  well  and  active  this 

year. 

Barbara  tllig  Rahenkamp  sent  me  a  card  last  year 

too  late  for  publication.  They  had  taken  daughter 

Karen  back  to  Agnes  Scott  College  near  Atlanta. 

Gail  McConnor  Mumma  reports  they  are  regret- 
fully leaving  Europe  after  almost  five  years.  Harry  is 

going  to  the  Corps  of  Engineers,  Missouri  River  Divi- 
sion in  Omaha,  Nebraska  for  what  will  probably  be 

his  last  Army  assignment.  They  stayed  in  Germany 

long  enough  to  allow  their  oldest  daughter.  Sue,  to 

graduate  from  the  Heidelberg  Castle.  She'll  enter 
Indiana  University  of  PA  this  year.  All  three  of  the 

younger  children  are  having  one  last  Scout  fling  in 
Europe. 

Jinx  Neal  McCreary  talked  with  Marty  Hamilton 

Strotz  about  their  two  Chatham  daughters  and  both 

hope  to  make  the  reunion  next  year.  Jinx  is  working 

on  a  B.F.A.  degree  at  Arizona  State  in  Interior  De- 
sign and  is  doing  her  professional  practice  (like 

practice  teaching)  in  a  design  studio  this  semester, 

She  is  also  doing  Phoenix  Art  Museum  docent  work, 

finding  it  both  time  consuming  and  rewarding. 

Barbara  Nevius  Beringer  wrote  too  late  for  publi- 
cation last  year.  She  writes  that  she  is  kept  busy  with 

three  boys  and  all  their  activities.  Rick  11th  grade, 

Rob  8th,  and  Jeff  in  5th  —  all  active  in  sports  and 
school  bands.  Husband  keeps  busy  with  Little 

League  and  flying  when  he  can  get  it  in. 

Dottie  MacPhee  Hunter  says  she  can't  believe  our 
25th  is  coming  up!  I  agree.  Cathy  is  in  10th  grade 
and  taking  honors  courses  and  Beth  is  in  the  7th 

grade.  Burke  dislocated  his  shoulder  and  is  wonder- 
ing how  long  it  will  be  before  he  will  be  able  to  do 

major  surgery  again.  Dottie  is  active  in  the  South 

Miami  Hospital  Auxiliary  and  at  church. 
Lois  Mars  Mignogna  and  I  have  spent  some  time 

together  this  past  summer.  Rachel  is  back  at  Indiana 

as  a  sophomore  this  year  and  son  John  is  living  in 
San  Francisco.  Both  Dom  and  Lois  have  had  medical 

problems  this  past  year  but,  are  on  the  mend. 

Marcia  Miller  Weiss  has  been  re-married  for  some 
time  now  and  her  communications  have  been  fouled 

up  since  I  was  sending  things  to  both  Marcia  Meyers 
and  Marcia  Weiss. 

Andy  Morgan  Cascorbi  reports  that  Helmut  was 

"giving"  a  paper  in  Munich  in  May  and  they  went. 
She  now  has  both  girls  in  school  —  at  last!  Kathy  in 
1st  and  Alice  in  4th.  Talked  with  Cookie  Raspaldo 

Hulme,  Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham,  and  Barbara 
Billeter  Whitlinger. 

Louise  Richards  Lane  reports  that  she  spent  two 

weeks  in  Colorado  this  summer  —  part  of  the  time 
visiting  son  Rick,  who  started  at  the  Air  Force 

Academy  July  1.  She  and  her  daughter  had  a 

pleasant  morning  visiting  Chatham  this  summer. 

Maryl  is  a  senior  and  is  considering  Chatham's  pre- 
law area  major  as  a  possibility.  Louise  is  still  teaching 

kindergarten  full  time. 

Lennie  Rothschild  Klein  keeps  busy  acting, 

playing  tennis,  and  doing  hospital  volunteer  work. 
Son  Gary  is  a  junior  at  Gettysburg  College  and  Ron 

is  a  junior  in  high  school,  very  busy  with  swimming 
and  tennis  competitions. 

Marylou  Tedesco  Naser  is  still  with  the  Penn  Hills 

School  District.  She  says  she  is  still  getting  over 

sending  her  oldest  off  to  college  at  Penn  State. 
Janet  Watson  Lloyd  was  another  letter  I  received 

too  late  for  publication  last  year.  Her  oldest  son 
Scott  is  at  Pitt  in  the  Studio  Arts  Department. 

Daughter  Beth  plays  in  a  country-western  band  and 
nine  year  old  Ross  just  keeps  his  parents  young! 

Midge  Beetle  Winnicki  sent  me  a  card  from  Cali- 
fornia where  she  and  Pete  had  been  visiting. 

Patricia  Marlin,  Ann  Craig  Lee,  Louise  Anderson 

Spence,  and  Barbara  Billeter  Whitlinger  all  sent  a 

"Hi"  to  all  along  with  their  contributions  this  year 
and  a  hope,  as  did  most  everyone  else,  that,  Lord 

willing,  we  will  all  see  each  other  at  the  reunion  next 
June. 

And  now,  the  news  from  the  Cowles  clan.  Ivan 

has  been  in  the  Navy  for  a  year  now  and  really  likes 

it.  He  just  recently  returned  from  a  seven  months 

cruise  of  the  South  China  Sea.  Stephanie  went  to 

Horseback  Riding  Camp  this  summer  and  now  wants 

us  to  buy  a  horse!  We  did  buy  a  camp  lot  at  Moraine 
Camplands  Resort  and  have  spent  almost  every 

weekend  up  there.  I'm  still  the  "Ding-Dong,  Avon 

calling,  Lady,"  and  still  active  in  church  and  Scouts. 
I  no  longer  have  a  troop  but  am  on  the  training  end 

of  the  program  now. 

I  want  to  thank  all  of  you  who  responded  to  my 

request  for  news  and  if  you  didn't  send  anything  to 
our  Special  25th  Anniversary  Fund  as  I  said  before  — 
do  it  now.  We  are  several  hundred  dollars  from  our 

goal  and  if  those  who  haven't  sent  anything  would 
send  even  half  what  we  requested  we  would  make 

our  goal! 

1952 Judith  Bierman  Linowes 

(Mrs.  Harry  M.) 

6220  Clearwood  Road 

Bethesda,  MD  20034 

Barbara  Firth  Armstrong 

(Mrs.  Roberts.) 

102  Yorkshire  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15238 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron 

(Mrs.  Mortimer) 

1706  Williamsburg  Place 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet 
{Mrs.  J.  Philip) 

Witherow  Road,  R.D.  #3 

Sewickley  Heights,  PA  15143 

Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
(Mrs.  John  J.) 

1 328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W. 

Atlanta,  GA  30327 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Budke  Longenberg  (Mrs.  Wm.   H.),  420  Bolla 
Place,  Alamo,  CA  94507 

Louise    Eddy    Davis    (Mrs.  Wm.   M.),  P.O.  Box  205, 

Hughesville,  MD  20637 

Joanne    Finkelhor    Blum    (Mrs.    Arthur),    36   Dul 

Valley  Lane,  San  Anselmo,  CA  94960 
Nancy    Harrold    Kohman   (Mrs.  Wayne  E.),  38  B, 
Hill  Road,  Wilton,  CT  06897 

Nancy    Kelly    Hilland   (Mrs.  Carl   B.J,  3912  Pitt  < 
NE,  Albuquerque,  NM  871 1 1 

Joanne  Kimmins  Winslow,  (Mrs.  Fitz  R.),  Devon  i 

Village  Sq.  Apts.,  King  College  Road,  Bristol,  " 
37620 

Nancy  McFarland  Pollock  (Mrs.  Russell  T.,Jr.),2 

East  Washington  St.,  Chagrin  Falls,  OH  44022 

Joanne  Shelley  Davis  (Mrs.  Robert  L.),  254  Washi 

ton  Drive,  Pennsville,  NJ  08070 
Elsie    Walker    Peterson    (Mrs.    Wendell),    307   Pop 

Street,  Warren,  PA  16365 

Judie  reporting: 

Received  a  newsy  letter  from  Pat  Baris  Davidsc 
Lynn,  her  oldest,  is  in  her  second  year  at  Washingt 

University  and  is  talking  about  medicine  as  a  carei 
Jane  is  sixteen  and  a  junior  in  high  school  and  Bart 

is  nine.  After  a  trip  to  the  Soviet  Union,  Pat  has  be 

lecturing  about  getting  Jews  out  of  Russia  and  tryi 
to  absorb  those  Russians  who  are  here.  She  al 

spends  two  days  a  week  working  in  a  doctor's  offii 
Betty  Cornell  Hirsch  had  "empty  nest"  syndror 

after  packing  their  eldest,  Mary  Beth,  off 
Muskingum  College.  She  has  Nancy  (10th  grade)  a 

Joe  (4th  grade)  to  fill  in  the  gap.  She  is  still  active 
the  Christian  Education  department  of  her  chur 

and  also  doing  some  part  time  nurse-type  woi 
Vacations  are  spent  at  their  Bahamian  refuge,  whi 
makes  their  hectic  life  worthwhile.  She  sends  r 

regards  to  all. 
The  Linowes  family  has  had  a  good  year.  Jeff 

an  old  hand  at  Syracuse  University  (sophomor 

Ronni  s  a  junior  in  high  school,  Gary  in  ninth  gra 

and  Steve  is  in  sixth.  Harry  and  I  ventured  to  Rus 
(how  wonderful  to  come  home)  in  May  and  S 

Francisco  in  July.  In  August  my  mother  remarri 

and  we  had  a  nice  family  wedding  here.  Tl 

October,  Harry  has  meetings  in  London,  so  we  ; 

hoping  to  drive  around  the  countryside.  Besic 
three  active  kids  at  home,  I  do  my  tours  of  t 

Kennedy  Center  and  am  co-chairman  of  t 

Woman's  Division  of  the  United  Jewish  Appeal. 
keeps  me  busy  and  out  of  trouble. 

Being  a  Class  Secretary  is  a  very  discouraging  jc 

I  spend  precious  time  sending  out  self-address 
postcards  to  twenty-one  of  you,  and  just  ti 
answer!  Please  help  —  my  record  gets  worse  ea 

year.  WRITE  NEWS!!! 

Barbara  A.  reporting: 

Joanne  Finkelhor  Blum's  news  was  received  ji 

after  last  year's  deadline.  She  reports  a  new  cart 
for  her  husband.  Art.  He  is  General  Director  of  t 

San  Francisco  Ballet.  So  they  and  their  two  girls; 
now  residents  of  the  West  Coast. 

Doris  Fritschi's  summer  sounds  super.  She  h 
another  trip  to  Hawaii,  but  this  time,  instead 

island  hopping,  she  spent  eight  days  on  Maui  and 
more  in  Honolulu.  She  says  it  is  all  very  beautr 

and  worth  the  long  trip  to  get  there.  Now  she  is  ba 

to  the  "oh,  so  active"  kindergarten  set  for  anotf school  year. 

Nancy  Galey  Wigton  has  exciting  news  -  a  ni 
career  for  her!  She  is  a  salesperson  for  New  Yc 

Life  Insurance  Company  and  loves  the  work.  Pie; 

take  note,  all  classmates!  All  three  of  her  childr 

are  living  in  Italy  at  present  although  daughter,  Ba 

should  return  in  January  to  attend  the  University 
Rhode  Island. 

When  Artie  Gianopulos  Helgason  wrote,  t 

family  was  preparing  to  move  to  Princeton,  Ni 

Jersey  for  a  year's  sabbatical  at  the  Institute  for  A 
vanced  Studies.  Husband  Sig  will  be  at  the  Sch< 
of  Mathematics. 

I,  Barbara  A.,  had  a  little  reunion  last  spring  w 

Lois  Miltner  Rothrock,  Edie  Pennoyer  Vassamill 

Molly  Oehlschlager  Schardt,  Elsa  Morris  Camer< 
and  Shirley  Elliot  Johnston.  What  a  great  gab  fi 

that  was!  I  have  also  seen  and  chatted  with  Sa 

White  Autenreith  and  Sandy  Potts  Pool  during  tl 

year.  We  also  did  a  lot  of  catching  up.  I  can  rep< 
that  all  is  well  and  everyone  looks  very  young.  Ha 

ever,  I  am  reminded  that  our  twenty-fifth  is  ji 
around  the  corner  and  we  must  all  keep  it  in  mir 
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et's  get  some  more  responses  next  year.  It  makes 

ie  job  of  writing  cards  easier  if  I  know  I'll  get 
iswers. 

Isa  reporting: 

My  late  cards  brought  light  response  this  year, 
he  notes  that  did  arrive  were  most  welcome  and 

jading  your  mail  is  the  real  joy  of  this  job. 
Tomi  Jones  Miller  is  still  teaching  first  grade  in 

ie  school  where  her  daughter  Jennifer  is  in  seventh 

rade  and  daughter  Susan  is  in  eleventh  grade.  Susan 
Dmpeted  in  an  art  competition  sponsored  by  the 
,merican  Crafts  Council  and  as  the  result  her  wall 

anging  is  now  on  display  in  the  Junior  Museum 
tudio  of  the  New  York  Metropolitan  Museum  of 
.rt. 

Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers  found  time  this  year  to 

lant  a  large  vegetable  garden  and  it  has  been  a  great 
jccess.  Her  daughter  Elizabeth  is  a  high  school 

jphomore  and  Andy  is  in  his  last  year  of  junior 

igh. 
Nancy  McFarland  Pollock,  husband  Russell  and 

lildren  John,  a  high  school  junior,  and  Jim,  four 

ears  old,  are  enjoying  living  in  an  old  restored 

festern  Reserve  home.  Sally  Turle  Rippel  and  her 

aurteen  year  old  daughter  visited  Nancy  this  past 
jmmer. 

Ann  Hafer  Berry  sends  her  best  to  all  from  Con- 
eaut  Lake.  Her  son  CD.  is  working  in  Meadville 

nth  plans  to  go  to  graduate  school.  Scott  is  a  fresh- 
lan  at  Austin  College,  Texas,  and  John  is  a  high 
;hool  freshman. 

'irginia  reporting: 
Edie  Pennoyer  Vassamillet  reports  that  daughter, 

aura,  is  a  freshman  at  Smith.  Edie  is  again  enjoying 

er  job  as  a  kindergarten  teacher  in  Plum  Boro  (a 

)cal  community).  The  school  is  sponsored  by  the 

tssociation  of  American  University  Women. 

Remodeling  has  consumed  much  of  Pat  Nauman 

ramer's  time  this  past  year.  She  says  it  was  worth 

■/ery  bit  of  work  but  "will  not  move  again."  The 
uit  of  such  labors  was  a  2  week  trip  to  England, 

aughter  Suzy  is  looking  at  colleges,  the  boys  are  1 2 

fid  15,  and  her  little  one  is  in  pre-nursery. 
We  Sweets  have  had  another  fine  golfing  year, 

iff,  a  senior  at  S.M.U.,  will  be  #2  man  on  the 

Dllege  team  this  year.  Becky  { 1 5)  had  earned  a  spot 

i  the  state  High  School  Girls  tourney  at  Penn  State, 
an  (19)  is  a  freshman  at  T.C.U.  and  pursues  more 

aring  sports  like  motorcycle  racing  and  scuba 

iving.  Leslie  (almost  4)  has  just  entered  nursery 

phool  and  is  undermining  the  educational  system 

ready. 

arbara  B.  reporting: 

i  Marilyn  Wolfert  Zimmerman  and  daughter  Jean 

Ssited  Atlanta  in  May  while  deciding  on  Emory 

iniversity  School  of  Nursing,  a  five  year  degree  pro- 
am,  for  Jean.  We  had  a  good  visit  talking  over  old 

mes.  Marilyn  and  Dick  returned  with  Jean  in 

jptember  and  I  hope  will  be  coming  often  to  our 

jinny  south  in  the  next  four  years.  Marilyn  is  now 

liorking  part  time  as  Field  Coordinator  for  the  Uni- 

Ifrsity  of  Michigan  Research  Center.  Dick  has  re- 
cated  his  business  in  Sheboygan  so  they  have  had 

pusy  year. 

Sarah  Jane  Smyser  Naylor's  children  are  very 
tive,  with  two  in  the  school  band,  one  varsity 

Wrestler  and  Susan,  graduated  from  high  school  and 

jpping  for  a  career  as  a  surgical  O.R.  technician. 

$nie  had  a  working  vacation  helping  her  Dad  build 

j"idges  destroyed  by  the  hurricane  of  2  years  ago. 
jjer  husband  Geoffrey  does  volunteer  work  at  the 
Dspital  20  hours/month. 

Jody  Shelley  Davis  moved  from  Levittown  to 

ennsville,  New  Jersey  where  Bob  has  his  own  in- 
tfrance  agency,  back  in  his  home  town  after  20 

ears  as  a  chemical  engineer.  The  agency  will  be 

jite  a  challenge.  The  children  have  adapted  well, 

taking  new  friends  and  enjoying  school. 
jj  We  dabbled  in  politics  this  year  as  John  was 

fnning  for  the  Civil  Court  Judgeship  of  our  county, 

•nfortunately  he  lost  (he  stays  a  Judge  with  the 
|ty)  but  we  made  new  friends  and  found  out  a  lot 

bout  "politicking."  The  children  are  in  4th  grade 
*/lindy)  playing  the  organ,  singing  in  the  church 

iioir  and  being  a  girl  scout  and  in  6th  grade  (Will), 

jjsy  with  trombone  lessons  and  football. 
Chris    Metro    Kachulis    and    her    husband    Tom 

attended  an  Insurance  Convention  in  Atlanta  in 

September,  staying  with  Tom's  cousin  and  his 
family,  a  medical  school  classmate  of  mine.  We  all 

met  for  breakfast  at  Brennan's  and  along  with 
reminiscing  began  looking  forward  to  our  twenty- 

fifth  Chatham  reunion.  Let's  all  plan  to  be  there  and 
start  thinking  of  a  class  donation  to  Chatham. 

Remember  June  1977  -  #25! 

1954 
Because  of  a  mix-up  in  communications  between 

the  class  secretaries,  the  Post  Office  and  the 
Alumnae  Office  there  is  no  1954  class  news  available 

for  this  issue. 

1956 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 

(Mrs.  William  H.) 

16  Berkeley  Place 
Newport  News,  VA  23602 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Patricia  Egry  Curreri  (Mrs.  William  P.),  8401  S.E. 
82nd  Street,  Mercer  Island,  WA  98042 

Gretchen  Elchlepp  Smith  (Mrs.  Albert  E.),  Rural 

Route,  Divide,  CO  80814 

Ruth  Garland  Lesko  (Mrs.  George  E.),  RD  #4,  Black- 
burn Rd.,  Sewickley,  PA  15143 

Betty  Knox  Jesse  and  family  are  finishing  their 

third  and  final  year  in  England.  Steve  ( 1  5)  and  Scott 
(10)  have  acquired  British  accents  and  outstanding 

records  at  the  boys'  school  they  attend.  After 
traveling  to  most  of  Europe,  the  Jesses  are  now 
indulging  in  a  cruise  to  Spain,  Portugal  and  Africa. 

Shirley  Zierer  Byers  and  husband  Bill  have  been 

kept  busy  this  summer  with  their  new  family 
Douglas  (7)  and  Christopher  (5),  but  Shirley  also 

found  time  to  start  a  weekly  radio  program  of  Latin 
American  music  broadcast  over  a  local  FM  station, 

on  which  she  does  the  commentary  in  both  English 

and  Spanish.  She  is  teaching  beginning  conversa- 
tional Spanish  at  the  college  level  this  fall,  as  well  as 

doing  needlepoint  and  weaving  on  her  own  loom. 

Liz  Miller  Tutchings  writes  that  she  has  built  a 

studio  and  an  enormous  kiln  and  is  having  a  per- 
fectly splendid  time. 

Janet  Schmults  Lee,  whose  life  is  always  busy, 

has  just  gone  through  an  extra  exciting  period.  In 

May  '73  they  tore  down  their  old  church  and  built  a 
new  one  on  the  same  site,  which  was  formally 

dedicated  on  May  5,  1974.  This  is  the  Lees'  eighth 
year  serving  the  congregation  at  Gladden  U.P. 
Church. 

Joanne  Sterling  is  busily  involved  in  building  a 

patio  and  landscaping  her  back  yard.  She  is  still 

working  as  Assistant  Director  for  the  Department  of 

Psychiatry  and  the  Mental  Health  Center  at  the  Uni- versity. 

Nancy  Meyer  Kane  is  teaching  physical  education 
on  a  volunteer  basis  at  their  Catholic  school  this  fall. 

She  enjoyed  it  tremendously  last  year  and  decided  to 

try  it  again. 
Barb  Delaney  Brown  anticipates  being  very  busy 

as  precinct  committee  woman  for  her  party  this  fall. 

Meg  Floyd  Kaufman  visited  with  Marilyn  Miles 
Oliphant  earlier  this  year,  and  had  a  fine  time 

catching  up  on  current  experiences  as  well  as  remem- 
bering college  days. 

Pat  Egry  Curreri's  big  news  is  her  move  from 
Dallas  to  Seattle.  Bill  has  joined  the  Department  of 

Surgery  at  the  University  of  Washington  Medical 
School.  His  main  project  will  be  the  establishment  of 
a  new  Center  for  the  treatment  of  burns  to  serve  the 

Northwest.  The  family  is  looking  forward  to  hiking, 

backpacking,  boating,  and  skiing. 

Marilyn  Smallwood  Searle  writes  they  are  now  on 

the  10th  year  of  building  their  house.  Nancy,  18, 

entered  college  this  fall;  Beverly,  16,  is  leaning 

toward  pre-med;  youngest  daughter.  Barbie,  is  12 
The  Searles  are  still  horse  addicts  and  active  in  U.  S. 

Pony  Clubs  and  Shows.  Marilyn  and  Ed  went  to 

Europe  for  four  weeks  on  a  business/pleasure  trip, 
but  are  home  now  and  would  love  to  see  or  hear 

from  anyone. 

Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe's  youngest,  Deborah,  was 
2  on  Nov.  1.  Mary  Jo  is  either  President  or  Vice 

President  (possibly  both)  of  their  local  P.T.A. 

Lois  Katz  Blaufeld  continues  to  be  busy  with 

home,  family,  and  her  business,  The  Diet  Workshop. 

She  participated  in  a  Career  Seminar  at  Chatham  in 
October. 

Dana  Rose  Sleppy  allows  that  she  is  not  lost,  but 

is  still  in  the  same  place.  She  and  the  children  went 

to  Europe  and  England  last  summer  to  visit  her 

brother-in-law  and  family.  Dana  has  been  teaching 
children  with  learning  disabilities,  and  plans  to  go 

back  to  school  this  fall  to  work  on  becoming  ac- 
credited as  a  school  psychologist. 

Judy  Pitasky  Markstein  and  husband  were  in 

Washington,  D.C.,  last  May  hosting  an  international 
meeting.  While  there,  she  visited  Tee  Speerhas 

O'Connor. 

Christie  Walter  Rinehart  has  gotten  quite  in- 
volved in  exploring  the  scientific  and  spiritual 

aspects  of  consciousness  through  lectures,  con- 
ferences, and  on-going  intensive  groups  —  including 

some  most  fascinating  work  led  by  Dr.  Jean  Houston 
of  the  Foundation  for  Mind  Research. 

Peggy  Pattison  Moore,  Patty  White  Payne,  and 
Joanne  Cochran  Ellery  all  send  greetings.  Joanne  just 

got  "out  of  diapers"  for  the  first  time  in  fifteen 

years. 

Jacy  Kurtz  Meyers  has  spent  a  busy  year  as  Chair- 
man of  the  Executive  Committee,  Pittsburgh  Region, 

Women's  American  ORT.  She  also  serves  on  the 
boards  of  the  Hebrew  Institute  and  the  U.J.F. 

Women's  Division.  Karl's  been  busy  as  a  volunteer 
fireman  and  working  with  the  financing  for  a  home 

for  retarded  children.  Children  Beth  and  Alan  con- 
tinue their  avid  interest  in  gymnastics,  and  Andy  is 

interested  in  ceramics  and  film  making. 

Barb  Komlyn  Meder  spent  four  weeks  on 

assignment  in  Palm  Beach  this  summer  as  part  of  a 

writing  team  to  produce  a  new  elementary  art  curric- 
ulum for  the  state  of  Florida.  At  the  same  time, 

Zoltan  was  assigned  to  teach  graduate  courses  in  the 

summer  session  at  University  of  Florida  in  Gaines- 
ville, so  they  did  a  good  bit  of  commuting.  They 

splurged  on  a  Bahamas  cruise  at  the  end  of  the 
summer.  Daughter  Mary  ( 1 7)  was  involved  in  the 

local  Junior  College  summer  drama  workshop,  and 

Teri  (15)  is  making  progress  in  belly  dancing  Linda 
Dupnak  Wise  and  family  visited  last  fall. 

Our  sympathy  to  Gretchen  Elchlepp  Smith, 
whose  husband  died  last  year,  and  to  Sonya  Klein 
Vernau,  who  recently  lost  her  mother. 

The  Lewis  family  is  going  to  remain  in  Newport 
News  for  another  three  years  as  both  Bill  and  I  got 

new  jobs  this  past  year.  We  took  a  Caribbean  cruise 
last  November  and  liked  it  so  well  we  went  back  to 

Barbados  this  fall.  Many  thanks  to  all  who  sent  news 

—  even  though  there  isn't  room  to  print  it  all,  I  enjoy 
reading  it.  For  those  who  have  any  ideas  for  the 

1976  reunion,  please  let  me  know.  I've  gotten  only 
one  suggestion  in  the  correspondence  received  so  far. 

Seems  odd  to  be  thinking  of  our  20th  reunion.  I 

don't  feel  forty  —  do  you? 

1958 
Loretta  Edwards  Troyer 

(Mrs.  William  G..  Jr.) 

1014  Forest  Avenue 

Oak  Park,  I L  60302 
Nancy  Galley 

140  LaVale  Drive 

Monroeville,  PA  15146 

BIRTHS 
Jean  Dym  Shapera,  a  son,  Harold  Gary.  March  27, 

1974 
MARRIAGE 

Marilyn  Steinman  to  Richard  Cook,  April  19,  1974 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Asche  57  Maple  Court,  Town  North,  Pitts- 

burgh. PA  15241 
Barbara  Berg  Morrison  (Mrs.  Victor),  4219  Orchard 

Hill  Road,  Harrisburg,  PA  17110 
Benita  Biggard  Rapport  (Mrs.  Michael  M.l,  223 

Country  Gate,  Strafford,  PA  19087 
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Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow  (Mrs.  Samuel  M.),  10 

Dickel  Road,Scarsdale,  NY  10583 
Eleanor  Feibusch  Kimelman  (Mrs.  Marc  R.),  Box  II, 

Irvington-on-Hudson,  NY  10533 
Lois  Ingham  Peeler  (Mrs.  J.  Yorke,  Jr.),  68  Conant 

Street,  Beverly,  MA  01915 

R osemary     Leet    Stark     (Mrs.     Raymond     V. ) ,     17 

Granite  Ridge  Road,  Redding,  CT  06875 

Catherine  Powell  Cleary  (Mrs.  Kevin  H.),  c/o  Sea- 
train,  INC.,  Weehawken,  NJ  07087 

Anna  Sheckter  Powell  (Mrs.  M.  P.),  17724  Lomond 

Blvd.,  Shaker  Heights,  OH  44122 

Marilyn  Steinman  Cook  (Mrs.  Richard),  1352  Beech- 
wood  Blvd.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

LOST 

Loretta  Bickel  Schaefer 

Mary  Jacqueline  Del  Campo  Gallagher 

Lorrie  reporting: 

The  class  is  definitely  not  allowing  much  grass  to 

grow  underfoot  these  days.  Many  are  contemplating 
a  move,  have  moved,  or  are  busy  settling  in.  Lois 

Ingham  Peeler  writes  that  husband  Yorke  is  now 

sen  i or  m  in  ister  at  the  Second  Congregational 

Church,  North  Beverly,  Ma.  Barbara  Goodstein 
Selbst  notes  the  end  of  early  childhood  has  arrived 

with  son  David  entering  kindergarten.  Good's  family 
is  contemplating  a  move  in  the  near  future.  After 

returning  to  the  States  a  year  ago,  Marcia  Ebenstein 
Kublanow  has  been  enjoying  New  York  City  for  its 

endless  variety  of  things  to  do.  Husband  Sam  is  in 
domestic  IBM  now. 

Barbara  Berg  Morrison  has  just  completed  a  two 

year  term  as  President  of  the  Harrisburg  Section- 
National  Council  of  Jewish  Women,  moved  to 

another  house,  has  been  helping  husband  "buy  and 
sell"  at  their  Racquet  Club's  pro  shop  and  loves 
being  Alumnae  Representative.  Carole  Koko  Ward 
has  the  house  in  Crown  Point,  Indiana  up  for  sale. 

Plans  for  moving  the  family  are  yet  undecided. 

Patricia  Gregory  Barrett  "dashed  off"  a  letter 
while  preparing  for  a  trip  to  New  Orleans  with 

husband  Jerry.  Jerry  is  chairman  of  the  Psychology 

Department  at  Akron  University.  Pat  is  enrolled  in 

Akron  U's  Art  Dept.  Pottery  Course.  Their  "new 

home"  shared  with  Chazi,  1 1,  Jera,  8,  and  Gregory,  3, 
is  fifty  years  old  and  Spanish  style,  featuring  an 

oriental  rug  in  the  kitchen  and  plenty  of  Pat's 
pottery.  She  also  sells  some  of  her  pottery. 

Barbara  Asche,  a  "woman  of  property"  now  with 
her  condominium  brought  me  her  news  in  person  to 

Oak  Park,  I  L.  We  had  a  delightful  visit  commisera- 
ting about  the  responsibilities  and  woes  of  home 

ownership.  Barbie  continues  in  her  administrative 

nurse  educator  role  at  Allegheny  Community  College 
and  Ph.D.  classes  at  Pitt. 

Teenage  progeny  abound  in  the  class,  delighting 

and  occasionally  being  a  cause  of  wonderment  to 

their  parents.  Carole  Ashman  Briggs  doesn't  have 
enough  teenagers  to  fill  her  home  so  she  imported 

another  from  Japan  to  spend  the  year  through  Inter- 
national Fellowship  (similar  to  American  Field 

Service).  A  note  of  nostalgia:  her  dad,  Chatham's 
business  manager  during  our  schooldays,  retired  in 
December  from  Beaver  College  in  Philadelphia. 

Barbara  Bath  O'Cailaghan  sometimes  feels  she's 
living  in  the  middle  of  a  rock  concert  with  all  the 

stereos  going.  She  and  Jack  added  on  a  family  room 

doing  all  the  work  themselves  and  taking  6  months. 

Marcia  Katz  Kresh  and  family  spent  their  summer  in 

their  Chautauqua,  N.Y.  lakeside  condominium 

sailing,  golfing  and  swimming.  In  addition  to  the 

"busy-ness"  of  the  new  baby,  Jeanie  Dym  Shapera 
keeps  busy  with  husband  Warren,  daughter  Abby  in 

the  eighth  grade  at  Ellis,  decorating  their  home  and 

finding  time  for  tennis.  Carol  Cowley  Ross  teaches 

third  grade  while  keeping  up  with  Robert  1  5,  Susan 

14  and  Mary  12. 

Others  who  send  regards  to  the  class  have  been  on 

some  interesting  vacations  as  well  as  continuing  in 

their  various  occupations.  Peggy  Burgett  Newman 

■  eports  spending  a  few  days  vacationing  in  Nassau. 

Libby  Anthon  Petrolias  says  Stacy's  in  high  school, 

Jamie's  in  6th  grade  while  she's  still  in  Nursery 
School.  This  is  her  second  year  teaching,  that  is. 

Mary  Ann  Knuth  Braithwaite  writes  of  a  trip  with 

sister  Nancy  Knuth  Thoman  and  her  family  to 

Disney  World,  St.  Augustine  and  Miami.  Mary  Ann 

and  Annabelle  Irwin  Few  share  some  hard  work  on 

the  Community  Advisory  Council  in  North  Hills, 
Jennine  Johnson  Jackson  went  back  to  work  as  a 

substitute  teacher  for  the  trainable  mentally  retarded 

in  her  school  system  and  is  getting  a  special  educa- 
tion certificate.  At  first  she  felt  she  had  a  1  5  minute 

attention  span,  but  has  gone  on  to  complete  6  hours 

of  work  and  expects  to  finish  after  the  fall  quarter. 

Her  teenager  and  two  younger  kids  are  "adjusting  to 

their  new  mother  nicely." 
Your  reporter  has  relocated  as  promised  in  the 

last  class  news.  Husband  Bill  is  now  a  section  chief, 

directing  Ambulatory  and  Primary  Care  for  the 

Department  of  Medicine,  University  of  Illinois  Medi- 
cal Center  at  Chicago.  We  are  recycling  a  45  year  old 

house  in  Oak  Park,  on  the  brink  of  teenage-manship 

and  enjoying  watch  the  "caboose,"  Judy,  discover 
the  joys  of  kindergarten.  I  managed  to  practice  some 
nursing  in  my  capacity  as  volunteer  camp  nurse  for 

handicapped  adults.  This  was  my  second  tour  as 

camp  nurse  for  this  most  rewarding  experience. 

Chicago  is  right  on  the  way  to  everywhere.  I  hope  to 
hear  from  many  of  you.  Have  a  good  year. 

Nancy  reporting: 

Joan  Herman  Coleman  has  been  doing  quite  a  bit 

of  substitute  work  —  including  six  weeks  in  a  kinder- 
garten class  which  she  loved.  Her  children  are  14,  12 

and  9  now.  She  had  a  "mini-reunion"  with  Judy 
Beidof  Friedman  '59  at  La  Guardia  Airport  before 
her  return  to  Pittsburgh. 

Marty  Lasky  Sanders  vacationed  this  year  at 

Monticello,  Washington  and  Williamsburg.  She  is 

actively  working  as  a  volunteer  at  both  the  state  and 
federal  penitentiaries.  She  and  her  partner  wrote  and 

illustrated  a  booklet  on  working  with  prisoners  and 

managed  to  sell  thousands. 

Anna  Liadis  Zervos  reports  that  this  will  be  the 

first  year  that  her  three  children  will  be  in  school  all 

day  —  Angelo  is  going  into  eighth,  Maria  into  fifth 
and  Limperis  into  first  grade.  They  went  to  New 

England  this  summer  and  spent  a  couple  of  days 

with  her  cousin  Maria  Liadis  Faskiano  '61  and  her 
family. 

Rosemary  Leet  Stark  reports  that  Ray  has  ac- 
cepted a  new  position  as  consultant  in  Employee 

Relations  with  GE  Headquarters  which  is  moving  to 

Connecticut  from  New  York  City.  She  is  reluctant  to 

leave  due  to  the  great  time  she  was  having  running  a 

program  for  dropouts  in  Dover,  New  Jersey. 

Betty  Lou  McCoy  Yermack  is  beginning  full  time 

law  school  at  Rutgers  this  September.  Her  family 

had  a  good  year  with  lots  of  traveling  and  camping. 

Lee  Ekstrom  Paige  sends  her  regards  and  reports  that 

she  has  two  good  teenagers  who  still  keep  her  very 

busy.  Also  sending  greetings  to  everyone  is  Elaine 

Rockwood  Cummings  who  reports  that  she  was  legis- 
lative chairman  for  the  Greece  Area  Branch 

A.A.U.W.,  2nd  Vice  President  of  P.T.A.  and  a 
member  of  the  Christian  Education  Committee  of 

her  church.  She  is  still  working  as  a  substitute 

teacher  —78  days  this  year  and  enjoys  every 
moment. 

Barbara  Sanford  has  been  involved  with  imple- 

menting the  Comprehensive  Employment  and  Train- 

ing Act  in  a  five-state  region  as  the  Assistant  Co- 
ordinator. She  has  been  involved  in  writing  and 

reviewing  rules  and  regulations  and  giving  training 

and  technical  assistance.  She  enjoyed  a  vacation  this 

summer  on  a  Caribbean  cruise.  She  escapes  every 
weekend  to  a  mobile  home  that  she  has  added  to  her 

lake  property  in  order  to  keep  her  sanity. 

Claudette  Smith  Cooper  writes  that  Ross  has 

switched  jobs  and  is  with  Joy  Manufacturing  as 

Office  Manager.  Claudette  is  teaching  Practical 

Nursing  students  at  Macomb  County  Community 

College  and  works  for  Ford  Motor,  both  on  a  part 
time  basis. 

Marilyn  Steinman  Cook  reports  that  her  new  hus- 
band is  an  environmental  staff  engineer  with  Alcoa 

and  they  have  moved  into  a  new  home  on  Beech- 
wood  Blvd.  Mickey  is  still  running  the  medical 

library  at  St.  Margaret  Memorial  Hospital. 

Sandra  Whitmyre  Young  is  still  involved  as  Head 
Teacher  at  the  Jeannette  Head  Start  Center.  She  has 

been  attending  Seton  Hill  College  to  upgrade  her 

teaching  skills  and  has  just  completed  an  18  credit 

program.  This  term  she  is  also  teaching  a  half  day 

session  at  the  Jeannette  Presbyterian  Church  kinde 

garten.  During  the  past  summer  she  worked  with  tr 
ESEA  Title  I  program.  She  also  keeps  busy  as  tr 

mother  of  three  teenagers  and  manages  to  keep  hi 

sanity  most  of  the  time.  1  have  had  a  busy  year  wii 
continuing  the  implementation  of  the  new  AT 

Nursing  Program  at  Westmoreland  County  Cor 

munity  College.  This  summer  I  vacationed 

Virginia  and  plan  to  go  to  Bermuda  in  Octobe 

During  the  summer  I  took  some  golf  lessons  bi 

found  it  difficult  to  find  the  necessary  time 

practice  and  attended  the  first  show  presented  at  tl 
Chatham  Summer  Theatre  by  Cast  I.  Both  profe 

sionally  and  socially  it  has  been  a  busy  but  satisfyir 

year. 

My  apologies  to  Sue  Smith  Anderson  whose  po 
card  was  returned  because  of  not  being  accepted 

international    mail.    Later,   I    inadvertently  forgot 

send  her  a  letter  to  get  her  news. 

1960 Arleen  Boyda  Port 
(Mrs.  Larry  . 

70  East  Rahn  Roi 

Kettering,  OH  454; 

Claire  Judd  Schwerin 

{Mrs.  Edwin  A 
333Sinkler  Roi 

Wyncote,  PA  190! 

Isabelle  Spurr  Hollow; 

(Mrs.  James  fi 

Howgi 

Eighty-Four.  PA  153: 
BIRTHS 

Nancy    Cohen    Stein,    an   adopted   daughter.    An 

Lynn,  March  5,  1973 
Emma     Rae    Jones    Emmick,    twin    sons.    Jack    ai 

James,  November  12,  1973 

Joanne  Kretz  Weiss,  a  son,  Kurt  Richard,  January 

1974 
Joan  Munroe  Mahoney,  a  son,  Collin  Andrew,  M. 

31, 1974 Anne  Smith  Wright,  a  son,  Ian  McChesney,  March 

1974 

MARRIAGES 

Yseult  Snepvangers  to  Morton  Freilicher,  Decembi 

1974 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Laleh  Bakhtiar  Ardalan  (Mrs.  Nadar),  Maiden  Kak 

Kh.  Tus  Kooche  Tabriz  #38,  Tehran,  Iran 

Lucy  Gray  Gilligan  (Mrs.  Raymond  J.),  24  Oaklai 

Road,  Sharon,  MA  02067 
Enid  Gruskin  Sapira  (Mrs.  Joseph  D.I,  1247  Denn 

ton  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 
Janet    Heller    Howell    (Mrs.    Fred    E.l,    800   Eucl 
Avenue,  Elmira,  NY  14905 

Charlotte  C.   Hogg,    132   E.   35th  Street  #6L,  Ns 

York,  NY  10016 

Mary-Anne   Koenig  Pomputius  (Mrs.  William  F.  Jr 

1643  Spruce  Drive,  Vincennes,  IN  47591 
Virginia  Long  Springen  (Mrs.   Keith  G.l,  4  Richa 

Ridge,  Newtown  Square,  PA  19073 

Kathryn  McLaughlin  Elder  (Mrs.  John  H.)   R.D.  # 

Box   108,  Old  Crabtree  Road,   Latrobe,  PA  156! 

Joan  Munroe  Mahoney  (Mrs.  Andrew  J.,  Jr.),  RR  5 

Box  653  A,  Apt.  E,  Terre  Haute,  IN  47805 
Joan  Shultz  Shivley  (Mrs.  John),  9321  Healy  Tra 

Chatsworth,  CA  9131 1 

Yseult  Snepvangers  Freilicher  (Mrs.  Morton),  45  * 
54th  Street,  New  York  NY  10019 

Virginia    Wilson    Keith    (Mrs.    Fred    W.,    Jr.),    50I 
Sunset  Blvd.,  Tampa,  FL  33609 

Saryl  Zegerson  Schwartz  (Mrs.    Laivy),   Reforma  '. 
TLaquepaque,  Jalisco,  Mexico 

LOST 
Audrey  Rosen  Sandson 

Dibbie  reporting: 

One  of  the  pleasures  of  being  a  Class  Secreta 
comes  with  keeping  in  touch  with  so  many  cla: 

mates  and  sifting  through  and  collating  the  tidb 
which  dribble  in  as  the  summer  comes  to  a  close.  B 

this  year,  the  fun  has  left  an  otherwise  pleasant  tas 
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Sandy  DeBroff  Roth's  reply  to  my  note  brought  the 
tragic  news  of  the  deaths  of  her  brother.  Bob  and 

;  sister-in-law,  Glenda  Rich  DeBroff  in  a  plane  crash  in 

1  January. 

Following   her  graduation   from  Chatham,   Glen 

went  on  to  get  her  Master's  in  Library  Science  at  the 
University  of  Pittsburgh.  Though  she  finished  there 

with  straight  A's,  her  heart  belonged  to  Chatham  and 
she  served  her  college  as  a  member  of  the  Nominat- 

1  ing  Committee,  and  as  Chairman   of  the  Alumnae 
i  Fund.  She  loved  her  work  as  a  legal  librarian  and  was 

,  a  devoted  mother  to  Stacy,  13,  and  Brian,  11.  The 

j  children   are   now   living   with   Sandy   and    Ron   in 
Youngstown. 

The  Class  of  1960  —  and  all  who  knew  Glenda  — 

•  extend  heartfelt  sympathy  to  her  family  and  friends 

I  and  especially  to  Sandy  who  lost,  as  she  put  it,  "her 
best  friends;  her  brother  and  sister." 

A  scholarship  is  presently  being  set  up  in  Glen's 
memory  and  anyone  who  wishes  to  may  contribute 

I  to  the  De  Broff  Memorial  Fund,  care  of  the  College. 
While    Morissa    Bernstein    Lundy    and   Todd   are 

j  waiting  for  their  new  house  to  be  ready  in  December 
they  will  be  busy  this  fall  traveling  to  Boston,  Seattle 

j  and  then  to  Florida. 

Lucy  Gray  Gilligan  writes  that  they  bought  a 

!l  lovely  old  Victorian  Colonial  in  the  Boston  area  and 

:i enjoy  all  the  benefits  of  being  only  two  minutes 

tjfrom  a  lake.  Ray  is  New  England  Area  Manager  for 

i  Koppers.  Lucy  says  that  having  been  one  of  the  few 

who  attended  last  year's  reunion,  she  hopes  to  see 
j  more  of  us  at  the  next! 

Nancy  Cohen  Stein  is  getting  used  to  having  a 

(toddler  around  again.  Mack  is  seven  and  Amy  now 

1 18  months.  All  the  Steins  visited  in  Pennsylvania  in 

iJune  and  shared  three  weeks  of  our  rain,  something 

'Callfornians  "aren't  used  to!" 

Bobbi  Friedman  London's  card  was  written  just 
as  she  and  Ralph  were  getting  ready  to  spend  three 

weeks  in  Europe  with  time  in  Sweden,  Denmark,  and 

(jSwitzerland. 
Another  traveler  was  Laddie  (Alice)  Lochner 

Kruiten.  She  writes:  "We  just  came  back  from  a 
5-week  visit  to  Luxembourg,  Holland,  and  Iceland. 
Actually  saw  a  geyser!  The  girls  had  a  grand  time. 

Irene,  15,  is  still  in  Holland  visiting  with  her  uncles. 

We  hope  she  learns  to  speak  Dutch.  Jack  is  finally 

the  Assistant  General  Manager  of  the  Royal  Nether- 

j  lands  Steamship  Company." 
Betty  Goodridge  Westgard  enjoyed  a  week's  visit 

with  Irene  Wilbar  Appleyard  '59  and  husband  and 
three  children  who  were  en  route  to  a  Susuki 

'Method  music  school  in  Wisconsin.  Betty  is  pre- 
paring for  her  second  season  with  the  Terre  Haute 

jSymphony  playing  second  flute  and  remarked  that 

1  after  playing  by  herself  for  a  quarter  of  a  century  ( ! ), 

jit's  a  pleasure  to  play  with  60  or  so  other  people  all 
•at  once!  She  sees  Joan  Munroe  Mahoney  occa- 

sionally on  the  Indiana  State  campus. 
Barb  Eckel  Goettler  is  still  active  with  her  volun- 

teer work  with  slow  learners  plus  her  local  P.T.O. 

and  also  has  been  involved  with  helping  to  organize  a 

igroup  in  recruiting  for  Chatham.  She  enjoyed  brief 

'.visits  with  Barb  and  Tom  Hollander  and  Phyllis  and 

:Bob  Mullen  '59.  Barb's  two  oldest  are  in  junior  high 
iand  her  youngest  is  in  fifth  grade. 

Ann  Curry  Haux  and  family  vacationed  on 

[Martha's  Vineyard  again  this  summer  and  writes  that 
Jthey  are  addicts  now  (of  the  Vineyard,  that  is). 
Suzanne  (12)  is  doing  well  at  riding;  Janie  (9)  is  a 

jgymnast;  Heather  (7),  a  pianist;  and  Holly  (6)  is  in 

Ijfirst  grade.  (Sigh!)  The  Haux's  latest  venture  was  the 
•backing  of  a  rock  group  for  six  months  with  Ann  as 
[Publicist,  costume  designer  and  maker,  amplifier 

jhauler  and  part-time  booking  agent.  George  is  still 
with  Honeywell. 

A  quickie  from  Pat  Evans  Burns  says  she  is  con- 

tinuing graduate  work  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 

and  also  doing  part-time  work  for  the  Institute  of 
Higher  Education,  a  department  of  the  School  of 

Education  at  Pitt.  An  even  quicker  'quickie'  from 
Sorel  Berman  says  hello  to  everyone. 

Tela  Cohen  Zasloff,  with  a  houseful  of  very  small 

'(Jgirls  from  bVi  down,  writes  that  Joe  went  to  Laos, 
'Thailand,  Cambodia  and  Vietnam  for  seven  weeks 
(this  summer  to  do  work  on  a  section  of  a  book  on 

'Indochina. 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  enjoyed  the  life  of  a 

vagabond  (her  words)  this  summer  with  trips  to 

Maine,  Expo  '74  and  Seattle.  She  writes  that  Louis' 
firm  is  exploring  a  job  in  Iran  in  which  Ned  Ardalan 

(Laleh  Bakhtiar's  husband)  is  involved.  She  writes 
that  since  Laleh  and  Ned  introduced  her  to  Louis,  it 

is  fun  to  have  their  paths  cross  once  again. 

And  ...  speaking  of  Laleh  Bakhtiar  Ardalan,  I 

have  a  long,  newsy  letter  from  her  which,  because 

she  is  so  far  away  and  because  of  its  content,  I  am 

going  to  include  in  its  entirety.  I  trust  I  transpose  her 
handwriting  correctly. 

She  writes  .  .  . 

"Nadar  and  I  live  in  Tehran  (Iran).  We  came  back 
ten  years  ago,  as  you  know.  We  have  three  children: 

Mani,  twelve  years  old  going  into  the  7th  grade;  Iran, 
ten  years  old  going  into  5th  grade;  and  Karem.  six 

years  old  going  into  .1st  grade.  They  are  all  three 
bilingual,  speaking  fluent  Persian  and  English. 

The  girls,  Mani  and  Iran,  were  both  very  in- 
terested in  Girl  Scouts  and  due  to  a  lack  of  leaders,  I 

became  one.  I  teach  thirty  girls  once  a  week  and 

once  a  year  we  go  camping  for  four  days  in  the 
mountains. 

I  was  at  Chatham  in  January.  Nadar  and  I  have 

written  a  book  called  The  Sense  of  Unity;  the  Sufi 

Tradition  in  Persion  Architecture.  It  was  published 

in  December  by  the  University  of  Chicago  Press.  I 

presented  a  copy  to  Chatham.  I  was  supposed  to  give 

a  lecture  called  "The  Feminine  Principle  in  Spiritual 

Reintegration"  but  our  trip  was  delayed  so  that  by 
the  time  I  got  to  Pittsburgh  it  was  semester  break.  At 

any  rate,  the  lecture  will  be  published  in  a  new 

journal  for  women  printed  by  the  University  of 
Chicago. 

Our  book  has  received  many  excellent  reviews 

and  it  has  won  many  awards  for  graphics.  We  had  an 
audience  with  the  Queen,  Farah,  of  Iran  when  we 

presented  her  with  a  copy.  She  is  most  anxious  that 

it  be  translated  into  Persion  which  we  are  busy  over- 
seeing at  the  present.  By  the  way,  I  used  my  maiden 

name,  Bakhtiar,  when  writing.  It  is  part  of  the  tradi- 
tion here  that  a  woman  never  loses  her  own  name. 

All  official  business  —  passport,  bank  account,  et 

cetera,  is  conducted  in  one's  maiden  name. 
Nadar  has  opened  his  own  office  as  of  V/a  years 

ago.  He  is  designing  a  new  university  for  5000  stu- 
dents for  the  city  of  Hamadan,  a  new  town  for 

200,000  people  on  the  Persian  Gulf;  and  an  environ- 
mental park  in  Tehran. 

Since  I  have  help  at  home,  I  have  gone  to  work 

for  him,  being  in  charge  of  the  graphics  and  publica- 
tions section. 

I  am  also  continuing  my  studies  in  Islamic 

Philosophy  at  the  Royal  Institute  of  Philosophy  in 

Tehran.  I  am  presently  translating  12th  century 

mystical  recitals  and  hope  to  have  them  finished 

soon.  Thames  and  Hudson  will  publish  them  in 

England  and  the  Penguin  Metaphysical  Series  in  the 
States. 

Well,  I  guess  this  brings  you  up  to  the  present. 

Iran  is  growing  in  such  leaps  and  bounds  that  one  at 

times  becomes  breathless.  But  it  is  a  good  place  to  be 
in  many  other  ways  as  well.  The  cultural  traditions 

and  patterns  are  still  operative  for  90%  of  the  popu- 
lation. The  challenge  is  that  they  will  be  able  to 

remain  in  essence  as  Iran  moves  toward  the  21st 

Century." Laleh's  letter  leaves  this  writer  somewhat  breath- 
less as  well!  But  how  good  to  get  such  a  full  report 

of  an  obviously  exciting,  rewarding  and  extremely 

busy  life! 
To  conclude,  I  report  that  to  escape  the  mad 

frenzy  of  suburban  living,  I  have  moved  'down  on 
the  farm.'  Sandy  and  I  bought  a  farm  in  the  middle 
of  nowhere  in  June,  with  acres  of  peace  and  quiet 

and  weeds.  Our  address  is  Eighty  Four,  Pa.  and  yes, 

Betty  Westgard,  it  is  the  home  of  84  Lumber  and 

very  little  else.  I  wrote  a  children's  play,  "The  Uni- 
corn Missed  The  Boat,"  which  I  also  acted  in  in 

productions  at  the  Three  Rivers  Art  Festival, 

Kaufmann's  Art  Fair,  and  other  local  productions  in 
the  South  Hills  district  of  Pittsburgh.  It  is  very  un- 

metaphysical  and  also  unpublished  but  duly  copy- 
righted and  on  file  in  the  Library  of  Congress. 

Thank  you,  one  and  all,  for  your  response  to  my 

cards!  Please  remember  our  postal  fund  is  very  low 
indeed  and  that  the  Alumnae  Office  always 

welcomes  your  news,  your  comments,  and  your  con- 

tributions! 

Arleen  reporting: 

After  five  years  of  reporting,  this  year's  response 
has  been  by  far  the  best  ever.  Chatham  graduates  of 

1960  are  indeed  busy  and  deeply  involved  in  gradu- 
ate  programs  and  a  wide  variety  of  interesting  jobs. 

Anyone  who  is  considering  a  return  to  the  business 

or  professional  world  might  use  our  class  for  ideas. 
Judy  Levine  Weintraub  reports  that  she  just 

finished  a  one  year  Legal  Assistant  Course  at  George 

Washington  University  and  will  be  job  hunting  in  the 

fall.  She  states,  "I  intend  to  set  the  lawyers  in  Wash- 
ington back  on  the  right  track  and  to  get  them  back 

to  running  the  country  the  right  way."  Also  pursuing 
additional  study  is  Dottie  Schall  Schweiger,  who 

took  eleven  hours  at  a  local  community  college.  One 

course  of  particular  interest  to  her  and  to  all  women 

libbers  was  "Images  of  Women  in  Literature."  Our 
sympathy  is  extended  to  Dottie  and  her  family  in 
the  death  of  her  mother  on  December  12,  1973. 

New  jobs  are  news  from  Anne  Linhart  Hearn, 
Mary  Peck  Gallaway,  and  Marilyn  Mercur.  Anne, 

who  was  divorced  several  months  ago,  is  now  Di- 
rector of  Development,  Department  of  Psychiatry, 

University  of  Pennsylvania.  She  also  serves  on  the 
Board  of  Directors  of  CHOICE,  a  group  which 

counsels  women  with  unwanted  pregnancies.  Mary 

taught  sewing  at  the  Spinning  Wheel  in  Toledo  until 

she  had  major  kidney  surgery  in  June.  I'm  happy  to 
report  that  she  is  recovering  well.  Our  best  wishes  to 

you,  Mary,  for  a  speedy  and  complete  recovery. 
Marilyn  left  the  Western  Opera  Theater,  the  touring 

and  educational  subsidiary  of  the  San  Francisco 

Opera,  where  she  had  been  doing  fund  raising  and 

administration.  She  is  now  working  with  the  Patient 
Visitors  Program  at  Mount  Zion  Hospital. 

Back  in  Pittsburgh  this  summer  to  visit  family 

and  friends  after  a  camper  trip  through  the  South- 
west, Jane  Patterson  visited  the  Chatham  campus 

and  was  reported  as  a  "Prowler."  Our  respectable 
M.D.  must  have  appeared  like  a  California  Hippie, 

according  to  Jane,  who  is  practicing  obstetrics  and 

gynecology  with  Kaiser  Hospital  in  Hollywood.  Jane 
also  volunteers  at  the  Free  Clinic. 

Although  Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  continues  to 

teach  sociology  and  psychology  at  Brunswick 

College,  she  still  manages  to  keep  busy  with  a  variety 

of  other  activities.  Faith  is  deeply  involved  with  the 

American  Association  of  University  Women,  and  as  a 

national  officer,  she  writes  and  speaks  nationally.  A 

$5000  grant  from  AAUW  to  study  women's  options 
for  life  styles  was  received  by  Faith.  She  was  also 
selected  to  represent  the  AAUW  next  June  in 

Bogota,  Colombia,  at  the  United  Nations  Inter- 

national Women's  Year  Conference.  Another  honor 
Faith  received  was  being  appointed  by  Georgia 
Governor  Carter  to  serve  on  his  Commission  on  the 

Status  of  Women. 

Teaching  "Materials  for  Children"  at  Pitt  kept 
Amy  Markus  Kellman  busy  this  summer.  Amy  still 
writes  a  column  for  Teacher  Magazine.  She  also  does 

some  substitute  library  work  in  the  Churchill  Area 

School  District  libraries  and  works  with  the  Pitts- 
burgh Dance  Council. 

Winifred  McDowell  writes  that  she  continues  to 

derive  great  pleasure  from  her  teaching  of  biology 

and  physical  science  at  the  Garrison  Forest  School  in 
Maryland.  She  also  does  some  volunteer  work  with 

Planned  Parenthood's  Pregnancy  Testing  and 
Counseling  Center.  Her  summer  was  highlighted  by  a 

safari  in  Kenya  and  northern  Tanzania. 

A  promotion  to  Assistant  Professor  at  Indiana 

University  School  of  Medicine  was  reported  by  Joan 
Munroe  Mahoney.  Joan  looks  forward  this  fall  to 

teaching  biochemistry  to  first  year  medical  students 
and  chemistry  to  nurses.  Then  in  the  spring,  she  will 

be  teaching  graduate  courses. 
Still  active  in  jobs  reported  last  year  are  Bette 

Nadel  Balk  and  Marjorie  Marcus  Krinzman.  Bette 

continues  to  lecture  for  Weight  Watchers  and  has 

three  classes  now.  Marjorie  works  as  an  ophthalmic 

assistant  for  her  ophthalmologist  husband  and  serves 

as  a  member  of  the  Board  of  Governors  of  the  Uni- 
versity Private  School  in  Fort  Lauderdale.  Marjorie 

visited  Boston  and  toured  Mexico  with  her  family 
this  past  year. 

From  Nancy  Levendorf  Recht  comes  word  that 
she  was  another  visitor  to  Pittsburgh  this  year  and 
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was  able  to  see  Barbara  Stone  Hollander  -jnd  Lucy 

Gray  Gilligan  whilt;  then.-  Nancy  keeps  busy  as  a 
substitute  teacher  whose  specialty  is  Junior  Hiqh 
Spanish.  In  addition  to  teaching,  Nancy  finds  time  to 

be  active  in  the  AAUW  and  serves  as  a  Human  Rela- 
tions Commission  Observer. 

Kay  McLaughlin  Elder,  who  lust  purchased  Mary- 

Anne  Koenig  Pomputius'  lovely  home  in  Latrobe, 
taughl  .1  <  iraduate  (  quivalency  Diploma  (GED)  class 
at  Community  College  of  Allegheny  County  this  past 

spring.  Kay  finished  her  term  as  secretary  of  the 

League  of  Women  Voters.  Allegheny  County 

Council.  Kay  also  enjoyed  seeing  Nancy  Bowytz  a 
few  times  this  past  summer. 

As  Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  said,  "The 

Indians  were  getting  restless."  After  surveying  from 
Maine  to  Texas  they  have  now  settled  in  Vincennes, 

Indiana  on  the  Wabash  where  Bill's  new  challenge  is 
Good  Samaritan  Hospital.  MAK  reports  completing  a 

very  rewarding  year  as  chairman  of  the  Alumnae 

Fund  campaign.  While  still  in  Latrobe  she  rekindled 

an  old  love  of  hunting  and  shooting  and  is  now  a 
crack  shot  with  a  .357  magnum. 

At  least  one  of  our  classmates  has  earned  her 

private  pilot's  license.  Bernice  McGrew  Fitzgerald 
devoted  much  of  this  past  year  toward  achievement 

of  this  goal,  and  now  enjoys  flying  rather  than 

driving  on  long  trips. 

Joining  those  of  us  involved  in  tennis  are  Bob  and 

Barbara  Kurtz  Brody  who  attended  tennis  camp  this 

past  summer.  While  her  children  are  away  at  camp, 

Barbara  hopes  to  see  Sandy  DeBroff  Roth.  Barbara 

recently  joined  a  provisional  League  of  Women 

Voters  and  is  getting  involved  in  local  politics. 

Another  classmate  active  in  the  League  of 

Women  Voters  is  Joanne  Kretz  Weiss  who  was  Inter- 
national Relations  Chairperson  this  past  year.  In 

addition,  Joanne  was  also  elected  to  the  local  Home 

Rule  Study  Commission  in  Ross  Township,  and 

enjoyed  being  a  member  of  the  League's  Speakers 
Bureau,  giving  talks  on  the  International  Trade  Legis- 

lation pending  in  Congress.  The  birth  of  Joanne's 
third  child  was  the  occasion  for  a  get  together  with 

Penny  Cherpes,  Pat  Evans  Burns,  and  Arlene  Camp- 
bell Timmons. 

Greetings  are  sent  from  Emma  Jones  Emmick, 
who  with  the  addition  of  twins  has  been  kept  very 

busy  with  five  young  children,  and  from  Carole 
Koepke  Brown. 

Thanks  to  all  of  you  who  responded  this  year 

with  your  exciting  news  and  to  those  who  responded 

to  my  plea  for  money  for  our  class  treasury. 

Claire  reporting: 

Yseult  Snepvangers  Freilicher  brings  us  up  to 

date  on  her  activities.  She  has  gone  from  publishing 

to  teaching  to  composing  music.  Having  sold  back- 
ground music  for  an  educational  filmstrip,  she  has 

teamed  up  with  a  professional  writer  to  compose 

"pop"  songs.  Mort  is  a  lawyer,  specializing  in  trusts 
and  estates. 

Also  reporting  after  a  few  years  is  Nina  Rhoades 

McCullough.  With  four  children  ranging  from  second 

grade  to  high  school,  Nina  still  finds  time  for  starting 

a  parent-teacher  organization  at  the  high  school  after 
having  been  successful  in  doing  the  same  at  the 
junior  high  last  year.  She  also  teaches  Red  Cross 

swimming  to  beginners  and  hopes  to  be  an  in- 
structor. The  McCulloughs  enjoy  Hendersonville  and 

some  have  even  picked  up  a  drawl. 

Last  year  Marcia  Rubinoff  Rosenthal  reported  on 

the  fun  of  having  her  own  greenhouse.  This  year  she 

writes  that  it  has  turned  into  a  very  busy  "greens  and 

things"  business.  This  plus  her  busy  household  keeps 
her  active  and  involved  in  family  and  community 
life. 

Still  doing  substitute  teaching,  especially  in  the 
Head  Start  program  is  Jill  Putnam  Huston.  She  was 
also  lucky  enough  to  win  an  award  for  a  charcoal 

portrait. 

Lanie  Souza  Matthews  is  still  teaching  and  loving 

it  She  was  selected  as  the  Outstanding  Teacher  of 

the  Year.  We  extend  to  her  and  her  family  our 
sympathy  for  the  death  of  her  father. 

Greetings  from  Jane  Sanford  and  from  Anne 

Smith  Wright,  who  is  busy  with  her  new  son;  and,  of 

course,  from  the  Schweriner  house.  For  us,  it  has 
been  a  full,  busy  year.  Our  wonderful  summers  at 
the  shore  seem  to  renew  us  for  all  our  fall  and  winter 

activities.  Don't  forget  our  reunion  in  the  spring! 

1962 

BIRTHS 

Margaret  Brown  Whi 

18,  1974 
Faith  Buchner  Zarro 

7,  1974 
Judy     Schenk    Eley, 

January  28,  1974 

Faith  Buchner  Zarro 

(Mrs.  Pasquale  J. I 

6408  North  11th  Street 

Philadelphia,  PA  19126 

Gail  Siegrist  Naftel 
(Mrs.  James  A.) 

9163  Bay  Hill  Blvd. 
Orlando,  FL  32811 

Mildred  Stewart  McGough 
(Mrs.  J.  Cooke) 

315  Heritage  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman 
(Mrs.  Peter  C.) 

4274  Virgo  Course 

Liverpool,  NY  13088 

te,  a  son,  Daniel  George,  April 

,  a  son,  Michael  Anthony,  April 

a    daughter,    Laura    Suzanne, 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Maxine    Basson    Vasquez    (Mrs.    Richard    A.),    5606 

Northgreen  Road,  Baltimore,  MD  21207 
Karen    Batt   Cohen    (Mrs.    Harold    R.),   6015  Wayne 

Avenue,  3rd  Fl.  Philadelphia,  PA  19144 
Carol   Baumann   Knox   (Mrs.  Walter  E.  Jr.),  Box  76, 

Mt.  Hermon,  MA  01354 

Sarah  Clarke  Veil  (Mrs.   Fred  W.),  131  Lenape  Drive, 

Berwyn,  PA  19312 
Marian   Friedman  Siegel  (Mrs.  Wm.  V.,),  3  Maryvale 

Lane,  Peabody,  MA  01960 
Barbara    Friedell    Mitchell    (Mrs.    James    G.),    2527 

Webster,  Palo  Alto,  CA  94301 

Harriet  Gray,  Biology  Dept.,  Hollins  College,  Hollins 

College,  VA  24020 
Juliana  Helgesen  Keiluhn  (Mrs.  John  H.),  68  Seventh 

Street,  East  Providence,  Rl  02914 
Joyce  Helsing  Marlowe  (Mrs.),  Box  1297,  Kingsport, 
TN  37664 

Marva  Jo  Hord  Harris   (Mrs.   Eugene  E.),  108  Elena 

Court,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15201 

Judi  Krasner  Barbarosh  (Mrs.  George),  9671  Davona 

Drive,  San  Ramon,  CA  94583 

Dorothy  Marr  Villers  (Mrs.  Frederick  L.),  465  Allen- 
dale Road,  Pasadena,  CA91106 

Mary  Elizabeth  Meek,  409  Grand  Blvd.,  Huntington, 
WV  25705 

Jeanette   Mikkelson    Lamar  (Mrs.  William  P.),   1112 

Cory  Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90069 

Etta  Mueller  Moredock  (Mrs.  MacClain  J.),  Mercers- 

burg  Academy,  Mercersburg,  PA  17236 
Judith  Schenk  Eley  (Mrs.  John  W.),  1  2203  Wynmore 

Lane,  Bowie,  MD  20715 

Ann    F.   Stebbins,   1555  Oak   Street,   Evanston,   IL 

60201 
Sara   Westlake  Delmar   (Mrs.  J.    Kenneth),  Coventry 
Lane,  Media,  PA  19063 

LOST 
Judith  Anne  Mitchell 

Lee  Baratelli  Dietrich  (Mrs.  Heinz  J.) 

Faith  reporting: 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts  sent  a  wonderful  letter  from 

Belgium.  Stan  has  a  two  year  appointment  as  pro- 
fessor in  management  attached  to  a  small  institute  in 

Brussels.  It  has  an  international  faculty  and  a 

European-Scandinavian  student  body.  They  have 
done  a  great  deal  of  traveling  on  the  continent  and 
were  about  to  leave  for  a  month  in  a  villa  on  the 

Belgian  coast.  David  and  Michael  attend  the  Inter- 
national School  of  Brussels  while  Rebecca  and 

Andrew  have  completed  one  year  in  a  French- 
Belgian  school.  Terri  is  having  a  fantastic  experience 
and  recommends  it  highly. 

Wendy  Barton  Christner  is  still  managing  a  sheet 

metal  company.  Her  boys  were  all  in  camp  at  the 
same  time  this  summer  so  she  had  a  real  rest  for  ten 

days.  Wendy  and  Chris  were  planning  an  eight-day 

trip  to  England  in  late  August. 

Philadelphia  has  reclaimed  Karen  Batt  Cohe 
Harold  and  their  dogs.  They  live  on  the  third  floor 

a  "castle."  Karen  is  starting  a  new  job  as  an  Inta 
Social  Worker  for  the  Health  and  Welfare  Council. 

Carol  Baumann  Knox  says  hi  and  is  in  the  mic 

of  a  move. 

Susan  Berg  Veit  is  busy  with  her  children,  Jul 

2VS  and  Jeffrey  5'/2.  Her  activites  include  adding 
deck  to  the  house,  a  vegetable  garden  and  courses 

Hayward  State.  Sue  is  active  in  Legal  Aid  and 

Legal  Aid  Chairman  for  Lawyers'  Wives  of  the  Ee 
Bay.  While  visiting  with  Jeanette  Mikkelson  Lamar 
her  new  home  she  saw  Elaine  Kessler  Ruben.  Ai 

Sue  has  also  visited  with  Renee  Georgian  Boulis  ai 
Barbara  Bunker  Faughnan.  Our  sympathy  to  Sue  < 

the  sudden  death  of  her  father  in  May. 

Margie  Brown  White  is  busy  with  two  jobs 

mother  to  a  great  baby  and  pathologist  in  a  group 

thirteen  pathologists  who  run  a  large  lab  and  work 

five  hospitals  in  Northern  Virginia.  And  the  fami 
has  moved  into  a  new  home. 

Carol  Jo  Bullen  has  joined  the  Sweet  Adelin 

(barbershop  singing).  Her  deacon's  work  keeps  h 
busy  at  the  church.  She  is  teaching  third  grade  ai 
has  worked  on  various  district  committees.  A  sign 

age  —  one  of  her  first  grade  class  in  Armonk,  Ne 
York  is  a  freshman  at  Chatham  this  fall  (Peg Rubenstein). 

Dottie  Christman  Lilja  has  spent  a  relaxi 

summer  growing  peas,  beans,  corn,  etc.  and  doi 
some  canning  and  freezing.  Brad  and  Emily  are  bo 

in  school  so  Dottie  is  getting  involved  in  schoi 

chairing  a  citizens'  committee  evaluating  citizen  p< 
ticipation   in  the  Minneapolis  public  school  systei 

After  almost  six  years  in  Pittsburgh,  Sally  Clan 
Veil  and  family  moved  to  the  Philadelphia  area, 

was  a  very  disorganized  move  in  the  midst  of 

movers'  strike  and  she  had  2  hours  notice  before  t 
packers  arrived.  Fred  is  a  lawyer  with  Pennw; 

Corporation.  They're  enjoying  the  new  house,  ar 
and  people.  It's  been  busy  and  fun  spring  ai 
summer,  getting  a  chance  to  see  old  friends,  amo 

them  Faith  Buchner  Zarro  and  her  family. 

Nancy  Dax  Biamonte  and  family  are  commuti, 
this  summer  between  Fire  Island  beach  and  Vermo 

where  they  are  building  a  ski  house.  She  writes  "Tl 
civilizing  process  of  the  children  —  Nicole,  Justin  ai 
Jordan  —  should  be  completed  soon,  at  which  tim( 

have  hopes  of  working  in  public  television." Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  is  enjoying  young  s< 

Vance.  Jennie  will  be  entering  third  grade  this  fa 

Howard  travels  to  England  for  Exxon  every  so  ofti 

and  Helen  spent  a  week  vacationing  in  England  lc 
fall  during  one  of  his  trips. 

And  I,  Faith  Buchner  Zarro,  am  enjoying  o 

three  little  boys,  all  their  crayons,  playdough,  el 

Michael,  our  latest  addition,  is  a  joy  and  Joseph  ar 

Jimmy  enjoy  him.  We  spent  a  restful  week  with  n 

parents  on  their  "farm"  and  had  a  really  nice  Lab 
Day  weekend  with  Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  and  h 

family  at  the  "farm."  We  also  had  a  nice  visit  wi 
Sally  Clarke  Veil  and  her  family  and  I  frequently  s 
Karen  Batt  Cohen  and  Ethel  Woelfel  Fiderer.  I  f 

my  few  spare  moments  with  work  for  Joseph's  co-( 
nursery  school  and  our  small  but  productive  garde 

Mildred  reporting: 

The  new  address  for  Dottie  Marr  Villers  is  a  ma 

ing  address  only  as  she  and  her  husband  are  spendii 

the  next  few  years  cruising  around  in  their  40  1 

sailboat.  They  have  spent  six  months  in  Mexico  an 

in  a  few  months,  will  "start  heading  south  again 
Costa  Rica,  Panama,  through  the  Canal  and  will  thi 

spend  some  time  in  the  Caribbean  before  movii 

on." 

Karen  Leyonmark  Geary  will  be  commuting  11 

miles  each  day  as  a  first  year  student  at  WashingK 
and  Lee  Law  School  this  year.  Karen  says  th 

during  the  summer  she  was  able  to  obtain  son 

photography  commissions,  principally  related 
travel  promotion  and  advertising. 

A  note  from  Jo  Mitchell  Soltman  reports  th 

their  life  has  been  "beautifully  full  of  hectic  doings 
She  is  teaching  at  Temple,  on  the  Speakers  Burei 

for  Pittsburgh  Council  for  International  Visitors  ar 

has  a  part-time  job  as  a  consultant  and  instructor 
the  First  Lady  Health  Spa. 

Nancy   McQuillan    Bolanis   and  Peter  had  a  ni< 
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visit  with  LHa  Latham  McGrouther  while  they  were 

in  San  Francisco  last  fall.  They  also  enjoyed  a  winter 

trip  to  Nassau.  Nancy  is  busy  at  home  with  George, 

4,  and  Michael,  2%. 

Sincere  sympathy  to  Katie  Kerrigan  Miller  whose 
brother  Ted  died  in  December. 

Thank  you  all  for  your  response  to  my  request 
for  news  during  the  past  few  years. 

Zoe  reporting: 

With  an  active  year  ahead  of  us,  one  who  is 

obviously  on  the  go  is  Judy  Schenk  Eley.  She  is 

settling  into  her  new  home  which  came  complete 

with  a  mature  vegetable  garden.  So,  canning,  com- 
bined with  unpacking,  a  new  baby,  a  new  school 

system,  John's  new  job  with  Prince  George's  County 
as  a  budget  analyst,  fills  her  time  more  than  ade- 
quately. 

Ellen  Schreiber  McBride  —  She  is  doing  photo 
research  for  filmstrips  about  women  for  visual  aid 

kits  that  will  accompany  high  school  level  books. 

The  family  vacationed  in  Nova  Scotia  and  Maine, 

leaving  only  a  few  lobsters  uneaten! 

For  a  vacation  that  brings  in  view  over  a  hundred 

icebergs  and  salmon  jumping  up  waterfalls,  Kathie 
Otto  McDowell  recommends  Newfoundland  as  an 

unusually  beautiful  place.  Son,  Chip,  is  in  an  exciting 

open  class  second  grade.  Drew  in  kindergarten,  and 

two  year  old  Meghan  is  into  everything!  Kathie  is 
still  singing,  helping  out  at  school,  and  mothering  a 

lot.  So  is  Gretchen  Wright  Gantzer  who  says  she's 

not  quite  as  liberated  as  she'd  like  to  think.  Jack  was 
in  Japan  and  the  Far  East  in  the  spring.  Gretchen  is 

an  elementary  school  tutor,  a  CCD  teacher,  a  Girl 
Scout  Leader,  assistant  Den  mother,  an  organic 

gardener,  and  a  frustrated  ballerina.  That's  all. 
Barb  Rogers  Agosin  is  working  part-time  teaching 

English  as  a  second  language  in  New  York  City, 

indexing  a  magazine  for  Simmons-Boardman  pub- 
lishers and  is  working  with  a  group  of  friends 

organizing  a  day-care  center  in  Manhattan. 

This  will  be  Carol  Sprinchorn  Colter's  second 
year  working  as  an  elementary  school  librarian.  The 

hope  of  remaining  in  one  place  for  several  years  has 

added  to  the  enjoyment  of  their  own  home  through 

gardening  and  becoming  more  active  in  the  Audubon 

Society  and  community  theater  efforts.  Penny 

Ulman  Schwarz  has  been  busy  in  other  quarters  — 

literally  —  a  mountain  cabin  in  West  Virginia.  They 
have  been  renovating  it  and  persuading  a  huge  nest 

of  honeybees  that  the  cabin  is  off-limits. 

A  "Hi"  from  Heather  Muir  Meacham  who  has 
Laurie  in  kindergarten  and  2%  year  old  Tommie  who 
would  like,  to  be.  With  both  children  in  school, 

Nancy  Stein  Elman  is  not  inactive.  She  is  teaching 
Counselor  Education  at  Pitt  and  is  on  the  Board  of 

Shady  Lane  School.  She  also  visited  with  Marty 

Haase  Carson  in  June  at  the  time  of  the  Class  Re- 
union. 

I ,  Zoe  Warwick  Sherman,  have  another  year 

before  both  children  are  in  school,  so  am  slowly 

becoming  active  in  Syracuse  area  endeavors.  After 

I  all,  we  only  moved  here  a  year  ago  and  I  do  not  want 
to  be  forced  by  inactivity  to  open  some  of  those 

mover's  boxes  so  neatly  stacked  for  the  future!  The 
Association'  for  Children  With  Learning  Disabilities 
for  which  I  am  secretary,  has  on  its  Board  an 

alumna,  Olga  Mamula  Kaish  '49,  who  is  an  elemen- 
tary school  counselor  and  a  tremendous  help  to  us 

all.  Here's  to  all  our  busy  days  and  unopened  boxes 
of  the  year  ahead. 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Gail  Siegrist 
Naftel  for  publication  in  this  issue. 

1964 Karen  Bloomquist  Struckman 
(Mrs.  Russell  W.) 

3163  South  Boston  Court 

Denver,  CO  80231 

Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson 
(Mrs.  Bruce  P.) 
1304  Farr  Road 

Reading,  PA  19602 

Mary  MacConnell  Ferry 
(Mrs.  Wm.  J.} 

7116  Wilty  Street 
Metairie.  LA  70003 

Janet  Saperstein  Slifkin 
(Mrs.  Malcolm) 

1230WightmanSt. 
Pittsburgh.  PA  15217 

BIRTHS 

Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson,  a  son,  Matthew  William, 
June  25,  1974 

Catherine   Parrish    Bauer,  a  son,  Bruce  Christopher, 

April  13,  1973 

Suanne   Pollock   Singer,   a  daughter,  Amy  Michelle, 
December  8,  1973 

Susan    Uptegraff    Endersbe,    an    adopted    daughter, 

Jenny  Hart,  March  25,  1972 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Joan  E.  Bailey  (Dr.),  Box  624.  Henniker,  NH  03242 

Harriet  Bass  Little,  (Mrs.),  2  Hawthorne  St.,  Bruns- 
wick, ME  0401  1 

Janet    Boyda,    Apt.    321,    2301    S.   Jefferson    Davis 

Highway,  Arlington,  VA  22202 
Christine  L.  Burley,  475  E.  1  15th  Street,  New  York, 
NY  10029 

Suzanne    F.   Clewell,   The    Riviera,   4242   East  West 

Highway  #908,  Chevy  Chase,  MD  2001  5 
Dorothy    Conn    Porper    (Mrs.    Robert),    1520   York 

Ave.,  Apt.  18-H,  New  York,  NY  10028 
Grace  S.  Emley,  6720  N.  37th  Street,  Richland,  Ml 
49083 

Dorothy    Jane     Evans     Fulton     Box     49D,     RD    2, 

Macungie,  PA  18062 

Beverly   Fretz  Nelson  (Mrs.   Chas.   G.),  7040  Wilson 

Lane,  Bethesda,  MD  20034 

Marian   Friedman  Siegel   (Mrs.  Wm.   V.),  3  Maryvale 

Lane,  Peabody,  MA  01960 

Judith    Germaux   Page   (Mrs.    Robert  J.),    Box    134, 

Baguio  City,  Philippines 

Rachel    L.    Goldberg,    5500   Darlington   Road,  Pitts- 

burgh, PA  15217 
Judith     Krasner     Barbarosh     (Mrs.     George),    9671 

Davona  Drive,  San  Ramon,  CA  94583 
Justine    Ladish   Carbonell    (Mrs.    Delfin    B.),   582  S. 

Aiken  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

Amy  Lisonbee  Barlow  (Mrs.  Clinton  P.),  1907  North 

Nicholas,  Arlington,  VA  22205 

Marcia    Mann    Butler,    (Mrs.    E.    Bruce),    4300-47th 
Street,  N.W.,  Washington,  DC  20016 

Barbara  Morris  Stock  (Mrs.  E.  Lee),  5505  KaminSt, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 
Margaret   Mylander    Kerr    (Mrs.    Philip),    170  Severn 

Way,  Arnold,  MD  21012 
Catherine  Parrish  Bauer,  (Mrs.  Edward  G.),  635-48th 

Street,  N.W.,  Canton,  OH  44709 

Jo  Ann  Rymer  Lightcap  (Mrs.  Robert),  800  Weldon 
Street,  Latrobe,  PA  15650 

Barbara   W.   Stein,   66    Overlook  Terrace,  Apt.   7-H, 
New  York,  NY  10040 

Linda  Wason   Bardonner  (Mrs.  John  N.,  Ill),  13211 

Lake  Crimson  Drive,  Calgary,  Alberta,  Canada 

Karen  reporting: 

After  several  rewarding  years  in  Germany, 

Suzanne  Clewell  has  come  home.  "Susie  Cool"  is 
returning  to  the  Montgomery  County  Schools  as  a 
remedial  reading  teacher.  She  checked  out  William 

Pitt,  the  Earl  of  Chatham,  and  the  town  of  Chatham 

during  her  last  trip  through  the  British  Isles. 

Kitty  Barley  Paiste  sent  a  letter  telling  of  her 

involvement  in  motherhood,  gardening  and  being  a 

kindergarten  aide.  The  thought  of  her  homemade 
applesauce  and  ice  cream  makes  me  drool! 

Noting  "what  a  small  world  this  is"  is  Joan  Bailey 
who  recently  applied  for  an  administrative  post  in 

New  York  City.  Who  should  reply  to  her  application 

but  Susan  Haskell  Clokey!  Joan  also  took  a  trip  to 
Jamaica  this  spring. 

Our  reunion  reporter  is  Phyllis  Fox  Catz  who 

replied  that  the  new  Chatham  facilities  are  fine  but 

wished  that  more  of  us  had  attended.  Phyllis  is  active 

in  starting  consciousness  raising  women's  groups  and 
suggests  that  Chatham  mail  needs  new  labels  with 
first  names  of  women. 

An  interesting  letter  came  from  Carol  Dougherty 

Heierman  from  South  Africa.  She  reports  that  her 

husband  is  still  playing  "world  traveler"  for  Pfizer, 

Inc.  When  last  year's  Recorder  came  out  they  were 
awaiting  some  word  on  how  the  U.  S.  would  rescue 

them  from  Cairo  —  with  the  jets  constantly  buzzing 
overhead.  Carol  says  she  has  been  fortunate  to  have 

coordinated  several  broadcasts  with  John's  schedule 
—  a  recital  for  South  African  Broadcasting  and  a  TV 

appearance  in  Salisbury,  Rhodesia. 

My  year  has  been  fun  and  full  of  travel.  Russ  and 

I,  Karen  Blomquist  Struckman,  are  now  "liberated" 
from  diapers  so  found  traveling  this  year  delightful. 

On  a  jaunt  to  Aspen,  we  met  Susie  Soule  Cox  '65  for 
a  poolside  reunion  and  introduced  our  daughters, 
Laura  and  Sara  to  her  boys,  Sam  and  Chris.  We  also 

spent  much  time  and  energy  fixing  up  our  cabin, 

complete  with  one-holer!  This  spring  I  had  an  excit- 

ing experience  serving  as  a  precinct  caucus  chair- 

person. A  real  "soap-box"  answer  came  from  Nancy  Beal 
which  I  think  deserves  full  attention  and  some  sort 

of  reply  in  a  more  spacious  part  of  the  Recorder.  She 

said  that  "I  would  like  to  express  my  objection  and 
distaste  for  the  alumnae  magazine  news  of  the 

classes.  It  is,  in  my  opinion,  yet  another  vehicle  for 

the  stereotyped,  male-oriented  picture  of  women.  I 
have  looked  at  the  entries  over  the  years.  They  are 

filled  with  just  what  you  ask  for  —  engagements, 

marriages,  births ... 'This  was  a  hectic  summer 
taking  care  of  the  twins,  supporting  Joe,  making  the 

beds,  why,  I  hardly  had  time  to  think!' I  find  this  reading  repugnant.  It  is  husband, 

house,  kiddies  oriented  as  if  these  were  the  high 

ideals  of  an  education  at  Chatham  College.  What 

about  the  story  of  gay  women,  or  professional 
women,  or  divorced  women  who  found  out  she  no 

longer  loved  her  husband  or  got  sick  of  being  ex- 
ploited or  subservient  to  hubbie  or  women  who  want 

to  live  with  a  man  unmarried.  Of  course,  you  say 

there  is  a  place  for  them  in  our  columns,  tod.  It 

seems  to  me  that  women,  married  or  single,  who  are 

creative  and  involved  with  self-actualization  would 

not  want  their  names  to  appear  under  such  a  trivial 
article  as  yours. 

Every  year  is  teeth-pulling  to  get  replies  and  the 

same  mommies  tell  about  the  'new  additions.'  It 
doesn't  interest  me.  Until  Chatham  can  indicate  a 
stronger  caring  for  and  leadership  in  the  dignity  of 

women  as  people  apart  from  her  'engagement, 
marriage,  birth  or  new  address,'  I  am  not  interested 

in  supporting  the  college  in  any  way." 
So  says  Nancy  Beal,  what  do  YOU  say?  Have  you 

reread  Frost's  "The  Road  Not  Taken"? 

Mary  reporting: 

A  thank  you  to  those  responding  and  to  Millie 
Grossman  Zacher  for  her  several  years  as  secretary. 

With  Jules  finished  law  school  and  studying  for  bar 

exams,  Millie  prepares  for  school  herself,  continuing 
as  a  teacher  in  inner  city  Philadelphia  and  beginning 

work  towards  her  M.D.  or  Ph.D.  Personally  my 

hopes  for  her  are  with  med  school  as  she's  been 
working  long  and  hard  for  it,  and  it  would  be  a  coup 
for  us  thirty  and  over  as  well.  One  would  like  to 
think  that  with  the  move  to  lower  sex  barriers,  age 

barriers  will  not  prove  equally  as  cumbersome. 

Also  combining  school  and  work  is  Sue  Haskell 
Clokey.  She  managed  time  off  last  October  for  a  trip 

to  Europe  and  a  lagniappe  visit  with  Peter  and 
Valerie  Valentine  Mabbott.  Back  in  New  York  City, 

Sue  starts  a  new  job  as  social  worker  at  the  Veterans 

Administration  Hospital.  Klaus  and  Janet  Kessling 
Boese  were  reported  on  their  way  to  England,  but 

unfortunately  I've  no  new  address  for  them  by  dead- 
line time.  From  Pittsburgh,  Justine  Ladish  Carbonell 

sends  best  wishes  to  all. 

Judi  Krasner  Barbarosh  wrote  almost  literally  on 

the  move,  being  resident  of  two  days  at  a  new  house 
in  California.  She  and  George  both  graduated  in  May 

{her  with  MSW,  he  with  PhD)  and  made  the  move 

west  where  George  now  works  for  the  Federal  Youth 

Center  in  Pleasanton,  and  Judi  job  hunts.  For  fun, 

both  appeared  locally  in  "Fiddler  on  the  Roof." 
Also  finally  permanent  in  California,  Marty  Fay 

Africa  continues  part-time  counseling  at  Berkeley, 
full  time  raising  of  Mathew,  revamping  of  old  house; 

while  Bruce  commutes  to  Langley-Porter  Neuro- 

psychiatry I  nstitute  in  San  Francisco  where  he's 

completing  his  residency.  Active  in  the  women's 
movement,  Marty  helped  establish  a  scholarship 

program  at  the  University  of  California  for  voca- 
tional counseling.  (Right  on!) 

This  touchstone  of  working  with  young  people 

runs  through  a  number  of  letters  either  in  profes- 
sional  or  volunteer  capacities.  On  the  other  side  of 
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the  country,  Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt  starts  work 

6  with  a  continuing  education  program  and 

on  the  City  Advisory  Committee  to  Dart- 

mouth's Mental  Health  Center.  Chris's  now  Associate 

ior  of  Psychology  at  Dartmouth  with  tenure, 

to  the  family's  delight  as  they  enjoy  New  Hampshire 

and  its  out-of-doors  activities  (though  visits  from 

Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson,  Jo  Ann  Rymer  Light- 

cap,  .incJ  Barb  Stein  are  nut  frequent  enough}.  In 
Connecticut,  Julie  Givner  Reppenhagen  chairs  the 

co-op  nursery  school  where  Jason'll  attend  this  fall. 

At  the  other  end  of  the  age  spectrum,  Julie's  a  new 

Chatham  alumnae  representative  (following  our  re- 

union  -  she  was  one  of  nine  1964  stalwarts  attend- 

ing). In  between,  there's  her  own  Kristin  (almost 
seven),  a  high  school  church  group  and  a  senior  Girl 
Scout  troop  which  she  and  Charlie  advise. 

Lucille  Hillman  Cesarone's  work  continues  with 
children  of  all  ages  as  director  of  W.A.I. F.,  a 

voluntary  organization  (also  the  Children's  Division 
of  Travelers  Aid  International  Social  Service  of 

America)  that  facilitates  intercountry  adoptions. 
Their  heaviest  caseload  is  understandably  in  Korea 

and  Vietnam  and  there  lies  perhaps  one  of  the  most 

unique  and  rewarding  experiences.  In  February  on 

returning  from  Seoul,  Korea,  for  "thirty-three  in- 
credible hours,  I  was  instant  mother  to  five  beautiful 

children  ranging  from  age  thirteen  months  to  nine 

years."  These  children  she  then  delivered  to  their 
new  American  families.  "It's  almost  impossible  to 

describe  the  joy  of  this  first  meeting.  It's  a  memory 

I'll  always  treasure  and  just  think  I  get  paid  to 
boot."  While  home  with  Bill,  who  heads  respiratory 
therapy  departments  at  two  New  York  City 
hospitals,  Lucille  visits  periodically  with  Grace 
Wilson  Sundelin  and  Harriet  Bass  Little. 

Perhaps  more  frustrating  but  nonetheless  vital 

work  as  an  offshoot  of  Vietnam,  are  Sue  Johnson's 
continuing  activities  as  secretary  of  the  Jersey 

Shore's  P.O.W.  Action  Committee  concerned  with 
the  thirteen  hundred  still  M.I. A.  and  unaccounted 

for  American  servicemen.  Professionally,  Sue  is  part 

of  the  U.S.  history  team-teaching  program  at  Red 

Bank  Regional  High  School,  and  chairs  the  Teachers' Educational  and  Professional  Standards  Committee 

for  the  Teachers'  Association.  Nancy  Greco  Moran 
looks  at  teaching  from  the  other  side  of  the  desk 
now  as  Steven  enters  school  this  fall,  though  Lauren, 

age  two,  will  see  to  it  she  stays  busy  during  the  day. 

Along  Sesame  Street  vein,  Nancy's  involved  in  a  local 
committee  to  promote  area  educational  television. 

Beth  Fellows  Klemm  writes  of  New  Hampshire 
summertime  with  a  lot  of  outdoors  activities  in  her 

all-male  household  and  a  catch-up  visit  with  Lanny 

and  Sue  Ward  Ray,  whom  they  haven't  seen  in 
eleven  years.  Back  home  in  Massachusetts,  Skip  is  a 

market  and  product  planning  manager  with  Com- 
pugraphic  Corporation  (producing  computerized 

photo-typesetting  machines)  and,  with  Ted  and 
Scott  both  in  school  this  year,  Beth  can  thoroughly 

enjoy  program  planning  for  the  Danvers  Garden 

Club.  Sometimes  too  she  sees  "Pogo"  Mary  Case 
Shearer  and  her  four  boys.  (Are  there  any  girl 

children  in  Danvers?)  Summertime  in  the  Philip- 
pines, in  contrast,  is  wet.  Writes  Judy  Germaux  Page, 

"...  kept  waiting  for  a  nice  sunny  day  .  .  .  the  pre- 
diction is  a  continuation  of  the  monsoons  .  .  .  Thus 

I'll  write  in  a  fog."  She  and  family  are  now  settled  at 
the  Philippine  Baptist  Theological  Seminary  in 

Baguio  City  in  a  mountain-top  house:  "...  a  really 
majestic  view  especially  after  living  in  a  walled-in 

compound  in  Manila."  Bob  teaches,  serves  as 
Registrar  and  just  completed  writing  a  programmed 

Hebrew  course  in  Tagalog.  Judy  tends  an  at-home 

nursery  school  for  her  two  girls  and  neighbors, 

handles  ordering  books  for  the  seminary  library  and 
waits  for  the  sun  to  shine. 

Vacationing  on  an  island  in  the  North  Sea  with 

Dietrich,  her  two  boys,  5  and  3,  and  Brigit,  VA, 
Karin  Gemassmer  Ehle  sends  her  best  to  all.  Dietrich 

will  be  visiting  China  on  business  this  fall. 

We  too  in  New  Orleans  were  waiting  for  the  sun 

for  a  while,  as  hurricane  Carmen  danced  capriciously 
off  the  Coast.  Gwen  Gurnack  and  I  seem  to  be 

running  along  parallel  paths,  as  I  recently  took  a 

sidestep  from  issues  and  the  League  of  Women 

Voters  to  be  volunteer  press  secretary  for  a  local 

Democratic  candidate  for  U.  S.  Congress.  She  has 
left   real   estate   and    is    Legislative   Aide  -   Business 

Administrative  Assistant  to  a  New  Jersey  assembly- 

man (who's  also  mayor  of  his  municipality}  and 
handles  the  public  relations  for  a  committee  to  elect 

Democrats  this  fall  —  a  full  schedule,  garnished  with 
singing  with  a  local  choral  group. 

It  was  fun  hearing  from  all  of  you  —  let's  do  it 
again  next  year! 

Ruth  Anne  reporting: 

As  I  was  "otherwise  occupied"  producing  the 
sole  male  heir  to  the  Bengtson  lineage,  I  inquired 
about  reactions  to  the  reunion  and  the  new  look  of 

Chatham's  campus.  Marcia  Mann  Butler's  response 
solved  the  mystery  as  to  why  there  were  no  other 

"bites"  on  my  "bait":  Only  eight  members  of  our 

class  attended.  She  didn't  enumerate  other  than  to 
say  that  her  former  roommate,  Angela  Patrizio 
Smith,  was  another  of  the  eight. 

Marcia  has  been  a  researcher  on  the  magazine 

staff  of  the  National  Geographic  Society,  affording 

her  "vicarious  travel  experiences"  both  educational 
and  exciting.  This  summer,  she  and  husband  Bruce 

went  to  the  Pyrenees  for  some  research  for  the  Geo- 
graphic and  then  to  Germany  for  a  vacation  and  to 

visit  old  friends.  While  there,  they  enjoyed  apfelwein 

with  Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach  and  husband  Andy. 

Marcia  is  also  delighted  that  Suzanne  Clewell  has  re- 
turned to  Washington. 

Barrie  M  iller  Gregory  is  teaching  Spanish, 

studying  Italian,  and  has  spent  the  past  three  Easter 
vacations  conducting  tours  to  Spain  for  students  and 

adults.  She  says  it's  a  lot  of  work,  but  fun  too! 
Alice  Ropes  Turnbull,  her  husband  and  three- 

year-old  daughter  spent  a  week  in  Madrid  last  March. 

The  experience  "raised  questions  about  the  uni- 
versality of  urban  problems,  the  preservation  of 

history  in  the  megalopolis  and  the  validity  of  the 

group  trip.  But  the  paintings,  state  rooms,  chan- 

deliers, tapestries  .  .  .  made  it  well  worthwhile." 
(Sounds  like  research  for  the  Geographic,  Marcia!) 

The  Turnbulls  are  enjoying  a  two-year  transfer  to 

England  from  Australia,  where  Alice's  husband  is  a 
banker.  Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  reports  having  heard 

from  Alice,  and  they  both  commented  on  the 

economic  situation,  that  they  are  still  able  to  find 

enough  food  to  eat,  but  the  "pounds  and  pence  do 

evaporate,"  to  quote  Alice.  Nancy  was  more 

specific:  "During  the  first  quarter  of  '74,  the  govern- 
ment estimated  the  standard  of  living  fell  by  2  -  2Y*% 

(i.e.  8  -  10%  per  annum)  .  .  .  they  did  raise  income 
taxes.  .  .  and  our  property  tax  demand  is  up  60% 

since  last  year.  Mortgage  interest  rates  in  England 

can  go  up  and  down  according  to  the  money  market; 

ours  has  increased  from  8%%  when  we  bought  our 

house  in  October  '71  to  1  VA%  today  .  .  .  John's 
factory,  like  all  the  others,  was  on  a  three-day  work 
week,  but  he  went  to  work  the  usual  five  days  and 

did  paper  work  in  the  cold,  dark  office  for  two  days 

out  of  five."  (And  we  think  we've  got  troubles!)  No 

secret  why  Nancy  didn't  make  it  to  the  reunion  as 
she'd  hoped!  The  Tolleys  do  plan  to  be  stateside  for 

some  extensive  travelling  in  '75. 
Back  home  in  the  USA  after  2%  years  in  Brazil, 

are  Tracy  Quarry  Gill  and  family.  They  were  "in 

transit"  with  their  two-year-old  in  hotels  and  air- 
planes since  March  14  and  were  anxiously  awaiting 

their  move  into  their  new  house  in  mid-September, 
after  their  annual  New  York-Hawaii-Canada  vaca- 
tion. 

Nancy  Pierson  Tolley  reported  renting  a  bunga- 

low at  Poole  (on  the  English  Channel  coast  near 

Southampton)  for  a  "self  catering  holiday." 
"Experience  showed  that  domestic  chores  still  have 
to  be  done  (with  a  two-year-old  and  no  washer  or 

dryer)  so  it  was  more  of  a  change  of  scenery  than  a 

vacation!" 
Also  among  the  seasoned  travellers  are  Susan 

Offill  Killgallon,  her  husband  and  boys  Billy  (age  4} 

and  Paul  and  David  (twins,  age  2).  They  took  off  in  a 

GM  camper  for  a  6000  mile  adventure  through 
Canada  to  Vancouver  Island.  August  found  Sue 

making  jam  and  pickles  and  harvesting  the  vegetable 

garden.  (With  two-year-old  twins!)  She  reports  being 
sorry  to  have  missed  the  reunion,  but  being  excited 
and  proud  about  the  Ford  Foundation  award. 

Nancy  McBride  French  hosts  a  two-day-a-week, 
one  hour  radio  talk  show  on  WUSJ,  Lockport,  New 

York.  "Keeping  lined  up  and  prepared  for  my 
myriad  of  guests  and  subjects,  getting  advertisements 

and  writing  them,  learning  timing.  .  .  is  continually 

stimulating  to  me."  She's  also  on  the  Board  of  Di 
rectors  of  Attica-Bridge  Inc.  (bridging  the  gap  bad 
to  the  big  wide  world  for  incarcerated  people,  on  \ 

one-to-one  basis)  and  a  coordinator  of  Buffalo' 
International  Cultural  Concert.  Apart  from  that  (!) 

she's  "got  a  booming  garden,  an  unkept  house  ant 

my  husband's  still  jogging!" Pat  Prycl  Klahr,  husband  David,  children  Ann, 

(age  4)  and  Joshua  (age  2}  and  a  live-in  housekeepe 
have  moved  into  an  old  ■  three-floor,  twelve  roon 
house  in  Highland  Park.  Pat  became  Director  o 

Admissions  at  Carnegie-Mellon's  Graduate  School  o 
Industrial  Administration  last  year,  having  had  ru 

prior  training!  She  says  that  was  more  foolhard' 

than  she  realized,  but  now  she  knows  what  she' 
doing!  David  has  finished  his  book  on  cognitive 
development  and  is  ready  to  begin  another  one.  Th 

housekeeper  releases  them  from  household  duties  ii 

order  to  spend  time  with  the  children. 
Karin  Rumstedt  graduated  from  Berkeley  and  ha 

been  accepted  at  Boalt  Hall  to  study  law  at  th 

University  of  California  (Berkeley}.  She's  not  sur 
how  she'll  manage  working  full  time  at  the  pos 
office,  going  through  law  school  and  being  mother  t 
her  son,  Paul,  who  enters  junior  high  this  year,  bu 

says  she  knows  it  can  be  done!  More  power  to  yoL 
Karin! 

Marty  Richards  Cummings  was  elected  Chairma 

of  the  Day  School  Board  where  daughter  Alliso. 

attends  pre-school. 
Bonnie  Podolsky  Theiner  and  her  husband  ar 

founding  Board  members  of  the  Community  Da 

School,  an  independent  Jewish  day  school  ii 

Squirrel  Hill.  They've  spent  the  past  year  workin 
toward  its  establishment  and  development,  wit 

Bonnie  serving  as  Chairman  of  the  Judaic  Curriculur 
Committee,  School  Counselor,  Publicity  Directc 
and  Officer  of  the  Board.  In  addition,  she  and  he 

husband  are  still  teaching  part-time  at  the  School  c 
Advanced  Jewish  Studies  while  he  is  on  the  facult 

at  the  School  of  Dental  Medicine  at  Pitt  and  she  i 

taking  post-master's  courses  in  Continuing  Educatio (also  at  Pitt). 

Candy  Parrish  Bauer  reports  it's  been  a  busy  yee 
with  the  new  baby  (now  an  inquisitive  toddler! 

Their  older  son,  Brian,  is  now  eight.  Candy  has  bee 

doing  volunteer  work  at  the  Canton  Art  Institut 

and  for  the  Canton  Symphony  while  tending  to  th 

building  of  a  new  house! 
Number  five  was  the  charm  for  our  most  regule 

contributor  to  the  Births  column,  Suanne  Polloc 

Singer!  "We  finally  have  a  little  girl  and  are  s 
pleased.  Being  the  mother  of  five  has  me  on  th 

run." 

I  (Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson)  really  enjoye 

hearing  from  everyone  this  year,  including  some 

hadn't  heard  from  in  the  past.  Everyone's  news  is  s 

interesting,  I  feel  like  a  blob  by  comparison.  I'r 
totally  breastfeeding  three-month-old  Matthew  an 

trying  to  give  28  month-old  Sal  I  ie  some  sort  c 

decent  quality  of  attention,  since  the  quantity  can' be  what  it  was  before  competition  set  in!  I  suppos 

we'll  survive!  It  sounds  as  though  all  the  rest  of  yo 
have,  and  gloriously,  too! 

Janet  reporting: 

I  saw  more  people  at  the  10th  reunion  than 
received  notes  from  this  time. 

Linda  Wason  Bardonner  is  now  teaching  ai 

history  and  design  bilingually  in  the  Calgary  Cit 

Schools  while  working  for  her  Ph.D.  Tocompensat 

for  all  this  work  she  is  taking  a  mid-winter  break  t 
Kenya  and  East  Africa  on  safari. 

Also  going  for  her  Ph.D.  (in  sociology)  is  Tob 
Schwaber  while  teaching  two  courses  at  Penn.  Sh 

took  a  raft  trip  down  the  Colorado  River  thi 
summer. 

Natalie  Selkovits  Lustig  and  Linda  Weinber 
Rosenzweig  who  took  much  more  mundane  vac; 
tions  both  said  hello. 

Susan  Uptegraff  Endersbe  is  remodeling  he 

home.  Jo  Ann  Rymer  Lightcap  sold  her  remodelei 
home  and  is  now  starting  from  scratch  with  anothe 

old  house.  Jo  Ann's  daughter  is  in  first  grade  and  he 
son  in  nursery  school  so  she  will  have  some  ne\ 
found  freedom. 

Mary  Shaker  has  taken  a  new  job  as  assistan 

librarian    in    the  children's  section  of  the  Clevelam 
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Public  Library.  And  Judith  Wentworth  Mullan  has  an 

interesting  job  working  with  a  state  diagnostic  team 
for  children  with  problems  while  volunteering  her 

time  working  with  a  women's  center  and  the  Rape 
Crisis  Center. 

At  our  reunion  I  decided  we  certainly  look  as 

good  or  better  than  we  did  ten  years  ago.  "With 
experience  comes  beauty."  Josh  is  in  kindergarten, 

complete  with  car  pool.  (I'm  the  only  mother 
without  a  station  wagon.)  Robby  is  an  1 8- month  old 

devil  but  I'm  enjoying  him  for  in  a  few  years  I'll  be 

working  and  my  life  of  "leisure"  will  be  behind  me. 

1966 
Susan  Cohn  Brenner 

(Mrs.  Paul  F.) 

406-B1  Murray  Avenue 
FortTotten,  NY  11359 

Katherine  Hoover  Hill 
(Mrs.  J.  Scott) 

2422  Granby  Road 

Wilmington,  DE  19810 

Judith  Parry  Pike 
(Mrs.  Harl) 

Box  174 
Show  Low,  AZ  85901 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Brown 
(Mrs.  Eugene  C.) 
121  Ohio  Avenue 

Iowa  Falls,  IA  50126 

Barbara  A.  Wallace 

1619  1  1th  Avenue 

San  Francisco,  CA  94122 

BIRTHS 

Judith    Fellows    Duchek,    a  son,    Konrad    Frederick, 

April  6,  1974 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff,  a  son,  Piotr  Richard,  January 

1, 1974 

Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis,  a  son,  Greg  Erwin,  January 

30,  1974 

Carol  Sheldon  Hylton,  a  son,   Kevin  Bruce,  August 

27, 1974 

Lois  Welsh    Byrne,   a  son,  Christopher  Hilles,  April 
21,  1974 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dolores    Adamson    McCallion    (Mrs.    Peter    G.),    80 

Halliwell  Drive,  Stamford,  CT  06902 

Rebecca    Blasingame    Rosenfeld    (Mrs.    Robert),  807 
Brentwood  Court,  Pacific  Grove,  CA  93950 

Barbara  Brenman,  2643  North  Dayton,  Chicago,  IL 

1   60614 
Lynn  Burkhouse  Obernyer  (Mrs.  Stanley   L.),  1165 

Columbine  #4,  Denver,  CO  80206 

Susan    Coleman    Heckman,    (Mrs.    James    D.),    613 

!  Welsh  Place,  Fayetteville,  NC  28303 
Anna    Cox    Atlred    (Mrs.    James    C),    324    Fairfax 

:  Terrace,  Little  Rock,  AR  72205 

Jerilyn  Donahoe  Lazor  (Mrs.  John),  2160  Greentree 

Rd.,  Apt.  400  West,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1  5220 

Adair  Douglass,  135  S.  20th  Street,  Apt.   1403,  The 

Chateau,  Philadelphia,  PA  19103 

Carole  Early  Cupps  (Mrs.   Samuel),  3623  Glengarry 

'  Avenue,  Kalamazoo,  Ml  49001 
!Sally    Goedicke    Payne     (Mrs.),    870    15th    Street, 

|j  Boulder,  CO  80302 
'Ann    Greenhouse    Klein    (Mrs.    Steven),    2287   Tray- 

j  more  Road,  University  Heights,  OH  441 18 
Isabel  Hausner,  2  Ware  Street,  Apt.  206,  Cambridge, 

■  MA  02138 
Uudith    Howard    Reilly    (Mrs.    Michael),    1009   Cork 

j  Drive,  Bethel  Park,  PA  15102 
Kristin  Jellison  Casteel  (Mrs.  Ralph  E.J,  25-1/2  Barr 
1  Street,  Salem,  MA  01970 

'Sandy   Kretz  Callahan  (Mrs.   Richard   M.),  Box  184, 

|  Fernwood,  MS  39635 
Vlallory   P.    King,    ARE.    Camp,    Rural    Retreat,    VA 
1  24368 

v*ivian     Lazur    Brantley    (Mrs.    William),    4229    W. 
Rivers  Edge  Circle  #102,  Brown  Deer,  Wl  53209 

'Deborah   M.    Lee,   651A   W.    Alton,  Santa  Ana,  CA 
|  92707 
^drienne    Mazo    Cohen    (Mrs.    Dennis),    3239   S.W. 

Archer  Road,  J 152,  Gainesville,  FL  32608 

Deborah  Payson  Dechert  (Mrs.),  Box   328,  Clothier 

Springs  Road,  Malvern,  PA  19355 
Elizabeth    Pincus    Candler    (Mrs.    Dan    B.),    2800  S. 

Main,  #222,  Findlay,  OH  45840 
Susan  Saunders  Johnston   (Mrs.   Michael  V.),  10701 

Glenwild  Road,  Silver  Spring,  MD  20901 

Lesley  Smith  McGregor  (Mrs.  James  A.),   Box  168, 
Rt.  1,Carmel,  CA  93921 

Judith    J.    Stone,    739    Front  Street,    Dunellen,   NJ 

08812 
Jean    Wiest    Chamberlin    (Mrs.    John   SJ,   370  Ana-' 
wanda  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  Pa.  1  5228 

Lois    Welsh     Byrne     (Mrs.     Thomas     E.,     Ill),    319 

American  Street,  Philadelphia,  PA  19106 

Susan  reporting: 

Anita  Cadwallader  Horowitz  has  been  through 

two  u  n successful  congressional  campaigns:  one 
special    election    and    one  primary.   Stacey   goes   to 

kindergarten  this  year  and  Ian  stays  home.  Marty  is 

in  business  —  marketing  and  manufacturing  Suzanne 
Callas  Francis  left  the  housewife  ranks  to  become 

Administrative  Director  for  a  nursery  school-day 
care  center;  a  job  to  which  Amanda  can  go,  too. 
Leslie  Kaplan  Itskowitz  is  busy  with  Amy  5  and 

Marc  2  plus  assorted  classes  including  a  psychology 

course  taught  by  Frank  Lackner  at  Chatham.  She  is 
also  an  active  member  of  Hadassah.  Susan  Coleman 

Heckman's  husband,  Jim  is  now  a  Major  in  the 
Army,  and  they  are  enjoying  their  new  surroundings. 

Barbara  Crick  Klingsporn  is  vice  president  of  a  co-op 
nursery  school  which  her  twins,  Greg  and  Geoff 
attend.  Barb,  a  member  of  the  Bahai  Faith,  accepted 

the  chairmanship  of  a  race  relations  workshop  con- 
ducted by  the  Morristown  Clergy  Council.  Louise 

DeCarl  Malugen  is  still  in  practice  but  is  specializing 

in  bankruptcy  law  and  insolvency  counseling.  She 

was  made  a  trustee  in  bankruptcy  by  the  Bankruptcy 

Court,  U.  S.  District  Court,  So.  District  of  California 

and  was  named  as  the  San  Diego  member  of  the 

California  State  Bar  Committee  on  Debtor-Creditor 

Relations.  Louise  is  also  president  of  a  non-profit 
legal  clinic  which  handles  sex  discrimination  cases. 
The  clinic  has  been  very  successful  in  areas  of  credit, 

housing  and  job  discrimination.  Amazingly  enough, 

Louise  still  has  time  for  sailing  and  visits  with  Rachel 
Stein  Gragg. 

After  "8Y2  glorious  months  on  unemployment," 
Nancy  Dechter  started  a  new  job  as  secretary  (com- 

plete with  computer  terminal)  to  a  scientist  with 

Information  Sciences  Institute  —  a  "think  tank" 
division  of  the  University  of  Southern  California. 

Nancy  was  also  accepted  for  training  in  her  yoga 

organization's  highest  yoga  technique  and  was 
initiated  as  a  KRIYA  YOGI.  Nancy  is  also  taking 

classes  in  Tarot,  astrology,  and  occult  law  at  the 
Philosophical  Research  Society. 

Greetings  from  Jerilyn  Donahoe  Lazor  and  from 
the  Brenners  who  prepare  for  their  December  move 
to  Fort  Sam  Houston  in  San  Antonio  for  six  months 

and  then  to  parts  unknown. 

Kathe  reporting: 

This  year  I  sent  the  usual  26  self-addressed  and 
stamped  postcards  and  got  the  usual  ten  replies.  Our 
ties  are  tenuous,  but  we  do  have  a  bond  in  common 

through  Chatham.  It's  nice  to  have  our  paths  cross 
once  a  year  in  the  Recorder,  scattered  as  we  are. 

Those  of  you  who  read  but  don't  write  should  write 
next  year! 

Carole  Early  Cupps  has  returned  to  her  home 
town  of  Kalamazoo  where  Sam  has  gone  into  real 

estate  with  Carole's  father's  company.  Drew  is  in 
nursery  school  this  fall  and  Drew  and  Dianne  have 

swim  and  gym  at  the  Y. 

Baby  Kurt  has  changed  Judi  Fellows  Duchek's 
life  a  little.  She  has  taken  a  leave  of  absence  from 

manager  of  technical  staff  in  the  Boston  office  of 

Computer  Services  Corp.  to  enjoy  "apple  pie  and 

motherhood." Irene  Fraser  Rothenberg  began  a  new  job  this  fall 

on  the  faculty  at  Barat,  a  women's  college  near Chicago. 

Jarene  Francis  Lee  is  treasurer  of  the  American 

Association  of  Volunteer  Services  Coordinators,  a 

700-member  professional  group.  She  reports  visits 
with  Andra  Sandson  Condon,  Bonnie  Marks  Bragg 

"whose  son  Eric  is  beautiful  and  very  good,"  and 
Naomi  Waterston.  The  Lees  had  great  vacations  last 

■year  in  Antigua  and  Mexico. 
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Marty  Friday  Roberts  is  trying  to  finish  her  Ph.D. 

thesis  by  December  and  teaching  part-time  at  a  local 
college.  Bronwyn,  3%,  is  in  nursery  school  this  fall, 
and  Tom  is  still  working  on  house  renovations. 

I  am  at  a  loss  to  condense  six  delightful  pages 

from  Isabel  Hausner.  She  spent  the  year  "like  a 

stewardess"  flying  between  Boston,  Albany  and 
Washington,  and  taught  a  semester  course  at  Har- 

vard's Graduate  School  of  Design  in  "politics  of 

housing."  This  year  she  will  be  in  Cambridge  to 

complete  a  master's  degree  in  Public  Administration 
at  the  J.  F.  Kennedy  School  of  Government.  As  we 

observe  our  thirtieth  birthdays,  Isabel  wishes  "that 
we  continue  to  grow,  and  have  a  chance  to  con- 

tribute to  society  a  bit  of  that  part  of  ourselves 

which  makes  us  unique." Also  in  Boston,  Hannah  Gilman  reports  the  big 

news  is  that  she  is  painting  her  apartment!  She  is  still 

at  University  of  Mass./Boston,  in  a  new  fortress-like 
structure  jutting  out  into  Boston  Harbor.  The  school 

desegregation  order  will  affect  her  work  with  the 
local  schools  this  year. 

Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff  and  Jon  welcomed  Alek- 

sandr's  brother  Piotr  on  New  Year's  Day  and  were 
thrilled  with  the  shared  experience  of  Lamaze  train- 

ing. Bobbie  wrote  that  Nixon  was  still  her  main 

concern,  and  she  hopes  Ford  will  restore  equilibrium 
to  our  lives. 

Judy  Howard  Reilly  was  just  about  to  move  into 

a  new,  bigger  house  when  she  wrote.  Mike  and  Judy 

went  on  the  Chatham-sponsored  trip  to  Hawaii  and 

missed  not  seeing  any  '66  classmates. 
In  August  the  Hills  moved  a  half  mile  from 

rented  house  to  our  own  home.  This  is  the  tenth 

address  in  eight  years,  so  we  hope  to  stay  a  while.  We 

are  delighted  with  house,  neighborhood  and  friends 
in  Wilmington.  Charlie,  3/=,  has  started  nursery 

school  —  the  signal  for  John,  1,  to  give  up  his 

morning  nap.  We  are  painfully  recovering  from  the 

shock  of  my  mother's  death  on  September  1.  Other- 
wise, our  lives  are  full  and  I  am  glad  to  be  busy  with 

gardening  and  redecorating,  American  Association  of 
University  Women  and  church  work.  My  warmest 
thanks  to  those  who  wrote. 

Judy  reporting: 

Kristin  Jellison  Casteel  writes  that  her  big  news  is 

her  move  back  to  Salem  where  they  have  a  yard  for 

their  baby.  They  will  be  looking  for  a  house  shortly. 
Kristin  would  like  to  know  where  Barb  Brenman 

Newman  is. 
Ruthe  Klein  Kaplan  and  family  took  two  trips  to 

Florida  to  visit  family.  Daughter  Ellen  is  starting 

nursery  school,  while  Bob  is  president  of  the  local 
NRHS  (he  is  interested  in  old  steam  engines). 

Sandy  Kretz  Callahan  writes  from  tiny  Fern- 
wood,  Miss,  where  she  is  working  as  a  planner  for  the 

aging  program  of  the  Southwest  Mississippi  Develop- 
ment District,  while  husband  Dick  is  flying  big  name 

rock  groups  on  a  small  charter  airline.  They  don't 
think  Mississippi  is  really  their  kind  of  place,  but 

they  are  enjoying  frequent  trips  to  New  Orleans  for R  &  R. 

Vivian  Lazur  Brantley  and  Bill  are  delighted  with 

their  move  to  Brown  Deer,  a  suburb  of  Milwaukee. 

Bill  is  teaching  dental  materials  at  the  School  of 

Dentistry  at  Marquette. 

Carol  Beth  Levin  Hill  and  family  enjoyed  a  fan- 

tastic trip  to  Europe.  Carol  has  begun  her  master's  in early  childhood  and  is  really  enjoying  it. 

Bonnie  Mark  Bragg  sends  her  greetings,  saying 

everything  is  FINE  and  son  Eric  is  getting  more 

delightful  every  day.  Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer  spent 

the  summer  swimming  with  Stacy  and  she's  all 
wrinkly.  Stacy  isn't  quite  two. 

Celia  Paul  South  is  working  as  director  of  com- 

munity services  at  a  new  center  for  emotionally  dis- 

turbed children  on  Ward's  Island  in  New  York.  She 
works  a  great  deal  with  the  parents  of  the  children 
most  of  whom  live  in  Harlem  and  East  Harlem.  Last 

winter  she  and  Walter  skied  in  Austria,  finding  it 

"absolutely  beautiful."  They  look  forward  to  going 
back  again  this  year. 

Renny  Mazo  Cohen  moved  back  to  Gainesville 

after  her  recent  divorce.  She  is  in  graduate  school  in 

counselor  education  at  the  University  of  Florida.  She 

also  writes,  "More  important  than  that  I  have 

received  the  knowledge  of  Guru  Maharaj  Ji." 
The  Pikes  are  finding  rural  northeastern  Arizona 



iriventure.  The  culture  is  male  chauvinisl 

wtiere  the  men  are  seeking  a  dream  of  the  old  West 

that  nevei  existed  and  the  women  are  left  home  with 

their  8  kids.  I  am  working  part  time  a1  the  local 

county  guidance  clinic  doing  individual  and  family 

,..,  ,  |  Much.  Our  daughter 

linnlng  to  talk  and  is  developing  into  a 
fine  '"id  in  b 

Betsy  reporting: 

Cathy  St.  Clair  writes  that  she's  still  enjoying  her 

job  with  Coca-Cola  and  plans  to  move  farther  into 

[he  B "Imont  hills  area,  but  there  is  no  new  address  as 

yet  When  writing  Cathy,  please  address  her  as  Miss 

or  Ms.  as  she  and  her  husband  have  had  their 

marriage  annulled.  Cathy  spends  most  of  her  time  in 

California,  but  once  a  year  she  visits  her  parents  in 

Washington  D.  C.  and  her  brother  in  New  Jersey.  If 

you're  in  that  area,  you  might  want  to  say  "hello!". Carol  Sheldon  Hylton  reports  that  she  and  Bob 

have  had  a  full  summer  of  swimming,  walking  and 

bike-riding.  She  has  a  new  position  as  staff  develop- 
ment person  at  North  Lake  where  she  has  been 

teaching  the  past  three  years.  She  will  be  working 
half  time,  in  the  afternoons,  with  adults,  children, 

volunteers,  and  with  curriculum  development  as 

well.  Bob  practices  gestalt  therapy  and  Carol  helps 
counsel  couples  and  lead  weekend  groups.  The 

Hyltons  had  a  visit  from  Becky  Blasingame  Rosen- 
feld  and  her  husband  Rob,  who  is  in  the  Army.  Lory 

King  is  also  in  the  Washington  area,  teaching  at  the 
Waldorf  school, 

Sherrie  Smith  has  gone  back  to  teaching  art  in 

Franklin,  New  Hampshire,  in  three  separate  schools, 

all  of  which  are  different.  During  weekends  and  vaca- 
tions our  outdoor  lover  continues  to  be  a  ski  in- 

structor at  Loon  Mountain.  All  Chatham  skiers  are 

invited  Sherrie's  way.  Sally  Mercke  Heymn  '63  and 
her  husband  Rick  visited  Sherrie  in  New  Hampshire. 

As  for  myself,  I  planted  my  first  garden  —  1  00'  x 
15'  so  this  fall  I'm  freezing  all  sorts  of  vegetables  to 

help  beat  inflation  this  winter.  I've  been  taking  voice 
lessons  (it's  never  too  late!)  and  have  been  accom- 

panying several  groups  and  individuals  on  the  piano. 

As  for  titles,  I  think  I  prefer  "Farmerette  Brown." 

People  do  a  lot  of  visiting  around  here,  so  why  don't 
you  come  out  and  see  just  how  friendly  we  are? 

Barbara  reporting: 

Carlie  White  writes  that  she  has  a  new  job  as  a 

research  assistant  in  the  Department  of  Allergy  and 

Immunology  at  Children's  Hospital  —  Pittsburgh. 
Her  only  regret  is  waiting  to  be  there  long  enough  to 
have  vacation  time  and  return  to  Europe.  Last 

summer  was  spent  on  a  Scandinavian  cruise  which 
she  enjoyed. 

Patty  Williamson  Baker  writes  to  say  that  she  has 

cut  back  on  her  work  to  part-time  and  is  busier  than 
ever.  She  is  catching  up  and  feeling  a  tremendous 

sense  of  personal  renewal.  Anyone  passing  through 
her  area  is  invited  to  call. 

Jean  Wiest  Chamberlin  is  back  in  Pittsburgh  after 

four  years  in  New  York  City  and  it  looks  good  to 

them.  She's  returned  to  work  as  a  doctor's  recep- 
tionist. Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis  is  also  returning  to 

work  this  fall  after  her  maternity  leave.  She  will  be 

teaching  sixth  grade  math.  She's  become  an  astrol- 
ogy nut  and  has  taken  adult  courses  in  it  and  reads 

all  she  can  find  on  the  subject. 

Sage  Tower  Mumma  has  a  new  job  as  managing 

editor  of  a  newly  organized  and  town  subsidized 

newspaper.  The  children  will  be  in  kindergarten  and 

nursery  school  and  Sage  is  looking  forward  to  the 

additional  time.  Sage  and  Mike  came  west  this  spring 
and  managed  to  see  much  of  the  California  coast.  We 

spent  a  pleasant  evening  getting  caught  up  on  many 

years. 

I'm  still  working  at  the  U.C.  Medical  Center  as  a 
Pediatric  Social  Worker.  Most  leisure  time  is  spent  in 

the  mountains  near  Lake  Tahoe.  Summer  was  great 

but  skiing  is  still  best  and  not  far  off.  Greetings  to  all 

and  I  hope  it's  a  good  year. 

1968 Jacqueline  Yates  Silson 
(Mrs.  P.  Kevin) 

5641  Woodmont  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Goldie  Jaffee  Katz 
(Mrs.  Joel  W.I 

144  Conover  Road 

Pittsburgh.  PA  15208 

Zelda  Lipschutz  Gilbert 
(Mrs.  Paul  E.) 

3434  Holwyn  Road 

Lexington,  KY  40503 

Georgia  McKee  Holmberg 
(Mrs.  James  C.) 

20  Oakville  Court,  Apt.  2-B 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15220 

Pati  Pronovost  Loughren 

(Mrs.  Joseph  M.I 

441  Clokey  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

ENGAGEMENT 

Karen  Frick  to  James  D.  Dinnage 

MARRIAGES 

Jennifer  Jessop  to  Wesley  Fitzsimmons 

Kelley  Maclsaacs  to  Dean  Ouellette 
Marcia  Mount  to  William  Martin,  May  1  1 ,  1974 

Susan    Thomas   to   Peter  Graham   Richwood,   April 

24,  1973 
Linda  Whitlock   to  Anthony  Silvestro,   August  24, 

1974 

BIRTHS 

Susie   Birckhead   d'Ambrosi,   a   son,    David,  July    4, 

1974 
Alexandra  Hoch  Conly,  a  son,  Zachary  James,  April 

15,  1974 
Goldie  Jaffe   Katz,  a  son,   Richard   Mark.  July   13. 
1974 

Cris  Joyce  Miller,  a  daughter,  Stacey  Meadows,  May 

5,  1974 
Kelley  Maclssacs  Ouellette,  a  son,  Amos  Mahal,  July 

12,  1974 
Mary    Lou  McGuire  Bartlett,  a  daughter,   Katherine 
Bancroft,  January  3,  1974 

Davida  Tunis  Philips,  a  son,  Jason  Sashe,  January  21 , 

1974 
Faith    Yoho   Jaycox,   a   daughter,    Kate    Elizabeth, 

September  8,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Susan    Adams    Guerin    (Mrs.    Thos.    P.    Jr.),    Rakyat 

First  Merchant  Bankers,  c/o  First  Nat'l  City  Bank, 
P.O.  Box  112,  Kuala  Lumpur,  Malaysia 

Judith  Bachrach   1061-B  31st  Street,  NW,  Washing- 

ton,  DC  20007 
Sally  Barnett,  Millwood,  VA  22646 

Marpha    Beaire    Dye    (Mrs.    Wm.l,    63    15th   Street, 

Wheeling,  WV  26003 
Cathy    Beard    Davidson,   425   Adams   Street,    #77, 
Vermilion,  SD  57069 

Sylvia    Birckhead   d'Ambrosi    (Mrs.   F.   Denis),  2534 
Chain  Bridge  Rd..  Vienna,  VA  22180 

Sabra    Burdick,    93    Frances   Street,    Portland,    ME 
04102 

Kathleen  Carlson  Schuchat,  4026  Central  #3,  Kansas 

City,  MO  64111 
Jane  Cooper,  20  East  Highland  Avenue,  East  Orange, 
NJ  07018 

Patricia  Edwards  Isham  (Mrs.  Alfred  C).  712  Good- 
man, Memphis,  TN  381 18 

Karen   Frick,   2229   Bancroft  Place,  N.W.,  Apt.  44, 

Washington,  DC  20008 

Leslie   Greene   Herskowitz    (Mrs.    Fredric   N.),    1600 

Church  Road,  B205,  Wyncote,  PA  19095 

Kathryn  Hennings  De  Fasio  (Mrs.  John),  214  Hamp- 
ton Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15215 

Judy  Herbst  Goozh  (Mrs.  Steven  W.),  2  Deer  Park 
Lane,  Gaithersburg,  MD  20760 

Alexandra  Hoch  Conly  (Mrs.  Marc)  1677  S.  Clarkson 
St.,  Denver.  CO  80210 

Sandra     Lee    Hochhauser,    8516    Bedford     Road, 
Macedonia,  OH  44056 

Mary  Christina  Holland,  16  Clark  Avenue,  Cornwall- 
on-Hudson,  12520 

Jennifer  Jessop  Fitzsimmons  (Mrs.  Wesley),  1304  N. 
Highland  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

Jenifer  Johnson  Rettig  (Mrs.  Alan),  Buttermilk  Falls 
Road,  Warwick,  NY  10990 

Alice  Kessler,  116  Tremont  St.,  Apt.  303,  Brighton 
MA  02135 
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Lois  Kramer  Croner,   12717   Layhill   Rd.,  Apt.  T- 

Silver  Spring,  MD  20906 
Kathleen    Kratt   IMeeley   (Mrs.   James   D.   Jr.),   58' 

Elwood  St.,  Apt.  34,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 
Gisela    Krueger     Fashing    (Mrs.     Norman    J.),    111 

Wilkins  Drive,  Williamsburg,  VA  23185 

Marsha    Lane   Camitta    (Mrs.    Bruce),  21    Page  Far 

Road,  Sherborn,  MA  01770 
Nancy    LeVasseur    Irwin    (Mrs.    Wm.),    1510  Jasp 

Street,  Silver  Spring,  MD  20902 
Roberta   Livingston   Reitzes.  (Mrs.  Robert),  Brand 

wine  Estates,  Claymont.  DE  19703 

Alexis  McMillan,  4450  S.  Park  Ave..  Chevy  Chas 
MD  20015 

Elinor    Marks,   6409    Primrose   Avenue,   #4,   Hoi! 

wood,  CA  90028 
Pennie   Mastantuono    Koenig   (Mrs.   John   SI,    17; 

Church  St.,  NW,  Washington,  DC  20036 
Marcia    Mount  Martin  (Mrs.  William),  273  Thund 

Circle,  Cornwells  Heights,  PA  19020 
Cecelia   R.   Paape,   418   Everett  Avenue,  Palo  Alt 
CA  94301 

Elfriede  Pittman  Laaff  (Mrs.  George  S.).  81  Reserv 

tion  Road,  Andover,  MA  01810 
Pamela  Poch  Foote  (Mrs.  John  P.),  115  E.  89th  S 

Apt.  3B,  New  York,  NY  10028 
Audrey   Pysh   Theis  (Mrs.  Steven  W.l,  359  MidWi 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15216 

Chilton  Richardson  Knudsen  (Mrs.  Michael  J.),  14' 
East  Wakeman  St.,  Wheaton,  I  L  601 87 

Deborah  Rosch  Blanchard  (Mrs.  Richard  F.),  6  Sug 

Loaf  Court,  Baltimore,  MD  21209 

Candice  Saly  Curry  (Mrs.  Norman  M,),  #55,  1048 

Main  St.,  Bowling  Green,  OH  43402 

Elinor    Scheirer,    108    Laguna   Villas  Blvd.,   #D-1 
Jacksonville,  FL  32250 

Susan    Schmerer,    1505    Orchard    #6,    Eugene,    C 

97401 

Helen  Sparks  Trollman  (Mrs.  John  H.),  2005  Whi 

Swan  Drive,  Oshkosh,  Wl  54901 
Constance  Swjantek  Simons,  (Mrs.  Michael  A.),  22 

N.  Cable  Rd.,  Apt.  216,  Lima,  OH  45807 
Mary    Brem   Templeton,  515  E.   85th  St.,  Apt.  6 
New  York,  NY  10028 

Susan  Thomas  Rickwood  (Mrs.   Peter  G.),  c/o  SI 

ford   House,   5  Cornhill,  Otter,  St.   Mary,   Devc 

England 
Cheryl  Tow  Fine  (Mrs.  Norman),  9  Brookside  Roe 
West  Hartford,  CT  06107 

Eleanor   Wait,   30   Christopher   St,    Apt.    44,   Ni 
York,  NY  10014 

Fern  Weiner  Canter   (Mrs.   Sherman   K.),   2120  t 

205  St.,  North  Miami  Beach,  FL  33162 
Linda    Whitlock   Silvestor,    (Mrs.    Anthony  J.l,   2 

Shore  Road,  Waterford,  CT  06385 

Ellen   Witt    Berken    (Mrs.    Richard   H.),   4455  M; 

Arthur  Blvd.,  N.W.,  Washington,  DC  20007 

Gail   Young   Browne   (Mrs.    Richard   J),  2325-42 
St..  NW,  #301,  Washington,  DC  20007 

LOST 

Pamela  Davis  Eldredge  (Mrs.  Charles) 

Jackie  reporting: 

I  am  reminded  by  your  letters  of  Tolsto' 
character,  Bezukhov,  who  discovered  after  grc 

suffering  and  long  searching  that  the  true  meaning 

life  and  true  happiness  are  to  be  found  simply 
living,  in  pedestrian  daily  experience,  and  not  in  a 

grand  designs  or  philosophical  schemes.  The  letter 
received  were  full  of  precious  details  about  our  cla 

mates'  daily  lives,  more  particulars  than  could  e\ 
be  included  in  this  short  space.  It  is  indicative 
their  fondness  for  Chatham  friends  that  so  mar 

from  so  far  away,  would  share  their  lives  and  th 
happiness  so  freely. 

Betty  Adams  Guerin  writes  of  her  new  life  in  t 

Orient,  "The  house  is  a  welcome  change  after  c 
apartment  in  New  York.  We  have  a  beautiful  view 
the  mountains  and  there  are  lots  of  trees.  I  fell 

love  with  this  part  of  the  world  and  could  fina 
understand  why  Pat  was  so  anxious  to  get  back 

She  praises  the  diversity  and  the  climate  of  Kui 
Lumpur  and  offers  this  contrast  with  Singapoi 

"Unlike  Singapore,  Kuala  Lumpur  is  rich  in  cultu 
Lee  Kuan  Yew  has  succeeded  in  making  Singapon 

very  clean.  Western-type  city,  but  it  is  devoid 
'soul.'  Somehow  a  little  dirt  in  the  street  and  a  ri 

sewer  add  a  bit  of  character  to  an  Asian  city." 



From  Cathy  Beard  Davidson,  an  enchanting  letter 

of  life  on  the  South  Dakota  plains  reports  a  new 
house  under  construction,  Ben  and  Felix  almost 

ready  for  grade  school  and  much  interest  in  Water- 

gate. ("I  was  intrigued  by  it,  the  cast  of  characters 
and  their  motivations.  It  made  me  wish  I  was  back  at 

school  so  I  could  do  studying  with  teachers  I  never 

had.") 

Of  the  college,  Cathy  writes,  "I  am  lonely  some- 
times for  the  days  and  nights  I  spent  at  Chatham.  It 

was  a  turbulent  time  for  me  but  I  sucked  a  lot  out  of 

the  interrupted  years  I  had  there.  I  long  to  come 

back  and  walk  through  the  campus  and  see  the  new 

buildings.  I  am  especially  in  love  with  the  sculpture 

that  Jerry  Caplan  did  (in  front  of  the  new 

library)  ...  I  want  to  touch  it.  And  be  foolish  again 
and  roll  down  Woodland  Hill,  check  my  mailbox  for 

letters  and  stay  up  late."  And  finally,  of  herself: 

"Well  I  am  28  now  and  feeling  younger  each  year, 
impatient  for  middle  age  when  I  will  know  more  and 

my  family  will  be  less  dependent  on  me.  t  love  my 

life  here  more  than  anything.  Nothing  can  give  me  as 

much  satisfaction  as  the  immense  sky  and  rolling 

plains." 
A  kind  and  gentle  letter,  which  extended  far 

beyond  the  folding  card  on  which  the  note  began, 

came  from  Vera  Berkowitz  Greenberg.  As  often 

happens,  she  and  Lesley  have  produced  two  little 

ones  of  greatly  different  temperaments:  Martin 

"already  shows  a  great  love  to  learn  anything,  so 
goes  off  eagerly  to  school  each  day  ...  At  times  I 

must  remind  myself  that  he  is  only  4-1/2,"  while 

with  Ronna,  2,  "more  psychology"  in  necessary. 
Vera  writes  of  Karen  Curto:  "I  saw  Karen  this 

summer,  She  continues  to  do  work  in  Physiological 

Psychology  and  is  presently  brushing  up  on  Math 

and  Chemistry  so  that  she  can  get  into  a  doctoral 

Drogram."  Karen  has  also  been  representing  Chatham 
as  an  Alumnae  Speaker  in  Maryland,  Vera  writes. 

Susan  Brewer  Dempster  called  to  report  that  the 

wholesale  importing  business  is  "madness,"  and 
going  very  well  indeed.  She  makes  numerous  buying 

trips  to  South  and  Central  America,  using  the 

Spanish  she  learned  while  teaching  school  in  San 
Antonio.  She  is  planning  a  trip  to  Panama,  Ecuador 

and  Costa  Rica  this  fall.  Susan,  who  was  born,  reared 

and  educated  in  Pittsburgh,  is  delighted  with  her 

nomadic  life.  Of  their  house,  she  says,  "It's  not  a 

lome,  it's  a  headquarters." 

"The  state  of  my  life  and  mind  is  typically  day  to 
Jay  living  right  now  since  things  are  so  busy,"  writes 

Susie  Birckhead  d'Ambrosi  from  Virginia.  Susie  is 
working  as  the  Coordinator  of  Program  Evaluation 

Dn  a  project  for  handicapped  preschoolers.  The  cur- 

iculum  she  is  developing  for  teaching  play  will  be 

3art  of  her  master's  thesis  in  educational  research 

rom  Pitt.  The  d'Ambrosi  family  may  be  moving 
jack  to  Pittsburgh,  depending  on  where  Denny  finds 
i  job.  He  is  just  out  of  the  service. 

From  Maine,  a  memo  from  the  Department  of 
Health  and  Welfare/To:  Jackie/  From;  Sabe/  Sub- 

set: Ocean  breezes,  clean  air,  solitude/  "Finding  it 
ilmost  impossible  to  find  a  teaching  job  and  feeling 

)Ound  by  traditional  casework,  I  decided  to  see  what 

ilse  might  be  happening  in  my  field.  There  was 
Elaine  (cleaner,  closer  to  home)  in  the  forefront  {the 

ournals  said)  of  "social  work  techniques,"  writes 
iabra  Burdick.  She  has  become  a  "resource  devel- 

>per."  one  who  determines  needed  social  services 
>nd  then  negotiates  contracts  between  the  state  and 

he  community  agency  which  will  provide  the 

ervice.  There  is  also  swimming  in  the  ocean,  camp- 

ng,  cross-country  skiing,  and  trips  to  Boston,  where 
fabe  visited  Nancy  Blaisdell  and  Jolie  Blauvelt. 

>2bby  Little,  Ann  Quenin,  Pat  Pagliara  and  Tiger 
tochhauser  are  also  fondly  mentioned.  Finally,  Sabe 

Writes,  "Who  knows  how  long  I'll  be  here,  but  while 
i  am,  my  home  is  open  to  all  who  want  to  vacation/ 

isit." 

Camping  in  faithful  VW  bus  "Buffalo"  and  skiing 
re  also  chief  concerns  of  Kathy  Chalmers  Kondylas. 

he  writes  of  her  beloved  Alaska:  "The  winters  are 
iarsh,  but  it  is  the  winters  which  protect  Alaska 

|rom  the  assaults  of  mankind."  The  vast  emptiness 
ind  beauty  of  the  land  console  Kathy  and  Andrew 

pr  the  lack  of  entertainment,  cultural  and  shopping 
icilities  available  down  here  in  the  "lower  48." 

lathy  is  working  for  British  Petroleum,  "mainly 
'ith    drilling    and    camp    supplies    for    the    North 

Slope."  Andrew  is  with  BankAmericard. 
"Scribbling  quick,"  while  her  students  attend 

music  class,  Beckey'  Conrad  Hahn  announces  she 
finished  her  master's  thesis  in  elementary  education 
last  winter.  Hooray!  She  devoted  most  of  her  letter 
to  old  friends  from  Chatham  and  the  life  we  all 

shared  there.  On  a  visit  from  Diane  Savage  last 

winter:  "She  looks  terrific  —  has  2  dogs  —  and  a 

guy.  .  .  .  Diane  and  I  just  couldn't  believe  it  when  we 

finally  did  get  together ...  it  seemed  as  if  we'd  just 
left  each  other  the  week  before."  Larry  and  Beckey 
are  planning  to  spend  a  weekend  with  Jennifer 
Jessop  Fitzsimmons  and  Wesley  later  this  fall. 

Gail  Davis  Reiner  is  now  attending  Ford  ham 
University  Law  School,  where  she  is  on  the  Law 

Review.  She  writes  of  her  decision:  "I  decided  to 
become  a  lawyer  after  getting  an  M.A.  in  sociology 

(University  of  Florida)  .  .  .  Until  Alysia  was  2,  I  felt  I 

had  to  spend  my  time  being  a  full-time  mother,  but 

when  I  was  ready  for  a  part-time  job  as  a  sociologist, 

I  couldn't  find  anything  I  wanted  to  do.  I  had  taught 
college  as  a  graduate  student  and  although  I  found  it 

enjoyable,  I  knew  that  a  college  professor  was  not 
what  I  wanted  to  be.  I  would  have  liked  a  research 

position  but  they  went  to  persons  finishing  their 

Ph.D.  or  associated  with  universities."  Charles,  his 
Ph.D.  in  clinical  psychology  complete,  is  a  professor 

with  attending  status  at  Montifiore  Hospital  Depart- 
ment of  Social  Medicine  and  also  has  started  a 

private  practice.  Gail  writes  of  her  personal  feelings, 

"Although  returning  to  school  with  a  child,  has 
placed  a  great  strain  on  our  marriage,  I  think  that 

because  I'm  happier  and  more  fulfilled,  we've  been 

more  loving  and  happier  together."  Kathy  Carlson 
Schuchat  expressed  a  similar  sentiment  in  her  letter 

last  year. 

Mary  Ann  Denning  is  still  in  Houston,  working  as 

a  legal  assistant  in  the  trial  section  of  a  medium-size 

firm  and  going  to  law  school.  She  hopes  to  graduate 
this  coming  spring. 

As  for  Kevin  and  me,  the  best  news  is  that  K.  has 

a  new  job,  which  he  really  loves,  working  for  Pitts- 

burgh's Department  of  Parks  and  Recreation,  under 

Louise  Royster  Brown  '67.  He  'expedites  the 
planning  and  construction  of  new  park  facilities  and 

the  repair  of  existing  ones.  We  also  have  acquired 

two  thoroughbred  riding  horses  which  give  us  much 

pleasure. 
The  great  adventure  of  our  summer  was  going  up 

to  Connecticut  for  Linsie  Whitlock  Silvestro's 

wedding.  We  spent  a  week  "helping  out,"  which 
meant  a  great  deal  of  conversation  with  the  entire 

Whitlock  cast  of  characters,  swimming  in  the  cove, 

sailing,  eating  delicious  food  and  occasionally  doing 

a  little  work  to  prepare  for  the  wedding.  We  were 

both  thoroughly  enraptured  by  Tony,  who  is  so 

beloved  by  his  neighbors  and  customers  that 

whenever  we  were  at  the  Silvestro's  new  house,  there 
was  almost  always  someone  there  wishing  Tony  and 

Linsie  well,  bringing  food,  offering  favors,  etc.  I 

know  Lins  is  going  to  be  very,  very  happy  in  her  new life. 

Thanks  to  everyone  for  the  nice  letters.  I  really 

enjoyed  them  and  K.  insisted  on  reading  all  the  cor- 
respondence from  people  he  knew,  even  those  who 

were  passing  acquaintances.  That  our  pleasure  is  not 

unique  is  revealed  in  this  comment  from  Sabe,  "It's 
been  a  long  time  it  seems  since  I  even  attempted  to 
meet  a  Recorder  deadline.  However,  I  know  how 
much  it  means  to  me  to  read  about  the  various 

doings  of  the  class  of  '68  so  I  must  assume  someone 

might  also  care  about  my  particular  life."  Several 
others  mentioned  a  similar  feeling,  of  wanting  to 

keep  in  touch,  even  though  there  was  no  really 
momentous  news.  The  Chatham  adventure  binds  us 

all  much  more  closely  than  we  perhaps  realize  or 
admit. 

Goldie  reporting: 

Mary  Lou  McGuire  Bartlett  reports  that  her 

daughter  was  the  first  child  born  in  the  new  year  in 

her  area  and  the  whole  family  received  lots  of  pub- 
licity and  gifts  from  the  local  shops.  In  addition  to 

caring  for  Katherine,  Mary  Lou  helped  to  design  a 

course  on  "Environmental  Law  for  Laymen"  and  co- 
chaired  a  conference  on  Westchester's  park  facilities. 

Another  classmate  who's  had  a  chance  to  in- 
novate is  Gail  Fishberg.  She  had  an  offer  to  work  for 

the  Trenton  Alternative  Middle  School.  The  parents 

in  the  school  district  were  dissatisfied  with  the  exist- 

ing structure  and  wanted  to  try  something  different 
Gail  intends  to  work  as  an  advisor  on  the  project. 

Hoping  to  find  something  a  little  different.  Sue 
Esterman  Borish  would  like  a  guidance  position  in 

her  school  district  but  finds  it  difficult  to  come  by. 

Instead,  she'll  be  a  combination  seventh  and  eighth 
grade  teaching  team  this  year. 

Karen  Frick  is  working  as  a  legislative  research 

assistant  and  librarian  for  a  Washington,  DC  law 

firm.  Her  fiance  is  a  lawyer  and  will  be  working  in 

Washington  also.  Their  wedding  is  planned  for 

October  10. 

Backpacking  took  up  part  of  the  summer  for  two 
of  our  classmates.  Pat  Elio  Cash  and  Dennis  traveled 

through  Glacier  National  Park.  They  are  planning  a 

trip  East  for  the  Christmas  holidays.  Sam  Hock 

Conly  and  husband  Marc  traveled  in  Europe  with 
their  belongings  on  their  backs.  They  returned  to  the 

states  for  the  birth  of  their  son,  Zachary  James.  Sam 

is  now  looking  into  the  possibility  of  obtaining  a 
Master  of  Theology  degree  so  that  she  can  support 
her  family  while  Marc  works  on  his  watercolors. 

Mary  Holland  received  her  B.S.  degree  in  the 

Naturalist  Curriculum  from  the  University  of  Michi- 

gan's School  of  Natural  Resources.  She's  now  the 
Educational  Assistant  in  charge  of  programs  at  the 
Museum  of  Hudson  Highlands. 

Several  classmates  report  that  their  kids  are 

keeping  them  more  than  busy!  Whether  Valerie  was 

ready  or  not.  Shelly  Israel  Mark's  daughter  went  off 
to  nursery  school  this  year.  Shelly  said  she  was  more 

than  ready.  Cathy  Horowitz  Saltzman  and  family 
love  Texas.  Since  husband  Marc  travels  a  lot,  Cathy 

enjoys  keeping  busy  with  daughter  Emily.  Who 

keeps  who  busy7 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  enjoys  being  Jamie's  mother 
but  is  also  occupied  by  substitute  teaching  and 
tutoring  in  math.  Judy  Herbst  Goozh  enjoys  keeping 

up  with  her  kids  and  her  husband's  educational 

career.  Steve  is  now  in  Howard  University's  School 
of  Orthodontics. 

As  for  me,  Goldie  Jaffe  Katz,  the  key  work  at 
our  house  has  been  additions!  We  decided  to  add  a 

family  room  and  bedroom  to  our  home  which  has 

been  a  noisy  undertaking.  Right  in  the  middle  of 

that  project,  Amy's  brother,  Richard  Mark,  was 

added  to  the  family.  At  this  point,  I  don't  know 
which  addition  is  noisier!  Joel  and  I  continue  to 

enjoy  Pittsburgh  and  love  to  watch  the  city  and 
Chatham's  campus  grow. 

Georgia  reporting: 

This  has  certainly  been  an  incredible  year.  We 
have  a  new  administration  in  Washington;  yet,  life 

goes  on  for  the  rest  of  us  as  before.  The  night  of 

Nixon's  resignation,  I  called  Alexis  McMillan  in 
Washington.  She  is  office  manager  for  Senator  Percy 

(R.-lll.),  and  at  the  time  it  was  rumored  that  perhaps 

Percy  might  be  President  Ford's  choice  for  Vice- 
President.  It  turned  out  otherwise,  as  we  know,  but 

the  opportunity  of  speaking  with  a  friend,  who,  but 

for  fate,  might  be  scurrying  about  the  White  House, 
was  irresistible.  Alexis  thought  she  might  get  to 

Europe  for  a  vacation  later  this  year,  "When  things 
quiet  down  here."  Good  luck,  Alex! 

Ann  Joseph  is  in  Europe  at  this  writing,  having 

just  returned  from  a  late  summer  vacation  in  Maine. 

Ann  has  been  promoted  at  the  E.P.A.  in  Phila- 
delphia, where  she  is  an  attorney. 

Pam  Poch  Foote  and  Cris  Joyce  Miller  and  their 

families  spent  their  July  4th  vacation  sailing  and 
reminiscing.  Pam  changed  jobs  last  December,  and  is 

now  Personnel  Supervisor  at  Estee  Lauder,  Inc.  She 
writes  that  she  saw  several  Chathamites  (class  of 

1969)  at  a  party  Mary  Silton  Maran  gave  this 
summer. 

Leslie  Miller  Eggers  also  has  a  new  job.  She  is  a 

freelance  systems  analyst  and  programmer,  and 

writes  that  working  for  yourself  "is  good  —  but  the 

Boss  is  tough!" 
Deborah  Rosch  Blanchard  writes  that  Nancy 

Banchiere  Fisher  and  husband  are  relocating  from 

Pittsburgh  to  Maryland  —  the  Blanchards  and  Fishers 
will  even  be  in  the  same  apartment  complex!  Debbie 

is  teaching  English  to  foreigners  part-time  while 
working  on  her  Ph.D.  (University  of  Maryland)  in 
Ancient  Semitic  Studies.  Her  husband  Dick  is  a 
senior  resident  in  Internal  Medicine  now. 
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Marcia  Mount  Martin  and  her  new  husband  Bill  (a 

CPA  at  Peat,  Marwick  and  Mitchell  in  Trenton},  are 

now  settled  in  their  new  dwelling.  Marcia  continues 

as  a  training  supervisor  at  Central  Montgomery 
Mental  Health  Clinic  (PA),  and  plans  to  start  work 

on  a  Ph.D.  in  Social  Welfare  Policy  at  Bryn  Mawr 

College  this  fall. 
Chilton  Richardson  Knudsen  and  Michael  have 

moved  to  Illinois,  where  they  have  acquired  a  house. 

His  job  is  doing  research  on  speech  systems  and  voice 

storage  at  Bell  Laboratories.  Chilton  works  part-time 
for  Planned  Parenthood  and  is  beginning  an  M.B.A. 

in  Health  and  Welfare  Administration  in  January, 
1975. 

Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman  and  Stan  are  manag- 
ing their  two  sons,  Marcus  OY2)  and  Jason  (16 

months),  and  working.  Barb  completed  her  Master's 
in  Library  Science  and  is  working  part-time  as  a  tech- 

nical writer,  while  husband  Stan  is  still  at  Westing- 
house  (Nuclear  Center).  They  see  Marcia  Binstock 
Swartz  and  her  husband  quite  often. 

As  for  myself,  I  am  still  working  on  my  disserta- 
tion, and  hereby  wish  to  give  thanks  to  Emily  Hill 

Buka  '67  who  is  helping  me  gather  some  of  my  data. 
This  summer  I  joined  the  National  American 

Studies  Faculty  (NASF),  and  am  now  awaiting 

further  word  as  to  my  duties.  My  "spare  time,"  what 
there  was  of  it,  was  spent  cultivating  a  garden  on  my 

balcony,  and  functioning  as  a  telephone  answering 

service  for  Jim  during  the  contract  negotiations  with 

the  Community  College  of  Allegheny  County  this 
summer.  Jim  is  now  a  tenured  Associate  Professor  of 

History  and  Political  Science,  and  was  elected  Presi- 
dent of  the  American  Federation  of  Teachers  Local 

at  that  school. 

As  usual,  I  was  glad  to  hear  from  all  of  you  who 

replied,  and  also  disappointed  that  I  didn't  hear  from 

everybody.  Let's  hope  this  coming  year  will  be 
happy,  healthy,  and  prosperous  for  everyone. 

Zelda  reporting: 

There  have  been  big  changes  and  small  changes  in 

the  lives  of  the  alumnae  with  whom  I'm  in  contact. 
Kelley  Maclsaacs  Ouellette,  besides  being  married 

and  a  mother,  plans  on  packing  up  the  farm  for  a 

while  and  driving  to  Connecticut,  to  visit  Betsy 
Bosson  Hanelius,  Cheryl  Tow  Fine,  and  Linda  Taft 

Solomon.  She  writes  that  the  farm  didn't  do  well 
during  the  drought  this  summer,  but  that  it  was  still 
a  serene  place  to  be. 

Sara  Llewellyn  South  wold  and  her  husband 

Martin  are  in  Sri  Lanka  (Ceylon)  for  15  months 

doing  anthropological  research.  They  are  studying 

how  Buddhism  relates  to  everyday  life  in  the  villages 

—  particularly  in  relation  to  economic  development. 
Her  address  there  is  only  a  temporary  one,  and  she 

asks  that  mail  be  sent  to  her  Manchester,  England 

address  for  forwarding. 

Elinor  Marks  has  transferred  to  the  Hollywood 
VD  Clinic  where  she  is  the  first  woman  assistant 

supervisor.  She  loves  the  weather  and  even  has  a 

banana  tree  growing  right  outside  her  door. 

Everyone  else  who  wrote  also  seems  to  be 

moving.  Bobbi  Livingston  Reitzes  visited  Barbara 

Stern  Heffer  in  Massachusetts  before  returning  to  her 

hometown  to  live.  Alice  Kesster  is  enjoying  teaching 
the  first  and  second  grade  combination  that  she  tried 

out  last  year.  Kathleen  Kratt  IMeeley  and  her 

husband  Jim  have  moved  back  to  Pittsburgh  in  order 

for  him  to  study  for  his  Master's  in  Business  Ad- 
ministration. She  is  working  for  Westinghouse 

Electric  and  feels  that  after  living  in  small  towns, 

Pittsburgh  seems  awfully  big  and  dirty.  Jenifer 

Johnson  Rettig  and  her  husband  are  also  planning  to 

move,  but  into  an  old  summer  cabin  that  they  have 

completely  rebuilt.  Paul  and  I  have  also  taken  the 

plunge  and  bought  a  house.  He  just  passed  his 

qualifying  exams  and  I'm  entering  my  second  year  of 
teaching  Psychology  to  the  Freshmen.  If  anything, 

it's  more  fun  than  last  year. 

Pati  reporting: 

As  I  read  through  my  mail,  I  realized  that  each  of 

our  old  friends  is  certainly  "doing  her  own  thing." 
The  cards  and  letters  indicate  that  we  are  very  in- 

volved in  change  —  changing  jobs,  addresses,  and  life 
styles. 

Gail  Young  Browne  has  received  her  Ph.D.  in 

Psychology   and   she  and  husband  Dick  are  moving 

East.  Gail  has  been  awarded  a  post-doctoral  fellow- 
ship to  work  for  2  years  in  Washington,  D.C.  and 

Dick  has  accepted  a  position  in  clinical  neuro- 
psychology at  the  V.A.  Hospital  in  Richmond, 

Virginia.  Mandy  Timney  finished  her  M.A.T.  in 

Biology  at  Simmons  College  in  January  and  is 
excited  (and  somewhat  apprehensive!)  about  her 

new  job  teaching  Life,  Earth,  and  Physical  Sciences 
to  7th  and  8th  graders.  Good  Luck,  Mandy!  Jodie 

Tilghman  Tamplin  says  that  her  new  job  is  very  in- 

teresting but  it's  hard  to  keep  up  with  the  retired 
citizens  —  she's  now  Assistant  to  the  Director  of 
Friends  House,  a  retirement  home  in  Maryland. 

Jodie  and  her  husband,  an  attorney  for  the  Depart- 
ment of  Agriculture,  are  now  living  in  Columbia, 

Maryland.  Linsie  Whitlock  Silvestor  reports  that  she 

is  teaching  in  Bridgeport,  Connecticut  and  getting 
her  certification  in  Secondary  Education  as  well  as  a 

Master's  in  Guidance.  Her  new  husband,  Tony,  is  a 
pharmacist  in  North  Branford,  Connecticut. 

And,  while  some  of  us  report  "finally  receiving" 
degrees,  Sue  Schmerer  has  returned  to  school.  Sue  is 

now  in  Law  School  at  the  University  of  Oregon. 

Candy  Saly  Curry  is  taking  classes  at  Bowling  Green 

University  and  working  toward  her  degree.  Candy 

had  a  busy  year  moving,  going  to  school,  and  visiting 
back  home.  Ellie  Scheirer  is  in  school,  too,  at  the 

University  of  North  Florida.  She's  been  appointed 
Assistant  to  the  Dean  of  the  College  of  Education 

which  she'll  be  doing  along  with  teaching  and 
advising  —  a  busy  lady  but  she  loves  her  job. 

Fern  Weiner  Canter  moved  to  Florida,  has  her 

license  in  real  estate  and  is  working  part-time  in 
residential  property,  while  Sherman  is  in  commercial 

real  estate.  Fern's  sons,  Hal,  6,  and  Eric,  4  are 
thriving  on  the  Florida  sunshine.  And  back  up 

North,  Merry  White  Zeigler  is  now  Assistant 

Librarian  and  Apprentice  Bookbinder-Conservator  at 

the  Hunt  Botanical  Library  at  Carnegie-Mellon 

University  (that's  Carnegie  Tech  for  those  of  you 
who  have  left  Pittsburgh!).  Mary  Templeton  is  work- 

ing in  New  York  at  the  Bradford  Trust  Company  in 

the  Wall  Street  area  and  traveling  "as  much  as  possi- 
ble," lately  to  San  Francisco  and  Quebec.  The  many 

changes  in  Ellie  Wait's  life  this  year  include  a  new 
job  as  an  Assistant  Engineering  Manager  at  A.  T.  & 
T.  in  New  York,  and  a  new  M.A.  in  American 

Civilization  at  New  York  University.  Elite's  most 
recent  "projects"  are  starting  work  on  her  doctorate 
and  trying  to  adopt  a  Korean  or  Vietnamese  orphan. 

Leslie  Tarr  Laurie  spent  a  lot  of  time  traveling 

this  year,  too.  She's  still  working  in  a  family  health 
program  in  western  Massachusetts  while  husband 

Bruce  has  been  doing  research  in  Philadelphia.  So 

Leslie  says  that  in  spite  of  the  "energy  crisis"  she's 
been  doing  a  lot  of  commuting,  Helen  Sparks  Troll- 
man  has  moved  to  Oshkosh,  Wisconsin  and  is  now  a 

Systems  Engineer  for  I.B.M.  She  and  John  are  living 
on  Lake  Winnebago  where  they  enjoy  sailing,  but 

since  the  winters  are  so  long  and  cold  there,  they 

have  taken  up  cross-country  skiing.  Susan  Thomas 
Rickwood  is  living  in  England,  doing  craft  work  and 

odd  jobs.  Susan  has  found  life  there  to  be  quite 
different. 

Greetings  came  also  from  Connie  Swjantek 
Simons  in  Ohio  and  Barbara  Stern  Heffer  in  New 

York.  This  year  Barbara  and  John  vacationed  in 

Vermont  and  New  Hampshire  with  Bobbi  Livingston 

Reitzes  and  her  family.  Davida  Tunis  Philips  sends 

hello  from  New  York,  too,  where  she  is  busy  with 
Richard,  Marc,  and  new  son,  Jason. 

As  busy  as  everyone  has  been,  I  was  pleased  to 

receive  so  much  news.  Jay  and  I  have  been  in  our 

house  for  a  year  now  and  it  has  taken  up  most  of  our 

time!  But  I  did  find  time  to  finish  my  teaching  cer- 
tification and  we  spent  some  time  visiting  family  and 

friends  this  summer.  Hope  that  everyone  enjoys  the 
coming  year. 

1970 
Diane  Deagan 

24  Jane  St.,  #2A 

New  York,  NY  10014 

Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman 
210  Grandview  Ave. 

Delaware,  OH  43015 

Cheri  Kohn  Schwart 
(Mrs.  Joel  D. 

2006  Worcester  Driv 

Pittsburgh,  PA  1524 
Jane  Marcu 

1929  Wynnefield  Terrac 
Philadelphia,  PA  1913 

Susan  Schwart 

40  West  89th  Street,  Apt.  44 

New  York,  NY  1002 
Patricia  William 

334  W.  Main  St.  #20: 

Madison,  Wl  5370: 

MARRIAGES 

Christine  Biel  to  Joseph  Kuhl,  September  28,  197- 

Jane   Marcus   to   Lewis  Mermelstein,  September  1 

1974 
Nedra  Sheatz  to  David  Brody,  March  31,  1974 

Margaret  Simon  to  Tim  Kenney,  April,  1974 

BIRTHS 

Melissa  Dodge  Lloyd,  a  daughter,  Amanda,  Januan 

24, 1974 
Cheri    Kohn  Schwartz,  a  daughter,  Hollee  Jo,  Juni 

27, 1974 
Jane   Yankovic   Bandler,  a  daughter,  Sarah  Rachel 
December  1 1,  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Abraham,  University  of  So.  Florida,  Art  Dept 

Tampa,  FL  33620 
Debbie  Ahrens  Newell  (Mrs.  Steven  H.),  5869  North 

umberland  St.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Ella  Jane   Ashworth,  478   Prospect  Ave..  Hartford 

CT  06105 
Gloria  Baker  McCoy  (Mrs.  Walter  J.),  7150  Fannir 

St.,  Apt.  1051,  Houston,  TX  77025 
Betsy  Belcher  MacMillan  (Mrs.  John  D.),  P.O.  Bo) 

455,  Ticonderoga,  NY  12883 

Christine    Biel    Kuhl    (Mrs.    Joseph).    Liberty    Bel 

Village,  Apt.  H1,  Little  Ferry,  NJ  07643 
Katherine  Blickle,  324  West  89th  Street,  #1A,  New 

York,  NY  10024 

Pamela  Bradley  O'Connell  (Mrs.   Dennis  C),  6  Gali 
Street,  Concord,  NH  03301 

Anne  Bucher  Ertel  (Mrs.  Trevette  C),  1005  Meadow 
view,  Phoenixville,  PA  19460 

Dawn  Fischer  Novak,  176  Camberly  Drive,  Gibsonia PA  1 5044 

Martha  Fix  Krupa  (Mrs.  Michael  Jr.),  1 303  Craigvievi 

Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15243 

Judith   Foecking,  439  Gladbeck,   Postalle  59,  Wes' 
Germany 

Nancy   Friedman,  411    Locust  Avenue,  Philadelphia 
PA  1 9 1 44 

Karen  Gamble  20-E  Yum  Yum  Apt,  Carrboro,  NC 27510 

Pamela    Gast    10    Kondazian    St.,    Watertown,    M/> 
02172 

Katherine  Geha  Kirn  (Mrs.  Steven),  4005  Mamoro 

neck,  Louisville,  KY  40218 
Ellen  Gonchar,  2011  Green  Street,  Philadelphia,  PA 19130 

Lori  Gray,  1160  3rd  Avenue.  New  York,  NY  10021 

Deborah  Grey  Loving,  622  Paynes,  #1-F,  Akron,  OH 

44302 
Caryn  Hall  Anstine  (Mrs.   Larry  D.),  2294-4  Lucretie 
Avenue,  San  Jose,  CA  95122 

Judith  Harding  Murphy  (Mrs.  Jack),  126  King  Street, 
Northampton,  MA  01060 

Pamela   Hird,   510  E.   20th  St.,  Apt.    1  1 C.  c/o  Johr 

Wilshire,  New  York,  NY  10009 
Barbara  Jacobs,  2019  Paulette  Road,  Baltimore,  MD 

21222 

Priscilla  Jameson   Richardson   (Mrs.    Raymond),  622 

Westland  Drive,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Ellen   Judson,   1548  Shady  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 

15217 Naida     Karoly    Finane,    (Mrs.    William    J.    Jr.),    124 

Merrydale  Rd,  #40,  San  Rafael,  CA  94903 
Peggy    Kerestes   Chain    (Mrs.    Michael),    50   Regency 
Park,  2120  Western  Ave.,  Guilderland,  NY  12084 

Rose   Kirschenbaum,   75  Stratford   Road,  Harrison, 
NY  10528 

Ann  E.  Lange,  Elmira  College,  Elmira,  NY  14201 
Janice   C.    Lee,  401    East  74th  St.,   Apt.    5B,   New 

York,  NY  10021 
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lormandie   Lee  Childs   (Mrs.   Geoffrey),   Kents  Hill 
School,  Kents  Hill,  ME  04349 

lorliss    McCutcheon   Jobin    (Mrs. I,   976   Top   View, 

Bloomfield  Hills,  Ml  48013 

tubie    Ann    Mages,   53  W.   84th   St.,   Apt.    5,    New 

York,  NY  10024 

Jorothea   D.   Newport,  902  W.  Moss  Avenue,  Apt. 

F2,  Peoria,  IL  61606 

athleen  R.  O'Daniel,  40  East  End  Avenue,  Apt.  5B, 
New  York,  NY  10028 

:heryl  Olkes,  2800Whitis,  Apt.  C,  Austin,  TX  78705 

'atricia  Anne  Pagliara,   1873  Sample   Road,  Allison 
:  Park,  PA  15101 
Sayle  Parker  c/o  Mrs.   M.  Gelb,  414  Monroe  Ave., 
Scranton,  PA  18510 

iusan  Patton,   179   Main  Street,  Hudson  Falls,  NY 
12839 

onnie  Pearson  McElroy   (Mrs.  James),  3720  Rollis- 
ton  Road,  Shaker  Heights,  OH  44120 

indrea  Pratt,  709  West  176th  Street,  Apt.  3D,  New 
York,  NY  10032 

Ilare    Ruthenburg    Silet    (Mrs.    Loring),    1606-24th 

'Street,  Ames,  IA  50010 
redrica    Scheidecker    Packard    (Mrs.    Richard    A.), 

'293-1  Mansfield  Street,  New  Haven,  CT  0651 1 
ledra    Sheatz    Brody    (Mrs.    David    E.),   270  Shady 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

laine  Sherer,  4504   Lewis  St,  Windy  Hill  Section, 
North  Myrtle  Beach,  SC  29582 

largaret    Simon    Kenney    (Mrs.    Tim),    1230   Royal 

Drive,  Apt  271,  Library,  PA  15129 

amela  Stock  Curry  {Mrs.  John  R.),  1555  W.  Middle- 

ifield  Rd.,  Apt.  55,  Mountain  View,  CA  94043 
usan  J.  Thorn,  7  St.   Lukes  Place,  New  York,  NY 
'10014 

tnn  Elaine  Ungar,  300  E.  40th  St.,  #7D,  New  York, 
'NY  10016 

uin    E.    Wakeley,     Highland    Community    School, 
(Paradox,  NY  12858 

.    Margaret    Walsh,    c/o    Giles,    3370    Hollywood, 
Bellingham,  WA  98225 

onstance  Wiencek  Kobalka  (Mrs. ) ,  1413  West 

>107th  St.,  Cleveland,  OH  44102 

onstance  E.  Wilkinson,  Academy  of  American 

Poets,  1078  Madison  Ave.,  New  York,  NY  10028 

uzanne  T.  Wilson,  126  King  Street,  Northampton, 
AAA  01 060 

me  Yankovic   Bandler,    (Mrs.    Richard   J.    Jr.),  c/o 

Oept.   of  Spanish,  University  of  New  South  Wales, 
P.O.  Box  1,  Kensington,  Australia  2033 

iane  Reporting: 

News  for  the  Recorder  apparently  becomes 

:arce  at  this  point  of  post-Chatham  life:  the  jobs 
sve  been  found,  the  degrees  have  been  earned,  and 

ne  apartments  have  been  decorated  in  early 

mmage  sale.  All  of  this  year's  news  arrived  bearing 
■ie  sentiment  that  nothing  was  really  new  at  all! 
Trinka  Blickle  and  Mary  Archick  Antimary,  for 

:ample,  both  claim  that  nothing  ever  happens  to 

iem.  Trinka  is  continuing  as  Art  Director  for  the 

pera  Guild  News,  and  Mary  is  at  home  with  four- 
;ar-old  Michael   in  her  husband-redecorated  house. 

Another  "still  doing  the  same  thing"  comes  from 
Jsan  Craycraft  Willard  and  John,  both  of  whom  are 
.aching  in  Connecticut.  Their  summer  travels  must 

ave  been  quite  hectic:  she  writes  that  getting  back 
k  school  was  restful  in  comparison. 

Bonnie  Brown  Mooney  also  claims  to  lead  an 

leventful  life,  although  she  was  recently  promoted 
Customer  Support  Specialist  at  Xerox.  She  wants 

eryone's  fingers  crossed  for  a  heavy  snowfall  this 
•:ar  —  in  Vermont,  of  course. 

,  Chris  Biel  Kuhl  is  staying  put  in  her  job  as  an 

sistant  buyer  at  Sears.  Of  course,  she  did  acquire  a 

iw  husband,  but  since  she  claims  he's  the  "boy 

i  xt  door."  maybe  he  doesn't  count  as  news.  Trish 

'aham  was  Chris'  bridesmaid  at  her  September 
adding. 

L  And  up  in  Massachusetts,  Ginger  Allen  Taylor 

'■  d  Chris  are  staying  on  at  St.  Mark's  School,  where 
liris  is  teaching  history.  Ginger  recently  left  her  job 
1  sales  and  marketing  for  Holiday  Inns  in  the 

liston  area,  and  she  writes  of  keeping  in  touch  with 
me  Bookman,  Sherry  Handsman,  and  Susan 
lorn. 

Gloria  Baker  McCoy  and  Walter  are  now  in  Hous- 

li.  Walter  received  his  Ph.D.  from  Pitt  last  Decem- 
llr  and  is  now  Dean  of  the  School  of  Public  Affairs 

at  Texas  Southern  University.  Before  their  move, 
Gloria  worked  as  a  counselor  in  West  Mifflin  for  two 

years  after  earning  her  M.Ed,  in  1972  in  Guidance 

and  Counseling  from  Duquesne. 
I  have  also  moved,  but  only  a  few  miles  south  in 

Manhattan,  where  I  am  now  living  in  the  Village  two 
blocks  from  Melanie  Duncan.  As  of  October,  I  will 

once  again  be  unemployed,  and  with  luck,  the  job 

market  being  what  it  is,  I  will  have  a  new  job  by  the 

time  the  Recorder  is  published.  The  Alumnae  Office 

assures  me  that  there  is  a  reunion  coming  up  in  the 

spring  for  our  fifth-year  celebration.  I  hope  to  see  as 
many  of  our  classmates  there  as  can  possibly  make 
it. 

Evie  reporting: 

Our  class  alums  are  involved  in  a  diversity  of 

interesting  pursuits. 

Mary  Ann  Dievendorf  Bickerstaff  is  working  for  a 

brokerage  firm  where  she  is  learning  computer  stock 

valuations.  She  thoroughly  enjoys  her  Th  year  old 

son  and  is  pursuing  her  music,  also.  She  sings  with  a 

professional  chorale  which  recorded  for  a  Canadian 
company. 

Joan  DiNorcia  Davenport  and  Bob  traveled  to 

London  this  summer.  Joanie  presently  is  teaching  for 

the  Pittsburgh  Public  Schools  and  working  on  a 
doctorate  at  Pitt  in  Curriculum  and  Supervision. 

Melissa  Dodge  Lloyd  is  the  proud  mother  of  a  girl . 

and  reports  it  was  "Lamaze  childbirth  all  the  way." 
Pam  Gast  traveled  to  Puerto  Rico  last  spring  and 

Rocky  Mountain  Park  this  summer.  She  returns  to 

teaching  first  grade  in  Somerville,  Massachusetts. 
Katrine  Geha  Kirn  and  husband  Steve  are  on  the 

move  again.  They  will  both  be  working  for  River 

Region  community  mental  health  services  in 

Louisville,  Kentucky  where  Katrine  will  serve  as  a 

senior  psychologist.  Katrine  was  interviewed  by  CBS 

and  appeared  on  TV  to  discuss  her  work  with  victims 

of  the  spring  tornado  in  Kentucky. 

Debbie  Grey  Loving  has  a  new  job  with  the  Best 

of  Ireland,  a  direct  mail  marketing  firm  which  sells 

Irish  goods.  She  is  also  director  of  a  volunteer  group 

doing  problem  pregnancy  counseling. 
Caryn  Hall  Anstine  is  temporarily  living  in  San 

Jose,  California,  where  Larry  is  on  a  temporary 

assignment  for  G.  E.  They  have  enjoyed  sightseeing 

in  San  Francisco,  Lake  Tahoe  and  the  Monterey Peninsula. 

Fran  Conkey  Trafton  works  as  a  counselor  and 

medical  aide  with  Planned  Parenthood.  She  is  in- 

volved in  a  music  group  which  will  perform  at  the 
Renaissance  Pleasure  Fair. 

After  spending  the  summer  writing  social  studies 

curriculum  for  my  school  district,  I  return  to  teach- 

ing and  to  serving  as  the  staff  development  teacher  in 

my  building.  I  have  also  begun  course  work  toward  a 
doctorate  in  Early  and  Middle  Childhood  Education. 

Harvey  was  promoted  to  Associate  Professor  and  we 

bought  a  house  near  Ohio  Wesleyan  in  Delaware, Ohio. 

We  had  a  wonderful  Chatham  reunion  at  Jane 

Marcus'  wedding  to  Lew  Mermelstein.  The  wedding 
was  beautiful  and  a  fantastic  time  was  had  by  Cathy 

O'Daniel,  Pam  Gast,  Bonnie  Smith,  Ellen  Gonchar, 

Pam  Bradley  O'Connell,  Cindy  Plotkin  Mervis,  Joan 
DiNorcia  Davenport,  Cheri  Kohn  Schwartz  and  Gail 

Whitman  Rudenstein,  '71. 
This  has  been  quite  a  good  year  for  weddings.  In 

June,  Jane  Marcus  and  I  attended  Cindy  Plotkin's 
wedding  to  Michael  Mervis.  It  was  held  amidst  the 

lovely  and  nostalgic  halls  of  Benedum  Hall. 

A  good  year  to  all  and  if  you're  ever  in  Ohio,  we love  visitors. 

Jane  reporting: 

Those  proverbial  "best  laid  schemes  of  mice  and 

women"  have  surely  characterized  my  life  and  I 
couldn't  be  more  pleased.  No,  I  never  made  it  back 
to  Israel,  but  my  news  will  have  to  wait. 

Normandie  Lee  Childs  and  Geoff  are  back  from 

France  but  looking  forward  to  another,  longer  trip. 

They're  in  Maine  where  Geoff  teaches  at  a  private 
school.  Normandie  taught  at  Lyndon  State  Teachers 

College  this  summer  and  will  either  teach  or  be  back 
in  school  herself  in  the  fall. 

Another  teacher  is  Molly  Miesse  Patterson.  She's 
received  her  master's  from  Duquesne  and  is  still 
teaching  in  the  Pittsburgh  Public  Schools.  Her  hus- 

band   David    is    in    his    last    year    of    law  school    at 

Duquesne. 

Gayle  Parker,  just  wants  it  known  that  she  has 

resumed  the  use  of  her  given  name  and  is  now  living 
in  Scranton. 

Corky  McCutcheon  Jobin  and  her  son  Lindsey 

have  left  Georgia  to  return  closer  to  family  up  north. 

Corky  is  job  hunting  with  hopes  of  returning  to 
school.  After  a  busy  and  critical  year,  things  appear 

to  be  going  well  for  Corky.  We  all  wish  her  con- 
tinued good  luck. 

It's  hard  to  believe  that  those  classmates  who  not 
so  long  ago  were  sweating  out  Law  Boards  are  now 

full-fledged  lawyers.  Rubie  Mages  has  been  working 

in  the  New  York  County  District  Attorney's  office 
as  an  Assistant  District  Attorney  for  almost  a  year 

now.  She's  living  in  what  must  be  a  pretty  chic 
brownstone  on  the  Westside  and  has  vacationed  in 

New  England  and  most  recently  in  Greece,  precisely 

during  the  outbreak  of  the  war  over  Cyprus.  There's 
another  Assistant  D.A.  from  our  class.  Phoebe  Morse 

is  working  for  the  District  Attorney  for  the  whole 

state  of  Vermont.  Phoebe  says  she's  working  on 
women's  rights  legislation.  Also,  she's  moved  into  an 
old  school  house  out  in  the  country  just  forty 

minutes  away  from  Sugarbush  and  Stowe.  Think 

snow,  Phoebe! 

I  had  a  short  note  from  Dena  Loncoske  Boxler. 

She's  still  at  Pitt  with  her  Ph.D.  only  a  year  away. 
Dede  Newport  has  a  new  job.  Since  November, 

1973  she  has  been  Special  Services  Consultant  at  the 

Illinois  Valley  Library  System  in  Peoria.  She  handles 

off-site  and  very  special  programs  that  the  libraries 

are  involved  in.  Dede  is  singing  in  the  Peoria  Phil- 
harmonic Chorale  and  is  involved  with  the  League  of 

Women  Voters  and  NOW.  She  welcomes  any 

travelers  to  the  "real  Middle  America"  to  visit. 
Cheryl  Olkes  is  back  in  graduate  school,  now  at 

the  University  of  Texas,  heading  for  a  doctorate  in 

Communications.  Cheryl  wishes  to  share  with  us  her 

observations  on  the  state  of  women's  education. 

Once  upon  a  time  a  women's  college  was  nearly  the 
only  place  a  female  student  could  get  financial  aid 
according  to  need  and  merit.  Today,  upon  receiving 

her  very  competitive  fellowship  at  U.T.  she  was 

greeted  with  "Women  in  grad  schools  get  all  the 
breaks."  We've  come  a  long  way,  baby  —  or  have  we? 

I  must  say  I  owe  Cheryl  Olkes  a  debt  of  grati- 
tude. When  she  married  a  few  years  ago  and  decided 

to  retain  her  given  name,  I  was  mildly  shocked.  The 

years,  however,  and  my  rapidly  rising  consciousness 

have  brought  me  to  where  she  was  then.  On 

September  1st  I  was  married  to  Lewis  Mermelstein 

but  remain  Jane  Marcus.  My  husband  is  from  — 

you'll  never  believe  this  —  Squirrel  Hill!  He  returned 
from  serving  three  years  with  the  Peace  Corps  in 

Ethiopia  only  a  year  ago  and  is  now  an  electrical 

engineer  with  G.E.  here  in  Philadelphia.  I'm  the 
senior  English  teacher  at  an  experimental  "school 
within  a  school"  but  would  love  to  get  into  college 
administration.  Our  wedding  was  terrific  with 
Chathamites  in  full  force. 

Pat  reporting: 

My  sincere  apologies  to  those  of  you  who  waited 

patiently  last  year  for  my  solicitation  of  your  news, 
and  to  those  of  you  who  looked  for  the  news  in  the 

last  Fall  issue  of  the  Recorder.  The  mailing  materials 
were  sent  to  another  Patricia  A.  Williams  here  in 

Madison;  I  realized  the  mistake  too  late  to  make  the 
Recorder  deadline. 

A  "spirit  of  adventure"  best  characterizes  the 
activities  of  some  members  of  our  class.  Jane 

Yankovic  Bandler,  Dick,  and  their  three  daughters 

are  off  to  Australia  in  January:  Jane  to  teach 

Spanish  at  the  University  of  New  South  Wales,  Dick 
to  teach  Anatomy  at  the  University  of  Sydney.  Her 

note  indicated  that  she  was  working  against  a 

November  1  completion  date  for  her  dissertation. 

She  and  Dick  extend  an  invitation  to  any 

Chathamites  who  manage  to  travel  to  that  part  of 

the  world.  Completely  fascinating  have  been  the 
travels  of  Margaret  Walsh  since  our  last  report.  She 

lived  in  Chicago  until  March  of  1974,  working  as 

Mid-West  Campus  Coordinator  for  the  Evelyn  Wood 
Organization.  Leaving  Chicago,  she  has  traveled 

20,000  miles  so  far  "on  a  journey  which  is  still  not 

complete,"  throughout  much  of  the  South,  South- 
west, West  and  Northwest.  One  of  her  many  stops 

included  some  work   running  rubber  rafts  down  the 
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rapids  of  the  Colorado  River:  "One  day  I  am  a 
tourist,  the  next  day  I  am  taking  tourists  down  the 

river!"  Karen  Gamble  has  also  made  what  she  con- 
siders a  big  move,  from  being  a  State  of  Wisconsin 

employee  to  being  a  full-time  graduate  student  in 
Communication  Arts  at  the  University  of  North 

Carolina  in  Chapel  Hill.  At  last  report  she  was  really 

looking  forward  to  the  prospect  of  non- twenty 
below  zero  winters. 

Nedra  Sheatz  Brody  writes  of  her  wedding  to 

David,  which  took  place  in  the  Mellon  library.  Upon 

completion  of  graduate  school  in  Social  Work,  she 

has  been  promoted  to  Clinical  Director  of  the  Mental 
Retardation  Unit  at  Western  Psychiatric.  The  job 

includes  family  and  child  therapy,  and  teaching 
medical  students.  David  is  in  fashion  retailing  with 

Kaufmann's.  Having  received  a  Master  of  Library 
Science  degree  from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh, 
Margaret  Simon  Kenney  is  now  employed  by  the 

library  at  West  Virginia  University.  Connie  Wiencek- 

Kobalka  is  an  "Urban  Generalist"  with  a  master's 
degree  from  Case  Western  Reserve  University.  Her 

job  involves  planning  and  research,  meeting  with 

community  groups,  and  supervising  VISTA  volun- 
teers and  students  at  the  West  Side  Community 

House  in  Cleveland.  She  and  her  husband  Walt,  a  law 

student,  have  been  workers  in  two  local  political 

campaigns. 

Featured  at  Beck's  Patio  Theatre,  llene  Sirocca  is 
continuing  her  career  as  an  entertainer.  Diana  Urban 

Eichler  and  Tom  have  moved  to  a  "new  town," 
Reston,  Virginia;  it  combines  architectural  excite- 

ment with  a  wooded  atmosphere.  Tom  is  in  associa- 
tion with  another  dentist  in  Vienna,  Virginia.  The 

Eichlers  enjoyed  a  vacation  in  Europe  this  summer. 

Diana  provides  Lori  Gray's  address;  Lori  hopes  that 
she  will  hear  from  many  Chathamites. 

On  a  600-acre  working  farm  near  Ticonderoga, 
New  York,  Ann  Wakeley  is  administrator  of  the 

Highland  Community  School,  a  residential  treatment 

school  for  emotionally  disturbed  teenagers.  While 

admitting  that  Ticonderoga  is  not  the  most  exciting 

place  on  earth,  Ann  is  happy  about  seeing  Betsy 

Belcher  MacMillan  and  John,  who  recently  moved 

there.  Connie  Wilkinson  keeps  busy  with  the 

Academy  of  American  Poets,  a  non-profit  organiza- 
tion which  does  readings  at  the  Guggenheim  and 

other  places,  and  working  with  the  Kuku  Ryku 

Theatre  Laboratory  in  New  York  City.  She  would 

like  to  "wave"  special  greetings  to  Rhonda  Nichols, 
Risa  Ellovich,  Marge  Cox  and  Jennifer  Lewis,  all  of 

whom  she  has  "lost." 
I  continue  to  live  in  Madison,  this  year  hoping 

somehow  to  convince  my  research  to  transform  itself 

into  a  completed  dissertation.  And  for  my  next 

trick  .  .  .  Sandy  Lettrich  wandered  out  this  way  in 

July,  and  Pam  Hird  is  an  expected  October 

wanderer.  Hope  many  of  you  will  wander  out  to 

Pittsburgh  this  spring  for  our  Fifth  Reunion.  Have  a 

good  year. 

Cheri  reporting: 

Sue  Dann  Rothenberg  writes  that  her  husband  is 

very  busy  in  his  dental  practice,  that  Craig  is  a  very 

active  two  year  old,  that  they  are  house-hunting,  and 
that  she  hopes  to  see  Sarah  Ladd  Hoover  shortly. 

Pam  Hird  sends  regards  to  all. 

It  is  worth  being  a  class  secretary  just  to  hear 

from  Betsy  Jackson,  and  to  hear  about  the  thou- 

sands of  Chathamites  she  runs  into  during  the  year. 

Betsy  spent  the  summer  working  for  CAST  I  with 

Sherry  Handsman  Steiner,  Cookie  Ungar,  Vicki 

Falco  '71,  Georgina  Terry  '72,  Cathy  Young  '73, 
Nancy  Hirsh  '73,  Laurie  Berman  '73,  Edie  DeLisio 

'74,  and  Donna  Beiswinger  Riggs  '67.  She  also  saw 

Sally  Jones  '69,  Susan  Cosgrove  Jones  '68,  Sheila 
Mil  lard,  Alice  Cihat  and  Marian  MacDonald  who 

transferred  out  of  our  class  and  is  teaching  at  Curry 
College.  Betsy  also  writes  that  Susan  Rice  Miller  and 

Robert  are  back  from  Germany,  will  be  in  D.C.  for  a 

year  and  then  are  leaving  for  Moscow.  Bets  says  that 

Sally  Marks  Siciliano  is  finishing  her  Ph.D.  in  Educa- 

tion while  Tom's  in  law  school  at  Penn,  and  that  the 
new  career  counselor  at  Chatham,  Margaret  Gavola, 

is  terrific.  Other  travels  included  winter  in  Cam- 

bridge, fall  in  Vermont,  and  a  trip  to  see  brother 

Woody's  one-man  art  exhibit.  Bets  says  maybe  she'll 
have  more  exciting  news  next  year.  I  can't  wait. 

Pris  Jameson  Richardson  is  currently  working  in 

the  field  of  domestic  engineering  for  a  growing  con- 

sumer group.  Her  areas  of  responsibility  include 

purchasing,  budget  and  finance  control,  and  project 

planning  and  administration.  She  is  also  involved  in 
maintenance  and  personnel  training.  Pris  hopes  to 

see  everyone  at  the  '75  reunion.  The  sincere  sym- 
pathy of  the  class  goes  out  to  Pris  on  the  death  of 

her  18-month  old  son,  William. 

Both  a  new  address  and  new  job  for  Naida  Karoly 

Finane  this  year!  She  teaches  senior  high  literature  at 

Jameson  Hall  H.S.,  a  private  school  in  San  Raphael, 
Jim  is  now  an  administrative  analyst  for  the  Marin 
Co.  Both  Linda  Jordan  and  Mary  Kay  Connell  visited 

Naida,  and  the  Finanes  often  see  Linda  Canan  Horn 
and  Ron  of  Berkeley.  Naida  says  the  Bay  area  is 

super  after  two  winters  in  Wisconsin! 

Peggy  Kerestes  Chain  and  Michael  moved  to  the 
Albany  area  where  Michael  is  with  the  Americana 

Inn  now  that  he  has  received  his  master's  degree 
from  Cornell.  Peggy  is  reading  and  refinishing  furni- 

ture and  would  love  company  if  anyone  is  in  the 
area. 

Janet  Kugler  James  is  still  teaching  English  at 

Seton  Hill  College  and  at  Pitt  in  Greensburg.  Jan  and 

Gene  visited  with  Vicki  Aldridge  Ross  and  Charlie, 

Naida  Karoly  Finane,  and  Priscilla  Jameson  Richard- 
son and  Ray.  They  are  busy  remodeling  their  home, 

but  found  time  for  a  trip  to  North  Carolina  over  the 

summer. 
Even  I  have  interesting  news  this  year.  Joel  is 

now  a  second  year  resident  at  Eye  and  Ear  Hospital. 
We  moved  to  the  South  Hills  and  are  always  fixing 

up  our  house.  Hollee,  Matt  and  Zeebie  constantly 

keep  me  running.  And  Janie  Marcus  is  now  a  cousin 
to  me  (almost)  since  her  marriage.  Hope  all  is  fine 

with  you  and  yours.  Have  a  healthy  year! 

Susan  reporting: 

Lots  of  exciting  news  from  everyone  except  me, 

so  I'll  plunge  right  in! 
Three  classmates  have  reported  the  joys  of 

motherhood  this  year.  Esi  Palar  Martowardojo, 

whose  name  I  can  by  now  almost  type  without 

looking,  but  whose  address  is  impossible,  is  our 

typical  mother  and  loves  every  minute  of  it.  Aside 
from  reporting  that  her  husband  has  changed  jobs  in 

the  last  year  and  that,  even  in  Indonesia,  the  un- 
folding of  Watergate  was  watched  with  mounting 

horror,  she  comments  that  anyone  who  is  planning 

to  have  a  child  should  do  so  by  natural  childbirth, 

Jonnie  Pearson  McElroy  reports  a  year  of  big 

changes,  with  husband  Jim's  new  job  with  a  Cleve- 
land law  firm,  a  new  house,  and  a  new  daughter.  In 

addition  to  meeting  Joni  Potter  Arnold  and  husband 
Fred  in  New  York  for  dinner,  Jonnie  comments  that 

she's  spent  the  year  "adjusting"  and  would  love  to 
hear  from  anyone.  And  Rica  Scheidecker  Packard 

reports  that  she's  working  in  New  Haven  while 
Andrew  goes  to  Yale  Medical  School,  but,  aside  from 

stating  the  birth  of  her  son,  makes  no  further  com- 
ment. 

I  got  a  jolt  when  I  sent  Susie  Patton  a  question- 
naire to  an  address  only  5  minutes  away  from  my 

apartment,  but  she  wrote  back  that  she  commutes 
between  New  York  and  Hudson  Falls,  where  she  is 

Company  Manager  of  the  Lake  George  Opera 

Festival.  As  of  this  writing,  her  wedding  is  three  days 

away  and  we  wish  her  and  Thomas  all  the  best. 

Cynthia  Plotkin  Mervis  writes  that  she  spent  three 

weeks  vacationing  after  her  wedding  at  Benedum 

Hall  and  then  six  weeks  going  stir-crazy  as  a  house- 
wife before  she  landed  her  new  job  as  an  occupa- 

tional therapist  at  the  Jewish  Home  and  Hospital  for 

the  Aged  in  Pittsburgh.  She  hopes  to  be  able  to 

incorporate  into  this  new  job  the  art  therapy  she 
studied  in  Boston, 

Andi  Pratt  reports  that  she's  finished  her  master's 
degree  in  occupational  therapy  and  has  a  job  at  the 

New  York  State  Psychiatric  Institute  working  on  a 
clinical  research  ward.  She  finds  it  hard  to  believe 

that  we've  been  out  for  four  years,  and  comments 

that  she's  learned  at  least  as  much  in  these  four  years 

as  she  did  in  those  at  Chatham.  I  couldn't  agree more! 

Susan  Rice  Miller  and  Robert  are  back  from 

Germany,  and  are  in  Washington  boning  up  on  their 

Russian.  They  have  a  new  two-year  assignment  in 

Moscow  to  commence  next  summer.  (Can't  wait  to 

send  her  a  quesionnaire  there!)  Robert  will 

Assistant  Cultural  Affairs  officer,  and  Susan  is  try 

to  line  up  a  job.  She  was  in  Pittsburgh  last  July,  j 

saw  Betsy  Jackson  and  Cookie  Ungar  in  a  Chath 
summer  theater  production  of  Noel  Cowar 

"Private  Lives." 
Clare  Ruthenburg  Silet  reports  that  she  < 

Loring  have  bought  an  old  farmhouse  and  furnisl 

the  first  floor  in  Lilliputian-proportions  for 

Montessori-inspired  preschool  which  she's  starl 
this  fall. 

Jackie  Savani  Mitchell  is  working  on  her  Ph. D 

English  al  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  and  is  n 

fiddling  around  with  dissertation  topics  on  Jacob 
drama.  Husband  Rick  is  with  the  U.  S.  Envir 

mental  Protection  Agency,  Region  III. 

Julia  Pollock  reports  that  she  is  the  assistanl 

the  director  at  the  Oglebay  Mansion,  a  museurr 

Wheeling.    She    spent    some    time    in    Europe 

summer   travelling   with   a  group  which   perforn 

Appalachian  folk  music. 
Pat  Peckinpaugh  reports  that  Colorado  is  stil 

great  as  ever.  Her  dance  company  is  much 

demand,  performing  at  many  local  theaters  and 
schools  in  Denver  and  throughout  small  towns 

Colorado.  She  has  begun  to  teach  movement  clai 
this  fall  at  the  University  of  Colorado,  Der 

campus,  and  hopes  to  make  it  back  East  c 
Christmas.  She  says  Hi!  to  all. 

Marilyn  Scarantino  Jones  is  teaching  at  Hii 

College  again  this  year,  and  has  taken  on  an  a( 
tional  duty  as  the  Cleveland  area  Alumnae  Reprej 

tative  for  Chatham,  an  action  which  lawyer-husbi 
Bruce  has  advised  her  might  constitute  conflict 
interest. 

Well,  I  guess  the  ball's  back  in  my  court. 
spent  a  lot  of  time  lately  railing  against  inflati 
publishing  salaries  being  what  they  are,  but  you 

see  how  much  good  my  invectives  have  doni 

promise  I'll  never  again  use  this  space  to  prom 
one  of  my  books,  but  THE  SCREWING  OF  T 
AVERAGE  MAN.  by  David  Hapgood,  (published 

Doubleday,  natch!)  is  particularly  timely.  0 

again,  it's  the  average  guy  who's  going  to  feel 

pinch  the  most.  Oh,  well  —  didn't  mean  to  turn 
column  into  a  political  forum,  but  do  run  right 

and  buy  my  book.  You'll  love  it. 
By  the  way,  contrary  to  all  those  rumors  yoi 

heard,  I  have  had  some  fun  lately.  I  went 
Bermuda  this  summer,  then  to  Baltimore  to  att 

Barbara  Jacob's  wedding  (she  and  husband  Wa 
Vinson  are  now  living  in  Chicago),  and  then  retur 

to  the  land  of  my  birth  (Fort  Worth  Texas  — 
y'all  didn't  know  I  was  from  Fort  Worth,  did  ya? 

attend  the  wedding  of  a  childhood  friend.  All  I 

say  is,  enough  of  this  career  stuff  —  me  next!  U 
next  year ,  . . 

1972 Julie  Wilkins  Nel 

1003  Middle  R 
Glenshaw,  PA  15 

Sally  Mi 61  5  Summerlea,  Apt 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15 
Ann  Pe 

228  Main  St 

Concord,  MA  01 

Barbara  Jo  Sii 

3601  S  Street  I* Washington,  DC  20 

Amy  Wrolstad  Bu 
(Mrs.  James 

Hidden  Valley  R 

Pownal.  VT  05 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Resa  Evans  to  Wayne  Martin 
Ellen  Smith  to  Steven  R.  Gottlieb  (wedding  tc 
Oct.  3,  1974) 

MARRIAGES 

Mary  Eddy  to  William  Turner,  August  17,1 974 
Rhoda  McLeod  to  Bob  Glover 

Sheila  Rosenbaum  to  Michael  E.  Dalmat,  August 

1974 
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Linda  Schneider  to  Paul  Miller,  October,  1973 

Judy  Soisson  to  Donald  C.  Dahman,  August  24, 
1974 

Elisabeth  Wilcher,  now  Elisabeth  A.  Ehrlich,  June  2, 
,     1973 

Julie  Wilkins  to  Hugh  N.  Nellans,  September  27, 

,     1974 

BIRTHS 

Barbara   Allen    Hill,    twins,  Nicola  and   Ryder,  June 

1974 
Joanne   Altwater    Fiedler,  a  daughter,   Kristin   Lore, 

,,    July  1973 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara   Allen    Hill   (Mrs.   Edwin  B.   Ill),  2111    Golf 

i    Course  Drive,  Reston,  VA  22091 
,  Rosilyn  Alter,   1414  N.  St.  Clair  Street,  Pittsburgh, 

,    PA  1 5206 
Nancy  Blackburn  Smithyman  (Mrs.  Lee),  2014 

Washburn  Terrace,  Topeka,  KA  66604 

Bonnie  Bloch,  4920  Centre  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15213 

Ann  Bonte  Hackett  (Mrs.  James  A.),  706  George  St., 

Traverse  City,  Ml  49684 
.Patricia   Brown    Bradley    (Mrs.    Bruce),   9201    Beech 

t    Hill  Drive,  Bethesda,  MD  20034 
Dianne  Buck  Schrader  (Mrs.  Richard  J.),  100  State 

St,  Apt  169,  North  Haven,  CT  06473 
Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell  1353  North  State  Street, 

.   Chicago,  I L  60610 

.Cicely  Caste  McCreight  (Mrs.  James  D.l,  4108-A 

t   Cross  Creek  Court,  Raleigh,  NC  27607 
Jeanne  Cohen  Caspi  (Mrs.  Steven  J.),  172  Bergen 
Avenue,  New  Milford,  NJ  07646 

Laura  Comstock,  Box  401,  North  Conway,  NH 
,   03860 

Laurel  Coutrakon  605  South  5th,  Springfield,  IL 

|  62703 
Charlotte  Desmond  Vaidya  (Mrs.  Nishkant),  5431 

I  Stanton  Ave.,  Apt  #4,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

Mary  Eddy  Turner  (Mrs.  William),  121 1-C  Hague 
,   Court,  Glendale,  CA  91204 

Resa  Evans  327  Dixon  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
.   15216 

.Kathleen  Ferraro  811  S.  Negley  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  1 5232 

Susan  H.  Galloway,  #59  Botany  Arms  Apts.,  702 
Edwards  Road,  Greenville,  SC  29607 

Kathy  Ganger  48521-1-94  Service  Drive,  Apt  106-A, 

",  Belleville,  Ml  48111 
Janis  Glick  Barthelemy  (Mrs.  Jean),  915  -  200 

|   Rideau     Terrace,    Ottawa,    Ontario,     KIM-OZ3, 
Canada 

.Billie  Goldstein    Narayanan   (Mrs.    Kesh),  Singletary 
[   Road,  Millburg.  MA  01527 

Shari  Goldstein  Leibowitz  (Mrs.  Bruce  I.),  Apt.  W-9 
Maison  de  Orleans,  Biloxi,  MS  39531 

Linda  Goll  Parish,  (Mrs.  Joseph  E.  Jr.),  7  Valley 

Heights  Road,  Westport,  CT  06880 

Barbara  Grossman  4906  Argyle  Place,  St.  Louis,  MO 

J  63108 
JLynne  Hess  Woodward  (Mrs.  Wm.  D.,  Jr.),  5819 
I  Morrowfield  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

•Constance  Jacobson  Cranbrook  Academy  of  Art, 

J  500  Long  Pine  Road,  Bloomfield  Hills,  Ml  48013 
-Frances  E.  Keally  241  N.  Dithridge  St,  Pittsburgh, 
i  PA  15213 

-aSarah  J.  Kelly  2010  3rd  Street,  Santa  Monica.  CA 
1  90405 

jOiane  Kopcha  Katlic  (Mrs.  Mark),  505  North  Castle 

,1  Street,  Baltimore,  MD  21205 

,-Fredy-Jo  Levin  Grafman  (Mrs.  Lewis  A.),  Oak  Hill 

1  Apts.  #306,  Ahgy's  Ford  Road  N.,  Penn  Valley,  PA 
$  19072 
June  Lovelace  Davis  (Mrs.  Glenn),  Back  Rt,  Box  31, 

I  Hinton,  WV  25951 

"Rhoda  McLeod  Glover  (Mrs.  Bob),  101-1/2  Library 
Place,  Princeton,  NJ  08540 

Barbara    Metzler    Rial     (Mrs.     Fred),     1525    Boston 

:|  Avenue,  Bldg.  2,  Apt  1,  Bridgeport,  CT  06610 

Anne    Pantelich    1105   Winrock    Blvd.,    Apt.    7901, 
I  Houston,  TX  77027 

Patricia  Patterson  Werschulz  (Mrs.  Arthur  G.),  500 
N.  Negley  Avenue,  Apt  5B,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

r  Susan  Pons,  305-307  Prince  Edward  Road,  Apt.  4A, 

II  Kowloon,  Hong  Kong 

Julia  D.  Rea  5051  Castleman  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15232 

Robin  Rich  Rabinowitz  (Mrs.  Robert  CJ,  3  Parkview 

Drive,  New  Brunswick,  NJ  08901 

Suzanne    Robblee    Cottrelle    (Ms),    743    East    End 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Gayle  Rose,  c/o  Air  France,  360  Post  St,  Suite  601, 

San  Francisco,  CA  94108 

Rochelle  Rosen,  251   East  19th  Avenue,  Homestead, 
PA  15120 

Sheila     Rosenbaum,    Dalmat    (Mrs.    Michael    E.),    8 

Tanglewood  Road,  West  Hartford,  CT  061 17 

Teresa    Rupani    Nagel    (Mrs.),    245   E.    Race  Street, 

Somerset,  PA  15501 

Jene   Schiros    Beran    (Mrs.),    13505  Sherry   Avenue, 
Cleveland,  OH  44135 

Linda     Schneider     Miller    (Mrs.     Paul    J.),     R.D.    3. 

Ridgewood,  Gettysburg,  PA  17325 

Catharine   Setzer,    107  Hickory  Circle,  Canonsburg, 
PA  15317 

Ellen  Smith  Gottlieb  (Mrs.),  970B  Village  Drive  East, 
New  Brunswick,  NJ  08902 

Judith  Soisson  Dahman  (Mrs.  Donald  CJ,  1324-27th 

St,  NW,  Washington,  DC  2001 7 

Mary  M.  Stackpole,  406  Bailey  Avenue,  Apt  1,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15211 

Mary  Lynne  Stauffer,  Publishers-Hall  Syndicate,  401 
N.  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  I  L  6061  1 

Georgena  Terry,  6368  Forward  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15217 

Robin   Weiss,    1543   Hillcrest,    East   Cleveland,  OH 
44118 

Pamela   West  Winters   (Mrs.   John   M.),  209  Colony 

Court,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15205 
Elisabeth   Wilcher   Ehrlich   (Mrs.).  6303   Kear  Road, 

Canandaigua,  NY  14424 

Julie  reporting: 

Bruce  and  Barbara  Allen  Hill  announce  the  birth 

of  boy-girl  twins,  Nicola  and  Ryder,  and  Barbara 
recommends  natural  childbirth  and  breast  feeding  to 

all.  Bruce  is  still  with  the  government,  so  they  plan 

to  be  in  Virginia  another  couple  years.  Joanne 
Altwater  Fiedler  also  announces  the  birth  of  a 

daughter,  Kristen  Lore,  who  joins  8  year  old  Eric  in 

the  family.  Joanne  worked  with  the  Suicide  Preven- 
tion Research  Project  in  Pittsburgh  but  is  a  mommie 

full  time  now. 

The  class  extends  sympathy  to  Jeanne  Cohen 

Caspi  in  the  loss  of  her  mother  last  fall.  She  and  her 

husband  have  bought  a  house  in  New  Milford,  N.J. 

and  Jeanne  is  enjoying  her  job  with  a  computer 
maintenance  firm. 

Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell  is  working  for  the  city 

of  Chicago  in  urban  environmental  problems,  while 

Ted  is  a  3rd  year  law  student  They  plan  to  stay  in 

Chicago  after  Ted's  graduation,  and  Kevin  is  already 
active  in  the  Alumnae  Club  in  Chicago. 

Janet  Bartini  Blair  just  finished  editing  the 

Albuquerque  News  for  a  year  and  a  half  and  is  taking 

a  rest  before  working  again.  They  celebrated  her 

husband  Kent's  architectural  registration  last  spring, 
and  currently  Janet  is  learning  plumbing  and  the 
mechanics  of  a  lawn  mower  as  a  result 

Bonnie  Bloch  is  doing  casework  for  the  Alle- 
gheny County  Department  of  Public  Assistance  and 

taking  courses  at  Pitt  towards  her  master's  in  social 
work.  I  commend  Bonnie  for  her  efforts.  After 

having  worked  for  the  welfare  recipients  during  my 

year  in  VISTA,  I  know  what  it  takes  to  face  that  job 
every  morning. 

Diane  Buck  Schrader  is  the  assistant  manager  at  a 

luggage  shop  while  Rick  is  finishing  computer 
school. 

Ann  Bonte  Hackett  is  teaching  3rd  grade  while 

Jamie  does  carpentry  and  is  taking  courses  toward 

her  master's.  She  spent  her  summer  teaching  children 

of  migrant  workers.  There  was  a  "special"  to 

Cooche:  "We're  waiting  at  the  'Misson'." 
As  for  my  news,  I  finished  my  year  in  VISTA, 

and  am  back  in  Pittsburgh  working  at  the  medical 

school  again,  taking  some  courses,  and  have  become 

a  wife  among  other  things.  Life  is  good.  What  else 
can  I  say? 

Sally  reporting: 

Greetings  again  —  does  anybody  else  feel  like 

she's  getting  old??!!  Maybe  I  am  working  too hard  .  .  . 

Lots  of  us  are  working  .  .  .  Kathie  Ferraro  is  most 

pleased  to  convey  that  she  "finally  escaped  from 
Kaufmann's."  Now  she  is  at  Fisher  Scientific  writing 
ads  which  appear  in  scientific  journals.  After 

hopping  about  the  country  a  bit  this  summer,  Kath 

starts  her  master's  in  English  at  CMU  this  fall. 
Laurie  Comstock  is  woking  in  Family  Planning 

(no  comment!)  in  New  Hampshire.  I  saw  Laurie  this 

summer  —  she's  doing  well  and  enjoys  her  work. 

She's  not  the  same  old  Laurie  —  but  still  great! 
Resa  Evans  continues  working  at  the  Union 

National  Bank  in  Pittsburgh,  but  her  biggest  news  is 

her  engagement.  Wayne  is  a  civil  engineer  with  Dravo 
Corporation  and  she  knew  him  in  high  school. 

Sue  Galloway  is  very  happy  with  her  new  job  as 

Assistant  Children's  Librarian  at  Greenville  (SC) 
County  Library.  Her  work  often  takes  her  out  of  the 

library  to  nearby  hospitals  and  neighborhood  centers 
to  tell  stories.  In  addition  to  tutoring  illiterate  adults 

in  reading  and  writing  basics,  Sue  will  take  a  sign 

language  course  to  enable  her  to  tell  stories  to  deaf 
children,  (wish  I  had  all  her  energy  .  .  .) 

Katie  Freed  Fliegler  and  husband  Dave  were  crew 

leaders  this  summer  for  a  Youth  Conservation  Corps 

program  in  their  local  state  forest  and  park  lands 

near  Media.  During  the  remainder  of  the  year,  Katie 
and  Dave  continue  to  teach  science. 

After  their  third  trip  to  Bombay,  India  this 

summer,  Zal  and  Mindy  Genstein  Sanjana  toured 

Gujarat;  Mindy  then  visited  a  friend  in  Thailand. 
This  fall  Mindy  returns  to  teaching  8th  grade  English 
at  Arsenal  Middle  School. 

Susan  Hill  finished  graduate  school  at  Pitt  and 
now  has  certification  as  a  school  librarian  and  her 

Master's  in  Library  Science.  As  for  working,  Susan 
will  be  teaching  8th  grade  English  at  Kittanning 
Junior  High  School. 

Cooche  (Laurel  Coutrakon)  says  she  has  been 

sticking  pretty  close  to  Springfield  since  graduation 

—  except  for  a  short  visit  to  Greece  and  Turkey  and 

a  little  time  spent  with  Betsy  Day  in  Providence. 

Cooche  loves  her  job  working  for  her  congressman 

this  election  year  and  keeps  even  more  busy  working 
on  her  MBA  at  night. 

Having  completed  her  master's  in  Public  Ad- 
ministration, Carol  Goldfarb  worked  as  a  manage- 

ment analyst  in  the  field  of  energy  for  six  months. 

Now  she's  having  a  fantastic  time  in  D.C.  as  a 
research  associate  for  the  National  Association  of 

Counties.  She  specializes  in  finance,  revenue,  taxa- 

tion and  revenue  sharing.  She  says  she's  seen  lots  of 
Chatham  people  in  D.C.  and  sends  her  best  to  others. 

Working  on  her  Master's  in  Special  Education  at 
Duquesne  is  Jane  Dillon.  Jane  is  also  the  Center  Co- 

ordinator of  St.  Peter's  Child  Development  Center  (a 
pre-school  for  mentally  retarded  children  in  Sewick- ley). 

Barb  Grossman  is  in  law  school  at  St.  Louis  Uni- 
versity. Last  year  Barb  clerked  at  legal  aid  in  Buffalo. 

Also  in  law  school  is  Janice  Hartman  Anderson.  Jan 

is  in  her  third  year  and  is  managing  editor  of  Pitt's 
Law  Review.  Husband  John  is  still  clerking  in 

Orphan's  Court. 
Mary  Eddy  Turner  —  married  this  summer  — 

sends  news  from  the  West  Coast  Mary's  working  on 
a  master's  in  Clinical  Psychology.  The  wedding  must 
have  been  gorgeous  as  Mary  tells  me  it  was  on  a 
hilltop  overlooking  the  Pacific  Ocean. 

Shari  Goldstein  Leibowitz  has  started  working  on 

her  master's  after  teaching  first  grade  this  past  year. 
She  and  Bruce  are  looking  forward  to  his  departure 

from  the  service  to  become  a  "civilian"  dentist 
Billie  Goldstein  Narayanan  and  Kesh  are  enjoying 

their  New  England  lake-side  home.  Billie  has  kept 

busy  with  volunteer  work  'til  being  accepted  in  the 
MBA  program  at  Clark  University.  Kesh  plans  to 
finish  his  thesis  in  May  1975. 

Janis  Glick  Barthelemy  is  volunteering  at  two 

Ottawa  hospitals  while  Jean  is  finishing  up  his  con- 

tract. In  May  they  will  be  leaving  Canada  for  Swit- 
zerland or  France.  In  the  meantime,  Janis  begins 

German  classes  at  the  University  and  reports  her 

French  is  still  improving.  Janis  also  has  great  fun 
with  her  very  own  Brownie  Troop! !!! 

Charlotte  Desmond  Vaidya  reports  that  she  is 

happy  —  her  great  event  of  the  past  year  was  a  trip 

to  India  visiting  Nish's  "multitude  of  relatives." 
Linda  Elkins  became  my  enemy  when  the  writing 

paper  she  sent  her  news  on  was  from  Jamaica.  How- 
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ever.  I  softened  a  little  since  she  has  returned  from 

her  trip  there  and  to  Florida.  After  living  in  a  jungle 

area  of  Jamaica,  it  must  be  quite  a  different  ex- 

perience looking  for  a  job  in  the  city  -  but  that's 
what  keeps  Linda  busy  now. 

Two  additions  this  time  are  Nancy  Blackburn 

Smithyman  and  Sarah  Kelly.  Nancy  and  Lee  are 

finally  back  from  Germany  and  living  in  Kansas. 

There,  Lee  is  going  to  law  school  and  Nancy  is  look- 
ing for  work.  I  saw  both  Triis  summer  at  Sydney  Pool 

Scarborough's  along  with  Judy  Rea,  the  former  Beth 

Wilcher,  Janice  Hartman  Anderson,  Kid  Mary  Stack- 
pole.  Mary  had  a  small  reunion-party  this  summer  to 

which  came  many  old  Chatham  grads  -  Sharon  Ray, 
Laurie  Comstock,  Ellie  Schecter  Maney,  and  Anne 
Pantelich  as  well  as  some  of  the  aforementioned. 

Sarah  Kelly  sent  her  class  news  to  Peirce  and  then 

messed  it  all  up  by  leaving  California  and  returning 

to  the  East  Coast.  Right  now  she  is  looking  for  work 
in  Boston  despite  valiant  efforts  on  my  part  to  bring 
her  to  Pittsburgh!! 

Before  I  stop  I  must  mention  the  beautiful,  beau- 
tiful wedding  of  Kit  Hanson  McDonough  74V&?  this 

past  year.  Attending  were  such  notables  as  Vicki 

Falco  71,  Michelle  Jehle  '73  and  numerous  class- 

mates of  Kit's  including  Shelly  Listman,  Wendy 
Holloway,  Renee  George,  Margy  Nordheim,  and 

Joann  Abrams  (forgive  me  if  I  forgot  anyone}.  Kit's 
making  great  efforts  to  finish  her  tutorial  by  coming 

to  visit  me  as  soon  as  Al  leaves  for  training  camp  for 
his  new  job. 

And  so  we  come  to  Sally  Miesse  who  is  publicly 

relating  her  life  away  at  the  Central  Blood  Bank  of 

Pittsburgh.  It's  a  wonderful  job  (can  anyone  imagine 
me  addressing  large  groups  of  people?)  and  I  expect 
to  see  all  Chatham  alumnae  (Pittsburgh  variety) 

downtown  donating.  If  you'd  like  to  donate  or  start 

a  plan  where  you  work,  just  give  me  a  call.  That's  it 
—  thanks  to  all  who  sent  in  their  news  .  .  . 

Ann  reporting: 

Again,  graduate  school  seems  to  be  the  dominant 

pre-occupation  of  H-O,  and  this  only  proves  to  me 
that  a  liberal  arts  education  prepares  one  for  more 

and  more  study.  My  summer  was  spent  pretending  I 

was  preparing  courses,  but  I  really  watched  soap 
operas.  Other  than  that,  I  am  now  an  experienced 

teacher  at  Concord  Academy. 

An  interesting  career  switch  is  being  accom- 
plished by  Becky  Hartman,  who  is  finishing  up  her 

master's  in  microbiology  and  will  begin  attending 
Boston  University's  School  of  Broadcast  Journalism. 
(Becky  expected  me  to  be  confused  about  this,  but  I 

do  remember  her  expressing  an  interest  in  journalism 

about  the  time  we  were  desperately  trying  to  find 

something  to  DO!)  Marian  Marconyak  is  also  finish- 

ing up  a  master's,  and  the  title  of  her  thesis  is  (I  can't 

resist)  "Validation  of  a  Simple  Interval  Run  Test  as  a 
Measure  of  Physical  Fitness  in  Young  Adult 

Females."  Marian's  degree  at  Pitt  was  in  exercise 

psychology,  and  she  will  begin  work  in  Stanford's 
physical  therapy  program  this  fall.  Still  at  Manhattan 

School  of  Music  is  Pip  Merrick,  who  is  working 

weekends  at  "Your  Father's  Moustache"  and  is 
taking  chemistry  this  summer.  Hope  you  like  banjo 
music,  Pip. 

Barb  Metzger  Rial  graduated  with  a  Master's  in 
Education  in  Elementary  Counseling,  and  Bridge- 

port, Connecticut  is  the  scene  of  her  new  home  and 

job  hunt.  Freddy  Jo  Grafman  has  moved  to  Phila- 
delphia; this  summer  she  took  comprehensive  exams 

and  Lew  took  the  Pennsylvania  Bar  exam.  After 

that,  they  deserve  a  vacation!  Tina  McGrath  is  in  her 

second  year  of  Columbia  University's  MFA  writing 
program  in  the  poetry  division.  I  hope  that  some  of 

her  poems  could  appear  in  the  Recorder  again. 

Jake  (at  least  I  hope  that  the  unsigned  card  was 
hers)  was  accepted  to  Cranbrook  Academy  of  Art 

for  an  MFA  in  Printmaking.  What  do  you  say  about 

a  girl  who  loves,  paints,  and  draws  monsters;  please 

don't  tell  me  that  you  have  grown  up  and  gone  on  to 
saner  things,  Jake! 

Lynne  Hess  Woodward's  new  teaching  job  sounds 
both  challenging  and  fun.  She  will  be  teaching 
German  at  Greenway  Middle  School,  a  new  school 

with  open  classroom,  in  Pittsburgh.  She  is  also 

starting  an  M.A.  at  Pitt  in  Education-Curriculum  and 

Supervision.  And,  from  Lynne,  the  classic  comment, 

"Still  happily  married  and  still  haven't  increased  the 

family  past  the  two  Siamese  cat  stage!"  June  Love- lace Davis  worked  as  a  Park  Naturalist  and  will  be 

teaching  Special  Education  again  this  year,  She  and 

Glenn,  who  is  teaching  6th  grade,  are  still  living  in 
the  hills  of  West  Virginia  with  a  big  garden.  Sounds 

infinitely  better  than  suburbia. 
Dee  Kopcha  Katlic  has  more  news  than  anyone! 

She  and  Mark  have  moved  to  a  house  near  Johns 

Hopkins  Medical  School,  where  Mark  is  in  his  second 

year.  Dee  will  be  going  back  to  University  of  Balti- 
more Law  School  full  time  in  the  fall  after  working 

as  a  mortgage  administrator  at  a  local  bank.  Dee  is 

most  excited  about  her  appointment  as  Chatham's 
Alumnae  Representative  for  the  Baltimore  Area;  in 

fact,  she  sounds  eager  to  do  some  good  work  for 
Chatham. 

Each  year  I  also  play  messenger.  Dee,  without 

fail,  has  said  hi  to  Chris  Santucci,  and,  here's  a  new 
one,  Lynne  asks  I  leana  to  write!  Class  secretary  as  a 
Miss  Lonelyhearts  type? 

I  think  of  Pam  Howard  Lang  when  I  drive  past 

Middlefield,  Connecticut  on  the  way  to  visit  my 

family.  Furthermore,  Joyce  Kossack,  the  bum,  gave 

no  news  or  gossip.  The  reports  that  Joyce  is 

becoming  a  serious  law  student  must  be  a  cover  up 

for  Joyce's  real  desire  to  be  the  announcer  on  The 
Price  is  Right,  dethroning  Bob  Barker.  And,  Maureen 

O'Neil  failed  to  add  any  cryptic  comments  about  the 
unli berated  nature  of  marriage  quest i on naries.  At 

least  I  know  that  she's  not  working  for  Bride  maga- 
zine. Again,  Anne  Katsampes,  where  are  you7 

Eileen  McGrath  completed  her  Master's  in 
Library  Science  and  is  working  as  the  primary 
librarian  at  Colfax  School  in  Squirrel  Hill.  She  also 

has  a  second  grade  home  room,  which  is  something  I 

thought  you  have  to  wait  until  junior  high  to  have. 

Sunny  Jenks  wrote  after  her  second  day  as  an  usher 

on  the  game  shows  (which  one?)  in  Los  Angeles.  She 

is  also  working  at  CBS  there  in  an  internship  pro- 

gram. She  had  just  finished  a  Master's  in  Instruc- 
tional Technology  from  Syracuse  University,  and 

over  the  last  year  she  worked  on  instructional  films 

and  TV  for  Upstate  New  York  Industry  and  pro- 
duced a  season  of  half-hour  news  programs  on  radio. 

A  great  amount  of  energy  must  have  gone  into  all 
these  projects. 

As  a  finishing  note,  Rhoda's  nuptials  were  indeed 

a  joy,  and  I  would  call  everyone's  attention  to  B.J.'s 
unrivaled  ability  to  allow  the  bouquet  to  bounce  off 

her  ankle  without  catching  it.  Cheers  until  next  year 

to  all! 

B.J.  reporting: 

I  might  as  well  start  out  with  the  big  news  first.  I 
ran  into  David  Kuhns  at  the  Georgetown  Safeway, 

(the  'hot'  singles  spot  of  DC  according  to  Washing- 
tonian  Magazine)  and  David  informed  me  that  he 

was  getting  married  this  Sept.,  a  girl  from  Chatham, 
no  less.  Well,  it  looks  like  all  those  dinners  in  the 

cafeteria  paid  off! 

Speaking  of  weddings,  a  few  of  us  got  together 

for  Rhoda  McLeod's  wedding  to  Bob  Glover  in 
Litchfield,  Conn.  A  beautiful  town  and  a  super 

wedding.  Of  course  Rhoda  Lou  was  in  true  form, 

aiming  the  bouquet  for  either  me,  Anne  Peirce  or 
Tim  Mueller.  Tim  claims  that  I  got  in  his  way,  and 

some  ten  year  old  beat  us  all  out  ...  a  reprieve! 

Janice  Hartman  Anderson  and  John,  Sydney  Pool 

Scarborough  and  Cary,  Anne  Peirce  and  Bruce 
Landis,  Laurie  Comstock,  Diane  Pfanner  and  Tim, 
and  Barb  Studenmund  were  all  there.  We  had  a 

fantastic  time.  Rhoda  looked  great,  Glove  was 

beaming,  and  Gunther  Gabel  Williams  can  eat  his 
heart  out. 

Diane  Pfanner  seemed  really  happy.  She  and  Tim 

are  still  in  Vermont,  she's  potting  for  a  shop  in  town, 

Tim  is  still  building,  and  they're  waiting  for  the  post 
to  hit  the  garden.  They  had  visits  from  Jene  Schiros 

Beran  and  Bruce,  and  Terry  Rupani  Nagel  and  Rich, 
this  summer.  Jene  has  been  teaching  retarded  chil- 

dren for  the  past  year  and  will  do  so  again  this  fall,  as 

well  as  attend  classes  herself.  Terry  has  been  doing 

some  good  things,  is  a  self-employed  potter,  worked 
as  a  volunteer  on  an  excavation  of  a  Monongahela 
Indian  Village  site  which  dated  back  to  1200  or 

1250  AD.  While  up  in  Vt.,  the  whole  crew  went  to 
visit  Jeanne  Swankto  who  lives  with  Melanie  Morton 
and  Ernie. 

Sydney  Pool  Scarborough  gave  a  welcome  home 

party  for  Nancy  Blackburn  Smithyman  this  sumrr 

Sydney  is  with  Mellon  Bank  as  a  commercial  ere 

analyst  and  Cary  is  a  project  engineer  with  H, Heinz. 

Suzanne  Robblee  Cottrelle  is  still  at  Pitt  with 

Economics  Dept. ,  and  continuing  grad  work 

history.  Perry  is  a  VISTA  volunteer  with  the  A 

gheny  County  Welfare  Rights  Organization,  and  i 
work  on  his  phenomenology  studies.  During  a  car 

ing  trip  this  summer  they  saw  Billie  Goldsl 
Narayanan  and  Dianne  Buck  Schrader. 

Patty  Patterson  Werschulz  has  a  job  as  a  resea 

assistant  for  a  new  drug  company,  Mylan  Specii 

Processes,  in  the  awesome  Mellon  Institute.  Ma1 
Pat  can  finally  tell  me  what  was  so  secret  about  1 

building.  Pat  recently  saw  Becky  Russo  and  Len 

Chapman  '73  on  their  way  through  town. 
Ellie  Schechter  Maney  sounds  good  in  the  Bui 

She  finished  her  MA  in  Deaf  Ed.,  and  will  start  a  r 

job  with  emotionally  disturbed  deaf  children.  Die 
working  hard-and  I  miss  you  guys. 

Got  a  great  note  from  Anne  Pantelich.  She  , 

Doug  are  now  out  in  Houston.  Anne  will  be  work 

as  an  apprentice  to  an  architect  and  will  take  m 
courses  while  waiting  to  hear  about  school  for  n 

year.  We  missed  you  at  Rhoda's  too. Sharon  Ray  is  still  in  Chicago  with  an  ad  age 

as  a  reseach  associate.  She  spends  her  time  talkini 
Lassie  and  Ronald  McDonald,  and  her  mission  i: 

stop  people  from  making  disparaging  remarks  ab 

Pittsburgh.  Sharon,  are  you  sure  that  you're  ok? 
Gayle     Rose    uprooted    herself    from    home 

Chicago   and    moved    out    to   San   Francisco,  fc 
promotion  with  Air  France.  She  loves  her  job 

SF;  anyone  out  there  is  invited  to  get  in  touch. 
Sheila  Rosenbaum  Dalmat  finished  a  year 

teaching  fifth  grade  and  has  now  moved  off 

Nicaragua  for  six  months.  Her  husband  is  wort 
with  the  Ministries  of  Health  down  there  and  Sh 

had  to  take  a  crash  course  in  Spanish  before  t 

left. 
Lyn  Schneider  Miller  was  in  the  process  of  pi 

ing  up  and  moving  to  Colorado.  Paul  is  returning 
school  for  a  second  MA.  This  past  year  Lyn  wor 
for  the  Federal  Communications  Commission, 

hopes  to  take  some  grad  work  in  genetics  whili 
Boulder. 

Lydia  Paul  Tapley  and  Dean  sound  wonderfi 
England.  I  laughed  the  whole  way  through  t 

letter.  Lydia  applied  to  Brentwood  College  of  Edi 

tion  for  a  year's  course  in  teaching  and  is  hoping 

they'll  accept  her  "American"  degree.  Boy,  th 
days  in  the  Snack  Bar  together  really  paid  of 

moved  up  in  the  ranks  and  worked  all  winter  in  a 

in  Georgetown.  Loved  it  —  and  had  such  a  good  \ 
that  I  forgot  to  finish  my  thesis. 

Amy  reporting: 

Barb  Studenmund   is  still    in   Washington,   D 

but    is    looking   for   another   job.    She    is   enjos 

singing  in  the  Washington  Choral  Arts  Society 

playing  her  new  piano! 

Rob  Schuler  is  half  way  through  her  Master' 
English  at  Carnegie-Mellon  and  starting  her  tl 
year  of  teaching. 

Georgena  Terry  has  her  MBA  in  Corpo; 
Finance  from  Wharton  and  is  working  as  a  finan 

analyst  with  PPG  Industries  in  Pittsburgh.  She's . 
kept  busy  participating  in  CAST  I,  Chatha 
alumnae-founded  and  operated  summer  theatre. 

Cathy  Setzer  is  working  for  the  Ecological  C 

suiting  Firm  of  Rice  Dir.  NUS  Corporation  bas& 
the  Greentree  area  of  Pittsburgh.  She  is  an  aqu 

biologist  who  gets  to  do  a  lot  of  traveling.  During 

spare  time  she  has  taken  up  trail-riding  and  down- 

skiing  (well,  she's  getting  ready  for  winter  sp time!). 

Lynne  Stauffer  is  moving  from  New  York 

Chicago  —  she's  accepted  a  position  as  Assoc 
Editor  with  Publishers-Hall  Syndicate. 

Sue    Taishoff    is    still    at    it!    Since   getting 

master's  last  year  she  has  kept  busy  by  comple 
all   of   her  course  work  for  her  Ph.D.   and   is  r 

reading  for  her  orals  which  are  coming  up  somet 
this  school  year. 

Robin  Weiss  saw  Michael  and  Louise  Burton 

summer  in  California  and  Ruth  Barron  in  Chic; 

Robin   has  started   medical   school  at  Case  West 
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Reserve  in  Cleveland,  Ohio.  She  would  really  like  to 

be  able  to  get  in  touch  with  Judy  Robbins  .  .  .  so  any 

information  as  to  her  whereabouts  would  be 

appreciated. 

Mary  Stackpole  is  starting  her  third  year  of  teach- 

ing and  has  reached  the  half-way  mark  on  her 

master's. 
Ellen  Smith  is  a  Senior  Art  Therapist  at  Rutgers 

Community  Mental  Health  Center.  A  paper  she 
wrote  on  one  of  her  patients  was  accepted  for  formal 

presentation  and  possible  publication  by  the 

Academy  of  Child  Psychiatry. 
Elisabeth  Wilcher  Ehrlich  is  in  her  fourth  year  of 

teaching  remedial  reading  and  almost  finished  with 

her  master's  work  at  the  State  University  of  New 
York  at  Brockport. 

I  am  still  hanging  in  here  in  Pownal  teaching  first 

grade.  Life  up  here  is  good  and  I'm  hoping  for  a  lot 
more  snow  this  winter  so  1  can  put  my  cross-country 
skis  to  better  use. 

^/m\m^A  Cynthia  Bunton 

l^/ZL  7929  S.  I  ngleside  Avenue 

,v-"~  Chicago,  IL  60619 Ellen  DiCarlo 

306  Fairfield  Avenue 

Newcastle,  PA  16105 

Missie  Johnson 

4SMAGS,  Apt.  212 
RD  #5 

Bethlehem,  PA  18015 

Betsy  Baker  Lamb 
{Mrs.  Richard  H.} 

150  Gulf  Street 

Milford,  CT  06460 

Mara  Mittleman 

5  Ross  Avenue 

South  Nyack,  NY  19060 

Jennifer  Newton 

2  Olympia  Place 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Margaret  Nordheim 
Lower  Shad  Road 

Pound  Ridge,  NY  10576 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Patricia  Corrado  to  Michael  Shuhi 

Marjean  Wall  over  to  Robert  F.  Ingram 

'MARRIAGES 

Joanne   Buas   to  William  D.   Georgeson,  August  18, 
1974 

Rebecca  Clingan  to  Gary  Lisy,  January  12,  1974 

Laurie  Duber  to  Ricky   Rosenberg,  August  11,  1974 

Ellen  Kardon  to  Brad  Berman,  July,  1974 

'Andrea  Fox  to  Bernard  Krupp,  August  31 ,  1974 

'Emily  Gawthrop  to  George  Elton  Walls 
Randi  Gelfand  to  Martin  Lewis 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

,Joanne    Buas    Georgeson    (Mrs.    William    D.),    728 

,  Clopper  Road,  Apt.  31,  Gaithersburg,  MD  20760 

( Nancy  E.  Campbell,  RD  7,  Kittanning,  PA  16201 
Wendelline    S.     Caparosa,     Bard     Hall,     50    Haven 
Avenue,  New  York,  NY  10032 

Audrey  A.  Carneski,  4733  Centre  Avenue  Apt.  2L, 

]  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 
Lynette  Charity,  Tufts  Medical  School,  1  36  Harrison 

.  Avenue,  Boston,  MA  02155 

.Rebecca    Clingan    Lisy    (Mrs.    Gary),   803-7   Stowell 
Drive,  Rochester,  NY  14616 

Theresa     M.    Colantuono,    Big    Oaks    Trailer    Park, 
Rehoboth  Beach,  DE  19971 

Sharon  Cottrell  Pleninger  (Mrs.  Andrew),  4707  10th 

Avenue,  Vienna,  WV  261 05 

Carol  D.  Craft,  P.O.  Box  #4,  North  Hero,  Vermont 
.  05474 

Catherine  M.  Cusack,  9160  Barrick  St.,  Fairfax,  VA 

(  22030 

Edith  M.   De  Lisio,  5112  Bayard  Street,  Pittsburgh, 

1 1  PA  15232 
Laurie  Duber   Rosenberg  (Mrs.    Ricky  M.).    1601   N. 
I  Shackleford,  #403,  Little  Rock,  AR  72205 

Lynn   K.   Emberg,  5220  Forbes  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15217 

Susan  Fetterolf,  7622  Williams  Way,  Elkins  Park,  PA 
19117 

Andrea   Fox  Krupp  (Mrs.  Bernard),  619  N.  St.  Clair 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 
Emily    Gawthrop    Walls    (Mrs.    George    Elton),    15 

Rodney  Street,  Rehobeth,  DE  19971 
Randi   Gelfand  Lewis  (Mrs.  Martin),   1021  Arlington 

Blvd.,  J-932,  Arlington,  VA  22209 
Joan  Gielas  Harsch  (Mrs.  Joseph),  30  Rostock  Street, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15212 
Linda    Harger,   7    Follen   St.,   Apt.   #1,  Boston,  MA 
02116 

Pamela     L.     Haynes,     College    Garden     Apt  ,     #33, 

College  &  Elwood  Aves.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

Vernease  Herron,  8508-16th  St.,  #600,  Silver  Spring, 
MD  20910 

Marilyn    R.    Horbaly,  9160  Barrick   St.,   Apt    302, 

Fairfax,  VA  22030 

Diane   Hughey,   Apt.    11,   Joyce   Apts.,    1212   Duke 

University  Road,  Durham,  NC  27702 

Sharon  Johnson,  6374  Morrowfield,  Pittsburgh,  PA 

15217 

Ellen     Kardon     Berman    (Mrs.    Brad),    5944    Alder 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 
Carol    Katonik,    309    Halket  Street,    Pittsburgh,    PA 
15213 

Karen   L.   Kiefer,  Briarwood  Apt.  Bldg.   14101,  Apt 

204,  Bramble  Lane,  Laurel,  MD  20810 
Wendy  M.  Lashman,  1 7W  702  Butterfield  Rd.,  Apt. 

118,  Villa  Park,  IL  60181 
Carol  A.  Lee,  5712  Stanton  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15206 

Susan  M.  Leonard,  7900  Edgewood  Avenue,  Apt.  5, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 

Paula    Leshko  Zuzo  (Mrs.),  2651-A  Barracks  Road, 
Charlottesville,  VA  22901 

Elisabeth    D.    Liebenau,   5  Harwich   Road,  Chestnut 

Hill,  MA  02167 

Lynn   Mack,    2419   Overlook    Road,  Crestview  Apt. 

#19,  Cleveland  Heights,  OH  44106 
Susan  K.  Merriman,  7032  Thomas  Blvd.,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  1 5208 

Cynthia  Montgomery,  2  Olympia  Place,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15217 

Mildred    E.    Morrison,   5712  Stanton  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15206 

Harriet    Moses,    4920    Center   Avenue.    #504,   Pitts- 

burgh, PA  15213 
Ann  Murphy,  239  Volkert  Street,  Highland  Park,  NJ 

08904 
Judith  Nemzer,  5517  Claybourne  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15232 

Lisa    Nicholas,   834   Collins  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15206 

Judith  Parker  Wolf   (Mrs.   Barnet),  421   Penn  Street, 

New  Bethlehem,  PA  16242 

Karen  Prus,  Assateaque  Island  Nat'l  Seashore,  Rt.  2, 
Box  294,  Berlin,  MD  21811 

Margaret  Roman,  3211  Newark  Street,  NW,  Washing- 
ton, DC  20008 

Teresa    A.    Ross,   301    S.    11th  St.,  Apt.   4-G,   Phila- 
delphia, PA  19107 

Deborah  J.  Samelson,  5718  Wellesley  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15206 

Patricia  Schuster  Georgalas  (Mrs.  James),  1830  Pine 

Street,  Philadelphia,  PA  19103 

Mary    Stephens    Schweikher    (Mrs.    Paul),    4121    E. 

Camelback,  Apt.  C-8,  Phoenix,  AZ  85018 
Linda    Thiessen    Bankson    (Mrs.    Thomas   E.),    2125 

Laketon  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Jeannine    Turgeon    Arnold    (Mrs.    David    R.),    5819 

Fifth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

Marjean  Wallover,  5734  West  Woodland  Road,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15232 

Leslie  Werner,  6  Bayard  Road,  Apt.  251,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15213 

Donna    Wilson    Hopkin    (Mrs.    Scott    D.),    1732    R 

Charleston  Ave.,  Huntington,  WV  25703 

Patricia    Wintermyer,    13780  Ormsby    Drive,   North 

Huntingdon,  PA  15642 

This  is  Cyn  Bunton  reporting  from  Chicago 

where  I'm  trying  to  enjoy  the  last  few  "nice"  days  of 
fall  before  the  infamous  Chicago  winter  begins. 

Nancy  Campbell  will  be  moving  to  Boston,  Mass. 

shortly  to  begin  studies  at  Katherine  Gibbs  School. 

Upon  completion  of  her  studies  she  will  be  a  legal 

secretary.  Wendy  Caparosa  is  also  in  school  at  the 

College  of  Physicians  and  Surgeons  —  Columbia  Uni- 

versity where  she's  studying  for  a  certificate  in 
physical  therapy.  So  —  if  anyone  is  in  need  of  legal 
or  medical  advice,  you  know  whom  to  call!  Crystal 

Burns  is  studying  "leadership  training"  at  Queens 
College  in  New  York  and  is  also  a  project  trainee  for 

Planned  Parenthood.  She'll  be  planning  video  tape 
programs  for  the  agency.  Debbie  Rowson  and  Ida 
Levine  have  become  Mid-Westerners.  Debbie  is 

studying  Music  (naturally)  and  Educational  Adminis- 
tration at  the  University  of  Michigan,  while  Ida  is 

studying  Classics  at  the  University  of  Chicago. 

Joanne  Buas  Georgeson  is  presently  teaching  in  the 

Montgomery  County  (Md.)  school  system  while 

Betsy  Bopp  is  waiting  to  hear  from  her  school  dis- 
trict —  about  full-time  employment. 

Diane  Bey  is  generally  having  a  good  time  while 

debating  between  spending  a  couple  of  years  as  a 

VISTA  volunteer  or  making  a  career  in  fashion 

merchandising  (that's  some  decision!).  When  I  talked 
to  Mara  Unger  two  weeks  ago  she  was  well  and 

happy  if  still  somewhat  greasy  after  she  and  Ida 
Levine  spent  six  weeks  in  Greece  and  Israel.  Now 

that's  what  I  call  a  summer  'vacation.'  I  am  presently 

playing  "career  girl,"  working  for  an  advertising 

agency.  It's  a  real  switch  being  in  the  "real  world" 

again. Thanks  to  all  who  donated  money  to  the 

class  fund.  And  to  those  of  you  who  "missed" 

my  post  script,  it's  still  not  too  late  to  send  your 
check  to  the  Alumnae  Association— Class  of  1974. 
Ellen  reporting: 

After  spending  the  summer  as  a  playground 

supervisor,  Becky  Clingan  Lisy  is  substitute  teaching 
in  and  around  Rochester,  New  York,  where  she  and 

Gary  are  now  living. 

Pam  Fabish  taught  a  summer  program  for  chil- 
dren with  learning  disabilities.  She  also  found  time 

to  do  some  traveling  with  Margie  Whitmer,  visiting 

with  Theresa  Colantuono,  Trish  Hogenmiller,  and 
Mimi  Gawthrop  Walls  at  Rehoboth  Beach,  and,  later, 

on  to  Cleveland  for  Laurie  Duber's  wedding,  where 
she  saw  Pat  Corrado  and  Paula  Belikove. 

Laurie  Duber  Rosenberg  and  husband  Ricky 

spent  their  honeymoon  in  Europe,  and  now  they  are 

living  in  Little  Rock,  Arkansas  (!)  where  Laurie  will 

be  teaching  and  Ricky  working  for  marketing  re- 
search at  the  Arkansas  Power  and  Light  Company. 

Susie  Fetterolf  reports  that  she  is  living  in  Phila- 
delphia with  Kris  Barone  and  taking  art  classes  at  the 

Tyler  School  of  Art  there. 
Pat  Corrado  is  busy  substitute  teaching,  and 

reports  that  she  and  Michael  are  planning  a  spring 

wedding.  She  also  keeps  busy  by  looking  for  a 

permanent  job  somewhere  in  Connecticut.  Pat  spent 

the  summer  working  with  emotionally  disturbed 

preschoolers.  She  also  attended  the  Duber-Rosenberg 

wedding  and  reports  that  "a  good  time  was  had  by 

all!". 

Lynn  Emberg  has  remained  in  Pittsburgh,  where 

she  attends  the  Theological  Seminary  part-time,  and 
works  as  a  chaplain  at  Pitt  with  the  university  and 

city  ministries.  Another  classmate  at  Pitt  is  Denyse 

Dunmeyer,  who  is  doing  graduate  work  in  French. 

Denyse  spent  the  summer  waitressing  and  reports 

"no  hot  news"  for  the  present  time.  Jolene 

Ereditario  is  also  in  graduate  school,  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  North  Carolina,  where  she  is  studying 

biology. 

Sharon  Cottrell  Pleninger  will  be  living  in 

England  for  the  next  year;  Andy  is  attending  gradu- 
ate school  there,  and  Sharon  will  be  busy  job- hunting. 

Cathy  Cusack  is  living  in  Virginia  and  working  in 

Washington,  D.C.,  as  a  securities  clerk  for  the  Union 
Trust  Company. 

Edie  DeLisio  spent  the  summer  working  with 

CAST-I,  Chatham's  summer  theatre.  She  divides  her 
time  now  doing  volunteer  work  with  theatre  groups 

in  Pittsburgh,  patronizing  Sodini's,  and  looking  for  a 

job  —  "as  a  star!" Nothing  special  to  report  from  here  in  New 

Castle.  My  apologies  to  all  my  friends  who  have 

heard  nothing  from  me  since  graduation  —  hope  to 
catch  up  on  all  the  news  soon.  I  spent  the  summer 
discovering    how    horrible   unemployment   really   is, 
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and  now  I'm  busy  job-hunting  and  applying  to 
graduate  schools.  Thanks  so  much  to  everyone  who 

responded  to  my  pleas  for  news! 

Misste  reporting: 

Hi,  here  I  am  at  Lehigh  University  working  on  a 

Master's  in  International  Relations  and  my  class- 
mates are  all  scattered  doing  great  things.  Susan 

Gilbert  spent  the  summer  in  Pittsburgh  as  the  Assis- 

tant Program  Director  for  the  Y-IKC  Family  Park  in 
Monroeville.  Until  she  starts  graduate  work  in 

January,  on  a  Master's  in  Elementary  Education, 

Susan  said  she  will  be  working  in  her  family's  furni- 
ture store  in  Pompano  Beach,  and  doing  substitute 

teaching  and  tutoring. 

Mary  Ann  Gilmartin  wrote  to  say  that  she  spent 
the  summer  as  a  Travel  Counselor  for  the  West  Penn 

Motor  Club  in  Pittsburgh.  She  will  be  starting  gradu- 
ate work  this  fall  in  Pittsburgh. 

Linda  Harger  started  graduate  school  this 

summer.  She  entered  Northeastern  University  Gradu- 
ate Program  of  Professional  Accounting  in  Boston. 

Linda  said  she  will  be  at  Northeastern  this  fall  but 

plans  to  return  to  Pittsburgh,  January  thru  March,  to 
work  as  an  intern  with  an  accounting  firm  in  the 

area.  Linda  said  she'd  talked  to  Margie  Nordheim  - 
no  news. 

Vern  Herron  will  start  her  second  year  at  Ameri- 
can University  Law  School.  This  summer  Vern 

stayed  in  the  D.C.  area  working  as  a  research 
assistant  for  the  Joint  Center  for  Political  Studies. 

Future  plans,  in  her  case,  include  returning  to 

Pennsylvania  to  practice  law  and  possibly  teach. 
Marilyn  Horbaly  wrote  that  she  spent  the 

summer  working  full  time  at  Woodward  and  Lothrop 

(a  local  department  store)  and  full  time  job  search- 
ing. Success!  Marilyn  will  be  a  kindergarten  teacher 

this  fall  at  the  Woodley  Hills  Elementary  School  in 
Alexandria,  VA. 

Diane  Hughey  said  she  split  her  time  this  summer 
between  the  beach  and  graduate  school  at  Duke 

University.  This  fall,  she  will  be  teaching  high  school 

geometry  and  algebra,  while  working  on  an  M.A.T. 
in  Math  at  Duke.  Diane  said  she  hopes  eventually  to 

get  back  to  Pittsburgh  to  teach. 

Congrats  to  Ellen  Kardon  and  Brad  Berman. 

Ellen  said  they  went  to  Montreal  after  they  got 
married.  Then,  they  were  off  to  the  shore  to  see 
Chantal  Obermesser.  Ellen  said  she  had  talked  to 

Margi  Whitmer  and  saw  Betsi  Liebenau  at  Ann 

Manoli's  wedding.  Betsi  is  moving  to  Boston,  so  the 
word  goes. 

Besides  loafing  this  summer  Beth  Isikoff  and  Pat 

Corrado  worked  on  their  non-verbal  cook  book  with 

hopes  of  getting  it  published.  Beth  is  now  teaching 
elementary  school  and  has  plans  for  graduate  school 

in  Boulder,  Colorado. 

Graduate  school  in  Bethlehem  is  quite  a  change 

from  my  summer  of  sun,  sand  and  sailing  on  Cape 

Cod,  so  I'd  better  get  to  work. 

Mara  reporting: 

From  the  ten  replies  I  received,  it  appears  that 
the  scholars  outnumber  the  career  women  by  a  slight 

margin. 

Lee  Lemesh  is  a  post-baccalaureate  at  University 
of  Pittsburgh  this  fall  and  then  will  be  reapplying  to 

grad  school  for  tropical  ecology  —  good  luck! 
Paula  Leshko  Zuzo  and  her  husband,  Gus,  are 

finally  settled  in  Virginia,  having  spent  two  months 

finishing  unfinished  furniture.  She's  looking  forward 
to  classes  at  the  University  of  Virginia. 

Lynn  Mack  writes  that  her  summer's  been  fan- 
tastic up  in  Maine  where  she  worked  in  a  gift  shop. 

After  madly  searching  for  an  apartment  she's  now 
attempting  to  furnish  it  -  in  between  her  studies  at 

Case  Western  Reserve  Dental  School.  While  she's 

looking  forward  to  her  studies  at  Case,  she  says  she's 
a  little  leery  about  the  ratio  of  15  women  to  120 
men.  Such  problems! 

After  working  as  a  Personnel  Staffing  Specialist 
for  the  U.  S.  Civil  Service  Commission  this  summer, 

Maureen  McHugh  will  hold  a  teaching  assistantship 

for  graduate  study  in  Social  Psychology  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Pittsburgh.  She  will  be  helping  with  the 

course,  "Psychology  of  Women"  and  hopes  to  con- 
tinue her  research  on  female  motivation,  while  com- 

pleting her  doctorate. 
Marilyn  Miller  is  enrolled  at  the  University  of 

Michigan  in  Ann  Arbor  in  the  school's  two-year 
master's  program  in  Art  History. 

Even  though  Anne  Lang  wrote,  "...  nothing  too 

new  in  my  life,"  it  seem  exciting  enough  to  be 
named  as  one  of  the  25  people  elected  to  the  Board 

of  Directors  of  the  National  Organization  for  Women 
at  their  conference  in  Houston  last  May! 

When  it  gets  too  cold  to  sell  Good  Humor  ice 

cream.  Sue  Merriman  plans  to  travel  this  fall.  She's  in 
the  process  of  having  "Gingerale"  copyrighted, 
printed,  and  hopefully,  produced  in  Pittsburgh. 

Good  news  —  another  musical  is  coming!  It's  a 

comedy  about  a  private  women's  college 
(Chatham?)  .  .  .  the  characters  including  a  music 

major,  an  actress  and  a  "dope  fiend."  As  for 
academia,  Sue  hopes  to  attend  the  University  of 

Wisconsin  in  1975  taking  up  Theory  and  Com- 

position. Sue  Leonard  says  things  are  going  O.K.  for  her, 

working  at  A.T.&T.  Long  Lines  in  Pittsburgh,  and 

while  the  salary's  not  fantastic,  it  does  pay  the  rent. 
Keep  plugging.  Sue! 

One  of  the  execs  among  us,  Kay  Kiefer,  has 

landed  a  job  with  Westinghouse  Electric  as  a  contract 

negotiator.  The  job  involves  travel,  an  expense 

account,  trips  and  parties  at  the  State  Department 

and  in  the  embassies  in  Washington,  D.C.  —  and  a 
little  bit  of  paperwork.  She  just  bought  a  1974  Fiat 

128,  but  socially  she  says  everyone  talks  sailing,  and 

she's  had  to  learn  a  whole  new  vocabulary! 

As  for  me,  I'm  keeping  busy  with  community 

theatre,  choral  societies,  and  right  now,  I'm  just 

about  ready  to  begin  "pounding  the  pavement"  in New  York  City. 

Jen  reporting: 

Most  of  the  people  I  heard  from  have  stayed  in 

the  Pittsburgh  area  —  is  this  an  indication  that  we're 
settling  down  already  or  that  Pittsburgh  has  sud- 

denly after  four  years  become  "where  it's  happen- 
ing?" Anyway,  here's  what's  happening: 

Jacqueline  Patten,  after  working  with  retarded 

children  through  the  summer,  is  an  intern  at  Pitt  this 

fall  in  a  year's  program  that  will  get  her  a  Master's  in 
student  guidance  counselling.  Judy  IMemzer  —  who  as 
we  all  remember  was  one  of  the  lucky  ones  to  get  a 

job  right  away  upon  graduating  —  is  still  really 

enjoying  counselling  at  Women's  Health  Services  in 
Pittsburgh,  an  "out-of-sight  place  to  be  employed," 
she  says.  And  Lisa  Nicholas,  another  early  graduate, 

is  "returning  to  school"  this  fall  in  a  new  role  —  as  a 

teacher.  She's  instructing  ceramics  at  Ellis  School 
and  will  also  continue  to  hostess  and  bartend  at  the 

Red  Bull  Inn  —  as  she  says,  two  very  different  ways 

of  working  with  people.  Annie  Murphy  ("never 

known  for  her  written  verbosity")  reports  that  she's 
working  in  the  delicatessen  of  Foodtown  Super- 

market,   has    given    up    commencing    a    career   for 

awhile,  and  is  quite  happy.  Judi  Parker  Wolf  is  al 

living  a  quiet  happy  life  as  a  self-employed  ceram 
with  her  own  studio.  She  and  her  husband  Barn 

are  living  in  New  Bethlehem,  Pa.  Cindy  Montgomc 

is  continuing  to  enjoy  the  business  world  at  1 

recruiting  and  placement  division  of  Westinghou 

She  also  recently  moved  into  a  beautiful  apartmt 

in  Squirrel  Hill.  I  have  first-hand  evidence  on  tt 

because  I'm  preparing  to  move  in  with  her  sometii 
in  October.  I've  been  studying  corporate  law  at  1 
Institute  for  Paralegal  Training  in  Philadelpl 

(where  Elsie  Heard  just  joined  the  criminal  I 

class),  and  hope  to  be  working  for  a  law  firm 
Pittsburgh  as  soon  as  possible!  In  the  meantime,  I 

enjoyed  visiting  or  seeing  Mara  Mittleman,  Barb. 
Sloane,  Diane  Sakillaris,  Terre  Ross,  and  Rai 
Gelfand  Lewis,  all  of  whom  are  fine  and  for  the  m 

part  settled. 
I  guess  we're  all  finding  out  how  much  ol 

pleasure  it  is  to  talk  with  (or  hear  from)  anyone 

the  class  now  that  we've  all  gone  separate  ways 

only  to  catch  up  on  "informal  news."  So  in  closir 
especially  want  to  thank  those  who  answered  i 
card,  and  to  promise  that  next  time  I  really  will 

everything  right!  Take  care  and  keep  in  touch. 

Betsy  reporting: 

Terri  Weinrich  reports  that  —  after  frantic  searcr 
she  has  taken  a  job  teaching  German  at  the  Keystc 

Oaks  High  School  where  she  is  responsible  ' 
launching  a  new  German  program  for  the  midi 

school.  She  also  reports  that  she  is  attending  Pitt 

night  and  that  she  and  Ricky  have  set  the  date,  Ju 
28th,  for  their  wedding.  Good  luck! 

Leslie  Werner  is  currently  working  as  an  As 

ciate  Staff  Assistant  in  the  Marketing  Admir 

tration  Department  of  Westinghouse-Advanc 
Reactors  Department.  Loves  her  job,  and  says  sh 

considering  making  a  career  in  international  mark 

ing. 

In  her  letter,  Pat  Simpson  indicated  that  she 

currently  living  at  her  sister's  home,  helping  to  c; 
for  her  new  twin  nephews.  Pat  says  she  is  consider 

graduate  schools  at  this  point. 

Many  thanks  to  Brooke  Tennyson  for  her  care 
hope  all  is  well. 

Pat  Wintermyer  is  currently  teaching  sever 

grade  English  in  the  Norwin  School  District  and  a 

working  on  her  M.A.  in  English  at  Duquesne  U 
versity. 

From  Arizona,  Mary  Stephens  Schweiker  wri 

that  she  is  still  hunting  for  some  form  of  "meanii 
ful  employment."  In  the  meantime  she  has  be 
spending  hours  baking  in  the  sun,  not  a  bad  altert 
tive  it  seems! 

Marjean  Wallover  reports  that  she  has  no  speci 

job  plans  as  yet,  at  least  not  until  after  her  weddi 
which  is  planned  for  January  10,  1975. 

Currently  Suzanne  Sliger  is  working  as  a  waitre 
and  within  the  month  she  expects  to  begin  at  Se 

as  a  "Management  Trainee."  She  intends  to  work 
a  year  and  then  continue  on  to  graduate  school 
George  Washington  University. 

Richard  and  I  are  now  settled  at  Milfc 

Academy.  I  arrived  fully  expecting  to  pursue  a  can 
but  I  have  found,  for  the  moment  at  least,  that  c 

role  as  houseparents  is  extremely  time  consumii 
We  have  1 1  teenage  boys  in  our  dormitory.  It  will 

challenging,  but  we're  sure  the  rewards  will  outwei 

the  problems  of  "communal  living." No  class  news  was  received  from  Margie  No 

heim  in  time  for  publication  in  this  issue  of  1 
Recorder. 

Meet  The  Challenge 

GiveTo  The  Chatham  Fund  1974-75 
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What's  in  fl  name? 
With  all  due  respect  to  William  Shakespeare,  he  didn't 

know  what  he  was  talking  about.  To  Chatham  graduates 

and  to  the  Alumnae  Office  the  name  is  extremely  impor- 

tant and  so  is  the  prefix.  To  "Mrs.,  Miss  or  Ms."  is  the 
question. 

Some  alumnae  accuse  Chatham,  as  a  college  for  women, 
of  insensitivity  to  its  mission  by  its  use  of  the  old  title  of 

Miss  or  by  addressing  a  married  woman  by  her  husband's 
name.  The  women's  movement  is  supported  wholeheartedly 
by  the  Alumnae  Office  but  there  are  record-keeping  prob- 

lems that  everyone  may  not  understand. 
The  addresses  are  affixed  to  our  mailings  by  means  of  an 

addressograph  plate.  New  addressograph  plates  are  ordered 

from  a  commercial  concern,  not  made  by  the  College,  every 
time  an  alumna  moves  —  and  about  one-third  of  all  our 
alumnae  move  at  least  once  a  year.  These  must  be  kept  up 

to  date  because  the  cost  of  mailing  alone,  plus  the  re- 
mailing  charges  if  the  address  is  incorrect,  has  become 

astronomical.  This  is  one  reason  we  strongly  urge  all  the 
alumnae  to  keep  the  Alumnae  Office  informed  of  their 

address  changes.  Re-mailing  a  single  issue  of  a  RECORDER 
can  sometimes  cost  as  much  as  $.50-$. 75  per  copy,  plus  the 
cost  of  a  new  plate. 

These  plates  will  be  changed  upon  request  but  for  obvi- 
ous economic  reasons  we  will  not  arbitrarily  change  pre- 

fixes unless  we  are  notified  first  of  the  preference.  Some 
women  are  as  offended  by  being  addressed  as  Ms.  as  others 
are  by  Miss  or  Mrs.  Because  of  the  similarity  of  many 
names,  it  is  imperative  that  the  Alumnae  Office  know  the 

married  name  and  the  husband's  first  name  as  well.  To  offer 

an  over-simplified  example,  Mary  Brown  '73  may  marry 
John  Brown.  There  may  be  a  Mary  Brown  of  the  class  of 
1935  or  1950.  We  need  some  way  of  determining  which 
Mary  Brown  we  are  writing  to  or  contributions  to  the 

Chatham  Fund  or  requests  for  transcripts  cannot  be  pro- 
cessed correctly.  The  Alumnae  Office  is  the  repository  of 

all  alumnae  records  and  all  the  College  offices  depend  on 
these  records.  We  will  use  whatever  mailing  name  you 
prefer  but  we  do  need  the  complete  name  for  our  files.  We 
are  more  than  sympathetic  with  your  wishes  but  first  please 
let  us  know  your  preference  before  accusing  us  of  lack  of 
sensitivity  to  changing  life  styles. 



ADMINISTRATION  AND 
MANAGEMENT     . . .  A  New  Program 

by  MARY  BETH  PETERS 

Several  years  before  my  arrival  on  the  Chatham  scene  an 

imaginative  group  of  faculty  and  administrators  were  at 
work  on  the  program  in  Administration  and  Management. 
They  did  their  research  and  developed  a  proposal  which  was 

funded  by  the  Lilly  Endowment  and  the  Carnegie  Corpora- 
tion of  New  York. 

There  was  a  growing  awareness  that  something  really 
new  was  needed  to  prepare  women,  educated  in  the  liberal 

arts  tradition,  for  non-traditional  careers.  The  Program  in 
Administration  and  Management  is  a  really  new 
development. 

•  It  is  new  because  it  prepares  women  to  become 
managers  in  all  types  of  organizations,  not  just 
business. 

•  It  is  new  because  it  is  not  a  technical  but  a  liberal 
education  that  is  offered. 

•  It  is  new  because  of  the  assumptions  which  support 

it.  We  assume  that  a  woman's  life  experience  should 
become  the  basis  for  newly-developed  management 
skills  and  style.  We  also  assume  that  women  will  need 

practice  in  management  functions  as  well  as  knowl- 

Mary  Beth  Peters  with  student  Deborah  Elliott  '76. 

edge  of  those  functions.  We  believe  that  to  be  effec- 
tive managers  they  must  be  social  architects;  that  is, 

they  must  be  able  to  cenceive  and  create  human 

social  structures  which  provide  for  effective  and  crea- 
tive work.  Of  course,  they  must  understand  and  know 

how  to  use  quantitative  methods  for  problem  solving 

and  planning.  And  with  all  that,  they  need  to  know 
their  own  values,  and  how  to  relate  them  to  the 

changing  social  and  physical  environment. 

So  our  curriculum  includes  Economics  to  enable  th> 

manager  to  relate  her  organization  to  the  economy  and  t( 

give  her  another  way  of  viewing  the  world,  anothe 

language  to  use.  Many  top  level  executives  know  economic 
well,  and  she  should  know  what  is  required  to  get  her  to  thi 
top  if  she  wants  to  go  there.  Managerial  Accounting  i 

included  to  prepare  her  to  understand  financial  statements 
records  and  how  to  manage  the  accounting  functions.  / 
course  in  the  use  of  Computers  for  Decision  Making  pre 

pares  her  to  understand  and  use  the  computer  in  manageria 

functions  and  decisions.  Because  being  able  to  express  one' 
self    clearly,    descriptively    and    succinctly    is   essential    t< 



success  as  a  manager  (and  as  a  human),  there  is  a  course  in 

Expository  Writing. 
Early  in  her  management  education  she  is  engaged  in  a 

two-term  course  called  Experiencing  and  Managing  Organi- 
zations. In  this  course,  the  future  manager  is  taught  to 

assess  and  to  put  in  order  her  experiences  in  organizations 

and  in  managerial  functions  which  she  has  already  learned 

to  perform.  On  that  base  is  then  built  an  increasing  knowl- 
edge and  understanding  of  organizations  and  the  skills  re- 

quired to  manage  them  effectively. 
Calculus  and  mathematic  models  for  decision  making  are 

considered  a  necessary  part  of  her  education.  A  one-term 
course  to  prepare  future  managers  for  the  legal,  ethical  and 

societal  dilemmas  to  which  their  organizations  must  re- 
spond is  also  a  pivotal  part  of  her  education.  On  this  basis 

of  quantitative  and  qualitative  knowledge,  we  provide  a 

term  of  organization  problem  solving.  Many  case  studies 
used  in  that  course  present  problems  with  elements  unique 

to  women,  because  we  believe  it  is  our  duty  to  prepare 

them  to  handle  well  the  increasing  opportunities  offered 
women. 

Depending  on  the  type  of  organization  a  student  expects 
to  enter,  there  are  certain  other  requirements,  such  as 

Public  Administration,  Labor  Economics,  the  American 
Judicial  Process,  the  Volunteer  Systems  and  Money  and 

Banking. 

An  excellent  option  made  available  by  Chatham's  open 
curriculum  is  the  multidiscipline  major.  A  student  majoring 
in  any  other  discipline  may  choose  to  add  management,  and 
create  a  unique  curriculum.  Such  varied  preparation  is 

likely  to  prevent  that  graduate  from  suffering  the  "dead- 

end syndrome"  which  has  plagued  women  for  years.  That 
is,  a  really  good  biologist  may  remain  the  firm's  profes- 

sional biologist  while  young  men  move  in  to  be  trained  by 

her  and  leave  to  move  on  up  the  organization  ladder. 

The  final  requirement  for  the  management  major  as  for 

all  other  majors  at  Chatham  is  the  tutorial  —  a  special 
independent  study  project  undertaken  by  the  student  in  an 

interest  of  her  own.  With  competent  faculty  guidance  the 
tutorial  can  prepare  the  student  to  show  real  strength  in  an 

area  of  management  which  is  unique  to  her  —  to  be  a 

"budding"  specialist. 
Naturally,  the  ingredient  which  makes  any  education 

useful  is  experience.  Special  experience  for  this  major  is 

provided  by  internships  during  the  college  career.  Chat- 

ham's calendar,  with  its  January  interim,  lends  itself  nicely 
to  the  use  of  internships.  During  January  1975,  there  were 

interns  in  Mellon  Bank,  Alcoa,  Westinghouse,  Gimbel's, 
Kaufmann's,  Mercy  Hospital,  Pittsburgh  Child  Guidance 
Center,  Bureau  of  Government  Financial  Operations  of  the 
U.S.  Treasury,  PPG,  Rockwell  International  and  the 

National  Student  Lobby.  During  these  experiences  much  of 
their  theoretical  knowledge  becomes  an  integral  part  of 

their  decisions  and  actions.  Or  as  the  old  saying  goes, 

"Book  learning  becomes  common  sense  learning." 
The  present  group  of  management  majors  is  small  and 

includes  sophomores  and  juniors  as  well  as  three  Gateway 
students.  The  courses  have  attracted  Gateway  students  who 
are  college  graduates  but  have  come  to  prepare  for  entering 
the  business  world  or  volunteer  organizations  as 
professionals. 

At  Chatham  we  feel  a  strong  responsibility  to  the  organi- 

zations in  this  area  to  tell  them  what  kind  of  graduate  they 

can  expect,  and  to  help  them  prepare  to  make  proper  use  of 

our  graduates.  Because  most  of  Pittsburgh's  heavy  industry 
has  previously  hired  male  engineers,  there  are  some  changes 

needed  if  they  and  our  graduates  are  to  be  mutually  bene- 
fited. The  interns  have  shown  many  of  these  organizations 

that  women  liberal  arts  students  have  a  very  real  and 

important  contribution  to  make.  Based  on  that  opening  we 

continue  to  assist  them  in  assessing  the  benefits  to  be 

gained  by  using  our  graduates  and  to  make  the  preparation 
for  them.  Maybe  that  door  was  first  opened  by  the  Equal 

Employment  Opportunity  Act  —  but  we  are  finding  that 
many  organizations  are  very  receptive  to  our  graduates. 

The  learning  for  those  of  us  who  develop  and  teach  in 

the  program  is  also  great.  This  year,  for  example,  we  dis- 

covered that  today's  student  is  likely  to  be  quite  ignorant 
of  the  modern  corporation  in  our  free  enterprise  system.  To 

that  end  we  are  proposing  a  course,  available  to  first-year 
students,  on  the  modern  corporation. 

Most  departments  of  the  College  have  contributed  to  the 
planning  of  this  major.  Special  courses  have  been  prepared 

by  the  Math,  English  and  Science  departments  as  require- 
ments in  the  curriculum.  Other  departments  have  prepared 

recommended  courses.  This  assures  the  student  a  broad 

background  in  the  liberal  arts  which  is  so  necessary  to 

produce  a  well-rounded  person. 
We  have  also  discovered  real  interest  in  areas  such  as 

marketing,  personel,  distribution  —  which  we  will  not  be 
investigating  in  our  curriculum.  Consideration  is  being  given 

to  sponsoring  short,  non-credit  courses  in  such  subjects. 
These  courses  would  be  available  to  women  in  organizations 
in  this  area  as  well  as  to  our  own  students. 

A  major  concern  which  still  is  unsolved  is  how  to  deter- 
mine the  long-lasting  quality  of  the  education  our  graduates 

have  received.  Of  course,  that  is  not  unique  to  our  major 

but  we  are  working  to  determine  ways  to  measure  —  and 

hopefully  to  know  how  to  improve  —  our  curriculum  based 
on  real  data  from  their  work  experience. 

Mary  Beth  Peters,  nationally  recognized  leader  in 
organizational  development  and  management  science, 
is  the  Director  of  the  Program  in  Administration  and 

Management  at  Chatham  College.  This  program,  to- 
gether with  the  program  in  Communication  (reported 

in  the  spring,  1974  issue  of  the  RECORDER),  was 

initiated  last  fall  as  part  of  Chatham's  New  Directions 
for  Women,  a  pioneer  approach  in  the  education  of 
women.  Ms.  Peters  has  served  as  a  consultant  to  a 

number  of  the  country's  leading  corporations  as  well 
as  with  the  Agency  for  International  Development, 

the  U.  S.  Treasury  and  numerous  educational  and 

religious  organizations,  including  the  National  Coun- 
cil of  Churches.  A  native  of  Houston,  Texas,  Ms. 

Peters  received  the  B.A.  and  B.S.  degrees  in  archi- 
tecture from  Rice  University.  She  is  one  of  seventeen 

persons  to  be  nominated  by  President  Gerald  R.  Ford 

as  members  of  the  Advisory  Council  on  Women's 
Educational  Programs. 



Students  On  The  Job 
by  GA  YE  TORRANCE  '77 

For  many  of  us  at  Chatham  the  month  of  January  means 

exciting  internships  in  our  particular  fields  of  interest. 

These  internships  are  individually  set  up  for  us  by  the 

Communication  program  advisors,  the  Career  Planning 

Office  or  through  a  student's  own  personal  contacts.  After 
a  meeting  with  our  field  sponsors  we  then  devote  the  entire 
month  working  in  a  business  environment  where  we  are 
given  the  opportunity  to  learn  the  terms,  techniques  and 

processes  used  in  the  specific  organization.  At  the  end  of 
the  month  the  sponsors  submit  an  evaluation  letter  of  our 

performance  which  is  filed  in  the  Career  Planning  Office. 
This  past  January  approximately  one  hundred  Chatham 
students  were  involved  in  a  variety  of  field  placements 

ranging  from  hospitals,  schools,  advertising  agencies,  law 

firms,  business  corporations,  institutions  for  the  handi- 
capped and  many  more. 

Chatham's  internship  program  exposes  us  to  the  field 
which  we  think  we  want  to  pursue  in  the  future.  Because  of 

this  opportunity,  some  students  realized  they  did  not  enjoy 
the  particular  job  after  all;  others  became  aware  of  the  need 

for  future  education;  and  the  majority  of  students  gained 

self-confidence  knowing  they  could  handle  such  a  job  fol- 
lowing graduation. 

Beryl  Gundy,  a  junior  majoring  in  Sociology-Anthro- 
pology, decided  to  spend  January  working  as  an  intern  for 

Carnegie    Museum    in    their   section    of  man   dealing  with 

Archeology  and  Anthropology.  Beryl  enjoyed  studying  th< 
collections  and,  as  a  result,  realized  the  need  for  futun 
education  in  order  to  be  better  qualified  in  this  area.  Shf 

has  always  been  intrigued  with  the  idea  of  working  in  ; 

museum  but  wasn't  sure  until  after  her  January  experience 
"After  aH,"  Beryl  stated,  "that's  what  internships  are  for!' 

A  few  years  ago  a  woman  working  in  Corporate  Desigr 
for  Westinghouse  would  have  seemed  impossible.  However 
with  the  help  of  a  Chatham  alumna,  Chris  Goulet  made 

such  an  experience  possible  by  spending  January  in  thre< 
departments  at  Westinghouse  dealing  with  Graphic,  Indus 

trial,  and  Architectural  and  Interior  Design.  As  a  senior  Ar 

History  major,  Chris  now  feels  the  need  for  graduate  stud^ 

in  order  to  learn  the  technical  aspects  of  art.  "They  were  al 

specialists,  and  I  was  a  generalist,"  she  explained.  But  Chri: 
also  mentioned  the  experience  was  one  of  the  most  worth 

while  things  she  has  done  at  Chatham. 

Since  the  January  internships  are  open  to  underclassmer 
as  well  as  juniors  and  seniors,  Diedre  Watters,  a  freshman 

decided  to  take  advantage  of  the  situation  by  working  foi 

the  Greensburg  Tribune  Review.  "You  name  it,  I  did  it,' 
she  responded  when  asked  what  her  job  entailed.  Features 

straight  news  stories,  headlines  and  sports  coverage  were  al 
a  part  of  her  daily  routine  as  an  intern  reporter.  Appar 
ently  Diedre  handled  the  job  with  no  problems  since  she 
was  offered  a  summer  position  with  the  newspaper.  Diedre 

who  has  always  been  interested  in  Journalism,  admitted,  "I 

felt  like  I  was  a  part  of  the  whole  thing." 
Cathie  Valenti's  internship  at  the  East  Pittsburgh  branch 

of  Westinghouse  involved  composing  the  company's  news- 
letter, writing  articles  for  the  Pittsburgh  papers  and  con- 

ducting interviews.  Ms.  Thelma  Niesser,  editor  of  the  Eas1 

Pittsburgh  Westinghouse  News  and  a  Chatham  alumna,  gave 
Cathie  a  number  of  responsibilities  throughout  the  month 

because  she  is  a  strong  supporter  of  Chatham's  internship 

program  and  realizes  the  need  for  experience  in  a  student'; 

CATHIE  VALENTI  wrote  newsletter  copy  and  pro- 

grammed the  in-house  "tele-communicator"  for  the  West- 
inghouse East  Pittsburgh  plant.  Her  supervising  sponsor, 

on  the  left,  was  Chatham  alumna  Thelma  Nieser. 



BETH  HYDOVITZ  wrote  the  Women's  News  (in  addition 
to  general  assignment  stories)  for  WIIC-TV,  Channel  11,  in 
Pittsburgh. 

field  of  interest.  Cathie,  a  junior  English  major,  plans  to 

work  in  public  relations  following  graduation. 

The  opportunity  of  working  in  a  hospital  with  profes- 
sionals in  another  internship  option  available  for  Chatham 

women.  Under  the  supervision  of  Dr.  Harvey  Slater,  the 

College  physician,  Beth  Campbell  observed  the  surgery  pro- 
cedures of  patients  in  the  Burn  Unit  at  West  Penn  Hospital. 

As  a  sophomore  majoring  in  Biology  and  planning  on 
medical  school,  Beth  was  concerned  with  the  differences  in 

blood  coagulation  of  burn  victims.  After  writing  a  review 

on  the  subject  she  now  realizes  this  field  needs  more  re- 
search. As  a  result,  Beth  hopes  to  develop  the  topic  more 

fully  for  her  tutorial  project  and  later  plans  to  specialize  in 

|  children's  burns  as  a  physician. 
Junior  Eva  Kaplan  served  her  internship  in  a  law  office 

to  attain  a  realistic  perspective  of  the  criminal  courts  sys- 
tem through   direct  contact  with  courtroom  participants. 

According  to  Eva,  it  all  worked  out  even  better  than  she 
anticipated.  She  followed  a  private  defense  attorney  and  an 
assistant  district  attorney  through  their  days  in  court  and  in 

their  offices,  at  police  stations,  and  did  some  research  on  a 
case.  Learning  about  the  power  politics  structure  of  the 

criminal  justice  system  was,  to  her,  one  of  the  most  im- 
portant concepts  for  a  budding  attorney  to  learn. 

Beth  Hydovitz,  a  sophomore,  is  now  an  employed  writer 

for  the  Sunday  evening  news  at  WIIC-TV  station.  She  was 
never  particularly  interested  in  this  type  of  work  until  after 
she  spent  the  first  two  weeks  of  January  in  the  Channel  1 1 
newsroom.  Although  Beth  spent  most  of  the  month  as  a 
newswriter,  she  also  traveled  with  the  reporters  and  helped 

produce  a  documentary  in  the  Public  Affairs  Department. 
She  has  two  more  years  at  Chatham  and  plans  to  continue 
working  at  Channel  1 1  during  that  time;  but,  because  of  her 

internship,  Beth's  goals  are  now  set  for  the  future.  She 
hopes  to  attend  graduate  school  to  learn  the  skills  for 

editing,  directing  and  shooting  a  news  program.  When  asked 

why  she  wants  to  gain  knowledge  in  all  these  areas,  Beth 

confidently  replied,  "I  would  like  to  know  how  to  perform 
any  function  for  a  news  show.  I  don't  want  to  be  just  a 

producer  the  rest  of  my  life." 
This  past  January  I  became  involved  in  a  variety  of 

projects  at  Communicators  Pittsburgh.  Designing  ads, 

writing  press  releases  for  companies  and  composing  a  cover 
letter  were  some  of  my  responsibilities.  Since  the  agency 
produces  slide  presentations  and  films  for  industries  in  the 

area  I  had  the  opportunity  of  learning  how  such  projects 

are  written,  directed  and  edited.  It  is  true  that  "learning  is 
by  doing"  but,  I  must  admit,  I  learned  equally  as  much  by 
listening  to  my  supervisors  during  interviews,  conferences 
and  general  meetings.  As  a  sophomore  majoring  in  English 
and  interested  in  the  Communication  program,  I  feel  the 

internships  provide  students  with  a  terrific  opportunity  for 

becoming  involved  in  their  specific  fields  of  interest.  After 

my  two  internships  of  working  in  the  Public  Relations 
Department  for  the  Pittsburgh  Symphony  and  writing  ads 

for  Communicators  Pittsburgh,  I  have  gained  additional 

knowledge  that  can  only  come  through  experience. 

I'm  sure  most  of  the  students  who  have  also  participated 
in  Chatham  internships  will  agree  when  I  say  that  such  field 

placements  are  exciting,  challenging  and  definitely  worth- 
while. 

GA  YE  TORRANCE  (in  the  center)  wrote  advertising  copy  and  worked  on  public  relations  accounts  for  Communicators 

Pittsburgh.  Here  she  discusses  her  internship  with  Bea  Miller  (on  the  left),  her  supervising  sponsor,  and  with  Marjorie  Wein- 

hold  (on  the  right),  Co-director  of  the  Communication  Program  and  Gaye's  faculty  sponsor. 



SomeThoughts  on  Ecology 
For  Technological  Man 

by  DR.  MARY  SCHLITT  KOSTALOS  '67 

A  few  years  ago  ecology  swept  through  the  nation 

resulting  in  a  rash  of  "Earth  Day"  observances,  clean-ups  of 
littered  streams  and  parks,  and  general  concern  for  environ- 

mental matters.  Although  the  fad  has  largely  faded,  the 

importance  of  ecology  to  technological  societies  remains. 
The  purpose  of  this  essay  is  not  to  tell  you  all  about 
ecology  but  to  briefly  outline  some  basic  principles  of 
ecology  and  the  importance  of  these  concepts  to  us. 

Ecology  comes  from  the  Greek  word  "oikos"  meaning 
home.  Ecology  literally  means  the  study  of  the  home. 

Ecologists,  then,  are  concerned  with  the  relationships  be- 
tween living  things  and  their  environment.  As  in  other 

sciences,  ecologists  attempt  to  discover  basic  principles  and 
laws  by  which  they  can  understand  a  variety  of  observed 
phenomena.  The  basic  unit  with  which  the  ecologist  is 
concerned  is  the  ecological  system  or  ecosystem.  A  system 

is  a  group  of  interacting  or  interrelated  elements  which 
form  a  collective  entity.  An  ecosystem  is,  therefore,  a  group 

of  living  organisms  which  mutually  interact  with  each  other 
and  their  surroundings  to  form  a  functional  unit.  There  is 
no  definite  limit  to  an  ecosystem.  The  entire  earth  may  be 

considered  as  an  ecosystem  of  incredible  complexity,  or  an 

ecosystem  may  be  as  small  and  relatively  simple  as  a  ter- 
rarium,  a  rotting  log,  or  even  a  mud  puddle. 

The  complex  relationships  in  ecosystems  have  developed 

over  long  periods  of  time,  for  ecosystems,  like  individual 
species,  have  evolved.  Obviously,  individual  species  of  plants 
and  animals  did  not  evolve  in  a  vacuum,  but  in  response  to 

particular  environmental  conditions  and  the  activities  of 

other  species.  Therefore,  evolution  occurred  at  the  eco- 
system level  as  well  as  the  species  level. 

The  evolution  of  life  and  systems  is  believed  to  have 
taken  place  in  the  oceans  of  the  primitive  earth  some  two 

billion  years  ago.  Simple  molecules  from  the  primitive 
atmosphere  such  as  methane  and  ammonia  dissolved  in  the 

water  of  the  seas.  Simple,  inorganic  compounds  were  car- 

ried into  the  oceans  from  the  earth's  crust.  Ultraviolet  light 
from  the  sun  and  electrical  discharges  from  lightning  pro- 

vided energy  to  drive  chemical  reactions  resulting  in  the 
formation  of  ever  larger  and  more  complex  molecules, 

including  amino  acids  and  other  organic  compounds.  Even- 
tually these  large  complex  molecules  developed  properties 

associated  with  life-primitive  metabolism,  reproduction  and 
growth.  As  the  numbers  of  these  protoliving  organisms 

increased,  they  began  to  use  up  the  accumulated  organic 
molecules  faster  than  they  were  being  formed,  obviously  a 
situation  which  would  severely  limit  these  early  life  forms. 
Some  of  the  early  living  things  evolved  the  ability  to  utilize 

energy  from  sunlight  to  synthesize  their  own  organic  com- 
pounds from  simple  inorganic  compounds  such  as  carbon 

dioxide  and  water.  This  was  an  important  step  because  the 

formation  of  organic  molecules  (food)  was  now  under 

biotic  control  and  the  supply  of  these  compounds  could  be 

continuously  renewed  by  the  activities  of  the  early  photo- 
synthetic  organisms. 

With  a  steady,  renewable  source  of  food  available,  the 

numbers  and  kinds  of  living  organisms  could  increase 

greatly.  With  this  increase  there  was  competition  among  the 
primitive  organisms  for  food  and  other  resources.  Some 

organisms  did  not  compete  successfully  and  became  ex- 
tinct. Others  adapted.  Slight  variations  among  organisms 

allowed  them  to  exploit  slightly  different  resources  and 
reduce  competition.  Thus,  living  things  have  spread  from 

the  oceans  to  most  areas  of  the  earth's  surface.  Major 
climatic  changes  resulted  in  the  extinction  of  some  groups 
and  the  evolution  and  adaptation  of  the  survivors  to  new 

conditions.  Note  that  this  process  is  dynamic  and  that  it  is 

still  going  on  today.  Organisms  adjust  to  changes  in  the 

system.  This  process  has  resulted  in  the  diverse  and  com- 
plex ecosystems  which  exist  today.  Each  organism  is 

adapted  to  particular  conditions  and  fills  a  particular  role  in 
the  ecosystem.  Organisms  are  interdependent  and  changes 
in  environmental  conditions  or  any  organism  within  the 

system  will  result  in  changes  and  adjustments  throughout 

the  system.  A  dynamic  equilibrium  exists  in  natural  eco- 
systems —  a  balance  that  is  intricate  and  beautiful.  Or- 

ganisms are  adapted  to  each  other  and  to  conditions.  Popu- 
lations adjust  themselves  to  resources.  Starvation  and 

destruction  of  habitat  are  rare  and  transient  phenomena  in 
undisturbed  ecosystems. 

It  will  be  easier  to  see  how  this  balance  is  achieved  if  we 

examine  some  of  the  important  processes  taking  place  in 

any  ecosystem.  Two  of  these  basic  processes  are  the  move- 
ment or  flow  of  energy  through  the  system  and  the  cycling 

of  minerals.  All  living  things  need  a  source  of  energy,  and 
the  use  and  transformation  of  energy  (metabolism)  is  a 

basic  quality  of  living  things.  The  ultimate  source  of  energy 

for  living  things  is  the  sun.  Green  plants  are  able  to  utilize 

light  energy  to  synthesize  large  organic  molecules,  such  as 
carbohydrates,  lipids  and  proteins.  In  essence,  light  energy 

is  converted  into  chemical  energy  in  the  bonds  of  these 

large  molecules.  Animals  cannot  synthesize  organic  com- 
pounds from  simple  inorganic  precursors  and  are  dependent 

upon  plants.  Plant-eating  animals  or  herbivores  consume  the 
organic  compounds  formed  by  the  plants.  Some  of  the  food 
taken  in  is  broken  down  for  energy;  other  molecules  are 

variously  transformed  into  molecules  used  for  growth, 
maintenance  and  reproduction  by  the  consumer  organism. 

Similarly,  if  a  predator  should  eat  the  herbivore,  the  organic 

compounds  of  the  herbivore's  body  become  available  to  the 
predator.  Note  that  at  each  step  much  of  the  food  taken  in 

is  used  to  supply  energy  for  maintenance  of  the  individual 
consumer  and  is  no  longer  available  to  be  passed  on  to  a 

higher  level.  Thus,  energy  is  lost  at  each  step  and  must  be 
replaced. 

In  contrast  to  energy  which  must  be  continually  sup- 
plied, minerals  and  nutrients  may  be  recycled  through  the 

system  many  times.  There  are  about  forty  to  fifty  elements 
that  are   used   by   living  things  such  as  carbon,  hydrogen, 



oxygen,  sulfur,  nitrogen,  calcium,  phosphorous,  iron  and 

many  others.  These  elements  tend  to  cycle  from  one  or- 
ganism to  another  following  much  the  same  pattern  as  the 

flow  of  energy.  Simple  inorganic  forms  of  these  nutrients 
are  taken  up  from  the  soil  by  plants  and  converted  into 
various  cell  constituents.  If  the  plants  are  eaten,  not  only 

the  energy  stored  in  the  molecules  of  the  plant  but  also  the 
nutrients  pass  to  the  consuming  animal.  The  elements  and 

compounds  may  in  turn  be  passed  on  to  higher  level  con- 
sumers. At  each  level  some  materials  move  back  into  the 

environment  through  secretions,  excretions  or  death  of  the 

organism.  So  far  the  pattern  is  much  like  that  of  energy 
flow.  The  major  difference  is  that  energy  is  lost  from  the 

system  and  must  be  constantly  supplied.  Nutrients,  on  the 
other  hand,  may  be  recycled  indefinitely.  The  importance 

of  the  microorganisms  such  as  bacteria  and  fungi  cannot  be 

over-emphasized  in  this  recycling  process.  Nutrients  tend  to 
pass  back  into  the  environment  in  the  form  of  complex 

compounds  which  cannot  readily  be  utilized  by  plants. 
Bacteria  and  fungi  break  down  these  complex  molecules 

and  convert  these  compounds  to  simpler  ones.  Eventually 

the  nutrients  are  reconverted  to  a  simple  inorganic  form 
which  can  be  readily  utilized  by  plants  and  the  cycle 
repeats. 

These  movements  of  energy  and  nutrients  are  merely 

two  of  the  processes  which  tie  ecosystems  together  and 
relate  organisms  to  each  other  and  their  environment.  In 

naturally  functioning  ecosystems  these  pathways  can  be 
very  complex.  Some  scientists  have  compared  an  ecosystem 

to  an  individual  organism.  The  proper  functioning  of  an 
ecosystem  is  dependent  upon  the  harmonious  action  of 
individual  species  just  as  individuals  cannot  continue  to  live 
without  the  unified  and  interdependent  activities  of  the 

digestive,  respiratory,  and  other  organ  systems.  It  is  felt  by 
some  that  the  ecosystem  is  the  last  in  a  hierarchy  of 

organization  starting  with  atoms  and  elements  and  con- 
tinuing through  molecules,  cells,  tissues,  organisms  and 

finally,  ecosystems.  The  ecosystem  has  been  described  as  a 

kind  of  super-organism.  Although  this  analogy  can  be 
pushed  too  far,  it  has  the  advantage  of  reminding  us  of  the 
interdependency  and  interrelatedness  of  the  components  in 
the  system. 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  graduated  from  Chatham  Col- 
lege in  1967  with  a  B.S.  degree  in  biology.  She  earned 

the  Ph.D.  in  biology  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
where  her  graduate  work  and  specialized  training 
were  in  the  field  of  ecology.  She  is  presently  Assistant 
Professor  of  Biology  at  Chatham. 

Although  the  basic  principles  have  been  established  in 

studies  of  natural  ecosystems,  they  are  equally  important  in 

Homo  sapiens  dominated  systems.  In  our  civilized  and 

highly  technological  societies,  we  are  often  far  removed 
from  nature,  and  we  seem  to  feel  that  we  are  somehow 
above  the  laws  of  nature  and  these  principles  no  longer 

apply  to  us.  But  we  are  still  a  part  of  the  earth  ecosystem 
and  our  activities  have  profound  and  unexpected  effects 

throughout  the  system.  Let's  look  at  just  a  few  of  the 
thousands  of  available  examples. 

Some  years  ago,  in  Borneo  the  World  Health  Organiza- 
tion initiated  a  mosquito  control  program  which  included 

the  spraying  of  large  amounts  of  DDT.  The  DDT  controlled 

the  mosquitoes  but  shortly  after  the  spraying  program  the 
thatched  roofs  of  the  houses  collapsed  because  they  were 

being  eaten  by  caterpillars  which  were  little  affected  by  the 
DDT.  The  wasp  that  had  kept  the  caterpillar  under  control 

had  been  killed  by  the  spraying.  But  the  story  doesn't  end 
there.  Houseflies  were  also  killed  in  great  numbers;  the 
flies,  containing  large  concentrations  of  DDT  were  eaten  by 
lizards  which  in  turn  died.  Cats  ate  the  lizards  and  also  died. 

With  the  death  of  the  cats,  the  population  of  rats  (potential 

plague  carriers)  multiplied  explosively.  Finally,  the  situa- 
tion became  so  desperate  that  cats  were  parachuted  into 

Borneo  in  an  attempt  to  control  the  rats.  Thus  a  program 

designed  to  control  one  species  had  repercussions  through- 
out the  ecosystem,  finally  creating  a  potentially  more 

serious  problem  than  the  one  originally  caused  by  the 
mosquitoes  (Berry,  et  al.  1974.  Chemical  Villains,  C.  V. 
Mosby  Co.,  St.  Louis). 

More  significantly,  current  research  indicates  that  air 
pollution  from  industrial  sources  and  power  plants  may  be 

causing  widespread,  perhaps  global  changes  in  weather  pat- 
terns. For  example,  there  has  been  a  slight  but  detectable 

increase  in  the  atmospheric  concentration  of  carbon 

dioxide  worldwide.  It  has  been  hypothesized  that  this  in- 
crease will  retard  the  loss  of  heat  from  the  earth,  thus 

raising  the  average  temperature  of  the  earth  a  few  degrees 
which  will  melt  the  polar  ice  caps  and  cause  a  considerable 

rise  in  sea  level,  enough  to  flood  many  coastal  cities.  Less 

speculative  and  better  documented  are  reports  of  changes  in 

local  weather  patterns  downwind  from  major  industrial 
areas.  These  downwind  areas  have  been  shown  to  have  a 

significant  increase  in  cloud  cover,  rain  and  hail.  Such 
changes  can  affect  the  general  habitat  and,  in  particular, 

farming  and  crop  yields.  Another  problem  is  related  to  the 
increased  acidity  of  rain  over  large  areas  of  the  United 
States.  This  increase  has  been  attributed  to  atmospheric 

pollutants  which  react  with  water  to  form  acids.  Acid 
rainfall  may  already  be  adversely  affecting  crops  in  some 

areas.  Furthermore,  acid  water  tends  to  dissolve  soil  nutri- 
ents and  allow  them  to  be  leached  away,  thus  reducing  soil 

fertility.  Again,  serious  consequences  may  be  felt  through- 
out the  entire  ecosystem. 

It  is  obvious  that  the  activities  of  man  are  having  pro- 
found effects  on  the  total  earth  ecosystem.  In  fact,  one  of 

the  characteristics  that  distinguishes  man  from  other  species 

is  his  great  ability  to  alter  the  environment.  There  is  con- 
siderable disagreement  among  scientists  as  to  the  magnitude 

and  seriousness  of  these  effects.  This  is  not  an  appeal  to 

close  the  mills  and  return  to  the  pre-industrial  lifestyle.  But 
despite  our  ability  to  manipulate  the  environment,  we  are 

still  bound  by  the  basic  laws  of  nature.  We  are  still  de- 
pendent on  other  plants  and  animals.  In  the  future  we  must 

learn  to  predict  and  anticipate  the  possible  effects  of  our 

activities  and  learn  to  minimize  the  adverse  side-effects  on 
the  earth  ecosystem.  We  may  have  to  recognize  and  accept 
limits  on  our  activities.  At  the  present  time  it  appears  that 

our  ability  to  alter  the  environment  far  exceeds  our  wisdom 
in  understanding  and  dealing  with  the  changes  caused  and 
herein  lies  the  danger. 



Report  on  the 

Gateway  Program 

by  DIRECTOR  BETSY  LYTLE  SUATONI  '59 

The  Gateway  Program  is  a  new  program  at  Chatham, 

designed  for  women  25  years  old  and  over,  who  have  been 

out  of  college  on  a  full-time  basis  for  four  years  or  more. 
There  have  been  adult  students  here  in  the  past,  but  it  was 

just  last  spring  that  the  College  decided  to  make  a  definite 

program  for  them  with  the  name  "Gateway"  and  the  addi- 
tion of  special  services  and  conditions. 

The  effort  is  two-pronged:  to  increase  enrollments  and 
to  make  education  accessible  to  the  mature  woman  who 

wishes  to  return  to  college.  The  effort  has  been  a  successful 
one;  there  were  about  a  dozen  adult  students  here  one  year 

ago,  and  there  are  close  to  seventy  at  the  present  time. 

The  mean  age  of  these  students  is  in  the  mid-thirties,  but 

the  range  is  from  the  twenties  into  the  sixties.  Thirty-eight 
are  seeking  degrees;  thirty  are  non-degree  students.  Thirteen 
are  here  full-time;  fifty-five  are  here  part-time.  Twenty-five 
are  from  the  nearby  neighborhoods  and  the  rest  come  from 
distances  as  far  as  Greensburg,  Apollo,  Sewickley,  Upper  St. 

Clair  and  many  others.  I  think  the  rising  numbers  show  the 
need  felt  by  women  today  to  continue  to  grow.  Many  have 

career  goals,  some  for  the  near  future,  some  quite  long- 
range.  Others  are  here  for  the  simple  reason  that  their 
brains  are  starving  and  need  nourishment.  Some  women 

have  degrees,  but  want  to  change  career  directions  or  get 

into  something  new,  and  they  are  taking  courses  to  be  able 
to  do  that.  The  common  denominator  among  all  the 

women  is  their  enthusaism  and  sense  of  personal  growth.  It 
has  been  most  exciting  for  me  to  be  a  part  of  this  program 
and  the  positive  creative  attitude  of  the  College  in  dealing 
with  students  of  multiple  roles  has  been  a  joy  to  see. 

Each  Gateway  Program  student,  like  her  younger 

counterpart,  is  assigned  a  faculty  advisor  to  help  her  with 

any  problems  or  questions.  A  student  admitted  to  the 

Gateway  Program  may  enroll  in  her  first  nine  courses  at 

one-half  the  normal  tuition  charge.  Full  tuition  will  be 
charged  for  the  final  nine  courses  taken  for  a  degree.  Degree 
candidates  may  apply  for  financial  aid. 



Career  Planning  Office  Survey 

Students  and  prospective  students  frequently  inquire  about  what  Chatham  graduates  do  after  leaving  college.  The  data 

we  have  on  you  is  incomplete  in  some  cases,  non-existent  in  others.  Your  cooperation  in  providing  the  information 

requested  below  would  be  most  helpful  to  us  in  providing  guidance  and  inspiration  to  today's  students.  If  you  are  not 
currently  working,  we  would  still  like  to  hear  about  your  past  experiences. 

Please  return  the  completed  form  to  the  Career  Planning  Office,  Chatham  College,  Woodland  Road,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15232. 

Name   ____^___   

Home  Address   

Class   Major. 

Present  Job  Title   

Employer   ,   

Business  Address. 

Brief  description  of  duties. 

Previous  experience. 

Education  after  leaving  Chatham. 

Would  you  be  willing  to  talk  with  a  student  about  your  career  experiences?. 

Would  you  be  willing  to  supervise  a  student  intern  during  the  January  interim?_ 

Tear  along  dotted  line.  Fold  and  staple.  Mail  to  address  printed  on  back  of  this  sheet. 
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PLACI 

STAM 

HERE 

Career  Planning  Office 
Chatham  College 
Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA   15232 



Dear  Nancy, 

Please  take  a  closer  look  at  your  class  news.  There  are 

few  who  have  chosen  to  remain  at  home  and  be  "mom- 

mies." Most  have  outside  interests  and  many  have  jobs. 
There  were  no  marriages  or  engagements  and  only  four 

births  announced  in  this  year's  news.  Child  rearing  will 
occupy  a  relatively  short  time  for  many  and  then  they  will 
be  on  to  other  activities. 

Do  you  think  it  is  inappropriate  for  educated  women  to 

bear  and  raise  children?  It  would  be  tragic  if  only  the 

uneducated  became  parents.  As  mothers,  we  can  help  to 

dispel  those  old  invalid  stereotypes  of  women,  both  by 

attitude  and,  more  importantly,  by  deed. 

I  do  think,  however,  that  some  of  the  things  which  you 

find  objectionable  could  be  eliminated.  Comments  about 

how  "busy"  one  is,  the  method  of  birth  or  feeding  of  one's 

baby  or  the  "cute"  things  one's  children  do  should  have  no 
place  in  the  alumnae  news.  There  is  absolutely  no  reason 

for  there  to  be  any  mention  of  diapers .  .  .  ever.  Class  news 

should  contain  the  things  that  we,  as  women  of  varied 

interests,  are  involved  in  doing. 

Despite  the  format  of  the  questionnaire,  Chatham  does 

care  about  the  "dignity  of  women."  A  simple  request  for 

name,  address,  and  "news"  should  be  sufficient.  The  arti- 

cles in  the  RECORDER  have  not  dealt  with  "motherhood" 
but  rather  with  the  careers  and  accomplishments  of  Chat- 

ham's students  and  graduates.  Articles  like  those  of  Dr. 
Smith  and  Ms.  McNerney  in  the  fall  1974  issue  are  what  an 

alumnae  magazine  should  contain. 

There  are  far  too  many  men  who  "put  down"  women; 
we  don't  need  women  to  do  the  same  to  other  women. 

Please  don't  turn  your  back  on  Chatham  and  your  class- 
mates because  some  have  opted  to  follow  more  traditional 

paths,  at  least  temporarily.  Those  who  are  "creative  and 
involved  with  self-actualization"  should  inspire  others  to 
reach  their  potentials  and  help  by  showing  what  women  can 

achieve.  Those  who  are  "mommies"  today  have  many  years 
left  in  which  to  make  other  contributions.  Let  us  not 

deprecate  but  encourage  all  women  to  be  what  they  are 

capable  of  being. Sincerely, 

Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle  '63 *  *  * 

A  letter  which  appeared  in  the  December  '74  issue  of  the 

RECORDER,  written  by  Nancy  Beal  '64  has  prompted  me 
to  read  through  all  the  class  news  —  straight  back  to  the 
class  of  1916.  Ms.  Beal  accused  Chatham  graduates  of 

dissolving  into  suburban  mommies  and  abandoning  their 

once-held  goals  to  lives  of  non-thinking  devotion  to  house, 
husband  and  offspring.  Her  greatest  objection  is  to  the 

RECORDER  as  a  publication  since,  she  contends,  it  gives 

the  impression  that  the  goals  of  a  Chatham  education 

appear  to  be  the  aforementioned  activities. 

I  wondered  for  a  moment  whether  Ms.  Beal  might  be 

correct  and  that  I  might  wake  up  one  morning  to  find 

myself  an  ambition-less  woman  who  hadn't  realized  I'd 

passed  life  by.  My  detective  work  indicated  that  she  wasn't 
entirely  in  the  right  in  her  appraisal  of  Chatham  graduates. 

They  are  living,  working  and  studying  in  all  corners  of  the 

world.  Judging  by  their  letters,  I  would  say  that  some  have 

made  quite  significant  contributions  to  their  chosen  fields. 

There  are  members  of  the  classes  of  '16  and  '18  who 
continue  to  travel  worldwide  and  hold  keen  interest  in  the 

lives  they  have  made  for  themselves.  (By  the  way,  reading 

the  news  from  these  early  graduates  is  a  matchless  experi- 
ence since  it  tends  to  give  rise  to  all  sorts  of  speculation 

concerning  one's  later  —  and  last  —  years.) 
All  this  reading  proved  heartening;  Chatham  graduates 

not  only  age  gracefully,  they  become  more  interesting  after 

a  period  out  of  school.  As  a  point  of  interest,  I  would  say 

that  it  is  only  after  5  or  so  years  out  of  college,  difficult 

years  of  indecision,  struggle  and  self-doubt,  that  we  begin  at 
last  to  see  an  orderly  pattern  in  our  lives  and  to  appraise 

our  goals  in  a  realistic  manner. 

Yes,  we  have  husbands  and  families;  for  it's  the  people  in 
our  lives  that  make  them  rich.  We  also  develop  as  indi- 

viduals, some  becoming  more  noteworthy  than  others,  as  is 
to  be  expected. 

Perhaps  the  one  thing  we  tend  to  overlook  (and  I  have 

been  reminded  of  this  by  my  husband)  is  the  difficulty  the 

men  in  our  lives  often  experience  in  accepting  us  as  true 

equals  —  in  all  areas  of  our  living  together.  This,  I  believe, 

may  be  most  evident  while  we  are  still  in  our  20's,  still 
formative  years  when  we  (and  he)  are  not  yet  established 

nor  ready  to  be  established  in  whatever  it  is  we  have  chosen 

to  do,  years  during  which  we  may  be  tempted  to  compete 
with  one  another. 

I  must  praise  those  fortunate  men  who  have  aligned 

themselves  with  Chatham  women.  I  suspect  that  I  am  not 

the  only  one  who  has  had  to  be  reminded  of  the  manly 

valor  it  takes  to  cope  with  us;  for  we're  an  unyielding, 
though  not  a  selfish  group. 

It  was  my  original  intention  to  prepare  a  more  lengthy 

and  serious  reply  to  Ms.  Beal,  but  I  became  confused  about 
what  it  was  that  I  would  have  said  to  her.  I  do  believe  that 

what  becomes  of  each  of  us  is  purely  of  our  own  doing;  and 

that  for  most  of  us,  the  lives  we  lead  are  the  ones  we 

wanted.  As  Collette  reflected,  "all  those  things  that  might 

have  been  are  things  we  never  could  have  done." 
But  what  have  I  done?  I  have  begun  a  lingerie  business 

and  had  hoped  to  open  the  second  of  my  boutiques  last  fall 

but  was  put  off  by  a  sour  economy.  My  husband,  despite 

his  conviction  that  he  has  reached  middle  age,  has  begun  a 

new  career.  He  has  begun  to  study  for  a  degree  in  archi- 
tecture. My  son  is  in  nursery  school  but  may  be  expelled 

for  stubborn  behavior. 

Lael  McGuigan  Pritchard  '71 *  #  * 
I  feel  that  I  must  respond  to  comments  by  one  alumna 

which  appeared  in  the  fall  1974  RECORDER  concerning 

the  "repugnant"  nature  of  the  class  news.  First,  of  the  total 
number  of  pages  in  that  issue  of  the  magazine,  only  60% 

was  devoted  to  class  news.  The  remaining  non-news  portion 
has  been  enlarged  in  recent  years  specifically  in  order  to 

provide  a  format  for  expression  by  any  alumna  who  cares 

to  exercise  this  privilege.  Response  to  a  specific  question 

regarding  this  format  made  by  me  last  year  when  I  solicited 
class  news  was  favorable. 

Second,  the  pages  of  the  RECORDER  are,  in  fact,  blank 

until  we,  the  alumnae,  write  on  them.  The  purpose  of  the 

class  news  portion  —  in  my  view  at  any  rate  —  remains  that 
for  which  it  was  named:  to  record  the  living  experiences  of 

the  hundreds  of  Chatham  alumnae  as  written  by  the 

alumnae  themselves.  Within  some  space  constraints,  the 

alumna  herself  is  responsible  for  what  is  written  about  her; 

the  college  does  not  dictate  any  stereotyped  male-oriented 
picture.  The  fact  that  our  dissatisfied  alumna  was  quoted 

should  demonstrate  a  willingness  to  publish  other  than 

marriage  and  baby  news.  At  a  minimum,  each  one  of  us  was 

directly  associated  with  seven  classes  during  our  stay  at 

Chatham  College  —  assuming  a  four-year  attendance  —  not 
to  mention  those  alumnae  met  through  alumnae  club  activi- 

ties, family  (have  you  noticed  the  number  of  students 

having  alumnae  relations?),  reunions,  and  those  simply  met 

casually  and  unexpectedly  (I  met  one  in  the  corner  drug- 
store a  few  weeks  ago).  I  personally  am  interested  in  what 

the  persons  I  lived  with  and  knew  of  are  experiencing.  I  also 

find  it  something  of  a  historical  microcosm  of  our  society  to 

browse  through  the  years.  For  instance,  have  you  noticed 

that  the  earlier  alums  seem  to  have  been  largely  pre- 
occupied with  family  and  teaching,  while  a  significantly 

higher  ratio  of  more  recent  alumnae  are  receiving  advanced 

degrees  and  pursuing  fascinating  non-traditional  vocations 
and  avocations  in  addition  to  managing  home  and  family? 

Also,  for  many  of  us,  the  RECORDER  is  the  only  way 

we  will  be  able  to  keep  in  touch  with  many  of  these  women 

with  whom  we  shared  intimately  20%  of  the  first  21  years 
of  our  lives. 

In  describing  our  alumnae  RECORDER,  I  prefer  to  draw 

on  a  characterization  borrowed  from  Tolstoy  by  another 

alumna  and  class  secretary  in  the  same  fall  RECORDER, 

and  which  I  think  is  worth  repeating:  the  true  meaning  of 

life  and  true  happiness  are  to  be  found  simply  in  living,  in 

pedestrian  daily  experiences,  and  not  in  any  grand  design  or 
philosophical  schemes.  This  alumna  found  her  class  news 

full  of  precious  details  about  our  classmates'  daily  lives 
indicative  of  a  fondness  for  Chatham  friends  that  so  many 

from  so  far  away  would  share  their  lives  and  their  happiness 

so  freely.  I  can  think  of  no  more  appropriate  way  to 

describe  the  objective  of  the  RECORDER  -  and  of  its 
success. 

Oh,  yes,  and  a  post  script  to  all  class  secretaries.  Let's  all 
resolve  not  to  make  any  mention  about  poor  responses  to 

requests  for  class  news.  I  think  reading  such  remarks  over 

and  over  is  in  itself  some  inducement  for  not  replying.  Let 

us  enjoy  those  replies  we  receive  and  hope  to  hear  from 

additional  respondents  next  year. 

Joan  Bretz  Peirce  '65 
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Class  News 

1913 Elizabeth  S.  McCague 
720  Beaver  Street 

Sewickley,  PA    15143 

DEATHS 

Martha  Young  McKeon,  January  17,  1975 

Mildred  Weston  Rogers,  February  6,  1975 

We  extend  our  heartfelt  sympathy  to  the  families 
of  both  Martha  and  Mildred.  Both  had  suffered 

broken  hips  and  failed  to  recover  from  the  after- 
effects. 

Faye  Atkinson  McCune  and  her  husband  con- 
tinue to  live  in  the  same  home  which  they  enjoy. 

Lucile  Atkinson  Baker's  item  of  news  is  that  she 
attended  the  wedding  of  her  beloved  granddaughter 
in  December.  From  Christine  Cameron  Bryan  comes 

word  of  a  recent  operation  but  improvement  each 
day. 

Our  sympathy  went  out  to  Laila  Clark  Ament  in 
November  when  her  aunt,  Mrs.  Alta  Dilley,  who  had 

lived  with  her  for  a  number  of  years,  died  after 

attaining  the  remarkable  age  of  110.  Laila  is  still 

following  along  with  her  various  interests  and  is 

counted  on  at  all  meetings  of  Decade  V. 

The  plan  of  Helen  Craig  Culley  to  move  into  a 
retirement  residence  has  been  carried  out  and  she 

reports  things  are  working  out  quite  well.  Though  it 

may  be  called  "A  Leisure  World,"  Helen  says  it  is 
really  a  hub  of  activity.  Louise  Fletcher  has  been  in 

Sarasota  again  for  the  winter  and  glad  to  be  out  of 
northern  weather.  She  is  unable  to  get  around  much 

because  of  the  serious  and  painful  condition  of  her 
knees  but  still  attends  AAUW  affairs  with  Lois 

Hinckley,  '31.  Louise  enjoys  hearing  about  our 
Decade  Club  meetings.  She  sent  me  a  newspaper 

picture  of  Donald  Buka,  son  of  our  classmate  Esther 
Rosenbloom  Buka,  who  is  again  appearing  in  plays  in 
Sarasota. 

From  Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh  comes  news  of  a 

worsening  of  vision  in  her  right  eye,  but  she  is 
grateful  for  the  functioning  of  the  left  one.  She 

spent  several  weeks  in  Connecticut  last  summer  visit- 
ing her  daughter  Betty.  She  and  Christine  Bryan  wish 

to  be  remembered  to  all.  I  have  had  no  direct  word 

from  Jeanne  Gray  Orcutt  and  am  very  sorry  to  hear 

indirectly  that  she  is  in  poor  health.  A  prompt  reply 

to  my  request  for  news  came  from  Grace  Wilson  who 

reports  she  is  still  "going  along"  and  thankful  for 
that.  A  cane  and  a  few  pills  are  a  help!  I  had  brief 

but  happy  reunions  in  Florida  last  winter  and  in 

July,  my  annual  visit  in  Oneonta,  NY.  More  recently, 

I  had  a  ten-day  "vacation"  in  the  hospital  having 
tests. 

HQHC  Jane  S.  Johnston 
Iv7  IO  4720  Centre  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15213 

Our  only  big  news  this  year  seems  to  be  our 

reunion.  Olga  Losa,  Mary  Jeffrey,  Mary  Estep  Starr, 

Betty  Cameron  Frank  and  your  secretary  join  in 
greetings  and  best  wishes  to  all.  Some  of  us  did  not 

have  too  good  a  year  healthwise  but  we  all  hope  to 

be  present  at  the  reunion  in  May. 

1917 Jane  Errett 

Kendal  at  Longwood,  Box  27 

Kennett  Square,  PA   19348 

In  Memoriam 

Edith  R.  Stockton  '97 
July  4,  1974 

Verna  Madtes  '06 (Mrs.  James  L.  Rifenberick) 
November  30,  1974 

Mildred  Weston  S'13 (Mrs.  W.  G.  Rogers) 

February  6,  1975 

Martha  E.  Young  '13 
(Mrs,  Silas  A.  McKeon) 

January  1  7,  1975 

Ada  Mildred  Maiden  x'14 
(Mrs.  Sam  Q.  McClure) 

1974 

Catherine  A.  Barnhart  x'20 
(Mrs.  C.  Edward  Long) 

1974 

Betty  Dean  Boots  '22 November  19,  1974 

Kathryn  Carter  x'22 (Mrs.  Oscar  Kuenzel) 
1975 

Kathryn  Watkins  '29 (Mrs.  Henry  Strouss) 
March  1.  1975 

Madeleine  Barnhart  '30 (Mrs.  W.  H.  Mandy) 
1975 

Mary  Duff  Connell  Miller  '31 
January  16,  1975 

Helen  McCreery  '33 (Mrs.  Lee  W.  Eckels) 

January  2,  1975 

Catherine  Boyd  '35 (Mrs.  Charles  B.  Hawley) 

February  24,  1975 

Nina  Marie  Miller  '67 November  12,  1974 

mmmmmmmmmmi> 

1921 

Jane  Errett  apologizes  profusely  to  all  her  class- 
mates for  the  absence  of  their  class  news  in  this  issue 

of  the  RECORDER.  Because  of  the  pressure  of  many 

other  things,  she  could  not  make  this  year's  deadline. 

Margaret  Gilfillan 
1950  Washington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15241 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Helen    Treloar    McGarrity    (Mrs.    John   A.),   941    N. 

Oleander  Ave.,  #3,  Daytona  Beach,  FL  32018 

Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  writes  that  she  is  doing 

her  usual  things,  is  well  and  anxious  to  know  what 

you  others  are  doing.  Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  also 

said  "nothing  special  unless  feeling  hale  and  hearty 

at  this  point  in  time  could  be  so  considered."  She 
thinks  doing  a  lot  of  walking  and  swimming  helps. 

Very  nice  news  from  Hazel  Curry  Koehler  —  "a 
great  granddaughter  was  born  on  our  fifty-fourth 

wedding  anniversary."  Congratulations  and  our  love 
to  the  baby  who,  unless  some  of  you  have  been 

keeping  back  important  information,  is  a  first. 
Edith  Pew  traveled  to  Greece  in  the  spring  and 

spent  January  in   Florida.  When  Mary   Reed  Reeves 

wrote  she  was  planning  to  go  to  a  milder  climate  fo 

a  while  and  as  always,  has  great  enjoyment  in  he? 
five  grandchildren. 

Caring  for  her  invalid  sister  keeps  Stella  Espij 
rather  close  to  her  home  but  she  went  with  Edith  t< 
New  York  for  several  days. 

Mabel  Shaffer  is  as  busy  as  ever  with  her  man^ 

activities  and  is  glad  to  have  acquired  some  nev 
friends  with  similar  interests. 

Gladys  Sullivan  Peters  spent  Christmas  with  he 

daughter  at  Seneca  Falls,  NY  and  also  time  durinc 

the  year  at  Terra  Alta,  WV  where  she  still  maintain; 
a  home  in  which  her  son  lives  while  working  on  hi: 

degree  in  Economics  and  teaching  at  West  Virginia] University. 

To  be  able  to  walk  about  and  drive  again  give! 

Elizabeth  Murphy  Walter  cause  for  gratitude.  B\h[ 

Martin  has  not  been  well  and  is  "up  and  down."  Ada' Lou  Andrews  Day  has  had  some  trouble  with  z\ 

previously  friendly  gall  bladder  but  is  better. 

"Just  enjoying  life"  is  the  word  from  Lucile  Long 
Haseltine,  especially  since  Dr.  Haseltine  retired  this 

past  year.  Marcella  Geary  sends  greetings  to  all  as 

does  Marjorie  Caughey  Musgrave  whose  two  grand- 
children are  her  pride  and  joy. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  continues  to  enjoy 

California  and  thankfully  reports  her  husband's  good recovery  from  surgery. 

Thanks  for  the  responses  received  and  best  wishes 
to  each  of  you. 

1923 
Because  of  illness  Marion  Rainey  Johnston  will 

not  be  able  to  continue  as  class  secretary  and  no 

volunteer  could  be  found  to  solicit  class  news  for  the 

RECORDER.  If  anyone  is  interested,  please  contact 
the  Alumnae  Office. 

1925 Marian  Frank  Patterson 

(Mrs.  A.  G.) 

1  8  Lyman  Circle 
Cleveland,  OH    44122 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Virginia  Jordan  Peters  (Mrs.  Russell  E.),  128  N.  Craig 

Street,  Park  Plaza  A-307,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15213 

Katheryn    Kelty    Tea    (Mrs.    Clark   A.),    2520    Ryan 
Road,  Apt.  81,  Concord,  CA   94518 

Bee  Stevenson   McQuiston    reporting  for  Marian 
Frank  Patterson,  our  class  secretary,  who  is  away  on 

a  six-weeks'  trip  to  South  America: 
Those  members  of  our  class  who  responded  to 

my  request  for  news  are  very  much  interested  in  our 
50th  reunion  and  most  of  them  are  planning  to 

attend.  Helen  Ahlers  Patton  has  already  contacted 

several  classmates  urging  them  to  save  the  date. 

Betty  Archibald  Andruss  has  just  returned  from  a 

ten-weeks'  trip  to  Spain.  Since  her  husband's  retire- 
ment five  years  ago  they  have  spent  most  of  the  time 

traveling  to  many  foreign  countries.  Lois  Brown 
Nabors  and  her  husband  visited  their  daughter  and 

her  family  who  have  recently  moved  to  Massachu- 

setts. Lois  is  an  elder  in  the  Trinity  United  Presby- 
terian Church  of  Uniontown,  PA. 

Sally  Chisholm  Springer  keeps  in  touch  with 

Florence  Steele  Bullock  '24  and  is  hoping  that  she 
(Florence)  may  be  able  to  reune  with  our  class.  Sally 

and  Bill  travel  frequently  to  Illinois  to  visit  their 

daughter  and  her  family.  Katharine  Dashiell  Roberts 

has  already  planned  her  itinerary  from  her  home  in 
Florida  to  be  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  at  reunion  time. 

She  will  visit  her  daughter  in  Kentucky  en  route. 
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Louise  Graham  Brown  and  Martha  Ganiear  Gar- 
retson  are  recuperating  from  broken  hips.  We  hope 

that  both  of  them  will  be  able  to  attend  our  reunion. 

Martha  now  makes  her  home  in  Waynesburg,  PA. 

Margaret  Herron  joins  with  many  others  who  wrote 

to  send  best  wishes  for  a  happy  get-together. 
Kate  Kelty  Tea  and  her  husband  enjoy  their 

retirement  in  Concord,  CA.  Their  older  daughter  and 

three  grandchildren  live  nearby  and  their  son,  Clark, 

Jr.  is  an  Episcopalian  rector  in  Boulder  City,  Nevada. 

Their  youngest  daughter  was  married  recently  and 

lives  in  Michigan.  Kate  reports  that  her  twin  sister, 

Dot  Kelty  Fairchild  is  in  a  nursing  home  in  Burbank, 

CA  recovering  from  a  stroke. 
Jean  MacColl  Horton  and  her  husband  keep  busy 

with  houses  in  Ithan  and  Cape  May,  their  vocations 
and  avocations.  Their  son  Rick  is  in  the  advertising 

business  in  Pittsburgh  and  their  other  son  Stuart  and 

his  family  live  in  Massachusetts.  Jean  reports  that  she 
unearthed  some  wonderful  class  pictures  when  she 

cleaned  her  desk  recently.  Do  bring  them  with  you 
to  the  reunion,  Jean! 

Harriett  McCaw  Hale  wrote  that  she  meets  with 

Miriam  McGormley  Gordon  and  several  other 

"PCW-ites"  for  occasional  luncheons  and  get- 
togethers. 

Our  sympathy  goes  out  to  Mary  Shane  Muir 
whose  sister,  Mabel,  and  brother,  Jack,  died  recently. 

Mary  regrets  that  the  celebrations  of  their  50th 

wedding  anniversary  and  that  of  Marshall's  ordina- 
tion to  the  Christian  ministry  will  interfere  with  her 

attendance  at  our  reunion. 

Frances  Rolfe  had  just  returned  from  an  eight- 

weeks'  visit  with  her  sister  in  Connecticut. 
I  want  to  thank  all  of  those  who  replied  to  my 

request  for  class  news.  Your  letters  were  most  in- 

teresting and  I'm  sorry  that  I  could  not  include  more 
details  in  the  write-up.  Save  them  up  until  we  get 
together  on  Alumnae  Day,  Saturday,  May  31st.  See 

you  then! 

|QO"7  Martha  Worthington  Herriott XyJC-'  (Mrs.  H.  Thomas) 
1  1 2  South  Wade  Avenue 

Washington,  PA    15301 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Sara  Davies  St.  Clair  (Mrs.  Floyd),  3700  Main  Street, 
Apt.  I,  Munhall,  PA    15120 

Mary  Harner  Britton   (Mrs.   A.  G.),  2160  Northwest 

Drive,  North  Huntingdon,  PA    15642 

Louise  Hazen  Meilicke  (Mrs.  Myron),  4621 V3  103rd 
Street  West,  Bradenton,  FL   33505 

Ruth    Powell,    507    Second    Street,    California,    PA 
15419 

Mary  Scott  Scott  (Mrs.  Wylie  T.),  R.D.  3,  Box  335, 

Eighty-Four,  PA    15330 

We  wish  to  extend  our  sympathy  to  Ella  English 
Daub  and  to  Dulcina  Marshall  Walker  whose  mothers 

died  in  1974;  and  to  Ruth  McKeever  Slater  whose 

husband  died  last  September.  Mrs.  English  had 
reached  her  94th  birthday  3  weeks  before  her  death. 

Special  from  Ella:  "Please  say  something  about 
collection  for  50th  Reunion.  Eleven  people  have 

completed  their  $50.00  donations."  She  means  the 
rest  of  us  had  better  get  busy  and  finish  ours!  Ella 

has  had  a  long  struggle  getting  over  her  broken  leg 

(of  last  January)  and  was  still  in  bed  with  an  enor- 

mous cast  in  April  when  her  mother  died  in  Pitts- 
burgh and  so  was  unable  to  attend  her  funeral.  Now 

she  is  fine  and  is  Recording  Secretary  for  two 
organizations. 

Adeline  Crown  Jubelirer  says  "Primary  in  our 
interests  are  the  activities  of  our  grandchildren.  Ann 

is  18  and  a  freshman  at  Yale  University.  Our  grand- 
son is  1  5,  enrolled  in  Brown  and  Nichols  with  his  eye 

on  Harvard.  We  spent  a  week  in  London  in  Octo- 

ber." They  intend  to  return  to  Palm  Springs  for  the 
golf  and  informal  social  life  among  other  Pitts- 

burghers.  She  looks  forward  to  reading  the 
RECORDER. 

Sally  Davies  St.  Clair  has  sold  her  home  and  now 

lives  in  an  apartment.  She  spent  last  July  visiting  her 

son  in  Birmingham,  AL.  Loved  being  with  the 
children  but  the  sun  was  too  hot  for  her!  She  and 

Eleanor  Boal  Thomas  get  together  frequently.  Sally 
hopes  to  do  some  hospital  volunteer  work  soon. 

Harriet  Evans  last  March  had  a  visit  to  California. 

She  is  still  working  on  "Meals  on  Wheels"  and  on  the 
problems  of  housing  the  elderly  and  lonely,  as  well 

as  with  foreign  students  who  are  earning  or  have 

earned  advanced  degrees.  She  reads  voraciously. 

Margaret  Gibson  McCrum  reports  on  her  activi- 
ties which  are  many  and  varied.  This  is  her  fourth 

year  for  delivering  "Meals  on  Wheels."  She  is  on  the 
Boards  of  Presbyterian-University  Hospital  Aid 
Society  and  Early  American  Glass  Club.  She  is  active 
in  her  church  and  the  Mt.  Lebanon  Alumnae  Club;  in 

Early  American  Industries  Association  and  in  Rush- 
light Club  of  Boston.  Her  travels  consisted  of  a  trip 

to  New  England  and  Canada  last  October  and  to 

Lancaster  for  a  seminar  on  Early  Moravian  Folk  Art 

in  Pennsylvania. 
Since  1940  Mary  Harner  Britton  has  lived  in  the 

same  house  in  the  country  and  their  address  has  been 

changed  5  times!  She  and  her  husband  expect  to 

"poke  around"  in  Florida  in  March.  Mabel  Hugus 
wrote  her  at  Christmas  that  her  organ  playing  had 

been  curtailed  by  an  injured  arm. 

Louise  Hazel  Meilicke  says  "Thanks  to  the  Royal 
Travel  Corporation  who  sent  me  literature  for  a  trip 

to  Hawaii  for  Chatham  people  in  July,  I  had  a 

wonderful  trip."  She  met  Martha  Rial  '29  and  they 

had  a  fine  time  together.  She  continues:  "I  called  to 
tell  the  travel  agency  how  we  1 1 -organized  it  was, 
and  before  I  knew  it,  signed  up  with  them  for  Hong 

Kong  in  September,  including  China  and  Thailand.  It 

was  terrific."  She  is  still  painting  and  a  nearby  vil- 

lage, Cortez,  provides  "plenty  of  material  for  fishing 

scenes  and  shrimp  boats."  She  often  wonders  if 
someone  from  school  is  nearby. 

Frances  House  Deiter,  since  retirement,  still 

maintains  her  interest  in  teaching  with  summer 

courses  in  book  reviewing,  and  by  tutoring.  In 

March,  1974  she  flew  to  Florida  with  her  daughter 

for  a  vacation  and  called  on  Kay  Lowe  Hall.  Re- 
cently she  has  been  taking  care  of  her  husband  who 

is  recuperating  from  a  fractured  hip. 

Pegg  Johnston  McClintock  still  "is  in  Boca  Raton 

and  loves  every  day."  She  "pores"  over  the 
RECORDER  when  it  arrives. 

No  news  but  greetings  to  the  Class  from  Kay 

McPeake  Arnold,  Cass  McRoberts  Gunia,  and  Nancy 

Jane  Montgomery.  Ruth  McKeever  Slater  is  continu- 
ing with  her  Braille  transcribing  and  was  looking 

forward  to  a  visit  in  March  from  her  daughter  and 

husband  from  California  on  their  way  to  Parents' 
Week  at  West  Point.  Another  notable  achievement  (I 

think)  is  her  producing  64  hand-hooked  wool  rugs, 

97  crocheted  and  knitted  afghans  for  a  Navy  hospi- 

tal, the  Haverford  State  Hospital  and  other  shut-ins. 

Eleanor  Mowry  McKelvey  writes;  "We're  still 
full-fledged  members  of  the  "go-go  generation"  and 
have  had  enjoyable  trips  to  Washington,  DC,  Cali- 

fornia, Hawaii  and  Europe;  and  to  Houston  to  be 

with  our  family  —  but,  after  all,  there's  no  place  like 

home." 

Anne  Negley  Brunot  writes  cheerfully,  after  a 

stint  of  snow-shoveling,  that  "a  change  of  scene  and 
some  sunshine  sounded  appealing  —  in  contrast  to 

the  sort  of  winter  we've  been  having."  But  a  con- 
templated Caribbean  cruise  had  to  be  cancelled  due 

to  ship  difficulties. 

Emelyn  Taylor  Rohlffs  writes  from  Newport, 

Oregon,  that  she  and  her  husband  have  been  retired 

for  2  years  and  are  enjoying  learning  how  to  loaf. 
She  is  on  the  Board  of  the  Portland  Radio  Station 

which  "has  worked  out  a  Sunday  program  for  the 

blind  called  'Seeing  Sound'  consisting  of  music,  read- 
ing of  the  Sunday  papers,  a  book  in  serial  form, 

interviews,  etc."  Also,  she  works  with  a  group  of 
business  people  and  educators  doing  a  study  of  the 

community  college  set-up  in  Oregon.  She  is  thrilled 
at  the  important  place  Chatham  holds  in  the  present 

day  world  of  education,  in  its  persisting  in  training  in 

liberal  arts  as  well  as  in  educating  women  to  deal 

with  a  changing  world,  and  concludes:  "Our  Alma 
Mater  did  the  same  rather  thoroughly  in  the 

twenties,  eh?" Inez  Wallis  and  Dulcina  Marshall  Walker  were  in 

the  Orient  last  summer  and  expect  to  go  to  Russia 

this  July.  Dulcina  who  now  lives  in  Toledo,  says  she 

misses  shopping  at  Home's.  Inez  visited  Isabel 
Druschel  last  fall. 

Isabel  Watson  Druschel  wrote  me  last  February, 

too  late  for  the  RECORDER,  of  her  serious  auto- 

mobile accident  from  which  she  has  fully  recovered. 
She  works  each  afternoon  at  Mental  Health  Services, 

helps  in  2nd  grade,  and  is  Vice  President  of  her 

county  committee  on  aging.  One  daughter  and 

family  live  nearby  at  "Travelers'  Rest,"  a  National 
Historic  Landmark,  which  they  are  restoring  to  its 

original  state.  Her  other  daughter  lives  in  Washing- 
ton, DC.  They  all  get  together  on  many  occasions. 

Grace  Wilson  is  engaged  in  her  usual  civic  duties, 

fishing,  and  "all  the  things  that  make  Florida  fun." 
In  January  she  flew  from  San  Francisco  "bound  for 

the  Fijis,  New  Zealand  and  Australia." 
Thank  you  all  for  your  welcome  responses  as  to 

your  travels  and  activities.  They  almost  overwhelmed 

me  and  made  me  feel  do-less  (in  a  nice  way,  of 

course).  Happily  3  felines  —  Monkey,  Roberta 
Clementina,  and  Buzz  crept  in  by  way  of  3  letters. 

You  may  guess  which  correspondent  belongs  to which  cat. 

1929 Josephine  Mang  Muir 
139  Royal  Oak  Drive,  Apt.  F 

McKeesport,  PA    15131 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  (Mrs.  Glen  W.),  YMCA  Inter- 
national House  —  Room  1009,  23  Waterloo  Road, 

Kowloon,  Hong  Kong 

Eugenie  Feightner  Coll  (Mrs.  Alfred  W.),  Royal  York 

Apartments,  Apt.  1004,  3955  Bigelow  Blvd.,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA   15213 

Marion  Hall  Verner  (Mrs  Porter  C),  100  White 

Hampton   Lane,  Apt.  #811,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15236 

We  were  sorry  to  hear  of  the  deaths  of  Anna 

Miller  Nolen,  Isabel  Bashltne  Hammond  and  Kathryn 
Watkins  Strouss.  To  their  families  we  extend  our 

deepest  sympathy  and  to  Peg  Wooldridge  Fifer 
whose  husband  died  in  February. 

Our  45th  reunion  at  the  College  last  June  was 

attended  by  1  1  members,  including  Mary  Kolb,  Ellen 

Connor  Ktlgore,  Peg  Wooldridge  Fifer,  Martha  Ackel- 
son  Smith,  Evelyn  Thompson  Wible,  Frances  Reeder 

Battaglia,  Dorothy  Appleby  Musser,  Anne  Textor 

Thompson,  Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm,  Ruth  Lenon 

Dieffenbacher  and  Jo  Mang  Muir.  We  had  a  grand 
time  and  made  some  plans  for  a  really  big  50th 

reunion  in  1979.  This  was  followed  by  a  mini- 

reunion  in  September  at  Mary  Kolb's  farm. 
Retirement  and  travel  seem  to  occupy  a  large 

number  of  us.  Thoroughly  enjoying  retirement  is 

Dot  Warner  who  keeps  active  in  the  Sewickley 

B.P.W.  and  Century  Club  while  attending  the  Elaine 

Powers  Salon  several  times  a  week.  Erma  Bachman 

Stewart  retired  from  teaching  German  at  Butler  High 
in  1 973  and  planned  a  trip  to  Hawaii  this  spring.  Kay 

Reebel  plans  to  retire  in  July  as  professor  in  the 

University  of  Michigan  School  of  Social  Work  after 

22  years.  Jane  Haller  McCafferty  soys  "retired  at 
last"  but  it  doesn't  sound  like  it  because  she  was 

busy  as  a  book  cataloger  for  the  Washington  Histori- 
cal Society.  Not  doing  much  but  enjoying  it,  reports 

Betty  Rial  Walthour.  Betty  MacColl  terms  retirement 

only  a  technicality  because  she  is  busy  directing  an 
Art  Center  and  doing  a  lot  of  painting.  Dot  Appleby 

Musser  was  looking  forward  to  seeing  Betty  in 
Florida  this  winter  and  was  then  planning  to  go  to 
Mexico. 

Ellen  Connor  Kilgore  and  Lee  were  looking  for- 
ward to  Florida  also  if  they  could  get  out  of  the 

snow  at  home!  Very  busy  traveling  last  year  were 

Anne  Textor  Thompson  and  Bob  who  visited  Spain 

and  Majorca,  then  Canada  and  Florida,  followed  by 
Holland  and  Belgium.  Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell  has  5 

grandchildren,  all  scattered,  which  gives  her  a  good 

excuse  for  traveling  to  visit  them,  Florida  was  a 

popular  spot  for  Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  and  her 
husband  and  for  Bess  Friedman  Wasser  and  Sam  who 

also  took  in  Hawaii  and  Puerto  Rico.  Really  far  away 

are  Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  and  her  husband  who 

wrote  from  Hong  Kong  that  they  were  back  in  the 
Orient  for  another  year  of  foreign  missions  work. 

Gene  Feightner  Coil's  traveling  was  from  a  15-room 
house  to  an  apartment,  which  she  loves. 
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Martha  Ackelson  Smith  keeps  busy  with  "Meals 
on  Wheels"  and  as  chairman  of  Arts  and  Crafts  at  her 
church.  She  was  hoping  to  see  Lucille  Evans  Lynch 

in  the  spring  when  Lucille  visited  in  Greensburg. 

Two  special  awards  were  reported  by  Carolyn 
Duvall  Leffler,  math  teacher  and  head  of  her  high 

school  math  department:  outstanding  teacher  in 

Kentucky  in  1973  and  outstanding  secondary 
teacher  in  the  U.  S.  in  1974.  Congratulations! 

Martha  Stem  is  still  director  of  professional  rela- 
tions for  the  Optometric  Extension  Program  and 

Foundation  and  has  been  invited  to  be  on  its  educa- 

tional program  in  Arkansas  in  June.  Mary  Lou  Jones' 

"up-and-at-itude"  makes  her  too  restless  to  quit 
completely  despite  a  broken  leg  last  summer.  She 

may  settle  down  to  rewrite  a  children's  book  for 
Houghton  Mifflin.  Peg  Wooldridge  Fifer  keeps  busy 

with  her  farm  and  poetry  writing.  Jo  Mang  Muir  says 

Peg's  collection  of  poetry,  "Notes  from  the  Fifers," 
is  so  enjoyable  that  it  is  a  treasure  everyone  should 

share.  Also  keeping  busy  is  Fran  Reeder  Battaglia 

who  is  going  back  to  real  estate  sales  after  a  six 

months'  leave  Ruth  Lenon  Dieffenbacher  spent  last 
summer  at  Hilton  Head  coaching  singers  for  a  pro- 

duction of  Cabaret.  She  found  time  in  between  re- 
citals and  recording  sessions  to  have  another  piece 

published  in  the  Annual  of  American  Literature  and 

Art.  Evelyn  Thompson  Wible  reports  "nothing  that 
will  set  the  world  on  fire  —  just  happy  with  our 

living." 

1931 Lois  Applegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 

Mt,  Lebanon,  PA    15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Winifred  Joseph  Waldie  (Mrs.  James  A.),  Box  6, 

Hempfield  Highlands,  Jeannette,  PA    15644 

Elinor  Martin  Vaughn  (Mrs.  Harold  R.),  c/o  L.  C. 

Bresnick,  2601  South  Brentwood  Court,  Lake- 
wood,  CO   80227 

Patsy  A.  McKillips,  731  Lincoln  Way,  West,  Gettys- 
burg, PA    17325 

Henrietta  Scott  Everhart,  4130  East  Alta  Vista 

Drive,  Phoenix,  AZ   85040 

Vartanoush  Parounakian  Turner  (Mrs.  Richard), 

Glenwood  Village,  Apt.  7J,  East  Hill  Road,  Canton, 
CT   06019 

DEATH 

Mary  Duff  Miller,  January  16,  1975 

Many  thanks  to  all  of  you  for  your  letters  and 
cards  in  response  to  my  request  for  news.  Some  had 

good  news,  others,  bad.  At  least  we  were  happy  to 
hear!  This  spring  we  hope  to  be  able  to  award  a 

prize,  or  perhaps  two  prizes,  from  the  Beatrice  Lewis 

Memorial  Fund.  Last  year  no  award  was  given  be- 
cause the  quality  of  the  entrants  was  considered 

below  standards  set  by  the  English  Department. 
Our  sympathy  to  Margaret  Ray  McDowell  who 

lost  her  husband  John  last  fall  of  a  heart  attack. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn  comments  that 

since  she  became  a  "bona  fide  senior  citizen  last 

November"  she  is  enjoying  all  kinds  of  benefits! 
"EB"  remarks  that  she  is  busier  than  ever  with  her 
job  as  Township  Assessor,  plus  her  work  in  the 

County  Library  Commission,  teaching  the  Women's 
Circle  at  church,  and  working  in  community  service 

projects.  The  Dearborns  were  robbed  twice  during 

the  Christmas  holidays,  and  both  times  they  were  at 
home  in  bed! 

Two  letters  from  Edie  Beale  Asper  from  Juneau, 

Alaska,  brought  the  good  news  that  Edie  is  now  a 

grandmother  and  that  her  older  son,  Linn,  Jr.,  has 

been  appointed  Acting  District  Court  Judge  for 

Juneau.  Edie's  younger  son  Jim  is  quite  a  carpenter 
and  has  built  himself  a  cabin  next  door  to  Linn  and 

Mary's  home.  Edie  and  Linn,  Sr.  are  planning  a  trip 
to  Australia  and  New  Zealand  in  April. 

Dorothy  Bortz  Kund  has  had  some  serious  back 

problems,  so  the  business  trips  with  her  husband 

Paul  have  had  to  be  curtailed.  However,  Dot  says 
that  she  keeps  busy  with  politics,  civic,  and  church 

programs.   Dot  is  a  proud  grandmother  to  her  only 

granddaughter  who  may  be  a  candidate  for  Chatham 

some  day.  Dot's  daughter  Annette  is  Reservations 
Manager  for  National  Airlines. 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout's  special  news  is  that  she 
now  has  a  grandson,  the  son  of  her  younger  son  Don. 

Martha's  only  traveling  in  1974  was  a  trip  to  Chapel 
Hill,  North  Carolina,  to  see  her  older  son  Bill,  who  is 
on  sabbatical  leave  from  the  University  of  Illinois. 

The  new  grandson's  mother  was  Mary  Steinmiller, 

the  daughter  of  Betty  Porter  Steinmiller  '28. 
Dorothea  Crawford  Macy  says  that  since  her 

mother  is  no  longer  living,  her  trips  to  Pittsburgh  are 
now  rare.  Dode  does  go  to  Tulsa  to  see  her  daughter 

and  sometimes  to  the  Beach  Club  in  Naples,  Florida, 

in  winter.  Last  year  she  saw  Hilton  Head  for  the  first 
—  and  loved  it. 

Ramona  Crawford  Shirey  says  that  it  makes  her 

feel  very  old  when  she  realizes  that  two  grand- 
daughters are  old  enough  to  wear  long  dresses,  and 

one  of  them  will  be  going  to  college  in  the  fall! 
Ramona  and  Paul  have  a  large  vegetable  garden  and 

fruit  trees,  too.  Two  daughters  and  their  families  live 
close  by,  so  a  large  garden  comes  in  handy  for  the 
Shireys. 

Several  trips  to  the  hospital  in  the  past  year  have 

corrected  some  of  Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher's 
orthopedic  problems,  but  the  big  operation  to  cor- 

rect the  hip  joint,  and  hopefully  get  her  off  the 
crutches,  was  scheduled  for  February.  Because  of  the 

crutches,  the  Simmermachers  haven't  been  able  to 
travel  for  some  time. 

Gertrude  Ferrero  Prather's  youngest,  Mike,  was 
married  in  December  to  a  young  lady  who  is  also 

studying  for  her  Ph.D.  degree  at  Yale.  Trudy  has  five 
grandchildren  and  is  scheduled  to  retire  as  Supervisor 
of  the  Residential  Treatment  Program  at  Florence 
Crittenden  at  the  end  of  January. 

Martha  Goffe  Lane  has  also  joined  the  grand- 
mother class.  Martha  has  asked  anyone  coming  down 

to  Sarasota  to  give  her  a  call. 

By  chance,  I  met  Ruth  Haddock  on  the  street  in 

Pittsburgh  during  Christmas.  She  is  "blissfully  retired 

and  loving  the  no-hours  life." Our  sympathy  to  Mildred  Harner  Foltz  who  lost 

her  mother  last  year.  Mildred's  husband  Ralph  had  a 
heart  attack  in  September,  but  is  doing  very  well 

now.  Mildred  hopes  that  she  and  Ralph  will  soon  be 

able  to  make  the  trip  to  New  Jersey  to  see  the  new 

grandchild. 
Kay  James  McCann  and  Ray  spent  two  delightful 

weeks  in  Hawaii  in  May.  The  trip  was  one  they 

enjoyed  all  the  more  because,  until  March,  they  had 

not  expected  to  see  the  Sandwich  Islands,  and  now 
would  like  to  return. 

Margaret  Jefferson  said  on  her  Christmas  card 
that  she  was  due  to  retire  at  the  end  of  this  school 

year  and  had  several  projects  in  mind. 
Florence  Jones  Maddox  and  husband  William 

spent  the  last  two  weeks  of  May  last  year  on  a 

garden  tour  of  southern  England.  Since  their  return 

they  have  been  having  "slide  shows"  of  photographs 
which  other  members  of  the  tour  took.  They  are 

planning  another  trip  in  the  early  fall,  this  time 

through  England  and  Scotland.  Flo's  eldest  grand- 
child will  be  ready  for  college  next  fall. 

Addie  Lasner  Sachs  is  delighted  that  after  all 

these  years  she  now  has  a  daughter  at  Chatham!  She 
is  Mrs.  Donald  Solow  (Nan  Sachs)  and  has  two 

daughters  of  her  own.  Nan  had  originally  gone  to 

Hood  College  for  two  years,  then  got  married  and 
had  the  children.  Now  she  wants  to  finish!  Addie  is 

still  brooding  over  the  fact  that  Medicare  welcomed 

her  to  its  ranks  last  year.  Every  year  Addie  does  the 

usual  things:  manages  fashion  shows,  white  elephant 

auctions,  water  calisthentics,  etc.,  for  their  condo- 
minium complex. 

Theodora  Maloney  Schechter  wrote  that  after  40 

years  with  the  State  she  has  retired.  She  and  Henny 

Scott  Everhart  retired  on  the  same  day.  The  two  gals 

had  worked  together  for  several  years.  Teddy  stayed 

in  Pittsburgh,  but  Henny  moved  to  Phoenix. 
Betty  Marshall  reported  a  fabulous  two  weeks  in 

the  Hawaiian  Islands  last  May  and  sends  her  best 
wishes  to  all  in  our  class. 

Agnes  McKain  "is  enjoying  retirement  more 

every  day."  Patsy  Ann  McKillips  retired  from  nurs- 
ing two  and  one-half  years  ago,  and  since  that  time 

has  spent  many  weeks  in  hospitals.  She  moved  to 
Gettysburg,  about  a  mile  and  one-half  out  of  town 

and  very  near  the  battlefield.  She  is  able  to  be  o 
more  now  and  able  to  drive  her  car.  Helen  Miller  w 

scheduled  to  return  to  the  hospital  in  February  f 

more  orthopedic  surgery.  She  is  "still  justcrumblii 

away  with  old  age!" When  Ann  Norcross  Brockschmidt  wrote  in  la 

January  the  town  of  Lafayette,  where  she  lives,  w 
alive  with  Mardi  Gras  balls  and  parties.  Anne  ar 

Jack  were  going  to  the  "Attakapas"  ball  which  is 
Krewe  of  young  women  using  a  local  Indian  tribe 

h-istorical  background  material.  Since  Anne  lives 
the  same  city  with  her  grandchildren,  she  keeps  X\ 

cookie  jar  filled  and  is  content  to  be  "Maman"  | the  little  ones. 

Last  year  Kay  Rockwell  Potter  and  Bill  travels 
several  times  to  Pittsburgh  and  twice  to  the  islant 

east  of  Florida,  to  Grand  Cayman  and  the  Bahama 

where  they  found  lots  of  wonderful  beaches.  I 

March  they  came  to  Pittsburgh  to  help  celebra' 
Kay's  brother  Al's  60th  birthday,  and  again  i 
October  to  see  the  opening  game  of  the  Pittsburc 

Penguins.  Kay  hopes  friends  will  drop  in  when  the 
come  by  the  Potters. 

Viola  Smith  finally  had  a  chance  to  use  tr 

Spanish  she  learned  so  many  years  ago  at  P.C.W.  I 

October,  after  the  great  tourist  rush  was  over,  sr 

flew  to  Spain  for  two  weeks. 

Lois  Sproull  Hinckley's  only  organization 
duties  are  now  with  the  Girl  Scouts  and  that  taki 

"more  thinking  than  rushing  about,"  Lois  says.  Sr 
has  given  up  many  activities  because  of  some  hea)1 

problems,  but  since  her  hospital  stay  in  Decembe 
Lois  feels  much  better. 

Olive  Wycoff  MacCarthy  and  Parker  travele 

more  than  20,000  miles  on  their  trip  to  the  Orier 

last  spring.  When  Olive  wrote,  she  and  Parker  he 

just  returned  from  Palo  Alto  and  a  visit  with  daugl 
ter  Marti  and  family. 

Florence  Wise  Turner  remarked  that  each  tirr 

she  looks  at  the  RECORDER  she  shudders  to  reali; 

how  close  we  are  to  the  beginning  of  the  class  new: 

Florence  says  that  ever  since  her  early  retirement  sr 

has  never  been  busier  doing  nothing  in  particula 
She  went  on  a  cruise  last  winter  and  is  lookir 

forward  to  another  one  this  spring.  She  still  has  tf" 
cottage  on  Lake  Erie,  and  spends  most  of  the  sun 
mer  there. 

And  now  —  for  me,  I  am  so  pleased  with  the  ne 

job  that  I  was  assigned  last  spring  that  I  almost  wis 
that  I  could  work  another  year!  But,  time  marcht 

on!  Don't  forget,  all  31ers,  next  year  will  be  oi 
45th  Reunion,  and  we  hope  to  see  a  lot  of  you  < 

Chatham  College  on  Reunion  Day!  Just  think,  vt 

will  be  celebrating  along  with  good  old  Uncle  San 

1933 Betty  Allen  Clark 732  Roselawn  Avenue,  4C 

Pittsburgh,  PA   1522 

Ruth  Ludebuehl  Earl 
(Mrs.  Josepl 

192  Circle  Driv 

Fairmont,  WV  2655 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Clara  Condron  Bair  (Mrs.  C.  H.),  348  Wonderly  Ave 

Dayton,  OH   45419 
Betty  Graham  Kirkpatrick  (Mrs.  John  G.l,  Woodvil 

State  Hospital,  Bridgeville,  PA   15017 

Marjorie   Hopkins,  430  East  87th  Street,  Apt.  5F 
New  York,  NY   10028 

Lillian  Wilson  Ruckel  (Mrs.  R.  William),  4920  Centr 

Ave.,  #403,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15213 

DEATH 

Helen   McCreery   Eckels   (Mrs.    Lee  W.),  January  H 1975 

Ruth  reporting: 

Many  thanks  to  all  who  answered  with  news.  A 

long  last  our  library  will  celebrate  the  completion  c 

our  remodeling  project  this  spring  which  has  been 
frustrating  but  interesting  experience. 

I  toured  Oregon,  a  state  I  had  never  befor 
visited,  after  attending  the  Soroptimist  convention  i. 
Portland  last  June. 
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Evelyn  Aliff  Dautlick's  daughter  Cory  was  mar- 
.  ried  last  July  and  both  she  and  her  husband  are 

working  toward  doctorates.  Evey  is  active  and  suc- 

cessful in  negotiations  to  increase  teachers'  salaries. 
Sara  Allison  Allman  sends  greetings  to  all  class- 

mates. Dorothy  Ballantyne  Milliken  and  Ed  are  en- 

-joying  his  retirement  after  a  wonderful  trip  begin- 
ning in  September  to  Cape  Cod,  across  the  Trans 

Canada  Highway,  then  to  towa,  visiting  family  and 

■friends. 
Jean  Blair  Hodgin  says  everything  is  fine  with 

iher.  Helen  Chambers  Swartz  spent  a  lovely  Swedish- 

style  Christmas  in  Washington,  DC  with  her  brother 
and  his  family.  Helen  enjoys  knitting,  bridge  and 

dinner-theatre  in  Florida. 

Mary  Crumay  Kehew  was  able  to  take  her  de- 

cayed 23-day  tour  of  the  Alpine  regions  in  Septem- 
ber. She  is  doing  four  hours  of  homebound  teaching 

leach  week. 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape  reports  her  health  is 

■excellent.  She  is  teaching  kindergarten  this  year  since 
there  were  not  enough  first  and  second  grades  in  her 
area. 

Genevieve  Davis  Crawford  writes  how  much  she 

■enjoys  seeing  P.C.W.  classmates  at  Salmagundi 

'meetings. 
Jessie  Doudna  Phillips  says  she  sees  Edith 

McBane,  but  not  enough.  She  is  happy  that  her 

'daughter  Anne  and  her  family  have  recently  moved 
from  Minneapolis  to  Wilmington.  Delaware,  so  that 

'they  can  see  them  more  often.  John  is  a  sophomore 
'at  Penn  State  from  which  David  graduated  last  year. 

Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller  and  Ed  got  figurative  "cold 
'feet"  about  going  to  Africa  last  year,  so  instead  got 
f literal  "cold  feet"  in  a  great  trip  to  Alaska.  This 
'spring  they  plan  to  go  to  England  from  where  they 

: will  fly  for  a  quick  trip  to  East  Africa. 
Lily  Engel  Rosenberg  was  to  sail  on  a  cruise  to 

i the  Caribbean  in  February.  She  takes  advantage  of 

iPhiladelphia's  many  cultural  activities  and  keeps 
'young  through  her  daughter  Bernice  and  twin 

!  grandsons. 
;  Virginia  Hall  McAleese  was  in  Pittsburgh  for  the 

[Christmas  holidays  and  enjoyed  seeing  Jean 
Ludebuehl  Fisher  and  Anne  McCullough  Frey. 

Our  peripatetic  Marjorie  Hopkins,  as  you  can  see, 

lis  back  in  New  York.  She  hopes  to  take  her  mother 

iabroad  again  this  year.  Marj  is  still  writing  and  we're 
Iproud  of  her.  Mary  Johnson  Krudener  reports  they 

mow  have  two  grandchildren.  Mary  and  Art  are  en- 
ijoying  a  busy  retirement. 

We  are  happy  that  Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur  was 

,dtsmissed  by  her  doctor  just  in  time  to  go  to  Europe 

■  last  summer  where  she  says  she  spent  five  glorious 
weeks.  She  is  doing  substitute  teaching  and  reading 

those  books  she  didn't  have  time  for  before. 

Betty  reporting: 

Edith     L.     McBane    enjoyed     several    trips:     Ft. 

■  Lauderdale,  Florida;  synodical  meeting  in  Grove 
;City,  PA;  United  Presbyterian  General  Assembly  in 

Louisville,  KY;  and  she  went  with  a  small  tour  group 

ito  see  some  of  the  Church's  work  in  Colombia,  Costa 
!Rica  and  Mexico  City. 

Eleanor  McClimans  Muncaster  plans  to  move  to 

jtheir  new  home  in  Whispering  Pines,  NC,  in  the  fall 

after  Hal's  early  retirement  from  U.  S.  Steel.  Their 
children,  located  in  Atlanta,  Detroit,  Butler  and 

"Buffalo,  are  anticipating  vacations  with  them  in  the 
j.South. 

Helen  McCracken  Bennett's  daughter  Sue  is  still 
jliving  and  working  at  Wm.  Penn  College  in  Iowa,  and 
son  Wes  is  still  stationed  at  Kessler  AFB  in  Biloxi, 
MS. 

Seventeen  members  of  her  immediate  family 

were  with  Louise  Metzgar  lams  for  Thanksgiving, 

including  her  ninth  grandchild,  Amy  Lynne. 
Ruth  Nirella  had  a  marvelous  trip  to  Rio  and 

:South  Africa  to  see  Victoria  Falls,  Tanzania,  Kenya, 
and  Ethiopia.  The  safaris  were  exciting  but  rigorous. 
She  hopes  to  go  south  the  end  of  June. 

Last  summer  Allison  Pierce  Wood  had  a  fabulous 

'trip  to  Hong  Kong  and  is  planning  a  trip  to  Acapulco 

'in  March.  She  visited  Dorothy  Newell  the  week  be- 
fore Christmas  and  was  delighted  to  find  her  much 

better. 

Edith  Rial  Benford  is  now  living  in  an  apartment 

in  Greensburg  where  one  son  and  his  family  also  live, 

and  her  bachelor  son  lives  in  New  York  City. 

Her  two  sisters  are  coming  to  visit  Sara  Stevenson 

Foster  in  March  {Bee  McQuiston  and  Ray  Bair},  and 

she  is  looking  forward  to  seeing  them.  Sallie's  chil- 
dren live  too  far  away  for  frequent  visits,  but  two  of 

them  made  it  home  for  Christmas. 

After  thirty-five  years,  Ruth  Stewart  Bernosky 

and  her  husband  are  retiring  from  teaching  and  set- 
ting out  for  Florida.  In  June  they  expect  to  go  to 

Vancouver,  B.C.  and  points  north  if  gasoline  is  not 
rationed. 

Miriam  Young  White's  daughter  Susan  was  mar- 
ried in  November,  and  they  had  quite  a  family 

gathering.  Mim's  husband  Roger  is  still  running  the 
FM  radio  station  in  Port  St.  Lucie,  Florida,  and  en- 

joying his  work. 
No  particular  news,  but  greetings  were  reported 

from  Helen  Rowand  Dunkle,  Genevieve  Shibler 

Karn,  Martha  Stuart  Muhlheizler  and  your  secretary, 

Betty  Allen  Clarke,  who  enjoys  hearing  from  all  of 

you. 

1935 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream 

(Mrs.  C.  Gray) 

7003  River  Oaks  Drive 

McLean,  VA   22101 

Dorothy  Wood  Clarke 
(Mrs.  T.  H.) 

2062  Kendon  Drive,  East 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15221 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Helen  Wilson  Houston  (Mrs.  James  M.),  154  N,  Belle- 

field  Ave,  Pittsburgh.  PA    15213 

Eleanor  reporting: 

Helen  Birmingham  Proctor  continues  to  enjoy 

and  to  find  challenging  her  work  at  the  Day  Hospital 
of  Burke  Rehabilitation  Center  in  White  Plains.  In 

addition  to  community  relations,  she  is  now  direct- 
ing admissions  at  the  hospital  which  is  the  only  one 

of  its  kind  in  the  country,  a  research  and  demon- 
stration project  under  an  HEW  grant  where  the 

patients  come  in  the  morning  and  return  home  at 

night,  literally  a  hospital  without  beds. 

To  Elizabeth  Cober  O'Donnell  we  extend,  on 
behalf  of  the  class,  our  deepest  sympathy  on  the 

death  of  her  husband  last  November.  Judy,  their 

youngest  daughter,  who  had  been  working  in 
Albuquerque,  has  returned  home  and  is  planning  to 

finish  her  education.  Gray  and  I  had  a  wonder  eve- 
ning with  Biz  and  Bill  last  July  when  we  were  en 

route  to  Wyoming. 

"Life  is  good"  wrote  Shirley  Gordon  Hovencamp 
and  indeed  she  sounded  extremely  happy  in  writing 

about  her  new  life.  Her  daughter,  Grace  (Chatham 

'64),  is  doing  very  interesting  psychological  research, 
trying  for  a  rigorous,  short-term  analytical  method 
for  testing  emotionality  of  adults. 

Jean  Engel  Reppun  writes  that  after  having  only 
one  of  their  seven  children  at  home,  now  a  few  have 

returned  and  she  once  again  runs  a  big  household. 

Their  f  irst  grandchild,  Eric  Stewart  Reppun, 

Tommy's  son,  was  born  last  June.  Tommy  graduates 
from  the  University  of  Hawaii  School  of  Medicine  in 

June,  John  graduates  from  Hamilton  the  same 

month.  Fred  is  active  in  various  medical  and  com- 

munity affairs  in  addition  to  his  practice  and  was 

chosen  Physician  of  the  Year  for  community  and 
medical  services  by  the  Hawaii  Medical  Association. 

Jean  is  Secretary  to  the  Hawaii  Academy  of  Family 

Physicians  and  does  community  work  as  well  when 
time  permits. 

"No  noteworthy  news  —  we  keep  busy  with  the 

usual  activities,"  so  report  Katharine  Dangerfield 
Buckmaster,  Jane  Harmeier  Nims,  Winifred  Jeffries 

Saxon,  and  Louise  Leadman  Faller.  Jane  has  had 

word  from  Eleanora  Vigliarolo  Mancuso  to  the  effect 

that  she  very  much  hopes  to  be  able  to  attend  our 
40th  reunion  this  year. 

Since  her  retirement  Yuki  Naito  has  been  leading 

a  carefree  life,  traveling  quite  a  bit  in  Japan  in  order 

to  know  better  her  own  country.  Last  summer  she 

stayed  in  Sapporo  for  two  months  and  writes  that 
she  learned  a  lot  from  the  communities  in  the 

northern  end  of  Japan.  Also,  she  toured  the  cities 
and  towns  of  the  Inland  Sea.  The  rest  of  the  time 

was  busy  teaching  English  at  home  and  doing  volun 
teer  work  with  various  Christian  groups.  Yuki  spoke 

highly  and  appreciatively  of  the  article  in  the  fall 

RECORDER  entitled  "A  Personal  View  of  the  In- 

scrutable" by  Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow,  '58. 

Dorothy  reporting: 

Gail  Mouromseff  Keith  had  such  a  successful 

garden  last  year  that  she  and  husband  George  had 

time  for  only  a  long  weekend  in  Washington,  and  a 

few  one-day  excursions.  A  lot  of  guests  kept  life 
from  being  dull. 

Gertie  Russell  Lydic  had  a  great  "winterlude"  in Phoenix,  found  the  southwest  fascinating,  and  says 

she's  still  living  after  trying  all  the  hot  foods 

It's  hard  to  determine  when  Ed  and  Virginia 
Schweinsberg  Hyde  find  time  to  enjoy  Florida 

weather,  when  she  writes  of  a  trip  to  London  and 

Scotland  in  the  fall,  spending  the  holidays  in  Pitts- 

burgh and  Rochester,  New  York,  attending  a  conven- 

tion in  New  Orleans,  and  going  on  their  third  Carib- 
bean cruise. 

Ken  and  Mary  Seaver  Hewitt  were  off  to  Arizona 

in  March  and  are  planning  for  a  Winged  Safari  in 
South  Africa  in  September,  with  a  stopover  in  Egypt 

on  the  way  home.  She  has  had  some  pictures  ac- 
cepted by  Audubon. 

Virginia  Watkins  DeMers  has  been  getting  a  taste 

of  theatre  discipline  by  helping  with  costuming  for 

summer  theatre  and  with  piano  scores.  She's  plan- 
ning to  come  for  the  reunion,  as  is  Dot  Woodward 

Evans.  Dot  reports  that  the  uprising  in  Portugal  just 

a  few  days  before  she  and  George  arrived  did  not 
spoil  a  wonderful  trip,  which  also  included  Spain  and 
Morocco. 

The  status  is  quo,  says  Ruth  Moorhead  Sward 
and  echoed  by  Dolores  Steinecke  and  Dorothy 

Taylor. 
As  for  me,  last  year's  trip  was  most  rewarding. 

Ted  and  I  were  literally  wined  and  dined  by  the  five 

families  in  Finland  we  went  to  visit.  Joining  a  tour 

group  for  the  rest  of  Scandinavia  was  almost  restful. 
This  is  a  reunion  year  for  our  class,  and  we  hope 

you  will  plan  to  come.  The  program  is  already  set, 
now  we  need  lots  of  people  to  make  it  a  success. 

HQ07  Sally  Ingram  Diven IC70/  (Mrs   Francis  D.) 

608  Valleyvista  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15234 
Isabel  Silvis  Sterling 

(Mrs.  James  G.) 

8474  Lucerne  Drive 

Chagrin  Falls,  OH    44022 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen    Chabot    Swartz    (Mrs.    Louis    M.),   756   Polo 

Drive,  N,  Columbus,  OH   43229 
Mary     Elizabeth    Eisaman    Washington    (Mrs.    Neil), 

156-B  Franklin  Ave.,  Vandergrift,  PA    15690 
Dorothy   Whitehead    Heinig   (Mrs.   William  T.),  Box 

421H,  R.D.  #1,  Wellington  Woods,  Hockessin,  DE 

19707 
Betty    Mahood    Arthurs    (Mrs     John    B.).    9820   S. 

Hollybrook    Lake    Dr.,    Bldg.    16-#101,   Pembroke 
Pines,  FL  33025 

Sally  reporting: 
Mary  Jane  Addy  Braley  reports  that  her  daughter 

Nancy  was  married  this  past  year  Sally  Anderson 
Amtsberg  loves  retirement,  doing  just  what  she  and 

Herb  want  to  do  when  they  want  to  do  it  Betty 

Belden  is  starting  her  eleventh  year  as  Adult  Program 

Director,  YWCA  in  Erie,  PA.  Wishes  she  was  starting 

college  all  over  again.  Perhaps  by  1977  you  will  have 
completed  your  travels  to  England,  San  Juan,  etc., 

and  will  come  to  Pittsburgh  for  our  fortieth  reunion. 
Elizabeth  Bradley  will  have  been  with  Gulf  Oil  Corp. 

for  thirty-seven  years  in  May.  Also  in  May  she  plans 
a  cruise  to  the  West  Indies.  Volunteer  activities  take 

up  much  of  Martha  Branch  Culbertson's  time.  She 
hopes  to  do  some  traveling  this  year. 

Nancy  Diven  Seagren  is  happy  that  son  Barry  and 

wife  Veronica  presented  her  and  George  with  a 

grandson.  A  trip  to  Switzerland  in  April  to  get 

acquainted   with    him  is  on  their  agenda.  The  sym- 
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pathy  ol  the  class  is  extended  to  Nancy  on  the  loss 
ol  her  mother  last  December.  Mary  Follansbee  Buck 

is  happy  that  her  daughter  and  husband  and  three 

grandchildren  returned  from  Hong  Kong  after  four 

years. 
Elsie  Dressier  Helsel  really  makes  her  days  and 

minutes  count.  Traveling  to  Washington,  DC  every 

week  tor  six  years  was  a  bit  much,  so  she  left  the 

Directorship  of  the  Washington  lobbying  office  of 
United  Cerebral  Palsy  last  September.  Now  she  is 
Professor  and  Chairman  of  the  Special  Education 

Department  at  Ohio  University  and  Director  of  the 

University  Affiliated  Center  for  Problems  of  Human 

Development,  Chairman  of  the  Governor's  Council 
on  Developmental  Disabilities,  National  Task  Force 
on  Research  Needs,  Bureau  of  Education  of  the 

Handicapped,  and  active  again  in  the  League  of 
Women  Voters  and  AAUW.  Daughter  Marjorie  is 

graduating  this  year  and  will  be  off  to  law  school  in 

the  fall.  She  adds,  "I  love  the  opportunity  to  work 
with  the  young  leaders  of  tomorrow  —  I  think  the 

young  people  in  college  today  are  terrific  —  they 
have  it  all  together  and  their  sense  of  values  gives  real 

hope  for  tomorrow."  Doesn't  that  make  us  all  feel 
good? 

Betty  Grace  Hammer  reports  her  travels  this  year 

took  her  to  the  Canary  Islands  in  October.  Peg 

Heggie  Bryson  saw  many  changes  in  '74.  Son  Michael 
received  his  M.B.A.  from  Harvard  and  is  working  and 

living  in  Pittsburgh,  daughter  Jeanie  was  married  to 

Craig  Clemens,  a  geologist,  in  the  Chatham  College 
Chapel,  with  an  outdoor  receiving  line  complete  with 

a  Scottish  bagpiper.  Louise  Johnson  Purnell  and 
husband  vacationed  in  the  Midwest  last  September 

when  the  aspens  were  golden  in  Colorado.  She 

heartily  recommends  a  visit  out  there.  They  have  one 

son  in  medical  school  at  the  University  of  Bordeaux, 
France,  and  one  son  at  Lebanon  Valley  College  She 

hopes  to  attend  our  next  class  reunion  and  see  many 

of  you  there. 

I,  too,  hope  many  of  you  will  plan  on  returning 

to  the  campus  in  1977.  If  you  have  any  suggestions 

for  that  meeting,  please  let  your  class  secretaries 

know.  I,  Sally,  thank  you  for  responding  with  your 
news  and  money. 

Issy  reporting: 
1 1  is  with  great  sadness  that  I  report  the  death  of 

two  of  our  dear  classmates:  Helen  Royston  Hollings- 

worth  on  July  3,  1973  and  Dorothy  Sargent  Garri- 

son on  June  9,  1974.  Our  deepest  sympathy  is  ex- 
tended to  their  families. 

Florence  Kinley  Mercer  is  planning  a  wedding  for 

their  daughter  Lynn  in  May.  Their  son  Tom  was 
transferred  to  Boston  last  September  and  loves  it. 

Flo  and  Lyle  are  holding  their  own  after  all  the 

trauma  there  was  in  Washington.  They  are  happy  to 

have  their  personal  friends,  the  Fords,  in  the  White 
House. 

Betty  Lewis  Williams  writes  that  she  will  soon  be 

getting  back  to  teaching  after  an  illness.  She  sees 
Betty  Grace  Maxwell,  Betty  Winkler  and  Lillian 

Franz  frequently  when  they  get  together  for  dinner. 

Miki  McBride  McMaster  reports  a  wonderful  trip 

to  Spain  and  Portugal  the  past  year  and  sends  a  big 
hello  to  all. 

Betty  McCarty  Boyd  reports  a  very  interesting 

year  with  a  visit  to  England  and  Scotland  in  the  fall 

and  had  just  returned  from  a  trip  to  Russia  that 

included  Swan  Lake  danced  by  the  Bolshoi  Ballet. 

There  was  also  a  fun  visit  with  Chatham  gals  visiting 
Sally  Amtsburg  and  also  a  surprise  visit  from 
Dorothy  Motheral  Porter  and  her  husband. 

Eugenie  Miller  Snell  is  learning  to  garden  a  bit. 

She  had  such  good  luck  that  her  window  shelf  in  the 

dining  room  is  taking  over  and  that  soon  there  will 
be  no  room  for  the  humans! 

Jane  Phifer  Gwyer  has  now,  she  says,  become  a 

genealogy  nut!  Herb  retired  this  January.  It  is  hard 

to  believe  that  their  Gab  'n  Eat  group  (Nancy  Diven 
Seagren,  Juliet  Weller  Gump,  Doris  Chatto  Kimball, 

Betty  Slocum  Haldeman  and  Mary  Baldwin)  are 

down  to  so  few  in  number.  They  miss  the  absent 

ones,  after  having  met  monthly  since  leaving 
Chatham! 

Kay  Pyle  spent  last  summer  studying  wild  flowers 

and  wrote  a  column  for  her  local  paper.  She  is  still 

enjoying  teaching  and  is  so  busy  that  she  hasn't  time 
for  half  of  what  she  wants  to  do. 

Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe  sends  greetings  from  Mesa, 
Arizona.  She  retired  in  June.  In  August,  they  had  a 

Four  Winds  trip  to  the  Canadian  Rockies  and  in 

September  went  with  friends  to  Portugal  and  Spain. 

Naomi  highly  recommends  retirement!! 
Jane  Seaman  Berg  is  very  pleased  with  the  great 

academic  strides  Chatham  has  made.  Their  life,  she 

writes,  is  much  the  same  which  is  great!  Jane  sends 

greetings  to  all,  as  does  Muff  Potter  Koerner. 
Mary  Travers  Scott  writes  that  her  daughter 

Nancy,  whose  husband  is  an  Episcopal  minister,  has 
moved  with  their  family  to  Tucson,  Arizona.  Church 

work,  club  work  and  the  care  of  her  half-acre 

property  keep  her  busy.  Mary  has  charge  of  the 

ladies'  program  of  the  Pittsburgh  Conference  on 
Analytical  Chemistry  and  Applied  Spectroscopy 
which  is  to  be  held  in  Cleveland  the  first  week  of 

March  at  which  time  this  reporter  hopes  at  least  to 

chat  by  phone  with  Mary. 
Elsa  Stiefelmaier  Talbott  and  John  were  in  Vegas 

and  Hollywood  on  a  fun  trip  last  March.  Their  two 

grandsons  live  nearby  for  visits. 
Mary  Trimble  Brittain  writes  that  they  had  a 

splendid  cruise  through  the  Mediterranean  and  Greek 

Islands  in  the  spring  of  1974.  A  completely  unantici- 
pated bout  with  a  detached  retina  on  her  left  eye 

with  surgery  and  ensuing  convalescence  clipped  their 

wings  for  fall.  Mary  is  still  much  interested  in  the 
Harmarville  Rehabilitation  Center  and  is  serving  on 

its  board  of  trustees.  The  Brittains'  daughters  are 

scattered  all  over  the  country,  but  "It's  great  and 

hectic  when  they  are  home  for  visits!" Dee  Whitehead  Heinig  is  having  fun  decorating 

their  new  home  in  Wilmington.  All  of  the  family 

were  home  for  a  great  reunion  at  Christmas. 
Olive  Wilson  writes  that  1 974  was  a  good  year  for 

her  and  her  hobby  of  collecting  miniatures. 

As  your  other  reporter,  I'm  happy  to  receive 
every  response.  Out  of  32  double  postal  cards  sent,  I 
received  only  1 5.  Almost  half  is  not  good  enough  for 
our  class!  Personally,  Jim  and  I  are  well  and  busy. 

Judy  and  her  husband  are  living  in  London  at  least 

until  late  this  year  and  our  son,  Pete,  will  be  working 
in  Hawaii  for  several  months.  We  gave  them  wings, 

but  this  is  ridiculous! 

1939 Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard 
(Mrs.  Rowland  K.) 

229  West  Upsal  Street,  #104 

Philadelphia,  PA   19119 

Mary  Milne  Hanson 
(Mrs.  John  A.) 

6849  Eleanor  Court 

Sylvania,  OH   43560 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Kathryn   Irwin  Barnum   (Mrs.   Robert  T.),  177  Cor- 
dero  Lane,  Hot  Springs  Village,  AR   71901 

Florence  Ray  Stier  (Mrs.  Donald  E.),  1750  NE  62nd 

Street,  Seattle,  WA  98115 

Mary  Jane  reporting: 

Elva  Bogren  Goodwin  and  Bob  were  back  in  the 

States  on  R  and  R  and  had  dinner  at  the  Uptegraffs 

with  the  Blacks  and  Dickinsons.  They  are  looking  for 

a  retirement  house  in  Hawaii  for  four  years  hence. 

Mary  Cole  and  a  colleague  at  Psychological  Serv- 
ice of  Pittsburgh  have  just  completed  a  research 

study  on  60  successful  women  executives. 

Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff  reports  how  great  it  is  to 
be  down  to  two  in  college  at  one  time.  Our  thanks  to 

Peg  for  all  her  work  on  our  successful  reunion  week- end. 

Our  sympathy  to  Betty  Duckwall  Laubach  on  the 
death  of  her  mother. 

May  Gregg  Stockton  is  enjoying  being  a 

"grandma"  with  one  grandchild  in  North  Carolina. 
She  is  hoping  for  another  to  be  available  for  more 

spoiling  in  Pittsburgh. 
Helen  Harris  Davis  and  Dave  are  retiring  to 

Williamsburg,  Virginia.  She  warns  us  to  start  looking 

over  our  life-time  collection  of  treasures.  When  it 

comes  to  moving  everything  at  13  cents  a  pound,  try 

weighing  old  tax  receipts  against  the  baby  books! 

Betty  Hobbs  Dougherty   reports  that  fly  fishing, 

summer  and  winter,  and  five  grandchildren  keep  hi  I 
and  Ralph  plenty  busy. 

Totty  Hoyt  Faison  reports  a  visit  from  Mid  Boy«| 

Kostora  and  her  husband  Lee  at  Christ  mas  timi] 
When  here  for  the  reunion,  Totty  went  on  to  Phil, 

delphia,  then  to  many  historical  spots  in  Net 
England,  and  in  November  to  Williamsburg,  Virgini; 
Certainly  the  Bicentennial  rounds!  How  many  of  l 

closer  by  will  do  as  well? 
Ivy  Huetter  McLaughlin  and  husband  are  rigr 

now  enjoying  warm,  sunny  Manzanillo,  Mexicc 
Kitty  Irwin  Barnum  reports  that  they  are  enjoyin 

life  at  their  delightful  recreational  community  —  o 

the  golf  course! 
Esther  Jackson  vacationed  in  Holland  and  Enj 

land  this  past  year.  Jean  Keenan  Konet  reports  muc 

traveling  also:  to  Italy,  the  Greek  Islands,  Middl 

East,  and  Central  America. 
Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels  has  been  nominated  tobi 

Recording  Secretary  for  the  Alumnae  Executive 

Board.  Thank  you,  Jeanne,  from  all  of  us,  for  takin- 
on  this  responsibility.  Jeanne  wants  to  know  if  any 

body  is  a  book  editor.  Her  manuscript  needs  hel| 

and  she'd  love  to  hear  from  an  alum  who  might  bi 
interested. 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard  and  Rowland  rode  thei 
tandem  450  miles  from  White  River  Junction,  Ver 

mont  to  Philadelphia  last  July.  No  camping  ou 

along  the  way  anymore  though  —  a  hot  bath  and  i 
comfy  bed  mean  a  lot  at  the  end  of  a  cycle  day. 

Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree  speaks  for  all  of  us  whc 

came  to  the  reunion  and  enjoyed  ourselves  im 

mensely  and  concluded  that  the  years  have  beer 
kind  to  us! 

Mary  reporting: 

Good  comments  continue  to  be  heard  about  oui 

reunion  last  year.  Amy  McBride  Bell,  for  one,  whc 
reported  a  busy,  happy  and  healthful  year.  Luc\ 

Stoehr  Daugherty  says  reunions  like  ours  shoulc 

happen  every  year  —  we're  the  greatest!  Lucy,  who  i; 
still  teaching,  reported  she  and  Don  rang  in  the  New 
Year  with  Gene  Detwiler  Davis.  Another  who  en 

joyed  our  reunion  is  Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson 

She  reports  that  daughter  Diane  has  been  remarriec 
and  that  son  Scott,  after  graduation  from  Lehigh,  i: 

working  for  Texaco  in  Texas.  Sadness  in  the  familv 

resulted  from  the  deaths  of  Scott's  mother  and  Marv 
Jane's  sister-in-law  and  brother. 

A  fall  trip  to  Spain,  Portugal  and  Morocco  wa< 
enjoyed  by  Florence  Smith  Hess.  She  has  changec 

jobs  and  is  working  as  a  Population  Social  Worker  ir 
a  residential  center  for  emotionally  disturbec 
children. 

Hortense  Norton  Seedlock  is  becoming  a  Braillisi 
with  the  Atlanta,  Georgia  volunteers.  She  avoidec 
the  usual  Christmas  rush  by  going  to  the  Barbado 

over  the  holidays  and  hopes  to  go  on  a  bridge  cruise 
next  year. 

Mary  Weber  McClenahan  has  had  a  busy  year  b) 

spending  a  big  part  of  her  time  at  the  Halfway  Houst 
for  Women.  Husband  Bill  is  getting  ready  for  retire 

ment  by  selling  real  estate  part  time.  There  are  n< 

children  at  home  any  more  —  two  are  at  the  Uni 
versity  of  Wisconsin  (one  teaching,  the  other  a  stu 

dent),  one  is  married  and  in  Cleveland  and  one  is  a 

Cuesta  College  in  California. 

A  big  volunteer  job  for  which  she  did  not  volun 

teer  —  running  the  Red  Cross  Bloodmobile  for  thi 

city  of  Glendale,  Missouri  —  keeps  Mary  B.  Weibe 
McEwen  very  much  involved.  Her  last  child  is  « 

junior  in  college. 

Betti  Rindlaub  Lord  writes  that  she  had  a  trip  t( 

Toronto  for  the  Third  Festival  of  Yoga  and  Esotern 
Sciences.  From  there  she  went  on  to  the  Canadiar 

Rockies.  She  is  now  a  doll  collector  and  a  member  o 

the  International  Doll  Club.  In  addition  to  all  this 
she  is  still  teaching. 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball's  Molly  is  in  her  seconc 
year  at  Endicott  Junior  College  and  Rick  will  gradu 
ate  from  Edgewood  High  where  Amy  is  a  sopho 

more.  Doris  has  started  a  catering  business  and  i: 

catering  the  high  school  teachers'  lunches.  She  alsc 
writes  a  column  in  the  Wilkinsburg  Gazette  abou 

local  activities  in  Edgewood.  They  had  a  great  re 
union  with  Sally  Amtsberg,  Julie  Gump,  Mar\ 

Baldwin,  Lois  Moses,  Nancy  Seagren  and  Bett\ 
Haldeman  at  Hilton  Head  last  June. 

Beth    Pensom    Fox,    Lil   McFetridge   Wilson   anc 
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Rose  Weller  Black  send  greetings  to  everyone. 

Your  reporter  appreciated  hearing  from  you  and 

'especially  enjoyed  seeing  so  many  at  the  reunion. 

"Our  special  thanks  to  Betty  Speer  Schenck  for  her 

'hospitality.  She  said  she  really  enjoyed  it  too  I've 
I  just  returned  from  a  great  trip  to  Guatemala  and  El 

1  Salvador  with  an  art  class  that  I  attend. 

1941 Louise  Caldwell  Criss 

(Mrs.  Nicholas  R.,  Jr.) 
578  Briarcliff  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15221 

Natalie  Lambing  Paige 

(Mrs.  Peter) 

Box  26,  Meadowedge 

Bellport,  NY    11713 

(NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber  (Mrs.  Robert  A.),  10 
I    Manresa  Court,  Beaconsfield,  Quebec,  Canada 

Jean  Hill  Camlin  (Mrs.  Calvert),  171  S.  6th  Ave., 

I    Clarion,  PA    16214 

Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh  (Mrs.  John  H.),  Chapel 
i   Place,  700  Fourth  St.,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15215 

Carolyn  J.  Martin,  30  Griffing  Circle,  Asheville, 

'■    NC  28804 
Beth  Howard  Smith   (Mrs.  Richard  C),  c/o  Richard 

I    C.  Smith,  LCDR-USN   (ret}.  Box  R-252,  APO  New 
j    York,  NY    09205 

Ruth    Strickland    Clark    (Mrs.    Chester    H.),    14043 

Briardale  Lane,  Tampa,  FL    33618 

Eleanore  Asp  Stahl  (Mrs.  John  H.),  62  Crestview 

I    Drive,  Lebanon,  PA  1  7042 

Sara  Finkelstein  Hirshberg  (Mrs.  E.  J),  R.D.  #7,  Box 
352,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Louise  Mclntyre  Casner  (Mrs.  Robert  E.),  17  W.  724 

Butterfield  #302,  Oakbrook  Terrace,  IL   60181 

.  Natalie  reporting: 

i  Shirley  Clipson  Clarke  has  taken  up  weaving, 

5  (classes  at  Valley  Art  Center)  and  is  about  to  buy  a 

j|  larger  loom.  For  the  first  time  in  years,  all  her 
'children  were  home  for  Christmas  which  made  the 

i  holiday   especially   great.   Mary    Linn   Colbaugh  and 
Jack  are  happily  back  in  Pittsburgh.  I  had  lunch  at 

I  her  new  attractive  apartment  in  November  with 
iWeasie  Caldwell  Criss  and  Jean  McGowan  Marshall. 

ISo  nice  to  have  show  and  tell  time  with  old  friends. 

sJean  and  Butch  had  both  Thanksgiving  and  Christ- 
ji  mas  in  Boston  with  their  three  children.  The  girls  are 

; working  and  David  is  stationed  in  the  Navy  there. 
Beth  Howard  Smith  visited  Jean  in  January  and  they 

j  toured  Chatham.  Beth  reported  from  San  Diego  — 
ffor  the  last  time.  Note  her  new  address.  She  says  her 

jjeastern  trip  was  wonderful  adding  that  Chatham 

•campus  has  certainly  changed  in  25  years.  The 
(Smiths   are    moving    to    Tehran,    Iran.    Dick    left   in 

■  September.  Beth  will  join  him  as  soon  as  she  gets 

'I Carl  started  in  an  Independent  Studies  Program  at 
| Point  Loma  Hi.  In  2  years  he  can  complete  graduate 
j  requirements,  but  not  graduate  so  that  he  can  spend 

■  his  senior  year  in  a  community  school  in  Tehran. 
Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner  is  slowly  leaving  Texas. 

phe  wrote  from  Houston  (80°).  Her  first  grandchild 
(arrived  last  January,  Unfortunately  he  and  his 

(parents    live    in    McLean,    VA    —    pretty    far   from 
I  Illinois.  The  Casners  moved  from  Dallas  to  Chicago 

II  in  August.  Weasie's  daughter  Sandy  is  to  be  married 
■  June  28  in  Dallas. 

Margaret  Longwell  Van  Horn  is  spending  her 

(third  winter  in  Florida  —  says  she  misses  her 
[northern  friends.  They  did  visit  for  three  months  in 

'Pittsburgh  last  summer  and  hope  to  repeat  that  visit 
this  coming  summer. 

Jean  Hammer  Schoman  writes,  "AM  news  from  a 

r  minister  and  his  wife  is  printable."  She  says  life  is 
j  busier  than  ever.  Their  only  daughter,  Nancy,  en- 
f  tered  Grove  City  College  this  past  fall  in  training  to 
I  be  a  vet.  Carol  Martin  and  her  sister  moved  to 

'Asheville,  NC  in  November  1974.  She  tells  me  the 

meeting  of  the  Smokies  and  the  Blue  Ridge  Moun- 
|  tains  at  Asheville  is  beautiful. 

Ann  Stewart  Butler  says  all  her  sons  have  grown 

|  and  flown.  David  and  Toshiko  live  in  Tokyo.  Dick 

and   "Nirg"  are  at  Robin  AFB  in  Georgia.  John  is 

now  a  consulting  engineer  in  Atlanta  about  to  be 

married  in  the  summer.  Ann  is  still  doing  her 

librarian  work. 

The  great  event  of  the  year  for  Jeanne  Anne 

Ayres  Widgery  was  the  wedding  of  middle  daughter 
Catherine  to  an  Englishman.  Jeanne  Anne  reports 

"truly  a  son  gained  as  the  old  cliches  come  true." 
Jeanne  Anne  took  two  weeks'  leave  to  do  some 
research  for  her  latest  novel,  as  an  Ossabow  Island 

Project  member,  off  the  coast  of  Georgia.  In  June 

the  Widgerys  plan  a  trip  to  England,  France  and 

Switzerland.  Last  March  they  toured  Italy.  And  later 

Jeanne  Anne  went  to  an  English  teachers'  meeting  in 
New  Orleans.  Quite  a  traveling  lady. 

From  Alice  Chattaway  Kittle's  Christmas  letter  I 
learned  that  the  Kittles  had  two  nice  trips  this  past 

year  —  to  Acapulco  and  Arizona.  Son  John  and  his 
Ann  have  a  new  home.  Son  Jimmy  is  active  in  Young 

Presidents  Organization,  nationally,  and  is  still  on 

the  "500  Festive  Board."  The  whole  family  keeps 
active  in  many  civic  groups. 

I  had  a  lovely  long  letter  from  Yvonne  Da  Silva 

Simoens.  Poor  Yvonne  hasn't  recovered  from  an 
accident  she  had  about  a  year  ago  when  she  broke 

her  leg.  So  she  is  on  leave  from  her  newspaper  job. 

But  she  is  doing  "extras"  for  her  paper  and  she  is 
still  writing  books.  Her  son  Carlos  is  studying  and 

teaching  music  theory.  He  is  also  a  composer  and  an 

actor  at  age  23.  Daughter  Monica  is  an  interpreter  in 
Congress.  Yvonne  is  hoping  if  at  all  possible  to  make 

the  1976  reunion!  Her  charming  letter  should  be 

seen  by  you  all. 
As  for  me,  Natalie,  life  is  pretty  calm  nowadays 

with  the  boys  off.  Lee  is  about  to  graduate  from  U. 

of  Colorado  and  enter  the  economically  cruel  world. 

Douglas  is  in  the  process  of  finding  a  new  teaching 

job  —  at  an  independent  school.  Peter  Otis  and  Loie 
now  live  in  Camden,  Maine.  We  still  do  lots  of 

gardening,  preserving,  swimming,  cruising,  skiing  and 
work  for  the  local  hospital.  No  complaints. 

Louise  reporting: 

Dorothy  Goff  Stiteler  reports  that  she  is  in 

1974-75  Who's  Who  in  American  Women.  She  is 
buyer  and  manager  of  an  office  supply  and  book 

store  in  Indiana,  PA.  Her  oldest  daughter  is  married 

to  a  Presbyterian  minister  in  Pittsburgh,  her  young- 
est daughter  is  married  and  lives  nearby,  her 

youngest  boy  is  at  an  Army  Clinic  in  Thailand  and 
the  middle  one  finishes  law  school  in  the  spring. 

Jane  Pierce  Eaton  is  still  trying  to  keep  up  with 

new  concepts  of  teaming  and  open  classrooms.  "The 
little  old  schoolhouse  will  never  be  the  same  one  we 

knew."  Both  daughters-in-law  are  teachers  so  they 
have  much  in  common.  Pat  is  fine  as  are  all  children 

and  grandchildren. 
Mae  Oettinger  Schweinsberg  says  her  daughter 

Beth  had  another  boy  for  a  total  of  three  grandsons 
Son  John  works  for  Association  for  Retarded  and 

will  soon  get  his  master's. 
Keith  Oliver  Friday  is  busy  with  Gulliver's 

Travels,  which  is  still  going  strong.  She  has  two  boys 

and  one  girl  married  with  two  grandchildren  and 

only  Peter  remains  single.  She  spent  New  Year's  Eve 
in  Italy  with  friends  and  sailed  from  Southampton  to 

New  York  on  the  Queen  Elizabeth  ll.lt  was  a  rough 

but  interesting  crossing  as  it  was  the  beginning  of  a 
round-the-world  cruise. 

Jane  O'Neill  Shearer  from  June  to  October, 
traveled  by  car,  plane  and  train  over  most  of  the 
United  States.  Her  oldest  daughter  is  a  speech 

pathologist;  her  second  daughter  Nancy  received  her 
M.L.S.  at  Pitt  but  is  a  tennis  pro,  and  Janet  is  a 

junior  at  Penn  State.  Together  they  have  seven  off- 
spring from  10  to  28.  Last  fall  she  took  a  course  in 

Public  Opinion  and  Propaganda  at  Chatham.  Tennis, 

"Meals  on  Wheels,"  gardening,  and  antiquing  keep her  busy. 

Mary  Bertha  Richards  has  just  finished  a  session 

with  the  dental  surgeon  which  shows  the  ravages  of 

time  (certainly  not  old  age).  She  says  that  there  is 

lots  of  social  life  in  a  small  town  to  keep  her  busy. 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  sends  greetings  from 

Dayton.  Her  son  Dave,  in  10th  grade,  continues  his 

passion  for  sports.  John  has  a  new  job  at  National 
Cash  Register.  She  is  doing  social  work  teaching  at 

practice  level  and  expects  to  lead  a  Social  Awareness 

Training  Workshop  at  the  Child  Welfare  League  of 
America  Conference  in  Detroit. 

Jane  Shidemantle  Cross  keeps  teaching  Barbara 

is  a  junior  at  Franklin  and  Marshall  and  lives  at 

home.  Cathy  is  a  sophomore  at  Washington  and 

Jefferson  and  is  planning  a  summer  in  Big  Sky  coun- 

try. She  saw  Jack  and  Mary  Linn  Colbaugh  in  York 
before  they  moved  back  to  Pittsburgh. 

Elinor  Weible  Stoltz  thinks  that  they  have  all 

been  "Coloradonized"  and  like  it  more  all  the  time. 
Two  of  her  children  are  away  at  school  and  the  one 
at  home  is  an  avid  skier. 

Jane  Zacharias  has  had  a  busy  year  that  was  more 

fun  than  working.  She  is  involved  with  church, 

College  Club,  Harmarville,  Pittsburgh  Hospital  and 

finds  it  interesting  and  time-consuming. 
For  me.  Louise  Caldwell  Criss,  this  has  been  a  sad 

and  a  glad  year.  Sad,  because  of  the  death  in  June  of 

my  sister,  Barbara  Caldwell  Blackburn,  '44,  and  glad 
because  of  the  wedding  of  our  daughter,  Sally,  to 

Robert  Orr  Allan.  They  are  both  graduates  in  Fine 

Arts  from  Carnegie-Mellon  University  and  are  living 
in  Pittsburgh.  Mother  and  my  other  sister,  Marjorie 

Caldwell  Berlin,  '48,  and  I  just  got  back  from  a 
vacation  in  San  Juan.  That  beautiful  blue  water  and 

warm  sun  was  indeed  welcome  in  the  middle  of  our 

dreary  winter  weather.  So,  until  next  time,  I  hope  all 

goes  well  with  you  and  yours 

1943 
Marian  Teichmann  McKone 

(Mrs.  Joseph  F.) 
417  Pine  Street 

Philadelphia,  PA    19106 

Mary  B.  Schweppe  Hoffman 
(Mrs.  Paul  B.) 

152  Haverford  Drive 

Butler,  PA    16001 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lucille  Cummins  Connor  (Mrs.  Edward  H.,  Jr.), 

6730  Chesapeake  Point,  Atlanta,  GA   30328 

Florence  Frey  Burnite  (Mrs.  David  C,  V),  138  Car- 
lisle St..  Apt.  A5,  Gettysburg,  PA    17325 

Connie  Lauer  Stein  (Mrs.  Neil  N.),  3928  Dalgreen 

Circle,  Dallas,  TX    75214 

Marian  reporting: 

The  class  extends  its  sympathy  to  Elizabeth  Esler 
Duncan  whose  mother  died  in  September. 

My  apologies  to  all  for  getting  my  response  cards 
off  so  late.  Many  thanks  to  you  who  replied  so 

quickly.  I  am  back  to  working  full  time  at  the 
Philadelphia  Center  for  Older  People,  Zion  Branch, 

as  the  outreach-caseworker.  I  am  also  taking  a  course 
at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  School  of  Social 

Work.  There  is  no  question  about  it  being  chal- 
lenging. I  find  the  older  citizens  delightful  human 

beings  to  be  with. 
We  are  hopeful  that  before  too  many  weekends 

go  by  to  drive  up  to  see  Jean  Archer  Rothermel  and 
Dan.  Jean  sends  along  her  regards  to  you  all. 

Sorry  to  hear  that  Pat  Blue  Byers's  husband  has 
not  been  too  well.  Let  us  hope  at  this  writing  he  is 

feeling  much  better.  Pat's  grandson,  Sam,  is  now  a 

year  old  and  "just  adorable."  What  would  grand- 
mothers do  without  grandchildren  to  love  and  brag 

about?  Paul,  her  oldest  son,  is  now  married  and 

living  close  by;  and  Chuck,  the  youngest,  is  in  6th 

grade  and  a  boy  scout. 
I  must  say  I  am  envious  of  many  of  you  who  are 

traveling  about.  Mary  Campbell  Eckhardt  and  her 
husband  are  off  to  the  Virgin  Islands  to  sail  in  March 

and  have  their  summers  to  look  forward  to  in  Chau- 
tauqua. Robin  is  in  the  final  stages  of  his  doctoral 

thesis  at  Cornell.  Lynne  and  her  husband  live  in 
Colorado;  and  Mary  still  enjoys  her  antiques  while 

Bob  watches  over  his  flourishing  helicopter  business. 
Edie  Cole  is  still  enjoying  her  work  as  a  physical 

therapist.  She  also  must  enjoy  her  golf  in  spite  of  the 

fact,  she  says,  Peg  Dunseath  Wilson  usually  beats  her. 
Good  news  from  Lucille  Cummins  Connor.  Ed 

received  a  promotion  and  transferred  to  Atlanta. 

They  love  it  there,  as  do  Buz  and  Cyn.  Bus  is  in  his 

last  year  at  Georgia  State  and  Cyn  is  working  for  the 
C  &  S  Bank.  Patti,  the  oldest,  and  her  husband  now 

live  in  Washington,  DC. 

Jean  DeWoody  Bailey  is  looking  forward  to  the 

warmer  days  of  golf  and  weekends  on  the  farm.  Jean 
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casually  remarks  of  a  trip  to  Europe  later.  Jean  saw 
Elinor  Keffer  Hoon  last  summer  and  Jane  Evans 

Linsenmeyer  at  Thanksgiving.  She  reports  they  both 

look  great  as  well  as  Pinky  Garrett  Gittings,  Louise 
Haldeman  Richardson,  and  Marian  Rowell  whom  she 

sees  occasionally.  Jean  says  she  is  the  only  one 
getting  old.  Remember,  Jean,  that  age  is  a  state  of 
mind. 

Although  it  was  a  short  visit  it  was  great  seeing 

Elizabeth  Esler  Duncan  in  October.  Lib  reports  from 

Pittsburgh  that  she,  Steve  and  Sarah  are  all  fine. 

Jane  Fitzpatrick  McGough  .ind  her  husband  have 

recently  returned  from  a  trip  to  the  Caribbean.  She 

said  that  the  weather  was  marvelous  but  perhaps 

most  important  of  all  they  had  fun.  News  of  the 

family  reports  Jane  Ellen's  marriage  to  Blair  Olson  in 
August,  their  oldest  son  graduates  from  Princeton  in 
June  and  then  on  to  law  school,  Hugh  is  a  freshman 

at  Bucknell;  and  Marila  is  in  the  decision-making 
process  of  choosing  a  college. 

Florence  Frey  Burnite  and  her  husband  have  re- 

tired in  Gettysburg.  They  were  feeling  the  stress  of 
the  many  hours  they  devoted  to  volunteer  work  in 

Reading.  With  much  interest  they  are  now  pursuing 
the  field  of  genealogy. 

Another  grandmother  thoroughly  enjoying  her 

grandchild.  Eleanor  Garrett  Gittings  writes  that  Dave 

is  traveling  quite  a  bit  and  busy  as  usual.  Matt  is  a 

junior  at  Grove  City  College  and  Nora  is  busy  with 

her  2'/s-year-old  son  when  grandmother  isn't  around. 
Janice  Goldblum  sends  us  greetings  from  sunny 

California.  A  dreamy  vacation  in  Mexico,  Virginia 

Hendryx  Shank  writes.  Hopefully  Ginny  and  I  will 

get  together  one  of  these  days  for  we  don't  live  that 
far  from  each  other.  Ginny  finds  it  more  difficult  to 

get  the  family  together  as  one  daughter  is  in  Denver, 

one  in  Oregon  working  on  a  master's  degree,  and 
another  in  Texas.  Jennifer  graduates  from  Ohio 

Wesleyan  this  year  with  wedding  plans  in  view.  Kim 

will  graduate  from  high  school  in  June  still  not  sure 

where  she  will  be  going  to  college,  and  Kris  is  in  the 
10th  grade. 

Seymour  and  Claire  Horwitz  Klein  spent  their 

25th  anniversary  in  Hawaii  last  summer.  Quoting 

Clair,  "That  life  I  could  take  for  a  long  time,"  to 
unwind  from  the  many  activities  with  which  she  has 

become  involved.  Her  latest  is  serving  on  the  Pitts- 
burgh and  Allegheny  County  Committees  for  the 

Bicentennial  activities  in  Pittsburgh.  Their  youngest 
son  Evan  is  a  sophomore  at  W  &  J  and  chose  to  take 

his  interim  at  Chatham,  thoroughly  enjoying  the 

experience.  Clair's  only  comment  was,  "The  campus 
life  is  certainly  different  from  our  time! !!" 

With  time  on  her  hands  Jane  Humphreys  Agriesti 

has  gone  back  to  full-time  nursing  in  a  Community 
Mental  Health  Center,  which  Jane  has  found  chal- 

lenging as  well  as  fascinating.  Carl  now  has  an  office 

of  his  own  —  busy  as  a  consulting  engineer  and  doing 
income  tax  work.  They  love  their  new  home  and 

find  it  great  for  entertaining.  Bruce  is  in  9th  grade; 
Charles  in  graduate  school  and  teaching  chemistry  at 

the  University.  Two  boys  are  in  Sarasota  enjoying 
being  on  their  own.  Carol,  just  18,  is  at  the  moment 
enjoying  her  independence  in  Florida. 

Peg  Johnson  Miller  is  another  working  girl  —  has 

a  part-time  job  in  corrective  reading.  John'is  now  a 
private  consultant  in  marketing  and  management  and 

very  content  because  of  the  flexibility  of  hours  and 

variety  of  jobs.  They  had  a  good  fishing  trip  to 

Algonquin  Park  with  John's  father  last  summer  and  a 

trip  to  Florida  to  visit  Peg's  family.  Children  are  all 
fine  —  and  grandson  Brian  -now  three  is  a  "doll." 

Last  but  not  least  Elinor  Keffer  Hoon  and  her 

husband,  after  visiting  friends  and  relatives,  took  off 
for  a  trip  to  Scandinavia. 

Mary  reporting: 

The  sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to  Lor- 

raine Wolf  Regan  for  the  death  of  her  husband,  Bob, 

who  died  suddenly  on  September  7,  1974  of  a  heart 
attack  while  golfing. 

Dorothy  Home  Mollenauer's  big  news  is  the  ar- 
rival of  Gretchen,  their  second  granddaughter.  Last 

October,  she  visited  Kay  Von  Fossen  Johnson  in 
Denver. 

Connie  Lauer  Stein  is  enjoying  her  new  home, 
new  friends,  and  good  health.  At  Christmas  she 

visited  her  son  and  his  wife,  both  graduate  urban- 

planners,  working  in  rural  Connecticut.  Her  daughter 

teaches  in  Saudi  Arabia,  where  her  husband  is  work- 

ing on  an  Officers'  Club  for  King  Faisal's  army.  The 
limits  on  food  and  products  and  the  restrictions  on 

women  make  it  an  unusual  experience. 

Jane  (Petie)  McCall  Downing  thinks  grand- 
chlldren  are  the  greatest  joy  of  middle  age!  She  went 

to  Maryland  last  July  to  welcome  a  new  grand- 
daughter and  expects  to  go  to  Denver  in  June. 

Janet  McCormick  McDole  says  "hello!"  She 
works  for  Boeing  Computer  Services.  She  edited  a 

user's  and  programmer's  manual  for  their  General 
Business  System  —  on  this  she  worked  60  hours  a 
week  for  several  weeks. 

Amy  McKay  Core  writes  that  Amy  Jane  is  spend- 
ing the  year  at  the  University  of  Dijon  in  France. 

Phil  is  a  first-year  student  at  Pitt  Law  School.  Jean 
Archer  Rothermel  visited  her  last  summer. 

Nina  Maley  Ross  and  two  daughters  received 

master's  degrees  in  1974.  Her  son  Dick  is  in  law 
school,  and  her  youngest  daughter  is  ready  for college. 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore  has  no  exciting  news, 

but  sends  greetings.  Constance  Meyer  Waldschmidt 
writes  that  her  son  Chad  and  his  two  children  and 

Bob,  who  is  in  his  second  year  of  law  school  at 
Vanderbilt,  were  all  at  Conneaut  for  a  short  time  last 
summer. 

Jeannette  Meyers  Erler  enjoyed  her  cruise  around 

South  America  which  was  to  be  an  anniversary  cele- 
bration for  them. 

Barbara  Steele  Mangan  wanted  to  do  something 

different,  so  she  took  a  part-time  job  at  Regis  Col- 
lege as  a  secretary  in  Public  Relations.  Her  daughter 

Judy  works  at  the  University  of  Hartford.  Kathy 
began  her  doctoral  studies  at  Ohio  University  and  is 

to  be  published  in  Southern  Review  this  year. 

Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley  feels  she  will  be  lucky  to 

survive  this  year  with  two  weddings  and  a  gradua- 
tion. Oldest  son  Tom  was  married  in  December  and 

daughter  Barbara  will  graduate  from  Chatham  in 

May  and  be  married  in  June.  "When  the  second 
wedding  is  over  we  will  have  added  two  more  W  &  J 

graduates  and  another  Army  officer  to  the  family." 
Son  Bob  is  at  Boston  University  and  thinking  of 

transferring  and  Jane  goes  into  senior  high.  There  are 

days  when  the  Alumnae  Office  seems  quiet  by 
comparison! 

Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  and  Ed  visited  Amsterdam 
in  November.  Her  daughter  Molly  attends  Pitt  June 

is  graduating  and  looking  for  a  job  as  a  paralegal. 
Jean  Sweet  Bentley  cruised  the  Caribbean  last 

summer.  She  teaches  and  Bob  is  with  Mental  Health. 

She  says  she  and  Bob  are  getting  fatter,  meaner  and 

older.  Don't  believe  it! 
Kay  Von  Fossen  Johnson  jaunts  with  her  hus- 

band, as  his  new  job  in  international  education  with 

the  University  of  Colorado  provides  him  with  in- 
teresting travel. 

Lorraine  Wolfe  Regan  sends  warm  regards  to  all. 

She  did  have  all  the  girls  and  their  husbands  with  her 
for  Christmas. 

With  your  cards,  birthday  cards,  and  valentines,  I 

have  had  fun!  Thank  you.  Paul  and  I  visited  Ireland 

last  October,  without  incident,  and  I  enjoyed  visiting 
the  Decorator  House  on  Woodland  Road  without 
accident. 

1945 Alice  Demmler 

301  Lincoln  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15202 

Marjorie  Mayhall 
1612  Graham  Boulevard 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth    Ford   Woodward    (Mrs.   Joseph    E),    1007   W. 
68th  Terrace,  Kansas  City,  MO  641 13 

Betty  McCrory  McBride  (Mrs.  W.  J.),  3217  N.  Main 
Street,  Findlay,  OH   45840 

Patricia  Smith  Joyner  (Mrs.  James  A),  c/o  Jean  V. 

Smith,  517  McNair  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15221 

Patsy    Speers    Bradley    (Mrs.    Charles    C),    1005   S. 

Valley  Forge  Towers,  King  of  Prussia,  PA    19406 
Jane   Wood    Ziercher    (Mrs.   Jack    L.l,   818   Robison 
Court,  Franklin,  OH    45005 

Alice  reporting: 

Many  of  us  are  involved  in  the  school  routin 

Lois  Allshouse  Harnack  is  now  a  full-time  student 

the  University  of  Tennessee,  working  toward  h 

elementary  teacher's  certificate.  Oldest  son  is  in  tl 
Navy,  youngest  in  6th  grade,  and  two  others 
between.  Dorothy  Barrett  Braden  returned  to  colle 

at  Slippery  Rock  to  update  herself  in  the  Ear 

Childhood  Education  field.  She's  still  thorough 
enjoying  teaching  nursery  school.  Janny  Bei 
Jameson  has  been  teaching  art  classes.  Last  summ 

she  and  Bill  had  a  fine  trip  to  the  Rocky  Mounta 

states.  Another  teacher  is  Helen  Clewer  Armstrong 

the  4-5th  grade  level  in  the  open  classroom.  H 
daughter  Leslie  has  graduated  from  Cornell  Colle; 

and  is  also  teaching  Janet  Brewster  Reynolds'  son 
a  senior  so  they're  really  spinning  with  many  scho 
activities.  Her  daughter  just  recovered  from  a  loi 

hospital  siege  after  serious  injuries  resulting  from 
sledding  accident. 

Marion  Cohen  spent  last  summer  at  one  hoi 

playing  all  kinds  of  music.  She  learned  to  sail  and 
ride  a  bicycle,  until  she  fell  off  the  bike  and  receive 

a  broken  ankle  from  which  she's  still  limping. 
June  Collins  Hopkins  writes  they  enjoy  the 

island  retreat  on  North  Haven  more  and  more  ea< 

year,  spending  4  months  there  and  the  rest  on  tl 
mainland  in  Rockland.  She  still  has  her  shop  on  tl 

island,  and  an  organic  garden.  Husband  Bill  is  teac 

ing  for  the  University  of  Maine  and  has  had  succe 
with  classes  at  the  Maine  State  Prison. 

Alice  Craig  Coyne  and  Patty  Smith  Joyner  had 

delightful  little  reunion  last  summer  in  Foxburg  wil 

Janet  Harkless  Beattie  (or  to  quote  Janet,  "a  sort  < 

aged  slumber  party"). Jean  Dalzell  MacMillan  reports  she  still  lovi 

teaching,  and  now  her  children  are  all  off,  Stu 

working  for  the  town  of  Estes  Park  and  living  i 

their  mountain  cottage,  Doug  and  Meg  are  i 

Wooster  and  Miami  U.,  and  Sally  is  in  high  school  i 
London. 

Emily  Noll  Zerbe  says  her  biggest  news  was  tr 

wedding  of  their  daughter  in  July.  Linda  is  a  gradi 
ate  of  Winchester,  attended  Muskingum  College  an 

received  her  B.S.  in  biology  from  Point  Park. 
Greetings  were  received  from  Carolyn  Cos 

Lampl,  Ruth  Ford  Woodward,  Alice  Hanna  Ferenc' 
Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout  and  Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgl 

Marge  reporting: 

Lois  Long  Kingsland  sends  regards  to  all  from  tr 
country.  Daughter  Kristin,  a  Chatham  graduate, 
married  and  son  Roger  is  studying  architecture  at  tr 

University  of  Utah.  Lois  Lutz  Pierce  has  her  fir: 

grandson  (third  grandchild).  By  now  both  daughte. 

are  living  nearby  in  the  Carolinas.  Nina  McAdarr 

Handloser  is  busy  as  a  real  estate  broker  in  Sani 
Barbara. 

Lots  of  news  from  Jeanne  McKeag  Steele,  who 

teaching  in  the  Graduate  School  of  Nursing  at  Ohi 

State  University  and  taking  her  53rd  hour  pos 

Master's.  Her  husband  John  is  still  with  the  U.J 
Department  of  Transportation.  You  might  see  the 

son  Ron's  name  off  Broadway.  Charlie  finishes  h 

Master's  in  Education  in  April  and  Ellen  is  a  draft 
person  and  artist  and  has  a  two-year-old  daughter. 

Helen  Robinson  Forsyth's  daughter  is  considerin 
Chatham  after  June  graduation  from  high  schoo 

Due  to  a  nurses'  strike  at  the  hospital  where  sh 

works,  Helen  is  now  "getting  things  done." 
With  youngest  daughter  Betsy  now  a  freshman  < 

Duke,  Eleanor  St.  Clair  Hurtt  says  they  have  time  t 

travel  now  (Germany  last  fall).  Andrea  is  doing  er 
vironmental  work;  Bill  and  his  family  have  a  ne\ 
home  in  New  Jersey. 

We  are  grateful  to  receive  replies  to  our  reques' 
for  news.  You  can  imagine  our  surprise  in  hearin 

from  a  husband  the  news  that  Jean  Thomas  Fisher 

now  head  of  the  Math  Department.  Also,  they  no\ 

have  two  granddaughters. 

Marian  Updegraff  Sunnergren  reports  #2  son  Ke 

will  graduate  from  the  University  of  Miami  and  i 

looking  forward  to  graduate  school.  They  still  have 

two-year  reprieve  before  Amy  starts  college.  Maria 

is  still  free-lancing,  mainly  doing  promotions  an 

advertising  for  a  "charming"  convenience  mall. 
Jane  Wood  Ziercher's  son  Eric  graduated  las 

June  and  is  working  for  IBM  and  Mark  is  in  his  las 

year  at  Ohio  State. 
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Gertrude  Schmeichel  Hutson,  Petie  McFall  Schall 

and  Polly  Wilson  Ackenheil  claim  no  news  now,  but 
look  forward  with  the  rest  of  us  to  our  reunion. 

Last   summer   my   mother   and   I    toured  Eastern 

Europe  for  four  weeks,  mainly  through  Yugoslavia. 

1947 Ellie  Goldfarb  Hirsh 

(Mrs.  Edgar) 
1414  Greenfield 

Los  Angeles,  CA   90025 

Ruth  Arnold  Harmon 

(Mrs.  Bruce  C.) 

26  Bay  State  Road 
Weston.  MA   02193 

4EW  ADDRESSES 

Mice    M.     Kells,    Crane    Cottage,    Northfield,    MA 
01360 

sabel    Griffiths    Borland    (Mrs.    David),    107   South 

Ridge  Drive,  Monroeville,  PA    15146 

leanne  Versaw  Perkins,  General  Delivery,  Lakeview, 
AR   72642 

•Hie  reporting: 
Marian  Arras  Wallace  has  two  graduations  coming 

jp  —  Jim,  Jr.  is  job-hunting  and  Lynn  is  college 
lunting. 

A  phone  call  from  Louise  Baehr  Larson  was  a  real 

reat.  We  talked  for  ages.  Louise  has  two  daughters 
it  Chatham.  The  weather  and  winter  in  Florida  are 

ireat,  as  usual,  for  Patti  Balch  Lando.  Lucy  Beale 

/an  Ness  and  Joe  would  be  happy  being  full-time 
vorld  travelers.  They  are  planning  a  Mexican  trip  in 
lune. 

Elva  Braziell  Hively  and  Bob  have  an  offspring  on 

;ach  coast  now.  Both  children  have  graduated  and 

ire  on  their  own.  June  Davies  Rush's  last  daughter  is 
intering  college.  June  and  Bob  are  both  in  the  school 

ystem  —  June  teaches  and  Bob  is  President  of  the 
ichool  Board. 

Peggy  Dodge  Poindexter  will  have  two  children  in 

:ollege  next  fall.  She  and  Jane  Campbell  Little  have 

net  at  alumnae  meetings  To  top  that,  Betty  Fleck 

-fendnckson  will  have  three  children  in  college  and 
nother  taking  classes.  They  have  enjoyed  visits  with 

tabby  Swann  Baldwin  and  Jean  Yeager  Love. 
Pat  Gersmann  Joseph  visited  Gloria  Molinatto 

Jpellacy  in  Atlanta. 

Babs  Gill  Meagher  is  a  happy  grandmother  With 
hree  still  at  home,  Babs  is  director  of  Social  Service 

n  a  hospital. 

Georgiana  Gilliland  Denniston  and  Phil  have  a 
lew  life  style  on  the  water,  with  the  channels  as 

heir  front  yard  and  a  sailboat  on  the  dock.  She 

lighly  recommends  it  for  clean  air  and  exercise. 

Else  Greger  Miller  is  under  contract  with  Warner 

'aperback  Library.  Her  book  should  be  out  in  late 

ummer  or  fall.  It's  on  thrift  in  the  home  —  called 

'Found  Money"  by  Millie  Armstrong  (her 
)seudonym). 

Ruth  Griffiths  Magnuson's  daughter  was  maid  of 

lonor  at  Isabel  Griffiths  Borland's  daughter's  wed- 
ling  in  Vassar  Alumnae  House  Jeff  Harkins  Smith  is 

i  grandmother  and  still  has  an  eleven-year-old  son. 
leff  spent  an  evening  with  old  roommate  Penny 

tfyers  Smith. 
Vicki  Haverstick  Myers  will  attend  the  American 

3ooksellers  Association  in  New  York  in  May,  and 

would  like  to  see  anyone  in  the  area  who  can  meet 
ter.  Vicki  is  still  at  the  Art  Museum  and  always 

xjsy. 

Margery  Himes  is  enjoying  retirement  from  her 

:eaching  job,  but  still  substitutes.  Angie  King 

sedwick,  while  working  towards  her  Master's  degree, 
s  promotion  counselor  for  education,  as  well  as 

'egistrar  for  the  George  Washington  University  Tide- 
water Center. 

No  special  news,  but  "hello"  from  Marjorie  Ben- 
lett  Sherts,  Kay  Ciganovic,  Mildred  Corman  Fein- 
aurg,  Catherine  Dom  McCarrell,  Lee  Hutton  Sage, 

aatty  Jaycox  Shaw,  and  Alice  Kells. 
From  Ellie:  Our  past  year  was  overshadowed  by 

:he  death  of  our  daughter,  Jill,  in  an  auto  accident. 

I~he  many  beautiful  letters  from  Chatham  friends 
vere  heartwarming. 

Chub  reporting: 

Greetings  —  and  welcome  they  were  —  from  Jane 

McCormick  Lohr,  Peggy  McSwigan  Friday,  Jackie 

Neal  Jackson,  Ginny  Toy  Schenck  and  Jean  Yeager 
Love. 

Joan  Kaufmann  Mendelsohn  is  a  full-time  under- 

grad  at  U.  Massachusetts,  Amherst,  aiming  at  '76 
graduation.  She  is  in  touch  with  Ellie  Goldfarb 
Hirsh,  as  many  of  us  are.  We  all  feel  heavy  hearts 

over  the  death  of  Ellie  and  Eggie's  daughter,  Jill. 
Mary  Alice  Kline  Morris  is  still  teaching.  Son 

Steve  will  be  graduated  from  U.  of  Cincinnati  this 

June;  daughter  Sally  is  in  her  second  year,  same 

school.  Daughter  Marty  has  finished  a  year's  cross- 

country tour  with  "A  Little  Night  Music." 
Dolly  Larson  Webb's  big  news  is  that  she  is  a 

grandmother.  Only  problem  —  baby  Kelleen  is  3000 
miles  away. 

Vernie  Lowar  Scott  finally  acquired  a  daughter 
when  her  son  was  married  at  Christmastime  Vernie 

and  Scotty  plan  to  visit  Acapulco  this  spring. 

Barbara  Mason  continues  to  enjoy  her  "beautiful 
penthouse"  and  visits  from  lots  of  old  friends  on 
their  way  across  the  Pacific. 

Ann  McClellan  Mealy  described  her  children's 
activities  and  added,  "Impossible  they  are  all  adults. 

My  baby  is  in  high  school,  but  John  and  I  don't  feel 

any  older." 
Josie  McKenrick  Tobie  also  told  of  her  children's 

plans  —  including  a  June  wedding  for  daughter  Ellen 

—  adding  "the  AP's  (aged  parents)  are  still  func- 

tioning well."  Josie  had  a  great  visit  with  Elaine 
Sauerwein  Mathison  last  September. 

Mary  Lou  Michel  Tiernan  is  having  a  new  experi- 

ence —  with  her  girls  gone  from  home  —  living  in  an 
all  male  household,  doing  third  grade  plays  with 

younger  son  Charlie.  Do  hope  the  Tiernans  come  this 

way  en  route  to  Maine  this  summer  Nancy  Walters 

Cobetto  enjoyed  seeing  Mike  twice  last  year, 

Lou  Power  Hughes  really  looks  forward  to  read- 

ing the  RECORDER.  Doris  Snyder  Hookway  en- 

joyed a  several  months'  visit  with  her  French  god- 
child whose  parents  came  for  Christmas.  With  both 

their  children  in  college,  Ron  and  Snyde  are  "feeling 

very  much  alone." Marty  Stewart  Dimmick  is  president  of  the  gar- 
den club  and  an  Elder  at  church  and  planning  to 

ignore  her  50th  birthday  this  year. 

Deepest  sympathy  to  Janice  Wilson  Bader  whose 
husband  died  of  a  heart  attack  last  summer.  Janice  is 

grateful  to  her  friends,  family  and  her  job  for  helping 

her  with  her  difficult  adjustment.  She  and  Bob  had 

only  been  home  a  month  from  a  trip  to  the  West 

coast  where  they  saw  Ginny  LeFurgy  Tubbs  who 

"looks  great  and  is  so  happy  as  wife,  mother  and 

part-time  teacher."  All  of  which  is  what  Ginny's  card 

said,  plus  "plugging  along  with  graduate  studies  re- 

quired to  keep  the  job." Carolyn  Wise  Walp  is  teaching  at  Martin  Luther 

King  School  —  all  open  classroom. 

AND,  the  four  Harmons  think  they've  died  and 
gone  to  heaven.  In  January,  1974,  GTE  Sylvania 

bought  Clark  Control,  the  company  Bruce  worked 
for  since  his  Lehigh  days.  We  must  have  been  at  the 

right  age  for  a  new  adventure  —  after  25  years  in  the 
Cleveland  area  —  Boston  is  glorious,  Sylvania  is  an 

exciting  challenge,  the  children  like  their  new 
schools,  we  all  like  our  house  in  the  center  of  two 
acres  of  woods,  and,  all  is  well. 

1949 Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 
(Mrs.  Russell) 

1239  Old  Leechburg  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15239 

Jean  Forward  Frank 
(Mrs.  Thomas  W.) 

R.D.  #1,Box  234-C 

Ridge  Drive 
Mars,  PA    16046 

Carol  McCollough  Stride 

(Mrs.  Carl  V.) 
242  Hunt  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15215 

Kathryn  Tench  Pittman 
(Mrs.  G.  Frank^Jr.) 

8469  Post  Road 

Allison  Park,  PA    15101 

ENGAGEMENT 
Louise  Diehl  to  Ned  H.  Steel  (to  be  married  March 

8) 

LOST 

Janet  Couch  St.  Clair 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Louise  Diehl  Steel  (Mrs  Ned  H,),  5841  Walnut 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15232 

Mary  K.  Fletcher  Anderson  (Mrs  Warren),  11266 

River  Moorings  Road,  Jacksonville,  FL   32225 
Avis  Ochsenhirt  Moore  (Mrs.  E.  W..  Jr.),  1483 

Winslowe,  #203,  Palatine,  IL  60067 

Mary  Shumaker  Drake  (Mrs  Robert  L.},  17  Champi- 
ons Colony  East,  Houston,  TX    70069 

Jeanne  reporting: 

Mimi  Altman  Russell  is  teaching  school  and 

directing  all  the  plays.  She  may  visit  Chatham  now 
that  two  of  her  sons  are  in  the  Pittsburgh  area.  Their 

oldest  son  has  graduated  from  Penn  State  and  is 

working  in  Greentree.  Chris  is  a  senior  at  Pitt  and 
Scott  is  a  freshman  at  Penn  State.  Gary  is  still  at 

home. 

Elizabeth  Christy  Snell  missed  our  reunion  be- 
cause she  was  furnishing  their  vacation  home  in 

South  Carolina.  She  said  that  their  children  are 

rapidly  leaving  "the  nest."  Tina  is  married  and  living 
in  Massachusetts,  Lindy,  a  senior,  is  majoring  in 

Spanish  at  Ursinus,  Tom,  Jr.  is  a  freshman  at  Dela- 

ware Valley  CoUege  studying  horticulture  and  land- 
scape design,  and  Jim  is  a  seventh  grader  and  his 

English  teacher  is  one  of  our  classmates,  Billie  Bilder- 
back  Fredricks. 

It  was  nice  to  see  some  of  our  classmates  at  our 

June  reunion.  We  really  haven't  changed  very  much. 
I  hope  more  of  us  will  be  there  for  our  next  reunion. 
I,  Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit,  am  learning  to  catalogue 

books  by  working  in  our  church  library. 

Jean  reporting: 

Louise  Diehl  resigned  from  the  Directorship  of 

the  Lancaster  Chapter,  American  Red  Cross  as  of 

March  1st  and  is  looking  forward  to  renewing  old 

Pittsburgh  friendships  and  perhaps  getting  involved 

at  dear  old  Chatham  after  —  ye  gods  —  26  years! 

Jean  Forward  Frank's  oldest  son,  Peter,  gradu- 
ated from  Duke  University  in  May,  and  is  now  work- 

ing as  a  mathematician  for  Prudential,  in  Phila- 
delphia. Second  son  Clint  is  a  business  major  at 

University  of  Southern  Illinois  and  Ken  is  a  senior  in 

high  school.  Tom  is  extremely  busy  at  his  advertising 

job,  plus  being  township  supervisor.  Jean  continues 
to  put  major  efforts  into  music  writing  and  local 

performing. 
In  Annapolis,  Naomi  Garlick  Kinard  is  getting 

ready  for  a  big  Bicentennial  celebration.  She  is  very 
active  as  a  guide  for  historic  Annapolis,  a  docent  at 

Maryland  Historical  Society  and  getting  St.  Anne's 
Church  ready  for  Bicentennial  tours.  Winnie,  at 

eight,  is  growing  up  and  already  talking  of  boarding 
school  and  college.  Everyone  is  invited  to  Annapolis 
for  a  tour  with  Naomi. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm  had  the  hcnor  to  christen 

a  600-foot  boat  in  Rotterdam,  Holland.  It  was  a 

fantastic  experience,  she  said.  Her  oldest.  Bill,  will 

graduate  from  A.S.U,  in  July.  P.R.  Ill,  is  in  his 
second  year  at  the  Air  Force  Academy,  Jane  is  17 

and  a  junior  in  high  school,  and  Zeke,  12,  is  a  sixth 

grader.  She  still  buys  jewelry  for  the  Hospital  Shop, 

volunteers,  entertains  foreign  visitors  and  loves  read- 

ing the  RECORDER. 
Louise  Heineman  Harper  is  now  working  four 

days  a  week  and  has  just  been  ordained  a  deacon  in 
her  church.  Donna  is  a  sophomore  in  high  school  and 
a  member  of  the  Rifle  Club,  and  is  also  very  active  in 

Rainbow  Girls.  Keith  will  be  a  freshman  in  high 

school  next  year  and  "I'm  feeling  older  every  day 

but  enjoying  every  minute." Betty  Junk  Weltman's  olest  daughter  is  now  a 
freshman  at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsylvania.  She 

is  still  getting  used  to  not  having  her  around  and 

keeps  busy  working  around  the  house  and  garden. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  finished  her  master's  degree  at 
Clarion  in  August  and  then  took  a  new  position  with 

Intermediate  Unit  6,  that  of  supervisor  of  the  Unit's 
full-time  classrooms,  which  includes  classes  for  men- 

tally   retarded    and   physically    handicapped.   Oldest 
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son  Harry  is  .1  freshman  at  Grove  City  College,  Sam 
.1  ;i   Franklin  High  and  Barby,  a  junior  at 

i  ranklin 

Jane  Linton  Smith  wjs  sorry  she  didn't  get  to  the 
reunion  but  that's  her  busy  time  with  end-of-year 
reading  reports.  She  did  get  on  campus  with  her 

daughter  Mug  in  July.  She  was  impressed  with  the 

campus  setting.  "I  was  surprised  to  find 
Mellon  Hall  master  bedrooms  all  chopped  up  into 

offices,  .uid  the  lovely  old  bathroom  all  modern 

This  is  progress?"  Bud  is  busy  with  a  new  promo- 
tion. She  still  enjoys  working  and  reading 

Marjorie  Livezey  Sims  is  working  for  Head  Start 
this  year  as  a  social  worker,  and  really  enjoys  it. 

Their  uldest  daughter  Debbie  began  teaching  high 

school  English  and  French  in  September  and  is  plan- 

ning on  getting  married  in  May.  "I  sure  have  learned 
a  lot  about  raising  beef  cattle  since  moving  to 

Oklahoma!" 

Carol  reporting: 

While  Clara  Miklos  Hoon  awaits  good  golf 

weather  she  is  teaching  part-time  at  Winchester 
Thurston.  She  has  two  classes  of  sixth  graders  for 

reading  and  loves  it. 
Joan  Morledge  Michaelian  and  her  family  had  a 

great  summer  touring  Niagara  Falls  and  Toronto, 

New  York  state  and  Pennsylvania.  She  is  busy  teach- 

ing 12th  grade  English  and  History  as  a  "Home- 
bound  Instructor,"  and  keeping  up  with  four  active 
children. 

After  receiving  a  master's  degree  as  a  reading 
specialist,  Carolyn  Mountford  DeFrance  finds  super- 

vising elementary  student  teachers  at  Youngstown 

State  University  very  rewarding.  She  and  Bill  cele- 
brated their  25th  anniversary  with  a  flight  to  Expo. 

Bill,  Jr.  was  married  in  January  at  Ohio  University 

and  they  are  thrilled  to  now  have  a  daughter  in  the 

family.  John  is  studying  architecture  at  Kent  and 

David  is  a  freshman  at  Canfield  High. 

Joan  Nusbaum  Cone  has  spent  the  last  year 

traveling  around  the  country  doing  game  cooking 

programs  for  groups  and  television.  She  appeared  in 

Pittsburgh  last  November  on  a  local  TV  program  and 
visited  Chatham.  They  have  no  married  children  to 

date,  but  Art  III  will  graduate  from  William  and 

Mary  in  June. 

Three  generations  are  together  now  that  Mary 

Lou  Rider,  her  mother  and  96-year-old  grandmother 
joined  forces  under  one  roof.  She  still  keeps  very 

busy  with  her  school  counseling  and  had  a  delightful 
visit  with  Dorothy  Swanson  Fey  last  summer  while 

in  Chester  County  researching  some  Quaker 
ancestors. 

We  Strides  are  happy  to  be  a  united  family  again. 

Christy  is  back  from  a  marvelous  year  in  Italy  and 
will  go  to  Penn  State  in  March  as  a  transfer  student 

from  Chatham.  Cyndy  is  working  hard  but  still  en- 
joying Kenyon  and  is  now  considering  the  possibility 

of  her  junior  year  in  England.  We're  very  glad  to 
have  Megan  and  Margot  still  around. 

I  do  want  to  say  how  very  much  I  enjoyed  seeing 
you  girls  at  our  reunion.  Though  small  in  number, 

we  had  a  most  pleasant  day  and  hope  to  generate 

more  enthusiasm  for  our  30th.  Another  thought  -  I 
sent  out  more  than  30  postcards  and  received  5  in 

return.  Perhaps  it's  time  to  change  from  a  yearly 
thing  to  maybe  every  two  or  three  years.  What  do 

you  all  think? 

Katie  reporting: 

Joyce  Robinson  Hauck  writes  that  they  had  a 

busy  year.  Their  eldest  daughter,  Janet,  graduated  in 

May  from  Salem  College  and  is  now  teaching  special 

education  at  the  elementary  level.  Second  daughter, 
Kate,  was  married  in  September  to  David  Kuhns, 

Pittsburgher.  They  now  live  in  Washington  where 
David  is  an  attorney  with  the  FCC  and  Katie  is  about 

to  graduate  from  American  University.  Son  Charlie 

left  North  Carolina  State  after  a  year  and  one-half 
and  is  now  working  in  construction  at  home.  He 

plans  to  return  to  college  after  he  has  mastered  the 

carpentry  trade.  Daughter.  Liz,  is  a  junior  in  high 
school;  daughter  Claudia  is  an  active  gymnast  and  ski 

enthusiast  and  is  in  the  eighth  grade.  Daughter 

Suzanna  is  in  sixth  grade  and  appeared  with  Joyce 
this  spring  on  Jeopardy  on  national  TV.  It  was  a 

special  .show  celebrating  their  tenth  anniversary  on 
the  air  with  past  contestants  who  had  ten-year-old 

children.  She  won  a  week  in  Puerto  Rico  which  she 

plans  to  take  with  her  husband  later  this  year. 
Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  says  that  they  had  a 

year  of  family  change  but  full  of  happiness.  Daugh- 
ter Peggy  graduated  from  Miami  U.  of  Ohio,  started 

working  in  Pittsburgh  at  the  Pressley  Ridge  School 

for  learning  disabilities,  and  was  married  in  Decem- 
ber. Judy,  15,  is  a  Rainbow  Girl  and  an  enthusiastic 

horticulturist  and  ecologist.  Mary  Lou's  thing  this 
year  was  being  chairman  of  a  College  Club  Scholar- 

ship play  "A  Lion  In  Winter"  and  being  a  board 
member  of  the  Day  Care  Center. 

Jean  Tsagaris  Karidis  writes  that  their  daughter 

Cindy  (Chatham  '73)  is  engaged  to  a  fellow  student 
at  Gordon-Conwell  Seminary.  They  are  planning  a 
June  wedding  in  the  Chatham  Chapel. 

Candy  Walker  Hyser  and  Corinne  Welch  Patton 

have  no  special  news  but  send  their  best  to  everyone. 

Your  secretary  reports  that  their  daughter  Lynn 
graduated  from  Clarion  in  January  of  this  year,  is 

teaching  fourth  grade,  and  will  be  married  in  June. 

We  are  busy  making  all  the  wedding  plans.  Our  son 

Mark  is  now  attending  Westminster  College. 

1951 
Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney 

(Mrs.  James  R.) 

461  Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA   15237 
Ann  Gould  Moore 

(Mrs.  Donald  B.) 

5200  East  Laurel  Avenue 

Boulder,  CO  80303 

MARRIAGES 

Norma  Smith  Watters  to  Raymer  L.  Mowry 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Anne  Holden  Loudon  (Mrs.  M.  John),  19  Rockwood 

Road  E,  Plandome,  NY   11030 

Audrey   Sommers  Whigham    (Mrs.    Robert    LJ,  753 

East  Madison  Circle,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15229 

Nancy  reporting: 

Life  is  normally  hectic  at  Gwen  Bach  Lammert's 
house.  Steven  will  be  going  to  Europe  this  July  with 
the  Foreign  Study  League  and,  as  a  senior,  also 

starting  the  college  search.  The  girls  are  doing  well  in 

junior  high  (7th)  and  high  school  (9th).  Gwen  is  still 
active  in  the  PTA,  church,  and  Girl  Scout  work. 

John's  father  died  last  February  and  they  have  been 
trying  to  help  his  mother  adjust  to  living  alone  after 
53  years  of  marriage. 

Eleanor  Balent  Young  has  completed  her  medical 

technology  training  and  can  now  add  MT  (ASCP) 
after  the  B.A.  from  Chatham.  She  rewarded  herself 
with  a  short  Caribbean  cruise  and  then  went  to  work 

at  Holy  Cross  Hospital  in  Fort  Lauderdale.  She  likes 
her  job. 

"It  is  true,"  says  Marilyn  Black  Auchterlonie, 

"Detroit  is  in  a  recession  with  many  blue  and  white 

collar  workers  on  leave."  Their  oldest  son  graduated 
in  December  from  the  University  of  Michigan  with  a 

B.A.  in  Economics.  Marilyn  is  busy  working  as  a 

Brownie  leader  and  enjoying  Amy  and  her  friends. 

Suzanne  Blair  Murray  is  busy  working  as  a  direc- 

tor of  a  nursery  school  for  3  and  4-year-olds.  Her 
two  older  daughters  are  away  at  college  and  very 

enthusiastic  about  their  respective  schools.  With  only 

one  girl  at  home,  a  freshman  in  high  school,  life 
seems  simpler,  and  the  three  of  them  do  a  lot  more 
traveling. 

Ann  Crouse  Harvey  attended  the  University  of 

Connecticut  this  past  June  for  a  Tax  Assessors 

course.  On  the  job,  she  has  just  finished  counting  all 

the  horses,  cows,  cars,  and  sheds  in  Bridgewater,  and 

the  Grand  List,  which  must  be  written  by  hand,  has 

been  signed,  sworn  to,  and  filed  with  the  state  —  and 
on  time!  Ann  and  Boot  had  an  enjoyable  trip  to 
Puerto  Rico  last  February. 

Dottie  Dodworth  Scullin  reports  a  new  member 

of  the  family:  "Purple  Haze."  The  horse,  along  with 
daughter  Charlotte,  has  won  some  ribbons.  Charlotte 

and  Dottie  had  a  week  in  Blue  Grass  country  where 

they  had  a  chance  to  see  Secretariat  and  Riva  Ridge. 
Dottie  enjoyed  teaching  a  watercolor  course  and  is 
still  doing  tours  at  Clark.  Her  arm  has  become  worse 

so  that  hardly  any  handwriting,  drawing,  sewing,  etc. 
are  possible. 

This  year  finds  Mary  Anne  Doering  Rinaldi 
oldest  son  in  college  and  her  second  boy  a  junior 

high  school.  They  are  all  well  and  doing  fine. 

Jay  and  Shirley  Elliott  Johnston  took  a  delight' 
trip  to  Denver  in  June  to  the  Kiwanis  Internatioi 

Convention.  Jay  is  a  lieutenant  governor  of  t 

organization.  Shirley  still  enjoys  teaching  Kind' 
garten  and  is  busy  with  PTA  work,  Sunday  Schc 

teaching,  and  three  bridge  clubs. 

Maddie  Engelhardt  Sayles  reports  a  ho-hum  ye 
with  children  continuing  along  in  school.  She  a 

Bert  are  very  active  in  school  stuff  —  Bert  a  pare 
representative  and  Maddie  continues  tutoring  readi 
and  is  head  of  the  school  volunteers. 

Lois  Franke  Lee  enjoyed  the  visit  of  her  sisi 

and  family  from  Iowa  over  the  Christmas  holida< 
Karen,  daughter  number  1  and  an  A  student,  grac 

ated  from  nursing  school  in  June.  Lois  is  schedul 

to  play  piano  for  a  wedding  in  April  —  a  n< 
experience  for  her. 

Shippa  Hoy  Dible  is  still  living  in  Lafayet 

Indiana,  and  loving  it.  Both  sons  are  in  Purdue  U 

versity  and  their  14-year-old  twin  daughters  1 
freshmen  in  high  school.  Shippa  had  surgery  this  pi 

summer  and  was  cheated  out  of  a  vacation. 

Barbara  Hyde  Asbury  writes  that  she  taught  l< 

winter,  but  hasn't  had  time  this  year  after  keep! 
up  with  her  busy  family  of  five  athletic  childre 
Husband  Charlie  finished  his  Ph.D.,  and  the  wh( 

family  went  to  Ann  Arbor,  Michigan,  for  his  gradi 

tion.  Daughter  Betsey,  18,  is  a  Congressional  Page 

the  House  on  Capitol  Hill  and  is  having  the  time 
her  life. 

Kathy  Jones  Schurman  and  family  have  return 
to  Pittsburgh  after  a  year  in  Maryland.  Kathy 

teaching  kindergarten  after  becoming  a  certifi 
teacher  in  May,  1974.  Their  children  are  progressir 

Gary,  18,  plans  to  attend  college  in  September;  J( 
is  in  1 1  th  grade;  and  Joyce  is  in  7th. 

Everything  goes  well  with  Pat  Kennedy  Earlc 

This  summer,  while  their  two  college  sons  "laborei 
for  their  expenses,  they  took  the  two  younc 
children  on  their  first  West  Coast  visit  from  Mc 

terey,  California  to  Seattle,  Washington.  Nothi 

surpassed  the  enjoyment  of  the  glorious  fresh  a 

Son  Jeff  is  a  junior  in  business-speech  at  Monmou 
College  in  Illinois  and  Pete,  a  freshman,  is  a  lar 

scape  horticulture  major  at  Michigan  State. 
It  seems  that  Beverly  Sandberg  Minor  has  been 

caught  up  in  moving  that  she  hasn't  had  time  to  p attention  to  much  else.  Ces  is  now  a  market! 

manager  for  Dorr-Oliver,  an  environmental  compar 
and  seems  quite  content.  Bev  has  become  interest 

in  nutrition  and  is  on  the  verge  of  combining  I" 
chemistry  background  with  her  nearly  complet 
M.S.  in  counseling  to  serve  as  a  nutritional  cc 
sultant  to  doctors  and  perhaps  people  with  weig 

problems.  Daughter  Betsy  is  19,  Gary  is  16,  and  t 

twins,  Gail  and  Leslie,  are  14  and  pretty  happy-c lucky. 

The  Mooneys  had  a  better  year.  My  eye  and  ba 
are  well.  Dillon  is  now  working  and  plans  to  attei 

Edinboro  College  in  September.  David,  a  sophomc 

in  high  school,  enjoys  ceramics  and  pottery.  Jim 

still  hanging  in  there. 

Ann  reporting: 

Rita  Howard  reports,  "No  news  but  still  lo 

working  in  the  pediatric  clinic."  Also  no  special  nei 
from  Cissie  McLeod  Scalise  except  that  her  daughl 

Nan  is  a  freshman  at  Slippery  Rock. 

Pat  Myers  Kovacs  reports  her  family  spent  Ns 

Year's  in  Puerto  Rico.  Pat  continues  part  time 
P.R.  work.  Daughter  Lynn  is  awaiting  word  frc 
colleges. 

A  career  in  residential  real  estate  has  kept  P 

O'Keefe  Beede  busy  this  past  year.  Her  oldest  son 
a  junior  at  Harvard,  while  her  youngest  is  a  junior 

high  school. 
A  little  osteoarthritis  is  slowing  down  Ade 

Pfeifer  Ferianc.  However,  she  still  teaches  nurse 

school  and  Sunday  School,  is  active  in  PTA  ai 

church,  and  bowls  and  golfs!  Doesn't  sound  too  bi 
to  me!  Adele's  oldest  daughter  is  a  freshman 
Indiana  University  of  Pennsylvania. 

Emily    Seaburg  Barends   has  joined   the   ranks 
college    parents.    Their    daughter  entered    Princet 

University    last   fall.  She  has  4  younger  children 
keep  things  lively. 
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I  A  long  letter  from  Norma  Smith  Mowry  sum- 
marized her  last  5  years.  First  her  mother  died; 

hortly  after  that  she  received  her  Ph.D.  in  Elemen- 
iary  Administration,  then  her  husband  Les  was 

mtically  ill  for  9  months  and  died.  About  a  year 

ater.  Norma  married  Les'  doctor  and  close  friend 
Jorma  sends  best  wishes  to  all. 

Marguerite  Sullivan  Hannon  was  on  campus  re- 
ently,  had  lunch  in  the  new  dining  room,  visited  the 

'ibrarY,  and  was  "very  impressed."  Mug's  oldest  son 
./like  chose  Bucknell  this  fall.  Pat,  who  is  a  junior  in 

!tigh  school,  has  been  chosen  for  an  AFS  summer 
ibroad  program. 

Peg  Tucker  Thompson  continues  to  enjoy  her  job 
In  the  Family  Day  Care  Dept.  in  a  welfare  agency. 

!Her  husband,  Pete,  spent  his  sabbatical  doing  re- 
search at  the  University  of  Delaware,  but  now  has 

leturned  to  Swarthmore. 

!  After  no  news  for  at  least  4  years,  Nancy  Waddell 

-Jill  answered  our  post  card!  Nancy  has  recently 

)een  divorced  and  is  selling  real  estate  for  Scott- 
^cCune  in  the  East  End  and  Fox  Chapel,  if  anyone 

s  in  the  market! !  Nancy's  oldest  daughter  is  a  junior 
it  Carnegie-Mellon  in  the  School  of  Design.  Two 
nore  daughters  complete  her  family. 

During  the  summer  of  '73  Joann  Walt  hour 
raveled  in  the  British  Isles,  observing  kindergartens 

ind  visiting  with  friends,  which  made  it  a  very 

;pecial  trip.  This  winter  she  met  Adele  Pfeifer 

:erianc  while  she  was  visiting  her  daughter  at 
:ollege. 

When  vacation  time  comes  around,  Joyce  Wilde 

Rownd  and  family  spend  their  time  at  a  lake  in  New 

Hampshire.  Their  oldest  son  is  in  graduate  school  at 

3itt  and  from  his  apartment,  can  see  Chatham! 
Daughter  Debby  graduates  from  Heidelberg  College 
n  June  and  Jim  is  a  high  school  freshman. 

Joan  Young  Drugmand  reports  husband  Norvan 

vas  on  his  annual  ski  safari  and  this  year  went  to 

/ail  to  visit  son  David  who's  enjoying  the  slopes 
dIus  working  some.  Daughter  Ellen  graduates  from 

ligh  school  this  year.  Jane  is  3  years  behind  her. 

loan  says  she  spends  her  time  trying  to  keep  up  with 

iveryone! 

A  full-time  job,  fighting  inflation  and  fighting  the 

'Battle  of  the  Bulge,"  keeps  Lois  Young  Flyte  busy! 
_aura  Miksch  Diaz's  travels  took  them  to  eastern 
Canada  last  summer.  She  was  honored  for  being 

:hurch  organist  for  20  years. 

The  highlight  of  Doris  Seese  Bell's  year  was  hav- 
ng  a  German  exchange  student  with  them  for  4 

veeks  and  then  their  son  went  to  Germany.  Doris's 
lusband  spent  2  months  in  Brazil  while  she  flew  to 

:he  West  Coast  and  Michigan  for  family  reunions. 

Marlene  Shettel  Stovicek's  job  sounds  interesting 
and  most  challenging.  She  is  Assistant  to  the  Dean  of 

Cleveland  State  University  College  of  Law  and 

landles  non-academic  problems.  Last  summer  she 
efused  to  sign  a  contract  offered  her,  holding  out 

or  what  her  male  predecessor  was  getting  in  1970! 

she  was  successful,  but  says  it  still  isn't  in  line  with 

;omparable  men's  salaries.  As  chairwoman  of  the 
>5th  reunion  gift  fund,  you  should  be  hearing  from 
Marlene  soon.  At  press  time,  we  have  $365.00 

:owards  our  goal  of  $2500.  How  about  a  donation 

:his  year  and  complete  your  pledge  in  '76? 
Last  June  our  2  oldest  graduated  from  high 

school.  This  fall  Doug  entered  Colorado  State  Uni- 
versity and  Sue  went  to  the  University  of  Southern 

-alifornia.  That  leaves  us  with  an  "only  child," 
which  is  fun  for  all  of  us.  After  living  in  Colorado  16 

/ears,  I  finally  obtained  an  R.N.  license  and  have 

Deen  doing  volunteer  work  with  Planned  Parent- 
io  od. 

1953 Diane  Barratt  Swift 

(Mrs.  Carlton  H.) 

1 0404  Trumpeter  Court 

Vienna,  VA   22180 

Frances  Rohrich  Habe 

(Mrs.  Frank  J.,  Jr.) 
R.D.  #1.  Box  64 

Canonsburg,  PA    15317 

"JEW  ADDRESSES 

Marjorie    Beard    Kelley    (Mrs.     Richard    G),    2797 
Coblentz  Drive,  Poland,  OH    44514 

M.    Katherine  Coleman  Thomas  (Mrs.    Lloyd  W.),  5 

W.  Oak  Drive,  New  Baden,  I  L   62265 

Thelma     Fiori     Lacerte     (Mrs      Richard     C),    2731 

McVay  Road,  Germantown,  TN    38038 

Cynthia    Fortanier    Wagar    (Mrs.    N.    William),    235 

Johnston  Road,  Pittsburgh.  PA    15241 
Elizabeth     Frantz    Purdum    (Mrs.    William    H.),    34 

Cavalla  Court,  Nausubase,  Groton,  CT    06340 

Janet    Geiersbach    Barr   (Mrs.   William   W.),   3  Circle 

East.  Edina,  MN    55436 

Peggy  Harbison  Hendrickson  (Mrs.  Donald  E.),  Serial 
#167-26-0608,  JUSMAGTHAI,  Box  683,  APO  San 
Francisco,  CA  96346 

Dona   Lester  DiSanto  {Mrs.  Alex),  4480  Old  Salem 

Road,  Harrisburg,  PA    171  12 
Prisctlla     Sanford    Johnson     (Mrs.     Heinz    H.),    HQ 

USAFE  Box  8243,  APO  New  York,  NY   09012 
Jean  Sweitzer  Bower  (Mrs.  Paul  R.),  5132  Riverbirch 

Drive,  North,  Columbus,  OH    43229 
Mary   Caroll    Williams  Hofer  (Mrs.   Donald  B.),  680 

Beatty  Road,  Springfield,  PA    19064 

Diane  reporting: 

Mana  Baiter  Marcus  is  working  with  Inform,  a 

research  group  which  analyzes  the  impact  of  U.  S. 

corporations  on  environment.  Husband  Bruce  has  a 

book  entitled  "Competing  for  Capital,"  published  by 
Wiley  Co.,  due  off  the  presses  in  late  spring.  Lucy  (4) 
and  Joe  (9)  are  doing  beautifully. 

With  Ginger  a  junior  at  Bloomsburg  College, 

Perry  a  freshman  at  Lycoming  College,  Cynthia  in 

high  school  and  college-hunting,  and  Eric  in  7th 
grade.  Sheila  Burke  Loeffler  is  the  only  one  still  in 
grade  school  where  she  continues  to  teach.  Larry 

represents  the  Sterling  Engine  in  the  U.  S. 

Jeannine  English  Abel  keeps  busy  teaching,  per- 
forming and  gardening.  Her  return  to  choir  directing 

this  season  took  care  of  her  last  remaining  free  day. 

The  Abels  had  a  hectic  two-week  trip  to  Germany, 
Austria  and  Hungary  last  fall,  mostly  to  investigate 
musical  instrument  collections. 

Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte  and  family  have  moved  to 

Tennessee  where  Dick  is  now  metallurgical  service 

engineer  for  J  &  L  Steel  in  the  Memphis  area.  A 

15-day  tour  of  Florida  and  the  Gulf  Coast  states  in  a 

Winnebago  over  Christmas  was  an  exciting  experi- 
ence, particularly  for  their  four  daughters. 

Betty  Frantz  Purdum  is  now  serving  on  the 
Human  Rights  Committee  for  the  Retarded  in  her 

area.  With  Bill  being  Chief  of  Staff,  Sub  Group  2,  she 

is  called  on  for  more  entertaining  and  Wives'  Club 
activities  these  days. 

In  addition  to  her  30  private  pupils  and  singing  in 

a  small  chamber  group  as  well  as  church,  Marion 

Gallup  Drummond  has  begun  her  elementary  prac- 
tice teaching  at  a  private  school.  Her  conducting 

class  has  nearly  finished  her  —  even  southpaws  have 
to  hold  the  baton  in  the  right  hand.  But,  as  she  says, 

"Old  horses  can  learn  new  tricks."  She  sees  Sally 
Crum  Ferrell  frequently.  Our  sympathy  to  Sally  on 
the  loss  of  her  father. 

Lois  Glazer  Michaels  finally  heard  from  Alice 

Sedinger  Domineske  and  reports  that  all  is  well  with 

her.  She  also  saw  Lois  Potts  Adelson  '54  in  Atlanta. 
The  Michaels  had  a  second  trip  to  Israel  with  the 

children  (ages  18,  17,  15)  and  continue  to  marvel  at 

the  overwhelming  beauty  of  the  country  and  its 

citizens  who  carry  on  heroic  tasks  of  building  and 

creating  in  an  atmosphere  of  constant  tension.  Lois 

is  still  a  health  planner  with  the  Health  and  Welfare 

Planning  Association  in  Pittsburgh.  She  also  noted 

with  pride  that  Al  Berry  Adams  is  a  great  Alumnae 
President. 

Don  and  Peggy  Harbison  Hendrickson  have  been 

in  Thailand  since  May  '74  and  especially  like  the 
leisurely  life  style  and  the  tropical  climate  there. 

Peggy  spent  five  months  teaching  English  to  Thai 
Army  cadets. 

The  reply  from  Helen  Halpern  Berkson  read  like 
a  travel  brochure.  She  and  Harold  had  a  vacation 

alone  in  Hawaii  which  sounded  fantastic.  This  winter 

the  entire  family  got  involved  with  the  Adventure 
Theater  in  Glen  Echo  Park,  MD.  Harold,  Deborah 

(15)  and  Joan  (13)  performed  in  Dickens'  "Christ- 
mas Carol,"  while  Helen  helped  out  with  publicity. 

In  the  Small  World  department,  the  director's 
mother  is  a  Chatham  alum,  Grace  Davis  Mechling, 

'24. 

Lynn  Hann  Baxter  and  the  boys  are  keeping  the 

home  fires  burning  till  daughter  Lynn,  a  junior  at 

Chatham,  returns  in  August  from  her  studies  at  the 
University  of  Fribourg  in  Switzerland. 

Another  traveler  is  Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz  who  had 

just  returned  from  3  weeks  in  Los  Angeles  and 

Hawaii.  Chuck  is  a  sophomore  at  Cornell,  Bill  is 

waiting  to  hear  from  colleges,  and  Kathy  is  in  high 

school. 

Jean  Maize  Kmetec's  oldest  girl  will  graduate 
from  high  school  this  year.  After  a  couple  of  weeks 

in  Europe,  she  plans  to  attend  Wright  State  Uni- 

versity in  Dayton,  where  Jean's  husband  teaches. 
The  other  children  (15,  two  13's  and  a  10-year-old) 
have  full  schedules  and  keep  Jean  hopping. 

Both  of  Ann  Matlack  Wieland's  boys  are  attend- 
ing Sianford,  although  the  older  one  just  took  off  a 

quarter  to  work  and  ski  at  Snow  Bird,  Utah.  Daugh- 
ter Linda  is  a  junior  in  high  school.  Ann  has  enjoyed 

visits  back  to  the  campus  —  says  it  looks  great  and 
the  girls  are  nifty! 

No  particular  news  but  regards  to  all  and  a  new 
address  from  Margie  Beard  Kelley. 

I,  Diane,  am  kept  busy  with  volunteer  activities 
at  3  schools,  teaching  Sunday  School  and  being  an 

unsalaried  instructional  aide  in  Spanish  at  the  junior 

high.  I'm  also  the  neighborhood  ding-dong  these 
days  —  the  local  Avon  person.  Had  a  great  phone 
visit  with  Jean  Sweitzer  Bower  while  in  Columbus 

this  fall  to  attend  the  only  reunion  my  high  school 

class  has  ever  had.  That  was  really  something  else  — 
much  fun! 

Thanks  to  those  who  responded  with  news  and 
best  wishes  to  all  for  a  healthy  and  happy  year. 

Fran  reporting: 

Nancy  McGhee  Mangold's  family  has  just  moved 
into  a  225-year-old  house,  just  in  time  for  the  Bi- 

centennial. She  keeps  busy  with  her  five  children  and 

a  gift  shop  of  which  she  is  co-owner. 
Holly  Sherrard  DeMart  tells  us  that  her  daughter 

is  a  junior  in  high  school  and  young  Herb  is  a 

sophomore  at  Clemson.  Holly  is  involved  with  her 
choir,  hospital  auxiliary,  garden  club,  etc.,  while 

Herb  still  teaches  engineering  at  the  Naval  Academy. 
Jane  Smith  Morgan  and  her  husband  have  been 

invited  to  England  to  visit  one  of  the  authors  of  the 
books  her  husband  uses  in  his  classes  for  National 

Steel  where  he  works  at  one  of  its  subsidiaries.  She 

gets  in  as  much  golf  as  she  can.  Her  oldest  son  Robb 
has  enlisted  in  the  Navy. 

Sue  Smith  Sweitzer  is  busy  working  as  secretary 

for  her  husband's  park  and  playground  equipment 
business.  She  and  her  family  have  completed  a  year- 

round  home  on  Lake  Ontario  and  enjoy  their  lake- front  Jiving. 

The  Hofers  (Mary  Caroll  Williams)  are  moving 

back  to  their  old  schoolhouse  in  Pennsylvania  from 
Texas,  They  are  well  and  happy,  she  says. 

High  school  age  children  involved  in  basketball, 

wrestling  and  horse  shows  manage  to  keep  Dona 
Lester  DiSanto  involved  too. 

Your  secretary's  kindergarten  aged  son  Charlie 

has  donated  his  mother's  time  for  all  the  gala  events 
that  take  place  and  she  is  going  to  have  to  take  up 
horseback  riding  again  to  keep  up  with  her  daughter. 
A  vacation  in  the  Pennsylvania  Dutch  country  gave 

Fran  an  insight  into  the  Amish  way  of  living  that  she 

wishes  could  carry  over  into  our  own.  She  thinks  we 

could  all  use  today  some  of  the  peace  of  mind  they 
seem  to  possess. 

1955 
Angela  Fee  Levy 

(Mrs.  Malcolm  K.) 

1300  Squirrel  Hill  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15217 
Zoe  Ghiates  Lalos 

(Mrs.  Theodore  A.) 

1138  Pipestem  Place 
Rockville.  MD   20854 

LOST 

Muriel  Oakes  Prien 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy    Lee   Boyce,    1200  South   Courthouse  Road. 

Arlington,  VA   22204 
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Jane     Burnham    Bowser    (Mrs.    Way  land    W.l,    425 

Arqyi*'  Drive,  Alexandria,  VA    22305 

Phyllis   Carroll    Grandey    (Mrs    Raymond  A.),  2808 

Marywood  i  CA  92667 
Jean  Craig  Byron  (Mrs.),  2456  Sharon  Oaks  Drive, 
Menlo  Park.  CA   94025 

Mar.lyn     Hill,      11000    Colt     St.,     NE,     Ala 
NM   87114 

Barbara    McVicker    Martin    (Mrs.    William    H.I      c/o 

Pltl  il  i  irgh  Natli  ma!  Bant .  international  Dept.,  5th 
&  Wood,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15222 

Ruth  Oberhe.m  Webb  (Mrs.  Harold  F.),  15  Fair  Glen 
Drive.  Titusvillc,  FL    32780 

Dolores  H.  Olsavick,  78  East  79th  Street,  New  York, 
NY    10021 

Marianne    Thorne    Wright    (Mrs.    Robert),   3217   W. 

Washington  St..  Allcntown,  PA   18104 
Nancy   Walker    DeWard    (Mrs.  Thomas),  Rt.   3,  Box 

443,  Estacada,  OR   97023 

Zoe  reporting: 

Kay  Avers  Headley  and  Barbara  Braun  Bajoras 

have  all  children  in  school  this  year  and  are  keeping 

busy  with  volunteer  work  and  the  usual  round  of 
activities. 

While  in  Europe  for  the  Octoberfest  Barbara 

Beacham  Volk  ind  family  visited  with  Barbara 
McVicker  Martin  in  Paris,  Janet  Loos  Seibert  and 

Carolyn  O'Connell  Menosky  visited  the  Volks  at 
Christmas. 

Sandy  Blumberg  Sonneborn  is  still  working  part- 

time  as  a  reporter  for  a  weekly  newspaper  and  full- 
time  keeping  up  with  the  house  and  five  kids. 

The  Washington  metropolitan  area,  with  its 

museums,  music  and  theaters,  is  being  enjoyed  by 

Jill  Burnham  Bowser  and  family  since  they  moved  to 
Alexandria. 

Mike's  twentieth  reunion,  School  of  Architec- 

ture-University of  Budapest,  and  his  father's 
eightieth  birthday  took  Sugie  Carroll  Molnar  to 

Hungary  last  September  for  three  weeks.  While  in 

Europe  they  drove  from  Yugoslavia  to  Spain. 

A  college-bound  daughter  and  a  nursery-school- 
bound  son,  with  2  children  in  between,  keep  life 

busy  with  plenty  of  surprises  for  Anne  Cohen 
Winkelman. 

Linda  Cunningham  Bhame  has  received  a  master's 
in  Special  Education  and  is  teaching  children  with 

learning  disabilities  and  behavioral  disorders  to  sup- 

port her  "habit"  of  eighteenth  century  antiques. 
Waynesburg  College  is  the  password  in  the  home 

of  Jean  Graham  Rhodes  with  daughter  Sheri  a  fresh- 
man at  Waynesburg  and  George  president  of  the 

Alumni  Association. 

Greetings  in  general  to  the  class  from  Sally  Beck 
Lee,  Jean  Craig  Byron,  Marilyn  Campbell  Bowling, 

Winifred  Dickinson,  Mary  Jane  Kahn,  Regina 

McDonough  CRourke.  We  extend  our  deepest 

sympathy  to  Marilyn  Campbell  Bowling  whose 

mother  passed  away  in  January. 

As  for  the  Latos  family,  Ted  and  I  had  a  beautiful 

week  in  California  in  January.  The  rest  of  the  time 
we  head  for  our  place  at  the  beach  with  the  three 

kids,  the  dog  and  the  hermit  crabs  in  tow.  Thanks  to 

ail  who  responded;  it  makes  the  job  more  fun.  and 

thanks  to  those  who  contributed  to  our  class  kitty. 

Angie  reporting: 

I  apologize  to  all  of  you  who  did  not  receive  my 

request  for  news  or  received  a  follow-up  postal  too 
late  for  you  to  reply.  The  post  office  is  the  culprit. 

I  had  a  most  wonderful  visit  with  Dottie  King 

Cornell  via  the  telephone.  She  and  Dick  hope  to 

attend  our  reunion  this  year.  Claire  Koller  Runger 

and  Marita  Pigossi  Spangler  visited  together  and  plan 
to  be  here  for  our  reunion,  too. 

A  Christmas  tree  purchased  by  the  Botany  De- 
partment of  Drew  University  has  ended  up  planted 

in  the  back  yard  of  Pat  McCormick  Goodrich  and 

family.  1 1  was  purchased  from  Musser  Nursery 
owned  by  the  father  of  Betsy  Musser  Anderson  who 

was  one  of  Pat's  roommates  at  Chatham. 
The  past  six  months  have  really  been  different 

for  Barb  McVicker  Martin  and  family.  Their  daugh- 
ter Dani  is  at  Chatham  and  the  rest  of  the  family  is 

living  outside  of  Paris.  They  had  the  distinction  of 

sailing  on  the  last  voyage  of  the  S.S.  France. 
Hello  to  everyone  comes  from  Natalie  Stern 

Miller.   Betty  Woods  Goodwin   lunched  with  Reggie 

McDonough  O'Rourke  and  had  dinner  with  Dottie 
Erdley  Goetz. 

I  me'  Betty  Woods  Goodwin  unexpectedly  while 

taking  a  Chinese  cooking  course.  Other  than  much 

creative  cooking,  traveling  every  chance  we  get  and 

collecting  antiques,  my  life  is  busy  but  uneventful. 
We  are  planning  for  our  20th  reunion  May  31,  1975 
at  Chatham  and  are  hopeful  that  each  of  you  will 

make  a  special  effort  to  join  us. 

1957 Mary  Ann  Schmilt  Goodrum 
(Mrs.  Harold  C.) 

188  Carnavon  Parkway 

Nashville,  TN    37205 

Lynn  Wilner  Hawker 
(Mrs.  Walter  E.,  Jr.) 
1048  Perry  Highway 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15237 

BIRTHS 

Ann  Yanko  Wilkinson,  a  daughter,  Larisa,  September 

19,  1974 
Joyce     Dull     Sepp,     a    daughter,     Kyle     Elizabeth, 

September  12,  1974 
Marcia    Froimson    Baum,   a  daughter,  Jessica  Anne, 

September  28,  1974 

MARRIAGES 

Betts  Backes  to  Jess  N.  Runyan,  December  21,  1974 

Carol  Grim  to  C.  H.  Kinsley,  February  27,  1973 

LOST 
Grace  Cherry  King 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Gayle  Conaway   Haines  (Mrs.  William  F.  Jr.,),  4204 

N.E.  21st  Avenue,  Ft.  Lauderdale,  FL    33308 

Hannah    Honig    Kamin  (Mrs.   Marvin),   1018  Wilkins 

Heights  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15217 
Mary  Killen  Cochran  (Mrs.  John  M.),  16514  Hidden 

View,  San  Antonio,  TX    78232 

Carol    LaRoza    Andrews    (Mrs.    Ronald    K.),  Stone- 
haven, R.D.  #3,  Box  55,  Bangor,  PA    18013 

Terry    McNamara,    416    Ross  Ave.,    #9,    Pittsburgh, 
PA    15221 

Rosalie    Stern     Wolfe     (Ms.),     44    Strawberry     Hill 
Avenue,  Stamford,  CT   06902 

Carol  Vogel  Scrivens  (Mrs.   Ralph  H.),  1420  Knights 

Drive,  Apt.  320F,  Library,  PA    15129 
Rhoda    Weitsman    David    (Mrs.    David    N.),    10317 

Collinwood  Drive,  Richmond,  VA   23233 

Ann     Yanko    Wilkinson    (Mrs.    John),    82    LaVista 
Grande,  Santa  Barbara,  CA   93103 

Lynn  reporting: 

I  was  disappointed  at  the  few  responses  this  year. 

I  don't  know  if  it's  apathy  or  the  U.  S.  mails. 
Carol  LaRoza  Andrews  writes  about  their  20-acre 

farm,  new  since  last  November,  where  they  are 

raising  beef,  chickens,  horses  and  plan  for  pigs  and 

lambs  in  the  spring.  They  are  both  still  teaching  in 
New  Jersey.  Carol  says  the  work,  including  fencing, 
gardening  and  all,  is  immensely  satisfying. 

Tee  Speerhas  O'Connor  is  looking  for  a  job  after 
finishing  a  training  program  for  legal  assistants  at 

George  Washington  University.  She  reports  seeing 

Judy  Pitasky  Markstein  '56  during  the  past  summer. 
Jane  Stocker  Burfoot  is  continuing  her  courses 

with  child  psychology  this  semester.  Son  Rick  is 
helping  to  coach  a  little  league  basketball  team. 

Rosalie  Stern  Wolfe  has  moved  back  to  New 

England  and  is  living  back  in  Stamford  after  her 

divorce.  She  is  in  the  process  of  applying  to  law 
schools  hoping  to  start  back  in  the  fall. 

After  22  years  in  one  place.  Rhoda  Weitsman 

David  will  be  moving  in  March.  They  are  going  to 

Richmond,  Virginia  where  David  will  be  manager  of 
planning  in  the  Phosphorus  Division  of  Mobil  Chemi- 

cal Company.  The  family  vacationed  in  Maine  last 
summer, 

Ann  Yanko  Wilkinson  wrote  her  news  one- 

handed,  the  other  being  occupied  with  new  arrival, 

Lara.  Ann  says  their  new  house  sits  on  a  hill  < 
looking  Santa  Barbara,  the  harbor,  the  channel 

the  islands.  They  also  can  see  the  oil  platforms 

they  aren't  too  bad  as  yet.  The  greenery  isencrc 
ing  on  her  as  she  is  not  much  at  pruning  and 
growth  is  lush  there.  She  sees  Carole  (Willy)  Will 

and  her  sister  occasionally. 
We  had  two  vacations  last  year.  A  family  cam 

trip  to  New  England,  where  we  stopped  one  nigl 

see  Lynn  Backus  Wilson,  and  a  trip  with  anc 

couple  to  San  Francisco.  I  quit  work  in  Decer 

and  am  enjoying  myself  while  deciding  what  d 
lion  I  want  to  go  next. 

Mary  Ann  reporting: 

Great  day  in  the  morning,  it's  news  lime  ac 
Absolutely  tremendous  hearing  from  you  all. 

Betts  Backes'  new  marriage  to  Jess,  who  is 
American  Bridge,  has  brought  her  an  old  house  I 

years).  They  live  on  the  third  floor  and  rent  oui 
others.  Betts  is  still  teaching  science  and  math 

says  "Hi"  to  all. 
Lynn  Backus  Wilson  and  Helen  Davis  Rowt 

each  other  quite  often.  Lynn  and  family  have  I 

in  the  Boston  area  for  two  years.  Hal  travels  a  c 

deal.  They  will  be  going  to  the  Balkans  this'surr 
in  preparation  for  a  trip  to  Russia. 

Barbara  Baker  Kriendler  spent  a  good  past 

with  her  children  14,  12,  and  9,  and  husband.  \ 

is  still  with  Grumman  Aircraft  and  in  addition, 

started  his  own  business  dealing  in  ancient  ci 
Barb  is  still  teaching  nursery  school.  This  May, 

and  Herb,  combining  business  with  pleasure, 
visit  Europe. 

Gayle  Conaway  Haines  has  been  lost  tor  a 
time.  Recap  —  married  to  a  native  Floridian.CP 

have  two  boys,  Jeff  (10),  Christopher  (6)  -  lea 
Florida  in  six  months  —  moving  to  a  farm  in 
mountains  of  North  Carolina  to  open  a  campgrc 

—  wildlife  photography  has  become  an  intere: 

hobby  of  Gayle's. 
Dorothy  Dieckmann  JHarman  enjoys  her  girls, 

grader  and  2nd  grader.  She  and  Dave  had  a  wor 

ful  time  last  spring  on  a  Caribbean  cruise. 

Joyce  Dull  Sepp  was  sub-teaching  until  K' 
birth.  She  enjoys  being  a  new  mother  all  over  a 

much  better  than  teaching.  The  two  other  chile 

Kristin  (13)  and  Kara  (8),  are  in  8th  and  3rd  gn 

Marcia  Froimson  Baum's  only  news  —  "We  he 

new  daughter!" 
Carol  Grim  Kinsley  is  now  teaching  after  r& 

ing  her  M.A.  degree  in  reading  from  Eastern  M 
gan.  Her  new  husband  is  a  golf  pro  and  she  sper 
few  winter  weeks  in  Florida. 

Hannah  Honig  Kamin  is  busy  decorating  a 
home.  She  and  her  husband  love  the  conveniens, 
being  back  in  the  city. 

Barbara  Johnston  Tredennick  took  a  c 

through  campus  last  summer  with  children  T 

(14),  and  John  (10),  and  says  it  is  still  "lovel 

ever." 

Mary  Killen  Cochran  stays  involved  in  childl 

activities  including  Boy  Scouts,  Girl  Scouts,  L 

League,  etc.  and  sends  news  that  the  Germ 

Language  Dept.  at  University  of  Pittsburgh  has  e< 
lished  a  memorial  scholarship  for  Lore  Foltin, 

was  the  wife  of  the  late  Edgar  Foltin  of 

Psychology  Department. 
Judy  Kohn  Goldie  enjoys  living  in  Anahi 

Both  children,  8  and  7,  are  in  school.  This  gives 

time  to  be  active  in  ORT  and  to  do  some  parM 
office  work. 

Jackie  Miller  Van  Doren  and  husband  have  ac 

a  fifth  daughter  to  the  list  of  eight  children. 

The  Goodrum  household  is  also  a  growing  i 

cern  and  now  numbers  18  —  9  children,  2  doc 
cats,  and  parents  Harold  and  Mary  Ann.  Harold 

partner  in  Madden  and  Goodrum  and  Associ; 
Advertising  and  Public  Relations.  He  was  honi 

last  year  with  national  first  place  recognition  for 
of  his  radio  advertising  campaigns.  The  baby  is 

now  and  I  may  return  to  graduate  school.  I 
wishes  to  everyone  for  a  continued  healthy 
happy  year. 
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959 
Sue  Allardice  Neff 

(Mrs.  Sidney  A.) 

210  Orchard  Place 

Sewickley,  PA    15143 

Doris  Redman  Foster 

(Mrs.  John  K.  Jr.) 
714  Alden  Street 

Meadville,  PA    16335 

iry    Ann    Martucci    Baker,    a    daughter,    Susanna 

ladlyn,  October  17,  1974 

)ST 

1 1  v  K-  Anderson 

:W  ADDRESSES 

organne   Allebrand    Borland    (Mrs.    David  H.),  20 
Jton  Drive,  Bethel  Park,  PA    15102 

ryl    Beckfeld  March  (Mrs.  Stanley   R.),   122  Club 
irive  East,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15236 

rla    Bianchi     Palmer     (Mrs.     J.     D.),     31    Juggler 

leadow  Road,  R.D.  #3,  Amherst,  MA   01002 

yllis  Crawford  Mullen  (Mrs.   Robert  I.),  121  Oak 

ark  Place,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15243 

mna  Croyle  McCoy  (Mrs.),  331  S.  Highland  Ave., 

ittsburgh,  PA    15206 

ralee  Gelman   Fine  (Mrs.  Robert  A.),  2845  Rams- 
ate  Court  NW,  Atlanta,  GA   30305 

aria     Hourvitz     Klein     (Mrs.    Stanley    M.),    5821 
telnut  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15232 

rriet  Lewis  Franklin  (Mrs.  Kenneth),  5840  Ayles- 
oro  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15217 

tricia    Mabon    Johnson    (Mrs.    W.    H.,    Jr.),    100 

lersey  Mill  Road,  West  Chester,  PA   19380 
hansia  Metro  Tsoukas  (Mrs.  Elias  N.),  25  Charldon 

'rive,  Saddle  River,  NJ    07458 
dith  Ritter  Reedy  (Mrs.  Gerald  S.),  2510  Alpine 
oad,  Durham,  NC   27707 

nor  Roeger  Nyhus  (Mrs.  Paul  G.),  American  Em- 

assy  -  Paris,  APO  New  York,  NY   09777 

•na  Salvetti  Jennings  (Mrs.   Brook   H.),  225  Belle- 
jeCircle,  State  College,  PA   16801 
th  Scott  Sims   (Mrs.    Frederick   A.),   Jack   &  Jill 

oad,  Poughquag,  NY    12570 
sley  Wells  Brooks  (Mrs.  Arthur),  2385  Kenilworth 

oad,  Cleveland,  OH   44106 

en  Goldsmith   Goldberg  (Mrs.   Michael   M.),  1472 

(oodland  Road,  Rydal,  PA    19046 

nie  Nabors  Kearney  (Mrs.  William  J.},  6  Skylark 
ane,  Lunenburg,  MA    01462 

ris  reporting: 

Only  three  members  of  the  class  of  '59  rallied 
jnd  to  celebrate  our  fifteenth  —  Debbie  Brog 
rnstein.  Sue  Allardice  Neff,  and  I  reminisced  and 

jght  up  on  one  another's  activities.  We  were  a 

:le  chagrined,  however,  to  see  that  the  class  of  '61 
i  many  people  attending.  Because  Debbie  had  just 

ished  serving  as  class  secretary,  Sue  and  I  agreed 
assume  the  job.  In  early  January  I  received  the 
ss  list  and  the  word  that  it  was  time  to  solicit 

ns  for  the  RECORDER.  With  the  1959  edition  of 

s  Cornerstone  in  hand,  I  sat  down  on  Super  Bowl 

nday  to  begin  writing  fifty-two  letters.  In  the 
iclusion  to  her  reply,  Marylou  Linsinger  Gault 

nmed  up  what  I  thought  later  that  week  after  all 

:  letters  had  been  mailed  —  "Now  that  I've  done 

I  feel  so  good!"  A  sure  way  to  brighten  a  dreary 
luary  is  to  reach  out  through  letters  to  friends. 

The  thirteen  replies  I  received  were  as  reassuring 
i  exciting  as  seeing  the  first  crocus  or  pursuing  the 

t  southward!  Sue  and  I  plan  to  send  complete 

ss  lists  to  all  of  you  and  to  encourage  any  of  you 
write  to  either  of  us  when  the  mood  strikes.  I 

jmtse  it  will  "feel  so  good!" 
The  first  letter  I  received  was  from  Betty  Lou 

ilings  Milliken,  As  fate  would  have  it,  I  learned 

tty  Lou  had  moved  from  Meadville  the  year 

fore  we  arrived  and  that  her  two  sons  (now  ages 

1  and  9)  had  been  born  in  the  same  hospital  as  my 
'en-year-old.  Betty  Lou  says  of  her  children: 
•athy  is  now  14,  a  freshman  in  high  school  and  my 

ht-hand-man  in  our  home,  something  every  work- 
]  mother  needs.  Our  other  two,  Sam  and  Mike,  are 

\U  swimmers  on  a  year-round  basis."  Betty  Lou  has 
an  working  the  past  few  years  with  the  Washing- 

i,  PA  Hercules  Incorporated  plant  and  says,  "I'm 
w  a  Senior   Chemist  and  enjoying  some   of   the 

benefits  recently  won  by  Women's  Lib.  The  working 

wife-mother  pace  gets  chaotic  at  times  but  I  love  it!" 
Harriet  Lewis  Franklin  has  completed  her  doc- 

torate in  the  humanities,  with  emphasis  on  English, 

from  Carnegie-Mellon  University.  Though  looking 
for  a  job  teaching  English  at  the  university  level,  she 

is  teaching  the  elderly  self-defense  at  Allegheny 

Community  College  and  is  involved  in  a  new  pro- 

gram to  teach  teachers  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh. "We  are  trying  to  teach  the  arts,  aesthetics, 

and  humanities  from  a  multidisciplinary  approach." 
She  also  plays  tennis  twice  a  week,  swims  at  least  a 

mile  a  day,  and  skis.  Her  husband  is  a  marketing 

consultant  in  his  own  firm.  The  Franklins  including  a 

son  11  and  a  daughter  9,  lived  in  Japan  and  toured 
the  Far  East  then  furnished  their  Pittsburgh  home 

with  furniture  bought  in  Hong  Kong. 

From  Illinois,  Marylou  Linsinger  Gault  writes, 

"Please  tell  the  ladies  hello  from  me.  We  have  found 
Rockford  to  be  a  very  warm  (not  referring  to  cli- 

mate) and  satisfying  place  to  live  and  after  all  these 

years  we  finally  find  ourselves  referring  to  it  as 
home.  The  boys  are  in  seventh  and  ninth  grades  and 

involved  in  all  the  usual  things,  and  that  means  that  I 

am  doing  lots  of  chaufeurring!  Jim  is  vice  president 
of  a  small  manufacturing  company  which  brings  the 

fringe  benefit  of  my  tagging  along  to  interesting 

cities  to  conventions.  I'm  directing  a  good  part  of 
my  efforts  this  year  toward  a  Day  Care  Center  for 

the  Elderly  and  a  Physical  Fitness  Course  at  the  local 

college." 
Mary  Ann  Martucci  Baker  is  engrossed  in  caring 

for  Susanna  and  watching  her  grow  but  she  has  much 

to  report  as  well.  Mary  Ann  says  of  Toronto,  "I  can't 
think  of  any  city  where  I'd  rather  live.  It's  full  of  art, 
theater,  music,  and  all  manner  of  quaint  ethnic 

restaurants  and  shops."  Pre-Susanna,  Mary  Ann  was 
a  full-time  student  in  studio  arts  —  pottery.  She  had 
a  show  with  two  other  potters  and  has  her  own 

studio.  She  hopes  to  get  back  to  her  pottery  when 

she  finishes  her  current  assignment  coordinating  a 

program  for  students  majoring  in  social  research  at  a 
local  community  college.  Sue  Allardice  Neff  visited 

the  Bakers  last  August.  "She  came  just  in  time  to 
help  my  husband  get  ready  for  a  canoe  trip  in 
northern  Ontario.  She  was  really  terrific.  Their 

menus  were  thanks  to  Sue's  expertise  in  camping  and 

outdoor  cooking." Ruth  McMillen  writes  that  she  is  teaching  fifth 

grade  in  the  Fox  Chapel  Area  School  District.  This 

year  she  has  Fran  Venardos  Gialamas'  youngest 
daughter,  Elena,  in  her  class  so  she  sees  Fran  quite 
often.  She  visited  Hawaii  for  her  second  consecutive 

summer.  Then  she  spent  two  weeks  on  a  cattle  ranch 
in  the  foothills  of  the  Ozarks  in  Arkansas.  Ruth 

enjoys  her  apartment  on  the  bank  of  the  Allegheny 

River  —  where  she  can  fish  directly  from  the  dock. 
Sallie  McQuiston  Schneider  reported  that  1974 

was  not,  for  her,  a  particularly  easy  year.  It  began 

sadly  with  the  sudden  death  of  her  father  in  January 
and  that  same  month,  her  oldest  daughter  was  ill 

with  pneumonia.  It  was  also  her  first  year  teaching  at 

the  Junior  High  in  the  Shawnee  Mission  District.  But 

1975  promises  to  be  brighter.  She  and  Bob  are 

remodeling  their  older  home  and  redecorating  it  in 

Williamsburg  style.  She  loves  teaching  90  enthusias- 
tic 9th  graders  Unified  Studies  (Social  Studies  and 

English).  Her  daughters  are  ages  14  and  12.  Sallie 
reminds  us  that  if  we  travel  through  K.C.,  a  place  is 

always  ready  for  us. 

Carol  Parker  Berkman,  another  Pittsburgher,  re- 

ports that  she  is  primarily  busy  with  her  two  daugh- 
ters, Ellen  and  Marjorie,  8  and  4.  She  also  enjoys 

playing  tennis  and  experimenting  with  various  art 
classes.  She  serves  as  a  board  member  for  the  Colfax 

Elementary  School  and  the  Tree  of  Life  Young 
Adults. 

Carol!  Ritter  Bowers  and  her  husband  Emmett,  in 

addition  to  teaching  in  Texas,  are  busy  with  the 

Dallas  Council  for  Foreign  Visitors  and  do  volunteer 

work  at  a  Travelers'  Aid  desk  at  the  local  airport. 
They  also  work  with  the  international  students  at 

the  University  of  Dallas  and  are  a  host  family  for  a 
student  from  India. 

Elayne  J.  Rosen  exclaimed  about  changes  at  the 

Chatham  campus:  "Only  yesterday  I  went  to 
Chatham  to  deliver  some  questionnaires  in  connec- 

tion with  an  agency  study  we  are  doing.  Lo  and 

behold,  the  parking  lot  is  now  the  site  of  the  library 

and  the  road  leading  to  it,  a  pair  of  steps.  What  a 

shock!"  Elayne  is  working  with  the  United  Jewish 
Federation  in  Pittsburgh  and  is  involved  in  Social 

Planning  and  Research.  She  is  also  director  for  the 

speakers'  bureau  and  works  with  an  urban  affairs 

committee.  She  is  still  an  avid  tennis  player  —  "I'm 
in  style  now,"  she  quipped. 

Jeannette  Roux  Seaman  has  experienced  a  very 

adventurous  year:  "In  May  we  bought  and  moved 
into  a  three-unit  apartment  building  ...  we  just 
about  had  time  to  throw  dishes  into  cupboards  when 

in  July  we  dashed  off  to  Germany  for  six  weeks.  If  it 

weren't  for  the  actuality  of  nine  trays  of  slides,  I'd 
still  think  it  was  a  dream.  The  constant  living  rela- 

tionship with  the  German  students  added  great 

depth  to  the  three  weeks  we  were  counselors  for  the 

exchange  students.  Then  we  spent  three  weeks  on 

our  own  in  Holland,  southern  Germany  and  Switzer- 

land. Jeannette  teaches  in  a  K-1  Transition  program 
which  she  feels  has  proven  a  worthy  way  of  helping 

the  educationally  handicapped  child  who  does  not 

fall  into  the  multitude  of  special  education  classes. 

Elinor  Roeger  Nyhus  and  Paul  plus  children 

(Chip,  8;  Wendy,  7,  Eric,  5;  and  Christina,  2)  arrived 
in  Paris  in  August  and  are  now  settled  in  a  very 

convenient  apartment  in  town.  Elly  writes  that  Paris 
has  an  endless  choice  of  activities  and  though  they 

are  sure  they  can  only  "scratch  the  surface"  in  their 
three-year  tour,  they  are  enjoying  it  all  tremen- 

dously. "On  home  leave  last  summer,"  Elly  adds, 
"we  had  many  good  times  with  Marie  Smith  Smith 

and  her  family." Alma  Salvetti  Jennings  and  Brook  with  daughter 

Kathy,  9,  and  son  B.  J.,  6,  moved  last  October  to 
State  College  where  Brook  is  heading  up  a  consulting 

group  which  deals  with  drug  and  alcohol  problems 

and  programs  and  other  human  services  delivery 
systems.  Though  Alma  hopes  eventually  to  begin  a 
few  courses  at  the  University,  for  now  she  is  catching 

up  on  sewing  and  needlepoint  and  driving  the 

children  to  ice-skating  and  art  lessons.  She  is  in- 
terested in  getting  together  with  other  classmates  in 

her  area. 

Irene  Wilbar  Appleyard  says  hello  to  everyone. 

She  and  her  husband  Milt  sing  in  a  church  choir  and 

she  is  taking  a  class  two  nights  a  week.  She  is  also 

fairly  active  in  the  League  of  W°rnen  Voters  in 

Hershey,  PA.  The  children's  activities  keep  her  busy: 
David,  14,  is  training  their  golden  retriever  at  dog 

training  class;  Jennifer  (10)  is  busy  with  her  Suzaki 
violin  lessons;  and  Ann  (12)  keeps  them  all 

organized. 

Sandra  Wagner  Gross  has  two  boys  —  ages  6  and 
9.  She  and  her  husband  took  them  to  Israel  last 

spring.  They  were  splendid  travelers  and  they  all  had 

a  grand  time.  Sandy  says,  "Unlike  all  of  my  friends,  I 
have  not  returned  to  work.  I  keep  busy  as  Chairman 
of  the  Evanston  Planning  Commission,  playing  a  lot 

of  tennis  and  skiing  now  and  then."  She  enjoys  the 
advantages  of  a  university  community  and  has  just 

taken  two  courses  —  one  in  Russian  literature  and 

one  in  Shakespearean  tragedy  at  Northwestern.  She 

sees  Lillian  Kubrick  Miller  frequently  (their  sons  are 

"best  friends"),  and  she  ran  into  Angela  Blumberg 
Levinstein  recently. 

At  Christmas,  I  corresponded  with  Marcia  Fallon 

who  really  is  a  marvelous  endorsement  for  Florida. 

She  enjoys  the  climate  and  activities  very  much. 

This  year  I  have  tried  to  include  some  basic 
information  that  may  have  slipped  a  memory  here 

and  there.  One  of  the  most  satisfying  things  about 

this  "chore"  is  realizing  that  though  years  pass,  the 
common  denominator  that  drew  each  of  us  to 

Chatham  almost  twenty  years  ago  still  exists  —  call  it 
commitment  or  values  or  whatever.  Perhaps  it  is  the 
mark  of  our  liberal  arts  background  but  none  of  you 

who  replied  can  be  classified  as  apathetic  or  un- 
concerned. Each  of  us  seems  to  be  working  to  do 

what  we  can  where  we  are  to  use  the  talents  and 

education  we  have.  That  makes  me  proud  of  the 

Class  of  '59  and  of  Chatham,  in  general.  But  I  might 
not  have  attended  that  1974  reunion  either  if  I 

hadn't  developed  a  new  appreciation  and  respect  for 
what  Chatham  is  doing  right  now.  Last  March  I  had 

the  good  fortune  and  pleasure  to  meet  and  be  in- 
spired by  Dr.  Lorraine  Morgan  who  is  chairman  of 

the  Education  Department.  That  experience  spurred 

me  on  to  attend  the  reunion  and  to  seize  an  oppor- 
tunity to  proclaim  that  I  am  a  graduate  of  Chatham 
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i  ollegel 

No  class  hows  w.i',  received  from  Sue  Aliardice 
Neff  in  lime  to  be  ini  iuded  in  this  issue. 

1961 Marianne  Byrn  Caple 
30408  Oceanaire  Drive 

Rancho  Palos  Verdes,  CA  90024 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan 
(Mrs.  Jon  G.) 

134  Main  Streel 

North-field,  MA  01360 
Donna  Lange 

724  Edwards  Avenue 

Belle  Vernon,  PA   15012 

Joyce  Teegardin 
910  Quay  Avenue,  Apt.  D 

Columbus,  OH    43212 

LOST 

Benita  Acheson 

Eila  Foster  Amdur 
Joan  Levine  Gilder 

BIRTH 

Marjorie  Hanson  Honig,  a  son,  December  29,  1974 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret  T.   Brenneman,  4508  Bucktail  Drive,  Alli- 
son Park,  PA    15101 

Martha  Bulkley  Hostetter,  Jr.  (Mrs.  Robert  F.),  5102 

Brookview  Drive,  Washington,  DC   20016 

Harriette   Cohen  Turndorf  (Mrs.),  354   E.  83rd  St., 

Apt.  2G,  New  York,  NY    10028 
Marilyn  Eckert  Winters  (Mrs.  Albert),  29  rue  Charles 

Bemont,  78290  Croissy  sur  Seine,  France 

Marie    Elson    Kilcarr    (Mrs.    J.    E.j,    3166   20th   St., 

Arlington,  VA   22204 

Carol   Ewing  Goff  (Mrs.    David  B.),  201   Huntington 

Drive,  Colonial  Heights,  VA   23834 

Gail     Farnum    McGuire    (Mrs.    Timothy    W.),    5394 
Wilkins  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15217 

Ruth    M.   Jones,  314  N.  Aiken  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA    15206 

Joan   Koerner  Greenfield   (Mrs.   Arthur),   1400  Heri- 
tage Road,  Centerville,  OH    45459 

Shirley    Lewis    Minner    (Mrs.),    6457    Grosse   Drive, 

Cieveland.OH  44142 

Barbara  Neilan  Franciosa  (Mrs.  Joseph),  3000  Major 

Circle,  Golden  Valley,  MN    55422 

Barbara  Paull,   5840  Elwood  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15232 

Barbara  Pings  Rawley  (Mrs.  Wayne),  2213  H  Street, 
Iowa  City,  IA    52240 

Anne  Putnam  Mallinson  (Mrs.  William  H.),  17  Rox- 
bury  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15221 

Karen  Tiedy  Ream,  3880  Crisswell  Drive,  Columbus, 
OH   43220 

Marianne  reporting: 

Robin  Askin  DeKleine  is  now  teaching  piano 

lessons  five  days  a  week  since  the  purchase  of  a  baby 

grand.  The  rest  of  her  time  is  spent  remodeling  her 

home,  reading,  and  chauffering  their  three  kids!  That 

is,  when  they  aren't  camping  and  traveling. 
Sad  news  comes  from  Susan  Engel  Golden  who 

lost  her  father  very  suddenly  in  March,  1974.  Other- 
wise they  are  all  well.  Susan  is  on  the  elementary 

PTA  Board,  works  with  the  Girl  Scouts  and  Temple 

Sisterhood.  Again  this  summer,  she  will  teach  adult 
beginners  to  swim. 

Barbara  Easton  Marks  has  completed  her  master's 
equivalency  in  Early  Childhood  Education  and  is 

continuing  to  teach  kindergarten,  which  she  thor- 

oughly enjoys  after  several  years  at  the  junior  high 

level.  The  Marks  have  completely  renovated  the  first 

floor  of  their  home  and  are  looking  forward  to  a 
relaxing  summer  of  travel  and  children. 

Travelers  take  note!  Suburban  Paris  is  the  new 

home  for  Marilyn  Eckert  Winters  since  Al  is  now 

manager  of  engineering  operations  for  the  U.K.  and 

Europe.  They  welcome  visitors  to  make  use  of  their 

best  investment  -  a  sofa  bed!  Marilyn  says  French  is 
tres  difficile  but  they  like  France  very  much.  Many 

things  are  different  (but  not  necessarily  wrong!)  and 

many  are  the  same. 
Our  news  is  another  move;  this  lime  to  sunny 

southern  California  where  I'm  really  enjoying  the 
tennis  and  out  of  doors.  We  love  having  a  pool,  when 

we  have  time.  I'm  working  part-time  in  the  chemis- 
try department  at  U.C. L.A.  doing  research  on 

chlorophyll  and  photosynthesis  for  an  X-ray  crystal- 
lographer.  I  just  had  a  chat  with  Sam  Spelke  and  we 
will   have  our  first  reunion   in    15  years  over  lunch. 

Jess  reporting: 

Given  the  economic  situation  today  as  well  as  the 

strong  career  drive  many  women  now  have,  a  pay- 
check is  more  and  more  frequently  a  necessary  ad- 

junct to  female  self-respect.  The  only  unfortunate 
result  is  that  many  really  worthwhile  causes  and 

organizations  desperately  need  unpaid  help.  So  it 
was  nice  to  hear  from  Mary  Booth  Fassett  Roberts 

that  she  is  still  happy  and  content  in  the  volunteer 
sector.  She  sits  on  the  Boards  of  the  Art  Museum, 

the  church  Altar  Guild,  and  the  Community  Con- 

certs, and  is  the  Chairperson  of  the  Elmira  Commit- 
tee for  Project  Hope, 

By  the  same  token  Suby  Hocker  Ballay  is  another 

volunteer  who  believes  that  involvement  is  impor- 
tant. Her  commitment  is  to  creative  drama  which  she 

teaches  in  a  volunteer  capacity  both  at  her  church 

and  in  the  public  schools.  Our  sympathy  is  ex  tended 

to  Suby  and  her  family  since  the  death  of  her  father 
on  December  20,  1974. 

Hallelujah!  Another  member  heard  from.  After 

fourteen  years  of  silence  comes  a  nice  note  from 
Glorianne  Hubert  Robbi.  First  of  all,  she  has  three 

children:  Denise  (7),  an  adopted  son  Jeremy  (SYs), 

and  an  adopted  daughter  Nelia  (1).  "In  addition  to 
husband,  children,  goats,  cats,  tropical  fish,  and  dog, 

I  fritter  away  the  rest  of  the  time  co-editing  a  free 
monthly,  township  newspaper  which  has  citizen 

reporting  on  all  municipal  and  Board  of  Education 

meetings.  I  am  working  on  the  local  Bicentennial 

Committee,  too.  In  a  really  male  chauvinist  part  of 

this  country  I  am  recently  second  alternate  on  the 

township  Planning  Board,  and  the  only  woman. 

Women  are  not  really  equal  (here)  yet,  but  we're 

working  on  it." I  was  really  amazed  to  find  that  only  one  of  my 

respondents  (and  there  were  only  four,  hardly  a 

representative  sample  of  anything)  was  "gainfully 

employed"  as  they  say  in  the  vernacular.  Sue 
Scheiner  Druskin,  along  with  mothering  Michael  (6) 

and  Lori  (5),  also  works  three  days  a  week  as  a  social 

worker  for  the  Minneapolis  Public  Schools.  And  for 

relaxation  in  winter  she  plays  indoor  tennis. 

With  regard  to  my  own  perspective,  I  am  basi- 
cally at  home  with  Gerry  (5)  and  Ned  (2).  My 

"outside"  activities  include  singing  with  the  sym- 
phony chorus,  the  League  of  Women  Voters,  and  the 

town  Historical  Society,  all  of  which  take  up  what 

little  slack  there  is  in  my  time.  I  have  also  managed 

to  get  rid  of  most  of  my  embarrassment  regarding 

seven  years  of  higher  education  and  two  degrees  that 

have  not  prompted  me  to  rush  into  the  job  market. 

It  is  truly  remarkable  that  the  liberation  movement 
often  forces  those  who  do  not  work  to  make  excuses 

for  their  choice.  And  it  seems  to  me  that  our  society 
will  not  be  rid  of  sexism  until  such  decisions  on  the 

part  of  either  sex  stop  evoking  the  wide  range  of 
defense  mechanisms  evident  now. 

Donna  reporting: 

Back  in  school  (this  time  for  graduate  work)  and 
enjoying  it  is  Paula  Keizler  Cramer.  She  enrolled  in 

Bryn  Mawr's  School  of  Social  Work  and  Social  Re- 
search. Area  of  study  —  community  organization. 

Carol  Lemke  Keil  writes:  "Nothing  new.  We 

managed  to  stop  at  Dottie  Seif  Kapp's  on  our  way 
from  Butler  to  Pittsburgh  during  the  holidays.  We 

enjoyed  seeing  her  and  the  boys." 
From  Shirley  Lewis  Minner  comes  news  that  she 

and  husband  Gene  were  involved  in  an  encounter- 

sensitivity  group.  The  Minners  have  since  parted. 
The  Worthington  Company  where  Judy  Luttropp 

is  employed  moved  into  larger  quarters  at  the  end  of 

last  year.  "We're  still  in  Fairfield,  New  Jersey 

though,"  says  Judy.  "It's  going  to  be  a  really  nice 

place,  but  it's  been  one  long  headache  for  everyone. 
With  a  small  operation  like  ours  (12  people  in  all), 

everyone  has  to  do  a  lot  of  different  things  —  but 

then  that's  what  I  like  about  it!  Strangely  encH 
even  with  the  economy  in  such  a  mess,  our  || 

cialized  heavy  machinery  products  —  turbines,  (II 
pressors  —  have  been  very  good  for  the  last  year.U 

we're  booked  through  '75."  Judy  traveled  to  ( 
Hatteras  last  spring  and  Chincoteague  (off 

Virginia-Maryland  coast)  in  September. 
Jacqueline  Nadolny  Rosenberger  and  hust 

Karl  sound  quite  content.  Writes  Jackie:  "Scot"1 
in  first  grade  and  Todd  will  be  ready  for  nur 
school  next  year.  Last  year  we  had  a  little  gai 

and  did  some  canning  for  the  first  time.  We  I 

some  grape  vines  and  even  made  jelly.  We  also  ha 

weekly  Bible  study  in  our  home,  and  Karl  and  I 

chairing  the  Evangelism  Committee  at  church." 
Moving  to  Minneapolis,  Minnesota  last  Aui 

were  Barbara  Neilan  Franciosa  and  husband  Jost 

who's  a  cardiologist.  Barb  works  full  time  in 
Department  of  Medicine,  St.  Paul-Ramsey  Hosr. 
and  also  has  an  appointment  as  assistant  professol 

the  Department  of  Medicine,  University  of  Mir. 
sota  medical  school.  Last  October  she  was  certii 

as  a  diplomate  in  the  sub-specialty  of  hematology 

the  American  Board  of  Internal  Medicine.  "Wtl 

taking  up  cross-country  skiing,"  she  says. 
Yours  truly  is  kept  extremely  busy  writing 

Tribune-Review,  Greensburg.  The  largest  daily  ne 
paper  in  Westmoreland  County,  we  began  a  Sunt 

edition  last  May  which  means  work,  work,  wo 

But  that's  what  I  prefer.  I've  had  time,  however, 
trips  to  the  Thousand  Islands,  New  England,  John 

Kennedy  Center  for  the  Performing  Arts  in  Wash! 
ton,  DC  and  Disney  World.  All  provided  me  w 

enough  copy  for  some  feature  articles.  Besides  w 

ing  women's  news  and  entertainment,  I  do  a  wee 
restaurant  column.  What  with  all  the  good  food, 

soon  have  to  go  to  Weight  Watchers. 

Joyce  reporting: 

Complete  consensus  was  reached  on  the  way 

improve  our  reunions  —  improve  our  attendan 
Those  of  us  who  did  attend  all  report  havinj 

wonderful  time,  and  several  mention  being  deligh 

with  the  opportunity  to  see  the  new  buildings.  C 
thanks  to  Jean  Thonen  Nickel  and  family  for  tr 

hospitality,  enabling  us  to  have  our  "after  reunic 
party!  Jean  reminds  all  of  us  who  missed  out  I 

summer  that  our  next  opportunity  is  in  1976,  i 

1 5th  year  reunion. 

Barbara  Pings  Rawley  says  "hi"  and  reports"' 
much  news  to  relate  it  all."  Arlene  Sinkus  Le 
sends  "best  regards  to  all."  Anne  Putnam  Mallin: 
reports  that  Bell  Telephone  transferred  Bill  to  Pi 
burgh.  Karen  Tiedy  Ream  tells  us  that  Bob  \ 
transferred  to  Columbus  where  Karen  is  substit 

teaching  secondary  science. 

Family  expansion  is  in  the  news  for  two  of 

Dorothy  Sief  Kapp  reports  the  Kapps  are  rea 

enjoying  their  red- headed  addition  while  Nar 
Wright  Bate  reports  that  in  addition  to  the  three 
home,  ages  8,  10  and  12,  there  are  now  two 
college.  Marilou  Querns  found  the  new  buildings 

campus  very  impressive  when  she  stopped  by  in 

almost  trans-continental  auto  trip  last  summ 

Marilou  says  she  "could  not  resist  showing 

Chatham  and  its  campus  to  a  fellow  traveler."  £ 
celebrated  her  seventh  anniversary  with  the  airlii 

and  still  loves  flying  AA  International  CaribbE 

routes.  Figure  skating  has  been  added  to  Marilo 
home  activities.  She  indicates,  however,  that  : 

does  not  expect  to  be  ready  for  next  year's  Olymi Games. 

Carroll  Spelke  Smaltz  reports  Connie,  Carrie,  a 
Jennie  are  fine  and  doing  all  the  usual  things 

their  respective  age  groups.  Sam  also  reports  that  < 
went  into  partnership  in  Barr/Smaltz,  a  public  re 

tions  firm.  The  firm's  clients  are  primarily  in  the  a 

but  include  Sam's  former  employer,  the  Hunting! 
Library.  Sam  indicates  she  loves  the  new  busine 

challenges,  ideas,  and  people  and,  considering  1 
times,  Barr/Smaltz  is  surviving  pretty  well.  S 

admits  that  sharing  with  "starving  artists"  can  bi 
problem  at  times. 

Elizabeth  Waite  went  to  Panama  City,  Florii 
for  another  Beach  Mission,  New  Orleans,  and  N 

England  in  her  travels.  She  is  teaching  in  a  n 

middle  school  —  7th  and  8th  grades  —  where 
conditioning,  carpeting,  the  absence  of  bells  a 
doors  make  teaching  a  new  experience. 
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Sally  Williams  Vasse  reports  she  is  still  working  in 

the  Medical  Library  of  Hurley  Medical  Center  and  in 

the  Parish  Library  at  Christ  Church,  where  her  work 

required  new  skills  after  a  disastrous  church  fire. 

Sally  finds  work  on  the  Christian  Education  Com- 
mittee and  the  parent-teacher  committee  developing 

a  program  to  integrate  all  the  arts  into  the  curricu- 
lum of  two  schools  both  stimulating  and  challenging. 

Her  comment  on  the  latter  includes,  "Hooray  for  the 

Chatham  Arts  Course!"  She  continues  to  teach, 
study  and  play  the  flute.  The  Vasses  enjoyed  a  brief 
visit  with  Marianne  Byrn  Caple,  Chuck,  and  son  John 

in  Michigan  at  Christmas  time. 

Am  sorry  that  my  move  from  Dayton  to  Colum- 
bus and  related  problems  reduced  our  news  gathering 

time.  Hope  we  will  do  better  next  year  with  more 

time  to  get  news  to  the  RECORDER. 

1963 Nancy  Beach 
18  Starrs  Palin  Road 

Danbury,  CT   06810 

Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw 
(Mrs.  LeeN.) 

300  East  74th  Street,  #4-C 
New  York,  NY    10021 

Martha  McCallister  Thaeler 

(Mrs.  Bruce  K.) 

462  Cole  Drive 

Solar  Heights 

Meadville,  PA    16335 

Jane  Alexander  Givens 

(Mrs.  Jane  A.) 

2057-C  Randy  Scott  Drive 
Miamisburg,  OH    45342 

JBIRTHS 

jRebecca   Albright   Duncan,   a   son,  Matthew,  March 
J  28,  1974 

Elissa     Karp     Hirsh,    a    daughter,    Amanda    Carole, 
;  August  11,  1974 

LOST 

.Annette  Frank  Fisch 

Lois  McCune  Flowers 

Lucy  Resnick  Derechin 

.Virginia  Wade  Lieber 

ySusan  Wilson 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Margaret    R.   Conner,  Box   561,  Manchester  Center, 

J VT  05255 
Mary  Ann  Conti  Sheline  (Mrs.  James  E.),  3101  Cart- 
wright  Drive,  Raleigh,  NC   27612 

Rachel    Gorr    Johnson    (Mrs.    Theodore),    R.D.    #1, 

'West  Alexander,  PA    1  5376 
aue  Hill   Warner  (Mrs.    Edward  A.),    1600  Sherburg 
I  Court,  Raleigh,  NC   27606 

Sue  Johnson  Dyer  (Mrs.  Paul),  1   Chase  Street,  Brat- 

.'  tleboro,  VT   05301 
Vlickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  (Mrs.  Stephen  J.), 

4130  Round  Hill  Road,  Arlington,  VA  22207 

llacquelyn    Ketterer   Smith    (Mrs.    M.    Bruce),   Rt.   2, 
.  Box  36,  Nashport,  OH   43830 

Barbara   Laikin  Funkenstein  (Mrs.   Daniel   L.),  5484 

j  Coral  Reef  Avenue,  LaJolla,  CA  92037 
Helen   Moed,   2111    North  Cleveland  Ave.,  Chicago, 

|  IL  60614 
iandy    Mollenauer,    Psychology    Dept. ,    San    Diego 
;.  State  University,  San  Diego,  CA   921 1 5 

para   Norris   Missen    (Mrs.    David),   c/o  Manlzy,  410 
j  Charlton  Ave.,  South  Orange,  NJ   07079 
)iane    Phillips    Leatherberry   (Ms.),   3046   Ashwood 
.  Road,  Cleveland,  OH    44120 

Helen  Roesing  Monroe  (Mrs.  Clifton  M.),  3026  El  Ku 
I  Ave.,  Escondido,  CA  92025 

larbara    Sandrovich    Carver    (Mrs.    David),   80   Park 
.Avenue,  New  York,  NY    10016 

-illian   Steiner    Levine   (Mrs.    Stephen),  3230  Chad- 

[  bourne  Road,  Shaker  Heights,  OH   441 20 
dancy  Welsh  Lees  (Mrs.  Joseph),  11  Lynwood  Drive, 

[Vienna,  WV   26105 

Jancy  Beach  reporting: 
So  much    has   been   said   in  recent  RECORDER 

sues  about   the   lack  of  relevance  in  much  of  the 

class  news.  This  year,  in  the  letter  1  sent  out  to  my 
part  of  our  class,  I  asked  that  perhaps  we  should 

look  at  reported  births,  marriages,  etc.  as  simply  vital 

statistics  —  surely  as  friends  we  all  like  to  keep  up 

with  such  events?  And  try  to  relate  any  "relevance" 
to  the  general  news  section.  I  asked  for  some  ideas, 

reactions  and  gut  feelings  about  being  a  woman 

today  —  and  although  the  response  was  not  over- 
whelming, the  letters  I  received  were  all  thoughtful 

—  and  thought  provoking. 

From  Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle:  "I  think  that  the 
emphasis  should  be  on  those  things  that  we  find 

important  in  our  lives.  If  we  have  pertinent  statistics 

we  will  continue  to  report  them  —  I  used  to  feel  that 
the  questionnaire  put  too  much  emphasis  on  them 

and  That  the  "additional  comments"  was  of  minor 
importance.  I  think  the  time  may  be  ripe  to  re- 

activate the  RECORDER  "Feedback"  section  which 
died  from  lack  of  interest.  .  .  child  rearing  will  oc- 

cupy only  a  small  portion  of  our  adult  lives  and  most 

of  us  will  go  on  to  other  things.  (Quite  honestly,  the 

pre-school  years  were  very  trying  for  me,  especially 
in  the  semi-isolation  of  Rhinebeck.)  I  think  that  the 

"burp  of  a  baby"  is  going  to  figure  less  in  future 
class  news  and  that  more  of  us  will  be  joining  those 
women  who  work  outside  the  home.  There  are  great 

opportunities  and  challenges  ahead  for  all  of  us  .  .  . 

one  of  the  strengths  of  Chatham  is  the  individuality 

of  its  alumnae  and  their  varied  interests."  Meg  goes 
on  to  report  that  she  is  still  tutoring  on  the  third  and 

fourth  grade  level,  doing  volunteer  work  at  the  town 

library,  joined  the  board  of  directors  of  the  Planned 

Parenthood  League  of  Dutchess  County  and  works 

at  one  of  their  clinics,  and  is  taking  a  bookkeeping 

course.   [Ed.  note  —  see  "Feedback"  column.] 

Billie  Walcutt  Burg  writes  "This  is  the  most 
exciting  time  in  history  to  be  a  female  .  .  .  now  we 
have  a  chance  to  help  bring  about  the  true  human 

equality  Christ  came  to  teach  us  about.  Our  family  is 

working  for  these  goals  in  several  ways  —  working 
for  the  ratification  of  the  Equal  Rights  Amendment 

here  in  Florida  against  incredible  opposition;  work- 
ing with  the  Childbirth  and  Parent  Education  League 

of  our  county  —  and  have  just  had  labor  and  delivery 
rooms  open  to  trained  fathers,  working  to  make  the 

governing  body  of  our  church  more  democratic; 

working  in  many  ways  to  provide  trained  counseling 

for  troubled  people  at  a  price  they  can  afford.  And 

with  our  children  —  Betsy  6,  Brian  3  —  trying  to  set 
the  examples  ourselves.  Every  day  is  full  to  the  brim 

and  exciting." 
From  Dianne  Rubin  Newman:  "Chatham  is  in 

the  forefront  of  innovative  education  .  .  .  and  we 

should  be  more  innovative  and  not  let  the  RE- 

CORDER be  just  a  gossip  sheet.  Chatham  got  so 

many  of  us  on  the  right  track  .  .  .  Volunteerism  is 

my  bag  —  but  it  may  not  be  for  someone  else  or  for 
that  matter  mine  forever.  The  point  is  that  whatever 

we  choose,  the  options  exist  and  it  is  our  obligation 

to  seek  the  options  we  choose  to  exercise." 
From  Ellen  Block  Blumenthal:  "I  haven't  written 

in  for  the  RECORDER  for  a  while  because  I  didn't 

really  seem  to  'fit'  with  the  vital  statistics  that  were 
being  stressed  —  no  engagements,  marriage,  new 
babies.  My  life  has  changed  considerably,  however, 

in  the  last  few  years.  Mickey  and  I  have  been  separ- 

ated for  a  year  and  one-half.  I've  gotten  my  M.A.  in 
psych,  and  am  working  full  time  as  a  school  psych- 

ologist in  Baltimore  city,  teaching  part  time  at  a 

local  community  college.  Being  on  my  own  has  been 

a  real  eye-opener  as  far  as  learning  about  myself  and 

how  I  cope.  Although  it's  lonely  at  times,  I've  found 
that  I  don't  really  need  to  depend  on  other  people  to 

make  me  happy.  It's  a  good  feeling  to  know  you  can 
make  it  on  your  own.  My  girls  are  6  and  10  now 

...  I  must  admit,  they  help  a  lot." 

And  from  Margie  Conner:  "I'd  like  to  hear  more 
about  different  life  styles.  Are  there  any  alumnae 

who,  like  myself,  have  chosen  not  to  have  children7 

I'm  living  happily  with  the  man  I  love,  and  because 

we  don't  plan  to  have  children,  we  feel  marriage  is 

unnecessary." In  my  letter,  I  also  said  that  I  felt  that  the  news 

I'd  received  from  the  class  of  '63  over  the  years 
showed  that  a  lot  of  the  class  was  concerned  with 

more  than  just  the  burp  of  a  baby.  Becky  Albright 

Duncan  took  me  to  task  I  Here's  a  part  of  her  lengthy 

reply:  "Your  repeated  calls  for  'relevance'  rather 
than  the  mere  'statistics'  .  .  .  continue  to  annoy  me. 

Since  our  graduation  the  'statistics'  of  my  life  have 
been  the  most  relevant  and  most  important  experi- 

ences for  me  —  a  marriage,  the  deaths  of  my  parents, 

a  divorce,  a  second  marriage  (which  is  a  most  agree- 
able full-time  job),  a  miscarriage,  and  most  recently, 

the  birth  of  our  first  child.  Your  quip  about  the 

mere  'burp  of  a  baby'  to  someone  with  my  history 
comes  as  a  thoughtless  and  ill-considered  remark. 
Have  you  ever  thought  how  welcome  that  burp  and 

the  24-hour-a-day  responsibility  that  goes  with  it  are 
to  those  of  us  who  have  desperately  wanted  children 

and  for  one  reason  or  another  didn't  have  them7 

Please  try  to  understand  that  while  I  don't  think  my 
brain  has  disintegrated  ...  I  believe  my  life  today 

has  as  much,  if  not  more,  meaning  than  the  lives  of 

my  career-political-social  work-oriented  sisters.  It's 
not  the  stuff  of  impressive  alumnae  magazine  copy, 

but  the  stuff  of  life  for  many  of  us  who  like  it  this 

way  .  .  .  many  of  us  lead  what  have  been  represented 

to  be  very  commonplace  lives  —  lives  which  are 

meaningful  and  joyous  nonetheless.  Henceforth,  I'll 
not  trouble  you  or  your  readers  with  boring  statistics 

or  glowing  reports  of  how  much  we  love  the  baby, 

how  much  we  enjoy  the  dog,  or  how  lush  our  vege- 

table patch  is.  Unless  you  hear  otherwise,  you'll 

know  that  this  life-style  continues,  for  we  wouldn't 

want  it  any  other  way." 
I'm  sorry  that  Becky  inferred  any  negative 

thoughts  in  my  letter  —  but  I  am  grateful  to  her  for 
taking  the  time  to  write  such  a  thought-full  reply. 
Because  I  (Nancy  Beach),  have  not  yet  had  the 
chance  to  add  to  the  vital  statistics  or  lead  what 

Becky  thinks  some  of  us  feel  is  a  "commonplace 
life,"  I  find  it  interesting,  encouraging  and  perhaps  a 
mite  envy-making  to  hear  from  women  who  joyously 

greet  the  responsibilities  of  children  and  family.  I 

hope  that  Becky  reconsiders,  and  next  year  will 

share  more  of  her  point  of  view  with  us.  And  thanks 

to  all  of  you  who  wrote  such  marvelous  letters.  I 
confess  I  had  to  edit  a  bit  for  space  and  to  prevent 

repetitions  —  so  if  I  might  have  misquoted  a  bit, 

please  forgive.  To  the  rest  of  you  who  didn't  reply, 
we're  all  looking  forward  to  your  comments  and 
ideas  next  time  around. 

Fender  reporting: 

Once  again  I  am  disappointed  in  the  few  re- 
sponses I  received  to  my  requests  for  news.  Never- 
theless, as  always,  it  was  great  fun  to  read  of  the 

doings  of  those  who  did  take  the  time  to  write.  To 

those  of  you  .  .  .  many  thanks. 

Barbara  Kessell  Bloxsom  boggled  my  mind  with 

details  of  her  very  busy  schedule  combining  mother- 
hood for  a  7-year-old  girl  and  two  2Va-year-old  boys 

.  ,  ,  with  work  three  nights  a  week  at  Macy's  in 
Topeka  .  .  .  with  being  a  Brownie  leader.  Barbara 

writes  that  Ray  is  Assistant  City  Attorney  with  his 
own  office  of  Police  Legal  Advisor  which  he  set  up 

with  the  help  of  a  federal  grant. 

It's  back  to  school  for  Ann  Niedermayer  Fox  at 

Pitt  in  the  three-year  Master's  Program  in  Rehabilita- 
tion Counseling.  Two  days  a  week  she  works  at 

Woodville  State  Mental  Hospital  specializing  in  Geri- 

atric Counseling.  Ann  is  obviously  enjoying  the  chal- 
lenge of  being  back  in  school  again  .  .  .  combining 

that  very  busy  schedule  with  the  needs  of  a  growing 

family  of  four  children  ranging  in  age  from  5  to  10. 

The  Foxes  are  now  looking  forward  to  their  annual 

ski  trip  to  Stowe  in  March. 
It  was  wonderful  to  hear  from  Sandy  Mollenauer 

after  all  of  these  years.  Apparently  the  RECORDER 

hasn't  been  reaching  her  either.  Sandy  is  an  Associ- 
ate Professor  at  San  Diego  State  University  in  the 

Psychology  Department.  We  now  have  her  address 
and  trust  she  will  be  able  to  keep  track  of  the  class  as 

we  hope  to  keep  track  of  her. 
Sue  Hunt  Roose  reports  from  Virginia  that  all  the 

Rooses  are  doing  well.  Jack  began  a  new  job  last  July 
as  an  Assistant  Administrator  of  the  Federal  Energy 
Administration.  The  three  children  are  now  in 

second  grade,  kindergarten,  and  a  two-year-old  still 
at  home.  In  her  spare  time  Sue  does  lots  of  sewing, 

helps  out  in  David's  kindergarten  class  and  is  on  the 
committee  which  oversees  two  church  nursery 

schools.  On  weekends  in  the  summer,  the  Rooses  get 

in  their  trailer  and  go  camping.  Sue  and  Jack  vaca- 
tioned in  Russia  right  after  Thanksgiving  and  they 

shared   my   sentiments.  .  .  back  to  Leningrad  soon! 
Sue    Hill    Warner    reports   that   they    moved   last 
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.  house  thai  was  noi  Hi 

fact  '  busy  people 
Amy  is 

irade  and  Robl  ridergai  ten.  Sue 

volunteers  at   the  read    ig  lab    il  Amy's  school  and 
■  |    ibble'  .'iii..  im  irnlngs  ■>  week 

rks  in  Ed's  office.  Another  busy  person. 
Jane  Martin  Gruwo  ml    

,..     harln   lomesti<    ind  cl      I  i     | 

for  Katie  In  ordei  thai  they  may  both  pursue 

i    ,i,  ii    iraduate  pursuits   Jane  is  coi 
ita  on  twins.  The  second  paper  has  just 

■  copied  for  publication;   they   have   finished 

I.  il  '■    much  more 

lata  foi  more  after  this.  Roger  is  studying  the  im- 
pact on  pre-school  children  ol  negative  Income  tax 

i   lymenl     to  parents  and  how  the  changed  economic 
status  of  these  i  imilies  has  affected  the  performance 

«  children  as  measured  by  certain  psychologi- 

itruments.  Leave  it  to  Jane  to  write  a  challeng- 

ing report1  I  had  to  read  it  twice  and  then  get  Lee's 

help!    Roger   is  on   Yale's  Advisory   Committee  for 
Investor    Responsibility.    Yale's  huge  portfolio  not 
withstanding.  .  .  with     proxy    season    approaching, 

>:ry  germane  question  .  .  .  has  Chatham 

College  ever  made  any  statement  as  to  how  it  decides 

how  to  vote  its  proxies  ...  or  does  it  always  support 

lement?   Jane   and    Roger  are  enjoying  being 

"responsible  investors"  .  .  .  food  for  thought  for  all 
of  us. 

Another  very  exciting  note  came  from  Sheila 
Grobe  Rossbach  in  Frankfurt.  I  loved  the  letterhead, 

"Sheila  G.  Rossback  MSW,  ACSW,  CSW  Psycho- 

therapeutische  Beratung"  which  translated  means 

"Psychoanalytically  Oriented  Counseling."  Sheila  is 
in  private  practice  in  Frankfurt .  .  .  with  her  patients 

coming  from  American  military  and  corporates  lo- 
cated there  as  well  as  from  German  families.  In 

between  typing  monthly  bills  on  said  letterhead 
Sheila  described  a  hilarious  routine  with  her  two 

children  (aged  AVi  and  2Va)  .  .  .  playing  old  maid, 

throwing  clothes  in  the  dryer,  making  sauce  for 

banana  splits  for  her  discussion  group  of  German 

colleagues.  Ande  is  an  attorney  also  practicing  in 

Frankfurt.  Sheila's  life  combining  mother/wife/pro- 
fessional is  aboul  as  full  and  challenging  as  they 

come.  One  of  these  days  I  will  have  to  wangle  a 
business  trip  to  Frankfurt  to  see  it  all  for  myself. 

Sally  Mercke  Heym  made  a  good  point  .  .  .  it's 
good  to  read  of  our  classmates  through  the  years. 

But  we  need  more  participation.  Where,  for  instance, 

are  the  lost  class  members  .  .  .  Susan  Popky,  Dina 

Ebel,  Sarah  Meyer  ,  .  and  many  more  whom  I  don't 
recall  having  seen  anything  from  in  these  past  twelve 

years.  How  about  it?  Sally  and  Rick  have  had  a  fun 

year  together  enjoying  Boston,  skiing,  playing  tennis, 

etc.  They  had  a  part  ownership  in  a  Hunan  Restau- 
rant .  .  .  kind  of  Chinese  cooking.  Sal  relates  that 

although  the  restaurant  is  no  longer  —  due  to  the 
demise  of  the  chef  —  he  abandoned  the  scene  and  is 

now  being  charged  with  all  sorts  of  criminal  acts  —  it 
was  a  great  experience.  Faithful  patrons  of  the 
restaurant  were  Barbara  Zitko  Terris  and  husband 
Peter. 

Bravo  to  Sue  Johnson  Dyer  who  so  wonderfully 

responded  to  a  plea.  One  of  the  "lost"  has  been 
found  ...  for  good  I  hope.  It  was  terrific  for  me  to 

read  Sue's  letter  and  catch  up.  After  leaving  Chat- 
ham she  went  to  Katharine  Gibbs  and  then  was  an 

executive  secretary  while  Paul  worked  on  his  Ph.D. 

in  English  at  Indiana.  The  draft  and  baby  intervened 

.  .  .  and  the  next  five  years  were  spent  at  three  prep 

schools.  Paul  scrapped  teaching  and  the  Dyers  moved 
to  Vermont  where  they  have  lived  since.  Sue  has 

been  very  involved  in  the  local  Follow  Through 

Program  —  involving  social  work,  leading  parent 
involvement  workshops,  etc.  She  has  also  just  been 

elected  to  the  school  board.  Paul  is  working  for  a 

wholesale  natural  foods  company.  The  family  is 

growing  ,  ,  .  three  children  ranging  in  age  from  3  to  8 
years.  Great  to  hear  from  you.  Sue.  .  .  and  I  look 
forward  to  more  next  year  and  after. 

It  has  been  a  busy  year  for  theShaws  too.  We're 
now  looking  forward  to  leaving  three  days  from  now 

for  Barbados  for  our  annual  ten-day  R  and  R.  We'll 
miss  Susan  Bradley  Trayser  and  Mac  this  year  but 

will  be  sure  to  send  them  a  post  card.  We  acquired 

our  ihird  farm  on  Owasco  Lake  in  the  Finger  Lake 

area  of  New  York  State.  All  the  farms  are  contiguous 

SO  the  net  result  is  one  bigger  farm.  Lee's  weekend 
gentleman    farming    is  becoming  quite  an    [n 

operation   now   complete   with   tractors,  combines, 
etc.    We   .ire  counting   on   that    time   some 

in    the    very    distant    future    when    we    both 
abandon  New  York  City  and  International  Banking 

and  head  upstate  to  be  full  time  farmers.  It's  been  an 
interesting  yeai  tfoi  those  of  us  who  thrive  on  crises) 

i        I  Exchange    markets.    Euro  currency 

ii  iding  is  beginning  to  put  some  grey  hairs  in  my 

head.  My  only  recontact  with  academia  was  a  lecture 
I       ,.i     it  Wharton  Graduate  School  last  week  ...  a 

1  illenging  situation  for  me  .  .  .  100  graduate 

students  who  had  read  and  researched  Euro  currency 
markets  versus  someone  who  actually  does  it.  Spent 

a  marvelous  two  weeks  in  Peru  in  December  with  the 

nighl  spenl  it  Machu  Picchu  the  lost  city  of  the 

Incas  high  in  the  Andean  Mountains  a  definite  high- 
light. I  have  an  active  spring  planned  for  business 

trips  to  Zurich  and  Brussels  in  April  and  May  .  .  .  and 

to  Texas  to  join  a  panel  discussion  on  the  foreign 
exchange  markets. 

That  is  all  this  year .  .  .  looking  forward  to  find- 
ing more  lost  classmates  next  year.  We  need  all  of 

■your  support.  See  you  in  '76. 

Marty  reporting: 

I  received  replies  from  one-quarter  of  those  con- 
tacted this  year;  everyone  seems  eager  to  hear  news 

of  classmates.  It's  always  fun  to  get  news,  and  I'm 
rather  curious  about  that  silent  majority  out  there 

somewhere.  A  few  people  put  me  in  mind  of  a  letter 
in  a  recent  RECORDER  accusing  it  of  stereotyping 

women  and  reporting  trivia.  The  general  drift  backs 
feminist  movements  but  points  out  that  ardent 

feminists  should  learn  to  accept  and  respect  others' 
feelings  of  worth  and  completeness  as  primarily 

wives,  mothers,  homemakers.  My  own  feeling  is  that 

a  truly  liberal  person  doesn't  react  in  a  biased  man- 
ner to  those  who  find  fulfillment  in  other  ways,  but 

rejoices  in  the  diversity  that  is  one  of  the  great  things 
about  people. 

Pam  Johnson  Fenner  manages  to  be  quite  diverse 

in  and  of  herself.  She  sent  tons  of  news  through 

which  to  sift.  She  has  been  working  to  change  some 

things  in  the  school  system,  and  keeps  in  close  touch 

with  local  politics.  A  church  group  offers  study  and 

speakers  in  various  interesting  topics.  A  myriad  of 

handiwork  projects  keeps  the  housework  from  get- 
ting dull,  and  two  active  daughters  liven  things  up, 

too.  Pam  is  lucky  to  have  a  very  cooperative  family 
with  regard  to  the  housework,  but  even  so  there 

doesn't  seem  to  be  enough  hours  in  the  day.  Paul  is 
presently  working  on  the  Sonoma  County  General 

plan  on  the  "environmental  management  element." 
Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  moved  into  a  new 

home  in  November  and  she's  still  unpacking  —  she'd 
forgotten  how  much  work  it  is  when  coupled  with  a 

job.  They  saw  Mary  Cook  Guy  and  Don,  who  have 
joined  the  ranks  of  the  Washingtonians. 

Judy  Paulsen  Webb  has  no  special  news,  except 

that  they  have  set  a  new  record,  having  spent  two 
consecutive  years  in  one  home. 

Another  new  home  owner  as  of  last  summer  is 

Diane  Phillips  Leatherberry.  She  says  her  transforma- 

tion is  just  about  complete  —  from  single  Washing- 
ton, DC  career  woman  to  Case  Western  Reserve 

faculty  wife. 

Carol  Pike  Maynard  is  enjoying  working  part  time 

as  she  has  been  doing  for  the  past  Vh  years.  The 
regular  routine  with  husband,  children  and  home 
takes  care  of  the  rest  of  the  time. 

Sue  Rockwell  Coen  writes  that  the  past  year  has 

been  a  blessed  one.  Jim  was  promoted  to  major, 

continues  his  job  at  SAC  Headquarters,  and  has 

almost  completed  work  for  his  master's  degree.  Their 
20  years  in  the  Air  Force  are  more  than  half  over. 

Other  than  some  camping  trips,  there  are  the  usual 

activities  of  a  growing  family  with  children  in  third 

grade  and  kindergarten,  and  the  normal  responsi- 
bilities of  wife  and  mother. 

For  me,  Marty,  it  has  been  business  as  usual. 

Bruce's  business  is  still  extant,  and  I'm  still  working 
part  time.  Several  church-related  and  some  com- 

munity activities  conspire  to  keep  me  from  being  a 

complete  homebody.  We  are  still  working  on  the 

house  -  one  never  really  gets  finished.  The  children 
are  both  in  school  now  and  love  it;  and  I  find  more 

time    for    lots  of    reading   and   sewing  projects.   We 

haven't  had  a  real  vacation  since  we  went  into 
ness,  but  took  lots  of  weekend  trips  last  sum 

For  Bruce  and  me  personally,  it  was  quite  simpli 

best  year  of  our  lives  together. 

Jane  reporting: 

Though  this  year's  responses  were  a  bit  me 
I'm  sure  it's  only  because  everyone  is  saving  up 
real  bonanza  in  the  next  RECORDER.  At  any 

it  was  good  hearing  from  those  who  did  answer 

we're  indebted  to  them  for  their  contributior 
our  depleted  class  treasury. 

Judy  Strain  Barton's  activities  have  been  he 
politically-oriented.  Not  only  is  husband  Ric 
Staff  Director  of  the  Postal  Services  Subcomm 

of  the  House  Post  Office  and  Civil  Service  ( 

mittee,  but  they  both  spent  a  lot  of  time 

friend's  Congressional  campaign  last  fall.  The 
ponent,  an  incumbent  with  22  years  in  Con( 

went  down  to  defeat  in  a  55-45%  battle,  Jud 

ports  with  pride.  She's  also  on  a  county  S 
Studies  Curriculum  Advisory  Committee  and 
various  church  activities  with  other  Chathar 

Nanci  Bennett  Thieme,  '62,  and  Sally  T; 

Recinos,  '64. 
Lillian  Steiner  Levine  had  no  particular  new: 

year  but  sent  greetings  —  and  money! 

As  for  me,  Jane  Alexander  Givens,  I've  h 
busy  year  with  lots  of  traveling,  including  a  ter 

trip  to  San  Francisco  and  the  Monterey  Penir 
They  have  to  be  the  most  exciting  city  and  the 

gorgeous  coastline  in  the  world.  Much  of  last 
mer  was  taken  up  with  my  first,  and  probably 

effort  in  amateur  theater.  I  can  only  hope  thee 

tor  didn't  type-cast,  as  I  played  a  deaf,  us 

drunk,  octogenarian  living  in  an  old  folks'  home, 
Here's  hoping  for  a  lot  more  letters  next  yeai 

1965 Susan  Atherton  K 

(I 

1 1 1 04  Saff old 

Reston,  VA  2: 

Joan  Bretz  P 

(Mrs.  Jame 
416  Sterling  I 

Kennilworth,  IL  6' 

Mary  Krein  Hov 
(Mrs.  D 

2165  Chalet  I 
Rochester,  Ml   4 

Beverly  Miller  Bless 

(Mrs.  Keni 
560  North  Main  S 

Imlay  City,  Ml   4: 
BIRTHS 

Carol  Craven  Kratz,  a  daughter.  Erica,  Octobe 
1974 

Beverly   Miller  Blessinger,  a  daughter,  Karen  (v 

April  15,  1974 
Mary   Krein   Howarth,   a  daughter,  Anne   Marc 

September  9,  1974 
Judy  Meub  Haggerty,  a  daughter,  Carole  Eliza 
February  25,  1974 

Virginia   Powell    Hargrave,   a  daughter,  Julie  E 

September  23,  1974. 

LOST 

Patricia  Hammerstein  Goldman 
Karen  C.  Kyam 

Deborah  Potter  Simone 

Judith  A.  Wetlaufer 
Ellen  Wetzel  Mialky 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Penelope  Barley  Wolboldt  (Mrs.  Daniel),  Third 

BDE  Chapel,  Ft.  Leonard  Wood,  MO  65373 

Barbara  Bauman  Larkin  (Mrs.  Jack),  P.O.  Box  2' 
High  Street,  Warren,  MA   01083 

Barbara    Boles,   9940   Robbins   Drive,  Beverly 
CA  90212 

Sally  Brown   Lincoln  (Mrs.  John  B),  18  Normi 
Road,  Dover,  MA   02030 
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isemary    Cesarone,    232   W.    Main    St.,  Somerset, 

'A   15501 
>ris  Damour  Moly,    1055  S.   Race  Street,  Denver, 

)0  80209 

ndra  Ellis  Kercher  (Mrs.  David  M.),  26712  Magda- 
jna  Lane,  Mission  Viejo,  CA   92675 

iren    Fried,    Negev    Institute    for   Arid    Zone    Re- 

2arch,  P.O.  1025,  Beer-Sheva,  Israel 
dith    Haberman    Katz   (Mrs.    Robert),  51    Orchard 

)rive,  Gaithersburg,  MD   20760 

verly  Hamilton  Robinson  (Mrs.),  81 11  East  Beach 

Irive,  Washington,  DC   20012 

Jney-Anne  Hudig,  32  Whites  Avenue,  Watertown, 
1A  02172 

rah   Hendon,  2134   -   38th   St.,  NW,  Washington, 
IC  20007 

ather  Johnston,  304  Park   Lane,  West  Lafayette, 
M  47906 

ida  Lanius  Tomlins  {Mrs.  Jack),  1 1600  Candelaria 

IE,  #4,  Albuquerque,  NM    87112 
lie    Mamolen,    14    Kelly    Road,    Cambridge,    MA 
2139 

irley   McNerney,  804  New  Hampshire  Ave.,  NW, 

/ashington,  DC    20037 

ances    Meyers    Bullis    (Mrs.    Gerald},   805  Taylor, 

armington,  MO   63640 
Vice   L.   Patterson,    17800  SW    109  Place,  Miami, 
L  33157 

rolyn    Quad    Asquith    {Mrs.    Peter    D.),    805-104 
herry  Lane,  East  Lansing,  Ml    48823 

irtha  A.   Repman,  2711  Shawnee  Street,  Philadel- 
hia,  PA   19118 

'ah   Richards  Nurminen  (Mrs.  John  I.),  661   Bear 
ake  Road,  N.  Muskegon,  Ml    49445 

sna  Newell  Rowan,  8  Marlborough  Street,  Boston, 
IA  02116 

ndra  Small,  P.O.  Box  724,  Cape  Coral,  FL   33904 

^ginia  Stretton  Smith   (Mrs.   Douglas  G.),  Rt.  #1, 
ayette.  Ml    49830 
la  Swansen  Cummings  {Mrs.  John),  Rt.  1,  Box  42, 
t.  Paul,  IN   47272 

ideleine   Teviotdale,   3523    Lincoln   Avenue,  Oak- 
md,  CA  94602 

>an  Vansant  Bartz  (Mrs.  Jarold  M.),  650  Aurora 

ve.,  Santa  Barbara,  CA  931 09 

line  B.  Wenger,  5539  Columbia  Pike  #81 2,  Arling- 
)n,  VA  22204 

lrgaret     Whiting,     5     Liberty     Street,     Chester, 
T  06412 

rtha  Wilson,  3918  Fulton  Street  NW,  #305,  Wash- 
igton,  DC  20007 

ludia  Anderson,  3615  Jocelyn  St.,  NW,  Washing- 
>n,  DC  2001 5 

ida  Berg  Samuels  (Mrs.  Seymour),  61 15  Christine 
riveW.,  Lakeland,  FL  33802 

scilla    Buxton    Greenwood    (Mrs.     Laurence    J.), 

307  Hull  Ct.,  #G  11,  Tampa,  FL   33612 

iny  Embry  McGoey  (Mrs.   Robert  J.),  101  Byram 
idge  Road,  Armonk,  NY   10504 

ndia    Mountain     Rosche    (Mrs.    Robert   T.),    133 

olgerSt,  Clemson,  SC   29631 

2  reporting: 

Linda  Brettel  Paez  called  from  nearby  Bowie, 

iryland  where  she  is  in  the  midst  of  her  'organiza- 

n  year.'  Linda  is  currently  Vice  President  of  the 
ishington  Area  Chatham  Alumnae  Club  which  re- 

ltly  put  out  a  directory  of  all  Chatham  alums  in 
i  Washington  area.  I  never  realized  what  a  sizeable 

tup  we  are.  She  is  also  Chairman  of  the  Gourmet 

monstration  Club  of  the  University  of  Maryland 

~u)ty  Wives  and  enjoys  that.  Last  year,  Linda 
ined  a  group  of  librarians  to  do  research  for  the 

partment  of  the  Interior.  Mario  is  teaching  at  the 

■iversity  of  Maryland  and  traveled  to  Belgium  last 
sr  to  present  a  paper.  Son  Jonathan  is  an  active  2. 

Diane  Browarsky  Levine  writes  that  both  of  her 

Idren  have  'come  of  age'  (i.e.,  are  in  school)  and 

it  she  is  "still  doing  doctoral  work  in  English,  but 
i  present  market  is  so  discouraging  that  it's  pui  a 

nper  on  my  graduate  efforts."  Diane  is  still  trying 
study  for  comprehensive  exams  while  teaching 

't-time  at  Loyola  College.  Her  husband  David  is  on 
:  faculty  at  Johns  Hopkins  University  doing  re- 
rch  on  hypertension,  medical  education,  health 

icttces  and  the  delivery  of  health  care.  Diane  was 
ite  pleased  to  see  that  Chatham  made  the  Wall 
eet  Journal. 

Sarah  Corwin  Brady  and  Mike  are  still  in  love 
with  Santa  Clara.  Mike  is  in  school  and  Sarah  con- 

tinues to  teach  kindergarten  as  well  as  developing  a 
curriculum  center  for  teachers.  On  a  swing  through 

the  Finger  Lakes  she  dropped  in  on  Dr.  Ossman.  "He 

doesn't  appear  to  have  changed  a  bit .  .  .  still  talking 
'concepts,'  'issues,'  and  'values.'  It  was  good  to  see 

him  after  10  years!" Carol  Craven  Kratz  wrote  to  echo  her  dissatisfac- 
tion with  the  format  of  the  Alumnae  News  but 

thought  it  better  to  write  than  leave  me  in  silence.  I 

appreciate  that.  Except  for  the  arrival  of  Erica, 

everything  is  much  the  same  for  the  Kratz  family. 

Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer's  letter  says  so  much  so 
well  that  I  have  included  most  of  it  as  she  wrote  it: 

"I  don't  quite  know  what  to  say  for  the  RE- 
CORDER; much  of  what  Nancy  Beal  said  in  the  last 

issue  was  true,  and  it's  difficult  to  encapsulate  a 

year's  frustrations,  aspirations,  misdirections  The 

teaching  market  is  tight  and  we're  hanging  on  by  our 
toes,  trying  to  encourage  and  place  our  diminishing 

number  of  English  majors.  Rick  and  I  were  remarried 

a  couple  of  years  ago  —  he's  a  biochemist  at  the 

University  of  Wisconsin  at  Madison  and  we're  run- 
ning one  of  those  commuting  academic  marriages 

which  Time  magazine  finds  so  quaint  and  we  find  so 

exhausting." Ginny  Fisher  O'Leary  writes  that  she  is  deriving 
much  satisfaction  from  her  work  and  her  son,  Sean, 

who  is  214.  Ginny  gave  up  her  120-mile  per  day 
commute  for  a  house  closer  to  the  Oakland  Uni- 

versity where  she  teaches.  She  is  involved  in  quite  a 

few  research  projects  concerning  the  Women's  Move- 
ment which  keep  her  busy. 

Karen  Fried's  family  sent  a  short  note  telling  us 
that  Karen  has  been  living  in  Israel  for  the  past  two 

years  doing  pure  research  in  chemistry. 

Unfortunately,  this  has  not  been  one  of  my  bet- 
ter years.  My  husband  and  I  separated  last  May  and 

the  ensuing  months  have  been  full  of  many  adjust- 
ments. Being  separated  with  two  small  children  in 

the  current  job  market  is  not  easy  regardless  of 

whatever  progress  has  been  made  for  the  rights  of 

women.  My  daughters,  now  3  and  5,  are  doing  re- 
markably well  and  are  in  a  good  day  care/nursery.  I 

am  working  for  a  law  firm,  not  far  from  the  White 

House,  and  enjoy  being  downtown.  A  big  satisfac- 
tion recently  was  being  able  to  get  a  car  loan  in  my 

own  name.  It's  a  "Brave  New  World"  and  the  girls 
and  I  seem  to  be  holding  our  own. 

Several  letters  this  time  commented  on  Nancy 

Beal's  comment  in  the  RECORDER  of  December, 
1974,  which  touched  on  a  lot  of  valid  points  I  thank 

Karen  Blomquist  Struckman  for  including  it.  How- 

ever, if  all  the  alumnae  out  there  leading  'non- 

traditional'  lives  don't  reply  to  our  requests  for 
news,  there  is  no  way  we  can  significantly  alter  the 
content  of  the  class  news  section  of  the  RECORDER 

as  it  now  stands. 

My  thanks  to  all  who  replied  this  time.  Hope  to 

see  as  many  people  as  possible  at  the  reunion.  Can 

you  believe  it  —  1 0  years! 

Joan  reporting: 

Susan  Haas  Nordby  maintains  a  full  schedule 

with  Junior  League,  Kingsley  House  Junior  Board, 

and  church  work,  and  last  year  enjoyed  a  trip  to 

Europe.  Susan  says  she  and  David  are  beginning  to 

appear  old  to  their  Chatham  babysitters. 

It  was  another  busy  year  for  Elaine  Hillman 

Moroney  and  family  —  another  visit  to  Mike's  family 
in  Ireland  and  a  visit  with  Lynne  Jack  Porterfield 
and  Jim  who  were  in  Montreal  for  the  World  Cycling 

Championships.  Her  younger  child  started  to  kinder- 

garten; but  the  time  is  filled  in  tutoring  slow  first- 

grade  readers,  prompting  Elaine's  decision  to  use  her 
psychology  background  and  become  qualified  to 
work  with  children  so  she  is  now  embarking  on  an 

M.A.  program.  Her  chamber  orchestra,  Mike's 

French  lessons,  and  the  family's  skating  interest  con- 
tinue to  absorb  the  time.  Elaine  also  enjoys  having 

her  "little  sister"  Judith  Murray  Walle  '64  living  in Montreal. 

Sidney-Anne  Hudig  also  reports  a  full  schedule 

After  a  "harrowing"  time  job  hunting  last  year,  she 
began  selling  yellow  pages  advertising  all  over  New 

England  —  says  in  many  ways  it's  like  working  for 
herself  and  provides  contact  with  all  sorts  of  busi- 

nesses. In  addition,  Sidney  has  been  learning  Italian, 

attending  the  symphony,   riding,  doing  needlework, 
and  traveling  to  London  and  Maine. 

Myra  Hull  Gillum  and  Gary  hope  to  purchase  a 

house  this  year.  Meanwhile,  Myra  is  still  cycling  and 

in  January  became  parent  coordinator  for  daughter 

Allison's  nursery  cooperative.  Says  Myra,  "Women's 

Lib  or  no,  I  find  motherhood  very  thrilling."  Myra 
also  enjoys  helping  head  librarian  Martha  Repman 

with  her  library's  free  movie  program  for  the 
neighborhood. 

Linda  Kates  Meyer  and  family  continue  to  devote 

their  energies  to  sailing;  last  year  the  family  took  a 

two-week  cruise  on  their  sailboat,  sailing  up  the 
California  coast.  It  was  such  a  good  experience  that 

they  plan  to  repeat  it. 
Both  sides  of  our  system  of  criminal  justice  are 

represented  by  Sheila  Kieran  Greenbush  and  her  hus- 

band. Sheila  holds  an  interesting  position  as  a  com- 

puter systems  manager  for  the  NYC  Police  Depart- 
ment where  she  serves  as  manager,  administrator, 

and  systems  designer  of  both  computer  and  non- 

computer-related  projects  for  various  city  agencies  — 
for  which  services  Sheila  is  one  of  the  highest  paid 

non-uniform  personnel  in  the  department.  Sheila 

plans  to  pursue  this  career  in  government  service, 
while  Joel  is  a  criminal  lawyer. 

Retail  buying  for  Stix,  Baer  and  Fuller,  a  St. 
Louis  department  store,  continues  to  keep  Janie 

Lanigan  Gaitskill  occupied  —  this  time  it's  hats, 

while  Russ  buys  for  the  "other"  store.  Russ  will 

leave  Janie  behind  for  a  month's  trip  to  the  Orient 
this  spring,  while  Janie  only  gets  to  travel  back  to 
New  York  City. 

Linda  Lanius  Tomlins  sends  regards  from  New 

Mexico.  Following  a  two-month  odyssey  to  Washing- 

ton, DC  by  way  of  Key  West,  the  Tomlins  sold  their 
house  and  are  temporarily  in  an  apartment  while 

they  look  for  another.  With  the  children  both  in 

school,  Linda  has  started  teaching  three-year-olds 
three  mornings  a  week.  Jack  continues  as  director  of 

Portuguese  at  the  University  of  New  Mexico  and  is 
involved  in  various  regional  and  national  language 
associations. 

Carol  Hartman  Elden  has  become  involved  in  the 

Child  Care  Consortium  in  Pasadena,  which  tries  to 

establish  better  child  care  for  working  mothers.  She 

says  her  own  family  is  probably  busier  than  ever  now 
that  her  girls  are  older. 

My  days  also  continue  to  be  occupied  with  my 
work  and  house,  alumnae  club  activities,  and  my 
needlework  learning  experiences.  We  did  manage  a 

trip  to  Hawaii  last  fall  —  I'd  recommend  it  to  any- 

one. Jim  continues  his  work  in  today's  rather  hectic 
world  of  investment  analysis.  I  hope  to  see  a  goodly 

number  of  the  class  at  our  reunion  May  31. 

Mary  reporting: 

Can  it  really  be  ten  years!  Chatham  has  certainly 

kept  up  to  the  times,  and  most  of  us  have  aged  more 
or  less  gracefully. 

Judy  Meub  Haggerty  and  husband  Frank 

switched  roles  last  summer  —  he  cared  for  the  chil- 

dren and  the  house  and  she  worked.  The  only  con- 
fusion was  on  the  part  of  her  son  who  called  Judy 

"Daddy"  because  she  went  to  the  office  each  day. 
Both  Judy  and  Frank  were  glad  to  return  to  their 
usual  routine  at  the  end  of  the  summer. 

Susan  Michaels  Or  ringer  reports  that  husband 
Mark  is  an  Assistant  Professor  of  Surgery  at  the  U.  of 

Michigan.  They  are  in  their  first  home  —  complete 
with  garden  and  weeds.  Besides  caring  for  her  two 
children,  Jeff  (7)  and  Lisa  (4!4),  Susan  dabbles  in 

various  organizations  as  well  as  helping  at  both 

children's  schools.  Interestingly,  her  mother  is  now 
enrolled  at  Chatham  and  having  a  great  time.  Susan 

expresses  the  feeling  that  many  of  us  have  —  that  it 
would  be  nice  to  be  there  now  that  things  are  so  less 

regimented. 
Pat  Orleans  Siegel  keeps  busy  taking  care  of  her  3 

children,  her  husband  and  home  plus  working  at  her 

husband's  commercial  fishing  company. 
A  hectic  life  follows  Pat  Papp  Breman.  She  is 

president  of  her  local  Jr.  Woman's  Club  which  is 
involved  in  numerous  community  improvement  pro- 

jects. Plus,  she  is  chairperson  of  a  church  affiliated 
mental  health  memorial  fund  aimed  at  communi- 

cating with  the  community  on  mental  health  prob- 
lems. Husband  Sid  is  an  operations  analyst  at 

Ketchum,  MacLeod  &  Grove  and  has  just  become  a CPA. 
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Janice  Patterson  is  still  in  love  with  life  and  wild 

Florida  where  she  jusi  moved  Into  a  real  house 

itl  i  i  and  wtth  teai  hing  students  mer- 

i  handising  and  fashion.  She  and  -10  students  were  in 
New  Yor)  and  plan  6  weeks  in  Europe  next  year.  In 

between  times,  la  nice  is  a  reader  for  Recording  for 

the  Blind  and  is  Chatham's  Alumnae  Representative 
in  Miami.  She  reports  lots  o1  traveling  lasi  summer  — 
visited  with  Dome  Raymond  Matsui  in  California, 

ingnd  Von  Dattan  Detweiier  In  Massachusetts, 
Suzanne  Archer  Dawes  In  New  York,  and  Lynn 
Schneber  Glass  and  Carol  Craven  Kratz. 

Jinny  Powell  Hargrove  has  been  living  on  the 

farm  while  teaching  pottery.  She  participated  in 

Jerry  Caplan's  sewer-pipe  sculpture  workshop  and 
did  some  RAKU  firings  with  her  own  students.  The 

two  days  before  Julie  was  born  she  was  busy  pre- 
paring her  pottery  1or  a  craft  show  and  market! 

Also,  Jinny  has  started  a  cooperative  pre-school 
group  for  son  Jordon.  In  November,  Jinny  visited 

Judy  Meub  Haggerty  and  Julie  Mamolen  in  Boston. 

Martha  Repman  had  lust  finished  Jane  Howard's 
"A  Different  Woman"  when  she  received  my  request 

for  news.  "I  am  struck  by  the  many  fulfilling  life 
styles  of  my  friends  and  acquaintances  from  Chat- 

ham. The  range  we've  chosen  is  exciting.  I'm  still 
struggling  with  who  I  am,  and  I  once  thought  that 

was  over  with  graduation  .  .  .  it's  not  just  married 
women  who've  learned  from  the  movement  that 

identity  needn't  come  from  association  with  a  man; 
many  single  women,  myself  included,  are  learning 

that  it's  who  she  is  and  not  who  he  is  that's  impor- 
tant. All  of  this  is  to  preface  that  I  finally  decided 

Martha  Repman  didn't  need  to  be  Mrs.  Somebody 
Else  to  get  involved  in  the  church  or  to  help  organize 

a  community  blood  drive  for  the  Red  Cross."  This 
summer  sees  a  raft  trip  through  the  Grand  Canyon. 
Martha  offers  a  comfortable  bed  to  Philadelphia 
visitors. 

Marsha  Richards  Bingler  almost  missed  the  dead- 

line —  she  is  so  busy  trying  to  get  a  Reunion  Com- 
mittee together.  She  is  still  very  involved  in  the 

League  of  Women  Voters.  Last  July  the  Mayor  of 

Pittsburgh  appointed  her  to  the  Pittsburgh  Human 

Relations  Commission;  an  assignment  that  is  proving 

to  be  a  very  interesting  and  broadening  experience. 

Now  that  her  twin  boys  are  bVi,  Jenia  Royster 
Brown  tells  us  she  has  some  free  time.  She  tutors 

inner  city  children  plus  teaching  swimming  and  gym 

once  a  week.  Taylor  continues  with  the  same  law 

firm  specializing  in  real  estate  practice  plus  giving  a 
helping  legal  hand  to  environmental  groups. 

This  has  been  quite  a  busy  year  —  again  —  for 
David  and  me.  Until  the  ninth  of  September  we 

spent  most  of  our  time  making  our  new  house 

livable.  In  May  we  spent  two  weeks  in  Denmark  and 

Norway  —  a  rather  pregnant  me  checking  all  the 
comfort  stops!  I  retired  from  the  library  business  at 

the  end  of  June,  and  compared  motherhood  notes 

with  Beverly  Miller  Blessinger.  Anne  arrived  in  the 

midst  of  canning  season  —  we  had  just  picked  a 
bushel  of  apples  the  day  before;  we  have  lots  of 

peaches  but  never  got  to  the  tomatoes.  Our  adven- 

tures ended  by  the  three  of  us  being  snow-bound  in 
Ohio  for  two  days  after  the  great  Thanksgiving 

blizzard.  I  still  am  active  in  AFS  and  in  the  League 
of  Women  Voters. 

Beverly  reporting: 

Has  it  actually  been  ten  years  since  we  gradu- 

ated7 In  that  time,  many  of  us  have  gone  different 
ways.  Some  have  settled  happily  down  as  wives  and 

mothers;  others  have  advanced  in  careers.  Most,  it 

seems,  have  found  a  way  to  combine  the  two.  As 

usual,  I  have  enjoyed  reading  your  varied  responses. 

Ronya  Sieg  McMillen  writes  that  her  17-year-old 
Diane  is  a  senior  at  Shaker  Heights  High  School  and 

is  a  National  Merit  semi-finalist.  They  are  busy  with 

college  selection  now;  unfortunately,  Diane  won't 

consider  an  all-woman's  college,  so  Chatham  is  out. 
Ronya  reports  that  her  16-year-old  David  loves  cars 

and  girls,  and  that  her  4-year-old  Michael  is  a  real 
joy. 

A  lively  response  arrived  from  Newport  News 

with  Jill  Squire  Popish  reporting,  "With  Thea  in  first 
grade  and  Daniel  in  nursery  school  and  me  with  lots 

of  free  time,  I've  joined  the  gainfully-employed.  I'm 
the  editor  of  the  Jewish  community  newspaper  on 

the    peninsula    and    the   area   correspondent   for   a 

weekly  Jewish  paper  out  of  Indianapolis.  Paul  has 

opened  his  own  office  and  we're  all  busy  and 

happy." 

Pam  Stirba  Russell  has  had  a  busy  year  becoming 

a  business  woman.  She  and  Bill  purchased  a  small 

chemical  supply  company,  and  Pam  runs  the  busi- 
ness. It  is  small  enough  so  that  Pam  can  work  at 

home,  employing  a  delivery  service  and  warehouse. 
Bill  is  still  with  Eastern  Airlines  and  the  Russells 

have  once  again  taken  advantage  of  the  flying  bene- 
fits. In  November  they  spent  ten  days  in  Israel;  it 

was  a  fantastic  trip.  The  girls  are  in  first  and  second 

grades,  so  Pam  is  involved  with  PTA,  plus  Brownies, 
music  lessons,  and  their  local  civic  organization.  Pam 

writes,  "Last  summer,  when  we  visited  Sheila 
Bennett  Harris,  we  went  to  Chatham  to  see  a  play.  1 1 

really  has  changed.  I'm  hoping  we  can  be  there  for 

the  reunion." Ginny  Stretton  Smith  and  family  moved  again 

this  past  summer  and  are  located  in  Fayette,  Michi- 
gan. Doug  left  residential  construction  and  took  a 

civil  service  job  at  Fayette  State  Park.  The  main 
attraction  is  the  restoration  of  the  old  town  of 

Fayette,  now  a  virtual  "ghost  town."  It  boomed  as  a 
pig  iron  smelting  town  around  1870  and  died  in 
1890.  The  state  is  restoring  it  and  making  it  an  area 
museum.  As  for  the  rest  of  the  Smiths,  Dougie  iAVa) 

is  fortunate  to  be  going  to  a  Head  Start  pre-school 
program  offered  in  this  area.  They  are  in  a  rural 
region  and  many  of  the  children  do  not  have  close 

neighbors  to  play  with.  Karin  will  be  two  in  March. 

Tina  Swansen  Cummings  and  John  finally  de- 
cided to  do  what  they  have  wanted  to  for  so  long 

move  to  a  farm.  They  have  44  acres  (mostly  corn- 

farmed  by  neighbors)  and  a  100-year-old  sturdy  farm 
house.  They  want  more  land,  space  and  privacy  to  be 
free  to  be  more  to  themselves.  Tina  assures  us  that 

they  are  not  dropping  out,  they  love  people,  but  are 
after  a  more  basic  life  style.  Randy  (7)  and  Amy  (5) 

are  excited  too.  Tina  writes  that  she  is  enjoying  her 

final  year  as  a  full-time  mother,  with  hopes  of  work- 
ing next  fall. 
Jane  Tremble  Baumann  graduated  with  honors 

from  Ramapo  College  last  June.  Jane  writes,  "I  have 

finally  joined  ranks  with  all  of  you  graduates,"  Now 
it's  a  master's  in  Public  Administration  at  nearby 
Fairleigh  Dickinson  University.  To  support  her  in- 

creasingly expensive  educational  habit,  she  has  a  job 

as  a  legislative  aide  to  a  New  Jersey  assemblyman. 

Jane  is  finding  that  this  is  a  very  exciting  time  to  be 

a  part  of  the  legislative  process. 

A  reply  from  Susie  Vansant  Bartz  arrived,  report- 

ing, "We  have  moved  to  Santa  Barbara  where  we 
plan  to  stay  awhile.  After  ten  moves  in  nine  years, 
we  decided  that  the  Navy  was  not  for  us  or  our 

children.  Jarry  is  trying  to  start  his  own  business, 

and  I'm  still  chasing  kids  and  making  bread  and 
setting  up  a  pottery  studio.  For  relief  (?!)  I  counsel 
nursing  mothers  and  teach  classes  as  a  LaLeche 

League  Leader.  Life  is  hard  but  good." 
Ingrid  Von  Dattan  Detweiler  reports,  "It  has 

been  a  wonderfully  active  year  —  just  the  way  I  like 

it.  I've  increased  my  involvement  with  the  League  of 
Women  Voters  by  becoming  a  member  of  the  local 

governing  board  in  charge  of  membership.  I  still 

observe  the  Selectmen's  Meetings  in  Holden  in  order 
to  keep  an  eye  on  our  local  politicians.  Sean  attends 
nursery  school  two  mornings  a  week  now,  so  I  have  a 

few  hours  to  myself.  Our  new  family  activity  is 
sailing  and  we  now  have  a  27-foot  sailboat  which 

needs  a  name." A  reply  all  the  way  from  Kirkland,  Washington, 

has  Marcia  Webb  Buxton  writing,  "Tom  continues  to 
work  for  the  Boeing  Company  and  I  do  volunteer 
work  for  Planned  Parenthood.  In  September  we  had 

a  lovely  visit  from  Les  and  Joan  Becker.  Joan  was 

among  Chatham's  librarians  when  we  were  students. 
It  was  so  nice  seeing  them  again  and  hearing  the 

news  from  Pittsburgh." 
Martha  Wilson  reports  that  her  now  one-year-old 

job  in  publishing  is  still  great;  there  is  lots  of  variety. 
Martha  moved  out  of  the  house  in  Georgetown  that 

she  had  been  living  in  for  seven  years  but  is  once 

again  running  the  annual  Georgetown  House  Tour. 

After  five  years  of  waiting  and  hoping,  Ken  and  I, 

Beverly  Miller  Blessinger,  finally  had  a  baby:  Karen 

Marie,  a  happy  'n  healthy  little  girl.  I  have  taken  a 

year's  leave  of  absence  from  my  job  as  reading  clini- 

cian, and  will  probably  renew  this  leave  for  anc 

year.  We  enjoy  getting  together  with  David  and  I 
Krein  Howarth  and  their  baby  girl,  Anne,  who  is 

five  months  younger  than  Karen. 
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Jacqueline  Flynn  Nygaard,  a  son,  Jacob  Mark,  J 

ary  1,  1975 Diane   Furrer  Holzheimer,  a  son,  Jason  Leigh,  J 

ary  6,  1975 
Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur,  a  daughter,  Kirsten  Ast 

July  I,  1974 
Connie   Gray   Voight,  a  daughter,  Jennifer   Ly 
November  16,  1974 

Alice  Hunter  Weeman,  a  son,  Frederick  Gerald,  / 

19,  1974 Eve    Rubin    Zincavage,   a   daughter,   Rebekah, 
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Mary  Ruddell   Lindberg,  a  daughter,  Melissa,  Fe 

ary  16,  1974 
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NEW  ADDRESSES 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.),  513 
Road,  West  Palm  Beach,  FL   33408 

Jane    Birmingham    Hanley    (Mrs.  J.  Terrance),  2 

Schneider  NE,  Canton,  OH   44721 

Mary  Boresz  Pike  (Mrs.  David  F.),   1514  -  26tl 
NW.  Washington,  DC   20007 

Georgia    Ann    Canellos,    7011    Georgia    St.,    CI 

Chase,  MD   20015 

LoLita    Dawson    Pfeiffer    (Mrs.    Raymond),    111 

Delaware,  St.  Louis,  Ml   48880 

Mary    L.    Farmer   Haralam    (Mrs.    Alex   J.1,    57c 
Lemon  St.,  Lancaster,  PA   17603 

Lucille  Finger  Harding  (Mrs.    Read  P.),  c/o  Bar 

Tree  Experts,  Ellsworth,  ME   04605 

Judith  Fletcher,  100  de  Caspe  #805,  Nun's  Isl 
Canada   H3EIE5 

Diane   Furrer  Holzheimer  (Mrs,    Robert  J.),  96 

shall  Street,  Watertown,  MA   02172 

Carol  Getrost,   1214  Macon  Avenue,  Pittsburgh 
15218 

Judy  Gilbert  Livingston  (Mrs.  Samuel  A.),  7  Win 

Way,  Hopewell,  NJ   08525 
Connie  Gray  Voight  (Mrs.  Ronald  O.),  1201  De 
shire  Drive,  Sumter,  SC   291  50 
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tchen    Gray   Sheridan    (Mrs.   Thomas  W.),   6515 
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i,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15232 

istance  Jones  Braunlein   (Mrs.  John  H.),  73  Pio- 
er  Street,  Cooperstown,  NY    1 3326 
a    Lapidus    Paul    (Mrs.    James    L.),   333   Dolphin 

ace,  Corpus  Christi,  TX   78411 

lorah   Little,   97   Inman  Street,  Cambridge,   MA 
!139 

Macey,  Box  103,  French  Gulch,  CA   96033 

hryn   McCleery   MacKirdy    (Mrs.    Wayne  H.  Jr.), 
.16Woodhollow,  #9701,  Houston,  TX   77027 

nnon   McGuire   Sollinger    (Mrs.   Jerry    M.),  7818 

irregidor  Ave.,  AFSC,  Norfolk,  VA   2351 1 

go  McKay  Mulligan  (Mrs.  James  H.),  1104  Juni- 
r  Drive,  Fayetteville,  NC   28304 

irea  Morgan  Weyer  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.),  781  Coun- 
/  Place  Drive,  #2034,  Houston,  TX    77024 

ina   Mrock   Carey    (Mrs.    Francis  J.),  730  Gypsy 

me,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15228 

alie  Osgood  Simsak  (Mrs.  Martin  R.),  10  Cherry 

..Denver,  CO   80220 

Raskin    Snyder    (Mrs.    Alvin),   38   Avella    Lane, 

:klerville,  NY   08081 

-y  R.  Rosenberger  Hourigan  (Mrs.  Philip  A.),  636 
jrrey  St.,  Brockton,  MA   02401 

Rubin  Zincavage  (Mrs.  Walter),  207  N.  Springer, 
irbondale,  IL   62901 

tier    Schiffmann    Blumstein    (Mrs.},    103    Green- 
lley  Ct,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15220 

anor  Stein  Ward  (Mrs.  Stephen),  33  Bank  Street, 

>4,  New  York,  NY    10014 

dra  Stewart  Shasby  (Mrs.  D.  Michael),  6224  -  38th 
E.Seattle,  WA   98115 

an  Whitfield,  256  Van  Rensselaer  Blvd.,  Albany, 
Y    12204 

da  Wickett  Bowman  (Mrs.  Hobart  H.),  2212  Sher- 
30d  Drive,  Winston  Salem,  NC   27103 

■iann   Williams  Yatsco  (Mrs.  John),  2407  Parker 

■ive,  Niceville,  FL    32578 
telyn    Gorchoff   Osur   (Mrs.    Alan    M.),    549   Bis- 
yne  Drive,  Indian  Harbor  Beach,  FL   32937 

garet  Higgins  Green  (Mrs.  James  H.),  5549  Ken- 
DOd  Place  N.,  Seattle,  WA  98103 

dy  Levin  Cushner  (Mrs.  Arnold  W.),  260  Edward 

.,  Harrisburg,  PA    17110 

■y    Lou    Patrick    McJunkin    (Mrs.    Howard),   862 
ta  Road,  Charleston,  WV   25314 

ialind    Randolph,  54  Eton  Road,   Needham,  MA 
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oky  reporting: 

Heather  Bastow  Weiss  reports  that  her  family 

dy  project  has  just  received  another  two  years  of 
iding  from  the  National  Institute  of  Mental 
alth.  Her  dissertation  data  collection  includes  a 

tion  on  the  division  of  household  and  child  care 

ks  within  families.  Heather's  husband,  now  a 
rnell  history  professor,  lives  in  their  house  in 

aca  to  which  she  commutes  from  Cambridge  on 

akends.  The  experience  may  turn  into  a  book,  and 

ather  invites  information  and  moral  support  from 

'one  else  in  a  dual  profession  commuting  family, 

r  dissertation  is  scheduled  for  completion  in  1976, 

which  time  Heather  plans  to  seek  a  teaching  and 
sarch  position  closer  to  home. 

LoLita  Dawson  Pfeiffer  and  Ray  have  given  up 

i  world  of  graduate  school.  They  have  left  St. 
uis,  Missouri  for  St.  Louis,  Michigan  where  Ray  is 

iistant  Professor  of  Philosophy  at  Alma  College. 

Lita  says  that  she  is  enjoying  her  orchestra  play- 
,  ceramics,  reading,  and  especially  her  children, 

an  Smith,  their  second  child,  was  born  just  prior 
their  move. 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell  is  working  as  an  instruc- 
nal  aide  in  a  West  Palm  Beach  elementary  school. 

By  have  bought  a  house  close  to  where  they  had 

in    renting.    Last    summer   the   O'Connells   had   a 

reunion  with  Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan  and  JoAnn 
Eustace  Walther  and  their  families. 

Beverly  Blazey  Palmer  is  in  her  second  year  of 

teaching  as  Assistant  Professor  of  Clinical  Psycholo- 
gy at  California  State  College,  Dominguez  Hills.  Bev 

reports  that  she  has  been  selected  for  inclusion  in 

Who's  Who  of  American  Women  1975-76.  Her  hus- 
band Dick  is  finishing  his  two-year  military  obliga- 

tion by  serving  as  a  psychiatrist  in  the  Naval  Hospital 

in  Long  Beach.  The  Palmers  are  confirmed  Cali- 
fornians,  although  they  greatly  enjoy  traveling. 

Donna  Beiswenger  Riggs  has  been  associated  with 
CAST  I  (Chatham  Alumnae  Summer  Theatre)  and 

directed  The  Sign  in  Sidney  Brustein's  Window  last 
summer.  She  urges  all  alumnae  to  plan  to  visit  this 

summer  and  welcomes  moral,  physical  and/or  finan- 
cial support  for  the  project.  Dick  has  also  gotten  into 

CAST  I  and  designed  the  set  for  Brustein.  Jamie  and 
Joni  Beth  are  now  four  and  two.  Donna  credits  them 

with  bringing  her  "back  from  the  real  world  of  the 

theatre  to  the  tinsel  world  of  reality." 
Penny  Anderson  Gladwell  will  have  a  story  pub- 

lished this  spring  in  Guidepost  about  their  trip  to 

South  Carolina  during  a  freak  blizzard.  She  is  still  an 

active  member  of  the  Huntington,  WV  Chamber 

Orchestra  and  has  played  at  local  concerts  and 

church  music  festivals  as  well.  Dave  plans  to  finish 

his  M.B.A.  at  Marshall  University  this  fall,  at  which 

time  they  will  entertain  ideas  of  moving. 

Lenore  Fellner  Lessall  sends  greetings  from 
London. 

Liz  reporting: 

Jo  Ann  Greenfield  Abraham  is  back  in  school  at 

Monmouth  College  studying  special  education  and 

reading.  A  new  and  larger  home  keeps  her  busy  as 
well  as  her  work  on  the  Environmental  Board  of 

Matawan,  Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur  is  also  studying 

while  caring  for  her  new  baby.  She  has  just  com- 
pleted an  income  tax  course  with  H  &  R  Block  and  a 

short  session  in  Basic  Human  Interaction. 

Lucille  Finger  Harding's  family  has  purchased  a 
small  saltwater  farm  on  the  shore  of  Goose  Cove, 

overlooking  the  mountains  of  Mt.  Deseret  Island. 

The  Handings  will  spend  the  summer  farming  and 

opening  a  shop  featuring  unusual  natural  artifacts  of 
the  land  and  sea. 

Gini  Gold  is  presently  working  on  a  newsletter 

for  Congressional  and  administrative  decision-makers 

concerning  energy  and  nuclear  power.  Gini  antici- 
pates a  move  to  Washington,  DC  this  summer  but  in 

her  spare  time  she's  enjoying  the  Vermont  ski  slopes. 
Connie  Gray  Voight  has  temporarily  abandoned 

her  campaign  to  help  the  local  schools  while  she  is 

enjoying  Jennifer.  Judy  Gilbert  Livingston  and 

Sylvia  Woods  Mudenda  got  together  and  their  daugh- 
ters had  as  much  fun  as  they  did. 

I  received  a  fond  "hello  to  all"  from  Janet  For- 
bush  Zuvers,  Pamela  Johnson  Gutkind,  Jackie  Flynn 

Nygaard,  Alice  Hunter  Weeman  and  Diane  Furrer 

Holzheimer.  There  were  also  some  criticisms  regard- 
ing the  format  of  our  questionnaire.  1 1  would  be  nice 

*  to  hear  from  a  critic  who  has  an  alternative  format. 
Speaking  for  myself,  I  am  very  pleased  with  a 

new  job  as  I  was  promoted  to  Director  of  Student 

Activities  at  Allegheny  High  School.  The  new  posi- 

tion gives  me  the  opportunity  to  meet  students  in- 

formally to  plan  activities  unrelated  to  the  class- 
room. Surprisingly  enough,  I  miss  the  classroom 

from  time  to  time.  Have  a  good  year! 

Debbie  reporting: 

Last  summer  I  resigned  from  Polaroid  Corpora- 
tion where  t  had  spent  three  years  designing  and 

managing  the  employee  communications  department 

to  become  General  Manager  and  Director  of  Com- 
munications for  Super8  Sound,  Inc.,  in  Cambridge. 

We  design,  manufacture  and  market  Super  8  film- 
making equipment.  I  live  in  Cambridge  and  spend 

many  weekends  in  the  north  country  where  I  have 
recently  seen  Laura  Oliva,  who  is  working  for  a 

kennel  in  Portsmouth,  NH;  Helen  Read  Steel,  teach- 

ing in  Wolfeboro,  NH;  and  Ann  Quenin,  legal  assis- 
tant in  an  Ossipee,  NH  law  firm.  Julie  Mamolen  is 

Sales  Manager  at  Super8  Sound. 

Sarah  Leuthy  Chamberlain  lives  in  Manchester, 
NH  with  her  husband  Michael  and  two  children, 

Jennifer  and  Joshua.  After  getting  an  M.S.  in  Early 

Childhood  Education,  she  has  worked  for  three  years 

as  educational  consultant  to  a  day  care  association  in 
Manchester. 

Carol  Pogash  is  happily  working  at  the  San  Fran- 
cisco Examiner,  writing  about  the  new  Brown  ad- 

ministration, the  high  cost  of  repairing  her  12-year 
old  turtle  back  Volvo  and  anything  else  she  wants  to 

write  about.  "I  still  live  with  my  old  man  Jim,  also  a 

reporter." 

Lucy  Hilmer  is  climbing  the  career  ladder  at  A  La 

Carte  Corporation,  where  she's  been  named  vice 
president  in  charge  of  mustard.  She  is  still  sales- 

person at  the  Sausalito  Flea  Market  each  weekend 

where  she  sells  hot  dogs  and  an  occasional  peroshki 

along  with  her  partner,  Gypsy  Paul.  They  live  to- 
gether on  a  Sausalito  houseboat  Paul  built, 

Dael  Kiesler  Stichter  wrote  from  Camp  Pendleton 
where  her  husband  Bob  is  still  with  the  artillery 

regiment.  She  has  two  children  and  is  a  volunteer  at 

5-year-old  Jenni's  pre-school.  "I  am  also  an  officer  of 
the  Camp  Pendleton  Wives  Club  and  find  it  very 

rewarding.  We  love  Southern  California  life."  Roz 
Randolph  and  Phyllis  Epstein  visited  last  year. 

Linda  McPhilliamy  Nielsen  is  teaching  Russian  at 

a  high  school  near  Denver  and  is  finishing  an  M.A.  in 

Japanese  History  at  the  University  of  Colorado.  She 

visited  the  Soviet  Union  last  summer  to  prepare  for teaching. 

Nora  Levy  Johnston,  her  husband  and  two  chil- 
dren live  in  England  and  visited  with  the  American 

grandparents  at  Christmas  time.  "Lucy  and  Peter 
were  very  puzzled  by  the  fact  that  Father  Christmas 

is  called  Santa  Cla'us  in  America,  and  manages  to 

stand  on  every  street  corner  in  Manhattan  at  once." 
Her  husband  is  on  the  Board  of  Directors  of  C&J 

Clark  Ltd.,  makers  of  Desert  Boots  and  Wallabees,  in 

his  position  as  Company  Secretary. 
Shannon  McGuire  is  finishing  a  thesis  on  Royall 

Tyler,  an  early  American  dramatist,  at  N.Y.U.  She 

taught  humanities  last  year  at  a  local  women's  col- 
lege and  "hope  never  to  leave  academia  to  face 

reality  again." Teg  reporting: 

Trudy  Levin  Cushner  is  Management  Specialist 

with  Pennsylvania  Legal  Services  Center,  providing 

management  and  budget  assistance  to  21  legal  serv- 

ices programs  in  the  state.  Her  husband  Arnold  "still 
wishes  to  teach,  but  has  resigned  himself  to  long- 

term  state  employment."  Had  ley  loves  nursery 
school  and  his  academic  progress  is  fine,  although 

unlike  John  Stuart  Mill,  he  has  reached  his  fourth 

birthday  without  being  able  to  read  or  utter  a  single 

Greek  word." 
Andy  Morgan  Weyer  writes  from  Houston  where 

Tom  has  recently  taken  a  job  with  Texas  Inter- 
national Airlines  in  financial  forecasting.  Andy  has 

recently  refreshed  her  memory  on  diaper  changing 

by  going  into  the  day-care  business.  This  has  ex- 
panded her  family  from  Mimi,  now  age  five,  and 

Susanna,  age  three.  She  says  "they  are  a  constant 

source  of  bedlam  and  a  frequent  source  of  joy." 
Practically  the  same  comments  came  from  Andrea 
Moss  End  who  is  still  at  home  with  AM  (3)  and 

Susannah  (2).  Andrea  plans  to  continue  with  the 

challenge  of  homemaking,  at  least  until  her  children 
are  in  school.  Malcolm,  her  husband,  is  now  creative 

supervisor  for  KLM,  Puerto  Rican  Rums,  and 

Longines-Wittnauer  at  Olgivy  Mather. 

Mary  Ruddell  Lindberg  writes  that  she  is  cur- 
rently involved  with  an  experimental  school  in  her 

neighborhood  which  she  finds  fascinating.  Her  oldest 

daughter  Sara  is  in  school;  Krista,  in  nursery  school, 

and  Melissa,  born  this  year.  Mary  is  planning  to  go 

back  to  school  this  fall.  She  keeps  in  touch  with  Jane 

Birmingham  Hanley  who  is  living  in  Cleveland  and 

also  Mary  Lou  Patrick  McJunkin  in  Charleston  and 

has  spent  weekends  with  both  of  them.  Eve  Rubin 
Zincavage  is  teaching  slow  learners  at  the  high  school 

level  and  enjoying  being  a  new  mother.  Her  husband 
Walter  has  an  NEH  grant  and  is  finishing  his  Ph.D.  in 

philosophy.  Somehow  Joan  Reisner  Auritt  has  found 
time  to  go  back  to  producing  and  directing  at 

WHYY-TV,  Philadelphia.  She  says,  "My  husband  Jon 
has  been  super  with  the  twins,  Bernie  and  Benji. 

Usually  he  takes  them  to  his  office  where  he  or 

(when  he's  in  court)  his  secretary  looks  after  them." 
Sounds  like  a  very  busy  life! 

Frank  and  I  have  just  moved  from  New  York  to 

Washington,  DC  so  life  has  been  pretty  frantic  the 
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i  i  .  months.  I  worked  right  up  until  the  day  we 

nish  mi  ither  papei  ut  Rockefeller  University 

on  my  research  with  the  avian  brain.  A  previous 

pap  i  ip|  ired  this  pasi  August  in  the  Journal  of 

Comparative  Neurology  frank  is  working  ai  the 
■  isiness  Admin  itration  and  we  are  adjusting 

to  life  in  "political  city." 

Jo  reporting: 

Hello!  Greetings  from  Wiltiamsport  and,  here 

With,  the  rust  of  the  country. 
Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  and  Janet  Walker  continue 

on  the  faculty  a1  Chatham,  Mary  in  the  biology 

department  and  Janet  in  languages.  Janet  received  a 
Ph.D.  in  French  last  May  from  Bryn  Mawr.  She 

teaches  courses  in  French  and  Italian  and  is  admis- 
sions committee  chairman  at  Chatham.  In  addition, 

she  takes  Italian  courses  at  Pitt  and  is  planning  a 

summer  in  Euroi  le, 

Marty  Sebastian  Moyer  will  combine  mothering 

with  part-time  work  with  the  Veterans'  Administra- 
tion, where  she  continues  her  old  job  as  a  com- 

munity care  coordinator  in  charge  of  family  care 

homes  for  ex-mental  patients.  She  and  George 

camped  throughout  Scandinavia  last  summer,  quite  a 

feal  lor  one  who  was  five  months'  pregnant  at  the time. 

Sandy  Stewart  Shasby  is  movin'  on.  Mike  will  do 
a  four-month  residency  in  a  Billings,  Montana  clinic 
after  he  finishes  his  residency  at  a  Washington  (state) 

hospital.  From  Billings,  the  Shasbys  will  move  to 

Atlanta.  Therefore,  in  four  short  months,  Sandy  will 

move  her  family  of  four  (including  two  babies  ages 
two  and  six  months)  not  once,  but  twice! 

The  Greenes,  Bobbi  Subow  Greene  et  al.,  have 

adopted  the  San  Francisco  area  enthusiastically. 
Bobbi  is  art  director  of  a  local  Easter  fair  and  also  is 

active  in  her  support  of  a  local  animal  refuge.  Pro- 
jects of  the  animal  refuge  include  saving  endangered 

species,  sponsoring  nature  walks,  teaching  children 

nature  appreciation,  and  making  crafts  for  a  fund- 
raising  Christmas  bazaar.  Despite  much  community 

involvement,  however,  Bobbi  finds  her  real  enjoy- 
ment comes  from  being  home  with  her  two  little 

girls,  both  under  three  and  growing  "too  quickly." 
Bobbi  reminded  me  that  the  Big  Birthday  —  30th 

—  comes  this  year,  and  Carol  Swenson  Foss  wrote  of 

attending  husband  Charlie's  10th  reunion  at  W&J 
last  October.  (I  ran  to  the  mirror,  and  sure  enough,  it 

shows!)  Carol  also  wrote  of  Dara  Murphy's  visit  at 
Christmas. 

A  visit  to  Estonia  with  her  mother  to  meet  and 

visit  with  relatives  was  one  of  two  highlights  of  Evi 

Tamm  Metcalf's  year.  Evi  discovered  that  Russia  is 
vastly  different  from  the  U.  S.  in  appearance,  but  its 

people  are  so  much  like  us.  Highlight  number  two 
was  Alan,  born  in  January,  who  turned  her  from  an 

independent  career  girl  of  seven  years  into  a  full-time 
mother. 

Janet  Washburn  Grana  spent  part  of  last  summer 

on  Nantucket  with  Dara  Murphy.  Also,  Janet  and 

husband  Ed  shared  a  house  on  Fire  Island  last  sum- 

mer with  10  other  people,  which  she  called  a  "good 
lesson"  in  how  to  get  along  with  others.  She  sees 
Phyllis  Epstein  when  Phyllis  comes  to  New  York  on 

buying  trips. 

Like  Evi,  Jane  Weigel  Hubley  had  a  year  high- 
lighted by  a  trip  and  a  baby.  In  June,  she  and  Fred 

were  in  Mexico  City  for  an  early  celebration  of  their 

fifth  anniversary.  In  September,  a  few  days  after 

little  Karen  officially  entered  the  terrible  two's, 
Brian  was  born.  Her  winter  was  spent  doctoring  and 

loving  children. 

Now  stationed  at  Eglin  AFB,  John  and  Mariann 

Williams  Yatsco  are  hoping  to  be  settled  there  "for  a 

couple  of  years  at  least." 
My  news  can  be  summed  up  in  two  words  —  I'm 

busy.  Ed  keeps  me  busy  helping  him  two  days  a 
week  at  the  office.  Jake  is  in  nursery  school,  which 

involves  carpool  and  providing  snacks.  Carrie  is  my 

little  helper,  but  at  two,  her  helpfulness  often  turns 

into  a  lot  of  work  for  Mom,  In  the  community,  I'm  a 
board  member  of  Tudor  Hall,  a  home  for  pre- 

delinquent teenage  girls,  board  member  of  church- 

women  and  law  wives  groups;  on  the  alumni  execu- 
tive council  of  Dickinson  School  of  Law;  and  active 

in  a  local  judiciary  campaign.  Luckily,  much  of  this 
can  be  done  from  the  home  or  with  the  children  in 
tow. 

1969 Sue  Brown  Weeks 
(Mrs.  John  W.I 

753  Concord  Avenue 

Belmont,  MA   02178 

Lois  Murphey  Skalka 
(Mrs.  Sanford  M.) 

153  Knox  Village 

Newburgh,  NY    12550 

Barbara  Obenauer  Platz 
(Mrs.  Joseph  E.) 

7751  West  State  Street 

Lowville.  NY    13367 

Merle  Pollack  Intner 

(Mrs.  Richard  A  I 

Bldg.  B,  Apt.  6-1 1 17-01  Park  Lane  South 

Kew  Gardens.  NY    1  1418 

Dorothy  Zorn 

R.D.  #3,  139  Pilgrim  Drive 
Sewickley.  PA   15143 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Ginger  Getman  to  John  Harkey 

MARRIAGES 

Marcy  Feuer  to  Robert  O.  Lawton  III,  June  1,  1974 

BIRTHS 

Jody  Drooz  Yoffie,  a  daughter,  Alexandra  Sherman, 
November  1,  1974 

Jennifer  Gearhart  Grason,  a  daughter,  Larissa,  Febru- 

ary 22,  1974 
Merle  Pollack  Intner,  a  son,  William  Ira,  December 

25,  1974 Linda  Richman  Blackman,  a  son,  David  Max,  July  9, 

1974 

Judy  Rogoff  Katz,  a  son,  Andrew  Justin,  October 

29,  1974 
Ann  Rosch  Duffield,  a  son,  Jamison  Neville,  Decem- 

ber 7,  1974 
Christine  Satz  Miracle,  a  son,  Jedidiah  Andrew,  June 

1,  1974 Carol  Zurheide  Block,  a  daughter,  Diana  Elizabeth, 

November  9,  1972 

LOST 
Diane  Elliott  Schirrmacher 

Harriet  Hudson  Brennan 
Anne  Murton 

Suzanne  Pasley 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary  Bainum,  3918  Hillcrest  Drive,  Madison,  Wl 
53705 

Sarah  Bornstein,  5925  N.  Paulina.  #3E,  Chicago,  IL 60660 

Suzanne  Boucek  Berol  (Mrs.  John),  Hillcroft,  Clap- 
board Ridge  Road,  Danbury.  CT   06810 

Sally  Burkhart,  Rt.  #1,  Colfax,  WA   9911  1 
Joanna  Campbell  Dellenbaugh  (Mrs.  Geoffrey  G.), 

R.D.  #1,  Woodsville  Road,  Hopewell,  NJ   08525 
Kathleen  Cochrane  Kean  (Mrs.  William),  5456  North 

Danbury  Road,  Whitefish  Bay,  WS   53217 
Emma  Day  Erdossy  (Mrs.  Alan),  Lakeside  Drive, 

Bemus  Point.  NY    14712 
Terese  Dech  Schaffner  (Mrs.  David  J  ),  2690  Amboy 

Road,  Staten  Island,  NY    10306 
Risa  Ellovich,  321  N.  Washington,  Bloomington,  IN 
47401 

Marcy  Feuer  Lawton  (Mrs.  Robert  O.  III).  1401  E. 

Hyde  Park  Blvd.,  #601,  Hyde  Park,  IL   60615 

Paulette  Fritz  Weisrock  (Mrs.  Thomas),  15400  Bel- 

grade St.,  Apt.  #25,  Westminster,  CA  92683 

Virginia  Getman,  317  S.  Presa,  San  Antonio, 
TX    78205 

Sandra  Guest  Stevenson  (Mrs.  PeterT.),  1722Green- 
leaf  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15211 

Diane   Himes   Ambrose  (Mrs.   Donald  E.),  707  Ver- 
mont Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15234 

Sally  Jones,  100  West  15th  St.,  Apt.  1B,  New  York, 
NY    10010 

Ann  Judson  Ratcliffe  (Mrs.  Temple  L.),  8322  High- 
cliffe  Court,  Annandale.  VA  22003 

Marjory   Kaplan,  6356   Florio  Street,  Oakland,  CA 
94618 

Cornelia   Kennedy  Atkins  (Mrs.  G.  Lawrence),  1433 

St.  James  Court,  Louisville,  KY   40208 

June  Marshall  Werrin  (Mrs.  Ronald),  Apt.  2A,  I  P 

Quetelet,  1  030  Brussels,  Belgium 
Suzanne  (Cindy)  Martin,  1611   Arboles  Drive,  G 

dale,  CA  91207 Karen   Miller   Moss    (Mrs.    Neil    M),   2170  E.   Br 

Street,  Columbus,  OH   43209 
Lynne  Osterloh,  927  Wells  Road,  Apt    81,  Ora 

Park,  FL   32073 
Allyson  Paulus,  P.O.  Box  44,  Somerset,  NJ   08 

Helen    Pollock    Starr,    2144    California    Street    I 

Washington,  DC   20008 
Linda    Richman    Blackman    (Mrs.    Marc),    245  I 

25th  Street,  Apt,  5B ,  New  York ,  NY  1  001 6 
Jean     Robinson     Andrews     (Mrs.     Robert     H.,  i 

1693-A  River  Village,  Ft.  Belvoir,  VA   22060 
Judy  Rogoff  Katz  (Mrs.  James  M.),  12  Trinity  R( 

Marblehead,  MA   01945 

Peggy   Rosenthal,  393  West  End  Avenue,  Apt.  1 
New  York,  NY    10024 

Christine   Satz  Miracle  (Mrs.   Andrew  W.,  Jr.),  2 

SW  13th  St.,  #32,  Gainesville,  FL   32608 
Christine    Sakumoto    Drake    (Mrs.    David    R.), 

Porter,  #2N,  Easton,  PA    18042 
Marcia    Seeler,    37   Washington    Park,    Newtonv 

Boston.  MA   02160 
Eleanor    Selling,   601    W.    115   St..   Apt.    32A,  I 

York,  NY    10025 
Jennifer  Sumner  Buchholz  (Mrs.    Rogene  A,),  3 

Evergreen  Road,  Apt.  303,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernek  (Mrs.  Peter),  6341  March 

St.,  Apt.  12,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15206 

Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz  (Mrs.  Alan  D.),  N-1  Pytl 

Road,  Annapolis,  MD   21402 
Kathryn    Williams   Myerburg    (Mrs.    Richard  S.), 

Birnamwood  Drive,  Burnsville,  MN    55337 

Joan  Wooden  Salada  (Mrs.   Gary),  201-L,   10  V 

Blvd.,  State  College,  PA   16801 
Katherine    Wright     Mueller    (Mrs.     Donald    S.), 

Spinythorn  Road,  Levittown,  PA    19056 
Carol    Zurheide   Block    (Mrs.    William    K.,Jr.l,  3 

Kenwood  Blvd.,  Toledo,  OH   43606 

Emily    Barclay,    25    Fairfield    Street,    Cambri 
MA   02140 

Amy    Bender    Morgan    (Mrs.    Ira),    5444  Albert 

Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15217 
Ellen  Newman  Edelstein   (Mrs.   Aaron  M.),  716 

Mill  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15238 

Lois  reporting: 

I  guess  I  show  that  I'm  getting  the  itch  to  go  t 
to  schol  when  I  start  my  section  of  the  class  ne 

with  items  from  people  who  are  currently  in  gr 
ate  school  Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna  reports  thai 

is  more  than  half-way  through  her  Ph.D.  prograi 

George  Washington  and  currently  has  a  fellow 
teaching  Chinese  history  to  undergraduates.  In 

course  of  a  long  newsy  letter,  Bobbi  also  mentic 
that  husband  Bob  is  out  of  the  Army  and  wor 

for  a  Washington  law  firm;  son  Jaimy,  now  thre 

going  to  Montessori  school  and  that  they  wen 

Patti  Johnson's  wedding  in  Ithaca  in  January 

enjoyed  seeing  Penny  Prudden  Redfield,  Mar 
Moran,  Laurie  Gould  Grad  and  Susie  Elliot. 

Risa  Ellovich  is  back  at  Indiana  University  a 

having  returned  from  18  months  in  the  Ivory  C 

doing  dissertation  research  in  Anthro.  She's  t 
with  discussion  sections,  auditing,  modern  da 

breadmaking  and  work  on  her  dissertation. 

Those  working  on  Ph.D.s  should  receive  si 
comfort  from  Vivian  Garbuny  Goldberg  who  wi 

that  her  best  news  is  that  she's  not  still  in  sch 
She  got  her  Ph.D.  in  physiology  from  Georgetov 

year  ago,  although  she  says  she  still  hasn't  recovt 
from  writing  her  thesis.  She's  now  working  i 
post-doc  in  physiology  at  Georgetown.  When  the 
at  home  in  Maryland  they  go  rock  climbing  on  v 
Vivian  describes  as  vertical  cliffs! 

Ginger  Getman  finished  her  M.Ed,  with 

Teacher  Corps  last  May  and  is  now  teaching  kin 

garten  and  pursuing  her  interests  in  spinning,  dy 
and  weaving.  Ginger  notes  she  enjoyed  seeing  P 
Churchman  and  Kathy  Perrone  VanWassen  at  K< 

Cochrane's  wedding  last  June.  Ginger  will  be  mar 
this  July  to  John  Harkey,  a  free  lance  photograf 
and  teacher  at  the  Southwest  Craft  Center. 

I  was  pleased  to  hear  from  Emme  Day  Erd< 
for  the  first  time  in  five  years.  In  November  she 

elected   manager  and   treasurer  of   the  Chautau 
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ake  Association,  Inc..  an  organization  she  began 

'ork  with  as  a  Kelly  Girl  two  years  ago.  The  Associ- 

tion  is  involved  with  the  maintenance  of  Chauta- 
qua  Lake,  home  of  the  famous  institution.  She  says 
,e  work  is  quite  varied  and  most  interesting.  Not 

nly  might  she  become  the  first  certified  female 

iray  applicator  in  New  York  State,  but  also  has 
onaged  to  get  women  on  the  Board  of  Directors 

ter  twenty  years. 
Also  heard  from  for  the  first  time  was  Marcy 

euer  Lawton  who  spent  the  summer  with  her  new 

jsband  at  the  Smithsonian-sponsored  field  station 
i  Barro  Colorado  Island  in  Panama.  She  reports  she 

iceived  her  M.A.  in  the  History  of  Science  from 

uke  and  is  currently  taking  courses  at  the  Uni- 

irsity  of  Chicago  where  she'll  be  starting  her  doc- 
iral  work  in  Human  Development  next  fall.  Marcy's 
jsband  Bob  is  doing  graduate  work  in  Tropical 

:ology  at  the  University  and  since  they  hate  Chi- 
igo,  they  escape  on  weekends  to  look  for  eagles  and 
a/Is. 

The  arrival  of  Jody  Drooz  Yoffie's  baby  a  month 

irly  made  life  hectic  for  awhile.  She's  continuing 
;r  work  with  the  Attorney  General's  Office  from 
Dime  while  Alan  is  practicing  law  with  the  firm  of 
urdoch  &  Walsh.  The  Yoffies  see  Merle  Pollack 

ttner  and  family  often  and  had  plans  for  a  mini- 
hatham  reunion  with  the  Intners  and  Marsha  Weiss 

-amowitz  and  Alan  the  weekend  she  wrote. 
tn  a  short  note  from  Jennifer  Gearhart  Grason 

ie  announced  the  birth  of  a  daughter  and  plans  to 

iend  June  through  December  in  Murray  Hill,  New 

irsey  while  her  husband  will  be  on  leave  from  CMU 

orking  f or  Bell  Laboratories. 

Jackie  Emery  Flynn  and  Ned  have  been  informed 

/  the  Air  Force  that  they  may  "anticipate"  a 

lange  of  assignment  this  summer.  Jackie  didn't 
iund  thrilled  by  the  prospect,  but  other  than  that 

ie  says  her  life  is  kept  busy  with  activities  with  the 

.A.U.W.  and  trying  to  keep  ahead  of  her  two-year- 

d  daughter.  I'm  sure  the  rest  of  the  class  joins  me 
sending  condolences  to  Jackie  on  the  death  of  her 
ther  this  past  October.  Also,  from  California,  Polly 

-itz  Weisrock  sends  greetings  to  the  class. 
My  own  news  is  of  the  economic  crunch  which 

nds  both  my  husband  and  me  job  hunting.  I  con- 

nue  to  keep  busy  with  my  two-year-old  son  and 

irious  political  and  social  causes.  We've  seen  Harriet 
atz  Bachman,  Larry,  and  Seth  a  couple  times  this 
;ar  and  had  a  visit  from  Marcia  Seeler  who  is  now 

law  school  at  Boston  College.  Thanks  to  all  who 
sponded  to  my  cards  this  year. 

arb  reporting: 

The  response  this  year  was  very  good,  and  I  heard 

om  several  alumnae  who  hadn't  responded  before, 
/eryone  seems  to  have  settled  down  —  in  jobs, 
arriage,  graduate  school. 

Sally  Jones  wrote  most  enthusiastically  about  her 

ork  with  her  theatre  company,  composed  of  four 

omen  and  producing  a  play  about  every  1%  to  2 

jars.  They  are  partially  funded  by  the  New  York 

:ate  Council  on  the  Arts  —  the  company  is  a  non- 
ofit  organization.  She  also  writes  that  those  who 

low  her  will  know  that  she  and  Jacques  are  still 

igether.  Since  1969,  Sally  has  been  to  England, 
udied  with  Grotowski  in  Poland,  and  has  taught  a 

mester  in  the  Chatham  Theatre  Department. 
Congratulations  to  Gail  Hart  Davidson  on  her 

arriage.  Her  husband  is  a  lawyer,  and  their  wedding 

as  attended  by  Marcia  Seeler,  Connie  Weiss  Su- 
srnek  and  Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz.  Gail  is  a  free 
nee  educational  consultant  with  the  New  York 

ity  Public  Schools. 

Most  of  those  who  responded  are  currently  begin- 

ng,  completing,  or  otherwise  involved  in  obtaining 

ieir  Master's.  Bonnie  Lombardo  llch,  mother  of 
i/o-year-old  Melissa,  has  returned  to  school  part- 
tie  in  the  field  of  early  childhood  teaching.  Eleanor 

svinson  Paris  is  taking  courses  toward  a  degree  in 
iychology  and  her  husband  Jeffrey  is  finishing  his 

.B.A.  Mary  Hood  Deitch  has  finished  her  master's 
counseling,  and  is  still  teaching  a  Learning  Disa- 

lity  Class.  She  and  Harry  took  a  long  camping  trip 
ist  last  summer,  and  returned  to  California  via 
anada  and  the  Northwest. 

Penny  Lowe  has  started  working  on  her  M.S.T. 

:gree  (Master's  in  Science  Teaching—  Environmen- 
I  Education)  at  Antioch  Graduate  School  in  Keene, 

New  Hampshire.  Mimi  Majewski  Lenkoski  also 

started  work  on  a  master's  at  the  University  of 
Connecticut,  Hartford  campus, 

Harriet  Katz  Bachman  writes  that  she  has  re- 

turned to  work  as  a  caseworker  while  Larry  returns 

to  school  at  Johns  Hopkins  in  the  field  of  physics. 

Diane  Himes  Ambrose  and  Don  are  busy  decorating 

their  new  home  in  Mt.  Lebanon  Cornelia  Kennedy 

Atkins  reports  that  she  has  taken  up  weaving.  She 

and  Larry  drove  back  from  New  York  City  with  Risa 
Ellovich. 

Marjy  Kaplan  has  passed  the  California  bar  exam 

and  has  joined  a  friend  in  the  first  all-women's  law 
firm  in  Richmond,  California.  Marjy  finds  her  job 

time-consuming  and  exciting  —  and  quite  a  change 
from  the  freedom  of  student  life.  Marjy  frequently 

sees  Ricki  Shore  Boyd  who  is  attending  law  school. 

Life  with  the  Platz  family  in  Lowville  remains 

greatly  unchanged.  Our  sons  are  now  5VS  and  3!4.  Joe 

and  I  are  busy  with  our  jobs  and  our  family  —  and 
life  is  satisfying.  Best  wishes  for  peace  and  prosperity 

(if  this  is  possible)  in  1975. 

Merle  reporting: 

This  year's  responses  brought  news  from  my 
"regulars"  and  a  few  from  people  that  have  not 
responded  before.  Thank  you  all  —  with  the  price  of 
postage  I   would  feel  quite  cheated  without  replies! 

Helen  Pollock  Starr  and  Ann  Posner  Fox  both 

send  friendly  greetings.  As  does  Judy  Rogoff  Katz 
who  is  wondering  why  she  has  not  managed  to  get 

the  RECORDER  in  two  years  but  never  misses  the 
mail  of  the  Alumnae  Fund. 

Does  anyone  have  suggestions  for  what  Eleanor 
Selling  can  do  with  a  degree  in  Anthro,  other  than 
teach?  Eleanor  is  attending  Columbia  and  about  to 

get  a  Master's  of  Philosophy  in  Anthropology,  fol- 
lowed by  a  Ph.D.  on  Anti-Semitism  with  fieldwork 

in  New  York  City. 

Jean  Robinson  Andrews  is  also  studying,  but 

with  different  goals.  Jean  and  Bob  are  busy  listening 

to  German  language  records  and  planning  a  "Europe 

on  $5  a  day"  vacation  as  they  hope  to  move  to 
Germany  for  three  years  beginning  in  July. 

In  September  Alison  Oakes  switched  jobs  and  is 

now  doing  program  planning,  counseling,  budget 
planning,  etc.  as  Director  of  Youth  Services  for  the 

Bernard  Horwich  Jewish  Community  Center  on 

Chicago's  North  Side.  She  speaks  to  Sarah  Bornstern 

and  frequently  sees  RoseMary  Liquori  Dahood,  '70. 
Alison,  Ann  Rosch  Duffield  and  Peggy  Rosenthal  all 

expressed  pleasure  at  the  news  of  changes  at 

Chatham.  Annie  put  it  neatly.  She  finds  Chatham 
turning  into  a  real  environment  for  women. 

Annie  is  now  taking  time  off  from  work  after  the 

birth  of  her  son.  She  is  returning  to  work  in  March 

for  a  year  and  then  hopes  to  take  time  off  to  spend 
with  Jamie  and  do  free  lance  writing.  Annie  is  quick 

to  point  out  that,  even  as  a  professional  woman, 

having  a  baby  is  still  a  thrill.  In  addition  to  congratu- 
lations on  the  birth  of  Jamie,  Ann  and  Tim  merit 

another  set.  Tim  has  just  gotten  his  first  major  sculp- 
ture commission  for  a  large  outdoor  piece  in 

Philadelphia. 

Peggy  Rosenthal  has  undergone  a  metamorphosis 

since  I  last  heard  from  her.  She  is  now  an  unem- 

ployed paralegal  (something  that  Marsha  Weiss 

Bramowitz  can  identify  with),  collecting  unemploy- 

ment and  reapplying  to  law  school.  Her  first  experi- 
ence in  law  school  was  a  personal  disaster  partly  as  a 

reaction  to  being  a  woman  in  the  male  domain  of 

Brooklyn  Law  School.  This  led  to  her  undergoing 

psycho-analysis  which  was  painful  but  had  great 
results.  Peggy  would  like  to  know  if  anyone  else  in 
the  class  has  had  similar  difficulties  and  how  they 

have  dealt  with  them.  To  the  more  social  —  Peggy 
has  seen  Judy  Bachrach  (working  as  a  journalist  for 

the  Washington  Post),  and  ran  into  Laura  Weill 
Brown  who  visited  Chatham  and  raved  about  the 

changes  in  the  campus.  Peggy  and  Nancy  Cohen 
Druchman  have  heard  from  Risa  Ellovich  who  is 
back  from  Africa. 

My  year  has  been  happy.  As  usual  my  winter  is 

hectic.  Our  second  son,  William  Ira,  was  born  Christ- 
mas day.  Richard  and  I  took  a  LaMaze  course  and 

strongly  recommend  it.  I  am  presently  sitting  in  the 

midst  of  cartons.  We  are  moving  as  a  protest  to  the 
landlord  who  raised  our  rent  twice  in  the  last  four 

months.  So  much  for  New  York  City  rent  laws. 

Ellen  Newman  Edelstein  and  Aaron  have  been 

able  to  take  time  away  from  decorating  their  new 

house  to  take  a  couple  of  long  ski  weekends. 

After  five  years  of  living  in  different  parts  of  the 

country,  Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz  and  I  finally  have 

seen  each  other  aside  from  weddings.  We  have  also 
seen  a  lot  of  Jody  Drooz  Yoffie,  Alan  and  Alexy  in 

Wilmington,  New  York  and  Baltimore,  and  also 
Eleanor  Levinson  Peris  and  Jeff.  I  have  spoken  with 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernek  and  Peter  but  have  not  seen 
them  recently. 

I  am  also  fascinated  by  the  changes  at  Chatham 

and  I  am  sometimes  jealous  of  Gail  Weiss,  '76  and 
Amy  Newman,  '78  who  are  there  now.  After  the 
article  about  Chatham  appeared  in  the  Wall  Street 
Journal  I  received  several  phone  calls  from  people 

who  were  impressed  with  what  they  read.  I  was  too! 

Dottie  reporting: 

Everybody  is  as  usual  doing  a  lot  of  different 

things  —  I  do  wish  that  more  of  you  would  share 

your  activities. 
Moving  was  an  important  interest  to  several  class- 

mates. Tina  Satz  Miracle  is  finishing  her  Ed.S.  degree 

in  counselor  education  at  the  University  of  Florida 

after  returning  from  Bolivia  where  Andy  was  doing 

his  dissertation  research  for  his  Ph.D.  in  anthro- 

pology. Andy,  Rebekah,  Jed,  and  Tina  all  liked  living 

there.  Going  from  warm  climates  to  cold  climates  — 
Kathy  Williams  Myerburg  has  moved  to  Minnesota 

since  her  husband,  Richard,  has  a  new  job  with  a 

department  store  in  Minneapolis.  They  live  about  ten 

miles  from  the  city  and  find  many  occasions  to  ski. 
Carol  Zurheide  Block,  Bill,  and  Diana  are  just  getting 

settled  after  moving  to  Ohio  from  New  Jersey. 

Mommie's  little  helper  is  of  great  assistance  in  un- 

packing, I'm  sure.  Linda  Richman  Blackman,  Marc, 
and  David  are  moving  to  Bethesda,  Maryland  in 

June.  Marc  is  doing  an  endocrine  fellowship  at  the 

National  Institutes  of  Health.  Linda  has  been  work- 

ing part-time  as  a  social  worker  at  Bellevue  Hospital. 

She'd  like  to  know  if  there  are  any  Chathamites  in 
the  area  around  Bethesda?  She  also  asks  if  anyone 
has  heard  from  Trudi  Gammerman  Linas? 

Kathy  Wright  Mueller  is  teaching  prepared  child- 
birth classes  for  the  Childbirth  Education  Associa- 

tion of  Philadelphia.  Kathy  is  an  alumnae  representa- 
tive for  Chatham,  a  member  of  the  general  board  of 

her  church  where  she  and  Dop  are  involved  in  put- 

ting on  plays.  All  these  activities  and  caring  for  two 
children  must  keep  them  more  than  busy. 

Ann  Turnock  is  working  part-time  in  the  mission 
department  at  Bel  Air  Presbyterian  Church  and  is 
continuing  in  the  Master  of  Divinity  Program  at  the 

Fuller  Theological  Seminary.  She  spent  a  weekend 
last  summer  with  Polly  Fritz  Weisrock.  Lynn  Stewart 

is  a  claims  ad  just  or  for  Royal  Globe  I  nsu  ranee 

Worker's  Compensation  since  June  of  1974.  She  is 
planning  a  vacation  to  Rhodesia  to  visit  her  grand- 

mother who  will  be  living  there  for  the  next  two 

years. 

Laura  Weill  Brown  is  still  teaching  and  enjoying 

her  role  as  a  Chatham  alumnae  representative.  She 

also  represents  Chatham  on  a  special  committee  that 

is  studying  the  graduates  of  womens'  colleges  all  over 
the  country.  Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz  and  Alan  have 

been  living  in  the  'yard'  at  Annapolis  since  July 
where  Alan  is  assigned  to  the  Naval  Hospital  at  the 

Academy.  They  spent  last  summer  traveling  from 
Los  Angeles  to  Annapolis.  Marsha  is  looking  for  a 

job,  taking  courses  for  pleasure  and  decorating  their 
apartment.  Sounds  like  Marsha  gets  the  life  of  leisure 
award  for  the  year! 

Sue  Trees  Juliano,  Jim  and  Laura  spent  a  week- 
end with  Mimi  Majewski  Lencoski  and  Peter  in 

November.  Sue  spends  most  of  her  time  with  Laura, 

being  involved  in  church  activities  and  in  domestic 
endeavors.  Faye  Singer  Rosch  is  fully  involved  with 
Becca  (4)  and  Eric  (2)  while  Jeff  still  has  another 

year  of  fellowship  training  in  allergy  and  im- 

munology at  Children's  Hospital  of  Pittsburgh.  He  is 
planning  to  practice  as  a  pediatric  allergist.  Becca 
will  be  beginning  kindergarten  in  September. 

I'm  just  completing  my  Ph.D.  and  may  soon  be 

one  of  Linda  Richman  Blackman's  neighbors  in  the 

Washington,  DC  area.  Judy  Light  '67  and  I  met Frank  Lackner  for  lunch  last  summer  and  have  been 

threatening  a  visit  to  Chatham  to  see  the  new  sites. 

Had  a  pleasant  time  with  Georgia  McKee  Holmberg 
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K.nhv   Osmond   '68,   and  Emy  Hill  Buk.i    I 
H,  i  .1  m'  i  CI  parly.  K.nhy  wi  n  I 

ihr    lindi  lid  offio     il   Weill  sle\    m  n    Boston. 

in,,     md    lai             ""-11  wilh  urban 
planning  in  Pittsburgh.  Jim  <md  Georgia  are  both 
i    ,,i  ,,,,|  on  tin  ii  dissei  I  ;<  ns     ieorgia  evei 

',,,   ,  i ,  ii  ,  i  h  >,  m 

.ii  Allegheny  Community  College  expi  nds  mui  h  ol 
i  negotiating  i  ontrai  ts.  Have  a 

hapi  body. 
No   class    news    wjs    received    Irom    Sue   Brown 

Weeks  m  lime  loi  publii  ation  in  this  issue. 

1971 Nejle  Sand  ridge 

4200  Cathedral  Ave.  NW,  #61 1 

Washington,  DC   20016 

Lindr)  Martin  Barber 

(Mrs.  Thomas  C.) 

1950  Guernsey  Avenue 

Abington,  PA   19001 

Mary  Christine  Walker 
926  Ivy  Street,  #103 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15232 

Barbara  Zawadzki 

University  Drive  C 

Pittsburgh,  PA    15240 

ENGAGEMENT 

Mary  Ann  Shannon  to  Bill  Portman 

MARRIAGES 

Christine  Babiar  tc  Don  Harris,  November  1973 

Deborah  Hagstrom  to  Bruce  K.  Barton,  October  12, 

1974 
Elizabeth    Hennings    to    Art    Farley,   December  28, 

1974 
Nora  Naber  to  Loren  Windmeyer,  May  25,  1974 

Hope  Richardson   to  Robert   F.   Borowsky,  October 

19, 1974 

LOST 

Rosanne  Belikove  Talcott 

Karen  M.  Copeland 
Ellen  M.  Mandel 

Andrea  Sherman  Heft 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Christine  Babiar  Harris  (Mrs.  Donald),  Box  191, 

Skykomish.WA  98288 

Hinda  Barsky  Burke  (Mrs.  Richard  S.),  1521  S.  Neg- 
ley  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15217 

Diane  Berman,  600  S.  Negley  Ave.,  #15,  Pittsburgh, 
PA    15232 

Robin  Bernstein  Roth  (Mrs.  Barry).  Washington 

Plaza  Apt.  *914,  1420  Centre  Ave.,  Pittsburgh, 
PA    15219 

Deborah  Block  Rubin  (Mrs.  Fred),  655  Fulling  Mill 

Road,  Middletown,  PA   17057 

Nina  Blum,  820  W.  Pensacola  Blvd.,  Tallahassee, 
FL    32304 

Janice  Brewer,  521  Elizabeth,  Apt.  4,  Ann  Arbor, 
Ml    48104 

Jeanne  Burton  Leone  (Mrs.  Scott),  1051  Old  Colony 
Road,  Meriden,  CT   06450 

Elizabeth  Cotsworth,  3818  T  Street  NW,  Washing- 
ton, DC   20007 

Cheryl  Ann  Dowds,  7934  Willow  Street,  Apt.  D, 
New  Orleans,  LA  70118 

Margaret  Evans,  325  Alexander  St.,  Apt.  22,  Ro- 
chester, NY    14607 

Victoria  Falco,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15232 

Rosemary  Gross  Rubin  (Mrs.  Robert),  3708  Martin- 
dale  Road  NE,  Canton,  OH   44714 

Deborah  Hagstrom  Barton  (Mrs.  Bruce  K.),  21  Main 

Street,  Pittsfield,  NH   03263 

Ann  Harper  Scott  (Mrs.  Glenn),  430  Linden  Avenue, 
Johnstown.  PA    15902 

Sallie  Heidenreich  Webster  (Mrs.) ,  3615  Shaw  Avenue, 

Avenue,  Cincinnati,  OH   45205 

Elizabeth  Hennings  Farley  (Mrs.  Art),  385-B  Broken 
Oak  Loop,  Eugene,  OR   97405 

Martha-Jean  Hughes,  2106  N.  Military  Road,  Arling- 
ton, VA   22207 

Carol  Kaempfer  Sena  (Mrs.  Michael}.  32  Shepard  St., 

brid  ie,  MA  02138 
Joan  Klopp  Roy  (Mrs.  Byron  W.),  Bexley  Hall,  1100 

S.  Goodn  in  Si  ,  Rochester,  NY   14620 
Ann  LaPat  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Ned),  1030  North  State, 

Chi.  ago,  IL   60G10 

Jo  LeVan,  Room  605  West,  Owen  Hall,  MSU,  East 

La      n  i.  Ml    48824 
Cynthia  Linhart  Williams  (Mrs.  Todd  F.),  Oakhouse, 

2  West  Gate  Drive,  Wheeling,  WV   26003 
Ellen     McGrath,     P.O.     Box     87,     New     Milford, 
CT    06776 

Lael  McGuigan  Pritchard  (Mrs.  Alfred  R.l,  537  Ford 

Avenue,  Kingston,  PA    18704 

Donna  May,  536  W.    113th  St.,  Apt.   1,  New  York, 
NY    10025 

Jane  Murray  Weston   (Mrs.   Peter),  c/o  86,  Ravens- 
wood  Avenue,  Tunbridge  Wells,  Kent,  England 

Nora  Naber  Windmeyer  (Mrs.  Loren),  R.R.  I.Grand 

Pass,  MO   65331 
Deborah     Patton,     23     Caton     Drive,     Syracuse, 
NY    13214 

Susan     Philbrick,     2    Consulate     Drive,     Tuckahoe, 
NY    10707 

Mary   E.   Rainka  Lieberman  (Mrs.  William  K.),  5831 

Walnut  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15232 

Hope   Richardson  Borowsky  (Mrs.  Robert  F.I,  5930 

Franklin  Avenue,  Hollywood,  CA  90028 

Betsy    Rom   Bagstad    (Mrs.   Stephen   S.),    510   Plaza 

Court,  Apt.  2A,  Aberdeen,  MD    21001 
Maxine  Schlosser  Shore   (Mrs.),   1558  Lincoln  Hgh., 

Edison,  NJ    08817 

Patricia  Severance,  2000  Penn  Avenue  South,  Minne- 

apolis, MN    55405 
Barbara   Shughart   Drake    (Mrs.    Eric),  278   Kaliponi 

Street,  Wahiawa,  HI   96786 
Deborah    Smith    Schildkraut    (Mrs.     Ira),    25    Lake 

Avenue,  Woburn,  MA  01801 
Janet  Snyder  Kapur  (Mrs.  Anil),  4750  Roener  Street, 

Dearborn,  Ml    48126 

Suzanne  Stuart,  5531   Kentucky  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA    15232 

Nancy     Vaughan,    Woodview    Apts.     #34,    Milville, 
NJ   08332 

Nancy    Werner,    1401    Willow   Street,    Minneapolis, 
MN   55403 

Sheila    R.    Willard,    56    Montford    Road,    Hull,   MA 
02045 

Molly  Williams  Stephens  (Mrs.  Mark  L.),  933  Robin 

Lane,  Campbell,  CA  95008 
Judy    Robbins,   616   Princeton  Avenue,  Johnstown, 
PA   15905 

Peggy  Yockey  Morycz   (Mrs.   Richard  K.),  257  Con- 
stitution Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15236 

Vicki    Zolan,    261     West    90th    Street,    New    York, 
NY    10024 

Nelle  reporting: 

A  number  of  our  classmates  are  continuing  their 

education  and/or  educating  others.  Susan  Belkin 

Glaser  says  she  is  slowly  plugging  away  at  her  mas- 

ter's degree  in  School  Psychology  while  teaching  at  a 
therapeutic  pre-school  for  disturbed,  retarded 

children.  Marno  Doczy  teaches  4th  graders  in  Pitts- 
burgh. She  has  some  graduate  work  behind  her,  and 

hopes  to  continue  her  studies  this  summer  at  Rollins 

College  in  Florida.  Marno  lives  not  far  from  Judy 

Weisenfeld  Weinberg,  but  it  seems  they're  having  a 
hard  time  getting  together.  So  from  Marno  and  Judy, 
a  special  hello!  Debbie  Hagstrom  Barton  writes  that 

Nancy  Vaughan  was  a  bridesmaid  in  her  wedding. 
Debbie  is  still  teaching  2nd  grade,  and  she  and  Bruce 

are  making  plans  for  a  house  they'll  begin  building 
this  summer.  Carol  Olbum  teaches  ceramics,  and  had 

her  first  one-person  exhibit  in  September  1974. 

Future  one-person  exhibits  will  be  at  Clay  Place  in 
Pittsburgh  this  coming  May  and  at  the  Sunrise  Gal- 

lery in  Charleston,  WV  in  late  1975  or  early  1976. 
Betsy  Aufderheide  Ruckman  is  teaching  high  school 

German  and  Spanish.  She  says  that  Tom  has  gradu- 
ated from  CMU  and  is  now  a  Management  Trainee 

with  (J.  S.  Steel. 

Lena  Genello  Goldberg  is  finishing  up  her  Ph.D. 

in  Philosophy  at  MIT.  Her  area  of  concentration  is 

the  Philosophy  of  Law,  and  her  dissertation  topic 

will  be  the  ethics  of  punishment  and  the  rights  of 

prisoners.  Lena  is  seriously  considering  a  second  ap- 

proach to  the  subject  by  attending  law  school  this 
coming  fall.   Her  husband   Ron  is  a  resident  in  radi- 

ology at  the  Beth  Israel-Harvard  University  Mec 
Center.  Lena  has  seen  a  number  of  Chathamites 

ex-Chathamites,  including  Maggie  Farrell  Bort 

Donna  May  (living  in  New  York),  Lael  McGu 
Pritchard,  Nancy  Stewart  (who  is  about  to  b 

medical  school),  and  Sara  Stotzer  (studying  s< 

work  at  Boston  University) 

Peggy  Evans  is  pursuing  her  Doctor  of  Md] 

Arts  degree  in  organ  performance  and  church  m 
at  the  Eastman  School  of  Music  (University 
Rochester).  She  is  also  the  music  director  at  a  su 

ban  church,  serving  as  the  organist  and  conduc 

four  different  choirs.  After  passing  her  Ph.D.  q 

tying  exams  in  South  Asian  Studies,  Gloria  Gooc 
Raheja  switched  back  to  Anthropology  for 

degree,  so  she'll  be  in  school  for  a  while  yet.  Gl 
has  started  quilt-making  and  she  and  Rai  are  ta 
skiing  lessons.  Nina  Blum  is  down  south  wor 

toward  her  master's  degree  in  Marine  Biolog' 
Florida  State  University.  She  expects  to  gradj 
this  summer. 

Now  we  come  to  the  attorneys.  Rosemary  G 

Rubin  is  proud  to  have  had  an  article  ent 

"Manufacturer  and  Professional  Users  Liability 

Defective  Medical  Equipment"  published  in  the 
1974  issue  of  the  Akron  University  Law  Rev 
Rosemary  earned  her  J.D.  degree  last  June,  pa 

the  Ohio  bar  exam,  and  is  currently  a  staff  atto 

with  the  Stark  County  Legal  Aid  Society.  During 

final  year  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
School,  Diane  Berman  headed  the  Moot  Court 

gram.  Now,  with  law  degree  in  hand,  Diane 
moved  into  the  real  courtroom.  She  tries  crin 

cases  daily  in  her  capacity  as  an  Assistant  Dis 
Attorney  for  Allegheny  County. 

The  rest  of  the  crew  are  involved  in  various 

sundry  activities.  Jeanne  Burton  Leone  works  w 

religious  music  and -publishing  company  founde 
Brother  Julius.  The  company  is  involved  in  he. 

the  physically  and  mentally  disabled,  and  in  lea 

people  to  "happy,  healthy,  and  God-centered  li\ 
Jeanne  says  that  she  was  healed  of  a  diseased 
bladder  without  surgery  or  diet  restrictions. 

Debi  Block  Rubin  is  an  occupational  therapi 

a  mental  hospital.  Her  major  outside  activity 

tinues  to  be  with  the  Harrisburg  Free  Medical  CI 

Debi  is  quite  excited  preparing  for  a  move  to  I 
treat,  where  Fred  will  begin  his  medical  residen< 
a  hospital  associated  with  McGill  University. 

Mary  Conway  Vaughan  is  also  about  to  leavt 
country.  Her  husband  Rick  has  been  given  a  sp 

assignment  by  Exxon  to  work  in  London  for  1 
years  starting  this  summer.  Mary  says  they 

hardly  wait.  In  the  meantime,  she  is  busy  chasinj 

two-year-old  twins,  Michael  and  Mark,  and  er 
cooking,  sewing,  and  playing  tennis. 

Ann  Harper  Scott  reports  from  Johnstown 
she  and  Glenn  share  a  huge  apartment  with  a  So 

puppy.  Ann  says  that  her  job  as  a  claims  represi 
five  with  the  Social  Security  Administration  j 

her  an  inside  view  of  the  entire  socioeconomic  i 

trum.  As  for  extra-curricular  activities,  Ann  f 
basketball  with  an  office  group,  is  working  i 

25-mile  swim  at  the  YWCA,  and  engages  in  pi 

speaking  on  topics  of  concern  within  the  won 

movement,  including  self-defense  and  phy 

improvement. Liz  Cotsworth  is  still  working  for  the  Envi 

mental  Protection  Agency.  In  fulfilling  the  reqi 
ments  of  her  management  intern  program  with 

EPA,  Liz  spent  some  time  working  in  the  De 
office.  Having  completed  her  training,  she  is  n< 

Foreign  Affairs  Analyst  in  the  Office  of  h 
national  Activities.  Her  new  job  started  off  just  i 
with  a  special  conference  in  Italy. 

Sallie  Heidenreich  Webster  is  a  market  rese 

investigator  for  Procter  and  Gamble.  She  and  A 

just  bought  a  house  and  are  busy  making  repair 
it.  Sallie  and  a  number  of  other  Chathamites,  m> 

includes,  converged  on  Pittsburgh  for  Betsy  I 

nings'  wedding  to  Art  Farley.  Betsy  and  Art  are 
in  the  far  Northwest  where  Art  holds  the  positia 

Assistant  Professor  at  the  University  of  Oregon. 

From  my  east  coast  perspective,  Betsy  is  Ii 

relatively  close  to  Chris  Babiar  Harris.  Chris  and 

reside  outside  of  Seattle  in  a  tiny  mountain  t 

blessed  with  huge  evergreens  and  breathta 

scenery.  Chris  runs  the  town  library  and  Don  w 

for  the  State   Highway   Department.   She  says 
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i's  quite  impressed  with  the  new  direction  in 
lich  Chatham  is  headed.  I  agree  completely,  and 

-tainly  one  1971  grad  who  deserves  recognition  for 
r  full-time  involvement  with  the  new  Chatham  is 

cki  Falco,  now  the  Assistant  Director  of  Admis- 
ins.  Outside  of  her  Chatham  duties,  Vicki  has 

jnt  a  good  deal  of  time  coordinating  a  "College 
(missions  Hotline"  for  the  state  of  Pennsylvania. 

addition,  she  is  a  "founding  mother"  of  the 
atham  Alumnae  Summer  Theatre,  which  had  a 

xessful  season  last  year  thanks  to  the  participa- 
n  of  many  Chatham  grads,  both  on  stage  and  in 
;  audiences. 

I  have  to  say  that,  in  spite  of  the  problems 

iguing  us  all,  the  news  was  good  this  year  and  the 
ss  of  1971  seems  to  be  in  excellent  spirits.  Until 

xt  year,  take  care  everybody. 

ida  reporting: 

Having  relocated  to  the  big  city  of  New  York, 

>nna  May  admits  to  being  a  badminton  freak  - 

lying  regularly  with  Kathy  Ripin.  Donna's  aban- 
ned  the  writing  of  her  polemical  first  novel  "All 
t  Girls  Look  Alike"  as  she's  lost  75  pounds  —  now 

it's  an  accomplishment!  Baltimore  doesn't  deserve 
;  bad  reputation  it  has  says  Jan  McGiffert  Ueh- 

ger  —  and  she  should  know  since  she  works  with 

linquent  girls  at  a  treatment  center.  Jan  has  fin- 

ed her  master's  in  social  work  and  her  husband 
rry  is  finishing  up  this  semester  at  law  school  as 
earch  editor  of  the  Law  Review. 

Having  received  her  doctorate  in  bio-chem  and 
•ing  tried  her  hand  at  a  research  job,  Jane  Murray 
iston  is  looking  forward  to  a  teaching  position  in 

gland,  of  course.  Alan  does  research  for  a  pharma- 
jtical  company  and  they  holiday  regularly  on  the 

ntinent  —  tough  life.  Another  recent  grad  is  Nora 

iber  Windmeyer  who  got  her  master's  in  library 
ence  but  left  the  world  of  books  to  work  the  good 

■th  with  hubby  Loren.  Besides  completely  reno- 
ting  a  century-old  farmhouse,  Nora  is  busy  learn- 

1  the  ins  and  outs  of  farming  in  Grand  Pass  (popu- 

ion  72).  Summing  up  Maggie  Overton's  last  four 
ars  reads  like  an  atlas  —  Aspen,  California,  New 

irk,  Scotland,  England,  France.  Now  she's  job 
nting  in  Detroit  and  rehearsing  for  a  chorus  part  in 

iklahoma." 
Sue  Parisi  is  in  her  last  semester  of  courses  for  her 

ictorate  in  musicology,  specializing  in  early 

roque  Italian  opera  (now  that's  specialization!). 

e's  working  as  a  research  assistant  and  gives  flute 
:itals  twice  a  year.  Irene  DiNola  is  on  Sue's  wanted 
t  —  any  clues  anybody?  Sue  visited  with  Betsy 
>m  Bagstad  when  Sue  was  in  DC  for  the  American 
jsicological  Convention. 

With  all  this  good  news  it  would  be  unrealistic 

it  to  expect  some  sadness.  We  all  sympathize 
eply  with  Debby  Patton  who  writes  that  her  sister 

Jtie,  Chatham  '75,  died  suddenly  last  summer. 

Jb's  studying  at  Syracuse's  School  of  Information 
udies  although  she  admits  she's  still  not  sure  she 
ints  to  grow  up  and  be  something.  Teaching  swim- 

ng  is  still  her  favorite  but  Deb  says  she  can't  do 
at  forever. 

Diane  Peterson  Reilly  has  finished  her  academic 

sdits  for  her  master's  in  hospital  administration 
d  is  working  at  Sewickley  Valley  Hospital.  She  and 
ank,  who  has  his  own  law  firm,  have  a  Victorian 

iuse  big  enough  for  all  visting  Chathamites.  Pete 
s  published  for  the  third  time,  her  latest  article 
pears  in  the  December  issue  of  the  British  Journal 

Endocrinology.  Sue  Philbrick  (cheers  for  another 

io's  kept  her  maiden  name  in  marriage)  attends 

r*U  at  night  and  is  half-way  through  her  M.B.A. 
jring  the  days  she's  a  financial  analyst  for  Tetley 
s  in  tea)  while  spouse  Pete  is  a  banker  with  Manu- 
:turers  Hanover  Trust.  Maggie  Ragni   has  decided 

go  into  internal  medicine  and  writes  that  she's 

joying  her  last  "free"  days  before  starting  her 

ternship.  And  guess  who's  playing  the  ivory  keys 
r  the  med  school  play?  Maggie  saw  Mary  Ann 

lannon  (another  embryonic  M.D.)  who  was  doing 

me  elective  work  at  Children's  Hospital. 
Following  their  marriage,  Hope  Richardson 

irowsky  and  Bob  moved  to  California  where  they 

e  studying  Scientology.  She  invites  any  teachers 

terested  in  a  revolutionary  study  method  to  get  in 

uch.  Aberdeen,  MD  is  quite  a  change  from 

onolulu    but   Betsy    Rom   Bagstad    is  enjoying  her 

work  at  a  craft  shop.  Before  leaving  the  Pacific, 

Betsy  and  Steve  had  a  fantastic  vacation  in  New 

Zealand  and  Australia  —  come  September,  they'll  be 
off  again  to  parts  unknown,  courtesy  of  the  Army. 

Betsy  is  waiting  for  a  chance  to  use  her  newly  -ac- 
quired M.A.  in  American  Studies.  It  was  great  to 

hear  from  Maxine  Schlosser  Shore  (everytime  I  get  a 

query  when  I  read  Proust  on  the  subway,  I  blame 

Max's  tutorial).  Besides  getting  her  M.A.  in  French 
(Middlebury,  then  a  year  in  Paris)  Max  has  worked  in 

NYC  while  studying  at  Hunter  for  a  teaching  certifi- 
cate, honeymooned  in  Samoa,  and  camped  across 

the  U.  S.  While  Kenny's  at  Rutgers  Law  School,  Max 
is  teaching  high  school  French  and  takes  weaving  and 

pottery  classes  at  night. 
Another  classmate  making  a  big  move  is  Pat 

Severance  who  has  relocated  to  Minneapolis.  Pat  is 

an  assistant  buyer  with  Donaldson's,  Have  to  award 
Pat  the  prize  this  time  for  most  Chathamites  visited 

in  the  last  year.  On  the  way  to  the  Midwest  with 

U-haul  in  tow,  Pat  saw  Maggie  Ragni,  Sis  Rainka 
Lieberman,  and  Pete  Reilly  in  Pittsburgh,  then  on  to 

Chicago  to  see  Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell,  '72,  who 
lives  within  walking  distance  of  Ann  LaPat  Lawrence 

and  Alison  Oakes.  Arriving  in  Minneapolis  Pat  ran 
into  Rooty  Werner  who  also  lives  there. 

As  for  me,  I'm  still  grinding  away  in  law  school, 
busy  with  law  review  and  a  job  as  teaching  assistant 

for  two  first-year  law  classes.  I'll  be  clerking  this 
summer  with  a  Philadelphia  firm  but  right  now  my 

chief  concern  is  getting  Tom  over  the  emotional 
hurdle  of  his  30th  birthday.  He  is  still  recuperating 

from  knee  surgery  necessitated  by  a  waterskiing  acci- 

dent last  summer.  That's  all  for  this  year,  folks! 

Barbara  reporting: 

Hello  again  —  this  year  on  the  fourth  anniversary 
of  our  graduation.  It  is  hard  for  me  to  believe  that  it 

has  been  that  long  since  we  parted  from  Chatham, 

but  I  am  sure  that  I  will  be  saying  the  same  ten  years 
from  now. 

Congratulations  to  Mary  Ann  Shannon,  who  by 
the  time  the  RECORDER  reaches  us,  will  be  an  M.D. 

graduated  from  Temple  Med  School  and  going  into 

Obstetrics-Gynecology,  and  will  also  be  married  to 

Bill  Portman.  They  will  be  living  either  in  Philadel- 
phia or  in  Pittsburgh  depending  on  the  computer 

which  matches  us  med  students  for  internships. 

Linda  Sigg  Morgan  is  still  teaching  second  grade 

as  well  as  Junior  Life  Saving,  and  her  husband  Mike 

is  teaching  high  school  math  and  going  to  grad 
school. 

Deborah  Smith  Schildkraut  and  husband  I  ra 

moved  from  Miami  to  Massachusetts  after  they  both 

received  Ph.D.s  last  December  —  Deborah  in  psychol- 
ogy and  Ira  in  microbiology.  They  are  now  in  the 

Boston  area  continuing  their  education  with  post- 
doctoral work. 

J.  Delia  Snyder  Kapur  wrote  an  interesting  letter 

in  which  she  raised  questions  with  which  some  of  us 

professional  Women  will  have  to  deal  or  have  already 

dealt.  In  a  capsule,  just  as  Delia  received  a  job 

promotion  from  the  Auditory  Dept.  to  the  Inter- 
national Dept.  of  Manufacturers  Bank,  along  with  an 

acceptance  by  the  University  of  Detroit  M.B.A.  pro- 
gram, her  husband  Anil  was  offered  a  much  better 

job  in  New  York  •  Za  a  financial  consultant  at 
McKinsey  &  Co.  Apparently,  after  considerable 

thinking  she  decided  to  join  the  ranks  of  the  un- 
employed in  New  York.  Delia  has  become  an  avid 

squash  player  and  may  be  a  competitor  in  the  state 
women's  singles. 

Beverly  Swisshelm  is  still  in  Lexington,  Kentucky 

where  she  hopes  to  finish  her  Ph.D.  in  December 

1975.  During  the  Christmas  season  she  saw  Dena 

Loncoske  Boxler  '70  and  husband  Dave  who  are 
doing  well.  She  also  reports  that  she  has  bumped 

into  Sally  Hamilton  '69  at  the  U.  of  Kentucky  where 
she  is  finishing  her  Ph.D.  in  German. 

Nancy  Vaughan  is  teaching  first  and  second 

graders  in  an  open  classroom.  Last  summer  she 

traveled  in  New  England  and  in  the  Midwest  (one  of 

the  advantages  of  being  a  teacher).  Also  in  the  fall 

she  saw  Sue  Philbrick  at  Deb  Hagstrom's  wedding. 
Judy  Weisenfeld  Weinberg  reports  that  she  has 

started  on  her  Ph.D.  in  Curriculum  and  Supervision 

as  well  as  teaching  in  Pittsburgh.  Husband  Lee  is  a 

second-year  law  student  and  teaches  part-time  at 
Pitt.   They   were  visited  by  Sally  Pierce  Shaw,  Dan 

and  Danny  who  were  traveling  across  the  U.S.A. 

after  returning  from  Germany.  The  Shaws  will  be  in 
North  Carolina  till  the  summer. 

Lisa  Wanderman  is  taking  a  breather  from  gradu- 
ate school  and  is  working  as  a  gallery  assistant  at 

L'Antiquaire,  an  antique  gallery  in  Manhattan.  In 
December  Lisa  had  a  chance  to  see  the  new  face  of 

Chatham  when  she  came  to  Pittsburgh  for  Betsy 

Hennings'  wedding  to  Art,  which  was  a  mini-reunion 
attended  by  Pru  Merton,  Annie  Wakeley,  Nelle 
Sandridge,  Maggi  Overton  and,  of  course,  Mary Hennings. 

Rooty  Werner  is  now  living  in  Minneapolis  which 

she  loves.  She  is  enjoying  her  work  which  entails 

being  self-employed  and  doing  make-up  demonstra- 
tions, coordinating  fashion  shows  and  modeling.  It 

sounds  like  Chatham  '71  has  its  own  Rhoda.  Rooty 

also  wrote  that  she  recently  saw  Joyce  Kossack  '72 who  is  to  be  married  in  May. 

Molly  Williams  Stevens  and  Mark  are  still  in  Cali- 
fornia. She  is  working  for  a  supply  company  but  is 

hoping  for  a  teaching  position  since  she  is  also  study- 
ing for  her  M.A.  in  Elementary  Education  at  San 

Jose  State  U.  Mark  is  employed  by  the  Signetics 

Corp.  after  obtaining  an  M.S.  degree  in  electrical 

engineering  from  U.  of  California  at  Berkeley.  Alice 
Wolf  is  also  in  California  where  she  is  working  hard 

at  vet  school  at  Davis.  Congratulations  are  in  order 

for  Alice  was  selected  for  Who's  Who  in  American 
Colleges  and  Universities.  She  is  thinking  of  intern- 

ships for  1976  and  toying  with  the  idea  of  radiology 

specialization. 
Peggy  Yockey  Morycz  reports  that  she  has  had  a 

very  full  year  taking  care  of  son  Bill  and  working. 

Peggy  attended  a  conference  in  Washington,  DC 

where  she  was  happy  to  see  Liz  Cotsworth,  Lorna 

Kent  and  Judi  Soisson  Dahman  '72. Vicki  Zolan  has  been  in  Manhattan  for  the  last 

IV2  years.  She  is  happy  to  have  a  job  and  works  as  a 

secretary  to  three  account  supervisors  at  an  adver- 
tising agency.  She  is  also  studying  anatomy  and 

physiology  at  Hunter  College  with  the  long-term 

plan  of  a  master's  in  Nutrition.  She  also  teaches  a 
Yoga  class  for  adults  at  the  Walden  School. 

As  for  me,  by  the  time  the  RECORDER  is  pub- 
lished I  will  have  an  M.D.  which  is  hard  to  believe.  I 

will  be  in  Boston  or  Pittsburgh  for  a  residency  in 

internal  medicine  and  ultimately  I  think  I  will  spe- 
cialize in  endocrinology  (hormones  turn  me  on,  so  to 

speak).  Last  May  I  felt  honored  to  be  Janie  Scherer 

Morse's  only  attendant  at  a  beautiful  Quaker  mar- 
riage ceremony.  Her  husband  Bob  is  a  great  person 

and  there  is  lots  of  him  —  he  is  6'  8".  Janie  is  now 
taking  a  year  off  from  vet  school  while  Bob  is 

playing  professional  basketball  in  Italy.  They  will  be 
back  in  Philly  in  May  when  she  will  be  going  back  to 
vet  school  and  Bob  will  be  starting  med  school  at 

Penn.  My  parents  moved  to  Rhode  Island  so  now  I 

can  get  away  from  Pittsburgh  when  I  visit  them.  It 
looks  like  my  sister  is  also  going  to  medical  school, 

probably  to  Harvard,  where  she  has  been  accepted. 

Thank  you  for  all  your  replies.  Till  next  year  —  keep well. 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Christine  Walker 

in  time  for  publication  in  this  issue. 

1973 Jan  Stovicek  Creech 
(Mrs.  Douglas  A.) 

1102  Piermont  Road 

South  Euclid,  OH    44121 

Susan  McCeney  Anderson 
(Mrs.  Evans  K.) 

1907  Westminister  Way  NE 

Atlanta,  GA   30307 

Donna  Langer  Eilerman 
(Mrs.  Robert  G.) 

30  Cathedral  Avenue 

Hempstead,  NY    11550 

Edith  Hayden  Mitchell 
(Mrs.  Williams.) 

1805  Lisa  Drive,  Apt.  #6 

Indiana,  PA    15701 
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Ellen  Britlon  Bishop 

(Mrs.  David  H.) 
756  South  From  Street 

Philadelphia,  PA    19147 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Diane  Hayford  10  Paul  David  Sonnecken 

Olga  E.  Julius  to  Emilio  Margaritis 
Cynthia  Kandis  to  JimWidmer 
Diana  Nicholas  to  James  Fiske 

Harvette   Tipton   to   Mark  N,  Miller  (to  be  married 

May  23.  1975) 

BIRTH 

Leslie   Bender  Sailer,   a  son,   Benjamin,  August   19, 

1974 

MARRIAGES 

Ellen  Britton  lo  David  Hunter  Bishop 

Kaye  Gentner  to  Basil  Culyba.  July  1974 
Judith  Jefferson  lo  Richard  Vance,  June  1974 

Donna  Langer  to  Robert  Eilerman,  July  1974 
Susanne  Lorenzi  to  Paul  D.  Brennan,  June  1974 

Catharine  Macdonald  to  Joseph  T.  Molnar,  October 
1974 

Ann   Opdyke    to  James  P.   Deeley,  September   14, 

1974 
Melissa  Sands  to  Ford  Kent  Boveroux 

LOST 

Lynn  Glusco 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Abbott  Clark  (Mrs.  Daniel  T.),  34A  Irving  St., 
Apt.  22,  Cambridge,  MA   02138 

Gail  Adams,  22  East  3rd  Street,  Media,  PA   19063 

Jane     F.     Ailes,     90    Catherine    Street,    Hartford, 
CT   06106 

Ruth  Ann  Barron,   1138  West  Pratt  Ave.,  3  South, 
Chicago,  IL   60626 

Leslie   Bender  Sailer   (Mrs.   Charles),   3210  Brinton 

Manor  Drive,  #310,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15221 

Laurie  Berman,  8502  Ridgemont  Road,  Pittsburgh, 
PA    15237 

Peggy  Carlson  Walker  (Mrs.  Barrett  P.),  1443  Severn 
Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15217 

Nancy  Chalfant,  4620  Forbes  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15213 

Dianne    Connelly,    413    E.    Elizabeth   Street,    New 
Castle,  PA    16105 

Susan   Conrad,   2058  S.   Virginia  Street,  Allentown, 
PA   18103 

Nancy   Chubb,    5710  Wellesley  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA   15206 

Marydale    DeBor,   c/o   Broff's   Inc.,   413  Smithfield 
Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15222 

Jan    Deitcher,    P.O.    Box    36,    Line    Lexington,    PA 
18932 

Mimi  Doboy,  2901  Monroe  St.,  Madison,  Wl    53711 

Annette  Epstein  Tabor   (Mrs),  2350  NE  173rd  St., 
North  Miami,  FL   33160 

Dottie    Farrell,     112    Emily    Drive.    Pittsburgh,    PA 
15215 

Jean  A.  Feagan,  Box  38,  Boyds,  MD   20720 

Elise  Feldman  Zegerson  (Mrs.  Harry).  6393  Morrow- 

field  Avenue,  Apt.  3,  Pittsburgh.  PA   15217 

Brenda  Frank,  638  Independence  Ave.  SE,  Washing- 
ton. DC  20003 

Eleanor   Gard    Weiss    (Mrs.   Steven),   Box   56,   Pem- 
broke, ME    04666 

Christine  Gaus,  250  Ben  Mont  Avenue,  #7,  Benninq- 
ton,  VT    05201 

Kaye  Gentner  Culyba  (Mrs,  Basil),  4832  Gardenview 
Terrace,  Heightstown,  NJ   08520 

Cristy   Gookin,  5023  Frew  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15213 

Piphanie    Griswold-Fancher     (Mrs.).     516    Wallace 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15221 

Suzanne  Haddad,  2014  Wightman  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
PA   15217 

Mary  Haddon   Garner   (Mrs.   Edward),  1620  Beech- 

wood  Blvd..  Apt,  1,  Pittsburgh,  PA    15217 

Jane  Halliwell-Senger  (Mrs),    11  Pearl  Avenue,  Win- 
throp,  MA  02152 

Patricia     Hickey,    40614    Elmwood,     Evanston,     IL 
60201 

Nancy  Hicks,  129  Cazneau,  Sausalito,  CA  94965 

Nancy    E.   Hirsch,   5730   Howe   St..   Pittsburgh,   PA 
15232 

Mary  Ann  Hood  Slavin  (Mrs.  Neil),  11  Davis  Road, 

Acton,  MA   01720 

Elsa  Hyde  Cox  (Mrs.  Mark),  315  KambackSt.,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA   15211 

Mickey   Jehle,   1675  York  Avenue,  Apt.    5K,   New 

York.  NY    10028 

Jane   Jepkembai    Kirui    (Mrs.    David    K.),  6001    St. 

Marie  St.,  =13,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15206 

Olga    Julius,    2605  Williamsburg    Lane   #5,   Canton, 
OH    44708 

Cynthia    Karidis,    Box    159.    199    Bridge  Street,  S. 
Hamilton,  MA   01982 

Sandra  Kuritzky,  8201  Henry  Avenue,  Apt.  C7,  Phil- 
adelphia, PA    19128 

Donna  Langer  Eilerman  (Mrs.  Robert  G.),  30  Cathe- 
dral Ave,  Hempstead,  NY    11550 

Susanne  Lorenzi  Brennan  (Mrs.  Paul  D.),  1670  Dur- 

luce  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15227 
Catharine  Macdonald  Molnar   (Mrs.  Joseph  T.),  110 

Erskine  Ave.,  #710,  Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada 

Christine   (Binky)   McClure,  37  Thomas  Ave.,  Bryn 
Mawr,  PA   19010 

Francine  Mehlenbeck,  222  SW  Harrison,  Apt.   16E, 

Portland,  OR   97201 

Fran  Mitchell,   1698  Glenmont,  Cleveland  Hts..  OH 
44118 

Margie  Molitor,  Californian  Apts.  #E-8,  100  E.  Glen- 
olden  Ave.,  Glenolden,  PA   19036 

Sally  Morgan  Reis  (Mrs.  Gerald),  5528  Stanton  Ave., 
Pittsburgh.  PA    15206 

Elizabeth  Naumoff ,  3434     34th  Street  NW,  Washing- 
ton, DC   20008 

Ann  Opdyke  Deeley  (Mrs.  James  P.).  4236-C  Heath- 
row Court.  Harrisburg,  PA   17109 

Phyllis   Patrick,   5806   Fifth   Ave.,   #46,   Pittsburgh, 
PA   15232 

Phyllis  Philpott  Holstein  (Mrs.  Harry  O.,  Jr.),  410  N. 

Maple  Street,  #3,  Lewistown,  IL   61542 
Becky  Popovich,  1442  Victoria  Avenue,  Lakewood, 
OH  44102 

Jane  Quick,  2000  SW  16th  St.,  Apt.  48,  Gainesville, 
FL   32601 

Jeanetta    Reese    Blackstone    (Mrs.    Leon).    1105   N. 

Lang  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15208 
Nicole  Reinhardt  Jeffers,  2733  Ordway  St.,  NW,  #4, 

Washington,  DC  20008 

Alexis    Rodgers    Vahanian    (Mrs.),    5800   Hampton 
Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA   15206 

Margaret  Roman,  321 1  Newark  Street,  NW,  Washing- 
ton, DC   20008 

Rebecca  Russo,  108S.  Ashland  Avenue,  Newcastle, 
PA   16102 

Kay  Sandberg,  c/o   Matsukawasi,   Ogikubo  3-34-2, 
Suginami-Ku,  Tokyo.  Japan 

Melissa  Sands  Boveroux  (Mrs.  F.  Kent),  4044  Walnut 

Street.  #11,  Philadelphia,  PA   19104 

Donna    Schultz    Krueger    (Mrs,    Karl),   2103   Cowan 

Blvd..  Apt.  6A,  Fredericksburg,  VA   22401 
Nancy  Schwartz,  601  Pennbroke  Towers,  Pennbroke 
Avenue,  Norfolk,  VA  23507 

Nancy  Sedmak,  2400  Queens  Chapel  Road,  Hyatts- 
ville,  MD   20782 

Susan    Soodek,    1817    North   Quinn   St.,   Arlington, 
VA  22209 

Harvette  Tipton,   1020  Kris  Drive,  Apt.  205,  Cora 

opolis,  PA   15108 

Nina  Tober,  P.O.  Box  535,  Pinecliffe,  CO  80471 

Deborah    Tomaszewski,    5806    Fifth    Avenue,    #46, 
Pittsburgh,  PA   15232 

Cynthia  Woodward,    1007  West  68  Terrace,   Kansas 

City,  MO    641  13 

Cathy    Young,    3434   -   34th   St..   NW.  Washington 
DC  20008 

Marjorie   Pfingstl    Marlowe    (Mrs.   G.  Carlton),   1350 

River     Reach     Drive,     #205,     Ft.     Lauderdale, 
FL   33315 

Mina    Rexroad,    1040  Valley   View  Ave.,   Apt.    17, 
Morgantown,  WV   26505 

Jan  reporting: 

Well,  time  sure  flies  when  you  get  old!!??!!  Can 

you  believe  it  has  been  two  years?  Everyone  I  heard 
from  sounds  healthy,  happy,  and  busy. 

There  are  quite  a  few  people  living  in  Pittsburgh 
-  Leslie  Bender  Sailer  and  her  new  son  Benjamin 
have  been  spending  most  of  their  time  at  home  - 

learning  and  growing.  She  has  kept  busy  with  needle- 
work  and   breadbaking.    Leslie  plans  to  attend  Du- 

quesne  Law  School  night  program  in  the  fall.  CI 

is  working  on  his  Ph.D.  in  psychobiology  a 
University  of  Pittsburgh. 

Finding  work  very  rewarding,  Marydale  C 

has  been  doing  paralegal  work  for  Roslyn  Lit 

Esq.  (The  second  woman  in  the  country  t 
elected  President  of  a  Bar  Association.) 

Still  in  school.  Diane  Di  Frango  Guardia 

working  on  her  Ph.D.  in  plant  physiology  at  Pitl 

is  also  teaching  two  biology  labs. 

More  busy  teachers  are  Chris  De  Pasquali  I 

teaching  Language  Arts  and  Nancy  Chubb  tea] 
physical  education,  Nancy  is  also  working  a 

Pittsburgh  Free  Clinic  on  Tuesday  nights  wit! 

Stokoe,  Sue  Merriman,  and  Phyllis  Kitzerow. 
Here,  we  leave  Pittsburgh  and  branch  oi 

other  parts  of  Pennsylvania.  Jan  Deitcher  is  wo 
on  a  thesis  for  her  M.S.  program  at  Indiana 

versify  of  Pennsylvania  where  she  is  also  a  grat 
teaching  assistant  in  the  chemistry  departmer 

Boothwyn.  Joann  Brandt  Grisetti  is  a  librari; 

Bishop's  Mill  Historical  Institute,  a  project  fo 
Bicentennial.  Gail  Adams  is  teaching  languat 

delayed  pre-schoolers  in  Media.  She  is  hopir 
attend  graduate  school  in  the  fall,  since  two  ye; 

pre-schoolers  is  enough!  Gail's  excitement  o' 
year  was  living  and  working  as  a  research  assistc 
Jamaica  for  the  summer.  She  lived  a  mile  fron 

beach,  participated  in  a  social-phychological  rest 

study,  and  had  a  fantastic  time.  Gail  offers  first- 

vacation  tips  and  information  —  just  drop  her  a 
Traveling  eastward  we  find  Barbara  Hat 

Kostreva  in  Troy,  New  York.  She  is  a  tech 

assistant  for  the  Hospital  Association  of  New 
State.  Barbara  aids  in  the  preparation  of  applica 

for  capital  financing  of  hospitals  and  also  doe 
search  work  for  hospitals.  Also  in  New  York,  Sh 

Bloom  Werber  is  working  on  her  master's  the: 
genetic  counseling.  Shanen  and  Akiva  are  movi 

Israel  in  the  summer.  They  are  planning  to  li\ 
Kibbutz  Alumin  near  the  Gaza  Strip. 

Ruth  Abbott  Clark  is  still  teaching  first  grai 

Reading,  Massachusetts  and  finding  it  much  e 

than  last  year  (as  I'm  sure  all  second-year  teai 
are!).  Dan  and  Ruth  did  some  housesitting  di 

the  summer  in  the  oldest  house  in  Cambridge  ( 

in  1657).  Ruth  gave  tours  and  Dan  battled  the 

ceilings.  Dan  is  now  in  his  second  year  of  law  scl 

In  DC,  Jain  Bush  is  grooving  on  the  good  life 

great  people.  Jain,  as  "your  friendly  travel  ac 
went  to  Jamaica  in  December  with  Liz  Naumof 

a  quicky  tan.  Also  saw  New  Orleans  and  St.  The 

but  she  claims  she  hasn't  put  a  dent  in  her  t 
plans  yet!  Jain  quit  karate  as  a  fifth  degree  green 

because  she  couldn't  find  the  time.  She  says  it's 
to  learn  to  drive  but  first  will  be  visiting  Hollanc 
Germany  in  April.  Happy  traveling! 

Alone,  I  find  myself  braving  the  wilderness  o 

west  in  Cleveland.  I'm  still  teaching  Language  Ar 
4th,  5th,  and  6th  graders  and  hoping  to  go  to  gt 

ate  school  for  speech  therapy  in  the  summer.  [ 

and  I  have  just  moved  into  our  first  home  and  v 

having  a  ball  decorating.  Otherwise  just  being  hi 
and  healthy! 

Sue  reporting: 

Many  thanks  to  those  who  sent  me  letters;  at 

gies  to  Mimi   Doboy   and  Pat  Hickey  for  not  he 
their   current   addresses   and   a  pox   on   those 
failed  to  respond. 

Ah,  fair  Pittsburgh!  With  two  years  of  classv 
under  her  belt,  Dottie  Farrell  is  still  enjoying  mei 

school  and  is  about  to  embark  on  training  in 
hospitals.  Future  plans  in  regard  to  area  of  spec 

are  uncertain  but  as  Dottie  puts  it  she  is,  "still  sii 
relatively  sane  and  very  happy." 

Elise  Feldman  Zegerson  received  her  M.L.S.  f 

Pitt's  Graduate  School  of  Library  and  Informa 
Sciences  last  December.  She  is  currently  workir 
the  Executive  Director  for  the  Hadassah  Zic 

Youth  Commission  in  Western  Pennsylvania, 

loves  it.  Also  in  Pittsburgh,  Mister  Rogers  is 

lucky  enough  to  have  Norma  Franklin  Baker 

neighbor.  Norma  is  working  part-time  also  c 

M.  L.S.  from  Pitt  and  is  awaiting  husband  Bill's  c 
pletion  of  his  M.A.  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  She  and 
took  a  belated  honeymoon  to  San  Juan  and 

Thomas  in  August  —  said  it  was  marvelous. 

Up  in  Massachusetts,  Jane  Halliwell-Senger  I 
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■ee  professions  —  house  manager  of  a  home  for 
:arded  children,  wife  of  a  Community  Psychology 

id  student  at  Boston  College  and  mother  of  six- 
onth-old  Kate.  Over  in  Chelsea,  Denise  Mondano 
s  taken  a  job  in  the  advertising  department  of  the 

jer  company  she  has  been  affiliated  with  for 

/eral  years.  She  and  sister,  Donna,  have  also  estab- 
hed  themselves  as  accomplished  mural  painters  in 

3  Greater  Boston  area.  They'd  like  to  do  this  full 
,ne  but  report  that  they  are  more  than  satisfied 
th  their  status  quo.  Also  in  Massachusetts  is  Judith 

in  Gale.  She  has  moved  from  assistant  to  full 

jordinator  of  the  North  Shore  Help  for  Children, 

information  referral  and  advocacy  program  for 

,ildren  which  covers  fourteen  cities  and  towns  in 

jStern  MA.  Hard  work  and  very  rewarding. 

I  Moving  south  to  New  Jersey,  Diane  Hayford  and 

^nce  Paul  are  both  finishing  their  M.B.A.s  in 
nance  and  Accounting  at  the  Wharton  School  in 

ay  and  plan  to  be  married  in  June.  Diane  is  already 

ying  the  job-hunting  blues  but  looks  forward  to 
me  openings  in  —  you  guessed  it  —  Pittsburgh. 
:ing  near  Phil ly  has  been  fun  though  as  she  gets 

^ether  often  with  Joann  Brandt  Grissetti  and  Ellen 
itton  Bishop.  And  let  it  be  known  that  Kaye 

antner  Culyba  is  alive  and  well  and  eating  bonbons 

NJ  though  she  refuses  to  communicate  with  her 

=CORDER  secretary  —  me!  No  matter,  I  get  the 
>ttom  line  on  Kaye  and  other  recalcitrant  writers 

rough  my  DC  contacts. 
Nancy  Hicks  completed  her  M.Ed,  in  Special  Ed 

id  was  working  in  a  residential  treatment  center  for 

verely  disturbed  children  outside  DC,  but  she  up 

id  took  off  for  sunny  California.  Sitting  here  in  the 

eorgia  monsoons,  I'm  tempted  to  join  her.  Further 
3  the  coast,  Lisa  Heller  is  enduring  worse  than  rain. 

le  is  finishing  her  second  year  of  law  school  in 

regon.  Actually,  Lisa  says  the  Pacific  Northwest  is 
saven  and  her  frequent  excursions  up  and  down  the 

)ast  make  life  more  than  bearable.  She  is  hoping  for 

leave  of  absence  to  go  to  London  next  fall  but 

>unds  content  to  work  hard  and  play  hard  for  the 

me  being. 

Soon  to  be  on  the  west  coast  is  Marty  Ethridge 

ullock  whose  husband  Bernie  has  completed  flight 

aining  in  Georgia.  Mart  is  teaching  arts  and  crafts 

>  handicapped  children  and  senior  citizens.  Marty 

lys  the  only  change  in  their  family  structure  has 

:en  the  addition  of  a  puppy. 
Mary  Higgins  Enright  has  loved  their  stint  in 

awaii  but  Tom  is  awaiting  orders  that  will  probably 
nd  them  stationed  in  Pensacola.  She  began  a  grad 

'ogram  in  Econ  at  the  University  of  Hawaii  and 
ishes  now  that  she  spoke  Japanese  as  she  is  the 

ily  "mainland"  American  in  her  classes.  Mary  has 
Dne  quite  a  bit  of  traveling,  the  highpoint  of  which 
as  two  weeks  in  Hong  Kong  last  summer. 

Had  to  save  Eleanor  Gard's  news  for  last  —  it  was 
ich  a  fantastic  description  that  I  wish  I  could  relate 
word  for  word.  She  and  Steve  moved  back  to  their 

irm  in  Maine  last  summer.  They  have  50  acres  of 

oods,  fields,  blueberries,  orchards  and  coast  — 

'erything  but  people.  They  are  attempting  to  live 
rf  the  land,  which  includes  building  their  own 

Duse,  studying  and  photographing  wildlife,  plantlife 

id  coastal  insect  ecologies,  AND  enduring  a  Maine 

inter  with  one  fireplace!  Eleanor  sells  some  collages 
om  time  to  time  and  admits  that  it  is  a  hard  life 

Jt  well  worth  it. 

After  printing  that,  I  feel  like  Mundane  McCeney 

Jt  I  will  say  that  I  am  well  and  happy.  Am  still 

;aching  physically  handicapped  children  but  this 

3ar  I  am  in  an  infinitely  more  desirable  environ- 

lent.  I  am  also  plugging  away  part-time  on  my 
I.Ed,  which,  by  all  calculations,  will  be  completed 

v  1984.  That's  it  from  the  MOUTH  in  the  SOUTH. 

onna  reporting: 

Sandy  Kuritzky  writes  that  she  is  presently  em- 
loyed  as  a  commercial  risk  underwriter  for  Liberty 

lutual  Insurance  Company.  She  says  to  stop  in  and 

je  her  if  you're  in  the  Philadelphia  area. 
Mickey  Jehle  is  our  New  York  career  girl.  She's 

le  Assistant  Director  of  Marketing  Communications 

3r  McGraw  Hill  Publications,  and  writes  that  her  job 

nd  new  apartment  are  keeping  her  busy. 
Mary  Ann  Hood  Slavin  writes  that  Neil  started  a 

ew  job  in  March  and  that  they  have  been  relocated 

3  Boston.  After  spending  a  lazy  summer,  Mary  Ann 

has  started  working  for  an  electronics  firm.  Fran 

Mitchell  is  working  in  the  Research  Department  of 
the  Federal  Reserve  Bank  of  Cleveland.  She  plans  to 

receive  her  master's  in  economics  from  Case-Western 
Reserve  this  year  and  hopes  to  enter  law  school  in 
the  fall. 

Sue  Lorenzi  Brennan  has  had  a  busy  year.  She 

was  married  on  June  1 5.  Mary  Higgins  Enright, 

Phyllis  Patrick  and  Ann  Opdyke  attended  the  wed- 
ding. Sue  is  still  attending  graduate  school  and  will 

receive  her  master's  degree  in  December.  She  also  has 
a  part-time  job  as  the  Assistant  Administrator  to  the 
Mayor  of  the  City  of  Duquesne  and  in  addition  is 

busy  decorating  her  new  home. 

Sue  Ifft  is  currently  studying  for  her  master's  in 
Guidance  and  Counseling  and  has  two  part-time  jobs. 
Binky  McClure  is  also  a  student  in  her  second  year  at 

Villanova  Law  School.  Donna  Mondano  is  working 
for  the  Melrose  Public  Schools  and  writes  that  she 

and  Denise  opened  a  Studio  Arts  Shop  this  past 

summer. 

Amy  Ingraham  writes  that  she  and  Dale  are  fabu- 
lously happy.  She  is  working  at  Magee  Hospital  in 

ani  ma  I  research  as  "an  anesthesiologist,  semi- 
surgeon,  semi-animal  behaviorist,  butt  of  anti-women 

jokes."  Nancy  Hirsch  is  still  employed  at  the  same 
advertising  agency,  however,  with  a  new  position. 
Nancy  remains  active  in  the  theater  and  still  loves 

Pittsburgh.  Kristin  Kingsland  Brown  is  presently 

working  at  the  Ellis  School  and  the  Carriage  House 

Children's  Center  (located  in  the  old  art  center).  She 
and  her  husband  are  planning  to  move  to  a  new 

house  in  April. 
Cathy  Macdonald  Molnar  is  employed  with  the 

Bank  of  Montreal  and  says  that  Toronto  is  just  great. 

She  and  Joe  had  a  beautiful  wedding  last  October, 

which  my  new  hubby  and  I  managed  to  attend. 
Francine  Mehlenbeck  is  finishing  up  her  M.A.  in 

vocal  performance.  Her  spare  time  is  spent  studying 

fencing  and  karate. 
The  word  from  Olga  Julius  is  that  she  will  be 

married  in  August  and  will  become  a  permanent 
resident  of  Greece!  In  the  interim  she  is  substitute 

teaching  in  the  Canton  Public  Schools  and  is  busy 

preparing  for  her  wedding  and  move  overseas. 

Cynthia  Karidis  will  receive  her  M.A.  in  Theologi 

cal  Studies  this  semester.  She'll  be  getting  married  in 
June  and  her  wedding  will  take  place  at  the  Chatham 

Chapel.  Cynthia's  future  husband  is  presently  study- 
ing for  the  pastorate. 

As  for  myself,  life  has  been  treating  me  well. 

After  our  marriage.  Bob  and  I  moved  to  Long  Island. 
I  am  still  working  on  my  Ph.D.  in  chemistry  and 

believe  me,  that's  enough!  Thanks  for  all  the  replies 
and  let's  hear  from  the  rest  of  you  next  year. 

Deedee  reporting: 

Hello  again  all  you  fellow  alums1  I  hope  all's 
going  well.  It  looks  like  there  are  quite  a  few  of  us 

who  are  still  in  school,  so  let's  begin  with  the  educa- 
tion seekers.  Jane  Quick  is  still  working  on  her 

master's  in  Elementary  Education  specializing  in 
reading  language  arts  at  the  University  of  Florida. 

After  she  receives  her  degree  in  December  '75,  she 
plans  to  either  enter  the  Peace  Corps  or  continue  her 

studies  toward  another  degree.  (Jane's  sister,  a  fresh- 
man at  Chatham,  is  rooming  this  year  with  Sally 

Samuels'  sister  who  is  also  a  freshman.  Chatham's 
getting  to  be  a  family  affair.)  Also  in  school  is 

Jeanette  Reese  Blackstone.  She's  majoring  in  guid- 
ance at  Duquesne.  Jeanette  and  her  husband  will  be 

"hitting  the  books"  together  since  he  will  be  back  in 
school  in  September.  Nicole  Reinhardt  Jeffers  fin- 

ished her  first  year  of  law  school  in  June  at  Emory 

University.  During  the  summer  of  '74  she  worked  in 

the  Mayor's  Office  in  Atlanta.  Now  Nicky  is  working 
for  the  Arlington,  VA  County  government.  She  plans 
to  continue  with  law  school  in  DC.  Ann  Opdyke 

Deeley  has  been  finishing  up  her  work  towards  her 

master's  in  Judicial  Administration  at  American  Uni- 

versity. Now  she's  studying  for  her  comprehensive 
exam  and  hunting  for  a  job. 

Now  —  on  to  the  Pennsylvania  employees  .  .  . 
Sherrill  Nelson  is  teaching  first  grade  again  at  White 

Oak  Elementary.  She  is  presently  taking  some  in- 
service  courses  but  plans  to  begin  serious  work  on 

her  master's  this  summer.  Phyllis  Patrick,  our 
"woman  of  finance,"  has  finished  the  Management 
Development  Training  Program  at  Mellon  Bank  and 

is  currently  the  Administrative  Assistant  at  the 

Homestead  Office  in  Pittsburgh.  She's  also  taking 
some  accounting  courses  at  Pitt.  Over  Christmas 

Phyllis  saw  Norienne  Reuhl  who's  working  at 

Temple  U.  and  Helen  Sykes  '74  who's  working  at 
Lake  Tahoe.  Sally  Morgan  Reis  is  teaching  high 

school  English  again  this  year.  Gerry  is  now  in  his 

last  year  at  Duquesne  Law  School  so  they're  looking 
around  at  different  places  for  next  year  (New  Eng- 

land, maybe).  Lately,  Sally  and  Gerry  have  been 

getting  interested  in  redoing  antiques.  They've  spent 
some  great  days  tracking  through  old  shops.  Sally 

also  reports  that  they  spent  a  great  New  Year's  Eve 
with  Cathy  Young,  Nancy  Hirsch,  and  Pat  Hickey. 
Becky  Russo  has  been  working  as  a  copywriter  and 

advertising  saleswoman  for  a  radio  station  in  Ell- 
wood  City,  (Like  those  Johnny  Cash  tunes,  eh 

Becky?)  Now  she's  planning  on  beginning  a  new 
career  at  the  New  Castle  Public  Library. 

From  New  York,  Diana  (Nick)  Nicholas  writes 

that  she's  still  working  in  the  Mobile  Home  Park  and 
plans  to  continue  working  there  until  she  and  Jim 

are  married  —  maybe  even  after  if  they're  in  the 
vicinity. 

From  Ohio,  Becky  Popovich  reports  that  she  is 

still  working  at  Ch.  25  in  Cleveland  in  traffic/opera- 
tions. She  is  also  writing  and  co-editing  the  program 

guide.  Becky  send  a  special  "hi"  to  Piggie. 
From  Massachusetts,  Susan  O'Neil  writes  that 

she's  celebrating  her  one-year  anniversary  as  Director 
of  Public  Relations  and  Promotion  with  the  Spring- 

field Symphony  Orchestra-  Recently,  Susan  was 

appointed  as  entertainment  editor  for  Springfield 

Magazine  where  she's  now  a  columnist.  In  her  trips 
back  and  forth  to  Pittsburgh,  Susan  has  seen  Mary 
Stackpole  frequently. 

From  West  Virginia,  Laurie  Nelson  reports  that 

she's  "getting  totally  immersed  in  WV  culture  by 
visiting  Clay  County  fiddlers  and  my  own  personal 

herb  doctor  who  has  a  cure  for  all  my  ills." 
As  for  me,  I'm  teaching  third  grade  again  at 

Eisenhower  School  in  Indiana,  PA.  It's  a  lot  easier 

this  year,  so  I'm  really  enjoying  it  more.  I've  started 

back  to  school  too!  I'm  working  on  my  master's  in 
Elementary  Education.  Bill  is  managing  to  keep  him- 

self busy,  too.  He's  still  with  Xerox  as  a  Sales  Repre- 
sentative —  and  really  enjoying  it.  Until  next  year 

.  .  .  best  wishes  to  EVERYONE! 

Ellen  reporting: 

It  was  interesting  to  read  everyone's  responses. 
However,  I  had  hoped  to  hear  from  more  of  you. 

Missy  Sands  Boveroux  married  Kent  in  June  and 

spent  the  summer  camping  in  New  England.  So 

many  of  you  have  been  traveling  —  how  I  envy  you! 

Cathy  Young  (living  in  DC)  spent  last  summer  de- 
signing costumes  at  Chatham  and  traveling  through 

Yugoslavia  and  Italy. 

Before  heading  for  Kansas  City  to  work  full-time 
for  a  stock  brokerage  and  part-time  for  a  law  office, 
Cyn  Woodward  traveled  in  Europe  and  visited  the 
West  Coast.  Susan  Soodek  also  traveled  in  Europe 

(with  overextended  stays  in  Madrid  and  Rome)  be- 

fore going  to  work  in  Washington,  DC  for  a  govern- 
ment information  service. 

If  any  of  you  plan  a  trip  South,  Nancy  Schwartz 
invites  travelers  to  Virginia  Beach  to  look  her  up. 

She's  enjoying  life  in  Virginia  and  her  work  as  a 
psychiatric  art  therapist  at  Portsmouth  Psychiatric 
Center.  Donna  Schulz  Krueger  is  teaching  sixth  grade 

in  Fredericksburg,  Virginia. 

Debbie  Tomaszewski  is  still  living  near  Chatham 

with  Phyllis  Patrick  and  Jo  Presnell  '74  She's  work- 
ing as  a  counselor  in  a  federally-funded  program  for 

the  hard-core  unemployed.  Her  boss  is  no  one  other 

than  our  favorite  "Dandy-Don."  Isn't  that  right 
Phyllis,  Joanne,  and  Trish! 

Sudsy  Sedmak  is  alive  and  happy  "keeping  her 

nose  in  the  books"  at  Catholic  University  and  work- 
ing in  a  bar  in  Georgetown.  Last  fall  she  worked  at 

the  Department  of  Justice  in  the  anti-trust  division 

and  got  to  "rub  elbows  with  the  city's  hottest  young 

attorneys." 
Kay  Sandberg's  life  sounds  exciting!  She  is  teach- 
ing English  to  nearly  400  Japanese  students  ranging 

in  age  from  4  to  54!  This  includes  2  classes  of 

businessmen!  She  has  appeared  in  several  TV  com- 

mercials, women's  magazines,  and  has  made  several 
special  appearances-.  Besides  all  of  this,  Kay  will  be 
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attending   Tokyo   University    in   April   as  a  research 
student  in  sociology. 

Harvette  Tipton  is  a  Programmer/Analyst  with 

PPG  Industries  and  really  getting  10  like  it,  especially 

i  ■  ireer  opportunities  in  a  rapidly  changing  field. 

Aftei  he i  marriage  10  Mark  Miller  in  May,  they  are 

planning  10  stay  in  the  Pittsburgh  area  at  least  for  a 
while. 

Both  Sudsy  and  Kay  send  tneir  love  and  Betsy 
Schwab,  who  is  in  Harrisburg  participating  in  the 

Community  Theatre's  production  of  "Once  Upon  a 
Mattress,"  wants  to  know  the  whereabouts  ol  Barb 

Flemming  and  ol  "Poo."  As  for  me,  Mary  Higgins 
Enright,  write! ! !  I 

My  year  has  been  an  eventful  one.  I  married  a 
wonderful  man  in  August,  am  taking  graduate  credits 

in  American  History  at  Temple  University,  anc 

still  irying  to  pursue  my  career  with  the  Nati 
Park  Service  in  Philadelphia.  I  am  working  inn 

Federal  period  homes  and  our  new  Portrait  Gal 

It  is  the  first  major  restoration  that  has  been  c 

pleted  for  the  Bicentennial. 

Bits  and  Pieces 

SECOND  SEASON 

CAST  I,  the  Chatham  Alumnae  Summer  Theatre,  will 
present  three  productions  for  its  1975  summer  season.  Joe 

Orton's  comedy,  "What  the  Butler  Saw,"  to  be  directed  by 
Victoria  Falco  '71,  will  be  the  company's  first  production 
on  June  13-15,  19-22  and  26-29.  The  second  production 

will  be  Lillian  Hellman's  "Toys  in  the  Attic,"  winner  of  the 
New  York  Drama  Critics  Circle  Award  for  the  best  play  of 

the  1959-60  season.  It  will  be  presented  July  4-6,  10-13  and 

17-20  and  will  be  directed  by  Edith  DeLisio  '74.  The  season 

will  conclude  with  Neil  Simon's  "Gingerbread  Lady"  on 
July  25-27,  31,  August  3,  7-10  and  14-17,  to  be  directed  by 

Nancy  Hirsch  '73.  All  CAST  I  plays  are  staged  in  the  Chat- 
ham College  Theatre.  Tickets  are  $3.00  per  person  or  $7.50 

for  the  special  season  rate  and  $2.50  each  for  a  group  of  ten 

or  more.  Volunteers  for  any  area  of  production  and  man- 
agement, from  set  builders  to  telephone  answerers,  are  very 

welcome. 

CHILDREN'S  DAY  CARE  CENTER 
Children  have  come  to  the  Chatham  College  campus. 

This  past  September  the  Carriage  House  Children's  Center 
opened  in  the  Carriage  House  of  Benedum  Hall. 

The  primary  purpose  of  the  Center  is  to  provide  quality 

pre-school  education  and  day  care  for  children  between  the 
ages  of  3  and  6,  while  offering  flexibility  in  programming. 
The  program  is  designed  to  meet  the  time  schedule  of 

parents  who  are  studying  or  working  in  the  Pittsburgh  area 
as  well  as  those  who  want  their  children  to  have  a  nursery 
school  experience. 

As  well  as  the  regular  September  through  May  schedule, 

the  Center  is  also  offering  a  summer  program  for  children 
for  the  months  of  June  and  July. 

The  Center  is  non-profit  and  non-sectarian  and  is  go 
erned  by  a  Board  of  Directors.  Any  further  information  Cc 
be  obtained  from  Director  Natalie  A.  Caplan. 

*  *  * 

Two  new  members  were  elected  to  the  Chatham  Collet 

Board  of  Trustees  at  the  February  meeting.  They  are  Ea 

F.  Cheit,  one  of  the  nation's  leading  experts  on  tr 
financing  of  higher  education,  and  Louise  Royster  Browi 

Chatham  '67,  Director  of  Parks  and  Recreation  for  the  Ci1 
of  Pittsburgh.  Dr.  Cheit  is  currently  Associate  Director  ( 

the  new  Carnegie  Council  on  Policy  Studies  in  Highi 
Education  and  serves  also  as  Professor  of  Business  Admini 

tration  and  Associate  Director  of  the  Institute  of  Industri 

Relations  at  the  University  of  California  at  Berkeley.  Mr 

Brown  is  the  first  woman  to  serve  in  a  major  cabinet  post  i 

the  city  government.  Previously  she  was  director  of  Mai 
power  Programs  for  the  City  of  Pittsburgh. 

The  Matrix,  Chatham's  student  newspaper,  is  now  offe 
ing  subscriptions  at  $2.00  per  semester  and  $4.00  per  yea 

Six  issues  are  planned  each  semester.  Alumnae  are  encou 
aged  to  subscribe  and  to  submit  material  of  interest  to  tr 
Chatham  community  for  publication.  Comments  andA 

suggestions  are  always  welcome.  Address  correspondence  1 
the  Matrix,  Chatham  College,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232. 

The  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library  would  welcome  an 
alumnae  volunteers  to  help  identify  a  large  number  ( 

photographs  and  memorabilia  of  the  College  which  ha\ 
been  collected  over  many  years.  There  are  a  large  numbf 
of  pictures  of  campus  events  and  students  which  are  ui 
labelled  as  to  time  and  place.  An  exhibit  will  be  on  displa 

for  Alumnae-Reunion  Day  of  some  of  the  old  restore 
photographs  showing  many  of  the  College  traditions  an 
landmarks.  Any  alumna  who  is  interested  in  helping  wit 

this  project  should  contact  Head  Librarian  Jan  Levin. 
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ALUMNAE  CLUBS 

DOWNTOWN:  Helen  Ryman  '24 
50  Academy  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

MT.  LEBANON  AREA:  Rose  Marie  Weller  Black  '39 
14  Winthrop  Road,  Carnegie,  PA  15106 

DECADE  IV:  Edna  McKee  Houston  '04 
724  S.  Negley  Ave.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1 5232 

DECADE  V:  Louise  Reinecke  Thorne  '17 
1 235  Wightman  St.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1 521 7 

SOUTHERN  CALIFORNIA:  Marcella  Murray  '30 
3671  Stewart  Ave.,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90066 

WASHINGTON,  DC:  Helen  Halpern  Berkson  '53 
12001  Whippoorwill  Lane,  Rockville,  MD  20852 

ATLANTA,  GA:  Martha  Lasky  Sanders  '58 
1371  Stephens  Drive,  N.E.,  Atlanta,  GA  30329 

CHICAGO,  IL:  Joan  Bretz  Peirce  '65 
416  Sterling  Road,  Kenilworth,  IL  60043 

BOSTON,  MA:  Sally  Mercke  Heym  '63 
41  Linnaean  St.,  Cambridge,  MA  02138 

DETROIT,  Ml:  Norma  Hunt  Mahle  '60 
15871  St.  Marys  St.,  Detroit,  Ml  48227 

UPPER  MIDWEST:  Diane  Brutout  Neimann  '65 
2753  France  Ave.  So.,  Minneapolis,  MN  55416 

NEW  YORK  CITY:  Virginia  R.  Gold  '67 
301  E.  48th  St.,  #12-M,  New  York,  NY  10017 

CLEVELAND,  OH:  Debbie  Wolowitz  Cowan  '63 
3269  Warrington  Road,  Cleveland,  OH  44120 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA:  Phyllis  Fox  Catz  '64 
309  Llewellyn  Road,  Ambler,  PA  19002 

Sara  Westlake  Delmar  '62 
Coventry  Lane,  Media,  PA  19063 

COLUMBUS,  OH:  Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman  '70 
210  Grandview  Ave.,  Delaware,  OH  43015 

BALTIMORE,  MD:  Ellen  Block  Blumenthal  '63 
6720  Old  Pimlico  Road,  Baltimore,  MD  21 209 

HARTFORD,  CT:  Carol  Pike  Maynard  '63 
92  Meadowgate  St.,  Wethersfield,  CT  06109 

Meet  The  Challenge 

GiveTo  The  Chatham  Fund  1974-75 
before  June  30,  1975 
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HELP!! 
The  Alumnae  Association  needs  you  —  your  advice,  your  help,  your 

opinions. 

In  consulting  the  office  bible,  Miss  Laberta  Dysart's  book,  Chatham 
College:  The  First  Ninety  Years,  it  came  to  light  that  1976  will  mark  the 
100th  anniversary  of  the  founding  of  the  Chatham  College  Alumnae  Associ- 

ation. Through  the  efforts  of  Dr.  Thomas  C.  Strong,  the  second  president  of 
the  College,  then  known  as  Pennsylvania  Female  College,  the  alumnae 

association  was  organized  in  1876  with  a  membership  of  forty-eight 
alumnae.  It  seems  especially  fitting  to  celebrate  our  centennial  with  the 

nation's  bicentennial.  The  Alumnae  Office  and  the  Reunion  Committee 
would  welcome  all  suggestions  for  activities  to  make  this  coming  year's 
reunion  a  particularly  memorable  one.  If  enough  interest  is  demonstrated, 
the  Reunion  Committee  would  like  to  schedule  some  special  events  on 

Friday  as  well  as  Saturday,  June  4  and  5,  1976  —  perhaps  some  mini-classes, 
a  concert  or  whatever  seems  to  be  desired.  Alumnae  Reunion  Weekend  is  for 

everyone,  not  just  the  reuning  classes,  so  please  —  can  we  have  some 
suggestions? 

At  the  Annual  Business  Meeting  on  May  31,  1975,  there  was  discussion  of 

the  Alumnae  Association's  election  process.  The  Teller's  Report  revealed  164 
ballots  returned  of  the  approximately  4,700  mailed.  This  is  scarcely  an 

overwhelming  response.  The  constitution  of  the  Alumnae  Association  stipu- 
lates that  the  nominating  committee  shall  choose  one  nominee  for  each 

elective  office  to  be  filled.  The  ballot  provides  space  for  write-in  votes  (of 
which  there  are  very  few)  and  these  are  kept  on  file  in  the  Alumnae  Office 

for  future  consideration  by  the  nominating  committee.  All  of  this  is  men- 
tioned because  it  was  suggested  at  the  Annual  Meeting  that  the  offices  to  be 

filled  at  the  next  election  might  be  advertised  in  the  Fall  issue  of  the 
Recorder.  In  this  way,  any  alumnae  who  are  interested  in  serving  on  the 
Executive  Board  could  volunteer  their  names.  To  be  elected  in  1976  are:  one 

alumnae  trustee,  second  vice  president,  corresponding  secretary,  two  direc- 
tors and  two  members  of  the  nominating  committee.  As  each  alumna  knows 

who  reads  her  ballot,  a  short  biographical  sketch  is  provided  to  give  back- 

ground information  on  each  candidate.  Most  women's  colleges  operate  with 
a  single-slate  ballot  because,  without  large  constituencies  upon  which  to 
draw,  it  is  difficult  to  secure  multi-candidate  slates.  Special  committees  have 

investigated  Chatham's  election  procedures  in  the  past  but  have  never  recom- 
mended any  changes.  You  may  have  an  idea  regarding  the  election  procedure 

to  make  it  more  representative  which  has  never  occurred  to  the  Executive 

Board.  The  Alumnae  Office  will  welcome  all  volunteers  for  this  year's  slate 
and  any  ideas  and/or  comments  on  the  procedure. 

The  Alumnae  Recorder  is  a  publication  by  alumnae  for  alumnae.  It  will  be 
as  representative  of  your  views  and  activities  as  you  care  to  make  it.  If  you 
are  doing  something  different,  like  sailing  around  the  world  with  your  family 
in  your  own  sail  boat  as  one  of  our  alumnae  is,  or  working  in  a  fascinating  or 
unusual  job  which  we  may  not  know  about,  please  tell  the  Alumnae  Office. 
You  may  not  realize  it  but  other  alumnae  are  interested  in  reading  about 
such  activities.  Now,  more  than  ever  before,  your  Chatham  education  is 

resulting  in  new  and  non-traditional  occupations  and  life  styles.  The  College 

keeps  you  informed  of  new  developments  on  campus  —  won't  you  please help  by  keeping  the  College  informed  about  you.  Editorial  help  with  writing 

articles  for  publication  is  always  welcome  —  just  contact  the  Alumnae 
Office. 
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Heroes  <§one?" 
Senator  Gale  McGee  and  Dan  Rather  at  Opening  Session 

On  October  2-4,  1975,  Chatham  College  presented  on  campus  a  symposium  titled 

"Where  Have  All  the  Heroes  Gone?"  This  symposium,  a  half-year  in  the  planning,  resulted 
from  the  thoughts  and  efforts  of  a  committee  composed  of  students,  faculty,  administra- 

tion and  alumnae,  represented  by  Alumnae  Association  President  Alice  Berry  Adams. 
Financial  assistance  was  provided  by  grants  from  the  Vira  I.  Heinz  Fund  of  the  Pittsburgh 

Foundation,  the  Lilly  Endowment,  Inc.,  and  the  Martha  McGhee-David  Fleming 
Memorial  Fund.  The  basic  theme  of  the  symposium  came  from  the  students  themselves  — 

their  questioning  of  the  existence  of  heroes  in  today's  world.  "What  has  happened  to  the 
hero  in  America?"  "Is  it  possible  to  be  a  hero  anymore?"  "How  has  the  women's 
movement  altered  the  concept  of  the  hero?"  This  questioning  was  explored  through 
workshops  and  special  sessions  which  covered  the  fields  of  education,  politics,  the  media, 
literature,  philosophy,  science  and  religion. 

Because  the  whole  symposium  was  planned  for  the  Chatham  students  and  the 

Chatham  community,  it  was  not  advertised  to  the  general  public.  Admission  to  the 

general  sessions  was  by  ticket  only  —  first  to  the  students,  faculty  and  staff,  then  to  a 
limited  number  of  special  guests,  including  two  students  from  each  of  the  19  colleges  of 
the  Continuing  Conference  for  the  Liberal  Arts,  sponsored  by  the  Lilly  Endowment,  Inc. 
The  workshops  were  open  to  everyone. 

Senator  McGee,  John  Oakes,  Joseph  Rhodes  and  Lesley  Stahl,  left  to  right 
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The  first  of  the  theme-related  events  was  the  Opening 
Convocation  address  on  September  9  by  Dr.  Sidney  Hook, 
Professor  Emeritus  of  Philosophy  at  New  York  University, 

who  spoke  on  "The  Hero  in  History:  Myth,  Power  or  Moral 
Ideals?"  Following  was  a  series  of  nine  representative  films, 
shown  in  the  Chatham  Theatre  during  September,  which 
were  free  to  the  Chatham  community  and  to  all  alumnae. 
Included  in  this  series  were:  A  Face  in  the  Crowd;  Play  it 

Again,  Sam;  The  Great  White  Hope;  Citizen  Kane;  Little  Big 

Man;  The  Trojan  Women;  All  the  King's  Men;  The  Candi- 
date; and  Yellow  Submarine.  There  were  also  special 

exhibits  of  books,  periodicals  and  photographs  in  the 

Jennie  King  Mellon  Library  and  an  exhibition  of  photo- 

graphs of  painting  and  sculpture  depicting  the  artistic  treat- 
ment of  the  hero  in  art  on  display  in  the  art  gallery. 

To  open  the  weekend  events  was  a  performance  on 

October  2  by  the  Dinglefest  Theatre  Company  of  Chicago 
of  a  musical  satire,  Idol  Gossip,  especially  written  for  the 

symposium.  This  company  also  presented  a  workshop  on 
movement  and  performance  techniques. 

On  Friday  afternoon,  October  3,  was  the  first  of  three 

sets  of  symposium  workshops: 

1.  The  Practice  of  Magic:  the  Hero  in  Education.  The 

participants  (Edward  B.  Fiske,  Education  News  Editor  of 

the  New  York  Times;  Alice  E.  Carter,  Director  of  Educa- 
tion for  the  Urban  League  (and  a  Chatham  trustee);  Ted 

Soens  of  the  Reizenstein  Middle  School;  and  Chatham 

faculty  members  Lorraine  Morgan,  Vivien  Richman  and  J. 

Donald  Stanier)  discussed  whether  educators  can  ac- 
complish the  magical/heroic  mission  which  has  been 

assigned  to  them  by  society. 

2.  Psychological  Aspects  of  the  Hero.  In  this  workshop 

Dr.  James  C.  Diggory,  Professor  of  Psychology,  led  a  dis- 
cussion of  the  contribution  psychology  focuses  on  methods 

of  personality  assessment  which  might  be  used  in  the 
description  and  early  identification  of  unusual  individuals, 
including  heroes. 

3.  The  Computer:  Dudley  Do-Right  of  the  World? 
Chatham  faculty  members,  Thomas  J.  Hershberger,  in- 

structor in  psychology  and  Janice  Carver  King  '63,  lecturer 
in  computer  science,  examined  the  exploits  of  the  modern 
hero,  the  electronic  computer,  to  determine  if  it  meets 

heroic  standards  and  whether  this  machine  and  other  tech- 
nological equipment  can  truly  identify  wisdom,  gender  and 

morality. 

Tom  Wolfe  at  Literature  Workshop  with  William  Sonzski 

Lesley  Stahl 

The  Opening  General  Session  on  Friday  night,  which 
packed  the  Chapel  to  overflowing,  featured  Dan  Rather, 
chief  of  CBS  Reports  and  author  of  The  Palace  Guard,  and 

Gale  McGee,  United  States  Senator  from  Wyoming.  They 

both  spoke  on  their  opinions  of  the  general  theme,  "Where 

have  all  the  heroes  gone?" 
Starting  off  Saturday's  very  full  day  of  events  was  the 

second  General  Session,  a  panel  discussion  on  "The  In- 
fluence of  the  Media  on  the  Making  and  Breaking  of 

Heroes."  Moderating  the  panel  was  Marie  Torre  of  KDKA- 
TV  who  also  lectures  in  the  Communication  program  at 
Chatham.  Members  of  the  panel  were  William  Block, 

publisher  of  the  Pittsburgh  Post-Gazette,  Senator  Gale 
McGee;  John  B.  Oakes,  editor  of  the  Editorial  Page  of  the 
New  York  Times  and  also  a  Chatham  trustee;  Joseph 

Rhodes,  Jr.,  member  of  the  Pennsylvania  House  of  Repre- 
sentatives; and  Lesley  Stahl  of  CBS  News. 

The  second  set  of  symposium  workshops  followed. 

4.  The  Hero  in  Literature  dealt  with  views  of  the 

traditional  literary  hero  as  compared  with  the  anti-hero  so 
often  depicted  in  contemporary  literature.  Questions  were 
discussed  of  the  possibility  that  the  new  literature  reflects 

an  unheroic  age  or  that  less  imaginative  writers  exist.  The 

panelists  were  Tom  Wolfe,  well-known  author  and 

journalist;  and  Donald  G.  Adam,  Barbara  Dallas  Palmer  '65, 
Marc  Pollock  and  William  Sonzski,  all  of  Chatham's  English 
department. 

5.  Can  There  be  Heroes/Heroines  in  the  Business  World? 

The  possibility  of  the  existence  of  heroes  in  the  business 

world   was   discussed,   as  well   as  whether  there   is  a  con- 



Penelope  Gilliatt 

William  Block  and  Marie  Torre 

tradiction  between  the  concept  of  hero/heroine  and  the 

nature  of  business.  Mary  Beth  Peters,  director  of  Chatham's 
Administration  and  Management  Program,  led  the  dis- 

cussion with  Provost  Doreen  Boyce  who  is  also  associate! 

professor  of  economics;  Arthur  C.  Cowles,  Vice  President 
of  Human  Resources  of  Koppers  Company;  and  Thomas 

Murrin,  President  of  Public  Systems,  Westinghouse. 

6.  The  Political  Hero.  This  workshop  examined  the 

nature  of  the  political  hero  in  contemporary  America  ot 

whether,  in  light  of  Watergate  and  Vietnam,  there  can  orj 
should  be  any.  Lesley  Stahl  of  CBS  News,  Joseph  Rhodes,! 

Jr.,  Pennsylvania  legislator,  and  Erika  King  of  Chatham'sj 
Political  Science  department  discussed  whether  then 

presence  of  public  relations  experts  and  governmental! 
control  of  information  would  permit  a  political  leader  tc 

manipulate  his/her  image  or  if  the  American  public  is  tool 
cynical  today  to  allow  this  to  happen. 

At  the  third  General  Session  on  Saturday  afternoon! 

Penelope  Gilliatt's  subject  was  "An  Author-Critic  Looks  at| 
the  Hero-Heroine."  Ms.  Gilliatt  is  the  author  of  the  award- 
twinning  screenplay,  Sunday,  Bloody  Sunday,  and  is  film 
critic  for  The  New  Yorker  magazine.  She  reviewed  the 

typical  and  atypical  heroes  and  heroines  as  created  and 

presented  by  past  and  current  movies. 

The  balance  of  the  afternoon  was  filled  with  the  last  set 
of  workshops. 

7.  The  Black  Heroes  and  Heroines  of  Tomorrow.  The 

criteria  for  heroes  and  heroines  of  the  past  and  especially' 
for  the  future  were  discussed  by  Alice  Carter  of  the  Urban1 

League  of  Pittsburgh  and  Deborah  Holland  of  Chatham's' Career  Planning  Office. 

8.  The  Heroine  as  Philosophic  Anti-Hero,  or  Who  Cares| 
Where  the  Heroes  Have  Gone?  Lesley  Stahl  of  CBS  News' 

and  Nancy  Crumbine  of  Chatham's  Philosophy  Department 

discussed  the  values  which  they  would  want  today's  woman! 

to  represent  if  she  is  to  be  the  leader  out  of  today's  cultural1 morass. 

9.  Eulogy  or  Obloquy:  Heroes  in  Science  and  Medicine.l 
The  extent  to  which  science  or  the  scientist  is  the  hero  wasi 

one  of  the  points  discussed  by  this  panel,  as  well  as  whetherj 
the  far  reaching  and  sometimes  unanticipated  consequencei 
of  scientific  discovery  can  make  scientists  heroes  or  villains. 

The  panelists,  led  by  Norman  W.  Chmura,  Professor  of 
Biology  at  Chatham,  were  Dr.  Milton  Michaels,  Chief  of 

Clinical  Hematology  at  Allegheny  General  Hospital,  Janice 
Carver  King,  instructor  in  computer  science,  and  Tom 

Wolfe,  author-journalist,  who  is  currently  working  on  a  new 
book  about  the  astronauts. 

10.  Is  the  Religious  Savior  our  Ultimate  Hero?  Edward  B. 

Fiske  of  the  New  York  Times,  together  with  Dr.  Richard  L. 

Morrill,  Associate  Professor  of  Religion  and  Dr.  Wing-tsit 
Chan,  Gillespie  Professor  of  Philosophy,  both  of  Chatham, 
discussed  the  ancient  and  complex  relationships  between 

the  hero  and  religion.  They  felt  that  much  can  be  learned 
about  the  basic  outlook  and  commitments  of  a  religion  by 

examining  the  role  it  assigns  or  denies  to  its  heroes. 



Immediately  preceding  the  final  session  was  a  seminar. 

Depicting  the  Hero:  Writing  for  the  Voice,  presented,  by 
Penelope  Gilliatt.  Concurrently  in  the  Theatre  was  the 

second  showing  of  the  pseudo-documentary  film,  made  in 
Germany  between  1934  and  1936,  on  the  rise  of  Hitler, 
Triumph  of  the  Will,  regarded  by  many  as  a  classic  in 

political  propaganda. 
At  the  closing  General  Session  in  the  Chapel  on  Saturday 

evening,  Tom  Wolfe's  subject  was  "Will  the  Hero  Return?" 
followed  by  questions  and  discussion  from  the  audience. 

Another  feature  of  the  symposium  were  several  screen- 
ings of  two  old  films  depicting  the  hero  of  yesterday: 

Superman  (the  original  animated  version  created  by  Max 
Fleischer)  and  Flash  Gordon  Conquers  the  Universe 

(produced  in  1936  and  starring  Buster  Crabbe  as  the  "all- 
American"  boy). 

All  in  all,  the  weekend  was  a  great  success,  both  as  to 
subject  matter  and  involvement  of  the  entire  campus. 

1975  ALUMNAE  COUNCIL 
Tom  Wolfe  at  Closing  Session 

A  very  mini-Alumnae  Council  was  held  this  year  on 
campus  on  October  3  and  4,  1975,  with  only  presidents 
and/or  representatives  of  the  alumnae  clubs  and  members 
of  the  Executive  Board  present.  These  dates  were  chosen  to 

provide  the  out-of-town  alumnae  an  opportunity  to  observe 
and  participate  in  the  Heroes  Symposium.  Attendance  had 
to  be  restricted  to  this  small  invited  group  because  of  the 

limited  number  of  tickets  available  for  the  general  sessions 
of  the  symposium. 

Friday  morning,  October  3,  was  spent  in  meeting  with 
Ann  Eastman,  the  new  Director  of  Admissions,  and  Pat 

Hardaway,  Assistant  Director  of  Admissions.  The  main  sub- 
ject for  discussion  was  various  ways  in  which  club  activities 

can  be  directed  to  help  identify  and  meet  with  prospective 
students.  Reports  were  also  presented  on  club  activities  in 

the  different  areas.  Present  for  this  meeting  were:  Alumnae 

Association  President  Alice  Berry  Adams  '53;  Molly  Miesse 

Patterson  '70,  second  vice  president  (clubs);  Helen  Ryman 

'24  of  the  Downtown  Pittsburgh  group;  Martha  Lasky 
Sanders  '58  from  Atlanta;  Sally  Mercke  Heym  '63  from 
Boston;  Joan  Bretz  Peirce  '65  from  Chicago;  Debbie 
Wolowitz  Cowan  '63  from  Cleveland;  Linda  Jordan  '70 
from  Hartford;  Diane  Brutout  Neimann  '65  from  Min- 

neapolis; and  Gini  Gold  '67  from  New  York.  Representa- 
tives from  the  Columbus,  Detroit,  Philadelphia  and 

Washington,  DC  areas  were  also  invited  but  did  not  attend. 

While  the  club  representatives  were  meeting,  representa- 
tives of  classes  with  reunions  scheduled  in  1976  were  dis- 

cussing reunion  plans  with  Gwen  Bach  Lammert  '51,  the 
director  on  the  Executive  Board  responsible  for  reunion 
activities. 

The  club  representatives  spent  the  balance  of  Friday  and 

all  day  Saturday  attending  the  symposium  events. Panel  at  Educators' Workshop 



Helen  Horix  Fairbanks 

COMMENCEMENT  1975 
At  Chatham's  103rd  commencement  on  May  23,  1975, 

degrees  were  conferred  upon  134  seniors,  including  the  first 

two  graduates,  Constance  E.  Hoechstetter  and  Florence 
Polins  Schneider,  of  the  Gateway  Program  established  by 

the  College  two  years  ago.  Sixteen  members  of  the  gradu- 
ating class  had  been  elected  members  of  Phi  Beta  Kappa. 

They  were:  Deborah  Kugler  Alpern,  Ellen  R.  Blustein, 
Janice  Joy  Cederstrom,  Debra  E.  Greene,  Pamela  Jo  Hake, 

Sherry  Virginia  Justus,  Louise  M.  Laufersweiler,  Jane  Mina 
Moskowitz,  Janet  R.  Necessary,  Valerie  Alice  Norman, 

Penny  Cyncynatus  Paris,  Linda  Grace  Sheer,  Marilyn 
Spisak,  Lauren  Vyse  Strotz,  Mary  Beck  Tisera  and  Ellen 

Hughes  Warner. 
An  honorary  Doctor  of  Laws  degree  was  conferred  by 

President  Edward  D.  Eddy  on  Chatham  alumna  Helen 

Horix  Fairbanks,  class  of  1920.  Mrs.  Fairbanks  was  es- 

pecially recognized  for  her  career  and  her  outstanding  serv- 
ice to  the  College  and  to  the  Pittsburgh  community.  She 

had  been  president  of  Horix  Manufacturing  Company  for 

many  years  and  is  now  Chairman  of  the  Board.  In  addition, 
she  has  served  as  a  member  of  the  boards  of  the  Family  and 

Children's  Service,  the  YWCA  and  Psychological  Services  of 
Pittsburgh;  was  an  alumnae  trustee  and  a  recipient  in  1958 
of  the  Distinguished  Alumnae  Award  from  Chatham 
College. 

The  commencement  address  was  given  by  Dr.  Mary  Ellen 

Avery,  Rotch  Professor  of  Pediatrics  at  Harvard  University 

and  Physician-in-Chief  of  Children's  Hospital  Medical 
Center  in  Boston,  Massachusetts.  Dr.  Avery  was  the  first 

woman  to  hold  the  title  of  physician-in-chief  at  both 

Boston  Children's  Hospital  and  Montreal's  Children's 
Hospital  where  she  served  from  1969  to  1974.  During  that 

time  she  was  also  professor  and  chairman  of  the  Depart- 
ment of  Pediatrics  of  McGill  University  in  Montreal. Dr.  Mary  Ellen  Avery 



Administrative  Intern 

Program  For  Women 
A  program  of  internships  for  recent  women  graduates 

interested  in  administrative  careers  in  higher  education  is 

being  sponsored  for  the  third  year  by  sixteen  colleges  — 
Agnes  Scott,  Cedar  Crest,  Chatham,  Elmira,  Goucher, 

Hollins,  Mary  Baldwin,  Mills,  Randolph  Macon  Woman's, 
Salem,  Scripps,  Skidmore,  Sweet  Briar,  Wells,  Wheaton  and 
Wilson.  It  is  designed  to  provide  colleges  and  universities 

with  a  supply  of  qualified  women  for  entry-level  positions 
in  all  phases  of  academic  administration.  Funded  by  the 

Carnegie  Corporation,  the  program  will  provide  an  ad- 
ministrative internship  at  each  of  the  participating  institu- 

tions for  the  1976-77  academic  year. 
The  program  will  stress  training  in  areas  such  as  financial 

and  business  affairs,  financial  aid,  academic  affairs,  public 
relations  and  development.  Candidates  for  these  areas  are 

especially  encouraged  to  apply. 

The  ten-month  internship  begins  with  a  one-week  work- 
shop in  August.  Each  intern  will  then  be  assigned  to  a 

college  other  than  her  nominating  institution.  Applicants 
must  be  free  to  move  to  an  assigned  host  campus  for  the 

ten-month  internship.  Each  intern  will  work  with  a  senior 
administrator,  observing  and  participating  in  activities  for 
which  her  supervisor  is  responsible.  She  will  also  engage  in  a 
study  or  project  designed  to  deepen  her  understanding  of 
the  problems  of  college  administration  and  to  have  value 
for  the  colleges. 

Applicants  must  be  nominated  by  one  of  the  partici- 
pating colleges.  Young  women  recent  college  graduates  or 

faculty  or  staff  of  the  participating  colleges  with  an  ex- 
pressed interest  in  administration  in  higher  education  are 

eligible.  Each  intern  will  receive  a  $7,500  stipend. 
Chatham  alumnae  candidates  should  secure  application 

forms  from  the  Career  Planning  Office  at  Chatham.  Dead- 
line for  return  of  applications  to  the  College  is  December 

31,  1975.  Successful  applicants  will  be  notified  in  April, 
1976. 

During  the  first  year  of  the  internship  program,  1974-75, 

Ann  E.  Lange  '70  received  the  Chatham  nomination  and 
served  her  internship  at  Elmira  College.  For  the  current 

year  1975-76,  Jane  Marcus  70,  who  has  her  M.S.  in  Educa- 
tion from  the  University  of  Pennsylvania,  was  named  the 

Chatham  representative.  Her  internship  marks  a  new 

venture  in  the  program  for  she  has  been  assigned  to  the 
Middle  States  Regional  Office  of  the  College  Entrance 
Examination  Board  in  Bethlehem,  Pennsylvania.  Chatham 
asked  Jane  to  comment  on  her  initial  reaction  to  her  new 

work  and  she  sent  us  the  following  thoughts: 

"Thanks  to  the  Administrative  Intern  Program  for 
Women  in  Higher  Education,  I  have  begun  to  emerge 

from  five  years  in  a  "career  cocoon."  It  is  quite  a 
revelation  to  see  myself  becoming  a  professionally 
challenged  butterfly. 

Upon  graduation  I  plunged  into  the  world  of 
urban  secondary  education.  Armed  with  idealism  and 

a  commitment  to  innovation,  I  set  out  to  "save  the 

cities."  Five  years  later  I  still  found  students  who 
desperately   needed   basic  skills,  colleagues  defeated, 

and  a  bureaucratic  system  too  entrenched  to  be 

changed.  I  was  bitter,  turned  off,  and  looking  for  a 

way  up  and  out. 
When  I  was  notified  of  my  unusual  placement  as 

an  intern  at  the  College  Entrance  Examination  Board, 
I  was  shattered!  How  could  I  actually  work  for  those 

evil  people  who  continuously  shoved  those  SAT's 
down  my  students'  throats?  Even  after  I  visited  the 
Middle  States  Regional  Office  and  met  its  congenial 
and  dedicated  staff,  I  still  had  my  doubts.  So,  with 

my  choices  limited  to  accepting  the  placement  or 
returning  to  a  job  I  had  grown  to  hate,  I  reluctantly 

said  yes.  After  all,  I'd  probably  learn  something, 
make  some  valuable  contacts  and  add  a  prestigious 

paragraph  to  my  resume. 

A  week  before  I  actually  began  work,  I  joined  the 

other  fifteen  interns  at  a  week-long  workshop  at 
Cedar  Crest  College.  We  were  presented  with  a  broad 

introduction  to  the  many  facets  of  college  administra- 
tion. I  was  impressed  by  the  competency  and  charm 

of  our  guest  lecturers,  all  successful  men  and  women 

in  their  fields.  I  was  also  struck  by  the  varied  ex- 
periences and  personalities  of  my  fellow  interns.  What 

we  did  have  in  common  was  an  eagerness  to  get 

started  and  the  apprehension  that  always  precedes  a 
new  adventure. 

To  date,  I  have  been  working  only  three  weeks.  In 
that  short  time  I  have  been  surprised  by  my  own 

success  at  assimilating  vast  amounts  of  new  informa- 
tion and  at  communicating  knowledgeably  with 

experienced  professionals.  I  am  using  skills  I'd  long 
forgotten  I  possessed,  and  I  am  becoming  increasingly 

confident  in  myself.  (I  should  mention  that  I've 
begun  to  shoot  holes  in  those  myths  about  the 
College  Board,  too.) 

I  strongly  recommend  that  any  recent  graduate 

who  is  interested  in  a  career  in  academic  administra- 

tion apply  for  next  year's  program.  With  careful  plan- 
ning, a  flexible  family,  and  a  great  deal  of  luck,  the 

ten  months  you  may  spend  can  become  an  invest- 
ment in  the  future.  They  can  also  provide  a  way  to 

break  out  of  that  cocoon!" 

Deborah  Whittlesey,  the  intern  from  Mills  College  who 

was  assigned  to  Chatham  for  the  1974-75  academic  year, 
and  who  was  subsequently  hired  to  work  in  President 

Eddy's  office,  did  a  study  on  career  education  and  the 
liberal  arts.  She  commented,  "From  my  study  I  concluded 
that  colleges  such  as  Chatham  who  choose  to  integrate 

career  oriented  programs  into  their  curriculums  can  do  so 
without  undermining  their  commitment  to  the  liberal  arts. 

The  study  and  the  entire  internship  were  an  excellent  in- 

troduction to  academic  administration." 
Assigned  to  Chatham  for  this  academic  year  is  Diane 

Dailey,  Salem  '71,  with  an  M.Ed,  in  guidance  and  personnel 
from  North  Carolina  State  University,  who  will  work  with 

financial  affairs  in  the  College's  Business  Office. 
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(ED  note:  The  following  was  taken  from  Jane  Marcus'  sec- 
tion of  the  1970  class  news.  It  seemed  to  the  Recorder  to 

deserve  reading  by  more  alumnae  than  just  those  who  are 

acquainted  with  persons  in  that  class.  The  questions  raised 
are  provocative  and  should  provide  some  answers  of  interest 
to  many  alumnae.) 

"Once  again  Cheryl  Olkes  gets  special  billing  in  the 
Recorder.  Her  general  news  tells  of  the  continued  rigors  of 

graduate  school  and  her  frequent  clashes  with  the  sexist 

legal/business  system.  I  know  we  can  all  repeat  those  horror 
stories  many  times.  In  the  final  paragraph  of  her  letter, 

though,  is  an  interesting  proposition: 

".  .  .  and    incidentally,  what  would  you  think  of  a 
mini-sociological  survey  of  our  class  five  years  after 
graduation.  My  experiences  at  Chatham  changed  my 
outlook  and  consequently  my  life  and  approach  to  it. 

We  were  an  active  class.  Has  there  been  a  carry-over 

of  that  activism  into  our  lives  since?" 

Cheryl's  question  leads  to  another  piece  of  information. 
Professor    Lee   Tidball    of  George  Washington   University, 

speaker  at  my  Intern  workshop  and  herself  a  graduate  of 

Mt.   Holyoke,  has  just  completed  a  five  year  study.  She 

found  that  graduates  of  women's  colleges  are  more  than 
twice  as  likely  as  female  graduates  of  coeducational  insti- 

tutions to  be  career-successful. 
How  about  it?  If  you  feel  your  experience  at  Chatham 

was  a  positive  factor  in  the  social  and/or  professional  de- 
velopment of  the  woman  you  are  today,  why  not  write  to 

the  Alumnae  Association?  I'm  sure  our  testimonies  will  be 
useful  to  them  in  recruiting  eager  young  women  and  in 

shaping  curriculum  and  policy.  What  better  proof  of 

Chatham's  success  in  its  mission  than  the  documented 

success  of  its  graduates!" 

Dear  Ruth  Anne, 

I  had  not  intended  to  reply  this  year  but  your  comments 

encouraged  me  to  respond.  I  spent  the  summer  clerking 

with  a  law  firm  in  Pennsylvania.  It  was  a  wonderful  ex- 

perience —  almost  hated  to  return  to  law  school.  Finally 

quit  my  job  at  the  post  office  —  between  scholarships  and 
part-time  legal  work  I  think  I  can  get  by.  Paul  is  in  8th 

grade  now,  hard  to  believe  I'll  soon  have  a  teenage  son. 
I  find  both  "sides"  of  the  present  controversy  about  the 

Recorder  somewhat  lacking  in  tolerance  and  perspective. 

For  each  person,  at  each  time,  there  is  a  path  that  is  right. 

What  is  important  —  what  should  be  shared  —  is  whatever 
accomplishment  is  personally  fulfilling.  What  is  written  in 

can  either  give  support  to  someone  who  is  in  the  same  place 

(voluntarily)  or  can  show  someone  else  that  other  life  styles 

can  be  rewarding. 

I  can't  believe  that  anyone  of  our  age  group  who  went  to 
Chatham  is  not  aware  of  alternative  life  styles.  My  reaction, 

therefore,  to  those  who  complain  about  news  of  husbands, 

children  and  domestic  activity  is  that  they  are  either  so 

caught  up  with  the  fervor  of  the  women's  movement  that 
they  have  become  intolerant  of  other  life  styles,  or  they  are 

somewhat  fearful  of  their  own  liberated  position  and  don't 
want  the  alternatives  publicized  as  enjoyable.  I  think  they 

have  overlooked  the  fact  that  many  of  those  who  write  of 

husbands,  children,  etc.  are  really  just  communicating  basic 

facts  of  their  lives  —  the  things  you  might  write  on  a  Christ- 
mas card  to  a  very  distant  friend. 

I  agree  with  them  that  many  of  the  "housewife"  reports 
sound  like  "Fascinating  Womanhood"  propaganda.  Writing 
only  of  husbands'  or  children's  activities  makes  their  lives 
sound  rather  empty  and  meaningless.  I  wonder  if  they 

really  have  no  other  purpose  in  life  or  if  they  have  just 

given  in  to  their  local  society's  pressure  to  stay  within  a 
certain  role. 

Those  who  are  opposed  to  the  present  content  of  the 

Recorder  should  write  in  about  their  own  experience,  goals, 
feelings  and   life  style.    Boycotting  the  Recorder  will   not 

change  it  —  contributing  in  the  style  they  feel  appropriati 

may  encourage  others  to  do  the  same. 

The  "housewives"  should  at  least  speak  of  the  con 

tribution  they  have  made  to  whatever  they  wrote  abou' 
rather  than  appear  to  be  living  through  someone  else.  A 

the  same  time,  if  the  life  they  have  chosen  is  fulfilling,  the\ 
should  not  let  the  more  outspoken  feminists  make  then 

feel  guilty  or  ashamed  about  it;  instead  they  should  le 
others  know  the  rewards  of  their  choice.  I  am  a  student,; 

mother,  a  single  woman,  a  worker,  a  homeowner,  a  unior 
advisor,  a  committee  member,  etc.  All  these  roles  are  im 

portant  to  me  and  at  different  times  I  may  choose  t( 
emphasize  one  or  another.  If  I  concentrate  on  my  career  foi 

a  time  and  it  is  rewarding,  I  will  want  to  communicate  thi 

to  others.  If  my  domestic  activities  have  been  more  ful 

filling  during  a  certain  period,  that  is  what  I  would  wan 
others  to  know.  But,  just  because  something  is  right  for  mi 

for  a  while  doesn't  mean  that  the  other  facets  of  my  life  an 
not  important  —  or  that  other  women  engaging  in  differen 
pursuits  should  be  put  down. 

The  most  important  thing  that  can  come  from  thi 

women's  movement  is  the  chance  to  be  yourself  —  whateve 
that  happens  to  be.  Until  we  can  all  be  honest  about  ou 

own  roles  and  approving  of  other  roles,  controversies  liki 

the  present  one  will  continue.  Hopefully,  enough  womer 

will  try  to  understand  each  other  that  an  acceptable  balanci 

can  be  reached. 

Karin  Rumstedt  '6' 
(ED  note:  The  above  was  in  response  to  a  letter  sent  b\ 

Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson  '64  to  her  section  of  classmate 
for  news  for  the  Recorder.) 

I  read  with  interest  the  discussion  among  some  alumna 
regarding  the  inclusion  in  the  class  news  about  diape 

changing  and  baby  burping.  (Nancy  Beach,  Becky  Albrigh 

Duncan  '63,  and  responses  to  Nancy  Beal  in  the  Feedbaci 
column,  all  in  the  Spring  1975  Recorder.)  On  August  27 

1974  I  had  a  baby  and  just  last  week  I  completed  an  Ir 
dependent  Study  on  new  mothers.  I  have  some  thought 
and  feelings  to  share. 

First  of  all,  I  have  learned  more  in  the  past  year  than  I 

any  previous  time  I  can  remember.  I  not  only  understam 

my  mother  —  her  motivations  and  her  ways  have  becom 

clear  in  my  own  developing  relationship  with  my  baby  - 
but  I  respond  to  mothers  in  general  in  new  ways.  I  hav 
found  that  I  have  spent  a  great  deal  of  the  past  year  in  sol 

searching  and  reviewing  my  life.  Not  at  all  the  mindles 
idleness  I  had  presumed  to  be  the  mettle  of  the  home 
bound  woman  with  child. 

Never  has  so  much  been  required  of  me!  The  dichotom 

between  my  fantasies  and  fears  and  the  realities  of  being 

full-time  mother  is  incredible.  Many  of  my  fantasies  wer 

based  on  my  fear  of  "not  working."  What  a  laugh!  0 

course,  in  my  fantasies  "working"  was  the  other  type  o 
work  —  the  type  I  was  paid  for  with  a  bi-weekly  check  am 

was  regarded  as  a  "professional." 
The  reality  of  mothering  is  overwhelming.  I  am  touchei 

by  the  exquisite  joys  of  growing  and  developing  with  thi 
little  boy  and  of  experiencing  life  anew  with  him.  Th 

reality  is  also  the  exhaustion  I  feel  —  the  accumulation  o 
one  year  without  uninterrupted  sleep,  the  constancy  of  tb 

responsibilities  and  the  lack  of  time  to  be  by  myself. 

In  addition,  I  have  discovered  that  I  have  learned  fa 

more  about  my  profession  this  year  —  the  first  year  in  eigh 
years  that  I  have  not  been  in  a  classroom.  I  now  understam 

the  pleas  behind  the  words  of  many  of  the  parents  I  deal 

with  through  the  years.  The  phrase,  "Oh,  you  don't  havi 
children  so  you  don't  know,"  used  to  enrage  me.  "True," 
would  admit,  "I  don't  have  children,  but  there  are  thing 

educational    I  do  know."  Now,  I  understand  their  words 

Continued  on  page  42 
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SPECIAL  GIFTS 

CONTRIBUTORS 

CORNERSTONE  ($100-$499) 

'Clara  Niebaum  Brown  '07  (Mrs.  Edward  T.) 
C.  Pauline  Burt  '14 
.Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  '16  (Mrs.  Ira  H.) 

Melba  Martin  Ingersoll  '16  (Mrs.  Frank  B.) 

Martha  Temple  Patrick  '18  (Mrs.  Wilbur  W.) 
Helen  Horix  Fairbanks  '20  (Mrs.  Frank  B.) 

Margaret  B.  Gilfillan  '21 
Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  '21  (Mrs.  John  A.) 

Margaret  M.  Barnes  '22 
Helen  McKenzie  Jamison  '23  (Mrs.  John  H.) 
Leanore  Allen  '24 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton  '24  (Mrs.  D.  Stewart) 
Gertrude  Bradshaw  '26 

Audrey  Reebel  Early  '26  (Mrs.  James  W.) 
Catherine  Sayers  '26 
Marian  Connelly  Bowers  '27  (Mrs.  John  A.) 
Alice  Grafner  x'28 

Nora  Lewis  Harlan  '28  (Mrs.  James  D.) 

Junietta  Kalbitzer  Pollock  '29  (Mrs.  Louis  N.) 
Katherine  MacCloskey  Crocker  '29  (Mrs.  Samuel  B.) 
Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell  '29  (Mrs.  James  A.) 
Mary  Frye  Llewellyn  '30  (Mrs.  J.  Allen) 
Edith  L.  McBane  '33 

Jane  Metzger  Epstine  x'33  (Mrs.  Harry) 
Florence  Reed  Hoffmaster  '33  (Mrs.  A.  L.) 
Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort  '34  (Mrs.  Robert) 
Harriet  Tyler  Martin  x'34  (Mrs.  Paul  N.) 

Margaret  White  '34 

Mary  Jane  Young  '34 
Mary  Katharine  Rodgers  Moses  '35  (Mrs.  A.  Henry) 
M.  Dolores  Steinecke  '35 

Jean  Andress  Berger  '36  (Mrs.  Charles  W.) 
Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Robert  J.) 

Mary  Alice  Murray  Leety  '36  (Mrs.  William) 
Ruth  Rosen  Hartz  '36  (Mrs.) 

Dorothy  Swan  Mercer  x'36  (Mrs.  H.  Fred) 
Margaret  McBride  McMaster  '37  (Mrs.  Gilbert  B.) 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel  '38  (Mrs.  George  W.) 
Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels  '39  (Mrs.  Emerson) 

Fav  Cumbler  Nelson  '40  (Mrs.  Henry  F.) 
Marianne  McCallister  Martin  '40  (Mrs.  Bruce  R.) 

Mary  Ellen  Ostergard  Lutz  '40  (Mrs.  John  W.) 
Nancy  Over  Bowdler  '40  (Mrs.  Robert  G.) 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle  '41  (Mrs.  James  L.) 
Elizabeth  Howard  Smith  '41  (Mrs.) 

Mary  Kinter  McEldowney  '41  (Mrs.  Robert,  Jr.) 
Jean  McGowan  Marshall  '41  (Mrs.  Watson  C.) 
Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  '41  (Mrs.  John  A.) 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont  s'43  (Mrs.  John  E.) 

Amy  McKay  Core  '43  (Mrs.  Daniel  H.,  Jr.) 
Virginia  Gray  Corey  '44  (Mrs.  Wilfred  G.) 
Helen  H.  Smith  '44 

Marian  Swannie  Rand  '45  (Mrs.  Paul) 
Elizabeth  Fleck  Hendrickson  '47  (Mrs.  John  W.) 

Roberta  Swann  Baldwin  '47  (Mrs.  R.  K.) 

Shirley  McKay  Taubeneck  x'48  (Mrs.  T.  D.) 

Judith  Sutherland  Latimer  '50  (Mrs.  Thomas  H.) 
Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney  '51  (Mrs.  James  R.) 
Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh  '51  (Mrs.  Karl) 

Gwendolyn  Bach  Lammert  '51  (Mrs.  John  H.) 
Janet  Houston  Rhein  '52  (Mrs.  Joseph  P.) 
Alice  Berry  Adams  '53  (Mrs.  James  W.) 

Cordelia  Soles  '53 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan  '54  (Mrs.  Thomas  E.) 

Barbara  Maloy  Titelman  '54  (Mrs.  James) 

Nan  R.  Norris  '54 
Miriam  Santisteban  Wysocki  '54  (Mrs.  Louis  F.) 
Lois  Thompson  Anderson  '54  (Mrs.  Robert  D.) 
Barbara  Beacham  Volk  '55  (Mrs.  Charles  R.) 

Louise  Lowenthal  Benjamin  '55  (Mrs.  Charles  E.) 
Sarah  Seiple  Tullai  '55  (Mrs.  John) 
Joanna  Warner  White  '55  (Mrs.  Joseph  W.) 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis  s'56  (Lt.  Col.) 

Elm  Musson  Brower  x'56  (Mrs.  Roger  E.) 

Hannah  Honig  Kamin  '57  (Mrs.  Marvin) 
Mary  Ann  Schmitt  Goodrum  '57  (Mrs.  Harold  C.) 
Jean  Babb  Ersoz  '58  (Mrs.  Namik) 

Barbara  Bath  O'Callaghan  '58  (Mrs.  John  C,  Jr.) 
Loretta  Edwards  Troyer  '58  (Mrs.  William  G.,  Jr.) 

Sylvia  Angelo  Gosztonyi  '59  (Mrs.) 
Barbara  Roberts  Pollock  '59  (Mrs.  Louis) 
Barbara  Eckel  Goettler  '60  (Mrs.  Ralph) 

Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius  '60  (Mrs.  William  F.,  Jr.) 

Marcia  Smiley  Kung  '60  (Mrs.  Edward) 
Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs  '60  (Mrs.  Charles  E.) 

Dorothy  Christman  Lilja  '62  (Mrs.  John) 
Barbara  Elder  Streveler  '62  (Mrs.  Gregory  P.) 

Susan  G.  Goldstein  '62 
Lynn  Leister  Rojahn  '62  (Mrs.  Theodore) 
Patricia  Burda  Sliwinski  '63  (Mrs.  Stanley,  Jr.) 

Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw  '63  (Mrs.  Lee  N.) 
Margaret  Folino  Huff  '63  (Mrs.  Barry  W.) 
Ellen  Levy  Blumberg  '63  (Mrs.  Martin  J.) 
Elaine  Mazer  Myers  '63  (Mrs.  Howard  N.) 

Helen  Moed  '63 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen  '63  (Mrs.  James  K.,  Jr.) 

Louise  Sonnenberg  '63 
Deborah  Wolowitz  Cowan  '63  (Mrs.  Dale  H.) 

Marsha  Richards  Bingler  '65  (Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.) 

Lynette  Burley  McNally  '66  (Mrs.  Harry  J.,  Jr.) 

Martha  Coyne  Scott  '66  (Mrs.  Richard  S.) 
Marilyn  Elder  Hodil  '66  (Mrs.  G.  Raymond,  Jr.) 
Jarene  Frances  Lee  '66  (Mrs.  Kendrick  R.) 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos  '67  (Mrs.  John,  Jr.) 

Mary  K.  Connell  '70 
Susan  Philbrick  Wissel  '71 
Betty  Mitchell  Vutz  '72  (Mrs.  Norman) 

Nancy  O.  Chalfant  '73 

WOODLAND  CIRCLE  ($500-$999) 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson  '33  (Mrs.) 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  '35  (Mrs.  C. 

Elizabeth  Bradley  '37 

Gray) 

ROYAL  PURPLE  ($1,000  plus) 

Aimee  Beringer  Murdoch  '98  (Mrs.  Alexander) 
Martha  Glandon  Luthringer  '24  (Mrs.  Marshall  S.) 
Catherine  Rockwell  Potter  x'31  (Mrs.  William  S.) 

Dorothy  Newell  '33 
Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  '36  (Mrs.  Gordon  T.) 
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ALUMNAE  ANNUAL  GIVING  REPORT: 
July  1,1974  through  June  30,1975 

Chatham  Fund  (Individual  gifts) 

Unrestricted       $39,594.00 

Designated  for  Scholarships    707.50 

Designated  for  Special  Scholarships 
Dorothy  B.  Newell    $    1,000.00 

Luella  P.  Meloy       25.00   1,025.00 

Miscellaneous 

Library  gifts       145.00 
Frani  Zimmerman  Kline  Fund    32.50 

Renovation  of  organ  (Keister)    1,200.00 

Chicago  Alumnae  Club      80.00 
Cleveland  Alumnae  Club    200.00 
Hartford  Alumnae  Club    8.00 
Mt.  Lebanon  Alumnae  Club       225.00 

Guaranty  Savings  &  Loan       13.40   1,903.90 

Reunion  Class  Gifts 

1920    15,000.00 
1925    510.00 
1950    905.00 

1960          750.00              17,165.00 

Corporations  and  Foundations  Matching  Gifts 
Akzona  Foundation 

Allied  Chemical  Corp. 
Aluminum  Co.  of  America 
ASA  R  CO  . 

Ashland  Oil,  Inc. 
AT&T 

Bristol  Myers  Co. 

Champion  Paper  Co. 
Chemical  Bank 

Clark  Equipment  Co. 
CPC  International 

Connecticut  General  Insurance  Corp. 
Exxon  Education  Foundation 

First  National  City  Bank 
FMC  Foundation 

Ford  Motor  Co.  Fund 
General  Electric  Co. 

Gulf  Oil  Company 
Harris  Bank  Foundation 
Haskins  &  Sells 

INACorp. 

Total  Alumnae  Giving  from  all  sources   

Number  of  alumnae  solicited  4,775 

Number  of  alumnae  contributors  1,050* 
Percentage  participation  22% 

"This  figure  does  not  include  49  non-matching  second  gifts  nor  those  alumnae 
who  contributed  to  reunion  class  gifts  only. 

ALUMNAE  FUND  CONTRIBUTORS  BY  CLASS 

IBM  Corp. 

Kendall  Co.  Foundation 

Koppers  Co.,  Inc. 
Manufacturers  Trust  Co. 

Mellon  Bank  N.A. 
Merck  &  Co.,  Inc. 

Metropolitan  Life  Ins.  Co. 
Mobil  Oil  Co. 

Morgan  Guaranty  Trust  Co.  of  NY 
NCR  Corp. 

Northwestern  Mutual  Life  Insurance  Co. 
PPG  Industries,  Inc. 
Price  Waterhouse  &  Co. 

Rockwell  International  Corp. 
Rohm  &  Haas  Co. 

The  Singer  Co. 
Standard  Pressed  Steel  Co. 

Sylvania,  Inc. 
United  Aircraft  Corp. 

Westinghouse  Electric  Corp. 

  3,866.00 

   $64,261.40 

1898-100% 
Aimee  Beringer  Murdoch 

1899-50% 
Elizabeth  Curll  Kahl 

1907-67% 
Ellen  B.  McKee 
Clara  Niebaum  Brown 

1911-40% 
Sara  R.  Carpenter 
Edna  M.  Reitz 

July  1,  1974  through  June  30,  1975 

1912-33% 
Martha  Kim 
Martha  Sands  Hamilton 
Maude  Shutt  Cochran 

1913-45% 
Lucille  Atkinson  Baker 
Laila  Clark  Ament 
Mary  Craig  Culley 
Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh 
Elizabeth  McCague 

1914-37% 
C.  Pauline  Burt 
Mildred  McWilliams 

Helen  Rutherford  Stockdale 

1915-50% 
Mary  Estep  Starr 
Mary  Ruth  Jeffrey 

Olga  Losa 

1916-29% 
Gertrude  Frame  Patterson 
Melba  Martin  Ingersoll 
Helen  Steele  Truxal 
Adella  Stewart  Anderson 

Grace  Woodrow 

1917-57% 
Mona  Crytzer  Nagel 
Martha  Dunbar  Say 

Jane  Errett 
Ruth  Gokey  Walters 
Elizabeth  McClelland  Crawford 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol 
Louise  Reinecke  Thorne 

Dorothy  Stoebener  Markell 

1918-27% 
Rachel  Alexander  Christie 
Charlotte  Hunker  Hays 

Martha  Temple  Patrick 

1919-20% 
Rachel  Buck  Reinken 
Henrietta  Leopold 

Augusta  Rogers 
Margaret  Workman  Witherspoon 

1920-33% 
Helen  Bennett  Nelson 
Helen  Horix  Fairbanks 
Katherine  McFarland 
Minnie  McGrew  Coyle 

Mary  Stevenson 
Gladys  Wilson  Green 

1921-27% 
Lois  Farr  Hamilton 

Margaret  Gilfillan 
Edith  Pew 

Mabel  Shaffer 

Gladys  Sullivan  Peters 
Helen  Treloar  McGarrity 

1922-32% 
Margaret  Barnes 
Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney 
Ina  Connelly  Cross 
Helen  Gross  Alderman 
Anne  Kiskaddon  Griggs 
Florence  Newmaker  Knapp 

Florence  Soloman  Ellis 

1923-13% 
Helen  Brown  Cook 

Lyda  Hamilton Dorothy  McCormick  Means 
Helen  McKenzie  Jamison 

1924-32% 
Leanore  Allen 
Barbara  Coit  Templeton 
Grace  Davis  Mechling 

Martha  Glandon  Luthringer Marion  Griggs 

Hedwig  Pregler 
Helen  Ryman 
Alberta  Sexauer  Ressler 

Florence  Steele  Bullock 

Mary  Wilson  Damon 

1925-19% 
Helen  Ahlers  Patton 
Katharine  Dashiell  Roberts 

Margaret  Herron Lauretta  Light  Frye 

Bertha  Pitts  Olander 

1926-29% 

Mary  Ailes  Sechler 
Gertrude  Bradshaw Helen  Bromley 

Ruth  Justice  Rowley 
Elise  Moller 

Helen  Moorhead  McLaren 
Audrey  Reebel  Early 
Florence  Samberg  Evans 
Catherine  Sayers 
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Estelle  Silverman  Small 
Jean  Thomas  Iffert 
Caroline  Timothy  Mountford 

1927-28% 
Ruth  Allman  Jones 
Marian  Connelly  Bowers 
Elizabeth  Crawford 
Ella  English  Daub 
Isabel  Epley 
Eleanor  Ewing  Buterbaugh 
Margaret  Gibson  McCrum 
Elizabeth  Hewitt  Holland 
Edith  Jay  Carson 
Bernice  Keefer 
Ruth  McKeever  Slater 
Catherine  McRoberts  Gunia 

Nancy  Montgomery 
Anna  Negley  Brunot 
Birdella  Snyder  Weyandt 
Esther  Watson  Wilson 

1928-27% 
Margaret  Cousley 
Mary  Crawford 
Elizabeth  Davidson  Lee 

Suzanne  Finley  Heller 
Dorothy  Floyd  Warren 
Frances  Frost  Brumbaugh 
Elizabeth  Gidney  Elder 
Alice  Grafner 
Clare  Lawler 
Nora  Lewis  Harlan 

Martha  McCurdy  Bushnell 
Evelyn  Newton  Flickinger 
Katharine  Owen 
Mary  Virginia  Ray  Randall 
Henrietta  Spelsberg  Coston 
Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson 
Elizabeth  Willard  Stephenson 

1929-20% 
Dorothy  Appleby  Musser 
Ellen  Connor  Kilgore 
Jean  Huff  Bailey 
Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm 
Junietta  Kalbitzer  Pollock 
Mary  Kolb 
Katherine  MacCloskey  Crocker 
Josephine  Mang  Muir 
Frances  Reeder  Battaglia 
Ethel  Rendleman  Fritchman 

Mary  Louise  Succop  Bell 
Margaret  Wooldridge  Fifer 

1930-26% 
Pauline  Bickhart  Garratt 

Helen  Ensminger  Hughes 
Mary  Frye  Llewellyn 
Marion  Haines  Schap 
Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman 

Adelaide  Hyndman  McLaughlin 
Lucille  Jackson  Strauss 
Mary  Ludlow 
Marcella  Murray 
Meredith  Murray  Heckman 
Veronica  Netopil  Morrone 
Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson 
Elise  Searing  Loxterman 
Helen  Sprott 
Mary  Toward  Potter 
Louise  Vallowe  Spinelli 

1931-25% 
Lois  Applegate 
Elizabeth  Babcock  Hull 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn 
Sara  Cecil  Faisst 

Dorothea  Crawford  Macy 
Helen  Domhoff  Neely 
Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher 
Katharine  James  McCann 
Margaret  Jefferson 
Lucille  Laughlin  Logan 
Elizabeth  Marshall 

Elsie  McCreery  Longwell 

Helen  Miller 
Katharine  Rockwell  Potter 
Viola  Smith 

Doris  Thomas 
Louise  Turner  Crookston 

1932-36% 
Beatrice  Andrews  Dimsdale 

Nancy  Campbell  Klamm 
Elizabeth  Ewing  Cogbill 
Ruth  Fugh  McMurtry 
Ruth  Grafman  Weiner 
Marie  Hahn  Lewis 

Jean  Houghtelin  Phillips 
Lillian  Hunter  Stoecklein 
Helen  Jordan  Caldwell 

Georgia  Meinecke  Weldon 
Sara  Miller  Brash 

Margaret  Price  Guyton 
Dorothy  Russell 
Marion  Stone  Howard 
Viola  Swenson  Leeper 
Mary  Woolridge  Beyer 

1933-33% 
Dorothy  Ballantyne  Milliken 
Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson 
Jean  Blair  Hodgin 
Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller 
Charlotte  lams 
Estous  Lee  Davidson 

Ruth  Ludebuehl  Early 
Edith  McBane 
Helen  McCracken  Bennett 

Jane  Metzger  Epstine 
Louise  Metzgar  lams 
Ruth  Morgan  Lansberry 
Dorothy  Newell 

Bertha  O'Neal  Pearson 
Gertrude  Ray  Mann 
Florence  Reed  Hoffmaster 
Ruth  Ross 

Ruby  Skinner  Miller 
Sarah  Stevenson  Foster 

1934-32% 
Berenice  Beamer  Williamson 
Ruth  Berkey  Reichley 
Maxine  Cuden  Goldman 
Hazel  Ellwood  McClure 
Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker 
Margaret  Goldberg  Maxwell 
Josephine  Johnson  Rennich 
Marjorie  Larimer 
Mary  Louise  Martin 
Bernice  Montgomery 
Dorothy  Schenck  Van  der  Voort 
Harriet  Stephenson  Stearns 
Thelma  Stocker  Trost 
Harriet  Tyler  Martin 
Helen  Walker  Empfield 
Margaret  White 
Ellen  Yeager  Husak 
Mary  Jane  Young 

1935-29% 
Helen  Birmingham  Proctor 

Elizabeth  Cober  O'Donnell 
Margaret  Eichleay  Storer 
Shirley  Gordon  Hovencamp 
Eleanor  Harbison  Bream 
Jane  Harmeier  Nims 
Ruth  Jubb  Graff 
Louise  Leadman  Faller 
Gail  Mouromseff  Keith 

Mary  Rodgers  Moses 
Gertrude  Russell  Lydic 
Mary  Steinecke 
Virginia  Watkins  DeMers 
Dorothy  Woodward  Evans 

1936-39% 
Jean  Andress  Berger 
Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden 
Olga  Catizone  Bonaddio 

Mary-Stuart  Clements  Harriman 

Nancy  Jane  Davis 
Ruth  Frost 
Jane  Hallett 

Margaret  Hippie  Marston 
Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden 
Charlotte  Ley  Glover 
Jean  Maeder  Lindsay 
Thelma  Martindale 

Betty  McLaughlin  Bryant 
Sana  Mouromseff 
Mary  Murray  Leety 
Doris  H.  Pierce 

Agnes  Ralston 
Ruth  Rosen  Hartz 

Dorothy  Swan  Mercer 
Jane  Unger  Raaflaub 
Katrina  Utne  Brown 

Katherine  Ward  Parshall 
Virginia  Wertz  Potter 

1937-24% 
Elizabeth  Bradley 

Margaret  Brewer  Dowler 
Shirley  Campbell  Berg 

Dorothy  Casper  Zeisig 
Nancy  Diven  Seagren 
Mary  Follansbee  Buck 
Elizabeth  Kidney  Moss 

Margaret  McBride  McMaster 
Dorothy  Motheral  Porter 
Martha  Potter  Koerner 
Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe 
Isabel  Silvis  Sterling 
Martha  Skyrms  Pfusch 

Mary  Travers  Scott 
Dorothy  Whitehead  Heinig 
Mary  Yellig  Earley 

1938-27% 
Mary  Louise  Andrews  Marks 

Mary  Baldwin 
Martha  Bright  Wolfe 
Marjorie  Chubb  Randall 
Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott 
Mary  Deemer  Nagel 
Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer 
Gertrude  Hays  Arensberg 
Dorothea  Hunter  Haas 
Eleanore  Krause  Schlossbach 
Beatrice  Lynch  Conn 
Margaret  Perry  Huessener 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt 
Helen  Thomas  Nevin 
Edith  Thompson 

Dorothy  Wallace 

1939-28% 
Helen  Archer  Fardig 
Doris  Chatto  Kimball 

Mary  Ethel  Cole 
Katharine  Cuthbert  Hardee 
Millicent  Hoyt  Faison 

Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leonard 
Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels 
Freda  Lewin  Foreman 
Letitia  Mahaffey  Andree 

Amy  McBride  Bell 
Elizabeth  Pensom  Fox 
Florence  Ray  Stier 
Florence  Smith  Hess 
Mary  Tilghman  LeRoy 

Mary  Jane  Totten  Dickinson 
Mary  Weber  McClenahan 

1940-33% 
Ruth  Arthur  Anderton 

Jean  Aungst  Talbot 
Margaret  Christy  Graham 
Elizabeth  Crawford  Colbert 

Fay  Cumbler  Nelson 
Jean  Curry  Burt 

Margaret  Dunseath  Wilson 
Ruth  Fite  Kerr 
Catherine  lams  Dennison 
Rachel  Kirk  Bobo 
Ellen  Marshall  Gilmore 
Marianne  McCallister  Martin 

Mary  Ostergard  Lutz 
Nancy  Over  Bowdler 
Janet  Ross 
Jane  Scott  Bruntjen 

Mary  Louise  Shoemaker  Hockensmith 
Frances  Shoup  Brant 
Alida  Spinning 

Catherine  Thompson  Mitchell 
Jane  Viehman 

Inez  Wheldon 

1941-28% 
Alice  Chattaway  Kittle 

Shirley  Clipson  Clarke 
Dorothy  Geschwindt  Schieber 
Elizabeth  Howard  Smith 
Patricia  Kent  Alter 
Mary  Kinter  McEldowney 
Mary  Linn  Marks  Colbaugh 

Carolyn  Martin 
Jean  McGowan  Marshall 

Mary  Richards 
Mary  Rodd  Rezny 
Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz 
Eleanor  Tiel  Rinne 
Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz 

Susan  Wooldridge  Fishburn 

1942-13% 
Margaret  Anderson 
Alison  Croft  Armstrong 
Ruth  Demmler  Benner 
Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn 

Janet  Murray  Newton 
Marjorie  Norris  Wherry 
Claire  Stewart  Burkhart 
Florence  Succop  Klotz 
Dorothy  Vale  Roberts 

1943-22% 
Jean  Archer  Rothermel 

Mary  Campbell  Eckhardt 
Florence  Frey  Burnite 
Janice  Goldblum 
Claire  Horwitz  Klein 
Marian  Lambie  Arnheim 
Althea  Lowe  McCalmont 
Nina  Maley  Ross 

Dorothy  Marshall  Autore 
Jane  McCall  Downing 
Janet  McCormick  McDole 

Amy  McKay  Core 
Marjorie  Noonan  Ladley 
Louise  Wallace  Menges 

1944-21% 
Jean  Bacon  Smith 
Norma  Bailey  McLean 

Martha  Bowdle  Turnbull 

Margaret  Donaldson 
Virginia  Gray  Corey 
Nellie  Ireland  Phillips 
Dorcas  Leibold 
Patricia  Leonard  Bodle 
Marion  Monks  Campbell 

Mary  Sampson  Eckman 
Cynthianne  Say  Calhoun 
Helen  Smith 
Marion  Springer  Edmunds 

1945-30% 
Nettie  Beck  Jameson 
Janet  Brewster  Reynolds 

Agnes  Conner  Davis 
Jean  Dalzell  MacMillan 
Alice  Demmler 

Alice  Hanna  Ference 

Nancy  Herdt  Hall 
Phyllis  Ingraham  Stout 
Ruth  Jenkins  Horsburgh 

Marjorie  Mayhall 
Shirley  Mays  Evans 
Martha  McFall  Schall 
Helen  Robinson  Forsyth 
Elizabeth  Shollar  Worley 
Lois  Smith  Joyner 
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Patsy  Speers  Bradley 
Marion  Swannie  Rand 
Jean  Thomas  Fisher 
Helen  Truxal  Noyes 
Jane  Wood  Ziercher 
Charlotte  Wray  Cohen 

1946-15% 
Miriam  Eggers  Hosack 
Mary  Haller  Swenson 
Priscilla  Hendryx  Salter 
Arline  Levinson  Rosenberg 
Jean  McCullough  Brown 
Margaret  McKee  Barnes 
Sue  Norton  Boord 
Jean  Purves  Bowman 

Emily  Sawders  Laisy 
Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman 
Mary  Wells  Karlson 
Jean  White  Markell 
Martha  Yorkin  Berman 

1947-24% 
Betty  Anderson 
Patti  Balch  Lando 

Virginia  Beale  Bond 
Jocelyn  Beeson  Schrader 
Elva  Braziell  Hively 
Kathryn  Ciganovic 
Mary  Conway  Reese 
Catherine  Dom  McCarrell 

Marjorie  Evans  McNeillie 
Elizabeth  Fleck  Hendrickson 

Barbara  Gill  Meagher 
Eleanor  Goldfarb  Hirsh 

Frances  Haverstick  Myers 
Alene  Hutton  Sage 
Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald 
Virginia  Lefurgy  Tubbs 
Barbara  Mason 

Mary  Michel  Tiernan 
Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson 
Doris  Sampson  Trimble 
Elaine  Sauerwein  Mathison 
Roberta  Swann  Baldwin 
Joan  Werner  Peterson 

Jean  Yeager  Love 

1948-20% 
Mary  Aiken  Brown 
Alma  Anderson  Staehle 

Virginia  Barkley  Robertson 
Marie  Cohn  Chiles 
Hilda  Fish  Bricker 

Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong 
Jean  Hadfield  Smith 
Martha  Holland  Rank 

Lucille  McKay  Geddis 
Shirley  McKay  Taubeneck 
Henrietta  Meyer  Garrett 
Grace  Migliore  Frances 
Jean  Morrow  Hedenburg 
Helen  Obermayer  Sellers 
Virginia  Sager  Peterson 
Helen  Suckling  Beckert 
Ruth  Zucker  Bachman 

1949-13% 
Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 
Rachel  Anto  Parens 
Jean  Forward  Frank 
Naomi  Garlick  Kinard 
Patricia  Hardy  Butts 
Barbara  Hoge  Dansak 
Ann  Lanicker  Ulrich 
Mary  Shumaker  Drake 
Joan  Swannie  Ruch 

Kathryn  Tench  Pittman 
Margaret  Thompson  Weil 
Corinne  Welch  Patton 

1950-17% 
Marion  Baker  Powell 
Elizabeth  Bassett  McMahon 
Marjorie  Beetle  Winnicki 
Barbara  Berkman  Roth 
Barbara  Black  Bloomstrom 

Antoinette  Carpenter  Morris 
Shirley  Chelsted  Nichols 
Cora  Davis  Anderson 
Ann  Denigan  Richardson 

Joy  Dougherty  Chilcott 
Phyllis  Good  Rudd 
Jane  Harbison 
Emma  Hodge  Sarosdy 
Jean  Kaiser 

Betty  Langer  Feathers 
Dorothy  MacPhee  Hunter 
Barbara  Mader  Knight 
Evelyn  Moffitt  Liebowitz 
Barbara  Nevius  Beringer 
Louise  Richards  Lane 
Gretchen  Schmidt  Kulberg 
Joanne  Seale  Warren 
Judith  Sutherland  Latimer 
Marylou  Tedesco  Naser 

1951-19% 
Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney 
Ethel  Anderson  Mesloh 
Gwen  Bach  Lammert 
Eleanor  Balent  Young 
Anne  Crouse  Harvey 
Natalie  Eger  Novick 
Shirley  Elliott  Johnston 
Ann  Gould  Moore 
Barbara  Hoy  Dible 
Patricia  Kennedy  Earley 
Narcissa  McLeod  Scalise 

Patricia  O'Keefe  Beede 
Marlene  Shettel 

Marguerite  Sullivan  Hannon 
Margaret  Tucker  Thompson 
Margaret  Van  Ness  Colvan 
Joan  Walthour 
Martha  Whaley  Webster 
Marylou  Wilkinson  McCall 

1952-22% 
Helen  Barbour  McKelvey 
Judith  Bierman  Linowes 
Anne  Braddon  Hansen 
Retta  Dickson  Zeffiro 

Alice  Dykema  Oehlschlager 
Doris  Fritschi 

Nancy  Garlow  Hoop 
Janet  Houston  Rhein 

Nancy  Kelly  Hilland 
Louise  Loeffler  Wilson 
Marcia  Mamolen  Stewart 

Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers 
Nancy  Moore  Whitney 
Nora  Patterson  White 
Janet  Ross  Schumacher 

Beverly  Roush  Johnston 
Andrea  Rygg  Ryan 

Evangeline  Seitanakis  Beldecos 
Joanne  Shelley  Davis 
Sarah  Smyser  Naylor 
Muriel  Spindell  Muldorf 
Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
Doris  Warner  Brown 

Barbara  Wolfson  Myers 

1953-20% 
Nancy  Baker  Fekety 
Alice  Berry  Adams 
Catherine  Biasing  Lyon 
Catherine  Cornish  Montgomery 
Sara  Crum  Ferrell 
Marie  Damiano  Carricato 

Jeannine  English  Abel 
Elizabeth  Frantz  Purdum 
Dorothy  Fraser  Bell 
Lois  Glazer  Michaels 

Nancy  Hegan  Wadsworth 
Betty  King  Olson 
Betsy  Lee  Mendicino 
Barbara  Logan  Brown 
Madeline  Miles 
Jean  Ritchie  Clift 
Alice  Snook  Kalla 
Cordelia  Soles 

1954-19% 
Mary  Anderson  Sheehan 
Patricia  Bennett  Nicholson 

Margaret  Berger  Canon 
Barbara  Bolger  Collett 
Elsa  Duncan  Reagan 
Johanna  Holroyd  Piccardo 
Barbara  Maloy  Titelman 
Mary  Matvey  Shombert 
Nan  Norris 

Marie  Richards 
Miriam  Santisteban  Wysocki 
Lois  Sherry  Schworm 
Rose  Spoa 

Lois  Thompson  Anderson 

Nancy  Williams 

1955-33% 
Barbara  Beacham  Volk 
Sarah  Beck  Lee 
Barbara  Braun  Bajoras 
Jane  Burnham  Bowser 
Elizabeth  Fawcett  Coleman 
Angela  Fee  Levy 
Marcia  Glazer  Arnold 
Jean  Graham  Rhodes 

Marilyn  Hill 
Lorraine  Hixenbaugh  Haas 
Janet  Hoy  Sterling 

Barbara  Kelley  Linkous 
Marie  Kibler  Gaertner 
Janet  Kimball  Lubic 

Dorothy  King  Cornell 
Louise  Loewenthal  Benjamin 
Joan  Monahan  McFalls 

Mary  Moseley  Kamath 
Leslie  Mulvihill  Brockett 

Dorothy  Musser  Anderson 
Carla  Norberg  Gaut 

Carolyn  O'Donnell  Menosky 
Dolores  Olsavick  Elliott 
Marita  Pigossi  Spangler 

Sarah  Seiple  Tullai 
Marilyn  Smith  Jankowski 
Nancy  Smith  Bierwerth 
Joanna  Warner  White 

1956-15% 
Patricia  Egry  Curreri 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 
Lois  Katz  Blaufeld 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau 
Barbara  Krantz 
Marion  Latshaw  Boon 
Elizabeth  Miller  Tutchings 
Elm  Musson  Brower 
Sarah  Newton  Vanderslice 
Electra  Petrol  ias  Agras 
Judith  Pitasky  Markstein 
Sue  Scott  Fenstermaker 
Margaret  Siviter  Emery 
Joanne  Sterling 

1957-22% 
Dorothy  Dieckmann  Harman 
Mary  Elliott  Donaldson 
Sandra  Esman  Chernew 
Marcia  Froimson  Baum 

Nancy  Gellman  Rubenstein 
Hannah  Honig  Kamin 
Mary  Killen  Cochran 
Nancy  Kingham  Gardiner 
Martha  Kovalovsky  Frew 
Virginia  Ladish  Angulo 
Jean  Mcllwraith  McCally 
Gisela  Paoli  Villafana 
Patricia  Rashba  Levine 

Mary  Ann  Schmitt  Goodrum 
Rose  Senoff  Eisenstein 
Rena  Shurmaster  Sherman 

Nancy  Teeters  Bunce 
Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty 
Rhoda  Weitsman  David 

1958-28% 
Jean  Babb  Ersoz 

Barbara  Bath  O'Callaghan 
Ruth  Cooper  Klodell 
Carol  Cowley  Ross 
Loretta  Edwards  Troyer 
Eleanor  Feibusch  Kimelman 
Nancy  Galley 

Mary  Anne  Knuth  Braithwaite 
Inna  Komarnitsky  Hays 
Martha  Lasky  Sanders 
Jo-Rita  Latella  Reiter 
Airin  Lee  Kim 
Judith  Moore  Goehring 

Carol  Moran  Russell 
Elaine  Rockwood  Cummings 
Barbara  Sanford 
Anna  Sheckter  Powell 
Barbara  Sickles  Bernstein 
Claudette  Smith  Cooper 
Marilyn  Steinman  Cook 
Marlene  Suran  Davis 
Sandra  Whitmyre  Young 

1959-17% 
Georganne  Allebrand  Borland 
Sylvia  Angelo  Gosztonyi 
Bette  Bergad  Greenberger 
Roberta  Bills 
Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger 
Roberta  Einhorn  Chester 

Margaret  Fullick  Langacker 
Carole  Glass  Gottlieb 
Elizabeth  Heim  Searight 

Grace  Hershberger  Ireland 
Elizabeth  Lytle  Suatoni 
Diane  Mendelson  Cummins 
Diana  Montgomery  Montgome 
Doris  Redman  Foster 

Barbara  Roberts  Pollack 
Earla  Smith  McNaull 

Sandra  Wagner  Gross 
Irene  Wilbar  Appleyard 

1960-30% 
Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy 
Marlyn  Billig 

Arleen  Boyda  Porter 

Tela  Cohn  Zasloff 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore 
Barbara  Eckel  Goettler 
Roselyn  Frank 
Barbara  Friedman  London 
Anita  Gessler  Hecht 
Elizabeth  Goodridge  Westgard 
Janet  Heller  Howell 
Brenda  Hogue  Ganiear 
Norma  Hunt  Mahle 

Claire  Judd  Schweriner 
Mary-Anne  Koenig  Pomputius 
Judith  Levine  Weintraub 
Alice  Lochner  Kruiten 

Amy  Markus  Kellman 
Berenice  McGrew  Fitzgerald 

Kathryn  McLaughlin  Elder 
Ann  Meyer  Klein 

Bette  Nadel  Balk 
Gail  Peters  Fox 

Dorothy  Schall  Schweiger 
Marcia  Smiley  Kung 

Yseult  Snepvangers  Freilicher 
Isabelle  Spurr  Holloway 

Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs 
Anne  Turner  Arnold 
Elaine  Zavos  Zweig 

1961-20% 
Robin  Askin  DeKleine 
Hannah  Brush  Van  Horn 
Marianne  Byrn  Caple 
Harriette  Cohen  Turndorf 

Marilyn  Eckert  Winters 
Susan  Engel  Golden 
Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan 
Paula  Keizler  Cramer 

Carol  Lemke  Keil 
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Kathryn  Messina  Gamble 
Brenda  Purdon  Stober 
Anne  Putnam  Mallinson 
Dorothy  Seif  Kapp 
Mary  Sendek  Jakabcsin 
Sharon  Norton  Tomalin 
Marlene  Schweig  Hartstein 

Joyce  Teegardin 

1962-21% 
Harriette  Abrams  Zionts 
Maxine  Basson  Vasquez 
Susan  Berg  Veit 
Margaret  Brown  White 
Barbara  Bunker  Faughnan 
Dorothy  Christman  Lilja 
Barbara  Elder  Streveler 
Irene  Georgian  Boulis 
Susan  Goldstein 
Victoria  Hartung 
Ann  Kleinschmidt  Newlin 

Arlene  Koegler 
Lynn  Leister  Rojahn 
Julia  Loubris  Hanson 

Mary  Loughran  Fell 
Sally  McGuigan  Dauer 
Constance  Merlino  Tamburo 
Etta  Mueller  Moredock 
Judith  Schenk  Eley 
Susan  Sohnlein  Harsh 
Carol  Sprinchorn  Colter 
Zoe  Warwick  Sherman 
Alice  Yankura 

1963-36% 
Margaret  Alexander  Sprenkle 
Betty  Bennett  Morrow 
Ellen  Block  Blumenthal 
Susan  Bullock  Bell 
Patricia  Burda  Sliwinski 

Janice  Carver  King 
Margaret  Conner 
Mary  Conti  Sheline 
Linda  Cooper  Brodson 
Anna  Crone  Nagy 
Roberta  Fellabom  Emerick 

Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw 
Margaret  Folino  Huff 
Winifred  George  Switzer 
Rachel  Gorr  Johnson 
Susan  Hunt  Roose 
Pamela  Johnson  Fenner 
Zebum  Khan  Islam 
Judith  Launer  Palkovitz 
Henrietta  Lenz  Sheikh 

Ellen  Levy  Blumberg 
Elaine  Mazer  Myers 
Helen  Moed 

Ann  Niedermeyer  Fox 
Judith  Paulsen  Webb 

Carol  Pike  Maynard 
Mary  Riley  Smith 
Susan  Rockwell  Coen 

Helen  Roesing  Monroe 
Carolyn  Rogers  Flood 
Janice  Skeloski  Matey 
Louise  Sonnenberg 
Lillian  Steiner  Levine 
Judith  Strain  Barton 
Nancy  Welsh  Lees 
Deborah  Wolowitz  Cowan 

1964-17% 
Catharine  Barley  Paiste 
Kathleen  Coyle  Guenther 
Dorothy  Evans  Fulton 
Elizabeth  Fellows  Klemm 
Margaret  Frye  Wilcox 
Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt 
Doris  Haukland  Klielssen 

Sandra  Heisler  Shapiro 
Ruth  Anne  Maier  Bengtson 
Marcia  Mann  Butler 
Mary  McCormick  Tucker 
Geraldine  Palkovitz 
Angela  Patrizio  Smith 
Nancy  Pierson  Tolley 

Martha  Richards  Cummings 
Toba  Schwaber 
Bonnie  Taschler  Casey 

Carolyn  Tamplin  Ward 
Susan  Wolpert 
Mary  Wrigley  Church 

1965-19% 
Sheila  Bennett  Harris 
Joan  Bretz  Peirce 
Diane  Browarsky  Levine 
Diane  Brutout  Neimann 
Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer 
Pamela  Davis  McGee 
Sandra  Ellis  Kercher 
Penny  Embry  McGoey 

Virginia  Fisher  O'Leary 
Mary  Krein  Howarth 
Linda  Marsh  McGurk 

Susan  Michaels  Orringer 
Patricia  Papp  Breman 
Pamela  Proksa  Patt 
Marsha  Richards  Bingler 
Virginia  Royster  Brown 
Patricia  Scarry  Jones 
Karen  Schweig  Brown 
Ronya  Sieg  McMillen 
Pamela  Stirba  Russell 

Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson 
Martha  Wilson 
Barbara  Zitko  Terris 

1966-21% 
Barbara  Brenman 

Lynnette  Burley  McNally 
Jacqueline  Cain  Miller 
Suzanne  Callas  Francis 
Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz 
Susan  Coleman  Heckman 
Martha  Coyne  Scott 
Louise  DeCarl  Malugen 
Marilyn  Elder  Hodil 
Jarene  Frances  Lee 
Hannah  Gilman 

Barbara-Lee  Hewitt  Orloff 
Ruthe  Klein  Kaplan 
Sandra  Kretz  Callahan 
Jeanne  Menzie 
Patricia  Mullen  Tamura 

Deborah  Payson  Dechert 
Hilary  Prouty  Van  Rensselaer 
Nancy  Ruehl  Gallagher 
Catherine  St.  Clair  Haag 
Sharon  Smith 
Carolyn  Smyser  Hammer 
Joan  Stahlbrodt  Lewis 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Brown 
Barbara  Wallace 

Lynn  Williamson  Lawrence 
Patrice  Williamson  Baker 

1967-16% 
Penelope  Anderson  Gladwell 
Georgia  Canellos 
LoLita  Dawson  Pfeiffer 
Jo  Ann  Eustace  Walther 
Diane  Furrer  Holzheimer 

Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur 
Gretchen  Gray  Sheridan 
Suzanne  Hershey  Bress 
Pamela  Johnson  Gutkind 
Constance  Jones  Braunlein 
Theodora  Jones  St.  Lawrence 
Dael  Kiesler  Stichter 
Martha  King  Taylor 

Trudy  Levin  Cushner 
Joanne  Locurcio  Pavia 
Linda  McPhilliamy  Nielsen 
Jo  Messersmith  Mitchell 
Dara  Murphy 

Judith  Murray  Walle 
Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan 
Jane  Ross  Ross 

Mary  Schlitt  Kostalos 
Martha  Sebastian  Moyer 
Carol  Swenson  Foss 
Linda  Wickett  Bowman 

1968-20% 
Sara  Barnett 
Gail  Davis  Reiner 

Susan  Esterman  Borish 
Jane  Grisell  Murphy 
Sandra  Hochhauser 
Catherine  Horowitz  Saltzman 

Shelly  Israel  Mark 
Goldie  Jaffe  Katz 
Jennifer  Jessop  Fitzsimmons 
Christine  Joyce 

Alice  Kessler 

Gisela  Krueger  Fashing 
Sherlene  Linquist 

Dorothy  Lowenthal  Raizman 
Elinor  Marks 

Patricia  Matthias  Peterson 

Georgia  McKee  Holmberg 
Kathryn  Osmond 
Elfriede  Pittman  Laaff 
Candice  Saly 
Elinor  Scheirer 

Cherie  Stanglein  Bliwise 
Leslie  Tarr  Laurie 
Eleanor  Wait 
Fern  Weiner  Canter 
Laurel  Weiss  Rothman 
Gail  Young  Browne 

1969-19% Emily  Barclay 

Barbara  Bohne 

Sarah  Bornstein 
Vicki  Burdett  Hershfield 

Joanne  Campbell  Dellenbaugh 
Mary  Clark  Webster 
Dale  Cohen 

Jacqueline  Emery  Flynn 
Emma  Day  Erdossy 

Marcy  Feuer  Lawton 
Vivian  Garbuny  Goldberg 

Virginia  Getman 
Evelyn  Goldsmith  Kitay 
Laura  Gould  Grad 

Mary  Hood  Deitch 
Nance  Jacobson  Davidson 

Maryann  Majewski  Lenkoski 
Alison  Oakes 
Kathleen  Perrone  Van  Wassen 

Penelope  Prudden  Redfield 
Jean  Robinson  Andrews 
Linda  Scholle 

Faye  Singer  Rosch 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernek 
Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz 

Katherine  Wright  Mueller 
Carol  Zurheide  Block 

1970-16% 
Victoria  Aldridge  Ross 
Virginia  Allen  Taylor 
Catherine  Beard 
Diane  Cohen 

Mary  Connell Diane  Deagan 

Katrine  Geha  Kirn 
Aleta  Giacobine  Bremer 
Cheri  Kohn  Schwartz 

Janet  Kugler  James 
Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman 
Jane  Marcus 

Sarah  Marks  Siciliano 
Corliss  McCutcheon  Jobin 

Molly  Miesse  Patterson 
Susan  Morehouse  Wandell 

Cathleen  O'Daniel 
Susan  Patton  Munn 
Jonnie  Pearson  McElroy 
Janis  Roseberg  Wasserman 
Marilyn  Scarantino  Jones 
Nedra  Sheatz  Brody 
Ann  Ungar 

1971-17% 
Elizabeth  Aufderheide  Ruckman 
Susan  Belkin  Glaser 
Diane  Berman 

Deborah  Buchdahl  Bacharach Marno  Doczy 

Margaret  Evans 
Lena  Genello  Goldberg 

Carolyn  Gurrentz  Olbum 
Sadie  Heidenreich  Webster 

Deborah  Lamm 
Gail  Lawson  Campbell 
Deborah  Jo  LeVan 
Patricia  Luther 
Susan  Maloof  Knipe Donna  May 

Julianne  McGiffert  Uehlinger 

Susan  Parisi 
Susan  Philbrick Ellen  Sandridge 

Suzanne  Stuart 

Nancy  Wasserman  Williams 
Judith  Weisenfeld  Weinberg 

1972-14% 
Janet  Bartini  Blair 
Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell 
Jeanne  Cohen  Caspi 
Laura  Comstock 
Kathleen  Ferraro 

Kathryn  Freed  Fliegler 
Susan  Hull  Galloway 
Carol  Goldfarb 
Billie  Goldstein  Narayanan 
Linda  Goll  Parish 
Pamela  Howard  Lang 
Sarah  Kelly 

Betty  Mitchell  Vutz 
Patricia  Patterson  Werschulz 
Ann  Peirce 
Sharon  Ray 

Rochelle  Rosen 

Mary  Lynne  Stauffer 
Barbara  Studenmund 

Georgena  Terry 

Susan  Vance 

1973-17% Ellen  Britton  Bishop 

Margaret  Carlson  Walker 
Mary  Ann  Cascio 

Nancy  Chalfant 
Marydale  DeBor  Broff 
Judith  Gale 
Eleanor  Gard 
Linda  Gill 
Suzanne  Haddad 
Diane  Hayford 
Patricia  Hickey 

Nancy  Hicks 
Nancy  Hirsch 
Amy  Ingraham 
Sandra  Kuritzky 

Donna  Langer  Eilerman 
Elizabeth  Naumoff 

Phyllis  Patrick 
Jane  Quick 

Margaret  Roman 
Donna  Schultz  Krueger 
Elizabeth  Schwab 
Linda  Swanson  Baxter 
Barbara  Wilhelm  Fruhwald 

1974-10% 

Crystal  Burns 
Audrey  Carneski 
Providence  Cicero 

Deborah  Cunningham 
Catherine  Cusack 
Laurie  Duber  Rosenberg 
Denise  Dunmyer 

Susan  Fetterolf 
Randi  Gelfand  Lewis 

Susan  Gilbert 

Mary  Lynne  Hill 

Lynn  Mack Jennifer  Newton 
Cherry  Semple 

1975- 

Margina  Gabriel 
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Class  News 

1916 
Margaret  M.  Lee 

3955  Bigelow  Blvd. 
Pittsburgh,  PA   15213 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Alberta    Bannerot    Lappe    (Mrs.    William),    220    N. 

Dithridge  Street.  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Memories  of  Dorothy  Errett,  who  died  June  7, 

1975,  will  long  live  for  us  in  Rebecca  Crouse 

Costanza's  words,  "Here's  the  radiance  of  the  sun- 

shine, here's  the  fragrance  of  the  rose."  Kind 

thoughts  go  out  to  Dorothy's  sisters. 
Seba  South  McCaw,  too,  has  our  sincere  sympa- 

thy. Her  letter  told  of  her  mother's  death  in  January 
at  the  age  of  104.  Mrs.  South  was  a  student  at  the 

College  in  1889  and  1890. 
Gertrude  Frame  Patterson  says  that  she  and  Ira 

are  enjoying  a  quiet,  peaceful  year,  and  are  very 
much  interested  in  the  Bicentennial. 

Edna  Gaw  Colvin  is  recovering  from  a  fall  in 
which  three  lumbar  vertebrae  were  broken.  Her 

activities  are  also  limited  by  arthritis.  However,  the 

little  grandchildren  give  her  much  pleasure,  and  she 

has  great  pride  in  a  granddaughter  in  college  and  a 

grandson  in  law  school. 

Adella  Stewart  Anderson,  who  lives  at  the  Meth- 
odist Country  House  in  Wilmington,  Delaware,  sends 

word  that  she  is  well,  at  age  83,  and  enjoys  living  in 

happy  surroundings.  Her  daughter  has  three  children 
and  her  son  has  four  adopted  children. 

Melba  Martin  Ingersoll,  Mary  Stratton  and  Grace 

Woodrow  extend  greetings  and  best  wishes  to  all. 

The  rest  of  our  classmates  appear  to  be  sailing  on 

that  "painted  ship  upon  a  painted  sea."  Perhaps  they 
are  saving  their  choice  news  items  for  our  60th  re- 

union in  the  Bicentennial  Year. 

Your  writer  has  been  keeping  the  home  fires 

burning,  in  and  on  the  "Magic  Chef;"  but  now,  with 
a  new  passport  in  her  pocket,  is  looking  forward  to 
an  early  Roman  holiday. 

1918 Martha  Temple  Patrick 
(Mrs.  W.  W.) 

426  East  Wheeling  Street 

Washington,  PA  15301 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Winona    Sterling    Hopwood    (Mrs.    Harold    E.), 
Sunset  Drive,  Fort  Lauderdale,  FL  33301 

363 

Lala  Fournier  Babbit  writes  that  she  still  lives  in 

Warren,  "same  old  town,  same  old  house  —  much 

too  big  but  I  manage.  Have  been  well  but  don't  do 

much  going." 
Charlotte  Hunker  Hays  had  her  18- year  old 

granddaughter  with  her  for  a  month.  They  drove 
down  to  the  mountains  for  a  week.  Char  visited  her 

husband's  sister  in  Warren,  Pennsylvania,  and  saw 
Ruth  Gokey  Walters  and  her  husband  Roy  at  their 
lovely  place  on  the  lake. 

Ruth  Long  says  she  keeps  well  and  busy. 

Winona  Sterling  Hopwood  says  she  lives  "a  full 
and  busy  life  here  although  my  husband  was  con- 

fined to  our  apartment  for  a  year.  We  had  a  very 

happy  55th  wedding  anniversary  on  August  7." 
Florence  Younkers  Fowler  writes  "This  has  been 

a  quiet  time  for  me.  I  don't  drive  much  anymore  so 

don't  take  any  trips.  My  children  and  their  children 
do  so  many  things.  I  enjoy  their  activities  and  some- 

times keep  their  dogs  for  them." 
Lala,  Ruth  &  Florence  sent  greetings  and  best 

wishes  to  all  the  class. 

Your  secretary  keeps  well  and  busy.  Had  my 

usual  trip  to  Traverse  City,  Michigan  in  July.  We  saw 

the  Cherry  Festival  Parade  which  was  led  this  year 

by  President  and  Mrs.  Ford.  My  heartfelt  thanks  to 

all  who  wrote.  It  was  better  response  than  last  year 

but  we  didn't  hear  from  everybody. 

In  Memoriam 
Jennie  Devore  '99 (Mrs.  Jane  Porter) 
October  6.  1975 

Josephine  Lee  x'05 (Mrs.  Walter  Wrightl 

May. 1975 

Mary  A.  Stewart  x'05 (Mrs.  E.  D.  Townsend) 

April  3,  1975 

Ruth  Phelps  x'11 
September  3,  1971 

Jeanne  Gray  '13 (Mrs.  Guernsey  Orcutt) 

September  21,  1975 

Dorothy  Errett  '16 June  7,  1975 

Marjorie  Barron  '19 (Mrs.  Paul  G.  McKelvey) 

January  10,  1974 

Ella  F.  Martin  '21 
July.  1975 

Emma  Louise  Montgomery  '21 
May  30,  1975 

Frances  Arlina  Rolfe  '25 
April  14.  1975 

Ruth  G.  Adams  '26 October  12,  1975 

Rebecca  Pennell  Evans  '28 
(Mrs.  Charles  G.  Hopson) 

February  11,  1975 

Ruth  Gillander  '28 
(Mrs.  Albert  Wehner) 

March  19,  1975 

Marguerite  Heggie  '37 (Mrs.  Allan  Bryson) 

June  1,  1975 

Barbara  Maerker  '42 
(Mrs.  Richard  R.  Baum) 

July  11,  1975 

Mary  Jane  McComb  '43 (Mrs.  Jane  McComb  Angevine) 

June  7,  1975 

Mary  Oesterling  '44 (Mrs.  Raymond  Druschel) 

1974 

Dorothy  King  '49 (Mrs.  Eugene  J.  Schlimpen) 

May  6,  1975 

Nancy  L.  Fingal  '54 (Mrs.  Louis  J.  Mauro) 

Spring,  1975 

1920 Helen  Horix  Fairbanks 
(Mrs.  Frank  B.) 

4609  Bayard  Street,  #31 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Katherine  R.  McFarland 

4609  Bayard  Street,  #1 1 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

The  class  news  was  written  in  June  from  replies 
to  a  reunion  letter  sent  out  by  the  class  secretaries. 

Only  four  classmates  could  make  it  to  our  55th 
union,  but  we  had  a  nice  dinner  with  Helen  Fe 

banks  on  May  30  and  enjoyed  a  pleasant  reuni 

luncheon  and  program  at  the  College  on  June 
Present  were  Katherine  McFarland,  Betty  Davidsc 

Elizabeth  Fleming  and  Helen  Fairbanks.  Bel 

enjoys  her  sons  and  their  families  in  Pittsburgh  a 

looks  young  and  peppy.  Elizabeth  came  from  Bl 

Bell,  PA  where  she  lives  with  her  sister  and  stay 
with  Katherine.  Katherine  lives  in  Pittsburgh  in  t 

spring  and  fall,  Florida  in  the  winter  and  Chautauq 

in  the  summer.  Helen  is  still  working  part-time  a 
for  her  the  big  event  of  1975  was  being  honor 
with  an  honorary  Doctor  of  Laws  degree  by  o College. 

Many  classmates  wrote  and  here  are  excer; 
from  their  letters:  Elsie  Herron  Atwell  said  they  i 

busy  in  many  activities  in  their  community;  go 

Florida  in  the  winter  plus  Christmas  in  Califorr 

with  their  son;  and  usually  a  foreign  trip  once  a  ye 

Helen  Bennett  Nelson  was  planning  a  trip  to  Alt 

querque  to  visit  their  son  and  new  grandson.  Ju 

Aspinwall  Dunlap  who  plays  a  lot  of  golf  and  loo 

as  young  as  ever  was  in  Pittsburgh  just  two  wee 
before  reunion  so  could  not  return.  Virginia  Wilc< 

Gilbert  has  our  sympathy  in  the  loss  of  her  husbai 
last  winter.  She  is  well  and  very  active  and  was  i 

tending  her  granddaughter's  graduation  at  the  tir 
of  our  reunion.  Gladys  Wilson  Green  was  also  i 

volved  in  grandchildren's  graduations  —  three 
them.  She  and  Ed  are  enjoying  their  country  horr 

Gladys  Fournier  Todd,  who  is  well  and  busy  writ) 

poetry  for  a  senior  citizens'  club,  was  going  to  ri 
brother's  golden  wedding.  Doris  Fredericks  Toney 
moving  from  Auburn,  California  to  their  summ 

home  at  Long  Beach  where  they  will  be  nearer  th< 
children.  Willard  Crane  Peebles  cannot  do  too  mu> 

traveling  any  more.  However,  she  added,  "I  I 
truthfully  say  that  I  don't  think  two  people  ev 

enjoyed  retirement  as  much  as  we."  Margaret  Ha 
Hurst-Brown  still  lives  in  Williamsburg  near  h 
family  and  has  just  recovered  from  two  serious  fal 
Winifred  Black  Lee  wrote  that  she  is  not  very  wi 

and  spent  five  weeks  in  the  hospital.  Imoge 

Armstrong  simply  wrote  that  she  was  unable 
attend.  Mary  Stevenson  is  well  but  could  not  cor 

to  our  reunion  because  transportation  to  Pittsburi 

from  West  Newton  is  non-existent. 

1922 Margaret  M.  Barn 
614  Chestnut  Stre 

Springdale,  PA  151' 
Helen  Allison  Dunbar  says  like  the  rest  she 

going  along  with  the  aches  and  pains  of  old  age.  Jai 

Taylor,  Harriet  Kraus  and  she  recently  met  for  lum 

and  enjoyed  talking  over  the  "good  old  days." 
Marjorie  Caskey  Curran  reports  that  she  has  be» 

suffering  with  arthritis.  She  would  like  to  hear  fro 
some  of  us. 

Virginia  Coggins  McNally  had  a  wonderful  Cari 
bean  cruise  in  March.  She  had  just  returned  from 

visit  with  her  son  and  family  in  Cleveland  wh< 

writing.  Upon  arrival  a  surprise  celebration  on  h 
75th  birthday  took  place  with  75  gifts,  wrapped 

unique  ways,  piled  before  the  fireplace.  She  st 
works  two  days  a  week  at  the  hospital  where  she  hi 
been  personnel  director. 

Bonnalyn  Connelly  sends  love  and  good  wishes 
all.  She  sent  a  note  for  Mickey  Gray  Harlor.  Micki 
was  in  the  Health  Care  Unit  of  Judson  Park  Hospil 

in  Cleveland  Heights,  suffering  from  exhaustion  f) 

lowing  the  long  illness  and  death  of  her  husband 
late  January.  Our  deep  sympathy  is  extended 

Mickey.  We  hope  by  the  time  the  Recorder  is  p 
out  that  she  has  regained  her  health. 

Ina  Connelly  Cross  is  well  and  busy.  Daught 

Emily  was  married  in  July  and  is  living  in  Cambridg 

Massachusetts.  She  says  that  makes  her  score  perfe 
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J  me  in  Massachusetts  and  one  in  California.  Still 

t  y  tying  up  the  post  wedding  strings. 
Dorothy  Burleigh  Courtney  said  they  were  just 

dicing  their  bags  for  a  Scandinavian  cruise,  in- 

ching Helsinki  and  Leningrad.  Had  a  lovely  sum- 

r|'  with  visits  from  all  the  children  and  grand- 
ci  dren.  Jim  celebrated  his  75th  birthday. 
.Harriet  Hill  Kraus  says  she  and  Bill  are  leading  a 

cet  life,  grateful  for  the  happiness  and  good  health 
ctheir  three  children  and  grandchildren  with  an  age 

rige  from  eight  to  seventeen.  Bill  is  an  invalid  and 

si  they  no  longer  travel  but  that  does  not  prevent 
iir  enjoying  life. 

Anne  Jay  says  she  is  going  to  the  Carnegie 

"iivelogues  instead  of  the  places  themselves.  Trips 
;i  mostly  to  visit  people. 
Anne  Kiskaddon  Griggs  sends  best  wishes  to  all 

1  class.  She  has  had  several  visits  with  Carolyn 

jzell.  They  drove  home  together  from  Florida  and 

ft  thinks  Carolyn  is  as  lively  as  ever. 

;  Florence  Newmaker  Knapp  writes  that  Byron 

Jjs  in  the  Jamestown   Hospital  for  surgery  and  is 
II  on  the  mend.  Their  oldest  granddaughter  and 

■isband  visited  just  after  the  granddaughter  received 

-  doctorate  of  literature  from  Rutgers.  The  John 

tapps  and  Patty  and  husband  visited  for  several 

jeks  Newny  says  it  is  either  feast  or  famine  —  a 
stch  of  family  or  none.  They  again  went,  in  a  party 

\  eight,  for  four  days  of  the  Shakespearean  Per- 
i-mances  at  Stratford,  Ontario. 
i  Jane  Taylor  says  life  is  commonplace  and  feels 

^uthful  ways  are  leaving  her,  but  still  took  her 
<arly  trip  to  California.  She  had  the  flu,  broke  a  toe 

|d  a  rib.  Outside  of  that  she  still  is  in  good  health. 
Susan  Tucker  Newton  took  a  Caribbean  cruise  to 

any  ports  including  Caracas  and  enjoyed  it  im- 
snsely.  Susan  has  had  her  paintings  exhibited  in 

|e  American  Arts  showing  at  Carnegie  Museum  and 

the  Hunt  Gallery  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  In  May  she 
tered  a  showing  at  State  College.  Congratulations, 

|isan.  Newt,  after  retiring,  is  working  again  and 
Ives  it. 

I  Ella  May  Wilson  Montgomery  reports  she  is 

jippy  in  Clearwater  Beach.  Keeps  busy  with 

(udubon  —  sharing  beach  birds  and  shells  with 
bung  and  old,  the  League  of  Women  Voters, 

pmmon  Cause,  Health  Care  Board  and  helping  at  a 

[jrsery  school.  Says  age  hasn't  made  her  over. 
Your  secretary  gave  up  being  secretary  of  a 

enior  Citizens  Group  so  that  she  could  spend  more 

|me  in  Falmouth,  Massachusetts.  Am  in  Springdale 
lost  of  the  time,  spending  very  little  in  New  Castle, 

eep  putting  off  disposing  of  the  old  family  home 

id  contents  and  seem  to  be  packing  or  unpacking  as 
go  the  rounds. 

1924 Helen  E.  Ryman 

50  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

IARRIAGE 

larion  Griggs  to  John  J.  Geise,  September  27,  1975 

EW  ADDRESS 

larion    Griggs    Geise    (Mrs.   John   J.),    River   House 

-812,  1600S.  Joyce  St.,  Arlington,  VA  22202 

OST 

delaide  Fitzgerald  Olney 

The  above  was  great  and  unusual  news,  for  Dr. 

larion  and  Dr.  Geise  were  married  September  27th 

t  St.  Stephen's  Church  in  Sewickley.  He  is  a 
hancellor  Emeritus  and  Professor-At- Large  of  the 

iniversity  of  Pittsburgh  and  both  started  teaching 

ack  in  the  old  days  at  Pitt.  As  Marion  says:  "Life 

3parates  people"  but  we  are  glad  they  found  each 
ther,  again. 
Widowhood  has  become  a  fact  of  life  to  about  a 

lird  of  our  "girls."  Last  year  Jack  Shane  and  Bart 
mith  passed  on.  Stella  Wagenfehr  Shane  during  this 
ear  has  visited  Olive  Keck  Comfort  and  Billie  Hibbs 

/illiams.  All  of  these  as  well  as  Grace  Davis 

lechling,  Ruth  Baxter  Hill,  Helen  Leggett  Corbett, 
Iso  Marian  Stewart  Smith  —  have  found  their 
hildren  a  lot  of  comfort  and  satisfaction.  Esther 

liller  Kagan,  also  in  this  group,  arrived  back  from  a 
)ng  European  trip  to  wish  us  well. 

The  Florida  contingent  is  content  there  — 
Leanore  Allen  with  her  retirement  community; 

Barbara  Coit  Templeton,  still  active  despite  an  ill 

husband,  Gertrude  Mixer  Henry  traveled  to  Canada 

to  avoid  heat  and  found  it  90  degrees,  came  back  to 

more  great  grandchildren  and  the  long  dedicated  in- 
terest in  the  Red  Cross.  Her  husband  has  a  pace- 
maker and  she  some  arthritis  but  is  still  chipper. 

Virginia  Lilley  Christ  is  still  half  time  (winter)  in 

Florida  and  the  other  half  (summer)  in  Hawley,  PA. 
Marian  Kimmel  Darsie  in  California  has  not  been 

East  since  1962.  She  is  a  leader  in  her  church, 

AAUW  and  PEO  organizations  and  off  to  the  Holy 

Land  in  November.  Both  Martha  Glandon  Luthringer 
in  the  Midwest  and  Louise  Hamilton  Haase  in  New 

Jersey  are  busy  and  enjoying  their  families.  Sorry 

about  the  illness  of  Florence  Steele  Bullock's 
husband,  in  Philadelphia.  And  was  deeply  moved  by 

a  letter  at  long  last,  from  Mary  Wilson  Damon  telling 

why  we  had  not  heard  in  so  many  years.  She  has  a 

granddaughter  about  to  graduate  from  Chatham  and 

our  hope  is  that  any  hurts  of  the  past  will  be  as- 
suaged when  she  attends  her  graduation. 

Martha  Crowley,  retired  from  Academia  sums  it 

all  up  well:  "Fortunately  I  live  with  my  family,  with 
plenty  of  leisure  for  friends,  reading,  concerts, 

records,  TV  with  selections,  my  daily  mile  and  great 

nieces  and  nephews  to  prevent  the  generation  gap." 
Here  in  Pittsburgh  we  find  Anna  Mary  Orr  has  for 

the  past  five  years  been  going  to  Florida  each  winter 

to  the  same  place.  Hedwig  Pregler,  now  fully  retired, 

has  taken  on  two  big  challenges,  first  woman  head  of 

the  United  Church  of  Christ  (Congregational)  in 

downtown  Pittsburgh  and  also  head  of  Board  of  the 

Congregational  Home.  Bravo! 
Elsie  Goldberg  Rosenshine  and  Carolyn  Lohr 

Steele  are  both  Mt.  Lebanon  residents  I  see  often  — 
the  latter  at  Senior  Citizens  affairs.  Both  are  fine. 

Emma  Miller  Davis  in  Latrobe  has  been  kept  busy 

by  husband's  cataract  operation,  two  children  and 
traveling  in  South  America. 

Six  of  you  stayed  quiet  and  wrote  nothing  but  I 

am  ever  glad  to  hear  from  you.  Your  Secretary  has 

been  busy  as  Vice  Chairman  of  the  Senior  Citizens  in 

Mt.  Lebanon,  in  hospital  work,  and  writing  dis- 
senting letters  to  all  and  sundry  when  outraged.  Try 

it.  You'll  get  results.  Here  is  where  my  college  educa- 
tion has  paid  off  for  the  public  good. 

1926 
Gertrude  Bradshaw 

51 5  South  Aiken  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Bertha    Gates    Goodrich    (Mrs.    Forrest    A.),    14312 

Detroit  Avenue,  #1150,  Lakewood,  OH  44107 

The  next  time  we  go  to  press  it  will  be  to  report 

what  promises  to  be  a  great  occasion.  Florence 
Samberg  Evans  has  agreed  to  be  our  chairperson;  the 

response  to  our  request  to  send  checks  to  Mary  has 

made  possible  a  bank  savings  account  which  will 

further  increase  our  money  gift  to  the  College;  as  of 

now  16  of  us  are  planning  to  come  to  the  reunion. 

Currently  Mary  Aites  Sechler  has  been  having  a 

bout  with  arthritis  of  the  back  and  we  are  hoping  it 

will  leave  as  suddenly  as  it  arrived  one  night.  Her 

days  this  year  have  been  occupied  with  visits  to  and 

from  her  three  out-of-town  daughters  and  their 
families  and  her  son  who  lives  in  Pittsburgh; 

programs  at  the  College  Club;  volunteer  hospital 

work;  and  anxiously  awaiting  her  13th  grandchild 
who  should  have  arrived  by  now.  We  will  hear  in 
June. 

Our  letters  to  Ruth  Bodner  Decker  (Bud)  have 

been  returned  to  us.  If  anyone  knows  where  she  is 
please  send  her  address  to  Mary  or  me. 

Helen  Bromley  writes  that  she  keeps  busy  with 

A.A.U.W.,  church,  and  dog  sitting  for  her  sister's 
hound.  Helen  is  coming  to  our  reunion.  We  will  also 

see  Abigail  Cresswell  in  June.  Her  year's  activities 
have  included  all  the  interesting  research  connected 

with  becoming  a  member  of  the  D.A.R.;  various 

affairs  of  A.A.R.P.;  trips  to  Harrisburg  and  Jamaica; 

her  cottage  on  the  Gulf  at  Indian  Rocks  Beach, 
Florida,  and  a  visit  to  Toronto  over  Labor  Day  to 
the  Fair. 

Eleanor  Fulton  McCracken  isn't  sure  about 

coming  in  June.  She  reports  that  she  has  "really  re- 
tired" —  it  takes  her  until  Thursday  to  finish  the 

Sunday  New  York  Times  including  the  crossword 

puzzle.  Other  regular  activities  are  bridge  and  Red 

Cross  once  a  week.  Her  oldest  grandson  has  just 
finished  his  first  year  at  Princeton.  Not  so  long  ago 

we  were  jolted  when  we  heard  that  his  parents  had 
reached  college  age! 

We  regret  to  report  that  Alice  Greves  is  badly 
crippled  with  arthritis  and  her  sister  writes  that  Alice 

can't  plan  to  come  to  the  reunion.  We  will  miss  her. 
We  learned  that  Louise  Harcom  Einstein  plans  to 

be  with  us  next  June.  She  and  Mary  visited  one  after- 

noon at  Mary's  daughter's  in  Chagrin  Falls,  Ohio, 
when  Louise  was  en  route  to  see  her  doctor  in  Cleve- 

land. After  repeated  major  surgery  she  has  now 

recovered  and  was  able  to  spend  a  week  last  summer 
at  the  Shakespeare  Festival  at  Stratford,  Ontario. 

Louise  has  retired  from  teaching  at  Youngs  town 

University  and  is  enjoying  being  at  home. 

Marion  Johnson  Kipp  is  one  of  our  much  trav- 

elled members.  A  ten-year-old  granddaughter  who 
lives  in  Alaska  accompanied  them  on  a  trip  to 

Europe.  When  they  returned  Marion  spent  two 

weeks  in  a  hospital  getting  insulin  regulated.  By  the 

time  you  read  this,  Marion  and  her  husband  will  be 

with  a  Phi  Beta  Kappa  seminar  to  Russia  and  Siberia. 

We  hope  to  hear  about  it  in  June. 
Julia  Kadlecik  Little  has  planned  for  many  years 

to  attend  our  50th  reunion  and  has  scheduled  her 

travels  accordingly.  During  the  summer  they  enjoyed 

bicycling  daily  with  their  grandchildren  and  she 

became  a  real  traffic  stopper  with  the  2-year-old  in 
her  basket.  At  present  she  and  her  husband  are 

having  a  leisurely  trip  in  the  Balkans.  She  takes 

movies  while  he  takes  slides  which  they  will  synchro- 
nize for  showing  to  groups.  Julie  studied  Japanese 

Sumee  art  for  4  years  which  is  a  very  exacting  tech- 

nique. In  her  "spare  time"  her  activities  include 
P.E.O.,  A.A.U.W.,  hospital  auxiliary,  gardening, 

occasional  substituting;  and  teaching  a  chair  caning 

class  that  meets  in  her  home  every  Friday.  I'm breathless! 

We  have  just  learned  that  Elizabeth  Koehn  Butler 
and  Eileen  Borland  are  planning  to  come  to  the 

reunion  together.  That's  good  news. 
Elise  Moller  writes:  "I  look  forward  to  catching 

up  in  June."  And  she  adds:  "Do  you  think  we'll 

recognize  many  of  our  classmates  whom  we  haven't 

seen  since  '26?" 
Martina  Oetting  is  still  very  enthusiastic  about 

her  Florida  living  and  we  may  have  to  move  our 

meeting  there  to  see  her  in  June. 
Audrey  Reebel  Early  has  already  celebrated  a 

50th  —  her  wedding  anniversary.  They  were  touring 
the  Maritime  Provinces  of  Canada  at  the  time. 

Audrey  has  another  record  that  I  doubt  if  we  can 

beat  —  a  102-year-old  father  who  is  in  good  health 
and  still  divides  his  time  between  his  two  daughters, 

Audrey  and  her  sister. 
Florence  Samberg  Evans  spent  a  fun  summer 

with  a  16-year-old  grandson  who  was  visiting  her. 
She  said  that  after  living  alone  for  so  many  years 

that  it  was  quite  an  adjustment  to  make  for  both  of 

them,  but  well  worth  it.  Her  other  interests  include 

an  occasional  trip;  going  to  her  business  twice  a 

week,  her  Temple;  and  many  kinds  of  handwork. 

Catherine  Sayers  had  a  wonderful  cruise  last  sum- 
mer around  the  Baltic  Sea.  On  her  last  day  out  she 

collided  with  a  waiter  and  was  the  victim  of  two 

cracked  ribs  but  the  waiter  emerged  unscathed! 

Before  coming  home  she  spent  two  weeks  in 
London.  We  look  forward  to  seeing  her  in  June. 

Helen  Simons  Polhemus  wants  to  come  to  the 

reunion  but  her  husband  has  just  survived  a  heart 

attack  and  they  have  not  yet  assessed  the  damage. 

We  sympathize  with  her  on  the  loss  of  her  95-year- 
old  mother  last  March.  Their  oldest  son  and  family 
were  transferred  to  Seoul  where  he  is  to  serve  as 

assistant  to  the  Chief  of  Army  Chaplains  in  Korea. 

Jean  Thomas  Iffert  doesn't  yet  know  whether  she 

can  come  in  June  and  she  ends  her  note  with:  "I 
can't  believe  that  I'm  one  of  those  old  ladies  we  used 

to  see  coming  back  for  their  50th  reunion!"  All things  are  relative,  Jean,  and  I  remember  in  my  prep 

school  days  how  anybody  of  25  was  to  be  pitied. 
Caroline  Timothy  Mountford  is  excited  about 

having  a  new  granddaughter-in-law.  Her  oldest  grand- 
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19  married  in  January  and  her  middle  one  has 

lust    announced    his    engagement.    She    is    looking 

I    to    holiday    shopping    "for    sweet    young 
Her  activities  include  church  work- civic  and 

lul<  projects  mixed  with  a  little  travel.  She  will  see 

us  "at  our  50th  reunion  -  God  willing." 

Eileen  Borland  says,  "Over  the  years  I've  kept  in 
touch  with  Cay  Sayars  and  Lib  Koehn  Butler.  Their 

plans  to  attend  or  not  will  influence  my  decision  — 

and  I  hope  they  will  plan  to  go."  And  that  is  a  story 
with  ,i  happy  ending. 

Mabel  Breitweiser  Hann  spent  last  spring  in 

Switzerland  where  her  granddaughter,  Lynn  Baxter, 

spent  her  junior  year  at  the  University  of  Friburg. 
Lynn  will  graduate  at  Chatham  at  the  time  of  her 

grandmother's  50th  reunion.  Of  course  Mabel  will 
attend  both  events. 

Bertha  Gates  Goodrich:  "I'm  busy,  happy, 

healthy;  mostly  I  say  'Have  suitcase  —  will  travel.'  I 
will  see  you  in  June." 

I  am  still  dividing  my  time  between  Pittsburgh 

and  Washington  to  visit  my  invalid  aunt  —  the  one  I 
left  college  to  go  to  China  with  so  long  ago.  In  March 
I  went  to  Brazil  to  see  two  charter  members  of  our 

Foreign  Wives  Group.  On  the  way  South  I  visited  my 
brother  in  his  new  condominium  at  Vero  Beach  and 

almost  became  the  eighth  member  of  our  class  to 
become  a  Floridian. 

1928 JaneWillard  Stephenson 
{Mrs.  J.  G.) 

529  Collier  Road,  N.W. 

Atlanta.  GA  30318 

Margaret  Cousley 
1018  Euclid  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Monica  Keyser  Foster  (Mrs.  D.  V.),  P.  O.  Box  75, 

Point  Reyes,  CA  94956 

Julia     Lustenberger    Adams     (Mrs.     Edward),    2327 

Mayfair  Place,  Topeka,  KS  6661 1 

Ruth   Mary  Wilkinson,  Gateway  Towers,  5-F,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15222 

Our  deepest  sympathy  to  the  families  of  Becky 
and  Ruth  (Mitz). 

Ann  Aber  Buck  retired  from  teaching  3  years 

ago,  but  John  is  still  at  the  bank  of  Hollandale.  Ann 

is  the  only  woman  on  the  Board  of  Directors  in  her 

building.  She  plays  bridge  and  does  needlepoint  to 

keep  busy.  Their  son,  Larry,  lives  nearby  (his  son  is 

6)  and  he  is  with  Computer  Products. 

Fran  Frost  Brumbaugh  was  in  Pittsburgh  last  fall 
and  had  lunch  with  several  of  our  class  members.  She 

took  a  Caribbean  cruise  last  December  and  a  Cana- 

dian Rockies  tour  in  June  by  rail  and  bus.  In  Sep- 
tember —  a  Western  and  Southwest  tour. 

Greetings  from  Kay  Caldwell  Mayer  and  Betty 

Corey  Wallis.  Betty  has  two  grandchildren  in  college. 

Peg  Cousley  took  a  New  England  tour  this  fall. 

Suzanne  Finley  Heller  and  John  spent  last  Christ- 
mas in  London  with  Susan  and  her  family  near 

Liverpool. 

Dot  Floyd  Warren  had  a  visit  with  Pat  McCurdy 

Bushnell  and  Evy  Newton  Flickinger  and  her 

husband  at  Evy's  home  in  Hudson,  Ohio  in  June.  In 
July  she  visited  Charlotte  in  Washington,  D.C.  who  is 

assistant  editor  for  the  Association  of  Governing 

Boards  of  Universities  and  Colleges. 

Helen  Gordon  has  been  promoting  the  sales  of  a 

book  written  by  Elizabeth  Boyer,  a  personal  friend. 

Helen  read  the  manuscript  "Margurite  de  la  Rogue-A 
Story  of  Survival."  She  sent  me  a  book  cover  and  it 
sounds  very  interesting. 

Isabel  Hoffmann  Cooper  keeps  up  her  piano  work 
but  does  not  sing  publicly.  Her  daughter  Ruth  is 

singing  professionally.  Isabel  visited  Oral  Roberts 

University  in  June  attending  a  Layman's  Seminar. 
She  spends  the  Christmas  holidays  in  Pittsburgh  with 
her  daughter  Ethel. 

Mardy  Jones  Ruthart  and  Bob  drove  6600  miles 

this  summer  to  the  Northwest  and  ended  in  Santa  Fe 

to  visit  Bob  and  Jil.  She  was  elected  a  director  of  the 

Iris  Club  of  Lancaster,  a  club  of  over  600  members, 

and  inherited  the  job  of  Program  Chairman. 

Hortense  Ibach  Knoll  is  enjoying  life  again  after 

her  illness  which  curtailed  her  activities  for  some 

time.  She  took  a  trip  to  the  west  this  summer  and  is 

playing  golf  and  starting  fall  activities  of  bridge,  a 
literary  group,  A.A.U.W.,  and  hospital  volunteer 

work.  With  five  grandsons  and  one  granddaughter, 

she  and   Ralph  keep  young  and  busy. 
Clare  Lawler  had  to  curtail  her  activities  in 

A.A.U.W.,  hospital  work,  and  traveling  due  to  an 
arthritic  knee.  Hope  you  are  up  and  about  again, 
Clare. 

Alice  Mahood  Torrens  was  hospitalized  last 

January,  but  is  doing  well  now  and  flew  to  Tacoma  in 

June  for  her  granddaughter's  high  school  graduation. 
Our  sympathy  to  Kay  Owens  who  lost  a  cousin 

with  whom  she  visited  much  of  her  time  since  re- 
tirement. Kay  took  a  trip  to  New  England  and 

around  the  Gaspe  this  fall. 
Mildred  Parrill  Gilmore  and  her  husband  took  a 

cruise  last  February  to  the  land  of  Maya  in  Central 

America.  They  are  interested  in  the  Chatham  Paris 

tour,  if  they  have  it  in  1976,  as  they  are  booked  for 
a  New  England  trip  this  fall. 

Betty  Piel  is  teaching  one  class  in  Scientific 

German  this  year.  She  made  some  improvements  on 

her  home  this  summer  instead  of  traveling. 
Peg  Port  Arens  has  a  new  grandson  born  in  July, 

making  four  grandsons  and  two  granddaughters. 
Both  families  visit  her  during  the  summer. 

Betty  Porter  Steinmiller  and  Dell  have  a  new 

grandson,  Kevin  Stout.  They  took  a  western  trip  in 
July  via  bus  and  plane. 

Gina  Ray  Randall  bought  a  house  in  Sparta,  New 

Jersey  in  1966,  which  she  rented  out  until  last 

January,  when  she  moved  into  it  after  selling  her 

house  in  Ridgewood  where  she  had  lived  for  27 

years.  She  commuted  to  her  work,  40  miles  each 

way,  until  she  retired  September  1st  after  1  5  years  as 
Alumni  Director  at  William  Paterson  College.  She 

spent  a  week  in  Rio  in  the  spring  and  a  week  in 
Romania  this  summer  conducting  tours  like 

Chatham  has  started.  Her  daughter  Trudy  has  bought 
a  home  near  her. 

Bess  Rosen  Birshtein  is  still  working  in  business 

and  keeping  active  as  is  her  husband  who  continues 
his  interest  in  Stonewall  Jackson,  the  public  library, 

citizenship,  and  organization  work.  Their  daughter 

Barbara  is  on  the  teaching  staff  at  the  Albert 

Einstein  College  of  Medicine  in  New  York.  Bessie 

hears  from  Henri  Spelsberg  Costen,  Lib  Buchanan 

Plough,  Sid  Friedman  Bigg,  and  Edith  Gruskin 

Apple. Ruth  Mary  Wilkinson  and  her  sister,  Honor, 

moved  back  to  Pittsburgh  in  October,  1974  to  a 

lovely  apartment  facing  the  Allegheny  River.  They 
took  an  escorted  tour  to  the  Pacific  Northwest  in 

August  via  air,  boat,  train,  and  motor  coach. 

Ruth  Work  Miller  is  feeling  better  after  a  long 

siege  of  illness  and  able  to  be  out  again. 

Jimmy  (Steve  to  some  of  you)  and  I  drove  to 

Mexico  last  December  for  him  to  help  out  a  textile 

mill  at  Monterrey.  After  two  days  at  the  mill  we 

went  on  to  Tampico  and  Mexico  City  where  we 

spent  three  days  taking  tours.  3,825  miles  in  two 

weeks,  no  trouble  or  illness.  Barbara  has  been  on 

T.V.  and  radio  quite  often  this  year  discussing 

"Child  A6use"  and  "Sudden  Infant  Death."  Our 
grandson,  Gordon,  graduated  from  high  school  and  is 
here  in  Atlanta  at  Georgia  Tech. 

I  enjoy  your  letters  so  much  and  wish  I  could 

give  you  more  of  the  details.  Thank  you  for  writing 

and  for  sending  your  checks  which  are*  gradually 
increasing  our  fund  for  1978. 

1930 
Dorothy  Thompson  Seif 

(Mrs.  Charles) 
5644  Forbes  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Martha  Henderson  Lewis 

(Mrs.  Gordon  V.) 

300  East  New  England  Avenue 

Worthington,  OH  43085 

Margaret  Post  Giffin (Mrs.  Fred) 

158  Belvedere  Avenue 

San  Carlos,  CA  94070 

Dorothea  Ryman  NeMson  ' 
50  Academy  A 

Pittsburgh,  PA  1 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Catherine    Backofen,    501     Franklin    Avenue, 

burgh,  PA  15221 
Marie  Bowser  Robbins  (Mrs.  Joseph},  1806  Har 

Place,  Steubenville,  OH  43952 

Charlotte    Linsz  Edwards   (Mrs.   Harry),   1399 

Lane,  NE,  Atlanta,  GA  30329 

Helen    M.    Sprott,    707    Continental    Circfe, 
Mountain  View,  CA  94040 

Lois   Watt   Cooper    (Mrs.    Henry),  220  N.    Ditl 

St.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213  (summer) 

There  were  22  of  us  who  gathered  for  our 

reunion,  the  second  largest  class  there.  We  all  i 
that  it  was  a  most  enjoyable  day.  We  saw  a 

which  showed  the  trend  of  college  graduates 

in  entering  all  phases  of  activity  —  business, 
sion  broadcasting,  law,  etc.  After  luncheon  w 
cussed  plans  for  our  next  reunion.  We  agre 

name  the  class  gift  which  is  traditionally  t 

College  at  that  time.  The  Laberta  Dysart  Fund 
Dysart  came  to  the  College  as  a  young  instruct 

same  year  we  entered  as  freshmen.  She  sen! 
contribution  and  wrote  a  letter  recalling  her  n 
ries  of  those  days. 

After  we  had  talked  about  our  travels,  our  i 

ment,  and  our  grandchildren,  a  group  of  out-of 
classmates  toured  the  newScaife  Art  Gallery. 

Geraldine  Anderson  Daum  wrote  that  « 

actively  engaged  in  reorganizing  the  library  c 

University  of  Sarasota,  formerly  Lawrence 

versity,  and  was  unable  to  attend  the  reunic 
cause  school  was  in  session  at  that  time.  Th€ 

both  active  in  church  work.  Her  husband  does 

of  work  with  the  Masons  and  she  with  the  Ei 

Star  and  in  between  they  both  take  many  short 

Annamae  Beatty  Dreibelbis  was  sorry  she  coul 

be  with  us  but  her  daughter  and  daughter's  hu 
were  leaving  for  Turkey  at  that  time  where  he  i: 
the  Air  Force.  Ruth  Beech  Armentrout  was  so 

miss  the  reunion  but  serious  illness  in  the  f 

prevented  it.  Pauline  Bickhart  Garratt  and  Frai 

now  back  in  Pittsburgh.  Polly  hopes  to  be  w 
next  time. 

Myra  Boor  Fuller  was  with  us  in  June  ar 

joyed  this  reunion  especially  well. 
Marie  Bowser  Robbins  is  planning  a  tr 

Hawaii  in  November  and  will  spend  the  remain' 
the  winter  in  Florida. 

Miriam  Bulger  is  sorry  that  our  reunion  coir 
with  the  visit  of  a  friend  from  Scotland. 

Viola  Chadwick  Rosso  has  recovered  frof 

surgery  and  reports  the  marriage  of  her  younge 

and  the  birth  of  twin  grandsons  to  another  soi 

is  doing  part-time  work  at  I  mmaculata  College. 
Elizabeth  Daugherty  Dennis  wrote  me  a 

letter  and  said  they  bought  a  house  near  Santa 
1936  and  have  lived  there  ever  since.  Her  ch 

are  married  and  live  in  Albuquerque,  New  Mi 
Pueblo,  Colorado;  and  Monterey,  California 

her  son  is  working  in  Marine  Biology  with  the 
Louise  Dickenson  was  with  us  in  June  an 

almost  as  spry  as  ever.  She  had  had  a  new  ope 

in  which  plastic  replaced  part  of  the  bone  of  th 
Helen  Ensminger  Hughes  was  unable  to  be 

us  because  she  had  grandchildren  graduating  a 

time.  Dorothy  Fisher  Maury  was  unable  to  i 

the  reunion  but  she  suggested  that  some  of  the 

mates  living  in  or  near  Pittsburgh  might  get  toi 
for  a  mini-reunion.  1980  is  a  long  way  away. 

Frye  Llewellyn  regretted  that  she  could  not  bi 

us.  I  hope  to  see  her  sometime  in  the  fall  befo 
goes  back  to  Hilton  Head  for  the  winter.  Mary 
Guckert  had  to  have  an  operation  in  June  bi 

plans  to  be  with  us  for  the  50th.  Imogene  Fla 
Truman  at  last  made  it  back  from  Seattle.  SI 

been  making  promises  for  years  and  this  tirr was  here. 

Marian  Haines  Schap  stayed  with  me  and 

my  daughter.  Dome  Seif  Kapp  '61,  before  v relatives  in  New  Jersey.  She  is  teaching  musi 
attending  workshops. 

Winifred  Hartman  Whiteman  has  been 

thorough  in  reporting  news  for  the  last  five 

She  was  happy  to  see  so  large  a  reunion  group. 
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Martha    Henderson     Lewis    volunteered    to    help 

th  news  for  the  Recorder  and  has  found  that 

.aring  from  classmates  and  finding  Velma  Duvall 
zlett  living  near  her  has  been  a  joy. 

Alice  Hewitt  Murphy  probably  has  the  record  for 

e  number  of  grandchildren  in  the  class  —  14.  Alice 
d  her  husband  have  traveled  annually  to  England 

'iere  she  has  many  Scottish  relatives.  As  Grand 
;presentative  to  Scotland  in  1972  a  large  banquet 

d  reception  was  given  in  her  honor.  In  1974  she 
;ired  as  District  Superintendent  of  her  School 

strict  in  Redlands,  California. 

Mary  King  Guckert  was  operated  upon  in  June 

t  has  fully  recovered.  Charlotte  Linsz  Edwards  has 

lid  the  house  she  had  lived  in  for  29  years  and  has 
Dved  into  a  smaller  one  that  is  near  her  son  and  his 

Tiily.  Amelia  Lockard  Moul  stayed  with  Peg 
>effler  Loftus  while  she  was  in  Pittsburgh.  She  was 

5ie  of  the  most  lively  of  our  reunion  classmates.  Peg 

'turned  in  late  August  from  her  freighter  trip  to 

"jgoslavia  and  then  tok  off  almost  immediately  to 
*tend  the  opera  in  San  Francisco  and  to  visit  a 
lusin.  She  plans  to  look  up  some  classmates  in  the 

'jlifornia  area. 
Marcella  Murray  tried  hard  to  get  back  for  our 

jth  reunion  but  she  is  still  working  and  could  not 

it  away.  Marcy  is  chairman  of  the  Southern  Cali- 

'rnia  Alumnae  Club  and  manages  to  see  many 
'aduates  of  Chatham  in  that  area. 
Meredith  Murray  Heckman  has  been  living  in  the 

!ttsburgh  area  for  two  years  and  enjoys  it.  Elizabeth 
lien  Cullen  enjoyed  seeing  everybody  in  June  and 

;eps  busy  with  her  six  grandchildren.  Louise 

;terson  Jamesson  enjoyed  the  reunion  this  year. 

ie  has  traveled  extensively  in  Europe  and  has 

nervations  for  a  trip  to  China.  This  sounds  exciting. 

Margaret  Post  Giffen  is  working  as  co-secretary 
ith  me  and  Mart.  She  visited  her  sister  near  Pitts- 

jrgh  after  the  reunion  and  is  now  back  in  Cali- 
>rnia.  Sara  Reamer  Matlack  had  looked  forward  to 

jr  reunion  but  hurt  her  knee  in  Europe  last  summer 

id  again  at  Christmas  time.  Again  she  writes  that  if 

ly  of  you  are  near  Media,  PA  in  the  summer  or  St. 

;tersburg,  Florida  in  the  winter,  please  do  drop  in 
)  see  her. 

Dorothea  Ryman  Neilson  has  been  our  able 

rtherer  of  news  from  the  associates  since  1970  and 

aciously  consented  to  continue  until  1975.  She  is 

ill  Research  Consultant  at  Westinghouse  Design 

enter  and  for  the  last  three  years  has  been  Super- 
tendent  of  Education  at  the  Dormont  Methodist 

hurch. 

Elise  Searing  Loxterman  has  a  granddaughter 
ho  is  a  junior  at  Chatham  who  plans  to  study  at  the 

niversity  of  Madrid  for  her  junior  year.  Elise  and 

jr  husband  plan  to  visit  them  in  February.  Elise's 
lOther,  Elsie  Braun  Searing,  graduated  from  the 
ollege  in  1902  and  was  president  of  the  Alumnae 
ssociation. 

Dorothy  Thompson  Seif  retired  as  Chairman  of 

le  Science  Department  of  the  Winchester-Thurston 
:hool  because  of  an  age  discriminatory  rule.  She 
sents  this  form  of  discrimination  and  fulminates 

jainst  it  whenever  she  gets  the  chance.  She  found 

me  in  her  "retirement"  to  be  one  of  the  principal 
Jeakers  in  a  Law  and  Justice  Workshop  series 

)onsored  by  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 

I932 
Lillian  Hunter  Stoecklein 

(Mrs.  John  C.) 

1150  Bower  Hill,  #1  101  B 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15243 

Margaret  lams  Jenkins 
(Mrs.  J.  Clifford) 

4508  Bucktail  Drive 

Allison  Park,  PA  15101 

EW  ADDRESS 

eorgia   Meinecke  Weldon    (Mrs.    Robert  G.},   1846 

amino  Verde,  Apt.  A,  Pleasant  Hill,  CA  94523 

il  reporting: 

Greetings  to  all  and  many  thanks  for  all  the 

Dtes.  I  love  living  in  Mt.  Lebanon  where  I  am  near 

ly  daughter  and  grandson.  Traveling,  bridge  and  the 

ollege  Club  have  kept  me  busy  and  happy. 

Alice  Bair  Albright  is  still  maintaining  two  house- 

olds  —  one  in  Ligonier  and  one  in  Pittsburgh. 
Also  with  greetings  for  all  is  Louise  Blank  Lecky 

who  reports  life  is  beautiful  in  Florida  and  that  she 

would  be  glad  to  see  anyone  who  comes  her  way. 

Marion  Brindle  Miller  keeps  busy  with  house,  golf 

and  bridge.  She  was  planning  a  trip  to  California  to 

see  their  daughter  and  to  Oklahoma  to  visit  their 
son. 

Fortunately  for  Betsy  Dearborn  Souren,  her 

husband  who  had  been  very  ill,  is  now  well  and 

working  again.  Their  four  grandchildren,  two  un- 
married sons  and  a  married  daughter  are  a  source  of 

great  joy  to  them. 
Margaret  Eisaman  Muranyi  and  her  husband  en- 

joyed the  summer  at  Chautauqua  and  were  pleasant- 
ly surprised  to  see  Alice  Bair  Albright  and  Charlotte 

Graham  Dight.  Peg  said  Chautauqua  was  a  pleasant 

change  from  Florida  where  they  spend  their  winters. 
Charlotte  and  her  husband  are  also  on  the  Florida- 

Chautauqua  circuit,  living  eight  months  in  Florida 
and  the  balance  of  the  year  in  Chautauqua. 

Ruth  Grafman  Weiner  reports  that  her  husband  is 

semi-retired  and  they  do  some  traveling  along  with 
enjoying  their  fourth  granddaughter. 

Jane  Norman  Widdowson  is  working  as  a  secre- 
tary at  Calvary  Church  and  vacationed  with  her 

children  and  grandchildren  who  are  all  "boat 

happy." 
Peggy  reporting: 

Besides  enjoying  my  stint  as  class  secretary  I  am 

president  of  my  garden  club,  treasurer  of  the  book 

club  and  some  church  work  in  between.  I'm  de- 

lighted with  my  new  home  —  it's  like  keeping  house 
in  a  doll's  house.  Our  sincere  sympathy  goes  to  Mary 
Frances  Tarr  Peat  whose  husband  Robert  died  in July. 

Lillian  Lafbury  Wills  wrote  that  after  seven  years 

they  still  think  Florida  living  is  heaven.  She  is  busy 

with  League  of  Women  Voters,  A.A.U.W.,  Retired 

Officers  Wives,  church  work  and  acts  as  parlia- 

mentarian for  many  organizations  —  not  to  mention 
her  children  and  grandchildren  who  live  nearby.  Also 

enjoying  Florida  was  Ruth  Miller  Page  who  spent 
four  months  in  Clearwater. 

This  fall  found  Rita  Lefton  Pincus  back  teaching 

in  the  Scranton  School  District  and  again  conducting 

a  teenage  mothers'  program.  Besides  her  many 
volunteer  activities  which  include  serving  as  director 

of  the  Temple  Sisterhood,  she  had  a  great  trip  to 
Israel  and  England  this  past  summer. 

Eight  weeks  in  France,  a  trip  to  New  England  and 

a  visit  with  her  son  Ed  who  is  doing  a  poetry  work- 
shop for  Sarah  Lawrence  College  occupied  Sally 

Miller  Brash's  summer.  She  is  still  assistant  professor 

at  Harcum  Junior  College.  Director  of  the  Children's 

Theatre  and  "Plays  for  Living,"  and  the  Allen's  Lane Art  Center. 

Bertha  Phillips  Brown  reports  that  she  is  to  be 

married  in  October  to  a  longtime  friend  and  will 

acquire  three  more  grandchildren,  making  twelve  in 

all-  Betty  Rankin  Foster  now  has  six  grandchildren 

and  is  active  in  church  and  women's  club  work.  Last 
spring  she  visited  in  the  British  Isles. 

Expected  retirement  at  the  end  of  this  year  from 
her  work  as  Director  of  Social  Services  for  Columbia 

Hospital  will  give  Dorothy  Russell  time  to  do  some 

traveling.  As  always  she  is  very  active  in  church  work 
and  is  now  an  elder. 

Retirement  has  also  come  to  Sara  Stevenson  who 

had  been  teaching  in  Indiana.  She  says  she  has  been 

busy  pushing  furniture  around  and  unpacking  end- 

less boxes  of  accumulated  "stuff." 
Marion  Stone  Howard  and  her  husband  love  the 

beauty,  peace  and  quiet  of  the  mountains.  Stoney  is 

assistant  librarian  at  an  all  volunteer  library  and  is 

active  in  the  local  garden  club. 

Another  retiree,  but  not  until  next  May,  is  Mary 

Woolridge  Beyer  who  will  leave  General  Electric 

where  she  has  been  "Girl  Friday"  in  the  Facilities 
Office.  Her  daughter  and  her  husband  are  in  Canada 

on  fellowships  for  graduate  study  toward  degrees  in 

geology.  Mary  is  hoping  to  learn  French  together 

with  her  2y2-year-old  grandson  who  is  learning  to 
speak  French  along  with  English. 

1934 Ruth  Husak  Merz 

(Mrs.  William) 
2052  Straubs  Lane 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15212 

Margaret  White 
400Swissvale  Avenue 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth  Edgar  Dailey  (Mrs.  William  H.,  Jr.),  Lake  Nellie 

Rd.,  Rt.  #1,  Box  102,  Clermont,  FL  32711 

Eleanor     Ewing    Wilson     (Mrs.    Stewart),    902    NW 

Sunset  Terrace,  Stuart,  FL  33494 

Mary    Louise   Martin,   30  Griffing   Circle,  Asheville, 
NC  28804 

Eunice    Shatzer    Stentz     (Mrs.    Edgar    L.),    106    St. 

Andrew's.  Box  1325,  Pinehurst,  NC  28374 

Ruth  reporting: 

Peg  Donaldson  finds  gardening  delightful  as  part 

of  a  satisfying  first  year  of  retirement.  The  library, 

weekly,  and  American  Cancer  Society,  monthly,  are 

recipients  of  her  volunteer  help.  She  reports  that 
Jane  Mitchell  Carpenter  dropped  by  for  a  brief  visit 
this  summer. 

As  a  Floridlan  IMookie  Ewing  enjoys  visiting 

Luise  Link  Ely  who  lives  about  fifteen  miles  south. 

Now,  with  due  thanks  to  the  Recorder,  she  has 

discovered  Mim  Young  White  '33  just  a  few  miles 
away.  Summer  at  Van  Buren,  New  York  and  a  de- 

lightful week  in  Pittsburgh  visiting  friends  rounded 

out  a  pleasant  season. 

Tending  to  a  half  acre  of  lawn,  flowers,  and 

vegetables  plus  vacation  Bible  Schools,  picnics,  and 

retreats  involving  two  churches  to  which  her  hus- 
band ministers  keeps  Marjorie  Gibson  Shoemaker 

and  husband  Edwin  very  busy.  Nevertheless  she  still 

finds  time  to  be  a  Red  Cross  Volunteer  at  Presby- 
terian Manor. 

As  a  board  member  of  Day  Care  Centers,  Peggy 

Goldberg  Maxwell  finds  satisfaction  in  a  necessary, 

rewarding  program  for  preschool  children.  Peggy  and 
husband  Bob  visited  friends  in  Montana  following 

which  they  joined  a  tour  group  visiting  Yellowstone 

and  Grand  Teton  Parks.  The  return  home  was  high- 

lighted by  a  visit  to  their  son's  family  in  Cincinnati. 
After  completing  twelve  years  as  media  specialist 

at  Seabreeze  Junior  Hi  and  two  evaluations  by 

Southern  Association,  Jean  Hamilton  Charlesworth 

has  been  named  "Outstanding  Secondary  Educator 

of  America."  Youngest  son  Art  has  received  a  Ph.D. 
in  mathematics  from  Duke  University.  This  now 

makes  the  third  one,  with  husband  Art  receiving  his 
in  Biblical  Studies  from  Drew  University  in  1946  and 

son  Jim  also  in  Biblical  Studies  from  Duke  Uni- 
versity in  1967.  Jean  still  enjoys  the  grandma  role  to 

three  lovely  girls  and  one  boy. 

Synnove  Haughom  is  still  deeply  involved  in 

work  for  Treat  Gallery  at  Bates  College.  She  had 

occasion  to  visit  Pittsburgh  in  June  where  she  met 

Dorothy  Schenk  Van  der  Voort.  This  year  will 

terminate  Synnove's  role  as  Maine  Representative  of 
the  American  Association  of  Museums.  She  is  a 

volunteer  in  the  "Citizens  for  Historic  Preservation" 
lobby  group. 

Regards  to  all  classmates  from  Rose  Hollings- 
worth  Stambaugh  with  no  special  news  at  this  time. 

"It's  no  fun  to  be  a  loser  so  I  keep  as  busy  as 

possible,"  says  Ann  Irwin  Hoffman.  Ann  works  as 
part  time  bookkeeper  and  clerk  in  a  furniture  store. 

She  spent  three  weeks  last  spring  in  Florissant, 

Missouri  helping  youngest  son  Mark  and  his  wife  care 
for  newborn  twin  girls.  Middle  son  Chris  married  a 

woman  with  a  six-year-old  daughter  so  grandchildren 

leaped  from  two  to  five  in  one  summer.  Ann  special- 
izes in  copper  enamel  jewelry  with  inlaid  apples  and 

Johnny  Appleseed  dishes. 

Josephine  Johnson  Rennich's  husband  has  retired 
from  the  Energy  Research  Development  Administra- 

tion in  Oak  Ridge.  They  will  make  a  trip  to  the 

Hawaiian  Islands  in  October  together  with  friends 

who  are  helping  to  plan  the  itinerary. 

I'm  sorry  we  didn't  hear  from  more  of  you.  How- 
ever, I  am  grateful  to  those  who  did  write.  I  spent  an 

enjoyable  month  in  California  visiting  mother  and 

dad  who  are  now  89  and  92  respectively  and  non- 
senile,  a  sister  in  San  Francisco  and  a  brother  in  Los 

Angeles.  Greetings  to  all  and  hope  to  hear  from  you 
next  year. 

Margaret  reporting: 

Mary  Jane  Young  has  a  new  job,  working  four 

days  a  week  for  the  senior  partner  in  a  law  firm  in 

Washington.  This  allows  her  to  continue  as  a  volun- 
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tear  dt  the  Smithsonian  on  Fridays.  She  visited  some 

places  of  historical  interest  in  the  United  States  this 

year.  too. 
Our  sympathy  to  Thelma  Stocker  Trost  whose 

husband  Herm  died  at  Easter  time.  Thetma  retired 

from  teaching  in  November  because  of  his  health  and 

they  spent  a  month  early  in  the  year  trailering  south. 

In  May  she  visited  her  Army  son  Bill  and  his  family 
and  in  late  May  her  parents  (aged  86  and  89)  moved 
in  with  her.  In  the  summer,  she  opened  the  kennels 

again  and  is  boarding  cats  and  dogs  and  she  is  busy. 
Ruth    Miller    Allen   writes   they   have  sold   their 

store  ififth  one  in  Florida).  They  don't  know  what 
they   will   be  doing  or  where,  but   the  old  address 

(Apt.   307,  Hamilton  House,  4650  Cove  Circle,  St. 

iburg  33708}  will  reach  them. 

Ellen  Yeager  Husak's  husband  has  recovered  from 
his  heart  attack  of  last  year.  They  enjoy  their  two 

granddaughters,  aged  four  months  and  two  and  a 

half  years,  and  planned  to  vacation  at  Deep  Creek 
and  in  New  England. 

Many  of  our  classmates  are  enjoying  their  retire- 
ment. Avanelle  Schlosser  Grafton  has  completed  a 

year  and  plans  for  a  trip  west. 
Jean  Ludebuhl  Fisher  and  her  doctor  husband  are 

enjoying  a  more  leisurely  life  since  his  retirement 

two  years  ago.  They  spend  time  in  a  cabin  in  the 

woods  with  a  pond  stocked  with  fish  near  their 
Meadville  home.  Both  sons  are  married  and  living  not 

too  far  away. 

Mary  Lou  Martin  enjoys  her  new  home  in  North 
Carolina  where  she  does  volunteer  work  three  days  a 

week.  She  vacationed  in  Hawaii  for  fifteen  days. 

Luise  Link  Ely  writes  that  summer  living  at  Beech 

Mountain,  NC  is  fun,  with  lots  of  young  people 
around  at  the  Land  of  Oz  and  available  for  odd  jobs. 

Bre  had  serious  surgery  at  Duke,  but  it  was  not 

malignant.  She  is  busy  writing  letters  about  a  copy- 
right law  to  insure  that  duplication  pays  off  to  the 

author  in  some  manner.  Says  she  got  involved 

through  her  work  for  Holt,  Rinehart  and  Winston. 
What  sort  of  work,  Linkie? 

Harriet  Tyler  Martin  plans  a  year's  leave  of 

absence  to  enjoy  Paul's  retirement,  though  she  hopes 
to  continue  teaching  until  she  is  65.  Her  oldest 

grandchild  is  in  college  this  fall! 

Among  our  vacationers  were  Dot  Schenck  Van 

der  Voort  and  Bob  who  spent  three  weeks  in 
London,  Norway  and  Sweden,  being  awed  by  the 

beauty  of  the  fjords  and  snow-capped  mountains, 
your  secretary  Margaret  White  who  enjoyed  a 

month's  vacation  trip  to  Scotland,  England,  Belgium, 
West  Germany,  Denmark,  Sweden  and  Holland  and 

has  not  retired  yet;  Alice  McCarthy  Bowman  and  her 

husband  who  planned  a  trip  to  England  for  Sep- 
tember, Marion  Starkey  Hamlet  and  Frank  who  vaca- 

tioned in  the  Northwest  and  Canadian  Rockies.  (In- 

cidentally, Marion's  youngest.  Sue,  is  a  senior  at 
Mt.  Holyoke  this  fall  and  Marion  keeps  busy,  in- 

cluding responsibility  for  her  mother,  now  90,  and 
an  independent  aunt  of  89.} 

Thanks  to  Helen  Walker  Empfield  for  her  note, 

even  though  she  reports  no  news. 

1936 Sally  Klingensmith  Bowden 
(Mrs.  Robert  J.) 

500  North  West  Street 

Waynesburg,  PA  15370 

Katrina  Utne  Brown 

(Mrs.  Cameron) 

25B  Harbour  Village 
Branford,  CT  06405 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jean  Andress  Berger  (Mrs.  C.  W.),  2737  Ocean  Drive, 
Vero  Beach,  FL  32960 

Miriam  Brunt  Smith   (Mrs.  Edward  C),  135  Abbey- 
ville  Road,  #406,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

Mary   Jane  Carmichael    Garvin    (Mrs.    E.   W.,  Jr.},  2 

Oneida  Lane,  Ft.  Lauderdale,  FL  33308 

Charlotte  Ley  Glover  (Mrs.  Harry  A.},  850  Harrison 

City  Road,  #3B,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Jean   Maeder   Lindsay  (Mrs.  R.  Allan),  2622  Abbott 

Road,  #L-12,  Midland,  Ml  48640 

Helen    Martin    Woods    (Mrs.    E.    H.),   2581    E.    Golf 

Blvd.,  Leisureville,  Pompano  Beach,  FL  33064 

Betty    McLaughlin  Bryant   (Mrs.   F.  M.),  7300  Eads 
Avenue,  LaJolla,  CA  92037 

Elizabeth  Saffer,  4609  Bayard  Street,  Apt.  4,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15213 

Sally  reporting: 

Jean  Andress  Berger  and  husband  Bill,  who  is 

semi-retired,  have  given  up  on  Wisconsin  winters  and 

are  moving  to  Florida.  Jean  says  they  are  happy  and 

do  enjoy  their  four  grandchildren. 
Helen  Brown  Buchanan  and  Jim  are  still  using 

their  camper  to  keep  in  touch  with  their  children 
and  their  families.  They  spent  a  week  in  the  Fort 

Wilderness  Campground  at  Disneyworld  in  Florida, 

and  enjoyed  a  visit  from  their  newest  grandson  when 
he  came  up  from  Texas. 

Mary  Virginia  Brown  Bowden  reports  that  after 

having  been  hospitalized  twice  all  is  well  now  with 

one  missing  gall  bladder.  Daughter  Katie  was  married 
in  March  to  an  astronomer  at  the  University  of 

Texas,  where  she  still  pursues  her  singing  career.  The 

usual  September  vacation  in  London  was  planned. 

Mary  Virginia  urged  the  class  of  '36  to  return  for  our 
40th  reunion  and  the  bicentennial  celebration. 

Frances  Ferguson  O'Callaghan  recommends  the 
North  Carolina  mountains  to  Pennsylvanians.  To  last 

year's  chair  caning,  Frances  has  added  quilt  making 
and  canning. 

Jane  Griffith  Potter  reports  that  both  she  and 

Charlie  have  been  ill  this  year.  However,  they  are 

hopefully  looking  forward  to  a  visit  to  Hawaii  in 
October. 

Charlotte  Ley  Glover  extends  best  wishes  to  all  as 

she  looks  forward  to  receiving  the  Recorder.  Son  H. 

Allen  Jr.  graduated  from  the  University  of  Virginia 

Law  School  and  passed  his  Virginia  bar  exams. 

Charlotte's  busy  library  schedule  was  broken  in  July 
by  visiting  children  and  grandchildren  in  Sandbridge, 

Virginia. 
Life  is  still  busy  at  the  Bowdens  in  Waynesburg; 

however,  the  family  was  all  together  for  our  usual 

Florida  vacation  in  May.  I  finally  found  a  hobby  —  I 
like  to  do  crewel.  I  want  to  thank  all  of  you  for  your 

fine  cooperation  during  my  five-year  service  as 
secretary,  which  comes  to  an  end  this  year.  Hope  to 
see  all  of  you  at  our  40th  reunion. 

Katrina  reporting: 

Dorothea  Wirth  Carpenter  has  started  "retiring" 
by  buying  a  sailboat  and  dividing  time  between 

sailing  on  the  Chesapeake  and  working  in  Pittsburgh. 

She  and  her  husband  have  just  bought  an  old  Vic- 
torian house  to  remodel  on  Negley  Avenue  not  far 

from  Chatham. 

Carol  Pfordt  Davis's  daughter,  Susan,  and  her 
boys  came  on  from  Philadelphia  last  summer  for  a 

family  reunion  at  Van  Buren  Point,  New  York,  and 

Carol's  younger  daughter  who  lives  nearby  has  a  new 
son.  Carol  keeps  busy  with  gardening  and  her 

grandchildren. 
Speaking  of  gardening,  wonder  if  everyone  knows 

about  Helen  Lindsay  Lee  who  has  been  the  subject 

of  innumerable  feature  stories  having  to  do  with  her 

work  in  this  field.  Imagine  how  it  would  be  to  be 

able  to  paint,  judge  a  flower  show,  be  a  flower  ar- 
ranger, write  instructive  books  and  think  of  ways 

which  arouse  interest  of  school  children  in  growing 

things.  She  has  lectured  in  Atlanta,  Baltimore,  Cleve- 
land and  Philadelphia.  In  addition  to  awards  she  has 

received  for  her  work  in  flower  arranging,  she  has 

taken  prizes  for  painting  of  flowers,  and,  as  if  that 

weren't  enough,  she  is  now  doing  prints.  Besides  her 
creative  work,  our  multi-talented  classmate  does  her 

own  gardening  not  only  in  Pittsburgh  but  at  her 
summer  place  in  Waterford,  Vermont. 

Agnes  Ralston  reports  that  she  spent  March  in 
the  hospital  but  seems  to  have  recovered.  She  and 

Ruth  Rosen  Hartz  play  tennis  together  at  Chatham 

—  most  of  the  time  before  going  to  work.  Aggie  is 
enthusiastic  about  the  summer  theatre  at  Chatham. 

Jean  Maeder  Lindsay  has  another  grandson  and 

has  moved  into  an  apartment.  She  and  Al  have  sold 
their  house  and  moved  last  June. 

Mary  Jane  Seaton  Young  and  husband  Ed  are 

happily  retired  and  living  in  Jane's  family  home  in 
Zelienople.  She  retired  from  the  Allegheny  County 

Community  College  as  professor  of  Marine  Inverte- 

brate Zoology  and  says  that  her  second  hobby, 
tracing  fossil  reefs  and  bioherms,  has  their  house 

beginning   to   look    like  a  museum.  October's  plans 

were  for  a  trip  by  truck  and  trailer  through 

southwest  following  her  fossils  and  Ed's  golf  coui 
Their  son  Pete  is  an  attorney  in  California,  and  I 

plan  to  see  him  while  in  the  west,  where  he  is 
ministrative  assistant  to  a  judge. 

Helen  Martin  Woods  and  Ed  are  enjoying  re 

ment  in  Pompano  Beach,  FL  where  they  swim 

golf. 

Betty  McCook  Mills  says  that  her  children 

scattered  all  over  the  place  —  Porterville,  Tal 
Phoenix  and  Sun  Valley.  All  are  married  except 

youngest  and  there  are  four  grandchildren.  Betty 
John  keep  busy  traveling  and  fishing  when  he 
leave  his  medical  practice. 

Sana  Mouromseff  broke  her  ankle  in  three  pi; 

last  June.  Hopefully  by  the  middle  of  September 

could  be  given  a  walking  cast  and  be  back  at 
office.  Not  a  very  fine  way  to  spend  the  sumn 

Otherwise  everyone  and  everything  are  fine. 

Ceramics  are  Ginny  Wertz  Potter's  bag.  Note 
does  she  teach  the  art  but  also  sells  some  of 

things.  She  spoke  in  December  at  the  Alurr 

South  meeting.  A  new  grandson  born  in  June  br 

to  four  the  number  of  her  grandchildren.  While 
husband  has  been  retired  for  two  years  and  enjo^ 

his  leisure,  Ginny  seems  to  be  busier  than  ever. 

Elizabeth  Saffer's  card  tells  about  her  first  I 
she  hopes  last)  trip  to  the  Caribbean  where  she 

fascinated  by  her  fellow  passengers'  mountain: 
luggage.  But  in  November  she  is  going  to  Egypt 

will  stop  in  England  on  the  way  back  where  she 

spend  Christmas  and  New  Year's.  At  last  Liz  ha! 

office  of  her  own,  and  in  her  wry  humor  says,  "S 
it  was  intended  as  a  photographic  dark  room, 

not  exactly  luxurious  and  the  view  is  not  distract 

but  it  is  all  my  own  and  quiet." 
Katherine  Ward  Parshall  spent  the  summei 

Hyannis  Port,  Massachusetts  (their  42nd  year  the 

with  their  son  Ward  from  Cambridge,  England  wl 

he  is  working  on  his  Ph.D.  in  English  Lit 

daughter  Nancy  and  family  from  New  Jersey. 

has  two  granddaughters  and  is  "just  acting  lit 

grandmother!" 

Doris  Pierce  keeps  busy  on  committees  in 
condominium  in  Fort  Lauderdale  and  spends  a  Ic 

time  traveling  around  Florida. 
Mary  Adah  Trussed  Gray  wrote  at  Christmas 

she  was  already  thinking  about  the  fortieth  reur 

next  year.  She  wondered  if  Mary  Virginia  Brown 

I  were  going  to  make  it.  It  should  be  a  gala  occas 
Cameron  and  I  are  looking  forward  to  his  re 

ment  next  year,  but,  in  the  meantime  are  plani 

our  annual  hegira  to  Spain  in  November.  I  t 

another  year  to  serve  on  the  board  of  our  cor 

minium.  Since  I  was  the  only  woman  elec 

naturally  I  got  stuck  with  the  job  of  secretary, 

almost  a  full-time  job,  but  I  find  it  most  interes 
and  satisfying.  Cheers  to  you  all,  and  thanks 

sending  me  such  nice  cards  and  letters  for  these 
five  years! 

1938 Mildred  Boyer  Kos' (Mrs.  Lee 

2230  Spear  Ave 

Johnstown.  PA  15' Martha  Wycoff  C 

(Mrs.  Ralph 

825  Audrey  P 
Dayton,  OH  45 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy  Hauk  Bryen  (Mrs.  James),  8  Barnacle  Ri 
Hilton  Head  Island,  SC  29928 

Lois  Kramer  Boyd  (Mrs.  David  H.),  Tideland  Vill 
Unit  4D,  Beaufort,  SC  29902 

Louise  McCalmont  Frymire  (Mrs.  L.  J.),  4601   F 

Avenue,  #427,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Caroline  Steel  Dahlem  (Mrs.  John  S.),  104  Oakv 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 

LOST 

Janet  Riddle  Brinker 

Mildred  reporting: 

This  fall  Kay  Arnold  Dague's  son  David  entf 
Siena  College  where  his  mother  is  secretary  to 
Chairman  of  the  Science  Division.  The  next  exci 
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ews  of  Kay's  year  was  the  arrival  of  granddaughter 
alie  in  January. 

Mary  Deemer  Nagel  has  wound  up  an  eventful 
iear  as  President  of  the  Pittsburgh  Presbyterial,  and 
ontinues  her  active  role  in  religious  affairs  as  an 

ilder  of  the  Mulberry  United  Presbyterian  Church  in 

Vilkinsburg  where  husband  George  is  a  trustee.  Their 

oungest  son,  Harry,  was  married  to  Mary  K.  Woods 
In  May  17th  and  their  third  son,  Charles,  has  won 

lis  wings  in  the  Air  Force. 
Dora  Diamond  Hake  has  collaborated  with  a 

,eacher-friend  to  write  a  play  on  the  bicentennial 
■heme  which  will  be  produced  by  the  school  this 

'ear  as  part  of  their  bicentennial  celebration. 
After  her  holiday  in  Nantucket  this  summer, 

Helen  Finkel  Eger  started  to  bone  up  on  facts  about 

lapan  in  preparation  for  a  1976  visit  to  Osaka, 

Japan,  where  her  son  is  a  teacher  in  the  American 
school. 

Florence  Gibbs  Momeyer's  youngest  son,  Alan, 
tvas  married  in  June.  Florence  pointed  out  that  living 

5000  miles  away  from  the  newlyweds  must  make  her 

an  ideal  mother-in-law. 
]  After  his  retirement  in  October,  Dorothy  Hauk 

■Bryen  and  Jim  sold  their  home  in  Franklin  Lakes, 

NJew  Jersey  and  moved  to  Hilton  Head,  South 

Carolina.  Dorothy  is  anxious  to  contact  other 

Chatham  alumnae  living  in  that  area. 

Dorothea  Hunter  Maas  and  Ben  are  continuing 

their  travels.  In  February  they  enjoyed  a  cruise, 
aboard  a  Greek  liner,  to  South  America.  In  October 

.they  will  be  visiting  India. 

Dorothy  Kirkland  Baumler  is  fascinated  with  her 

work  in  the  Religious  Studies  Department  of  Penn- 
sylvania State  University  and  loves  exploring  the 

beautiful  countryside  of  the  area. 
In  June,  Ruth  Kleitz  Buell  and  Bob  attended  the 

j18th  International  Airstream  Rally  in  Manitoba, 

(Canada.  The  rally  was  preceded  and  followed  by  an 

jextensive  tour  of  the  Canadian  and  American 
IRockies. 

Jean  Lemmon  Crick  and  Ed  have  sold  their 

summer  cottage  at  Madison  and  are  now  freer  to 

i travel.  They  boast  of  two  grandchildren  who  keep 

jthem  "young  in  heart."  Jean  relayed  the  sad  news  of 
the  death  of  Amy  McBride  Bell's  husband,  John,  in 

i July.  Our  deepest  sympathy  to  Amy. 

"Greetings"  and  "call  when  you're  in  town" 
icame  from  Mary  Baldwin,  Marjorie  Chubb  Randall, 
Elizabeth  Coates  Elliott  and  Helen  Johnson 

Montgomery. 

Last  October,  Lee  and  I  were  scarcely  settled  in 
our  new  home  when  we  left  for  two  months  in 

California  where  we  welcomed  our  first  grandchild, 

Carolyn  Claire  Titus.  My  thanks  to  all  of  you  who 

responded  so  promptly  and  interestingly  to  my 
cards. 

Martha  reporting: 

Beatrice  Lynch  Conn  spent  the  winter  in  Palm 

Beach  playing  golf  and  recuperating  from  a  serious 
operation.  She  keeps  busy  with  community 
activities. 

Eleanor  Meanor  Croyle  is  kept  busy  bei  ng  a 

"Real  Estate  Lady"  —  and  houses  are  selling  fast  in 
Houston.  She  has  three  lovely  grandchildren. 

Margaret  Perry  Huessener  writes  that  since  retire- 

ment last  December  she  and  Dick  will  be  spending 

their  winters  in  Arizona  but  plan  to  be  in  Pittsburgh 

for  the  summer.  Lee  is  working  for  Stouffer's 
restaurants  and  Ann  is  a  junior  in  college. 

Sara  Reese  Warrick  is  quite  pleased  and  excited 

about  their  new  daughter-in-law.  Sally  keeps  busy 
with  home  activities. 

Mary  Margaret  Schmitt  has  made  a  gift  of  books 

and  pictures  to  the  College  which  have  been  greatly 

appreciated.  She  has  been  traveling  in  Iceland  where 
she  spent  three  days  in  Reykjavik  and  then  on  to 
Copenhagen  where  she  attended  a  mental  health 

meeting.  She  also  visited  Spain  and  Mexico. 

Helen  Thomas  Nevin  writes  "hi"  to  all.  Her 
daughter  was  married  in  June. 

Edith  Thompson  is  now  working  at  Langley  High 
School  in  Sheraden  —  which  amounts  to  more  work 
and  also  a  promotion. 

Barbara  McCormick  Tener  is  now  a  legal  secre- 

tary again.  Her  daughter  Kathy  is  a  vice  president  of 
a  bank,  and  Connie  is  an  insurance  agent.  She  would 
welcome  a  Chatham  face  in  Stone  Harbor. 

1940" 

^Mary  Louise  Shoemaker  Hockensmith 
(Mrs.  Franklin  C,  II) 

710  North  Main  Street,  Apt.  19 

Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Frances  Shoup  Brant 

(Mrs.  Robert  D.J 
R.  D.  #4 

Ligonier,  PA  15658 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Janet  Brennan  Aull,  74  Lucky  Drive,  Corte  Madera, 
CA  94925 

Jean    Burry    Patten    (Mrs.    Samuel    M.),   Rte.  7,  Box 

284,  Winchester,  VA  22601 

Nancyann  Cockerille  Gleichert  (Mrs.  James  E.),2634 
Devonshire  Road,  Ann  Arbor,  Ml  48104 

Elizabeth  Eastwood  MacConnell  (Mrs.  James  H.),  P. 

0.  Box  777.  St.  Thomas,  Virgin  Islands  00802 

Audrey  Horton  Skillman  (Mrs.  Paul),  Box  905,  Rte. 

1,  Deland,  FL  32720 

Alida  Spinning,  400  Swissvale  Ave.,  #24,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15221 

Mary  Lou  reporting: 

Jean  Aungst  Talbot  is  doing  her  yard  work, 

visiting  her  elderly  family  and  doing  as  much  swim- 
ming as  possible.  She  enjoyed  seeing  everyone  at  the 

reunion. 

Our  sympathy  to  Elinor  Bissell  Off  ill  on  the 

death  of  her  mother.  Her  father,  who  is  failing,  is 
living  with  them  so  their  travel  has  been  curtailed. 

Pat  Brennan  Aull  has  completed  a  book  of  poetry 

this  year  and  is  looking  for  a  publisher.  She  has  seen 

Punky  Cook  several  times. 

Jean  Burry  Patten's  Sam  is  going  to  teach  at 
Shenandoah  College  in  Winchester,  VA  this  year. 

Son  Rick  is  working  on  his  Ph.D.  at  Johns  Hopkins. 

One  daughter  was  married  in  April,  and  the  other  is 

teaching  in  Reno.  Jean  hated  to  give  up  her  job 

teaching  in  a  learning  disabilities  class,  but  she  hopes 

to  find  something  in  Virginia. 

Peggy  Christy  Graham  had  her  middle  daughter 
home  from  Jakarta  where  she  and  her  husband  teach 

in  the  Joint  Embassy  School.  The  rest  of  the  family 

gathered  about,  and  they  had  a  fine  reunion. 
Ruth  Clark  Nelson  was  busy  and  enjoying  the 

hottest  summer  in  thirty  years  at  Ocean  Park,  ME. 

Jean  Curry  Burt  reports  recent  visits  to  Danville 

where  her  son-in-law  is  interning.  She  also  had  a  nice 
visit  to  Charleston,  SC  where  they  were  stationed 

during  World  War  II. 

Peg  Dunseath  Wilson,  a  member  of  Phi  Delta 

Kappa,  an  international  professional  education 

fraternity,  received  the  first  Lay  Leader  Award  for 

distinguished  service  to  education.  Congratulations, Peg! 

It's  back  to  80  fifth  graders  for  Betty  Eastwood 
MacConnell  at  St.  Thomas.  Jim,  Jr.  is  at  Yale,  and 

Jean  is  off  to  ninth  grade.  Jim,  Sr.  is  now  a  full-time 
institutional  chaplain. 

Eleanor  Hackett  is  treasurer  of  the  Gaelic  Arts 

Society  of  Pittsburgh  and  took  an  8-day  cruise  on 
the  Inside  Passage  in  Alaska  in  July. 

Audrey  Horton  Skillman  and  Paul  are  planning  a 

new  home  in  Deland,  FL.  Meanwhile,  they've  been 
in  Connecticut  with  Priscilla  and  Chuck. 

Caddie  Lou  Kinzer  Trapp  was  sorry  to  miss  the 

reunion,  but  her-father  was  quite  ill  and  passed  away 
in  June.  She  spent  the  summer  moving  her  mother 

to  a  nearby  nursing  home. 

Rachel  Kirk  Bobo  just  answered  her  card  so  that 

I  wouldn't  feel  frustrated.  She  looked  just  great  at 
the  reunion. 

Pat  Krause  Kosco  had  a  cheery  note  that  she 

hoped  all  her  classmates  had  the  same  zest  for  life 

that  she  has.  She  really  has  it  —  her  lone  daughter 
was  married  this  year,  made  another  trip  to  Spain, 

and  finished  summer  school.  She's  going  back  to 
work  after  twenty  years,  and  is  entering  graduate 
school. 

It  was  such  fun  seeing  you  all  at  the  reunion.  To 

those  who  attended,  wasn't  the  brunch  marvelous? 

The  college  should  certainly  be  commended.  Let's 
have  a  better  representation  the  next  time. 

Frances  reporting: 

Helen  Lohr  Wright  says  there  is  nothing  new,  but 
she  is  looking  forward  to  news  of  others  in  the 
Recorder. 

Ada  Lee  Mangum  Clark  spent  a  quiet,  pleasant 

summer  at  home  going  to  the  beach  and  enjoying  the 
Florida  sunshine  and  water. 

Marianne  McCallister  Martin  reports  daughter 

Jean,  20,  is  a  junior  at  Ohio  University  and  Ellen,  18, 

is  a  sophomore  at  University  of  Chicago.  She  was 

sorry  to  miss  the  reunion  but  was  needed  at  home. 

Ann  Miller  Mayer  will  be  teaching  a  second-third 

combination  this  year  and  is  completing  work  on  her 

master's  degree.  She  is  still  breeding  Dobermans  and 
trying  to  learn  as  much  about  dressage  as  her  horse. 
Flash  Harry,  already  knows.  She  is  well  and  loves California. 

Mary  Ellen  Ostergard  Lutz  enjoyed  visiting  their 
son  at  Fort  Hood,  Texas,  one  daughter  in  upper 

Michigan  and  the  other  in  New  York  City. 

Mary  Lou  Shoemaker  Hockensmith  took  a  Carib- 

bean cruise,  is  getting  settled  in  her  new  apartment 

and  is  taking  courses  at  the  "Y."  Son  Frank  is  en- 
rolled at  Boyce  Campus  taking  courses  in  Hotel- 

Motel  management. 

Frances  Shoup  Brant's  summer  trip  followed  the 
southern  shore  of  the  St.  Lawrence  River  around  the 

Gaspe  Peninsula  enjoying  the  quaint  towns  of  the 

cod  fishermen.  This  fall  she  is  returning  to  teaching 

Special  Education  and  getting  "broken  in"  as  your class  secretary. 

Helen  Stevenson  Berghaus  reports  their  daughter 

Lydia  has  one  more  year  in  medical  school.  She  is 

enjoying  their  apartment  on  the  Allegheny  River  and 
planning  retirement  in  North  Carolina  next  year. 

Jane  Viehman  thoroughly  enjoyed  seeing  every- 

one at  the  reunion.  She  suggests  that  we  make  plans 

at  our  next  reunion  for  a  monetary  gift  for  our  Fifti- 

eth Reunion.  Any  suggestions?  Alida  Spinning  also 

enjoyed  the  reunion  and  is  getting  settled  at  her  new 
address. 

Mary  Wolff  Gamble  is  returning  to  work  at  the 

University  of  Maryland  after  a  summer  of  loafing, 

reading,  and  traveling.  Their  daughter  Sue  graduated 

from  Purdue  and  will  spend  the  next  year  in  a 

dietetic  internship  at  Massachusetts  General  Hospital 

in  Boston.  Betsy  will  return  to  Earlham  for  her 

senior  year  and  Tom  and  Niki  are  still  in  Berkeley. 

■4^^  A  f\  Janet  Murray  Newton 

\cy*4'/S  (Mrs.  Robert  G.) 6  Norway  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Alice  Provost  McCutcheon 
(Mrs.  Robert  R.) 

624  Orchard  Hill  Drive 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15238 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ellen   Copeland  Wiik  (Mrs.  Robert  E.},  685  Forest 

Grove  Lane,  Brookfield,  Wl  53005 

Virginia  Crouch  Everett  (Mrs.  Robert  D.),  12705W, 
Walnut  Road,  Elm  Grove,  Wl  53122 

Mary  Patricia  David,  68  Dinsmore  Avenue,  Apt.  2, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15205 

Alice  McKain  Porter    (Mrs.   Richard  A.I,  724  Fifth 

Avenue  West,  Hendersonville,  NC  28739 

Kathryn  Morse  Vine  (Mrs.  Benjamin  H.t,  10438  Las 

Brisas  Drive,  Dallas,  TX  75231 

Mary    Elizabeth    Rope    LaHue    (Mrs.    R.    C),   4105 

Sleeping  Indian  Road,  Fallbrook,  CA  92028 

Mary   Alice   Spellmire   Girts   (Mrs.    Robert    E.),  493 
Parkview  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15243 

Janet  reporting: 

Mauky  Anderson  writes  that  she  enjoyed  a  visit 

from  a  young  cousin  from  Sweden  this  summer  and 
that  she  spent  part  of  August  with  Joyce  Wallis 
Brode. 

Marden  Armstrong  Dahlstedt  has  just  published 

her  third  book  for  children;  is  working  on  her 

fourth;  toured  England  and  Scotland  this  year  -  but 
the  really  big  news  is  that  her  #1  grandson  entered 
kindergarten. 

Betty  Baker  Patterson's  address  is  a  bit  confusing. 
She  seems  to  have  two  of  them,  one  on  Connecticut 

and  one  in  Florida.  Pretty  neat,  Betty.  When  one 

house  gets  cluttered,  you  can  go  off  to  the  other one. 

Jean    Burchinal    Purvis  has  received  the  Jaycees' 
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Senior  Service  Award  of  Woman  of  the  Year.  It's  no 
wonder  with  alt  the  jobs  she  is  handling.  Nice  going, 
Jean. 

There's  good  news  and  bad  news  from  Sunny 
Croft  Armstrong.  Her  husband  was  not  transferred  as 

was  expected  and  her  daughter  Alison  was  married. 
However,  Sunny  herself  had  to  have  spinal  surgery 
and  is  now  recuperating. 

Ruth  Demmler  Benner  reports  the  arrival  of  her 

second  grandchild  and  that  all  is  well  with  the 
Benners. 

There  is  so  much  activity  listed  on  Jane 

Chantler's  postcard  that  when  she  says  "no  excite- 
ment"  I  believe  it.  She  doesn't  have  time  for  any! 

Anne  Driver  Tourney  reports  one  through  college 

and  the  rest  working  on  it. 

Traveling  through  Europe  and  Morocco  has  taken 
Dottie  Lou  Evans  Kimball  and  her  husband  to  many 

new  places  in  the  last  year.  They  left  New  york  just  a 

few  days  before  the  terrible  crash  at  Kennedy  airport 

in  which  they  lost  many  friends  from  New  Orleans. 

Betty  Gahagen  Lindsay  still  has  grade  schoolers 

to  keep  her  young  as  well  as  a  son  in  the  U.S.  At- 

torney's office.  Her  son  Jim  will  soon  be  married. 
Grace  Mary  Horton  Haller  wrote  that  she  and 

Hank  lost  their  mothers  this  summer  and  also  to  tell 

us  that  Barbara  Maerker  Baum  had  passed  away. 

If  you  are  in  Washington  do  call  Margaret  Hibbs 

Keller  who  still  loves  living  there. 

Phyllis  Keister  Sample  says  "Finally,  we  are 

grandparents."  Well,  aren't  twins  worth  waiting  for? 
Congratulations,  Phyllis. 

Carol  Bostwick  McConnon  reports  seeing  Mary 

Milne  Hanson  in  Michigan  this  summer. 

I  saved  you  all  16fl!  by  seeing  Nancy  Scott 

Ralston  at  Van  Buren  this  summer  so  that  I  didn't 
have  to  send  her  a  postcard.  She  is  feeling  fine  after 

having  surgery  in  the  spring  and  says  'Hi.' 
The  LaHues  have  become  "ranchers"  this  year, 

and  have  increased  their  family.  Their  daughter  Nan 

was  married  and  their  first  grandchild  was  born. 

Mary  Elizabeth  also  had  surgery  from  which  she  has 

recovered  and  we  send  her  our  sympathy  on  the  loss 
of  her  father. 

Ethel  Herrod  Blackburn  is  still  working  for  the 

Board  of  Education  although  her  husband  has  re- 
tired. She  is  planning  to  move  her  ailing  mother  to 

Michigan  and  has  not  had  too  good  a  year  since  her 
stepfather  died  in  March  and  her  mother  has  been  ill 
since  January. 

Things  haven't  changed  much  here  at  the 
Newtons.  We  still  have  three  living  at  home  and  so 

we  do  much  of  the  same  things  that  we  always  have. 

Grandchild  number  one  started  school  and  grand- 
child number  three  was  born  so  Bob  and  I  had  to 

buy  a  new  dining  room  table  with  all  the  leaves  we 
could  get! 

Alice  reporting: 

Alice  McKain  Porter  is  involved  in  community 

work  —  she  thinks  a  "Girls'  School"  helped  her. 
Since  last  newsletter,  she  and  her  husband  are 

pleased  to  have  become  grandparents.  They  also  had 

a  wonderful  trip  to  Greece  to  visit  their  son,  who  is 

teaching  English  in  private  schools. 

Marjorie  Norris  Wherry  is  still  writing  music  and 
her  husband  paints.  He  has  a  studio,  where  he  also 
does  framing,  etc. 

Ruth  Notz  Carland  has  two  on  their  own  and  two 

still  in  college  —  Tim,  a  second-year  law  student  at 
Pitt  and  Rob,  a  junior  at  Penn  State.  Their  caboose  is 

in  eighth  grade.  Ruth  almost  missed  getting  in  the 

newsletter  because  she  was  so  busy  getting  apart- 
ments furnished  for  kids  and  canning. 

Helen  Shellkopf  Cline  had  a  great  visit  to  the 
Bahamas  this  spring,  but  wonders  where  the  summer 

went.  She  enjoyed  a  visit  with  her  married  daughter 
Karen  who  was  in  town  for  a  week;  but  other  than 

that,  she  golfed  and  "goofed"  all  summer.  Son  Tom 
is  back  for  his  senior  year  at  Denison  University.  She 
sends  greetings  to  all. 

Mary  Alice  Spellmire  Girts  and  her  husband, 

Rob,  recently  moved  into  a  "bungalow,  big  enough 

for  two"  complete  with  picket  fence  and  eighteen 
rose  bushes.  She  was  pleased  to  receive  a  program  of 
the  Mt.  Lebanon  Area  Chatham  Alumnae  Club.  Her 

son  Rob  is  an  engineering  physicist  with  Westing- 

house.  Her  daughter  Michelle  is  in  Portland,  Oregon, 

attending    the    Community    College    mornings    and 

working  at  the  Oregon  Museum  of  Science  and 
Industry  afternoons. 

Betty  Steffler  Baker's  big  news  this  year  is  the 
birth  of  their  third  grandchild. 

Claire  Stewart  Burkhart  reports  that  this  is  her 

twenty-first  and  probably  last  year  teaching  private 

kindergarten,  as  public  kindergarten  is  now  well 
established  in  Penn  Hills.  With  one  daughter  in 

Nassau,  another  in  Washington  State,  and  one  near 

home,  but  probably  not  for  long,  Claire  is  wondering 

where  to  go  for  the  "golden  years."  Please,  Claire, 
let's  wait  a  few  years  before  thinking  in  those  terms! 

Florence  Succop  Klotz  has  been  in  St.  Louis  a 

year  and  is  still  working  on  their  house.  Their  two 

youngest  girls  are  a  high  school  freshman  and  a 
kindergartner.  The  seminary  where  John  is  Dean  of 

Academic  Affairs  opened  this  fall  with  thirty  percent 

more  students,  so  they  are  looking  forward  to  a  good 
year  in  every  way. 

Dorothy  Vale  Roberts  and  I  had  a  little  visit  last 

fall  at  a  Parents'  Weekend  at  Chatham,  both  of  us 
having  a  daughter  enrolled  there.  Dorothy  finds  that 
she  is  in  her  tenth  year  of  teaching.  She  says  that 

eventually  she'll  manage  to  get  to  a  reunion. 
Julie  Wheldon  Van  Horn  just  wants  to  check  in  — 

they're  still  enjoying  their  travels,  and  Julie's  having 
fun  doing  needlepoint. 

Marjorie  Wood  Yearick  had  a  marvelous  vacation 
in  Hawaii  this  summer  and  was  about  to  leave  for 

their  annual  trip  to  the  Outer  Banks  in  North 

Carolina.  It  will  be  their  only  trip  in  the  trailer  this 

year,  as  they  are  trying  to  cut  down  on  fuel.  Ralph 

built  Marjorie  a  beautiful  puppet  theater  for  her 
work  with  children,  and  she  is  ecstatic  over  the  two 

hand-carved,  hand-painted  antique  puppets  from  Bali 
she  found  in  Hawaii. 

For  me,  Alice,  there  is  nothing  unusual  to  report. 

Our  oldest  son  is  in  his  second  year  of  graduate 

study  at  Oxford,  the  middle  two  children  have  both 

taken  time  out  from  college,  and  the  youngest  is  in 
ninth  grade. 
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Ruth  Laird  Grant 

(Mrs.  Russel  J.) 

Rt.  6,  Sagamore  Hill 
Parkersburg.WV  26101 

Ann  McClymonds  Turnock 

(Mrs.  E.  Hill,  III) 

164  Sunset  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth    Firmin   Jacobs   (Mrs.    Edwin   H.),  2825  Silver 

Spur  Lane,  Orlando  FL  32807 

Cynthianne     Say     Calhoun     (Mrs.     Noel     A.),     307 
Escambia  Drive,  Winter  Haven,  FL  33880 

Ruth  reporting: 

Jean  Bacon  Smith  and  her  family  went  to 

Norway  in  June.  They  stayed  in  Oslo  with  Knut's 
cousin  and  visited  friends  and  relatives  throughout 

the  country.  Jean's  children  are  in  fifth  and  eighth 
grades  and  she  keeps  busy  with  a  part-time  job  and 

co-leading  a  Junior  Girl  Scout  troop.  She  reports 

that  Aspen's  climate  is  as  heavenly  as  ever. 
Norma  Bailey  McLean  and  Orison  had  the  house 

to  themselves-  this  summer  with  daughter  Nancy  in 

New  England,  son  Chip  at  Carnegie-Mellon  and 
daughter  Susan  in  California.  Gladys  Bistline  Belz 

ditto.  Their  house  is  "quiet  and  peaceful"  in  the 
winter  when  the  youngsters  are  in  college  and 

"jumping"  at  college  vacation  time. 
Betty  Bush  Sinclair  finished  an  M.A.  in  coun- 

seling after  two  years  commuting  up  a  mountain  to 

the  Appalachian  University  at  Boone,  NC.  Had  a 

wonderful  time.  Her  fourth  boy.  Bob,  is  in  college 

and  only  daughter,  Margaret,  age  15  is  at  home. 

Betty's  husband  gave  up  his  medical  practice  to 

direct  the  hospital's  emergency  room  and  loves  it. 
Jeanne  DeHaven  Uhl  and  family  are  living 

happily  in  the  small  town  of  Morgantown,  WV  which 

is  a  quick  trip  to  Pittsburgh  and  they  visit  here  often. 

Jeanne  just  needs  to  finish  her  thesis  to  get  her 

master's  in  nutrition.  She  loves  living  in  the  uni- 
versity town  where  husband  John  is  V.P.  for  Rock- 

well. She's  understandably  proud  of  the  fact  that  her 
five  sons  are  Eagle  Scouts.  Jeanne  urges  nearby 
alumnae  to  get  in  touch. 

Peggy  Donaldson,  director  of  admission; 
Chatham  for  the  past  eighteen  years,  has  been 

pointed  Director  of  Community  Services.  As  j 
she  will  coordinate  and  plan  new  approaches 

Chatham's  programs  of  informal  courses,  the  G 
way  Program  for  post-college  age  women  and 
Chatham  Institute,  a  program  of  workshops 

seminars  open  to  the  community.  Peggy  takes 

her  new  job  November  1st  and  until  then  has  a  t 

months'  sabbatical.  She  hopes  to  hear  from  rr 
alumnae  with  ideas  she  can  incorporate  in 

program.  Congratulations,  Peggy! 

Evlyn  Fulton  continues  happily  as  the  Stew 

ship  Consultant  for  the  Synod  of  the  Rocky  M> 
tains.  She  travels  through  Montana,  Wyoming,  (j 

Colorado  and  northwestern  Nebraska,  and  enjo1 

more  every  day.  Dorcas  Leibold,  working  for 

Travelers'  Aid  in  Denver,  and  Evlyn  have  seen  i 
other  quite  often. 

Marty  Harlan  Kaufman  married  off  her 

daughters  in  less  than  a  year.  Daughter  Lynn  bee 

Mrs.  Robert  J.  Van  Raaphorst  and  lives  in  New  E 

more.  Ml.  Betsy  married  Joseph  Christof  and  Mvi 

Pittsburgh.  Marty  continues  to  enjoy  the  beau 
mountains  of  Ligonier. 

Gladys  Heimert  Aye's  Pam  married  the  assis 
minister  of  the  Sharon  Lutheran  Church  and 

Ralph,  is  in  his  third  year  of  Pitt  medical  scr- 
Now  he  and  his  dad  can  talk  shop.  Gladys  contii 

her  volunteer  work  with  time  out  for  a  trip  to  Pu 
Rico  with  Tom. 

Lu  Ann  Isham  Staley  writes  "fly  the  ban 
We'll  have  our  fourth  and  last  child  in  college 

year."  She's  busy  selling  real  estate  and  traveling 
wonders  if  there  are  any  Chatham  alumnae  in 

Quint-City  area  of  Long  Grove,  Iowa? 
Portia  Geyer  McCoy  spent  another  happy  s 

mer  vacation  at  Stone  Harbor,  New  Jersey  with 

family.  She  sees  a  lot  of  Tillie  Wilcox  Moncrief 

her  family,  both  at  the  shore  and  at  home.  P< 

attended  Tillie's  daughter's  wedding  in  Cleveland 
would  like  Mickey  McCullough  Lohmeyer  to  k 

there  was  a  lot  of  fond  reminiscing  while  dri 

along  Lake  Erie's  shores. 
Betsy  Kinney  Johnson  and  John  plan  a  visi 

Japan  soon  and  will  catch  their  breath  from 

weddings  in  five  months.  Daughter  Debbie  c 

pleted  her  five-year  nursing  course  and  will  be 
family  breadwinner  while  husband  Ira  finishes 

seminary  in  Philadelphia.  Daughter  Cindy  and 
new  husband  will  live  in  New  Jersey.  Paul  is  a 

Union  junior.  Betsy  is  working  in  the  percep 

training  program  in  her  school  district. 
Patty  Leonard  Bodle  and  Bob  are  still  pla 

tennis  "with  arthritic  abandon"  and  comple 
involved  in  the  art  scene.  Daughter  Trish  just  gr, 

ated  from  college  and  is  job  hunting.  Bob 
combines  successfully  ad  agency  copywriting  by 

and  folk  guitaring  by  night.  Barb  Findley  Copel 
and  Jim  visited  the  Bodies  and  savored  N 

Carolina's  assets  and  tennis  facilities. 
Ruth  Lynch  McFarland  and  Bob  have  rece 

enjoyed  camping,  beaching  and  traveling  West.  F 
starts  an  R.N.  program  in  September  and  daug 

begins  her  pre-med  at  Georgia  Tech.  Tom  anc 
wife  are  in  Atlanta  and  Tom  begins  Emory 

School.  John  and  his  wife  are  in  Washington, 

where  John  began  his  residency  in  Family  Prac 
Fred  and  his  wife  are  in  Connecticut  where  Frt 

pastor  at  a  Presbyterian  chuch.  Lois,  John  and 
wife  had  a  great  experience  in  Haiti,  spending 
months  in  a  mission  hospital  there. 

Ruth  Laird  Grant  likes  being  a  class  correspi 

ent,  a  very  positive  experience.  I  am  serving  < 

hospital  board,  continue  to  work  for  retai 
citizens  and  now  have  two  young  grandchildren 

are  available  for  cuddling  at  any  hour. 

Ann  reporting: 

Martha  McCullough  Lohmeyer  reports  on 

very  active  family.  Paul's  work  takes  him  to  fara 
places:  Prague,  Poland,  Mexico,  and  Australia 
Mickey  expects  to  be  able  to  join  him  on  mor 

these  trips  soon.  Sue  is  working  on  a  large  rese. 

project  in  public  health  care  at  Johns  Hopkins.  Ji 
in  Maine,  where  he  works  for  a  bank  and  his  wi 

in  school.  Barbara  is  at  the  Minneapolis  Colleg 
Art  and  Design. 

Lillian   Sheasby  Bauer  has  rejoined  the  wor 
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tks  as  lab  technician  for  the  Chemistry  Dept.  at 

legheny  Community  College,  and  says  chemical 
icepts  have  changed  almost  as  much  as  the  kids 
ce  1944.  Her  boys  (Rob  28,  Keith  24)  are 

irking  in  Pittsburgh  and  still  footloose.  Lil's  afraid 
>'ll  be  too  old  to  rock  any  grandchildren.  Bob  is 
I  traveling  the  European  circuit  for  Koppers.  They 

i  a  fine  trip  to  Brazil  together;  Lil's  first  time  back 
ce  she  lived  there  from  '62  to  '66,  and  it  was  a 
J  eye-opener.  She  loves  Rio,  but  says  her  favorite 
>t  is  still  Deer  Isle,  ME  where  they  vacation.  She 

ites  anyone  who  finds  herself  on  the  North  Side 

pop  up  in  her  office,  3rd  floor,  West  Hall,  Ridge 
enue. 

Helen  Smith  sends  a  Bicentennial  Thought, 

'hen  I  began  my  career  in  advertising,  sample  sani- 

y  pads  were  not  bound  into  'Seventeen.'  I  don't 
all  billboards  proclaiming  'Jock  Itch?'.  Nor  do  I 
member,  nestled  between  cornfields  along  the 

hways,  barns  advertising  X-rated  films,  books, 
ords,  and  novelties.  In  those  days,  nothing  more 

ful  than  Mail  Pouch  Tobacco  plied  the  4-H  trade, 

t  then,  on  my  first  trip  abroad,  I  didn't  make 
>m  for  a  can  of  feminine  spray  and  a  back-up  kit 
wet-wipe  dainties.  I  felt  advanced  when  I  learned 
straddle  a  bidet.  All  that  was  a  long  time  ago,  of 

jrse.  In  those  days,  we  didn't  even  compare  arm- 
s.  I  remember  when  I  discovered  tampons,  I  felt 

;y  should  take  their  place  beside  the  telephone 

i  the  pressure  cooker  as  great  gifts  to  personkind. 

d  maybe  today's  young  people  feel  the  same  way 
Dut  beltless  pads  and  sprays.  They  certainly  must 

thankful  for  the  pill;  God  knows  we  would  have 

jn,  too.  But  now  —  I'm  beltless  anyhow;  jock  itch 

;  never  seemed  a  crucial  problem,  and  I  don't  have 
ich  to  spray  for  these  days  except  aphids.  All  in 

it's  probably  just  as  well  that  most  of  my  adver- 

ng  business  is  industrial.  Still,  I  can't  help  won- 
ing  what  intimate  conveniences  are  left  for 

covery  over  the  next  35  years." 
Secretary  reporting  on  aggressive  family  bent  on 
recting  all  that  was  reprehensible  in  the  Old 

gime.  Ann  L.  pursues  her  studies  at  Fuller  Theo- 
ical  Seminary,  works  as  an  Intern  in  Mission  at  a 

ge  church  in  Bel  Air,  and  is  an  aide  to  the  chaplain 

UCLA  hospital.  Christine  is  living  in  Wichita.  Jim 

rked  as  assistant  administrator  in  a  hospital  here 

a  year  and  learned  a  secret:  hospitals  are  ruled  by 

>  nurses.  He  is  now  enrolled  in  a  school  of  Robber 
ronage,  otherwise  known  as  Wharton,  aiming  for 

3  post-graduate  degrees  simultaneously.  Laura  is 
Indiana,  PA,  majoring  in  household  chicanery  and 

w  to  make  silk  purses  out  of  sows'  ears.  Julie  is 
jply  involved  in  a  part-time  market  research  job, 
i  in  journalism.  Actually,  her  ambition  is  to  be 

:sident.  She  is  working  on  a  term  paper  about 

iffiti.  I  suggested  a  lead-line  from  a  Roman  excava- 

n  that  translates,  "Marcullus  is  drunk,"  but  the 
a  will  probably  end  up  in  the  trash  along  with 

rcullus.  Stoned.  Nick  is  climbing  rocks  for  sport, 

i  the  walls  at  work.  I  am  the  revolving-door  and 
ios  chairperson,  while  trying  to  write  betimes, 
d  I  do  now  have  a  gold  Volvo  sedan  inadvertantly 

'ked  sideways  on  the  front  porch,  blocking  the 
or.  Anyone  with  similar  interests  may  correspond. 

946 Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey 
729  Euclid  Avenue 

Orlando,  FL  32801 

Doris  Sisler  White 

{Mrs.  James  A.) 

916  Fairway  Drive,  NE 

Vienna,  VA  22180 

yfelAGE 

tty  Beglinger  to  Edward  Beringer,  April,  1974 

:W  ADDRESSES 

ie  Field  Taylor  (Mrs.  B.    Frank),  P.  O.  Box  104, 

val  Weapons  Station,  Yorktown,  VA  23691 

irgaret     Mistrik     Sweeney     (Mrs.     George),     123 

'land  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

ith    Perry    Parker    (Mrs.    Charles    E.),    Box    246, 
lendsville,  MD  21531 

lily  Sawders  Laisy   (Mrs.  Albert  W.),  2886  Glen- 
y  Road,  Shaker  Hts.,  OH  441 20 

telle  Sossong  Gretzler  (Mrs.  Walter  H.),  Washburn, 
3  65772 

LOST 

Helen  Croak  Johnson 

Lucy  reporting: 

Deepest  sympathy  to  Marjory  Couch  Lynn  who 
lost  her  husband  Robert  this  past  January. 

As  you  can  see  by  the  new  address,  Janie  Field 

Taylor  is  back  in  the  States  after  four  years  abroad. 

She  is  in  the  process  of  resettling  but  says  it  is  so 

good  to  be  home. 
Priscilla  Hendryx  Salter  is  still  Western  Public 

Relations  Manager  for  Westinghouse,  which  con- 

stitutes some  kind  of  record  for  a  temporary  job  — 

19  years.  She  and  husband  Jack  had  a  great  two 
weeks  on  a  Caribbean  cruise  this  spring. 

Harriet  Hoffman  reports  that  blood  pressure  is 

now  normal  and  she  is  pounds  lighter  (good  for  her). 

She  still  has  to  avoid  tension  which  is  pretty  hard 

when  you  teach  sixth  grade. 

Helen  Hunter  White  came  to  Florida  again  for  her 

annual  vacation.  Her  three  girls  visited  off  and  on 
this  summer. 

Betty  Beglinger  Beringer  is  Mrs.  Edward  Beringer, 

married  April  1974.  He  is  with  the  City  of  Pitts- 
burgh. This  news  came  late  last  year  so  I  am  late 

with  congratulations.  Betty  is  Food  Service  Director 

for  the  First  Presbyterian  Church. 

Margaret  McKee  Barnes  reports  that  daughter 

Becky  is  in  graduate  school  of  Architecture  at  U.  of 

Oregon;  Judy  is  working  in  Colorado;  Nancy  is  a 

graphic  artist  in  Boston  and  Kay  will  be  graduating 

from  college  in  1976.  Patricia  Cochran  Brown's  son 
is  in  medical  school  at  Hershey  and  her  daughter  is  at 

Purdue  studying  wildlife  science.  Helen  Gilmore 

Reinhard  reports  that  son  Donald  is  in  college  and 

that  daughter  Patty  graduated  cum  laude  from 

Lycoming  College  in  1974  and  was  married  this  year. 

Doris  Fairfield  Jamison  is  planning  to  go  to  the 
Yucatan  in  November  with  her  husband.  All  children 

are  now  in  college. 

Lois  Jackson  Ritenbaugh  was  down  this  way  and 

visited  Disney  World  and  also  went  on  a  Caribbean 
cruise. 

Peggy  Korb  Smith's  daughter  Mindy  graduated 
cum  laude  from  Ohio  University.  Our  sympathy  to 

her  on  the  loss  of  her  mother  this  year.  Arlene 

Levinson  Rosenberg's  son  is  in  medical  school  and 
her  daughter  is  studying  music  at  the  Conservatory 
of  Vienna,  Austria. 

Susan  Campbell  McConnell  is  very  active  in 

church  work  as  she  has  two  ministers  in  the  family 

and  one  studying  to  be  one.  Not  only  did  she  go  to 

England  but  also  to  Russia  and  Hungary  the  year 

before.  She  went  to  her  husband's  high  school 
reunion  and  had  her  own  with  Carol  Thorne  King 

and  Jean  Thompson  Johnson.  Jane  McPherson 

Graber,  Joan  Davies  Bream  and  Miriam  Egger  Hosack 
have  no  news  but  all  sent  their  best  wishes  to  all. 

Lucy  Sprigg  Dorsey  is  treading  water  trying  to 

keep  up  with  her  State  Registrar's  job  for  DAR.  It  is 
almost  as  much  work  as  banking.  Do  wish  that  you 

classmates  who  come  to  Florida  to  go  to  Disney 

World  would  give  me  a  call.  I  would  love  to  see  or  at 
least  talk  to  you. 

Doris  reporting: 

Penny  Myers  Smith  was  on  sabbatical,  went  to 

Europe  twice,  to  Canada,  then  to  Florida  to  sell  her 

mother's  house  and  bring  her  up  to  live  with  her. 
Penny  then  visited  her  daughter  in  Los  Angeles 

where  her  son-in-law  is  beginning  his  internship.  Last 
child  is  off  to  Pratt  while  the  middle  boy  finished 
grad  school  in  August. 

Sue  (Morton  Boord  does  freelance  bookkeeping 

and  works  as  a  tax  consultant  for  H&R  Block  during 

the  tax  season.  Both  girls  are  at  University  of 

Delaware.  Their  adopted  son  and  family  are  moving 
to  Oregon. 

Flo  Ostien  Chew  had  a  wonderful  week's  vaca- 
tion at  Ocean  City.  Flo  has  done  some  relief  nursing 

at  Comsat  Lab.  Her  daughter  Nancy  attends  St. 

Mary's  College,  both  boys  are  in  high  school  and  the 
younger  girl  is  in  the  sixth  grade. 

Sally  Parker  Herrup  writes,  "Paul,  the  seaman,  is 
hoping  for  another  overseas  trip  this  fall.  Everytime 
he  leaves  a  country,  a  coup  happens.  My  son,  the 

CIA  agent?  David  has  been  working  in  a  physics  lab 

at  the  University  of  Chicago  —  hasn't  blown  up  the 
place.   Is  that  success  or  failure?  Mark  is  a  senior  in 

high  school  which  means  catalogues  and  applications 

again.  We'll  live  thru  it." 
Ruth  Perry  Parker's  Becky  and  Ed  had  a  boy, 

Daniel  Charles,  in  August.  Ruth  travels  with  Charley 

quite  a  bit. Jean  Purves  Bowman  had  no  special  news.  She 

asked,  "How  can  such  young  women  as  we  be 

celebrating  our  30th  reunion?"  Peggy  Riffle  Kirby 

wrote,  "Nothing  new  this  year,  but  my  best  to  one 

and  all." 

Doris  Rowand  Schroth  is  still  busy  as  Co- 

ordinator of  International  students  with  a  monthly 

dinner  meeting  for  about  150.  Chuck  is  active  in 

Medical  Assistance  Programs. 
Grace  Savage  Freeble  and  Chuck  flew  to  Jamaica 

for  a  few  days  in  July  and  are  planning  a  cruise  in 
November.  Daughter  Beth  was  married  last 
December. 

Emily  Sawders  Laisy  is  anxious  to  get  settled  in 

her  new  house  so  that  she  can  "hurry  back  to  an 

interesting  job." Helen  Shriner  Irvin  is  the  case  worker  in  the 

Partial  Hospitalization  Program  at  the  Westmoreland 

Community  Mental  Health  Center.  John  III  is  a 

senior  at  Lehigh,  daughter  Jayne  just  enrolled  at 

Edinboro,  Judy  is  a  senior  in  high  school  and  James 
is  in  the  ninth  grade. 

Ginny  Sommerfeld  Hackman  is  a  sales  rep  for  a 

travel  agency  and  husband  Bob  still  sells  heavy 

forgings  and  metal  products.  Cindy  graduated  from 
Ohio  State  three  years  ago.  Robert  is  at  University  of 

Kentucky  while  the  youngest  is  at  Penn  State. 

Betty  Sossong  Gretzler  and  Walt  like  their  "new 
100-year-old"  home  which  was  remodeled  in  1970. 

Ronnie  Staples  Jorgensen  is  office  manager  for 
Medical  Transcribers,  active  in  Church  and  takes 

organ  lessons.  Daughter  Suzi,  after  two  years  as  a 

Marine,  is  working  as  a  civilian  for  the  Corps  in  Parris 

Island.  Daughter  Gail  was  married  to  an  Army  man 
last  year. 

Ruth  Teplitz  Goodman  and  Len  were  in  Mexico 

recently.  Ruth  is  taking  an  advanced  studio  course  in 

jewelry  at  Towson  State  and  had  a  piece  of  jewelry 

in  competition  at  Baltimore  Museum  of  Art. 

Carol  Thorne  King's  family  spent  two  weeks  in 
their  Aspen  condominium  this  summer  and  plan  on 
spending  Christmas  there.  Carol  has  three  in  college 
and  Andy  in  tenth  grade. 

Joan  Titus  Duntop  has  had  more  of  her  pictures 

published.  She  and  Dick  took  a  trip  to  Austria  re- 

cently. Son  Jim  is  at  Kent  in  Canterbury.  The  young- 
est is  at  University  of  Wisconsin,  Rick  is  playing 

music  in  Canada. 

Ginny  Uber  Haug  and  Pete  spent  three  weeks  on 
the  West  Coast  this  summer.  Their  third  daughter 

was  married  in  May  and  the  second  daughter  pre- 
sented them  with  their  sixth  grandchild.  Pete  still 

teaches  music  in  the  Cedar  Rapids  schools. 

Mary  Wells  Karlson  is  back  as  school  nurse, 

taking  graduate  courses  and  writing  term  papers. 

Mary  wrote,  "Will  it  never  end?"  Mary's  husband 
had  some  serious  surgery  this  spring.  Hope  all  is  well now,  Mary. 

Jean  White  Market!  volunteers  four  days  a  week 

at  a  V.A.  Hospital  in  the  psychology  department 

helping  with  intensive  group  therapy.  Son  Leigh  is 

moving  to  Burlington,  Vermont  for  a  new  job  with 
G.E.  Jean  just  sent  the  sad  news  that  she  and  George 

lost  their  son  Tom  November  1,  1973,  after  an  ill- 
ness of  several  months.  Our  thoughts  are  with  you, Jean. 

Marty  Yorkin  Berman's  husband  had  open  heart 
surgery  this  summer  in  Cleveland.  Very  glad  to 

report  that  he  is  "home  on  the  mend."  Marty  saw 
Carolyn  Cosel  Lampl  while  in  Cleveland.  Diane  is 
still  Asst.  DA  and  Linda  is  still  in  med  school. 

Linnea  Lundstedt  Evans'  son  Kurt  transferred  to 
Pitt  Dental  School.  Daughter  Jenel  is  working  on  her 

master's  in  Early  Childhood  Development.  Rich  has 
completed  the  exams  portion  of  CPA.  Linnea  and 

George  have  a  three-year-old  grandson. 

Evie  Matthews  Reece's  son  Dale  was  married  in 

May  and  will  receive  his  master's  in  Computer 
Science  from  Union  College  in  Schenectady,  NY 

where  he  is  an  Administrator  Officer  in  the 

Computer  Center. 

This-  secretary,  Doris  Sisler  White,  leaves  tomor- 
row with  Jim  for  a  ten-day  vacation  down  south. 

Daughter  Diana  and  I  flew  to  San  Diego  on  her  vaca- 
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tion  in  July.  I  noticed  a  "Robert  Korb  Smith"  in  son 
Jim's  tennis  class.  It  must  be  Peg  Korb  Smith's  son. 

See  you  all  at  Reunion. 

1948 
Lucille  McKay  Geddis 

(Mrs.  Layton  P.) 
213  Toura  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15236 

Suzy  Sutton  Hepler 
(Mrs.  Thomas  M.) 

553  Fourth  Street 

Butler,  PA  16001 

MARRIAGE 

Ruth  Shaffer  to  L.  Courtney  Mook 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Dorothy    Berg   Reed  (Mrs.),  Box  641,   Ligonier,  PA 
15658 

Audrey  Bigelow  Baur  (Mrs.  Fred  G.),  1771  S.  Forge 

Mountain  Drive,  Valley  Forge,  PA  19481 

Marjorie  Caldwell  Berlin  (Mrs.  John  C),  88  Oakland 
Place,  Buffalo,  NY  14222 

Phyllis  Dornberger  Taylor  (Mrs.  Kenneth),  Deepwell 

Cottage,    Fivehead,    Nr.    Taunton,    Somerset,   TA3 

6PT;  England 

Shirley    Lawrence   Grasso   (Mrs.),   109  Devon  Drive, 
Richland,  PA  17087 

Virginia  Long  Carlson  (Mrs.),  32A  Sea  Breeze  Lane, 

Nahant,  MA  01908 

Grace  Migliore  Frances  (Mrs.  Phillip),  219  Great  Hills 

Road,  Bridgewater,  NJ  08807 

Betty    Jane    Stewart    Manning    (Mrs.   James  T.),   55 

Fatrhill  Drive,  Washington,  PA  15301 

Helen  Suckling  Beckert  (Mrs.  Ernest  W.),  917  Wible 

Run  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15209 

Kathryn    Woolard    Meincken    (Mrs.    Robert),    1106 

Continental  Drive,  Harleysville,  PA  19438 

Coil  reporting: 

Mary  Aiken  Brown  and  two  friends  are  opening  a 

shop  called  "Bookworks"  in  the  Fox  Chapel  Plaza. 
They  will  sell  books,  cards  and  small  antique-type 

gifts.  She  has  also  been  taking  flying  lessons  —  a 
dream  come  true.  Betty  Albach  Weamer  has  been 

busy  helping  raise  money  for  the  U.  S.  Equestrian 

Team  and  the  Yellow  Springs  Foundation.  In  June 

they  celebrated  one  daughter's  graduation  and 

another  daughter's  engagement  and  vacationed  in 
Canada  and  New  England.  Gini  Barktey  Robertson 

and  Doug  took  notice  of  25  years  of  togetherness  by 

going  to  Bermuda.  Gini  got  to  Pittsburgh  in  June  for 

an  organist's  convention  at  Carnegie-Mellon  and  en- 
joyed a  brief  look  at  all  the  many  changes  on 

Chatham's  campus. 
Elinor  Barrett  Lavelle  just  returned  from  two 

weeks  in  Hawaii  in  time  to  send  in  her  card.  "Lin's" 
daughter  enters  college  this  fall  and  her  two  sons  are 

eleven  and  fifteen.  Audrey  Bigelow  Baur  loves  living 

in  Valley  Forge  in  a  Pennsylvania  farmhouse  and  ex- 
tends an  invitation  to  her  classmates  to  stop  in  for  a 

visit  if  they  are  nearby  during  the  Bicentennial 

events.  Their  son  Fred  is  a  disc  jockey  ("Just  Plain 

Fred")  in  Rockford,  Illinois.  They  have  a  son, Kurt  in 
architecture  at  Kent  State  and  John  is  in  fifth  grade. 

Dorothy  Berg  Reed  is  alive  and  well  in  the  moun- 
tains of  Ligonier.  Cindee.  her  oldest,  is  married.  Rod 

is  graduating  from  Jefferson  Medical  School  next 

year  and  her  youngest  Ann  is  working  for  Amtrak  in 

Chicago.  She  saw  Eleanor  Robinson  Hastings  and 
Nin  Schenk  Younkin  recently. 

Busy  as  ever  is  Marianne  Boggs  Campbell  who  is 

learning  a  new  field,  development  for  hospital  fund 

raising,  strictly  grantsmanship  and  estate  planning. 
She  and  Bill  have  their  25th  wedding  anniversary  in 

October  but  will  celebrate  it  in  February  by  going  to 

Florida  for  sun  and  rest.  Another  busy  gal  is  Marge 
Caldwell  Berlin  who  passed  the  New  York  State 

insurance  brokers  exam  a  few  years  ago  and  has  been 

busy  in  real  estate  ever  since.  She  says  "It's  a  far  cry 
from  a  B.S.  degree  in  chemistry,  but  that's  life!" 

Marie  Cohn  Chiles  describes  herself  as  a  "compulsive 

volunteer"  and  lists  Holly  Hall,  Home  for  the 
Retired,  Bayou  Bend  Museum  where  she  is  a  docent 

and  a  children's  clinic  for  neurological  disorders 
among  them. 

This  has  been  a  "quieter"  year  for  Hilda  Fish 
Bricker.  They  survived  two  graduations  in  one  week- 

end —  one  in  Pittsburgh  and  one  in  New  York,  then 

went  on  a  Caribbean  cruise.  Your  "quiet"  year 
sounds  exciting  to  me.  Jean  Forncrook  Armstrong 

and  family  have  had  a  sad  year  as  Clyde's  father  and 
Jean's  aunt  both  died  after  lengthy  illnesses.  They 

managed  a  brief  vacation  in  Canada  this  summer  — 

not  long  enough.  Their  daughter  Cathy  is  a  second- 
year  law  student  and  Missy  works  for  a  law  firm  in 

New  York.  Nineteen  year  old  Chris  is  still  "finding 

himself." 

I  know  Amy  Gage  Skallerup  finally  got  back  to 

Pittsburgh  because  her  daughter  Susan  is  attending 

Duquesne  (School  of  Music)  this  fall.  Son  Tom  is  in 
his  third  year  at  University  of  Maryland  School  of 

Architecture.  Amy,  Harry  and  Janet  vacationed  at 

Nag's  Head  and  it  seemed  strange  to  be  a  family  of 
only  three.  Two  boys  in  high  school  and  a  china 

painting  business  keep  Honey  Holland  Rank  from 
stagnating.  She  and  Dale  were  honored  to  find  that 

Roger  Staubach  had  included  their  names  in  his 

autobiography.  Mary  Ann  Houck  Brown  finds  a  lot 
of  her  time  is  still  spent  in  the  car.  Barb,  fourteen,  is 

on  the  high  school  drill  team  and  drama  group  and 

Matt,  nine,  is  in  Little  League.  Sue,  seventeen,  is  a 

high  school  senior. 

A  mini-reunion  occurred  in  Roanoke  in  May 

when  Mary  Jane  Humbert  Upshaw  and  Carol  Benel 
Newton  were  both  there  to  collect  college  students. 

Carol's  son  was  graduating  from  Roanoke  College 

and  Mary  Jane's  Jill  had  finished  her  first  year  at 

Hollins.  Mary  Jane's  older  son  is  twenty-three,  at  the 
University  of  Virginia  and  engaged.  Chip  is  in  sixth 

grade  and  still  very  involved  with  swimming. 

It's  no  wonder  we  haven't  heard  from  Betty 
Johnston  Scheide  for  awhile  as  her  life  seems  quite 

full.  Betty  is  a  clinical  and  school  psychologist  for 

Allegheny  County  Schools.  She  has  her  doctorate 
and  lives  in  Squirrel  Hill  with  her  two  sons.  Chip, 

fourteen,  and  Rob,  almost  ten.  She  is  divorced  and 

has  learned  the  intricacies  of  plumbing,  electrical 

wiring,  etc.,  although  Chip  is  starting  to  take  a  hand 

in  those  departments  now.  This  year  the  Penn- 
sylvania Psychological  Association  has  made  her 

their  president.  Jerry  Kimball  Wells  is  planning  to 

"retire"  next  year  and  smell  the  roses.  Son  Bob  is 
putting  himself  through  law  school  and  Linda  is  at 

Purdue  where  her  husband  is  on  a  doctoral  fellow- 

ship. Mike  is  a  junior  and  Rick  a  senior  this  year. 

Life  has  calmed  down  a  bit  for  Janet  Kirkup  Marville 

now  that  the  wedding  of  their  oldest  daughter  is 
over.  She  married  a  medical  student  at  Duke  and 

they  are  living  in  North  Carolina.  They  have  another 

daughter  in  her  second  year  at  Lynchburg,  Virginia 

leaving  Janet  and  Bob  enjoying  a  second  honeymoon 

—  and  visits  from  the  girls,  of  course.  Janet  keeps 
occupied  with  Board  of  Deacons  at  church,  Garden 

Club  beautification  project,  a  study  class,  a  silver 

jewelry  class  and  is  hoping  to  be  free  to  travel  a  bit 

this  year  with  Bob. 

Speaking  of  traveling,  Mary  Alma  Lapsley  has 
gone  in  both  directions.  She  included  San  Francisco 

in  some  of  her  business  traveling  for  United  Airlines. 
For  pleasure  she  went  to  Amsterdam  and  took  a 

Rhine  River  cruise.  She  loves  living  in  Chicago. 

Striking  out  on  her  own  is  Shirley  Lawrence  Grasso 

who  has  been  transferred  by  Metropolitan  Life  to 
their  new  service  center  in  Johnstown.  Her  son  Bill, 

eighteen,  and  daughter  Andrea,  fourteen,  and  dog 

will  be  making  the  move  with  her.  Bill  plans  to 

attend  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  at  Johnstown 
and  Shirley  and  Andrea  expect  to  get  active  in 
scouting  again. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  Wandalea  Johnson 
Smith,  Jean  Hadfield  Smith,  Charlotte  Exley  Eck, 

Dottie  Doolittle  Collins,  Sally  Geary  Hansen  and  Suz 

Harton  Conklin  though  they  all  swore  their  lives 

were  busy  but  routine.  Suz  has  a  son  at  Westminster 

and  a  daughter  starting  at  Penn  State.  I'm  afraid 
news  from  the  Geddis  household  is  quite  typical: 

girls  in  various  stages  of  schooling.  After  sixteen 
months  in  Germany,  Chris  returned  to  University  of 

Virginia  where  she  will  graduate  in  January.  Gail  is 

spending  her  junior  year  at  the  University  of  Exeter 

in  England.  Sue  is  a  senior  looking  around  at  colleges 

and  Amy  is  in  fifth  grade.  Thanks  to  all  of  y. 

sending  back  your  cards  so  promptly  —  it  is  gr€ 
to  be  on  the  receiving  end. 

Suzy  reporting: 
Dr.  Phyllis  C.  Martin  retired  from  teach 

1973.  Now  she  has  a  whole  new  life  voluntee 

Children's  Hospital,  Carnegie  Museum,  Scaif 
leries,  and  Presbyterian-University  Hospital  fou 
a  week.  Her  husband  still  works  at  the  VA.  Tht 

Ralph,  an  executive  officer  on  the  USS  Dew 

ceived  the  Legion  of  Merit  Medal  for  three 

work  in  SALT.  Patty  was  married  in  Februat 

will  teach  in  Jamestown,  PA  this  year.  RicJ 
married  and  with  National  Cash  Register  in  W 

Bobby  Mueller  Baylor  quit  her  teaching 

Duquesne.  At  the  moment  she  has  still  been 
cessful  in  locating  a  lab  position.  Her  son 

graduated  from  Clarion  State  in  May  and  b 

band  director  at  a  high  school  in  Lewistowi 

Daughter  Wendy  went  back  to  Indiana  Stat 

sophomore.  Robin  graduates  from  high  schol June. 

Both  Joy  Wilson  Douglas  and  Natalie 

Weller  had  a  very  happy  year.  Following  a  1 

England  and  Scotland  with  her  husband  Bruc 

has  kept  busy  with  church  committees  and  : 
clubs.  Nat  is  completely  contented  in  her  ci 
home  taking  care  of  her  husband  Gray  and 

sons  Clyde,  Gray  Jr.,  and  Ted.  Both  daughter 

and  Julie,  are  married  but  come  home  freq 
with  husbands  for  Sunday  dinner.  Nat  loves  to 

bake,  can,  freeze,  preserve  for  her  large  fami 
wishes  life  could  go  on  like  this  forever. 

Wilma  Moore  Stoebener  and  her  husband 

real  estate  business  in  Fox  Chapel  which  keep! 

quite  busy.  They  bought  a  fishing  boat  whicl 
plan  to  use  on  the  Eastern  shore.  Betty  I 

Franks,  too,  is  going  to  sell  real  estate  this  fal 

school  begins.  Her  oldest  son  is  a  plebe  at  th 

Naval  Academy  and  made  the  drum  and  buglt 

Number  two  son  is  in  a  group  which  won  tr 

parks  competition  and  is  making  a  record  for 
Nine-year-old  Peter  keeps  busy,  too. 

Betsy  Ross  Kuhn's  son  David  got  home  or 
from  the  Navy  this  summer  after  two  years  in 

He  has  another  year  and  a  half  on  an  aircraft  c 

then  college.  When  much  traveled  husband  L 

his  annual  August  vacation,  the  family  likes 

together  at  the  beach.  Betsy  is  looking  forwar 
convention  at  Myrtle  Beach  she  and  Les  i 

tending  in  October. 

Our  sincerest  sympathy  once  again  to  E 

Robinson  Hastings.  Her  husband  Jack  suffi 
fatal  heart  attack  November  25,  1974.  She  ai 

fourteen-year-old  son  Jim  continue  to  live 

same  address  in  Canton.  Her  daughter  Frederic 
medical  social  worker.  Married  son  Ed,  attendi 

University  of  Wyoming,  made  Robby  a  grandrr 

She  says  "I'm  hardly  old  enough  for  that."  On 
East  to  check  out  a  camp  for  Jim,  she  saw  I 

Ullom  Doig,  Dottie  Berg  Reed,  and  Nin  S 
Younkin.  (Dottie  was  visiting  Nin  in  Som 

Robby  still  edits  two  visitor  magazines. 

Randy  Ullom  Doig  enjoyed  visits  with  1 
classmates.  In  addition  to  seeing  Robby,  sh 

lunch  at  Jessie  Gilbert  Chew's  house  with  C 

Lopez. 
Doni  Vail  Rea's  daughter  Joanne  was  ma/i 

July.  She  and  Louise  Diehl  Steel  '49  play  gi 
gether  occasionally. 

Helen  Suckling  Becker  and  Henrietta 
Garrett  plus  families  saw  each  other  at  Deer  Va 

YMCA  camp  where  they  were  both  vacati 
Henrietta  also  helped  chaperone  the  Shaler 

Band  when  they  went  to  Disney  World  last 

Jane  Nay  lor,  another  Chatham  alumna,  Wi 

attending  nurse  and  her  roommate.  Son  Davi 
senior  this  year  and  college  hunting.  Ginny  is 

school  sophomore  and  spent  three  weeks  in  N 
this  summer,  under  sponsorship  of  the  Presby 

Church,  repairing  and  rebuilding  a  church. 

Carol  Lenz  Houck's  daughter  Melissa  has  ei 

the  Chatham  class  of  '79.  Son  Don  receiv* 

master's  degree  this  summer.  Married  dai 
Cynthia  went  along  on  the  annual  family  ca 
trip  because  her  Marine  helicopter  pilot  husbar 

on  a  six-month  Mediterranean  cruise.  "George 
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had  a  marvelous  time  at  Bob  and  Wandalea 

ison  Smith's  twenty-fifth  anniversary  party  in 
amsburg  last  April. 
Hack  to  school  in  the  fall,  as  faculty  rather  than 

mts  are  Gig  Petrovich  Longstreth,  Ruth  Shaffer 

'k,  and  Grace  Migliore  Frances.  Gig  has  taught 
jsh  in  a  suburban  high  school  since  1965.  Her 

boys  are  sophomores  at  Haverford  and  Margree 

'high  school  senior.  Now  she  has  more  time  for 
ler  union  activities.  She  had  a  particularly  in- 

'ting  experience  as  a  delegate  to  the  NEA  con- 

'ion.  She  extends  the  hospitality  of  the  "Athens 

ne  Upper  Midwest"  to  all  Chathamites  passing 
'jgh  Madison.  Ruth  Shaffer  Mook  has  remarried. 
is  also  the  very  proud  grandmother  of  two  little 

Her  son  Patrick,  a  Duquesne  University  law 

ent,  has  a  new  daughter  Katie.  Daughter  Ellen's 
■  girl,  Ruthie,  is  now  four.  Grace  Migliore 
ces  is  still  a  school  social  worker.  Her  eldest 

ihter  will  be  a  sophomore  at  Penn  State,  the 

pgest  a  junior  in  high  school.  She  didn't  move 
her  post  office  did  —  from  Somerville  to  Bridge- 
■r,  NJ. 

[he  Boston  area  has  completely  charmed  Ginger 
b  Carlson.  Her  new  address  next  to  the  ocean 

the  background  music  of  seagull  cries  and  break- 

waves.  She  says  it's  like  a  perpetual  vacation, 
cting  the  Bryman  Paramedical  school  is  a  rich 

rewarding  new  experience  for  Ginger. 

B.J."  Stewart  Manning's  husband  Jim  has  been 
iferred  from  Pittsburgh  to  Washington,  PA  this 

prter.  Her  daughter  is  married  and  her  son  attends 

Virginia  University, 

lore  travelers  to  Williamsburg  during  April  were 

tie  MacMillen  Morris  and  husband  George  ac- 

panied  by  her  sister  Joan  Newcomb  '50  and  her 
^and.  Then  in  July  they  spent  two  weeks  at  her 

r's  farm  in  Ohio.  Her  son  Richard  begins  his 
nd  year  teaching  in  Saratoga  Springs.  Jeff  has  his 
degree  and  works  for  the  Connecticut  State 

artment  of  Environmental  Protection  as  a  marine 

sgist.  Ron  starts  his  junior  year  at  Castleton 

3  in  Vermont.  Nornie  sends  greetings  to  all. 
lelen  Obermayer  Sellers  and  Al  had  their  first 

er  vacation  in  Scottsdale,  Arizona.  They  enjoyed 

i  much  they  want  to  make  it  a  habit.  She  also 

a  relaxing  summer  vacation  in  Longport,  NJ. 

j  rate!  We  couldn't  go  anywhere  this  summer 

use  Tom  had  jury  duty.)  Hao's  son  Joe,  a  Brown 
uate,  works  for  PACE  (People  Acting  through 

imunity  Effort)  in  Providence.  David,  a  sopho- 
i  at  Dickinson,  writes  a  weekly  column  for  the 

01  newspaper  and  has  a  regular  radio  show  on 

:ollege  station. 

ially  Geary  Hansen  and  Will  have  been  very  busy 

their  music  business  this  summer.  Colleges  have 
nped  them  with  orders.  Activities  still  include 

teur  orchestra,  music  club,  University  of  Cin- 
ati  Summer  Band,  and  a  recorder  group.  Will  can 

j  again  play  his  violin  after  breaking  his  index 
:r  two  years  ago.  Occasionally  she  sees  Nancy 

It  Hall  '45  and  her  husband  at  church, 
lancy  McDonald  Sutherland  has  one  college 
uate.  Holly  is  a  nurse  in  Pediatric  Intensive  Care 

anderbilt  Hospital.  Bill  was  president  of  the  En- 
uring School  at  Duke  and  has  one  more  semester, 

will  be  a  senior  at  Duke  and  Laurel  a  sopho- 
2  at  Vanderbilt.  Ashley  and  Mac  are  at  Mt. 

inon  High.  Heather  is  in  fifth  grade.  "Good  ole 

i"  has  a  roaring  tennis  elbow  from  trying  to  play 
the  younger  generation.  She  has  also  been  dab- 

j  in  oils  and  has  sold  a  couple  of  pictures. 

Vfter    teaching    medical    students    for   a    year, 

lie  Zucker  Bachman  is  thrilled  to  finally  receive 

formal  appointment  as  assistant  clinical  in- 

:tor  of  Pediatrics  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
)ol  of  Medicine.  Her  husband  Jim  had  major 

2ry  last  winter  but  had  recovered  sufficiently  for 

i  to  go  on  a  Caribbean  cruise  in  March.  Her 

|hter  Ann  is  doing  her  practice  teaching  at  Falk 
;ery  School  and  will  graduate  from  Penn  State  in 

smber.  David,  her  son,  still  enjoys  being  an  auto 
hanic. 

\s  the  news  cards  were  mailed  Mary  Ruth 

ley  Snyder  was  just  about  to  leave  for  two  weeks 

leir  condominium  at  Plantation  Hole  on  Kauai, 

'aii.  She,  her  husband  Mark,  and  two  other 
ales  were  planning  to  golf  at  all  the  island  courses 
go  snorkling. 

Ken  and  Phyl  Dornberger  Taylor  have  lived  in  the 

country  beyond  a  small  English  village  for  many 
years.  They  used  to  have  a  large  antique  business, 

but  due  to  Ken's  ill  health,  they  have  a  small  shop 

now.  They've  become  proper  old  "cabbages"  on 
their  acre  of  land,  planting  trees,  shrubs,  and  bulbs, 

and  growing  their  own  vegetables  and  potatoes.  Over 

the  years  Phyl  has  done  many  paintings  and  has 

written  five  books.  Unfortunately  none  was  pub- 

lished, but  she  suspects  she'll  still  write  number  six. 

She  says  we'd  all  still  recognize  her  in  the  same  old 
blue  jeans  she  wore  for  stage  crew  at  PCW.  She 
thinks  of  former  classmates  often  and  wonders  how 

and  where  they  are.  She  hopes  life  has  smiled  as 

kindly  on  everyone  else  as  it  has  on  her.  Phyl  sends 

her  love  to  all  and  is  looking  forward  to  the 
Recorder  news. 

Marge  Reckard  and  Janie  Picard  Pursell  had  no 

special  news  but  wanted  to  say  hello  to  all.  Some- 
times no  news  can  be  good  news. 

Tom  and  I  have  persuaded  his  oldest  sister 

Elizabeth,  who  is  a  retired  teacher,  to  come  make 

her  home  with  us.  Now  we  are  a  family  of  four  again 

—  Tom,  Marcie,  Elizabeth  and  me.  Our  number  two 
daughter  Debbie  got  herself  an  apartment  in  Evans 

City  and  is  learning  to  "make  it"  on  her  own. 
Perhaps  this  will  give  her  the  courage  to  seek  an 

elementary  position  away  from  the  Butler  area 

which  is  swamped  with  applications.  Auf  Wieder- 
sehen.  I  do  wish  all  a  good  year. 

1950 
Mercedes  Urda  Cowles 

(Mrs.  David) 

1536  Laurel  Road 

Ambridge,  PA  15003 

MARRIAGES 

Barbara  Berkman  to  William  Lesser,  March,  1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans  (Mrs.  John  H.,  Jr.) ,  21934  Lake 
Road,  Rocky  River,  OH  441  16 

Barbara  Miller  Gregg  (Mrs.  Curtis  H.),291  Wardman 
Road,  Kenmore,  NY  14217 

Jinx    Neal    McCreary    (Mrs.    Robert   D.),   6143-73rd 
Way,  Scottsdale,  AZ  85203 

Marylou   Tedesco   Naser   (Mrs.  Charles  E.,  Jr.),   109 

Firwood  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15239 

Janet  Watson  Lloyd  (Mrs.  Carl  E.),  Suite  423,  1 100 

Superior  Avenue  NE,  Cleveland,  OH  441 14 

Do  Baney  Conley  enjoyed  our  reunion  thorough- 
ly but  regretted  that  there  were  so  few  there.  Maybe 

we  can  do  better  at  our  30th? 

Betty  "Bibs"  Bassett  McMahon  said  that  her 
news  this  year  was  to  have  been  joyous  —  daughter 
Barbara  was  married  on  June  7,  to  a  fine  young  man, 

Thomas  Deschere.  Betsy  made  the  bridesmaid's 
dresses  and  all  five  sisters  attended  the  bride.  Then 

on  August  27  Barbara,  age  24,  died  of  Hodgkin's 
disease.  She'd  had  it  for  10  years  and  lived  a  remark- 

ably full  and  enthusiastic  life,  never  once  giving  in  to 

it  or  ever  permitting  sympathy.  She  leaves  a  big 

aching  hole  in  their  family  —  and  many  good  memo- 
ries. Our  hearts  go  out  to  you  in  sympathy.  Bibs. 

Barbara  Berkman  Lesser  reports  her  marriage 

last  March  and  says  she  is  sorry  to  have  missed 
the  reunion  but  things  were  rather  busy  at  her  house. 

Barb  is  Director  of  Student  Activities  at  the  River- 

dale  Country  School  in  NY.  She  works  with  5-12 
grade  students.  Goes  to  work  on  the  school  bus 

every  morning  at  7:30!  Son  Steven  is  now  a  junior  at 

Oberlin. 
Nancy  Beamer  Stewart  enjoyed  seeing  all  at  the 

reunion.  She  has  changed  schools  this  year  and  get- 
ting accustomed  to  a  new  set  of  bells,  etc.  Daughter 

Lucy  (nine)  had  an  accident  breaking  off  both 
permanent  front  incisors.  Quite  a  serious  thing. 

Barbara  Black  Bloomstrom  reports  that  they  have 

enjoyed  gardening,  golf,  and  friends  this  hot  sum- 
mer. Two  children  graduate  this  coming  year: 

Johnny  with  an  MBA  from  Ohio  State  and  Karen 

from  Wittenberg  University.  Beth,  a  junior  in  high 

school,  will  be  college  hunting  next  year! 
Lee  Corey  Hanson  send  her  regrets  at  not  being 

able  to  attend  the  reunion  but  reports  that  she  ran 

into  Esther  Peters  Bleikamp  at  a  luncheon  and  that 
Esther  told  her  a  bit  about  the  reunion  activities  and 

those  attending.  House,  garden  and  a  variety  of 

community  activities  keep  the  day  filled  to  over- 

flowing. Just  when  do  those  "relaxed,  lazy  days  of 
retirement  in  the  country  catch  up  with  one?"  asks 
Lee. 

Janet  Crowe  Gustafson  reports  that  she  and  Gus 

are  getting  used  to  rattling  around  in  an  empty  house 

and  being  alone  for  the  first  time  in  23  years! 

Margaret  is  at  Slippery  Rock,  Ann  is  back  at  Penn 
State  after  a  spring  term  in  Spain,  and  Carl  is  a  2nd 

Lt.  in  flight  school  at  Craig  Air  Force  Base  in 
Alabama. 

Nancy  Hughes  Evans  reports  that  the  good  Lord 

did  not  intend  for  women  of  our  stage  of  "maturity" 
to  move  because  she  finds  that  she  is  very  good  at 

finding  a  place  for  everything  but  terrible  at  re- 
membering where  these  places  are!  Son  Bob  begins 

his  freshman  year  at  Ohio  State  this  year.  Linda  is  a 

junior  in  high  school. 
Dottie  MacPhee  Hunter  was  sorry  to  have  missed 

the  reunion  but  Miami  is  a  "fur  piece"  from  Pitts- 
burgh. Cathy  is  in  eleventh  grade  and  Beth  in  eighth. 

Both  girls  are  good  students.  Cathy  is  thinking  of 

going  into  pharmacy  —  considering  Auburn  or  North 
Carolina.  Burke  is  working  hard  —  all  the  stuff  you 

hear  about  M.D.'s  trouble  with  malpractice  goes 
double  in  Florida. 

Marilyn  Lopez  Dalton  after  25  years  has  finally 

remembered  to  answer  my  annual  letter  before  the 
deadline!  Wish  more  of  you  would  do  just  that!  The 

Daltons  now  have  three  of  their  children  in  college. 

Lynn  (21 )  at  Duke,  Becky  (20)  at  Purdue,  and  Alan 
(18)  at  Miami  of  Ohio.  Stephanie  and  Leslie  are  in 

eleventh  and  eighth  grade.  Marilyrj  has  remained  a 

full-time  mother  over  all  these  years  devoting  more 
time  each  winter  to  her  volunteer  activities. 

Barbara  Miller  Gregg  said  that  she  and  Curt  really 

enjoyed  the  reunion  and  plan  to  be  at  every  one  in 

the  future.  She's  still  busy  with  church  affairs. 
Y.W.C.A.,  the  feminist  cause,  and  some  political 

campaigning.  Son  Tony  is  enjoying  ninth  grade. 
Jinx  Neal  McCreary  reports  that  her  daughter 

transferred  from  Chatham  to  A.S.U.  as  she  had 

decided  to  major  in  Food  Management  which  was 

unavailable  at  Chatham.  She  misses  the  school,  Pitts- 
burgh, and  her  friends.  Jinx  had  planned  on  coming 

to  the  reunion  but  didn't  get  any  info  until  she  had 

already  made  other  plans.  She's  taking  "just  one 
class  at  A.S.U.,"  a  class  in  perspective  drawing,  the 
last  class  she  is  going  to  take!  She  is  now  associated 

with  a  decorating  studio  and  anxious  to  find  more 
time  to  work  there! 

Carol  Norton  Diffenderfer  called  me  and  we  had 

a  really  marvelous  gab-fest  on  the  phone.  She  is  re- 
covering from  some  surgery  done  over  the  Labor 

Day  weekend.  She  is  still  teaching  English  after 

eleven  years  and  going  to  school  —  taking  a  few 
courses  and  holding  a  4.0  average!  Oldest  son, 

Randy,  after  some  time  in  business  has  decided  to  go 

back  to  Johns  Hopkins  University  to  work  on  his 

doctorate  in  chemistry.  Daughter  Wendy  is  a  senior 

at  Ithaca  College  in  New  York  majoring  in  Audi- 
ology  and  Speech  Pathology  and  Jan,  the  youngest  is 

taking  a  pre-engineering  course  at  the  local  com- 
munity college. 

Maryhelen  Porter  Heim  wrote  me  a  note  in  the 

spring  —  some  people  do  keep  my  notes  and  pop  up 

an  answer  from  their  "messy  desks."  Their  son  Allan 
is  a  senior  in  the  College  of  Pharmacy  at  the  Uni- 

versity of  Wyoming.  Daughter  Cynthia  is  a  freshman 

in  the  College  of  Agriculture  (Animal  Science)  at  the 
University  of  Tennessee  and  daughter  Martha  is  a 

high  school  sophomore.  Husband  Bill  left  Ohio  State 

two  years  ago  after  seventeen  exciting  and  rewarding 

years  there.  He  started  his  own  firm  for  charitable 

giving  and  educational  fund  raising.  So  far  things 
have  been  very  successful.  Maryhelen  has  advanced 

from  part-time  phone  answerer  to  full-time 
researcher. 

Chardy  Riccardi  Zeiller  sent  me  quite  a  lengthy 

missive.  She  is  still  employed  by  National  Airlines  — 
since  July  1953,  incredible!  As  much  as  she  enjoys 

her  job  she  says  it  is  not  her  whole  life.  She  has  an 

exec  husband,  two  children,  a  house  and  house- 

keeper, plus  outside  interests  and  she  really  doesn't 
need  or  want  any  BIG  CAREER.  Her  husband  is 

Manager-Curator  of  the  Miami  Seaquanum.  Warren, 
better  known  as  Mickey,  has  appeared  on  T.V.  and 

radio    in   conjunction,  with   his   work.  Her  children, 
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Dianne  Leigh  and  Todd  Kiersted,  are  now  1314  and 

12!4.  They  are  really  involved  in  many  things  at  their 

school  and  have  always  enjoyed  traveling  with  their 

parents. 
Louise  Richards  Lane  reports  thai  the  highlight 

of  their  summer  was  a  50th  anniversary  party  for  her 

parents  where  the  entire  family  plus  many  other 
,  were  present.  Rich  is  in  his  second  year  at 

the  Air  Force  Academy;  Maryl  is  now  a  Chatham 

freshman.  Louise  is  still  teaching  kindergarten  in 
Mt.  Lebanon. 

Jane  Steele  Edmundson  reports  that  they  now 

have  a  third  driver  in  the  family  and  she  holds  her 

breath  when  he  goes  out  the  driveway!  They  had  an 

exciting  week  in  Las  Vegas  and  broke  even  -  thank 

goodness! 
Phoebe  Thome  Birmingham  went  to  school  this 

past  summer  for  several  courses  and  cleaned  house! 

The  Cleveland  flood  waters  came  up  in  their  base- 
ment six  times!  Phoebe  is  teaching  first  grade  and 

says  that  school  is  a  too  busy  routine!  She  prefers 

the  job  of  taking  care  of  family  and  house  —  guess 
she  was  born  in  the  wrong  era. 

Jessie  Tomlin  McCurdy  reported  that  September 

saw  them  sending  daughter  Bhgitte  off  to  Chatham 
where  she  lives  on  third  floor  Fickes.  just  as  Jessie 

did  twenty-nine  years  ago!  I  n  November  their  oldest 

daughter  will  be  married  in  Chapel  Hill,  NC  where 

she  has  been  for  her  graduate  studies  in  ecology. 

Rene  and  Jessie  each  have  a  religion  class  once  a 

week  during  the  school  year  which  is  both  a  chal- 
lenge and  a  pleasure. 

Jeanne  Wilkofsky  Bloomstein  and  her  daughter 
Marcia  went  to  Canada  this  summer  while  Marc  was 

at  camp.  As  soon  as  she  arrived  home  the  master's 
degree  she  had  waited  for  for  so  long  was  in  the  mail. 

She's  finally  finished!  She  says  she  can't  believe  it. 
Congratulations.  Jeanne. 

Now,  our  news.  As  I  told  you  all  David  has  been 

told  that  there  is  "no  signs  of  the  disease."  After  two 
operations,  plus  thirty-one  cobalt  treatments  the 
cancer  seems  to  be  gone.  Ivan  was  released  from  the 

Navy  and  is  presently  trying  to  get  a  job.  I,  after 

much  searching,  was  able  to  find  a  full  time  job 
working  as  a  Nutrition  Aide  for  the  Beaver  County 

Agriculture  Extension  Service.  The  job  is  a  combina- 
tion of  Home  Ec,  teaching  and  social  work  and 

should  prove  to  be  very  interesting.  Stephanie  is  now 

in  high  school  and  getting  along  very  well.  What  with 
treatments  and  job  difficulties  we  spent  the  summer 

going  out  to  our  camp  site  every  week-end  and  fore- 
going a  regular  vacation.  Things  are  beginning  to 

look  up  somewhat  for  the  Cowles  family.  Let's  pray 
they  continue  to  go  as  well.  Thanks  to  all  who  con- 

tributed to  our  Special  Fund  and  thanks  to  all  of 

you  who  answered  so  promptly  this  year. 

1952 
Judith  Bierman  Linowes 

(Mrs.  Harry  M.) 
6220Clearwood  Road 

Bethesda,  MD  20034 

Barbara  Firth  Armstrong 
(Mrs.  Roberts.} 

102  Yorkshire  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15238 

Elsa  Morris  Cameron 

(Mrs.  Mortimer) 

1706  Williamsburg  Place 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Virginia  Smalley  Sweet 
(Mrs.  J.  Philip) 

Witherow  Road,  R.D.  #3 

Sewickley  Heights,  PA  15143 

Barbara  Stephenson  Bruner 
(Mrs.  John  J.) 

1328  Hanover  West  Drive,  N.W. 

Atlanta,  G A  30327 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy  Galey  Wigton  (Mrs.  Calvin),  Blackburn  Road, 
Sewickley,  PA  15143 

Artie  Gianopulos  Helgason  (Mrs.  Sigurder),  5  Benton 
Road,  8elmont,  MA  02178 

LOST 

Elinor  Malpass  Peth 
Belva  Seitz  Warren 

Louise   Gwinn   Sivy    (Mrs.   John),    R.F.D.   #10,  807 

Holly  Drive,  Annapolis,  MD  21401 

Mary  Beth  Hoon  Pritchard  (Mrs.),  Cricket,  18  South 

Main  Street,  Columbiana,  OH  44408 

Patricia  Hopkins  Shoyinka  (Mrs.  R.  O.),  13  Andrew 

Road,  c/o  Hopkins,  Eastchester,  NY   10709  (temp.) 

Joanne  Kimmins  Winslow  (Mrs.  Fitz  R.),  1550Slade 

Avenue,  #204,  Columbus,  OH  43220 

Lois    MacGregor    Stewart    (Mrs.    Daniel    C),    7107 

Sandy  Forks  Road,  North  Haven  Apts.  2B,  Raleigh, 
NC  27609 

Judie  reporting: 

It  was  so  very  nice  hearing  from  Betty  Cornell 

Hirsch  by  return  mail.  She  reports  that  Joe,  after 

seventeen  years  with  Ryan  Homes,  has  started  his 

own  building  business  in  Olean,  NY,  but  the  Hirschs 
are  still  in  Buffalo.  Daughter  Mary  Beth  was  home 

from  college  for  the  summer.  Betty  is  working  part- 
time  as  a  medical  examiner  for  a  paramedic  in- 

surance examining  firm. 

The  Linowes  family  has  had  another  good,  but  all 

too  quick,  year.  I  am  fast  becoming  the  shortest  one 

in  the  family.  Jeff  is  a  junior  at  Syracuse  and  presi- 
dent of  his  fraternity.  Ronni  is  a  senior  in  high 

school  and  frantically  looking  at  colleges.  Gary  is  a 

sophomore  in  high  school  and  plays  the  baritone 
horn  in  the  marching  band.  Steve,  twelve,  is  in  junior 

high  and  the  only  one  who  is  shorter  than  his  mom! 

Harry  and  I  went  up  to  the  Boston-Marblehead  area 
this  summer,  then  to  California  for  ten  days  where 

Harry  will  become  chairman  of  his  C.P.A.  group.  I 

am  now  chairwoman  of  the  Women's  Division  of 
United  Jewish  Appeal,  a  very  time  consuming  but 

very  rewarding  job.  I  spoke  to  Pat  Hopkins  Shoyinka 

who  is  spending  a  year  here  in  the  States  along  with 

her  two  little  girls  (her  son  is  in  Nigeria  but  will 

come  for  a  visit).  She's  temporarily  living  with  her 
mother.  Anne  Braden  Hansen  sent  her  card  back 

asking  to  be  remembered  to  everyone.  At  this  point, 
the  Linowes  family  sends  their  best  to  all  in  this  our 

bicentennial  year.  Come  visit  Washington,  DC. 

Barbara  A.  reporting: 

Doris  Fritschi  reports  a  relaxing  summer  by  way 

of  a  trip  on  the  auto-train  to  Florida.  Of  course,  she 
stopped  at  Disney  World.  A  second  trip  took  her  to 
the  area  around  the  Skyline  Drive  to  explore  some 

old  plantations  before  returning  to  her  teaching 
career. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Mary  Beth  Hoon  Prit- 
chard. Her  time  is  spent  busily  attending  to  her 

antique  and  gift  shop,  Cricket,  which  is  four  years 
old  now.  She  was  in  an  automobile  accident  a  year 

ago  that  left  her  with  a  severe  leg  injury.  Fortunate- 
ly, she  reports  getting  along  well  now  with  just  a 

slight  limp  left  and  hopes  to  get  back  to  some  part- 
time  teaching  this  fall. 

Nancy  Garlow  Hoop  is  still  'blocking  out'  the 
fact  that  'we  girls'  have  been  out  of  school  for 
twenty-three  years.  Sad,  but  true  Nancy.  Her  most 

significant  event  this  year  was  receiving  her  master's 
degree  and  she  says  the  family  hopes  a  doctorate  is 
not  in  the  future  plans. 

At  long  last  Pat  Hopkins  Shoyinka  has  been 

heard  from.  My  cards  had  not  been  reaching  her  so 

she  wrote  to  the  Alumnae  Office  to  say  that  she  will 

be  spending  from  September  '75  until  July  '76  in  the 
U.  S.  on  study  leave  from  the  University  of  Ibadan, 

Nigeria.  She  is  at  Columbia  University  from  Sep- 
tember until  May  (see  above  address).  For  three 

months  after  that  she  will  travel  to  certain  cities  in 

the  U.  S.  and  Canada  on  a  research  project.  If  any 

alumna  residing  in  these  cities  has  room  in  her*  home 
for  Pat  to  stay  for  a  short  time,  she  would  be  most 

grateful.  They  are  Columbus,  Atlanta,  Oklahoma 

City,  Chicago,  Olympia,  Syracuse,  Amherst  and 

London,  Windsor  and  Toronto,  Ontario.  I  know  Pat 

would  enjoy  hearing  from  or  seeing  any  of  you  in 
the  New  York  area  while  she  is  there,  too. 

The  Armstrongs  had  a  nice  trip  to  Cape  Code  this 

summer  and,  at  this  writing,  are  settling  all  the 

children  into  school  once  again.  We  secretaries  are 

'thinking  reunion'  for  1977  and  would  like  to 
remind  you  all  of  the  class  gift  fund.  Any  donations 

would  be  appreciated  over  the  next  two  years  sent 

either  to  your  secretary  or  directly  to  the  Alumnae 

Office.  We  also  hope  many  of  you  will  plan  to  come 

to  the  reunion.  Remember,  it's  our  big  one! 

Elsa  reporting: 

Martha  McLaughlin  Ellers  had  a  great  t 

past  summer  to  Grand  Teton  National  Park  a 
lowstone.  Andy  enters  high  school  this  fall 

Elizabeth  will  be  a  junior.  Husband  Dick  s 
Nauman  Kramer  and  hubby  Jack  frequentlv 

trips  through  southern  Ohio  for  the  newspap 

Kramers'  daughter  Suzie  entered  Chatham  th 
With  both  children  away  at  school,  Bai 

Foresti  is  finding  time  to  become  involved 

munity  affairs.  Through  an  active  citizens' tion  Barb  is  discovering  how  her  local  an 

governments  operate  and  is  trying  to  do  sor 

about  the  apathy  of  the  people.  She  saw  Bart 

side  Harris  '50,  Diane  Barratt  Swift  '53,  Ellen 
'50  and  Helen  Halpern  Berkson  '53  at  a 
Chatham  picnic  in  Washington,  DC. 

Marilyn  Morgan  Henderson  is  preser 

Germany  where  her  husband  Jack  is  Comma 

the  4th  Transportation  Brigade.  Their  sc 

graduated  from  Kenyon  in  May  and  is 

graduate  work  at  Wayne  State  University.  Le 
in  the  August  Mademoiselle  college  issue  ( 

with  the  Chatham  girls  —  the  gal  without  th< 
fying  name.  The  Hendersons  hope  to  be  St 
by  February. 

Ann  Hafer  Berry  found  a  minute  to  phoi 

Conneaut  Lake,  PA  and  sends  her  hello  to 

and  Chuck  were  going  to  California  for  a 
break  this  fall.  Their  son  Scott  is  marriea 

student  at  Austin  College.  Young  Chuck  is  > 

in  Pittsburgh  and  studying  at  Pitt.  Their  y 

boy  is  in  high  school. 

I  had  a  delightful  chat  with  Marcia  IV 
Stewart.  Marcia  has  started  two  courses  at  C 

this  semester  and  is  auditing  a  third,  the  last  t 

interesting  study  of  the  History  of  the  St< 
Women.  The  Stewart  children  are  attending 

Shadyside  and  Allderdice  this  year. 
It  seems  we  are  all  parents  of  college  s] 

Janet  Houston  Rhein's  daughter  Sue  is  a  j( 
Denison  with  Nancy  going  to  college  ne> 

Janet  wanted  to  be  remembered  to  everyor 

with  Joanne  Kimmins  Winslow,  Lois 

Rothrock  and  Nancy  Kelly  Hilland.  Nanc 

married  son  also.  It  is  hard  to  believe  we 

coming  mothers-in-law  already. 
There  is  no  real  news  to  report  from  the  C 

household.    !    thank    you    all    once   more   ft 

response    —    verbal,    written    and    material. 

admit  I'm  beginning  to  really  like  this  job. 

Virginia  reporting: 

Betty  Taylor  Glidden  reports  the  marriag 

oldest  daughter  Jane  in  August.  Susan  gr, 
from  Southern  Seminary  Jr.  College  and  is 

Madison  College  in  Virginia.  The  youngest,  P< 

junior  in  high  school.  Vacation  time  for  thi 
family  is  spent  at  their  house  in  Orleans,  Ca 

The  note  from  Fifi  Rougraff  emphasi 

continuing  efforts  in  physical  therapy  with 

capped  children  at  the  D.  T.  Watson  Home  i 
dale,  PA.  She  took  a  trip  through  the  moun 

Colorado  and  Wyoming.  She  hasn't  seen  an\ 
classmates  lately  but  does  see  Janet  Mitchell  I 
'50  at  the  Bird  in  Hand  Gallery  of  which 

part  owner. Pat  Nauman  Kramer's  daughter  Susie  is 
man  at  Chatham  this  year  and  loves  it.  Pat  is 

at  all  the  changes  in  the  campus  and  curric 

the  twenty-seven  years  since  she  enrolled. 
The  Sweets  are  rolling  along  as  usual. 

working  and  attending  SMU.  Dan  is  at  TCI 

boys  are  planning  to  go  into  the  insurance  1 
with  Phil.  Becky  won  the  Ladies  Club  Champ 

at  the  Country  Club  this  summer,  and,  sigr 

time,  she  also  had  made  the  varsity  boys'  gc 
at  high  school.  She  is  a  senior  and  hopes  tc 

SMU.  Leslie  is  in  kindergarten  and  is  still  the 
of  all  our  lives. 

Barbara  reporting: 

Marilyn  Toner  Wiley  is  now  teaching  thir 

in  a  private  school  and  loving  it.  Her  daugh 

Pam,  a  senior,  and  Kim,  a  sophomore  in  high 

She  reports  a  grand  visit  with  Sally  White  Au 
who  spent  a  week  with  daughter  Wendy  vi: 

Virginia  Beach. 
Marilyn  Wolfert  Zimmerman  has  visited 
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/era I  times  last  year  as  daughter  Jean  is  an  Emory 

uversity  student  in  their  five-year  nursing  program, 
e  and  Dick  have  been  busy  with  moving  his  plant 

e  to  urban  renewal. 

Sally  Weissberg  Nussbaum  has  her  family  seat- 
ed far  and  wide.  Selma  is  in  her  second  year  at  the 

tiversity  of  Pittsburgh  Medical  School  (good 

I!!!),  Bobby  will  be  a  junior  at  Emory,  and  Steve 

transferring  for   one  year  from  Washington   Uni- 
sity  in  St.  Louis  to  the  University  of  California  at 
nta  Barbara.  Her  youngest  is  a  senior  in  high 
tool. 

Sara  Jane  Symser  Naylor  is  teaching  in  the 

hool  of  Practical  Nursing,  Allegheny  County  Com- 
jnity  College  this  year.  She  was  nurse  chaperone 

200  students  in  the  Shaler  Area  Band  performing 

Disney  World  in  April.  Mike  is  a  senior  and  Jenny 

sophomore  in  high  school,  both  in  band.  Unfor- 
lately  her  daughter  Susie,  nineteen,  has  had  a  bad 

ut  with  obstruction  from  an  ulcer,  needing  surgery 

t  has  recovered  well.  She  and  Geff  had  an  old- 

hioned  barn-raising  this  summer  on  their  farm 
jperty. 
Ann  Wood  Pawlyk  and  family  spent  a  month  last 

Timer  in  the  Caribbean  diving  and  sailing.  Her 

lest  enters  college  this  month,  attending  the  New 
irk  School  of  Social  Research  in  New  York. 

Dee  Clayton  Schaudt  and  Milt  have  Milt  and  Tim 

high  school.  Cheryl,  a  freshman  at  Slippery  Rock 

joring  in  drama;  and  Debbie,  their  eldest,  is  a 

lior  at  Chatham,  planning  on  medical  school. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Nancy  Vahey  Eldridge 
j  Doris  Warner  Brown  who  now  has  all  her 

Idren  in  school  and  is  looking  forward  to  relaxing 
ttle. 

Betty  Lou  Wadsworth  Hite  and  her  husband 

ebrate  their  25th  wedding  anniversary  this  year. 
i.  1  son  is  married.  No.  2  son  is  eleven  and  their 

jghter  works  for  Gulf.  Betty  Lou  has  been  doing 

unteer  work  in  open  classroom  settings  for  three 
ars. 

Another  sign  of  the  times  —  Joanne  Shelley 

vis'  daughter  Nancy  was  the  only  girl  on  their 
tie  League  baseball  team  this  year.  Bob  is  busy 
:h  his  insurance  business  in  Pennsville,  NJ,  and  the 

ole  family  was  able  to  vacation  together  this  sum- 
r  in  the  Pennsylvania  Dutch  country. 

^rT    A  Victoria  Sneathen  Petsinger 

J^Ot"  {Mrs.  Robert  E.) 475  Miranda  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15241 

TRIAGE 

belle  Allias  to  Raymond  Staffeldt,  October  25, 
74 

W  ADDRESSES 

belle  Allias  Staffeldt  (Mrs.  R.  J.),  2315  Edgewood 
ad,  Harrisburg,  PA  17104 

genia    Bishop    Righter    (Mrs.    Richard    B.J,    6161 

■ry  Lane,  Murrysville,  PA  15668 

is  Bradley    Fegley    (Mrs.    Frank),   1155  Clubview 

'd.  N.,  Worthington,  OH  43085 

ly  Ernst  Peterson   (Mrs.  Paul  E.),  25343  Avenida 
nada,  Valencia,  CA  91355 

irley  Hartman  Heil   (Mrs.  William    L.),  310  Lortz 

enue,  Chambersburg,  PA*  17201 
mona    McCombs    Panson    (Mrs.    Armand    J.I,  21 

urth  St.,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1 521 5 

Ticia   Yount   Hudson    (Mrs.   William    H.J,  113  W. 
I  Terrace,  Painted  Post,  NY  14870 

■ST 

rgaret  Harig 
rothy  Hauser  Fritts 

:ki  reporting: 

Isabelle  Allias  Staffeldt  honeymooned  in  Europe 

t  October.  She  is  continuing  to  work  at  the 

pitol  where  she  is  currently  studying  the  fire 

)blems  and  finds  it  frightening  —  almost  as  bad  as 

iws." 
Margaret  Berger  Canon  is  working  as  a  science 

cher  at  Springside  School  (a  private  school  in 

illy).  Her  two  oldest  sons  are  in  Maryville  College; 

i  other  four  are  literally  sprinkled  throughout  the 

local  schools.  Her  husband  Bob  is  associate  minister 

of  Chestnut  Hill  Presbyterian  Church  in  Phil  ly . 

Jean  Bishop  Righter  and  her  husband  had  a  great 

time  in  1974  building  their  new  home  which  Rich 

had  designed.  Jean's  daughter  Kim  is  in  her  second 
year  of  art  school  in  Pittsburgh.  Their  son  Mark 

pedaled  to  Michigan's  Upper  Peninsula  in  August 
with  Joey  Koerner,  Joan  Frasher  Koerner's  son. 
Kevin,  number  two  son,  plays  basketball  and  helps 
Jean  reknot  worn  Oriental  rugs. 

Barbara  Bolger  Collett  had  a  nice  visit  last  year 

with  Bobbie  Shatto  Freeman  while  in  the  Washing- 

ton, DC  area.  Bo's  children  are  Tom,  age  sixteen, 
Diane,  age  fourteen  and  Deb,  age  eleven. 

Lois  Bradley  Fegley  says  her  best  news  is  that  she 

is  not  moving  this  year.  Lois  and  her  family  had  a 

great  vacation  in  Nassau  where  they  had  lived  for 
nine  years. 

Anne  Feullenwarth  Sampson  and  I  had  a  marvel- 

ous evening  together  last  fall.  When  old  friends  get 
together,  you  simply  pick  up  where  you  left  off, 

even  if  the  time  in  between  has  been  years!  Billie's 
oldest  daughter,  Michele,  enters  the  College  of  Boca 

Raton  this  fall.  Mark  will  be  a  high  school  senior  and 

Bonnie  and  Matthew  are  busy  swimming  and  playing 

in  softball  leagues.  Billie  has  been  doing  a  lot  of 

silver  jewelry  casting  and  also  works  for  the  First 

Lady's  dress  designer  on  the  side. 
Elsie  Gage  Balano  is  currently  having  another  art 

show  in  Vienna,  Austria.  Elsie's  pictures  are  collages 
of  letrafilm  and  her  work  is  super.  She  writes  her 

children  are  all  in  the  usual  fun  and  games  and 

daughter  Carrie's  eighth  grade  class  went  to  Russia 
for  a  week. 

Jacqueline  Legros  Beneridge  wrote  that  middle 

age  does  have  some  advantages  —  all  your  friends  are 

right  there  with  you!  Jackie's  number  one  son  Andy 
is  a  sophomore  at  Kenyon  College,  Brian,  number 

two  son,  is  a  senior  in  high  school  and  recently  re- 
ceived the  Kettering  Award  for  outstanding  achieve- 
ments in  math  and  science.  Number  three  son  Craig 

is  the  athlete.  Number  four  son  David  is  a  lover! 

Jane  Miller  Sumner  is  currently  on  the  staff  of 

State  Representative  Johnson  of  Dallas,  Texas.  She  is 

also  free  lance  writing  and  doing  an  assignment  to  D 

Magazine  for  a  story  on  Margo  Jones. 
Nancy  Miller  Howard  and  family  skiied  in 

Colorado  last  February  and  vacationed  in  Florida 
this  summer.  All  three  children,  Kim,  seventeen. 

Rich,  fifteen,  and  Claire,  eleven  are  active  in  A.A.U. 

and  tennis  tournaments  in  Minnesota  and  Wisconsin. 

Kim  is  off  to  Carleton  College  this  fall. 

Nan  Norris  is  working  at  Calgon  and  expects  to 

be  there  until  they  throw  her  out.  She  supervises  a 

group  of  five  chemists  and  two  technicians  and 

works  hard!  She's  also  been  president  of  their  home- 

owners' association  for  the  past  year  wrestling  with 
the  problems  of  condominium  living. 

Angela  Ottino  Stahl  had  a  lovely  visit  with  Lois 

Potts  Adelson  m  Washington,  DC  last  February.  It 
even  snowed  while  she  was  there  which  was  a  treat 

for  the  Floridian.  This  spring  Angie  and  her  hubby 

went  on  a  photographic  safari  in  Africa  and  had  a 

marvelous  time,  finding  it  even  better  than  National 
Geographic. 

Lots  Potts  Adelson  had  a  great  two  week  vacation 

in  France,  one  week  in  Paris,  the  other  touring  the 
wine  country.  Her  oldest  son  Andrew  has  completed 

his  freshman  year  at  Haverford  College  and  is  look- 
ing forward  to  living  at  Bryn  Mawr  this  fall!  Lois  is 

working  part  time  cataloging  an  art  collection. 

Norma  Rearic  Blank's  two  children  are  Jacob, 
nine  and  Mary,  four.  Rikki  is  employed  full  time  at 

Blocher's  Jewelry  Store  working  on  her  title  for  the 
American  Gem  Society.  In  August,  Rikki  and  family 
were  off  for  a  vacation  in  Bermuda. 

Helen  Savas  Chakeres  knows  all  about  Chatham 

these  days.  Her  daughter  Jeanette  entered  as  a  fresh- 
man this  fall.  Helen  says  that  she  is  much  more 

excited  over  this  than  Jeanette.  Her  son  Drew  is  a 

sophomore  in  high  school  and  a  member  of  the 
Junior  Youth  Symphony. 

Barbara  Senior  Stewart  reports  that  Harry  is  still 

in  private  practice  of  dentistry  and  his  hobby  is 

restoring  Model  A  Fords.  Bobbie  says  her  chief  pri- 
ority is  wife  and  mother  to  Tracy,  seventeen  and 

Wendy,  fifteen;  but  her  avocation  is  paramedic, 

doing  12-hour  shifts  as  chief  of  a  volunteer  am- 
bulance crew. 

Audrey  Shanaberger  Kellermeyer  left  her  kids 

and  husband  at  home  this  summer  and  went  on  a 

backpacking  trip  through  North  Carolina  and  Ten- 

nessee. She  had  a  fantastic  time  and  highly  recom- 
mends her  wilderness  adventure.  Audrey  is  playing  a 

fair  amount  of  tennis  and  her  children  swim  A.A.U. 

Maryanne  Taptich  Barnes  is  doing  lots  of  mother- 

ing these  days.  Her  four  boys  are  ages  ten,  eleven, 

fourteen  and  sixteen.  She  has  also  been  doing  needle- 

point for  her  home  and  for  the  Bicentennial  Project 
which  will  be  hung  in  the  Fort  Pitt  Museum  at  Point 
Park,  Pittsburgh. 

Lois  Thompson  Anderson  and  Bob  have  built  a 

summer  home  at  South  Hampton,  Long  Island  which 

they  love  and  the  boys  are  very  involved  in  sailing. 
There  are  seven  Anderson  boys!  The  oldest  two, 

Tom  and  Mark,  are  at  Lehigh  University.  The 
Andersons  hosted  an  AFS  student  from  Spain  this 

past  year  and  Loie  really  enjoyed  having  him. 
Barbara  Young  Hopkins  and  husband  took  their 

two  children,  Heidi  (sixth  grader)  and  David  (third 

grader),  to  Deer  Valley  YMCA  camp  this  summer  for 

their  vacation.  Last  summer  they  spent  touring  the 
west. 

Pat  Yount  Hudson  is  back  from  living  in  Pans. 

France  and  misses  it.  Daughter  Ann,  twenty,  will  be 

going  to  the  University  of  Denver  this  fall  as  a  sopho- 
more in  Hotel  Management.  Mark  is  in  his  senior 

year  at  Mt.  Hermon  Boys  School  and  Carolyn  is  a 
high  school  freshman.  Pat  earned  her  New  York 

State  provisional  teaching  certificate  this  year  and 

will  go  on  for  a  .master's.  The  Hudsons  bought  a 
cottage  in  the  Finger  Lakes  where  they  spend  their 
summers  and  winter  weekends. 

I,  Vicki,  have  three  children:  Tom,  seventeen, 

Wendi,  thirteen  and  Don,  eleven.  I  have  had  a  very 

active  Camp  Fire  Girls  Troop  for  six  years  now.  I 

used  to  be  a  step  ahead  of  them,  but  no  longer.  I 
continue  to  tutor  first  graders  who  find  reading, 

writing  and  arithmetic  a  bit  hard  to  handle.  Bob  and 

I  had  a  neat  trip  this  spring  to  the  islands  of  Curacao, 
Aruba  and  Bonaire.  If  you  enjoy  scuba  diving,  head 
for  Bonaire. 

To  my  former  classmates,  cheers!  Twenty-two  of 

you  sent  warm,  interesting  letters.  Many  of  you  en- 
closed money  for  the  class  fund.  Thank  you.  Now,  if 

the  other  twenty-two  1954  graduates  would  send  me 

a  by-line  on  their  lives,  we'd  have  100%  participa- 
tion! You  must  admit  it's  great  fun  reading,  even 

briefly,  on  what  "we  girls"  are  doing.  Our  interests 
are  varied.  Our  lives  are  diversified.  Our  titles  are 

Miss,  Mrs.  and  Ms.  but  one  thing  stands  out,  we  are 

busy  women!  .  .  .  Looking  forward  to  hearing  from 

all  of  you  in  '76.  Happy  Bicentennial. 

1956 
Ann  Hawthorne  Lewis 

(Mrs.  William  H.) 

656  CSG  PSC  4033 
APO  San  Francisco,  CA  96310 

MARRIAGE 

Joanna  Sawyer  to  Laudon  Seth 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Joanne  Dawson  Waltman  (Mrs.  Gerald),  5300  North- 

west Loop  410,  #904,  San  Antonio,  TX  78229 

Barbara    DeLaney    Brown    (Mrs.    Raymond   Q.),    10 

Brooks  Place,  Pueblo,  CO  81001 

Joyce  A.  Kiesewetter,  828  First  Street,  Secaucus,  NJ 

07094 
Betty  Knox  Jesse  (Mrs.  Edward  W),  17  Lynn  Lee 

Drive,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Mary  Catherine  Koehler  Peterson  (Mrs.  Richard  A.), 

USS  Simon  Lake  (AS33)  FPO,  New  York,  NY 

09501 
Daisy  Marks  Mendelsohn  (Mrs.  Ronald),  ABC  Sports 

(28th  Fl.)  Avenue  of  the  Americas,  New  York,  NY 
10019 

Carole  Meanor  Piggford  (Mrs.  Roland  R-),  17  Spring 
Street.  Marlboro,  MA  01752 

Nancy  Meyer  Kane  (Mrs.  Jerry  P.),  2504  Wessex 

Lane,  Chattanooga.  TN  37421 

Joanne  Pople  Brown  (Mrs.  Robert  K.),  16  Swan 

Drive.  Pittsburgh,  PA  15237 

Johanna  Sawyer  Seth  (Mrs.  Laudon),  227  Lehigh 

Street,  Pittsburgh.  PA  15232 
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Mimi  Bnce  Bishop  writes  that  husband  Al  is  kept 

busy  with  his  faculty  post  at  Pitt,  his  research 
and  consulting  Mimi  has  changed  jobs  and  is  no 

longer  in  the  Psychology  Department  but  is  now  The 
Assistant  to  the  Chancellor  and  Director  of 

Affirmative  Action.  Daughter  Janet  is  in  tenth  grade 

at  Winchester-Thurston. 
Joanne  Cochran  Ellery  and  family  are  all  well, 

happy,  busy  and  adjusted.  Cliff,  sixteen,  is  as  tall  as 
his  father,  Liz  and  Becky  are  in  junior  high,  Debbie 

and  Kathy  in  grade  school,  Will  in  kindergarten  and 
Richard  in  nursery  school. 

Carol  Crissey  Hill's  daughter  Cydney  is  a  sopho- 
more at  the  University  of  North  Carolina.  Cathy,  a 

junior  in  high  school,  spent  the  summer  in  Santiago, 

Chile  as  an  exchange  student.  Carol's  family  was  host 
to  a  girl  from  Santiago  last  January  and  February. 

Daughter  Janet  is  in  eighth  grade  and  was  on  a  swim- 
ming and  diving  team  during  the  summer.  Carol  fre- 

quently sees  Maggie  Siviter  Emery  at  the  swim 
meets. 

Barbara  Delaney  Brown  has  a  daughter  each  in 

junior  high  school,  grade  school  and  nursery  school. 

They've  taken  trips  recently  to  Disneyland  and  San 
Diego. 

Pat  Egry  Curreri  and  family  have  become  avid 

skiers.  They  have  been  traveling  a  lot  —  to  Lake 
Tahoe,  Dallas,  Hawaii  and  Florida. 

Sonya  Klein  Vernau  has  kept  busy  with  Scouts, 

PTA  and  band  boosters.  She  sends  regards  to  all. 

Jacy  Kurtz  Meyers  and  Karl  spent  the  summer  at 

home  except  for  visiting  Andy  (eleven)  at  camp  in 

Canada  and  Beth  (fourteen)  at  camp  at  Penn  State. 

Son  Alan  (sixteen)  worked  and  acted  as  family  driver 

this  past  summer.  They  all  skied  at  Vail  last  winter, 

and  Jacy  and  Karl  took  their  usual  trip  to  Barbados 

in  March.  Jacy  has  accepted  the  Presidency  of  the 

Pittsburgh  Region  Women's  American  ORT,  which 
keeps  her  busy.  Karl  has  been  named  a  partner  in  his 
firm. 

Mary  Jo  McKee  Groppe  is  now  a  former  PTA 

president  and  to  celebrate,  is  learning  to  play  the 

guitar.  She  and  the  family  took  a  trip  to  San  Diego 

in  May  where  they  enjoyed  seeing  Carole  Williams 
and  other  friends. 

Marilyn  Miles  Oliphant  has  been  named  Michigan 

Editor  for  the  Harris  Publishing  Company  and  will 

be  in  charge  of  their  new  Industry  Directory.  Daugh- 
ter Harriet  is  quite  a  gymnast  and  has  taken  three 

ribbons  at  area  meets.  Daughter  Melissa  still  takes 
care  of  her  two  horses  and  rode  in  two  shows  this 

summer. 

Judy  Pitasky  Markstein  and  her  family  have  also 

been  traveling.  From  December  to  August  they  have 

been  in  San  Francisco,  Vermont,  Pittsburgh, 

England,  France,  Florida,  Maine,  Massachusetts  and 

New  Jersey.  She  is  taking  some  college  courses  in 
between  trips. 

Johnnie  Sawyer  Seth  is  in  her  eighth  year  with 

the  English  department  at  South  Campus,  Com- 
munity College  of  Allegheny  County,  as  an  associate 

professor.  Her  son  David  is  in  Princeton  and  daugh- 
ter Amy  graduated  from  Pittsburgh  Academy  this 

past  summer.  Husband  Laudon  is  a  theater  techni- 

cian, and  was  technical  director  for  Chatham's  first 
season  of  CAST  productions,  where  Johnnie  helped 
build  the  sets. 

Sandy  Sheriff  Horrocks'  two  older  children 
participated  in  the  National  Canoe  Championship  at 

Ottawa  and  Montreal  this  past  summer.  Norman's 
mother  visited  them  during  the  summer,  her  first 

time  away  from  England. 

Joanne  Starling  has  done  some  traveling  to 
Florida,  Boston,  New  York  City  and  Pennsylvania. 

In  July  she  became  Associate  Director  of  the  Berna- 

lillo County  Mental  Health  Center.  They  have  a  large 
program  with  a  staff  of  over  300,  so  it  keeps  her 
busy. 

Christie  Walter  Rinehart  is  still  pursuing  her  in- 
terest in  the  scientific  and  spiritual  nature  of 

consciousness  as  it  applies  to  creativity  in  all  its 

aspects.  She  is  working  with  groups  and  picking  up 

"courses"  whenever  and  wherever  they  are  being 
given.  Her  family  is  also  thriving. 

Shirley  Zierer  Byers  is  back  in  the  career  world  as 

an  administrative  assistant  in  the  Career  Planning  and 

Placement  Department  at  Clark  University.  She  is 
also  secretary  for  the  Prelaw  Advisory  and  Evalua- 

tion Board  of  Clark,  and  is  president  of  the  Sociedad 

Cultural  Hispana.  Husband  Bill,  in  addition  to  being 

a  professor  of  photography,  is  a  free-lance  photogra- 
pher. He  published  a  book  on  Ceramics  this  past 

spring,  and  is  currently  doing  the  work  for  a  book  on 

stitchery.  Shirley  often  helps  him  and  still  finds  time 
to  take  care  of  sons  Christopher  and  Douglas,  now 

eight  and  six. 

Peggy  Pattison  Moore,  Joanne  Hammond 

McDonald  and  Joyce   Kiesewetter  all  send  "hellos." 
The  Lewis  family  came  to  Nakhon  Phanom 

Royal  Thai  Air  Force  Base  last  March  as  a  result  of 
Bill  being  promoted  to  Colonel.  We  are  enjoying  the 

base  and  our  jobs  —  he  is  Deputy  Commander  for 

Maintenance  and  I  am  Director  of  Personnel.  Be- 

cause of  our  long  work  hours  —  seventy  hours  per 
week  —  we  have  been  unable  to  do  any  traveling 

except  a  5-day  trip  to  Bangkok,  which  was  lovely. 

Bill's  elder  son  John  is  in  his  final  year  at  West  Point, 

and  Eric  has  joined  the  ranks  of  the  wage-earners.  We 

will  be  leaving  Thailand  in  March  '76,  if  not  sooner, 
so  I  will  be  able  to  see  all  of  you  again  at  the  class 

reunion  in  June.  In  the  meantime,  regards  to  all. 

1958 Loretta  Edwards  Troyer 

(Mrs.  William  G.,  Jr.) 
1014  Forest  Avenue 

Oak  Park,  IL  60302 

Nancy  Galley 

140  LaVale  Drive 
Monroeville,  PA  15146 

MARRIAGE 

Carol  Cowley  to  Arnold  F.  Greenland,  September  2, 1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Linda  Behrend  Kaufman  (Mrs.  G.  Arnold),  29  Saddle 

Court,  Pikesville,  MD  21208 

Mary  J.  DelCampo  Gallagher  (Mrs.  William),  19098 
Gainesboro  Road,  Potomac,  MD  20851 

Elizabeth   Farmerie  Seaborn    (Mrs.   George   C,  Jr.), 

1612  Syracuse,  Richardson,  TX  75080 

Carole  Koko  Ward  (Mrs.  Thomas  M.),  506  W.  North 

Street,  Crown  Point,  IN  46307 

AiRin   Lee  Kim  {Mrs.  Jay  Won),  63  Kirkland  Drive, 

Stow,  MA  01775 

Rosemary     Leet    Stark     (Mrs.     Raymond     V.),     17 

Granite  Ridge  Road,  West  Redding,  CT  06896 

Susan  Smith  Anderson  (Mrs.  Donald),  1708  Jazmin 

URB,  San  Francisco,  Rio  Piedras,  Puerto  Rico  00927 

Marlene    Suran    Davis    (Mrs.    Richard    G.),  7086   S. 

Cook  Way,  Littleton,  CO  80122 

LOST 

Loretta  Bickel  Schaefer 

Catherine  Powell  Cleary 

Lorrie  reporting: 

Our  classmates'  kids  are  getting  older,  more 
talented,  versatile  and  helpful  this  past  year.  Benita 

Biggard  Rapport  and  Marcia  Katz  Kresh  have  lost 

their  cars  to  their  children  who  are  now  busy  chauf- 

feur ing  their  siblings.  Marcia 's  new-found  time  is 
taken  up  with  a  "ten-year  program"  for  perfecting 
her  golf  game.  Benita  writes  she  is  continuing  in 

Penn  State  grad  school  and  hopes  to  be  called  to 
substitute  teach.  Carole  Ashman  Briggs  pressed  her 

teenaged  driver  into  service  quickly  when  she  suf- 
fered a  broken  knee  cap.  She  managed  to  attend 

summer  school  at  Indiana  University  of  Pennsylvania 

and  (are  you  ready  for  this  nostalgia?)  Andrew,  the 
baby  the  HD&B  class  observed,  is  a  freshman  at 
college. 

Never  underestimate  the  ingenuity  of  class 

members.  Marcia  Ebenstein  Kublanow  has  opened  a 

plant  shop  called  "The  Garden"  in  White  Plains.  She 
applies  the  principles  of  Ikebana  to  plants.  (Remem- 

ber her  article  on  Japan  in  the  December,  1974 

Recorder?)  Linda  Behrend  Kaufman  is  part  owner  of 

a  crafts  shop,  "Hands  of  Man,"  in  Pikesville,  MD, 
representing  craftsmen  from  all  over  the  U.S. 

Barbara  Berg  Morrison  managed  to  sandwich  in  a 
visit  with  Barbara  Goodstein  Selbst  and  Barbara 

Sickles  Bernstein  in  New  York  while  attending  a 

tennis  trade  show.  The  business  has  expanded  to  two 

indoor    racquet    clubs    for    which    Barb    does 
buying. 

From  commercials  to  travelogs.  Sally  Johr 

Woods,  Clara  Jean  Babb  Ersoz  and  Barbara 

O'Callaghan  tell  of  recent  trips.  Sally  and  her  fa 
traveled  throughout  the  Southwest  and  the 
Coast.  Clara  Jean  and  Namik  went  to  the  Baha 

Later,  with  the  family,  they  went  to  Turkey  "to 
relatives,  see  all  the  historic  spots,  swim  in 

Mediterranean  and  try  to  speak  Turkish."  Bart 
Jack  went  to  the  Caribbean. 

Among  others  who  travel  short  hops  are  Ba 
Goodstein  Selbst  who  is  going  back  to  college 

fall  for  teacher  certification.  In  her  spare  time 

teaching  nursery  school,  doing  learning  disabi 

testing  and  testing  pre-kindergarteners.  Son  Dai 
cooperating  by  starting  first  grade  this  fall.  Aft 
the  road  is  Lois  Ingham  Peeler  who  is  consutta 
Christian  education  for  her  church  conferent 

Maine.  Eldest  son  Scott,  a  cross-country  runner, 
have  to  give  mother  some  pointers.  Libby  An 

Petrolias  is  "doing  a  lot  of  theatre  locally  and  I 

ing  nursery  school."  Sally  Johnston  Woods  is  t 

ing  her  fourth  year  at  her  church's  nursery  schot 
Still  fighting  inflation  and  losing  is  Ba 

Asche.  She  and  Nancy  Galley  saw  one  of  our  fc 

nursing  teachers  installed  as  president  of 

National  League  for  Nursing  at  a  convention  in 
Orleans.  She  also  saw  Peggy  Burgette  Newman 

came  to  Pittsburgh  to  see  her  parents.  Peggy  i 

time  physical  therapist  with  the  Detroit  p 
schools.  She  also  keeps  in  touch  with  Carol  Jef 

Heiser. 
I  had  a  great  letter  from  Carol  Cowley  Green 

She  has  married  Arnie,  whom  she  has  known 

kindergarten  and  re-met  at  their  20th  high  s< 
reunion  last  year.  The  kids,  now  sixteen,  fifteei 

thirteen,  are  doing  well  and  Carol  has  been  bus 

modeling  the  house. 

A  last-minute  note  came  from  Mary  Anne  K 
Braithwaite  telling  of  a  wonderful  vacation  ii 

Carolinas  shared  with  sister  Nancy  and  her  famih 
Phyllis  Prinzo  McShea  and  her  family  —  six  a 

and  eight  children!  After  two  years  of  part 
library  work  with  Westinghouse,  Mary  Anne  is 

working  full-time  at  their  Research  Library. 

Yours  truly  is  very  pleased  to  announce  no 

this  year.  I  did  my  "nursing  thing"  as  camp  nun 
the  handicapped  adults.  Otherwise  —  status  que 
sincere  thanks  to  those  who  took  time  to  share 

lives  for  the  Recorder  and  for  the  personal  e 

ment  of  your  secretary.  We'll  catch  up  on  al 
details  at  the  reunion  two  years  hence. 

Nancy  reporting: 

Somehow  this  year  I  thought  I  would  be  at 

obtain  100%  response  from  my  half  of  the 
However,  there  were  only  thirteen  responses  a 

forty  but  this  was  two  more  than  last  year. 

I I  was  good  to  hear  from  Wendy  Hamt 
Evarts.  Her  current  news  is  that  they  will  be  m 

from  Wilton,  Connecticut  in  June  '76  to  Loi 
derry,  Vermont.  All  four  boys  —  five  through  s 
teen  are  very  excited  about  it.  Wendy  is  still  pur 

her  watercolor  paintings  and  this  fall  will  have  a 
of  her  own  teaching  some  new  techniques. 

Martha  Lasky  Sanders  reports  that  life  in  Al 

has  changed  little.  They  are  still  involved  witl 

Little  League,  federal  and  state  prisons  and 
munity  work.  Recently  Marty  became  a  memt 

the  Jewish  Community  Center  Arts  Council  a 
excited  about  their  activities.  She  is  pi  an  nit 

teach  fourth  grade  again  in  the  fall. 

The  biggest  news  from  AiRin  Lee  Kim  is  tr 
move  they  made  from  New  York  to  Massachu 

Jay  is  happy  with  his  job  —  vice  president  o 
Federal  Reserve  Bank  of  Boston.  They  like  the 

England  living  very  much  which  has  lots  of 

lenge,  yet  much  less  of  the  rat  race.  AiRin  \ 
busy  year  with  substitute  teaching,  selling  the  f 
and  taking  the  children  to  their  activities.  Last 

they  toured  Canada  and  visited  cousins  in  Mon 
Also,  her  parents  are  visiting  from  Korea. 

Noonie  Leet  Stark  writes  that  she  has  been  t 

ing  at  the  Federal  Corrections  Institution  in 

bury.  She  is  teaching  Reading,  English  and  Ma 

prisoners  who  are  enrolled  in  a  Pre-GED  progra 
January  she  was  elected  to  the  vestry  of  the  Ef 

pal  Church.  One  of  the  things  they  tried  was  a 
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■\p  discussion  for  newcomers  to  talk  about  the 

j)US  sadnesses  that  accompany  the  moving 

ijess.  It  worked  so  well  that  they  plan  to  expand 
(to  the  community.  Noonie  says  that  tne  children 
I  Redding  and  that  the  country  has  more  to  offer 

V  suburban  New  Jersey.  They  are  enjoying  the 

ability  that  a  small  town  affords  them  to  be  com- 
I  citizens. 

ifetty  Ann  Maruca  Wolke  writes  that  Bob  had  a 

=  book  published  in  the  spring  —  Impact:  Science 

Society.  After  taking  the  summer  off  she  has  re- 

jfed  to  her  part-time  job  with  the  U.S.  Dept.  of 

p)r  doing  the  Consumer  Price  Index  for  the  Pitts- 
jih  area.  Her  daughter  Leslie  has  begun  third 
ie  at  the  Sewickley  Academy. 

kfter  spending  an  exciting  and  hectic  year  as  the 

ftant  coordinator  of  a  Communications  Skill 

rer  at  the  Community  College,  Janice  Miller 

Miidt  has  been  "relaxing"  the  summer  away.  She 
ibeen  attempting  to  learn  golf,  sailing  and  swim- 
it}  with  her  children.  During  the  fall  she  will  teach 

\ developmental  writing  courses  at  the  Communi- 

follege  and  return  to  Carnegie-Mellon  for  her 
i  orate. 

wdy  Moore  Goehring  writes  that  she  is  a  typical- 
usy  mother  trying  very  hard  to  keep  up  with  two 

fjhters  and  their  horses  and  a  son  who  plays 

icey.  She  had  a  nice  surprise  during  the  summer 
m  Sonia  Kurtz  Matlick  stopped  to  visit  with  her. 

^arol  Moran  Russell  writes  that  they  have  found 

Ion,  Connecticut  to  be  an  ideal  home.  Her 

rjren  will  be  in  the  fourth  and  sixth  grades  in  the 

She  keeps  busy  with  PTA,  volunteer  work,  and 

Ititute  teaching  in  the  upper  middle  school 
hce  department. 

Elaine  Rockwood  Cummings  spent  the  summer 

Moving  her  golf  game,  working  with  Project  Out- 
Ih  to  register  new  voters  and  chasing  after  her 

-year-old.  She  expects  to  continue  being  a  "full- 

\  substitute"  teacher  in  the  local  high  school, 
ently  she  has  learned  to  macrame  and  has  hang- 
blanters  all  over  the  house  and  patio. 

I"he  most  exciting  part  of  the  year  for  Barbara 
ford  was  to  visit  the  Far  East  again  and  to  show 
(mother  where  she  had  lived  and  worked  fifteen 
s  ago.  She  said  that  pollution  had  ruined  Tokyo 

Ithat  they  did  enjoy  Kyoto  and  the  countryside. 

continues  working  as  a  regional  coordinator  for 

CETA  program  and  has  monthly  meetings  in 

hington,  DC. 
3arbara  Sickles  Bernstein  writes  that  all  is  well  in 

at  Neck.  She  has  gone  back  to  school  to  get  a 

ter's  in  Reading  and  Learning  Disabilities  which 
xciting  and  stimulating  after  being  away  from  it 

ong.  Barbara  has  been  working  the  past  two  years 

i  children  with  learning  difficulties  and  in  the 

lit  Education  program  as  a  substitute  in  the  ESL 

glish  as  a  second  language)  classes. 
Mews  from  Claudette  Smith  Cooper  is  a  transfer 

Denver,  Colorado.  Her  husband  Ross  is  already 

king  there  and  the  rest  of  the  family  will  go  as 

i  as  they  can  get  the  house  sold.  The  children 

be  entering  the  tenth,  seventh  and  fifth  grades. 
Bobbie  Weitsman  Marks  writes  that  she  is  the 

surer  of  the  PTA  this  year  and  hopes  that  she  can 
d  the  books  balanced.  Her  children  are  in  the 

J,  fifth  and  eighth  grades.  In  July  they  visited  her 
:r  Rhoda  in  Richmond,  then  on  to  other  historic 

ts  in  Virginia,  including  Williamsburg  and 
iticello. 

^s  for  myself  it  has  been  a  busy  and  happy  year. 

nursing  program  at  the  College  is  progressing 
l  our  second  class  of  graduates  doing  quite  well 
their  State  Board  Examination.  In  May,  I  at 

led  the  National  League  for  Nursing  Convention 

i  Barbara  Asche  in  New  Orleans.   In  October,   I 

be  vacationing  in  St.  Maartin  and  Puerto  Rico 

re  I  plan  to  visit  with  Gisela  Paoli  Villafana  '57. 

960 Dibbie  Spurr  Holloway 
{Mrs.  James  A.,  Jr.) 

Howgait 

Eighty-four,  PA  15330 

Barbara  Eckel  Goettler 

(Mrs.  Ralph  H.) 
2630  York  Road 

Columbus,  OH  43221 

Gayle  Thomas  Harris 
3205  Sharon  Chapel  Road 

Alexandria,  VA  22310 

MARRIAGE 

Lauranne  Gay  to  D.  William  Brunner,  August  1974 

BIRTH 

Dorothy    Schall    Schweiger,  a   son,    Richard   James, 
Nov.  27,  1974 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy  (Mrs.  Todd  S.),  550  Hunter 

Road,  Wilmette,  IL  60091 

Nancy  Bowytz,  665  Robinwood  Drive,  Apt.  F,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15216 

Lee  Davidson  Davidson  (Mrs.  Roger),  Rockmeadow, 

Paget  6-09,  Bermuda 

Susan  Gordon,  137  East  36th  St.,  #20C,  New  York. 
NY  10016 

Janet    Heller    Howell    (Mrs.    Fred    E.),    806    Euclid 

Avenue,  Elmira,  NY  14901 

Nancy    Levendorf    Recbt    (Mrs.   Orville),  3120  San 

Juan  Drive,  Fullerton,  CA  92635 

Marilyn  Moss,  657  W.  Main  Street,  Uniontown,  PA 
15401 

Anne  Turner  Arnold   (Mrs.  Paul  H.),  43  Lansdowne 

Avenue,  Hamden.CT  06517 

LOST 

Virginia  Lund  Browne 
Susan  Schlotterer  Davis 

Motoko  Shintani  Katakura 

Beatrice  Langer 

Dibbie  reporting: 
Seventeen  members  of  the  class  of  1960  were 

present  at  our  fifteenth  reunion.  It  was  a  delightful 

day  capped  with  our  own  wine  and  cheese  party  in 

Mellon  Hall.  Had  prizes  been  given  to  the  classmate 

who  came  the  greatest  distance,  Lee  Davidson 
(Bermuda)  and  Nancy  Levendorf  Recht  (California) 

would  have  shared  the  honors.  Our  class  gift  in 

memory  of  Glenda  Rich  DeBroff  brought  the 

greatest  response  in  participation  our  class  has 

known.  I  am  so  glad  that  all  of  you  wanted  to  be  a 

part  of  this  gift  and  to  each  of  you  my  thanks  for 

your  generous  and  eager  participation.  A  letter  from 

Dr.  Eddy  echoed  my  sentiments.  If  you  were  unable 

to  give  at  the  time  of  our  reunion,  your  gift  is  still 

most  welcome.  Please  be  sure  to  label  your  gift  for 
our  class  and  the  cause  and  send  to  the  Alumnae 

Office. 

Lauranne  Gay  Brunner  writes  that  when  she  mar- 

ried last  August,  she  inherited  an  instant  family.  "My 
husband  has  two  girls  in  college  and  two  boys,  aged 

sixteen  and  twelve.  Learning  to  be  a  mother,  caring 

for  a  house  and  teaching  elementary  art  part-time 

have  kept  me  busy  this  past  year." 
Laddie  Lochner  Kruiten  sent  a  glowing  report  of 

several  weeks  in  the  Adirondacks.  With  a  taste  of 

classroom  teaching  in  the  wind  for  fall,  she  is  hoping 
that  Chatham  speech  classes  will  serve  her  in  good 

stead!  She  also  will  start  working  on  her  M.S.  and 

has  done  her  bit  for  the  Bicentennial  with  a  cer- 

tificate from  the  mayor  to  prove  it!  Laddie  says  she's 
already  looking  forward  to  the  next  reunion  and 
hopes  more  classmates  can  make  it. 

Morissa  Bernstein  Lundy  writes  that  they  moved 

into  their  newly  built  home  last  December.  Her 
children  Ellen  and  David  are  both  in  junior  high. 

Summer  travels  found  the  Lundys  in  Cape  Cod  and 

Minnesota.  Morissa  sends  her  regrets  to  the  class  as 
does  Sorel  Berman  from  Brookline,  MA. 

Nancy  Cohen  Stein  invites  anyone  visiting  the 

Santa  Monica  area  to  stop  in.  Herb  is  a  pharmacist 

at  Hollywood  and  Vine  while  Nancy  keeps  up  with 
Mark,  eight  and  Amy,  two. 

Talk  about  keeping  up!  We  haven't  heard  from 
Naomi  Kipp  Smith  for  ages  and  welcome  her  card 
from  Juneau,  Alaska.  The  Smiths  live  on  the  edge  of 

the  Torgass  National  Park.  Naomi  is  Director  of  the 

Alaska  Occupational  Safety  and  Health  Program  and 

enjoys  interesting  visits  throughout  the  state  in  the 

line  of  duty.  "Public  administration  is  interesting  .  .  . 
there  is  so  much  to  learn."  Naomi's  husband  Gene  is 
Finance  Officer  for  the  State  Department  of  Health 
and  Social  Services.  The  Smiths  have  two  children: 

Joel,  thirteen,  is  a  Honda  nut  and  Jenny,  ten,  spent 
the  summer  tripping  to  Europe  and  Pennsylvania 
with  her  Kipp  grandparents.  Naomi  welcomes  any 
Alaskan-bound  travelers! 

My  notes  found  many  classmates  either  em- 
barking on  or  just  returning  from  summer  travels. 

Bobbi  Friedman  London  enjoyed  family  trips  To 
Victoria,  B.C.  via  various  national  parks  and  the 
Oregon  coast.  Fall  plans  show  a  return  to  the  usual 
volunteer  jobs.  Betty  Goodridge  Westgard  camped 
with  her  family  in  Michigan  ana  spent  a  week  with 

Holly  Wilbar  Appleyard  '59  in  Chautauqua. 
Sue  Decker  is  now  the  Assistant  Director  of  the 

Brooklyn  Museum  for  Administration  and  Planning, 

"a  career  come  full  circle  since,  in  the  ancient  days 
of  1960,  I  almost  pursued  a  career  in  fine  arts."  Sue 

recommends  a  visit  "to  this  gem  of  a  museum.  We're 
only  half  an  hour  from  Manhattan  and  I  hope  any- 

one who  comes  will  give  me  a  call."  She  expressed 
her  regrets  at  having  missed  our  reunion  as  did  Lucy 
Gray  Gilligan  who  had  planned  to  attend  until  the 

last  minute  when  Ray's  business  interfered.  Lucy 
saw  Judy  Allen  Mitchel  '61  at  a  dinner  for  President 
Eddy  last  spring  in  Boston.  Ann  Curry  Haux,  now 

practicing  for  'Hell's  Angels'  on  her  Honda  lOOcc 
motorcycle,  spent  two  weeks  on  the  Cape  this  sum- 

mer and  sends  regards  to  all. 

Margaret  Cooke  Skidmore  writes  that  "my  big 

thrill  this  year  was  to  show  the  film  "A  Woman's 
Place"  at  a  national  meeting  in  Chicago  of  the 
Council  for  the  Advancement  and  Support  of  Educa- 

tion." She  then  spoke  to  a  workshop  on  ways  of 

attracting  women  to  a  women's  college.  "I  was  in 
good  company  with  professional  representatives 
from  Mt.  Holyoke,  Douglass,  Simmons,  Sweet  Briar, 

and  Clark  College.  Note:  Those  of  us  attending  the 

reunion  had  an  opportunity  to  view  this  OUT- 
STANDING movie  of  which  Margaret  speaks.  It  sup- 

ports the  woman's  place  and  her  ability  to  hold  that 

place  in  today's  world  of  business.  The  movie  is 
available  for  borrowing  and  if  you  have  an  interest, 

write  the  College  for  more  information. 
Lee  Davidson  Davidson  enjoyed  a  summer  visit  to 

Washington,  PA  to  see  her  mother  and  family.  Lee 
reports  that  she  still  runs  the  Bookmart  in  Bermuda 

where  life  is  getting  so  updated  that  zip  codes  have 
been  added  (see  new  addresses)  and  that  one  can  call 

Lee  by  simply  picking  up  and  dialing 

1-809-29-2-2970.  "That  is  quite  a  feat  when  you 

think  on  it!" 
From  Tehran,  Iran  comes  a  newsy  letter  from 

Laleh  Baktiar  Ardalan.  "I've  had  to  give  up  Girl 
Scouts  because  I  am  now  working  full  time  in 

Nadar's  architectural  office  doing  graphics,  report 
writing,  etc.  I  really  enjoy  it  after  so  many  years  at 

home.  I  keep  busy  in  my  spare  time  as  well.  I  have 

just  been  commissioned  to  write  a  book  for  the 

series  called  Art  and  the  Imagination.  The  English 

publisher  is  Thames  and  Hudson  —  the  American, 
Avon.  The  series  has  done  works  on  777e  Sacred 

Dance,  The  Mystic  Spiral,  Astrology,  Alchemy,  The 

Tree  of  Life,  Tantra,  Tao,  and  so  forth.  I  have  been 

asked  to  do  one  on  Sufiam  and  Art.  It  is  a  very 

exciting  project  but  I've  had  to  reorganize  myself  as 
my  deadline  is  October."  Laleh's  book  is  to  be 
published  in  April  when  the  Festival  of  Islam  is  held 

in  London.  It  is  called:  The  Mystic  Quest,  SUFI: 

Art,  Music,  and  Architecture.  Laleh's  letter  was  writ- 
ten from  the  Shiraz  Arts  Festival  in  the  lovely  city  of 

Percepolis  after  which  she  and  Nadar  were  setting  off 

for  Paris,  Ned  to  attend  a  meeting,  Laleh  "to  finish 

my  book." 

And  finally,  a  note  from  Arleen  Boyda  Porter 

says  that  after  four  years  of  substitute  teaching,  she 

will  take  on  a  full-time  fifth  grade.  I  saved  Arleen 's 
note  till  last  because  I  wanted  to  thank  her  and  Clair 

Judd  Schweriner  for  their  willing  service  as  class 

secretaries.  With  this  issue  of  the  Recorder,  I  am 

joined  by  two  new  secretaries  who  were  pressed  into 
service  at  our  reunion.  I  assured  them  that  it  is  a  fun 

job  —  which  it  is  when  you  keep  the  news  coming 

and  our  postage  fund  bubbling  over  (which  it  isn't 
yet  but  my  thanks  to  those  of  you  who  have  mailed 

your  dollar).  I  have  no  particular  news  myself  except 
that  for  those  of  you  who  saw  me  at  reunion  with 

my  leg  in  a  cast  due  to  a  skiing  accident  last  January, 

the  cast  came  off  in  mid-June!  For  those  of  you  who 

didn't  see  me,  the  cast  still  came  off  in  June!  Cheers 
to  you   all.   Thank  you  for  your  generosity  to  our 
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Reunion  Gift,  thanks  to  those  of  you  who  came, 

thank  you  all  for  your  news  and  sending  to  the  still- 

in-need  postage  fund,  and  please  remember  that  this 

fine  College  needs  our  support,  in  thought,  word  and 

the  Alumnae  Fund! 

Barbara  reporting: 
Norma  Hunt  Mahle  sends  news  of  growing 

children  and  a  busy  life  along  with  her  greetings. 

Claire  Judd  Schweriner's  year  was  busy  with  school 
and  community  activities  and  highlighted  with  a  trip 

to  Spain.  Carol  Koepke  Brown  has  kept  busy  with 

college  teaching.  She  served  as  Adjunct  Professor  in 

the  Humanities  Department  of  the  Northampton 

County  Area  Community  College.  Barbara  Kurtz 

Brody  took  a  five-week  Western  trip  with  Jill  and 
Jim  and  their  student  from  Iran  along  for  a  different 

viewpoint.  Barbara  is  keeping  busy  with  tennis  and 

some  oil  painting.  Nancy  Levendorf  Recht  was  one 

of  the  gals  who  traveled  far  to  be  in  attendance  at 
the  reunion.  She  found  it  amazing  that  no  one 

looked  any  different.  Nancy  went  to  summer  school 

taking  Abnormal  Psychology  in  preparation  for  be- 

ginning work  on  her  master's  in  psychology  at 
Chapman  College.  Nancy  still  runs  into  Natalie 
Barish  who  now  teaches  at  a  local  college.  Natalie 

sends  her  regards  to  all.  In  case  you  have  forgotten, 

she  taught  us  Freshman  Biology. 
Judith  Levine  Weintraub  had  a  two  part  vacation 

in  Pittsburgh  and  then  the  beach  in  Delaware.  She  is 

awaiting  a  paralegal  job  at  the  Consumer  Product 
Safety  Commission.  Faith  Magdovitz  Willis  is  still 

teaching  sociology  at  Brunswick  College.  She  just 
finished  national  research  on  life  styles  of  university 

women  graduates  under  an  A.A.U.W.  grant  and  is 

active  in  the  Governor's  Commission  on  the  Status 
of  Women,  Cancer  Society,  United  Way  and 

A.A.U.W.  With  the  children,  Sarah,  eight  and 

Tommy,  seven,  they  toured  the  West  this  summer. 
Amy  Markus  Kellman  enjoyed  the  reunion  and 

thought  it  nice  to  know  we've  all  made  it  this  far. 

Amy  is  still  writing  for  Teacher's  Magazine  and  job 

hunting.  She  also  served  as  a  consultant  for  Wilson's 
Children's  Catalog.  Winifred  McDowell  is  still  at 
Garrison  Forest  School  and  enjoying  good  friends, 

beautiful  surroundings  and  a  recent  trip  to  New 

England.  Berenice  McGrew  Fitzgerald  is  busy  keep- 

ing up  with  the  8Vi-year-old  twins.  "With  Brownies, 
Cub  Scouts  and  music  lessons  in  the  fall  and  spring 

and  swim  team  practice  and  meets  in  the  summer,  it 

leaves  little  time  for  my  bowling  and  flying."  Joan 
Munroe  Mahoney  is  once  again  giving  lectures  and 

leading  twenty  medical  students  through  their  lab 
experience  in  Biochemistry  at  Terre  Haute  Center 
for  Medical  Education.  Joan  and  Andy  vacationed  in 

the  Ozarks  and  St.  Louis  with  fourteen-month-old 
Colin. 

Jane  Patterson  is  still  working  in  obstetrics  and 
gynecology  at  Kaiser  in  Los  Angeles.  Her  current 

volunteer  project  is  the  Feminist  Women's  Health 
Center.  Jane  is  still  infected  with  the  travel  bug  and 
has  added  Mexico,  Guatemala  and  New  Zealand  to 

the  list.  She  has  started  to  bicycle  to  work  as  her 

contribution  to  the  energy  crisis  but  the  Hollywood 
Hills  are  like  Pittsburgh.  It  is  three  miles  down  in  the 

morning  and  three  longer  miles  up  at  night.  Bernice 

Rosenberg  Printz  is  busy  with  her  job  and  the  twins 

who  are  starting  junior  high  this  year.  They  had  a 

pleasant  vacation  in  the  spring  to  Hawaii.  Dottie 

Schall  Schweiger's  new  baby  keeps  her  occupied 
while  husband  Jim  is  serving  as  president  of  the  high 

school's  Band  Parents  Association,  which  keeps 
everyone  busy.  They  continue  to  play  occasional 
duplicate  bridge  and  have  accumulated  a  few  master 

points. 

The  Goettler  family  had  a  wonderful  year  with 

trips  to  Aspen  and  the  Caribbean  highlighting  the 

activities.  The  tennis  bug  has  bit  all  the  family.  The 

children  are  now  in  high  school,  junior  high  and 

elementary  making  it  necessary  to  join  three  separate 

P.T.O.'s.  Let's  try  for  better  response  next  year. 
With  only  four  more  cards,  we  would  have  had  50% 
return. 

Gayle  reporting: 

Jill  Putnam  Huston  reports  that  she  had  two  ink 

drawings  accepted  in  the  Three  Rivers  Arts  Festival 
this  past  spring. 

Jane  Sanford,  still  with  Kodak  in  Rochester,  still 

travels  -  this  year  to  Aruba.  Now  living  only  with 

Spooky,  a  feline,  she  says,  "It  pains  me  to  realize 
that  I  am  now  completing  fifteen  years  with  Kodak 
and  am  faced  with  a  minimum  of  eighteen  more 

unless  in  the  meantime  they  come  up  with  a  better 

retirement  plan." Lanie  Souza  Matthews  sends  best  wishes  to  all 

and  reports  that  she  still  loves  teaching  fourth  grade 

and  does  her  best  to  keep  up  with  13-year-old  Leslie. 
From  Anne  Turner  Arnold  come  greetings  and 

news  that  she  does  substitute  art  teaching  and  the 

illustrating  of  children's  books  for  Southern  Connec- 
ticut College.  The  Turners  have  a  new  home  and 

enjoyed  skiing  at  Bromley  this  year. 

Modestly  referring  to  a  "few"  items  of  news, 
Yseult  Snepvangers  Freilicher  reports  that  in  addi- 

tion to  working  part-time  for  the  Institute  of  Inter- 
national Education,  she  will  be  composing  more 

filmstrip  background  music  for  McGraw-Hill  this  fall. 
Mort's  book  on  Estate  Planning  in  a  revised  and  up- 

dated second  edition  will  be  published  in  November. 

She  says  "He  claims  it's  soporific  but  I  think  it's 

great." 

Barbara  Stone  Hollander  is  back  at  Chatham  en- 
rolled in  the  Gateway  Program.  This  is  the  program 

for  us  "older"  students  who  want  courses  to  start  or 

finish  a  degree,  for  a  career  or  who  just  want  some- 
thing for  personal  enrichment. 

Although  they  report  no  big  news,  Ruth  Pincus 
Gujarti  and  Judy  Woodruff  Laughlin  send  their  best 

to  all. 

From  Mary-Anne  Koening  Pomputius  in  Vin- 
cennes,  Indiana  comes  an  account  of  her  usual  very 

busy  life.  Their  move  was  occasioned  by  Bill's  taking 
over  the  pathology  department  of  the  local  hospital 

where  he  also  teaches  degreed  lab  technicians.  Be- 
sides driving  her  daughter  to  Evansville  every  day  to 

school  she  finds  time  for  family  bicycle  trips,  deer 

hunting.  Girl  Scouts  and  museum  trips  to  Washing- 
ton, New  York  and  Chicago.  She  was  selected  to  be 

one  of  nine  doctors'  wives  to  represent  the  state  of 
Indiana  at  the  AMA-AMA  Auxiliary  meetings  this 

past  summer. 
This  reporter  is  still  doing  the  usual  balancing  act 

to  meet  the  demands  of  one  daughter,  one  house, 

one  collie,  two  cats,  and  one  job.  (In  this  con- 
nection, I  was  on  a  panel  sponsored  by  the  Federal 

Women's  Committee  on  the  problems  of  Working 
Parents  late  in  August}.  As  time  permits,  I  am  at- 

tempting to  further  liberalize  my  education  by 
taking  courses  in  auto  mechanics,  plumbing,  tennis, 

and  —  this  fall  —  tap  dancing.  It's  a  trip! 

1962 Faith  Buchner  Zarro 

(Mrs.  Pasquale  J.) 
6408  North  11th  Street 

Philadelphia,  PA  19126 

Mildred  Stewart  McGough 

(Mrs.  J.  Cooke) 

315  Heritage  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Zoe  Warwick  Sherman 
(Mrs.  Peter  C.) 

737  Ridge  Road 

Lewiston,  NY  14092 

BIRTH 
Ginger     Campbell     Miller,     a    daughter,     Katherine 

Campbell,  October  8,  1974 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Terry  Ah  rams  Zionts  (Mrs.  Stanley),  104Crestwood 

Lane.Williamsville,  NY  14221 

Margaret  Brown  White,  M.D.,  (Mrs.  Rodney  T.),  506 

Kingsley  Road  S.W.,  Vienna,  VA  22180 

Ginger  Campbell  Miller  (Mrs.  Allan  L.),  877  North- 
bridge  Lane,  Worthington,  OH  43085 

Linda    Clinton    Henschel    (Mrs.    Matthew   P.),   2948 

Randall  Road,  Ransomville,  NY  14131 

Carol  Comtois  Witmer   (Mrs.   I.  John),  3285  Brook- 
view  Drive,  Marietta,  GA  30062 

Renee    Georgian    Boulis    (Mrs.    Matthew    N.),    741 
Riverton  Road,  Moorestown,  NJ  08057 

Marcia    Hammond    Deem    (Mrs.    Richard   W.),    1560 

Washington  Lane,  West  Chester,  PA  19380 

Ann  Kleinschmidt  Newlin  (Mrs.  W.  R.),  9468  North 

Florence  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1  5237 

Rhoda  Kramer  Yanus  (Mrs.  Irwin  D.),  4  Roger: 

Road,  Waterford,  CT  06385 

Kathie  Otto  McDowell  (Mrs.  Malcolm),  337  Pie;  lt 

Street,  Willimantic,  CT  06626 

Gail     Seigrist    IMaftel     (Mrs.    James),    5078    Hi 

Branches  Drive,  Dunwoody,  GA  30338 

LOST 

Lee  Baratelli  Dietrich 

Gait  Gardner 
Jeanette  Mikkelson  Lamar 

Judith  A.  Mitchell 

Susan  Starzynski 

Faith  reporting: 

Terri  Abrams  Zionts  and  family  have  returne 

the  States  after  over  two  years  in  Europe.  1 

traveled  extensively  this  year:  Africa,  France, 

land,  Sweden,  Denmark  and  Hungary. 

Wendy  Barton  Christner  continues  to  manaj, 

sheet  metal  erection  company.  Her  eldest  son  1 

freshman  at  Shady  Side  Academy;  David  er] 

junior  high  and  the  twins  go  into  fifth  grade.  7 

have  a  garden  this  year  and  Wendy  is  busy  canij 

and  freezing.  They've  vacationed  in  Florida  and  |j 

a  fall  trip  to  Boston  and  Chris'  twentieth  reuniol 

Yale. 

Karen  Batt  Cohen  is  working  at  the  Opport 

ties    Industrialization   Center  teaching   English 

second    language.   She   and    Harold   enjoyed   a  | 
abroad  this  summer. 

Ginger  Campbell  Miller  sends  the  following  c 

ments  to  Nancy  Beal's  remarks  last  year.  "Sorn, 
see  that  Nancy  should  select  such  a  small  issue 
cause  her  to  dissolve  her  interest  and  support  in 

College.  My  only  reply  to  her  is  .  .  .  why  bol 
reading  the  class  news  if  you  find  it  repugnc 

There  is  certainly  some  worthwhile  reading  in 
first  part  of  the  magazine.  And,  Nancy,  why  not 

and  contribute  to  the  magazine  positively, 

negatively." 

Sally  Clarke  Veil  and  family  have  had  a  gi 

year.  Mark  enters  junior  high  this  fall  and  Sally  h 

part-time  job  with  Snelling  and  Snelling  Empl 

ment  Agency.  She  and  Fred  are  finding  the 
creasing  independence  and  maturity  of  their  chile 
a  liberating  and  enjoyable  experience. 

Linda  Clinton  Henschel  writes  from  their  I 

home  built  in  a  prune  and  yellow  plum  orch; 

She's  a  busy  and  enthusiastic  farmer's  wife  — 
exactly  what  she  had  in  mind  fifteen  years  < 

They've  started  picking  apples.  Linda  and  her  t\ 
girls  thrive  on  the  fresh  air  and  they  help  her  in 

fruit  and  vegetable  packing  house. 
Fran  Dunlap  Marciano  has  returned  to  sell 

Nazareth  College,  to  take  reading  courses  that 

qualify  her  as  a  reading  specialist.  She  hopes 

return  to  teaching  this  fall,  even  if  only  as  a  tu 
The  twins  Susan  and  John  will  be  four  in  Noverr 

and  are  a  source  of  never-ending  amazement  and 
Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  is  working  for  a  consul 

engineer  one  day  a  week.  The  family  spent  a  d< 

week  at  Sandy  Island  Camp  this  summer.  Jenn 
active  in  Girl  Scouts  and  Vance  is  entering  nun 
school  this  fall. 

This  has  been  a  busy  year  for  me.  Faith  Bud 
Zarro.  I  continue  to  be  active  as  vice  president  in 

co-op  nursery  Joseph  and  Jimmy  attend.  Our  t 
Mike  is  finally  walking  and  climbing  over  everyth 

The  past  few  years  and  for  a  couple  to  come  wil 

dominated  by  little  boys.  They  are  frequentl 

frustration,  but  we  have  terrific  times  with  them 

I  frequently  see  Ethel  Woefel  Fiderer  and  K; 

Batt.  We*  spent  a  lovely  evening  with  Sally  CI 
Veil  and  her  family  at  their  home.  And  had 

annual  Labor  Day  weekend  invasion  of  my  pare 
farm  with  Helen  Hirsch  Bostock  and  our  fami 

Thanks  for  the  replies.  Hope  to  hear  from  mor 

you  next  year. 
Zoe  reporting: 

To  be  in  one  home  for  any  length  of  time  se 
to  be  an  achievement  for  some  of  us.  Kathie  ( 
McDowell  and  Mac  are  busy  in  their  new  home, 

is  involved  with  the  Juniors,  singing  in  the  choi 

eluding  the  Eastern  Connecticut  Choir  at  Chrisl 

time.  He  is  now  with  St.  Paul's  Church  and  wil 

receiving  Washington  and  Jefferson's  outstan* Service  Award  from  their  alumni  association. 

Gail  Seigrist  Naftel   has  moved  three  times  s 
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Dt -mber!  Jim  is  now  a  management  consultant. 

Be  are  looking  forward  to  what  Atlanta  has  to 

H  .  aside  from  unpacking  —  again. 
iretchen  Wright  Gantzer  will  be  moving  to 

"lllotte,  NC  soon.  It  will  be  their  ninth  move  al- 
th  gh  after  five  years  in  Rhode  Island,  it  is  hoped 
th  she  has  not  lost  that  special  touch  for  settling 

n  ihe  saw  Jane  Saunders  Pauline  and  family  who 

ar  emporarily  living  in  Andover,  MA. 
n  her  home  for  one  year,  Judy  Schenk  Eley  has 

de  redecorating,  gardening,  doing  volunteer  work, 

n  -ing  with  the  AAUW,  keeping  an  eye  on 

iil-teen-month-old  Laura,  and  lending  moral  sup- 
X  to  John  who  has  been  assigned  to  the  Conflict 

3r  aredness  Division  of  the  Federal  Preparedness 

Wicy. 

tarting  the  gorgeous  greens  to  growing  outside 
mew  home  has  Sara  Westlake  Delmar  occupied,  as 

U  nursery  school  teaching,  visiting  bicentennial 

3<!on  and  "super"  Disney  World.  Ellie  Schrieber 
VT  ride  went  to  San  Francisco  and  Cape  Cod  before 

;ting  the  kids  off  to  school.  She  has  completed  a 
if.o  research  series  of  Basic  Reading  books  for 
4  Rinehart  and  Winston  and  has  now  become 

31'icity  director  for  the  League  of  Women  Voters 
Hutley. 

'Exciting,  exhausting"  —  Amy  Parker  Doty  is 
w-xing  full-time  for  the  University  of  Rochester 
^ical  Center  on  a  joint  project  of  the  Cardiology 

31'  Hematology  Departments.  Seems  many  steps 
)ond  our  basic  biology  days. 

Oarole  Sprinchorn  Colter  is  involved  with  wild- 
i-  even  went  to  the  National  Wildlife  Summit 

inference  at  Estes  Park.  She  is  a  volunteer  with  the 
Jlutauqua  County  Humane  Society  and  in  quieter 

ijjnents  is  a  school  librarian.  Penny  Ulman  Schwarz 
a  member  of  the  executive  board  of  the  Friends 

jl'ool,  teaches  music  at  a  nursery  school  and  acts  as 
mbership  chairperson  for  the  ORT  chapter. 

V  cy  Stein  Elman  has  received  a  promotion  to 

I'Dciate  professor  of  Education  at  Pitt. 
figfatulations. 

Jo  Mitchell  Soltman  switched  from  being  an 

rjructress  —  consultant  at  a  health  spa  (high  pres- 

itp  wears  one  down)  to  full-time  motherhood.  Her 
fllion  includes  teaching  teenagers  at  the  Temple, 

3ig  a  member  of  the  speakers'  bureau  of  the  Pitts- 
:gh  Council  for  International  Visitors.  Of  her 

5  in  third  and  fifth  grades  she  says,  "I'm  relishing 
;e  two  precious  people  who  are  now  real  corn- 
ions  for  me  and  distinctly  an  asset  at  dishwashing 

tfle."  Makes  me  (Zoe  Warwick  Sherman)  stop,  and 
:bugh  the  packing  boxes,  enjoy  my  own  a  bit 

"re.  Peter  is  comptroller  of  the  new  Niagara  Hilton 
it  is  finding  out  about  all  the  places  here  in  the 

:'ls  to  see.  By  this  time  next  year  I  hope  to  have 
roughly  researched  this  whole  area.  Research 

i  stants  are  always  welcome! 

|^No  class  news  was  received  from  Mildred  Stewart 
Gough  for  publication  in  this  issue. 
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Linda  Young 

Karen  reporting: 

Suzanne  "Cool"  Clewed   represented  one  of  my 
two  surprise  phone  calls  this  summer.  She  called 

from  the  Denver  airport  during  a  layover.  "Cool"  has 
thoroughly  enjoyed  the  change  from  classroom 

teacher  to  reading  specialist  in  Kensington,  Mont- 
gomery County,  Maryland.  Wendy  Haskell  called  and 

I  met  her  at  the  airport.  We  had  a  two-hour  rapid  fire 
conversation  until  her  flight  left  for  the  West  Coast. 

Dorothy  Cohn  Porper  and  Carol  Baker  Wilde- 
mann  are  now  happily  Dorothy  Cohn  Fox  and  Carol 

Baker  Cox.  Carol  is  also  Carol  Baker,  Ph.D.,  pro- 

fessionally. Dorothy  is  working  full-time  in  the 
personnel  business  and  has  moved  to  Manhattan.  Her 

son  Jeffrey  is  six  and  in  first  grade.  Her  letter  in- 

dicated a  wiser,  happier  and  more  involved  in- 
dividual. Carol  is  the  Associate  Director  of  the 

Testing  Service  of  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  and 

also  is  doing  some  teaching  in  a  graduate  research 
course  for  teachers.  She  suggested,  and  I  heartily 

concur,  that  the  Pittsburghers  of  our  class  should 

band  together  to  help  the  out-of-towners  for  our 
15th  reunion. 

I  was  delighted  with  the  responses  to  Nancy 

Beal's  letter  throughout  the  Spring  Recorder.  Russ 
and  I  have  had  a  good  year  and  the  girls  are  growing 
well. 

Mary  reporting: 

In  looking  at  the  responses,  things  seem  generally 

more  quiet  this  year,  though  nonetheless  satisfying 

for  the  most  part.  On  second  look,  perhaps  I'm  just 
mellowing.  There's  an  undercurrent  —  a  ripple  of 
change,  of  growth,  of  endings  and  new  beginnings. 

In  between  working  on  her  house  and  freezing 

vegetables,  Margaret  Fulwiler  Jernstedt  starts  a 

teacher  certification  program  this  fall,  working  as  a 

first  and  second  grade  teaching  intern  with  after- 

school  courses.  She  continues  on  the  advisory 
council  to  the  Mental  Health  Center  and  resorted  to 

ski  lessons  to  keep  up  with  Greta  (nine)  and  Heidi 

(seven)  on  the  slopes.  Reassuming  her  maiden  name. 

Sue  Haskell  also  returns  to  school.  Instead  of  work- 

ing at  the  Veterans  Administration  Hospital  and 

going  to  social  work  school  at  night,  she's  a  full-time 
Master's  of  Social  Work  candidate  this  fall.  Having 
finished  one  year  at  Princeton  on  her  Ph.D.,  Millie 

Grossman  Zacher  begins  at  long  last  on  her  doctor  of medicine. 

Further  reports  Millie,  Phyllis  Fox  Catz  was 

elected  to  the  local  School  Board  (Phyllis  also  took 

on  the  unemployment  office  with  her  children  in 

tow  -  I  can  picture  it  vividly  —  though  Millie  didn't 
say  whether  this  was  before  or  after  her  election!). 

As  go  political  winds,  Gwen  Gurnack  finishes  up  the 

year  as  Legislative  Aide  and  assistant  business  ad- 

ministrator to  her  New  Jersey  assemblyman  (he's  not 
seeking  re-election)  and  looks  to  a  state  job  in  1976. 
I  too  have  foregone  partisan  politics  for  a  while, 

working  with  League  of  Women  Voters  non-partisan 

Voters'  Service  for  the  fall  elections. 
An  even  more  dramatic  change  is  Sandy  Heisler 

Shapiro's.  With  Harvey's  accepting  a  position  as  as- 
sistant administrator  of  Parkway  General  Hospital  in 

North  Miami  Beach,  she  found  herself  packing  up 

her  northern  roots  and  transplanting  them  around  a 

pool  twenty  minutes  from  Fort  Lauderdale  beach 

(What  a  way  to  move!).  As  Robin  (4'/z)  starts  kinder- 
garten in  a  completely  open  school,  Sandy  works  in 

around  the  schedule  of  Amy  (2)  some  bowling,  golf, 

Welcome  Wagon  and  A.A.U.W.  activities. 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  Amy  Lisonbee  Barlow. 

Her  youngest  (of  four  children)  will  start  kinder- 
garten this  fall  giving  her  no  children  at  home  for  the 

first  time  in  eleven  years.  Wow!  Her  husband  is 

Associate  Director  of  Special  Programs  for  the 

Graduate  School,  U.S.D.A.  While  in  Arlington, 

Amy's  also  advised  a  teen-age  girls'  church  group  and 
tutored  developmental  problems  in  reading.  Like- 

wise, Nancy  Greco  Moran  looks  forward  to  an  un- 
usual two  free  mornings  a  week  with  Steven  in 

school  full-time  and  Lauren  (3)  in  nursery  school. 

Jason  Reppenhagen's  in  nursery  school  too,  but  Julie 

Givner  Reppenhagen's  running  it.  "quiet  home  town 

nursery  .  .  .  becoming  more  like  a  business"  ...  so 
where  comes  the  "free  time?"  Squeezed  in  some- 

where between  Kristin's  Brownies,  New  Milford 

American  Red  Cross  Board,  Charlie's  committments 

chairing  Sherman's  Inland  Wetlands  and  Water- 
courses Commission  and  as  executive  officer  of  Lake 

Candlewood  Power  Squadron,  they  spent  a  sun- 
sand-rum-and-Coca-Cola  week  in  the  Exuma  Islands. 

The  prize  for  beginnings,  growth,  and  change 

goes  this  time,  though,  to  Zak  Krasner  Barbarosh  as 

Judi  combines  her  own  experience  with  part-time 

counseling  of  expectant  and  new  mothers  and  co- 
chairs  a  N.O.W.  Task  Force  on  Consciousness 
Raising. 

Didn't  Nancy  Beal  do  her  bit  towards  conscious- 
ness raising  (and  feather  ruffling,  to  steal  a  quote)? 

There  are  still  ripples  from  the  stone  throwing  of  a 

year  ago.  Judy  Germaux  Page  summed  up  my  own 

thoughts  on  the  subject  "To  me  an  important  part  of 

women's  rights  is  the  right  to  do  our  own  thing" 

(and  I  speak  as  an  "at  home  bra  burner").  As  those 
of  you  following  this  type  of  thing  may  have 

noticed,  Louisiana  didn't  get  very  far  with  the  Equal 
Rights  Amendment  this  time  around  and  I  think  part 

of  the  problem  was  and  is  this  notion  that  equal 

rights  means  "get  out  of  the  home."  It  doesn't.  It 
won't.  Until  we  women  stop  name  calling  —  looking 
down  our  noses  at  each  other  whether  it  be  because 

we  are  or  we  are  not  employed,  unemployed,  mar- 

ried, unmarried,  childless,  childbearing  -  we're  just 
spinning  our  wheels. 

Enough  editorializing  and  onto  a  segment  I'm 
dying  to  label  "Broads  Abroad!"  Do  I  dare  risk 

offense?  How  far  goes  poetic  license?  It's  meant  all 
in  good  fun  —  no  seriousness,  please! 

Janet  Kessling  Boese  now  lives  in  Chelsea  as  part 

of  Klaus'  five  year  term  as  general  manager  of 

Fidelity  Bank's  London  branch.  While  there,  Janet 
will  start  on  a  two  year  M.B.A.  at  London  Graduate 
School  of  Business  Studies.  She,  Klaus,  Kirsten 

(nine)  and  Alexander  (seven)  look  forward  to  a 

"Philadelphia   leave"    next  summer.   Judy  Germaux 
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Page  and  her  family  will  be  stateside  too  next  sum- 
mer for  a  long-awaited  furlough.  Intriguingly,  their 

house  in  the  Philippines  is  bolted  together  so  it  can 

be  taken  apart  and  stored  while  they're  gone  and 
reassembled  wherever  they  are,  on  returning.  (Who 

says  "you  can't  take  it  with  you?")  The  Pages  vaca- 
tioned in  the  field  this  year  visiting  the  "Eighth 

Wonder  of  the  World,"  the  rice  terraces  at  Banaue, 
which  proved  well  worth  the  harrowing,  twisting, 

narrow,  no  guard  rails  ride.  Karin  Gemassmer  Ehle 
wrote  from  Germany  in  between  trips  herself,  having 
returned  from  three  weeks  on  a  North  Sea  island 

with  her  children.  Having  also  spent  three  weeks 
with  the  children  in  February  in  the  Swiss  Alps, 

Karin  was  packing  with  anticipation  for  a  trip  to 

Brazil  to  visit  her  sister  in  Rio  "leaving  my  whole 
family  here  with  the  grandparents.  It  will  be  quite  a 

new  experience  for  I've  never  left  them  all  alone  .  .  . 
but  once  in  a  while  I  think  one  must  get  out  alone.  It 

is  the  year  of  the  women." 
And  so  it  is,  as  I  too  glance  over  the  prospective 

horizons.  Bill  graduated  this  spring  and  began  a  new 

job  as  controller  for  a  movie  theater  chain.  Beth 

began  school  full-time  this  September,  and  now  to 

see  what  I'd  like  to  "begin"  (if  anything).  How  nice 
to  be  able  to  ask  the  question.  How  nice  to  hear 

from  you  all  and  special  thanks  to  those  who  helped 
the  kitty. 

Ruth  Anne  reporting: 

After  Nancy  Beal's  bombshell  last  year,  t  applied 
some  extra  effort  in  contacting  my  thirty  people.  I 

wrote  a  lengthy  letter  to  which  I  had  given  much 

thought,  had  it  Xeroxed,  and  then  wrote  personal 

notes  on  almost  all  the  copies.  In  the  past  five  years 

I've  had  fifteen  or  more  replies;  this  year,  FIVE!!!  I 
now  realize  first-hand  what  the  term  "Silent 

Majority"  means!  And,  truth  to  tell,  the  five  replies  I 

got  were  such  excellent,  "in-depth"  replies  that  I'm 

glad  there  weren't  more!  I  shall  quote  fully  and 

apologize  to  my  respondants  for  what  cutting  I've 
done. 

If  there  was  ever  anyone  who  had  unusual  news 

year  after  year,  it  was  Nancy  McBride  French.  This 

year  she  began  "For  once,  I  don't  have  the  'mun- 
dane' to  share,"  as  though  she  ever  did  in  the  past! 

"Don  and  I  were  divorced  last  July  and  he  has  remar- 

ried. It's  been  a  year  of  heavy  adjustments  for  me 
and  I  am  thankful  for  the  new  doors  that  always 

seem  to  open  when  the  proverbial  'bottom'  drops 
out.  I  feel  alive  and  well  with  the  first  chance  I've 
given  myself  to  view  the  world  and  my  place  in  it,  on 

my  own  —  to  make  choices,  to  laugh  and  to  cry.  I've 
learned  to  reach  out  and  to  be  human  and  what  good 

friendship  means.  My  girls  (Amy,  seven  and  lona, 

five)  and  I  live  a  simple  life  and  things  that  were 
necessary  have  been  honed  down.  I  work  two  jobs; 

one  as  promotional  director  for  the  Lockport  Mall 
and  one  as  Public  Relations  Director  of  the 

Aquarium  of  Niagara  Falls.  I'm  taking  time  for 
Nancy,  too.  I  bought  sculpture  tools  and  clay  for  the 

first  time  since  my  Sculpture  tutorial." 
Both  Nancy  French  and  I  were  delighted  to  be 

visited  this  summer  by  Nancy  Pierson  Tolley, 

husband  John  and  son  Christopher,  age  three.  They 
were  on  Yankee  shores  for  a  summer  visit  and  it  was 

a  real  shock  to  hear  Nancy  speaking  the  Queen's 
English  with  quite  a  comfortable  clip!  In  January 

Nancy  was  elected  Joint  Secretary  of  the  Hale 

branch  of  the  National  Housewives'  Register,  a  group 
of  women  (largely  housebound  mothers  of  young 
children)  in  search  of  cultural  and  intellectual 

stimulation.  They  meet  twice  a  month  to  discuss  a 

book,  poem,  recording  or  film;  go  to  a  play  or  art 

gallery  together;  have  a  panel  debate  or  a  speaker 

such  as  a  marriage  counselor,  the  prosecuting 

solicitor  for  the  Greater  Manchester  Police,  an  acu- 

puncturist, a  prison  governor;  and  occasionally 

they'll  have  a  party! 
Nancy  Tolley  and  Susan  Offill  Killgallon  both 

spoke  of  the  challenge  and  fulfillment  of  mother- 

hood, having  voluntarily-  chosen  that  role  after 
several  years  of  employment.  Susan,  a  mother  of 

four  (including  a  set  of  twins)  and  Nancy  Beal  lived 

together  for  a  time  in  New  York  City  while  both 

were  teaching  and  finding  their  jobs  thoroughly  re- 

warding. Susan  finds  it  ironic  that  someone  who's 
been  a  teacher  and  found  that  work  fulfilling,  should 

"denigrate    the    role   of   motherhood,"   which   is  so 

closely  allied  to  that  of  the  teacher,  and  which 

certainly  requires  "creativity  and  involvement  with 
self-actualization"  (Nancy  Beal's  criteria).  Susan  and 

Nancy  Tolley  both  suggest  that  Nancy  Beat's  bomb 
should  perhaps  have  best  been  set  off  in  the  Public 
Forum  section  rather  than  the  more  folksy  Class 

News  section  which  they  find  interesting  and  valu- 
able as  a  means  of  greeting  and  keeping  in  touch 

with  our  former  colleagues. 

Mary  Ann  McCormick  Tucker's  response  was 
"Amen"  to  Becky  Albright's  reply  to  Nancy  Beal's 
comments.  She  has  been  working  part-time  at  a 
toddler  nursery  for  exceptional  children  and  doing 

speech  therapy  there,  as  well  as  singing  with  a  choral 

group  and  all  the  car  pooling  that  goes  with  a  six- 
year-old  in  first  grade  and  a  four-year-old  in  a 
Montessori  school.  She  rejected  returning  to  work 

full-time  because  she  didn't  want  to  miss  David's  last 
two  years  before  he  becomes  a  full-time  student. 
Besides,  she  likes  being  at  home  as  a  mother.  She 

feels  we  can  all  make  our  choices  and  is  just  as  in- 

terested in  hearing  about  her  more  career-oriented 
classmates  as  those  who  are  doing  what  she  is.  Each 

is  as  important  and  worthwhile.  For  her  the 
Recorder  serves  as  a  newsletter  for  this  purpose. 

With  gratitude  for  her  clarity  and  depth  of  per- 
ception, I  would  like  to  quote  at  length  from  Karin 

Rumstedt's  letter,  as  it  succeeded  in  putting  an  end 
to  my  Teutonic  reaction  of  acute  dyspepsia  over  this 

matter!  Karin  writes  "For  each  person,  at  each  time, 
there  is  a  path  that  is  right.  What  is  important  — 
what  should  be  shared  —  is  whatever  accomplish- 

ment is  personally  fulfilling.  What  is  written  in  can 

either  give  support  to  someone  who  is  in  the  same 

place  (voluntarily)  —  or  can  show  someone  else  that 

other  life  styles  can  be  rewarding.  I  can't  believe  that 
anyone  of  our  age  group  who  went  to  Chatham  is 
not  aware  of  alternative  life  styles.  My  reaction, 

therefore,  to  those  who  complain  about  news  of 
husbands,  children  and  domestic  activity  is  that  they 

are  either  so  caught  up  with  the  fervor  of  the 

women's  movement  that  they  have  become  in- 
tolerant of  other  life  styles,  or  they  are  somewhat 

fearful  of  their  own  liberated  position  and  don't 
want  the  alternatives  publicized  as  enjoyable  .  .  .  The 

'housewives'  should  at  least  speak  of  the  contribu- 
tions they  have  made  to  whatever  they  write  about, 

rather  than  appear  to  be  living  through  someone  else. 

Writing  only  of  husband's  or  children's  activities 
makes  their  lives  sound  rather  empty  and  meaning- 

less ...  I  am  a  student,  a  mother,  a  single  woman,  a 

worker,  a  homeowner,  a  union  advisor,  a  committee 

member,  etc.  All  these  roles  are  important  to  me  and 

at  different  times  I  may  choose  to  emphasize  one  or 

another  .  .  .  Those  who  are  opposed  to  the  present 
content  of  the  Recorder  should  write  in  about  their 

own  experiences,  goals,  feelings  and  life  style.  Boy- 

cotting the  Recorder  (and  I  might  add,  parenthetical- 

ly, the  College  itself)  will  not  change  it  —  con- 
tributing in  the  style  they  feel  appropriate  may 

encourage  others  to  do  the  same."  Judging  from  the 
tone  of  that  letter,  if  I  were  in  Concord,  California 

and  needed  a  good,  thorough  lawyer  in  the  near 

future,  Karin  would  be  the  first  one  I'd  look  up! 

{Ed.  note:  See  Feedback  for  complete  text  of  Karin's letter.) 

As  my  mothering  horizons  broaden  with  Sallie, 

three  and  Matthew,  one,  I  (Ruth  Anne  Maier 

Bengtson)  will  be  taking  the  Provisional  Year  with 

the  Junior  League  this  year  with  an  effort  to  "get 

my  head  sorted  out"  and  to  help  set  me  off  on  the 

path  of  community  service  —  something  I've  thought 

about  long  enough.  Now  it's  time  to  get  involved. 
Janet  reporting: 

This  year  I  decided  to  ask  a  relevant  question 

instead  of  sending  out  "sexist"  forms.  Next  year  — 
back  to  the  forms.  I  asked  what  would  you  do  dif- 

ferently if  you  were  starting  college  now? 

Mary  Shaker  says  she  would  have  liked  more 

thorough  counseling.  Linda  Weinberg  Rosensweig 

feels  she  would  not  have  done  much  differently  in 

college  since  her  present  career  is  developing  from 

her  original  interest  in  history  and  the  academic 

world.  Linda  says,  "By  the  time  the  Recorder  ap- 
pears, I  expect  to  have  my  dissertation  accepted 

officially  and  have  a  D.A.  degree  in  History  from 

Carnegie-Mellon  University."  Linda  also  got  a  paper 

published  in  the  Journal   of  British  Studies.  Linda's 

two  girls  are  in  fourth  and  first  grade.  Yes,  L 

family  news  is  still  acceptable. 
Linda  Wason  Bardonner  joins  a  college  fac 

too  She  is  at  the  University  of  Calgary  Demon 

tion  School  and  is  involved  in  student  teaching, 

■oves  her  job  as  it  enables  her  to  spend  time  witf 

two  girls. 
Toba  Schwaber  Kerson  also  is  teaching;  she 

the  School  of  Social  Work  at  the  University 

Pennsylvania.  In  May  of  1976  she  will  receive 
doctorates;  one  in  Sociology  and  one  in  Social  to 

Toba  says  she  would  not  have  changed  very  mu< 

Chatham.  She  found  her  experience  an  open 

and  the  professors  more  broad-minded  than  at 
of  the  three  universities  she  has  attended, 

wishes  on  your  marriage. 
Linda  Simmons  Bacon  writes  from  San  Frani 

that  she  has  been  working  for  the  Smithsoniai 

centennial  American  Art  Index  and  doing  free-l 
research.  Linda  said  she  would  have  liked  to  he 

more  specific  guide  to  a  career  and  training  for  i 

to  be  more  intense  before  graduation. 

In  Arizona  Elizabeth  Watson  Merchant  is  ge 

a  master's  in  early  childhood  education.  Eliza 
feels  that  the  general  generalist  is  passing  frorr 

scene  and  a  liberally  educated  female  needs  « 
direction  to  go  in.  Counseling  is  essential  anc 

would  have  taken  a  career-oriented  field,  not  his 
Sally  TerBush  Drescher  says  that  with 

careers  open  to  women  she  would  not  have  hi 
choose  a  scientific  field  to  insure  getting  an  equa 

to  a  man.  She  thinks  the  Administration 

Management  Program  developed  by  Chatham  i 
cellent  and  deserves  national  publicity. 

Joanne  Zweig  Friedman  is  quite  busy  with  a 

home,  and  a  part-time  job  plus  a  growing  pr 

practice.  Natalie  Sekovits  Lustig  is  looking  i 

part-time  library  job.  (Good  luck.) 

If  I  had  to  do  things  over  in  today's  econo 
would  not  have  become  a  teacher,  but  in  the 

sixties  I  was  quite  satisfied  with  my  choice.  I  dc 

that  good  counseling  is  the  key  to  success.  Next 

when  my  youngest  is  in  nursery  school,  I  will 
out  if  part-time  teaching  jobs  exist. 

1966 Susan  Cohn  Bre 

(Mrs.  Pat 

8403  Starcrest  i 

San  Antonio,  TX  71 

Katherine  Hoovei 
(Mrs.  J.  S 

2422Granby  I 

Wilmington,  DE  1! 
Judith  Parry 

(Mrs.  I 
Box 

Show  Low,  AZ  8! 

Betsy  Van  der  Voort  Bi Mrs.  Eugen 
121  Ohio  Av 

Iowa  Falls,  I A  9 

Barbara  A.  We 
121 8- 26th  Ave.,  4 

San  Francisco,  CA  9' 
MARRIAGES 

Barbara  Brenman  to  Stephen  D.  Newman,  Mai 
1973 

Catherine  St.  Clair  to  Norman  Patrick  Haag 

BIRTHS 

Marjorie    Friday    Roberts,    a    son,    Daniel    Ste 
December  27,  1974 

Ruthe    Klein    Kaplan,    a    daughter,    Joanna    L 
November  4,  1974 

Judith   Parry  Pike,  a  son,  William  Nathan,  Ap 

1975 

Madelon   Rose   Fross,  a  son,  Oliver  Ofton,  Jar 

14,  1975 

Nancy    Ross   Delatush,   a   daughter,   Caroline 

September  13,  1975 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Pamela  Armstrong  Lakin  (Mrs.  Michael  J.),  24 

Street,  Alfred,  NY  14802 
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H  herine  Birris  Frommeyer,   (Mrs.  Thomas  A.,  II), 
«1  Weldwood  Lane,  Sylvania,  OH  43560 

Ebara  Brenman  Newman  5757  N.  Sheridan  Road, 

::IB,  Chicago.  IL  60660 

(ris    Cornejo    Nouri     (Mrs.    Ilham    Al),    Apartado 

£)0,  Panama,  Zona  5,  Republica  de  Panama 

Jith    Fellows    Duchek    (Mrs.    Karl    R.),   717-20th 

Spet,  Wilmette,  IL  60091 

S,iy  Goedicke  Payne  (Mrs.),  935-9th  Street, 
Ejlder,  CO  80302 

tee  Graham  Weber  (Mrs.  Paul  R.),  R.  D.  #6,  Burr- 
vod  Drive,  St.  Clairsville,  OH  43950 

iSel  D.  Hausner,  10  Mileview  Avenue,  White  Plains, 

I  10606 

Sidra  Kretz  Callahan  (Mrs.  Richard),  Florence 

Kler  Graduate  School,  Brandeis  Univ.,  Waltham, 
A  02154 

loorah  M.  Lee,  452  Addison  Avenue,  Palo  Alto, 
I  94301 

hther  Martin  Price  (Mrs.  James  W.,  Jr.),  Box  2571, 

llhcaster,  CA  93534 

/rienne  Mazo  Cohen  (Mrs.  Dennis),  2130-J30  NW 
?Ave.,  Gainesville,  FL  32605 

Ithleen  McNamara,  511  Whitney  Avenue,  New 

|ren,CT  06511 
.nne  E.  Menzie,  700  Penn  Center  Blvd.  #612, 

ftsburgh,  PA  15235 

(jla  Mysell  Evans  (Mrs.  Robert  L., "Jr.),  3  Thomas 
$eet,  Belmont,  MA  02178 

Incy  Persson   Klock  (Mrs.  Gary  D.),  120  Cavetton 
lad.  Apt.  F,  Knoxville,  TN  37919 

teabeth     Pincus     Candler     {Mrs.     Dan     B.),     131 

I'ncock  St.,  Findlay,  OH  45840 

Incy  Ruehl  Gallagher  (Mrs.  David  P.),  328  Gloriet- 

■3lvd.,Orinda,  CA  94563 

Idelon    Rose    Fross    (Mrs.    Roger  R.),  5806  South 

/per  Avenue,  Chicago,  I L  60637 

therine   St.    Clair    Haag    (Mrs.    Norman    P.),    423 

^ford  Way,  Belmont.  CA  94002 

>an  Saunders  Johnston   (Mrs.  Michael  V.),  10604 

jlmbardy  Street,  Silver  Spring,  MD  20901 

len    Schofield     Ramagli     {Mrs.     Richard    J.),    1  1 

jcolese  Road,  Trumbull,  CT  0661 1 

rol  Sheldon  Hylton  {Mrs.},  4700  Franklin  Street, 
nsington,  MD  20795 

dith  Stone,  8  Fairview  Avenue,  Edison,  NJ  08807 

Ween  Thomas,  461  Whalley  Avenue,  #205,  New 

'ven.  CT  06511 

itricia  Turcotte  Oleson   {Mrs.   Roger),   1621  South 
impton  S.E.,  Grand  Rapids,  Ml  49508 

ida   Whitmyre    447    South    Aiken   Avenue,   Pitts- 
rgh,  PA  15232 

nn  Williamson  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Eric  J.),  59  Dunloe 
>ad,  Toronto,  Ontario,  M5P  2T5,  Canada 

)ST 

nily  Marshall  Hoak 

ta  Gale  Carpenter 

isan  reporting: 

Kathy  Birris  Frommeyer  and  husband  Tom 

aved  from  Pittsburgh  to  Indianapolis  and  then  to 

'Ivania  where  they  hope  to  remain  for  a  while. 
irbara  Brenman  (who  wins  my  award  for  the  best 
:ter  written  in  1975)  married  Stephen  D.  Newman, 

scending  bureaucrat  and  accomplished  science  fic- 

>n  freak,"  however,  she  has  not  changed  her  name, 
irb  was  seriously  ill  last  year  and  was  "poked, 
essed,  tested,  interrogated,  consultated,  humiliated 

'  herds  of  aspiring  sadists  parading  as  physicians.." 
Lynnette  Burley  McNally  is  working  towards  a 

aster's  of  Divinity  and  hopes  to  be  ordained  a 
!acon  in  the  Episcopal  Church.  Lynnette  works  for 

e  YWCA  evaluating  and  planning  programs  as  well 
with  a  teenage  theatre  and  a  program  for  the 

jrning  disabled. 

Leslie  Caplan  Itskowitz's  year  included  trips  to 
orida  and  Canada,  volunteer  work  at  Montefiore 

DSpital,  and  involvement  in  women's  groups.  Leslie 
ports  that  she  enjoyed  a  CAST  play  at  Chatham's 
teatre.  With  Amy  six  and  Marc  three,  Leslie  is 

iticipating  graduate  school. 
Susan   Coleman    Heckman   and  husband  Jim  are 

into  their  second  year  of  army  life.  After  July  Jim 

will  be  on  the  orthopedic  staff  of  a  teaching  center. 

Susan  was  5V3-months  pregnant  and  lost  a  baby  last 
year.  She,  Jim,  and  four-year-old  Coleman  are  look- 

ing forward  to  being  permanently  settled. 

I  received  greetings  from  Nancy  Coulter  Burger 

and  a  Pittsburgh  fan  letter  from  Marti  Coyne  Scott 

who  claims  that  they  no  longer  roll  up  Pittsburgh 
streets  at  9  p.m.  Marti  says  that  with  music  at  Heinz 

Hall  and  sporting  events  at  Three  Rivers  Stadium  and 

the  Civic  Arena,  Pittsburgh  is  actually  featuring 
night  life.  Summer  was  filled  with  a  trip  to  North 

Carolina,  a  vegetable/weed  garden,  110-year-old 
house,  and  golf.  Marti  sends  thanks  to  all  who  voted 
for  her  for  Director  of  the  Alumnae  Association. 

Hoping  not  to  jinx  her  luck,  Barbara  Crick 
Klingsporn  notes  that  she  and  Hal  have  set  their 

record  for  living  in  one  place  —  three  years.  Greg  and 
Geoff  are  reading  and  swimming,  and  Barb  is  en- 

joying family  life  sans  career. 

Attorney  Louise  DeCarl  Malugen  is  still  prac- 

ticing her  specialty  of  bankruptcy  law  and  is  also 

active  in  the  women's  movement.  She  and  John  are 
traveling  to  South  America  and  will  visit  the  ancient 

ruins  of  Machu  Picchu  and  Cuzco.  The  Malugens  see 
Rachel  Stein  Gragg  and  husband  Mike  on  occasional 
sailing  trips. 

Jeri  Donohoe  was  divorced  last  year  and  is  using 

her  maiden  name.  She  is  working  for  Town  Con- 

sultants, Inc.,  an  urban  planning  and  housing  con- 
sulting firm,  and  would  like  to  hear  from  Joan 

Saglio. 
I  seem  to  be  enjoying  the  best  of  all  possible 

worlds:  working  in  the  A.M.  and  family,  NOW  meet- 

ings, tennis,  etc.  the  rest  of  the  day  —  and  all  this  in 
lovely  San  Antonio.  As  for  the  details,  I  agree  with 

Barb  Crick  Klingsporn  who  wrote,  "It's  always  so 
hard  to  capsulize  a  year  or  two.  Somehow  events 

seem  so  trivial  in  retrospect,  but  it's  the  circum- 
stances and  emotions  .  .  .  surrounding  them  that 

really  count  and  somehow  never  (rarely)  get 

conveyed." Kathe  reporting: 

"In  time  ail  gaslights  and  ivy,  too 
Will  be  faded  with  our  song 

But  we'll  remember  the  friends  we  knew 

Remember  we  belong." 
Nostalgia,  anyone?  Our  tenth  reunion  will  be  June  4 

and  5,  1976.  A  surprising  number  of  classmates  plan 
to  attend,  according  to  the  poll  Betsy  Van  der  Voort 
Brown  and  I  took  last  spring. 

Carole  Early  Cupps  is  getting  ready  for  winter  in 

Michigan  by  having  her  St.  Bernard  fitted  for  a 

harness  to  pull  the  children  in  a  sleigh!  Carole  has 

played  tennis  and  tournament  golf  this  summer. 

Andrew's  kindergarten  is  a  special  alternative 
program  with  K-3  in  one  room.  Sam  likes  real  estate 
and  they  feel  quite  settled  in  Kalamazoo. 

A  move  to  Chicago  was  a  big  change  for  Judi 

Fellows  Duchek's  family  when  Karl  became  corpo- 
rate controller  of  Booz  Allen  and  Hamilton  in  June. 

"Kurt  makes  sure  I  get  my  workout  every  day." 
Her  new  brother  is  a  delight  to  Bronwyn,  4/2,  and 

to  parents  Tom  and  Marty  Friday  Roberts.  Marty 

got  her  Ph.D.  in  Social  Psychology  from  Boston 

University  last  May;  she  is  teaching  part-time  at  a 

local  college  and  getting  clinical  experience  at  a  com- 
munity counseling  center.  She  welcomes  anyone 

visiting  the  Marblehead  area  during  the  Bicentennial. 

Hannah  Gilman  anticipates  another  tense  year  in 

the  Boston  school  desegregation  plan  —  her  job  at 
Boston  University  involves  schools  in  South  Boston. 

She  planned  a  long-awaited  trip  to  Japan  in  October. 
She  enjoyed  a  Chatham  potluck  supper  last  spring 
when  Dr.  and  Mrs.  Eddy  were  in  Cambridge. 

Allie  Graham  Weber  moved  across  the  river  from 

Wheeling  this  summer  "for  cleaner  air  and  better 
schools.  Matthew  and  Margaret  are  five  and  fan- 

tastic." Allie  is  teaching  English  full-time  at  Belmont 
Technical  College,  and  Paul  is  Assistant  Controller  of 

Imperial  Glass  Corp.,  a  subsidiary  of  Lenox.  Allie 
volunteers  in  two  juvenile  justice  programs. 

A  very  fulfilling  first  year  in  Cleveland  finds  Ann 
Greenhouse  Klein  on  the  staff  of  Resource,  a  job 

placement  and  job  development  service  for  college- 

trained  women.  "The  real  answer  for  women  of  the 

future  is  better  career  counseling  earlier."  Family 
takes  the  other  50%  of  Ann's  time. 

A  letter  from  Bobbie  Hewitt  Orloff  brought  life 
in  Oregon  a  little  closer.  She  is  Activities  Coor- 

dinator for  Tryon  Creek  Nature  Center  and  State 
Park,  a  600-acre  natural  habitat  for  beavers  which 
adjoins  the  Orloffs'  property.  In  response  to  the 
furor  over  the  Recorder's  content,  Bobbie  recom- 

mends the  writings  of  Anais  Nin.  We  should  be 
tolerant  of  each  other's  life  styles,  "for  we  will  all  do 
great  things  in  our  own  time." 

Judy  Howard  Reilly  plans  to  study  Library 
Science  at  Pitt  beginning  this  fall.  Jay  is  now  six  and 
in  kindergarten.  The  Reillys  vacationed  in  Florida 
and  South  Carolina  this  year,  which  the  children 
loved. 

Heather  Martin  Price  has  Beth  in  fifth  grade,  Mag 
in  first,  and  Amy  keeping  her  company  at  home. 
They  are  extensively  remodeling  their  house.  Jim  is 
now  a  practicing  civil  engineer. 

The  Hills  spent  a  quiet  year.  My  book  re- 
commendation is  On  Death  and  Dying  by  Kubler- 

Ross,  as  I  lost  my  grandmother  last  spring  following 

my  mother's  suicide  a  year  ago.  I  hope  I  have  grown 
through  these  experiences.  We  have  become  more 

active  in  our  Presbyterian  church.  In  May  we  had  a 

wonderful  visit  with  Margie  Morrison  Hofer  and 

family  in  Miami;  and  I  worked  six  weeks  in  a  library 

program  for  elementary-age  children  this  summer, 
telling  stories  and  directing  traffic!  New  class  secre- 

taries will  be  chosen  at  our  reunion;  I  have  greatly 
enjoyed  my  stint. 

Judy  reporting: 

Kristin  Jellison  Casteel  and  Ruthe  Klein  Kaplan 

sent  their  greetings.  Kristin  had  just  been  visited  by 
Betsy  Pincus  Candler  and  her  daughter  Beth.  Ruthe 

is  spending  a  lot  of  time  keeping  a  very  curious  baby 

out  of  trouble  and  finding  ways  of  keeping  her  sister 
from  being  bored  until  school  starts. 

Sandy  Kretz  Callahan  has  spent  the  last  year  as 

the  Director  of  the  Southwest  Mississippi  Area 

Agency  on  Aging.  She  has  done  some  really  exciting 
things  in  this  area,  many  of  which  she  would  have 
never  believed  possible.  But  Sandy  is  never  one  to 

stay  too  long  in  one  place.  She  is  now  enrolled  in  the 

Ph.D.  program  at  Brandeis  and  will  be  studying 

social  planning  and  public  policy  with  an  emphasis 
on  gerontology. 

Shad  Mirza  Ahmad  sent  a  long  and  interesting 

letter.  She  recently  finished  her  Ph.D.  thesis  on 

"Changing  Social  Status  of  Women  among  Muslims 

of  Aligark."  It  gave  her  new  insight  into  problems 

faced  by  women  raising  their  status.  She  added  "I 
too  face  some  of  these  problems,  but  I  am  different 

—  in  that,  I  have  a  consciousness  which,  in  general, 
Indian  women  lack.  I  am  still  temporary  lecturer  in 

Sociology  at  the  University  here.  A  male,  who  was 

less  qualified  than  I  and  who  was  a  whole  year  junior 

in  university  service  was  appointed  permanent 

lecturer.  The  unofficial  justification  is—  well,  she  has 
a  husband  to  support  her  whereas  this  poor  man 

would  have  starved!!  So  I  am  still  temporary  after 

six  years  of  service  and  feel  quite  threatened  and 
insecure,  lest  some  other  starving  male  may  appear 

on  the  scene!"  Shad  and  her  husband  Sohail  are 
having  a  lot  of  fun  rearing  Soophie  (female)  and  Saif 

(male)  to  "maximize  their  potential  regardless  of 

sex." 

Marjorie  Morrison  Hofer  continues  to  be  en- 

thusiastic for  mothering  Stacy.  She  said  that  al- 

though she  is  presently  in  the  traditional  mother- 
wife  role,  she  feels  she  is  open  to  lots  of  possibilities 

once  Stacy  is  in  school.  She  is  helping  husband  Bill 

in  his  new  business.  Design  Matrix  Inc.,  a  graphic  and 

exhibit  and  environmental  signage  design  firm.  Bill  is 

now  working  on  designing  exhibits  for  the  new  Dade 

County  Zoo  which  will  open  in  a  couple  of  years. 

The  past  year  has  seen  some  real  changes  in  the 
Pike  household.  With  the  arrival  of  Billy  in  April,  I 

gave  up  my  part-time  job  for  the  time  being  and  am 
now  trying  to  adjust  once  more  to  not  working  for 

pay.  I  still  do  some  therapy  on  a  volunteer  basis.  I 

am  also  the  local  representative  on  a  county-wide 
committee  on  child  abuse.  There  is  not  much  to  do 
in  northeastern  Arizona  if  one  is  not  interested  in 

the  out-of-doors,  so  as  incredible  as  it  may  sound,  I 

am  taking  up  golf,  cross-country  skiing,  and  all  of  us 
have  become  real  campers,  even  Billy.  I  am  in- 

terested in  all  the  discussion  about  our  differing  life 

styles,  but  at  the  same  time  I  am  disappointed  in  the 
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Implied  intolerance  of  our  individual  differences. 

Why  is  being  a  career  woman  any  better  or  worse 

than  a  mother  or  wife?  Why  can't  we  combine 
career,  motherhood  and  anything  else  we  choose  or 

don't  choose  without  being  criticized  for  it?  We  were 
all  different  while  at  Chatham  and  I  never  felt  I  had 

to  apologize  for  my  difference  then  and  I  certainly 

do  not  feel  as  though  I  need  to  apologize  now.  I 

enjoy  Billy  and  Abby  very  much.  They  have  en- 

riched Harl's  and  my  life  immeasurably.  I  also  really 
enjoy  my  work  with  people  and  planning  social 

programs  in  a  service-poor  county  and  state.  I  dm 
not  willing  to  give  up  these  parts  or  any  part  of  my 
life  but  at  the  same  time,  I  think  that  it  is  important 

that  each  of  us  makes  our  own  choices  and  lives  life 

styles  that  are  comfortable  for  us.  Our  education  can 

liberate  us  from  the  tyranny  of  stereotypes,  not 

cause  us  to  impose  new  and  just  as  rigid  stereotypes 

on  others.  We  can  be  enriched  by  our  differences 

rather  than  making  them  barriers  between  us. 

Betsy  reporting: 
Madelon  Rose  Pross  plans  to  attend  our  tenth 

reunion  next  spring.  Hope  to  see  all  of  you  there 
too! 

Two  young  daughters,  Jennie  and  Caroline,  are 
keeping  Nancy  Ross  Delatush  busy.  She  is  also 

working  part-time  cataloging  non-book  materials  in 
the  education  media  center  at  the  University  of 

Maryland.  Her  husband  George  is  teaching  senior 

high  school  English,  and  is  also  a  part-time  faculty 
member  at  Catonsville  Community  College. 

Deborah  Payson  Dechert  has  a  son  in  second 

grade  and  a  daughter  in  kindergarten.  Debby  is 

studying  the  Chinese  language  and  culture  which  I 
know  to  be  very  difficult.  Good  luck,  Debby! 

Betsy  Pincus  Candler  is  teaching  in  a  Montessori 

pre-school  and  working  on  formal  certification 
through  Saint  Nicholas  Training  Center  in  London 

by  correspondence.  Her  daughter  Beth  attends 

Montessori  in  the  mornings  and  kindergarten  in  the 

afternoon.  Mother  and  daughter  took  a  trip  to 
Boston  this  summer  to  visit  a  cousin  and  Kristin 

Jellison  Casteel.  Husband  Dan  has  a  new  job  with 

Marathon  Oil  Co.  Their  "new"  70-year-old  house  is  a 

challenge  but  is  only  a  seven-minute  walk  from  Dan's 
office.  Betsy  visited  Chatham  last  spring  and  found 

the  new  library  impressive.  She,  too,  is  looking  for- 
ward to  the  reunion. 

Two  babies  under  two  are  keeping  Jennifer 

Potter  Silver  hopping.  Adam  is  twenty-three  months 
and  Benjamin  is  four  months.  Jennifer  is  also 

working  (between  maternity  leaves)  on  an  urban 

planning  job.  She  is  planning  on  coming  to  the  re- 

union and  would  like  to  urge  everyone  else  to.  "It 
will  be  such  a  kick  to  see  everyone!" 

Cathy  St.  Clair  Haag  now  has  a  part-time  job  in 
accounting  with  an  employment  agency.  She  finds  a 

home  requires  a  great  deal  of  time  as  they  just  put  in 

a  new  patio.  Cathy  also  raised  a  vegetable  garden 
which  I  know  to  be  time  consuming. 

Carol  Sheldon  Hylton  finds  that  a  one-year-old 
son,  Kevin,  a  recent  move,  and  courses  toward  her 

A.G.S.  degree  fill  up  her  time.  She  has  heard  from 
Becky  Blasingame  Rosenfeld  whose  husband  Rob  is 

practicing  psychiatry  in  the  army  for  his  period  of 

service.  {Ed.  Note:  See  Carol's  letter  on  Feedback 
page.) 

Sharon  Smith  had  a  good  year  in  the  gorgeous 

town  of  New  London,  with  its  2,000  winter  resi- 
dents and  4,000  summer  residents.  A  bonanza  snow- 

fall on  April  5th  made  skiing  possible  through  May. 
Sherrie  is  planning  on  attending  the  reunion  and  is 
hoping  lots  of  us  will.  Me  too! 

We  would  like  to  extend  our  sympathy  to  Carol 

Brown  whose  husband  recently  passed  away. 

As  for  me,  I'm  busy  with  music,  drama,  sewing 
and  other  crafts,  counseling,  and  entertaining  which 
I  love  to  do.  It  is  a  wonderful  life  in  the  Midwest. 

Come  see  us.  If  you  don't,  we'll  plan  on  seeing  you 
at  the  reunion. 

Barbara  reporting: 

Sage  Tower  Mumma  continues  her  activity  with 

the  local  newspaper  and  is  also  teaching  poetry  to 
third  graders.  Her  children  are  the  usual  handful  but 

Sage  writes  they  are  her  favorite  job  of  all. 

Linda  Whitmyre  is  working  at  Point  Park  College 

in  Pittsburgh  as  director  of  financial,  aid.  She  enjoys 

this    job    and    has    recently    finished    her    master's 
degree. 

1968 Jacqueline  Yates  Silson 
(Mrs.  P.  Kevin) 

5641  Woodmont  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Goldie  Jaffee  Katz 

(Mrs.  Joel  W.) 
144  Conover  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15208 

Zelda  Lipschutz  Gilbert 
(Mrs.  Paul  E.) 

3434  Holwyn  Drive 

Lexington,  KY  40503 

Georgia  McKee  Holmberg 
(Mrs.  James  C.) 

20  Oakville  Court,  Apt.  2B 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15220 

Pati  Pronovost  Loughren 
(Mrs.  Joseph  M.) 

1  375  Conway  Drive 

Greensburg,  PA  15601 
MARRIAGES 

Cory  Dautlick  to  Kurt  R.  Pingel,  July  1974 

Mary  Ann  Denning  to  William  Douglas  Fisher 

Elfriede  Pittman  to  Eduardo  Manresa 

Mandy  Timney   to  Frank  Finizio,  July  5,  1975 

BIRTHS 

Susan  Burke  Clemow  a  son,  Damon  Burke,  March  3, 

1975 

Ann    Kessler   Guinan,   a   son,  David,  September  28, 
1973 

Bobbi   Livingston  Reitzes,  a  daughter,  Robin  Eliza- 
beth, February  20,  1975 

Chilton  Richardson  Knudsen,  a  son,  Daniel  Jeremy, 

September  14,  1974 

Pati     Pronovost     Loughren,    a    son,    Jason    Albert, 

January  9,  1975 

Betty   Shapiro    Kaplan,   a  daughter,   Emily    Louise, 

April  1,  1975 

Barbara     Stern     Heffer,     a     daughter,     Alison     Jill, 
November  13,  1974 

Laurel   Weiss   Rothman,  a  daughter,  Arlene  Jessica, 

May  24,  1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Nancy  Banchiere   Fisher   (Mrs.  Stephen),  6800  Har- 
rowdale  Road,  #12,  Baltimore,  MD  21209 

Sally  Barnett,  125  Xavier  Drive,  Verona,  PA  15147 

Cathy  Beard  Davidson,  R.R.  1,  Box  47.  Vermillion, 
SD  57069 

Sylvia     Birckhead     d'Ambrosi     (Mrs.     F.    Denis),    9 
Locust  Avenue,  Middlesex,  NJ  08846 

Gail  Brooks,  c/o  Ann  Joseph,  2213  Locust  St.,  Phila- 
delphia, PA  19103 

Sherridan    Conklin,    1007    S.    Trenton    Avenue   #2, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Karen  Curto,  2012  Baltimore  Road,  Rockville,  MD 
20853 

Cory    Dautlick   Pingel    (Mrs.    Kurt    R.),   872   Middle 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15234 

Mary  Ann   Denning  Fisher  (Mrs.  William  D.),  2615 
Whitney,  Houston,  TX  77006 

Jill  Dworkin  Eisner  (Mrs.  Irwin  J.),  128  Central  Park 

South,  Apt.  9B,  New  York,  NY  10019 

Patricia    Elio   Cash    (Mrs.    Dennis    R.),   19   Meadow 

Lane,  Novato,  CA  94947 

Kirsten  Fenninger,  136  Hunnewell  Avenue,  Newton, 
MA  02158 

Karen    Frick    Dinnage    (Mrs.    James),    41     Davisville 

Road,  Hammersmith,  London  W12,  England 

Cheryl  Gambrell  Porter  (Mrs.  Robert  L.),  158  Broad- 
crest  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Ellen  Guzum   Hutton    (Mrs.   Thomas  J.),  222  West 

Swissvale  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 

Kathryn  Hennings  DeFasio  (Mrs.  John),  2828  Shady 
Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Christina   Holland,  7  Maple  Street,  Woodstocl 

05091 
Catherine  Horowitz  Saltzman  (Mrs.  Marc  D.), 

Tealwood  Circle,  Garland,  TX  75041 

Alice   Ireland    Fesmire    (Mrs.   Steven    H.),    17 

Drive,  Halifax,  Nova  Scotia,  Canada 

Jenifer  Johnson  Rettig  (Mrs.  Alan),  329  Main  S 

Goshen,  NY  10924 

Christine  Joyce  Miller,  21   Estabrook  Road,  Sv 

scott,  MA  01907 

Ann   Kessler  Guinan,  c/o  Dr.   E.  F.  Guinan,  PI 

Dept,  Pahlavi  University,  Shiraz,  Iran 

Kathy  Kratt  Neeley,  650  Center  Road,  #B6, 

burgh,  PA  15239 

Carol    Kuhn   Silver   (Mrs.   Stephen   R.),   5  Car 

Road,  Andover,  MA  01810 

Lois   Kramer  Croner   (Ms.),    14224  Alderton 

Silver  Spring,  MD  20906 

Barbara   Krause   Pegg   (Ms),  48  Court  Street, 

Morristown,  NJ  07960 

Sherlene    Lindquist,    5406   Connecticut   Ave., 

#408,  Washington,  DC  20015 

Bobbi   Livingston   Reitzes  (Mrs.   Robert),  909 

dence  Road,  Claymont,  DE  19703 

Dorothy    Lowenthal     Raizman     (Mrs.     Richarc 

1215  Bellerock  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Kelley    Maclsaacs   Ouellette    (Mrs.    Dean),   141 

Runbergin,  #228,  Austin,  TX  78756 

Pennie   Mastantuono    Koenig    (Mrs.   John   S.}, 

Nebraska  Avenue  NW,  Washington,  DC  20015 

Leslie  B.  Miller,  770  Providence  Road,  Apt.  A 

Aldan,  PA  19018 

Kathryn    A.   Osmond,   20   Lakeview  Gardens, 

Natick,  MA  01760 

Elfriede    Pittmann    Manresa    (Mrs.    Eduardo), 

Muntaner  43,  AT.  2a,  Barcelona,  Spain 

Audrey  Pysh  Theis  (Mrs.  Steven  W.),  1  344  S' 

dell,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15243 

Deborah    Rosch    Blanchard    (Mrs.    Richard    F.) 

Stevenson  Blvd.,  Eggertsville,  NY  14226 

Candy  Saly  Curry,  1 122  Havana  Avenue,  Johns PA  1  5904 

Suzanne  Sausedo  Krause   (Mrs.    Ira   H.),  21   Ba 

Road,  Great  Neck,  NY  1 1021 

Diane   Savage,   3338B   East  56th   Place,  Tulse 74135 

Marianne  Schlittler  Haller  (Mrs.  Eugene),  2011 

Street,  Berkeley,  CA  94709 

Susan  Schmerer,  2443  NE  11,  Portland,  OR  £ 

Connie  Swjantek  Simons   (Mrs.   Michael   A.), 

Lowell  Avenue,  Lima,  OH  45805 

Susan  Thomas  Rickwood,  (Ms.),  31  West  Park 

ton,  Bristol  BS8  2LX,  England 

Joanna   Tilghman   Tamplin    (Mrs.    Emory    E.) 

Oakley  Street,  Cambridge,  MD  21613 

Mandy     Timney     Finizio    (Mrs.     Frank),    56 

Circle,  Needham,  MA  02192 

Laurel  Weiss  Rothman  (Mrs.  Mitchell  P.),  368 

wood    Avenue,    #8,    Downsview,    Ontario,   C. 
M3N  2PS 

Linda  Whitlock  Sylvestro  (Mrs.  Anthony  J.), 6 

green  Lane,  N.  Branford,  CT  06471 

LOST 

Pamela  Davis  Eldredge 
Holly  Lanigan 

Jessica  Mandell  Miller 
Katherine  Pratt  Lee 
Ellen  Witt  Berken 

Jackie  reporting: 

With  a  few  lurid  and  occasionally  unrepoi 

exceptions,  the  beginning  of  the  class  alphabe 

living  very  quiet  lives  this  year.  And  Kevin  and  I 
be  just  about  the  dullest  of  all. 

Sally  Barnett,  one  of  the  liveliest  of  this 

correspondents,  is  now  attending  the  Gra< 
School  of  Library  and  Information  Sciences  e 

University  of  Pittsburgh  and  looking  for  a  ]( 

replace  her  summer  work  for  Alcoa.  Sally  has 
teaching  high  school  in  France  and  the  U.S.  fc 
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J  few  years,  and  hopes  to  return  to  France  after 

finishes  her  M.A. 

athy  Beard  Davidson  and  family  have  moved 

(a  new  house.  Cathy  designed  the  house  herself 

yery  simple  with  a  lot  of  wood."  She  writes, 
)h  I  had  something  to  say  that  would  go  bang, 

t's  very  quiet  here." 
'era  Berkowitz  Greenberg  continues,  according 

er,  a  placid  suburban  existence.  "I  even  have  a 

,on  wagon!"  She  is  working  more  often  in  the 
i  ly  clothing  business,  having  been  promoted  to 

.Iren's  buyer  on  the  inside  track,  so  to  speak. 
h  hopes  to  someday  return  to  school  for  a 

macy  degree. 

/larcie  Binstock  Swartz,  also  a  Pittsburgh  suburb- 
i,  plans  a  trip  to  Bermuda  this  fall.  The  trip  is  a 
i  of  award  for  her  recent  accomplishments. 

iusie  Birckhead  d'Ambrosi  is  looking  hard  for  a 

"Very  frustrating!"  she  reports. 
iabra  Burdick  is  just  about  to  be  promoted  to 

srvisor  of  Maine  State  Homemakers,  which  she 

)  add  to  her  present  title  as  Manager  of  Con- 
led  Homemaker  Services.  In  January  1976,  Sabe 

;anning  to  return  to  school  for  a  degree  in  public 
inistration  through  the  generosity  of  the  State  of 

ne.  But  she  couldn't  persuade  the  university  that 
ames  Joyce  seminar  would  make  her  a  better 

ilic  servant.  Universities  are  notoriously 

t-sighted. 
>usan  Burke  Cfemow  reports  adding  to  her  house 

3W  kitchen,  bath,  family  room  and  guest  room 

gned  by  her  husband  Brian.  She  is  working  in  a 

perative  nursery  attended  by  daughter  Katy, 

-,  and  finding  two  children  "not  much  more 
k  than  one." 

it's  a  chilly  fall  day  inside  my  study  as  well  as 
side  it,  and  I  am  finding  it  extremely  hard  to  tell 

about  Kathy  Chalmers  Kondylas  way  up  there 

Brrr!)  Alaska.  Kathy  is  working  on  an  engineering 

ree  at  the  University  of  Alaska,  in  addition  to  her 
with  British  Petroleum  Alaska. 

I  talked  with  Sherry  Conklin,  who  claims  to  be  in 

tention  for  the  title  of  "dullest  classmate  of  '68." 

nkly,  she  hasn't  got  a  chance  of  winning  it. 
rry  has  been  doing  casework  for  the  Social 

urity  Administration  since  she  graduated  from 

itham,  sometimes  working  60-hour  weeks  for 
iths  on  end.  She  says  she  sometimes  sees  Judy 

mats  Stahl,  Jan  Miller  Kahler  and  Nancy 

chiere  Fisher.  Sherry  plans  to  take  a  psychology 

rse  at  Chatham  this  fall  with  Frank  Lackner.  I'll 
=r  forget  that  man! 
Jane  Cooper  who  wrote  the  most  interesting  and 

rintable  note  of  all,  is  continuing  at  Rutgers  Law 
ool,  where  she  is  in  her  third  year  ot  studies  for 

J.D.  degree.  This  summer,  Jane  worked  in 

vark.  New  Jersey,  as  a  law  clerk  for  the  county 
secutor  and  also  researched  and  reported  on 

3Cts  of  the  New  Jersey  correctional  system  for 

state.  Jane  writes  that  her  heart  was  broken  by  a 

sy,  who  "drifted  off  and  left  me  terribly 
ippointed." 
Cory  Dautlick  Pingel,  after  three  years  at  Western 

ch,  entered  the  educational  research  program  at 

University  of  Pittsburgh,  where  she  is  pursuing- 
Ph.D.  degree  which  she  hopes  to  receive  next 

tmer.  There  are  a  number  of  Chatham  graduates 

Tory's  program,  including  Jane  Coulter  Berger, 
dy  Linehart,  Judy  Light,  Karen  Lake  and  Susie 

:khead  d'Ambrosi.  Cory  saw  Donna  Dalton 
-all  in  some  of  her  classes  recently,  and  notes 
t  Donna  is  the  same  bundle  of  dynamite  that  she 

when  she  assisted  with  the  Chatham  psych 
ses  and  served  as  resident  of  Beatty  Hall. 

At  Fordham  University  Law  School  is  Gail  Davis 

ner,  who  wrote  the  most  lovely  letter  last  year, 

this  year  grumpily  replied  that  she  will  never 

wer  another  fill-in-the-blanks  letter  like  the  one  I 

t  her  this  fall.  Some  people  didn't  answer  it  at  all 
time.  And  I'll  be  the  first  to  admit  that  fill-in- 

-blanks  lacks,  somehow,  the  personal  touch. 
Mary  Ann  Denning  Fisher  is  busily  repainting  a 

v  town  house,  finishing  a  J.D.  degree  at  South 
;as  College  of  Law  and  working  at  the  law  firm  of 
cewell  and  Patterson.  Mary  Ann  writes  that  Diane 

age  is  back  in  Houston,  having  been  promoted 
ain!!)  by  Gulf  Oil. 

Thanks  to  everyone  who  answered  my  silly  let- 

:.   It  requires  a  great  deal  of  maturity  and  fore- 

bearance  to  answer  a  letter  which  makes  believe  that 

people's  lives  can  be  described  by  a  checklist  of 
simple  categories,  and  I  was  delighted  to  receive  so 

many  replies  in  spite  of  the  ridiculous  form  of  my 
letter. 

Last  spring  I  saw  Frank  Bonn  at  a  political 
science  convention.  That  heartthrob  of  Chatham 

yesteryears  is  a  little  gray  and  the  tiniest  bit  wrinkled 

{I  hope  he  doesn't  see  this!}  but  very  much  the  same 
otherwise.  He  was  discussing  themes  of  literature  and 

modern  political  thought,  which  was  an  interest  of 

his  when  he  taught  political  philosophy  at  Chatham. 

Also  I  see  Bill  Keefe  from  time  to  time,  as  he  heads 

the  political  science  department  at  the  University  of 

Pittsburgh,  where  t  am  (still!)  seeking  the  Ph.D.  At 
least  as  smooth  as  ever,  he  continues  to  be  the 

practical  politico,  perhaps  more  accomplished  than 

ever  after  his  sessions  with  the  Pennsylvania  state 

legislature. 
We  are  looking  forward  to  a  visit  from  Linsie 

Whitlock  Silvestro  and  husband  Tony.  He  is  very 

fond  of  thoroughbred  race  horses,  and  we  managed 
to  persuade  the  two  of  them  to  visit  us  and  the 

Rolling  Rock  race  meet  at  the  same  time.  We  are 

hoping  to  see  some  other  Chatham  friends  during 

Linsie's  visit.  Best  regards  to  all  classmates  from Kevin  and  me. 

Goldie  reporting: 

Katie  Hennings  DeFazio  is  now  a  caseworker 

with  the  Child  Welfare  Services  of  Allegheny 

County.  She  wrote  quite  extensively  about  her  three 

years  in  Grenada,  West  Indies,  including  the 

country's  revolution  and  general  strike.  After  re- 
turning to  the  United  States  in  May  1974  and  re- 

adjusting to  the  American  lifestyle  she  was  struck  by 

the  waste  of  American  society.  She  says,  "I  doubt  if 
I'll  ever  get  to  graduate  school  —  but  living  in 

Grenada  was  an  education  in  basic  reality  .  .  ." 
Several  of  our  classmates  have  been  busy  with 

new  babies.  Harriet  Dye  Bakalar  took  her  first 

graders  on  a  field  trip  and  her  daughter  was  born 

that  night.  Pat  Elio  Cash  has  been  super  busy  not 

only  with  a  new  daughter  but  with  building  a  new 
house  on  five  acres  of  land.  She  and  Dennis  plan  to 

do  some  farming  including  raising  chickens.  She  also 

commented  on  past  issues  of  the  Recorder  criticizing 

motherhood:  "Having  spent  time  on  both  an  outside 

career  and  as  a  mom,  I've  enjoyed  both.  The  most 
important  thing  to  me  is  that  I,  as  many  other 

women,  have  made  my  choice  without  feeling  my 

lifestyle  has  been  dictated."  Shelly  Israel  Mark 
praised  the  Lamaze  course  and  is  now  busy  with  her 

two  daughters.  She's  involved  in  a  discussion  group 
at  the  local  library  for  parents  of  pre-schoolers  and 

edits  the  Co-op  Nursery  School  newsletter.  Jill 
Dworkin  Eisner  and  Irwin  welcomed  Jodi  Michelle 

into  this  world  in  June.  Preceding  her  arrival,  the 

Eisners  moved  to  New  York  City  and  are  truly  en- 
joying its  museums,  theaters,  and  the  playground  in 

Central  Park.  Judith  Herbst  Goozh  and  Cathy 

Horowitz  Saltzman  are  busy  with  their  respective 

families  and  send  regards.  Hope  including  them  in 

the  paragraph  with  the  new  mothers  doesn't  cause 
any  trouble! 

Mary  Holland  reports  that  she's  Education 
Director  of  the  Vermont  Institute  of  Natural 

Science.  She  helps  to  design  natural  history  programs 

to  be  taught  to  elementary  school  children.  Molly 

Day  finished  her  master's  thesis  at  Bank  Street  and  is 
teaching  five,  six  and  seven-year  olds. 

I've  been  busy  with  Amy,  three,  and  Richard,  one, 
and  various  community  activities  including  some- 

thing new  —  working  with  juveniles  in  a  detention 
center.  Joel  and  I  are  finally  enjoying  the  addition  to 

our  home  whose  groundbreaking  I  mentioned  in  last 

year's  report.  I  didn't  hear  from  a  lot  of  my 

"regulars"  this  time  but  hope  to  hear  from  you  next 

year. 

Zelda  reporting: 

It  was  very  pleasant  to  hear  from  Ann  Kessler 
Guinan  for  the  first  time  since  graduation.  She  notes, 

however,  that  she  does  have  enough  news  to  make  it 
worthwhile.  Besides  the  birth  of  her  son  David  she  is 

working  on  her  dissertation  and  will  be  at  the  British 
Museum  next  summer  reading  cuneiform  tablets.  She 

has  already  left  for  Iran,  where  her  husband  will  be 

teaching,  and  plans  to  do  some  archeological  digging 

while  she's  there.  She  hopes  that  anyone  passing 
through  Shiraz  will  look  them  up. 

Carol  Kuhn  Silver  writes  that  she  has  resigned 

from  her  supervisory  job  and  gone  back  to  teaching 

children.  She  ran  into  Ann  Joseph  on  Martha's  Vine- 
yard and  reports  that  Ann  is  happy  with  her  job  and 

looks  marvelous.  In  what  little  time  is  left  from  her 

teaching  position,  she  has  been  attending  graduate 
school  in  special  education. 

Bobbi  Livingston  Reitzes  sent  a  thoughtful  letter 

describing  what  she  has  been  doing  and  her  thoughts 

on  what  she  will  be  doing  in  ten  years.  With  two 

children,  she  is  looking  for  a  part-time  (five  hours  a 

week)  job  but  hasn't  had  any  luck  so  far.  From  her 
letter,  she  seems  to  really  enjoy  her  present  home- 
mother  orientation,  with  a  little  time  left  over  for 

reading  or  gardening.  She  mentions  that  Alice 
Kessler  got  married  on  July  27.  Congratulations, 
Alice! 

Elinor  Marks  is  still  enjoying  the  sunshine  in 

Hollywood,  along  with  a  promotion.  She  is  now  the 
supervisor  of  three  VD  clinics  in  Los  Angeles,  the 

first  woman  in  the  nation  to  hold  that  responsibility 

in  her  program.  VD  is  a  major  and  growing  health 
problem  and  we  wish  her  good  luck. 

Kelley  Maclsaacs  Ouellette  has  moved  to  Austin, 

and  the  city  seems  to  agree  with  her.  She  and  Dean 
have  learned  Transcendental  Meditation  and  feel 

they  are  experiencing  many  benefits  both  in  their 
feelings  about  themselves  and  in  relationships  with 
their  son  Amos  and  others.  Transcendental  is  also 

the  best  word  to  describe  the  mood  of  her  letter,  and 

we  wish  her  present  and  continued  happiness. 

Chris  Joyce  Miller  finds  her  new  house  provides 

the  needed  space  for  a  toddler.  She  also  had  a  visit 
from  Pam  Poch  Foote  this  summer. 

Here  in  Lexington  things  continue  much  as  they 

always  do.  I  did  spend  five  days  in  Chicago  at  the 

American  Psychological  Association  meetings  and 

had  a  marvelous  time.  Paul  will  defend  his  disserta- 
tion in  a  few  months,  and  I  hope  to  be  finished  with 

my  doctoral  classwork  by  spring.  Finally,  to  all  who 

asked,  I  did  find  a  dissertation  topic  that  looks  really 

interesting.  Dr.  Joyce  Brothers,  move  over! 

Georgia  reporting: 

Since  visiting  us  this  past  spring,  Ann  Joseph  has 

not  only  been  busy  at  her  job  at  the  Environmental 

Protection  Agency,  but  also  has  found  time  to  begin 

refinishing  furniture,  and  to  travel  to  Martha's  Vine- 
yard, where  she  saw  Carole  Kuhn  Silver. 

Elfriede  Pittman  Manresa  has,  in  the  past  five 

years,  traveled  to  Algeria,  France,  Italy,  Germany, 

Switzerland,  and  England,  with  several  trips  back  to 

the  U.S.  in  between.  She  is  now  married,  and  living 

in  Spain,  where  she  teaches  English. 
Leslie  Miller  writes  that  since  her  divorce,  she  is 

resuming  her  maiden  name.  Her  new  job  is  Data 

Processing  Manager  for  Albert  M.  Greenfield 

Company,  involved  in  Philadelphia-based  real  estate 
management. 

Barbara  Morgan  Spiegelman  and  Stan  are  both  at 

Westinghouse  Corporation  now.  Since  completing 

her  Master's  in  Library  Science,  Barb  works  part- 
time  as  a  consultant  in  their  Nuclear  Energy  Systems 

Library,  Nuclear  Fuel  Division,  with  Kathleen  Kratt 

Neeley,  who  is  now  a  full-time  librarian  there. 
Kathy  Osmond  graciously  hosted  my  parents,  my 

husband,  and  me,  while  we  visited  in  and  around 

Boston  in  April,  during  the  Bicentennial  Celebration. 

Although  busy  at  the  Office  of  Financial  Aid, 

Wellesley  College,  she  still  finds  time  to  participate 

in  a  bicycle  riders'  association,  and  go  camping  and 
sailing. 

Pam  Poch  Foote  and  John  are  still  at  the  same 

companies,  Pam's  position  as  Personnel  Supervisor  at 
Estee  Lauder  involves  increasing  responsibilities,  so 

they  relax  by  traveling,  in  May  to  the  Club  Med  in 
Guadaloupe,  and  in  summer  to  Southampton,  Long 

Island.  They  also  visited  Cris  Joyce  Miller  and  Ray  in 

Swampscott,  Massachusetts,  and  Jill  Dworkin  Eisner 
and  family  who  are  living  in  the  New  York  area  now. 

Chilton  Richardson  Knudsen  is  now  Clinic 

Director  for  Planned  Parenthood  Center  in  Wheaton, 

IL,  and  is  also  teaching  biology  at  Du  Page  Com- 
munity College. 

Debbie  Rosch  Blanchard  and  Dick  have  moved 

back  to  Buffalo,  where  they  are  redecorating  their 

new   house,  and  spending  evenings  at   the   Bolshoi 
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Ballet,  the  New  York  Shakespeare  Theatre,  and  the 

Shaw  Festival  at  Niagara-on-the-Lake. 

Jim  and  I  spent  five  weeks  this  summer  in  Cali- 
fornia, enjoying  San  Francisco  and  its  environs.  The 

balance  of  our  time  was  spent  in  Los  Angeles  and 

San  Diego,  returning  via  New  Mexico  and  the 

Colorado  Rockies.  While  still  completing  my  dis- 
sertation research,  I  have  also  been  working  as 

Executive  Committee  Woman  for  the  Republican 

Party  in  the  twentieth  ward.  We  often  see  Emily  Hill 

Buka  '67  and  her  family. 

Pati  reporting: 

Ellie  Scheirer's  letter  from  Florida  plainly  shows 
she  is  enjoying  the  Florida  beaches  but  says  that  she 

misses  fall  and  winter.  She  must  really  miss  the  cold 
weather  since  Ellie  reports  that  she  visited  Nova 

Scotia  last  winter!  She  is  still  busy  working  on  a 

competency-based  teacher  education  program  at  the 
University  of  North  Florida,  as  well  as  traveling  to 
Colorado  for  a  conference  and  to  San  Francisco. 

Helen  Sparks  Trollman  was  on  her  way  from 

Oshkosh  to  Chicago  and  off  to  house  hunting  again. 

Helen  will  be  transferring  with  IBM  to  their  Chicago 

finance  office,  and  John  will  work  for  Motorola's 
Communications  Division.  She  says  that  it  will  be 

hard  to  give  up  the  resort  living  they've  grown  ac- 
customed to  for  the  past  two  years,  but  opportunity 

calls. 

Mandy  Timney  Finizio  sent  lots  of  news  about  a 

very  busy  year.  She  married  Frank  Finizio  in  July 

and  they  are  living  in  Needham,  MA.  Frank,  a  gradu- 
ate of  Colby  College  in  Maine  and  Boston  College 

Graduate  School  of  Management,  works  as  a 

manager  of  systems,  analyses  and  budgets  for 

Stowe-Woodward  Company.  Many  loves  her  first 

"challenging,  exhausting,  and  rewarding"  year  of 
teaching  and  was  looking  forward  to  returning  this 
fall. 

Connie  Swjantek  Simons  sent  along  greetings  and 
a  new  address.  Susan  Schmerer  says  that  all  is  normal 

with  her  as  she  starts  her  second  year  at  the  Uni- 
versity of  Oregon  Law  School.  Candy  Saly  Curry  is 

also  busy  continuing  her  education.  Her  husband 

Norm  is  finishing  his  Ph.D.  dissertation  at  Bowling 

Green  State  University,  and  then  they  plan  to  move 
to  Johnstown,  Pennsylvania. 

Ellen  Schreibman  Satk's  full  schedule  has  her 
working  mornings  at  a  day  care  center  and  also 

painting  in  her  own  studio.  She  hopes  to  combine 

working  in  art  and  counseling.  Ellen  would  like  to 
hear  from  some  of  her  old  friends,  and  her  address  is 

7761  Eads  Avenue,  La  Jolla,  CA  92037.  Davida 

Tunis  Philips  divides  her  time  between  her  children 

and  doing  charity  work  for  Cerebral  Palsy.  She  can 
hardly  believe  that  her  older  son  Marc  started  kinder- 

garten this  year! 

Laurel  Weiss  Rothman  is  finding  two  children  to 

be  quite  a  challenge  —  more  than  twice  as  much 

work  as  one!  Laurel  isn't  working  now  and  says  that 
she  misses  the  stimulation  of  other  adults.  She  would 

welcome  any  visitors  to  Toronto.  Betty  Shapiro 
Kaplan  worked  as  a  film  editor  for  National  Football 

League  Films  until  the  day  before  Emily  Louise 

arrived.  Betty's  now  busy  with  Emily,  but  still  plans 
to  do  some  freelance  work  with  NFL  Films  this  fall. 

Barbara  Stern  Heffer  reports  that  Alison  Jill  is  a 

delight  and  that  motherhood  is  a  most  rewarding 
experience  for  her. 

The  main  word  in  my  vocabulary  this  year  has 

been  "new."  Jay  has  a  new  job,  joining  a  law  firm  in 
Greensburg,  PA,  where  we  moved  into  a  new  house 

with  our  new  baby.  That's  more  than  enough 
novelty  for  one  year!  I  "retired"  last  December  after 
six  and  a  half  years  of  teaching,  and  Jason  was  born 

in  January.  Now  I'm  busier  than  ever  and  do  prefer 
spending  the  day  with  one  child  of  my  own  rather 

than  lots  of  someone  else's  children!  I  still  find  time 

to  read,  sew,  knit,  and  I've  just  taken  up  bargello 
needlepoint.  It  was  certainly  good  to  hear  from 
everyone,  and  a  happy  year  to  all. 

1970 
Diane  Deagon 

24  Jane  St.,  #2  A 

New  York,  NY  10004 

Evelyn  Lewis  Freeman 
(Mrs.  Harvey  R.) 

210  Grandview  Ave. 

Delaware,  OH  4301 5 

Cheri  Kohn  Schwartz 
(Mrs.  Joel  D.) 

2006  Worcester  Drive 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15243 

Jane  Marcus 

1929  Wynnefield  Terrace 

Philadelphia,  PA  19131 

Susan  Schwartz 
40  West  89th  Street,  Apt.  4B 

New  York,  NY  10024 

Patricia  Williams 

314  Grandview  Court 

Iowa  City,  IA  52240 

MARRIAGES 

Nancy  Clark  to  Gary  M.  M.  Davis,  June  15,  1974 

Maggie  Dawson  to  Peter  Hobbs,  June  24,  1975 

BIRTHS 

Linda   Caplan    Goldman,   a  daughter,   Danielle  Jill, 
December  11,  1974 

Caryn     Hall    Anstine,    a    daughter,     Laurie    Lynn, 
February  12,  1975 

Molly  Miesse  Patterson,  a  son,  David  Allerton,  April 

1,  1975 
Kim   Oates  Tumbler,  a  son,  Christopher  Gist,  June 

27,  1975 
Janis  Roseberg  Wasserman,  a  daughter,  Quinci  Ann, 

January  25,  1975 

Diana  Urban  Eichler,  a  son,  Jeremy  Jacob,  April  30, 

1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ruth    Abraham,   Bowdoin   College,   Brunswick,   ME 

04011 

Pamela  Bradley  O'Connell   (Mrs.  Dennis  C),  R.F.D. 
1,  Warner,  NH  03278 

Bonnie  Brown  Mooney  (Mrs.  Richard  A.),  3200  Park 

Avenue  #9A,  Bridgeport,  CT  06604 

Anne  Bucher  Ertel,  1697  Riverview  Street,  Eugene, 
OR  97403 

Nancy   Clark   Davis    (Mrs.  Gary  M.  M.),  34  Trident 
Street,  Winthrop,  MA  02152 

Diane  Cohen,  1717  Penn  Avenue,  #725,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15221 

Frances  Conkey  Trafton  (Mrs.  Peter  G.),  Bassett 

Army  Hospital,  APO,  Seattle,  WA  98731 

Laura  Cordrey  Rossmoore  (Mrs.  Edward),  R.F.D. 

#1,  Cedardale,  Lakeside  Ave.,  Lakeville,  MA  02346 

Maggie  Dawson  Hobbs  (Mrs.  Peter),  109-1 2th  Street, 
NE,  #2.  Washington,  DC  20002 

Mary  Ann  Dievendorf  Bickerstaff,  (Mrs   Thomas  A.). 
3  Villanova  Court,  Berlin,  NJ  08009 

Joan    DiNorcia    Davenport    (Mrs.    Robert  J.).   5837 

Solway  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Judith    Foecking,   5113  Wetzel   Avenue,  Cleveland, 
OH  44109 

Karen  Gamble,  334  W.  Main,  Apt.  203,  Madison,  Wl 
53703 

Caryn  Hall  Anstine  (Mrs.   Larry  D.l,  1712  Ridgetree 

Way,  San  Jose,  CA  95132 

Sherry  Handsman  Steiner  (Mrs.  Julius  M.),  1801  JFK 

Blvd.,  #1420,  Philadelphia.  PA  19103 

Beverly  Hardy  Bogley   (Mrs.   Robert  W.),  P.  O.  Box 

249,  Fitchburg,  MA  01420 

Betsy  Jackson,  R.  D.  #1,  New  Haven,  VT  05742 

Naida  Karoly  Finane  (Mrs.  William  J.,  Jr.),  11  Libra 
Drive,  Novato,  CA  94947 

Patricia  King,  3955  Bigelow  Blvd.,  #107,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15213 

Sarah    Ladd    Hoover    (Mrs.    H.    Paul).   3026    Hurley 
Pond  Road,  Wall,  NJ  07719 

Normandie  Lee  Childs  (Mrs.  Geoffrey  S.),  Lee  Farm 

R.  F.  D.  #1,  St.  Johnsbury,  VT  05819 

Dena  Loncoske  Boxler  (Mrs.  David  R.),  840  Bloom- 
field  Ave.,  #17,  Montclair,  NJ  07042 

Susan  Narrow  Paull    (Mrs.   Irwin   L.),  6511    Bracken 

Ridge  Avenue,  Cincinnati,  OH  45213 

Gayle  S.  Parker,  Park  Drive  Manor,  #107-A  Lincoln 

Dr.  &  Harvey  St.,  Philadelphia,  PA  19144 

Kim  Oates  Tumbler  (Mrs.  Joseph),  40  Cricket  Lane, 
Turnersville,  NJ  08012 

Cheryl  Olkes,  607  Genard,  Austin,  TX  78751 

Adrienne  Olson  Jeffrey   (Mrs.  John  W.),  420  ( 

Road.  North  Huntingdon,  PA  15642 

Patricia  Peckinpaugh,  601    East   Bates,   Englet 

CO  801 10 
Elizabeth   Peterson   McNicholas   (Mrs.   Timoth 

1201  Lancaster  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 

Cynthia  Plotkin  Mervis  (Mrs.  Michael  H.).  40£ 

End  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Andrea  Pratt,  1380  Riverside  Drive,  New  Yori 
10033 

Susan  Rice  Miller  (Mrs.  Robert  D.),  2030  N.  A 

St.,  #1404,  Arlington,  VA  22201 

Jackie  Savani  Mitchell  (Mrs.  Richard  A.),  55  De 

Road,  Havertown,  PA  19083 

Fredrica    Scheidecker    Packard    (Mrs.    Richard 

1385  Cordova  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

Nedra  Sheatz  Brody  (Mrs.  David),  5407  Aiken  I 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

Elaine  Sherer  McNutt  (Mrs.),  P.  O.  Box  1431, 1 

Myrtle  Beach,  SC  29582 

Susan   Sponzilli  Harland   (Mrs.  James  S.,  Jr.), 

Bartlett  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Diana  Urban  Eichler  (Mrs.  Thomas  J.),  2212  Co 

smith  Square,  Reston,  VA  22091 

Margaret  Walsh,  230  Lee  Drive,  #43,  Coraopoli 
15108 

Ellen  Weller  Herf  (Mrs.  Andrew),  High  Street,  I 

Carver,  MA  02355 

Suzanne  Wilson  Murphy  (Mrs.  Jack),   137  Cre 

Street,  Northampton,  MA  01060 

Miriam  Zelterman,  147  Front  Street,  Apt.  2,  Mi 

head,  MA  01945 

LOST 

Margaret  Cox  Epstein 
Susan  Dann  Rothenberg 

Dvora  Seff  Millstone 

Diane  reporting: 

Trinka  Blickle,  still  a  fellow  New  Yorker,  ret 

that  she  is  planning  to  "retire"  and  to  relax 
month  or  two  before  trying  her  hand  at  free-Ian 
She  visited  with  Lisa  Garber  in  Canada  this  sur 

and  saw  Susie  Patton  Munn  and  her  husbar 

Melanie  Duncan's  wedding  in  June. 
Maggie  Dawson  Hobbs  had  Suzanne  W 

Murphy,  Phoebe  Morse,  and  Betsy  Krieger  '/ 
members  of  her  wedding  party  when  she  and  I 

married  in  June.  Peter  is  on  a  fellowship  at  G< 

Washington,  while  Maggie,  MAT  in  hanc 
job-hunting. 

Mary  Archick  Antimary  and  Linda  Cj 

Goldman  have  both  sent  their  young  sons  o' 

school  this  fall.  Linda's  Michael  is  in  nursery  scl 
but  he  and  sister  Danielle  are  keeping  Linda 

busy.  Mary  enjoys  the  peace  while  Mikey 

kindergarten,  but  she's  already  contemplating 
year's  dilemma;  to  work  or  not  to  work  once  fv 
spends  the  whole  day  in  class. 

Jobs,  new  or  old,  already  occupy  time  for  i 

of  us.  Linda  Canan  Horn  is  still  working 

children  from  juvenile  court  in  Contra  Costa  Co 

and  continues  to  love  both  work  and  "her"  chili 
She  and  Ron  spent  an  enjoyable  vacation  in  Hi 

this  year.  They  anticipate  Ron's  completing 
doctorate  within  the  next  year  or  so. 

Susan  Craycraft  Willard  and  John  are  again  t( 

ing,  although  Susan  says  she'll  be  job  huntir 
February.  They  camped  at  the  Finger  Lakes  for 
of  their  vacation  —  a  welcome  rest  after  ten  mc 

of  junior  high  school  kids.  Sue  says  both  she 

John  would  like  to  relocate  —  can  anyone  help  1 

on  that?  —  and  are  hoping  to  work  as  National 
rangers  next  summer. 

Relocating  to  some  degree  or  other  has 

several  classmates  busy.  Diane  Cohen  moved 

year  to  a  new  apartment  in  Wilkinsburg.  She's in  her  sixth  year  of  teaching  chemistry  at  Chur 

High  School.  During  the  past  two  summers,  : 
been  traveling:  first  to  France,  and  this  past  sun 

to  California.  She  occasionally  sees  Eileen  McG 

'71  at  international  folk  dancing  sessions  at  th 
and  she  sends  best  wishes  to  everyone. 

Ruth  Abraham  is  now  living  in  Maine  in  ar 
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r 
fnhouse  near  the  water.  Her  new  job  is  at 

E-vdoin  College,  where  she  is  Supervisor  of  Film 

0  Language  Labs.  Across  the  country,  Anne 

E:her  Ertel  and  Jeff  are  settling  into  a  new  life  in 

(Tigon.  Anne  will  be  working  "at  anything  to 
rvide  food"  while  Jeff  takes  up  his  studies  in  ac- 

centing   at    the    University    of    Oregon    Business 

iooi. 
Ella  Ashworth  has  been  settled  in  Hartford  for  a 

vie  now.  She's  working  for  the  North  Central  Con- 
rticut  Emergency  Medical  Services  and  taking  a 

Cirse  which  will  qualify  her  to  "person"  an  ambu- 
|fce.  Her  letter  reflected  a  common  feeling  in 

siting,  "These  sketches  always  make  one's  life  seem 
spat  and  orderly  that  it  amuses  me  to  see  them  in 

pht."  Of  course,  within  the  confines  of  space,  this 

|he  best  that  can  be  done.  Besides,  on  those  hectic 

c's,  isn't  it  nice  to  think  that  the  chaos  can  fit 
ntly  into  a  phrase  or  two? 

Nancy  Clark  Davis  had  a  busy  June  in  1974.  She 
1  married,  got  her  B.S.  in  Nursing  and  is  now  a 

f  -fledged  R.N. 

'I My  own  life,  for  example,  is  markedly  topsy- 

ivy  right  now.  I  had  scarcely  enough  time  to  read- 
it  after  my  vacation  in  Alsace  before  my  first  term 

i  law  school  crept  up  on  me.  I'm  walking  around  in 

daze  muttering,  "Student,  who,  me?"  and  wonder- 

J  if  my  acceptance  at  St.  John's  was  merely  an 
checked  clerical  error.  More  seriously,  I  am  tre- 
i  ndously  pleased  with  my  new  student  status,  and 

ii  looking  forward  to  the  challenge  of  the  law 

ilool  experience.  I  hope  you  are  all  as  contented  as 

e  reporting: 

Although  the  response  to  my  request  for  class 

|a/s  was  less  than  half  this  time,  I  thank  those  of 

,u  who  did  write  to  me  and  who  generously  con- 
futed to  bailing  our  class  treasury  out  of  deficit 

ancing. 

Mary  Ann  Dievendorf  Bickerstaff  and  her  family 
ve  moved  from  Connecticut  to  New  Jersey  where 

sband  Tom  has  a  new  job.  Mary  Ann  has  sung 

ni-professionaly  quite  a  bit  this  year  including  a 
est  soloist  stint  for  the  Wethersfield  Arts  Festival. 

!  Melissa  Dodge  Lloyd  reports  that  husband  Mike 

gan  his  own  firm  in  architectural  and  development 

[vices.  She's  keeping  busy  with  her  18-month-old 
i  idler. 

1  Judy  Foecking  is  currently  writing  her  Ph.D.  dis- 

tation  in  German  literature  while  also  teaching  In- 

jrnediate  and  Scientific  German  classes  at  Case 
Astern  Reserve  University. 

I  After  spending  the  month  of  August  on  Cape 

&d,  Pam  Gast  will  teach  a  combined  first-second 

tade.  She's  also  working  on  a  master's  degree  in 
^mentary  administration  and  supervision  at  Boston 

diversity.  Pam's  also  become  quite  a  seamstress, 
hking  about  half  of  her  wardrobe. 
1  Katrine  Geha  Kirn  and  husband  Steve  are 

brking  in  the  human  service  programs  of  King 
inter  in  Louisville,  Kentucky.  They  provide  human 

ilations  consultation  and  training  to  business,  in- 

jstry  and  civic  groups.  They've  also  taken  up  figure 
lating.  Katrine  reports  that  she  had  a  visit  from 

jcki  Falco  '71  and  heard  llene  Sirocca  perform  on 
ile  Pennsylvania  Bicentennial  Barge  when  it  was  in 

puisville. 

(  Ellen  Gonchar  sends  greetings.  She  is  presently  in 

Setween  jobs  and  hopes  to  return  to  school  for  a 

|.D. 
Caryn  Hall  Anstine  also  sends  greetings.  Her  baby 

Sighed  10  pounds,  6  ounces  at  birth  —  as  she  de- 

ribes,  "quite  an  armful." 
Sherry  Handsman  Sterner  spent  most  of  the  year 

itting  in  New  York.  She  spent  time  with  classmates 

jsan  Thorn,  Andrea  Pratt,  and  Ann  Ungar.  In  April, 

Ifierry  and  husband  Julius  moved  to  Philadelphia 

flhere  Sherry  is  administrator  and  actress  for  Pocket 

ayhouse,  a  repertory  theatre. 

ij  Sincere  apologies  to  Judy  Harding  who  has  been 

fconvenienced  due  to  a  clerical  error.  To  set  the 

*cord  straight,  Judy  is  not  married  and  her  correct 

fJdress  is  126  King  Street,  Northampton,  MA 
.1 060. 

1  Fran  Conkey  Trafton  and  husband  Peter  are  off 

t)  Fairbanks,  Alaska  where  Peter  will  fulfill  his  com- 
litment  as  a  doctor  for  the  Army.  Fran  and  Peter 

licationed    in  the  Canadian   Rockies   this  summer. 

Fran  writes  that  anyone  passing  through  Fairbanks  is 
most  welcome. 

As  for  me,  I  am  working  on  my  doctorate  in 

Early  and  Middle  Childhood  Education  at  Ohio 
State.  Our  vacation  this  year  was  a  sunny  and  warm 
December  in  Jamaica.  We  had  wonderful  visits  this 

summer  from  Cathy  O'Daniet  and  Cindy  Plotkin 
Mervis  and  her  husband. 

Cheri  reporting: 

Although  more  alumnae  from  the  class  of  '25 
managed  to  attend  our  last  reunion  than  did  those 

from  '70,  the  few  of  us  there  made  ourselves  heard 
at  the  alumnae  luncheon.  In  the  midst  of  discussion 

of  law  school,  the  economy,  the  new  look  of 

Chatham,  and  children,  it  was  pointed  out  that  most 

of  the  information  requested  on  the  Recorder  form 

letter  that  I  had  always  sent  out  was  no  longer 

appropriate.  And  although  I  was  not  a  math  major,  I 

realized  that  it  was  cheaper  for  me  (since  I  do  not 

request  reimbursement  for  postage)  to  send  8-cent 

postcards  rather  than  10-cent  letters.  Because  I  for- 
got my  return  address  on  the  original  cards,  I  sent  a 

second  notice  requesting  news.  I  didn't  even  ask  for 
a  dollar  to  replenish  the  class  treasury  which  is  in  the 

red  on  the  second  card  hoping  the  dollar  wouldn't 
keep  people  from  writing.  And  guess  what?  Four  out 

of  twenty-two  women  were  sweet  enough  to  answer. 

That's  some  record.  A  thousand  thank  yous  to 

Betsy,  Pris,  Naida  and  Janet.  Here's  their  news. 
Naida  Karoly  Finane  is  now  an  assistant  to  the 

chairman  of  the  English  Department  at  the  College 
of  Marin.  Her  recent  visitors  included  Anne  Murton, 

Pris  Jameson  Richardson,  Janice  Lee  and  Mary  Kay 

Cornell.  Our  class  is  not  featured  in  the  spring 
Recorder,  Naida. 

Although  threatened  by  a  move  to  Tennessee, 

Pris  Jameson  Richardson  and  Ray  are  still  in  Greens- 

burg  busy  with  gardens,  motorcycles,  spinning,  weav- 
ing, yoga  and  various  volunteer  activities  including 

the  Greensburg  College  Club,  Welcome  Wagon  and 

helping  to  set  up  a  local  branch  of  the  A.A.U.W. 
together  with  Janet  Kugler  James.  Pris  enjoyed  the 

reunion  and  her  trip  to  the  West  Coast  where  she  saw 

Naida  and  Jim.  She  and  Ray  occasionally  see  Janet 

Kugler  James  and  Gene  who  both  are  enjoying  their 

jobs  and  their  house.  Like  Pris,  Jan  enjoyed  our  re- 
union although  she  wished  the  attendance  had  been 

better. 

Betsy  Jackson's  letter  was  super  as  usual.  She  is 
now  the  Director  of  Student  Activities  of  Middle- 
bury  College  in  Vermont.  She  deals  with  all  the 

student  groups  such  as  the  Black  Student  Union,  the 

Women's  Action  Coalition,  Freshman  Orientation, 
etc.  Betsy  says  the  view  of  the  mountains  from  her 

place  is  fantastic,  good  for  her  plants,  and  Chatham 
people;  such  as  Anne  Wakely  who.  Bets  says  is 

skinny  and  still  working  for  the  Highland  Com- 
munity School,  Phoebe  Morse  who  still  works  in  the 

Vermont  Attorney  General's  office  as  Assistant 

A.G.,  and  Prue  Merton  '71.  She  is  busy  with  her  job. 

Friends  Society  and  women's  issues  including  a  state 
conference  on  rape  which  she  helped  organize. 

I  am  still  fairly  tied  to  my  home  because  my 

children  are  so  young  but  I  make  time  to  be  active  in 

various  volunteer  organizations.  I  do  craftwork  and 

planted  a  huge  garden  which  kept  me  busy  canning 

and  pickling  through  most  of  the  summer.  Matt  and 
I  went  to  army  summer  camp  with  Joel  for  two 

weeks.  Hollee  is  learning  to  walk  and  both  kids  ter- 
rorize poor  Zeebie  all  day  long.  Hopefully  next  year 

at  this  time  we  will  know  what  Joel  is  going  to  do 

when  he  finishes  his  residency  at  Eye  and  Ear.  That's all.  Have  a  healthy  year. 

Jane  reporting: 

David  Allerton  Patterson,  first  son  of  Molly 

(Miesse)  and  David  Patterson  made  his  debut,  na- 

turally, so  Molly  writes,  on  April  Fool's  Day.  Molly's stopped  working  for  the  time  being  but  may  go  back 

later  this  year.  David  Sr.  has  graduated  from  law 
school  and  is  anxiously  awaiting  the  results  of  his  bar 

exam.  The  Patterson  family  had  just  returned  from  a 

relaxing  and  well-deserved  summer  near  Ligonier. 

Another  new  set  of  parents  are  Kim  (Oates)  and 
Joe  Tumbler.  Their  son,  Christopher  was  born  in 

June.  Kim's  still  making  the  transition  from  working 

wife  to  mother,  but  she's  enjoying  the  change  along 
with  her  new  home.  Joe  has  become  an  officer  of  the 

Girard    Bank.     Kim    writes    that    she    saw    Barbara 
McEliece  twice  this  year. 

Gayle  Parker  seems  to  have  become  the  alumnae 

secretary  for  "associates."  I'll  briefly  report  all  the 
news  she  sent:  Carol  Lee  Crocker  and  her  husband 

Todd  are  living  in  a  restored,  circa  1700's  tavern  in 
Concord,  MA.  Their  latest  addition  is  a  son  born  in 
June.  Frankie  Whitman  lives  near  Ithaca  and  works 

in  what  sounds  like  a  fabulous  restaurant  called 

Moose  Wood.  Through  Frankie  comes  word  that 
Julie  Frick  is  working  as  a  garage  mechanic  in  Ann 

Arbor.  Dolly  Tetzlaff  McCurdy  is  in  Cleveland 

keeping  active  in  politics  and  caring  for  her  son. 
Kathy  Adams  Weaver,  Paul  and  their  two  daughters 

are  off  to  live  in  London  for  twenty  months.  Gayle 

herself  has  moved  to  Philly  and  has  begun  teaching 

at  Wyncote  Academy.  From  her  letter  it  appears  that 

she  is  "THE"  English  department. 

Dede  Newport  writes  of  a  marvelous  study-tour 
she  took  to  Eastern  Europe  sponsored  by  Scholastic 
International.  She  recommends  that  area  of  the 

world  to  all  traveling  Americans.  On  another  trip  to 

a  conference  in  Chicago,  she  ran  into  Barbara  Jacobs 
who  is  now  assistant  editor  of  American  Libraries, 

the  official  journal  of  the  American  Library  As- 
sociation. Dede  keeps  in  touch  with  Margaret  Walsh 

who  is  settling  near  Pittsburgh  where  she  continues 

to  teach  speed  reading.  When  she's  not  traveling  or 
working,  Dede  performs  Old  English  music  with  the 

Peoria  Recorder  Consort.  Dede,  Larry  Malfatti 
would  be  proud  of  you! 

Phoebe  Morse  wrote  what  she  called  a  "quickie 

note,"  but  it's  packed  with  news.  She's  still  an  assist- 
ant attorney  general  for  the  State  of  Vermont,  split- 

ting her  time  between  criminal  trial  work  and 

women's  rights  litigation.  In  her  spare  time  she's 
learning  about  floor-joists,  sheetrocking  and  wiring 

so  she'll  be  prepared  to  spruce  up  the  old,  one  room 

schoolhouse  she's  just  bought.  In  June,  Phoebe  was  a 

bridesmaid  in  Maggie  Dawson's  wedding.  Others  in 
attendance  were  Susan  Rice  Miller  and  Robert,  who 

by  now  are  in  Moscow  for  two  years  with  the  diplo- 
matic corps;  Elaine  Sherer  McNutt  and  her  husband 

Frank  now  living  in  Myrtle  Beach  teaching  and 

making  pottery  respectively;  Suzanne  Wilson 

Murphy,  working  with  Ralph  Nader's  group  in  Mas- 
sachusetts; and  Betsy  Krieger,  '71.  Phoebe  sees 

Jennifer  Lewis  '69  who  visits  the  ski  country  quite 
often  it  seems. 

Dena  Loncoske  Boxler  had  just  finished  her 

Ph.D.  and  was  in  the  process  of  moving.  She  was 

starting  a  new  job  with  Schering  Corporation  in 
Bloomfield,  NJ  on  October  1. 

Lew  and  I  would  be  in  Hong  Kong  right  now  if  I 

hadn't  been  chosen  as  Chatham's  candidate  for  the 
Academic  Administration  Intern  Program.  (Details 

of  that  experience  appear  elsewhere  in  this  issue.)  So 

we're  busy  applying  for  jobs  overseas  for  next  year, 
eager  to  have  a  few  years  out  of  the  country  before 
we  think  about  settling  down. 

Susan  reporting: 

This  time  last  year,  as  I  sat  down  to  write  the 

class  news  I  was  secretly  patting  myself  on  the  back 

for  getting  so  many  questionnaires  returned  from  the 

women  in  my  section  of  the  class.  This  year  —  and  I 

try  not  to  take  this  too  personally  —  I  received  very 

few  and  am  quite  baffled  I  didn't  hear  from  more  of 

you. 

Cynthia  Plotkin  Mervis  writes  that  she  has  just 

completed  a  very  satisfying  year  as  Director  of 
Activities  at  the  Jewish  Home  and  Hospital  for  the 

Aged  in  Pittsburgh.  In  June,  at  the  Therapeutic 
Recreation  Institute  convention  (held  at  Chatham, 

incidentally),  she  presented  a  paper  on  a  program 

she'd  developed  at  the  Jewish  Home  for  the  sociali- 

zation of  elderly  patients.  The  paper  was  well  re- 
ceived and  a  summary  of  it  will  be  published  in 

November,  1975.  She  reports  that  she  and  Michael 

are  fine  and  had  just  returned  from  a  weekend  stay 
at  the  home  of  Evie  Lewis  Freeman  and  her 

husband.  She  adds  a  P.S.  in  which  she  admonishes 

me  for  addressing  her  envelope  in  her  husband's name  and  I  apologize  to  her  and  to  anyone  else  out 
there  I  offended  by  doing  so.  All  I  can  say  in  my 

defense  is  that  that's  the  way  the  list  I  get  reads  and 
I  have  to  type  those  damn  envelopes  as  fast  as  I  can, 

the  demands  on  a  book  editor's  time  being  what 

they  are. 
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Patty  Peckinpaugh  writes  that  hassles  with  a 

greedy  landlord  this  year  forced  her  to  move  from 
her  beloved  mountain  retreat  back  to  urban  South 

Denver.  But  that  seems  to  be  the  only  cloud  in  an 

otherwise  successful  year.  She  reports  she's  in  the 
process  of  becoming  a  student  advisor  in  the  College 
of  Business  at  the  University  of  Colorado  at  Denver; 

she's  been  teaching  modern  dance  both  privately  and 
at  the  university;  her  catering  business  is  picking  up; 

and,  along  with  a  partner,  she  hopes  to  have  a  busi- 
ness based  out  of  a  health  food  restaurant  going 

within  the  next  few  months. 

Jackie  Savani  Mitchell  is  still  working  on  her  dis- 
sertation at  the  University  of  Pennsylvania  and 

husband  Rick  is  the  branch  chief  for  the  federal  En- 
vironmental Protection  Agency.  Janis  Roseberg 

Wasserman  reports  the  birth  of  a  new  baby,  a  daugh- 

ter, Quinci  Ann.  And  finally,  Julia  Pollock's  mother 
returned  the  questionnaire  and  wrote  that  Julia  is  in 

Israel  now,  working  on  a  kibbutz  and  studying 
Hebrew. 

And  that's  it!  Oh,  where  are  you,  Wong?  Susan 
Rice  Miller?  Andi  Pratt?  Jonnie  Pearson  McElroy? 

Rica  Scheidecker  Packard?  Clare  Ruthenburg  Silet? 

Susie  Patton  Munn?  All  my  faithful  correspondents 

—  I  would  also  welcome  the  not-so-faithful!  Well,  at 

the  risk  of  sounding  a  bit  like  the  rabbi  at  the  Sedar 

table,  perhaps  next  year  will  be  better. 

In  the  course  of  writing  this  column,  I've  decided 
not  to  speculate  on  why  I  received  so  few  question- 

naires. But  I  will  report  Cookie  Ungar's  speculation 
when  I  mentioned  the  matter  at  lunch  the  other  day; 

she  thought  that  perhaps  we  all  had  reached  some 

sort  of  sameness  in  our  lives,  a  happy  plateau  not  too 

much  different  from  last  year's  situation,  which 

made  the  reporting  of  any  "news"  beside  the  point. 
Being  twenty-seven  is  a  lot  different  than  being 

twenty-two,  she  remarked.  Perhaps  there's  some 
truth  to  all  that.  I  prefer  to  think  the  situation  is 

caused  by  more  mundane  matters:  I  sent  the  ques- 

tionnaires out  too  late  {though  I  didn't);  you  never 

received  them  (possible);  I  didn't  give  you  enough 
time  to  respond  {h-m-m-m,  maybe);  all  the  question- 

naires were  stolen  from  my  mailbox  while  I  spent 
two  weeks  in  Nantucket  this  summer  (a  situation  I 

must  consider.  New  York  being  what  it  is).  As  I  said 

before,  I  try  not  to  take  it  too  personally. 

But  you're  all  dying  to  hear  my  news,  right?  Well, 

I'm  still  at  Doubleday,  still  an  editorial  assistant 
(now  for  the  editor-in-chief);  still  editing  the  books 
other  editors  bring  in.  In  trade  publishing,  you  see, 

the  name  of  the  game  is  acquisitions  —  what  authors 

an  editor  can  bring  into  the  house  —  and  I'm  learning 
that  it  takes  years  of  building  up  contacts  to  build 

up  a  list  of  one's  own.  But  I've  made  a  start  this 
year,  the  bare  beginnings  of  a  real  career  as  an  editor 

(although,  ironically,  Doubleday  thinks  of  me  as  an 

editor  but  has  yet  to  give  me  the  full  title).  I've 
acquired  three  books,  a  fourth  one  will  be  signed  up 

soon.  The  first  novel  I  ever  acquired  for  Doubleday 

is  a  period  novel  spanning  three  generations  set  in 
Galveston,  Texas  from  1877  to  1920.  It  will  be 

published  next  June,  so  be  sure  to  rush  out  and  buy 

a  dozen  copies.  The  paperback  rights  were  sold  just 
last  week  to  Bantam  for  $150,000.  Not  bad  for  a 

rookie  editor.  Until  next  year .  .  . 

Pat  reporting: 

After  five  years  on  the  road,  Margaret  Walsh  is 

again  in  Pittsburgh,  where  she  will  be  Manager  for 

Evelyn  Wood  Reading  Dynamics.  The  job  involves 

teaching  and  promotional  work  at  various  colleges 

and  companies  in  the  area,  and  Margaret  hopes  to  set 

up  a  class  on  the  Chatham  campus. 

Ilene  Sirocca  is  'between  engagements,'  taking  a 
well-deserved  rest  after  a  summer  of  touring  seven- 

teen cities  in  six  states.  She  was  a  soloist  in  Penn- 

sylvania '76,  a  Bicentennial  program  of  symphonic 
and  popular  American  music,  sponsored  in  part  by 
the  Pennsylvania  Bicentennial  Commission. 

The  past  year  saw  several  changes  in  the  house- 
hold of  Tom  and  Diana  Urban  Eichler.  They  became 

parents  of  Jeremy  Jacob  and  moved  into  a  town- 

house  on  the  other  side  of  Reston,  VA.  Other  good 

news  is  the  opening  of  Tom's  new  dental  office. 
Diana  also  sends  news  that  Lori  Gray  is  very  happy 
working  as  an  editorial  assistant  at  Pyramid 
Publications. 

Suzanne   Wilson    Murphy    is  working  as  Student 

Activities  Coordinator  for  the  Massachusetts  Public 

Interest  Research  Group,  a  Ralph  Nader-inspired 
organization.  The  Group  is  active  in  examining 

energy  policy,  recycling  programs,  consumer  com- 
plaint mechanisms  and  water  and  air  quality 

standards.  Jack  is  working  at  the  Clinic  to  Improve 

University  Teaching  at  the  University  of  Massa- 
chusetts/Amherst,  and  will  attend  Columbia  School 

of  Library  Science  in  the  fall.  Both  Suzanne  and 

Jack  were  amused  to  read  in  last  year's  Recorder 
that  he  was  married  to  Judy  Harding.  The  latest 

word  is  that  Judy  is  only  a  close  neighbor. 

Pam  Stock  Curry  and  John  send  greetings  from 

California,  where  she  is  working  for  the  Stanford 
Heart  Disease  Prevention  Program.  Her  program  is 

trying  to  assess  the  impact  of  mass  media  on  our 

behavior  toward  smoking,  cholesterol,  exercise  — 
risk  factors  in  heart  disease.  John  taught  calculus  at 

Stanford;  he  hopes  to  complete  the  Ph.D.  this  spring. 

After  five  years  at  Western  Psych,  IMedra  Sheatz 

Brody  has  moved  on  to  Children's  Hospital,  as  a 
Social  Worker  for  the  Developmental  Clinic.  Her  job 

involves  family  assessments,  and  group  and  family 

therapy.  Davis  has  left  Kaufmann's  to  open  his  own 
clothing  store  in  Oakland.  The  Brodys  are  also 

purchasers  of  a  townhouse  in  Shadyside. 

Joining  the  list  of  townhouse  owners  in  Shady- 
side  are  Jim  and  Sue  Sponzilli  Harland.  Their  imme- 

diate plans  after  buying  the  house  were  to  coax 

vegetables  out  of  the  Pittsburgh  soil.  This  fall  Sue 

returns  to  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  as  a  teaching 

fellow  and  to  her  work  on  a  Ph.D.  in  English.  Jim 

will  divide  his  job  as  a  rehabilitation  counselor 
between  Council  House  and  Pitt. 

Cookie  Ungar  spent  her  summer  doing  Shake- 
speare and  local  beer  (!)  commercials  in  Louisville 

and  is  now  back  in  New  York  to  begin  another 

season  off-off  Broadway.  She  frequently  sees  Susie 
Schwartz,  Sue  Thorn  and  Sherry  Steiner  who  are 

alive,  well  and  kicking  around  New  York  according 
to  Cookie. 

Connie  Wiencek-Kobalka  is  now  the  Coordinator 

of  Volunteer  Services  for  the  West  Side  Community 

Mental  Health  Center  in  Cleveland.  She  will  be  kept 

busy  supervising  volunteers,  editing  the  agency's 
newsletter,  and  orienting  new  staff  members.  Walt 
worked  this  summer  for  the  law  firm  representing 

the  plaintiffs  in  the  Kent  State  case.  The  Kobalkas 

are  looking  forward  to  a  vacation  in  New  England 

this  fall,  "before  Bicentennial  fever  really  takes 

hold." 

I  spent  this  summer  "out  East,"  teaching  Por- 
tuguese at  the  Yale  Summer  Language  Institute.  I 

will  be  at  the  University  of  Iowa  for  the  coming 

year,  as  an  Instructor  in  Portuguese. 
Sue  Sponzilli  Harland  has  graciously  offered  to 

"take  over"  this  section  of  the  class  news,  at  least  for 
the  next  five  years.  I  think  the  five-year  rotation 
system  is  a  good  one,  and  I  hope  one  of  you  offers 

to  relieve  her  in  1980.  I  will  miss  the  promise  of  a 

full  mailbox  in  the  fall,  as  well  as  the  cards  and 

letters  I  receive  from  you  throughout  the  year.  It's been  fun. 

1972 
Julie  Wilkins 

237  Cheese  Factory  Road 

Honeoye  Falls,  NY  14472 

Sally  Miesse 
615  Summerlea,  Apt.  10 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

Ann  Peirce 

228  Main  Street 

Concord,  MA  01742 

BJ  Singer  Bralower 

(Mrs.  Stevenl 
5003  Sentinel  Drive 

Sumner,  MD  20016 

Amy  Wrolstad  Burger 
(Mrs.  James  T.) 

Pine  Cobble  School 

Carriage  Barn 
Williamstown,  MA  01267 

MARRIAGES 

Kathy   Plunkett    to    Kenneth    Hunt,   December  21, 

1974 

BJ  Singer  lo  Steven  Bralower,  August  23,  1975 

BIRTH 
Pam  West  Winters,  a  daughter,  Robyn  Lee,  Au 

13,  1975 
NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Allen  Hill  (Mrs.  Edwin  B.,  Ill),  2013  S( 

stone  Drive,  Reston,  VA  22091 

Rosilyn  Alter,  209  Harper  Surf,  5426  South  Har 

Chicago.  I  L  60615 
Susan   Anderson   Wasser   (Ms.),  Qtrs.   1   Marine 

racks,  8th  &  I  Sts.,  S.E.,  Washington,  DC  20390 

Janelle    Austin,    Oneida    View    Road,    Huron, 44839 

Elayne    Baumgart   Snyder    (Mrs.   Mark   H.),   14( 
84th  Drive,  Jamaica,  NY  1 1435 

Dianne  Buck  Schrader  (Mrs.   Richard  J.l,  300  l\ 

St.,  #1,  West  Haven,  CT  06516 

Laurel   Coutrakon,  525  S.  Douglas,  Springfield 

62704 
Charlotte    Desmond    Vaidya    (Mrs.    Nishkant), 

LaClair  Street.  Pittsburgh,  PA  1  5218 

Jane   F.   Dillon,  5634  Callow/hill  Street,  Pittsbu 
PA  1 5206 

Mary    Eddy    Turner   (Mrs.   William),    134   LaDe 

Drive,  Ontari  o,  CA  9 1 764 

Kathryn     Freed     Fliegler     (Mrs.     David     S.), 

Meadowvale  Lane,  Media,  PA  19063 

Teresa  Fronczek  Speyer  (Mrs.  James),  C-305,  6 

Ocean  Crest  Drive,  Rancho  Palos  Verdes,  CA  90 

Marian  Genstein  Sanjana  (Mrs.  Zal  N.),  1405  Ri 

view  Drive,  Verona,  PA  15147 

Carol   Glick,708   North   Negley  Avenue,  Pittsbu PA  1 5206 

Janis  Glick   Barthelemy   (Mrs.  Jean  Rene),  23 

Leon  Jost,  75017  Paris,  France 

Shari  Goldstein  Leibowitz  (Mrs.  Bruce),  21  Harr 

Street,  Nutley,  NJ  071 10 

Linda   Goll    Parish   (Mrs.   Joseph   E.,  Jr.),  2823 

Dryden  Place,  Arlington  Heights,  IL  60004 

Susan  Kay  Gottlieb,  2750  Dresden  Road,  Zanesv- 

OH  43701 
Sarah  Jane  Kelly,  7730  Paseo  Del  Ray,  #4,  Playa 

Ray,  C A  90291 
Joyce   Kossack,   206  Ninth  Street  NE,  Washing 
DC  20002 

Barbara    Metzler    Rial     (Mrs.    Fred),    500    Pittsf 

Road,  #15F,  Lenox,  MA  01240 

Antonia  Pipitone  Morrisson  (Mrs.  Thomas  H.),  1 

Rue  LaVille,  Creve  Coeur.  MO  63141 

Laurie    Plesser    Brodie    (Mrs.    Thomas),    503    Ni 

LaJolla  Avenue,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90048 

Kathy   Plunkett   Hunt    (Mrs.    Kenneth),   3813  U 

Pike,  Jeffersonville,  IN  47130 

Rochelle  Rosen,  251   East  19th  Avenue,  Homesti PA  15120 

Sheila   Rosenbaum  Dalmat  (Mrs.  Michael  E.),  5 

Brook    Way,    #4,    Hannibal    Grove,   Columbia, 
22040 

Teresa  Rupani  IMagel,   R.  #5.  Box  302A,  Somer 
PA  15501 

Christine  Sage,  R.D.  #1,  Box  16A,  Homer  City, 15748 

Linda  Schneider   Miller    (Mrs.    Paul   J),  2995  G 

wood  Drive,  Boulder,  CO  80301 

Catharine  Setzer,  428  South  Atlantic  Avenue,  P 

burgh,  PA  15224 

Mary   Lynne  Stauffer,  601   W.  Deming  Place,  #J 

Chicago,  I  L  606 14 

Georgena  Terry,  5730  Howe  Street,  Pittsburgh, 15232 

Patricia    Thompson   Staab    (Mrs.    Edward),    105 

chard  Square,  Pittsburgh.  PA  1  5229 

Susan  Tiedy,  20  Oakville,  Apt.  TA,  Pittsburgh. 15220 

Sue  Taishoff,  536  S.  Forest  Avenue,  Ann  Arbor, 

48104 
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isan  Vance,  Maplewood  Gardens,  141  Croyden 

Ene.  Apt.  E.,  Dewitt,  NY  13224 

rginia  Volponi,  1076  Franklin  Avenue,  Baden,  PA 
6005 

nrolyn  Wucnina  Snyder  (Mrs.  Ronald  F.),  2429 
Iventh  Avenue,  Beaver  Falls,  PA  15010 

pST
 

irbara  Ann  Harland 

ndra  McClelland  Hill 

ilie  reporting: 

Many  of  our  class  have  recently  earned  or  are 

Drking  on  their  master's.  Anne  Bonte  Hackett  is  ac- 
imulating  credits  in  education  at  Michigan  State, 
d  teaching  third  graders  again.  Jamie  is  a  licensed 
dependent  builder  now,  despite  the  economy.  Ann 

rooks  has  recently  earned  her  M.S.  and  is  teaching 
medial  reading  at  the  junior  high  level.  For  sport 

e  has  taken  up  white  water  canoeing.  Barbara 
len  Hill  plans  to  take  some  time  off  from  the  twins 

work  on  a  master's  in  Developmental  Psychology. 
\e  and  Bruce  have  moved  into  a  new  house  and 

irbara  is  busy  with  many  community  groups. 

bsilyn  Alter  has  also  earned  her  master's  in  Art 
istory  at  North  Carolina,  Chapel  Hill,  and  is  head- 

j  to  Illinois  to  work  on  her  Ph.D.  at  the  University 

Chicago.  Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell  is  continuing 

ir  work  with  the  Chicago  Department  of  Public 

orks,  soon  to  be  a  research  analyst  in  environ- 

sntal  impact.  She  is  planning  a  master's  in  Urban 
anning  at  the  University  of  Illinois.  Ted  is  now 

th  a  law  firm  and  waiting  to  hear  about  his  bar 
.ams. 

Joanne  Fiedler  starts  back  at  Chatham  this  fall, 

it  in  the  capacity  of  laboratory  instructor  for  the 

ychology  Department.  Ahh,  the  memories  of 

:enarian  rat  cages,  and  perception  games,  how  well 
2  all  remember.  Jennifer  Aung  Din  Wiegand  is 

ending  her  time  at  the  Mount  Holly,  New  Jersey 
iblic  library  where  she  is  Assistant  Director,  and  is 

scorning  an  authority  on  rare  books  dating  back  to 

e  1700's.  Janet  Bartini  Blair  is  doing  photography 
id  information  chores  for  a  stuffy  corporation  in 

Ibuquerque,  but  she  didn't  write  on  letterhead 

iper,  so  we  won't  know  who.  Dianne  Buck 
phrader  is  still  working  part-time  and  she  and  Rick 
averted  their  Dodge  van  into  a  camper  this 
mmer. 

My  life  is  a  new  job  at  the  University  of  Ro- 
ester  and  an  old  farmhouse  in  Honeoye  Falls,  NY. 

ie  highlight  of  the  year  without  a  doubt  was  the 

ilebration  of  BJ  Singer's  marriage  to  Steve 
ralower  in  N.Y.C.  this  August.  Beej  was  beautiful, 

id  it  gave  many  good  friends  a  reason  to  gather 
jain.  Thank  you  Beej,  Steve,  Herb  and  Marcia. 

J  reporting: 

Diane  Pfanner  has  been  down  in  the  Virgin 
lands  on  St.  Thomas,  helping  her  family  out  with  a 

sort  they  have  built  there  —  Point  Pleasant.  It 

ioks  beautiful,  and  if  anyone  would  like  any  info 

i  it,  Diane  would  be  happy  to  send  it  to  you.  She 

lould  be  back  in  Vermont  with  her  pots  and  dog 

>on.  Rhoda  McLeod  Glover,  your  semi-annual  letter 
)  her  is  overdue!  Laurie  Plesser  Brodie  and  Tom  are 

:ry  happy  in  LA.  He's  been  working  on  a  fellowship 
i  Cardiology  while  Laurie  has  quit  her  job  and  plans 
)  go  back  to  school  at  UCLA. 

As  of  last  January,  Kathy  Plunkett  Hunt  sounded 

sry  good,  enjoying  some  leisure  time.  She's  in  In- 
iana  just  across  the  river  from  Louisville,  Kentucky. 

Lizanne  Robblee  Cottrelle  has  been  working  for  the 

'omen  Studies  Program  at  Pitt  which  she  says  has 
sen  very  interesting.  She  hopes  to  finish  her  M.A.  in 

istory  at  Pitt  by  December,  and  after  that,  she  and 

srry  plan  to  leave  Pittsburgh  and  travel  in  Latin 

merica  until  their  money  runs  out.  Since  Chris  Sage 

loved  closer  to  them,  they've  been  making  an  effort 

)  keep  her  out  of  trouble,  but  Suzanne  says  it's 
ard.  Speaking  of  Chris,  she  lives  about  an  hour  out- 

de  of  Pittsburgh,  working  with  mentally  retarded 
dults  at  the  Exceptional  Development  Center  at 

orrance  Hospital.  She's  also  been  involved  quite  a 
it  with  bluegrass  music  —  she  does  a  weekly  blue- 

'ass  radio  program  over  WXEP-FM  (91.5)  in  Pitts- 
urgh  Tuesday  nights  (8-10  p.m.). 

Karen  Roberts  Sellman  is  still  in  Ohio,  teaching 

jcond   grade  and   working   on  her  M.A.   in  foreign 

language  education.  Her  husband  Jerry  finished  law 
school  in  June  and  already  has  a  job  in  Columbus. 

She's  seen  Mary  Stackpole  and  her  in-laws  were 
guests  of  Vicki  Lau  in  Hawaii  last  year. 

Shelly  Rosen  finished  a  clinical  traineeship  in- 

oncology  and  will  transfer  to  the  University  of  Pitts- 

burgh, School  of  Medicine  this  fall.  Sheila  Rosen- 
baum  Dalmat  and  her  husband  spent  7%  months  in 

Nicaragua  where  Sheila  taught  school  and  Michael 

worked  on  managerial  problems  in  the  Ministry  of 

Public  Health.  They  then  moved  on  to  Pakistan 
where  Michael  taught  management.  By  September 

they  will  be  in  Columbia,  MD;  Michael  at  school  at 
Johns  Hopkins  in  a  Ph.D.  program. 

Terri  Rupani  Nagel  and  Rich  have  moved  to  the 

country  where  they  are  both  self-employed  in  pot- 
tery and  leatherwork  and  do  a  bit  of  traveling  to 

craft  fairs.  This  past  winter  they  were  snowed-in  for 
five  days  and  had  to  seek  their  own  wood  and  melt 
snow  for  water.  Terri  has  her  own  studio  behind 

their  house.  Anne  Pantelich  spent  the  past  year  in 

Houston,  TX.  She's  been  taking  a  few  courses  for 
architecture  school  which  she'll  enter  next  year  at 
either  Rice  University  or  C-MU.  She  was  in  Pitts- 

burgh this  summer  and  visited  with  Mary  Stackpole 

and  Ell  ie  Schechter  Maney  —  and  finally  got  the 
chance  to  take  a  white  water  raft  trip  down  the 

Youghiogheny  River  outside  of  Pittsburgh. 

It  seems  that  I've  had  quite  a  full  year.  I've  been 

working  as  the  "Registrar"  (Oh  yes!)  at  an  all-boys 
prep  school  in  DC.  I  work  with  the  seniors  on  college 

applications  and  am  also  on  the  admissions  com- 
mittee. I  really  enjoy  it  there.  In  June,  Joyce 

Kossack  married  Stephen  Lamb  and  had  a  super 

wedding  —  Joyce  looked  fantastic.  The  next  day  the 
two  of  them  graduated  from  Georgetown  Law 

School  and  have  moved  to  New  Jersey.  And  I  got 
married  too.  I  was  very  lucky  to  have  so  many  of  my 

close  friends  there:  Ellie  Schechter  Maney  and  Dick, 

Amy  Wrolstad  Burger  and  Jim,  Julie  Wilkins  and 

Hugh  Nellans,  Barb  Grossman,  and  my  old  coun- 
selees  Cathy  Young  and  Nancy  Hicks,  plus  Liz 

Naumoff.  It  was  a  very  special  day  for  me,  and  I 

don't  think  I've  ever  been  anywhere  where  there  had 
been  more  love  and  happiness  among  a  group  of 

people.  As  for  Steve,  he's  pretty  special  also.  He 
graduated  from  Kenyon  in  1971,  and  works  for  a 

real  estate  firm  in  Washington.  I  hope  everyone  has 

had  as  wonderful  a  year  as  I  have  —  and  another 
great  one  commg  up. 

Amy  reporting: 

This  past  summer  was  my  summer  for  seeing 

Chatham  people.  In  July  I  saw  Sara  Stotzer  and 

Nancy  Stewart  at  the  beach  near  Rockport,  MA. 

We  were  next  to  each  other  escaping  the  100°  heat. 

Then  in  August  at  Beej's  wedding  I  saw  Julie 
Wilkins,  Barb  Grossman,  and  Ellie  Schechter  Maney. 

We  had  a  good  time  —  only  wished  Beej  had  more 
time  to  talk! 

Sue  Taishoff  has  finished  all  requirements  for  her 

Ph.D.  in  History  except  the  dissertation.  She  spent 

last  summer  on  a  NSF  grant  at  the  University  of 

Michigan  and  will  be  there  this  year  doing  research 
and  research  design. 

Mary  Stackpole  finished  her  master's  in  Ele- 
mentary Education  at  Pitt  this  summer.  She  saw 

Kevin  Cartwright  Cornell  and  Sharon  Ray  while  in 
Chicago. 

Carolyn  Wuchina  Snyder  sends  greetings  and  re- 
ports that  she  officially  retired  from  the  Pittsburgh 

schools  —  but  sounds  busy  with  her  18-month-old 

son! 
Rob  Weinbrenner  Schuler  finished  her  master's  in 

English  at  Carnegie-Mellon  this  summer  and  is 
permanently  certified  to  teach  English.  Diane 
Tirpack  Kangas,  who  now  lives  in  New  Hampshire, 

stopped  by  to  visit  Rob. 

Susan  Vance  has  been  extremely  busy  "profes- 

sionally" this  past  year  with  papers  and  conventions. 

She  received  her  master's  in  Clinical  Psychology 
from  Temple  University  in  1974  and  has  finished  her 
requirements  for  her  Ph.D.  This  fall  she  starts  at 

Syracuse  University  to  write  her  dissertation.  She'll 
be  working  in  conjunction  with  the  Upstate  Medical 
Center. 

Barb  Studenmund  reports  most  enthusiastically 

from  Washington,  DC.  She  has  a  great  social  life,  a 

new  job  at  Changing  Times  Education  Service,  her 

"professional"  singing  job,  and  a  guinea  pig.  What 

more  could  one  ask?  I  believe  there's  a  Studenmund 
who  was/is  responsible  for  the  craziness  on  the 

Williams  College  radio  station  —  could  it  be  that  it 
runs  in  the  family? 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Sally  Miesse  and 
Ann  Peirce  in  time  for  publication  in  this  issue  of  the 
Recorder. 

1974 
Cynthia  Bunton 

1706  Wightman  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Ellen  DiCarlo 

306  Fairfield  Avenue 
Newcastle,  PA  16105 

Missie  Johnson 
527  Shore  Road 

Chatham,  MA  02633 

Betsy  Baker  Lamb 
(Mrs.  Richard  H.) 

150  Gulf  Street 

Milford,  CT  06460 

Mara  Mittleman 

5  Ross  Avenue 

South  Nyack,  NY  10960 

Jennifer  Newton 

5458  Wilkins  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Margaret  Nordheim 
Lower  Shad  Road 

Pound  Ridge,  NY  10576 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Margaret  B.  Nordheim  to  Donald  B.  Harrison,  Elyria, 

OH 
Susan  E.  Rehrig  to  David  Kelly,  Allentown,  PA 

Sally  Schlesinger  to  Lanny  Seed,  Pittsburgh,  PA 

MARRIAGES 

Patricia  Corrado  to  Michael  Shuhi 

Mary  Ann  Gilmartin  to  Philip  Landers 

Bonnie  Gotjen  to  William  D.  Steele 

Wallis  Kissel  to  Douglas  A.  Mertes 

Carol  Knopler  to  Robert  Ruderman,  March,  1975 

Ann  Manoli  to  Paul  Ruddy 

Becky    Pringle    to   Michael    Corbin,   September   14, 

1974 
Laurie  Purcell  to  Peter  Djinis.  August  16,  1975 

Teresa  Ross  to  Lawrence  Cognetti,  May,  1975 

Deborah    Rowson    to   John   Smalls,    December   28, 
1974 

Patty  Schuster  to  James  Georgalas 

Suzanne  Sliger  to  Roger  M.  Winsby 

Marjean  Wallover  to  Robert  Ingram 

Terri  Weinrich  to  Ricky  Rosenthal,  June  28,  1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ellen    Blustein,   5501    Howe  Street,   Pittsburgh,   PA 
15232 

Joanne    Buas   Georgeson    (Mrs.   William   D.),    10820 

Georgia  Ave.,  #T10,  Silver  Spring,  MD  20902 

Crystal  Burns,  247  W.  149  Street,  #1C,  New  York, 
NY  10039 

Wendy   Caparosa,   123  West  Muntz  Avenue,  Butler, 
PA  16001 

Providence    Cicero,   274   First   Avenue,   #714,   New 
York,  NY  10009 

Patricia  Corrado  Shuhi  (Mrs.  Michael  H.l,  235  New- 
field  Road,  Torrington.  CT  06790 

Linda  Cralle,  1855  S.  Victoria,  #7,  Los  Angeles,  CA 

90019 

Cathy    Cusack,    2618    Redcoat    Drive,    #1C,   Alex- 
andria, VA  22030 

Edith    DeLisio,   515  S.  Aiken  Avenue,  #207,  Pitts- 

burgh, PA  15232 
Susan  Gilbert,  5780  Fifth  Avenue,  #1B,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  1  5232 
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Karen   S.   Gilgoff,   4849  Connecticut   Avenue   NW, 

#501 ,  Washington,  DC  20008 

Mary  Ann  Gilmartin  Landers  (Mrs.  Philip  L.J,  789 VS 

Bryson  Street,  Youngstown,  OH  44505 

Bonnie     Gotjen     Steele     (Mrs.     William     D.),     113 

Queenston  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15235 

Elsie   Heard,   524   Delancy   Street,  Philadelphia,  PA 
19106 

Marilyn   Horbaly,   2618   Redcoat  Drive,  #1C,  Alex- 
andria, VA  22030 

Earthamae  Isaac,  1706  Wightman  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15217 

Janice  Johns,  623  McBain,  562  West  1 13th  St.,  New 

York,  NY  10025 

Wallis   Kissel   Mertes    (Mrs.    Douglas   A.),  2700-13th 
Road,  South,  #506,  Arlington,  VA  22204 

Carol     Knopfler     Ruderman     (Mrs.     Robert),    4800 

Chicago  Beach  Dr.,  #2703N,  Chicago,  IL  60615 

Susan    Leonard,    219    Bart    Drive,    Pittsburgh,    PA 
15235 

Heather   Lyon,   5873   Darlington    Road,   Pittsburgh, 
PA  15217 

Ann  Manoli   Ruddy  (Mrs.  Paul},  561   Farview  Drive, 

Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Susan  Merriman,  5455  Black  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15206 

Cynthia  Montgomery,  Box  1582,  McCutcheon  Resi- 
dence Hall,  West  Lafayette,  IN  47907 

Ann  Murphy,  621  N.  St.  Clair  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15206 

Lisa  Nicholas,  601  N.  Euclid  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA 
15206 

Kathie  Olsen,  2812  Verano  Place,  Irvine,  CA  92664 

Rebecca    Pringle   Corbin    (Mrs.    Michael    H.),    14906 

Ritchie  Road,  Centreville,  VA  22020 

Karen  Prus,  125Taber  Dr.,  Clairton,  PA  15025 

Linda   Reilly,   2171    Twin  Circle  Drive,  #C,  Twins- 
burg,  OH  44087 

Terry  Ross  Cognetti  (Mrs.  Lawrence),  1211  Panama 

Street,  Philadelphia,  PA  19107 

Deborah   Rowson  Smalls   (Mrs.  John),  400  Maynard 

Avenue,  Ann  Arbor,  Ml  48108 

Deborah  J.  Samelson,  5710  Wellesley  Avenue,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15206 

Catherine  Sant  Burnside   (Mrs.    Kenneth  D.),  13607 

Arizona  Street,  Crown  Point,  IN  46307 

Cherry  W.  Semple,  6350  Aurelia  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  1 5206 

Suzanne  Sliger  Winsby   (Mrs.   Roger  M.),  4242  East 

West  Hwy.  #1007,  Chevy  Chase,  MD  20015 

Barbara  Sloane,  82  Church  Street,  #8,  Montclair,  NJ 
07042 

Janet  Summers,  6441   B  Camac  Street,  Philadelphia, 
PA  19141 

Mary  Stephens  Schweikher  (Mrs.  Paul),  6519  Hum- 
mingbird Lane,  Paradise  Valley,  AZ  85253 

Marjean   Wallover    Ingram    (Mrs.    Robert),   The   Pgh. 

Theological  Seminary,  616  N.  Highland  Ave.,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15206 

Terry  Weinrich  Rosenthal  (Mrs.  Ricky),  5646  Hobart 

St.,  #11,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Leslie  Werner,  250  Cedar  Ridge  Drive,  #206,  Mon- 
roeville,  PA  15146 

Pamela  Whitcomb,  Women's  City  Club  of  Boston,  40 
Beacon  Street,  Boston,  MA  02108 

Rachel    Yaffo,   6411    Kentucky  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  1 5206 

Cyn  reporting: 

Everyone  seems  to  have  had  an  enjoyable  sum- 
mer. I  am  of  course  assuming  that  everyone  who 

didn't  respond  to  my  letter  was  having  so  much  fun 
that  they  didn't  have  time  to  write!  Those  who  did 
respond  however,  seem  quite  busy.  Ruby  Bowe,  who 

had  just  returned  from  a  vacation  in  Virginia  when 

she  wrote,  is  now  enrolled  in  the  Master's  Program  in 
Sociology  at  Duquesne  University.  She  has  also  been 

in  touch  with  Jane  Kirui  '73  from  Kenya. 
Elizabeth  (Betsy)  Bopp  is  now  working  in  the 

Medical  Records  Office  of  Columbia  Hospital.  She 

finds  the  work  'interesting  and  unusual.'  Crystal 
Burns  is  now  attending  Brooklyn  College  Graduate 

School  in  communications  (what  else).  She  has  kept 
in  touch  with  Linda  Cralle  who  now  resides  in 

California  and  loves  it!  Wendy  Caparosa  has  gra- 

duated and  is  now  a  physical  therapist.  At  this  writ- 
ing, she  wanted  to  work  in  Boston,  Atlanta  or 

Phoenix.  I'll  check  the  postmark  on  her  next  letter 
to  see  where  she  finally  settled.  She  and  Barb  Sloane 

did  a  little  drinking  and  reminiscing  about  Chatham 

this  summer.  Joanne  Buas  Georgeson  spent  the  sum- 
mer travelling  out  West  visiting  Colorado,  Wyoming, 

Utah  and  Montana.  She's  now  preparing  to  return  to 
teaching  in  Maryland. 

Before  returning  to  Pittsburgh,  I  had  the  pleasure 

of  having  my  picture  taken  with  Mara  Unger  and  Ida 

Levine  who  are  both  well.  I've  also  talked  to 
Deborah  Rowson  Smalls  who  received  her  M.A.  in 

Administrative  Education  in  August  and  is  now 

working  and  Mae  Isaac  who  is  still  in  the  Rape  busi- 
ness! I  have  returned  to  Pittsburgh  to  study  for  an 

M.A.  in  International  Affairs  at  Pitt.  If  anyone  is 

ever  around  the  place,  drop  by  and  say  hello. 

Missie  reporting: 

Well,  here  I  am  freeloading  on  Cape  Code.  As  of 

June,  I  was  granted  a  Master's  in  International  Rela- 
tions. I  retired  for  the  month  of  June  and  celebrated 

the  4th  of  July  by  starting  to  work  for  a  woman  who 
owns  an  international  manufacturing  company  and 

two  boutiques  specializing  in  foreign  clothes, 

jewelry,  cosmetics  and  objets  d'art.  The  amazing 
part  is  that  she  didn't  start  the  business  until  she  was 
62  years  old  —  having  never  held  a  job  or  done  busi- 

ness before.  Not  only  are  the  three  enterprises 
booming,  but  also  expanding.  And  so  am  I,  I  have 

temporarily  retired  my  comfortable  world  of  cul- 
ture, language  and  diplomacy  to  study  accounting, 

business  law  and  management.  This  seems  to  be  the 

pattern  of  the  class  of  1974.  The  class  seems  to  be 

mounting  a  frontal  attack  on  every  field  imaginable 

—  often  times  combining  two  or  more  fields  in  one 

blow.  Let's  look  at  some  of  the  combinations! 
Susan  Gilbert  wrote  that  she  finished  her  M.A.  in 

Elementary  Education  at  Pitt  in  May.  She  spent  the 
summer  in  Boca  Raton,  Florida  working  in  the 

family  furniture  store  and  taking  a  workshop  in  cur- 
riculum development  at  Florida  Atlantic  University. 

At  this  point,  Susan  plans  to  return  to  the  "Burgh" 
and  look  for  a  job  teaching  or  in  the  advertising  field 

"if  it  proves  productive." 
Karen  Gilgoff  is  moving  to  DC  as  of  October 

where  she  has  a  "super  job"  as  Assistant  Editor  of  a 
monthly  labor  magazine  dealing  with  the  AFL-CIO 
groups  in  hotels,  restaurants,  bartenders  and  catering 
services.  The  editorial  office  is  moving  in  with  the 

legislative  office  in  Washington  and  Karen  is  moving 
with  them.  Sounds  fantastic!  Karen  said  that  she  and 

Elayne  Rosen  had  spent  Memorial  weekend  with 
Andy  Fox  Krupp  and  her  husband  Bernie.  Then  off 

for  a  "demoralizing"  round  of  cheap  apartment 
hunting.  She  finally  wound  up  at  Laurie  Purcell 

Djinis'  wedding  in  Wellesley,  MA.  The  report  is  that 
it  was  a  beautiful  Greek  Orthodox  ceremony  and 

was  attended  by  such  notables  as  Shelly  Listman  and 
Ellen  Blustein. 

Bonnie  Gotjen  Steele  dropped  a  long  letter  in  the 

mail.  First,  congratulations  to  Bonnie  and  her  new 

husband.  Besides  getting  married,  Bonnie  has  been 

working  as  a  systems  analyst  for  P.P.G.  Industries 
and  is  working  on  an  MBA  at  Duquesne  at  night. 

Bonnie  reported  that  Sue  Rehrig  spent  the  summer 

with  her  while  she  was  finishing  an  MBA  at  Pitt.  Sue 
is  now  in  Allentown  working  for  Haskins  &  Sells. 

Further  report  is  that  Renee  George  was  working  in 
Buffalo  this  summer  and  is  now  touring  the  country 

in  a  van  that  she  bought  and  fixed  up  for  home-type 
comforts.  Her  eventual  plan  is  to  wind  up  in 
Colorado  as  a  ski  instructress. 

Jo  Salim  is  in  the  Army  and  has  been  to  Pitts- 
burgh to  visit  Bonnie  a  few  times.  Jo  is  stationed  in 

Georgia  and  is  working  in  the  base  hospital.  Bonnie 

reports  that  Jo  especially  likes  her  new  car,  the  feel- 
ing of  independence  and  the  travel  opportunities. 

Linda  Harger  finished  her  M.S.  in  accounting  in 

September  at  Northeastern,  then  was  moving  back  to 

the  Pitt  area  to  begin  work  in  October  for  Arthur 

Young  &  Co.  Linda,  let  us  know  your  address  when 

you  get  settled. 
The  chicken  pox  kid,  Elsie  Heard  has  moved  to 

Philly.  Elsie  took  criminal  law  courses  at  the  Para- 

legal   Institute    in    Philly    and    is    now    running 
Felony   and   Homicide  division   of   the   District 

torney's  office.  With  time  out  for  good  behavior; 
some  tips  from  Perry  Mason,  Elsie  hopes  to  start 
school  next  fall. 

Vern  Herron  is  on  the  go.  Vern  worked  for 

Office  of  Legal  Council  in  the  PA.  Health  D( 

(Harrisburg)  this  summer.  She  took  a  week  off 
visit  Linda  Cralle  in  California  who  works  at  UC 

and  is  "doing  fine."  Vern  plans  to  finish  her 
studies  at  American  University  in  May,  1976.  ! 

hopes  to  return  to  Pennsylvania,  take  the  bar  e> 

and  open  practice. 
Marilyn  Horbaly  has  an  apartment  with  Ca 

Cusak.  She  was  "relatively  successful"  in  the  wa 
color  course  she  took  this  summer.  Time  has  cc 

and  she  was  starting  her  second  year  teaching  kini 

garten  at  Woodley  Hills  Elementary  School. 

Janice  Johns  spent  a  star-studded  year  toui 

with  the  "Chuck  Corby  Revue"  as  an  entertaii 
What  an  exciting  way  to  spend  a  year!  Now  Jai 
has  moved  to  New  York  and  will  start  work  or 

MSW  at  Columbia  —  hopes  to  finish  by  May  1£ 

She  reported  that  she  had  seen  Leslie  Werner  wh 

working  at  Westinghouse  and  Marilyn  Miller  wh 
at  the  University  of  Michigan. 

Carol  Katonik,  wow!  Carol  is  film  editor  j 

producer  of  taped  interviews  of  Pittsburgh's  etr 
peoples  for  Pitt's  Oral  History  Archives.  She  is  wc 

ing  on  two  films  and  is  producing  "Women  Hold 
HALF  The  Sky"  at  WYEP-FM  radio.  Carol  rep( 
that  she  successfully  grew  a  vegetable  garden  and 

up  a  Batik  and  Tie-Dye  studio  this  summer.  (■ 
further,  spent  the  4th  of  July  weekend  at  Anti 

College  at  "The  Socialist/Feminist  Conferenc 

Carol  wants  to  start  a  women's  coffee  hoi 
bookshop  in  Pittsburgh.  If  anyone  is  intrigued  or 

ideas  -  call  her  (412/687-4458). 

It  sure  sounds  as  if  the  class  of  '74  is  chare 
into  the  Bicentennial  Year  with  great  gusto  and 

termination.  If  you  plot  your  mind  and  your  eye 

something,  you  can  do  it  —  keep  charging. 

Mara  reporting: 

It  has  been  a  busy  year  for  me  —  I  worked  < 
medical  receptionist/aide  in  an  obstetrician/gv 

cologist's  office  and  was  quite  active  in  local  the; 

and  choral  groups.  Now  I'm  looking  forward  to 
tending  the  Institute  for  Paralegal  Training  in  Pl~ 

delphia,  where  I'll  be  studying  criminal  law  —  qui 
change  from  music! ! 

Wally  Kissel  Mertes  will  be  returning  on  a  p 

time  basis  to  Georgetown  University  for  tl 

master's  program  in  French.  She  and  Doug  tou 
New  England  in  May  and  saw  Wendy  Holloway  , 

Linda  Harger  in  Boston  —  both  are  doing  well. 
Down  in  Virginia,  Paula  Leshko  Zuzo  is  hop 

for  a  week  aboard  a  research  vessel  as  part  of  her 

as  research  assistant,  while  Gus  is  working  on 
thesis. 

Ida  Levine  loves  Chicago,  where  she's  study 
toward  a  master's  in  Latin  and  Greek  at  the  I 

versity  —  and  still  finds  time  to  have  several  sine 
"jobs"  in  and  around  the  city. 

After  spending  a  summer  in  Pittsburgh,  Mari 
Miller  is  getting  ready  to  go  back  for  her  second  y 

at   Ann    Arbor,   where   she   is  working   toward 
master's  in  Art  History. 

While  working  as  a  contracts  representative 

Westinghouse,  Kay  Kiefer  is  attending  Gee 

Washington  University,  earning  credits  toward 

M.B.A.  in  Finance  and  Investments  —  and  Westi 
house  is  picking  up  the  tab!  That  sounds  like  a  gr 

job! 

Along  with  attending  the  graduate  school 

Social  Psychology  at  the  University  of  Pittsbur 
Maureen  McHugh  has  been  involved  with  teach 

the  "Psychology  of  Women."  This  year  at  a  half-v 
house  in  Butler,  she'll  be  doing  research 
alcoholism. 

Lynn  Mack  had  a  great  summer  in  Maine  paint 

Brad's  parents'  home,  and  then  returned  to  C 
where  she  worked  as  an  instructor  for  incom 

dental  students  .  .  .  and  even  found  time  for  ter 
with  Mara  Unger. 

Carol  Knopfler  Ruderman  and  Bob  are  currer 

living  in  Chicago,  where  Bob  is  a  resident  in  Pe 

atrics  and  Carol  is  working  in  a  management  trail 

program  for  the  Chicago  Board  Opticians  Exchar 
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>en  reporting: 

k There  seems  to  be  no  one  generalization  to  be 
de  about  this  section  of  the  Class  of  1974,  except 

pat  everyone  whom  I've  heard  from  seems  happy 

jnd  content  —  which  certainly  isn't  the  worst  news 
p  hear! 

•  Debbie  Mosby  spent  a  hectic  but  marvelous  sum- 
:ner  as  musical  director  in  performing  arts  at  a  Y 

lamp  where  "working"  hours  stretched  from  seven 

f\.M.  till  after  midnight  —  "piano  players,"  Debbie 

pys,  "never  get  rest."  Needless  to  say,  she  loved  it. 

|he  should  finish  her  master's  in  musicology  from 
yracuse  ("with  luck")  next  June. 
>  Annie  Murphy,  now  in  Pittsburgh  rooming  with 

ietsy  Becker  '75,  holds  the  record  for  most  work 
ixperience  to  date.  She  worked  her  way  from  recep- 
Jontst  to  senior  research  assistant  at  a  New  York 

lity  executive  recruiting  firm  before  moving  to  Pitts- 
lurgh  in  April,  and  has  tentative  plans  to  start  back 

p  school  next  fall. 
Judy  Nemzer  has  already  taken  that  plunge,  and 

i  presently  beginning  work  toward  a  master's  at  the 
Sraduate  School  of  Public  Health  at  Pitt,  where  she 

flans  to  specialize  in  administration  of  health  serv- 

ices. She  (along  with  an  article  in  the  Post-Gazette 
pst  spring)  reports  that  Ellen  Blustein  is  managing 
he  Roots  Natural  Footwear  Shop  in  Shadyside. 

Cindy  Montgomery  has  also  forsaken  full-time 
mployment  (and  sharing  an  apartment  with  me!) 

jbr  graduate  school  —  in  her  case,  it's  study  for  a 
paster's   of  Industrial   Management  at  Purdue  Uni- 
frsity.    She   received  both   a  grant  and   a   resident 

sistantship,  and  plans  on  really  hitting  the  books 

pr  at  least  a  full  year. 
Judi  Parker  Wolf  continues  her  ceramics  work  in 

j  variety  of  ways,  teaching  both  individual  and  craft 
essions  and  supplying  several  stores  with  her  work. 
!he  asked  about  Lisa  Nicholas,  who,  rumor  has  it, 

pent  at  least  the  summer  in  Europe,  also  working  in 
eramics. 

J  Francesca  Peckman  writes  that  she  is  nearing 

pmpletion  of  her  master's  in  psychology,  on  her 
way  to  a  Ph.D.  in  clinical  psych.  She's  also  been 
working  with  emotionally  disturbed  children  at  a 
nental  health  agency.  She  reports  an  active  social 

tfe  and  eager  anticipation  of  the  winter  months, 

ince  she's  become  a  confirmed  ski  bum! 
Gwen  McCreary  Davis  has  been  working  as  a 

ersonnel  Specialist  at  Motorola  in  Mesa,  Arizona, 

lince  graduating  from  Arizona  State  last  May.  She 

nd  her  husband  are  both  in  school  part-time,  but 

hey  try  to  make  side-trips  to  Mexico  whenever  they 
lave  the  chance.  Despite  all  this,  she  still  reports  a 

Iwinge  of  homesickness  after  a  visit  to  her  sister  at 

Chatham  last  year. 

i  As  for  me,  I'm  just  completing  my  first  year  of 
work  as  a  corporate  paralegal  for  the  law  firm  of 

3eed  Smith  Shaw  &  McClay  in  Pittsburgh  and  am 

eriously  considering  law  school  for  next  fall.  In  the 

neantime,  I'm  taking  a  course  at  the  Graduate 
School  of  Library  Science  at  Pitt.  These  activities 

ceep  me  in  close  touch  with  two  classmates:  C.  J. 

Jehrend,  who  is  dividing  her  time  between  part-time 

aaralegal  work  at  Reed  Smith  and  courses  at  Du- 

luesne  Law  School  at  night  (which  doesn't  leave 
nuch  time  for  anything  else)  and  Diane  Sakillaris, 

ft/ho  will  be  finishing  her  master's  in  Library  Science 
Tom  Pitt  in  December  and  whose  future  plans  are 

'extremely  open-ended."  I've  also  managed  visits  to 
Wara  Mittleman  and  Randi  Gelfand  Lewis  (who  is 

also  going  the  law  school  route  part-time  at  George 
Washington),  and  received  a  welcome  overnight  visit 

Torn  Kay  Sandburg  '73,  who  has  returned  to  the 
States  from  twenty  months  in  Japan  and  plans  to 

■tart  her  master's  in  East  Asian  Studies  at  Stanford 
this  fall. 

Once  again,  thanks  to  everyone  who  wrote  —  it's 

jreat  to  hear  what's  happening. 

Vlargy  reporting: 

It  certainly  was  good  hearing  from  so  many 

aeople  this  fall.  Can  you  believe  it's  been  over  a  year 

since  graduation?  Everyone  seems  to  be  putting  their 
Chatham  degrees  to  good  use  either  in  the  business 

world  or  by  increasing  her  education. 

Debbie  Samelson  writes  that  she  is  entering  her 

second  (and  last)  year  of  graduate  school  at  CMU's 
School  of  Industrial  Administration.  She  spent  this 

summer  working  as  a  research  assistant  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  concentrating  on  Organizational  Behavior. 

Also  at  Carnegie-Mellon  is  Lynne  Schramm.  She  just 

received  her  master's  degree  in  Statistics  and  is  be- 
ginning work  on  her  Ph.D.  This  past  spring  semester 

saw  Lynne  working  as  a  statistical  intern  at  J&L, 
Pgh.  works.  She  said  the  practical  experience  was 

"invaluable."  Sue  Rehrig  just  graduated  this  August 

from  Pitt's  MBA  program  and  has  a  job  with  Haskins 
&  Sells  CPA  firm. 

Patti  Schuster  Georgalas  wrote  to  say  that  after  a 

short  stint  as  a  museum  curator  in  Philadelphia,  she 

decided  to  enter  Wharton  School  of  Business  to  get 

her  MBA.  She's  majoring  in  marketing  and  finance 
and  only  has  one  more  year  to  go.  This  past  summer 

she  worked  as  a  management  consultant  in  a  Phila- 
delphia Bank.  Deborah  Rowson  Smalls  just  received 

her  master's  degree  in  administrative  education  and 
was  initiated  into  a  professional  fraternity.  Phi  Delta 

Kappa.  She  plans  on  working  for  an  insurance  com- 
pany for  about  a  year  and  then  returning  to  school 

for  her  doctorate  in  September  1976.  Karen  Prus, 

the  only  traveler  that  I've  heard  from,  has  just  com- 

pleted a  year's  study  in  philosophy  of  science,  logic, 
and  metaphysics  and  German  at  the  University  of  St. 
Andrews  in  Scotland. 

Then  to  bridge  the  gap  between  school  and  work, 

Linda  Reilly  had  been  working  in  Industrial  Steel 

Sales  in  Pittsburgh  for  J&L  and  has  just  recently 
been  transferred  to  Cleveland,  where  she  will  also 

pursue  graduate  studies  at  Kent  State  University. 

Teresa  Ross  Cognetti  has  been  working  as  a  para- 
legal since  graduation.  She  is  also  involved  with  a 

Bicentennial  Committee  for  the  historic  Christ 

Church.  Salty  Schlesinger  has  been  teaching  at  the 

Yeshiva  School  in  Squirrel  Hill.  She's  also  continuing 
her  education  by  pursuing  a  graduate  degree  in 
elementary  education  from  Duquesne.  Becky  Pringle 

Corbin  is  working  as  an  analytical  chemist  at  the 

Northern  Virginia  Forensic  Lab,  Division  of  Dan- 

gerous Drugs  and  Narcotics.  She  says,  "It's  just  like 
the  TV  show,  Hawaii  Five-O."  She  and  Mike  have 
bought  a  house  about  30  miles  from  Washington,  DC 

and  have  been  spending  their  time  trying  to  fill  it 

with  antiques.  Cherry  Semple  is  currently  working  at 

Pittsburgh  National  Bank  and  attending  graduate 

school  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh.  In  her  spare 

time  she's  working  at  the  Home  for  Crippled  Chil- 
dren. Elayne  Rosen  is  working  at  an  advertising 

agency  and  as  she  puts  it,  "is  taking  one  day  at  a 
time."  She  saw  Ellen  Blustein,  Shelley  Listman  and 

Karen  Gilgoff  at  Laurie  Parcell's  wedding  August  16. 

As  for  me,  I've  been  working  at  the  Joseph  Home 
Company  as  an  assistant  buyer  for  the  better  part  of 

this  year  but  have  just  moved  home  to  save  money 

for  my  marriage  in  March  and  will  now  be  working 

for  Lord  and  Taylor.  I've  seen  Kit  Hanson  Mc- 
Donough  in  my  wanderings  and  she  is  happily  en- 

sconced in  Rocky  River,  OH  with  husband  Al 

Everyone  sends  her  regards  and  is  eagerly  looking 

forward  to  hearing  everyone  else's  news. 

Betsy  reporting: 

A  number  of  our  class  members  have  settled  (at 

least  for  now)  in  Pittsburgh.  Terri  Weinrich  Rosen- 
thal, note  the  new  surname!,  reports  that  she  and 

Ricky  were  married  on  June  28,  1975.  Terri  is  re- 

turning to  the  Mount  Lebanon  school  system  to  con- 
tinue teaching  German  and  is  also  continuing  her 

work  on  her  master's  in  German  Literature.  Leslie 
Werner  is  also  still  in  Pittsburgh,  and  still  working  at 

Westinghouse,  in  a  position  which  she  finds  requires 

a  great  deal  of  work  in  communications. 

In  spite  of  the  difficulties  in  locating  teaching 

positions,  a  number  of  our  class  members  are  now 

engaged  in  the  profession  of  education.  Pat  Winter- 

meyer  is  again  teaching  seventh  grade  English  with 
the  Norwin  school  district.  Pat  also  reports  that  her 

master's  of  education  in  English  is  coming  along;  she 
finds  herself  a  bit  pressed  for  time ...  sounds 

familiar?  But,  all  in  all,  she  says  it's  been  a  beautiful 

year! 

Elsewhere  in  Pennsylvania  reside  two  of  our  class 
members.  Janet  Summers  is  living  in  Philadelphia 

where  she  is  in  her  second  year  of  a  four  year 

doctoral  program  in  optometry  at  the  Pennsylvania 

College  of  Optometry.  She  loves  the  city  and  her 

program  at  school.  Also,  from  Pennsylvania,  I  heard 
from  Pat  Simpson  who  is  currently  residing  at  home 

until  the  job  market  eases  up.  Pat  is  working  part- 

time  in  Philadelphia  as  a  translator.  She  is  hoping  to 

pick  up  more  hours  at  work  and  possibly  take 
graduate  law  courses. 

From  Cleveland,  Mara  Unger  reports  that  the  past 

few  months  have  been  extremely  busy.  Mara  had  just 
returned  from  Chicago  where  she  had  a  chance  to 

visit  Ida  Levine  and  Cyn  Bunton.  When  not  traveling 

Mara  occupies  her  time  as  a  faculty  member  at  Fair- 

mount  Center  for  the  Creative  and  Performing  Arts 
teaching  ceramics.  Her  work  with  the  center  has  also 

included  a  number  of  art  shows,  and  a  chance  to 

really  work  with  her  materials;  she  even  has  orders 

from  stores  for  her  artwork.  In  her  free  time  Mara 

also  fits  in  a  course  in  ceramics  at  the  Cleveland 

Institute  of  Art.  She  expects  to  be  attending  the 

Greater  Cleveland  Congress  -  International  Women's 
Year  Conference ...  sounds  interesting.  Just  as  a 

note  of  interest,  many  of  the  letters  which  I  received 

reflected  a  genuine  concern  over  the  persistence  of 
inequality  for  women  in  the  male  dominated  work 

world.  In  a  variety  of  ways  we  seem  to  be  attempting 
to  deal  with  this  matter. 

From  out  west  Mary  Stephens  Schweikher  writes 

that  she  is  now  residing  in  Paradise,  AZ  —  sounds 
inviting.  Mary  and  Paul  are  both  beginning  their 

second  year  teaching.  Mary  is  still  working  in  a  pre- 

school. She  reports  that  her  summer  was  spent  trav- 
eling and  visiting  in  Kansas  and  California. 

Donna  Wilson  Hopkins  reports  from  West 

Virginia  that  she  is  currently  pursuing  a  career  in 

banking;  her  position  is  head  bookkeeper  and  ac- 

countant at  a  local  bank.  She  is  also  taking  account- 

ing courses  evenings.  Donna's  husband  Scott  is  busy 
writing  his  master's  thesis  this  year. 

From  the  east,  Pam  Whitcomb  writes  that  she  is 

developing  her  skills  for  a  career  in  photography.  In 

Pittsburgh,  Pam  was  freelancing  but  due  to  pure 

economics  she  found  it  advisable  to  acquire  secre- 
tarial skills  at  Katherine  Gibbs.  She  is  enjoying 

Boston  especially  in  this  Bicentennial  year.  After 

Pam  finishes  her  courses  she  hopes  to  find  employ- 
ment in  some  area  of  photography. 

In  a  brief  trip  to  Pittsburgh  I  had  the  chance  to 

visit  with  Jo  Presnell,  Carol  Lee  and  Mildred 
Morrison.  I  almost  had  an  uncontrollable  urge  to 

head  for  Woodland  Four.  A  mysterious  card  came 

from  Caryn  Stern  from  London  and  other  points  in 

Europe.  Richard  and  I  are  now  back  in  school.  Our 
dormitory  is  small  this  year ...  we  only  have  charge 

of  seven  boys.  As  a  result  of  a  financial  upheaval  at 

Milford,  I  found  myself  teaching  full-time  in  the 
elementary  school  at  the  academy.  I  have  a  situation 
which  I  believe  to  be  more  than  ideal,  nine  students, 

grades  four  through  six,  in  a  four-room  building 
which  I  have  total  reign  over.  To  say  it  is  an  edu- 

cator's paradise  is  an  understatement.  Like  many 
other  members  I  am  also  taking  courses  perhaps 

towards  a  master's  in  Educational  Media  and  Tech- 

nology. I'm  sorry  that  I  didn't  hear  from  more 
people;  it  seems  the  Recorder  provides  an  ideal 
method  of  keeping  in  touch.  For  those  of  you  who 

wrote,  thank  you  for  your  notes;  for  those  of  you 

who  didn't,  I  hope  to  hear  from  you  before  the  next 
issue. 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Ellen  Di  Carlo 

for  publication  in  this  issue  of  the  Recorder. 

MEET  THE  CHALLENGE 

give  to  the  Chatham  Fund  1975-76 
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Of  Special  Interest 
Chatham  President  Edward  D.  Eddy  has  been  named  by 

the  All  Pennsylvania  College  Alumni  Association  of  Washing- 

ton, DC  as  the  recipient  of  its  1976  Citation  for  his  out- 
standing contribution  toward  the  advancement  of  the 

American  ideals  of  education.  This  association  was  formally 

established  in  1949  as  an  organization  having  a  three-fold 
purpose:  to  foster  the  common  objectives  of  the  alumni  of 

Pennsylvania's  institutions  of  higher  learning,  to  honor  the 
Presidents  of  those  institutions,  and  to  accord  recognition, 

by  awarding  a  Citation,  to  an  individual  who  has  made  an 

outstanding  contribution  toward  the  preservation  and 

advancement  of  the  American  ideals  of  education.  Among 

the  past  recipients  of  this  Citation  are:  Dr.  Herbert  L. 

Spencer  (president  of  Pennsylvania  College  for  Women 

from  1935-1945),  Dr.  Milton  S.  Eisenhower,  Dr.  John  C. 
Warner,  Dr.  Eric  A.  Walker  and  Dr.  Frederic  W.  Ness.  The 

Citation  will  be  presented  at  the  Association's  28th  annual 
luncheon  on  February  7,  1976,  at  the  Marriott  Twin 

Bridges  Motel  in  Arlington,  Virginia. 

Entering  this  September  as  members  of  the  class  of  197 

were  twelve  alumnae  daughters.  They  are  Betsey  Asbun 

daughter  of  Barbara  Hyde  Asbury  '51;  Margaret  Brown,  tr 

late  Mary  Kathryn  Strathearn  Brown  '42;  Jeannetl 

Chakeres,  Helen  Savas  Chakeres  '54;  Deborah  Forsytl 

Helen  Robinson  Forsyth  '45;  Martha  Heckel,  Joa 

Goodwin  Heckel  '51;  Ann  Hendrickson,  Elizabeth  Flee 

Hendrickson  '47;  Melissa  Houck,  Carol  Lenz  Houck  '41 

Suzanne  Kramer,  Suzanne  Nauman  Kramer  '52;  Man 

Lane,  Louise  Richards  Lane  '50;  Leslie  Lubic,  Jan< 

Kimball  Lubic  '55;  Brigette  McCurdy,  Jessie  Tomli 

McCurdy  '50;  and  Tonia  Payne,  Sally  Goedicke  Payne '6( 
Transfer  student  Ellen  LeRoy  is  the  daughter  of  Mar 

Tilghman  LeRoy  '39. 

Jerry  L.  Caplan,  associate  professor  of  art  at  Chathai 

College  and  a  prominent  ceramic  sculptor,  has  been  selecte 

"Artist  of  the  Year"  by  the  member  groups  of  the  Arts  an 
Crafts  Center  of  Pittsburgh.  The  honor  is  given  annually  t 

an  artist  who  has  made  an  outstanding  contribution  to  th 

artistic  climate  of  Pittsburgh.  Mr.  Caplan  was  recentl 

chosen  as  one  of  ten  Associated  Artists  to  exhibit  work  ; 

the  Madden  Galleries  in  London,  England. 

FEEDBACK Continued  from  page  10 

For  the  child  I  taught  had  been  nurtured  and  observed  from 
those  first  moments  of  life  and  had  developed  before  their 

eyes  into  the  person  I  taught.  Of  course,  they  wanted  their 
child  handled  very  carefully. 

But  even  more  important  now  is  the  community  I  feel 

with  mothers  everywhere.  The  prejudices  and  the  notions 

of  our  separateness  are  heightened  in  this  society  where  we 
have  been  socialized  to  accept  motherhood  in  fairy  tale 

descriptions  and  are  isolated  in  our  fairy  tale  cottages  with 

the  accompanying  inhuman  expectations.  Instead  of  isola- 
tion we  have  much  to  learn  and  share  with  each  other  — 

real  everyday  experiences  and  the  knowledge  that  we  are 

not  "a  headless  pair  of  breasts"  (Angela  Barron  IVlcBride's 
term  found  in  her  exciting  book  77ie  Growth  and  Develop- 

ment of  Mothers). 

I  feel  fortunate  that  I  had  long  enough  to  develop  in  a 
profession  which  I  left  feeling  my  competence  and  a  sense 

of  satisfaction.  I  also  feel  fortunate  that  today  I  am  at 

home  and  learning  with  my  son  Kevin  about  myself,  about 
him,  and  about  life.  The  unsung  heroines  of  today  may  be 
in  the  apartment  or  house  next  door  to  you.  Those  who  are 

coping  with  an  education  such  as  I  got  at  Chatham  - 
encouraging  me  to  consider  myself  an  intellectually 

competent  and  creative  individual  —  may  find  the  schism 
between  the  old  myths  of  our  society  about  mothering  and 

the  reality  of  both  the  mothering  and  the  real  societal  atti- 

tudes toward  mothers  difficult  to  reconcile.  I  do.  But  I'm 
also  finding  courage  in  the  words  of  women  writing  and 
speaking  of  their  experiences. 

For  anyone  interested,  McBride's  book  is  beautifully 
sensitive  and  humorous  —  a  song  to  and  for  women.  Barber 

&  Skaggs,  The  Mother  Person  and  Jessie  Bernard's  The 
Future  of  Motherhood  are  also  supportive  and  encouraging. 
I  hope  some  of  you  might  find  as  much  nourishment  in 

these  books  as  I  did.  And,  to  those  of  you  who  read  the 

Recorder  and  wince  about  the  tales  of  diapers  and  burps, 
please  recall  that  some  of  us  still  manage  to  think  while  we 
rinse  out  those  diapers. 

Carol  Sheldon  Hylton  '66 

Dear  Chatham  Alumnae  Recorder, 

Another  year  has  passed  —  do  you  believe  it!  I've  been 
quite  busy  trying  to  keep  up  the  law  school  pace.  I  was 

elected  president  of  my  class  again  at  Pitt  and  consequently 

spend  a  lot  of  extra  hours  working  on  things  like  first-year 

orientation,  speakers'  committees  and  social  committees. 
As  a  matter  of  fact,  one  of  our  most  successful  functions 
was  held  at  Chatham  in  September. 

This  summer  I  did  legal  research  for  the  Bureau  of  Con- 
sumer Protection  (PA  Department  of  Justice).  I  first 

worked  down  there  during  Interim  at  Chatham  in  my  junior 

year.  It's  a  challenging  and  rewarding  place  to  work.  Right 
now  I'm  working  with  the  Legal  Assistance  Program  down 

at  the  prison  —  if  you  don't  think  it's  an  experience 
working  with  young  men  your  own  age  who  have  served 
time  for  armed  robbery,  murder  and  every  other  crime  you 

could  mention!  Words  can't  describe  it.  So  far  I'm  the  only 
woman  to  volunteer  as  a  legal  assistant,  not  only  because 

law  is  such  a  male-dominated  career,  but  also  because 

women  were  not  encouraged  to  participate.  I'm  hoping 
after  my  first  several  cases  are  successfully  handled,  more 

women  will  join  the  ranks  down  there. 

My  husband  Dave  graduated  (with  honors)  from  Pitts- 
burgh Institute  of  Mortuary  Science  and  is  now  serving  his 

apprenticeship  with  a  funeral  home  in  Pittsburgh.  After  I 

graduate  from  law  school  in  '77  we  will  return  to  Harris- 
burg  where  he  will  become  associated  with  his  father  and 
where  I  will  establish  my  legal  practice. 

This  coming  weekend  is  going  to  be  a  great  one.  Because 

of  the  law  school  life,  I  don't  get  out  much,  so  when  I  do 
it's  a  grand  gala  happening  —  I  make  sure  of  that.  Nancy 
King  Jurkiewicz  and  her  husband  Rod  are  coming  in  from 

Philadelphia;  Ann  Clark  is  coming  from  Cleveland;  Lynn 
Schramm  Recktenwald  and  her  husband  Jack  and  Susan 

Calderbank  and  Joe  and  Lesley  Ann  Laakso  from  upstate 

New  York  are  all  coming  —  we're  having  our  annual  get 
together  at  the  Rolling  Rock  races.  Lynn  is  in  the  doctoral 

program  in  statistics  at  CMU.  Susan  is  in  dental  school  at 

Pitt.  Lesley  is  working  for  a  public  relations  firm  in  Albany 

and  Ann  is  in  law  school.  We're  all  doing  our  thing! 

Jeannine  Turgeon  Arnold  '74 
(ED  note:  The  above  letter  arrived  too  late  for  inclusion  in 

the  regular  class  news  and  yet  we  feel  compelled  to  print  it. 
It  says  so  much  about  a  recent  (and  almost  typical) 

Chatham  graduate  —  graduate  school,  marriage,  a  home, 
Interim  experience  leading  toward  her  professional  career, 
outside  activities  and  friends  involved  in  similar  life  styles.) 
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Alumnae 
Recorder 
Spring  197G 

P^i^yluapiaColI^ 
The  next  year  of  the  Pennsylvania  College  will  open 

SEPTEMBER   11th 

The  Faculty  will  consist  of  an  able  corps  of  instructors,  and  there 
will  be  increased  facilities  for  work  in  tbe 

various  departments. 

Tbe   location  of  tbe  College  is  botb  bealtbful  and  delightful,  and 
no  more  desirable  school  can  be  found  in 

Western  Pennsylvania. 

The  Cable  Line  of  Cars  Afford  Easy  Access  to  the  City. 

Parents  who  desire  to  send  tbelr  daughters  should  make  appli- 
cation  without   delay. 
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The  Chatham  College 
lumnae  Association  is  cele- 
rating  its  one  hundredth 
n  n  i  ve  rsary  this  year, 
hrough  the  efforts  of  Dr. 
homas  C.  Strong,  second 
resident  of  Pennsylvania 
emale  College,  the  Alumnae 
ssociation  was  organized  in 
876,  seven  years  after  the 

ollege's  founding.  The  stated 
urpose  of  the  association 
as  to  promote  the  interests 

f  the  College  and  of  educa- 
on  in  general,  and  to  foster 
llowship  among  members, 
rom  an  original  membership 
f  48  graduates  in  1876  and 
no  name  changes  later  (to 
ennsylvania  College  for 
/omen  in  1890,  then  to 

lhatham  College  in  1955), 
ilumnae  today  number 

pproximately  5,000. 
Dues  for  membership  were 

.50  per  year  which  entitled 
ach  member  to  receive  her 

opy  of  the  Recorder.  The 
Uumnae  Recorder  was  first  published  as  a  yearly 
ewspaper  on  June  8,  1883.  It  is  interesting  to 
ote  that  even  in  those  early  days  the  first 

ditorial  read,  "But  when  they  (men)  say  women 
ave  no  business  ability,  we  rebel;  and  we  gradu- 
tes  of  the  P.F.C.  are  going  to  disprove  it  as  far  as 

te  are  concerned  .  .  ."  Also  that  same  early  year 
howed  the  beginning  of  the  great  mobility  of 

lumnae  —  they  were  reported  working  in  Japan, 
tudying  in  Germany,  and  one  letter  from  an 
lumna  living  in  Fort  Ellis,  Montana  Territory, 

/ho  had  "married  into  the  cavalry,"  discussed  the 
ndian  situation  on  the  frontier  post.  In  the  second 
sue,  published  in  1884,  an  article  by  Georgina 

Jegley  '83,  addressed  itself  to  "Women's  Influence 
i  Reform." 

TO  ALL  CHATHAM  ALUMNAE 

One  of  my  most  vivid  memories 
of  many  evenings  in  the  theatre  is 

the  closing  scene  of  Helen  Hayes' 
great  portrayal  of  Victoria  Regina. 
The  Queen  is  acknowledging  the 
cheers  of  her  subjects  after  many 

years  in  her  reign  when  she  hears 
one  voice  above  the  others  calling, 

"Go  it,  old  girl!"  It  is  a  passing 
commoner  saluting  the  great  tradi- 
tion. 

That  is  our  message  to  the 

Chatham  College  Alumnae  Associa- 
tion on  its  centennial  as  an  organi- 

zation representing  the  former 

students  of  the  College:  "Go  it,  old 
girl.  You  have  more  potential  pep 
than  many  of  us  half  your  age. 

We're  proud  of  your  record  of 
extraordinary  concern,  loyalty  and 

generosity.  Thank  you  for  who  you 

are  and  for  what  you  are  be- 

coming." 
Edward  D.  Eddy 

President 

Within  a  few  years  the 

question  of  coeducation  also 

arose  by  way  of  a  letter  from 
an  alumna  to  the  Recorder  in 
1886  which  read: 

"I  have  a  boy.  What  does 
the  P.F.C.  mean  to  do  for  his 

proper  education.  Of  course 
we  Alumnae  think  our  college 

is  the  best,  and  I  am  anxious 

that  my  son  should  have  the 
advantages  of  the  best.  Do 
you  think  Miss  Pelletreau 
could  be  induced  to  admit 

him  by  the  time  he  will  arrive 
at  years  of  discretion?  At 
present  his  age  is  four 
months,  so  there  is  time  for 

grave  deliberation." 
Equally  early  was  the  Col- 

lege's affirmation  of  its  firm 
belief  in  a  liberal  arts  educa- 

tion for  young  women  as  a 

basis  for  vocational  and  pro- 
fessional pursuits.  In  1911 

Cora  Helen  Coolidge,  then 

dean  and  later  president  of 
the  College,  spoke  in  chapel 

on  the  "New  Vocations  of  College  Women,"  call- 
ing attention  to  sixty-nine  lines  of  work  other  than 

teaching  and  nursing  which  were  open  to  college- 
educated  women. 

In  the  Archives  Room  of  the  Jennie  King 

Mellon  Library  is  a  treasure  trove  of  old  and  new 

photographs,  programs,  bound  copies  of  the  Re- 

corder and  the  Sorosis  (the  students'  monthly 
literary  and  news  magazine  which  was  succeeded 

by  the  Arrow,  then  by  today's  Matrix)  and  other 
memorabilia.  The  Recorder  chose  for  its  readers 

some  pictures  of  places,  people  and  events  that 
have  come  and  gone  over  the  past  one  hundred 

years. 



May  Day  Scene  In  Early  1900's 

Chemistry  Lab  About  1910 Field  Hockey  Game  (Berry  and  Dilworth  Halls 
In  The  Background) 



ome  Ec  Class  in  Mellon  Hall  -  In  Mid  '40's 

'New"  Chapel  -  1951 

****-, 

Demolition  Of  Old  Berry  Hall  To  Make  Room  For  Braun,  Falk  and  Coolidge  Halls  -  1953 

5 



Dean  Mary  Helen  Marks  At  Closing 
Convocation,  1952 Color  Day  When  Freshmen  Shed  Their  "Dinks' 

Junior  Prom  and  Christmas  Dance  Were  Social  Highlights  For  Many  Years 

Jennie  King  Mellon  Library  and  Theatre  1974 

6 



Report  On  The 
Community 
Services 
Dffice 

>y  DIRECTOR 

>EGGY  DONALDSON 

it  h 

This  office  opened  November  3,  1975  and  it's  been 
lumping  from  the  very  beginning.  Literally  everyone  has 
ideas  about  how  Chatham  can  serve  the  wider  community 
and  there  are  many  viable  options  from  which  to  choose. 

Ks  Director  I  welcome  and  invite  your  suggestions  and 

'deas,  too. 
Our  first  project  was  a  mail  survey  to  enlist  ideas  and 

ascertain  interests  in  continuing  education  among  the  1,300 
ocal  alumnae  and  a  random  sample  of  6,000  local  residents 

n  our  own  and  nearby  zip  code  areas.  The  response  was 

^uite  good  —  20%  return  from  alumnae  (the  questionnaire 
arrived  in  their  homes  Christmas  week!),  and  8%  from 

Chatham  neighbors.  The  suggestions  have  been  noted  and  a 

imall  beginning  made  in  response  by  the  College. 

For  instance,  in  cooperation  with  Kaufmann's  Depart- 
nent  Store  and  the  Urban  League  of  Pittsburgh,  three 

:redit  courses  were  offered  Thursday  evenings  at  Kauf- 

nann's  downtown  store  for  the  convenience  of  working 
vomen  interested  in  professional  development.  Courses 

)ffered  to  date  include  Managing  Organizations,  Managerial 

\ccounting,  and,  beginning  May  20th,  Introduction  to 
Computer  Science.  Twenty  students  are  currently  registered 
or  Managerial  Accounting. 

In  response  to  the  interests  expressed  in  the  December 

urvey,  a  series  of  non-credit  courses  designed  for  personal 
mrichment  is  being  offered  on  campus  once  a  week  for 

light  weeks,  April  5  to  May  27  —  nine  courses  will  meet  in 

the  mornings  and  thirteen  in  the  evenings.  Babysitting 
service  is  provided  for  registrants  with  pre-school  children. 
The  courses  include:  Upstairs,  Upstairs  (taught  by  John  W. 
Cummins,  professor  of  English  at  Chatham),  Paris  Past, 
Paris  Present  (Harry  Goldby,  associate  professor  of  French 
at  Chatham),  How  to  Survive  Your  Adolescent  and  Post- 
Adolescent  Children  (Vivien  Richman,  associate  professor 
of  education  at  Chatham),  Medical  Issues  and  Society  (Dr. 
Frank  J.  Suatoni,  Jr.),  Personal  Financial  Planning  (Carol  C. 
Mullaugh,  registered  representative  with  Parker/Hunter 

Inc.),  Law  for  the  Lay  Person  (Laura  Horton,  attorney  at 
law),  Assertive  Behavior  Training  Workshop  and  New  Direc- 

tions for  Women  Workshop  (Job  Advisory  Service  staff), 
Pittsburgh  -  Its  Early  Beginnings  (Cordelia  Suran  Jacobs 

'60,  adjunct  professor  at  Community  College  of  Allegheny 
County  and  a  member  and  docent  of  the  Pittsburgh  History 
and  Landmarks  Foundation),  Comparative  Religion 
(Solomon  M.  Kaplan,  lecturer  in  religion  at  Chatham), 
Detente:  Design,  Dilemma  or  Disaster?  (Jo  Husbands, 
instructor  in  political  science  at  Chatham),  Ceramics  (Jerry 

Caplan,  associate  professor  of  art  at  Chatham),  Physical 
Fitness  (Patience  T.  Blayden,  associate  professor  of  physical 
education  at  Chatham),  Modern  Dance  (Bernice  M.  Rosen, 
lecturer  in  dance  at  Chatham),  Yoga,  Bridge  and  Paddle 
Tennis. 

All  summer  plans  are  not  yet  complete  at  this  writing.  It 
is  a  certainty,  however,  that  CAST  (Chatham  Alumnae 

Summer  Theatre)  will  produce  at  least  three  plays  in  the 

Chatham  Theatre  from  June  11  to  August  15,  including 
Blithe  Spirit,  Philadelphia  Story  and  Sleuth.  Also,  the  Music 
and  Arts  Summer  Day  Camp  will  be  in  session  for  its  21st 

season,  June  28  to  August  5.  Both  of  these  ongoing  pro- 
grams have  proved  popular  with  Pittsburgh  residents. 

Presently  plans  are  under  way  for  a  Women  in  Manage- 
ment Seminar  and  non-credit  summer  classes  in  writing 

(expository  and  creative),  ceramics,  typing,  yoga,  New 
Directions  for  Women  Workshop,  study  skills,  and  child 
development.  Local  alumnae  will  be  advised  when  summer 

course  offerings  and  instructors  are  finalized. 

Stay  tuned  for  future  developments  and  programs  which 

go  beyond  the  traditional  fine  educational  programs  for 
which  Chatham  is  known  and  well  respected.  And  keep 

those  ideas  and  letters  coming! 

LIBRARY  NEWS 
The  Jennie  King  Mellon  Library  has  recently  received 

everal  book  collections  as  gifts  to  the  College. 
A  library  of  some  600  volumes  in  French  was  given  in 

nemory  of  Marguerite  Mainsonnat  Owens  by  the  estate  of 

ler  husband,  Edward  J.  Owens.  Madame  Owens,  who 
aught  in  the  French  department  at  Chatham  from  1938  to 

I953,  is  well  remembered  by  her  students.  Her  library 
:onsists  primarily  of  French  novels  and  poetry. 

Christopher  Magee  Steel,  a  lifetime  Pittsburgh  resident, 

las  given  133  volumes  in  memory  of  his  mother,  Margaret 
t/lagee  Steel.  She  was  the  daughter  of  C.  L.  and  Elizabeth 

ateel  Magee  for  whom  Pittsburgh's  Magee-Womens  Hospital 
s  named.  The  books  from  Mrs.  Steel's  library,  many  col- 
ected  on  her  travels,  represent  English,  Irish  and  American 
iterature  and  early  American  history.  There  are  several  first 

editions  and  many  hand-tooled  leather-bound  sets.  These 
books  will  be  housed  in  the  Charles  Fletcher  Lewis  Room 

for  special  collections. 

Alumna  Mary  Margaret  Schmitt  '38  has  donated  a  large 
library  of  approximately  1,000  titles.  Among  these  there  is 
a  heavy  concentration  of  volumes  on  nursing  and 
psychology. 

The  College  acknowledges  these  gifts  with  gratitude. 
Two  books  have  been  authored  recently  by  Chatham 

alumnae.  Lois  Shook  Becker  '59  has  written  How  to  Make 
and  Sell  Your  Arts  and  Crafts,  published  by  Frederick  Fell 

Publishers  Inc.,  which  deals  with  the  techniques  involved  in 

making  and  marketing  various  arts  and  crafts.  A  book  of 

prose-poems,  titled  Metro-Mosaic,  has  been  written  by  Mary 

Edwards  Foster  '66. 



Barbara  Dallas  Palmer  is  assistant  professor  of 

English  at  Chatham  College  from  which  she  graduated 
in  1965  with  a  major  in  English.  She  received  her 

M.A.  and  Ph.D.  degrees  from  Michigan  State  Univer- 
sity. Since  then  she  has  taught  at  Wayne  State 

University,  Detroit,  Michigan,  the  University  of  Leeds 
in  England  where  she  had  a  fellowship,  and  at 
Northern  Illinois  University  in  DeKalb,  Illinois.  She 
joined  the  faculty  of  Chatham  College  in  1975. 

In  The  Adventures  of  Huckleberry  Finn,  Twain  cautions 

the  reader  that  "persons  attempting  to  find  a  motive  in  this 
narrative  will  be  prosecuted;  persons  attempting  to  find  a 

moral  in  it  will  be  banished;  persons  attempting  to  find  a 

plot  in  it  will  be  shot."  I  share  his  point  of  view.  If  there  is 
a  motive  in  this  article,  it  is  to  try  to  clarify  for  myself  what 

has  happened  in  education  during  the  last  ten  years.  If  there 
is  a  moral,  it  is  the  enduring  value  of  humanism.  If  there  is  a 
plot,  I  am  amazed. 

The  research  method  I  have  used  for  this  essay  has  much 

to  recommend  it,  namely  that  it  is  so  shabby  as  to  be 
unrecognizable  and  thus  unassailable.  I  simply  asked 

questions  of  students,  colleagues,  and  myself  on  the  vague 

topic  of  "change  in  education."  I  don't  particularly  like 
some  of  my  data,  but  the  salvation  of  this  research  method 

is  that  I  can  claim  an  inadequate  sample  or  an  inept  inter- 
viewer. It  is  a  bit  difficult  to  claim  these  mitigations  for  the 

questions  I  asked  myself,  but  I  count  that  a  trifle. 

Time's  endless  monuments,  at  least  in  terms  of  the 
physical  campus,  have  altered  rather  drastically.  The  Wood- 

land parking  lot  has  been  merlined  into  the  library,  the 
library  is  the  music  center,  the  music  center  seems  to  be  the 

bookstore  and  post  office,  and  Murray  Hill  apparently  slid 

somewhere.  The  old  snackbar  is  a  corridor,  and  I  can't  even 
find  the  underground  passage  from  Mellon  to  the  carriage 
house  .  .  .  music  center  .  .  .  post  office.  Something  curious 
happened  to  Mellon;  the  Tudor  line  spawned  a  Hanoverian. 
And  amidst  all  these  shifting  sands,  I  find  myself  with  a 
nickname  I  am  trying  to  live  down  (Scots  parents  who 

name  their  offspring  "Bonnie"  —  and  misspell  it  to  boot — 
probably  should  be  smothered  in  haggis),  a  social  life  I  am 
trying  to  live  up,  and  a  salary  I  am  trying  to  live  on. 

These  are  minor  insecurities,  however,  when  compared 
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to  the  changes  which  have  occurred  in  college  studen 

during  the  last  ten  years.  Sometimes  I  doubt  that  even  tf 

landmarks  —  or  historical  markers  —  stand;  the  territory 
uncharted.  I  feel  vaguely  uneasy  generalizing  about  today 

students,  particularly  since  I  have  heard  their  generaliz 

tions  about  us,  an  unsettling  experience  at  best,  ego-sha 
tering  at  worst.  Most  of  the  time  I  feel  neatly  categorized 
a  dinosaur  who  calcified  while  wearing  a  pleated  kilt,  kne 

socks,  and  hockey  boots.  Some  of  the  changes  are  supe 

ficial  and  require  only  a  translator;  some  are  more  profoun 

and  affect  both  pedagogical  technique  as  well  as  tf 
direction  of  educational  institutions. 

I  asked  a  friend  if  he  thought  students  had  changed  ar 

he  surmised  that  they  "are  wearing  their  busts  lower."  h 
also  said  that  "they  all  seem  to  be  blond,"  but  I  fear  that 
the  forlorn  hope  of  an  aging  colleague.  After  that  bit  c 

whimsey,  we  talked  about  teaching  during  the  years  i 

protest  and,  of  course,  wandered  back  to  our  own  values 

college  students  in  the  early  sixties.  My  college  caree 
although  I  did  not  know  it  at  the  time,  was  defined  t 
certain  events  which  turned  into  symbol  clusters:  tf 

Cuban  missile  crisis,  the  Kennedy  election,  Robert  Frost 

"saying  a  poem"  at  the  Inauguration,  the  assassination,  tf 
Peace  Corps.  It  all  seemed  very  brave  and  new,  at  least 

retrospect.  I  cannot  remember  what  we  read  for  pleasui 
but  have  the  vague  suspicion  that  undergraduate  Englh 

majors  do  not  read  for  pleasure.  I  suppose  that  Holde 
Caulfield  was  our  literary  hero,  as  McMurphy  of  One  Fie 

over  the  Cuckoo's  Nest  is  today,  although  one  of  rr 
students  perceptively  suggested  that  they  are  the  sarr 
character,  the  person  confused  and  abused  by  society. 

Female  role-models  were  at  a  premium,  and  I  am  n> 
sure  how  many  of  us  consciously  were  concerned  abo 
their  absence.  Our  female  faculty  members  helped  ir 

mensely  to  set  out  sights  higher,  but  beyond  that  lev< 
Margaret  Mead  and  Margaret  Chase  Smith  seemed  to  car 
the  whole  burden.  Our  assumptions  were  that  we  wou 

make  it,  but  I  don't  remember  spending  much  tin 
wondering  why  other  women  apparently  had  not.  H; 
more  of  us  tried  to  crack  the  corporation  structure,  la 

school,  and  medical  school,  instead  of  trotting  off  ■ 
graduate  school,  the  barriers  might  have  been  visible  earlie 
But  one  might  add  in  defense  of  our  aiming  at  the  teachii 

profession  that  we  were  more  influenced  by  an  ideal  i 

service  and  the  intellectual  challenge  than  the  so-calU 

safety  of  a  traditionally  "feminine"  occupation. 
In  some  ways  these  years  were  preparation  for  universi 

teaching  during  the  late  sixties  and  early  seventies.  At  lea 

we  valued  giving  over  taking;  service  was  more  signifies! 
than  salary,  if  only  in  terms  of  a  metaphysical  accountin 
But  there  were  practical  difficulties.  My  notes  were 

lecture  form  and  now  my  students  wanted  to  discuss  —  1 
discuss  everything  but  the  factual  knowledge  I  had  a 
cumulated.  The  horrors  of  trying  to  lead  a  discussion  c 
medieval  literature  when  no  one  knew  or  cared  when  X\ 

Middle  Ages  were  was  something  no  neophyte  should  fac 

"Relevance"  was  the  battle  cry  and  course  enrollments  ro: 

or  fell  on  that  criterion.  "Relevance"  encourages  a  pe 
sonality  contest  among  faculty,  a  competition  to  be  groov 



nd  when  this  demand  was  coupled  with  an  oversupply  of 

'h.D.s  and  constricted  tenure,  the  contrast  between 
dealism  on  one  side  of  the  lectern  and  squalid  politics  on 

ne  other  was  disillusioning. 

Pedagogical  experimentation  was  an  inevitable  and  not 
indesirable  consequence  of  student  demands.   No  longer 

'ould  the  yellowed  graduate  school  notes  flake  on  our  Hush 

'uppies  as  our  lecture,  "like  a  wounded  snake,  drag[ged] 
ts  slow  length  along."  Never  having  been  too  comfortable 
Li  the  twentieth   century  (thus  my  intellectual  retreat  to 
nedieval   and   Renaissance  studies)  and  convinced  that  all 

nachines  are  carnivores,    I   was  not  happy  with  technical 

'nnovation.   My  videotapes  committed  unnatural  acts,  my 
films  abandoned  their  middle  reels  in  transit,  my  tapes  were 

''oiced  over  by  the  Audubon  Society,  my  Xeroxes  dreamt 
•i)f  a   phoenix-like   regeneration   and   consumed  themselves 
Jtterly. 

I  didn't  fare  much  better  with  students'  requests  for 
manual  term  projects.  The  argument  seemed  to  go  that 
Bince  Thoreau  had  planted  his  own  beans,  they  should  be 

able  to  make  collages,  scrapbooks,  and  needlepoint  toilet 
;eat  covers  instead  of  writing  term  papers.  I  did  manage  to 

point  out  that  Thoreau  had  hacked  out  a  few  more  words 

than  beans;  the  answer  was  that  he  couldn't  have  written  on 

hn  empty  stomach.  Thoreau  obviously  wasn't  giving  me 
:inuch  help  —  and  they  didn't  read  Emerson,  who  stayed 
'quietly  in  his  study  writing  term  papers  —  so  I  gave  in  and 
announced  to  the  class  that  they  could  do  manual  term 

orojects  but  that  I  would  choose  the  subject.  They  could 

:';hoose  the  medium:  needlepoint,  paint,  sculpture, 
Whatever.  They  thought  it  a  marvelously  fair  compromise, 

laudatory  noises  on  all  sides,  until  I  told  the  most  aggres- 
sively manual  student  that  his  subject  was  the  Bayeux 

tapestry.  He  was  ecstatic  for  the  two  days  it  took  him  to 

tjet  to  the  library,  where  he  discovered  that  the  embroidery 
iis  230  feet  long.  He  wrote  a  very  nice  term  paper  on  the 

"Battle  of  Hastings  and  appended  a  charming  postcard  of 
rthat  section  of  the  Bayeux. 

Innovation  with  means  of  human  communication  went 

,better  for  all  concerned.  The  late  sixties  were  a  crash  course 

in  leading  discussions,  student  reports,  modal  units,  role- 
rplaying  and  acting  scenes,  and  learning  to  listen  rather  than 
talk.  What  I  had  to  learn  was  that  classes  which  escaped  the 

perimeters  of  my  definition  of  teaching  were  not  neces- 
sarily threatening;  the  converse,  limiting  discussion  only  to 

iwhat  I  already  knew,  was  the  true  threat  to  education. 

(They  were  not  very  pleasant  years;  courtesy  was  almost 
jousted  off  the  field,  brutal  excoriation  often  flew  the 

.colors  of  "sensitivity"  and  "perception,"  and  "liberalism" 
engendered  its  own  intolerant  inquisition.  But  on  the 
whole,  the  years  of  protest  produced  a  questioning  attitude, 

a  willing  suspension  of  disbelief  which  opened  more  doors 
than  it  closed. 

It  may  sound  odd  to  talk  about  "a  new  generation  of 
students"  when  only  four  short  years  separate  the  euphoric 

revolution  from  the  pedestrian  potato  planting,  but  today's 
students  are  significantly  different  from  their  immediate 
predecessors.  The  reasons  are  difficult  to  assess.  Certainly 
the  economic  situation,  the  disillusionment  which  followed 

Watergate,  the  general  social  malaise  contribute.  When  I 
asked  my  students  what  defined  their  college  careers,  they 

immediately  said,  "the  impending  economic  disaster,  the 

shaky  institutional  structure,  a  closed  society."  These 
answers  rather  sadden  me;  so  very  much  of  our  history,  our 
poetry,  our  philosophy,  our  frontier  ethos  announces 

growth  and  expansion.  With  the  exception  of  the  Depres- 
sion years,  the  nation  has  admitted  no  cloud  cover  to  its 

aspirations;  and  that  these  students  should  feel  restricted  at 
the  onset  of  their  adult  lives  offends  me.  But  there  also  is  a 

maturity  here,  a  realistic  assessment  of  opportunity;  to  per- 

ceive that  limits  exist  is  maturity,  to  accept  those  limits 
without  challenge  is  waste. 

What  are  Chatham  students  like  today?  That  is  an  idiotic 

question  for  a  faculty  member  to  try  to  answer.  Our 
perceptions  are  limited;  when  we  see  them  in  classrooms 

and  offices,  we  usually  are  playing  a  role,  they  usually  are 
playing  a  role.  The  concerns  we  impose  on  them  may  not 
touch  them;  their  concerns  may  never  be  perceived.  The 

truth  leaks  through,  of  course,  but  perhaps  in  unrecog- 
nizable form:  I  reveal  more  of  myself  when  explicating  a 

poem  than  when  answering  a  direct  personal  question,  and  I 

suspect  that  I  learn  most  about  them  when  they  are 

camouflaged  in  apparently  intellectual  garb.  So  it  goes,  the 

uneasy  balance  between  "professor"  and  "person"  —  one 
tires  of  friends  who  continually  profess,  and  I  suspect  that 
the  converse  is  equally  true. 

They  still  drink  beer:  it  is  good  to  know  that  some 
things  are  constant  in  this  protean  world.  They  do  not  play 

24-hour  floating  bridge,  nor  do  they  watch  soap  operas  en 
masse.  One  of  my  more  traumatic  academic  experiences 

elsewhere  was  the  discovery  that  my  missing  students  were 
likely  to  be  clustered  devoutly  around  a  student  union 

television  set  watching  "Search  for  Tomorrow"  instead  of 

doing  it.  They  are  not  "brighter  than  last  year's  entering 
class;"  that  marvelous  public  relations  saw  became  un- 

provable five  years  ago.  Their  heroes,  if  any,  seem  to  be 
women  who  have  succeeded  in  various  fields,  and  they 

qualify  this  answer  with  "and  keep  their  humanism"  in  the 

long  climb  up.  What  they  mean  by  "humanism"  is  a  reten- tion of  warmth  and  sensitivity  to  people;  and  they 

complain,  with  just  cause,  of  the  few  women  they  have 
encountered  who  are  rude  and  supercilious  to  subordinates, 

particularly  to  inquiring  students. 
Their  daily  lives  seem  paradoxical  to  me,  in  that  they 

either  are  off  campus  or  else  isolated  in  their  rooms.  Quiet 

relaxation  has  replaced  the  group  dynamic,  and  my 

students  say  that  they  spend  a  lot  of  time  alone  with  their 

thoughts.  The  wider  community,  of  course,  is  not  only  open 
to  students  but  also  is  an  education  resource  which  they 

must  tap  for  internships,  field  placements,  and  cross- 
registration.  Obviously  this  academic  diversification  opens 

up  social  life.  Benedum's  Christmas  party  included  a  few 
fraternity  men  left  over  from  the  1965  Christmas  party; 

some  scrubbed  young  executive  types  who  were  trying  to 
master  the  art  of  balancing  an  ashtray,  cigarette,  and  punch 

cup  over  a  Kirman  carpet;  several  ebullient  Steelers  who 
had  just  mangled  the  Cincinnati  Bengals;  and  a  couple  of 

astoundingly  cordial  faculty  members. 

The  students'  academic  demands  are  difficult  to  assess 
and  even  more  difficult  to  meet.  I  am  lecturing  again,  for 

there  seems  to  be  a  resurging  trend  toward  information- 

giving.  Fortunately,  the  process  does  not  end  there,  but 

they  seem  to  realize  that  knowledge  is  a  helpful  prerequisite 

for  discussion.  Ten  years  ago,  "performer"  was  an  obscene 
description  for  a  professor;  five  years  ago  it  was  a  union 

card.  Now  it  seems  most  important  that  faculty  are 

"interesting  people,"  whatever  that  means.  I  think  that  I 
was  very  interesting  at  the  Benedum  Christmas  party. 

Students  now  say  that  they  can  get  the  material,  the  course 

content,  themselves  (o  forlorn  hope!);  what  faculty  should 

provide  is  a  point  of  view  and  a  stimulation  of  awareness. 

They  seem  less  ashamed  to  admit  what  they  don't  know; 
the  appalling  aspect  is  the  magnitude  of  the  void.  As  an 

undergraduate  I  was  terrified  to  reveal  my  ignorance.  I  had 

a  vague  intuition  that  I  should  know  who,  say,  Andreas 

Campellanus  was,  although  looking  at  the  way  I  spelled  his 

name  in  my  notes,  I  didn't  have  a  chance  of  finding  out.  I 

now  get  questions  like  "What's  meter?",  and  although  I 
inwardly  blanch,  the  far  more  frightening  prospect  would 
be  for  them  not  to  ask  questions. 



Speculation  about  faculty  members'  personal  lives  still 
occupies  prime  time,  with  about  as  little  substance  as  I 

suspect  we  had.  They  say  they  talk  mainly  about  what  the 

professor  does  in  class,  but  that  ain't  what  I  hear,  friends. 
One  of  the  funniest  stories  I  overheard  was  concerned 

inquiry  about  whether  Professor  X  had  a  drinking  problem, 

because  "he  took  our  senior  seminar  out  to  dinner  and  had 

two  cocktails."  Sometimes  they  seem  extremely  sophis- 
ticated and  world-weary.  Other  times  I  find  myself  having 

to  translate  enormous  passages  of  Shakespeare's  or 
Chaucer's  bawdy  for  them  ("He  can't  mean  that\" ; 

"Mercutio  makes  what  gesture?"),  because  they  never 
suspect  that  anyone  over  30  —  to  say  nothing  of  someone 
over  400  —  can  entertain  an  indelicate  thought. 

Three  characteristics  of  these  students  appear  valid 

enough  to  salvage  for  generalization.  First,  they  are  asking 

for  utility  rather  than  "relevance"  from  their  formal  educa- 
tion, but  they  need  guidance  to  make  choices  which  will 

cover  a  career  pattern  instead  of  just  the  immediate  skills  to 

get  a  first  job.  Second,  they  are  a  heterogeneous  group  in 
age,  background,  interests,  and  aspirations.  This  diversity 
ultimately  can  bring  nothing  but  rewards,  both  in  the 
classroom  and  out,  although  it  certainly  produces  initial 
difficulties  in  assumptions  and  expectations  for  both 
students  and  faculty.  Third,  they  are  for  the  most  part 

goal-oriented,  but  they  realize  that  there  might  be  a  socio- 
economic ceiling  on  their  goals.  They  see  no  point  in 

hitching  their  wagon  to  a  star  when  the  transit  system  is 

destitute.  Neither  cynical  nor  idealistic,  they  are  justly 
cautious. 

If  it  is  not  the  best  of  all  possible  worlds  for  students, 

neither  is  it  for  faculty.  The  inadequacy  of  students' 
academic  preparation  reduces  me  either  to  quivering 
indignation  or  inaccurate  reminiscences  of  how  sterling  our 

qualities  ten  years  ago.  I  am  not  sure  that  students  today 
treasure  precise  and  colorful  communication,  except  when 

pragmatically  enforced  ("This  term  paper  is  grammatically 
unacceptable.  Rewrite.").  They  do  not  seem  to  perceive  or 
appreciate  subtle  manipulations  of  the  written  and  spoken 

word;  I  occasionally  wax  lyrical  on  Shakespeare's  diction 
only  to  have  a  student  ask  me  what  "diction"  means,  a 
question  which  certainly  dries  up  the  professorial  fountain, 

probably  to  the  benefit  of  everyone  including  Shakespeare. 
Some  students  cannot  write  a  sentence,  and  a  few  even  have 

severe  qualms  about  identifying  one  in  a  line-up. 
A  nationwide  intellectual  provincialism  has  emerged  in 

the  last  several  years,  a  restrictive  trend  which  limits 

learning  to  the  immediately  applicable.  I  would  hope  that 

Chatham  is  holding  out  against  this  trend,  for  elsewhere  I 

have  seen  the  effect  of  succumbing.  Students  demand 

"skills;"  "ideas"  are  disreputable  at  worst  and  unprofitable 
at  best.  A  state  legislature  cuts  the  university  budget;  in 
consequence  the  administration  mixes  some  magic  formula 

called  "Student  Credit  Hours  Generated"  (trans.:  "Fill  up 
those  seats,  folks.");  a  faculty  member,  sensing  that  he  is 
about  to  lose  his  job  because  his  enrollments  are  down,  calls 

his  course  in  Greek  philosophy  "Effective  Dialogue  for  the 

Marketplace;"  and  the  resultant  hybrid  is  either  a  bankrupt 
business  or  a  farcical  university.  I  would  hate  to  see 

tarnished  the  medieval  ideal  of  the  university  as  a  com- 
munity of  scholars;  the  consequence  is  dullness,  the  eighth 

deadly  sin. 

This  emphasis  on  acquiring  skills  leads  us  to  what  I  think 

is  the  major  problem  facing  small  colleges,  the  desirable 
balance  between  the  liberal  arts  and  vocationalism.  The  idea 

seems  to  be  that  too  many  liberal  arts  courses  will  turn  one 

into  a  skeletal  unemployed  oracle  and  too  many  vocational 
courses  will  produce  a  wealthy  cretin  welder.  So  much  has 

been  said  and  written  on  this  subject  that  a  few  more  words 

can't  hurt.  Does  my  reader  remember  the  first  three  lines  of 

the  Inferno?  They  translate  "In  the  middle  of  the  journe1 
of  our  life/  I  came  to  myself  within  a  dark  wood/  where  th 

straight  way  was  lost."  Perhaps  Chatham's  best  course  i 
simply  to  sit  down  on  a  grassy  knoll  and  wait  in  the  wood 
for  a  bit  until  a  Virgil  clearly  illuminates  the  path.  Th 
alliance  we  try  to  produce  between  humanism  and  skills  i 
uneasy  at  times,  but  far  more  uneasy  would  be  prematur 

and  exclusive  resolution.  I  have  noted  that  fence-straddlin 

is  painful  to  one's  posterior,  but  more  painful  is  falling  01 
same. 

Once  upon  a  time  there  was  a  university  which  tried  I 

save  money.  With  all  the  corporate  acumen  the  administrj 

tors  could  muster,  they  voted  to  close  down  the  campu 
over  Christmas,  thereby  saving  an  immense  sum  in  heal 

light,  and  personnel  costs.  The  pipes  froze  and  burst,  th 

repair  costs  exceeded  the  savings,  and  a  moral  on  extrem 
solutions  is  lurking  nearby. 

Some  of  these  problems  have  remedies,  or  at  least  w 

can  apply  leeches.  Cross-registration  means  that  01 
students  can  take  advantage  of  specialized  courses  an 

equipment  without  Chatham's  running  the  risk  of  staffin 
and  supplying  limited,  transient  programs.  The  Gatewa 
program  adds  an  incalculable  dimension  of  reality  to  th 
college;  these  women  have  experience  in  iiving  which  th 

brightest  18-year-old  in  the  world  cannot  read  in  books  c 
glean  from  lectures.  The  Communications  and  Administr; 

tion-Management  programs  have  tremendous  potential  t 
meld  liberal  arts  and  vocationalism.  The  Intern  program  nc 

only  provides  practical  training  but  can  function  as  a  foe 

in  the  door,  an  introduction,  a  rose-colored  glasses  removet 
At  some  point  one  must  not  only  teach  these  youn 

women  but  must  suggest  to  them  that  their  lives  ma 
involve  hard  choices.  Very  few  of  us  are  equipped  to  b 
Renaissance  women;  the  expectation  is  unrealistic  and,  i 

all  but  a  few  instances,  unrealizable  at  a  reasonable  cos' 
Temporarily  or  permanently,  the  marriage  may  fall  to  th 
career,  the  career  to  the  children,  the  public  life  to  th 

private,  the  private  life  to  the  public;  Lord  knows  at  leas 

the  dust  falls  —  all  over  my  house.  What  above  all  we  ow 
these  women  is  the  knowledge  and  confidence  to  orde 
their  own  priorities. 

Professor  John  W.  Cummins  used  to  tell  us  that  the  la: 

critical  question  was  always  "So  what?  What  does  it  mea 

to  me?."  I  think  that  he  was  talking  about  literature,  but 
is  not  an  inappropriate  question  to  ask  of  life.  In  the  las 
ten  years  I  too  have  changed.  The  whole  world  does  nc 
have  to  be  furnished  in  Scandinavian  modern;  those  clear 
sterile  lines  somehow  do  not  account  for  the  convolution 

of  my  Baroque  life.  I  am  thin  and  tired  and  wrinkled.  Th 

days  when  I  wondered  if  a  dress  were  "too  old"  for  me  ar 
gone  forever.  When  truck  drivers  honk  at  me,  I  automatica 

ly  pull  the  car  over  to  see  if  I  have  a  flat  tire.  The  mos 

appalling  discovery  is  that  Cubism  makes  sense. 

I  do  not  react  graciously  when  someone  asks,  "How  doe 
it  feel  to  be  back?",  because  I  came  to  build  a  future,  nc 
to  recapture  a  past.  In  some  respects,  being  back  a 

Chatham  simply  involves  a  teaching  job,  a  career  opporti 

nity,  and  not  a  romantic  attempt  to  go  home  again.  But 

pseudo-schizophrenia  sometimes  does  spring  up,  usuall 
triggered  by  a  physical  detail  of  the  campus  which  invite 
the  woman  to  look  at  the  erstwhile  girl.  It  is  much  like 

Fellini  film  where  the  frames  of  past  and  present  rush  b' 
simultaneously.  I  now  sit  in  the  Conover  Room  for  meel 

ings,  and  a  corner  of  my  eye  always  watches  that  girl  whi 
wrote  a  tutorial  there.  But  the  deja  vu  is  desirable  in  that  i 

provides  an  intermittent  measuring  stick  of  time  ani 

change.  I  would  say  that  "hopefully  I  have  gained  mor 
than  I  have  lost,"  except  that  as  I  tell  my  students,  whos 
minds  boggle  at  grammatical  subtleties,  what  they  no  doub 

mean  to  say  is  that  they  "have  hope."  So  do  we  all. 
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A  conversation 

with 

Heidbreder 
zastman 

Director  of  Admissions 

ay  DIBBIE  SPURR  HOLLOWAY  '60 

Ann  Heidbreder  Eastman  has  spent  most  of  her  working 
ife  in  book  publishing,  where  she  promoted  books  and 

eading.  Now,  as  Director  of  Admissions  at  the  College,  she 
)romotes  Chatham  to  prospective  students. 

Ann  graduated  magna  cum  laude  from  the  University  of 
Michigan  in  1955,  where  she  was  elected  to  Phi  Beta  Kappa. 

She  finds  that  having  attended  a  large  co-ed  university  is,  by 
'irtue  of  contrast,  an  asset  in  talking  with  students  about 
he  College.  At  Chatham,  she  says,  a  student  does  not 
ittend  classes  with  tens  and  hundreds  of  other  students. 

!he  does  not  have  to  wait  in  line  to  see  a  professor.  And  she 
loes  not  have  to  wait  for  hours,  days,  or  weeks  for  books  at 

he  library.  At  Chatham,  a  student  has  the  privilege  of 

earning  as  a  woman  in  a  women's  college. 
Post-graduate  courses  at  Columbia  and  New  York 

Jniversities  helped  to  equip  Ann  for  her  present  position 

is  well  as  for  the  jobs  she  held  in  publishing.  She  has  been 

issociated  with  many  major  publishing  houses  —  Macmillan, 
Holt,  Rinehart  &  Winston,  Random  House,  McGraw-Hill, 
(nopf,  and  Harcourt  Brace  Jovanovich,  to  name  a  few. 

:rom  editing  technical  books,  college  and  high  school  text- 

woks,  and  children's  books  she  "jumped  the  fence"  into 
narketing  and  promoting  trade  or  general  books.  In  1964, 
he  joined  the  staffs  of  the  Association  of  American 

'ublishers,  where  she  was  Senior  Associate  for  Education 
ind  Library  Services,  and  the  National  Book  Committee, 

vhere  she  was  Director  of  Research  and  National  Coordina- 

or  of  the  Educational  Media  Selections  Center  Program. 
When  asked  if  she  found  her  new  duties  at  Chatham  a 

iifficult  change,  Ann  explained  that  "the  book  markets  I 
vorked  in  were  schools  and  libraries,  so  working  in  that 
leneral  area  is  not  new.  I  anticipated  that  the  kinds  of 

echniques  and  tools  used  in  promoting  and  selling  books 

would  be  used  in  bringing  Chatham  to  the  attention  of 

prospective  students.  This  turns  out  to  be  the  case.  Admis- 
sions work  is,  basically,  a  communications  program.  It  is,  in 

part,  a  direct  mail  campaign  —  getting  the  right  information 

to  the  right  person  at  the  right  time." 
What  about  the  work  of  promoting  Chatham?  What  is 

Admissions  all  about  today?  The  process  has  changed  con- 
siderably in  the  last  ten  to  fifteen  years.  Most  people  who 

are  not  in  the  academic  world  or  an  admissions  office 

probably  view  the  process  rather  subjectively,  attributing  to 
admissions  today  what  is  remembered  from  the  past.  For 

some,  getting  into  college  fifteen  or  twenty  years  ago  may 
have  seemed  easy;  for  others,  it  was  an  awesome  trial  often 

accompanied  by  heartache  and  disappointment. 
For  this  Chatham  alumna,  the  admissions  process  (not 

Chatham's)  evokes  memories  of  what  seemed,  at  the  time,  a 
morbid  fascination  with  College  Entrance  Examination 
Board  Scores.  Armed  with  a  notebook  full  of  questions,  she 

met  recently  with  Mrs.  Eastman  to  explore  a  number  of  the 

aspects  of  getting  into  college  today.  Although  new  in  her 
demanding  role  as  Admissions  Director,  Ann  Eastman 

seems  to  have  many  of  the  answers.  Her  candor  is  refresh- 
ing. She  knows  what  she  has  yet  to  learn.  Her  humor  is 

outright  and,  it  would  appear,  her  insight  into  the  problems 
facing  colleges  today  is  acute. 

The  conversation  went  something  like  this: 

Is     Chatham    having    trouble    attracting    prospective 
students? 

No,  not  in  the  sense  that  it  was  a  few  years  ago,  when  we 

had  a  couple  of  small  classes.  A  very  good  and  large  fresh- 
man class  (183)  entered  in  the  Fall,  1975,  and  I  hope  that 

we  will  have  almost  as  many  freshmen  arriving  in  1976.  All 
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private  colleges  are  watching  the  1980's  with  real  concern. 
The  number  of  students  graduating  from  high  schools 

begins  to  drop  off  in  1980  and  keeps  dropping. 

If  the  number  of  applications  were  to  drop  below  the 

number  of  spaces  available,  would  this  force  Chatham  to 
lower  its  standards? 

I  doubt  that  standards  at  Chatham  will  drop.  Faculty 

and  administrators  all  seem  dedicated  to  doing  what  needs 

to  be  done  to  keep  this  a  quality  women's  college.  (Eighty- 
eight  and  one-half  percent  of  the  students  entering 
Chatham  in  1975  had  a  high  school  grade  average  of  B  or 
better.) 

Are  there  sources  to  which  Chatham  can  turn  in  quest  of 

prospective  students? 
In  1975,  approximately  1,000  names  were  submitted  by 

students,  faculty,  and  alumnae.  In  addition,  Chatham 

acquired  60,000  names  from  the  College  Board  Student 
Search  Service.  To  these  young  women  Chatham  mailed  a 

poster  and  card,  asking  the  student  to  return  the  card  if  she 
wanted  more  information  about  the  College.  This  effort 

resulted  in  a  pool  of  9,100  names  to  whom  Chatham  has 
mailed  a  sequence  of  nine  items.  (The  direct  mail 
campaign!) 

The  more  applications  we  get,  the  more  selective  we  can 
be.  As  long  as  we  continue  to  draw  good  students,  we  will 
maintain  standards. 

What  is  a  Live-in,  is  it  unique  to  Chatham,  and  how 
successful  is  it? 

A  Live-in  is  a  special  campus  visit.  Prospective  students 
are  invited  to  arrive  about  2:30  p.m.  on  Sunday  and  stay 
through  luncheon  on  Monday.  We  run  about  a  dozen  of 

these  each  school  year.  On  Sunday  the  students  are  intro- 
duced to  the  campus  and  each  other  in  small  group  sessions. 

They  have  dinner  with  a  few  members  of  the  faculty  and 
meet  with  them  afterward  to  discuss  the  academic  and 

advising  programs.  After  a  break,  during  which  our  guests 
walk  about  campus,  talk  with  one  another,  swim  or  just 

relax  —  they  participate  in  a  student  panel  in  one  of  the 
dorms.  Prospective  students  are  encouraged  to  ask 

questions  throughout  the  day  and  especially  at  the  evening 

"dorm  break." 

On  Monday  morning,  they  attend  classes  or  have  inter- 
views with  members  of  the  Admissions  staff. 

Our  program  is  not  unique  (two  other  schools  in  the 
immediate  area  are  doing  the  same  kind  of  thing)  but  I  am 

told  that  Chatham  started  Live-ins.  They  have  been 
remarkably  successful.  A  very  high  percentage  of  the 

women  who  come  to  Live-ins  actually  apply  and  enroll.  I 

think  Live-ins  are  so  successful  because  prospective  students 
actually  come  to  the  campus  and  meet  the  kind  of  young 
women  they  are  going  to  be  in  college  with  for  four  years. 

Alumnae  can  help  us  with  Live-ins.  Many  do  now  —  by 
telling  prospective  students  about  them  and  encouraging 

them  to  attend.  Often  we  know  of  interested  high  school 
students  who  live  some  distance  from  Pittsburgh  but  cannot 

afford  to  come  for  a  Live-in.  It  would  be  very  helpful  if 
alumnae  clubs  would  sponsor  such  young  women.  (Once 

they  get  to  campus  Chatham  feeds  and  houses  them.) 
Sponsoring  students  in  this  way  would  help  prospective 

students  as  well  as  the  college. 

Do  you  find  that  most  of  the  students  you  are  inter- 

viewing feel  strongly  about  attending  a  women's  college? 
A  surprisingly  high  number.  By  the  time  they  get  to  this 

office,  they  have  made  certain  decisions  and  commitments. 

Most  have  thought  seriously  about  attending  a  women's 
college.  Many  are  considering  only  women's  colleges.  There 
they  think  they  will  get  an  education  tailored  to  their  needs 

and  will  be  able  to  hold  top  positions  in  student  govern- 

ment and  other  groups.  Young  women  know  they  will  have 

to  make  major  decisions  about  jobs,  careers,  marriage, 
children,  life  styles,  and  the  like.  Most  women  my  age  and 

older  grew  up  not  seriously  believing  they  had  choices  or 
options  about  such  matters.  Today  young  women  know 

they  have  choices  to  make  and  many  think  that  a  college 
like  Chatham  is  the  best  place  to  find  out  about  themselves 

and  their  talents  and  abilities.  The  women's  rights  move- 
ment —  in  focusing  attention  on  the  many  concerns  of 

different  groups  of  women  —  accounts  for  this  interest,  in 
part.  At  the  same  time  I  must  say  that  it  is  a  rare  prospec- 

tive student  who  does  not  ask  about,  social  life  at  Chatham 

and  the  kinds  of  events  on  and  off  campus  at  which  they 
will  meet  men. 

What  would  you  say  are  Chatham's  chief  attractions? 
I  think  the  fact  that  it  is  a  good  small  college  for 

women,  and  I  would  hastily  add,  in  Pittsburgh.  Many  of  the 

programs  we  offer  —  administration  and  management,  the 
internship,  communications,  the  tutorials  —  relate  directly 
to  the  fact  that  we  are  in  a  major  city  with  many  assets, 

including  the  other  colleges  and  universities.  The  mix  ol 

institutions  is  exciting  and  challenging.  The  resources  availa- 
ble through  cross-registration  are  one  reason  students  come 

to  Chatham  and  one  reason  they  stay. 

[Ironically,  when  asked  if  she  thought  Chatham  has  one 

major  problem  regarding  Admissions,  Mrs.  Eastman  agair 
cited  Pittsburgh:] 

One  of  the  biggest  problems  for  all  the  colleges  anc 
universities  here  in  Pittsburgh  is  the  unhappy  impressior 

people  have  who  haven't  visited  the  city  in  twenty  years 
This  is  one  of  the  big  negatives  we  all  encounter.  Oui 
location  and  campus  impress  people  favorably  when  the\ 

get  here,  of  course.  The  Pittsburgh  Council  on  Highei 
Education  admissions  group,  of  which  I  am  a  member 
asked  me  and  the  Public  Relations  Director  of  the  College 

Marcia  Smith,  to  produce  a  brochure  that  will  help  all  the 
PCHE  institutions  promote  Pittsburgh  as  an  attractive 
center  for  education. 

Do  most  of  the  students  you  have  interviewed  know 

where  they  are  going  or  how  they  will  use  their  eudcation: 
I  am  impressed  with  the  fact  that  so  many  young  womer 

are  decisive.  They  know  exactly  what  they  want  to  be  anc 
have  planned  their  academic  careers  through  the  Ph.D.  Ir 

one  week  I  talked  to  a  future  geneticist  (who  has  workec 

part-time  as  a  high  school  senior  with  post-doctora 
students  on  a  project  at  the  National  Institutes  of  Health 
and  a  freshman  English  major  choosing  courses  and  discuss 

ing  graduate  schools  that  will  help  her  become  a  rare  boot 
dealer  as  soon  as  possible.  Both  were  very  informed  anc 

highly  motivated.  Others  are  reluctant  to  commit  them 
selves  to  a  major  as  yet  and  wish  to  attend  a  small  libera 
arts  college  where  they  are  free  to  try  various  courses  in  the 

process  of  coming  to  a  decision. 

What  are  your  thoughts  about  College  Board  scores  anc 
their  use  in  the  admissions  process? 

College  Board  scores  have  dropped  across  the  country, 
doubt  that  students  are  declining  in  intelligence.  We  know 

they  are  not  retaking  tests  as  frequently  as  they  did  when  i 

was  more  difficult  to  get  into  college.  If  they  score  lowe 
than  they  think  they  should,  they  do  not  spend  the  mone\ 

to  take  the  test  again,  and  again,  and  again  to  raise  thei 
scores. 

Moreover,  taking  tests  makes  many  students  so  nervou 
that  they  do  poorly.  Some  students  who  have  grown  up  ir 

word-poor  homes  do  not  handle  tests  as  well  as  othei 

students  of  the  same  intelligence.  We,  of  course,  don' 
require  Board  scores. 
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:  We  do  request  Board  scores  after  a  student  has  been 

dmitted  and  plans  to  enroll  at  Chatham  so  that  faculty  and 

iithers  working  with  students  have  access  to  this  data. 
Should  a  student  have  trouble  with  certain  courses  or  need 

pecial  help,  test  scores  can  provide  helpful  information. 

The  so-called  'Buckley  Amendment'  —  The  Family 
Rights  and  Privacy  Act,  which  went  into  effect  in  January, 

,1975  —  is  a  real  problem  for  college  admissions  people  now, 

,ind  may  affect  Chatham's  attitude  toward  Board  scores. 
phis  Act  makes  certain  records  available  to  students  and 
parents  that  have  heretofore  been  confidential.  The  result  is 
fhat  colleges  receive  blank  or  bland  recommendations  from 
;ome  high  school  counselors.  If  colleges  such  as  Chatham, 
which  do  not  require  Board  scores  for  admission,  do  not 

'eceive  helpful,  objective  evaluations  of  a  student's  work 
and  potential,  it  is  difficult  to  determine  whether  the  ap- 
olicant  and  the  College  are  right  for  each  other.  I  hope  that 
We  do  not  have  to  require  scores  for  admission  in  the 
future,  but  I  cannot  say  that  we  never  will.  As  you  said, 
Dibbie,  there  have  been  changes  in  admissions  in  the  last 

'several  years.  It's  a  whole  new  ballgame,  in  a  sense,  and  the 
rules  are  changing  quite  quickly. 

What  are  your  thoughts  about  Admissions  policy? 

It  seems  to  be  that  Admisssions  work  has  changed  from 

a  process  of  selecting  to  a  process  of  counseling.  I  think  it  is 

'healthy  that  the  thin  air  of  super-selectivity  is  disappearing 

'in  most  colleges  and  universities.  It  has  been  good  for  some 
colleges    to    open    up,    become    more    available    to   good 

'students.  Chatham's  great  strength,  and  that  of  other  good, 
'small  colleges,  is  that  faculty  members  on  the  Admissions 

'Committee  and  the  staff  still  are  able  to  study  the  record  of 
leach  applicant.  We  read  transcripts  and  essays  carefully;  we 
ipay  attention  to  recommendations;  we  collect  missing  data 

and  seek  clarification  of  ambiguous  or  contradictory  infor- 
mation.   We   prefer  to   interview  all    prospective  students, 

'although  an  interview  is  not  required.  We  hope  that  at  least 

'one  member  of  the  faculty  or  staff  comes  to  know  each 

'applicant.    In    large    universities,   such   personal   contact   is 
!  virtually  impossible.  Here,  we  attempt  to  know  these  young 
i  women,  as  individuals,  as  best  we  can  before  they  come  to 
i  Chatham.   We  help  to  generate  a   feeling  of  community. 

•  They  benefit,  and  so  does  the  College. 
Incidentally,  we  have  written  a  new  essay  question  for 

\  the  application  that  asks,  basically,  what  kind  of  person  are 
I  you  and  why  do  you  want  to  attend  Chatham? 
It  reads,  in  part,  as  follows: 

It's  not  easy  to  say  who  one  is.  Nor  is  it  easy  to  say 
what   one   hopes  to  become  when  so   many   future 
identities  beckon,  but  thought  about  your  future  may 
help  you  find  the  way.  And  if  college  is  a  means  to  an 

end,   however  hard   that  end  may  be  to  define,  it's 
worth  considering  in  what  ways  Chatham  may  serve 

you. 
We  think  that  this  question  is  another  way  in  which  we  can 
elicit  information  about  individual  students  that  will  help 
us  in  advising  them. 

I  know  that  you  want  to  involve  more  alumnae  in  the 

Admissions  effort.  Could  you  elaborate  on  this? 

Surely.  One  of  the  traditional  ways  of  interesting  high 
school  students  in  a  college  is  to  have  members  of  the 
professional  staff  call  on  schools  to  talk  with  students  and 

guidance  counselors.  We  have  held  Previews  for  prospective 

students  and  their  parents  in  several  cities  across  the  years 

—  afternoon  or  evening  receptions  at  which  faculty  and 
staff  have  talked  about  the  College,  answered  questions, 

and  showed  our  film,  "A  Woman's  Place."  Numerous  break- 
fasts have  been  held  for  guidance  counselors  so  that  they 

could  see  the  film  and  find  out  about  changes  at  Chatham. 

On  all  these  trips  we  talk  with  students  as  often  as  possible. 
But  this  staff  cannot  continue  to  do  as  much  traveling  and 
still  handle  the  office  work  of  interviewing  and  com- 

municating with  prospective  students. 

We  hope  that  alumnae  who  live  in  areas  in  which  there 

are  numbers  of  prospective  students  will  work  with  us  - 
talking  with  students  and  parents,  calling  on  schools  and 
guidance  counselors,  representing  the  College  at  college 
fairs  and  nights,  and  helping  us  in  other  ways  to  promote 

Chatham  "in  the  field."  We  plan  to  identify  alumnae  who 
would  like  to  do  this  work  and  bring  them  to  campus  this 

fall  for  a  two-  or  three-day  workshop  so  that  they  can  meet 
new  faculty  and  learn  about  changes  in  the  curriculum. 

These  women  would  supplement  the  on-going  work  of  the 
alumnae  representatives  who  presently  are  working  with 
this  office. 

To  "find"  those  women  who  are  interested  and  able,  we 
are  sending  a  brief  questionnaire  to  all  Chatham  alumnae  in 

May,  1976,  to  learn  what  they  are  doing  as  professionals  or 
volunteers  that  might  help  us  to  interest  students  in 

Chatham.  I  hope  that  our  alumnae  will  complete  the 

questionnaire. 
We  need  full  and  accurate  data  about  our  graduates  for  a 

variety  of  reasons,  of  which  the  alumnae  admissions  pro- 
gram is  only  one. 

Many  colleges,  including  Chatham,  are  served  well  by 
their  graduates  in  helping  to  recruit  students.  Some  have  a 

highly  structured  and  elaborate  "network."  Others  work 
more  informally.  The  program  we  envision  falls  somewhere 

in  between.  All  of  you  will  be  hearing  from  us.  We  hope  to 
hear  from  you. 

Have   you    had  an  opportunity  to  meet  many  of  the 
alumnae  as  yet? 

In  October  I  met  the  presidents  of  the  alumnae  clubs 

from  a  number  of  cities,  including  Atlanta,  Chicago,  Min- 
neapolis, Hartford,  New  York,  Cleveland,  and,  of  course. 

Pittsburgh.  Chatham  alumnae  are  an  impressive  group. 

Many  have  already  helped  us  greatly  and  we  appreciate 
their  interest  and  effort.  Several  I  have  met  are  in  their 

second  or  third  careers  and  are  hard  at  work,  either  on  a 

paid  or  volunteer  basis.  I  have  enjoyed  the  Chatham 
alumnae  I  have  met  and  I  have  learned  from  them. 

What  an  upbeat  way  to  end  an  interview!  Ann  Eastman 

may  be  new  to  Pittsburgh  and  to  Chatham,  but  she  is  —  in 

her  own  words  —  an  "enthusiastic  newcomer."  For  the  past 
year  she  has  been  helping  to  organize  the  Pittsburgh 

Chapter  of  the  Women's  National  Book  Association  (of 
which  there  are  10  other  chapters  from  New  York  to 

California)  and  in  July,  1976,  she  will  become  the  National 
President  of  the  WNBA.  Ann  is  a  member  of  the  national 

Editorial  Advisory  Council  of  a  new  magazine  called 
Women  At  Work,  which  will  explore  the  entire  spectrum  of 

women  at  work;  blue  and  white  collar,  from  the  top  to  the 

bottom  of  the  economic  ladder,  paid,  unpaid,  and  unem- 
ployed. These  posts  give  her  other  opportunities  to  interest 

people  in  Chatham  College.  An  avid  reader  and  swimmer, 
Ann  also  has  lectured  about  publishing  and  is  collaborating 

on  a  book  with  her  husband,  Arthur,  who  is  Head  of  the 

English  Department  at  Carnegie-Mellon  University.  The 
Eastmans  are  editing  the  manuscript  autobiography  of  John 
Wrenshall  (1761-1821),  an  early  Pittsburgher  who  planted 
Methodism  in  Pittsburgh. 

For  one  who  did  not  attend  Chatham,  Ann  is  an  ardent 

and  convincing  spokeswoman.  Think  how  effective  we  - 
the  alumnae  -  can  be.  If  one  needs  an  example,  or  some 

ideas  about  where  and  how  to  begin,  look  no  farther  than 

the  second  floor  of  Mellon  Center.  Listen  for  the  con- 

tagious laugh.  When  you  hear  it,  you  have  found  -  as 
Chatham  has  -  Ann  Heidbreder  Eastman. 
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by  KARLAGRADISEK'79 

Saying  good-bye  is  never  easy.  Saying  good-bye  to  some- 
thing you  love  is  even  more  difficult. 

Larry  Malfatti  loves  Chatham  College.  Now,  after  spend- 
ing nearly  20  years  of  his  life  amidst  the  Chatham  com- 

munity, he  must  say  good-bye. 

And  you  know  it  won't  be  easy. 
Mr.  "M,"  director  of  choral  activities  and  associate 

professor  of  music  at  Chatham,  left  Chatham  on  March  1 

for  Chicago  where  he  has  accepted  a  position  as  chief  vocal 

coach  with  the  opera  school  of  the  Chicago  Lyric  Opera 

Company.  He'll  "try  it  out"  for  a  year,  but  he's  already 
quite  certain  that  this  is  what  he  wants. 

At  the  Chicago  Opera  Company,  Mr.  Malfatti's  job  will 
be  to  train  apprentice  singers  to  perform  with  the  company 

—  something  the  Chatham  professor  will  enjoy,  because  he's 
always  been  interested  in  working  with  young  professionals. 

Even  while  he  taught  at  Chatham,  Mr.  Malfatti  worked 

with  young  vocalists  Saturdays  in  his  home.  However,  it  has 

now  reached  the  point  where  he's  had  to  divide  his  time 
between  Chatham  and  the  young  professionals.  The 
Chicago  Lyric  Opera  Company  seems  to  be  the  solution. 

Mr.  Malfatti  was  invited  last  July  to  coach  the  vocalists 
at  the  Chicago  Opera  House.  The  people  there  had  heard 
about  his  work  at  Covent  Garden  in  London  (where  he 
worked  at  the  opera  house  in  1973  on  a  sabbatical),  and  also 

knew  that  several  of  his  singers  were  performing  with 
German  opera  companies.  So,  for  three  weeks,  Mr.  Malfatti 

coached  singers  for  Verdi's  "La  Traviata,"  never  dreaming 
that  the  management  was  going  to  create  this  position. 

After  his  summer  job,  Mr.  Malfatti  received  some  "very 

nice  letters,"  and  in  the  fall,  the  general  manager  of  the 
opera  house  said  to  the  singing  coach,  "I  like  the  way  you 
work  with  these  people  and  the  fact  that  you  can  explain  to 

them  in  English  how  these  things  should  be  done  .  .  .  We'd 
like  you  to  keep  us  in  mind." 

Christmas  week  Larry  Malfatti  received  a  letter  stating 
that  he  had  been  selected  as  chief  vocal  coach  —  would  he 
accept  the  position? 

After  a  talk  with  President  Eddy,  it  was  decided  t 

Larry  Malfatti  would  take  a  one  year  leave  of  absence  fr 
Chatham. 

Mr.  Malfatti  came  to  Chatham  in  1956,  and  at  the  tii 

had  no  intentions  of  being  a  college  professor.  He  was 

Pittsburgh  to  give  a  recital,  and  after  the  program,  \ 

approached  by  Russell  Wichmann,  chairman  of 
Chatham  music  department,  and  Paul  Anderson,  Presid 

of  the  College.  They  asked  the  vocalist  if  he  would  like 
teach  at  Chatham  for  one  year,  as  Bob  Anderson,  direc 

of  Chatham's  choir  in  1956  was  taking  a  leave  of  abser 
"Well,"  Mr.  Malfatti  remembers,  "I  said  that  I  I 

always  loved  teaching,  but  I  never  thought  of  it  a 

permanent  thing.  I  hadn't  been  home  since  the  age  of 
(Mr.  Malfatti's  originally  from  Pittsburgh)  and  I  was  abi 
32  or  33  then,  and  I  thought  that  maybe  it  would  be  r 
to  come  here  for  a  year  and  try  it  out.  And  at  the  end 

that  year,  Paul  Anderson  said,  'Well,  what  can  we  do 
keep  you  here?'  And  so  I  made  my  demands,  they  r 
them,  and  I  stayed.  In  the  summer,  I  returned  to  Italy 

perform  and  direct  the  Opera  Barga  Festival  in  Lucca. 

"I  fell  in  love  with  Chatham;  I  fell  in  love  again  with 

city  —  which  I've  always  loved,"  Mr.  Malfatti  continued, 
guess  that  I  sort  of  retired  from  solo  singing  —  not  cc 
pletely,  but  once  you  start  teaching,  your  solo  voice  sufl 
tremendously.  You  spend  too  much  time  worrying  abi 
your  students  instead  of  yourself.  But  I  liked  it,  and  I  a 
liked  the  choir  here. 

"When  I  first  started,"  Mr.  Malfatti  explained,  "the  ch 
was  such  a  small  group,  I  think  there  were  only  about 

kids.  But  they  were  all  good  kids,  and  I  worked  with  e; 
one  of  them  individually.  They  made  a  sound  that  sounc 
like  there  were  40  of  them. 

"I  worked  very  hard  that  year,"  the  director  recall 

"and  I  decided  to  make  the  choir  a  bigger  group  so  that 
could  sing  with  schools  like  Princeton  and  Amherst  (wh 
we  have  done  over  the  years).  In  my  second  year,  we  r 

about  45  in  the  choir." 
The  high  point  in  Mr.  Malfatti's  association  with 

choir  was  a  six-week  trip  to  Europe  in  the  summer  of  19 
Mr.  Malfatti,  45  choir  members  and  the  male  glee  club 
Hamilton  College  toured  Switzerland,  Austria,  and  Fran 

where  they  were  invited  to  perform  with  the  Paris  Chaml 
Orchestra  in  southern  France  and  the  Lucca  and  Ven 
orchestras  in  Italy. 

The  choir  has  been  a  love  of  Mr.  Malfatti's  life  for 
years  —  and  in  that  time,  it  has  never  once  let  him  dov 
The  director  is  very  proud  of  this,  and  he  reasons  that  t 
is  because  of  the  type  of  women  found  at  Chatham, 

should  know.  Over  the  years,  Mr.  Malfatti  has  come 
contact  with  some  400  Chatham  women. 

"This  fall,  I'd  really  love  to  have  an  alumnae  ch 

week-end,"  the  director  said,  reflecting  upon  this  fact,  "a 
meet  them  all  again.  We  could  do  our  old  repertoire,  a 
have  the  alumnae  meet  the  new  choir  and  the  new  ch 

director.  I  think  that  this  would  be  just  great." 
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When  Mr.  Malfatti  was  invited  to  come  to  Chatham  in 

956,  he  had  to  choose  between  doing  "The  Most  Happy 
:ellow"  on  Broadway,  and  coming  to  Chatham.  His  former 
eacher  at  the  Juilliard  School  of  Music  in  New  York  City 
lelped  him  to  decide. 

"He  reminded  me  that  I  loved  to  work  with  young 
leople,"  Mr.  Malfatti  remembered,"  and  that  on  Broadway, 
t  would  be  very  difficult  singing  every  day  and  every  night 

the  part  was  for  a  very  light  baritone)  and  that  it  might 
uin  my  voice. 

"I  took  his  advice,"  Mr.  Malfatti  smiled,  "and  I  don't 
egret  it,  but  I  often  wonder  what  would  have  happened  if  I 

lad  stayed  in  New  York." 
Larry  Malfatti  graduated  from  the  Juilliard  School  of 

/lusic  in  1946,  where  he  was  the  recipient  of  two  merit 
cholarships. 

"At  that  time,  merit  scholars  were  very  much  in  fashion, 
ind  you  received  a  scholarship  because  of  talent,  not 

jecause  of  need,"  Mr.  Malfatti  explained.  "But  I  also 
lappened  to  need  the  scholarships.  I  had  two  —  one  in  the 

'oice  department,  the  other  in  the  opera  department.  The 
lay  I  went  to  audition  for  admission  into  the  school,  I 

eceived  both  of  them." 
Mr.  Malfatti  was  one  of  the  first  Americans  to  win  a 

:ulbright  Award  —  an  award  which  is  granted  to  students 
vho  have  a  degree  or  the  equivalent  of  one,  or  more.  It  was 

suggested  by  Senator  William  Fulbright  after  World  War  II, 
hat,  in  order  for  the  European  nations  to  pay  back  part  of 
heir  war  debts  to  the  United  States,  they  would  pay  so 

much  a  month  for  American  students  to  study  in  Europe. 

The  award  program  was  only  supposed  to  last  for  20  years, 

but  it's  still  in  existence  today. 
Mr.  Malfatti  was  one  of  100  Fulbright  recipients  selected 

from  some  10,000  applicants.  "I  was  very  lucky,"  Mr. 
Malfatti  stated,  "because  my  average  in  voice  at  Juilliard 

was  A-plus.  So  that  "plus"  put  me  on  top  of  the  list  and  I 
was  able  to  get  the  Fulbright. 

"I  had  to  audition  in  front  of  a  board  which  included 

five  established  Metropolitan  Opera  singers,"  Mr.  Malfatti 

continued.  "They  listened  to  you,  and  decided  whether  you 

were  good  enough.  If  you  were,  you  got  the  award." 
Also  helpful  in  obtaining  the  award  was  the  fact  that  Mr. 

Malfatti  was  bi-lingual  —  he  had  gone  to  school  in  Italy  for 
first,  second,  and  third  grades,  and  had  attended  Italian 
classes  twice  a  week  at  the  Tuscan  lodge  in  Pittsburgh  for 

about  five  years  as  a  youth.  (Tuscany  is  a  region  of  Italy 

near  Florence,  and  the  Tuscans  pride  themselves  on  speak- 

ing pure  Italian  —  no  dialect.)  Mr.  Malfatti's  teacher  at  the 
lodge  was  a  member  of  the  Italian  consulate,  and  was 

originally  from  Tuscany,  so  he  was  fortunate  to  learn  "the 

pure  Italian." 
Winning  the  award  enabled  Mr.  Malfatti  to  study  in  Italy 

for  five  years,  where  he  attended  the  Cherubini  Conserva- 
tory in  Florence,  and  the  Saint  Cecilia  Conservatory  and 

Academy  in  Rome.  He  was  then  chosen  as  a  performing 
artist  at  the  Chigiana  Academy  in  Siena  where  he  sang 

leading  baritone  roles  in  Franco  Zeffirelli's  first  operatic 
productions.  During  that  period,  he  became  permanent 
baritone  soloist  of  the  Swiss  National  Radio  in  Lugano. 

While  in  Italy,  Mr.  Malfatti  had  the  opportunity  to  dub 

in  the  Italian  voice  for  such  American  films  as  "Merry 
Widow"  and  "Hans  Christian  Anderson."  The  soundtract  of 
the  orchestra  came  from  the  United  States,  and  the  voices 
were  dubbed  in  abroad  in  various  languages. 

"This  was  really  quite  lucrative,"  Mr.  Malfatti  said,  "but 
they  stopped  doing  it.  I  guess  the  singers  of  this  country 

didn't  want  to  lose  their  identity  with  their  work.  But  it 
was  a  great  experience  —  it  made  me  work  on  my  Italian 

diction  even  harder." 
After  returning  from  Italy,  Mr.  Malfatti  performed  in 

New  York  singing  international  songs  (Italian,  French,  and 
German)  on  a  television  program  in  the  New  York  City 

area,  which  reached  viewers  as  far  as  Philadelphia  and  New Jersey. 

It  was  after  New  York  that  Mr.  Malfatti  found  himself  in 

Pittsburgh  and  eventually  Chatham.  He  had  intended  to  go 
to  Switzerland  when  his  plans  were  interrupted  by  Mr. 
Wichmann  and  President  Paul  Anderson. 

"I  learned  a  lot  here,"  Mr.  Malfatti  said.  "The  choir  was 
a  great  challenge  to  me.  And  I  really  love  this  place  so  much 
-  I  can  see  my  students  and  talk  with  them  every  day  even 

if  I  don't  work  with  them.  And  I  think  that  this  is  so 

important." 
Saying  good-bye  is  never  easy.  But  sometimes,  it  must  be 

done. 

Good-bye,  Mr.  M. 
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MUD  IN  THE  CRYSTAL  BALL: 

WHAT'S  AHEAD  FOR  THE  AMERICAN  COLLEGE 

by 

EDWARD  D.  EDDY 

President  of  Chatham  College 

(Speech  delivered  at  the  28th  annual  luncheon  of  the  All  Pennsyl- 
vania College  Alumni  Association  (APCAA)  on  Saturday,  February 

7,  in  Washington,  DC.  Dr.  Eddy  received  the  1976  Citation  Award 

of  the  APCAA  for  "his  contributions  toward  preserving  and  extend- 

ing the  American  ideals  of  education.") 

What  essentially  is  a  college  or  university?  One  could  say 

that  it  is  an  accumulation  of  knowledge,  hopefully,  but  not 

always,  accompanied  by  wisdom.  But  the  knowledge  is  in 

either  heads  or  books  —  and  the  heads  are  on  people,  the 
books  in  libraries.  Basically,  then,  a  college  or  university  is 

not  much  more  than  people  and  real  estate.  It  is  a  collec- 

tion usually  of  men  —  more  lately,  of  women  —  and  of 
buildings,  roads,  paths,  perhaps  ponds. 

It  would  be  impossible  for  us  to  think  of  any  one  of  our 
institutions  without  immediate  recollection  either  of  faces 

or  places.  When  someone  mentions  the  name  of  my  alma 
mater,  I  think  either  of  the  library  tower  at  the  top  of  the 
hill,  or  of  two  unrelenting  giants  who  refused  to  let  me 

write  or  think  carelessly.  In  a  sense,  they  have  gone,  of 
course,  but  the  library  tower  remains  at  the  top  of  the  long 
hill.  The  two  giants  of  my  time  have  been  replaced,  I 

suspect,  by  scores  of  others  who,  hopefully,  are  equally 

demanding.  Colleges  and  universities,  then,  are  buildings, 
people,  and  memories. 

But  people  change,  buildings  crumble,  and  memories 

fade.  Though  once  thought  to  be  touched  by  immortality, 

our  institutions  of  higher  learning  are,  in  reality,  decidedly 

fragile.  I've  always  loved  the  title  of  the  textbook  of  my 
engineer-roommate  at  Cornell:  "Stresses  and  Strains  on 

Simple  Structures."  I  can't  think  of  a  better  description  of 
the  next  two  decades  for  the  American  college  and  univer- 
sity. 

Admittedly,  we  are  spoiled  rotten.  Higher  education 

came  of  age  after  World  War  II.  Expansion  was  rampant  — 

in  size,  number,  fields  of  knowledge,  funding  —  and  by  any 
other  measure  one  could  conceive.  Each  college  and  univer- 

sity went  its  separate  way,  choosing  its  particular  role,  and 
settling  into  a  delicious  but  deceptive  world.  The  state 

teacher's  institute  could  become  a  state  university  in  its 
own  right;  the  private  male  monastery  could  become 
triumphantly  and  promiscuously  coeducational;  and  the 

gem  of  an   idea  called   "community  college"  could  make 

higher  education  ferociously  democratic.  Between  a 
among  institutions,  it  was  a  time  of  unparalleled  harmoi 

The  clan  gathered  to  press  its  claim  for  more  governmen 
funds  and  to  support  each  other  when  the  carpers  and  1 
critics  seemed  to  be  drawing  an  audience. 

But  that  is  the  era  just  ending.  Now,  as  we  look  ahe, 

there  is  mud  in  the  crystal  ball.  The  simple  structures  —  1 

people,  the  buildings,  the  memories  —  are  subject  to  stres 
and  strains  of  enormous  potential.  What  lies  ahead  for  yc 
college  or  university  and  for  mine?  To  understand  wl 

may  happen,  let's  probe  through  the  mud  in  the  crys 
ball.  You  remember  that  the  Polish  author,  Stanislaw  L 

wrote  that  "mud  sometimes  gives  the  illusion  of  depth." 
First  a  look  at  the  external  forces  which,  as  alwa 

shape  our  institutions  more  than  we  recognize.  ThoL 

they  are  expected  to  be  somewhat  above  and  ahead 

society,  nevertheless  our  colleges  and  universities  are  dee[ 
dependent  on  it.  And  society  seems  to  be  in  trouble, 

reporter  for  The  New  York  Times  reported  not  long  e 

that  a  panel  of  experts  discerned  "a  national  collisi 
between  rising  expectations  and  dwindling  resource 

Senator  Church  of  Idaho  bemoaned  recently  "a  lack 

faith,  widespread  cynicism,  and  profound  pessimism."  \ 
may  look  ahead  to  "a  decline  in  the  American  standard 

living"  and  "a  scaling-down  of  services." 
When  a  nation  lacks  confidence  in  itself,  it  lacks  cc 

fidence  in  the  great  majority  of  its  institutions.  When  t 
proud  and  arrogant  graduates  of  the  liberal  arts  became  t 

conspirators  of  Watergate  without  remorse,  the  public  kne 

that  the  vessels  of  learning  had  sprung  a  leak.  We  ha 
become  so  fascinated  with  knowledge  that  we  ha 
forgotten  its  compassionate  handmaiden,  wisdom. 

Ahead,    then,   lies   not  just  a  limit  on   the  support 

higher  education  but  a  scaling  down.  "Who  are  you  tryi 
to   kid?"   the   people   say.   "Why   are   we  any  better  c 
because  the  universities  expanded  in  size  and  diversified 

program?"  State  and  Federal  governments,  private  dono 
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ill  even  the  friendliest  foundations  are  asking  for  a  breath- 
I  spell.  And,  as  Lee  warns,  the  sea  of  indifference  can, 

r|eed,  be  stormy. 
'Education  as  a  total  system  has  yet  to  suffer  the  full 
mg  of  the  whip  of  public  outrage.  We  have  a  generation  of 
rJng  people  who  obviously  have  difficulty  assembling  a 

ihple  sentence.  The  semi-colon  is  as  defunct  as  the  dodo 
id.  Even  a  misplaced  comma  is  a  welcome  sight;  one  sees 

i  few  of  the  little  beggars  these  days,  even  in  incorrect 

nge.  Perhaps  we  could  begin  solving  the  problem  by 

itting  English  sub-titles  on  the  re-runs  of  "Star  Trek"  so 
ht  the  new  generation  can  be  introduced  to  written 

Irds.  It  is  high  time  that  colleges  and  universities  insisted 
lit  elementary  and  secondary  schools  teach  students  how 

I  write.  It  doesn't  help  to  have  one  college  or  university 
|n  down  a  classful  of  native  tongue  illiterates.  The  next 
ss  will  be  just  as  inarticulate.  Together  we  must  seek 

pnge. 
The  mud  is  particularly  opaque  when  one  tries  to  discern 
rollment  patterns  for  the  next  twenty  years.  We  can  be 

re  of  one  solid  fact  —  because  the  babies  have  been  born 
that  there  will  be  a  sharp,  drastic  decline  in  the  number 

high  school  graduates  available  to  go  to  college  from 
85  onward.  One  study  shows  that  freshman  enrollment 

ifour-year  colleges  throughout  the  nation  will  decrease  by 
%  over  the  next  15  years. 

An  even  more  dramatic  change  is  indicated  in  Pennsyl- 
iia,  according  to  the  Bureau  of  Planning  of  the  Pennsyl- 

pia  Department  of  Education.  The  full-time  equivalent 
rollment  in  Pennsylvania  higher  education  will  slip  from 
6,000  students  in  1980  to  219,000  in  1995,  or  a  decrease 

40%.  The  drop  for  independent  colleges  and  universities 

ill  be  a  whopping  51%.  Pennsylvania  alone  could  see  a 

isure  of  one-third  of  its  public  institutions  and  up  to 

le-half  of  its  private  colleges.  It  is  idle,  it  seems  to  me,  to 

lieve  that  low-tuition,  adult  education  will  be  the  saving 
ctor.  We  are  over-built  —  and  we  must  face  the  unhappy 
nsequences. 

Some  of  the  so-called  "current  trends"  do  not  lighten 
e  hearts  of  the  college  forecasters.  Take,  for  example,  the 

iparent  increase  across  the  nation  in  enrollments  in  voca- 
)nal  education  courses  in  high  schools  in  suburban  areas, 

e  are  told  that  12  million  students  -  triple  the  1960 

lure  —  are  electing  direct  vocational  courses  over  college 
eparatory  work  in  suburban  high  schools.  And  we  all 
low  that  suburban  high  schools  have  been  the  intellectual 

jd  farms  for  many  private  colleges  and  universities. 

The  crystal  ball  is  not  very  re-assuring.  The  mud  gets 
ick  and  sticky.  The  next  two  decades  are  bound  to  be  a 

sting  time  of  mammoth  proportion  for  our  colleges  and 

liversities.  Those  once-secure  collections  of  people,  places 
id  memories  will  be  re-shuffled  and  re-shaped,  sometimes 

lyond  recognition.  Stanislaw  Lee  warns  that  "if  you  have 

)  spine,  don't  jump  out  of  your  skin."  This  will  not  be  the 
ne  to  be  found  spineless. 

What  will  happen  over  those  dark  20  years  ahead?  Well, 

3  do  know  that  the  retrenchment  will  have  to  be  sweep- 
g:  The  first  to  be  cut  probably  will  be  student  services, 
eluding  free  counseling  and  placement  of  various  kinds, 

st  recreational  facilities  and  programs,  and  round-the- 

ock  health  service.  We  are  not  only  over-built  as  a  system 
it  also  over-built  within  individual  institutions.  Tomor- 

w's  college  can't  afford  to  be  the  home-away-from-home. 
And  yet  the  pressure  will  be  enormous  to  maintain 

)n-essentials,  if  only  because  the  student  as  consumer  will 
introl  the  consumption.  Increasingly  the  student  has  be- 
>me  a  master  of  consumerism.  He  or  she  stands  ready  to 

irchase  or  reject  particular  services  —  whether  it  be  enroll- 
ent  in  History  which  keeps  the  History  faculty  going,  or 
e  purchase  of  a  beer  mug  which  allows  the  Bookstore  to 

operate  just  outside  a  deficit.  At  a  time  when  we  can  ill 
afford  to  offer  more,  we  are  at  the  mercy  of  the  whimsical 
18-year-old.  It's  a  strange  and  dangerous  spot  for  American higher  learning. 

And  what  about  the  faculty?  They  are  already  deeply 
concerned  about  job  security.  If  enrollments  do  not  rise, 
but  costs  continue  to  do  so,  then  the  only  answer  will  be  to 
ask  teachers  to  do  more  teaching. 

I  suspect,  then,  that  we  will  be  hearing  much  more  over 

the  next  ten  years  about  "faculty  productivity."  A  number 
of  state  legislators  have  made  it  clear  already  that  they  are 
concerned.  Before  that  concern  spreads  into  political 
interference,  those  of  us  on  college  campuses  must  seek  a 

solution.  The  next  decade  will  witness  a  change  in  the 

faculty-student  ratio  —  always  upward.  Lighter  teaching 
loads  and  fewer  student  contacts  are  dreams  of  the  past  — 

except  in  the  dying  institution.  Collective  bargaining  won't 
help;  it  will  merely  speed  the  embalming. 

All  of  this  may  have  a  stultifying  effect  on  higher  educa- 
tion. I  fear  that  a  deep  conservatism  may  set  in.  The  usual 

kind  of  reluctance  to  take  risks  among  college  faculty 
members  will  be  strengthened  over  a  concern  that  the  odds 

are  too  high.  Some  change  will  be  forced,  but  that  is  not 

the  kind  of  educational  change  which  we  need  on  a  con- 
tinual basis.  Faculty  members  generally  are  protective. 

They  are  products  of  a  system  which  has  found  greater 
strength  in  the  past  than  challenge  in  the  future.  Looking 

back  with  certainty  is  more  fun  —  and  safer  —  than  looking 
ahead  with  trepidation. 

Elmer  Jagow  of  Hiram  College  puts  it  more  pointedly: 

"Faculties,  anxious  to  share  with  everyone  'a  piece  of  the 

action,'  have  developed  vast  committee  networks  in  which 
responsibility  is  fuzzy,  progress  is  slow,  matters  are  dis- 

cussed to  near  extinction,  innovation  has  been  subjected  to 
the  rigor  mortis  of  the  status  quo.  No  wonder  that  the 

public  has  become  frustrated  with  educators  and  institu- 
tions. Has  everybody  lost  sight  of  the  difference  between 

information  sharing  and  decision  making?" 
What  else  do  we  discern  from  the  thick  mud  in  the 

crystal  ball?  Within  the  family  of  institutions,  trial  separa- 
tion, estrangement  and  divorce  may  well  lie  ahead.  We  have 

begun  already  to  enter  a  period  of  bitter  rivalry  —  between 
types  of  institutions  and  between  individual  colleges  and 
universities.  Name  the  group  and  you  will  find  pools  of 

deep  suspicion.  The  state  colleges  are  unhappy  because 

legislatures  have  voted  direct  and  indirect  assistance  to  the 
independent  institutions.  In  turn,  during  the  coming  week 
the  independent  colleges  will  make  the  unhappy  decision  to 
establish  their  own  and  separate  clarion  call  and  lobby  in 
Washington. 

This  hassle  within  the  academy  will  be  interpreted  false- 
ly by  the  state  forces  of  law  and  order  as  a  call  for  help. 

Into  the  fray  will  troop  the  governmental  bureaucrats  to 

perform  the  godly  function  of  deciding  who  will  live  and 
who  will  die.  Around  the  edges  will  be  the  state  agencies 

and  private  developers  awaiting  the  opportunity  to  pick  up 

a  bankrupt  campus  as  a  colony  for  senior  citizens  or  a 
half-way  village  for  overdose  victims  of  valium,  most  of 
whom  will  be  college  presidents. 

I  think  it  is  time  we  heaved  the  crystal  ball.  The  mud  is 

so  black  you  can't  see  tomorrow.  My  timetable  may  indeed 
be  slowed  somewhat  by  the  reluctance  in  our  nation  to 
foresake  institutions.  We  have  a  tendency  to  preserve  what 

is  there  because  it's  there  -  not  because  it  is  beautiful  or 
useful  or  especially  historic.  We  rally  around  the  faltering 

local  industry  which  may  be  turning  out  plastic  statues  of 

dodo  birds.  But  it  has  been  there  as  long  as  we  can  remem- 

ber, and  it  means  jobs,  and  what  will  they  do  with  the  land? 

In  similar  fashion,  because  we  are  kind-hearted,  lots  of 

colleges  and  universities  will  die  a  slower  death. 
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Now  let's  take  a  powerful  detergent  and  wipe  off  the 
crystal  ball.  At  the  moment  it  is  covered  with  too  much 

wax  dripping  from  funeral  candles.  We  have  talked  about 

what  might  be  and  what  very  well  may  be,  but  not  enough 
about  what  could  be.  The  next  twenty  years  could  be  a 

time  of  new  beginnings  in  all  of  education.  Admittedly  we 
seem  to  be  moving  toward  a  uniform  system  of  higher 
education  at  public  expense.  The  attempts  to  reverse  that 
trend  thus  far  have  been  less  than  successful.  The  loss  of 

strong  private  colleges  and  universities  will  mean  a  strategic 
loss  of  diversity  and  experimentation.  But  I  would  be  the 

last  to  suggest  that  we  should  have  a  new  National  Com- 
mission to  establish  boundaries  for  what  lies  ahead.  We  do 

not  need  one  massive  plan  for  the  nation,  one  total 

"system."  To  maintain  vitality  in  higher  learning,  we  need 
all  kinds  and  sizes  of  colleges  and  universities,  public  and 

private,  traditional  and  risk-takers. 
Let  me  give  you  several  quick  illustrations  of  possible 

options  which  come  to  mind: 

1.  We  need  the  kind  of  college  which  identifies  the 
deficiencies  in  the  educational  process,  and  then  builds  a 

program  to  revive  and  rectify.  This  kind  of  college  would 
turn  out  splendid  thinkers  and  writers. 

2.  At  the  same  time,  we  should  be  strengthening  the 

college  or  university  which  chooses  as  its  particular  mission 

the  bridging  of  the  gap  between  technology  and  some  of 
the  basic  problems  of  all  men  and  women,  such  as  hunger, 
poverty  and  illiteracy. 

3.  We  require  also  the  college  or  university  which  trains 
its  students  to  take  the  hard  look  at  modern  values  and  asks 

its  students  to  pull  those  values  apart,  analyze  them,  and 

begin  to  structure  something  better.  It  is  not  enough  to 

shake  our  heads  despondently  about  Watergate,  or  the 

purchase  of  political  service,  or  the  misadventures  of  Fed- 

eral agencies.  Nor  is  it  enough  to  assume  the  inevitabil 
the  pollution  of  the  environment,  or  the  demise  c 
family,  or  the  decline  of  civil  liberties.  We  should 
institutions  which  say  that  the  values  of  our  society  a 

responsible  concern  of  educated  men  and  women, 
institutions  may  not  find  answers,  but  their  grac 
should  be  articulate  analysts  who  guide  us  in  public  di 

4.  Concurrently,  we  require  the  college  which  be 

that  work  and  wisdom  flow  from  each  other  —  an 
education  for  both  work  and  wisdom  is  intertwined. 

In  other  words,  there  is  plenty  of  work  to  be  dc 

help  reverse  all  of  those  dire  predictions  about  the  d 
of  our  common  life.  Some  institutions,  indeed,  ma\ 
served  well  and  should  be  allowed  to  expire,  while  i 

will  find  new  purposes.  There  is  nothing  sacred 

people,  places  and  memories.  Rather  than  to  cling 
old,  we  must  cherish  the  new  opportunity. 

In  my  earlier  descriptions  I  tried  to  carry  you  into  ; 

and  gloomy  picture  —  but,  hopefully,  so  that  you  mig 
something  beyond.  At  this  point  in  education,  we  d 
need  the  Perpetuators  of  the  Past  but  the  statesmen 

future.  The  company  of  statesmen  will  consist  of  th< 
and  women  who  can  see  beyond  a  particular  campus 

entire    panorama    of   higher    learning.    And    the   con 
should     include    alumni,    faculty    members,    trustee; 

presidents  who   believe  that  education  is  more  impi 
than  institutions.  The  temptation  will  be  great  to  selec 

college  presidents,  for  instance,  who  can  hold  institi 
together,  make  cuts  without  clamor,  find  new  souri 

support,  —  and  neglect,  in  the  process,  what  happens 
student. 

The  student  is  tomorrow.  In  current  jargon,  the  ir 
tion  is  only  the  delivery  system. 

For  education  to  prosper,  we  must  have  people  wl 

bigger  than  institutions.  And  wisdom  which  is  largei 
people.  If  we  have  sufficient  vision,  both  are  possible. 

MOVING? 

Remember  To  Send 

Your  New  Address  To 
The  Alumnae  Office 
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3lass  News 

)13 
Elizabeth  S.  McCague 

720  Beaver  Street 

Sewickley,  PA  15143 

/ADDRESSES 

i    Clark    Ament     (Mrs.    Walter    E.),    306    Penn 

lue  at  Trenton,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

ise   Fletcher,   Presbyterian   Home,  715  Falconer 

3t,  Jamestown,  NY  14701 

t  is  with  deep  regret  that  we  report  the  death  of 

ne  Gray  Orcutt  which  occurred  at  a  daughter's 
e  in  Glencoe,  IL  on  September  21,  1975  Laila 

mt,  Martha  Sands  Hamilton  and  I  attended  the 

lorial  services  here  in  Pittsburgh  and  met  the 

ibers  of  Jeanne's  charming  family. 
.ucile  Atkinson  Baker  finds  great  interest  in  let- 
from  her  grandson  in  the  Navy,  as  what  he 

>s  to  her  brings  back  to  life  Lucile's  own  former 
ils.  She  says  his  descriptions  enable  her  to  relive 

)wn  experiences  in  far-away  lands. - 

aila  Clark  Ament's  big  news  is  that  she  has 
me  a  resident  of  the  United  Presbyterian  Home 

ilkinsburg.  She  likes  the  new  life  very  much  and 

DSt  contented,  finding  it  a  relief  to  be  free  of  the 

of  keeping  up  a  house.  Some  of  us  have  visited 

ind  were  glad  to  see  how  well  she  is  settled  in  a 

iant  room  with  her  own  furniture.  There  Is  con- 
;nt  transportation  and  Laila  can  go  and  come 

keep  up  her  usual  interests.  She  spent  Christmas 
ew  York.  Another  member  who  has  become  a 

ent  of  a  retirement  home  is  Louise  Fletcher 

;e  address  now  is  the  Presbyterian  Home  in 

jstown,  New  York.  It  is  nice  to  think  of  Louise 

:r  home  town  again. 

Evidently  Helen  Craig  Culley  is  pleased  with  her 

ters  in  Burcham  Hills  in  East  Lansing,  Michigan. 

mentions  many  activities  and  says  the  days  are 

:ely  long  enough  for  all  she  is  involved  in.  Helen 

a  grandson  enrolled  at  Michigan  State  and  a 

^daughter  at  Stephens  College  in  Missouri. 

t  spite  of  poor  eyesight  and  health  that  is  not 

good  Emma  Geiselhart  Osterloh  reports  she  is 

"up  and  doing."  Again  last  summer  she  visited 
laughter  in  Connecticut. 

irace  Wilson's  note  leads  me  to  believe  she  is 
ng  along  as  usual,  keeping  in  touch  with  friends 
:ly  by  phone.  She  had  talked  with  Christine 
n  and  with  Laila  Ament  when  Laila  was  in  New 

made  visits  in  Paoli,  Pennsylvania  and  Oneonta, 
York  last  summer  but  other  than  that  I  have 

ing  in  the  way  of  news  to  report. 

m 
ane  Johnston,  the  1915  class  secretary,  died  on 

imber  28,  1975.  Her  classmates  will  be  pleased 

tnow  that  Jane  bequeathed  $1,000.00  to 

ham  College  in  her  will. 

n  response  to  questionnaires  sent  out  by  the 

nnae  Office  to  class  members,  Olga  Losa  re- 

ad that  she  is  leading  a  "quiet  but  reasonably 

e  life  for  an  83  year  old  retiree."  A  high  light  of 
nonth  in  Florida  was  a  visit  with  her  first  room- 

I  Louise  Fletcher  '13. 

317 
Jane  E.  Errett 

Kendal  at  Longwood,  Box  27 
Kennett  Square,  PA  19348 

'here  are  cordial  greetings  to  all  and  notes  of 
ral  good  health  from  Martha  Dunbar  Say, 
ine  McCaw  Patterson,  Elizabeth  McClelland 

irford,  and  Dorothy  Stoebener  Marked, 

flartha  Crandall  Noyes  had  a  profitable  tele- 
le   conversation    with    Miss   White   who    is  still 

In  Memoriam 
Anna  M.  Beckwith  '03  D.H. 

December  24,  1975 

Mary  Mellon  McJunkin  '08 
(Mrs.  Hugh  K.) 
March  22,  1976 

Ethel  Williams  Keister  '14 (Mrs.  A.  S.) 

January  19,  1976 

Jane  Johnston  '15 November  28,  1975 

Agnes  Dorman  Walling  x  '17 (Mrs.  Arthur  M.) 

February  16,  1976 

Florence  Farr  Betz  '19 
(Mrs.  Frederick) 
January  22,  1976 

Lucile  Long  Haseltine  '21 (Mrs.  B.  W.) 

March  25,  1976 

Marion  Rainey  Johnston  '23 
(Mrs.  J.  William) 

March  1,  1976 

Mildred  Boffey  Wright  '25 
(Mrs.  Robertson) 

October  13,  1975 

Sallie  Everson  Bright  '27 
(Mrs.  Robert) 

January  1 5,  1976 

Elizabeth  Schultz  Wise  '31 
(Mrs.  Lambert  A.) 

January  22,  1976 

Margaret  Longwell  Van  Horn  '41 (Mrs.  James) 

March  23,  1976 

Florence  Frey  Burnite  '43 (Mrs.  David  C.) 

October  13,  1975 

1921 Margaret  Gilfillan 
1950  Washington  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15241 

interested  in  each  of  us.  Martha  and  Charles  still 

make  flying  trips  hither  and  yon.  Among  those 
visited  were  Ruth  Gokey  Walters  and  Roy  at  their 

home  near  the  lake.  They  have  a  jolly  time  keeping 

track  of  the  fine  accomplishments  of  children  and 

grandchildren. 
Helen  Pardee  Nichol  is  the  farthest  away,  visiting 

her  daughter  Louise  in  the  "ideal"  climate  of 
Cartagena  and  the  Caribbean  Beach  in  Colombia, 
South  America. 

In  January,  sadness  came  to  the  family  of  Estelle 

Shepard  White.  They  had  to  say  farewell  to  their 

beloved  Egbert,  after  some  years  of  ill  health  for 

him.  Estelle  is  not  well  but  daughter  Marian  Landig 
is  with  her  in  New  Milford. 

When  last  heard  from,  Louise  Reinecke  Thorne 

was  visiting  in  Abilene,  Texas. 

Your  secretary  still  enjoys  good  health  and  fine 

companionship  in  this  retirement  village  of  friendly 
and  very  accomplished  older  citizens. 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Edith   Pew,  4601    Bayard  Street,  #607,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  15213 

In  the  past  year,  we  have  lost  two  of  our  class- 

mates —  Louise  Montgomery  and  Ella  Martin,  but 
they  will  always  live  on  in  our  memories.  Our 

sympathy  goes  out  to  Marjorie  Caughey  Musgrave  in 
the  death  of  her  husband. 

Marcella  Collier  DesJardines  wrote  "nothing 

newsworthy,"  just  grateful  for  pleasant  times  in 
Florida  in  the  winter  and  northern  Michigan  in  the 

summer,  and  for  nine  lively  grandchildren.  Neither 

she  nor  Lois  Farr  Hamilton  expects  to  return  for 

reunion,  but  send  best  wishes  to  everyone. 
Florence  Fast  Mclntyre  visited  her  daughters  in 

the  summer  and  spent  Christmas  with  one  in  Texas. 
Mabel  Shaffer  has  dropped  some  activities,  but  is 

still  church  librarian,  active  in  the  Y.  Oldsters  Club, 

and  helping  the  County  Historical  Society  in  Bicen- 
tennial projects,  and  in  supplying  information  on  old 

families  of  the  area.  As  another  old  timer  in  my 

community,  I  too  find  the  increasing  interest  in  our 

past  has  brought  many  demands  for  information.  It 
tends  to  make  one  feel  rather  ancient. 

Congratulations  to  Ada  Lou  Andrews  Day  and 

her  husband  who  celebrated  their  golden  wedding 
anniversary  in  July. 

Edith  Honsaker  Schumacher  finds  staying  at 

home  her  main  activity.  She  had  a  granddaughter 

married  this  year  and  living  in  Hawaii. 

Betty  Sproul  Spragg  visited  her  son  in  Hawaii  in 

August,  and  was  leaving  for  Florida  in  early 

February.  She  hopes  to  get  to  the  College  in  June. 

Mary  Reed  Reeves  has  had  a  quiet  year,  but  looks 
forward  to  much  pleasant  activity  at  her  summer 

home. 
The  five  granddaughters  of  Gladys  Sullivan  Peters 

are  attending  Yale,  Sweet  Briar,  McGill  University, 

Madeira  School  and  grade  school.  The  eldest  is  work- 
ing on  her  Ph.D.  She  said  her  niece,  the  daughter  of 

Caroline  Sumpter  Sullivan  has  four  children,  the 

oldest  at  Bucknell. 

Lucile  Long  Haseltine  is  in  the  hospital  for  tests 

as  this  is  written,  and  we  hope  for  a  good  report 
from  her  soon. 

Helen  Treloar  McGarrity  is  "trying  to  keep  up 

with  changing  times,"  and  hopes  to  come  north  in 
June  for  Reunion.  Elizabeth  Murphy  Walter  hopes  to 

be  there  too. 

Marcella  Geary  said  she  was  "glad  to  be  able  to 

keep  going,  though  not  far." Edith  Pew  has  been  with  her  niece  in  Texas,  and, 

with  Stella  Espy,  hopes  to  make  a  Spring  Tour  to  see 

the  tulips  in  Michigan. 
You  will  all  be  receiving  notice  of  the  time  of  our 

Reunion  when  I  hope  many  of  us  will  meet  together. 

The  pleasure  of  each  will  depend  on  the  others  who 

come. 

1923 Dorothy  McCormick  Means 
(Mrs.  Hobart  L.) 

220  S.  Home  Ave.,  #404 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15202 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Martha    Leslie   Stewart    (Mrs.  Andrew   H.),  Medford 

Leas,  Apt.  48,  Medford,  NJ  08055 
Margaret    McRoberts    Egbert    (Mrs.   John),   Medford 

Leas,  Apt.  563,  Medford,  NJ  08055 
Marion    Moffett    Barnes    (Mrs.    Francis    N),    2255 

Frederica  Road,  #B-4,  St.  Simons  Island,  GA  31522 

Harriet    Barker    Thompson    has    maintained    her 
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numerous  volunteer  activities  m  the  Philipsburg 

Historical  Foundation,  Red  Cross,  Beautification 

Council  and  the  Philipsburg  State  Hospital  Auxiliary 

She  sends  congratulations,  on  behalf  of  all  her  class- 

mates, to  Marjorie  Patterson  Kaiser  on  the  publica- 

tion of  her  book  "The  Hide  of  a  Rhinoceros,"  by 
Vantage  Press.  It  is  the  true  account  of  experiences 
ol  doctors  in  the  Patterson  family  who  practiced 

early  in  this  century.  Besides  the  time  necessary  to 
write  her  book,  Marjorie  still  plays  and  teaches  the 

violin.  She  also  teaches  English  conversation  to 

foreign  students  and  works  with  senior  citizen 

groups  in  music. 
Now  in  her  twelfth  year  of  retirement  from  the 

faculty  of  the  State  University  of  New  York  at 

Albany,  Sara  MacGonagle  has,  what  she  terms,  "an 

ideal  existence"  -  good  health,  interesting  friends,  a 
comfortable  and  pleasant  environment  and  stimulat- 

ing mental  activity  from  her  business  affairs. 
Elizabeth  Mason  Richards  doubts  that  she  can 

ever  find  the  time  to  retire!  Her  volunteer  work  at  a 

local  hospital,  her  church,  a  garden  club  and  five 

grandchildren  keep  her  busy,  healthy  and  happy. 

A  pleasant  coincidence  has  Josephine  Dickey, 

Martha  Leslie  Stewart  and  Margaret  McRoberts 

Egbert  all  living  in  the  same  retirement  community 

of  Medford  Leas.  Jo  runs  the  gift  shop  there. 

1925 Sally  Chisholm  Springer 
(Mrs.  William  F.) 

333  Elizabeth  Street 

Uniontown,  PA  15401 

Helen  Ahlers  Patton 

(Mrs.  JohnS. I 

241  Academy  Avenue 

Pittsburgh.  PA  15228 

CLASS  OF  1925  -  50th  REUNION 

Front  row,  I.  to  r.:  Catherine  Good,  Bertha  Olander, 
Marian  Patterson,  Bee  McQuiston. 

Back    row,    I.    to    r.:    Lois    Nabors,    Louise    Brown, 

Katharine     Roberts,     Harriett    Hale,    Helen    Patton, 
Sally  Springer. 

NEW  ADDRESS 

Miriam   McGormley   Gordon   (Mrs.   Frank  M.)   2994 

Neil    Avenue,    Olentangy    Village,    Columbus.    OH 
43202 

Sally  Reporting: 

Upon  request  of  some  classmates  your  new  secre- 
tary has  been  asked  to  give  a  brief  account  of  our 

fiftieth  reunion.  Harriet  McCaw  Hale,  Lois  Brown 

Nabors  and  I  left  Uniontown  early  enough  to 

participate  in  the  social  activities  prior  to  the  re- 
union luncheon.  1 1  was  wonderful  to  see  Helen 

Ahlers  Patton,  Katharine  Dashiell  Roberts,  Marian 

Frank  Patterson,  Catherine  Humbert  Good,  Louise 
Graham  Brown,  Bertha  Pitts  Olander  and  Bee 

Stevenson  McQuiston.  During  the  luncheon  each  of 

us  received  a  lovely  gold  engraved  plaque  on  a  wal- 
nut base.  I  am  sure  each  of  you  unable  to  attend 

received  one  also.  We  presented  the  College  a  sum  of 
$510.00  to  be  used  by  the  library  committee  at  their 

discretion.  It  was  a  great  reunion,  we  enjoyed 
reading  the  letters  sent  and  just  wish  that  more  of 

you  could  have  joined  us 

Helen  Ahlers  Patton  has  been  a  wonderful  side- 
kick helping  me  so  very  much.  She  recently  attended 

a  lecture  at  the  twentieth  Century  Club  to  hear  Dr. 

Eddy.  His  subject  was  "What's  Happening  to 
American  Colleges"  and  Helen  said  she  was  proud  to 
be  identified  with  Chatham.  All  there  were  highly 

complimentary. 
Catherine  Humbert  Good  is  a  great  grandmother 

of  three  and  is  busily  engaged  in  Hawaii  with  a 

thriving  ceramic  business.  I  understand  (this  not 
from  Cay)  that  any  ceramic  with  the  Good  hall  mark 

is  something  to  buy  and  cherish. 
Betty  Archibald  Andruss  and  her  husband 

Harvey,  President  Emeritus  of  Bloomsburg  State 

College,  have  been  seeing  the  world,  traveling  to 

sixty-six  countries  since  he  retired.  A  sad  note  —  her 

beloved  twin.  Mary  Archibald  Kline  '25  died  in 

1973.  Betty  couldn't  come  to  the  reunion  because 
her  only  granddaughter  was  graduating  that  same 
week  from  a  Minneapolis  high  school  and  she  and 

her  husband  naturally  wanted  to  attend. 

Mary  Shane  Muir  had  so  many  anniversaries  last 

June  that  it  was  impossible  for  her  to  attend  our 

fiftieth.  It  was  their  fiftieth  wedding  anniversary  and 

also  the  fiftieth  anniversary  of  Marshall's  ordination 
to  the  Christian  Ministry.  Wonderful  celebrations  for 
the  two  anniversaries  were  held  in  Sparta,  New 

Jersey,  the  town  they  chose  for  their  retirement. 

Mary  wrote  so  many  interesting  things  about  their 

life  there  that  I  wish  that  space  here  would  permit 
me  to  include  her  whole  letter. 

Lois  Brown  Nabor's  husband  Altha  died  suddenly 
of  a  heart  attack  on  April  9,  1975.  Her  life  has  been 

drastically  changed.  She  has  been  visiting  her 

daughter  Virginia  in  Massachusetts,  recuperating 

from  shingles.  She  writes  that  she  thinks  our  class 

had  a  wonderful  fiftieth  anniversary. 

My  old  roomie,  Harriett  McCaw  Hale,  whom  I  see 

as  often  as  possible,  writes,  "As  a  January  spirit  lifter 
I  had  four  Chatham  friends  join  me  at  home  for 

luncheon.  The  same  group,  Seba  South  McCaw, 
Miriam  McGormley  Gordon,  Martha  Henderson 

Lew  is,  Olive  Wycoff  MacCarthy,  has  lunched 

together  occasionally  for  a  long  time.  Shortly  I  will 

be  glad  to  leave  the  ice  and  snow  behind  me  when  I 

head  for  Florida." It  was  so  good  to  hear  from  Jean  MacColl 
Horton,  just  wish  she  had  been  at  our  reunion.  Jean 

is  busy  with  various  organizations,  garden  clubs, 

week-ending  in  Cape  May  when  they  can,  treking  in 

the  winter  to  see  her  sister  Betty  (Chatham  '29}  in 
Naples,  Florida.  Her  son  Rick  has  an  advertising  firm 

in  Pittsburgh.  Her  other  child  lives  in  Massachusetts. 

Jean  says,  "Thank  goodness  for  airplanes." 
Miriam  McGormley  Gordon  writes,  "I  counted 

on  attending  our  fiftieth  reunion  but  shortly  before 
an  arhythmic  heart  condition  set  in  which  curtailed 

all  activities  for  some  time.  Happily,  improvement 

has  been  steady  so  that  I  was  able  to  move  into  a 

beautiful  apartment  section  along  Olentangy  River. 

It  is  a  more  convenient  location  than  my  previous 

address  and  closer  to  friends.  Seba  McCaw  is  a 

neighbor," 

Bee  Stevenson  McQuiston  was  not  only 

responsible  for  our  reunion  picture,  but  pinch  hitted 

for  Marian  Patterson  as  secretary  last  year.  Bee 

makes  a  bi-annual  visit  to  her  daughter  Sail ie  Ann  in 
Kansas  City.  Bee  is  one  of  our  faithfuls  at  Chatham 
events. 

Martha  Ganiear  Garretson  has  been  in  a  wheel 

chair  since  she  broke  her  hip  more  than  two  years 

ago.  Our  sympathy  and  best  wishes  for  improve- 
ment, Martha. 

Although  Louise  Graham  Brown  had  bad  luck 

last  spring  with  a  broken  leg  she  was  able  to  be  at 
our  reunion. 

Amelia  Aiello  Cangi  lives  in  Sacramento, 

California.  She  has  retired  from  teaching  and  she  and 
Bill  live  a  very  leisurely  life.  She  was  in  Europe  at  the 
time  of  our  fiftieth. 

Dorothy  Waters  Smith  writes  that  she  is  just 

marking  time  until  she  can  get  outdoors  to  work  in 

her  garden.  Her  specialty  is  her  beautiful  rose  garden. 
We  heard  from  our  other  twin  set  at  reunion 

time.  Kate  Kelty  Tea  and  her  husband  Clark,  who  is 
retired,  have  moved  to  Concord,  California  Their 

oldest  daughter  lives  only  twenty  miles  from  them, 

so  it  was  quite  a  drawing  card  to  be  near  their  three 

grandchildren.     Clark     Junior     is    the     Episcopalian 

Rector  of  St.  Christopher's  Church  m  Boulde 
Nevada.  Their  youngest  daughter  Patricia 

married,  lives  in  Michigan.  The  sad  part  of 
note  is  regarding  her  twin,  Dome  Kelty  Fai 
Dottie  had  a  stroke  a  year  ago  and  is  in  a  i 
home  in  Burbank,  California  where  she  is  m 

daughter.  Our  best  wishes  and  love,  Dottie. 
I  had  nice  notes  from  two  who  say  they  h 

special  news  for  the  Recorder,  Louise  Burr 

and  Margaret  Herron. 
Bertha  Pitts  Olander  and  her  husband  Fra 

near  Monroeville.  We  Pittsburgh  area  member 

have  a  luncheon  soon  again. 
Marian  Frank  Patterson  said  her  letter  sc 

like  a  travelogue.  When  she  wrote  she  was 
Yucatan,  Central  America  and  a  few  island 

year  before  our  reunion  she  had  cruise 

Norwegian  fjords,  then  went  on  a  tour  of 
America.  Last  summer,  following  reunion,  si 
Gordon  fished  for  salmon  in  Iceland. 

Katherine  Dashiell  Roberts  came  to  the  I 

from  Florida  where  she  lives  at  Pompano 

Since  reunion  time,  she  has  been  elected 
board  of  directors  at  Granada  House  Condoi 

where  she  resides.  She  finds  her  new  job  inn 

but  time  consuming.  Katherine  has  twin 

daughters,  one  of  whom  will  be  married  in  Ma 
I  have  found  there  really  is  compensa 

being  your  class  secretary.  I  have  loved  all  i 
letters  so  much  and  just  wish  that  I  coul 

copied  them  all  instead  of  giving  excerpt 

them.  As  for  my  news,  I  am  still  busy  in 

organizations  and  love  to  play  duplicate  brid< 
Nabors  is  in  my  club.  Bill  is  still  practicing  di 

and  enjoys  golfing.  Our  daughter,  Sally  Lou, 
Illinois  which  gives  us  a  chance  to  get  acq 
with  the  Midwest. 

1927 
Martha  Worthington  r 

(Mrs.  H.T 
112  South  Wade  . 

Washington,  PA 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Louise  Hazen  Meilicke  (Mrs.  Myron),  Box  42! 

3,  Lake  Ariel,  PA  18436 
Margaret  McEwen  Swanson  (Mrs.),  General  D 

Crete,  I L  60417 
Mary   Katherine   Reed   Lose   (Mrs.  Schley   K.] 
Lake  Heron  Drive  #1D,  Annapolis,  MD  21402 

Alma  Adams  Hartman  writes  that  she  has 

semi-invalid  with  arthritis  for  the  last  9  years. 
that  time  the  Hartmans  lived  in  Florida  but  i 
returned  north  where  she  could  have  better  ca 

was  possible  in  Florida.  Hang  in  there.  Alma! 
Ruth  Allman  Jones  spent  6  weeks  in  the  \ 

lands  at  Christmas  time  with  her  daught' 
family.  She  and  her  sister  are  in  good  health 

comfortably  at  home  and  enjoying  good  tim< 
old  friends. 

Marybelle  Carroll  Emerick  writes  that  B 

arthritis  keeps  them  mostly  at  home.  They  "kt 
home  fires  burning"  for  Shirley  who  works 
Wilkinsburg  Community  Office,  and  their  4 

children,  the  oldest  a  sophomore  at  All 
College. 

Marian  Connelly  Bowers  says  she  is  celel 

the  Bicentennial  by  answering  my  request  fo 

but  the  only  thing  of  news  value  is  that  she 
around  and  able  to  do  everything  she  hi 
business  doing! 

Adeline  Crown  Jubelirer  says,  "in  retrospf 
past  year  has  not  been  too  different  from  tl 

before.  For  this  we  count  our  blessings"  - 
Springs  in  the  winter,  Boston  in  the  spring  ar 

Hampshire  in  the  fall  —  hiking  over  mountai 
and  enjoying  the  foliage  changes.  She  is  as 
more  household  chores,  less  community  : 

They  attended  her  husband's  50th  reun 
Harvard. 

Ella  English  Daub  says  all  who  are  intere 

contributing  to  our  50th  Reunion  Class  Fund 
make  checks  out  to:  Chatham  Alumnae  CI; 

count  —  1927  and  send  to  the  Alumnae 

Otherwise  the  money  is  put  into  the  Annual  F 

which  has  happened  in  a  few  instances.  Ell 

"Do  you  think  we'll  be  able  to  totter  to  Chat 

77?" 
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Harriet  Evans  has  enjoyed  suggesting  and  provid- 

1  some  speakers  and  types  of  entertainment  for 
;tirees  Group  Luncheons  she  attends.  In  so  doing 

2  has  met  "a  few  interesting,  alert  and  capable 

ople,  leaders  in  various  fields."  She  is  "very  lazy" 
t  blames  the  cold  weather,  "never  attributing  it  to 

:ting  old." 
Margaret  Gibson  McCrum  writes  that  the  Mt. 
banon  Chatham  Alumnae  Group  is  a  lively  one. 

e  is  active  also  in  Meals  on  Wheels,  church  and 

spital  groups  and  especially  enjoys  attending  the 

Eiques  conventions  in  various  cities. 

Mary  Harner  Britton  is  taking  care  of  her  hus- 
id  who  is  recuperating  at  home  after  3  hospital 

3s  since  Christmas.  In  March  they  will  be  going  to 

jrida,  and  in  July,  his  health  permitting,  they  are 

ng  on  a  conducted  tour  by  train  and  autobus  to 
;  west  coast.  She  continues  with  her  local  activities 

i  had  lunch  with  Mabel  Hugus  last  fall. 

Louise  Hazen  Meilicke  writes:  "I  had  a  pleasant 

lerience  yesterday-  Betty  MacColl  '29  called  me 
was  the  last  Recorder  which  prompted  her  to  look 

up."  They  have  been  living  within  10  miles  of 
h  other  for  10  years;  both  interested  in  painting 

I  have  many  friends  in  common.  They  visited 

ne  art  exhibitions  and  had  fun  talking  about  col- 

=  days. 

Elizabeth  Hewitt  Holland  says:  "1975  was  a  very 

jsual  year  for  the  Hollands."  An  operation  and 
gical  shoes  remedied  a  bad  foot  condition.  She 
v  can  walk  several  miles  a  day  with  her  husband 

d  is  doing  well  after  a  major  heart  attack  last 

itember.  During  the  summer  they  were  in  the 

ly  Land,  England,  and  New  England.  She  has  been 
ninated  as  an  outstanding  lay  woman  and  credits 

jtham  "as  giving  me  the  stimulus  for  research  and 
ion." 

Frances  House  Deiter  lives  a  busy  life  "with 
ivities  in  our  church.  Delta  Kappa  Gamma, 

pital  auxiliary,  bridge  playing  and  entertaining." 
t  the  least  of  her  activities  is  the  general  house- 
ping  for  her  husband  and  herself.   In  March  she 

her  daughter  plan  to  go  to  Florida  where  they 
visit  with  Kay  Lowe  Hall. 

We  extend    our  sympathy    to   Edith  Jay  Carson 

3  writes:  "My  only  news  this  year  is  sad  news.  My 
band  died  on  April  9,  1975,  after  a  short  illness.  I 

continuing  to  live  in  our  retirement  home  in 

cer.  Our  daughters  live  in  Connecticut  and 

as." 
Pegg  Johnston  McClintock  says  last  year  was  a 

d  one  but  quiet.  She  is  sorry  she  "isn't  a  world 
eler  or  busy  with  community  affairs  but  life  in 

rida  is  the  greatest." 
Miriam  Kirkell  says  she  has  supposedly  retired 

m  teaching  at  Point  Park  College.  Last  May  she 

s  honored  at  commencement  by  being  designated 

jfessor  Emeritus.  The  College  previously  had  made 

a  Full  Professor  during  her  10  years  of  hard  work 
the  Education  faculty.  But  in  the  fall  term  she 
eived  an  S.O.S.  call  to  take  over  3  sections  of 

sic  Appreciation.  For  this  spring  term  she  still  has 

ections  of  Music  Appreciation  as  well  as  working 

h  student  teachers.  She  wonders  what  will  happen 
ct  year! 

Kay  Lowe  Hall  always  looks  forward  to  the 

jmnae  Recorder.  The  Halls  spend  8  months  in 

irida  where  there  is  "never  a  dull  moment,"  and  4 
nths  in  a  lake  cottage  in  New  Hampshire  —  going 

and  fro  by  auto-train.  They  had  a  summer  trip  to 
iff  and  Lake  Louise. 

uth  McKeever  Slater  writes  "just  waiting  for  the 
eball  season  to  start  marking  time  until  our  50th 

nion."  She  is  going  to  make  her  usual  trip  to  visit 
daughter  and  family.  She  adds,  "stop  with  me  if 

J  come  to  Philadelphia  this  summer." 

Kay  McPeake  Arnold  just  sends  "Greetings"  but  I 
ten  to  add  that  last  September  the  Arnolds  were 

its  at  a  pleasant  luncheon  gathering  at  which 

rybelle  Carroll  Emerick  and  Burley  as  well  as  your 
retary  were  guests. 

Dulcina  Marshall  Walker  says  last  year  was  a  busy 

i.  She  spent  May  mostly  in  Switzerland,  Italy, 
stria  and  France.  In  July  she  and  Inez  Wallis  spent 

veek  in  London,  then  an  interesting  2  weeks  in 
ssia.  In  October  she  visited  Inez  and  saw  Mildred 

uthitt  Luttropp  and  Birdella  Snyder  Weyandt  at  a 
ner  party.  They  also  drove  to  Charlestown,  WV  to 
t  Isabel  Watson  Druschel. 

Eleanor  Mowry  McKelvey  writes,  "We've  enjoyed 
fairly  good  health  with  an  occasional  dose  of  old  age 

—  laziness.  We  still  have  church  and  club  activities 
plus  a  little  wanderlust  which  took  us  to  Austria,  in 

November,  and  to  Houston,  Texas,  for  the  holidays. 

Our  grandchildren  are  14  and  10,  so  life  is  full  of 

many  interests  at  their  home." 
Anne  Negley  Brunot  writes  "we're  just  going 

along  .in  a  pleasant  but  very  unspectacular  way."  She 
"had  been  hoping  something  more  interesting  than 

one  snowstorm  after  another  might  occur." 
Suzanne  Noble  Nauman  is  leading  "a  quiet,  un- 

eventful life"  and  is  happy  her  granddaughter  Suzy 
entered  Chatham  last  fall  and  likes  it  very  much.  She 

hears  from  Cay  Sayers  '26  occasionally. 
Mary  K.  Reed  Lose  reports  they  have  moved  to 

Annapolis  and  find  it  to  be  charming  and  beautiful. 
They  are  now  closer  to  their  2  sons.  Her  husband  has 

a  boat  and  enjoys  fishing  and  she  is  doing  volunteer 

hospital  work. 
Inez  Wallis  includes  some  of  the  same  travel 

information  as  did  Dulcina  but  was  less  than 

enthusiastic  about  Russia.  She  says,  "Never  again." 
She  leads  a  busy  life  in  Arnold,  PA,  and  is  looking 
forward  to  2  months  in  Florida  where  she  hopes  to 
see  some  classmates. 

Thank  you  for  your  welcome  responses.  They 

help  relieve  the  vicissitudes  of  old  age  and  keep  one 

out  of  the  doldrums.  In  my  spare  time  I  am  current- 

ly reading  all  the  Regency  novels  of  Georgette  Heyer 
that  I  can  find.  Tim  showed  the  Bicentennial  spirit 

on  October  3  by  marrying  a  very  nice  girl  whose 
surname  is  Adams.  They  desired  to  keep  house  in  a 

new  mobile  home  so  the  2  cats  and  I  are  contentedly 
at  home  in  our  old  domicile. 

1929 Josephine  Mang  Muir 
139  Royal  Oak  Drive 

McKeesport,  PA  15131 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lucretia    Bond   Wagner    (Mrs.   Glenn),  616  Coquina 

Ct.,  Shell  Point  Village,  Fort  Myers,  FL  33901 

Marian    Rogerson    Knight    (Mrs.    Charles),    809   6th 
Street,  Moundsville,  WV  26041 

Our  sympathy  to  Katherine  Reebel  whose  father 

died  November  13,  1975  at  the  age  of  102. 
Calling  all  29ers!  In  three  years  we  celebrate  a 

really  big  date  —  our  50th.  Please  remember  to  send 
in  your  contributions  for  our  Reunion  Fund.  Make 

your  check  payable  to  Chatham  College  -  1929 
Reunion  Fund. 

Last  August  Mary  Kolb  was  hostess  for  a  mini- 
reunion  at  her  beautiful  farm.  Hi  Horizons.  Attend- 

ing for  an  afternoon  of  "remembering"  and  enjoying 
a  covered  dish  luncheon  were  Dot  Appleby  Musser, 

Ellen  Connor  Kilgore,  Ethel  Rendleman  Fritchman, 

Helen  Sawyer  Ryman,  Bess  Friedman  Wasser,  Elsie 

Duncan  Harrison,  Evelyn  Thompson  Wible,  Fran 

Reeder  Battaglia,  Martha  Ackelson  Smith  and  Helen 

Myers  Knox.  Mary  is  already  looking  forward  to  this 
summer. 

Dorothy  Appleby  Musser  toured  Mexico  last 

spring  —  dividing  the  time  between  the  Mayan  ruins 
and  west  coast  resorts.  In  August  a  trail  ride  in  a 

remote  area  of  Wyoming,  then  in  September  they 

toured  Scandinavia,  Russia  and  Poland  Erma  Bach- 
man  Stewart  and  Glenn  enjoyed  the  vivid  fall  foliage 

on  a  trip  through  the  New  England  states  last  fall. 

Lucretia  Bond  Wagner  and  her  husband  spent 

four  months  in  Hong  Kong  and  Taiwan  last  winter  — 

retired  but  glad  to  be  "in  harness"  once  in  a  while. 
This  winter  Glenn  went  to  the  Orient  alone  (she 

couldn't  take  all  the  walking  involved)  to  be  there 

during  Billy  Graham's  crusades.  They  have  been 
friends  for  more  then  30  years.  Son  Sam  and  his 

family  live  on  a  farm  just  a  short  distance  from 

Glenn  Jr.'s  farm  in  Illinois.  They  are  planning  a  trip 
to  Africa  next  year  —  especially  Kenya  and  South 

Africa  where  they  worked  in  the  '50's.  Anne  Textor 
Thompson  and  Bob  visited  them  this  year. 

Elsie  Duncan  Harrison  and  Chuck  toured  the 

British    Isles   in  September,  and,  while  in  Scotland, 

met    relatives   whom    they    had    never  seen   before. 

They  planned  to  spend  February  in  Florida. 
Lucille  Evans  Lynch  is  living  a  quiet  retirement 

life.  She  was  a  great-grandmother  for  the  first  time 
last  August.  Bess  Friedmen  Wasser  is  a  volunteer  in 

the  admission's  office  at  Shadyside  Hospital  two 

days  a  week. 
Jane  Haller  McCafferty  became  a  great  grand- 

mother on  Jan  19,  with  the  appearance  of  Mary 

Lynn  Watts.  During  February,  March  and  April  she  is 
a  Volunteer  Income  Tax  Aide.  Last  May  she  visited 

in  Spain,  in  September  she  hunted  turquoise  in  Santa 
Fe,  and  in  October  with  the  Smithsonian  she  toured 

Russia,  a  never  to  be  forgotten  kaliedoscope  of 

Czarist  loot  and  intourist  gals  who  fancied  panty- hose. 

Ruth  Hunter  Swisshelm  sends  greetings  from  Van 

Buren  Bay.  She  has  completed  a  year  as  president  of 
the  Fredonia  Shakespeare  Club  and  is  now  serving  as 

treasurer  of  the  Dunkirk-Fredonia  A.A.U.W.  Last 

October  Ruth  and  Bob  attended  her  50th  high 
school  reunion  and  visited  their  son  in  Lenox, 
Massachusetts. 

Mary  Louise  Jones  says  "Stale  summary  - 
general  good  health,  whiz  around  in  my  wheel  chair, 

play  scrabble  nightly,  bifocaled  and  wrinkled  —  as 

aren't  we  all?" Pat  Lenon  Dieffenbacher  reports,  "Up  to  my  ears 
preparing  a  musical  program  for  the  Bicentennial, 

which  I  present  at  Hampden-Sydney  College  in 
February.  The  college  opened  its  doors  on  January 
1,  1776,  and  Patrick  Henry  was  a  trustee.  You 

should  see  my  costume!" Betty  MacColl  enjoys  Florida  in  the  winter  and 

summer  at  a  family  cottage  in  New  Hampshire  —  an 
ideal  set  up!  She  visits  with  Mary  De  Motte  Sutphen 

at  the  beach  and  just  looked  up  Louise  Hazen 

Meileke  '27,  who  lives  only  ten  miles  away.  They 
both  enjoy  painting  in  a  favorite  fishing  village  and 

taking  an  active  part  in  a  nearby  art  center.  Some- 
times they  reminisce  about  Miss  Marks  and  Miss 

Meloy  and  the  P.C.W.  that  was. 

Frances  Reeder  Battaglia  toured  East  Africa  in 

October,  and  reported  a  great  experience  going  from 

Nairobi  into  the  many  national  parks  and  game 

preserves.  Stopped  in  London  in  the  way  over.  Son 
Charles  is  now  practicing  plastic  surgery  in  Pasadena 

Son  Mark  is  teaching  in  the  Landscape  Architecture 
Department  at  Penn  State.  Cathy  still  has  her  shop 
and  she  visited  with  her  in  California  for  a  month, 

Helen  Sawyer  Ryman  is  busy  with  altar  work  at 
the  Cathedral  and  in  the  diocese  and  loves  it. 

Daughter  Roxanna.  is  still  in  New  Guinea.  She  took 
care  of  all  the  publicity  for  the  Presbyterian  Church 
Conference  in  Port  Moresby. 

Martha  Stem  writes  "Never  a  dull  moment  with 
my  work  for  the  Optometric  Extension  Program 
Foundation,  Inc.  Mother  is  well  and  we  have  had 

several  nice  trips  through  the  eastern  U.S." Anne  Textor  Thompson  and  Bob  enjoyed  a  trip 

to  Acapulco  in  March,  1975,  then  to  Florida  and 

later  to  Canada.  Dorothy  Warner  reports  that  all  is 

status  quo  and  she  is  adjusting  to  contact  lenses.  Pey 
Wooldrige  Fifer  is  busy  and  enjoying  life  on  the 

farm. 
Janet  Kutscher  Bair  went  to  Anaheim,  California 

to  spend  Christmas  with  son  Jim  and  family.  Son  Bill 

(U.S.A.I.D.)  and  his  family  are  in  Bogota,  Colombia. 
She  enjoys  her  little  home  in  Jacksonville,  Illinois,  a 

very  pleasant  mid-western  town  with  two  church 

related  colleges  and  three  state  institutions.  "Guess 
I'm  a  small  town  gal." 

Helen  Myers  Knox  and  her  husband  are  enjoying 

retirement  and  their  recent  trip  to  Scandinavia.  Their 

daughter  Betty  Jesse  and  family  are  home  to  stay 

after  three  years  in  England.  Son  Carl  is  an 

optometrist  in  Greensburg. 
Katherine  Reebel  was  made  Professor  Emeritus  at 

the  U.  of  Michigan,  July  1975,  and  is  a  member  of 
11  boards  and/or  committees  at  local,  state  and 

national  levels.  She  maintains  her  home  in  Ann 

Arbor  and  spends  December  and  January  in  Florida. 

Mary  DeMotte  Sutphen  was  back  in  Florida  again 

for  the  winter.  "Betty  MacColl  and  I  compliment 

each  other  on  our  youth  and  beauty!  Don't  feel  a 

day  older  than  in  '29!" Helen  Furman  Knight  says  she  hasn't  done  any- 
thing of  note  lately.  She  has  six  grandchildren  living 

in  the  Boston  area. 
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1931 
Lois  Apptegate 

519  Hillcrest  Place 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15216 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Ann  Bateman  Lewis  (Mrs.  Edward},  18665  Golfview 

Drive,  Hazel  Crest,  IL  60429 
Elizabeth  Brandon,  Estero  Woods  Village,  Estero,  FL 

33928 

Clara   Falconer  Simmermacher    (Mrs.   Stuart),  8591 

S.E   Driftwood  Street,  Hobe  Sound,  FL  33435 

Margaret  Jefferson,    Virginia   Theological  Seminary, 
Alexandria,  VA  22304 

Elinor  Martin  Vaughn  (Mrs.  Harold  R.),  679  S.  Reed 

Court,  Apt.  A-6-209,  Waterside,  CO  80226 

Louise   Turner   Crookston   (Mrs.  J.  McLain),  Wood- 
haven,  6514   Spring   Bottom  Way,  Apt.  126,  Boca 
Raton,  FL  33433 

LOST 

Genevieve  Anthony  Brush  (Mrs.  Frederick) 
Naomi  Bowser  Rimer  (Mrs.  J.  T.) 

Anne  Bozic 

Julia  Connell  Callahan  (Mrs.  Francis) 

Both  Viola  Smith  and  Martha  Bradshaw  Stout, 

reporting  for  Lois  Applegate,  enjoyed  the  fringe 

benefits  of  being  secretaries  "pro  tern."  After  a  trek 
through  the  snow  for  the  mail,  it  was  good  to  find 
news  filled  notes  from  classmates.  We  hope  you  are 

all  planning  to  come  to  Chatham  Friday  and 
Saturday,  June  4  and  5,  for  our  45th  reunion. 

Last  spring  two  Beatrice  Lewis  memorial  litera- 
ture prizes  were  awarded  since  no  writing  was  judged 

worthy  of  a  prize  in  1974.  One  winner  was  Judy 

Turner  for  her  tutorial,  a  short  story  collection 

entitled  Yellow  Space  Biography.  The  other  was 

Kerry  Tucker  for  work  of  exceptional  imagination 

and  craftmanship  in  the  writing  workshop  class. 
Unlike  most  of  us,  Lois  Applegate  was  not 

looking  forward  to  retirement.  She  foresaw  many 

problems  but  was  unprepared  for  the  first  one,  eye 

surgery,  which  was  necessary  shortly  after  she  said 

goodbye  to  the  office.  Happily  the  surgery  was  com- 
pletely successful.  The  best  part  of  1975  was  her 

mother's  ninetieth  birthday  celebration. 

Eleanor  Bartberger  Dearborn  doesn't  plan  to 
retire  from  her  work  as  a  tax  assessor  for  a  few  more 

years.  Dick,  who  has  retired  officially,  is  active  as  a 

flight  instructor;  and  is  a  member  of  the  New  Jersey 
Civil  Air  Patrol  and  the  Princeton  Junction  Volun- 

teer Fire  Company.  Last  October,  E.  B.  and  Dick 
made  a  quick  trip  to  Indianola,  Iowa,  to  see  Miss 

Dysart  and  her  brother  Tom,  both  of  whom  are  in 

reasonably  good  health.  En  route  they  stopped  in 

Pittsburgh  to  visit  relatives  and  friends. 

Ann  Bateman  Lewis  reports  "no  news,"  but  she 
sends  her  regards  to  the  class  and  a  new  address.  The 

Lewises,  finding  their  country  acres  too  confining, 
have  moved  to  a  townhouse.  Ann  thinks  it  would  be 

fun  to  attend  the  reunion,  so  perhaps  she  will  make 

it  a  stop  on  her  way  to  Boston  to  visit  her  son's 
family. 

Photographs  of  Pittsburgh  sent  by  her  "little 

sister,"  Helen  Rowand  Dunkle,  made  Edith  Beale 
Asper  rather  nostalgic;  however,  she  will  board  ship 

for  a  cruise  to  Mexico.  Last  spring  they  toured  New 

Zealand  and  Australia.  At  Christmas  they  made  a 

first  visit  to  Ketchican  and  Sitka,  places  Edie  had 

written  letters  to  when  she  was  working.  Like  their 

parents  both  sons  enjoy  traveling.  Jim,  married  in 
August,  is  traveling  in  Europe  with  his  wife;  their 

other  son  with  his  wife  and  fifteen-month-old  son 
toured  much  of  the  East  last  summer  in  a  van. 

Martha  Bradshaw  Stout  writes  that  she  is  still 

living  in  the  Penn  Hills  home  to  which  she  and 

Walter  moved  in  1936,  but  that  the  house  is  no 

longer  in  the  country.  She  has  become  fairly  expert 

at  running  a  riding  lawn  mower.  Last  May  a  second 

grandson,  Michael,  joined  the  Stout  family,  the  son 

of  Pauline  and  Bill  who  live  in  Champaign,  where  Bill 

teaches  statistics  at  the  University  of  Illinois.  Being 
no  longer  president  of  her  United  Methodist  Women 

after  serving  three  years,  Martha  is  less  busy,  but  she 
still  manages  to  be  away  from  the  house  for  hours. 

Housekeeping  never  was  her  favorite  pastime,  she 

concludes.  Martha  and  her  family  are  making  plans 

to  celebrate  her  mother's  one  hundredth  birthday 

next  June  in  Alexandria,  Virginia. 

Perhaps  we  should  go  to  Florida  for  our  next 
reunion!  Elizabeth  Brandon,  too,  has  move  to  the 

sunny  South.  In  November  1974  Bettie  left  Beaver 

Falls  and  journeyed  to  Fort  Myers  Beach  to  wait  for 
the  completion  of  her  apartment  in  Estero.  In 

October  1975  she  broke  her  leg,  but  can  now  drive 
and  walk  with  a  cane.  Bettie  is  not  stagnating;  she  is 

taking  classes  in  Bible  and  German. 
In  May  1975  Sarah  Cecil  Faisst  visited  Pittsburgh 

for  the  first  time  in  ten  years.  Sally  and  Helen 

Domhoff  Neely  met  for  lunch  and  had  a  nice  chat. 
When  she  visited  Chatham  both  Sally  and  the 

students  had  a  shock.  Sally  was  amazed  when 

students  pointed  out  the  new  library,  and  the 

students'  eyes  opened  wide  when  she  announced 
that  she  was  graduated  in  1931 !  She  might  join  us  in 
June. 

Clara  Falconer  Simmermacher  is  trying  to  match 

the  bionic  woman.  In  two  years  she  has  had  surgery 

on  her  feet  and  a  hip  replaced.  After  another  knee 

operation  in  April  she  hopes  that  she  will  be  able  to 

walk  again  without  crutches.  All  other  members  of 
the  family  are  fine  and  arrived  for  visits  after  the 
surgery. 

Ruth  Haddock  reports  no  exciting  news,  but  "I 
have  a  great  time  doing  nothing  —  a  little  of  this  and 
that  in  the  community  —  a  course  at  the  University 

or  elsewhere  if  it  appeals  —  and  any  good  trips  I  can 

manage."  Maybe  the  reunion  will  be  another! 
After  three  cancellations  Kay  James  McCann  and 

Ray  finally  made  a  trip  to  Europe.  They  learned 

much  on  their  three-week  history  of  art  tour  to 

northern  Italy  —  sometimes  almost  more  than  they 

wanted  to  know  —  but  it  was  the  best  vacation  they 

ever  had.  Kay's  most  exciting  event  this  year  was 
winning  first  prize  at  the  Palo  Alto  Art  Club  water- 
color  show.  She  is  still  program  chairman  for  their 

local  Audubon  Society  and  working  for  AAUW  and 

the  League  of  Women  Voters.  In  November  Kay 

organized  a  public  information  day  to  spread  word 

about  Palo  Alto  Baylands  Park.  She  also  runs  local 

art  shows  and  leads  field  trips. 

Margaret  Jefferson  must  be  one  of  the  fortunate 

few  with  good  health.  In  June  she  retired  from 

teaching  and  in  September  she  registered  as  a  special 

student  at  Virginia  Theological  Seminary.  She  hopes 

to  be  ordained  an  Episcopal  deacon  after  she  works 

in  the  chaplaincy  department  at  the  Virginia 
Hospital  in  Charlottesville  this  summer.  Last  summer 

Margaret  had  a  fine  visit  with  Noushka  in  her  new 
home  in  Connecticut,  where  she  is  still  teaching 

piano  to  young  and  old. 
Florence  Jones  Maddox  felt  that  1975  passed 

quickly.  In  September  she  and  William  toured 

northern  England  and  Scotland  with  the  group  that 

had  travelled  with  them  to  southern  England  in  May 
1974.  In  November  they  flew  to  see  their  son  David 

and  his  family  in  California. 

Adelaide  Lasner  Sachs  is  a  "young,  vibrant  blue- 
eyed  blonde  wowing  all  the  gorgeous  available  Palm 

Beach  men"  or  a  nice  "old  biddy  busy  doing  good 

things  for  other  people  and  having  fun."  Since 
Addie's  daughter  Nan  is  graduating  from  Chatham 
this  year  as  a  prospective  teacher  the  first  description 
sounds  as  if  it  should  fit  until  she  adds  that  her 

granddaughters,  Jennifer  and  Jordan,  are  studying 
ballet  at  Chatham.  Maybe  we  shall  see  her  in  June. 

Elizabeth  Johnston  spent  Christmas  with  her 

niece  Sally  Johnston  Woods  '58  and  her  family  in 
Wallingford,  PA.  She  is  still  busy  doing  volunteer 

work  at  Columbia  Health  Center  in  Wilkinsburg  and 

enjoying  it  very  much. 
October  found  Lucile  Laughlin  Logan  on  a 

whirlwind  guided  tour  through  eleven  European 

countries.  She  writes  that  this  trip  covered  nearly 

4000  miles  by  motor  and  many  added  miles  on  feet 

numb  to  the  ankles.  A  short  hospitalization  fol- 

lowed, but  Lucile  recovered  to  join  a  New  York 

theater  tour.  She  is  looking  forward  to  seeing  many 
classmates  at  our  45th  reunion. 

Like  Lucile,  Elizabeth  Marshall  reported  a  mad 

scramble  over  eight  European  countries  in 

September. 

Helen  Miller  says  "hi"  to  classmates  who  will  be 
at  the  reunion  which  she  will  be  unable  to  attend. 

She  wishes  that  she  had  some  good  news,  but  has 

just  "more  of  the  same"  -  in  and  out  of  Allegheny General  Hospital. 

Vartanoush  Parounakian  Turner  wishes  th 

could  make  our  45th  reunion.  She  is  still  ver^ 

teaching  piano  and  active  in  the  music  te 

association. 
Kay  Rockwell  Potter  is  looking  forward  to 

at  our  45th  in  June  —  "the  good  Lord  willin. 
Potters  enjoyed  a  trip  in  February  to  Cost; 

which  Bill  was  sure  would  be  his  Shangn-Lc 
after  twenty-four  hours  the  altitude  and  the  c 

living  changed  his  mind.  The  Potters  flew  to  N 
last  summer  where  they  boarded  ship  for  a  fa) 

voyage  through  the  fjords.  Most  exciting  was 

trip  to  Moscow. 
News  from  Margaret  Ray  McDowell  re| 

Christmas  was  a  happy  day  for  the  whole  fami 
home.  Life  without  John  is,  of  course,  very 

but  church  friends  and  neighbors  have  beer 
kind. 

Anne  Ritenour  Harbison  can't  believe  this  I 

will  be  forty-five  years  "since",  but  plans  to 
Anne  writes  that  she  keeps  busy  as  she  is  abli 

P.E.O.,  the  Sara  Mayo  Hospital  Board,  New  C 

Garden  Society,  various  clubs  and  afghan  maki 
Lois  Sproull  Hinckley,  during  the  last  two 

has  developed  health  problems.  She  writes,  ' 
ask  me  what  ails  me,  I'd  like  to  know  and  so 
the  doctors."  Lois  is  still  somewhat  active  i 
Scouts,  mostly  by  telephone,  and  the  A.A.U.W 

Louise  Turner  Crookston  had  bone  surge 

both  feet  in  December  and  was  hobbling  arou 

crutches  in  January.  However,  she  will  soon  bi 

on  the  golf  course  again.  Her  husband  is  still 

ing  working  at  a  bank  in  Deerfield  Beach.  Afl 
sale  of  their  business,  Mac  could  not  take  retire 

Louise  says,  "I  could."  Before  the  first  of  Mar 
Crookstons  expect  to  be  moved  into  their  new 

in  Boca  Raton. 
Florence  Wise  Turner  writes  that  her  routin 

not  change  a  bit,  but  that  "I  have  fun  doii 
thing."  She  spends  a  long  summer  at  her  Lak 
cottage,  and  then  chases  around  the  rest  of  the 
In  December  she  spent  two  weeks  in  the  I 

peninsula,  took  a  New  York  theater  trip  in  Jai 
and  was  about  to  leave  on  a  Caribbean  cruise 

she  wrote.  She  hopes  to  get  to  the  reunion  ; 

least  see  "how  all  the  old  gals  are  holding  up." 
Olive  Wycoff  McCarthy  writes  that  she 

home  and  enjoys  retirement  when  not  in  Call 

Florida,  Washington,  D.C.  or  Russia  which  si 
Parker  visited  last  summer. 

Viola  Smith  enjoyed  reading  your  notes.  Ni 

is  hoping  that  the  Class  of  '31  will  have 
reunion.  She  enjoys  the  varied  programs  pre 

by  the  College  Club,  reading,  and  traveling.  Th 
her  traveling  was  confined  to  the  United  St. 

really  New  York  City.  Fortunately  she  arrivec 

just  after  the  conclusion  of  the  musicians'  str 
the  Metropolitan  opera  and  the  musicals  wenl 
scheduled.  Chorus  Line  is  no  1931  musical! 

1933 Betty  A. 
732  Roselawn  Aveni 

Pittsburgh,  PA 

Ruth  Ludebuel" 
(Mrs. . 192  Circl 

Fairmont,  WV 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marjorie   Hopkins,   526  S.  Ardmore  Avenue, 

Los  Angeles,  CA  90005 
Mary  Johnston  Krudener  (Mrs.  Arthur),  542  I 

Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  1521 1 
Eleanore  McClimans  Muncaster   (Mrs.   Harold 

Shadow  Lane,  Whispering  Pines,  NC  28389 
Clara  McClure  Battis  (Mrs.  Walter  T.),  4628 

Street,  #102,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Ruth  Reporting: 

I  retired  from  the  Marion  County  Public  1 

the  first  of  this  year.  I  miss  the  contacts  as  I 

would,   but   am    looking  forward   to  a  trip 
Orient  this  spring. 

Evelyn  Aliff  Dautlick  writes  that  each  men 

her  family  is  well  and  working  and  "Who  col 

for  anything  more?" The  sympathy   of   all   goes  out   to  Sara   - 
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'Iman  and  family  whose  daughter-in-law  died  last 
•ar.  Sally  and  her  husband  are  temporarily  making 
leir  home  with  their  son  and  his  children. 
Dot  Ballantyne  Milliken  wrote  that  she  and  her 

iisband  enjoyed  Sanibel  Island  last  March  and  a  fall 

liage  tour  through  New  England.  Their  entire 

iTiily  of  eighteen  had  a  "rousing  time"  one  week 
Id  in  July. 

Evelyn  Bitner  Pearson  had  all  of  her  family— 

renty  three—  for  Thanksgiving. 
Jean  Blair  Hodgin  always  says  she  has  nothing  to 

)oort,  but  I  think  she  is  just  modest. 
Helen  Chambers  Swartz  says  she  has  had  a  lazy 

ear,  but  plays  bridge,  attends  plays  and  concerts. 

ne  spent  Christmas  in  Washington,  D.C.  with  her 

rother  and  his  family  who  then  visited  her  in 

ilorida. 

Marguerite  Cunliffe  Gape  says  she  still  enjoys 

caching  kindergarten  children. 
:  Genevieve  Crawford  Davis  reported  no  news  but 

tie  looked  fine  when  I  saw  her  at  a  Salmagundi 

lieeting  in  December. 

i  Jessie  Doudna  Phillips  wrote  of  her  increasing 

latitude  to  Chatham  for  its  "influence  in  helping  us 
jl  to  cope,  to  survive,  and  to  struggle  to  become 

rjman  beings." 
;  Dorothy  Edsall  Fuller  and  Ed  had  a  fine  six 

eeks  trip  last  spring  to  England,  Rome,  Rhodesia, 

test  Africa  and  Egypt,  covering  4500  years  in  45 

Bys.  Ed  still  teaches  half-time  and  Dot  does  volun- 
jfer  work  at  the  Library.  She  notes  that  Beloit 

iollege's  new  President,  Martha  Peterson,  is  a  trustee 
i  Chatham. 

?  Dorothy  Gleason  Van  Wickle  still  teaches  some 

lano  students.  Her  husband  is  semi-retired  since 

[iajor  surgery  last  February.  They  are  happy  to  have 

ieir  grandchildren  near  them  in  Bethel  Park. 

Virginia  Hall  McAleese's  youngest  daughter  Anne 
fas  married  in  November.  Among  the  wedding 
bests  at  Hilton  Head  was  Margaret  Eichleay  Storer 

H5.  Ginny's  middle  daughter,  Ginger  Wardner,  had  a 
bby  boy  last  September. 

I  Marjorie  Hopkins  is  expecting  to  have  another 

pok  published  soon.  We're  looking  forward  to  this, 
Harj,  and  wish  you  the  best  of  luck  with  it. 

Mary  Johnson  Krudener  and  Art  are  enjoying 

jty  life  without  having  to  worry  about  a  large  yard 
p  take  care  of.  They  take  short,  frequent  trips  and 
re  deeply  involved  in  volunteer  work. 

Phyllis  Lehew  MacArthur  has  had  a  busy  retire- 

jent  year.  She  spent  a  month  in  Egypt  last  summer. 
ffter  traveling  from  Alexandria  to  the  border  of 

pdan  with  Egyptian  friends,  her  idea  of  the 

gyptian  people  has  changed.  She  also  enjoyed 
hristmas  time  with  her  son. 

tetty  Reporting: 

E  lean  ore  McClimans  Muncaster  moved  to 

Whispering  Pines,  NC,  last  August  after  Hal  took 
arly  retirement  from  U.  S.  Steel.  They  built  their 

ew  home  on  a  lake  and  feel  they  are  on  one  long 

acation.  The  people  there  are  retired,  friendly  and 

ram  the  North.  She  and  Hal  are  playing  a  lot  of 

olf,  even  during  the  winter  months  of  January  and 

:ebruary. 
Helen  McCracken  Bennett  writes  that  this  past 

all  John  sold  the  drug  store  properties,  and  hope- 

ully  when  the  necessary  papers  are  completed,  they 
an  do  some  traveling.  Wes  is  still  stationed  at  Biloxi, 

lississippi,  and  Sue  and  her  husband  Sam  are  teach- 
lg  in  Grinnell,  Iowa. 

Dorothy  Newell  has  had  a  tough  time  health- 

rise.  She  spent  two  weeks  in  the  hospital  in  January 
3r  a  series  of  tests.  The  tests  were  inconclusive  and 

ie  has  to  have  a  companion  with  her  all  the  time. 
Ruth  Nirella  spent  the  month  of  October  in  New 

ngland  enjoying  the  fall  coloring.  Her  big  news  is 

lat  she  leaves  in  April  for  five  weeks  touring  the 

outh  Pacific.  Then  to  Ocean  City,  New  Jersey,  in 

uly.  She  enjoyed  seeing  Charlotte  Graham  Dight 
ist  summer  at  Chautauqua. 

Gertrude  Ray  Mann  enjoyed  three  short  summer 

acations  with  her  husband  in  New  Hampshire,  New 

arsey  and  Virginia,  plus  a  short  trip  to  Romania 

'tth  her  sister  Virginia  Ray  Randall  '28. 
A  very  pleasant  world  tour  on  the  S.  S.  Rotter- 

am  provided  Ruth  Ross  with  great  interest  and 
appiness. 

Helen  Rowand  Dunkel  has  no  news  of  any 

importance,  but  sends  greetings  to  all. 

"Meals  on  Wheels"  keep  Violet  Sekey  Jessop 
busy  throughout  the  year.  She  says  the  main 

problem  is  that  the  "laborers  are  few." 
After  fourteen  years  as  a  social  worker  with  Los 

Angeles  County,  Sallie  Stevenson  Foster  will  retire 

on  March  31 .  She  says  it  has  been  a  great  experience, 

but  now  she  is  looking  forward  to  having  time  to  do 

some  things  on  her  own. 

Your  secretary  spent  some  time  in  the  hospital 

last  winter  and  recently  suffered  from  shingles!  How- 
ever, is  still  working  and  enjoying  life. 

1935 Virginia  Schweinsberg  Hyde 
(Mrs.  Edward  R.) 

141 1  Whiskey  Creek  Drive 

Fort  Myers,  FL  33901 

Dorothy  Taylor 
313  Oliver  Drive 

Monroeville,  PA  15146 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Shirley  Gordon  Hovencamp  (Mrs.  Ralph  E.),  R  D  #3 
Maitland  Lane,  W.,  New  Castle,  PA  16105 

Jane   McQuiston    Webb    (Mrs.  Douglas),  2440  Deer- 
creek  C.C.   Blvd.,  Apt.  308-G,  Deerfield   Beach,  FL 
33441 

Virginia  Schweinsberg  Hyde  (Mrs.  Edward  R),  141  1 

Whiskey  Creek  Drive,  Fort  Myers,  FL  33901. 

DEATH 

Catherine  Boyd  Hawley  (Mrs.  Charles  B.),  February 

24, 1975 

Dot  Reporting: 

It  is  with  great  sadness  that  we  note  the  death  of 

our  beloved  "Cass."  It  was  not  known  in  time  for 

our  class  news  of  last  spring,  but  it  did  appear  in  "In 

Memoriam"  at  the  beginning  of  the  Class  News  Sec- 
tion. 

We  had  our  40th  Reunion  with  —  would  you 

believe?  —  six  of  us  present!  Jane  Harmeier  Nims  and 

Ginny  Schweinsberg  Hyde  were  there  and  out- 
numbered by  Dorothy  Pontious,  Dorothy  Taylor, 

Dorothy  Wood  Clarke,  and  Dorothy  Woodward 

Evans.  That's  100%  attendance  for  our  Dorothys! 
We  really  enjoyed  it,  but  wished  more  of  the  class 
could  have  come. 

I  notice  that  Ginny  Schweinsberg  Hyde  in  her 

reporting  does  not  include  news  about  herself  —  that 
new  address  is  to  be  a  newly  built  house.  They  are 

expecting  it  to  be  finished  by  the  end  of  March. 

Sally  Aldridge  Schaefer  just  returned  from  a 

month  in  Florida.  Her  little  town  of  Chambersburg 

considers  itself  a  frontier  town  and  they  have  created 

their  new  Heritage  Building  by  restoring  the  ancient 

jail  building.  Sally  and  her  Garden  Club  have  had  the 

project  of  designing  the  gardens  for  the  building. 

Work  in  these  is  about  to  begin,  and  Sally  now  sees 
herself  on  her  hands  and  knees  very  soon. 

Kate  Dangerfield  Buckmaster  says  she  and  her 

mother  lead  a  very  quiet  life  —  Mother  suffered  a 
broken  hip  two  years  ago,  and  Kate  is  not  too  peppy 

because  of  an  asthmatic  condition.  "I  hope  I  can  get 
to  Pittsburgh  sometime  —  would  love  to  see  the 

College  and  all  my  old  PCW  friends." 
Margaret  Eichleay  Storer,  still  teaching  third 

grade  in  Fox  Chapel,  will  be  retired  in  three  years. 
She  is  a  volunteer  at  the  Harmarville  Rehabilitation 

Center  and  enjoys  its  fine  new  facility. 

Jean  Engel  Reppun  has  two  grandchildren  now, 

the  latest  being  Evan  Reppun  Beachy,  who  lives  with 

his  parents  next  door!  The  other  grandson  is  in  St. 
Louis  where  #2  son  Tommy  is  now  a  resident  in 

pathology  —  he  received  his  MD  last  June  at  Univer- 

sity of  Hawaii.  "The  rest  of  our  large  family  has  all 
gravitated  back  to  Hawaii  and  our  house  is  full 

again." 

Prudence  Goodale  Martin  retired  14  months  ago 

Since  then  she  has  visited  her  brother  in  Michigan 

and  friends  in  Philadelphia  and  New  England,  and 

then  a  cruise  to  the  Caribbean.  In  December,  1975, 

Prue  had  a  second  operation  for  repair  of  her  right 
eye  and  a  lens  implant. 

Shirley  Gordon  Hovencamp  says,  "Record  me  as 

a   maternal    type,   ecstatic  at  my  daughter's  (Grace 

Emley,  Chatham  1964)  decision  to  marry  her  boss  in 

April!  An  Episcopal  rector's  wife,  we  have  vivacious 
discussions  about  proposed  ordination  of  women  — 

he  con,  I  pro.  You  see,  I  am  in  favor  of  the  liberated 

woman,  but  I  am  personally  fulfilled  as  a  wife  and 

mother." 

I  had  chided  Eleanor  Harbison  Bream  for  not 

writing  news  of  herself  when  she  was  Secretary,  and 

her  reply  —  "It  wasn't  modesty,  just  nothing  to 
relate  —  Gray  is  still  teaching  political  science  at 
Loyola  in  Chicago  and  commuting  each  week  be- 

tween there  and  McLean,  VA.  Summers  are  spent 

between  Nags  Head  and  trips  to  Wyoming  where  his 

family  lives." 
David  and  Jane  Harmeier  Nims  enjoyed  a  year  of 

much  traveling:  South  and  North  Carolina  in  March 

and  April,  in  September  to  Williamsburg  with  a 
group  of  Telephone  Pioneers  Life  Members  (David  is 

president  of  his  chapter)  —  then  California  and  on  to 
Hawaii!  This  year  plans  are  for  a  short  cruise  in 
March. 

My  note  reached  Caroline  Hesse  Ender  just  as  she 

and  Bill  wereTeady  to  take  off  for  Waterville  Valley, 

New  Hampshire,  for  cross-country  skiing.  They  are 
tennis  buffs,  too,  summer  and  winter.  When  Bill 

retires  in  November,  they  look  forward  to  being  able 

to  pick  and  go  whenever  they  want.  Caroline  says 

"We  are  now  proud  owners  of  an  Explorer  Motor 
home  and  hope  to  travel  most  of  next  year.  Any 

classmate  with  a  wide  driveway,  please  contact  us  — 

better  yet,  buy  an  Explorer  and  join  us  in  a  caravan 

to  Mexico!" 
Win  Jeffries  Saxon  says  "We  are  having  winter  in 

upstate  New  York  with  a  vengeance.  Otherwise  no 

news,  but  greetings  to  all!" 
From  Louise  Leadman  Faller,  "Dreary  January 

suddenly  sparkled  on  the  16th  with  arrival  of  our 

first  grandchild,  Jason,  to  Rick  and  Sue  Faller.  We 

plod  along  in  usual  fashion,  enjoying  our  boys  — 

Paul  was  married  in  May." Marie  Martin,  who  retired  in  February,  1974,  has 

spent  the  last  two  winters  in  Key  West.  She  is  in  Sun 

City,  Arizona,  this  winter  and  plans  to  return  to 

Pittsburgh  in  March.  She  would  love  to  get  together 
with  us. 

Mary  Ida  McFarland  Shannon  did  not  write,  but  I 

was  told  that  her  father  passed  away  in  January, 

1976.  Our  deepest  sympathy  goes  out  to  Mary  Ida. 

As  for  myself,  Dorothy  Taylor,  I  am  one  of  the 

stay-at-homes.  It  seems  I  have  much  to  do  to  take 

care  of  my  big  "new"  (you  have  heard  me  talking 
about  its  construction  for  years!)  house  and  my  two 

self-employed  businesses  —  stocks  and  cosmetics. 

That's  about  it  —  I  enjoy  it  all  and  am  afraid  to  go 
away  —  I  might  miss  something  here! 

The  classmates  we  didn't  hear  from  may  have  just 
missed  the  deadline,  we  hope!  If  not,  we  still  hope 

you'll  write  —  do  keep  in  touch! 

Virginia  Reporting: 

Ruth  Moorhead  Sward  is  still  in  private  law  prac- 
tice and  husband,  Keith,  a  clinical  psychologist  in 

private  practice.  Their  youngest  daughter,  Ellen, 

finishes  her  master's  degree  in  socia1  work  at  the 
University  of  Michigan  this  spring  —  making  two 
social  worker  daughters  and  one  newspaper  (wire 
service)  reporter. 

Gail  Mouromseff  Keith  has  done  some  substitute 

teaching  but  is  unable  to  do  it  now  due  to  illness  of 
her  mother-in-law.  She  does  volunteer  work  in  the 

geriatric  ward  of  the  hospital. 
Gertrude  Russell  Lydic  is  extra  busy  during  the 

Bicentennial  year  with  her  work  at  the  Historical 

Society  of  Western  Pennsylvania.  She  does  every- 
thing from  making  coffee  after  public  lectures  to  all 

the  purchasing,  billing,  selling  books,  greeting  visitors 

and  helping  the  bookkeeper.  It  sounds  like  a  big  job 
but  she  loves  it.  During  Easter  she  is  planning  to  be 
in  Hawaii.  We  hope  she  sees  Jean  Engel  Reppun 

while  in  Waikiki. 

Mary  Seaver  Hewitt  does  a  great  deal  of  traveling. 
She  is  trying  to  break  into  the  nature  photography 

field  professionally  —  free  lance  preferably.  Does 

anyone  have  any  ideas?  She  and  her  husband  spent 
Christmas  in  New  York  City  with  their  son,  Frank. 

Anne  Snyder  Milford  has  been  Educational 

Director  for  Instructive  Visiting  Nurse  Association  in 

Richmond,  Virginia,  for  the  past  3'/s  years.  She  took 
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early  ret  icemen  l  from  her  previous  position  in 
hospital  nursing  administration.  Her  two  sons  are 

married  and  she  has  two  grandsons.  Her  89  year  old 

mother,  an  avid  crossword  puzzle  fan,  lives  with  her. 

Eleanor  Splane  Trullinger  has  been  in  the  hospital 

and  is  taking  a  month's  leave  of  absence  from  teach- 
ing. She  is  Department  Chairman  of  Mathematics  at 

the  junior  high  school  in  Syosset.  Her  trip  to  Russia 

and  Scandinavia  last  summer  sounds  most  interest- 

ing. She  is  planning  a  trip  to  the  British  Isles  this 
summer.  Her  son  who  lives  in  Hawaii  spends  much 

time  with  Jean  Engel  Reppun  and  her  family. 
Dolores  Steinecke  continues  to  be  active  in  the 

church,  Girl  Scouts  and  Braille  work. , 

Helen  Wilson  Houston  keeps  busy  with  volunteer 

work  at  the  Home  for  Crippled  Children,  Vocational 

Rehabilitation  Center,  State  Board  of  Vocational 

Rehabilition,  Allegheny  County  Mental  Health  and 
Mental  Retardation  Board.  Both  of  her  boys  are 

lawyers  living  in  Pittsburgh  with  two  children  each. 

Roberta  is  working  at  the  Home  for  Crippled 
Children  and  Jean  is  in  Tampa. 

Dorothy  Woodward  Clarke  says  that  last  summer 

they  thoroughly  enjoyed  a  month  of  wandering 

through  Washington  (especially  the  Olympic 

Peninsula)  and  the  Canadian  Rockies.  They  are  plan- 
ning a  visit  with  their  son,  Dick,  before  joining  a 

cruise  in  San  Francisco  which  will  take  them  through 

the  Panama  Canal,  with  stops  in  South  America  and 

in  the  Caribbean.  In  June  they  are  off  for  South 

Carolina  and  Georgia.  Besides  all  this  traveling  Dot  is 
active  in  the  American  Association  of  Retired 

Persons  and  "her"  bell  choir. 
Dorothy  Woodward  Evans  is  still  active  in  church 

work.  Her  son,  David,  was  married  in  Arizona. 

Dorothy  and  her  husband  attended  the  wedding  and 
vacationed  afterwards  in  Colorado. 

To  Bertha  Dunbar  Speer  we  extend  our  most 

sincere  sympathy  on  the  death  of  her  husband  last 

May  after  suffering  a  massive  heart  attack.  She  says 

she  is  planning  to  keep  her  home.  Her  activities 

include  the  Vice  Presidency  of  the  West  Penn  Cot 

Club  and  Chairman  for  the  Spring  Benefit  of  the 
Shadyside  Boys  Club  Auxiliary.  The  Shadyside 
Church  Bazaar  also  takes  much  of  her  time.  Gertie 

Russell  Lydic  informed  us  that  Bertha  is  signed  up 

for  a  trip  in  July  on  the  maiden  voyage  of  the 

Mississippi  Queen  to  Cincinnati,  sponsored  by  the 
Historical  Society. 

Vida  Hurst  Kerr  says  that  the  highlight  of  their 

recent  life  was  a  holiday  tour  conducted  by  their 

two  boys.  Andy,  22,  on  foreign  study  from 

Kalamazoo,  Michigan,  is  at  the  University  of 

Strasbourg,  France.  Dave,  21,  is  a  sophomore  at 

Davis  and  Elkins,  West  Virginia.  Says  Vida,  "Dave 
flew  with  Don  and  me  and  our  portable  Christmas 

tree  to  Luxembourg,  where  Andy  met  us  with  a 

rental  car.  The  boys  then  drove,  navigated, 
interpreted,  found  zimmers  and  chambres  and 

restaurants,  leaving  us  free  to  enjoy  large  portions  of 
Belgium,  Germany,  England  and  bits  of  Holland, 

France  and  Switzerland.  We  found  special  interest  in 

home  visits  with  several  former  AFS  exchange 

students  we  had  known  when  they  were  schooling  in 

Murrysville." 
Virginia  Watkins  DeMers  is  active  in  the 

A.A.U.W.  in  Fort  Lauderdale.  Her  daughter  Eugenie 
will  graduate  from  the  School  of  Applied  Arts  at 

Boston  University  this  spring.  They  enjoyed  the 

Bicentennial  Trail  together  in  Boston. 

1937 Sally  Ingram  Diven 
(Mrs.  Francis  D.) 

608  Valleyvista  Avenue 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15234 

Isabel  Silvis  Sterling 
(Mrs.  James  G.) 

8474  Lucerne  Drive 

Chagrin  Falls,  OH  44022 

MARRIAGE 

Mary  Travers  Scott  to  Russell  C.  Gerhard,  February 
14, 1976 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen  Chabot  Swartz   (Mrs.   Louis  M.),  588  Church 
Street,  Bound  Brook,  NJ  08805 

Mary    Follansbee    Buck    (Mrs.    Herman),  5125  Fifth 

Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 
Elsie  Hopkins  Edgar  (Mrs.  Clement  B.),  Box  1101, 

Chautauqua,  NY  14722 

Jean    Philips    Horn    (Mrs.    John    H.),    106   William 
Street,  SW,  Hartselle,  AL  35640 

Naomi  Sayre  Bartoe  (Mrs.  Willard  F.),  P.O.  Box  179, 
Titusville,  NJ  08560 

Martha  Skyrms  Pfusch  (Mrs.  M.  George),  215  South 

Center  Street,  Corry  PA  16407 

LOST 
Betty  Yohe  Carlson 

Sally  Reporting: 

Our  sympathy  goes  to  the  family  of  Marguerite 

Heggie  Bryson  who  died  June  1 ,  1975, 
Sally  Anderson  Amtsberg  writes  that  a  trip  into 

Mexico  convinced  her  and  Herb  that  the  United 

States  is  really  a  great  place  to  live.  While  traveling 

they  had  a  delightful  visit  with  Pats  Netting  More- 
head  and  husband  in  Houston,  and  while  having 

dinner  in  Sun  City,  Arizona  they  saw  Peggy  Perry 

Huessener  '38  Elizabeth  Bradley  sends  greetings  to 
all  Martha  Branch  Culbertson  keeps  busy  with 

volunteer  work  and  last  summer  had  a  delightful 

time  traveling  in  the  Pacific  Northwest  Nancy  Diven 

Seagren  says  the  high  spot  of  1975  for  her  and 

husband  George  was  their  visit  to  Switzerland  to  see 

son  Barry  and  wife  Veronica  and  their  only  grand- 

child, one  year  old  Andrew.  Youngest  son  Bill  com- 
pleted his  undergraduate  degree  in  forestry  at 

Washington  State  University  in  January. 

Like  so  many  other  classmates.  Mary  Elizabeth 

Eisaman  Washington  has  been  a  busy  traveler  since 

retiring  from  teaching  last  June.  In  September  she 

visited  France,  Italy,  Israel,  Greece  and  the  beautiful 

Grecian  Islands.  At  the  time  she  was  writing  her 

news  she  was  planning  to  go  in  February  to  San 

Francisco,  Hawaii  and  Las  Vegas  Mary  Follansbee 

Buck's  son-in-law  Geoffrey  Guest  is  teaching  at 
Chatham  College,  and  Mary  is  glad  that  her  daughter 

and  three  granddaughters  are  so  close  after  their  four 

years  in  Hong  Kong  Betty  Grace  Hammer  Maxwell 

reports  having  had  a  busy  year  working,  still  doing 

over  her  house,  but  she  managed  to  work  in  a 
Caribbean  cruise.  Louise  Johnson  Purnell  has  also 

joined  the  ranks  of  the  retired  and  is  enjoying  her 

lazy  life. 
Betty  Kraus  Hilsdorf  has  the  best  of  two  worlds. 

In  the  winter  she  works  at  the  Kon-Tiki  Hotel  (look 
her  up)  and  in  the  summer  takes  her  trailer  to 

Lawley  Lake  on  the  White  Mt.  Apache  Indian 

Reservation  and  fishes  for  trout  every  day.  Great 
life,  she  claims. 

For  me,  Sally,  there  isn't  much  to  report,  except 
to  express  my  thankfulness  for  our  good  health,  our 

children  and  grandchildren,  all  of  whom  we 
thoroughly  enjoy. 

Issy  Reporting: 

Betty  Lewis  Williams  is  back  in  the  classroom 

after  a  year's  leave  of  absence  because  of  illness  and 
is  looking  forward  to  meeting  classmates  at  the 

reunion.  Quite  frequently  she  meets  with  several  of 
our  classmates  in  Pittsburgh. 

Eleanor  Marshall  Watters  and  Ed  had  a  fourth 

granddaughter  this  year.  For  the  first  time  in  years 
all  three  of  their  sons  are  in  the  states  and  all  of  the 

family  was  able  to  spend  Christmas  together  in 
Florida.  Hopefully  Ed  will  retire  at  the  end  of  the 

year  and  they  will  spend  more  of  the  winter  in  their 
Florida  apartment. 

Pats  Netting  Morehead  and  Jim  went  to  Europe 

last  May  and  thev  hope  to  get  back  before  their 

passports  need  renewing.  They  spent  Christmas  in 

Mexico  and  are  now  just  having  short  jaunts  to 

Dallas  to  their  daughter's  home. 
Dorothy  Motheral  Porter  had  a  great  year.  They 

spent  Christmas  in  Pittsburgh  with  their  oldest 

daughter  and  her  family.  Their  son  was  married  in 

August  and  is  assistant  director  of  admissions  at 

Mercersburg  Academy.  Elizabeth,  their  youngest,  is  a 

junior  at  college  and  is  spending  the  first  half  of  the 
year  teaching  English  in  a  school  in  southern  France. 

Bill  and  Dottie  will  join  her  for  her  spring  vacation. 
Miki  McBride  McMaster  and  Gil  hope  to  go  to 

Florida  in  April  and  will  see  their  son  in  Pensacola. 

They  are  also  thinking  of  a  trip  to  the  U.S.  N 

west  in  the  fall. 

Jane  Phifer  Gwyer  and  Herb  have  had  a  ful' 
of  retirement.  They  are  busier  than  ever  and 
know  how  they  did  everything  and  worked  too! 

is  looking  forward   to  our  reunion  next  year; 

saving  a  day  for  it! 
Muff  Potter  Koerner  wants  to  be  remember 

everyone.  She  and  Vic  are  having  a  ball  with 

fourteen  month  old  granddaughter. 

Kay  Pyle  had  an  exciting  weekend  in  New 
City  and  had  dinner  with  Mary  Lou  O 
Neumann,  her  husband  and  daughter  Stephanie 

saw  "The  Glass  Menagerie"  in  which  El* 

McKinley  Wright's  daughter,  Pamela  Payton  Wi 
played  the  part  of  Laura.  Pam  also  played  the  p< 

Louisa.  John  Quincy  Adams'  wife,  in  the  A 
Chronicles  shown  on  TV. 

Naomi  Sayre  and  husband  are  on  an  exte 

trip  to  the  Northwest.  They  left  home  July  25tf 

expect  to  be  back  in  Cornwells  Heights  mid-. 
That  is  about  as  extended  as  you  can  get,  Naomi 

Elsa  Stiefelmaier  Talbott  and  John  enjoy  & 

their  grandchildren  who  live  nearby,  Elsa  is 

doing  part  time  accounting  work  for  the  same 
and  is  into  the  23rd  year  and  loves  it.  She  name 
own  time,  days,  etc. 

We  are  all  so  happy  for  Mary  Travers  Gerhai 

was  a  small,  but  beautiful  wedding  with  just  U 

in  attendance.  Mary's  son-in-law,  who  is  an  Episi 
priest,  assisted  in  the  ceremony.  They  will  be  I 

in  Mary's  home,  so  the  address  will  be  the  same. 
Last  spring,  Ray  and  Mary  Trimble  Brittain  I 

fine  trip  through  Morocco,  Algeria  and  Tunis 

was  exciting,  but  scary  to  be  caught  in  a  sand  s 

while  going  across  the  desert!  Their  you 
daughter  Elizabeth  was  married  in  California 
after  Christmas.  Mary  babysits  frequently,  is  st 
the  Harmarville  Rehabilitation  Center  boan 

trustees,  and  also  does  volunteer  work  for  the  C€ 

Mary  Watson  Seed  has  spent  several  mc 
doing  over  their  1834  house.  She  is  also  kept 
with  her  real  estate  and  travel  business  and  tri 

the  fall  of  1974  and  1975  in  Australia,  Fiji, 

Guinea  and  Tahiti.  Mary  wrote  that  she  "hasn'' 

time  to  go  anywhere  special!!" Dee  Whitehead  Heinig  is  well  settled  in  Wilr 

ton  and  they  are  enjoying  the  area.  In  March 

will  be  in  Russia,  but  home  in  time  to  make  plar 

a  vegetable  garden.  Dee  is  looking  forward  tc. 
reunion  in  spite  of  the  number  forty  involved 

hopes  there  will  be  a  good  attendance.  Comm 

please  note:  Dee  offers  any  help  toward  plans 
are  needed. 

Olive  Wilson  is  still  busy  with  her  miniature; 
sounds  well  and  happy. 

Mary  Yellig  Earley  reports  that  her  husband 
has  been  in  India  for  several  months  this  winte 

Goodrich  International.  Their  youngest  child  I 

Jo  will  graduate  from  Duquesne  University  in 
The  other  four  children  are  married.  The  Ea 

have  ten  grandchildren.  Mary  plans  to  resign 

likes  that  word  better  than  retire)  from  her  jc 

junior  high  school  librarian  in  June.  She  then  h 
to  accompany  Paul  on  his  next  assignment,  whe 
that  may  be. 

To  the  ones  who  took  the  trouble  to  rep 

thank  you  —  thank  you!  I  know  that  we  all  e 
your  news.  Personally,  life  is  great.  Jim  and  I  are 

and  busy.  Judy  and  her  husband  (a  rese 

physicist)  are  living  in  Australia  for  several  year: 

our  son  Peter  is  living  and  working  in  Califorr 

enjoy  year  'round  tennis,  water  coloring  and  sev 

1939 Mary  Jane  Kerr  Leo 
(Mrs.  Rowlanc 

229  West  Upsal  Street,  i 

Philadelphia,  PA  1! 

Mary  Milne  Ha 
(Mrs.  Johr 

6849  Eleanor  C 

Sylvania.OH  4: 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Helen    Harris  Davis,   (Mrs.  Arthur  L),  104  Win 
Drive,  Williamsburg,  VA  23185 
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len  Starkey  Dixon  (Mrs.  William  J. I,  Box  502,  RD 

^arkesburg,  PA  19365 

I  ry  Jane  Reporting: 

'  |  was  disappointed  to  hear  from  fewer  of  you  this 
ie.  If  you  enjoy  reading  this  news  of  old  class- 
tes.do  join  in! 
Helen  Archer  Fardig  has  taken  on  photography  as 

/serious  hobby  with  courses  and  shows.  Helen 

irris  Davis  has  returned  in  retirement  to  her  crafts- 

'dlework  hobby.  She  announces  a  new  grandson, 
,'joes  Jeanne  Kalish  Samuels  who  is  trotting  off  to 
j,  C  at  the  slightest  excuse  to  check  up  on  him. 

»p're  all  grateful  to  Jeanne  for  representing  us  so 
II  on  the  Alumnae  Board  and  are  glad  she  is 

i  oying  it. 
Our  sympathy  to  Mary  Cole  whose  mother  died 

•5  summer.  Mary  continues  to  be  active  in  political 

,!l  feminist  groups.  Peggy  Cooper  Uptegraff  is  sure 

v'men  libbers  would  never  approve  of  a  college  grad 

■r'ing  two  years  to  braid  an  all-wool,  completely 

/ersible  rug!  She's  still  tied  to  the  twins  who  are  at 
nigh  and  Penn  State  but  glad  to  be  liberated  from 
i  other  two. 

'While  some  of  us  are  into  retirement  and  others, 

t  June  Feick,  are  "still  working  but  taking  time  to 
fell  the  flowers  now  and  then,"  Totty  Hoyt  Faison 

f|  just  completed  her  first  year  of  "working  for 
9"  which  keeps  her  occupied  with  her  son  at 

iJshington  and   Lee  and  her  daughter  a  busy   high 
I  ool  junior. 

The  39ers  seem  to  be  doing  a  lot  of  traveling 

But  the  globe  these  days.  Ivy  Huetter  McLaughlin 

Int  the  month  of  February  in  Mexico  on  vacation 

l'm  her  real  estate  job  Esther  Jackson  took  a  six 
fek  holiday  this  year  to  India,  Afghanistan.  Nepal 

III  Ceylon.  Kay  Cuthbert  Hardee  is  looking  forward 

'seeing  Zaire,  Israel  and  Eastern  Europe  in  May  as 
Veak  from  her  busy  practice  Jean  Keenan  Konet 

|l  two  trips  this  year,  one  to  northern  Africa  and 

jither  to  the  Caribbean. 

"  I  had  a  six  week  trip  to  Tanzania  (where  our  son 

jches  at  the  University  of  Dar  es  Salaam),  Zanzibar 
!l  Egypt  and  tapered  off  in  Ireland  (where  one  of 
daughters  lives).  I  agree  with  Letitia  Mahaffey 

dree  who  also  visited  the  Republic  of  Ireland  last 

pmer  that  "it  is  delightful  and  I  like  stepping  back 
b  the  early  1900's." 
Betty  Duckwall  Laubach  sends  her  best  wishes  to 

'of  you,  as  do  I. 

ry  Reporting: 

I I  am  impressed  after  reading  the  returned  cards 

I  the  great  things  the  class  of  '39  is  doing  and  by 
,  millions  of  miles  that  have  been  covered  by  our 

jils." Ellen  Moorhead  Lewis  is  active  in  the  Summit, 

l/v  Jersey  College  Club  and  has  helped  raise 
j2,500  from  a  book  sale.  Her  second  son  will  be 

irried  soon,  making  the  second  wedding  in  the 
nily  this  year.  Son  Eric  and  his  wife  live  in 

ithersburg,  MD;  Lance  lives  nearby  and  Bruce  and 

1  wife  live  near  Atlanta.  Family  reunions  are  great 
:asions. 

One  of  our  travelers,  Betti  Rindlaub  Lord,  re- 

rts  a  fabulous  trip  to  the  North  Cape.  It  began  in 
nmark  and  continued  to  about  500  miles  from  the 

trth   Pole.  She  is  still  teaching  speech,  collecting 
s  (real   ones)   and   has  recovered   from  a  broken 
iOW. 

The  Northwest  is  still  full  of  beauty,  writes 

Hence  Ray  Stier,  after  a  trip  to  Alaska  and  they 

'ite  any  of  their  Chatham  friends  to  stop  off  in 
attle  on  their  trips  west. 

Doris  Chatto  Kimball  is  involved  in  her  children's 
jcation.  Molly  graduated  from  Endicott  College 
d  is  now  working  in  Vail,  Colorado,  Rick  is  a 

shman  at  New  England  College;  and  Amy,  a  high 
100I  junior,  is  skiing  and  driving  the  family  car. 

A  job  as  administrator  of  the  Halfway  House  for 
)men  and  volunteer  work  with  retarded  children 

J  adults  keep  Mary  Lou  Weber  McClenahan  busy, 

e  and  Bill  took  a  month  off  to  tour  part  of  the 
untry  by  car. 

Our  sympathy  goes  out  to  Mary  Jane  Totten 
ckinson  whose  mother  died  last  June.  She  and 

ott  went  to  Corpus  Christie  last  May  to  visit  their 

i  and  fell  in  love  with  the  city.  Congratulations, 

Mary  Jane,  on  the  arrival  of  a  new  granddaughter.  A 

mini-Chatham  reunion  took  place  when  Elva  Bogren 

Goodwin  and  Bob  were  in  Pittsburgh  for  their  an- 
nual visit  from  Hong  Kong. 

A  1791  small  farm  outside  Philadelphia  is  a  new 

home  for  Helen  Starkey  Dixon.  Bill  may  work  for  a 

short  time  until  he  retires  from  railroading  and  then 

they  may  go  into  a  retirement  business  of  their  own. 
Bill  and  Helen  went  to  Alaska  after  a  visit  with 

their  daughter  in  Seattle. 

Madge  Miller  Eulenstein  keeps  busy  taking  classes 

in  just  about  everything.  Son  Rob  is  a  sophomore  at 

Case-Western  Reserve  studying  engineering  and 
daughter  Betsy  is  a  freshman  at  Wooster.  They  are 
both  Merit  scholars. 

From  Atlanta,  Hortense  Norton  Seedlock  writes 

that  she  is  a  certified  Braillest  trying  to  learn  Braille 

music.  No  children  are  at  home  now  but  they  have 

four  wonderful  grandchildren.  Husband  Bob  is  work- 
ing as  a  civilian  engineer  since  retiring  from  the 

Army.  They  spent  Christmas  in  Jamaica. 

The  class  sends  deepest  sympathy  to  Ruth  Ross 

Duer  whose  husband  Ralph  died  of  a  coronary  in 

March.  Ruth  has  sold  her  house,  moved  into  a  con- 
dominium and  is  keeping  busy  with  a  job  as  a  child 

placement  supervisor. 
Another  traveler,  Florence  Smith  Hess,  had  a  trip 

to  Spain  and  Morocco  as  well  as  a  summer  in  Maine. 

She  is  still  working  at  Children's  Psychiatric  Hos- 
pital. Her  last  child  has  one  more  year  of  college. 

Betty  Speer  Schenck  is  still  in  the  metal  sculpture 

business.  She  and  Bill  have  made  a  couple  of  short 

jaunts  to  Florida  to  escape  the  winter  weather. 

No  change  in  the  status  quo,  writes  Mary  Bee 
Weibel  McEwen.  She  has  taken  on  a  volunteer  job 

for  Meals  on  Wheels  as  well  as  working  at  the  local 

public  TV  station,  the  Glendale  Women's  Club  and 

various  other  jobs  that  she  hasn't  been  able  to  say 
"no"  to.  Children,  grandchildren  and  Mac  are  all 
fine. 

-  Organizing  a  wedding  with  only  a  month's  notice 
kept  Rose  Weller  Black  busy  in  October  when  her 

daughter  Margie  was  married  to  Dr.  Gilbert 

Rodriguez.  Rose  is  in  her  second  year  as  president  of 
Mt.  Lebanon  Area  Chatham  Alumnae  Club  and  is 

busy  helping  husband  Harry  raise  funds  for  the  Boys 
Club. 

Greetings  to  everyone  from  Beth  Pensom  Fox, 
Amy  McBride  Bell,  Mary  McCullough  Abbott  and 

Lillian  McFetridge  Wilson.  Beth's  son  is  in  10th 
grade  and  looking  at  colleges.  The  three  of  them 
spend  their  summers  on  the  golf  course.  Amy  reports 

a  busy  and  very  good  year.  Mary  looks  forward  to 
reading  the  class  news  about  everyone  else. 

Your  reporter,  Mary  Milne  Hanson,  thanks  all  of 

you  for  your  responses.  My  major  news  is  that  I'm 
getting  ready  for  a  trip  to  Mexico  and  we  welcomed 

our  fourth  grandchild  last  June.  Regards  to  all  until 
next  time. 

1941 

1941 

Louise  Caldwell  Criss 

(Mrs.  Nicholas  R.,  Jr.) 

578  Briarcliff  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Natalie  Lambing  Paige 

(Mrs.  Peter) 
Box  26,  Meadowedge 

Bellport,  NY  11713 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jeanne-Anna    Ayres    Widgery,    (Mrs.    Rolande),  225 

Stoney  Creek  Road,  Houston,  TX  77024 
Alice    Chattaway    Kittle    (Mrs.   James),   8519   Quail 

Hollow  Road,  Indianapolis.  IN  46260 

Sara    Finkelstein    Hirshberg    (Mrs.    E.    J.),    RD    #3, 

Ligonier,  PA  15658 
Elizabeth    Frey  Wicke  (Mrs.  Walter),  R.D.  #1,  Box 

205,  York,  PA  17404 

Ruth     Gracey    Suttner     (Mrs.    Harry    G.>,    119    E. 

Cypress,  Redlands,  CA  92373 
Elizabeth    Howard    Smith,    2912   Marquette  Street, 

San  Diego,  CA  92106 

Mary    Linn   Marks  Colbaugh    (Mrs.   John    H.),   Palm 
Beach  Academy,  690  N.  County  Road,  Palm  Beach, 
F  L  33480 

Carolyn  Martin,  270  Stratford   Road,  Asheville,  NC 
28804 

Louise  Mclntyre  Casner  (Mrs.  Robert  E),  3251    Las 

Palmas,  Houston,  TX  77027 

Ruth     Strickland    Clark     (Mrs.    Chester    H).    2680 

Centennial  Court,  Alexandria.  VA  2231 1 

LOST 

Rosemary  Barck  Spiro 
Helen  Hecht  Smith 

Weezie  Reporting: 

Jeanne-Anna  Ayres  Widgery  and  her  husband 
were  transferred  to  Houston  with  Gulf  Oil  Chemicals 

Company.  She  is  teaching  part  time  at  two  private 
schools  and  the  University  of  Houston  and  hopes  to 

have  her  latest  novel  out  soon.  All  three  girls  went  to 
Yale,  one  in  art,  one  in  architecture,  and  one  a  senior 

in  music.  Catherine  is  married  and  lives  in  London. 

Alice  Chattaway  Kittle's  big  news  is  the  wedding  of 
son  Jimmy  m  December.  She  and  Jim  bought  a 

condominium  on  a  ravine  overlooking  Williams 

Creek.  Shirley  Clipson  Clarke  has  spent  enforced 

isolation  due  to  weather  on  weaving,  needlepoint 

and  knitting  and  waiting  for  spring.  Sorry  to  hear  of 

the  death  of  Elizabeth  Frey  Wicke's  sister  Florence 
Frey  Burnite  class  of  1943.  Elizabeth  has  been 

enjoying  her  work  as  supervisor  of  social  services  for 

Dept.  of  Welfare  but  now  that  social  work  has  re- 
cently suffered  a  lack  of  accountability,  she  feels 

they  must  prove  themselves.  Mary  Kinter 

McEldowney  has  no  news  other  than  that  they  are 

going  to  London  for  a  week  and  to  Florida  in  March 
for  ten  days.  Her  daughter  and  family  live  in 

California  so  they  don't  see  them  often  enough. 
Carolyn  Martin  enjoys  living  and  working  in 

Asheville,  NC.  She  is  now  working  as  a  secretary  in  a 

busy  law  office. 
Jean  McGowan  Marshall  is  looking  forward  to 

Reunion  and  hopes  everyone  will  remember  with  a 

check  to  the  Alumnae  Fund.  She  did  a  tour  of  duty 
in  Boston  when  Laura  Marshall  Burtt  was  born  in 

October  and  finds  the  tennis  court  much  less  tiring. 

Weasie  Mclntyre  Casner's  husband.  Bob.  had  major 
surgery  but  recovered  quickly  and  they  had  a  nice 
trip  to  Amelia  Island  Plantation  in  Florida  in  May. 

Chris  graduates  from  Southern  Methodist  University 

and  Sandy  for  Univ.  of  Texas.  They  spent  Christmas 

in  Tucson.  I  also  have  a  granddaughter  to  report, 

Katie  Kelleher  Criss,  who  seems  to  be  twice  as  good 

as  any  of  our  own.  Several  of  you  have  said  that  they 

hope  to  get  to  our  35th  Reunion  June  4-5,  which  we 
will  do  our  best  to  make  something  special. 

Natalie  Reporting: 

Mae  Oettinger  Sch Weinberg  hasn't  any  special 
news  this  time  around,  but  is  hoping  to  make  the 

35th  in  June  to  see  and  meet  all  again. 

Jane  Pierce  Eaton,  like  all  of  us,  is  appalled  it  is 

"that"  long  ago  to  make  a  35th  reunion,  but  she  too 
is  hoping  to  be  there.  Last  summer  they  had  a 

gorgeous  summer  in  Costa  Rica  in  a  mountain  side 

house  with  an  unobstructed  180°  view  of  the  Pacific. 
Both  their  married  sons  live  in  western  N.Y.  state  so 

they  spend  lots  of  time  on  the  road  visiting.  Jane  is 

still  teaching.  Pat  retired  but  is  doing  lots  of  sub- 
teaching. 

Mary  Bertha  Richards  who  seems  to  me  to  get 

the  biggest  bang  out  of  "living,"  is  now  in  Michigan 
enjoying  record  low  temperatures  and  record  high 
snow  drifts!  She  is  quite  involved  in  Bicentennial 

celebrations,  especially  as  her  house  is  over  100  years 
old  and  thus  a  historic  building.  She  compares  her 

small  town  to  her  small  college  and  thinks  they  are 
the  most  fun. 

Eleanor  Schaffer  Kautz  sends  greetings  from 

Dayton  Ohio.  Her  article  "Can  Agencies  Train  for 
Racial  Awareness"  has  been  accepted  for  publication 
in  CHILD  WELFARE.  She  is  about  to  begin  free- 

lancing in  social  work  training  and  consultation. 

And,  as  she  says,  "How  about  that?" Alice  Stein  mark  Right  or  is  teaching  at 

Winchester-Thurston  with  other  PCW  girls.  They  are 

happily  getting  a  few  girls  ready  for  Chatham  each 

year.  She  has  a  fine  new  grandson  —  says  the  proud 
grandmother.  Her  other  son  is  about  to  graduate 
from  Duquesne.  Alice  will  be  there  in  June  for  the 

35th. 
Ruth  Strickland  Clark  also  has  a  grandson  —  "a 

wonderful   boy"  to  quote.  Chet  gave  up  the  retire- 
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mem  life  in  Florida  and  ihey  have  happily  moved 

back  north  to  Alexandria. 

Elinor  Weibel  Stoltz  has  forsaken  the  ski  slopes 

since  a  terrific  trip  to  Hawaii.  She's  catching  the  next 
plane  back.  But  hopes  to  be  in  Pittsburgh  in  June  for 
Reunion. 

Julio  Wells  Jackson  and  Dick  are  busy  building  a 

vacation  chalet  in  Gatlinburg,  TN,  where  they  love 

to  hike  and  do  photography.  They  had  a  wonderful 

trip  to  Africa  just  recently.  Did  lots  of  photographic 
work  there.  Two  oldest  sons  are  married;  one  is  a 

surgical  resident  in  Winston-Salem,  NC  and  second 
son  is  a  dentist  who  opened  his  office  in  Mount  Airy, 

NC  last  year.  The  youngest  is  studying  electrical 

engineering  at  UNC/Charlotte. 

And  me,  Natalie  Lambing  Paige  -  I  too  now  have 
a  grandchild.  Lorna  Paige,  born  in  March  1975.  Her 
father,  Peter  Otis,  has  just  transferred  to  New  York 

from  Maine,  to  work.  Douglas  is  head  of  the  history 

department  at  Colegio  Internacional  de  Caracas  —  a 
long  way  from  Mom.  Lee  graduated  from  U.  of 
Colorado  and  is  now  awaiting  law  school  news  (re  his 

getting  in,  that  is).  Peter  and  I  keep  busy  gardening, 
swimming,  skiing,  boating,  fishing,  walking  and 

volunteering  at  a  local  hospital  —  Peter  secretary  on 

the  board,  and  I'm  a  waitress  in  the  coffee  shop. 
Being  a  class  secretary  is  a  fun  way  to  renew  friend- 

ships but  I  do  look  forward  to  seeing  all  my  news 

correspondents  again  at  Reunion. 

1943 
Marian  Teichmann  McKone 

(Mrs.  Joseph  F.) 
417  Pine  Street 

Philadelphia,  PA  19106 

Mary  Schweppe  Hoffman 
(Mrs.  Paul  B.) 

152  Haverford  Drive 

Butler,  PA  16001 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jane    Evans    Linsenmeyer    (Mrs.    Roy    F.),   520    No. 
Kalaheo,  Kailua,  HI  96734 

Miles  Janouch  Price  (Mrs.  Bartlett),  56  Wright  Street, 

Westport,CT  06880 
Elinor    Keffer   Hoon    (Mrs.   William    L.),   30   Turner 

Street  #803,  Clearwater,  FL  33516 

Janet  McCormick  McDole  (Mrs    Clayton),  1 1024  SE 
30th  Place,  Bellevue,  WA  98004 

Barbara  Steele   Mangan    (Mrs.  William  JJ,  46  Hills- 
point  Road,  Westport,  CT  06880 

DEATH 

Florence    Frey    Burnite   (Mrs.  David  C),  September 
10,  1975 

Marian  Reporting: 

I  become  somewhat  paranoid  when  I  hear  from 

so  few  people.  I  shall  accept  part  of  the  blame  in 

that  I  don't  get  my  cards  out  in  sufficient  time  but 
other  than  that  it  has  got  to  be  something  else. 

Here  in  Philadelphia  we  are  fine.  We  trust  that  we 

will  have  some  peace  of  mind  this  summer  in  and 

around  our  environs  in  spite  of  the  prediction  that 

thousands  of  people  will  be  walking  our  streets. 

Jean  Archer  Rothermel  said  to  say  "hello."  We 

attended  Patty's  wedding  in  December  and  it  was 

very  beautiful.  Dan,  Jean's  brother,  young  Dan  and 
Dick  participated  in  the  ceremony  itself  which  made 
it  extra  special. 

Glad  to  hear  'that  Pat  Blue  Byers'  husband  is 
feeling  better.  They  are  planning  a  trip  to  Florida  in 

March.  Chuck  is  now  a  teenager  —  Kris  and  young 
son,  Sam,  are  fortunate  to  be  close  enough  to  home 

for  an  occasional  visit.  Paul  is  married  and  running  a 

successful  photography  business  in  Wilkinsburg. 
To  Edy  Cole,  we  were  indeed  sorry  to  hear  of  the 

death  of  your  mother.  How  very  rich  I  feel  your  life 

has  been  that  you  were  able  to  have  such  a  great 

relationship  with  her.  You  are  quite  noble  to  have 

stopped  smoking  after  30  years  of  "puffing"  away! 
I,  for  one  who  does  not  smoke,  am  most  grateful. 

I  hit  the  jackpot  with  Jean  DeWoody  Bailey. 
Louise  Haldeman  Richardson  took  Marrion  Rowel  I, 

and  Eleanor  Garrett  Gittings  and  her  out  to  lunch 

recently.  Jean  reports  that  "all  look  great  and  are 

busy."  Dick  and  Jean  will  also  be  going  to  Florida  in March, 

Peg  Dietz  Abele  and  Ralph  are  looking  forward 
to  their  trip  to  California.  Their  daughter  Jennifer 

will  be  married  in  Malibu  in  March  —  an  exciting  oc- 
casion in  a  beautiful  spot.  Ralph,  Jr.  who  is  working 

for  Environmental  Consultants  will  join  them  at 
the  wedding. 

With  all  the  young  ones  gone  Jane  Fitzpatrick 

McGough  and  Bud  are  "attempting"  to  train  a  new 
puppy  as  well  as  getting  a  few  things  done  around 
the  house.  The  oldest  son  is  attending  his  first  year 

at  University  of  Virginia  Law  School,  the  second  son 

is  a  sophomore  at  Bucknell  having  spent  the  first 
semester  at  the  University  of  London!  he  loved 

England);  and  the  youngest  is  a  freshman  at  Hobart- 
William  Smith.  The  entire  family  spent  Christmas 

together  in  Florida. 

I  spoke  earlier  of  Florence  Frey  Burnite's  death 
but  I  did  want  to  say  that  I  had  a  card  from  Dave. 
He  wrote  that  Florence  had  died  of  cancer  after  a 

sudden  and  brief  illness.  She  had,  however,  just  a  few 

days  before  her  death,  held  her  week-old  grand- 
daughter. We  wish  to  extend  our  sincerest  sympathy 

to  the  family. 

Janice  Goldblum  is  still  with  the  Los  Angeles 

City  schools.  Her  trip  to  Mexico  was  a  marvelous 
two  weeks  which  included  Mexico  City  and  the 

pyramids,  then  east  toward  the  Yucatan, 
The  following  two  news  items  may  be  dated  but  I 

shall  include  them  as  they  arrived  too  late  for  last 

year's  entry. 

Louise  Haldeman  Richardson's  daughter  Cindy 
graduated  cum  laude  from  Duke  University  in  May 
of  1974.  I  am  wondering  if  you  are  still  the  sports 

enthusiast  of  last  year,  Louise,  and  still  indulging  in 

bowling,  golf  and  paddle  tennis. 
Barbara  Heinz  Barone  wrote  that  she  was  leading 

a  relaxed  life  with  four  out  of  college  and  four 

married  —  only  "furry  grandchildren"  —  cats  and 
dogs  at  home  which  she  felt  she  could  live  without. 

Virginia  Hendryx  Shank  reports  their  Christmas 

was  a  most  joyous  occasion  with  the  "whole  gang  at 
home."  Jennifer  was  married  two  days  later,  a 
beautiful  glowing  ceremony,  and  their  home  is  now 

in  Cleveland.  Kim  graduated  from  college,  and  Sally 

received  her  master's  degree.  Ginny  and  Chuck  find 
too  little  time  to  accomplish  all  that  they  would  like. 

Claire  Horwitz  Klein  said  to  say  "hello"  to  you 
all.  They  are  looking  forward  to  the  next  class  re- 

union so  that  they  can  see  everyone.  Evan  finishes  W 

&  J  this  spring  and  plans  to  go  to  graduate  school  for 
Urban  Planning.  Their  oldest  is  in  the  transportation 

business. 
Elinor  Keffer  Hoon  as  we  earlier  related  has 

moved  and  was  in  Pittsburgh  and  western  Pennsyl- 

vania visiting  family  and  friends  —  "a  must"  she  says. 
Sorry  to  have  missed  at  least  a  call  when  you  were  in 
Philadelphia. 

I  missed  hearing  from  Marian  Lambie  Arnheim 

last  year,  but  caught  up  this  year.  Falk  and  Marian 

had  dinner  at  Gloria  Silverstein  Goldburg  and  Dick's 
home  in  Palo  Alto  in  October.  David  is  in  London 

researching  his  dissertation  in  Art  History;  Dan  is 

studying  at  Harvard  Law,  and  Louise  is  attending 
Duke  University. 

Mary  Reporting: 

Dorothy  Home  Mollenauer  travels  extensively 

with  Bob.  Her  sons,  Bob,  Jr.  and  Dave,  work  and 

attend  college.  Their  big  news  is  a  third  grand- 
daughter born  in  January  to  daughter  Linda. 

Nina  Maley  Ross  returned  to  the  working  force 
last  October.  It  is  an  opportunity  to  use  that 

master's  degree  in  Library  Science  that  she  worked 
hard  to  achieve  rather  than  an  indication  that  she  is  a 

true  women's  lib  disciple. 
Jane  (Petie)  McCall  Downing  had  a  great  trip  to 

Hawaii  last  summer.  Her  son  flew  from  Alaska  to 

tour  the  islands  with  her.  She  also  had  a  new  grand- 

daughter last  summer.  Latest  count  —  three  grand- 
daughters and  one  grandson,  and  she  loves  it. 

Janet  McCormick  McDole  received  her  10-year 

pin  at  Boeing.  In  her  words,  that  isn't  so  earth- 
shaking  in  itself  (it  just  indicates  a  talent  for  self- 

preservation  in  the  declining  aerospace  business)  but 

add  that  to  over  21  years  at  US  Steel!  She  is  also 

working  on  a  study  guide  for  APL  (a  Programming 

Language).  And  in  contrast  to  the  empty-nesters, 
who  are  selling  their  homesteads,  they  have  bought  a house. 

With  the  temperatures  holding  at  2ero 

McKay  Core  passed  up  cross  country  skiir 

replied  to  my  card.  They  had  their  first  wedc 
July,  when  Gordon  married  Lois  Elliott  in  Wsl 

ton,  PA.  Amy  Jane  spent  a  year  at  the  Univen 

Dijon,  so  she  and  Dan  visited  France  and  trie 

Great  Britain.  Amy's  herb  garden  is  well  e 
established  to  be  included  in  a  house  and  garde 

last  summer. 
Connie  Meyer  Waldschmidt  is  enjoying 

"winter-winter"  in  northwest  Pennsylvania,  I 

working  as  a  secretary  in  the  Women's  Ph 
Education  Department  at  Allegheny  Collegi 

loves  being  among  young  people.  Chad  ar 
family  are  still  in  Milwaukee;  Bob  will  graduate 
Vanderbilt  in  May. 

Dorothy  Minneci  McCabe  says  "hello"  to  i 
one.  She  planned  to  vacation  in  the  sun  in  Marc 

Jeannette  Myers  Erler  and  John,  who  has  re 

anticipate  a  seven  week  North  Cape  cruis( 

summer. Barbara  Steele  Mangan  says  they  spent 

moving  and  building  a  house  in  Westport,  Con 

cut  where  they  lived  from  1963-67.  Bill  accep 
position  as  Vice  President  of  R.  C.  Bigelow,  ln( 

suggests  we  all  keep  drinking  tea,  Bigelow 's  Coi 
Comment. 

Peggy  Suppes  Yingling  is  still  with  Presb' 
About  the  girls;  Molly  graduated  Phi  Beta  Kapp 

is  working  in  a  children's  home  on  Long  Island, 
is  to  be  married  in  May.  Ed  is  working  at  Adw 
Research  Division,  Westinghouse. 

Lorraine  Wolfe  Regan  will  travel  to  Europe 

spring,  to  the  Far  East  in  the  fall,  and  becc 
grandmother  in  July. 

Enjoying  life  in  Texas  and  its  mild  wint< 
Connie  Lauer  Stein  and  Neil.  Their  children  ar 

in  Connecticut  and  Saudi  Arabia.  Last  fall  they 

to  Bavaria  to  meet  Joy  and  Ed  for  the  Oktob 

and  had  a  good  reunion. 

Becky  was  married  in  June,  so  we  are  "er 
nesters,"  but  now  we  need  more  house  than  & 
holidays.  Paul  and  I  plan  to  visit  my  broth 
Holland  and  be  in  Scotland  around  Easter. 

1945 Alice  Craig  C 

(Mrs.  Thi 

80  Woodhaven 

Pittsburgh,  PA  1 

Janet  Harkless  B 

(Mrs. " 

909  Ogden  C 
Portage,  IN  4 

MARRIAGES 

Louise    Flood    Egan    to    Ray   M.   Steele,   Dece 1975 

Marion  Swannie  Hall  to  Paul  Rand 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Lois  Long  Kingsland   (Mrs.  Roger  L.,  Jr.),  300 

view  Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15238 
Marie    Minnemeyer    Houston    (Mrs.    John    D., 

9003  Jackson  Avenue,  Manassas,  VA  221 10 

Patricia  Smith  Joyner  (Mrs.  James  A.),  19  Ridgi 

Wimbleton,  London  SW  19,  England 
Marion    Swannie    Rand     (Mrs.    Paul),    87    Goi 

Road,  Weston,  CT  06880 

Alice  Reporting: 

We  changed  our  emphasis  a  bit  this  timi 
asked  class  members  to  talk  about  themselve 

their  attitudes  and  options.  This  has  resulted  in 

really  marvelous  replies,  and  has  made  being 
secretary  this  time  really  rewarding.  The  qui 

has  not  been  too  large,  but  the  quality  has 
outstanding. 

We  received  'greetings  and  right  on'  from  M 
Davis  Schellhaas  and  Alice  Demmler,  but  no  p 

ular  opinions.  We  appreciate  their  approval  and 

that  if  we  ever  do  this  again,  they  will  say  more. 

I  had  long,  well-thought-out  replies  from 
Allshouse  Harnack,  Jannie  Beck  Jameson,  M 

Cohen,  June  Collins  Hopkins,  Carolyn  Cosel  Li 

and  Jean  Dalzell  MacMillan.  I  can't  quote  the 
ters  in  their  entirety  unfortunately,  but  wi 
exception  these  classmates  are  busy,  happy  and 

tributing    in    varying    ways.    No  one   regrets   h 
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tended    a    women's    college,    but    Lois    Allshouse 
irnack  would  opt  presently  for  a  large  co-ed  school 

:   (cause  she   has  discovered   that   "...  I    like  male 
'   pinions    and    the    variety    of    views   and    a    large 

pool
." '  On  other  subjects,  we  quote  Marion  Cohen,  who 

ys,  "I  had  no  plan  and  no  idea  how  my  life  would 

brk  out  but  am  surprisingly  pleased  at  how  it  did." 
an  Dalzell  MacMillan  says,  "...  put  me  down  as 

i\e  of  those  contented  uninteresting  types."  {This  is 

r  from  the  truth,  but  she  goes  on)  "...  (I'm)  busy 
a  job  I  love  ...  it  would  be  difficult  to  believe 

fat  I  would  want  to  change  anything."  June  Collins 

'opkins  now  finds  herself  accepted  as  "a  human 

ling"  by  her  four  sons  and  not  just  'good  old 

Jom.'  She  feels  that  it  is  the  individual  who  is 
■lportant,  not  whether  she  is  male  or  female. 

Jannie  Beck  Jameson  writes,  "I  like  my  life  and 

We  for  more  than  50  years.  If  I  were  given  today's 
St  ions  30  years  ago,  I  would  have  chosen  the  same 

e  style."   From   Carolyn   Cosel    Lampl   we   heard, 

1.  .  as  for  life  styles,  I'm  glad  I  didn't  hav
e  to 

mpete  in  that  big  bad  world  out  there,  but  often 
nk  our  attitudes  and  preparation  were  so  different 

at  we  didn't  try  —  most  of  us  anyway." 
*  Fascinating  replies  all  of  them.  As  for  me,  my 

inscription  plate  for  Ms.  Magazine  reads  "Mrs. 
Somas  Coyne."  I  stand  with  one  foot  firmly 
Janted  in  each  camp. 

■met  Reporting: 

|  My  respondants  to  the  questions  Alice  and  I 
liked  our  classmates  showed  8  who  replied  affirma- 

yely  to  the  question  "Do  you  like  your  life?"  Six 
:  the  8  said  they  preferred  working  to  not  working. 

;ight  would  choose  a  different  life  style  and  they 

ere  split  equally  between  choosing  a  woman's 
jllegeor  a  coed  college. 
A  combination  of  working  years  and  home  years 

as  been  a  happy  arrangement  for  Lois  Lutz  Pierce 

ho  has  raised  two  "square"  girls  who  now  have  two 
square"  families. 

Jane  Meub  Evans  loves  buying  for  her  husband's 
allege  book  store  and  still  has  time  for  pursuing  her 
wn  interests. 

j  No  regrets  for  Marion  Swannie  Rand,  retired 

iter  30  exciting  years  with  IBM,  and  now  "ever 
.nward"  to  a  new  life  as  a  wife. 
|  Ann  Thomas  Conner,  who  became  interested  in 
lorn  husk  craft  over  15  years  ago,  has  been  able  to 

Ichedule  her  time  in  a  way  that  has  made  it  possible 

for  her  to  tend  the  growth  of  her  children  and  the 
Jrowth  of  her  craft  and  loves  doing  both.  She  gives 

rery  interesting  talks  on  her  hobbies  to  various  club 

groups. 
After  18  years  at  home  Marion  Updegraff  Sun- 

iergren  found  the  need  to  use  her  education.  She 

tarted  back  to  work  with  trepidation  but  soon 
,ound  her  niche.  She  will  start  this  summer  as  full 

!  ime  promotion  director  in  a  regional  mall. 
Jane  Wood  Ziercher  misses  her  job  in  Columbus 

!>ut  has  many  outside  interests. 

i  Hello  from  Charlotte  Wray  Cohen  ("who's 

irowing  old  with  as  much  grace  as  she  can  muster"), 
Gertrude  Schmeichel  Hutson  and  Marjorie  Mayhall. 

As  for  myself,  I  think  Patty  Smith  Joyner  has 

aid  it  "...  a  very  easy  life,  also  very  sheltered.  I 
hink  Women's  Lib  is  really  Men's  Lib  and  I'm  much 

oo  lazy  to  want  any  part  of  it." 

1947 
EllieGoldfarb  Hirsh 

(Mrs.  Edgar) 

1414  Greenfield 

Los  Angeles,  CA  90025 

Ruth  Arnold  Harmon 

(Mrs.  Bruce  C.) 

26  Bay  State  Road 
Weston,  MA  02193 

MEW  ADDRESSES 

lottie   Beeson   Schrader    (Mrs.    Frank    J.),  720  Elm- 

'/vood,  Jackson,  Ml  49203 
Wary    Chambers    Burdett    (Mrs.    Robert    H.),   6016 

Walnut  Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 
Marjorie   Evans  McNeillie,   (Mrs.  James  R.),   132  E. 

-ourth  Street,  Lakeside,  OH  43440 
<\ngeline     King    Sedwick,     (Mrs.     Robert    C.J,    600 

Willow  Oaks  Blvd.,  #676,  Hampton,  VA  23669 

Gloria    Molinatto    Spellacy,    330-D    Winding    River 
Drive,  Atlanta,  GA  30338 

Margaret  Schumacher  Meyer,  (Mrs.    Rex),  8754  Via 

Taz  Norte,  Scottsdale,  AZ  85258 

Ellie  Reporting: 

Marian  Arras  Wallace  and  Jim  visited  Hawaii  for 

their  25th  anniversary  and  her  50th  birthday.  It  was 

fun  meeting  them  at  the  airport  on  their  way  back. 

They  had  a  good  visit  recently  from  Lucy  Beale 

Van  Ness.  Lucy  and  Joe  may  be  teaching  in  Europe 

next  year. 
Jottie  Beeson  Schrader  likes  being  in  school 

again.  She  is  working  toward  a  master's  in  library 
science. 

It  is  good  to  hear  again  from  Mary  Chambers 

Burdett.  We  had  lost  track  of  Mary.  She  re-married 

2VS  years  ago  and  has  her  master's  in  social  work. 
Elva  Braziell  Hively  is  chasing  coast  to  coast 

visiting  her  children. 
The  price  you  pay  for  living  in  Florida  is  lots  of 

visitors.  Alice  Burns  Kasimirsky  is  learning. 
Marjorie  Evans  MclMeillie  and  Jim  love  retirement 

and  living  in  the  Lakeside  area-  They  enjoy  the 

symphony  season  and  the  constant  activity  of  the 

area. 
Betty  Fleck  Hendrickson  has  promised  Jack  she 

will  quit  going  to  school  when  she  is  65.  Betty  will 

soon  have  her  master's  in  music  education. 
Marie  Huot  Little  and  Don  escape  the  Canadian 

winters  by  having  a  southern  home  in  Florida. 
Esther  Kennedy  Macdonald  would  like  to  see  if 

we  could  have  a  get-together  in  the  southern 

California  area.  I'll  try  to  help  her  with  it. 
Greetings,  but  no  special  news  from  Patti  Balch 

Lando,  Marjorie  Bennett  Sherts,  Kay  Ciganovic, 

Ruth  DeHaven  Rigg,  Peggy  Dodge  Poindexter,  Gigi 
G  i  1 1  i  I  an  d  Den  niston,  Vicki  Haverstick  Myers, 

Margery  Himes,  and  Alice  Kells. 
As  for  Ellie  Goldfarb  Hirsh,  I  enjoy  all  of  your 

news,  but  I  have  not  included  which  child  is  in  which 

class,  or  all  of  the  visits  among  classmates  (of  which 

there  are  many),  by  request  of  the  editor  and  many 

of  our  classmates.   Let's  start  thinking  about  1977! 

Chub  Reporting: 

Nice,  cheerful  cards,  with  "no  news,"  from  Joan 
Kaufman  Mendelsohn,  Jacqueline  Neal  Jackson, 

LaVerne   Lowar  Scott  and  Peggy  McSwigan  Friday. 

Fiftieth  birthdays,  continuing  education  and 

children  in  college  were  repeated  themes  in  my 

replies.  Life  does  go  on! 

Last  June,  Mary  Alice  Kline  Morris'  son  Steve 
graduated  from  University  of  Cincinnati,  began 
working  for  an  airport  consultant  firm,  and  got 
married  in  August. 

Ginny  Lefurgy  Tubbs  and  Evie  Mock  Hirtle  are 

involved  in  college.  Ginny  completed  her  Master's  of 
Science  in  Business  Administration,  Evie,  on 

sabbatical  from  18  years  of  science  teaching  and 

coordinator,  is  a  full  time  Pitt  student  working  on 
her  doctorate.  Evie  is  also  president  of  Rachel 

Carson  Homestead  Association  which  is  trying  to 

turn  the  Carson  birthplace  into  an  environmental 

center. 

Barbara  Mason  enjoyed  seeing  Marian  Arras 
Wallace  and  Jim  when  they  visited  Hawaii.  Barb  also 

visited  Jonie  Sherrick  Young  and  Dick  on  her  way  to 
New  York. 

Mary  Lou  Michel  Tiernan's  birthday  party  lasted 
three  days.  Larney  flew  all  the  family  home  and 

"stunned"  Mike  with  his  planning  and  culinary  feats. 

She  wrote  "Happy  50th  to  most  of  the  "kids"  in 

our  class." Janie  McCormick  Lohr  and  Dean  are  "proud  and 

happy"  for  their  children,  both  graduating  this  June. 

Janie  is  no  longer  working  with  the  library;  she's 
working  with  children  in  the  public  school  system. 

She  and  Dean  went  camping  on  a  wagon  train  last 

summer.  This  was  so  successful  they're  planning  to 
join  the  group  again  this  summer. 

Shame  on  Gloria  Molinatto  Spellacy  —  she 

doesn't  miss  sending  "those  double  post  cards."  She 
is  happily  occupied  as  a  homefinding  counselor  for 
transferred  executives. 

We  all  extend  our  sympathy  to  Lois  Power 

Hughes  whose  husband  died  last  August.  She's  con- 

tinuing to  run  the  business  with  the  help  of  her 

younger  son  and  reports  she's  OK,  but  busy! 
One  card  I  received  told  of  enjoying  her  new 

home  in  the  country,  missing  two  boys  away  at 

college,  much  golf  being  played,  and  gave  me  the 

name  of  a  good  friend  here  in  Weston.  Since  the  card 

was  unsigned,  I,  fortunately,  could  call  the  friend. 

We  determined  'twas  Ginny  Ramsey  Beck. 
Roberta  Swann  Baldwin  and  Russ  returned  re- 

cently from  an  unforgettable  trip  to  Russia  —  saw 

the  Kremlin,  Bolshoi  Ballet,  Leningrad  Philharmonic 

and  so  much  snow  "the  whole  country  looked  like 

something  out  of  Dr.  Zhivago." 
President  Gerald  Ford  received  a  handmade  pipe 

of  deer  and  elk  antler  to  add  to  his  collection  from 

Ginny  Toy  Schenck's  son.  Ginny  sent  a  newspaper 
picture  of  the  presentation. 

Last  June,  Norma  Trozzo  Hopkinson  received 

funding  for  a  three  year  grant  from  National 
Institute  of  Hearing  to  study  middle  ear  disease  and 

hearing  loss  in  Pittsburgh  preschool  children.  Troz  is 

excited  about  results.  She  understatedly  said  she 

never  thought  her  bones  would  "feel"  50. 
Josie  McKenrick  Tobie,  Janet  Thomas  and 

Carolyn  Wise  Walp  are  continuing  their  teaching. 

Janet  was  runner-up  in  a  women's  senior  singles 
tennis  tourney  in  West  Virginia  this  past  summer. 

Nancy  Walters  Cobetto  continues  church  work 

and  music  study  with  Eunice  Norton  who  taught 

Chatham's  Henry  Spinel  I  i .  In  December,  while 
accompanying  for  Civic  Light  Opera  at  the  Pitts- 

burgh Athletic  Association,  Waldo  had  a  "wonderful 
reunion"  with  Mary  Al  Hoag  Harrison. 

I  can  only  quote  Laura  Wiley  Robertson's  reply: 
"In  September,  when  I  was  in  the  hospital,  our 
house  burned  badly,  but  luckily  my  husband  and 

daughter,  Becky,  JUST  got  out." Bruce  and  I  truly  enjoyed  seeing  Jocelyn  Beeson 
Schrader  and  Frank  when  they  were  in  Boston  for 

medical  meetings  last  spring.  We  doubt  we'll  ever  tire 
of  Boston  —  and  Weston. 

1949 
Jeanne  Anderson  Nesbit 

(Mrs.  Russell) 

1239  Old  Leechburg  Road 

Pittsburgh.  PA  15239 

Jean  Forward  Frank 
(Mrs.  Thomas  W.) 

R.D.  #1,  Box  234-C 

Ridge  Drive 
Mars,  PA  16046 

Carol  McCollough  Stride 

(Mrs- Carl  V.) 
242  Hunt  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15215 

Kathryn  Tench  Pittman 
(Mrs.  G.  Frank,  Jr.) 

8469  Post  Road 

Allison  Park,  PA  15101 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mary    Kay    Fletcher    Anderson    (Mrs.   Warren),   719 
Coshocton  Road,  Mt.  Vernon,  OH  43050 

Barbara   Hoge    Dansak    (Mrs.   Arthur),    136  E.  Boca 

Raton,  Phoenix,  AZ  85022 
Joan  Nusbaum  Cone  (Mrs  Arthur  L..  Jr.),  109  Will 

Scarlet  Lane.  P.O.  Box  2993,  Williamsburg,  VA 
23185 

Martha  Sutton  Ammon  (Mrs.  James),  Hopkinson 

House,  Apt.  507,  Washington  Square  South,  Phila- 
delphia, PA  19106 

Mary  Van  Kirk  Kim  (Mrs.  Joseph),  15  South  4th 

Street,  Youngwood,  PA  15697 

Virginia  Van  Scoy  Armin  (Mrs.  C.  Perry),  1014  2nd 
Street,  So.,  Bemidji,  MN  56601 

LOST 

Janet  Couch  St.  Clair 

Jean  McGregor  Kondrat 

Jeanne  Reporting: 

Marge  Alexander  Brinkworth  wrote  a  drama  for 

her  church's  bicentennial  program  for  July  1976. 
Her  daughter  was  married  last  June.  She  has  three 

daughters    in   college  and   a  son    in   private  school. 
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is  still  active  in  a  platform  tennis  tournament 
circuit. 

Mimi  Altman  Russet!  says  that  her  children 

continue  in  school  and  job.  Her  daughter  Christy  is 

working  on  a  master's  degree  at  the  University  of 
Illinois  after  graduating  from  Pitt  and  has  been 
accepted  to  the  Pennsylvania  Medical  College  for 

September  1976 

Claudia  Bullers  Janke's  family  vacations  at 
Sugarbush,  Vermont  next  door  to  Suzie  Smith 

Anderson  '58.  Her  daughter  Lisanne  is  a  freshman  at 
Cotby  and  son  Rolf  will  be  attending  Westminster  in 

September.  Her  seven  year  old  daughter  keeps  her 

company  at  home. 
Ruth  Clarkson  Brown  is  busy  with  Girl  Scouts, 

Medical  Auxiliary  and  appliance  repairs.  Her 

daughter  Alison  is  a  s.tudent  at  Dickinson  College 

and  will  go  to  Vienna  for  her  junior  year.  Her  son 

Stephen  is  looking  for  a  college;  Lisa  is  13  and  Julie 
is  10. 

Your  secretary  regretfully  received  only  4  replies 

from  21  inquiries.  I  am  working  with  a  children's 
bowling  league  on  Saturdays  and  in  our  church 

library.  Richard  is  a  senior  at  Grove  City  and  will  be 

job-hunting;  David  is  a  freshman  at  Westminster. 

Jean  Reporting: 

Louise  Diehl  Steel  and  Ned  planned  to  spend 

their  first  wedding  anniversary  in  Moscow  on  an 

eight  day  tour  including  Kiev  and  Leningrad.  On 

returning  home  they  plan  to  pull  out  the  golf  clubs 

and  "shine  them"  for  the  first  possible  chance  for  a 
round. 

For  Jean  Forward  Frank  it  is  back  to  cooking  for 

two  with  all  three  boys  away  this  year.  She  is  in- 
volved in  a  weekly  music  therapy  group  for  the 

elderly,  is  writing  new  music  for  piano  and  strings, 

also  one  for  orchestra,  and  working  on  a  Bicenten- 
nial community  music  project, 

Jean  Fraser  Bailey  broke  her  hip  in  September 

and  still  needs  help  to  get  around,  but  can  now  do 

most  of  her  own  housework.  Tom  graduated  in  May 

from  University  of  Pennsylvania  and  has  a  job  with 

General  Electric  in  Pittsburgh  so  is  living  at  home. 
Janet  is  a  happy  sophomore  at  Simmons  in  Boston, 

and  Dave  became  engaged. 

Naomi  Garlick  Kinard  was  a  member  of  training 

committee  involved  in  Bicentennial  guide  training 
for  historic  Annapolis  Incorporated.  She  is  now 

training  Bicentennial  Hostesses  for  St.  Anne's  Parish, 

and  invites  us  to  come  to  Annapolis  in  '76  for  a  tour. 

Roberta  Hanson  Helm's  only  daughter  Jane  has 
applied  to  Chatham!  Zeke  is  13  years  old  and  now  a 

Star  in  Boy  Scouts,  still  plugging  toward  that  Eagle. 

Ralph  travels  a  great  deal  but  took  Bobby  along  in 
November  to  Bonnaire  (Dutch  Antilles),  Mexico  City 

and  the  Yucatan.  They  had  a  great  vacation.  She  is 
still  buyer  for  jewelry  at  the  Corridor  Store  at  the 

hospital,  and  a  volunteer  there  in  other  services  too. 

She  was  looking  forward  to  going  to  Chatham  for  a 
weekend  in  February  with  Jane. 

Louise  Heineman  Harper  has  nothing  too  star- 
tling to  report,  but  they  are  all  busier  than  ever,  and 

having  a  good  time  with  all  their  activities. 

Harriet  Kerr  Daye  reports  that  her  oldest  son, 

Harry,  is  a  sophomore  at  Grove  City  College.  Second 

son,  Sam  is  a  freshman  at  Penn  State,  and  daughter 

Barb  is  a  high  school  junior. 

Katie  Reporting: 

Mary  Elizabeth  Wiles  Knight  has  no  special  news 

but  says  hello  to  all! 

Barbara  Shields  Sullivan  says  their  daughter  Mary 

Ann  is  a  member  of  the  A-B  Club  at  Cochran  Junior 

High.  They  hope  to  send  her  to  the  Chatham  College 
summer  camp  in  music  to  continue  her  studies  in 

violin,  organ  and  take  up  piano.  This  winter  has  been 

hard  on  her  husband  as  he  goes  out  in  the  boondocks 
of  Cambria  County  for  the  Welfare  Dept.  Barbara 

has  been  busy  with  the  Dale  Carnegie  Course  and  her 
sewing. 

Peggy  Thompson  Weil  is  very  involved  in  activ- 

ities that  interest  her  and  keep  her  happy  and  busy. 

She  is  training  to  be  a  docent  at  the  Carnegie  Insti- 
tute of  Art. 

Mary  Lou  Tite  Ellsworth  and  Bob  are  still  taking 
time  out  from  busy  schedules  to  enjoy  their  local 

amateur   play  group.   Mary   Lou  is  sewing  costumes 

and  is  in  the  chorus  of  "Ben  Franklin  in  Paris"  for 
the  bicentennial.  Judy's  involvement  in  the  high 
school  band  has  them  going  to  football  games  with 
Bud  and  J.  D.  Linton  Smith.  The  girls  are  both  in 

color  guard.  Their  twenty-four  year  old  Peggy  and 
Rick  live  in  Pittsburgh.  Peggy  teaches  Behavior 

Disorders  at  Pressley  Ridge,  while  Rick  gets  his 
doctorate  at  Pitt. 

Carolyn  Walker  Shoup's  four  children  are  all 
involved  in  their  schools.  Jack  is  a  senior  and  Jolly  a 

sophomore  in  college.  Janie  is  a  junior  in  high  school 
and  Tom  is  in  the  eighth  grade.  Carolyn  is  working 
full  time  with  United  Cerebral  Palsy  of  Pittsburgh, 

specifically  with  the  adults.  She  did  volunteer  work 
with  them  for  several  years  and  really  likes  what  she 

is  doing  now.  She  also  teaches  quilting. 

Candy  Walker  Hyser  says  that  they  have  two  sons 

attending  Washington  and  Jefferson  College.  Chris  is 
a  senior  and  John  a  freshman.  They  are  fortunate  to 

have  Mark,  eight,  still  at  home. 

Your  secretary  reports  that  Lynn  was  married 
last  year.  It  was  so  much  fun  getting  ready  for  the 

wedding.  Mark  is  now  a  sophomore  at  Pitt.  Frank 
and  I  went  to  Jamaica  last  fall  with  a  group  of 

friends.  It  rained  every  day  although  it  was  not 

supposed  to  be  the  rainy  season,  but  we  still  had  a 
lot  of  fun.  It  would  be  nice  if  everyone  just  took  a 

minute  to  send  back  the  post  card  with  a  small  bit  of 
information  on  it.  Everyone  would  enjoy  reading 

your  news. 
No  class  news  was  received  from  Carol  Mc- 

Collough  Stride  for  publication  in  this  issue  of  the 
Recorder. 

1951 
Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney 

(Mrs.  James  R.) 

461  Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15237 

Ann  Gould  Moore 
(Mrs.  Donald  B.) 

5200  East  Laurel  Avenue 
Boulder,  CO  80303 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Anne     Holden     Clasner,     19     Rockwood     Road     E, 
Plandome,  NY  11030 

Kathryn     Jones     Schurman,     (Mrs.     V.     C),     8026 

Edwood  Road,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15237 

Ann    Marvin    Weaver,    318    Thalia    Street,    Laguna 
Beach,  CA  92651 

Sarabelle     Segmiller     Krapfel,     (Mrs.     J.     R.),    425 

Sulgrave  Drive,  Whitehall,  Columbia,  SC  29210 

Nancy  Reporting: 

Ethel   Anderson  Mesloh  and  family  are  enjoying 

the  beautiful  weather  in  Ponce,  Puerto  Rico.  "It's 
fun  to  raise  tomatoes  in  February  and  not  worry 

about  a  heating  system,"  she  says.  Ethel  is  still 
teaching  piano  and  playing  the  organ  in  church. 

Daughter  Stephanie  is  planning  to  enter  West  Texas 
State  University  next  fall  and  major  in  instrumental 
music. 

Eleanor  Balent  Young  continues  to  work  at  Holy 

Cross  Hospital  in  the  clinical  chemistry  laboratory. 

Her  son  Thomas  graduated  from  Ohio  University  last 
summer,  and  daughter  Carol  who  was  married 

January  3  will  attend  Ohio  Northern  University. 

"Our  two  oldest  sons  are  in  graduate  school," 
writes  Marilyn  Black  Auchterlonie.  Jim  is  at  the 

University  of  Michigan  in  Business  School  and 

Richard  is  studying  electrical  engineering  at  Purdue. 

Robert  has  been  accepted  in  the  engineering  school 
at  Purdue  for  fall. 

As  "Child  Advocate"  for  the  county,  Anne  de 
Shazo  Robertson  is  working  hard  but  has  not  yet 

solved  all  of  the  problems  of  children's  services.  She 

wages  "an  unceasing  battle  for  money  and  man- 

power." Private  practice  goes  well  for  her.  Husband 
Tom  is  spending  full  time  sculpting.  During  the  sum- 

mer of  '74,  the  family  took  a  month-long  trip  back 
to  Europe  to  see  old  friends  after  eight  years. 

Apologies  to  Dottie  Dodworth  Scullin,  who  sent 
me  a  family  newsletter  in  January.  Now,  in 

February,  I  can't  find  it,  but  they  were  well. 
"No  Women's  Libber  -  me,"  writes  Mary  Ann 

Doering  Rinaldo.  She  does  the  domestic  scene  daily. 

Oldest   son    Larry    is   a   sophomore    in  college  and 

second  son  Whit  graduates  from  high  school  in  i 

Ann  is  looking  forward  to  our  Reunion. 

All  of  Natalie  Eger  Novick's  children  are  we  r 

busy.  Howard  is  a  sophomore  at  Pitt's  Schc 
Dental  Medicine;  Billy  is  a  junior  at  Washii 

University  in  St.  Louis;  and  Phyllis  is  a  seni 

Winchester-Thurston,  awaiting  word  from  col  j 
Last  semester,  Phyllis  took  a  political  sciencec 
at  Chatham  and  loved  the  school  as  much  as  N 

did. 
Shirley  Elliott  Johnston's  husband  Jay  cont 

to  be  active  in  Kiwanis.  They  attended  botr 
International  Convention  in  Atlanta  and  the 

Convention  in  Allentown,  Pennsylvania,  where' 
was  elected  state  treasurer.  Last  summer,  SM 

went  with  a  church  group  of  fifty  teenager 

Virginia  Beach.  Despite  four  days  of  monsoon 

weather  the  group  survived  and  had  a  good  time.! 

Nothing  special  to  report  this  year,  claims  Ms/ 

Englehardt  Sayles-  Kids  growing:  Penny  (21) 

junior  at  Pitt;  John  (14)  is  a  freshman  at  Allden 

and  Greg  (11)  is  the  "heller"  of  the  local  6th  gr 
Maddie's  reading-tutoring  group  this  year  incl 
two  Vietnamese  boys. 

Van  and  N.  J.  Gittins  Stoffer  are  in  Pittsb 

frequently  to  visit  Kay,  who  is  a  junior  in  engir 

ing  at  Carnegie-Mellon.  Connie,  who  interruptec 
education  to  be  married,  plans  to  attend  Rutge 

the  fall.  Patty  changed  her  mind  about  Chatham 

will  go  to  an  Ohio  college.  That  leaves  only  Pam 
for  N.  J.  to  talk  into  going  to  Chatham.  N.  J.  tea 

reading,  and  last  year  was  inducted  into  Delta  K< 
Gamma,  honorary  society  for  educators. 

When  Shippa  Hoy  Dible  wrote,  she  had 

returned  from  a  trip  to  Santa  Barbara,  Californi, 

visit  her  sister  Joanne  Hoy  O'Roark  '56.  Both 
are  at  Purdue  and  her  twin  girls  are  sophomon 

high  school.  Shippa's  new  hobby  is  writing  E 
Bombeck-style  poetry  with  which  to  torture 
friends. 

Vacations  in  Florida,  Michigan,  and  the  Br 

Virgin  Islands  have  been  pleasant  diversions  foi 
Kennedy  Earley  and  her  family  during  the  past  l 

Pat  will  not  be  able  to  join  us  in  June  because 

graduates  from  Monmouth  College  on  that  I 
weekend. 

Mary  Ellen  Leigh  McBride  has  been  presider 

the  Women's  Press  Club  of  Pittsburgh  and  has  li 
every  minute  of  it.  Her  oldest  daughter  f 

graduated  from  Mount  Holyoke  in  June,  had  a  i 
rner  scholarship  at  Woods  Hole  Marine  Biolo 

Laboratory,  and  is  now  at  the  University 

Massachusetts,  working  on  her  master's.  Dauc Robbie  is  a  freshman  at  Sweet  Briar  College. 

All  is  well  with  the  Mooneys.  Last  spring  I  vi! 

my  mother  in  Orlando  and  had  a  great  time  s 

seeing,  swimming,  and  acquiring  a  tan.  I  plai 

repeat  the  trip  again  this  year  before  Easter. 

Ann  Reporting: 

Esther  Bender  Shaffer  and  her  husband  Gen 

still  working  for  Mt.  Lebanon  schools.  Their  o 

daughter  attends  West  Chester  College  and  they 

2  girls  at  home. 
With  two  boys  at  Penn  State  University  ai 

younger  boys  at  home,  Jean  Graham  Hague  is  v\ 

ing  full  time  at  Allegheny  General  Hospital.  SI 

also  president  of  the  Women's  Association  at  chi 
Three  years  ago  Nanna  Moore  Pollitt  and 

family  moved  to  Upper  St.  Clair,  near  Pittsbi 
Don  is  with  Young  Life  Campaign  as  a  Developr 
Coordinator,  while  Nanna  is  an  elementary  sc 

librarian.  Craig  and  Kathy  are  in  college,  , 

graduates  in  June  from  high  school  and  Sarah  is 
in  high  school. 

Pat  O'Keefe  Beede  has  a  son  graduating  1 
Harvard  in  June  and  another  son  graduating  1 

high  school.  Hopefully  this  won't  interfere  with 
plans  to  attend  our  25th. 

A  month's  trip  to  the  Orient  this  summer  is  S 

Pavloff  s  "big  news!" Nancy  Perry  Vesely  and  Melvin  will  celet 
their  25th  anniversary  in  August  (like  many  othe 

our  class!).  Their  daughter  is  a  sophomore  at  Pitt 

a  son  in  high  school.  Nancy  hopes  to  see  everyor 
Reunion. 

Dick  and  Sarabelle  Segmiller  Krapfel  plan  t 

in  Pittsburgh  for  the  reunion.  Seggie  does  substi 
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laching  in  high  school  science  and  math.  How's  that 
r  a  nurse  with  a  B.S.  in  Nursing  Education?!  Their 

,dest  son  attends  Wofford  College,  a  9th  and  7th 

igder  at  home. 

Marlene  Shettel  recounts  what  she  has  to  show 

L  the  past  25  years  -  first  in  her  life  are  her  6 

nildren:  Jan  (Chatham  73)  married  and  teaching  in 

,i  urban  school;  Larry  Jr.  (Carnegie-Mellon  '74), 

jping  to  enter  University  of  Virginia  Graduate 

:hool  of  Urban  Design;  Mark,  a  freshman  at  Regis 

allege  in  Denver;  and  3  sons  in  high  school.  Marlene 

;>ntinues  as  Assistant  to  the  Dean  at  Cleveland  State 

.niversity  College  of  Law.  This  year  the  responsibil- 

'.es  have  been  unusually  heavy  as  they  have  an 
iterim  Dean. 

i  Last  July  Audrey  Sommers  Whigham's  daughter 
fed  open  heart  surgery  and  has  recovered  well. 

.udrey  is  looking  forward  to  seeing  everyone  in 
line. 

I  After  25  years  of  silence  Jody  Stephens  Evans 

jrote,"  To  capsulize  those  25  years  there  were  the 
^earch  biochemistry  years  running  parallel  with  Air 
,Drce  wife  years.  Then  a  divorce,  followed  by  back 
>  school  for  teaching  certification  years.  It  seems 

iiat  in  spite  of  my  undergrad  resistance  to  educa- 

pn,  PCW  has  germinated  an  insidious  curiosity  in 

(■e  and  I've  been  catering  to  that  curse  ever  since. 
p,  105  graduate  hours,  3  advanced  degrees  in 
fiemistry.  Geology  and  Science  Education  from 
;idiana  University,  here  I  am  planning  to  go  to  the 

Oology  field  station  in  Montana  before  I  get  too  old 

j)  stagger  around  the  mountains  with  my  rock  bag. 

eaching  high  school  chemistry  and  geology  gives  me 

(immers  to  do  those  things,  plus  2  summers  in 

■Jermuda  and  a  summer  in  France  and  Norway.  In 

(jne  I'll  be  anxious  to  hear  everyone  else's  25  year 

iipsules." 
Muggs  Sullivan  Hannon  and  Jack  attended  the 

:ational  Prayer  Breakfast  in  Washington  D.C.  late  in 

ijnuary.  "I  t  was  quite  exciting  and  inspiring."  Their 
jdest  son  is  at  Bucknell,  Patty  will  attend  Duke  next 
ill  and  2  children  are  in  high  school. 

J  Life  is  very  full  for  Bert  Thompson  Thompson  as 

lie  entertains  students,  faculty  and  guests  lecturers 

Jt  Drew  University.  Bert  hopes  to  attend  our  reunion 

i  it  doesn't  conflict  with  graduation  activities. 
,  Peggy  Tucker  Thompson  is  planning  to  attend 
rie  reunion.  She  works  full  time  as  Head  of  Family 

pay  Care  Service—  placing  225  children  in  100  day 
iare  homes.  Their  oldest  son  is  at  Stanford  and 

umber  two  son  will  enter  college  in  the  fall. 
After  many  years  of  silence  Pat  Whitehill  Kirk 

aught  us  up  to  date.  Pat  and  her  family  have  lived  in 

Aurora,  Colorado  5  yrs,  where  her  husband  is  at 

£uckley  Air  National  Guard  Base.  For  the  past  5 
fears  Pat  has  worked  with  the  Inter  Church  Task 

force,  3  yrs.  as  president,  and  in  '75  she  received  the 
Chamber  of  Commerce  Humanitarian  Award.  Their 

laughter  is  in  Rhodesia  this  year  as  a  Rotary  Ex- 
hange  student.  They  also  have  2  sons,  20  and  14 

'ears  old- 

Joyce  Wilde  Rownd's  daughter  Debby  was 

parried  in  September  '75.  Their  oldest  son 
iraduated  from  Pitt  graduate  school  in  March,  and 

im  is  a  sophomore  in  high  school. 

Helen  Woods  Lucas  is  still  principal  of  Schiller 

:lementary  School  on  Pittsburgh  Northside.  She 

pecame  a  grandmother  Christmas  day ! ! 
Life  is  as  busy  as  usual  for  Lois  Young  Flyte  as 

he's  a  full  time  librarian  at  a  middle  school  (media 
pecialist  in  the  current  vernacular!).  Mark  will 

iraduate  after  2  years  at  Kent  State  and  Todd  will 

ttend  Westminster  College  next  fall.  Scott  is  15 

•ears  old.  Youngie's  been  delving  into  genealogy  and 
lopes  to  go  to  Rhode  Island  this  summer  to  con- 
inue  her  research. 

Laura  Miksch  Diaz  is  wondering  if  anyone  of  our 

:lassmates  around  Monongahela  is  on  the  C-B  radio 

n  the  evening.  Her  handle  is  "Carlie." 
From  the  Colorado  Moores:  This  summer  Don 

md  I  were  in  Scandinavia  for  5  weeks.  Don  was  one 

)f  4  doctors  to  be  with  the  American  Scouts  at  the 

Vorld  Jamboree  in  Norway.  This  fall  I  assumed  the 

iresidency  of  our  local  Meals  on  Wheels  program, 
ilso  was  chairman  for  a  vision  screening  program  in 

he  elementary  schools.  While  in  New  Jersey  this  fall 

met  Bert  Thompson  Thompson  in  Bloomingdale's 
estaurant.  What  a  thrill  after  not  having  seen  each 

other  in  24  years!!  Enroute  home  I  stopped  in 

Pittsburgh  and  visited  Esther  Bender  Shaffer,  Jean 

Graham  Hague,  Nancy  Aeberli  Mooney  and  IManna 
Moore  Pollitt. 

After  5  years  as  a  class  secretary  I  want  to  thank 

you  faithful  few  who  answered  our  pleas  for  news. 

Hope  to  see  you  all  at  Reunion! 

1953 
Diane  Barratt  Swift 

(Mrs.  Carlton  H.) 

1 0404  Trumpeter  Court 

Vienna,  VA  22180 

Frances  Rohrich  Habe 

(Mrs.  Frank  J.,  Jr.) 
R.D.  #1,  Box  64 

Canonsburg,  PA  15317 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Thelma  Fiori  Lacerte  (Mrs.  Richard),  614  S.  Pleasant 

Street,  Princeton,  I L  61 356 

Elizabeth     Frantz     Purdum     (Mrs.     William),    6628 

Midhill  Place,  Falls  Church,  VA  22043 

Barbara  MacDonald  Whalen  (Mrs.  Henry  C.  Jr.),  705 

Randolph,  Apt.  111,  Northville,  Ml  48167 

Nancy  McGhee  Mangold  {Mrs.  Raymond  J.,  Jr.),  RD 
#2,    Box    1179A,    Old   Chester    Road,   Chester,   NJ 
07930 

Bobby    Pratt    Ahlers    (Mrs.    William    K.,    Jr.)    1254 

Farnsworth  Lane,  Buffalo  Grove,  IL  60090 

Jane    Smith    Morgan    (Mrs.    Richard    B.,   Jr.),   8283 

Hampton  Drive,  Grosse  lie.  Ml  48138 

Mary  Williams  Hofer  (Mrs.  Donald  B.),  345  Chaffin 

Ridge  Court,  Roswell,  GA  30075 

Diane  Reporting: 

A  job  change  now  has  Ellie  Bailey  Reese  doing 

Medical/Surgical  and  Research  Purchasing  for  Alle- 
gheny General  Hospital.  Daughter  Elizabeth,  a 

Chatham  sophomore,  is  hoping  for  her  junior  year  in 

Great  Britain.  Sarah  is  awaiting  answers  from  college 

applications,  while  Julie  (13)  isn't  sure  whether  boys 
or  horses  interest  her  more. 

Mana  Baiter  Marcus  says  that  she's  just  inspiring 

everyone.  Bruce's  book  "Competing  for  Capital"  is 
doing  well,  and  he  has  2  new  books  in  the  works  — 

"Detection  of  Corporate  Fraud"  and  "Living  with 

Pension  Funds."  Following  in  his  father's  footsteps, 

10-year-old  Joe  has  authored  "Joe  Marcus'  Fly- tying 
for  Kids,"  which  will  be  published  by  Stackpole  in 
September.  Lucy  (age  5)  attends  the  Astor  Program 
for  Gifted  Children. 

Jeannine  English  Abel  has  stopped  teaching  and 

is  now  working  full-time  in  Dick's  office.  She  still 
has  a  church  music  job  and  is  doing  some  theater  as 

well  as  early  music  performances. 

After  just  14  months  in  the  mid-South,  Thelma 
Fiori  Lacerte  and  family  are  back  in  Illinois  where 

Dick  is  now  Manager  of  Quality  Control  of  J  &  L 

Steel's  Hennepin  plant.  They  are  involved  in  building 
a  new  home  there. 

Back  in  school  stretching  her  brains  again  —  and 

enjoying  it  —  is  Betty  Frantz  Purdum.  She  is  current- 
ly taking  courses  in  Organic  Chemistry,  Microbiology 

and  Anatomy/Physiology  at  Mary  mount  College, 

and  has  recently  been  accepted  for  the  Fairfax  (VA) 

Hospital  Medical  Technology  Program  which  will 

begin  this  summer.  In  the  process  of  transcript 

evaluation,  she  was  proud  to  find  what  a  fine  reputa- 
tion Chatham  has.  After  8  years  in  Connecticut,  the 

Purdums  finally  pulled  a  tour  in  the  DC  area,  al- 
though they  left  2  children  and  2  houses  in  New 

England. 
Bunnie  Fraser  Bell  wrote  of  a  fabulous  family 

vacation  in  Winter  Harbor,  Maine.  Karen  is  in  her 

first  year  at  the  University  of  Maine;  Katie  (11th 

grade)  is  into  calligraphy,  batik,  sewing  and  learning 

to  drive;  Richie  (6th  grade)  keeps  them  on  the  go 
with  hockey  and  Boy  Scouts. 

Some  very  exciting  news  from  Lois  Glazer 

Michaels:  after  serving  as  a  Health  and  Welfare  Plan- 

ning Associate  since  1970,  she  has  been  named  Plan- 
ning Director  with  major  responsibilities  in  the  areas 

of  health  planning  and  health  education.  Lois  reports 

all     are    well,     happy,    busy    and    cold.    Eric    is    a 

sophomore  at  University  of  PA,  Marion  is  finishing 
high  school  and  Jay  is  in  1 1  th  grade. 

In  addition  to  motherhood  and  teaching  school, 

Danny  Gray  Hall  is  president  of  the  Roundtop 
Racing  Club.  All  three  of  her  girls  ski  and,  when  she 

wrote,  two  of  them  had  a  chance  of  making  the  PA 
State  Team. 

Helen  Halpern  Berkson  has  had  a  busy  and  wild 

year.  Her  younger  daughter  suffered  a  broken  nose 

and  is  still  seeing  the  plastic  surgeon  as  a  result  of 

being  zapped  in  the  face  with  a  tennis  racquet.  They 
have  travelled  the  East  Coast  from  Pennsylvania  to 
Florida  with  their  camper  and  sometimes  with  their boat. 

Still  in  Thailand  are  Peggy  Harbison  Hendrickson 

and  crew.  They  like  it  there  so  much  that  Don  has 

requested  that  his  assignment  as  an  advisor  to  the 

Thai  Army  be  extended  till  mid-1977.  Peggy  regrets 
that  they  will  miss  all  the  Bicentennial  activities. 

When  she  wrote,  Phyllis  Hersh  Spitz  and  Dick 

had  just  returned  from  Acapulco  where  they  had  a 

ball.  Only  Kathy  remains  at  home;  Chuck  is  at 

Cornell  and  Bill  is  a  freshman  at  Oberlin.  Phyl  is  still 

working  as  manager  of  the  Coat  and  Fur  Department 

at  Kaufmann's  in  Mt.  Lebanon. 

Sally  Hoffman  Spangler's  oldest,  Susan,  recently 
received  her  B.S.  in  Nursing  from  Pitt,  Debra  is  in 

her  first  year  at  Gulf  Coast  Community  College  in 

Florida,  and  James  Carl  is  a  high  school  freshman. 
Meanwhile  Sally  is  occupied  with  keeping  books  in 

their  new  business  and  working  as  a  deputy  in  the 

Rainbow  Girls.  They  had  a  visit  from  Shirley  Myers 

Simcik  and  family  last  summer.  Sally  is  looking 

forward  to  our  25th  and  is  the  first  to  offer  to  help 
out  with  that  illustrious  occasion. 

Ann  Matlack  Wieland  is  now  working  at  The  New 

Gallery,  a  non-profit  contemporary  art  center  in 
Cleveland,  where  she  is  in  charge  of  development  and 

P.R.  She  also  included  news  of  Barbara  Piper 

Dornich,  who  hopes  to  be  a  pro-manager  of  a  new 
tennis  club  in  New  Jersey. 

"Hi!"  to  all  from  Sally  Crum  Ferrell  and  Betty 

King  Olson. 

Well,  that's  the  end  of  the  news  from  respondees 
and  now  we're  down  to  me  (Diane).  Stuart  has  been 
accepted  at  Mars  Hill  College  in  NC  but  currently 

seems  to  be  going  through  a  period  of  indecision 
and/or  cold  feet.  The  others  continue  to  do  their 

various  things.  I'm  still  Avon-ing  and  now  have  the 
dubious  distinction  of  being  a  Team  Leader.  When 

Dr.  Eddy  was  honored  by  the  All  Penna.  College 
Alumni  Assn.  of  DC  in  February,  Helen  Halpern 

Berkson,  Betty  Frantz  Purdum,  Doris  Warner  Brown 

and  I  had  a  fun  mini-reunion.  If  any  of  you  come  to 
DC  during  the  Bicentennial  Year,  please  get  in  touch. 

Fran  Reporting: 

A  marvelous  time  was  had  by  Dona  Lester 

DiSanto  and  their  daughter  Julia  in  Paris  on  a  tour 

arranged  by  the  Alumnae  Association.  Dona  had 

spent  a  year  in  graduate  work  at  the  University  of 
Paris  and  was  delighted  to  show  her  sixteen  year  old 
around  the  city  she  loves. 

Marie  Timothy  Obermann  says  she  is  still  a  very 

busy  mother  and  involved  in  many  community 

activities,  such  as  being  chairwoman  of  her  area's Bicentennial  program. 

The  U.  S.  Navy  was  chosen  by  Jane  Smith 

Morgan's  son  as  a  new  career,  and  he  is  doing  well. 

Jane  and  her  family  spent  some  time  in  Fort  Lauder- 
dale during  the  summer  months.  Also  vacationing  in 

Florida  with  time  out  for  a  cruise  to  Nassau  were 

Susan  Smith  Schweitzer  and  her  family.  Later  a 

business  trip  took  them  all  to  the  Southwest.  Sue 

does  secretarial  work  for  her  husband's  business. 
Mary  Williams  Hofer  says  they  sold  their  old 

Pennsylvania  school  house  home  and  have  moved  to 
a  suburb  of  Atlanta.  She  had  a  great  visit  with  her 

roommate  of  20  years  ago,  Allie  Bash  Fisk. 

As  for  myself,  the  farm,  Becky  and  Charlie, 

school  activities  and  4H  keep  me  on  the  go.  Becky 

won  first  prize  in  the  4H  cooking  presentation  at  the 

Washington  County  fair  this  year  and  her  mother 
was  certainly  proud.  Charlie  is  destined  to  be  a 

"Country  Boy."  Don't  forget  to  write  —  we  all  enjoy 

hearing  about  each  other's  activities. 
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1955 Carla  Ann  Norberg  Gaut 
(Mrs.  Charles  H.) 

20  Old  Town  Lane 

Halesite,  NY  11743 

Jean  Graham  Rhodes 

(Mrs.  George  H.) 
5947  Murdoch  Avenue 

Bethel  Park,  PA  15102 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Phyllis  Carroll  Grandey,   (Mrs.    Raymond  A.),  2970 
Birch  Hollow  Drive,  #1B,  Ann  Arbor.  Ml  48104 

Elizabeth    Fawcett    Coleman,    (Mrs.    James    F.),   68 

Standish  Drive,  Ridgefield,  CT  06877 

Marilyn  Hill,  1573  Placita  Santa  Rita,  Rio  Rico,  AZ 

85621 

Mary    Jane    Knapper    Wallhausser    (Mrs.    John),    70 

Midland  Avenue,  East  Orange,  NJ  07017 

Mary    Lenhardt   Rowden,   (Mrs.  Clifford   E.),  20449 
Ithaca  Road,  Olympia  Fields,  I  L  60461 

Sarah  Seiple  Tullai,  (Mrs.  John),  818  Meredith  Drive, 
Media,  PA  19063 

Marianne     Thorne     Wright,     (Mrs.     Robert),     433 

Covered  Bridge  Road,  King  of  Prussia,  PA  19406 

Jean  Reporting: 

Kay  Avers  Headley  is  keeping  busy  with  various 
activities,  her  family  and  a  part  time  job. 

Barbara  Beacham  Volk  had  a  skiing  trip  to  Park 

City,  Utah  in  January  and  through  her  church  has 

been  helping  a  Vietnamese  family.  Son  Chris  is  a 
student  at  the  University  of  Montana. 

With  all  the  little  ones  in  school,  Barbara  Braun 

Bajoras  is  back  teaching  advanced  algebra  to  eighth 

graders  in  a  private  school  three  days  a  week.  Barb's 
oldest  son  was  on  one  of  the  finalist  teams  of  Junior 

High  Quiz  in  Pittsburgh  and  also  placed  seventh  of 
1100  Algebra  I  students  tested  by  the  Western 

Pennsylvania  Mathematics  Association. 

Marilyn  Campbell  Bowling  and  John  had  a  trip  to 

Las  Vegas  to  visit  relatives.  Lois  Bradley  Fegley  '54 
and  family  visited  last  summer  as  they  returned  from 

Nassau.  Marilyn  has  taken  classes  at  Florida  Atlantic 

University  and  also  has  become  very  involved  in 

sewing  even  though  still  teaching  kindergarten.  The 

sympathy  of  the  class  is  extended  to  Marilyn  and  her 
family  in  the  death  of  her  mother  in  January  1975. 

Our  Uniontown  by  Jean  Brownfield,  published 

by  the  Uniontown  Friends  of  the  Library,  was  il- 
lustrated by  Eleanor  Carroll  Molnar.  Sugie  and 

family  had  a  month  long  trip  to  Europe  where  her 

girls  took  part  in  the  wedding  of  a  nephew,  a  real 
Hungarian  wedding,  she  adds.  They  were  saddened 

to  learn  of  the  death  of  Mike's  mother  while  they 
were  enroute. 

Joan  Evans  Taylor  sends  greetings  to  all. 

"Hi  to  all  I  missed  at  the  reunion,"  writes  Nancy 
Follett  Waichler.  She  says  that  life  at  42  is  fascinat- 

ing, challenging,  and  exciting,  thanks  to  Dick,  eight 
children,  part  time  involvement  in  the  company 

owned  campground  in  Wisconsin,  a  member  of  the 
high  school  Board  of  Education  and  the  first  woman 

director  of  Follett  Corporation. 

Marcia  Glazer  Arnold  has  received  a  faculty 

appointment  at  the  Graduate  School  of  Public 

Health,  University  of  Pittsburgh,  and  is  still  working 

on  a  project  for  implementing  family  planning  pro- 
grams in  developing  countries.  She  is  to  present  a 

paper  and  chair  workshops  at  an  International  Con- 
ference in  Tunisia  in  February,  1976. 

A  visit  to  Denver  and  a  reunion  with  Marita 

Pigossi  Spangler  and  family  were  enjoyed  by  Libbie 

Graham  Williams  last  summer.  Libby  is  busy  teach- 
ing both  public  school  and  primary  age  learning 

disabled  children. 

Marilyn  Hill  is  enjoying  life  as  an  editorial 

assistant  and  researcher.  She  was  pleased  to  have  a 

novel  dedicated  to  her  that  was  published  last  fall. 

After  twenty  years  as  an  interior  designer,  Janine 

Jordan  Newlin  is  building  a  successful  career  as  a 

Kitchen  Planner/Interior  Designer.  Several  of  her 

kitchens  have  been  in  national  magazines  and  she  has 
recently  hired  a  graduate  of  the  Parsons  School  of 

Design  to  render  floor  plans  and  color  elevations  of 

her  plans.  This,  she  says,  has  increased  her  volume  of 
work. 

Jeanne  Craig  Byron  plans  a  reunion  with  Mary  Joe 

Settino  this  winter  and  they  have  15  years  to  catch 

up  on  besides  seeing  the  sights  of  San  Francisco. 
Barbara  Ann  Kelley  Linkous  has  been  attending 

Avila  College  and  is  anticipating  receiving  a  B.A. 

degree  in  May.  She  is  planning  a  trip  to  Pittsburgh 
this  May  for  the  25th  reunion  of  her  high  school class. 

Those  of  us  who  made  it  to  the  reunion  had  a 

great  time  —  remember  just  four  years  to  the  next 
reunion  and  that  one  is  a  real  landmark. 

Carla  Reporting: 

Transferred  to  the  Chicago  area  in  June,  Molly 

Lenhardt  Rowden's  family  are  enjoying  the  new 
surroundings.  They  are  living  in  Olympia  Fields, 
Illinois  with  their  three  daughters,  third  thru  seventh 

grades.  Taking  advantage  of  living  in  the  midwest, 

they  vacationed  in  Minnesota  this  summer. 

Barbara  Wagner  Fredette  writes  that  "my  sons 
are  doing  much  more  than  I.  Larry  (18)  is  doing  very 

well  at  a  professional  art  school.  Tad  (20)  is 

becoming  an  art  historian  (spent  two  months  in 

Europe  studying  Romanesque  architecture)  and  I  — 

well  I'm  just  an  art  teacher  —  which  means  we  each 

have  our  own  niche." 
"Living  alone  has  ended  all  routine  in  my  life. 

But  I  manage  to  find  time  to  travel  a  lot  and  just 

visited  Jeanne  Craig  Byron  in  San  Francisco  in 

February.  I  also  have  been  doing  volunteer  work  two 

days  a  week  at  St.  Francis  Hospital  and  spend  two 

days  working  at  Scaife  Art  Gallery"  reports  Mary Joe  Settino. 

Activity-wise  B.  J.  Woods  Goodwin  is  president 

of  Pittsburgh  Athletic  Women's  Association  and 
serves  on  the  board  of  Pioneer  Crafts  Council  (a 

group  devoted  to  perpetuating  country  crafts). 

Daughter  Lynn  graduates  from  Kenyon  College  in 
June  with  honors. 

"Turning  back  the  clock  —  what  a  feeling!" 
writes  Janet  Kimball  Lubic  whose  older  daughter 

Leslie  entered  the  freshman  class  at  Chatham.  She  is 

a  philosophy-religion  major  enjoying  college  life immensely. 

Pat  Smith  Jankowski's  daughter  Beth  was  mar- 

ried in  August.  Pat's  husband  built  a  giant  gazebo  for 
the  wedding  party  to  stand  in.  Guess  who  was  the 
painter?  Their  church  is  celebrating  its  bicentennial 

and  Pat  is  lending  it  some  of  her  watercolors  which 

were  done  for  a  project  in  an  advanced  watercolor 
class  under  Mr.  LeClair  at  Chatham. 

Marita  Pigossi  Spangler  started  back  to  school 

taking  Interior  Design.  Her  "oldest  is  in  college  and 

says  he's  not  too  fond  of  competing  with  his  mother. 
This  time  around  I'm  studying!  Maturity  has  its 

rewards." 

Embarking  on  a  Ph.D.  in  clinical  psychology  is 

Natalie  Stern  Miller.  Having  left  Craig's  office  after 
twelve  years  she  is  finding  the  transition  difficult  but 

exhilarating.  Natalie  states  that  "class  work  is  a  snap; 
quality  required  has  certainly  gone  down  hill  since 

1951-55.  I  am  part  of  the  founding  of  the  school  but 

that  is  another  story." I  n  December  Janet  Loos  Seibert  was  named 

Director  of  Nursing  at  Alfred  I.  duPont  Institute 

located  near  Lancaster,  PA.  Care  is  for  crippled 

children.  Her  three  daughters  ranging  in  ages  from  15 

to  13  take  care  of  any  spare  time. 

It  sounds  like  Sally  Seiple  Tullai  is  more  than 

busy  in  their  greenhouse.  They  were  preparing  for 
family  ski  trip  to  Vail. 

There  is  always  a  meeting  for  Nancy  Reynolds 
Rdesinski  with  PTA,  community  projects  and  as 

chairman  of  a  "grassroots"  community  group. 
Jill  Robertson  Quick  is  a  medical  technician  for 

an  OB-GYN  group  in  Camp  Hill,  PA.  Daughters  Kim, 
(21)  is  a  junior  in  college  majoring  in  speech 

pathology,  Karen,  (19)  is  a  freshman  majoring  in 

nuclear  medicine,  and  Kelly,  (14)  is  tall  and  beauti- 
ful, according  to  mother. 

Since  Mannie  Thorne  Wright  has  moved  from 

Lancaster  to  the  Valley  Forge  area,  she  has  not  been 

teaching,  just  enjoying  being  wife  and  mother. 
Daughter  Libbie  is  a  sophomore  at  Wooster  and 

Marian  a  sophomore  in  high  school  and  band  mem- 
ber. Mannie  is  now  finding  out  what  it  is  like  being  a 

Band  Mother! 

After  two  very  busy  years  as  PTA  President  and 

as   active   volunteer    in    Malibu    community   affairs, 

Mary   Kay  Moseley   Kamath   is  looking  forwarc 
rest.  The  family  including  four  children,  ages 

18,  are  thrilled  with  plans  of  their  house  soc 

be  built   overlooking  the  Santa   Monica  mouni 
and  bay. 

As  Claire  Koller  Runger  slates,  "If  we  al 
down  and  talked  about  family  and  community 

probably  voice  the  same  frustrations  and  rewa 

Claire  is  busy  with  youth  work,  LWV  board,  sut 

and  attempting  ballet  dancing  for  fun. 
Pat  McCormick  Goodrich  took  a  course  inw 

working  and  made  her  first  piece  of  furniture.) 

had  a  drawing  and  recipe  published  in  The' 

Lover's  Cookbook.  Also  did  the  layout  and  dr 
for  a  recently  published  poetry  book.  She  is 

tinuing  as  Art  Editor  of  Stone  Country  anc 
course,  drawing  and  painting. 

Two  teenagers  in  high  school  is  Nancy  W« 

DeWard's  biggest  project.  Nancy  is  still  teac 
eighth  grade  English,  back  to  canning  and  free 

and  enjoying  their  new  home  on  ten  acres  < 

looking  Mt.  Hood,  St.  Helens  and  Mt.  Adams. 
Ruth  Oberheim  Webb  writes  from  Florida 

she  doesn't  miss  the  snow.  Dave  and  Donna  grad 
in  June  and  her  youngest  started  kindergarten, 
has  done  a  lot  of  sewing  to  help  the  We economy. 

Joan  Monahan  McFalls  joins  with  all  in  sa 

hello  to  everyone. 

Louise  Loewenthal  Benjamin  is  working 

travel  consultant  for  Eagle  Travel  in  Poughkee 

Son  Richard  is  in  eleventh  grade  and  Susan 
freshman  at  Dartmouth  College.  I  was  interest€ 

learning  of  this  because  our  older  son  Chris 

sophomore  at  Dartmouth! 
You  can  imagine  how  pleased  1  was  to  gc 

your  interesting  responses  but  especially  the  last 

air  mailed  and  arriving  in  time. 

Barbara  McVicker  Martin  reports  "still  Mvir 
'Gay  Paree'  and  each  day  brings  a  new  adver 
such  as  the  one  we  are  living  through  now.  No 

and  no  hot  water.  I  always  liked  to  camp  BUT  ii 

own  house  in  the  middle  of  winter?  We  have  r 

good  use  of  our  location,  visiting  quite  a 

countries  and  plan  more  trips  this  summer.  I 

can't  speak  French  but  with  the  help  of  my  ha 

get  along  just  fine." 
Prema  Rajan  Sastri  writes  to  make  up  for  th< 

twenty   years.    She   married   an   army   officer 
returning  to  India.  After  many  moves  they  have 
living   in    Bangalore  for  the  last  eleven  years, 

"son   Vinod    (18)    will    graduate    in   chemistry 
Loyola  College,  Madras,  this  spring.  Daughter  Ii 

(17)  finishes  her  pre-university  course  in  the  s| 

and    goes    on   to  the  degree  course   in   Mt.  Ca 

College,   Bangalore.   Our  younger  daughter  Sor 
(11)  is  still  in  school  in  Bangalore.  Husband  Nar 

left  the  army  three  years  ago  and  is  an  electn 

consultant.  My  big  news  —  my  play  SHIVAJI 
the  name  of  an   Indian  ring)  was  selected  for  c 

India  award." 
As  for  me  I  always  have  church  and  comrru 

responsibilities  and  run  a  mail  order  business  de 

in  African  carvings  and  objects.  I  worked  a1 

proving  my  golf  and  bridge.  Now  have  skiinc 
skating  and  tennis  to  learn.  We  basked  in  the  si 
Acapulco  last  April.  Then  just  Chuck  and  I  att 

way  around  Austria  for  two  weeks  in  August  v\ 
brief  stopover  in  London.  Our  younger  son 

senior  in  high  school  and  in  September  we  wilt 
two  in  college. 

1957 

1957 

Mary  Ann  Schmitt  Gooc 

(Mrs.  Harol 
188  Carnavon  Pari 

Nashville.  TN  3 

Lynn  Wilner  Ha 
(Mrs.  Walter  E. 1048  Perry  Higl 

Pittsburgh,  PA  1! 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Marilyn  Grady  Candler   (Mrs.   George   L.,  Jr.),  1 
Green  Acres  Court,  Metairie,  LA  70003 

Jean  Mclllwraith  McCally  (Mrs.  Michael),  3106- 
Place,  NW,  Washington,  DC  20008 

Magdalene  Poolos   Yeotis   (Mrs.   Thomas  C), 
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;stwood  Parkway,  Flint,  Ml  48503 

'Jth     Rosenberg     Sachnoff     (Mrs.     Merle),     5171 
Vlwild  Trail,  Boulder,  CO  80301 
se  Senoff   Eisenstein    (Mrs.    Mark),  43  Stonicker 

jve,  Lawrenceville,  NJ  08648 

)ST 

ace  Cherry  King  (Mrs.  Murch) 
il  Johnson  Hill  (Mrs.  George) 

ithleen  Meyer  Abrahamson  (Mrs.  Ernest) 

nn  Reporting: 

Gail  Miller  Maiolo  says  my  letter  reached  her  in 

9  middle  of  a  bout  with  the  flu.  The  family  took  a 

d-winter  vacation  in  Florida.  Gail  works  at  her 

ughters'  school  and  is  learning  to  play  paddle 
finis. 
Jane  Pattie  Vyssotsky  says  both  Alex  and  Julie 

p  juniors  in  high  school.  Alex  did  so  well  on  his 

iAT's  that  he  has  a  chance  to  be  a  Merit  Scholar. 
iey  visited  in  California  last  summer.  Jane  is  on  the 

^creation  Commission  in  her  township  and  trying 

,convince  them  that  recreation  is  more  than  sports 

rr  little  boys. 

,  Betsy  Russell  Pugh  says  no  great  news;  summary 

three  kids,  two  dogs  and  volunteer  work.  Betsy  is 

jing  to  night  school.  They  traveled  west  last  sum- 
?r  visiting  national  parks.  Plans  call  for  them  to  be 
Pittsburgh  this  June. 

Jane  Stocker  Burfoot  is  still  taking  courses  —  this 

nester  it's  elementary  math  and  she  says  the  new 
53th  is  like  learning  a  foreign  language.  Fred  is  busy 
,th  church  work  and  Rick  is  on  the  indoor  track 
jm. 

Marlene  Valentine  Daugherty  reports  no  news,  no 

-s  or  downs  and  they  like  it  that  way.  She  says  hi 
all. 

Rhoda  Weitsman  David  writes  they  are  getting 

^d  to  Richmond  and  they  have  been  exploring 

jrginia.  She  says  Dorothy  Bigg  Milstein  '56  is  a 
jighbor.  Daughters  are  12,  9Vz  and  7. 

!  The  riding  school  for  handicapped  children  which 

an  Mclllwraith  McCally  operates  in  the  DC  area 

Is  received  excellent  publicity  and  she  is  also  active 

\  raising  funds  to  keep  it  going.  They  have  bought  a 
Tm  in  Vershire,  VT  which  they  eventually  plan  to 

J  a  farm  camp  for  handicapped  children. 

J  It's  been  an  exciting  year  for  me.  I'm  getting  near 
je  end  of  my  training  in  Transactional  Analysis.  I'm 
>-leader  in  two  groups  and  have  been  co-leading 
prkshops.  The  family  traveled  to  Virginia  and 

prth  Carolina,  camping  last  summer.  I  find  I  am 

joosing  more  carefully  where  to  spend  my  time  and 

^tting  down  on  volunteer  work  unless  I  feel  I  can 

■:  very  effective. 
,  No  class  news  was  received  from  Mary  Ann 

;hmitt  Goodrum  in  time  for  publication  in  this 
?ue  of  the  Recorder. 

959 

959 

Sue  Allardice  Neff 

(Mrs.  Sidney  A.) 
210  Orchard  Place 

Sewickley,  PA  15143 

Doris  Redman  Foster 

(Mrs.  John  K.  Jr.) 
714  Alden  Street 

Meadville,  PA  16335 

1ARRIAGE 

udith  Borton  to  Dr.  Michael   R.  Neuman,  August  2, 
973 

IRTH 

jdith  Borton  Neuman,  a  daughter,  Elizabeth  Anne, 
■ugust  18,  1975 

EW  ADDRESSES 

Jdith    Borton    Neuman    (Mrs.   Michael    R.),    10640 
utternut  Road,  Chesterland,  OH  44026 

orma  Davis  Hilles  (Mrs.  Robert  E.),  1248  Redlands 

'ay.  Concord,  CA  94521 
rudy    Fetterholf    Laurenson    (Mrs.    Andrew),    c/o 

avis,  Stewart  Inc.,  Lewisburg,  WV  24901 

ae    Nancy    Fife   Zuberbuhler    (Mrs.    Richard),  401 

ourth  Avenue,  Patterson  Heights,  Beaver  Falls,  PA 
5010 

Barbara  Heck   Reeser  (Mrs.  David),  300  Wyomissing 
Blvd.,  Wyomissing,  PA  19610 

Kathleen  Hogan  Bradish   (Mrs.   George),  Post  Road, 
Bernardsville,  NJ  07924 

Gloria    Hourvitz    Klein    (Mrs.   Stanley  M.)  5379  Big 
Tyler  Road,  Charleston,  WV  2531 2 

Winifred     Latham    Anderson    (Mrs.     Richard),     137 
Channing  Avenue,  Malvern,  PA  19355 

Diana  Montgomery  Montgomery  (Mrs.  Richard),  712 
Tenth  Street,  Oakmont,  PA  15139 

Sue  Quad  Croel  (Mrs.  Philip),  150  Catalina  Ct,  Los 
Altos,  CA  94022 

Barbara  Roberts  Pollock  (Mrs.  Louis),  4620  Harbor- 
view  Drive,  Erie,  PA  16508 

Alma   Salvetti   Jennings    (Mrs.    Brook),   909    Kunkle 

Avenue,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 

Lois  Shook  Becker  (Mrs.),  3557   Lynnfield,  Shaker 

Heights,  OH  44122 

LOST 

Sally  K.  Anderson 

Mary  Jane  Gilmour  Arnold 

Sue  Reporting: 

With  the  busy  schedule  we  all  keep  I  was  pleased 

to  receive  eight  replies  to  my  request  for  news.  Only 

four  donations  for  the  class  treasury  came  in  so  we 

really  are  in  dire  need.  Please  send  $1.00  if  you 

haven't  done  so  already.  The  class  members  were 
enthusiastic  about  the  address  list.  Many  as  they  read 

it  over  were  amazed  as  I  was,  to  see  how  far  flung 
our  friends  have  traveled.  No  letters  came  back  so  we 

presume  all  addresses  are  correct.  Some  reacted: 

"Now  I'll  be  prompted  to  drop  a  line  or  send  a  card 

at  Christmas."  The  address  list  is  useful  when  travel- 

ing too. 
While  attending  the  opening  of  a  weaving  exhibit 

at  the  Merrick  Art  Gallery  in  New  Brighton,  I  was 
amazed  to  discover  associate  class  member  Rae 

Nancy  Fife  Zuberbuhler  and  I  had  the  same  weaving 

teacher.  Rae  Nancy  brought  me  up  to  date:  she  was 

graduated  from  Michigan  State  University  (a  major 

in  home  economics  and  a  journalism  minor).  Rae 

Nancy  resides  in  Patterson  Heights  with  her  husband 

Richard,  and  daughters  Katie,  age  ten,  and  Carrie, 

age  seven.  Working  on  the  board  of  the  Merrick 

Gallery,  helping  with  advertising  for  her  husband's 
business  and  family  skiing  trips  keep  her  busy.  It  was 

a  double  pleasure  to  see  Rae  Nancy  again  because  we 

worked  together  in  Home's  advertising  department. 
Fond  regards  and  greetings  to  all  from  Lynn 

Hughes  Mayer  and  Barbara  Heck  Reeser.  Thank  you 

for  responding!  A  cheerful  "hello"  reassures  us  that 
all's  well  with  you  and  your  family. 

Judy  Borton  Neuman  was  delighted  to  fill  in  the 
blanks  of  the  intervening  years.  Her  husband  Michael 
teaches  and  does  research  at  Case  Western  Reserve 

University  (Departments  of  Reproductive  Biology 

and  Biomedical  Engineering).  Judy  happily  gave  up 

teaching  for  housewifing  and  mothering.  She  reports 

keeping  up  with  Chatham  news  when  she  sees 
Steliane  Parthemos  Karfes  and  her  husband,  Frank. 

Community  service  involves  many  of  our  class- 

mates. Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger  is  doing  pre-school 
vision  screening  for  the  Pittsburgh  Blind  Association 

and  Myrna  Deaktor  Prince  is  substitute  teaching  at 

the  School  for  the  Blind.  Elaine  manages  to  include 

tennis  in  her  days  filled  with  work,  volunteer  duties 

and  investigations  of  colleges  for  her  son  who  is  a 

high  school  senior  next  year  (can  the  time  have 

passed  that  quickly?).  Last  summer  Elaine  and 

Elliott  had  an  enjoyable  evening  with  Marie  Smith 

and  her  husband  Jim  (who  live  near  Elaine's  sister). 
In  addition  to  teaching,  Myrna  has  taken  an  art 

course  at  Pitt  and  is  working  to  improve  her  tennis 

game.  Myrna  and  husband  Gerald  recently  traveled 

to  Antigua  in  the  British  West  Indies. 

Cardiac  patients  who  must  regain  self-sufficiency 
are  the  main  focus  of  the  program  Debbie  Brog 
Bernstein  is  now  working  full  time  to  develop  in  the 

Occupational  Therapy  Department  of  Allegheny 

Valley  Hospital,  Natrona  Heights.  Debbie  assures  us 
that  husband  Alan  and  children  are  fine. 

A  kind  invitation  for  Chatham  friends  to  "stop 
by"  their  summer  home  comes  from  Bobbie  Einhorn 
Chester.  Bobbie,  Robert,  plus  family  (Peter  14, 

Betsy  12,  Melinda  10,  Cecily  7,  and  Kate  3)  recently 

bought  a  big,  old  house  on  Mt.  Desert  Island,  Maine, 

as  a  retreat  from  the  pace  of  South  Orange.  Along 

with  her  busy  family's  schedule,  Bobbie  acknowl- 
edges her  sister  Wendy  has  taken  over  as  the  family 

poet  and  recently  has  published  her  first  book  of 

poems. South  America  is  just  only  one  of  the  interesting 

places  Lois  Shook  Becker's  travels  have  taken  her. 
Lois  returned  recently  from  a  buying  trip  (stones 

and  unusual  artifacts)  for  her  jewelry-designing 

business.  "How  to  Make  and  Sell  Your  Arts  and 

Crafts,"  Lois'  first  book,  published  by  Frederick 
Fell,  Inc.,  N.Y.C.,  has  been  reviewed  in  many 
national  publications  and  on  television.  Lois  has 

toured  the  country  lecturing  and  demonstrating  her 
arts  and  crafts  techniques. 

The  arts  scene  is  sure  to  include  some  Chatham 
contacts  as  I  have  discovered.  Fran  Vernardos 

Gialamas  and  I  chatted  at  Jerry  Caplan's  Artist  of 
the  Year  Exhibit.  In  Harrisburg  I  recently  enjoyed 

viewing  paintings  by  Ben  Miller,  Julia  Battle  Miller's 
husband,  at  the  William  Penn  Memorial  Museum. 

Mary  Ann  Martucci  Baker  finds  that  a  growing 

daughter  only  permits  a  partial  return  to  her  former 

interest,  pottery.  She  now  is  able  to  take  an  oc- 
casional workshop  and  looks  forward  to  more 

productivity. 

Duties  at  school,  teaching  art  K-6,  and  helping  to 
organize  an  annual  Elementary  Arts  Festival  have 

kept  me  busy.  The  most  delightful  level  is  Primary 

("Drawing  is  easy!  You  just  think  your  thought,  and 

draw  your  think.".  —  Lisa,  age  5)  but  with  the  power 
of  reasoning  comes  a  challenge  to  stimulate  minds 

that  so  easily  slip  into  regurgitation  of  information 
and  symbols.  In  four  years  I  must  have  seen  1,879 

Snoopies!  With  diverse  materials  and  interesting 

techniques  the  children's  creative  expression  can  be 
channeled  into  some  surprising  accomplishments. 

Doris  and  I  both  are  anxious  to  hear  from  you  any 

time  the  mood  strikes.  Keep  on  writin'. 

Doris  Reporting: 

The  Most  Dedicated  Class  Secretary  of  the  Year 

Award  must  go  to  Sue  Allardice  Neff  for  making 
copies  of  the  Class  of  1959  list  available  to  all  of  us! 

Sally  Manfredi  Guthrie's  family  is  in  that  very 
busy  stage  of  life  where  she  spends  much  time 

keeping  everybody's  schedule  straight.  Her  daughter 
Shari  is  15  and  involved  with  musical  activities, 

Steven  is  8  and  into  football,  wrestling,  and  Cub 

Scouts  as  well  as  music  lessons.  Her  husband  Dick 

teaches  at  Peters  Township  High  School.  This  year, 

along  with  other  activities,  he  is  president  of  the 

local  teachers'  association  which  brought  the  fringe 
benefit  of  a  trip  for  Sally  and  Dick  to  Los  Angeles  to 
attend  the  NEA  Convention.  For  two  years  Sally  has 
been  director  and  head  teacher  of  the  Alliance 

Nursery  School  in  Upper  St.  Clair. 

According  to  Alma  Salvetti  Jennings'  letter  to 
me,  the  Jennings  have  had  a  good  year  and  moved  to 

Greensburg  in  late  summer.  Brooks  is  currently 

working  on  the  planning  of  a  hospital  complex  in 
Cleveland  and  Alma  helps  out  in  his  office  when necessary. 

Exhilarated  and  excited  from  a  seven  day  car  trip 

from  Chicago  to  Los  Altos,  Sue  Quad  Croel  extends 

an  invitation  to  all  classmates  to  visit  them  in  "this 

land  of  sun  and  oranges." 
Lesley  Wells  Brooks  writes  that  while  Art  is  busy 

in  the  legislature,  she  is  enjoying  their  four  teenagers 

and  her  law  practice.  "I  do  occasionally  spend  a  day 
in  Pittsburgh  working  and  take  a  quick  drive  through 

Chatham.  I'm  pleased  with  the  College's  decision  to 

maintain  its  focus  on  the  education  of  women." 
Marie  Smith  Smith  is  also  busier  than  ever  as  her 

family  grows  up.  Her  fifteen-year-old  daughter 
Therese  will  be  traveling  to  Paris  this  summer  to 

spend  some  time  with  Elinor  Roeger  Nyhus  and  her 

family  and  to  see  Paris.  Marie  looks  forward  to 

Elinor's  return  to  the  states  because  the  Nyhus 

family  owns  a  home  near  the  Smith's.  Nine-year-old 
Tony  is  an  avid  soccer  player  and  the  whole  family 
has  become  soccer  fans.  Marie  substitute  teaches 

almost  every  day  at  a  nearby  jr.  high  school.  "It 
turned  out  to  be  a  rather  permanent  fulltime  part- 

time  job,  if  you  know  what  I  mean."  Jim  is  well  and 
working  hard  at  the  insurance  business.  Marie  saw 
Elaine  Bloom  Greenberger  when  Elaine  visited  her 
sister  in  Potomac. 
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As  a  good  fifth  grade  teacher  should,  when  she 
toured  Florida  last  summer,  Ruth  McMillen  loved 

Disney  World.  She  also  vacationed  at  Myrtle  Beach, 
South  Carolina.  Ruth  observes  that  serving  on  an 

evaluation  team  for  another  elementary  school  was  a 

valuable  experience  for  her  -  "makes  you  take  a 

look  at  your  own  teaching." 
For  Earla  Sue  McNaull  and  family,  1975  began 

with  a  question  and  ended  with  an  answer.  The 

question  was  what  was  going  to  happen  to  them 

after  Colin's  company  was  acquired  by  another.  In 
mid-June  they  learned  he  would  be  closing  out  in 

July.  July  15  found  them  celebrating  their  four- 
teenth wedding  anniversary  loading  up  their  station 

wagon  with  daughters  aged  8  and  13  to  start  a  trip 
around  the  United  States.  The  last  scenic  stop  was  a 

tour  of  the  Chatham  College  campus.  After  forty- 

eight  days  on  the  road  and  thirty-one  nights  in  their 

tent,  Earla's  answer  to  would  you  do  it  again  is 
"YOU  BET!"  The  answer  to  their  question  about 

Colin's  job  came  December  8  when  he  began  to  work 
with  Borden  International  in  New  York  City.  Earla 

says  of  their  summer:  "We  have  so  many  fond 
memories  of  friends  and  relatives  we  met  that  those 

of  you  we  didn't  see  this  year  may  see  us  next!" 
From  Coral  Gables,  Feme  Klein  Kalstone  com- 

ments: "I  realize  thai  relevance  is  an  issue  in  the 

Recorder  these  days  and  as  I've  mulled  over  any 

possible  news,  I've  wondered  if  it  would  qualify!  I've 
merely  been  watching  my  children  growing  older 
while  I  stay  the  same,  occupying  myself  with  the 

usual  chauffeur-tutor-nurse-cook-lover  role.  I've  been 
delighting  in  this  warm  and  sunny  climate,  playing  as 

much  golf  as  possible  —  and  feeling  no  guilt." 
Danna  Vance  Mitchell  reports  she  has  been  work- 

ing ten  years  as  a  Rehabilitation  Counselor  Super- 
visor for  New  York  State.  In  May  she  will  be  travel- 

ing to  Russia  and  is  looking  forward  to  the  exposure 

to  such  a  vastly  different  culture.  "Thinking  about 
goi  ng  somewhere  where  Alexander  the  Great 

sojourned  is  not  a  bad  turn-on,  either!" 
Several  '59ers  are  on  my  Christmas  list.  (I  would 

be  delighted  to  add  more)  and  these  responses  are 

culled  from  those  season's  greetings: 
Carol)  Ritter  Bowers  and  Emmett  made  a  super 

trip  to  India  and  Kashmir  to  visit  with  a  friend  and 

returned  to  Texas  to  jobs  which  they  continue  to 

enjoy  and  to  their  volunteer  project  with  the  interna- 
tional students  at  the  University  of  Dallas  which 

they  really  like  Marylou  Linsinger  Gault  finally  got 

her  trip  "home"  to  Austria  last  summer.  She  loved 
every  minute  of  it  and  is  eager  to  go  again.  Marcia 

Fallon  spent  time  in  Mexico  during  the  summer;  she 

plays  golf  every  week  and  enjoys  sailing;  she  is  work- 
ing on  an  exciting  on-the-job  project  to  put  their 

automated  periodical  system  in  the  library  on-line. 
Mary  Ann  Martucci  Baker  chided  me  for  not  calling 
her  when  John,  the  boys  and  I  visited  Toronto  in 

October.  (I  couldn't  find  her  number.)  "You  have  to 
tell  Suzanna  (our  wee  daughter)  what  a  great  school 

Chatham  will  be  for  21st  Century  women."  Barbara 
McCahan  Frank  is  a  busy  pediatrician  who  enjoys 

her  practice  and  her  "country  life"  with  husband, 
son,  daughter,  and  several  horses.  Anna  Mary  Frye 

sends  fond  greetings. 

I  think  a  special  word  of  recognition  from  the 

Class  of  '59  has  been  earned  by  Betsy  Lytle  Suatoni 

who  is  director  of  Chatham's  Gateway  Program  that 
is  designed  to  make  education  available  to  the 

mature  woman  who  wishes  to  return  to  college.  In 

the  Spring  1975  Recorder  Report  on  the  Gateway 

Program  Betsy  wrote  "The  common  denominator 
among  all  the  women  is  their  enthusiasm  and  sense 

of  personal  growth."  During  my  two  years  as  Class 
Secretary  I  can  say  that  all  of  your  replies  have 

struck  me  with  the  same  brand  of  positivism  and 

response  to  the  challenge  of  being  a  Chatham 

graduate.  In  reading  various  reports  and  news  re- 
leases about  Chatham,  knowing  that  Betsy  has  done 

so  much  to  keep  the  College  relevant  (to  borrow 

Feme's  word)  is  very  heartening. 
Please  write  throughout  the  year,  anytime  you 

have  time,  so  that  before  Sue  and  I  finish  our 

secretarial  stint,  we  will  have  heard  from  every  mem- 

ber of  the  Class  of  '59! 

1961 Marianne  Byrn  Caple 

(Mrs.  Charles  E.) 
30408  Oceanaire  Drive 

Rancho  Palos  Verdes,  CA  90024 

Suzanne  Jessop  McGowan 
(Mrs.  Jon  G.) 

134  Main  Street 

Northfield,  MA  01360 

Donna  Lange 

724  Edwards  Avenue 

Belle  Vernon,  PA  15012 

Joyce  Teegardin 
910  Quay  Avenue,  Apt.  D 

Columbus,  OH  43212 

BIRTHS 

Mary  Louise  Kaylor  Maury,  a  son,  Scott  Kaylor,  July 

18, 1975 
Barbara   Levine  Gilbert,  a  daughter,  Rachel,  May  3, 
1975 

Dorothy     Seif    Kapp,    a    son,    Lysle    James    Kapp, 

September  20,  1974 
Adair  Sidford  Alworth,  a  daughter,  Virginia  Adair, 

April  5,  1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Barbara  Easton  Marks  (Mrs.  James),  251  Glen  Oban 

Drive,  Arnold,  MD  21012 

Andrea    Fain    Greene    {Mrs.    Donald),   8644  Skokie 

Blvd.,  Skokie,  IL  60076 

Margaret   Ferguson  Goldstone  [Mrs.  Leo),  20  Water- 
side Plaza,  Apt.  20J,  New  York,  NY  10010 

Eila    Foster    Amdur    (Mrs.    David),   2006   Baltimore 

Road  #D43,  Rockville,  MD  20853 
Liz  Jones  Sheehan  (Mrs.  Robert),  235  Munsee  Way, 

Westfield,  NJ  07090 

Barbara    Levine,    17    Seton    Road,    Larchmont,    NY 10538 

Joan  Levine  Gilder  (Mrs.  Herbert),  5755  KuglerMill 

Road,  Cincinnati,  OH  45236 

Shirley   Lewis  Minner,  30  High  Street,  Ashland,  OH 
44805 

Marianne  Reporting: 

Marilyn  Eckert  Winters  writes  that  their  second 

year  in  Paris  was  just  as  good  as  the  first;  they  went 

to  London  just  before  Xmas  and  they  hope  to  con- 

tinue traveling.  "Come  and  see  us!"  says  Marilyn. 
Another  set  of  travelers  are  the  Robin  Askin 

DeKleines  who  began  with  a  trip  to  DC  then  half  of 
the  Atlantic  coast.  Probably  all  necessitated  by  the 

fact  that  all  three  children  play  one,  two  or  three 
musical  instruments.  Robin  saw  Sharon  Norton 

Tomlin  in  Princeton,  and  a  new  piano  pupil  was 

referred  by  Glorianne  Huber  Robbi.  As  if  that  isn't 
enough,  her  new  next  door  neighbor  is  a  Chatham 

graduate! Barbara  Easton  Marks  reports  that  she  visits  back 
and  forth  with  Joan  Cercone  Gilson  and  Anne  Sauers 

Brassert.  She  and  her  husband  continue  to  teach,  she 

in  two  separate  schools  in  two  sessions  of  kinder- 
garten. They  have  bought  a  new  home  in  a  water 

front  community. 

Martha  Bulkley  Hostetter  has  been  seeing  a  lot  of 

old  friends  now  that  they  are  in  the  East  again  and 

would  love  to  hear  from  anyone  making  Washington 
one  of  their  bicentennial  trips. 

Angie  Blumberg  Levenstein  is  in  a  2-year  study- 
training  program  at  the  Family  Institute  of  Chicago, 

ending  in  June  1976.  She's  looking  forward  to  the 
reunion  in  Pittsburgh.  Joan  Koerner  Greenfield,  who 

is  thinking  of  returning  to  college  soon,  is  watching 

with  great  interest  as  Chatham  changes  because 

before  long  their  daughter  will  be  off  to  college  and 

Joan  says  "I'm  starting  the  brainwashing  technique 

early."  Her  son  will  be  applying  to  college  next 
semester  and  she  is  pushing  for  a  small,  private 

school. 

I  am  still  doing  research  in  the  chemistry  depart- 
ment at  UCLA  and  am  delighted  to  have  received  a  2 

year  Petroleum  Research  Fund  grant.  In  addition  to 

studying  Spanish,  I'm  playing  tennis  2-3  times  a 
week,  and  teaching  science  to  my  son's  first  grade 
class.  My  husband  went  into  his  own  lumber  and 

hardware  business  last  June  and  now,  after  12 

moves,  we  are  PERMANENTLY  settled  in  Los 

Angeles.  I  talk  to  Carol  Spelke  Smaltz  occasionally 
and  would  love  to  hear  from  more  of  you. 

Donna  Reporting: 

For  a  while  last  year,  Mary  Louise  Kaylor  Maury 

worked  at  a  "fun-type"  job  in  a  specialty  fabil 

store.  "That  was  before  Scott  was  born,"  writ  I 

Mary  Louise.  "Now  I'm  back  to  being  a  full-tir 

mother  and  housekeeper." John  is  still  at  Somerset  State  Hospital,  says  Fr 

Keenan  Bonfigli.  Two  nights  a  week  he  does  grot 

work  with  retarded  adults  and  individual  therai 

with  clients  at  a  county  mental  hospital.  Fran  h 

been  doing  substitute  teaching  and  "trying  to  i 
cycle"  herself  by  taking  communications  cours 

under  Chatham's  Gateway  Program.  Son  Paul,  14, 
interested  in  football  and  on  the  ninth-grade  tear 

Jennifer  is  in  kindergarten  and  can  read,  "trying 

read  nearly  everything,"  says  Fran. 
Carol  Lemke  Keil  has  tackled  a  new  job  ] 

teaching  nursery  school.  According  to  Carol,  "It'sl 
challenging  experience  —  fascinating  and  exhil; 

rating."  Over  the  Christmas  holidays,  on  their  we 
from  Butler,  the  Keils  visited  with  Dottie  Seif  Kap 
and  family. 

"Sorry,  no  news.  But  best  regards!"  writes  Joa 

Levine  Gilder.  Judy  Luttropp  writes  she's  still  bus working. 

A  student  again  is  Shirley  Lewis  Minner,  attenc 

ing  Ashland  (Ohio)  Theological  Seminary.  Divorcee 

after  involvement  in  an  encounter-sensitivity  group 

Shirley  reports  she's  involved  in  litigation  to  regaii 
custody  of  her  children. 

News  from  Katie  Messina  Gamble  is  that  she' 
active  with  the  SPCA  in  Philadelphia  and  NOW 

Katie  adds:  "My  latest  acquisition  is  a  potter's  whee 
and  accompanying  equipment.  My  first  works  of  ar 

have  been  a  bit  lumpy  and  uneven,  but  it's  a  wondei 
ful  experience  to  be  able  to  change  an  ugly  gre 

lump  of  clay  into  a  shiny  yellow  bowl,  even  if  it  ha 

a  lump  here  and  there." An  enthusiastic  response  comes  from  Adai 

Sidford  Alworth,  busy  with  a  crisis  intervention  ho1 
line,  nursing  home  and  acting  as  den  mothtf 

Enthuses  Adair:  "Our  greatest  news  is  our  ne\ 
daughter  who  has  everyone  wrapped  around  Hi 

every  whim."  Then  there  are  Jeff,  14;  Roger,  11 
David,  9;  Cameron,  4.  The  Alworths  moved  into 

200-year-old  farm  house  with  two  acres,  three-cj 

garage  with  unfinished  apartment,  artist's  studit 
fruit  trees,  gardens,  small  tractor.  Their  home  w* 
included  on  a  Christmas  house  tour  and  historic! 

groups  stop  by  now  and  then.  "If  anyone  woul 
have  told  me  15  years  ago  that  I  would  have  all  th 

and  five  children,  I  wouldn't  have  believed  them, 

quips  Adair.  "But  Tony  and  I  enjoy  it  all." 
As  for  yours  truly,  I'm  still  chuckling  over  m 

vacation  last  fall.  I  took  my  year-and-a-half  Scottis 
Terrier  along,  and  she  was  great!  Destination  (b 
car):  Gaspe  Peninsula.  The  hardest  part  was  gettir 

ready:  remembering  my  dog's  food,  supper  disl 
favorite  bone,  leash,  coat,  license,  health  certificai 

and  "passport"  over  the  Canadian  border. 

Jess  Reporting: 

Mary  Booth  Fassett  Roberts  reports  that  ht 
daughters  Martha  and  Harriett  are  growing  up  an 

that  she  is  part  of  a  busy,  happy  family.  M.B.  is  sti 

doing  loads  of  volunteer  work. 

Working  with  Nancy  Hofsoos  in  the  Admissior 
Office  to  set  up  an  Alumnae  Admissions  Actio 

Program  is  part  of  Sue  Hocker  Ballay's  activities.  Bi 
she  left  me  dangling  by  not  explaining  what  such 

program  entails.  Sue  B  has  also  been  teaching  tw 
creative  drama  classes  in  the  local  school  and  hj 

survived  remodeling  the  house.  "If  you've  nevt 
done  it,  that  statement  doesn't  mean  a  thing;  if  yo 

have,  it  says  it  all,"  Sue  B  wrote. 
Besides  sprouting  a  few  gray  hairs,  Marty  Sanni 

Grover  had  some  really  big  news  to  report.  She  h; 

had  a  piece  of  sculpture  accepted  for  the  Nation 

Academy  of  Design  in  New  York  City  this  sprin 

Marty  says  she  is  primarily  self-taught  and  very  sho 
on  technical  knowledge  but  is  learning  fast  and  son 

she  didn't  discover  her  affinity  for  sculpture  lor 
ago.  Congratulations,  Marty. 

As  for  the  McGowans,  we're  into  various  thini 
here.  Gerry  is  finally  in  kindergarten,  Ned  is  finall 

in  training  pants  and  Jon  is  fighting  nuclear  powi 

while  promoting  solar-energy  and  wind  power,  bi 
with  side  ventures  into  geothermal  sources  and  co 

gasification.  I  am  holding  the  fort.  Currently,  I  a: 

taking  part  in  a  local  production  of  the  opei 

"Susannah"   by  Carlisle   Floyd  which  is  fairly  coi 
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te  iorary  and  lots  of  fun.  My  ongoing  commitment 

is1)  the  League  of  Women  Voters  of  which  I  am 

nc'  President.  It's  a  demanding  job  but  satisfying  in 
th  one  can  feel  community  and  governmental 

re^nsiveness. 

■'lease  don't  forget  that  we  have  a  reunion  the 

fill  weekend  in  June.  It's  our  15th.  Why  not  make 

y<^  Bicentennial  slogan  "15th  in  '76"  and  plan  to 
bc-i  Pittsburgh. 

Joe  Reporting: 

larbara  Pings  Rawley,  Karen  Tiedy  Ream,  an 

Ser  Williams  Vasse  send  "greetings."  Sally  adds 

th,  it  is  the  "same  three-ring  circus,"  and  Barbara 
th  I  "all  is  well"  and  she  is  teaching  kindergarten 

arlcoaching  the  high  school  girls'  gymnastic  team. 
Irenda  Purdon  Stober  still  teaches  nursery  school 

i  ar.is  assistant  administrator  for  their  private  church 

sc;ol,  grades  K-3.  She  had  an  opportunity  to  ob- 

,sep  nursery  and  primary  schools  in  England  during 

th/highlight  of  '75"  for  the  Stobers  when  she  and 
B-  chaperoned  16  teenagers  from  their  church 

yttb  group  on  an  exchange  program  with  Coventry, 
E-and.  It  was  quite  a  change  from  the  younger  age 

le,,  and  there  was  "never  a  dull  moment."  The  trip 
eu  included  the  honor  of  meeting  the  Archbishop 

o- Canterbury  in  his  private  chapel.  Brenda  notes 
trJ  this  June  is  our  15th  reunion,  which  she  will  try 
ti  lake. 

<Vnn  Putnam  Malltnson  reports  "one  of  the  most 
xsfactory  experiences  of  last  year  was  to  spend  a 

Hk  visiting  old  Chatham  friends  —  Barbara 
h  rank  Ramsay  58,  Linda  Morgan  Blyth,  Sharon 

Mon  Tomalin,  Glorianne  Hubert  Robbi,  and  Liz 

J.es  Sheehan."  Arlene  Sinkus  Lewis  stayed  with 
tl.Mallinsons  for  a  couple  of  days  last  summer,  and 

S'anne  Jessop  McGowan  and  Anne  got  together 
Pan  "Jess'  was  in  town  visiting  her  parents. 
Judy  Rubenstein  Rubinstein  continues  to  sub- 

Hjte  teach  in  the  Social  Sciences  several  days  a 

Bpk  at  Churchill  High  School.  Vacation  was  taken 
■a  small  sailing  ketch  from  the  British  Virgin 

■nds  for  a  week.  They  "went  where  the  wind 

Hw,"  and  they  saw  "magnificent  islands  —  includ- 
Hthe  island  that  was  once  Treasure  Island." 

'Dorothy  Seif  Kapp  reports  that  trips  to  the  PUC 
HI  DER  in  Harrisburg,  hearings,  letter  writing,  and 

fcmbling  materials  and  information  on  utility  and 

hyironmental  problems  were  the  Kapp's  excitement 
15  year.  Teaching,  canning,  and  mothering  supplied 

B  rest.  The  Kapps  enjoyed  a  visit  from  Carol 

Imke  Keil  and  family  and  are  looking  forward  to  a 
It  with  Elizabeth  Waite.  Dottie  indicates  she 

ioys  hearing  from  a  number  of  classmates  and 

lim  Chatham  and  that  it  helps  in  "keeping  her 
Inaie  consciousness  raised,"  a  difficult  task  in  a 
■useful  of  boys. 

Carrol  Spelke  Smaltz  writes  that  she  and  her 

nrtner  are  still  associated,  but  that  the  partnership 

as  dissolved  after  they  learned  what  "cash  flow" 

hd  "negi  profits"  mean.  "Sam"  wrote  and 

ublished  "Free  Radio  Air  Time,"  a  pamphlet  on 
|ibtic  service  and  interview  shows  for  80  Los 

|ngeles  and  Orange  County  Radio  Stations.  Many 

jients  continue  to  be  in  the  arts,  including  the 

Huntington  Library.  The  doctors'  slow-down  has 
feated  some  problem  with  hospital  projects.  The 

pport  on  the  girls  includes:  Connie  is  "served  wine 
[herever  she  goes;"  Carrie  is  the  "gymnast;"  and 
bnnie  is  the  "brain." 

Nancy  Wright  Bate  gives  additional  information 

n  family  extended  thru  marriage  with  Bob  by 

sporting  one  is  a  junior  at  Stetson  University  and 

ne  is  teaching  music  in  Jackson  Hole,  Wyoming. 

lancy  keeps  busy  with  teaching  nursery  Ochool, 
hurch,  and  acting  as  a  Girl  Scout  leader.  She  and 

laine  Williamson  Foreman,  '58,  live  closeby.  They 
re  enjoying  each  other  and  the  fact  Elaine  has 
tarted  nursing  school. 

Next  year  you  will  be  hearing  from  a  new  class 

2cretary,  as  it  is  time  for  a  new  approach  and  a  new 

otunteer.  Am  looking  forward  to  our  15th  in  June 

nd  hoping  circumstance  will  allow  me  to  join  you 
lil. 

A  vacation  planned  for  Chathamite  contacts  was 

srminated  by  my  mother's  death,  but  I  did  manage 
initial"  and  very  enjoyable  visits  with  Shirley  Lewis 
Tinner     and     Jacqueline     Nadolny     Rosenberger. 

Keeping  house  for  my  father  gives  me  something  to 

do  during  the  struggle  to  get  a  job  in  the  presently 
complex  labor  market.  Time  away  from  extensive 

job  duties  has  enabled  me  to  do  some  evaluating 

which  led  to  what  is  best  described  as  "spiritual 

counsciousness  raising."  Life  is  more  exciting  due  to, 
rather  than  in  spite  of,  the  intervening  15  years.  It 

has  been  a  real  delight,  as  well  as  a  revelation,  to 

discover  that  excitement  and  joy  do  not  "have"  to 

depend  on  "doing"  or  on  "roles,"  not  even  on 

"circumstances."  It  has  been  a  real  joy  to  discover 
pragmatism  picked  up  in  church,  social,  rehab.,  and 

civil  rights  work  and  in  a  marriage  {?)  in  which  I  was 

the  only  participant  assisted  in  surviving  and  making 

progress,  but  doing  so  was  only  meaningful  and 
feasible  in  terms  of  some  basics  that  were  often 

labeled  "idealism"  by  the  more  experienced  during 
Chatham  days  and  continue  to  be  labeled  so  by  the 

"if  you  can't  fight  them,  join  them"  contingent. 

1963 Jane  Alexander  Givens 
(Mrs.  Jane) 

820  Far  Hills  Avenue 

Dayton,  OH  45419 

Nancy  Beach 
18  Starrs  Palin  Road 

Danbury,  CT  06810 

Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw 
(Mrs.  LeeN.) 

300  East  74th  Street,  #30D 
New  York,  NY  10021 

Judy  Paulsen  Webb 
(Mrs.  J.  Richard) 

168  Boxfield  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15241 

BIRTHS 

Rebecca   Albright    Duncan,   a  son,  Andrew  Charles, 
January  6,  1976 

Diane    Phillips     Leatherberry,    a    daughter,    Wendy 
Phyllis,  May  17,  1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Jane    Alexander    Givens,    820     Far    Hills    Avenue, 

Dayton,  OH  45419 
Patricia  Allen   Rourke  (Mrs.  Robert),  4609  N.  32nd 

Street,  Arlington,  VA  22207 

Gail   Bloom  Verlin   (Mrs.  Michael ),  61 1  1  White  Way 

Drive,  Temple  Terrace,  FL  33617 

Jocelyn     Browning     Cerul     (Mrs.     Maurice),     4841 
Ellsworth  Avenue,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Susan    Bullock    Bell    (Mrs.   James),   Albany   Avenue, 
Kinderhook,  NY  12106 

Patricia    Burda    Sliwinski    (Mrs.   Stanley,  Jr.),   3918 
Monclair,  Odessa,  TX  79762 

Margaret    Conner,    Peru    Street,    East    Dorset,    VT 

05253 
Mary     Cook     Guy     (Mrs.     Donald),    2260    Covent 
Gardens  Center,  Reston,  VA  22091 

Margaret     Folino     Huff     (Mrs.     Barry),    2167    Poor 

Richard's  Lane,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15237 
Annette  Frank  Fisch  (Mrs.  Nathaniel),  26  Mist  Lane, 

Westbury,  NY  11590 

Nan  Hall    Lombardi   (Mrs.  Joseph),   1435  Lexington 
Avenue,  #4E,  New  York,  NY  10028 

Zebun  Khan  Islam  (Mrs.  Mohammed),  60  Rue  de  la 

Fontaine,  Bagneux,  France 

Veronica  Kotulak  Benson  (Mrs.  Richard),  181  Penn 

Lear  Drive,  Monroeville,  PA  15146 

Jane     Martin    Grawe    (Mrs.     Roger),    1628    LaSalle 
Avenue,  McLean,  VA  22101 

Lois  McCune  Flowers  (Mrs.  James),  2601  Forest  Ben 

Drive,  Austin,  TX  78704 

Sally    Mercke    Heym    (Mrs.    Richard),   29   Marlboro 

Street,  Newton,  MA  02158 

Barbara  Sandrovich  Carver  (Mrs.  David),  12  Seventh 

Avenue,  Brooklyn,  NY  11217 
Judy   Schaul    Neuger   (Mrs.    Ronald),   4500  Chagrin 
River  Road,  Moreland  Hills,  OH  44022 

Paulette  Schultz  Krause  (Mrs.  John),  241  Vee  Lynn 

Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 
Barbara  Shullman   Young  (Mrs.  Stephen),  3610  W. 

Brittany  Center,  #103-N,  Mequon,  Wt  53092 

Anne  Topham,  c/o  Dr.   D.  Holsclaw,  2335  Pennsyl- 

vania Avenue,  Philadelphia,  PA  19130 

Caroline  Whaley    Thibault   (Mrs.    Albert,  Jr.),  7504 

Leesburg  Place,  Bethesda,  MD  20034 

Deborah  Wolowitz  Cowan  (Mrs.  Dale),  19600  Shaker 

Boulevard,  Shaker  Heights,  OH  44122 

Nancy  Beach  Reporting: 

Each  of  my  6  responses  this  year  is  packed  with 
a  lot  of  good  thoughts,  ideas  and  comments.  I  made 

up  a  list  of  questions,  but  instead  of  treating  them 

one  by  one,  I've  condensed  the  answers  and  opinions 
to  save  space. 

From  Becky  Albright  Duncan  —  "Having  my  own 
children  has  .changed  the  perspectives  I  had  as  a 

teacher,  especially  my  years  in  Montessori  and  Open 
Classroom.  I  use  many  of  the  same  techniques  .  .  . 

but  whereas  I  never  paddled  and  rarely  raised  my 
voice  in  the  classroom,  I  must  admit  to  use  of  these 

tactics  on  occasion  with  our  two-year  old.  I  can  also 
better  understand  how  mothers  can  tune  out  or 

rationalize  teachers'  criticisms  of  their  little  dar- 
lings ...  objectivity  escapes  me  where  our  own 

children  are  concerned  .  .  .  Just  saw  the  author  of 

Total  Woman  on  television  .  .  .  surely  there's  a 
middle  course  between  total  submission  to  men  and 

outright  hostility  to  them  ...  After  reading  Dr. 

Eddy's  15-year  summary,  my  one  regret  is  that  I'm 

not  going  through  Chatham's  Gateway  Pro- 
gram ...  or  that  we  didn't  have  all  those  innovative 

programs  in  our  years  ...  I'd  have  loved  an  intern- 
ship." Becky  also  reports  that  all  Duncans  are  very 

happy  and  very  busy. 

From  Meg  Alexander  Sprenkle  -  "After  the 
recent  death  of  my  father,  I  have  paused  now  and 

then  to  think  about  the  big  influence  my  parents 

have  been  on  me.  They  were  very  close  during  their 

39-plus  years  of  marriage.  My  mother  has  always  had 

interests  of  her  own  .  .  .  wasn't  dependent  on  some- 
one else  for  her  sense  of  identity.  That  was  healthy 

when  my  father  was  alive,  and  will  be  of  tremendous 

help  to  her  in  the  years  to  come.  Skip's  parents' 
relationship  was  much  the  same.  I  feel  lucky  that  I 

don't  have  to  play  the  role  of  submissive  wife,  but 
am  free  to  develop  my  own  interests  as  well  as  share 

in  Skip's.  We  hope  that  our  daughters  will  have  the 
opportunity  to  use  their  talents  and  not  be  limited 

by  the  stereotypes  that  were  inflicted  on  our  genera- 
tion and  those  before  us  .  .  .  Frankly,  I  have  read 

only  parts  of  Total  Woman  —  enough  to  know  I 

couldn't  be  one  and  retain  my  self-respect  at  the 

same  time.  I  think  that  'total  women'  is  a  mis- 

nomer .  .  .  that  a  man  who  needs  a  'total  woman' 
can't  be  very  sure  of  his  masculinity.  What  kind  of 
man  needs  an  ego  boost  gained  by  having  a  woman 

downplay  her  intelligence  and  maturity?"  Meg  has 
had  a  busy  year  with  tutoring.  Planned  Parenthood 
clinics  and  board  meetings,  and  a  list  too  long  to 

include  here.  She  is  taking  a  college-level  accounting 

course,  and  thinking  about  an  M.B.A. 

Jan  Carver  King  writes  that  "happiness  is  being  at 
Chatham  again!"  as  a  Lecturer  in  Computer  Science 

and  Coordinator  of  Academic  Computing.  "I'm 
enjoying  it  thoroughly,  and  am  in  a  continual  state 

of  being  impressed  by  Chatham.  It's  changed,  yet 
retained  the  special  qualities  which  make  it  unique.  I 

am  still  enjoying  my  two  little  guys,  Steven  and 
Peter,  and  my  favorite  big  guy  George.  The  kids 

appear  to  thrive  on  the  rather  mixed-up  schedule 

they  have  to  put  up  with  their  career  parents." 
From  Margie  Conner  —  "When  I  left  Chatham,  I 

expected  to  get  married,  have  at  least  two  kids,  be 

president  of  the  PTA.  Instead,  I've  bought  a  house 
with  the  man  I'm  not  married  to  (we're  into  our 
third  year),  made  a  conscious  decision  not  to  have 
children  (although  I  very  much  enjoy  my  job  as  a 

sixth  grade  math  teacher),  direct  plays  for  the  local 

theatre,  managed  three  weeks  alone  in  Europe  last 

summer,  taking  bee-keeping  and  tap  dance  lessons. 

The  single  life  is  a  lot  better  than  I  had  antic- 

ipated .  .  .  I'm  involved  in  my  community  and  enjoy 

living  in  a  small  town.  ERA  hasn't  made  a  splash  in 
Vermont  yet,  but  we're  working  on  it,  And  I  dare 
any  woman  from  our  class  to  admit  that  she 

approves  of  the  tenets  of  Total  Woman!" Anna  Crone  Nagy  wrote  a  wonderfully  long  and 

thoughtful  letter.  In  part  —  "You  are  asking  a  lot 
.  .  .  the  philosophy  of  life  of  a  35-year  old  suburban 

house  wife  and  mother  of  three.  Basically  I  don't 
think    that   I've  changed   since    I    was  21,   but  I  do 
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I     I 
..;.  And  now.  like  so  many 

isliceol  life  foi 
  i  chil- ■         ! 

I 

iphill  battle  for  the 

99.9%  who  don't  care,  but  I  • 
must  care  and 

use  and 

my  soul  for  a 
my  children.  I  feel  I 

1     juod  and  ba<l,  and  ' 

wanl  to  p.»v  he  children  and 

as  produced  through  baby 
etc.   Sure.  I   feel  confined  ...  I   know  many 

I  to  m     bu     i    the  cl  ildren  grow  I 

•iomc  plans  for  myself  and  I  am 

td    ih  ,i  i  will  find  b  way." 

And    from     Lucile    Davis    Wareing,    who's    busy 
i  selling  paintings   for  children,  needle- 
ies,   and  running  a  catering  service  (she 

wants  me  to  make  it  clear  that  she's  neither  rich  nor 

famuu  tying]     -  "No,  I'm  not  the 

person  I   thought  I'd  be  in  college.  I  thought  I'd  be 
in  Chicago,  immersed  in  voluntary  and  civic 

activities  .  .  .  instead,  I  live  in  London,  which  I  love, 

immersed  in  trying  to  discover  my  bent  in  life,  trying 

!  i  flu  right  by  my  adorable  devils,  dodging  bombs 

and  worrying  about  good  old  England.  And,  no  — 
ige  can  not  be  what  one  expected  when  it  is  so 

full   of   surprises  ...  like   Guy  doing  a  Master's  of 

.  in  his  spare  time!" 
As  for  me.  Nancy  Beach,  I'm  still  typing  away  as 

Fashion  Copy   Editor  for  Harper's  Bazaar  which   is 
growing  by  leaps  and  bounds  (very  cheering  in  these 
economic    times)    and    contributing   what   I    can   to 

Bazaar's  new  ipproach  to  women  as  thinking  persons 
(very   exciting).    The   above   takes  about  8  days  a 

week,  with  a  few  hours  off  for  gardening,  discovering 

all   the  joy  and  not-so-happy  problems  of  living  in  a 
house  in  the  country,  entertaining  friends,  neighbors, 

neighbors'  children,  nieces  and  nephews  .  .  .  and  still 
hoping   for  my   own.   Many    thanks  to   the  6   busy 

women  who  took  the  time  to  write.  I  hope  for  even 

a  better  response  next  year.  Everyone  has  something 
valuable  to  share  with  us,  and  I,  for  one,  found  this 

year's  letters  the  best  yet. 

Judy  Launer  Palkovitz  Reporting: 
(For  Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw) 

Mickey  Kammerman  Kurzbard  continues  at  the 

Patent  Office,  currently  working  at  the  Consumer 
Product  Safety  Commission.  Her  work  is  concerned 

with  improved  safety  in  all  types  of  consumer  goods. 

The  home  she  and  Steve  got  last  year  is  keeping 
them  busy. 

Sheila  Grobe  Rossbach's  letter  should  really  be 
reproduced  in  toto.  She  sent  an  extensive  bibliog- 

raphy of  the  books,  journals,  and  studies  she's  cur- 

rently interested  in.  Decisions  regarding  her  son's 
education  in  the  German  school  system,  her  pro- 

fessional life  as  a  psychiatric  social  worker  and  her 

international  existence  make  fascinating  reading, 
Annette  Frank  Fisch  has  returned  to  suburban 

NYC  after  fouryears  in  Luxembourg.  "In  the  process 

of  getting  my  husband's  fledgling  business  on  its 
feet.  I  discovered  an  aptitude  for  business  adminis- 

tration." She  intends  to  get  a  graduate  degree  in 
business  and  when  her  youngest  child  is  in  school  for 

a  full  day  "burst  forth  from  my  cocoon  to  begin  a 
New  Life." 

Bonnie  George  Switzer  is  in  Freiburg,  Germany 
where  her  husband  is  on  sabbatical  at  the  Bio- 

chemistry Institute.  She  keeps  busy  with  German 

and  batik  classes  and  a  discussion  group  for  German 

women  who  want  to  improve  their  English.  "The 
women  here  do  not  seem  to  be  concerned  about 
iheir  rights  at  all  .  .  .  could  write  pages  about  how 
the  schools  expect  and  assume  that  the  mother  will 

be  at  home."  Traveling  to  Norway,  Switzerland  and 
Austria  enhances  their  stay. 

Mickey  Folino  Huff's  new  home  is  her  "news." 

She's  still  an  AA  with  Allegheny  County  Child 
Welfare  Services.  Mickey  says  she's  not  quite  ready 
to  be  the  mother  of  a  dating  teenager  but  has 
reluctantly  become  chief  chauffeur  for  her  two 
children. 

Nancy  Fendrich  Shaw's  travels  prevented  her 
i  \ss  secretary  this  year.  She  was  off  on  a 

   ,,    afari    to  Tanzania  and    Kenya  with    Lee, 

friends,  and  her  father  at  deadline  time.  By  the  time 

this  is  printed  she  will  also  have  been  to  Madrid, 

Brussels  and  London  on  business.  Her  big  news  is  her 

promotion  to  Vice-President  in  charge  of  Euro- 

urrem  y  trading.  She's  one  of  seven  women  VP's. 
Congratulations!  A  move  to  a  larger  apartment  with 

lificent  view  of  NYC  sounds  like  the  perfect 

topping  for  an  exciting  year. 

Susan  Herb  Richard  says  "Nothing  new,  hi!"  Her 
nts  were  echoed  by  Rachel  Gorr  Johnson. 

Janie  Eisenberg  is  working  as  a  free  lance  photog- 
rapher in  NYC  and  although  married  to  journalist 

Jack  Newficld,  uses  her  maiden  name.  Correspond- 
ents, take  notice! 

I,  Judy  Launer  Palkovitz,  have  enrolled  in 

Chatham's  Gateway  Program.  Jocelyn  Browning 
Cerul  and  I  are  both  taking  Italian.  We  feel  quite 

comfortable  in  the  class  although  in  September  there 

was  a  definite  sense  of  deja  vu.  Our  professor  is  Dr. 

Janet  Walker,  '67.  Time  marches  on!  Ciao! 

Judy  Reporting: 

Bonnie  LoBue  is  enjoying  her  work  at 

Rockefeller  University  as  Radiation  Safety  Officer. 

The  department  continues  to  expand.  All  that 

government  red  tape  provides  her  with  a  grand  "job 
security  blanket,"  she  relates.  She  is  also  very  active 
in  her  growing  church.  What  free  time  she  has  left 

finds  her  taking  mid-Eastern  and  Oriental  cooking 
classes  —  plus  yoga! 

Still  working  on  her  twins  research  project  for 

the  Yale  Child  Study  Center  is  Jane  Martin  Grawe. 

She  and  Roger  moved  to  Washington  last  summer 

where  he's  now  at  World  Bank. 

Marty  McCallister  Thaeler's  reply  brought  word 
of  a  return  to  fulltime  work  in  physical  therapy  at  a 

Meadville  hospital  now  that  her  children  are  in 

school.  She  and  Bruce  bought  out  their  partner's 
share  of  the  business  (snowmobiles  and  motorcycles) 

and  she  continues  there  as  bookkeeper  —  parttime! 
There  is  still  room  for  volunteerism,  apparently,  as 

Marty  is  teaching  Sunday  School  as  well  as  being  the 

church's  librarian  and  co-chairing  the  hospitality 

committee.  But  (you'll  enjoy  this)  she  "generally 
fills  up  odd  moments  with  gardening  outside  and 

houseplants  inside  ...  sewing,  knitting,  crewel, 

needlepoint,  etc.,  and  lots  of  reading." 
News  from  not-really-lost  Lois  McCune  Flowers 

is  that  she  and  husband  James  have  both  been  in 

school  again.  Lois  will  now  be  certified  to  be  a 
school  librarian  which  will  be  convenient  as  her 

children  will  be  5  and  6  soon.  According  to  Lois, 

sunny  San  Diego  has  permanently  claimed  Susan 
Shields  Kopp.  She  and  her  family  have  just  bought  a 

new  home  there  and  Sue  is  now  working  fulltime. 
Barbara  Sandrovich  Carver  is  on  the  move  also  — 

back  to  the  Big  Apple,  Brooklyn  this  time. 

An  enthusiastic  Sally  Mercke  Heym  writes,  "New 
home,  new  job,  quit  smoking  —  what  more  can  one 

ask  of  a  year."  Northeastern  University  (in  Boston) 
is  where  Sally  is  now  Director,  International  Student 
Office. 

Anyone  who  is  a  fulltime  mommy  will  empathize 
with  Margot  Myers  Clark.  She  has  two  in  school  and 

one  at  home  where  her  time  is  spent  "doing  the 
typical  housewifely  tasks  like  protecting  meter- 

readers  from  the  dog,  chasing  the  Salvation  Army 
truck  down  to  pick  up  a  garage  full  of  newspapers, 

convincing  a  2-year-old  of  the  merits  of  'big  boy 

pants'  . . .  tasks  Chatham  managed  to  protect  me 

from  anticipating."  She  has  enjoyed  hearing  from 
Dina  Ebel  Monaghan  and  Lolly  Smith  Howard,  '65, 
and  has  seen  Helen  Moed.  Did  any  of  you  note  the 

mention  of  Helen,  a  CBS  producer,  in  Sally  Quinn's 

book?  It's  a  surprise  to  find  a  familiar  name  in  a bestseller! 

Ann  Niedermeyer  Fox  lives  not  2  miles  from  me 

and  yet  we've  never  run  into  each  other!  And  no 
wonder  -  Ann  is  a  very  busy  lady  (she  okayed  the 
use  of  that  word).  Her  job  is  as  counselor  for  the 
South  Hills  Community  Center  for  Older  Adults  as 

an  Outreach  Counselor.  She  also  works  at  Woodvi lie 
State  Hospital  with  groups  of  geriatrics  and  conducts 

group  therapy  at  several  of  the  nursing  homes.  The 

Foxes  enjoy   athletics   -   Ann  coaches  girls'  soccer 

teams  for  4th,  5th,  and  6th  grades  and  Alan  coe  u 

the   boys'    team.   The   Stowe   ski   trips  are  stil  r 
exciting    yearly   experience   for   all    6    Foxes.    |r 

writes  that,  "Watching  and  participating  in  the  g 
ing  up  of  my  4  children  ...  is  my  most  exciting 

primary  activity  /work/pleasure." Diane  Phillips  Leatherberry,  reports  a  tre 

dous  temptation  to  stay  home  and  watch 

daughter  Wendy,  1,  grow.  Nevertheless,  she's  oi 
boards  of  two  community  organizations  and  tak 

music  course.  Our  sympathies  to  Diane  and 

family  on  the  unexpected  death  of  her  father 

spring. 
Here  in  southwestern  Pennsylvania, 

Greenlee  Rohanna  and  her  husband  Kay  opera 

dairy  farm.  Their  children  are  11,  10,  and  3  r 

Writes  Janet,  "Farming  is  fast  becoming  ano 
finger_of  the  government.  The  pricing  of  a  gallo 

milk  is  as  complicated  a  math  problem  as  any  t> 

found."  The  Rohannas  are  understandably  activ 
the  farm  community  and  enjoy  it  thoroughly. 

A  class  last  fall  kept  Sue  Hill  Warner  busy  as* 

as  some  volunteer  activities.  She  also  is  learning 

play  the  dulcimer,  does  needlework  and  raises  lot 

plants  in  her  spare  time.  Spring  will  find  Sue  wort 

fulltime  for  a  while.  But  she  says  it's  great  bece 
she  can  be  home  when  both  her  children  return  fi 

school.  She  adds  that  she  really  enjoys  being  a  \ 

and  mother  —  and  knows  that  she  has  lots 
company ! 

Karen  Lindh  McMahon  and  I,  Judy  Paul 

Webb,  along  with  our  sons,  spent  a  lovely  day  sv\ 

ming,  lunching  and  chatting  last  summer.  For 

last  2  years  I've  been  teaching  Sunday  School  1 
fun  group  of  3rd  and  4th  graders.  I  also  deliver 
the  local  Meals  on  Wheels  program  in  relatively  ri 

areas  nearby,  a  very  rewarding  experience. 

enjoyed  being  substitute  secretary  for  Marty 

year  and  hearing  from  so  many  of  you.  ] 

responses  were  overwhelming  and  I,  for  one,  d< 

find  anything  my  classmates  wish  to  share  with 

"trivia".  With  postal  rates  rising  sharply  these  [ 
few  years  the  class  treasury  is  in  dire  need. 

Jane  Reporting: 

And  the  controversy  rages  on,  concerning  w 

should  constitute  "the  news  that's  fit  to  print. 
was  delighted  with  a  remark  by  one  of  our  cl 

mates,  asking  what  in  the  world  had  happened  to 
senses  of  humor.  Why,  she  asks,  must  we  take  ( 

selves  so  seriously?  Rather  than  striving  for  equal 

shouldn't  our  goal  be  for  dignity?  And  dignit1 
might  add,  is  surely  in  the  eye  of  the  beholdee! 

The  moral  is  that  a  "statistic"  about  a  frii 
need  not  be  really  important  to  us,  but  it  she 

matter  that  it's  important  enough  to  her  to  si" 
with  the  rest  of  us.  So,  herewith,  find  the  ideas. 
interests  which  some  of  our  classmates  see  as  beir 

worthy  investment  of  their  time  and  energy. 

Billie  Jeanne  Watcutt  Burg,  in  addition  to  dc 

some  Chatham  recruiting  on  her  7  year  old  daugr 

and  a  more  elderly  14  year  old,  serves  as  a  c 
worker  for  the  Pinellas  (Florida)  Epilepsy  Four 

tion  and  as  a  childbirth  instructor  for  the  Childb 

and  Parent  Education  League,  having  received 
MRC  from  the  University  of  Florida.  She  sugg 

that  we  might  find  a  better  alternative  to  the  rat 

uninspiring  forms  soliciting  news  for  the  Recorde 
heartily  agree  and  hereby  promise  not  to  send 

ever-popular  pink  sheets  next  year. 

Debbie  Wolowitz  Cowan  is  working  part-time  i 
project  which  strikes  me  as  identifying  a  re; 

down-to-earth  need  in  our  society.  She's  heading 
a  course  at  Cuyahoga  Community  College  for  pec 

who  want  to  go  back  to  school  after  a  lapse  of  m; 

years.  It's  designed  to  concentrate  on  study  sk 
and  confidence-building,  taught  in  all  sorts  of  i 
campus  environments.  Working  alongside  pea 

who  are  laboriously  making  their  ways  throi 

evening  school,  semester  after  semester,  makes 

belatedly  appreciative  of  having  had  the  Chath 
experience,  where  education  was  not  only  my  i 

real  responsibility,  but  a  pleasurable  experience well. 

Also  on  the  teaching  end  is  Betty  Pala 

Salyards,  who's  an  Assistant  Professor  of  Nursinc 
the  Community  College  of  Beaver  County  (Penn! 
vania).    She    received   an    MPH    in    Health   Servi 
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ministration  at  Pitt  and  admits  that,  although  her 

en  years  of  teaching  have  been  most  interesting, 

;  current  sabbatical  isn't  hard  to  adjust  to. 
|J  In  the  process  of  adapting  to  a  new  environment, 

rb     Shu  1 1  man     Young     expresses     her    eternal 

thusiasm   by   determining   to  find  an   acceptable 

3Stitute  for  the  curriculum  development  job  she 

I   ft  behind.  With  both  children  now  in  school,  she's 
:ng  this  interim  to  get  the  new  Wisconsin  home  in 

3pe  and   to   learn    to   play   tennis.    Regarding   the 

tening  comments,  Barb  remarks  that  she  finds  that 
llose   things   which    others   care   to   share   via   the 

border  are  interesting  to  her  and  are  indicative  of 

■  ie  many  directions  the  class  is  taking. 

1  In    the    disguise   of   "the   picture    lady,"    Betsy 
■ydacker   Cottington   handles  a   fine  arts  program 
ir  children,  hers  and  others,  as  well  as  being  a  Cub 

i  tout  leader  and  chauffeur  extraordinaire  for  three 

tildren.  She  is  president  of  their  hospital  auxiliary 
>d  a  director  for  the  fourth  year  of  a  hospital  with 

rapid  rate  of  expansion.   In  addition,  she's  a  part 
i  jne  employee  of  Cottington's,  Inc.  furniture  store 

;  nen  the  family  isn't  traveling.  She  and  Bob  enjoyed 

J  ifly-drive  trip   through   Spain  with  Spanish  "pass- 

f  p\e"  enough  to  let  them  get  by  on  their  own. 
.' ;  With    her   sons   Joshua    and    Ethan   now   out   of 
tlibyhood,    Mary    Riley  Smith   enjoys   having   more 

I  Tie  to  pursue   her   interest   in  writing.  She's  been 
I  ping  some  free-lance  work  for  New  York  magazine. 
I      Congratulations    to  Diane   Rubin    Newman   who 
:  es  been  accepted  to  the  University  of  Akron  law 

lihool    for   the  September   term.    Her  husband   has 

\  -een  a  pioneer  in  public  housing  for  low  and  middle 
\  ncome  families  and  senior  citizens,  for  which  he  has 

.xeived  national  recognition. 
I  Back  in  the  States  after  5  years  abroad,  Caroline 

/haley  Thibault  is  reveling  in  Washington,  DCs 

ultural  life.  She's  compromised  the  working  mother 
ifersus  full-time  mother  situation  with  a  position  as 

1*1  assistant  teacher  in  her  son's  nursery  school  two 
homings  a  week. 
I  A  new  apartment  in  the  top  half  of  an  old  house 

Has  kept  me,  Jane  Alexander  Givens,  busy  when  I've 
keen  home.  I  must  admit  that  the  relative  merits  of 

ependable  plumbing  versus  charming  woodwork  oc- 
lur  to  me  as  I  virtually  rebuild  this  old  dump,  but 

t's  been  a  real  learning  experience.  Six  months  ago  1 

jidn't  know  what  liquid  steel  was,  and  now  I  can 
}ven  drive  a  molly  bolt.  When  it  gets  to  be  too  much 

Bf  a  challenge,  though,  I  can  usually  count  on  my 

ob  to  get  me  out  of  town  for  a  while. 

If  I  were  to  be  totally  objective,  I  think  I'd  have 
Bo  look  upon  this  gang  as  a  pretty  interesting  group 

bf  folks.  As  for  the  rest  of  you,  don't  deprive  us  of 
I'our  input  any  longer. 

1965 
Susan  Atherton  Hanson 

(Mrs.  Richard) 

2247  Southgate  Square 
Reston,  VA  22091 

Joan  Bretz  Peirce 

(Mrs.  James) 

416  Sterling  Road 
Kennilworth,  1L  60043 

Mary  Krein  Howarth 
(Mrs.  David) 

2165  Chalet  Drive 

Rochester,  Ml  48063 

Lynne  Swartz  Jacobson 
(Mrs.  Blair) 

1267  Bellerock  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

MARRIAGES 

Susan     Atherton     Kleine    to     Richard     J.     Hanson, 

February  28,  1976 

Virginia  Fisher  O'Leary  to  David  M.  Stonner,  May  1, 
1976 

BIRTHS 

Sheila    Bennett   Harris,   a   daughter,  Jamie  Michelle, 
December  16,  1975 

Virginia     Damato     Lee,     a     son,     Brian     Matthew, 
September  12,  1975 

Jane  Tobey   Eden,  a  daughter,  Katharine  Hart,  July 
29, 1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Claudia  Anderson,  450  S.  Midvale  Avenue,  #8,  Los 

Angeles,  CA  90024 
Bibi    Boles,    11171    Blix   Street,   N.  Hollywood.  CA 
91602 

Barbara    Brubaker    Despard    (Mrs.    Victor    R.,    Ill), 

1716  Hans  Herr  Drive,  Lancaster,  PA  17602 
Carol    Craven    Kratz    (Mrs.    Kenneth),   5114  Scenic 

Road,  Murrysville,  PA  15668 

Barbara  Dallas  Palmer,  1700  Wightman  Street,  Pitts- 

burgh, PA  15217 
Virginia  Damato   Lee  (Mrs.  Walter),  1265  NW  84th 

Drive,  Coral  Springs,  FL  33065 

Eugenia  Eickele  Haldenwang  (Mrs.  Egon),  25  Valley 

View,  Summit,  NY  07901 

Virginia   Fisher  O'Leary,  3960  Mystic  Valley  Drive, 
Bloomfield  Hills,  Ml  48013 

Karen   Fried,   Rehov   Rabbi  Akiva  1/23,  Beer  Sheva, 

Israel 

Nancy     Gettes,    2401     Pennsylvania    Avenue,    Apt. 

9-C-43,  Philadelphia,  PA  19130 
Patricia    Hammerstein    Rash,    Route    4,    Box    265, 

Bedford,  VA  24523 
Myra    Hull    Gillum    (Mrs.    Gary),    17    Morris  Circle, 

Wayne,  PA  19087 
Lynne  Jack  Porterfield   (Mrs.  James),  6047  Grafton 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 
Linda   Kates  Meyer   (Mrs.  John),  4631    Mission   Bell 

Lane,  LaMesa,  CA  92041 
Karen  Kvam,  1 582  Capistrano  Avenue,  Berkeley,  CA 

94707 
Sarah    Lanigan   Gaitskill   (Mrs.    Russell),  920   Revere 

Village  Court,  Centerville,  OH  45459 
Linda   Lanius  Tomlins  (Mrs.  Jack),  2933  La  Camila 

NE,  Albuquerque,  NM  871 1 1 
Joan     Montgomery     Waltz     (Mrs.     Frederick),     19 

Westward  Road,  Woodridge,  CT  06525 
Pamela   Proksa   Patt  (Mrs.   P.  Jules),  620  Allegheny 

Street,  Hollidaysburg.  PA  16648 
Dorothy    Raymond   Matsui    (Mrs.   Yasuhiro),  22110 

Miller  Ridge  Road,  Los  Gatos,  CA  95030 

Martha    Repman,   1807  Spruce  Street,  Philadelphia, 
PA  19103 

Rina    Sigal    Segal     (Mrs.    Amiel),    7418    Lynnhurst 

Street,  Chevy  Chase,  MD  20015 
Janet    Simpson    Prescott    (Mrs.    Edward),    G.S.I. A., 

Carnegie-Mellon  University,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 
Nancy  Speck,  Fish  Hatchery  Road,  Rt.  #3,  Box  307, 

Frederick,  MD  21701 

Virginia     Stretton     Smith     (Mrs.     Douglas),     RFD, 

Garden,  Ml  49835 

Christina    Swansen     Cummings     (Mrs.     John),    940 
Meadowland  Drive,  Cincinnati,  OH  45230 

Judith   Wetlaufer   Clinton,   R.F.D.    #1,   Liberty,  ME 
04949 

Janine  Zimmerman,  Rt.  1 ,  Box  67A,  Templeton,  CA 

93465 

LOST 
Deborah  Potter  Simone  (Mrs.  R.  Thomas) 

Carolyn  Quad  Asquith  (Mrs.  Peter) 
Ellen  Wetzel  Mialky  (Mrs.  Edward) 

Joan  Reporting: 

One  of  the  benefits  of  having  less  than  100% 

response  is  that  more  space  is  available  to  report 

news  of  those  who  do  reply  —  especially  from  those 

who  don't  write  every  year.  I  only  wish  —  as  I  do 
each  year  —  we  could  print  unedited  replies.  I 
certainly  enjoyed  our  tenth  reunion  celebration,  and 

seeing  again  all  our  classmates  who  attended. 
Claudia  Anderson  is  involved  in  public  television 

in  Los  Angeles,  and  finds  it  fascinating.  She  hopes  to 

be  part  of  the  development  of  fine  original  produc- 
tions of  the  caliber  of  the  BBC  productions. 

Sheila  Bennett  Harris  is  active  in  so  many  areas, 

besides  taking  care  of  a  new  baby,  that  I  can't  even 
list  them  all.  One  effort  is  resulting  in  a  leisure  time 

activities  program  being  provided  by  the  Jewish 
Community  Center  for  elementary  school  children  in 

Pittsburgh's  eastern  suburbs.  Sheila  continues  to 
sing,  and  is  involved  in  PTA,  AAUW,  and  the  United 

Jewish  Federation  of  Greater  Pittsburgh.  She  visited 
with  Adrienne  Sivins  Repley  in  New  York  last  year, 

and  was  planning  a  spring  visit  with  Pam  Stirba 
Russell. 

I  received  a  lengthy  reply  from  Diane  Browarsky 

Levine,   despite  a   broken   wrist   received    in  an  ice- 

skating  fall.  Diane  is  enjoying  teaching  logic  and 

composition  at  Loyola  College  in  Baltimore.  She  is 
surprised  that  many  of  her  students  have  great 

difficulty  in  articulating  their  ideas  —  a  phenomenon 

Diane  attributes  to  the  swing  in  the  late  60's  and 
early  70's  away  from  the  classic  education  we  re- 

ceived. Diane  does  have  faith  that  there  may  now  be 

a  swing  back  to  a  balance  between  the  traditional 

and  the  experimental. 

Sarah  Corwin  Brady  and  Mike  are  "delightfully 

busy  and  happy."  Sarah  teaches  part  time  and  does 
public  relations  work  for  a  large  day  care  center;  is 

assistant  manager  for  their  apartment  complex;  hikes 

with  the  Sierra  Club;  sings  with  a  community 

chorale;  ice  skates  to  keep  in  shape;  and  does  needle- 
work in  between.  Meanwhile,  Mike  works  days  and 

goes  to  school  in  accounting  at  night.  Sundays  they 

relax  with  coffee,  cold  cuts,  the  New  York  Times, 

and  each  other. 
Carol  Craven  Kratz  reports  that  she  is  busy  with  a 

new  house,  two  little  girls,  and  graduate  school  part 

time.  Carol  also  enjoyed  the  reunion  and  sometimes 
sees  Janice  Patterson,  Sandy  Geldman  Forquer,  and 
Ginny  Powell  Hargrave. 

The  arrival  of  her  new  baby  was  the  highlight  of 

the  year  for  Ginny  Damato  Lee.  The  year  also 

brought  a  move  to  Florida  as  Walt  accepted  a  new 

job  as  a  manufacturer's  representative  in  Fort 
Lauderdale.  The  home  they  built  is  a  curiosity  as  it  is 

of  100%  cedar  in  cinderblock  Florida.  In  the  con- 

tinuing Recorder  debate,  Ginny  sees  the  magazine  as 

the  medium  through  which  she  can  catch  a  glimpse 

of  our  classmates'  lives. 
Four  years  ago,  after  working  6-1/2  years  for  a 

New  Jersey  pharmaceutical  company,  Karen  Fried 

packed  her  worldly  belongings,  sold  her  car,  and  left 

for  a  year  or  two  in  Israel.  Karen  first  studied 
Hebrew  in  Jerusalem,  then  went  to  work  at  what  is 

now  the  Research  and  Development  Authority  of 

the  Ben  Gurion  University  of  the  Negev.  Her 

Hebrew,  of  necessity,  improved  rapidly,  and  her 
work  deals  with  the  research  of  medicinal  desert 

plants.  Karen  works  with  people  from  all  over  the 

world  —  an  education  in  itself.  Karen's  door  is  open 
to  visitors,  and  she  is  planning  an  extensive  trip  back 
to  the  States  next  year  when  she  hopes  to  see  many 
of  her  classmates. 

Ginny  Fisher  O'Leary  is  busy  completing  the 

manuscript  for  her  textbook  "Toward  Under- 
standing Women"  which  is  to  be  part  of  a  series  in 

social  psychology  published  by  Brooks/Cole.  For 
Ginny,  this  process  has  been  both  exciting  in  its 

intellectual  growth  and  depressing,  as  in  the  need  to 

learn  all  those  principles  of  composition  never  quite 
mastered  in  freshman  composition.  Ginny  has  many 

professional  commitments  and  is  looking  forward  to 

a  sabbatical  next  year.  She  is  also  delighted  with 

four-year-old  Sean's  reaction  to  her  career  —  he 

recently  asked  where  a  friend's  mother's  office  was. 
Ginny  is  planning  a  May  1  wedding  to  a  fellow  social 

psychologist. 
As  for  me,  when  I  attended  the  symposium  on 

campus  last  fall  I  enjoyed  a  nice  chat  with  Bonnie 
Dallas  Palmer,  who  is  now  a  member  of  the  English 

faculty  at  Chatham.  The  symposium  was  stimulating 

though  provided  no  clearcut  answer  to  "Where  have 
all  the  heroes  gone?"  Again,  I  enjoyed  the  reunion 
—  as  much  for  the  opportunity  to  meet  alumnae 
from  other  classes  as  well  as  to  see  my  classmates. 

I'm  rapidly  approaching  ten  years  at  the  bank  and 
am  beginning  to  think  about  making  a  change.  Jim 

and  I  are  planning  a  European  junket  this  spring. 

Sue  Reporting: 

What  we  lack  in  quantity  of  responses,  we've 
made  up  for  in  quality.  First,  Elaine  Hill  man 
Moroney  has  returned  to  school  at  Concordia 

University  in  Montreal.  She's  updating  her  back- 
ground in  psychology  before  applying  to  graduate 

school.  She  writes  that  it's  wonderful  to  be  back  in 
academia  after  10  years  —  and  to  be  doing  well. 

Elaine  is  also  involved  in  a  CBC  television  documen- 
tary about  women.  Its  producer  is  Judith  Murray 

Walle  '67.  The  program  will  be  aired  in  March  and 
portrays  the  lives  of  three  women:  a  doctor,  a 

business  executive  and  Elaine.  The  whole  family  has 

been  involved  with  this  experience  which  has  turned 

out  to  be  quite  an  educational  project  as  well. 
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i)n«  reports  thai  she  was  "very  impressed  with 
..   really   greal   bunch   of 

II  10th  Reunion  last  M.iy 

Sonu-    ol    Elaine's  )  iests   will    include 
Myr<i    Hull    Gillum,        I-,  now   three 

.  now  less  strain  and 

umeowners.  Myra  is 

ling  new 
-      md  furnishings.  She  has  also 

i  |  and,  with  Gary,  continues  to 
be  i  bike  fan 

Linda   Lanius  Tomlins'  »  new 
i[j  gardening,  mostly 

culenls.  Linda  continues  to  teach  2  and 

'nings  a  week.  She  would  like  to 
ma  bul  is  undecided  as  to  which  subject  area 

to  pursue.   Jack    is  now    teaching  Medieval  Spanish 

and   Portuguese.    The    Tomlins'   children     ire  now  7 Matt  J. 

Sara    Hoslep's    letter    arrived    with   a  'Wages   for 
iwork'  logo  on  the  front,  indicating  one  of  her 

ra  finally  finished  the  gasping  ends 

of  8. A.  degree  from  the  University  of  Chicago  last 

June.  She  now  works  for  the  Children's  Center,  a 
child  montal  health  advocacy  organization,  and  lives 

in  a  collective  household  where  they  "struggle  over 

each  other's  failure  to  wash  the  dishes  but  generally 

il  mg  well." Along  with  politics  and  United  Farm  Workers 

boycotts,  Sara  is  very  active  in  feminist  groups.  She 

attended  the  national  Socialist-Feminist  Conference 

at  Antioch  College  last  summer.  1600  women  from  a 

f  of  backgrounds  came  together  "to  ponder 
the  future  of  feminism,  and  if  the  working  class  and 
Third  World  women  were  concerned  with  more 

concrete  economic  issues  than  middle  class  women." 
Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney  wrote  a  long  and 

revealing  letter.  Much  of  her  life  is  'in  process'  at  this 
time.  She  started  back  to  school  last  year  and  will 

complete  her  B.A.  in  psychology  in  April.  Ten  years 
of  life,  plus  three  at  Chatham,  have  made  her  feel 

"so  far  ahead  of  the  typical  undergraduate."  Evelyn 

is  considering  doing  a  Master's  in  Clinical  Counseling. 
Another  major  change  is  her  separation  from  Ron 

last  fall.  With  her  children,  8  and  5,  coping  remark- 
ably well,  Evelyn  is  savoring  her  freedom  from  the 

"little  boxes"  of  her  previous  situation. 
Now  I  come  to  myself.  There  have  been  so  many 

changes  since  the  reunion.  The  reunion  itself  was 

great.  I  was  greatly  encouraged  by  how  good  every- 
one looked  and  amazed  how  easily  we  all  talked  even 

after  a  decade  of  separation.  My  new  husband,  Rich, 

has  taken  enthusiastically  to  instant  fatherhood  and 

has  been  a  marvelous  source  of  emotional  support 

for  me.  He  is  a  systems  programmer  by  profession. 

I.  too,  am  back  in  academe,  pursuing  a  Ph.D.  in 

American  Studies  at  the  University  of  Maryland,  six 

credits  at  a  time.  This  represents  a  change  of  fields 

for  me  but  I  find  my  English  history  background 
crucial  to  my  interest  in  the  colonial  period.  I  am 

thoroughly  enjoying  this  experience  and  glad  to  find 

that  I  am  in  the  middle,  age-wise,  of  students  in  my 
program.  When  my  life  began  to  calm  down,  I 

returned  to  my  political  activities  and  the  League  of 
Women  Voters.  I  am  now  Democratic  precinct 

captain.  I  still  see  a  great  deal  of  Nancy  Speck,  who 

has  been  a  great  help  to  me.  Nancy  is  now  an 

attorney  with  the  Energy  Research  and  Development 

Administration  near  Germantown,  MD.  The  job 
necessitated  a  move  to  Frederick,  MD  and  a  house  in 

the  country  -  something  she  has  always  wanted  to try. 

My  thanks  to  all  who  wrote  this  time.  I  am 

impressed  with  the  variety  of  directions  we  are  all 

taking.  Please  continue  to  do  so.  It  certainly  con- 
tributes to  what  Evelyn  Kinast  McElhaney  calls  the 

"increasing  openness"  of  the  Recorder. 

Mary  Reporting: 

The  class  of  '65  seems  to  be  entering  our  second 
decade  in  good  shape  -  at  least  if  we  can  make 
generalizations  from  the  condition  of  those  of  us 
who  attended  reunion.  David  and  I  had  a  grand  time 
-  particularly  as  Grandma  was  thrilled  to  babysit 
and  we  could  spend  the  whole  day  "doing" Chatham. 

Janice  Patterson  writes  that  she  is  now  an 
assistant  professor  of   fashion  design  and  merchan- 

dising as  well  as  recording  textbooks  for  blind 

students,  and  being  State  Chairman  of  the  Art 
t  the  I  lorida  Home  Economics  Assoc.  She 

Spent  a  marvelous  summer  studying  Decorative  Arts 
and  Architecture  in  England  and  will  be  returning 

there  in  May  with  a  group  of  students.  She  says  she 

is  "planning  to  write  the  definitive  book  on  singles 
living  in  suburbia,  USA  -  have  had  no  dull 

moments."  Janice  is  the  Miami  Alum  Rep  for 

Chatham  and  returned  "home"  for  a  visit  -  she  now 
plan  to  apply  again  as  a  freshman  to  take  advantage 
of  all  the  changes. 

Beverly  Miller  Blessinger  was  able  to  find  a 

rial  solution  to  the  "to-work-or-not-to-work" 
dilemma.  She  is  working  half  time  as  a  reading 
clinician  and  finds  it  enjoyable  to  be  able  to  work 

but  to  also  be  home  with  her  active  toddler,  Karen. 

Bev  writes  that  Karen  has  a  friend  just  a  little 

younger  than  herself  with  whom  she  occasionally 

plays:  Anne  Howarth.  "I  like  these  times  because  I 
then  talk  with  Anne's  mother:  Mary  Krein 
Howarth."  Bev  and  her  family  traveled  to  Florida 
during  spring  vacation  and  stayed  in  Arizona  last 
summer,  visiting  her  retired  parents. 

Jane  Tremble  Baumann  discovered  she  was  work- 

ing with  Gwen  Gurnack  '64  as  legislative  aides  to  a 
NJ  assemblyman  after  reading  the  class  news  last 

year.  After  a  disappointing  year  in  a  Master's  of 
Public  Administration  program,  Jane  started  Law 

School  at  Rutgers.  The  first  semester  was  traumatic, 

but  things  are  better  balanced  now:  academic  life  vs. 

family  responsibilities.  The  Baumanns  are  temporar- 

ily harboring  a  Czech  political  dissenter  who  is  await- 

ing acceptance  at  Columbia  Univ.  It's  been  a  very 
enlightening  experience  for  all  of  them. 

Jinny  Powell  Hargrave  writes  of  an  exhausting 

schedule.  She  and  her  family  visited  Ron's  family  in 

England  for  three  weeks  in  October.  She  says  "the 
country  is  slipping  into  an  abyss,  (but)  life  goes  on  as 

usual  and  the  British  manage  to  muddle  through." 
Besides  being  mother  to  two  toddlers,  Jinny  had  her 

own  very  successful  pottery  sale  before  Christmas 

and  hopes  to  do  the  same  next  year.  She  is  going  to 

hold  a  summer  course  and  build  a  wood  burning 

kiln.  PLUS  she  works  part-time  at  a  travel  agency 

"just  to  maintain  my  sanity."  Jinny's  experiences 
make  her  a  supporter  of  job  structures  that  allow 

utilization  of  part-time  workers,  also  of  quality  day 
care  facilities. 

Marsha  Richards  Bingler  is  the  President-elect  of 

the  Chatham  Alumnae  Association.  This  has  kept  her 

very  busy  —  and  she  is  looking  for  suggestions  on 
what  the  Alumnae  Association  could  be  doing  to 
make  reunion  more  attractive.  She  would  like  to 

expand  some  of  the  activities  to  Friday,  including 

some  mini-classes.  Perhaps,  in  the  future,  reunion 
could  be  held  when  the  students  are  still  on  campus. 

To  keep  her  busy  until  she  takes  over  the  presidency, 

Marsha  has  been  on  the  County  League  of  Women 

Voters  board,  plus  a  member  of  the  Pittsburgh 
Human  Relations  Commission. 

Letters  from  Martha  Repman  are  always  of  a 
most  rewarding  way  of  life.  She  is  head  of  the 

Chestnut  Hill  Branch  of  the  Free  Library  of  Philadel- 

phia and  really  enjoys  it.  She  says  that  Myra  Hull 
Gillum  is  one  of  her  patrons,  as  well  as  Debbie 

Payson  Dechert  '66  and  Jackie  Smyth  Gawthrop  '65. 
Being  aware  of  the  costs  of  postage  these  days, 
Martha  would  like  to  see  an  article  in  the  Recorder 

on  the  costs  of  keeping  in  touch  with  Chatham 

graduates.  "I  sometimes  get  a  little  depressed  when  I 
read  about  all  the  great  things  the  rest  of  you  are 

doing  {but  I  like  my  work)  so  I'm  more  than 

satisfied  and  willing  to  count  my  blessings." 
Maxine  Ruter  Horowitz  has  gotten  out  of  the 

"routine"  and  started  a  little  business  of  cooking instruction  in  her  home.  She  hopes  to  be  teaching 
some  adult  school  classes  as  well  this  summer  and 
fall.  The  classes  are  like  having  company  every  week, 
"with  all  the  raves  that  go  with  it,  and  none  of  the 
expense."  Robbie  is  in  kindergarten  and  19  month- old  Andy  is  destroying  the  house. 

I,  Mary  Krein  Howarth,  have  finally  learned  what 

it  is  to  settle  down  and  stay  put  for  a  while.  I  can't 
say  I  am  very  thrilled  with  this  new  life,  but  Anne 
makes  it  bearable.  As  Beverly  Miller  Blessinger 
wrote,  we  do  manage  to  get  together  at  least  once  a 
month  for  some  ex-roommate  tal  k;  and  I  find  it  very 

therapeutic  being  active  in  the  League  of  Wo 

Voters,  as  well  as  work  with  the  American  F 

Serivce.  The  junior  and  senior  Howarths  rent* 
GMC  Motor  Home  this  summer  and  went  nortl 

was  lovely  country,  and  a  good  way  to  travel  wi 

baby.  Susan  Atherton  Hanson  and  her  family  r 

been  up  to  see  us  twice  this  year,  while  on  visit 

Rich's  folks,  it  is  great  to  see  them.  We  also  mana 
to  see  Bonnie  Dallas  Palmer  last  time  we  were 

Pittsburgh,  and  to  learn  what  it  is  like  to  be  on 
other  side  of  the  desk  at  Chatham.  If  you  are  corr 

through  Southeast  Michigan,  give  us  a  call  —  just 

the  phone  ring,  I'm  probably  in  the  garden. 

Lynne  Reporting: 
I  am  delighted  to  join  the  ranks  of  class  sec 

taries  and  really  enjoyed  the  responses  to  our  r 

questionnaire.  It  was  wonderful  to  see  some  of 

classmates  at  the  reunion  and  catch  up  on  the  ij 
ten  years.  Now  I  get  a  chance  to  hear  from  those! 

you  who  weren't  there. Ronya  Sieg  McMillen  is  now  an  active  perforn 

in  a  mime  and  dance  group  in  Shaker  Heights,  wh 

her  daughter  Diane  is  involved  in  dance  as  a  fre 

man  at  the  University  of  Michigan.  Michael,  now 

also  gets  into  the  act  with  his  eurhythmies  classes. 

I  loved  hearing  from  Sandy  Small  —  she  receivi 
her  Ph.D.  in  American  Studies  from  Washingt 

State  University  in  February.  She  expressed  the  fe 

ings  of  many  liberally-educated  women  who  face  t 
insecurity  of  unemployment  or  underemploymei 

but  she  sounds  happy  in  spite  of  it. 

It  sounds  like  Susie  Soule  Cox  had  her  ov 

reunion  in  Maine  last  summer  with  Sally  Brov 

Lincoln,  Becky  Bennett  Wallace,  Jenia  Royst 

Brown,  husbands,  and  eight  children.  Susie  has  a  ne 

job  as  secretary  at  the  Aspen  Elementary  Schoi 

and  Larry  just  bought  a  print  shop  on  the  mall  at  tl 
Snowmass  resort.  Sam,  8,  and  Christopher,  7,  a 

becoming  avid  skiers. 

Enclosed  in  the  reply  from  Jill  Squire  Popish  w 

a  marvelous  picture  of  Jill  and  the  children,  The 

now  7,  and  Daniel,  4.  Paul  keeps  busy  with  his  sg 

pediatric  practice,  a  10-speed  bike,  and  a  garden.  J 

is  utilizing  her  tutorial  experience  in  her  free-Ian 
writing,  specializing  in  death  and  dying.  She  is  al 

editing  a  semi-monthly  community  newspaper.  J 

wrote  that  she's  "happily  busy  as  wife,  mom,  ai 
writer.  With  good  organization  the  three  can  easi 

be  combined  and  I  wouldn't  give  one  of  them  up  f 

the  world." 

Sometime  between  tying  shoelaces  and  maki 
breakfast  Pam  Stirba  Russell  found  time  to  wrii 

Bill  left  Eastern  Airlines  in  July  and  started  his  ov 

solar  hot  water  company.  Pam  is  his  office  managt 

plus  she  has  her  own  micrographics  company  whii 
has  doubled  in  size  in  18  months.  She  still  finds  tir 

for  the  local  Women's  Club  and  the  various  activiti 
of  Jennifer  (8)  and  Meredith  (7).  With  regard  to  le 

year's  controversy  Pam  wrote,  "I  think  it  is  absu 
to  have  educated  women  indicating  such  ignoran 
and  intolerance  as  to  decide  what  is  valuable 

someone  else's  life." 
Ginny  Stretton  Smith  wrote  briefly  that  she's 

busy  homemaker  with  Dougie  in  kindergarten  ai 

3-year-old  Karin  growing  up  very  fast.  Husbai 
Doug  is  still  doing  restoration  work  at  Fayette  Sta Park. 

Jane  Tobey  Eden  sounds  absolutely  ecstatic  wi 

her  role  as  "super  mother."  Jane  expressed  amai 
ment  at  how  contented  she  is  to  be  temporari 

trapped  after  several  years  of  over-involvement 
community  activities.  She  said  that  she  real 

enjoyed  the  alumnae  meeting  in  Boston  last  sprii 

and  she  wishes  Pittsburgh  weren't  so  far  away.  SI 
was  planning  to  get  back  to  skiing,  possibly  wi 
Jeff,  now  5,  and  Greg,  3. 

Ingrid  Von  Dattan  Detweiler,  Doug,  and  Se« 

(4),  spent  a  delightful  summer  on  their  new  sailboe 

Now  she's  busy  with  a  new  job  as  political  report 
for  a  new  town  newspaper.  She  also  serves  on  tl 
Board  of  Directors  of  the  Worcester  Area  League 

Women  Voters.  Sean  attends  nursery  school  thn 

mornings  a  week,  and  is  becoming  quite  independer 

Doug  has  a  new  position  as  Sales  Manager  at  Wc 
cester  Controls. 

Another  classmate  in  the  job  market  is  Peg 

Whiting.  She  is  presently  substitute  teaching  in  t 
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'story  department  at  Riverdale  Country  School  and 
seeking    a    permanent    position    for   September. 

i:ggy  is  completing  a  master's  degree  and  still  takes 
;her  courses. 

,  Last  May  I  received  a  long,  fascinating  letter  from 
nine  Zimmerman.  She  and  Steve  have  settled  in 

ie  hills  near  San  Luis  Obispo  below  Big  Sur,  and  are 

usy  taking  care  of  their  garden  and  animals.  They 
;e  very  involved  in  weaving  and  pottery,  hoping  to 
oen  a  school  for  these  crafts,  and  are  making  great 

,e  of  the  natural  resources  abundant  in  the  area. 

,inine  described  the  adobe  house  they  built  as  a 

Dot,  but  what  a  pot!"  She  extended  an  invitation  to 

lyone  who  is  in  the  area  to  visit.  The  "simple  life" 
n't  so  simple  but  it  sounds  very  appealing. 

After  an  exceptionally  hectic  year  with  activities 

'st  year,  I  vowed  to  cut  down  this  year.  It's  been 

nly  partly  successful  —  I've  learned  to  take  less 

smanding  jobs!  But  I  wouldn't  give  it  all  up.  Larry, 
;.  is  in  first  grade  and  doing  well  in  spite  of  our 
vo-month  teachers'  strike.  Teddi  Jill  is  in  nursery 
:hool  five  afternoons  a  week,  so  I  have  two  whole 

ours  to  do  my  "thing."  Blair  will  be  celebrating  15 
pars  with  Equitable  Life  in  April,  and  he  still  loves 

J.  He  has  become  active  in  community  organiza- 
,ons,  too,  but  weekends  are  almost  always  reserved 

pr  family  activities.  I'm  still  active  in  "The  Muses," 
local  singing  group,  and  I'm  also  chairperson  of  the 

jarly  Childhood  Activities  Committee  at  the  Jewish 
ommunity  Center,  but  with  Teddi  going  into 

"indergarten  in  September  I  guess  I'll  graduate  to  the 
ext  age-group  too.  Keep  the  news  and  views 
pming! 

1967 
Cooky  Chasanov  Eppard 

(Mrs.  Philip) 

25  Poplar  Street 
Providence,  Rl  02906 

Elizabeth  Claytor 
1630  Petunia  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15210 

Carol  Mason 
1816  Francisco  Street 

Berkeley,  CA  94703 

Donna  Mrock  Carey 

(Mrs.  Francis) 

730  Gypsy  Lane 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15228 

Tegner  McAteer  Stokes 
(Mrs.  Francis) 

9100  Charred  Oak  Drive 

Bethesda,  MD  20034 

ARRIAGES 

Susan  Plaut  to  David  Tourgeman,  October,  1975 

Susan  Whitfield  to  David  W.  Sawyer,  May  10,  1975 

BIRTHS 

Beverly     Blazey     Palmer,     a     son,     Ryan     Richard, 

(October  6,  1975 
Barbara    Blodorn    Kronenberg,    a  daughter,    Brooke 

{Anne,  July  29,  1975 
Jo  Ann     Eustace     Walther,     a    daughter,     Katherine 

Eustace,  June  16.  1974 

Lenore     Fellner     Lessall,     a    daughter,    Julia    Beth, 

^February  15,  1975 

Greta  Gunia  Harkness,  a  son,  Russell  Earl,  December 

16, 1975 

Dael    Kiesler  Stichter,   a  daughter,  Jenni,   May    15, 

1970;  a  son,  Robby,  July  1 ,  1973 

'Martha  King  Taylor,  a  daughter,  Michele  Antoinette, 
(October  22,  1975 

:  Lee  Ellen  Macey  Yost,  an  adopted  son,  Darius  Ethan 
Macey  Yost,  October  19,  1974 

!  Margaret   McDonald   Murtha,   a  daughter,   Elizabeth 

McDonald,  January   10,   1973;  a  son,  John  Palmer, 
April  18,  1975 

Linda    McPhilliamy    Nielsen,    a    daughter,    Christina 
I  Laalund,  September  1 1 ,  1975 

Teg  McAteer  Stokes,  a  daughter.  Delta  Lelia,  March 
21,  1975 

Donna    Mrock    Carey,    a    daughter,    Kristen    Anne, 
September  22,  1974 

Mary    Rosenberger   Hourigan,   a  son,    Michael,   May 
1975 

Sandy  Stewart  Shasby,  a  daughter,  Kelly,  October  2, 
1974 

Carol   Swenson    Foss,   a  son,  David   Lowell,  May  5, 

1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Heather  Bastow  Weiss,  c/o  Center  Public  Policy,  123 

Mt.  Auburn,  Cambridge,  MA  02138 

Beverly     Blazey     Palmer,    29978    Knollview    Drive, 

Rancho  Palos  Verdes,  CA  90274 

Barbara   Blodorn    Kronenberg  (Mrs.   Howard),  2753 

W.  Mesa  Street,  Fresno,  CA  93705 

Cary  Cadman,  57  Devereux  Street,  Marblehead,  MA 
01945 

Lolita  Dawson  Pfeiffer   (Mrs.   Raymond),  1011   East 

Park  Drive,  Midland,  Ml  48640 

Natalie  Dingle  Bazzell   (Mrs.  Creamer),  6858  Meade 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15208 
JoAnn    Eustace  Walther    (Mrs.    Frederick),    12  Shif- 
field  Road,  Winchester,  MA  01890 

Lenore    Fellner   Lessall    (Mrs.    Kenneth),   45  Sutton 

Place  South,  Apt.  19A,  New  York,  NY  10022 
Lucille  Finger  Harding  (Mrs.  Read),  Oak  Point  Road, 

W.  Trenton,  ME  04605 

Judith    Fletcher,    c/o    Lane,    3   Porter  Street,   #5, 
Somerville,  MA  02143 

Nancy  Freudenthal,  180  Franklin  Corner  Road  #E8, 

Lawrenceville,  NJ  08648 

Jacqueline     Gibbs     Howells     (Mrs.     Robert),     5008 

Worthington  Drive,  Bethesda,  MD  20014 
Madelyn  Gorchoff  Osur  (Mrs.   Alan),  268  Dolomite 

Center,  Colorado  Springs,  CO  80919 

Gretchen  Gray  Sheridan,  5737-G  Bourbon  Alley  S., 
Jacksonville,  FL  32211 

Judith     Graytock     Dengler     (Mrs.     William),    3207 
Bullock  Creek  Drive,  Midland,  Ml  48640 

Lynn  Hillman  McCulloch  (Mrs.  Roger),  94  Pricefield, 

Toronto,  Ontario,  Canada 

Pamela  Johnson,  8017  Mt.  Carmel  Road,  Verona,  PA 
15147 

Theodora  Jones  St,  Lawrence  (Mrs.  Robert),  Athens 

Apts.  #J6,  Rt.  #50  West,  Athens,  OH  45701 
Dael     Kiesler    Stichter    (Mrs.    Charles),    141    Nelson 

Circle,  Olathe,  KS  66061 

Joan    Kirschbaum   Koppelman,    523   Ashford   Road, 

Silver  Spring,  MD  20910 
Sarah     Leuthy    Chamberlain     (Mrs.    Michael),    1657 
Union  Street,  Manchester,  NH  03104 

Trudy    Levin    Cushner    (Mrs.    Arnold),    24    Mallard 

Court,  Mechanicsburg,  PA  17005 

Judith   London,  323  Fidelity  Plaza,  Oklahoma  City, 
OK  73102 

Kathleen  Marchant,  c/o  Abildgaard,  Grimelundsveien 

5,  Oslo,  3  Norway 

Tegner  McAteer  Stokes  (Mrs.  Francis),  9100  Charred 
Oak  Drive,  Bethesda,  MD  20034 
Kammy  McCleery  MacKirdy,  2531  8  Oakhurst  Drive, 

Spring,  TX  77373 
Shannon    McGuire    Sollinger    (Mrs.    Jerry),    4043B 

Clark  Drive,  Newburg,  NY  12550 
Susan    Plaut    Tourgeman    (Mrs.    David),    1621    22nd 

Street,  NW,  Washington,  DC  20008 
Carol  Pusin  Pugh  (Mrs.  Ian),  33  Blanquettes  Avenue, 
Worcester,  England 

Eve  Rubin  Zincavage  (Mrs.  Walter),  810  W.  Pecan, 
Carbondale,  I L  62901 

Elizabeth  Schaye  Haskell  (Mrs.  John),  475Tuallitan 

Road,  Los  Angeles,  CA  90049 

Audrey  Smith  Benner  (Mrs.  Earl),  106  Emily  Drive, 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15215 
Sandra     Stewart     Shasby     (Mrs.     Michael),     2361 

Kewanee  Way,  Okemos,  Ml  48864 
Carol     Swenson      Foss,     1217     Braeburn     Road, 

Charlotte,  NC  2821 1 

Patricia   Varlashkin,   2121    Middle  Road,  Glenshaw, 
PA  15116 

Susan  Whitfield  Sawyer    (Mrs.    David),   162  Benson 

Street,  Albany,  NY  12206 
Mariann  Williams  Yatsco  (Mrs.  John),   1434  NE  52 

Avenue,  St.  Petersburg,  FL  33703 
Emy    Young    Boag    (Mrs.    William),    319    Cornwall 

Drive,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15238 

LOST 

Carol  Corell 

Susan  Hake 

Vivian  Lowery  Derryck 

Kathleen  Osage  Williams 
Ilka  Minter  Boyer 

Cooky  Reporting: 

JoAnn  Eustace  Walther,  in  addition  to  her 

teaching  senior  college  prep  English,  Humanities,  and 

Creative  Writing  at  Cambridge  High  and  Latin 

School,  is  in  the  process  of  renovating  a  15  room 

turn-of-the  century  house.  She  and  Fred  had  just 

completed  a  similar  project  in  their  two-family  house 

in  Arlington  when  they  fell  for  the  charm  of  the  "big 
old  house."  They  blame  Chatham  for  their  vulner- 

ability to  such  homes.  In  an  attempt  to  fill  the  new 

space,  the  Walther's  family  will  grow  next  year  to 
include  JoAnn's  parents,  a  young  English  cousin,  and 

a  live-in  babysitter.  One  of  JoAnn's  former  room- 
mates, Mary  Rosenberger  Hourigan,  and  her  husband 

Phil,  one  of  Fred's  former  Yale  roommates,  have 
moved  to  Brockton,  Massachusetts,  so  that  the 

couples  get  to  see  each  other  more  frequently. 

Bonnie  Birks  O'Connell  is  serving  a  second  year 
as  an  instructional  aide  at  a  local  elementary  school. 

Despite  her  teaching  qualifications,  Bonnie  cannot 

find  an  art  teaching  position.  Tom  is  still  with  Pratt 
&  Whitney;  Sean  has  begun  first  grade,  and  all  of  the 

O'Connells  spend  their  spare  time  fixing  up  their house. 

Barbara  Buxton  Van  Sciver  has  a  part  time  job  as 

an  educational  consultant  to  a  kindergarten  Parent 
Volunteer  Program  that  is  supported  by  a  State 

Department  of  Education  Grant.  Her  community 
activities  include  positions  as  Vice  President  of  the 

Junior  League  of  Providence  and  as  chairperson  for 

the  Speakers  and  Training  Committee.  Barbara  is 

thinking  about  returning  to  school  for  a  master's 
degree,  but  must  first  narrow  down  her  field  of 
concentration  to  business,  education,  or  counseling. 

Last  summer,  Barbara,  Stephen,  Sara  and  Hope  were 

in  Pittsburgh  visiting  friends  and  reacquainting 
themselves  with  the  much  changed  Chatham  campus. 

Bev  Blazey  Palmer  still  teaches  Clinical  Psychol- 
ogy at  California  State  College  at  Dominguez  Hills. 

She  has  been  listed  in  Who's  Who  of  American 
Women,  The  World  of  Who's  Who  of  Women,  and 
the  Dictionary  of  International  Biography.  Heather 

Bastow  Weiss  has  begun  her  dissertation  on  Adult 

Sex  Roles  in  Dual-Worker  Families.  She  has  written 

several  articles  on  working  women  scheduled  for 

publication  this  year.  Heather  continues  to  commute 
between  her  house  in  Ithaca,  where  her  husband 

teaches  19th  and  20th  century  European  history  at 

Cornell,  and  her  Cambridge-based  N IMH-funded 

study  on  dual-worker  families. 
Natalie  Dingle  Bazell  has  temporarily  retired, 

with  some  relief,  from  a  high  school  teaching  job. 

She  and  Creamer  have  moved  to  Pittsburgh  where 

Creamer  has  accepted  a  job  with  Lee's  Carpet.  After 
all  these  years  away,  Pittsburgh  seems  somewhat 

strange  and  offers  a  subtle  reminder  that  life  is 

cyclical.  When  the  walls  of  their  new  home  are  duly 

painted  and  papered,  Nat  will  again  contemplate  the 

job  market. 
Penny  Anderson  Glad  well  manages  to  stay  as 

busy  as  ever.  This  year's  activities  include  supervisor 
for  a  "Mother's  Day  Out"  program,  member  of  the 
Administrative  Board  of  her  church,  co-chairperson 

for  United  Methodist  Women's  Circle,  Vice-President 
of  Woodland  Garden  Club,  and  player  in  the 

Huntington  Chamber  Orchestra.  Dave  has  earned  his 
MBA  at  Marshall  University  and  is  still  with  Ashland 

Oil. 
Barbara  Blodorn  Kronenberg  was  in  the  process 

of  moving  to  Fresno  where  Howard  accepted  a  job  as 

Advertising  and  Promotion  Director  of  the  California 
Raisin  Advisory  Board.  She  is  enjoying  her  children, 
Brent  and  Brooke  Anne  while  they  are  still  young 

and  was  looking  forward  to  establishing  new  roots  in Fresno. 

Lenore  Fellner  Lessall,  after  5  and  a  half  years  in 

England,  has  returned  to  New  York.  Georgia 

Canellos  reports  that  "mainly  i  get  older  and  around 

Philip  and  I  are  still  residing  in  Providence  where 

he  is  perpetually  matriculating  at  Brown  and  al- 
legedly working  on  his  dissertation.  He  has  written 

several  articles  for  publication,  including  the  intro- 

duction to  a  scholar's  facsimile  reprint,  and  is  work- 
ing on  bibliographies  for  First  Printings  of  American 

Authors.  My  job  requires  my  dally  commuting  to 

Wellesley  where  I'm  a  senior  consultant  for  a  man- 
agement consulting  firm. 
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I  1/  Reporting: 

Louise   Farmer   Haralam.  back   from  Germany  a 

Lanca      ra   issisting  Alex 

iccasional  operation.   For 
-■commend  tennis,  winter 

1 

Lucille  Finger  Harding  is  combining  two  full-time 
IminisUate  schools  in   Bar 

|  iring  for  Molly 

i     I  ').  The  Hardings  are  still  in  love 

with  M 
Judith  Fletcher  has  just  moved  to  Massachusetts 

m  Gtnger  Getman  and  husband 

si  summer. 
Diane    Furrer    Holzheimer    is    editor   and    book 

mall     magazine.    Appraisal,     that 

reviews  children's  science  books.   In  her  spare  time, . 
The  new  assistant  dean  at  Rider  College  is  Nancy 

Freudenthal.     Armed     with     a     Ph.D.     earned     in 

November    1974,    Nancy    is   moving  ahead    in    the 
imic  world. 

Madelyn   Gorchoff   Osur  is  working  toward  her 

CPA  and  writing  tax  returns  for  H  &   R   Block.  A 

i  i   Al   n  i"  Club  is  just  getting  started  and 

should  be  very  successful. 
Need  a  mason,  carpenter,  plumber,  electrician  or 

painter?  See  Judy  Graytock  Dengler.  She  helped 
ier  new  1 3  room  home  last  year  and  is  ecstatic 

about  the  finished  project.  Judy  boasts  about  her 

new  address,  new  volunteer  activi  ty  and  a  new  waist- 
line —  minus  30  pounds. 

Gretchen  Gray  Sheridan  has  moved  to  Jackson- 
ville, FL  and  is  working  in  Family  Service  doing 

clinical  work.  Gretch  would  like  to  move  back  North 

because  she  is  lonely,  and  away  from  straight  clinical 

work.  If  you're  traveling  to  the  Jacksonville  area, 
visit  Gretchen. 

Greta  Gunia  Harkness  is  enjoying  her  new  baby. 

ilso  received  her  master's  degree  in  Urban  and 
inning  in  1975  and  is  starting  a  doctoral 

im  at  Pitt  in  April.  Greta's  husband  Walt  is  now 
engineer  for  a  small  company  and  prefers  this 

to  the  large  corporation  rat  race  he  had  been  part  of 
past. 

Lynn    Hillman    McCulloch    is    helping    to    run   a 
irian  restaurant  and  writes  for  and  publishes  a 

communal    newspaper.   Alternatives    to   Alienation. 

Lynn    lives    in    an  alternative  commune  where   the 

purpose  is  to  change  character  and  deepen  relation- 

ships. It  is  non-pairing.  She  also  attends  Sir  George 
Williams  University  in  Montreal  for  courses  in  educa- 

tional TV  and  film. 

Suzanne  Hershey  Bress  is  at  home  taking  care  of 

the  children,  Harley  and  Courtney.  She  is  working 

on  a  teaching  certificate,  playing  the  harp  at  church 
and  is  a  member  of  the  auxiliary  board  of  the 
American  Cancer  Society. 

Jackie  Flynn  Nygaard  and  Pamela  Johnson 

dropped  brief  notes  to  say  hello.  Pamela  is  studying 
Greek  in  her  spare  time.  , 

Finally,  my  news  is  that  I  finally  completed 

course  work  for  the  M.A.  in  English  from  Carnegie- 
Mellon  this  year.  I  have  also  turned  my  hobby, 
sewing,  into  a  lucrative  pastime.  Watch  the  local 

boutiques  .for  original  hats  and  purses  by  Capricorn 
Associates.  Thanks  to  everyone  for  your  enthusiastic 
responses  this  year. 

Debbie  Little  Reporting: 

Cookie  Mason  asked  me  to  collect  and  write  our 

news  again.  She  is  a  post-doctoral  research  fellow  at 

the  University  of  Bristol  (England)  Medical  School. 
Her  work  is  on  the  structure/function  of  nerve  cells 

in  the  hypothalamus.  She  wrote,  "I'd  like  to  hear 

more  of  other  people's  experiences  on  getting 
formerly  male  dominated  jobs."  She  is  applying  for 
assistant  professorships  in  the  States  and  is  oc- 

casionally "caught  up  in  the  hassles  of  being  the 
token  woman." 

Nancy  Lippmann  also  wrote  from  overseas.  She  is 

consultant  for  the  Olivetti  Company  Training  Center 

in  Florence.  Nancy  said  she  had  "won  a  landmark 
case  against  Berlitz  School  of  Languages  regarding 
her  work  contract." 

The     Marine     Corps    has    moved     Dael     Kiesler 

Stichter,  her  Major  husband  Bob  and  their  two 

i  hildren  to  Kansas.  This  was  their  twelth  move,  but 

they  expect  to  stay  for  several  years  and  have  bought 
their  first  house. 

Linda  McPhilliamy  Nielsen  will  take  a  sabbatical 

leave  from  teaching  high  school  Russian  to  do  post- 
M.A.  work  at  Colorado  University.  She  reports  that 

there  are  39  Chatham  alumnae  in  Colorado  and  in 

i  ebruary  they  established  an  alumnae  club. 
Trudy  Levin  Cushner  is  Management  and  Budget 

Specialist  for  Pennsylvania  Legal  Services.  "I  have 
been  separated  for  over  a  half  year  after  eleven  years 
of  marriage.  While  there  are  moments  of  despair  and 

doubt,  such  moments  are  offset  by  increased  self- 
awareness  and  contentment.  There  are  many  people 

who  blame  my  dedication  and  love  of  my  work.  It  is 

unfortunate  that  the  recent  self-awareness  of  women 

invi  tes  such  an  immediate  and  hostile  reaction." 
Teddy  Jones  St.  Lawrence  presented  a  paper  on 

multi-cultural  education  before  the  American 

Anthropological  Association  and  has  revised  it  for 

publication.  She  hopes  to  complete  her  doctoral 
dissertation  this  summer.  She  and  her  husband. 

Technical  Director  in  the  School  of  Theatre  at  Ohio 

University,  recently  purchased  land  for  camping  in 
West  Virginia  complete  with  river  frontage,  a  beaver 
and  rattlesnakes. 

Martha  King  Taylor  has  left  her  position  as 

Officers'  Assistant  in  the  Control  Division  at 
Chemical  Bank  and  the  five  hour  round  trip  com- 

mute to  New  York  City  to  care  for  her  new  baby. 

Meg  McDonald  Murtha  is  enjoying  life  in 

Vermont  and  writes  that  she  is  working  on  a  Master's 
of  Education  and  has  organized  a  play  group  for 

three  year  olds,  including  one  of  her  own. 
Kammy  McCleery  MacKirdy  is  hostess/manager 

of  Hebert's  Restaurant,  Houston,  Texas  and  is 
advisor  to  Senior  High  Fellowship  at  the  First  Con- 

gregational Church.  "I  always  wondered  if  there  was 
a  perfect  job  for  someone  with  a  memory  for  names 

and  faces  and  a  dislike  of  desks  and  timeclocks  — 

this  is  the  answer."  She  sees  Andy  Morgan  Weyer 
every  few  weeks  and  reports  Andy  is  busy  caring  for 
her  children. 

Lee  Ellen  Macey  and  her  husband  Don  Yost 

adopted  Darius  on  Bastille  Day  Lee  is  bus  driver/ 

teacher's  aide  and  Don  is  cook  at  a  small  elementary 
school.  They  are  looking  forward  to  summer  when 

they'll  both  be  free  of  jobs.  Lee  says  she  reads  more 
than  ever,  grows  vegetables  and  studies  yoga  and 
astronomy. 

I  am  Vice  President-General  Manager  of  Super8 
Sound  Inc.  in  Cambridge.  I  am  seeking  the  funds, 

support  and  time  to  write  a  book  on  freedom  and 

the  American  press.  If  anyone  has  any  ideas,  please 
write  to  me. 

Teg  Reporting: 

I  was  very  impressed  this  year  with  the  quality 

and  variety  of  things  which  some  of  our  classmates 

are  involved  in.  There  were  also  many  interesting 
comments  on  the  various  letters  discussing  women 

today  printed  in  the  "Feed  Back"  section  of  the 
Recorder.  It  is  refreshing  to  know  that  so  many  of  us 
are  actively  thinking  about  our  roles  as  women  and 

making  educated  and  sensitive  decisions  about  the 
direction  our  lives  will  take. 

Ruth  Oliver  Hewitt,  who  worked  for  a  time  at 

Chatham,  has  now  left  to  go  into  social  work  full 
time.  She  is  responsible  for  a  county  child  welfare 

program  which  helps  deprived  or  abused  girls  in  their 
teens.  Ruth  wished  she  had  time  to  describe  her 

experiences  which  she  says  are  "unbelievable."  Liz 
Schaye  Haskell  is  also  a  guidance  counselor  at  a 

junior  high  school  in  California  and  describes  her  job 

as  "very  hectic,  but  gratifying  -  this  year  I  will  see 
the  first  of  'my  kids'  graduating  from  high  school. 
John  started  his  own  marketing  consulting  firm  this 

year  which  keeps  us  both  hopping." 
Susan  Plaut  Tourgeman  is  teaching  English  as  a 

second  language  for  her  fourth  year  in  a  county 
school  system.  Her  new  husband,  David,  is  an  Israeli 
foreign  service  officer  and  the  political  counselor  for 
the  Embassy  of  Israel.  They  will  be  living  in  Washing- 

ton for  about  two  more  years  and  then  move 
permanently  to  Jerusalem.  Carol  Pusin  Pugh  wrote 
from  Wales  where  she  and  Ian  have  been  living  since 

' 

1972.  Over  the  past  few  years  Carol  has  worker.' 

building  society  {"like  a  savings  and  loan  assi 
tion")  and  Ian  has  been  preparing  for  his  fina 
exams.  He  passed  them  recently  and  has  take- 

appointment  with  a  firm  of  solicitors  in  Worce 

England.  Carol  says,  '!  shall  miss  the  closeness 
tranquility  of  country  life  when  we  move 

Worcester  in  March."  She  commented  that 

especially  appreciates  the  Recorder  and  "rea 
about  old  friends,  perhaps  because  I  sometimes 

so  cut  off  being  so  far  away  from  everyone." Louise   Royster   Brown   has  spent  a  challen 

and  rewarding  year  as  Director  of  the  Departmer 
Parks  and  Recreation  for  the  City  of  Pittsburgh, 

is    also    a    trustee    of   Chatham   and   has   founc 

"interesting  to  be  on  the  other  side  of  the  fence 

to  be  a  part  of  the  college's  future."  Her  husb 
Jim  recently  became  a  partner  of  the  architect! 

firm     of     Bohlin    and     Powell.     Mary     Rosenbei] 

Hourigan  now  enjoys  her  "own  version  of 'my  thli 
sons'  with  the  birth  of  Michael  last  May."  She  ; 
her  husband  have  decided  to  remain  in  the  northe 

where  Phillip  practices  with   the  Goddard   Medi 

Associates.   Mary  writes  "like  many   others   I   hi 
enjoyed   the   recent  debates  in  the  Recorder.  Tf 
have    encouraged    me    to    research    into    my    or 

'growth  and  development'  while  continuing  to  en 

my    present  chosen   position  as  mother  and  houj 

wife." 

I   received  a  long  and  particularly  sensitive  letl 
from    Ann   Palmeri   who   is   teaching   philosophy! 

Hobart  and  William  Smith  Colleges  in  Geneva,  NJ 
Since    she    is    teaching    a    philosophy    of    femini 

course  and  was  once  a  roommate  of  Carol  Sheld 

Hylton   '66   (see   Recorder,    Fall   '75)   she  was  V€ 
interested    in    the    recent   discussions   on    roles 

women.  "I  find  it  unfortunate  that  we  now  have  I 
make  people  defend  caring  for  other  people.  It  is  rv 
a     social     evil     to     have    children     and     care    f 

them  ...  To  make  mother  a  'professional'  is  not  tl 
answer    but   rather   to   transform    the   way    we 

mothering."    Ann    reminds    us    that    "mothering 

caring  is  wonderful"  and  fulfills  a  basic  human  nee. 
It  does  not  necessarily   restrict  us  from  doing  oth( 

things  or  limit  any  future  choices  for  one's  life.  Sf 
stressed  we  should  work  to  widen  society's  view  c 
women  and  thereby  "widen  the  possibilities  for  a 

people." 

This  spring  Judith  Murray  Walle  will  be  airir 
some  of  her  views  on  roles  for  women  over  tl: 

Canadian  Broadcasting  system.  She  is  a  producer  i 
the  Public  Affairs  division  for  the  CBC  specializing  i 

documentary  films.  "This  show  means  a  great  deal  1 
me  and  has  been  building  inside  for  over  two  year 

It's  a  one  hour  special  on  women.  The  idea  is  1 
present  three  women  —  a  psychologically  vali 
sample.  They  are  all  middle  class,  all  married  su 
cessfully,  two  kids  each,  with  careers  or  going  bac 

to  them.  The  idea  is  to  present  the  audience  wM 
three  articulate  models.  The  fact  is  that  motherir 

and  a  career  are  not  incompatible.  It  takes  a  lot  < 

work,  organization  and  nurturing  but  it  can  be  dom 

One  of  the  'models'  is  Elaine  Hillman  Moroney  '6! 
Elaine  is  the  only  one  not  actually  working  but  sf" 
was  chosen  because  she  is  content  with  her  two  kic 

and  husband  and  yet  is  consistently  working  towar 

her  own  personal  goals."  Judith's  program  sounc 
amazing  and  I'm  planning  to  write  to  WNET  an 
encourage  them  to  purchase  it  for  U.S.  viewing. 

As  for  Frank  and  myself,  we  have  just  move 

again  and  are  awaiting  the  new  administration  hei 
in  Washington.  Delta  is  eleven  months  and  quite 

delight.  Once  we  get  settled  into  our  new  house 
plan  to  start  looking  around  for  a  job.  My  last  papt 
from  Rockefeller  U.  in  NY  will  appear  this  summe 

in  the  Journal  of  Comparative  Neurology. 

Donna  Reporting: 

It  was  good  to  hear  from  our  classmates  on  tf 
Chatham  faculty.  Mary  Schlitt  Kostatos,  in  her  thii 

year  as  Assistant  Professor  of  Biology,  is  also 

volunteer  for  the  Pittsburgh  Zoo  and  is  active  with 
local  environmental  group  against  pollution  of  tf 

Monongahela  River.  Janet  Walker  sends  greetings  ar 
writes  that  she  continues  to  teach  French  and  Italic 

at  Chatham  and  serve  as  Chairman  of  the  Admissioi 

Committee.  Last  August,  Janet  spent  a  mom 

studying  at  Cison  di  Valnarino  near  Venice. 
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("Moving    on"    is    Sandy    Stewart   Shasby    from 
''-'■   Sittie,  to  Montana,  to  Lansing  where  the  Shasbys 

;   «ll  "settle"  for  two  years  while  Mike  is  in  the  Public 
alth   Service.    Sandy   enjoys   the   experiences   of 

ng  in  different  parts  of  the  country,  particularly 
■■ss-country    skiing    in   Seattle   and    Lansing.    Her 

»st  project  is  painting  and  wallpapering,  a  job  in 

ich  she  is  "assisted"  by  her  two  little  girls. 
Carol  Swenson  Foss  is  busy  with  son  David  and  a 

>ve   to   Charlotte,   NC,  soon  after  David's  birth. 

arlie    is    looking    for    a    new   job,    and    "Swens" 
^nders  where  they  will  be  next  year. 
Janet  Washburn  Grana  combines  job  and  studies 

(secretary  at  the  Neurosurgical  Research  Lab,  NYU 
fidical  Center,  and  a  student  of  paralegal  studies  at 

i/U.  Janet  saw  Dara  Murphy  again  last  summer. 

■    i  Busy   and  happy  Susan  Whitfield  Sawyer  writes 

at  she,  along  with  husband  David,  and  the  rest  of 

*»   e  Division   of  the  Budget  are  trying  to  solve  the 
>mendous  budgetary  problems  of  New  York  City 

3d    New    York    State.     Susan    is    Senior    Budget 
laminer     responsible     for     the     Local    Assistance 

jntal  Hygiene  Program.  Dave,  as  one  of  the  City's 
dermen,    is   also   very    much    involved   with   local 

lislative  problems.  As  if  this  isn't  enough,  Susan  is 
aching  employment  techniques,  helping  the  YWCA 

ply  for  federal  grants,  enrolling  in  a  paralegal  pro- 

.  am,  and  "forever"  fixing  up  a  forty-five  year-old 
■use. 

i  Mariann  Williams  Yatsco  is  busy  with  daughter 

i  mya.  John  is  out  of  the  Air  Force,  and  the  Yatscos 

j  ive  "finally"  moved  back  to  south  Florida. 
Linda  Weltchek  sends  greetings  and  writes  that 

wip  is  completing  her  course  in  midwifery  at  the 
:ljniversity  of  Mississippi  in  Jackson. 

These  past  two  years  have  been  full  and  pleasant 

Ijr  me,  Donna  Mrock  Carey.  My  time  and  self  have 

llten  unevenly  divided  among  my  daughter  and 

jsband,  our  forty  year-old  home,  and  graduate 

•  pdies  m  public  administration  at  the  University  of 

:  ,'ttsburgh.  Frank  continues  to  practice  law  and  play 
:lflnnis.  Last  September  I  enjoyed  lunch  and  a  visit 

-I  iith  Ellen  Daily  Bedell,  Bunny  Generalovich  Lenner, 
it  Jalowick  Demase,  and  Eileen  Richey  Hepler. 

1969 
Loretta  Bonazzo  Wildman 

(Mrs.  Gary) 

208  Pine  Road 

Edgeworth,  PA  15143 

Lois  Murphey  Skalka 
(Mrs.  Sanford) 

16  Grand  Avenue 

Newburgh,  NY  12550 

Barbara  Obenauer  Platz 

(Mrs.  Joseph) 

7751  West  State  Street 

Lowville,  NY  13367 

Merle  Pollack  Intner 

(Mrs.  Richard) 

1 1  Sage  Court 

Pikesville,  MD  21208 

Dorothy  Zorn 

139  Pilgrim  Drive,  R.D.  #3 

Sewickley,  PA  15143 

ENGAGEMENT 

April  Wooden  Salada  to  Frank  A.  Blazich 

MARRIAGES 

Emily  M.  Barclay   to  John   Hawes,  December,  1974 

Ginger  Getman  to  John  J.  Harkey,  July  12,  1975 

BIRTHS 

lAmy     Bender     Morgan,     a     daughter,     Alyssa    Jill, 

[February  27,  1975 
iDianne  Bronstein  Goldman,  a  son,  Scott  Lawrence, 

[October  14,  1974 
Janice  Gary  Goodman,  a  daughter,  Tamara,  April  2, 
11974 

Evelyn  Goldsmith   Kitay,  a  daughter,  Valerie  Hana, 
Iseptember  23,  1975 

|  Ann  Nelson  Hooe,  a  daughter,  Stefanie  Wallace,  June 
11, 1975 

Ann   Posner  Fox,  a  son,  Nathan  William,   February 

25,  1975 

Jean    Robinson   Andrews,   a   daughter,    Alison,    May 

16, 1975 
Carolyn   Taylor   Heysek,   a  daughter,  Melanie,  June 

12,  1975 
Connie  Weiss  Sukernek,  a  son,  Jon   David,  October 

1, 1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Mibs  Bainum,  1829  Baird  Street,  Madison,  Wl  53713 

Emily  Barclay,  25  Langdon  Avenue,  Watertown,  MA 
02172 

Nancy  Best  Kneedler  (Mrs.   Fred),  215  Underwood 

Avenue,  Greensburg,  PA  15601 
Barbara     Bohne,     4500     South     Four     Mile     #11, 

Arlington,  VA  22204 
Loretta    Bonazzo    Wildman    (Mrs.    Gary),   208   Pine 

Road,  Edgeworth,  PA  15143 

Kathryn    Brecht    Stept    (Mrs.    Michael),   Cain    Ridge 

Road,  Commodore  Apts.  4-F,  Vicksburg,  MS  39180 
Dianne  Bronstein  Goldman  (Mrs.  Richard),  353  East 

17th  Street,  Apt.  9F,  New  York,  NY  10003 

Mary  Clark  Webster  (Mrs.  William),  P.O.  Box  4850, 

Portland,  ME  04112 

Margaret  Cox,  104  Appleton  Avenue,  Pittsfield,  MA 

01201 
Bobara     DeCaulp,      International      Inspection 

Dept./Controller's     Division,     Citibank,     299     Park 
Avenue,  New  York,  NY  10022 
Terese     Dech    Schaffner    (Mrs.     David),    97    Inman 

Street,  Cambridge,  MA  02129 
Dixie  Dixon,  2445  N.  56th  Street,  Philadelphia,  PA 

19131 
Jody    Drooz    Yoffie    (Mrs.    Alan),    6    Chiltern    Hill, 

Worcester,  MA  01602 

Jacqueline     Emery     Flynn     (Mrs.     Edmund),     171 

Windsor  Castle  Drive,  Newport  News,  VA  23602 

Susan    Farr,   851    Colorado  Avenue,    Palo  Alto,  CA 
94303 

Biri  Fay,  AGYPTISCHES  Museum,  Schloss  -  Str.  70 
—  1  Berlin  19,  Germany 
Paulette    Fritz  Weisrock   (Mrs.  Thomas),  22535  Via 

Loyola,  Mission  Viejo,  CA  92675 
Janice    Gary    Goodman,    25    Clifton    Avenue,    Apt. 

1014-D,  Newark,  NJ  07104 
Laura    Gould   Grad    (Mrs.    William).    500   East   83rd 

Street,  Apt.  5-A,  New  York,  NY  10028 
Gail    Hart    Davidson    (Mrs.    Robert),   240   East  76th 

Street,  Apt.  16D,  New  York,  NY  10021 
Carolyn  Hooton  Monarch  (Mrs.  Gary),  1476  E.  13th 

Street,  Upland,  CA  91786 

Marjory   Kaplan,   1035  Oxford  Street,  Berkeley,  CA 
94707 

Harriet    Katz    Bachman    (Mrs.    Lawrence),   3003   N. 

Charles  St.,  #6-K,  Baltimore,  MD  21218 
Marion  Lefebre  Burge  (Mrs.  Christopher),  1520  York 

Avenue,  New  York,  NY  10028 

Bernadette  Lombardo  llch  (Mrs.  Alfred),  729  Broad 

Avenue,  Apt.  9,  Ridgefield,  NJ  07657 
Penelope    Lowe,   c/o   Box   40,  Westminster  Station, 
VT  05159 

Lois    Murphey    Skalka     (Mrs.    Sanford),    1 6    Grand 

Avenue,  Newburgh,  NY  12550 

Alison   Oakes,   651   W.  Sheridan   Road,  Chicago,   IL 

60613 
Merle  Pollack  Intner  (Mrs.  Richard),  11  Sage  Court, 

Pikesville,  MD  21208 

Linda      Richman     Black  man     (Mrs.     Marc),     2016 

Baltimore  Road,  Rockville,  MD  20853 

Jean  Robinson  Andrews  (Mrs.  Robert),  Dental  Clinic 

Hohenfels,  APO  NY  09173 
Kathleen   Romanski,  3  Saw  Mill   Road,  Weston,  CT 

06880 
Ann    Rosch    Duf field    (Mrs.    Timothy),    1450    West 

Chester  Park,  West  Chester,  PA  19380 

Christine  Sakumoto   Drake    (Mrs.   David),  25  Clare- 
mont  Avenue,  #8C,  New  York,  NY  10027 

Linda    Scholle,    23   Cambridge   Terrace,    Cambridge, 
MA  02140 

Faye    Singer    Rosch     (Mrs.    Jeffrey),    612    Bigelow 

Street,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15207 
Jennifer    Sumner    Buchholz    (Mrs.     Rogene),    2409 

Galtier  Street,  St.  Paul,  MN  55113 

Nina   Talalay,    107    Beacon   Street,   Apt.  8,   Boston, 
MA  021 16 

Joan  Wooden  Salada   (Mrs.  Gary),  840  Cricklewood 

Drive,  #211,  State  College,  PA  16801 

LOST 

Diane  Elliott  Schirrmacker 
Harriet  Hudson  Brennan 

Anne  Murton 
Suzanne  Pasley 

Barbara  Willis  Bittenbender 

Loretta  Reporting: 

Hello!  Thank  you  to  all  who  replied  to  my 
request  for  class  news  and  a  contribution  to  the  class 

treasury.  I  had  hoped  to  begin  our  once-a-year 
sharing  of  news  with  more  than  a  few  lines  on  the 

standard  questionnaire.  However,  I  was  barely  able 

to  have  them  out  on  schedule.  I  hope  that  some  of 

my  good  wishes  to  you  did  manage  to  be  conveyed. 

My  appreciation  and  thanks  go  to  Sue  Brown  Weeks 

for  her  past  work  as  class  secretary.  It  is  both  frus- 
trating (when  few  answer)  and  rewarding  (when 

some  freely  express  themselves)  work. 
Mibs  Bainum  is  a  Ph.D.  candidate  in  Theatre  and 

Drama  at  the  University  of  Wisconsin.  Her  disserta- 

tion topic  is  Gertrude  Stein's  Theatre.  She  is  also 
working  as  a  project  assistant  to  the  chairman  of  the 

Drama  Department.  Upon  completion  of  her  degree 

Mibs  hopes  to  find  a  job  in  professional  theatre. 
Emily  Barclay  has  been  working  in  the  cancer 

control  division  of  the  Sidney  Farber  Cancer  Center. 

Their  aim  is  to  establish  a  full  range  of  services  for 

cancer  patients  through  the  cooperative  efforts  of 

various  hospitals.  Emily  has  married  John  Hawes,  an 
architect,  but  has  kept  her  own  name.  Last 

September  they  moved  into  a  house  in  Watertown, 

Massachusetts.  It  is  not  quite  Victorian,  but  "has 
character"  and  takes  all  of  their  spare  time.  Before 
making  the  move  they  traveled  to  Egypt  and  Kenya. 

No  longer  at  her  job  as  Publicity  Director  of 

WIIC-TV  Pittsburgh,  Amy  Bender  Morgan  oc- 
casionally models  on  a  freelance  basis.  She  is  now 

involved  with  Women's  American  ORT,  the  Women's 
Association  of  Pittsburgh  Symphony  Society,  and 

new  daughter  Alyssa  Jill. 
Carol  Birmingham  Levitov  took  a  chance  and  is 

very  happy  with  the  outcome.  She  left  a  very 

stimulating  medical  research  job  at  the  National 
Institute  of  Health  in  Maryland  and  began  an 

apprenticeship  with  a  local  potter.  After  a  year  she 

set  up  her  own  studio  and  is  now  working  full  time 

as  a  potter  in  stoneware  and  porcelain.  Her  work  is 

being  carried  by  several  shops  on  the  East  Coast. 
Dianne  Bornstein  Goldman  has  earned  an  M.A.  in 

education  from  New  York  University.  Presently  she 
is  on  a  child  care  leave  after  six  years  of  teaching. 

Her  husband  Richard  is  an  intern  in  dentistry  at  the 

Beth  Israel  Medical  Center.  They  have  been  to  many 

out-of-the-way  places  and  have  met  many  interesting 

people  because  of  their  interest  in  collecting  and 
refinishing  antiques. 

1 1  was  good  to  learn  that  Josie  Campbell 
Dellenbaugh  is  still  keeping  her  hand  in  the  art  field. 

She  is  studying  etching  and  working  in  clay  at  home. 

She  is  also  reading  Biology  and  Medicine  for 
recording  for  the  blind,  restoring  and  redoing  her 

and  Geoffrey's  1770's  house,  gardening,  canning, 
and  taking  care  of  a  2  year  old. 

Greetings  from  Barbara  Christie  are  sent  to  all. 

She  is  trying  homicide  cases  in  her  work  as  Assistant 

District  Attorney  in  Philadelphia. 
Kathy  Cochrane  Kean  is  a  full  time  graduate 

student  for  a  master's  in  History  and  a  teaching 
assistant  in  Western  Civilization  at  Marquette 

University.  She'll  get  her  degree  this  spring.  Kathy 

also  sings  in  the  200  member  city  choir,  "Bel 
Canto."  Kathy  and  Bill,  who  teaches  at  the  Univer- 

sity of  Wisconsin,  very  much  enjoy  living  in 
Mi  I  wau  kee.  She  sends  greetings  from  Candy 

Atkinson  McDougal  who  was  in  our  class  freshman 

and  sophomore  years.  She  and  her  husband  Denny 

are  living  in  Barston,  California. 
Dale  Cohen  is  in  her  last  year  at  Georgetown 

University  Law  Center  and  very  much  anticipating 

re-joining  the  paid  work  force. 

I  and  my  family  are  adjusting  to  a  new  com- 

munity and  an  old  house,  dubbed  "The  Barn."  Now 
that  Angela  is  6  years  old  and  Heather  is  3%,  I  am 
feeling  the  strong  winds  of  change  blowing  around  in 

my  mind.  I  spend  a  lot  of  time  writing,  looking  at 

want  ads,  hugging  my  daughters,  creating  weird 

batiks,    and    learning    paddle    tennis    because    it    is 
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ny  new  neighbors  are  bananas  about  it. 
i  thai    I   chmbed  a 

myself.  I  know  thai  I  will  bo  a  different 
i    u  will  be  too.  I  look  forward  to 

Lois  Reporting: 

i  from  a  record  number  of  class- 

id     ich  long  newsy  letters  from  some  that 
know  where  to  start, 

Bobjrj  OeCaulp  has  just  become  counsel  to  the 

ill     ngerii    inspection  Team  of  Citibank. 
The  team  travels  throughout  the  world  auditing  the 

itional  corporate  holdings, 

.vill  be  in  Sydney,  Australia  until  about 
June   ami    In    the   next    two   years   expects    to   see 

Tokyo,    Hong    Kong,    Singapore,    Manila,   Thailand, 
most    of    the    European    capitals,    some    of   South 
America,    Africa   and    Canada.    Bobara    is    the    first 

lawyer     and     first    woman     international     traveling 

inspector    the   bank  has  had.   In  addition,  she  has 
recently  been  made  an  officer  of  the  bank. 

Biri  Fay  is  also  spending  some  time  outside  the 

United  States.  She  is  in  Berlin  working  part-time  in 

the  Egyptian  Museum  and  writing  her  master's 
thesis.  Two  other  women  I  heard  from  are  busy  with 

continuing  studies.  Evelyn  Goldsmith  Kitay  started 

Georgetown  Law  School  in  September  and  says  she 
loves  it  Bobbi  Franklin  McKenna  is  in  the  last 
semester  of  course  work  for  her  Ph.D.  in  Chinese 

History.  Her  life  is  hectic  with  a  teaching  fellowship, 
course  work,  her  dissertation,  a  three  year  old,  a  four 

i  tnd  a  husband,  but  she  sounds  happy. 

Teaching  is  occupying  the  time  of  Vivian 
Garbuny  Goldberg.  She  is  teaching  a  physiology 

course  at  Catholic  University  while  continuing  as  a 

post-doctoral  fellow  at  Georgetown  University.  She 
still  finds  time  to  continue  her  climbing  and  hiking 

interests.  Jane  DeLucia  Simms  still  enjoys  her 

substitute  teaching  in  the  sciences.  She  writes 

enthusiastically  of  her  experiences  and  the  op- 
portunity to  share  thoughts  and  ideas  with  so  many 

varied  teachers  and  students.  She  and  her  family  plan 

a  camping  trip  to  Oklahoma  this  summer.  Last 
summer  they  traveled  to  Arcadia  National  Park  in 

Maine  during  the  longest  rainy  spell  of  the  summer. 
The  one  ray  of  sunshine  in  their  trip  was  a  brief  visit 

with  Mimi  Majewski  Lenkoski  in  Connecticut. 

Polly  Fritz  Weisrock  has  a  new  job  teaching  vocal 
and  instrumental  music  for  the  Capistrano  Unified 

School  District.  She  says  the  district  is  a  music 

teacher's  dream.  Every  third  grader  learns  to  play  the 
violin;  fourth  graders  learn  clarinet;  fifth  learn 

trumpet;  and  sixth  learn  guitar.  This  summer  she  and 

Tom  plan  another  move  to  a  larger  house  where 

Polly  will  have  a  much  needed  music  room.  Ginger 

Getman  Harkey  continues  to  teach  morning  kinder- 
garten and  spin  and  weave  at  home  in  the  after- 
noons. Her  husband  is  a  photojournalist  for  the 

University  of  Texas  Medical  School.  At  Christmas 

they  had  a  two  week  journey  to  Guatemala. 

It  was  nice  to  hear  from  Janice  Gary  Goodman 

after  so  long.  She  was  married  five  years  ago,  has  a 

child  and  is  currently  working  monitoring  the 
Affirmative  Action  Program  within  the  New  York 

Division  of  AT  &  T.  She  says  it's  a  very  rewarding 
position.  Her  husband  is  working  in  the  legal  depart- 

ment of  the  Singer  Corporation  and  will  complete 
his  law  degree  at  Seton  Hall  this  May. 

Jackie  Emery  Flynn  has  moved  "back  east"  from 
California.  She  mentioned  her  involvement  in  the 

local  AAUW  branch.  Her  husband  Ned  was  assistant 

government  counsel  in  the  discharge  proceedings  in 
the  highly  publicized  Leonard  Matlovich  homosexual 
case  in  the  Air  Force.  Jennifer  Gearhart  Grason 

spent  the  winter  enjoying  daughter  Lara  and  re- 
decorating her  house. 

Emme  Day  Erdossy  and  Dixie  Dixon  send 

greetings.  Dixie  was  impressed  by  President  Eddy's 

brochure  "Fresh  Cut  Hay."  She  says  she  almost 
wishes  she  were  attending  Chatham  now  instead  of 
six  years  ago. 

Sandy  and  I  have  had  a  busy  year.  We  both  have 
new  jobs  and  in  July  we  moved  into  a  new  house. 

After  six  years  of  apartments  we're  enjoying  the 
privacy  of  a  house  with  a  big  backyard  for  David  to 
play  in.  In  spare  moments  I  still  do  a  lot  of  work 
volunteering  and  serving  on  the  board  of  the  local 

Planned  Parenthood  chapter.  We  had  a  nice  visit 
from  Harriet  Katz  Bachman,  Larry,  Seth  and  Risa 

Ellovich  at  New  Year's. 

Merle  Reporting: 

I  was  beginning  to  feel  very  hostile  toward  the 
Recorder  after  reading  continual  criticism  of  hearing 

about  people's  lives,  children  and  other  mundane 
habits.  Then  I  began  to  wonder  why  it  was  necessary 

for  so  many  to  complain  about  reading  of  other 

people's  families  and  lives.  The  Recorder  should  not 
only  have  these  things  but  I  think  that  many  of  us 

enjoy  reading  about  our  classmates.  I  know  that  I  am 
curious  to  know  what  other  people  whom  I  knew  for 

four  years  are  doing.  It  is  certainly  ridiculous  to 
assume  that  any  of  us  have  kept  in  close  touch  with 

all  of  the  people  we  spent  time  with  at  Chatham  and 

equally  absurd  to  think  that  there  is  something 
juvenile  or  frivolous  to  want  to  know  of  other 

people's  comings  and  goings. 
Some  of  the  letters  I  received  echoed  my 

thoughts.  Ann  Rosch  Duffield  pointed  out  that  the 

beauty  of  today's  trend  is  that  we  have  choices  as 
women,  choices  which  we  are  free  to  make  and  carry 

out  without  guilt  and,  ideal  istically,  without 

condemnation.  Ann  enjoys  her  work  as  manager  of 

the  typesetting  department  at  the  University  of 
Pennsylvania  and  delights  in  the  time  that  she  spends 

with  her  son,  Jamie.  Ann's  husband  Tim  is  working 
on  a  large  sculpture  commission  that  should  be 
erected  at  the  University  City  Science  Center  in 

Philadelphia  this  summer. 
Kate  Perkins  has  emerged  after  years  of  avoiding 

these  pages.  She  is  at  the  University  of  Georgia  in  a 
horticulture  program.  As  a  former  English  major 
Kate  reports  that  the  labs  are  a  shock  four  days  a 

week  but  she  hopes  to  complete  the  two-year  pro- 
gram and  own  a  nursery. 

I  received  news  of  quite  a  few  children  born  this 

year.  Carolyn  Taylor  Heysek  phoned  Ann  Nelson 

Hooe  to  report  the  birth  of  the  Heysek's  second 
daughter  but  Ann  was  not  home  because  her 

daughter  was  born  the  day  before.  Ann  reports  that 
she  is  happily  retired  from  the  Environmental 
Protection  Agency. 

Ann  Posner  Fox  and  Arthur  are  still  in  Iowa  and 

will  remain  there  for  the  next  few  years.  They  have  a 
little  boy  now. 

Jean  Robinson  Andrews  and  Bob  report  that 

they  are  not  finding  it  easy  to  travel  through  Europe 
with  a  baby.  While  Bob  is  in  the  service  in  Germany, 

the  Andrews  have  extensive  travel  plans  for  the  sum- 
mer and  fall.  This  winter  they  have  done  some 

limited  traveling  in  Germany.  Doing  this  they  lament 

the  days  they  spent  learning  Latin  and  French  in 

school.  They  are  finding  German  a  difficult  language 

to  master. 

Chicago  still  holds  Alison  Oakes.  She  is  still 

working  as  Supervisor  of  Youth  and  College  Age 

services  at  the  Bernard  Horwich  Jewish  Community 

Center.  Alison  had  quick,  but  very  enjoyable,  visits 

with  Risa  Ellovich  in  Chicago  and  New  York. 

Last  year  when  !  wrote  this  piece  I  was  in  the 

midst  of  moving.  This  year  we  have  already  moved 

again.  After  moving  last  March  from  one  New  York 

apartment  to  another  we  decided  we  had  had  enough 

of  New  York.  We  began  looking  for  communities 

that  we  wanted  to  live  in  and  jobs  that  were 

available.  Well,  we  are  in  Maryland.  Richard  had 

gotten  his  Maryland  C.P.A.  reciprocity  so  we  will 

probably  be  here.  We  have  found  that  culturally 

there  may  be  more  in  New  York  but  we  are  doing 
more  in  the  Baltimore/Washington  area  because  it  is 

less  expensive  and  less  harried  to  do  anything.  Scott 

and  William  can  go  outside  and  play  with  greater 
ease.  Our  whole  life  is  more  pleasant  than  in  New 

York.  Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz  and  Alan  are  close  by 
and  we  see  them  regularly. 

Jody  Drooz  Yoffie,  Alan  and  Alexy  visited  us 
several  times  since  we  moved  and  before  the  Yoffies 

moved  to  Massachusetts.  If  anyone  lives  in  the 

vicinity  of  Worcester,  Mass.,  please  contact  Jody. 

Thank  you  to  those  of  you  who  sent  a  dollar  for 

the  Class  Treasury  .  .  .  And  I  am  off  for  the  daily 
nursery  school  pick-up  .  .  . 

Dottie  Reporting: 

Faye  Singer  Rosch  and  family  are  relocating  to 

their  own  house  in  Altoona,  Pennsylvania  where 

is  setting  up  his  practice.  Jeff  is  finishing  his  fei  j 

ship  at  Children's  Hospital  in  Allergy-lmmunoloi 
June.    It's   hard   to  believe   that  Becca  is  in  kir 
garten  already.  Eric  attends  toddler  playtime. 

Carolyn  Taylor  Heysek  has  gone  back  to  sc 

part-time  for  her  master's  in  psychology.  She  c 

ments  that  there's  no  perfect  time  for  a  re-entr 
the  academic  world  with  two  children.  S 

probably  eliminate  sleep  in  order  to  study!  But 

won't  give  up  playing  tennis. 
Katherine  Wright  Mueller  continues  to  tfi 

prepared  childbirth  classes  for  the  Childbirth  Ed 
tion  Association  and  is  coordinator  of  a  works 

on  the  general  board  of  her  church.  Her  daugl 

Cindy  is  recovering  from  eye  surgery  which  occui 

in  January.  Kathy  was  able  to  stay  with  her  in 

hospital  to  ease  the  trauma. 
Lynn  Stewart  who  lives  in  San  Jose  spent  sc 

time  in  San  Diego  and  Los  Angeles  and  then  spei 

week  at  the  Club  Med  at  Playa  Blanca  in  Mex 

Lynn  recommends  the  "Club"  very  highly.  SI 
taking  yoga  and  physical  fitness  courses  and  is  pi 
ning  a  vacation  to  Rhodesia  in  August  to  visit 

grandparents. 
Ann  Turnock  is  expecting  to  receive  her  Mai 

of  Divinity  degree  in  June  from  Fuller  Theolog 

Seminary.  She  is  looking  forward  to  findin< 

pastorate  and  being  ordained.  Chathamites  musl 

rare  in  Southern  California  since  she  hasn't  seen  i 
for  a  whole  year! 

Marsha  Weiss  Bramowitz  is  a  legislative  analys 

the  Department  of  Fiscal  Research  of  the  Maryl; 

General  Assembly.  Her  husband  Alan  is  making  pi 

to  practice  cardiology  after  completing  his  N 

obligation  in  June. 

Connie  Weiss  Sukernek  says  "hi"  and  inform: 

that  the  new  arrival  answers  only  to  "J.D.". In  addition  to  her  full-time  teaching  job.  Lb 
Weill  Brown  is  teaching  English  to  the  foreign  b 

at  night.  She's  back  in  graduate  school  for  anot 
Master's  in  English  as  a  Second  Language  (ESL) 
bi-Mngual  education.  Serving  as  a  Chatham  alum 
representative  and  representing  Chatham  a1 

conference  of  women's  college  sponsored 
Douglass  College  are  proving  to  be  very  positive 

exciting  experiences  for  her. 
April    Wooden    Salada    recently    completed 

Master  of  Agriculture  degree   in  horticulture  ani 
working  in  the  Horticulture  Department  at  Penn 

vania  State  part-time.  She  is  doing  lectures,  teach 
and  working  with  growers. 

I've  relocated  to  the  Washington,  DC  area  wl 

I'm  a  research  methodologist  on  the  Longitud 
Study  Project  of  the  Association  of  Ameri 
Medical  Colleges.  My  project  is  investigating  ca 
development  patterns  of  physicians. 

No  class  news  was  received  from  Barl 

Obenauer  Platz  in  time  for  publicatioin  this  issu 

the  Recorder. 

1971 Linda  Ma 
1 557  Shoemaker  R 

Abington,  PA  19 

NelleSandn 

235-2nd  Street,  NE,  #3' 
Washington,  DC  20 

M.  Christine  Wa 
926  Ivy  Street,  Apt. 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15 

Barbara  Zawa( 
University  Dri\ 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15 

BIRTHS 

Paula     Ambler     Kavchak,     a    son,     Gregory    Jc 

February  28,  1975 

Nora  IMabor  Windmeyer,  a  son,  Scott,  Septembe 
1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Paula     Ambler     Kavchak,     2207     Society     Di 

Claymont,  DE  19703 
Elizabeth    Aufderheide   Ruckman,   277   Tara    Di 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15236 
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san  Belkin  Glaser,  2669  Edgehill  Road,  Cleveland, 

|H  44106 
therine   Bentley   Pope,    1225  St.   Marks,   #1205, 

entreat,  Quebec,  Canada 

•borah     Block     Rubin,     3221      Forest     Hill.     #2, 

pntreal,  Quebec  H3V  1C4  Canada 
nice  Brewer,  520  N.   Ashley,  Apt.   9,  Ann  Arbor, 
148103 

anne  Burton  Leone,  35  Q  Darling  Street,  Southing- 
tn,  CT  06489 

ary     Conway     Vaughan,     271     Petersham     Road, 
chmond,  Surrey,  England 

leryl     Dowds    Cordell,     147    Wren    Street,     New 

rleans,  LA  70124 

tckie  Falco,  407  Denniston  Avenue,  #2,  Pittsburgh, 
A  15206 

■  oris  Goodwin  Raheja,  4800  Lake  Park  Boulevard, 
[  ot.  408,  Chicago,  I  L  6061 5 

xemary   Gross  Rubin,  1 735  Vassar  Avenue,  NW, 

enton,  OH  44709 

sborah  Hagstrom  Barton,  Range  Road,  Epsom,  NH 
S234 

lizabeth  Hennings,  759  E.  22nd  Avenue,  Eugene, 

1  ft  97405 
ary   Hennings,   921    Beacon   Street,    Boston,   MA 
£215 

artha-Jean  Hughes,  American  Embassy,  Paris,  APO 

[Cw  York,  NY  09777 
He  Jackson   Diamond,    537  S.   Braddock  Avenue, 

(2,  Pittsburgh.  PA  15221 
ona  Kann  Strassburger,  7421  Richland,  Pittsburgh, 
A  15208 

orna  Kent,  1330  New  Hampshire  Avenue,  NW, 

Washington,  DC  20036 

.eborah  Lamm,  3003  Van  Ness  Street,  NW,  Apt. 

1  103  South,  Washington,  DC  2008 
ynthia     Linhart    Williams,    347     Hastings    Street, 

ttsburgh,  PA  15206 
atricia  Luther,  109  Commonwealth  Avenue, 

Boston,  MA  021 16 

Hen  Mandel,  1615  Pine  Street,  Scranton.  PA  18510 

inda  Martin,  1557  Shoemaker  Road,  Abington,  PA 
0001 

laine  Morris,  707  Dixmyth  Avenue  #404E, 
Cincinnati,  OH  45220 

iylvia  Morris,  1836  Brett  #3,  Pittsburgh.  PA  15205 
ane  Murray  Weston,  39  Ash  Lane,  Windsor, 

lerkshire,  England 

iynthia  Nusbaum  Katz,  7449  Hampton  Blvd., 
Norfolk,  VA  23505 

Jina  Pahl  Straitman,  1072  C  Superior  Drive,  Harris- 

[urg,  PA  17111 
Oeborah  Patton,  5850  Forest  Center,  B-3,  Gary,  IN 

(16403 
iusan  Philbrick,  27  Grandview  Avenue,  White  Plains, 
NY  10605 

»ally  Pierce  Shaw,  12  Sterling  Drive,  Coraopolis,  PA 

pi  08 
<athy  Ripin,  520  E.  90th  Street,  Apt.  6-A,  New 

jr*ork,  NY  10024 
Slelle  Sandridge,  235-2nd  Street,  NE,  #313  N, 
Washington,  DC  2002 
Vlaxine  Schlosser  Shore,  118  Center  Street, 

Nightstown,  NJ  08520 

Barbara  Shughart  Drake,  427  Diehl  Road, 

k/Iechanicsburg,  PA  17055 

Linda  Sigg  Morgan,  313  Devon  Circle,  Downing- 
town,  PA  19335 

Janet  Snyder  Kapur,   100  Country  Club  Drive,  7H, 

Port  Washington,  Long  Island,  NY  1 1050 
Margaret    Swett,    1155   Warburton    Avenue,    #12F, 
Yonkers,  NY  10701 

Beverly  Swisshelm,  178  Donabrook  Court,  Apt.  H, 

Lexington,  KY  40503 
Connie  Thompson  Claris,  575  D.  Blythe  Street, 
Hendersonville,  NC  28739 

LOST 

Rosanne  Belikove  Talcott 

Nina  Blum 

Karen  Copeland 
Andrea  Sherman  Heft 

Tova  Rothschild 

Nelle  Reporting: 

It's  hard  to  believe  that  we've  reached  our  five- 

year  reunion.  Time  has  passed  quickly,  but  it's  been 

a  fulfilling  five  years  for  the  correspondents  in  my 

group. 
I  was  excited  to  hear  that  Peggy  Evans  gave  an 

organ  recital  last  year  at  Chatham.  Peggy  is  in  the 

second  year  of  a  doctoral  program  in  performance 
and  church  music  at  the  Eastman  School,  and  she  is 

also  Director  of  Music  at  the  Irondequoit  United 
Church  of  Christ  in  Rochester. 

Robin  Bernstein  is  in  law  school  at  Duquesne 

University  and  also  works  as  an  inheritance  tax 

appraiser  for  the  Pennsylvania  Department  of 
Revenue. 

Carol  Olbum  does  ceramics  part-time  at  home  in 

Pittsburgh,  and  is  working  on  a  one-person  exhibit  to 
be  shown  at  the  Charleston,  West  Virginia  Art Gallery. 

It's  been  almost  a  year  now  since  Mary  Conway 
Vaughan  moved  to  London,  where  her  husband  Rick 

is  working  for  an  affiliate  of  Exxon.  The  Vaughans 
have  been  able  to  travel  throughout  Europe,  and 

Mary  says  the  environment  is  a  welcome  change 

from  New  Jersey.  Mary's  twins,  Mark  and  Michael, 
are  going  to  a  play  group  in  the  mornings  now, 
which  gives  Mary  more  time  to  herself.  She  plays 

bridge,  does  brass  rubbings,  sews,  and  has  hooked  a 

rug.  Mary  adds  a  welcome  for  anyone  who's  in 
London. 

Debi  Block  Rubin  is  also  in  a  completely  new 

environment,  having  moved  from  rural  Pennsylvania 
to  Montreal.  She  enjoys  being  an  urbanite  again, 

though  she's  had  to  adjust  to  the  super-cold  climate 
and  the  fact  that  she's  a  language  minority  in  the 
very  French  Quebec.  Debi  reports  being  happy  in  her 

job  at  a  women's  information  and  referral  center. 
Diane  Berman  keeps  the  wheels  of  justice  turning 

as  an  Assistant  District  Attorney  for  Allegheny 

County,  and  is  taking  piano  lessons  again  from  none 

other  than  Mr.  Spinelli.  Diane  visited  Gloria  Good- 
win Raheja  and  her  husband  Raj  in  Chicago  last 

summer,  and  has  also  been  in  touch  with  Kathy 

Boucher  Brosi,  who  is  attending  Georgetown  Law 
School  in  Washington. 

Jan  Brewer  has  earned  her  master's  degree,  and  is 
now  a  Regional  Health  Planner  for  a  three-county 
area  around  Ann  Arbor,  Michigan.  In  her  spare  time, 

Jan  does  lots  of  sketching,  painting,  and  crocheting. 

Marno  Doczy  has  resigned  from  teaching,  and 

told  me  last  January  that  she  was  looking  for  other 
work.  She  added  that  she  had  a  visit  from  Linda 

Jordan  '70,  and  the  two  of  them  spent  much  time 
reminiscing  and  nibbling  in  the  Gazebo. 

I  was  very  sorry  to  learn  that  Susan  Belkin 

Glaser's  father  died  in  November.  Susan  is  forging 
ahead  full-time  at  John  Carroll  University  to  get  her 

master's  degree  in  School  Psychology.  She  also  con- 
tinues to  work  part-time  at  a  therapeutic  pre-school 

associated  with  Case-Western  Reserve.  Susan  and  her 

husband  Richard  just  bought  a  60-year-old  house. 
A  number  of  others  in  my  group  have  also  settled 

into  houses.  Betsy  Aufderheide  Ruckman  and  Tom 

moved  into  their  new  home  just  before  Christmas. 

Betsy  is  still  teaching  German  and  Spanish  at  Carnck 

High  School,  and  looks  forward  to  what  will  be  an 

abbreviated  summer  vacation  due  to  the  seemingly 

endless  Pittsburgh  school  strike  Debbie  Hagstrom 

Barton  is  still  teaching  second  grade,  and  she  and  her 
husband  also  moved  into  a  new  house  out  in  the 

New  Hampshire  countryside. 

Rosemary  Gross  Rubin  reports  that  she  and 

Robert  just  bought  a  house  in  the  same  neighbor- 
hood she  grew  up  in.  Rosemary  is  an  attorney  with 

the  Stark  County  Legal  Aid  Society,  and  says  that 

she  recently  argued  a  case  before  the  Ohio  Supreme 

Court.  Betsy  Hennings  and  her  husband  Art  Farley 

have  found  a  really  cozy  house  in  Eugene,  Oregon. 

Betsy's  description  of  life  on  the  West  Coast  is 
scrumptious.  The  varied  climate  and  scenery  in  that 

part  of  the  country  allow  for  all  sorts  of  great 

outings.  Betsy's  taking  art  courses  now  at  the 

University  of  Oregon  and  has  joined  the  Women's Political  Caucus. 

Sallie  Heidenreich  Webster  is  still  a  Market  Re- 

search Investigator  at  Proctor  and  Gamble.  She  and 
Andy  have  passed  the  halfway  mark  in  repairing  and 
remodelling  their  new  home.  Sallie  also  reports  that 

she  and  Andy  had  the  enviable  opportunity  to  sing 

in  Carnegie  Hall  at  Christmas  time  with  the 

Cincinnati  May  Festival  choir. 

I'm  caseworker  now  for  a  congressman  from  Los 

Angeles,  and  hope  that  some  day,  some  way,  I'll  get 
the  chance  to  travel  to  his  district.  Liz  Cotsworth  is 

also  in  Washington,  working  for  the  Environmental 

Protection  Agency,  Office  of  International 
Activities.  Hope  to  see  all  of  you  at  the  reunion. 

Chris  Reporting: 

Greetings.    Ellen   Jackson   Diamond    reports  that 

she  is  still  teaching  kindergarten  at  Northview 

Heights  in  Pittsburgh,  and  that  husband  Mark  is 

serving  an  internship  at  Children's  Hospital.  A  nice 
letter  arrived  from  Gail  Lawson  Campbell,  who 
echoes  many  of  the  sentiments  expressed  previously 

in  the  Recorder  about  the  satisfaction  of  mother- 

hood. Erin  is  now  2Va  and  Bruce,  4.  She's  taken  a 
very  active  role  in  their  education  and  is  a  member 

of  the  board  of  the  Carriage  House  Children's  Center 
at  Chatham.  She  urges  people  in  the  area  to  stop  by 
and  admire  the  transformation  of  the  old  art  center 

in  the  Benedum  Garage  into  a  quality  pre-school. 

Gail's  husband  is  enjoying  his  work  with  the  City  of 
Pittsburgh.  Margaret  Lypson  Street  is  teaching  AP 
chemistry  at  South  Hills  and  participating  in  city 

school  sports.  She's  also  head  coach  in  tennis  at 
South  Hills,  and  expects  to  play  semi-pro  Softball 
this  summer. 

From  the  Boston  contingent:  Suzanne  Maloof 
Knipe  continues  her  involvement  in  psychiatric 

nursing,  while  her  husband  is  finishing  his  Ph.D. 
dissertation  at  M.I.T.  They  will  be  moving  to 

Chicago  this  summer,  where  he  will  be  doing  a  2-3 

year  post-doc.  I  '  received  a  long  letter  from  Mary 
Hennings  who  finished  her  degree  in  Social  Work  in 

May,  1975  at  Boston  College.  She  is  planning  to  be 
employed  in  the  health  care  field.  She  notes  that  the 

social  life  is  fantastic.  Carol  Kaempfer  is  still  working 

as  a  research  assistant  at  Robert  Brigham  Hospital 

and  is  giving  serious  consideration  to  entering  dental 
school. 

As  for  me,  I  am  still  in  Pittsburgh,  living  in 

Shadyside  and  working  at  Eye  and  Ear  Hospital  in 

the  Department  of  Audiology.  I  see  Diane  Peterson 
Reilly  and  her  husband  Frank  quite  often.  Pete  is 

now  an  assistant  administrator  at  Sewickley  Valley 

Hospital,  and  seems  to  love  it;  Frank  is  working  in 

the  Public  Defender's  Office.  I  hope  to  see  lots  of 
you  at  our  reunion  in  June. 

Linda  Reporting: 

As  our  first  reunion  approaches  in  this  year  of 

our  country's  bicentennial  it  would  seem  to  be  the 
time  for  news  of  momentous  events.  Most  of  us 

though  seem  to  be  devoted  to  family  and  career  — 

planning  for  the  best  that's  yet  to  come  perhaps.  It's 
a  joy  to  hear  from  those  of  you  who  write  —  and 

since  I'm  unable  to  convey  all  of  the  news  I  promise 
to  bring  the  correspondence  to  the  reunion.  It 

appears  that  the  turnout  will  be  good  —  those 

who've  indicated  that  they  will  be  attending  are 
marked  with  an  asterisk. 

Donna  May*  writes  that  she  considers  herself 
nearly  evolved  into  that  curious  species  known  as 

"New  Yorker."  Despite  the  garbage  strikes  and 

power  failures  in  the  subway  she  finds  the  city 

enjoyable  —  particularly  the  theatre.  Of  all  of  us 

Donna  has  the  most  impressive  pastime  —  she's 
studying  classical  Greek.  Last  summer  she  visited 

with  Lena  Genello*  and  Maggie  Farrell*.  In  response 
to  my  request  that  Kathy  Ripin  write  back  to  me 

this  year  I  got  a  P.S.  from  Donna  that  Kathy  really 

couldn't  write  —  due  to  a  ski  accident  that  resulted 
in  a  broken  arm.  Donna  reports  that  Kathy  enjoys 

her  work  as  a  compensation  analyst  at  Chemical 

Bank  so  much  that  she's  considering  graduate  school 
for  a  business  degree. 

Jan  McGiffert  Uehlinger,  recently  made  a 

member  of  the  Academy  of  Certified  Social  Workers, 
continues  her  work  with  adolescent  girls,  and  now 

she's  also  doing  some  supervising.  Gerry  has  been 
clerking  since  graduating  from  law  school;  come 

September  he'll  be  an  associate  with  Piper  & 
Marbury  in  Baltimore. 

It  was  great  to  hear  from  Sylvia  Morris,  who's 
teaching  an  EMR  primary  class  in  the  Pittsburgh 
school  system.  Since  graduation  Sylvia  taught 

French  at  Ellis  and  completed  her  master's  in  mental 

retardation  at  Pitt.  Undaunted  by  the  time  she's 
spent  in  educational  institutions  Sylvia  is  now  con- 
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lull  a    Jane  Murray  Weston  had 
■  .:r  new  house  near  Windsor  Castle  her 

husbar  d  led  i>  ne"  l°°  a<  ,he  University 

..  lies  So  besides  hav  i  ...house 
10  leave  her  job  and 

in  process  again  -  a  two-career 
US!  as  difficult  to  manage  on  the  other 

Since  Jane's  parents  have  moved 

Pittsburgh  from  Belgium  a  visit  to  the  States 

this  summer  is  a  possibility. 

Now     that    Scott's    been    born     Nora     Nabor 
Windmoyer  jays   she      be  driv  ng   the   tractor  for 

.ig    -    Loren    says    that    it's    lime   his 
.  city  wife  learned  the  joys  of  farming  first 

Another  classmate  who's  en|oying  an  aspect  of 
Cynthia  Nusbaum  Kalz  who  has  left  her 

museum  job  to  devote  more  time  to  horses.  Cynthia 

is  not  merely  riding  though,  she's  learning  how  to 
tram  horses.   With  exams  and   texts   to  study   Cyn 

writes   that   her  horses  have  become  more   than  a 

hobby    -   and   admits   that  she's  been  sidetracked 
her  art  history   studies.  Stuart  practices  law 

with  a  local   firm  now   that  he's  finished  with  the 
Navy. 

After  nightmares  of  becoming  a  professional 
interviewee  Maggie  Overton  landed  a  job  with  the 

advertising  agency  of  Young  &  Rubicam.  Maggie's 
hard  at  work  learning  about  cars  —  which  shouldn't 
be  too  tough  in  Detroit  -  since  her  first  assignment 

is  WOW  -  "Women  on  Wheels"  a  column  on  car  care 
and  driving  tips.  Another  classmate  surfacing  for  the 

first  time  since  graduation  is  Nina  Pahl  Straitman, 
who  acquired  the  new  name  from  Rick,  a  journalist 

who  is  Pennsylvania's  Deputy  Director  of  Public 

Information.  Nina  has  also  acquired  a  master's  in 
speech  pathology  -  from  Penn  State  —  and  is 
working  in  Harrisburg  as  a  speech  pathologist.  Gary, 

Indiana?  "I  would  end  up  here"  writes  Debbie 

Patton,  who's  working  as  a  children's  librarian  for 
the  city  and  has  her  sights  set  on  getting  her  own 

branch  library.  Deb  isn't  all  that  sure  that  she  wants 
to  continue  her  career  as  a  librarian,  but  for  the 

present  the  pay  is  good.  Lake  Michigan  is  only  a 
block  away  and  the  trip  to  Chicago  takes  less  than  an 
hour. 

When  Dan  resigned  from  the  Army  last  summer 

he  and  Sally  Pierce  Shaw*  moved  back  to  Pittsburgh 
Dan  is  working  for  Dravo.  Sally  writes  that 

her  son  Dan  has  started  to  talk  and  that  she  often 

...  Judy  Weisenfeld  Weinberg,  who  also  has  a  son 

named  Dan.  Another  Pittsburgher,  Maggie  Ragni, 

says  that  she's  enjoying  her  medicine  internship  at 
Presby  -  only  getting  three  hours  of  sleep  a  night? 

An  indication  of  Maggie's  involvement  with  her  work 
is  her  excitement  about  a  patient  that  is  only  the 

second  reportable  case  with  a  particular  disease  —  if 
he  lasts  until  September,  she  adds!  Betsy  Rom 
Bagstad  is  now  in  North  Carolina  where  Steve  is 

stationed  at  the  base  that  Sally  Pierce  Shaw  and  Dan 

recently  left.  Betsy  is  busy  settling  into  their  new 

house  and  says  that  unless  she  changes  her  major  to 

topless  dancing  or  massage  parlor  hostessing  she 

doesn't  think  Fayetteville  will  have  much  to  offer 
career-wise. 

Another  classmate  writing  for  the  first  time  since 

graduation  is  Rebekah  Saunders  Caplan,  who  ap- 

preciates the  changes  at  Chatham  perhaps  more  than 

most  of  us.  Rebekah  finds  the  Gateway  Program  — 

Chatham's  effort  to  educate  the  older  woman  — 
quite  a  switch  from  the  time  when  she  applied. 

Current  plans  for  Rebekah  include  copying  old 
family  photos  in  oils  —  hopefully  with  the  assistance 

of  a  commission  generated  by  the  bicentennial 

celebration.  Another  artist  these  days  is  Maxine 

Schlosser  Shore*  who's  an  active  member  of  Prince- 

ton's Weaver's  Guild.  Max  has  a  new  teaching  job outside  of  the  town  and  enjoys  being  able  to  take 
advantage  of  the  University.  Kenny  has  switched 
from  law  to  applied  psychology  and  with  the  help  of 
a  coveted  fellowship  is  looking  forward  to  a  pro- 

fession with  more  personal  contacts.  As  a  result  of 

one  of  Kenny's  free  lance  articles  they  were  treated 
to  a  Caribbean  cruise  on  a  Russian  ship  last  spring  — 
complete  with  all  the  Russian  lessons  they  could 
bear.  Max  sends  news  of  Debbie  Buchdahl  Bachrach 
who  is  working  for  the  City  of  New  York  and 
enjoying  its  cosmopolitan  pleasures.  Also  passing 
along  news  of  others  is  Pat  Severance  who  in  the 
department   store   work  of  Minneapolis  often  sees 

Rooty  Werner  promoting  cosmetics.  Pat  has  climbed 
the  merchandising  ladder  to  manager  for  ten 

women's  sportswear  departments.  Highlight  of  Pat's 
year  was  a  week  in  California  fulfilling  childhood 
dreams  by  visiting  the  San  Diego  zoo  and 
Disneyland. 

As  for  myself,  since  Tom  and  I  recently  joined 

the  ranks  of  homeowners  we've  enjoyed  sanding 

floors  and  painting  and  I've  liked  sewing  again.  It's 
been  a  pleasant  diversion  from  the  mental  fatigue  of 
law  school  —  which  will  be  ending  for  me  this 
semester.  Last  summer  a  casenote  of  mine  was 

published  148  Temp.  L.Q.  1013  for  other  legal  eagles 

out  there)  and  this  year  I'm  research  editor  of  the 
law  review.  Come  September  I'll  be  joining  the  ranks 
of  Ballard,  Spahr,  Andrews  &  Ingersoll,  a  seventy- 
person  Philadelphia  firm.  My  Chatham  story  for  the 

year  is  that,  after  being  introduced  at  a  firm  dinner 
as  a  Chatham  graduate  I  quickly  discovered  that  a 
fellow  associate,  Lew  Grafman,  is  married  to  Freddy 

Jo  Levin!  Thanks  to  all  who  wrote  —  and  as  for 

those  of  you  who  didn't  —  join  us  at  the  reunion. 
No  class  news  was  received  from  Barbara 

Zawadzki  in  time  for  publication  in  this  issue  of  the 
Recorder. 
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Ellen  Britton  Bishop 

1 16  Evergreen  Avenue, 
Pitman,  NJ  08071 

DeeDee  Hayden  Mitchell 
1805  Lisa  Drive,  Apt.  #6 

Indiana.  PA  15701 

Donna  Langer  Eilerman 
30  Cathedral  Avenue 

Hempstead,  NY  11550 

Susan  McCeney  Anderson 
2264Sanford  Road 

Decatur,  GA  30033 

Jan  Stovicek  Creech 
1102  Piermont  Road 

South  Euclid,  OH  44121 

ENGAGEMENT 

Cynthia  Woodward  to  Richard  Pennington 

MARRIAGES 

Laurie  Berman  to  Frank  Lovett,  September,  1975 

Dianne  Connelly  to  Jean  Alain  Bergeron,  August  30, 1975 

Brenda    Frank    to   Thomas    L.    Blackburn,    October, 
1974 

Diane  Hayford  to  Paul  Sonnecken,  June  7,  1975 
Diana  Nicholas  to  James  Fiske 

Olga  Julius  to  Emilio  Margaritis,  September,  1975 
Cynthia  Karidis  to  James  Widmer,  June,  1 975 

BIRTHS 

Shanen  Bloom  Werber,  a  daughter,  Maya,  September 

30,  1975 

Katy     O'Keefe    Salyers,     a    son,     Scott     Mathew, 
November  21,  1975 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Gail  Adams,  136  E.  6th  Street,  Media,  PA  19063 

Jane    Ailes,    31     Gerthmere    Drive,     Elmwood     CT 
06110 

Ruth   Barron,   6412   Aylesboro  Avenue,  Pittsburgh PA  15217 

Laurie    Berman    Lovett,    8502     Ridgemont    Road, 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15237 

Shanen   Bloom  Werber,    Kibbutz  Alumin,  D.N.   Ha- 

Vegev,  Israel 

Carol    Bowie,    8330    Loveland    Drive,    Omaha     NE 

68124 
Joann    Brandt    Grisetti,    112    D   Jamestown    Drive, 
Pittsburgh.  PA  15216 

Ellen     Britton     Bishop,     116     Evergreen     Avenue, 
Pitman,  NJ  08071 

Joanne    Buas    Georgeson,    10820    Georgia    Avenue. 
Apt.  T-10,  Silver  Spring,  MD  20902 
Lenore  Chapman,   10320-E  Gelding  Drive,  Cockeys- ville,  MD  21030 

Nancy  Chubb,  382  Lehigh  Street.  #2,  Pittsburgh,  PA 15232 

Dianne   Connelly   Bergeron,   8393-B   Rue  St.  Di 
Montreal,  Canada 

Susan   Conrad,   R.D.   #1,  Box  32-A,   Lehighton, 
18235 

Marydale  DeBor  Broff,  205  Hunt  Road,  Pittsbu 
PA  15215 

Mimi  Doboy,  2216  Ridgmar  Plaza,  Fort  Worth, 
76116 

Annette  Epstein  Tabor,   18801  NE  3  Center,  #; 

Miami,  FL  33179 
Barbara  Fleming,  5721   Darlington  Road.  Pittsbu 

PA  15217 
Norma    Franklin    Baker,   916    Mellon    St.,    Apt. 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15206 

Kaye  Gentner  Culyba,  The  Phoenix  #1-6,  Edgew< 
Park,  Beverly,  NJ  08010 
Lynn   Glusco,   54   Rumford   Avenue,  Waltham,  I 

02154 
Suzanne  Haddad,  6417  Darlington  Road,  Pittsbur 

PA  15217 

Mary    Haddon    Garner,    1335    U.S.    19  South,  A 

B-29,  Clearwater.  FL  33516 

Diane  Hayford  Sonnecken,  6985  Carriage  Hill  Dri 

Apt.  104,  Brecksville,  OH  44141 
Nancy     Hicks,     1805    Pine    Street,    Apt.    31,   ! 

Francisco,  CA  94109 
Mary  Higgins  Enright,  130  Brentwood  Road,  Snyd 
NY  14226 

Nancy  Hirsch,  348  S.  Highland  #104.  Pittsburgh, 15206 

Jane    Jepkembai     Kirui,     P.O.     Box    737,    Eldoi 

Kenya,  East  Africa 
Olga    Julius    Margaritis,    22   Vasileos   Georgious 

Athens,  Greece  TT501 
Cynthia  Karidis  Widmer,  13  School  Street,  Newbu 

port,  MA  01950 
Kristin  Kingsland  Brown,  Old  Mill  Road  &  Rawl 

Run  Road,  Pittsburgh.  PA  15238 
Patricia  Kuehn,  5840  Elwood  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
15232 

Janet  Lynch   Kurtz,  33  Willow  Street  #4,  Brookl 

Heights,  NY  11201 Catharine     Macdonald     Molnar,     100     West     Ly 

Avenue,  Toronto,  Canada  M4C  3W2 

Susan     McCeney    Anderson,    2264    Sanford    Ro 

Decatur,  GA  30033 
Francine   Mehlenbeck,   222  SW    Harrison,  Apt.  f 

Portland.  OR  97201 

Frances  Mitchell,  28615  W.  Oakland,  Cleveland,! 

44140 
Gil   Moran   Hutton,  3448   Lynnfield  Street,  Shal 

Heights,  OH  44122 
Sally    Morgan    Reis,    Garden    Lane,   Harwinton, 
06790 

Laurel  Nelson,  108-1/2  Tennessee  Avenue,  Chas,  \ 
25302 

Diana   Nicholas  Fiske,  5394  Barnum  Road,  Akn 
NY  14001 

Katie  O'Keefe  Salyers,  144  Willow  Drive,  Freedc PA  1 5042 

Susan  O'Neil,  P.O.  Drawer  A.D.,  South  Dennis,  t 
02660 
Ann  Opdyke   Deeley,   2425  N.   2nd  Street,  Har 

burg,  PA  17110 
Phyllis     Patrick,     6200     Fifth     Avenue,     Apt.     E 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 
Beth    Pete,   5001   Seminary   Road,  Alexandria, 22311 

Jane  Quick,    117  SW   12  Street  #5.  Gainesville, 

32601 

Sally   Samuels    Leh,   419  State  Road,  Emmaus, 
18049 

Kay  Sandberg,  McFarland  House,  Escondido  Villa 
Stanford,  CA  94305 

Melissa    Sands    Boveroux,   4223   Baltimore   Aven 
Philadelphia,  PA  19104 

Darlene  Scarpaci  Koury,  25200  Rockside,  Apt.  61 
Bedford  Heights,  OH  44146 

Donna     Schulz     Krueger,     813     Forbes     Stre 
Fredericksburg,  VA  22401 

Jan  Stokoe.  2516  Washington  Road,  Upper  St.  Cli 
PA  15241 

Harvette  Tipton   Miller,    1324    Forest   Green    Dri 

Coraopolis,  PA  15108 
Deborah  Tomaszewski  Renzi,  41 0  Willow  Place,  2 

FL,  Pittsburgh,  PA  15218 

Camille   Villanova,   4313  NW  Ninth  Avenue  #1-1 
Pompano  Beach,  FL  33064 
Linda  Yacker  Marder,  2351    Lancashire  Road,  A 
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I.Ann  Arbor,  Ml  48105 
borah    Cunningham,     1831     Irving    Street,    NW, 

;lShington,  DC  20010 
iby   Sniderman,    402   Wyeth    Hall,    Harvard    Law 
iool,  Cambridge,  MA  02138 

iST 

etna  Ethridge  Bullock 

iphanie  Griswold-Fancher 
a  Heller  Silverstein 

i  Reporting: 

•Everyone  from  Abbot  to  DiFrango  seerns  to  be 
Dpy,  healthy,  and  very  busy!  Ruth  Barron  is  in  her 

ijrd  year  at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh  Medical 

:iool.  Graduating  in  May  with  an  M.S.  in  Chem- 
y,  Jan  Deitcher  is  working  as  a  graduate  assistant 

la  volunteering  time  tutoring  biology.  Leslie 

nder  Sailer  is  enjoying  her  first  year  at  Duquesne 

iversity  School  of  Law. 

'Deborah  Cunningham  is  working  on  the  Washing- 
i  Staff  of  Rep.  Bill  D.  Burlison  of  Cape  Girardeau, 

.ssouri.  Working  for  the  Hospital  Association  of 
w  York  State,  Barbara  Hatfield  Kostreva  recently 

!t  a  promotion  to  consultant  for  capital  financing 

.rough  government  programs.  She  is  also  taking 

ijrses  in  Hospital  Administration  and  Finances  at 
msselaer  Polytechnic  Institute.  Jain  Bush  is 

irking  as  a  travel  arranger  for  Bechtel  Corporation. 

,e  spent  a  week  in  Aruba  in  December.  Jain  spent 

hw  Year's  Eve  with  Chathamites,  Cathy  Young,  Liz 
umoff,  Nancy  Hicks  and  B.  J.  Singer  Bralower. 

|e  also  reports  that  Lucia  Melito  had  an  out- 
jeously  neat  wedding  which  doubled  as  a  reunion 
■  the  Woodland  Zoo  crowd.  Laurie  Berman  Lovett 
.pursuing  a  show  business  career  and  has  recently 
ine  a  number  of  local  and  national  T.V.  and  radio 

Immercials. 

!  News  from  outside  the  country  comes  from: 

ane  Connelly  Bergeron  who  is  in  Montreal  working 
Ian  accountant  at  the  Bank  of  Nova  Scotia.  She 

3nds  her  spare  time  skiing  and  taking  a  French 
jurse.  Shanen  Bloom  Werber  and  her  family  are 

justing  to  kibbutz  life.  She  just  began  working  to 

Ip  establish  and  run  a  genetic  counseling  clinic, 

ir  husband  Akiva  was  a  delegate  to  the  World 

onist  Organization  Actions  Committee.  Peggy 
rlson  Walker  is  planning  lots  of  travel,  including 
tuth  America  for  a  month  with  friends  for 

mping,  exploration,  skin  diving  and  shopping  in 
dian  markets,  and  San  Francisco  with  their 

Idren  this  spring. 
Of  course,  we  have  our  dedicated  teachers! 

sncy  Chubb  is  teaching  physical  education  and 

jWlth  for  Pittsburgh  Public  Schools.  She  is  also 
lilunteering  time  at  the  Pittsburgh  Free  Clinic. 

pncy  is  sharing  an  apartment  with  Sue  Merriman 

''4  and  Val  Norman  '75  Ruth  Abbott  Clark  is  still 
aching  and  enjoying  first  graders  in  Reading, 

..assachusetts.  She  is  also  taking  belly  dancing 

Issons  and  playing  lots  of  bridge.  Ruth  says  husband 

!an  will  be  graduating  from  Harvard  in  June  and 

'ready  has  a  job  with  a  law  firm  in  Boston.  Besides 
pging  in  the  Baltimore  Choral  Arts  Society,  Lenore 

hapman  is  teaching  in  a  school  for  children  with 

Bhavior  problems.  Nadyne  Anderson  sounds  really 

Lsy!  She  is  teaching  third  and  fourth  grade,  running 

[city  playground  and  recreation  center,  serving  on 

|vo  committees  for  a  local  education  association, 

rid  working  on  her  master's  in  Elementary  School 
dministration.  As  for  myself,  I  am  busy  just 

aching  second  and  third  graders  and  having  a  nice 
fe.  Thanks  for  your  replies  and  have  a  wonderful 

ue  Reporting: 

Greetings  from  Atlanta!  Hope  everyone  had  a 
Seal  thy  and  prosperous  year. 

Norma  Franklin  Baker  has  a  new  position  in 

taufmann's  as  a  Training  Supervisor.  She  is  develop- 
ng  training  procedures  and  video-taping  them  for 

^se  in  the  store.  (Mr.  Roger's  was  not  refunded.) 
^orma  is  still  in  library  grad  school  at  Pitt  part-time. 

pill  has  opened  a  multi-media  company  called  Tele- 
vomm   Media. 

Dottie  Farrell  is  in  her  third  year  at  Pitt  Medical 

Jchool  and  still  enjoys  it  very  much.  She  mentioned 
he  was  happy  to  discover  that  two  other  Chatham 

grads  had  transferred  into  the  third  year  class  — 

Ruth  Barron  and  Rochelle  Rosen  '72. 
Also  near  Pittsburgh   is  Linda  Gill   who  is  living 

in  McKeesport  after  completing  her  M.A.  in  Ancient 

Medieval  History  (Aug  '75}  and  is  now  working  on 
classical  languages.  She  begins  her  Ph.D.  in  Medieval 

Studies  this  fall.  Linda  attended  Denyse  Dunmyre's 
wedding  in  December  and  enjoyed  seeing  Ida  Levine, 

Charlotte  Black,  Lynn  Mack  and  Debbie  Rosen 
Small. 

Good  to  hear  from  Barb  Fleming  who  is  current- 
ly a  park  naturalist  in  Frick  Park.  Barb  is  busy 

illustrating  a  Pennsylvania  plant  guide,  writing  a 

teachers'  guide  for  a  government  organization  and 
writing  and  illustrating  a  Frick  Park  Trail  Guide.  She 
is  on  the  Board  of  Directors  for  Group  Recycling  in 

Pittsburgh  and  has  written  some  radio  spots  for  a 
local  station.  Barb  spends  her  spare  time  hiking, 

camping  and  biking  and  is  living  with  Jan  Stokoe  and 

Maria  Mays.  She  says  "hello"  to  Schwab! 
Diane  Hayford  Sonnecken  landed  in  Ohio  this 

year  where  she  is  a  credit/financial  analyst  for  B.  F. 

Goodrich.  (They're  the  one  without  a  blimp.)  Paul  is 
working  as  an  accountant  for  Price  Waterhouse.  Her 

job  is  quite  interesting  and  challenging,  she  reports, 
and  was  recently  appointed  to  work  on  a  task  force 

for  the  United  Rubber  Workers'  upcoming  contract 
negotiations.  She  says  that  she  is  indeed  fulfilling  her 
liberal  arts  persuasion. 

Up  in  Massachusetts,  Judith  Ann  Gale  spends  her 
free  time  scuba  diving  and  studying  marine  biology, 

currently  whales.  She  is  now  the  Director  of  Ad- 
missions for  Landmark  School,  a  small  private  school 

for  children  with  learning  disabilities. 
In  Maine,  Eleanor  Gard  reports  that  she  and 

Steve  have  settled  in  and  will  finish  their  house  by 

spring.  Steven  is  an  instructor  at  the  University  of 

Maine  so  Eleanor  is  now  a  "faculty  wife."  In 
December,  Eleanor  had  a  one-person  show  of  col- 

lages and  such  at  the  Wisconsin  Academy  of  Arts, 
Letters  and  Sciences. 

Moving  south,  Kaye  Gentner  Culyba  is  teaching 
emotionally  disturbed  children  in  a  private  school  in 

New  Jersey.  Kaye  received  her  M.Ed,  from  Pitt  in 

1974.  Basil  has  entered  Rutgers  Law  School  and  is 

doing  well. 

Brenda  Frank  is  coming  down  the  homestretch  of 

Law  School  at  Georgetown  U.  She  is  working  part- 
time  as  a  legal  assistant  to  the  Secretary  of  the  F.P.C. 
and  will  continue  as  assistant  to  the  Secretary  upon 

graduation  in  May.  With  the  DC  bar  exam  in  July, 
Brenda  will  have  little  free  time  for  her  spare  time 

h  obbies  of  bike-touring,  hiking  and  camping. 
Husband  Tom  is  an  attorney  too,  and  Brenda  reports 

that  they  were  able  to  find  time  for  a  great  honey- 
moon in  France  over  Christmas. 

Annette  Epstein  Tabor  is  teaching  preschool  and 

is  serving  on  the  Board  of  the  Jewish  Early  Child- 
hood Educators.  Annette  says  that  she  and  husband 

Bill,  who  is  a  computer  programmer,  enjoy  "soaking 
up"  the  Florida  sunshine  and  would  love  to  hear 
from  any  grads  who  happen  to  be  in  that  lovely  area. 

From  the  Southwest,  Mimi  Doboy  sent  a  great 

deal  of  news.  She  graduated  from  the  University  of 

Wisconsin-Madison  in  the  field  of  Arts  Administra- 
tion and  is  now  in  Fort  Worth  as  the  new  Director  of 

Audience  Development  for  the  Opera  Association. 

She  is  working  with  potential  audiences,  particularly 

young  people  and  says  that  it  is  very  rewarding.  She 
is  also  involved  with  volunteer  training  in  the  area 

museums.  Mimi  says  that  being  in  Texas  is  quite 

foreign  to  her  and  that  she  would  like  to  hear  from 

any  other  grads  who  may  be  nearby.  Mimi  traveled 

to  Barbados  last  spring  and  recommends  the  island 

to  anyone  who  wants  a  great  getaway!  She  is  also 

looking  forward  to  a  reunion  with  Cyn  Woodward 
and  Lenore  Chapman  very  soon. 

Nancy  Hicks  has  fallen  in  love  with  California 

and  is  attempting  to  see  as  much  of  that  beautiful 

state  as  possible.  Nancy  is  teaching  emotionally 

disturbed  children  in  a  private  school  and  sounds  like 

she  is  generally  enjoying  life  in  San  Francisco. 
Everything  is  fine  here  in  Atlanta.  I  am  still 

teaching  handicapped  children  and  attending  Ga. 

State.  Have  seen  several  grads  in  the  past  few 

months.  Enjoyed  a  summer  visit  with  Liz  Naumoff, 

Cathy  Young  and  B.  J.  Singer  Bralower.  Evans  and  I 

just  returned  from  a  great  trip  to  Pittsburgh  and  a 

visit  with  our  old  friends  Dick  and  Ellie  Schechter 

Maney  A  visit  to  Pittsburgh  wouldn't  be  complete 
without  a  stop  at  Chatham.  The  campus  is  a 

different  place.  It  was  comforting,  however,  to  walk 
through  Mellon  and  inhale  that  same  old  musty  odor 
—  some  things  never  change! 

Donna  Reporting: 

Greetings  and  thanks  for  the  great  reponse.  A 

number  of  our  classmates  are  residing  in  Pittsburgh. 

Nancy  Hirsch  writes  that  she  has  been  promoted  to 

production  co-ordinator  at  Ketchum,  MacLeod  and 
Grove.  In  her  spare  time  she  is  an  advisor  for  Junior 

Achievement.  Kristin  Kingsland  Brown  continues  to 

teach  at  the  Ellis  School.  She  and  Dixon  have  just 

finished  remodeling  their  home.  Pat  Kuehn  com- 

pleted her  Master's  in  Education  in  June,  1975  and  is 
a  social  worker  at  the  Pittsburgh  Blind  Association. 
Amy  Ingraham  reports  she  is  enjoying  her  job  at  Pitt 

Med  School  and  recently  saw  Barb  Wilhelm 

Fruhwald  who  is  a  first  year  med  student  there.  Sue 

Lorenzi  Brennan  is  a  community  planner  with  Alle- 

gheny County  Department  of  Planning  and  Develop- 
ment. She  and  Paul  are  both  very  busy  and  are 

looking  forward  to  a  vacation  in  the  Caribbean  this 

spring.  Kathleen  Miller  is  currently  working  for  the 

Pittsburgh  Board  of  Education,  but  plans  to  relocate 
in  New  York  this  spring.  She  will  be  working  in 

public  relations  for  Audio-Vox. 
Binky  McClure  will  graduate  from  Villanova  Law 

School  in  May.  Then  it's  on  to  Erie  as  an  associate  in 
the  firm  of  McClure,  Dart,  Miller  and  Kelleher.  Fran 

Mitchell  started  law  school  at  University  of  Pennsyl- 
vania this  year.  Sandy  Kuritzky  also  resides  in 

Philadelphia.  She  is  employed  with  Liberty  Mutual 

Insurance  and  is  currently  taking  a  course  in  basic 

fire  protection.  She  and  Dyne  Anderson  had  a  re- 
union in  October, 

Francine  Mehlenbeck  received  her  M.A.  in  vocal 

performance  last  June.  She  has  been  unable  to  locate 

a  teaching  position  and  is  currently  attending  North- 
western College  of  Business.  Mary  Ann  Hood  Slavin 

is  now  working  as  a  chemist  for  New  England 

Nuclear  Corporation.  She  and  Neil  still  love  Boston. 

Cynthia  Karidis  Widmer  was  married  in  the 

Chatham  Chapel  last  June.  She  recently  completed 

her  Master's  of  Theological  Studies.  Janet  Lynch 
Kurtz  has  moved  to  New  York  where  Tim  assumed 

the  position  of  controller  of  Mellon  Bank  Interna- 
tional. Janet  is  currently  looking  for  a  job. 

Mickey  Jehle  loves  her  job  at  McGraw  Hill.  She 

seems  to  be  doing  quite  well  as  witnessed  by  yours 

truly.  We  finally  managed  to  get  together  for  lunch. 
Sue  If  ft  is  studying  for  her  graduate  degree  in 

guidance  and  counseling  and  continues  to  work 

part-time  at  the  Butler  Easter  Seal  Society. 
And  now  for  our  foreign  correspondents.  Cathy 

Macdonald  Molnar  and  husband  Joe  are  busily  get- 

ting settled  in  their  new  home.  Cathy  and  I  were  able 

to  get  together  during  the  Christmas  holiday. 
Toronto  seems  to  agree  with  you,  Cath! 

Olga  Julius  Margaritis  has  had  a  busy  year.  She 
and  Emilio  were  married  in  Athens  last  September. 

Olga  is  teaching  English  to  foreign  speaking  students 

at  Pierce  College  and,  in  addition,  she  is  involved 
with  several  extra-curricular  activities  at  the  college. 

Olga  says  that  Greece  is  fantastic. 
As  for  myself,  it  has  been  a  good  year.  I  am  really 

enjoying  my  thesis  work  in  chemistry.  Bob  and  I 

managed  to  do  a  bit  of  traveling  last  summer  and  saw 
Judy  Jefferson  Vance  in  Chicago.  Have  a  good  year. 

DeeDee  Reporting: 

This  year  I'll  start  with  the  New  Englanders 

Susan  O'Neil  sounds  as  though  she's  leading  an 
interesting  life  in  Cape  Cod.  Besides  working  for  an 

independent  insurance  agency,  she's  studying  ballet 
and  car  mechanics.  (What  a  duo!)  Also  Susan  is  back 

on  the  stage  in  a  March  production  of  the  Chatham 
Drama  Guild.  This  summer  Susan  wants  to  start 

Mary  Stackpole  off  on  a  good  summer  tan.  Anyone 

interested  in  joining  them?  Also  in  New  England 
now  is  Sally  Morgan  Reis.  Ger  and  Sally  moved  to 
Connecticut  where  Ger  started  his  career  in  law. 

(He's  now  surrounded  by  piles  of  tax  problems.) 
Sally  luckily  landed  herself  another  teaching  job  in 

her  old  high  school  where  she's  out  to  shake  up  the 
place.  She's  also  into  writing  stories,  and  this  sum- 
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.,.'ii  be  '.il  ""i  i  oursi      ii    -  il"1  that's  it,  Sal. 
in  what  j  Chatham  grad  can  do! 

In  DC  things  are  still  going  well  for  Liz  Naumoff. 

t  usy  working  (or  her  Congressman  and  taking 
I   isl  May  she  flew  out  to  San 

/isil    Nancy    Hicks.   In  August,  Nancy 

Hicks,  Cathy  Young,    ind  I  iz  /vent  to  BJ's  v.- 
The  wedding,  they  say.  was  tremendous  and  Steve  is 

On  to  Penn  iylvania  . . . 

Margie  Molitor.  .1  graduate  of  the  University  of 

Pittsburqri  '.,  Grad  School  of  Library  Science,  is  now 

working  for  the  Pa.  Dept.  of  Public  Welfare  in 

Philadelphia.  She  would  very  much  like  to  hear  from 

Cathie  Schultz  '  75,  From  Harrisburg  Ann  Opdyke 
Deetey  talks  >1  i  r 881  yeai  highlighted  by  the  pur- 

chase of  their  first  home.  They  moved  in  right  along 

with  Hurricane  Eloise  who  unfortunately  left  her 

memoirs  in  their  basement.  Ann's  been  spending 
most  of  her  time  remodeling  the  place  —  a  3  story 

stone  house  with  5  bedrooms.  Katy  O'Keefe  Salyers, 
husband  and  new  son  Scott  have  also  bought  and 

moved  into  a  new  home.  In  September  Katy  reports 

ih  it  Jm  ,  Jane  Ailes,  Gail  Adams,  and  Kay  Sandburg 

(who's  home  from  Japan)  had  a  terrific  reunion  at 

Ruth  Abbott  Clark's  home  in  Cambridge,  MA  Becky 
Russo  is  leading  a  busy  life  working  full  time  at  the 

New  Castle  Public  Library  and  attending  grad  school 

31  Pit1  in  Library  Science  part  time.  As  Becky  puts  it 

she's  "slowly  but  steadily  evolving  into  a  genuine 

librarian."  Phyllis  Patrick  still  enjoys  her  work  as 
Administrative  Assistant  in  the  Homestead  Office  of 

Mellon  Bank.  She's  been  doing  a  lot  of  work  in 
Mortgages  and  Commercial  Loans  lately.  She  even 

proposed  a  mortgage  for  an  unmarried  couple,  the 
first  for  her  office,  which  was  later  approved.  Also, 

Phylhs  had  the  opportunity  to  travel  to  Vienna  and 
Munich. 

In  Ohio  Gil  Moran  Hutton  has  been  working  as 

an  interior  designer  for  the  biggest  design  firm 
between  NY  and  Chicago,  traveling  all  over  the 
country  doing  both  residential  and  commercial 

work.  Gil's  husband  is  now  in  his  third  year  of  med 
school  and  loving  it. 

Laure  Nelson,  in  W.  Virginia,  reports  that  she  had 

a  great  summer  with  backpacking  in  the  Sierra 

Nevadas  and  a  month  long  workshop  on  dreams  at  a 

farm  in  VA.  She  too  went  to  Lucia  Melito's  wedding 
at  Chubb's  house  on  January  3. 

In  Virginia,  Beth  Pete  is  in  Grad  School  in  Special 

Education  —  Learning  Disabilities  at  American 

University.  She's  also  working  as  an  Instructional 
Aide  with  Fairfax  Public  Schools.  Beth  had  a  great 

skiing  trip  to  Vail,  Colorado  last  year  and  says  it's 
worth  double  the  cost. 

Finally,  down  to  Florida  and  Jane  Quick  -  Jane 

will  be  finished  in  June  with  an  Ed.S.  in  Elementary 

Curriculum  and  Instruction.  She's  also  teaching 
classes  in  Social  and  Natural  History  to  children  at 
UF's  Museum. 

As  for  Bill  and  myself,  everything's  going  fine.  I 

have  a  terrific  class  this  year  -  so  I'm  loving  my 
work.  I'm  still  working  on  a  Master's  in  Guidance, 
slowly  but  surely.  Last  summer  I  flew  down  to 
Houston,  Texas  to  visit  Susie  Mohlman  Thomas. 

Then  I  flew  to  California  to  visit  some  old  high 
school  friends.  It  was  a  great  trip! 

Ellen  Reporting: 

It  seems  as  though  our  classmates  have  been 
doing  some  fascinating  things.  Sudsy  Sedmak  is 
working  for  a  consulting  firm  dealing  basically  in 
state  law  (all  50  of  them)  and  consequently  has  been 
taking  business  trips  to  Seattle,  Salt  Lake  City,  and 
New  Orleans  (where  she  visited  Pam  Rayburn  and 
Debbie  Morse  who  showed  her  the  hot  spots  of  the 
French  Quarter).  Sudsy's  biggest  news,  however,  is 
that  she  is  going  to  marry  a  wonderful  person, 
Michael.  Nancy  Schwartz  is  now  an  officially 
registered  art  therapist  (A.T.R.).  Donna  Schulz 
Krueger  and  Karl  bought  a  house  last  spring  and  are 
having  a  great  time  fixing  it  up  in  between  Donna's 
teaching  and  business  trips  to  California  with  Karl. 

Linda  Yacker  Marder  is  giving  piano  lessons  and 
taking  courses  in  piano  pedagogy  in  Ann  Arbor, 
where  Harold's  a  pediatric  intern  at  the  University  of Michigan  Children's  Hospital.  She  has  heard  from Suzanne  Syka  who  is  living  in  San  Francisco. 

Cyn  Woodward  has  received  "a  nice  promotion" 
with  the  securities  brokerage  she  is  with,  and  Betsey 

Schwab  is  working  full  time  for  a  wholesale  distrib- 
uting company  and  part  time  for  the  cable  station  in 

Harrisburg.  She's  also  working  on  her  FCC  license. 
Darlene  Scarpaci  Koury  is  Advertising  Manager 

for  Metalphoto  Corporation  in  Cleveland,  and  is 

taking  modern  dance  and  jazz  classes  at  night. 
Jill  Stockmal  is  still  working  at  Mayview  Hospital 

and,  in  her  spare  time,  has  been  going  on  cross- 
country ski  trips  to  Vermont  and  visiting  the  historic 

sites    in    Philadelphia    with    Fran   Mitchell   and    me. 

There  are  still  a  few  people  in  school.  Jean  Wiant 

Ganster  works  and  takes  courses  at  Allegheny  Col- 

lege, Susan  Soodek  expects  to  complete  her  master's 
at  George  Washington  University  in  Legislative  Af- 

fairs, and  Barbara  Seras  is  still  plugging  away  at 

Dickinson  Law  School  Barbara  Wilhelm  Fruhwald's 
BIG  news  is  that  she  is  now  attending  the  University 

of  Pittsburgh  Medical  School  and  is  enjoying  it  im- mensely. 

Cathy  Young's  letter  sounded  so  enthusiastic. 
She  spent  her  summer  designing  costumes  for  CAST 

(Chatham  theatre)  and  has  been  accepted  at  North- 
western for  graduate  school.  However,  she  has  not 

made  a  decision  yet.  She  hopes  that  all  of  you  have 
found  luck,  love,  and  happiness  this  year. 

The  Park  Service  sent  me  to  the  Grand  Canyon  in 
November  and  December  to  learn  to  be  a  Park 

Ranger  (fire  control,  interpretation,  etc.).  I  loved  it 

and  came  back  to  a  big  hard  earned  promotion!  It's 
difficult  to  convince  management  types  that  a  mar- 

ried woman  can  have  both  a  successful  career  and  a 

happy  marriage,  so  some  of  us  are  just  going  to  have 

to  pave  the  way  and  prove  that  it  can  be  done. 

1975 
Pam  Hake 

23  E.  Stewart  Road 

Columbia,  MO  65201 

Ruthi  Manning 

1307  Sunken  Road,  Apt,  5 

Fredericksburg,  VA  22401 

Linda  Sheer 

3821  Dawson  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Lauren  V.  Strotz 

6016  Walnut  Street 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

Susan  Swezey 

5734  W.  Woodland  Road 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15232 

ENGAGEMENTS 

Karen  Krotec  to  Cliff  Zielinzki 

Patricia  Redick  to  Nick  Romano,  September,  1975 

MARRIAGES 

Lesley  Hilfman  to  Richard  Hume,  June,  1975 

Barbara    Ladley   to  William    L.    Lane,   Jr.,   June  21, 

1975 
Micki  Morgan  to  Kirk  Raymond,  May  24,  1975 

Carol  Peterson  to  Marc  Wolcoff,  August  2,  1975 
Cindy  Jo  Prosser  to  Richard  L.  Gross 

NEW  ADDRESSES 

Susan  Anderson,  600  Bellefonte  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
PA  1 5232 

Anne  Buttrick,    24   Walnut   Drive,  Santa  Claus,    IN 
47579 

Janice  Cederstrom,  3821  Dawson  Street,  Apt.  #201, 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Peggy   Croup,  Seven  Allegheny  Center  #818,  Pitts- 
burgh, PA  15212 

Penny    Cyncynatus    Paris,    406    East    End    Avenue, 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15221 

Chris  Dixon,  448  S.  Graham  Street,  #5,  Pittsburgh PA  1 5232 

Sabrina   Dodd,    7207  Teel   Street,  Texas  City    TX 77590 

Joan     Easton,    626     Independence    Avenue    #304, Washington,  DC  20003 

Ellen    Fenstermacher,   259   Melwood   Street    #206 
Pittsburgh,  PA  15213 

Nancy  Field  Weissman,  5835  Douglas  Street,  Its 

burgh,  PA  15217 Kathy     Finch,    508    Good    Street,    HoutzdalelM 

16651 
Lucinda  Fulton,  6337  Walnut  Street,  Pittsburgi 
15206 

Susan   Garland,    2000  N.    Adams  Street,  Arlffll 
VA  22201 

Irene  George,  Box   1477,  Jackson  Hole,  WY  8 
Chris  Goulet,  938  Bellefonte  Street,  Pittsburgh 
15232 

Pam    Hake,    23    E.    Stewart    Road,    Columbia, 

65201 
Mary  Hardy,  6349  Marchand  Street,  Pittsburgh  J 
15206 

Susan    Hendricks    Frishman,   424    N.    Nelson  S' 
Arlington,  VA  22203 
Lesley     Hilfman     Hume,     Hoskins    3G,     Escon 

Village,  Stanford,  CA  94035 
Abbie  Hill,  20  S.   Randall  Avenue  #3,  Madisor 

53715 
Nancy  Hirsch,  The  Home  Farm,  Boston  Post  R 

Amherst,  NH  03031 
Pixie  Jameson,  938  Bellefonte  Street,  Pittsburgh 
15232 

Laura    Johnson,    27    Park    Drive  #15,   Boston,  j 

02215 

Sherry    Justus,  Columbia  University,    1013  Johr 

Hall,  New  York,  NY  10027 

Rose  Kostrzewa,  5403  Coral  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
15206 

Debbie  Kugler  Alpern,  5107  South  Blackstone,  t 

1007,  Chicago,  IL  60615 
Marcia    Kuss,    440    Edgemont   St.,    Pittsburgh, 
15211 

Barbara   Ladley  Lane,  709  #1   Dondee  Drive,  ly 

hattan,  KS  66502 

Lisby     Larson,      1406    Central     Avenue     #1- 
Evanston,  IL  60201 

Louise     Lauf  ersweiler,     4866    Smoketalk     L< 
Westerville,  OH  43081 

Dottie   Lawry   Whittier,   24  West  Highland  Aver 

Melrose,  MA  02176 

Carol  Lipman,  3661  West  Ox  Road,  Fairfax  Cour VA  22030 

Robbie  Matika,  119  McLanahan  Drive,  Beaver  F; 
PA  15010 

Ruthi     Manning,     1307     Sunken     Road,     Apt. 

Fredericksburg,  VA  22401 

Betty     Metheny,     c/o     Peace     Corps,     Box     7 
Monrovia,  Liberia 

Ellie  Moore,  219  Stratford  Avenue,  Pittsburgh, 15206 

Margaret  Murdoch,  207  Wilmar  Drive,  Pittsburgh, 
15238 

Jan   Necessary,  2003  Graybar   Lane,   Nashville, 

37215 
Cindy  Kanterman,  5815  Alder  Street  #3,  Pittsbui PA  15232 

Carol     Peterson    Wolkoff,    5522    Howe    St.,    Pi 

burgh,  PA  15232 
Jill  Philipson,  6335  Marchand  Street,  Pittsburgh, 15206 

Cindy  Jo  Prosser  Gross,  227  West  41st  Street,  Sha 

side,  OH  43947 

Andy    Reel,    4742    Center    Avenue.   Pittsburgh, 15213 

Lisa    Ridge   Kritz,   6204   East   Bay   Village,   Midi 
town,  Rl  02840 

Robin  Rosenfeld,  57  Albert  Hall  Mansions,  Lone 
SW7,  England 

Lucy  Samuelson,  938  Bellefonte  Street,  Pittsbur PA  1 5232 

Anna    Scarborough,    5528    Howe  Street,   #3,    Pi 

burgh,  PA  15232 
Linda  Sheer,   3821    Dawson  Street,   Pittsburgh, 15213 

Renee     Silberner,     3052     Beechwood     Bouleva 

Pittsburgh,  PA  15217 

Bruria  Spiegel    Kling,   5835  Nicholson  Street,  Pi 

burgh,  PA  15217 
Marleen  Spinella  Ocasek,  614  S.  Church  Street,  I 
Pleasant,  PA  15666 

Judith   Stauffer,   2357   Middlegreen   Ct.,   Lancast PA  17601 

Katherine  Stuckey    Felkey,    5334-A   Maple   Cany 
Drive,  Columbus,  OH  42339 

Lauren  Strotz,  6016  Walnut  Street,  Pittsburgh, 
15232 
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usan  Swezey,  5734  West  Woodland  Road,  Pitts- 

urgh,  PA  15232 

arolyn  Thomas,  1 129  Eigenmann  HaM,  Indiana  Uni- 
frsity,  Bloomington,  IN  47401  (Until  Aug.  1976) 

lien  Thompson    Little,    1017  Scott  Center,  Hono- 

!ilu,  HI  96818 

•am  Reporting: 

I  Hello  everyone!  I  have  really  enjoyed  opening  my 

■nail  the  past  few  weeks,  all  of  the  class  members 

vho  have  written  to  me  are  involved  in  interesting 
jctivities  and  careers. 

Charlotte  Black  is  majoring  in  opera  at  Carnegie- 
Mellon  University,  and,  at  the  time  she  wrote,  was 

ippearing  in  Steven  Sondheim's  musical  "Follies." 
Charlotte  also  sings  with  the  Covenant  Seekers,  an 

)pera  company  founded  by  Janet  Kane  '72.  Sandi  Di 
viola  occasionally  meets  with  Charlotte  for  dinner- 

itudy  breaks  at  Sodini's. 
Marjorie  Elinoff  has  her  hands  full  teaching 

eading  and  creative  writing  to  children  in  grades 

tyiree  through  eight  at  the  Yeshiva  Achei  Tmimim 

School  in  Pittsburgh.  Marjorie  sees  Cindy  Kanterman 
bften. 

Connie    Conboy    had    one   of   the   most   unusual 

■  summer  jobs   I've  ever  heard   of;  she  worked  as  a 
;hemist  in  charge  of  testing  asphalt  for  the  City  of 

•  Pittsburgh.    She    is    presently    working    hard    in    a 
i  graduate  program  in  chemistry  at  Cornell  University. 

Chris  Dixon  reports  that  she  sees  Jackie  Hughes 

and  Carol  Peterson  Wolkoff  often,  as  both  live  near 

■(her   in    Highland  Park.   Chris  thoroughly  enjoys  her 
\  job  as  a  research  assistant  at  Mellon  Institute,  where 
I  she  is  working  on  a  mycology  study   in  association 
with  Butler  Mushroom  Farm. 

Joan  Easton  is  working  at  the  Library  of  Con- 
t  gress  and  is  living  with  Gina  Nowacki,  who  also  has  a 
job  in  Washington,  DC.  Joan  saw  Ellen  Thompson 

Little,  now  a  resident  of  Hawaii,  at  Christmastime. 

Martha  Vail  is  also  living  in  Hawaii  now.  Joan  is 

pJlooking  forward  to  attending  Chris  Zaremba's  wed- 
•ding,  which  will  take  place  on  May  14th. 

Janice  Cedarstrom  is  enrolled  as  a  post-bac- 

■calaureate  undergraduate  at  the  University  of  Pitts- 
ilburgh,  where  she  is  completing  the  minimum  science 
^requirements  for  admission  to  medical  school.  After 

Ulher  interview  at  Temple  Medical  School,  she  dropped 

in  to  see  Bev  Smith,  who  is  in  graduate  school  in 

jjpsychology  at  Bryn  Mawr.  Janice  occasionally  sees 

Vera  Blatt,  who  is  working  non-stop  as  a  law  student 

j'at  the  University  of  Pittsburgh. 
Penny  Cyncynatus  Paris  is  working  as  assistant  to 

Bthe  coordinator  of  the  Goodwill-CETA  program  of 

(Pittsburgh  City  Manpower.  Penny's  husband  Paul 
I  will  graduate  from  the  University  of  Pittsburgh 
r Medical  School  in  May. 

I  am  a  teaching  and  research  assistant  at  the 

[University  of  Missouri-Columbia,  where  I  am  work- 
ing toward  an  M.S.  in  Agronomy.  I  am  one  of  4 

(women  out  of  65  students  in  the  program.  My  time 

i  is  taken  up  by  classes,  laboratory  work,  heavy  field- 
work  at  the  experimental  farm,  and  teaching.  I  have 
not  seen  any  classmates,  as  Columbia,  Missouri  is  off 

the  beaten  path,  have  heard  from  Holly  Smith,  who 

is  enjoying  the  life  of  a  poor  student  in  Paris.  Holly 

is  studying  French  language  and  culture  through  the 

Middlebury  College  graduate  program.  When  I  last 

heard  from  Rosy  Harris,  she  was  working  in  Monroe- 
ville  and  planned  to  attend  graduate  school  at  the 

University  of  Pittsburgh  this  spring. 

Ruthi  Reporting: 

From  rural  Virginia  I  am  happy  to  report  all 

those  from  whom  I  have  heard  are  well  and  gainfully 
enjoying  their  various  pursuits.  In  the  northeast  we 

find  Nancy  Hirsch  knitting  warm  sweaters,  re- 
finishing  and  repairing  antique  furniture  as  well  as 

raising  260  prime  veal  calves.  Nancy  says  she  is 

planning  to  apply  to  New  York  Institute  of  Fine 

Arts  restoration  program  for  the  fall. 

Coming  down  the  coast  we  find  Laura  Johnson, 

working  on  her  Master's  of  Fine  Arts  at  Boston 
University.  Laura  seems  to  be  in  love  with  "Bean- 

i  town"  and  school.  Sherry  Justus  is  at  Columbia 
University  in  the  Film  Department.  She  says.  "I  am 
taking  photos  and  trying  to  become  a  better  photo- 

grapher than  David  Meisle."  Sherry  is  also  enjoying 
jazz  and  the  village. 

Swing  over  to  Pennsylvania  and  we  find  a  large 
number  of  the  class  close  to  the  city  of  our  alma 

mater.  Kathy  Finch  is  teaching  3rd  grade  in  a  small 

town  setting.  On  to  Pittsburgh  ,  .  Andrea  Reel  is 

pursuing  a  Master's  of  Social  Work  at  Pitt.  Margina 
Gabriel  is  teaching  printmaking  and  calligraphy  at 

Bethel  Park  School  House  Art  Center  part-time.  As  a 

full-time  job,  she  is  working  with  mentally  retarded 

adults.  Lucinda  Fulton  reports  that  she  is  the  co- 

ordinator of  the  children's  art  program  at  Carnegie 
Institute,  working  with  the  organization  of  new  art 

classes  and  the  program  for  the  children's  room  in 
Scaife  Gallery. 

Ellen  Hughes  Warner  is  teaching  French  at  Key- 
stone Oaks  High  School.  She  hopes  to  take  some 

elective  graduate  courses  in  the  spring  and  summer. 
Pixie  Jameson,  sounding  very  busy  and  happy,  is 

working  in  her  field  of  psychology  at  the  Child 

Guidance  Center  and  Western  Psychiatric  Institute. 

Egle  Maria  Janavicius  is  working  as  a  customer 

service  representative  for  the  city  of  Cleveland  to 

earn  funds  for  graduate  school  in  the  fall.  When  not 

serving  the  city  she  is  a  Den  Mother  for  a  pack  of 
Cub  Scouts. 

Points  south  find  Sue  Garland  attending  George- 

town Law  School.  When  Sue  isn't  planning  an 
argument  or  studying,  one  may  find  her  at  a  Girl 

Scout  meeting  —  she  is  serving  the  Washington  area 
as  a  Junior  leader.  Sue  mentioned  her  frequent  visits 

to  Pittsburgh  have  been  spent  with  Ellen  Fenster- 

macher,  Jane  Moskowitz  and  Edi  Delisio  '74.  Sue 
Hendricks  Frishman  and  Richard  are  living  within  a 
residential  home  for  retarded  adults  as  full  time 

counselors.  Sue  said  she  would  love  company  and 

correspondence. 
From  the  northwest  Renee  George  reports  the 

skiing  conditions  around  Jackson  Hole  are  great.  She 
is  working  at  a  restaurant  in  Jackson  to  earn  money 
but  spends  time  on  the  slopes  whenever  possible. 

Farther  west  Richard  and  Lesley  Hilfman  Hume 
are  at  Stanford  while  Rich  finishes  work  on  his  Ph.D. 

in  Biology.  Lesley  is  a  receptionist  for  an  electronics 

company.  After  their  June  wedding  they  attended 

Dotty  Lawry  Whittier's  wedding  and  then  began  a 
cross  country  trip  to  California.  Lesley  wrote  at 

length  about  the  area.  She  seems  happy,  but  they 
miss  the  east  coast  folks. 

To  all  of  you  who  didn't  reply:  I  hope  no  news  is 

good  news! 
The  rural  teaching  life  is  great!  As  if  a  first  year 

teacher  hasn't  enough  to  do,  I  am  working  on  my 
Master's  in  Administrative  Education.  I  am  also  a 
Girl  Scout  leader,  up  to  my  neck  in  cookies  at  the 

moment  My  last  two  trips  to  Boston  have  brought 

Mike  and  me  to  dinner  at  the  home  of  Dotty  Lawry 

Whittier.  They  are  both  well.  Regards  to  the  rest  of 

the  class  of  '75  till  next  year. 

Linda  Reporting: 

It  doesn't  seem  possible  that  I've  been  out  of 
Chatham  for  almost  a  year.  The  hardest  adjustment 

to  make  is  getting  used  to  not  having  vacations  to 

look  forward  to.  Of  course,  all  of  you  teachers  don't 
have  that  problem! 

After  spending  the  summer  at  home  and  working 
for  General  Instrument  Corporation  in  New  York,  1 

moved  back  to  Pittsburgh  where  I'm  sharing  an 
apartment  in  Oakland  with  Janice  Cederstrom.  I  am 

working  as  a  research  assistant  for  the  law  firm  of 

Reed,  Smith,  Shaw  and  McClay  and  moonlighting  at 

Heinz  Hall  and  love  being  able  to  attend  all  the 

performances. 
Robbi  Matika  whom  I  see  quite  often  is  teaching 

third  grand  in  Hampton  Township  School  District, 

and  plans  to  begin  graduate  study  this  summer  at 
either  Slippery  Rock  or  Pitt.  Some  other  Chatham 

grads  were  also  able  to  get  teaching  jobs.  Karen 

Krotec  is  teaching  fourth  grade  in  Peters  Township 

School  District  and  also  intends  to  do  graduate  work 

in  a  biology  and  education  program.  Over  the 

Christmas  holidays,  Karen  became  engaged  to  Cliff 
Zielmzki  who  is  a  teacher  in  the  Pittsburgh  Public 

Schools  and  they  are  planning  to  be  married  on  July 
10.  Karen  said  that  she  received  a  letter  from  Nari 

Hamedi  who  is  presently  working  in  Children's 
Television  in  Tehran,  Iran  and  loves  it.  Also  teaching 

in  the  area  is  Linda  King  who  is  an  elementary 

teacher  in  Pittsburgh  and  taking  undergrad  courses  in 

psychology  at  Pitt.  Lisa  Ridge  Kritz  who  left 
Chatham  in  June,  1973  to  get  married  and  move 
north  wrote  that  she  is  the  head  teacher  of  a  Jewish 

Nursery  Hebrew  School  and  the  director  of  a  youth 

activities  group.  She  graduated  from  the  University 
of  Rhode  Island  and  lives  in  Middletown,  a  small 

town  near  Newport.  Lisa  misses  everyone  and  is 

looking  forward  to  reading  the  class  news. 
Another  student  who  left  Chatham,  Robin 

Rosenfeld,  also  wrote  to  me.  She  is  finishing  her 

third  year  at  Westminster  College,  London,  where 

she  is  studying  to  be  a  professional  chef.  She  worked 
at  the  Dorchester  Hotel  in  London  as  part  of  the 

school  year.  She  graduates  in  July  and  if  Omar 
Shariff  does  not  marry  her,  she  will  begin  looking  for 

a  job  in  September. 
Barb  Ladley  Lane  was  married  to  Bill  Lane  in 

June  and  honeymooned  in  Bermuda.  They  are  living 

in  Kansas  because  Bill  is  stationed  at  Fort  Riley  and 

will  be  there  for  another  year.  Barb  is  a  research 

assistant  for  the  economic  research  firm  of  Develop- 
ment Planning  and  Research  Associates,  Inc.  and 

says  that  although  she  misses  the  East,  she  and  Bill 

are  taking  advantage  of  the  Midwest  with  trips  to 

Colorado  Springs,  Pikes  Peak,  and  Denver. 
Debbie  Kugler  Alpern  loves  her  job  as  a  systems 

representative  for  Burroughs.  In  addition  to  working, 

she  attends  the  University  of  Chicago  at  night,  work- 
ing towards  her  MBA.  Bruce  has  only  one  semester 

left  and  can't  wait  to  move  out  of  student  housing. 
Debbie  still  hears  from  Katie  Hauck  who  has  moved 

to  Portland,  Oregon  with  her  husband  David.  She 
wants  to  break  into  the  theatre  there. 

Dottie  Lawry  Whittier  was  married  this  summer 

and  is  now  working  for  an  advertising  agency  where 

she  places  ads  in  magazines,  does  a  bit  of  artwork 

and  some  marketing  research.  Her  husband  Gage  is 

going  to  Northeastern  University  and  majoring  in marketing. 

Both  Ellie  Moore  and  Cindy  Kanterman  are 

working  downtown.  Cindy  is  doing  office  work  for  a 

wholesale  jewelry  company.  Ellie  is  a  legal  assistant 
for  attorney  Roslyn  Litman.  Ellie  told  me  that  she 

attended  Ronnie  Weiss's  wedding.  Ailsa  Wallace  is 
also  living  in  Pittsburgh  and  has  been  doing  a  lot  of 

skiing  with  Diane  Murphy,  Linda  King  and  Karen 
Krotec.  She  and  her  husband  plan  to  move  to 

Oregon  in  September. 
Trinette  Kern  was  back  at  Chatham  teaching  an 

Interim  course.  She  hopes  to  be  accepted  for  the  fall 

term  at  Pitt.  Trinette  is  also  publishing  short  stories 
with  Bantam  and  a  novel  with  First  Edition Publishing. 

Away  off  in  Liberia  is  Betty  Metheny  who  will  be 

teaching  English  with  the  Peace  Corps  for  two  years. 

Lauren  Reporting: 

The  biggest  news  from  Chatham's  newest  alum- 
nae is  jobs  and  graduate  school.  Many  have  begun 

teaching  careers,  like  Micki  Morgan  Johnson  who  is 

an  assistant  teacher  in  math  in  Tampa,  Florida  for  a 

federally  funded  program  at  the  seventh  grade  level. 
She  has  returned  to  the  University  of  South  Florida 

for  a  teaching  certificate  in  junior  high  science. 

Diane  Murphy  is  teaching  kindergarten  in  the 

Churchill  Area  District  as  well  as  coaching  the  high 

school  cheerleaders  and  doing  some  free  lance 

modeling.  Lydia  Nassikas  found  a  job  teaching  sixth 

grade  at  Ben  Avon  Elementary  School  Cindy  Prosser 

Gross  is  teaching  first  grade  in  Bellaire,  Ohio  and 

acting  as  an  outside  consultant  for  Westinghouse 

Learning  Corporation.  She  hopes  to  enter  Ohio  U. 

grad  school  of  education  this  summer  Patricia 
Redick  is  teaching  English  at  West  Allegheny  High 

School. 
Back  in  school  themselves  are  Jan  Necessary  and 

Anna  Marie  Scarborough.  Jan  is  at  Vanderbilt  Law 

School  and  also  volunteering  in  the  Nashville  Public 

Defender's  Office.  Anna  Marie  is  attending  Pitt  part 
time  while  working  in  the  video  department  at 

Westinghouse.  She  hopes  to  get  her  master's  from 
Pitt  next  year  in  their  Education,  Communication 
and  Technology  program. 

In  other  areas  we  find  Sherri  Nassar  who  is  sales 

and  promotion  manager  for  a  booking  agency.  Carol 
Peterson  Wolkoff  is  with  the  Pittsburgh  branch  of 

the  Federal  Reserve  Bank  as  a  junior  analyst  pro- 

grammer. Working  at  Home's,  Barbara  Patti  is  now 
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J|||  Philipion  producer  and 

.,t  WOED  TV.   Susan  Schafer  is  now  a  re- 

/ersity    Hospitals   in 
I      liairii    representative 

igh  risk    network    for   pregnant 

As  (or  me.  I  keep  more  than  busy  working  in  the 

i  |   department  of  Equibank  as  an 
i  .ding  evening  classes 

■    i  p|  m  to  begin  courses  for  an 

MBA  next  September.  Both  Sherri  Nassar  and  I  did 
r k    for  the  United  Way  campaign 

Susan  Reporting: 

I   have  certainly  enjoyed  hearing  from  so  many 
members.    Everyone  seems  to  be  quite  happy 

with  their  new  experiences  in  both  education  and  in 

the  working  world.   I   recently  spoke  with  Gail  Stix 

now    living    in    New   York   Citv   and   really 

i    n     She    is    studying   for    her    master's    in 
business     idm   li  (ration   at   Pace  College  and   also 

the  Pace  Alumni  Office.   Also   in  New 

Cathy   Schultz,   a   trainee  at   the  Saloman 

Investment   Securities.   She   is  studying   at   a  drama 

Schoi  il  and  is  a  member  of  both  the  Mt.  Sinai  and  the 
Drs   Orchestral  Societies  in  New  York. 

Marlene  Spinella  Ocasek  is  teaching  English  at  a 

junior  high  school  in  the  Mt.  Pleasant  School  District 
and  Judy  Stauffer  has  been  teaching  second  grade  at 

the  Lancaster  Country  Day  School  along  with  coach- 
ing field  hockey. 
I  received  a  letter  from  Martha  Vail  who  spent 

some  time  with  Ellen  Thompson  Little  over  the 

holidays  and  then  flew  back  to  stay  with  Ellen  and 
Bill  for  a  few  weeks  in  Hawaii.  After  much  thought 

and  also  "to  be  5,000  miles  closer  to  a  certain  sailor 

stationed  at  Pearl  Harbor,"  she  decided  to  remain 
there.  She  has  found  an  apartment  and  is  substitute 

teaching.  Ellen  has  been  working  part-time  for  an 
audiu-video  company  in  Honolulu  and  both  she  and 

Martha  are  now  enjoying  the  Hawaiian  weather! 
Christine  Zaremba  is  presently  employed  as  a  tax 

consultant  for  H  &  R  Block  and  will  be  seeing  both 

Martha  Vail  and  Joan  Easton  very  soon  as  they  are 

both  attendants  in  her  May,  1976  wedding. 

Sylvia  Stratigos  Fafalios  loves  her  new  working 

experience  with  the  Mon  Valley  United  Health 
Services  Inc.  She  is  now  a  case  worker  in  the  Child 

Developmental  Day  Care  Services. 

Michelle  Ufner  has  recently  started  working  for 

the  Federal   Bureau  of  Investigation   in  Washington, 

DC  and  plans  on  studying  for  her  master's  in  so 
work  next  fall. 

Both    Beverly    Smith    and    Carolyn    Thomas 

attending  graduate  school.  Bev  is  in  the  Ph.D.  p 

gram  in  psychology  at  Bryn  Mawr  College.  Carolyr 
in  the  MS  program  in  education  and  is  a  gradu 

assistant  in  the  department  at  Indiana  Universi 

She  is  presently  a  member  of  the  Association 
Educational  Communications  and  Technology  anc 

looking  forward  to  attending  the  national  conv< 
tion  in  California  soon. 

Several   of  our  class  members,  myself  include 

have   remained    in   Pittsburgh.    Renee  Silberner   is 
research    assistant    in  developmental   psychology 

Carnegie-Mellon   University.    I  spent  the  summer 
New    York    working    on    Hematology    research 

Cornell  Medical  School  and  taking  advantage  of  tl 

beaches  at  home  (Long  Island)  on  the  weekends, 
then  decided  to  return  to  Pittsburgh  to  accept  a  po: 

tion  in  the  Endocrinology  Department  at  Children 

Hospital  and  also  to  attend  the  University  of  Pitt 

burgh.  I  will  be  leaving  the  city  quite  soon,  howeve 

to  begin   medical  school  at  the  Universidad  de  L 
Salle  in  Mexico  City,  Mexico.  I  am  presently  spenc| 

ing  much  time  studying  the  language  as  all  lecture! 

and    textbooks   will    be    in   Spanish.    I    am   lookin 
forward  to  this  new  experience! 

Remember  The  Chatham  Fund 

Fiscal  Year  Ends  June  30, 1976 
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OF  SPECIAL  INTEREST 
Because  this  is  the  Alumnae  Association's  centennial 

special  events  have  been  scheduled  for  this  year's  Alumnae- 
Reunion  Weekend,  Friday  and  Saturday,  June  4  and  5. 
These  events  have  been  planned  for  all  alumnae,  not  just 

those  in  reuning  classes  and  space  will  be  available  for  those 

desiring  to  stay  on  campus  over  that  weekend.  At  the 

request  of  many  alumnae  special  mini-classes  have  been 
scheduled  for  Friday  afternoon,  tentatively  featuring  lec- 

tures and  discussions  by  Provost  Doreen  Boyce,  Dr.  Frank 

Lackner,  Dr.  Wing-tsit  Chan  and  Dr.  Arthur  Smith.  Friday 
evening  will  be  available  for  class  parties,  a  visit  to  the 

Three  Rivers  Arts  Festival  (an  outstanding  annual  arts  and 
music  festival  in  downtown  Pittsburgh)  or  whatever  suits 

the  alumnae  to  do.  The  annual  Business  Meeting  of  the 

Alumnae  Association  will  be  held  Saturday  morning,  with  a 

showing  of  the  film  "A  Woman's  Place,"  produced  jointly 
by  Chatham  College  and  the  Frick  Educational  Com- 

mission. Saturday  afternoon's  program,  following  the 
brunch  and  speech  by  President  Eddy,  will  include  a  panel 

discussion  on  life  style  choices,  covering  a  wide  range  of 

topics.  Saturday  night  will  be  the  traditional  reception  and 

dinner  with  special  entertainment  by  llene  Sirocca  '70.  The 
weekend  program  was  designed  to  provide  something  of 

interest  for  everyone  so  that  a  two-day  visit  to  the  campus 
will  be  a  stimulating  experience  as  well  as  an  opportunity  to 
renew  acquaintances  with  other  alumnae.  And,  of  course, 

campus  tours  will  be  available. 

The  College  has  received  word  of  the  death  of  Ann 
Anderson,  wife  of  Dr.  Paul  R.  Anderson,  president  of 

Chatham  College  from  1945  to  1960,  in  late  December, 

1975,  at  their  home  on  Martha's  Vineyard,  Massachusetts. 

We  apologize  for  the  inadvertent  omission  of  the  names 

of  Viola  Chadwick  Rosso  '30,  Alice  Provost  McCutcheon 
'42,  and  Jane  McPherson  Graber  '46  from  the  list  of  con- 

tributors to  the  1974-75  Chatham  Fund,  published  in  the 
Fall  1975  issue  of  the  Recorder. 

A  Federal  District  Court  jury  on  January  27,  1976 

unanimously  cleared  Chatham  of  all  charges  brought  against 
the  College  and  its  officers  by  Dr.  Nan  Pendrell,  a  former 

associate  professor  of  anthropology.  The  jury  decided  that 

the  College's  officials  were  not  a  part  of  any  conspiracy  to 
retire  her  at  age  68.  The  jury  also  cleared  the  College  of 
charges  of  breach  of  contract  and  of  wrongful  discharge 
brought  by  Dr.  Pendrell.  Before  the  case  went  to  the  jury, 

Dr.  Pendrell  had  dropped  all  charges  of  personal  defamation 
which  she  had  brought  against  President  Edward  D.  Eddy. 

Dr.  Pendrell  was  appointed  to  the  Chatham  College  faculty 
in  1968.  Subsequent  contracts  extended  her  appointment 

through  the  academic  year  1971-72,  at  which  time  she  had 

reached  68  —  three  years  beyond  the  College's  established 
retirement  age. 
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